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THE PICTURE THAT
WILL LIFT YOU TO
THE HEIGHTS!
No. 685 Straight from the Shoulder Talk by Cor/ Laemmlej
President of the Universal Pictures Corporation
FEW

STAGE

OR

SCREEN

PRODUCTIONS

CARRY

THE

EMOTIONAL

THRILL OR

SOUL-UPLIFT

that you will get when you see and hear "Captain of the Guard."
THIS IS THE PICTURE WE ORIGINALLY CALLED "LA MARSEILLAISE." I CHANGED
because of the difficulty so many people had in pronouncing the French title.
THE

SMARTEST

EXHIBITORS

reasons, but when

it came

IN THE

WORLD

LIKED THE ORIGINAL

to box-office reasons they unanimously

TITLE FOR

THE

TITLE

SENTIMENTAL

preferred "Captain

of the

Guard."
BUT WHATEVER

THE

TITLE, THE

TALE

IS SUGGESTED

BY THE WORLD-FAMOUS

SONG

"LA

Marseillaise."
AND

—

MARK

MY

WORD

—

WHEN

JOHN

BOLES

COMES

MARCHING

OVER

THE COBBLED

streets of Paris at the head of the patriots singing that glorious song, you are going to get a
tingling up and down your spinal column such as you have not had for many a year.
THIS, OF

COURSE,

IS BUT ONE

OF

THE

MANY

HIGH

SPOTS

IN A MASTER

PRODUCTION

directed by John Robertson.
REMEMBER, TOO, THAT THE MUSIC FOR "CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD" WAS
Charles Wakefield Cadman, who has composed some deathless songs of the past.
YOU

NEVER

SAW

NOR

HEARD

THE

REAL

JOHN

BOLES

BEFORE.

YOU

WRITTEN
NEVER

BY

KNEW

the richness and range of his magnificent voice as you will know it in "Captain of the Guard."
IN PRODUCING "CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD" WE PAID, FRANKLY, BUT LITTLE ATTENTION TO
historical accuracy. Our aim was to make a great entertainment and at the same time give a handsome setting to the glorious song which stirs the souls of men, no matter what their nationality.
THAT WE HAVE SUCCEEDED
HAS ALREADY
BEEN
DEMONSTRATED,
FOR "CAPTAIN OF THE
Guard
is one of those very rare pictures such as you get only when those responsible for its making
are at least temporarily inspired.
•"OR IT IS AN
keep you there!

INSPIRATION

Don't Fail To Read

AND

IT WILL

Complete

LIFT YOU

TO

NEW

EMOTIONAL

HEIGHTS-AND

Details In Universal Weekly
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THANK
MR. LASKY!

^2.1?

PARAMOUNTS Production Head Arranged
18 Weeks of Record Theatre Business
Between Now and August 1st
^ Mr. Zeppos is one of scores of exhibitors
Hiring congratulations on Paramount's strong
spring and summer line-up. ^ It's no accident
that 25 Paramount Pictures of powerful boxoffice calibre, the cream of the New Show World,
come to you at this time of year. ^ Mr. Lasky
revised production schedules, speeded up the

studios, set higher budgets and went to Hollywood to give exhibitors THE GREATEST
SPRING LINE-UP THIS BUSINESS HAS
EVER KNOWN. Sensational theatre grosses on
"Honey" and other Paramount spring product
are already reflecting the results.

Mr. Lasky Mobilized Aee Stars, Stories,
and Production Army for Miglitiest Spring
Product In Motion Picture History! .a. .a. .^
''THE

VAGABOND

KING

Starring

DENNIS KING. With Jeanette MacDonald, O. P. Heggie and
others.
AU-TcchnicoIor song romance.
Proven clean-up!
RUTH

CHATTERTON

in the dramatic smash

of 1930, "Sarah and Son." With Fredric March.
above normal business in every town it's played.

CHARLES

^^RIJDDY"

ROGERS

'"RENSON

MURDER

CASE"

in"Yo.mg

Eagles." With Jean Arthur, Stuart Erwin, Paul Lukas. Star
and Director of "Wings" give new aviation thriller.

with wiiuam

Doing far

Powell, one and only "Philo Vance." Bigger than "Canary"
and "Greene."
Standard box-office hit.

^'^HONEY"
Starring Nancy Carroll. With Harry Green,
Skeets Gallagher, Lillian Roth, Stanley Smith. Smashing all
*'Sweetie" records.

MAURICE
CHEVALIER
in The Big Pond."
With Claudette Colbert. Swift modern American romance.
Great Personality Man in a money knockout.

GEORGE
RANCROFT
in -Ladies Love Brutes."
With Mary Astor, Fredric March. Variety names him greatest

JACK
OAI4.IE in his first big starring picture. "The
Social Lion." With Mary Brian, Skeets Gallagher, Olive Borden.
Cash in on the Oakie craze!

drawing card on screen.
ff

LIGHT

OF

Here's why!

WESTERN

STARS

Richard Arlen, Mary Brian, Harry Green, Regis Toomey.
Grey outdoor action thriller.
Bigger than "Virginian."

Zane

^^SAFETY
IX iVUMRERS"
Charles "Buddy"
Rogers in better musical smash than "Close Harmony." Real
story by author of "Sweetie."

^^DANGEROUS

XAX

McGREW"

Wow comedy smash with music. Helen "Sugar" Kane, Victor
Moore, James Hall, Frank Morgan.
The big spring surprise!
CLARA
ROW
in "True to the Navy." Her first in
months and her biggest talking picture by far! With Fredric
March, Harry Green.
WILLIAM
POWELL
in "Shadow of the Law"
{tent, title), successor to Powell's electrifying"Street of Chance."
A great star better than ever.

^'YOIJXG

MAN

OF

MANHATTAN

••

Best selling novel in the United States produced on lavish scale.
Claudette Colbert, Norman Foster, Charles Ruggles.

Mclfti M Ji.m.i%^ Gary Cooper in companion show to
"The Virginian" with Fay Wray. The kind of big action picture sensationally popular now.

"RETURN

OF

DR.

FU

MANCHU*'

By popular demand, a fine sequel to "The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu."
With Warner Oland and same cast as before.
^'THE RORDER
LEGION"
Richard ArUn,
Jack Holt, Fay Wray, Eugene Pallette. By Zane Grey. Outdoor
<|uality smash as only Paramount can make them.
GARY
COOPER
in "CiviUan Clothes" {tent, title).
With Mary Astor, Phillips Holmes. Cooper's popularity will
lake another leap forward.
GEORGE
RANCROFT
in "The Caveman." with
Doris Kenyon, Kay Francis. Bancroft proves anew his title as
the greatest box-office star in the business.
CLARA
RO^V
in one of two strong stories now being
adapted for her. Both well known properties. Either will
make a surefire Bownanza for vou.

NANCY
CARROLL
in "The Devil's Holiday."
The picture all Hollywood is talking about! Produced by the
author and director of "The Trespasser."
JACIlk

OAIilL

^^PARAMOUNT

in the big New York stage comedy

riot, "The Sap from Syracuse." With a special cast of star
comedians and pretty girls.
WILLIAM
POWELL
in a third one of the series
of strong, red-meat dramas that are making this fine actor a
mighty bet everywhere.

"WITH

RYRD

Talking, sound.

at the SOUTH

POLE"

Most publicized thrill journey in history.

ON

PARADE"

The Big Party of the Star.<i! With Richard irlen.
Geo. Bancroft, Clara Bou; Evelyn Brent, Clive Brook.
ISancy Carroll, Ruth Chatterton, Matirice Chevalier.
Gary Cooper, Leon Errol, Skeets Gallagher, Harry
Green, Helen Kane, Dennis King, Abe Lyman and
Band. Jack Oakie, Zelma O'yeal, William Poivell.
Buddy Rogers, and .W more! .Scenes in Teohnicolor.

Produced by two 'members of Byrd expedition and including
actual flight over the South Pole.

PARAMOUNT
April ' August — Like

NEW
the

!^HOW WORLU
Sturt of n Neut Senson!

NAXCY

CARROLL
iritii

HARRY

4pRLL.\

SKKKTS

OALLA(;Hli:R

LILLIA.X
STANLEY

ROTH
SMITH

Dircrti'ci by II cslcy Haggles
Adapted by llennati J. Matikieicicz from tlie tioiel and
play ^'Conie Out ofand
the A.Kitchen"
by Alice Duer Miller
E. Thomas.

P A R A M O IJ ^ T T^l f^VtZ

Buy All That's Holey
Some exhibitors feel that's what
they've done many times after signing a contract for a block of Sound
Shorts.
And they have the same feeling as
they set in play dates.
Every exhibitor who fails to consider
the improvement he can make in
every show he puts together by the
careful selection of short subjects,
contrasting them carefully in theme
with the features, is keeping money
out of his box office.
MOTION

PICTURE

NEWS

has a

world of facts to prove that statement and will record them in a
special section on Short Subjects in
its issue of April 19.

LEADERSHIP
TITAN
GOAL
igantic symbol of genius
and courage, the Radio Titan
sweeps to magnificent heights
in the most spectacular era
ShowBusiness has ever known.
Radio Pictures will be satisfied
with nothing short of LEADERSHIP •• • absolute and supreme
• • • earned and justified by
SHOWMAN
LY

NEW AND GREATER

achievement and

PAGEANT

PERFORMANCEonthe
screens of the world.

TITANS

OF

THE

IS COMING

SHOWMANSHIP
NEW • . . FAR-FLUNG
Day of Days • • •
Night of Nights
Hour of Hours«>*

. . .VITAL!
it

GRAND

NATIONAL

CUCKOOS
BROADCAST...
Direct

from

Radio

Pictures

Lot

On the night of April 8th there will be
broadcast from

Radio Pictures Hollywood

Studio THE FIRST GRAND-SCALE RADIO HOUR
EVER SENT DIRECT FROM A MOTION PICTURE
LOT! This is the greatest single stroke of
show salesmanship. In advance of an attraction, ever accomplished.
The "Cuckoos"

Hour

will herald

Radio's

mighty new fun show, featuring the world's
greatest team of comedians, Bert Wheeler
and Robert

Woolsey,

whose

gay lunacy

enlivened ''Rio Rita." It will mark

the be-

ginning of Radio's new and aggressive
campaign on the air and send the Titan
spirit thundering across the land.

April

SECOND

WARNER

ANNUAL

CLUB

FROLIC
BANQUET
AND BALL
. APRIL
Dinner
ai 050

K^^ m
^^B^
><ltISIC

R^Y

>
Stars
Galore

SafflLamuDis IpaDaTioDbadoB

W A R I\ E K
BROS.
PRESEI\T

JDHN

has achieved immortal fame in the creation of outstanding
box-office values in these great Warner Bros, productions.

'Beau
nrutnmel

The
Se0t Beast'

'When A
Man JLoves' General
Craek'

\In ft BriiUant Cotnedf/ Role

John Barrym
now brings to the scree
anamozing newcha
terization. An uproa
ous farce comedy
English society t
reveals America's fo
most actor as one
the screen's grea
cojnedians.

with
LORETTA

YOUNG

Adapted by Harvey
Thew and Joseph
Jackson from the stage
success by F. Anstey.
Directed by Alfred E.
Green.

Gala
O|ioiiiiij;j;

CEXTRAL
THEATRE
Frill a V

>IAR< H 28

ie biggest
SURPRISE
OF THE YEAR

WARNER

BROS,

f f

♦

♦

present

UNDER A
TEXAS MOON
//

//

t epreat
of
thisCoisason
viewse'isth
from
'
id
ns
"i
E
H
D
those naturals that come
along once in a blue moon. The
public is going to rave about it.
•

Frank Fay in the dashing role of a
gay caballero is the answer to the
maiden's prayer. He's an all around
bad hombre, who lies his way into
feminine hearts and laughs and
fights his way out of danger.
•

"Under

a Texas Moon"

will be

hailed as one of the season's greate^t — a glamorous entertainmentreplete with thrills and laughs — the
lure of fair women

— the melody of

Spanish guitars and the picturesque
beauty of old Mexico in dazzlmg
hues of Technicolor. (All Outdoors.)

>snK\))

moJSiSi
SkVMHO

"Vitophone'' is the registered rrade-mark of The
Viraphone Corporotion designating its products

L-

piCjOR

with FRANK FAY ^ RAQUEL TORRES
MYRNA LOY ^ NOAH BEERY ^ FRED
KOHLER ^ ARMIDA ^ TULLY MARSHALL
Based on the story by Stewart Edward

White.

^

-A. Scenario by Gordon

^

^

-A

^

^

-^

Rigby

Directed by Michael Curtiz

Song Hit

Under A Texas Moon

OPERAS
The public is yelling for them.
Exhibitors are asking us where they
can get more Westerns with sound to
meet the demand.
It's a ripe market for producers and
distributors.
The whys and wherefores will be
shot into print in a special section on
Westerns in MOTION PICTURE
NEWS

for April 26.

RCA Photophoin
To introduce the curved gate
Insuring smooth reproduction, eliminating scratches, gear and sprocket
tooth flutter and stoppage due to
buckling of film.
To adopt change-over switch
For instantaneous changing froi
one projector to another. <.
To employ Caesium photo-electric cell
Insuring

long life and dependability,

quiet in operation and requiring no photo*
electric cell amplifier mounted
on
projector.
To utilize dynamic cone loud spealcer,
with directional baffles, EHtablishing un»<urpa»i«ed
fidelity of sound reproduction and insuring
effective sound distriliution to all parts of the
theatre. Also eliminating stage batteries for
loud speaker field excitation.
To offer motor generator
small theatres

operation for

Eliminating all storage batteries and battery
charging equipment.
To abandon variable speed control
Thereby decreasing cost, simplifying operation
and insuring projection at proper speed.
•

To utilize standard Radiotron tubes
A tube superior to all at a Ion cost.

to make it possible for the small theatre
owner to install the finest sound equipment
at a price he can afford to pay.

Ixm B o:k Office
^^klue Becaiiselt
St

Satisf€icUonl
Today, more than ever before, the patron of the
motion picture theatre demands '^sound satisfaction," and the installation of RCA Pholophone sound
reproducing equipment is the exhibitor's best guarantee of sound reproduction of the highest quality.
The trend nationally and internationally is toward
RCA Photophone!
Back of every installation made by RCA Photophone, Inc., lies the unmatched prestige of the
world^s foremost electrical engineering organizations and their strength and stability are reflected
in the performance of RCA Photophone sound r^
producing equipment.
SHALL

THEATRE TYPE A. C. EQVIPMENT
FOR SIMPLEX PROJECTORS

SOUND
FVR

ON FILM AND

TBEATRES

DISC

VP TO 1,000 CAPACITY

$2995°.°

(Deferred Payment Plan for heat
equipment available)

RCA PHOTOPHONE,

INC.

Executive and Commercial Office*

41 1 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Installation and Service Department
438 W. 37Ui Street, New York City
United States Branch Offices
Mhmaj,Ti.y
Allanla, Cm.
Boiiton, Ma««.
Cfaltago, 111
Cirvrluid, Ohio
DalUa, TexM
Dearer.Colo
Delroiu Mich
Kan>a> CitT Mo
Im Vngeles, CaUf.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pitubnrgh, Pa.
San FranriKo. CaUt
Seattle, Waah
WaahingtoB. D. C

Suteand Eaglo 9u.
101 MarMia Si.
7<M Sutler Office BIdg., 20 Providrnrr »i.
lOO W. Monroe Si.
Sullp 203 film BIdg.
Room 824 1700 Commerce Si.
Room 1014 U. S. Nalinnal Bank BIdg.
Suite 603 Fom Theatre BIdg.
1717 Wyandotte St.
811 Hollyirood Bank BIdg.
261 North Broad Si.
William Penn Hotel
Room 2012 Ruaa BIdg., 235 Montgomery St.
Snite 506 Orphenm Theatre BIdg.
1910 K Su N.W.

Room

....
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Committee Striving To Agree On Legal
Means To Restore Arbitration Svstem
Correct!
Two big Runs in the industry, on
different occasions this week, were
discussing a certain New Yorker well
known in the business but not half as
important as he thinks he is. And,
strangely enough, both topped off
their discussions with the same statement:
"He's the biggest leech in the industry."

NEWS Loses Its
Columnist On
Favoritism Gag
"What price humor?" has an answer in
the disappearance from Motion Picturk
News of the weekly column by Harry
Reichenbach. roastmaster of the industry.
The weekly feature was started with enthusiasm, plus hopes, by its author and its
publisher. It had indications of being a
g^ood stunt for reader entertainment, with
the saving grace of helping filmdom's heavyminded industrialists preserve a sense of
humor.
Reichenbach's income tax return reports
his greatest source of revenue from the creation of ideas for stories that command
space in trade papers as well as newspapers.
Contemporaries of Motion Picture Xew.s
somehow or other managed to sec his wecklv
colunm in its pages.
Rumblings, whisperings, recording on the
wax of the roastmaster's cars, all to the
effect that certain of the News' contemporaries regarded his column of comment as
evidence of his preference for Motion Picture News against the field, raised the point
of "business first."
Whether or not Harry really indicated
his preference for the News over all comers
is something which the reader will have to
determine. The record does show, however,
that it was these columns from which
emerged the darts of Reichenbachian humor.
Harry's hair is white, but not so white
that it can't be worried into an even brighter
platinum shade. His livelihood is space and
editors and publishers control it. Good business judgment prompted the belief that antagonism of space dispensers wouldn't help
lengthen his string of clippings, so, bv
agreement, but with regret by red-headed,
red-covered Motion Picture News, the
weekly shaft of delectible drollerv has been
discontinued — whether temporarily or permanently isanother mvsterv.

Exhibitors
Protest
Inclusion
of Music License Clause
in Contract
Arbitration will be restored in the industry if members of the contract connnittee
now in session in New \'ork are able to
draft a system which will stand the test of
legality.
This is emphasized in proposals of the
Hays association. Allied States Association
and the M. P. T. O. A., drafted for consideration ofthe connnittee. It is reflected
also in the attitude of committee members,
and their expressed belief that a form of
voluntary arbitration will result from the
present sessions.
The contract meetings, which got under
\\ ay Thursday after a day's delay, are being
Iicld by an abbreviated group of the 5-5-5
committees, with two members representing
each of the respective organizations. Five
clauses were considered at yesterday's session. The meetings opened harmoniously
after it had been reported durinor the week
that a rift was in prospect.
Proposed elimination of the score charge,
or consolidation of it with film rental, will
not be provided for in the contract, committee members decided, holding that the matter properly is one between the exhibitor and
distributor in each instance. Effort is to be
made, however, to arrive at a solution of
this problem.

Rentals 4 Days in Advance
The scs.Tions started with speed and despatch Thursday, with five clauses considered
during the day's session. One of the most
inijjortant decided was provision that rentals
are to be paid four days in advance of shipment, unless other arrangement is improved
by the distributors' home office.
Under the plan, a master contract will be
drafted, with a short form contract used in
individual transactions. Every exhibitor
will be given a copy of the master contract.
Objection of exhibitors to the distributors'
eft'orts to place in the contract a warranty
that the theatre is licensed by the American
.Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers, blocked action on that clause, which
has been laid on the table. Distributors state
that their contracts with Electrical Research
Products and RCA-Photophone make inclusion of such a clause mandatory.
Exhibitors will be permitted to play available pictures in any order desired, providing
they are not behind on their playing arrange{Continucd on page H)
The complete text of the Hays, Allied and
M.P.T.O.A. exhibition contracts, together with an
analysis
clusive. of each, appear on pages 25 to 34, in-

''The Rookies"
One ofleggersTimes
.S(|uare's
was formerly
a bigbiggest
gun onbootthe
technical
staff
of
Dr.
Lee
I)eI'ore-.(,
working on sound eiiuipment, and was
responsible for the perfection of many
parts now in use. He turned thumbs
down on the sound proposition because
it offered slow pickings, turning to
li<|Uor running for a quick haul

D. W. Gets Dough
In Texas Alter
Schenek Split
D. W. Griffith's new financing, reixirted
on the Coast to have been arranged following "D. W.'s" tilt with Joseph M. Schenek,
will be obtained, for one picture at least,
from a group of Texas capitalists, according
to information received by Motion Picture News.
The picture will concern various phases
of the history and development of Texas,
be based on a story by Griftith and be an
all-color sound production. United .'\rtists
will release. Shooting of exteriors was begun recently at Fort Worth by Albert G.
(irey. Griffith's general manager. Interior
dialogue sequences will be made at Hollywood. D. W. now is on the Coast completing "Abraham Lincoln," and the row with
Schenek is said to have been over the lattcr's reported move in shaving the pnxluction budget for the Lincoln film.

"J. />." Sponsoring Fnlvue
Screen in British Empire
London — J. D. Williams and E. Bruce
Johnson, formerly general manager and foreign mana.ger. respectively, of First National, and later connected with World Wide
Films, arc introducing a new wide screen
on the market here which is creating a sensation in film circles owing to its novelty
and low price.
The distinctive feature of the new device,
the Fulvue. patent rights of which have been
obtained from its British inventors by Mr.
Williams, is that, while it permits a considerable widening of the film, the height remains unchanged. Standard projection machines can be used with the Fulvue.
British exhibitors are said to be enthusiastic about the device, which will sell for
about $100.
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THE MUSICALS STRIKE SOME
SOUR NOTES
musicals to many big circuit heads
MENTION
and you find yourself greeted with dubious
shakes of the head. The fellows who pay and
pay — sometimes — for pictures aren't so hot about this
type of picture. Purely a reaction engendered by boxoffice performance, you understand.
As a matter of faithful reporting, the general inclination isto place this type of talker in the same
museum category as courtroom dramas for which, you
will recall, there was once a real vogue.
Speculating over the reason for the failure of musicals to tinkle their way through the cash register, the
inevitable conclusion is that the producer himself is
to blame. The copy-cat tactics which have prevailed
in this industry ever since there was such an industry
unloosened on the market near and real melodic films
in such a flood that it was inevitably apparent the public would tire of them. Just like those courtroom sagas
of some months ago did the musicals come through.
Everybody had them and it wasn't very long before
the imitators found the negatives as well as headaches
on their chests.
They'll Click If Super-Fine
And yet, in the face of this condition, there should
and probably won't be any real reason why current and
future topnotchers built in the musical mould shouldn't
prosper. They will have to be super-good, superdeluxe and super-entertaining to get by. The middle
ground has been swept away by blundering business
tactics and the usual ambition to skim all of the cream
from all of the milk at one fell swoop.
The trend no question is definitely away from musicals, but toward what? Nobody knows, least of all
the i^roducers whose difficult job it is to supply the
l)ublic with entertainment.
Pictures Everywhere
This inquiring but unanswered observation is
merely a step removed from the bigger query of what
types of pictures will dominate the coming season. The
job of selecting material to accommodate the needs of
a business which ill-advisedly insists upon grinding
out six to eight hundred features a year grows increasingly difficult with the passage of the years.
The evil is at the root and centers around the fact

that too many pictures are being made. Every year,
there is desultory talk about trimming production and,
for a time, indications are the intention is serious. But
somewhere between the conversational promise and the
actual deed the objective is lost and output remains at
its set figure.
So it is that the public is fed a spotty entertainment
fare. To question the intention of the producer is
foolish. He wants to turn out the best product he can
and maps his plans accordingly. But what he overlooks isthat the system which he himself was largely
responsible in setting up has given him two left feet
with no right to guide him.
Yet there is some hope. With producer domination
in the theatre field, the ever-evasive pledge of fewer
and better pictures is closer to realization. Control of
outlets has been responsible for the steadily increasing
development of extended runs at popular prices in all
key cities. The practice has demonstrated to the producer that the idea is feasible and lucrative to boot.
Fewer

Pictures, More

Money

His revenue is increasing by leaps never before
imagined possible, and where once it took a half dozen
or more pictures playing a week each to roll up a wad
of dollars, experience is demonstrating daily that one
picture, rich in box-office draw, can reach the same
end. The conclusion is quite apparent. Fewer pictures, better made.
What the subsequent runs will do to pull themselves
out of the hole into which curtailed production would
propel them is merely this :
They will have to follow the example of the deluxe
theatre and prepare themselves for holdovers or make
up their minds that the parade is swinging by them.
All over the nation it is apparent that the second, third
and later runs understand this and are making ready
for the new order. Two and three-day bookings are
common where one day stands almost universally had
prevailed.
H and when the movement reaches a real momentum, and the signs are definitely pointed that way, it
will then be possible for producers to check with themselves and really do something to make the legend
about fewer and better pictures come true.
K ANN
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Lloyd Corp. Reported Displeased Willi
Piiblix Percentage Deal: Seek Change?
Alg Sel
stsing
Bi
Poig'
Campaign

Ovorridinji diflicultii's in tin- hillpostinu field, Al Soli;;
has completed a nifty joh of posting for "J(»urney's Knd,'
his sniping campaign covering a 70-mile radius. The picture, which opens Tuesday at the (Jaiety, New York, has
been hilled via 21's, 8's, 3's and signs throughout .Manhattan, Bronx, Long Island, New Jersey and Connecticut.
Some 2,.')00 pointing hand signs are directing traffic to
the (laiety. .\l is said to have had the help of the hillposting king in completing the "Journey's End" showing.

Exhib Yanks Out
Goldstone and
Scheiick Racing
^Johnny Jones' as
Below Standard
"Resurrection''
Holly wood — When Joseph M. Schenck of
United Artists stated last week that his company intended to star Dolores Del Rio in a
talker remake of "Resurrection" he stirred
up plenty of fast action at Tiffany.
The latter has planned a musical version
of "Resurrection" for some time. In fact,
the adaptation and music had been prepared
by Phil Goldstone prior to his joining Tiffany as production head. In his deal with
the company, Goldstone was to produce his
musical "Resurrection" on a percentage arrangement; and various sets were con.^tructed. Delay was occasioned through
casting dithculties in securing singers for
the leads, and the picture has been brushed
aside to get out the regular program releases. Then it was found United Artists
would remake "Resurrection" as Del Rio's
ne.xt. Tiffany will get right intd prmluction
with their musical.
Edwin Carewe produced "Resurrection"
with Del Rio starred about three years ago
as a silent production. The property carries
no copyright, and is in the public domain.

Talker Ouster Brings
Musician Alimony Cut
Rochester — "Too much talk" won a cut
in alimony for Seward W. Seward, once
$80-a-week leader of the Gayety orchestra
and now employee of a calculating machine
firm, in court last W'eek.
Seward's plaint was that inability to obtain a musician's job because of the advent
of sound films made it impossible for him to
keep up the $20 a week alimony to his e.xwife, Mrs. Maude Seward. Seward has been
out of music since the Gayety closed six
months ago. The court cut the pavment in
half.

Fox Fortifies for Advent
of Warner in Milwaukee

Milwaukee — Fox intends to fortify its position here preparatory to the Warner invasion of the city, and in May starts building
of a 4,000-seat house on Wisconsin Ave.
There is three-cornered opposition here now,
with Fox Midwesco, Universal and L. K.
Brill the points of the triangle.

Ottawa — Don Stapleton, manager of the
Centre, withdrew First National's "Little
Johnny Jones" after its first performance
on the ground that it was far below par
as entertainment, and substituted "The Furies" for the balance of the week, apologizing in two-column ads for the quality of the
picture.
Stapleton looked at the film the night before the play date and decided to put in
another picture, but was unable to get a
print until late Saturday afternoon. After
the first show the substitution was made.
The afternoon newspapers carried the
changed advertising and the apology ad
appeared Monday morning.
Although he declined to comment on his
action, it is interesting to note that Stapleton's father, Ben Stapleton, was one of the
original franchise holders in the Associated
First National organization, the only other
charter franchise holder in Canada being
the late Harry B rouse of Ottawa.
The Center has always been regarded as
the first-run First National house here, although buying other pictures on the open
market. Ben Stapleton is the pioneer exliibitor of this city and Don had direct
charge of the Centre for some years.

Stapleton's Apology Ad
An
Welog
regret
y - to- - announce that the
Apo
picture
"Little
Johnny
which
was advertised to
show Jones."
at the Centre
Theatre starting Saturday, was not
up to our standard of picture entertainment.
After previewing "Little Johnny
Jones," we arranged to replace this
feature by the much superior production. "THE FLRIES." starring
H. B. Warner and Lois Wilson. We
recommend "The Furies" to all our
patrons.
The Management
CENTRE
THEATRE
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Checked Count rg on ''W elcome Danger'
Reports persist that there is dissatisfaction
Ijy officials of the Harold Lloyd Corporation with percentage and flat rental deals
on "Welcome Danger," especially in Publix
houses, and that the contract held by Paramount for distribution of additional Lloyd
pictures may be subjected to changes before the next picture is delivered.
It is known that Leslie Whelan of tin
Lloyd staff has been on an extended tour
(jf key towns checking results of the "Welcome Danger" runs particularly in Publix
houses, and that reports of business done in
the majority of instances have strengthened
the opinion of Lloyd Corporation officials
that Publix should modify its attitude toward
the existing percentage arrangements.

Company Wants 60%
It is said that the crux of the dissatisfaction isin the refusal of Sam Katz, head
of Publix, to agree to the percentage terms
asked by William Frazer, general manager
of the Lloyd Corporation, and Katz's insistence that any 60-40 deals, with the heavy
end going to the picture, should be reversed
with Publix getting the long side.
When the Paramount-Lloyd contract was
made, it was reported that an important consideration in Frazer's estimation was the
first runs assured in the big majority of kev
cities through Publix houses or affiliations,
these to serve as demonstration engagements
in each territory of the real box office value
of each Lloyd release, with the results to be
used by Kent's staff as conclusive selling
arguments in deals for subsequent runs.
Frazer is said to feel that the Publix
method of distributing overhead to various
of its theatres, and the limitations on local
advertising and exploitation campaigns for
iiiany of its houses made it difficult for a
picture on a percentage basis to fairly reflect its true box office worth and give the
producer his just returns unless the perduction. centage is better than 50-50 for the pro-

Decisive Conference Soon
Against this Katz is reported to take the
position that every picture receives the benefit of a made-to-order audience in any Publix house, because of the regular clientele
he believes each theatre under his direction
has built for itself, and that producers playing Publix on a percentage cannot expect
to benefit beyond the normal or average
rental price allotted to pictures plaved on
a flat rental basis until the established clearance figure for average business per house
is reached.
Frazer is reported to be planning a trip
to New York in the next few weeks for
break" conferbe a "change
may
what ence
with Paramou
nt and or
Publix officials.
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An Insider's Outlook
ducted in
BIG business as con
Hollywood :
Some months ago a certain
ive
cut
who doesn't know nearly so
exe
much about the business as he thinks,
stepped into his own studio, fired the
producing head via the cash settlement route and began introducing his
own system.
The first step was to hire another
executive. In the meantime and from
the sidelines the representative of a
certain raw stock manufacturer began
to work on the big boss. Entertained
him at week-ends and dinner parties.
What the raw stock man was after

prevent y that studio's business
was
from toconstantl
slipping away to a
competitor. So he figured the best
"in" was to persuade the executive —
who didn't-know-it-all-but-thoughthe-did to take on another fellow to
handle the studio.

The Digging-In Game
And ab these matters go, the chiseler finally had his way. His man
landed the job. The new producer
moved in and, as he dug further into
his job, valuable manpower on the
lot left. About this time, the Big
Boss began to take a lesson or two
in hagglmg from his production chieftain. The arguments over pennies
waxed more merrily while the important business of making good pictures was forgotten in the bickering.
The Big Boss thinks he made a swell
deal for himself when the record
shows his studio is considerably behind schedule. Of the product turned
out, one picture had to be remade entirely and another, for which much
promise is held, was produced on the
lot but independently of the studio
mogul.

A New Napoleon
Now comes the laugh. The man
controlling the money bags has developed a huge Napoleonic complex. He
thinks he's a producer — a great producer— and proposes to use what is
really his all too limited knowledge to
run the plant himself.
Insiders are conjecturing over the
future if what is now in this man's
mind comes to pass.
They point to
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an almost identical situation prevailing on this selfsame lot some years
ago and are freely predicting a return
of a regime of disorganization.

How It's Done
This is only one of the many yarns
floating in and out of the Hollywood
boulevards. Still one of the choice
topics of discussion among those who
know is the incident which tells of
how an extremely important figure in
this industry violated every known
business standard and threw ethics
clear into the Pacific in an attempt
to wheedle away a big male star from
a competitive organization. The circumstances ran something like this :

Sunrise
BELIEVE it or not, the 5-5-5 and
their diminutive, the 2-2-2, may
get somewhere. The open sesame
meetings held in New York on Thursday indicated exactly that.
Seemingly, the desire to work out
a new contract with an arbitration
system that is legally and equitably
inside the pale is there. And, if we
may be permitted to invite a shower
of brickbats, allow us to quote proverb number eleven by reminding that
"where there is a will there is a way."
The time was, not so long ago, when
the Allied group was scrutinized as
a group of rabid revolutionists. Either
those who have hurled the remark
about have been tainted with the
strain themselves or they have suddenly turned broad-minded.
These times sure do move.

The star was really a big timer. As
a matter of fact near the top of the
heap. His association at the time was
pleasant ; and although he has now
moved to other pastures, there was
no reason at the time for dissatisfaction. In view of these circumstances
you would think other producers
would be courteous enough to let the
ham alone.
Not so.
The dubious hero of this yarn, more
than slightly drunk with power, set
his cap for Mr. X and vowed he would
leave no stone unturned to reach his
objective.
And so, when the star traveled to
'Frisco, this producer hopped an air-

Founded in September.
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plane and followed. Through third
parties, he endeavored to plant the
seeds of discord. He even persisted
in his efforts after the star took the
precaution of advising by letter that
he was entirely happy in his association and actually proposed to renew
his then current contract. And still
the sabotage continued until, confronted one day by this star's producer flaunting a copy of the incriminating letter, this prominent industry
figure
backed
him in China. enough water to land

The New Chastisement
they take
for method
a ride.
In IntheChicago
film business,
the 'em
latest
of delivering verbal punishment assumes this form :
Three principals in this. All big
names. All extremely well known.
All top-notchers by virtue of accomplishment. No. 1 Man was doing a
great job for his company — the balance sheet emphasized the bitter truth
to his competitors.
He was stepping along at a fast
clip, signing people on all sides. So as to
further bulwark his organization. One
day he bid and nabbed a choice bit of
manpower with whom No. 2 and No. 3
Men had been negotiating. They
turned peevish and figured No. 1 Felcrossing.
low should be told whose path he was
So they determined upon a dinner.
And who would you think was the
honor guest? Right, No. 1 Man. All
very pleasant. Really quite de luxe.
The various courses had spent their
course and Corona time had arrived.
They retired to the library and hardly
had the door closed when No. 2 and
No. 3, as one, began to swish the
verbal lash. It raged hot and heavy
and fists were about to fly.
But No. 1 keeps himself in pretty
good physical trim. Swims, boxes and
that sort of thing. Therefore, nothing
happened. The conclusion of this yarn
is merely this :
If you should find three studios
launched on a marauding program
with two of them centering their barrage on the third, you will then learn
who
from the
us. principals are. You won't
KANN
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Invasion of Pennsylvania l)y Sam Kalz
Seen as Secret Move in Warner Behalf
way

ing p

U. S. Silent
Washington— Officials of the Dt'pt
of Justice decline comment upon what
effect, if any, the Thacher decree may
have upon the contract conferences
now l)ein)j held in New York. They
also refuse to indicate informally as
to what course the department might
pursue
in the matter.

Warner Deal lor
Brunswick Co. Is
Reported Closed
Negotiations which have been under way
tor a considerable time for the taking over
by Warners of part of the Brunswick-BalkcCollender Co., business, thus affording the
former an entry into the radio field, are
understood to have been settled. The details
of the deal could not be obtained owing to
inability to reach any executives who would
be in a position to confirm the report, cor.'-idered authentic, although others in both
concerns refused to comment.

Flintiy Lolly Indicted
For Pathe Studio Fire
Indictments charging manslaughter in the
second degree have been voted by a New
York Grand Jury against John C. Flinn,
vice-president, and Henry F. Lally, studio
manager, as a result of the disastrous fire
last December in the Pathe Studio in New
York, which caused the death of eleven
persons. Three weeks ago another Grand
Jury refused to vote indictments, although
both men were fined $500 each by Magistrate George W. Simpson. Following the
failure of the first Grand Jury to indict, the
men were discharged in Homicide Court.
They have appealed the conviction in the
Majfistrate's Court.

Publix
Scouts
Survey in (I
Territory for Theatres,
Reports State
Philadelphia
— Theto inside
Sam Warner
Katz's
avowed
intention
invadeof the
stronghold in Pennsylvania is arousing considerable curiosity here.
Is the move really on behalf of Publix
or is it an undercover effort to keep others
out? In view of the close working arrangement between Publix and Warners some sec
in the latest of checker-board plays a desire
on the part of Publix to protect the extensive Warner holdings in Philadelphia.
On the surface, the story has it that
Publix has its scouts out surveying the
Pennsylvania territory preparatory to a
building campaign. Katz is declared to
have decreed an extensive invasion of the
stronghold of Harry Warner's lieutenant,
Spyros Skouras.
Katz for some time is reported to have
been surveying the Pennsylvania situation
but has found no big chains left, except the
Comerford circuit of 130 theatres.
Publix, the yarn states, will build a downtown Philadelphia house, despite the fact
the city already is overseated. Publix, it is
said, for months has been contemplating an
expansion here. Some time ago it was
rumored that the proposed Al Boyd chain
would be backed by Publix.
Meanwhile. Joseph Plunkett, general manager of RKO, also is reported scouting sites
and possible acquisitions throughout the
state.
Localities see no particular reason for
Publix entering the city in view of the extensive plav which Paramount pictures get
over the Warner string. This factor is
pointed to as evidence that the Katz avowal
embraces something under cover which surface purveyors of news don't get.

Boud Acquires Strand in
Allentown; Chain Grows
Philadelphia — Al Boyd has purchased the
Strand. Allentown. from B. H. Stuckcrt and
O. H. Gernert. The house operates under
a Paramount franchise.
Boyd takes possession the end of March.

U, S. Sets Date for
W, C, Protection Trial

Says *TJncle*
Nolan
Maru Gets
Ending
a Happy
And

Los Angeles — After several postponements, the Department of Justice expects to
bring to trial its long-pending action against
West Coast Theatres and a long string of
prominent distributing companies.
The extensive protection required by
West Coast and granted by distributors is
the question under Government fire. The
trial was slated for April 1, but was again
postponed until the end of the month. No
more delays are expected.

Universal Citv — It's all hunky-dorv now
between Mary Nolan and Universal, and the
companv has "big thinfrs" planned for the
star. .A. quick patching up of things followed the recent controversv. when Mis':
Nolan walked off the lot in a huff. She had
objected to her role in "What Men Want."
so Pauline Starke was substituted in the
part. A real blow-tip between star and comnanv followed. Now, Miss Nolan swears
bv — not at — Carl I,aemmle. Tr.. and savs she
.guesses that both "just acted hastilv."
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Film Men Are
ro-

■t."

Tiidieh^d
Again
In Julian
Case
Hollywood — With new evidence presented
to District Attorney Buron Fitts in the
Julian Oil Company smash of 1927, the
Los Angeles County Grand Jury has returned indictments against four film men
and
others in Los Angeles charging them
with 34usury.
Included in the list were: Adolph Rainish, former executive of West Coast Theatres H.
; W. Chotiner, independent theatre
magnate ; Motley Flint, former local banker
who was financially interested in Warner
Brothers several years ago; Louis B. Mayer,
vice-president in charge of production for
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; and Joe Toplitsky,
real estate operator of prominence and well
known in the motion picture industry.
Blanket return of the indictments, which
were served and dismissed three years ago,
was necessary on account of the state law
on statute of limitations. Many of the 38
named by the grand jury are said to be
innocent victims of stock pools reported to
have been recommended by certain local
banking interests.
In the case of Louis Mayer, as well as
others, it is understood that he participated
in the stock pool on the advice of bankers
who indicated the corporation had hidden
assets and new oil fields which would boom
the stock to high figures. Mayer, like most
of the others in the group of 38. had no
idea that the stock pools were organized to
cover up the stock over-issue. Gose observers of the situation feel that most of
the 38 men indicted will be cleared when
they come up for trial on the usury charges.

Paramount-Lasky Profits
Net $15,544,544 in 1929
The report of Paramount-Famous Lasky
Corp. for the year ended Dec. 28. 1929,
shows consolidated net income of $15,544,544, after charges and provision for Federal
taxes, equivalent to S5.78 a share on the 2,685,313 no par common capital shares outstanding Dec. 31. This compares with $8,713,063 in 1928, or $4.22 a share.
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Otterson Opposed To Compromise By
Bankers
In Fox Financial
Muddle?
Seen as Stumbling
Block to
Proposed Get-Together of
Rival Banking Groups
Despite efforts of the banking interests to
get together on a compromise in the Fox
financial tangle, likelihood of any settlement
is seen as remote, Motion Picture News
learns, because of asserted opposition of John
E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research
Products, to any compromise.
Otterson, one of the trustees, figures his
position a strong one, it is asserted, due t-j
the Supreme Court ruling^ upholding the
trusteeship, and refusal of the Federal Court
to interfere with jurisdiction of state courts
in the case.
The week's developments in the Fox situation included the following:
Fox bought 224,000 shares of Gaumont
British on margin without knowledge of his
bankers, and his companies were facing
financial ruin when Fox turned to Otterson
and Harry L. Stuart, Joseph M. Proskauer,
counsel for the co-trustees, asserted in opposing a motion by attorney for Fox to
withdraw the action he brought in Supreme
Court to dissolve the trusteeship agreement.
The withdrawal is being requested on the
ground that a broader suit in which the
trust agreement will be tested has been filed
in Federal Court.

Sheehan Sues for Reported Debt
Winfield R. Sheehan, who is suing for an
injunction to restrain Fox from carrying out
the Lehman-Bancamerica-Blair-Dillon, Read
refinancing plan, this week filed a second action against Fox to recover money he says
Fox owes him.
Meanwhile, the sponsors of this financing
plan are understood to have withdrawn their
offer, demandingf that Fox pay $975,000 or
Ij^ per cent of the principal of the proposed
loan. A statement by Samuel Untermyer, attorney for Fox, states that the letter sent
by the banking group to Fox directors offered to relieve them of their agreement to '
carry out the plan, but that the situation
otherwise is unchanged.

F. N, Star Suffers From
Overdose of Own Publicity
Hollywood — First National is said to be
having plenty of trouble with one of its
lady stars who is reported to have developed
a keen line of temperament since she took
her first mike-and-camera test on the lot.
A ritzy manner toward everyone, from the
top executives to the gateman, plus a daily
dozen of complaints about everything on the
lot, from the company trade mark to the
dryness of the climate, are among the temperamental evidences which imply an early
showdown, with a chance that there will be
an open break.

New Compson-RKO Pact
Flollywood — Betty Compson has signed a
new contract with RKO which calls for
featured appearances in three productions
during the coming year.

"f/" Making
20 Features
Next Season

Twenty features and proportionately fewer number of
shorts will compri.se Universars output for the coming
year, Last year, the schedule was 50 features. Brands
and brand names will be eliminated, according to plans.
.All pictures are to be handled individually as units at the
studios. The policy change was announced early this year
by MOTION PICTURE NEWS. Two production units
already have been headed respectively by E. M. Asher and
Alfred De Mond.

InsuU Seeking to
Destroy Fox Firm
Attorney Charges
Invasion of the industry by the powerful
Insull public utility interests of Chicago,
via control of Fox through Halsey, Stuart,
is planned in an "amazing conspiracy" to
destroy the Fox firm, Samuel Untermyer,
counsel for Fox, charged in Federal Court,
in his unsuccessful argument to restrain
Harry L. Stuart and John E. Otterson from
exercising any power as trustees.
Harry L. Clark, president of General
Theatres Equipment, which is allegedly controlled by the Insull interests, was associated with Halsey, Stuart in effort to obtain control of the Fox firm, Untermyer
asserted. Richard E. Dwight, counsel for
the trustees, protested against Untermyer's
outlining of the plans for an offer for control of both Fox companies and Loew's.
His motion, however, was overruled.
It has been persistently reported for several weeks that Clark has been angling to
secure for cash Fox's Class B stock in Fox
Film and Fox Theatres. The "B" stock of
the film corporation controls the voting and
is the block held in the vaults of the Bankers' Trust Company under the trusteeship
agreement signed by Fox with Stuart and
Otterson on December 3.

Wilmer Denies Circuit
Sale to Warner Brothers
Richmond, Va. — What loomed as the biggest theatrical deal in this section of the
country in recent years has come to naught
for the present, at least, according to Sydney
Wilmer, who denies that the Wilmer and
Vincent properties in Virginia have been
sold to Warners.
"Negotiations were under way for several months, but the matter was dropped,"
said Mr. Wilmer. who added that Mr. Vincent is on the Coast and nothing will be
done in his absence. He cleclared that there
is nothing in the reports that the chain of
theatres in Virginia and the Keystone state
had changed ownership.
The Virginia theatrps in the Wilmer and
Vincent circuit are the National, Colonial,
Bijou. Broadway, Tsis. Lyric and Strand
of Richmond, and the Norva, Granby.
Strand, Wells and Colonial of Norfolk.

Hughes Bidding
$37,500,000 for
Fox W. C. Chain
Hollywood — Howard Hughes, millionaire
producer of the $3,000,000 picture, "Hell's
Angels," is reported to have offered %37,500,000 for the outright purchase of the Fox
West Coast Circuit. While a million denials
are made, the report persists.
Local insiders also claim that several
months ago a deal was started whereby Fox
was to borrow $20,000,000 from Hughes,
with the latter to receive fifty-one per cent of
the stock in the West Coast chain as security. Hughes, it is said, balked at a provision
demanded by Fox that at the end of two
vears the latter would have the right to buv
back the fifty-one per cent for $22,000,000,
with Hughes insisting on a permanent interest, despite offers of a ratio of the circuit's profits during the two-year period.
Now, according to reports, Hug-hes senses
the possibility that the present Fox financial
problem might be met in part by acceptance
of his ofifer, which would immediately make
him a factor in chain theatre circles, and
provide a big wedge in negotiating distribution for his productions.

Academy Awards Issued
To
Mary, Baxter, M-G-M
Hollywood — Annual awards by the Acad-

emy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences for
especial production accomplishments during
1929 brought several surprises when they
were announced at the yearly banquet.
Warner Baxter was presented with an
award of merit for his performance in "In
Old Arizona." Mary Pickford received a
similar award for her performance and
Southern accent in "Coquette." Frank Lloyd
was honored with an award for his direction
of "Weary River" and "The Divine Lady."
with Cedric Gibbons getting the honors
among art directors for his work on "The
Bridge of San Luis Rey." Photography
was recognized with an award to Clyde DeVinna for his achievements in angles and
effects in "White Shadows in the South
Hans Kraly got top position amonsr writers with an award for writing "The Patriot,"
and M-G-M took a collective bow with an
awardneerforoutstanding
"Broadway
Melody" as the piofilmusical.
Seas."
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Trust Busting Tactics Due For A Fall;
Goaded Industry Sees Relief In Siglil

19

Laws

Restricting
Expansion
of Legitimate Trade
Are Doomed

Washington — Dissatisfaction with the
operation of the anti-trust laws is gradually
developing to a point where serious consideration will be given to the desirability of
enacting new legislation to modernize statutes now many years old and designed for
a period of far different business practices
and needs.
The Sherman anti-trust law was enacted
to meet the trust-building ambitions of business leaders of a day of ruthless competition which threatened to drive the smaller
business man out of the field, leaving only
an octupus which would drain the people of
their money. This was the basis of the
famous Roosevelt "trust busting."
That the anti-trust activities of the government a quarter-century ago were of
extreme value and benetit to the country
has never been denied. But since then,
business and business ethics have changed .
there are today well-defined trusts which
are of admitted benefit to the people '^hr.jugh
the lower prices made possible by economical, efficient production — but they arc operating under laws which many leaders declare to be as obsolete as the old English
statute requiring that every railway train
should be preceded by a man on foot, carrying a flag.
In the past few years there has come a
demand for changes in laws — both more repressive and less restrictive. This divided
sentiment is shown in legislation now pending in Congress. The less-repressive element is embodied in the so-called Kelly fair
trade bill, which would permit manufacturers of trade-marked or named commodities
to fix the prices at which their goods may
be resold, now prohibited by anti-trust law.

No Chance for Bills This Session

The more restrictive faction is represented
by the Tinkham and Brookhart bills requiring that corporations engaging in interstate
commerce should secure licenses from the
Federal Trade Commission, which would
first make an investigation to determine the
legitimacy of their proposed activities and
which at all times could meet any threat
of undue restriction of trade or monopoly
bv the revocation of license.
The Brook-

Playing Ball
Providence — So interested are local
fans in uictures that the "News-Tribune," ".lournal" and "KuHetin" have
innovated a new reviewing policy,
catching first runs a dav prior to openings and plugsring them before th<>
run commences. Showmen sav the
gag has a decided influence on the box
office, receipts iump'ng considerably
in the first week.

Hoping for Relief
Modernization of the anti-trust
statutes to cope with existing business
conditions, in the opinion of nian>,
would be a welcome reiit'f for (he
industry. .\ number of actions against
film concerns have been brought under both the Sherman and ('la>ton
.Acts, charging monopoly, the contention often having been made that
prosecution was under laws anti(|uated
by business
development.
At present, a number of anti-trust
actions are pending against various
concerns and individuals in the industry.

Motion
l*icturv
Indunlrg
lienefit from Fight on
Trust Laws

to

vertical trust and there arc organizations
in the film industry which are vertical
trusts by nature, producing and distributing
iheir own [)ictures and showing them in
Iheir own theatres. Some years ago, in
(iermany, Hugo Stinnes was a combination
of horizcjntal and vertical trust — a house
which fell of its own weight once the sustaining haml and mind of its creator was
lost.

Confu.sion <»f Effort
hart bill goes further than does that of
Representative Tinkham, dealing with such
matters as dividends, salaries, etc.
None of the pending legislation will be
enacted this session. It is, however, indicative ofthe thought which is being given
the .subject of business regulations. The
Tinkham bill is possible — that is, it could
be enacted, possibly with modifications,
without materially bandicapi)ing business,
once business became reconciled to the idea
that the Government has adopted a definite
policy. In some quarters, legislation along
this line is declared to be preferable to the
present uncertainty of Department of Justice action and the Government's "he loves
nie, he loves me not" policy.

Brookhdrt's Bill Is Tough
The Brookhart bill, however, is far more
forbidding than any anti-trust legi.slation
the government has ever adopted ; a paternalistic measure, with the threat of a spanking hanging over every business man who
seeks to extend his activities, however legitimately. It is the voice of agriculture
crying out in the wilderness for that ideal

.So into tile situation tixlay — and this applies particularly to the motion picture industry— there has come the effort to cope
with the vertical trust by the methods designed for control of the horizontal trust.
.And there has come, too, a realization that
a trust, per se, is not a pernicious organization, but may meet a real need by bringing the order of controlled, efficient, economical production, distribution and sale
out of the chaos of unregulated competition
between small units, with their duplication
of effort and conseiiuent waste. But the
vertical trust is not fitted by the coat of
horizontal trust legislation, and the good
trust is no more

[lermissable than the (X--

Congress, of course, moves slowly in the
tupus of 100.=;.
enactment of remedial legislation for anything .short of a calamity, and there is no
complaint on that .score which safeguards
against hasty legislation, but there is growing the realization of the need for UKxiernization of our anti-trust statutes which in
the next few years will crystallize into an
intelligent reconsideration of the need for
business legislation which will clearly define
the line of demarcation between what is

socialistic state of society in which no man's
earnings shall be more than another's. By
the mere limitation of earnings, initiative is
taken out of industry, for men go into business in the hope of making good returns and
few indeed in\est their capital for purely
altruistic purposes.

right and what is wrong, eliminating "ccnles
of ethics" and "informal approvals" anfl all
nncertaititv.

As the Kelly resale-price maintenance bill
is indicative of the feeling of impatience
with out-dated laws, so the Tinkham and
Brookhart measures bespeak the distrust,
possibly more in the manner of their enforcement, of the statutes designed to pre\ent the formation of industries which will
dominate their field. The present antitrust laws cover the horizontal trust, but
within the nast decade or so there has been
developed the vertical trust.
The difference, brieflv. is that the horizontal trust is the amalgamation of groups
in the same line and on the same level of
business — in the motion picture industrv. for
instance, the merging of all producers wou'd
be a horizontal trust ; the vertical trust is
one in which an organization is totallv indenendent. owning or controlling every
activitv from the production of the raw
material to the retail sale of the finished
goods — Henrv Ford is bv way of being a

Rochester. .\. \. — Tiu l"..i^tman Kotl.ik
Co. and its subsidiaries broke all previou';
records in 1020 with a net profit of %22..004.015. and earnings after preferred dividend navments were equal to S0.56 a share
on the common stock.

Eastman Kodak Profits
Break Earning Records

The Wag of All Flesh
Flollywood — "There are manv funnv
situations existing in Ilollvwuod "
states a recent arrival from NewYork
"For examole. when a producer''^
wife
starring
in a picture,
never isfind
tha* producer
aroundvou'll
the
stage or sets but wh»>n the star in a
picture iust
happens
to beprva him
nroducer's
"find"
trv and
loose
from the se» location, story conference or cutting

rooms."
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Top Money Asked for "Journey's End,"
So NEWS Gets Audience Type ReviewAs
Checks for Exhibs with Special
Showing to Get Woman
Angle
Learning

that Oscar

Hanson

expects

Tiffany's sales staff to get top money from
exhibitors for its production; "Journey's
End," Motion Picture News asked for a
private screening for a group of people selected by it to check the degree of feminine
appeal and the probable average audience
reaction to it.
The play, one of the record money makers
of all time, is among the first of the outstanding legitimate hits to be transferred to
the screen in sound with scarcely any
change from the stage script. Motion Picture News believed that much of the screen
value would depend on the success of capturing with microphone and camera the
subtleties and fine shadings of characterization which have made critics rave in their
reviews of the stage show.
Further, from a motion picture audience
angle, demanding generous measures of
romance, comedy and action in its average
screen fare, "Journey's End" provided little
of the conventional formula, and hence
might be a serious problem to exhibitors in
figuring what they can safely pay for it.
Not one of the individuals invited to review the picture for Motion Picture News
is in the film business. They were lawyers,
bankers, mothers, clerks, stenographers,
houseworkers — each fairly representing a
cross section of the population in any city
or town.
- 1
What they think about "Journey's End"
is presented here, good or bad, for exhibitors
who will be asked to take the tap for a
record price to book it.
Cora Willett, Clerk
" 'Journey's End' cannot be expressed in
words. From faintest of war's rumble in the
beginning the mind and btxly become a part
of the tragic drama over the ocean. The liopelessness and despair of humans who are held
to the rules of the war game — the sportsmanship of even the weakest are remarkable and
I am sure never forgettable in this picture.
"The sounds in the picture are too realistic
to promise an audience a peaceful evening. The
action throughout the story could not be better
played.
"Those who still have the least dislike for
sound pictures should see and hear 'Journey's
End' for an unusual and stirring evening."
Mrs. Camilla McVickar
"The human emotions that are presented and
pictured in 'Journey's F.nd' are a great achievement in motion talking pictures. Words are
not enough to express one's feelings after seeing and hearing this picturt."

Nifty
According to one wiseacre, explorers
who film elephants in the jungle track
them to their haunts by the smell of
peanuts on the elephants' breath.

They DO Think
Hollywood — A member of the film
colony recently exhibited real presence
of mind when his auto struck a lawyer. He engaged him on the spot to
defend him in case of a suit for
damages.
Donald
McVickar, Stock Broker
"Was not in war.
Never saw play.
"However, Tiffany production of 'Journey's
End' so well directed and executed that it was
ghastly.
"However, think that in certain parts (particularly beginning) that it was much too long
drawn out — that it would not hold public interest through that period whereas spoken drama
with the people in front of you might. I think
that talking moving pictures need more action
(or interruption) per period of time than a
spokenMrs.
play."
L. M. Chisholm, Housewife
"A most stirring performance by a company
of exceedingly intelligent actors. The director
deserves unhmited credit."
Dr. Israel Wang,
Physician
"Pictures of this character should and must
be produced and shown to the masses before
and during a war. Then the work will be accomplished and the picture will be unnecessary.
A gloriousMadolin
piece of Wang,
work !"Housewife
"An excellent picture. As good as the play,
if not better."
Elsie Klemmer, Housewife
"Realistic. Superb acting. Should make for
Sara Gordon, Clerk
"A gripping
powerful
story very
acted.
It shows and
the fears
and emotions
that well
the
peace."
men
go through in the trenches."
Sallye Phillips, Clerk
"A stirring and powerful story. Intensely
real. The war in its most gruesome aspect.
Its characters are true to life. The acting is
by far the best I have seen. Captain Stanhope
is a character well to be remembered. Although
it leaves one with an unforgettable memory
of its great vastness it will stand out as one
of the greatest of war pictures. This picture
will long be remembered.
est to theL.end."
C. Klemmer,

It holds one's interExecutive

"So exceptional in illustrating intimate feelings under trying conditions it cannot help but
catch the sentiment of the public to the extent
of magic. The personal interest of so many
of us through our connections with men in the
war will unquestionably cause many others to
see the picture.
"The photography is rathe- good for the possibilities war scenes afford — and this combined
with the human element involved should make
the picture or.e of the features of the year."
Mary Higgins, Clerk
" 'Journey's End' is the best war picture I
have ever seen barring none. The action and
realism is so true to that which I have always
imagined it would be. Everyone played their
parts to perfection, especially Captain Stanhope.
"It should please most of the general public
who like their pictures to have plenty of thrills
and all that make a picture worth while seeing."
Hazel
Blair, Clerk
"I certainly did like 'Jciurney's End.' The
picture was more vivid than anything I have
ever read about the war.
It shows the futility

War

Picture Is Hailed
Stirring and Up to
Stage Play

of war, and may I say the disarmament conferenceNina
might benefit
by seeing
it?"
Aporte,
Secretary
"Until I saw 'Journey's End' I had never had
a clear idea of what a war is. I never thought
it was so terrible and so sad."
Marie R. Pelletier, Stenographer
"I certainly did enjoy 'Journey's End.' It
gave me a better idea of the war, of what the
men in the trenches went through and how they
lived than any book I have read or other pictures Ihave seen of the war."
F. C. Fisher, Lawyer
"The most stirring war exhibU of them all.
It is more convincing than the stage production. The trench raid in which Osborne was
lost was the most realistic display of modern
warfare that I have witnessed.
"The sound effects were perfect; the photography faultless, and the faint glow of the
candle in the dingy dugout was an effective
ending. I thought the last scene between Stanhope and Raleigh was too long. The miracle
of Stanhope's work was that not one hair beJulia
A. P. Fisher, No occupation
came misplaced."
"Screen version of 'Journey's End' follows
the play very closely but seemed to me to move
very slowly. The entire cast was excellent.
The direction of the picture was good and no
dramatic effects were overdone. A very fair

W, E, Denies Infringement
of Aleograph Patents
picture."
San Antonio — General demurrer has
been filed in the local Federal Court by
the Electrical Research Products, in which
the company denies infringing on any
patents of the Aleograph Co. Erpi sets up
that patents set up by the Aleograph company alleged to be infringed upon are owned
and were developed by Erpi for its various sound processes.
No date has been set for the trial. In
the suit, Aleograph seeks an injunction to
prevent Erpi from using certain patents
on the grounds of infringement. An accountingisofalso
profits
derived from these inventions
asked.

Sound Increases Iowa
House Business by 300%
Dayton, la. — Henry Killinger, who has
had sound equipment at his theatre for the
past year, reports that the new pictures
have increased his business 300 per cent.
He has the only theatre in Dayton, a town
of 900. He draws from a wide surrounding conmumity.

Who'll Be First?
When no a matter
man
bites
dog say.
it's
news,
what a they
It's publicity.

not
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Dazed Producers Trying to Dope Out
Public Taste; Shortage Threatened
We Hope It's True
Hollywood. — A local roportor

covering; studios here reports the doom of
Hollywood's "hey-hey" fiirls in this
manner:
"Oscar Strauss's operetta 'Danube
Love Sonji' i-** almost ready to shoot.
The name promises sentiment and
sweetness, a gradual progress toward
the dinnitied heauty of other days.
Kach development along this line is
driving the hey-hey girls farther from
the centre of interest.
"They are the lassies who made this
village the hey-hey's. Flask in garter,
hair brushing about their pert faces.
Dimpled knees showing. Clothing
scant and close-litting. Conversation.
Ideas defunct."

Battle Raging in
Canada Against
Ban on Children
Montreal — Col. John A. Cooper, president
of the Motion Picture Distributors of Canada, and N. L. Nathanson, managing director of the Famous Players Canadian
Corp., were the principal speakers at meetings of the Provincial Theatre Managers'
Association of Quebec when the latter organized a campaign to oppose enforcement
of the measure prohibiting admission of
children under 16 to picture houses and the
Lord's Day act forbidding Sunday performances. In newspaper interviews they
stressed the possible losses resulting from
enforcement.
Considerable money was spent by the
Quebec organization in lobbying while test
cases were arranged when the anti-juvenile
law became effective, these being carried
through several courts until the intimation
was given that an agreement had been
reached whereby the exhibitors of the province mutually submit to the law concerning juveniles, on the tmderstanding that exhibitors would not be molested for Sunday
performances.
The Quebec association then became more
or less inactive, but the heavy legal fees
and legislative expenses are largely unpaid,
it is said. It is also reported that the large
companies, such as Famous Players, United
.'\musements. and Consolidated Theatres,
will shoulder the obligations, reputed to be
$60,000. because of lack of response on the
part of the average exhibitor.

Corrigan Aids Schwab
Hollywood — Lloyd Corrigan, Paramount
contract writer, will assist Larry Schwab
in the direction of "Follow Thru," Paramount's filmusical version of the stage musical comedy. Corrigan has been with the
company nearly five years.

Fall

Product
Release
Dates
Advanced to Meet Acute
Situation

Theatres are facing a shortage of pictures for summer showings, which will require speed and co-operation if it is not
to become acute.
With the industry and public tastes changing so rapidly that some producers are having difficulty in keeping pace, schedules are
being re-arranged and pictures discarded, in
a measure which presages hard sledding for
some theatres during the summer ahead.
For instance, a number of producers who
had scheduled revues and backstage dramas
on their current programs, now are discarding these vehicles, feeling that the public is surfeited with films of the type.
To meet this situation, companies are endeavoring to revise and speed up schedules,
with some of them planning to pre-release
some of next season's product in May and
Tune to help out.

^Red' Meetings In
Canada Theatres
Imperil Licenses
Windsor, Ont. — Exhibitors in this city
liave become involved in the fight against
the anti-government activities of the Communists arid as a result they find themselves
in a precarious situation. The Canadian
Legion, which is bearing the brunt of the
anti-Red campaign, has become incensed at
the action of motion picture theatres in
renting their houses for Red meetings, and
the war veterans have sent petitions to the
government asking that the license of theatres allowing such meetings be revoked.

Promotions and Additions
Liven Sono Art Sale Staff
Budd Rogers, director of sales for Sono
.•\rt-\\'orld
Wide,stafY:
has added
following
men to the sales
ThomastheMcDermott
at Pittsburgh: M. Edwards, Bufifalo; C. A.
Anderson. Charlotte ; J. McBride, Omaha ;
Harry Flarity. Washington ; Frank Leonard. Philadelphia.
Mr. Rogers also promoted Jack Graham
to feature sales manager at Pittsburgh : Russell Wehrle of Philadelphia, in addition to
being feature sales manager, has been promoted to district feature sales manager
covering Philadelphia, Washington, Charlotte and .'\tlanta : Andy Dietz of the St.
Louis office, in addition to being feature
sales manager, has been promoted to district
manager covering Dallas, New Orleans,
Omaha. Des Moines and Kansas City.

Exit the Writer
Hollywood — While completing scenarioi/ing the climax of a dramatic
assignment, a writer under contract
to one of the major studios got a
qu'ck call from the front ofliic.
He was calmly told tli.il the stiidii)
desired to cancel the unexpired tfrn\
of his contract, and would make a
settlement with him. No explanation
was given, and the deal was made
right there, with the writer moving
out
ment.without finishing his story assignlU'port has it that measure wa.s
t;iken on account of morality clause —
just what the studio had on the particular writer could not be learned.

Flexibility for
Records Claimed
By New Process
Washington — Disc records that bend
easily and will not break, are not affected
by heat or moisture, and that improve with
use, are said to have been perfected in Germany, where the U. S. Commercial .\ttache
reports perfection of a process by the German Dye trust (I. G. Farbenindustrie), in
co-operation with the Rhenish-Westphalian
F.xplosives Co. The new raw material is a
special cellon product, and is more expensive
than the shellac used in the present method.
A new company, Phonycord G. m. b. H..
Berlin, was formed to market the records.
Features of the new records are said to
be great fle.xibility, very light weight and
absolute proof against breakage. The weight
of the new records is only one-seventh of
that of shellac records, and the thickness
only one-fifth. Apart from a considerable
reduction of transportation expenses, the
usual insurance against breakage will become superfluous, it was pointed out.
Furthermore, it is claimed that the records are not afifected by heat or moisture,
that they are non-inflammable and less sensitive to mechanical actions than the shellac
products. The sound reproduction is claimed
to be just as good as from shellac records.

Must Use Blunt Needles
The new records must be played with a
blunt needle. As a result they can be playe<?
almost indefinitely without being played out.
.■\s a test a part of the record was played
250 times and was then played before an audience none of whom were said to be able
to indicate what part of the record had been
subjected to the test.
."Klthough the new record is very thin, it
can be plaved from both sides as the needle
stretches the groove which contracts again
immediately after. There is practically no
noise from the needle.
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"Pictures Must Be Sold in Wholesale
Blocks,"
Hays Tells Radio Audience
Small Theatres Cannot Have
Proper Product Without
This System, He Says
Twenty million radio listeners heard Will
H. Hays, as a guest of "Nation's Business"
magazine on NBC network, relate the trials
and tribulations with which our industry and
the M. P. P. D. A., has had to contend in
recent years. The vast unseen audience
heard Hays say that "pictures must be sold
in wholesale blocks. Otherwise it is impossible to serve the small theatre at film rentals
guaranteeing to suburban and small town
audiences the same quality of entertainment
enjoyed by their big city neighbors" and "because, imder that system, it is possible to include in the year's programs an increasing
supply of pictures made in advance of old
box-office standards." Block booking has
been under heavy fire by the government
over a lengthy period. The Federal Trade
Commission turned thumbs down on the
practice when that body declared it illegal.
Hays' address was in the nature of a threethousand word boost on the industry and
M. P. P. D. A. He touched the major phases
in detail, admitting- that "in the fulfillment
of 10,50(3,000 yearly contractual obligations,
there is a vast room for honest differences
of opinion," and stated that "distributor
representatives are now in conference with
various groups of theatre owners, working
out a revision of the arbitration system, in
the light of changing conditions." Of
course. Hays omitted mention of Judge
Thacher's decree which declared arbitration
illegal.

Tells of Entrance Into Films
Hays gave "examples of the many factors
that caused the industry to undertake, in
1922, the general policy of self-discipline
which 1 have had a part in shaping and executing." He said "the silent motion picture
business passed from speculation to solidity.
It became possible to secure money for
needed business expansion at fair terms of
interest ; fair trade practices were developed ;
responsibility was recognized and public accountability accepted."

Markum

to Run Again
for Representative

Indianapolis — Lqijis R. Markum, local
theatre operator and Indiana state representative in 1929, has announced his candidacy for renomination on the Republican
ticket. He recently refused appointment by
the governor to the newly-created office of
commissioner of the game warden service,
in order to become a legislative candidate.
He has been in the theatre business here for
twelve years and was secretary of the state
and city organization of the Motion Picture
Theatre Owners of America for some years.

Hays a
Liaison
Officer?

Will H. Hays, in his radio speech as guest of "Nation's
Bu.siness" magazine, told the listening public that the
M. P. P. D. A., which he heads is "the liasion between the
motion picture industry and the people — and, on the
other hand, the messenger of public opinion which transImitsto our industry the constructive criticism, study and
cooperati^on which socially-minded elements in our community are able to focus upon our public problems."

Talkers Ousted
Europeans Form
Unions Against
20,000 Musicians,
American Films
Green Maintains
Washington — Twenty thousand musicians
have been thrown out of work by talking
pictures and no place can be found for
most of them, William Green, president of
the American Federation of Labor, told the
.Senate commerce committee in testifying
about the extent of unemployment in the
country.
"The hands and muscles of these men are
soft," he said, "and they are unfitted for
niaiuial labor. They have spent their lives
developing an art and it is almost impossible for them to find other work under
present conditions. Some of them have become insurance agents."

Ohio Censors Allow O, K.
Leader at End of Film
Cleveland — Censorship leaders may now
l)e shown either at the beginning or at the
end of sound pictures exhibited in this state,
according to John L. Clifton, director of
education and head of the Ohio Censor
Board. Formerly all censorship leaders
were required to be placed at the beginning.
Local exhibitors had placed before Director
Clifton the fact that this location of the censorship leader put the picture out of synchronization.

Shun French Talkers
Ottawa — A French language picture has
gone begging in Ottawa, loca] exhibitors
refusing to touch it in spite of the large
French colony. Managers apparently are
laying off French talker versions despite
the success of "The Love Parade" in both
French and English form some weeks ago
at the Imperial and Regent theatres.

M-G-M Gets Lambert

Buys Vitacolor Processes

Eddie Laml)ert, nnisical comedy and
vaudeville star, will remain in Hollywood
to starve or succeed in talkers. Lambert,
who recently finished a series of comedies
for Educational, moved over to M-G-M for
Big House" and
in "The
appearances
"March
of Time"
revue.

Negotiations for the ac(|uisition of the
color processes of Vitacolor. Inc., by Consolidated Film Industries, Inc.. have been
concluded.

Los .'\ngelcs — D. Mack has purchased the
Hidalgo from M. Trallis.

Mack Buys L. A. House

Washington — Unprecedented activities in
film circles in many sections of Europe indicate that the ground work is being laid
for reciprocal combinations aimed to combat the hold of American pictures in foreign
lands. Sound is to be used extensively and
English versions made for this market.
The tendency of European film and cinema interests should be toward consolidation
and a united front against extra-European
interests, declared Ludwig Scheer, president
of the German C. E. A., in a London interview recently, and his expression is accepted as the keynote of the new movement.
He declared that a closer cooperation between British and German producers and
exhibitors should be effected, with similar
alliances with France, the objective being a
united front to bargain with American film
interests.
The Tobis concern announced a short time
ago that it is negotiating for a joint production agreement with the Svensk Filmindustrie of Stockholm, the outstanding
])oint being the scheduled production of
Swedish versions of German sound films.
Spain, likewise, is exhibiting signs of
competition with the rest of the world. Following the completion of the film "La Cancion del dia" the producers left for London
to edit it for English-speaking countries.

"Unborn Child'' Draws 2
Capacity Houses in K, C.
Kansas City — Nugent J. Flynn has reopened the Globe playing "Her Unborn
Child," which he expects to hold for an
extended run. The first two days saw capacity houses. After this picture closes,
Flynn is planning a schedule of picture and
vaudeville programs. The Globe has been
closed for several months.

Winnie Returns
Hollywood — Winnie Lightner. Warner
star comedienne, arrived back in Hollywood
from an eastern personal appearance tour,
and immediately starts production of her
next filmusical. "The Life of the Party,"
which Rov Del Ruth will direct.
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All Serene at Hays Meeting as Code
Of Ethics for Producers Is Adopted
To the Pure
I'ndtT a strict interprotation of (he
Code Hays, a director would not l)e
permitted to picture Kliza crossing
the ice without throwing the sympathy on the side of the bloodhounds.
— A'. 1'. Herald
Trihiine.

Calls
c'' ter
Gra
ForphiOus
of
Film Censor
All attack on the activities of picture censors and demanding that the people, instead
of "snoopers," be
own judgment as
delivered by the
full-page editorial
the Hays code.

allowed to exercise their
to picture standards, was
New York Graphic in a
based on the adoption of
The editorial follows.

"In deciding to censor its own product,
the motion picture industry has taken a wise
step to avoid the interference of meddling
boards and agencies.
"But for
brigade can
which has
under which

all that, the work of the snoop
be detected in the set of rules
been adopted as the standara
motion pictures must be made.

"These standards are to a large extent
liighly worthy.
"In other elements they are highly questionable.
"No one, for instance, can question the desirability of reflecting in drama and entertainment the better standards of life, in so far as
they serve the interests of truth.
"But it is beyond all question that some of
life's most poignant episodes are based upon
situations that do not reflect higher standards.
"If, in the past, dramatists and authors had
confined their pens to a portrayal of better
standards alone, the world would have lost
some of its greatest literature.
"We think tliat Will Hays has a clear niition
of what is needed.
"He says that "good taste and a proper regard
for the sensibilities of the audience must regulate the treatment of low, unpleasant, although
not necessarily evil, subjects."
"Undoubtedly were he to have personal supervision over the production of every film, the
line between good taste and bad would be carefully deserved.
"There is danger that certain p-oducers. in a
desire to keep well within the safety bounds,
will lean so heavily on the side of smug hypocrisv that the great art of the motion picture
will be gradually reduced to a state of complete uselessness — an empty portrayal of the
Polyanna side of existence.
"Such boards, as has been proved time and
again know no limitations. They are an offense to the ideals of liberty to which this
nation is dedicated.
And now that the film industry has gone to
its present extremely liberal limits in rrstriclhicj
itself, it is time that every oflicial censorship
board meddling with the movie industry be put
out of existence.
".■\nd now that the film industry has gone to
state of New York."

'* Dissatisfaction*'
Evaporates
Into Thin Air as Hays
And Others He-elected
Everything was serene at the annual meeting of the Hays organization, which reelected Will H. Hays to the presidency ot
the organization and adopted the new Code
of Kthics for producers. .Ml other officers
were re-elected. The alleged dissension
which advance reports doped to crop out at
the meeting ajiparently — and jierhaps mysteriously— evaporated into thin air as harmony prevailed at the Monday meeting.
.•\doption of the code, says Hays, marks
'the latest and greatest step" taken by the
industry in the direction of self-government
to the end that pictures shall conform to
the best standards of the art and to "the
wholesome instincts of life."
The code provides that every effort shall
he made to reflect better standards of living,
bans ridicule of natural uv human laws, and
the creating of sympathy for law violation.
It rdso provides that presentation of murder
or brutality shall be in manner which will
not inspire imitation, bans justification of
revenge as a motive and pro\idcs that use
of liquor in American life, shall he restricted
to actual plot rcquirenieiits.

s"

of "Don't
Listinstitution
A Long
.'Sanctity
of the
of marriage
and the home is provided as well as ban on
justification of adultery, and on white slavery and sex perversion, or ridicule of any
religious faith or the showing of clergymen
as comics or villains. Respect for the flag;,
use of scenes of passion only when essential
to plot, fair representation of the history,
institutions, prominent people and citizenry
of other nations. .A.lso forbidden are: pointed
profanity, obscenity in word, gesture, reference, song, joke or by suggestion and dances
which emphasize indecent movements : such
subjects as hangings or electrocutions, thirddegree methods, brutality.

The Hays Paddle
Several important member companies of the .M. I*. P. 1). A., completely disregard suggested picture
changes offered by the Hays organization, despite the fact that these
companies are warned beforehand of
censorship jams on certain types of
material, which inevitably result in
costly deletions in certain territories.
Many of these off-color situations
are not necessary, hut still these obstinate producers fail to abide by the
Hays suggestions. Two companies are
known to be flagrant offenders. Others
deliberately disregard the tipoffs only
occasionally.
One of the offenders, relegates all
change suggestions to the wastepaper
basket, and, as a result, an attempt
is understood to have been made to
chastise by using certain agencies to
knock pictures which were allowed to
ride without making advised alterations.

Kathleen
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Mavourneens

More than .SlO.tMMI.dOO in "ruhl)er
checks" were given to di>«t rihulors by
exhibitors last year, th*- contrart committee was told Thursdas. Kentals
during the year totaled .S2(l(l.()()0.(m0.
it is estimated.

Hays aiul Moses
Get a Big Hand
From Brisbane
The industry's leaders were wise when
they selected Will H. Hays "to keep them
on the Hearst
straight editorial
moral path,"
.Arthur
BrisIiane.
writer,
asserts
in
commenting u])on the a<loption by the Hays
association of the new code of ethics drafted
for producers. Commenting upon various
"Don'ts" embodied in the code, he .states
that Moses "coming down from the mountain could hardly do better." His editorial
stresses the fact that the code was adopted
voluntarilv.

Chance to Kill AntiCensor Law Lost in N, Y.
.Albany — .Any hopes that motion picture
censorship might be abolished in New York
>tate through the Post bill introduced in the
Legislature were dispelled last week when
the rules committee took over several hundred bills, including the Post measure,
which means that these bills will never be
reported out of committee between now and
April 11. the day of adjournment.

Yes, We Have No $7.50
Supers in Milwaukee
Milwaukee — Exchanges are not obligated
to accept low rentals for their pictures, the
Dept. of .Agriculture and Markets has ruled
in deciding that the Milwaukee Film Board
and exchanges are not guilty of unfair competition and unfair trade practices.
A complaint to the department under the
Wisconsin statutes, relating to methods of
competition and trade practices, had been
made by Leo and Joseph .AtanasoflF, exhibitors operating the New York Theatre. Their
alleged grievance was that they had been
unable to obtain motion pictures e.xcept upon
unreasonable terms.
It was claimed that the«e exhibitors wanted to pick the outstanding productions of
the various exchanges and offered to pay
merely a minimum rental of about $7.50
to $10.00. which the exchanges refused to
accept.
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Distributors To Be Asked To Drop
Score Charges By Contract Framers
Abandonment or Consolidation
With Rental Sought; Not
Contract Proviso
Proposed elimination of the score charge,
or consoHdation of it with film rental, will
not be undertaken by the contract committee
now in session in New York. There will,
however, be considerable discussion of the
matter, with effort made to induce all distributors todrop or consolidate the charge.
Warned that effort to eliminate score
charges may constitute price fixmg, illegal
under Federal statutes, the committee decided not to try to put this provision into the
contract. After completion of the contract
meetings, the committee will discuss the
situation. Subsequently, a meeting of distributors will be held which will be told that
it is the consensus of opinion that score
charges should be dropped.
Warners and First National are seen as
the stumbling block in the move ag^ainst
score charges, as these firms' scores are supplied by Vitaphone.
Exhibitors have opposed the score charge
since the introduction of sound, some of them
charging that they bought sound prints in
the belief that the deal covered the sound,
only to find that they then must negotiate for
discs, and so were "out on a limb" so far as
price is concerned.

Text of Hays Proposals
Standard License Agreement
Recommended by
Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc.

and

1930.
Agreement of license under copyright made the
day of
, 193
, between
^
a corporation, hereinafter referred to as the distributor, and the exhibitor, hereinafter named,
operating the theatre hereinafter designated.
Witnesseth :
Warranty as to Form
FIRST : The distributor warrants that this license agreement contains all of the provisions
of the "Standard License Agreement" recommended by the Motion Picture Producers and
Distributors of America, Inc., and
an authenticated copy
of which has been filed with each of said organizations. That any and all additional provisions
contained in a rider, if any hereto annexed, shall be of no force or effect unless signed by the
exhibitor.
License and Time and Place of Exhibition
SECOND: Subject to the terms and conditions hereinafter stated, the distributor hereby
grants to the exhibitor and the exhibitor accepts a limited license under the respective copyrights of the motion pictures designated and described in the Schedule hereof, and if in such
schedule it is provided that this license is for sound motion pictures, under any copyright of
any matter included in any sound recorded therefor, to exhibit publicly said motion pictures
and to reproduce for public performances such recorded sound in synchronism therewith, but
only at the said theatre for the number of successive days and for the fixed sums in the
said schedule specified and for no other use or purpose. Each such license so to reproduce such
recorded sound is granted upon the exhibitor's express warranty and upon condition (a) that
the sound reproducing equipment in the said theatre will operate reliably and efficiently to
{Continued on page 26)

Text of M. P. T. O. A. Proposals
Five principal points are embodied in the contract proposals of the M.P.T.O.A., which hopes to make the present form of contract the basis on which any new form of agreement will be predicated.
This is emphasized in a letter by the M.P.T.O.A. committee to S. R. Kent of Paramount, who is chairman of the contract conferences. Members of the M.P.T.O.A. committee are: M. A. Lightman, president of the M.P.T.O.A., Frank Walker, general manager of the Comerford circuit, and Fred Wehrenbergm, president of the southern Illinois and eastern Missouri association.
"Our organization is in favor of a fair system of arbitration," the letter read, "but thinks that two forms of contract should be offered the exhibitor, viz., one containing arbitration and an alternate form excluding it.
"With reference to the contract, we are of the opinion that if three or four forms of contract are submitted to the committee for
consideration, the task of revising these various contracts into one that wrill be generally acceptable will be greatly increased, and
deem it more advisable to work with one contract, either the existing one or any one that is proposed, and alter, amend or revise
that contract as nearly to the satisfaction of all members of the committee as possible. We think, however, that there are several
matters of great importance not covered in the old form, and we herewith submit paragraphs covering some of these items that
our organization wants included in the contract finally adopted."

Five Points Stressed
Arbitration, availabiUty, score charges, percentage and censorship are the big points at issue as the M.P.T.O.A. sees them. Otherwise, the association would continue provisions of the present standard exhibition contract.
Among the modifications and adjustments to the contract being advocated by the M.P.T.O.A. are:
Public exhibition of any photoplay at popular prices for more than one day in any zone shall be construed as a general release of the photoplay in that zone and will be available for general exhibition.
Where an exhibitor buys a group of pictures from a distributor having its own or an affiliated or a franchised first run outlet the
exhibitor shall not be required to play any picture in the group which has not received its first nm within 60 days after the picture
has been generally released.
A photoplay shall become available to a subsequent run subject to terms of protection on 66 days after the date of availability to
the first run.
The exhibitor shall have the right to play pictures that are available in any order provided: (a) that he is not behind in his playing arrangement, (b) that all pictures released prior to the exhibition of any photoplay, which the exhibitor is required to play, will
be dated within 60 days of date of said exhibition of said photoplay.

Good Prints Demanded
The distributor shall be required to deliver to the exhibitor for exhibition, prints in good physical condition and capable of reproducing clear and acceptable sound on standard equipment.
The sound sequences shall not be affected by cutting.
(Continued on page 33)
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Text of Allied States^ Proposals
Master Exhibition Contract
Reconmiended by Motion Picture Producers & Distributors of America, Inc., Allied States
Ass'n of Motion Picture Exhibitors, and Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, Inc.,
to govern the relations between distributors of copyrighted motion pictures and exhibitors of
such pictures.
.An authenticated copy of this masters contract shall be filed with
on
1930, and thereafter the provisions hereof may be adopted by reference in
any short form license agreement thereafter executed between any distributor and any exhibitor
involving the licensing of such copyrighted motion pictures.
First : The distributor grants and the exhibitor accepts a license under the copyrights of
photoplays designated in the schedule to any short form license agreement made pursuant hereto,
and if in such schedule it is provided that the license is for sound motion pictures, under any
copyright of any matter included in any sound recorded therefor, to exhibit publicly said
motion pictures, and to reproduce for public performances such recorded sound in synchronism
therewith, but only at the theatre <.)r theatres, and for the number of successive days, and for
the fixed sums, specified in said schedule, and for no other purpose. The excution of any short
form license agreement containing in the schedule a description by name of the equipment
on which such recorded sound is to be reproduced, shall constitute an approval of such equipment by the distributor for the purposes of the license. If the license is for the exhibition of
pictures containing copyrighted nmsic, the exhibitor warrants that he has a legal right to
reproduce such copyrighted music. The distributor reserves the right to record the sound for
reproduction in synchronism with the exhibition of said motion pictures, or any of them, on
the prints thereof, or on records, discs or any other device; provided, that if recorded sound
for any picture is delivered in a form which the exhibitor is not equipped to reproduce, he shall
have the right to cancel as to such pictures. If more than one theatre is designated in the
schedule, no motion picture licensed thereunder shall be for exhibition at more than one of
such theatres unless otherwise specified in said schedule.
The word print when used in this master contract in respect of sound motion pictures
shall be deemed to include the records, discs and other devices on which sound is recorded.
{Continueu

on t^age 27)
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Contract
Committee
Hits at
Effort to Compel Showman
to Pay MuHic Fee
btipulation of Electrical kesearcli i'ro
ducts and KCA l'hoto[)hotic that distributors must insert in the ncrw contract a warranty clause was under fire at Thursday's
opening session of the contract committee,
with a test of the legality of this stipulation
suggested as a means for relief.
Insertion of the clause, it was contended
by exhibitors, puts them at the mercy of the
.Society in collecting its fee of ten cents jx-i
seat per year. This clause, in efTect, would
force every theatre in the United States to
secure a license from the Society. Distributors pointed out that their hands are tied
in the matter, as the stipulation was made a
condition of their licen-ing agreement, a
))rcvious agreement to this effect having
been made by the society and the electrics.
No action was taken on the proposed
clause, which was laid on the table ui)on
exhibitors' insistence. .Mlied States Ass'n
contends that a warranty that the exhibitor
has a legal right to show the picttire concerned, is sufficient.

Can't

Approve Kquipment

Their coinr.ict uitli the electrics also prevents distributors from approving any but
equipment

manufactured by the two
(Continued on page 26)

com-

Big Guns of Allied States' Ass'n at Meeting in New York

t'h.'lo ^.v Standard Flashlight

Allied' 8 Board of Directors, Top Row, left to right: Fred J. H errington, Pennsylvania; B. K. Fisher, Wisconsin; G. A. Cross,
Michigan; Al StefTes. Minnesota; C. C. Griffin, California; H. A. Cole, Texas; .\atlian Yainins, Massachusetts; Steie Bauer, Wisconsin; Allen Johnson, Michigan.

Center Row, left to right: Benjamin Halperin. \ew Orleans, E. P. Smith, Iowa; Joseph .»/. Seider. \ew Jersey: J. M
Washington; H. Goldenberg, Wisconsin; Herman Blum, Baltimore; Frank D. Bligh, Salem. Ore.; H. M. Richey, Detroit.

Hone,

Bottom Row, left to right: Tom Sullivan, Denver; Aaron Saperstein. C/iicago; Edward Brunull. Chicago; Ahram F. Mytr.s. Washington, D. C; Joe Pastor, Chicago; John A. Gavan, Butte; J. J. Gillette, Utah; Harry Markun, Indianapolis; Ray A. Grombacher,
Washington.
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(Continued from page i4)

reproduce such recorded sound with adequate volume and high quahty whether recorded upon
a print or upon records, discs or other siriiilar devices; and (b) if copyrighted musical compositions are included in such recorded sound, the exhibitor now has or will have at the date or
dates of the exhibition of each of such motion pictures and the reproduction of such recorded
sound, an effective license from the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers
to perform publicly the copyrighted musical compositions in the rejiertory of said society. The
distributor reserves the riglit to record the sound for reproduction in synchronism with the
exhibition of said motion pictures or any of them on the print thereof or on records, discs or
any other device as the distributor may from time to time determine. If more than one theatre
is hereinafter designated no motion picture is licensed hereunder for exhibition at more than
one of such theatres unless otherwise specifically agreed upon in the Schedule.
Provided this license is for sound motion pictures and the recorded sound is not recorded
upon a print, all references hereinafter made to a print shall be deemed to include the records,
discs and any other device ui>on which sound is recorded for reprcKluction in synchronism with
the exhibition of a i)rint.
THIRD:
(a) The
such motion picture the
of the date
of delivery
thereof
to the
exhibitorof

Payment
exhibitor agrees to pay to the distributor for such license as to each
fixed sums specified in the Schedule at least seven days in advance
a print
thereof
at the distributor's exchange or of the date of shipment
by
another
exhibitor.

Payment upon Percentage Basis
(b) If any part of the license fee of any of said motion pictures shall be computed upon
the exhibitor's gross receipts, such payment or part thereof shall be made to the distributor at
the end of each day's exhibition, together with a correct itemized statement of the gross receipts
of said theatre for admission thereto upon the exhibition date or dates of each motion picture
for which payment is so required to be made, signed by the exhibitor or the exhibitor's manager
and the exhibitor's cashier or treasurer. Should the distributor so require, such itemized
statement shall be made upon forms furnished by the distributor. Upon said date or dates
an authorized representative of the distributor is hereby given the right to verify the sale of
all tickets of admission to said theatre, and the receipts therefrom ; and for such purpose shall
have access to the theatre, including the box office, and also the right to examine the exhibitor's
books and records relating to such gross receipts. The distributor, or its authorized representative, also shall have access for a period of one year after the receipt by the distributor of each
final box office statement, to all of the exhibitor's books and records for the purpose of verifying
such box office statement. The distributor agrees that any information obtained pursuant to
the provisions of this clause will be treated as confidential, excepting in any arbitration
proceeding or litigation in respect to this license.
Liquidated Damages for Breach If Licensed upon Percentage Basis
(c) If payment hereunder of the license fee of any of said motion pictures shall be computed, either in whole or in part, upon a percentage of the gross admission receipts of said
theatre, and if the exhibitor fails or refuses to exhibit any such motion picture as herein
provide<l, the exhibitor shall pay to the distributor as liquidated damages for each day that the
exhibitor fails or refuses to exhibit such motion picture, a sum equal to such percentage of the
average daily gross receipts of such theatre during the period of 30 operating days immediately
prior to the date or dates when said motion picture should have been so exhibited and in
addition any fixed sums payable hereunder in respect thereto provided, however, that if the
exhibitor shall exhibit such motion picture for less than the full number of days provided for
in this license the sum equal to such percentage shall be computed, upon a sum equal to 7S
per cent of the gross receipts of said theatre during the last day of the exhibition thereat of
such motion picture. A sworn statement of the said daily gross receipts shall be delivered by
the exhibitor to the distributor upon demand therefor.
FOURTH: The term of this agreement shall begin with the date fixed or term determined as hereinafter provided for the exhibition at the said theatre of the first motion picture
deliverable hereunder and shall continue for a period of one year thereafter unless otherwise
in the schedule provided.
Delivery and Exhibition of Prints
FIFTH : The distributor agrees during the term of this license and within a reasonable
time after each of said motion pictures become available for exhibition by the exhibitor hereunder to deliver to the exhibitor a print in physical condition for exhibition, and the exhibitor
agrees to exhibit such print of each of said motion pictures in the order of their general release
by the distributor in the territory in which the said theatre is located, and if this license is for
sound motion pictures to reproduce the recorded sound in synchronism therewith, upon the date
or dates during said term fixed or determined as provided in Article Seventh hereof. The date
or dates so fixed or determined shall be for all purposes the exhibition date or dates of each
such motion picture as though definitely specified in the schedule before execution hereof by the
exhibitor.
The distributor shall make deliveries hereunder to the exhibitor, or the exhibitor's authorized agent, by delivery at the distributor's exchange, or to a common carrier, or to the United
States postal authorities. If deliveries are made to a carrier they shall be made in accordance
with the carrier's delivery schedule in time to reach the place where the said theatre is located
at least one hour before the usual time for the opening of the said theatre.
Selection or Designation of Playdates
SEVENTH : The exhibition date or dates of each motion picture, unless definitely
specified or otherwise provided for in the schedule or otherwise agreed upon, shall be determined
as follows :
Notice of Availability
1. Subject to prior runs and /or protection granted or hereafter granted to other exhibitors
and within a reasonable time after a print or prints of any of said motion pictures are received
at the exchange of the distributor out of which the exhibitor is served and any such motion
picture then being available for exhibition by the exhibitor hereunder the distributor, provided
the exhibitor is not in default heretmder, shall mail to the exhibitor a notice in writing of the
(Continued
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110,000 Violations
One hundred ten thousand cases of
contract violation, involving $30,000,000 have been
brought
to distributors'
attention
during
the last
five years,
Gabriel L. Hess, general counsel of
the Hays association, Thursday, told
the contract committee. Last year,
before arbitration was discontinued,
.30,000 cases were heard.

Electric's Stand
On Music License
Riles Exhibitors
(Continued from page 25)
panics, it is stated. Allied had proposed a
clause providing that the execution of the
contract, constitutes approval of the reproducer over which the film is to be shown.
Harmony prevailed at the opening session
of the committee meeting, despite spirited
debate between the conferees. Progress was
rapid, however. The session is open to the
trade press, setting a precedent in the industry. Decision to make the meetings
open, followed a request for such procedure
by ^loTioN Picture News.

Start
Committee

with
members

Open

Minds

are going about the

drafting
of achairman,
contract at
with
"open
minds,"
S. R. Kent,
whose
suggestion
the conferences are being held, said in opening the meeting. The idea being followed
is the drafting of a suggested master contract, embodying standard clauses, with the
individual transaction to be embodied in a
short form contract. This latter is slated
to have an arbitration agreement.
The purpose of the present abbreviated
committee sessions is to agree on principles.
This done, the full committee will meet to
pass upon phraseology of the agreement.
Allied States Ass'n, the M. P. T. O. A., the
Hays organization and affiliated exhibitors
are represented at the meetings.
Abram F. Myers, president of Allied, believes the electrics' stipulation is illegal.
Distributors, however, are averse to risking revocation of their license by the electrics, hence this particular clause is slated
for considerable discussion.
In the new contract form, prints must be
designated, so that the exhibitor is assured
lilm or disc, according to his equipment, in
the form specified in the schedule.

Four Day Advance on Rentals
After lengthy discussion, a clause was
adopted providing for payment of film rental
four days prior to shipment, unless other
arrangement is made. This means that the
money must be received by the distributor
before the film is shipped. The four day
period was determined upon to give checks
opportunity to clear. Allied held out for a
preferred credit rating for exhibitors, but
this was modified to provide for the cash
basis, unless the exhibitor secures credit
from the home office.
No difficulty in se-
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Text of Allied Stales ' Projwsals

Everythinn in tlu- (-((nlrar), with no
side UKrcenu-nts of :iiiv kind to be
count iMianc'i'd, is the plallorni which
Allied States Ass'n. is haekinj; at the
contract conferences. The or^ani/ation takes the position that niak>n);
possil>le or winking at contract violations undermines the contract, and
makes

/' i c t II r I

jumpers."

curing credit for exhibitors with good credit
records is anticipated by the committee.
Distributors had proposed a seven-day advance payment, and exhihitors three days.
To prevent bartering of tlie credit privileged, the clause stipulates that the credit
arrangement must he made after signing the
contract.
Percentage splits nmst he made daily, the
report to be signed by the exhibitor or manager, his cashier, treasurer or other person.
Distributors have been ganted four months
instead of the usual 60 days in which to
make an audit of the record of the run.
Exhibitor opposition to employment of
resident checkers for percentage engagements resulted in a clause barring local
checkers unless they are regularly employed
by the distributor or accountants. The latter, it is felt, will not divulge operating
information, because of professional ethics.
Refusing to play a percentage picture will
make the t^xhihilor liable for an amount
which ecjuals the guarantee and the stipulated percentage of the average daily gross
computed over the preceding M) days. For
pulling a picture, the penalty is to be 65
per ceiit of the average daily gross. This
represented a compromise from the 75 pT
cent demand of distributors and the 50 per
cent figure demanded by the M. P. T. O. A.
Delivery of prints at a theat^re in time
for a rehearsal is provided in a clause expected to be adopted. Setting of a time
before showing when it must be delivered
is to be done following a check-up of exchanges' facilities.
Prints are to be delivered in good physical condition, with the print capable of
clearly reproducing sound in synchronism,
under another clause.

Can Choose Running Order

Order of showing came in for considerable discussion, exhibitors finally winning
the right to play available pictures in any
order they choose, providing they are not
behind on their playing arrangement, and
provided they agree to play or pay for
within 60 days undated available films.
The necessity for switching dates, to take
advantage of the popularity of a certain
picture and to provide the desired program
variety, spotting in the good pictures and
weak sisters at the most opportune time,
was stressed, as was the juggling of dates
by exhibitors to get out of playing certain
pictures.

Showing Is Zone Release

Showing of a picture in a zone, releases
the film in that zone, even though the picture may not be released generally in that
territory, it was pointed out, in discussion
of action in holding back a big picture to
force playing of undated available films.
Under terms of the new clause giving the
exhibitors the right of selectivity on available pictures, if the exhibitor violates his
agreement to plav or pay for undated films
within 60 days, he will be denied the privilege to choose order of run in future.

iCimlimu'd from f>(i<it' -5)

3-Day Payment Stipulated
Seconil (a) The exhibitor agrees to jm) lur >utli licence .i^ t., cacli i.lH.t..pla> the fixed >urii»
specilietl 111 the schedule at least three day.s in aflvance ol the date ..i >hipnunt fr.jm the distributor sexchange or from the last previous e.xhihitor <.f tiie positive print thereof, unless the
exhibitor shall have been notihed by the distributor in writing that he has fjecn placed on a
preferred credit hst, in which case payment shall be in accordance with such written iK4icc.
(b) If the schedule calls for payment (jr any part thereof computed on the exhibitor'!,
gross receipts, such payment or any part thereof shall he made daily, together with a correct
Itemized statement of the gross receipts of said theatre for admissions iiiioii the exhibition date
or dates for each photoplay for which payment is so required. Should the di.strihutor so
require such itemized statement shall be nuule upon forms furnished bv the <listributor. Upon
such date or dates an aiitiiorized representative of the distributor is hereby given the right
to verify the .sale of all tickets of admission to said theatre, and the receipts therefrom • and
lor such purpose shall have access to the theatre, includiiiK the box office, and also the 'right
to examine the exhibitor's books and records in so far as tliev relate to such gross receipts
1 be distributor, or its authorized representative, shall also have access for a peri<Kl of 60
days alter the receipt by the distributor of the final box office statement to all of the exhibitor's
tK)oks and records for the purpose of verifying such Ixix office statements. The distributor
agrees that any mft)rmation so obtained will be treated as confidential except in any pri^eedings to enlorce its rights under the contract. The distributor agrees, unless such representative be a regular employee of the distributor, not to employ as such representative any person,
a resident of
regularly
employwl
in the town in whicji tlir exbitiit.ir's theatre is l<K-ated,
except with theor consent
of the
exhibitor.

Provides

for Liquidated

Damages

(c) If payment hereunder of the license fee of any of said motion pictures shall be computed either in whole or in part, upon a percentage of the gross admission receipts of said
theatre, and if the exhibitor fails or refuses to exhibit any such motion picture as herein
provided, the exhibitor shall pay to the distributor as liquidated damages for each day that the
exhi!)itor tails or refuses to exhibit such motion picture, a sum equal to such percentage of
the average daily gross receipts of such theatre during the peri(Kl of M) operating days immediately prior to the date or dates when said motion picture should have been so exhibited,
provided, however, that if the exhibitor shall exhibit such motion picture for less than the
full number of days provided for in this license the sum eipial to such percentage shall be
computed upon a sum equal to 75 per cent of the gross receipts of said theatre during the
last day of the exhibition thereat of such motion picture. .\ sworn statement of the said
daily gross receipt shall be delivered by the exhibitor to the distributor upon demand therefor.
Third: The term of this agreement shall begin with the date fixed or determined as
hereinafter provided for the exhibition at the said theatre of the first nK>tion iiictiire deliverable
hereuiKler and shall continue for a period of one year thereafter unless otherwise in the
schedule provided.

Warranty on Fitness
Kourth
provided a
for use in
it becomes

: The distributor agrees to deliver to the exhibitor on the date or dates herein
print of each motion picture which the distributor expressly warrants shall be fit
said theatre or theatres, provided said print is used within a reaMinable time after
a\ailable.

Fifth : The distributor shall make deliveries hereunder to the exhibitor, or the exhibitor's
authorized agent, by delivery at the distributor's exchange, or to a common carrier, or to the
United States pt)stal authorities. 1 f deliveries are made to a carrier they shall be made in
accordance with the carrier's deliverv schedule in time to reach the place where the said
theatre is located at least 5 hours before the usual time for the opening of the said theatre.

Protection Procedure Outlined
Sixth: Subject to prior runs and/or protection iiranlcd or hereafter granted to other
exhibitors and within a reasonable time after a print or jirints of any of said motion pictures
are received at the exchange of the distributor out of which the exhibitor is served and any
such motion picture then being available for exhibition by the exhibitor hereunder the distributor shall mail to the exhibitor a notice in writing of the date when such nwtion picture
will be available for exhibition by the exhibitor, such date being hereinafter referred to as the
"available date." Such notice shall be mailed to the exhibitor at least 15 days before the
"available <late'' therein specified.
The exhibitor shall within 14 days after the mailing of such notice select the exhibition
date or dates, within the period of commencing with the available date and ending 30 days
thereafter, by giving to the distributor written notice of the date or dates so selected. If the
exhibition date or dates so selected by the exhibitor are not open lor the exhibitor because
such <latc or dates have been previously assigned to another or other exhibitors then the exhibition date or dates shall be determined as provided in the following paragraphs Ca) and (h).
(a) If other dates within said 30 days period are onen the exhibitor shall immediately
select from such other open dates another date or dates. Tailing to do so then the distributor
shall have the right to desi.gnatc such date or dates within the period beginning not earlier
than two weeks and ending not later than six weeks from the date first selected by the
exhibitor and written notice thereof shall be given or mailed the exhibitor 14 days before the
date so designated by the distributor.
(b) If no other date or dates within said 30 dav period are open then the exhibitor shall
designate the date or dates which shall be within the periixl beginning not earlier than two
weeks and ending not later than six weeks from the last day of the said 30 day period and
written notice thereof shall be imme<liately given or mailed to the distributor by the exhibitor.
If the exhibitor fails to so designate such date or dates then the distributor shall have the
right to make such designation within the same period and written notice thereof shall be
mailed to the exhibitor 14 days before the date so designated by the distributor.
(Continued on page 29)
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date when such motion picture will be available for exhibition by the exhibitor, such date being
hereinafter referred to as the "available date." Such notice shall be mailed to the exhibitor at
least 15 days before the "available date" therein specified.
Selection by Exhibitor
2. The exhibitor shall, within 14 days after the mailing of such notice, select the exhibition date or dates, within the period commencing with the available date and ending 30 days
thereafter, by giving to the distributor written notice of the date or dates so selected. If the
exhibition date or dates so selected by the exhibitor are not open for the exhibitor because such
date or dates have been previously assigned to another or other exhibitors then the exhibition
date or dates shall be determined as provided in the following paragraphs (a) and (b).
(a) If other dates within said 30-day period are open the exhibitor shall immediately
select from such other open dates another date or dates ; failing to do so, then the distributor
shall have the right to designate such date or dates within the period beginning not earlier than
two weeks and ending not later than si.x weeks from the date first selected by the exhibitor
and written notice thereof shall be given or mailed the exhibitor 14 days before the date so
designated by the distributor.
(b) If no other dates within said 30 days are open, then the exhibitor shall designate the
date or dates, which shall be within the period beginning not earlier than two weeks and
ending not later than six weeks from the last day of the said 30 days and written notice thereof
shall be immediately given or mailed to the distributor by the exhibitor. If the exhibitor fails
to so designate such date or dates, then the distributor shall have the right to make such
designation within the same period and written notice thereof shall be mailed to the exhibitor
14 days before the date so designated by the distributor.
3. If the exhibition date or dates of any motion picture are not selected by the exhibitor
as hereinbefore provided or otherwise agreed upon or the exhibitor fails or refuses to exhibit
such motion picture on the date or dates designated by the distributor if designated as provided
in paragraphs "a" and "b" hereof than the sum or sums payable hereunder for the license as to
such motion picture forthwith shall become due and payable and the grant, if any, of the run
and/or protection period in respect to such motion picture shall be deemed revoked with the
right to the exhibitor upon making such payment to exhibit such motion picture provided
authority for the exhibition thereof is requested in writing by the exhibitor within 60 days
after the available date therefor upon a date or dates not in conflict with any run and /or
protection period granted or hereafter granted to other exhibitors ; failing to make such request
within said period of time the license of such motion picture granted hereunder shall be
terminated and revert to the distributor.
Assignment upon Sale of Theatre
EIGHTH : This license shall not be assigned by either party without the written consent
of the other, provided, that if the e.xhibitor sells the said theatre or transfers any interest
therein and is not in default hereunder, the exhibitor may assign this license to the purchaser
of the theatre or of such interest without the written consent of the distributor, but any such
assignment shall not be valid or of any effect hereunder unless a written acceptance thereof
by the assignee assuming the obligations of the exhibitor shall be delivered to the distributor.
Any such assignment shall not release the exhibitor from any liability hereunder unless such
release from liability is consented to by the distributor in writing.
Verbal Promises, Changes in Writing
NINTH:
This license agreement is complete and all promises, representations, understandings and agreements in reference thereto have been expressed herein. No change or
modification thereof shall be binding upon the distributor at its main office in New York City.
Return of Prints by Exhibitor
TENTH : The exhibitor shall promptly, after the last exhibition on the last date of the
license period of each motion picture, return the print thereof, with the reels and containers
furnished therewith, to the distributor's exchange or deliver the same to a carrier designated
or used by the distributor for delivery to such exchange or as otherwise directed by written
Deliveries by Distributor
instructions of the distributor for delivery to another exhibitor and the exhibitor shall pay all
transportation charges therefor in each case adequately valued or insured.
Loss of or Damage to Prints
ELEVENTH : The exhibitor shall immediately notify the distributor's exchange by
telegram of the loss, theft, destruction of or damage to any print and the exhibitor shall pay
to the distributor a sum equal to the cost of replacement at the distributor's exchange for each
linear foot thereof and for each record and for each record case, lost, stolen, destroyed or
damaged in any way in the interval between the delivery to and the return thereof by the
exhibitor. Provided, the exhibitor is not in default hereunder the distributor shall at the option
of the exhibitor repay or credit to the exhibitor any sum so paid for a lost or stolen print,
excepting newsreels, upon the return thereof to the distributor within 60 days after the date
when the same should have been returned hereunder. All claims by the exhibitor on account
of the condition or the late or non-arrival of a print, or by the distributor because of damage
thereto by the exhibitor shall be barred hereunder unless any such claim, if made by the
exhibitor, shall be made by a telegram setting forth fully the condition complained of sent by
the exhibitor to the distributor prior to the second public exhibition thereof, if delivery of
a print has been delayed, within one hour of its arrival ; or if any such claim is made by the
distributor unless a notice in writing by the distributor is sent to the exhibitor within 48 hours,
Sundays excepted, of the receipt by the distributor of a damaged print or of a notice by
another exhibitor that a print was received by such other exhibitor in a damaged condition.
Description
TWELFTH : The exhibitor shall not be required to accept for any feature motion picture
described in the schedule as the motion picture of a particular star or of a particular director,
any other motion picture of a diflferent star or different director. The distributor shall have
and hereby reserves the right in the sole discretion of the distributor to change the title of any
of the motion pictures specified in the schedule, to change any story, book or play, to make any
change in or adaptation thereof and to change the cast or any member thereot and the director
of any thereof excepting the director of those described in the schedule as the motion picture
of a particular director.
(Continued in next column)
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Reissues
THIRTEENTH The distributor warrants
that none of the licensed motion pictures are
reissues of old negatives or old negatives retitled, excepting those specifically set forth
as such in the schedule.
Advertising
FOURTEENTH: The distributor warrants
that the said motion pictures will not contain
any advertising matter for which compensation
is received by the distributor.
Cutting or Alteration of Prints
FIFTEENTH: The exhibitor shall exhibit
each motion picture in its entirety and shall
not copy, duplicate, subrent or part with possession thereof; nor shall the exhibitor cut or
alter the same, excepting to make necessary
repairs thereto, or when required by any duly
constitutted public official or authority or with
the written or telegraphic consent of the distributor; and the exhiibtor shall return each
print in the same condition as received, reasonable wear only excepted.
Advertising Accessories
(a) The exhibitor shall not copy, duplicate,
lease, sell or give away any advertising accessories purchased from the distributor and all
advertising accessories purchased from the distributor and used by the exhibitor in connection
with the exhiibtion of any of said motion pictures shall be destroyed by the exhibitor
promptly after the expiration of the license
period of each of said motion pictures.

Protection and Run

SIXTEENTH: The distributor shall not
grant a license to exhiibt and of said motion
pictures for exhibition on a date prior to the
"run" or prior to the expiration of the "protection period," if any, in the schedule specified
at any theatre named in the schedule or within
the territorial limits therein specified, such
period of protection as to each of said motion
pictures to be computed from the last date of
the license period theerof, provided that if
protection is granted against a named theatre
or theatres indicating that it is the intention
of the distributor to grant such protection
againts all theatres in the immediate vicinity of
the exhibitor's theatre, then, unless otherwise
provided in the schedule, such protection shall
include any theatre in such vicinity hereafter
erected or opened.
If the exhibitor is granted hereunder a second or subsequent "run" of the said motion
pictures the distributor shall have the right in
its sole discretion to grant to the exhibitor in
respect to any thereof a "run" prior to such
second or subsequent "run" by giving notice in
writing to such effect to the exhibitor and the
exhibitor agrees to exhibit any such motion
picture in accordance therewith.
Advertising Prior to First Run
If the exhibitor is granted hereunder a second or subsequent "run" of the said motion;
pictures, the exhibitor shall not advertise any
thereof, excepting by means of advertisements
inside the said theatre not intended for removal therefrom by the public, prior to the exhibition of any of said motion pictures by any
other exhiibtor having the right to the first or
a prior "run" thereof. For a breach of the
provisions of this paagraph the exhibitor shall
pay to the distributor a sum equal to the damage, if any, so caused such other exhibitor.
The distributor shall not be liable for any
breach of the provisions of this article caused
by any other exhibitor.

Taxes

SEVENTEENTH : The exhibitor shall pay
to the distributor, upon demand, any tax, fee
or other like charge now and (or hereafter imposed or based upon the delivery and) or the
exhibition of prints of motion pictures and)
or upon the sums payable under this license
by the exhibitor to the distributor. If under
any statute or ordinance any such tax, fee or
pther like charge is or shall be payable or paid
by the distributor and the exact amount payable
hereunder by the exhibitor is not therein defi-
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iiitcly fixed or cannot be exactly determined,
then tiie exliiliitor sliall pay such part of any
such tax, fee or other hke cliarge paid or payable by the distributor as shall be fixed in the
manner determined by the then president of
tiie American Arbitration Ass'n.

Admission Charge
EIGHTEENTH : The exhibitor during the
whole of the license period of each of the
mition pictures shall charge for admission to
said theatre not less than the sum of ten cents
unless a greater nunimum admission charge is
herein elsewhere specified. It during any such
period less than said sum of ten cents or such
other niininnnn charge is charged lor admission
to said theatre, the license of the motion picture
then being exhibited shall forthwith terminate
and revert to the distributor.

Pcevention of Performance
NINETEENTH: If the exhiibitor shall be
prevented from exhibiting or the distributor
from delivering any of the said motion pictures
for causes beyond their direct control, then
this license in respect to each such motion piclure shall terminate and revert to the distributor without liability on the part of either party
provided reasonable written notice of such termination and the cause thereof is given.

Pictures Not Generally Released
T\\ ENTIETli : li any one or more of said
motion pictures excepting the motion pictures
which may be "roadsliown," shall not be generally released by the distributor for distributio nin the United States during the period
beginning
and ending
, each such
motion picture shall be excluded from this
license unless the exhiibtor shall give written
notice to the distributor not later than 30 days
after the said last mentioned date the the exhibitor elects to exhibit hereunder all such motion pictures. If written notice of such election be given aforesaid, the distributor shr.ll
deliver and the exhibitor shall exhibit each such
motion picture when available for exhibition
hereunder excepting that any thereof not so
"generally released" within two years after
said last mentioned date shall be also excepted
and excluded from this license. The distributor shall have the right to exhiibt or license
the exhibition of any motion pictures so excepted and excluded when and where desired
by the distributor and all claims of the exhibitor in respect therof are hereby expressly
waived by the exhibitor.

Option to Exclude If Group Licensed
TWENTY-FIRST: If the license herein
granted shall apply to an entire group of feature motion pictures olifered by the distributor
to the exhiibtor at one time, and not otherwise,
tlie exhibitor sliall have the right to exclude
from this license up to but not exceeding 10 per
cent of the total number thereof, but only if the
exhiibtor shall give the distributor written
notice to such effect at any time not later than
14 days before the date fixed for the exhibition
hereunder of any such motion picture, and if at
the same time the exhiibtor shall pay to the
distributor one-half of the license fee payable
in respect of any such motion picture. In
computing said 10 per cent of the total number,
fractions of less than one-half shall be disregarded. If any such motion picture shall, because of such exclusion, he thereafter again
licensed by the distributor for exhiibtion at
another theatre for the same run as that specified ill this license and at which there such excluded motion picture wolud not have been exhibited ifnot so excluded, then one-half of the
license fee (up to but not exceeding the amount
paid by the exhiibtor to the distributor as a
condition of so excluding such motion picture)
received by the distributor for such relicense,
shall be credited to the exhibitor by the distributor.
(Continued on page 30)
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Should the distributor fail or refuse to make such designaticjn any exhibitor having a
subsequent run of such picture shall have the right t<j cancel out of this contract the picture
which he has thus been delayed in exhibiting.
(c) Wherever the exhibitor, having a subsequent run, is prevented from securing a playdate for a picture or pictures on account of the failure or delay of the distributor in securing
a prior run, within a reasonable time, the exhibitor .shall have the right to exclude from this
contract the picture or pictures which he has been so delayed in showing.

Responsibility on Sale
Seventh: This license shall not be assigned by either party witlv.ut the written consent
of the other, provided, that if the exhibitor sells the said theatre or transfers any interest
therein the exhibitor may assign this license to the purchaser of the theatre or of such
interest without the written consent of the distributor but any such assignment sliall not be
valid or of any effect hereunder unless a written acceptance thereof by the assignee assuming
the obligations of the exhibitor shall be delivered to the distributor. Any such assignment
shall not release the exhibitor from any liability hereunder unless such release from liability
is consented to by the distributor in writing.
Eighth: This master contract plus the short form license agreement and schtxlule shall
be deemed a single instrument, complete in itself, and all promises, representations, understandings and agreements shall be deemed to be expressed therein; provided, tliat all work
sheets, photographs, press books and any other printed matter employed by any representative
of the distributor to induce the exhibitor to enter into the contract shall be considered in any
controversy arising hereunder for the purpose of identifying the product licensed; provided
further,
the exhibitor
shall not
deemed
to have
the copyright
of anyauthority
of the
pictures that
involved
in this contract
by be
relying
in good
faithv'iolated
on written
or telegraphic
from the distributor's exchange.
Ninth: The exhibitor shall promptly after the lajt exhibition on the last date of the
license period of each motion picture return the print thereof, with the reels and containers
furnished therewith, to the distributor's exchange or deliver
same to a carrier designated
or used by the distributor for delivery to such exchange or the
as otherwise directed by written
instructions of the distributor for delivery to another exhibitor.
Tenth: The exhibitor shall pay to the distributor a sum equal to the cost of replacement
at the distributor's exchange for each linear foot of any positive print lost, stolen or destroyed
or injured in any way in the interval between the delivery thereof by the distributor and the
return thereof by the exhibitor in full ssttlemcnt of all claims for such loss, theft, destruction or injury. Such payment, however, shall not transfer title to or any interest in any
such positive print to the exhibitor or any other party, nor release the exhibitor from liability
arising out of any breach of this contract.
The distributor shall at the option of the exhibitor repay or credit to the exhibitor any
sums paid by the latter for lost or stolen prints, excepting news reels, upon their return to
the distributor within 60 days after the date when the same should have been returned
hereunder. The exhibitor shall not be liable for the damage or destruction of any positive
print, provided the exhibitor establishes such damage or destruction occurred while in transit
from the exhibitor. The exhibitor shall immediately notify the distributor's exchange by telegram of the loss, theft or destruction of or damage or injury to any positive print. If any
positive print shall be received from the exhibitor by the distributor or any subsequent
exhibitor in a damaged or partially destroyed condition it shall be deemed to have been so
damaged or destroyed by the exhibitor unless the latter, prior to the second public exhibition
thereof shall have telegraphed the distributor's exchange that such print was received by the
exhibitor in a damaged or partially destroyed condition, and setting forth fully the nature
of such damage and the amount of footage so damaged or destroyed.

Substitutions Defined
Eleventh : The exhibitor shall not be required to accept for any photoplay described in
the schedule as the photoplay of a star, or of a director, or based upon a specified story, book
or play, or by an identifying description, any other photoplay of a different star or different
director, or based upon a different story, book or play, or not corresponding to such identifying
description, as the case may be. Nothing herein contained shall limit the right of the distributor to change the title of any such photoplays, or, as respects any photoplay based upon
any story, book or play, prevent the making of any alterations, changes in or adaptations
thereof.
The distributor warrants that none of the photoplays licensed hereunder are reissues
from old negatives or old negatives renamed, except those specifically set forth as such in the
schedule.
Twelfth: The distributor warrants that the said motion pictures will not contain any
advertising matter for which compensation is received by the distributor.
Thirteenth: The exhibitor agrees to run photoplays (excepting news reels) as delivered
without alteration, excepting with the written or telegrapric approval of the distributor, subject
to requirements of duly authorized public authorities necessitating any change.

Protection

Defined

Fourteenth: During the life of this contract the distributor agrees not to exhibit or license
the exhibition of any such photoplays in conflict with the "run" or "protection period," if any,
in the schedule specified. Unless otherwise provided herein such "protection period" shall be
computed from the last date of exhibition of each photoplay as filmed herein. If "protection" isgranted hereunder against a specified theatre or theatres which "protection" shall
indicate that it was the intention of the distributor to grant such "protection" against all of the
theatres in the immediate neighborhood or vicinity of the exhibitor's theatre, unless otherwise
provided in the schedule, such "protection" shall be deemed to apply to and include any theatre
that may hereafter be opened in such neighborhood or vicinity.
{Continued on page 31)
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If the license fee for any such motion picture so excluded is to be computed either in whole
or in part upon a percentage of the gross receipts of the exhibitor's theatre, then for the
purpose of computing one-half of such license fee payable hereunder in respect of such motion
picture, the gross receipts for each day that any such motion picture is licensed hereunder for
exhibition shall be deemed to be equal to the average daily gross receipts of such theatre during
the period of 30 operating days immediately prior to the date of availability of such motion
picture.

Racial or Religious Subject Matter
TWENTY-SECOND: If the exhibitor shall claim that the exhibition of any motion
picture licensed hereunder at the said theatre will be offensive to the public in the place where
such theatre is located, because of racial or religious subject matter, and if the exhibitor shall
give written notice to the distributor of such claim within a reasonable time prior to the date
fixed for the exhibition thereof hereunder, such claim shall be immediately submitted to the
board of arbitration herein specified. If such board of arbitration shall specifically determine
that the exhibition of such motion picture at said theatre will be offensive to the said public
because of racial or religious subject matter, then such motion picture shall be excepted from
the license and the license thereof revert to the distributor. The distributor may exhibit or
license the exhibition of any motion picture so excepted when and where desired by the
distributor free from all claims of the exhibitor.
If the distributor shall be of the opinion that any motion picture licensed hereunder will
be offensive to the public in the place where the exhibitor's theatre is located, because of racial
or religious subject matter, the distributor shall have the right to except and exclude such
motion picture from this license, upon condition that such motion picture shall not thereafter
be licensed for exhibition in such place unless such racial or religious subject matter is
eliminated therefrom, in which case such motion picture shall again be deemed licensed
hereunder.

Roadshows
TWENTY-THIRD: The distributor shall have the right to exhibit and / or cause to
be exhibited as a roadshow at any time prior to exhibition hereunder, any of the feature
motion pictures specified in the schedule which the distributor may select, but not to exceed
in the aggregate a total of four thereof. Any "two-a-day" exhibitions, exclusive of extra shows,
at advanced admission prices for one or more weeks prior to release for general distribution
of any such feature motion picture shall be deemed an exhibition thereof as a roadshow. Upon
the exhibition of any such feature motion picture as a roadshow and ui>on written notice to
such effect to the exhibitor it shall forthwith be e.xcepted and excluded from this license
agreement and the license thereof hereunder shall thereupon revert to the distributor with the
right to be distributor thereafter to exhibit and / or license the exhibition of such feature
motion picture when and where the distributor desires, free from all claims of the exhibitor
in respect thereto.
For each feature motion picture so excluded and excepted by the distributor the exhibitor
is hereby granted the option to except and exclude from this license agreement one of the
other feature motion pictures licensed hereunder provided the exhibitor shall give to the
distributor written notice to such effect not later than 14 days before the date fixed for the
exhibition hereunder of such other feature motion picture, and upon the giving of sucli notice
the license of such other feature motion picture shall thereupon revert to the distributor with
the right thereafter to exhibit and / or license its exhibition when and where the distributor
desires, free from all claims of the exhibitor in respect thereto.

Acceptance of Application
TWENTY-FOURTH:
This instrument shall be deeme<l an application for a license
under copyright only and shall not become binding until accepted in writing without alteration
or change by an officer of or any person duly authorized by the distributor and notice of
acceptance sent to the exhibitor as herein provided. The deposit by the distributor of any
check or other consideration given by the exhibitor at the time of application as payment on
account of any sums payable hereunder or the delivery of a print of any of the motion pictures
or the sale of any advertising accessories shall not be deeme<l an acceptance hereof by the
distributor.
Unless notice of acceptance of this application by the distributor is sent to the exhil)itor
by mail or telegraph within the number of days after the date thereof hereinafter sjiecified
(immediately following the name of the city wherein is situated the exchange of the distributor
from which the exhibitor is served, or if such city is not hereinafter named, then within the
number of days specified immediately following the city hereinafter named nearest thereto')
said application shall be deemed withdrawn and the distributor shall forthwith return any sums
paid on account thereof by the exhibitor. Albany 10; Atlanta 20; Boston 10: Buffalo 10;
Charleston IS; Charlotte 15; Chicago 15; Cincinnati 20; Cleveland 15; Dallas 30; Denver 20;
Des Moines 15; Detroit 15; Indianapolis 15; Jacksonville 15: Kansas City 15; Los .Angeles
25; Little Rock 15; Louisville 15; Memphis 20; Alilwaukee 1; Northern New Jersey 7;
Minneapolis 20; Butte 30; New TTaven 10; New Orleans 15; New York Citv 7; Oklahoma
Citv 20; Omaha 20; Peoria 15; Philadelphia 10; Pittsburgh 14; Portland. Ore!, 30; .St. Louis
IS;' This
Salt Lake
City 30;
Washington.
C, distributor
14.
application
and San
any Francisco
application25;forSeattle
other .30;
motion
pictures ofD.the
executed
by the exhibitor at the same time shall be deemed, but for the purpose of this article only,
one application unless an agreement to the contrary contained in the schedule is specifically
signed by the exhibitor.

Security

TWENTY-FIFTH : The exhibitor shall pay to the
the sum of
dollars as security
of all of the terms and conditions herein on the part of
sum to be retained by the distributor until the complete
of the said terms and conditions, and then at the option

distributor upon the execution hereof
for the performance by the exhibitor
the exhibitor to be performed. Said
performance by the exhibitor of all
of the distributor applied in payment

or reduction of the last sums payable or any sums due or any damages deternn'ned to be due
the distributor hereunder, the balance, if any, to be returned to the exhibitor or if this applica{Continued on page 32)
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Back Vaudeville
National Vaudeville Week, starting
April 27, was endorsed by directors
of the M.P.T.O.A., who met Monday
in New York. Various angles of the
business were discussed at the sessions. In attendance were: President
M. A. Lightman; Chairman E. M.
Fay; Frank C. Walker, vice-president;
M. J. O'Toole, secretary; Jay Emanuel,
Philadelphia; William Benton, Saratoga Springs, N, Y.; Fred Wehrenberg, St. Louis; Jack Miller, Chicago;
Moe Silver, Los Angeles; Charles
Levine, Major L. E. Thomp.son, New
York; and M. E. Comerford, Scranton, Pa.

Cominittee Seeks
The Restoration
Of Arbitration
{Continued from page 13)
nient. This clause carries with it an agreement to play or pay for within sixty days,
any previously released films included in the
contract.
Anionjj other clauses adopted are : Warranty as to fit physical condition of prints
and their capability of clearly reproducing
sound in synchronization ; extending to four
months the time limit in which the distributor has access to audit entries made in the
exhibitor's books on a percentage engagement ; setting penalty of 65 per cent of the
averag^e day's receipts for pulling off a percentage picture, and an equal percentage of
the average day's receipts for a percentage
film not shown ; provision for receipt of a
print l)y a theatre in time for a rehearsal are
among other points tentatively agreed to.
S. R. Kent is chairman of the meetings,
with Gabriel L. Hess also representing distributors. Abram F. Myers and Nathan
Yamins are representing Allied ; M. A.
Lightman and Frank Walker representing
the ]\L W T. O. A. E. A. Schiller, of
Loew's, is representing affiliated exhibitors.
The meetings are expected to continue for
about two weeks, although one estimate is
ten days. They were preceded by separate
meetings of all directors of Allied States
Association, and by a meeting of the M. P.
T. O. A. committee.

Allied States to
Establish School
Of Showmanship
Allied States Association in sixty days
will establish a department of Showmanship
for its members. This department will have
for its object the better presentation of pictures and better operating standards in theatres of the association.
Expert opinion on various phases of theatre operation will be available to Allied
members under the plan. The name of the
head of this proposed department has not
been revealed as yet.
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regional units of Allied, are in attendance at the New ^ Ork meetings.
Allied directors at a meeting Monda\,
strongly endorsed the co-operative
deal with Sentry Safety Control. The
directors Tuesday inspected the Sentry plant at I'hiladelphia Inaliilily
to get its contract suggestions ready
in time led .Allied Wednesday to resessions.quest a day's postponement of the

Accountants As
Checkers Urged
By Sidney Kent
Sharp swiiiy to percentage has brought
about an acute situation, so far as manpower
is concerned, in obtaining "tlie right kind"
of checkers for percentage engagements, according to .S. R. Kent, who says Paramount
is experimenting with a plan of employing
accountants as checkers. The experiment is
being conducted in New England.
If the New luigland experinu-nt is successful itwill be extended nationally, Keni
says. The employment of checkers, it was
pointed out at the contract meeting, is a
costly proposition, for exhibitors object
strenuously to the employment of local men
as checkers, fearing the resultant spread of
information concerning their business.
Kent advocates a corps of accountants located at strategic points throughout the
country. Accountants, he points out, as a
matter of professional ethics, cannot divulg'e
information. Their standing, too, he says,
will eliminate the gypping now going on
throughout the country.
The committee voted to ban employment
of resident checkers, unless the checker is
regularly employed by the distributor or is
an accotmtant.

Producers 'Cheat'
On Fihn Lengths,
Exhibitors Charge
Philadelphia — Something brand new in
the way of governmental aid will l)e solicited
by the eastern Pennsylvania and southern
New Jersey exhibitor unit, which will ask
Congress to pass a law regulating the length
of features. The tendency toward shorter
features is the cause. Producers are being
asked to correct the situation which the exhibitor association claims is alarming. If
this request is not heeded, a Pennsylvania
congrressman will introduce a bill which will
provide minimum lengths for features. This
would become operative under the bureau
of standards.
Minimum lengths for features should be
6,000 feet, for single reelers 900 feet, and
two reelers 1,800 feet, the organization has
decided.
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27 at Allied Meeting
Drat'tinu of the Allied States Ass'n.
proposals was i-onipletcd Wednt'sday
nijiht at tin- nu't'tin>j of tht- hoard of
directors
held niemhers
in New ^'ork.
Twentyseven hoard
from as
many

Picture

(Continued from paye 29)

Fiftceiitli: .\n exhibitor having protection as against tw<j or ni<irc thcatruii in a given
zone may not waive such protection again.sl one such theatre without waiving the same as
to all ; and the distributor hereby agrees not to permit the use (jf prints <if any photoplays
designated in the schedule hereto by one theatre in whose favor protection has been so waived
without at the same time making them available to the other theatres suhject to like prejtection.

Blocked

from

I'luKJ^inK

Subsequents

Sixteenth: If the exhibitor is granted hereunder a second or subsequent "run" oi the
said motion pictures, the exhibitor shall not advertise any thereof, except by means of
advertisements mside the said theatre not intended for removal thereinjin by llie public, prior
to the exhibition of any of said motion pictures by aiij other exhibitor having the right to the
hrst in a prior "run" thereof. The distributor shall have the right to eliminate from this contract any picture advertised by the exhibitor in violation of this clause.
StveiiteeiUh: The exhibitor shall i)ay to the distributor uix^n demand, any tax, fee or
other like charge now and/or hereafter imposed or based upon the delivery and/or the
exhibition of prints of motion pictures and/or upon the sums payable under this license by
the exhibitor to the distributor. It under any statute or ordinance any such tax, lee or other
like charge is or shall be payable or paid by the distributor and the e.xact amount payable
hereunder by the exhibitor is not therein definitely fixed or cannot be exactly determined,
then the exhibitor shall pay such part of any such tax, fee or other like charge paid or payable
by the distributor as shall be fixed in the manner determined by the then president ol the
American Arbitration Ass'n.

Ten Cents Minimum

Admission

Eighteendi: The exhibitor during the whole of the license i)eriotl of each of the motion
pictures shall charge for admission to said theatre not less than the sum of ten cents, unless a
greater minimum admission charge is herein elsewhere specific-d. If during any such period
less than said suin of ten cents or such other minimum charge is charged for admission to
said theatre, the license of the motion picture then being exhibited shall forthwith terminate
and revert to the distributor.
Nineteenth: If the exhibitor shall be prevented from exhibiting or the distributor from
delivering any of the said motion pictures for causes beyond their direct control then this
license in respect to each such motion picture shall terminate and revert to the distributor
without liai)ility on the part of either party provided reasonable written notice of such termination and the cause thereof is given.

Provision

for Exclusion

Twentieth: If any one or more of said motion pictures excepting the motion pictures
which may be "roadshown" shall not be generally released by the distributor for distribution
in the United States during the period beginning
and ending
each such motion picture shall be excluded from this license unless the exhibitor shall give
written notice to the distributor not later than 30 days after the said last mentioned date
that the exhibitor elects to exhibit hereiiiider all such motion pictures. If written notice of such
election be given as aforesaid, the distributor shall deliver and the exhibitor shall exhibit each
such motion picture when available for exhibition hereunder excepting that any thereof not
so "generally released" within two years after said last mentioned date sliail be also excepted and excluded from this license. The distributor shall have the right to exhibit or license
the exhibition of any motion pictures so excepted and excluded wlien and where desired by
the distributor and all claims of the exhibitor in respect thereof are hereby expressly waived
by the exhibitor.
Twenty-first: If the license herein granted shall apply to an entire group of feature
motion pictures offered by the distributor to the exhibitor at one time, and not otherwise,
the exiiibitor shall have the right to exclude from this license up to but not exceeding ten
per cent of the total number thereof, but only if the exhibitor shall give the distributor
written notice to such effect at any time not later than 14 days before the date fixed for the
exhibition hereunder of any such motion picture.

Only Two Road Shows
Twenty-second : The distributor shall have the right to exhibit and/or cause to be exhibited as a "roadshow," at any time prior to the exhibition thereof hereunder, such of the
photoi>Iays licensed hereunder as the distributor may from time to time select and determine,
provided, however, that such roadshow exhibitions shall be at theatres at which admission
prices for evening performances during such exhibitions thereof, of not less than $1 shall be
charged for the majority of the orchestra seats, and further provided that, except in the cities
of New York and Los .Angeles, not more than two of such photoplays shall be so roadshown.
If
theatre
located
license

any such roadshow exhibition shall be in the city of New \'ork, and if the exhibitor's
be situated in a territory then served by the distributor's exchange or exchanges
in said city, the distributor shall have the right to accept and exclude from this
any such photoj>lay (not exceeding in the aggregate two of such photoplays) so roadshown in said city uixjn sending written notices to that effect to the exhibitor not later than
eight weeks after the commencement of such roadshow exhibition in such city, provide*! the
distributor shall by like notice except and exclude from this license any such photoplay (not
exceeding in tiie aggregate two of such photoplays) so roadshown in said city upon sending
written notice to that effect to the exhibitor not later than ei^ht weeks after the commencement
of such roadshow exhibition in such city, provided the distributor shall by like notice except
and exclude such photoplays from all other contracts containing this clause and licensing the
exhibition of such photoplay in such territory. Such exception and exclusion shall not be
affected in case the distribiitior shall inadvertently omit to send such notice to any of such
other exhibitors.
^ •
.
-.
.- i
%
.
-- .
. r If anv such roadshow exhibition shall be in the city ot l.os Angeles, (. al., and if tlie

exhibitor's theatre be situated in the territory then served by the distributor's exchange or
exchanges located in said city, the distributor shall have the right to except and exclude fmm
(Continued on page Zi)
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tion shall not be accepted as hereinbefore provided, said sum shall be forthwith returned to
the exhibitor.
Arbitration If the Exhibitor Shall Not Elect to Arbitrate as Provided in Article
Twenty-Sixth Opposite Hereto Said Article Shall be Stricken by the Exhibitor
from This License Agreement and Here Initialled by the Exhibitor
TWENTY-SIXTH : The exhibitor and the distributor, respectively, freely and voluntarily agree that as a condition precedent to the commencement of any action or proceedings
in any court by either of them to determine, enforce or protect the legal rights of each
hereunder, each shall submit to the arbitration board hereinafter provided for in the city
wherein is situated the exchange of the distributor from which the exhibitor is served, or if
there be no such arbitration board in said city then to the arbitration board in the city nearest
thereto (unless the parties hereunder agree in writing that such submission be made to an
arbitration board located in another specified city) all claims and controversies arising hereunder for determination by such arbitration board (hereby expressly waiving the oath of the
arbitrators constituting such board) pursuant to Rules of Arbitration, copies of which have
been deposited with the American Arbitration Ass'n., 521 Fifth Ave., New York City, bearing
date
and identified by the signatures of the respective duly authorized
officers of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of America, the Allied States Ass'n. of Motion
Picture Exhibitors and the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc., and
by this reference made a part hereof as if herein full set forth, a copy of which shall be
furnished to the exhibitor and to the distributor upon request therefor.
The parties hereto further agree to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision or
award of such arbitration board and consent that any such decision or award shall be enforceable in or by any court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to the law of such jurisdiction now
or hereafter in force.
If the exhibitor shall fail or refuse to submit to arbitration such claims or controversies
or to abide by and comply with the award of such arbitration board in respect thereto, the
distributor may at its option suspend the deliveries of the motion pictures provided for in this
and in each other existing license agreement between the parties hereto and / or terminate
this and each such other license agreement ; and upon such termination the aggregate of the
license fees of all motion pictures specified in this and any other such license agreement then
not exhibited forthwith shall become due and payable by the exhibitor.
If the distributor shall fail or refuse to submit to arbitration any such claim or controversy
or to abide by and comply with the decision of the award of an arbitration board in respect
thereto within the number of days specified in Article Twenty-sixth hereof following the name
of the city in which such arbitration board is located, the exhibitor may at the option of the
exhibitor terminate this and any other existing license agreement between the parties hereto
by mailing a notice to such effect to the distributor within seven days after such failure or
refusal.
Any such termination by either party shall be without prejudice to any other right or
remedy which the party so terminating may have by reason of any breach by the other party
of this or any other existing agreement between the parties.
Each of the parties hereto, without notice to the other, may apply to any court having
jurisdiction to make this agreement to arbitrate a rule or order of such court.
Recommendations
The undersigned distributor and exhibitor organizations respectfully recorrfmend to all
distributors and exhibitors of motion pictures in the United States the use of the following
Standard License Agreement.
That a copy of every application signed by the exhibitor be left with the exhibitor at the
time of signing and in the event of acceptance as therein provided a duplicate copy signed
by the distributor be forwarded to the exhibitor within a reasonable time thereafter.
That the schedule thereof shall appear on the same page or side of the instrument upon
which it will be executed by the exhibitor.
That in the schedule there be specified (a) whether the license is for the exhibition of
sound or silent motion picture or both; (b) the license fee of each motion picture ; (c) the
number of days for which each is licensed ; (d) the run and protection period, if any, agreed
upon; (d) any provision in respect of the exhibition date or dates of the several motion
pictures; and (f) an identifying description of each motion picture, excepting in long term
and / or franchise and / or service license agreements providing for more than one year's
"releases," the motion pictures may be generally identified as motion pictures released by the
distributor or any like general description, and in such long term and / or franchise and / or
service license agreements the provisions of the .Standard License Agreement may be incorporated therein, excepting further that any short subject motion picture may be identified or
described by a brand or other similar description.
That no reissue of motion pictures or old negatives renamed be included in any group of
new motion pictures; and that no short subjects or newsreel be included in any group of
feature motion pictures.
That newsreels or short subjects be licensed without requiring the licensing of feature
motion pictures or vice versa, excepting that the distributor may include in any long term,
franchise and / or service license agreement feature motion pictures and /or short subject
motion pictures and / or newsreels.
That the following clause be added to the schedule only in respect of photoplays produced
by
a
producer
not controlled
the distributor
and only
if the distributor's
contract
such
producer
provides
that such by
pictures
shall be sold
separately
and apart from
otherwith
pictures
distributed by the distributor, and that it be of no efifect unless specifically agreed to in writing
by the exhibitor :
"The distributor's right to approve or reject this application or an^ other application
signed by the exhibitor at the same time, or at any other time, is not dependent upon the
approval or rejection by the distributor of such other application or this application."
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Unions Operate
Denver Theatre
To Provide Jobs
Denver — Union organizations of musicians
and stagehands in Denver will open the
Denham theatre during the latter part of
April. Local union officials state that the
move is purely a local matter brought about
by the steadily growing unemployment of
union musicians and stagehands. The decision to open the Denham theatre was made
at a conference soon after the change of
policy in the Denver theatre which created
unemployment for 15 musicians and half a
dozen stage employees. This new addition
to the ranks of the unemployed of these
union organizations made it necessary to
in some way relieve the situation.
Local union officials are emphatic in a
statement that the Denham is being opened
to ease the employment situation and not
for the purpose of entering the competitive
field with any other theatre of the city. It
is the question of policy for the theatre that
is now being- carefully considered as it is
the purpose to give employment to their own
members and at the same time cause as little interference as possible with the operations of any other city theatre.
Exhibitors of the city seem to realize the
purpose of the unions as no resistance is
being made to the move. No fight is expected against the move by any other theatre
operators. The local movement is in no way
connected with any national policy of the
American Federation of Musicians. It is
merely an attempt to create some relief for
some fifty local musicians and stagehands.
It is hoped that a small profit will be
realized from the undertaking although if
only enough is realized at the box office
to pay salaries and expenses the venture
will be considered a success.

Daylight Saving Still
on Shelf in St, Louis
St. Louis — Introduction of a daylight saving bill before the Board of Aldermen is
being considered by Alderman C. J. Krueger
of the largest ward in St. Louis. Krueger
will. present the measure to the new board
in April. He said that he had sounded out
several other aldermen on his contemplated
measure and found them favorable to it, but
stated he would not present the measure
until he is sure there is a strong sentiment
in favor of it.
A year ago the St. Louis Chamber of
Commerce took a straw vote on daylight
saving and found 8,062 against the plan
and 6,206 for it. Labor organizations and
motion picture theatre owners were the
principal opponents of the plan. St. Louis
is one of the few large cities of the country
without
daylight saving, Alderman Krueger
said.

Jamotti Reopens Uptown
Providence — The Uptown has been taken
over by J. Jamotti, owner of the building,
who reopened the theatre this week.
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If the cxliibitor fails to fxliil)it a ])ercentage
picture tlie full number of days stipulated in
the contract he shall pay the distributor for
the unplayed days tiliu rental based upon receipts equal to fifty per cent per day of the
receipts of the last full day the picture was
exhibited.

Protection on Censorship
No censored print shall be shipped to a noncensored theatre.
Where the average tihn rentals do not exceed
$50 per picture for a given block of pictures
the score charge per picture shall not exceed
ten per cent of the film rental.
There shall be no score charge made by the
distributor where the engagement is straight
percentage.
Score charges shall be added to the film
rental in computing the split figure where there
is a percentage clause.

Pay-As-You-(Jo

Arbitration

At the time of tiling a claim the party filing
same shall be required to pay to the secretary
of the board the sum of $2.50. In the event
the plaintiff prevails in the presentation of his
claim he shall be assessed costs to the sum of
five per cent of any money judgment recovered.
But in no event shall said costs exceed the
sum of §50 nor shall the minimum amount be
less than $5. The costs so recovered shall be
deposited with the secretary of the Film Board
in a separate account. Said fund shall be dispersed at the direction of the board of arbitration for the purpose of paying the expenses incident to arbitration. Any exhibitor against
whom a claim is filed and prevails at the hearing upon such claim or any exhibitor who successfully files and prosecutes a claim shall be
reimbursed for expenses incurred by him and
the arbitrators in an amount to be determined
by the board of arbitration of the funds deposited with the secretary of the board.

The Set-llp
The Board of Arbitration shall consist of five
representatives of distributors and five unaffiliated exhibitors, the exhibitors to be appointed by the president of the exhibitors' organization inthe zone. If there is no exhibitor
organization in the zone, then the president of
the Film Board will call on the president of
the nearest exhibitor organization to appoint
five unaffiliated exhibitors at large in said zone.
The exhibitor whose case is to be tried is to
choose, at his option, either two or three exhibitor members of the board to try his case.
The distributor shall choose a like number of
distributor members. The board of four or
>ix members shall try the case.
The defendant is to receive a minimum of 14
days' notice that his case is to be tried. In the
event he has not ftletl his selection of arbitrators within seven days of date notice was sent,
then the president of the exhibitor organization
shall appoint them.
In the event the board cannot decide the case
on account of a tie vote then these members
shall choose one additional member. In the
event that the board cannot select the additional
member then the president of the Chamber or
Board of Commerce shall apoint one.
If either party fails, without cause, to appear
at the hearing of a case, then the case shall be
carried over to the next meeting of the board.
A similar occurrence at the next meeting shall
constitute sufficient grounds for entering his
default.
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this license any such photoplay (not exceeding in the aggregate two of such photoplays) so
roadshown in said city, upon the same terms and conditions above provided for the exception
and exclusion of photoplays roadshown in the city of New \ork.
If and when any such roadshow exhibition (except any roadshow exhibition in New York
and/or Los Angeles, shall be in the territory served by the distributor's exchange or exchanges
serving the exhibitor's theatre, such photoplays so roadshown in such territory shall forthwith
be excepted and excluded from this license. The distributor shall .send written notice to that
efTect, to the exhibitor within 14 days after such road.show exhibition commences.

Availability on Roadshows
The distributor may so exercise such right t(j except and exclude anv such photoplay from
time to time, in the respective territories, as above defined, in the United States. Any ph<4oplay so roadshown in any place in the United States, and not excepted a!id exclu<!ed from this
license as aforesaid, shall not be deemed available for exhibition hereunder until after the
completion of such roadshowing of such phr)toplay in the United States, and such photoplay
shall be exhibited hereunder as and when available.
For each photoplay that the distributor shall except and exclude, as aforesaid, the exhibitor is hereby granted the option to except and exclude from this license one of the other
photoplays licensed hereunder, but only if the exhibitor shall give to the distributor written
notice to that ef?ect not later than 14 days before the date fixed for the exhibition hereunder of such other photoplay. The distributor may exhibit and/or license the exhibition
of any and all photoplays excepted and excluded from this license by the distributor and/or
the exhibitor, as aforesaid, when and where desired by it, free from all claims of the
exhibitor in respect thereof.

Shorts Stand on Own

Twenty-Third : This instrument shall be deemed an application for a license under copyright only and shall not become binding until accepted in writing without alteration or change
by an officer of or any person duly authorized by the distributor and notice of acceptance sent
to the exhibitor as herein provided. The deposit by the distributor of any check or other consideration given by the exhibitor at the time of application as payipent on account of any
sums payable hereunder or the delivery of a print of any of the motion pictures or the sale
of any advertising accessories of news reels or short subjects groups shall not be made a
condition of licensing the exhibition of feature photoplays or vice versa, provided that the
distributor may include in any long term, franchise and/or service contract, feature photoplays
and/or short subject photoplays and/or news reels.
If the photoplays named herein are not made by the producer whose productions this contract purports to license they shall be so designated in the schedule.
Twenty-Sixth : The rental for the picture showw on the schedule of this contract shall
constitute the full consideration to be paid by the exhibitor for the right to reproduce the
picture with all sound accompaniment and no further charge in the nature of a score charge
shall be imposed.

Arbitration Provided

For

Twenty-Seventh: The exhibitor and the distributor, respectively, ireely and voluntarily
agree that as a condition precedent to the commencement of any action or proceedings in
any court by either of them to determine, enforce or protect the legal right of either hereunder, each shall submit to the arbitration board hereinafter provided for in the city wherein
is situated the exchange of the distributor from which the exhibitor is served (unless the
parties hereunder agree in writing that such submission be made to an arbitration board
located in another specified city) all claims and controversies arising hereunder for determination by such arbitration board (hereby arising hereunder for determination by such arbitration
board (hereby expressly waiving the oath of the arbitrators constituting such board) pursuant to rules of arbitration, copies of which have been deposited with the American Arbitration Ass'n, 521 Fifth Ave., New York City, bearing date
and identified by the
signature of the respective duly authorized officers of the Motion Picture Theatre Owners of
America, the Allied States Ass'n of Motion Picture Exhibitors and the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors of America, Inc.. and by this reference made a part hereof as if herein
fully set forth, a copy of which shall be furnished to the exhibitor and the distributor upon
request therefor.
The parties hereto further agree to abide by and forthwith comply with any decision or
award of such arbitration board and consent that any such decision or award shall be enforceable in or by any court of competent jurisdiction pursuant to the law of such jurisdiction
now or hereafter in force.

Suspension as Penalty
If the exhibitor shall fail or refuse to submit to arbitration any such claims or controversy or to abide by and comply with the award of such arbitration board in respect thereto,
the distributor may at its option suspend the deliveries of the motion pictures provided for in
this and in each other existing license agreement between the parties hereto and/or terminate
this and each such other license agreement.
If the distributor shall fail or refuse to submit to arbitration any such claim or controversy or to abide by and comply with the decision of the award of an arbitration board in
respect thereto within the number of days specified in .Article Twenty-sixth hereof following
the name of the city in which such arbitration board is located, the exhibitor may at the option
of the exhibitor terminate this and any other existing license agreement between the parties
hereto by mailing a notice to such efTect to the distributor within seven days after such
failure or refusal.
Any such termination by either party shall be without prejudice to any other right or
remedy which the party so terminating may have by reason of any breach by the other
partv of this or any other existing agreement between parties.
Each of the parties hereto, without a notice to the other, mav apply to any court having
jurisdiction to make this .agreement to arbitrate a rule or order of such court.
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"Bigotry Trust," Out to Kill Public
Rights, Faces Two -Fisted Opposition
Flury Body Campaigning
in
Many Spots to Help Win
Sunday Shows
By HENRY
President,

FLURY

National Associatiqn
Blue Laws

Opposed

to

Washington — With the introduction of Rep.
WiUiam C. Lankford's bill for a nation-wide
blue law to make the country "blue" on Sunday as well
as "dry" Board
and the
support it
has from
the Methodist
of Prohibition,
Temperance and Public Morals, the W. C. T.
U., the Ku Klux Klan, the Lord's Day Alliance, the International Reform Federation, and
other organizations that make it their professional seven-days-a-week business to pry into
the est
private
and "morals"
of honmen and personal
women, life
the attention
of intelligent

Here*s An Argument
Strong campaign against efforts to
foist Sunday closing upon municipalities has been waged by the National
Ass'n. Opposed to Blue Laws. The
Organization is disseminating information concerning disastrous effects
of the antiquated laws, and pointing
out the danger of such suppression.
The association was organized in
192.5. The accompanying article is a
strong indictment of the "blue" movement. It can be used to advantage by
exhibitors in their local press to offset "Sour Sabbath" propaganda.

people is once more being focussed upon individual rights.
Everywhere one goes, there is heard the chaffing over petty personal restrictions. The average citizen has just about reached the point
where he is ready to explode. One indignity
after another has been pyramided upon the
bent, defenseless back of John Doe and Mary
Roe. But watch out! The worm is beginning
to turn. From Coast to Coast, from the Great
Lakes to the Rio Grande, the harassed citizens
are getting restless and are rising in revolt
against all sorts of blue laws and especially
those that cramp their style (in respect to innocent amusements) on the first day of the week.
Folks are getting sore at the silly exhibitions
of clerical presumptiousness, at the dictatorship
of the intolerant church minority. Church members themselves, in many cases as well as intelligent and liberal-minded clergy, are joining
in the demand for the rational Sunday as
opposed to the dull or closed Sunday.

day of rest, though not necessarily the first day
of the week or Sunday. They pointed out that
gasoline filling stations were open for patronage of joy riders.
The Lord's Day Alliance, which, as a professional head hunter's organization, is usually
on the job whenever suppression of normal,
innocent recreation on .Sunday is invoked overlooked one good bet this time in West Virginia.
The reason was two- fold. First, they were too
cocksure that West Virginia was "safe in the
fold." Second, the adroit and skillfully planned
strategy of the National Ass'n Opposed to Blue
I^ws working quietly and unostentatiously
among the citizens for several weeks helping to
organize the intelligent ones and planning a
long battle front in several cities simultaneously

At the present time, a fierce battle is raging
along many fronts in the mountainous state of
West Virginia, against blue laws. Under the
able leadership of the National Association
Opposed to Blue Laws, which was organized in
1925, and has led many fights against indigo
statutes, the moving picture houses are being
opened on .Sundays. Huntington, Wheeling,
Parkersburg, Carles, Fairmont and other cities
of West Virginia are running shows in defiance of ministerial thunderings and threats.
In Wheeling, recently, the grand jury refused
to return an indictment against 112 persons
who had been arrested for "violating" a Sabbath law that did not exist.
There is no law against .Sundav amusements
in the state of West Virginia. There is a law
against compelling employees to labor seven
days a week. However, the owners of the movie
houses were able to prove that they did not
compel seven days of labor but permitted one

The Alliance has never had to meet just such
a situation before. In times past protest against
the dull Sunday has been weak and unorganized. When some little town did pluck up courage to defy the "bigotry trust," it soon felt the
whack of the big stick of the highly organized
though small and efficient L. D. A. Any independence on the part of citizens was quickly
smashed by the usual methods of boycott of
business, and head hunting. By head hunting,
I mean that any official that honestly tried to
grant the people a little more freedom and recreation on their one free day had his head
taken ofif by the clerical black hand. But this
time, in West Virginia, the L. D. .\. was caught
napping, did not have enough funds for the
long battle front that covered practically the
whole state. They did not realize that the
citizetis were being organized under experienced
leadership that was probably as astute as theirs.
They are beginning to realize it now.
But West Virginia is only one of the states
that is resolved to put an end to tyrannical legislation made in colonial days when church and
state were one. In I'tali. the state Supreme
Court refused to sustain a conviction of a lower
court for a case of Sunday violation in the city
f)f Provo. In Colorado, in the case of the
People vs. D. J. Mooney. the latter being
charged with operating a movie on Sunday,
Jan. 6, 1929, in Ordway, District Judge Samuel D. Trimble dismissed the charge against
Mooney. holding that tlie blue statute was indpfinite, ambiguous, imcertain and did not apply.
There was an ai)peal taken to the state Supreme Court whence
a decision is expected

Battle Raging on Many Fronts

It Really Happened
George, the colored stock room hov
in a New York home office was fired.
After pound'ng pavements for three
weeks, he became desperate and when
he .spied an ad plug in the window
of a Madison .\ve. bookstore reading
"Dickens works here for $22" he
hustled to the manager and told him
that he would perfctrm the same duties for $15. An ambitious boy, George.

threw
Alliance.a monkey wrench into the Lord's Day

Political "Head Hunting"

President of Anti-Blue Body
Points Out Danger of
Reformers' Moves
within a few weeks. There is no doubt in my
mind that the decision will sustain Judge
Trimble.

A Few Instances —

In Nebraska, in the town of Weeping Water
where local option of Sunday movies is in
effect, a special election to vote upon this issue
resulted in an unusually heavy balloting and a
sweeping victory for Sunday movies. In Kansas, a news item sent out by the International
News Service Oct. 15 says that editorial
writers of the sunflower state are busily engaged in writing editorials entitled "wiiat is
the Matter with Kansas?" These writers
maintain that Kansas is so widely advertised
for its anti-cigarette, anti-saloon and other blue
laws that potential residents are frightened
away. While more liberal and sensible states
have shown an increase, Kansas has barely held
its own, in population. The Kansas Chamber
of Commerce is making a survey to ascertain
the cause of the slump.
In cities in Iowa, Minnesota, Illinois and
Ohio, balloting on Sunday amusements has been
going on for some time with varying results.
In Florida, in the village of Live Oak and some
other places, since local option is in force, Sunday movies have carried the day. Compare
this with "civilized" Texas, the state that boasts
Two Gun Norris, the shooting preacher; where
John M. Sayeg of Waxahachie, who was
charged with operating a movie on Sunday was
fined $25 and costs by the county court. The
fine was appealed to the court of criminal appeals but it was affirmed by that court. In
Kentuck-\', in Louisville and other cities there
is strong agitation for Sunday amusements of
a rational and legal kind to take the place of
the "bootlegged" kind that now prevails.

Aroused to tomention
"Menace"
It is impossible
all the cases in
various parts of the country where blue laws
are being put to the legal test. It is encouraging that citizens with backbone are beginning
to waken to the menace of blue laws which are
the "entering wedge" of more drastic and farreaching control of the private life of the individual. Hitherto, much of this antiquated
legislation has been allowed to sleep on the
statute books, all but forgotten except by historical scholars, but in some narrowminded
communities such as Ocean City, N. J., in full
and' literal force even to the stretching of heavychains across the streets on the Sabbath to prevent entrance and operation of automobiles.
Nor need I mention the case of Sunhury, a
thriving little city in eastern Pennsylvania,
where Dr. Brown, the head of the local airport,
was arrested for permitting flying on Sunday,
(Continued

on

page

44)

$50,000 Title Change
Change of the title of "La Marseillaise" to "Cautain of the Guard"
cost Universal .'S.'jO.OOO, the company
ptRtes. The change was made due to
the pronunciation difficulties feared
bv retention of the French title. The
S.'iO.OOO represents posters, lobbies,
photographs electric I'ghts. nrints and
other accessories which had to be discarded when the change was made.
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Ghost Of Early Disc Taiker Stalks
In Court As Gotham
Sues Bristol
Auto Toys
Cause Brush
With Police

Itdchfstcr — Too realistic puhlicity tor "Odicer O'Hrit'n"
at tlu' KKO I'alaci- l)r(»ii;;ht Hav Sash, publicity ilircctor.
into a hriish w'th Poliro (hid Ka\anau;;h, hut nave him
and his nianajicr a sense of satisfaction as well.
I'ully lot) drivers walked into the Police Trallic Bureau
^o straiijhten out trallic tajis and found they had been
cited (inly for "failure to see "Oflicer O'lSrien'I" 'I'he chief
fold Nash to identify his ta^s with bin and hlack enough
letters to spare the trallic l)ureau. That and a police
night, at which cops staffed the house, calmed all parties.

First National
Set to Produce
Forty Pictures

Public All Set

Hollywood — Announcing a program calling for the expenditure of $17,500,000 on
forty pictures at the First National Studio
at Burbank, J. L. Warner, vice-president in
charge of production, yesterday outlined

Bismarck, N. D. — Sunday shows will be
submitted to the voters at the spring election. This was made certain when petitions bearing 28,000 signatures were submitted to the attorney general by the Sunday Theatre Law Repeal .Ass'n. Only 10,000 signatures were necessary to assume a
referendum.

plans for the organization's product for the
coming year. Ten will be all-Technicolor.
First National has twenty famous authors
and playwrights represented on its production list. These include Rafael Sabatini,
James Oliver Curwood, Booth Tarkington,
Rex Beach, Paul Armstrong, Owen Davis,
David Belasco, Sir Gilbert Parker, Arthur
Knoblock, John Monk Saunders, Porter
Emerson Browne, William Byron Mowrey,
W. B. Burnett, Martin Favin. Samuel B.
Shipman and John B. Hymer.
An innovation is a new $250,000 music
arts hall, which is now nearing completion, to furnish facilities for the composers
and lyric writers now engaged in working
on musical film productions. This building
will also house a large and small theatre,
and a library of 250,000 musical scores,
published and in manuscript. An additional
feature will be a complete recording and
"play-back"
ous studios. equipment in each of the vari-

Fox to Make Fifty-Two
Holl\-\vood — Fiftv-two productions at an
estimated cost of $20,000,000 are scheduled
for the 1930-31 program of the Fox Film
Corporation. Grandeur and Fox color are
to form an important part of the program.
As a result of the increased program, four
more than last year, two additional stages
are to be started immediately at Movietone Citv.

Joan Crawford's Next
Hollywood — "Her Fortune." a story by
James Montgomery, has been selected as
Joan
M-G-M.Crawford's next starring talker for

Michael Gorman Dies
Ottawa — Michael Gorman, showman and
turfman, is dead, after a long illness. He
and four surviving brothers have been
widely known in theatre circles for years.

"Blues"
ToIn Sock
North Dakota

The W. C. T. U. is credited with leading
the fight against change of the "blue" law.
The proposal calls for local option on the
question of Sunday shows. The sentiment
demonstrated in the signing of petitions
shows that there is a changed attitude in
the state, as regards a liberal Sabbath.

Sunday Shows Enjoined
Fairfield, la. — Sunday movies met with
a temporary setback following the effort of
the Day brothers to prove that they could
operate on Sunday because their religious
faith is that of the Seven Day Adventists.
\n injunction was brought against them
to prevent the showing there on Sunday.
The case against the mayor for malicious
persecution suits brought by the Day brothers was dismissed by the judge. A large
percentage of the people of Fairfield are
in favor of the Sunday shows and it is
thought that the question will meet with
favorable action at the time of the elections
in another vear.

Sabbath Shows

Win Out

Hillsboro, 111. — The city commissioners
have passed an ordinance permitting the
operation of motion picture theatres on Sundays. The measure becomes effective in
thirty days. It was strongly opposed by the
Protestant ministers of the citv.

Okays Sunday Referendum
Albany — The villages committee of the
Senate has reported favorably the GoodrichMastick bill authorizing the Peekskill village
trustees to conduct an official referendum on
Sunday shows. The Assembly already had
passed the bill.

lirisltdphonv
in "I'Jmhryt)nic
. Stale" Is Churfjc; Counter
Suit Filed for iii:),000
Kchoes of the early days oi talking pictures, when Hristolplione was regarded in
the forefront of independent apparatu-.
manufacturers, with an inside track on small
theatre business, are to be heard in suit for
.S254,000 brought by Gotham Prod, .\e\v
\'ork, against William H. Bristol, Wateriniry, Conn. The action has been transferred
from the state to Federal Court.
Gotham contends that the two films it recorded via Bristolphone were commercially
tmsaleable because the apparatus was "in
such an embryonic state." The pictures are
"Times Square" and "The River Woman."
In addition, it is alleged, Bristol failed to
live up to his contract to install recording
etjuipment in the Gotham studios. Damages
are asked for asserted injury to reputation
and loss of revenue.
Denying the charges, Bristol has asked
$15,000 for the use of his Waterbury studios in the making of the two pictures
concerned.
Gotham and the Bristolphone Corp. two
years ago were regarded as leaders in the
disc reproduction field, in which the firms
pioneered. The equipment was one of the
first, other than Western Electric, to reach
the market. Sam Sax and Charles and Budd
Rogers were chief executives of Bristolphone. Warner Building Eight
Herman L. Maicr, cliiei engineer of construction for Warners, announced that work
has commenced on eight new buildings to
house the combined e.xchanges of Warner
Bros., Vitaphone and First National Pictures in Dallas, New Orleans, Kansas City,
Chicago, Minneapolis, Cleveland, Buffalo
and Philadelphia. He is also supervising
construction on eight new Warner theatres
in Youngstown, O., Erie, Pa., Wilkinsburg,
Pa., West Chester, Pa., Milwaukee, Wis.,
Torrington, Conn., Ridgewood. N. J., Morgantown.

W.

\'a.

Reisner Switched

Hollywood — Charles
been directing M-G-M's
revue "The March of
months, has been taken

Rcisiicr, who has
current filmusical
Time" for several
off the production

and
switchedwasto direction
of "Spring Fever."
No reason
given.
Charles Dorian, assistant director, has
been moved into Reisner's post.

Tampa House

Closes

Tampa, Fla. — Harry Weiss, general manager of the Tampa Publi.x houses, announced the closing of the Victory following
the Sunday night performance. The house
will be entirelv remodeled.

Columbia Signs Stanwyck
Hollywood — Because ot her work in
"Ladies of Leisure." Barbara Stanwyck has
been signed by Columbia for four pictures.

M otion
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Some Inside Dope
On Pictures and
Picture People

P i c t It r c

AW w s

They Say That-

THE Academy of Motion Picture Arts &
Sciences is no more and certainly no less
than a company union. . . . Given tlic
proper encouragement it might grow up and
get out of control unless that control was carefully plotted beforehand. The reins of government are destined to remain permanently in
the hands of a comparatively small group
. . . which is self-perpetuating, and may
easily be controlled by a clique representing
only a small fraction of the membership at
large. — Equity Magazine.
* * *

Keeping Us Pure

■ Charlie Farrell will have a new leadinq
woman in "Lilliom." The two famous screen
lovers will be separated and all because Janet
Caynor packed up her bag and fled to Honolulu without taking the trouble to tell the Fox
studio of her plans. *— N.* Y.
+ American.

By and large, the stage people own the talkie
field. We wax eloquent when an old favorite
of the silent regime not only survives but
makes good in talkies in a great big way. —
A', r. Eve. World.

Will Rogers observed that all this wet-dry
fuss
simply
an excuse
get who
people's
names was
in the
papers.
From atoman
sees
to it that his own name is printed every day,
this is an expert diaqnosis.
—
Life.
* * *

It was the Urst time a Chinese boy had seen a
piano, and he tried to describe it to a friend in
pidgin English. "Them box," he said, "you Ught him
in teeth.
He cry." — Boston Transcript.
Stop the presses! Dust off the headlines! Mae
Murray and Eric von Stroheim are friends again!
They had not spoken for five years. Not since those
hectic and fatal days when Von directed Mae in
"Merry
Widow."
It happened at the Mayfair dance. Von gave a
big party. Mae was at another table. Von had interesting little favors to symbolize the various pictures
he has directed. One of them was a miniature of
Mae and Jack Gilbert dancing the "Merry Widow"
waltz.
In a moment of good cheer. Von sent the statuette
over to Mae's table. She came to Von and threw
her arms about hitn. A spotlight was thrown upon
the happy pair while everybody applauded. And another Hollywood hatchet * is* buried
* — Photoplay.
Hate to be pessimistic Eibout the career of
a young man who is trying to get on in the
world, but I fear that a great many thousands
are growing inarticulately bored w th the theatrical talents of Charles ("Buddy") Rogers,
He is such an obviously nice and good young
man and so definitely "cameraproof" that he
ought to go into the Church. In the pulpit
he would be a triumph. Of late, certainly, his
pictures, those nervous Rogers groups, have
not done a great deal to help him. — New
Yorker.

«

*

There are only two chances in a hundred that a
Hollywood marriage will be a success. . . . Lupe
Veles and Lilyan Tashman are supposed to have had
a little tiff at a nioht club over T.il's long cveninn
gloves. Lupe considered them too donav and told Lit
so.
. . Ralph
Forbesbefore
and Ruth
Ruth 'Chatterton
had
been .separated
two years
made her debut
in the talkies. They are housekccpinn at the old stand
now. — Motion Picture Magazine.

Mary Had a Little Laemmle
"More power to her then, and may
her beauty, her talent and her popularity never grow dim."— Carl Laemmle in his Satevepost ad.
Speaking of Mary Nolan, who wasn't
speaking to Uncle Carl up to a few
days ago.

PRODUCERS have gone out of the movie
business into the stage entertainment business and their present product of talking movies
is fare not for devotees of movie art but for
patrons of stage entertainment.
* * * — Movie Makers.

* * *

* * *

And if Roxy would only orgemize a football
team amoni;: his ushers, there wou'd really be
no excuse left for West
* * Point.
* — Judge.

Paragraph Pickups
from the Columns
of Contemporaries

Hope Hampton. A girl who rose from nowhere to
become an opera star and the wife of Jules Brulatour.
the multi-millionaire, Jules is much nltler than his
wife. The world e.xpects the young wife of a wealthy
man to be on the loose much of the time. They expect
her to drink. To run about with other men. To be
the center of plent- of scandal. Hope does none of
these things. — A'. Y. Daily
* * Mirror.
+

Movie advertising has become very high-toned
lately, and the old Barnum methods of ballyhoo are
frowned upon by the modern students of consumer
psychology. — N. Y. Post.* * *

Movies — the fantasia of life, the dream world
of a hyperbolical people.
* ♦ — * New Yorker.

.^ . 1 0.^0

One practical «Jifficulty in applying einy sort
of censorship law is that authority in these
matters is divided among many different government agencies, and the actual work of cenfa"ls to Post
untrained
subordinates.
—Saturdaysorship oftenEvening
(Copyrighted
and
used with permission).

Is Rudy Vallee to take unto himself a wife?
1 hear that Fay Webb is scheduled to become
the blushing bride. . . . Harry Langdon has
decided to bow to the inevitable and support
other pe"D'e instead of being a star. . . .
Grant Withers sports one of the most daring
color effects of any gentleman in the colony.
His hair is a near strawberry pink. The only
rival to it is Charles Bickford's dizzy head —
Titian red with purple lights in it. The girls
have to look to their laiu-els these days. Our
boys are stealing their thunder. — N, Y. Eve.
World.

«
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Copyright, 1930, N. Y. Tribune, Inc.
Courtesy, N. Y. Herald-Tribune.

THE advance made by the Hollywood talkies
has been chiefly technical ; artistically the
talkies are still in the nursery. The high praises
bestowed on some of the recent pictures leave
this opinion unshaken. — The Nation.
The Skeets Gallaghers (Pauline Mason) anticipate ablessed event. . .
Jolson paid
for his own parade on the latest premiere
night because he is leaving Warner Bros. soon.
Ziegfeld won't help Goldwyn produce
the "Whoopee" movie, but is bound coastward
with
his
backer,
E. F'.. Hutton,
to start
their own new
phlicker
phirm.
. . The
Jack
Oakie-Gwen Lee romance has curdled already.
. . . Wesley Ruggles, the moom pitcher
director, got a decision over his aggravator,
Kathryn Crawford, in Hah-hah-hahlywood last
week. . . . Buddy Rogers, the Peter Pan
of the films, has been 21 for the past 7 years.
The lights on a Newark theatre read:
Lou
Iloltz
— "Such(?aron,
Men who Areonce Dangerous."
Patricia
was simply
crazy about them, has given up men to concentrate on her cinema career. — Winchell in
N. y. Dailv Mirror.
Public apathy toward Sound-and-Dance films,
which started in the Metropolitan centers, has
now spread to the sticks, and both the public
and the exhibitors are completely fed up on
them. — Inside Facts, Los Angeles.

Jack Gilbert is going to play the violin in
his next picture. Maybe he decided it wisest
to say it with music over the microphone. —
Talking Screen.
Fanny Brice sums up the whole picture
racket when she tells the "New York Daily
Mirror" that she "was out there eight months,
worked five weeks and drew three years' pay."
. . . Columnist Ted Cook says that the reason they put bars in box-office windows is to
keep the cashiers from biting the customers.
. . . Little Dorothy Lee, the picture actress,
startled Hollywood by appearing with black
finger nails on her return from Paris, but I
beat her to this by twenty-three years. . . .
Noah Beery and his wite have made up, after
a two-year separations. . . . Ethel Clayton
and her husband, Ian Keith, have kissed and
made
up. — Leonard
Hall in Photoplay.

Lenore Ulric now avows openly that her two
attempts at talkies were not slam-bang triumphs. She asserts, however, that the fault
wasn't hers and that she will not leave Hollywood
until
she has stood her critics on their
News.
ears with a swell performance. — N. Y. Daily

* * *

A matrimonial cinemerger that zlitched Page One
of the local papyri last year is being fractioned in
Paree. . . . Calvin Coolidge of the Northampton
Coolidges is slated for a lofty cinemaberth. . . .
Relieve it or not. 70 per cent of Greta Garbo's fan
niaii is from women, which should prove Something
about this decadent era. . . . Another Universal
shakeup impending, with several veterans facing decapitation. . . . John Cowper Powys rates Charlie
f haplin as first in his list of ten greatest men, with
Einstein second. ...
A certain juvenile on the
.vletro lot is chiefly resi>onsibIe for Marv Nolan's sudden fuss with Universal. . . . Gilda Gray and
Frank Stewart take the Fatal Step any day now. —
Sobol in N. Y. Graphic.

* * *

It is said that good buying is coming
into Fox Film. — .V. }'. Investment Neius.
«

4:

*

.Vo* the least surprising effect of sound has been the
change in Cecil B. DeMille, hiah priest of hokum.
whose next epic, "Madam Satan," is said to he minus
golden bathtubs and other cream-puff DeMilleisms.
Hollywood is also wondering over the fact that Jeanie
Macphcrson has stepped out in favor of Elsie Janis.
Julia Faye, whose shapelv stems were an infallible part of every DeMille picture, is also absent
from the DeMille roster, a fact that has caused even
greater surprise. Just as Rex Ingram never thinks of
making a Hcture without the hunchback. John George,
so Julia Faye was ever present when Cecil called the
mil. Now she's out like a linht and nobody hnous
just why. — "Mike"
in *V. * Y. *Telegraph.
The smaldering hostility between Gloria
Swanson and Constance Bennett may soon result in a severance cf relations between Miss
Bennett and the Pathe studio. In other words.
Pathe set
willher
reluctantly
Constance's
contract
cmd
fi-ee . .buy
. the
dapper Marouis
Henri
de
La
Falaise
de
la
Coudraye
("Hemk")
is at the bottom of the bitterness
Hank has indicated that he takes p'easure in
Constance's
of
Gloria.— W.company,
Y. Dailysomewhat
News. to the distaste

Even

Odds

■\lary — ".\ tongue-tied fellow like
Jerry has no business trying to argue
with
Abe— "Oh,
Cohen."
Glenn
that's fair enough Abe
is muscle-bound." — Film Fun

/I pril
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Box Office Intake Slashed
Because
Jobless Kill Too Much Time in Tliealres
Outdone!
I'rank (Jailasco of the Club Lido
rt'|J<»rts th»' nouvt-aii riiho New Yorker
tourinji Kurope who turned to his
gu'de and said:
"Well. I)al)\, I jrottn hand it to you
birds for one thin^- You've got us
lieked on fancy movie houses."
"Oh, Monsieurl" extlaimed the horrified guide. "That is no cinema —
that is the Rheims —Cathedral!'
N. Y. Journal.

Society Woinaii
Loses Stanley
Patent Suit
Wilmington, Del. — Federal Judge Hugh
M. Morris has ruled against Mrs. Mary
Hallock Greenwalt, I'hiladelphia society
woman and inventor, in her patent infringement suit against the Stanley Company of
.America. She charged infringement of her
invention for the timing of gradual variations of light with rhythmic sound.
While holding that Mrs. Greenwalt was
rightly the inventor of the process, Judge
Morris asserted that her action in demonstrating her invention two years before receiving a patent voided the rights she held
under the patent because she charged admission. Because of this technicality her
attorneys said that they will take steps to
correct it and may appeal the decision.

Film ''Monsieur Le Fox'*
in Five Languages
"Monsieur Le Fox" has been placed in
production under Hal Roach's direction,
with versions in five languages being made
at the same time by Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
Barbara Leonard, new screen discovery,
plays the heroine in every language, while
Gilbert Roland will appear opposite her in
the English and Spanish transcriptions.
Andre Luguet, noted Continental actor, in
the French adaptation, and Jean De Briac,
formerly associated with Sarah Bernhardt,
in the German and Italian ver'-.ions. Arnold
Korfif, seen on Broadway last year in "The
Age of Innocence," has a featured character role in the German, English and French
versions of the photoplav.

Floaters
Taking
Lunch
to
Shows, Find Them Haven
From Cold Weather
Unemployment and hard times in various
cities of the United States are cutting into
theatre turnover, even though box ofliccs
are getting the floating population in the
various towns.
The reason is that the drifters, with nothing to do, are flocking to the theatres to
kill time. Quite a few managers report that
people bumming come to the theatres early
mornings and bring their lunches with
them. Then they park in the theatre for
two or three shows, figuring the low morning matinee tariff is better than walking the
streets in the cold.
In cities where the climate is more or less
unfavorable during the winter months, the
tendency to soak up heat in theatres is more
pronounced. Patrons also use the theatre to
grab off an hour or two's sleep. This gag
is figured as cutting into gross receipts, for
the reason that the occupied seats represent
but one admission for several shows, whereas ordinarily, there would be a regular
turnover.
Just how theatres can protect themselves
against chiseling of this kind is a problem
to managers, who are alarmed over the
spread of the practice.

Sentry Safety Control
Increases Capitalization
Increase in capital stock hv Sentrv .Safety
Control from LSO.OOd to 500,000 shares, no
par. was authorized by the secretary of state
in Delaware, where incorporation papers
have been filed by Sight and Sound Corp.,
formed through the Corporation Trust Co.,
Dover, to produce and distribute.
The Brunswick Panatrope & Radio Corp.,
a Delaware corporation, was designated by
New York authorities to operate in this
state, listing 1,000 shares, no par. Further
activities in Delaware include formation of
\i. A. Nicholas. Inc., headquarters in New
^'ork. to market a new sound device ; Color
Foundation, Inc., likewise of New York,
which will develop a color process ; Theatre
Service Corp.. New York, a non-theatrical
company ; National Screen * Service of
Illinois, Inc.. which listed 100 shares of common, no par.
In New Jersey, C. & L. Amusement Corp..
was chartered to operate theatres in Belmar.

Eiffht New Corporations in N. Y.

Theatres Help Parkers

Secretary of State at .-Mbany granted
charters this week to the following :

Baltimore — By a co-operative arrangement between the Granby and Loew's State
of Norfolk. Va.. a newspaper advertisement
was run advising the public that they could
save ten cents bv parking on a lot next to
the Bell Telephone building in that city.
The advertisement said that through the
courtesy of the theatres arrangements had
been made for the ten cent reduction of
parking during the repaving of Granby
street.

-Xuthor's >rotion Picture & Radio Bureau, play
brokers and casting aprents. represented bv ReynnliU
& Goodwin, ,V. \V. 44th St.. N. Y.; Ark Films, represented by H. K. Rothenherg. 545 5th Ave.. N. Y.:
Skippv Theatre Corn., bv M. -S. S: T. S. Isac.is. 47?
5th Ave.. N. Y.; E<lwin A. Relkin Theatrical Kxchanfce, by Steinberfr & Levin. 11 W. 42nd St .
\. Y. : Music Sales Corp.. Thomas & Friedman, ,^?I
W. 44th .St.. >f. Y.: Algin Theatre Corp.. by T.
Coopcrsmith. 572 Madison .•\ve., N. Y.: Beaclem
Theatre Corp.. bv I. Coopersmith; Ridpe Road Amusement Corp. of Rochester, bv Bly S: Blv. Rochester:
Gloria Rosenbertr Theatre & Amuse. Corp., bv W.
Goldberjr. 151 W. 40th St., N. Y. : Play -Xctnrs Corp..
n-usic. bv Konnoson i% Konnoson. 170 Broadwav.
v. Y. : Malo Theatre Corp- of Monticello. by T. D.
Lyons.
Monticello.

Oh, You Maurice!
Junemusical
Day. ofpiece,
"Therenu-nibers
Night Boatthe "
legit
time when she was pla>ing the leading iadv for llarr.\ I'ilccr al .Marseili«'s. in "I'aris l)\ .\iglit." .\t une
performance .Maurice ( hexalier threw
flowers from a stage box, kiss'ng each
petal before he sent the blossoms on
their merry way.
wrong!
I'ifty million l-ri-iicliriicn can't l)f

Record Business
Being Chalked Up
For ^^U'' Newsreel
Universal is chalking up a record with
its newspaper newsreel. Since January,
when Graham McNamee began newscasting in the reel, the company has written
what is said to be a record-breaking number of contracts. Starting last Saturday,
the reel was made available with soundon-filnis prints. Previously McNamee's
voice had been recorded only on discs.
Fifty-eight metropolitan dailies throughout the country are co-operating with Universal and sponsoring release of the newsreel in their respective territories. Six
newspapers were added to the list last week,
with the number increasing steadily. All
newspapers in the hook-up aid in publicising the release.

Changes in Publix Omaha
Staff Will Be Permanent
Omaha — Shakeup in the Publix organization begun several weeks ago promises to
be a local
permanent
for isthe
three
houses.attraction
Latest news
the chain's
transfer of the 12-piece Paramount stage band
to the World for a split week policy of
pictures and vaudeville. Acts will be booked
from the Chicago William Morris office tc»
fill the Saturday, .Sunday and Monday gap.
The Orpheum (RKO) has the only other
stage show in town since the FaramoTint
went all sound two weeks ago. Richard
F. Emig, formerly of the Columbia, Davenport, la., has been made manager of the
World. He succeeds Lionel Wasson, who
has been promoted to city manager and supervisor of the Paramount.
Walter L. Fleck, city press agent, has
been replaced bv Trvin Watcrstreet who
comes from the .Schinc chain at Lima. Ohio.
Fleck goes to the Des Moines Publix division.
Irving Cohen, manager of the State, is
slated to go to the Paramoimt at Waterloo,
la.
His successor has not been named.

Imported from Broadway
Hollywood — Wynne Gib.'^on. comedienne
of the Broadway stage, has been brought to
the Coa«t bv RKO under a term contract.

Motion
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ike"
Before the "Mdio
In N. Y. Stu s
DOES a pair of sixes beat a hand with a
queen the high card in a game of poker?
Ask Charhe Ruggles. Yeh, he learned about
cards from Frank Morgan during shooting of
"Queen High" under Fred Newmeyer's direction at the Paramount Long Island studios.
Incidentally, the card scene is one of the funniest bits we've ever * seen.
* *
Frank Morgan, after his toil zvas o'er {blame
it on the weather) seemed very much depressed
and after an exhaustive search cried, "Has
anybody
here on,
seenbut
my itt>antsf"
Beg pardon,
he
had one pair
ivas his street
pair that
was missing.
"Mouse," the
recovered the garment.
* * *

prop

*

LMst week wc accidentally called Charlie
Dale, Charlie Smith, and Joe Smith, Joe Dale,
but since we did not receive any indignant letters from either one, ive feel satisfied that
neither were insulted.
Thanks, boys.
the same for you some day.

* * *

We'll do

There's plenty of action to be found at the
Audio-Cinema studios in Long Island with the
cameras working a mere 24 hours daily. Much
of the time is taken up by M-G-M, Universal
and Pathe.

* *

*

The first of the "Old Bill' series has been
completed at the Audio-Cinema studios and the
"Sheriff Crumpit" pictures are also nearing
completion. The Terrytoon entitled "Pretzels,"
distributed by Educational, has been selected
for an extended run to play with the Paramount picture, "The Vagabond King" at the
Missouri, St. Louis.* * *
Ann Seymour, musical comedienne who
scored in "A Night in Venice," had the featured role in "Song Paintings," a Vitaphone
Varietjf, at the eastern Vitaphone studios. This
variety marked the 300th made there in the
past year and a half.« « *
They had to zvork fast last week at the
studios during the filming of a lunch counter
scene in "A Good Mixer," featuring Eddie Foy.
Jr., and Olive Shea. A bevy of chorines from
"Fifty Million Frenchmen" ivho were cast in
this variety happened to be hungry and
v'oughta see the props
* *disappear.
*
Three writers and one director have been
added to the staff at the Eastern Vitaphone
studios. The writers are Homer Mason, author of the Vitaphone comedies, "Money,
Money, Money" and "At Your Service," Walter Butterfield and Burnet Hershey. Roy Mack
is the new director.

* *

News

Sight and Sound
Broadcast from
London Studio
London — The first public "sight and
sound" program, a combination of television
and the regular radio entertainment, was
broadcast from the Brookmans Park studio
of the British Broadcasting Co. It was successfully received in homes having television
sets, the heads and shoulders of several
speakers and singers being shown on two
wave lengths — one for vision and the other
for sound. The experiment augmented the
demand for the television device, and the
company is rushing their manufacture.

boy, finally

The boys were all het up over the speech
that Adolph Zukor was scheduled to make, and
after the set was cleared in anticipation of his
arrival, it was learned that Zukor was detained
at an important meeting in New York.

* *

Picture

*

Plugging New Songs
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson are preparing to launch an extensive campaign on
the song numbers in the Warner production,
"Hold Everything," which will be the opening feature of the new Hollywood Theatre.
The songs are "When the Little Red Roses
(jet the Blues for You," "Sing a Little
Theme Song" and "Isn't This a Cockeyed
World?", written by Al Dubin and Joe
Burke, and "To Know You Is to Love
You" and "You're the Cream in My Coffee," which are from the original scores
written by DeSylva, Brow-n & Henderson.

Boosts Music Abroad
]. J. Robbins, of the Robbins Music Corp.,
has instituted a new department which will
co-operate with the M-G-M distributing
agencies throughout the world. With songs
playing a great role in the successful merchandising of the film product, it is Robbins' belief that close contact with the distributor abroad is essential if the utmost is
to be realized from the music.

Writing "Hot Curves" Music

Violinsky and Silverstein, writers of
"Honolulu Eyes," "Pretty Little You,"
"When Frances Dances With Me" and
others, have been signed by Phil Goldstone
to write music and lyrics for the Tiffany
picture, "Hot Curves."

New
Songs for "Caught Shorf*
Hollywood — Two new songs have been
written for the M-G-M comedy, "Caught
Short," featuring Marie Dressier and Polly
Moran, with Chuck Reisner directing. The
songs are "I'm Spanish Now," written by
Dave Snell and Ray Egan, and "Somebody,"
composed by Roy Turk and Fred Ahlert.

// the atmosphere at the Warner Flatbush
plant reminded one of piscatorial aromas^ blame
it on the sketch entitled "Fish" which zvas made
with Hobart Cavanaugh, Stanley Ridges,
George Blackwood and Natalie Schafer, under
Arthur
Hurley's
direction.
Homer
Mason
7vrote the story.

* * *

Bert Feldman, English music publisher
and London sales agent for Warner-Witmark songs, has arrived in New York and
is looking over the music preparatory to
selection of his new catalogue

Norman Brokenshire. whose voice is known
to millions of radio fans, was the fight announcer in the Ring Lardner-Tohn Hobble
sketch entitled, "Round One," which was recently completed "way down east in Brooklyn
whar the Vitaphone
are made."
THEvarieties
STUDIO
SLEUTH.

"Mothers Cry," the novel written by
Helen Grace Carlisle ai^d published by Harper, will be screened by First NationaL
Winifred Westover may play the lead.

Feldman Here for Songs

Westover in "Mothers Cry"

April
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High and how
On Mtisic Kow
THAXKS to Lew Brown, Buddy DeSylva
and Ray Henderson, airports throughout
the country have adopted as their theme song,
"Happy Landing," from George White's "Flying High." Flying officials claim that the
song,
usedprove
as the
aviation "bon
will
not only
entertaining
to thevoyage,"
passengers,
ness.
but will also tend to dispel signs of nervous-

* *

*

With the signing of McHiigh and Fields, Joseph Meyer and Harry Woods by M-G-M, the
Robbins Music Corp. is assured of another
steady batch of hits. Bernard Prager, sales
manager for the Robbins firm, has announced
additions to the sales and promotion staffs.
Nelson Ingham has been placed in charge of
Eastern Canada, supervising Robbins activities
in Montreal, Quebe^c, Ottazva, Toronto, Hamilton and London, Ontario, making his headquarters in Montreal; Phil Julius will cover
Pittsburgh, Cleveland and New York State,
until headquarters at Cleveland; Eddie Van will
assist Sig Bosley at the Los Angeles office and
Dick Arnold has been transferred from Minneapolis to San Francisco.

* * *

While on the Robbins subject we would like
to put on "the rave" about the way George
Lottman, director of publicity, keeps developing interesting and novel copy, thereby making
this chronicler's job so much easier. If some
of the other D. P.'s also were as considerate
there would be one at least who shall have
found (future perfect subjunctive) his Utopia.

* *

*

Billy Knight, manager of the Harms Detroit
office, pulled a good publicity stunt when he
distributed 10,000 napkins, on zvhich zvas
stamped "Eat a Sally Luncheon and hear Marilyn Miller sing 'Sally' at the Paramount
Theatre," to drug store lunch counters, lunch
rooms and department
* stores.
* *
Harry Warren and Joe Young, writers of
"Cryin' for the Carolines" and "Have a Little
Faith in Me" for the First National's "Spring
Is Here," have signed with Warners. For the
first time in ten years Young will do his lyricing without the aid of
* *Sam* Lewis.
Otto Motzan and Billy Fritsch are doing
some smart hustling these zvintry spring days.
They'z'e just placed a song called "Your Eyes"
zvith Leo Feist, Inc., and another one, "Let's
Do Something Diff'rent Tonight," zvith DeSylva, Brown atid Henderson.
* * *
D'ja know that Ossie Nelson, who is featured with Roemer's Homers over WMCA.
was a star football and basketball player for
Rutgers ?

* * *

They're at it again. No. not the Cohens and
the Kellys, but Will and Rudy. Pardon us if
zee refuse to get excited over a mere $500,000,
the sum involved.

* * *
Tin-pan alley fable resulting from recent reception given DeSylva. Brown and Henderson
on their arrival in Hollywood. "Yeh, the money
part was all right, but the contract did not
stipulate being greeted
* with
* * a brass band."
Charles Lang of Biho-Lang, in a special tieup zi'ith the U. S. N.. has assured a great plug
for his nezv soup. "Some Other Girl in Som^
Other Port" AH U. S. N. bands zvill play
this tunc during the harboring of the Atlantic
and Pacific fleets in Nezv York during May 8
to May 18. Phil Dazns has rejoined the firm as
band and orchestra manager.
PINCUS.

. i /'/•//
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McCormack Leads
Race at Boston
Taking $16,000

Picture

N c w s

KKO's
"FraiiH'd" y)
IJics ill
liullo,
(;ross<'s .S2.:U)0

Tra-lo-la

Boston — Box office returns jumped all
alone: the line this week. Metropolitan took

'^■^i^

$35,000 with Paul Ash and "Honey." Anita
Stewart in person with "Anna Christie" did
well ahove avera,s:e at Loevv's Orpheum for
a second week's showing. Both the Keith
and Keith-Alhce theatres grossed hierh on
"Case of Sorijeant Grischa" and "Cameo
Kirby." while the city's only road show,
"Sonij o' My Heart," with John McCormack, packed them in at the Majestic at
every performance with an outlook of several week's business and the peak not yet
reached. Uptown's increase in prices, which
went over well for a week or two, doesn't
look quite so good and there was a decrease

^

a rating of 125 per cent, with "Cohens and
Keilys in Scotland,'" Stanley and Valencia
came ne.xt with lOf) pir cent ratings each,
former taking $17,500 with "C.irl Said No,"
starring Haines, while the latter grossed

"Lieut.

Fair, mild.

Opposition: "Honey," Paul Ash in person and stacir
hand at Metropolitan: "Case of Serneant Grischa,''
Keith's Memorial; "Sana of the IVest," Uptown:
"Cameo Kirby," -vith 25 Lilliputians. Keith-Albee:
"Girl Said No." State: "Anna Christie," which moved
oi'cr from Locw's State, and Anita Stewart in Person,
at Loew's Orpheum : "Cohens and Keilys in Scotland," held over. Park: "China Express," Park:
"Mcricali Rose," Scollay Square ; "Song o' My Heart,"
Majestic.
"CAMEO
KIRBY"
(Fox)
KEITH-AT.BEE-(2.iOO-).
25-60c, 7 days.
Other
attractions: Roses Lilliputians.
Tos. Thomas
sax-o-tet,
News.
Gross:
«20.000.
Rating:
110%.
"GIRL
SAID
NO"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STATE— (.3.700), 30-.iOc. 7 day.';.
Other
attractions:
Hal
Roach
comedy.
Hearst
Mctrotone
news,
Harrv
Rodijers in organ
concert.
Gross:
S?^,000.
Rating:
110%.
Patlie

"ANNA CHRISTIE"
(M-G-M)
(Showed
last week
at Loew's
State)
LOEWS
ORPHEUM— (3.100), 25-50c. 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Hal
Roach
comedy,
Hearst
Metrotone
news.
Anita
Stewart
in person,
vaudeville.
Gross:
$Zi..';0*>.
Rating:
120%.
"COHENS AND
KELLYS
IN SCOTLAND"
(Univ.)
(Second
week)
PARK— (SOO),
23-50c,
7 days.
Other
attractions:
Cartoon,
L'niversal
talker
news.
Gross:
$5,500.
Ratinir:
100%.
"CHINESE
EXPRESS"
REPERTORY— (1,200), 25-50c, 7 days.
Rating:
95%.

Gross: $6,000.

"SONG O' MY
HEART"
(Fox)
MATESTir— (l..x^O\ ,^0c-S2. 7 davs. Gross:
Rating:
150%.
•HONEY"

$16,000.

(PAR.)

METROPOLITAN— (4,350), 30-75c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Paul Ash in person. Helen Lewis and
staee band. Paramount news. Gross: $35,000. Rating:
115%.
"CASE
OF SERGEANT GRISCHA"
(R. K. O.)
KEITH MEMORIAL— (2,900), 30-65c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, Pathe news, Sportlight. Gross:
$26,500.
Rating:
120%.
"MEXICALI
ROSE"
(Col.)
SCOLLAY SQUARE— (l.SOO), 25-.=;0c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Five acts vaudeville. Paramount news.
Cross:
$15,000.
Rating:
110%.
"SONG
OF THE
WEST"
UPTOWN— (2.000), 50c-$l. 7 days.
Paramount
news,
comedv.
Gross:
90%.

(War.)
Other attractions:
Sll.OO^l
Rating:

Southpaws
There «as an embarrassinj; moment when Rudy Vallee and Graham
McXamee met for the first time, and
it looked as thounh they were fighting. However, it developed that both
were left-handed and they finally managed to shake. Then they fell into
a discussion about famous men who
were southpaws, such as Napoleon —
stop laughing I

$3,500 with "Rogue Song," after that picture had played one week at the Stanley.
A surprise of the week was the gross of
$900 piled up at the art theatre, the Little,
which means an average of 90 per cent,

.<>y

in gross from that quarter. It sent "Song
of the West" to the week's low ($11,000
on a 90% rating).
Weather:

l'..iltiniore — l.iiit ha* evidently started to
.iltect business ;it first-runs here. During
the week, all of the 11 big runs grossed below normal, except three.
The Kivoli hit the highest mark, $10,(XJ<A

4^

Reprinted from "New

Smith

Speaking"

^'orker"

iji •

Lillies" Flops
In Portland On
A $6,450 Gross

Portland, Ore. — In spite of additional
summer " sunshine, and Lent, excellence of
film offerings plus heavy exploitati^ n resulted in a slight increase in box ofiice returns, but not above par, "Vagabond King"
shot into the lead early in the week and
word-mouth-advertising brought its rating
to 123 per cent, with a gross of $12,000,
"Ship from Shanghai" brought $10,225 to
the Fox Broadway, with a representative
figure of 112 per cent.
Lowest percentage was readied at the
Alder's, "Lillies of the Field." rating but
89 per cent, with $6,450. "Puttin' on the
Ritz" (at United Artists) should have
scored better than 95 per cent, with $7,150.
Complete program for week follows :
lU'cathcr:
Ideal summer, top 72 degrees.
Opposition: "I'agabond King," Paramount ; "Ship
from Shanghai," Fo.v Broadway: "Puttin' on the Rite,"
United Artists: "Little Johnny Jones," plus Al Trahan.
6 Galenos. RKO Orpheum: "Melody Man," Music
Box; "Lillies of the Field," Alder.
"LITTLE JOHNNY JONES" (Warners)
RKO
ORPHEUM— (1.700). 25c-60c,
7 days.
Other
Attractions:
Al Trahan,
6 Galenos.
Tinova
and Baikoft':

Custer at organ.
Gross:
$9.rS5.
Rating:
100'",.
"MELODY
MAN"
(Columbia)
MUSIC
BOX(1.S35), 25c, 7 days.
Other
Attractions: Vitaphone, Pete Ashe at Wurlitzer, Fox Movietone news. Gross: $7,895.
Rating:
102%.
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,068), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Paramount sound
news.
Eddie
JlagtU
("Crooning
King").
Ron
and
Ron.
..rganists.
Krazy
Kat-Kiddics
Klub.
Gross:
$12.0()0.
Rating:
123%.
"SHIP
FROM SHANGHAI"
(M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY- (1.912), 2Sc-COc, 7 days. Other
Attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Eyes" idea, including si.x Candreva brothers, Paul Olsen. the Buroffs,
Sam Jack Kauffman and his band: Fox Movietone
news,
112%. Devaney at Wurlitzer. Gross: $10,225. Rating:
"PUTTIN- ON THE RITZ" (United Artists)
FOX UXITED ARTISTS-(945). 50c-60c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Fox Movietone news, comedv.
Gross:
$7,150.
Rating:
o?';
"LILUES
OF THE
FIELD"
(1st Nat'l)
ALDER— (1,600). 2.Sc 50c. Other Attractions: Fox
Movietone news, "Today and Tomorrow" shorts, famous personages
and "Hollywood Stars." Gross: $6,450.
Rating:
S9%.

made by the all-Japanese picture, "Voshiwara." The low mark hit the Auditorium
with "Framed." which took in $2, .300, or
.35 per cent.
Eight of the eleven pictures figured in ilie
resume went below par.
IVeather: Clear and warm Monday, rain and warm
fuesday and clear and colder rest oj week.
Opposition: "Framed," Auditorium: "Lady to
Love," and Loeiv-Publix stage unit ("Venetian Carnival"), at Loew's Centtijry: "Emharrassing Moments-"
with Bert Smith Players in "Sweetheart Town," with
acts and chorus, at Uippodroine: "Slight!; S,,i^:,i"
Keith's; "Yoshiiiara," al the Little, art hv:
O' Glory," Metropolitan; "Such Men Are :
.\'ew Theatre:
"Cohens
and Keilys
in Sci:
voli: "Girl Said No," Loew's Stanley: "Rogue .\
I^oew's
I'alencta,
after one iveck at Stanley:
I .■>
nerous Paradise," Parkway
after one week at /..•, i .Stanley,
(.'itagc) Four operas presented by MetropoliOpera company:
End,"
"Vanity Fair,"
"Best tan Shn-,v
In Town" "Journey's
(Burlesque).
"LADY
TO LOVE"
(M-G-M)
LOEWS CEXTURV
f.t.221i, 2iic-.5<>c, 6 days. Other
Attractions: Metrotone ami M-G-M news. Hodge
Podge, "The Duke of Dublin," (Christie- Paramount
;ill-ta'king comedv). L<iew- PuMix unit ("Venetian
( arnival," with led CLil't and Zelava), orchestra,
rgan.
Gross:
Jl,S,!>n.
Rating:
'KT,,.
"GIRL SAID NO"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S STANLEV-(3.654). 2Sc-60c 6 days. Other
Attractions: Metrotone news. Laurel and Hard> in
100%.
" The Brats" (M-G-M talkim; comedy). P.iramonnt
song film novcllv, organ. Gross: SI7.5r>' Ratine:
"ROGUE

SONG"

(M-G-M)

(After
one
week
at
I»e»'s
Stanley)
LOEW'S
VALE.N'CIA— (1,500), 25c-35c, f> days.
Other Attractions: .Metrotone news, "Mexicana,"
Gross:
$.\500.
Rating:
100^.
"DANGEROUS
PARADISE" (Paramount)
I.lOEWS
PARKWAY— (1.09J),
15c-35c,
h
days.
Other
Attractions:
Laurel
and
Hardy
in "Blotto"
I M-G-M
talking
comedv i. Metrotone
news,
cartoon.
Gross:
$3.9(».
Rating:
90%.
"COHENS AND KELLYS IN SCOTLAND" (Univ.)
Kl\OLT-(1.9S2), 25c-.^0c, b days, starting Saturday.
Other edv).
Attractions:
Cowboy"
(talking
comacts featuring "Ride
Ruth 'Em
Etting
and Chester
Conklin
(\itaphonc Varietiesl. P.Tthe sound news. Cross:
$10,000.
Rating:
125%.
"BLAZE O" GLORY"
(SoDO-Art)
METROPOLITA.X
(L.^a)). 15c-50c. b .lays, starting
Saturday.
Other
Attractions:
Talking comedy.
Vitaphone acts. Mickcv .Mouse cartcxin. Kini>gram«. organ.
Gross:
$4,5rin
Rating:
75%.
"YOSHIWARA"
(Japanese)
^.Xmcrican
Premiere)
LirrLE-(267). 35c-S0c. b days.
Other Attractioo*:
"Under the Southern Cross," Charlie CThaplin in "The
i( .ititiniii'tl Kit f<(]pc -" '

Etiquette
Hollywood — Yes. sir. the good old
day^
forever.
about are
the gone
perfect
hostessYou've
who, heard
when
a guest knocked over a glass or cup,
did likewise to cover his embarrassment. However, the other night at
a dinner party a film actor bumped
ovtT his cocktail and the hostess drank
her ()« n for fear the actor would grab
it.
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'Ranger' Western
Lassoes $14,000,
Topping K. C. List
Kansas City — An off-week for the bigger
houses in town saw the honors go to a western at the Pantages, where "Lone Star
Ranger" took in $14,000, building up a percentage of 140. Next in line was "Honey"
at the Newman, with $12,500, or 125 per
cent.
The two big houses fell below average,
"Sky Hawk" at the Midland drawing only
85 per cent, and "Case of Sergeant Grischa"
doing practically the same at the Mainstreet.
The Royal did normal business with "Phantom of the Clear
Opera."
H'eather:
and cold.
Opposition:
"Lone McCormick
Star Ranger"
five vaudeville acts headlining
and and
Collum
revue'
Pantages; Cliester Conklin headlining five vaudeville
acts, and "S'ky Hawk," Midland; stock company playing "Skidding," Orpheum; revue headlining vaudeville
and "Case of Sergeant Grischa," Mainstreet; "Honey,
Newman; "I'bantom of the Opera," Royal.
"LONE
STAR RANGER"
(Fox)
PANTAGES— (2,166), 7 clays, 25c-50c.
Other Attractions: Pathe sound news, five acts of vaudeville, headlining the McCormack and Cullum Revue ("A Broadway Cocktail"). Gross: $14,000.
Rating: 1407o.
"THE SKY HAWK"
(Fax.)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 7 days, 25c-60c. Other Attractions: Hearst's
Metrotone
Loew's
Midland
News, five
acts of
vaudeville,news,
headlined
by personal
appearance of CHiester Conklin. Gross: $12,750. Rating: 85%.
"CASE
OF SERGEANT
GRISCHA"
(RKO)
MAINSTREET— (3,067), 7 days, 35c-60c. Other Attractions: Grantland Rice .Sportlight, Pathe sound
news, vaudeville revue ("Odds and Ends"). Gross:
$12,000.
Rating: 80%.
"HONEY"
(Paramount)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 7 days, 25c-60c. Other Attractions: Paramount sound news, Educational Scnnett
("He Trumped Her Ace"), M-(j-M comedy (Van and
Schenck 125%.
in "My Wild Irish Rose"). Gross: $12,500.
Rating:
"PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA"
(Universal)
ROYAI^-(900), 7 days, 25c-50c. Other Attractions:
Educational comedy ("Polished Ivory," with Lloyd
Hapiilton),
(".Spanish
Onions"),
Paramount Educational
sound news. TaiTytown
Gross: $4,500.
Rating:
100%.

Barthelmess Is
Low With Gross
Of Twenty Grand
Cleveland — Of the three new pictures
offered here last week, "Sarah and Son"
walked off with first place honors, doing big
business ($25,000) in face of a bad blizzard
that gripped the city all week. "Rogue
Song" held up well during its third week,
business being stimulated by a concert appearance of Lawrence Tibbett, his broadcasting radio program and the attendant
newspaper publicity, bringing a $15,000
gro.ss. "Son of the Gods" (Barthelmess(CoHtinucd on page 41)

Sez You!
Career.s of .star.s will be prolonged
10 to 15 year.s by color photography,
avcordinR to Dr. Herbert Kalmu.s,
president of Technicolor, who .states
color is making 'em young again, blottinjj out sagging chins, wrinkles and
tell-tale lines around the eyes.
We have in mind at least two dozen
Hollywood "beauties" who are breathing easier since Kalmus announced
this new hope for rejuvenation.

Picture

News

Shooting the Works
"Bob" Sherwood tells the yarn about
Montague Glass, who made the great
mistake of selling his "Potash & Perlmutter" to Samuel Goldwyn on a
royalty basis. Instead of being paid
a flat sum for an outright sale, he
agreed to accept a percentage. In due
course, Goldwyn started sending statements to Glass, listing all debits and
credits so that he would have an exact
estimate
of his share of the booty,
if
any.
Glancing at the debit side of a
statement, the author noticed an item
of $7,000 for an expense incurred by
Goldwyn in tendering a banquet to
prominent exhibitors, "to promote inin the picture."
When terest Glass
considered the cost of
this feast, and realized that he had
unknowingly been sharing in that
cost, he sent a telegram to Goldwyn,
asking: "Did you have to serve
pheasant?"

Arliss, Billed
With Lightner,
Takes $14,300
Providence — Fay's Majestic iiit the liigh
spot last week with a double feature bill
headed by "Green Goddess." which clicked
for
$14,300,
percentagedidof fair
125%.business,
Loew's
State
and a Victory
chalking up percentages of 90. Wrestling
and hockey cards provided stiff opposition.
Weather:

Cold, fair.

Opposition: Wrestling and hockey cards; "Phantom
of the Opera," Victory; "Lady to Love," Loew's
State; "Green Goddess" and "She Couldn't Say Na,"
Majestic.
"GREEN
GODDESS ' (WB)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-S0c, 7 days. Other attractions: "She Couldn't Say No," (WB) Fox Movietone
news.
Gross; $14,300. Rating: 125%.
"LADY
TO LOVE"
(MGM)
LOEW'S STATEr-(3,8O0), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions,
Langdon
comedy
"Fighting
Hearst Metrotone news, organlogiie. Gross: Parson,"
$18,150.
Rating:
90%.
"PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA"
(Univ)
VKrrORY— (l,t,0O), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions,
"Road
to
Mandalay,"
"Crosby's
Pathe sound news.
Gross:
$9,100.
Rating: Corners,"
90%.

RKO's ''Framed'' Dies in
Balto. on a $2,300 Gross
(Continued from page ,S9)
Floorwalker," "L'Petite Lilie" (American premiere of
this French subject), piano. Gross: $90(). Rating:
90%.
"EMBARRASSING
MOMENTS"
(Universal)
HIPPODROME— (2,500), 20c-60c, (. days. Other Attractions: I'athe Review. Pathe sound news, Lloyd
Hamilton in "Po ished Ivory" (talking Educational
comedy),
Smith organ,
playersorchestra.
in ".Sweetheart
with acts,Bert
chorus;
Gross: Town,"
$9.0(10.
Rating: 9U7".
"SLIGHTLY SCARLET" (Paramount)
KEITH'S— (3,016), 25c-.50c, 6 days, starting with a
midnight show Sunday.
Other Attractions: Pathe and
Universal
sound news, "Voice of Hollywood,
Station
S-T-A-R."
Gross: $4,400.
Rating: 55%.
"FRAMED"
(Radio)
AUDITORIUM— (1,600), 23c-rjOc, 6 days, starting
with Saturday, and with a special midnight show Sun.
clay. Other Attractions: "Lost and Foundered" (talking Pathe comedy), "I.<ive and Memories" (talking
I'.ithe comedy),
Pathe sound news. Gross: $2,310.
Rating:
35%,.
NEW— (1,500), 25c-50c, 6 days, starting with a midnight show Sunday. Other Attractions: "Master
Mind" (Mickey McGuire talking comedy), ".Snapshots
nf Hollywood," Fox Movietone news. Gross: $9,1)00.
Rating: 90%.
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Glory"
Bites
The Dust
With
An $800 Intake
Oklahoma City — "Blaze o' Glory" (Sono
Art- World Wide) brought tears to the eyes
of the Empress manager. The Eddie Dowling film just curdled up and died in a threeday run. Great ballyhooing aroused interest
in the film, but not sufficient to send the
gross over a 50 per cent rating, which
means eight hundred bucks for the house.
It was the only flop for the week, others
all hitting their quota mark and some jumping far ahead. "Murder on the Roof" (Columbia) and "Montana Moon" (M-G-M),
for instance, chalked a 125% rating, with
the former taking $2,760 in four days, and
the latter $5,000 for a full week.
Weather: Pleasant throughout the week.
Opposition: "His First Command," Liberty; "Blaze
o' Glory" (3 days). Empress; "Sarah and Son," Capitol; "Murder on the Roof" (4 days), Orpheum; "Montana Moon," Criterion.
"HIS
FIRST
COMMAND"
(Pathe*)
100%.
LIBERTY— (1,800*), 25-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Fox Movietone news. Gross: $4,800. Rating:
"BLAZE
O' GLORY"
(Sono-Art)
EMPRESS— (1,500*), 2S-50c, 3 days. Other attractions: Pathe News, Educational short subjects. Gross:
$800. Rating: 50%.
"SARAH
AND
SON"
(Paramount
CAPITOI^(1,200), 25-50C, 7 days. Other attractions:
Laurel & Hardy in "Brats," Metro News. Gross:
$4,000.
Rating: 110%.
"MURDER ON THE ROOF" (Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (1,500), 25-50c, 4 days. Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco Ideas ("Drapes"), Fox sound
news. Gross: $2,760. Rating: 125%.
"MONTANA MOON"
(M-G-M)
CRITERION— (2,000). 25-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: Chas.
ChaseGross:
comedy$5,000.
("Whispering
Whoopee"),
Paramount
News.
Rating: 125%,.

'Honey' Proves a
Reel Honey With
A $14,220 Gross
Ues Moines — "Hone}'" (Para.), with a
whopping good supporting bill, but the best
bo.x-office figure that the Des Moines theatre has had for the past six months. It
grossed $14,220, rated as 200 per cent.
"Slightly Scarlet," next door, ranked as the
outstanding opposition, doing better than
average on a four-day run. The popular
stage band show was also a contributing
factor in the box office in this Paramount
show. No pictures fell below average and
ail received favorable comment.
(Continued on page 41)

It's a Phoney
Eva Le (Jallienne's first appearance
on the American stage v.as with Harrison Gray F'ske in "Mrs. Boltay's
Daughter" and, according to Sid
Skolsky. the star's father, Richard
Le (Jallienne.
hadn't
Eva since
she
was three>vho
years
old,seen
attended
the
performance. Eva had the role of a
colored maid. Mr. LeGallienne on
seeing her exclaimed: "My God — is
that my daughter!"
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"Phantom" Is a
Surprise in L. A.,
Grossing $23,500
Los Angeles. — Poor weather, cloudy, and
plenty of showers, helped create the b. o.
>lunip prc\alent at majority of Hollywood
and Los Angeles first runs, where current
attractions hit below par, except in a few
cases. •'Phantom of the Opera," playing
the Criterion, surprised film row with its
$23,500 intake, a rating of 137 per cent for
the hou.-^e, and the fourth best performance
for the week.
Warners' "Hold I'^verytliing" was a wow I
The picture took in nearly thirty grand at
the Hollywood, finishing the week with a
107 per cent rating.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(MGM)
H0IX\'^VOOD— Grauman's Chinese (2023), llth
week, 7 days, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Abe Lyman and band. Movietone news.
Gross: $1-1,500.
Rating: 91%.
"HAPPY
DAYS"
(Fox)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle (1650). 5th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 7.^c to $1.50. Other attractions: EJinors Orchestra, Movietone news. Gross:
$12,100.
RaUng:
97%.
"HONEY"
(Paramount)
LOS .XNGELF^— Paramount (3596). 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Christie talker ("Stronger
Sex"). ■'Briilt's Wedding," Paramount sound news,
Milton CTiarles organ concert. Opposition: "Phantom
of the Opera," "Under a Texas Mcon," "She .Steps
Out," "Hell Harbor," "Rito Rita," "Delightful
Rogue," Gross: $23,600. Rating: 94%.
"SHE STEPS OUT"
(Fox)
LOS ANGELES— Locw's State (2418), 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco Idea with
Singer Midgets; Harry Langdon in "Fighting Parson." Movietone news. Opposition: "Phantom of
t")pera." "Honey," "Under Texas Moon," "Hell Harbor," "Rio Rita," "Delightful Rogue." Gross: $22,000.
Rating: 82%.
"PHANTOM
OF THE
OPERA"
(Universal)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criteron (1652), 1st week, 7
days. 35 to 65c. Other attractions: Mack Sennett
comedy ("Bulls and Bears"), Movietone news. Opposition: "Under Texas Moon," "Honey," "She Steps

{Continued on page 48)

Barthelmess Is Low With
Gross of Twenty Grand
(Continued jrom page 40)
First Nat'l) was a big flop, taking $20,000,
which rates only 80% at the RKO Hip.
Weather: Fair Sunday and Monday: rain Tuesday;
terrific snow and blo^v storm Wednesday and Thursday, followed by thaw.
Continued
bticzard and ice.
Of position: "Rogue Song" (3d week), Stillman;
"Sarah and Son," Allen; "Slightly Scarlet." State;
"Sacred Flame-" RKO Palace; "Son of the Gods"
(.2nd week). RKO Hippodrome: (Stage): Marx
Brothers iii "Animal Crackers," Mit:i in "Sari," and
"Escape,"
at Playhouse.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
(Third week)
STTLLMAN— (1,900). 40-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: "Marionettes." Hearst Mctrotone news. Gross:
$15,000. Rating: 100%.
"SARAH AND SON" (Paramount)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
"Big
Kick" news.
(M-G-M).
Snap $25,000.
Shots (Columbia).
Hearst
Metrotone
Gross:
Rating.
125%.
"SLIGHTLY
SCARLET"
(Paramount)
STATE- (3.400). 30-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:
"Let Me Explain" (Para.). ''Arabian Daze" (Univ.),
"Alice Is Lost at Sea" (Fischer), Paramount news,
"Gypsy Dreams" (Ix5ew L^nit, Leon Navara, M, C).
Gross: $20,000.
Rating: 111%.
"SACRED FLAME" (Warner Bros.)
RKO PALACE— (3.600), 35c. 7.Sc. 7 days. Other attractions: "T( Men Played Cards as Women Do"
(Para.), "Vital Subjects" (Para.), "Perfect Match"
iPathe). Pathe news Pathe Review, vaudeville. Gross:
$25,000.
Rating:
100%.
"SON OF THE
GODS"IVeekl
(First National)
(Second
RKO
Movietone

HIPPODROME— (4.500). 35c. 75c. Other attractions: "He Trumped Her Ace" (Educational), Fox
news.
Gross: $30,000.
Rating: 80%.
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Be Seated, Please

A striking view of eight assistant direC'
tors in their shirt sleeves and sweaters
hard at work assisting the director to take
aTIxe
scenestrain
of Mae onMurray
in "Peacock
Alley."is
assistant
directors
terriffic. In all our years of close associO'
tion with Hollywood we have never been
able to figure out why a director is invariably seated when directing a picture.
This study clears up the matter once and
for all. You will kindly note the eight
assistant directors arduously standing up.
True they are doing nothing; but the indubitable fact still remains that they are
doing it standing up. It takes an assistant
director an average of twelve years to
become a director. And after standing up
steadily, doing practically nothing for
twelve
years, actcan't
why a director's
first official
is you
to sitseedown?
From

"Cinema,"

New

York

$2,800 For
Only
46
'Ranger'' In Six
Day Ottawa Run
Ottawa — Exhibitors here maintained average business during the week in the face of
Lenten missions and hockey playoffs. One
theatre scored above par, the Avalon with
•'Sunny Side Up," rating 105% on a $1,800
take for 3 days. The Centre suffered
through withdrawal of sub-standard feature
hut the substitution made for good will in
the future. "The Sacred Flame" was helped
materially at the b. o., at Keith's by a
strong vaudeville bill.
IVeather:

Fair.

Opposition: "Condemned," Regent; "Love Comes
Alung," Keith's; "Sacred Flame" and five KKO vaude
acts, Keith's; "Sunnyside Up" (3 days), Avalon:
"Marianne" (3 days). Avalon; "The Lone Star
Ranger,"
Imperial;
"Furies."
Centre.
"SACRED
FLAME"
(Warners)
KEITH'S— (2596),
15-60c.
3 days.
Other
attractions: 5RKO vaude. acts, orchestra, Clarke and McCullough silent
in "All
Kat 92%.
comedy,
Pathe
news. Steamed
Gross: Up."
$5,?00. KrazyRating:
"LONE
STAR RANGER"
(Fox)
IMPERIAL— (1200>. 15-.50C. 6 days. Other attracComedy "All Stuck
and "Black
and Rating:
Tan":
Hearsttions:Metrotone
news.Up"Gross:
$2,800.
80%.
"CONDEMNED"
(United Artists)
REGENT— (1225), 25-60c. 6 days. Other attractions: Orchestra, Fox Movietone news, comedy.
Gross: $5,900.
Rating: 95%.
"SUNNY
SIDE
UP"
(Fox)
AVALON— (990). 25-35c 3 days. Other attractions:
Fox Movietone
news, 105%.
comedy "Merry Dwarfs."
Gross:
$1,800
Rating:
"LOVE
COMES
ALONG"
(Radio)
KEITH'S— (2596), 15-,50c. 3 days. Other attractions: CTiarlie Chase in "Snappy Sneezer," "Alpine
Love Call," Universal newspaper reeL Canadian
scenic.
Gross: .<4.70i"i. Rating: 90%.
"THE FURIES"
(1st Nat'l)
CENTRE— (12ai), 15-50C. 5V< davs. Other attractions: Fox silent news, Buster West in "Dancing
Gob." Warners
night club revue. Gross: $3,100.
Rating:
80%.
"MARIANNE"
(MGM)
AVALON— (990), 25-35c, 3 days. Other attracGang Gross:
comedy,$1,250.
"Amateur
Movietonetions: Ournews.
Rating:Night."
90%. Fox

"Song
St"
Hits of
LowW( Nol(!
Willi 85,500
Minneapolis — It was a sad week in Minneapolis, "Soncf of the West" proved to be
a swan song to the Century where it rated
()0% on a gross of $5,500, The Orphcutn
and the Minnesota showing respectively
George K. Arthur in a personal appearance with "Hello .Si.ster" and Ted Lewis in
person with "Slightlv ,Scarlet," brought in
$18,400 for the Orpheuin and $26,600 for
the Minnesota.
Opposition: "Hello Sister" and live acts vaude,
headlined by personal appearance Ceoroe K. Arthur,
Orphcum;appearance
Slinhtly Scarlet,"
Publix
and
personal
Ted Lewis
& stage
Merrysho-.v
Musical
Klowns, Minnesota; "Song of the West' Century;
"She Couldn't Say No," State; "Framed," Seventh
Street; "Playing Around," Lyric; "The Aviator,"
Aster; "Mcxicali Rose," Loie Bridge musical comedy
troupe. Pontages.
"HELLO
SISTEJl" (Sono Art)
HENNEPIN
ORPHEUM
(2.9*0).
35c -50c 75c,
7
days, 3 shows daily.
Other attractions: 5 acts vaude.
headlined by George K. .Vrthiir on a personal appearance, newsrecl, Gross: ?!.'!. 4'0.
Rating: 85%.
"SLIGHTLY SCARLET"
(Par.)
MINNF„SOTA— (4,025), 35c-40c-75c, 7 days. 4 shows
daily.
Other
Ted
Lewis and
his attractions:
Merry MusicalI'crs.nal
Klowns; appearance
Walter Hagen
and Leo Dicifd in "Mntch Pl.iv." concert orchestra,
news reel. Gross: 'irt/yn"). Rating: 70%.
"SONG OF THE WEST"
(W. B.)
CENTI'RV— (1.640). 50c-75c. 7 days. 6 shows daily.
Other
attractions:
all
talking
comedy.
Groas: $3,500.
Rating: 60%.
"FRAMED"
(RKO)
SEVENTH STREET-d. 4-^)1. 25c-35c-6nc. 7 days. 6
shows
Rating: dailv.
90%. Other attractions: none. Gross: $8,500.
"MEXICALI
ROSE"
(Col.)
PANTAGES-(1.675) 25c-50c-75c. 7 days. 3 shows
dailv. Other attractions: Loie Bridge musical comedy
company.
Gross: $9,000. Rating: 90%.
"PLAYING AROUND"
(First Nat.)
I.VRIC -(1.23S). l.^c-25c--)nc. 7 days. 7 shows daily.
Other attractions: comcdv and newsrecl. Groas:
$4,000. Rating:
li')0%.
"SHE COULDN'T
SAY NO" (W.B.)
ST.ATE- (2,300). 25c-.35c-60c. 7 days. 4 shows daily.
Other attractions: March Horoscope reel. Paramount
comcdv. Paramount ncwsreel. Graham McNamee
reel. Gross: $22,400.
Rating: 80%.
"THE AVIATOR'
(W. B.)
.\STER— (812). 20c-35c. 7 days. 6 shows daily.
Other
attractions:
none.
Cross:
$3,500. R.iting:
100%.

"Honey'' Proves a Reel
Honey with a $14,220 Gross
(Continued from page 40)
Opposition: "Honey." Pes yfoines; "Shnhtly Scarlet," 5vaude. acts (4 days). Paramount: "Bishop Murder Case." Charlie .4nncu' and hind, staar shi-rtv (3
davs). Paramount : "Ship frnm Shanahai." Strand;
"Cohens and Kellys in Scotland," RKO vaude (4 days).
ytninc^.
OrPhcum;
"Big 'Party," RKO vaude (3 days), Det
"COHENS
AND
KELLYS
IN SCOTLAND"
(U.)
ORPHEUM— (20(V11. 4 Hays.
25c. .=^\:. Other
attractions: RKO valid.,
Pathe
so'md
news.
P.ithr
comedv.
Gross: "BIG<7.'0S PARTY"
Rating: (Fox)
lf»%.
ORPHEUM— (innn).
2--= t
Other
attractions:
RKO
vaud.. Pathe news. Pathe Sportlight.
Groas:
"LOVE liV1%RACKET"
(Ist Nat'l)
$7,229.
Ratine:
STRAND— (lion), 3 days, 2nc-,30c Other attractions: Pathe sound news. Movietone vaud.: ".Aaronsnn's
"Billmore Trio." Groas: S'.^*^
Rating:Commanders,"
95%.
"HONEY"
(Parv.1
PES MOINES-(160n). 7 davs. 25c-.V>c-d.>K:. Other
attractions: Para, comedy. "Dangerous Females."
Para. "Getting a) Tiakt-r." Para, sound news.
(MGM)
Gross: $14"SLIGHTLY
rM
Rating: SCARLET"
2nrK-,.
PARAMO! NT- (iron). 25c-3.=;c ?!>: 6-5c, 4 days
Other attractions: 5 acts of vaud.. Dancing Cadets,
Para, news
Gross: $<>.'S'
Rating:
IV1%.
"BISHOP
MURDER
CASE"
(MGM)
PARAMOUNT (l/'TOV 3 days. 2Sc-35c.-50c-65c.
Other attractions: Charlie .Agnew Rand in stage
show. Para, sound news. Grow: $6,252. Ratine:
100%.
"SHIP
FROM
SRANGHAI"
(MGM)
STR.\NI>-(1IOO). 2rv -V Other attractions: "t"'
comedy.
"U"
nrws
Ooss:
$3.8':^.
Rating:
95%.
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briefly Told
Vitaphone Engineer Speaks
of \\'archief engineer
Evans, Vitaplione
nerPorter
Bros,H.eastern
studios,
will
address a joint meeting of the Institute of
Radio Engineers and the Society of M. P.
Engineers April 2 on "From Broadcasting
to Audible Pictures." Evans, who is a pioneer in the field of sound pictures, will
compare the conditions surrounding the
making of talking pictures with those in
radio broadcasting.

Snitzer After New House
Hamilton, O. — Lou Snitzer, forced out of
business when the Eagle was razed to make
way for new 1,900-seat Paramount house
being erected here, is reported to be negotiating for site for new house.

S. O. 5.
Shortage of cartoonists for picture
work has placed at least one New
York producer in a jam. He arranged
for financing and was all set to launch
a new series when he discovered there
were no pen-and-inkers available,
with all talent tied up and no signs
of new men for the jobs.
Since the advent of sound, there has
been a wild scramble by cartoon producers to outdo each other in sketch
tricks and musical synchronization.
This keen competish has resulted in
a fine crop of comedy material in the
cartoon field, with exhibitors giving
considerably more attention to bookings of this type of short.

A^. E. Brokers Dance
Bookers' AsNewits England
The
Boston —sociation
will hold
annual dance for the
philanthropic fund in the Hotel Copley
Plaza May 9.

Indianapolis House Leased
Indianapolis — The Walker, a motion picture and stock house, has been leased for
twenty years by the American Theatre
Corp., a new corporation, according to Samuel J.Mantel, one of the directors. The theatre heretofore has been operated by the
Walker Theatre Company.

Lenten Business Fair
Albany — Business is holding up remarkably well during the Lenten season. Many
owners are using extra newspaper space and
last week one theatre owner used an entire
page announcing his coming week's attraction.

Fire Panics Averted
Rochester — Presence of mind of theatre
men prevented panics and saved valuable
equipment in two theatre fires here. Manager H. M. Addison of Loew's Rochester,
biggest downtown house, calmed an audience of 4,000 when a stage entryway blaze
filled the place with smoke. The fire was
extinguished with slight loss and the performance went on uninterrupted.
Leroy Flower, operator for the Regent
at Geneva, saved projection and talking apparatus by throwing a tarpaulin over them
when an attic blaze burst into the projection room. He announced the fire to the
audience, which left orderly. The blaze was
extinguished in a few minutes.

on in ''Come Easy**

Langd — Harry Langdon returns to
Hollywood
features through a role in Warners' "Come
Easy." Langdon is on a layoff period at
the Roach studios.

Managements Merged
San Diego, Cal. — The Victory has come
vmder the same management as the Casino.
Sound equipment has been installed.

Vista Reopened
San Diego. Cal. — P>ush Theatres, Inc.,
have reopened the Vista, which had been
dark for months.
Improvements have been
made, including sound installation.

Making All-Spanish Film
Hollywood — "One Mad Ki>s," starring
Don Jose Mojica, Chicago Grand Opera
Company tenor, is the first film to be
made by Fox with an all -dialogue print
entirely in Spanish.

Warner-F. N. Now
Hollywood — The Warner Brothers
name finally has gone up on the billboards of F-'irst National .studios.
Boards along the highway now read
"Home of Warner Brothers-First National-Vitaohone Pictures." Previously the signs did not carry the Warner
Brothers name.

Falls — And Collects
Albany — Suing for $3,000, a woman resident was awarded a verdict of $150 against
the Troy (N. Y.) Theatre Corp. by a jury
for injuries suffered in a fall in the theatre.

Clearing Away the Weh
The

plagiarism .>uit filed against the

authors and producers of "The Spider,"
mystery play which had a long run on
Broadway, has been dismissed in the Federal court.

Schmidt Transferred
Cincinnati, O. — Warner Schmidt, who
lias been working out of local office of Independent Pictures under Chester Lowe, has
been transferred to the home office at Cleveland.

Drop Dayton Site Search
Dayton, O. — E. Rosen, home office field
reprcsaitative for RKO, after scouting for
site, has abandoned search for present. Rumored site will be available in Fall, and
new house started then.

''Sunny Side*' Suit Dismissed
Omaha — Suit of Will M. Maupin, Hastings, Neb., newspaper editor, for $100,000
against Fox, charging plagiarism of the
title of his book, ".Sunny Side Up," for the
picture by that name, has been dismissed
in district court here. No settlement has
been made, according to Maupin's attorneys. The suit is slated to be filed again
in such a form as to keep the case in Nebraska courts. Action had been started to
move it to the Federal Court.

Allentown Theatre Sold
Allentown, Pa.— The Embassy has been
sold by James K. Bowen to the A. R. Boyd
Enterprises, which conducts a chain in Philadelphia.

New Michigan Theatres
Escanaba, Mich. — Delft Theatres, Inc.,
owners of houses in four Michigan cities,
will soon start construction of new theatres
here and in Marquette. The Escanaba house
will cost $200,000 and will seat 1,200.

Texas Theatre Dark
Brackettville, Tex. — The Star has closed
its doors for an indefinite period. Exceptionally poor attendance of late necessitated
the closing:.

Sheriff Sells Theatre
Sunbury, Pa. — The Capitol has been sold
at sheriff's sale to C. K. Morganroth of the
Arcadia Theatre Corp. It is a $350,000
property and one of the finest in the coal
regions.

Vitaphone Buys Stories
Vitaphone has purchased stories by three
authors for Vitaphone \'^arieties. They are
Ring Lardner, Guy Bolton and Porter Emerson Brown.

and andYard**
Fox Gets
Dennison
Clift,"Scotl
film writer
director,
has sold the talker rights to his play, "Scotland Yard," to Fox. A. H. Woods produced
the play on Broadway last fall.

"Old English** Ready
Hollywood — Warners are rusiiing preparations for George .\rliss' "Old English,"
which
into production
the star's
arrival goes
in Hollywood
next upon
month.
Ivan
.Simpson is the first supporter signed.

John Bull Worried
London — Loud rumblings over Sunday closing throughout the U. K. and
possibility
a severe
national
censorship lawofare
threatening
to heap
added worry
on trade,
the already
dened British
whichover-burs also
fighting hard for reduction in high
taxes.
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BUDU ROGERS, Sono Art-World Wide
sales chief, lias been cracking a lot of tough
situations lately. One of his newest is the
Metropolitan, Baltimore, which has set in
"Blaze o' Glory" and ■'Hello Sister." This
marks the first time in 18 months that the theatre has IxMikcil other than a \\ arner or First
National picture.

* «

*Are You an Ostrich?'

• *

• «

* »

*

.\X Universal they call him Paul, brt in
Masonic circles he is now Right Worshipful
Paul Gulick, Grand Representative of the
Grand Ixxlge of Colorado Near the Grand
Lodge of the State of New York. His investiture took place recently, and his friends are
wondering if Paul's'* letterheads hereafter will
carrv his new billins:. m m
From Hollyxvood comes zvord that Lloyd
Hamilton must pav his divorced zvife $10,000
by court
order. We'd like to see hitn laugh
that
one off.
m * m
Bryant Washburn and George Fawcett, who
were associated in film work 23 years ago, are
re-united in Pathe's "Swing High." Tempus
fugits, all right.
mm*
E. B. Derr. Pat he vice President in charge of
production at Culver City, has signed Director
Alfred E. Green to *make
special
productions.
4<
*
H. E. Rosenquist, Central sales manager for
the Vitaphone Corporation, is back at his desk
after a four weeks' trip to Vitaphone exchanges at Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago
and Detroit.

* * *

Bert Lytell and Grace Menken, n-hn are
principals
the stage show. "Thespians." were
married in in Philadelphia.
* m *
Nat Levine, who is distributing "Clancv in
Wall Street" for .Aristocrat Pictures, reports
the sale of many states' ricrhts franrhi<p<

An Eyeful
Producer: "Hey. what's an automat,
anyway?"
Scenario Writer: "It's a place where
they put food behind magnifving
glasses."

•

Edgar Selwyn is on his way to the
join the M-G-M forces, for whom he
one picture, "The Girl in the Show."
to make at least two pictures before
to Broadway to resume his theatrical

«

* * *

E. C. Mills, president of the Radio Music
Company, Inc., has been elected a director of
Radio-Keith-Orpheuni.
* * *

«

Herman G. Weinberg, manager of the Little
Baltimore, hopes to meet Marlenc Dietrich,
German film actress, when she comes to America in April to join Paramount, unth which slu
has a contract. Mr. U''einberg knows Miss
Dietrich and if the Little closes for the summer.
lie hopes to become her personal representative

*

Lou Tellcgen should change his iiame to Lou
Fellegan, says "Judge," in commenting on his
fourth marriage.
mm*.
Now that the .Army-Navy game is a thing
of the past, maybe
Roxy
will step into the
breach with his battalion of ushers.
mm*
Charles Bickford is investing the salary
Metro-Goldii'yn-Mayer pays him in strange
ways, according to "Talking Screen." Bickford
otcms a fleet of i^-haling vessels in Me.vican waters, a hog ranch in Massachusetts, a chain of
oil-filling stations, a garage, and a cafe in Culver City. He also has part interest in a business that rents animals to studios.
Only his inability to switch bookings prevented Manager E. C. Bostwick of the Pantages. Minneapolis, from holding over Tiffany's
"Party Girl" for a second week. The house
chalked up one of its best weeks with the picture.

IK\ l.\(i iJ.A.sJiKlN has resigned as niaiiacer of the .\rena. New York, operated b
Consolidate') Amusement Enterprises, and haac<|uired an interest in the .Savoy, Jamaica
which he will inan.'ige. I'ashkin recently sold
his house at Newark.

/s your bead so buried in comfortable
prosperity that you are blind to the growing menace of fanatic interference in legislation? You have seen, in prohibition, what
powerful religious organizations can do,
but your very prosperity has Izept you
from suffering and also from making a
protest. Liquor is plentiful and you have
plenty of money. It will be the same when
these fanatics ban other pleasures which
make for the enjoyment of living. You
won't suffer. Your money will enable you
to
have all these prohibited things just the
same.
Is that the bind of ostrich you are'*
Well, thafs the kind of an ostrich the
reformer is! His head is buried in fanaticism, and he has plenty of money too.
His money puts over blue laws and your
money breaks them. What a great example
for the great mass of people who are not
so well off! Is it any wonder there is no
longer any respect for law?
Isn't it time we thought less of money
and more of principles ? The principles for
which our forefathers fought. The principles
of rights and liberties, tolerance and
temperance!
— Reprinted

from

"Life"

Herb Berg has made a real peppy house organ out of Columbia's "Beacon." He recently
joined the company's* publicity
staff.
* *
Even the bathtub vogue is changing. Cecil
B. DeMille is introducing a glass-enclosed
shower in "Madame Satan," his current M-G-Af
picture.

* *

*

Charley Gregory, middle-states division manager for Columbia, hung up a real record zvheii
his division turned in 8.3 contracts on the ucxr
scries of Buck Jones talkers.

* * *

Not to be outdone by their chief, Phil Reisman. John McAloon. Ed McEvoy, "Bill" Raynor and "Bob" Wolf journeyed early this week
to Atlantic City. Probably looking over the
ground
vention. of the company's forthcoming sale^ con-

* *

*

From Hollywood comes a dispatch recording
the engagement of Irene Mayer, daughter of
Louis B. Mayer, to David O. Schnick. motion
picture executive. The xredding date has not
been set.

*

.\'. E. Wilding, president
ager of Wilding
Pictures
Zi'hich has introduced sound
of industry, has established
division, to be devoted to
electrically transcribed radio

«

«

*

and general vuin
Prod, of Detroit
picture in the fiela
a radio re ording
the production
of
programs.

Charles J. Ross, executive vice-president of
RCA Photophone, has completed arrangements
with La Societa .Anomia
Pittaluga of Turii
Italy,
for the installation of
in
its studios.

* * •

RCA

cquipmen'

The golden anniversary of the kodak is icmg
obseri'cd .-Ipril 11 by Eastman Kodak. A
special radio program ivill be gii'en on that date.

»

*

*

S. Charles Einfeld, director of advertising
and publicity of First National, is now at
W'est Coast studios. Einfeld will be away for
several weeks checking up on the new pictures
now in production and developing advertising
and exploitation campaigns.

* *

«

/. P. McEvoy, author of .Mice White's latest
First National starring picture. "Shcnv Girl in
Hollyzvood," will attend the .\'ezc York premiere during Easter Week.
Mr. McF.z'oy is nmt'
m Haz'ana.

«

FOREIGN Fox branches have set aside June
as Clayton Sheehan Month, when a special
sales drive will be staged to honor the head of
the company's foreign
* *department.
*

«

Coast to
produced
He plans
returning
activities.

«

*

Carl Laemmles personal representative. Dave
r."dcr, who has for the past nine months been
gathering
for Oiicago
the Universal
biography, material
is visiting
to get president's
final dat.
of a historical and personal nature. The biov
raphy will be put into bcmk form by a pronv
nent writer in the non-fiction field, whose nan
is to be announced later.

* *

«

Alfred E. Gottesman, e.recutix'c assistant to
Major Albert Warner, znce-president of li'^arners, returned last zceek from trips to PittS'
burgh and Ohio, zvherc he completed negotiations for several nczv• theatres
and sites.
* «
Frank R. Wilson, president of Talking Picture Epics. New York, has been visiting the
Middle West branches of that company in the
interest of the new productions it will release
in Mav .\mone these are "The Break-Up,"
■W;'-! Men ■ '■ K.Trhnr-" n--' "!.---! CM^ "

Let's Move Hollywood

An

interview with
there
Frank
given

Dolores

in Serb'a. explains her
as studying
English.
Brady.

Del Rio.

reports
purpose

I
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Tax on Outdoor
Ads Considered
By Iowa Board
This week's crop of legislative activity affecting the industry, directly or indirectly,
is exceptionally light in comparison with
recent weeks. Regulation of fire prevention
devices, an outdoor advertising tax and
protection of certain phases of music publishing are the outstanding highlights.
In South Carolina, both houses passed a
bill relating to the construction of fire insurance contracts providing for automatic
sprinklers or other fire prevention devices.
The bill is now awaiting signature of the
governor.
Governor Roosevelt, New York, signed
a bill making it a misdemeanor to print, publish or sell copyrighted musical compositions
without the consent of the owner. Gene
Buck, president of the American Society
of Authors, Composers & Publishers told
the governor that the measure is aimed at
the song sheet sellers now active in New
York City. The governor added that the
measure ought to point the way for similar
action in other states.

Iowa May

Tax Billboards

State board of assessment and review, in
Iowa, is considering a recommendation to
the next legislature that a special tax be
imposed upon billboards and other outdoor
advertising along all highways of the state.
Billboards are now assessed at the ad
valorem rate and few of them are being
placed on the tax rolls. One half million
dollars is the anticipated annual revenue
from the proposed measure. The boards
now are barred from highway property, but
thousands of them have been erected on
abuting private lands. Only billboards advertising the products or services of the
owner of the land on which they are located
should be exempt, believes John W. Foster,
tax board member.

New Legislative Survey
Although a majority of legislative activities recorded in this regular weekly Motion
Picture News survey do not affect the
industry directly, they do influence its operation through the channels of general
business. Number of each bill, name of its
author, a brief description, and the committee to which it was referred for action are
included in the current compilation, which
follows :
Massachusetts
(Change
of Status)
H. 10. Bill relative to the taxation of foreign and
domestic business corporations in case existing
statutes applicable thereto are declared unconstitutional or inoperative,
liasis of H. 1139.
H. 141. To have compensation payable to persons
injured in industrial accidents paid from day of injury. Report, leave to withdraw, accepted by house.
H. .^78. Relative to the repeal of prtwisions of law
providing for the waiving of rights to compensation
under the workmen's compensation law. Report, next
annual session, accepted by house.
Killed.
H. 521. Relative to the conclusive
presumption
of

S-h-hf
"Whispers" is the title of Roland
West's next for United Artists.
And they had to wait until talking
pictures came along to use a title like
that!
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a
Well,

Fifi,

Whafs
ping You?

Stop-

"My grandmother, she 'ave twentytwo children. My mother, she 'ave
thirteen. For me — oh, Mon Dieu — I
'ope I 'ave two — well, maybe, three or
four.
"Baby I adore. I want to be married. Oh, 'ow I love to be married.
If I marry, it weel be to 'ave beeg
family.
I love keeds."
Thus, Fifi Dorsay, "Hollywood's newest sensation," dishes the dirt to
Katharine
Albert,
"Photoplay,"
where the sob
sister via
describes
Fifi in
this manner:
"Bright as Clara Bow's returned engag-ement ring, clever and canny as a
Scotch lawyer, radiant as the California
inurning sun.
"She rolls those beeg, beeg eyes— ooh,
la, la — and, if you're a woman you decide
to visit the masseuse or the modiste, or
just quietil.v slip away and swallow a beeg
dose of poison.
"She shrugs those slim shoulders and
— if you're a man — you try to remember
that awfully good attorney who said he'd
get you a divorce
cheap.
"Fifl is French, fiery and twenty-two.
Oh garcon, she has everything. Siie mows
'em down
and leaves 'em writhing!"

dependency for support upon deceased employes under
the law relating to industrial accidents. Report, leave
to withdraw,
accepted by house.
H. 644. To increase the amount payable under the
workmen's compensation law for funeral expenses.
Passed by house.
H. 645. Relative
to death.
the payment
of workmen's
compensation in case of
Ordered
to third reading
in house.
H. 725. Relative to the repeal of certain provisions
of law authorizing the waiving of rights to compensation for industrial accidents.
H. 787. Relative to the period during which a lump
sum award pensationmay
workmen's
comlaw in be
casepaid
of aunder
minor. the Passed
by house.
H. 887. To amend the law relative to payments for
specific injuries in industrial accidents. Report, leave
to withdraw,
accepted by house.
H. 888. Relative to time at which compensaiton shall
begin
workmen's
compensation
leave tounder
withdraw,
accepted
by house. law. Report,
H. 994. To allow employes injured in industrial accidents reasonable compensation for care and nursing
either in hospitals or at their homes. Report, next
annual session, accepted by house.
Killed.
H. 1155. To increase the maximum and minimum
amount of compensation payable to injured employes
under the workmen's compensation law. Passed by
house.
H. 1155. To increase the maximum and minimum
amount of compensation payable to injured employes
under the workmen's compensation law. Rejected by
senate.

Mississippi

H. 605. Mr. George. An act to equalize revenues;
to presuppose the absence of negligence or fraud in
an income tax return prepared by certified public
accoimtants; Ways and Means.
H. 607. Mr. Ford. An act to provide for the
equalization of credits allowed to inccvme-tax payers,
and to eliminate dividends from credits allowed;
Ways
and Means.
H. 626. Mr. Waits. An act to exclude from taxation income from beyond the borders of the State
of Mississippi, when earned by natural persons, as
well as corporations, and to exclude dividends from
gross income; Ways and Means.'

New

York

A. 3083. Mr. Miller. To amend subdivision 6, section 15, workmen's compensation law, by providing
that in case of total disability caused by loss of both
eyes, minimum compensation shall be not less than
$15 per week.
(Change
of Status)
Gr>v. Roosevelt signed a bill making it a misdemeanor to print, publish or sell copyrighted musical
compositions
without the consent of the owner.

South

Carolina

H. 550. Mr. Nash. Amending the law to provide
for a penalty for failure to list real and personal
property, so as to increase the penalty from 10 to
50 per cent.
H. 1200. Mr. Thomas. Providing for annual license
fees for firms or corporations now doing business in
ihe State.
H. 1291. Ways and Means Committee. Joint resolution to amend section 29, Art. Ill, of the constitution relating to taxes laid upon property so as to
exempt real estate and tangible personal property
from taxation for State purposes.
(Chance of Status)
S. 852.sationTo
provide ainiuries.
system Killed.
r4 workmen's
compenfor industrial
Committee
appointed to studv question and report to 1931 session.
H. 1841. (S. 15,%.) Relative to the construction of
fire insurance contracts providing for autr>matic
sprinklers or other fire prevention devices. Passed
by both houses.

d by
Combatte
t'.^f
Bigotry Trus
Anti-Blue Unit
(Continued from page 34)
nor the little village of Sawyer in the same
state where a man was arrested and fined for
cutting some wood so that his wife might
cook Sunday dinner.
Witchcraft, which is closely allied to the
Puritanical Sunday, flourishes within the
shadow of the state capitol at Harrisburg, as
we noted from newspaper accounts from York
and vicinity. An editorial in "The Milwaukee
Sentinel" speaks about the ancient Wisconsin
statute that was invoked in Racine to prohibit
Sunday amusements and declares it was a case
of spite work. Therein lies a potent danger
of restrictive "moral" legislation that slumbers
unrepealed in the law books. When some narrowminded individual sees fit to bring pressure
upon a timorous or fanatical executive or petty
town official then is the law revived. In fact,
I have even known the governor of a stale to
cringe abjectly before the lobby of the Lord's
Day Alliance, which openly boasts in its literature that it brings pressure to bear to defeat
bills seeking to repeal the old blue law of that
state. As the editorial in the "Sentinel" says:
"Some of these laws have been forgotten even
by those whose duty it is to enforce all laws.
Some are remembered unofficially, but forgotten
officially. Sometimes a forgotten regulation is
dug out of its mould to be enforced in a particular case, in reprisal or in malice" Such
statutes as that create disrespect for all law and
should be repealed.

Calls Coercion a Fallacy
In looking over the whole field of individual
liberty, human rights, and the freedom of the
average citizen to exercise his talents and inclinations according to his heart's desire, provided he does not infringe or curtail his neighbors' rights and enjoyment, a normally-minded
person cannot see where open Sunday amusements whether paid or free can in any way
subtract from the rights of others to worship,
ride in autos, or play golf. If the movie is
open, no one can force me to go. If the church
is open, no one can force me to stay away if
I wish to attend. The attempt to coerce people
into church attendance by making the first day
of the week "blue" will be about just as successful and about just as obnoxious as tlie
attempts to make people refrain from drinkin?
tea
or beer
or light
or "freezing
It will
be about
justwine
as successful
as mixture."
old King
George's attempts to enforce a stamp tax on
the unrepresented colonists. It was not the tax
they resented so much as the unjust principle.
It was the same principle that led a mob to
dress up as Indians and throw overboard tea in
Boston harbor years ago. I don't know, they
may have had something better or more
courage-inspiring to drink before their little
adventure. It has come to the point where
Americans must organize for libertv.

Columbia Promotion
Hannah Kass, executive secretary to Jack
Cohn and Joe Brandt of Columbia, has been
appointed head of the forei.s^n department,
which is now undcrsjoint; expansion.

Improvement
New York's most popular burlesque
house, the Columbia, is cone, to be
replaced by the new RKO Broadway
show-window. Tell that to the deacons who are agin the movies.

.1 fyril

.i .
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Coston Refutes
Merger Reports
Of Bird String
The Bird Theatres Corp. announces that,
in acquiring control of the National Theatres circuit here, it. is acting as an independent organization and not in the interests of any large circuit, as has been reported in various trade circles. James E.
Coston of the Coston Booking Circuit, who
has been operating the nine National playhouses for the Chicago Title & Trust Co.
under the receivership which was effected
eighteen months ago, will continue their
operation as vice-president and general
manager of the Bird Theatres Corp. Robert O. Farrell of Chicago is president of the
corporation, the ofSces of which are located
in the Coston Booking Circuit quarters here.
The theatres affected by the dissolution of
the receivership are the Capitol, Avalon,
.Stratford. Jeffery, West Engiewood, Chatham, Grove, Cosmopolitan and Highland, all
located on the south side.

Dey Opens Branch Office
The Fowler studios of Hollywood will
open a branch business office here in the
near future, according to Larry Dey, representative ofthe company, who will have
charge. Fowler specializes in production
of comedies and short subjects that are
made for advertising purposes but are said
to have entertainment merit enough to warrant a program showing. The manufacturer's name or product is presented only
incidentally in the films, which are distributed to exliibitors without charge.
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Snow Stuff
Ma.\ Balal)an, so the story Kooi^,
was seated in his hoim-y, warm ollice
a week ago, gazin); out of the window
on Chicago's ID-inch snowfall, a look
of "God help the sailor on a night
like this" on his face.
"Certainly glad I don't have to be
out in it," he murmured, turning to
answer a phone call.
At the end of a cryptic conversation
he sighed and reached for his hat and
coat.
"tJet me whatever reservations are
available on the Century." he directed
a secretary. "I'm leaving for New
"But your luggage?" objected the
secretary.
"Making the train is more imporYork."
way.
tant," he called back from the door-

Wabash Ave. — South
JOE LYON, formerly with Fox, RKO and
other local exchanges, is back with his old
buddies again, a number of whom are to be
found at the local RCA office where Joe is
now located. . . . Abe Feder reports that
sound equipment is going into his Metro theatre. . . . Two Tiffany productions are
scheduled for Loop openings in the near future. "Journey's End" will probably go in at
the Roosevelt for an indefinite run ; while the
Chicago may take "Mamba" lor a week. . . .
Daddy Gouldson has taken over the Ideal, formerly Ben Nathan's. . . . John Semmon is
installing talking equipment in the New Home.
. . . Max Slott, manager of the Orpheum,
will have an office in the new W. B. Exchange
building at 13th Street.
^

*

if

Dempsey's appearance. The ad, in the
fiirm of a welcome, was placed with the

Bob Stobatigh, formerly xinth Goetz Moviephone, noiv covering Iowa and Nebraska for
"Her Unborn Child," ii'as in toitm recently to
Zi'elcome an addition to his family. . . .
"Unborn Child" grossed almost as much in its
second week at the Monroe as it did the first
CS12.000), a)id in consequence was held for a
third.
. . . Oscar
Floriiie
spent
several

"Evening American" by theatre products
manufacturers and the Bird Theatres Corporation.

And So in the Red

Millinery Note

"How." a Chicago exhibitor was
asked, "d'd you find business the first

Jack at the Avalon
Jack Dempsey has been booked to appear
in a comedy skit for one week at the Avalon.
.\ page of theatre advertising announced

Fashion note: Filmack. Ciiicago trailer
house, has received a prophetic order for
one of those ancient "Ladies, please remove
your hats," flashes, the first of its kind on
record here in years. Femmes are wondering if it augurs a return of the wide
brimmed headpieces to popularity.

night
of the he
blizzard?"
"Rotten,"
moaned.

".\nd I was

put"How
to extra
come?"expense besides."
"Why, there were no street cars or
buses running and the audience insisted Isend him home in a cab."

Expansion Talk
Taise' Dc*e lares
Balaban & Katz
I'ublix-Balaban & Katz discredit report
that new theatres are contemplated for 63rd
St. and Union Ave., Western and Devon
.\vcs., and Wacker Drive and State St.
"There

is nothing to indicate that construction iscontemplated on the South Side
in the near future," said W. K. Hollander.
".\s for the North Side theatre, the Gateway will be completed about .May 15th. I
do not know of any other North Side location where construction is contemplated."
The Gateway is at Lawrence and Western Aves. and has been under construction
for some time. Hollander disclaimed knowlany construction
plans for the
\\'ackcredge ofDrive
.site.

Changes at United Artists
-Sam Gorelick, formerly assistant branch
manager for RKO here, has been named
office manager of the local United Artists
branch.
I'.ddie Grossman, U. A. branch manager,
also announces the appointment of E. P.
Pickler, former W'isconsin division salesman, to an Illinois territory.

Schaak Visits Chicago
Arnold Schaak, former Chicago exhibitor
who has been here visiting Lester Retchin
and other Chicago friends, left for San
Francisco on a business trip this week.
Schaak's home is in Los Angeles.
iK-eeks in the northern
dutv far RCA.
•

Michigan peninsula on

»

♦

Henri sales
("Perpetual
Motion")
Ellman
several
conferences
in Detroit
withhasO. had
R.
Hanson, general sales manager, and L A.
Young. Tiffany president. The trio left this
week for the New York premiere of "Journey's End" at the Gaiety, .\pril 8. . . .
.Steve Montgomery is pointing with pride to
Tiffany's current record of three concurrent
l.iMip runs.

• «

*

Herbert G. Immenhausen, former Chicago
e.vhibitor. is up for re-election to the Municipal Court bench at this week's primaries. He
is the oivner-lessor of the Standard, Clark
Street and Chicago Avenue. . . . One Chicago exhibitor u'ho headed a chain of ele'vn
tlwatres one year ago is reported to have held
an organization com'cntion in the telephone
booth at Morgcn's restaurant recently. Exhibitor noil' operates one house.
KANE.
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Picturcb
The Cuckoos

King of Jazz Revue
{Universal — All

Talker)

{RKO— All Talker)

Very Big If Musicals Go

A Laugh Hit

(Reznews by Walter R. Greene)
UNIVERSAL'S
of Jazz
Revue," with
Paul Whiteman"King
starred,
is unquestionably
the most sensational filmusical of the industry.
Other companies are going to hesitate plenty
before attempting to top this one. The only
questionable angle revolves around the public
reaction to musicals which some circuit heads
feel are on the wane.
"The King of Jazz Revue" is a symphony
of color and music ; with a blending of comedy,
sensational settings, and intimate numbers to
make the production commanding entertainment.
Conceived and staged by John Murray Anderson, the production clearly shows his hand
in assembling a musical revue to obtain the
utmost results in entertaining qualities. Anderson has combined stage and screen technique
for startling cfTects in lighting, staging and
tempo.
Paul Whiteman and his band predominate
throughout with musical numbers presented in
gorgeous backgrounds. Accompaniments for
various song numbers are also provided by
Whiteman's crew. Paul does a little acting
himself, and demonstrates ability in that line.
Of Whiteman's band numbers, "Rhapsody in
Blue" is the standout. The number is rendered
as only Whiteman can and is presented in a
gorgeous setting with blue predominating.
John Boles scores tremendously in two song
numbers, "Monterey" and "Song of the Daw/n"
— both in startling backgrounds and each a high
spot in the production.
From the animated color cartoon at the start,
showing a comedy conception of how Whiteman was crowned King of Jazz through to the
stupendous "Melting Pot" finale, the all Technicolor production is packed with genuine
entertainment.
There is an exquisite spectacle, "The Bridal
Veil" ; a comedy music presentation, "In The
Park"; Wliiteman's Rhythm Boys in two song
specialties; Billy Kent running throughout in
sketches and blackouts as comedian ; various
specialty song and dance numbers and flash
presentations. In fact, the production is one
grand kaleidoscopic effect of dazzling proportions,attention.
yet retaining an intimacy for direct audience
The finished production of "King of Jazz
Revue" is worth all the difficulties and headaches that Universal encountered during preparation and production. Those critics in and out
of the business who took a keen delight in calling the production "Universal's Folly" will now
place it among one of the biggest accomplishments in the history of the industry.
Prorlnced and distributed by Universal. Directed_ by
John Murray Anderson. Son? composers and lyricists.
Georpe Gershwin, Wabel Wayne, Milton Ager, Jack
Yellen. Musical score. Fcrde Grope. De>;iener. Herman Rosse. Dance direction by Russell Markert.
Photographed by Hal Mohr and Jerome Ashe.
THE
CAST
Paul Whiteman and his orchestra. John Poles.
I-aura I-a Plante, Glenn Tryon, Jeanette LofT, Merna
Kennedy. Kathrvn Crawford. Otis Harlan, George
(Slim) Summerville. Stanlev Smith, Billv Kent, Grace
Haves, Sisters G. Rhvthm Bovs. Brox Sisters, C.eorec
Childs, Jacques Cartier. Al Norman. Frank Leslie.
Teanie Lang. Charles Irwin. Paul Howard. Marian
Statlcr and "Don Rose, Tommy Atkins Sextet and Nell

Time

Flies

"Al Jolson has never appeared more
youthful
than allin the
his more
latest.amazinir
'Mammy.'
which makes
an
announcement in last Saturday's
"Telegram' that 'Since .Jolson appeared
in the first talking picture in histf)rv
on October .'), 1827, the Warners have
presented one Jolson oo'is annuallv.'
states "Mike" in the "N. Y. Telegraph."

5 , 1930

3 fVi^P>

{Reviewed

^

Lawrence Green, Joseph I. Schnitzer, Edna
Ferber, Morris Ernst and Jonah Shapiro
watching the signing by Miss Ferber of a
contract disposing of talking picture rights
to the author's "Cimarron", which RKO
will produce.

Paramount on Parade
(Paramount — All Talker)

A

Wow

Entertainment

If —

{Reviewed by IP'altcr R. Greene)
THERE'S a continuous parade of entertainment in "Paramount On Parade."
Every one was speculating on just what
Paramount would do with a film revue to follow similar productions of other companies. Its
layout and structure are originality itself with
an intimacy that strikes a new note in variety
of entertainment and audience appeal.
"Paramount On Parade" is a natural to click
for plenty
grosses
everywhere.
box
office
setup big
in the
plainest
language. It's
The a only
dubious factor is a possible public reaction
against straight musicals.
The production is novel in that it does not
strive for bigness of sets and spectacles. Rather,
it goes in more for audience appeal through intimate numbers and sketches. The trio of masters of ceremonies — Jack Oakie, Skeets Gallagher and Leon Errol — introduce the various
numbers with short blackouts that carry plenty
of laughs in themselves.
Opening with a smart song and dance number featuring Buddy Rogers and Lillian Roth,
the production swings through the entire list
of Paramount stars and featured players.
Maurice Chevalier carries a good portion of the
Revue with three separate numbers— each a
natural in itself. Bancroft is in there with a
slapstick sketch that is a riot.
Ruth Chatterton hits one of the many high
notes with a dramatic sketch that equals anything that has been done on the talking screen.
Little Mitzi Green, Paramount's youngest featured player, stops the show with imitations of
Chevali'^r and Charles Mack of "Two Black
Crows" fame.
Then there are Nancy Carroll, Garv Coooer,
Harry Green, Helen Kane. Dennis King, Nino
Martini, William Powell, Give Brook — in fact,
practically every player on the Paramount conPreviewed in rough form, "Paramount On
Parade"tract lii^t."shows definite qualities of cinch box
off.ce excellence.
Tt will draw heavy money.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Supervised by Elsif Janis. Directors. Dorothy Arzncr.
Otto Brower. Edniund Goulding. Victor Heerman. Edwin IT. Knopf. Rowland V. T^e. Ernst Lnbitsch.
T^thar Mendes, Victor Schertzinger, Edward Sutherland, Frank Tuttle. Dance ensembles bv David Bennett. Cameramen, Harry Fischbeck and Victor Milner.
Release

date,

April

26. IQ.'iO.
THE
CAST
Richard Arlcn. Jean .Arthur. William Austin, George
Bancroft. Clara Boxv. Evelvn Brent. Marv Brian. Clive
T?rook. Virginia Bruce. Nancy Carroll. Ruth Chatterton, Maurice Chevalier, Garv Cooper. Leon Errol.
Stuart Erwin, Kav Francis, Skeets G.illagher, Harry
Green, Mitzi Green, James Hall. Phillips Holmes.
Helen Kane. Dennis King, .^bc Lvman and his band.
Prc'lric March. Nino Martini. Mitzi Mavfair, David
Newell. Taf-k Oakie. Warner Oland. Zclma O'Neal.
Eugene P.-il!ette. loan Peers William Powell. Charles
Rogers, Lillian Roth. Stanley Smith. Fay Wray.

by

Walter H.

Greene)

i<' I "HE Cuckoos" should rank pretty close to
-*■ "Rio Rita" in public fancy — not as a %2
attraction, but rather one that can step into
runs for plenty of business. The picture stacks
up as a "money" proposition in big cities and
small communities.
Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, comedians of "Rio Rita," take advantage of every
laugh opportunity. The comedy is low-brow
and unsophisticated — much of it good substantial stuff that has proven successful in the past.
There is a plot, but no one takes it seriously.
In addition, a musical background is provided
with serious and comedy songs, and several
dance ensemble "flashes." A few Technicolor
sequences, inserted to heighten production value,
are unnecessary.
The story details the experiences of the pair
of adventurous comedians around the Mexican
border. Opening shows them at a Mexican
resort, presumably Caliente, where trouble begins with a tribe of gypsies. Switching backto San Diego, the pair finally hop off to the
interior of Mexico for plenty of adventure, with
finale back in San Diego. Backgrounds and
story are only excuses for putting over the
many comedy sequences and pieces of business.
Paul Sloane directed most capably, and his
work demonstrates the reason why the comnany signed him to a term contract. Jobyna
Howland, six feet tall, is a sure-fire comedienne
for the screen. Dorothy Lee and Mitchell
Lewis are prominent in cast.
Dramatic shorts and neivsreel fit here.
Produced and distributed by RKO. From stage
play, "The Ramblers," by Guy Bolton. Harrv Rubv
and Bert Kalmar. Adapted by Cyrus Woods. Directed by Paul .Sloane. Photographed by Nicholas Musuraca. Length, approximately 8,100 feet. Running
time about 90 minutes.
Release date. May 4. 1930.
CAST
Sparrow
Prof. Bird
Rtith
Billv
Anita
The Baron
Gypsy Queen
Julius
Aunt Fannv

Bert Wheeler
Robert Woolsey
Tune Clyde
Hugh Trevor
Dorothv Lee
Ivan Lebedeff
Marguerita Padula
Mitchell I^ewis
Jobyna Howland

Isle of Escape
(JVonirrs—. Ill Talker)

A Scenic Wow I

(Rei'ie^i'ed by J. P. Cunningham)
II'orgies,
your customers
are hula
fond hula
of tropical
mean-shaking
dancers rum
and
beautiful shots of Hawaii and the South Sea
Islands, they'll go for this. There are no
other (jualifying factors, which is just too bad
considering the opportunity they had to make a
much finer picture. It flops hard because of the
amateurish — and at times idiotic and unnatural
stxlc in which is bungled a fine cast, topped by
{Continued on page 47)

Some

This Way Out

bootleg liquor
die o o' dancing sweeties,
Some die
And some dissipation
Some
die o" diabetes;
Whob\ sink
Bui
far the saddest victims
•n Fortune's bog.
Are the dumb, outmoded actors
) dialogue.
Who
die 1
— talking Screen.
die o'

|
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Captain of the Guard
{Rcvieii'ed by AVt/ Kaiin)

UN1\ ERSAL promised niucli for "La iVlarscillaisc," now dubbed "Captain oi the
Guard," but the picture fails to bear out tiie
forecast except m untortunately too few sequences.
As a box-ortice commodity, the production
will give general satisfaction. Its chief faults
are sterwJtyped direction, iiidilTerent acting and
the almost complete submergence of the draof the l-'rench
a story interludes.
matic possibilities
in favorripeof inmusical
Revolution
This being a musical spectacle— the description is the producer's— it was to be expected
that the film would be predominantly melodic.
But so heavily are theme and other songs
stressed that the temix) is slowed up to a point
which made this reviewer tidget in his seat.
A main title at the outset explains that history has been left al the crossroads in favor
of drama. The story concerns the events leading lo the birth of La Marseillaise, the stirring
national anthem of the French. \ ery •^kctchily
and rarely convincingly are the dramatic poiintialities developed.
John Boles plays Rouget dc Lisle, music
teacher and captain of the king's Hussars, who
later turns from the monarchy and while confined to quarters, conceives the song. Laura
La Plante, as the village inn keeper's daughter, supplies the love interest in undistinguished
fashion.
Houston Branch, the author, makes her abandon a deep-rooted allegiance to the throne when
the
ruthlessly
kill imagination,
her father.
In aking's
mannersoldiers
left largely
to the
she swings to the revolutionary cause and estab
lishes herself as The Torch, a symbol to whom
the downtrodden people turn for renewed inspiration. Arrested and thrown into the Bastille, itwas inevitable that the revolution should
break out, thereby effecting her rescue for the
linal and happy clinch.
The mass movements in "Captain of the
■Guard" are impressive. Of the entire footage,
the following sequences alone contain power
and imaginative treatment :
The dinner of the Hussars,, the night meeting of the revolutionists with The Torch, the
march of the men of Marseillies to the rhythm
of de Lisle's impressive song and the battle
scenes. Paul Fejos claims, and L^niversal concedes, credit for directing them. Hand color
was used for the flame of torches and to add
emphasis to musketry fire. It is extremely
effective.
In theisearly
sequences,
GilbertA Warrenton's
camera
not kind
to Boles.
number of
angles from which he was shot show him to
decided disadvantage, but once he doffs the
jniform of the Hussars, his pictorial appearance takes on a decided improvement. Miss
La Plante was. in the main, photographed very
well. Camera work, as a whole, was sporty
and for this the fact that some of the original
sequences were shot by Hal Mohr is undoubt■edlv responsible.
There is little question but that the mediocre
direction of John S. Robertson must be blamed
for many of the banalities which burden down
the production. Robertson followed the set
formula in the usual Hollywood manner and
the result is what you see on the screen.
The mass scenes, further, were cut into intimate seouences with too little reear! for the
whole. So it is that the spectator is taken
abriintly from a love scene between Roles and
La Plante to a long shot of the revolutionists'
meeting.
The procedure jars.
When the players don't talk or sing, a svmphony orchestra is hard at work. The fallacv
of this treatment is perhaps hest demonstrated
in the scene where
the priest comforts
La
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Hello, Sister

Shorts Improving

( Universal — All Ta'kcr)

Impresses Here and There

I' i c t H r e

Ivifhniond- < hanm' for the lii'ller
is repiirlt'd in short subjects by thr
Virginia censor hoards. SublitU-s
pre\iously used were the point of objection on the i)art of the censors, but
nroducers are eliminating vulgarity,
it is asserted. .\ number of producer.s gave the censors assnran-e
that such improvement would be
made, it is claimed, hew silent lilni.s
ship.
now are being presented for censor-

Plante prior to the execution which you know
is slated but which equally well you know
will never happen. All through this the theme
song is played when it doesn't belong, first
because the music detracts from story value
and secondly because, in this opinion, it appears to be a breach of good taste.
Whether or not Boles professes to be an
actor or merely a musical comedy lead warbling
his way through sound pictures is something
the record doesn't show. It is a fact, however,
that his performance in "Captain of the Guard"
is stagey and bombastic. But again, perhaps it
is supposed to be.
Sound cartoons and tzvo-recl comedies ivill
go well.
Don't overlook the nezvsreel.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Story by
Houston Branch. Directed by John S. Robertson.
.\dapted by Arthur Ripley. Dialogue by George
.Manker Walters. Music composed by Charles Wakefield Cadman. Length, about 6.840 feet (definite
length leasenotdate, yet
not set).
set. Running time. 76 minutes. ReTHE

CAST

Marie Marnay
Rouget de Lisle
Baziir.Marnay
Colonel of Hussars
I^uis XVI
Marie Antoinette
Magistrate
Pierre
Danton
JLiteroun

Laura I^ Plante
John Boles
Sam dc Grasse
James Marcus
Lionel Bclmore
Stuart Holmes
Evelyn
Hall
Claude
Fleming
Murdock
MacQuarrie
Richard Cramer
Ilarrv
Burkhardt

Robespierre
Priest

George
" Hackathorne
DeWilt
Jennings

Isle of Escape

(SoHo

Arl-ilIt's
urhl

II ide—All
There!

Talker)

(Rcvinved by lioberl J J age)
Tl I E hackneyed plot of the poor but honest
youth who loves a rich girl and must stifle
his manly emotions is the basis of this talc, but
it has been developed with so many unusual
twi.'^ts and moves so naturally and logically
throughout that it provides entertainment good
enough for any type of theatre.
Special credit should be given to the dialogue. At times it is brilliant, again it sparkles
with humor, and at all times it is restrained
and natural. "Hello, Sister" proves that a picture made at a moderate outlay need not be
lacking in box office values.
Olive Borden and Lloyd Hughes as the leads
evoke a sympathetic response that is infectious
and a New York audience gave audible vent
to its appreciation. There were too many closeups of Miss Borden, but this team proved idea!
and their voices register extremely well. The
support, especially George Fawcett, is good.
Miss Borden plays the role of a social butterfly whose wings are clipped by her grandfather's will, compelling her to forsake the
giddy pathway for six months, eschew liquor,
tobacco and night life, and enjoining her to
engage in church work. There she falls in
love with a handsome young deacon, who proves
to
be her
attorney's
spy,expected
but whenproposal
he doesn't
come
across
with the
she
goes out on a bat — with only a few hours to
spare before the probationary pcricKl run"; out.
You can boost this picture. It is life-like in
every respect and mingles fast action with delightful humor.
Balance zfith musical fealurclfes or similar
shorts. The picture has enough comedy for a
Produced by James Cnize Prod. Distributed by
program.

Sono Art-World Wide. .Adapted from Rita Lambert's
Delineator story "Clipped Wings." Directed by
Walter Lang. Continuity and dialogue by Brian
Marlow. Photographed by Hal Ro=en. Length, 6.500
feet. Running time, 72 minutes. Release date, Jan.,
1930.
THE C.\ST

"Vee' Newell
Marshall^ Jones
Fraser Newell
Martha
Peddie
John Stanley
Randall Carr
Dr. Saltus

Olive Borden
Lloyd Hughes
George Fawcett
Bodil Rosmg
Howard Hickman
Raymond Keane
Wilfred Lucas

(Continued frotn page 46)

Playing Around

Noah Beery, Myrna Loy and Monte Blue. Betty
Compson is grossly miscast.
Miss Compson operates a hotel and rum joint
in a tropical town which is ruled under the iron
hand of Beery, who drives a marriage bargain

(First National— All Talker)

with Compson when the latter's liquor-soaked
mother is in danger of losing the property because of her dissipation. .At about this time,
Boles finds his way to the island while escaping
from a savage band, and immediately incurs
the enmity of Beery, chiefly because of Miss
Compson's obvious affection for Monte Blue.
It is padded considerably with scenic shots,
majority of which are very attractive and the
only redeemable feature in the whole piece.
Ja::c uf> your shon' xritli a good dramatic
short and a sound cartoon.
Produced and distributed by Warner Bros. From
the story by Jack McLaren. Directed by Howard
Bretherton. .Adapted by Lucien Hubbard and J.
Grubb Alexander. Running time. 62 minutes. Released, Mar. 1, 1930.
Footage, 4914 ft.
THE
David
Wade
Moira
Stella Blackney
Tom Shane
Judge
Hank
Loru
Manua
Ma Blackney

CAST
>fonte Blue
Myrna Loy
Bettv Compson
Noah Beery
Ivan Simpson
Tack .Xckroyd
Nina
Qu-irtero
thike Kahanamoku
Rose Dione

Ho! Hum!
(Rei-iezi-cd by Robert Hage)
TFIEY
didn'tcustomers
do right by
our toAlice
time.
The cash
want
see this
considerable portions of .Alice's lingerie and torso, and,
but for a brief flash of the young woman disrobing for a shower, all they got was .\Iice in
the humble habiliments of a lowly stenographer.
In fact, the only S. A. in the picture was
Alice's own comment, to wit : "That's the only
auto horn I ever heard that had sex appeal."
The story itself is literary hash. Alice's
goofy beau, a $35-a-week soda jerker, takes
her to a swell cabaret with only a finif in his
pocket, but .'\lice saves the day by entering a
pretty legs contest staged just at that moment,
the judge being no other than "Nicky Solomon," abandit dude. It may be ungallant to
say so, but the poor eyesight he displayed on
that occasion, with scores of Hollywood's
nether limbs a la femme parading across the
stage, may have been responsible for his failure to kill her father.
However,
although
he thinks he killed the
old man, he takes Alice out for a big night.
It leaves a bad taste. The direction is slipshod
and

the

whole
production
has 48)
the
{Continued
on page

"quickie"
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^'U's" Rejuvenated
"Phantom" Steals
Show at Omaha
OiiKiha — Local picturegoers paid $3,125
into the coffers of the State theatre during
a three-day run of "Phantom of the Opera"
(Universal), sending the warmed-over
Chaney opus to the week's high rating,
125%. "Vagabond King," ran a close
second, hitting a percentage of 110% on a
$12,100 intake at the Paramount. Warners
took the booby prize with "General Crack,"
which was unable to gross more than .$6,375
at the World, an 85% rating for the picture.
Weather:

Warm.

Opposition: "General Crack," Warners; "Vagabond
King." Paramount: "Officer O'Brien." 4 acts RKO
vaude, Orpheum: "Phantom of the Opera" (3 days).
State; "Locked Door'' (4 days). State.
"GENERAL CRACK"
(W. B.)
WORLD— (J,5nO), 25c- SOc, 7 days. Other attractions: VViiinie Lightner short (W. B.) Par. news.
Gross: $6,375. Rating: 85%.
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Par.)
PARAMOUNT— (2.900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Par. news, orchestra and organ. Gross:
$12,100.
Rating: 110%.
"OFFICER
O'BRIEN"
(Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c to 60c. 7 days. Other attr£ictions: Rosita Moreno and Jim McWilliains coheadliners in 4 act RKO bill. Pathe news and cartoon.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 100%.
"PHANTOM
OF THE OPERA"
(M G-M)
STATE— (1,200), 25c to 40c, 3 days.
Other attractions: Universal news,
comedy,
cartoon.
Gross:
$3,125.
Rating:
125%.
"LOCKED
DOOR"
(U. A.)
STATE— (1,200), 25c to 40c, 4 days. Other attractions: Universal news, comedy, cartoon. Gross:
$2,225. Rating: 90%.

"Phantom" Surprises
L, A. With $23,500
(Continued from page 41)
Out," "Hell Harbor," "Rio Rita," "Delightful Rogue."
Gross: $33,500.
Rating: 137%.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warner)
. .HOLLYWOOD— Warner
Brothers' Hollywood (3000),
2nd week, 7 days, 35c to 65c.
Other attractions:
Vitaphone
Varieties,
sound
news.
Gross:
$29,900.
Rating:
207%.
"HELL HARBOR" (United Artists)
LOS ANGELES— United Artists (2100), 1st week,
7 days, 35c to 75c. Other attractions: Christie talker
comedy. Paramount sound news, Gaylord Carter
organ concert. Opposition: "Phantom of Opera,"
"Under Teas Moon," "Honey," "She Steps Out,"
"Rio Rita,"
Rating:
174%. "Delightful Rogue." Gross: $23,500.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warner)
LOS ANGELES— Warner Downtnwn (2400), 1st
week, 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, sound news. Opposition: "Phantom
of Opera," "Honey," "She Steps Out." "Delightful
Rogue," "Hell Harbor," "Rio Rita." Gross: $25,000.
Rating: 167%.
"DELIGHTFUL
ROGUE"
(RKO)
IX>S ANGELES— RKO (2700). 7 days. 35c to 65c.
Other attractions: RKO vaudeville, Pathe soamd
news. Opposition: "Phantom of Opera," "Honey,"
'She Steps Out." "Delightful Rogue," "Hell Harbor,"
"Rio Rita."
Gross: $16,300.
Rating: 102%.
'RIO RITA"
(RKO)
LOS ANGELES— Orpheum (2750), 6 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Talker comedy, Pathe sound
news. Opposition: 'Pliantom of Opera," "Under
Texas Mrxin," "Honey." "She .Steps (jut," "Delightful Rogue," "Hell Harltor."
Gross: $9,700.
"STREET
OF CHANCE"
(Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's Egyptian (1800), 7 days,
3.Sc to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco "Coral"
Idea, "Voice of Hollywood," Movietone news. Gross:
$14,900.

/' / <■ / /( /- ('
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Pictures

Cause for Murder
Hollywood. — Mollie Merrick, the
N.A.N. A. sobbie, tells of an incident
where a famous New York playwright
wa.s brought to the Coast by one of
our biggest and best studios, which
put him to work on a story. It was
weak, but he labored to build it up.
He put in harder hours toiling on
dialogue for this than he ever had on
his own works.
Seven days later an assistant to
the assistant
the room.
producer's assistant bur.st intoof the
"Quit working on that story — boss's
orders — we don't own it!"

Playing Around
{Continued from page 47)
stamp. Chester Morris, as "Nicky," has a clear
enunciation that is delightful and plays his role
capably. But we've seen much better actresses
than "America's Girl Friend" in Screendom's
lower strata.
Get good shorts to give them their money's
worth.
Based on "Playing Around" by Frances Nordstrom.
Produced and distributed by F'irst National. Adapted
from "Sheba" by V'ina IJelmar. Directed by Mervyn
leRoy. Length. 6,057 feet. Running time, 66 mins.
Release date, Jan. 19. 1930.
THE CAST
Sheba Miller
Alice White
Nicky Solomon
Chester Morris
Jack
William
Bakewell
Pa Miller.
Richard Carlyle
Maude
Marion
Byron
Joe
Maurice
Black
Morgan
Lionel
Belmore

Anybody's
War
(Paramount — Al!-Talkcr)

Week's Lineup
Of Shorts Hits
New High Mark
"The Golden Pagoda"
{Pathe— Talker— 2 Reels)

Don't Fail to Get This
If others
in the
newthis
"Vagabond
Adventure"
series
measure
up to
initial release,
by all
means book the group. It has thrills, keen
interest and picturesqueness. And entirely different from anything on the boards todJty.
What more could you ask for?
Tom Terriss, the "vagabond" director, gathered several thousand feet of unusual camera
studies of interesting spots in foreign lands.
The material was split up into a group of
shorts and dubbed with verbal descriptions of
the highlights, spoken cleverly by Terriss, who
has a likable English accent. Running time,
11 minutes.
Fine for practically any type of picture

"Pretzels"
(Educational — Sound — 1 Reel)

Clever

Paul Terry's latest creation in his new series
of "Terry-Toons" series stack up with the best
in cartoon subjects with voice and musical
synchronization. A nice job, handled intellirelief. gently. Running time, 6 minutes.
Okay for a dramatic feature, offering nice

Plenty of Comedy

"Ride 'em, Cowboy"

(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)

(Pathe— Talker— 2 Reels)

THE
Two Black Crows appear entirely in
burnt cork in their second Paramount production. Little attempt is made to get serious,

Snappy Stuff

with the result that "Anybody's War" carries
plenty of comedy — most of it sure-fire.
With the starring team established in its
present spot of prominence through comedy
past performances, "Anybody's War" will probably be a better attraction than "Why Bring

A
FOLLIES"
musical and
comedy
with b\a
Western
background
directed
Arch B. Heath. Principally deals with clever
song and dance numbers, interspersed with
humorous dialogue by Lester Dorr. Thelma
^\'hite heads an effective cast which includes
Eddie Elkins and orchestra. Running time. 21
minutes.

For the week runs and subsequent bookings,
That Up?".
the picture will prove satisfactory comedy entertainment, with calibre of draw depending
entirely on standing of the Crows in each particular community.
Richard Wallace turned in a fine piece of
direction, and had a nicely tempoed story with
dialogue to work with. Charles Mack shoulders most of the burden of the picture, with

Good
comedy
or dramatic
music, ivill go well here.

his partner acting mostly as "feeder." A dog.
Deep Stufif, darned near carries off the interest.
The Crow hoys, Amos and Willie, after much
hesitation, join the army and go overseas :
finally coming back as heroes with the attendant decorations. The story is light and episodic, but full of humor and laughs. Walter
Weems, besides writing the dialocue. played a
prominent
part as a negro sergeant to satisfaction.

A SOUND
cartoon
take-olT
on "Uncle Tom's"
■^^
Cabin, done
before
in pen-and-ink
style,
but surely no more effectively than in this short,
in which many highly entertaining gags are
pulled by Van Beuren. Running time, 7 minutes.
Ideal as relief for heavy dramatic feature
material.

Musical shorts and news weekly will hicnd
here.
Produced and distributed bv Paramount. Storv by
Charles E. Maok. Screen nlav hv Lloyd Corvigan.
Dialocrue bv Walter Worms. Adapted bv Hector
Turnbull. Directed by Richard Wallace. Edited by
Othn Loverinp. Photography bv Allan Seigler. Lencrth.
about
Release 6.750
date, feet.
not set.Running time, abrmt 75 nunutos.
THE CAST
Amos Crow and Willie Crow, the Two Black
Marv Jane Robinson
Joan Peers
Crows
Moran
and Mack
Ted Rcinhardt
Neil Hamilton
Captain Davis
Walter McGrad

talker,

'without

"Dixie Days"
(Patlte—Sound—l

Fine Fun

Reel)

"Audio Review — No. 14"
(Pathe—Sound—\

Reel)

Mildly Diverting

TpHREE
out of four units incorporated in
-•■ the current
review just about hit par. The
last one clicks heavily. It shows 50 crackerjack
sirl swimmers in various forms while in a
large indoor Viennese pool. Particularly appealing because of its unusualness. Running time,
10 minutes.
Booh this one with a comedy feature.
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They May Be Short in Length Bnl I he
Pubhc Is Always Searchhig for Tlieni
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Audio Review, No. 15

"The First Seven Years"

(Pathe HoiDui—l'/! Reels)

(Our Gang—M-G-M—1

/i Pip!

0\M of tlic most intclligfiit reels turned out
l)\ Terry Ramsaye, who dug deep into the
Hies of Pathe News and unearthed historical
shots taken by I'athe News cameramen who
attended various events of American history.
Kanisaye hurle>ques the discovery of America,
tlie battle of Bunker Hill and other notable
phases of early life in the States with funny
captions, done a la early newsreel style. Good
stuff!
The old porcelain nicknacks are brought into
play for the opener, in which Ramsaye attempts to portray a brief analysis of prohibition history. This is done cleverly, but might
cause a squawk where prohibition is frowned
upon. Number two in the reel reveals parts of
the show being staged in New York by the
recently arrived Japanese players. This is a
crackerjack subject.
It runs 17 minutes.
Will fit li'cll ivitli a xuisicat comedy or drattuitic feature.

"Tee Time"
(Sullivan-Coplex Films— \ Reel)

Gut of Tune

IN a desperate effort to prove that a cartoon
comedy can be just as versatile as a sound
feature, and create just as much noise, the producers of this "Felix the Cat" offering lost
their sense of humor somewhere along the way,
and the laughs are few and far between. The
main idea was to get a musical note out of
every object pictured, from a convertiLle
rhinoceros-piano to a golf ball, but it doesn't
click.
Play it if yoM have to, but it's not uf> to par.
Needs .ifroyiq support.

"Jest for a While"
(l'itaplio)te

Varieties — ^Vo.
Entertaining

941)

B.\RRV and Whkledge in a vaudeville act
that gets over satisfactorily, the patter being somewhat subtle at times, but quick-trigger
and original to a considerable
extent.
Miss
Barry sings one song — but it's all in fun.
0. K. for any type of house, although they
xmn't rave about it.

Great Stuff

THERE ought to be a law to compel every
adult star in Hollyworxl to see every "Our
Gang" comedy and learn how to act, thereby
saving millions of pains in the neck daily. For
these youngsters arc so natural and so cameraunconscious that it is unalloyed bliss to watch
them. In this one the piece de resistance is a
duel with swords that's a scream, especially
when the fighters transfer their battle to a
yard filled with Mammy's wash hanging out
to dry. When they get through it looks like
No-Man's Land. This one clocks a lot of
laughs. Directed by Robert MacGovern. Running time, 20 minutes.
Don't be tongue-tied about it! 0. K. unth any
feature.

"Brown Gravy"
( Ch rist ic — Pa rani/iun I — 2 Reels )

Silly Stuff
THIS is much ado about a spiritualistic
faker in Birmingham's Darktowh, who
tries to promote a widow for the dough left her
by friend husband. He warns her against her
new suitor and instructs her to turn over a
grand as first payment on an operation to be
performed on her late husband in the spirit
world. Tiresome and silly. Running time 30
minutes.
You'll

need strong

support

for

this.

"When My Dreams Come True"
(Advance

Trailer — Sound — 1 Reel)

Very Good

of the animated song reels,
ANOTHER
which fit nicely on any program. They
have good follow-up value, and can be used
for community song-fests. This one has Gene
and Glenn, radio entertainers, singing the number, which is a good one. Riuming time 9
minutes.
Good ti'ith any feature.

"A Perfect Match"
(Pathe-Talker—2 Reels)

"Hello, Thar"

Something Different

Could Be Worse

production.
LeMaire's
late George
THE
It centers
around
Jewish last
dialect and is
funny enough, until they lay it on too thickly
near the end. Cut shorter, this would click
the usual run-of-thethan 20
different time.
It's Running
nicely.
mill
stuff.
minutes.
Slip this in with a light feature.

(Vitaphoiie Varielics^No. 930-31)
IT'S billed as "a howling travesty on the
Klondike Gold Rush." with Eddie Buzzell
trying hard against odds to wring laughs out
of the audience, but many of the spoken wisecracks entertained our grand parents at one
time. It got two laughs out of a Broadway
audience. You couldn't fool Eddie, though : he
knew the camera was there all the time. He
is not so hot in pictures.
Satisfactory as an adjunct to a stroncj feature.

"A Western Knight"
Rccls^

(Educational— Talker— 2

Don't Misa This One

EDDIE LAMBERT at his best. No more
can be said for any man.
Eddie is seen here as a cowboy and the entire reel is done as a burlesque on Westerns,
with the usual shoot 'em up business featuring
Eddie and his gang of chick cattle chasers.
Stephen Roberts directed. He did a fine job.
Running time. 20 minutes.
Run it with heavy feature stuff.

"Bowery
IJiml>oes"
(Universal — .Sountl — I Keel >

Reels)

Good Comedy

OSWALD niakcb an entertaining copper i>atroling a beat along New fork's Howery,
during which he ;.haiK.'s up some funny and
clever situations in tliis newest animated carto<jn subject. The musical synchronization hits
par.
Running time, 10 minutes.
Just the thing for a dramatic feature.

Okay

"Hallowe'en"

(Universal — I nlL, <—l k,,l.\ i
ALTIIOL'GII
is notupon
muchwhich
variation
in the basicthere
thought
the
"Sporting Youth" series is budt, they otfer a
pretty good lineup of entertainment values, and
this one is no exception. It has come<ly, music
and enough mterest to hold up. Ann Christie
leads her gang of juveniles through a Halloween party, with a gang of gypsies lurking
in the background. Running time. 20 minutes.
Director, Ray Taylor.
Slip this in ivith a good dramatic feature in
need of light comedy.

"Follow Me"

(Unizrrsjl — Silciti — 2 Reels >

Just in Between

THE

plot
stale antics
and Arthur
Lake's moallegedishumorous
are proving
notonous. They should persuade him to deviate a little from that long-legged looseness of
his, which is no longer funny. The story concerns the time-worn haunted house gag, so old
that it kills whatever angles Director H. Edwards used to put it across. Running time, 19
minutes.
A light ccunedy feature is preferable, but it
must be good.

"Brats"
(Laurel and Hard\—.\I-G-M—2

Full of Laughs

THE funny team in a new twist. Here you
get two of Laurel and two of Hardy in the
same comedy. They play the father of the
brats and the brats themselves. .\ novel turn
and different from the usual run of comedy.
The comedians are very amusing in both roles
and the sequences drolly cle%er. Holds up well
with the preceding releases in this topnotch
group. Directed by James Parrott and produced by Hal Roach. Running time, 21
minutes.
Plav it up in advertisino.
Will tit in with
any tyfc of feature.

How Come?

Franz Liszt

"Incidentally," writes R. A Rolfe.
"with the growth of the talkie industry, producers are finding it necessary
to open studios in many of the foreign
capitals.
"One movie maggot seemed much

( PItcPalrich— Sound)

in his office. "What's
perturbed
asked a friend. 'You look upwrong?'
"'Hev I got troublel" the film man
answered. 'Here I hev to open an office in Tokio and I don't know who to
put in charge. I hevn't a seengle relaset.'tive there:'— .V. }'. Daily Seict

Reels)

Episodes in Composer's Life

Music Master Series
Famous
of tliethis
AS ofoneshorts
comes pretty nearly being
a leader in entertainment value. Liszt not only
was a great composer, but his life, which ended
as a cloistered abbe away from the women he
loved in his youth, was drama personified. His
Second Hungarian Rhapsody and "Dream of
Love" are played with accompanying incidents
that inspired them, one a gypsy love scene that
has real merit. Running time, 11 minutes.
drama.
Rates

spot

on

pr,-nrn<n

nr'tli

''rninhl

Inlkcr
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Authors Demand
Passage of New
Copyright Bill
Washington — The patents committee of
the House held hearings this week on the
general copyright revision bill, which will
affect the motion picture rights of literary
property, and numerous authors whose
stories have appeared on the screen appeared to urge the passage of the measure.
The new bill, which proposes the first
extensive modification of the copyright law
since the act of 1908, has as its chief purpose to bring the United States under the
rules of the International Union ; to bring
the old law up to date so as to deal with
the inventions of the last twenty years, such
as motion pictures, radio, television and talking pictures, and to extend copyright from
the present limits of twenty-eight years and
twenty-eight years renewal to fifty years
after the death of the author.
The proposed law would also permit the
author to distribute his copyright into various entities, giving a magazine copyright,
a book copyright, a motion picture copyright, and so forth, with full legal title in
each, to each of the various interests to
which he sells. This cannot be done under
the present law except by trade practices,
a cumbersome method when legal disputes
arise.

W. E. Totals 6,267
World wide installations of Western
Electric sound systems now total 6,267. Of
this number 3,764 are in the United States
and 1,503 abroad.

HOTEL Bristol
• lig \VEyT48+.h
rTREET
'~NEW yOKK^
Most conveniently located— only a
few minutes walk to all shopping
and amusement centers— yet quiet

•

Picture

Vernon's Reasons
St Loui.s — Wally Vernon, master of
ceremonies at the Granada, apparently
ate himself out of house and home,
as meals form the largest items in
the debts he listed in connection with
his voluntary bankruptcy case now
pending before the Federal Court.
His schedule shows debts of $2,270
and assets of but $290, including $90
in furniture and $200 in clothing for
which he claims exemption. Among
his creditors are a sheet music concern, $6.50 for attorney fees, $750 due
a finance company on a straight 8
automobile and a $3,50 judgment.

Whitheck*s Showman Book
Hollywood — Frank Whitbeck, advertising
and publicity manager of Fox West Coast
Theatres, is writing a book on showmanship, advertising^ and publicity which will
be circulated to managers of all houses on
the circuit. Whitbeck is not taking an
authoritative angle," but is handling every
branch of theatre advertising with explanations of fundamentals — then telling the readers to use their showmanship without limit,
but with good, common sense.

Sunday Shows for Palmyra
Palmyra, N. Y. — Sunday pictures were
assured for another western New York town
last week when Palmyra voters adopted a
proposition calling upon the Village Board
to legalize Sunday performances in one of
the largest poll turnouts in the municipalinance.ty's history. The next step is a village ordi-

Photophone Building on Coast
Hollywood — Contracts have been awarded
for the erection of a new general office
building by RCA Photophone, Inc., at Santa
Monica Boulevard and Orange Drive and
construction will begin immediately, according- to F. M. .Sammis, general representative
of the corporation on the Pacific Coast.

Famous
Table d'Hote
Restaurants
Luneheoo 50c .... Dinner Sl.OO

Radio Buys **Cimarron"

AImi a l.a Carte SerPtce

Radio Pictures has purchased the talking
Room, Single, "2"" - Double «;i""P,r D;,,
Bath, Single^ *.J"' - Double ».S"» l',r Day

picture rights to Edna Ferber's "Cimarron,"
which is to be one of the company's tnajor
productions on the 1930-31 program.

1700 SANSOM

STREET

Philadelphia, Pa.

April
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STATEMENT OF THE OWNERSHIP,
.MANAGEMENT,
CIRCULATION,
ETC., REQUIRED BY THE ACT
OF CONGRESS
OF AUGUST
24, 1912,
of .MoTiOM
Picture
weekly at New York,
1, 1930.
State of

New

York,

News,
published
N. Y., for April
)

Before of me,New a Notary
Public,
in and
County
York,
J ^*for the State and county aforesaid, personally appeared E. J. Hudson, 729
7th Ave., New York City, who, having
been duly sworn according to law, deposes and says that he is vice-president
of MoTio.N Picture News, Inc., the
Publishers of Motion Picture News,
and that the following is, to tlie best of
his knowledge and belief, a true statement of the ownership, management (and
if a daily paper, the circulation), etc.,
of the aforesaid publication for the date
shown in the above caption, required by
the Act of August 24, 1912, embodied
in section 411, Postal Laws and Regulations, printed on the reverse of this
form, to wit:
1. That the names and addressss of
the publisher, editor, managing editor,
and business managers are:
Publisher, Motion Picture News,
Inc., 729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Editor, Maurice D. Kann, 729 Seventh
Ave., New York City.
Managing Editor, Charles F. Hynes,
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
Business Manager, E, J. Hudson, 729
.Seventh Ave., New York City.
2. That the owner is: (If owned by
a corporation, its name and address
must be stated and also immediately
thereunder the names and addresses of
stockholders owning or holding one per
cent or more of total amount of stock.
If not owned by a corporation, the
names and addresses of the individual
owners must be given. If owned by a
firm, company, or other unincorporated
concern, its name and address, as well
as
of each individual member,
must those
be given.)
Motion Picture News, Inc, 729 7th
Ave., New York, N. Y. ; Stockholder,
The Angus Co., 15 Exchange Place, Tersey
City, N. J.; Stockholders, Angus Co.,
15 Exchange
Place, Jersey City, N. J.:
Bodel & Co., 32 Custom House St.,
Providence, R. T.; James M. Heatherton,
239 W. 30th St. New York, N. Y ;
Muriel D. Heatherton. 239 \V. 30th St
New York, N. Y.; Wm. A. Johnston.
729 7th Ave.. New York, N. Y.; J. A.
Plummer, 215 Central Ave., Cranford,
N. J.; Rowland Co.. 560 Angell St.,
Providence, R. L; II. H. Young, 32
Custom House St., Providence. R. I •
J. M. Heatherton Corp.. 239 W. 30th
St., New York, N. Y. ; Stockholders of
J. M. Heatherton Corp., 239 W. 30th St.,
New York, N. Y.; James M. Heatherton, 239 W. 30th St., New York N Y •
New
N. Y. ; L.
M. D.York,
Heatherton,
239 N.W.Heatherton,
30th St '
239 W. 30th St.. New York. N. Y : H
A. Heatherton, 239 W. 30th St., New
York, N. Y.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees, and other security holders owning or holding 1 per cent or more of
total amount of bonds, mortgages, or
other securities are: (If there are none,
so state.) None.
4. That the two paragraphs next
above, giving the names of the owners,
stockholders, and security holders, if
anv, contain not only the list of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company
but also, in cases where the stockholder
or security holder appears upon the
books of the company as trustee or in
any other fiduciary relation, the name of
the person or corporation for whom such
trustee is acting, is given; also that the
said two paragraphs contain statements
embracing affiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions under which stockholders and
security holders who do not appear upon
the books of the company as trustees,
hold stock and securities in a capacity
other than that of a bona fide owner;
and this affiant has no reason to believe
that any other person, association, or
corporation has any interest direct or
indirect in the said stock, bonds, or other
securities than as so stated by him.
E. J. Hudson,
Vice-President.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 22nd day of March, 1930.
(Seal)
Wm. V. Cunniff.
Notarv Public, Bronx Countv, Bronx
Co. Clerk's No., 168; Certificate filed in
New
York County, N. Y. Co. Clerk's
No. 921; Register's No., 1C619.
My conunission expires March 30, 1931.
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First sketch of $500,000 theatre to scat 1,800 t'lanned by IV arners at Huntington Park, California.
of Los Angeles is the architect

E. Marcus Priteca

Ultra -Modern Is How Warners
Describe Plans for West Coast
Wide Film, the Acme in Sound Reproduction Am^ong
Construction Problems These Theatres Will Encounter

N

EW theatres of the most modern
design and involving joint expenditure of over $1,000,000 are to be
built by Warners in San Pedro and Huntington Park, California, at once. J. L.
Warner states plans are nearing completion and bids will be asked for at an
early date for these two enterprises.
The Huntington Park theatre will be
an 1.800-seat house in Italo-Spanish design, with a main floor and balcony. The
structure will occupy the entire lot on Pacific Boulevard between Zoe and Saturn
Streets, with a frontage of 114 feet and
depth of 150 feet. The building will house
six stores in addition to the theatre and
will cost when completed over $500,000.
It will be called Warner Bros. Huntington Park.
The San Pedro theatre will seat 2,000

and will be built on Sixth Street, just east
of Pacific, occupying a frontage of 150
feet. There will also be six stores and
twelve offices in the building, and the
entire enterprise will cost $600,000.
Both of these theatres, it is promised,
will represent the most advanced types of
architecture and construction and will be
complete in every detail. The plans include air conditioning and refrigerating
plants, pre-set remote control switchboards and other modern features found
only in the big theatres of metropolitan
cities. Both theatres will be built to accommodate the new large screens, identical with those which will shortly be in
use in Warners' largest Eastern theatres.
Plans for both have been drawn by E.
Marcus Priteca of Los Angeles.
Warners' Beverly Hills theatre will be

the next addition to the rapidly expanding chain on the Coast. Warner Brothers
Pacific Coast Theatres has acquired from
the owner, Harley J. Hoyt. the property
at the southwest corner of Wilshire Boulevard and Reeves Drive, opposite the
Beverly Hills branch of the Bank of California, and will at once start construction
on a 2,000-seat deluxe theatre covering
the entire site.
This will be the third new theatre in
the greater Los Angeles district to be put
into construction by the Warners immediately,
a few
agoat they
nouncedas only
that work
woulddaysstart
once anon
deluxe theatres in Huntington Park and
San Pedro.
The Beverly Hills theatre will house
all Warner and First National pictures.

The theatre, while not quite as commodi-
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ous as the Warner llullywood, will nevertheless be comparable in design, treatment, equipment and comfort to that
structure.
It will I)e entirely modern in architectural treatment. Located in the heart of
the Heverly-Wilshire district, the theatre
will be accessible to residents of the surroundint!^ communities. With Warners'
Forum, opened recently, and Warner's
l-lollywood, Downtown and Whittier
theatres in full operation, as well as
Warners' Fresno. e.\i)ansion plans of the
company are rapidly developing.
The program, now reaching its stride
in the nation-wide race for theatre domination with Publix, Fox and RKO
significant factors in the field, gives the
former organization its first opportunity
to embody in j^roposed theatres actual application of its experience in sound reproduction.
Acoustical imi)rovenients. model projection booths with the manifold devices
now on the market available for better
sound, are to receive particular attention.
Auditoriums are to be submitted to treatment in order to assure a maximum result
in tonal quality and, in connection with
this, it is entirely possible that changes
in line and design may be brought into
play to meet the vagaries of sound waves
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which architects and builders of new theation. tres realize they must take into considera-

Piunccr/Hg Again
JUST as theyg took the lead in
experimentin in and developing sound picture recording and rel)r()ducing, Warners again are planning pioneering ventures in the
field of theatre construction, furnishings and equipment.
The company for some time has
luin ([uietly working on a number
ul new theatre features, The
Showman has been informed,
some of them declared to be of a
revolutionary nature. Acoustical
treatment is one of the big features
of this development program, it is
stated.

rather than adapt the present type of auditorium to talking pictures.
The Warner organization has been at
work for some time on a wide screen
process of its own. While the experimental work has been kept quiet, The
Showman understands that progress under the guidance of Joe Hornstein has
been substantial. The development entails entirely new problems in the booth

San Pedro is one of the first toums on the Wanxer building program for the West Coast.
planned for that city

Power lines and floor area for the
larger equipment are among the drastic
changes necessary in the booth and, while
wide film may prove to be slower in arriving than many industry leaders anticil)ate, ])lans for new theatres must be elastic enough to meet the change over if
and when it comes.
Placing of seats is another problem
which confronts new theatre building.
Unless there is developed a process which
eliminates distortion, difficulties are foreseen in the disposition of chairs flanking
the new large-sized screen required with
wide angle film.
Warners, it is said, have given Ixjth
of these angles careful study, and developed a plan of seating arrangement
which will assure maximum efTectiveness
for sound distribution throughout the
theatre auditorium. New materials
to help assure volume control also are
said to be included in these tests.
A number of other problems of improved acoustics are said to have been
solved by the Warners, who will introduce them in their new houses now under construction or planned.

This is how the architect envisions the $600,000 house

Motion
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Another Contribution to Ranks
Of the Atmospheric
Theatre
The Spanish Motif Stressed in the New Texas in
San Angela, Kobb and Rowley's Sixtieth
Texas at San Angelo, Texas,
THE
newest addition to the circuit
operated by Robb and Rowley in
Texas and Oklahoma, is the latest to the
growing roster of atmospheric theatres
springing up all over the nation.
Designed by W. Scott Dunne of Dallas, a specialist in theatre architecture and
well known to exhibitors in the section of
the country in which he functions, the
Texas reproduces with fidelity a Spanish
hacienda. The opportunities for decorative touches which this style of theatre
permits have been utilized by both architect and builder to secure the maximum
in effects.
Interesting twists have been given to
the columns supporting the balconies.
Hanging shawls are a part of the balcony
decorations.
The Texas is another demonstration of
the feasibility of the One Contract Plan
of the National Theatre Sui>]:)ly Company
by which this house was equipped.
It is

the second of the Robb and Rowley chain
to be so handled, the other being the Ritz
at Corpus Christi, for which Dunne also
prepared plans.
Indicative of the many elements which
go up to make the modern theatre is a
partial list of the commodities supplied
the Texas by National. They range from
Crystalite changeable letters for use on
the marquee, Belson flood lamps for exterior illumination as well as regular
lighting lamps, admission signs, various
types of electric signs, lobby frames, rails
for the box-office, stage rigging, stage
scenery and drapes, carpets, carjiet padding, acoustical felt for use in conjunction
with sound reproduction.
National's participation embraced deliveries of furniture for the lounge and
rest room's, lighting fixtures, the Spanish
shawls which enhance the charm of the
hacienda windows. Projection equipment
includes Simplex machines while other

lines of accessories used in the Texas
embrace the Brenkert F-7 apparatus.
Peerless hi-intensity lamps, Ross lenses.
Gold E Kwik change lense mounts, enclosed rewinds and eye shields. The
booth tables are those supplied by National as are the real cabinets. Strong
supplied the change over-devices, Hertner
the tranverters and Simplex the ticket
selling machines.
National's plan calls for the ])uilding of
a theatre from the ground up, on a one
contract basis. National aids from the
time of selecting the site, arranges financing if required, provides the architect and
designs the plans to completely equip the
finished theatre, arranging for or supplying every needed accessory or item of
equipment.
The plan was inaugurated soon after
nationalization of the company a few
years ago and since has been utilized by
many theatres in all sections of the nation.
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Combining an inlercsting
treatment of columns
supporting the balcony
of the Texas Theatre and
that always vital requisite— comfort for the
patron.

bit of Spain transplanted to the Soutliii;.'esl
The hacienda effect encompassed ivithin the
zvalls of the new Texas
at San Angelo showing
details of decoration
A

Simplicity ana
iliarm form the
cstful atmosphere
This
illustrates
,'f the ladies'
room
how
effectiz'ely
Robb and
Rozcley
handled this phase
of
at the
the construction
new Texas
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A long shot of the Texas
Theatre at San Angela pictorially demonstrating the
charm of the atmospheric
type of house. The opportunity to use drapes and velvets as well as massive iron
fixtures should be noted.

The sweel> of the auditorium and balcony of the
new Texas cameraed
from the stage. The
Gothic arch of the balcony adds a simple, yet
effective touch to the
symmetry of the interior
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Build Wisconsin House
To Meet Talker Needs
especially for sound, A. P. Desormeaux's
BUILT
new Eastwood, a ncisi^Iihorhood house on Madison's East Side, is \wmg heralded in southern
Wisconsin for its acoustical qualities. The theatre
seats 1,000, and its atmospheric treatment echoes the
romance and dignity of Old Spain.
The provision of a free automobile parking space
adjacent to the theatre, accommodating 500 cars, for
the use of patrons is a unique expression of showmanship on the part of the management. The illuminated
dome of the Eastwood may he seen i)ractically the
whole length of Atwood Avenue, which is the main
artery
centers. of one of Madison's most thriving community
The entrance lobby is a tower room. It rises ?i7 feet
above the floor, and contains the ticket booth done in
hammered gold and Benau-jaune marble.
High on the grey and rose walls are
eight murals depicting the Mediterranean
along the Spanish coast. On each of
the four walls is a balcony of handwrought iron, draped with Spanish
shawls, and surmounted by tall etched
mirrors. A chandelier in Spanish motif
lights the tower room. It is five feet in
diameter, and is made up of stained glass
and crystal.
{Conl'mued on f'ogc 90)

iL
Above — An unusual
photograph
of the
foyer dome at the Eastivood.
The illustration also conveys a graphic idea of the
decorati'i'e scheme used for the walls.

Right — Showing detail of decorations which adorn the panels
flanking the stage on either side.
The mood of {hs theatre, ivhich
is atmospheric, is further enhanced by this conception.

The main auditorium
photographed from
the left side of the
balcony. Revealing
againion ofhow
illusthe the
outdoors,
obtained through the
properly atmospheric
planned and
executed
theatre, ts obtained.
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Looking the length of main floor joyer of the Eastivood.
The
stairways leading to the balcony have newel posts of gracefully
wrought iron. Doors on the left lead to the auditorium.
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npHl: new Mastbaum, said U) have
-*- cost $5,()00,()00, IS Philadelphia's
largest theatre. Thousands ot dollars are
spent each week on stage presentations
of the highest type. Nothing is sacrificed
in the newest and largest member of
the Stanley Co. of America C]hain to
present entertainment of rhc hnest sort.
Stage lighting plays a part ot tremendous importance in each week's show.
As is the case in most of the world's
leading theatres, Vitrohm (vitreous
enamelled) Dimmers, are used to give
an unequalled range and flexibility of
lighting effects. To the successful stage
WARD

LEONARD

ELECTRIC

CO

PIIIL/XIkLLPIIIA.

presentations in tin. Masibaum,

Leonard Vitrohm Dimmers
tributing tiieir kill share.

Ward

are con-

tr

Tile newest, largest and best known
ot Philadelphia's motion picture theatres
specified "Vitrohm Dimmers — they are
backed by 38 years' experience in the
design and manufacture of equipment
for the complete and accurate control
of lighting.
Bulletin 7*5, describing Vitrohm Dimmers and their applications to stage
lighting, will be sent upon request
without charge.
MOUNT

VERNON

- NEW

YORK

LIGHT AND FIRE
have tot C(.niurics
been closely linked
with the festivities
and rites of savage
and semi - civilized
tribes. The African
Negro, prior to
starting
hisa huge
liun
hunt, kindles
fire. Light and flame
mark the center of
a weird, fantastic
dance.

A scene jrom a coiorjul slcii^e presentation in the Mastbaum Theatre.

^

STOP!
th ose cos tly ech
ecnoes
with this
highly efficient

Sound Absorbing
IN your theatre, do poor acoustics
hinder complete enjoyment of
sound-picture performances, hold
down box-office returns?
Now— you can correct this costly
situation, this easy, safe way
Apply Balsam-Wool to areas in
your theatre where acoustical treatment isneeded. It makes "talkies"
clear and distinct, eliminates echoes,
reverberations, and "dead" spotshelps to draw capacity audiences.
Extensive tests by largest theatre
chains, and in hundreds of small
houses, have proved that there is no
surer, more effective way of remedying poor acoustics than by the
application of Balsam- Wool . . .
Ivxtremely Fire-Resistant — approved by fire department officials

in principal cities. Endorsed

by

America's leading manufacturers of
sound equipment!
And — Balsam-Wool Acoustical
Blanket is highly efficient, sanitary,
a full inch thick, odorless, verminproof and durable.
Take steps today to improve the
tone quality of your theatre with
Balsam-Wool. Let our distributor
supply you with a questionnaire
that will enable our acoustical engineers to advise you where acoustical treatment is needed to bring
maximum results. This service is free!
Our nearest representative is
listed in the panel on the right. Get
in touch with him — now!

WOOD

CONVERSION

COMPANY

Mills at Cloquet, Minnesota

Balsam-Wool
Acoustical Blanket

Aiso manufacturers of the nationally advertised Balsam -Wool lilanket — standard building insulation

Where ^bu Can Obtain BalsamWool Acoustical Blanket
* Cowser & Co., Dallas, Texas; * Lee
Lumber Co., Memphis, Tenn.; * Reserve
Supply
Minneapolis,
Minn.;*City,
Stebbins
Theatre Co.,
Equipment
Co., Kansas
Mo.;
* The Continental Theatre Accessories Corp. ,
New Y'ork City; * Western Theatrical Equipment Co., San Francisco, Cal.
National Theatre Supply Company,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Branches: Atlanta, Ga.; Baltimore, Md.;
Boston, Mass.; Buffalo, A'. )'. ; Charlotte,
N. C; * Cincinnati, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio;
Dallas, Texas; * Denver, Colo.; Di'roit,
Mich.; Indianapolis, hid.; * Kansas City,
Mo.; Los .In^eles, Cal.;* Memphis, Tenn.;
Milwaukee, Wis.; Minneapolis, .Minn.; New
Haven, Conn.; New Orleans, La.; New
York City; Oklahoma City, Okla.; *Omaha,
Nthr.; Philadelphia, Pa. ;* Pittsburgh, Pa.;
Portland, Ore. ; Salt Lake City, Utah; *San
/■rancisco, Cal.; Seattle, If ash.; St. Louis,
.Mo.; Washington, D. C.
The E. E. Fulton Company,
1018 So. Wahash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Branches:

Atlanta, Ga.; Boston, Mass.;

Indianapolis, hid.; Los Angeles, Cat; .Milwaukee, His.; New York City; Philadelphia,
Pa.; San Francisco, Cal.; St. Louis, .Mo.
American Motion Picture Company,
Louisville, Ky.
* Carries supplies
of lialsam-Wool
.Acoustical
Blanket
in stock
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Better Reproduction Claimed for
Sound'On-Disc over Film Method
Expert Concedes One Systein Has Advantages Over the Other,
But Explains Why
PRACTICABILITY, economy and
better reproduction are advantages
claimed tor soiind-on-disc as contrasted with sound-on-filni recording in
an address made Wednesday by Porter
H. E. Evans, chief engineer of the western Vitaphone studios, before tlie International Association of Radio Engineers
in New York.
Porter stressed the development of
sound pictures and their analogy to radio
broadcasting. Warners, he said, chose
and is continuing disc recording, because
the company found this system produced
best results. If results with sound-on-film
become superior, he declared, Warners
will switch to this method of recording.
"There are many things to be considered in comparing the relative merits of
disc and film — in some, the advantages lie
with film, in others the advantages lie
with disc," Evans pointed out. "It might
be well for us to pause long enough to
look at one or two of the factors to be
considered.
"W^hen the sound track is placed on the
film alongside of the picture, it is necessary to replace the entire print whenever
a new sound record is needed," he continued. "Inasmuch as a 1,000-foot release
print costs many times that of a disc, it is
only natural that there is a marked reluctance to retiring a print before it is
absolutely necessary. As a result, sound
film is frequently retained in service long
after it would be desirable from the
sound standpoint to retire it. No definite
information is available on the life of film
containing sound track and what is available is not reliable because there are no
established standards for determining
when the useful life of sound track has
been passed. With disc recording, additional records are furnished to replace the
records in service whenever there is a
noticeable depreciation in the quality of
the reproduction — the exhibitor being advised not to play one record over 20 or 30
times.

*'It is frequently stated that a better
with
result can be obtained with film than
disc recording. This statement is based
on tests made in the laboratory where
every step in the recording, developing,
printing and reproductions is under the
control and supervision of engineering
experts. In practice, however, where film
must be developed and exhibited in large
quantities, it is impossible to get the expert handling which is required to obtain
satisfactory results — this is especially true
on the exhibition end.

"From the standpoint of the
a disc reproducer is simplicity equipme
itself — nt,
the
only attention the reproducer requires in
the projection booth is the insertion of a
new needle for each new disc — if anv-

He Faiors the Disc

thing goes wrong with the reproducer a
new one may be installed quickly, easily
and cheaply. On the other hand, the film
reproducer is complicated by comparison.
There are a number of adjustments which
must be made with a high degree of precision in order to obtain satisfactory results. Two additional stages of amplification are required, in which the energy
level is extremely low and the afore, the
problem of excluding extraneous noise is
very difficult. As the projectionists in the
booth become more familiar with the handling of sound track and more expert in
the maintenance of the sound track reproducer we may e.xpect the results in
the theatre to improve.
"On the surface there appears to be a
marked advantage in the use of sound
film in the editing process. In practice,
however, this operation is not so simple
as it appears at first. While sound film
has its use in editing it also has its limitations.
"It is interesting to compare the film
and disc record of the same sound. As
the wave form of a photographic record
is more evident in the variable area metl:cd than in the variable density method,
we will make a comparison between the
disc and the variable area method.

"I

"In a disc reproducer the induced voltage is proportional to the transverse
needle velocity. This means then that for
uniform output level the amplitude of the
sound track on a disc record is inversely
proportional to the frequency.
"In a photoelectric cell, the current
output is directly proportional to the instantaneous value of the light entering
the cell — in other words, the amplitude of
a photographic record for constant output is independent of the frequency.
"Figure 3 illustrates the effect of frequency upon amplitude in the two types
of recording. It will be noted that in disc
recording the amplitude at 3,000 cycles is
only one per cent of the amplitude at 50
cycles for the same sound output level
while in the case of film recording the
amplitude is the same at both frequencies
for tile same output level.
"To illustrate this efTect a little further
we have imagined a base violin, a cello
and a violin playing simultaneously at
equal volume. To simplify this illustration further, we have assumed that the
instruments produce sinusoidal waves
bearing a frequency ratio of 1, 3 and 9
and have shown the resulting wave form
that would be obtained on the film and
disc record.
Figure 4 is very interesting.
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tlie frequency characteristic of the reproducer or the wave length phenomena,
which is at present limiting the frequency
range of reproduction, a laboratory reproducer was constructed and used in
playing a standard frequency record of
constant velocity. Curve 'A' in Figure 5
is the result obtained. The speed of the
record was then approximately doubled
with the frequencies corrected to correspond withresults
the new
speed.
'E'
shows the
of this
test Curve
and indicates that the reproducer which we used
had no resonant peaks below 8,000 cycles
and that, therefore, the decrease in output
with
in frequency
Curve
'A'
must increase
be the result
of the in
wave
length
phenomena. It is to be expected that if
the recording level on the constant velocity standard frequency record was reduced that the breaking point on Curve
'A' would be shifted to the right more
and more as the recording level was
reduced. As the normal amplitude of
sounds above 3,000 or 4,000 cycles is
ordinarily very much below the amplitude of low frequency sounds, it is doubtful whether the wave length phenomena
would be an obstacle in attempting to add
another octave to the present frequency
range.

' ^ ; ^nj

Frequency

characteristic

FIGURE 5
— • experimental

dynamic

reproducer

Theatre Advantage Claimed
The high frequencies are scarcely evident
on the disc record by comparison with the
fihii record. An inspection of figures 3
and 4 illustrates why the presence of high
frequencies need not be considered in
establishing the level for wax recording
while they must be considered in establishing the level for film recording.
Cites Relative Recording Levels
"It will be observed that if the level of
the low frequency sounds are kept within
the prescribed limits on wax recording
that the monitor man need not pay much
attention to the high frequency sounds.
In film recording, however, it is essential
that the sounds of single frequency be recorded at a relatively low level in order
to prevent overloading when complex
sounds occur.

less than the radius of the reproducer
needle that it will be impossible for the
needle to follow the sound wave. It is
also evident that for a given wave length
the radius of curvature decreases as the
.implitude increases and, therefore, for
wave lengths corresponding in magnitude
to the diameter of the reproducer needle
there will be a limit to the amplitude
which it is capable of reproducing. In
addition, there is an effect in reproducing
these frequencies which is analogous to
overloading in an amplifier or radio transmitter. As this effect is usually confined
to the last octave, the harmonics generated fall outside the range of the loudspeakers and produce no objectional
sounds.
"In order to determine whether it was

"As pointed out above, a study of Figure 3 indicates that the amplitude of the
low frequencies is a limiting factor in disc
recording. By reducing the amplitude of
these frequencies the high frequencies
can be recorded at a considerably higher
level and, therefore, the ratio between the
recorded sound and the surface noise is
increased. When this was done it was
found in reproducing these sounds in the
theatre that the results were more pleasing than when the low frequencies were
recorded and reproduced in their true
proportion. At first, this was baffling but
the explanation can be found in the study
of the theatre acoustics. Figure 6 illustrates the way in which the sound absorption in the average theatre vanes with
{Continued on page 95)

"When we observe the relatively low
amplitudes which are involved in recording high frequencies, it makes it easy to
understand why it is difficult to eliminate
surface noise from disc recording and
why this surface noise is high pitched. It
is extremely difficult to obtain a surface
on the wall of the groove which is free
from slight irregularities. If these irregularities occur at frequent intervals they
need only be of molecular proportions in
order to produce relatively large volumes
of sound.
"It is interesting to note what the limiting factors are in extending the frequency
range beyond that in current use. In this
connection a study of the wave length of
the recorded sounds is valuable. In order
to keep the length of one reel of film long
enough to be practical, it was necessary
to materially lengthen the playing time of
the commercial phonograph record. This
was accomplished by increasing the diameter of the disc and by reducing the speed
of rotation. Commercial records rotate
at 78 r.p.m., while Vitaphone records rotate at ii 1-3 r.p.m. It will be evident
that this change in speed will materially
effect the wave length of the recorded
sound.
"It is obvious that if the radius of curvature of the recorded
sound becomes
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Manufactured Weather Floods These
Studios With Clean, Conditioned Air

day of tests ... of compariTHIS issons.the
And now there is the silence test... tht
comparison of ventilating and air conditioning systems to determine the one producing just the degree of comfort required
in the face of hot incandescents, and yet not
introducing a single sound interfering with
recording or reproduction.
In the new Bell Telephone Laboratories, devoted entirely to the improvement
of motion picture sound recording and projection, the selection of the air conditioning
system involved a most rigorous silence test.
On the basis of the complete effectiveness
in producing conditions of comfort at all
seasons, and because Carrier Engineers,
through most careful scientific research.

have found the means of preventing the
transmission of noise through the air conditioning system, the Bell Telephone
Laboratories selected this system as the only
one which met their rigid requirements.
Manufactured Weather, as provided by
the Carrier System for Air Conditioning, is
the otily system guaranteed on a scientific
db. basis as to sound level; that is, guaranteed
not to produce sounds disturbing to recording or reproduction. A visit to the Bell
Laboratories or to any one of the Carrier
Conditioned sound stages or broadcasting
studios will convince you that it is the one
system for your theatre.
A visit from one of our engineers will
not incur any obligation on your part.

Carrier Fi^Qineerinq Corporation
Offices and Laboratories: Newark,
Krw

VORK

FniLADBIJ>HIA

BOSTON

CHICAGO

CLEVELAND

New Jersey
WASHINGTON

KANSAS

CITY

PALLAS

LOS ANGELB
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Revolutionary
Improvements
In
Architecture And Sound, Moss Aim
Theatres Shaped Like a Bell to Enhance Talker Ke production.
New Slants on Projection Proposed for New Circuit
features of architecture and
NEW
acoustical treatment, vvhich he says
are revolutionary will feature the
circuit of sound theatres to be built up on
a national scale by B. S. Moss, head of the
former New York circuit which bore his
name.
Moss, who retired from show business
two years ago with sale of his holdings to
Keith-Albee-Orpheum (RKO), intends to
build a chain of 50 sound houses. Eugene
De Rosa is architect for the proposed theatres.
The first is a house at Eighth Ave., and
23rd St., in the Chelsea district of New
York. It will be called the B. S. Moss
Talking Picture Theatre and will be built
at a reported cost of $2,000,000. The house
will seat between 2,000 and 2,500, Moss
states.
The Chelsea will be a modernistic structure, its facade resembling other houses
which have been built embodying similar
design. The interior will be the shape of
a bell, cut in half, and will embody many
radical innovations, which will contribute
to the quality of sound reproduction, according to Moss.
The seats will be arranged similarly to
an extended fan. There will be no architectural flourishes in the auditorium, which
will have flat or curved surfaces throughout
with no recessions or boxes. The surfaces
will be treated with dampening materials,
in a manner which Moss says will enhance
quality reproduction.
Sound proof walls and ceilings, and remote control of amplification so that it may
be regulated from any part of the auditorium, thus assuring constant volume and
to eliminate dead spots also are planned
for houses which will comprise the Moss
group. Each theatre is to have full stage
facilities and be equipped with wide screen.
Entire floor space of the houses will be
covered by carpeting.
A number of features of sound reproduction now are being worked out by Moss and
his associates, some of which, it is said, will
be exclusive features of the Moss houses.

Former Colony, Key House

Key house of the circuit will be the
Colony at 53rd and Broadway, which May
31 reverts to Moss. This house will be
remodeled throughout, and will be equipped
for sound along with the proposed new
acoustical principles. Previously, it has
been stated that the theatre would become

Couldn't Quit

Pasadena, Cal., option on a Green St., site is
declared to have been secured, with houses
reported
San
Diego.in prospect for Los Angeles and

"The principal feature in our new type of
perfect sound theatre will be the elimination
of the old time gallery and the introduction
of a perfectly constructed "mezzanine," says
Moss. "As a result of this new type construction the entire building will be reduced
in height and the projection booth will be
lowered so that the angle of the throw will
be almost on a direct line with the screen."
"We have studied the latest development
in sound so thoroughly that we believe oui
key theatre will be most revolutionary in
character. If we succeed in cutting down
the height or throw of the projection we
lessen eye strain, and the picture will appear
natural from every seat in the house. There
will be no elongated or out-of-proportion
Although

but so years of age, B. s.

Moss is one of the real pioneer showmen
of the industry. He graduated from the ranks
of New York newsboys to found and develop
one
of the country's
chains,
he operated
until hisstrongest
retirement
two which
years

ago, following sale of his holdings to KeithAlbee Orpheum (RKO).
His first theatre venture was the Washington in Washington Heights, and his success
was so pronounced that he soon opened in
quick succession a chain of houses in the
Greater New York area, among them the Colony, Broadway and Cameo
on Broadway.
Two years ago, he sold all of his holdings,
save the Colony, which since has been operated
by Universal under lease. The house reverts
to Moss May 31.
Retirement from show business irked Moss,
who now is returning to the fold, planning a
national string of sound houses.

a musical comedy house, but according to
exclusive information given to Motion
Picture News, the theatre is slated to become the key house of the Moss chain. Its
name will be changed to the Broadway, to
perpetuate the name of the ace house of the
former Moss chain.
With construction beginning- on the Chelsea district theatre, which will open next fall,
Moss has acquired three additional theatres
in Greater New York. One of these is the
former Shubert at Jamaica, and a house at
Mineola. The Jamaica house is being remodeled.
In addition. Moss has sites for six additional theatres in the metropolitan district.
Among these are theatres at 207th St., and
Broadway and a house at Elmhurst, L. I.
Moss has acquired a site for a theatre to
be built at Cincinnati, it is understood. This
proposed house is to cost $1,000,000.
At

"Our new type of balcony will no longer
have a pitch to it, there will be no stairs
toprojection."
climb in order to get the best seats in the
house. The new order of the day is a small,
beautifully constructed and pitchless mezzanine together with a rounded construction
in the body of the theatre so that no possible avenues of escape will be available for
the perfect production of sound. It is our
idea to make the mezzanine seats the best
and most expensive in the house. Further
we plan each seat a divan, with plenty of
room in the aisles and now there will be no
necessity of having to take an elevator to
reach the desired seat.
"Our engineers are at this moment studying the problem of outside sounds and have
assured me we will be able by a process of
special treatment on the exterior of the
building to eliminate virtually every sound
which accrues from street traffic, building
elevated railroads and other big city noises."
Interior Like Horn
"Beginning from the stage the interior of
the theatre will have the appearance of a
huge horn of wood composition, and the
wood construction will be a feature throughout the entire house. We know by tests that
wood will give us most perfect sound reproduction and will better satisfy the discriminating audience. Nowadays in the standard
motion picture cathedral audiences sense the
fact that the sound comes from metallic
speakers and the illusion that the character
is really speaking is lost. This, with our
plan of projection and construction, will be
entirely eliminated."

r1 p r i I
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"Furtlier I expect to equip all houses,
whether newly constructed or revamped
with the most perfect type ot projection
machines. We will be prepared to handle
the standard type of film and the larger
film, when and if it is generally adopted.
Our projection rooms will be larger and
contain the newest and best mechanical
eiiuipnieiit po.ssible to buy.
Equipped for Standard, Wide Filiii
"Another feature will be the careful construction of the stages. The prosceneum
arch will be built to lake care of either size
film and the stage itself will be constructed
so the sound wdl be perfect even though
parts of the equipment and curtain will be
movable. We know now in the present day
theatre the moving in and out of speakers
tends to give poorer sound, but this will
not happen in any of our theatres. Our
remote control system of sound reproduction
will take care ot the matter just mentioned
and the general effect in every nook and
corner of thp hou.se will be exactly the same
as that in your own home when you set the
volume of your radio to suit your convenience.
"1 expect to install ear phones for those
whose hearing is impaired and to have
every known device which will give complete audience satisfaction."
"I have talked to many exhibitors regarding their needs in the matter of sound
reproduction and have found for the most
part they are up against a problem that is
difficult. I feel when we have completed our
first perfect sound theatre at 23rd St. and
Eighth Ave., we will have done something

Motion
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Will Buy, Too
MOSS plans to buy as well
BS.
• as build theatres in developnient of his iiulejicndent chain of
sound hou.ses. With construction of
approximately 50 tlieatrcs called for
in his program, he also will seek to
acquire through purchase or lease
strategic key city houses.
lie also will operate houses for
independents, offering to them alliance with his circuit. He has no
tie-up with any distributor.

truly constructive for the motion picture
industry as a whole. We are not interested
in harming any individual in the construction of our new type theatre. Rather we
feel ourselves pioneers in this field and our
show house when finished will serve as a
model for future construction. .Vudiences
after all are the ones to be pleased and I
know from my own experience that most
theatre-goers are far from satisfied with
the present method of presenting talking
pictures.
Sees
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I'enture w.v- Ihity

"That is why 1 feel it a duty to try to
further the interests of the motion picture
business by the introduction of the perfect
picture
.Moss theatre."
is losiiig nil tiiiu' in ;;itting ba:k into

The first of the nezv Moss chain to be built at Eiahth Aroiuc and 2ird Street ni .Vfjc

harness. He is o[Kning new offices at 57th
St. and Lcxini^ton, drafting and redrafting
plans for embodiment in his new project,
studying architect's drawings, arranging for
the buying of materials, ecjuipment and furwill erect. nishings for the chain of houses which he
Off Beaten TraeKConstruction of his new house at Kighth
Ave. and 23rd St. will await outcome of
negotiations to house the theatre in a proposed apartment hotel project. However,
preliminary work is proceeding, so that no
time will be lost in erection of the house
for completicjn by next October.
While the theatre is off the beaten track
for a house of its type, Moss has no qualnii
on that score. Anticipating development of
theatre possibilities has been one of the keynotes of Moss' career.
The right kind of theatre giving patrons
the best in picture and sound values will
draw patrons, overcoming the location handicap if thelieves.site
is not ita with
"natural."
Mo.ss beHe proved
his vaudeville
houses, some of which were built over protests of well-ineaning advisors, and he intends to repeat the procedure with his new
talking picture theatre chain, in cases where
choice locations may not be available.
In this connection, it is recalled t^at when
Moss launched the Cameo project years ago,
there were many who called the venture
foolhardy. .Among the skeptics, it is said,
w as the late E. F. Albee. So sold was Moss
on
offered Albee
of the
the idea,
house,thata he
partnership
whicha "piece"
proved
profitab e to .\lhee.
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In livery Theatre
built by Fox. . .you will
find American Chairs
than 2 5 years ago, the founder
MORE
of the Fox Theatres chose "American" chairs for his first theatre. Today he
continues to buy them for his great network of theatres the country over.
A significant record ... a patronage
founded on sterling performance — and
consistent, unrelenting building of quality into "American" chairs. Beyond this,
features of comfort, beauty and durability
have always been factors in moulding
the great exhibitor preference for theatre
chairs built by this organization.
A booklet, "Acoustics and Its Relation to
Sealing, "will interest exhibitors who desire
to solve the problem of echo and reverberation
in their theatre. A copy sent free for the asking.
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With 264 Seats, This
Theatre Makes Money
Shou niaiiship Puts Oicr Small
House ill hidiana Town of 750

Iiul.— This is an acWALKKRTOX,
ctiunt of a 264-scat theatre, located in
a town
of 750 population,
th.tt lia-been niakinjj money since 1''22.
Albert G. Schultz, who until that year
had been inside a theatre only on tiie rarest
of occasions, convinced himself that i^rosperity had departed from the rural soft drink
enii)oriunis and was on the lookout for a
new business enterprise. Prior to that time
he had been a carpenter in LaPorte, and
before that a farmer in the vicinity of the
same city.
While visiting a brother in the little town
of Walkerton, population 750, Schultz
learned that the local theatre, which had
sent two former owners to the poor house,
was for sale. He looked over the property
and, while the native_s snickered, laid $3,300
on the line for the 264-seat Rialto. That
was in 1922. Today, it is not only makinjj
money, but is paying a better dollar for dollar return on the investment than any other
locil enterprise of comparable size.
Ihrw Schultz operates
The same principles that govern >h()\\
show
business in the big cities apply to
Inisiness at the crossroads, Schultz believes.
Give them the best in equipment and the
best in programs. Be responsible. If you're
stuck with a poor program and they ask
your opiniorij be honest. Spend money and
you'll make money. Those are the essentials
that have guided Schultz and made money
for liini.

riic Rialto at Walkerton which, despite
its 264 seats, eoiisisteutly stays in the
money class
When

he took over the Walkerton

theatre

eight years ago — with its history of
failure behind it— it was a run-down, poorly
equipped hall. Before reopening it, Schultz
did everything but erect a new theatre. He
re-decorated inside and out, constructed a
new front, put in panel and plaster wall interiors, hung draperies, installed new lighting, new screen, new curtains, a new stage
floor and footlights. He ordered upholstered,
leather-cushioned seats to replace the old
plain wooden ones ; he installed a new heating and ventilating system, motor fans for
the summer time, and a new electric piano
and organ combination.
From time to time he repaired and replaced ecjuipment as required, and when
sound became popular, the little 264-seat
Rialto was not slow in being wired. Acoustics in the theatre are remarkable, but then
fire ordinances in this little village are not
nearly so severe as they are in the big city
where sound reproduction, in consequence,
often is not as good as it is here.
And all the time features were being
hooked
here when
thev were
reallv new ;

Interior of
the Rialto
at Walkerton IV h I f h
persist en tly
stays in the
black, the
trend toxcard
d e
luxe
withstandino
houses not-

often in advance of their appearance in
Chicago, and occasionally in advance of
their appearance in the nearer cities of
l.aPorte and South Bend, Indiana. Schultz
kept his Rialto abreast of the times.
Newspaper .ids Out
His drawing territory extends about 15
miles to the north, and perhaps 25 miles
.-outh. east and west. Walkerton is 19 miles
south of La Porte, and 25 miles southwest
of South Bend. There are no other theatres
in the intervening territory. His clientele
comprises a farming population, the bulk
of which is just as liable as not to be snowed
in for weeks at a time from December to
March. Balancing the scale in this respect,
however, is the crowd of summer vacationists who are attracted to Koontz Lake, four
miles distant, in the balmy season — many
of whom become his most dependable patrons on week-end nights.
He does no newspaper advertising whatever: engages in no contests, gives no free
tickets, runs no matinees. His admission
scale is 15 cents and 35 cents for all-talking programs: 10 cents and 25 cents for
silents, and a top of 50 cents for specially
advertised road shows.
Each month Schultz has 2,000 monthly
programs printed. They are eight pages.
Fifteen hundred of them are mailed to prospective patrons out of town, while 500 arc
peddled from house to house in Walkervertising.
ton. This is the extent of the Rialto's adHis tvpical iirograni includes, in addition
to the feature, a good two-reel comedy, a
Color-tone revue and, on Sundav nights,
an uo-to-the-minute news reel. Big nights
in winter, when onlv six programs a week
are scheduled, are Wednesdavs. Saturdays
and Sundavs. On a summer time seven-dav
schedule, the resorters heln to boost business on Thursdavs and Fridavs as well.
\\'esterns and comedies are inevitablv popular. "The Covered Wagon" hung up a record of a three-dav run at capacitv that has
not been eoualled here since.
Schultz lists Tom Mix. Norma -Shearer.
T.on Chanev and Greta Gareo as the local
favorites. The influx of big staee names
with the talkies, and more recentlv the trend
toward operatic stars, fall on the percepti(Continued on pane 92')
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Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
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Chicago, 111.
1^8 Angeles, Calif.
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Oklahoma City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.

talkies have changed

box office appeal.

Today, with hardly

any "presentations," "jazz bands," etc., the battle for patronage is
based on good pictures, good sound equipment, and COMFORT —
especially in theatre seats where your patrons spend over 90% of their
time. That is why a practical investment in Heywood- Wakefield theatre
seats will help to increase box office profits. These luxurious theatre
chairs have been
to your patrons.

developed

Publix, Warner

scores of other prominent
seats because

to give restful comfort

showmen

Brothers, West

and

enjoyment

Coast, Roxy, and

have specified Heywood- Wakefield

they have patron appeal — box office pull. For detailed

information, just drop a line to any of the Theatre
sales offices listed.

Seating Division

HEYWOOD -^W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division
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Mind Readers, Food Shows, Dancing
In Lobbies To Keep Standees Happy
New Showmanship Slant Used Extensively by Publix Points Way
to Hold Waiting Crowds and Attract New Ones
about theatre standees and
WHAT
what to do to take their minds off
their feet while waiting for seats?
Many circuit heads see in the new policy
of lobby entertainment already extensively
used by Publix and growing daily in proportions, an answer to the problem.
The Katz organization, certainly one of
the best organized chains in the United
States, and, in the opinion of many, the
leader, views the lobby entertainment slant
from at least two important angles :
One keeps the standees from growing too
restless by diverting their attention to other
interests.
The second is the influence which attention-getting stunts brings to bear on newpatronage.
This problem of what to do with standees,
provided the exhibitor was lucky enough to
have them, has been given serious consideration only recently. The many who bought
their tickets stood on line until the seats
were ready for them and said nothing. That
is, nothing audibly, but what they thought
was often plenty.
A lot of customers were lost in this way.
No one knows how many potential patrons
have been discouraged from even attempting
to gain admittance to a theatre whose lobby
is packed with waiting hundreds.
To cope with this situation, so long entirely ignored. Publix at least among the
chains, has devised a varied form of informal entertainment staged in the lobby,
the lounge and, in many instances, even
extended to the S. R. O. line outside on
the street.
A Check-Up Made
A check-up on the Publix activities along
these lines has been completed by The
Showm.\n, the observations covering a
period of three weeks at two of Publix's
largest houses — the Brooklyn Paramount
and the New York Paramount. The entertainment provided for the standees, the staging and the public reaction follows. Unless
otherwise specified the entertainment was
staged at the Brooklyn Paramount :
Gene Dennis, known as the Kansas Wonder Girl, was the chief entertainer for the
standees for four continuous weeks. She
answered any and all questions put to her
at random by patrons who have pot as near
to their seats as the lounge. Miss Dennis
occupied a conspicuous place in the grand
lounge. She was announced at the break
of each stage show by the organist. She
worked from a raised platform in spotlight.
In a tie-up with the newspapers Miss Den-

nis answered questions which had been published the day before, and part of her work
was done over the radio.
The reaction as reported by the Brooklyn
Paramount management
was the develop-

That Standee Problem
pORTUNATE
is the exhibitor
*• who has to worry about the S.
R. O. sign. Many of them had to,
but didn't. They laughed it off and
unconsciously added, "Let 'em
Some of the "thinking" chains
reason differently. They began considering those standees while they
hadwait."
them, not waiting until they, by
chance, might not.
In the accompanying article The
Showman, following a check-up of
lobby entertainment, passes the word
on to the next fellow who may have
them .standing and lets them stand.

nient of an unusual following among women
patrons, some remaining as long as four and
live hours in the theatre to get their pet
question before the performer. The ushers
were beseiged with questions as to what
time and when Miss Dennis would next
appear. The stunt, the management claimed,
not only held the interests of the standees,
but served as a magnet ♦;o draw customers.
Mind Reader Act Dran's
.\ mind reader also was found used, the
reader being a woman "fed" by a man
scurrying among the standees in the lobby.
The woman, blindfolded, stationed in a specially designed stand, answered all comers,
the questions including "whose hat is this."
the hat in question having just been removed from a patron's head by the man of
the act at an appreciable distance from the
blindfolded woman.
There is nothing new in this. This type
of act circled the vaudeville circuits for
many seasons but always arouses curiosity.
Many conclusions have lieen drawn on just
how it's done. The method makes no particular difference, according to managerial
report, the stunt proved so attractive to
standees that in some instances it continued

for as long as two hours at a time. When
you can hold the attention of lobby holdouts for two hours with a mind reading
stunt there must be something to it.
Other Divertissoiieitts
The piano and a player always serve as
entertainment whether in the lobby of a
theatre, in the orchestra pit, or on the stage.
Even the player piano has been brought into
play, as have the phonograph and the radio.
One of the best lobby attractions noted at
this theatre was an exhibition picture of
Byrd's Antarctic expedition, the material
supplied by the "New York Times." An
attendant was on hand to answer all questions. And there were many.
The patrons' reaction was described as
"splendid" by the management. A trailer ran
on the screen in the nature of a ballyhoo.
Food Show Tested
In conjunction with a grocery chain of
550 stores the grand lounge staged a food
show. There were 20 booths, each occupied by a national food concern. Every
woman patron was given approximately $1
worth of food. The show lasted one week
and was reported a good business getter.
A radio show. Postal Telegraph display,
were among other novelties staged for lobby
standees.
At the Brooklyn house one of the most
popular divertissements was dancing in the
lobby. A special five-piece orchestra furnished the music. Any couple was permitted to go into a half Nelson and flit off
across the floor of the lobby. Young people
grabbed this one with a lot of zest, thinking
more of it as a pastime than the show they
were waiting to see. Dancing was confined
to Wednesday night.
These efforts at keeping the standees in
the right mood indicate a permanent place
in the theatre for lobby amusement, especially in larger theatres where standees are
more the rule than the exception.
The Sketch Artist Gag
A lightning sketch artist was another diversion for the standees. Dorothy Dwin
was the center of attraction, making sketches
of patrons selected at random. The number
was not set. The artist worked until she
became tired. Plugging this number a
trailer on the screen informed patrons that
they could meet Miss Dwin in the music
room. On the back of each sketch made
(Continued on page 86)
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Doctors As Tenants Simplify
Renting Problem in Theatre
Medical Men Make Good Neighbors and Lighten Proceedings
for Exhibitor, Kigaiimont Says
Arranging Office Suits
For Doctors' Use
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
A recent article in THE SHOWMAN
meationed a Medical Centsr suite ot offices above tne
stores in a Schine theatre designed by you. I
like this idea and would appreciate a fairly detailed idea of how this layout is arranged. Also,
is the amount of extra work involved in excess
of that usually involved in the ordinary office
construction?
I think the idea is perfect for making the
theatre an institution in the community.
J. R. K.

Answering J. R. K. :
In a small town, such as the one you
are located in, the assembling of doctors
under one roof makes your renting proposition more simplified than if you were to
sublet it haphazardly. Doctors are very
good tenants.
The fundamental idea is to permit the
doctors to economize on the overhead expense, and also centralize their various
equipment so that they may be able to
assist one another when the occasion
arises. The layout includes a general
waiting room, nurses' room, sterilizing
room, and drug room or pharmacy. Along
the front of the building are located the
various offices of the doctors.
Investment Possibilities
Of Art Theatres
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
What is your opinion about building an art
theatre in a residential neighborhood? We should
like to have about 600 seats, larger than the ordinary capacity for these houses, and lots of lounging space. Can a fireproof building be built
simply and inexpensively and yet serve as a good
theatre for a profitable investment, which we
intend to operate ourselves?
T. S.

Answering T. S. :
Community theatres are nice little
things for those who can afford to own
them and not want to make any money.
There are very few, if any, community
theatres that are profitable ventures and
merely placing the name "Art Theatre"
is not sufficient. It is difficult to imagine
what
"Art
Theatre"
means. the
The name
real art
of the
theatre really
is on
the screen, or formerly on the stage, and

Boston — Claim that the Saf-3 Mixer makes
sound reproduction more natural is borne
out by the rapidity with which the device
is being adopted in theatres, according to
Siplimus, Inc., manufacturers of the equipment.
Pointing out how selectors have aided in
meeting problems of recording in studios,
Siplimus declares the Saf-3 Mixer accomplishes the same objective in improving the
quality of reproduction in the theatre.
The mixer was built to correct defects encountered in reproduction after the studios
have d(5ne their part. It is designed to add
brilliance and depth to reproduction, thereby

An

Exhibitor

Service

Tliis departnicnt is conducted as
a general serznce to exhibitors and
as an aid to them in solving their
various construction problems {excepting those which relate to projection rooms). All correspondence will be treated in strict confidence and ans-wers zvill be identified
by initials only. Address all communications, Victor A. Rigaumont
in care of Motion Picture New.'^.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
City. Readers incur absolutely no
obligation tJirough requests for advice on construction addressed to
this department.

the various gyrations of decorations that
from time to time have evolved upon the
walls of the auditorium have been merely an attempt to overbalance the real attraction. Yes, a fireproof building can be
built simply and with good ideals and
comfort, and the question of creating a
good theatre depends upon the architect
who is a specialist in this type of construction. Theatre designing has just
passed through a razzle-dazzle stage and
exhibitors are becoming aware of the
fact that the essential fundamentals of
theatre design are in harmony and comfort— not gawdiness.
Explains Need for Large,
Ample, Projection Room
Dear Mr. Rigaumont :
Can you give us any information as to the
changes in the projection booth which have been
made necessary by the coming of the vinde screen
pictures?
J. A. C.
Answering J. A. C. :
Yours is really a question for a projection department to answer.
However,

Theatres' Sound
Troubles Aided
making the voice sound more natural and
music more true.
When reproducing an orchestra, the Saf-3
claims to take out 'the base horn without
affecting the higher pitched instruments. It
also takes out high, shrilly notes without affecting the lows, the makers assert.
The dcxicc is not a volume control, but

\\ hen you build a new building, it is very
desirable to make the projection booth
big, commodious, and have the various
dependency rooms in direct communication with it. There are all sorts of
things that are necessary in conjunction
with a booth. Keep in mind that the
stage nowadays is in the projection booth
and that it is there to stay for a long
lime to come.
Complying with Law on
Fireproof Drapes
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
Will you kindly tell us if acousticeil drapes
can be made fireproof? We are also very anxious
to learn whether or not our present drapes which
are both attractive and serviceable can be treated
with some form of fireproofing.
W. C.
Answering W. C. :
Certain cities require the auditorium
draperies to be fireproof. This can be
done easily by a responsible firm without
spoiling your materials and, since you
must comply with the law, why not do it?

Escalators As Means To
Bolster Balcony Trade
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
We experience considerable difficulty in convincing our patrons that the balcony is a fine
place from which to see the show, and it is very
difficult to get them to go to the balcony even
when the main floor is filled. Someone suggested
installing an escalator.

Answering W. J. P. :

W.

J. P.

The idea is very practical and it would
unquestionably make your balcony very
desirable for the crowds. There is only
one hitch. It is very questionable if the
state authorities would permit an escalator because when it is operating it is
always going up. And, in case of panic,
it could not be used as a means of exit
for the simple reason that it is going the
wrong way, and your crowd could never
get to the street quickly enough. Perhaps, if you would submit a scheme
which would pass state approval, your
idea would be "bullv."
a quality control. It can be compared to a
triple valve or gate which can be set to stop
sounds of
of another
a certainpitch.
pitch Itwithout
aft'ecting
others
is similar
to an
electrical sieve which has the faculty of sorting out the frequencies, stopping some and
permitting others to pass, and can be adjusted to apply at any degree of correction
desired to the sound frequencies.
In voice reproduction, the Saf-3 will
eliminate the low, drummy sounds which
muffie the speech and will bring out the
high frequencies necessary to clear articulaassert.tion and pronunciation, claims made for it
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SUMMER
WON'T

HURT

YOUR

PATRONAGE

!

The new Sirocco is here . . . An added attraction of cool, fresh air for the summer months
— o necessity for good ventilation the whole
year through . . . And it's especially designed
for "sound" houses. This latest product of the
American Blower Corporation provides maximum ventilating capacity at exceptionally
low speed. This means

absolute silence i.s

operation. No hum or mechanical noise to
interfere with good sound distribution . . .
Get ready now for hot weather. Adequate
ventilation is not only a year-around patronage builder; it's a showman's best protection
against that "summer slump" . . . With the new
Sirocco, summer
This Stamp

won't hurt your patronage!

of Approval

identifies

National Products. For your guid-

FOR
SILENCE!

ance and protection- look for it in
the advertisements of theatre equipment manufacturers.
A NEW

CATALOGUE

IS READY

Ask today for your copy of Catalogue
lence
irocco
ventilating

fan

in
the
now

operotion
most

makes
practical

available

for

'sound" houses.
It is perfectly adapted to use with "air-washing"
systems. Ask your nearest National
Branch
for full particulars,
prices and

terms.

Number 30 — a new national handbook
t!ieatre supplies and equipment.
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Projection Group
Plans Expansion

Picture

News

Heads Council

Expansion of activities of the Projection
Advisory Council is planned under regime
of Thad C. Barrows, of the Metropolitan,
Boston ; newly elected president. Committees
already have been named to carry on the ex:ended work of the organization. Sidney
Burton of the Metropolitan studio, Hollywood, isfirst, and Lawrence J. Katz, Harrisburg, Pa., second vice president. Harry
Rubin of Publix, New York, is treasurer
and Laurence Jones, of Loew's, secretary.
New expansion plans will take the form
of a drive for members in all sections, as
well as widening of the scope of the organization's activities. Industry leaders are appreciating the work the council is doing and
have promised active co-operation in the organization's future work, according to Barrows,
James J. Finn, New York, is chairman of
the ways and means committee just named
by the new administration. Other chairmen are :
Safety — George C. Edwards, New York.
Projection Room Planning — M. D.
O'Brien, New York.
Sound — R. H. McCulloch, Los Angeles.
Effects — Harry Rubin, New York.
Law — Hirsch E. Stein, New York.
Awards — Thomas A. Reed, Washington.
Resolutions — Benjamin Stern, New York.
Public Relations — Harry Sherman, New
York.
Finance — Otto Kafka, New York.
History — Will C. Smith, New York.
Publications — P. A. McGuire, New York.
Theatre Managers — Charles E. Lewis,
New York.
Publicity — James R. Cameron,
Brooklyn.
At the first annual meeting of the council, held this week, the following- regional
vice presidents were elected :
Charles F. Eichhorn, vice-president Local
306, New York, New York; Roger MacKelvey, business agent Local 171, Pittsburgh,
Middle Atlantic States; Theodore H. Eckerson, business agent Local 150, Los Angeles,
California ; Arthur Gray, Lancaster Theatre,
Boston, New England; Frank Sutton,
Loew's, Norfolk, Va., the South ; Victor A.
Welman, secretary Local 160, Cleveland, the
Middle West ; Chauncey L. Greene, Hennepin Theater, Minneapolis, the Northwest; C.
A. Dentelbeck, president Local 170, Toronto,
and Canadian supervisor of projection for
Paramount, Canada.
Jesse J. Hopkins, Paramount, New York,
is chairman of the board of directors. Others
are Joseph Clayton, Lester W. Bowen, Ed
Keller, Charles F. Eichhorn, Victor Armand, W. C. Ricks, William S. Roberts, Otto
Kafka. Rudolph Miehling, P. A. McGuire
and Le.ster B. Isaac.
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Better Projection
Object of Survey
Los Angeles — Raising of projection standards through better care of prints and
records is being undertaken by the M. P.
T. O. of Southern California. The organization is calling upon managers to secure
itemized reports on the condition of films
and discs used at each show, and is supplying a report blank for the purpose.
This, the association feels, "will aid materially in the operator assuming more responsibility for the product in his hands ;
in the theatre manager keeping in closer
touch with the physical aspect of the films
he uses and in the exchanges being able to
render better and more efficient service to
The Film Board here also is distributing
exhibitors."
a form calling upon exhibitors to make
similar reports, but the two moves are independent ofeach other.
Exhibitors in Southern California, Arizona and New Mexico are being canvassed
in the surveys.

Thad
C. barrows, new president of
the Projection Advisory Council, has been
in the industry since 1906 when he joined
Howard M. P. Co., at Boston. He became a
projectionist in 1907 and in 1910 helped organize and secure a charter for the I. A. T.
S. E. for Boston Local No. 182. After serving in various offices, he became president of
the local and since has been reelected annually
without apposition.
From 1913 to 1930 he was chief projectionist,
at the Park, Boston, and when the Metropolitan was opened, as the first of Publi.r
New England De Luxe Theatres, he was tnade
stiperrvisoi" of projection.

Operator Citizen
Bill Defeat Seen
Albany — Little chance for passage of the
operators' "citizenship" bill is seen here.
The legislature is to adjourn April 11 and
all Assembly bills now are committed to
rules. The operator bill, which is in committee, would re(|uire that every projectionist must be a citizen of the United States
and be at least 21 years of age.

New

U. K. Projector

London — Marketing of a "non-intermittent" projector made for showing of both
standard and 16 mm. film is planned
throughout Great Britain by Continuous
Projectors, Ltd., recently formed. The
company is headed by E. D. Waley and
W. Vinten as directors.

Would License Operators
Elkhart, Ind. — Examination and licensing
of operators here by a city board of projection examiners is provided in a bill before
the city council.
The board would consist of the city electrician and two projectionists appointed by
the mayor for terms of two years each, and
the board would hold examinations at intervals of three months for the licensing
of operators.
It further is proposed that no one under
21 years old should be licensed and no one
operate a motion picture machine in any
place of assembly, either public or private
without a license, excepting toy machines
or small projectors using non-inflammable
film and having a light source not exceeding 100 watts. The measure would provide
that the license fee for the first year should
he
$5 and each subsequent renewal $1
annuallv.

New W. E. Device
in July
Ready
New small theatre equipment to be manufactured byWestern Electric will be placed
on the market about July 1 by Electrical
Research Products. The new equipment is
to be supplied at about $3,500 for soundon-film reproducer. Disc equipment is to
be $1,2.S0 additional, it is stated.

Vor Greater Projecfionisf -Managerial Harmony
u[Hw a platform that a projectionist must be more than the operator of a machine, but an engmeer and
FOUNDED
Betterment of projection
showman as well, the Projection Advisory Council was formed just one year ago.
standards through dissemination of information and suggestions on the subject, giving emphasis to the show-adage
that "The Show Must Go On," the council has made considerable strides in the first year of its existence. _
This record has won for the council an international reputation, and its work has been reflected in improved projection
'in its membership outstanding leaders in the profession of prostandards in theatres throughout the world. Nunil:)ering relations
between projectionists and managers. Its abihty to
jection, the council for the future proposes to improve
understand problems of all branches of the industry merits for the Projection Advisory Council the support of the entire
Under leadership of Thad C. Barrows, the council's new president this work is to be expanded and extended.
industry.
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The ("entering I>ens Mount for Simplex,
here illustrated, is endorsed hy projectionists
everywhere as the simplest, most accurate and
eflicient device for eflectinj^ instantaneous
lateral adjustment of lens when chanjjinj;
from reijular to sound track film and vice
versa, (an he placed in machine in a few
minutes without cuttinjj or machininjj. Holds
lens rigid and vibrationless.
Price each complete as shoun — ,$25.00
The Duplex Aperture (iate for Simplex
carries a vertically shifting plate having both
the regular aperture opening and also one for
movietone. The sound on film aperture may
be either proportional or one which simply
masks oflf the sound track, as you prefer.
Price each
CENTERING

LENS

complete as shown — $35.00

DUPLEX

HOLDER

APERTlKE

GATE

versa maintaining
the same size screen

The Dual Focus lens
permits instant
changeover from
regular film image
to proportional
movietone
or vice

picture in either
case» Prices on
application.
ILEX

DUAL

FOCUS

LENS

The Gem Carbon Jaw is designed expressly for use
with the Peerless High Amperage Reflector arc lamp.
Made of a special heat resisting alloy which will outlast any material now in use for this purpose. It is
composed of but two castings. Type of construction
insures carbon being held parallel and positive crater
is always precisely at focal point. Because of lasting
qualities it is by far the most economical carbon jaw
to use.
Price each — $12.00

GEM

CARBON

^ULM S. E. E. FULTON CO. ^
C. H President
Ft LTON V. President
F". A. VAN & HISAN
Sales Mgr.

A. G. JAKMIN
Treasurer

CONTACT

JAW

mx^

BRASCHES
PHILADELPHIA— 1337 Vine St.
ATLANTA— 146 Walton St.
ST. LOUIS— 3232 Olive St.
INDLVNAPOLIS— 340 N. Illinois .St.

CHICAGO— 1018 S. Wabash Ave.
NEW YORK— 115 W. 45th Street
BOSTON— 65 Broadway
EXECUTIVE

HEADQUARTERS:

MILWAUKEE— 151 Seventh St
LOS .\NGELES— Film Exchange Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO— 2.-)5 Golden Gate Ave.

1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.

FACTORY— 2001-2007 S. California

Ave.. Chicago. 111.
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performance wins— and KoolerAire is proud indeed of this recognition of
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ncrc To Say??

l)UIPMENTin

Publix Theatres

^

"AS

SILENT

AS THE

SPHINX"

The Arctic Nu-Air record of successful cooling
and ventilating in over 4,000 theatres was all
that PUBLIX needed! Arctic Nu-Air prestige
stands forth even more clearly because of the
perfected

features which give it ^^Silence
Sound Pictures/'

for

Hold ypur Summer Business!

Arctic Nu-Air is an attraction that makes everyone want to see
the new pictures at your theatre.
Write now for this book.

ARCTIC
821

STATE

NU-AIR
LAKE

BUILDING

CORPORATION
*

♦

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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More Money Poured Into Theatres

i
the thirty-day period ending
FOR
March 15 The Showman pubhshes
the following statistics on theatre
building :
For the United States, a total investment of $19,535,000 has been scheduled
for investment in 29 new theatres, the
combined seating capacity of which
will total 75,250.
These totals compare with the following figures as published in The
Showman for April, 1929:
For the United States and Canada,
a total investment of $14,700,000, in 55
new projects having a total seating
capacity of 72,050.
Thus for the second period of the
current year new building operations
exceed those of 1929 in point of dollars invested, while the volume of
projects is considerably smaller than
those announced for similar periods
last year.
The bulk of new building thus far
reported is sponsored by the larger
circuits and call for the more elaborate
type of theatre housed in combination
office, store and theatre buildings.
A feature worth noting at this time
is that at the close of the period on
which this report is based and during
the latter part of March a great number of new projects of the smaller type
of theatre sponsored by independent
interests were announced in points
scattered
widely over the country.

Index To Map
The map of the United States shown here is
divided into seven territories, with shading
indicating the division of new theatre buildng
reported during the period from February 15,
1930, to March 5, 1930. This new construction
is represented in valuation of dollars and cents
rather than number of projects.
The shading is in four densities; dark, representing greatest value of proposed theatres;
medium, second in valuation of new construction; light, showing conservative building; and
the very light areas, where investment in new
theatre projects was comparatively light. The
information was obtained through reliable
sources, and the map is to be considered as
very nearly accurate in representing comparative theatre building activities in VEu-ious sections of the country.

This was a development looked for in
many quarters where theatre properties of the right type were regarded
as attractive and certain to find a response from capital as soon as money
became easier. The stability of theatre
business during 1929 as compared with
diminishing activities in the majority
of business lines last Fall brought them
into a prominence and favor which is
reflected in the sensational recovery
of the leading amusement shares on
the New York market.
Averages in cost per project and
cost per seat are unusually high for
the period on which re report, due to
the several large-scale projects announced. The average cost per project
for the 29 new theatres announced is
$673,206.
Average seating capacity is

2,250, with the average cost per seat
reaching the high mark of $272.93.
The statistics for each of the seven
territorial divisions of the United
States is well in the lead for this report. $8,850,000 is planned to be invested in 9 new theatres, 3 of which
theatres will cost several million dollars each.
The average cost per theatre in this
territory is $983,333 with an average
seating capacity of 2,500. This gives
$397.34 as the average cost per seat.
Second in point of investment called
for is the North Atlantic division. Ten
new projects were announced, calling
for a total investment of $5,925,000,
and a total of 24,900 new seats. The
average cost per project here is $592,500, with an average seating capacity
per theatre of 2,440. This gives an average cost per seat of $237.95.
In third place, but far below the two
leaders, is the New England territory,
where it is planned to build two new
theatres at a total cost of $1,850,000,
having an average seating capacity of
2,900 and an average cost per project
of $925,000. The average cost per seat
in this territory is $318.96.
The Southwestern territory reported four new projects in which a total
of $1,100,000 is to be invested. The
average cost per project here is $275,000. and the average seating capacity
{Continued on page 84)
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To Rent Wide Film
To Theatre Owners
Wide screen pictures, and increase of the
number ol "good seats" in any theatre by
25 per cent, are promised by Natural Vision
Pictures, soon to be placed on the market
by Sono Art-World Wide Pictures. The
Natural Vision wide-tilm process, developed
by Robert Greathouse, covers both the filming and projection of 56 mm. tilm. Associated with Greathouse in developing the
process is William Bitzer, veteran cameraman.
By virtual elimination of any distortion,
side seats now regarded as unsuitable, will
be made as good as others where the patrons
receive a direct line of vision, Greathouse
declares.
The new process is to be available to all
producers on a royalty per real basis. The
projection equipment will be marketed by
Sono Art-World Wide. It consists of a
projector head and magazine, which is attached to the Universal base. The unit is
to retail for around $550, making a twounit installation slightly more than $1,000.
The projector attachment can be installed
in about 30 minutes, requiring change of
the head, magazine, two rollers, and film
chute. These can be replaced at will for
the showing of standard-size pictures. The
attachment weighs under 100 pounds.
The 56 mm. width waj decided upon,
Greathouse explains, because that width is
the maximum size which can use the lower
magazine of a standard projector with Universal base. With wider film a new base
is needed, he says. The 55 mm. width, he
also contends, is the most desirable from
the standpoint of eliminating buckling.
Standard Projector Used
The Natural Vision Pictures projector
head uses the standard lamp and all gears
of the projector remain the same. It projects film at the standard speed of 90 feet
per minute, so that there is no need for any
change in the take-up mechanism. The gear
ratio in the projection head is changed to
correspond with the gear ratio now used
for showing of standard film, so that the
time is the same, even though the standard
film runs 1,442 frames in 90 feet and the
Natural Vision film runs 1,152 frames.
Standard cut sprockets are used, and wear
and tear is no greater than on standard
film, according to Greathouse.
The Natural Vision Pictures are projected in ratio of 2 to 4. A picture as small
as lYz by 5 feet can be projected, and as
large as 22 by 24 feet, he says.
To Rent Equipment
Quantity production of the projector attachments isto start within 30 days, it is
planned. Meanwhile, Sono Art is preparing
to start work on the initial feature which
will employ the process. Under the plan,
the initial picture probably will be roadshowed, the projector attachments routed
with the picture on a flat rental basis. After
that, sale of the equipment to exhibitors
mav be determined upon.
Greathouse for years was with D. W.
Griffith and in the legitimate field, while
Bitzer was chief cameraman on a number
of Griffith and other films.

The
(1)
(2)
(3)
(5)
(6)
(7)

Natural

Vision

projector attachments

mounted upon

Universal Base

Special magazine for Natural Vision reel.
Special projector head in place after removal of Simplex head.
and
(4)
Rollers for 56 mm. film.
The film chute used for 56 mm. film.
Rear fire shutter to reduce heat on film.
56 mm. film emerging from film chute and winding upon reel, fitted into standard
lower magazine of universal base.

Kids Sent Home at Wires House For
Night by Theatre Deaf Audiences

Chicago — Parental duties are part of the
day's work at the Rosewood, a genuine
neighborhood house, which is a community
center in its district. The Montrose Ave.
theatre, long established, co-operates closely
with parents to see that their children' do
not stay out later than parental authority
might wish.
The old showman adage that "the kids
of
are the
adult patronsatofthe
tomorrow"
is today
strikingly
demonstrated
theatre,
which has witnessed patrons grow up, marry
and send their children to the theatre, they
themselves continuing to attend. And the
parents know that their children are in
sympathetic hands, and that they can depend
upon the theatre's co-operation, in case the
kiddies "stay for a second show," or are
overstepping the parental time limit.
When such missteps occur, the parent
calls the theatre upon the phone and makes
known the situation. At the first opportunity thereafter a theatre attache appears
on the stage and reads off the names of the
children who "must go home at once."

Chicago — The nation-wide movement to
equip sound theatres with equipment which
will allow the deaf and near-deaf to get full
value from sound pictures has hit Chicago.
The first sound amplifying seat equipment
to be installed in the city is scheduled to go
into the RKO State-Lake. Mort Singer
made this announcement in answer to scores
of complaints that 300,000 Chicagoans of
impaired hearing were being deprived of
picture entertainment since the talky regime.
A small main floor section of not more
than si.x seats will receive the amplifying
equipment at first. Singer said. If it proves
popular the reserved section will be enlarged
rapidly. The equipment will be connected
with the theatre's speakers and amplified as
it is transmitted to the seats. The seat apparatus will permit "plugging in" with connections to the toindividual's
phones.
The section
be thus setearaside
will be
at the rear of the house. No extra charge
is to be made for use of the apparatus.
Other theatres here are expected to follow
suit shortlv.
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Scheme

Keeping the Theatre's 'Insides" in Tip-Top Working Order Seen
As One Way to Avoid Breakdowns and Trouble
By Charles E. Lewis
Editor, Managers' Rouxd Tablk Club Section of Motion Picture News

so long ago I used an expression
NOT
on the Round Table Club pages to
the effect that a showman who knows
the value of the dollar in theatre management is not only a showman but an executive.
That this applies particularly to the maintenance of the equipment and other parts of
the theatre we will endeavor to point out
in this article dealing with this all-important
phase of theatre management. And those
real managers who are constantly fighting
to keep the overhead as low as possble will
back up every statement we make on the
subject.
In dealing with the general equipment of
a theatre, we have reference to everything
which is subjected to hard usage and wear,
such as booth equipment, carpets, ushers'
uniforms, seats, signs.
In this era of so-called chain operation
efificiency, both the big circuits as well as
the little independents have learned a lot
about keeping their equipment in first-class
condition rather than wait for it to break
down entirely and then replace it with new
equipment.
The part a house manager plays is of the
utmost importance because everything in the
theatre is really under his supervision, regardless of how much he may shout about
supervisors who check him up, maintenance
departments and others, all part and parcel of the chain's management. But. boiled
down to plain hard facts, it still follows that,
as house manager, he is the one who is
responsible for a close check on his equipment so as to catch anything beginning to
show wear and correct, if possible, before
it is too far gone to do anything but make
a new purchase.
A manager who wails for some one on his

Inspections Important
T^KEQUENT house inspections,
together with the members of
your staff in charge of the different
departments of the theatre, will result in everyone taking special care
to insure a good rating on such inspections. This can only be accomplished by making them all understand that you have placed responsibility with them and that they
must prove their capability by the
condition of their department.

A Few Pointers
A MANAGER
who waits for
■^ trouble generally gets plenty
of it.
Try to anticipate and forestall
breakdowns in your equipment by
careful!)' inspecting every inch of
the theatre from the cellar to the
roofs.
Only such inspections will reveal
the condition of the house and show
you what is in need of immediate
attention.
Particular emphasis should be
stressed on the booth, boilers and
other operating equipment more susceptible tobreakdowns.

staff, regardless of how efiicient his staff
may be, to call his attention to something
wrong in the theatre, is a slacker and shows
lack in ability to handle the job for which
he is being paid.
While it is a good policy to have the head
in each department trained to keep the manager posted on everythng under their charge,
the only way that you can be certain that
they will be on their toes continuously is
by making regular and frequent inspections
of your house.
These inspections should be so thorough
and careful that they serve as an example
to every member on the payroll. It will also
stimulate them to try and catch trouble before" you catch it and call their attention to
things that they should have foimd without your running after them.
A "real" house inspection should start
with the roofs of the theatre and cover
every nook and corner, besides the usual
portions of the house where your routine
duties bring you in contact any number of
times in the course of a day's work. The
hanging ceiling, much forgotten and yet a
dangerous part of your theatre, should be
gone over with plenty of light to show if
there is any accumulation of rubbish.
The porter's closets, ushers' dressing
rooms, rooms back-stage, and, most important of all, the cellars and boiler room.
They all constitute trouble spots to the manager, who gets into a rut of leaving things
to others and never checks up himself.
Years ago while managing a theatre in

Brooklyn we had a system of house inspections under the supervising manager which
became a sort of a circus to almost every
manager on the circuit because of the superhabit of wasting
for cobwebsvisor's
in isolated
cornerstimeof looking
the house
and
peanut shells under the radiators.
So I worked out in my spare time (don't
laugh, it's a fact), a plan whereby each
employee accounted for a certain part of the
theatre's operation. For example, if the
operator had to check up on the lubricating
of the motors for the sign flashers, ventilating^fans, etc., he carried a chart marked off
to show that he covered these items once a
week.
If the head usher was responsible for
ushers' uniforms, dressing rooms for the
boys and the poster room, he carried a similar chart. So when we started out to make
our regular inspection of the theatre, each
one was with us. When anything turned up
that needed an explanation, the proper party
was there to have his say for the condition
which existed. Then we checked his chart
to see if it was covered by his own inspection. In this way we could generally detect
if a man had marked his chart with an O. K.
when a report to the manager should have
been made, calling attention to a bad condition.
Assigning the Job
Of course, in every locality the situation
may differ, but for the purpose of a general
discussion we would suggest that you make
up charts as outlined above and place them
in the hands of those responsible, such as
the chief operator for his booth, projection
and sound equipment. Head usher for the
condition of the uniforms, cleanliness of the
ushers' dressing
rooms,on etc.
(Continued
fiage Stage
93) manager

Equipment

Care

Vital

PROPER care of your equipment
is just as essential to good theatre management as any otlier phase
of your work. If you permit your
hou.se to get into a dirty, dilapidated
condition, it will drive patrons awav
faster than mediocre pictures. It's
all jiart of your job and you should
l)c capable of shouldering this res|)()nsil)ility together with your other
duties.
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of Low Costs and
Fine Itesulis

In the reasonable price sound-equipment
field. Platter Pliot<)tone and Talkafilni are
the unquestioned leaders. Exhibitors from
coast to coast with this etjuipment are making
more money than ever before. Don't waiu
Don't delay. Read these prices. Then wire
or mail the coupon for a salesman to call.
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Outdoor Air in the Theatre, A
Guarantee of Satisfied Patrons
Seasons Mean Nothing Under Modern Ventilating Methods — An Expert
Explains Why and Describes a Few of the Fundamentals
■ By D. C. LINDSAY
Physicist with Carrier Engineering Corporation

us outline the ideal conditions
which should be maintained within a
theatre and follow the process of their
accomplishments :
1. Air should be relatively clean, washed
or filtered to protect the health of patrons
and to preserve the beauty of the decorations and draperies.
2. During the summer months a temperature of approximately 75 degrees F. and a
relative humidity of 55 percent is in most
cases comfortable, though there is a tendency now to carry a slightly higher temperature and a correspondingly lower relative humidity. During the winter months
a temperature of approximately 70 degrees
F. with a relative humidity of from 35 to
50 percent is found practicable and comfortable.
3. The proper quantity of conditioned air
to be supplied to the theatre is generally
conceded to be about 30 cubic feet per minute, per person. This is not based upon the
quantity of air which one person breathes
in a minute. The average person inhales
little more than one cubic foot of air per
minute. The quantity of air is based rather
upon the heat dissipation of the average
individual which is sufficient in one minute
to raise the temperature of 30 cubic feet
of air approximately nine degrees F.
LET

Velocity Regulated
4. Finally, this quantity of air must be
carried to and distributed uniformly
throughout every portion of the building.
Since the air is cooled, the greatest care
must be used in regulating the velocity and
the direction at which it is delivered in order
to avoid draughts. In other words, reference must be made to the comfort chart and
the velocity of air delivered carefully adjusted to establish a comfortable combination with the existing temperature and humidity.
5. A certain quantity pf fresh outdoor air
should always be a part of the air delivered
to the house. The practice in this regard
varies rather widely. Some cities have ordinances which require that all of the air
delivered to the theatre be fresh outdoor air
and forbid re-circulation of any portion of
the air within the building. Such a requirement is absurd and would subject the owner
to a prohibitive expense either to heat or
to cool his theatre. Air conditioning engineers and numbers of health authorities
have pretty generally agreed that a constant
minimum dilution of 25 per cent of fresh
outdoor air, or approximately eight cubic
feet, per minute, is ample from every point
of view.

We have outlined five general problems
to be solved in establishing ideal air conditions within the theatre.
Consider now a theatre completely
equipped with a typical air conditioning and
refrigeration system.
Assume there is an outdoor temperature
of 85 degrees F. and a wet bulb temperature of 75 degrees F. This is not an unusual summer day.
Under these conditions the outdoor relative humidity is found on the psychrometric
chart to be 63 per cent. The dew-point or
condensation temperature of the outdoor air
is about 71 degrees F. We wish to establish, as outlined in the requirement in No. 2
given above, a temperature of 75 degrees F.,
and a relative humidity of 55 per cent.
_ We find from the chart that this condition calls for a dew-point of approximately
57 degrees F. in the theatre. We have not
only to cool the air from 85 degrees to 75
degrees but we have to dehumidify, that is.

Insuring the Health of the
Picturegoer
IN the onrush of innovations
and improvements incident to
the exhibition of motion pictures there perhaps has been no
one step taken that has brought
more real comfort to the milhons who visit the theatre daily
than that which brought with
it proper ventilation.
During the past six years approximately hundreds of theatres in the United States have
installed air conditioning systems. There are 1500 additional which are prepared immediately to add such equipment.
Insurance against breathing
bad air is worth something to
the patron. That is what the
air conditioning system insures.
And that is why The Showman ispassing along Mr. Lindsay's detailed account of just
how it's done.

to condense sufficient water out of the air
so that the dew-point is lowered from 71
degrees to 57 degrees. Here is how it is
done:

How It's Done
We have as a part of the air conditioning
equipment a spray chamber within which
hundreds of small nozzles are atomizing perfect clouds of water. During summer operation the water supplied to this chamber is
cooled by refrigeration to a temperature of
about 45 degrees F. By means of the large
centrifugal fan, air is drawn through the
chamber in intimate contact with the water
spray. Here it is completely washed, meeting requirement No. 1 as set forth above.
Here, also, the air is cooled to a temperature of about 50 degrees F.
The air has given up its heat to the water,
and the water temperature has risen about
five degrees. Observe, also, that cooling
the air to this extent we have gone below
the initial dew-point of the outside air.
It follows, therefore, that water vapor
must have been condensed out of the air.
In other words, we have reduced the dewpoint of the entering air from 71 degrees F.
to 50 degrees F.
Re-Circulation Follows
From this chamber the air is drawn into
the fan. It would not be desirable to admit
air at 50 degrees F., saturated, as it is, upon
leaving the spray chamber. Some economical means must be adopted for raising the
temperature of the air and incidentally for
reducing its relative humidity.
One very economical method of doing this
is a patented scheme of re-circulation.
Some warm air is drawn from the theatre
and intermixed with the cold, saturated air
at the intake of the fan. The mixture has
a temperature ranging from 62 degrees to
65 degrees F., and the dew-point of this
mixture has been slightly increased by the
vapor carried in the warm re-circulated air.
The fan then delivers the air through a
metal duct system to outlets carefully located in the high ceiling of the theatre, in
the ceiling beneath the balcony and at other
points throughout the building where cooling is required.
The location and design of the outlets
have been a matter of careful investigation
on the part of air conditioning engineers.
The air delivered through these is not blown
into the building, but is delivered at adjusted velocities and is so directed that the
result is one of diflfusion, a blanket of air,
passing downward over the audience.
(Continued on page 91)
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Vncrodisk^ales
i/ii/ieigsf 6 Months/

This is no self-satisfied boast. We blame it on the product —
it's good.
Syncrodisk is never high-pressured into a projection room.
Each buyer has bought because he learned that it is the
best turntable for his needs.
If a single owner regrets it he has never told us — and there
is a standing satisfaction-guarantee with every Syncrodisk.

SYNCRODISK
IS THE STANDARD
BY WHICH ALL
OTHERS ARE JUDGED
It has never been cheapened or built down to meet
a price.
Syncrodisk was designed
and is manufactured, owned and sold by the Weber
Machine Corporation, in
their own factory.
One principle pervades
every operation in construction — accuracy plus
strict fidelity to one man's
philosophy that anything
which bears his name —
Weber — must be absolutely
"right".

Export Dept.:
15 Leight
New
York

St.
City

Why
The

This Rapid Growth?
eating

has

proved

the pudding

good.

The reasons are numerous — as many
there are parts in each turntable.

as

Syncrodisk is vibrationless, steady, smooth
— due to the famous Syncrodisk Spring Suspension and its weight per unit of more than
150 pounds. It gives absolute synchronization.
It is tough — built for long service. Easily
connected
to any
one hour's
time. Does
not make
drive projector
off the in
intermittent.
Has two needle pockets built into the metal
guard which surrounds the disk. Comes
equipped with a nickel-plated adjustable lamp
to illuminate the needle track — a convenient
feature.

Over

WEBER

^500

Two Syncrodisks,
Two I'ick Ips and
Fader, Complete for
onlv
.

1^00 sets in operation
every day.

MACHINE CORP.

59 Rutter St.

Rochester, N. Y.

Cable

Address:

.VRL.AB, New

York
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Just Published Two New Books — You Cannot Afford To Be Without

SOUND PICTURES
AND

TROUBLE

SHOOTERS
R. CAMERON

By JAMES

and JOHN

MANUAL
F. RIDER

™

OVER 1100 PAGES— 500 ILLUSTRATIONS
SOUND

RECORDING

A

Complete

^CZ 7,

EQUIPMENT

Guide

for

Trouble

Shooting

THE WHOLE QUESTION OF SOUND MOTION PICTURES TREATED
FROM AN ENTIRELY NEW ANGLE — EXPLAINS IN DETAIL THE
CONSTRUCTION. OPERATION AND CARE OF ALL SOUND MOTION
PICTURE
EQUIPMENT

Nothing

1930

Like

It Heretofore

Published

If you are Recording — Installing Sound Equipment — Servicing Sound Equipment —
Designing Sound Equipment — Building Sound Equipment — Operating Sound Equipment —
In fact if you are in any way interested in Sound Motion Pictures

Then

BOOK

You

THE

^ISHMCCa

CONTAINS

OVER

UOO

Will

Certainly

MOST
THE
OF

PAGES

NOTHING

YCLOPEDIA
ENC
SOUND MOTION PICTURES
FULL

OF MOTION

CAMERON'S BOOKS HAVE BEEN USED
INDUSTRY FOR THE PAST 12 YEARS

PICTURE
BY THE

Invaluable
ON

BUT "TALKIE" INFORMATION.

CAMERON'S
> 7
ENCYCLOPEDIA
J
'SOUND

MOTION

PICTURE

BOOK

DEPT.
OF COMMERCE,
Washington,
D. C:
"These books should be in the possession of every projectionist,
theatre manajfer and everyone interested in receiving first heind
authentic information regarding the application of sound to motion
pictures. Cajneron's books are a very worth-while contribution
to the motion picture industry."

YOUR

Book

MOTIONOS PICTl/RES

FACTS-

YOU CANT GO WRONG WITH A CAMERON

FOR

This

PICTURES?"

CAMERON'S

-CRAMMED

Find

COMPREHENSIVE
WORK
SUBJECT
PUBLISHED

MOTION
ABOUT
KNOWYOUR
TO ALL
YOU WANT
DO WILL
"WHATBOOK
QUESTIONS!
ANSWER
THIS

-SEND

REPRODUCING

HOW IT'S CONSTRUCTED
HOW IT WORKS
WHY IT WORKS
TROUBLES TO BE EXPECTED
HOW TO LOCATE TROUBLES
HOW TO REMEDY TROUBLES

ficruREs

THE

and

0\ / 2000 W0^S.f^ffA5£S. TERMS.ETC.
/
KFINED AND EXPLAINED
,

PRTCF 3m

COPY NOW—

CAMERON PUBLISHING COMPANY— MANHATTAN BEACH— BROOKLYN— NEW YORK
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Sound

3 New Models of
De Forest Devicets

Featuring a number of improvemen
over former models, three new type De
Forest Phonofilm equipments have just
by General Talking Picbeen
tures. brought out
The new models have been in process
of development for a number of months.
Each model, states Dr. Lee De Forest,
has more than sufficient volume to meet
requirements. .Application has been imwitli disproved considerably, it is stated, when
the
tortion claimed eliminated, even
reproducer is carrying peak loads.
The new models are the Special. _ciesigned for theatres with seats up to 750.
This model sells for $2,500. The Ch_allengcr is for houses with seats from 750
to 1,200 and is priced at $3,500. The Monarch is the heavy duty machine for theatres over 1.200 seating capacity and_ is
listed at $4,250. These prices are for
sound-on-film only. With disc equipment,
thev arc Sl.OllO additional.

/' / I" t II r c

.V (• 7i

Reproduction
muKCAi,,.n,nn„,

New Lens Mount as
tion
Aid In Projec
iiiUrcliangcablc

A new dcvclupuiciit lor
d lilnis
projection of silent or disc recorde
and sound-track recorded prints with the
same screen proportions maintained, lor
both has been brought to the market l)y the
GoldE Manufacturing Company. The new
device is called the GoldE Uni-Lens Mount,
and. as its name implies, uses a single lens,
the standard lens in use at any theatre, ni a
mount which enables the projectionist to
change instantly from silent to sound-track
tilms'^bv insertion of a mask and the throwof 'a lever which recenters the picture
with ing precision action.
The mount recpiires no change from one
lens to another, does not employ prisms, and
refocuses and recenters the picture by a snnpicThe change from dfullprints
ple operation. silent
or disc recorde
ture image of
to Movietone or other sound track prints
is made instantly, so that both types can
be coupled on a reel and the full screen
hout the runproportions maintained throug
ning of the reel. This enables the theatre
to couple both silent and sound news shots.
The mask used for the Movietone film
crops a minimum from the picture at top
and bottom to compensate for the loss at
the left side and returns the image to the
rectangular proportions of silent pictures.
The proportionate aperture is in accordance
with the new standard recently adopted bv
the S. M. P. E.
.
One touch of a lever on the mount is all
that is necessary to prepare for either sound
or silent projection. The installation of the
statdevice is very simple, and, as already
ed, only the mount is required, the same
lens already in use with the projector being
employed. The GoldE Uni-Lens Mount is
being distributed by National. Theatre Supply Co.

i on

^ Scratch and Hiss
Corrector Ready

J

Model C-i. liCA I'hotophune refroduccr
for small theatres. Battery operated with
soundhead attachment and synchronous disc
attachment for Model "S" Simplex projector

Model Ci. Motor generator operated:
soundhead attachment and synchronous
disc attachment for Pmvcr's 6 B projector.

1

1

^'^bwO

^

i

Soundhead for small theatre equipment.
Battery operated, showing operating side
with doors and photo-cell cover remot-ed

Motor

generator

set for power
amplifier.

supply

Equipment

tn

( aiitoii. .\la^.^. — Declared to eliminate
and correct needle scratch from records,
hiss from films, static, microphone noises,
etc., the Samson (Jualpensator lia-» iiecii
developed by Samscjn lilectric Co.
In order to attain compensation, the
relative volume of high, low and middle
frequency ranges is controlled with the
(Jualpeiisator. Any of these ranges may
be reduced independently, or the high
and low ranges may be reduced >iniultaneously. The device is proviiled with
tiiree switches which select the tre(|uenc>
range or ranges to be softened, llie degree to whicii the volume is reduced, depends upon the setting of the variable
compensation control. The total volume
is subject to the remaining control.
The low frequency range is selected by
a switch on the left of the (Jualpen.^ator.
The high frequency range is similarly selected by the right-hand switch. The
middle range is selected by the central
switch. Selection is accomplished by
throwing the switches to the right.
Compensation may be effected by the
insertion of the Qualpensator between
two proper circuit elements of a reproducing system. In general, the (Jualpensator should immediately precede the
main amplifier, following pick-ups, head
amplifier, microphone amplifiers, or radio
set detectors. Two or more of these instruments may be used where it is necessary to compensate for undesirable conditions in different sources, in which case,
selection of channels nui-t follow the
Oualpensators.

Sterling Markets
New Recorder Unit
Disc-recording apparatus for synchronous
recording of sound with motion pictures to
market for less than $10,000 has been introduced by the Sterling Motion Picture
Apparatus Corporation.
The recording machine with air suction
attachment, 18-inch turntable, self-contained
stroboscope, recording at i5 1-3 R.P.M. or
at 78 R.P.M.. sells for a list price of 54,250.
Complete with recording amplifier, mixing
cabinet for five microphone positions, microphones, etc., the equipment is sold for a
list price of about $7,000.
Features of the recording unit are : Starts
cut on 7-inch diameter : 6th to 7th inch allowed for test cut; spiral starting line is cut
automatically ; insulated web construction to
absorb all vibrations : motor drive separate
unit entirely insulated from recording mechanism; horizontal and vertical screw adjustments for cutter-head; recording carriage on bronze bearings sliding on ground
and lapped steel bars.
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Major Areaflood
Made in NewModel

Lupton Features
Steel Cabinets

Chicago — New model Major Wide
Angle Area Flood has been developed for
varied theatre uses, including stage olivettes, back drop and cyclorama lighting
and flood the stage from overhead. Major pipe clamp mounting is standard
equipment with the flood, but the lamp
also can be used with the crowfoot base
or tall standard.
The lamp is especially designed for
short and medium throw work, where
.vide beam angle and smooth distribution
are desired. It has a one-piece heavy
aluminum spun reflector oxidized aluminum finish inside and kristokrak black outside. It has one-piece oxidized aluminum
reflecting surface.
The color frame groove is spun with
the lamphood. Spring brass clips hold
the color frame against the lamp housing
at the top, to prevent leakage of light
around the frame. Gelatine is recommended for quick color changes and intermittent use, and the lamp has a twopiece metal color frame, with wires on
either side to hold the gelatine sheet.

When sound pictures invaded the screen's
silence, the problem of storing various accessories had to be met.

Silver-Marshall Ready
With New Speaker Line
Chicago — A new line of auditorium
speakers is announced by Silver-Marshall,
Inc. The new speakers, designated as the
"860 series," are said to handle musical
tones as low in pitch as 30 cycles (lowest
C on the piano) and as high as 8,000 cycles
(a full octave above the highest note on
the piano).
The speaker head is the same in all instruments of this type, but it is furnished
for either A. C. or D. C. use, and each of
the models is furnished with or without the
input transformer — the latter item being
sometimes included in amplifiers used in theatre sound systems, so that it is not always
required in the speaker.

Cooling Plants Trailers
Acme Film Co., New York, has prepared a series of trailers to sell cooling
systems to patrons.

Wide
Major

angle area flood being marketed
particularly designed for short
medium throws

by
and

New Wall Tile for Webster Has New
Theatre Use Ready Pick-up For Disc

Asbestos wall tile, offered in a wide range
of color combinations, has been placed on
the market by Johns-Manville Corp. The
tile is expected to have special application
in theatre lounging rooms.
The new tile is formed of asbestos fibres
and Portland cement, united under great
{)ressure, into large sheets and grooved off
into squares to give the effect of single
units. The new tile is declared to be durable, waterproof and fireproof. Special
lacquer enamels are used.
Ease of application is claimed for the new
tile. The large sheets reduce installation
costs, can be cut with a hand saw and
erected without recourse to cement. Brass
retention clips hold the sheets in place.
Brass strips, lacquered to match the tile
lock into the clips concealing the joints.

New Change-Over
Device Patented
St. John, N. S. — A change-over device
has been patented by Herber K. Jones, service manager for K. C. Irving, Ltd., and
Edmund A. Chase, projectionists at the
Strand. It is described as a "reel for motion picture apparatus comprising a pair of
discs, a hub part, connected with the central parts of the disc, a member of resilient
material surrounding the hub part and having a slit for receiving the inner end of the
film placed on the reel."

Tonlux, New Screen

Disc

reproducer
Company

marketed
by Aleograph
of San Antonio

As one answer, David Lupton's Sons,
Inc., of Philadelphia, developed a line of
steel furniture. Record cabinet, slide, photo
and insert racks, inspection table, wardrobe,
trailer film cabinet were among accessories manufactured for the trade.
Pathe equipped its exchange in Pittsburgh
with Lupton poster racks, as did Warners
Pittsburgh exchange. Vitaphone disc racks
are installed in the New York office.

Chicago — A new sound screen known as
the Tonlux has been placed on the market
by L. V. Kuttnauer, 208 N. Wells St. The
new screen is priced at $50.
It is pointed out by the manufacturer that
the Tonlux screen is of all-porous construction and allows all the sound to pass through
the entire screen surface. This is achieved
without holes or perforations.
The screen is made with eyelets for lacing to present frame. It may be obtained
flame proofed for $10 additional, and may
also be obtained in Magna screen size.

Chicago — Webster Chicago is name of
a new electrical pick-up placed on the
market by the Webster Co., which manufactures power amplifiers, faders and
other reproducing accessories.

The ratio of the weight of the pick-up
on the disc to the tone arm and head is
claimed to be so timed that the movement
of the needle will not overcome the inertia of the tone arm or head. At the
same time the needle is free to follow the
disc grove, thus eliminating the tendency
to "jump" and preventing e.xcess wear on
the record. A magnet of cobalt steel is
used. Volume control is of the voltage
divider type. It is furnished in the standard type for phonograph and radio reproduction as well as in the theatre type
for 16-inch records.

Testing Clay for
Acoustical Values
Local theatre owners are awaiting with
interest the outcome of certain clay material tests being conducted by the Structural
Clay Tile .Association. The new clay product is said to possess unusually fine acoustical properties and in addition its surface
may be partially glazed to provide a finished wall surface. The process employs
ground up clay treated with chemicals which
give it a porous body, making it sound absorbent. Final tests are expected to be made
in the near future and, if successful, production of the material will be begun commercially immediately. The product, it is believed, will effect appreciable savings for
either insulation or wall finish uses.
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Are you —

^^in the dark^^

about theatre lighting
control ?
There is no necti to be in doubt. Hundreds of
successful showmen have used and are usinj;
this system of liyhtin^j control to the K'fat
benefit of box office returns. Liji:ht is as much
a drawinu card to the |)ublic as it evei- was
and should be used consistent with other modern pro<!;rams.

^^ank C/idam
ELECTRIC

ST

COMPANY

LOUIS

Offices in all principal cities.

Hao» an yS> man t«"
without
you the facts
obligation. There is one
fully
you,
near
enced to serveexperiyou.
pWrite today for descri
tive book on Theatre
Lighting
Control.

Wright-De Coster Reproducer-n

Used on Publix Theatres Sound Trai
A

PUBLIX

Letter

o(

Appreciate

THE.\TRES

CORPORATION.

District
Office,
Miami, Manager's
Fla.
Wright
De Coster,
St. Paul, Minn.

Inc.,

Gentlemen :

One of the $15,000 Publix Sound Limousines

Only the Finest of Speakers Could do Justice
to This Fleet

After having used Wright-DeCbster Djnimic speakers
in ourforfleet
of twelve
"sorund
train
limousines"
several
months
and
having seen them subjected to all sorts oi
weather in all parts of the country, I am
writing to say that we are most certainly
pleased with the results obtained and yon
are to be commended on the splendid tone
and durability of this speaker.
Thanking you for the fine co-operation tb:it
you have given us, I remain.
Yours
very truly.

The tremendous Publix organization is selling sound to
millions of theatre-goers. It was vital to them that they
install in their fleet of twelve sound trains the finest reproduction equipment possible to secure. And it was only
Speakers.
natural that they selected Wright-DeCoster

By:

(signed)

Harold

E.

Tillotson

Perfect Reproduction — Always

There is a tyi)e and size of Wriglit-DeCoster reproducer
for every purpose ranging from giant reproducers for
Write for conipicte dttaiis
outdoor or theatre use down to small ones for home radios.
and address of nearest sale
They all represent the utmost in true, clear reproduction.
WRIGHT DE COSTER, Inc., 2229 UNIVERSITY AVE.,
St. Paul, Minn
office.
Export Dept., M. Simons & Son Co., 220 Broadway, New York City
Cable

Address:

Simontrice,

New

York

The

Speaker

of

tl\-
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More Money Goes
For New Theatres

Xkws,

(Continued from

published
include :

Picture
in

MEMPHIS.
TEX.— Hollis
1,100 seat theatre.

Motion
Boren

STAMFORD,
TEX.— Stamford
will erect a $50,000 theatre here.

page 74)

News
Drive,

Picture

will

Amusement

Corporation

S.

Charles

Lee

is architect.

ROUSES
POINT, N. Y.— W. F. Kennedy .1
Champlam, will open a new house here, about May
date.
opening
tentative
1, is the
. CINCINNATI— A new $1,000,000 theatre building at McMillan Street and Gilbert Ave., Peebles
Corner, is planned. A si.x or eight story structure IS planned.

YUMA, ARIZ.— Fred L. Smith, hotel man of Los
Angeles, and William A. Brown, real estate operator,
will erect a six-story hotel and theatre building to cost
$750,000. It will be located at Southwest Third and
Main streets, and will seat 1,000.
HOLLYWOOD— Wilshire
Amusement
sponsoring a theatre at Wilshire
Blvd. and

Hills.

1930

BURLINGTON,
VT.— A Burlington theatre will
be added to the Publix string soon. Mowll & Rand
of Boston are architects.

Co.,

RAPID CITY, S. D.— Black Hills Amusement
Company, is planning a $100,000 theatre here, to seat
2,000, according to Leo Peterson, manager of the
Elks.

New projects, sup|)lementing those pre-

Beverly

5,

TUSCON, ARIZ. — Joe Gross, former Los Angeles
theatre owner, will start construction immediately here
of a house on West Congress St. Rov A. Place, of
Tuscon is architect.

erect a new

DALLAS, TEX. — R. and R. Theatre
is planning a new $300,00 house here.

1,512. The average cost per seat is
$181.81.
The West Coast is in last place with
only one new project, announced during the period. Here the estimated
investment is $1,000,000 for 2,500 new
seats. The average cost per seat thus
is $400.

April

XENIA, O. — James T. Hibbert, proprietor of the
Bijpu, IS considering erection of a house on West
Mam St. The two-story building now on the site
will be razed.

POINT PLEASANT
BEACH, N. J.-Harty May
will start construction this week on a new theatre
to seat 1,000 The contemplated building will stand
Streets.
Richmond
and
at Arnold

Co..
is
Hamilton

OAKLAND
CALIF.— Warners have made plans
for a new $750,000 theatre to occupy a site at Broad
way, Franklm and Twentieth Sts. F. Albert Lansburgh, of San Francisco, is architect.

MIDDLETOWN,

O.— Property has been acquired

BAKERSFIELD,
CALIF.— Contract bids have
been submitteCod for
by Midnew '$2S0,000
'''^atre building
theatre for
' ^ a^^''°'''°'
Fox
Tand Realt
West
Coast Theatres, Inc.
It will seat 1,600 persons.
real estate operator here, reports a Los Angeles
thearJ^.^J,*
BARBARA, CALIF.-Joseph McManus,
tre man is contemplating
erection of a house on the
Coast
Highway,
at Olive
Hill, near here.

Announcing —

gueens
now
on
file represent
the
largest
building
Ouef^
5500,000 theatre in
will be at^^^^^iV^""^
Greenpoint Ave. f°^
and 45th Street.
win 'hi Tr*"" ""•""'"J ^°' February. The theatr?
YREKA, CALIF.— Walter H;, Leverette, of Medford, chain owner will erect a $70,000 theatre here.
Tourtelotte and Hummel, of Portland, are the
architects.

Complete Line of Lamps
for Sound Reproduction

TO

MAINTAIN

erect
a $60,000 theatre,
officeRoger
and store
^I'^^f^'ll'k-'^?CAL.—
W. Browne
building will
on
Main St.
Construction work is expected to start soon.

NEW
MONTEREY,
CAL.— A group of citizens
here recently discussed plans for a picture theatre.

the Hub Service for motion picture

ABERDEEN,

theatres
nearly
lOO'^'c
perfect asline
is humanly
sible we haveas just
added
a complete
of lamps posfor
sound picture equipment, centralized radio, and electric
phonographs.
A complete line will be kept in stock and shipments will
be made the same day orders are received. A detailed
listing of this new equipment — as well as all other items
in the Hub line — will be found in our new 1930 Handbook
of electrical equipment for motion picture theatres. Your
copy will be cheerfully sent on request.

«7C^nnn""^"'^ '^^^ ^^^
granted.
OKOLONA,
MISS.— Work
has
$20,000
theatre
on Main
St.

COLUMBUS.
O.— Springfield
planning a S75O.0O0
sound
house.
and be in the downtown
section.

RAYMONDSVILLE.
San Perlita is expected

Telephone
Branch

UNIFORMS

Seeley

G440-I-Z

(Officein
Ne<n
York
Toledo,
Milwaukee and Minneapolis

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

new

Theatre
It will

Co.,
is
seat 2,500

TEX.— The new theatre at
to open on April IS.

RIDGEWOOD,
N. .T.— The Stanley-Fabian Corp.
has informed local authorities that it will start construction on July 1 of a new theatre here.
VAUCOUVER,
B.
C— F.vcavation
work
has
started en the protected $225,000 theatre on property
purchased bv Frederick Guest of Hamilton, Ont.
Hodgson
& Simmoiuls are the architects.
MILFORD.
MASS.- Representatives of a large
chain have been spending several days here looking
for a theatre site.
PLACERVILLE,
CALIF. —
Placeville's new
theatre is expected to be ready for occupancy on June

Kmergenoy
and
Kxit
IJclitinB: Inits

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Chicago

cost
a

CLARKSTON. WASH.— With the coorperation of
the local Chamber of Commerce, O. P. Pring, is
promoting a new theatre on a site yet to be selected.

Cove lii^hting:
Exit
Signs

Li^htine;
Equipment
General
Otfiees

on

PASADENA,
CALIF.— Chotiner Amusement
Corporation, of Los Angeles, will erect a $180,000
theatre
at Berkeley
Avenue
and
Colorado
Street.

It has been our privilege to play an important part in
the remodeling of the interior of many theatres recently.
Get in touch with us if you are planning any changes.
We will consider it a pleasure to be invited to cooperate
with you in the planning of any contemplated changes —
and such consultation will obligate you in no way.

Complete
Theatre
Factory and

Estimated
begun

YBOR CITY, FLA.— A theatre of Spanish architecture to seat 1,500 and to cost $10(5.000 will be
erected here, according to plans of Mrs. Ignacio
Haya.

Consult Us Before Remodeling

Sound
Reproduction
Equipment
Stage Switchboards
Footlights
Border Lights
Stage Pockets

WASH.— Permit for the construction

Spot Tjielits
Servire Boards
Panel
Boards

BUCYRUS, O. — Rapid strides are being made on
the construction of the new Moose, $250,000 house
scheduled for opening Aug. 1.

Fslier Signals
Directional
Siciis
Flood
T.ictits
Moi)iIe Flood

HOT
SPRINGS, S. D —Opening of the new Hot
Springs
Theatre
by the Black
Hills Amusement
Co.
IS expected May 1. The company
is also building in
Rapid City.

Liglitini; Riinipment

COSTUMES

CENTER
OSSIPEE
ating the Chnmbeilain

FOR

STAGE

PRESENTATIONS

N. H.-^Anscl
Sanborn, operHall, is starting work on a new

BROOKS

1^37 B'way
New

York
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Enthusiasm Will Grow With Every Show

A Double* Hit!
STRONG
Automatic
Reflector
Arc Lamp

Air Cooling or
Combination Water Cooling

•1—

The continuous arc feed produces no foreign noise in projection of Movietone
film.

•2—

For

Trustworthy

IndepeiKlent

Sale

Supply

Dealer*

2501

Lagrange St.
Office-^14

Whitehall

St.,

New

Toledo,

Ohio

York

N.

Write

Cooling
VenrllArtng
Hearing

Typhoon

for particulars

Fan Com pniiy

Air CoiullrloiiiiKj KiMjiiuM-rs
und 3*l5\%V.«t
M*»iiiiriierurci'Si
:ji»'.i> Srrvet

Y.

NcwYork.

Drytng

Dwhiiimdifyig
■ •frigarttnon

V.Y.

WATERPROOF

FIREPROOF

STAGE

SETTING

Ruscus
Trees, Hedg^es, fire and waterproof,
for indoor and outdoor use.
Artificial Flowers, Plants, Trees, Vines, Iron Wrought
Decorated
Stands
for Lobby, Theatre, Hall Decorations,
etc., illustrated in

OUR

SEASONABLE CATALOGUE No. 7 MAILED
FREE ON APPLICATION

Estimates

and

FRANK
61 Barclay

SILENCE

Leading Chain and Independent Theatre*, Prominent
Hotels and Public Buildings have installed The New
Silent TYPHOON Cooling- Ventilating Syfttem. it is
suitable for large, medium
or small theatres.

Everywhere

City,

WITH

ASK WARNER BROS. — LOEWS—
FOX — R.K.O. — PUBLIX

By

The Strong Electric Corp.
Export

AND

Produces the necessary increase in light to project Movietone
film in the same size and with the same intensity as silent
full-sized film.

suggestions

cheerfully

NETSCHERT,

furnished

INC.
New

Street

York.

N. Y.

ORL
TICKETS

IT pays to use the best — pays in box-office
returns, pays in decreased maintenance
costs, pays in a longer useful lite, and pays
in the complete satisfaction which you are
assured when you use Kliegl stage lighting
specialties. Everything can be furnished
from a color cap to a dimmer bank. Write
for catalogue and descriptive literature.
Aisle

AND

SIMPLEX
TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF
Se rvice
— AARE ccura
cy
— Qu
a lity
USERS
OUR
BEST
ADVERTISEMENT
WORLD TICKET & SUPPLY CO., Inc,
SATISFIED

1600 Broadway

Klieg-light your Stage

New York

Flondliiilits
Spotliiihts
Sciopticons
FoolUjihls
Bordcrliithts
Exit Sijns

Liiihls

Music Stands
Connectors

Dimmers
Color
Wheels
Color Frames
Color Rolls
Color Boxes

riu£iiin£
Bo\es
Floor Pockets
Scenic Effects
Shatter*

Color
Color Mediums
Caps
I amp Coloring
Terminal
Lufs
Resistances

Stale

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc

321 West 50th
NEW

yOPK

Street
M

V

Cable
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Mind Readers, Food Shows, Dancing
In Lobbies to Keep Standees Happy

(Contimied from [>age 67)
by the artist there was an imprint with institutional copy on coming- attractions.
Two birds were killed with one stone in
this number. Patrons who fell for the
sketches of themselves carried them away to
show them to their friends. At least, so the
management doped it out.
The Accordion Player
An accordion player jumped into the
breach as an entertainer on another occasion. Frank Judnick proved not only a
good accordion player but a good mixer and
was not averse to carrying his music and
personality right out to the street to keep
the prospective patrons waiting in line in
an anticipatory mood. He usually appeared
during the peak periods and after a few
days of this became of almost equal importance as the average master of ceremonies.
He was called by name and all that sort of
thing.
After two weeks of such capers Frank
was joined by a clarinet player. Occasionally an usher who could sing was rushed
into the breach as a complement to this
two-some.
Pianist Holds Spot
For a bit of diversion The Showman
dropped in on the New York Paramount
to check up on lobby entertainment.
He

Licensing Deal?
popular
that
noted opinion it shouldto be
CONTRARY
Vitaphone, Movietone and Photophone are registered trade marks for
a product and not the name of a
process. As a result of the patent
license agreement between the manufacturers and inventors of the different processes, it would be legally
possible for eitlier the General Electric or the Western Electric to provide their licensees with anyone of
the three processes for recording
under their respective trade marks,
Porter Evans, chief engineer of the
Eastern Vitaphone studios, Wednesday told members of the International Ass'n. of Radio Engineers.
found Hans Hanke, who boasts a repertoire
of 325 compositions, on deck. Hanke occupied the spotlight in the music room, at
times, at others the Elizabethan room at the
beginning of the first afternoon spill from
1 :30 to 4:30. At night from 7:30 to 10:30
he would hold forth.

And never once did a note of jazz music
emanate from the ivories. This, in itself,
is quite some novelty for a picture theatre.
Good Freak Number
One of the outstanding, unique, attractions found at the house was n: sole control
of a mere boy whose name makes no difference. Said boy based his entire stunt on
music emanating from a violin. He knew
nothing of music, not even the rudiments,
could not tell one note from another, nor
fiddle properly. The press department said
so, and, even if it sounded like stretching a
point, the crowds vulnerable.
Here's how it's done. Everyone recalls
the old radio sets whose wave length reception was disturbed by the proximity of a
human body. The static and electricity in
the human body ipfluenced the reception of
the radio set to the extent of a disturbance
in the nature of a hum.
This principle has been embodied in what
is known as the Theremin. The illusion,
as well as the actual music, produced by the
performer standing before the apparatus
and drawing the notes out of the air by the
waiving of his fingers proved intriguing to
the crowds in the lobby. The theatre management attempted to make a check and
came to the conclusion that new patrons
were brought in by the presence of the
Theremin.

All Racon
Horns and
Racon Units
are fully
patented.

Products are leaders in the industry
NUMBER

THIS
HORN
INADEQUATE

5325

IS

is

racon-s

latest

development.

ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED
WHERE
SPACE
BETWEEN
SCREEN
AND

THERE'S
WALL.

Amplifies as perfectly as the parent horn. No. 4320, on both
speech and music.
Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction and the same clearness and distinctness of speech that is
only possible with RACON Horns and Units.
Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction,
plus light weight, which make for perfect results and maximum
convenience.

No. 5325
Air Column slightly less than 10 ft.
Depth 30 inches. Bell 30x40 inches.
Weight

[TAVAAJ

These outstanding features of RACON products have made
imitation and competition impossible.
Protect yourself against patent infringement
suits by using RACON Horns and RACON
Units as these are fully protected by patents.
OUR
LATEST
YOURS
UPON

30 pounds

ELE^TKIV

CATALOG
IS
THE
ASKING

VA.

IMV.

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers
Factories:

18 to 24 Washington

Place, New

York

SLOUGH.
and 3 MUTUAL

BUCKS. ENDLAND
ST.. TORONTO. CANADA

Racon Giant ElectroDynamie Typ« Horn Unit
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Satisfaction — beyond Expectation
when you employ

TRADE

MARK

Unique — because it's both
Economical and Good!

BRENKERT
Low Intensity
A complete
THE

unit! Electric Operator and 35-Foot
Traveler, complete for $150

ECONOQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURING
Akron, Ohio

S^ln!

1i

CO.

REFLECTOR
ARC LAMP
A

C IN E P H O R
.. >. L E N S E S « «

SUPERIOR low intensity reflector
arc lamp of rugged construction that
gives the owner the utmost in performance at a minimum expense.
New conveniences — new flexibility —
modern design and precision workmanship make the Brenkert Reflector Arc
Lamp most efficient and accurate.

Made

by

AMERICA'S LEADING
OPTICAL
INSTITUTION

STARTING in Bausch & Lomb's own optical glass plant,
the largest in America, every operation in the manufacture
of Cinephor Lenses is controlled by experts working to
the most exacting standards of precision.
As a result Cinephor Projection Lenses give remarkable
flatness of field, maximum
contrast between black and
white, brilliant illumination and critical definition.

This lamp is guaranteed by Brenkert,
one of the oldest and largest manufacturers of theatrical light projection
equipment in the industry.
Write for special literature and name
of nearest dealer.

Write for complete literature
BAUSCH & LOMB OPTICAL CO.
678 St. Paul Street
Rochester, N. Y.

BRENKERT
St. Aubin

LIGHT
and

East

PROJECTION
(J rand

Blvd..

Detroit,

C OMPANY
MichiRan

M 0 t i0 n
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Cue Meter Simplifies Change-Overs
ixcf
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Fox West Coast Theatres
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The cue meter
vjh'tch eliminates
is m use the
in )miny
theatres.
This meter
Ion;)
tvritten cue sheet, ivhich takes considerable
time to arrange. Change overs are made
more accurately
by rise of this meter.

change-overs seems
NG
MAKIto
great difficulty to many
be a good
projectionists. I have found that
tlie cue sheet supplied with the print is of
little value after the print has been used
for some time.

This applies mostly to Movietone, because after a print has played several
theatres many frames are cut off the ends
of certain reels while making up 2,000foot reels and many film exchanges are
requesting that Movietone subjects be
run on 1,000-foot reels, so that good
change-overs may be made on an indicated cue, without cutting off important
dialogue.
Making change-overs has been simplified by the use of a cue meter. This can
be used for making change-overs on disc
and Movietone subjects. The meter has
two hands and a dial, which indicates the
footage of the reel numerically. A flexible shaft is attached to the shutter shaft
of the projector mechanism which extends to the instrument on the front wall
near each projector. The correct footage of each reel from the starting frame

to the end is obtained by the use of a
footage meter.
When threading the projector, the
starting frame is threaded to the projector
aperture and the total footage of the reel
is set on the cue meter and as the film
passes through the projector mechanism,
the footage decreases on the dial of the
cue meter. When the hand comes to
the last 100 feet, the arc is struck on the
proceeding projector and as the hand
comes to the last 25 feet this is a standby cue, when the hand reaches the last
ten feet this is the start motor cue for
the proceeding projector and finally the
dowsers are operated and the changeover is made with one and two feet
of the end of the reel, which makes a
perfect change-over. This new instrument eliminates the long written cue
sheet, which requires considerable time
to arrange.
How

Footage Meter Works

Many projector mechanisms are
equipped with a footage meter which
can be used for the purpose of making
change-overs.
When
making
change-

overs with the footage meter on the projector set the meter at zero with the
starting frame. The footage meter will
increase as the film passes through the
projector and change-overs can be made
similar as mentioned with the use of the
cue meter.
The meter is also useful for re-synchronizing disc prints. When the film
breaks above the top sprocket, it is necessary to stop the projector, rewind the
reel and start all over again. As an example, suppose the film broke above the
top sprocket and the projector kept running' for several feet and you stopped
the projector. You will find the footage indicated along the edge of most
disc prints. The film broke leaving seven
frames past 635 feet. The total footage
of the reel was 920 feet and the meter
showed 275 feet left to be projected after
the projector was stopped. Turn the projector back by the use of the flywheel
on the projector motor shaft, leaving
the reproducer arm with needle on the
record groove until the meter reaches
285 feet and then thread the frame which
is numerated along the side of the film
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Expert Describes Why It's Vital
at biS U'tt. to iIk' i)rojcrt(jr aperture, and
tlu-ii run tlie film duvvii so that sufficient
'eiij^th i> adequate for rethreadiiifj tlie remainder of the mechanism. After threading the projector, it is possible to resume
operation in perfect synchronism, without the lon^ interruption which takes
considerable time to rewind and rethread.
Must

Watch

Tit read i III/

Great care uuist be exercised in tlireadinji' tlie i)rojector for film reproduction —
otlierwise, lack of synchronism will be
I lie result. l-'irst of all, see that the
sound-track mask, at the aperture, is in
position. When threadin},' a Simplex
projector for film reproduction, thread
in the usual manner, with the exception that the loop between the Intermittent Sprocket and lower sprocket should
be such that the lilm just comes in line
with the edge of the mechanism. For
i'owers and Motiograph projector
mechanisms, allow a two-finger loop between the intermittent and lower
sprocket.
There should be a length of 19 1,3
frames or 14K> inches between the center
of the projector ai)erture and the light
gate aperture in the reproducing mechanism. In threading from the projector
mechanism lower sprocket to the sprocket
of reproducing- mechanism always allow
the slack of two sprocket holes.
If the reading on the synchronous
motor control box meter does not stay
within specified limits, check the projector mechanism innnediately, and also the
working parts of the driving attachment.
Excessive friction at some point in the
mechanism will cause the meter reading
to read high on AC, or too low on DC.
See that the projector working parts are
lubricated at regular intervals.
One of the most important items to
check on disc reproduction is the condition of the records. If the record is all
right, and the needle jumps the groove,
check the reproducer to see that it is
tracking properly. On many occasions
the reproducer has been found to be dragging on the record. Under these conditions, try a new needle, and, if trouble is
persistent, block up reproducer arm by inserting small piece of rubber eraser between under side of arm at rear end and
pivot base, so as to raise reproducer clear
of record and allow it to swing freely
by itself.
Test amplifier equipment daily before
starting- performance. After amplifier has
been turned on. test the disc pick-up. by
rubbing needle of reproducer lightly witli
finger. This should be clearly heard in
the monitor horn. In testing the film
pick-up, see that the exciter lamp filament current is at proper value. Remove the light gate. Move your finger
up and down across the light beam. Every
time this is done a click should be heard
in the monitor horn. Test each projector in the same manner.

Correcting His.sinjj
IIT'IK.N sporadic hissiriK, cracklinu
VV and fr.\in!i noisos are iierceptihli' in sound reproduction, it is advisable to inspect the amplifier tubes
for internal short circuits. The lilanients of vacuum tubes deteriorate
more rapidl.v than the plate and t;ri(l.
.\s the tube li lament a^es it develops
weak spots in one or more places,
which are very appar<>nt, because they
glow more brijjhily than the rest of
the filament, when lighted. The tube
should he immediately replaced if
such a condition is noticed. Many
vacuum tube filaments become slack
and develop sagging as the.v aj;e. Such
a condition will ^ive undesirable results and besides, it is possible thai
the filament may drop over on the
grid and cause considerable trouble.
Replace the tube as soon as the filament begins to droop very noticeably.
Vacuum tubes supported in a horizontal position should be inspected
quite frequently for saggy filaments.
Where a meter is provided on the
amplifier for the purpose of checking
plate current values and when the
plate currents begin to fall below- the
minimum values, check the amplifier
tubes and if all tubes show- low- plate
current at the same time, the fault
probably does not lie with them but
may be due to the rectifier tubes.

Never use a battery and buzzer to test
lines for opens or shorts in amplifier or
reproducer circuits, as this may upset
the magnetic characteristics of the coils.
Use head set to test amplifier circuits.
Before removing the rear cover of any
amplifier, be sure to turn off the power,
and keep it off until the cover is replaced.

Always be positively sure that the exciting lamp is operating at the proper
value and properly adjusted before
changing the photo-electric cell. When
the V(dume cuts off (|uickly with Movietone, first see that the e.xciting lamp is
burning, check the millianuneter on the
|). e. c. amplifier. Tiie filaments of the
vacuum tubes in the photo-electric cell
amplifier are connected in series, if one
tube burns out, they all go out and it
no reading is registered on the niilliamnieter connected in the filament circuit,
check for a burned out tube. If the exciting lamp ammeter and the photo-electric cell amplifier millianinieter indicates
no values, check for :i blown fuse in the
battery charging panel.
The exciting lamp current and also the
filament current for the photo-electric cell
amplifier is supplied by two 6 volt wet
storage batteries, which is distributed
from the battery and charging panel to
each projector Movietone attachment.
The photo-electric cell potential and also
the plate potential for the p. e. c. amplifier issupplied
two fuse
45 volt
dry "B"
batteries.
The one byamp
connected
in
this circuit very seldom blows, unless one
of the component parts in the amplifier
becomes shorted.
Quick- riiKjcr Test
After the photo-electric cell or other
part is replaced and all meters register their proper values the (|uickest way
to test for sound is to pass your finger
up and down through the light beam
with the light gate removed and tlie fader
set on the normal operating point. While
making this test with patrons in the auditorium, turn off the stage horns. Leave
only the monitor horn turned on for your
convenience. If no sound is heard, touch
the positive terminal leading from the
photoelectric cell. A very distinct click
should be heard through the system. If
this is heard, replace the cell as many
tive.
photo-electric cells are found to be defec-

If the observer's equipment does not
function, and if not loud enough to enable
the observer and projectionist to hear
each other, or if the buzzer is weak or
inoperative, make sure that the batteries
are in good condition. Batteries may be
changed by opening battery box by loosening screw in cover.
If you are getting distorted sound
through the Movietone system, check the
alignment of the photo-electric cell and
see that the ring shaped conductor and
window are in parallel position with the
sound aperture, as it is imperative that
the full beam of light is received by the
photo-electric cell. When photo-electric
cells are changed so that all connections
are tight and keep in mind that the photoelectric cell is installed in such a position that it accepts all the vibrations set
up in the projector and if the connections
are not tight, they will work loose and
considerable noise will be encountered.
When the volume begins to drop slowly
on either movietone attachment, it is an

to stop again. If one of the p. e. c. amplifiers ispicking up machine noise, look
for a tube which is not inserted properly
in the socket. On many occasions I have
found wires in the p. e. c. amplifier touching some component part and the vibrations set up in the projector would be
carried through the entire system. It
is necessary to inspect the p. e. c. amplifier quite frequently and see that no obstruction isin the path of preventing it
to swing freely. Because of the high impedance in the photo-electric cell circuit,
it is necessary for the positive lead from
the cell to the input terminal, on the

indication that the photo-electric cell
needs replacement, or the potential is
weak.

amplifier, to be as short as possible without being so tight so that machine noise
will be picked up!

Never start up a sound projector unless
you are positively sure that sound is
coming through as it is very embarrassing to start a projector with motion on
the screen and without sound and have
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Radio Programs Color Cameras
In Theatre Hit Worth $400,000
National Broadcasting Co. is reported
planning a campaign to stop radio hook-ups
in theatres. Action for infringement of
copyright would be undertaken, under the
reported plan. The company is said to feel
that diverting of radio entertainment to the
theatre, hurts the home draw of the radio
programs, with resultant loss in advertising
value.
A number of theatres throughout the
country are declared using radio programs
to boost receipts. One of the chief programs diverted is the Amos 'n Andy broadcast.

Laying claim to the largest motion picture camera department in the world, Technicolor estimates its equipment in machines
alone as worth $400,000. Thirty-five cameramen are needed to take charge of these
specially built cameras.
A Technicolor camera, without equipmeot, is valued at $10,000. With full equipment the value is estimated at between $13,000 and $15,000. The first to be put into
use as an experiment, recorded scenes in
Florida in 1921.
Today practically all major producers are
using Technicolor.

WIDELY IMITATED
NEVER EQUALLED

SAMUELS
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TO BE NATIONALLY ADVERTISED
AND FULLY GUARANTEED BY A
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ance and remarkable economy of this
priced equipment.
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1930

Wisconsin Theatre
Built For Talkers
{Continued from page 57)

The inner lobby and the foyer are done
in ivory and Sienna glaze. Square tapered
columns lend dignity and grace to these
halls. Doors of hammered gold lead to the
four aisles of the auditorium from the foyer.
At each end of the foyer stairways lead to
the balcony. Each has a jewel post of
wrought-iron surmounted by a bronze
statute. The rest rooms are in the basement and are reached from the foyer.
Upon entering the auditorium, the patron
imag^ines he has been suddenly ushered into
the patio of an old Spanish hacienda. It
is night and overhead the countless stars
are blinking, and occasionally soft clouds
drift across the deep blue sky. Dark ivory
walls of antique stucco support tiled roofs
along the side walls of the theatre. One
has the impression of looking out over the
hacienda's walls into the deep night. The
walls are niched, and handsome drapes indirectly lighted decorate them. Carved
masculine figures support arches above the
niches.

bTABItAWC
MOTOR-GENE.RAT0R

AUTOMATIC

CURTAIN

TRACK

DEVICES COMPANY

STREET

The balcony is built over the foyer so
that it projects over none of the main-floor
seats. The balcony seats are at such a low
level that the occupants do not have the
usual "up in the attic" feeling when viewing the stage. Klein and Alford of Peoria,
the architects, made provision for this.
The theatre complete was equipped by
National Theatre Supply Company of Chicago and the others, representing the latest
advances in this direction, by the Steel
Furniture Company of Grand Rapids, Mich.
The Eastwood is one of the Wisconsin
Theatres Company houses. A. P. Desormeaux, president of the company and for
many years owner and manager of the
Strand at Madison, is managing the Eastwood as well as directing the policy of his
other houses in southern Wisconsin.

Engineers To Hold
Spring Meet In May

By the Manufacturers of

739 HAMILTON

:>,

The organ grills are made up of a Spanish sell pattern in gold, and above them are
arches containing mission bells. The proscenium arch is delicately scrolled and finished in metallic tints to take the changes
of color played upon it by the indirect
lighting system.
The stage is deep and modernly equipped
to handle a large number of chang^e of
scenery. The orchestra pit is roomy, and
aside from the organ console can house a
large orchestra. The Eastwood features its
pipe organ as a relief from the possible
monotony of sound entertainment. A hydraulic lift which turns the console toward
novelty.
the audience as it raises it is an added

A JUNIOR
CURTAIN
MACHINE
ATA
REAL
JUNIOR
PRICE

ObtainaU*
Through
Equipment

April

ALLENTOWN,

PA.

Spring meeting of the Society of M. P.
Engineers is to be held May 5 to 8, at
Washington. Headquarters will be at the
Wardman Park Hotel.
With 25 applications pending, the
society now has a membership of 611.
During the last year, 313 new members
have been accepted.
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Outdoor Air as a
Patron Developer
{Coiiliniicd from [^agc 78)

The temperature ot the air leaving the
outlets ranges from 62 degrees to 65 do
grees F. In mixing with the warmer air
of the theatre, gathering up heat whicli habeen given oft hy the occupants, by lights
and through infiltration from out-of-doors,
it reaches the breathing zone at our stipulated temperature of approximately 75 degrees F.
After passing over the audience, a portion of the air is withdrawn through mushroom openings beneath the seats or through
openings arranged at other low points. This
air is drawn back to the spray chamber to
be re-washed and re-cooled or a portion of
it may be mixed with the stream of newly
washed air, as previously explained.
Since an adjusted quantity of fresh, outdoor air is at all times being drawn into the
air conditioning system, a like quantity is
being discharged from the theatre. In a
properly balanced system the overflow occurs outward through the lobbies and exits.
Thus the air w^ithin the building has a very
slight outward pressure. The old and
bothersome inward draughts are eliminated
and the commonly used glass '■creen to protect the audience at the rear of the orchestra
seats is no longer needed.
D oii.ni'ti.'ard Diffusion
This system of air circulation is known
as the downward diffusion system and ipretty generally conceded by air conditioning engineers to be far superior to ihe former practice of admitting conditioned air
at the floor line.
Automatic instruments located in the supply and return airducts are subjected to the
incoming and outgoing conditions of the air
and react upon systems of dampers and
valves to produce the proper temperature
and humidity at the breathing ozone. The
automatic instruments which have been developed for this purpose are positive and
extremely accurate. Once properly installed
that are almost fool-proof and require virtually no attention.
Refrigeration Process
In describing the spray chamber within
which the air is cooled and dehumidified we
mentioned that refrigeration is necessary
for reducing the temperature of the water
to about 40 degrees or 45 degrees F. Most
any form of refrigeration machine may be
used to cool water. There are requirements, however, within a building, such as
a theatre, which narrow selection of refrigeration equipment down to two types.
The refrigerating medium must, in the
first place, oflfer no hazards to congregated
people. This immediately bars the use of
the familiar refrigerants — ammonia, sulphur
dioxide and kindred gases that are offensive
or dangerous.
The second requirement is compactness,
because most theatres are limited in available space for equipment and the property
upon which they are constructed is usually
very valuable. Again, compactness will
offer a decided saving if excavation is
required.
Tzi'o Successful Systems
The two refrigeration systems which have
found successful adaptation in the theatre
have been the reciprocating machines using
carbon dioxide as a refrigerant and the
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more recent developed Carrier Centrifugal
Refrigeration, using as a refrigerant, Carrcne, one of a grouj) of stable liquid chemicals which have been found suitai)le for
centrifugal compression.
Wayne, Iiid. : Princess. S|)ringfii-l(l. O. ;
llilK•^. rortland, hid.; (irand, i'.liilfton.
Ind., .ind Princess, BlutTton, Ind.

Mailer Goes De Forest
IMuffton, Inil. — The i'eter Mailer chain
ill Indiana and Ohio have gone 100 per
cent DeForest. The houses of the chain
;ire now being wired by engineers of Genoral Talking Pictures. The theatres are.
Royal, Lima. ().; Transfer. State. Broadway, Riley. Rialto
and
Maicstir,
I't.
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Scr\'icc Firm For
Wired O. Houses

Cleveland — ."-leiMcing oi wired theatres
not regularly serviced by the niakcrs of the
equipment installed or by union operators,
is planned by Sound Service, formed here
by John B. Dunton. .\ monthly charge will
be made to all subscribers to the service.

Starrett Leaves Oliver
( leveland — H. W. Starrett has resigned
as field manager of the Oliver Picture Co.,
which
manufactures and distributes the Olivf-r Rrprnducer.

Recently enlarged plant devoted entirely to the manufjcture of
Vallen Noiseless Curtain Control Equipment

Our Plant . . .
The result of your Cooperation and our Efforts
in providing equipment of right Design, Real
Quality, and exceptional Service; Proof of the
mutual advantages derived from a manufacturing
policy
sibility. embracing Skill, Integrity, and Respon-

.jttJLM^fe

'Every Stage is a Better Stage when

Vallen Equipped.'"
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Pressed Plush Is Bootleg Systems Shows Profit in a
Banned In France 264 Seat Theatre
Held Drapes' Aid

San Francisco — Pressed plush is the new
adoption for stage curtains in Coast theatres to get away from asserted "deadness"
of velour, states Mrs. Theodore Newman of
the Theatre and Drapery studio, which
made decorations for the Uptown here. A
number of Hollywood houses have adopted
this type curtain, states Mrs. Newman, who
asserts that modern decoration not only is
atmospheric but has a psychological effect
upon audiences. The title curtain of the
Uptown is of heavy gray satin.

Paris — Bootleg equipment or unqualified operators are to be denied sound
films by members of the French Distributors Ass'n under terms of an agreement made with sound equipment manufacturers, distributors and the exhibitor
systems.
A commission has been formed to work

out the conditions of this agreement and
carry out negotiations with the exhibitors'
association and the sound-equipment
manufacturers.

YITADISC
TURN TABLES
meet all requirements of the
inedium sized house from the
standpoint of unexcelled tone,
performance, and price.

Each

200
A qtiiet vibrationless Turn Table
solidly constructed, expertly machined and fitted throughout.
Gleason Gears, and high grade
Ball Bearings running in oil bath.
Standard fixtures adaptable to any
type projector connections.
Write today for full information

Complete
with
Fader
Pick Up.and

Excellent in tone quality. Audak
or Elec. Research Lab. Pickups.
Spring Suspended Mechanical
Filter. Absolute synchronization.
Your Vitadisc Turn Tables will
give you the utmost satisfaction
from the beginning. Special
prices on accessory equipment.

VITADISC COMPANY

'^^^^^^'l

(Continued jruni page 65)

bilities of his patrons like pebbles into the
sea. Even a name like Jolson has no particular meaning or drawing power here.
The Duncan Sisters, Chevalier and Bordoni mean even less ; while least of all are
such names as Tibbett, Dennis King and
Jose Mojica. Pictures made from the best
selling of the "problem" novels, and bearing their names, likewise mean little. However, if it were from a Jack London or a
Zane ent.
Grey
that's
Color, story
too, —hewell,
said,now,
creates
butdifferlittle
enthusiasm.
How. then, can they be sold these strange
names and pictures? Schultz was asked.
"By being your own critic," he replied.
"There is no sense in spending money and
effort in ballyhooing a name or a picture
that means nothing to them. All you can
do is give them your own estimate of the
entertainment value of such a feature. Don't
hold out on them. If you think it doubtful
that they will enjoy the picture, tell them
so without qualifications, li you do, you
win their confidence. Most of them will pay
to see it in spite of an adverse report, anyhow, and expecting little, the chances are
they will enjoy it. At least, they will not
be disappointed. But ballyhoo a new name
or a famous title that rneans nothing to
them and it will cost you their confidence,
which means their patronage."
Meeting the Overhead Problem
Schultz described the overhead on his
theatre as moderate. He owns the theatre
building. His wife is the cashier. He employs two operators, an usher and a janitor.
Advertising costs are restricted to the printing and distribution of the monthly programs. Electricity costs are moderate, but
he does not stint in its use. Taxes are low.
Upkeep, an important if not a major item
in
his policy of management, is not exorbitant.
His only competition in the winter is
public school basketball games. This sport
is a state institution in Indiana, and occupies a place in the public mind similar to
that of religion. Basketball nights make
deep inroads into box office receipts. In
summer, there is an occasional circus, a
carnival, a band concert whose lure must
be combated. But when the roads leading
in from the hinterlands are free of snow
they come and they pay. And when the
resorters from Chicago flock to the nearby
lake, it is these urban vacationists who are
first in line at the box office, crowding out
the natives until the second show.
The Schultz svstem works.

BUILT on MERIT

perfPctidn

DRAPERIES
STAGE FURNISHINGS
SCENERY
and RIGGING

Every known
quality which is
necessary in producing perfect results
is embodied in Perfection Rheostats.
That's why they are recognized
everywhere as the highest standard
obtainable.
Union made.
RHEOSTATS

Tell Us Your Problem !
41st St.

New

York

"""O^^

RHEOSTATS

HOFFMANN

NOVELTY SCENIC STUDIOS
340 W.

RHEOSTATS

City

& SOONS

387 'FIRST AVE.
MEW
YORK CITY
Coiitractiiia Elcttviral liiwiiu-crs
Movimj
Piittire Theatre Electrical Specialists

Talkies Invade Home
Auditoriums and projection rooms in private homes are going talkie as rapidly as
the regular commercial theatres. Among the
more pretentious private auditoriums recently to be equipped for sound pictures is
that of Frank Steinhart, Jr., president of the
Havana Electric Railway, in Havana, Cuba.
.\ Mellaphone sound-on-film equipment has
been installed in the completely equipped
auditorium which is the gathering place of
the elite of Cuba at the frequent social affairs given bv Mr. Steinhart.

J />/•// 5.
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Maintenance a

Not a Terrific Task
All of the foregoing may sound like an
awful lot of e.xtra work for a manager to be
worrving about; but if worked out in the
proper way, it merely becomes part of your
theatre managing routine.
You are all "gassing" that you could handle supervising jobs on your circuit, yet so
many of you cannot supervise your own
small stafYs and the theatre you are running. It's a true sign of executive ability
to be able to keep a close check on the maintenance of your theatre and its contents.
Once it is worked out to your own satisfaction you will be surprised to find that it
leaves your mind open for the other important task called for in the execution of your
job.

Syncrodisk Put
To Stern Test
The new Weber Syncrodisk sound-onfilm head recently installed in a Rochester
theatre rendered its initial public service
before 400 sound engineers invited to a
special demonstration. Included in the audience were projectionists and exhibitors.
A special demonstration film was used
through the device, the purpose of which,
as Dr. Carl Weber explained in his introductory address, was to show clear, unwavering reproduction of tone from the
lowest to the highest frequencies. This, according to engineers, is the most severe test
a device of this kind can be given on first
demonstration.
In the six months' period ending March
15, more than 1.300 Syncrodisk turntables
have been sold, the company reports.
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Never was Self-Operating Equipment
at such a Premium as it is Today

Task
Manager's
{Continiu'J from page 76)
for the responsibility it the curtains, travelers, lighting on the stage, and the other
many details all back of the footlights,
whether the stage is in use or not.
condiThe janitor should account for the require
tion of his boilers, and it should
little emphasis to make plain the importance
of this part of your theatre. Water at the
proper level, grate in good condition (unless you have oil), oil burning equipment
checked up by a reliable .service company
or by the manufacturer of the burner.
The part the assistant manager should
such an individplay, if your theatre boasts
ual, is just what his title implies. He should
to cover all of these manager's
be taught on
check-ups
his own hook so as to qualify
him when he is appointed manager in some
other house. His reports should be in the
nature of a confidential note to the manager, not to construe as spying as this will
break down the entire morale of your stafT,
but more from the standpoint that his direct
superior ought to know if anything is being
neglected. If he can help correct something
himself, fine for him, but by all means he
should report what is going on.

I' i c I u r c

New IM<) jc'ction eciiiipnu'iit — new scri-fn pi (thlcnis. ni\v sound
paraphernalia and acou.stic prohlem.s. Think of the .satisfaction of the l*rojectionisls and Theatre

Owners

who possess the

IransVerteK.
Here at least is one tried and

true piece of equipment

performs — quietly — surely — automatically
— without supervision or constant attention.

—

thai

economicall\

It does that all important duty — supplies uniformly constant
voltage upon which all satisfactory projection and sound performance depend.
Start with the Tran.sverti-r first. It i.s
the foundation
of good Projection.

I'trkimt
(^amadiam
lii\tributor

The Transverter has been installed

iUrclrie

in TheTexa.s,
Texasfeatured
Theatre editorially
ol' San An-in
Kelo,
this issue.

THE HERTNER
12694 ELMWOOD

ELECTRIC

Ltd.

COMPANY

AVENUE
J » ^^ M l^-k^'TS ?^ !j;
CLEVKL.VM), O. U. S
>. \.
Exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter
\

GoldE Has It!
You Will All Use It!
PERFECTED Optical Mount
using One Lens — your standard lens. No changing;— no
prisms — no uncertainty. Perfect
alignment — perfect focus — with
the startlingly simple (ioldE
I'ni-Lens Mount and Proportionate Centering Aperture.
A

OKKilNAL— NOVEL— SIMPLE
ACCURATE
Perfect rectangular screen size
with your original lens for both
Vitaphone and Movietone. No
extra lens or addition of lightab.sorbing, fuzzy, image-producing appliances. A startlingly
simple principle less all the
hokum of bifocal optical systems
and tricky changes.
Sold

BY

The (ioldE l^ni-Lens Mount and
the Proportionate Centering
.Aperture make a unit which will
not be displaced by any other
system.
METHOD
ADOPTED HY
LARGEST CIRCUITS FOR
PERFECT PRO.IECTION
Entire system includes the accurately machined (ioldK Ini—
.*-"2.").0()
List Price,
Lens Mount—
using
the original
house
lens,
and the Centering, Proportionate Aperture milled and fitted
into Elfi Simplex (iate — List
Price: $.}5.00.

by all National Theatre
Manufactured

GoldE
'^

DESIGNED
AND
MADE
AND FOR THE
PROJECTIONIST

Supply
by

Co.

Manufacturing

2015 Le Moyne St.

branches

Co.

Chicago, \\\.
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Equipment Firm
Plans New Offices
Preliminary to opening new branches in
several cities throughout the country, the
E. E. Fulton Co. will locate sales and service representatives in Cleveland; Kansas
City, Mo. ; Detroit ; Dallas, and MinneThe plan has been in operation experimentally for two years, and has proved sucapolis.
cessful. Roy Willett has been located in
Omaha for the past two years as special sales
and service representative, the arrangement
permitting the company to offer customers
in the Omaha territory sales and service of
Fulco Projectors, G. E. Generator Sets as
well as the complete theatre equipment line
carried by Fulton.
When conditions warrant the company
will establish branch offices in each of the
key cities mentioned.

!

i

April

Akron,control
O. — E.
J. I alien, hashead
the I'allenamong
Electrical
Company
Ohio, picture
manufacturer
curtain
equifment,
the ofdistinction
industrial
heads ofin Akron,
the motion
business,of
of being one of the very few nrrn who have designed and supervised the building of their own plant
and offices.
The administration office, as part of the plant, follcnvs the rustic cabin style of architecture.
Vallen's private office probably gives the best example of the cabin trend. To one side is a massive
tire-place, not unlike any lire-place one would expect to find in a hunting lodge, ivith its stone frontpiece extending to the ceiling. To give the effect of the hunting lodge fire-place, ■unthout question,
a powder horn, hunting rifle and revolver are tire-place accessaries. The office ceiling is supported
by rough-hewn timber and for lighting there is the old-fashiond hanging lamp that still is seen in the
tnounfain cabin.
This same effect is followed throughout the executive offices and c^'en info the plant itself.

Lamb Gets Assignment
been chosen archiLambnewhasWarner
Thomas
tect
for theW. two
theatres in
Torrington, Conn., and Ridgwood, N. J.
Lamb designed the Hollywood on Broadway
and other Warner houses.
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Join E. E, Fulton Co.
H. H. Cudmore has become actively associated with the E. E. Fulton Co. and will
have general supervision of the Electrical
Departments to be established by the company in all its branches, it was announced
this week by C. H. Fulton, president of E.
F. Fulton Co.
Cudmore is already well known in the
motion picture industry, as for many years
he was president and general manager of
one of the largest distributing organizations
of complete theatre equipment. He also has
been prominently identified with the Mazda
lamp business of the G. E. Company, which
he represented in the sales department of
Mazda lamps for projection, as well as for
General Electric Motor Generator sets and
other G. E. electrical equipment.

/

Vocalite transtnits sound clearly
at no sacrifice of illumination for the
picture. Vocalite will instire clear,
realistic pictures and offer your
patrons absolute freedom from eye
strain or glare. Vocalite screens
are porous but not perforated and
absolutely flameproof.
Wherever I'ocalitc is installed, it
is enthusiastically acclaimed as th"
ideal screen for the projection of
black and white or colored film.
Approved for sound by Electrical
Research Products, Inc., for use
ivith Western Electric Sound Systems, DeForcst Phono Film and
Phono Disc, Pacent Reproducer
Corp., R.C.A. MasterPhone, ElectroPhone, etc., etc.
Descriptive Literature on Application

mAmD SCRtt N CORP.
448 West 37 "Street NY.

Maya Architecture
For Coast Theatre
Ancient Maya architecture of \'ucatan is
the latest novelty in theatre design introduced at the Mayan, Los Angeles. Morgan,
Walls and Clements are designers of the
structure, of which Donald E. Marquis recently wrote in "Art and Archaeology:"
"The Mayan style of architecture was
ciiosen for the decorative scheme of the design of Los Angeles' most modern theatre
building, liecause of its great ornamental
value. Though rugged and even grotesque
at Itimes, the style is especially adaptable
from the standpoint of construction, logically
lullills climatic requirements, and offers a
most welcome relief' from the stereotyped
designs of the past.

Standard For Wide Film
An early agreement on the standard width
of wide film is forecast by the sub-committee of the S. M. P. E. standards committee,
which is seeking a standard width satisfactory to all interests. M. C. Batsel, chief
engineer of RCA Photophone, is chairman
of the sub-committee. The decision will be
made purely on engineering principles, the
conmiittee reports.
It is prol)abIe the subject will be discussed
when the organization meets in Washington
next month.

Cash
that
can he
stolen is a raagnetl
It draws the burglar and hold-up man
just as irresistibly as the loadstone
draws steel filings.
The York Burglary Chest — the result
of nearly half a century in expert safe
construction — will bring to your theatre the protection needed.

York Safe
and Lock
Company
York, Pa.
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N'JISE IS one of the bugaboos of sound
next to non-synchroniand of
projection
the most disturbing:
zation is one
influences. 'Set, because of its absohite
simplicity one seldom interprets noise as
electrical current How in an installation and,
vice versa, electrical current as noise.
Sound as made audible by a sint,de loud
speaker or a series of loud speakers is electrical current at work to set a diaphragm
into motion. The electrical equivalent of
that sound is a varying electrical current
of definite wave shape in the amplifier.
Since no one particular variation in current
is required in order to produce a sound,
anv variation will produce a sound of one
sort or other. An interruption of an electric
circuit is a variation of electric current. It
is maximum at one instant and zero at the
next. The sound produced is a click. If the
interrui)tion is spasmodic, the click develops
into a crackling sound.
An interruption of electric current is not
necessarily limited to a circuit wherein is
located a meter which indicates the flow of
current. Current is flowing in a circuit
metered with a voltmeter, since this meter
indicates the electric pressure present in that
part of the circuit and causina: the flow of
current. Any variation in the voltage will
cause a variation in current, hence soimd
of some sort if the speaker is connected.
The current flow in a circuit is controlled
by two factors, the voltage and the resistance. If the former is constant and the latter is varied, a change in current ensues,
which once again means some sort of sound
from the speaker. Under the circumstances
it appears mighty difficult to effect some
change upon the equipment without creating
some sound. That is the exact truth, and is
true irrespective of the perfection of the
apparatus or the skill of the operator.
There is, however, another consideration.
thf rate at which the current changes. One
can operate a fader without disturbing
sounds, although the voltage being fed into
the grid-filament circuit of the amplifying
tubes is varied each time the control is
manipulated. Yet if that same fader were
adjusted over a certain arc of motion 25
times a second, a note of that pitch would
be audible as modulating whatever sounds
were being passed through the system. The
normal operation of the fader is silent because of a gradual change in the voltage
and because the circuit is at no time interrupted. Raise the contact arm from the
resistance element as slowly as you can
and a click will result when the circuit is
broken because of a great change in current.
The possible source of noise in a sound
installation are many. Each and every part
of a system subjected to voltage or current
is a possible source of noise. With this in
mind, one can very readily comprehend that
perfect operation of each such device is
imperative.
Moisture and dust are great enemies of
silent operation. Oxidization and corrosion
are likewise great enemies of silent operation. Oxidized sliding contacts should be
cleaned because thev interfere with good
electrical contact and as such cause current
variations in the circuit — and noise.
Overloaded units, that is. current flow in
excess of the rated values, is the surest way
of permanently damaging a coil of wire or a
resistance element. The usual result is noise
if not burn-out. Such defects are not visible
upon the surface. A unit may appear normal in every respect, yet is noisy in operation. Replacement is the only sure-fire test.
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Cut Noise
By
and
Improve Sound
jo/jn F. Rider
These are simple items, but one of the
greatest human failings is to overlook the
simple things.
The units employed in a sound system are
interlocked in many cases. Not necessarily
in a mechanical manner, but electrically.
Failure of one part does not mean that the
effects are limit_ed to that one point. Failure
of one may cause an overload" upon another,
which will be manifest as noise. It then becomes a matter of attempting to locate the
parts which are subject to overload by virtue of the failure of the first.
Units known to be noisy should not remain in the system. The noise will increase
with use, with inevitable failure of the system. If that defective unit is located at a
strategic point, immediate replacement is
imperative because the outcome may be expensive.

Fuses
The fuse, in comparison with the other
units in an installation, is an insignificant
item, yet its position in a circuit is usually
such that failure means cessation of operation. As a matter of fact, many complete
systems are subject to detailed examination
because the operator fails to check the fuses.
This device is simple in character — a
small piece of metal designed to melt and
interrupt the circuit when the current flow
or the heat developed in the metal exceeds
a certain temperature. Fuses are of three
1. :In the form of a narrow flat sheet in
types
a cartridge designed to fit into two clips.
2. A ribbon arranged in a plug to be
screwed into a receptacle.
3. A very thin ribbon inside of a bulb
which is screwed into a socket.
The design, or rather the capacity of the
fuse, is governed by its utility and each fuse
bears a definite current rating in amperes
or a fraction of an ampere. This current
rating is based upon the safe current flow

In 7,000 Theatres
Screen Service
.AL
NATIOX
now is distributing sound and
silent trailers to approximately
7.000 theatres of the United States
and Great Britain, it is claimed.
These include trailers advertising
coming attractions, policy announcements and animated openings. The
company recently added trailers
with disc accompaniments to its
service. Previously, the trailers
were recorded on film only.

Ml the circuit and is u.sually the inaxinuim
allowed in the system. Excessive current
flow will "blow"' ihc fuse.
Replacement is oftlimes cfTected by the
Use of a fuse of higher rating. .Such practice is beyond a douiit unwise. Thirty amjiere fuses where live ampere fuses arc required are ajit tf> prove very expensive, if
not dangerous. Current flow excessive with
respect to the insulation in the circuit, yet
not enough to blow the higher rated fuse,
may start a fire. This is particularly true
in the case of motors which, because of
some condition failed to revolve with the
circuits
in both
but.Many
this does
not are
mean"fused"
that both
fuses legs.
will
"on."the other hand, neither does it
power On
"go."
mean that a good fuse in one side of the
line means a good fuse in the other.
Investigation of W. E. equipment shows
them to be "fused" more frequently than
other ment
systems.
I'.achin plate
voltage and
filavoltage lead
the amplifier
systems
is interrupted with a fuse. Investigation of
the correct fuse should be the first step when
circuit interruption is noted.
With or
respect
the "blowing"
a fuse,
audible
visibleto indication
at theof moment
of burn-out is not certain. Further interruption of low current tube circuits which
are "fused" is not always accompanied by
a basic failure. Many such fuses blow without an apparent cause and replacement of
the fuse enables operation without further
interruption.
Repeated failure of a fuse means an overload in that circuit without a perceptible
indication. A short circuit in a resistance or
a choke in an eliminator may cause excessive current flow through the fused circuit
without visible indication upon the resistance or the choke. Prolonged operation under overload will show the short because
of overheating. .Such method of maintenance, however, is faulty and metered inspection should be carried out.
Correction of the difliculty by the insertion of a high capacity fuse is useless, since
the short circuit will invariably impair operation. Mention was made in the item devoted to "Noise" that failure of one part
may cau.se failure of another. Failure of
one part will in many cases cause the burnout of a fuse, hence routine checking of
fuses should be a part of the maintenance.
It is diflficult to estimate the number of
times that much effort was wasted in the
quest to locate an open circuit in a system
with total disregard of the fuse in the circuit. One of the first items of importance
amto a projectionist introduced to a new'
plifying unit is to acquaint himself \vilh the
location of the fuses in the circuit.

Favors Disc Over
Film Reproduction
(Continued frnm pane (^"^

reverberafrequency, and indicates that
tion at the lower frequencies is much
more objectionable than at the higher
frequencies. From this it is evident that
a smaller amount of energy is required to
produce a given volume of sound in the
theatre in the first two octaves than in
the last two. It, therefore, turn"; out that
a modification in the frequency characteristic which is advantageous from a recording standpoint is also advantageous
from the standpoint of theatre reproduc-
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these columns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine.
For your conveni ence a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided.
To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
in blank the number opposite that subject, iill in name and address and mail to Motion Pictiure News.
SEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descriping arrangements, etc.
tions of apparatus
for atmospheric
conditions in
theatres.
SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of surCARBONS— PROJECTOR. SPOT and FLOODLIGHT
faces, etc.
(lA) Descriptive literature, list prices, etc.
SCREEN SLIDES & MATS
CLEANNG SYSTEMS
(24A)ments.
Various types for screen advertising and announce(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning systems for theatres.
DECORATION
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decora(24) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated
tive furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, draperies, etc.
THEATRE POSTER AND DISPLAY DEVICES
(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.
(25) Materials and supplies for advertising and art work.
FILM PROCESSING AND CLEANING
(26) Automatic ticket machines for motion picture theatres,
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in procesTICKET VENDORS
ses for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.
change makers, canceling devices and registers.
HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote control color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
(26) ACOUSTICAL
MATERIAL, ENGINEERING AND
specifications for uses and operation.
CONTRACTING
LIGHTING FIXTURES
(27) AMPLIFIER UNITS
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
(28) HORNS AND SPEAKERS
and illustrated.
(29) HORN TOWERS
LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(30) NON-SYNCHRONOUS DISC REPRODUCERS
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.
(31) PICK-UPS
(32) RECORD LIBRARIES FOR NON-SYNCHRONOUS
LIGHTING, SIGN AND MARQUEE
DISC REPRODUCERS
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects
and advertising.
(33) RECORD CUEING SERVICES
(34) SYNCHRONOUS DISC REPRODUCING UNITS
LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
(35) SYNCHRONOUS
DISC
AND
FILM-TRACK
REand their uses in stage effects.
PRODUCERS
LIGHTING CONTROL
(36) TRANSFORMERS AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches
of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.
(12a) Emergency Lighting Plants.
MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specially designed
for motion picture projection.
Motion Picture News
(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, speci729 Seventh Ave.
fications and illustration of apparatus.

Request Blank

ORGANS

AND ORGAN

EQUIPMENT

(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.
PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.
PROJECTION
(19) Operating instructions, parts for machines (specify
make and model).
RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.
SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.

New York City
Please obtain for me free copies of trade publications dealing with the following subjects:

(Insert

Name
Theatre
Street

above

numbers

indicating subjects)
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for
only
$50.00?
Yes!
Yon
novtr saw such a bargain 1 Has no
ptrforations, yet passes sonnrt witlioiil
a hit of muffling.
l00%
sound |irnetralioi>.
Because
it has no perforations
the entire
surface
reflects
liglit.
100%
picture
display.
Has
wonderfully
brilliant

USE YOUR PRESENT FRAME
T(">.\l.l.X
Screen ol i> picture
ready and
to lace
your when
irainr.
size ofon frame
Senil dnnensions
Add $.1,S per sipiare foot for a .screen
onlerint?.
proofing. $10 'H* f
Klame
over 300 square feet.
tlie /-'XT
Kieure
in four days.
Shipment
extra.
^>>J /
With a TDNLrx
siie and^end your order.
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rent while i-ellinjc better -ound produc
tion.
Just mail the coupon.
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The Showman Section has been prepared for the convenience of readers
and while care has been taken to make
it correct it cannot
against
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possible

Electric

he guaranteed
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Co.,

Frank

83
64

.Arctic Nu-.\ir
Corporation
Automatic Devices Company

73
90

Bausch & Lomb

Seating

Optical Company

87

Headed
Screen
Corporation
Hrenkert
Light Projection
Co.
Brooks Costume Company

91
87
81

Cameron

Publishing

Company

80

Carrier

Kngineering

Corporation

61

Econoquinment
Mfg. Co., The
F'ulton Company, E. E.
GoldE
Manufacturing
Company

S"
71
93

Hertner Electric Company, The

93

Heywood-Wakefield
Hoffman & Soons

66
92

Hub

84

Electric

Company

Johns-Manville

98

Kliegl Bros., Universal p]Iec. Stage
Lighting
Company
85
Kooler-Aire
Kuttnauer,
^

Engineering
L. V.

Corp.

72
97

or Audak.
Lab. equalizer
Elec. Research
#]|
ps. Tone
jJ Pick-u
Spring Suspension Filter. Change
Over Fader with Monitor Control. Balanced Fly Wheels. Gleason Gears. Ball Bearings throughout. Record lamps, guards and
needle cups. Special prices on
Amplifiers, Speakers and Tubes.
Write today for full information.

MELLAPHONE CORP.
ROCHESTER,

TALKING

National

69

City

TRAILER

Netschert,

IN

Technicolor

Company

Ho

Novelty Scenic
Platter Cabinet

Studios
Company, The

92
77

Racon

Company,

86

Electric

KadiO-Mat

Slide

Inc.

Company

YORK

Name
Address

Inc., Frank

NEW

Please send full Mellaphone information.

97
97

Theatre Supply

and
h Fader

Complcle
P.cW-Up.

Tables are
Mellaphone
|]T substa
ntially Turn
built for con^
tinuous performance. Quiet,
Vibrationless, machined throughout with utmost precision. Connects to main shaft of All Makes
of Projectors. Easily installed.
Unexcelled performance, worldwide acceptance!

Mellaphone
Corporation
National Screen Service

i«me

$250 r

or omissions.

Company

American

MELLAPHONE
TURN
TABLE

State

□ Turn Tables F] Sound-on-Film
(Territory

for

f)ealers)
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MKlRO-CcMM |)\\ V\
VN M.Wl.K

THE ROGUE
NOW

NATIONAL

SONG
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SCREEN

SERVICE

CHICAGO — NEW
YORK — LOS
810 S. Wabash— 126 W. 46—1922

ANGELES
S. Vermont
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in inquiries
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Strong
Electric Corp.. The
Typhoon
Fan Company,
Inc.
Vallen Electrical Company, Inc.
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S.l
91

^'itadisc Company
92
Ward Leonard Electric Company .i8-A
Weber
Machine
Corporation 79
Wood
World

Conversion
Company
.58-B
Ticket & Supply Co., Inc. 85

Wright-DeCoster,
Inc.
York Safe and Lock Company

s:{
91

Advanced mechanically, and embodyin? the latest units of best known
manufacturers in the sound field. G.
M. Photo Electric Cells. All Aluminum Filmheads, uses no chains.
Latest Samson Head Amplifiers. Reel
Synchronous, 'j H.P. Motor. Finest
Optical System obtainable. Cleason
Gears.
Immediate
deliveries.

MELLAPMONE

CORPORATION

KOCHESTEP..

N.y.
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Johns-Manville (or scientiFic correction
of poor acoustics

Above — Princess Theatre, Columbus,
Miss., the ceiling panels of this theatre were
treated with J-M Nashkote "AX" H in.
Right — Fox Theatre, Detroit, Mich..
Approximately 20,000 sq. ft. of J-M Nashkote"A 'acoustical material was used in the
treatment of this theatre. Architect:
C. Howard Crant.

Let a J-M

Acoustical

Engineer

advise

YOU

IF blurred and confused reproduction of your sound
films is being reflected in your box office receipts, you
should call in a J-M Acoustical Engineer. Let him tell you
how this condition can be corrected with certainty and
how little it will cost you.
The necessary acoustics for sound films in your present
theatre are easy to obtain providing experts are employed.
Our engineers are skilled in every branch of this science.
As pioneers, we have developed the materials essential to
the work of sound control. These materials range in
price to meet the needs of every theatre and every decorative effect.
Do not experiment with short cuts which bring only
useless expense. Call in a J-M Acoustical Engineer. It
will put you under no obligation and from this man you
will get the facts about conditions in your theatre, and
how they may be economically corrected.

ISTl Johns -Manyille
ACOUSTICAL ANP SOUND
CONTROL TREATMENT

in buying acoustical materials
. . consider
the FIRE LAWS
It is not necessary to install inflammable
materials in your theatre to correct its
acoustics. J-M Acoustical Materials have
been passed on by the strictest of building boards. By installing J-M Acoustical Treatment you can prevent unnecessary expense in the future.

MAIL

THIS

COUPON

TODAY

AMress JOHNS-MANVILLE
At nearest office listed below
New York
Chicago
CleveJanJ
San Francisco
Toronto
(Offices in all large cities)
I am interested in acoustical correction ot my
theatre.
Name.
Address
Au

*.#* "1

Atril
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

What a Difference!

Table of Contents

S morning-'s mail brought,
THIamon
g other things, two unusually interesting letters
and since they present a "pet"
angle, we are liftin.g them for use
as this week's editorial chat.
One showman writes and says:
"Dear Chick: As reg;ards my beinghappy here, I am sorry to say that
it is far from that. The home office constantly piles up details and
more details until I am almost
ready to believe that they stay
awake nig^hts figuring out new
ways to annoy the house managers
and keep him from plugging' his
theatre. . . . We also have a new
supervisor in this district and if he
has ever had any experience in running- a theatre himself, then I'm a
hippo. . . . The best thing he knows
how to do is to tell me how wrong
I am in everything I try to accomplish. ..."
My sincerest sympathies go to a
man in a situation like the one described above. I can honestly say
that this manager is NOT a kicker.
On the contrary, he is one of the
most "sunny" chaps I ever had the
pleasure of meeting and before he
took his present position he was
high in hope and spirit at the prospects for the future.
But let's
to theto second
letter.
You get
willon want
know
more about it, I'm sure. "A."
says: "Between
you and me, I
want to tell you that 'P
' is
the greatest outfit in the show busines . . . . My district manager

comes to my theatre once a week,
and I'm ahvays glad to see him.
He KNOWS show business, and
talks my language. We discuss
my problems as men ought to do;
never does he convey the impression that he is my superior. He

^
^
^
•
'
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"^

John Najdek's Rise To Mgr.
Irvinff Feinman
Transferred
Ralph E. Phillips Sells Them
Meet D. C. Harrison of Ga.
Frank
Hill's Advertising
Witte
Celebrates
Valentines
"The
Showman's
Calendar"
\incent and His Book fiag
Shewell's in Again
Mere's Tom Olsen
•Buddy," A Knight Of
W. K. Stewart Joins

The

Dav

Bath

Damon's "Disraeli" Campaign
Dave Borland Sells Out
Bread Tie-up (Jood For Lake
Creamer's Distribution Idea
Kunze and His Showmanship
News About
Morris Rosenthal
Ward's Novelty Herald
Earle Holden On Service Meetings
Fitzpatrick Starts Clicking
Jack .Marpole Moves Again
S. S. Solomon Has A Good One
Baby Organs and

H. Pearl

Enrolling "Sonny" Shepherd
H. C. Brown Has A Great Idea
Presenting
ties!
Barney

South

Murphy

African

.4ctivi-

of Canada

Midnite Matinees At Drachman's
Dugan's
Publicity Splurge
"Yo-Yo"? — Good
Knight I
Cartledge's
Creative
Front
President Tom McDonald
Fulton's Ballyhoo Caused
Comment
Joe Koehler
.\nnouncing!
Miami Openings Promoted
Bv
den
Introducing Lyman
Lynn
Hinchman
Called For Help
"New .'Members"

Hol-

sees me
things
thatthem
I don't
and
tells
about
in a see
manner
that makes his suggestions welcome. .. . That's the kind of spirit
that makes life worth while. ..."
What a Difference!
The ab()\e, gentlemen, are facts.
And in the face of such facts, how
can the inefficient superiors of real
showmen continue their stupid tactics? Are they so blind to their
own faults that they fail to realize
what jackasses they are making of
themselves? It certainly would
seem so.
It happens to be a cloudy morning, but as far as I am concerned
the sun is shining brightly and I
can tell the world that a letter like
"A's" is enough to make the day
perfect for me. I can think of no
better news than the fact that there
are honest-to-goodness executives
in the show business; men of the
tvpe that "A" expresses himself
about and we only hope there are
plenty more like him.
No getting away from the fact
that a division, headed by a common-sense supervisor, will get further in the long run than supervisors who are so busy playing
"boss" that they entirely lose sight
of the importance of harmony
within their divisions.
-Chick."
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IMPORTANCE OF THEATRE
PROGRAMS!
Our arguments in favor of the use of house proji^rams broujfht all kinds of reactions and results
in much discussion on this subject.
Many members agreed on our stand, while others
disagreed. We took all of the angles into consideration and the final analysis was:
USE HOUSE PROGRAMS, by all means.
We claim that the value of a well laid out program compares in importance with trailers or any
other house advertising medium ever employed.
And, besides, it offers several advantages not otherwise gained through other mediums. Especially
the "Managers' Chat Column," the various announcements about your theatre's service angles,
as teaser copy for a coming attraction and many
other equally good ideas.
Then we come to what is, perhaps, the most important angle of all. The Mailing List which has
proven its importance and effectiveness the world
over. Your program is the basis for the starting
of such a Hst and the larger it grows the more people are being kept acquainted with what your theatre is doing and showing.
We have reproduced hundreds of house programs
on these pages for the purpose of letting our members and readers see the type of stuff other managers are turning out. If yours has not been
shown yet, put us on your mailing list and we will
be glad to reproduce your program as well as set
"Chick:
forth the highlights, as we see them, in connection
with such programs.
There is perhaps no peppier

^ assistant manager on the
^°^ Metropolitan Theatre
chain
than Irving Feinman,
contention
''^'"Sto °"'"
^^^*going
^"^ are
^g
stick to it, for
Irving has shown us how he
worked at the Leader Theatre in Brooklyn, and as he has

Is
1
Now at Ozone r arK
AnUOt
s
uucmtf
PrnHnrin
Sfill Jrru
AnH lll
—^^—-^-^-—^^^-—^^——^—
Feinman
Irving
xi
viXAfe
"D

just been transferred to another position at the Ozone Park
Theatre, in Queens, we are sure that he is going to bear out,
more than ever, the statement we have made concerning him
and his ability.
Wlien Irving was at the Leader you can bet your bottom
dollar everything went along shipshape and just to show you
what we mean, we are reproducing a picture of the Leader
and as you will notice he has the front of the theatre selling
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everything inside the house, including the sound, as the banner
hung under the marquee shows, and if you'll look closely you
will notice that over the entrance doors he uses the selling
phrase "From Broadway To You," as a stock catchline, and
directly underneath has strung a banner announcing the picture. We would also like to call your attention to the fine
copy he features on the marquee and which carries nearly all
the information necessary about the picture.
Irving's activities have always been a source of great interest
to us and it was with pleasure that we learned he was going
to the Ozone Park Theatre to work under the tutelage of Monty
MacLevey, whose showman exploits have often been seen on
these pages, and we feel sure that with the knowledge of showmanship Irving acquired while working with Manager Champlin at the Leader, he will more than make a name for himself,
and with Monty teaching him the little niceties of the business
as only he can impart it won't be long before we start recording
Irving's activities at his own house.
We wish Irving lots of luck and we know that he is going
to keep up the active interest he has shown in his work and
in the ROUND TABLE CLUB.
Ralph E. Phillips tied in
with a jeweler on a stunt that
netted lots of publicity for
Billie Dove in "The Other Tomorrow" playing at the State
Theatre, Chattanooga, Tenn.
The jeweler offered a wrist
watch and a number of tickets to the ones making the most
words out of his name. This stunt was publicized by printed
cards being distributed at both the theatre and at the store
well in advance of play dates.

From Indications
Ralph E. Phillips
Sells His Shows

The upper half of the card contained copy, "Billie Dove in
THE OTHER TOMORROW
at the State Mon-Tues-Wed
wears a Helbros Wrist Watch on sale in Chattanooga by
Shyer's Credit Jewelers."
The lower half of card read, "Win a Helbros Wrist Watch
Free! Shyer's Credit Jewelers will give a Helbros wrist watch
to the person who can make the most words using only the
letters in the word HELBROS (letters must not be used more
than once in a word). The next ten largest lists will receive
one ticket each to see Billie Dove in THE OTHER TOMORROW at the State. Use reverse side of this card, and
turn in to the State Theatre."
Keep up your fine work, Ralph, we have our eye on you and
we are certain that your assignment as house manager will
lead to bigger and better things, as you demonstrate your
ability and capacity for showmanlike activities. Your different
stunts will always find a welcome on the ROUND TABLE
doing.
CLUB pages so the entire Industry will know what you are

D. C. Harrison, By
Joining Club, Runs
Up Ga. Enrollment

Let's extend the glad hand
of goodfellowship to another

of Monty
to enroll in theSalmon's
ROUND menTABLE
CLUB; D. C. Harrison, who
is the assistant manager of the
~~
Rialto Theatre in Macon, Ga.,
which house is run under the City Management of our fellow
CLUB member, Monty.
Working with a man like Monty Salmon, we feel sure that
Harrison will be able to acquire an excellent knowledge of
showmanship and before long we will record a goodly number
of his activities on these pages, for after "breaking in" we don't
doubt but that Harrison is going to prove a very active member.
As "D. C." is probably aware, there is a hustling bunch of
showmen to be found among the ROUND TABLE members
in the South so we know he sees the necessity for being a livewire to keep up with the rest of the bunch down Georgia way,
but we've got an idea that he'll fit into the picture perfectly.
Let's hear from you Harrison, and we hope that your next
letter will bring us news of your promotion to house manager,
but if not you can bank on the statement that all you have to
do is put over some stunts in a real showmanlike manner and
before you know it promotion will be coming your way.

A pril
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"Risen From the Ranks," if
we recall arightly, was the
title of one of the enjoyable
Horatio Alger stories, which
by virtue of their simplicity
used to bring, and in fact still
■
bring, thrills to the reader, be
he young
to reader,
relate, at
though
Alger's stories
would
read orlikeold.
fairyStrange
tales, the
the conclusion
of the
book, was sold on the idea that perseverance would win out,
because according to Alger, he had to win by virtue alone.
You arc no cloiiht w oiulcrins;; by now just wliy we should
bring Horatio Alger into this story, so in order to clear up any
bewilderment we are going to tell you about a real life counterpart of one of the noted .Alger's talcs, whose name is John
Najdik.
When Paul Binstock, newly appointed District Supervisor in
Long Island for Fox Metropolitan, under Ben Leo, was managing the Broadway Theatre in Astoria, L. L, N. Y., Najdek was
hired as an usher. Time went by and the first thing we know
he had been promoted to doorman by Binstock, who saw possibilities in him. From doorman, it was only a short step to
assistant manager, working with the man he had been working
under, and receiving, under Binstock's exacting tutelage, a
knowledge of the inner workings of showmanship.
Najciek was an apt pupil and learned tiioroughly the lessons
taught him, trying always to learn more and displaying his
newly acquired sense of showmanship whenever called upon.
Meanwhile the men higher up had been watching Binstock, as
he had been watching Najdek, and promotion came his way.
Today, to make this story come to its happy ending, Binstock
is a District Supervisor and Najdek is now manager of the
theatre, where ten short months ago, he started as an usher,
proving that Horatio Alger knew what he was talking about.
At this stage of the story, we want to comment on another
young man who too, seems to be getting ahead in the show
business. We refer to Sidney Auerbach, former doorman of
the theatre and now promoted by Binstock to assistant man-
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SISO
1— Columbia Pictures offers a cash prize of $150
to the exhibitor presentint{ the mosi novel and
effect i\ e I<tbb\ displuv on a (Columbia Picture
pla>ed during the month of April.

$100
.\ second cash pri^e of $100 vvill be offered
to the second best lobby display under the «amc
conditions.

$100
2^CoIumbia Pictures offers a cash prize of $100
to the exhibitor who makes the most novel and
effective use of poster paper t>n Columbia Pictures played in his theatre during the month of
.April.
$150
3— Columbia Pictures offers a cash prize of
$150 to the exhibitor who displays the (greatest
amount of poster paper (sheet basis) on Columbia pictures played in his theatre during the
/month of April.

CLUD

"DIRTY

BVLBS'

Talkinj^ alxml keeping your Ihi'atro in tip-top
.shape hiirijiis lo mind the thouuht that you ou^lit
to devote a morning or artern«)on to cleanini; all
the electric hu'l)s on the outside of the theatre.
Maximum hiillianc\ can ne\er he attained from
your sij^ns if the hulhs are coated with a winter's
dirt and soot. And while discussinjf this subject,
may be inquire when \()u last walked out of the
theatre, on an evening, to the opposite side of the
.street to look over the front of your house?
We suffRest you develop the hai)it. In fact, it's
worth doinc: several times a week, just to uet the
patron's slant on what the front of the house looks
like. Is it invitinj::? .Are there a majority of lamps
not burning'.' Perhaps the letteis of youi- theatre's
name sign is sadly in need of a coat of white paint.
Maybe the attraction letters could stand a jjood
cleaning (despite your weekly inspection).
The.se represent hut a few of the antjies that
every wide-awake showman should make it a point
to watch. Whatever else you may do, DON'T wait
for one of your bosses to tell \()u that your theatre
looks like a "dump". Such news generally spoils
your appetite for dinner and jars the nerves.
ager. We shall keep our eye on this young man and see whether history, as it is depicted in the Broadway Theatre and
Najdek's
rise,
repeat
itself.
We offer
ourwillbest
wishes
for the continued success of these
two young men.

Sending

STUNTS
READ
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John Najdeck and
His Rise to Mgr.
Reads Like Story

A

A' r 7v .<;

in

Your

for the ^750 cash
Columbia Pri

COLLECT THE DOUGH
4 — Columbia
Pictures $J50
offers a cash prize of
$150 to the exhibitor who gets the greatest copy
lineiige from his local newspaper on Columbia
Pictures plaving his theatre during the month
of April.

5— Columbia Pictures offers a cash prize of $100
to the exhibitor who $100
uses the greatest lineage
of advertising space in local newspapers on Columbia pictures during the month of April.

Play Columbia

Pictures while the

on . . . it is making matter easy for you
to exploit and publicise. Send your

15. 1930

7 — .\I1 entries must be submitted to Columbia
Prosperity Ideas, Managers Round Table Club,
729 Seventh Avenue. No entries received after
May 15. 1930. will be considered. No letters,
photographs will be returned unless requested
and return postage accompanies entry.

In the event of ties each tying contestant will
be awarded the prize tied for.

Open Now— Get In!
tremendous Tenth Anniversary drive is

Judges
6 — The judges for all these contests will be
(Charles Lewis, of Motion l*icture News and
two executives of Columbia Pictures Corporation. Their decision will be final.
Closes May

The Contest is Wide

(Adv.)

stunts in Managers Round Table Club,
M. P. News . . . Send them in early.

M 0 110 n
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BUT-BUT-BUTH
Introducing a now famous alibi of all times, the well known
and frequently used "BUT" . . . just three letters in it . . .
originally intended as a conjunction, a figure of speech, an
aid to good English . . . but adopted by the "can't make the
graders" as an alibi . . . Oh, liow that simple little word has
helped
so many
men. . .. .for. no
you're
bound
to hear
it there
. . .
no matter
where lazy
you go
matter
where
you go
are lazy men . . . It's so simple to say . . . "We would
have had a record breaking week, BUT . . . how naturally it
comes to some persons' lips . . . and how it harmonizes with
their whole being . . . Their lives have been BUTS ever
since the time they put out to shift for themselves . . .
Wherever they went they proffered excuses wlien they couldn't
make the grade . . . "Place the blame on somebody else,"
they shouted, "we could liave done it, BUT . . . Then when
the man with a WILL comes along they wonder what on eartli
tliey ever did that he sliould inform them their services were
terminated . . . "Oh, tlie injustice of it all," they moan, "after
the way we slaved and worked for that company, too" . . .
"Well, you can bet that on our next job we won't slave" . . .
And that's the reason why tliey always remain subjects of
BUT . . . THEY NEVER LEARN! . . . The poor fellows
are so taken up with their sense of feelings injured that
they won't take time to analyze themselves and find out
where the trouble lies . . . An automobile must change its
oil every five hundred miles or it will suddenly develop
knocks in the engine . . . It is the same way with a man
. . . Unless he changes his mental oil every so often HIS
engine will start to develop knocks . . . There is no need
for alibis in this business . . . If a man goes about his work
in the right manner and decides to use WILL instead of the
destructive, demoralizing BUT . . . he won't have to find
excuses when things do not seem to click . . . With WILL
behind him he goes to the bottom of his problem to find out
where the trouble lies . . . Suppose a ship crossing the
ocean is caught in a terrible storm and the engines refuse to
function . . . somebody would be in a terrible fix if the
mechanics and engineers all got together and declared that
the engines would function BUT . . . Those men never need
BUTS . . . They say that the engines WILL propel the ship
by motive power . . . and they proceed to see that the
statement is carried out . . . So it is with lots of men . . .
Though they know they are capable of using WILL . . . They
don't care to use it . . It's too easy to alibi . . . "why be
bothered overcoming obstacles" . . . "let somebody else do
it" . . . And so that cry goes on and on . . . gaining
strength with each succeeding failure . . . Until finally . . .
what started out originally as a guy with ambition and WILL
. . . ends up a "has been BUT" . . . Don't let BUT get a
grasp on you . . . Let WILL step into the place whenever
things look tough . . . and you'll find that things were only
as black as they were painted . . . Every dark cloud has a
silver lining . . . It's only a matter of turning it inside out
. . . So it is with you . . . Whenever you feel that he did
this and you could have done it too, BUT . . . Don't alibi . . .
Turn Yourself Inside Out . . . It's a simple process . . .
all it requires is the WILL to do . . . and after you've done
it a couple of times . . . you'll say . . . like so many others
are saying . . . "Whaddya mean, the sun never shines."
A. H. Vincent used an advance lobby stunt to get publicity for "The Bishop Murder
Case" playing at the Sterling
Theatre, Greeley, Colo.
A table was placed in the lobby
~~~
with note book and card of special notice reading, "You have read THE CANARY MURDER
CASE and THE GREENE MURDER CASE and other Van
Dine novels, but do you know anything of the BISHOP MURDER
CASE? Sign your name and address on the register and information will be sent you later from the Sterling Theatre on this subject."
While Vincent obtained a lot of names on the register seeking information about the picture, the lobby stunt itself caused
a lot of comment and helped to put over the idea that this
was the best of all the Van Dine stories.

A. H. Vincent Had
Signthea "Dope"
Them in
Book
Lobby

The register also provided a few more names for the theatre's
regular mailing list, and considering the number of plugs we have

made in connection with theatre mailing lists, we must compliment
Mr. Vincent for his fine showmanlike methods as he used them
in conjunction with this particular attraction. It will be our pleasure to pass along any more of this new member's activities, so we
hope he becomes a regular active correspondent. How about it,
"A. H." ? You can answer this better than any of us here at CLUB
headquarters.
Speak for yourself.
A couple of more samples of
the way George Shewell, exploitation manager for the
York Theatres in York,
Pa.,
engineers window tie-ups may
be seen below in the cut we
are reproducing.

Shewell is Still
Thinking Up Gags
To Sell Pictures

On "The Love Parade," Shewell
tietl up with a nationally
known
radio corporation and used the windows
of the local
distributors
of the product
to exploit the picture.
Besides
grouping stills in the window Shewell
made up a novel cutout and placed it
in the center where it was bound to
create talk among the theatre-goers.
The other cut shows how he used
a window of a local confectioner to
exploit Rudy Vallee's picture and also
featured a candy kiss called "Vallee
Kisses." This window attracted a lot
of attention from nearly every passerby. Besides the tie-up in the window
Shewell arranged with the dealer to
give away a free ticket to the first 50
women
pound
Kisses."purchasing
In return afor
this of
the "Vallee
dealer
ran a notice of the picture and the
free offer in his regular newspaper ad.
In this way the theatre came in for a
bit of publicity on the regular advertising pages at no cost to the house,
except fifty passes.
He also arranged with the local drug and department store
where they took advantage of Valentine's Day and worked in
the star of "The Love Parade" besides getting in some plugs for
the theme songs of the picture. These two stores are located
in a very busy section of the city and the value of tie-ups of
this sort can easily be seen.
In addition to these high pressure activities, Shewell promoted a single truck co-operative ad with the local radio dealers
and ran a big plug on the picture in the center of the page.
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The cost of securing this valuable publicity was nominal, with
the theatre, as you know, paying for what is probably the regular space, but coming in for a bigger play by virtue of the
full page ad.
It is too bad that we are so cramped for space, as we would
like to show you some more of Shewell's displays, but since
he is always injecting new angles into his tie-ups we feel sure
that the future holds a good many surprises for the Club members from him.
Right George?
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Things have been going
great out on the PacificNorthwest around WallaWalla, Washington, where the
residents of that city and the
towns adjoining have been
celebrating "Senior Mercy
Month" in honor of the Twenty Fifth Anniversary of Frederick
Mercy Sr's quarter century in show business.
The newspapers co-operated wonderfully and gave the campaign much publicity. Frank Hill, who manages the Liberty
Theatre in Walla Walla, handled the advertising for the Anniversary Month and certainly turned in a fine job. If space
would permit we would like to show you a batch of bVank's ads
that would sell in any man's country, but we can only tell vou
how he handled one of his layouts.
Injecting novelty in his ads being characteristic of his work,
Frank put the congratulatory telegrams, received by him, from
the various movie stars and picture companies, to good use. He
arranged a fine set-up and inserted them in the regular theatre
ad, thereby enhancing the value of the ad and getting in a plug
for the occasion. When the readers of the newspaper came
across the page on which was the theatre ad it was a dead certainty that they would stop and read it as. by virtue of the layout, it was unavoidable.
PVank evidently figured on this since he decided to plug a
number of his coming attractions as well and made them up
in the form of announcement boxes, leaving plenty of white
space in order tliat the titles would stand out more strongly.
always
a pleasure
look at
and We
we hope,
in It
theis near
future
to run atolayout
of Frank's
his latestadsones.
want

His Newspaper Ads
Played A Large
Part In Campaign

to thank him for keeping us posted on the doings of himself
and the Mercy Circuit and since there is a good many of the
circuit's managers on the Club rolls, we feel that this lively
outfit of hustling showmen will be well represented on our
pages. We add our congratulations to Frederick Mercy Sr.,
and wish him continued success, and if we could only get out
to Walla Walla, nothing would please us more than to congratulate him in person.
Because "Second Choice"
playing at the Empress TheValentine's Day
atre, Decatur, 111., on ValenAs Observed By
tine's Day offered Paul Witte
of using ValWi t te Wowed Town the opportunity
entine heralds, special sets of
red and yellow cards were
made up, the red cards being given to the boys and the yellow
cards to the girls.
The left side of the card was devoted to a cut of a heart
showing a boy and girl. Also a number. The other half of
card carried copy, "Valentine Date Night — Empress Theatre,
Fri., Feb. 14th— Dolores Costello in SECOND CHOICE.
Some girl (boy) has a Valentine date card that corresponds
with the serial number on this card. Find her and bring her
to this Big Valentine Show as guests of the Empress Theatre —
Free."
The cards stimulated a lot of interest among the boys and
girls. And although there weren't many finding their partners,
there was, however, a sufficient number of pairs to make it a
worthwhile stunt. And incidentally, all the boys and girls
naturally told their folks about the picture too which helped
to increase the box office receipts.
Those of you who follow the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages
week by week, will recall that Ed Hiehle was the first one to
pass this stunt along to us, and we are glad to note that other
managers are using it throughout the country. Incidentally,
we might add at the same time that it is not necessary to wait
for Valentine's Day to work a gag of this sort, as any picture
that lends itself to this sort of exploitation will fill the bill just
as well. Good work, Paul, and we want you to know that you
handled it in a real showmanlike manner, which bears out our
previous statement that you are capable of accomplishing things
that you set your mind to do.
Let's hear some more of how things are going down in
Decatur, and remember us to our many friends and boosters
out your wav.
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Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money
theatre.

dates" for your

APRIL
April

7th to 11 National

April
8th.
April
9th.
April L3th.

Haseball

Week.

April 13th.

Battle of Appomattox— 1865.
Surrender of General Lee — 1865.
Palm Sunday.
Holiday)
First Day of Passover.
(Jewish

April 13th.
April 14th.

Thomas Jefferson's Birthday.
Assassination
of Pres. Lincoln —
1865.

April 16th.
April 18th.

De Diego's Birthday (Porto Rico)
Good Friday.

April
April
April
April
April

19th.
19th.
20th.
21st.
21st.

Patriot's Day (Maine & Mass.)
Easter Saturday.
Easter Sunday.
Easter Monday.
Foundation
of
Rome
(Italian
Holiday).

April 23rd.
April 24th.

Shakespeare
Born — 1564.
—1704.
First newspaper i.ssued in America

April 25th.
April 26th.

War Declared with Spain— 1898.
Confederates Memorial Day (Alabama, Florida, Georgia & Miss.)

April 27th.
April 30th.

General Grant's Birthday— 1822.
Louisiana Purchased.

MAY
May 1st to 7th

National Golf Week.

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ''The Showman^s
Calendar^^ £or an advance
tip on
future holidays and events.
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Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.
We want to say hello, at this
to W. E. Stewart, mantime,
W. E. Stewart of
ager and owner of the Pastime
North Carolina Is Theatre in Concord, N. C, for
E." is one of the latest
New Club Member "W.
showmen to enroll in the
"
ROUND TABLE CLUB.
hasn't
The Pastime is wired for sound and though Stewart
he will more
a big city population to draw from, we know that way
possible
than sell his shows by putting over in the best
the finest kind of exploitation that his limited circumstances
will allow, and in that manner boost his box office, for in his
case, it's a question of having to bring them back again with
every new change of show. Stewart also owns a vaudeville
house in the town, which though it is now playing sdent
with the vaudeville will eventually, as he tells us, go
pictures
into
sound.

So you can see Stewart will have to more than be up on his
toes, thus we should be hearing some interesting things from
him concerning the way he brings his patrons back again so
we don't doubt but that some original ideas will be seeing the
light of day and pepping up the town. At any rate we want
mighty interested m
to hear from Stewart again because we're
finding out the manner he exploits his shows.
We look forward with pleasure to receiving a nice long letter
from you "W. E." giving us some more "dope" on your showmanship, and when you send it in Jet's have a photo of yourself.

Damon Sold Town
On Attraction By
Using Good Angle

N e "w s

When A. J. Damon of the
Lincoln-Dixie Theatre, Chicago Heights, Illinois, played
"Disraeli" he realized that in
order to have a successful
campaign he must appeal to
the intellectual classes and

schools to mighty good results.
An aggressive campaign followed, the highlight of which was a
tie-up with the superintendent of the city schools for allowing
extra hours of credit for all members of history and dramatic
classes who witnessed the showings, of "Disraeli." Announcements
were made in classes and assembly regarding the excellence of the
attraction from the historical standpoint as well as for its dramatic
qualities.
Needless to say, it was a novelty for a piece of entertainment
to receive the support of such important figures in a community as the instructors and officials of schools, so the response
was great. And as Damon says, the hook-up had an institutional value too, in that the efforts of the modern movieproducers were being looked upon with approval, especially
when they defied convention enough to produce such an excellent picture.
To play up the importance of a special treatment in the exploitation and advertising of a picture like "Disraeli" would be too much
like repetition so we hate to go into that angle again, but we certainly want to hand Mr. Damon credit for the fine way which he
went about this school tie-up, and, of course, we can only hold it
up as an example to our other members and readers because of its
important and fine showman slant.
Let's hear some more from you, "A. J.," won't you? And
tell us what else you are doing to pep up business on the
different attractions that play your theatre.
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Letting his house in for a
lot of favorable publicity is a
habit with Dave Borland, the
alert manager of the Metropolitan Theatre in Regina,
Saskatchewan,
Can., for, according to the latest accounts
we have on hand concerning his work, we find that the local
newspaper gave him plenty of space on a recent theatre party
he ran.
The Robert Simpson Company enabled Dave to hook up a
record by buying out the entire house for the entertainment of
its employees. As this was the first time an organization had
leased the house for an evening, according to the newspaper, a
new record was created. The local paper alloted two columns
on the front page of the second section to the theatre and an
account of the party, and we note with interest that Dave made
quite a success as master of ceremonies for the occasion. Proving again the versatility of a showman.
Besides newspaper publicity, Dave also derives a lot of benefit from his window display tie-ups and his latest work to be
brought to our attention was the display he created on "The
Painted Angel." He tied up with a local tobacco store and in
the store window grouped a number of packages of cigarettes
around a cut of Billie Dove, the star of the film, smoking a
cigarette. A testimonial plug, carrying copy relating to the
picture and play date, was placed in the center of the display,
with stills placed around it. The whole thing was designed to
sell and itsknowing
served
purpose. Dave's work there's no question but that it

Borland Sold Out
His Entire House
To Local Company

Thanks, Dave, for keeping us posted on your work and also
we want to thank you for the nice expressions of good fellowship youinterested
voice in your
letter. ofWeyouwant
know that
always
in hearing
and you
yourto work.
Givewe're
our
regards to the rest of the Club up around your way and let's
hear from you again real soon.
A tie-up with the Federal
Bakery netted Manager Clint
Lake
lots
of publicity
for
"Seven
Keys
to
Baldoate"
playing
the Publix-Tivoli
Theatre, atChattanooga,
Tenn.
One side of tliese stuffers or
slips of paper contained copy about the picture, theatre and
play dates.
And the other side contained a number and details
liow to win a free ticket to see the picture.
The stuffers were wrapped with loaves of bread and the 4,000
of them were distributed in advance of play dates.
In every loaf of bread, there's a slip similar to this one
printed on one side of the stuffer. .And each one has a number
as shown in the top left corner. But all the numbers are not
the same. A complete set consists of seven of these slips numbered consecutively from 1 through 7. If you save these slips
and secure a complete set. bring them to the box office of the
TIVOLI before Saturdav, Feb. 22nd. and vou will be given
one
free ticket to see and hear SEVEN KEYS TO BALDPATE.

Tickets In Loaves
Of Bread Was Gag
That Clicked Well

Of the one or two hundred complete sets distributed, 35 were
redeemed at the box office for free admission.
The stunt created a lot of talk about the picture and greatly*
helped to publicize it to good box-office receipts.

Nat S. Ferber says:
"I am honored and pleased to be a
member of the ROUND TABLE CLUB.
I believe that this CLUB is a great benefit to our brother managers."
Manager, Fox Crescent Theatre,
Astoria, L. I.
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We want to introduce at
this time one of the most active members of the ROUND
TABLE CLUB and also one
of the most active publicity
directors we know of. Meet
^—
Tom Olsen.
Tom is the dircctdr of publicity lOr tiie L'pstate Division of
the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, and since we have recorded
his activities in our pajres many times his work is not unknown
to his fellow members. Rut now we want to toll you something about his career in show business.
He is a graduate of the Paramount
Managers Training School, and has
managed theatres in Salt Lake City and
Denver for the Publix organization.
While in Denver, his ability as a publicist attracted widespread attention
with the result that a tempting offer
was received to join the stafT of E. J.
Myrick and handle publicity for United
Theatres and the New Orleans suburban theatres in New Orleans, Louisiana. Tom accepted the offer and landed
his first big publicity assignment, working with the Myrick staff until he joined
the Fox forces.

A Publicist With
An A-1 Record Is
Tom Olsen of Fox

W'itli the Fo.x Metropolitan group he handled the editing of
their circuit organ "Progress," until his present assignment as
publicity director for the Upstate Division. Incidentally, while
Tom lived in Seattle, Wash., he gathered a lot of newspaper
experience in the capacity of Sporting Editor for the Seattle
Star, which may account for the "live" way in which he makes
up his new publication "From the Firing Line," circulated
among the Upstate Division.
With such a background it is no wonder that Tom is able to
display such a remarkable ability as a publicist, but we know,
as do all other showmen, that nothing can be accomplished
without plenty of hard work and untiring efforts. We know
that Tom is always on the lookout to do whatever he can to
better both business and good-will for his organization and he
can bank on it that his work is attracting attention. We are
very glad to have him on the CLUB rolls and we want him to
know that we certainly appreciate the active interest he shows
in us.
Remember not so long ago
we told you that you could
expect to hear some corking
accounts of the work of Harold S. Kopplin, manager of the
Capitol
Theatre
in Miami,
Florida, and his organist,

CLUB

LOST AND FOUND ! ! !
Hundreds of readers write to ask us for information about friends in the show business whom they
are anxious to locate or correspond with. So wc
have decided to incorporate this angle into the
Club pages as a regular feature.
Use the blank (please type or print) and we
will do the rest.
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

TABLE

CLUB,

I would like to Ic.irn the wiiercabouts of

His last known address was
City

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on

(date)

Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide
us in helping you locate this party.)

Bathtub Yodeling
A Pleasure When
Rendered Like This

"Buddy" Webber? Well, here's the first one in the form of an
organ novelty put on by these two live-wires.
The photo itself is self-explanatory and shows "Buddy" seated
in the novel bathtub
effect he achieved
for his organ
slide
presentation of
"S i n g i n' in the
Bathtub." Just to
forestall a couple of
anxious queries we
had better inform
wears
lower
you
that the
"Buddy"
portion of a bathing suit, which is
liidden from audience view.
This novelty, the
first
that "Buddy"
has used
down
there, went over for
a big hit, and judging from the success of it he is algetting set to
"wow" ready
them again.
The cost of the
entire stunt was comparatively small, especially when you figure

SIGNED
ADDRESS
CITY

(Note:

Unsigned

STATE

requests

will

receive

no

consideration.)

made of tin, was purthe way the people responded The tub,
chased from a local plumber. The front was cut out to fit
the organ. During the first five slides of the number, a black
cloth concealed the tub, with a small head spot bemg focused
on "Buddy " When the first slide of the chorus was reached
an usher removed the cloth and the house roared with laughter
at the strange sight, as this was the first time they had been
treated to a novelty of this sort.
Well, you can see what "Ruddy" is doing down there and it
just goes to show you that Kopplin knows what an important
part of his program an organ solo can be. .\s we have stated
before, if you have an organist, use him. It need not be a
bathtub gag, it can be any kind of a novelty, and it's a sure
thing that if a little care is taken in the construction that your
patrons will be more than pleased with your eflforts. We want
to thank "Buddy" and Kopplin for passing this one along to us
and wc know that the future is going to hold many surprises in
store for the CLUB members because when two good showmen
get together something is certain to break.
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Having told you so much
about Paul W. Kunze, it is
not at all surprising that we
should follow it up with a picture of Paul himself so you
can get a more vivid idea of
how he looks. (Is the above

■==^^=^^— — — — — ^^^====^^=^====^-==
Ork with you, Paul?)
But getting right down to brass tacks compels us to pass
along a peach of an idea which attracted our attention as soon
as his latest letter landed on our desk.
It deals with the subject of House Inspections, and every member and reader
will surely recall how often we've pestered them with this important phase of
theatre management.
Getting right to the point, we want
you to see an inspection form used by
the State Theatre in Stoughton, Mass.,
the house under the management of Mr.
Kunze.
If you will look it over carefully, its many fine points will show up
as clear as a beacon on a dark night.
Take a tip, brother members, and for
the few cents it may cost (most theatre printers will make it up
free of cost to the house) you should immediately have a few
hundred run off and start the idea right away.
Here it is:

STATE THEATRE
STOUGHTON,

April

News

MASS

INTERSTATE
THEATRES,
Inc.
DAILY FIRE PROTECTION
INSPECTION
Exit Doors examined and work easy?
Exit Lights lighted?
Location Exit Bulbs burned out?

5,

19 3 0
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is just
onebetter
of the,
butThis
we have
a still
one fine
in thepoints
form of
of aPaul's
manualactivities,
for the
ushers which we considered important enough to hold for special use. Watch for it within
the next few weeks and it will
appear verbatim as used in the
State Theatre.
The front of the State Theatre reminded us of one we had
under our wing not so very long
ago — B. C. (meaning before
Club) and don't let it confuse
you for one moment. The inside
is a beautiful and spacious auditorium and right up to tap
when it comes to decorations
and appointments.
Another reproduction we show
is that of the red-ink imprint of
the local paper which brought forth much favorable comment
besides plenty of extra business for the theatre. We've shown
the sarne idea time and again and our chief reason for bringing
it up is because we want to continue to drive this argument home. It is still
to be used in many
THE STOUGHTON NEWS-SENTINEL
theatres and towns and
\hcn)iiK SLarc
R .J.>. a.n,„, c,^™^^
Turn l)m\n All
it is "different" enough
to create comment and
business, as stated before.
Thanks, Paul, for
your continued Club
spirit. It's just that
spirit which makes our
job so doggone interesting and prompts us
to try to improve the
Club in every possible
way. Keep up your

100 SHOWS IN ONE
You

Must

See

Warner

M^

BRo^uffiRdwNiNG
Success.
AnEN4HUK, I
■
_
-

■
■ -

contributions
and delay
don't
mind the short
getting the stuff into
print as we must handle
an enormous amount of
material each week and
we are trying to do justice to ever3rthing and
everybody.

Stand Pipes examined?
Water on?
Hose attached?
Chemical Extinguishers in good order?

You might also convey our regards to the
other managers on the
Interstate Circuit up
your way and by all means tell Eddie Anson we expect him to
buy.)
buy us some lunch when we get up Boston way next month.
(He'll be getting off mighty cheap if that's all we want him to

Asbestos Curtain lowered?
Automatic Ventilator tested?
Switch Board in charge of
Inspector
Date
This report must be filled out and delivered to
the Manager before each evening performance.

JACK

STEWART

But seriously, Paul, I'm certainly anxious to make your acquaintance and hope the opportunity arrives real soon. Remember me to Anson & Stoneman, too. They should recall the
"almost" deal they made for the famous (?) Connecticut
houses only a few short years ago.

SAYS:

"A word about the MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE Section in the NEWS— This
Section is the most inspiring piece of showmanship ever conceived by a trade journal,
it teems with ideas for exploitation, and I am sure that the managers everywhere, are
most grateful to the MOTION PICTURE NEWS for their constructive enterprise and
foresight in giving them this key to increased box office receipts.'*
Manager, Capitol Theatre,
Peterboro,
Ontario, Can.

A tr'i -'' • ^ '-^ •■>' ^
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Out in Muscatine, Iowa,
there's a showman who has
proven a very active member
of the Round Table Club. We
might state that this particular showman is one of the
•—
earlier
Club
members
too.
Sirica John W. Creamer joined our organization of showmen
we have had the pleasure of passing along many excellent ideas
which in addition to helping him, also helped his brother members who used the stunts. Now Creamer comes through with
another corking idea.
He has organized a club composed of boys residing: in the
town and calls it the Palace Boys Club. The purpose? To
serve his house and to let the town know that the theatre has
its interest at heart. The local hoys have made the club a
selective organization. They have their own officers and each
member pays weekly dues. Though the club has been in operation only a short time now, a savings account has already been
opened in the local bank for the purpose of outfitting and
organizing a baseball team when spring rolls around.
Creamer donated two large dressing rooms in his theatre

John W. Creamer
Has Own Program
Circulation Staff

and meetings are held there. But — here's where the theatre
benefits — in return for his work, the boys assist him in all
ways possible. They fold his weekly programs, take care of
the routing and distribution of them and in addition do odd
jobs of exploitation for him. To the boy who displayed the
greatest zeal went the presidency of the club. This boy was
given the name and phone numbers of all the members, so that
when Creamer had any special work that required immediate
attention the boys could be mustered quickly.
On the distribution of programs, lieralds, etc., the boys work
weekly, in rotation, receiving passes for their labor. The
youngsters are enthusiastic about the club and it is working
very efficiently and the problem of proper program distribution
which formerly confronted Creamer, has been solved through
his showmanship.
This angle comes at a very opportune time, since many of
our members no doubt are faced with a similar problem regard-

''WHERE

CLUB
ARK YOlir

The "I^st And Found" jjajf started in
last week's issue of the (Mub paj^es appar"hit the
mark."written only three days
This ently
item
is beinj^:
after publication of hist week's edition and
we have close to thirty requests to help locate different men in the show-business.
If you are lookinj^ for someone, fill out
the "Lost And Found" box, which you will
find on one of the Club pages, and we will
do the rest. Our only request in connection
with the sujTffestion is that you sign the
blank yourself.
"r/j/VA:"

ing how they are going to sell their attractions for spring and
summer. We lay particular stress on the summer worries, as
it seems to trouble a lot of showmen. But with a club such
as Creamer has founded, you can give your patrons first hand
information regarding your spring fashion shows, your cooling
plant, your special attractions and almost everything you want
to put across. And you can bet that the notices would be
properly distributed.
It won't be any trouble to form one of these boys' clubs,
especially if you are located in a "community" house, so if you
have had any or the foregoing "headaches" concerning distribution on your mind, here's a chance to get rid of them.

Down Where the Vest Begins
That's your "waste line" and it takes a
wallop every time you fail to get the
maximum exploitation possibilities out of
every picture you play — features or short
subjects.
We're going to grant the requests, demands and urgings of scores of members
guard the "waste
help you
by trying
line"
with toreviews
of new pictures for
exploitation possibilities. This added feature of the Managers' Round Table Club
begins in MOTION PICTURE NEWS for
April 12.
Watch for these reviews — read them —
use them as you now use the hundreds
of ideas and suggestions contributed to
the Club by its members.
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LAFFS"

Dick Kirschbaum is sorely in need of suggestions
for the "Lobby Laffs" series and knowing how
popular these cartoons are with our readers, we
are broadcasting this request right off the Club
pages.
If you stop to think for a moment oi" two, undoubtedly, you will recall some funny incident
that occurred around your theatre and could be
converted into one of Dick's "laffs".
"Keep Your Sunnyside Up" and let's all get some
fun out of this series as long as Dick is good
enough to do the cartooning for us.
M.R.T.C.
According to Morris Rosenthal, it's pretty cold out in
Duluth, Minn., where he manages the Lyceum Theatre for
the Publix Outfit.
The foregoing statement,
- while it means nothing to
showmen showmen (who don't care about the cold anyway?)
is simply the way we have of leading up to the declaration that
his activities which we are going to set forth will never find a
cold shoulder awaiting them here.
Morris has been going like house-afire and to give you an
idea of how he works we'll take as an example the campaign
he used to sell "Street of Chance." Through some mysterious
source a genuine roulette table, wheel, and other gambling
apparatus was secured for display in the lobby. And what
comment it created. Interest was so much out of ordinary
that the local cops were trying to find out where the gambling
apparatus came from. Through a tie-up with the local radio
dealers of a nationally advertised radio he secured their cooperation and ran a double truck ad on the picture, at the same
time tying in a contest. Many answers were secured through
this source, and the power of the ad was proven.
On the picture "Sally" he made a valuable tie-up by arranging with the distribution of "Screen Secrets" magazine to give
away, free of charge, 1000 copies of the magazine containing
a story on the picture and star. The magazines were distributed two weeks in advance to all of the physicians, dentists,
lawyers and other professional persons throughout the town,
maintaining waiting rooms, while in the theatre lobby a girl
dressed as Marilyn Miller handed copies to all women attending the matinees.
We are reproducing a number of the ads he used on "Disraeli" and other films. Incidentally, while we are talking about
"Disraeli" we want to tell you about the corking campaign he
engineered successfully on it.
To start off witli, he held a private pre-view for the leading
clergy and professional men in the town, as well as teachers and
librarians, which gave him a good publicity break. He then
arranged for the boys who distributed Liberty Magazine to
customers in the city to insert book marks plugging the picture in every copy and in this manner the picture was brought
to the attention of over five thousand people. By a tie-up with
the local schools he engineered an essay contest to good results.
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If you will look over the ad layouts rou will notice the very
effective way in which he sold "Disraeli" and other pictures. In
one instance, as the ad on the left shows, he ran a special "pei
sonal" confirmation of "Disraeli's" value, addressing it to "The
Younger Generation of Friendly Duluth." He tied up all the
bookstores and libraries in the city, securing much valuable
space. All in all the contest went over with a bang and Morris
left no stone unturned. He used many more angles other than
the ones we have recorded but since space will not permit an
elaborate description we have tried to pick out the highlights.
In order that you may see how Morris handles his window
displays we are showing you a photo of one he used on "The
Love Parade." The window was secured from one of the
largest department stores in Duluth and plenty of attention was
paid it. If you look close you will note the small card in the
front of the layout, that Morris is getting in a plug for his
short entitled "Fashion News," a reel which proves an aid for
tying up all women's attire dealers.

Morris Rosenthal
Way Up On Top
As Dulu th Showman

Thanks, Morris, it's plain to see that while it may be cold
up where you are, you sure keep things "hot" around the
theatre. And while we wouldn't mind dropping in for a brief
visit there's the little matter of transportation to be consulted.
However,
if you
give you
us apersonally.
solution for that angle, we'll
be
more than
glad can
to greet
Here's a couple of ideas
from John V. Ward, manager
of the Capitol Theatre in Niagara Falls, Ont., Canada,
which we are passing on in
the event that any of the
CLUB
members
may
find
them useful, since they are applicable to almost any picture.
When the film "Dynamite" was booked into his house, Ward
form of a "dope" capsule which was
in the
up a novelty
made
distributed
throughout
the town. Looking at the capsule, all
that could be seen was the word "dope," but the capsule upon
being opened was found to contain a rolled strip of paper
about three by one inch, which when unrolled revealed an
announcement concerning the picture and play date, together
with some very effective selling copy. The catchlines on the
"dope" read, Gaiety! Richness! Splendor! Women! Wine!
Drama! This novelty did much to sell the picture, and it
certainly let it in for a lot of interested comment.
A novel herald, in the form of a book mark was used by
Ward as a "plug" for "The Lone Star Ranger," and carried
on one side an announcement pertaining to the attraction and
play dates, with the other side bearing a notice concerning the
book and also an institutional plug on the talkies. No doubt
the book stores were glad to handle the distribution of them
and knowing Ward's reputation as a showman we feel sure he
found many other effective means of distribution too.
We want to thank Ward for passing these ideas along to
us as it serves as a means of our knowing that he is very much
interested in the CLUB and its affairs, and also shows us that

Special Capsule
Contained Plug On

John Ward's Show

he is going to be one of our very active members. Let's hear
from you again "J. V." and we hope it will be in the near future.

Jf^ril
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Meet Lyman Lynn
Another Showman
From
Washington

P ic t u r c

N e zv s

ROUND TADLt

Here's a newcomer to the
CLUB who we are predicting
right now is going to make a
name for himself one of these
'lays, and we want you to meet
Lyman Lynn, Manager of the
Liberty
Theatre
in Pasco,
Theatres Corp. (meaning Junior

.
—
Washington, for the Inland
and Senior Mercy).
Hcsi'iis hoiiii; a newcomer to tlie CLUB, Lyman is also new
to the sliow business, but wc want him to know that it doesn't
In a little
thing.
mean toa the
we
then get
and he'll
anglewhile
showman
wise
expect to see him forge ahead, because
we feel that since Frank Mill proposed
him for membership, he has the goods,
tutelage he
working
and
a real showman.
forth Frank's
blossomunder
should

We want to thank Lyman for the nice
sentiments
about
the CLUB
he expresses in his letter, and since he thinks
so well of us it more than ever makes
us sure that he is going to be a real
active contributor to our pages because
a man who has handled the many and
varied position he was connected with
in the past should make a good showman. Lyman, before entering show business, worked in politics
as a campaign manager besides being associated with the newspaper business.
Of course, Lyman, it is unnecessary for us to tell you that
there will be many interesting angles come up in your daily
routine which will help you prove your worth to the title of
showman, since you seem to have encountered a couple of them
already. Anyway we want to hear from you again in the very
near
if it's only
a line telling us that the air around
Pasco future
is wonderful.
Oak?
When "No, No, Nanette"
played at the Sipe Theatre,
Kokomo, Ind., R. D. Hinchman arranged a theatre front
display which involved the use
of the song numbers "Tea for
Two." "I Want to Be Happy"
and "No, No, Nanette," the song numbers from the original
musical comedy version which were extremely popular a few
years ago.
Upon applying at his local music dealer, Hinchman found tliat
none of the records was in stock. The dealer suggested, however, that perhaps many people in Kokomo had the numbers
from their previous release, and that if he tried he would likely
find that there were hundreds of them in the record libraries of
private homes. The dealer reported that he had had a heavy
sale on these records when they were originally released.
This gave Hinchman the idea of running a classified ad in the
local newspaper, to the effect that he wanted these numbers and
that he would reward the first person bringing any one of
these numbers to the theatre with guest admission tickets. The
ad explained that the records were wanted to assist in advertising the song hits for the forthcoming screen version of "No,
No, Nanette."
A big response followed, which proved that the dealer was
right. There were a lot of the records still among the record
libraries of Kokomo music lovers and there was no trouble at
all in getting the required records.
The newspaper thought the usage of their classified section
was unique indeed, and as a matter of using some institutional
copy for the page, reproduced the ad on the front page of the
paper and explained the success and results Hinchman had
with his classified ad.
Although this is a somewhat new- Club booster, we have
every reason to feel that Hinchrnan will make a fine active member, and we look forward with keen interest to his future contributions to the Club page?.

Hinchman Issued
S. O. S. Call For
Theme Song Discs

Let's hope we won't have to wait too long. And, incidentally.
"R. D.," your own photograph with a few details of your past
experience should be included so that we can give you a proper
introduction on the Club pages.

[if J
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YOUR PROBLEMS
AND MINE!
B's Problem:
B. has been haiulliriK^ a theatre, not so
many miles away from (luh headquarters,
for some time now. When he first started
at the theatre he made quite a hit with the
loeal merchants and they assisted him to
the best of their ability. H. was very j^rateful for this help. One day he noticed that
the merchants seemed depressed. Questionings brous^ht out the fact that business had
been ji^oinj^ from bad to worse for nearly
all of them. The patrons preferred to shop
in New York. Why? That was the merchants' problem, but H. made it his own.
For,
wasn't
entertainment.he a merchant too? He sold
B's Solution:
Being located in a suburban community
he went to work and organized a Lions
Club. He pepped up interest in the organization by appealing, in person, to all of
the live-wire merchants in the town. As a
result the club came into being, with B. as
its presiding power. Showmanship was applied to the merchants' way of doing business. Things started to pick up almost
immediately. The residents of the town
suddenly became conscious of the fact that
right in their own neighborhood they could
procure what they wanted and save a tedious trip to New York. They started to buy
at home and from what we know they are
still buying.
Hoic did H. benefit? Well, just to cite
one example. He recently displayed a nimber of electrical appliances in his lobby for
one of the local dealers. The dealer so appreciated the opportunity of working with
the theatre that he donated over one thousand dollars worth of electric percolators,
vacuum cleaners, toasters, irons, grills,
radios, etc., to be given away to the patrons.
^Vhat a stunt and how it clicked I The dealer and B. cashed in plenty. To-day these
tie-ups are a common occurrence to B. for
the merchants think the world of him and
his theatre.
"Two Thousand Heads Are Better Than

no
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secure locations for them and with every one placed, twentyfive cents is given to the member of the staff Dlacing it. No
passes are given out, since the dealers receive benefit from the

Fitzpatrick's Work
Is Only A Starter

ENGLEWOOD
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No, that photo we are reproducing is not an ultra
classy herald. It's a sample of
the 22 x 28 merchants' co-operative card, used by S. S. Solomon, live-wire manager of
the Paramount Theatre in
Youngstown, Ohio, to exploit his attractions.
As you will note, the card, in addition to carrying a "still"
on the picture, features a catch line on the bottom that aids
the
A unique
has been
hit upon
S." for
the dealers.
distribution
of theseplan
cards.
His house
staffbyis"S.
invited
to

The residents of Englewood,
N. J., seems to be in line to
witness some mighty fine examples of the way a showman
operates, now that J. L. Fitzpatrick, formerly managing
the Capitol Theatre in Hazelton, Pa., has assumed his duties as manager of the Englewood
Theatre.
Fitzpatrick has already fired the first gun in his campaign to put
the house up with the Jersey leaders and it looks like he has scored
a bullseye. A tie-up with the local newspaper, the Englewood News,
whereby he obtained a special supplement, was one of the highlights
of his initial campaign. Through the co-operation of the local
merchants, he promoted "Booster Week" and worked it in with the
supplement. The cut we are reproducing will give you an idea of
its effectiveness. The town's leading merchants all bought space in
the supplement, which, in addition to carrying the ads, also carried,
as you note, a full page plugging the theatre.
Though he must have been very busy planning his campaign,
he found time to cash in on the "Amos 'n' Andy," radio gag,
which has become popular with the showman of the country,
who, noticing that receipts fell off around seven o'clock, early
show starting time, installed radios on the stage of the theatre
or else transmitted the broadcast through the stage horns by
means of a house monitor. As this was the first time the gag
had been worked in Englewood, the town was all pepped up
about it and many who previously stayed at home to listen,
decided to go to the theatre.
Another of Fitzpatrick's activities is the Englewood "Sound News
Reel," which is made up of "shots" taken of local personages and
beauty places of the town. Some of the scenes in it were taken from
hidden observation points and since many persons did not know
whether they appeared in the reel they would go to the theatre to
make sure. This stunt worked wonders with the box office receipts
and also boosted up good-will for the house.
Sl^rlEnalriuooiJNriua
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Solomon Offers
An Angle That Is
Worth Considering

9*

Jack Allan's story about "Passes" in last
week's issue of the Club pages brought
some fine comment from our many members and readers and we thought we ought
to let Jack know about it in this way.
Come on, Pete Egan, don't let Jack get
away with all the "honors". Shoot us something in the form of a special story yourself. Oak?
"Chick"

This Account

News

.'"?.'.V,™™..-,~r-lj^i-'j^.

.

So with all these live-wire activities already under his belt,
it looks as though Fitzpatrick is going to come through with ,
some excellent stunts in the future. We wish him lots of luck
and hope he is going to continue the active interest he has
shown.
Keep us posted, Fitzpatrick.

"plug."
As this is one of the finest ways for securing valuable publicity we have seen recently, it
Pbonc 4»<t»
would pay to study the copy on the
card in the event that you would
like to adopt this idea for your own
ARA^OUI^i
use. The stunt met with immediate
favor
in Youngstown and forty
^VR
SurlljiD SaturlUr PubF£B.
8Ua TIMJUV
PA
cards are placed in as many different dealers throughout the city. Incidentally, while we are recounting
Solomon's activities we would like
to say a few words regarding the
Norma
V V^

^'^^^HIVINGSTONS

: „ YOei'l^iGiiis

way he sold "Burning Up."
Since Youngstown boasts a number of auto manufacturing plants,

employing many persons, he arranged to take motion pictures of
the various departments and heads
of departments. The film was put
on at the beginning of the feature picture and almost everybody working at the plant was represented in person at the
theatre. Another stunt he engineered was a tie-up with the
local distributors of a nationally advertised cigarette. Seven
thousand cigarettes were distributed in seven local restaurants.
They were given out two days before the opening of the picture and only at the close of a meal. A pay envelope, appropriately worded, contained the cigarettes.
Solomon's campaigns, we agree, are real examples of intensive
advertising, as most of his stunts strike out for a direct contact, and with his house rolling up big receipts week after week,
it must certainly give him a thrill to know and to see that his
work is well planned and executed.
flit EnterJaiPitKinl /Is Pinmmotuil

...rVAREI.
LAttES

Switched Over To
NewHouse,Marpole
Starts Exploiting

All of his friends will be
glad to know that Jack Marpole, plugging manager of the
Orpheum Theatre in Ogden,
Utah, has received a promotion in the form of a switch
to the "ace" house, the Para-

~
mount, in the same city.
Already Jack is pulling some corking stunts and his latest is
the gag he used to plug "The Bishop Murder Case," when it
played the Paramount.
A 3-sheet beaverboard cut-out showing the Black Bishop
with a dagger in his hand was first used in the lobby ten days
in advance and was later taken to the Berthana Ballroom, where
a well-attended dance was in progress. During one of the
dances, all the lights were turned out and a man proceeded
to carry the cut-out through the crowded couples on the dance
floor with a baby spot playing on it. During the moving of
it
three others
"plants"to on
the floor
caused
scream
too. let out hideous screams — and this
The cut-out was then placed against a prominent spot on the
wall with a floodlight playing on a sign announcing the picture
and play date.
This stunt not only caused plenty of comment but insured
the appearance at the theatre of almost every one preseHt in
the dance hall that evening.
Okay Jack, so long as we know you're active we can sit back
and wait patiently for that letter you promised us setting forth
vour complete works to date and wc feel that our wait will be
worth while.

i
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WEEKLY SERVICE STAEE MEETINGS
By EARLE M. HOLDEN
Miami, Fia.
Do vou
asked nic
big event
all things

have a weeklv meetiiiir of vour service staff? This question has been
more than once. I do. As a matter of fact our meetings prove to be the
of the week at the Fairfax. They are interesting, instructive and above
we try to make them entertaining, entertaining in the sense of the word

that tliey do not become monotonous
tend.

for the young men of the ushers' staff who at-

If a theatre is of the size that it requires
an ushers' staff, and we use 14 at the Fairfax not including a doorman, ticket taker.
Chief and Assistant Chief usher, a weekly get
together meeting of the Manager and his
assistant with these men is most essential.
It is for the betterment of the theatre and
at the same time it proves to these young
men that there is something in his work,
that there is a future for him, provided of
course that he wants to stay in the theatre
business, and the type of young man picked
for duty as an usher should be one who intends to make the theatre business his future work.
Our weekly meetings are held promptly
at 10:30 p. m. every Tuesday evening. By
this time the bo.\ office has been checked,
the men have had a chance to change from
their uniforms into civilian clothes.
The first thing on the program is a roll
call. This is done by one of the service
staff who acts as secretary and who takes
notes on the meeting and the following day
writes a full report to be handed in at the
Manager's office. After the roll call the
regular meeting is called to order by the
Chief Usher and then turned over to the
Manager.

All Must Attend
If an usher is late, or if he is an extra
man and fails to show up for the meeting
he is usually given from one to two extra
hours' work per week. But all members of
the Fairfax staff are usually on hand.
We do not then attempt to tell them the
wonderful advantages of the organization.
This they have already been told at the
time they enter the employment of the
theatre.
The first thing is a discussion of the program now playing. Each man present is
asked his opinion of the feature and short
subjects. He is given full reign in his discussion and the set up of the program is
also discussed at this time.
Next the comments of the patrons are
then discussed. Each usher is required to
listen carefully
weekreport
for patrons'
comments
and during
make the
a full
at the
regular weekly meeting.
Then the following week's program is
discussed and also the proposed set of this
attraction. Its selling points are pointed
out, the featured players are mentioned, so
that when each man leaves the meeting he
is able to converse intelligently with future
patrons about the next week's attraction.

Selling the Shows
Then follows a discussion of forthcoming
bookings. And tentative plans for the selling of these pictures are discussed. Every
Fairfax usher has a t>art in each week's selling campaign, and every Fairfax usher is
able to carry out the part of the exploita-

tion campaign assigned him. He gets his
first working start from these meetings. If
he has to make cut outs he makes these
from the plans as outlined at the regular
weekly meetings. If he is assigned window
trims he also makes plans for these at the
meeting. And window trimming means that
he also goes out and sells the merchant on
the idea of placing in the trim.
Next follows a discussion of the physicial
appearance of the theatre. If there is anything wrong with the theatre from a physical standpoint it is brought out at these
meetings, as each usher is responsible for
a certain section of the house and he reports anything wrong at these meetings unless the wrong is an emergency one at
which time it is reported immediately.

Educational Too
And now the meeting is half over. Much
more has been discussed than could be
placed in type. We have had our discussion of the program, the audience reaction,
the ushers are familiar with the names of
the stars in the next program, they know
every unit coming from the news up to the
Feature. They know three weeks ahead
coming attractions, they know how we are
going to sell each individual picture.
Then comes a half hour of school. This
has proved to be the most important part
of the meeting. It is held the same as an
old fashioned spelling bee, but instead of
asking them to spell words, questions of the
theatre from every angle are asked. When
a man misses he goes to the head of the
class. And these questions are not at all
easy. When one man misses the question
goes the rounds until it is finally answered
and if there be no answer it is explained and
answered by the Manager or the Assistant.
And almost without realizing the men are
learning many details of the theatre business that they would not know.
Here are a few of the questions that were
asked at the last meeting:
1. What is meant by a projection machine.
2. What kind is used at the Fairfax.
3. Why is it necessary to have more than
one projection machine.
4. What is meant when the picture is out
of the frame.
5. What is a travel ghost and what would
you do to remedy the cause.
6. Who is the Division Manager of this
company.
7. What is the function of the exciting
lamp.
8. What is the photo-electric cell.
9. What is the difference between high
and low intensity lamps.
10. What time does the new reel start.
11. What is meant by a unit of a program.
12. How long is the program for next
week.
13. Why is the comedy placed for showing after the feature.

lir are very f/rnteful to Enrle l/olden (or this fine Hummnry of fun
weekly xervice HiafT meetinyn and ice
feel reaaonahly certain tlint thin article will be both helpful and inntnictire to our other membem and readem.
From our own viewpoint we fteartily
recommend this idea to erery showman in the huxinHH who wantn to
see his staff functioning to the best
interests of the theatre.
Other angles in this connection are
solicited and will he given every possible consideration of the Club page\

14. Had the feature not been one of a
heavy dramatic type, where would the comedy be placed.
15. What is the width of the Fairfax
stage.
16.
17.
18.
19
20.

What is meant by the Grand Drape.
What is meant by the scrim.
What is the magnascope.
Explain its operation.
How many seats in the balcony.

Open Forum
Usually there are fifty questions asked
each night and by the time the last one is
over it is time for the meeting to adjourn.
Questions are always new, with new things
being discussed each night. However in the
event that some prove very hard and require a long definition, it is usually asked
several weeks later. These questions while
they may seem hard to the average person
who thinks ushers should not have any idea
as to their answers, however are very instructive, and there is very little about theatre operation that the Fairfax usher does
not know.
For instance how many managers really
know the working and function of the
photo-electric cell. They should know and
why should any usher have to wait until he
becomes a manager to find out. If he did
not
what athe"travel
was,screen
how
couldknow
he check
pictureghost"
on the
properly
and to
wouldn't
be annoying
the
manager
always it have
to have for
an
usher report some defect in projection
without the usher knowing what to do to
remedy
the cause.
The Fairfax
usher knows when there is a
"travel ghost" and instead of notifsring the
manager he calls the booth telling which
way the lines are running.
However, each theatre uses its own method of conducting meetings. Ours has proved
very successful and the men look forward
to their regular Tuesday night meetings.
And it is a real pleasure for a manager to
have some definite set plan of conducting
these meetings without them becoming
boreing either to himself or to the ushers
and others who might attend.
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possibly win a free ticket to see STREET

'TIP US OFF''

do you say Dugan?

A short while ago we gave
you an account of a telephone
gag used by Roy P. Drachman, manager of the Rialto
Theatre in Tucson, Arizona,
which proved an effective aid
'
as a business builder, and now
we want to show you an example of his newspaper advertising
which is equally as effective.
The ad is well made up and by the judicious use of mats he
has produced something that will sell. He apparently agrees
with us on the Midnight Show argument we ran recently, for he is giving
it a big play on the top of the ad. The
midnight show will always start a lot
of word-of-mouth advertising and that
invaluable asset is a cinch to react
favorably at the box office if the picture has any merit whatsoever.
We are glad to note that Drachman
agrees with us on this, and as we have
stated above, should prove a winner
for him, for beyond a doubt he is
ballyhooing it to the skies. The way
Roy is stepping out there in Tucson
leads us to believe that we are going
to be in receipt of many interesting
notes from him.

Now don't forget, Drachman, we expect you to keep up the active interest you
are showing in the Club, and by the way,
when we looked through the records we
noticed that we haven't your photo, so why not send one in to
us, at the
same business
time, let'sto have
little data
your
career
in show
date a because
we regarding
have a hunch
that it will make interesting reading, and we know that your
fellow managers on the Publix Circuit, many of them who are
members will want to see it, too. Oak.

A Grab
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rubllClty,

Sj

eCUrea

For

Uugan

r^ienty

New

England

up

way

pulled a fine stunt on "Street

_^
-p -1

p^^ enterprising showman

around

of chance" recently.

.

now

in the windows about the grab-bag stunt, which bore the title
of picture, theatre and play dates.
The stunt clicked from the start with the merchants getting
rid of their packages and the theatre receiving a lot of valuable publicity and good-will.
We want to thank Dugan for this opportunity to pass along
an example of the way he sells his shows and we hope that
now he has been represented in the CLUB pages he will want
to keep us posted on his future work so that we can pass it
on to the rest of the showmen who comprise the CLUB. What

Roy P. Drachman
Believes In The
Midnite Mat. Gag

^

OF CHANCE

playing
the Paramount
Theatre."
Dugan atdealt
out a number
of passes to the eight merchants
who in turn wrapped them in several of their "prize" packages
which were being sold at a price below cost. Although the
customer couldn't see just what he was purchasing, he knew
he was more than getting his money's worth in addition to
possibly
a freebanners
ducat tooutseefront
"Street
of Chance."
All the getting
stores hung
as well
as placing cards

There is no finer news than an announcement of
advancement for any showman in this business and
when such an event takes place you should, by all
means, drop us a note so we can carry the news
on these pages.
Remember, not only the members and readers
of these pages want to know about it^ but your
personal friends and acquaintances in different
parts of the country will be equally as delighted
to hear such good news.
Personal publicity of this sort is far from "blowing your horn." It is just as consistent from the
publicity angle as a news announcement from the
heads of a national theatre chain or distributing
organization. They use just such means of letting
the industry know what is happening in their outfits, so you, too, should avail yourself of this method of passing along good news of your own doings.

Making

5 , !(>?(/

We re

fer to David J. Dugan, man-

ager
the Paramount
Theatre inofNewport,
R. I., and
his

"grab bag" gag.
Through a tie-up with eight local merchants, located on the
main streets, dealing in furniture, shoes, electrical supplies,
drugs, etc., he secured their agreement to wrapping certain of
their respective commodities in packages and placing them in
a handy spot accessible to customers. A card alongside the
display of packages read, "Each one of these packages contains
merchandise valued at $1.00 to $1.50.
Pay only 25 cents and

Let's have some more.
A great deal of hilarity is
being occasioned down around
No Fooling, We
Fairmount, W. Va., where
Ask You Have You
R. E. (Fuzzy) Knight is workhard to bring business into
A 'Yo-Yo' Complex? the ingVirginia
Theatre, which he
manages.
The reason for the laughter comes in the form of a novel toy
called a "Yo-Yo." This novelty is really a top which instead
of spinning on the sidewalk or floor, can be spun on a string
dangling from the finger. The residents of Fairmount have
taken
this fadin.like a duck takes to water. And that's where
"Fuzzy"to comes
Noting the popularity of the "YoYo," he decided to put it to good use
and secure business and publicity for
SPECIAL
his house. He ordered five gross of
the novelties from out of town, taking care to let the newspaper know
Sctiool diildren's Show
about it. The paper picked up the
stunt and gave it a big play. But
that was only a couple of reasons
DOORS OPEN AT 10 00 A. M
why "Fuzzy" sent away for them.
SATURDAY r;cH 15
The other is seen in the cut we are
reproducing.
ms mm
So that there will be no confusion
iiliniU
taj cliK
ISc.
resulting as to how the stunt was
worked we want to explain that he
Urnrnrr r bhhi Kn swe ^itirli)
made up cards of the type you see
int Mircb IStk
rntt 1 YO-YO
here, measuring three by seven inches,
which stated that the card and fifteen
cents would admit any child to the
special Saturday morning show he was running for school
children. As an added inducement he offered a "Yo-Yo" to the
getting
first 500 gag.)
children attending the performance. (That's the biz.

VIRGINIA

The stunt went over with a big noise. Kids flocked to the
theatre an hour or two before time and were battling to be
amongst the first 500. The show clicked great and the theatre
came in for some extra business and plenty of good-will and
publicity from the papers. We would like to hear more of the
red hot work "Fuzzy" is engineering down there in Fairmount.

C. E. Giessetnan Says:
*7 find the section of MOTION PICTURE
NEWS allotted to the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB very interesting and most helpManager,
Norshore Theatre,
Chicago, Illinois.
ful,"
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The only way a theatre can
run smoothly, from a standpoint of its inner operation, is
to have harmony among the
employees How well this theory is carried out is seen in
the way H. C. Pearl, Manager
of the Revere Theatre in Revere, Mass., operates his house.
The first photo wc are showing in the cut will serve as a basis
for our statements and shows how Pearl's employees had the interest
of the theatre so nuicli at heart that they co-operated with him and
Louis Weir, the organist, in the attempt to put across a new novelty in Revere. The novelty, as you will note, is perhaps the
world's smallest organ console, with a setting designated by Weir
and con.'^tructed by Pearl and his house staff.
The baby organ sits on a pedestal made from a telephone
wire cable reel, around which has been placed a covering of
compo board with a number of musical notes painted on for
atmosphere. The organ is hooked up to the large console, and
an interesting novelty is the two-colored Neon light illumination on the keyboard, one side red and the other blue.

Baby Organ Gaji As
Used By H. Pearl
Is Very
Effective

The setting for the solo is very effective. The special screen
has sheet metal on both sides and top and bottom. The two sides
also contain 25 watt blue and red lamps, hooked up onto the main
control dimmers. Metal tinsel is sprinkled around all sides of the
screen and with the red and blue lights on, it is exceedingly rich
looking. The black draw curtains with the cut-out musical notes,
also sprinkled with flitter, constitutes an atmospheric background.
Pearl's stunt has hit them heavy and he is doing additional
business as a result of his whole hearted efforts, which when
you come down to brass tacks are just what would be expected
of a showman who wants to keep his house up with the leaders
in his district, and if any of the members would like to use this
stunt, we are sure that Pearl will be glad to furnish you data
on the construction of the baby organ and the rest of the features, ifyou'll drop him a line.
Just a word now about the other photo, which shows the fine
display he created for "Show of Shows,'' by injecting a little comedy into it in the form of the woman in the bathtub, a stunt incidentally that gets in a plug for one of the song numbers of the picture. The cutout on the right of the tub is well done and shows
evidence of considerable care.
Thanks, Pearl, for keeping us posted on the way you sell
your shows up in Revere and we don't doubt but that you have
already received plenty of extra box office as a result of your
efforts. We would like more of your interesting activities, so
let's hear from you again in the near future.

"Sonny" Shepherd
A New Member Is
Versatile
Rather

J. M.
another
join the
TABLE
manager
in West

"Sonny"
Shepherd tois
Florida showman
ranks of the ROUND
CLUB. Sonny is the
of the Beach,
Grand "Theatre
Palm
Florida,

•

— —
for the Wolfson-Meyer Enterprises and if he is going to keep up with the rest of the Florida
bunch we will hear some nice things from him about the way
he goes about selling his shows.
Besides attending to the many little details a house manager's
position calls for. Sonny manages to do his own art work for
the house and in that manner is able to keep the "nut" low,
and since theatre fronts should always look very attractive we
surmise that he is exceptionally well gifted as an artist and we
hope that he'll send us a few photos of his art display and also

CLUD

FOR EASTIJR

WEEK

Your local florist will u:la(ll> co-oporate
with the theatre by rurnishiiiK plants and
K^reens to hv placed around the lohby, foyer
or lounj^e rooms. 'I'his siijiK<'^li<>n '>^ P'lfticularly timely rij^ht now and helps the
appearance
of the theatre considerably.
Why not phone your florist NOW and
work out the details before it slips your
mind and you forji:et all about it? A little
credit card is generally all they ask in return for the courtesy, and it's worth all of
that in anv man's town.
give us a little "dope" on his sound equipment which was made
locally, and, as "Sonny" boasts, is as good as the cheaper equipment he has heard, and in addition he points out that it is not
the quality of the equipment that goes to making perfect reproduction of voice, but the careful attention that is paid to the
many little things which make up the equii)ment and must be
carefully watched and "babied" along.
We think "Sonny" has the right idea regarding his sound
equipment and under his supervision we don't doubt but that
he is securing the utmost in reproduction from the material he
is using for as long as a man tries to do the best possible with
what he has on hand you can bank on it that the results will
justify the energy and time expended in the careful operation
of the sound, and it's the kind of pride "Sonny" is showing in
his equipment which makes us believe he is going to be a
mighty interesting and active member of the CLUB and we
expect to hear from him again in the near future. How about
it "Sonny"?
Every day we come across
excellent examples of showHere's A Display
manship and nothing gives us
That Can Be Used more pleasure than to pass on
these activities of wide-awake
On Any Attraction theatre men to the rest of the
Club.
Especially
when
the
work is of the sort turned out by H. C. Brown, manager of
the Modjeska Theatre, in Augusta, Ga., as the photo shows.
The picture is really self-explanatory and it is needJe-s for us
to launch into a description of the stunt other than to say that
the telegrams pasted alongside of the movie-star's picture carries well worded
to the star's
coming
picture
at
the theatre,
and ifcopy
you relating
want something
to place
in your
lobby
or pep up a window of a big store
in your town. Brown has shown you
what can be done.
J
III
f

Js.
V
VW
1
\J
^«v
SH^^-l
^ a fcja^.'*^

Though we don't know the cost
°^ ^ display of this sort, or whether
Brown tied up with the local telegraph company
we feel that any
money expended in putting this
stunt across will be fully returned
in the added box office revenue. To
avoid any confusion regarding the
shape of the cut-out, since we must
necessarily make small cuts to illustrate, we would like to state that it
is in the shape of a horseshoe, which
fits in with the copy on it. Fourleaf clovers also supply an adequate
background for the telegrams.

W^e want to thank George E. Planck, Division Advertising
Manager of Alabama, Florida and Georgia (for the Publix outfit), for supplying us with this photo, at Brown's request, because "H. C." only recently joined the Club, btJt from the way
he has started ofT, we know that he is going to prove one of our
most active members.
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SOUTH AFRICAN
Once again we are privileged to present some of the activities of
our Soutft African members and to J. H. Stodel, of African Tfieatres,
Ltd., we extend out tftanlta for ftis tltoughtfulness in forwarding
this material to us in line with his usual fine policy of helping his
managers get world-wide recognition for their efforts. Here's hoping
we hear from them
again mighty soon.
"Chick"

AgainTable
we take
in presenting
the Managers'
Round
Club great
some pleasure
of the activities
of our toSouth
American
member. Exploitation always has been and always will be a
constant source of interest to representative showmen. And
when we get a chance to show you how the other half of the
show world sells its attractions, we know that you're right be
hind us when we say, "It's a pleasure to look them over."
The first photo shows you how Manager Matthews of the Grand Theatre
in Port Elizabeth ballyhooed "The
Cohens and Kellys in Paris" and if this
clever creation didn't cause a lot of
comment and plenty of hilarity, why
we'll personally take that pig in the
photo out for an airing. Matthews displays a wonderful sense of humor in the
way he has conceived padlocking the
pockets of the smallish looking gentleman as well as the gag of having the
representative of Erin carry the porker.
The second one comes from A. H.
Stodel, Manager of the Opera House in Port Elizabeth and
brother of our Regional Chairman, J. H. Stodel, shows a corking window display arranged by him for "Ramona." In the
background he has outlined
a mountain scene, with
snow capped peaks rising in
the distance as "atmosphere." By the judicious
use of cut-outs he has made
the figures tell a little story
about the picture. Baby
spots playing upon the
scene lent a mellow tone to
the entire effect giving it a
beauty of tone that entiveness. hanced the display's effecThe
next
one,
coming
from Manager Lawrence of the Gaiety Theatre in East LonIt is a stunt that will click
don, hardly needs an explanation.
almost anywhere and we must compliment him on the very fine
arrangement he has made in spelling
out the name of the picture by using
ordinary playing cards. This stunt
no doubt did much towards selling
the film for him.
From two of the live-wire managers in Johannesburg, Manager
Alexander of the Orpheum Theatre
and Manager Chalk of the Palace,
whose activities are characteristic of
these photos, we are enabled to
show you what methods they employ to sell their shows. On the upper
right you see the unique street ballyhoo Alexander devised for "What
Happened
to Jones."
man,a hot
his
head
encased
in a towelThewith

crowd

gathers.

The

News

water bag atop, is seated in a turkish bath box, arranged so as to permit the escape of steam whenever a
right photo shows you how
Manager
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Chalk secured the co-operation of, as we believe, the local Boy
Scouts, who aided him in exploiting a Rin-Tin-Tin picture.
You all will agree with us when we remark that this is certainly
fine work.

Manager Thorne of the Grand Theatre in Pretoria enlisted
the aid of the local fire fighters to sell his picture, "The Fire
Brigade," to the residents of the town and to what good effects
may easily be seen in the photo, and were we to ask how business was during the run of the picture it wouldn't surprise us in
the least to find that Thome's receipts jumped up higher than
usual. And we mustn't overlook those other two stunts he
used on "Eternal Youth" and "Flesh and the Devil" either, both
of which helped sell the films to his patrons.

Now

see how Manager Pizarro of the Bijou Theatre in Johannesburg made the town conscious of "The Gorilla Hunt" and
"The Road to Mandalay." If realism is what the movies wants
it can certainly find it by asking Pizarro. Why go into details
describing this gag? All you have to do is look at the picture
to realize of what great value it proved to be for his house.
And we don't mind saying that if Lon Chaney saw the "Mandalay" street ballyhoo we are showing on the right he sure
would approve of it, as do we.
(Continued on next page)

"All For One And One For All"

i
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This next one sliows fvidoiices of
careful showmanship. Manager Peck of
the Kings Theatre in King Williamstown, decided to give the residents of
that town a thrill when "The Scarlet
Letter" was booked into his house. So
to that end he devised the ballyhoo depicted by the photo. A woman, sitting
in the stocks and being wheeled around
town caused loads of excited comment
and drew plenty of attention to the attraction playing at the Kings that night
and resulted in a big box t)rru-e draw.
Have you ever seen a ballyhoo like this one? It's a product
of the ingenuity of Manager Clucas of the Rinko Theatre in
Maritzburg. Used in conjunction with "Twelve
Miles Out" it was a surefire hit for grabbing plenty
of that kind of attention
which ultimately reacts
favorably towards the box
office.
Here's the way Manager
Cobden of the Empire
Theatre in Boksburg utilized his servant boy's bicycle as a means of ballyhooing the attractions at
the theatre. The arrangements seems to be made of canvas
and is doubtless very light so that the boy can pedal the bicycle
easily.
And last, but not least, we want to give you an account of
the way Denis G. Callard, manager of
the New Vaudette Theatre in Krugersdorp, put that house's opening across to
excellent results. Callard persuaded
the various contractors who participated
in the building of the New Vaudette to
run ads in the local newspaper and in
return the paper allowed him a full
page absolutely free. Having been informed by Mr. J. H. Stodel concerning
advertising rates, we can appreciate fully
the value of this stunt engineered so
successfully by Callard.
We want also
to mention the well made up souvenir program, a copy of which
he thoughtfully enclosed, that was issued on the opening night.
The program's make-up is in keeping with the high standard
adopted by the house owners and is certainly a credit to the
theatre.
In closing this all too brief article, we want to thank once
more our regional chairman, Mr. J. H. Stodel, for the wonderful
work he is accomplishing in South Africa, for his untiring efforts in securing the photos and stories we use, and for the
splendid spirit of co-operation he and the other live-wire showmen comprising the cream of the business in South Africa are
displaying.

William Evans Says:

"SHORT

ISSUE'

Leave it to .MOTION PIC Tl KE NEWS
to select a topic of ^rcat importance to
feature in a special section.
April 19th is the date.
And the issue for that week will cover
the short subject situation as it never was
covered before.
The tremendous value of the Short
Subject has already been accepted by real
showmen all over the country. Now you
will learn more about it than ever before.
Remember, it's the issue of April 19th.

Barney Murphy Is
Another Showman
From Up Canada

Here's an example of a well
Tiade up house organ that we
think has sufficient worth to
merit being passed along to
the rest of the CLUB.
The

program Murphy,
is the manager
creation of
of
Barney
the Danforth Theatre in Toronto, Ontario, Can.
Though we were forced from lack of space, to make this cut
small, you may be able to discern the local merchants lucky
numbers stunt he is running in the program. This is not a
contest of any sort. Murphy, by having the merchants select
the numbers, displays a very clever piece of showmanship for
in this manner he creates a feeling of good-will that will come
in very handy when he wishes co-operation on any .'.tunt.
And another example of showmanship we would like you to
note is that little box headed "Manager's Confession," wherein
Murphy gets around the sound picture angle by explaining
that though the Danforth is committed only to a talking picture
policy, the sound picture "The Kiss" contains such excellent
entertainment value that he felt his patrons should witness it.
In that way he held up the house policy and managed to make
them like the sound picture. With his business on it. proving
the strength of the personal message
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SO THIS
IS COU.EGE
SAUT

"Fm still waiting impatiently every week for
the NEWS to arrive so I can delve into the
CLUB news.
There is more of a kick in it
stories."
than 14 mystery Manager,
Warner Bros. Rialto Theatre,
South Norwalk, Conn.
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STAIR

HAROLD

n«;

tm

LLOYD
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We want to thank Murphy for passing this along to us so
that we could let the rest of the CLUB witness the way another
live-wire Canadian showman keeps them coming up to the boxoffice. We hope he will continue the interest he is displaying
because we feel that he wants to keep right up in the front
line with his fellow members.
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Joe Koehler Goes
On The Air And
Plugs His Picture
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"Yours Merrily," Joe Koehler pulled a good stunt that
had three or four thousand

people talking about "Sunnyside Up," playing at the Publix-Idaho Theatre, Twin Falls,
Ida.
The local Dodge dealer had just received one of the new cars
equipped with a radio. The local radio station was off the air
and was not to come on until 4:30 in the afternoon. Here was
the radio equipped new Dodge car, thousands of people on the
streets and no way for the dealer to demonstrate the principal
feature of his stock in trade. But wait! Joe Koehler had an
idea.
He got to the ear of the car dealer, poured him a lot of suggestions among which was the idea of turning the whole matter
over to him (Koehler).
Koehler then hunted up the manager

CLUB
PIN!!!
Wear It All the Time!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

April

5 . 19 3U

CLUC

of the local radio station and asked him what he would take for
an hour on the air. The price was $25 so Koehler gives him $15
and it was a bargain.
The station went on the air with Koehler doing the announcing and strange to relate the only records that Koehler coulc
find were the song numbers from "Sunnyside Up," the current
picture, and "Show of Shows," the coming picture.
Inasmuch as the local station is the only one that brings in
messages to local people during the day, there was no chance of
picking up some other station. The Dodge dealer in his car
picked up the program and in five minutes he had an audience
of at least three or four thousand people.
The Dodge dealer got the $15 bill and was glad to pay for it
inasmuch as he felt more than repaid for the advertising derived. And Koehler felt the same way about it in that it advertised his picture to thousands of people.
Doff your hats, brother members, to Joe for the master way
in which he handled this whole stunt and it shows that he is
equal to most any emergency that may arise. Without reflection upon any one else, we can safely say that many others
would have been swamped, and the opportunity would have
slipped by, but not so with Koehler.
Let's hear some more from you, Joe. We rather like the
twist you give to your showmanlike stunts.
We actually accused Earle
Holden, of the Fairfax Theatre in Miami, Florida, of telling a fish story when he
claimed that the mobs crowded the theatre for the opening
of "Show of Shows," so back
comes Earle with a "whale of a story" pictured by a photograph
in which you will agree that the lines certainly did not lie
when he showed the opening crowd for "The Vagabond King."
Earle, far be it from us to accuse you of anything whether in
nautical or showman terms, but just the same such evidence is
indisputable and we offer our humble apologies and will do anything within reason to square ourselves even if we have to go out
to dig worms for bait for your next fishing trip.
Of course, if we wanted to get real technical, we could challenge your statement, that the crowd was so large that the
human eye could not detect the S. R. O. sign in front of the
box office, and ask that you show us a photograph of said
S. R. O. sign, but then again that would be taking the whale
and making a little minnow out of it, and we've never yet
tried to steal a person's thunder.

Here's A Photo Of
An Opening Night
At Holden's House

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue eneunel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers* Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name of Member

State

Seriously speaking, we want to compliment Earle on the marvelous
opening he gave "The Vagabond King" and we are certain that his
superiors are even more delighted with the result of his showmanlike efforts than we were. Let's hear some more about it Earle,
and by all means pass along our best wishes and regards to the
crowd down there in Florida.
If you meet Wally Allen, by any chance, tell him we are still
hoping that he gets that North Pole assignment.
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Beyond all shadow of a
doubt, we would brand this
front display a masterpiece of
siiowmanship, and we doubt
whether any of our members
or readers will question
our
i
statement in this respect.
In loDkiiit; it over closely, wo marvel at the simplicity ol
what Mr. James Cartk'<l^'e, Manaijcr ot the Strand Theatre,
in Kno.xvillo, Tenn., injected into the idea and many of us will
haven't taken advantage of a similar tli()uj::ht
wonder
months why
ago. we
has always got to be a first one, and smce
there
However,
this is the initial presentation of a front display of this type
on the ROUND TABLE CLUB pages, Jimmy Cartledge deserves all the credit we can heap upon his shoulders, and we
know you are all going to agree with us.
In the event tliat ymir eyes deceive yciu, iierniit us to tell
you that he fixed the front of his marquee to resemble the
side of a wagoUj worked out two cutout wheels and a covered
wagon effect, and there you have the front of the theatre
converted into an enormous covered wagon to advertise any
picture that will lend itself to this type of exploitation.

Plu^^ing Western
By Special Front
Helped Cartled^e

ii:

A c w s

WHO'S GOING

CLUB
TO CASH

ui.Ji^y'

IN

('()Uinil)ia's I'ro.sperity .Month starts rdllinu from
.April 1st. Kvery theatre riinniny: their attractions
durinj; the month of .April ouuht to make a tr>
for one or more of the prizes olTeied in Iheir contest.
Let's analyze the situation a little moie.
Vou generally «:o in for some sort of a lobhy
or mar(|uee display. Suppose you exert .some extra
efl'ort in workinji: out this an^le and see if the results are worth the prize olTered for this phase of
your showmanship.
You've worked all sorts of sinijle and doul)le
truck tie-ups in the past. Now you can make those
tie-ups count for space on the advertising lineage
prize. It's all in the day's work and besides it
affords you the opportunity of cashing: in for your
work.
(Jo over each lule of the contest, (^'ou'll find
them in the issue of March 22nd.) See where you
mav best qualify and then — </o tit it!
"Chick"

in what a theatre manager should do by following closely men
of McDonald's type, and we certainly doff our hats to Tom and
proudly shout— "He is a member of the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE
You're CLUB."
not forgetting us altogether are you, Tommy? You
know, we have always welcomed your letters and contributions
and they have been given a marvelous break on the CLUB
pages because we know they more than merited such attention.
so come through and let's hear more about you in the very
near future, and at the same time say hello to the crowd out
on the coast, whom we know so well, but don't get the chance
to meet ourselves.

For your further information, we might add that the entire
display measured 45 ft. long, 45 ft. high and 8 ft. wide, which
is some size wagon in any man's country.
Going a little further into the description, may we also tell
you that the display was painted brightly in green and yellow,
with the title painted the length of the wagon on the cover.
The wheels of the wagon were in red with yellow and black
trimming, and quite a few comments and congratulations were
passed out regarding the theatre front, from not only the
patrons, but the newspapers as well, which in our language,
means free publicity for the attraction and the theatre.
Great work, Jimmy, how about shooting us some more? It
is exactly what we want, and you are the man who can furnish
it to us.
Let's hear from you and remember us to the rest of the gang
down there in your section.
"If Thou Seek, Thou Shalt
Believe It Or Not Surely Find." Which is a
very religious way of starting
off any story about Tommy
But Tom Is Newly
McDonald of the Fox West
Elected
President Lake Theatre in Los Angeles,
but, nevertheless, in looking
through a recent issue of NOW, we find that he has been
elected President of the West Lake Business Men's Association
and also seems to be mixed up in the forming of an American
Legion Post.
Which is exactly typical of Tommy
McDonald's activities,
and unquestionably the West Lake Theatre reflects the attention that he is paying to the community in which he is located.
Showmen the world over could gain a wealth of knowledge

Fulton's Ballyhoo
Drew Plenty Of
Comment On Show

Nowadays a car of old vintage seems to get more attention than an up-to-date model.
With this in mind, R. K. Fulton used such a car to ballyhoo "Burning Up," playing at
the Broadway Theatre, Coun-

cil Bluffs, la.
Fulton located a 1902 Ford, apparently in good running condition, and received permission to use it to ballyhoo the picture.
A man togged out in a racing outfit including overalls, helmet
and goggles was at the steering wheel of the 1902 Ford and had
it on the streets three days in advance of picture. Signs on
the car read, "This car was burning and
up the
in 1902
— Hear
see roads
Richard
Arlen
and
Mary Brian in BURNING
UP at the Broadway, Feb.

When the car was not
running up and down the
streets, it was parked in
front of the theatre where
always
23-24." a crowd of people
was inspecting it.
This 28-year-old car evidently got more
publicity
for the picture than if it had been a racing car.
Not a bad gag at all, Fulton, and we would like to bet you
cashed in plenty with it, both on the publicity as well as interestgetting angle of this stunt itself.
Let's hear some more from you, and, remember, we are always ready to welcome your contributions on the Club pages
with open arms. We like things that have a real touch of
showmanship about them.
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O. L. CODAY is another of the Inland
Theatres Corp. showmen to enroll into the
CLUB. Coday manages the Liberty Theatre
in Kennewicic, Wash., and since we think
a lot of this circuit's live wires, we believe
Coday too knows how to step out and put
the old box office in for a boost. And whei>

ONLY
CLUB

he
thempulls
on some
to the peppy
rest ofgags
the we'd
Club. like to pass
Wear Your Club Pin!

CHAS. BROWN
is the manager of th(
Capitol Theatre in Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Canada. The house being located uf)
in Pete Egan's district it's a safe bet tha<
Brown is going to turn into a regular contributor to the Club pages. We'd like to
get a little note from Brown telling us about
his career in show business to date, if he
can find time ^'o write i:s.
-Wear Your Club Pin!
!

INDUSTRY!
JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank
Application For
Membership In

ROUND
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Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman
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Latta, manages the house, so we can besure that Grannis is going to learn a greru
deal about showmanship from a man who
knows the ins and outs of the racket. Drop
us a line, Joseph, and give us a little dope
on yourself.
Wear Your Club Pin!
I !

IN THE

"MANAGERS'

I

JOSEPH M. GRANNIS is the Assistant
Manager of the Roger Sherman Theatre in
New Haven, Conn. Of course everybody
knows that our fellow Club member, C. )

OF IT'S
KIND

I hereby apply
the Club.
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MORE NEW MEMBERS!

THE

729

Picture

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

JOHN C. CALHOUN
is the City Manager of the Montgomery Theatre in Spartanburg, Pa. With an important position
like City Manager under his belt Calhoun
must be kept pretty busy but we believe that
he will find time to keep us posted on his
work and also send us a photo of himself.
-Wear Your Club Pin!

!

!-

VERNON
REAVER manages the Ritz
Theatre in Birminghain, Ala. and according
to George Steele who proposes him for
membership, Reaver is one corking showman, and, handles the only big time vaudeville house in Alabama. With a policy like
yours, Vernon, you should be able to put
over some nifty stuff and we'd like to hear
more about you in the near future. So if
you'll write us and include your photo we'll
give you a real send of? on our pages.
-Wear Your Club Pin!

!

!-

CLEMENT S. BARNES is the manage;
of the Galax Theatre in Birmingham, Ala.,
and is the second of the two new members
proposed by George Steele. Barnes enjoys
the distinction of being the youngest theatre
manager in the city and handles the affairs
of a first run house. Holding an important
position the way he does, we have every
reason to believe that Barnes possesses the
"goods" and for that reason we'd like to
have a little information from him regarding
his rapid
in the
business.
Don't
forget
to rise
include
yourshowphoto,
Clement.
Wear

Your

Club

Pin

!

!

EWART
BOYD man.iges the Rialto
Theatre in Loveland, Colorado. From what
we can glean this house is the last word In
photoplay entertainment and we are sure
that Boyd's experience would make interesting readi'ig for the Club pages. What do
you say Ewart, let's have the lowdown on
bow you sell your shows out there in
Colorado.

ROY P. DRACHMAN
is the manager of
the Rialto Theatre in Tuscon, Arizona.
Drachman does not really need this introduction as he has proven himself an active
member and his name has graced our pages
before. It gives us pleasure to see that Roy
is taking a lively interest in us and we feel
sure that he is going to continue.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
PAUL SIGLER manages the Alhambra
Theatre in Elwood, Indiana. Paul is no
stranger to his fellow members since we
recently published an account of some of
his work but as most everybody in the
Club knows, all must sooner or later be
represented on this page so now that we
have "intiated" Paul, he can continue right
along, as actively as usual.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
SAM ABRAMS is the manager of the
Starr Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. The Starr
is a thousand seat neighborhood house and
Som should be doing some good work to
keep them
coming.
a littletosomething telling
us whatLet's
you have
are doing
keep
their interest pepped up over there in Brooklyn, Sam.Wear Your Club Pin!
! I
JOHN E. BERRY manages the Colonial
and Strand Theatres in Cambridge, Ohio,
and has shown a wonderful interest in our
activities in the past. Now that Berry has
become a full fledged member of the Club
we look for\vard to hearing from him
frequently concerning his work at the two
theatres, since he must have ample opportunity to display some fine showmanship.
Wear Your Club Pin!
I I
PAUL V. McKAY is the manager of the
Avalon Theatre in Montgomery, W. Va.
We don't know an awful lot about McKay
but we should certainly like to hear from
him as to what he has been doing up to
ihe present time. How about it, Paul, can
we expect to hear from you shortly?
Wear Your Club Pin!
I !
MURRAY SCHATTEN is the Assistant
Manager of the Manhattan Theatre in New
York City, and with all the theatrical activity going on around the "Big Town,"
there's no reason why Schatten shouldn't
put over some darn fine showmanship.
Knowing where the house is located and
the possibilities it offers for exploitation we
expect some good things from this new
member.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
E. N. NEU manages the Earle Theatre in
Carrol, la. and is no stranger to the Club
pages as we have run accounts of his activities not so long ago. He really does
not need this introduction but since all
members must appear on these pages we
introduce him again.

Photos of Members!
THE
Club is anxious
publish
photographs
of everyto member
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.

A
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RELEASE

CHART

Froduclions arc listed according to the namen of distributors in order that the exhibitor nun/ hare
a short-cut toward such information as he mat/ need, as u-ell as infornialion on pictures tfiot are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dales hare not been
assigned, are listed inadded
"Coming
Attractions."
Running becomes
linns on available.
features and shorts are being
as rapidly
as the information
AMKINO
FEATURES
TItIt
Clilna
Express
Demon oi tlie Steppes
Fraomenl of an Emplrs
Man
Irooi the Restaurant

Length
Frrt
Rel. Dat<
Mar.
8.. . .S'lno.
Jan. 18.. ..6800.
.
Jan. 25.. ..7000
.6000
.Jin. 4..

Stir
Special
Cast
Nlknl.1l
Snltykov
NItkln-Semenova
Tchekhov-Mallnovskaya

Mlns.
..05.

.Mar.
Reviewed19

.Fab.
..75..
..78. .Jan.
..67.

1
18

Coming Attractions
Title
General

. Special Star
Cast

Line,

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-film

and

. Falrbanks-Ysuai
.Clalre-Griy
.Biillt
Dove
. White. Morris
. Marilyn
Mllltr
, Rich.
Barthrlmasi
.Dorothy
Mackalll

•t5Looie
Ankles
(A.T.)
■t§Na.
No.
Nanetta
(A. T.)..
•tSOthor
Tomorrow
(A.T.)
•fSPIayIng
Around
(A.T.)
...
■t<lSally
(A.T.)

sound-on-disc)

FEATURES
Length
Rel. Date
Foet
Mins.
Reviewed
Mar.
3... 6371. ...71.
.Feb.
IS
...Jan.
23.. .6380 ...71. .Feb.
1
Jan.
19.. .5400 ...60.
1
Feb.
18.. .6304 ...70. .Mar.
Feb.
22.. .6160... 68..

Star
Title
. Holland-Valll
•tSGullty?
(A. T.)
.Collier, Jr.-Day-St. Polls
T.)..
(A.
The
Man.
elo
{§M
dordyon
the Roof (A. T.) Revter-Llvlngbton
iMur
(Personality (A. T.)
Starr-Arthur
I Vengeance (A. T.)
Holt-Revler-Stnnae

*t§Son of the Gods
•tSStrletly
Modori

(A.T.)..,.
(A.T.)

Coming Attractions
Title
Star
•t§Baek
Pay
(A.T.)
Corinne
Griffith
*t§Brlde of the Regiment (A.T,), Segal-Prlor-Pldgeoi
"tSBright
Lights
(A.T.)
Ourothy
Mackalll
•fSBroadway Hostess. The (A.T. ). Blllle
Dove
•tSOark
Swan.
The
(A.T.)
Wilson- Warner
•tSFIIrtIno
Widow
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Mackalll
•tSHIt
Woman
(A.T.)
Blue-Lee-Mulhall
-tSJall
Break
(A.T.)
Bernice
Clairt
•t§Jazz
Queen
7he
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Mackalll
"tSLady
Who
jared
The
Oove-Pidgeon-Todd
•t 5 Murder on Second Floor (AT.). Young- Blackmer
't^tJtner
mens
wives
( A.T.) . . .Dove-Rathbone-Thompsoi
t5Show Girl In Hollywood (AT.) Alice
While
•tSSIn
Flood
(AT.)
Doug
Fairbanks.
Jr
•t§Song of the Flame
(A.T.)
Gray-Clalre-Beery
•tSSorino
Is Here
(A.T.)
Fairbanks
Jr. -Young
•ISSweethearts and Wives
(A.T.) . Blllle
Dove
•♦^Sweel
Mama
(A.T.)
Alice
Whit*

FOX

Coming Attractions
TItl*
star
■t§ Around
the Cornir
•t^cili of the West
(A. T.)
Revier-Maft
Moore
jFor
the Love ef Lll
{Hell's
Island
Holt-Graves
(Ja<2
Daughter*
,
(Ladles
Must
Pliy
•tHadies
ol Leisure
(A. T.) . . . Stanwyck-Gravoj-Shorman
•t§La»t of the Lone Wolf (A. T.). Bert
Lytell
•tSParls
Nights
•f^Prince of Diamond
Ian
Keith-Prlngle
*t§Rain or Shine
(A. T.)
Joe
Cook
•f§Roy.il
Romance. A (A. T.) . . . Colllor-Starko
'tSRoad
to Broadway,
The
•tSSIsters
(A.
T.)
O'Day-ONell
•t|SQuealer,
The
•tSSweethearti
ti
Panda
'tfTeraptatlon

SOUND
Till*
*tAutumn
'tCannibal
Capers
•fCat's Meow. The
!t§Contlnental Evening, A
•t Desert
Sunk
*r§Do
It Now
*t|Hawailans
'tnaunled
HouM
*t Ja22 Fool
It'LlttIo Friend of All World
*t§Marlonettes
♦told
Flame.
An
•t§Radla-Tors
•tSlow Beau
•HSoookeasv
'tISpIke
Speaks
•tfstage Door
Knights
*t|Slage
Door Pest
•tISummer
*t§Talking Screen Snapshots

Rel. Date

Revlewad

(After

Rel.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Apr.

Tony Sara
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
Krazy
Kat
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat Cartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyce
Combe
Silly
Symphony
Released
twice
a month

Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

Date
13
13
2
12
27
29
9

I
I
I
I
I
1
I

Reviewed

Length
reel...
reel. ..
reel. . .
reel. . .
reel...
reel...
reel.

(Uevlewed

•t§Temple

12
24
26

I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
1 reel
1 reel

Jii. 4, 'SO
Nov.
9
Dee.
7

30
26

I reel
I reel

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

15. ... I reel
16
I reel
I reel

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

27

I reel

23

I reel

SHORTS
sound-on-disc )
Diti

Star
Rel.
Title
Lambert-McPhail
Apr.
•tSBitter
Friends
(A. T.)
...Feb.
*flBlg Jewel Case, Th* (A.T.)., Lambert- Kelsey-Garvln
Pollard-Clyde-Beebe
Mar.
•t|Bulls and Bears
(A.T.)
Hamilton-Hlatt
Feb.
•tICamen
Shy
(A.T.)
Terry-Toons
Feb.
•tCavlar
Holmes-Bolton
Mar.
•t|Dad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
McKeeSmalley
Jan.
•tsDrummlng
II In (A.T.)
H.imiltOn
Apr.
•t§Follow the Swallow (A. T.) . Lloyd
Mar.
•t5He Trumped Her Ace (A.T.) . Burke-Beeba
BeebePollard
Apr.
•tf Honeymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.) .
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•tHot Turkey
Goodwin-Crane
Jan.
•tSHot and
Hew
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Apr.
'Tlndian
Pudding
Hogen-Diegel
Mar.
•tSMalch
Play
Hodgo-Podge
Feb.
•Museum
of Art. A
Dover-McPhall-Peck
Feb.
•t§Oh
Darling
(A.T.)
Lloyd Hamilton
Mar.
•tSPollshed
Ivory
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•♦Pretzels
Terry-Toon
Apr,
•tRoman
Punch
Clyde-Bevan-MePhall
Jan.
•tIScotch
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Mar,
•tSoanish
Onions
Feb,
•T^Sugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.)... Clyde-Grlbbons
Raymond
McKae
Mar.
•t§Trouble
For Two
(A.T.)
John- McPhall ... Apr.
•t§Western
Knights
(A. T.) . . . . Larabcrt-St.

27,.

Length
Feet. Mint.
.2 reels

..1830.. ..20.
13.2... ..1480..
9..
..16.
23.. 1 reel..
..1840..
.30.. ..1600. ..20.
..18.
26..
27.. .2 reels. ..21.
23.. ..1895.
13. .
reels
9. . ..21 reel.
12. ..1528. ...17.
16.
6
...2002.
1 reel. ..22.
16.. . 1 reel .
..1565. .. 17.
9. . ..1642. ..18.
1 reel . .
16..
70
. 1 reel.
..22.
19.. ..1961..
.1 reel.
16.. ..1932..
23. .1527.. ..21.
9..
.2 reels. ..17.

Reviewed
.Feb.
Feb.
.Feh.
..Jan.

7?
2?

..Jan,

26
II

. . Fob-

22

.Frh.

1
29

..Mar

4
.Jan.
.Feb.
1
.Mar. 29

?n.

only)

FEATURES
TItli
•tSFurlet (A.T.)
*t$ln the Next
Room
(A.T.).
•tSLIIIet of Field
(A.T.)
.

itir
H. B. Warner
...
.Jack
Mulhall
. . Corlnne
Grlffllh.

'Means synchronized score,

. «•.

107.

Rivlowtd

Ill

FILMS

It

sound-on-film

and

Mound-on-diMc )

Rel,

Date

Mar.

16

Jan.
. Jan.

26
5

Tower

under

(A.T.)

title of ".Ma.k
. , Baxter-Owen

of Lore"

Rel.
12..
25.,,
Feb. Date
Jan,
16..
Feb,
Mar,
30...
Apr.
Mir. 20...
Mar. 19...
23...
Jin.
Mir.
2...
Feb.
2..
Jin,
Feb,
309...
..
Mir.
5.,
Jan, 23...
9..
Mar,
In Feb. 1
Apr,

Length
Feet. .Mlns. Reviewed

6660

73

6336
5979

70
67... Dec.

fitle
Star
•t§By
the Way.
Bill (A.T.)
Will
Rogers
•fSCommon
Clay
(A.T.)
*t§Connectlcut
Yankee
In
King
Arthur's
Court
(AT.)
•t§Fatal Wedding.
The (A.T.)
•tSFox
Follies of 1930
(A.T.) Movietone
•t?Girl
Downstairs
(F & 0)
•tSGIrl
Who
Wasn't
Wanted
(AT.) I WIS
M5lf
Alone
With
You
(AT.)
•tSLIIlom
(A.T.)
•t5Louls
BerettI
(A.T.)
•tSMad
Singer. The (A.T.)
•tlOne
Mad
Klx
(AT.)
•tlOregon Trail. The (A.T.)
•t§Playmates
(A.T.)
•t§Sea
Wolf.
The
•;'<;nlld Gold Article. The (A.T.)
•l§Song
0' My
Heart
•'SViry
Practical
Joke.
•t§White
Flame.
The

R'vlawed
FeetLength
Mlns.
.8200... 69. ..Mir.
Dec
6171. ...71.
...69.
.6700.

1
IS7

29
.5800... 64. ,.Mar, 29
. Fob. 22
.5800
64. ...Jan.
.6552... 73.
.7526. ...84. , .Mar.
14
.6295 ...70.
E
.6750
.6412. ...75.
...72 ..Dec.
.iMO
60. ..Jai. 25
.Mar.
4
.Jii.
.7774. ...86. ..Jan.
.5600.
luue) ...82.
.6888.
...78. . D«.
.7400. ...82.

26..
. 1930
6..

Rel. Dili

14
Liitth

O'Brlen-Moran
O'Brien-Chandler
Giynor- Farrell
Janet
Gaynor
Edmund
Low*
Son

Jose

Molica

Giyaor-Fimll

(A.T.) ... John
A (A.T.)
(A.T.) ... Paul

. Minii

MeCormaek
McKenna-Hirrlngtin
Page
^

II

22

FIRST NATIONAL
sound-on-disc

II9

..Jai,
II
...»4.
...M. ,.6ac/28
S
...SI. ,.Ftb.

Ditl

Coming Feature Attractions

EDUCATIONAL

( Avatiable

releases

M.

.107. . ..Mar.
.Jai.

ReL

Star
Pitterson-Carol-Lee
•t§Blg
Party. The
(A.T.)
, Terrls- Murray
5f Cameo
KIrby
(A.T,)
, Farrell- Duncan
•t§City
Girl
(P.T.)
. Bennett-MacKenna
•tSCrazy That Way
(A. T.)
•
•tSDoubIc
Cross Roads (A. T.) . .Ames-Lee
, Brendel-Mulhall-Cinl
•tSGolden
Calf
(AT.)
.Special
cast
•tlHappy
Days
(A.T.)
•t§Harmony
at Home
(A,T.)... . Col tier- Church III
Gaynor- Farrell
't§Hlgh
Socletv
Bluet
(A.T.)..
. WagstafT-Lani
•tILet't
Go
Places
(A.T.)
•t^Lone
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)... .George
O'Brien
■t§Men
Without Women
(A. T.) , McKenni-MacDonald
., Victor
McLaclen
•t§On
the
Level
(A.T.)
•t§Sky
Hawk
(AT.)
. Garrick- Chandler
Owen
•flSuch MtnAre Dangerous (A.T ) Baxter

SHORTS

(Available sound-on-fitm and

all

..

ritii

Cartoan
Cartoon

SOUND

August

9..
2..
. 6l!tO.
10.. .9100.
Leu
..5800.
.
«057.
12.. .9277.
9..
It..
2 ..B3II.
5632

FEATURES

Star
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman
Disney
Disney

Length

Feb.
Fib.
Feb.
Jin.
Jin.
Mar.
Mar.

f Means sound effects. %Means voice
P.T. means Part-Talker.
All-Talker.

2f

INTERNATIONAL

PHOTOPLAY

DISTRIBUTORS

FEATURES
Title
•» After
the
Verdict
•tSCrlmson
Circle. Thi
•t§Dark
Red
Roses
(A,T.)

Star
Oloa
Tschechowi
Stewart
Rimi
Ramt-Doblo

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
•tSAccl-Dental
Treatment
..
•t§Abble
Blame Mitchell &. Sizzle i.
■tAllez-Op

Songstar Program
Marionettes

•tSCIyde Doerr & Saxophone
Sextet
J«"
Program
•tDlmples
and
Tean
Marionettes
M5Ffed
the Brute
(A.T,)
Animal
Newlty
•tlHoak
(A.T.)
Frawley
&
Smlt*
•tSJuMlce
(AT.)
Soeclal
Cast
•t§Llttle Journeyt In Sinslind . Song Series
•tSMiser.
The
(A.T.)
Bransby
Wllllimt
M5Mr.
Smith Waket
Ul (A.T.) . Marriott-Getf
•UNioht
In Dixie.
A (A.T.) , , . Mltchell-Hudflnt
•UNnra
Blaney
No.
I
Soag
Program
•tINori
Blaney
No. 2
Song
Program

(including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. F means sour-i-nn-nlm.

Jai.
Feb,
Mir.

,,,7
..,7

Reals
Mint- Revim*
Leigtii
76 .Jai.
79.
II

...8

67. .Mir.

Leiftti
Rielt.Mlit2

17

I
I

|
t

1
I
I
I
2
1
I
2
2
I
I

IICTll«i4

8
t..S«*t.
S
9
17
9
i
II
IS
I
I

A.T. after title mean*

i

120

Motion

'tOperatlc
*t§Radlo
Franks & 4 Bachelors.
*t§Teddy
Brown & His Band.,..
*f§Unwrltten Law, The (A.T.)...
*t$When
the Clock
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)

.. 1

Marionettes
Song
Program
.
Jazz
Prooram...
Rosalind Fuller
Nlles

Feb.

Welch....

METRO-GOLDWYN-MA

(Keviewed

under

title o(

"Road

Show"

*tSOevll-May-Care
(A.
T.)
Ramon
Novarro
*t§Free and Easy
Buster
Keaten
*t§Glrl Said
No, The
(A.T.)... Halnes-Hyams
•tSLady
To Love
Vilma BanKy
•tSLord Byron of B'way (A. T.) .. .Terry- Kaley-Rubin
•t§Montana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan Crawford
St'Not
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davles-Nugent
Reviewed
under title of "Dulcy"
In
*tSShlp
From
Shanghai.
The
(A. T.)
Nagel-Johnson-Wolhelm
*t§They
Learned
About
Women
(A.T.)
.Van
and
Schenck
•t§Woman
Racket
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet

9.

.. 1

8.

..1
..3

9.,
30..

..2

IS..

In

•t§Voices of Lonely Men
*t§Wee Bit 0' Scotch
VSWanderlust
t§Yes, We Have No Bananas...

Nov.

i, 1929,

Reviewed
..Dec. 21
..Nov. 16
. . Nov.
2

Jan.

31 ....6225.... 69.

Jan.
Jan.

3I....8773. . . .97.
24
6387
71.

Rel. Date

Length

28
22
I
8
25
8
2

.Dec.
.Dec.

14
14

Reviewed

Dogs
Biitmore Trio
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue
Charley
Chase
Harry
Langdon
Lean & Mayfleld
.Dogs
. Davidson- Nichols
, . Laurel -Hardy
Chase
, .Charley
.Chase
.Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
Gang

I

t§Safety
in
Numbers
T.).. . Oland-Arthur
Charles
Rogers
Manchu (A. (A.T.)
.»' ^"
Ill5'I"I"

Feb. is

Length

I9,'30

Feb.

22

■.!'.;■.;■.■.■.■.■.■.■■■■
.

lllllllllll'l

Feb'

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

•..•.•.•.•774bv.v.-.v.-.-.Mar:

IT"""

.IliJaTMEfi" ^:^::—^^,

Mar.

29

Jan..

18

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

25
22
I

18

Reviewed
.Mar.
29

Length
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
2
2
2
2

reels
reels
reels
reels

Feb.
Jan.
Feb.

15
25
15

.Mar.

29

Dec.

(A.

PATHE

T.)

Hersholt-Wray

'....'.'.'.'.".".'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Length

,u„e

Feet. .MIns. Reviewed

21

•t|Parachute
•tfPay
Boy

"""^

<*• T-'

(A. T.)
(A. T.)

(F)
(F)

(F).. William

Boyd

Apr.

July
June

Constance
Bennett
Bennett-Toomey

July 12.
5 . . .7074. . . .78. . . Feb.
Jan.
5.
29.
i,'!
^
Zls 31.

itlHJ^:.":",^.;?!''". 'Ia^toTfj : °.°."'.-.""".".':*r"'.'.*™"'. :::SS

reels..

2 reels..
4
2 reels...
2 reels..,
I
2 reels . . .
25.... 2 reels...
2 reeli.
2 reels
2 reels
II
2 reels
5
2 reels

Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

Apr.

..Nov. 2
Feb.
IS

..Dec.

.Feb.
Dee.
Mar.

14

15
14
29

Length
Feet
Mins.
II.., .6361. ...71.
Date
II..
18..
26...

lonoi.

.5500.
.6024.
set.
Issue. . .6700.
1929,

SHORTS

25,..

22..

8..
15...
5..

Rel. Date
Mar.
I.
Jan.
4
Apr.
JaiJ.
Feb.
r«b.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.

.Oct. 26
Reviewed
.5251
58. .Feb. 15
.5244.... 58. .Feb.
22
.7273
81. .Aug. 31

8..
15..

26
25
8
I....

68... Nov. 23

.6402
7
.8100
91
.Not set...
.6405.... 7
"
22'.
Length

794
604....
I reel
901
21872
reels
1850

i '""' '
4....2rcels
,
948
12.
.814.
I.
.651.
18.
.752..
25.
.1752..
28.
..964..
22.
.. II reel
reel. .
II.
I ...738.

f Means sound effects.
All-Taltcer.
P.T. means

..Oct. 19

..61. ..Nov. 23
..67.
.Ill ..Mar. 15
..74.

.6100.
luue

2

comedies

on

Shorts.

The

..Jan.
..Dec.
.Jan.
..Mar.

23
28
II
22

(A.T.)

running

Mar. 22
Mar.
22
15

Feb.

15

.Jan.

25

time

.'.

Sportllght
'D'awVonVcaVneV".
.
"Aesop . Fable's"".'.'
Topics of the Day

Feb.

2 reels
...I_ reel
16. ... I reel
...2?'••.'•
reels

; ™«'

• •I

re»l

•t§Crosby's
Corners
Reg.
Merville
'.'.'... '."..iKtx.
23
;t|Darktown -Blues". ".■.■.'.•.•.•.•.'.'.'.'. 'BuVk T'subbles
".•.•.'.•.'.'.'..'.•.?■."?.."• 'i i;|; J
:j«Oa'-'<«wn Follies
Buck
& Bubbles
Apr.
13
" 2 reJU
•IfDogglng
It
Sportllght
...
'"iree
•t§Doing
Phil a Favor
(A. T.).. Mackenzie
Ward
Mar.
16"
2reoi"
•t§ Feline Fighter
Sportiight
i,..
t!.5'l''*J'.MilesfromBroadway(A.T.).Watson-Mervll|o
..;..;;;;;! Fell" 'ii'"* reo
Brlfings
I
reel
•flGettysburg
Address
George
^?,'',«
•
I
i«....<reei
■"-■-'
Aesoo
c,ui
-•
•-....-' reel
reels
Follies
•tSFoolish
•tGood Old School "
•Jc"^""-".."'" SV'""' D^y"
A"""
''at'e
I reel
•tfCndlron
Glory
Sportllght
........;
i^i
2 reels.
_
- .....: ;..::. Mflr
•tfHer
Hired
Husband (A.T.).. .Noel
Francei
i "! L
..2 reels
: f.H.i'h and
Olzzy..,
Geo.
LeMaire
i..
.
M.V.' m;;- ..2
"I 7.2
reels'.
•tSHigh
Toned (A.T.)
•t§His
Birthday
Suit
Herman-Green
. . . . !.'.'.'.'.'."" Fob
Mav
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
..I
reel
Home
Sweet Home
Topics of the Day
..2 reels.

of

reeli

.»c

i

fS " ■
S !" "•
V " I'
',' ■".'■•
II
i
iX ^'i!lU r
7 Sli
Reviewed
Mar.
_. 22I
Jan
,. Dosl
r"-

i"'Feb.

■ Mar.

.Feb.
.Feb.
^'£-

28
21

Toh
Mar.
M^r'
n^'
J"'
Mar.
^''"Feb.
Feb.

28
"
I
"8
22

18.
"Buck
& Bubbles"..'.'...'... 'iwii
18
"Aesop 't
Fables"
iI rpal
lan
18
T.l"'"
«';•..'>«*
reel
Jan.
•tSlnteresfIng Tails (A.T.)
Sportllght
J...!!.!.";';
ree
beiC'
14
•tSMandalay
Song
Sketch
2 r^lt
Set
21
MJNIghtthe In Air
Dormltery
(A.T.)... Ginger
Rogers_
.:,;.. j'a'n'.""5".'.'.'.2 rreis:.'.;:
otc
•tSOn
Topics of the Diy:":
.
I nil
Jai
1
1.
'St
•t§Pathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
I reel
•t§Pathe
Sound
News
Released Twice
Every Week
' I reel
Perfect
Match.
The
Butler Mayo
2 reels
•flPetters.
Tho
(A.T.)
Topics
of the Day
'.!'.'.'".
I reel
No*"
•t§8l!lp
Ah(w
Aesop
Fable
(reel
Jan
.:Frtl ■• j. '.•.ifeeli.'.'.'.'.'.'NoT
B. W.tsoD.....'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
^'"'' <*-T.)H.Aesops
Sjnjins
Saos
Fables
i reel.
Feb.
.VIS-t^l'L^v""*'
•tSky Skippers
Aesop
Fables
I reel
FeS
. ..2 reels
Nov.
:||SPlashIno
Through
Sportllght
...'.'.•. '..
•.'.•.:•.:•.•.::;
fSeL " !!! pJb'
•t§Tlght
Squeeze
LeMaire
Feb
9 ...22 reels
reels
Jan.
•t§Wodoesrfay at tho Rlt2 (A.T.). Kemper- Knap»
............. Jan.'
|^;
^ "'"
•t§Honest
Crooks
iron Man, Tho
l?»n*M.S"Th;

<A. T.)

RKO

FEATURES

Revlewet.

Feb.

approximate

Length

't§Bows
•tlBeautyandSootArrows
The
•tICIothes
•tClose
CallMake the Man
•t§Cover Charge

8

17.

'

•tlAif'^stick'' b-p.;.-;;;;;;;;;.-; '""'"*^ ^''^"""»

II.... 2 2 reels.
reels..
2

Pathe does
not list running
time
important series, however, follow:

reel

26...

Armstrong-Lombard
Eddie Quiilan

(Note:
In the

16

15...
28.
■.";.■.'!.■"!.■.■ Jan.'"l9....
6500.... 72... Nov
June
Mar
23...
14.
.6582
73... Nov. 30
Feb
19...

•tfTreasure
Girl Em (A.(A.T.)T.)(F)
(F)
;t|IJp
and Afraid,
At'
*t§Woman
A

Pathe
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Sportlights
Talking Topics of the Day

.7607.... 84... Nov.

14

2 reel*

Jan.

l>

■.■".■.

SOUND SHORTS

Rel. Date

Review^

.'.'.■;.■.'.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.■.'.'.■.■.■
Cooper
Gary
§tTrue to '■'.''u'
the '.*•
Navy ■■■•>
ciara
Bow
.......■.■.■.■..■."
VAV^"-.
•t|T wo Black Crows, The (A.T). Moran
&
Mack
'tlL"""' Man of Manhattan
Colbert- Ruggles

t|Saratoga
(A.T.)
(F) .......
•tl«ir^f„n! "/I
tV/c;
Apr.

18
25

oeL

.115?"*?,"
Murder
The(A.T.) Chavalier-Colbert
Powell-Pallette
•tSBIg
Pond.
The Case.
(A. T.)
•t|Border
Legion.
The
(A. T.). Arlen-Brian-Holt
•t§Buslness
is Pleasure
(A.T.)
•tfOangerous
Nan McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
'...'.'.
t§Devils of Holiday,
Carroll
.
•tfFlesh
Eve (A. The
T.) (A. T.). Nancy
Nancy Carroll
t§High Society (A. T.)
Jack
Oakie
•tlLadies <*•
Love T.)
Itlf"!!?)'
Nancy
Carroll
Brutes
(A. T.). .George
Bancroft
•t§Let's
Go
Native
(A. T.). . . .MacDonald-Oakie
t|Mareo
Himself
(A.
T.)
Oakie-Gallagher
•tSParamount
on Parade
(A. T.). Special
Cast

niE^'"'?"

Title
Star
Rel.
•tlBehlnd the Make- Up(A.T.)(0).Skelly-Wray-Powell
Jan.
♦tSBurnina
Up
Arlen-Brian
Feb.
•tIDangerous
Paradise
Carroll-Arlen
Feb.
•4§Klbltzer (A. T.) (0)
Green-Brian-Hamilton
Jan.
•t§Llght of Western Stars (A.T.) . Arlen-Brian-Ureen
Apr.
•t§Love
Parade
(A. T.) (D)
Chevaller-MacDonald
Jan.
•t§Men
Are Like That
Hal Skelly
Feb.
•tlOnly the Bravo
(A.T.)
Gary
Cooper
Mar.
•tSRoadhouse
Nights
(A.T.)
Morgan- Ruggles
i--n"!i.
Reviewed as "River
Inn"
I* Dee. 28, 1829
ofSSeven
Days'
Leave
Gary Cooper
Jan.
Reviewed under tho title of "Medal"
In Nov. 23.
•t§SMghtly
Scarlet
(A.T.)
Evelyn
Brent
Feb.
•t§Street
of Chance
(A.
T.) ... Powell- Francis
Feb.
•tSVagabond
King, The (A. T.). King-MacDonald-Oland
Mar.
•tSYoung
Eagles
(A.T.)
Charles
Rogers
Apr.

'Means synchronized score,

Jan.
Jan.

Morgan
&
Mack

•Jlll!5^''"2'o°.T"'^!l''A*J\>iEJ--^''y''-8»l>««'«"
^11^,°',^"''
(F).. Eddie
QuillaR
•tINegligee ^"'•""■"'
(A. T.) '*-T-)
(F)
Ina Claire
tJOfflcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd

FEATURES

SOUND

Helen
noien
Moran

•t§Big Shot, The (A. T.) (F>
'""^ '''•
•tfCrashlng (AThrough
(A. T.)(F) Constance Btniieii ".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. ZVi
•t|Clothe$
T.) (F)
Mai'i'
7
•tfGrand Parade (A.T.)(D & F) . Twelvetrees-Seott
.....Feb 2
(A. T.) (F)
•t§Greenwlch
Village Ftllloi. The
'^'"^ '-

PARAMOVNT

Title
Star
•tIBearded Lady (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•liBedelia
Screen Song
•ticome
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Sona
•t50eeo
"C"
Melodies
Frances
Williams
•tIDon't
Believe
It (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•t§Down
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
•t§Duke of Dublin (A.T.)
Christie
Comedy
•t^Family
Next
Door.
The
Charlps Ruqqlcs
•tIFor
Love or Meaoy (A.T.)... Christie
Comedy
•♦lOetting a Ticket
Eddie
Cantor
t§l Came
First
Herman Timberg
•tll'm
Afraid to Come
Home
In
the Dark
Screen Song
•tSIn the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
•tILet Me Explain (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•tSMIIIion
Me's.
A
Lee Morse
•t§Moon
Bride's Wedding,
The
*t|Mountain
Melodies
•t§Prlsoner's Song,
The
Screen
Song

(A. T.)
*«;
'•',■.■ ■•i.'."
Blues (A. T.)

Title
star
M|Bachelor's Secret, A (A.T.) (F). Alan
Hale

Jan.

Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang

Bruce Seenle
Screen
Song

...737.
...987.
..1634.,
..1747..
. .1022
. . I reel
..I reel
. . I reel

FEATURES

Fob.

1930

Coming Feature Attractions

•t§Applause
»'^io'"i~Z"'
•t§Backstage

SsYouth

SOUND SHORTS
Star,
Charlesy Chase
Children
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy

pch
Mar
Feb'
jan
A„r"
.■.".■.'.■.■■ Apr!
Feb
.....V.V.V.V.V. Apr.

ReL Date

FeetLength
Mins.
6700
74
7961
83,
8100
90
Issue) ...98.
8782.

..Dec.
Feb.
7
..Feb.
Mar.
22
. . Feb.
Mar.
15
Mar.
8
not set.... ..Feb.
..Jan.
..Jan.
28
7200
80.
..Feb.
Mar.
29
Jan.
17
7650
8S. . . Nov.
Nov. 2. 1929 liiue

Title
Star
•t§eattle o« the Ladles (A.T.)
**§Bugle
Sounds, The (A. T.)...Terrence-Beery-Dane
'tICollege Life (A.T.)
Starr-Nugent-Montgomery
•t§Devotlon
(A. T.)
•5t Ex- Wife
(A.T.)
*t§Father'i
Day
(A.T.)
J. C. & Elliott
Nugent
VIFIve O'clock Girl. The (A. T.). Davles-Arthur-King
*t§Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
MiGood
News
(A.T.)
'tlHeavenly
Twins (A.T.)
Duncan
Sisters
•tlHIgh
Road,
The
(A.T.)
Norma
Shearer
•tllrls
(A. T.).
•tSJudlclal
Murder
(A.T.)
•tSJust
Kids
(tent.)
(A.T.i
Special
Cast
•tSLights and Shadows (A. t.)
..Reginald Denny
'tIMadame
Satan
(A.T.)...
.. Gordon- Holtz-Waldrldge
•t§Nize Baby
(A. T.)
. . John
Gilbert
•t§Paradise
Bar
(A.T.)
...
"tlPleasure
Lovers
(A. T.).
. .Giibert-Nagel-Adoree
..
•t§Redemption
(A. T.)
*t§Remote
Control
(A.T.)..
•t§Revue of Revues (A.T.)
Klng-Love-Halnes-Crawford
•tlRogue's Song.
The
(A. T.)... Lawrence Tibbett
'tSRomance
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
■t IShootIng of Dan McGrew ( A.T)
•flSong of the Sunset (A.T.)
*t§Song
Writer. The
(A.T.)
Gray-Glbson-Johnson
■tlStrictly
Confidential
Alison Shipworth
*t§Swan
The
(A.T.)
L. GIsh-La
Roeque-Nagel
•tITablold
(A. T.)
•t§This
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbone-Johnson
•t§Trader
Horn
Harry
Carey.

.Our

Riot
Water

Title
Rel Date
Feb.
21
Jan.
3
Jan.
ID

5,

..Feb. 15

Talkartoon
Ballads
•t§Scrapplly
(A. T.).... Christie
Comedy
•T§So
This IsMarried
Paris Green
Fazenda

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
*t§AII
Teed
Up
Baby
Follies
'tIBear Shooters
•iSBIg
Kick, The
*T§Blotto
•Clyde Doerr
•t§Collcge
Hounds
'tICollege
Romeos
t§Flghtlng
Parson
*T§Flrst
Seven
Years,
The
•Flower Garden
..
•tSHay
Fever (A.T.)
•tlHead
Guy, The
._.
•fSHls
Lucky Day
(A. T.)
•tlHot Dog
•tIKelly.
Walter
C
•t§Old Man Trouble (A.T.)
*»5Nlght Owls (A. T.)
•tIPopular
People (A.T.)
•t§Real
McCoy
(A.T.)
•tlshlverlng
Shakespeare
•tfShrlmp. The
8ona
Writer's
Revue
•t§Tough
Winter.
A
•Van 4 Schenck
•tlVodeville
(A. T.)
•t§When
the Wind
Blows

April

News

•t§Radlo
♦t§Salt

TER

FEATURES

-...
•
•
„.
Title
Star
•t§Anna
Christie
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
•tIBishop
Murder
Case
(A.T.).. Basil
Rathbone
*t§Chaslng
Rainbows
(A.T.)
Love-King

Picture

.Title
•tlBeau
Bandit (A.D.)
•t§Case of Sergeant Grikeha
•tsOamaoed
(A.T.)
•t§Framed
(A.T.)
•tIGIrl of Port (A.T.)
*t§Hlt the Deck (A.T.)
•t§Love
Captive
(A.T.)
!t§Love
Comes
Along
*t§Second
Wife
(A.T.)
•tSSevoB Keys to Baldpit* (A.T.)

star
Nagel-Kenyon
Morris-Comoson-Hersholt
Betty
Compson
Brenl-Tnnmey
Sally O'Nell
Oakle-Walker
Betty Compson
DanielsHuqhes
Lee-Carr-Nagel
Richard
DIx

SOUND

Length
Feet.. Mins. Reviewed
Mar.
...Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
...Jan.
Fob.
Jan.

2
23 .
30
16
2..
2..
9.
5..
9..
12..

.6169. ...69
.8191
92, ..Mar.
8
.'6 1'36 .'.'.'. 68 ...Febi'l's
.6174
fiO.Jan.
.9327.... 85... Dec.

'.7638.'!!>8,,'.Dec!'2l
.6058
60... Feb. 15
.6579
70... Jan.
4

SHORTS

Title
star
•t§Afle of Innocence. The(A.T.(F). Paula Trueman
•tSBefore
Breakfast
(A.T.)(F)
•tSBrldegroom.
The
(A.T.)(F) . . Marc
Connelly

§ Means voice (including dialoque and incidental songs).
Pnrt-Tnll.cr.
D mennn disc. F means sound-on-film.

Rel. Date
Jan.
5..
Mar.
9..
Feb. 2..

4
21

Length
. I reel . . .
reels. . .. ..
..2I reel.

A.T. after title mean*

Motion

19 3 0

5,

April

(FiD)
•tiCampui
8wtelh««rl>
(A.
T.)
"tlCuh
•"«
»fry
<*T.> • • • • • • Vaughn-Cooka-Sargait

mciown

Toploi

(A.T.)

if)....

«tlO«ir
8Uy«r
•
.■
•aEvontu.illy But Not Now (A
•fSFnlr Ucfolvor. Th« (A. T.)
•tJOon«r«l Glnibura (A.T.) (F).
•tiOunbiat Glniburg (A.T.) (F).
•ftGu^t. Th. (A. T.) (FfO;
•HHot
Brliigo (A. T.) (F40)..

•tJj»«

(A.T.)

(F)

.Mar.

9..

.Mar.

IS..

Mar.
Jan.

30.
19..

. Aug.
June
.Apr.
. May
Feb.
.Feb.
■ June
. Feb.
-Jan.

17.
22..
27.
25.
9.
2.
22.
16.
5..

. May

II.

. Mar.

2.

reelt. . . .
reelt. . . .
reel
reelt. . . .
reeli...
reel
reelt
reel
reel

.Hn.
.Feb.

IS

. .2 reelt. .. .
.2 reelt. . . .

. Feb. 2.
. Mar. 30..
Mar. 2..
.'.
Mhr'.'ia20.
.July
. Jan. 5.

.I
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

reel. .
reelt.
reelt.
reelt.
reelt.
reelt.
reels.
reeli.
reels.
reelt.
reelt. .

.Dei.
. .Jan.

. I reelt.
reel. . . . ....Feb.
.2
2 reeli...
...Dee.

2 reels .

.1

.
..
..

Danleli

Title
•t§Mamba

60.. Nov.

23

.Feb.

22

WIDE
Rel. Date
Feb.
...
Feb.
4.
Dec.
15.

Length
Feet. .MIns. Reviewed
9500... 100.. Feb.
22

.6910
.5800

76
58

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Till*

Oist'r
.Talk.

Pie.

FeetLength
Mins. Reviewed
Epici. .Not iet8860
98. Jan. 23
Feb.
22

Junkermann-Mara.. .. Ay won
Mady Christians
Wllhelm
DIetarle
. . Afl. European
Special
Cast
Bio
Three
Yakima
Canutt
Bell
Plet

Jan. 24. 9000. .. 100.
6200
69.
5000
55.
4800. ...53.
61. .Jan.
Feb.
.Feb.

Bushman Clayton
...Burr
Jan.
155466
Fritz
Kastner
Special
cast
New
Era
Feb. 8
(A. T.)
Murray-Llttlefleld-Arlstocrat
Thomas-Hall-Davis. . Allied
Jjn. 4 f.B45
Franco-American
Not Set. 63G0
LIna
Basquttt*
Reld-Broughton. Not
let.Notiet
•tSFimliiine toiich
(A.D.)..
•tiHcarfs
Mcloday
A.
T.) Fritsch-Parlo
Ufa
Film
(F & D)
,va;Jan.
107609
Special
Cast
Windsor
..
Her Unborn Child (F i O)..
Special
Cast
Worldart
Plot
Moly
Sinner.
The
French
Catt
Cosmoi
5800
lade
Casket.
The
Pro
Patria
...Not
Set. 5100
Lest
Patrol
Chesterfield
Feb.
15.6160
Lave at First Sight
....... Keener-Foster
•tILove
Waltz
(A.
T.)
Harvey-Batten
Ufa
Film
(F i D)
;i-Ai-Julian
Eltlnse
Jesse Weil
6240
tSMade te Order (A.D.)... Olmsted-N.
Beery. . Excellent
5080
Passion
Song.
The
Dorothy
Dwan
Chesterfleld
5400
Peacock
Fan
The
•• v V
•t§Rampant
Age
(A.T.)
(D.F.)
Sea
Fury
Smoke
Bellew
South
ot Panama
....
•tSTaka the Heir
(A.D.)..
Three
Outcasts,
The
Thunder
God
i.',-'"
•tSWett ot Rockies
(A.T.)
(0)
;
•t§Whlte
Cargo
(A.T.)
Why Cry at PartllO
•tSWoman
Who
Wai
For
gotten
(A.D.)

•t§Party

Slrl

(A.T.).

•f§Peac«ck
Alley
•t§Swellhead
(A.
'tSTroopen
Three

aound-on-film

and

Murray- Kennedy
...Continental Jan.
Mildred
Harris-Tom White
Not
Conway
Tearle
First
Division
Carmellta
Geraghty. . Chesterfleld
Edward
Hortoa
...Big
4
Jaa.
Yakima
Canutt
Waca
Mar.
Cornelius
Keefe
Crescent
Art
Mix
Special
Cast
Halm-Gralla

World
Art
Jan.
Harold
Auteni
International

Reviewed
(A.T.)
T.)
(A.T.)

Title

155743. ..
Set5200
6605
6300
IS. 5700. ..
7.5 reels..
3917

.Mar.
Jan.
76. .Dec.
71.
.Jan.
85. .Jan.
64.
57.
68.
69.
56.
60.
.64.
58.
73.
70.
.63.
.
66.

I8,'30. 6100
7000

Dec.
Feb.

lU
21I

*t|Kathleen
Mavourneen
'tiLeft
Over
Udlei
•t§Love,
Life.
Laughter
Love
Waltz. The
•tJLuxury
Girl
*t§Mareea-Maria
•t|Medicine
Man.
The
*t|My
Brudder
Sylveit
*t|Paper
Proflti
■t| Resurrection
(A.T.)
•tf Satin
Straps
*t§Senor
Manana
'*>sunny
Slti^s
•tSTorrent.

Mae

Murray

...

Clive

...

Colin

Belle Beanett

State Cinema. Jaa.

I.'30.7650

Mae

(A.T.).. Jack
Leo

Benny
Carrillo

Wm.
Leo

Length

23
It

25

Jr..

Carrlll*

The

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
•t§Cotsack't
Bride.
The
•tSIn Old Madrid
'tiJungle Drumt
•t§Melodle
•t§Mlnuette
•t§Modern
Cinderella,
A
*t§Mountaln
King.
The
No Women
Allowed

Star
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Celertene
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Claitle

•tSPharoah's
Daughter
•t§Sacred
Hour.
The
•tisong
of India.
A

Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony

•t§ Viennese
Melody
•tlVolce
of HellyvMd

|
j
I
I

Color Symphony
Station
S-T-A-R

UNITED

6 reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

Title
•5Be Younelf
(A.T.)
(F)
•tSHell
Harbor
(A.T.)
•tlLummox
(A. T.) (F)
■♦§Onf Romr\ntic Night A. T.).
•tSPuttIn' on the RItz (A.T.).
•ISSallors
Beware
(A.T.)

ARTISTS

. Fannie
Brie*
.Volei-Honhelt
Star
. Westover-Lyon
Gi>h-N.igrl La
H.lrrv
Richman
. del
RIo-Lowe

Rocque

SOUND

SHORTS

..

... Feb.
Rel.
...Mar.
8
... May
Jan.
15
. . . Mar. Date
... Apr.

2i

!!!!!!...
.]

nai
rMl
rMJ
rMJ

...'.'.
Da*.

'7

!!!!!.!!
'.
Jan.

'4

.Feb.
1
Reviewed
..Mar.
6
.6900. ...84.
.77.
.7533. ...70.
..Fob. IS
.8354. ...64. . Mjr. :»
..6300.
..Mar. 22
..Feb.
.8225.
12.
...91.
16.
.6570.
...73.
Lcagtk

Boiiiiy' 'watVoii' '.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.' ' .'.'.'.'.".'.'..'.'.'. T reel'.'.'
Donald Nevit

Novelty

ATTRACTIONS
Rel. Data

Star
Moran-Dalfon
...
Charlie
Chaplin
Norma
Talmadge
Lyen-Nluoa
....
Gloria
Swansen
.
Ronald
Colman
..
Eddie

.Jaa.

II

Reel

COMING

6714 feet

Mint.

Feet

Star

Cantor

Length
Feel
Mlat.

Reviewed

...SS54....«3...Mar,

•

...

UNIVERSAL
FE.ATURES
Rel. Data
Fe«tLength
Mlat.
...Mar.
M....43SS

Reviewed

Rel. Date

Elbee
imoen.
Ellbee
Celebrity

Da*.

I rMl
I reel

Series

Rel. Data3.

•tiFall of th* Bastille, The
•tlGlorlous Vamp
•t§Hu5kin'
Bee. The
•tilrlsh
Fantasy,
Tha
•tfin a Russian Cabaret
•tiLove Cup.
The
■tSMusieal
Marionettol
•^SNIght In Madrid. A
•tSSoreerere'
Apprentloa, Tba
-4§Tannhauser
)6Tintypet

Title
•t§Brlde 68 (A. T.)
•t§Clty
LIghti
(F)
•IIFIame of the Flesh (A.T.)
•tHell's
Anoels
(F)
•t§Queen
Kelly
(A. T.)
t§Ra(Tles
(A. T.)
•tfUpstaln and Down (A. T.)
tSWhoopee
(A. T.)

7 reelt

Length

Till,
•tIAt the Photographers
Doll
Harry
(F)
T)
(A
•4i;&« Vf.a'Raee Track (A.T.) Martln-Harcourt
..•' Mickey Mouse Cartoon
... (A.T.)
^strn band
■•tiBring
Bride
On the .™

Reviews
Feb.
22

I rMl
I rMJ
IrMJ....

•♦§Stalion
S-T-A-R
•t§Songs My Mother Taught Ma. .. Color Symphony
•t§Tales
of Araby
Color Symphoiy
•t§Temple
Bells
Color Symphony

SHORTS

»i«r
star

* Means si/nchronized score,

Reviewed

7 reels
S200 feet

7
7
6
6

Laaatk
I reel. .
Ir»«l...
2 rMla
I rMl
I rMJ
I rMJ
I tmI
1 .-mI

...
....

Collier,

Length

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date
Title
Star
Continental
•tSBurned
Evidence
(F)
Special
Cast
AfT. European
Buying
a Wife
Foster-Keefe-Lak*. ..Chesterfleld
Circumstantial
Evidence
Continental
•tSCIown.
The
(F)
Maria Albana
AfT. European
Duty to be Silent
Lyon-Provost
Pioneer
Exodus to the New World. The
Nils
Asther
AfT. European
Full
Dressed
Thlevei
Special
Cast
Aft. European
German
Underworld
John
Loder
AfT. European
Great
Unknown.
The
Asther-Nolan
AfT. European
Her Viennese
Lover
Continental
♦tILUe
For Sale.
A (F)...
Special
Cast
Allied
Mllak
of the Snewlandi
Mary
Nolan..
..
.AfT.
European
Oar Daily Bread
Kerry-Worth
Imperial
•tSPrlnee
of Hearts.
A
F)
Continental
•tISecond
Honeymoon.
The (
Continental
♦tlUnforbidden
Sin, The (F)
Wegener. Petrovltch. . Aft. European
Onholy
Love
Special
Cast
RIchmount
Verdun
Special
Cast
Allied
When
Duty
Calls
Continental
•t§Worldly
Goodi
(F)

Rel. Oat*

Murray

FEATURES

Jan. 18
68. . Mar. I
Feb.
22
78.
85.. Jan.

Length

(A.T.). O'Nell-DelaMy

Jan.
Dec.

Jan.
.Oct.

Rel. Data

Star
Armida-Tcrry
AIIm
M*Bta|M

Title

SOUND

lound-on-diie)

LengthMini.
Feet
Star
Rel. Date
Henholt'Beardman.Ferbei
..Mar.
10. ...7041 ...75. Reviewed
78 . ..Dee. 21
Doug
Fairbanks.
Jr
Jan.
I . . . 6750. ...
.
.67.. .Mar. I)
at "Oangeroui
Butlneii"
luu* Dee. 21, I92t
Mae
Murray
Jan,
10
6060..
.76.. Feb. 22
Gleason-Shillin.)-Walker
Mar.
20
7040.. .60..
Lease- Oulllver
Feb.
IS
7231..

(A.T.)

•tSBordcr
Rom.incr
(A. T.)
*tSCheat
the
Boyi
•tlCyclone
HIckey
•t§Enchantlng
Melody
(A.T.)...
•tJFascinalion
(A.T.)
•tjHIgh
" + §Lasea. Treatoa
•t§Journey't
End
(A.T.)

.

Title
Star
•fSSombras
de Gloria
(Spanlth) . Special Cait
Tommy
Atkins
Walter Byron
*t§Up the Congo (0)
African Adventure
Film

•tiAtrett (he World
(A.O.).
At the South
Pole....
.
eeautlful Blue Danube (Ger.)
•t§Bfcause I Love You
behind
the Altar
Black
Hint
Captain
Cowboy
;:-i-;
•t^Call
of
Circus
(A.T.)
(D.F.)
••
Caught in Berlin Underworld.
•t5Co-Opllmist$
•tICIancy
In Wall Street
Farmor't
Wile

•

Coming Feature Attractions

SONO-ART-WORLD

STATE

»

II

Betty
Compson
Richard DIx
...
Special
Cast
.
Bebe

,,
••

FEATURES
( Availabl*

rtel...

. S700

II

TIFFANY

»<

Length
Feet. .Mini. Reviewed
Olive
Borden
Borden-Lake
Babe Danleli

Mickey Meut* Carta** Celebrity Prad..
'tChala
Gang.
The
.1 rwl..
Carteni
laiyerlal ■r Pr*d.
■tiOuldlBaMenipolltetA.T.) The
Color
Novelty . .
f.itl.
*tlDown
Hawill
Way
., 2r**li..
I rwl...
2r**la..
*tiFrliad
Huiband
(A.T.)..
. Pr*d.
'tualloplna
Gauche
I rMl...
Mickey Moui* t>
•tJuagle
Rythra
...r*k. 1 I r**l...
Milker Meuu Ca
•tJutt
Mickey
.Jaa.
I r**l...
C*l*r
..
I f«al..
Mickey N*velty
Meut* Ct
MKidi
and
Pets
Caalle
ssei*«t.
LIneoln'i
Birthday
FlUtatrlek.... r*b. 12.
Elb*e
■tiMeet tha Family
(A.T.)
(F)
Harry
Dell
Ell
t r**l*. .
Mickey Meue* Carlton Celebrity
fn4.
'IMIekey't
Concert
Burr
I rMt..
■tiMonkey Sgutwki (A.T.).
...Imptriel
■tiMr.ConnindMr.8app(A.T.) Doanelly-Slnier
't^One
Per
Caat.
2I r**l
r*«l*. . .; .:
AmericanHundred
•tPlane
Hearn-Wttton
Imseriel
Crary(A.T.)
Mickey Meut* Cartee* Celebrity
Pr*d.
*tPlow Boy
Mickey Meut* C*rte«o Celebrity
Pr«4.
....
Burr
'tSSIgned. Sealed i Delivtrid (A.T.)
rMl...
11 r*«l....
r**l....
'tSSIity
BroadwayMInutat From
1 reel ... .
Color
Novelty
Cattle
•fSleamboat
Willie
Mickey Mouse CartooaCelrbrily
Pr*d.
Jan.
ISO f**t
•tSSummcr
Hirmonlet
Song
Carte**
B lephane
Fit/
Patrick. . .Feb. 22. 1 r**l... ..Oft.
Washington'!
Birthday
1 rMl
Mickey Mouta CarloonCelebrlty
Pr*d
•tWhen
the Cat's Away
...Jaa.
•tWIld
Waves
Mlik*y M*us« Cart**nCeltbrlty
Pred..
...Feb.
World Touri of Prince of Wal let

.2 reeli...

. jan."'i2!

121

8

Coming Feature Attractions
•fSCompanlonate
•tloance
Hall
>tiOliiana
•t§Hlgh
River
•IIHunted
•tHadles
of the Patt
•t§Levln' the Ladiet
*t§Radio
Revels
(A.T.)
•t§SBn»allon
(A.T.)
•t§Upperworld
(A.T.)
"tSWIld
Heart
(A.T.)

News
■1 Pr*d.

.2 reeli
.2 reels

.2
Apr. 13.. .2
T.)
(F&D)
Vaughn-Cooke.
. Jan. 6..
(FiD)
'.Mar.'"
2".' . I
Nat
Carr
May
. Apr.
13. . .2
.2
Nat
Carr
.Jan. 12..
Marc
Connolly
. May 25.. . I
.2
.I
Ouko
Ellington & Orahattra. Feb.
9.
.I

•isjohnnnes
Brnlimj
..
Vaughn-Cooke
•fSL'Xd ol Iht Sky Blue Oaushten
(F&O)
..Vaughn-Cooke
*tlLost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
•tiUow
Bridge
(A.T.)
(F)...;. Mnrc
Connelly
•fjMaonnte. The (A. T.) (F4D).
(F&O) Mickey Yule.
MIMIekey's
Cliampj
(A.
T.) (FiD)
Mickey
Yule.
•tlMlckey's
Luck
(A.
T.) (FiD)
Mickey
Yule.
•tSMIckey'i M.islur Mind (A. T.) (F«.D)
Mickey
Yule.
•♦JMIckey's
Merry
Men
(A. T.) (FiD)
Mickey
Yule.
•flMlekey'j
Strategy
(A.
T.) «F«.D)
Mickey
Yule.
•HMiekey's
Winners
(A.
T.)
Mickey
Yule.
•llMlckey
the
Runuo
(A
T . I 1(F&Di
FiD)
Mickey Yule.
•t§Mlckoy
the Whirlwind
(A.T.) Mickey Yule
•tlMUkey
the Warrior..........
•Hold
Blir»
Chrlstm.is
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cook*
Mjoid
Vampi
far Naw
•ftpalooka
Flying
School
(A.T.)
..
•tlSoltlng
son. The
(A.T.)
.... Vaughn-Cooke
Alberta
Vaughn
•tiSleepIng
Cutlet
(A.T.)
•tisono
and the Sergeant.
The
(A.T.)
•tistrange
Interview,
Tha
Sherwin-Knewle*
(A.T.)
(F)
•tSWhat
Next
(A.T.)
(F)
•tiWhIle Auto Walt! <A.T.)(F). Rust
Brown
....
•tSYour Own Home Town (A.T.) .

Picture

Pr«d...

.. 2 r»els..
. . . A reets. .
...I reel..
. . . 2 reels. .

f .Means sound effects.
§ Means voice
.All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.

Big Ti
Timber tl
(Re-Issue) e
•t§Cllmax, The
(A. T.)
•tICohensandtheKellyilnSeetland.
•t§Dames
Ahoy
•tlDovlls
Pit. The

"•'■
William
Desmond
Special
Cart
Sidney. Murray
...
Glenn
Tryen
Special
Cast

(inchidinq dialogue and incideniml songs).
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

,.. Jaa.
..Mar.

.. Feb.

.. Mar.

26
Wis.
..65
17.... 7401.... 62.

9. .5933

>

66.

...Mar.
. Feb. 296
..Mar. 15

.A. T. after title meatu

122

Motion

Picture

Reviewed

under title of "Under the Southern Cross"
in April 27, 1929 Issue
Denny
Feb.
2
5230
58.. .June
*t§Embarraiting
Moment! (A.T). Reginald
Ken Maynard
Apr.
G
Not set
Dec.
'tlFlghtlng
Loglon,
The
Jack Hoxie
Feb.
2
3852
43
Flying
Hoots
;
70. ..Dec
Special
Cast
Jan.
•§tHell't
Heroe*
105. ...6300
Ken
Maynard
Aug.
•tlHIddon
Valley
30
Murray-Crawford
Mar. 27
•tSHIde-Out
(A. T.)
Hoot Gibson
Apr.
'flHowdy
Cowboy
MSLadies
In Love
(A. T.)
Mary
Nolan
Mar. 30
Ken
Maynard
Mar.
2
5785
64. ..Mar.
•tLucliy
Larkin
21
6501
72. ..Oct.
... July
•tSModern Love (D & F) (P.T.)., Hersholt-Crawford-Chaie
Hoot
Gibson
Aug. 31
•tSMontana
Kid,
The
22
Juno
'StMoonlight
Madness
(A. T)... John Boles
tiMounted
Stranger, The
16.... 5784
64... Feb.
Hoot Gibson
Feb.
12
5609
62... Dec.
Schlldkraut
Jan.
•tSNIght
Ride
19
5900.... 65... Feb.
Ken Maynard
Jan.
•tSParado of the West
8
Hoot Gibson
June
•t§Bodeo
Days
tIShannont
of
Broadway,
The
James & Lucille Gleason
Jan.
<A.
T.)
315. ...6155. ...68. ..Nov.
John
Boles
Aug.
'tISong of Passion (A. T.)
29
Ken
Maynard
Juno
'tISongt of the Saddle
II
Special
Cast
May
•tSStorm.
The
(A. T.)
Hoot
Gibson
Mar.
23.... 6000... 67... Mar.
*t§TralIlng Trouble
23I -.
Jan.
Nolan- Eilor-Brown
Feb.
•tlUndertow
All Star
June
•t§What Men Want
Laura La Plante
May
•t§Week.End
Girl
Apr.
•t§Young
Desires
(A.T.)
..•••• Mary Nolan

29
21
21

22
19
15
28
I
9
29
4

20.

SHORT
Title

SUBJECTS

Star

Badge
of Bravery
Ted
Careen
Crooked Trails
Ted
Carson
Crimson
Courage
Ted Carson
Danger Claim. The
Bobbie
Nelson
Doing
His
Stuff
Arthur Lake
Dynamlte't
Daughter
(Re-Issue) . Josie
Sedgwick
French Leave
Sid Saylor
Fighting
Schoolmarm,
The
(Re- issue)
Josie Sedgwick
Follow Me
Arthur Lake
Foul
Ball
Sid Saylor
Getting
the Air
Arthur
Lake
Kounty
Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobbie
Nelson
Law in the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Express
(Serial)
Chandler-Lorraine
Make
It Snappy
Sid Saylor
Marry
When
Young
(Reissue) ... Roach- Edwards
Matter of Policy
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
One
Wet
Night
Roach-Edwards
"est of Honor
Bobbie
Nelson
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)
Edmund
Cobb
Queen
of Roundup
(Reissue).... Josie
Sedqwick
Restless
Rest
(Re- Issue)
Neely
Edwards
Ropin'
Venus
Josie Sedgwick
Sitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
Six
Gun
Justice
Bobbie
Nelson
Some
Show
Arthur
Lake
Storm
King
(Re-Issue)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak
Easy (Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Way of the West (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
Why
Walt
Slim Summervllte
Whin Hand. The (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
William
Tell

SOUND
Title
•tfArablan
Daze
*t|Bowery BImboee
•tSBroadway FollioJ

Feb.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

Length
8.. .2 reels
3... .2 reels
8.. . .2 reels
. 2 reels
19... .2 reels
29...
22.. . 2 reels
. 2 reels
.2 reels
30..
26... .2 reels
.2 reels
16...
5.. . .2 reels
6... . 1 reel
25... .2 reels
5.. . .2 reels
.10 episodes
12.. .2 reels
. I reel
13..
10..
21.. . I reel
. I reel
24.. . . 1 reel
22.
12..
1.. . .2 reels
.2 reels
24.. .2 reels
18.. . I reel
. 2 reels
.2
reels
15..
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
19. . 2 reels
7..
I.. . I reel
7.. . 2 reels
15..
2. .2 reels
15.
10.. , . I reel
. .2 rels
27.. . I reel

Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Fob.
Jan.
Dee.

Dee.
Mar.
31. ..2 reels
Dec.
3. . . 1 reel
Jan.
3. ,..2
. 2 reels
Mar.
9.
, ..2 reels
3. ..2 reels
14. , . I reel
14.
. I reel
Nov.
20.. . 10 episodei..Feb.
24..
reel
Jan,
17. ... 2I reels
Nov.
.2 reels
Jan.
20., . 2 reels
Mar.
26..
Mar.
23., .2 reels
. 2 reels
Dee.
. I reel
Nov.
.2 reels
Jan.
17..
28., , .2 reels
. 2 reels
Mar.
17..
reels
Jan.
26.. .2
. 2 reels
Dec
6.. . 10 episodes
9..

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

12..
31..
29.
19.

Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.

.2 reels
..2I reel
reels

2r
29
14.
11
S

3D
22
Z&
23
II
t
29
14
23.
25
9
25
14

Fab.
I(
Mar. 29

.2 reels

Feb.

I

Reviewed19
11
Jan.
Mar. 29
I
Feb.
Feb. 15
Oct.
Mar.

8

Feb.
Dee.
Dee.
Mar.

1
7
21
1

Jan.

18

Jan.

Coming Feature Attractions
Ace

Rider

Hoot

*t§AII
Quiet
on
Wettern
Front
(A. T.)
•tSBarbary
Coast
Czar of Broadway
(A.T.)
Flirt. The
•t§King of Jazz Revue, The (A.T).
•tILa
Marsellaise
(A.T.)
•t§Llttle
Accident
(A.T.)
•tlMounfain
Justice
Scrub Oak
-t§Serenade
(A.T)
•t§Signal
Tower
(A.T.)
*t§Singlng
Caballero (A.T.)
•tSVIrgin of Stamhoul
(A.T.)

Gibson

Wolhelm-Ayres-Wray
Mary
Nolan
Glenn
Tryon
Whitemans
Cast

2

Apr.

20
,

Band

&

Special

La Plante-Bolei
Glenn
Tryon
Ken
Maynard
Hoot
Gibson
John
Boles

..
■••,»•;••.••
18.... 6748 feet.

May

..Mar.

22

.- . ■
John

Boles

18

WARNER
Dee.
21
Mar. 15
Mar.
I
Dee.

July

7

(Available
Title
•tIGeneral
Crack
(A.T.)
•tIGreen Goddess, The (A. T.)..
•tiOn the Border
(German) ..
•t§Royal Box (A.T.)
(A.T.)
Choice
•t§Second
•t§She Couldn't Say No
•tIsong of the West (A. T.) ....

BROTHERS
sound-on-disc

only)
Length
Rel. Date
Feet
MIns. Reviewed
Jan.
25. ...9809.. . 109.. .Nov. 16
8. ...6653... .74.. .Feb. 22
Mar.
Mar.
l5....44o2....49...Feb.
|
.8000. .. .89.. .Dec. 28
II
4. . . .6150. . . .68. . .Jan
Jan.
5.. . .6413. .. .71 ...Feb. 22
Feb.
8
15. ...7185.. ..80. ..Mar.
Mar.

Star
John
Barrymore
Arliss
George
Rin-Tln-Tln
Morssl-Horn
Dolores Costello
Lightner-Morrls
Boles-Segal

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date
•^."JMar.
17..
Mar.
3..

Length
.2 reels
. I reel
. 1 reel

New Addition
Gives MORRISON
:^ i^2|15C!^Rooms

■■^m. • m^; ;''v^;i:&^. - --^aM^^,

and CI^\ltK STS.

Revlewea
Feb.

15

(A.T.)
•t§Mammy
•t§Man from Blankley'e, The( A.T.).
•t§Man Hunter (A. T.)
(A. T.)
Waters
•tSRough
Floor Mystery (A. T.)
•t§Seeond
(A.T.) ..
Kitty Bellairs
•tISweet
(A.T.)
Dance
Who
•t§Those
•tIThree Rooms (A. T.)
•tlUnder
a Texas
Moon (A. T.).
•tlwide

Open

,

Family
EvolutionAffair,
of the A Dance
Family Ford, The
Faust
Feminine Types
Getting
a Raise
Glee
Quartette,
The
Holiday in Storyland,
Letters
Lillie, Beatrice
In Dutch

Ra«Iio Set
in Every Itoom
No effort is spared to make

Nearest Hotel
in the City to
Offices, Stores,Theatres
and
Railroad Stations

VARIETIES

'.
,
A

The

Pa Gets
a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
•••
Perfect
Understanding
Pay
OtT. The
Poet
and
Peasant
,
Rose.
Harry
&. H is 6 Amer.
Beauties
Suspicion
Sound
Effects
Stand
Up. The
Sultan's Jester, The
Surprise
Talking
It Over
Vengeance
Wedding
Belles
What
a Life
Who
Pays?
Will
You
Remember
Me

(D)

Length
. I reel . . .

. Songs
. The
Potters
Star
. Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
. ioe
Frisco
.Ruth Etting
.The
Potters
Sessue
Hayakawa

Revlewe*

.-^•■■■■■■■■■"ii"""7i'"Mir 'm
I ....6341. ...71.. .Mar. 29
Feb.

Norton

VITAPHONE

Title
Alda.
Frances
At
Home
Battery of Songs. A
Bubble
Party.
The
Benefit, The
Broadway's
Like
That
Done
in Oil
Dead Laughter

On the Rancho
Operation,
The
Military
Post,
Only the Girl
Pagliacci

E.

Length

M;yVi'"'"7533""8i'"Mar'29
31. .. .7533....84. ..war. .js
May

AlJolson
Barrymore
John
Rin-T!n-T|n
Rin-Tin-Tin
Withers- Young
Claudia Dell
Monte Blue
, ■ -^
i---W"
Fay-Torros-Loy-Beery
E.

(A.T.)

Master
Sweeper. The The
New
Racket.

world's largest and tallest.
A new addition, containing
500 rooms, is now under construction— made necessary
by an ever increasing demand for Morrison Service.

Rel. Date

Star
■Title
(A. T.).Armstrong-Gleason-Kent
In Ermine
*t§Dumbells
Belle Bennett
(A. T.)
•t§Fame
■•■•••
Walter Woolf
(A.T.)
Dawn
•tIGolden
Llghtner-Brown-O'Nell
•tSHold of Everything
•t§lsle
Escape
(A. (A.T.)
T.)
?l"V\-°^

Lobo. Dog of Dogs
Love Boat. The
Matter of Ethics,
A

Already the tallest hotel in
the world, the Morrison is
destined to become the

each guest's stay most pleasant. Rooms rent for only
^2.50 up, yet every room is
outside with bath, running
ice-water, bed-head lamp,
telephone, Servidor and radio set.

Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth
Sunny Jim
Oswald
Cartoon
Sid
Saylor
Archer-Dent
Sporting
Youth
..Sporting
Youth
Oswald
Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lorralne-Perrin
Oswald
Cartoon

•t§Llvo Ghosts (F & 0)
Ann
Christy
*t§Nelghbors
Sunny
Jim
Mush
Again
Sunny
Jim
*t§Outdoor Sports
Sid
Saylor
tOzzie
of the
Circus
Oswald Cartoon
•t§Royal
Fourflush
Sporting
Youth
Schoolmates
Sporting
Youth
•tSSeeing
Stars
Sporting Youth
•fSSister's
Pest
Sunny Jim
•t§Steeplechase
(A. T.)
Sporting
Youth
jrTarzan
the Tiger
(Serial)
Frank
Merrill
•tITerry of the Timet (Serial) .. Howes-Thompson
•t§Trafnc Troubles
Tramping
Tramps
Oswald
Cartoon
Up and Downstairs
*t§Vernon's
Aunt
Dent-Archer

SHORTS

Star
w:\;kll
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon

€OR. MADISON

•t§Brother for Sale (A. T.)
Chinese
Blues
•t§Christma8 Cheer (A. T.)
•tChile
Con
Carmen
•tIFellow
Students
•tiFlreburgs
(A.
T.)
•tIFootlight
Folllei
Halloween
Hash
Shop
•Hurdy
Gurdy
•tSJade Box, The
*t Kisses
and
Curset
Lady
of Lions

5 , 1 930

..2 reels
..2 reels

Data

Pel.

THE
TiS
D'
RLES
WOLL
TA
HOTEL

April

News

.2 reels. .

Reviewed
.Feb. 8
.Mar.
.Feb.
.Mar.

IS

.Feb.

22

. Nov.
.Feb.

30

.Mar.

8

I reel . . .
...

.Arthur
Byron
.Jim and
Marion
Harklnt.
.Duet
1st Act
.Jean
Barrios
.The
Potters
.Jack
Buchanan
. Vitaphone
Kiddies
. Pauline
Garon
. Song and
Dance
.Ulls
& Clark
.Lobo
. Herman Timbcrg
. Earle-Oakland
. Chester Conklln
.'Will
& "Gladys'Ahern
. Edgar
Bergen
. Roberto
Guzman
.Wattles-Marsh
.John
Charles Thomas
. The
Potters
, Johnny Arthur
. May-Oaks
. H. B. Walthall
. Orchestra

.About 2 reell.
!.'.".'.'.'.i reel.'.'

2 feelt*.
. I reel.
I reel.

.

.Mar.
.Mar.

. I reel.,

.Mar.

.. II reel..
reel . ,
. I reel . ,
. I. reel.

.Mar. 15
15
.Mar.
.Feb. 8
,.Mir. IS

. I reel. .
I reel..

8

.Mar,

8

. Nov.

SO

.Mar.
. Nov.

15
SO

I reel . . .
. LyonsBuddy Ear'e-Morne
Traps
. Bobhy Watson
. . . . ,
. Dugan-Leonard
...
Jack
Osterman
Richmond-Moorhead
,. Howard-Newton
. . . ,
Murray-Oakland
.Duet

I reel.
. I reel.

*Means synchronized score. fMeans sound effects. §Meaus voice
(including dialogue and incidental songs). A.T. after title means
All-Talker.
P.T. means
Part-Talker.
D means disc.
F means
sound-on-Hlm.

Second Hand
Equipment Wanted
CHAIRS — HORNS

— SCREENS —

PRO J ECTORS — TRANSFORM ERS
^RHEOSTATS— PORTABLE BOX
OFFICES^CASH

REGISTERS-

TICKET CHOPPERS
RAILING — LOBBY

— BRASS
FRAMES

In replying, give description of
article) or articlesy when bought,
condition

and

price

wanted.

ADDRESS

BOX
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729 SEVENTH

AVENUE,
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YOU TRY
TO WIN|
A STEEPLECHASil
'X

ON A BIJRRO'

A

If you set out on a cross country journey,
you wouldn't go part way in an aeroplane
and the rest on a slow freight.
But that is just about what an exhibitor
does who books an excellent feature and

\

carelessly throws in any kind of short
subjects.
The "main stem" houses are booking

EdueationaVs

Tathing

Com-

vdies more and more consistently because
they can be counted on to speed up the
tempo of the best of shows.

7alkit%^
CoMnedie.
will add pep to any program. The
current releases featuring
Eddie Lambert are shedding
^-

»!!: %

new glory on this famous old
comedy name. In '^The Bio
Jewel Case" Lambert has
kept audiences screaming in all

a n**"^"

« olt\ ^*'^ tin"

«"*"

ills pe^

types of houses. Now in **lfVESTERIV KxiGHTS," with Al St.
«««"*'" «ce-Hift^^ 'ueoce

V« ^^hV^ ^«*

John, he gives one of the funniest performances that have yet
ireached the talking screen.
tCC<ltl07VClI U VctuAJU-^

THE SPICE OF THE PROGRAM"

EDUCATIONAL
FILM EXCHANGES,
E. W. HAMMONS,, Prenident
Member, Motion Picture Producers and Oiitribators of Ameriem. Inc., Will H. Haya. Preiident

lie

Reo. U. S. Patent Office

FOLLOW

DIRECTIONS:
1. Tell your patrons now
that they're goin.^ to see
the funniest talkie ever
made— bar none!
2. Tell them Dressier &
Moran are a riot!
3. Tell them to con^c prepared tolaui^hl laujj^hllaugh!

— and reserve
extra playing
time!
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UNITED
ARTISTS
The Royal Family of the Screen

I

^•'

r

^

SOMETHING
4'V

UXDER
THE srxZ

ov

TM r«'

ST

REAL

RICHARD
ARLEX

STARS

PLAYING

REAL

ROLES

GEORGE
RANCROFT

EVELYN
RRENT

CLIVE
RROOK

NANCY
CARROLL

^

CLARA
ROW

-

^=^

'

^

SK

RUTH
ClIATTEKTOM

MAURICE
CHEVALIER
Supervised by ELSIE JA.\IS, Dances
and ensembles by David Bennett.
Color sequences by TECHJS ICOLOR.
^

GARY
COOPER

LEON
ERROL
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Drama . ..CoiihmIn . . . Soiij^s.. . Dances
... Sparkliiiji as (liamoii(Is...Tiitimat<'
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THE NEW SHOW WORLD
BLAZES INTO NEW BOX
GLORY!
»\

/
f»
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"
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^ Paramount

tops its mighty march of hits with

"Paramount on Parade"! ^ Read again the list of stars
on the preceding pages. The big-money monarchs of
the movies! Imagine! All of them — and more — in one

'^*'4>M'

/

great show. Not walking through it for the sake of

^

their names, but each ACTING

a real role, doing the

stuff for which they are famous or startling you witli
delightfully new and different talents. ^ "Paramount
on Parade" is the ONE BIG PICTURE OF 1930
i*jt^

THAT'S UTTERLY
EVER

GONE

DIFFERENT

BEFORE!

FROM

ANY THAT'S

The exhibitor doesn't live

who can't clean up with it!

\mm

^/
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X\

-K**Jf.

I >»
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PARADE"
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PATHE
GIVES
YOU
THE
FOUR
BIG
COMIDAYS
OF
APRIL
Look over these new comedy releases and see how

Pathe has

added 4 comi-days to that grinning April calendarl On the 6th"A PERFECT MATCH"-a

^'

perfect

syphon of sizzling laughter, a
typical George LeMaire hit! On
the 13th-"RIDE 'EM, COWBOY

^
^

"-

something new in laughs. On the
20th-"SIXTEEN SWEETIES'-girllegirlie show

guided

by Harry

Delmar! And on the 27th-"CHILLS
AND

FEVER"- featuring the one

and only Al Shean . . . Don't forget
that 4 out of 5 theatres are playing—and liking— Pathe Comedies I

PATHE

COMEDIES

This page was reserved for an advertiser who withdrew his copy at
the last moment because Motion
Picture News refused to run a
pubhcity story which had no news
value.
It would be cruel to reveal his name,
because he is certain to outgrow his
childish ideas so far as space in
Motion Picture News is concerned.
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Secret Plan Repoiied lor Merging iVll
Amusement Interests in One Combine
Tee, Hee!
H()ll\«»i()d — Alice N\ hito, "Aim-rica's
(Jirl Friend," is n<» lonj^er adflressed
as "Alice" on the set where "Man
Crazy" is beins filmed at First National. By order of Director Kddie
Cline, the blonde star is hereafter to
be calledincluded.
"iMiss White"
by everybody,
himself
This edict
has been
promulgated, says Cline, for psychological reasons arising from the new
type of role which Alice — pardon. Miss
White — is portrayinii in her latest
vehicle. A certain dignity attaches to
the part, which marks at least a temporary change from the flapper roles
in which the (Jirl Friend has heretofore specialized, so says the F. N, p. a.

Loving Nix for
Gilbert and Dix;
"He'' Stuff Clicks
Hollywood — Richard Dix and John Gilbert are giving' Bill Le Baron and Louis B.
Mayer some things to think about.
It is an open Hollywood secret that the
type of stories selected for their recent pictures haven't been telling the proper kind
of story at the box-office and with heavilyweighted contracts on their hands, both
RKO and M-G-M are spurring themselves
into action.
As a result, Dix and Gilbert are to make
a quick return to he-man outdoor roles.
The problem of what to do about Gilbert's
voice is the subject of many executive discussions on the Metro lot. In his next picture
which
"The Way
a Sailor,"on Jack
will concern ishimself
with ofadventure
the
high seas. Sound engineers will attempt to
change his voice to a baritone.

Barrymore in "Hamlet"
Big 1931 Warner Special
Designed to be one of the biggest of them
all on the Warner list and the blue-ribbon
production for the 1930-1931 season, the
Warners are shaping plans to star John
Barrymore in "Hamlet."
The picture will be one of the forty-two
planned for next year and will be handled
as a special.

Screen, Sfar/e, Home
Minies,
Radio, Televinion, Music,
in Electrics' Idea
The deal of deals" is in the making.
From an always-reliable and conservative
source MoTiox Picture News learns that
definite efforts are being made to formulate
a merger of all important producing-distributing-exhibiting concerns, stage producers
with theaters, music publishing outfits,
equipment distributors and other athliations
into one gigantic amusement combine.
"You will get a blank stare and emphatic
denials from any executive you approach
about it," Motion Picture News was told.
Fantastic as it seems, the plan is said to
be sufficiently developed to have received
many hours of study and discussion recently
by ranking executives of practically all of
the big film companies. Its sponsors are reported to have interested several of the largest financing houses in the world. Elimination of expensive competition in production
and exhibition, and other conventional economic factors which promoters tout in developing merger plans, are claimed to be of
minor importance in the consideration now
being given to the reported combine
Its big objective, according to the News
informant, is complete control of all screen
and stage entertainment in America through
one gigantic holding company.
The electrics, already heavily entrenched
in pictures, are said to have been the source
from which came the original idea. It embraces the development of home movies,
television, radio and allied interests, and
their coordination along non-competitive
lines with entertainment offered by theatres.
Even the principals among the film companies who are said to have attended the
preliminary conferences of the last ten days
are reported to have been staggered by the
magnitude of the plan.
Just how rapidly the consolidation of all
entertainment activity into one vast unit may
mature is frankly admitted to be anyone's
guess. Also, in an undertaking as far-reaching, with the tremendous, tax it would levy
on even the biggest banks for the cash required, the problem of appraising values,
the matter of the Government's attitude
toward a complete monopoly, and numerous
other complications, the probability of success becomes doubtful.
Available information, consisting solely of
the statement that such a plan is being attempted, adds a reference to reports current
some months ago that ultin^ately there would
be attempted a giant merger of picture interests patterned on the organization plan
of General Motors, and this, it is said, is
what the present effort is intended to accomplish.

Sam's

Double

Out in ll(ill>wiMi(J, when- thf>
li.iNcn't anything to do with their
lime, actors and actresses pay plenty
of attention to hobbies, and. to hear
Sid .Skolsky tell it. some of them ha\e
very peculiar ones. There is an actress, for example, wh«)se hobby is
collecting old Judas Maccabeus coins.
She has an ama/int; collection and
one day, talking about them, she
said: "It's funny about those coins.
No two of them have the same picture and >et all the pictures look like
Samuel

(Joldwyn."

Canned by Pallie,
Arnistron<j; Bark
And Meks Roll
Hollywood — When Pathe decided not to
renew an option on the contract of Robert
Armstrong last Dccemlwr, production officials figured the move to be a smart one.
But someone in the organization decided
that Armstrong was too valuable to be freelancing for other companies, so a new contract with the player was sigfned this week.
But the reconsideration of Armstrong by
Pathe cost the latter company plenty of
money, according to report.
It is claimed that Armstrong's agreement
with Pathe last year called for a weekly salary of $1,000, with option of this year providing for a boost to $1,250. During the
reorganization period last December, the
player's contract was allowed to lapse, along
with those of many other directors and
players.
success
of which
"The
Racketeer" But
and the
"Oh later
Yeah,"
both of
featured Armstrong, made Pathe realize that
Armstrong was a potential box-office name.
.\bout the same time, Armstrong also decided his salary was far too low in proportion to popularity. So when overtures were
made recently to the player for a new term
featured and starring contract with Pathe,
Armstrong quoted $1,750 a week as his salary. Pathe finally met the new figure, and
the returning actor is now back on the
Pathe payroll at a $500 increase over what
his salary would have been if Pathe had
originally exercised option on his former
contract at the beginning of the year.
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THE CODE OF ETHICS ONE
OF HONOR, TOO
press
of the to
0\*ER
word the
has wires
been flashed
the associations
country at
large that producers, of their own volition
and by their own hand, now bind themselves to a
code of ethics, carefully conceived and defining
rigorously what shall and shall not be done in
pictures.
The knocks are already in. Also some of the
boosts. We lean toward the latter not because it
is pleasant and non-resistant to clamber aboard the
bandwagon, but because it is our opinion that the
effort properly merits encouragement.
Whether or not the birth of the code came about
as a complete beau geste on the part of the producing elements of the business has nothing to do
with the case. The point to bear in mind is that
the step has been taken, that it must be accepted
as an earnest of intention and that every opportunity and every helping hand should be extended
toward its proper execution.
It is to be assumed that the industry realizes the
step it has taken. Wire walking, jaunts down the
middle of the road, are "no go" from now on. The
code very clearly outlines what the studios shall
and shall not do.
It's destined to be a job, the rigid observance of
these "don'ts" which members of the Producers"
Association out Hollywood way now take to their
bosoms as their creed.

The Merry -Go-Round Peril
Unfortunately, past trade events have demonstrated too well how hard it is to keep the marchers
in line. Some disturbing influence is forever falling out of step and, while that of itself may not
prove disastrous, it usually precipitates trouble by
influencing others to feel the prerogative of one
should be the prerogative of all.
The important slant on the ethics code seems
to us to be this and it is emphasized again as a
vital something for the industry to watch:
The commitment has been decided upon, made
public and broadcast throughout the land. There
back from this point. Women's
is no turning
clubs, reformers, church organizations and even
legislators have the right to expect strict adherence to that commitment. If they don't get it,
the merry-go-round will simply revolve more furi-

ously and somewhere
heads may be banged.

in the dizzy

whirl

a few

Camaraderie and Business
Off for two weeks and then on again. The
2-2-2 conference in New^ York is over for the present. Only once in the deliberations did anything
like an impasse develop. That came when the
knotty problem of advance deposits entered the
discussions.
But even that bugaboo holds chance of being surmounted. This is borne out by the attitude which
pervades in that solemn room at the Bar Association
building where a future contract form is being
worked over for exhibitor consumption.
No passing chronicle of the conference would or
could approximate completeness without fasteningattention on the conduct of its chairman. Sidney
Kent waved the mythical gavel, listening, disposing
and arguing over moot points — and there were
many. The vision of the man, the broad scope of
his experience, the all-essential faculty of recognizing the need of approaching a problem from both
ends as well as the middle, and his practicability
unquestionably saved the meetings from hitting
shallow water.
One of the really significant observations to be
drawn from the deliberations seems to us to be this :
That differences in policy as well as opinion usually can be cleared away if these in whose hands
their settlement rests abandon warped vision and
approach the job with a liberal mind.

Gr own-Up Harmony
Easily within the memory is the time when Allied
and the Hays members were hurling vitriol at each
other. Periodically, the ancient custom of washing
dirty linen in public was revived and with each new
instance, the spectacle of a gigantic business arguing with itself was aired in the newspapers. It did
nobody good and at best served to project relations
closer to the breaking point.
This week, on the other hand, a harmonious gettogether demonstrated that there is a middle ground
if those on the hunt would seek it out.
Merely a grown-up manner of tackling a job.
But don't you agree it is sensible?
K A N N.
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Sarnoff-Brow n-Schiiilzer Discord al
RKO Riiiiiored: S>v<)pe Ma\ Head Co.
Diplomat
John J liaskoh should fit well into
the industry schenu- of thioRs, if, as
report has it, he is to l)i'ionn' active
in tiini alTairs. Although he is chairman of the Democratic National Committee, Haskol) still retains his membership in the I'nion League. I'hiladelphia, stronghold of Itepuhlicanism

there.

RCA Gets Disc
Device Rights as
Paramount Loses
Easing Paramount out of the picture, interests identified witli RCA are understood
ready to close a deal lor control of Columbia Gramaphone bringjin^ to RCA rights
on the so-called sunlight pick-up, an electrically controlled light which replaces
needles and is said to insure clearer and
better sound reproduction via discs.
Motion Picture News learns that negotiations are practically set and that a representative of the British company which
controls Columbia Phonograph is now en
route to London to submit final papers to
the directors of the controlling corporation.
Hiram S. Brown, president of RadioKeith-Orpheuin, states that if any such deal
was or is being negotiated it is without his
knowledge.

D, W, Finishes ** Lincoln";
Make-Up Market Slumps
Hollywood — Within schedule and under
budget, D. \V. Griffith completed production
of "Abraham Lincoln" this week. The picture was Griffith's first all talker.
Hollywood has dubbed the Griffith production "the make up" picture of all time.
Practically every character used had to
have correct facial make up to conform to
historical data, and 30 make up artists were
employed steadily on the picture for this
purpose.
Walter Huston, playing the Lincoln role,
spent two and a half hours every day getting his face and beard make up ready for
appearance before the camera. Robert
StcphanofT, head makeup artist on the picture, took charge of the Huston face, and
had to put the Lincoln beard on by hand.
Every tuft of hair had to be placed correctly, and then trimmed. After 31 days of
this procedure. Huston has decided to lay
off bearded parts for some time.

Shiihert Seeks "Journey's
End** for Road Showing

"Tourney's End" mav road show in the
Shubert string. Lee Shubert is understood
to be working on an oflfer which he will
make to Tiffany for the booking.

Hiram
S. Brown
Slated
Hvcomv Sew Chief of
RCA

—

to

Victor'/

Herbert Bayard Swope, former editorial
advisor of the New York World and a
brother of Gerard Swope, president of General Electric, may head Radio-Keith-Orpheum, succeeding Hiram S. Brown, who,
it is understood, will probably head R-C-A\'ictor. Brown denies the ciiange and
.Swope says it's news to him.
Reports of disagreements on policy within the ranks are current in usually wellinformed banking circles in Wall Street,
where credence is placed in rumblings that
Uavid Sarnoff, Brown and Joseph I. Schnitzer are not entirely in unison on methods
of procedure.
Brown was the choice of Lehman Brothers, bankers for R-K-O. to head the company (luring its reorganization period. He
was president of the United States Leather
Co. before entering the picture business.
Indications that Herbert Swope is slated
for a post of greater importance with
R-K-O is seen in his recent appointment
to the board of directors.

Schnitzel* Without Contract
Schnitzer is functioning as president of
R-K-O Pictures without a contract. The
inside is that he is insisting upon a percentage as well as a salary, with SarnofT
reluctant to make the concession, particularly in view of the theatres — present and
future — controlled by R-K-O which automatically assures the picture unit a set
amount of gross business.
Schnitzer is functioning as president of
R-K-O Pictures without a contract. The
inside is that he is insisting upon a percentage as well as a salary, with Sarnoff
reluctant to make the concession, particularly in view of the theatre outlets — present
and future — controlled by R-K-O, which
automatically assures the picture unit a set
amount of gross business.
Schnitzer has been spending considerable
time in the company of Harry M. Warner.
They are sailing for Europe on June 18,
but a spokesman for Schnitzer, who is out
of the city, insists the incident has no significance inview of the friendship of many
years' standing between the two men.

May Revive Vaudeville

R-K-O has been talking about revival of
vaudeville,
but apparently
advanced
the idea much
beyond thehasn't
conversational
stage. That is reported to be one angle of
the corporation's activities which is bothering SarnofF.
Tn production, it would not prove surprising ifsome inquiring eyes were shortly
turned in the direction of William Le
Baron. Radio started oft the season with
a bang, via "Rio Rita." Then came "Hit
the Deck," and some others, which failed to
elicit
family. cheers from members of the Radio
Then there is "Grischa," which they
would like to forget, but can't, in view of
the six large figures which the picture cost
to produce.

Tahloiditis
llie niiiii--liT killed hi-< m ife and
eloped uilh the clinir sjnjjer, l>ul he
soon tired ot h s aliinit> and he^an
showering attentions on a choru-> k,\t\.
Durini; a hrawl in a nlnht clul> he
-flapped a societ> woman's fare and
kill»-<l her ^'Kido when he interfered.
Just as he was about to he exeruted
he confessed that he had heen a spy
— hut just
alarm
clock then
rani;!the scenario

wriler"s

Coasl Hi Italic rs
l^il Skids Lii(l(T
Toii<i;h Tomato
Hollywood — Oh-mi-gosh I The elite
(ahem) of this here movie capital has discovered in its midst a person without culture, one who might well be branded "a
real tough tomato." The individual is a
big name player, and unless her rough mannerisms are tamed somewhat in the near
future, the old narrowbacks fear she will
bring disgrace upon all those self-appointed
production folk who find it their duty to
uphold
the dignity
of the
village.Merrick,
Here's
the
lowdown,
as told
by Mollie
the sob sister, who, by the way, promises
to give Loueila Parsons a healthy run for
first honors in dishing out the dirt about
studio folk :
"The antics of one red-hot village star
have been the despair of her producers. .\
riot throughout the countrv', and the recipient of fan-mail galore, success has not polished off any of the rough edges she brought
with hcr_ when she began her career.
"Nor has a fat salary check served to
surround her with any superficial gloss.
She remains the same. Uncouth and with
the vocabulary of a stevedore, the laugh
of a coal miner, and unique ideas as to
what constitutes the social evening.

Pulls a Faux Pas

"Recently a get-together meeting was
held in which the wives of various executives took themselves to task for not encouraging the lass a little more, and pledged
themselves to a social campaign which
would draw her into higher ways.
"They gave her a heart-to-heart talk and
told her she could travel with any set she
chose, so why not choose the best ? Then
they threw a party. The lady came, dressed
like a drunken Chinaman. The evening
began auspiciously and the wives, circulating through the assemblv. smiled sagely at
one another and flashed silent I-told-you"Thev gathered together to discuss the
so's.
successful opening of their campaign. And.
a bit later, were interrupted bv volumes of
masculine laughter. Glancing surprisedly
toward its source, what should the>' see but
a group of their husbands crowded about
the ladv's chair the while she regaled them
with some of her choicest stories.
"Social circles have resumefl their norm."
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An Insider^s Outlook
kind of a man is Harley
WHAT
Clarke? To begin with, he is
the head of large utility and industrial interests in the Middle West.
Elsewhere vou will find the names, if
you are that interested.
What is more interesting and significant for this industry to know is how he
functions. Clarke is a merger specialist,
a fancier in combines. His whole business career points that way. He thinks,
not necessarily in terms of balance sheets,
hut in terms of the stock certificates that
spell corporate control. He prefers to,
and does, take two companies, bring them
together, maintain the operating personnel— or as much as the combined organizations need — and then looks around for
two more, all for the purpose of blending the four into one. That's how he
developed the Utilities and Power Corporation in the Middle West.

The Way He Works
He is president of General Theatre
Equipment and this is how he did it :
He first obtained control of Precision
Machine Co. Then merged it with
Powers. That out of the way, he sponsored formation of National Theatre
Supply. The next big step was General,
which brought under one wing National,
International, Mitchell Camera, Strong
Electric, J. E. McAuley and Hall and
Connolly, Inc., thus creating what is far
and away the most important organization of its kind in the field.
It is General that purchased Fox's
controlling voting stock. General or
Clarke, or both, is underwriting the common stock to be issued by Halsey, Stuart
under the refinancing plan.
What Clarke proposes to do in the film
business remains to be seen. But remember the operative formula to which
he subscribes. It may explain future
moves that on the surface appear
mysterious.

Young Man Named "Blumey**
He's 38,
dapper
and business
quiet. Ofhis all
headline
names
in this
is the
the
one which makes the first page less frequently than the others. Yet this chap
has been pulling some mighty strings behind the scenes and to him, perhaps more
than any other individual, unless it is
Clarke, the man who put up the money,
is the settlement of the Fox entanglement due.

You should know him. The name is
Blumenthal — Alfred C. the first part
goes — but merely "Blumey" to those who
know him and his financial wizardry.
About four years ago it was that Blumey
came East. Up to that time he had been
in California realty. He built Loew's
State in Los and the Warfield in 'Frisco.
He was the man behind the startling announcement ofseveral years ago that Fox
liad nabbed control of West Coast theatres.
It was a good deal for Fox, and after
it was washed up Blumey shook the dust
of California from 'nis heels and c?me
East. At Fox's request he is credited
with having interested Harry Stuart, of
Halsey, Stuart, in financing Fox ventures. He is the chap who did more than
any other single factor to keep the dollar
parade marching by the Fox grandstand
in the early days of that company's expansion.

Then the Loew Deal

Then one day about eighteen months
ago Blumey dropped in on Fox. "How
would you like to buy the Loew company?" he inquired.
"Youin must
be crazy," said Fox, or
words
that tune.
But Blumey wasn't. He had been socializing with Nick Schenck, and out of
the fraternizing came the birth of the
deal that startled the industry more perhistory.haps than any other in its checkered
Then came the Fox Metropolitan lineup. Blumenthal had a whole handful of
fingers in that one. By the time the mechanics had been set up for it he found
himself on a boat, London-bound to tie
up the Gaumont British claim for Fox.
This deal kept him in London and
Paris all of last summer and well into
the fall and winter. When the Fox mess
first began to get messy Blumey was
eriven assurances the market had left the
Fox companies unscarred. So back he
went to the job of raising money in England to buy out Britain's most important
picture company for an American producer.

Across the Atlantic
But disquieting reports of difficulties
persisted. The transatlantic cables kept
humming until the financial checkerboard
plays became so involved Fox asked his
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financial prime minister to return home:
Once back in New York Blumenthal began to dig in. He found trouble. Plenty
of it. Notes falling due. Commitments
to face and no money to face them with.
He found Fox determined to go through
with his avowed intention of surviving
via the Lehman plan or not at all.
Blumenthal found himself in complete
disaccord with Fox's ideas and took himself for a Fox
walk.called
He him
hadn'tback,
goneso very
far when
the
story goes. From that point on, and
despite charges that he had been bought,
Blumenthal determined the better plan
for Fox and his companies was the
Stuart plan. There he stuck.

The Conferences Begin
Midnight meetings ensued. Early
morning conferences as well. The full
story of the inside would fill a volume.
But
the at
upshot
that way
in Blumenthal's
opinion
least was
the best
out for all
concerned was for Fox to sell.
He organized his line of procedure,
spoke to Stuart, saw Otto Kahn, who
had been called in as mediator, and in
about three weeks had whipped the deal
into shape. It was Blumey who set the
terms of the sale with Bill Fox. It was
Blumey who worked out the details with
Harley Clarke, acting as liason officer
between the seller and the buyer. Clarke
wanted to know if Fox would sell. Blumenthal said that was his job, not
Clarke's. Fox wanted to know what
kind of a deal it would be. Blumenthal
replied he would see that Fox got the
best possible break.

A Sixty Hour Conference
That's the story, except for the sixtyhour meeting that started last week-end
and
ended Itupwasat nip
the and
Bankers'
Clubwith
on
Monday.
tuck then,
the odds of a get-together growing slimmer and slimmer. But signed the agreement finally was.
Blumenthal doesn't do any boasting
about it all. "My business is to make
deals," is the way he puts it. And while
he won't talk, it is a fact that he feels
badly over the whole proceedings. He
and Fox have been friends. More than
that ; bosom companions. An association
developed over the years has been jeopardized and it rubs.
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Deposits, Clearance, Score Cliarge,
Music Tax Hanging Fir<' on Conhaci
Skoiiras Si(/ns
With :i Firms
For 25 Years

St. Louis— raramount, Warner and First National piitiiris will bo shown until 1!).').'. in tin- Skouras ISrothirs
lioiisos lull-, undir a 2.")->i-ar contract arranu'iinrnt compli-tfd In ( harlos I'. Skouras. This is said to he tho
lar^ii-st and longest contract ever t-nlcrtd into in St. Louis.
It means that the houses will he showing to the grandchildren of the present generation whatever type of enterta nment
the three firms are producing 2.') years hence.

Await Supreme
Court Decisiou
On Arbitration

Coast Trial of
Protection Case
Slated for June 17

W'lictlicr the credit system will be retained
and the coni|)ulsory arbitration system restored in the industry will be determined by
the United States Supreme Court, probably
some time this fall.
The credit case, won by (listri!)utors, has
been appealed by the Dept. of Justice, while
the arbitration case, won by the government: has been appealed by distributors. It
is likely that both cases, which were decided
in District Court by Judge Thacher, will
be heard at the same sessions.

Los Angeles — Legality of extended protection isthe issue at stake in the conspiracy
action of the government against West Coast
Theatres and a number of distributing firms,
which has been set back again for trial June
17. There have been several postponements
of the anti-trust action. The firms are
under Federal indictment on charges growing out of alleged freeze-out of independents.

Henry W. Taft of Cadwallader, Wickersham & Taft, is expected to handle the case
for distributors. He succeeds the late E. P.
Grosvenor, who was chief defense counsel
in both actions.

Bicycling Charged in
U. S, Suit at Charlotte
Charlotte — Charging bicycling, a suit has
been filed in U. S. Court here by First
National against W. N. Sherrill, who operates the Rivoli at Lincolnton.

Drafting

the

B. C. Names New Board;
Changes Operators' Rule
Vancouver — Appointment of a new board

to examine operators in British Columbia
has been made by the government. It
will consist of J. A. Thomas, provincial fire
marshal W. A. Oswald, and H. L. Taylor.
The government has altered regulations
governing employment of operators by allowing theatres to employ one fully qualified
operator, and an assistant. This arrangement is designed to save small theatres from
excessive operating expense.

Proposed

Standard

Tcntaiire Draft (ioiiKj to >-.>-.>
Confab Slated to Ih livid
in Two Weeks
I iv.

iiLipir

points

remain

ic) lit.- .,

uiion by the 5-5-5 coiil'ereiicc before ;
l)egin wliipi)ing a projdjscd
unitorni
« mi
tract into final form tor submission to exhibitors and distributors
of the country.
These
are:
Advance
deposits,
protection,
music license fee, score charges and rules
of arbitration.
All other provisions of the
proposed J6 clause uniform contract
were
agreed to in principle this week by the subcommittee composed of two members of the
distributor,
M. P. T. O. A. and
Allied
States .Ass'n groups.
Consideration of the contract as tentatively drawn, and disposition of the points
at issue remaining will be undertaken by
the 5-5-5 group at a meeting to be called
in about two weeks. Then phraseology
will be discussed and if final agreement is
reached the contract will go out to exhibitors with the recommendation that they
approve
and use the new form of agreement.
Two
Conliutt
I'orm.s
The contract agreement is to be for a
tract, a copy of which will be given each
exhibitor, and a short form license agreement, which will cover individual transactions, and obviate the need for use of the
master contract in each transaction.
The contract agreement is to be for a
term of years not yet decided upon even
tentatively. One propo.sal is for a threeyear agreement, the contract to be revised
or modified upon re<|uest of a majority of
any of the groups which are a party to it.
Allied's sug|:estion, however, is for an indefinite number of years, the contract run(Coiilinucd on page M)

Contract for

the

Industry

The photographer.
contract f miners
a moment
at the
closinf/
session of meetings
the 2-J-i after
conference
M()TI<>.\
Vli'TL'KE
NEWS
Herepause
is theforfjroiip
windinq
up the
subcommittee
a ireekto ofaccommodntr
toil on the the
proposed
nqreemcnt.
for
which all hut a few points were agreed upon. Left to right: Frank ('. ilalker. Fred Welirenberg. Gabriel L. Hess, Sidney fi. Kent,
Sam Demboic. .Abram F. .Myers and .\atlian Yamins.
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Break ]Narrowly Averted On Advance
Deposits Demanded by Distributors
Agreement to Have Voluntary
11)
Arbitration Clause — Master
and Short Form Planned
(Continued from page
ning until conditions make a new one
necessary.
The proposed agreement is to be submitted
to various organizations for signature, and
then to individual exhibitors through film
salesmen.
The meetings started last week with Sidney R. Kent and Gabriel L. Hess representing
distributors, Abram F. Myers and Nathan
Yamins
representing
Allied States Ass'n,
M. A. Lightman, Frank C. Walker representing M. P. T. O. A., and Col. E. A.
Schiller
representing
aiifiliated
theatres.
Later,
Fred Wehrenberg
substituted for
Lightman,
and
Sam
Dembow for Schiller.
At spirited meetings
during the week, the
various clauses of the
proposed
form
of
agreement
were suggested, discussed
weighed and accepted
or rejected.
At only
one point was a break
threatened,
and that
when Abram F. Myers and Nathan
Yamins, Allied States
Ass'n
committeemen,
refused
to consider
Sidney R. Kent
insertion
of an advance deposit clause
in the proposed new form of agreement.
"Then you'll never have a contract, Fll
warrant you that," Kent declared, pointing
out that distributors are entitled to protection from unscrupulous exhibitors, due to bicycling, duping and kindred evils.
Distributors, he said, do not want advance deposits, which he termed a nuisance,
but said they are essential, due to conditions.

Advance Deposits

Debated

Allied feared that deposits would violate
the Thacher decree, Myers pointing out that
refusal of exhibitors to sign the voluntary
arbitration clause probably would result in
demand for deposit. He conceded the right
of an individual distributor, however, to
ask for an advance deposit. After an adjournment, however, distributors offered to
add to the clause a reservation stating that
the deposits would be an individual matter
between the exhibitor, and distributors will
not and do not desire to reestablish the
advance deposit system in the industry.
This proposal is to be passed upon at the
5-5-5 sessions.
Attacks on the music score and effort of
Electrical Research Products and RCA
Photophone to force distributors to insist
that exhibitors pay the "music tax" marked
the discussions, which were for the most
part harmonious throughout.
The new short form contract will carry
a voluntary
arbitration agreement,
which

5-5-5 Confab Getting Somewhere
The 2-2-2 conferences proved a great thing, "a fine step forward," Sidney R.
Kent, who sponsored the 5-5-5 conferences said at conclusion of meetings Wednesday, in thanking members for their participation.
Kent has been eminently fair and he feels a great sense of obligation, was
comment of Abram F. Myers, Allied president.
The conferences have shown a fine spirit of co-operation with real accomplishment ahead, if "we continue this way," declared Frank Walker, M. P. T.
O. A. vice-president.
can be used or stricken out at the option
of either party. Cancellation of contract
concerned and any and all others between
exhibitor and distributor is provided as a
means of enforcement, or in cases where
the party refuses to arbitrate. Upon cancellation, all amounts due the distributor on
unplayed pictures must be paid by the
exhibitor.
Upon the protection question, it is probable that effort will be made to set up machinery for settling of the question in each
been the case in some territozone,ries as
in thehaspast.
Chain operators, it was pointed out,
would not consent to an arbitration of protection based on numerical majorities, feeling such a system unfair to them in view
of the claim that such a step easily could
put them out of business. Myers wanted to
know why arbitration could not be fair for
the "big fellow" as
well as the small operator. Distributors
and affiliated chains
are eager to settle the
matter on a fair basis,
said Kent, declaring
he felt the matter
should be submitted to
the 5-5-5 conference
for action.
Score charges are
slated for discussion
at the 5-5-5 meetings,
and although their
elimination or consolFred C. Wehrenberg
idation with rental is
not scheduled to be a
provision of the contract, recommendations
will be made after which a conference of
distributors will be held to discuss the
situation.
Rules of arbitration were not discussed
by the 2-2-2 committee, it being deemed advisable to defer action until meeting of the
full committee.

Warranty

in Contract

The proposed form of contract will contain a warranty that it contains all the
provisions of the license agreement made
and recommended by the parties. The warranty clause was retained after the deposit
discussion, during which exhibitors offered
to waive the deposit clause if the warranty
were removed contending that the warranty
precluded deposits under any circumstances.
The offer was refused.
It also is to contain regular provisions
for license and 'time and place of exhibition, and calls for payment of rentals four

days in advance of shipment, unless other
arrangements are made with the distributor's home office. On percentage engagements the day by day arrangement is the
same, but the time for audit of account of
the engagement is extended to four months.
Failure to show a percentage picture
makes the exhibitor liable to the guarantee
and, or on account of, such percentage of
the average daily gross of the house for the
30 days preceding the run. If a picture is
pulled the exhibitor pays 65 per cent of the
gross of the percentage picture the last day
of its showing.
Prints in good physical condition and
able to clearly reproduce the recorded sound
in synchronism are provided for and are
to be delivered in time for inspection and
rehearsal. Showing of a picture for three
consecutive days would constitute general
release in a territory, except in case of a
preview, tryout or pre-release run.

Pre-release Defined

Pre-release, under a tentative definition
proposed by Kent, would mean the releasing of a picture to certain cities or towns in
a territory where for seasonal reasons it is
necessary to show the picture ahead of general release in the balance of the territory.
If exhibitors are up on playing time, it is
proposed to give them the right to select
available pictures out of general order of
release, if other available pictures are dated
within 30 days. If the dated pictures are
not played as agreed, then the exhibitor
will be denied the right to play out of order
of release in future.
First runs would be required to play a
picture within 90 days after date of availability, failing in which the leased
picture
is reto the second
run. The exhibitor
then must pay for the
picture, but would
have privilege of playing it at any time
within 60 days after
the last date on which
the film should have
been exhibited. The
provision is 14 days
after the 90 for playby a second
run
and ing
seven
days after
the 90 for a subsequent run. In each
Frank c. Walker instance,
the 60-day
playing
would obtain. privilege
The exhibitor, it is proposed, is to have
privilege to cancel ten per cent of films
(Continued on page 27)
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What Is Score Charge? ExhiJ)il(>rs
Want To Know hi Allaek on S\slenis
Co-Operation

Preventing

Exhibitors
\\ illinf/ to Have
Charf/ed Passed Alonf/ Hut

Mis-Outs

Record of the iiuiuslr> in preventing mis-outs is remarkable, members of the
2-2-2 conference agreed in diseussin);; deliveries. Distributors have spent as high
as $7r)0 to Ret a print to the theatre on time for a $1.10 booking, it was asserted.
During the washout in the Salt Lake territory, Paramount shipped by plane,
while in the floods in the South and in New England planes and boats were utilized that the show might go on.

Conference
THE

conference was a constructive affair, all parties agreeing that it looks
like "we're going somewhere." There was
plenty of argument, each side jealously
guarding what it felt was its rights, but a
spirit of sportsmanship prevailed throughout.
*

*

>•<

Ninety per cent of Paramonnt's accounts
have been on the books for 15 years, according to Sidney R. Kent.
* * *
Despite the enforcement features of the
old arbitration system, 50,000 awards were
not complied with, Gabriel L. Hess stated
during the sessions.
* * *
Only about te)i per cent of contract applications are rejected, according to Kent.
He says that up to a few years ago, when
he personally passed on all contracts, rejections only totaled seven per cent.
* * *
Although he is transcribing notes and
simplifying the language of the proposed
contract, Hess doesn't intend that he shall
be considered the author of it, promptly
disclaiming that responsibility.

Close-ups
ttT"* HE most dependent class" is the title
•■■ Myers bestowed on the Allied independents, indiscussing the protection situation. Because of this standing, their demands must be fair to obtain action, he said.
It looked like it was all over but the
shouting zvhen that advance deposit snag was
reached. Allied viembcrs just wouldn't
budge on opposition to any clause which
savored of a return to the old deposit system. They also insisted that the exaction
of deposits might prove a z-iolation of the
Thacher decree, banning arbitration. Later,
however, the right of distributors to ask
security for fulfihnent of contract was conceded.
* m *
The meetings started at the Union League
Club, then switched to the Bar Ass'n Building. It was all quiet along the 44th St.
front during the major part of the sessions, but they'll probably have to move
to Madison Square Garden when the 5-5-5
orators get into action.

Proposed clause asserting the exhibitor's
right to cancel an available picture on which
the distributor refuses a date was thrown
out as superfluous.
* * *

Distributors are sympathetic to exhibitors'
loud squawks about the payment of 7uusic
license fee phis score charges, but xvonder
just what they can do about it. At any
rate, that proposed clause to serve only
music licensed theatres promises plenty of
discussion at the 5-5-5 sessions.

Kent is opposed to excessive protection,
he emphasized. Protection is the clearance
necessary and fair, he said, but excessive
protection is that which goes beyond necessity and is obtained through undue exercise
of buying power.
* * ♦

for Col. E. A. Schiller
business pressure made
ter's withdrawal. Fred
placed M. A. Lightman
O. A.

Legal phases of various questions were
gone into in detail during the sessions, with
Hess, Myers and Yamins representing a
formidable array of talent. Naturally, there
was rivalry, and some vAsecracks as to the
respective law schools represented.
* * *
Frank Walker, big gun of the Comerford
circuit, was active throughout the sessions
and had plenty of constructive suggestions
and argument to offer.

Sam Dembow

of Publix was substituted
of Loew's, when
necessary the latWehrenberg refor the M. P. T.

The only minute that the committee
wasn't working, throughout the week of
discussions, was zvhen they obligingly called
a halt to look pleasant for the ^Iotion
Picture News photographer.
And Nate Yamins got through the entire
conference without one of his theatres
burning down.

Duties to be 'Wominal"
What is the score charge and what ■'
it represent? is a question Allied ."^t ;■
.\ss'n. wants to solve, accordinfj to /\brani
F. -Myers, its president. A dcfmition of
the score charge and its relation to film
rentals is expected to be a highlight of future discussions of the 5-5-5 conference.
E.vhibitors are advocating elimination of
the score charge or its consolidation with
the rental charge, contending tiic score
charge is properly part of the cost of manufacture. The question proved a puzzling
one at the 2-2-2 sessions just concluded.
The exhibitor, it is pointed out, pays a
seat tax for a license to publicly perform
copyrighted music for profit. Why then,
Myers asks, should he be forced to pay a
score charge? The charge, Gabriel L. IIcss
explained,
is for
license to record
music.
The fee is paid at the
source by the electrics and then allocatedcensees.among
sub-li-in
A clause
contract of the electrics seeks to compel
e.xhibitors to insist
that exhibitors pay
the seat "tax" to the
American Society of
Composers, Authors
and Publishers.
Allied claims that
Abram
F. Mytrt
segregation of the
score charges
is as
logical as segregating star salaries. He says
exhibitors are willing to pay the license
charged producers for the music, but object
to paying a profit on what he styles their
taxes, as well as to bargaining for such
taxes.
The argument arose when it developed
that under the proposed 10 per cent cancellation clause, one-half of the amount of
the score charge would have to be paid as
well as one-half the film rental. Paying
for a score not played was deemed unfair
by the exhibitors. The matter was laid on
the table for discussion at the 5-5-5 sessions.

Bum Business in Seattle
Forces Early Policy
Seattle — --\s a result ot a continued slump
in business that has brought grosses down
to new low levels, the New Orpheum will inaugurate its new "summer" policy this week,
reducing prices, with four vaudeville performances every day instead of three. Doors
will open at 11:30 a.m., instead of 12:30,
with admissions at 25c until one p. m. From
one p. m., until six the tariflf will be 35c, and
from six until closing, the top price will be
50c. The price cut brings this vaudevillefilm house rate below the 60c rate charged
by the local de luxe houses playing pictures
onlv.
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^^Erpi'^ Jam with Warner, Fox and Tobis
May Result in Transfer of Otterson
A. T. & T. Reported Displeased
With President of
Subsidiary
That Warner jam in wliich Electrical Research Products finds itself, as a result of
the litigation over royalties and alleged failure to make speedy enough deliveries shortly after introduction of sound ; plus the Fox
tangle, just being unsnarled, and the German situation from which country the company is practically excluded, is disturbing
"Erpi" plenty, it is understood.
So much so that John E. Otterson, "Erpi"
president, is reported as on the spot with
American Telephone & Telegraph Co. officials, with one report current that he may
be returned to the telephone company ranks
by the end of the year.
There is a reported $25,000,000 involved
in the Warner (Vitaphone) claims. The
matter has been in arbitration for some time,
but the confident attitude of Harry M.
Warner, who has assumed a "read the contract" attitude, is said to be causing frowns
among A. T. & T. executives.
The flood of litigation and expense which
followed the backwash of the Fox trusteeship also is said to have detracted from
Otterson's standing in "Erpi" afifairs.
Another setback is in Germany, where
"Erpi" finds itself blocked, while Warners
has an "in" through its hook-up with TobisKlangfilm, which is threatening to extend
this situation to other countries of Europe.

Colleen and John Decide
Ifs Just Too Bad; Part
Hollywood — After a long standing series
of domestic differences. Colleen Moore and
John McCormack have called quits and
separated, with the star slated to file a
divorce bill. Incompatability will be the
charge. A trial separation convinced them
that single tranquility was preferable to
domestic warfare, and so the separation is to
be made permanent. They were married in
1923 and since then Colleen has starred
in a production unit headed by her husband.

$6,000,000 Net in Current
Quarter Warner Estimate
Based on its earnings for March, it is
estimated that Warner earnings for the
fiscal quarter ending May 31 will make a
new high record for any three-month period
in its history. Advance bookings indicate
that profits for the current quarter will be
approximately $6,000,000, equal after
estimating preferred dividends, to about
$2.17 a share on 2,725^000 common shares.

Windy City Exhihs Hit
Upon New Gag for Ads
Chicago — Newspaper
ber theatres of the
Theatre Owners Ass'n,
grouped together, much
of chain theatre copy
The ads will be divided

advertising of memIllinois Independent
will hereafter appear
in the same manner
in key city papers.
into zones.

Myers Attacks Music License
Contract Clause as Being
Contracts of Opp
Electrical
Research
Products
e
ressiv
and RCA Photophone with distributors
seeking to force insertion in film contracts
of a clause specifying exhibitors must be
licensed by the American Society of Authors, Composers and Publishers, drew fire
from exhibitors during the 2-2-2 contract
meetings just concluded.
Legality of such alleged compulsion was
questioned by Abram F. Myers, president
of Allied States Ass'n, who declared the
contracts oppressive and outrageous.

Howard Again Directing
After 6 Month Idleness
Hollywood — William K. Howard shortly
returns to active direction after an almost

Chamberlin Chain
Collapse to Bare
Plenty of Dirt?
Philadelphia — Film Row is anticipating
"plenty of dirt" to be revealed in the Federal and State courts when the inside story
of the collapse of the L. J. Chamberlin Circuit is told in the open. The dissolution of
the $1,000,000 chain is expected to be the
outcome. With two receivers delving into
the affairs of the circuit, rumblings are being heard of charges of gross mismanagement, coupled with promises of "startling
disclosures" when the activities of the organization are aired.
Following the appointment in the State
court of Stephen Gribbon as receiver in
equity, Federal Judge William H. Kirkpatrick named Horace H. Koch temporary
receiver to operate the theatres for 30 days.
In the interim, and indicative of what the
final outcome may be, is a deal made by
Louis Berman with the circuit to lease the
Victoria theatres at Mt. Carmel and Shamokin for 20 years. Film Row habitues see
in the move the ultimate breaking down of
the
chain into individual deals for the properties.
Sound, high rentals, alleged mismanagement and reported internal dissension are
mentioned among the contributing causes for
the situation.

Unique Offer
Bonding of Paramount's percentage
engagements to assure a fair deal to
the company has been offered by a
large bonding firm, according to Sidney R. Kent. No details of the proposed machinery to be set up to carry
out the offer were given, he says.

six months' sojourn in the reading department at Fox. The picture will be "The
Fatal Wedding," for which George Manker
Watters is doing the adaptation and dialogue. Howard's inactivity came as a result of differences of opinion with Sol
Wurtzel over story treatments.
Color is lent to the story closely held here
that it was Myron Selznick, acting as agent
for Howard, who precipitated the director
into further difficulties by urging him to
stay off the lot during the Wurtzel trouble,
by the fact
that Selznick
representatives are barred
from theandFoxhis lot.

Girl, 'Hired' to Plant Stink
Bombs, Caught in Seattle
Seattle — Suspected of throwing "stink
bombs" in a number of non-union neighborhood theatres in this city during the last
few weeks, Irene Coyot was arrested at the
Beacon, after B. C. Johnson, manager, said
he recognized the woman from the description given by W. B. Ackles, manager of the
was "bombed"
whose house
theatre,
aSociety
few days
previously.
Accordingly,
he sent
an usher to watch her movements in the
theatre, and she was arrested after releasing
a container of fluid on the floor, according
to police, who declare that she admitted her
guilt, saying she had been hired by parties
whom she refused to name.

Flinn, Lally Indictments
Returned; Jury Held Over
Because counsel for John C. Flinn, vicepresident, and Henry F. Lally, studio manager, have demanded the minutes of the
Grand Jury which indicted them for manslaughter in the second degree as a result
of the Pathe studio fire which cost eleven
lives last December, the jury was not discharged byJudge Levine in New York. Attorney Nathan Burkan said that he would
attack the indictments, and if they are found
defective, the Grand Jurv can be recalled.
Flinn posted $5,000 bail Thursday.
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Warners Seek to Wresl Freedom from
Domination of Big Electrics in I'ieid
Cornering
Patent
Rights
Devices
to Break
''Erpr Hold

\\ arners in Record and Radio
Field
(HI liifi Scale
hi/
Brunswick /*urchas(

in

Complete iiuleijeiulcnco from tlie big electrics, witli the company
becoming
self■ containod, is the goal of Warners in securing recording, reproducing and other thea1 tre equipment facilities of its own.
I This is the factor which led to closing of
the Brunsvvick-Balke-Collcnder deal, giving
Warners its own recording and record
pressing facilities. It also is bringing about
consummation of the Tobis-Klangfilm deal,
which will give Warners a decided edge
abroad, due to Tobis' strong hold on the
patent situation. The Pacent hook-up sets
Warners in the reproducing end, while the
firm is now reported negotiating for Arcturus Photolytic Cell, owned by the Arcturus Radio Tube Co. This fundamentally
new type of photoelectric cell, on which the
company is said to have basic coverage, is
claimed to have many advantages in the
filming and showing of sound-on-film pictures.
Warners for some time has been fighting
Electrical Research Products, Inc., over
royalties, and desires complete independence
from that company. Its case has been in
the hands of arbitrators for some time, with
millions involved in the Warner claims.

That Victor Contract
Under its long term contract with RadioVictor, Warners is said to be obligated to
give that company a minimum of $50,000
a year business. As the record pressing
done for Warners is said to involve $500,000, Warners expect to swing this function
to Brunswick, above the $50,000 minimum.
Already strongly entrenched in the music publishing field, Warners' position is
strengthened by the Brunswick deal, for the
Brunswick records will aid in plugging the
company's songs. Use of Brunswick artists also is provT3ed for in the deal.
Warners is set in the equipment field
through affiliation with Continental Theatre
Accessories.

Production Dwindles at
"V"; Specials Finished
Hollywood — Universal closed production
this week on both ".Ml Quiet On the Western Front" and "King of Jazz Revue," the
pair of over-a-million specials that have
been in production for several months.
Final scenes for "All Quiet" were shot
Sunday, while production sheets on the Paul
Whiteman opus folded on Tuesday. Both
pictures were rough cut during the making,
so that very little final editing and cutting
will have to be done to get them ready for
early presentation in New York.
Carl Laemmle, Jr., goes East soon with
prints of both pictTires, and will be in the
East for the premiere showings on Broadway. Upon his return. Universal will launch
production of next year's program which
will be confined to specials only.

Preparing to cnltr tli>j ptMiiiu^r:ijjh and
phonograph record and radio field on a
large scale, Warners Tuesday paid $12,500,000 for control of Hrunswick-Baike- Collender Co.
The deal invrilvcs all prfj<lucts
lud patents of the company except its billiard hall and bowling alley output. It had
been in progress for months before Ixring
finally closed by II. M. Warner aufl R. E.
Bensinger
of Brunswick.
Brunswick has principal plants at Muskegon, Mich., and Dubu(iuc, la., and record
plants at Long Island City. Los .Vngcles,
Toronto, Buenos .\ires; 26 branches in the
United States and Canada and has licensees
in manv foreign countries.

Chief Record Pressing
Plant at Dubuque, la.

Goiildiiig Record
A Record in P. A.'s
Typewriter Only
Hollywood — "A lot of so-and-so" is how
confirmed Hollywooders describe the record
reputed to have been set up by Edmund
Goulding at Paramount in completing
"Devil's Holiday" in eighteen shooting
days.
The press story pointed out the director
had shot Gloria's last, "The Trespasser,"
in the two-weeks-and-four-day schedule and
then moved to the lot over which Ben
Schulberg lords it to stage a repeat performance. It may be a record for Paramount, the unimpressed declare, but they
point to many instances on many lots where
directors do the same trick in twelve or
fourteen shooting days.
At any rate, the Goulding yarn captured
some space locally and elsewhere. Motion
Picture News swallowed it, as well. It
looks like a case of press agentry winning
out.

Evelyn Knapp Signed by
Warner Bros, for Features
Hollywood — Evelyn Knapp, who has appeared in Vitaphone short subjects, has
been signed by Warners to appear in features.

Stepin's Steppers

Hollywood — Stcpin Fetchit. colored
actor, could not step fast enouijh when
a former friend started to clear up
an old grudge, and his renowned big
feet got tangled in a chicken coop
wire, whereui)on he received a sound
thrashing. His assailant was arrested.
but he said "it was wuth it."

l)ul)U(|ue. la. — Warners ha> reopened the
Brunswick - Balke - Collender plant here
which will be its chief record pressing plant
and a shipping center for discs used with
the
company's
and
500 men
now arepictures.
employed,Between
but the 4(J(J
number
will be increased to 5,000, it is stated.

Puhlix. RKO
Wanur

Fnterinr/

"Jiccord

foun"

Dubuque, la. — With business expected to
boom here as a result of extensive activity
plaimed by Warners in the BrunswickBalke-Collender plant, Publix and RadioKeith-Orpheum are reported seeking sites
for theatres.

Fox West Coast Outbids
Offers for New Pant ages
Hollywood — Despite offers from \arious
other theatre circuits, the new Pantages
house in Hollywood goes into the F"o.\ West
Coast chain on a 45-year lease.
Harold B. Franklin, president of Fo.x
West Coast, closed the deal with .Me.xander
Pantages after months of negotiations and
in the face of competition from several other
chains.
That Fox West Coast would eventually
take over the house before opening was indicated exclusively by Motion Picture
News several months ago.

Rogell Becomes Producer:
Releases Through Tiffany
Hollywood — .Albert Rogell. director of
many apictures,
"Mamba,"
Ix^come
producer,including
the company
to be has
known
at Rogell PrcKluctions, Ltd . with headquarters at the Metropolitan .'studios. He has
effected releasing arrangements with Tiffany. The report is that he is backed by a
group of Eastern capitalists.
Rogell has purchased film rights to a
group of four Preferred pictures made several years ago by Ben Schulberg, now production head of Paramount coast studios.

Motion
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Breakdown of Wife's Health Prompted
Fox
to Sell "B" Stock, Friends Declare
Foes Scout Claim as Former
Then

Magnate Makes Plans
To Visit Europe

and

Breakdown in the health of his wife, who
has stood by him in the struggle for control of his companies, is attributed by those
close to William Fox as the prime reason
for his decision to dispose of the "B" controlling stock in Fox Films and Fox Theatres to Harley L. Clarke, Chicago industrialist. Those who have opposed Fox declare there is no foundation in fact for this
statement.
Mrs. Fox has been a close advisor to her
husband all through the latter's difficulties
and, it is understood, carried great weight
in shaping his business decisions. The
strain to which both have been subjected
since the stock crash is beginning to tell,
it is reported.
Fox plans to take his wife to one of the
water cures in Germany, sailing from New
York for a quick trip the end of the month.
Upon his return, he expects to assume duties
as chairman of the advisory board under
the terms of his settlement agreement. Fox
officials now identified with Clarke have
nothing to say about the personnel of this
board or what it proposes to do, but indicate that it will be a long time before any
such board holds a meeting. On this basis,
it would appear that Fox's activities with
the companies bearing his name were at an
end.

Advisory Post
Seen Blocking
New Fox Firm
The five year contract reported given
William Fox as chairman of the advisory
board under the new set-up will block him
from organizing any new company, it is
understood. Such a move on the part of
Fox would be far from improbable, insiders
say, pointing to the following Fox has built
up in the industry and with the investingpublic. His name, it is said, attached to
another film enterprise, would command a
certain measure of co-operation from exhibitors.
In addition, say those who feel that Fox,
unattached, would strike out on a new venture of his own, Fox has the nucleus of an
organization in Jack Leo, Joe Leo and Sol
Wurtzel, from the angle of laboratory and
executive, theatre and production standpoints. As one close observer puts it. Fox
plus this trio, could "bring one of the weaker
companies to the front in no time." Jack
Leo has been relieved of his duties, but Joe
Leo has been asked to stay on. No indication of Wurtzel's status has been received.
He has no contract at present. Jack Leo
and Wurtzel were voted $500,000 by directors on Monday.
The impression
prevails
that 17)
Fox's duties
(Continued
on page
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The miehty tussle for control of tfie Fox enterprises
has left its mark
on Wiliam
Fox.
The photo on the left was taken a few years ago and is perhaps
the last to be released
for
general publication.
On the right is a shot of Fox taken during one of the recent bitter court
fights.
It tells its own story.

Fox Sales Force
Franklin Stays
On West Coast;
Clicking; Banner
Season in Sight
No PubUx Deal
Hollywood — Now that all the fireworks
have died down — or nearly so — in the Fox
tussle, Harold B. Franklin is remaining
with Fox West Coast. He had been slated
for the axe, along with Winfield R. Sheehan, James R. Grainger, Saul Rogers and
John Zanft, in event Fox was victor in the
historic battle.
Fox had charged that Franklin was being
groomed by the Halsey, Stuart-Electrical
Research Products group for presidency of
the companies. That gave rise to report
that Franklin would return to Publix, if
Fox made the grade in his efforts to smash
the trusteeship. Franklin insists there
never were any discussions with Publix.

Differences among Fox officials over
control of the company, while reported to
have cut into the morale of the force in the
field, have actually not affected sales. At
the end of the thirty-fourth week of the
1929-1930 season, the number of accounts
had outstripped the total for all of 19281929 by a considerable margin. About twothirds of the exchanges by that time had
exceeded their 1928-1929 quotas with nineteen weeks to go.
The sales crew is concentrating on Jimmy
Grainger Week, which is set for June 15-21.
When Grainger arrives back in New York
from Hollywood he will be told 8,127 theation. tres have signed for the personal celebra-

Move to End Suits

Fox Film Up 25%

Efforts are now being made to clear up
the various court actions pending against
the Fox companies and executives. There
has been some indication that part of the
suits would be cohtinued, but negotiations
to prevent this are under way, with interested parties holding periodical meetings in
attempting to iron out difficulties.

Gross of Fox Film for the last four
months has jumped 25 per cent and net
profits a trifle in excess of that percentage
for the period, according to Winfield
Sheehan.
Earnings in the fir.st eight weeks of 1930
were eralapproximately
$3,000,000 before Fedtaxes.
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Clarke's Record as "Merger Specialist'
Expected to Govern Policy in New Post
Has

Had
Spectacular
Career
in Industrial Field and
in Film Business

New

*7 lime Assumed
Ohlifjdlions

of

Large

a

.After

liuifinq
H(ddin(/H
for Fox's
$20,000,000
Harley L. Clarke, "Mieri;er specialist."
That description, applied to the new president of the Fox enterprises, may tell the
story of the future course to be pursued by
the Fox firms, and even forecast developfuture. ments which may change the industry's
For Harley Clarke, pugnacious and determined, isa man who believes in big scale
operation and practices his belief. Mergers
and consolidations have marked his spectacular career.
Clarke already is engaged in mapping out
plans for the future of the Fox companies
which may be expected to be tied in with
other companies which Clarke heads, as well
as allied firms.

Heads $500,000,000 Firm

Bought for .S2().()()0,()()0

That was the message given to MOTION
PICTURE NEWS by Harley L. Clarke, new
president of the Fox Film and Fox Theatres.
Plans for the future of the two companies,
he said, are being put into definite shape.
He ^'must proceed quickly," Clarke wired
from his Chicago office, "but at the same
time carefully," in carrying out the bis task
he has undertaken. The president of the
Fox enterprises, as well as General Theatres
Equipment, International Projector and No'
tional Theatre Supply Co., is to be very
active in direction of the Fox firms.

*

*

"We're Hack in
Show liusiness.

Out

of Speculation"

Advisory Post Seen
Blocking Fox Firm
{Continued from page 16)
as advisory chairman will be very nominal.
This is apparently borne out by the statement made by a Fox official that "you will
have a long gray beard before that committee ever meets."
It is further understood that the $500,000
a year for five years agreed upon was arranged as part payment of the settlement
price strung out over the stipulated period
as a matter of convenience. Fox has relinquished all posts except that of director.
Jack Leo, Charles S. Levin and Louis M.
Weber have resiorned as vice president, secretary and assistant, respectively, of the film
company. Felix \V. Jacobs. Joe Leo, Herbert Leitstein, William Freed and Jacob W.
Loeb also are out. Aaron Fox, Jack Leo,
Levin and Weber have resigned as vicepresident, treasurer, secretary and assistant
secretary, respectively, of Theatres.

Named

Maf/nilude"

Chicago — Although he has been active in
industry affairs since he formed International Projector Co. some years ago, Harley
L. Clarke, new president of the Fox enterprises, is little known, except to his associates, for the reason that he has shunned
the limelight and personal publicity. To his
associates and in fmancial and utility circles,
however, he has the reputation of a man who
does big things in a startling manner.
Clarke secured control of Precision Machine Co. about four years ago, then combined it with Power's Projector to form
International Supply Co. Formation of
National Theatres Supply and General Theatres Co. followed.

Clarke came into the industry via experience gained in a venture to develop educational pictures for use in schools.
In addition to his tiieatre interests he is
president of the $500,000,000 Utilities Power
& Light Corp. of Chicago, holding company for international power and light utilities. This corporation is not connected with
the Insull utilities in any way.
He is also president of tha Fayre & Fisher
Brick Co., one of the world's largrest brick
manufacturing companies. In addition,
Clarke is the owner of the Laclede Gas and
Electric Co. of St. Louis, the owner of the
Vtilities, Union Trust and Continental Bank
buildings, Chicago. His purchase of the
latter for $20,000,000 was the largest realty
transaction on record in this city at the time.
He was born m Michigan, attended Chicago public and high schools and the University of Michigan, where he played football.
He was a reporter for Chicago newspapers,
and later became a salesman for a machinery
manufacturer. He sold to public utilities
and the contacts he made paved the way to
his entrv into that field.

President

Clarke was elected to the presidency of the
Fox Films Monday after a syndicate he
heads had purchased for around $20.000,(X)0
the 151,000 Class B shares held by William
Fox, and which represent voting control of
Fox Film and Fox Theatres. The purchase
put an end to the long and drawn out controversy over the Fox trusteeship and proposed plans of refinancing the companies.

Climax Spectacular
The spectacular climax came late Sunday,
when, after a conference lasting about 60
hours, he finally agreed to the sale of his stock
to break the deadlock which was threatening to force his companies into receivership.
Several times a breakup of the meeting had
threatened, but through the diplomacy of A.
C. Blumenthal, who has been Fox's financial
advisor and buyer in big^ deals, a split was
averted and the deal carried out. Under its
terms, Fox is to remain for five years as
chairman of the advisory committee and a
member of the board of directors. As an
underwriter with Clarke, he retains a large
monetary interest in the companies, it is
said.
Refinancing will be undertaken immediatelv to provide for an issue of $50.0(10.000
to $60,000,000 ot 614 per cent debentures,
with warrants for common stock of Film attached and for 1.200,000 shares of common
stock of Film to be underwritten by Clarke,
Halsey, Stuart and the Lehman- Bancamcrica-Blair-Dillon, Read group, opponents in
the struggle just ended, will participate in
the financing, the former to the extent of
about 7S per ctiit.

Cabinet in Saddle

Winfield R. Sheehan in characteristic
fashion, accepted the outcome of the long
Fox struggle, in which the policy he favored
emerged victorious, in the foregoing words.
"The war is over" is his message to the
Fox organization and to the industry.
Theatre expansion will be continued and
the company will go ahead by leaps and
bounds, the energetic vice-president and
general manager assured MOTION PICTURE NEWS.

The Fox cabinet members who opposed
his repudiation of the trusteeship and favored the Halsey, Stuart plan now are in the
saddle. Winfield R. Sheehan is vice-president and general manager and in charge of
production; Saul Rogers, vice-president and
counsel ; John Zanft as head of Fox Theatres, James R. Grainger as general sales
manager, Clajton P. Sheehan in charge of
the foreign department and Harold B.
Franklin in charge of Fox West Coast.
Courtland Smith, former general manager
of Movietone News, mav return to the fold.
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Roxy Refusal to Play Ball with Fox Foes
Seen in Booking of Ten Outside Pictures
Industry Puzzled by Action;
Rothaf el-Fox Feud of
Long Standing
With a number of Fox pictures available
for release, the action of S. L. Rothafel in
booking a number of outside pictures for the
Roxy is eliciting considerable comment in
the trade. For some time there has been
evidence of bad blood between Roxy and
Fox, but in the light of the controversy just
ended, it had been anticipated that the Roxy
would play ball with the Fox sales organization for the moral effect of first runs at
this time.
Under the agreement with Fox, Roxy has
the right to book 16 outside pictures a year.
During the last few weeks, he has booked
ten pictures from outside firms for early
showings.
Without discounting the qualities of these
pictures, the situation is unusual in the light
of the Fox pictures available.

Changing Affiliation?
Roxy now is in Bermuda with M. H.
Aylesworth, president of the National
Broadcasting Co. It is reported that upon
completion of his Fox contract, he will become associated with RCA in operation of
a proposed theatre, larger than the Roxy,
to be housed in the new RCA amusement
center to be built at 57th and Madison.
Outside pictures booked by Roxy are
seven Universals, headed by "Captain of
the Guard," which just completed a two
weeks' run, "King of Jazz" and "All Quiet
on the Western Front" ; Tiffany's "Mamba,"
which recently completed a two-a-day run,
and "Journey's End," to follow its two-aday run ; and Sono Art-World Wide's
"Cock O' The Walk," now current.

Offered Record Price
For
Booking
S. L. "Journey's''
Rothafel is understood
to have
offered what is said to be a record rental
for "Journey's End" if Tiffany would book
it into the house instead of playing it as a
two-a-day attraction at the Gaiety. The
offer was turned down by Tiffany, which
felt the picture was entitled to the benefit
of a run.
>

Schenectady Gets RKO
Million Dollar House
Albany — A million dollar theatre will be
erected this spring and summer by RKO in
Schenectady, N. Y., according to Charles G.
McDonald, a Schenectady realtor, who put
through the deal. The house will seat about
3,500 persons and will be located in the business center of the city. Negotiations have
been on for some time past. Work of construction will begin early this spring.
Nothing new has developed in Albany in
connection with a report current two or
three weeks ago that RKO is to erect a new
theatre in this city, replacing the present
house, which is rather antiquated.

"Check Your
Brains
Is
Nex,t! Sir,"

St. Loui-s — Despite progress made by sound pictures, the
spoken drama will survive, Otis Skinner, veteran legitimate actor, told interviewers here. Skinner will be in
Hollywood May 25 to make a talker version of "Kismet."
"The drama," he said "cannot be killed. Picture houses
are popular because you can enter them for .50 cents;
you can kill two hours, but you cannot live two hours in
them. If you so desire you can check your brains in the
hat room, for you won't need them at all."

Strauss Deserts
Warners; Secret
Pact with M-G-M

Contact Man May

Hollywood — Oscar Strauss was brought
from Europe by Warners to write an original operetta. He arrived in Hollywood
amidst a loud blast of publicity, was properly
dined at a press luncheon, and domiciled at
a swank hotel.
The composer went to work at Warners,
and soon it was discovered he was writing
the "Danube Love Song." No inkling was
given as to how he was progressing, except
that no one could hear his musical compositions until they were all completed. Lyric
writers assigned to work with Strauss found
themselves sitting around waiting to find out
what the music was going to be.
Finally Strauss turned in his work, said
"thanks and goodbye," and moved himself
down to Culver City to write original operettas for M-G-M. Everyone wondered what
had happened between Strauss and Warners,
and a walkout was rumored about town.
Investigation discloses that Strauss originally signed a one-picture contract with
Warners, but had signed a long term agreement with M-G-M to follow when he stopped
off in New York on his way to the coast.
Lowdown seems to be that Warners took a
gamble on Strauss for the one operetta, figuring they could sign a term contract if his
first work was okay, but M-G-M was willing
to grab Strauss on his past reputation without waiting to see just how he would shape
up in writing for the screen.
There's an odor that smells like a lawsuit
in the air between Warners and M-G-M.

Hollywood
— The solution
producers'
committee
delving
into possible
of the
agency
situation on the coast is still undecided as to
just
ters. what procedure to take to remedy mat-

Fox West Coast Planning
Expansion in Washington
Seattle — While no new construction plans
have been decided upon in the newly-created
Washington division of Fox West Coast
Theatres, within the next year this chain of
houses will be materially added to where
situations warrant. As a recent expansion
step, operation of the Fred Mercy chain has
been taken over under a partnership arrangement. Houses taken over include Liberty
and Victory, ToppCnish, Liberty theatres at
Sunnyside, Kennewick and Pasco ; and
Roxy, Capitol, Liberty and Keylor Grand
in Walla Walla.

Solve Producers'
Jam with Agents

The committee has listened to all manner
of suggestions, some good, but most of them
worthless. The idea of franchising the
agents is pretty nearly in the discard for all
time, as it is pointed out that any method
that will materially cut down the number of
agents doing business will eventually place
those left in too strong a position to dictate
to the producers on artists and terms.
One suggestion under consideration is the
appointment of a general manager of the
Call Bureau, who would act as contact for
the agents and casting offices. This manager could see that the bureau operates without various studios taking ad^-antage of it
for their benefit, and he could also handle all complaints for or against the individual agents. If one agent was found to
be doing anything unethical, he could be
properly checked up. By the same token,
if a studio casting office cut corners on an
agent, the latter could lodge a complaint
with the general manager, who would investigate and adjust the situation.
It was pointed out that the agent is in a
peculiar position ; he happens to be the middle wheel between the artist and the producer. If anything goes wrong at either
end, he generally finds himself in the middle
taking all of the blame for a situation for
which he had no responsibility.

/. & V, Dickering for
Seattle Radio Station
Seattle
Jensen and
\'on and
Hori)erg,
oper-of
ating the —downtown
Liberty
a string
suburbans, will acquire the franchise of a
Seattle radio broadcasting station, it is understood. If the license is obtained, the
broadcasting equipment will be moved to the
third floor of the Liberty Building. A majority of the station time will be utilized in
plugging the Jensen-Von Herberg enterprises. Jensen and Von Herberg now broadcast the nightly "Amos and .Andy" programs in their Venetian and Bagdad theatres,ceiving
picking
sets. up the program by ordinary re-
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Pathe Units Twiddle Tluiinl)s as (Gloria
Uses 11 Stages — All lor One Produelion
Left-Handed
I'aramoimt nave .Maik-iu' Dietrich,
(Jerman actress, a welcome-to-HoliyWDod luncheon at the Kit/, the other
day. She is first to appear in "Morocco" which Joe \ On Sternhern will
direct.
I.asky said the occasion was auspicious. Pointed how Paramount had
welcomed .Janninns to America; then
"dear Pola" Neyri and said he felt,
that like them, iVIiss Dietrich's career
would he as successful.
.lanninjis is olT the Paramount list,
returned to (Jermany because of talkers and his poor Knt;lish, while Pola
and the company have lonn since
parted. Slightly left-handed, but
Lasky meant well at any rate.

150 to 200 Day
And Date Runs
For Byrd Films
Witli 150 to 200 day and date runs now
being lined up. Paramount is pre[)aring an
extensive campaign to exploit "'With Byrd
at the South Pole."
The picture premieres at the Rialto, New
York, on or about June 12 and will follow
in all over the country two weeks later.
Willard Van Der Veer and Joseph Rucker,
Paramount News staff cameramen who
spent many months with Byrd at Little
America, arrived in New York during the
week with hundreds of thousands of feet of
film which will now be assembled, cut,
titled and submitted to a synchronized score.
Admiral Byrd reaches New York the first
week in June and it is probable he will supply the running dialogue to accompany the
otherwise silent picture.
Two pictures will be culled from the footage. One will be a purely scientific film
and the other the print for theatre use. The
cameramen shot their footage on a prescribed schedule and, while circumstance
made it necessary to change plans, hit-andmiss proceedings in the grinding were eliminated as much as possible.
Rucker and Van Der Veer will be guests
of honor at a dinner to be tendered them by
Paramount at the Ritz in New York next
Tuesday.

Lorch Wins Comedy Scoop
Harry Lorch, Mid-Western division sales
manager, has won first honors in the Pathe
Comedy Scoop, states Phil Reisman, general sales manager. R. S. Ballantyne,
Omaha, heads the branch manager winners
who are M. E. Montgomery, Minneapolis;
Lou Elman, Des Moines: Harry Graham.
Indianapolis; H. Gibbs, New Haven; Ray
Nolan, Kansas City; James Reilly. Buffalo;
L. Garvey, Albany. The drive was on
single ree[ers.

Swanson Lord of the Lot, But
Laugh la U. A., Not Pathe,
Gets the Picture
Hollywood — Old Man Overhead is having his iminigs these d;iys on the Pathe lot,
whore the regular studio and production staff
is twiddling figurative thumbs, while 11
of the 13 stages arc being used by Gloria
Swanson for "What a Widow." The picture is being made under personal supervision of Joseph P. Kennedy for release
through United Artists.
Glorious Gloria is .said to be outdoing herself on the sets for the new picture, which
are reported to have cost $300,000. She
personally engaged in Paris an art director
named Nelson to design and supervise their
construction. He and his family, their expenses paid, were brought to Hollywood.

Art Director Has Orgj'
Nelson, who had no previous experience
in set designing and construction for pictures, eventually had the sets strung out on
nearly every .stage in the studio. And they
are so strongly constructed and complete in
detail that they can't l^e quickly torn down
to make way for others, while the players
are working in sets already up. The latter
procedure is general in all studios and the
result of years of experience, for the Swanson film. Sets, draperies, furniture — even
a piano — were especially designed and constructed. Costumes and all clothes were designed and made especially for the picture.

And

Pathe

Merely

Waits

Lack of Pathe production during making
of the Swanson opus is attributed to the fact
that E. B. Derr, production head, refuses
to allow any picture to go into work until
the story is absolutely ready for shooting.
But with no stages vacant to work on,
Pathe product would have to wait anyway —
and inside reports declare it is being held
back until enough stages are available for
production.
Annabandoned
Harding'sandpicture,
has
been
the star"Holiday,"
released from
her contract as there wasn't time to finish
the picture; Eddie Quillan's film, "Night
W'ork," is said to be ready to start, but held
up on account of lack of space. John Robertson is nearly ready to start "Beyond
Victorv." Meanwhile, overhead is piline
up.

Space Chiseling
Chicago — .Marilyn Miller wanted to
talk of her next picture for Fir.st
National while here en route to the
Coast, hut reporters wanted to hear
about her plans to marry Michael
Farmer,
wealthy
The
result in"the
local
sheets Irishman."
was a better
break for Michael than for First National, despite the fact that Marilyn
said nothing about her forthcoming
marriage
than had not been said before.

UoUguoodvnheadH
Hollywood — A student at one ol
the lar^e coast uni\ersities used to
burn up every time he saw a picture
that presented
the scenario
writer's
idea
of university
life. lie
later
drifted into pictures and linaliv secured assignment to write an original
college story. .After every secjuence
he would muse "The boys «)f the alma
mater will spot this one." So he took
particular pains to make every situation real.
Then the preview. .Audience reception fine, but studio executives and
"yes men" in the lobby were loudly
discussing the demerits of the collegf
atmosphere.
I'lie .luthor's whereabouts art- unknown.

Roach to IMake
32 Next Season;
New Star ScM'ies
Hollywood — Charlie Chase, starring comedian for Hal Roach during the past five
years, contmues with that producer in a
series of eight domestic talking comedies for
ne.xt season, despite reports to the contrary.
Roach, however, has made an adjustment
on the contract of Harry Langdon, and the
latter leaves the organization to free lance
as a featured comedian. His first spot is in
a current Warner production.
In lining up his group of talker comedies
for the year 1930-31 for M-G-M release.
Roach will produce four series of eight subjects each. Laurel and Hardy, Our Gang
and Charlie Chase will each star in individual groups, while the fourth group will
be known as the Hal Roach Star Series.
The latter will inchuie the adventures of a
group of youngsters of early high school age,
still carrying out the general story idea of
the Our Gang series.
Roach has already selected his six leads
for this .series. Two, Mickey Daniels and
Mary Kormnan, are grown up members of
the original "Our Gang" troupe. The four
others are David .Sharpe. Gertrude Messinger, Grady .button and Dorothy Grainger.
riie producer expects to develop new screen
talent via his Star Series, and is hopeful
that at least one of the se.xtette will blossom
forth for graduation into featured spots in
regular productions.

Meyer Joins Music Unit
.Abe Meyer, long asscx'iated with Hugo
Riesenfeld and of late in charge of music
for Tiffany in Hollywood, is now identified
with Famous Music Co. in New York. This
is the sheet music ally of Paramount, was
formerly Spier and Coslow and is jointly
owned with W'arners.
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Hays Code to Make Pictures "Pure as
Lilies" Is Growing Fear Isin Hollywood
Cannot Trust Hollywood?
"It is hard to foresee any remedy"
for the conflicting aspects of censorship, states the New York HeraldTribune, in discussing the pros and
cons of governmental regulation of
films. "Hollywood, even under the
benign influence of Mr. Hays, is hardly to be trusted with a free rein in
the matter of 'movie taste,' states the
publication, while on the other hand
the national dictatorship in this respect of a little haphazard company
of ill-paid clerks, anxious to justify
their jobs by abusing their authority,
seems even less tolerable. Perhaps
we shall have to wait for the millennium when all 'movie' producers have
developed a social conscience and all
provincial meddlers a broad spirit of
toleration before the screen can come
into its own."

Hays to Tout 200
Films to Silence
Critics' Roasts
Two hundred of the best pictures made,
sound and silent, detailed and described in
list form, will soon be made public by the
Hays association and distributed widely
throughout the United States as an answer
to charges that pictures have lost caste and
are deteriorating in quality.
Quietly the Hays office has been whipping the line up into shape and plans to
herald public announcement of the titles
with as broad a newspaper splurge as city
editors and news associations can be persuaded to give it.

Bare Legs Out; Pictures
Better, Censor Declares
Vancouver — During 1929, the board of
British Columbia censored 2,160 subjects,
passing 1,800 without change, ordering
eliminations in 357, and rejecting 89.
J. Walters, chairman, stated that he believes "features are getting better as to
story and direction. Talkers have brought
a more wholesome interest. There is less
of the elaborate society drama depicting
the life of the rich as one of jazz."
He thinks "there is a tendency for sound
dramas to present the imfolding of character and the real problems of human life
rather than mere pageantry and exotic
stories with bizarre dress and undress with
bare legs and suggestive positions.
"Tts continuance in that direction would,
T think, improve the movies greatly. The
tendency to exaggeration in all classes of
life and people is a very serious defect.
Producers have been overdoing the terrors
of poverty, the glories of riches, the extremes of class distinction."

''What's It All About?''
Widespread Query of
Film Folks
Hollywood — A number of folks at the
studios want to know where they get on and
off under the new code of ethics. Unless
definition is made, the impression is growing
that all pictures from now on will be as pure
as lilies and perhaps without dramatic punch
or action.
This slant on the code came to light when
about twenty megaphone wielders fired questions at Fred Beetson and Colonel Joy of
the Hays organization when the latter appeared before the Directors' Branch of the
Academy to define what the regulations
were scheduled to regulate.
Discussion centered around idea that those
directly dealing with production should have
more specific instructions on application of
each different clause, as present status made
various "don'ts" matter of individual interpretation with some going farther than
others.
Swinging into various pictures which had
shown bad taste, all present condemned the
profanity used in recent pictures^ especially
"The Cock-Eyed World," which was held
up as a star example of what should not be
dotie.
An apparent desire on the part of those
present to eliminate conditions of dialogue,
action, and situations that might offend the
audiences was seen in several resolutions
which were passed during the course of the
meeting. One called on other branches of
the Academy to cooperate in discussions
which would result in clarifying the general
interpretation of the code as now constituted.

Hearst Censor
Stand Puzzles
Film Circles
Hollywood — What's behind William Randolph Hearst's
editorial stand for Federal
censorship
?
Here in Hollywood, where they make
'em, the question is being asked. It is reminded that Hearst, as partner in the
Hearst-Fox Corp., has a large investment
at stake in sound newsreels and annually
spends plenty of money to make Cosmopolitan Productions.
There are many here who cannot reconcile his position as publisher with his position as producer. The latest blast which
appeared in all Hearst newspapers throughcountry and
"The crack
Examiner'"
here outisthe construed
as ain direct
at the
new code of ethics, appearing as it did a
few days after the code was made public.
The publisher is on record as advocating
Federal censorship, but his latest tirade is
the first in about eight months.

Synthetic

Love

Taboo?

Hollywood — Talking pictures have
rendered the old style of love making
obsolete. It must be 99-44/100 the
real thing during the filming and
microphoning of fiery passions, or
the effect of the audible screen falls
flat, in the opinion of Herbert Brenon,
veteran director.
"The days of the silent film when
the sweethearts were in the so-called
clutch, with one of them thinking
about what she was going to have for
dinner and the other about his income tax, are over. The combination
of close-up photography and synchronicled dialogue in depicting the
tenderest emotions demands that the
players feel with their hearts and
souls what they are doing in order
to make it convincing to the audience."

Differences of
Opinion on New
Code Predicted
Hollywood — "While there will be wide
differences of opinion on the question of
what is vulgar and what may have a tendency to incite to evil, the producers are
working for better standards, and it is up
to the public to support them, the box office
speaking as loudly as the voice," declared
Mrs. Thomas G. Winter, studio worker of
the Hays organization, in commenting on
the new code of ethics adopted by the
M. P. P. D. A.
"If the code is heartily carried out not
everyone will be satisfied, because there
are extremists," Mrs. Winter stated.
The chief complaints which come to her,
she said, deal with drinking scenes, vulgarities, particularly sex vulgarities, injected
into good plays, and "the new code will
touch on these."

Milwaukee Clubwomen
Endorse Code of Ethics

Milwaukee — The principles of motion picture standards, recently laid down by Will
H. Hays, were indorsed at a meeting of the
better films committee of the Milwaukee
County
Federation
of Women's
at the
Y. M. C.
A. Members
of theClubs
committee
will use these principles as a basis in reviews of motion pictin^es.

Church Group Going Thru
Files of Hays Organization
The Hays organization has agreed to
place its home office files and records at the
disposal of a committee from the Federal
Council of Churches, which is investigating
the status of relationship between the M. P.
P. D. A. and various church groups.
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Six New York Papers Edjlorially Knock
Hays Code of Elliies; Three Approve It
The New

"Sun" Hits Luke-Warm Spot;
"News"
"Mirror:' "Journal" Were Silent

Recruit

States "TeU'uraph "
here?) All this will make for 'the better
standard in life.'
"We hope so, we arc sure. Wc certainly
want to sec some good come out of the long

Six of New York's 13 newspapers took
a sock at the Hays code of ethics, several
of the unfriendly writers hurlin.e: sensational charjjes against Havs and the code,
branding the new platform "silly," not to
he taken "too seriously," "childish," "commercial," and "inspired" by Hays' "fear of
the club women and the ministers."
The Graphic, The Telegraph and The
Times were the only sheets which took up
the cudgels in behalf of Hays and the code.
The Snn was non-committal, while The
Neivs, The Mirror and The Journal remained silent on the practicability of the
etiiics code, the latter leaving the Hearst
iipininn in the hands
of The
.Inicrican.

Hearst

Favors

Censorship

One of the most sensational editorial reactions to the new code appeared in the Nezv
York American, where William Randolph
Hearst went on record as favoring "national
public censorship." Under a full-page streamer, the Hearst sheet stated : "the moving picture industry apparently does not object to
proper censorship. The only question is what
constitutes proper censorship.
"Mr. Will I lays thinks that proper censorship is to have moving pictures censored by
the moving picture industry.
"Experience docs not seem to sustain Mr.
Hays' contention. There is always a certain
element in the industry which will not hesitate
to make improper pictures and that element, if
unchecked by law, would speedily bring discredit on the whole industry.
* * *
"Censorship of pictures by the moving picture industry would probably not be any more
effective than the attempted censorship of the
stage by stage producers, and the consequence
of the failure would probably be that more
States would establish censorship than now
possess it, and that there would be more variety and more pernicious variety of censorship
than exist at the present.
* * *
"Mr. Hays would better support the practical and practicable idea of national censorship.
"His self-censorship will never supplant
public censorship, and a trial of it might make
the situation for the moving picture producers
a great deal worse than it is."

"Graphic" Against Censorship

In direct contrast to the Hearst editorial.
The Graphic stated that "now that the film
industry has gone to its present extremely
liberal limits in restricting itself, it is time
that every official censorship board meddling
with the movie industry be put out of existence."
The MacFadden publication believes adoption of the code was "a wise step to avoid
interference of me<:ldling boards and agencies."
"We think Will Hays has a clear notion of
what is needed," the paper commented.

Charges Public Will Be Cheated
The Herald-Tribune received the code in an
unfriendly manner. In discussing the self-government phase of the new step, the paper
stated "the amo ,nt of self-government involved
may be left to the imagination of those who
know their Hollywood and who are acquainted
at the same time with the barrage of invective
lately leveled against the films from the pulpits
of the land.
In his statement announcing the

''(^irc the hid Credit" for Snr
in<i Films from (cfiHorH,

-From the Philadelphia Inquirer.

new order, Mr. Hays acknowledges the assistance of church leaders and others in framing
the
code
— a workstated
of supererogation.
* * *"
This publication
further :
"There is so much qualification and ambiguity in Mr. Hays's Magna Charter of 'movie'
taste that one hesitates to take it too seriously.
"But assuming that its long list of talxwis is
not mere pretense, what becomes of the motion
picture as a great educational agency, to say
nothing of its freedom as an art? Let us
grant that it is not one of its functions to mirror
life in all its nakedness, that its primary object
is entertainment; also that the large percentage
of immature minds among the millions that
flock to it and the rampant commercialism of
its manufacture and distribution make some
degree of social control essential. \'ct is complete sterilization necessary or even [>ru(lent?
If it is restricted to feeding its public pap, then
the poorer that public's equipment for meeting
the realities of existence and the more disastrous its disillusionment when it discovers the
truth. The mawkish sentimentality of the
"movies" — which, by the way, finds no critic
among their influential mentors — provides the
poorest kind of schooling for the citizens of
a democracy who must face and solve the
problems of their environment. What they
need is a robust fare, properly seasoned and
graduated, to be sure, but rich with the vitamins of fact. And this is exactly what Mr.
Hays and his fellow Bowdlers now propose,
apparently, to withhold from them."

"But Where Is Art?"
The

Post editorial, appearing under the

above caption, saw, "in ^fr. Hays's new code
for American movies and talkies * ♦ *
something calculated to bring a smile or a
shudder to the sophisticated. The smile would
spring from a sense of the childishness of it
all and the shudder from its commercialism.
"In the childish aspect there is perfect faith.
There is faith to believe that complete righteousness can be obtained by definitions and
prohibitions. 'The love of man and woman,'
Mr. Hays dared say, is still 'proper plot material for motion picture presentation.' We are
glad he saved that out of the wreck, but, of
course, 'the sanctity of the home' and 'the marriage institution shall be upheld' while 'adultery
shall not be explicitly treated or justified' and
'scenes of passion shall not be introduced when
not essential to the plot.'
(Isn't there a joker

list"But
of 'vcrbotcns.'
the shudder that accompanies them
springs from the knowledge that they arc laid
upon the art of the moving picture by the same
forces that laid Prohibition upon us ; and, in
such provisions, so forced, art itself has no
consideration and no place. Everything is
thought of in Mr. Hays's cwie except t>cauty
and the artistic interpretation of it. Religion,
righteousness, law, morals, commercialism, patriotism, international relations arc there, but
there is no flicker of recognition of the Great
Goddess whom the motion picture should serve.
"Aided by the timidities of commercialism,
the Canon Chases and the Bishop Cannons may
drive an art to define its own censorship, but
they can't force it to live up to their idea of
the censorship definitions."

A Tough Job Ahead

"Motion picture producers face the primary
difficulty of entertaining the largest audience
in the world. If they can follow their selfimposed code and continue to provide entertainment they will be doing a good job," in
the opinion of The Sun.

Give the "Kid" Credit
"The outstanding editorial conniption fits of
the week
were thrown
over this
Willtime
Hays's
mal declaration
that from
now forand
on the talkies are going to be good, grave and
gooey," writes the author of "Among Us Intel ectuals," a column appearing in The Telegraph,
who
pointed
that being
"most of
the sheets
contented themselvesout with
sarcastic
in
the bard-boiled manner with which they customarily treat kindred subjects such as prohibition, stage censorship and the other manifestations ofthe blue nose shoved into places
where it deserves a hammer.
"The World dug beneath the su-face of the
matter and produced a 1930 rendition of the
intellectual criticism which was leveled against
the first movie in history and doubtless will be
fired at the last three-dimensional, tcchnicolored, scented talkie: namely, that the fillums
give bus boys and chambermaids wrong notions
of the values of this mortal life.
"What all the sheets neglected to state — and
they must know it— is that Pastor Hays has
saved the movies from the more rancid of the
moral regulators, has been and is a buffer between the celluloids and their ancient enemies,
the unco guid.
"Give the kid credit for that anyway."

Code are"Silly"
"If the Calls
press agents
to be believed, the
country's soul is saved again and the screen
will shed nothing but purity and light," The
Telegram stated.
"Poor Mr. Hays: he has a hard time."
the
reported.
"Mosesis
had Scrippsonly toHoward
consult paper
Jehovah.
But Will
caught between his movie bosses and the bluenose censors. His solution seems to have been
to assemble a lot of generalities as a sop to
the censor without making them specific
enough
to trouble the producers.
"Those rules about 'use of liquor' and 'scenes
of passion' are obviously meaningless. As for
'obscenity' (Continued
and 'indecent,'
those
on page
23) words may
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Bold Racketeering
Of Better Films
Bodies Alleged
Coupled with a vigorous defense of the
Hays organization, Mrs. Thomas A. McGoldrick, chairman of the motion picture
bureau of the International Federation of
Catholic Alumnae, has issued a statement
charging that she "has watched with growing indignation efforts to 'racketeer' the
many organizations which are trying to
promote the cause of better motion pictures
through cooperation with the industry."
The "latest racket," she alleges, "is to
impugn the motives of the many representative organizations that are trying to express
the
requirements
of public
M. P. P. D. A. She
furtherwelfare"
declares: to the
"It is significant that some of these
charges are being brought by men who have
actually demanded participation in gross
receipts of pictures for the alleged services
they render.
"There is no group in a better strategic
position to answer such 'charges' than the
International Federation of Catholic Alumnae," Mrs. McGoldrick .continues. "We
have worked intimately with Mr. Hays for
eight years. We sat in at his first public
relations committee meeting after his election, and have remained with him ever
since. In these years his office has helped
us build up a service for better pictures —
a service just now accepted by 42 newspapers and broadcasted by nine radio stations. In these years we have never received one dollar of remuneration from the
motion picture industry or the Hays office,
and what is more important still, we have
never been offered a penny from anyone
connected with motion pictures. We have
never been asked to do anything, to write
anything, or to say anything which we had
(Continued on page 32)

Hays Used Office
As Smoke Screen,
Clergyman Says
Toledo — That Will H. Hays "has used
his office and department as a smoke screen
to prevent censorship" was charged by Rev.
Paul Macy, pastor of a local church, at the
regular meeting of the M. P. Council of the
Toledo Federation of Women's Clubs.
Continuing his indictment, the clergyman
declared when Hays "accepted that responsible position he stated he would give as
much care to censoring and choosing pictures for the child as would a clergyman.
In this respect, he has made a miserable failure. The movies have not improved in the
last eight years."
Rev. Macy also criticized "lurid" and
"sensational" advertising. He expressed
himself as sympathetic toward exhibitor's
problems, declaring that producers rather
than exhibitors or local managers are responsible for tactics of that sort.
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Some More Trouble
Hollywood — "With producer.s discreetly silent as to the new ethics
code for the making of talking pictures, Hollywood faces the same problem which a few years back confronted silent pictures," reports Mollie
Merrick, local correspondent for a
news syndicate, who believes barring
profanity, ridicule of law and sympathy for criminals, production is
limited to the love story. "And the
love story has been the Waterloo of
the talking screen. The new ed'ct,
willingly subscribed to by the leading
lots in the movie industry, hits at the
most fertile source of story material
today," she says.

Code Will Not Be
Taken Seriously
Watts Predicts
"If the recent stern edict from the office
of the mosaic Mr. Will Hays were to be
taken seriously, all of us optimists, who
insist on regarding the motion picture as
something potentially important, might as
wellRichard
pack up Watts,
and go dramatic
home," in
the opinion
of
editor
of the
New York Herald Tribune, who believes
"this possibly desirable result is, however,
hardly likely to follow from the sternness
of the Haysian moral code, for the simple
reason that no one takes the edict from
the dictator with proper seriousness. We
all know that any rules set down for the
conduct of the cinema will be adhered to
just as long as the producers regard them
as economically profitable, and no longer.
We all realize that the pictures will go
right on in their customary manner, with
the same innocuous moral tone they have
always displayed. Then, too, there is the
curiously widespread suspicion that the
whole thing is just an ambitious smokescreen against the attacks on the cinema
that are always being led by sainted reformers. * *

*

"No Chance" of Code Adherence
prove such
quite rules
entertaining
see"Itthemiplit
films conceivably
conducted under
of conductto
for a time, but there is no chance of it. There will
he just as much drinking shown on the screen as ever
before, and as many gangster heroes and attempts to
imitate
the ribaldry
of 'The
Cock-Eyed
World.'
"As a matter of fact, it is something of a tribute,
to the films that Mr. Hays and his colleagues
should find it necessary to issue this ridiculous moral
code. It shows, rather definitely, that somewhere
in Hollywood there is a genuine revolt against that
innocuous, flabby, immature spirit that has, through
the exigencies of cominerce pervaded the cinema.
Obviously it has always been to the economic advantage of the films to present themes that would offend
nobody. Tlie dry would be annoyed by seeing drinking on the screen, while the wet would hardly be
disturbed by the mere absence of libation scenes.
Therefore the natural thing for the cinema was to
leave such episodes alone. It was equally natural to
provide films that would annoy none of such powerful
groups as the women's clubs, the patriotic societies,
the
children's
organizations,
the Pennsylvania
censors
and thewelfare
law and
order enthusiasts.
The fact
that the cinema has dared to present enough opposition to the various desires of these well organized
people to meet with the reproof of Mr. Hays is at
least a tribute to a certain inherent daring on the
part of poor, scorned Hollywood.
"When you consider the tremendous economic handicaps that they must face, you can hardly doubt
the courage of those few valiant spirits that insist
on putting just a trace of maturity into their films.
When
Von
Stroheim
made
his epochal
'Greed' he

{Continued on page 32)
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Good Old Days
by Hays'
Ended
Nice Beatitudes?
"If there are going to be no sex talkies,
there's a great chance for an oyster to star
in place of Greta Garbo," in the opinion of
Neal O'Hara, New York columnist, who
predicts a "tough season for picture addicts
who like their sex appeal laid oh thick."
"Every movie producer of importance,"
states O'Hara, "has taken the pledge to
love, honor and obey" the new code of
ethics recently adopted by the Hays organization. "But wait till they start making
pictures under them !
"Poor Clara Bow ! When Clara comes
on thewill
lot reach
and starts
up her 'it'
they
for thechurning
fire extinguishers.
If Clara expects to stay in the films, she
will have to play Little Eva in 'Uncle
Tom's Cabin' and die inside of three reels.

The New Era
"Coming to your favorite theatre soon !
MAKING CLAY POTTERY IN ARIZONA. (Based on the sensational novel
'Scarlet Passion.') See how urns are
baked by the sun's glorious rays ! See
Gloria Swanson painting sunflowers on
parlor jardinieres ! See Lon Chaney rescued from the glazing ovens by the Salvation Army and a hook and ladder truck !
The most sensational picture released this
year.
All sound and 100 per cent. pure.
"All next week ! The super-epic feature
of filmdom— MAYBASKET WEAVING
IN SPRING. (Adapted from the famous
best seller 'Snared and Seduced.') A film
for all the family. See the bewildering
Maypole dance. See John Gilbert hanging
aSeeMaybasket
the of
steps
of Grant's
Tomb.
the mob on
scene
1,600
extras playing
tag in Central Park. All in Technicolor,
showing the natural tint of the marshmal(Continued on page il)

Civic Leaders
Deny Receipt
Of Hays Money
'i'hirteen organizations, including the
Russell Sage Foundation, the Boy Scouts
of America and the D. A. R. issued a statement denving assertions made in the newspapers that they have received financial
supDort from the Hays organization, and
praising Mr. Hays and his work. The
statement follows:
"In view of the intimations that have recently
appeared in the public press that the Motion Picture
Producers and Distributors of America. Inc., have
given financial support to representatives of various
civic, religious and welfare organizations and to individuals who were associated in the former Pul)lic
Relations Comnrtlee on motion pictures, it seems
desirable that the facts in this matter should be
definitely and authoritatively
stated.

Resent Implications
"We. who in the course of our work for our respective organizations, and as individuals, have come
into contact with the Jlotion Picture Producers
and

(Continued on page 32)
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N. Y. Newspapers
Divided on Hays
Etiiics Piatlorin
{Continued jrom piu/c 21)
mean
everything
or nothing,
depending
on
(.hanging social customs and creeds and upon
whcllicr the iiuhviikial's mind is clean or dirty.
"in explaining his code, llays sunnnarizcs a
list of subjects which must be treated, as he
says, 'within the careful limits of good taste.'
"Hut there the usually wily Will gives the
whole show away.
"Taste is a matter of education an<l culture
and intelligence; it is the difference between
the civilized and the uncivilized. That is why
the play which seems most highly 'moral' to
the puritan censor offends one of fine culture
as vulgar, cheap and dishonest.
"We believe tiiat the pul)lic interest and the
public moral code of the day are adequately
protected by the ordinary criminal statutes
against indecency and the ordinary functioning
of our judicial machinery with jury trial.
"We wish Hays's organization had the courage to fight the censors, instead of parroting
their unclean proliibitions and then proceeding
bv evasion to make the whole business double
dirty.
"If the American people can be trusted to
govern themselves they can be trusted to do
their own movie censoring — the only kind of
healthy censorship.
"We would rather accept the morals and
taste of the American public, as registered at
the box-office and protected by the jury box,
than the morals and taste of Hays or the
censors as set down in this latest silly code."

Sees Hope in New Code

"Self-control is more desirable than compulsory good behavior enforced by the law, and
a glance at the provisions of the new code
indicates that the producers intend to be void
of offense," The Times writer pointe<l out.
"Every one will wish Air. Hays and his associates success in self-censorship," he says,
and, continuing: "It has been tried on a less
magnificent scale and worked well. Last May
the Mayor of Dallas, defying many of the
churches and women's clubs, told the theatre
managers that he would trust them not to
show pictures of a doubtful nature and that
their good behavior would make Dallas one of
the few censorless towns of the South. It is
reported that there has been no criticism of
the programs by citizens, not even by those
wIki wanted censorship. The managers say
that they have voluntarily refused bookings
which they would have tried to slip past a
censor. This example seems hopeful for the
larger

and

wider

code."

"Morals for Profit"

The World (morning) slam-banged the
Hays's code and picture production in no uncertain style. They spared no one's feelings.
"Hot" charges of "morals for profit" was the
editorial keynote. Gov. Carl Milliken. Hays's
secretary, replied to the charges in The
World's open forum imme^liately after appearance of the editorial, which stated :
"Mr. Wi'l Hays descended from Sinai * * * anfi
presented the world with a code of morals which is
to srovern the motion picture industry.
' * *
"This ought to sound tremendous and awe-inspirinpr, but somehow it is hard to take it very seriously. Why should it be hard to take the Hays
code seriously? Probably because this grandiose and
synthetic declaration is patently the homage which
the box office pays to virtue. To put it more specifically Mr. Havs is afraid of the worrien's clubs and
the ministers. They have the power in many cornmunities to hurt the motion picture business. It is
this fact, rather than any love of virtue for its own
sake, which has inspired him to assemble in one
code all the known counsels of perfection. The ideal
which inspires the code is to make films which can
be shown without interference or objection in each of
the 22,000 theatres * * * If the ministers and the
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SnooperH' Salaries

Toronto — The Ontario Hoard nf
Moving Picture Censors is costing the
goveiinnent .S2!),22.'> yt-arlj. ()l (iiis
sum the (liairnian, .1 ('. It((>lan, gels
$;!,.')00 ; the vice-chairnian, f.2.1iW. and
three others, :>2,.")(l() each. Two projectionists are paid S2,(HI1) each, other
expenses making up the amount. Tiugrant for the Ontario goMTiinicnt lilin
studio at Trenton

is .SIJ7.72.'>.

wiinu-tl's clulis li.nl irss p.iwcr. ;mil inoir ]ic.,ii|r could

be brought in to sec the films by adopiing a different
code, .Mr. Hays, we take leave to think, w>iuld have
had a different ctxle. In short, the code represents
nothing but Mr. Hays's shrewdest estimate of what
is the most profitab'e statement of policy for the
motion picture industry to make at this particular
time.

Sincere Application Expected

"That the code will actually be applied in any sincere and thorough way we have not the slightest
belief. It expresses neither what the t)est nor the
worst directors and writi-rs and actors in IIol ywood
think, but what Mr. Hays and the magnates think it
would be good business for them to give the appearance of thinking. The effort to live up to the appearance will run against the fact that many things
outlawetl in the Hays code are enormously profitable.
The best brains of the industry will, therefore, have
to consider how to merge the appearance of virtue
with the attractions of sin, retaining the most profitable features of both. As a result hypocrisy at least
ought henceforth to be practiced as a fine art in
Hollywood.
"In any serious consideration of such a moral code
as this one, the most noticeable feature is its careful
omission of any of the virtues which have to do with
truth. Yet the deepest evil of the movies does not
arise from the crooks and the bedroom scenes and
the bathing girls but from a vicious falsification of
human values. One could censor out of the movies
everything that Senator Smoot and Mr. John Sumner
might object to without touching the immorality of
the fi'ms. Such a censorship would not touch the
fact that the movies reflect a view of life in which
men have gotten rich so quickly and furiously that
they h.nve lost all sense of the burden of man's destiny. For what good is it to protect an adolescent
boy or girl against seeing a too passionate embrace
on the screen if all the rest of the picture is devoted
to impressing them with the notion that they will
be happy if they have a Hollywood bungalow and a
high-powered motor? If the professional moralists
had a little more moral insight they would realize
that this, the materialism of the movies, their constant celebration of the acquisitive and competitive
instincts, is far more deeply degrading, even to the
sexual life of an adolescent, than ribaldry or coarseness.. And if the professional moralists had read and
pondered the teachings of the great moralists they
would find them little concerned about the things
which bother Brother Hays and deeply concerned
about the things which he, as a go-getter and fixer,
will never compjehcnd.

Cites a Lost Hope

"This real evil of the movies arises out of the fact
that a motion picture is such a very expensive thing
to make. Because it is so expensive it must make a
wholesale appeal. Because it must make a wholesale
appeal it has to be produced by magnates. Because
it is produced bv magnates it expresses the magnates and the code of morals by which they became
magnates. Here and there a camera man, a director,
a writer, an actor accidentally and incidentally does
an honest and beautiful thing. But normally the
monstrous wholesale profit-making machine grinds on
and on, devouring the talents which it hires, and
doing more to undermine taste and custom and popular integrity than schools, universities and churches
can hope to restore."

Plan ( Jperalinfi;
111 iiolh wood
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I lollywoml — \'<)iiiiitary ])rc-|)riMluctioti
cciisorsliip liy members of the l'r<xIiKcrs'
Association — coast afliliatc of the Hays' organization— is now functioning with many
of the kinks removed. Wlien \\'ill H. Hays
was licrc on his semi-annual visit, he persuaded producers that the new niclho<l of
approving pictures from the scri|)t was a
considerable improvement over the former
when all productions were viewed in New
York in completed form and changes then
made by shipping prints back to the coast.
Tiic new system binds the studios for the
next six months. Under it. pnxluccrs submit scripts to a reading department organized for the [lurposr.

Jason Jo\
The

thf Boss

reading is done under direction of

the Hays' organization Public Relations
Department, of which Col. Ja.son Joy is
local head. His staff comprises John D.
Wilson, John P. Ilutciiins, Douglas G. McKinnon and James B. M. Fisher. In addition, Florence Eiscnman and Hetty Nccly
arc employed as readers.
Joy's staff covers all features and comedies produced byRcconmicndations
members of the Pro<lucers'
Association.
are made
for revising scripts where situations and
dialogue are not in good taste, or where
they might possibly offend a particular nation or country. After a script is passed,
there is a further follow up in viewing the
completed picture.

All Pictures Covered

By this system, the Public Relations Department covers every picture, whether feature or short subject via a double check to
keep objectionable material down to a minimum, besides insuring producers that difficulties will not be encountered when pictures arc shown in foreign countries.
If a specific production carries a foreign
locale, or deals with characters of a certain
nationality,
Joy's department
consults
an
accredited representative
of that
country
with which the story deals on the script
layout. The recommendations for changes,
or script approval, arc then forwardcfl to
the producer i)lanning the production.

The Evening World thinks the new code of
ethics platform adopted by the producers is
needed.

Queries Hays' Authority

Columbia, Tiffany Works
As a Hays I\ on- Me ruber
Tiffany and Cnlumbia were not elected

"Mr. Hays was called to his present pos-tion," says The World, "at a time when a
series of scandals involving men and women
of the film world, together with the trend to
a rather undesirable kind of picture, was creating sentiment hostile to the new industry.
He was described in the beginning as a sort
of moral censor. His function was to create
a better feeling between the producers and the

members of the M. P. P. D. .A. at the recent annual meeting, despite current reports
to the contrary. Their applications are still
being held in abeyance, although both companies have been working closely with the
Hays organization for many months. They
agreed with the Hays members to abide by
the new code of ethics at its adoption.

public.
"We

do not know how far Mr. Hays's authority extends, but, apropos of the scandal
in the Pathe Film studio fire in which eleven
employees were burned to death, his authority
ousht to go far enough to make it possible for
the dictator of the industry to force the producers to observe the laws passed for the protection of employees and public. Here is a
case where eleven lives were lost because of an

utterly contemptuous disregard of tbe l.i.-. I;
the organized industry, with a man at the head
charged w^ith maintaining friendly relations between the industry and the public, has no
supervision over its units in this regard, it
should have. Anything that indicates a disregard of law by a great industr>' tends to
create sentiment agrainst it."
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Too Much Advice and Other Troubles
Ease Balaban Out of Production Job
In the Springtime —

Hollywood — A him actress, at liberty for some time and reduced to the
necessity of doing her own cooking,
went into a meat market the other
day for spring lamb, and asked the
butcher to be sure to take out the
springs.

First Quarter's
Income Highest
For Paramount
Paramount, despite the talk of hard times,
is reported ro have done the biggest business
in its history for the first quarter of this
year. While figures are not available, the
earnings are expected to be in excess of the
same period in 1929, when the net income
was $2,565,000, after all charges were deducted, or approximately 13 per cent, greater
than the similar period in 1928, up to that
time the best first quarter.
Popularity of sound pictures is given the
credit for this showing, and it is believed
that the year will beat 1929, the most prosperous in the company's annals.

Publix Official Reports
Increase for 1st Quarter
San Francisco — Motion picture theatres
throughout the country report a new attendance record for the past three months, according to Ralph E. Crabill, director of the
Western Division of Publix Theatres.
"The amusement business is always the
first to feel the pressure of hard times," said
Crabill. "The report of the greatest gross
business and the greatest first quarter profits
in the history of PublLx Theatres is an excellent index to present conditions."
Theatre budgets for advertising are higher
than any other year, Cahill said.

Wilcox Lands U. K. Film,
One of Few, with M-G-M
One of the few outside pictures to be annexed by it for distribution here in the
United States, "Rookery Nook," produced
by British and Dominions Films of London, has been acquired by M-G-M.
Charles Wilcox closed the deal with
Nicholas M. Schenck.

Col. Cooper to England
Toronto — Col. J. A. Cooper, president of
the M. P. D. E. A. of Canada, will sail on
May 15 for England, to confer with trade
leaders, censors and others, including officers of the Performing Rights Society

Reported
That
Chicagoan
Didn't Click as Paramount
Supervisor
Too many attempts at telling A. J.
Balaban how to make pictures for the
theatre department are responsible for
his resignation as chief of short subject
production at the Paramount Long
Island studio.
Balaban went over
to Astoria some
months ago under a
plan which called for
production of Publix
units in celluloid for
use over the entire
chain with the exception of the Paramount
theatres in New York,
several others in the
East and a couple of
the Balaban and Katz
in Chicago.
A. J. Balaban houses
-p h e idea
was
to
further the all-sound policy which the circuit has been trying to develop.
There followed a lot of discussion and
not much production — with the result
that now, on the eve of Balaban's retirement from the studio, only one stage
unit, "Listen to Lester," has been completed. This is in the editing stage.
At the Long Island studio the general
opinion is that Balaban never fully
grasped production essentials, and that
this factor, plus efforts on the part of the
Publix home ofiice to dictate policy and
types of pictures, resulted in the resignation. Paramount has nothing to say in
answer to questions.
Balaban was one of the organizers of
Balaban and Katz. His showmanship
experience in Chicago was the factor
which influenced the plan to place him in
production.
The resignation becomes effective May
3. Thirteen days later Balaban sails for
a long European vacation.
Chicago — Local Publix-B. & K. officials
are at a loss to explain the resignation of
A. J. Balaban in New York.
"He has worked hard for many years,"
said one. "No doubt he needs and will appreciate some well earned relaxation, now
made possible."

BULLETIN

"I have always

preferred to b«
my natural self
when in the
spotlight, even
at the risk of
tee.
being termed blase."— Rudy Yal-—"New

York

American."

Gratitude
Oklahoma City — The Criterion,
Capitol, Ritz and Victoria are staging
a "Thank You Celebration" this month
in appreciation of exceptionally good
winter patronage this year.

M. P. ReHef Fund
Demands Force
Second Drive
Hollywood — x\lthough $76,000 was raised
for the benefit of the Motion Picture Relief
Fund during the recent drive among the
studios, the amount falls far short of the
actual requirements
of the
industry's
own
charity
organization for
the coming
year.
The fund has operated for several years,
being supported by a small group of prominent leaders in the industry headed by Mary
Pickford. Every worthy case brought to the
attention of fund officials has been taken care
of, but through the publicity developed
during the recent drive for funds, the organization has been swamped with requests.
With these conditions facing executives of
the organization, it is intended to contact all
those prominent people in the local colony
who did not contribute while the regular
drive was on in March. By this method, it
is expected to bring the total amount available up to at least $100,000.

Beetson

Staged

Drive

The regular drive, staged under direction
of Fred Beeston, successfully topped the
quota of $75,000 which was originally set.
Beetson organized and mapped out a campaign that provided for six captains in
every studio; each captain to solicit funds
from workers in his particular line.
When the original quota was set, the
amount of funds needed to operate during
the year was set in accordance with anticipated requests for aid as based on the past
year. But since the drive, the association
has had triple the number of cases brought
to its attention for assistance.
At the present time, the association has
15 cases under its care at the Windsor hospital in Glendale, besides 14 in other hospitals and institutions. The funds pay all
charges for care and attention besides medical aid. Then there are a large number of
semi-invalid cases being taken care of in
private homes where the upkeep expense is
less.
Relief fund officials are planning various
methods of raising additional monies so that
all needy cases of unfortunates in the industry can be taken care of. One project
planned is the purchase of a large tract on
which to construct a hospital and home.
This is expected to cost about $300,000, but
will help solve the pressing situation that is
confronting the relief fund at this time.
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R-K-0 Hurls Deliaiice al B. and K. In
Struggle lor Windy City Supieniacy
Want a Talker Rifjhtfi
lloll>w()()(l — \\ith Sam (ioldw > n and
Fh) Zii'^lfld ostahlislu'd as partners
in the production via lihns of several
former ZieKtold sta^e spectacles and
musical comedies. Will l{ojjers rises to
ask for the exclusive privilege of
listening in on the conferences and
battles of the pair.
Rogers should know his comedy —
likewise (Joldwyn and Zienlt'ld— for he
has worked for hoth of them during
the past 1.') jears.

Paramount Tops
Publix in Plan
To Change Name
The Puhlix name is to give way to Paramount-Publix as a result of an anticipated
decision of the stockholders to change the
name of the company from Paramount
Famous-Lasky Corp. to Paramount-Publix
at a meeting to be held in New York on
Tuesday.
With the name change will come the expense of making the necessary alterations
on electric signs of houses comprising the
big circuit. The tip-off of what was to
come came to light months ago when the
company began to switch the names of Publix houses in the Middle West to Paramount. Wherever Publix operates at least
one house will be dubbed Paramount.

Baltimore to Be 2-Time
Town After April 27
Baltimore — Firms who have indicated
willingness to adopt daylight saving are expected to put it into effect April 27. Meanw bile, opponents of the proposal are seeking
a city poll on the subject.

Boyd Stepping Out as
Penn ^'Battle'* Impends
Philadelphia — With Publix and RadioKeith-Orphcum reported planning extentive
theatre building and acquisition throughout
this territory, Al Boyd, head of A. R. Boyd
enterprises, is losing no time whipping his
expansion program into shape. He has
purchased the Embassy, AUentown, which
he has been operating under lease, and has
leased the Globe at Bethlehem, which will
be remodeled for reopening Labor Day.

W. & V. Xot Selling. But
Is Expanding Instead
Reading, Pa. — Having determined against
sale of the circuit to Warners. Wilmer &
Vincent are planning a series of expansion
moves in the Pennsvlvania sector. The first
will be a $1,000,000 house here on Penn St.,
site for which has just been secured.

Had

lilond Fircws Over First
Run Situation in the
''Loop" District

Chicago — It looks as if the bad blood engendered between R-K-O and B. and K.
over advertising is about to fester into
something more deadly.
R-K-O is scouting the "Loop" for a theatre site, while B. and K., who naively
enough denies plans for further expansion
on the North and South Sides, is holding
in reserve a plot on Wacker Drive and
State Street as a site on which to build the
minute somebody decides to enter the
"Loop."
It's getting
moreK. and
like
trouble.
Now to
thatlook
B. and
has more
reclaimed
the Belmont from R-K-O, in accordance
with provisions included in the original
lease, stories of activities in the neighborhoods in retaliation are cropping up. R-K-O
is said to be dickering for several North
Side spots that may prove to be competition for the Belmont. Just what they are
is not known.
The Lincoln, mentioned as one, is an improbability. Improvements contemplated by
the bureau of streets of the city resulted in
condemnation proceedings against the Lincoln, which stands in the way of a street
widening plan which, when completed, will
cut the house in half, thereby reducing its
seating possibilities so that it would be no
competition for the Belmont. The Strand
and other neighborhood houses available
have been closed for some time. B. and K.
it is said, may further entrench itself on
the South Side by building a de luxe house
on the 63rd Street and Halsted spot it has
owned for a number of years.

Sound Equipment Placed
in RooseveWs Mansion
Albany — Governor Roosevelt will now be
able to listen to the latest in talking pictures. An up-to-date sound apparatus was
installed in the executive mansion this week,
with Assemblyman Charles J. Peters, of
Utica, making the presentation speech. Up
to now the Governor has seen but one talking picture in his life, the executive mansion having been equipped with an old type
projector. On account of his physical disability. Governor Roosevelt, while fond of
motion pictures, has never been able to attend the theatre.

\yood Back on M-G-M Lot
Hollywood — M-G-M has signed a new
term contract with Sam Wood, who completed his former contract with "Father's
Day." Following his direction of the first
film with the Duncan Sisters, Wood is reported to have fallen into disfavor with the
M-G-M moguls. Now the difficulties have
apparently been patched up.

Mitzi, the Riot
rri-tt> much tin- bnuhl linht in
"Honey," Nancy Carroll's "•^weeterthaB-'.Sweetie'" talker,- is little Mit/.i
(ireen, ninc--\ear-old daughter of
Harry (ireen who is no slouch himself
when it comes to comedy liusiness.
Mitzi is a horn comedienni-, has a
voice that makes the "mike" chuckle
with delii^ht and appro.-ichcs perilously
close to the muth-coveted distinction
of being a riot all unto hersell.
K A N N.

Nacio Sings in
The Rain lo llie
Tune of $51,000
Hollywood — No wonder Nacio Herb
Brown felt that way when he wrote "Singing in the Rain." It has developed during
the hearing of his wife's suit for separate
maintenance that Nacio's income from turning out theme songs was so large that it
made a star's salary look like pin money.
In fact, Mrs. Brown could not tell exactly
what hubby's earnings were, but she got
$750 a month temporary alimony.
The songster's wife said that she had
been spending $1,500 a month; that he was
accustomed to getting checks for $5,000 and
$20,000 and "other large sums," mentioning
specificallv two checks, for $13,000 and
However, Brown himself fixed his 1929
$28,000.
income at $54,000. Out of a check for
$25,700, received on .March \, he admitted
that he had only $4,200 left. He said he
had been unable to work for some time
'owing to this trouble." Mrs. Brown countered with the charge that he had become
infatuated with Doris Eaton, film actress.

Montreal to Have Central
Exchange Building May 1
Montreal — The formal opening of what
is considered as one of the finest exchange
liuildings in existence has been set for
May 1, and preparations are being made
for ceremonial dedication. The building is
two floors high and occupies a city t'
with a frontage of 256 feet. All >
suites are individual and self-contained to
reduce the fire risk. Many of the local exchanges are preparing to move into the
new structure which is situated in Montreal West.

Fire Destroys Lyric
Nog^les, Ariz. — Fire destroyed the Lyric
and damaged adjoining stores. The theatre
was tres
imder
Corp. lease by Fox West Coast Thea-
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Government May Turn Searchlight on
Circuits as Chain Store Probe Ends
Federal Trade Commission Is
Expected to Investigate
Chain Theatres
Washington — Belief that the Federal
Trade Commission may put its corps of investigators on the trail of chain theatres, as
it is doing now with chain stores of every
description, is general in well-informed circles, although no officials will admit such a
procedure. However, the "inside dope" appears to be strong enough for observers to
predict that the commission has laid plans
to inquire into the methods used in forming
the motion picture theatre combines.
Nothing will he done for the time being,
as the chain store inquiry is still pending,
having been undertaken by direct mandate
of the Senate. The resolution ordering the
probe made no mention of chain theatres,
but it is believed possible that if legislation
affecting chain stores is enacted, it may be
followed by consideration of the circuit
situation.

Theatre Problem Intricate
If the commission delves into chain theatres it will find itself up against a far
more intricate problem than in the case of
stores, since there are two types of chain
theatres — the producer-owned or controlled,
and the independent. The former consists
of theatres in which producers have ownership or other interest, used as outlets for
their own productions largely; the latter of
houses strung together by an exhibitor who
usually has started out with one or two
theatres.
There is an analogous situation in the
store chains. There are, for instance, the
Regal, Douglas and other shoe chains operated by producers as outlets for their own
products,
"Independent"
such as theand
GreattheAtlantic
and Pacificchains
Tea
Company. The commission, however, is
not so much concerned with the former.
It is the latter group that is being most
closely studied, for these stores sell the
same products as do the independent individuals— trade-marked commodities often,
and the commission is concerned with
studying the comparative prices of chain
and individual stores and how the former,
with its great buying power, is able to purchase at prices under those quoted the
individual.

Paramount Case Cited
The Federal Trade Commission has already had one experience with chain theatres. In the still-pending Paramount case,
the ownership by a producer of theatres
was one of the issues, the commission charging that such ownership, j.n effect, acted in
restraint of trade and competition. That
issue, however, fell by the wayside, along
with many other charges in the original
complaint.
It must be emphasized that there is a
great deal of difference between the commission's chain store investigation and its
formal proceedings. The commission was
created for the purpose of stamping out unfair trade practices, but also is a medium

At Steffes in
Radio Talk
Stresses Duty

Minneapolis — For years they've been pegging Al Steffes,
head of the Northwest exhibitor unit, as a bolshevist,
but Al has given the local gang something to think about
by his strong pleas for contract enforcement. Recently,
in a letter Steffes urged exhibitors of the territory to
meet their agreements. This he has supplemented by a
radio talk, stressing the importance of exhibitors fulfilling
their obligations. He now is in New York helping to write
a new contract.

Bad Blood Held
Cause of R-K-0
Of Copyright Is
Indictment Need
Shakeup in N. W.

Wilful Violation

Philadelphia — Wilful violation of the
copyright law must be shown to make violation a criminal offense in bicycling and
holdover cases, U. S. Attorney Charles
Denby, Jr., told "The Exhibitor" in explaining the government's action in dropping prosecution of Harry Perlman, local
exhibitor. The case was brought by the
government at the instance of the Copyright Protection Bureau.
The exhibitor's defense was that he had
authority from exchange subordinates for
holding over prints longer than specified in
the contract. The court indicated, he said,
that this was sufficient to negative charges
of wilful bicycling or holding over, which is
necessary for criminal prosecution.

Stanley Company Earns
$1,179,976 in Quarter
Quarterly earnings of Stanley Co. for period ending Nov. 30, 1929, reached $1,179,976, net, after all charges, including Federal
taxes, but not embracing "extraordinary"
profits arising from the sale of investments.
through which Congress makes industrial
investigations. The chain-store inquiry
falls in the latter class, and the responsibility of the commission extends no further
than the compilation of the necessary data ;
what will be done with that information
then is up to Congress.
Neither the chain stores nor the chain
theatre is a new development. The former
is probably very nearly 100 years old. The
latter has been known for many years ;
probably the outstanding example years ago
being the Keith circuit. It is only within
the past few years that chains have achieved
an economic importance, some of the chains
consisting not of dozens but of thousands
of stores. Since the World War chain
stores have expanded to a point where they
exercise a tremendous influence upon trade
and the fear now is expressed that they
may climb to the pinnacle of trusts, with
the independent individual merchant practically eliminated. That is why Congress has
ordered them investigated.

Minneapolis — Complete reorganization of
the Radio-Keith-Orpheum division here has
been completed by J. L. McCurdy, division
manager, who recently succeeded Claud
Saunders as district head. The shakeup is
the biggest local upheaval in years. Bad
blood extending down to the ushers, who
went on strike last week, is said to have
been the cause for the upheaval. The shakeup
followed appointment of Nate Blumberg to
assistant manager of the circuit with headquarters in Chicago.
Frank Burke, who has been with the organization five years, resigned as district
exploitation representative rather than remain as manager of the President, St. Paul,
to which he had been transferred. Edward
Furni, for 15 years a manager in Minneapolis, St. Paul, Duluth and Winnipeg, also
is out. The new district manager at the
Hennepin-Orpheum here is Herbert Elisburg, in charge of the Twin Cities, Omaha
and Denver.
Al Haynie, former Publix man, brought
here by R-K-O several months ago, goes
from management of the Seventh Street to
management of the Hennepin-Orpheum. E.
R. Franke, Milwaukee, is new manager of
the Seventh Street. "Buddy" Priest, assistant publicity man at the Hennepin-Orpheum, has resigned.
Haynie attempted to organize the ushers
along Publix lines, replacing the girls with
boys. The service was in effect one week,
when a walkout took place at the three Twin
City houses. Ushers, many of them former
Publix employes, are said to have been
promised promotions as junior executives.
salary increases and other concessions if
they made good. After working a week,
they were told of payroll cuts and walked
out as a consequence. New forces were
hired next day, and no old employes taken
back. The strife was the first by ushers in
the Twin Cities.

*29-30 Columbia Earnings
May Reach $9.25 a Share
Current fiscal earnings of Columbia Pictures are expected to hit $9.25 per share,
a high mark. New dividend basis will be
established shortlv for the stock.
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Producers on Merry- Go -Round Due lo
Problem of Foreign Language Talkers

2.7

Local
Censors
Annoying

Hollywodd— The bij; ct-nsorsliip pruliloni today is hdI
stiito c<)iilri>l but Incal supervision over pii-tures in various
oonmiunities throuKbout the nation. Cohtnei Jason Joy
of the lla\s' association is understood to liave made this
statement
to the
IJranch ot in
the outlining
Academy. the
Thenew
job, code
he said,
is toDirectors'
altempi
to fashion production so that pictures are not cut to
pieces when released.

Score Charge Is
Showman Target;
Attack System
{Continued from f'Hi/c 12)
under contract, by paying one-half their
rental price, and nve per cent of pictures
on a percentage contract without payment.
Whether one-half of the .score charge
should be paid lor a picture not shown is
to be paid, is one of the questions not acted
upon. If the exhibitor defaults on such
payments, the right of cancellation would
be revoked. The exhibitor would receive
credit of one-half the license fee in event
the tilm is resold.
The contract proposals also will include
retention of a majority of other clauses of
the present standard contract, with changes
and clarifications.
It is proposed that the short form contract contains provision for delivery of
sound-on-film prints or of prints with disc
recording. The voluntary arbitration agreement would be contained in this short form.

Amos '/I Andy in Talker
On 1930-1931 RKO List
Amos n .Andy, reputed to be the greatest
drawing cards in ether entertainment, have
been signed by RKO to star in one talker.
The deal was made with the National Broadcasting Co. which is tied into the Radio
family via RCA. The picture will be one
of the carlv 1930-1931 releases.

2 Music License Suits
At East St, Louis, IIL
East St. Louis, 111. — De Sylva, Brown &
Henderson, New York music publishers, has
brought a music license suit against Louis
IMenges of the State, and Remick Music
Corp., has brought similar action against
Ferd and Helen Ditzenberg, St. Clair. Infringement ofcopyright is charged in both
instances.

"^" Re-Signs Three
Hollywood — Universal has renewed contracts for additional periods with Barbara
Kent, William Wvler and Tom
Reed.

Technicolor Cnts
Prices, Allowing
Contract Credits
Hollywood — Technicolor, which recently
announced a cut in prices, e.xpiains that the
saving to the producers, which it estimates
will amount to $1,30U,00U, will be effected by
allowing producers credit allowances on their
existing print contracts. The major producers have been contracting for footage in
Technicolor at a specific rate, but the company now is billing all companies in accordance with the contract price, but giving the
followino- credit allowances: 1 cent per foot
for prints where disc sound is used and
1.15c with sound track on film. Tb.e cut
was made possible, officials stated, through
increased capacity.

Grauman to Road Show
''Hell's Angels*' at $2
Hollywood — Negtitiations pending
Sid Grauman and Howard Hughes
set. Grauman is to take over road
of "Hell's Angels" throughout the
and perhaps abroad.

between
are now
showing
country

Protest Against French
Duty Increase Planned
Paris — Protest against increase in duties
upon American films is planned by Harold
-Smith, representative here for the Hays
association. The proposed increase, to be
effective May 1, is via the indirect method ol
raising the arbitrary value of imported films.

/lollfjuood Prepares lo Comhal
Forcif/n Actirili/ in
Multi-LingiKds
I-everish plans to meet tlie situation ca«sc<l
i)y the sound merry-go-round, as it affects
foreign language countries, arc under way
by producers, who are greatly concerned
abroad.
over the prestige of American pictures
ICmergency measures have taken the form
of production of multi-Iinguals in Hollyw(X)d, with foreign language players engaged, but these moves are regarded as but
a temporary stop-gap for the inroads being
made because of language difllcultics abroad.
.Some producers are convinced th.it the
solution is production of pictures in each
foreign language country, particularly Germany, France and .Spain. Steps toward this
end are being carried forward.
The need for speed is seen in the activity
of European producers in seeking to effect
combines against .American pictures. With
Klangfilm Tobis' power shutting out practically all but Warner-controlled pictures
in Germany, plans are under way for English, French and German combinations which
will seek to cop the lead abroad from American pictures.
In some countries subtitles are being used
in an effort to bridge language difficulties,
while in others domestic-made talkers already are getting a good play.
In line with plans for foreign language
talkers, Jesse L. Lasky sails Friday for
Europe, accompanied by his assistant, .Albert Kaufman. .A week later, .Adolph
Zukor is to join them, and the party will
travel together for two weeks. Lasky and
Kaufman end their trip May 6 in order to
be on hand for the annual Paramount sales
convention May LS at .Atlantic City.

Foreign Language Problem Is Tackled by Shauer
Prol>lem of foreign language talkers is
being tackled by Melville .\. Shauer, who
this week became
head of Paramount's
foreign production
activities. For the last

''U" Promotes Two

Lou B. Metzger, general manager of Universal and head of the sales department, has
appointed Leo M. Devancy, Detroit manager, to assistant eastern sales manager, with
headquarters in New York, and G. E. Roscnwald is elevated from western division
manager to assistant western sales manager,
with lieadquarters in San Francisco.

Mack Transferred East
Hollywood — Roy Mack, director of \'itaphone \'arieties musical shorts for Warners
(luring the past year, is being transferred
to the New York studios. Bryan Fo.x remains on the coast in charge of \'itaphone
\'arieties production.

M. A. Shauer

two years Shauer has
been special
tative of therepresenforeign
department, with
headquarters in Paris.
His new post was just
created by Jesse L.
Lasky. Shauer now
headquarters
in New
York.

Ruth Wilde Trust Fund
Hollywood — The seven-year-old daughter
of the late Ted Wilde, who died while directing a Harold Lloyd picture last fall, is to
have a trust fund of $50,000, her mother,
Phyllis .Andrews, told a Probate court judge
in seeking to be appointed administratrix.
Miss Andrews will return to the screen to
help create the fund.
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Theatres Dispute
Right to Show
"U" Production
Baltimore — A court battle over the right
to exhibit Universal's "Captain of the
Guard" is being waged here, with the Rivoli
instituting a suit lor an injunction to restrain the Auditorium from showing the
picture which, under its previous title of
"La Marsellaise," had been advertised in
the Rivoli lobby for a number of weeks.
The picture opened at the Auditorium on
April 4 and on that day the Wilson Amusement Co., operating the Rivoli, filed the suit
against the James L. Kernan Co., operating
the Auditorium ; the Interstate Fihn Co.,
Universal Film Exchanges, Inc., and the
Universal Pictures Corp., an attorney from
the home office of the latter being present.
Requiring the Rivoli to post a $12,000
bond, Judge Dawkins granted the injunction against the Auditorium, but at the
close of the two and a half hour hearing the
Kernan Co. was given permission to show
the production if it posted bonds totaling
$30,000.
It was claimed by the Rivoli that "Captain of the Guard" had never been rejected
by that theatre although a telegram from
the distributors stated that before "Captain
of the Guard" had been offered the Auditorium, the Rivoli had rejected it.
The picture opened at the Auditorium
Friday night, April 4, and continued there
throughout the week beginning April 7. It
is understood the Auditorium has an option
to run it three weeks thereafter, if it
chooses to. The top price for the engagement was raised to $1.
Rosenbush and Bernstein, attorneys for
the Rivoli, have sent out registered letters
to all first-run theatres in Baltimore stating
that if any Universal picture is run without
first being rejected by the Rivoli, court action will be taken in the matter.
The trial of the suit is scheduled to come
up soon.

Lloyd Signs Barbara Kent
Harold Lloyd has signed Barbara Kent
as leading lady in his forthcoming all-talking picture, "Feet First," which will be
distributed by Paramount. Miss Kent was
borrowed from Universal. She was leading
ladv for the comedian in "Welcome Danger," his first talker.

R-K-0 to Make **Iron Trail"
Hollywood — RKO has purchased talker
production rights to "The Iron Trail" and
will make picture for next season. Jane
Murfin is adapting and dialoguing the story.
With "The Silver Horde" this gives this
company two Rex Beach yarns.

Talkers vs. Radio
Chicago — In a newspaper interview
this week Superintendent of Schools
William Bogan asserted that in his
opinion talkers will replace radios in
the public schools.

P i c t u re

N e 7V s

Daring Dave's Deeds
Dave Bader's back in town and the
old brain is still clicking. As soon as
he sat down at his desk he reached
for his Ediphone and dictated the following letter to Red Kann:
"Back from the land of snow storms,
and er, er, er — Therefore brought back
the enclosed momento of that glorious city — Chicago. Nothing to do with
any of your remarks, wise cracks, or
write-ups, nor of my esteem of you.
Just
gift from contained
the WindyfourCity."
The a envelope
bullets.

U. S. Financing
For Austrahan
Circuit Sought
American capital will be sought for development of theatre construction in Australia and New Zealand by the Fuller variety circuit which is sending a representative to New York for the purpose. This
representative, due in New York this
month, will consolidate agreements for the
wiring of the Fuller and Williamson circuits. The firm has renamed its Fuller at
Sydney the Roxy. It has been wired as
have vaudeville houses at Melbourne, Adelaide and Brisbane. All of the circuit's
houses will switch to pictures.

Ufa Shows Educationals
Only at Sunday Matinees
Berlin — Ufa has instituted an innovation
in its theatres in Berlin with the introduction of Sunday educational matinees, at
which only educational films are shown.
The Ufa management assumes that the community of educational-fans is much larger
than generally anticipated and that many
intellectuals may be added to the number
of film friends if they are occasionally
offered a full program of educational shorts.
Recently the Kammerlichtspiel, Ufa theatre
in the center of Berlin, has been showing an
exclusive program of educational shorts on
Sundays with much success. The experiment has been so satisfactory that Ufa has
decided to introduce these educational matinees as a regular institution.

Screen Struck Damsels
Seem Stuck by Slicker
San PVancisco — Dreams of a score of San
Francisco girls of being glorified on the
silver screen were rudely shattered with the
arrest of Bobbie de Selen, alias Sellan. A
detective arrested de Selen on complaint of
Warners, who charge that de Selen has
been representing himself as the Western
managrcr of the motion picture producers,
and having a gay and profitable time promising screen struck girls careers in Hollywood.
According to the detective, he induced a
score of girls to attend his studio "rehearsals" to depict "Night Life of San
Francisco." He promised them, it is
charged, that checks would arrive from
Warners and that a big banquet would be
held beauties
and thestart.
actual work of "glorifying"
the
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Louella Throws
Wrench; Busts
Up Swell Idea
Hollywood — Several weeks ago, an officia'
of the Producers' Association decided that
studio press departments should not continue
to give out "exclusive" news on casts and
pictures to any of the column writers of
the dailies and syndicates. A meeting of
studio press agents was held, and the new
law explained to them with instructions that
it was effective immediately.
At the time, Louella Parsons, editor of
Universal Service, was in the East. Although the edict was apparently aimed directly at her, she made no comment. Soon
various studios started to squawk about premature announcements breaking in the
Parsons column. In two instances tip-offs
were given about stories for which dialogue
rights had not yet been closed with the
authors, resulting in the latter tilting prices
when they discovered the studio was ready
to go into production.
It was finally decided to call the whole
thing off, and a committee headed by Mark
Larkin, publicity counsellor of the Producers' Association, waited on Miss Parsons
to explain things would operate as
previously.
The boys got the shock of their lives
when the Universal Service editor informed
them she preferred to go along under the
new ruling — it was working great for her —
and she would hesitate to change back. The
meeting broke up with Louella refusing point
blank to "be a good girl and play ball."
Studio executives are reported to be worried over the kick-back, as the premature
announcing of stories will likely cost
thousands of dollars during the course of
a year.
Just another good idea gone wrong.

Milton Sills Signs Fox
Contract;
"SeaWoW First
Milton Sills has been signed by Fox Films
to a long term contract as the result of his
work in "A Very Practical Joke." Mr.
Sills' first picture under the new contract
will be the lead in Jack London's story, "The
Sea Wolf," which Alfred Santell will direct.

Stahl Back to the Fold
Hollywood — John Stahl has returned to
M-G-M and is now working on the adaptation of "Remote Control" preparatory to
directing the talker. Stahl was under contract to Louis Mayer for several years before joining Tiffany-Stahl as producing
head two years ago.

Hail the Theme Song
Hollywood — An unknown song writer
has composed a current popular theme
song dedicated to film supervisors and
associate producers. Title of the
number is "A Little Hiss Each Morn-

y-l pril
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WILLIAMS
R ALPH
the Universal
home

is now ensconced in
office as assistant
Eastern sales manager. He will have supervision, under Ted Schlanger, over all the Southern exchanges and sales to the Dixie Circuits.
4<

«

f^J
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«

*

*

M-G-M's "The Divorcee," starring Norma
Shearer, was selected as the first picture to
be shown aboard the reconditioned liner.
Leviathan. Four hundred newspapermen attended the preview.

* * *

Lila Lee «■/// pla\< the girl lead in Lon
Chaney's first talker for M-G-M, "The Unholy
Three," which Jack Comuay directs. Elliott
Nugent has also been assigned.

* ♦ *

Ralph J. Walsh, formerly in charge of Warner Stanley theatres in the Pittsburgh district,
has been appointed manager of RKO
Hippodrome, Cleveland, to succeed William Watson.

* * *

Havinq
completed
"Revenge
of the Rio
Grande." in zvhich he starred. Bob Curzuood
has left for New York to complete releasing
arrangements for the picture. Curwood zvill
make a series of si.v zvestern talkers, with next
production scheduled for May.

* *

*

W. L. Kerr, previously associated with MG-M, has been appointed southern Ohio sales
representative for RKO Phototone, witli headquarters inCincinnati.

* * *

Although Ann Harding is working at First
National in "Girl of the Golden West," Pathe
is preparing the cast for "Holiday," her ne.vt,
under terms of contract with that organication.
Mary Astor, Monroe Ozvsley and William Holden haz'c been signed for parts in support.
E. H. Griffith zvill direct.
:*c

4:

*

E. E. Wellman has been appointed manager
of the Electric at St. Frances, Kans.

* * *

Al Short, recently signed as musical director
for Tiffany, is assembling both male and female
choruses for various numbers in "Resurrection,"
zchich Phil Goldstnnc zcill produce for Tiffany.
Prior to joining Tiffany. Short zvas directorgeneral of music in the South and West Coast
for Publi.v.

* *

*

Ben Fish, personal representative for Samuel
Goldwyn, will henceforth make Cleveland his
headquarters instead of California. His family
is now on the way to join him there.

«

#

*

.4nn Brody has been added to the cast of
"The Fall Guy." zchich Leslie Pearce is directing. Others in cast include Jack Mulhall. Mae
Clark, Pat
Ned
Jackson.
For O'Mallev,
RKO.

Sparks and Tom

Ai

(/'. W. .Sumner.\ i/'i.j i . > . i^"m, j>., n,i^e
purchased the Royal at Unionville, Mo., from
Guv and led Allen. * ♦ ♦

J i\ ^
Elderly Lady (on first crossing):
"Wfwn does the feature picture
start,

Speaking of the "good old days," Maurice
Black, tvho appears in Pathe's two-reeler,
"Live and Learn," started in the industry as
a prop boy with the old Reliance Company in
Nr^v York.
4<

f^s^

«

C. C. Ezell, Warner general sales manager,
is making a three-weeks tour of Kansas City,
Dallas, Oklahoma City, New Orleans and Atlanta.
«

$

»<

Rupert McAllister, formerly a motion picture stunt flyer, and T. Warden Hunter, president of the Bach Aircraft Corp., and the Los
Anqelcs Metropolitan Airport, were killed at
Garden City. L. I., zi/hen the airplane in which
they ivere riding crashed.

* *

•^ *■ a Paramount picture ot imjiurtancc since
Al.A.N
hi> portrayal of the heavy in "The Covered
Wam>n" several years agn in Georne Bancroft's
ne.\t, "The Cave Man," wtiirh Victor Srhrrtzinger is directinr

sunny?" — From

"Life."

Robert Armstrong

has been signed for a

featured spot in RKO's "The Railroad Man."
Louis Wolheim will *be • co-fcaturcd.
*

^^-

. Irthnr RobifisoH, German director, has been
signed to a term contract by M-G-M to direct
both English aiul German
* * * versions of talkers.
Jake H. Lutzer, salesman for Universal at

RUTH
WARREN, comedienne, is at Foxv>
Movietone City oii a term contract. She
was a featured comedienne on Broadway for
five years. Some of her principal roles were in
"Sweet Little Devil." "Keep Cool," "Pardon
Me," "Kitty's Kisses" and "The Love Pirate."
She recently headlined in vaudeville.

* *

*

George Herman, stage contortionist and
dancer, has been imported from Nezv York by
RKO Luther
to appear
in on^
sequence of "Dixiana,"
which
Reed
is producing.

* * *

Percy Marmont, former star and featured
player of silent productions, has returned to
Hollywood for talkers. He has been living in
England for the past two years.

* * *

Irving Cummings has been assigned by Fo.v
Films to direct Victor McLaglen in his next

* ♦ ♦
picture, "Good Intentions."
Messrs. Fine and Kramer have notified Cleveland exchanges that they have closed the Fairyland and that the house is to be dismantled.

* * *

Thomas Abdoo has purchased the Royal at
Akron, 0., from Andrew Turner.

* *

*

Leo Devaney, who has been temporary manager of the Detroit Universal exchange, has
been called to New York to fill an important
home ofSce position. Harry Scott, former Pathe
district manager, has been appointed Universal
resident manager in Detroit.

* *

*

Si Seadler's passionate-red roadster has been
sadly neglected ever since his chief, Hozvard
Dietz, left for the M-G-M lot in Culver City
to give nezv product the double-o. And here's
the reason: Si has been holding dozen Hozvard's job, and his ozvn,
* * tzvo* tough assignments.
Harriette Lake is latest addition to M-G-M
list of contract players. She has had neither
stage nor screen experience, but has had training in music and voice culture.

* *

*

The Cameo in South Orange, N. J., has been
purchased by Norken, Inc.
* * *
Fire destroyed the Fox Theatre at Vallejo,
Calif., wih a loss of $50,000.

* * ^

George T. Cruzen, manager of the Paramount Theatre at New Haven, Conn., has been
promoted to district manager, with headquarters in Springfield, Mass. Eugene A. Curtis,
publicity manager of the Paramount, has been
named
district p^ublicity supervisor.

at
Indianapolis.
has been .iniiMiiitccl manager
Dallas,

f<jr "U"

Blanche Fredcria has litcn added to the cast
of "Billy The Kid." M-G-M production being
directed by King Vidor. John Mack Brown has
the title spot.

* •

«

Sam

Richblum, who has been sales representative in the Cincinnati territory for General Talking Pictures, has been appointed sales
representative for the entire state with headquarters in Cleveland.
* * *
Polly Moran has been assigned a comedy
role in William Haines' current production,
"Easy Going," which Fred Niblo is directing.
Others in cast include Francis X. Bushman, Jr.,
Buddy Roosevelt, Charles Middlcton, Cliff Edwards and Leila Hyams.

* *

♦

The Erie
Theatre,
one ofclosed
Cleveland's
picture
houses,
has been
and isearliest
being
converted
into a freight depot. Dave
Polster
operated the theatre.

«

*

*

"Alias French Gertie" has been set as release
title of RKO picture starring Bcbe Daniels
originally made under title of "Smooth As
Satin." "Cooking Her Goose." also produced
« * as
* "Runaway Bride."
bv RKO, zvill be released
Wilfred Lucas, Martha Sleeper and Edwards
Davis have been added to the cast of Cecil Dc
Mille's current filmusical for M-G-M,

«

*

*

"Ma-

Satan."
Earldame Crooker,
26-year-old author, ivhose
zvorks have appeared in numerous magacines
and been used on the stage, has been sigivcd
b\ Fox to join the *Moz-ietone
staff of writers.
* «
Fred Schram and Nate Schultz of Cleveland
have purchased the 100 per cent dialocuc feature, "North of '49," for release through Ivanhoe Film Exchange for Ohio, Kentucky and
Indiana.

«

*

«

Warners have purchased an original story,
"Married in Mexico," authored by Pierre Couderc and Hal Dazitt. Production for nfxt season release.

* *

«

Joseph Meyer is the latest song writing importation from New York. M-G-M brings him
out on a term contract to compose original
numbers for filmusicals.

* «

*

Al Dubin and Joe Burke, song -writing team
under contract to Jl'anu'rs, haz-e been assigned
to zvrite a nezv musical score for "Top Speed."
a First National filmusical special. Al the same
time, the Dubin and Burke combination are
zcriting original song numbers for "See Naples
Or Die," a Warner filmusical.
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They Say That

Some Inside Dope
On Pictures and
Picture People

TALKIES in their rapid development have
been a mixed blessing and curse, but they
are bringing nearer to actuality a proper equation in the casting offices. There's many a
leading lady who had her name in Broadway
lights because her face and her contours made
good camera material, who will be glad to
make the Oshkosh and Reading circuits after
she has opened her mouth. — Screenlaitd.

* *

Picture

Cecil B. De Mille
Puts Out the Cat

*

Maxine Glass, a co-ed of University of
Southern California, is flashing a diamond solitaire which she says is a gift from Richard
Dix. Richard neither admits nor denies the
sweet tale. . . . After making a go of it
for 23 years, William Farnum is being sued
for divorce by his wife, Olive Ann Farnum.
. . . When John Barrymore goes to parties
and gets un-Constitutional, he has a way of
reciting "Hamlet." _. . . Al Jolson is a
great bromo-seltzer imbiber. . . . Pola Negri has made up with her Prince and her suit
for divorce was withdrawn from the Paris
courts. — Screen Romances.
One of the most tragic stories in Hollywood is that
cf Anna Q. Nillson. Almost two years ago she was
thrown from a horse and suffered a fractured hip.
Since that time she has prayed for recovery. Although confined to her bed, her room became a sa'on.
Her friends did not desert her. When she was able
to be up and around at last she moved to Malibu
Beach, hoping that the salt air would help her. Just
recently she has undergone another operation. A
piece of bene vfa.s taken from her shin and grafted
to the— hip
bone. It wi'.l be months before she is up
again.
Photoplay.

Low-down on the Sobbies
"New Yorker" describes the moviesociety editor in this manner:

The Hoeial K^dabout
of Hollywood
.\t(iend8
a dozen
parties
every
week
Bcaringr
her
notebook,
as
a
soribbler
should,
Arreptlng:
tributes
to her last critique.
And
baskingin the liospitalit.v
Of Scotch
filnidom's
latest
favorite,
whose
And
cigaretties
are
plentiful
and
free.
Time slips away. . . . The scribe ignores
her watch.
A Latin
lover stoops
to kiss her hand,
A cent.
sudden
thrill that finds her acquies"(JIad.vs.
be oflT.
It's been
too
irrand. I must
Have
I the names of everybody present?
Good anflnijcht."
watch
her l«ive, ere<-t
solemn.They
And column.
hoi>c
for

mention

-From Life.

*

Rudy Vallee's book is called Vagabond Dreams Come True, but if our
vagabond dreams came true there
wouldn't
be any Rudy
Vallee. — Life.

in
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Paragraph Pickups
from the Columns
of Contemporaries

THEN
there was the chap who wrote his
Congressman
asking for the appointment
to Roxy's. — Judge.

* *

♦

The betting is that Marilyn Miller's engagement to IVlichael Farmer won't last until
her
picture, — "The
Bad Girl,"
reachesnewcompletion.
American.
* A^.* Y.* Good

Jack Oakie's real last tag is Kesterson. . . .
Fred Fradkin, the fiddler, and Ruth Mann, 17, were
sea ed in Hollywood March 20. . . . Actor's Equity,
with a fast-growing list of impaid dues, is shelving
most of its help. . . . Edmund Goulding and Mary
Lewis are plenty that way. . . . Wamsr Bros,
will have a sheet-music shop on almost every comer,
a la United Cigar Stores, and give coupons, too.
. . . Anna Fitziu is a Hollywood egg-.ayer, her
six weeks of dieting failing to make her a cinema
sylph. . . . La Guinan says: "I'm a good g'.rl at
heart. But I have a bad heart." . . . The Charles
Kenyons (Jane Winton, the cinema stju-), are amicably abrogating it so she can be sealed to a Park
Avenuer pediculous with pelf. . . . The Arthur
Loew-He'en Morgan romance is co'der tham a head
waiter's snub. . . . Claire Windsor's pash letst
week was Philip Plant. — Winchell, N. Y. Daily
Mirror.
* * m

Another well publicized Hollywood romance which
has gone on the rocks is that of Mary Philbin and
Paul Kohner, the young Universal executive. The
inside story of this little tragedy is one of the most
weepy things. Paul chalked up what is possibly a
world's record ol six years of unbroken p'atonic
devotion to Mary, and during the last half of that
period has been engaged. Convinced that she had a
spark of mental and artistic briliance which only
needed proper development to make her the supreme
product of Hollywood's melting pot, Paul has devoted almost every moment of those six years to her.
He has taken her to scores of concerts, introduced
her to the work of the finest authors and artists,
and worked steadily on what he was convinced was
the germ of great genius as an actress. He has
fought tooth and nail with other studio executives
to build up her career. I.^st year, Carl Laemmle
sent Paul on a mission to Europe. Shortly after his return it came to his attention that Mary was taking
rides in the roadster of an enormous he-man from
the Open-Space
belt. — Motion Picture Classic.

* *

12,

The only difference between columnists is the number of dots they use between
* * ♦ sentences. — Life.

*

It is said that a merger is in prospect of
Radio and Columbia Graphophone. Think this
is being circulated by the Gramophone pool. —
Ticker Editor, Daily Investment
News.

* *

April

WHILE

theclaimingproducer-sponsors
of the the
moveHollywood
are proit a necessity to protect
film players, certain of the personal representatives
charged this week that the whole so-called agent
investigation is a shield behind which the producers
are planning a general lowering of wages in the film
industry. — Inside Facts.
It is whispered a pretty actress submitted
to the extraction of ail upper and lower teeth.
A gum infection brought about by drinking
poisonous liquor was blamed by the officiating
dentist. — N. Y. American.
Pearl White, former serial queen, is writing her
memoirs in France. . . . Chaliapin, the great Russian basso, has cut his price of $300,000 to make a
talkie in half. . . . Mitchell Lewis wounded Bert
\Vheeler when a trick knife throwing scene didn't
click. . . . Over in London, vaudeville managers
wouldn't book Davy Lee, because when Jackie Coogan went over there he flopped. Evidently their
motto is: Quit kidding us! . . . Skeets Gallagher
is being sued for $10,000 by Sue Brighton, a dancer,
because of injuries received in an automobile accident. . . . Montagu Love is suing Tiffany for
alleged back pay. . . . Jack Luden and his frau
through.. .. .. Helen
. Joan Twelvetrees
Crawford's brother
aaredivorce.
is tryingjust
to got
get
one.
. . Joseph
.Schildkraut's
wife hasNixon
brought
their .differences
to court.
. . . Marion
and
her husband aren't getting along any too well, it's
reported. — Film Fun.

Whatever other people may say of the
motion picture industry, it is still enthusiastically approved by Will H.
Hays. — A'^. Y. Herakl-Tribwie.
F. Richard Jones rejected numerous gilt-edged
offers from producers after the knockout success of
"Bull Dog Drummond." The reason, it now develops, is that for many months he has been battling a
nervous breakdown. . . . Arthur Somers Roche is
flirting with the movies. However, he has such a
dizzy notion of what his services are ^vorth that even
the practiced dollar jugglers of Hollywood are aghast.
— N. Y. Daily News. * * *
We encountered the other night a young
woman who is a booster for young Carl Laemmle, Jr., and it is our experience that you
don't find many such. She is Grace Hayes,
who has just completed a role in Paul Whiteman's "King of Jacz Revue" at Universal
Studios. In private life she is the wife of one
of the seventy-one Foys. — Gerhard, N. Y. Eve.
World.

Success in Hollywood is a fickle thing.
Take the case of Norma Shearer, who after
"The Last of Mrs. Cheney" was acclaimed as
having one of the finest voices in talkies. Yet
for some reason her contract with M-G-M
was not renewed. Al Green, who turned out
"Disraeli," was also let out by Warners. And
Zoe Akins, who rated bouquets for the way in
whch she adapted "Sarah and Son" for Paramount, got the gate in spite of good notices.
Try and figure it out! — .V. Y. Telegraph.

* *

*

About the only excitement left in going to
the theatre is trying to get through the traffic.
— N. y. American.
The brave spectacle
ofr^ little Mary Astor
*
*
carrying on after the tragic death of her husband, Kenneth Hawks, excited the admiration
and pity of cinemaland. But at bist overwrought nature has asserted itse f. Miss
Astor suffered a nervous collapse the other
day Emd is in bed under the care of a physician and a nurse. She will have a long and
weary fight back to health. — N. Y. Daily
News.

* *

*

BillinAtkinson
and Georgia
Payne
are
Tlie Throes.
. . ("Simple
. That Simon")
pulchritudinous
lass who clung to Harry Richman at the Club Abbey
Friday night was Grade Worth. . . . Milt Gross
will head his own animated cinemacartoonies shortly.
. . . Herb Brenon, Jr., son of the flicker director,
becomes managing director of the Publix theatre in
Gardner, Mass. . . . Tliat certain gullible Hollywood gent is now convinced that Vilma Banky and
Rod la Rocque still care. . . . Rudolph Friml,
signed to musicalize the Evelyn Laye flicker, went
into a pout and mal-de-mered suddenly
—
— N.to Y.England.
Graphic.

We*ll Keep the Secret
Among other tragedies of Broadway's literary treadmill is the one reported by Walter Winchell, concerna writer magnate
who is the
sec'y
to a ing movie
whopersonal
has decided
that a biography is good ballyhooey.
The sec'y, an obscure chap, has been
collecting data on his chief for six
months, jotting down all the necessary info in his loose leaf volume.
It is not in narrative form — just data.
"But here's the gag. His labors are
to be turned over to some writer with
a reputation, who will get the huge
chunk of dough, while the actual biographer might get

as

much

as fired."
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High and Low
On Music Row
SK iiubli>liiiiy c.\ci;uli\cs arc staging
ail cxixliis Iroin Xcw York. Jack Robbiiis, ui Kubbins Music Corp., has left lur the
Coast, wliere he will confer with M-G-M
executives on musical exploitation and spotting in productions. Louis Bernstein, president
of Shapiro-Bernstein & Co., Inc., left for Hollywood, where he is to be tendered a dinner
by menibcrs of the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers. Frank Goodman, president of Handman, Kent & Goodman,
also is trekking westward to preview forthcomiiiii L'niversal productions and arrange for
the exploitation of the music. Fat Flaherty,
general manager of the Red Star Music Co.,
Inc., left for Chicago to arrange exhibitor
tie-ups in connection with the music of "Song
o' My Heart." Ira Schuster, of M. Witmark
& Sons, headed for Boston, where he will endeavor to boost sales in Beantown. Danny
Winkler, general manager of DeSylva, Brown
& Henderson, took a choo-choo for the Capone
stronghold, and Paul Jonas, of Handman, Kent
& Goodman, came back from Baltimore, bid
his boss, Frank, goodbye, and then continued
on to Boston, where, no doubt, he and Ira will
vie for the plug of the brass band which is
featured nightly on4< the
Boston Common.
«
*
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Moiilreal Chains
iVgree willi Indpls.
On Debt Payments

udMiiokes''
N. th
Y. eSt''
BeInfore

Ml

IVilliam Rose, Inc., a subsidiary of Robbins
.\[iisii Corp., has zvhat looks to be three hits
in the United Artist picture, "Be Yourself,"
starring Fancy Brice. The songs are "Kickin'
a Hole in the Sky," "Cooking Breakfast for
the One I Loz'e" a)td "When a Woman Loves
* * *
a Man."
Sammy Lerner, special service director for
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, has prepared a
novel slide featuring "Sing a Little Theme
Song" from the Warner production. "Hold
Everything." which will soon open at the new
Hollywoo<l theatre. It must be pretty good,
since organists at 15 metropolitan theatres have
already sent requests for the slide.

* *

*

Before Harry Woods left for the Coast to
compose for M-G-M . he placed a number called
"Be Careful With Those Eyes" xvith Gene
Atistin, Inc. Marty Bloom played the song for
us
since.and xve've been humming the tune ever

* *

is
we
of
of

*

Everybody seems to wonder what it is that
wrong with the music business. Personally
think that it's because there is a shortage
the Winkler, Robbins and Bernstein type
executives.

* * *

Bibo-Lang has secured the rights to publish the score contained in the Tiffany production. ".9i(»»v Skies." with a ca.<:f incltiding
Brnnv Rubin, Wc^lc^ Barry and Mnrccline
Day. The sonos are "You For Me," "It Must
Be Lox'e." "Wanna Find a Bov." "Sunnv
Day" and "So Long." That red-head aal in
the Bibo-Lang office likes the chances of "Vou
for Me."
* * *
Ben Bornstein of Ager, "S'ellen (S: Bornstein,
Inc.. feels that he has another "Happy Days
Are Here Again" in "Song of the Dawn," one
of the songs from Paul Whiteman's Univerproduction.
and sal
Tack
Yellen "King
wrote of
thisJazz."
tune. Milton Ager

* * *

Joe Davis is back in town tci//; ".'■sweethearts
M/ Pnrnde." 7i'liich hr bouoht from Milton Weil
■>' Ch>''nno. He ^■>rlicves that the .';ono. themed
If o Columbia picture of the same name, can
'\' revived.
* ^c *
What is the name of the music executive
who is making himself very unpotmlar with
the bovs on the street?
PIXCUS.

Montreal — Independent exhibitors and
chain owners have agreed to kick in with
$60,000 to clean up the debt arising out of
their combined fight against the government's ban on children at theatres.
When the battle was over, the ledger of
the
Theatres
showedQuebec
the $60,000
balanceManagers
on the redAss'n
side
of the ledger and members disagreed on
the method of reimbursement. Finally,
after several hot tilts, chains agreed to pay
two-thirds, with smaller owners making up
the difference. The contribution by tlic
chain organizations has been guaranteed,
but is held up pending the collection of onethird from independents.

Gene Buck Seeks Repeal
of 2-Cent Royalty Limit
Gene Buck, president of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Composers, has petitioned the House Committee on Patents to pass the Vestal bill for
the repeal of the two-cent maximum royalties on records by the copyright laws.
Buck hopes for the ultimate freedom to composers to obtain whatever price they could
on their works. He is opposed by William
J. Donovan, who on behalf of Radio-Victor,
Columbia and Brunswick record companies,
claims that such a measure would make
possible monopolies by the publisher or
copyright owner of a composition.

13 Songs in "Dixiana"
new songs

Hollywood — Thirteen

have

been composed by Harry Tierney for RKO's
first original film operetta, "Dixiana," which
was also authored by Tierney.
Bebe Daniels will sing '"^lagnolia." " .\
Tear, a Kiss, a Smile," "I Am Your Baby
Now," Everett Marshall will baritone
"Goodbye Old Pals" and "The Break of
Dawn," whilf Miss Daniels and Marshall
w'ill duet "Dixiana," "Love is Like a Song,"
directing.
and
"Mr. and Mrs. Sipp." Luther Reed is

Music Recording Tie-Up
Famous Alusic Corp. has arranged with
the Columbia Phonograph Co. for the recording of the musical numbers in Ruddy
Rogers' latest Paramount picture. "Safety
in Numbers." The songs. "My Future Just
Passed," "The Pick-up." "You Appeal to
Me," "Do You Play, Madame?" and "Pepola" were written by Richard Whiting and
George Marion, Tr.

Witmark Moves Office
Isadore Witmark.

executive president of

M. W^itmark
& Sons,haspublishers
Warnerto
and
First National,
moved histo offices
the Warner Bros. Building.

Apple Elected
Baltimore — Oscar Apple has been elected
president of Local 40 of the American Federation of Musicians.

SIN'Cl'- lo.sing hi.i btl with I'rank Morgan
in "Queen High," at the Paramount Long
Island studios, Charlie Ruggles has been taking
it on the chin, or perliai)h we should say on
his upper lip. He had to part with one of his
dearest jxjssessions, his moustache, which was
shorn, shaved, eradicated, annihilated, or what
have you. O Tcmpora, () Mores !

«

*

*

Can you by any stretch of the imagination
picture
Frank
not
only does
FrankMorgan
flaunt without
his soup his'n!'
strainerAndbefore
Cluirlie's clean-sluiven face, but he also puts
it to good use in his villainy towards Helen
Kane and Victor Moore in "Dangerous Xan

* *

♦

New talent was uncovered at the Paramount
McGrciv."
studios during last week's shooting of "Queen
High." Director F"red Newmeyer, needing
threeagerextras,
George
N'offka,
unit man; Mark used
Howe,
assistant
director,
and
Frank Mandel, the producer, lor a sequence,
and the boys showed * some
« *real histrionic talent.
Johnny Green, -who joined tlie Paramount
musical staff as a piano player and technical
advisor, has been assigned to zirite the music
for "Qu^en
High,"to and
promoted to assistant
FrankhasE. also
Tours,been
musical
director at the Long Island studios. That boy
sure knozi's his sharps and flats.

* *

*

Mr. and Mrs. Jack Norworth

have recently

completed a X'itaphone variety entitled "The
Xagger," a farce comedy of married life. This
is Xorworth's second appearance, his first one
opposite Texas
Guinan
in "Queen
Of The

* *

*

Lezv Fields, after completing his feature
bs.''his old crony, Joe Weber, on the
picture
with
Night Clu
Coast, li-as starred in "In The Good Old Sunimertimc," n'hich icas just completed at the
Eastern Vitaphone studios. Fields urote the
sketch, rvhich centers around a beer garden
back in thent thar days zvhcn men zcere men
and steins H'cre just a nickel.

* * *

Somebody got ambitious and wrote a oncreeler entitled "The Devil's Parade," which
was Vitaphoncd at the Warner's Flatbush
plant last week. The action is red-hot with a
musical revue set in Hades. The cast includes
Sidney Toler, Joan Blondell, Gerald Oliver
Smith, Harry Clarke, Eddie Green, the colored comedian, and a score of chorus girls
from

"Fifty

Million * Frenchmen."
* *

Bill Quinn, chief still man at the Warner
studios, ozcns arid operates oz'er 650 neckties,
and lias never been seen zcearing the same one
tzi'ice. Can you tie that?

«

«

*

George Hale, stage producer of "Strike Up
The Band" and "Heads Up," has been signed
bv the Vitaphone Corp. to stage a series of
rhvthmical Varieties at the Eastern studios.
Tlie first,
called
Steps,"one,
haswith
already
been
finisbetl,
and "Office
the second
the
tentative title of "The Devil." is now in preparation. Satan is getting a lot of publicity over
in Brooklyn these days.
* * «
IVallace Ford and Lenita Lane are featured
in "Fore." a sketch rez'ealing the trials and
tribulations of a golf-crazed married man.
zrhich
J'arietv.
this and
directed
Joseph
Edmund
zi'os
zi-ritten
by Guy
Bolton
adapted
by
Stanley Rauh.
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Motion

Bold Racketeering
Of Better Films
Bodies Alleged
{^Continued from page 22)
not already determined as organization policy to do or write or say. Our monthly
list of endorsed pictures is made possible by
the tireless service of volunteer workers
who preview in the studios of New York
and Hollywood and report every picture released by the producers in this country as
well as most of those from abroad in written formal ballot.
"The Hays office has helped us by answering the thousands of technical questions that pour in to us from radio fans,
schools, clubs and groups all over the world.
They have received and acted upon our
uncounted suggestions for the improvement
of pictures. The only suggestions we have
ever received from the Hays organization
have come to us from Governor Milliken,
who heads the public relations departmetit.
He has urged us to be more particular in
our detailed criticism of pictures; to maintain our high standard of criticism, and to
register our every complaint with him."

Code Will Not Be Taken
Seriously, Watts Predicts
{Continued from page 22)
placed himself among the most gallant of pathfinders.
When Monte Bell produced 'The Lady Lies,' which,
at one thrust, smashed through every inhibition set
up by the Hays code; when Lubitsch made those
daring— for the cinema— sex farces of his; when even
a film as Mr. Barthelmess's 'Drag' got
so minor
fairly
courageous about the subject of divorce, the
cry for more censorship was no doubt considerably
aided, but valuable additional evidence was provided
that the cinema
is worth saving.
"Nevertheless it is only fair to admit that the
Hays commandments were not prompted by any terror on the part of the film conservatives, any suspicion that the radicals were about to dominate the
talking cinema. These occasional revolutionaries are
so emphatically in the minority that their plight is
still more than ordinarily pitiful. The new code, it
IS safe to say, was merely devised to ward off the
attacks bei,ng made by reformers so frantic that they
legard even Will Hays as a subversive radical. The
whole matter really isn't very important save to
remind us that there are_ some peoole left in Hollywood with genuine artistic courage."

Belgian History Filmed
Brussels — Preparations are being made in
Belgium for the production of a national historic film to be entitled "The Pageant of
Belgium." It will be a silent film with a
long version for Belgium and a shorter one
for foreign countries. It will deal with the
history of Belgium from the time of the
Romans down to the death of King Leopold,
and the Belgian Government has agreed to
provide 7,000 costumes of different periods.

Wellman Gets Story
Hollywood — William Wellman's initial
picture for Warners will carry title of
"Maybe It's Love," from an original by the
song writing trio of Sidney Mitchell,
Archie Gottler and George W. Mayer.
Joseph Jackson is writing the adaptation and
dialogue. Cast signed to date includes Joe
E. Brown, James Hall, and Evelyn Knapp

Picture
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*'Six Syllable" Busy
Mike Simmons, general impressario
of the multiple syllable for Sono ArtWorld Wide, this week closed a number of co-operative knick-knacks for
his outfit. Included is a deal with
the Macaulay Co., publishers of
"Reno," in which Ruth Roland returns
to pictures, to market a special edition tying in with the picture. Mobo
Auto Polish will feature Reginald
Denny in copy in the "American
Weekly," thereby reaching 6,000,000
readers. Auto-Strop razor will do
likewise with Edward Everett Horton
who stellars in "Once a Gentleman."
Mike says he has more, but is saving
them for Yom Kippur week which is
his "fast" week.

Civic Leaders
Deny Receipt
Of Hays' Money
(Continued from page 22)
Distributors of America, Inc., resent these implications and wish to state publicly that no monetary
compensation whatever has come to us or to our
organizations as a result of our cooperation with the
motion picture industry, nor has money been offered
or sought
"The industry has asked nothing but our advice
and counsel on matters of picture production, and
has given nothing in return but their respectful and
effective consideration of the proposals that we have
made. In addition to presenting special criticisms
and making suggestions for motion picture improvement, we have considered it a privilege to help stimulate support of a number of highly commendable
pictures that were not attracting sufficient patronage to paj' for the cost of production. We believe
that lack of public support for meritorious productions has been one of the deterring influences in
motion
picture improvement.

Will Continue Activities
"Our only compensation has been a large amount
of personal satisfaction in performing what we believe to be a public service by helping in the progressive improvement of motion picture production
and in influencing the recent adoption by all leading
motion picture producers of an excellent and farreaching code of ethical practices. We expect that
as long as we as individuals are interested in motion
picture betterment we will continue to bring to the
motion picture industry, by this and whatever other
means are at hand, our criticisms of shortcomings
and our encouragement
of worth while productions.
"It can be definitely stated that every suggestion
which we have ever transtqitted to the motion picture and
organization
or to consftif
W'iS H.
Haysand
has has
received
prompt
courteous
ration
been
carried out effectively in so ffe- as it was reasonably
possible to do so. Although there have been many
difficult situations and problems coming before us,
we have felt that this plan of public participation in .
motion picture improvement has resulted much more
satisfactorily than anything else of which we have

The Signers

known."
The statement was signed bv the follcwing:
Lee Hanmer, Russel Sage Foundation.
James E. West, chief Scout executive, Boy Scouts
of America.
Mrs. Richard R. Russell and Mrs. William H.
Pouch, Daughters
of the American
Revolution.
Mrs. Charles J. Reeder and Mrs. Malcolm P. MacCoy.
New Roy
York W. .State
Federation
Clubs.
Colonel
Winton,
Amateur of Women's
Cinema
League.
"The Rev. Howard M. LeSourd, School of Religious
Education and Social .Service. Boston University.
Mrs. Clarence M. Busch and Mrs. R. C. Heflebower, National
League
of American
Pen
Women.
Mrs. Francis J. Flagg, American Association of
Univeraitv Women.
Howard S. Braucher, Playground and Recreation
Association
of America.
Dr. Augustus O. Thomas, president, World Federation of Education
Associations.
Mrs. Jerome M. Stearns, National Commission of
Protestant Church 'Women and National Council of
Federated Church Women.
Mrs. tion ofThomas
McGoldrick,
International
FederaCatholic A.Alumnae.
Harry

S. Meyers,

Northern

Baptist

convention.

April

12 ,

19 JO

Good Old Days
Ende
by itud
Hayses?
'
Niced Beat
(Continued from page 22)
lows on the top layer of the Maybasket.
No seats reserved after 7 P. M.

j
'

'Charity Begins at Home'
"The sanctity of marriage will also be
upheld on the screen. But Mr. Hays does
not explain how he'll uphold it in Hollywood and Beverly Hills. That must be
two other fellows' job.
"Scenes of passion will be eliminated
when not essential. Well, Greta Garbo is
going to be a big disappointment when she
plays Little Red Riding Hood. There is
no sex appeal in kissing a wolf, even the
way Greta does it.
"We guess the good old days are all over,
with Mr. Hays's beatitudes in effect.
If
you want to see something rousing in feminine appeal, you will have to wait for a
newsreel talkie of Ella Boole delivering an

anti-liquor speech."

New Duties for Dowling

Hollywood — Pat Dowling will act as general manager of the Industrial Picture Department of Metropolitan Studios. The latter will produce sound pictures for manufacturers and commercial firms for general
advertising through non-theatrical showings.
Deal is reported to have been made whereby
ERPI will swing inquiries for commercial
work to Metropolitan Studios in the future.
Metropolitan is owned entirely by Al and
Charles Christie, and Dowling has been with
the latter producers for many years as advertising and publicity manager. He retains
the latter post in addition to his new duties.

Browning Switches Again
Hollywood — Tod Browning's first production for Universal will be "Little
Buddha," an original written by the director. Henry La Cossitt is writing the screen
play, while Tom Reed will dialogue. Picture goes into production in June, when Universal re-opens after current end-of-season
shut-down.

Rogers' Third Set
Hollywood — "See America First," an
original comedy by Owen Davis, Sr., has
been selected by Fox as the third starring
talker for Will Rogers. Picture goes into
production immediately upon completion
".So This is London." Homer Croy is writmg the adaptation and dialogue.

After ''Penrod" as Talker
Hollywood — RKO is reported to be negotiating for the talker film rights to Booth
Tarkington's "Penrod." Silent production
was made by J. K. McDonald several years
ago for First National.

Lubitsch Making Filmusical
Hollywood
— Ernst
next special
Paramount production
will Lubitsch's
be a filmusical
for next season release. Jeanette MacDonald will be one of the featured players.

,
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Gcrber Exploits Columbia

Plugging Orchestras
Covington, Ky. — L. B. Wilson, head of
the chain bearinj^ his name, also operating
radio station WCKY, has arranged the
broadcast of orchestral features by leading
Cincinnati musical organizations, in hopes
of iiitUicncing public in favor of restoration
of music in theatres. Broadcasts are accompanied by strong plugs for reinstatement
of orchestras.

( 'oliimbia

Associate

Cdlumbia lias established a national ex(jloitation department to assist exhibitors on
all Columbia I'ictures. The initial start is
with "Ladies of Leisure." Ziegfeld's press
agent. Bill Fields, is on his way to Chicago
for the Woods opening and will be stationed
there permanently. \ed (ierber has been
assigned the central division with headquarters in Cleveland.

Actresses Reunited

Buys Rex Beach Film

Hollywood — Joan Crawford, Anita Page
and Dorothy Sebastian — feminine leads
in "Our Dancing Daughters," will be reunited in M-G-M's second sequel to that
Brides." Harry
"Our Blushing
production,
Beaumont, director
of the former opus, is
also a repeat with the new picture. Robert
.Miintgomery will be featured.

Hollywood — RKO has purchased film and
dialogue
rightsand
to "The
Silver
Horde,"
Rex
Beach novel,
Melville
Brown
has been
assigned to direct. Production will be made
in Alaska this summer, when the fishing and
canning season is on in the north country.

Livezey Joins Sono Art

"Skippy" on the Screen
Hollywood — I'ilni rights to a cartoon strip
and a Broadway play were acquired by
Paramount this week. "Skippy," Percy
Crosby's juvenile cartoon, will be transferred to the featured spot in a talking production to be made by Paramount. Gelett
Burgess' stage play. "The Cave Man," \yill
serve as George Bancroft's next starring
talker.

Buster's Babies
Hollywood — Buster Keaton's next
comedy for M-G-M will probably be
Babies," an original story with an
Edward Sedgewick will
background.

talker
"War
army
direct.

Lucille Webster Gleason^ Broadway actress and playwright, who has been signed
by Columbia Pictures as associate producer. Her first production for the company now is being selected.

Traer House Reopened
Traer, la. — The Princess has been reopened. The house was bought by a syndicate of which Wesley Mansfield, one of
Iowa's veteran theatre men, is head. Mr.
Mansfield operates four other theatres at
Tama and Belle Plaine.

Change of Policy

Johnson Buys Interest

Montreal — The Orpheum, downtown
house, is presenting two talking features on
each bill, as well as shorts, admissions being 25 and 40 cents. It is one of a local
chain owned by Consolidated Theatres, Ltd.

Walnut, S. D. — O. C. Johnson, owner of
the Atlantic and Strand at Atlantic, la.,
has purchased a part interest in the Lyric
here. R. A. Duke of Walnut will operate
the house. The theatre will be closed for
redecoration and installation of sound

Huffman Recovers
Denver — Harry E. Huffman, president of
the Aladdin and America, theatres, is recuperating from an illness which kept him
from his desk for some time.

Educator Becomes Exhibitor
Okanogan, Wash. — M. Brinkerhoff, superintendent ofschools, has bought a half
interest in the Paramount. It has been
owned and operated for years by Charles
C. Ervin.

's a Fact
Contrast it with present day methods, and believe it or not, but Hryant
Washburn's screen del.ut was made
with Essanay under a contract which
stipulated that his name should not
appear on the screen nor in any publicity sent out l)y the comi)any. He
figured he could not risk the use of
his name in the then infant flickers.

Cleveland — .\1 Livezey, formerlj' with
Associated Exhibitors of Detroit, is now
with Sono Art-World Wide Pictures, selling in the northern Ohio territory.

Wolfe

With

Warners

Boston — Joseph Wolfe, former booker for
Mauriceat Pouzner's
chain, is now assistant
booker
Warner Brothers.

Warners

Keep

Jackson

Joseph Jackson, credited with a longer list
of full length talkies than any other writer,
signed another long-term contract with Warner Bros. He wrote the dialogue for "The
Terror." the second all-talking picture made,
and since then has written twenty full-length
screen features, and numerous shorts. He
has been under contract to Warner Bros,
for the past three years.

To Remake "Unholy Three"
Hollywood — "The L'nholy Ihree, ' one of
Lon Chaney's most successful silents, will be
his first audible vehicle, M-G-M announces.

equipment.

Sign German Director
Capra to Direct 'Rain or Shine*

Hollywood — Erank Capra has been assigned by Columbia to direct Joe Cook in
"Rain
or
the stage. Shine," in which he appeared on

New Policy for Cameo
The Cameo, New York, which has been
showing foreign films exclusively, has joined
the first-run houses, and this week is show-

Hollywood — M-(i-M has signed Arthur
Robinson, one of the best known directors
in Germany,
who made "The Last Waltz"
for
Ufa.

Paramount Gets Buchanan
HoiiywDod — jack Buchanan, Bnti>h musical comedy star, has been signed by Paramount. He is now appearing on Broadway
in "Wake Up and Dream."

ing Columbia's "Guilty?"

Thieves Get Films
Albany — Films valued at $300 in tin containers, left in the doorway of the Pathe
Eilm Exchange, were stolen last week. A
series of thefts appeared to predominate
throughout the city that day, though the
others w-ere confined to mercantile establishments and linmrs in the residential
section.

Censorship in Paris
Paris — Censorship of talkers is provided for in a measure introduced in
the Senate by Sen. Kmile Humhlot.
The bill seeks appropriation of about
S 1.000 for establishment of a bureau
to
pass on dialogue. Films would he
sorship.
taxed to pay the cost of such cen-
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Briefly Told ISSews
Midland Gets

New Colored Theatre

Warwick

Kansas City — One of the best of Kansas
City's suburban houses, the Warwick, has
passed into the hands of the Midland Theatre Circuit. It was taken over by City
Theatres, Inc., a subsidiary of the Midland Circuit. E. W. Warner has been appointed house manager.

M-G-M Builds Exchange
Cleveland — M-G-M will build its own local one-story exchange building on the
southwest corner of Payne Ave. and East
24th St.

Withdraw Charter
Indianapolis — Officials of the Lafayette
White City Amusement Enterprise, Inc., a
Delaware corporation, have filed an affidavit with the secretary of state of Indiana
evidencing withdrawal from Indiana. The
company recently was reincorporated under
Indiana laws.

(tele) VISION
Major Bowes, of New York's Capitol
theatre, is a far-seeing entrepreneur
— if that's the way to pronounce it.
He's keeping his regiment of ushers
and explains his plan to Leo Heatley
this way: "Television is coming, and
the Capitol will be ready to supply
every New York home with courteous,
competent ushers on call!"

Robbers Visit Theatres
Fall River, Mass. — Patrolman Raymond
Lennon was knocked unconscious by two
men he surprised working at the Strand
safe. They fled without obtaining $600 in
the safe, although they had opened the door.
Boston — George Bullock, watchman at
the Columbia, was beaten into insensibility
by two robbers whom he surprised at work
at the office safe.

Palace, A. C, Opens Again

Warner Theatre Changes

Atlantic City — Following alterations costing more than $25,000, the Princess has reopened.

Cleveland — Changes in management at
Warner houses in this territory are : Ben
Schwartz transferred from the Cleveland
Uptown to the Ohio at Mansfield; G. J.
Resiter, Variety, Cleveland, to the Uptown,
Cleveland ; Manager Conklin of the Ohio,
Mansfield, becomes manager at the Variety,
Cleveland.

Acquires Texas House
Cleveland, Tex. — C. F. Fain, manager of
the Fain at Livingston, Tex., has become
manager of the new theatre here.

Making 35th McGuire
Hollywood — Al Herman, Darmour director, is making his 35th Mickey McGuire
comedy for that company. He started on
them three years ago.

''U'* Signs Rose Hobart
Rose Hobart. now playing in "Death
Takes a Holiday," has been signed by Universal for a featured role in a production
to be announced later.

Opens with "Flighf
Fort Worth, Tex. — "Fliglit," jjroduced by
Columbia, has been selected by C. F. Donnelly as the opening attraction for the New
Hollywood. The house has a 2,000 capacity.

Birnbaum Returns
Dallas — David Birnbaum, of the Robbin
Rowley Enterprises, has returned to his
office, after spending a week in New York.

Fishman Buys Serials
Cleveland — Jess Fishman, general manager of Standard Film Service, has purchased for release through the company's
four offices in Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, and Detroit, three silent serials,
"The Police Reporter," "The Missing Air
Man" and a reissue of "The Adventures of
Tarzan." Fishman also purchased Robert
Warwick's all-dialogue feature, "Unmasked," and another series of two-reel talking comedies.

my"
*'Tom
ng Ruben
Ruben —Adapti
Hollywood
■]. Walter
is adapting
and
"Tommy"withforMelville
RKO. Arthur
Lake dialoguing
will be featured,
Brown
directing.

McLeod New Fox Director
Hollywood — Norman McLeod, former
writer and director with Fox, has been
signed to a directorial contract by RKO.
McLeod is now waiting for a story assignment.

Leesburg, Fla. — The Lincoln, a new
atre for colored patrons exclusively,
opened here this week by L. R. Pickett.
colored people have not had a regular
atre here for nearly two years and
Pickett thought the time was ripe.

thewas
The
theMr.

Swissland Reopens
Woodsfield, W. Va. — The Swissland has
reopened with talker equipment. The new
name of the house was chosen in a local
contest.

Bancroft and Kenyon Cast
Hollywood — George Bancroft will have
Doris Kenyon as his leading woman in "The
Cave Man," being directed by Victor
Schertzinger for Paramount.

From Stage to Screen
Hollywood — Zelma O'Neal and Jack
Haley, original members of the stage production of "Follow Thru," will have the
same parts in the Paramount version.
Nancy
Carroll
and Charles "Buddy" Rogers
are
teamed
in it.

Mae Clark Loaned
Hollywood — Mae Clark, Fox contract
player, has been loaned to RKO for a role
opposite Jack Mulhall in "The Fall Guy."

Butler's "Good Intentions"
Hollywood — David Butler's next directorial assignment
be "Good Fifi
Intentions."
for Fox.
VictorwillMcLaglen,
Dorsay
and Lilyan Tashman are in it.

Czechs Tire of Talkers
Prague — The public's interest in soundfilms is slackened. Only first-class productions enjoy long runs, and even these do not
prove of real box-office success. Only two
American talkers proved attractive during
the first four or five days of their run.

Plaza Changes Hands
Fort Dodge, la. — The Corn Belt Theatres, Inc., of which Stack and Pierce are
the managing heads, have bought the Plaza,
which has been closed for a short time.

Fire Damages Iowa House
Woodbine, la. — The Woodbine was partially destroyed in a fire which started from
the overheated furnace back of the stage.
The loss is estimated at about $7,000. The
owner is not sure whether he will rebuild.

Rebuild Burned Theatre
'*rfs a Pleasure"
Toronto — Mary Pickford's former
home in this city has been purchased
by the municipality for a reported
$f).')0,000. The new central police station will be erected on the site, and
the constabulary expects little trouble
in filiint; the place.

Chariton, la. — The Ritz, destroyed recently by fire, will be rebuilt immediately
by Harry J- Cramer, owner.

Fox Signs Three
Hollywood — Homer Croy, novelist, and
Ernest Pascal and Russell Medcraft, playwrights, have joined the Fox writing forces.

Major

Operations

Hollywood — Having exhausted the
conversational possibilities of her
recent operation, Marie Frevost is
planning to have the courts operate
on her name for the purpose of chopping offHarlan
Harlan.
neth
in 1921.She divorced Ken-
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From Everywhere
The Farm Follies
Indianapolis — Tlu-ator owners of
Kvansville havo ohtainod lu'lp from an
unlooked-t'or
(|iiar(iT
in tluir
opposition to davlinht
savint;
in that
city.
The fanners of the \ieinitv don't want
daylifjiit savinn and present a no\el
reason. They complain that farm
hands, jjiven an extra hour of daylight,
jump into automobiles, drive to Kvansville for a ni^ht of brifjht lights and
then the next morn'n^; are unable to
plow a straijiht furrow and in some
instances don't return at all.

Acker man diets 12th Term
As Head of *Tincy" Unit
Cincinnati — John A. .\ckerman, r>perating
the Glenway, has been re-elected president
of the Greater Cincinnati M. P. exhibitors,
making iiis twelfth term as president.

Reopen at San Diego

"1 come to bury Caesar, not to prai-e
•Oh,
"IJul

veah?"
as
for me,

jrive me

lilierly or

E. M. Loew House Reopened

give".Saysme \oiiI'
death I"
"I intend to light it out

on this line

Lynn, Mass. — Llias M. Loew, owner of
the Capitol and other theatres in New I"-ngland. has reoi)cncd the E. M. Loew in Hartford, Conn., following alterations and installation of sound.

if it lakes all summer!"
•Oh, beyeah?"
"To
or not to be-,
him."

that

Purchase Rainbow
San Diego — Under direction of I'Ox West
Coast Theatres, H. L. Hartman has re-

/n Talker Manner

Sibley. Iowa — Lehman and Rol)inson.
owners of the Royal here, have bought the
Rainbow at Marcus.

Pictures for Burton

is

the

•"Oh, yeah?
Says you I"
■■\'eah.
Says me."
— Jiidf/c.
c|uest'on."

Firebug in Cambridge
Albany — The Cambridge in Cambridge.
N. Y., was damaged to the extent of about
$10,()()0 by an incendiary lire. The theatre
is owned by Lew Fischer, of Fort Edward,
.\. v., who has a chain of houses in the
eastern part of New York. During the past
week there have been four or five fires in

opened thewas
Balboa
at F"onrth
andbyE West
Sts.
This house
formerly
operated
Coast but later was leased to some outside
people, who finally closed the doors about
six months ago. A Warner house is to be
built here, it is stated.

Burton. (). — The Buckeye .State Amu>ement Co. of Cleveland is now presenting
picture programs at the Burton Opera
House.

Wheeler
and Woolsey's Next
Hollywood — Bert Wheeler and Robert

Burns. Ore. — The Liberty has been closed
for alterations and sound installation.

Pathe Borrows Cunningham

Montague Renews

Hollywood — Jack Cumiingham, contract
writer with Technicolor, has been loaned
to Pathe for one story assignment.

Woolscy, Radio Pictures' comedy team, will
be featured in a musical war comedy "Half
Shot at Sunrise." Book was written by
Cyrus Wood and James Creelman, with
Harry Tierney responsible for the orij^finai
music.
No director has been assigned.

M-G-M

Closed for Remodeling

Hollywood — Paramount has exercised if;
option on the term contract of Edward J.
Mt)ntagne. head of the story department.

Cast in Howard Film

Title Changed

Hollywood — M-G-M has changed release
title of "The Circle" to "Strictly Unconventional." The
picture is adapted from play
bv Somerset
Mauffhan.

Films Again in Court
Cincinnati, O. — Motion pictures were introduced in court here as evidence for the
first time. The defendant street railway
company in damage suit showed film of
street car in action, refutin.e: certain claims
made by plaintiff.

Get Sunday Show
Cana.iohario. X. ^'. — As ,i re-ult of the
favorable vote on .Sunday movies. Jack \^asill of Amsterdam, owner of the Strand here,
announces that the house will be remodeled
and e(|uippcd for sound.

''Buddy" Cast for "Molenoff"
Hollywood — "MolfTjoff." a musical originally purchased bv Param'ount to star Maurice Chevalier, is beinsj re-vamped as a
starring vehicle for Buddy Rogers. Difference in abilities of Chevalier and Rogers
for a musical makes major story changes
necessarv.

Herbert's First Assignment
Hollywood — Hugh Herbert's first directorial assignment for RKO under his new
term contract will be "He Knew Women,"
with Lowell Sherman and Alice Joyce featured.

Hollywood — Owen Davis, Jr.. Regis
Toomey. Robert McWade and Pat .Somerset
have been added to cast of "The Eatal
WedcUng." which William K. Howard will
direct for Eox.

Seeing Double
Hollywood — Twins of all nations, ages,
size and color swamped the Fanchon &
Marco offices in answer to a call for human
duplicates for their "Twin"

Idea.

Covington Theatre Reopened
Covinsfton, Ga. — The Star, of which Mrs.
Irwin Dietz is manager, has been reopened
with talking pictures.

Bachmann

Prepares Five

Hollywood — J. G. Bachmann. associate
producer at Paramount studios, is preparing
five difYerent productions that he will supervise during the next four months.

Old Man

Prophet

"Last year saw- a number of important consolidations but. according
to well authenticated renorts in Wall
Street, 19:?0 will break all records for
mergers." predicts the financial editor of the "New York Daily News,"
who believes "super-concerns will be
.set up in fields of hanking, commerce
and

manufacturing."

this ])art of New York state with every evidence that they were the work of a firebug.

Novel Feature Planned
Hollywood — (. olunihia plans production of
"Hits of Life," a feature which will contain
sketches and blackouts entirely. Norman
Houston and Joe Traub are now writing the
material, with the picture slated for production in May for next year's release.

Twins Popular in Ohio
Cleveland — The two-reel picture of the
-Siamese Twins released in Ohio by .Standard Film is proving so popular that Jess
Fishman. general manager, bought three
more prints for state distribution.

Niblo Casts Bushman
I'rancis X. Bushman, Jr., is a featured
spot in William Haines new starring talker,
"Easy Going," which Fred Niblo is direct in<r.

Cincy House Reopens
Cincinnati — ILuck's Opera lIou.se. abandoned years ago. will reopen as a grind
lioiisc with sound, at 20 cents top.

Fox Signs Four More
Hollywood — Fox continues to add to it<
list of contract players. Newest additions
are Lucile Brown, Henry Victor, Nat Pendleton and Mitchell Harris.

Buckingham at Pathe
Hollywood — Tom Buckingham, former
Fox director, is now at Pathe writing an
original which Tay Garnett will direct.
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Evanston, Home
Of Glooms, Gets
Sunday Shows
Chicago — Evanston, cradle of the \V. C.
T. U. and home ot personalities prominent
in national retorm movements, actually
voted tor Sunday movies at a city election,
a recount of the votes cast revealed. Instead
of the proposition having been defeated by
50 votes. It was found to have been victorious by 56 votes. The recount is continuing and, it is expected, even a greater
majority will be shown for Sunday pictures
when it is over.
The first mistake discovered was in Alderman Peter N. Jans' ward. Jans, who was up
for reelection, is an ardent Sunday movie
proponent. Election officials reported the
precinct vote as 151 for, to 133 against,
whereas the recount showed the actual vote
to be 20Q to 76. The officials explained
that they had supposed the yes vote would
equal that of the pro-inovie aldermanic candidate, and had subtfacted his vote from the
total cast in the precinct to determine the
no vote. An actual check of the ballots,
however, revealed that many had voted for
Sunday movies who had not seen fit to vote
for the aldermanic candidate supporting
them.
The new vote showed a vote of 8,952 for
Sunday movies, and 8,896 against.

Madison, Ind,, Gets First
Sunday Shows at Grand
Madison, Ind. — The Grand here has been
opened for Sunday showings for the first
time. Public sentiment is in favor of Sunday shows and continuous rounds of applause greeted the screen announcement
that the theatre would inaugurate a Sunday
policy. However, numerous requests were
sent to the management by churches and
club delegations asking that the theatre remain closed and some, it is understood,
threaten to carry the matter into court.
The theatre recently was equipped with
sound apparatus and the manager in a public .statement said his showing on Sunday
was merely a matter of keeping the theatre
on a paying basis in view of increased overhead.

More Sunday Shows
Arlington, Mass. — The first Sunday shows
in the town's history were shown Sunday
afternoon and evening. Permits were
granted by the selectmen who held no previous hearings on the question. No objections were raised as a result but several
of the clergymen are planning to send a
petition of their church members to the
selectmen within a short time, protesting the
Sunday opening.

Iowa Town Okays Sunday
Pictures— If They Talk

Garner, la. — This town is to have Sunday .shows if talking pictures are shown,
according to Mayor W. J. Barz. The Sunday shows were favored at a recent referendum and the city council indicated that it
would approve the decision if the local theatre installed talking c(|uipnicnt.
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Foes Lick "Blue
Sunday"
Efforts
In Wheeling
Washington — Sunday shows have finally
emerged victorious in Wheeling, W. Va.,
according to the National Ass'n Opposed
to Blue Laws, Inc., from its headquarters,
and there is much satisfaction expressed at
anti-blue law headquarters.
Mayor-Manager Beckett of Wheeling cast
the deciding vote that transformed a 6-to-6
tie vote in the city council into a vote of
7 to 6 and "killed" the proposed city ordinance to ban Sunday shows. This was the
second fight in the city legislative body on
the question, the council having previously
decided to shift responsibility to the voters
themselves and call a special election.
Secretary Linn A. E. Gale of the N. A.
O. B. L. is credited with a large share ot
the tactical work which resulted in the
Wheeling victory for an open Sunday. Mr.
Gale, at the request of Wheeling liberals,
spent a week there in December and directed
publicity, contact work and other strategy
to mobilize public sentiment in favor of
eliminating
N'irginia city.the blue .Sabbath in the West

Merchants Help Showman
in Sunday Show Campaign
Ellston, la. — G. R. Nichols won Sunday
shows when he closed his theatre two weeks
before the spring elections and declared that
he would not reopen it unless the Sunday
shows were given a favorable vote. Seventeen merchants of Ellston offered him ten
dollars each if he would reopen the show
but he refused. So the merchants got out
and campaigned for the issue and put it
across. This is the only town in the county
that has a Sundav show.

Indianapolis — A 100-year-old Sunday blue
law was used in Supreme court here recently to keep a moving picture theatre
operator of Crawfordsville, Ind., from paying a fine for running his show on Sunday,
which is just the reverse of the original
intent of the law.
Arthur Jackson had been fined in city
court at Crawfordsville for operating his
show on Sunday contrary to a city ordinance. He appealed to the circuit court and
then venued the case to Parke county, where
the city court charge was reversed. The
city of Crawfordsville, compelled to do so
because of the insistent cry from the blue
noses, appealed the case to the Indiana state
Supreme court and the action of the Parke
circuit court was upheld.
The decision points out that there is a
100-year-old Sunday blue law which still is
good in Indiana under which the case should
have been prosecuted by the state instead of
under a city ordinance which cannot supercede the statute.
Just what effect this will have in the
prosecutions for these violations is not
known. Virtually all cases heretofore have
been fought out on the basis of some antiquated city ordinance. These cases generally came to trial in front of a justice of the
peace who was vitally interested in fees
resulting from a conviction and the general
rule is that the defendant was convicted in
the justice court and had to appeal to the
higher court anyway. Convictions, however,
have
been rather scarce during- the past few
months.

50-50 Battle for Anti-Blues
W^akefield, Mass. — By^ the narrow margin
of 25 votes, this town went on record as
favoring Sunday shows. Fire bells sounded
the news with 33 blows. Wakefield has
14,000 population and two theatres.
At Reading, Sunday shows were rejected
by the town meeting by better than two to
one.

Like Sound — Want Sundays
Grundy Center, la. — G. A. Igo of the
Rialto has begun showing sound pictures.
He now has a good two shows a week business and says that the townspeople are
boosting him for a Sunday show.

Nebraska Results
Fairbury, Neb. — .\ Sunday movie i)roposal here was defeated in a special election which drew the second largest vote in
the city's history. The vote was 1,487 to
915, every ward in town voting against
Sundav shows.

ts"manaClergyO. — Cry
Hillsboro,
Donald''Qui
Evan.s,
ger of the Bell, recently arrested for
violation of the blue laws, was ac<|irttcd when the jury failed to agree.
Ministers who caused his arrest declare no further action will be taken
on Sunday showiiiu;s and the fiirht is
believed to be terminated.

Broken Bow, Neb. — By a narrow margin
of 470 to 466. Sunday movies won in a
town election here.
Gordon, Neb. — This town favored Sunday movies by a 550 to 267 vote. The Pace
theatre, which is to cost $50,000, has been
started.
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Baby Stares of
'Baby Stars' Passe
Out of Pictur

selections discuiitinucd this year, it is unlikely that either will be revived by the
\\ anipas in the future. Perhaps the boys
will dig up some other idea that will bring
in plenty of profit without the amount ot
work necessary to i)ut on the l)all.

Hollywood — Another Hollywood tradition goes into the discard with the definite
passing of the annual W'ampas ball and
on of the 13 "Baby Stars." After
presentati
much discussion, the Coast press agents decided that the yearly ball was "out" for this
season, although it was not admitted that
the producers had extended fatherly advice
that such an event could easily be dispensed
with in 1930.
The annual election of the "Baby Stars"
also passes into history, for with no ball,
there'll be no election of the favored candidates for future starring honors. In certain ([uarters, it was felt that the tradition
of the "Baby Stars" should be continued
with the lucky girls presented at a banquet
where the cover charge would gather in
enough to pay the necessary expenses.
Wiser heads in the Wampas, however, decided that it would be a good time to disand the "Baby Star"
balltime.
contiiuie
same
the the
election atboth

llarrisburg, I'a. — State Senator hrank J.
Harris is one of the incorporalcjrs of the
Harris .Amusement Company, f)f .Mone^sen,
which has just obtained a I'eimsylvania
charter of inc<)r[)oration with a ca()italization of $200,000. The new corporation is
organized for the purpose of "constructing,
owning, leasing, controlling and operating
theatres." The treasurer is (ieorije S. Harrison. 821 Eleventh
Street. Oakmont.
I'ri.

Senator Harris Launches
New Amusement Com pan ij

37
.^1 naiur Harris holds hu ^li.ui^ .iiui tiic
other incorporators are Dennis A. Harris,
owner ol IDO shares, and John H. Harris,
.^1) shares. .Senator Harris is one of the
heads of the big Harris chain of theatres
operating in Western i'ennsylvania, Ohio
,ind West X'irginia. He was elected to the
State .Senate several years ag(j following the
death of his brother, the late .Senator John
i larris, who also was a high executive in 'he
Harris chain of theatres.
A charter also has been granted to the
.\mericus Theatres Corporation, of Philadelphia, organized to "buy, sell, lease, manage,
operate and liold theatres." Ksther Appelman. Philadeliihia. is treasurer and also one
of the incorpt)rators, holding 48 shares of
stock. The other incorporators are Marie
C. Bradv. Philadelphia, holder of 48 shari-s.
;ni.l MiVhriel
H. Kngal,
Philad<-lpbi.-i.

Bell & Howell sees it through

"Off to the Races"

Instead of working their heads off to
stage a ball, the boys figured all the Wampas members were entitled to some relaxation. So this week-end all members who
can make the trip will embark on a whoopee
party to Agua Caliente ; with transportation
and hotel expenses taken care of out of the
Wampas treasury. No provision has been
made to reimburse the boys for any losses
sustained at the gaming tables in the border
resort.

The Wampas ball and "Baby Star" election was first launched in 1922, and the combined projects reached their peak in 1924
w^hen the organization staged the ball in
San Francisco. Through cooperation extended in the latter city, the Wampas came
back with a net profit of about $25,000;
which went into interest-bearing bonds.
The tremendous success of the 1924 affair
in the northern city encouraged the Wampas
to put on huge shows for the following
vears : but expenses were too great to allow
any real margin of ])rofit.

Racket

Reaps

Harvest

With the "Baby Star" election racket discontinued, there are undoubtedly many
"movie mothers" in Hollywood who will be
greatly disappointed. Likewise several of
the free lance publicity agents who have
reaped a harvest in the past. In former
years, it is said, various free lance press
agents sold various "movie mothers" the
idea that they could launch a build-up campaign for the beautiful daughters that would
swing them right into the front ranks of
the "Baby Stars." Some of the campaigns
were put over, while others flopped — leaving
the press agents to do much explaining.
During the past three years, the election
of the Wampas Baby Stars provided nothing more than a chance for certain members
of the organization to demonstrate their
political abilities. Selection of the 13 girls
was made more on a friendship basis among
sponsors than on the apparent ability of
the candidates. As a result, there were
plenty of "duds" in the 13 winners of the
past three vears.
W'ith both the annual Iiall and Baby Star

Some of the machines which are making history in the moving picture industry — general view of
the toolroom, milliug department, in the new BtllSc Howell Engineering Development Building.
A new piece of Bell & Howell cinemachinery is never put into production
until the conditions under which it
might operate are carefully surveyed;
not a wheel is turned until the whole
function of that instrument is visualized
and prepared for in advance.
From this care in design, and the precision of their manufacture come the
constant dependability of Bell & Howell
Standard Film Perforators, Printers,
Splicers, and Studio Cameras.
Wherever movies are made, printed,

or projected, the name Bell & Howell
has rightfully become synonymous with
known high quality.
The foresight of its engineers is but a
part of the contribution of the Bell &
Howell Engineermg Development Laboratories to the progress of the industry.
Clear thinking and rare skill in application of theory to practice are daily solvingtheproblemsof themoment in these
Laboratories. Penetrating vision and
mechanical ingenuity are constantly at
work i.n anticipation of the future.

BELL & HOWELL
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Ontario Raises
Child Ban Age;
Showmen Mute
Toronto — Exhibitors in the province of
Ontario bumped into more trouble when
the Provincial Legislature adopted drastic
amendments to the Theatres and Cinematographs Act, providing for the raising of
the juvenile age limit from 15 to 16 years,
but the theatre interests registered no protest against the action.
The measure gives the theatre inspector
full authority in the issuing of theatre and
operator licenses; calls for the re-examination of projectionists when desired and
always after suspension of an operator because of an accident, etc. The law, which
becomes effective June 1, provides that ail
theatres in Ontario must be of fireproof
construction 12 months hence or licenses
will be cancelled. Fireproof conditions are
also required.

Rodner Opens L. A. Office
Harold Rodner, President of Continental
Theatre Accessories, Inc., has announced
the opening of the newest branch of that
organization, in Los Ang-eles. It is located
at 1964 South Vermont Ave., and is the
second office of the C. T. A. Plans are entertained for the construction of other
offices, to be situated in principal cities
throughout the country.

CLASSIFIED

ADS.

For Sale
1,000 tipholstered opera chairs from
leading Broadway theatre. Price
reasonable. Address Box 683, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York.
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Daylight Saving
Fights Looming
In Empire State

Gone are the Days
A few
why "Judge"
weep
if reasons
silent movies
never won't
come
bacA:

"Came the Dawn. . . . See Episode 18,
entitled "Tlie ilooded Terror," in this
theatre next week. . . . Henrj- Carstairs,
WaU Street banker, who was so crooked
he liad to sleep in a Kound House. . . .
It looks like they're goin' to git us, Tony,
old hoss. . . . Keystone Cops and their
ehase sequences. . . . Thar's Gold in them
thar Hills. . . . Git to the Hills, Men, the
Dam is Burstin'. . . . The Clutching Hand.
. . . He was so Tough, he played tiddlywinks widli manhole covers. . . . With the
cajnera through Bolivia, . . . The mighty
river wends its tortuous path to the sea.
. . . The peaceful old .'Mission House, relic
of the Dons of Spain. . . . Intermission
of five minutes while the reel is being
changed. ... So there, in that littile cabin
of dreams, love came and found her waiting. . . . Do you keep a watchdog? No,
if we hear a noise, we bark ourselves.
. . . Then from out of that cauldron of
Hate and Greed, Four Horsemen went
riding. . . . Love turned to Ashes in her
Stricken Heart. . . . Thank God, the
Unified States Marines!"

Albany- — There will be a stiff fight waged
in many a city and village in this state during the next two or three weeks over the
adoption of daylight saving. While this will
be generally adopted throughout the state
on the last Sunday of this month, the law
permits cities and villages to adopt any local
ordinance fixing the time for daylight saving, or vetoing it altogether. In Whitehall,
there is a bitter fight on at the present
time, which will be decided at a meeting of
the taxpayers this month. There is a big
faction opposing daylight saving, this consisting of many of the merchants and railroad workers, the village being a railroad
town. On the other hand, daylight saving is
being backed by baseball and other sports
enthusiasts.

H, M. Warner Honor Guest
of Philly Business Men
Philadelphia — H. M. Warner was a guest
of honor at a banquet of the Market St.
Business Men's Association of Philadelphia
last week, speaking before a distinguished
group on "The Influence of the Talking Picture on Business."
Other
guests of honor included : Cyrus H.
K. Curtis, Mayor Mackey of Philadelphia,
Elisha Lee, vice-president of the Penn.
R. R. ; T. Agnew Dice, president of the
Phila. and Reading R. R. ; Edwin R. Cox,
president of the City Council ; Philip Gadsden, vice-president of the United Gas Improvement Co. and president of the Chamber of Commerce of Philadelphia, Judge
Harry McDevitt and Judge William A.
Carr.

Couture in Control
Manchester, N. H. — Al Couture has
taken over the theatre interests of his
brother, the late Eugene Couture. These
include either full ownership or control of
the Paramount-Crown, Star, Park and
Strand. The latter is undergoing remodeling for reopening April 21 with vaudeville
and films.

OCA. LI
TE
Screenn

SoTHind

Vocalite combines a distinct clear transmission of sound with sharp, brilliant
pictures. It enables better projection
because of its mechanical, scientific and
optical features, the result of painstaking
study on the part of the laboratory stciff
of the Beaded Screen Co.
IT IS 100% PERFECT FOR LIGHT,
SOUND, COLOR and THIRD DIMENSION
Descriptive Literature on Application

Docor Company Formed
Cincinnati — The Docor Co. has been incorporated as the managing company for the
Strand, Dayton. Incorporators are Isaac
Libson, head of a local chain, and Ben
Heidingsfeld, an associate.
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For Sale
"THE TALK

OF THE TALKIES"

synchronized reprodtxcers, new nineteen-thirtv models for sale OR LEASE
at
$5.00 a'Company,
week ! H. Oregon,
D. Laughlin.
The
Lifetone
111.

Equipment
Theatre lol>l)y frames, manufacturer
to you. Low cost. Gem Frame Company, 2805 Brightcm, Kansas City, Mo.

Situation Wanted
Exi)erienct(l Theatre Manager desires positicm as Manager, Assistant
Manager or Projectionist. Address
Box 684, Motion Picture News, 729
.Seventh Avenue, New York.

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

1700 SANSOM

STREET

Philadelphia,P>\.

COSTUMES

FOR

STAGE

PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York

April
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Two m'nilcnu-ii of color, rt-ports Al
IJjTiiard, \ia Mark llt'llinKi-r, wortdi.stuss nn '"(Jri-fn Pastures," the negro sma.sh at the .Munsfield, New
York.

SAI KM.
Mass.
The new theatre iK'iiij; erected by
the Salem Realty Co. is nearing cuiiiplelioii and
will he opened April 19.
MOORPARK, Calif.— The Chamber of Commerce
is sponsoring a picture theatre for this town.
EI, I'ASO. Tex. — The contract for the new $110,000
I'liblix theatre in the little Plaza has been awarded.
\V. Scott Dunne of Dallas is the architect.
CALEXICO.
Calif.— Work
is scheduled
to start
^pril 20 on a theatre to be leased to Fox West Coast.
OBERLIN, O.— J. G. Steel, owner of the Apollo, is
planning a 1,000-seater to be ready by summer.
EASTLAND, Tex. — The Connellee has been opened
under the management of Mr. and Mrs. Slator O'Hare.
FOSTORIA, O. — N. E. George is erecting a theatre
which, it is understood, will be leased to the Warners.
will

be

started

BEIX)IT, Wis.— Construction work on a $350,000
theatre building will be started soon by L. E. Cunningham. Ue is planning a house seating 1,830.
LYNCHBURG, Va.— Razing of buildings on the site
of the new Paramount Theatre is now in progress,
and it is said that it will be the largest house in this
section of the country. McDonald & Co. are the
architects.
SALEM, Va. — With the mayor and other prominent
citizens participating, the new Salem Theatre opened
here this week. The theatre is equipped with Westcm Electric Sound equipment.
OTTAWA — A modernistic theatre, to cost about
$130,000 and replacing the Columbia, one of the early
neighborhood houses, is to be constructed in the
West End by P. J. Nolan, owner ui three theatres
here.
MARSHALL, Tex. — The new Paramount, costing
$250,000, located in the Hotel Marshall, has opened
here.
It is of Spanish
architecture.
ASHLAND, Ky. — Lease of a theatre, to be built
at once at a cost of $500,000, to PublLx Enterprises,
has been announced by W. H. Dawkins, president of
the Ashland Theatre Corp.
PORT ANGELES. Wash.— Plans are being drawn
tor a Fox theatre seating 1,000 and costing $100,000.
It is expected to be completed by Aug. 15.
NORUISTOWN, Pa.— Plans are being drawn by
William H. Lee, architect, for a $700,000 theatre
building for Abe and Louis Sablosky.
HAMILTON, O. — A permit was issued this week
for the construction
of the new Paramount,
to cost
$250,000.
SANTA
ANA,
said to be seeking

Calif. — The
Warner
a theatre site here.

interests

are

SANTA BARBARA, Calif.— Theatre interests of
unknown identity are reported to be contemplating
construction
of a picture house here.
CENTER,
Mo.— E. W.
will erect a theatre here.

Keithly

and

J.

B.

Elliott

STAMFORD, Conn.— The Theatre Realty Co. has
acquired a plot for the erection of the Davenport
Theatre.
It will seat 2.500.
BROOKINGS, S. D.— Ground has been broken for
a new theatre to be built by J. J. and F. J. McCarthy, owners of the Fad and the Grand here.
POMONA, Calif.— Belch and Stanbery. Los Angeles architects, are drawing plans for the $250,000
theatre and business building to he erected here for
Fox.
PRATT, Kan.— The Barron, costing $250,000, owned
and operated by Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Barron,
opened recently.
ELY,
Nev. — The
finest in the state,

new
Ely
has opened

Theatre,
here.

one

of

the
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Height of Conceit

Theatres

MORGANTOWX,
W. Va.— Work
May 1 on a house for Warners.

Picture

"IJoy," said the (irst, "dat'.s de
urandes' show whut ever was. .\ll
de anicels is colored. And so is de
cheruhint. .\nd e\en de Lawd is a
colored
man, objected
too"
"(io on,"
the other, "de
Lawd
ain't colored."
"He is too," cried the (irst. "In dis
play, he'.s jest as colored as you or
The .second man sijjhed.
"Teh, tch," he murmured. "We is
suttinly livln' in an .\mos "n .\ndy
age, isn't we?"
me."

Newspapers' Free Plug
For "Best Picture Week''
Glcndalc, Calif. — "Best Picture Week" is
being celebrated by the seven theatres in this
Los Angeles suburb. The idea was not premeditated or planned, but wlien the theatres
announced their lineup of films for the week,
the newspapers stepped out and put on a
special exploitation ballyhoo of their own in
the theatre sections and news columns.
The seven pictures booked for the week by
the seven theatres and the labels the dramatic editors tagg^ed on them were: "Sarah and
Son," best domestic picture ever produced ;
■'Song of the West," best outdoor color
talkie ; "Rio Rita," best musical feature ;
"Street of Chance," best gang picture :
"Show of Shows," best revue; "The Love
Parade," best comic operetta ; "The Great
Divide," best western.
In promoting the group for the week in
that manner the newspapers did not ask for
any special advertising beyond regular
space already alloted on each production.

Omaha World Reverts
To Full Week Programs
Omaha — Full week, instead of three days
of vaudeville, will be the new policy at the
World after April 5. Publix officials decided
here. The house has been on an all-sound
program since acquired by Publix last summer. Lately it has been alternately a split
and full week, depending on caliber of picture.
The band, under the direction of Frank
Hodek, includes part of personnel of Paramount orchestra which were ousted when
house eliminated units two weeks ago. Ted
Mack, m. c, has been retained. Acts will
be
booked from the Chicago William Morris
office.

Quebec Passes
haw Censoring
All Theatre Ads
(Juebec — 1 lie i'rovuicial Legislature has
ado|)ted the new Taschereau law providing
for the censorsliip of theatre news|»aper
advertising in this province, despite a spirited fight against it. Hun. I'. K. l)\i Treinblay, chief among its i)|)p<inents, opposed it
on the ground lliat it interferes with the
traditional freedom (jf the press. Under the
new law a newspaper edition can be held
u\) pending the decision of the censor.
\Vhether the measure will be enforcable is
In- it.
a <|uestion that interests many affected

Fire in Theatre Fails
To Stampede Audience
Indianaptjlis — Presence of mind oi ail concerned recently averted a panic at the
."stratfcird here when tire broke out in the
projection booth, burning an (jperalor and
damaginsj the interior. William Cole, 26
years old, was burned about the hands and
arms when he tried to e.xtinguish the fire.
As the picture flickered, a wisp of smoke
was projected on the screen. The majority
of thost; in the theatre realized what had
happened. Most of them arose casually and
walked out of the theatre. Others kept their
seats while the fire was e;ctingiiislu-(I. when
the picture was continued.

Smith and Pettijohn to
Address Ind. Endorsers
Indianapolis — Courtland Smith, who developed the Movietone .md the Fox Movietone News, will be the principal speaker at
a luncheon to be given at the Claypool Hotel
here April 22> in connection with the annual
convention of the Indiana Indorsers of
Photoplays. Mr. Smith will discuss "Motion
Pictures Today and Tomorrow." Charles
C". Pettijohn, general counsel of the Film
Board of Trade, will speak on "Some of the
Problems of Changing Silent Films to

Cruze Directing Again
Talkies."
Hollywood — James Cruze will direct
"Once a Gentleman," slated for release
through Sono-Art. Edward Everett Horton
and Lois Wilson will be featured, with balance of cast including Francis X. Bushman,
.Sr., King Baggot, Cyril Chadwick, Emerson
Tracy, Gertrude Short, Charles Coleman,
Evelyn Pierce, Drew Demarest, Dick Sullivan, William Holmes and Dorothy Mathews.

Olsen and Johnson Signed
Earles in Old Role
Hollywood — Harry Earles, the midget in
the original silent production of "The Unholy Three," has been signed by M-G-M for
his same spot in the talker remake, which
will star Lon Chaney. Jack Conway is preparing to direct.

BRISTOL. Va.— Plans for the Bristol Theatre
Corporation's
new
house are being drawn
by
McDonald
& Co. 1,300-seat
of Atlanta.

New Name for Colonial

BEAVER FALLS, Pa.— The Colonial Theatre site
has been leased to its present management, headed by
Alfred J. Karp, and plans for a new structure are
being prepared.

Clinton, O. — The Colonial, Fred Reichert,
manager, has closed for wiring. It will reopen under the name of Madrid.

Hollywood — Olsen ami Johnson, vaude\ ille and musical comedy team, have been
signed to a term contract by Warners to be
featured in a group of filmusicals and
comedies. The pair recently completed their
(irst
film Warners.
appearance
Die" for

in "See Naples or

Pomeroy Finally Assigned
Hollywood — Roy Pomeroy has been
assigned to direct "Inside the Lines" for
RKO. Story is by Earl Derr Biggers, and
lead.
Bettv Compson is slated for the featured
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Gross of $6,780
Portland, Ore. — Extra evening performances were necessary to accommodate
crowds who flocked to Fox Broadway to
see "She Steps Out," plus the new stage
band of Herman Renin's and also Henri
LeBel, featured organist. Boosted box office
to $13,110 with rating of 160%, a high
top for downtown first runs. RKO Orpheum dropped into second position on
"Framed" in spite of cutting its top to
50c, with a gross of $12,000, 110%, "Young
Eagles" at Paramount drew $10,500, 100%,
just par; United Artists with "Be Yourself" took a slight brace over previous week
with $7,850, 105% ; "Under a Texas Moon"
at Music Box, with return to 50c top, $8,110,
108%. "Vengeance" was the week's flop,
taking only $6,780, 89%.
Weather:
Light rains.
Opposition: "Young Eagles," Georges Biset, Eddie
Magill, crooner, Paramount; "Framed" ; stage show
headed by Ken Murray and three acts; RKO Orpheum; "Be Yourself" and "Around the World
by Zeppelin," United Artists; "Under a Texas Moon,"
Music Box; "Vengeance,"
Blue Mouse.
"SHE
STEPS
OUT"
(M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY— (1,912), 25c-60c, 7 days, plus
extra shows. Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's
Sunshine Idea, Laurel & Hardy "Blotto," Herman
Renin's band, Henri LeBel, featured organist, Vince
Silk, m. c, Fox Movietone news. Gross: $13,110.
Rating: 160%.
'IFRAMED"
(R-K-O)
R-K-0 Orpheum--(1,700), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other
Attractions: Ken Murray, Foxter, Fagan & Cox,
Danny Duncan & Co., Frank Potter's orchestra,
Catherine Custer, organ. Gross: $12,000. Rating:
110%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Para.)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT— (3,068), 25c-60c, 7
days. Other Attractions: Paramount sound news,
"Georges Bizet," "Desperate Sam" (talking comedy),
Ron and Don, novelty organists; Eddie Magill,
singer. Gross: $10,500. Rating: 100%.
"BE
YOURSELF"
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 25c-60c, 7 days,
extra Saturday show. Other Attractions: Vitaphone
acts, "Around the World via Graf Zeppelin." Gross:
$7,800.
Rating: 105%
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
HAMRICK'S MUSIC BOX— (1,835), 25c-50c, one
extra free sliow, 1,835 passes for ladies. Other Attractions: Vitaphone acts, Pete Ashe, organ. Gross:
$8,100.
Rating:
108%.
"VENGEANCE"
(Columbia)
BLUE MOUSE— (745), new price, 25c top. Other
Attractions: Vitaphone acts, Fox Movietone news.
Gross: $6,780.
Rating: 89%.

"Applause" Just
Wouldn't Click;
A Flop at $3500
Kansas City — Business rallied this week
for most of the houses down town, and two
reported
exceptional
"Rogue
Song"of
headed the
list with weeks.
130% and
a gross
$20,000. "Her Unborn Child," playing at
the reopened Globe, did a thriving business
its first week, reporting $12,000, which
amounts to 125%. The Newman was well
satisfied with the week with "Young
Eagles," estimating: it as 110% or $11,000.
The Mainstreet with "Second Wife" and
the Pantages with "The Lost Zeppelin" did
average business. The huge flop of the
week was "Applause" at the Royal, which
ran only five days and then disappeared
from sight.
(^Continued on page 42)

The Ax Must Swing
High on Swollen Heads
Hollywood — Helen Louise Walker,
newshound of the sobbies' brigade,
has discovered "more horrible-example legends connected with stars making their own pictures than with almost any other phase of the business.
The sudden expansion of hat sizes accounts for many of these and the wise
boys and girls pray every night that
they may hang onto their senses of
proportion.
"This thing happens to comedians,
somehow, more often than to other
people . . . perhaps because of the
success of Chaplin and Lloyd, who
produce their own pictures.
"Raymond Griffith and Harry Langdon both joined the ranks of horrible
examples. Each of them, having attained stardom, got the notion that
he should be allowed to write his own
stories, invent his own gags, direct
and play the leading role in his pictures. The loud plops with which these
two fell from the pinnacle demonstrated to everybody that that system
will not work.
"Yes! Yes! These gobble-uns are
lurking all around Hollywood and
even if you are ever so careful, you
can't tell when one of them will grab
at you from under the bed. Lately
it has gotten more scary than ever,
for we are finding out that there is
a monster in every single microphone
and nobody knows when he may be
snatched and eaten right up before
the startled eyes of all Hollywood."

"Such Men" Wins
Close Okla. City
Race with $3,500
Oklahoma City — Average business at all
houses here, not a single house hitting below par, or much above it. Five of the six
first runs played to 100%, with the sixth,
the Liberty, rolling up $3,500 on "Such
Men Are Dangerous." The figure represents 110% for the house.
Weather: E.xcellent spring weather.
Opposition: "Locked Door," Criterion; "Party
Girl," Capitol; "Case of Sergeant Grischa," Empress;
"Such Men Are Dangerous," Liberty; "Troopers
Thrie" and Fanchon & Marco Idea show, Orpheum;
"Peacock Alley," Orpheum.
"LOCKED
DOOR"
(U. A.)
CRITERION— (2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Paramount news,
Harry
Langdon
in
"Fighting
Parson."
Gross: $4,400.
Rating:
100%.
"PARTY
GIRL"
(Tiffany)
CAPITOr^-(l,200),
25c-50c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Metro news, Charley
Murray
in "His Honor
the Mayor."
Gross: $3,800.
Rating: 100%.
"CASE
0(F SERGEANT
GRISCHA"
(R-K-O)
EMPRESS— (1,.500), 25c-.50c. 7 days.
Other Attractions: Pathe news. Vitaphone
short subjects.
Gross:
$2,000
Rating: in07o.
"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
LIBERTY— (1.800), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Fox News,
Vitaphone,
short subjects.
Gross:
$3,500.
Rating:
110%.
"TROOPERS THREE" (Tiffany)
ORPHEUM— (1.500). 2Sc-50c, 4 days. Other Attractions: Fanchon & Marco Ideas ("Screenland Melodies" Idea with "Sunkist Beauties" and KaravaerrLamberti), Fox weekly. Gross: $3,000. Rating:
100%.
"PEACOCK
ALLEY"
(Tiffany)
ORPHEUM— (1,500), 3 days, 25c-50c.
Other AttracFox weekly,
Fables, orchestral
music. tions:Gross:
$2,500.Aesop's
Rating:sound 100%.
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"Party Girl" the
Big Chi Event,
Taking $23,600
Chicago — Although many of the loop
houses stood up well during the week, first
place honors belong unquestionably to the
■'Party Girl" (^Tiffany) performance at the
Woods, where the film hit within $500 of
the house record, bringing in $23,600, holding up for a third week and possibly a
fourth.
"Ingagi," Congo Pictures, played the
Garrick under unusual circumstances. The
film took $11,600, which is a near-top figure for this house, and surprising inasmuch
as noonday Lenten services are being held.
Hot lobby displays depicting gorillas on the
make for nude native women lured back the
evangelists's crowd of worshippers.
Weather:

Fair

and

mild.

Opposition:
Goddess,"
Chicago;
4 actsStage
R-K-O show
vaude.and
Van "Green
and Schenck
and
"They Learned About Women," State-Lake; "Party
Girl," Tiffany; "High Treason," Castle; "General
Crack,"
to Lenten,Roosevelt;
services), "Ingagi"
Garrick. {part time was devoted
"GREEN GODDESS"
(W. B.)
CHICAGO— (3,910), 7 days, 50c-85c.
Other Attractions: Stage show,
orchestra,
Para,
sound
news,
comedy.
Gross: Fair at $49,000.
"THEY
LEARNED
ABOUT
WOMEN"
(M-G-M)
STATE-LAKE— (3,000), 7 days, 3Sc-75c.
Other Attractions: Van & Schenck in person (and in picture),
four acts R-K-O
vaude.
Gross: Good with $32,500.
"PARTY
GIRL"
(Tiffany)
WOODS— (1,175), second week, 35c-85c. Other Attractions: Pathe
comedy,
newsreel,
Gross: Within
$500
of house
record Aesop's
at $23,600Fables.
(last
week). Holding up in third week and may be kept
for the fourth.
"HIGH
TREASON"
(Tiffany)
CASTLE— (300), 7 days, 50c-75c. Other Attractions:
Daily News Universal newsreel. Gross: Good at
"GENERAL CRACK"
(W. B.)
ROOSEVELT—
(1,528),
second
week,
50c-85c. Other
$3,900.
Attractions: Para, newsreel, comedy. Gross: So-so
at $22,500.
"INGAGI"
(Congo Pictures)
GARRICK— (1,233), second week, 75c-$l. Gross:
Raves by critics and sensational lobby advertising
returned $11,600. (Swell for this legit house, in which
noonday Lenten services are held, with the evangelists' draw litred back later by the lobby cards depicting gorillas on the make for nude native women.)

Arliss Grosses
12 Grand, the
High in 'Frisco
San Francisco — George Arliss rolled up
a rating of 175% at the Embassy, where
his "Disraeli" finished the week with $12,500, several
leaps which
ahead ran
of second
Columbia's
"Ladies
of Leisure,"
with
$10,500, rating par at the Orpheum.
IV eat her:

Fair.

Opposition: "Bishop Murder Case," Loew's Warfield: ure,"
"Green
Orpheum. Goddess," Embassy; "Ladies of Leis"BISHOP
MURDER CASE"
(M-G-M)
LOEWS WARFIELD— (2,700), 50c-6Oc-90c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Mack Sennett's all talking "He
Trumped Her Ace," organist-C Sharpe Minor. Fo.x
90%.
and Hearst talking news. Gross: $9,500. Rating:
"GREEN
GODDESS"
(Warners)
EMBASSY— (1,500), 50c, 75c, 7 days. Other Attractions: Vitaphone vaudeville Varieties, Fox Movietone
News.
Gross: $12,500.
Rating:
175%.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (2,270), 35c-50c-65c, 7 days. Other Attractions: Concert, news reel, comedy. Gross: $10,500.
Rating: 100%.
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^'Framed" Pulled
After Dropping
To $1,980 Low
lialtimorf — JUisincss was somewhat off
for seven of the h\y; houses here duriiij^ tlie
week, witli one hittiiifj a very low average,
and others provins; weak. 1 [owever, four
advanced considerably over [)ar, one going
as high as 150%.
The high for the week was made by the
New theatre with "The Golden Calf." This
did $15,000 gross at tliat house, despite
Lent, rating 150%.
Next on the high list came the Parkway,
where "Rogue Song" did $5,500 after one
week at the Stanley and one at the Valencia. This rated 125%.
The low rating was made by the Auditorium with "Framed," during the four
days of its second week, when it was taken
off for "Captain of the Guard."
$1,980, a 30% rating.

It grossed

Weather: Clear, cold Monday, then clear and warm
except Thursday, when there was rain.
Opposition: "Framed," Auditorium, second week ;
"Burning Up," and Loew's-Publi.r sta'je unit ("Southern Melodies" with Eddie Leonard), Loeiv's Century;
"Harmony At Home," with Bert Smith Players in
"Honey Girl," with acts and chorus. Hippodrome;
"Case of Sergeant Grischa," Keith's, after one week
at Auditorium: . "Siegfried," return engagement, at
the Little: "Wide Open," day and date showing at
Rivoli and Metropolitan: "Golden Calf," New; "Sarah
and Scm," Loew's Stanley; "Bishop Murder Case,"
Loew's Valencia after otw week at Loew's Century;
"Rogue Song," Loew's Parkway, after one week at
Loew's Stanley and a week at Loew's Valencia.
Stage: Otto Kruger in "They Never Grow Up"; Ethel
Barrymore in "Love Duel": "Get Hot," burlesque;
Boumi Fashion Revue and Frolic three nights; Baltimore Symphony for young people Thursday afternoon.
"BURNING
UP"
(Para.)
I.OEW'S CKNTURY— (3.221), 25c-60c, 6 days.
Other Attractions: Metrotone and M-G-M News,
"The Family Next Door" (Paramount talking comedy), other short films, Loew's Publix imit ("Southern Melodies," starring Kddie Leonard), orchestra,
organ.
Gross: $19,500.
Rating: 93%.
"SARAH
AND
SON"
(Para.)
LOEVyS .STANLEY— (3.654), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
Attractions: Metrotone News. "Smiles" (Paramount
song cartoon), "Desert Sunk" (sound cartoon), "I'm
All
Tied 106%.
Up" (talking corned v), organ. Gross: $18,500.
Rating:
"THE
BISHOP
MURDER
CASE"
(M-G-M)
(After one week at Loew's Century)
LOEW'S
VALENCIA— (1,500),
25c-35c,
6 days.
Other Attractions:
Metrotone News, Pathe Audio revue in color. "Marching to Georgia" (Paramount talking comedy).
Gross: $2,000.
Rating: S7%.
"THE
ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
(After one week at Stanley and one week at Valencia)
LOEW'S PARKWAY— (1,092), 15c-35c. 6 days.
Other Attractions: Metrotone News, "Mexicana."
Gross: $5,500.
Rating:
125%.
"WIDE
OPEN"
(W. B.)
(Sho-wn simiiltancoiislv with Metropolitan
Uptown)
RIVOLI— (1,982). 25c-50c, 6 days, starting on Saturday. Other Attractions: Taylor Holmes in "Dad
Knows Best" (Educational talking comedy), "Haunted House" (Mickcv Mouse sound cartoon), Nealy Edwards and Lew Brice in "Window Cleaners," Marguerite Keeler and Homer Mason in "Money, Money,

(.Continued on page 42)

Nice Felluhs
Discharged prohibition snoopers find
in employment as a percentaffe engagement checker an outlet for their talents, the .l-.")-.^ contract committee was
told. A lot of grafting is rife throughout the country, the checkers bootlegging extra shows of pictures, or
cutting with exhibitors on the box
office take. Another of their rackets
is the sale of information concerning
overhead and gross of theatres visited.

Picture

Me 7V s

Fire Water
Minto, N. \i. — Fire attacked Ihr
.\cadia here and would have been extinguished (luickly but for the fad
that the government li(|Uor store adjoined the I heal re. The boo/.e fed
the flames and cau-ed a tol.il damage
of SliO.OOO.

Exile"
Warnwers' ^^st
Lo in Bo on,
On $1,875 Gross
Omaha — "Exile" (Warners) grossed
only $1,875 in a four-day run at the State,
which chalked up 75% for the attraction,
and then followed, on its twice-weekly
change basis, to "It's A Great Life" (MG-M).
The latter took $2,000, rating 80%.
High was established by "Case of Sergeant Grischa," at the Orphcuni. The figure there reached $15,000, only par.

Weather:
Warm,
Opposition: "Case of Sergeant Grischa," five
R-K-O vaudo acts. Orpheum, "It's A Great Life"
(3 days). State; "Hearts In E.rile" (4 days). .State:
"Girl
Said No" (8 days). World; "Young Eagles"
Parr.monnt.
"GIRL SAID
NO"
(M-G-M)
WORLI>-(2,500),
25c-50c, 8 days.
Other
attractions: "I'm Forever
Blowing
Bubbles"
(I'ara), Paramount news. Gross: $6,750.
Rating: 90%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (2.900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other Attractions: "Brats" (M-(3-M), "Jazz Rehearsal" (Educational), Paramount news, organ. Gross: $9,900.
Rating: 90%.
"CASE OF SERGEANT
GRISCHA"
(Radio)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 2.5c-60c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Five R-K-O
acts with Derickson
& Brown;
Pathe news, cartoon.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating:
lOO^i
"IT'S A GREAT
LIFE" (M-G-M)
STATE.-(1,200), 25c-40c, 3 days. Other Attractions: Comedy, novelty. Universal news. Gross:
$2,000.
Rating:
80%.
"HEARTS
IN EXILE"
(W. B.)
STATE -(1.200). 25c-40c. 4 days. Other Attractions: Comedy, novelty. Universal news. Gross: $1.875. Rating: 75%.

"Golden Calf" is
Providence Hit
Grosses $13,500
Providence — The Radio-Keith-Orpheum
Victory theatre enjoyed a plienomenally big
week here with "The Golden Calf," grossing close to $13,500. Loew's State, playing
Bill Haines in "The Girl Said No," was
excellent at $23,350, and the Majestic, offering "Men Without Women," grossed
close to $12,200. The Albee week was only
fair with Rose's Midgets and "Hell's Heroes" on the screen.
Weather:

Fair,

iVIeCorniaek Slill
Drawsal lioston.
ri^

I akiiifr $10,000

l')i)-,t(in — "Sung O' My Heart." with John
.Met ormack, now in its fourth week at the
liighest top in years for Hoston road shows,
continued to "stan<l 'em up" at the Majestic and looks good for several weeks yet.
.\rtists and stars appearing in person failed
lo click at otiier theatres, so box ofl'icc relilms. turns are more nearly indicative of th«.All houses helfl u[) well for the best Lenten season's business in years despite unemployment bogey. Muddy Rogers in
"Young Eagles" was good for $34,000 at
the Publix ]Metroi)olitan with Rubinoff directing the musical and stage numbers.
Keith Memorial continues excellent business with "The Golden Calf" hitting 120
per cent. Ujitown fell ofT a bit with the
new schedule of prices, as had been expected. Both Loew's houses maintaincL
the figures of the past two weeks.
Weather:
Fair and warm.
Opposition: "Young Eagles," Metropolitan with
plenty of musical numbers surrounding: "Golden
Calf," Keith's, with a leg-show appeal to the oldtimers; "Lady to Lo-^e." Loew's Stale, aided by
organ concerts by Harry Rodger s; "Rogue Song,"
with a musical revue as stage sho-.v. Loew's Orpheum; "Officer
Keith-Alhce;
heading
the newO'Brien,"
double feature
policy "Vengeance,"
at the Park,
O' My Urart" for the road show number
atandthe"Song
Majestic.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Para.)
METROPOLITAN— (4,350), 30c-75c, 7 day;. Other
Attractions: Publix revue, golf film. Rubinoff and
orchestra, organ numbers. Paramount new. Gross:
$34,000.
Rating:
1I2^{,.
"GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
KEITIf ME.\IORIAI^(2,900), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Comedy, Pathe news, Sportlight
Gross: $2<i.000.
Rating:
120%.
"OFFICER
O'BRIEN"
(Pathe)
KEITH-ALBEE^(2,500), 25c-60c, 7 d.iys. Other
Attractions: Vaudeville, Pathe news. Gross: $18,500.
Rating: 105%,
"STREET
OF CHANCE"
(Para.)
SCOLLAY SQUARE— (1,800), 25c-50c. /days. Other
Attractions: Kelso Bros, revue, vaudeville, Para:iiount news.
Gross: 514.500.
Rating:
110%.
"SHOW
GIRL
IN HOLLYWOOD"
(F. N.)
UPTOWN— (2,000). 50c$l, 7 day.';.
Other Attractions: Comedy, Paramount
news.
Gross:
$10,000.
Rating:
80%.
"LADY TO LOVE"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STATE-(3,700),
30c-50c, 7 days.
Other
Attractions:
Harry
I„angdon comedy.
Hearst
Mclmtone news,
Harry
Rodgers
organ
concerts.
Gross:
$23,000
Rating:
115%.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
LOEWS
ORPHEU.M-(3,100),
25c-50c,
7 d,-iys.
Other Attractions:
"Dresden China" revue, vaudeville,
HearstMetrotone
news.
Gross:
$22,000.
Rating:
110%.
"VENGEANCE"
(Col.)
PARK— (800), 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other Attractions:
Double feature, with "Giiiltv," Universal talker news.
Gross: $6.lXX).
Rating:
110%.
"SONG
O" MY
HEART"
(Fox)
Rating:
150%. (1.500). ,50c-$2. 7 day~.
MAJESTIC—
Gross: $16,000.

cool.

Opposition: "Golden Calf," RKO Victory; "The
Girl Said No," Loetv's State; "Men Without
Women," Majestic: "Hell's Heroes." RKO Albee.
"GOLDEN CALF" (Fox)
R-K-O VICTORY— (1.600). 15c-50c. 7 days. Other
Attractions: "Tlu- Unwritten Law," thrce-reeler ; Fox
news.
Gross: $l.i.50i1.
Rating: 135%.
"GIRL SAID NO"
(M-G-M)
LOEWS
STATE— (3,800), 15c-50c. 7 days.
Other
Attractions:
"Blotto"
(Laurel
and
Hardy
short).
Metrotone
ne-\vs.
.foe Stoves'
organlogue.
Gross:
$23,500.
Rating:
120%.
"MEN
WITHOUT
WOMEN"
(Fox)
MAJESTIC— (2.400). 15c-50c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: "Hello Sister," supplementary attraction; Pathe
news.
Gross: $12,200.
Rating: 90%
"HELL'S HEROES" (Universal)
R-K-O ALBEE— (2,300). 25c-75c, 7 days. Other Attractions: Four acts of vaude. headed by Rose's
Midget Troupe; "Deer Slayer" (R-K-O comedy
short), Pathe sound news. Gross: $10,700. Rating:
90%.
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Silence!
Our Studio .Sleuth, whose effusions
are to be found on another page, does
not cover Hollywood and therefore
has never seen one of those platinum
bath room settings, the local studios
not being large enough to hold one.
However, returning from a tour the
other day, he dashed breathlessly into
the office and exclaimed:
"Ive got a good gag for you. Ever
since the talkies came in the yes men
have

been

nod

men."
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Bad Week in L. A.;

The week's best performance was
in by "Hold Everything," walking
with a rating of 143% on a $20,000
"Montana Moon" hit $33,300, rating

turned
away
gross.
123%.

"ROGUE
SONG"— (M-G-M)
HOLLYWOOD- Grauman's Chinese (2023), 12th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 7Sc to $1.50. Other attractions: Abe Lyman and band, Movietone news. Gross:
$12,000.
Rating:
75%.
"HAPPY
DAYS"
(Fox)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle (1,650), 6th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Elinor's orchestra. Movietone news. Gross:
$8,750.
Rating: 70%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELES— Paramount (3,596), 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Talking comedy ("Belle of
the Night"),
Robert
Bruce organ
novelty,concert.
Paramount soundTalkartoon,
news, Milton
Charles
Opposition: "Phantom of the Operu," "Montana
Moon," "Under a Texas Moon," "Ladies of Leisure,"
"Hell Harbor," "Officer O'Brien." Gross: $22,500
Rating, 90%.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— Loew's State (2,418), 7 days, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco ("Bells
and Belles Idea"), Metrotone and Movietone news.
Opposition: "Phantom of Opera," "LTnder Texas
Moon," "Young Eag'es," "Officer O'Brien," "Ladies
of
Leisure," "Hell Harbor," Gross: $33,300. Rating,
123%.
"PHANTOM
OF THE
OPERA"
(Universal)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criterion (1,652), 2nd week, 7
days. 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Mack Sennett
comedy ("Bulls and Bears"), Movietone news. Opposition: "Under a Texas Moon," "Young Eagles,"
"Montana Moon," "Ladies of Leisure," "Officer
O'Brien," "Hell Harbor." Gross: $7,500. Rating:
75%.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warner
Brothers)
HOLLYWOOD-Warners Hollywood (3,000), 3rd
week, 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone varieties, sound news. Gross: $20,000. Rating:
143%.
"HELL
HARBOR"
(United ArtUts)
LOS ANGELES— United .-Artists (2,100), 2nd week,
7 days, 35c to 75c. Other attractions: Christie talker
comedy, Paramount sound news. Gaylord Carter organ concert. Opposition: "Phantom of Opera," "Under Texas Moon," "Young Eagles," "Montana
Moon," "Ladies of Leisure," "Officer O'Brien."
Gross:
$10,400.
Rating,
74%
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warners)
rX>S ANGELES— Warner Downtown (2.400), 2nd
week, 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone varieties, sound news. Opposition: "Phantom
of Opera," "Young Eagles," "Montana Moon," "I-adies of Leisure," "Officer O'Brien," "Hell Harbor."
Gross: $16,000.
Rating,
107%.
"OFFICER
O'BRIEN
(Pathe)
LOS ANGELES— K-K-O (2,700), 7 days, 3.5c to 6.5c.
Other attractions: R-K-O vaude, Pathe sound news.
Opposition: "Phantom of Opera," "Under Texas
Moon." "Youne Eagles." "Mont.nna Moon." "Ladies
of Leisure," "Hell Harbor."
Gross: $15,000.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
LOS ANGELES— Orpheum (2.750), 7 days. 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Talker comedy, Pathe sound
news. Opposition: "Phantom of Opera," "Under
Texas Moon," "Young Eagles," "O'flcer O'Brien,"
"Hell Harbor,"
"Montana
Moon."
Gross: $11,000.
"ANNA CHRISTIE"
(M-G-M)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's Egyptian (1,800), 7
days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco
("Changes" Idea), talker comedy, Movietone news.
Gross: $11,400.

A pril
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No Talkie
Gold Digger: "Thanks a lot for the
sable.
It'll keep me nice'n warm!"
Sugar Daddy: "Warm nothing!
That's to keep you qiiiet!!!"

"^Rogue Song' Do wn
To Twelve Grand
Los Angeles — Majority of local first runs
here and in Hollywood finished another
one of those weeks when everything takes a
nosedive without any direct influencing factor. The weather was fair, except for a
hot week-end. The lineup failed to draw,
despite heavy plugging on what are generally accepted as good draws. "Rogue Song"
could not raise the $12,000 line, closing the
week at the Chinese with a 75% rating;
''Happy Days" hit the week's low, taking
a mere $8,750 (70%) ; "Young Eagles" hit
ten per cent under par ; "U's" remade
"Phantom"
grossed only $7,500, a 75% rate
for
the Criterion.

Picture

Joan Crawford
Grosses $25,000
In Cleveland
Cleveland — "Montana Moon," with Joan
Crawford, was the picture that most tickled
the palate in Cleveland last week, resulting
in a $25,000 take at the Allen. "Puttin' On
The Ritz" pleased sufficiently well to succeed in being held over another week. The
other first-run houses pulled out about
average business, competing against a week
of sunshine, and Lent.
Weather:
Fair mostly, with some rain.
Opposition: "Puttin On the Rits," Stillman;
"Montana Moon," Allen; "They Learned About
Women," State; "Such Men Are Dangerous," R\-K-0
Palace; "Song of the West," R-K-O Hippodrome;
"Let's Go Places," Keith's East lOSth St. Stage:
Mar.x Brothers in "Animal Crackers," Connie's "Hot
"PUTTIN'
ON THE RITZ" (United Artists)
Chocolates."
STILLMAN— (1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days. Other Attractions:
"50
Million
Husbands"
(M-G-M),
"Hot News.
Dog"
(Paramount cartoon),
Hearst
Metrotone
Gross: $15,000.
Rating:
11K)%.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
ALLEN— (3,.?00), 30c-60c,
7 days.
Other
Attractions: "Bear Shooters"
(M-G-M),
"Goodbye
My
Lady
Love"
(Paramount),
Hearst
Metrotone
News.
Gross:
$25,000.
Rating:
125%.
"THEY
LEARNED
ABOUT
WOMEN"
(M-G-M)
STATE— (3,400), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other Attractions: "Couldn't Live Without You" (Fischer), "Alice
Chops the Suey" (Fischer), "Wednesday at the Ritz"
(Pathe),unit
Paramount
Syncopation"
(Loew
show). news,
Gross: "Land
$19,000,of approximately.
Rating: 105%.
"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
R-K-O PALAC&-(3,600). 35c-75c, 7 days. Other
Attractions: "The Magnate" (R-K-O), Sportlight
(Pathe), "Ride
Cowboy"Rating:
(Pathe),
vaudeville.
Gross:'Em $25,000.
100%.Pathe news,
"SONG
OF THE WEST"
(W. B.)
R-K-O
HIPPODROME— (4,500),
35c-75c,
7 days.
Other Attractions:
"Dad Knows
Best" (Educational),
Fox Movietone
news.
Gross: $18,000.
Rating:
72%.
"LET'S
GO PLACES"
(Fox)
KEITH'S EAST 105th ST.— (2,200), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: "Gen. Ginsberg" (R-K-O), Pathe
news, Pathe review.
Gross: $11,000.
Rating: 73%.

((

dn't0
use'*
Appla
; a Just
at $3,50
Flop Woul
Click
(Continued from page 40)
Weather : Fair.
Opposition: "Rogue Song," five acts of vaude.
Midland; "Second Wife," K-K-0 vaude, Mainstreet;
"Lost Zeppelin," five acts of vaude, Pontages; "Her
Unborn Child," Globe; "Young Eagles," Newman:
"Applause,"
Roval.
"ROGUE
SONG" (M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 50c-60c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Hearst Metrotone news, five acts vaude, headlining Joe Frisco.
Gross: $20,000.
Rating: 1307c"HER
UNBORN
CHILD"
(S. R.)
35c-50c, 7 days. No other attracGLOBE—
Gross: $12,000.
125%.
Rating:
tions. (2,900),
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Para.)
NEWMAN— (2.000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other Attractions: Paramount talkartoon ("Hot Dogr"); Mack
Sennett's golf comedy, "Match Play"; Par.a. talking
news; Gus Edwards's "International Revue." Gross:
$11,000.
Rating:
"LOST IVT/r,.
ZEPPELIN
(Tiffany)
PANTAGES— (2,166), 7 days, 25c-50c. Other Attractions: Pathe sound news, five acts of vaude,
headed
by Jack Hanley. Gross: $10,000. Rating:
105%.
"SECOND
WIFE"
(R-K-O)
MAINSREET— (3,067). 7 days, 35c-60c. Other Attractions: Grantland Rice Sportlight, Pathe sound
news five acts vaudeville headlining Rosita Moreno.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 100%.
"APPLAUSE"
(Para.)
ROYAI^(900). 5 davs, 25c-.50c. Other Attractions:
Columbia comedy ("Dizzy Fingers"), Paramount
comedy ("His Honor the Mayor"), Pathe comedy
news.
Old School
("Good $2,000.
60%. Paramount sound
Rating:Days"),
Gross:

12 ,
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Dennis King A Big
Hit in Des Moines,
Grossing $12,300
Des Moines — Buster Keaton's "Free and
Easy," playing the Strand, lowest priced
first run house, hit the best figure that this
house has shown for some months, making
arated
$6,300
as gross
110%. on a three-day run which is
"Framed," "Red Hot Rhythm" were in the
week's lineup, with "Vagabond King" getting the most business, rating 200%. It
stacked up especially at matinees. All pictures suffered at the end of the week because of picnic-day
weather.
Weather:
Fair, pleasant.
Opposition: "Vagabond King," Des Moines; "Their
Own Desire, Charles Agnew stage band and show featuring Roy Cummings, and five acts (3 days), Paramount; "Young Eagles" (4 da.v.t). Paramount;
"Framed," R-K-O vaude (4 days), Orpheum: "Red Hot
Rhythm," R-K-O vaude (3 days), Orpheum: "They
Learned About Women" (4 days). Strand; "Free and
Easy" (3 davs).
Strand.
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Para.)
DES MOINES— (1,600), 7 davs, 25c-35c-50c-_65c.
Other attractions: Educ'l "Silly Symphony" (Springtime"), Columbia short. Para, sound news. Gross;
$12,300.
Rating: 200%.
"THEIR
OWN
DESIRE"
(M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (1.70), 3 days, 25c-35c-50c-65c,
Other attractions: Charlie Agnew band, stage show
featuring Roy Cummings and five acts. Para, sound
100%. Herbie Koch organ. Gross: $7,590. Rating,
news,
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700). 4 days, 25c-35c-50c-65c.
Other attractions: Para, sound news.' Herbie Koch
organ, Educ'l animated cartoon ("Pretzels"). Gross:
$7,600. Rating, 95%.
"FRAMED"
(R-K-O)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 4 days. 25c-50c. Other attractions: Pathe news. R-K-O vaud., R-K-O comedy.
$7. .300. Rating:
100%.
"RED
HOT RHYTHM"
(Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (2.000), 3 days, 25c-50c. Other attractions: Pathe news, R-K-O vaude, Pathe comedy
(■•R-de 'Em
Cowbov"~),
Gross:
S6,2.=;n. Rating, 90%.
"THEY LEARNED
ABOUT
WOMEN"
(M-G-M
STRAND— (1. 100), 4 days, 20c-30c. Other attractions: "LT" sound news, "U" Oswald cartoon ("Lucky
Rabbit")
Gross:
$4,900.
Rating:
100%.
"FREE
AND EASY"
(M-G-M)
STRAND— (1,100), 3 days, 20c-,i0c. Other attractions: Pathe sound news. Para, talking act ("Wee
Bit O' Scotch").
Gross: $6,300. Rating: 110%.

Gross:

"Framed'' Pulled After
Dropping
to $1,980 Low
{Continued from page 41)
Money"
news.

(talking Vitaphone
Varieties), Pathe
Gross: "WIDE
$5,200. OPEN"
Rating: (W.
65%. B.)

sound

(Shown simultaneously with Rivoli Downtown)
METROPOLITAN— (1,500), 15c- 50c. 6 days, starting" Saturday. Other Attractions: Taylor Holmes in
"Dad Knows Best" (Educational talking comedy),
"Bubble Party" and "What A Life" (Vitaphone talking playlets), Kinograms, silent, organ. Gross: $3,900.
Rating: 65%.
"HARMONY
AT HOME"
(Fox)
HIPPODROME— (2,!;00), 20c-60c, 6 days.
Other Attractions: Pathe sound news.
Pathe
silent review,
"Bulls
and
Bears"
(Educational
talking
comedy),
Bert rus,
Smith
Players
Girl." with
choorchestra;
organ. in "Honey
Gross: $8,000.
Rating:acts, 80%.
"CASE
OF SERGEANT
GRISCHA"
(Radio)
KEITH'S— (3.016).
25c-50c.
6 days,
starting with
Attractions:
show
midnight
Ginsberg"
(RadioSunday.
talking Other
Nat Carr
comedy), "General
novelty
song film. Pathe and Universal
sound news.
Gross:
$4,500.
Rating: "FRAMED"
55%.
(Radio)
(Second week up to Thursday)
AUDITORIUM— (1,600). 25c-60c,
5 days,
Saturday
Attractions:
Other
week.
of second
to Thursday
"Lost
and ' Foundered"
(talking
Pathe
comedy),
"Love and Memories"
(ta'king Pathe comedy),
Pathe
sound news.
Gross: $1,980.
Rating: 30%.
"GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
NEW— (1.500\ 25c-.50c. 6 days.
Other Attractions:
"Hunt
the Tiger'' (Radio talking p'aylet), "A Qose
Shave"
(talking
cnmedv).
Fox
Movietone
news.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating: i.50%. (Ufa)
"SIEGFRIED"

absence)
year'sAttractions:
about aOther
after6 days.
(Return engagement
LITTLE—
"Rollin'
to (267">,
Rio" 35c-50c.
(Novelty),
piano,
orchcstraphone
to feature, exhibition of modernistic
accompaniment
Rating: 110%.
Gross: $1,100.
paintings in lobby.
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Hold Everything
(il ani,-rs

.III

Fast Comedy

I all:,> i

with Music

(Ri-Z'ii'i\.rd by ll'nilcr R. LiiCiiu)
JOE E. BKOWN and Winnie Lightner roll
ihrougii 7o minutes of last, slapstick and
knockabout comedy that provides continual
laughs for any audience. In addition to the
antics ol Brown and Lightner, Warners have
retained all the song and musical numbers
of the stage sliow besides adding a few more.
Then the picture is entirely in Technicolor,
and good color values have been secured
throughout.
"Mold ICverythiiig" should hit for big business in the e.xtended runs at regular prices,
besides ringing up healthy grosses in the split
weeks and smaller towns.
The story, as in most musical comedies —
whether stage or screen — is slight. But that
does not matter. The fast tempo secured by
director Del Ruth, plus the generous supply
of
comedy,
money
class. brings "Hold l''\erythin!j" into the
Georges Carpenticr and Sally O'Neil supply the love interest — which does not consume
too much footage. Story is laid in the training camp of the light heavyweight contender,
with Carpentier playing the latter role. Joe
E. Brown is a good preliminary battler attached to the camp, with Lightner his cabaretsongster sweetheart.
Fight night comes along, and Brown goes
on in a semi-final. His comedy bo.xing bout —
for laughs — equals anything that has been done
on stage or screen for some time. Battle ends
with Brown the winner, giving the audience a
chance to rest the funny bone.
.\s a result of "Hold Everything" it is likely
that Warners will team Joe Brown and Winnie Lightner in a couple more filmusical comedies along the same lines. Both players will
find themselves in the starring spotlight with
the paying public after this picture goes down
the line.
The rest of the cast is satisfactory, but with
only brief appearances. The entire picture is
rightfully Brown and Lightner. with some one
wisely figuring the less seen of the balance of
the cast the better.
The Technicolor results surpass anything
previously done by Warners from the standpoint of tonal values and clarity.
Direction by Roy Del Ruth set a fast pace,
with excellent development of comedy situations to get most out of them.
Novelty shorts and newsreels only needed
here.
Produced and released by Warners. From musical
comedy by Buddy De Sylva and John McGowan. Directed bv Roy Del Ruth. Screen version by Robert
T.ord. Added musical numbers by Dubin and Burke.
Photographed bv Dev Jennings. Length, 6,750 feet.
Running time, 75 min. Release date. May 1, 1930.
THE
CAST
Toots
Winnie
Lifrhtner
Gink
Schiner
Joe E. Brown
GeorRes La Verne
Georges
Carpentier
Sue
Burke
Sally O'Neill
Pop
O'Keef e
Edmund
Breese
N'osey
Bartlett
Roach
Rob Morcan
Tony BertStabenau
Xorine

LIcyd

Dorothy

Revier

Guilty?
(ColumbM—.lll

Talker)

Yes, Who's Guilty?

{Reviewed by J. P. Cinuiingham)
A NTIQU.\TED blah! Sloppy sentimen•^^- talism layed on thickly in a manner which
just reeks of amateurishness. Except for a
few picturesque outdoor sets, this piece hasn't
one saving grace. It reminds one of the old
style "mcUer," dressed up a bit and adapted to
sound.
In neighborhoods
where
picture addicts in-

on

P i c: t u res

M-.I ii]ioii the pure and siniple ^acriticing love
yarn, this will get by, but in no olliers, and
don't promise too much. It's ciiock full of
production tlaws, all very obvious ones at that.
There's an attempt nuide to pull on the heart
strings, but they followed the lines of least
resistance so closely that it soon becomes unconvincing.
The sound is excellent and photographic
qualities of the production are impressive. The
dialogue falls in direct line with other phases of
the picture : not so good.
John St. Polls, as Senator Polk, an old
Southerner, is sentenced to Atlanta for bribery. Carolyn (Virginia Valli) suffers the embarrassment of being a convict's daughter, and
while in I'lorida to forget, becomes enamored
of Bob Lee (John Holland), son of a stern
old prosecuting attorney (Robert T. Haines),
who was respoiisible for conviction of the
Senator.
Polk is paroled and after much persuasion
consents to the betrothal of his daughter to
Bob, but the latter's old gent refuses to sanction the marriage and threatens Polk with reimprisonment if the knot is tied. Polk commits suicide and the ])rosecutor's son is accused
of murdering him. He is all set for the hangman's noose w'hen Polk's note of confession is
found. Of course, Bob's old man consents to
the marriage, and the pair live happily ever
after, or something like that.
The cast seemed as lazy as the old negroes
who were placed in the background for Southern atmosphere.
Select a healthy bunch of shorts to brace up
this one. Use a song cartoon, and something
in light comedy.
Produced and distributed by Columbia Pictures
from "The Black Sheep." by Dorothy Howell. Directed by George B. Seitz Dialogue by Dorothy
Howell. Photography by Ted Tetzlaff. Editor, Leon
Barsha. Length. 6.371 feet. Running time, 71 min.
Release
date. March
3, 1930.
THE
Carolyn
.•
Bob
Lee
Polk
Martha
Doctor
Bennett
Jefferson
Jerry
Prosecuting
Attorney
Warden
Judge
Lucy

CAST
Virginia
Valli
John
Holland
John
St. Polis
Lydia
Knott
Richard
Carlyle
Clarence
Muse
Eddie
Clayton
Robert
T. Haines
Frank
Fanning
Ed
Cecil
Gertrude
Howard

hia\ \ pdrtiDii III tile love making ; but in the
end
is his
the wiles,
fiery who
Myrna
Loy, who
fallenitfor
is carried
off onhasn't
tht
wild vaquero's saddle.
Betty Boyd and (Jeorgia Stone do small
parts rather well while all this romance is
being perpetrate<l. Noah Beery does a heavy,
lumbering role in satisfactory fashion. Tully
Marshall has a couple of laugh lines, but
mostly he is just a di.sagreeable old cattle
rancher.
Fred Kohler
is capable in his role.
The plot hinges on the simple fact that
.somebody has been stealing the Texas ranchers' cattle. Tluy hire 1-ay to rescue them
and bring in the rustlers. He brings back the
cattle and collects the fee when the ranchers
demand that he produce the bandits by declaring, with a Spanish flourish, that the long
sought bad man is none other than himself.
Michael Curtis directed in a satisfactory
manner, considering that the picture never offered more than the bare essentials for a light,
romantic comic opera. He has managed to
carry it along in a fairly even manner, injecting humor to relieve dull situations.
Needs fairly strong short subjects to balance
tin; program.
Produced and distributed by Warners. Story by
Stewart Edward White. Directed by .Michael Curtis.
Screen version by G(/rdon Righy. Edited by Ralph
Dawson. Photographed by Bill Rces. Release date,
April
1. 1930.
THE
CAST
Don
Carlos
I'cdro
Jose
Romero
Don
Roberto
Bad
Man
of Pool
Buck
Johnson
Pancho
Gonzales
Aldrich
Girl of the Pool
I^lita
Romero
Dolores
Raquel.a
Jed Parker
Lolita
Roberto
Felipe.
Antonio
Tom
& Jerry
Mother

Tom

Frank
Fay
Georgic
Stone
Charles
Se.lon
Bruce
Vocington
Fred
Kohler
Jack
Curtis
Sam
Appcl
Tully
Marshall
Betty
Boyd
Myrna
Boyd
Armida
Raquel
Torres
Noah
Beery
Mona
Maris
George
Cooper
Francisco
Moran
Di.x— Jerry
Barrett
Inez
Gomez

In the Next Room
(First National — Alt Talker)

Like Old Times

(Rez-iez^cd by Robert Ilage)

Under a Texas Moon
Fair

(irarnns—All

Western

Talker)

in New

Dress

(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
AS

an example of the photographic beauty
which can be achieved through the use

of color, "Under a Texas Moon" is excellent.
It is a constant succession of startling vistas
of desert scenery.
The picture will prove a delight to artistic
souls and will satisfy those fans who like
westerns and romance of the rough sort.
However, it's the same old western plot
dolled up in 1930 clothes, color and sound with
a comic opera setting which is reminiscent of
many of those matinee idol cowboy plays of
twenty years ago.
Frank Fay is the dashing, devil-may-care,
good-bad, women-crazy vaquero. All of the
action centers around him. He has a pair of
sloppy-looking, sweet-singing henchmen who
perform the age-old roles of furnishing the
music,
sotto voce,
for Fay's many serenades
to
his various
inamoratas.
Fay has a habit of forgetting current business in hand to make love to any and all girls,
while the two henchmen softly strum on their
guitars from a hidden bush and croon "Under
a Texas
Raquel Moon."
Torres and Armida come in for the

WE withtliought
this of
type
of unlamented
picture had films
died
the demise
other
of the "My God I what was that ?" type, but
here is its ghost stalking on the screen. And
lots of other things stalk across it, with the
exception of intelligence. There's the haunted
house, the clutching hands, the mysterious
hooded figure, the "knife fiend," the ghastly
noises, the cabinet with the cataleptic girl inside, the jewels, two sudden and unexplained
deaths — everything, in fact, except "the papers."
But clap hands for Director Edw-ard Cline.
He put over a startlingly new piece of business
by revealing the villain as the one we had
suspected from the start. Thus is a Hollywood,
not to mention Broadway, tradition thrown to
the winds. A dumb detective is inserted to create comedy, but the audience never gave him
a giggle. Its laughter was bestowed upon the
more serious portions of the opus.
The whole thing is a curious melange. Our
deduction is that it was intended to be a straight
"meller," but that after seeing a few rushes
the powers-that-be quickly ordered that some
comedy business be shoveled into it. The result is a picture that defies classification.
Alice Day is pretty and speaks clearly, but
the voices of the others, including Jack Mulhall, were mufliled and indistinct. It may have
been due to defects in recording.
If

you've

booked

it, pray

for

the

breaks.
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But blue pencil the adjectives out of your press
matter.
Use some ready comedy shorts -mth this one.
Produced and distributed by First National. Adapted from play by Eleanor Robson Belmont and Harriet
Ford. Directed by Edward Cline. Dialogue by James
A. Starr. Adapted by Harvey Gates. Photographed
by John Seitz. Length, 6,336 feet. Running time.
70 minutes. Release date, Jan. 26, 1930.
THE CAST
(In the Prologue)
The Lady
Jane Winton
The Lover
Craufurd
Kent
The Husband
Edward Earle
(In the Story)
James
Godfrey
Jack
Mulhall
Lorna
Alice Day
Tim Morel
Robert O'Connor
Philip Vantine
.John St. Polls
Parks, the Butler
Claude Alhster
Mrs. O'Connor
Aggie Herring
Inspector Grady
DeWitt Jennings
Snitzer
Webster
Campbell
French Exporter
Lucien Prival

Good News
(M-G-M—All

It Is!

Talker)

(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
BASED on the musical comedy success of
the same name, "Good News" has many
qualities to insure its success as a filmusical
with a lot of tuneful melodies and plenty of
laughs.
Here is one picture that does not attempt to
follow regulation procedure in presenting correct college background. Instead, the antics
of college co-eds are burlesqued all over the
screen. There is a semi-serious attempt to carry
an on-the-level love interest, but this is overshadowed by the capable comedy put over by
Gus Shy, Bessie Love, Clifif Edwards, and
others.
On the reputation of the stage musical, plus
the fast-moving and wholesome screen play,
"Good News" will stand up for showings in
the key extended runs and subsequent bookings down the line.
Gus Shy, comedian from the stage show,
scores an immediate hit in the picture part,
and shows he rates attention in future films.
Bessie Love takes advantage of eVery opportunity in her comedienne spot, and Cliff Edwards closely follows with his "uke." M-G-M
imported Mary Lawlor from the stage show
for the girl love interest, but she will soon be
trouping back to New York. Her voice has
a tremble and wave that is easily picked up
by the "mike," and it's just another case where
a voice can get over on the stage but it fails
to pass muster after going through the sound
recording machines.
Stanley Smith carries the romantic lead as
the football hero in a satisfactory manner,
while Lola Lane surprises with the quality of
her ,song numbers. Delmar Daves, as the
tough "heavy" burlesqued, is capable.
The story isn't much — just a loose jumble
built around college atmosphere to obtain the
maximum amount of laughs and opportunities
for musical numbers. The varsity drag is
spotted in a Latin classroom, and there are
a few other dance ensembles included besides.
The regulation football game must be in any
college picture and is spotted here for a climax.
All the song hits of the stage show have
been retained in the picture with a few new
ones added for good measure.
Dravmttc shorts and newsreel required zvith
this one.
Produced and released by M-G-M. From musical
comedy by Schwab and Mandell, De Sylva, Brown
and Henderson. Directed by Edgar McGregor and
Nick Grinde. Screen nlay by Frances Marion.
.^dded dialogue by Joe Famham. Photographed by
Percy Hilburn. Length, about 8,100 feet. Running
time, about 80 minutes.
THE
CAST
Connie
Mary
Lawlor
Tom
:
Stanley
Smith
Babe
Bessie Love
Kearney
OifF
Edwards

Bobbie
Pat
Coach
Beef
Freshman
Professor

Kenyon

Picture
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Pictures
Gus Shy
Lola Lane
Thomas
Jackson
Delmar Daves
Billy Taft
Frank
McGlynn

The Man Hunter
( Warners — A II Talker)

Beautiful — But Dumb
{Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)
\X7HEN we say beautiful we mean the
* ' iungle and South Sea Island exteriors
used as local background for a weak offspring
of "White Cargo," handled oh, so dumbly. An
average programmer, aimed, we assume, to
please those who do not seek the very best in
film fare, that vast army of picture-goers who
will accept almost anything that comes along,
without squawking.
We wonder if producers realize how greatly
the inclusion of flat dialogue influences the entertainment value of a talker? In no spot does
this vehicle stack up as being first-rate picture
material, yet it has a few sufficiently strong
angles to raise it to a more impressive level, if
the weak, and at times stupid, lines assigned to
the characters did not interfere.
Another current Warner • release, "Isle of
Escape," contains many of the same sets. A
hotel and rum joint used is identically the same
as the indoor stuff in "The Man Hunter."
Somebody on the Warner lot apparently thought
a lot of the spot. Here's hoping they call it
Ross Lederman directed a pretty good cast,
quits.
although Rin Tin Tin responded more intelligently than his support.
Nora Lane, as Lady Jane Winton, travels to
a South Sea island where her deceased father
had a flourishing ivory trading post, in charge
of George Castle (John Loder), who decides
to play one tusk for the company and three for
himself. iLady Jane discovers the doctored
books, and, with the aid of Jim Clayton
(Charles Delanty), an outcast, routs Castle
and his henchman, Crosby (Pat Hartigan).
The usual clinch ends the spell.
The photography is excellent, and again the
outdoor shots are marvelous.
Strong suppo/t is needed in the lineup of
shorts played mth this. Use a dramatic act,
and a good comedy with some nmsic.
Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed by
Ross Lederman. Adapted by James A. Starr, from
the story by Lily Hayward. Dialogue by James A.
Starr. Length, 4,3S3 feet. Running time, 73 minutes. Release date, not set.
THE CAST
George Castle
John Loder
Ladv Jane Winston
Nora Lane
Tim Clayton
Charles Delaney
Rinty
Rin Tin Tin
Crosbv
Pat Hartigan
Maid
Christian Yves
Simba
Floyd
Shackleford
Buggs
Billy Fletcher
Charlie
John Kelly
r)ennis
Joe Bordeaux

ey's
from AllBlankl
Man {Warner—
Talker)
Bewildering ; Dubious B. O.
(Reviewed by Red Kaiin)

THE why of this is almost as bewildering as
the picture. Except that it may be John
Barrymore's insistence that he play in a straight
comedy to vary his long run of romantic roles.
"The Man from Blankley's" is an English
comedy, all wool and a couple of yards wide.
Too woolly for the average American fan to
grasp. In the bier towns, the picture may have
a chance,
too
bad. but in all others, it looks as if it's just
Out of the maze of sequences, most of them
dull and all certainly long-winded, the idea
finally seeped through to this reviewer that Lord
Strathpeffer,
played by Barrymore.
had hap-

pened into the wrong dinner party. The house
in which the heavy London fog landed him,
ossified, is the scene of a middle class dinner
affair to round out which a man from Blankley's
had been hired. Barrymore, of course, is mistaken for the hired guest and what happens
after that, happens because of the error. It
seems John was slated to visit some friends
interested with him in scarabs, pyramids and
Egyptology. Why he remained in the obviously
wrong surroundings as long as he does can only
be explained as a sweeping application of
author's license in concocting play material.
At any rate, Barrymore meets Loretta Young
there. They were near-sweethearts in the
bonnie highlands of Scotland where John had
almost proposed, then got himself drunker than
usual and disappeared for a couple of days.
However, Loretta is conveniently there and the
romance begins to bud anew. In the wash up,
Scotland Yard explains to the museum collection of guests that Barrymore is really of the
landed gentry. Come apologies and a shot of
the couple walking into the fog.
The part calls for a drunk all the way. And
Barrymore plays it with realism that usually
sparkles. His tendency to spread the English
accent on so broadly makes it difficult to make
out what he's talking about. Everybody in the
cast is super-English as a matter of fact except
Miss Young who remains strangely Middle
West throughout.
Needs strongest kind of short subject support.
Produced and distributed by Warners. Based on
play by F. Anstey. Directed, by Alfred Green.
Scenario by Harvey Thew and Joseph Jackson. Photographed by James Van Trees. Length, 6,156 feet.
Running time, 69 mins. Release date, May 24, 1930.
THE CAST
Lord StrathpeflPer
John Barrymore
Margery Seaton
Loretta Young
Mr.
Poffley
William
Austin
Uncle Gabriel Gilwattle
Albert Gran
Mrs.
Tidmarsh
Emily
Fitzroy
Mr. Tidmarsh
Dick Henderson
Dawes
Edgar
Norton
Mr.
Bodfish
Yorke
Sherwood
Miss
ninders
Dale
Fuller
Mr.
Ditchwater
D'Arcy
Mrs.
Gilwattle
Louise Corrian
Carver
Mrs. Ditchwater
May Millov
Mrs. Bodfish
Diana Hope
Miss Bule
Tiny Jones
Maid
Gwendolen
Logan
Gwennie
Angella Mawbv
Maid
Sybil Gn^e

Journey's End
(Tiffany— All

Talker)

A Superb Picture

(Reviewed by Red Kann)
LONG talked about and heralded far and
wide, "Journey's End" comes through from
Tiffany as one of the most powerful war pictures ever made. A noteworthy accomplishment, a credit to the producers, the director,
the
and the industry. "Journey's End"
will. cast,
be remembered.
Thebefore
play first
in London.
It wasn't
long
New saw
Yorklight
heard
about it, then
saw
it. Shortly thereafter, road companies hit the
big cities and everywhere, big business was
rolled up. In Gotham, critics, for once at least,
united in describing the play as one of the most
stirring that had played across the boards in
this country in many years.
Now comes the picture, a faithful transcript
of the play, treated with the same deft handling,
with a fine regard for shadings in drama and
characterization. Yet the question is : What
will it do at the box-office?
It is our suggestion that the exhibitor see
the picture if he can in order to determine for
himself. You have a tragic story with a tragic
ending. You have the grim, unrelenting background of war and the havoc it wrecks on man
and mind. You have a womanless cast speaking
English as it is spoken in London with frequent
burrs and unfamiliar word inflections to consider.
Yet, vou have a magnificent drama of courage

!
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Haw!
"Hookory Nook," which, according
fo dispatfhos, is convulsing London
audiences with lau^hlfr, will be distrihuted in this country by .M-(J-IM
as "One Kmbarrassinu Ninht," thus
disposing
ot" one enibarrassiuK
title.

and
a pathetic,
ert'cctive
relief restraint,
ably supplied
by Rillyyetlievan
and acomedy
tlienie
which, in some manner, remote or near, lias
affected the scheme of humans throughout the
world.
More strictly commercial, is the tremendous
'.vord-of-mouth commei'.t which R. C. Sheriff's
work has create<l. swelled by a score or more
road companies and what we assume will be a
natural and widespread desire to see this avidly
discussed play at prices keyed to the popular
scale. On the basis of that which the spectator
carries away from the screen, "Journey's End"
deserves a real success. Whether the sensibilities of the public are finely enough attuned to
grasp the beaut\ and significance of the film,
is another matter entirely.
Practically all of the story is played in a
front line dugout. Five British officers are the
principal characters : four of them seasoned,
one, just up from the ball camp. How the w-ar
plays its devilish pranks on each one is depicted
— powerfully and impressively. Stanhope, the
captain, played with a dramatic force that grips,
by Colin Clive, turns to liquor to bolster his
courage. Osbom, the most impressive character
of them all and played beautifully by Ian MacLaren, turns philosophic and fnuis his comfort
in "/Mice in Wonderland.'" Trotter, whether he
realizes it or not, takes it upon himself to
Pollyanna the group into a semblance of forgetfulness by his joviality. Billy Bevan, in the
role, is splendid.
Then there is Hibbert, played by Anthony
Bushell, whose terror gives way to a false
courage on finding his fear shared by Stanhope.
Into this war-seasoned group comes Raleigh,
fresh from school and with pre-conceived
notions of life at the front. His ideas are shattered one by one as the stark reality of the conflict is battered home. So well does David
Manners portray the role that you actually see
the mental conflicts through which he goes.
A raiding party results in Osborn's death.
Hibbert attempts to fake illness, until Stanhope
brings him into line at the point of a revolver.
Then comes the big drive. The conflict between
Stanhope, who is in love with Raleigh's sister,
burns until Raleigh is mortally injured. The
handful of men is being rapidly wiped out and
oblivion is inevitable for all that are left. As
Raleigh dies in the dugout, Stanhope is at his
side. Then the German guns begin to blow the
place to bits as the picture fades out.
The cast, down to the last man, does impressive work. Clive, as Stanhope gives a memorable performance. MacLaren as Osborn. is the
dominant figure by virture of his spiritual force.
You won't
other
leads forget
as well.his work. This applies to the
Dramatic highlights are too many to outline
in detail here. It is perhaps sufficient to point
out that "Journey's End" is as much stirring
and desolate, impressive and pathetic and very
much indeed a terrific indictment against war.
Let it ffo as is. unless you feel a straiaht
comedy wauld help. "Shoulder Arm," in this
case, is suggested.
Produced by Tiffany-Gainsborough. Distributed by
Tiffany. From play by R. C. Sherriff. Directed bv
James Whale. Continuity by Joseph Moncurem
March. Photogrraphed by Benjamm Kline. LenRfh,
11,416 feet. Running time 130 minutes. Release date
not set.
THE
Capt. Stanhope
1st Lieut.
Osborne
2nd Lieut. Raleigh
2nd
Lieut.
Hibbert
2nd Lieut
Trotter
Private Mason
i_^apt. Hardy
Sergeant
Major
Colonel..
German boy

CAST
Colin Clive
Ian Maclaren
David
Manners
Anthonv
Bushell
Bijly Bevan
Charles Gerrard
Robert -X'Dair
Thomas
Whitely
Jack Pitcairn
Warner Klinger

Picture
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Several Corking Comedies Are
Highlights of Week's Shorts
"Mickey's Luck"
Reels)

(Dartiwur-RKO—2

"Dad Knows Ik'st"

{liducalioiuil — Talker — Z Keels)

Smart Fun

Kid Program Comedy
?<]V>1
latest young
Larry
iVl ICKL;Y'S
Darmour luck,"
comedy the
featuring
Mickey McGuire, is entertaining chiefly because of a trained mule and some ingenious
contraptions, including a piano and a fire
wagon. Mickey and his friends do a song
which is as goo<l as child performers can manage. A little different twist to the plot to
eliminate situations, in which the guilty escapes while the innocent are punished might
have made this suitable for children's matinees. As it is, it is doubtful. Albert Herman
directed the production, which unfortunately
has lost the spontaneity which makes a gang of
children interesting. Mickey is too cocky.
Strong support essential.

"Spills and Thrills"
(Pathe—Sportlight—l

Reel)

Thrills and Spills

GRANTLAXD
RICE
alwaysHisbe newest
counted on for fine
filmcanfare.
"Sportlight" offers interesting and thrilling
action, with an outboard water rodeo at Winter Haven, Fla., the highlight. Running time,
7 minutes.
Fiiie short for diversifying a bill headlining
a dramatic feature.

CLASSY piece done by Jack White, who injected a strongcentering
lineup of
high falutin"
comedy material
around
Taylor
Holmes and Helen Bolton. There is very little
of the old slapstick used, White relying more
on dialogue and natural situations as they dcvelope<l to build up comedy material. Holmes
tries to fix things with the hardboiled mother
of his son's fiancee. A little dinner party,
plenty of liquor and presto! Things are all
straightened out and Holmes, a prosi)erous
widower, talks the old lady into a double
wedding. Xicely built up. Running time, 20
minutes.
(^ood match for a musical comedy feature.

"The People Versus—"

(yitaphoneJokes
I'ariclics
.vXl — 1 Reeh
in S<>.
a Jail
THIS
is a good
old gag
onereel comedy
drama
short.turned
Thereinto
is apatho>
in the opening shot of a mother greeting hir
son who has been arrested. Frank Campeau
plays the part of the hardened habitue of the
underworld who "spills" to I'at O'Malley.
handling the role of the district attorney. Campeau figures {^'Mallcy to be the attorney sent
to defend
him. There's
laugh athisthe
"tag"
when
the district
attorney a discloses
identity.
Kimning time 6 minutes.
Should be run unth light feature.

"He Trumped Her Ace"

"The Hash Shop"

{Sennctt-Educ'l — 2 Rccis )

( ( 'nivcrsal-Sound — I Reel)

A Corker

's himseli
out-Sennett
NET Tcomedy
MACK
that
on bridge
with aSEXcorking
will be appreciated by players and non-players
anke because the comedy situations are so well
handled. Marjorie Beebe and Johnny Burke
click with their dialogue. The comedy highlights, of course, center around the bridge table,
with the climax coming from a kibitzer who
advises Johnny to play the wrong card at the
physychological moment, said card being a
trump over Marjorie's ace. Same kibitzer
happens to be the judge at the divorce proceedings which are instituted as an outcome to the
wrong play. You should laugh just figuring
out this situation even before you see the picture. Book this one by all means, and don't
lay down on billing it up to the skies — it's
worth it and then some. Runnin"' time, 19
minutes.
This one can hold up the comedy end of any
program.

"The Lightning Express"
(Unizrrsal — Sound and Effci-ts — Serial)

Great for Serial Addicts

WELL-MADE
serial, crammed with typical
serial action, greatly enhanced by the
jazz party atmosphere.
Louise Lorraine and Lane Chandler are featured. Henry Macrae directed. The support
includes Al Ferguson and Greta Granstedt.
The story involves the B. & M. railroad,
which had been pushing its way into new territory when its president, John Venable. dies.
His son is left to carry on with the work, but
heavy dissipation interferes. A scheming group
of cowboys offers resistance to the road in extending lines to new territory, causing several
hot fights. Macrae did a good job in the f^rst
three episodes reviewed to date. Running
time, each approximately 19 minutes.
Domestic comedy feature zvould be suitable.

Typical Cartoon Stuff
CONT.MXIXG the usual lineup of music
and sound synchronized gags found in the
average
cartoon. does
Thisnot"Oswald"
num-to
ber, whilesound
entertaining,
measure up
many of its predecessors. Running time, 9
minutes.
Okay for heavy feature contrast.

"And Wife"
{I'itaplwnc

.5676—1
Fast I'arictlrs
DivorceXo. Satire

Reel)

THIS comedy, written by Betty Burbridge,
will stir laughs from any sort of an audience. Bernice Elliott and Frank Davis are cast
in the fast moving roles and sputter off the pitter in neat fashion. The action occurs in a hotel
room where the man. upon awakening from his
pre-marital farewell dinner hangover finds his
ex- wife in bed with him. The plot hinges around
the fact that he is marrying another girl because she forced him into it. The ex-wife finds
the way out and they depart happily with a
nice
.snapper at the finish. Running time. 10
minutes.
Good enouoh comedx to bolster a 7iYah feature bill.

"Absent Minded"
{Vitaphone

Varieties

Xo.

^h^~-[

Just an Old, Old Gag

Reel)

NOW
here is an old time sure-fire vaud hit —
it never has yet failed to draw laughs —
the skit about the absent-minded bird who fors-i^ets everything, including his own name. In
this case he forgets his sweetie's name, how
to propose, etc. He ties knots in handkerchiefs
and strings on his fingers and then forgets
what they mean. In the end he is cured — and
that's the gag. Bobby Perkins; and Wallace Ford
utes.
are the bright lights. Running time, 10 min-

Entertainment enough for ordinary programs.
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Federal Theatres
Takes Over Nine
Chicago Houses
The Federal Theatres Co., a holding
company, has been organized to take over
the Bird Theatres Corporation. The nine
National playhouses of this city recently
passed to the Bird corporation on the dissolution of their receivership. Officers of
the Federal Theatres Co., the new operators
of the National theatres, are: Frederick
Pierce, Philadelphia financier, president ;
James Coston, Coston Booking Circuit, Chicago, vice-president and general manager ;
Robert O. Farrell, Chicago, attorney, vicepresident ; T. J. Corbett, Chicago, vicepresident, and Paul King, Chicago,
treasurer.

Lorch Holding Sales
Meetings in Mid-West
Harry Lorch, mid-west division manager
of Pathe, has scheduled a series of sales
meetings throughout his district desigTied to
plug the Pathe circus picture, "Swing
High." First of the meetings was held at
the Stevens Hotel here. In attendance were
J. J. Clarke, Chicago manager; H. A.
Silverberg, Detroit manager ; T. Greenwood,
Milwaukee manager ; Tom North, Van Beuren special representative; Dan Roche, publicity director for mid-west division, and
the following salesmen and bookers : Tom
Delaney, Sig Decker, Charles Filkins, C.
Lundjjren, W. Drake, George Pratt, all of
Chicago ; A. Chapman, C. E. Runkle, F.
Bonnem and F^ Strubank, of Detroit ; R.
Baldwin. S. Chapman and L. Clark, of
Milwaukee.

Beauty Winner Clicks
Willis Kent, producer of "The Primrose
Path" (Tech-Art), screened his production
for a large group of independent exhibitors
here last week, with the result that plenty
of Chicago theatres will be announcing its
advent in the near future. The cxhibs are
said to have favored the production in a
big way.
Dorothy Granger, a 17-year-old beauty
contest winner, is cast in "Primrose Path"
for her first time in pictures, and is said to
come close to stealingf the picture. On the
strength of her performance, which is in a
minor part, Hal Roach gave her a five-year
contract, Kent relates.

Picture

N eiv s

Wabash Ave. — South
THE
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer bowling team
is demonstrating its ability with decisiveness. In a three-game meet recently, it disposed of a Paramount team by a score of 2,360
to 2,206, and in a later game took the measure
of the Fo.x team by a score of 2,255 to 2,116.
Members of the M-G-M aggregation include J.
Kemptgen, L. Shellstrom, D. Frankel, C. Vetrover and H. Bennin. . . . United Artists'
officials, who stopped off on their way to the
Coast for new production and sales conferences, included Al Lichtman, E. C. Jensen,
Lou Lusty, Bruce Gallup. Lichtman will return here in about three weeks for a sales convention.

* *

*

The Essancss Logan theatre was equipped
with W. E. sound last zveek. . . . Jack Kecfc,
in charge of publicity for Fox Wisconsin theatres (formerly Midwesco), was a visitor on
Film Row last week. Keefe reported that a
successful Spring Fashion Revue is under way
at the Fox Uptoivn, Milwaukee. Ten local
merchants are cooperating with the staging of
the Reznie, which will be concluded Saturday.
April 11. . . . Publix Theatres are reported
to be presenting women patrons at certain
matinees in their Class A houses 'with a "RunMender Needle" throughout the period of the
Publix Pageant of Progress celebration. It
is emphatically denied that the article can be
utilised in the approved methods of improving
near beer.

* * *

The Milford recently erected a $20,000 exterior canopy. House has been completely
renovated and Spring cleaning completed. . . .
The Terrace (Publix-Great States) at Danville, 111., has made a price cut. New scale :
Matinees, adults, 15c; children, 10c. Nights
and Sundavs, adults, 20c ; children, 10c. . . .
Warren Nolan, special exploitation man for
United Artists, was in town for advance publicity work on "Lummox," which opened at the
United Artists here last week. He will return
in a few weeks for exnloitation work on "Puttin' on the Ritz." which follows "Lummox"
into the U. A. Nolan has chartered a Ford
tri-motpr plane, in which Harry Richman and

A Modern Showman
"Ingagi," Congo picture, grossed
$11,600 in a week at the Garrick, a
near-record intake for this house
which plays legit attractions chiefly.
The big gross was made by cashing in
on noon-day Lenten services which
were conducted at the house. The
management jammed the lobby with
hot poster displays, showing gorillas
on the make for nude native women
in the jungles.. The plugs proved an
efifective
draw for the evangelist's
earlier crowd.
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Chicago Jonah
For Sono Art,
Thomas Finds
Harry Thomas, vice-president of Sono
.\rt-World Wide, held several business conferences with local exchange men while here,
en route to the Coast, last week.
The company's product, he reported while
here, is doing well everywhere but in Chicago. The situation is something of an
enigma to members of the Chicago exchange, who are at a loss to explain why
this district should be less receptive than
any other throughout the country in the
matter of Sono Art- World Wide product.
Thomas's conferences here were of several
davs' duration.

Parnass Leaves Industry
I. R. Parnass, star salesman for the local
Warner Bros.-Vitaphone exchange, resigned
this week and will enter the wholesale millinery business in Dallas, Texas, his home
town, in the near future. He is also interested inan oil venture in the Texas Panhandle, according to report. Parnass, at the
time of his resignation, was leading all
Warner Bros, salesmen throughout the
country in extra play dates obtained in the
current Sam E. Morris Month drive.
other U. A. personalities will be conveyed here
for the "Ritz" opening. An elaborate prois planned for the launching of this picturegramhere.

* *

*

Carl Fulton, president of the E. E. Fulton
Co.. is vacationing at Hot Springs, Ark. . . .
LcRov Alexander, district manager of Sono
Art-World Wide, rounded up some good
orders in Minneapolis last zveek. . . . James
Whale,
directorin of
Tiffany's
"Journey's
was
a z'i.fitor
tozm
zvhile en
route to End."
New
York for the Gaiety ot>cning of his zvar picture. . . . Eddie Weisner of Milzvaukee,
mayiagcr of Celebrated Pictures, zcas a Film
Rozv z'isitnr last week. . . . Irznng Mandell
to Nezv York. . . . Henri Elhnann. too. . . .
And Jack Miller. .* . * . *Atid Jimmv Coston.
"Party Girl" (Tiffany), playing here under injunction restraining the local censors
from interfering, completes a three-weeks run
•Tt Iho Woods and opened at the Granada. Marbro and .-Xvalon, .'\pril 11. . . . Dan Martin
announces the reopening of his Rutler theatre
with RCA sound and a Tiffanv franchise. . . .
Charlie Loewenberg in Detroit phieging "Cohens and Kellvs in Scotland" (U). . . .
"^1. G. M. in two drives for extra plav dates:
Cook Countv Plav Date Week. April 27 to
May 3, and City Play Date Week, May 4-10.
. . . Earl Kramer of RKO in town.
K.\NF.

April
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PICTURE NEWS

C^e^y 'HJeek — fot c\(u/ual yaene/ii e^n^ ^toertef^f^

Conducted

By An Exhibitor For. ExHiBiTORji

"Alibis!"
Sl^rj,IXCi your attractions and
your theatre represents the
major portion of any niana,i^er"s job these days. Rut what we
would hke to know is : do you send
your oftice results or alibis?
We are pronii)ted to ask this
(|uestion because we recently visited
four theatres located in Nmall cdiumunities and. in our estimation,
they were almost on a i)ar in drawing^ power and class ot patronai^e.
Yet, on a certain .t^ood jiicture
three of the houses turned in exceptional receipts, while the fdurth
''fio])ped"— and how I
Knowin,^- the boys as I know
them, ^ave me the opportunity of
askin.q" them how they sold this ])articular attraction, and they were
frank in their conversations. Tn
one town the manager tied up with
all the schools to excellent returns :
he also worked out a campaign
with the loc.'d merchants.
Similar stunts and tie-ups were
effected by the other two successful
men. lUit the "bird"' who flopped
looked like a school-boy caug'ht
throwin<^ black-!)oard erasers when
I started to talk about what HE

did.
He

'was' g'onig' to tie-up w ith
every store in the town.
He "was" about to work up a
special show for the kiddies.
He "thought" he would stage a

contest
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.\nd when
a lilt boiled
(if other
which,
down"baloney,"
to facts,
meant applesauce for the house.
Results: not at the box office,
i^xcept in the falling off of the receii)ts if you want to call atiything
like that results.
*
*
*
.\ow listen, boy^. We stand
ready, week in and week out. to
back up any argument in your
favor. We want to see managerial
conditions inijirove and we do know
that our constant harping on one
bad condition or the other is making certain theatre executives stop,
look and listen.
lUit if YOU are not delivering
the goods and not going out after
every attraction booked into your
house, then you are laying down on
the iob and you are one ot the boys,
whose actions are making it tough
sledding for the rest of us.
Do i)roper justice to your theatre.
Do your damndest for the pictures
vou must run. Watch every dollar
like a bull-dog and save the pennies
wherever you possibly can. Ijut
don't lay down and exjiect the house
all by its lonesome.
to i)ile ui^es i)rotits
such things hapi)en. but
.Sometim
they are the exceptions rather than
the rule.
If you have made the showbusiness your future and want to

like
shows
get somew
your out"
put "ste])
s and then
dickenhere,
the
over.
'Cluck"
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In presenting this new, exclusive feature of the Club pages, we want to impress upon our readers
the fact that we have merely tried to state our reactions to the various pictures reviewed. No comment is
to be construed as criticism in any sense of the word. We try to point out the exploitation angles and
possibilities without regard to the good or bad elements in the productions. If you will keep in mind
that these reviews are based strictly on such conditions and that we liave not attempted to make an
individual study of each picture, then you will be accepting these reviews in the proper spirit. As we go
along reviewing pictures, from week to week, we will try to improve and elaborate on the exploitation and
advertising possibilities of the pictures. We are trying to serve YOU and we sincerely hope that we are
succeeding.
"CHICK"
LEWIS

Tiffany

"HONEY"

"JOURNEY'S

Paramount

Speaking from the exploitation angle, this one IS a Honey
for any live-wire showman to sell. The title alone will tell
you that, but to go even further, just visualize the possibilities
of tie-ups in connection with that title.
First crack out of the box you HAVE names. There is
(in addition to Nancy Carroll) Lillian Roth, who has scored
in some recent outstanding pictures, and how she sings "Sing
You Sinners" is nobody's business. Then you have Skeets
Gallagher (if he means anything in your town), Zasu Pitts
who cries her way right through the whole shindig. Harry
Green, whose philosophy about "dames" will provide you with
plenty of material for advertising purposes. Stanley Smith,
who
Nancy in who
"Sv/eetie."
Mitzi scored
Green, with
the youngster
knocked And
themdon't
for aoverlook
row of
belly-laughs in "Marriage Playground." Maybe the kids uplift societies will make a kick about the role she plays in this
one. But that don't detract one bit from the great work she
does
in "Honey."
Second
crack out of the box: You can tie up every kind of
store in your town, and we believe that even the undertaker
would listen to a proposition. Candy windows, soda fountain
specials, dress shops and what not are all your prospects and
they will greet you with open arms at the mere suggestion
of co-operation on a picture like this.
The title is a natural. The cast is a natural. The story
will never make 'em sit up nights thinking about it, but it has
entertainment,
don't mean
anything
else out
but to sell
. Soa
what else can and
any we
showman
ask when
he sets
picture to his customers?
Give the songs plenty of advance play so that when the
picture hits your house, they will be humming and whistling
as they go out with a feeling that they have been entertained.
"Sing You Sinners," "Let's Be Domestic," "In My Little Hope
Chest" and all the others.
In billing this attraction don't overlook the line that; it's the
successor to "Sweetie." They liked that one, so whatever
you claim for this one will meet with no arguments after they
have seen it.
You can tie up with your newspaper on a contest called —
"What do you know about dames?' They will have to get
Harry Green's viewpoint to appreciate this gag, but it offers
possibilities for advertising purposes just the same. You can
even tell them that Green will answer that question in the
picture.
A good catch line would be — "Sing You Sinners, 'Cause
Honey Is Coming." And dozens of other ideas along the
same lines should come to your mind when you sit down to
dope out your teaser and advance campaign. You can go all
your gags on "Sweetie" one better, because you can tell them
that this is better than "Sweetie."
A good stunt would be to buy up plenty of cheap, thin dish
towels and imprint them "Crying Towels" and tie in Zasu
Pitts and the picture. String them across your lobby or front
(of
in keeping
house). different
This, and
many other
gags it's
could
be workedwith
fromyour
a hundred
angles.
It's all right to chop out a lot of suggestions on the exploitations possibilities of a picture, but with "Honey" there are
so many that you won't have any trouble at all in selling
them and the box office should take a decided jump upwards
when the pictures get into your house.
If you're a showman at all, you'll be able to create a whale
of
in this one, and even if you're not so "hot." you'll*
stillinterest
do business.

END"

The first thing to remember is that this production is a
war story, but despite the claim that the public is tired of war
stuff, the play is still on Broadway and has rounded out a full
So keeping these factors in mind you must first consider
your
year. surrounding program when you book this one into your
house. From my own viewpoint, a corking slap-stick comedy
should either precede or follow the showing of the picture.
Where the comedy is spotted, depends on your own judgment
of your audience's reaction to morbid pictures.
There is one point I would stress; namely, try to see the
picture before you run it. You will then get a better idea of
what you have to handle than if you depend on regtilar reviews or distributing office propaganda. No one knows your
patronage better than YOU, therefore our advice to see the
picture yourself if it is at all possible.
One of your best bets, from the exploitation and tieup angle,
is the local American Legion Posts or any other patriotic
organizations. Previews by invitation to include all persons
of importance in the civic or religious circles of your community should be productive of some good indorsements for
use in your newspaper copy. Play it up as a "SWEEPING
STORY OF HUMAN iiMOTIONS." When the picture
plays at your theatre, surround it with a lot of showmanship.
Especially towards the finish where the dugout goes dark.
Darken your houselights until nothing but the exit lights are
on and keep them that way vmtil the finish of the picture.
THEN, shoot with a light record on your non-sync, or the
organ. You must figure on lifting them out of the gripping
feeling that the picture is bound to leave them in.
Play up the fact that the play is STILL on Broadway and
packing them in at every performance. One of the road companies must have passed your way. That will give you a chance
to capitalize on the impression the visit may have left on the
community in general.
Let them know that the play was written by an Englishman. And since the dialect of that country predominates, you
must get the idea across that the cast is practically all-English. If they expect to hear American doughboy slang, you
will be starting them off under a handicap, because half the
picture will be over before they can accustom themselves to
the dialect.
If your community knows anything at all about the play
then you have one decided advantage. Play it up strong.
Tell them it is the SENSATION OF NEW YORK. THE
SENSATION OF LONDON. AN INTERNATIONAL
SENSATION.
THE HUMAN
SIDE OF THE WAR.
When you start thinking about the front and marque, any
good display will fit the needs. In this respect, at least, you
can go as far as you like. But a good front display on this
attraction is not going to put it over. Handle it with kid
gloves and make the most of whatever local situation exists in
your favor and in favor of the picture.
A good street car gag would be banners on the sides of the
cars reading — "Our Journey's End is to see 'Journey's End'
at the Blank theatre." The same could be applied to taxicab
tire covers. Arrows reading "To the Journey's End" and
painted on sidewalks, fences, empty store windows, etc.
You'll have a tough time selling this one with the "old
reliable"
stunts.
They just
won't
meanreally
anything.
have to see
this picture
yourself
if you
want to You'll
do it
justice in your exploitation or advertising. No doubt, the
Club pages will carry plenty of stuff on this picture, but it
will then be too late in many theatres, to dope out a campaign.
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Just as we developed the Round Table pafjex, it is our intention to develop thin new phase of the
Club's activities. Which means: we want YOl li sur/f/eslions for iniprovinf/ the exploitation reviews, just
as we wanted, and used, your su(/(/eslions in niakint/ t lie Ctiil) department uliiil it is tiidai/. ft tliere is
some particular pliase in connection with these reviews which we liave overlooked, call it to our attention
and it will be t/ivrn every possible consideration. Are you interested in the various national tie-ups in
conjunction with each release? Would a reproduction of the posters mean anything/ to you in the planninfi of your campaigns? We want to make this new feature as valuable as possible, but to do so we must
depend upon tlie live-wire showmen to guide us along tlie lines of what they want and need. feet's get
be/iind this fellows, and we'll all get the most out of it.

"THE GIRL
M-GMSAID NO "
Do you want speed? Will a "nut" picture boost your receipts? Is your audience fond of comedy — and plenty of it?
Or perhaps they like stars? Well, you have all of these things
— and more in this rapid moving attraction.
For exploitation and advertising purposes you can play up
Bill Haines, especially if your patrons like him. Then you
have additional stars in the cast, namely: Polly Moran and
Marie Dressier (don't advertise them as a team because of
their work in "Chasing Rainbows"). Leila Hyams will make
'em love her. Bushman, Jr., plays the villain; put them altogether, you have a darned fine cast to start working on this
attraction.
The title "The Girl Said No" possesses plenty of good selling
angles and ties in naturally with many co-operative schemes.
A "joke" contest is just a suggestion, but certainly offers possibilities. Use a good teaser campaign. Again the title gives
you ample opportunity in this direction. Store tie-ups are
good from many different lines.
The background of the picture includes, among other things,
a stock broker's office, automobile stunts, night clubs, restaurants, etc. Which means you can make a special play along
these particular lines. Leila's bridal costume should open the
door to many window displays in the better stores.
"What would you do if your girl said no? is a good line
for your advance and newspaper campaigns. A street ballyhoo
of a chap walking around the town apparently crying into a
handkerchief, with a sign on his back reading- 'The Girl Said
No." This could be used in advance and then the theatre
name and play-dates added.
As this is a tough baby to walk into the middle of, play
up your feature starting time. The change of pace is particularly strong, with the story hittin' on all cylinders and then
a quick change to slow action necessitated by the plot. Therefore, the warning about the starting time on your screen and
programs, as well as your newspaper ads.
Since there are so many good, hearty laughs you should
certainly play it up from that angle even if you neglect every
other bet. Tell them — "if they never laugh for months, they
will on this one." Play up the stars, the story and the situations for all they are worth because the customers won't be
disappointed. They will get their money's worth and that's
what you want to know when you start out to sell vhem an
idea that they ought to see this picture.
I caught the "action and talk" trailer on this one before it
opened and it tells them too much about the picture. I'd
sooner see it sold strictly via its title and stars than through
too many scenes from the picture. A good trailer in advance
of the opening would be a separate flash of each word in the
title, and end it up with some appropriate catch lines that fit
the star and the story.
If Haines is a b.o. draw in your house you will surely do
business and they will beg for more, if he happens to be
"not so hot" for your biz. then you can still interest them with
the many exploitation angles this one offers. The regular review will give you enough of the "inside" of the story to
provide you with "what it's all about," and the few suggestions above that we pass along should help you do the rest.
"It's as broad as it's long," says the classics, and we tell you
the same thing as far as this picture is concerned. If your
"idea" foundry is functioning properly you'll have no trouble
getting the cash customers all worked up to see this production. Take the title, the stars, the side-ligh'.s of the picture,
work them out to suit your local conditions and then listen to
the merry hum of the ticket machine in the box office.

"PUTTIN'

ON THE

Untied Arlisls

RITZ"

Sitting at a desk in New York makes it rather hard to know
whether the name, Harry Richman, means anything to you
fellows scattered throughout the average small towns and
cities, but regardless of whether his name is b. o. to your
theatre, we can convey the glad tidings to everyone who has
bought: "Here is a peach for exploitation in any theatre."
It possesses good names besides Richman. It has marvelous comedy touches. It will bring a tear or two to the
eye. And the songs are sure winners no matter where else
you may disagree with us. The final scenes are in Technicolor
and bring the story to one of its best climaxes.
For advertising and exploitation purposes you can work any
number of different gags and they will surely lend themselves
to the picture. You can release a few hundred balloons with
miniature high hats, and tags, plugging the picture, also adding
some passes to key up interest when they come down. A
small baby upright, borrowed from a piano dealer, placed in
the lobby in advance of the opening, together with a singer
or team in tuxedos and high hats plugging the songs, is another good idea providing you have not worked this slant too
recently.
For teaser advertising in your programs, trailers, and newspapers, you can start something like this: Use a box, leaving
plenty of white space, set on top — "Reserved for Blank Theatre," then in very small type at bottom of box: "P. S. — We're
'Puttin' On the Ritz' for next week." Keep building up the
type size on these teasers until you're ready to shoot with your
first opening announcement. "The same idea can be worked
up to good advantage in dozens of different ways.
Richman's voice records so well that you need not hesitate
to play up this fact at all. We even suggest you get some
of his phonograph records of hits from the picture and play
them over a loud horn on your marquee or in the lobby.
Encourage your music store tie-ups to rig up similar gags in
front of their show windows. One live-wire showman out
west worked a good angle in this conection when he planted
horns at the busiest intersection of the city and played song
hits from the picture to great returns in newspaper publicity,
etc. If you've run any of Jimmy Gleason's pictures in your
house before this one, play him up, as he will win your audience with his fine comedy work.
"Ritzy" double trucks, and a lot of other co-oi>erative tieups can be worked on this one if handled in the proper way
and PROVIDING you haven't worked the co-op. advertising
angle to death. The title lends itself to many other live
forms of exploitation and any wide-awake showman will make
good use of it without having the ideas set forth in detail.
By all means play up the songs in advance of the picture's
opening. They are "Singing a Vagabond Song," 'Puttin' On
the Ritz," "Alice In Wonderland," "There's Danger In Your
Eyes Cherie" and "With You.". Get together with your local
radio station (if you have a drag there) and see that the picture play dates are plugged in conjunction with the songs.
Your music dealers will hop to your aid because it means business for them. Make 'em give you outstanding window displays. Play up the "high hat" angle from every slant. Buy
up as many old ones as you can lay your hands on. Hang
them in your lobby, foyer and under your marquee. A good
street
frock
them
copy.
ladies

ballyhoo would be several men dressed
coats, high hats, etc.. and walking around
several days as a teaser, then let them
and, tipping their high hats, hand out a

in "ritzy" style,
the town. Use
walk up to the
card with good
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FRANK''

reproduced be'.ow was accidentally
photog:raph
The up
and through an error we credited the stunt,
mixed
which appeared in the issue of Feb. 22, under the heading "Ads and Ballyhoo Are Important Factors for
Stevenson" to D. F. Stevenson, manager of the Lincoln
Theatre in Trenton, N. J. The ballyhoo is the property
of Frank B. Hill and was used in conjunction with
Frank's showing of "Sweetie." We want to thank him
for bringing this to our attention, and we hasten to
offer our apologies. Considering the vast amount of
material received at Club headquarters a mistake of
this sort rarely happens and we know that Frank will
bear with us.

12,

1 930

CLUD

bore copy reading: EXTRA! EXTRA! DYNAMITE FOUND
IN THEATRE, and then in smaller type, underneath the
"scare" head, he carried copy relative to the theatre and pla>
date. The paper permitted the use of their regular newsboyt.
for distribution of the extras and this stunt sure made them
sit up and take notice of the picture. In addition to the extra
gag, Merriman also had 300 special cards made up with the
usual "Warning" copy on it together with the theatre and play
date, and these were conspicuously displayed in appropriate
places throughout the city.
We want to say now that no matter how old that "red extra
gag" is it will generally be found capable of breezing home a
box-office winner, and if you've got a picture that you w.ant to
make a big splash on and can pull this gag, your b. o. will be
Ijoosted — and don't forget — you don't have to wait for a
"natural" to come along, most any picture will do — for after
all it's the way you make up your copy, and since we've got a
bunch of fine showmen in the CLUB it's unnecessary to say
more, because when a member of the CLUB sees an opportunity he grabs it and doesn't wait for the business to come to
him — he goes out and gets it.
With the type of high-pressure showmanship that Merriman
is displaying out in Toledo his business must always be way
above par and we want to thank him for passing this along to
us and we hope that he becomes a very active contributor to
the CLUB'S pages as we want to hear more of his livewire
activities.
How about it "J. H."?
Let's hear from you.

One

La

Bar's

'*Sally'*

tuntA_ Created
A
A
.L J
r^
S,
^ ^
_
J^Tnfprp^f
^^ t <^ J^^a t
Of
Tot

of

the

highlights

in

^gr. F. LaBar's campaign on

Theatre,
Asheville,
was
the C,Plaza
at N.
"Sally" playing

angle
song store.
^jth
on the music
prominent
*y'"S a up
The music store furnished a
piano and a lady player for entertainment in the lobby at no
cost to the theatre other than be permitted to advertise and
sell their music.
The lobby stunt created lots of attention. And to enlarge
upon the idea, Manager LaBar secured the services of a young

Novelty was injected in J. H.
Merriman's lobby display at
the Valentine Theatre in Toledo, Ohio, through the use of
an advertisement that appeared
MOTION
in the
recently
~
PICTURE NEWS on "Dynamite" and was made up in striking colors.
The ad itself was very unusual, eight patjes being usetl in
the make-up, with each page bearing a letter of the word
"Dynamite,"
a scene
fromused,
the Merriman
picture. As
this
ad
was one ofand
the carrying
most novel
ads ever
decided,

Adding Novelty to
His Lobby Display
Helped Merriman

lady
to sing
the hit numbers
the personality,
picture "Sally."
This
girl, who
is attractive
and has a from
pleasing
has caused
a lot of favorable comment.
Tile music store also had a co-operative window display
.showing the song numbers from the picture as well as dismaterial
theatre, playing
cast advertising
and play
dates. on "Sally" and giving name of

to employ it for his own use. and had a panel made up of it,
and when the re-arranged and completed ad was put on display
in the lobby it created an effective attention getter and helped
a lot ill the selling of the picture.
Through a tie-up with the "Toledo Time3," Merriman pulled
the old "red extra gag" which as you all know consists of imprinting the front page of a newspaper in flaming red, and since
Merriman was selling "Dynamite" the front page of the paper

Art B. Taylor Says:
"The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB has
been the source of a good many ideas for me and
I am more than grateful for them. I trust also
that the little things I am sending will help some
other fellow out"
Manager,
Rialto Theatre,
Beeville, Texas.

And as the picture with this story shows, these odd panels
and cutouts were some of the finest that have come to our
attention in many a month. Pay particular attention to the
beauty of these pictures and art displays, especially the one
under the marquee showing Marilyn Miller, holding a large
reserved seat ticket in her hand.
This is great work, LaBar, and we would certainly like to
hear a whole lot more about what you are doing down your
\\;t\.
How about it?

/I pril
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"Sweetheart Week
"LOBBY LAFFS"
Was Innovated By
For Stunt
Damon
In a recent issue we published an account of the activities of A. J. Damon, manager
of the Lincoln-Dixie Theatre
in Chicago Heights, 111., and
promised that we would record more of this enterprising
showman's work in the near future.
As an example of the way he works in new slants for his
pictures we need only to tell you about the "Sweetheart Week"
he innovated in conjunction with his showings of "The Kiss"
and "Sweetie." To advertise the special week, he used a street
ballyhoo, which consisted of a man being concealed inside a
large cut-out of a heart. The cut-out bore copy announcing
the week and the theatre.
In the lobby he arranged a striking display in the form of a
parlor suite, occupied by a handsome young couple whose
duties were to act as host and hostess. They sat on a divan
looking romantically happy, and passed out cards which told
of the pictures for the coming week. Included in the setting
was an orthophonic victrola which plugged the theme songs
from the pictures. The stunt had them talking all during
the week it was used and proved an effective medium.
We want to thank Damon for passing this one along and
we hope that he will keep us posted in the future as to what
else he is doing to keep them coming up to the box-office.

Underseas Display
Was Valuable To
Cohen's Business

By

Dick

Kirschbaum

i>'.

RCHIS

O

TRA;

NTM-

T5|(

(5^A

Irving Cohen used a unique
lobby display that derived lots
of attention
for "Mysterious
Island" playing at the State
Theatre, Omaha, Nebr.

Cohen
promoted
big water.
goldfish tank and
filled itawith
And on the bottom of the tank which was made of glass, were put
toy submarines, fish, mermaids, boats, etc., to make it look like
the bottom of the ocean.
In front and around the tank the theatre's artist made a
mask painted like rocks and with the title of picture and play
dates on it as well as stills from the picture.
Green and white asher lights played on the display and with stage
grass around and below it, it made a very attractive display and
drew an unusual amount of attention.

Here's a good idea for some of you other fellows
cash in
on if you are wide-awake, and we are sure it is a to
stunt that
will cause the customers to look and laugh if it is handled in
as clean-cut a manner as Irving handled it. You will remember that not long ago, we told you how he pulled the aeroplane
stunt, and this as a follow-up sort of makes it sound like some
good stuff is due from Omaha and Irving Cohen. How
about it?

PINCUS' PULLS ONE!
Charlie Pincus engineered a most unusual tie-up and a novel
publicity story in connection with the showing of "Happy
Days" in Nebraska, so we pass it along to you.
As the accompanying cut
shows, a regiment of Western Union telegraph boys
'Telegram From Janet Gaynor'
set forth to deliver special
telegrams to thousands of
residents in the community
where the Paramount is located. You will note from
the cut, which appeared
with a three column story
in the "Omaha News," howfine a piece of free publicity they grabbed in connection with it, and we want
to compliment Charlie on
th's excellent piece of exploitation.
Let's hear some more from you, Pincus, and be sure to pass
along the details of what you are doing out there in Omaha.

Palac€- Nfccufbrf neuJS-

' Our Motto Is Service ! !!"
An

excellent

combination

herald was turned out by Irof
manager
Alexander,
the RivoU
Theatre in Rox-

Alexander Makes
TV /T
1 TT
^^
Good
Use
OI r Mats

ving

m

"PartyMass.,
bury, -The
and
Sky onHawk

UA/TI
TT
Herald
Make-Up TT

Measuring twelve
inches, the herald was printed in black and white
quality paper. By working in his mats, Alexander
a very forceful effect that was bound to strike the

Girl"
by seven
on good
achieved
eye and

assure the heralds being read. On one side "Party Girl,"
replete with selling copy that carried a wallop, enhanced by
well selected mats, made you read it from start to finish, while
a catch line on the bottom requested that you read the
other side.
The reverse side carried a striking lay-out for "The Sky
Hawk," that elaborated on and enumerated the various highlights of the picture. We are sorry that space will not permit
our reproducing the herald, as we would like to give you
another example of the effect that may be achieved from the
judicious use of mats, but we feel sure that we will be hearing
more of Alexander's work in the future and will be enabled to
pass it on then.
How about it, Irving? Let's have some other accounts of
your work. Incidentally, we haven't a photo of you in our
files, so why not send us one, together with a little dope on
your career in show business.

WALTER

LEACH

says:

"Have acquired more theatrical kiumledge from the
NEWS . . . than could possibly be obtained from any
other source. I should consider it an honor to be enrolled in the CLUB."
^.^,^.„,.^. ^, j
Assistant Manager,
Rialto Theatre,

Motion
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Why is it when spring comes along we never feel like
working . . . rather sit here just letting the gaze wander
. . . here, there . . . and out the window it must go
. . . who put that idea of spring fever into our head anyway? . . . never had it before . . . don't want it now
. . . but just the same it feels great . . . what are we
gonna write about . . . looka that sunshine . . . and
right across the street from us . . . one of Tin Pan
Alley's big music houses . . . the windows are open . . .
what tlie deuce is that squawking . . . just a band tuning up ... in a moment the jazzy strains of a popular
number will be issuing forth . . . waaashing dishes with
mah sweetie . . . drat that song . . . how are . . .
turn, turn, da da da . . . we gonna work with that stuff
. . . gotta concentrate . . . now what was it we did
when we were in show business . . . last spring . . .
ah, that's right, it was a day just like this one . . . we
spent the afternoon down in the basement going over the
cooling plant . . . and laying out a campaign for the hot
months . . . perspiring over that machinery . . . just
to keep people's mind off the heat . . . when the heat
comes . . . it wasn't so hot that day, though . . . just
balmy ways. got.something
. like today
. .when
. seems
as though
we'vealong
alto do
a nice
day comes
. . . yesterday we wrote about Easter possibilities . . .
today the subject must be different . . . what it's going
to be we still fiaven't the slightest idea . . . now somebody's singing across the street . . . sounds like a future
Harry Richman , . . listen to that guy sob . . . friend,
I'm telling you . . . there's nothing touches the heart of
humanity more than a lover . . . the whole world loves
a lover . . . he raises his arms . . . pleading . . . what
t/ie heck is he wailing about . . . bunk . . . we're supposed to fill a column, not listen to guys warble . . . we
smile . . . thafs it . . . that's what we want . . .
we'll write about tlie value of a smile . . . a smile for
every Tom, Dick and Harry you meet . . . it doesn't cost
anything and it goes a long way towards building up good
will for the tlieatre . . . walk along tlie street . . . you
smile at the cop on the corner . . . lie responds with a
cheery hallo . . . and a smile spreads over fiis red, weather beaten face . . . there's young Nick sweeping the sidewalk . . . the fruit peddler's kid . . . you smile . . .
morning, he says . . . nice day, ain't it ... a couple of
steps furtlier . . . there's Mrs. Smitli taking the baby
out for an airing . . . you stop a moment . . . to pat
the youngster . . . who gurgles fiis appreciation . . . as
the fond mother looks on . . . and so all the way to the
theatre . . . smiling . . . smiling . . . at everyone . . .
nope . . . tfiere's nothina like it in the world . . . it's
one thina every one is willing to share . . . try it . . .
try itmanager
often . a . nice
. believe
has whisper
results .. .. .. such
isn't
that
man .me,
. .itthey
a pleasant personaUty . . . we alwaus go to his theatre
. . . and do you know . . . every time he sees us . . .
no matter where it is, fie says hello . . . nothina stuck
up about him . . . and thus flow on tlie apnreciations of
your little smile . . . your little smile with a great big
result back of it . . . you weren't put upon this world to
look like a wet cat after a rainstorm . . . why try to be
one . . . open up your eyes . . . you've been asleep too
long . . . if you haven't learned the value of a smile
. . . it's never too late to learn . . . laugh, and the world
laughs with you . . . weea, and uou ween alone, say the
bards . . . maybe you don't feel like laughing . . . you're
worming over business . . . what for . . . business
wasn't made to be worried' over . . . wfien you start to
get tlie "worries" forget about 'em . . . look at the world
with a smile . . . and you'll find the world smiling back
at you . . . it's easy . . . easy as knocking off a column
like this on a spring day . . . we feel better now . . .
the only reason we couldn't bat this out before . . . we
ivere worrying how we were going to do it . . . with
spring
our blood
. . . spring
. . . what's
seasons inmean
to showmen
. . .nothing
new changes
. . . the
fix
the lights . . . oil up the cooling system . . . order new
paper . . . well, it's all in the day's work . . . no use
grumbling . . . we love the racket . . . and as long as
we are so affectionately attached to it . . . there's only
one way to attack our work . . . and that's with a smile
. . . so here goes . . . nope, we don't no . . . the smile
has helped us and we're at the finish of the column . . .
still smiling and going to keep smiling.
SEZ WE!

Nickelette Days
Are Recalled By
N. S. Wentz Of Pa.

12 ,

19 3 0

CLUB
Though the photo may seem
to say otherwise, we would
like you to know that one of
our newest members, from
Pennsylvania, N. S. Wentz,
manager of the Majestic Theatre in Catasauqua, is really

a veteran in the picture game.
Wentz started work about twenty-two years ago in a little
nickelette boasting the magnificent admission price of five cents.
At this stage of the game, Wentz served as helper in what was
then supposed to be a projection booth.
And says he, "It was
just one
long
apprenticeship stood
himgrind."
in goodHisstead
though,
for it wasn't much later that he rose
to the position of manager and has
been handling houses in that capacity
ever since.
With such an interesting background, comprising so wide and varied an experience Mr. Wentz should
be able to turn out some mighty fine
examples of showmanship in his theatre. We want to welcome him into
the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB and hope that he will become
a very active member and contributor
to our pages. Keep us posted "N. S." and let's see what you
are doing to sell your shows out there in Pennsylvania.
We've been so busy lately
what with Fashion shows and
everything else to inform the
CLUB about that it seemed as
though we'd never get around
to write this article concerning
the way C. J. Latta, managing
director of the Roger Sherman Theatre in New Haven, Conn.,
is
keeping his house up among the leaders of the New England
Division.

Here's The Latest
Account We Have
Of Latta's Work

As proof that his exploitation is still up to tap we are reproducing a stunt he used on "She Couldn't Say No" and "Son of
the Gods." The dilapidated flivver bearing a couple of ushers
dressed as bride and groom, and driven by a uniformed doorman as chauffeur, acted as the "Couldn't Say No" ballyhoo, while
the same ushers served as part of the ballyhoo for the latter
picture. The flivver no doubt is an institution around New
Haven streets and the stunt is a tribute to Latta's showmanship, for again he proves that any picture can be used to work
in with the stunt. And according to the psychology of advertising, constant repetition is often a valuable aid, so that our
statement regarding the flivver as an institution is substantiated.

We want to compliment Latta on the make-up of the new
publication he has created "The Roger Sherman Buzzer,"
which is circulated among his house staff and which has done
much to promote good-will and co-operation in the ranks. His
"gang" all contribute to the paper, which is printed gratis by a
local printer, and it has proven a wonderful asset. Incidentally,
while we are handing out compliments on good work, we
mustn't overlook Latta's house organ, which is made up in a
manner befitting the policy of the house, as an "ace" theatre.
Thank you "C. ].," for keeping us posted and also for being
so patient with us, but as we explained, this is the time of year
when the exhibitor must be more active than usual, hence we
become very busy. But we want you to know that we appreciateyour fine CLUB spirit and we want to hear more from
you in the very near future.
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City Manager Ralph Lawler used a street ballyhoo
that proved a real publicitygetter for "The Virginian"
Publix-Irvin
at the
playing
Theatre, Bloomington, 111.
First, Harris procured a wellgrooincd horse with a $350.00 Mexican saddle and two young men
who took turns riding the horse. The men were strikingly dressed
in cowboy uniforms.
The horse was talented to the
textent of doing several tricks such
as crossing his legs when you told
him to, getting down on his knees
^
to let you mount him and raising

Trained Horse Was
Used By Lawler As
Fine Street Stunt

^'^ right leg to shake hands. This
surely amused the children as well
as the older set and always gathered a large crowd wherever he
stopped. The horse carried a double-faced banner on his back advertising the picture, theatre and play
dates.
The horse was procured from a
nearby riding academy without any cost to the theatre. Harris sold
them the idea that inasmuch as Spring was just around the corner,
it would bring riding to the attention of lovers of that sport and
would give them the riding fever early.
One rider was paid off in passes while the other took $6.40
for his services.
I |v " ^^fc^^L
' -^J»— ■"^■■■h

B
■

The stunt was used every day during the picture's four-day run
and undoubtedly publicized the picture to a great extent as was
evidenced by the better than average box-office receipts.
We wonder how many
showmen realize what a great
help the local dance orchestras which play so important
a part in the social life of
can be to
every community
^^^
■
his theatre, especially when it
comes to plugging the theme songs.
One showman who took advantage of this angle is E. T.
Murphy, manager of the Community Theatre in Catskill, N. Y.
By giving a few passes to the leader of the most popular orchestra in town he persuaded him to feature the theme songs from
his coming attractions. After rendering the song or songs the
leader announced the title, and told the play date, besides
giving the picture a little "plug." In this way news of the
attractions reached a large number of people weekly at practically no cost whatsoever.

Murphy Says That
Music Has Charms
And Tells Us Why

If there's a popular band in your town (or maybe you're
lucky and have two or three bands) it would pay to use this
gag as it is a very effective medium for securing publicity, and
you can bet that when you have a couple of those musical
specials booked in which contain so many hit numbers, plugs
will be plenty. We want to thank Murphy for passing this
along to the rest of the CLUB as we feel it is a great angle
and will doubtless meet with their favor.

Swanson Staged A
Grand Parade of
His Own On Show

R. M. Swanson staged a pa,rade of automobiles to advertise "The Grand Parade," playing at the Hippodrome Theatre, Miami, Fla.

Headed by the "Publix En'
tertainment Special" and a police escort, the parade of a dozen new model cars and trucks
came down the main thoroughfare at mid-afternoon on the
opening day of the picture and caused quite a sensation.
With every car carrying banners on the feature picture and
the Sharkey-Scott fight picture, it is reasonable to suppose that
the stunt caused the theatre to get more money in the box office
than would have happened if no ballyhoo at all had been employed.
The cars moved at a slow pace to allow the onlookers plenty
of time to read the banners on the cars as well as allowing them
to get a glimpse at the new models.

CLUB
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^^The Showman^s
Calendar^^

AN EXCLUSIVE

CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

APRIL
April
April
April
April
April
April
April

16th.
18th.
19th.
19th.
20th.
21st.
21st.

De Diego's Birthday (Porto Kico)
Good Friday.

April 23rd.
April 24th.

Shakespeare
Born — 1564.
—1704.
First newspaper issued in America

April 25th.
April 26th.

War Declared with Spain— 1898.
Confederates Memorial Day (Alabama, Florida, Georgia & Miss.)

April 27th.
April 30th.

General Grant's Birthday— 1822.
Louisiana Purchased.

May
May
May
May

National Golf Week.
Labor Day (Philippines).

Patriot's Day (Maine & Mass.)
Easter Saturday.
Easter Sunday.
Easter Monday.
Holiday).
Foundation
of Rome
(Italian

MAY
1st to 7th
1st
1st
5th

May 71 h
May aOth
Mav 11th

May Day — Child

Health

Day

Napoleon's Death.
S. S. Lusitania Torpedoed
(1915).
Confederate
Memorial
Day (Ky.
and N. Carolina.)
Mother's Da v.

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on "'The Showman^s
Calendar*^
£or an advance
tip on
£uture holidays and events.
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J's Problems:
J. is a showman of many years standing
and in the course of his theatrical career
has traveled far. We are relating a few
problems that confronted him in various
cities. Some he overcame. Others he did
not.
(A) While in an Ohio town, he came
across a newspaper editor who would not
listen to reason. J. went to him in the
friendliest of spirits on many occasions but
always it was the same cry. "I won't give
you any FREE advertising," he'd bellow.
The editor thought that a couple of stories
or a few pictures in the paper was free advertising, and no matter what angle J. tried
to sell him on, the editor would not listen
to reason. As a matter of fact, he wouldn't
even go to a movie. So when a man is so
prejudiced against things the way he was
can you blame J. for giving up in disgust?
(B) In another town in Ohio, J. stationed
at a theatre, found that the local Chamber of Commerce had a ruling prohibiting
any member of the organization from advertising in a theatre program. Since J. had
always been in the habit of having merchants pay for his house organs, he set out
to do something about it.
J's Solution to B:
Taking the bull by the horns, he applied
for membership in the Chamber of Commerce and was accepted. From then on the
rest was easy. In a very short time he had
them sold on the value of advertising in the
theatre program. The advertising committee gave its consent and the first anniversary program he turned out contained twenty pages of ads sold to the largest dealers in
town. On his second anniversary J. boosted
the program to twenty-four pages and the
sheet looked so good that he received an
offer from the Chamber to get out a booklet advertising a new road which had just
been opened to traffic. Before he left that
town to accept a promotion in another city
which offered him more play for his creative power, he could have had anything in
the town he wanted. Everybody was willing and, in fact, eager to co-operate with
him. They knew the value of showmanship
in their business and were willing to admit
that it had taken a showman to put them
wise.

Try This Slant On
The Back Page Of
Your House Organ

12,

1930
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In recent weeks we have recorded so many of the activities of A. D. Resnick, manager
of the Hamilton Theatre in
Philadelphia,
Pa.,
that
we

thought we had covered almost
— — ;
■
every angle encountered
by
this hve-wire showman, but we neglected, through some oversight, to tell you about his house organ, which is issued weekly.
In order that you may see Resnick's thoroughness in the
make-up of his program, we are reproducing a sample of his
work and it would pay you to study it carefully, for if you
are running a house which caters
SATURDAY MATINEE ai I )0 P M
to neighborhood trade, you would
have to go far to find something
more compact which carries so
strong a message.
We would like to point out a
few of the outstanding features in
the make-up, one of which is the
way he gets across notice that his
theatre "ad" appears nightly in the
local papers, by inserting a line to
that effect on the top of the front
page. The middle pages carry
everything anyone wants to know
about the theatre, even carrying
COME ON OVER
the location of the lounge rooms
and
telephones. On the bottom is
AMOS -n* ANDY
seen the program for the OverBLUEBIRD MUSIC SHOP
brook Theatre, operated by the
owners of the Hamilton.
The last page of the program
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probably accounts for one of the reasons why Resnick's Saturday Matinee business is tremendous. He devotes almost half
a page to listing the attractions for the coming Saturday afternoon. And he lists them in a way that will appeal to the
kiddies. A clever slant is his trick of using the top line to
convey a message to the parents, telling them about the excellence of the show and asking that they look it over, while on
the bottom he closes with a personal message to the kiddies.
The program is printed in black ink on white coated paper
of good stock.
HAMILTON

Theatre

.

While we are on the subject of his work we might also commend Resnick for the excellent "circus flyers" he makes up
to advertise his own as well as the Overbrook Theatre, and
which are very effectively made up with well chosen copy
and mats.
As most of the Club members are aware, Resnick is a showman of many years standing but instead of sitting back and
taking it easy on his laurels, he is still working hard, grabbing
every new angle that presents itself and doing everything possible to continue the fine record he has made as a showman.
We want to thank him for passing along some real showmanlike ideas and we know he will continue being a very active
Club member.

The Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"

12,
April
■=i^t
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Here's a corking good gag
and tie-up effected by Milt
Harris of the Fox St. Louis
Theatre, and if you are aHve
to the various possibilities
that present day pictures of■
fer, you, too, will cash in by
making use of the idea along the same line that Milt did.
The tie-up was in connection with "The Golden Calf," a new
Fox release featuring El Brendel, and Milt doped out this stunt
to apply the title to the calves
of St. Louis' fair damsels. In
^
Wanted 1000
the first photograph you will noYounQ Women!
tice how the contestants were
measured to see if they fitted
the winning requirements, which
in this case happened to be the
size of Sue Carol's calf. The
S£RING OPENINQ/ second
shows the group of winners in the contest who were
biiKeumodc
T
guests of the Fox Theatre for
the showing of tliis attraction.
Harris has been instrumental
in working out some unusually
fine stunts in his city and perhaps no small measure of the
theatre's success goes to him for
his untiring efforts and ability.
You may recall his soda fountain "gag" which appeared on
the Club pages only a short
time ago, which was not revolutionary by any means, but it
DID give the picture plenty of
free advertising in most of the
soda stores out in St. Louis and,
NEUMODE HOSIERY SHdK
aoi LOCUST ST
N
On Tucidjy. Mirch 21. BcKcm 12 and 1 P.M.
after all, that's what Milt started out to accomplish.
Another feature of this particular stunt was the co-operative ad, paid for by the hosiery company, but carrying the details of the contest. Since this company enjoys a wide patronage in St. Louis, we can safely assume that the ad attracted sufficient attention to warrant tiie theatre's aid in putting it over.

"Golden Calf" Ga^
Had Town Anklin^
To Harris' House

News

5J

TACLt

AN ADVANCE

porter or engineer on the pioper care ol the boilers, etc., during: the summer months to prevent
corrosion and other troubles that pile up when care
is not exercised.
Since winter "takes its bow" in some spots earlier
than in otheis, this warninj? is not a bit too soon.
If your heatin!" plant is still in operation, jot a
memo down on your diary pad so that it won't slip
by without your knowing it.
Approaching the inner lobby, which is in the shape of a
square, could be seen a regular bar with two bartenders standing behind it. And just beyond the bar were four tables and
chairs at each table. The waiters were the ushers all bedecked
in white coats and aprons.
Hanging
just drink
above and
the bar
a hugeentering
sign reading
"CELO."
Celo
is a soft
eachwaspatron
or leaving
the
theatre
during
the
showing
of
"Roadhouse
Nights"
was
entitled
to a drink at no extra cost otlicr than his or her admission
ticket to the show.
We are rather inclined to label the above story as unusually
fine showmanship. But what else can be expected when a
combination like Harry Weiss and Wally Allen get together
to dope something out?
Let's hear from you some more Harry and tell Wally that
we don't wish him any hard luck, but we are still hoping he
gets that North Pole assignment we were talking about not
so long ago.

Double of "Rinty"
Sold Burke's Show

Shades of 'Bacchus'
Weiss and Allen
Construct
A Bar!

To
exploit
"Roadhouse
Nights" at the Tampa Theatre, Tampa, Fla., City Manager Harry Weiss and Wally
Allen, Publicity man for the
district, conceived the idea of
fitting the inner lobby into a

Roadhouse effect.
The entrance to the inner lobby is a long corridor and in
this place different lettered cards were hung on the railing that
separated the centre of corridor. The copy on these cards
were amusing, such as, "Special Tonite — the biggest Floor Show
ever seen in any ROADHOUSE." "Don't be a Fall Guy for
a Beautiful Dame so dance with your escort only," "Give this
little girl a great big hand — she needs it," etc.

Tin

II won't be very lonj; before furnaces and heat
will l)e a closed incident to the present season, but
it's never too eail\ to sound a warning that the
time to look alter .\(»ur healinu e(niii)ni<'nt is NO'I"
when the winter season is j^ettinj^i under wa>', but
after the winter season is over.
IJackcd by many a headache and a whole flock
of woiries, I pass aUuii^ the sujjucsticm that you
have youi" e(iuipment thoiouuhly inspected as soon
as the "fire" ij^oes out foi' the last time. Have
someone who knows what it is all about insliuct

Searching For A

We rather like the way Harris handles himself on these various stunts of his and hope we will soon have the opportunity
of letting you all see what he looks like, via one of his own
photos, and a few details of his past experience. How about it,
Milt? Let the gang see who you are. Oak?

CLUB

Somewhat

on the order of

J. H. McKoy's pet parade,
which we recently ran on the
CLUB pages, is the clever
stunt pulled by Frank Burke,

publicity director for the Hennepin-Orpheum Theatre in
Minneapolis, in connection with "On The Border," one of
Rin-Tin-Tin's latest pictures.
Burke tied up with WCCO (the local radio station) with
the station agreeing to furnish a prize of a gold-studded dog
collar to the youngster owning a police dog which bore the
closest resemblance to Rinty. News of the contest spread like
wildfire, with every kid who owned a police dog represented.
since in addition to the first prize there was a number of other
prizes offered.
To insure more publicity for the theatre Burke arranged
that each boy who entered a dog in the contest would receive
a pass for the theatre provided he carried a banner announcing
the entry of the dog and bearing information about the picture.
(The banner, presumably was put on the dog in the form of a
blanket ) The papers and the radio gave the contest a great
break and the Orpheum came in for some useful publicity.
If you want to add a little touch of novelty to your exploiting
of pictures, these "pet" gags, from all accounts, have usually
resulted in building up the box office, as well as deriving a
wealth of publicity. We want to thank Burke for passing this
on and we hope to hear more from him in the very near future.

Always

Wear

Your Club Pin!
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LOST AND FOUND ! ! !
Hundreds of readers write to ask us for information about friends in the show business whom they
are anxious to locate or correspond with. So we
have decided to incorporate this angle into the
Club pages as a regular feature.

12,
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salesrooms for cut-outs of the picture. The catch line use(
throughout
was, "NASH CARS....
EXPRESS
EXTREME theIN tie-up
TRANSPORTATION
FROM THt
THE
DAYS OF THE COVERED WAGON TO THE MODERN
LUXURIANT NASH CARS.
Josephson also worked a couple of good stunts in conjunction with
the showing of "Phantom of the Opera." He made up a card, four
by six, reading, "SEE HOW THE NEW 'PHANTOM OF THE
OPERA' LOOKS IN COLOR." Below this there was a square
cut-out into which was inserted a frame of a color sequence in the
picture. By holding it up to the light, the recipient was able to see
an actual scene of the "Phantom" in color. The cards were dis
tributed on the streets by a man, dressed in an atmospheric costume
of red robes and a plumed hat and wearing a skull mask.

Use the blank (please type or print) and we
will do the rest.
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

TABLE

CLUB,

I would like to learn the whereabouts of

His last known address was
City

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on (date)
Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide

Through a tie-up with one of the local papers Josephson
secured some effective publicity. A composite plate was made
up of Lon Chaney, portraying a number of his famous characterizations. To the first dozen people guessing most correctly
the names of the productions they were used in, free tickets
were awarded. This stunt was productive of a good many
replies and helped stimulate interest in the picture.
Josephson seems to be exhibiting a great deal of activity
across the river from us and we'd like to hear more about him and
his work, so that we can pass it on. What do you say, "G. P.,"
keep us posted.

us in helping you locate this party.)

The Activities Of
Clyde Winans Are
Business
Getters
^^-^^^^— ^^^^^^=^

Through a tie-up with a
leading department store,
Clyde Winans, city manager
of the Publix Theatres in

Peoria, 111., was enabled to selicity
for thevery
Madison
cure some
valuable
pubTheatre
.
The arrangement called for the display of a table service in
the foyer, the table of which was laid with a cloth patterned
after the famous plaids of pioneering days and named "The
Virginian." For this courtesy, the theatre received a prominent
space in one of the store's windows where framed 11 x 14's were
displayed. We are reproducing photos of the table display and
the display in the window of the department store in order that

^^^-^---^— — ^

SIGNED

you may see the effectiveness of Winan's tie-ups.
Besides this, 5,000 blotters in the form of a six-inch ruler were
distributed in all offices in the downtown district as well as

ADDRESS
CITY
(Note:

STATE
Unsigned

requests

will

receive

no

consideration.)

Feeling that any picture
booked into his house is worth
a lot of exploitation is the way
that enables G. P. Josephson,
managing director of the State
and Capitol Theatres in Union
"^^^-^ —
City, N. J., to bring in capacity business almost all the time.
As part of his exploitation campaign on a recent Western thriller,
Ken Maynard, "Parade of the West," Josephson, through a tie-up
with a local automobile agency, successfully staged his own "Parade
of the West." Using the title as a groundwork, he built a replica
of an old western prairie schooner, secured several cowboys and
Indians and with numerous catchy "flash" banners paraded the
outfit throughout the main streets of the city.
The stunt attracted a lot of attention and proved a good
bet not only for the picture but also for the local automobile
agency, which in addition to furnishing a number of its new
model cars for display in the parade, also allotted space in their

some of the suburban offices. Copy on these rulers read, "It is
always a good rule to visit a Publix Theatre and the Madison
in particular especially on Feb. 12-15 when THE VIRGINIAN
also ran a contest in the Want Ad section of one of the
is He
showing."
papers
"The
was most gratifying
inasmuchon as
overVirginian."
800 answers The
wereresponse
submitted.

Josephson Knows
The Value Of Plugging All Pictures

Winan's campaign went across like nobody's business and he
certainly sold the picture to the town. We are very glad to
pass on the activities of this go-getting showman so that the
rest of the Club can see what he is accomplishing out in Peoria.
We'd like to hear more from him.

ipril

12.
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Here's another showman, or
rather should we say, another
rising young showman, in the
person of Walter Leach, assistant manager of the Rialto
Theatre in Newark, New Jer.— .
sey.
The Kialto Theatre, need we state, is managed by none other
than our fellow CLUB member Charles J. (Charley) Brennan,
whose work we have recorded on our pages a number of times,
so an introduction is liardly necessary.
From what Charley has to say concerning his assistant's ability it looks to us as though Walter will blossom forth a showman de luxe in a very short time. By his promotion from the
uniformed ranks to his present position as assistant manager,
he has shown that he must have something to arrive. So we
want you to know Walter, that working with a showman like

Meet Walter Leach,
A New Addition To
Round Table Rolls

Mr. Brennan, if you aren't a manager before many moons pass,
why it will be a mystery to us.
Keep us posted on wiiat you are doing to help sell the shows
at the Rialto and in that manner we will know just how you
are comporting yourself in your new position, and our "tab
keeping" department will be right up to date.
One showman who thought
his picture was so good that
he needed a band to ballyhoo
it is seen in the person of
Michael (Mike) Minday, lively
manager of the Grand Theatre in Atianta, Ga.
On the picture "Salute," he went out and tied-up with the students' band of the Georgia Military Academy and secured their
services. The band, who, as you will note from the photo, is
uniformed somewhat on the style of the West Point Cadets appearing in the picture so he came in for a break on this angle. The
cadets paraded about the main streets of the town, attracting considerable comment wherever they went, and stopped in front of the
theatre, where they played for a time before the theatre opening.
This stunt helped a lot towards putting the picture across in
Atlanta and in addition, Minday let his house in for a lot more
publicity by reason of photos of the band being published in
the local newspapers, and which photos carried his theatre
name. Incidentally, that is a pretty good arrangement he has
worked out for plugging his next week's attraction on the
marquee as well as the current one, and no doubt is a very
beneficial angle. The cut-out letters on the current attraction,
placed under the marquee also constitute a very effective flash.

Minday Decided A
Band Was Needed
To Ballyhoo Show

Minday 's activities are typical of a good many of our go-getting
members' work down around his district and since he has now been
represented on our pages we feel sure that he will continue the
interest he has shown in as.

CLUD

Your Cooling Plant!
It has lain idle all winter. Now is the lime for
you to ^et l)iisy and see that it is th«M()uuhl>
gone over in preparation for the hot months
ahead. Don't wait until the summer r(tlls
around before you decide to oil up the machinery. There's some pretty delicate parts in
those unwieldy appearing; machines that can
more than likely pick up their full (|Uota of dirt.
If you are fortunate enouy;h to haw an engineer
to look after it. see that he is down there a
month before time and makes \veekl> \isits after
that until you are ready to put it into operation.
Better still, since you can never tell when an
emerffency will arise, go and become acquainted
with its workings yourself. And after you've
got the thing whipped into shape and ready for
operation, don't forget to let >()ur pat ions know
that you have a cooling plant. Inform them
by your house organ, by heralds or cards in
your mailing list that they are going to enjoy
a cool and comfortable show at your house. If
possible it would be weii for you to make up a
herald, something of the type used by Kd.
Hiehle of the Midland Theatre in Newark, Ohio,
to show them how the plant functions and also
explains its benefits. Don't forget, it's the attention you pay now to the things of the future
that will ultimately benefit your house and
yourself.

Look These Angles
Over As They May
Help You As Well
^^=^^^^:^=^^:^:^;^=;^^=;

Right?
Evidently determmed to keep
way up front on the CLUB
rolls as an active member, Ed.
Hiehle, manager of the Midland and Auditorium Theatres
in Newark, Ohio, has been
very busy selling his shows.

Ed. put over a whiz of a campaign on "Sally," which knocked
them cold out in Newark. He tied-up every possible angle
onto the picture and plugged it to the skies, using novel truck
ballyhoos, house "mike" announcements, teaser newspaper campaigns, window displays, and almost everything else he could
use, with the result that the picture clicked plenty.
The town recently observed Boy Scout Week and Ed. tiedup with the Scouts and worked them into his appropriate
feature "The Great Divide," an outdoor film. All of the local
and county troops were invited to be his guests at the showing
of the picture. He also invited all the teachers of the county
schools. In this manner he let his house in for a lot of good
-will that would react sooner or later at the box-of?ice.
Ed. is using a rather novel way to inform his patrons on
special features playing the house. He made up a number of
postcards bearing a colored picture of the Main lobby and
stairway of the Midland Theatre. The back of the card was
devoted to whatever message he wished to use on the picture.
These cards no doubt helped him to secure more business, and
since we feel that Ed. knows his patrons' likes and dislikes
pretty well the benefit of the card is quite valuable.
While we think about it we may as well inform you that in
observance of St. Patrick's Day Ed. made up his monthly program bulletin in green, which is another good example of the
way he takes advantage of every angle presenting itself to him.
Let's hear more from you soon Ed. because you know we're
always interested in hearing what you are accomplishing.

"All For One And One For All"
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ILENCE
One of the most"S
annoying
evils—'
a house manager has
to contend with is the everpresent "buzzing" or tallying
in undertones, indulged in by thoughtless persons who
either not caring for the picture or unable to control
their tongues, believe in making it uncomfortable for
the patrons seated near them.
Valued business has often been lost through the incessant chatter of this type of person. A patron sitting
near them will become provoked and, instead of calling
an usher or speaking to the manager about the disturbance, prefers instead to remain away from the
theatre. Of course there is the hardier type of patron
who will turn around and admonish the annoyers, which
method generally silences them effectively. Unfortunately this type of person is few and far between.
So it becomes necessary for the manager to use a
medium that will curb the "chatter menace" and not
hurt anybody's feelings. The most effective method of
doing this is by using your screen. Run a trailer!
Now anybody can run a trailer that will say "shut
up." But it takes a smart manager to make up a trailer
that will tell persons to "shut up" and not offend anybody. The Publix organization has about the finest
example of a diplomatic trailer of any house in the
country to-day. We will use their trailer as an example
for the manager to work with. True, he may be able
to improve upon it, and if he can we'd like to see it,
because if there's anything this racket needs it's something that will keep a lot of talkers quiet. The Publix
trailer runs:
SILENCE is absolutely essential to the complete
enjoyment of the (theatre) performance. You will be
conferring a favor upon your neighbors in the audience
and ourselves by refraining from audible conversation
or whispering during the performance.
Thank You.
The same angle can and should be worked into your
house organ as well.
_

News

Since he has been handling

of the Rialto D.Thea*^^ affairs
^^^
^" Washington,
C,
a. J. Sharick, managing direct^"^ °f t^e house, has been

turning
out
some
hve-wire
campaigns.
His most recent endeavor was "His First Command," for
which he started oH by giving a special preview to army officers
stationed at Fort Myers, Va., as well as inviting the inmates
of the Old Soldiers' Home. In addition he was enabled, through
a tie-up with one of the local papers, to invite six hundred
children, members of a club sponsored by the newspaper, to
attend a special morning show.
To inform the various heads of the War and Navy Departments of his attraction, Sharick conducted a telephone campaign. By phone, all department heads were advised of the
play date and picture and in this manner some effective publicity
was secured. The major of the cadets in each high school was
also called and informed that the picture was educational in
nature, besides being entertaining and showed some shots of
army manoeuvers. A special price was also arranged for all
cadets appearing in uniform. Besides this a special post card,
elaborating on the cavalry angle, was sent to every barracks
in the vicinity.
Some striking window displays were also arranged to plug
the picture and by tying up with a chain of drug stores a
load of publicity was secured. The newspapers gave the campaign a big play in their columns and reproduced pictures
of the lobby and theatre front. The whole shebang was booked
for a sell-out from the moment it began and though we don't
know the final results, it appears as though
it should click.
We want to thank Sharick for passing this one along to us
and we'd like to hear more of this fine work in the near future.

12,
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Anybody wishing to see how
a real dyed-in-the-wool showman operates should take a
run over to the RKO Greenpoint
Theatre
in Brooklyr.
Joe Lee,
N. Y., and watch
^^
nanager of the house, in action.
Being a real showman, Joe pounces upon any angle that presents itself in regard to exploiting his pictures. To that extent
did with the picture "Dance Hall."
we arecutshowing
The
shows you
the what
front hepage head on a New York Tabloid
newspaper.
When Joe saw this he put it into use to serve his
house, with the reHome
sult that the next
MANHATTAN
AVE. AND CALYER
ST.
" 111
day "flash" heralds,
Hil!
Tolhc
nine by eleven and
8 TO TUESDAY
FEB.
11
printed in yellow
SATURDAY
FEB
and b 1 a ck, were
floating all around
Greenpoint, selling
IT RIPS THE ROOF OFF
////
the picture.
And
THE DANCE HALL EVIL,://'
they sold it.
how
.I
" ' ".
I ■»
f» ■ m
^-}^-si
•"" •'•':;:":._..,. jyRROR
up
fm
ate the
— Z"" Greenpoint
.;??■-.
|
[final] I
Joe's
stunt and
DAiytg^M
1^;;^ PAiyr^^MRROR
Seeks
njliyjAr
IIBI
I
SlaveJ
picture
jacked
up
ably.
(^rlslnUAjlUtnALLPIotJ fhe b o. considerSchool Girls In Slave Net — Three Of
Another gag, used
Them Lured As Hostesses "— o~lv m,<i,ioo^
FIVE MISSING BROOKLYN GIRLS
FEARED IN WHITE SLAVE NET
in conjunction with

More Fine Show-*
manship Is Seen
In This Novel Gag

R. K. O. Greenpoint

DANCE HALL

^Police Commissioner
Whalen's Crime Prevenrion Squad
111 «' Are Searching DANCE HALLS and
Of Patrdwomen
Dives For 5 Girls Who Have VanishGd-l\im\iGQ^jiPmc
MIGHTY

SHOW

- DARING

THEME

- BUT

!T TELLS

THE

TRUTH

WHERE
DO THE GIRLS
GO
WHEN
THE
ORCHESTRA
PLAYS
'HOME
SWEET HOME?"
SEE
'DANCE HALL"
WITH ARTHUR
LAKE.
OLIVE BORDEN AND STAR CAST

BROOKLYN'S

10^

EXCEPT

SAT.

BIGGEST

■ 15^
SUN,

AND

AMUSEMENT

- 25^

HOLIDAYS

AFJER

5PM

VALUE

■ 35^
FIFTY

CENTS

the showing of "The
Racketeer," was a
novelty
one upsheet
card, made
by
Joe, and on which
was berpasted
numof playinga cards.
The cards formed
the border for the

display,
while
the
center was
devoted
and "con" men,
gamblers
used by cards
the tricks
exposeraceof sheets
to an horse
with
and marked
serving as examples.
The entire display cost Joe the sum of forty cents and netted
him many times that in additional business.
That he pulls strong with the local merchants is seen in the
way he secured their aid for the co-operative page he ran in
Girl" and in addi"Glorifying the American
the newspapers a onwindow
display from all of them. He also
tion securing
promoted 1,500 boxes of candy which he distributed to the
kids on Saturday matinee, making a big hit with them and
letting the house in for plenty of good-will.
Brooklyn boasts a lot of mighty fine showmen but unfortunately they seem to remain in hiding. We want them to know
that the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB was founded
for the express purpose of passing on and exchanging ideas
from all over the world and we hope that in the future, when
a showman pulls a stunt that merits recognition he will allow
it to be circulated through these pages to his brother managers,
for what the deuce good is an idea when you use it and then
forget it. Pass it on and let someone else use it, too.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.
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Here's the way an alert
showman cashed in on Greta
Garbo's first talking picture.
And as would be expected the
showman in question, since
the stunt originated in Brock—
ton, Mass., is our fellow CLUB
Walter B. Rose, who manages the Strand Theatre in

And When Walter
Got Through The
Town Knew She Did

:
member
that city.
The photo, more or loss, talks for itself, but since another
anfjle was attached to it we must give you an outline of how
else he sold the picture besides procuring a car from a local
auto agency as a free ballyhoo. You will note the unique
method Rose used to sell the picture by using only the words
"(larbo Talks" and "Strand Theatre — next week" as his sell\nil cop\-.
For four days in advance of the picture the car was driven
through the streets of the town. One of the ushers accompanied the driver and whenever or wherever the car would
park, the boy commenced a "spiel" on the picture, and after a
goodly sized crowd had collected he would distribute cards
to them, which carried an announcement of a contest being held
in conjunction with the picture.
The copy on the blanks announcing the contest informed the
readers that for the closest estimate to the number of times the
words "Garbo Talks" were painted upon a car in display in
the window of the local auto dealers, fifty dollars would be
allowed towards the purchase of a new or used car, and in
addition a pair of free tickets would be given to the Strand.
A good many answers were returned and from them Rose was
enabled to judge the success of his stunt besides grabbing off
a number of names for a mailing list, as no doubt the auto
company did too. The stunt let the house in for a good deal
of word of mouth advertising and created plenty of comment
throughout the town.

A Good Gag!
So many poople are in Iht- habit of cnli'iin.U (he Iheatie about half an houi" beToie shou
startint^ time, and as we have found from in\estijiation, the\ are usualls entertained by nonH>nch selections. The records, thoiij^h. after
beins played for a couple of weeks, are >,^enerally found to pioduce a bad taste in the mouths
of the habitual early arrivals. To offset this
.John R. I'eters, manager of the Hit/. Theatre in
Indianapolis. Indiana, has hit upon a i^ood anjje.
Durinj;- the half hour before the show starts
in the eveninu", he relieves the monotony i)y ha\in.<» a pianist on the sta.ne pla> an> recjuest numbers that may have been sent in durinu; the week,
or which are called out from the audience. On
the
requested
numbers, Peters,
a "mike"
in his
office, announces
the titlethrou)y:h
of the sonu
and
the name of the person re(|uestinsi: it. This stunt
has proven very popular and has been a means
of adding" a little more ii:ood will to the theatre.
We want also to announce that this will serve
as an introductory
announcing
Peters'
acceptance
to Club article,
membership.
We want
to
extend
hearty
into heourhasorjranization
andhimwe a feel
surewe'come
that since
started
off so well, he will continue the interest he is
showing-. Let's hear some more from you. Mr.
Peters, and you might include your photo and
a little note about yourself in your next letter
so that we can let the rest of the Club see what
vou look like.

letormining the number
»lren.

We are glad to see that Rose is taking so active an interest
in selling his shows and displaying the same brand of up-tothe-minute showmanship which made his work so outstanding
in Pawtucket, R. I., and since he has been a frequent contributor to these pages we feel sure that more will be heard
of his work in the near future.
How about it, Walter?
exploitation stunts arranged for little or no cost to
the theatre supplemented the
regular routine advertising of
"Burning Up" when it played
the Rivoli Theatre, Hastings,
.,
—
Neb.
Manager M. H. Garvin secured from Arch Reeve of the Paramount Hollywood studio a racing helmet and a pair of goggles
autographed by Ricard Arlen, star of the Paramount Picture.
The helmet and goggles were used as a prize in a boys' bicycle
race held at the local Fair grounds. The newspaper publicity
this stunt received and the display of the goggles and helmet in
the theatre a week in advance brought out thirty-eight entries.
The success of this stunt is attested by the sale of four hundred children's tickets Saturday afternoon.
There is no wav of

Garvin Worked Up
A Lot Of Interest
By His Campaign

Two

CLUB

of adults that accompanied the chil-

He also promoted a mileage estimate contest in co-operation
with the local Chevrolet agency. The agency furnished a stock
model car which was placed on the sidewalk in front of the
theatre. At one o'clock on the day the picture opened the car
was filled with 5 gallons of gas. The rear wheels were then
jacked up and the motor started. The car ran until ten minutes after the box office closed at night. Those passing the
theatre were invited to estimate the number of hours the car
would run on the five gallons of gas and how much mileage
would be recorded on the speedometer.
Local automobile acccs.sor}' dealers furnished the prizes used
for the awards. The prizes consisted of a Miller Tire, a pair
of McKay Chains and a grease job, all tending to put his campaign "over the top," and so we doff our hats to friend Garvin
with the reminder that he ought to be keeping us better posted
on his manifold activities out in Hastings.
Oak, Garvin?
A corking co-operative campaign was put across recently
by Fred Perry, manager of the
Capitol Theatre in Binghamton, N. Y.
Fred tied up with a local
— — .—
jeweler and arranged to run a
full page co-operative ad in the local paper. With each piece
of jewelry purchased free tickets were given to the buyer,
which entitled him to witness the shows at the Capitol, Strand
or Binghamton Theatres.
As the jewelrv store is a well known credit establishment in
town and does a tremendous business daily, the strength of
the ad was seen in the volume of business done at the theatres
and jewelry shop. The page was well made up. with a quarter
of it devoted to the attractions at the various theatres.

Fred Perry Still
Selling His Shows
Up In Binghamton

Thanks, Fred, for passing this one along to us and don't
forget we'd like to hear from you again in the very near future,
because reports are drifting in of the fine work you're doing.
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THE IMPORTANCE

1. Ushers must be uniformed and ready
for duty at 7:25 P. M. evenings and
1 :55 P. M. matinees.

GENERAL

APPEARANCE

1. It is expected tliat boys report with
neat appearance, shoes shined, hair
combed, clean white shirt with collar attached, and regulation black
tie.
2. Uniforms carefully replaced on hangers after use, will hold press better.
They will be pressed and cleaned
regularly by the management.
3. Ushers working entire show must remain uniformed.
4. Neatness in ushers will be appreciated both by your manager and the
patrons.
5. Ushers
are absolutely
forbidden
to
chew gum during any performance.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE
OF FLASHLIGHTS
1. Keep light out of patrons' eyes.
2. Hold light so that patron may see
the aisle and any steps. A patron
tripping or falling through negligence is a serious thing.
3. A flashing light annoys the patrons.
4. Renew batteries often enough to give
sufficient light.

DIRECTIONS FOR SEATING
A PATRON
1. You

are expected to seat every patron after lights go out. Patrons
must not go down aisles alone.
2. Greet the patron with a smile and
nod of recognition.
3. If you have a choice of seats, find
out where the patron wishes to sit.
4. If in doubt, ask how many seats are
desired.
5. Always
give patron
the very best
seats you have.
6. Know where your vacant seats are;
location of singles, doubles, threes
and fours, etc. Be able to seat patrons before taking them down the
aisle. This may be done by an accurate knowledge of vacant seat
locations.
7. When
speaking etc.
to anyone use "Sir"
or "Madam,"
8. Be polite and smile.
It adds to patrons'
good
impression
of theatre
and the shows.
9. Talk to patron in low voice.
10. Do not walk too fast down the aisle,
the patron may not be able to keep
up with you. Flashlight must
shine ahead of patrons feet down
the aisle.
11. When asking patrons seated to rise,
use "Pardon, Please," "Rise, Please"
and "Thank You" afterwards. This
is very important.

Simplicity has always been the keynote in most things and
should certainly apply to theatre management. When presenting the suggestions of a brother showman, we do so, with the
honest conviction that contained in such suggestions, are many
individual pointers applicable to the average theatre regardless
of where it may be located or the class of patronage it caters to.
Paul W. Kunze is a showman of wide experience and the article on this page sets forth the system he uses in the general
deportment of his ushers. It is not beyond the bounds of possibility that even YOU can pick some of the things which he has
taken the trouble to send us, and find them good and useful in
your own theatre.
We are, indeed, very grateful to Paul and we know that we
can always rely upon his fine Club spirit to pass on anything
thai may benefit his brother members and showmen,
"Chick"

19 3U
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OF USHERS!

Here Is The System
Employed by Paul W. Kunze
RULES
GOVERNING
GENERAL
DEPORTMENT OF USHERS

12,

GENERAL
INSTRUCTIONS
FOR USHERS
1. Do not become so interested in pictures that you are not aware of a
patron waiting to be seated.
2. Ushers
must not talk with friends
while on duty. This is extremely
bad form and gives incoming patrons a most unfavorable impression of staff.
3. Ushers are forbidden to hang around
foyer, lobby or mezzanine when of?
duty and in street clothes. Take a
side.
seat, use ushers' room or pass out4. Keep
a good
posture
always
and
avoid leaning against orchestra
rails in foyer. An usher sitting or
leaning on something suggests a
lazy or tired feeling.
5. Remain at head of aisle at all times
when not seating neople. It is aggravating to patrons who come in
and find no usher around.
6. When it is necessary to leave post
for a few minutes, arrange to have
someone else cover your post.
7. You are expected to help maintain
order and quiet by politely warning
disturbers and reporting them to
officer on duty. Never argue with
or attempt to eject an offender.
Report to officer.
8. You are not supposed to be janitors;
but a little co-operation in picking
up papers and noticeable refuse on
carpets, in aisles, foyer and mezzanine while ushering will go a long
way toward creating a favorable
atmosphere.
9. When house is filled with standees
waiting, watch carefully as vacancies occur and immediately seat
standees, in order as to length of
time they have been waiting (to
the best of your ability). Never go
off duty or leave post while there
are standees.
10. REMEMBER!
THE PATRON IS
ALWAYS RIGHT!
11. We advertise extensively and present
good shows to attract people here.
An usher can do a lot toward keeping them coming and satisfied.
12. The customer pays all of our salaries
and is entitled to prompt and courteous service. Give information
cheerfully when asked.
13. You are an important
part of the
organization, and expected to conduct yourself accordingly. Genuine courtesy and a smile cost you
nothing,
and often pays substantial rewards.
14. The theatre is a vital part of community life, and patrons must be
made to feel welcomed and at
home. YOU ARE IN A POSITION TO DO THIS. Your manager will extend you full co-operation and expects the same in
return.
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Another interesting example
Perkins Proved He •){ a showman's alertness comes
the way B. J. PerWas Wideawake By to lightkins,inmanager
of the Strand
in Newport, R. 1., let
Cashing
In Again Theatre
his house in for plenty of pub~
licity on "Slightly Scarlet" by
a clever follow-up of a popularity contest.
IV-rkins had recently .^ta^cd a ijopidarity conti-st and liuwinner, a local jrirl, crowned "Miss Xcwport," received a trip
to Xew York to visit the Xew York Puhlix theatres, the Paramount Long Island studios and laboratory, as well as other
points of interest in the hii,' city.
With the popularity contest still fresh in the minds of the
people, "Miss Newport" upon her arrival back home consented
to
help the
paint
a "Slightly
Scarlet" sign that was suspended just
above
theatre
entrance.
A special plat form was huilt — and the girl iirocccded to fill
ill the outlined letters s|)ellin.ir out the title of i)icture.
The gag not only attracted lots of attention but a photo of
it appeared in the daily newspapers in addition to a lengthy
write-up in which picture, theatre and play dates were
mentioned.

CLIJD

"TIfE TWO G IA VIS'
This photojj:raph will serve to intrdduce two real jjriants of the show business. The one on the left is Paul .Vsh,
genial
of jazz
Ace M. ('. on
for the
Publix ffiant
outfit.
Theandji^entleman
(he
rijErht is Eddie Hitchcock, !*uhlicity Director for the Paramount Theatre in
New York City and one of our most loyal
and enthusiastic members.

Well. Perkins, we think that's a prett\ clever stunt you pulled
and we'd like to hear more from you in the near future. So
keep us posted, in order that we may let the rest of the CLUB
know what another Rhode Island showman is doins;: to sell
liis attractions.
On every new picture booked
into his house, regardless of
title or anything else, you may
be sure that George Roy,
manager of the State Theatre
in La Grande, Oregon, will
•———^——^^-^^^—^^^—^ turn out a "live"
campaign,
in order to show you how he does it we will give you a and
few
examples of his work on recent pictures.
On "It's a (ireat Life,"' he tied up with the local newspaper
and ran an "If I Were" campaign, which consisted of using the
name of a prominent personality in town who is quoted in the
copy thuslv: "If I were Chief of Police Haynes, I'd have the
police department serve every citizen of La Grande with a summons to appear at the State Theatre to see the Duncan Sisters
in 'It's a (ireat Life' — that's what I would do if I were Chief
Haynes." The names of the mayor, a newspaper editor and an
athletic coach were included on successive days. The gag went
over strong with the town and the picture came in for a good
play.
Besides the newspaper stunt, Roy also invited 15 pairs of
sisters in the town to be guests of the Duncan Sisters at the
picture. On the night before the show opened the sidewalks
were stenciled with the name of the picture, an arrow pointing
the way to the house. As the picture opened Sunday, door
knob hangers were placed on stores along main street with
copy reading "Closed! Gone to See the Duncan Sisters, etc."
\\'hen "Speedway" played his house, Roy tied up with a service station company and ran a co-operative full page ad in the
local paper with each ad carrying a photo of the star, and some
comment relative to the gasoline sold by the station, with the
testimonial angle carefully avoided. Through the co-operation
of the service station and a local automobile agency, a car was
procured. The motor of the machine was left running and a
large compo board sign along side invited passersby to guess
how long it would run. Ten gallons of gas were donated dailv
for the nearest correct answers, as well as tickets to witness
the picture. Another good gag was the choosing of five auto
license numbers at random, which were featured in the theatre's
daily ad, together with a note announcing that proof of ownership would entitle the licensee to free tickets.

This Show Selling
Is a Great Life
Says George Roy

Roy worked a clever stunt on "Devil May Care" by billing
the picture as "First Showing in the Northwest," and framed a
telegram, elaborating on this angle, addressed to him from
Ramon Novarro. Copies of the wire were used for house to
house distribution to the extent of two thousand and did much
to sell the picture.
Thus you see that Roy is a pretty active showman and we arc
glad of the opportunity to pass along his stunts to the rest of
the Club.

The frame they are holding between
them is Eddie's membership certificate
in the Round Table Club.
Thanks to both Paul and Eddie for
this courtesy and photograph, which, by
the way, we received entirely unsolicited.
By using

The
Remembering
emory Stunt . ITT
Was
Mo>

Aid To

Hans

Smith

the memory

con-

test gag in conjunction with
of the
"Son manager
his
Gods,"showing
Hans ofSmith,
m
National
^^^ Tex,
?!
Mexia,
was Theatre
enabled to

secure some effective publicity.
Smith .tied-up with his local bakery and persuaded the baker
to distribute three thousand cards, wrapped in loaves of bread.
The copy on the cards read "How good is your memory? Win
a prize! To the first ten people who write the names of five
pictures Richard Barthelmess has played in, on the reverse side
of this card and return it to the National Theatre free tickets
will be awarded to see '"Son of the dods."
The bakery angle was very well worked, as it helped Smith
to get his message into three thousand homes, almost by personal contact. In addition we note he left space for name and
address to be filled in on the card. In this manner he will
probably secure a number of names for his mailing list, and
as we would remark in any language, "That's showmanship."
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A ballyhoo that certainly
had them laughing was used
recently by one of our pioneer
CLUB members (and a darn
fine showman too) in conjunction with the showing of "The
Sap." The member under discussion we would like you to know is our good friend O. F.
Glass, whom we had begun to wonder about, since no word
was received recently at CLUB headquarters concerning him.
Glass has been very busy managing the Fox Theatre in
McCook, Nebraska, and since he re-appears on the CLUB
pages
with ausgood
idea,'Toandprove
a better
we displaying
will overlook
his making
worry.
that excuse,
he is still
the
excellent showmanship he is capable of, we are reproducing
the ballyhoo we spoke about in the first paragraph. The stunt
was called "The Bungawung" and is a device for removing the
bungs from bungholes, easier and more smoothly tlian formerly.
When this contraption was placed on the street it had them
laughing for hours. Its construction consisted chiefly of a
barrel, electric motor, wood auger and various other do-dads
arranged on the same order as the famous Rube Goldberg
goofy inventions depicted in that cartoonist's column. A sign
explained the inner workings of the intricate(?) mechanism,
besides announcing that more goofier ones would be seen in
"The Sap," coming to the Fox Theatre. Plenty of publicity
was secured from this source besides loads of laughs. With
both mediums reacting towards the box-office.

Glass Used This
To Make Town See
Picture He Sold

Glass has a novelty in the "Auction Night," which he presents
as a Friday night weekly feature at his house. Gifts are promoted from the local dealers in return for publicity and are
auctioned off from the stage of the theatre with local auctioneer
officiating. To explain the idea oi "Auction Night" to his
patrons, Glass ran a trailer on the screen setting forth the stunt
in detail, with his newspaper ads bearing a note to the effect
also. Any big donation was displayed in the lobby for an
advance
"plug."
The stunt,
according to Glass, clicked fine with the town and
we are glad of the opportunity to present it in the event that
any of the CLUB members may care to use it, and though
we haven't a very complete description we are sure that if more

We 11 Say We Need a
"Lost and Found ^' Department!
Maybe I will hear from some of my friends scattered throughout the country who have lost track
of me. You might not realize it but your Club is
probably the best medium of keeping in touch
with acquaintances.
. . .
Stewart B. Tucker,
Manger, Byrd Theatre,
Richmond, Va.

April

12.
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information is desired Glass will be glad to furnish it to anyone
requesting it.
Thank you "O. F.," and now that you are back in the active
fold again we expect to hear a lot of mighty fine things concerning your work.
So keep us posted.
Some showmen possess the
invaluable medium of showmanship combined with personality, to so sell themselves
in the town where their house
is located as to have the town
rely absolutely on their judgment of the entertainment value of a picture. Such a showman
is William A. (Bill) Levey, manager of the Beacon Theatre
in Port Washington, Long Island, N. Y.
When Bill gets behind a picture that he believes to have
more than usual merit, the method he has of informing his
patrons is through a personal letter. And when he sends out
one of these letters you may be sure that business on the
particular picture is going to boom. If space would permit we
would reprint a copy of Bill's latest letter, but sufficient to say
tliat it carried a short sketch of the story in whicli he stressed
tlie entertainment value of the picture and closed with a personal
endorsement.
Another faction with whom Bill seems to be strongly entrenched is the local newspapers who are always willing to
co-operate with him to the utmost and we notice in this instance that he is running a contest in both papers, in conjunction with "The Mf iody Man." He oflFers free tickets to the first
twenty-five readers who submit the correct solution to the
riddle "When does music make you sick?" We could answer
it and tell him that it makes "u-sic" when the m's taken away,
but then we were always big-hearted like this, why deprive
somebody else of a pair of ducats.
And by the way you may remember that a while ago we
showed you how Bill kept his patrons up on the play dates
of his Mickey Mouse cartoons by inserting a little card in the
mailing list, showing Mickey and his inimitable smile, while
underneath, a footnote bore the play date. He used this gag
again recently and the results were excellent.
Good work. Bill. We know that you are always working
hard to keep your house hitting on all six, and we expect to
be able to pass on more of your activities in the very near
future.

By

Levey's 'Ace' Work
Is Again Evident
This Account

As additional evidence that
Carl Osborne, manager of the
Sigma Theatre in Lima, Ohio,
was not sleeping during the
silence when we did not hear
from him, your Chairman has
on hand a number of newspaper tear sheets, deaHng with the way he boosted good-will
by a "movie party."
Osborne tied-up with the local newspaper who allowed him
free space on the front page for stories plugging the party. All
children bringing a toy were admitted free to the theatre to
witness an ail-comedy show. As the toys were presented at
the door, they were turned over to the drivers of the newspaper trucks who carted them away to the local Boy Scout
headquarters, where, through the Scout's co-operation, the toys
were re-painted and sent to the various cliaritable organizations
for distribution to the poor children of tlie community.
Toy matinees, vegetable matinees, cast off clothing matinees,
and many other stunts of a similar nature are one of the best
bets a theatre manager can have for securing the good-will of
the local organizations, and not only that, but the stunt is
really helpful. It is not necessary to wait for Christmas to roll
around to use any of these excellent ideas. You will find out,
if you care to investigate that all year around you could be
doing something to help needy people and still not be doing
enough. Nearly every community in the country has its quota
of needy cases and when you decide to do something to help
them, you will find that every resident in your town will be
right behind you.
The success of Osborne's toy matinee was shown not in tlie
box office for that day, but in the tremendous amount of goodwill he received for himself and his liouse, wliicli will eventually
re-act favorably towards his receipts. We are glad to see that
Carl is active again.
Let's hear some more from you.

Showmanship Plays
An Important Part
In Osborn's Work

April
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Albertson Put The
Fifth Anniversary
Of Theatre Across

KCtJND TACLt

Putting a birthday party
across successfully was just
another stujit included in the
recent activities of Jack Albertson, managing the Indiana
Theatre in East Chicago, Indiana, that let the house in for

— -—
a lot of good will and publicity.
On the occasion of the theatre's fifth birthday, Jack proluoted a tie-up with a local bakery whereby the baker agreed to
furnish a cake to be distributed to patrons as they left the
theatre. The cake weighed 190 pounds and the only thing the
theatre did for it was to run a trailer giving the baker a credit
line. It was prominently displayed in a window three days
the
day of the celebration
the distribution.
and onand
party"
the birthday
before officiated
And to give
cutting
at the
baker
business
over,
went
party
the
successful
how
of
you an idea
jumped almost double on the day.
In addition to the above Jack obtained some excellent publicity on the party from the local newspaper, which gave the
stunt a big play. He also made a tie-up with the local drug
store whereby he received five thousand cards from them which
were distributed to the lady patrons of the theatre. The card
stated that anyone purchasing a certain brand of face powder
would be given a vanity case free.
If space would permit we would like to show you a sample of
the fine anniversary program he turned out which was made up
in a novel manner and carried information concerning the theatre's policy and the coming attractions, togetlier with a personal
endorsement from the management. The whole campaign was
a sell out from the minute he started and we derived as much
pleasure from hearing about it as Jack must have experienced
when he saw them lining up at the box office.
Jack, and don't forget to keep us
fine work,
the other
Keep onupyour
activities.
posted
A stunt, on the same order
as the one recently used by
Charlie Pin-us, which we described on the ROUND TABLE pages, was utilized by
M. H. Garvin, manager of the
'— —
■
Rivoli Theatre
in Hastings,
Nebraska, to good advantage in the advertising of his coming
attraction, "Sally."
The photo shows you the eflfect achieved by placing a twentytour sheet board on the stage of the theatre. The girl, portraying the Marilyn Miller role, is a real dancer. The organ
solos for the week consisted of a number of songs from the
picture. When the last number was played the curtains parted,
revealing the novelty. A moment later the girl "came to life"
and jumping of¥ her perch executed a toe dance. At the conclusion of the dance she exited, with the curtain closing in over
the billboard.

Perhaps This One
Will Mean More
Business For You

The effect upon the audience was wonderful and in addition
to their appreciation by spontaneous applause they all turned
out in full force to witness the picture. Here's a gag that can
be used at minimum cost and if you haven't already taken
advantage of it, try it now. It's not necessary to play "Sally"
to use the stunt. A little ingenuity will show you how to use
it on any picture you may be playing at the time. And it's a
cinch that the box-office results will more than make up for
the time and labor you may expend in construction.
Thank you Garvin, for passing this along to us. We are glad

.d

CLUB

Westerns!!
Motion Picture News has heeded the
"call of the exhibitors" for Westerns and
in the issue of April 26th, we will make
this topic outstanding from many angles,
especially the showmen's.
Perhaps YOU are one of those manajfers who, feeling that the Western is
still in demand with your patrons, has
been bombarding us with inquiries concerning where more sound and talking
Westerns
may ofbeApril
obtained.
If so, you'll
find the issue
2(>th crammed
with
material and information concerning this
type of production.
If you have anything further to say
about it, let's hear from you as soon as
possible. We want everybody's viewpoint and it's an open discussion for all
live-wire showmen.
to note that you are taking an active interest in
and we hope you will continue, since a showman
as yoM are is sure to be productive of ideas that
your brother members to draw some extra jack into

Here's One Of The
Newest Gags That
Showmen Are Using

There's a lot
on around Oil
week andcasioned it's
b the

the CLUB
as capable
will enable
the old b. o.

of talk going
City, Pa., this
all
ocfact being
that Fred

Johnson
introduced
the patrons
of
the
Colonel
Drake
Theatre
to a new
one.
Through a tie-up with one of the local broadcasting stations
he sent the entire film of "Hit the Deck" over the ether. The
stunt was primarily engineered for the express purpose of bringing a little happiness into the hospitals and sanitarium rooms
around the town, as Fred is a great believer in building goodwill for his house. His first broadcast, incidentally, was "Rio
Rita,"
as we have stated in the first paragraph, is sure set
them toandtalking.

There's many angles to be worked out in a gag of this sort
and it would pay to study it closely. We gave you an example
of the way Roy Drachman has been using it for his trailers,
but this is the first instance that has come to our headquarters
of the entire feature being broadcast and we want to comphment Fred on his showmanship.
In addition to this, he is quite busy working in a lot of tie-ups
with the local schools. Pupils of the lower grades making
the school honor roll, are presented with tickets the first of
each month. This stunt has secured a lot of favorable publicity for him and enables him to receive the co-operation of
the teachers whenever he wishes to work in a special angle.
Occasionally he donates a reel or two for exhibition in the
Junior High School and this also helps cement friendship.
Thank you, Fred, for keeping us posted on the many fine
things you are accomplishing out there in Oil City. We hope
to hear from you again in the very near future, because it
seems to us that your letters always contain some sort of interesting angle that we can pass on to the Club.

AL WA
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At Your Service!
It sometimes happens that a showman located
out of town will think up a gag that will benefit
his theatre and help him sell his shows. The
stunt might require a "New York Flavor," and
thus he is handicapped.
Recently, one of our members, exploiting
"Sally," decided he wanted to use the gag which
consists of sending a letter to his male patrons
informing them, in a very personal manner, that
"Sally" was on her way from Hollywood and
would meet them on the playdate. The copy
reads something like this: "Dear R. — I am on
my way from Hollywood and will meet you at
Six State Street (theatre address) on Friday,
Apr. 4 (Plavdate) at 8:30 P.M. (starting time).
"Signed, Sally, (Title.)"
Feeling that this stunt would sell his picture,
this member forwarded the batch of letters to
us requesting that we mail them in New York.
This we did. And we would like to announce
at this time, should any of our members wish
us to perform a similar service for them, at any
time, we would be glad to comply. Our only
request is that one of the letters be left unsealed in order that we may know that the contents conforms with postal regulations. So if
you have wanted to use a gag of this sort or
contemplate using something similar in the near
future which would necessitate a New York
postmark,
send your stuff into us and we'll mail
it.
Seeming to us to be a firm
believer in atmosphere for his
pictures, J. Luther Thomas,
manager of the Victoria Theatre in Harrisburg, Pa., certainly turned out some
fine
stuff on "Roadhouse Nights."
In his lobby he built an imitation wine cellar with rafters,
posts, lanterns and kegs acting as a background. A dozen
yellow lights supplied the illumination, and gave an effect that
looked very real. He followed right on the heels of this gag
by erecting a bar in the foyer which was appropriately fixed
up and bore a lot of wise-cracks of other days, and featured
a bartender in constant attendance.
Grouped around the bar was a number of tables, at which
waiters served thirsty customers with a popular fountain drink.
Besides the waiters Thomas used two young ladies as hostesses.
We might tell you, if it isn't too big a secret, that in his lobby,
he broke a bottle of moonshine over the burlap bag and the
familiar odor had them sniffing for blocks away (which is
another medium of making them stop, look and listen).
Anyway the stunt helped a lot towards selling the picture to
the patrons, besides keeping them in good spirits ( ?) and thus
Luther scored another with his exploitation, since it all reacted favorably to the box-office.

Thomas Believes
That Realism Is
A Valuable
Asset

The phrase, "It's the woman
who pays," was certainly demonstrated by R. K. Fulton,
manager of the Broadway
Theatre in Council Bluffs, la.,
when he decided to use a tried
^^^
and proven stunt recently.
The gag, which consisted of a reversal of etiquette, in, the
form of the girl paying for the boy friend, created a great deal
of comment and hilarity around the town. A thousand cards
bearing copy which read, "Girls, here's some new fun.
Now

Fulton Used This
One To Grab Some
Theatre Publicity

12,

1930
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vou get a chance to TREAT THE BOY FRIEND. Mondav,
March 18th, has been named as TREAT NIGHT at the Broadway Theatre, bring your beau and this card, present them both
at the box-office. Buy one adult ticket for yourself and a ten
cent ticket for the boy friend," were freely distributed.
This stunt went over very well and we are passing it along
in the event that any of the CLUB members might want to use
it as a change from the regular run of things. Oak, Fulton,
thanks for keeping us posted on your work, and we want you
to know that we'd like to hear more from you again as we are
always interested in finding out what the live-wire western
showmen are doing to sell their shows.
As further proof that he is
very active at the Capital Theatre in Regina, Sask., Canada,
we offer a few photographs of
the way Pete Egan plugs his
shows.
". The
first photo
shows
a
truck ballyhoo on "Rio Rita." The truck was out on the
streets of Regina when the thermometer registered 40 below
zero.
(And we think it's cold in N. Y.) The copy on the truck,
as you will note, is made up to

Pete Egan Shows
That He Is Still
Active As Usual

^

the
out in
createlettering
a very standing
effective "flash,""
bold relief against the white
background.
The middle photo shows a
window tie-up arranged with a
music store on Rudy Vallee's
picture. From the photo it
looks to us like a hand-painted
job as does the other piece of
art work in the window plugging the theme songs. The bottom photo shows a very clever
piece of creative art work by
George Astle, the gentleman
responsible for all of Pete's diswho has earned
for himselfplays,
an enviable
reputation
as
one of Saskatchewan's foremost
artists. Pete has so cleverly
worded his copy in this display
piece that it serves two purplug.
poses : atutional
"talkie"
and an instiTliaiiks Pete for passing these
interesting exhibits along to us,

but they really don't serve toremind us that you're always
active up there in Canada. We know our Regional Chairmen
well enough to know that they are always trying to cook upsomething new and we're more than glad to pass on all their
activities, as you know. Let's hear from you again Pete in
the very near future and if you see any of our members in your
district who look as though they are slowing down, inject a
little pep in them and remind them that the rest of the CLUB
would like to know what thev are doing.

Olinto Accorsini Says:
"Enclosed find my application for membership
in what is proving to be the best help on earth for
the theatre manager. I have gotten several bangup ideas from your pages in MOTION PICTURE
NEWS, in fact it is the first thing I look for when
the NEWS arrives in our office."
Manager, Academy,
Isis, Belvedere
&
Gayety Theatres,
Lynchburg, Va.

I
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Meet Ken Benson
Who Assists Jack
O'Connell At Vita
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The young man whose picture we are reproducing here
is Ken Benson, assistant manager of the Vita Temple The
atre in Toledo, Ohio. The
Vita Temple as almost all of
our CLUB members know is

.nanaged by our fellow member and showman Jack O'Connell,
and was one of the pioneer houses to install sound and talking
pictures.
Ken is a recent addition to tlic L'LL'H rolls, and tlus is the
first opportunity we have had of telling you a little bit about
him atul tlie way he is learning
the gameMisunder
O'Connell's
able tutelage.
work Jack
so far
has been
so

showinanlike
that we think it deserves recognition on our pages.
The cut will show you a stunt used
by Jack and Ken on "The Sacred
Flame," whereby they secured a midget
car and used it to ballyhoo the picture,
by making up copy that fit perfectly.
Incidentally this is a good opportunity
for us to illustrate what we mean when
we say that the stunt is never wedded
to theawake
one picture.
Jack easily
hadn'tpassed
been
wide
he could Ifhave
up this opportunity, but then there was
very little possibility of that, since showmen are usually awake. The other
photo shows a tie-up engineered by them with the local Navy
recruiting station in conjunction with "Hit the Deck," whereby
the theatre supplied one sheets and snipes and used the Navy
bulletin boards to advertise the picture.
In addition to tliese a tie-up was also effected with a local
l-'ive and Ten store. The store featured a special "Hit the
Deck" sundae on their soda counter and in addition permitted
the use of their spacious windows for displays. And since the
store is located in the heart of the town the tie-up was very
valuable from a pul)licity standpoint.

All of these live-wire activities are typical of the work Jack
O'Connell has been turning out in his years in the show business and we feel sure that Ken is mighty lucky to be working
under the wing of a man who knows the "ins and outs" of
the racket as well as any showman in the country. Keep up
the good work Ken and we'll guarantee that in no time you will
be handling your own house and earning the title of a real livewire showman and active member of the ROUND TABLE
CLUB, and no doubt Jack agrees with us. How about it Jack?
~_
T ie-Up
At
17' •
/^

rair

Oave

Lots

Of

County
o

Cipeece

.
^
Publicity
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R. C. Speece effected a most
opportune tie-up with a radio
agency that netted reams
of

publicity for "The

Vagabond

West %Palm
^'^^'" P^^,r^.
'^^ Beach,
o'^lf
Theatre,

\
Fla.
The tie-up was opportune because tlie radio dealer had two
booths at the Palm Beach County Fair which is an annual event
that attracts many.
In addition to donating a radio, they practically turned over
both booths to the theatre. Chances on the radio were given
out at the booths, but in order to cast the ballot it was first
necessary to purchase a ticket at the theatre.

CLtC

''Kite Matinees'^
Through

the courtesy of a large kite manufacturing concern, we are in a position to put
you in touch with this type of stuff for special
kiddie shows or even kite contests.
Here is an angle which will appeal to every
youngster in your community, t)ut you must get
out after it strong and make it mean something.
Upon request we will gladly send you the necessary information and you can then follow it
up as you see fit. This depends entirely upon
your own local situations and your ability to
make a "go" of such special performances. And
hesides they WILL boost business and attract
attention to your theatre.
We are at your service all the time in these
matters, but we cannot read your minds. If
you want something or need help in any manner, shape
just shoot us a line and we'll
do our
best orto form,
aid you.
What

Do You Sai/'.'

Ballyhoo records were played in ilie l)oi)ihs — and this helped
greatly, as the fair was in progress a few days in advance of
opening of picture.
This tie-up was very inexpensive and effective as far as the
theatre was concerned and the Philco dealer was well satisfied
as he secured an unusually large mailing list from the chances.
l-'ive cut-outs of rather huge proportion and showing heads of
King and MacDonald as well as stills from the picture and copy
al)out picture, theatre and playdates were i)laced in various sections of town. These cut-outs were planted on the streets after
11 o'clock at night prior to the showing of the picture and were
left unmolested until picture had concluded its run. In addition to this there was a large electric sign placed on a vacant
lot on the main street; copv on the sign reading, "Now Plaving.
|)enni>
King this
in is
TITF.
\'Ar..\P.OX
' Kl published
N'C— .\rcade
Although
the first
time we Dhave
the Thea'tre."
activities
of "R. C," we are certain that the future items of the Round
Table Club pages will contain many interesting items about his
live-wire doings. Maybe we're wrong — or maybe we're right.
The final answer will depend an Speece himself. What's it to
be?
To stimulate more than
passing interest in a picture,
William H. Collier emphasized
"Don't Disclose the Ending"
in all his advertising to publicize "Dynamite," playing at
the Strand Theatre, Birmingham, Ala.
Five thousand cards about the size of a calling card were
effectively distributed over the city and surrounding towns to
help impress upon the minds of potential theatre patrons that
they shouldn't disclose the ending of the picture tn their friends.
Copy on these cards read:
After
you
have
witnessed
the most
spectacular dramatic climax ever recorded on
the living screen — in f)Y\.\M/TE — Please do
not disclose the final endinr/ to anyone. Let your
friends enjoy it fuly, too! Thank You! — Slanayement. Strand Theatre.
These cards were passed about among each other and soon
the phrase, "Don't disclose the final ending," became a byword
on everybody's
ture to exellent tongue
receipts. which all helped to popularize the pic-

Collier Worked A
"Hush" Stunt For
Exploitation Gag

Xice work, Bill, but how come we have to wait so long to
hear from you about your activities? Don't you think you
should keep us posted a little better in the future?
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PERSONALITIES
p. J. MARTIN has now been
made manager of the Capitol
Theatre, Norwalk,
Conn.

* *

*

TED GAMBLE arrived last
week in Portland, Ore., to take
charge of the RKO Orpheum
Theatre.
ALLEN GLENN, formerly
assistant to the director of publicity and advertising of Warner Brothers Pictures, will manage the Keith-Albee Palace
Theatre in Akron, Ohio.

* *

*

BOB RAPPOI^T is the new
manager of the Circle Theatre
in Los Angeles, Calif.
* * *
BENJAMIN
VON
PILSKL
formerly manager of the Palace
Theatre in Ansonia, Conn., has
been transferred to the Capitol
Theatre in New Britain, Conn.
Lots of luck *to * you* Von Pilski.
LEON PICKLE now manages the Savoy Theatre in
Princeton, Ky.
CHARLES SCHEIER, recently of New York, is now
managing
the Crystal Theatre
in Ralls, Texas.

* ♦

*

BRADY BROWN has taken
over the managerial reins of the
Fox Elsinore Theatre in Salem,
Oregon.
JERRY LASWELL has left
Olympia to manage the Fox
Colonial Theatre in Tacoma,
Wash.

* *

*

TED GAMBLE is the new
manager of the RKO Orpheum
Theatre in Portland, Ore. He
was formerly* with
* * Pantages.
HOWARD E. MILLER has
severed his connection with the
Fox Strand Theatre in Watertown, N. Y. * * *

EUGENE F. GOSS has just
taken over the managerial reins
of the Haines Theatre, Augusta,
Maine.

* *

*

CLARENCE A. CUNNINGHAM is the new manager of
the Strand Theare in Portland,
Maine.

* *

*

J. C. McKENNA, recently
Publix manager, has assumed
complete control of the Lyric
Theatre, Jackson, Tenn.
* * *
BARRY BLAKE, JR., is the
newly appointed manager of the
Strand Theatre, Cheyenne, Wyo.

* *

*

DICK GORDON, well known
in theatrical circles has been appointed manager of the Ritz
Theater, Chattanooga, Tenn.

* *

*

TED GAMBLE takes over
his new duties as manager of
the RKO Orpheum Theatre in
Portland, Ore.

* *

*

WALTER SMITH is the new
manager of the Majestic Theatre in Utica, N. Y.
* * *
LEE BOSQUET will take
over the managerial reins of the
Strand Theatre,, Carthage, N. Y.

* *

*

H. O. MARTIN
has been
made manager of the Queen &
Lyric Theatres, Kansas City,
Mo.

* *

*

FL YNN T. STUBBLEFIELD
is the recently appointed of the
Ky.
Strand Theatre in Louisville,

* * *
KENNETH
T. COLLINS
has been transferred to the
Apollo
Theatre in Indianapolis,
Ind.

E. W. SMITH will now manage the Fox Strand at Watertown.

BOB HAZEL is now the
* * *Resident Manager of the California Theatre in Dunsmuir,
Calif.

Bride And Groom
Stunt Sold Love
Parade For Hooton

The bride and groom in a
smart new roadster with tin
cans tied on behind. A procession of cars following, tooting their horns and filled with

That's
.
cheeringthey occupants
how
occasionally celebrate weddings in Waukegan, 111. And that's how Manager
B. D. Hooton advertised the coming of "The Love Parade" at
the Genessee Theatre in Waukegan.
lie obtained the services of a young couple and dressed them
in wedding attire and raccoon coats. A tie-up with the local
Chrysler agency provided the necessary smart roadster and
other cars to be used in the procession. It was easy to get a
group of hilarious young people who would ride in tlie parade
and make the necessary noise. Banners were provided tieing
in tlic local engagements of "The Love Parade" at the theatre.
The procession drew the usual amount of attention from the
citizenry of Waukegan and was so successful from this stand^___
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point that it was repeated several times during the three days
prior to the coming of the picture.
■'Created more attention than a circus parade," says Hooton,
"and had the people straining their eyes to see what it was all
about and wondering, until they read the banners, who was
married and all about it."
This was a great gag, "B. D.," and let's
that it will just
be a starter of your active membership on hope
the Club pages. No
doubt you have noticed how many of your brother Circuit managers are already active in the Club, and there is no reason why
you, too, should not be just as prominently featured as they.

We Expect To Hear
More Of Nininger
And His Work Soon

Step up and meet "face to
face" one of Fort Lauderdale's,
Fla., live-wire showmen, A. R.
Nininger, who handles the affairs of the E. J. Sparks Thea-

Mr. Nininger has been intotres.
duced on these pages before, but we decided that as we hadn't
run a photo of him we would give him another send-off, especially since he was proposed for membership by another "ace"
showman of Florida, our friend, Earle Holden.
Earle tipped us ofT at the time that Mr. Nininger has been
in the show game for a good many years
and his wide and varied experiences,
could we cajole him into relating them
to us, would make very interesting reading. Well, anyway, to get down to brass
tacks, we expect to give you some news
of his activities in the very near future,
and it is for that reason we are holding
off for the present on revealing what we
have already gathered concerning him.
So let's go, Mr. Nininger, we know
that you are doing some mighty fine
things down there in Fort Lauderdale,
and when Earle tells us about you, why
we're more sure than ever that some novel slants on show salesmanship will be forthcoming. Don't be bashful about shipping
here
work. We've got room enough
us up a truckload of yourhold
all we can get, and like an ad we
in Club headquarters to
Oak?
read some place, "The more we get, the more we want."
As some of our readers will
remember, we devoted a page
in a recent issue of the Managers' Round Table Club to
the doings of the various managers on the Fox Metropolitan
Playhouse Circuit and gave a
brief account of the "Promotion Month" now underway.
We are going to tell you how one of the managers on that
circuit, our fellow member in the Club, Edward Stofifer, manager of the Biltmore Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., promoted a
lot of gifts and plenty of good will for his house.
From the local dealers he secured, free of charge, fifty packages containing five pounds of Matzoths each, boxes of candy for
the kiddies, ladies' apparel, men's furnishings, a camera, thermos kit, fountain pen, perfume sets and razors. And with an
imposing array of gifts like that it looks to us as though his
part in "Promotion Month" meant something to his house.
Stoffer made good use of an idea which appeared in the Club
pages not so long ago by working it in with his feature showing
of "The Virginian." Through a tie-up with a local sweet shop
he secured a number of heralds plugging the picture and the
confectioner. To insure the heralds being read he offered free
tickets, to be obtained on presentation of the heralds at the
sweet shop, providing that they bore the consecutive numbers
of 1, 2, 3, 4. A box on the up2er left hand corner carried the
number with a note requesting that the circular be kept and
the box watched in order that the numbers be obtained.
This gag clicked well for him, with the dealer and theatre
coming in for valuable publicity. Thanks, Stoffer, for passing
this along to us and we hope you will keep us posted on the
final results of your "Promotion Month" activities in order that
we may pass them along to the rest of the Club.

Stoeffer Promoted
Everything That
W asn*tNailedDown
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An atmospheric front that
sells is this one we are reproducing; and which shows how
Charlie Brennan, managing director of the Rialto Theatre in
Newark, N J., put it to good
advantage
as an exploitation
medium also. Maybe you can use it, too.
'riiroiigh a tie uj) witli a local locloinilh he secured absolutely
free, five thousand keys and a lock wliich was placed on the
door plujrging his feature "The Locked Door." The
dummy
Iceys
were attached to bajigage tags which carried copy reading,
"See if this Key will open 'Tlie Locked Door' at the Rialto
Theatre. It's good for a free admission if it does." On the
back of the card the hicksmith came in for a free plug by

CLUD

Brcnnan's Display
Was Instrumental
In Grabbing Biz.

having his name and address under copy reading, "When you
have Locked Doors see, etc."
The gag went over wonderfully in Newark and the lobby
was crowded almost all day with persons trying their keys on
the padlock. The keys were for the most part dummies, though
a number did open the door. A lot of valuable publicity was
secured by Brennan through using this stunt.

That's the name Columbia has jjiven to the
.April drive, with some valuable prizes to be
a\Nar(led in cash, for live-wire showmen.

^ Ou

can ail make

and

a try for some

what's more, it's worth

of the money,

ti>inu

for.

Last week's issue carried the rules of the contest. Look 'em ()ver carefully and then see that
your stuff comes ri«:ht in to the Hound Table
Club headquarters

to be passed on by the judges.

A nest-ejfff in cash plus nation-wide prestige
is what the answer to this (me happens to be.
Are you goinff to sit back while the other fellow
is grabbing

the dough

and the glory?

you goin' to try for some
Come
Any

on fellows.

showman

The

Or are

yourself?
contest is wide open.

in the business can qualify.

"Chick"

Radio Station Plug
Was Promoted By
Drachman for Show

The value of a stunt or gag is always proven at the conchision
of the picture's
play safe
dates,toand
knowing
Charlie'sjumped
methods of working
it is pretty
state
that business
up during the run. Thanks for passing this fine example of
showmanship along to us Charlie and don't forget we are
always glad to hear what you are doing over there across
the river and your work is made doubly interesting to us because of the hot competition in Newark. So let's hear from
vou again real soon.

Police Department
"Stood" For Stunt
Created
By Stern

Another novel way of ballyhooing an attraction came to
our attention recently when
we were apprized of the stunt
used by B. Stern, manager of
the Capitol Theatre, in Oklahoma City, Okla., to sell

"Dynamite."
We think it was handled
In the center of the city traffic is usuallygreat.
very heavy and three
policemen are stationed on duty there directing the cars. By
tie-ing up with the police department. Stern secured permission
from the Chief to construct three platforms, which measured
two feet square and eight inches high. On each side of the
platforms the word "Dvnaniite" was lettered in red on wiiire.
When the platforms first appeared the whole town was gazing
at them and it is a certainty that the picture derived a wealth
of publicity. Another stunt Stern used in connection with the
picture was the distribution of a number of window cards made
up so that "Dynamite" read from the lower left hand corner
to the upper right hand. This arrangement created a very
effective "flash" for the attraction. We want to thank Stern
for passing along this stunt to us in order that we might know
what he is doing to sell his shows out there in Oklahoma. Let's
have some more accounts of your work, Mr. Stern.

Another novel angle has
been hit upon by Roy Drachman, manager of the Rialto
Theatre in Tucson, Arizona.
Roy used this creative gag on

Through
a tie-up with the
of Shows."
local radio station, a turntable "Show
was rigged up in the broading room. The record (used with the trailer on "Show of
- us"), was then played over the air, preceded bv a brief talk
on the attraction. The value of an angle of this 'kind may be
easily seen, not only because it hits the homes, but also reaches
persons dining in restaurants and
other places where the radio is in
constant operation.
This very valuable advertising
can be secured at practically no
cost whatever by showing the radio
station manager its entertainment
value. Of course the gag can only
be used on musicals or a picture
featuring a special star. About the
only way we can think of offhand
to get around the non-musical
angle, should you care to use this
stunt, is to give a brief resume of
the plot that will explain the ensuing dialogue.
We want to thank Drachman for
passing this angle along to us because we feel that such a stunt will
prove of value to any member desiring to use it. and if any of them
gives us anotiier slant on it and we wouhl he pl.-xd tri pa-^s it on.
To show you the type of merchandising he uses to make
patrons come back, we are showing a photo of a cut-out for
"Sally," which shows the star holding a sample of the S6.60
ticket required for admittance to the original stage show. The
display created a lot of interest and aided Drachman in bringing
the receipts up above normal for the run of the picture.
Okay Ray, we're glad of the opportunity to show your activities on the Round Table pages and we hope to hear from you
again in the very near future, because it seems to us that we
have acquired another member who will be very active.
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Front Of House Is
Good Example Ot
McConnell's
Pep
^=-=^^^^=^^^^^^^=^=^=^^

When it comes to putting
out a setting that will sell a
picture to his patrons you can
trust Manager McConnell to
devise the unusual.

"The upMysterious
he Onmade
a specialIslan<l"
front,
concentrating his art work on an underseas angle. A large
banner strung across the front at entrance to the theatre, with
front and corner panels masking it in. A smaller banner was
placed out under the marquee, with a large special painted
board in center front of the box office. The art work depicting
fights with underseas monster:, etc., packed a terrific wallop, as
it was done up in very striking colors. A person passing by the
display was a cinch to be soUl on tlie picture sooner or later.
Another good stunt McConnell used was in conjunction with
his showing of "Navy Blues," when he made up his front in
typical "navy" style.
For an atmospheric "flash" he garbed his

CLUB
PIN!!!
Wear

It All the Time!

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue enzunel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name of Member
Theatre
Address
City

State

ushers in sailor uniforms and they certainly made presentable
gobs. His activities on the picture attracted a lot of comment
and sold the show completely.
We'd like to hear more from him concerning his wideawake
work, since we are sure that the rest of tlie Club will enjoy
reading about it. So keep us posted, McConnell, we want to
pass on your work because we happen to have a couple of
mighty fine showmen in Youngstown on our rolls and to keej*
up with them you've got to have the goods.
As long as Harry Hatfield,
manager of the Pantheon
Theatre in Chicago, 111., is
plugging his baseball shorts we
guess we'll have to take it as
conclusive evidence that spring
^
has came.
The cut we are showing will give you an idea of the importance Hatfield attaches to his short subjects. On his recent
booking of "Clancy at the Bat," he used this novel cut-out for a
display in front of the theatre and it certainly attracted a lot of
attention.
There is many an angle can be found in connection with a
short subject and too much attention cannot be paid to these one and
two reelers since it has been proven
they have often boosted up and
saved some pretty dull feature pictures. Hatfield seems to be displaying some nice showmanship in the
timely booking of a baseball short,
for March is about the time the
"stove league" disbands for the winter and gets ready to pan and praise
ihe poor, underpaid, forty thousanda-year ball players.
Anyway,
before we start into a.
discussion
concerning
ball playerswhich is not what we get paid for.
no matter how you look at it) we

Hatfield Plugging
Shorts By Using
Creative Displays

just want to say that if you've a
—
sliort subject of unusual
merit or
one of timely interest don't be afraid to do as Hatfield did. Give
it a plug and it's a safe bet that your b. o. is going to record a
tidy sum for its run.
Thanks, Harry, for passing this one along to us, and let's
have some more accounts of your work because we know that
all the showmen in Chicago have to go pretty fast to keep up
with the next guy.
We know lots of showmen
who would be glad to have the
Mayor of their town or city
set aside a week as "Go
To The Theatre Week." And
that's just what the Mayor of
Cooperstown, N. Y., did for
George A. Miller, manager of the Smalley's Cooperstown
Theatre in that thriving upstate town.

Mayor Set Aside
Special Week And
Miller
Benefited

The newspapers and theatre programs carried the Mayor's
proclamation as follows: "Inasmuch as William C. Smalley has
provided the village of Cooperstown with a modern playhouse
and has installed the best talking picture equipment on the
market, thus making it possible for his patrons to secure
eminent and wholesome entertainment of the best quality,
parallel to that of the large cities, I hereby proclaim the week
of March 24 as 'Go To The Theatre Week.' I heartily recommend that as an appreciation everyone attend Smalley's Theatre
during the week of March 24. (Signed) Ziba L. Holbrook,
Mayor
of Cooperstown."
In addition
the local newspaper commented editorially on
the Mayor's proclamation and Miller received a little more
publicity from this source. You will all agree with us as to the
value of this angle and we feel sure that his business was
boosted up considerably during this special week. At any rate
we want him to let us know what else he is doing to sell his
shows up there in Cooperstown, since we are always interested
in finding out about every showman's activities. So let's hear
from you again, Miller, in the very near future
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Stamp Club Proves
Good Biz. Booster
For Showman Smith
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Judging from the line-up in
the photographs it looks as

doesn't
Smith boosting
Lou about
though
have
to worry
up his Saturday Matinee biz,
because with the inauguration
cT a "Stamp
Club"
for that
neighborhood
have responded
won-

.
day the kiddies in the
derfully.
As each younjister enters tiie theatn.-, lie or she is given :i
package of foreign stamps together with a message informing
them that when they leave tlie theatre they are to look at a
l)lackI)oar(l. i)Iace(l in a nearby store
window and upon which has been written a l)unch of numliers. If any kid has
a number corresponding to one on the
l)lackl)()ard he is entitled to a stamp
iilliiiin.
This stunt clicked great with them,
and the photograph below will give
you an idea of how they pushed and
shoved to see whether their numbers
were written upon the board. By using
this stunt business has boosted up a
good deal for Lou on Saturday. It
is too bad that we haven't some photos
of the ballyhoos he is using out around
his district, but since he promises to send them to us in the
near future we feel sure that we'll have another article concerning him on the CLUB pages in a little while.

k

Lou's position or
haven't weforgotten
thathe weoperates,
to prove
will inform you that he is
wherein
tiieatre
theJu^t
the manager of the Windsor Theatre in Brooklyn. X. V., and
is one of the fastest stepping showmen in that portion of
Greater New York. So don't forget, Lou. we look to receiving
those accounts of your work and give our regards to Mr. Rachmeil and Mr. Katz.
Harry Herman, manager of
the Paramount Theatre, sends
us these art cut-outs prepared
by Harry Crinklaw to sell the
pictures booked for Cedar
Rapids, la.
—
The "Devil May Care" centerpiece had a modernistic background with the head of Novarro set
in relief. The background was painted in tonals of red illuminated
from behind the head of Novarro with 25 watt red lamps. The
lettering and border was silver flitter.
For "Song of the West" the top piece carried out the idea
of the back of a covered wagon. Through the opening the
driver could be seen with mountains in the distance.
The

Selling Power Is
Seen In These Examples Of Display

.V c W

(,*f

Assisluiil Manaf^i^rs
as Meiiihc^rs!
( Rrprinttd

by

rr-queit /

In order that « «• may dispel a wronK impression, we want
all assistant theatre manauers to know they are eligible for
membership in the Hound Tnhle Club, fKOVIDINti their
manager certifies as to the position the> hold.
Many assistant managers have important duties in their
respeetive theatres, such as publii'it> and exploitation directors, treasurers, etc. We, therefore, feel that their activities
are many times just as important to the Club paRes as the
manager.s.
The reasons we make this one provision is that it is difficult
for us to know whether an applicant who calls himself an
assistant manager is really just that. We can check up on
the managers, but the managers must help us check up on
the assistants and we would rather they expressed their
willingness before their assistants joined the Club.
M K.T.C.
mountains were made of a separate piece of beaverboard and
set back to give the appearance of distance. The ribbons on
the girl's hat and dress were real.
The "Anna Ciiri>tie " display was a pleasing blond of colored
liglits and water color paints. The caption, "Garbo Talks," was
studded with green and amber 10 watt lamps and the pillars framing the poster of Garbo were lighted with colored lamps working on
separate flasher circuits.
The cutout was 12 feet high.
Harry Herman's name is more or less of a fi.xture on the
CLUB pages by reason of his fine showmanlike activities over
a long period of years, and especially since the ROUND
TABLE CLUB became such an important factor in the show
world. At any rate, the point we want to bring out is that in
addition to the importance of these attractive art cut-outs, he
injected a touch of novelty in what he was doing, and the
result speaks for itself.
Let's hear sotne more from you, Harry, and tell us what else is
going on out there in Cedar Rapids that may be of interest and
value to your brother members and managers throughout the
country.

Stan Patchett Is
An Australian P. A.
And
Very Active

Introducing Stanley Patchett,sario
youngconnected
publicity
withimprethe

Union Theatres, Limited, of
Australia. Stanley has been
keeping the residents of the
—
-—
various
cities
wherein
the
Union houses are located, informed concerning the attractions
for a good many years now. And though he is young in age
we must say he is old in experience.
Tlirougii tile suggestion of Larry Webb, a real Australian
showman, whose acquaintance we had the pleasure of making,
while he was here in Xew York on an inspection tour of American methods in order to study the various phases of the industry as practised in this country, .'Stanley joined the Club.
Knowing the quality of the work performed by the live-wire
showmen who make up the amusement industry in the Antipodes, itis a certainty that Stanley has acquired a wonderful
knowledge of show merchandising and our fond hope is that
when this article attracts his attention, it will serve as a
reminder to him to begin active membership by sending us his
photograph, along with some of the various angles he uses
to sell his shows, since we are of the opinion that they will
contain a wide and varied number of new angles to be discussed.
We welcome Stanley into the .^L'lnagers' Round Table Club
and we want him to know that our pages are always open to
record the work of himself and his fellow showmen in .Australia.
Give our regards to Mr. Webb, Stanley, and to the rest of.
our friends down in your country.
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JOHN E. CORT is the manager of the
Boulevard Theatre in Jackson Heights,
L. I., N. Y. Cort is not unknown to his
brother members in the Club, for it was only
a short while ago that we printed a little
story telling you how much pride he takes
in his house and the unique -^olicy it features, of legitimate attractions, musical comedies and pictures. On looking through our
files, John, we find we haven't a photo of
you, so when you send us in your next
letter we hope you will remedy the situation.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
WILLIAM THOMS manages the Kingsbridge Theatre in New York City. The
Kingsbridge is a well known neighborhood
house and for that reason it seems to us
that Thoms must be putting out some
mighty fine work to give the house so high
a rating. We'd like to hear more from you
soon William and when you write we hope
you'll give us a little dope on your own
career too.
Wear

Address
City
State
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

NEW

Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
EDWIN T. EMERY is the manager of
the Sunnyside Theatre in Woodside, L. I.
Our representative showmen from Long
Island have been hanging up some mighty
fine records lately and we feel now that
Emery is one of that crack outfit, he too, is
going to let us in on the secret of business
building. So keep us posted Edwin and
let's know often what you are doing to
pull 'em in.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !

JOIN NOW!!

"MANAGERS'

April

JOHN R. PETERS manages the Ritz
Theatre in Indianapolis, Indiana. It was
with a great deal of interest that we learned
he is . the youngest house manager in the
state, being only twenty years old. In that
case. John, your rise to the position you now
occupy should make very interesting reading
for the Club pages and we'd like to have
you give us a resume of your career. And
so that we may be able to properly present
the story, send us your photo too.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
SIDNEY AUERBACH
is the Assistant
Manager of the Broadway Theatre in Astoria, L. I., and comes to the Club nominated by Paul Binstock. Now since we
know the type of go-getter Mr. Binstock is,
we feel that Sidney has been given a wonderful opportunity to blossom forth a real
honest-to-goodness showman. We are interested in hearing more of your work Sidwe'd like you to keep in touch
with ney
us andoften.

WORLD'S
MOST

Seventh
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Picture

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

Your

Club

Pin!

! !

NAT ATTENBERG
manages the Chelsea Theatre in Chelsea, Mass., and as Nat
believes in presenting entertainment a la
Broadway, we expect to hear some fine accounts of his activities. Let's have a photo
of yourself and a little note giving us the
'low-down" on you.
IVear Your Club Pin!

!

!

K. L. ADAMS, who manages the Liberty
Theatre in Sunnyside, Wash., we are proud
to have you know, also is connected with
Senior and Junior Mercy's circuit, so we
feel that it is unnecessary to say more than
that we extend Adams a hearty welcome
into the CLUB. Bedause there's no doubt
in our minds but that he will prove an active
member.
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GERSON WEISS is^ the manager of the
Ritz Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. We have
often had occasion to visit the Ritz and
thus we know what a beautiful little showplace it is and the opportunities it offers for
some exploitation of the highest grade. We
want to hear from you very often in the
future Gerson and to show the rest of the
Club what another Brooklyn showman looks
like, shoot us in a photo of yourself.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
GILBERT ROSENTHAL
manages the
Duffield
"N. Y.,
for the
Fox Met.Theatre
Outfit.in IfBrooklyn,
our memory
serves
us
right we can remember the Duffield as a
swell proposition at one time and highly
spoken of by the people of the neighborhood. We believe Gilbert is doing everything possible to uphold this opinion of the
theatre
and just
to amake
him to shoot
us in
little sure
letter we'd
ellinglike
us
what he has accomplished to date.
-Wear

Your

Club

Pin!

! !-

ROBERT HUTCHINSON
manages the
Lynbrook Theatre in Lynbrook, L. I. Competition on the South Shore of Long Island,
according to what your Chairman has observed, isvery keen and therefore a manager
has got to be a real wide awake showman.
In order that we may show the rest of the
Club what you are accomplishing out there
Robert we wish you'd drop us a little note
containing the "info" revealing your doings.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
R. E. McCABE is a very busy manager.
With the Carlton and the New Atlantic
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., to look after
he no doubt has his hands full. Nevertheless "R. E." we are aware of your ability
as a showman and we do not intend to let
you forget about us, no matter how busy
you are. So before we start to work on
you in earnest we'd like to tell the Club
about your career in the showgame and in
order to give a detailed account we must
have your photo and a letter setting forth
your "life history." So we'll be scanning
the mails anxiously for it.
Wear
Your
Cluh Pin! ! !
EARLE F. OSCAR is the manager of the
Ritz Theatre in Athens, Alabama, and clocks
up still another member for that peppy
state. Without going into the files we believe that this state is one of our strongholds and now with Earle on the rolls it
will be represented more often than ever on
the pages. By the way Earle, we notice
that we haven't your photo on hand and
as you know in order to give you a regular
introduction a letter about your career and
the said photo will be necessary.

Photos of Members!
THE
Club is anxious
publish
photographs
of everyto member
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.

April
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RELEASE

CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor man have
a short-cut toward such informati(m as he man need, as well as infftrmalion on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned,
are listed in "Coming
Attractions."
Running times on features and shorts are being
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
11
18..

AMKINO
FEATURES
Title
China
Express
Drmon ol Ihe Steopas
Fragment of an Emolre...
Man
(rom
the Restaurant.

. Special
star

Rel. Dale
..Mar.
8

Cast

.Nikolai

Langth
Fret
MIns.
Revlewod
5^100 .. .05... Mar.
IS

Saltykov

. NItkln-Semenova
. Tchekliov-Mahnovskayi

.

.. Jan.

18. ...6800. ..75

..Jan.
..Jan.

25
4

7000 . ..78. . .Fab.
6000 ...67... Jan.

I
IS

Coming Attractions
Title
Jimmy
Hioolns
Kain and Artem
Living
Corpse.
The
Soil
Spring
Storm Over Asia
Transport
o( Fire
Tungas
Khenlchar
Turksib

'^'"r
A. Biichma
E. Gall-N.
Slmonov
W.
Pudovin
S. Svazhcnko
Educational
V.
Inkizhlnov
G. Kiiznctsov
Educational
Educational

and

FEATURES

Title
•t§Guilt>7
(A. T.)
•f§MeloUy
Man.
The
(A. T.) ...
•flMurder on the Root
(A. T.)
•^Personality
(A. T.)
•^Vengeance
(A. T.)

sound-on-disc)

Star
Holland-Valll
Collier. Jr.-Day-St. Polls
Revler-Livingston
Starr-Arthur
Holt-Revler-Strange

Length
Feet
MIns.
Reviewed
6371
71
6386 . . ,71 . . . Feb.
15
5400 . . .60. . . Feb.
I
6304 .. .70. . .Mar.
I
6169. ..68

Rel. Date
Mar.
3
...Jan.
25
Jan.
19
Feb.
18
Feb.
22

Coming Attractions
Title
'tSAround
the Corner
•t§Call o( the West
(A. T.)
•tjFor
the Love
el Lll
'tfHnll'i
Island
•HJaiz
Daughters
•tlLadlei
Must
Pliy
*t§Ladies ot Leisure
(A. T.) ...
•t§L8st o» the Lone Wolf (A. T.).
•tSParli
NIghtt
•tJPrince of Diamond
•tsRaIn or Shine (A. T.)
*t§Royal
Romance.
A (A. T.) ...
•fiRoad
to Broadway,
The
•tSSIsters
(A.
T.)
•tjSquealer.
The
•tsSweethoartt
oi
Pirads

Rel. Date
star
Revier-Matt

Length

Reviewed

Moore

Holt-Graves

FOX
(After August all releases

Ian
Keith-Prlngle
Joe
Cook
Collier-Starke

Speaks
Door
Knights

•jsstage

Door

'USummer
*t§Talking

Pest

Screen

SHORTS

Star

Rel.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Apr.

World

*t§Soookeasy

*t§Sppke
**5Stage

Snapshots

Date

Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Fib.

12
24
26
27
30

Frank
Buddy

Moulan
Doyle

Mar.
Apr.

23

Boyce

Combe

Kat

Kartoon

Silly Symphony
Released
twice

Jan.
Jan

Jan
a

Length

13
13
2
12
27
29
9

Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon

Krazy

I
I
1
1
1
1
1

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

.1 reel
I reel.
reel

I reel .
I reel
I reel

26

I reel

I reel

15
6

I reel
I reel

month

I

Reviewed

.Dee.

Feb,

I

Mar.

I

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

reel.

(Available sound-on-film

and sound-on-disc)

Star
Rel.
Lambert-McPhail
Apr.
•t§Bitter
Friends
(A. T.)
. . . . Feb.
•nBIg Jewel Case, Tho (A.T.).. Lambert- Kelsey-Garvin
Pollard-Clyde-Beebo
Mar.
•t§Bulls and Bears (A.T.)
Hamilton-Hiatt
Feb.
•rlCamer*
Shy
(A.T.)
Terry-Toons
Feb.
•tCavlar
Holmes-Bolton
Mar.
•t|Dad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
, McKeo-Smalley
Jan.
•TlOrummlng
It In (A.T.)
Lloyd
Hamilton
Apr.
•t§Follow the Swallow (A. T.) .
Mar.
n5He Trumped Her Ace (A.T.) . Burke- Beebe
Beebe-Pollard
Apr.
*t§Honeymoon
Zeppelin
(A, T.)
Goodwin-Crane
Jan.
•t§Hot and
Haw
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Apr.
'tindian
Pudding
, Hoqen-Diegel
Mar,
•t§Match
Play
Hodge-Podge
Feb.
•Museum
of Art, A
Oover-McPhail-Peck
Feb.
•tfOh
Darling
(A,T.)
Lloyd
Hamilton
Mar.
•flPollshed
Ivory
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•tPretzels
Terry-Toon
Apr.
•tRoman
Punch
Clyde-Bevan-McPhall
Jan.
•nScotch
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Mar.
•tSpanish
Onions
Feb.
•iSSugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.)... Clyde-Gribbons
Raymond
McKee
Mar.
•t§Trouble
For Two
(A.T.)
John-McPhall. . . Apr.
•ilWestern
Knight.
A (A. T.). . Lambert-St.
Title

(Available

Uite
27. .
13..
2..
9..
23..
30..
2«..
27..
23..
13..
12.
6. .
16.
16..
16..
9..
19..
23.
Ifi..
70
9..
20..

Length
Feet.
MIns. Reviewed
.2 reels
. . 1 reel
.1838.. ..20.. .Feb, 7?
..1480.. ..16. .Feb
22
.Feb. 2?
. 1 reel..
..1840..
..1600.. ..20.
..IH. .Jan.
.2 reels.
.1895. ..21.
.2
reels ...17.
..1528.
..Jan. 26
II
...2002.
1 reel. ..22. ..Feb
22
.1 reel.
..1565.. .17.
1
.Feb.
..1642..
..IB.
6. .Mar.
1 reel.. ..
.Apr.
S
. 1 reel. .22.
.1961..
4
.Jan.
. . 1 reel.
.Feb.
..1932.. .21.
1
.1527.. ..17. .Mar.
.2 reels. ..20. .Apr.
5

NATIONAL
xound-on-disc

FEATURES

only)

i

Patrol,

The

(A.T.).

„'••',..
^..
.
BarthelmessFairbanks.

*Means synchronized score,

..98.
..70.
.67.
.69..

6
.Mar.
Ooc.
.Job.

.69.
.107.
..6«.
II
.80. .Apr.
5
.103.
.Jan.
Dec. 28
21
.80
..7.'J
.92.
Feb,
6
..71..
..63.

Length

79

Jr.. "•'
July "»'•
20

Feet.. MIns. Reviewed

22

,

June

15

7003

78.
,

FILMS
and

sound-on-disc )

Rel.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.

....

Date
12...
25...
16...
30,..
20...
19...
2..,
23...
2...
Jan.
Mar.
13...
30...
Apr.
Fob,

Mir.
Jan.
Jan.
.Fob
Mir.
In Feb. 1
Apr. .
Apr.

Coming Feature Attractions

•tIGirl
Downstairs
(F & D)
•t§Glrl
Who
Wasn't
Wanted
(AT.)
•t§lf
1 was
Alono
With
You
(A.T.)
•t5Llllom
(A.T.)
•t§Louls
BerettI
(A.T.)
•tIMad
Singer. Tho (A.T.)
•t§One
Mad
Kiss
(A.T.)
•tlOregon
Trail. Tho (A.T.)
•tIPIaymates
(A.T.)
•t§Sea
Wolf.
Tho
•tssniid Cold Article, The fA.T.)
•t§Song
0' My
Heart
•t§Very
Practical
Joke,
•tSWhito
Flame.
The

Length
5672

».

sound-on-film

Patterson-Carol-Loo
•t§Blg
Party. The (A.T.)
. Terrls- Murray
§fCameo
KIrby
(A.T.)
. Farrell- Duncan
•t§City
Girl
(P.T.)
. Bennett-MacKenna
•tSCrazy That Way
(A. T.)
•tIDouble
Cross Roads (A. T.). .Ames-Lee
. Brendel- Mulhall-Carol
•tSGolden
Calf
(A.T.)
Special
cast
•t§Happy
Days
(A.T.)
•t§Harmony at Home (A.T.)... .Collier-Churchill
•t§Hlgh Society Blues (A.T.)..
Gaynor- Farrell
•t§Holy Terror.
The
(A.T.)... .. O'Brien-Chandler
•t§Lefs
Go Places
(A.T.)
. Wagstaff-Lano
•t5Lone Star Ranger (A.T.)...
McKenna-MocDonald
•t§Men Without Women (A. T.) ..George
O'Brien
Victor
McLaqlen
•t§On
the Level
(A.T.)
•t§Sky
Hawk
(A.T.)
. Garrick- Chandler
•tSSuch Men Are(Reviewed
Dangerous under
(A.T, ,) Baxter-Owen
title of "Mask of Lore"
•t§Temple
Tower
(A.T.)
. . McKenna-Day
•t§3 Sisters
(A.T.)
. Dresscr-Patricola

Revlewod
.Mar. I

7
.69. .Dee.
.6171.
0700..
.64. ,Mar. 29
.5800.. .61.
.74 .Fob. 22
..84.
.6552..
.7526.
.73. ..Jan. 18
6295..
6750.. ,70, .Mar.
.Dec
148
.Mar.' 29
,75.
6li,
72.

.AMO
,6412

.Jan.

.Jan.
S... .7774.... 86.. .Jan.
9... .S600
62..
23... .6888,
Issue) ...76.
.7400.... 82,
9...
26...
1930,
6...

20...

Rel, Data
Length

O'Brlen-Moran

Gaynor- Farrell
Janet
Gaynor
Edmund
Lowo
Don

Joso

Mollca

Gaynor- Farroll
McCormaek
McKenna-Harrlngton
Page
^

PHOTOPLAY
FEATURES

INTERNATIONAL
Title
•tAfter
the
Verdlet
•tICrlmson CIrelo, Tho
•t§Dark
Red
Roses
(A.T.)

Feel
Mins.
Length 69.
.6200....

O'Brien-Chandler

(A.T.) .,, John
A (A.T.)
(A.T.) ... Paul

Star
Olga
Tseheehowa
Stewart
Rorao
Rome-Ooblo

....Martk

19

DISTRIBUTORS

J»i.
Fob.
Mar.

Length
Reels. MIns. Revio
I.... 7
76
I
7
79..Jaa.
I.... 8
67. .Mar.

SHORT SUBJECTS

79

Title
*t§Dawn

June

ntle
star
•t§By the Way, Bill (A.T.). . .. Will
Rogers
•tICommon
Clay
(A.T.)
*t§Connecticut
Yankee
In
King
Arthur's Court
(A.T.)
•tSFatal Wedding, The (A.T.)
(A.T.) Movietone
•t§Fox
Follies ot 1930

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND SHORTS

FIRST

Rel. Date
June
I

8f»r

Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman

A

6..
26..
,.5979.
S., ..6338.
..aioo.
16.. .6200..
13 .
.9100.
19..
9.. ..5800.
.6218 .
...6057..
.9277 .
12..
2. .6344..
9.. ..7213
20..
13..
2.. ..6386 .
..5632.

FEATURES

ntle

O'Day-D'Neil

SOUND
Title

Tlllo
Star
•tSBaek
Pay
(A.T.)
Connne
Griffith
M§Bad
Good
Girl. Tho
(A.T.)
Marilyn
Mill.r
•t§Bad
Man.
Tho
(A.T.)
Hmton- Mackaill
*t§Bride ol Ihe Regiment (A.T.) . Scgal-Pldgcon
•tSBrlght
Lights
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Maekalll
•t§Captain
Blood
(A.T.)
*t§ Devil's Playground. The (A.T.) B 11 lie Dove
•tSFIIrtIng
Widow
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Maekalll
•fSForcver
After
(A.T.)
Young-Fairbanks,
Jr
•tSFortunc
Teller.
The
(A.T.)
•tSGirl
of Golden
West
(AT.) . Harding-Rcnnio
•tlHcart
ol the North
(A.T.) . . Loretta
Young
't^Ladv
Who
jared
The
Dove-Pldgeon-Todd
•t§Little
Caesar
(A.T.)
Fred
Kohler
•t§Man
Crazy
(A.T.)
Alio
Whito
•t^Mlle.
Modiste
(A.T.)
Claire-Pidgeon
•t§Numbcrcd
Men
(A.T.)
Nagcl-Claire
*t§Onc
Night at Susie's
(A.T.) . Dove- Fairbanks,
Jr
'tSOtner
R«on s wives
( A.T.) . . .Oove- Ralhbona-Thompson
•t§Right ol Way.
The
(A.T.).
. Nagel-Young
•t§Road to Paradise. The (A.T.) . Young-Mulhall
•t§Sin
Flood
(A.T.)
Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr
•tSSong of the Flame (A.T.)
. Gray-Clalre-Beery
'nsweethearts and Wives
(A.T.) . Blllie
Dove
•♦teweet
Mama
(A.T.)
Alice
White
"tSTop
Speed
(A.T.)
Brown-Claire-Whiting
•flUnder
Western
Skies
(A.T.) . Lec-Blackmer

Stanwyck-Graves-Sherman
Bert
Lytell

tiTemptatlen

*tAututnn
....:
•fCannibal
Capers
•tCat's
Meow.
The
•t§Continontal
Evening,
•tOesert
Sunk
*t§Oa
It Now
'UHawaiians
M§Little
Friend of All
•t?: Marionettes
■•■^Id
Flame,
An
•T^Radia-Tors
''Slow
Beau

Mar.
Jin.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
fob.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.

Coming Attractions

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-tHm

•tSFurles
(A.T.)
Warner-Wilson
•tSIn
the Neit
Room
(A.T.) ., .Jack
Mulhall
•tSLIIIoi
of
Field
(A.T.)
Corlnne
Grifflth
•t§Laote
Ankles
(A.T.)
Felrbanki.
Jr.-Youno
•t5Murdor
Will
Out
(A.T.)
Mulhall-Lee
•tSNo.
NO,
Naneita
(A. T.)
Claire-Gray
•iSNotorious
Atl.ilr. A (A. T.)..Billle
Dove
•tSOther
Tomorrow
(A.T.)
Dillle
Dove
•tSPIayIng
Around
(A.T.)
White-Morrit
•t^S.illy
(A.T.)
Marilyn
Miller
t§Show Girl in Hollywood (A.T. ). Whilc-Mulh.nll
•fSSon ol the Gods
(A.T.)
Rich.
Barthelmesa
•t§Sprlng
Is Here
lA.T.)
Clairo-Gr.iy
■t§Strlctly
Modern
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Maekalll

. .S0OS .

Title
•tSAccI- Dental
Treatment
•tSAbble Mitchell & Sizzle &
Blame

Reels. Mint
2 Length 17

Star
Song

Program

f Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
.All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-filni.

.1.7'. after

Revlovod

title means

.

25

Motion

j2

Picture

News

April

193G1518

12 ,

25
*tAllez-Op
Marionettes
•f§Clyde Ooerr & Saxophone
Sextet
Ja"
Program
•tSFeed
the Brute
(A.T.)
Animal
Novelty
•tSHoaK
(A.T.)
Frawley
&
Smith
•t§Justice
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
*t§Llttle Journeys In Songlind. . Song Series
•tIMIser,
The
(A.T.)
Bransby
Williams
♦t§Mr. Smith Waiies Up (A.T.) . Marriott-Gott
•tSNight
in Dixie.
A (A.T.) . . . Mitchell-Hudglns
•t§Nora
Blaney
No.
I
Song
Program
•f§Nora
Blaney
No. 2
Song
Program
*t Operatic
Marionettes
•tSRadio
Franks & 4 Bachelors. Song
Program
•fSTeddy
Brown &. His Band
fazi
Program
'tlilnwrltten Law. The (A.T.)... Rosalind Fuller
•tSWhen
the Clock
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Nlles
Welch

1
1
I
I
2
I
I
2
2

2

METRO-GOLDWYN-MA

(Heviewed

under

title

of

"Road

Show"

♦tSDevll-May-Care
(A.
T.)
Ramon
Novarro
•tiFree and Easy
Buster
Keaton
*t§Glrl Said
No, Tha
(A.T.)... Haines-Hyams
•tiLedy
To Love
...Vilma
BanKy
•tSLord Byron of B'way (A. T.) . . .Terry-Kaley-Rubln
♦tSMontana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan Crawford
SfNot
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davles-NugenJ
Reviewed under title of 'Duley" In
•t§Shlp
From
Shanghai.
The
(A. T.)
Nagel-Johnson-Wolhelra
•t§They
Learned
About
Women
Schenek
and
Van
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
(A.T.)
Racket
•tlWoman

-

In

Title

18

Length

Rel Date
Feet
Mins.
Feb.
21
6700
74.
Jan.
3
7961
88.
Jan. 10.. ..8100. ...90.

Nov.

i, 1929,

Issue)

Feb.
7
8782
98.
Mar.
22
8413
93.
Mar.
15
8382
93.
Mar. 8. . . .8142. . . .90.
Jan.
28
7200
80.
Mar. 29. . . .7917. . . .88.
Jan.
17,. ..7650
85.
Nov. 2, 1929 luu*
6225

Reviewed
..Dec. n
..Nov. 16
. . Nov.
2
..Dec. 28
. .Feb. 22
..Feb. I
..Feb. 8
..Jan. 25
..Feb. 8
..Nov.

69... Jan.

Jan. 31
,
,,
q„,
07
Jan. 31.. ..8773. .. .97. ..Dec.
63B7.
Jan. 24
.71.

2
18

Star

Beery- Morris- Hyams
Dressler-Moran-Paae
>laines-Moylan-Bushman,
Nugent
J. C. & Elliott
. Davies-Gray

•t§AII
Teed
Up
Saby
Follies
*t§Bear Shooters
•tIBIg
Kick. The
•«Blotto
•Clyde Doerr
•t§College
Hounds
'*t§College
Romeos
t§Fightlng
Parson
•T§Flrsl
Seven
Years.
The...
•Flower
Garden
•t§Hay
Fever (A.T.)
•t§Head Guy. The
•fSHIs Lucky Day (A. T.)
•tlHot Dog
•tSKeily.
Walter
C
*t|Old Man Trouble (A.T.)...
tjNIght Owls (A. T.)
MSPopular
People (A.T.)
•t§Real McCoy
(A.T.)
•tJShiverlng
Shakespeare
^tSShrlmp. The
'Bono
Writer's
Revue
•tSTough
Winter.
A
'Van & Schenek
•t$Vodeville
(A. T.)
*tSWhen
the Wind
Blows....

, Our

Trie ...

Gang

. Revue
• Charley ChaM...
. Harry Langdon ..
. Lean & Mayflald.
.Dogs
. Davidson- NIehola
. Laurel -Hardy ...
. Charley
Chasa
. .
. Chase
. Our Gang
.Harry
Langdon
..
'. Our

i'L"/,
'*'"^'■'

■-

cl."""i
F»b.
1
. .
May
3...
22. 1929, issue
Apr.
19

f V,'
fen.

io
ii

Rel. Date
.Apr.
19..
May
. Mar.
. Feb.

17..
29..
8..

.2 reels..
.Jan. 25.. ..853....
. Feb. 22.. .2 reels. .
. Mar. I.. .2 reels. .
.Jan. 18..

. Laurel -Hardy
Our
Gang
..

...Feb.
15
'.■.
■.Mar. "29
...Jan. 25
...Feb.

15

.Dec.

14

.Apr.

5

. 2 reeli..

.1878
. 2 reels..
. 2 reel!.
...803...
2 r««ll..
.Jan.

4.

25.
'. Veb.""r.

. Jan.
. May

3.

. June 21.
.Jan.
II..

Gang

.2 reels. .
.2654....

Reviewed
..Mar. 20

Apr.

5..

.2 reels...
. 2 reel!..
.1899....
.2 reels..
.2 reels. .
. 2 raalt. .
. .2 reels. .

.799

...Nov. 2
..Fab.
15

."ib'e'c!
.'.F'e^b. ur5
.Dec.

14

14
..D
ee. 29
..Mar.

. 2 rati*. .
.1795....

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Title
•f!Behlnd the Make- Up( A.T.) (0)
•t§Burnina
Up
(A.T.)
*tSDangerous
Paradise
(A.T.)..
-tiHoney
(A.
T.)
•tSKIbitzer (A. T.) (D)
•tlLlght of Western Stars (A.T.)
•t§Love Parade (A. T.) (D)...
•t§Men
Are Like That (A. T.) .
•tSOnly the Bravo
(A.T.)
•tSRoadhouse
Nights
(A.T.)
Reviewed
'tSSeven
Days'
Leave
(A. T.) .
Reviewed
under
•t;silghtly Scarlet
(A.T.)
•tistreet of Chanee (A. T.)..
MSVagabond King, The (A. T.)
■•t§Young
Eagles
(A.T.)

Length
Feet
Date
1..
II... .6364..
.5251.
22.. .5244.
29... .6701..
II.. .7273..
18..

Star
Rel.
. Skelly-Wray-Powall
Jan.
. Arlen-Brlan
Feb.
. Carroll-Arlen
Feb.
Nancy
Carroll
Mar.
.Green-Brian-Hamilton
Jan.
. Arlen-Brlan-Green
-Apr.
. Chevaller-MaeDonald
Jan.
26. .
Hal Skelly
Feb.
15..
8..
.Gary
Cooper
Mar.
15..
. Morgan- Ruggles
Feb. luua
1929,
as "River
Inn"
In Det. IB, I92S
Gary Cooper
Jan.
22..
tha title of "Medal" In Nov. 23. 25..
.Evelyn
Brent
Feb.
8..
. Wm.
Powell
Feb.
. King-MacDonald-Oland
Mar. 15...
.Charles Rogers
Apr.
5..

SOUND

SHORTS

Star
Title
-•tliBearded Lady (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•■tSBedella
Screen Song
•tSCome
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Sono
•tSDeep
"C"
Melodle*
Frances
Williams
•t§Don't Believe
It (A. T.). ... Christie
Comedy
•t^Down
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
-t^Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•fS Family
Next
Door.
The
Chir|p« Riiaqips
•t§Fnr
Love ar Meaty
(A.T.) . . . Chrlstl*
Comedy
-tSGettIng a Ticket
Eddie
Cantor
•t§l
Came
First
Herman
Timberg
*tSrm
Afraid to Come
Home
In
the Dark
Screen Song
■t^la the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
•tSLet Me Explain (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy

"Means synchronized score,

Rel. Date1 . .
Mar.
4. .
Jan.

Mins.
26
..71. ..Oct.
...58. Reviewed
..Feb. 15
..58. ..Feb.
22
.Feb. 22
..74.
..81. ..Aug. 31

.10061. ..III. ..Oct. 19
.5500.
..67. ..Nov.
..Mar. 23
15
.6024. ..61.
.6700. ..74.
.6100.. ..68.
. . Nov. 23
Isaua
25
.90. ...Jan.
..6402. ...71.
Dec. 28
.8100.
9*12 . 105.. Jan.
II
..6405. ..71. ..Mar. 22
Length

. . 1 reel
...901.
8..
25..
8 . ..1872.
..2 reel s
..1850.
II.. .1381.
.1870.
.948.
22..
4. .
12.. ...814.

Feb.

18. . ..651.

Jan.
Jan.

4..

..Mar. 22
..Mar. 22
..Feb.

15

..Feb.

15

..Jan. 25
.1870.
.752.

Title
•tSAfter
Dark
•tiAII
Stuck
Up
•t§Beauty
Soot. The
*t§Bows
and
Arrows
*t§Clothes Make the Man
•tICover Charge
•t§Cro5by's
Corners
•fSDarktown Follitt
Blues
•-flOarktown

Rel. Date ,6750Length 75... Revlewe<
Apr.
5
4.. .7066... 78... Oct. 12

Apr.

26

.Apr.

5

7740

Length

on

June
May
June
Feb.

3
7
2

.7450.

.82... Nov.

15

Jan.
June

19
28

5850.

.65... Nov.

9

6740

.75... Nov. 30

Feb.
Apr.
July
June
Jan.
July
May
...Apr.
May

23

14.
26.
5.
19.
....

7074.... 78... Feb.

The

31
12
17,

approximata

running

tlmt af raalt
26 mla.

10 mla.
10 mil.

II
II
•
18
7

. Oawson-Carney
.Sportllght

Rel Date
I
t
.. .2
.I

. ...
. Feb.

(A.T.).

*l§Dogging
It
•tIDoing
Phil a Favtr (A. T.).
•t§Fellne Fighter
•tSFIftyMllesfromBroadway(A.T.)
•t|Foolish
Follies
•tsGettysburg
Address
*t§Goden
Pagoda.
The
*tGood Old School Days
•tSGridlron
Glory
•tSHappy
Gtit
•tSHer
Hired
Husband (A.T.)..
•t§Hlgh
and
Dizzy
•t§His
Birthday
Suit
•tSHIgh Toned (A. T.)
Home
Sweet Home
•tSHonest
Crooks
(A.T.)
In the Park
Iron Man. Tha
•tIMandalay
•tSNIght
In Dormlttiy
(A.T.)..
•t§On
tha Air
*t|Pathe Audio Review
•t§Pathe
Sound
Newt
■tPerfect Match. The
•t§Petters.
The
(A.T.)
•tiRubevllle
•t§8hlp
Ahoy Night Cluk (A.T.)
Singing Saps
*tSky
Skippers
*tiSplashlng Through
•tSTIght
Squeeze
•tSWedaesifay at tha RItz (A.T.)

. Reg.
Merville
. Buck & Bubbles . . .
. foplot of tha Day*.
. Buck
& Bubbles
.Sportllght
.Mackenzie
Ward
...

Apr.

SportllghtMerville
.Watson-

Feb.

. Aesop
Fable
. George Billings . . . .
. Vagabond Adventure
.Aesop
Fable
Sportllght
Spartllght
.Noel Franeti
Geo. LeMaIre
Herman-Green
"Buck
&
Bubblet"
.Topics of the Day
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
Teplet af the Day
"Aesop Ftblat"
Song
Sketch
Ginger
Rogert
Toplet t( tht Day
Released Every Week
Released Twice
Every
Butler Mayo
Topics of the Day
H.
B. Wattti
Aatat
Fable
Aesopi
Fables
, Aesop
Fablet
Sportllght
LeMaIre
Kempar-Knapg

Length
reel . . .
raalt..
reel
reels . .

16.

..2 reels.
,. I rati.
.. 2 rtelt.
rerls.
..2I real
reels.
13. ..2
..2raal<
.. I raal

.."Mar.'
■ ■23.
Mar! " Ve.".

Mar.
May
Ftb.
May

Jan.
Wttk
Ftb.

Feb.
Jan.

FEATURES

dialogue and incidental songs).
disc. F means sound-on-film.

Revlavtd
.Stpt 26
..Mar.
22I
.Ftb.
..Jan. II
..Fab.
..Fab.
. . F.b.
Har.
Fab.
Fab.

..
reel
. II reel
.2 reels

Mar.
fab.
Apr.

. I reel

Mar.

1 reel
2 rtels
SO
2 raelt
4
2 rtels
23
2 rtalt
I reel
18
2 reels
1 reel
I reel
2 raelt
5
2 reels
I reel
I rtti
I rttI
2 reels
I rati
2....2reelt
1 reel
I real
I rati
I reel
9
2 reels
19
2 reels

Oet.

Ja».
Jan.

Mar.
Ftb.
Fab.

I
>
22

Jan.
Jan.
Oet.
Dec.
Jan.

18
18
14
23
II

Apr.
5
Nov.
6
Nov.
16
Jan. II
Feb.
8
Ftb.
15
Feb.
IS
Nov. 23
Jan.
II

Ffet.

Star

•t§Beau
Bandit (A.D.)
Nagel-Kenyon
*t$Cas« of Sergeant Orlteha
Morris-Compson-Hersholt
n§Cuckoos.
The
(A.T.)
Wheeler- Woolsey
•t$Oamaged
(A.T.)
Betty
Compson
•tSFramed
(A.T.)
Brent-Tnomey
•t5Glrl of Port (A.T.)
Sally O'Nell
•t§Hawk
Island
(A.T.)
Cnrnpson-Sherman
■t§He
Knew
Women
(A.T.)
Sherman-Joyce
•t§Hlt the Deck (A.T.)
Oakie-Walker
•t5Lovo
Captive
(A.T.)
Betty Compson
•t^Love
Comes
Along
( A.T.)
. , . Danicls-Huqhes
•tSLovIn' the Ladles
Richard
Dix
•tSSecond
Wife
(A.T.)
Loe-Carr-Nagel
MSSeven Keys to Baldpatt (A.T.)
Richard
Dl«

all.
nln.
Bin.
ala.
all.

12. . .2rtalt

I rati

RKO

f Means sound effects.
§Means voice (including
All-Talker.
I'.T. means Part-Talker.
D means

8

5.

SHORTS
Shorts.

Feet.. Mint. Reviewed

21.

Star
Novelty
Burlasqua

Title

26. .

Apr.
Jail.
J,«h.
"ar.
FebJan.
if""ar.
^Br.

reel

2 reel comedies
Pathe Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Sportllghts
Talking Topics of the Day

Reviewer

.1794.
..604.

26
.1
26
5..

Jan.

.Alan Hala
•tIBachelor's Secret, A (A.T.) (F)
•t§Blg Shot. The (A. T.) (F>.
•tICIothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
star
•tiCrashIng Through
(A. T.)(F)
•t§Grand Parade (A.T.)(D & F). Twelvetrees-Seott
•t§Greenwleh
Vlllaga Falllei, Tha
(A. T.) (F)
•tlHIs First Command (A.T.)(F).. Boyd-Sebastlan
*t§Hot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie Quillan
•tINegllgee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
tlOfflcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd
•t§Painted Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
*t§Parachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong- Lombard
•tSPlay Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
•t§Rlch
People
Bennett-Tonmey
•t§Saratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett
'tITroasure
Girl (A. T.) (F)
•t§Up and At' Em (A. T.)(F)
•tSWar and Woman (A. T.)(F) .. Boyd-Hardtng-Armttrong
•t§Woman
Afraid, A (A.T,)(F)

SOUND

Length
.2 reels.

15

11.. ..994
26..
1 .. ...738
22
15.. . ...987
..737
8. .
. . . . Feb.
22..
..1634
....Jan.
..1747
Jan.
....
Feb.
.
.
1
reel.
,
.
.
18..
19..
. . 1 reel
..1022

PATHE

(Note: Rathe does not list running time
In the important series, however, follow:

SHORTS

Star
. Charley
Chase
. .
.Chlldrea
.Our
Gang
. Harry Langdon .
.Laurel-Hardy
...
bogs
. Biitmore
.Langdon

Reviewed

-

Jr

Shearer
Norma
Shearer-La
Rocque
Reginald Denny
& Fields
Weber
Barbara
Leonard
Gllbert-Nagel-Adoroe
■
■■••;■■/
Klng-Love-Halnes-Crawford
.Lawrence Tibbett
Greta
Garbo
Bickford-Miijan-Torres
Novarro- Jordan -Adoree
Alison Shipworth
title of "The Circle"
in Fob.
Rathbone- Johnson
Harry
Carey

SOUND
Title

Length

....Jan.

967
...964

FEATURES

Title

Rel. Data

Star

•f§Anybody's
War
(A.T.)
Moran
&.
Mack
*t§Applause
(A. T.)
Helen
Morgan
•t§Backstage
Blues (A. T.)
Moran
&
Mack
•tfBenson Murder Case. The (A.T.) Powell -Wray
•tiBIg Pond, The (A, T.)
Chavalier-Colbert
•t§Border
Legion.
The
(A. T.) . Arlen-Brian-Holt
*t§Business
Is Pleasure
(A.T.)
•f§Dangerous
Nan
McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
•tlDevils
Holiday. The (A. T.). Nancy
Carroll
.
•tSFIesh of Eve (A. T.)
Nancy Carroll
*t§Hiah
Society
(A. T.)
Jack
Oakie
•t§Ladies Love
Brutes
(A. T.).. George
Bancroft
•tSLet's
Go
Native
(A.
T.)
MacDonald-Oakie
•tIMarco
Himself
(A.
T.)
Oakie-Gallagher
•t§Paramount
on Parade
(A. T.). Special
Cast
'tiReturn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.) .Oland-Arthur
•tISafety
In Numbers
(A. T.).. Charles
Rogers
*t§Sarah and
Son
(A. T.)
Ruth
Chatterton
•tIStatlon S-E-X
(A. T.)
Clara
Bow
•tSTexan.
The
(A.
T.)
Gary
Cooper
^t§True to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Bow
•t§Two Black Crows, The (A.T). Moran
& Mack
*t§ Young Man of Manhattan
Colbert- Ruggles
•§§Youth
(A, T,)
Hersholt-Wray

14

Coming Feature Attractions
TItl,
•t§Battle o( the Ladles (A.T.)
(A.T.)
The
House.
§Bio
(A.T.)
Short
-t§Caught
(A.T.)
Going
■ISEasy
(A.T.)
Day
MSFither's
*t§Gay
Nineties.
The
(A.T.)
•tiGood
News
(A.T.)
Ttie (A.T.)
Road.
•tSHIgh
tlLet
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
.
•t§Midame
Satan
(A.T.)
(Tent.)
of Time
•t§March
■•t§Monsieur
Le
Fox
(A.T.) ..
•tIRedemption
(A. T.)
•tSRemote
Control
<A.T.)
•tSRevue of Revues (A.T.)
•tlRogue's
Song.
The (A. T.). .
■t§Romance
(A.T.)
■tSSea
Bat.
The
( A.T.)
. . .
*t§Singer of Seville, The (A.T.)
tiStrictly
Unconventional
Reviewed under the
•tSThls
Mad
World
(A.T.)
•ISTrader
Horn

Apr.
peb.
Jan
Mar.
Feb,
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

Coming Feature Attractions

.

YER

FEATURES

Title
Star
•t§Anna
Christie
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
•t§Bishop
Murder
Case
(A.T.) .. Basil
Rathbone
•t§Chaslng
Rainbows
(A. T.). ... Love-King

8
8
.9
17
9
.8
B
15
9
B
•
8...
.»
30

I
1
I
I. ...3

Feb.

'tSMilllon
Me's,
A
Lee Morse
'r§Moon
Bride's
Wedding,
The..U.
S.
Indian
Band
*t§Mountain
Melodies
•tSPrlsoner's Song,
The
Screen
Song
•tSRadIo
Riot
Talkartoon
•tSSalt
Water
Ballads
*t§Scrapplly Married (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
'ffSo This Is Paris Green
Fazenda
"tlVoices of Lonely
Men
*t|Wanderlust
Bruce Scenit
•t§Wee Bit 0' Scotch
*t§Yes, We Have No Bananas. .. Screen
Song

8

Mar.
...Feb.
May
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
May
May
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
fob.
Jan.

,90
2..
23..
...6169.
.8191. .Mln«.
...69.
4.. .8100,
Ler ...92.

Reviewed

5
Apr.
16.. .6174.
2.. ..6136. ...68. .Feb. 15
11
..Jan.
4
...60.
IB
.Dec.
21
q
.9327. ..85.
30 ..7038.
6 . .6138.
.Dec. 21
2..
...68. ..Feb.
9..
:!Mir.154 "s
..Jan.
12..
.6058. ...70.
5.. ..6579.
..78.
...en.
gth

.i.T. after

title means

L

73
.-/ />;-/•/ ;

M I) t i (> II

/ <> .■>' I)
SOUND

I' i c t i( r c

SHORTS

SOUND

Rol. Goto
. ian. 6.
Piuli
Stir Truenttn
•tlAg* ol Innoeanee, Th«(A.T.(F).
. Mir. 9.
•tlBitora BrMklttt (A.T.XF).. More
Connolly
■ Fob. 2.
•fIBrldegroom.
Ih«
(A.T.XF)..
.Mar. 9..
"fSCamoui
Swmlhorli
(A.
T.) (F4DI
Viugnn-Cooko-SarsMi
..
.Mar.
16.
*tlCtili
•«<! Mirry
(A.T.)
•tJCIown
Toplei
(A.T.)
(F)
Mar. 2.
Vaughn. Cooke
*»SO>i«r
Sla»rr
lA.T.l
T.l
(F&O)
Viughn-Coeko
•MEvcntually
Bui
Not
Now
lA.
Apr.
Jan. 13.
6..
(FiD)
•tSFilr
Dettlvor.
Thp
(A.
T.)
Nat
Carr
Apr. 13.
•fiOenaral Glniburg (A.T.)
(Fl
Nat
Carr
Jin. 12..
•Tieunboat
Glnibun
(A.T.)
Connelly
\Gu«»1.
The
(A. T.)
(F40) . . Marc
May 23..
(Hot Bridge (A. T.) (F&D)..
May II.
(ja/{
(AT.)
(F)
Duke
Ellington & Orcbettra. Feb. 9.
iJohnnnfi
Bralimt
*T3Jonnnnr^
Mar. 30.
Vnughn-Cooke
I
tlie
Sky
Bluo
Oaughtera
•((Land 0( tl
^nd
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
. Vaughn-Cooke
.. Jan. 19.
•liLoil and
Richard
DIx
the Ladlri
Apr.
6
•tUovIn'
th
•tJLo*
Bridgo
(A.T.)
(F)
Mir.
Connelly
•MMagnule. Tlio (A. T.) (F40). Marc
30.2.
•t5Mlckey« Champs (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule.
. Feb. 30
•fjMltkeyj Luck
(A.
T.) (F&O) Mickey Yule.
2.
(F&D) Mickey Yule.
.
Mar.
•fSMIckoy'i Master Mind (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule.
. July
. Aug.
•UMIckey't Merry Men (A. T.) (F&O) Mickey Yule.
Jan.
20.
•HMIckey's Strategy (A. T.)
17.
•fSMIckeyi Winners (A. T.) (F&D) Mickey Yule.
. June 22. .
•nMlrkev the Romeo (A. T.l (F&D) Mickey Yule.
.Apr. 27.
•ISMIokoy
the Whirlwind
(A.T.) (F&O) Mickey Yule.
Mickey
Yule
. May 2S.
•tiMltkoy
tha Wirrlir
. Feb. 9. .
•♦sold Bills Christmas (A.T.).
.Feb. 5.
2..
•l(Old Vamps lor Niw (A. T.) . Viughn-Ceeki
.June 22.
•tJPalooki
Flying
School
(A.T.)
. Feb. 16.
Vaughn-Cooke
..
•tSSeltlng Son. The
(A.T.)
.Jin.
5..
Alberti
Viughn
•tISItepIng
Cutlet
(A.T.)
*TiSonQ
and the Sorgoint.
The
(A.T.)
. May
11.
•tiStrange
Interview,
The
Sherwln-Knowlat
.Mar.
2..
(A.T.)
(F)
•fjWhat
Next
(A.T.)
(F)
•tlwhile Auto Welti (A.T.XF),
Rust
Brown
. . . .
, Jin.'"i2!!
•tlYour Own Home Tow* (A.T.).

Length
. I reel

.2 reels. . . .

. I reel
.2 reels. .. ,
.2 reels. . ..
.2 reels. . .,
.Feb. 22
.2 reels. ,. .
. I reel
.2 reels. .. .
.2 r«*U...
.Nm.
. I reel
.2 roeli. ...
. I reel
..Feb.
18
. I reel
.2 reels....
.2 reels.
.6138 .. 68.
. I reel
.2 reels

2 reels

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
. .2
. .2
.2
.2
.I
.2
.2

Apr.

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reeti

Broedway
Color
Novelty
Cattle
*tSteamboat
Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred.
Jan
'tfSummer
Harmonies
Song
Certoon
Biophene
■tTof
Time
Felix
the
Cat
Coplry
Films
Washingtone
Birthday
FItJ
Patrick. .. Feb.
'tWhen
the Cat's Awiy
Mickey Mouse CirtoonCelebrlty
Pred
■fWlld
Wivet of Prince o( Walet
Mlikty Meuta CarteanCelebrlty
Prod
World Tours

Dee.
Jan.
Feb.
Dee.

. .2 reels

(Available

.
..

Dinlelt

WIDE
Length
Feet. .Mint. Reviewed
.6500
72.
Apr.
5

Rel. Dita
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.

9500.
.7000.

...
I.

100.. Feb.
.79. ..Mar.

Title

•tJMedicine
Man.
The
*tSMy
Bruddor
Sylvett
•tlPaper
Profitt

DItt'r

*t$Rampant
Age
(A.T.)
(OF.)
Sea
Fury
Smoke
Bellew
South
of Panama
•tiTake the Heir
(A.O.)...
Three
Outcasts,
Tha
Thunder
God
.
•t§West e( Rocklet
(A.T.)
(D)
•♦§Whlte
Carno
(A.T.)
Why Cry at Partlnf
•tfWeman
Who
Waa
For
gettea
(A.D.)

.Talk.

Pic

Length
Feet
Mint.
Epici.. Not tet 8860
98. Reviewed
Jan. 25
Fab.
22

Aywon
..AIT.
Big
Bell

Eurepea*..
Three....
PIct

.Jaib 24. 9000... 100.
6200
69.
5000. ...55.

4800

..

- Faitar '.'.'... Ufa
kaenar
Harvey-Batten
Film
Julian
Eltlage
Jeise Well
PerrinRay
Raytone
Apr.
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
.. Mar.
Olmsted-N.
Beery. . Excellent
Dorothy
Dwan
Chesterfield

6240. ...69.
15 .. . .5040. . . 56
I . . .4700. . . .52.
5080
56.
5400
tO.

Murray- Kennedy
...Continental Jan.
Mildred
Harrlt-Tom White
Not
Conway
Tearle
First
DIvlllen
Carmelite
Geraghty. . Chesterfleld
Edward
Hertea
....Big 4
Ja*.
Yakima
Canutt
Waca
Mar.
Cornellut
Keefe
Crescent
Art
Mil
Special
Cast
Halm-Gralla

World
Art. Jan.
Harold
Auteu
International

Belle Beinett

Star

SUte

Clnena.Jia.

155743
8et5200
6605
6300
IS. 5700. ..
7.5reelt..
5917

18, '30. 6100

I. '30. 7650

Rel. Data

i.Means sound effects.
.ill-Talker.
P.T. means

7reelt...
5200 (e«t.
6reelt...
7 reels...
7reelt...
8reelt...
6 reels...
7 reel*

8714 feet..

21
i

5
I

. 2reeli..
Treel .7
I real..
I rMl...
II reel...
reel ..

22

8
II

Mound-oO'diac)
Mint.
Reviewed
69
Mar.
.Dee.
69
75.
.Feb.
87.
78. .Feb. 22
80.

Mae

Laaftk
Reviewed

Murray

...

Colin
Cllve
...
O'Nell-DeliMy

(A, T,).. Jack
Leo

•tfReturreetloB
•tiSatln
Strapi (A.T.)
*tlSenor
Manana
•t§Sunny
Skies
•t§Terrent.
The

Rel. Date

Murray

Benny
Carrlllo

Wra.

...

Collier.

Jr.

Leo Carrille
Benny
Rubin

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
•tiCotsack's
Bride,
The
Color Symphoay
•t|ln Old Madrid
Color Symphony
*tiJungle Drum
Colertene
*t§Melodie
Color Symphony
*t|Mlnuette
Color Symphony
*t§Modern
Cinderella,
A
Color Symphony
•tSMountain
King.
The
Color Symphony
No Women
Allowed
Color
Classic
•t$Pharoah's
Daughter
Color Symphony
•tISacred
Hour,
The
Color Symphony
*t|Song of India.
A
Color Symphony
•♦SStallon
8-T-A-R
•tISongs My Mother Taught Me. .. Color Symphony
•tfTales
of Araby
Color Symphoiy
•t§Templo
Belli
Color Symphoay
*t;viennete
Melody
Color Symphony
*t$Velee
ef Hellyvaad
SUtlea
8-T-A-R
Sarlaa

UNITED

Rel. Data

Leaatti
I reel. . .
I reel...
Srwig..
Irial..,,
jrMl...,
Irael...
I real...
i.'^el....
I reel...,
I real....
I real....
I real...
I raal
I reel....
I reel....
I reel
I reel...

Rivlew*
Feb.
22
.Daa.

U

.Daa.

ARTISTS

FEATURES
23
It
IB

Mar. I
Feb.
22

85. .Jan.

Length

25

Jan. 25
Mar. 29
. Mar. 29

Jan.
64. Dec.
58.
73.
70. .Jan.
.63. ..Oct
..
66.
.68. Jan.

7000. ...78.

'tSBurned
Evidence
(F)
Continental
Buying
a Wife
Special
Catt
AIT. European
Circumstantial
Evidence
Faster- Keefe- Lake. ..Chesterfield
•t§Clown.
The
(F)
Continental
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Afl. European
Exodus to the New World, The Lyon-Prevott
Pioneer
Full
Dressed
Thievet
Nlli
Asther
Aft. European
German
Underworld
Special
Catt
AfT. European
Great
Unknown.
The
John
Loder
AfT. European
Her Viennese
Lover
Asther-Nolan
Afl. European
•fSLUe
For Sale,
A (F)
Continental
Mllak
of the Snowlandt
Special
Cast
Allied
Our Dally Bread
Mary
Nolan.....
.Afl.
European
•tSPrlnce
af Heartt,
A
Kerry-Worth
... .. Imperial
*tSSeeond
Honeymoon.
The (F)
Continental
•tlUnforhldden
Sin, The (F)
Continental
Uaholy
Love
Wogener-Petrevltch . . AIT. EuropeaR
Verdun
Special
Cast
RIchmount
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Catt
Allied
•tJWorldly
Goodt
(F)
Continental

*Means synchronized score.

and

Star

SHORT

.Jan. 18
.Feb. 15
. Feb. 22
Jin. 18
Dee.

.Jan.
Ufa
Film
.Windsor
..
.Jan.
107609.... 85.. Jan.
. Worldart
Plet...
. Cotmot
5800
64.
.Pro
Patria
...Not
Set. 5100. . ..57. Dec.
. Chesterfield
Feb.
15.6160
68. Feb.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

I reel
Apr.
ISO feet
.Ott.
I reel..
2raeli!'.
I rail...
.Fob.
-Jan.

2rwle..
I real..

Armida-Terry
Alice
Meatagua

Mae

Feb.

53.

Bushman Clayton
.. Burr
Jan.
155466. ...61.
Fritz
Kastner
New
Era
Feb. 8
Special
cast
Thomas-Hall-Oavlt. . Allied
Jan. 4.6845
76.
Franco-American Not Sat. 6360
71.
LIna
Batquatta
... . Reld-Breughtei. Not
tat. Not tet
T.)
..

II

. II reel...
reel. ..
. I r*«l..
350 feat.

Star
Rel. Date
Feel
Hume-Gill
Mar.
25
Hersnoli-Boardman-Forbet
..Mar.
10
6183
Doug
Fairbanks.
Jr
Jan.
i
6750
at "Dangerous
Buslneit"
Ittua Dee. 21, Itt*
Mae
Murray
Jan,
10
8060
Gleason-Shlllln)- Walker
Mar.
20
7040
Lease-Gulliver
Feb.
15
7239

•t§Border
Romance
(A. T.)
•t§Cheat
the Beye
'tSCyolono
HIckey
•t§Enchantlng
Melody
(A.T.)
•tfFascination
(A.T.)
'tlHIgh
Treason
•t§Lasca.
•tiJourney's
End
(A.T.)
•t§Kathleen
Mavourneen
(A.T.) .
•tJLeft
*t§Love, Over
Life. Ladlei
Laughter
Love
Waltz, The
•tILuxury
Girl
•t§Mareee-Marla

FEATURES

Fritsch-Parlo
Special
Cast
Special Catt
French
Catt

sound-on-film

Title

RIGHTS

Junkermann-Mara
-Mady Christians
Wllhelm
DIetarle
Special Cast
Yakima Canutt

.Jaa.

reelt. .
I2 reel...

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
Star
■tSHello Sister
(A. T.)
L. Hughes-Borden
•fjRono
(A.T.)
Roland-Thomson-Love
•tlSombras de Gloria (Spinlth) . Special
Citt
"t§What a Man
(A.T.)
Danny
Segar

MiAtress the World (A.D.).
At the South
Pole
eotutilul Blue Danube (Ger.)
*t§Because I Love Ybu
behind
the Altar
eiack
Hint
Captain
Cowboy
•tSCail
o(
CIrcut
(A.T.)
(D.F.)
Caught In Berlin Underworld.
•tICo-Oplimistt
Farmer's
Wife
Flgare
MiFeralnlR*
Touch
(A.D.)..
•flHearts
Melody
(A.
(F & D)
Her Unborn Child (F&O)..
Nely Sinner,
The
lade Casket.
Tha
Lest
Patrol
Lave at First Sight
•t§Love
Waltz
(A.
T.)
(F&O)
tIMade
to Order
(A.D.)
•t§0»erland
Bound
(A.T.)
•f^Parting
o( the Trails
Passion
Song.
The
Peacock
Fan
The

•

Length
Title
•'IHigh
Treason
(A.T.)
't§Mamba
(A.T.)
•tSParty SIrl (A.T.)
Reviewed
'tSPeacoek
Alley
(A.T.)
•t§Swellhead
(A. T.)
•tSTroopert
Three
(A.T.)

.

SONO-ART-WORLD

STATE

.Na«.

2rMte..
2rMlt.,
rail..
1I reel...

FEATURES

reel.

Betty
Compson
Special
Cast
Bebe

Length
2r«eli.,
•I reeil.
raal.. .

TIFFANY

. I reel. .
. 2 reeli.

Length
Feet. .Mint. Reviewed

Star
Olive
Borden
Bebe Dinleli

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel. Del
't(Ai
the Phetoiraphort
(A. T.) (F)
Harry
Oelf
Elbee
*ttAI
the Race Track
(A.T. ) Martin. Harceurt
Impana
■tBarn
Dance
Mickey Mouse Carteen Celebrity
Pr«4.
•tiBrlng
On the Bride (A.T.)
Eilbee
'tCheia
Gang.
The
Mickey Mouse Carteen telrbrlty Prod.
Tsuouioi Dfl more roil
'tiCouldlBeMorePolitolA.T.)
Tha
Certoat
Imperial
Way
Color
Novelty
Cattle
■tfOown
Hawaii
W
Burr
*t|Friend
Husband
Fek.
*tGalloplne
Gauche (A.T.) . Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred.
tJungle
Ryth
. Mlakay Mouse CarteeaCelebrlty Pred.
•tJusI
Mickey
. Mickey Mouse Cartoon Ciitbrity Pred.
•IKids and
Pets
.Color
Novelty
Cattle
Lincoln's
Birthday
FItipatrIck
Fak.
12
M§Mcet tha Family
(A.T.)
(F)
. Harry
Dolt
Elbee
'tMlekey't
Concert
. Mickey Meute Cartoon Celebrity
Prad.
. Burr
'tllMonkey
Squawks
(A.T.)
. Imperial
*tiMr.ConnandMr.8app(A.T.) Donnelly- Singer
'tiOne
Hundred
Per
Cent.
American
(A.T.)
Hearn-Weslon
Imperial
•tPlano
Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred.
.Jaa
*tPlow Boy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred.
•tSSigned. Seeled & Delivered
(A.T.)
Burr
*t§8ixty MInutet From

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tiCompanlonato
>t«Dlilana
•tlHIgh
River
•tiHunted
'tiLadles
of the Pitt
•tlRtdlo
Revels
(A.T.)
•tSSensallon
(A.T.)
•tiUpperworld
(A.T.)
••{Wild
Heart
(A.T.)

N e 7i' s

Length

Title
'?Be Yourtelf (A.T.)
(F)
Fannie
Briee
•♦IHell
Hirber
(A.T.)
Velez-Herehelt
•tSLummox
(A.T.)
(F)
Wettover-Lyon
Star
•♦§One
Romantic
Night A. T.) . . Giih. Nagel . La
•tIPuttIn'
ea the RItz (A.T.)..
Harry
Richman
•ISSallort
Beware
(A.T.)
del Rio-Lowe

COMING

25
Title
*t§Bride 66 (A. T.)
•tICIty
Lightt
(F)
•1§Flame of the Flesh (A.T.)
•THell't
Angelt
(F)
•t§Queen
Kelly
(A. T.)
tsRaflles
(A. T.)
*t§Upstairt and Down
(A. T.)
t§ Whoopee
(A. T.)

Rocgue

Cantor

Reviewed
.Feb. 8I
..Mar.

.8225.

..6570. ...91.
...73.

..Feb.
..Mar. 22

SOUND

Rel. Date

Length
Feat

Mlu.
Reviewed

8S54.

.S3. ..Mar.

I

...

SHORTS

Title
•tiFell of the
*tiGlorlous
VampBattllla, Tha
•t?Huskin'
Bee. The
*t$ln a Russian Cabaret
•♦§Love Cup.
The
•tIMusical
Marloaotte*
•tiNlght In Madrid. A
MSSerterere'
Apprentlea,
Tka
-♦ITannhauser
>STIntypes

Mint.

Feet

.77. ..Feb. IS
.6900. ...84.
. Mar. 29
...7533.
...8354.
...84.
..6300. ...70.

ATTRACTIONS

Star
Moran-Dalton
...
Charlie
Chaplla
Norma
Talmadge
Lyen-Mttea
Gloria
Swanson
.
Ronald Colmaa
..
Eddie

Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Mar.
Apr.

Star
,. Bobby
Watson

Length

Rel. Date

Reviewed

. r real .'..".'.'.'./•■.' 25

Novelty

S^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
Part-Talker.
D means disc. ¥ means sound-on-film.

A.T.

after

title

means

Motion

74

Picture

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Star
William
Desmond
La Plante- Boles
Special
Cast
Sidney-Murray
Glenn Tryon
Special
Cast
"Under the Southern Cross"
Denny
*t§Embarra3Sing
IMoments (A.T). Reginald
Ken
Maynard
*t§Figlitlng
Legion,
The
Jack Hoxie
Flying
Hoofs
Special
Cast
•ItHell's
Heroes
Ken
Maynard
•tSHIdden
Valley
Murray-Crawford
•t§Hlde-Out
(A. T.)
Mary
Nolan
•flLadies
In Love
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
•tLucky
Larkin
Hoot Gibson
*t§Montana
Kid,
The
*§tiVloonlight
Madness
(A. T) . . . John Boles
Hoot Gibson
•rSMounted
Stranger,
The
Schildkraut
•t§Nloht
Ride
Ken Maynard
•t§Parade of the West
H oot G i bson
*t§Roaring
Ranch
(A.T.)
Hoot
Gibson
•t§Rodeo
Days
John
Boles
•tiSong
of Passion
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
•tSSongs
of the Saddle
Special
Cast
•t§Storm,
The
(A. T.)
Hoot Gibson
•t§Traillng Trouble
.Nolan- Eiler-Brown
•tSUndertow
All
Star
•t§What IMen Want
Laura
La Plante
•t5Week-End
Girl
Mary
Nolan
•t§Young
Desire
(A.T.)
Title
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
*t§Cagtain
of tlie Guard
(A.T.)
•TSCIImax.
The
(A. T.)
*t§Cohens and theKellys InScotland.
•tSDames
Alioy
•t§Devll'8 Reviewed
Pit. Tiie under title of

SHORT

SOUND
, Oswald Cartoon
.Oswald
Cartoon
, Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth
Sunny Jim
Oswald
Cartoon
Sid
Saylor
Archer-Dent
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Oswald
Cartoon
.Oswald Cartoon
Lorralne-Perrin
Oswald
Cartoon
Ann
Christy
Sunny
Jim
Sunny
Jim
Sid
Saylor
Oswald
Cartoon
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Sporting Youth
Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth
Frank
Merrill
. Howes-Thompson

* Means synchronized score,

Jan.
26
Mar.
17
Feb.
9
Mar.
9
in April
Feb.
2
Apr.
6 •2 6763.. .75...
Dec. 21
.43
7.
Feb.
2. ...3852..
Jan.
..70...
Dec 21
5
6300.
10
Aug.
Mar. 30.... 5299.... 59
Mar.
Aug.
June
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
June
Aug
Juno
May
Mar.
Feb.
June

2
17
22
16

12.
19.

8...

5785
5784

.5609
.5900

64. ..Mar. 22
64. ..Feb.

62. ..Dec.
65... Feb.

15

Apr.

Length
..2reels
.2 reels
..2 reels
.. 2 reels
. .2 reels
Mar. 29.. . .. 22 reels
reels
Mar. 19.. ,. .2
reels
.
Apr. 26.. , .227reels
. '.'
Apr. 30.
Apr. 16.. . .2 reels
Mar. 5. ..2 reels
May
5.. . . I reel
Jan. 6.. . . I reel
2 reels
Jan. 25.. . . ..2
reels
Apr. 5.
..10 episode!
Rel. Date
Feb. 8..
May 3..
Mar. 8.
Mar. 22..

Feb. 12..
Apr. 21..
Jan. 13..
Mar. 10
Feb. 24.
Feb. 22.
Apr. 12..
Mar
I..
Mar. 24..
Jan. 18..
Jan. IS..
Apr. 19.
Apr. 2.
May
7.
Feb. 15..
Apr. 7..
Jan. 7..
Feb. I..
Feb. 10..
Mar. 15..
Jan, 27..

.2 reels
. I reel
. . I reel
. I reel
. . I reel
. .2 reels
.2 reels
, .2 reels

Reviewed
Jan.
II
Mar. 29
Feb.
I
Feb.
15
Oct.
19
Mar.

8

Apr,

5

Feb.

I

Dee.
7
Dee.
21
Mar,
I
Jan.

Jan.

18

Dee.
21
Mar. 15
Mar.
I

Dee.

3..
Rel. Data
Mar.
17..
Mar.
Mar.

7

. . I reel

. .2 reels
. . I reel

Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar,
Feb.
Jan.
Mar,
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar,
Feb.
Jan.
Dee.

Length
.2 reels
. I reel

. I reel

•t§Traflic Troubles
Tramping
Tramps
Up and
Downstairs
*t§Vernon'i
Aunt

Oswald

..Apr. 5
.Feb. 15

.2 reels
Dec.
21
3.. .2 reels
.Mar. 29
31..
..Dec. 14
3.. ,.2 reels
..Jan.
3. . . I reel
.Mar. II8
.2 reels
9..
, 2 reels
.2 reels
3.. .2
reels
.Apr.
5
14..
14.. . I reel
Nov, 30
20., , I reel
24.,, . 10 episodes. . Feb. 22
reel
..Jan, 25
17.. ..2I reels
Nov. 23
.2 reels
.Jan. M
20.. . 2 reels
Mar. 29 I
26,.
.Mar.
23.. .2 reels
. 2 reels
Dee,
14
28..
.Jan. 25
17.. .2 reels
28.. .2 reels
Mar.
8
. 2 reels
17..
.2 reels
26.. . 2 reels
.Jan.
25
6..
Dee.
14
9.. . 10 episodes.

.2 reels
reels
.. I2 reel

Feb.
19
Mar. 29

.2 reels

Feb.

I

Coming Feature Attractions
Ace

Rider

.Hoot

*t§AII
Quiet
on
Western
Front
(A. T.)
•t§Barbary
Coast
Czar of Broadway
(A.T.)
Flirt, The
*t§Klng of Jazz Revue, The (A.T).
*t§Llttle
Accident
(A.T.)
•tIMountain
Justice
Scrub Oak
'tSSerenade
(A.T)
•tSSignal
Tower
(A.T.)
't§Slnging
Caballero (A.T.)
•tSVirgin of Stambeul
(A.T.)

Gibson

July

Wolhelm-Ayre«-Wray
Mary
Nolan
Glenn Tryen
Whiteman's
Cast

Band

&.

John

Title
•tJEvidence
(A.T.)
•tSGeneral
Crack
(A.T.)
•t§Green Goddess, The (A. T.)..
•t§On the Border
•tiRoyal Box (A.T,)
(German)..
•tisecond Choice
(A.T.)
•t§She Couldn't Say No
•tSSong of the West
(A.T,)

.Apr.
5
.Mar. 22 ;

Special

Glenn Tryon
Ken
Maynard
Hoot Gibson
John
Boles

May

11.... 6748 feet

Bolei

(Available

16
22

BROTHERS
sound-on-disc

only)

Star
Pauline
Frederick
John
Barrymore
George
Arliss
Rin-Tln-Tin
Morssi-Horn
Dolores Costello
Lightner-Morris
Boles-Segai

Length
Feet
MIns. Revlewerf

Rel. Date
Jan.
25.
Jan.
25
Mar,
8
Mar.
15
Apr.
May
Mar,

!
|

7152, ...79
9809. ..109.
8
6653
74.
.Nov.
4452
49. ...Feb.
. .Dec.
II
8000
89.
6IdO
68.. ..Feb. 2Z
6413
71. ..Jan.
..Mar.
8
7185
80.

26
10
15

Coming Feature Attractions
Reviewed
28

Length

Star
Title
•t§Dumbells
In Ermine
(A. T.) . Armstrong. Gleason-Kent
Bennett
Belie
(A. T.)
•t§Fame
•t§Golden
Dawn
(A.T.)
Walter
Woolf
.■•••■•

1..
Rel. Date
May
10
■•■

..7513.

•t§Hold
Everything
(A.T.)
Lightner-Brown-O'Nell
•t§lsle of Escape
(A. T.)
Blue-Loy
Al Jolson
(A.T.)
•tSMammy
't§ManfromBlankley's,The(A.T.).John
Barrymore
Rin-Tin-TIn
Hunter (A, T,)
•t§Man
Rin-Tin-Tin
(A. T.)
Waters
•t§Rough
Young
WithersT.)
(A.
•tisecond Floor Mystery
(A.T.) .. Claudia Dell
Kitty Bellairs
•t§Sweet
Monte Blue
(A.T.)
Dance
Who
•t§Those
•tlThree Rooms (A. T.)
•■
:■■■„•
Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery
a Texas
•tlUnder
E. E. Horton
(A.T.)
Open
•t§Wide

May
Mar.
May
May

..4914.
24. ..7533.
..6156.

Apr.
•
Apr.
v.;; ' '
Apr.
May

31.
••-•
■•••
••
26. ...5380. ...60. .
••
19
Mar. 29
' 'i
'•j'.ioq" ' ' ' '«'■>' ' Apr.
12
I .. ..7498. .. .83. .
..
.71
...
5... .6341

VITAPHONE
Title
Alda.
Frances
At
Home
Songs.
Battery of
Bubble
Party,
The A
Benefit, The
That
Like
Broadway's
in Oil
Done
Dead Laughter
Evolution of the Dance
Family
Family
Faust

Affair.
A
Ford, The

Feminine Types
Getting
a Raise

Revlewes

12 , 19 3 C

Mar. 12.
Mar. 31.
Jan. 29.
Feb. 19.

Cartoon

Dent-Archer

18

. I reel

. . 2 reels
.2
reels
. .2 reels
..2 reels
. .2 reels
. 2 reels
.1 reel
. .2reels
.2 reels

April

WARNER

29...
31...
18...
2^...
. .07. ..Mar. 29
23... 6nnn.
I... .5025.... 56... Jan.
4

SHORTS

Star

Title

Length
Feet
Mins.
Reviewed
4388
76... Apr.
5
.5!'in
Go. . .Mar. 29
7401
82. ..Mar. 15
5933
66. ..Feb.
8
6268
69
27, 1929 Issue
5230
58. ..June 29

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
Badge
of Bravery
Ted
Carson
Crooked Trails
Ted
Carson
Crimson
Courage
Ted
Carson
Danger Claim. The
Bobbie
Nelson
Doing
His
Stuff
Arthur
Lake
Dynamite's
Daughter
(Re-Issue) . Josie
Sedgwick
French Leave
Sid Saylor
Fighting
Schoolmarm.
The
(Re- issue)
Josie Sedgwick
Follow Me
Arthur Lake
Foul
Ball
Sid Saylor
Getting
the Air
Arthur
Lake
Greenhorn.
The
(Re-Issue)
Charlie
Puffy
Kounty
Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobbie
Nelson
Law in the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Express
'SeriaD
Chandler-Lorraine
Loser Wins. The
(Re-Issue)
Billy
Sullivan
Make
It Snappy
Sid Saylor
Marry When
Young
(Reissue) ... Roach- Edwards
Matter of Policy
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
One
Wet
Night
Roach- Edwards
"osf of Honor
Bobbie
Nelson
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)
Edmund
Cobb
Queen
of Roundup
(Reissue).... Josie
Sedgwick
Restless
Rest
(Re-Issue)
Neely
Edwards
Ropin'
Venus
Josie Sedgwick
Sitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
Six
Gun
Justice
Bobble
Nelson
Some
Show
Arthur
Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Saylor
Storm
King
(Re-Issue)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Charlie Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
Why
Wait
Slim
Summervllle
Whip Hand. The (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
William
Tell

*t(Arablan Daze
*T§Bowery BImboes
*tSBrMdway Folll««
*t§tirother lor Sale
(A, T.) . . .
Chinese
Blues
■t§Christmat Cheer (A, T.)
'tChile
Con
Carmen
•t^Fellow
Students
•t§Flreburgs
(A.
T.)
*t§Footlight
Folllei
•tlHalowe'en
Hash
Shoo
•Hurdy
Gurdy
•t§Jado Box, The
•fKlsses
and
Curset
Lady
of Lions
•t§Llve Ghostt
(F II D>
't^Nelghbort
Mush
Again
•t§Outdoor Snorti
*tprison
Panic
•tSRoyal
Fourfluih
Scnoolmates
*t§Seelng
Stan
•tSSister's
Pest
*t§Steeplechase
(A. T.)
sfTarzan the Tlqor
(Serial)
•t§Terry of the Time* (Serial).

Rel. Date
Mar.
30

News

The
Quartette.
Glee
Holiday In Storyland,
Letters
Beatrice
Lillie.
In Dutch
J?st For a While
Lobo, Dog of Dogs
Love Boat, The
Matter
of Ethics,
A
Sweeper. The The
Master Racket.
New
On the Rancho
The
Operation.
The
Post,
Military
Only the Girl
Pagliacci
Pa Gets a Vacation
Hanging
Paper
Perfect
Understanding
Pay
Off. The
Poet
and
Rose,
HarryPeasant
&. His

(D)

Star

Songs
The
Potters
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
■
■•;
J"! J/.'.""
Ruth Etting
Potters
The
Sessue
Hayakawa

Arthur Byron
Harklnt..,,
Marion
Jim and
Duet
1st Act
Jean
Barrios
The
Potters
Buchanan
Jack
Kiddies
Vitaphone
A
Pauline ^Garon
Dance
Song and
Clark
&
Ulls
Whitledge
&
Barry
Lpbo ..•.■•
Herman Timbers
Earle-Oakland
Chester Conklln
:: -i-i.,- y --iu
Ahern
Gladys
&
Will
Bergen
Edgar
Guzman
Roberto
Watties-Marsh
John Charles Thomas
Potters
The
Johnny Arthur
May-Oaks
H. B. Walthall
Orchestra
6 Amer.

Beauties
Suspicion
Sound
Effects
Stand
Up. The
Sultan's Jester, The
Surprise
It Over
Talking
Vengeance
Wedding
Belles
What
a Life
Who
Will

VARIETIES

84... Apr. 12

.About

NEWS

1930 BLUE BOOK
The Authentic Who's Who of the Film Industry

Reviewed
Feb.
8
Mar.
IS

i Viil
1 reel.

i.=s
Mar'
mar.

i
»
»

2 reel!

Feb,

2?

2 reels

Nov,

30

,Feh.
•■•••
' "«■

•••■•
I reel
\?A\
reel
reel
'-reel

.Mar.
»
■
5
-Apr.
V."',
'
"»'•
m':,"";
B
Mar.
M,r
I
15
Mar.
8
Feb.
|»
Mar,

•
I reel
I, reel ,

i;:: ' ' 'i
Mar.
»
Nov.
SO

...■•
' "»'

' ""

,

Pays? Remember
..'.'..'.'!!."....'.".'...
Murray-Oakland
You
Me
Duet

COMING
MOTION PICTURE

1Length
reel
2 reels

I reel

;•••
Lyons-Ear>9-Morne
Buddy
Traps
•,
Bobby Watson
Dugan-Leonard
Osterman
Jack
Richmond-Moorhead
... Howard-Newton

f Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

54... Apr. .5
84 ..Mar. 29
68... Apr. 12

II reel
reel

A.T.

after

Mar,
Nov.

title means

15
SO

Here is

COLOR
at the price of
black-and-white
^^(OLOll
-

feand sound together
may be eon-

sidered too high-priecnl a eombination

for

some produetions. Yet the eolor in Easlnum
SoiiocJinmie Tinted Positive Films eosts von
exactly nothing. Sonoehrome,

develope<l

specifically for the new era of the inolioii
picture, ^^ves l)oth sound and color at the
price of ordinary black-and-white posili\ e.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distriljutors
New York

Chicago

Hollywood

GoodToThe l/isrHbRU

READ tM AND REAP
REGINALD DENNY

EXHIBITORS

'"One oC those pleasant surprises that
makes the town happy and proud. A distinctive kind of picture that deserves a
lot of credit. L'kely to be one of the
commercial sensations of the season."
PETE

WHAT
I'UKSKMTICD

O.

K. GOKUKL

AND

GEO.

W.

SAID:

4f

add prestige to the picture business."

I

WKEKS

HARRISON

"The type of picture every independent
producer dreams of producing but fails I
It is as good and as wholesome entertainment as one will find in the best pictures made by the big producers and will

A MAN/
BY

HERALD-WORLD
SAID:

WHAT A PICTURE/

EXHIBITORS
DAILY
REVIEW SAID:

■Reginald Denny is likely to stir the box
office to the point of heavy receipts. The
play is .smart, distinctive, of the highest
class. Watch this one for a monev

FILM DAILY SAID:
clicker!"
"Worthy of a Broadway showing. Denny
gives an excellent performance, putting
this picture in the money."
MOTION

PICTURE NEWS
SAID:
"At last Reginald Denny is supplied with
a story! Makes extremely pleasant entertainment."
FILM SPECTATOR

RELEASED BY

WORLDWIDE

'I ^

PICTURES
Geo.

AV.

Weeks',

Executive

Vlee-rr«'i».- •Ili>rr,\

II.

Thiim'is,

Tlcp-rrps,

in

"A surprisingly clever and amusing
Denny vehicle. It deserves the success

"rhnrgp

it will
of

SAID:

Pl«trlbiitlon

undoubtedlv

receive."

I Tki% l%%uo: '^'^Tlko Trutk

Akout

Sl^orf %

d ij>-j:li)irpliridiri?
Refj. U. S. Paloit (')ffu

of the sea—

QUEEN
.JL
S.S.LEVIAT

M

>iAN

SALUTES

the Queen of

the screen!

SIX HUNDRED
DISTINGUISHED press
AND public officials
AT S. S. Leviathan preview
DECLARE the greatest
TALKIE yet made is
METRO-GoldwynTHE
MAYER'S new
SENSATION—

J!^k
^

NORMA

R
RE
SHEA
DIVORCEE
uith Chester Morrif, Cwirad hla^cl, Robert \iw\t)iumery.
Bctyeii
ot\ a story by Ursula Parrott
Directed (•> Robert Z. Lxonard.

4PRII
19, I9JO

Publiihed

Weekly
by
York.

the Motion
Picture
Nevs,
Inc., 729 seventh
Copyright
19^0.
Subscription
$5.00 i Year.

Price

Ave..

New

/O €e«t*

tntered as second-class matter AprU 22, 192 6, at the Post Office at New
under act of March
>. 1879.

York. N. Y.

^ OLll^i

SUMBIR

\l- I

lb

George U. "BatchelUr
presents

withia Vay
Al

Walker
Jo
hnnie Gould
Vovothif
'Elinor
Flijnn

A
RADIO
ROMANCE

Marij Caw
Freeman'Burtis
Wood
James
Dirtcttd bif
MarJDvie
'Babe'Hane

./I Edgar lewis

WITH

NEW
SONGS

'>

NEW
DANCES

-^

AND
MANY
NEW
SENSATIONS
v.ariON picTuBfr
'"SPOliWi"'

A SENSATIONAL

'Phone

DRAMA

OF
LIFE, LIBERTY, AND THE RECKLESS, UNENDING
PURSUIT OF A Good Time!

CHESTERFIELD
1540 BROADWAY,

MOTION
NEW

YORK

PICTURE
CITY

CORPORATION

'PHONE: BRYANT
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^ Liberty ]VIa«j;aziin' (2, 300, 000 r<>a(l<'rs) hrcaks rule ol' rr\i<'uiii<i
feaUires only ami names a PARAM()LNT-(:ilKLVrii:Talkiii{4 IMun liijih
up anion*; the best of the month ! ^ Photoplay Magazine (650,000
readers) two months
among

in a row

ranks PAR AMOINT

- ( IIRISTIKS

the first ten films in merit, features and all I ^, No won<ler the

public's ^'keeping its eyes peeled" for PARAMOUM-CflRISTlES. No
wonder exhibitors are feeling at the box office the miijhlv nation-wide
interest in these sparkling two-reelers !

Current
Hits

PAIlAMOr\T

ON
Eddie
a

THE

STAGE

Cantor, always

smash
hit, commands capacitycrowds
at $5.50 per seat.

NOW

YOU

the same

GET

cyclonic,

singing comedy star in
PARAMOUNT
TALKING
ACTS at pop. prices.

BOTH

are

EDDIE
CANTOR
and the public by the millions is at the box office

Ticket"

EDDIE CANTOR is one of the biggest
names in show business. Owing to the
nearness of Paramount's Long Island
studio to Broadway, you get this type
of super -star continually in PARAMOUNT TALKING ACTS.

* Electrifying Eddie's latest and funniest PARAMOUNT TALKING
ACT. i i i / Packed with Cantor jokes and songs. Just released.
There
is a whole
Cantor
series on ParamounVs
shorts program.

Typical of the Real l^tars in
PARAMOUNT TALKING ACTS

MIGHTIEST STARS OF ALL
CREATION JOIN THE PAGEANT
OF THE TITANS

D

A
IN

©T
TH

N
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Radio's Grand Challenge Campaign
Begins in Blaze of Glory. . .

BIGGEST ATTRACTION IN THE
WORLD SIGNED. ..SEALED
AND DELIVERED...

Twin Meteors of th«
For Mightiest All-l

ll

m»
-^x

.

Unseen

Forces Dwelling in the Hearts

M

of Millions . . . Titan Spirits Charging
Down

the Pathways

Whose

Simple Philosophy

Each Night

into Fifteen

Broadcasting
Hour

of the Sky . . .

Has Changed

of America

Compressed
Minutes

the Dinner

. . . Turned

nent Upside Down

and

of

a Conti-

Flashed

Benediction to an Eager World

Its

Beyond
.<>?

the Seas!
AND

NOW,

FROM

LESS EMPIRE OF
FORM

BEFORE

OUT
THE

OUR

THEIR BOUNDAIR, THEY

TAKE

EYES . . .
it

//

iVir '^Incorpolate
ie Attraction . . .
The Breathless Magic

of Radio and

the God-

given Genius of Man Have Wrought in Amos 'n
Andy the Grandest Phenomenon in the Sweep
of All Show
One

Ages...Unexampled...Fantastic...

of the Most Superb and Amazing Manifestations of This Roaring, Rocking Century!

Spring into Glamorous Life in
Their First Motion Picture • • •

''CHECK
DOUBLE

. . . And

AND
CHECK''
They Blaze Heaven

Like Flaming Torches
High . . . Lighting the Way for Countless
Millions to the Joy of Honest Laughter
and the Boon of Hope and Courage
Destined to Shake the Foundations of Show Busi-

ness When They Begin Their March

on the Box-Office . . .

A

AM©

ON

TALK

SCREEN

STTTrTNTNG'TuAJAX
MAGIC

AND

OY

OF

BROADCASTING

SUPER-SHOWMANSHIP!

RADIO'S

AMOS

NANDY

Heart-flesh and human foible. ..they have stopped
the show in an age of steel and granite!

AMOS
Men

NANDY

of a Frenzied and Frantic World... die-

in regusted
the mike

indolence
is mightier

the fads of an era in
than

sword

or pen.

What they will mean at
the box-office of motion
picture theatres is obvious as the sun at noon.
That Radio Pictures win
pour every last ounce of
its resources and production skill into this greatest
OF

ALL

goes

SCREEN

ATTRACTIONS

without

saying!

In the subway or at the crossroads . . .
In pillared halls where the spellbinder
storms or in narrow streets where newsboys wisecrack... AMERICA SPEAKS
THE LANGUAGE

OF AMOS'N

■r
i^nmn

ANDY!

PICTURES

AMOS

Reg. U. $.▼

Pat. Off

ANDY

r

^IThe Greatest Screen Drama Of All ^ime

I
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COLIN
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Fron R. C Stnfrlf'i Sc>« Sxcn
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ooK ovJthese stills and get ready to cheer

BEAUTY

J t;

CONFLICT

/ /

looks

a

^

like

million

a

wo w

dollar

draw!"

a natural from every angle!"

what

a

bet

this should

be!"

AND

a box-office bet it IS!"

Joseph M. Schenck presents

DOLORES

DEL RIO

IN
//

THE BAD ONE

//

WITH

EDMUND

LOWE
LOVE

TWO
OF
SCREENDOM'S
SMASH
HIT THAT
HAS

GREATEST
MONEY
S. R. O. WRITTEN

STARS
IN
ALL
OVER

A
IT

Picture Dolores Del Rio as a rollicking flirt, the dancing
favorite of a waterfront cafe. Immune from love, she makes
overturesto all the men customers to tiumorthem into squandering away their money. Dolores Del Rio in a gay, breezy,
colorful role, the most dynamic portrayal of her career.
Edmund Lowe elaborates his success in "What Price Glory?"
and "The Cock-Eyed World" as a wise-cracking great lover
of the Seven Seas, a two-fisted, rough-and-ready hombre,
with a girl in every port. Watch him fall for Dolores. Tempestuous sweethearts, they wage the battle of hearts along
the colorful waterfronts and carry it on past the mires of misunderstanding and temperament to triumphant glory.
The master achievement of director George
career.

Fitzmaurice's

Big time stars, a big time supporting cast, a whooping good
story, romance, fun, adventure — "The Bad One" measures
up to the highest box-ofTice standards. It's slated for record
highs. Fit it into your schedule now and smile the smile of a
wise showman.
UNITED

«2>

ARTISTS
LAUGHTER

SWING
ICHESTER

CONKLIN

BEN TURPIN

DOROTHY

BURGESS

DAPHNE

SALLY

JOHN

THE BIG TOP SHOW
FOR
BIG TIME SHOWMEN!

POLLARD

STARR

SHEEHAN

HELEN
TWELVETREES

MICKEY

BENNETT

NICK STUART

GEORGE

FAWCETT

THE CIRCUS
The Greatest Show

FRED

SCOTT

IS HERE!
On

Earth has come

to

BRYANTWASHBURN

the audible screen. All the color — glamordrama — thrills — of the Big Top. A mighty,
realistic,talking-musical melodrama.

ROBERT

EDESON

LITTLE BILLY

r

novelty! Riotous comedy!

SONG

STEPIN

FETCHIT

WILLIAM

LANGAN

Dramatic

Thrilling climaxes!
mm

HITS

GALORE!

• . 1

its in
th e air

BIGGER

AND

BETTER!

40 acts of an entire circus unit in action . . .
All-Star Cast of 16 Box Office names . . . An
audience

of 2,000 in the great circus tent

scene... The world's noted aerialists, tumblers, equestrians, clowns.

SUNG

BY

ff^^fi Scott, Helen Twelvetrees, John Sheehan, Daphne
Dorothy Burgess, Little Billy.

Pollard,

Tk
PATHE

r

Western Electric Quality
tor $2050
J.HE sound

equipment

accepted as the

world^s standard — at weekly average rental
as low as $42,28^ including service.
•

Small theatres can now use the earning
power of Western Electric equipment to make
rental payments out of weekly income — with'

out doivn paywnentm
•

XeiV equipment designed by Bell Telephone
Laboratories, and economies of large scale production and distribution — bring within reach of
every theatre a proven box-office stimulator.
IN introducing Sound into
motion pictures this company assumed a definite obligation to maintain a high
standard of Sound production
and reproduction.

Today's announcement,which
places the Western Electric
System within the reach of
the smallest exhibitor, is one
more evidence of our sense of
responsibility to the industry.

Supervision by ERPI engineers
assures the same high quality installations as in over 5,500 Western Electric
equipped theatres.

PRESIDENT.
ELECTKICAL

L-

RESEARCH

PRODUCTS.

INC.

J

SlTvilH'.

Elcclriral Research Prodiirls' organization assures lor liie life of the eoiilract

ihe same efficient service that gives these theatres 50.000
1
])erforniances weekly with almost
no interruption.
•

TIli5< iU^W plnil applies to all types of ecpiipments, including those for the larger theatres.
Shipping fiatOS will be scheduled
order of acceptance of contracts.

in the

•

Coiliplote

illfliriliaiillll

and

survey

of

your theatre's requirements may be had quickly
by communicating with our nearest sales office.

Electrical Research Products Inc
NEW YORK, N. Y.
250 W. 57lh St.
ALBANY, N. Y.
H Pcorl St.
ATLANTA, CA.
67 Edgewooil Ave.
BOSTON, MASS.
20 Pro\i<li-nce St.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
:»f)7 Main St.
CHARLOTTE. N. C.
21 i So. Tr^onSl.
CIIICACO. ILL.
910 So. ^lii'higan Ave.
CINCINNATI, O.
617 Vine St.

CLEVELAND, O.
925 Euclid Ave.
OALLAS, TEX.
1700 ComnuTce St.
DENVER. COLO.
«21 17lhSt.
I)FS MOINFS. mw A
507 Grand Ave.
DETROIT, MICH.
2111
Woodward Av.INDIANAPOLIS, INI).
17 W. Market St.
JACKSONVILLE. FLA.
:»17 Vf. Forsylhe St.
KANSAS CITY. MO.
125 W. lOlh Si.

Western
sot) N D

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
70 16 Hollywood Blvd.
MEMPHIS, TENN.
« No. 3rd St.
MILW AlKEE. WIS.
196 W. ttuter St.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
12 So. 6ih St.
NEW HAVEN. CONN.
1«5 Church St.
NEW ORLEANS. LA.
1.50 Baronne St.
OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA.
1 19 No. Rohiu^on St.
PHILAnELPHIA, PA.
12.3 So. Broad St.

PITTSBLRGH, PA.
436 7th Ave.
ST. LOl IS, MO.
121« Olive Street
SALT LAKE CITY, IT AH
2(10 So. Main Si.
SAN ANTOMO. TEX.
I05 W. Travi- Si.
SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.
1 Montgomery -St.
SEATTLE, WASH.
1.126 Fifth Ave.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
1435 G St., N-W.

Wlectric
SYSTEM

^
Northern Electric iu Canada

L

J

YOU ^'^

-

SET FOR
LONG RUN
WINTER
GARDEN.
national
Picture^ft

IfCf

HERE COMES

LEO!

GOOD-BYE BLUES!
•)-^-.

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer^s Short Subjects are bringing
in that EXTRA business*
It pays to play —

THE HIT-OF-THE-MONTH

CLUB
represented by

THE NEW YORK TIMES
THE FILM DAILY
MOTION PICTURE NEWS
EXHIBITORS
HERALD-WORLD

^^^^

PICKS THE OUTSTANDING
THE N.Y. TIMES:
"The outstanding film on
the Colony program. ..clever
and always amusing!"

THE

FILM

DAILY:

"Great comedy . . . some of
the greatest fun that has
come along for a long time
... a perfect riot !' '

MOTION
NEWS:

PICTURE

laughs. ..moves at fast clip !"

EXHIBITORS
HERALD-WORLD:
"The best effort yet put out'
by a dancing ballet in color
. , . Credit is the word !"

THE

FILM

DAILY:

"Fine entertainment! Good
comedy with wide appeal. ^.
Extremely well done!"

MOTION
NEWS:

HOT DOG
Cast of fifty dogs with
human voices perfectly synchronized. First run on
Broadway with $2 show
at Earl Carroll Theatre
— now second Broadway
run at Colony!
Two reels.

CHARLEY

PICTURE

"Full of laughs! The funny
team in a new twist. Different. . amusing . . . clever. . .
play it up in advertising!"

CHASE

in ALL TEED

UP

Hal Roach — M-G-M comedy with the inimitable
Chase as a dub golfer. Rare
fun for all, golfers, goofers
or otherwise. Two reels.

HARRY

LANGDON
in THE

"Fine stuff! Langdon right
up to snuff. . . a bushel of

SHORTS!

SHRIMP

Hal Roach — M-G-M comedy. The story of a timid soul
who receives an injection of
bull-dog serum. A great
laugh idea developed to the
utmost. Two reels.

a night at the
Shooting Gallery
M-G-M' — Colortone Revue.
Albertina Rasch Ballet in
brilliant ballet and solo arrangements ofsinging and
dancing. Cast of 100. In
Technicolor. Two reels.

OUR
in BEAR

GANG
SHOOTERS

Hal Roach — M-G-M comedy. The Gang goes campingout for bear. What they get
is a scream. Dialogue makes
them perfect! Two reels.

Laurel & Hardy
in BRATS

Hal Roach — M-G-M comedy. The famed comedy
team plays small boys— and
theirownfathersas well. Funniest and most unusual of
all their su(;cesses. Two reels.

EXHIBITORS find that
it pays to advertise
M'G-M Shorts in their
marquee Hghts, theatre
fronts and on the screen.
The names in M-G-M
Shorts have developed a
drawing power of feature
strength. Many the show
that's doubled its value
with an M-G-M Short!
Smart showmen book 'em
and advertise 'em for that
EXTRA profit!

Metr

Gold

Mayer
LONG

ON SHORTS

Motion Picture News
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Short Feature, Football of Industry,
Fights for Life While Chaos Reigns
New Racket
the
Hollywood — They've dubbed ' a ofmovie
actress here the "ringleader'
industry
because she's been engaged
so many times.

Hughes 130,000 in
Red for "Hell's
Angels" Lease
More than eighteen months ago Howard
producer of "Hell's Angels," figHughes,
ured his picture would be ready for release
within two months. Hughes instructed his
Eastern representative to lease a suitable
Broadway theatre for the New York presentation of his air picture. The Geo. M.
Cohan Theatre was secured, with Hughes
leasing the house to other productions until his own was ready to go in.

However production on "Hell's Angels"
strung along, until it became the marathon
picture of the coast. Hughes recently finished the dialogue on "Hell's Angels," and
now has it pretty nearly cut for release.
However, his eighteen months lease on the
Cohan has just expired, so Hughes finds
himself without a definite Broadway house
for the Eastern opening. It is said that
Hughes went "in the red" for at least $30,000 during the time he had the theatre under lease — but he still is in the same spot as
before he leased the Cohan theatre and took
the $30,000 loss.

Fox and Loew in Stiff
Price Slashing Tilt
Syracuse, N. Y. — Indicative of the approach of summer and of the intense competition on the local main stem, two theatres have slashed their prices. At the FoxEckel the tariff on week days until 5 p. m.
will be 25 cents, with a night scale of 40
cents instead of 55 cents. On Saturday
the scale calls for 25 cents until 1 p. m.
and cents.
then 40 cents ; Sunday's scale is straight
40
Col. Harry Long, Loew's State manager,
returned this week from Xew York City,
where he attended a conference of Loew
executives, with the news of price reductions.
Sunday admissions will be lowered to 40
cents for all seats until 2 o'clock, when the
regular 60 cents admissions remain the
same.

Readjustment
of Conditions
And Exhibitor Support
Necessary
The short subjects situation is dangerous
for exhibitors and producers.
An over-supply is making a happy buying
condition for exhibitors.
Producers, suffering from the keen competition for contracts and play dates, which
is holding dow-n the average gross, are facing
the economic necessity of reducing negative
costs. This, it is said, means reduced
quality, which, in turn, hits at the box office.
Thereby a vicious circle exists. Unless
producers can continue to "hold the bag" by
maintaining present average negative costs
until sound shorts more conclusively prove
their value to exhibitors, the gains made to
date in popularizing shorts as important program adjuncts will be lost, and the full
burden of quality entertainment thrown onto
feature productions which frequently are unequal to the load.

Some

Shorts

Getting

Break

Some short product, it is true, is getting
a break on price and runs, but this is the
exception rather than the rule. The few
which are gettjng the break which is their
due, are more than offset by the many
which are being forced out to make room
for product, which exhibitors are compelled
to book in order to get feature line-ups.
Although the contract recommends that
short and feature sales be segregated exhibitors contend that in some instances they
are required to book shorts to get blocks of
features.
Feature lengths have been cut considerably since the advent of sound, so that the
average running time now approximates
from 60 to 70 minutes. In the building-up
of the show, therefore, more shorts now are
necessary. Where the exhibitor, generally
speaking, formerly could book a feature,
comedy and newsreel, he now finds that
more shorts are essential. Cartoons and
novelties are being used in great numbers
to plug the gap.
The exhibitor finds quality shorts in
great demand, and from the distributor
(Continued on page 26)

The Naked Truth
The truth about short subjects— the
real low-down on the startling situation which confronts that field, is
vividly told in a special section appearing in this issue on pages 41 to 64.
Twenty-four pages of solid, electrifying material. Don't miss it.

Literal
Director:
"(iet some orange blossoms for the wedding scene."
Property .Man: "How in;m> quarts?"

There's a Moral
Here Boys, Read
It — And Reap
Hi-hats have ruined more than one gent
in this business and came pretty close to
being successful again in recent weeks.
There's a certain producer in New York
who, down through the ages established a
reputation for being a hard-boiled egg, a
tough man to do business with, both for
outsiders and those within the sacred portals of his organization. When sound made
its appearance, his efficient staff — what was
left of it— offered the chief complete plans
for the change-over. He agreed that silents
should be thrown out, but rejected plans
offered by his crew for type of material.
The months slipped by rapidly — and so
did the profits, with the resu't that, for the
first time in the company's history the old
red ink bottle was displayed prominently
on the desk of the accountant.
Then came the light of day. The producer alighted from the high horse, became
meek and humble, and sweetly asked the
boys in the outfit for a solution. It was
given oto and plenty of other things with it.
After the rude awakening, the producer
agreed with his boys^ gave them full swing
in picking and producing quick-selling material. The result: In less than two months
the outfit has nabbed a new lease on life;
its product has improved one hundred per
cent and real money is seen lurking around
the corner.

Retakes Ordered for "All
Quiet"; Zasu Pitts Out
Hollpvood — All's not well with "All
Quiet on the Western Front." Universal's
big war picture. Although the world premiere at the Carthey Circle is only a fewdays off, Carl Laemmie, Jr., it is reported,
has decided that important retakes are
necessary and these are being shot at breakneck pace.
Zazu Pitts gets the bad luck, for, according to report,
the "U"
decided
^he looked
too production
young to moguls
be the
hero's mother. So she's out and the onlv
woman role in it goes to Bervl Mercer.
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YOU CANT TIMECLOCK
BRAINPOWER
IT won't be long now before the lieutenants of
— bankers'
efficiency
overhead.into line
down— swing
to mow kind
under orders
The move to trim expenses is in the bag'. And,
unless the downtown moguls who stand foursquare
behind the offensive, foresee the consequences before they bring them tumbling down on the business, nothing" this side of the warm regions can
stop it.
Now that this industry is nestling in the arms
of the banking fraternity as never before, the financial wizards have been indulging in a few checkups. What they have discovered has caused jaws
to sag, eyelashes to flutter and real, not crocodile,
tears to flow.
There also has been a few ejaculations of amazement, punctuated by a couple of cusses over the
amounts of money handed out in the form of
weekly checks and a decision to end what these
selfsame bankers prefer to describe as something
akin to outrageous.
A Few Fundamentals

Overlooked

And, as matters stand with so many film presidents occupying their posts in name only, the
bankers are in a position to determine what they
propose to do and then do it. What they overlook
today, however, exactly as they have in the past,
are a few fundamentals about this industry or art
which all conference room planning will never
change.
For, whether they like it or not, the bankers will
never time-clock motion picture brains. One picture looks like another when the print rests in the
film can. Beyond that, the cataloguing process
becomes one tough job.
Time limits may be fixed for script preparations
or shooting schedules, but too many elusive factors enter into the production scheme to permit
the cut-and-dried to hold sway. Everybody who
knows his films knows this. Yet the bankers, after
all these years, avidly stick to the belief that making pictures is like manufacturing shoes, and see
no sane reason why cost sheets that apply to
broom factories cannot apply equally well to film

factories. In theory, the idea may be feasible. In
actual practice, nothing could be further from fact.
Under the present system which lets loose annually far more pictures than the market should
be required to absorb, product hits a mediocrity
in quality that is deplorable. This, mind you, with
little or no attempt to check expenditures at the
studios. Imagine, if you can, the set-up under a
bankers' system that proposes to outline a splitsecond program for creative ability and expect
that ability to live up to it.
The attempt was made once before and not so
many years ago. The company was one of the
leaders in the business. Into it was brought the
bankers' emissary. Efficiency men, badged in true
robot fashion, were rushed into the studio. Everything was to run like clock-work or this banker
would know why. He had his way for a time because the head of the company was into the banks
so heavily his protests carried no weight.
But what that system did was nobody's business. If that all-wise banker had had his way for
six months longer, the bottom might have been
completely ripped out of that particular enterprise.
What the bankers might do to ditch the overhead bugaboo is to turn attention to distribution.
Overlapping exchange systems strung out all over
the country would make a first class patient for
the economic operation. Just how many millions
this duplication is costing is pretty nearly anybody's guess.
Incompetence Faces Strangulation
Then again, if the axe must swing, it might be
headed in those many directions where inefficiency
and fat berths, created by family relationships,
ride rampant. The job is a big one and there is
plenty of cancerous
growth
awaiting
removal.
Incompetence can have no excuse and no excuse
advanced on its behalf should be countenanced.
Clean up and clean out where it is sound business
to do so. That's sensible. But let alone where
the lifeblood of the business is involved.
For you can't timeclock ability. It isn't
cards.
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Bankers Gunning for Big Salaries in
Industry; Production
Main
Target
Amos 'n' Andy's
'^RcgUSting"
Income

Andy
network.
on the11)0NHC
debut about
theirdown
Before
wore
pulling
smackers
per Amos
week. 'n'Today
they
are
said
to
be
Kood
for
100
jjrand
yearly.
And
to
this is to be added their take in the picture they are to
make for Radio Pictures, which will be on percentage,
which may net the famous blackface pair a coo! million.
The picture will be "Check and Double Check" and is not
to interfere with the stars' nightly broadcast.

Colleen Wants
Wall St. Moguls
Divorce; Hubby
Covet Legit, Says
"Mentally Cruel
Magazine Writer
"Big business may take over the legit for
the talkies," is the observation of Oliver
Owl in "The Quill," official organ of the
Theatrical Press Representatives, in commenting upon the proposed establishment
by bankers of one amusement combine
merging all factors of show business. That
such a plan has been under discussion was
stated last week by Motion Picture News.
"Cheer up, press apientsl Every turn of the wheel
from now on will indicate better days— maybe," Owl
writes. "The marmalade on your matutinal toast is
the chatter that Wall Street is going in the amusement business.
"Not simply for talkies, but for musicals, drama
and the legit theatre generally. Film companies are
not only backing stage productions, but they figure
that the whole darn legit business belongs to the
screen. And Wall Street is interested.
"That utility giant, Harley L. Darke, who took over
the Fox companies, was already back of the civic
theatre movement

Saving the Show Business
"Picture house chains have the country dotted with
all the stages they would ever need for the legitimate. Also, the latest electric amplifiers will carry
a whisper to the last row in a 5,000-seat theatre.
"Anybody can see how they figure it— anybody but
the legit managers. Put a comedy or revue in a
5,000-seat house, turn on the amplifiers, letting cash
customers enjoy a Ziegfeld 'Follies' or a Cochran's
'Bitter Sweet' from London at a pdce any shop
girl can aflford — and the show busmess is saved.
Ain't it?
''This is the only country in the world that has
held to profiteer box office prices. It strangled the
theatre. If the film companies eliminate that evil they
will own the legit.
"Harley Clarke gave his old collitch chum, Fritz
Leiber, a million to play with because he believes in
the theatre. Gus McCune, TRP, is sitting in the
publicity chair next the throne, so it's reasonable to
belfeve the Chicago millions think pretty much of
press agents.
"Will there be sales campaigns and two or more
agents with every attraction to exploit the legit,
once the utility millions are behind the productions?
Tell your boy producer friend.
''Things are beginning to listen better for TPR
boys and girls, but don't let up on the work to
replenish the Relief Fund— not yet.

A Bum Steer

"Plans are being discussed by insiders with vision.
Soon as the
are and
done start
for, saving
the dop«theis road.
that
managers
will'specs'
organize
Actors' Equity may vote to give them the John
Golden basic contract. Without it there might be
double 10,000 unemployed actors.
"A year ago Arthur Hammerstein and William A.
Brady gave the stage three years to wash up, but
with all-year successes under their belts they can
change their guess.
"On the road the troupes are finding auditoriums
for one-night stands. Willard Coxey says Sir Harry
Lauder played 30 weeks of one-nighters and only a
dozen were in theatres.
''It producers and authors and actors fail to see
the writing on the wall, the film companies may pull
the show business out from under the present control.
"Press

agents

may

laugh

last,

yet."

Hollywood — The romance of Colleen
Moore and John McCormick went on the
rocks when the star filed suit for divorce
charging her producer-husband, whom
she married Aug. 18, 1923, while both
were aligned with First National, with
mental cruelty.
Miss Moore alleges that on returning
from a hospital last December, following
an appendicitis operation, McCormick, in
the presence of friends, ordered her from
their Bel-Air home. On another occasion, she charges, he chased invited guests
from their home, using abusive language.
He also remained away from his domicile for several days.
The complaint stated that a property
settlement had been made. McCormick,
it is said, will not contest the suit.

Menjou to Make French
And Spanish Talkers
Hollywood — Adolphe Menjou has been reengaged by Paramount following his return
from Europe. He will star in a talking
picture to be filmed in Spanish and French.
It will go into production at the Paramount
Hollywood studios within two weeks.

Marshall Neilan Signed
To Direct Next Pickford
Hollywood — Marshall Neilan has returned
to United Artists to direct Mary Pickford's
next talker, "Forever Yours," from the original story by Benjamin Glazer. Neilan directed many of Miss Pickford's most successful silent productions of ten years ago.

Elsie Ferguson Returns
To Screen Via Warners
Hollywood — Another former star of the
silent pictures returns to talkers in the person of Elsie Ferguson, who has signed
with Warners to play a featured role in
"Scarlet Pages." Marion Nixon and John
Holliday will also have prominent parts.

Wholesale Slashes Planned in
All Departments; Fight
Expected
Bankers are plotting wholesale salary
slashes in all departments of the industry.
Production payroll figures arc said to be
the greatest sore spot in financial minds, but
the weekly checks issued to numerous executives in the head offices of distributors and
chain theatre concerns are not to escape
what well-informed sources say will be a
general reduction throughout the business.
It has been known for months that representatives of the large banking houses
now active in the business have been making comparisons between salaries paid in
pictures and those to individuals holding
similar titles as executives in other industries. Experienced film men contend that
the financiers fail to distinguish between
the type and kind of work performed in this
and other businesses.

Studio Payrolls First
Bankers, according to report, contend
that there is no radical difference, and cling
to the conviction that picture salaries are
out of all proportion and must be reduced.
Studio payrolls are known to be the first
line of attack. Present contracts with
writers, directors, players and composers,
as well as executives, will be fulfilled, according to insiders, unless the quality of
work or heavily diminished box office value
of star names gives sound legal reason for
cancellation. However, new contracts will
be made with much greater resistance to
demands from the professionals than the
latter have previously experienced. There
have been numerous evidences recently of
some one's hand tightening the purse
strings while new contracts have been in
negotiation at various studios. These instances, itis pointed out, have been carefully dictated and observed as experiments.
In certain cases players and directors have
taken big cuts in renewing for talkers with
heavy arguments about the uncertainty of
their value as compared to silent film returns overriding their natural objections.

Putting: On Salary Lid
Since banking interests first became active in film securities, and later, as their
financial support increased, in actual management, the payrolls have been studied and
debated. Now, with banker influence dominant in a number of the larger organizations, it is a daily whisper in numerous
executive circles that financial representatives are overlooking no chance to tighten
the lid on salarv arrangements.
That the Wall Street contingent is going
to prove exceedingly stubborn in approving
future salary deals is a foregone conclusion, according to several individuals who
are well informed about downtown plans,
but these same informants who are equally
versed in picture facts, anticipate a slowly
growing antagonism from the professionals
in the studios and executive in New York as
the latter begin to feel the slashing policy.
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dear old Empeenews was
WELL,
given the pleasant hee-haw during
the week. Those who think they
know, but don't, read all about the secret
move to combine the big factors in the
amusement world into one gigantic,
breath-taking combine and proceeded to
smile.
Now it is easily a possibility that the
smile may be wiped clean from the faces
that so indulged, because, believe it or
not, such a move is being discussed.
There's little need to ask about it. The
very few individuals who know won't
talk; they're sworn to complete silence.
Empeenews was tipped off that a lot
of kidding was in the offing if the yarn
ran. It was suggested that impolite remarks, with references to insanity thinly
veiled, might be levelled in this direction.
And so the guffaws were expected.
But
get this :
* * *

Watch the Electrics
The combine intent would erect one
)f the most powerful groups in the
A'orld of international business. It has
for its purpose the blending of all picture companies, radio affiliations, stage
producers and music publishers into one
holding company with cut-throat competition eliminated and the parcelling of its
share of business to each component part
on the basis of established earning power
and numbers of theatres controlled.
The big electrics are lurking in the
background of this idea. Yet, officially
and on the record, is Walter Gifford,
president of the American Telephone and
Telegraph Company, with the following,
culled directly from his annual report :
"The
American
Telephone
and
Telegraph Company, neither directly
nor indirectly,
through
Electrical
Research
Products — or otherwise,
owns any stock in any motion picture enterprise or any other commercial undertaking operating
in
..fields."
these
Now form your own opinion.

A Little Star Dust
When
Broadway
meets Hollywood,
something like this occasionally happens :
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Outlook

This concerns a Broadway star of
considerable importance who landed a
handsome contract shortly after talkers
struck producers dumb.
For Miss Star, the deal was pretty.
She reserved the right to okay all
stories, approve the dialogue and script,
stamp with approval her director and
cast and personally supervise the designing of her clothes.
Under these auspices, the first picture
was made. Then, as so often happens,
the studio found itself with an expensive
star on its hands because the story department had failed to dig up a vehicle
for picture number two.
So milady took a trip. When she ar-

The Straight Man
He's supposed to be a big shot in
his particular field of operation. Just
how big was demonstrated recently
by the following:
Discussions were under way about
this and that. In the group was an
important executive of another company— a fellow who politically could
do considerable for the man under
discussion. Every observation, every
contention the real big fellow made
was yessed and yessed by the imitation. So much so that it all turned
very tiresome.
And, as might be expected, the gag
proved as distasteful to the man at
whom it was so obviously thrust as
it did to the others who were listening in.

rived within Hollywood's portals again,
the studio began paying her a weekly
drawing account against the amount
agreed upon for the second picture.
Finally, New York underwent a change
of heart, precipitated by a close-up of
the b.o. returns on the first picture, and
began to dope ways and means of dodging both the contract and the second picture.
The decision once made, out of the
blue the cordial relations between player
and studio came to an abrupt end. A
campaign of registered letters, wires and
messages instructing her to report to
the studio, was launched. But the pampered lady of the stage laughed at them
all — and staj'ed off the lot.
The next step, studio-wise, was to discontinue the weekly checks.
The next

step, star-wise, was for her lawyer to
suggest that the studio glance over the
contract. The hint was taken and it
was discovered those payments had to be
made — or else. The checks resumed
where they had left off.
So it went for some time. Then one
day, the star nonchalantly walked into
the studio and suggested a dollar- fordollar payment on the terms of the contract. The deal was made on the spot.
The star got her due; the studio took
it on the chin for a poorly-made contract and both parties hand-waved goodNow. Against what negatives will the
byes.
loss be chalked up? There's a mystery
which even involved book-keeping won't
reveal. You may not be able to figure
that, but the star's name should be a
cinch.

Merrily the Pot Boils
He's been in the business a long time.
Record A-1 ; friends many and everybody's respect is his. While he hasn't
rolled up anything like the fortune many
of his fellow-executives have, it must be
said in all truth that he is doing very
well.
Now — today — perhaps at the very
minute you read this, his retirement may
again be under discussion. Two other
men in the same organization who know
about it are looking each other in the
eye and wondering on whose shoulder the
mantle will fall. The first of the two
has been regarded in organization ranks
as the old timer's logical successor.
Perhaps not, however, for the second
is dubbed by those familiar with his operations as a chiseler whose latest and
best exploit is exemplified by the manner
in which he has wormed his competitor
into near disrepute.
Outwardly, everything is serene. But
inwardly, the mess is cooking merrily.
Whether or not it boils over, remains to
be seen. If and when that happens,
don't appear shocked if you learn about
a couple of fists flying and one, or maybe
two
of eyes, blackened. Yessir, it's
that pairs
intense.
THE
INSIDERS
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Renewal of Paramount -Warner Merger
Plan Is Intimated by Adolph Zukor
Whoa!
Hollywood — The song-writinK trihtwho
York'sof
Tin stampedod
Pan Alley here
withfrom
the New
advent
talkers are now hein^; called "themesters" them.
and somehow
doesn't
with
It sounds ittoo
much click
like
another calling in life.

Laiigcloii Mixed
Up in Another
Marital Battle
Los Angeles — The screen troubles which
the scenario writers used to cook up for
Harry Langdon pale beside the real life
predicament in which he is tiguring.
In a statement liled in court he alleges
that he was forced to pay $15,000 cash and
give promissory notes for $11,500 more to
forestall a threatened $250,000 suit for the
alienation of the affections of Mrs. Helen
Walton O'Brien, whom he married last
July. Two attachment suits had been
brought against him to collect on the notes
by trustees for Thomas J. O'Brien, first
husband of Mrs. Langdon.
Langdon said he gave the notes to save
himself from unwelcome publicity and to
prevent the cancellation of his contract, declaring, "If the charges were made public
I would have been greatly embarrassed and
probably would have lost the contract."
However, he said that O'Brien had threatened to sue him for alienation long after
Mrs. O'Brien had left her husbafid. Langdon was divorced by his first wife on a
charge of desertion.

Paramoiuit-Publix
Chosen
as
New Name; Vote Million
Share Issue
There is "nothing on the fire right now,"
so far as prospects of a Paramount-Warner
merger is concerned, Adolph Zukor declared
at the company's stocklioiders' meeting
Tuesday in answer to a query from a stockholder.
"However," he added, "I cannot say what
the future will develop."
Name of the company was changed to
Paramount Publix at the meeting, which
authorized issuance of 1,000,000 additional
shares for e.xpansion. The stock is not to
be issued at present, but will be available
in case any circuit buys are negotiated.
Paramount, said Zukor, is making pictures in German, French and Spanish and
is operating a studio in France. Experiments conducted lead him to believe that
the problem of foreign language talkers has
been solved. The meeting was adjourned
until April 24 to give officers time to take
necessary steps to change the corporate
name.

Publix Plans Houses in
Number of Southern Spots
Publix is planning new theatres in a number of southern cities. One of these is at
Roanoke, Va., where a house costing
$1,000,000 is to be built. Another is a
$300,000 structure at Bristol. Failure to
make a deal with Goebel Brothers, which
firm has four houses at Bristol is said to
have led to decision to build.

In Forty States

Filed
Appeal

ir)n for re>iew
of
—decision
I'etit
theWashington
Thacher
outlawing ( ourt
tration was tiled in (he Supreme
Wednesday
by counsel
for the
distributors
association,
nine
ade.
I'ilms ltoard'4 of Tr

1

Hays
arhiand

Decision Soon
On Paramount
Anti-Trust Suit
Austin, Tex. — Decision is to be handed
down in a few weeks in the "conspiracy"
action brought by Ray Stinnett and the
late Si Charninsky against Paramount, et
al, charging restraint of trade under state
anti-trust laws. Arguments in the case
have been completed before the Supreme
Court Commission of Appeals, whose
opinion must be approved by the Supreme
Court before being issued.
Stinnet and Charninsky alleged that
unlawful acts of the defendants destroyed
earning power of the Capitol at Dallas,
and won a verdict of $334,000 in the District Court. Paramount, the Publix
Theatre Corp. of Te.xas and others prevented them from securing good films for
the Capitol, it was asserted. The damage
verdict was reversed and the case remanded for trial by the appellate court,
on (he ground that the Capitol Amusement Co. shoidd have been plaintiff in
the action. The case then went to the
Supreme Court on a writ of error and
was referred to the commission of appeals.

Shanberg Stepping Out as
Aftermath of Fox Break

Paramount Quarterly Net
Estimated at $4,800,000

— M. which
A. .Shanherg's
of Kansas
Midland City
theatres,
was almostcircuit
sold
to Fox, only to have the deal blocked by
bankers, is continuing its e.xpansion program. Its latest projects are two Kansas
houses, a $400,000 project, seating 1,550,
at Hutchinson; a 1,500-seat house at Salina.

Paramount Famous Lasky Corp. estimates consolidated net profits for the first
quarter of 1930, including earnings of subsidiary companies and after all charges
and taxes, to be $4,800,000, which amounts
to $1.79 per share on 2,685,313 shares outstanding at the end of the quarter.
The profit for the first quarter of 1930,
as estimated, is approximately 86 per cent
greater than for the corresponding quarter of 1929, the previous record first quarter.
The profit per share of $1.79 on 2,685,313
shares compares with a profit of $1.17 on
2,206,505 shares for the corresponding
quarter of 1929, or an increase per share
of 53 per cent.

Universal Buys "Strictly
Dishonorable" Boles Stars

Universal has acquired rights to "Strictly Dishonorable" from Brock Pemberton,
producer, and Preston Sturges, author.
By the terms of the contract, Universal
says it guarantees author and the producer
their part of the profit will be at least $125.000. It is provided that if Universal desires, the producer will go to the coast for
four weeks and assist in the production.
John Boies will he starred in it.
It was reported that Paramount had obtamed the rights to the play as a vehicle
for Maurice Chevalier.

By virtue of acquisitions last year,
PaTamount-Puhiix now has theatres in
40 states, Central America, Cuba and
Jamaica, Adolph Zukor told stockholders of the company this week.

Lefko Pathe Manager
Pittsburgh — Phil Reisman. general sales
manager of Pathe, has appointed S. Lefko,
former Philadelphia salesman, as branch
manager here, succeeding A. Goldsmith.
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"Big Four" in Frantic Race to Corner
Ttieatres and Dominate the Country
Comerford Entrenching
Scranton, Pa.— M. E. Comerford, one
of the few remaining independent
large circuit operators, is planning to
strengthen his position in Pennsylvania, in the battle impending in that
state. With Warners rapidly buying
up or building houses, Radio-KeithOrpheum negotiating several deals,
and Publix reported about to enter
the state, Comerford is mapping a
$5,000,000 expansion program. Two
theatres seating 3,000 each are to be
built here and at Wilkes-Barre. Wilmer & Vincent also is reported planning to expand its Pennsylvania holdings.

Copper Country
Invasion Planned
By Butterfield
Detroit — Aggressive expansion in the
northern peninsula of Michigan is planned
by the Butterfield circuit, which recently
completed its new house at Sault Ste. Marie.
The upper peninsula has been eyed for some
time by W. S. Butterfield. From time to
time other circuits, including Publix and
Universal, have threatened invasion of the
copper country, where Delft Theatres, headed by H.""^. "Doc" Gallup is the principal
circuit.
Meanwhile, Butterfield will open the
Michigan at Jackson April 30 and is planning to replace theatres with new houses
at Lansing and Battle Creek.

Hays Hit; Mrs. Winter
Praised at Coast Meet
Glendale, Cal.— Will H. Hays was attacked and the good faith of producers
scored, but the Los Angeles Federation of
Women's Clubs, meeting here, wound up
with a resolution commending the work of
Mrs. Thomas G. Winter as the representative of organized women in the Hays organization. Mrs. J. F. Burdge, who led the
attack, refused to withdraw her resolution
when asked, and won out in a vote on her
resolution. Previous speakers had condemned alleged exploitation of the General
Federation of Women's Clubs by the Hays
association. Showing on the screen of girls
smoking and scenes where intoxicating
liquor is served were condemned at the sessions.

Loew Managers Confer
At Cleveland Convention
Cleveland — Loew managers met here
April 16 and 17. This was one of two seminational business meetings at which managers and executives will convene.

Paramount-Puhlix,
Warners,
Fox and R-K-0 Battle
for Control
Race for theatres in all sections of the
country is under way by the "Big Four" of
the industry — Paramount-Publix, Warners,
Fox and Radio-Keith-Orpheum — in what is
designed to prove "the big push" of the
fight for theatre dominance. The offensive
just getting started has for its object, it is
reported, the bringing under the wing of
one or the other of the "Big Four" all of
the important remaining independent chains
of the nation.
Paramount-Publix on Wednesday started
getting set by securing authorization for
1,000,000 additional shares for theatre expansion. Radio-Keith-Orpheum, which has
just added 55 houses in Ohio, Kentucky, Indiana and West Verginia, is issuing approximately 390,000 new shares to care for
its continued expansion.

The Joke That Failed
A picture executive, addicted to
practical jokes, decided to vary the
usual custom of sending a bon voyage
basket when a friend sailed for Europe, so he called up his florist and
ordered that a dead lily, with his card
attached, be sent to the steamer. Half
an hour later the florist telephoned:
"I'm sorry, mister, but we haven't
can't lilies."
you kill one for me as
got"Well,
any dead
certainly."
a "Certainly;
Aspecial
littlefavor?"
later came another message :
"Mister, how do you kill a lily?"
The executive gave it up as a bad
idea.
job, but he still thinks it's a swell

Australia Roasts
British Pictures;

Warners Hitting Heavy Pace
Warners has been going at a tremendous
clip in the last few weeks, buying theatres
right and left in various sections of the
country, as well as planning erection of
others. Fox is planning on a fresh start
in the breakneck pace that firm set until
financial difficulties beset the company several months ago.
Most of the desirabilities will be washed
up so far as independent operation are concerned by Jan. 1 next, it is predicted by
some observers. These chains will be either
owned by or affiliated with a distributor or
distributors, it is asserted.

R-K-0 Position Strong in
Ohio Through Lihson Deal
Radio-Keith-Orpheum gains a strong position in three principal Ohio cities in the
deal for full ownership of the Libson-Heidingsfeld chain. Houses are : The E. F.
Albee, Capitol, Palace, Strand, Lyric and
Family, Cincinnati ; B. F. Keith-Albee Palace and Majestic, Columbus; B. F. Keith,
Colonial and State, Dayton ; Empress and
Regent, Grand Rapids, Mich. The Libson
deal had been set with Fox, but was blocked
by that firm's bankers.
The purchase price of the chain, it is
reported, was $10,500,000 and the transfer
will be effected May 15. Libson is relinquishing all connections with the circuit,
but will remain in Cincinnati to look after
his other theatrical enterprises.

Pauline*s Fourth

Pauline Frederick is to try it again,
and will embark on her fourth matrimonial venture with Hugh Chisholm
Leiffhton, president of the Interstate
News Co., New York.

^Lack Sex Appeal'
Melbourne — That the "Americanization
of Australians" is being hastened by Hollywood talkers is the unique assertion contained in the annual report of the Commonwealth Film Censorship Board, which
throws up its hands at the prospect of
stemming the tide. However, it admits that
American talkers are better than the English, adding :
"Unfortunately the censorship can do little or nothing to curb this tendency towards
Americanization. There is much truth in
the criticism that the talkies are all noise
and crime, but their voice production is
worse than their vice production. It is remarkable that the public can tolerate such
large doses of prevalent slang, especially
modern American girls singing and speaking. The only remedy is to increase the
number of good British films, but there is
little
hope that
of this
at present."
It holds
English
films are below the
technical and entertainment standard of
their foreign rivals. Of the films imported
last year 79 per cent were American and
11 per cent British.
London — On being notified of the Australian board's report, which also criticized
the tendency of British producers to inject
spicy incidents of a Continental flavor, Alfred Hitchcock, a producer, declared:
"It is often a complaint against British
films that there is insufficient sex appeal.
Australia, strangely enough, was the only
country to take exception to an inoffensive
scene in 'Blackmail,' which had passed former universal exhibition."

Baxter Stays With Fox
Warner Baxter, Fox star, is in New
York for a four-weeks' visit. It is Baxter's
first trip East in three years. He will sign
his new term contract with Fox while here.
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Warners Buv 100 Theatres in 3 Weeks:
Building Others in Rapid Expansion
Franklin Digging In
Hollywood — Harold B. Franklin,
president of Fox West Coast Theatres,
is planning; to concentrate activity
here, l)attlin>i the impending wholesale
invasion ot his strongholds by the
Warners. This is the reply given to a
query as to whether he is to ro to
New York to undertake direction of
all Fox theatres, if requested.

Iowa Functions
Despite Absence
Of Arbitration
Des Moines — Business is being transacted
here without much friction despite the fact
that there has been no arbitration in effect for several months, states E. J. Tilton,
First National manager, who recently was
re-elected president of the Des Moines Film
Board. B. J. McCarthy (RKO) is vicepresident, and Margaret McGrevy, secretary and treasurer.
Operation of the Film Board in the past
few years has succeeded in weeding out
the discredited exhibitors and the standard
of business ethics is very high in this state,
he says.
"Most exhibitors look upon their contract
as a moral obligation and their word is as
good as their bond," Tilton declares. Tilton feels there are still only a few houses
which are having a struggle to maintain
business against bigger competition and that
the introduction of sound has eliminated
practically all doubtful accounts.

Rochester Showmen
Form Better Films Unit
Rochester, N. Y. — Theatre managers and
officials of the Rochester Motion Picture
Exhibitors' Association co-operated with
civic organizations last week in forming a
Rochester branch of the Better Films Council, aNational Board of Review affiliation.
The local organization will publish its pick
of leading child and family interest films
weekly, without criticism, organizers announced.
Among the theatre men affiliated with the
movement are Harry Tishkoff, Empress;
M. B. Howell, Lincoln : R. Ferrigno,
Grand; Max A. Vogel. Webster; Alexander Dunbar, Lyndy ; Elmer Loritz, Monroe; William Tishkoff, Murray; Edward
C. May, Riviera: Leon Shafer, State; Mrs.
Louise Haskin, director of public relations
at the Eastman; Sol Shafer, Liberty; and
Howard Shannon and George L. Kress,
secretary and treasurer, respectively, of the
exhibitors' association. George L. D^vid,
dramatic critic of the Democrat and Chronicle, also is a charter member.

Current Activities Centered on
Seaboards; Get Dipson and
Harris Circuits
Warners has acquired more than 100
theatres in various sections of the country
within the last three weeks, according to
ILirry M. Warner. In addition, plans have
been prepared for the building of a number
of others.
The rapid expansion of the circuit is being continued, with negotiations now under
way for a number of new projects and
acquisitions.
The eastern and western seaboards are
witnessing the major part of the current
expansion activity. In the East, Warners
has acquired the Dipson circuit of 14 houses
in New York, Ohio and West Virginia;
the Harris chain of 17 houses in Pittsburgh and in western Pennsylvania; the
Rovner & Handle circuit of seven houses
in New Jersey; and the Prince and Ambridge at Ambridge, Pa.

Active in Jersey

Sites for new houses have been acquired
at Newark, where a 4,500-seat theatre costing $3,000,000 will be built ; at Hackensack,
where a $L000,000 structure will be built;
and at Perth Amboy and at South Orange.
Fox also is planning a $1,000,000 house at
Hackensack. The firm also has purchased
the remaining 50 per cent interest in Speir's
Plaza, Philadelphia.
Theatres in the Dipson chain are :
New York — Dellinger, Family and Lafayette, Batavia; Diana and Park, Medina;
Babcock, Wellsville; Majestic and Shattuck,
Hornell, N. Y. ; Palace and Winter Garden,
Jamestown, and Havens, Olean. Others are :
Capital and Olympic, Steubenville, Ohio,
and Capital, Wheeling, W. Va.
In the Rovner & Handle circuit are:
Lyric and Towers, Camden; Levoy, Millville; Clementon, Clementon; Grand, Vineland; Westmont, Westmont; Collings, Collingswood.

Invade Washington State
On the Coast, Warners are continuing
erection of a number of California theatres, and have started invasion of Washington, through acquisition of the Roxy
at Aberdeen. Constantiti & Barovic opened
the house April 1.
At Seattle, Tacoma and Portland, the
Warner pictures are shown in John Hamrick's houses and no
s in these
cities are expected as purchase
Hamrick is understood to have long-term contract.
Under the supervision of Herman L.
Maier, director of construction for Warner
Bros., work has begun on the twelve-story
theatre and office building at Milwaukee
The theatre will seat 2,600.

Hot Stuff for Raquel
Hollywood— M-G-M has cast Raquel
Torres m another tropical drama, "Never
the Twain Shall Meet," by Peter B. Kyne.
Lionel Barrymore will direct.

Police

Tips

I. OS Angeles — Tips amounting to
$1,800 were distributed anion;; police
handling the crowds at Rudolph Valentino's funeral, it was revealed in
the annual report of S. (jeorge UIIman, executor, who states that he
expended .S.').')!,:! Jti to pay funeral exand claims.
The screen
sheik's
estate ispensesnow
estimated
at $331,693.

Talker Rental
Decrease Demand
01 Scandinavians
Oslo — Unless rentals are reduced materially, no American talkers will be shown
from Fall onward, the chairman of the
cinematograph board, which controls all
theatres here, has decreed. Norwegian exhibitors have been squawking on rentals,
and have set a maximum figure for American distributors to take or leave. Rentals
of 31^ per cent on talkers and 25 per cent
on silents are the charges which have been
made.
Talkers are not popular here.
Similar sentiment against rentals is said
to prevail in Sweden and Denmark, where
exhibitors have drafted a demand for reduction of rentals under threat of boycotting American pictures. At Copenhagen, it
is said, Danish authorities are incensed over
the 50
engagement
of "^'Thereceive
Singing per
Fool."cent
American
distributors
about $3,000,000 annually for rentals in
Norway, Sweden, Denmark and Finland.

'All Quiet* Broadway Run
Starts Apr, 29 at Central
"All Quiet on the Western Front,'" Universal's production of Erich Maria Remarque's war novel, will start its Broadway run at the Central on April 29. Attending the premiere will be the Laemmles,
father and son, and delegates to the sales
convention of the company to be held in
New York. Director Lewis Milestone will
also be present with all important home
office sale_s and production officials.
Ben H. Atwell has been named special
press representative of the engagement. He
was formerly publicity representative for
the Chicago Grand Opera Co.

Benefit Premiere
Roxy will stage a $5 midnight show for
charity April 28, presenting premiere of
"King of Jazz." Paul Whiteman will be
present with his band as will other featured
players in the picture. The first pop. priced
showing is May 2.
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Paramount Would Buy F-P Canadian
For Less Than Fox's Rejected Offer
Zukor, Who
Blocked Former
Deal, Offers $21,000,000
In Stock for Control
Toronto — Paramount will acquire control of Famous Players Canadian and at
less money than Fox offered to pay for
it, if stockholders act favorably upon
recommendation of directors that they
accept
Paramount's
offer for
to exchange
four shares
of Paramount
each five
of the Canadian company. The deal, it
is said, would involve $21,727,983 on the
369,838 shares of common outstanding.
At current market prices, stockholders of
the Canadian firm would receive $58 a
share.
J. P. Bickell, vice president of Famous
Players, admitted Thursday that the
Paramount offer had been made. Directors were in session throughout the afternoon. The offer is for all outstanding
stock of the Canadian company.
Paramount's offer follows by a few
months a similar offer made by Fox,
through Gaumont British. This offer was
brought back from England by N. L.
Nathanson, but he was blocked in efforts to present it to stockholders by
Adolph Zukor and I. W. Killam, the
other two voting trustees. The trustees
hold about one-half the common under
the voting trust formed when Paramount
relinquished control about one year ago.
In refusing the offer made through
Nathanson, Killam and Zukor were
quoted as saying that control of the company should remain in Canadian hands.

Nathanson Sued; Charged
With Withholding Stock
Toronto — Claiming that 4,500 shares of
United Amusements, Ltd., having a market value of $157,000, are being held by
N. L. Nathanson, former managing director of the company. Famous Players
Canadian Corporation entered an action
for a declaration that the stock is not his
personal property. The corporation asks
for an injunction and damages.
United Amusements, a subsidiary of
Famous Players, operates 20 houses in
the Province of Quebec. The corporation
also recently sued Nathanson over the
possession of a valuable theatre site in
Montreal.

$5,000,000 Less
Paramount's oflFer to exchange four
share.s for five of Famous Players
Canadian is about $17 a share less
than that made by Gaumont British
(Fox), through N. L. Nathanson. If
accepted by the stockholders, it will
mean a difference of more than
85,000,000 to all stockholders, as contrasted with the amount they would
have received had the Gaumont British offer been accepted.

Pathe Sales
Force Grosses
18 Million

Pathe's sales force, headed by Phil Reisman, rolled up
a gross of $18,166,877 during the year ended Dec. 28, 1929,
it is shown by the company's annual report. Net is
$502,000, after depreciation and interest and after charging
$999,000 to surplus and the special reserve set up in 1928.
This amount represents the excess cost of pictures completed and in work April 21, 1928, the date on which the
present management took charge.

Shorts, Football
Of the Industry,
Fight for Life
(Continued from page 19)
standpoint, this should be a happy state of
affairs, provided their good product got a
break. However, this is being prevented
by the tying in of shorts on feature contracts, closing the door to playing time for
good product from companies, which may
not have a feature program of sufficient
strength to induce exhibitors to book the
shorts as a condition to receiving the features.
From the distributor standpoint, this
would be a fine state of affairs, provided
it resulted in an increase in rentals. However, the contrary is the case.
Part of the trouble in this regard may be
traced to the mad scramble to get into the
short feature field made a few years ago
by a number of producers. Where a few
years ago, the short feature field was one
of specialization, with a few companies putting out a majority of shorts, the situation
todjy is completely reversed with practically every major company except First National and Fox now making shorts on a big
scale.

Extravagance a Bugaboo
The decline of specialization has led to
extravagant production costs and the undermining of quality in many instances. Because of their inexperience, these producers
did not gauge overhead to sales possibilities,
counting instead upon affiliations or tying in
their short program with features in order
to get by.
The situation became so acute that at the
Trade Practice Conference in October,
1927, exhibitors were successful in having
producers agree to segregating sale of features and shorts so far as making one contingent upon the other was concerned.
This concession made the situation alarming for producers for presentations were
shoving shorts into the background, and a
first run for a short in de luxe houses
proved something of a rarity.
When sound came in with a rush, shorts
staged a phenomenal comeback. Exhibitors,
saddled with the heavy presentation nut,
grasped at sound shorts and found in them
a measure of relief.
Sound
shorts, projected into a sudden

popularity, commanded big rentals. These
were essential because of the added cost of
sound shorts, as well as the limited distribution at their command. However, with
the speedy development of sound short production vvhich followed, it wasn't long before the situation began paralleling that
which preceded the advent of sound.

A Two- Way Proposition

The situation today is a two-way proposition, so far as responsibility is concerned.
Some producers are following the lines of
least resistance, wasting money on production of shorts, which they do not know how
to make. These producers are hurting the
short features of merit, made by the more
capable producers, through lowering the
general standard, and palming off their
product on the public through affiliations
or their ability to tie them to a strong feature program.
These inferior shorts have cut into playing time of more meritorious product,
cheating it of a fair return on the producer's investment, to a degree which
threatens the future quality of all short features.
The exhibitor, on the other hand, has
been to blame for his failure to effectively
resell shorts to the public, when short features were revived by sound. He, too, followed the lines of least resistance, in many
instances, using the "also a comedy" or
other tag line, if he bothered to mention
the short at all in his billing. A notable
exception is Publix, which went to great
and effective lengths to sell the full show,
when adopting all-sound-film programs at
many of its theatres.

Shows Not Built Properly

Then, too, there has been the problem of
building shows. Confronted with a situation calling for care, discretion and showmanship in rounding out programs, many
exhibitors were unequipped for the task,
and booked shorts on a hit-or-miss basis.
Fitting of shorts to features was disregarded in many instances, with a result that the
public became surfeited with type shows.
As an example, the revue craze in features was not counterbalanced by avoidance of duplication of similar material in
shorts, and an exhibitor at times found himself with a show composed of the same
material throughout. Similar examples
might be cited covering other types of pictures.
The result has been, that the exhibitor,
unable to put on his show properly, has
been unable to sell it properly to the public.
As the box office failed, therefore, to reflect
(Continued on page 27)
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400 Features Planned lor New Season
By 12 Major Firms; Lists Slahilized
t<'^i<Qti
«
r.. refers

I'ort -M.MTs, ria. — Thomas A. Kdi^oii, "lalluT ol the iiiotion picture,"
in an of inltTview
t'\ pressed a preference for
silents
on account
his deafniss.

Silent

hro,
that 30
tried
he said,
l)UtUe(;ardin>j
it was nowide
k^ukIlilni,
as the
lilni "I
kept
tearing
up years
and some
of my friends thought the pr(»cess too expensive. I
wanted 10 pictures a second and j)roducers wanted lo. 1
don't see how they stand the expense of colored films."

'Em

Shorts, Football
Canadian Reform
Of the Industry
Element Fails to
Fight for Life
Enact Pet Laws
{Continued from Page 26)
the value of the short, the rental price suffered.
Even though he wasn't paying enough for
good shorts, the exhibitor considered his
aggregate rentals, which were higher because of the increased number of subjects
purchased. In looking for a place to prune,
the short-sighted ones began pruning on
shorts, grouping the good with the bad in
considering the problem.
In this pruning, invariably the shorts of
producers which are not tied in with features, or which are not affiliated with the
particular exhibitor, are selected for the
axe, regardless of quality. Often these,
tactics are like killing the "goose that laid
the golden egg," for exhibitors are endangering the savings on presentations made
possible through rejuvenation of quality
shorts.

Readjustment

Essential

The new season will go a long way
toward establishing the future of the short
feature. What is needed is a readjustment
all along the line. Encouragement must be
given to those producers who have been
making forward strides in the face of discouraging odds, so that they will continue
the advance. This encouragement must
:oiiie in the form of fair rentals for quality
product regardless of source. And when
;iuality product is secured, it must be propsrly sold and, then properly presented to
;hc public.

Television Broadcasts
Planned by N, Y, Station

Waslniigton — Application for license to
jperate a television station in connection
ivith a radio station in New York, now li:ensed. has been filed by Radio Pictures,
Inc.. which asks the Federal Radio Comnission for an assignment.

HKO Denies Relationship
iVith New Television Firm

Officials of RKO. which distributes Radio
ictures, told IMotion Picture News that
he new television company now seeking
application at Washington for broadcasts
las no connection with RKO or any of its
flRliated units.

Toronto — Despite a heavy crop of preliminary yips and assorted squawks from
the idle-rich reform element in Ontario, the
provincial government has closed its sessions for the year without doing anything
drastic concerning films as the meddlers
anticipated might be accomplished.
Intended to guide parents in the selection
of programs suited for juvenile consumption, the recently enforced order, based on
the British law, to designate selected films
as "Passed U" (fit universally for adults
and children) is not working out in practice. The slogan is almost completely absent from advertisements. Somewhere betweeji 10 and 20 per cent of features only
are reported as rnaking the grade and the
public is paying no attention to the supposedly valuable initial.
The following changes, however, become
law on June 1 :
Age limit for unaccompanied children is
raised from 15 to 16 years.
One year from date, all Ontario theatres
must be of fireproof construction. Structural conditions of exchanges will also be
under supervision.
Government may pass upon the sale and
rental of all films and the inspector of
theatres is given authority in the issuing of
licenses both to exhibitors and distributors.

Canadian Picture Bureau
Moves to New Quarters
Toronto — Head ofiices of the Canadian
Government's motion picture bureau are
being moved to the National Researcher
Building, Ottawa, where a Northern Electric (Western) film and disc system is being installed. The bureau makes educational and scenic reels, but releases a large
amount of stuft" through commercial channels. F. C. Badgley is director.

Mardi Gras Month to Be
Staged by H. D. Goldberg

Utica. N. Y. — In the first drive he has
launched since assuming charge of the New
"i ork State Division of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, Harry D. Goldberg has set
aside May as Mardi Gras Month.
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Paramount Tops All ultli 606'J; Expect
ThisFew
YearRevisions
1 welve major distributors will release
ajjproximately 400 features during the l'>3031 season, under plans completed or now
being whipped into shape. The majority of
the 12 already have set the number of pictures they will release during the new year,
with but
a few schedules yet to be determined upon.
The approach of the new season finds the
companies in a readjusted position, with
their schedules giving indication of stability
for the first time since the mad rush to
sound was started. This season, schedules
\yere subject to many revisionr,, but indications now are that tlie lists will stand pretty

Schedules
definitely
much
as scheduled.
~ set are: Fox, 52;
Warners, 42; First National, 35; Universal,
20; RKO, 36; Pathe, 20; United Artists.
18; Columbia, 20; Sono Art- World Wide,
20.
Paramount is understood planning between 60 and 65 pictures; M-G-M about
50; and Tiffany from 24 to 30.

Ziegfeld Production Firm
Regarded Publicity Yarn
Hollywood — I-lorcnz Ziegfeld's
of
his own producing company is slory
regarded
here as a publicity yarn, for it is understood the producer has no film plans beyond production of "Whoopee" in association with Samuel Goldwyn. ZiegfeldGoldwyn Corp. will make "Whoopee" under a one-picture arrangement.

Barsky Promoted
Holl>-vvood— Engaged by Columbia as
studio business manager three weeks ago.
Bud Barsky has been promoted to the post
of associate producer for that companv.
Barsky will handle a portion of Columbia's
new product for the coming year. Sam
Briskin, assistant to Harry Cohn, also functions as associate producer.

Plan 8 Yearly Meetings
Eight regular meetings are to be held
annually by the New York section of the
Society of M. P. Engineers, it was stated
at Wednesday's session. Six of the meetings are to take place between the spring
and fall meeting:s of the national organization, one following the spring meeting and
one preceding the fall meeting.

Lightman to Oklahoma Meet
Oklahoma City — M. .A. Lightman is
slated to be principal speaker at the annual meeting here May 13 and 14 of the
Oklahoma exhibitor unit.

Wurtzel
Not isJoining
*U'
Hollywood
— There
no truth to report
that Sol Wurtzel is to join Universal, it is
stated here.
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New Selling Season Opens with Bang
June 1; Rivals Jockey for Early Jump
The Woman

Picks

Colfax, Ind. — Practically all theatres advertise directly to the woman,
or should do so. It is the wife or girl
friend who decides what show will be
attended. At least this is the opinion
of Harry L. Davidson, manager of the
Colfax, in a talk at a meeting of the
Lions Club. "Developments during
the next two years," he predicted,
"will be along the line of the wide
film, the third dimension and Technicolor."

U. S. Probes G. E.,
WestinghouseDeal
For RCA Control
Washington — Probe of the deal between
RCA, General Electric and Westinghouse,
under the terms of which RCA takes over
the radio business of the other two firms,
and exchanges $543,000,000 in stock in return for patents and preferred stock owned
by those firms, is under way by the Dept.
of Justice. The deal was attacked as forming "a new radio trust" by Senator Dill.
It gives General Electric and Westinghouse
68 per cent of the voting stock of RCA.

Brains of Hammond Bomb
Plot Believed Caught
Marion, Ind. — Effort to have Harry
Danford, under arrest here, identified as
the "brains" of the plot which resulted
in bombing of the State, Hammond, Ind.,
will be made by Marion police. Harry L.
Ames, former union business agent, and
Marwood Williams are doing time for
the explosion under three year sentences.
Danford, arrested here, in connection with
bomb plots which caused the death of
five, has been identified as Joe Proda,
Chicago racketeer.

First National Sues for
$9,440 on Contract Breach
Milwaukee — Suit for $9,440 was filed by
First National against W. G. Maxcy, operator of the Grand Opera House, Oshkosh,
charging breach of contract. It is alleged
that he signed an agreement to run 49 pictures and that he showed only eight.

Films Make Stock Fold
Providence — The Albee stock company,
for 30 years among the leading organizations of its kind in the country, has folded
up,- due to the policy of R-K-O to continue
pictures and vaudeville this summer.

Mona Maris Selected
Hollywood — Mona Maris will be Victor
McLaglen's leading woman in "Dust and
Sun," to be made by Fox.

Sales Conventions in May Start
Campaigns;
**U"First
and United
Artists
With some firms already out selling next
year's product, the selling season will be in
full swing this year by June 1, as contrasted
15. a general hold-off in 1929 until June
with
Last year, by agreement, implied if not
actual, the companies withheld action upon
new season's product until June 15, to give
every firm opportunity to start from scratch.
This year, however, the situation is changed
greatly with several firms already having
the jump through early sale of product.
United Artists last week started on the
ings.
Coast the first of a series of regional meet-

Universal Set for May 1
Universal begins its selling campaign on
next season's product on May 1 with the
close of the annual sales convention at the
Savoy-Plaza, New York, starting on April
25 and continuing five days. It will be the
company's first international get-together,
for delegates will be present from Australia,
South America, Germany and England.
The Universal convention will be followed by the Paramount meeting May 15 at
Atlantic City; RKO's convention at Los
Angeles, tentatively set for May 17; Pathe's
Atlantic City meeting May 21, which is the
first of three planned by that company;
Fox's Los Angeles convention. May 26, and
Warners' and First National's meetings
May 27 at Atlantic City.
M-G-M, Tiffany, Columbia and Sono
Art- World Wide have not yet set dates for
their annual gatherings.

W, & V. Circuit Building
$1,000,000 Reading House

Readinjr, Pa. — A new theatre to cost
approximately $1,000,000 and to have a
seating capacity of about 4,000 is to be
erected at once in this city by the Wilmer
& Vincent Circuit, according to formal announcement issued by the company. A site
with a frontage of 123 feet on Penn Street
has been acquired. Work of razing the
properties will begin at once and construction of the new theatre is expected to' be completed by next Thanksgiving Day.

Warners* Memorial

New Hollywood theatre to be opened
Tuesday at 51st St. and Broadway by
the Warners is a memorial to Sam
Warner. The house has been under
construction for more than a year.
Its opening will give Warners five
Broadway theatres, the others being
the Warner, Strand, Winter Garden
and Beacon. The Warner brothers
credit Sam Warner with foreseeing
the potentialities of sound pictures.
He died upon the eve of seeing his
dream realized.

Big-Hearted
Believe it or not, Sam Goldwyn is
recent Metrotone newsreel he
in Inthea "talkies."
appears with Eddie Cantor in a little
skit in which Eddie touts some lyrics
he's written. Sam is so impressed
that he tells Eddie he's worth $5,000
a week more than he's getting. Now
all that Eddie, who is starring in the
Ziegfeld-Goldwyn production of
"Whoopee," has to do is to collect it.

Christie Confers
With Hammons
On Merger Deal
Merging of Educational and Christie is
being discussed at conferences in New York
between Earle W. Hammons, president of
Educational, and Charles Christie. No definite arrangements have as yet been determined upon, but one report is that if the
deal is consummated Halsey, Stuart & Co.,
the Fox bankers, will finance the proposition. This report Thursday was characterized as "premature" by Charles Christie.
Christie formerly
released its product i
through Educational, but three years ago
made a releasing alliance with Paramount
which is expiring this season.

s
Norma'
Cast for
Name **Flame
of the
Flesh"
Hollywood — Complete cast has already
been signed for Norma Talmadge's next
talker for United Artists, "Flame of the
Flesh." The players include Conrad Nagel,
William Farnum, Ullrich Haupt, Hobart
Bosworth, E. Alyn Warren, Allison Skipworth, Edgar Norton, Edwin Maxwell, Tom
Ricketts, Peter Cawthorne, Blanch Friderici, Bertram Marburgh, Cissy Fitzgerald
and Maude Truex.

Gillmore To Be Renamed
As President of Equity
Frank Gillmore is slate^ for re-election
to
of Actors'
Equity5. Ass'n.
the presidency
annual election
slated May
He wasat
nominated for the post by the nomination
committee, which dropped Ethel Barrymore
from its slate, as reprisal for her action in
opposing Equity's strike campaign at the
film studios. She had been vice-president
of the association since the theatre strike
of 1919.

Warners Sales Drive On
Warners

report

that

26,511

play

dates

haveMonth.
been obtained
for May
— Sam the
E. Morris
Minneapolis
is leading
field. '
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Vludslingiiig Out as Fox Exec ii lives
Buckle Down to Work Under New Boss
To Condemn
Disc Talker
If Censorahle

Portland — In the event that deletions are reciuired in
films with talking sequences on discs, the pictures will
be condemned l)y the censor hoard, which deems such deletions impractical. Deletions will he ordered in the case
of sound-on-lilm
se(|uences considered
objectionable.
Code of Kthics for talkers adopted by the Hays association is a "decided step forward" and virtually will eliminate objectionable matter from pictures, the board decided at a recent meeting.

ilayer, Thalberg
Harley Clarke
Remain Despite
Yearned For a
Any Fox Merger
Stage Career

Hollywood — Regardless of the final
iitcome in readjustment of Fox, Louis
B. Mayer and Irving
Thalberg will remain.
There is no cha'nce that
the pair are leaving the
organization or that
they will form their
own company, even if
M-G-M is combined
with Fox.
Announcement of the
new directors of the Fox
companies, particularly
the film unit was received
Louis B. Mayer
^^.j^j^ j^^,g,^ interest at the
udio yesterday.
At various times it has
:en reported that the
;veral trips East made
y Mayer were in conection with the future
atus of Thalberg and
imsclf. In this conection, it is stated that
ontrary to general beef, contracts of the
air have not been reewed.
Irving

Thalberg

Lindler Leaves Tiffany

Al Sclig, advertising and publicity direcr of Tiffany, now is handling the exoitation department in addition to his
her duties. Walter Lindler, who has been
mdling the exploitation work, has severed
s connection with the company.

Loew*s Plans Astoria House
Loew's is planning a 3,500-seat house at
storia. L. I., to be completed about
hanksgiving Day. It will be located at
teinway Ave., between 28th St. and 38th
ve.. and be the largest Long Island house
ith the exception of Loew's Valencia at
miaica.

One of the stories told here concerning
Harley Clarke, William Fox's successor as
head of the Fox enterprises, purports to
reveal at least one ambition of the capitalist's that was never realized. Clarke,
according to the story, cherished a youthful
ambition to go on the stage, and earnestly
tried out for parts in undergraduate dramatics at Ann Arbor, while a student there.
Despite the fact that little success attended
his efforts, the ambition persisted long after
lie left school, while his love of the theatre
never departed. It is the presence of this
sentiment, some say, that influenced Mr.
Clarke to encourage and back the Chicago
Civic Theatre, which brought Fritz Lieber
here during the winter for a gratifying season of Shakespearean repertoire.
As a guarantor of this venture, Mr.
Clarke aligns himself with such champions
of culture as Samuel Insull, head of the
Chicago Civic Opera Company, and Louis
Eckstein, guarantor of the Ravinia Opera
Company, whose crusades in the name of
art
oft' annually with a personal
checkarein paid
six figures.

Another Straight Vaude
House Adding Pictures
Chicago — Another two-a-day vaudeville
house is discontinuing its policy in favor
of combination shows, with R-K-O's New
Palace to switch to sound films and vaudeville within two weeks.

Fox to Bid Again?
Fox may renew efforts to secure
control of Famous Players Canadian,
as a result of the Paramount offer
for the Canadian companv, MOTION
PICTURE NEWS has been informed.
A. C. Blumenthal. it is understood,
may be sent to Toronto to acquaint
directors with the details of the Fox
offer, which would mean ?."),000.000
more to .stockholders than the Paramount oflfcr.

Schedule
of 52 Pictures and
Theatre Expansion (ietting
Officials' Attention
Declining to be drawn into any "backyard arguments," Fox executives this
week set about to make up for time lost
by the company in the financial muddle
which nearly forced it into receivership,
and resulted in retirement from its affairs of William Fox.
With Harley L. Clarke in the president's chair, and Winfield R. Shechan as
operating head, the firm is completing
plans for its production schedule of 52
pictures, the continuation of theatre expansion, opening of its new laboratory in
New York, especially equipped for
Grandeur and Fox color, and the outline
of sales plans for the year. The company's personnel will not be disturbed.
New directors of Fox Film include Harley
L. Clarke; Matthew C. Brush, president of
the American International Corp. ; Oscar L.
Gubelman, described as a capitalist; Charles
W. Higley, president of the Hanover Fire
Insurance Co. ; Charles B. Stuart of Halsey,
Stuart; Winfield Sheehan, Saul Rogers and
William Fox.
Directors of Fox Theatres are: Harley L.
Clarke, Samuel W. Fordyce, listed as an attorney of St. Louis; Arthur F. Lafrentz,
president of the American Surety Co. ; Robert C. Winmill, of Gude, Winmill and Co., a
New York brokerage firm ; Walter R. Herrick of Herrick, Berg and Co., likewise a
stock exchange member; Winfield Sheehan,
Saul Rogers, Charles B. Stuart and William
Fox. The boards bring many names into
the business hitherto unknown. While eight
directors of Fox Film have been named,
amendments to the by-laws provide for
twelve, the remaining four to be named
next week.
Fox Theatres is selling its 660,900 shares
of Loew stock to Fox Film for $27,000,000
in cash and 1,600,000 shares of Film "A".
The "A" stock is being sold to General
Theatres Equipment Corp., which holds voting control of the Fox companies, for
$48,000,000 thus giving Fox Theatres a total
of $75,000,000 to pay off debts. In the meantime, Fox Film has issued one year six per
cent obligations totaling $55,000,000 which
will take care of that corporation's indebtedness. That makes a grand total of $130,000,000 of which $100,(MJO,000 will go toward
clearance of obligations, and the remainder
for operation.
Early in the week stockholders had received a letter from William Fox
upbraiding Halsey, Stuart, Electrical Products and Sheehan. The letter will go unanswered.
Courtlandt Smith, general manager of
Movietone activities, deposed by William
Fox. has returned to the company, but
no duties have been assigned him as yet.
He was one of the "cabinet" members
who signed the round robin calling upon
Fox to carry out the original trusteeship
agreement.
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Puzzler Seen in Pathe Option to Buy
49% of Du Pont-Patlie— Did Own 49%
Kennedy Announcement
Creates Speculation Over 49%
Pathe Previously Had

SilentS
Wane

On
in

IQQH 109 1
lifoU-Itfol
Close observers of filmdom's financial
affairs are puzzled about the DuPont-Pathe
situation.
The word "purchase" in a press notice
issued by Doremus & Co., publicity house,
stating that "J. P. Kennedy, chairman of the
Board of Pathe Exchange, Inc., announces
that the company has the option to purchase
49% of the stock of DuPont-Pathe Film
Manufacturing Company for a consideration
of The
$500,000"
is" the puzzler.
press notice
is said to be so worded
that it implies that the option is of recent
origin. In reality, the option is reported
to have existed for some time, in the form
of various options for units of the 49%
which now are believed to have been consolidated into one option.

owners
by theatre
protest almost
strong producers
— Despitehouses,
Hollywoodunwired
operating
without
exception are reported making no provision for wholesale
1930production
31
charts. of
Thissilent
was pictures
revealed— features
through ora shorts
secret— on
checkup
made at all studios during the week by MOTION
PICTURE NEWS.
Lack of silent product, which may be expected to pinch
in early winter, is seen here as further weakening the
position of small unwired houses operated by exhibitors
who are held to be rapidly losing their fight to remain in
business as silent showmen.

Another Shakeup
End''
^Jouesrney's hs
In Northwest by
Roug hod
Rid
R-K-0 is Feared
Over Lent, Rain

Always Held Interest
When the DuPont-Pathe organization
was perfected Pathe Exchange, Inc., obtained 49% of the stock, presumed at that time
to be a tie-in to insure Pathe's use of DuPont raw stock. Later, when Pathe sought
financing through an issue of debentures, it
was expressly provided that security for
the debentures should be limited to new
negatives, then in production, or to be produced. Pathe's laboratory, real estate and
its 49% of the DuPont-Pathe company were
specifically excluded as collateral for the
debentures.
Later, when Pathe needed additional
funds for their current requirements it is
claimed that raw stock purchased from DuPont-Pathe was paid for by the transfer
by Pathe to DuPont-Pathe of portions of
its 40% of the DuPont-Pathe stock, but
with a_n agreement between the two organizations that Pathe Exchange, Inc., would
have the right, within a year in each instance, to repurchase the stock at $100 a
share.
These various individual options, on units
of the 49%, are said to have been consolidated recently into one option for the entire amount, and this option is believed to
expire in June of this year.

Was

"Re" Left

Out?

Hence, observers who read the Doremus
notice are speculating as to whether the
phrase "option to purchase" in the press
notice refers to the consolidated option
whereby Pathe can redeem the 49% of DuPont-Pathe stock previously transferred to
the film concern as security or payment for
raw stock, or to still another 49% which
would give Pathe Exchange, Inc., control
of DuPont-Pathe. The latter interpretation is regarded as very unlikely, and so
the puzzlers are inclined to believe that
there was a typographical error in writing
the word "purchase" instead of "repurchase," since the press yarn makes no mention of the 49% obtained by Pathe when
the film concern was first organized.

"Journey's End," Tiffany's picturization of the stage play, is kicking over the
traces and knocking a few bugaboos of
show business for a loop in its spectacular run at the Gaiety, New York. Inclement weather and Holy Week failed to
interfere with the picture's draw, and
standout business was the result all week.
Holy Thursday and a drizzling rain failed
to prevent S.R.O.
In its first five days at the 800-seat
Gaiety, the picture grabbed $17,500 and
this week, while other Broadway houses
were taking it on the chin, was running
ahead of the record. Allowing for Good
Friday, it was estimated the picture would
cop $21,000 on the week.

United Artists Confab
San Francisco — Details of United Artists'
line-up of eighteen features for next season
were outlined at a regional sales convention here, attended by Al Lichtman, John
W. Considine, Jr., Bruce Gallup, other major executives and district representatives
from eleven western states. Another speaker
was Emil Jensen of Inspiration Pictures.

Enforcement of
Ethics Code on
Coast is Mapped
Hollywood — Believing the Code of Ethics
for talkers represents a great forward step
in the industry's efforts to keep the screen
free of objectionable matter, the Academy
of M. P. Arts and Sciences is takinj;- steps
to help make the code effective. Meetings
of various branches of the Academy affected by the code are to be held to map ways
and means to support the code.

Minneapolis — Another shakeup in the
Radio-Keith-Orpheum forces is reported
in prospect here following a visit to the
Twin Cities of Joseph Plunkett, general
manager of the chain, his assistant, Nate
Blumberg, and Jack Hess. The trio left
here for the Coast. The company is closing the Seventh St., here, and the PresiSt. Paul, where
two weeks'
noticesdent, already
have been
posted. closing

Harvard Prof, Fails To
Win Censor Law Change
Boston — Efforts to eft'ect changes in the
state censorship laws, made by Prof. Zechariah Chafee, Jr., of the Harvard law
school, have been turned down by the committee on cities of the Massachusetts legislature.
Prof. Chafee proposed that a license
should not be taken away from a theatre
until after a public hearing and reasons
stated for banning a production by the city
censorship officials. It further provided
that suspension of a license would last only
for the duration of the particular performance for which action was taken.

Fire Destroys Indiana
Theatres; Loss $50,000
Bluffton, Ind.— The Grand Theatre
building here was destroved with a loss estimated at $50,000. The fire apparently
started in the balcony and spread rapidly
before discovery. Only the four walls remain standing. George Mason, a watchman, escaped injury when he was notified
. by a small boy who saw smoke issuing from
a door. The building was owned by Mike
Hanley of Fort Wayne and was leased by
Charles Mailers, who also operates theatres
at Fort Wayne, Portland, Ind., and Lima, O.
Included in the loss was a new $10,000 talking picture machine equipment on which
no insurance yet had been taken out.

.^ /) r / /
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Warners and General Talking, Both
Foes of W. E. May Be Allies in Fight
Santell Divorced
Los AnKt'les— Al Santell. director,
has been divorced by Mrs. Kuth Santell, who charjjed cruelty and incompatibility and asserted that she and
her husband have separated and been
reconciled 2.5 times. They were married five years ajjo. The court approved a settlement whereby the director will pay her $12,r)00 and alimony
of $500 a month.

All Type Houses
In Minneapolis'
Merry ^'Battle"
Minneapolis — Something of a real "battle" is being waged here between first
runs and between first runs and subsequent runs. The going has been plenty
rocky and Radio-Keith-Orpheum's Seventh" St. is folding. The Pantagcs, which
has been playing musical stock, has gone
back to combination shows with pictures
billed over the vaudeville.
Publix Saturday is reopening the New
Palace, erstwhile downtown vaudeville
and stock house running a 13-hour grind
at 20 cents top. Gateway exhibitors nearby and the suburbans are plenty peeved
over this step and threaten retaliation.

Bancroft Film Postponed
Till Star Regains Voice
Hollywood — Due to illness which has
caused George Bancroft to lose his voice,
production of "The Cave Man," has been
suspended by Paramount until the middle
of May. If Bancroft is unable to work at
that time, another player will be substituted
in the starring role. The cast of the picture has been carried for two weeks on onehalf salary, in the hope the star would regain his voice, but the supporting players
now have been dismissed pending the new
starting date.

Urban Leaving for Coast
Joseph Urban, designer, architect and artist, leaves New York within two weeks for
Hollywood to take up work at the Fox
studios. His duties will be in connection
with introduction of Fox nature color, a
new process developed by the Eastman Kodak laboratories. Urban was host early this
week at a reception at his New York
studio.

Franklin Honored
Ottawa — J. M. Franklin, manager of
Keith's, has been elected a director of the
Rotary Club. He holds many offices in
local organizations.

in Warners'
StepMake
Seen To
Move
Efforts
Firm
Self -Contained
Continuing their elYorts to become a selfcontained company from every angle, Warners are negotiating for an interest in General Talking Pictures, which manufactures
and distributes De Forest Phonofilm equipment.
This step follows acquisition of a "substantial" interest in the KuchenmeisterTobis-Klangfilm group in Europe, which
gives Warners an interest in patents and
licenses under patents of the grQUp throughout the world, with the exception of the
United States, Canada and Newfoundland.
General Talking has pending a test suit
on its patents, which it charges Western
l-llectric is infringing. This case is slated
for trial at Wilmington, Del., May 19. As
Warners have a case pending against Western Electric, the proposed alliance of the
two is regarded as particularly significant.
The General hookup is regarded as the
last step necessary in the move to make
the company self-contained, as it will make
available sound-on-film recording and reproducing equipment.

No Significance in T obisWarner Deal Seen by W,E,
There is nothing in acquisition by Warners of the right to use Tobis patents, nor
in an)' of the developments of the litigation between German interests and W^estern
Electric in Europe, "to cause Western Electric to modify its policy of developing its
business
here and abroad," the company
states.
No significance is attached by Western
Electric to the Warner-Tobis deal. Thorough investigation of the patent interests
involved had been made and Western Electric had no interest in purchase of the
patents, because it felt its apparatus does
not infringe the Tobis patents, says W. E.
Although Tobis has suits pending in seven
]uiropean countries. Western Electric is operating in all these countries save Germany. Even there, Tobis has not won any
action, it is stated.

German Dye Trust to Quit
Film Making Activities

"/ioo/"
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Forgets

Dallas, Tex.— Hull .Montana, who
"forsook" acting for wrestling;, was
dis(|ualified in a match here for a
lapse of memory. .After nt'ttinR a
stran^le-hold
on was
his aopponent's
IJull thought it
prize fi>;htneck,
and
started swinuinK fists. When they
pried them apart IJull's face needed
considerable surgical make-up.

42 Features on
Warner Schedule
For New Season
Forty-two features and the largest lineup of short subjects in the history of the
company — involving $20,000,000 — will make
up the Warner schedule for the coming
year, according to J. L. Warner. Of this
sum, $17,500,000 will be spent on feature
pictures and $2,500,000 on shorts.
The Warner stars under contract for
next year's productions are : John Barrymore, George Arliss, Al Jolson, Winnie
Lightner, Joe E. Brown, Frank Fay, Alice
Gentle, Marian Nixon, H. B. Warner,
Vivienne Segal, Grant Withers, Elsie Ferguson, Lila Lee, Lotti Loder, Noah Beery,
Conrad Nagel, Walter Pidgeon, Edna Murphy and Tully Marshall. Recent recruits
from the Broadway stage who have been
signed to Warner contracts include Irene
Delroy, Jack Whiting, Claudia Dell and
Olsen and Johnson.
Other stars signed to appear in pictures
on the program, are Constance Bennett,
Joan Bennett, Eric von Stroheim, Sue
Carol, Louise Fazenda, Marion Byron, Perry Askam, Chester Morris, Lowell Sherman, Belle Bennett, William Courtenay,
Hobert Bosworth, Barbara Kent, Beryl
Mercer, Lois Moran, Charles King, Ernest
Torrence. June Collyer, James Hall, EvelvTi
Knapp, John Halliday and Dorothy Burgess.

De Forest at N,W, Meet

Berlin — Uncertain condition of the German industry has led the I. G. Farben,
German chemical and dye trust, to abandon
picture production. Its subsidiary, the
Terra Film Co., which distributes United
Artists films here, will be liquidated, it is
stated. Terra's last film was the talker,
"Love in the Ring," featuring Max Schmeling, Germany's heavyweight hope.

Minneapolis — Dr. Lee DeForest. inventor of Phonofilm. will be one of the
principal speakers at the annual convention here Tuesday and Wednesday of the
Northwest exhibitor unit. President
W. -A. .Steflfes is slated to outline the recent hook-up with Sentry Safety Control
made bv Allied States Ass'n.

Datig Gets Sick Leave

Lewis Ayres Cast

Hollvwood — Fred Datig, casting director
at Paramount for the last four years, has
been given an unlimited leave of absence
on account of ill health.

Hollywood — Lewis .\yres, who appeared
in ".\11 Quiet on the Western Front." has
been chosen by Universal to play the lead
in "Saint Johnson," an outdoor production.
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First Talker Cut
Voted by Virginia
Censor Board
Richmond, Va. — Three scenes of "The
Golden Calf" (Fox) have been ordered exthe Virginia censors. The notapurgedtion as by
to the three eliminations is worded
as follows :
"Reel VI — In series of scenes illustrating
verses sung by Newt, where couple is seated
on sofa, eliminate from time where man
reaches to turn off light to the end of the
tableau. This includes showing couple lying
on sofa in indecent posture."
The deletions are the first made since the
projection room of the State Division of
Motion Picture Censorship was equipped
with sound devices last month.
"The Golden Calf" was one of 67 films
comprising 153 reels examined by the Virginia censors within two weeks ending
April 5, according to the bi-weekly bulletin.
The Fox picture is an audible one. The
seal of approval was placed upon 66 films
without notations as to any objectionable
features.

Australian Merger to
Aid British Talkers
London — Merging of Union Theatres and
Hoyt's Theatres, dominant Australian
chains, will not prejudice future of British
films in the Antipodes, Stuart F. Doyle,
operating head of the combined chain, has
advised Arthur Bent, managing director of
British Instructional Pictures. He sees a
in Ausbig opportunty for British talkers
tralia, stating his company is setting the
stage for them.

Omaha Meeting Wednesday
Omaha — Semi-annual convention of the
Nebraska and western Iowa is slated for
April 23 and 24. The annual golf tournament, sponsored by the Omaha Film Board
of Trade, will be held at Lakewood club
April 22 in conjunction with the meeting.

Gets Bercovici Story
Hollywood — Universal has purchased
screen rights to Conrad Bercovici's "Gypsy
Love Song," and figure it as a starring production for John Boles. Wells Root is
writing the adaptation.

Foiled!
Somerville, Mass.— Because the city
line pas.ses through Locatelli's Ball
Square Theatre, patrons buy their
tickets in this town and are ushered
to their seats in the adjoining city of
Medford to see the pictures. Owing
to this unique situation the patrons
of the theatre had a laugh on the
mayor of Somerville recently. He
banned a certain picture, but because
the screen is located in Medford the
residents of this town were not robbed
of their entertainment.

Picture
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See?
The threatened application of television to all telephones, thus enabling the user to see the face of the
person talking, is already creating
a state of panic among those who preifer to be seen and not heard over the
'phone. Already an advertisement has
appeared oflfering "The new television mask," which, it would seem,
leaves a chance for an alibi to those
who Ayant to be "out" when they're
really in. It seems that the television
'phone also
sur-a
rounding theshows
speaker"the
and scene"
how can
man tell his wife that he is "busy at
the office" when, in reality, he is sitting in at a poker game or what have
you?

M-G-M Executives
Run Studio by
Remote Control
Hollywood — Through construction of a
newly devised system, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer executives can now listen in on any rehearsals of current pictures being made on
any sound stage in the studio; without the
necessity of visiting the particular set. The
apparatus is set up in a room adjoining
the producing executives offices. Connections similar to telephone trunk lines are
wired to the microphone system of every
sound stage. If any producer desires to
listen to any rehearsal on a specific picture,
he "tunes in" without having to travel to
the particular stage. Through a microphone
in the "listening room" a producer is able
to talk through the stage loud speaker, giving the director suggestions on the particular dialogue or scene which he has just
heard.
By installation of the new apparatus, it
is expected that much valuable time of
M-G-M's producing executives will be saved
through elimination of visiting sets when
particularly important scenes are being rehearsed or shot. Construction of the remote control was under direction of Douglas Shearer, sound engineer of M-G-M
Studios.

Major Fined for Operating
Home Projector in Office
Baltimore — Charged with operating a
motion picture projector without a license.
Major William D. Tipton, commander of
the Maryland National Guard Air Service,
was fined $5 and costs by a magistrate. The
complaint was made by William H. Miller,
member of the State Board of Examiners
of Motion Picture Operators. A home motion picture outfit had been used at a private showing given at the offices of the
Curtiss-W^right Company.

Brecher Gets Playhouse
Leo Brecher, who operates the Plaza
on East 58th St., and the Olympia on
Broadway and 107th St., as well as sevothers in New Playhouse
"York, has at
acquired
the
Littleeral Carnegie
146 West
57th St. He will continue its "art" policy.
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Film Advertising
Panned by Agency
In Page Spread
Chicago — Motion pictures are included in
a vicious attack on "quackery in advertising" in a full page advertisement inserted
in the Chicago "Tribune" by the Glen Buck
Co., an advertising agency of this city.
The ad is captioned, "American advertising must mend its ethics or lose public confidence," and the reference to film advertising follows :
"Raw moving pictures furiously flaunted
as 'absolutely the greatest and grandest
moral
of the
age'its
— "money to vent
Why triumph
the agency
spent
its spleen in this manner is a matter for
conjecture. Among other articles attacked
are cigarettes, soaps, foods, toothpastes,
cosmetics, automobiles. The ad is not only
loaded for bear, but with a flock of adjectives that scorch and burn.

Two Amusement Cos,
Organized in Virginia
Richmond, Va. — Floyd Theatres, Inc., of
Floyd, Va., has just been chartered with
authorized maximum capital stock of $25,000. J. E. Proffit is president and the directors are B. G. Howard, Jr., Katherine
P. Morgan, M. G. Condufif, Kyle M. Weeks
and J. E. Proffit.
Franklin, Va. — Franklin Theatres, Inc.,
of Franklin, has been chartered with authorized maximum capital stock of $25,000
to engage in the theatrical and moving picture business. The incorporators are H. C.
Everhart, Suffolk, president ; D. G. Grubbs,
Virginia Beach, secretary; H. C. Everhart,
treasurer, and Al Young, Franklin, vicepresident.

Screen Service Expands

National Screen Service has established
an exchange in Seattle owing to its increasing trailer business. Other branches
are in New York, Chicago, Los Angeles
and London. It now has 7,000 clients,
the company reports.

Fire Destroys Theatre
Middleton, N. S. — The Armour was practically destroyed by fire recently, a fireman being crushed when a wall toppled.
The loss is estimated at $75,000.

Crying for Talkers

Castile, N. Y.— This little village
fired a shot likely to be heard around
the film world when its Community
Club and American Legion Post recognized talking films as the natural
right of any community and launched
a movement to bring them here.
The two organizations called a public mass meeting to seek some way to
entice an exhibitor to open here with
audio films in order "to give Castile
the same recreational advantages as
bigger

places."
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Big Electrics Priming for Figlit lo
of Non -Theatrical Sales
Capture Bull^Headaches
Seen for Theatre
A^. V. A. Week

The M. V. T. (). A. is parlicipaling
in the National Vaudevillo Wt-ek drive
for
$1,000,000
for the
N. N.
V. Y.
A.'sScreen
sanitorium
at Saranac
Lake,
performers are now eliKil'lf to become
guests of the institution. The week
starts April 27 and M. P. T. (). A.
members will hold benefit performances that evening.

Columbia Making
20 Features, 104
Shorts for '30-31
Twenty features and 104 shorts will comprise the 1930-31 output of Columbia Pictures.
The aggregate production cost will exceed
$10,000,000, the company claims.
On the list of new pictures are "The Criminal Code," the play by Martin Flavin; Joe
Cook- in "Rain or Shine," by James Gleason,
Milton Ager and Jack Yellen, to be directed by
Frank Capra ; "Madonna of the Streets," by
W. B. Maxwell and starring Evelyn Brent ;
"Bless You, Sister" by R. R. Riskin and John
Meehan; "Sure Fire" by Ralph K. Murphy;
"Lover Come Back" by Helen Topping Miller.
Bert Lytell, star of the stage version, will be
starred in "Brothers." Another picture on
the list is "Ballyhoo" by Kate Horton.
are:Directors who will make the new product
Frank Capra, Patterson McNutt, Edward Sloman,
Ira Hards, A. H. Van Buren, Karl Brown, James
Mood. Bert Glennon, E. Mason Hopper, Louis King,
A\ Ray and Matt Moore. The last named is to make his
directorial debut on one of the company's films.
Players who will star and be featured include Jack
Holt, Ralph Graves, Evelyn Brent, Barbara Stanwyck,
Dorothy Revier, Joe Cook, William Collier, Jr., Margaret Livingston, Johnnie Walker, Sally O'Neil,
Molly O'Day, Sara Hardy. Aileen Pringle, Ian Keith.
Joan Peers. George Sidney, Charlie Murray, Lowell
Sherman,
Marie Prevost and Matt Moore.

Joe Brandt Abroad on
Color, Wide Film Deals
Consideration of a color and wide-tiliu
process, foreign quotas and production
abroad of foreign versions is the purpose
of a trip to Europe of Joe Brandt, Columbia president. He now is in London, where
he is to take up an option on screen rights
to "The Lion and the Lamb," E. Phillips
Oppenheim novel. Columbia is considering
the production of foreign language films
in Germanv, France and Sn.Tin

Second RCA Photophone
Operator Class Opening
With 900 projectionists enrolled, the second period in the course of instruction in
operation of reproducing equipment gets
under way Monday in the classroom of the
installation and service department of
RCA Photophone, New York. The company isdeveloping plans to make the courses
available to every projectionist in the countrv. Two hundred and fifty projectionists
attended the initial course.

Owners

When Non-Theat.
Field Wires

Xon-theatrical accounts, more than 99 per
cent of which are without sound equipment
of any type, offer a fertile spot for cultivation by the big electrics, who arc known to
he keeping an eagle ej^e peeled for the beginning of wliat is expected will result in
a stitY tilt for su()remacy in merchandising
equipmcint in that field. It is held to be the
next logical market for sound equipment.
.\on-theatricals have been overlooked by
tlie e(|ui()ment manufacturers in their rush
lo nab theatrical accounts, and now that the
cream in the latter field has been skimmed,
RCA, Western Electric and General Talking Pictures are expected to make strong
bids for installations in churches, Y. M.
C. A.'s, clubs and lodges. Just how many
headaches they will cause exhibitors by tapping regular patronage is something many
showmen are worried over.
The wholesale raid on non-theatricals is
delayed because of the dearth of suitable
product.
In order to rush development, the big
electrics are expected to produce non-theatrical stuff of their own — short subjects at
least — until the day when the theatrical
branch of the industry has sufficient sound
product on hand adaptable to non-theatricals.
RCA and Western Electric are understood to be revamping the machines — and
prices — originally intended for the non-theatrical field. The originals are reported to
be far too heavy and expensive, costing several thousands of dollars to purchase, and
necessitating at least two men to set up
and handle.

Consolidated Reports 17%
Increase for Quarter
Consolidated Film Industries, Inc., of
New York and Hollywood, report for the
first quarter of 1930 shows net earnings,
after Federal taxes and depreciation, of
$667,158.32. compared with $576,853.14 in
the first quarter of 1929— a gain of 17 per
cent.

Talkers Aid Stage
Chapel Hill, N. C— Talkers are an
aid to the legitimate stage, in the
opinion of Prof. Frederick H. Koch,
director of the Carolina Play-Makers.
University
matic group. of North Carolina, dra'The spoken drama has nothing to
fear from the talkies, because they
actually supplement and stimulate
each other." he said. "The great
movie-going public, since the advent
of the talkies, has become interested
as never before in the voice of the
player and is, consequently, eager to
see the living actor himself on the
stage."

And Still at It

Hollywood — How

old will Charles

Chaplin
be byis the
time "(Tty
Lights"
is
finished?
a (|ueslion
going
the
rounds. The comedian, who started
the film a couple of years ago. passed
his 7 ? ? birthday Wednesday working on the picture. Chaplin is steadfast in his intent ir.n to stick to
silent films.

New $2,950 W. E.
Reproducer to Be
Ready in August
Deliveries are to start Aug. 1 on the new
Type 3-A Western Electric reproducer for
houses up to 1,000 seats. The prices start
from $2,950 for the sound-on-film equipment, plus the usual accessory charges. The
service charge on this equipment will be
$25 a week for the first 26 weeks, $20 for
the second 26 weeks and $15 per week for
the remaining nine years of the contract.

"The Oregon Trail" to Be
Fox Biggest Next Season
Hollywood — Fox intends to make "The
Oregon Trail" the big production of next
year's program. According to reports, the
picture is budgeted to cost $1,300,000, and
will be shot both on Grandeur and regulation film. Raoul Walsh, who will direct,
will spend si.x months in actual production,
and has already lined up locations in Utah,
New Mexico, Wyoming, Nevada and
California.
Permanent camps for staff, cast and extras
will be constructed in advance at each location for purpose of housing the large number of people that will be used in each spot.

Essem Makes Installation
Of New Lab Invention
Initial installation of the new combined
system for chemical drying and processing
films in one operation has been made at
Craft Film. Flushing, by Essem Laboratory, headed by Tom Moore. He claims
mechanical changes in film-drying cabinets
now in use can be made with a processing
unit installed, thereby reducing the two operations to one. This offers a solution, states
Moore, for removal of troubles common to
laboratory work during humid weather.
Moore plans further tests before offering
the new invention for general commercial
use.

Get

$1,700

from

Theatre

Seattle — Fox West Coast's local Coliseum
was robbed of $1,700 after Dave Himelhoch. manager, had been held a captive for
practically three hours.

Motion
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Some Inside Dope
On Pictures and
Picture People

Those who think this generation has no
respect for age should hear some of the gags
in the talkies. — The Pathfinder.

* * *

The R. LaRoCQues (Vilma Banky) are On The
Verge. . . . Bugs Baer says he flopped in the talkies
because his voice was too manly. . . . David Warfield,
the 6S-year-old
ticket
spec,. Lohengrin'd
it with
a 24-year-old
honey last
week.
. . Mae West,
as
was feared, is writing a book. . . . The fellow
who will throw the monkey wrench into the ticket
situation will be li'l Georgie White. . . . Wher
Miss Guinan appears at the Capitol Theatre they will
give her a 42-piece orchestra, which will be the first
time she ever had that many men at once. . . . The
finest movie theatre in the world will be erected on
the site of the Anderson Galleries at S7th and Madison. . . . You never know how high up the ladder
you are until you start falling. . . . Sam Goldwyn
has first call on Evelyn Laye's services. ... The
first Ziegfeld movie, backed by E. F'. Hutton, will be
"Simple Simon." . . . One of the cinema critics,
emerging from his bathtub, was attacked by his pet
dog, requiring seven stitches. . . . Grace Moore has
shelved 20 pounds and made the screen test grade.
. . . That Fox Movietone shakeup a few months ago
will be rectified this week, with all being reinstated.
... A shakeup in flicker circles is called "The Big
Parade." — Winchell, N. Y. Daily Mirror.

* * *

And the pity of it is that so numy
of the
shots
in HoUywood su-e heard
'round
the
world. — Judge.

* * ♦

There was almost no limit to the life of a silent
aim. I doubt if there ever will be a talking picture
made that will enjoy a year of success, however. And
most of them won't make any money for more than
si.v months. — Chester Bahn, Syracuse Herald.
>|i
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They Say That

times, when the luminaIN THESE days and ate
theatre are flocking
ries of the legitim
wholesale to Hollywood and hiring personal
press agents to keep the world informed of
their progress both in and out of the studios,
it is amusing to recall that not so very long
ago it was regarded in the theatrical world
as something of a disgrace, social, moral and
professional, when an actor of repute deserted
the stage for the pictures, .even if the defection
were temporary. — A'^.* Y.♦ Post.
*
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Some of these gentlemen who call themselves
"technical directors" hand one something ot
a giggle. Chameleon-like, they change the details of their paste to suit whatever job may
be going. When a Russian military picture is
to be made, hundreds of ex-generals of the
Czar's personal guard besiege the studio gates,
willing to give the director the benefit of their
knowledge. When the forthcoming production
is a story of India, the same people suddenly
remember that they used to be Rajahs, or
something
else Hindu.
There is one appealing man of middle-age
whom I met three years ago, when he was
technical director of an Austrian picture. At
that time he told me a long and pathetic story
about how he had been one of the faithful reof theit Emperor
Franzto Josef's
and how tainerssad
was for him
see one palace,
of the
Emperor's grand-nephews, the Archduke I..eopold, playing a film "bit" for ten dollars a
day, as he then was. Today he is being publicized as "a farmer major in the Prussian
army."
Tomorrow? — Motion
Picture Classic.

* ♦ ♦

Here's more trouble for you, girls. The beauty
experts are out with a scarehead that women will
grow to look like men if they keep on smoldng. And
they don't mean look like John Gilhert, either.—
O'Hara, N. Y. Eve. World.

Nifty
Hollywood. — Upon the recent return
of Leo, the M-G-M trade mark lion
that had been on a world tour, a visitor asked what it was all about.
"They just brought him back from
location to see if his rear was strong
enough to exercise option on his contract for another year," explained Eddie Nugent.

Be Careful, Honey!
Julius Cohen, the New York dramatic critic, told Lou Sobol about the
case of a prominent but highly conservative physician who attended a
play recently. As had been h's custom in the past, he handed the girl
usher his personal card, with instructions to page him if a call came.
Evidently she misunderstood, for the
following afternoon she telephoned
and asked sweetly: "Do you want to
make that date for tonight after the

show?"
THE MOST remarkable thing about ethical
codes is the variety of ways in which they
*
*
are decoded. — TV. Y. tiAmerican,
They thought that, by adopting the Code and by
delivinforming the public of it, the producers were silence
ering a master stroke, the kind that woiUd
forever those who were fighting motion pictures. But
they have inflamed them more.
Some of the papers have attacked the producers and
Mr. Hays; some have ridiculed them. But not one of
the worth-while papers has taken them seriously.
They are well aware of the fact that the Code was
adopted by the producers and Mr. Hays under compulsion. . . . — Harrison's Reports.

* * *

The discovery of that ninth planet
proves that it takes astronomers a much
longer time than movie producers to
find new stars. — Louisville Times.

* * *

Fay Marbe, now in Hollywood, has a blue and white
Pierce-Arrow which is very conspicuous. To make it
even more so Miss Marbe has her chauffeur attired in
a uniform to match the car.
A movie premiere is the one thing that Miss Marbe
waits for. It is then that she can be seen. She makes
it a point to drive up to the theatre at exactly 8:30,
when the crowd is gathered on the sidewalk waiting
to see the celebrities.
At a recent premiere out there, Fay Marbe, according to plans, drove up to the theatre at e.ractly 8:30.
Just then there was an accident in the next block, and
the crowd hurried away to see what tvas the matter.
This upset Miss .Marbe — but only for a moment. She
ordered her chauffeur to keep on driving around the
block until the crowd returned. — N. Y. Daily News.

* * *

"Why don't you speak for yourself,
John?" Priscilla asked the talkie star
who had a double do his singing for
him. — Judge.

* * *

Sam Goldwyn confided to me that Vilma Bjmky is
through. The girl whom he found in Vienna _ • • .
is a victim of movie audiences, prejudiced eigainst a
German accent. . . . Why Fatty Arbuckle went
out of the cafe business: "Every night," said Fatty,
now working cis a technical supervisor for Arkayo,
"when I wzis running my cabaret, befuddled ciistomers at the tables insisted on sympathizing with
me. 'Too bad. Fatty,' they croon. 'That wjis one
helluva tough break you got, ol' man. But we're
for you, kid.' "...
I don't know whether it was
a repercussion of the recent victory of Wirmie
Sheehan in the Fox settlement or not but I saw
Sol Wurtzel having luncheon with Carl Laenunle, Sr.,
in the private dining room at Universal City yesterday noon. The Universal official whom 1 happened
to be talking to at the moment was as astonished as
I was. The bitterness between the Sheehan and
Wurtzel camps on the Fox lot is more pronounced
than ever since peace has descended upon the financijJ barons. . . . The eyes of the world are on
Cinemalemd and eiIso the gimlet orbs of insurance
sleuths who hover ceaselessly about prying into
secrets that the stars like to keep hidden, llbere is
literally an army of these hawkshaws under cover
here. The least indiscretion on the part of a famous
film figure is instantly reported to headquarters and
the facts go into a secret file which is resorted to
when the person concerned goes into the market for
insurance on life, household effects or jewelry. The
list of glamorous' movie stars who can't obtain
insurance of any sort is astoundingly long. — Muir,
N. Y. Daily News.
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Paragraph Pickups
from the Columns
of Contemporaries

THE SENATE has put up the bars against
importation of dirty books, having implicit
faith in the ability of native-born American
talent to supply the demand. — Ohio State Journal.
* * *
The cinema's experiments with satire have not
always been among its happiest efforts, but with
the arrival of sound it is beginning to resume,
even though it is still in a feeble and halfhearted way, some of the pioneering begun in
the silent era.
The screen is, in a minor way, acquiring a
sense of humor, and it is beginning to spoof itself to the extent that it is now good-naturedly
"kidding" some of the stereotyped canons of
its own early effusions.
But even now, though this certainly must be
considered a great stride forward, it seldom is
able to make up its mind whether it really wants
to be satirical or whether it wants to be romance, romantic melodrama or something else
again. Some day it really will decide and from
all
indications
A^. Y. Telegram. that day is not so far off. —

* * *

The colony (Hollywood) has its watchful eye on a
romance wrhich promises wedding bells — eind soon.
Mrs. Thomas Ince and Holmes Herbert are showing
the sort of interest in each other which invariably
ends in the altarward march. ...
If Carl Dane
will have a baby blue bedroom there's nothing to
prevent one's mentioning it. . . . Greta Garbo
has tctken seriously to the monkey provided as a prop
for her most recent picture and may be seen in idle
moments with the pet on her shoulder.
Charlie Bickford used to be a motorman in Boston
and onece upon a time in the long ago, the metriculous
Conrad Nagel was a soda jerker. — Merrick, N. Y.
World.

* * *

The orchid bill of a Hollywood motion picture magnate is $100 a day. They arc sent to
a young debutante, 26 years his junior. —
.V. y. American. * * *
However, be it said that Czar Hays has done his
utmost to prevent the propaigation of false doctrines
on the screen by issuing a code of morals to which
all the movie magnates must subscribe.
A more severe code was outlined by L.ouis B.
Mayer some years ago, and then instantly forgotten.
In fctct, among the first to forget it was Mr. Mayer
himself, as he proved in his own subsequent productions.
The Hays code (which aiso will be instemtly forgotten) is a model of circumspection.
. . .
Were good taste prevalent in the motion picture
industry there would be no more need for troublesome
censors or for insulting critics, and there would certainly be no more need for Will H- Hays. — Sherwood,
;V. y. Post.

* * *

Mary Nolan has been working off her grouch
against Junior Laemmie in a cottage at Lake
Arrowhead. Although Mary and the powers at
Universal have kissed and made up for publicity purposes, the truth is she is as bitter as
ever and will work out her contract for the
simple reason there is nothing else she can do
about it. Her only kick is for more money.
Her salary is $400 a Wi'ck instead of the $750
pubHci::ed. — A''. Y. *
Dailv*

.\'c-uts.
*

Chevalier
one recent
not been
left
in the iscold.
With importation
his eye on who's
zat good
old
American dollar, this fascinating frog will quit talkies
for
a while
in the song
next while
Ziegfeld
"Follies."
Maurice
humsto astar
naughty
counting
his
potential bemkroll. And most of it will go with him
when
he
retires
to
that
villa
in
Southern
France.
—
N. Y. Telegraph.

* * *

"What Hollywood needs to be good,"
postcards Kurvenal, "is more will power
and less Will Hays power." — N. Y. Post.

"Home, James"
Hollywood — INIollie O'Day evidently
likes to go places, for she has been
sued in the Municipal court for $145.
constituting taxi bills, by George
IVIatray, operator of a limousine and
taxicab service. .And we thought all
the stars had a flock of limousines and
sport models of their own I
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Honey" Oiil> Big
Draw at Ballo;
Takes $20,000
Cleveland — I-iical theatre business last
week foreshadowed the near approach of
Lent, with the usual slump. Gus Edwards
in person drew fairly jjotnl crowds and $ii.tKJO, at the Palace, where "Second Wife"
was the screen attraction. "Honev" was
ace-high at the Allen, taking $20,000
(110%). Tri.xie Friganza was the draw
at the State, where she was featured in the
Loew unit show on the projjrani with the
Gary Cooper picture. "Only the Brave,"
and crrossin.sr $20,000, but only rating 100%.
Weather: Stonny Sunday and Monday; fair the
rest of till- tvcck.
Opposition: "Pultin' on the Rits," Stillman;
"Hone\," Allen' "Only the Brave." Stale: "Second
Wife:' RKO Palace; -Golden Calf," RKO Hippodrome: "Nix on Dames," Keith's 105th St. Stage:
William Gillette in "Sherlock Holmes," "Wonderful
Sight"
(Hanna Theatre), Freiberg Passion Play
(Auditorium).
"PUTTIN"
ON
THE
RITZ"
(United
Artists)
STILLM.\N"(1,900), -tOc. TSc, 7 cI.tvs
Other attractions: "50 Milliim
Husbands"
(M-GMV
Ilr.irst Metrotone news.
Gross:
$10,000.
Rating^: 66%.
"HONEY"
(Paramount)
ALLEN— (3,300), 35c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:
"Stronger Sex" (Paramount); "Hot Dog" (Paramount); Hearst Metrotone news; "Cat's Meow" (Col.)
Cross:
$20.00iX
Rating:
llOf^.
"ONLY
THE
BRAVE"
(Paramount)
ST.\TE— (3.40O), 35c. 60c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
"Mush
Again"
(Universal),
Sporting
Youth
(Universal!: Taramount news.
I.ocw
Unit
("Gvin
Jams"),
with Trixie Friganza.
Gross:
$20,000.
Rating:
100%.
"SECOND
WIFE"
(RKO)
PAL.\CE-(3,600). 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: "Kisses" (Paramount); "The Suitor"
(RKO), Pathe news, Pathe review, Sportlight
(Pathe). vaudeville headed by Gus Edwards. Gross:
<22.(m.
Rating:
8S%.
"GOLDEN
CALF"
RKO
HIPPODROME— (4.500),
35c,
75c,
7 days.
Other attractions:
"Detectives
Wanted"
(Fox);
Fox
Movietone news.
Gross:
516.000.
Rating:
80%.
"NIX
ON
DAMES"
KEITH'S EAST 105TH STREET— (2,200). 25c-50c,
7 days. Other attractions: Pathe news, Sportlight
(Pathe). "Cash and Marry" (RKO comedv). Gross:
$11,500.
Rating:
70 ""'r.

r ic t u r c
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'Tis a Fact
(Jet a load ol this, from .Mark llellinKer's column in the .\. ^. Daily
.Mirror:
•.luck
I'
. A
nioliliiii
pirliiro
exvfuI h << oil till- DMist. Tliirk «!»'•■<•"'. *>^K I'P"
iiiiil u hfil\.> frouii. Ill' Ih liki' »ii (iiiiny
otiirrs uliii liinr rUcii In priiniinciii'i- In
liliiil ntrimiii- liiiHiiii'sN ciillril tlir niotlon
pirtlirr
ill(lllstr>'.
"He
would
liiiMI
II II K
I ilix'lor.
Or a K'i'xl lii">«T. Or ii lliif <I<mk iiml
suit iiiiTi'hiiiil. Ill- Ih. ill iitlirr word-..
the t.>p<- of man who wimld lia\<- Ix'cii ii
xiiriT".'. Ill priuliiull.v iiiiy lliu' of rndnnor.
r»r Iw lia« a itriiil Mriisr of iiioiiry Miluet
und
plenty
of liliilT (o hark
It up.
"Now thai In- U a pirliirc niak'ualr, howover, you ran tell hlin nothini;. lie knouH
little aliout aiiytliiiiK — but like iniiHt men
who have aeeiiinulated wealth, he will use
hie uordH and dlxeiiNN aii.\lliiiiK with u
Kreat
deal
of wind.
"lie was sealk-d In Ills ofTlee oni- iifteriiooii when the scenario editor stepped in.
The
script
man
talked
with
a creat
deal
of enthusiasm
about
in his handN.
play
that
held
■' ■This
l« a creat
t b<» scenario

editor,

niece
of
'KemindN

work,'
me
u

Hald
ereat

deal".lack
of (>.I' Henry.'
shook hU head.
" "If tbali's the case.' he asserted, 'we
can't use il. 1 had that O'llenry fellow
on this lot ami siiip|M>d him back Kast.
lie can't
write
for pictures.'"

3 Days of "Lady
To Love" Nets a
Low of $3,150

RKO

"Free, Easy" High
At Providence
With $22,000
Providence — Downtown exhibitors, despite Lent and legit opposition, clicked into
big bankrolls this week, capacity audiences
gracing every theatre in the big' belt. The
Albee, with "Framed," and four acts of
vaudeville, had an exceptionally good week
at $13,300 (105%). while Loew's State hit
an excellent gross at $22,000 (110%).
The Victory did close to $10,000 and the
Majestic about $13,000, both above par.
Weather: Brisk, fair.
Opposition:
Wrestling
and
l-ico legitimate
shozvs at
Opera House; "Light of the We.rtern Stars,"
Victory:
"Such
Men
Are
Dangerous,"
Majestic;
"Free
and
Easy." Loe-.v's State; "Framed."
and vaudeville.
"LIGHT OF THE
WESTERN
STARS"
(Par)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600). 15c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions; Pathe sound news, cartoon comedy.
Gross: $10,000.
Rating:
100%.

Ottawa — Varied results were obtained by
exhibitors here during the week when chief
competition was the lure of the outdoors
and religious missions in observance of
Passion week. Two distinct flops were
"Hit the Deck," which fell badly at the
Regent in spite of a theatre front gaily
decorated with marine flags, and "Lady to
Love." which played last half at Keith's.
On the other hand, "Chasing Rainbows"
at the Centre was a big hit while "General
Crack" at the Avalon and "Slightly Scarlet"
at the Imperial were not far behind.
Weather:

Fine and mild.

Opposition: "Chasing Rainbows," Centre; "General
Crack," Avalon; "Slightly Scarlet," Imperial; "Such
Men Are Dangerous,' five RKO acts. B. F. Keiths;
"Hit the Deck, Regent; "Their Own Desire," Avalon:
"Lady to Love," B. F. Keith's.
"CHASING
RAINBOWS"
fMGM)
CENTRE— (1.200). 15-50c. 6 d.Tys. Other Attractions:
Silly Symphony
('Summer").
"Ban
Jokcster,"
songs.
Fox
silent news.
Gross:
S4.7.TO.
Rating:
US'~o.
"GENERAL CRACK"
(Warners)
AVALON— (990). 25-.V5c. 3 days. Other attractions:
Laurel and Hardy in "Berth Marks," Fox Movietone
news,
Rating: "Miss
110%. Information," comedy. Gross: $1,800.
"SLIGHTLY
SCARLET"
(Para.)
IMPERIAL— (1,200). 15-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Comedy
("Hired
Husband").
Screen Ratine:
Snapshots: Hearst Metrotone news. Gross: S-'.OOn.
comedy (Edward Everett Horton in "Good Medicine"),
90%.
"SUCH
MEN ARE DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2.596). lS-60c, 3 days. Other
attractions: Five RKO vaudeville acts, orchestra.
Pathe silent news, Canadian scenic. Gross: $4,900.
Rating: 90%.
"HIT THE
DECK"
(RKO)
REGENT— (1,225), 25-60c. 6 days. Other attractions:
Comedy,
"He
Trumped
Her
Ace":
Fox
Movietone
news,
orchestra.
Gross:
$4,225. Rating:
65%.

"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
MAJESTIC- (2.400'>. 15c .'^nc). 7 days
Other attractions: "Uroadcastinff" (schooldav
frolic kids);
Paramount in talking news.
Cross: $1,^.000.
Rating: 110%.

"THEIR OWN
DESIRE"
(MGM)
AVALON
-(990). 25-35C. 3 days.
Other
attractions:
"The Now Halfback." ".Mninr T.^vo r-ill." Fox Movietone news. Gross:
$1,375. Rating: 90%.

"FREE AND
EASY"
(MGM)
STATE— (3.800), 15c-.50c. 7 davs.

"A LADY TO LOVE" (MGM)
KEITH'S— (2.5%).
15-.50c. 3 days. Other attractions: Comedy, "Station
BUNK."
"In
Dutch."
Universal newspaper reel. Gross: $3,150. Rating: 60%.
"SECOND
WIFE"
(Radio)
ORPHEUM— (3.000). 25-60r.
7 days
Other
attractions:
Pavley-Oukrainsky
Bal'et
headlining
5 acts
RKO bill. Pathe news, cartoon. Gross: $17,250. Rating:
115%.

LOEWS

Other

attractions:
'|Hook,
Line
and
Sinker."
Pathe
Spotlight. "Carnival Capers."
Metrotone
news.
Toe
Stoves'
organlogue.
Gross:
$22,000.
Rating:
110%.
"FRAMED"
(RKO)
RKO ALBEE— (2.300). 2,Sc 75c. 7 days. Other attractions: Four acts of vaude headed bv Thomas quintette. Gross: $13.,100.

RaUng:

105%. '

B.

F.

L( f^al I'ill Drops
ol Guards'*
To 82,610
'"Capl.
(10%)
Baltimore — Attendance at the big houses
fell off considerably during the week, with
Loew's Parkway, a continued run theatre
uptown
average. being the only one to reach normal
The worst fall of the week hit the Auditorium where "Captain of the (juards," was
shown after much publicity, due to the injunction suit filed against the company operating the playhouse, was spilled in the
newspapers.
The gross for the eight-day
40^;:. was figured
period
at $2,640, a rating of
Weather: Monday rain and
cold, gradually warming up.

cold, then clear and

Oppusitum: "Captain nf the Guards" .-luditorium
"Youna Eagles," LoewPublix ttage unit ("High
Speed' ), w%th the Ritz Brothers, Loew's Century;
"Guilty," Jtrith Bert Smith Players in "She Walked
in Her Sleep," with acts and chorus. Hippodrome;
"I'haiitym of t'.'e Opera," Keith's: "Hurrah, I'm
Alize." Little "Under a Texas Moon," Rivoli, uptown, and Rivoli, downtown, simultaneously ; "Coldtn
Calf" {2nd week). New; "Puttin' on the Rttt," Loevft
Stanley: "Girl Said No," for its continued run timaltaneoush at Loew's Valencia and Parkway. Slant"l.xllle Slu.-e." "Parisian
.Mudcls."
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Paramount)
LOEW'S CENTURY-(3,221). 25c-'/>:, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone and M-C-M news. LoewPublix Unit ("High Speed,") with the Ritz Brothers;
"Blowinjf Bubbles" (sons reel); "Scrappily Married"
(Paramount Christie comedy), Bruce Scenic, organ,
(irchcstra.
Gross: $18,900.
Rating: 90%.
"PUTTIN'
ON
THE
RITZ"
(United ArtisU)
more newspapers)
(Advertisements of national
campaign on this in BaltiLOEW'S .STANLEY-(3,654) 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news, Prisoner's Song" (Paramount sonc; reel), "50 Million Husbands" (M-G-M
comedy).
Gross:
$15,750.
Rating:
90%.
"GIRL
SAID
NO"
(M-G-M)
(.Simultaneously rfith the Parkway uptown)
LOEW'S
VALE5;CL'\-( 1,500), 25c-35c. 6 (Ujt.
Other attractions: Metrotone news, "Smiles" (Paramount song reel), "Duke of Dublin" (Paramount
comedy).
Gross:
$2,975.
Rating:
85%.
"GIRL SAID NO"
(M-G-M)
(Simultaneouslv with the yalencia downtown)
LOEWS
PARKWAY— (1,192). 15c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone News, short subjects.
Gross:
$^.+XI.
Rating:
100%.
"GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
.NEW— (1,500), 25c-.^. 6 d.iys. Other attractions:
Robert Benchley in "Stewed. Fried and Boiled" (Fox
act); "Close Shave" (talking comedy); "Snapshots of
Hollywood," Fox Movietone news. Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%.
"HURRAH,
I'M ALIVE"
(Ufa)
LITTLE— (267), 35c- 50c. 6 davs. Other attractions:
"Heavenly
Bodies"
(L'fal.
Gross:
$r50.
Rating:
75%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warner
Brothers)
(ShojLm simultanecmsly with the Metropolitan
uptown)
(Large advertisements of National Campaign
on this)
RIVOLI— (1.982), 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.
Other attractions: Giovanni Martinalli in the prison
scene from "Faust"; Wallace Ford in ".\hsrnt
Minded"$6,800.
(Vitaphonc
Pathe sound news.
Gross:
Rating: \'ariety),
85%.
"UNDER A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warner Brothers)
(Shozcn simultaneously with the Rivoli downloxtm)
(Large advertisements of National Campaign
on this)
METROPOLlTAN-(1.5iX»),
15c-50c. 6 days, starting
Saturday.
Other
attractions:
Vitaphone
Varieties,
Kinograms.
Gross:
%A.m).
Rating:
80%.
"GUILTY"
(Columbia)
HTPFODROME— (2.500). 20c-60c. 6 days. Other attractions: "Sixteen Sweeties" (Pathe comedy), Pathe
review. Pathe sound news. Bert Smith Players in
"She Walked in Her Sleep." with acts, chorus, organ, orchestra. Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%.
"PHANTOM
OF
THE
OPERA"
(Universal)
(Dialcoue and sound version)
KEITH'S— (3.016). 25c-50c. 6 days, starting with
midnight show Sunday. Other attraictions : "Pick 'Em
Young" (Pathe comedv). Pathe and Universal sound
nc-ivs.
Gross:
$4,400.
Rating:
55%.
"CAPTAIN
OF
THE
GUARDS"
(Universsh
AUDITORirM-(l.(«0). 35c-$l. 8 days, from Friday
previous week to Saturday of following week with
Sunday midnight show. Other attractions: "Memo40%.
ries" (comedy), Pathe news. Gross: SL'.f-iV Rating:

Leases Two Theatres
Central City. \eb. — deorge Latenser of
Omaha has leased the Donelson and
Empress theatres here from the Brown
Theatre Co. and will wire both houses.
They have been dark for the past month.
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Para., Columbia
Films in Tie for
Top Boston Spot
Boston — Grosses for the Lenten season
have this year broken all former high
records, with every theatre in town showing unusual mid-season business.
M-G-M's "Hallelujah" was here for the
week as a road show at Symphony Hall,
but like every other film shown at that
stand, failed to make any real impression.
No fault of the picture but movie fans will
not go to Syniphony Hall for their entertainment. Three sets of day-and-date showings were under way and all did good business with "Clancy in Wall Street" at Scollay and Fenway, Publix houses ; "Under A
Texas Moon" at Uptown and Olympia, and
"Mamba" playing simultaneously at the
Modern, Beacon and Egyptian, Netoco
houses.
"Ladies of Leisure" at Keith Memorial
and "Benson Murder Case," at the Met,
packed 'em in better than any other film
playing Boston while both Loew theatres
were well above average. "Song O' My
Heart,"
its fourth week, still is playing
to
SRO in
crowds.
Weather:

Fair and mild.

Opposition: "Ladies of Leisure," Keith Memorial;

{Continued on page ()8)
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Eleven Stars! !
Hollywood — The mythical AU-American football eleven for 1929 may be
assembled by Warner Brothers to appear in "Maybe It's Love," a college
picture soon to go into production.
Whether or not Warners will be able
to secure the services of the eleven
AU-Americans, the company has secured a great publicity break in the
newspapers of the country. Sports
writers
strong. particularly went for the yarn
66
99

Young Eagles
Flies Low with
$1500 in 3 Days
Oklahoma City — Theatre owners consoled
themselves in this town with the thought
that Lent is near over, which usually results in a spurt at the old b.o. — and how
they need it ! The poorest showing for
the week was made by Paramount's "Young
Eagles," taking in only $1500 on a threeday run, chalking up — or down — a rating of
75%. The others all hit around par,
"Honey" clicking ten points over the quota
on a $5,000 take at the Criterion.

19 ,
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Omaha Low Goes
To Fox and M-G-M,
On An 80% Rating
Omaha — Usual pre-Holy Week slump in
this town was too much for local big-time
houses to hurdle, with all stands, except
"Second Wife," cashing-in less than par.
The RKO film grossed a healthy figure,
$17,250, which rated 115% for the sevenday run at the Orpheum.
Fox's "Such Men Are Dangerous" and
"Byron of Broadway," M-G-M both tied
for low. The gross on each was $2,000,
rating 80%, on split-week run at the State.

Weather: Warm and clear.
Opposition: "Second Wife," 5 RKO vaude acts,
Pavley-Oukrainsky Ballet, Orpheum ; "Benson Murder
Case," five acts Publix stage show, headlining Mitzie
Green, World; "Honey," Paramount; "Such Men Are
Dangerous" (3 days). State; "Byron of Broadway"
(4 days). State.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE, THE" (Para.)
WORLD— (2,500), 25-bOc, 7 days. Other attractioos:
Five acts Publix "HONEY"
vaude
with(Para.)
Mitzie Green, Para,
news, comedy.
Gross: $6,750. Rating:
90%.
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: "Hot Dog" (Para.), (ieorge Lyon (MGM),
Para, news, organ. Gross: $9,900. Rating: 90%.
"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
(Fooc)
STATE^(1,200),
25-40c, 3 days. Other attracUoos:
Universal news, comedy, novelty. Gross: $2,000. Rating: "BYRON
80%.
OF BROADWAV
(MGM)
STATEr-(l,200),
25-40C, 4 days. Other attractions:
Universal news, comedy.
Gross: $2,000. Rating: 80%.

Weather: Pleasant, fair.

Portland Top to
"Golden Calf" on
A $12,000 Gross
Portland, Ore.— El Brendel's "Her Golden Calf" (M-G-M) proved most popular
here, pulling heavy morning lines at Fox
Broadway, shooting up a $12,000 gross,
rating 135%.
Lower percentages scored by "Temple
Tower" at United Artists, 95% (gross
$10,500) ; and the novelty wild animal sound
"Igagi" rolled up $8,000 (101%).

Weather: Ideal, pleasant.
Opposition: "Her Golden Calf," Fanchon and
Marco "Idea." Fox's Broad-day; "Benson Murder
Case," "Kiddie Whoopee Club," Paramount ; "Lovin'
the Ladies," vaude-stage show, RKO Orpheum; "Hemflc
United Artists; "Iniiaui," Hamrick's
Music Taiver."
Box.

"HER GOLDEN CAJLF" (MGM)
FOX'S BROADWAY— (1,912), 25-60c, 7 days. Other
Attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Marble Idea," including Roy .Smoot, the Harris Trio, Henri Le Bel,
organist;
Hermin
Renin'sNews.
stage Gross:
band, $12,000.
Vogue Fashion
review; Fox
Movietone
Rating:
135%.
"BENSON
MURDER CASE"
(Para.)
PORTLAND
PARAMOUNT— (3,068),
25-50c,
7
days. Other Attractions:
Lloyd Hamilton
short comedy, Commander Byrd at Uunedin,
Paramount sound
news, Ron and Don organ duo at Wurlitzer, novelty

{Continued on page 37)

Scott Sings
Hollywood. — Opera singers may
break into pictures, but now Fred
Scott, Pathe contract player and
singer, reverses conditions by going
into opera. Scott will appear in
"Salome," singing opposite Jeritza in
three performances for the Los Angeles Grand Opera Association.

Opposition: "Young Eagles" (3 days), Capitol;
"Honey," Criterion; "Spring Is Here," Empress;
"Golden Calf," Liberty; "Personality," Fanchon and
Marco vaude
"Idea"(3 (4days),
days).Orpheum.
Orpheum; "Royal Romance,"
RKO
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Para.)
CAPITOI
(1,200), 25-50c,
3 days.
Other
Attractions: Metrotone
news,
Sam,"
talkccomedy. Gross:
$1,500."HONEY"
Rating:"Desperate
75%.
(Para.)
CRITERION— (2,000), 25-SOc, 7 days. .Other
tions: "Hot Dog," cartoon. Paramount
sound
$5,000. Rating: 110%.
"SPRING
IS HERE"
(FN)
EMPRESS— (1,500), 25-50c, 7 days.
Other
tions: Pathe news, Vitaphone short subjects,
$3,500. Rating: 100%.
"GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 25-50c, 7 days. Other
tions: Fox weekly,
short
sound
subjects.
$4,000. Rating: 100%.
"PERSONALITY"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (5,00), 25-50c, 4 days. Other
tions: Fanchon Ideas's
"Hollywood
Studio
Fox news. Gross: $4,000. Rating: 100%.
"ROYAL ROMANCE"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (1,500), 25-50c, 3 days. Other
tions: Fox News,
RKO
vaudeville.
Gross:
Rating: 100%.
Ooss:

Attracnews.
Attrac(iross:
AttracGross:
AttracGirls,"
Attrac$3,500.

Arliss Doubles
House Par with
$17,500 Intake
Des Moines — Local reputation of George
Arliss and the "Frivolities Revue," in which
100 amateurs were cast, held up a high
rating on "Green Goddess." Although it
was the decision that this was not the star's
best picture, the box office registered by far
the biggest business of the week, with the
Paramount grossing 200%, or $17,250.
"Hell's Harbor," at the Des Moines next
door, took a back seat with 90%. "Such
Men Are Dangerous" received much favorable comment and Warner Baxter proved
an undoubted attraction, pulling the best
{Continued on page 68)

'Other Tomorrow'
(F. N.) Drops to
Gross of $16,800
Minneapolis — Century theatre, showing
"Lummox," and the Seventh Street, with
"High Society Blues" tied for the week's
top in the Class A theatres with a gross of
90%. This grossed $9,675 at the former,
and $9,400 at the Seventh Street.
Second honors w-ent to the Minnesota
which showed "Girl Said No" to the tune
of $30,400, rating 80%. The Pantages took
third honors with $7,500 or 75% on "Guilty."
"State$16,800,
hit fourth,
"Other Tomorrow"Thegrossing
or 60%.
Weather: Fair.

Opposition: "Harmony at Home," five acts vaude
headlined by Kitty Doner, Orpheum; "Girl Said No,"
Publix stage show ("Ingenue Gambols"), Minnesota:
"Guilty," Loie Bridge Players in "Rejuvenation ojf
Grandma," Pantages; "Lummox," Century; "Other
Tomorrow," State: "Hirili Society Blues, ' Seventh
Street; "Paris," Lyric; "Woman Racket," Aster.
"HARMONY
AT HOME"
(Fox)
HENNEPIN
ORPHEUM— (2,900), 35-50-75c, 7 days.
3 shows dailv. Other attractions: 5 acts vaude headlined by Kitty Doner. Gross: $14,950. Rating: 65%.
"GIRL SAID NO" (MGM)
MINNESOTA— (4.025), 35-45-75c, 7 days, 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: Publix stage show ("Ingenues Gambol"), Paramount news, orchestra, organ.

{Continued on page 27)

A Difference
"And to think," observed the interviewer to the star, "your sudden rise
to the top has not made any differ"Oh, yes, it has," yessed the star,
"I now am eccentric, where formerly
I was impolite, refreshingly sarcastic
rude."
and
ence."
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"Iiiiiaiii" liallvlioo
Gives Orphc'iiin
$27,500 Lead
I.us .\iiK<-''i^s — Imiic outdoor weather and
the near-end ])erio<l ol Lent may liavc had
a lot to do with rotten poriornianccs at
Hollywood and L. A. box-otVice windows —
and, af,'ain they may not have influenced
a slump. i)ut the fact remains a majority
of the runs were kicked around plenty.

An unhealthy low at Grauman's Chinese
Tihhett's "Rogue Song" from that
pulled
house at the end of the 13th week. The
operetta collared only $12,500 — rating a
"Happy Days" was even
measlyat 7^':c.
the Carthay Circle, where the Fox
worse
lilm was taken out when the intake dropped
to $13. .=;()() (76'';') at the end of its seventh
week. Other runs were nearly as bad.
"Ingagi" created a sensation with its
$27..^d() ilraw at the Orpheuni, where heavy
hallyhooing and novelty of the attraction
drew the ruhliernecks.
•'ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
HOI.I.VWOOD— Grauni.iirs Chinese— (2.023). 1.1th
.mil IiimI week, twice daily. 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Abe r.vman and band. Movietone news.
Gross:
$12,500.
Rating:
l^.'^c.
"HAPPY
DAYS"
(Fox)
I.OS .ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle— (1.6.S0). 7th
.md final week, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Elinors Orchestra. Movietone news. Tenday Cross:
$I,',?no.
Rating:
76'"( .
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Paramount)
LOS .\N(iEl.KS I'ai amount -(,1.5%). 7 days, 35c to
65e. Other attractions: "Desperate Sam" (song cartoon). Bruce novelty. Paramount sound news, Milton
Charles organ concert. Opposition: "Be Yourself."
•'Montana -Moon," ""'Free and Easy." "W'ngeance."
••.Spring Is Here," "Ingagi." Gross: S26.000. Rating:
KM-zc.
"FREE
AND
EASY"
(M-G-M)
LOS .WC.Kl.ES-Lo.w's State -(J.-ns), 7 days. 3.Sc
t'T 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco ("Milky
Way") Idea, Movietone and Metrotone news. Opposition: "Montana Moon." "Benson Alurder Case," "Be
Yourself," "Vengeance," "Spring Is Here." ''Ingagi."
Gross:
$;:S.3(X). Rating:
105%.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— Fo.x Criterion— (1.652). 9 days. 3.5c
to 65c. Other attractions: Lloyd Hamilton comedy,
Movietone news. Opposition: "Spring Is Here." "Benson Murder Case." "Free and Easy." "Ingagi." "Be
Vourself,"
'■\'engcancc."
Cross:
$11,200. Rating:
89'"( .
"HOLD EVERYTHING"
(Warners)
HO LLY\V(X>D -Warner liro<.' I lolly worxi— (3.000).
•tth week. 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties. Paramount sound news. Gross:
?19,500.
Rating:
139%.
"BE
YOURSELF"
(United
Artists)
LOS AN(7E1.KS riiitid .\iti-t- (J.UX)). 1st week.
7 days. 35c to r5c. Other attractions: .Mack Sennett
comedy. Tom Terris travelogue. Paramount sound
news. Gaylord Carter organ concert. Opposition:
'•Montana Moon." "Benson Murder Case." "Free
■ind Easy." "Vengeance." "Ingagi," "Spring Is Here."
Gross:
$17,000.
Rating:
126%.

"SPRING IS HERE" (First National)
IX)S ANGELES- W.^rnor Biv,s.' Downtown— (2.400).
7 days, .!.5c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, Paramount sound news. Opposition: ''Montana Moon." "Benson Murder Case." ''Free and
Easy." "Ingagi." "Vengeance." "Be Vourscli. ' Cross:
SIS.OOO.
Rating:
100%.

"VENGEANCE"
(Columbia)
LOS ANGELES— RKO-(2.r00V 7 days. 35c to 6.5c.
Other attractions: RKO vaudc. Rudy Vallee in "Campus Sweethearts." Pathe sound news. Opposition:
".Montana Mrmn." "Spring Is Here," ''Benson Alurer Case." ''Free and Easv." "Be Yourself, ''Ingagi."
Gross:
$14,000.
Rating:
88%.

„
"INGAGI"
(Congo)
LOS ANGELES -Orph<um—(2.7.50). 7 days, 3Sc to
55c. Other attractions: Talker comedy. Pathe sound
riews. Opposition: "Montana Moon." "Spring Is
Here." "Rcns.>ii Murder Case." ''Vengeance." "Free
ind Easy."
-lie Vourself."
Gross:
$27,500.
"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
HOLL\ \\0<)l)_Graunian's Egvptian— (1.800). 7
lays. 35c to h.ic. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco

- u^'I'^P-^^JPs.v") Mea. talker cartoon ("Good Old
>chooI Days").
Movietone
news.
Gross:
$13,400.
^^^
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
LOS ANGEI,ES-M.-,y.in-(1.600). Ist week. 7 days.
Ijlc to $1.50. Other attractions: Color short subject.
$12,000.
jrtws:

M

Usher Proves Hero
WOhiirti, .Ma.ss. — Fifteen persons
were >li(,'lilly hurned or cut in a fire
which swept the Strand, ciiii>.inu a
loss of .'i;.">(l,(IO(l. .letotne I.Mieh, 17year-old usher, provetl the hero of the
occasion. Discoverinu the curtain

Exil l<M"l)i('k"
When'(i<Kls*l)r<>ps
IiiU«mI— .sl7.r)0()

afire, he informed the .'tOd iiiemhers
of the audience, mo>lly children, that
there was no danger, iiri^ed lh«^in to
walk out (|uietl.\ and aided Manager
(ieorne I'atlen in heipini; llieni otit.

.1 bachelor girl's "No" — once again cut into b. o. receipts by >enfling |)assable .\pril

A Week of Flops
In K.C. — and How;
$4,000 for "King"
Kansas City —
to which show
business in K.
All houses were

It was a near
did the best
C. during the
unanimous in

toss-up as
(or worst)
past week.
reporting a

poor week. The Midland with "Lady to
Love," (M-G-M), and the Mainstreet with
"Framed," (RKO), tied with $11,000
apiece, or about 75% of the normal take-in.
The Royal reported 75% on "Vagabond
King," playing at pop. prices for the first
time here. Pantages took in $9,000 on
Fox's "Men Without Women," and the
Newman did about $7,000 on "Light of
Western Stars," (Para.). Globe, in the
second week of "Her Unborn Child," dropped to $7,000.
Weather:
Warm.
Oppositimi "Ladv to Lore." vaudeville with per.onal appearance of Anita Stewart, Midland; "Framed,"
five acts of vaude, includinit Billy House, Mairustreet; "Light of Western Stars," Ne;vman; "Vagabond King." Royal: ".Men Without Wi'nicn." live acts
of vaude, Pantages; "Her Unborn Child {2nd week).
Globe.
"LADY TO LOVE"
(M-G-M)
MID L.\ND— (4.000). 25c-60c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: Hearst Metrotone news, five acts vaude, headlining Anita Stewart.
Gross:
$11,000.
Rating:
757o.
"FRAMED"
(RKO)
MAINSTREET— (3.067). 35c-(iOc, 7 days.
Other attractions: Grantland Rice
Sport slight. Pathe
sound
five acts vaude, featuring Billv House and Co.
SI 1,000.
Rating:
75"*.
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Paramount)
ROYAI^-(900),
25c-50c,
9 days.
Other
attractions:
Paramount
sound
news.
Educational
comedy
("Indian Pudding");
Pathe
Sportslight.
Cross:
$4,000.
Rating:
75%.

nt-ws.
Gross:

"MEN WITHOUT
WOMEN"
(Fox)
PANT.AGES- (2.1661. 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Pathe sound news,
five acts vaudc. with Glcason and Browning.
Gross: $9,000.
Rating:
901.

Chicago — [-oeal climate — as uiieeriain a>

temperature-^ .^oaring to OO" degrees and then
dropping it back to a seasonal 50. The twoday sizzler likewise j)layed havtic with
acoustics in the Loop houses where souiul
echoed and re-echoefl among the emptv
non-absorbent balcony seats. "Party Girl"
(Tif. ), ending
a .30(1,
three was
week's
the
Wood.s
with $14,
off run
moreat than
$7,000 on its record for the week prcceriing, but might have been kept for a fourth
week regardless, had not crowded biwkings
interfered. "Ladies of Leisure" (Col.),
second consecutive "pink" to be housed by
the Woods replaced it, and opened strong.
"The Cuckoos" (R.K.O.) is set to go in
when this sags. "Son of the Gods" ( F.X. )
was a disappointment at .NfcVickers. pmting
a red $17,500 on the books for its second
week, and was replaced a week ahead ot
Weather: by
Fair"Hot
schedule
for I\-iris''
and seasonal,
very (I-'ox).
hot, then cloud v
and seasonal.
Opposition: ".Montana .Moon," stage show; "Men
Wittiout Women," stage show; 'Lummox" {Znd
week); •party Girl' {id week): ■■huiain" (3d
week). High l reason." "The Furies." "General
track" id week): "Her Golden Calf": "Son of ih,Gods" (2nd week). "Only the Prove." 5 acts WA i ■
vaude: "Tabloid Tallies."
"PARTY GIRL" (Tiffany)
\VO()I)S
attractions:

(1.175). ,i.>c-8.;c. }<l and

hnal week

Pathe conicdv. newsrecl, Aesop's

Cross:
$14,.300.
Rating:
125'"',,
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
CIIIC.\GO-(.;.'}10i,
7 days.
50r-8.5c.
Other
attractions: .Stage show,
orchestra.
Paramount
nc-w'.rrrl.
comedy, novelty short.
Cross: $47,500.
Rating:
ino', .
"SON
OF THE
CODS"
(F. N.)
.McVICKERS-(2.283), .50c-85c. 2nd. final week.
Other attractions: !^urel-Har<ly comedy, Paranmunt
60%
newsrecl, musical short. (In the red. so replaced a
week early by "Hot for Paris." Gross: $17,500. Rating:
"ONLY
THE
BRAVE"
(Paramount)
STATE- L.\KE—(3,0Or)). 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attracticns: Five acts RKO vaude. RKO c..m>-rlv -h..it
Gross:
$26,500.
Rating:
100%.
"INGAGI"
(Congo Pict. Epics)
(iARRICK— (I.2,!3). 7.5r.Jl.nri. .1,1 week. (Fairlv cnsistent
Rating: draw
135%. for this legit house.) Gross: $^.200.
"HIGH
CA.STLE— (300),

TREASON"
(Tiffany)
SOc-75c.
7 days.
Other attractions:

Universal

newsreel.
Gross:
S2.'i.^
Rating:
75"^.
"HER
GOLDEN
CALF"
(For)
MONROE— (9821, 25c-.5nc. 7 days.
Other attractions:
Thirty minutes
Cross: ?'.-<■
Rating:
100%. of Fox Moviefme news.
"THE
FURIES"
(F. N.)

"LIGHT OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Paramount)
NEW.MAN— (2,000). 25c-60c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: Paramount soimd
news:
Charles
Ruggles
in
"Family
Next
Door";
.Xnn
Pennington
in "Hello,
Baby."
Gross:
$7,000. Rating:
7V"r.
"HER UNBORN CHILD"
(S. R.)
GLOBE— (1.900), 35c.
14 days
(second
week).
No
other
attractions.
Cross:
$7,0()0. Rating:
78%.

ORPHEUM— (751). 50c 75c. 7 days.
it
tions: Universal newsieel,
3 Vitaphone
$6,100.
Rating:
100%.

''Golden Cair Tops
with Gross of $12,000

Gross:

(Continued from page 36)
numbers.
Rating:

"Kiddie
Whoopee
(Tlub."
Cross:
$10,345.
1101.
"LOVIN' THE LADIES" (RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25-50c. 7 days. Other
Attractions: Natacha Natova, Tom Lomas Co., Tyler
Mason. Sully & Thomas. Pathe sound news. F-^ank
Potter's RKOlians pit band. Catherin Custer, Wurlitzer. Ooss:
S11.5IX)
Rating:
105%.
"TEMPLE TOWER"
(UA)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (945)
50-60c.
7 days.
Other
Attractions:
Charles
Oiase
comedy,
Fox
Movietone
news. Gross: J10,5i»
Rating: 95%.
"IN
GACI"
(Congo)
HAMRICK'S
MUSIC
BOX-(I.835),
25-50c, 7 days.
Other
Attractions:
Fox
Movietone
news,
Vitaphone
acts, Pete Ashe at organ. Cross: $8,000. Rating: 101%.

Other
F.ible».

Other
acts.

attracCro»s:

Other
Tomorrow''
Grosses
$16,800 in (F.\.)
Mpls,
( C o>itinui-(i i ■ i-iii ( ,i<,i .1'. )
$30,4(X).
Rating:
80%.
"LUMMOX"
(United ArtisU)

CENTURY
(1.640). .50.7.5c. 7 days.
6 sh.ms
daily
Other attractions:
Oiarlie Chase comedy
(".50 Million
llusli.indv").
\"an
and
Srhrnrk
in "Song
Revue."
Gross:
$9,675. Rating:
<>.=;%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fok)
SEVENTH
STREET
(I.4W).
25 .«-60c.
7 days,
6
'.hi>ws
dailv.
Other
attractions:
Newsreel.
Croas:
J'».400.
Rating:
95%.
"GUILTY"
(Columbia)
PANTAGES-(I,675). 25-.50-75c. 3 shows daily. Other
attractions: Lnje Bridge Players (musical comedy).
"PARJS" 7>'^IFirst Nat.)
Gross:
S7..500.
Rating:
LYRIC (1.238). 15-25 40c. 7 days. 7 shown daily.
Other attractions: Comedy, news reel. Cross: V3.60O.
Rating:
?«v;.
"OTHER TOMORROW"
(F. N.)
STATE— (2..W)), 25-35-6AC. 7 days. 4 shows daily.
Other attractions: Laurel-Hardy in "Brat.i," newsreel, shorts. "Hot Dogs" and ''.Spanish Onions "
Ooss: $16,800. Rating: 60%.
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Briefly Told ISSews
Visits Barracks Theatre
Albany — R. B. Murray, director of the
United States Army Motion Picture Service,
of Washington, D. C, was in northern New
York the past week, making an inspection
of the motion picture theatre at Madison
Barracks, Sacket Harbor, as to tlie sound
and presentation of pictures. He was accompanied by Thomas H. Martell, branch
nianagrer of the service, who is well known
throughout New York state.

Wallach Gets New Post
Milwaukee — Reinhold Wallach has been
named manager of the Milwaukee Theatre
Circuit's Downer, local neighborhood theatre, succeeding Emil Franke, who has gone
to
Minneapolis
as manager of RKO's
Seventh Street theatre.

Lease Auditorium
Charlotte — Publix-Saenger Theaters of
North Carolma, Inc., has purchased from
the Winston-Salem Theater Corp. the lease
on the Auduorium, and has obtained from
the Auditormm Theater Co., owners, a long
term lease on the building. This deal involves approximately a quarter of a million
dollars, according to H. F. Kincy, of Greensboro, vice-president of the leasing company.

Terris Plans Another Tour
Tom Terris is to make a second world
tour to photograph and record material for
a continuation of the present Vagabond
Adventure Series which is presented by the
Van Beuren Corp. through Pathe. Terris
will leave the States immediately upon completion of the series of 26 pictures which
are now practically ready for release.
He will take a sound recording truck on
the production tour.

Mechanic Prefers Brendel
Ask the Coast Gang
About It
Jack Pearl relates the yarn, via
"N. Y. News," about two actors who
met on Broadway. They were both
out of work and complaining about
the hard times.
"Say," asked one of the actors, "can
you lend me a few dollars until this
talking picture craze blows over?"
"What do you mean, blows over?
Talking pictures are here to stay and
things are pretty tough with me too.
I was just going to ask you to lend
me a few dollars when you beat me
"Well, I guess there's nothing else
left for me to do. I think I'll go to
the poorhouse,"
said the first actor.
it."
to"You're
too late," replied the other
actor. "I tried that place last week.
They're only taking names there

Engineers' Drive Nets $8,100

Fifteen
now." companies have contributed a total
of $8,100 thus far in the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers' drive for sustaining
members, according to J. I. Crabtree, president.
The companies are Eastman Kodak Company ;RCA Photophone, Inc ; Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc. ; Electrical Research Products, Inc. ; General Theatres
Equipment Company ; Bell and Howell Company ;Consolidated Film Industries ; DuPont-Pathe Film Manufacturing Corporation ;Technicolor Motion Picture Corporation ; Agfa Ansco Corporation ; AudioCinema, Inc. ; Case Research Laboratories ;
Mole-Richardson, Inc. ; National Carbon
Company and Bausch & Lomb Optical
Company.

RKO Gets Two in Toledo

Woodlaw Fights Union

Toledo — RKO verifies the report that it
has taken over the Rivoli and Palace from
Howard Feigley. Both houses are closed
for redecorating and will open the end of
the month. These are the first Ohio houses
to be acquired by RKO outside of Cleveland where it controls the Palace, Hippodrome and Keith's East 105th St.

Portland, Ore. — Taking of testimony in
the injunction suit brought by the Woodlaw
against the Moving Picture Machine Operators' Union, local No. 159, has been completed, and arguments of attorneys will be
held next week.
The owner of the theatre. Col. Woodlaw,
seeks a restraining order enjoining the
union from picketing the Circle and Capitol, and otherwise holding them out to the
public as unfair to organized labor.

409 Wired in Germany
Berlin — According to a statement published by the Film Kurier, there are 409
German cinemas, either wired or being
wired for the reproduction' of sound-films.

Jolson Profits
Hollywood. — "The Penny Arcade,"
Broadway play, which was purchased
for the screen by Al Jolson, has been
sold by the latter to Warner Brothers. Jolson first figured the vehicle
great for himself to star in, but
changed his mind and took a profit
instead.

''Red River" for Greta
Hollywood — M-G-M is preparing "Red
River" as Greta Garbo's next talker following her current picture, "Romance." Fred
Niblo is to direct upon finishing "Easy
Going." "Red River" is an original by
Fred De Gresac and was formerly known
as "Red Dust."

Take Over Ohio Theatre
Cincinnati — The Clifton Anuisement Co.
has been formed to assume the lease and
operation of the Clifton Theatre.

Baltimore — Morris A. Mechanic, proprietor of the New, selected El Brendel as
the star player to advertise in promoting
"The Golden Calf," even though Jack Mulhall, Sue Carol and Marjorie White are in
the cast. This was commented upon by
Donald Kirkley, movie critic for the
"Morning Sun," in which Kirkley complimented the New management for "its foresight in selecting Brendel as the big feature of the picture." Despite Lent, business
for the week was phenomenal.

Rumania Bans Musicians
Washington — Following general unemployment of niusicians in Rumania, which
is claimed to have been caused by the advent of sound-film, the Minister of Labor
has prohibited the activities of foreign musicians in the country, with the exception
of those who come to work in Rumania, as
members of an orchestra, of entirely foreign origin, according to advices received
by the motion picture division of the Department of Commerce.

"Floradora Girl" New

Title

"The Florodora Girl" has been selected as
the final title of Marion Davies' newest
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer picture, formerly
known as "The Gay Nineties." This was
directed by Harry Beaumont from an original story by Gene Markey and presents Miss
Davies as a member of the famous "Florodora Sextette." The cast includes Lawrence
Gray, Walter Catlett, Louis John Bartels,
and Ilka Chase.

Sunday Pictures Win
Peekskill, N. Y. — Return of Sunday
movies is assured as the result of the election which gave the Republicans, favoring
the showings, four places on the board of
trustees, against two for the Democrats.

Stench Bombs in Ohio
Lorain, O. — Stench bombs have been
thrown in the Dreamland, owned and operated by Miss Zigiob. Union operators are
suspected of having done the bombing as
a protest against the use of non-union projectionists.

Buys Iowa Theatre
Vinton, la. — H. F. Waldorff, who had a
theatre at Emmetsburg years ago, has
bought the Palace here from A. J. Debold,
who has been selling out his theatre interests.

The
"Silenties"
Montreal
— Making
a play with silent
programs, the Roxy, downtown house,
is said to be registering success despite the competition of large nearby
houses playing talkers. Xn extended
run is now under way with "A Woman
in Pawn," a Gaumont special.
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From Everywhere
Iowa
Discoj-d

HoIIvwocid — A lar^o company contractod with a composer to write an
original filmusical; deal hen^ made
wlu'r«'l)\ the composer w'as to receive
a Hat sum ol" $.'>.()0().
I'pon arriving;
in Hollywood,
the
composer
soon discovered
that the
particular producing; iirm and others
were paying other "name" composers
of
he operettas
had afireed.'f.")(l,to()()()
tenper
|)erpicture,
cent of while
that
for h's work. Composer is now said
to l)e attemptinj:; a suhstant'al ante
on original price agreed to.

De Forest Territory Set
General Talkinfj Pictures Corp. has created a new division, which includes Kansas, Missouri, and Illinois, south of Springtlekl. This territory will be in charge of
Barney Rosenthal and Nat Steinberg, with
headf|uarters in St. Louis. A staff of engineersservice
\\'\\\ bemachines
maintainedandto take
makecharge
installations,
of
spare parts for De

Forest equipment.

Lyman Moves
Hollvwood — Abe Lyman and his band,
stage attraction during the 14-wcek run of
"The Rogue Song" at Grauman's Chinese,
moves over to the Carthay Circle on April
21 to appear with ".-Ml Quiet on the Western
Front." Universal's war film.

Puhlix Remodeling at Boston
Boston — Publi.x's Metropolitan is to install a new organ, a reproduction of the
organ at the Paramount in New York, to
be built bv Wurlitzer. The cost will be
about $75,000.

Rohhins Shifted by Bristol
Taunton, Mass. — Bristol Amusement Co.
announces appointment of Clarence E. Robbins, for 13 years manager of the Worcester Strand, as manager of the Taunton
Strand. Robbins was manager of stock at
the Maiden .Auditorium prior to going to
Worcester.

$75,000 House in Town of 350
Boston — North Dennis, with 350 population, isbuilding a $75,000 theatre. Raymond Moore will manage and it will he
ready for early summer for the vacation
trade.

Lee Moves Supply Unit
Dallas — Lee Theatre .Supply Co., headed
bv Rov Lee. has moved to larger quarters
at 302 So. Harwood St.

Fire Destroys Gem
Bassano, .\lta. — The Gem was completely
destroyed by fire. Only recently it had been
wired for sound.

Theatre

Sales

Des Moines — Lehman and Robinson,
owners of the Royal at Sibley, have taken
over the Rainbow at Marcus. Other Iowa
houses which changed hands last week arc
the Regent at Buffalo Center, formerly
owned by George Terveer, which was
bought
D. B. by
Butterell
I'lectricwhoat
Blockton,by owned
L. M.; the
Sanders,
sold to I"'rank Morris, and the Strand at
Boone, bought by L. H. TillotMni from
Loyd Benson.

France Films Colonies
Paris — An epic ot French colonial expansion has been shown in Paris under the
patronage of President Gaston Doumergue.
It is "La Marche au Soleil" (The March to
the Sun) and presents the story of France's
colonies, the riches and beauties of her empire with vividness, drama and beauty.
Many members of the French Government
were present at the presentation of the film,
which was directed by R. Le Somptier, and
in w'hich .\. Bosky plays the lead.

Rushing Miller's Second

Hollywood — First National is rushing
preparations for production of "Bad Good
Girl," Marilyn Miller's second starring^
filmusical. Picture is adapted from musical
comedy by Herbert Fields, Richard Rogers
and Lorcnz Hart, and is slated to be made
(.ntirelv in Technicolor.

Lloyd in "Feet First "

Hollywood — Harold Lloyd's next comedy
for Paramount release goes into production
the end of this month under title of "Feet
First." Clyde Bruckman will direct, with
the original storv credited to Al Cohn.

Rosener, Cullison to W. B.
Hollywood — George Rosener and Wilson
Cullison have been added to the Warner
scenario department to write origrinal
stories, adaptations and scenarios. Rosener
was recently with M-G-M in the same
capacity.

Film for Phones
Moscow — In the course of the coming
year four automatic telephone stations will
be opened. Owing to the fact that the use
of the automatic telephone is somewhat
difficult, the Central Management of Communications— Posts and Telegraphs — will
shortly release a special film, which will
give a complete understanding of the work
and methods of use of the automatic telephone.

Reflected Glory
Hollywood — Demonstrat'ns: t h e
trend of the times, with movie money
on a par with l'^. S. currency, a studio
executive is boasting that he's been
promoted just because his stenographer has been given the title of
secretary.

Home Made
Denver — ,\n exhibitor in Antonita,
Colo., has made the latest in improvised lilm cans. He found himself up
apainst it when he failed to return
the last reel of "Her I'rivate .\(Tair"
to the I'athe Denver Kxchan>;e. He
d'd not have a single reel shipiiini;
case but he had ingenuity .ind
pr(jniptl\ hopped down to th«' five-andten anri l)oiii,'lit himself a tin wash
pan, found the cover of a cooking pot
and soldered it toKether and in came
the reel to I'athe.

First German Color-Sound
Berlin — The first German color-sound
film, "The Nun of Heiligenworth," is scheduled for release in May. The film was
produced by "Detofa" (Deutsche Ton und
Farben-Film G.m.b.H.), of Berlin, directed
by Rolf Raffe, and stars Liane Haid.
Countess Larisch, former lady in waiting
to Empress Elizabeth of Austria, is responsible for the scenario.

Building

for Fox

Liberal, Kas. — Fox West Coast Theatres
have completed an agreement with Henry
Tucker for the erection of a new onethousand seat theatre. The estimated cost
is $50,000, and the playhouse will be known
as the Fox Tucker Theatre.

Alice in Widow's Weeds

Hollywood — "The Widow From Chicago," an orig^inal by Earl Baldwin, is
scheduled to be Alice White's next for First
National. Baldwin is also writing the
scenario and dialogue, with no director set
to date.

Hollywood Theatre Opening
Hollywood — Warners' new Hollywood
Theatre, on Broadway and 51st St., will be
opened on April 22 with "Hold Everything" as the initial feature.

MacLeod Joins Radio
Hollywood —
cartoonist and
and direct for
drew cartoon
dies.

Norman MacLeod, writer,
director, has signed to write
Radio Pictures. He formerly
subtitles for Christie Come-

Cast for Fox Film
Marion Shilling will have one of the featured roles in "On Your Back," Fox film
adapted from Rita Weiman's Liberty ^L^gazine story. Irene Rich will be featured in
the leading role under the direction of
Guthrie McCIintic.

Dickering for Novel
Hollywood — M-G-M is negotiating for
the talker picture rights to "The Great
Meadow," current novel by Elizabeth Roberts. If the deal is closed, the picture will
be made as a special.
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Stop Us If We're Wrong
PETITION'S are being circulated in Pennsylvania for the nomination in the May primaries of Lieut. -Gov. Arthur H. James for the
State Supreme Court. A former district attorney, James has been closely connected with
film interests in the state for many years, being
the owner of theatres in Wilkes-Barre and
associated with the Comerford
circuit.

* *

*

H. M. Warner has fitted up a talker "theatre" in a Neiu York hospital which contains
a large number of patients who cannot sit up.
Cots arc carried into the room and the picture
is throivn upon the ceiling.

* *

*

Ben Bernie will soon trek to Hollywood,
where he and his musicians will make a series
of musical and humorous novelties for Britishinterests.

* *

*

Our Hollywood sleuth informs us that H. H.
Van Loan, screen writer, and Mcrjorie Rambeau, stage star, will ankle up to the altar as
soon as Van gets a divorce.

* *

*

W. C. Fields, Broadway comedian, is to
make his debut in talking pictures under the
Radio Pictures banner. He will be the first
of a line of footlight stars to be featured in
a series of two-reel shorts to be known as
"Headliners,"
by Louis
* * Brock.
*
Leslie Pearce will direct Radio Pictures' alltalking z/ersion of "The Fall Guy." To the
cast which hitherto has included Jack Mulhall,
Mae Clark, Pat O'Malley, Wynne Gibson,
Ned Sparks, and Thomas Jackson, has been
added Alan Roscoe as a featured player.
if

if

if

Congratulations are being extended the John
Barrymores on the birth of a daughter. Mrs.
Barrymore, the former Dolores Costello, halted film work some months ago and has not
decided whether she will return to the screen.

* *

*

Joe Goldburg's Columbia sales gang is going
in for big bookings these days. .Setting of
"Ladies of Leisure" in Radio-Keith-Orpheum
houses in 11 cities; the eight Buck Jones westerns over the M. A. Lightman chain in the
South, and the booking of shorts in 179 Loew
chain houses, are a few recent accomplishments.
if

*

if

J. A. Kraker has been named manager of
the Columbia exchange at Milwaukee, and
Adolph William Bowman, manager of the Detroit branch. Kraker formerly was with Tiffany and Paramount, while Bowman has been
United
Artists' manager
* * *at Detroit.
The contract of Patterson McNutt, writer
and director, has been renewed by Columbia.
*

if

if

Verne Porter, eastern scenario editor for
Universal, has returned from the Coast, where
he went several weeks ago to participate in
conferences on new Universal product for
the new season.

* *

*

C. Flovd Hopkins, of Ffarrisburg. Fa., head
of the Wilmer & Vincent theatre interests in
Harri.thurg and Reading, has been appointed
a member of the executive committee in charge
of the annual four day "cruise" of the Harri.<;burg Chamber of Commerce next September
to Montreal and Quebec. Hopkins is a past
president of the Harrisburg Chamber.

* *

«

Dallas, Denver and Oklahoma City bead the
branches now leading in hillings for Warners
Sam E. Morris Month drive.

"Fire la Talkers"
Paris — The talkers are aiding the
stage, according to Mercure de France,
which states:
"With talkies, the theatre will lose
its popular, industrial and commercial
value. Theatre promoters and the
like will seek other fields in which to
express their genius.
"The elite alone will stand by the
theatre and to this end they will work
with poets and playwrights who belong
to the true profession. The theatre
will finally be rid of that legion of
nondescripts who today call themselves
playwrights. The advantage thus
reaped to the theatre proper by the
introduction of talkies is nothing
short of being tremendous."
HERMAN
ARNOLD, formerly of Vincenes and Crawfordsville, has been made
manager of the Indiana at Washington, Ind.,
to
succeed William McCarrell, who returns to
Bedford.

* *

*

Martin Broum, author of an even dozen
stage plays, has arrived in Hollywood under
contract to Paramount.

* *

*

Safe robbers attempted to blow the safe of
the Varsity Theatre at Dallas, but the safe
door failed to open, and no loot was taken in
consequence. * * *
Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, which
has transferred to the screen Erich Maria
Remarque's novel, "All Quiet on the Western
Front,'' has cabled to the author in Berlin an
imitation to be his guest at the ivorld premiere of the film, and at Universal City
* * *

Director John Ford, having finished the direction of "Born Reckless," for Fox is in
New York.

* *

*

Ray Stinnett has leased the Palace at San
Antonio, Te.v.

* *

*

Johnny Arthur and Charlotte Merriam are
featured m a Vitaphone Varieties one-reel
scare-comedy just completed. It is entitled
"Bridal Night." Escaping by auto, the newlyweds run out of gas and take refuge in a
haunted house.

* *

*

W. A. Seaman of Big Springs, Neb., has
leased the Fox Trail at Bridgeport, Neb., and
has n'ired the house.

* *

*

The Elks of Middletown, Pa., have purchased the Realty Theatre and will operate it
after the lease of J. P. Rodgers expires in
April, 19.31.
* * *
George Eastman, kodak king, imll distribute
$500,0(X) worth of kodaks aiid films to \2-yearold children through the country to celebrate
the fiftieth anniversary of the Eastman Kodak
Company.
*

*

if

Jack Oakie and Edward Sutherland, his
director, have arrived in New York to make
"The Sap from Syracuse" at the Paramount
Long Island studio.

* *

*

Qther Paramounters arrizing in New York
are Victor Heerman. here to make "Animal
Crackers," with the Four Marx Brothers, and
Cyril Maude, zcho is on his way to Hollywood
to appear in "Grumpy."

BUD RUGERS, director of sales for Sono
Art-World Wide, announces the company
has booked "Up the Congo" in all West Coast
Circuit houses of the San Francisco territory,
and that both "Up the Congo" and "Blaze
o' Glory" have been sold to the Fox, Reid,
Yem and Hayes Circuit
* *in St.
* Louis.
/. Blumenthal of Berlin, general manager of
the Paramount organization for Germany and
Central Europe, has arrived for a visit to the
Paramount home office.
*
4:been
:«i
Lloyd Hamilton has
signed as a principal in the Beatrice Lille picture for Fox

* * *
Films, "Are You There?"
Cecil Maberry, distributor for the Windsor
talker, "Her Unborn Child," in Missouri and
Kansas, has engaged R. C. "Bob" Gary for
road show
exploitation.
Gary
was formerly
with Goldwyn and Universal in Kansas City.
* *

*

Mildred David Lloyd, wife of Harold Lloyd,
is recovering from an illness following an attack of appendicitis.

* *

*

Al Hartley, ivith Standard Film Service at
Cincinnati for two years, has resigned to become associated ivith the sales staff of the local Tiffany branch. * * *
Charles Kaley, brought to the coast by
M-G-M to appear in "Lord Byron of Broadway," remains in California to appear in "The
Red Heads" Pathe Filmusical slated for production during the coming
* * * month.
Following a comeback in Fox's "A Very
Practical Joker" after an illness of more than
a year, Milton Sills has been signed to a term
contract by the Fox Company. His first assignment will be a lead in a talker re-make
of "The Sea Wolf" * zvith
* *Al Santell directing.
Eddie Cantor and family have moved into
the Byron Morgan estate in Beverly Hills.
Cantor went west to star in Samuel Goldwyn's
filmusical version of* "Whoopee."
* *
Universal is figuring on production of the
censor-proofed version of "The Comtnand to
Love" soon after the studio reopens in June.
Script is now being* prepared.
* *
Lucille Brown, signed by Fox, has been assigned the leading role opposite George O'Brien
in
will"The
direct.Last of the Duanes." A. F. Erickson

* *

*

Jack Conant, la-ho ivas Cleveland sales representative for Foivler Varieties, left for the
coast on -Wednesday to become associated zuith
Technicolor Corporation.

* ♦

*

Forrest Halsey, contract waiter with First
National for several years, has moved over to
Pathe to write originals, adaptations and dialogue under a term agreement.

* *

*

Martin Brown, Nezv York playwright, is
the latest addition by Paramount to the company's -writing staff.

* *

*

Thomas O'Neill. W. R. Schmitt and Harold Walker have been signed to new contracts
by
Carl Laemmle,
Jr. Thev are artists and
technical
men.

* *

*

Mannie Gottlieb, Universal manager at Cincinnati, and Louis Schnitser, zcho ozcns and
manages the Washington, hazr opened a rilzx
restaurant in the ncxv Film Building there.

>/ /) ri7
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FAIR PLAY WILL SOLVE
THIS PROBLEM

W

HAT does the future hold in store
for the short subject field?

Nobody seems to know, yet the
opinion becomes increasingly widespread
that unless action of an emphatic nature is
taken, the short feature will slip into the
mire of obscurity.
Circuit heads and showmen at large are
crying for good shorts. There aren't
enough to make the rounds. Such is their
contention. The producer argues that
when his product clicks, no incentive to
continue exists because the theatre won't
pay a rental proportionate to the negative
cost.
Affiliated theatres book short features
supplied by their distributor ally often regardless of merit and keep time closed to
product which should get a break on the
basis of quality.
Today shorts are getting more playdates
than ever before in their history. Yet so
crowded is the market and so widely split
is the total rental gross that profits are nowhere in sight.
Where and how is it destined to end?
One distributor whose average bookings
formerly totalled 4,000 a picture finds him-

self cut down to 2,500. He blames his situation on the fact that producers, controling theatres, are making and selling their
own shorts. Yet this complaining distributor outstrips his theatre-owning competitors in grade of product.
The exhibitor, in the main, is not kicking
in with enough money for short stuff, yet
he is spending considerably more on total
film rental than in the silent days.
A messy situation and a troublesome one
to solve.
In real prices for quality pictures does
the answer seera to be found. The producer of short subjects has the right to expect the exhibitor to pay a fair rental for
good pictures. That is, if the exhibitor
wants short subjects which, of course, he
must have.
On such a basis, the meritorious short
feature will get the break which it properly
rates; the producer will be encouraged to
improve his output because a profit will
be assured him; the exhibitor, a run for his
money and the public, the benefit of the
entire set-up.
K ANN
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Exhibitors
Muff Drawing
Power
of
Shorts, M. P. NEWS Survey Reveals
Puhlix-B. & K. Place Importance On Them, hut Can't Get
Enough Good Ones
Chicago — The important chains in the
Windy City are strong for shorts, but complain that the market is shy on sufficient
quality to meet their needs.
The short subject is not only standard,
but is an important part of all PublixB. & K. programs locally, regardless of
whether or not the house program includes
a stage show.
Shorts are booked for this circuit on their
name or novelty merits ; all houses getting
a chance at the best of the product booked.
Surest to be popular, in the opinion of L.
H. Dally of Publix-B. & K. are good comedies with a name draw. These are advertised in small boxes "in the circuit's
group newspaper advertising; with composition cut-outs for the fronts of the larger
houses and lobby cards in the smaller ones,
and with occasional trailers in all houses.
No distinct advertising appropriation is
made for shorts.

Shorts Tied to Feature
The feature picture inevitably decides
how the shorts will be programmed, with no
other system than common-sense showmanship as the arbiter. In the big houses
where the stage show shares feature honors,
musicals and novelty shorts play a less
prominent part than they do in the showless smaller houses. Good comedies are
always sought by the circuit and find a key
place in any program regardless of the type
of feature, though obviously they are more
important programmers when the feature is
a "heavy," and at such times follow the feature closely.
For the most part little preference is
shown the short subject series over the individual subject short. In the larger houses
the series are shown infrequently, a good
individual name draw of any type being preferred. In the neighborhoods, the
series, particularly the comedies, are more
popular with the audiences, and consequently are regularly booked.
Publix-B. & K. is of the opinion that the
short subject product, from the standpoint
of merit, at least, is inadequate, and that
more good ones are in demand than are
available.
Humor is preferred.

For Shorts, But Shy on Ads
The Essaness theatres here not only regard the short subject as essential to the
complete program, but find it indispensible
to a weak feature. When such a feature is
on hand, declares R. L. Campbell, advertising manager, the strongest short subjects
available are booked, advertised and plugged
even in excess of the feature at times.
The circuit's advertising of shorts is
limited to lobby cards and trailers. Limited
newspaper advertising spacj; does not permit inclusion of the shorts, but the circuit
freely admits that if it were advisable to
use larger newspaper space than it does,
the shorts would then be included in this
advertising as well.

Surfeiting

Feared

Sensational advance in popularity
of sound cartoons during the current
season is bringing with it the danger
of surfeiting the market with cartoon
subjects, in the opinion of some observers.
Few shorts have enjoyed the vogue
of the cartoon, which has advanced by
leaps and bounds during the season
now drawing to a close. As might be
expected, plans of short producers
for 19.30-31 show that there will be
what may prove an overabundance of
cartoon subjects next year.

Shorts Killed in
Cleveland; Double
Features Cause
Cleveland — While most of the first-run
downtown theatres of Cleveland give their
short subjects a place in their advertising,
it is stated by local short subject distributors
that less than 50 per cent of the exhibitors
of this city ever use any short subject postway.
ers or advertise their short subjects in any
The Loew theatres always include in
their newspaper advertising the names of
the short subjects in their first-run houses
with their stars. The Stillman often carries the short subject stars in its marquee.
And special lobby displays are used for
short subjects in both the Allen and State.
RKO's Palace lists its complete program
at the entrance of the lobby, giving the
name of each short subject.
Most subsequent run exhibitors, however,
book short subjects just as fillers without
regard to type. Distributors of short subjects here state that the only differentiation
made by the average exhibitors is to ask for
a musical short if the feature is all-dialogue,
or to ask for an all-dialogue short if the
feature is musical.

Cartoons Favored

Unless cartoons have been unfavorably
reviewed, any cartoon will satisfy if it has
the desired footage.
W. Ward Marsh, photoplay editor of
"The Plain Dealer," and Ed Jacobs, photoplay editorweeklv
of "Thereviews.
News," give the firstrun shorts
Lack of interest in specific shorts by the
majority of local theatre owners is attributed largely to the fact that a large proportion of them play double feature programs. These double feature programs
consist of either a talking feature and a
silent feature, or of two talking features.
The practice was inaugurated to absorb the
silent pictures which had been purchased
before the rage for sound pictures, and it
has been continued to bolster consistently
poor business in the neighborhood sections.
Double feature -programs use only such
short subjects as have the length required
to complete a two hour show.

Denver First Runs Keep Type
of Shorts a Secret From
the Public
Denver — First run exhibitors here generally do not emphasize the short feature part
of their programs in their general advertising. Although considerable expenditure is
made for program advertising and particularly for newspaper advertising, the public
usually is uninformed as to the nature of
the shorts accompanying the feature, other
than mere mention by name in one corner
of the advertising space.
The Denver, first run Publix house, always mentions its short subjects by title
and occasionally the stars in the short subject, particularly comedies. The Aladdin
and America always mention the short part
of the program by title and emphasize the
comedies by naming the particular star or
stars in the comedies. This also applies to
the Rialto. The Tabor, although usually
having a comedy on the program, makes no
mention of the comedy either by title or
any other reference, although its advertisement usually mentions a particular kind
of newsreel which will be exhibited.

Comedies

Preferred

A survey of the programs in the leading
houses unquestionably discloses a preference
for comedy shorts. Harry E. Huffman,
managing director of the Aladdin and America, was quick to realize the appreciation
of the public for snappy short features of a
novelty nature and, therefore, one or more
of this kind of short subject are usually
found on his programs.
So far as Denver exhibitors are concerned the feature, weak or strong, seems to be
the most important part of the program,
especially from an advertising point of
view. One attending the theatre where a
weak feature is being shown will usually
find, however, that the program is made up
of fairly strong short features and a well
balanced program. Short features seem to
get most of their publicity from comments
by local motion picture newspaper critics
who never fail to particularly mention a
good comedy, song novelty or newsreel.

Boosted by Suburbans
The smaller suburban exhibitors seem to
more fully appreciate the importance of letting the public know they are about to exhibit a specially good comedy or other short
feature. Although these smaller exhibitors
cannot afford the extensive newspaper advertising which is practiced by the large
first run houses, they are great believers in
circularizing their respective neighborhoods
with a flood of handbills. On these handbills one will very often see the short subject given the same importance as the feature nicture. Among the reasons for this
may be the desire of the suburban exhibitor
to attract the entire familv to his theatre,
knowinsr the comedy and short will interest
the children of his neighborhood.
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Shorts Get 50-50 Break in Milw aukee;
Lure in 20% of Des Moines Business
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Program
Prominent
Given
tised
Adver
And
Spots
Heavily By Some
Milwaukee — Local exhibitors, tor the
most part, have come to look upon the short
feature as an ideal means of roundinjj out
their feature profrrani. Some believe in advertisinjr their shorts heavily while others
just mention them in their advertising;.
However, practically all feel that there is a
real need for them in the program today.
The official of one theatre organization
operating a number of houses in Milwaukee
stated that shorts were booked by them according to the feature picture being offered.
A heavy feature was offset by a rip-roaring
comedy in order to balance the program.
He stated that the cartoon or novelty short
was preferred to the news or sport short,
because of the improvement in this type of
picture offered during the past year.
Another exhibitor stated that he watched
his short feature closely and thus was able
to put across a weak feature picture, which
with a poor short or none at all may become abox-office flop.

A Break for the Newsreel
Fox Midwesco houses have made it a
practice during the past number of months
to advertise both their comedies and newsreel shorts daily, in addition to the feature
picture. If the feature offering is particularly good and long enough they will dispense with the comedy, but advertise their
newsreel. Each day the newsreel advertising copy is changed, calling attention to
some particular scene or eveut being offered for the week. Even Fox neighborhood
ads carry short subject copy.
L. K. Brin very seldom advertises his
short features in connection with the regular feature. The short feature entertainment may be mentioned once during the
week's advertising and that is on the first
ad run in connection with the opening of a
new picture.

Others Are Lax
RKO likewise does not stress its short
features very strongly although houses on
the circuit features, newsreels regularly
and either a comedy, cartoon or novelty in
addition. However, whatever play is given
the short in the newspaper advertising of
the various exhibitors, nevertheless, it is regarded by all as a rather important part of
the program.
Unlike some exhibitors, the manager of
a neighborhood house in Milwaukee, explained that he filled his program with as
many shorts as possible. He felt that by
doing this he was giving his patrons their
money's worth as well as furnishing them
with a diversified program of entertainment.
The general feeling seems to be that with
the advent of sound, the shorts have been
improved considerably and as such have
made a stronger bid for a prominent place
on the regular program.
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Short Subjects
Get 75-25 Break
In San Francisco
San Francisco — It's a 75-25 break for the
short feature in and around San Francisco,
with shorts on the long end of the deal.
That is to say, that 75 per cent of exhibitors in the vicinity are sold on the pulling
and pleasing power of shorts, while the remaining 25 per cent incline to the old belief that the short is a mere filler.
Important exhibitors of this zone spot in
their shorts to make well-rounded bills and
advertise them to the public. Such a course
is found effective at the box office. Most
of the time, showmen here find the average
patron is particularly interested in one or
more subjects of the short feature program.
It may be the news or may be the comedy,
or both, but the show'ing of a brand name
''short or newsreel does attract business.
Audiences here have become educated to
short features, and demand them as part of
tlicir regular entertainment.

Wagnon

Joua

Stresses Short

Meritorious short features are stressed in
advertising of the Wagnon theatres, states
A. C. Hicks, publicity manager, who feels
it is "foolish" not to play up good shorts.
As an instance, he cites the Universal Newspaper Newsreel, which always is played up,
and about which many calls are received by
the circuit.
People enjoy shorts, but demand the best,
states D. Danziger, manager of the Coliseum. C. J. Chapman of the executive division of Fox West Coast Theatres, believes
it valuable to sell the whole show, but
questions advisability of always playing up
shorts, unless they are exceptional, or contain some outstanding or particularly
timelv angle.

Des Moines — While the length of the
program is a deciding feature in the position
of comedies and shorts on the programs
shown at the I'aramount and the Des
Moines, the larger houses here are giving
more and more importance to the shorter
numbers on the bill. The comedies arc
.ilways listed in the advertising and are occasionally given large type and the same is
true for novelties and cartoons. Emmctt
Eockard, assistant manager of the DesMoines, which has been playing up the
shorts on the bill more largely than before,
estimates that the comedies are responsible
for 20 per cent of the week's business.
.\t the Paramount, where they ran three
comedies for the first show in place of the
"Frivolities Revue," which had but one afternoon appearance, Ray Stiles, assistant
manager, found that the comedy bill add^
materially to this first show and that business at that hour was increased by 40 per
cent. Although used as fillers and cut in
case the feature is a long one, the comedies
are an important part of the bill, he says.
Comedies are given the preference in shorts
while two-thirds of the people in the audience are particular fans for the newsreels.
At the Strand, the comedies are considered of greater importance than at the larger
houses and often sell the bill. The manager,
E. A. Carter, never books a week without
comedies and says that song cartoons go
over big at this house. He has been told
repeatedly by patrons of the theatre that
they would feel they had missed a good part
of the show if they did not catch the newsreel.

Shorts

Held

Essential

"Short subiects are a part of the show."
says Rube Wagel, assistant manager for
Educational. The exchange has sold a comedy
to one of the larger Des Moines houses for
every week and sometimes at both houses
for the past year. The comedies have the
big lead over novelties, he says, and there is
not a house in Iowa which does not bill
comedies. Acts are being cut. Since the
introduction of sound the newsreels have
gone over big while Educational with silent
news has had practically no billing for it.
Cartoons, he ranks next to comedies in prechoice. ference by the public and novelties a? third
Harry Simpson, owner of the Garden at
Sigourney, ran all comedy programs at his
theatre during October and November for
the Friday and Saturday shows. While the
urogram worked out successfully as a new
introduction it did not warrant continuing it
as a regular policy.
Al Yarowsky. assistant manager for Universal, considers shorts as filler and directIv dependent upon the length of the feature.
Theatregoers expect them on the bill unless the feature contains such variety or
runs to such a length that the shorts are
not needed, he said. Business on newsreels
has increased by 400 per cent since sound.

ATHE SHORT

'ERFECT

PROGRAM

BALANCE
in best be secured through playing the complete

ithe Short Subject Program for 1930-31 .. There's
reason! On

the one hand you have the gay

imorous subjects — a great gob of comedies /w
cc/Ic/Hv, 52 in number, comprising 8 cracker-

ck series varying from Western
phisticated Broadway

song-comedy

to

girlie-shows. And the car-

onical favorite, Aesop's Sound

Fables, and the

)roarious Talking Topics of the Day, both avail-

)le silent and disc On the other hand there are
5 newsreeis and variety subjects — Pathe Sound

ews, undisputed leader, also silent and

disc,

the Audio Review, the screen whimsy, silent and
ic too, brand-new

Vagabond

Adventure Series,

amatic episodes in far countries; the captivating

'ng Sketches, and last but emphatically not least
i greatest sport reel in the industry, Grantland
:e Sportlights (These on disc, too.) . . . Balanced?
e a perfect scale!
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Used Merely as Fillers In First Run
Theatres In Seattle; Publicity Sparse
Laurel-Hardy, Mickey Mouse
and Paramount Novelties
Get Only Play
Seattle — With very few exceptions, first
run houses in this city during recent months
have paid very little attention to their weekly programs of short subjects, using them
principally as fillers and seldom advertising or exploiting them in any way, other
than an occasional line in large newspaper
ads.
There are three strong exceptions to this
general tendency — Laurel and Hardy comedies, Mickey Mouse cartoons; and Paramount's all musical novelties. These three
brands of shorts are usually good for more
than casual mention in newspaper ads, and
are featured on the theatres' 2'^-sheet, marquee lights, lobby display, etc. Only in the
case of excepti_onally weak feature attractions do any of the local houses attempt to
bolster up programs with strong shorts —
perhaps once a month or so. Little attention is paid to the brand of shorts shown,
except that local managers do try to book
in a comedy offering with a heavy dramatic
feature.

What First Runs Do

The following resume of the leading first
run houses will be self-explanatory :
The Seattle Paramount (Publix) seats
3,150 and at present is the high gross-getter
for the city. Manager William A. Hartung
uses his shorts just like his orchestra and
organ concerts. The shorts rate one line
in newspaper ads, often not even being mentioned by name, but merely as "All-Talking
Comedy." Newsreel, musical features and
shorts all get the same "break." There are
a few exceptions, such as the Bouncing Ball
cartoons, which are played up; shorts by
such entertainers as Eddie Cantor, Buster
West, Louise Fazenda, etc.

Five Reels of Shorts

Publix's Metropolitan, operating without
an orchestra or organist, uses about five
reels of short subjects with every feature.
Here the shorts are listed by name in each
of the newspaper ads, but do not rate any
extra publicity of any kind. The house
usually tries to select one comedy, a musical
short of some type, and a novelty. Robert
^Vrmstrong is manager.
Fox West Coast, at the Fox, seldom mention the short subjects in any way, except
when they play a Mickey Mouse cartoon
or a Laurel and Hardy comedy. Then this
short gets mere "mention" in the ads. less
than that accorded to Owen Sweeten and
the Fox Orchestra. A lobby card and
marquee sign is often given to Laurel and
Llardy. Manager Lou Golden always gives
a line in every ad to Fox Movietone News.
At Fox's Fifth Avenue Theatre, FanchonMarco stage revues are featured with the
I)icture. Very few shorts are used by Manager Jim Clemmer, with the exception of a
fashion reel and Fox Movietone news.
The former js never listed in publicity —
the latter always is mentioned. Whenever
a noticeably bad feature plays the house.

Tie Up With
National
Music Week

Opportunity for exhibitors to capitalize on musical
shorts is offered during National Music Week, to be observed May 4 to 10. A number of companies have shorts
particularly suitable for showing during the week, when
a number of hook-ups will be available. One company
which is stressing music week particularly is Pathe, which
is centering attention on its Pathe-Americana songs and
the Song Sketch series of the Pathe Audio Review.

a short subject (usually Laurel and Hardy)
is booked in and exploited. This happens
unly every two or three months.

Shorts Not Advertised
John Hamrick's two houses, the Music
Box and Blue Mouse, usually use about
four reels of shorts on every program.
Formerly, these were listed as units on a
complete bill, but for many months have
received no newspaper advertising. An exception is the booking of a short subject
such as2-reel
Martinelli,
or AnnSuch
Pennington's
recent
color short.
shorts as
this get a brief line in the ads.
Local newspaper reviewers, with the exception of Harry Mills on the "Star," seldom
mention a short by name when reviewing
the complete show, but say something to
the effect that : "A comedy and newsreel
round out the program."
Publix's two houses draw from Paramount, Educational and United Artists
shorts ; Fox has Fox, Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Educational, Pathe ; and Hann-ick has
Warner Brothers, Universal, Pathe and
Columbia.

Doom of Stage
Shows Clinched
By Short Films?
Los Angeles — Is the cutting down of
presentations in theatres in various sections
of the country due to sound pictures a permanent or transitory development ?
Film men insist that the all-the-show-onthe-screen policy is one which has come to
stay, but Michael Marco, head of Fanchon
& Marco insists that the inroad made is only
temporary. And he cites the addition of
15 weeks to the circuit's booking time in
1929 to back up his contention.
Sound offered a relief from labor troubles
in many houses^ he declares, and succeeded
in eliminating the old type of vaudeville.
While Fanchon & Marco were adding 15
weeks last year, 29 weeks were being added
by other circuits, and what decrease there
was in time for major circuits was a temporary decline due to the readjustments he
says are being- made in union troubles.
Because it is bringing first grade vaudeville
talent into films, sound will help rather
than hurt vaudeville. IVLarco believes.

Libson Circuit
In Cincy Plays
Them Up in Ads
Cincinnati — Canvass of the situation as to
handling short features here reveals that they
are handled with the same meticulous attention and care as the feature, in the booking
and advertising, as well as with a view of
maintaining proper program balance.
William A. Clark, director of advertising
and publicity for the Libson interests in
Cincinnati, who books all the short features
for the Libson-Heidingsfeld chain of houses
says :
"We pay particular attention to the short
feature, usually booking a clean, w'holesome
comedy or novelty, never as merely a program filler, but always with regard to the
main feature in order to give the program
proper balance.
"We are exceptionally careful in selection
of our shorts, booking only the best of their
respective kinds. In fact, I believe that I
give this end of the booking as much serious thought and consideration as is done
by others in booking the features. Such
practice is reflected in the satisfaction which
our patrons derive from our shows, and any
extra time we spend in careful booking of
our shorts is rewarded by patron interest and
satisfaction, which, after all, are the best
forms of advertising. Of course, we use
newsreels in addition to comedies and novelties, but, in any event, our shorts are thoroughly advertised, the newspaper space alloted them being in proportion to the space
occupied by the feature.

Gives Shorts a Play
"What I mean by that is, we do not condense announcements of short subjects into
a small newspaper space at bottom of our
feature advertisement, but play it up proportionately. Our patrons at the various
houses have come to look for the shorts almost as much as the feature as an integral
part of their film fare, and they are just
as fussy, too. This is proved bv the fact
that the shorts are commented on both favorably and unfavorably, as the case may
be, equally as much as is the feature. This
is done bv the public and reviewers alike.
It, therefore, pays to handle the booking
and presentation of the shorts properlv, and
not slight them."

9 •
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Victor Herbert at
his best.
In this
com position he
depicted the eviction of the Irish patriots from their
homes, their fight for freedom and their victory.
Donald Novis, the Irish tenor who sang In "Bulldog
Drummond"
is the principal singer. A great Big
little Featurette.

//

IRISH

FANTASY

"

The famous overture by the Russian
"lOl^"
composer Tschaikowsky. Known and
'"•^
played all over the world. United
Artists brings It to the screen accompanied by a
marvelous visual interpretation of the meaning of the
composition — the invasion of Russia by Napoleon.

.. This musical
gem brings
all the
real
vamps of history before you : Eve, Salome, Cleopatra,
Delilah, Lucretia Borgia, Madame Pompadour,
Carmen and to top it off the modern jazz girl.

'GLORIOUS

^^WIZARD'S

VAMPS

APPRENTICE''

Goethe's most celebrated poem is the theme for a
thrilling musical drama depicting the attempts of a
of his
the magic
to imitate
apprentice
sorcerer's
in
to life
come arts
chairs, tables
Brooms,
absent master.
the weird settings designed by Wm. Cameron Menzles.
Told to the fascinating music of the noted French
composer Dukas.

OF
APPETIZER
PROGRAM
YOUR
Given high praise by leading exhibitors wherever they have
been shown, this series of smart featurettes was produced
with one idea in mind — to give the pubhc something different.
Every short tells a complete story to an accompaniment of
the world's greatest music played by Dr. Hugo Riesenfeld's
famed seventy-piece orchestra. Songs, dialogue and dramatic sound effects are also included.
Comment on the first featurette — Exhibitor's Daily Review:
"A gem in every sense."

UNITED

De Luxe

ARTISTS
Featurettes
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Short Features Mean Nothing in the
Life of Kansas City, Houston Showmen
Majority of First Runs in K.C.
Run Stage Shows, Cartoons
And Newsreels
Kansas City — Three of the five first run
houses here use stage shows to support their
pictures with only newsreels and cartoons
added as a rule. However, the strictly picture houses, the Newman and the Royal,
are paying more and more attention to short
subjects as a vital part of their programs.
Both theatres advertise shorts by titles in
the newspapers in their Sunday and Thursdays ads, and both do special lobby advertising of the short subjects as well as of
the features.
The principle used in the selection of
shorts, according to E. S. C. Coppock, manager of the Royal, is the grouping of units
with enough contrast to insure a balanced
program. Most shorts are selected to add
contrasting elements to the feature. In
cases where a short is selected in line with
the feature idea, it is generally used as a
prologue.

Favor Use of Color

Color recently has been recognized as an
element of relief. If the feature is all black
and white, then a note of color in the
shorts gives variety. Conversely, with a
colored feature, black and white shorts are
preferable. With a sad or serious feature,
comedy relief by means of a cartoon immediately following the main picture, is a
favorite method of obtaining balance, Coppock declares.
The number of shorts used depends, of
course, upon the length of time left in the
program
afterThree
the feature's
is taken
into account.
shorts intime
addition
to the
newsreel is the number thought by many
exhibitors to be ideal, but in the case of a
long feature when there is time for only
one short subject, it is generally conceded
that a talking cartoon should be chosen, as
the most universally popular short.

Some Illustrations
An analysis of the Royal's program for
this week will illustrate. The feature picture was "Only the Brave," with Gary
Cooper and Mary Brian, a serious picture
with little scenery or comedy relief. Coppock booked along with this, to fill in the
lacking elements, the Paramount talking
scenic, "Wanderlust." The Paramount
talking
andto singing
"I Came
First,"
was added
give the act,
musical
element,
and
a Pathe short, "Sixteen Sweeties," which is
in reality a miniature musical comedy, was
selected for the same purpose and because
it is a "girl picture." The serious feature
followed these, and immediately afterward
an Oswald Cartoon, "Bowery Bimbos," \§
running
for hilarious
comedy
reaction.
A similar policv of making short subjects
balance with the features is followed in the
suburban theatres in Kansas City, especially the de luxe houses. At the Palaza Theatre, located in the most exclusive residential
district, the short subjects are given prominence in electric lights on the marquee.
(Continued on page 62)

Cutting Silents
While distributors are averse to discussing the situation, it is probable
that the coming year will see gradual
elimination of silent newsreels, by
companiej
to make sound newsreels.
M-G-M's silent reel winds up on
May 15, to be followed later by the
Paramount and Fox silent newsreels.
These companies, it is said, feel that
the production of silent reels, due to
the speed with which silent houses
are being eliminated, will not be profitable as the new year gets under way.
Kinograms now is the only newsreel
making a silent reel only. This firm
has maintained its faith in the value of
silent newsreels, figuring the mobility
of the silent news forces compensates
for the lack of sound. That company
also feels that about 50 per cent of
the theatres of the United States are
unwired, and these offer an attractive outlet, together with bookings
to be had in sound houses.

Short Features
in Pitt's
Ignored
Leading Theatres
Pittsburgh — Leading theatres here are
ignoring short subjects almost entirely.
From contact with picture fans, many maintain that the theatres are making a big mistake by passing up the advertising and
showing
good "shorts,"
and there
is every
reason toof believe
that sooner
or later
the
local
take. theatre moguls will realize their misLoew's Penn, presentation house, usually
has a two reel comedy in the operating
room which they use at the lunch and supper shows. These are never mentioned in
the advertising. On rare occasions when
they have a Charlie Chase or an "Our
Gang," they make a mere mention in the
advertising
and carry
through
all shows, slicing
a littlethetime"short"
off each
item,
overture, organlogue, etc., to make room.

Not Advertised

The Stanley (presentation house) rarely
plays a short subject, except on occasional
weeks at the supper shows. These are never
mentioned in the advertising.
Warner's Enright (^presentation house)
usually always shows about 200 feet of
Pathe Review and quite often a Rice Sportlight. But these are never mentioned in the
advertising.
All of the houses use a few hundred feet
of newsreel.
Loew's Aldine and RKO's Sheridan
Square are two straight picture houses
which play well-rounded bills of features
and shorts. The popularity of these houses,
and the fan reaction towards the varied
selection of shorts used therein, is proof
that there are a great number of fans who
prefer the short background to the stage
presentations now in vogue.

Throw 'Em In as Fillers and
Say Nothing, Is Creed
Of Houston Exhibs
Houston, Tex. — Short reels are used
merely as fillers in the two Houston theatres that play vaudeville, Loew's State and
the Majestic. The shorts at these houses
are never advertised, and when the program
runs too long, one or two of the shorts are
sacrificed.
■ Our policy is vaudeville and feature pictures at popular prices," said Manager W.
V. Taylor of Loew's State. "We give them
the shorts and say nothing about it."
The theatre plays M-G-M features,
Loew's vaudeville, Hal Roach comedies, and
selected song novelties and "Silly Symphonies." The two reel comedy is not advertised, but is the last of the short reels
to be sacrificed. This theatre plays the
Laurel and Hardy comedies, admittedly
above the average, according to Taylor, but
does not advertise them.
The Majestic has a set program of four
acts of vaudeville, feature picture. Movietone News and Aesop's Fables every other
week as they are released. On week days
the Majestic shows a serial, just now a
Tarzan story. If the program demands a
cut, the Fable, or its alternate, Sportlight,
is sacrificed. The show is booked from the
Dallas home office. Eddie Bremer is manager of the Majestic.
On the other hand, the Metropolitan and
the Kirby, both Publix houses, advertise
their short reels consistently, and stress the
variety each week. Both theatres run a
newsreel, a color scenic, a Vitaphone short
act, and a two-reel comedy.

Booked on Feature

Short reels for the Metropolitan and the
Kirby, both all-sound theatres, are booked
by E. E. Collins, city manager of Publix
theatres in Houston. He selects them with
reference to his feature, bolstering the feature with a strong short reel program when
needed, and always striving for the variety
of a stage vaudeville program. The short
reels are dressed up with colored • light
frames when the subject admits it, and in
some instances "sound business" is used
back stage, such as gun shots and drums
and falling boxes, when the manager thinks
the films ne_ed the added sound touches.
A soft rose light is thrown on the screen
curtains at the close of each film and short
reel, and the curtains dropped. As the rose
light is irised out slowly and the letters
"The Kirby, a Publix house presents," appear, the curtains are drawn. This perceptible pause between films serves to emphasize the short features, in the opinion of
Mr. Collins.
The Horwitz subsequent run shows,
Texan, Iris and Ritz, have a newsreel, a
reel
comedy.act or cartoon song, and a twoVitaphone
These are not advertised, according to
Will Horwitz, manager, unless the comedy
is such that it overshadows the weak feature. Horwitz books the shorts himself,
and endeavors to balance his program.
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Previewed and Carefully Selected In
Theatres In Atlanta And
Balllmore
'Also a Comedi/" Raises Coin
When Used in Circuit
Advertising
Atlanta — An advertising- line that would
be anathema today is "also a comedy."
The use of just that phrase some eight
months ago nearly raised the roof off a
big chain theatre office in New York. Word
went forth in no uncertain terms that no
comedy worthy of a place on the program
of any theatre in that chain was "also a
comedy." The least it should be to deserve a place on the program or a mention
in the advertising was that it stand out
proudly as some sort of comedy, entitled
this or that, and featuring or starring soand-so. The furore created by that careless line accompHshed one fine result. It
made a worthwhile sound comedy a definite
entity.
The sound short subjects that lead in
public favor in this innnediate locality are
lively two-reel comedies, song novelties and
cartoons.
Short subjects now are receiving more
emphasis in program construction and merchantlising than they have enjoyed since the
coming of the multiple-reel feature. The
advent of sound and the elimination of stage
shows in many de luxe theatres is responsible for this healthy situation. Chain theatres took the lead in bringing- sound short
subjects to the forefront and the independents have, followed suit.
Important exhibitors in Atlanta and in
all other leading cities and towns in this
section are spending more time in the selection of their short subjects than in the
ch(X)sing of features. By virtue of their
film service contracts the matter of feature
booking is not very flexible, most playing
arrangement demanding dating of pictures
either in order of their release or of their
availability.
However, in the short subjects field there
is considerable opportunity for selection and
on this problem the more alert and successful theatre managers are concentrating
serious attention.

3 Factors Considered
Three prime considerations govern the
selection of short subjects — sound, color and
comedy. While many of the larger sound
theatres still retain their non-sync equipment, there is relatively small demand for
silent shorts in the major theatres, with the
single exception of the silent newsreel
which still has draft. Color is playing an
increasingly important part, and comedy is
absolutely essential in the majority of sound
shorts.
The Paramount, Atlanta's ace straight
sound picture house, has long made a policy
of advertising its short subjects. Not only
are the shorts played up in newspaper advertisements an^ in the lobby, but in the
marquee billing. Two-thirds of the screening time on each week's schedule is devoted
to reviewing short subjects for future booking. Manager Robert E. Hicks frequently

McNamee

Clicking

Minneapolis — Record l)usinfss beinK
dono l)> rniversai's Nt'wspaper Newsri't'l is ront'c-ted in the unijrecodented
numl)er of houses in this territory
using the newsreel. One hundred
fift> .\or(hwest theatres now are declared playing the newsreel, featuring
Graham .McNaniee's newscast ing. The
situation here is being duplicated
proportionately in other sections, it is

stated.

looks at from 12 to 20 shorts to select a
possible two for balancing a given feature.
It is his theory that a particular short subject might click 100 per cent in a properly
constructed program and fall flat in a different set-up. By the same token, the feature picture loses much of its value if not
intelligibly surrounded with appropriate
shorts of definite entertainment value.
The same principle applies to the combination picture-and-vaudeville theatres, although in these houses there is less latitude
for expression. Almost without exception
the shorts chosen for such combination programs are selected for comedy value, the
exception to that rule being when the feature picture itself abounds in comedy. So
strongly has the idea of short subject advertising taken possession of theatre managers that even when the Sunday and daily
newspaper ads must cover the feature picture and each separate vaudeville act they
also include in proper proportion the titles,
stars and often a descriptive line on the
shorts.
The Fox Theatre, Atlanta's only pictureand-stage-unit house, started its career on
Christmas Day with an excellent program
that gave sound shorts an important place.
The particular short which Manager R. T.
Newton chose for the inaugural program
was the Mickey Mouse cartoon, "Steamboat
Willie." It made a tremendous hit and the
Fox promptly signed for all the cartoons of
that series.

Neighborhoods Boosting Shorts
This tendency to play up short subjects is
by no means exclusive to the more important first run theatres. The Class B and C
houses are follo%ving the same policy, and
the neighborhood theatres, all of which depend upon juvenile patronage for matinee
business, lay increasing stress on short subjects. The juveniles demand to be entertained and their idea of entertainment is
comedy and more comedy.
The straight sound picture theatre stands
to gain most or lose most through its short
subject selection. Having neither vaudeville nor stage shows to bolster its program,
the straight sound picture house must construct its program for 100 per cent entertainment value in pictures and sound accompaniment. And it is upon the building
of these programs for variety and balance
and the successful merchandising of the entire program to the public that theatre managers and major theatre executives are concentrating their efforts.

Get

as Much
At lent ion
Full-Length
Films in
Baltimore

as

Baltimore — First runs here are paying
plenty of attention to short features, using
great care in the balancing of programs,
and giving the short product a break in
newspaper advertising.
While Howard I'rKe Kingsmore, Loew's
city manager in Baltimore, and Junior McGeehan, publicity and advertising representative of the Locw Baltimore houses,
generally use about two-thirds of the space
Ml their newspaper Sunday and Monday
ads for the feature picture, the rest is given
to advertising the Loew-Publix stage unit,
each week and then if space permits the
talking
mentioned.comedy, newsreel and music are
In the newspaper space for Loew's Stanley, the added attractions are usually mentioned including a comedy, a song reel and
the newsreel. Comedies featuring Laurel
and Hardy appear to be the favorites with
the Stanlev audiences and with the Valencia or Parkway patrons afterwards. In the
\'alencia and Parkway ads, when space
permits the added attractions are noted.
Previews

.Ml

Short

Features

Frank Price, Jr., manager of the Rivoli
takes special pains to book his surrounding
l)rogram just as he does with his features.
He screens all acts and comedies if possible before running them and makes an endeavor to have his surrounding bill balance.
If the feature is a dramatic subject
Price endeavors to place a comedy particulary with music and singing with it. Due
to
the length
a Texas
recently
shown ofat "Under
that house,
he had Moon,"
on the
program, Giovanni Martinelli, tenor, singing the prison song from "Faust," Wallace
Ford in "Absent Minded," an Aesop fable
"Foolish Follies." and a Pathe Sound News.
Morris A. Mechanic, proprietor of the
New theatre, has taken up the idea recently of placing the added attractions in
his advertisements in the Sunday and Monday newspaper sections. Recently with
"The Golden Calf," the short subject "Hunt
the Tiger," was used with "Snapshots of
Holly\vood,"
"A Close
Shave,"didandnota care
Fox
Movietone news.
Audiences
so much for "Hunt the Tiger." it seemed
over their heads. During the second week
the added
Ivwood,"
Benchley
While

subjects were "Snapshots of HolFox Movietone News and Robert
in Metropolitan,
"Stewed,
Friedmanaged
and Boiled."
the
by C.

a Texas
S. Langue, ran
simultaneously
with"Under
the Rivoli.
all theMoon"
space
in the newspaper advertisements was taken
for the feature with only a line reading
".\lso Vitaphone \"arieties" for the added
subjects. This is not always the case with
the Metropolitan, however, as sometimes
the short features are advertised, particularIv if they have a name like Ann Penington.
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Used in Albany to Put Weak Features
Over; Get Absent Treatment in L. A.
Big

Los
Angeles
Circuit
Houses Shy at Giving
Ad Credit

Los Angeles — Try and find out what the
supporting program is with the majority of
features in the seven downtown first runs of
Los Angeles — and take any particular week
as an example. There are very few that
give any advertising credit to short comedies, cartoons and novelties, and even the
newsreel is forgotten except where circuit
policy makes mention imperative.
All seven Los Angeles first runs are circuit-operated. Publix has the Paramount
and United Artists; Fox West Coast controls Fox Criterion and Loew's State; the
RKO and Orpheum are RKO houses, while
Warners have their Downtown.
Too little attention is given to the short
features on the various programs. United
Artists and Paramount do give six point
lines of various supporting subjects in their
daily advertising with the United Artists
also going in for sniping 24 sheet boards,
marquee lights and lobby frames quite often.
Fox Criterion always sells Fox Movietone News in advertising, but other short
subjects on the same program are generally
ignored. The same applies to Loew's State,
where the Fanchon- Marco stage units receive advertising and exploitation plugs consistently. The RKO theatre features a
vaudeville show with any shorts ignored,
while the Orpheum seldom gives talker
comedies a tumble in advertising. Warner
Downtown confines its advertising strictly
to the feature attractions, regardless of the
merit of any short features of definite
drawing power they might be on the same
!)ill.
The attitude of the first runs is reflected
in subsequent runs. Little is done to build
up comedies or other types of short subjects.
They are merely booked and spotted in.
Even a one sheet stand in the lobby is unusual. It's an event when a short is advertised inthe marquee lights.
Insofar as West Coast Theatres are concerned, the only short features that get a
play are the Laurel and Hardy comedies
and the Mickey Mouse cartoons and, of
course. Fox Movietone News.

Oklahoma City Theatres
Get No Newspaper Plugs
Oklahoma City — Short features are not
faring so well in Oklahoma City so far as
nlugging in newspaper advertising is concerned. The sliorts have an added or "also
run" line in the copy of the Publix houses,
which include the Criterion, Capitol, Victoria and Ritz.
However, shorts are mere fillers in the
local viewpoint and comedies seem to be
preferred to cartoon subjects. The Folly
mentions its comedies and newsreels in
newspaper copy.

The Cause?
Existence of a price-exchanging
agreement which would have placed
some of the producer-circuits on the
spot so far as payment for short feature product is concerned, led to invasion of the short product field by
distributors which previously had concentrated on features, according to
report. This led directly to overcrowding of the short product field, it
is stated. The agreement is said to
have been in writing and to have
fallen into the hands of one of the
big companies.

Comedy Shorts
Are Preferred
In Providence
Providence — Cognizant of the Public's
ever-increasing demand for better and funnier shorts. Providence exhibitors are striving to outdo each other in booking the best
to be had. Advertising from the three big
n houses. Majestic, Loew's State
downtow
Victory, carries plenty of space devoted
and
to short features exclusively. Many times
the items are boxed and spotted in the
corners. Charley Chase, Langdon, Laurel
and Hardy, and "nut" comedies have proved
big favorites, while the animated cartoons
actors are included on
featuring
every dprogram.
practically'barnyar

Short Features Cop Marquee
Lights in Albany and
Get Billing
Albany — Showmanship is aiding the short
feature to exercise box office draw at local
theatres. Exhibitors here realize that good
shorts often compensate when the feature
is not up to standard, and are taking advantage of that fact, plus adding to good features with well balanced shorts.
Comedies and cartoons are the preference
of local theatre-goers, although all types of
good short features find a welcome. The
short is getting a break in newspaper advertising of all first runs, and in some instances are copping lights in the marquee.
Short features often serve to pull a weak
feature over, states Charles H. Buckley,
who operates three houses here. While he
generally prefers comedies, these must have
more than a single laugh to get over. A
weak comedy often hurts a program nearly
as much as a matter-of-fact feature, Buckley emphasizes. Cartoons, he says, are becoming better and are proving ideal additions to a program.

Saj^s Shorts Are Improving
Charles Smakwitz is using real care in
the booking and selling of shorts at the
Warner houses under his direction. The
short feature is given biUing not only in the
newspaper copy, but in lobby displays
as well. He cites many occasions when
the shorts were fully as entertaining as the
feature.

Managers here are of the opinion that
comedy shorts are much more in demand
than so-called educational, scenic and films
of serious treatment.

"I always take the utmost trouble in booking my short features," said Smakwitz,
"feeling that they are a very important
part of the general program of entertainment. I believe that, of late, producers

Comedies and Cartoons Used

are giving more thought to shorts and that*

Most of the houses with their features
bill at least one comedy, an animated cartoon and one or more newsreels. Loew's
State as a rule runs a big feature with four
short subjects and an organlogue. The
RKO Victory is given to the policy of
playing the feature to the skies and relying
on shorts for comedy. This house, too,
emnloys many musical shorts. The Majestic,^ for the past several weeks, has been
booking double-features with the most likely box-ofiice draw played up big. "The
Green Goddess" and "She Wouldn't Say
No" recently played the same week. In addition, the theatre screens two or more
shorts and a newsreel.
In Providence moviegoers demand good
shorts and plenty of them. Failure to include afavorite in an ad may throw natronage to another house and care is given by
all publicists here to bill the lesser features
with as much care^ as the big cinema shot.

10 at Pathe Finished
Hollywood — With ten two-reel comedies
already completed Pathe production forces
underinto
John
and Hill W'oolfenden are
well
the Flinn
new schedule.

they are improving."

Shows Dominate Ads in
St, Louis; Shorts Suffer

St. Louis — Only casual treatment is given
to shorts in advertising of the first and subsequent runs here, despite the fact that the
Ambassador is featuring two 30-minute
newsreel shows daily. These shows are from
10:30 to 11:00 A. M., and from 5:20 to
5 :50 P. M. These shows are not advertised
very extensively.
In the first run houses newsreels are preferred to fill in the gap between the feature
picture and the stage show or other spots
in the program, but in the secondary houses,
such as the Granada, the Shenandoah-Hipointe, Union and Lindell and other houses
in the St. Louis Amusement Company group
good comedies are handled regularly along
with newsreels and cartoons. Purely novelty reels haven't
much ofhouses.
a play except in
the smaller
neighborhood
On the whole the secondary houses play
their feature pictures in advertising, even
to the trailers, while in the bigger houses
the stage feature gets the play.
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LANDSLIDE
Always a l)iji jiiin|) ahead of [hv firld. lulucdtlonul Pictures aiv ronslaiillv iiiecliiiji exhibitors' Shoil 1 calure
require me ills hefofe lliey are expressed.
The Film Daily's exhil)ilor c|iieslioiinair<' oil Short
Features is an enli«ihlenin<i analysis o( I he eifeel of
sound in this field. It is no aeeideiil. of eourse,

When

that the showmen's
preferenees
so thorou<ihIv
describe EducationaVs talking picture program
of the last year.

oxIiibitorN write

like tiiis. von linov%' they
iiave Konielliin^
to %%'Tite
about:

For example, THE

"Folks, it takes a plumber to do plumbing, a baker to bake
and Educational to
make comedies,
I have run every Educational comedy made in silent and it looks as
though I am going to run every Educational
in sound. When they make better comedies than
the Educationals I want to run them. We were
compelled to hold this comedy (Lupino Lane's
'Fire Proof) over the third night as so many of
our patrons wanted to see it the second time and
I know they got more kick out of it seeing it twice.
Recording on disc is excellent.
If you are not running Educational all-talking comedies, your patrons
are being slighted. Film, fine.''
FRANK UJKA, Grand Theatre
Larintore, N. D. in Greater Amusements

FiLM

Daily asked exhibi-

tors: '^What type of short feature in sound
do you consider
most pitpular
and
most
important to your program ? "
"Comedies" received
more
than
times as many votes as the next
popular type.
And
fair
ar«'
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Omaha Theatres
Give Ad Space
To All Shorts

Shorts Showing B, O,
Strength in Portland, Ore,
Portland — Short features arc making a
splendid showing here, demonstrating real
strength at the box office. As a consequence, they are getting a real break on
advertising.
The Paramount plays up shorts heavily
to bolster attendance, giving special stress
to name subjects. The vaudeville following
of various headliners is emphasized in the
advertising of shorts in which such stars
are to appear.
Comedies are the preference, but the
song novelties and cartoons are popular.
The Fox Broadway is scoring heavily with
the Mickey Mouse sound cartoons, which
will be continued, due to their strong and
universal appeal. A kids' Mickey Mouse
Club is helping to boom business for these
subjects. The Laurel and Hardy comedies
also attract business. Well-balanced programs are the aim at each Broadway show.
The RKO Orpheum has four acts of
vaudeville and a feature picture only. At
John Hamrick's Music Box, Vitaphone acts,
comedy preferred, are quite popular. Oswald cartoons also are used at this house,
which is the home of Warner features. The
bulk of the advertising at the United Artists
is on features. Comedies and Fox Movietone News are played up.

19,
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Manager of Blue
Mouse Gets ^Kick'
Plugging Shorts

Omaha — Short subjects are an essential
part of the program in local houses playing pictures only, but are bounced all around
ihe projection room in the combination
vaudeville and picture theatres, a survey of
nts and managers' attitudes readvertiseme
veals.
Lionel Wasson, Paramount manager, is
making the most of shorts by diligent handling of their possibilities. The house recently dropped Publix units and went allsound.
"First, I consider the feature and build
around it," Wasson says. "If it has lots of
comedy, the rest of the program must be
contrasted by use of a novelty or musical
short, for instance. If the picture is weak,
the short must have a strong name to maintain the balance. All ad copy includes
names of shorts."
At the State, split week house, a comedy
and song novelty are included on every
program unless the feature is all comedy,
Roy F. Felker, manager stated. "Never
sacrifice a program due to the length of
the feature," he said.
Inaugurating a new policy of vaudeville
and pictures, the World will probably subordinate shorts to the rest of the program,
according to Manager Richard Emig. At
present they are included in advertising and
used in every performance, he stated.
The Orpheum uses short subjects as fillers only due to the length of programs.
A comedy or cartoon is sandwiched into the
show once during the afternoon and again
during the dinner hour, states Ralph W.
Thayer, manager. Running time of shorts
takes precedence over title or type, but they
are not mentioned in ads.

April

Tacoma — Local theatres always, in recent years, have been partial to shorts. This
may have been because of an early start
given
through
"The after
Tacoma
Tribune"
dramatic
columns,
the News
first good
ones

Three hundred "Eve. World" trucks
like
this in
one NewplugYork.
Universal's Talking
Newsreel

Universal's Talking News
Boosted by Posters in N,Y,
More than 1,000 posters printed in two
and three sheet size are being used in a
campaign on "The Universal Newspaper
Newsreel" by "The New York Evening
World,"
which sponsors the reel in Greater
New York.
Six hundred posters are placed on the
paper's 300 news wagons. These posters
are eight feet long and three feet deep. The
auto transports pick up the papers at its
office in Park Row opposite the City Hall
and carry them to every part of the city,
to news stands, railway terminals and ferries.
Hundreds of these sheets are also posted
on "The Evening World."
The World ties up its posters with the
advertising in its columns in which it
names the theatres running the newsreel
with thir locations.
These advertisements run full pages and
other sizes in its daily columns in its motion picture section and the Sunday rotogravure.
This campaign is being duplicated in
other cities throughout the country, for
Universal is now allied with 58 dailies in
the United States and Canada.

Improved Shorts May
Oust Vaude, in Mid-West
Chicago — Improved short features now
available may result in ousting Publix and
other vaudeville acts from Publix-Great
.States houses in the near future, it is reported here as a result of the change in
policy at the Great States' Rockford at
Rockford, III., which is supplanting the
stage show with shorts.
The new policy went into effect last week
and is to continue throughout the summer.
If the all talkie withoijt stage show proves
itself during that time, the policy will be
made permanent at the Rockford and may
be introduced into other Great States'
houses now using vaude acts. The Rockford has been a picture and vaude house
for several years.
"This policy change would not have been
possible several years ago," a Publix-Great
States' official here commented. "The improved short product now available makes
the experiment advisable."

appeared as program balancers.
"The News Tribune" pointed out, early,
the value of the short from various angles,
the local exhibitors fell in line and there has
been about as much attention to the shorts
here as to the program picture.
The Fox organization has two houses in
Tacoma, the Rialto being a bit more pretentious in size and clientele than the Colonial. So Managing Director Doug Kimberley plays his bookings of shorts against
each other. If he has a heavy program
picture at the Rialto and plays a comedy
short against it, he robs his Colonial program so that he will have a symphony or
something of that nature in the shorts, together with a cartoon or something lighter
to offset.
Ned Edris, manager of the Blue Mouse,
gets more "kick" out of calling attention to
some particular one of his usual three or
four shorts, than he does in the feature,
as a regular thing.
At the RKO Pantages, where W. L. Fenney is manager, there is not much time for
shorts due to the usually long vaudeville
show with his picture.
Both Fox and Hamrick managers usually give some space to advertising shorts,
and always do so on days where big space
in the newspapers is used.

Newsreels Lead Shorts in
Boston for Popularity
Boston — It is the newsreel which leads
short
subjects
in popularity
at Boston's
ten
first run
theatres.
The newsreel
is given
many times the amount of space alloted to
other shorts.
Three out of the ten first runs are plugging their shorts, the State, Orpheum and
Fenway. The other seven use shorts regularly, however.
At these latter theatres, the comedy or
cartoon is eliminated when the feature is
long. The Metropolitan does practically no
advertising of its short subjects in the newspapers, but pays special attention to selection of shorts in order to achieve wellbalanced programs.
Although shorts are used in the houses
running vaudeville, little attention is paid
to them. The two Keith houses here use
shorts principally as fillers.
Shorts are featured at the State, which
always provides a newsreel comedy and
cartoon, says Assistant Manager J. M.
Jones, with other shorts occasionally used.
No attempt is made to strengthen weak
features by the use of shorts at any of the
first runs, nor have shorts ever received
more than one small line of mention in
newspaper advertising.
At the present time, advertising space
carried in all but the Sunday papers is so
small as to practically preclude mention of
anything but the feature titles and the stage
show or vaudeville headliner.

THE FAMOtS DISNEY
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Disney Silly Symphonies
The outstanding sensation of the short subject output.
These cartoons are playing and replaying the best theatres in the country. They are featured on the marquees
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Short
Feature
Field in Precarious
Position,
Coast
Producers
Believe
In 7,000 Houses
Educational Talking Comedies are
being used in 7,000 of the 10,000 wired
theatres of the United States, the
company declares. The firm has eight
series of talking comedies, which are:
the Mack Sennett, Jack White, Lloyd
Hamilton, Lupino Lane, Coronet, Merma'd. Tuxedo and the Terry-Toons.
E. W. Hammons recently returned
to New York from the Coast where
he laid the groundwork for the company's 1930-31 schedule.

Newsreel Strides
One of Season's
Big Highlights
Phenomenal development of the sound
newsreel has been a highlight of the current short subject season, with the steady
improvements noted, indicating that this entertainment and news disseminating medium
will attain new levels in 1930-31.
The advent of sound has proved a great
impetus to newsreel growth, increasing the
scope of activity of both sound and silent
newsreels.
Since Lindbergh's trans-Atlantic flight,
the newsreel has maintained its position as
a bo.x office attraction in theatres large and
small. Future development, so far as individual companies is concerned, is to take
different lines, some firms abandoning production of silent newsreels and concentrating on the sound newsreels, while others
will retain their silent newsreel which will
be extended in scope and further improved
upon.
Among advances in newsreels during the
last year have been the completion of the
filming of the Byrd South Pole expedition
by Paramount News ; the bringing of world
notables to the screen by Fo.x Movietone
News ; the round-the-world pictures of the
Graf Zeppelin by M-G-M News; the introduction of color by Pathe Sound News ; establishment and maintenance of the Embassy Newsreel theatre. New York, with
Hearst Metrotone News, and the development of the Talking Reporter idea by Universall's Newsreel, issued in conjunction
with key city newspapers.
Pathe's introduction of color in its newsreel several weeks ago, this week was followed with another color sequence. Indications are that color is to be made a regular feature of the newsreel.

Weinshenker Handling Shorts
Chicago — William Weinshenker. formerly manager of the Columbia exchange
at Milwaukee, has been named short subject manager for Columbia here.

Comedy
Makers
Say Breaks
Must Come If They Are
To Keep Up Quality
Hollywood — The short subject market is
in a rather precarious position today. Never
as profitable a field as the production of
features, comedy producers nevertheless are
driving ahead patiently waiting for the
breaks which are rightfully due them.
Whether or not they will get those breaks
depends entirely on a change of attitude
by the operators of large theatre circuits.
Established producers of long standing
have invested hundreds of thousands of
dollars during the past eighteen months in
the transition of production of silent comedies to talkers. They have overcome many
obstacles. The entire structure of comedy
making was changed overnight. Today
some believe comedy producers have made
more progress in their field with talking
comedies than feature producers have progressed <n the same period.

Negative Costs Jump
It is costing more money today to pioduce comedies than at any time previously.
Regardless of this fact, comedy producers
and distributors have found the circuit
operators taking an attitude that "a short
subject is a short subject no matter how
good or bad, and after all it is only a filler."
Where circuits book features on percentage,
they nevertheless pay a flat price for short
subjects and that flat price is low in proportion to the actual production cost of the
pictures. No matter how outstanding a
comedy may be the circuit refuses to pay
any inore for an outstanding comedy than
for one of ordinary rating.
With this condition existing, the comedy
producer says he cannot see his way clear
to spending large sums of money on special
pictures. As a result, he finds it absolutely
necessary to keep within a certain budget
which will allow him to break even in view
of the present stand of the circuit operators
on prices. One large circuit executive recently admitted that good short subjects are
40 per cent, of the drawing power on a pro-

Lack Incentive, Studios Say

gram.
Comedy producers on the coast claim the
circuits pay nothing like 40 per cent, of
their film rental for the short subjects on
any bill. It is also claimed that the smaller
theatres and independent exhibitors have
been very fair in their support of short
comedies during the past vear. The small
exhibitor apportions his film price so that
about 25 per cent of rentals are split up
for the comedy, news reel and other short
reels. In comnarison to this, the large circuits seldom si2end more than 5 per cent, of
their total film rental for the short reels on
the surrounding program, it is charged in
studio circles.
One comedy producer of prominence
•states that the e5chibitor — particularly the
the large theatre circuits — must become
short subjects conscious.

Back Musicians
Since its formation a few months
ago, the Music Defense League, formed
to protect against "the elimination of
real music from the theatre," has
passed the 2,000,000 mark, according
to the American Federation of Musicians. The growth of sound pictures and consequent elimination from
theatres of musicians led to organization of the defense league. A national
newspaper advertising campaign
against
substitution
"robot for
music"
in theatres
has been ofwaged
several months.

Shorts Stand on
Own if Contract
Clause Adopted
Short features will stand on their own,
so far as sales to exhibitors are concerned,
under a provision in the proposed form of
contract now being negotiated by distributors with Allied States Ass'n and the M. P.
T. O. A. The contract will carry a recommendation calling for the licensing of shorts
without requiring licensing of features and
vice versa.
The exception will be a requirement for
booking of both shorts and features in comtract. plete service and long term franchise conSegregation of shorts and features, so far
as compulsion is concerned, was made a
provision of the standard contract drafted
at Chicago. It since has been embodied in
the contract.
There have been various reports that distributors were insisting upon the booking of
shorts, as a condition to the booking of features, but these have been denied persistently. Distributors say that as a matter of
good business better terms sometimes can
be offered to exhibitors who book both features and shorts, but that they have not
sought to compel such bookings.
He claims that short subjects would increase at least 100 per cent, in quality if the
producer had an incentive to put more
money and laughs into those pictures
through
houses. increased rentals from the first run
The first steps to adjust conditions must
come from the theatre circuits, he adds.
Various comedv producers during the past
year have
made
so called power
"short and
features"
with
players
of drawing
with
costs double of the average comedv. Rep'nrdless of the laree amount expended, the
distributor found the chain booking this
tvf^e of picture at no greater price than
regular rentals for anv type of comedv. As
a consequence the producers have found it
inir>ossible under present conditions to get
their money back on special comedies.
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Vaudeville Out?
Trend is Toward
Straight Comedy
Hollywood — While matters are rather indefinite, the trend will be toward straight
comedies, and away from vaudeville turns,
in the short features to be produced for
1930-31 release.
Educational's program for the new season now is being whipped into shape. Jack
White has gone East for conferences on the
subject with Earle W. Hammons, company
president.
Mack Sennett will contribute his regular
■quota of 30 two-reelers to the Educational
program. In addition, he will make from
three to five specials similar to the Hagen
and Diegel golf comedy. The Sennett
comedies will be limited in their slapstick,
as Sennett intends to strive for sophisticated comedy during the coming year. Several of the Sennett comedies will be partly
or wholly in color using Sennett's new color
process.

Christie Marking Time
While no indication of the course of
■Christie has been given, other than the exclusive Motion Picture News report that
a deal with Educational is likely, it is believed that Charles Christie will return from
New York with a contract with Educational.
No plans for production have been made,
as
yet, followina:
Christie's
Paramount
contract,completion
and until of
a deal
is set
there is not likely to be.

32 for Roach
Hal Roach will produce four series of
«ight each. This includes Our Gang,
Charles Chase, Laurel and Hardy and the
Roach star series.
Larry Darmour will produce a total of
36 for next season. He will continue with
his various series such as : Mickey
Mc-

WARNER
EASTERN

PRODUCTION

News

All on the Screen
Exhibitors are returning to the
policy of giving the public the entire
show on the screen and are discarding
divertissements in favor of quality
short features, according to Phil Reisman, general sales
manager of Pathe.
short
feature
The company's
sales are running
six months ahead
of a year ago,
states Reisman,
who adds this
emphasizes the
revived demand
for short product.
The force already
has closed 3,500
accounts on the
„,., _ .
1930-31 lineup
two-reel
comedies,of
single reels and newsreel, he says.
Usually, he declares, it is October before such a total of contracts would
be in on shorts.
Pathe recently completed a Pathe
Scoop uct,
drive
current bookings
season's prodwhen onrecord
were
chalked up.

Guire, Witwer and Darmour star series.
He produced a total of 26 for the 1929-30
program.
Included in the new product for next season there will be Nat Ross' series of eight
two reel talking comedies co-starring Chas.
Murray and George Sydney for Universal
release It is Ross' intention to present
Murray and Sydney in two veelers similar
to their former features where they were
teamed.
Zion Meyers and Jules White are producing and directing a series of eight "allbarkie" comedies for M-G-M release. These
boys made two originally for M-G-M, at
least one of which has already been shown
in New York. The idea is to have trained
dogs act throughout each picture and then
add human voices on the sound track.
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Columbia Adds
Two Series to
Shorts Program
Two new subjects will be added to Columbia's series of approximately 104 singlereel novelties scheduled for release
during
1930-31. The schedule includes "Curiosities" and "Bits of Life," in addition to the
Disney Silly Symphonies, Disney "Mickey
Mouse" cartoons, "Krazy Kat" cartoons and
"Talking Screen Snapshots." Each of the
six series is either all-taii;ing or synchronized. With the moving of the Krazy Kat
studios to Hollywood, all the shorts will be
produced on the coast.
The "Screen Snapshots" are
their Uth year and continue to be entering
released
at the rate of one each two weeks. A master of ceremonies, drawn from stage and
screen players, makes a personally conducted tour through filmland in each release.
"Mickey Mouse" cartoons produced at
the Disnev studios in Hollywood will have
special exploitation in conjunction with the
running of a comic strip of the same name
in newspapers of the country and through
organization of Mickey House clubs, which
form a link between newspaper and theatre.

13 "Silly Symphonies"

on List

"The Disney Silly Symphonies," which
made their debut this year, will have their
action accompanied by musical offerings.
There are 13 "Silly Symphonies" scheduled.
"The Krazy Kat" cartoons will be made
in Hollywood by the Winkler studios. Ben
Harrison and Mannie Gould are at work
lining up adventures for the educated feline and his associates.
Thirteen "Curiosities" are scheduled.
Each will be elaborated upon through a
talk, explaining the various sequences.
"Bits of Life" v^'ill be shown in 13 releases. This feature consists of a series
of black outs enacted by stage, screen and
radio players.

Ad-Vance Trailer Service
Sets in 116 Subjects
One hundred sixteen subjects already
comprise the 1930-31 output scheduled by
Ad-Vance Trailer Service Corp. The firm,
in addition, will continue to make and
distribute silent and sound trailers. More
subjects may be added to the schedule.
The short subject program will consist
of three series: 52 Screen Synchro-Song
Films, released at the rate of one a week;
52 Screen Masters of Ceremonies, released
at the rate of one a week, and 12 Masters
of Ceremony Carnival, released at the
rate of one a month. In the Masters of
Ceremony series, each artist will be featured in a series of four subjects. In the
Masters of Ceremony Carnival, four artists will be featured in each subiect.

Davis Working on Third
Hollywood — Having just finished
"America or Bust" Frank Davis is at
work on his third two-reel talking comedy for Pathe. It is called "A Royal
Flusii" and the cast includes Ethel Davis,
Xorma Leslie, \'incent Barnett. Von
Hrinken, Hugh Allan and Bessie Hill.
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Test of Drawing
Power of Shorts
In K. C. Impends
Kansas City — Short features will have
opportunity to demonstrate their drawing
power this summer, when the Pantages will
be operated on a straight picture policy,
shorts being substituted for vaudeville. A
similar move was successful over the Pantages circuit last year. Top has been cut
to 25 cents from 50 cents, under the new
policy.
Fifty cents has been top at the Pantages
for several years. The price for the balcony up to a few months ago has been 30
cents. Recently balcony admissions were
reduced to 2? cents with the result that the
balcony was filled at all hours while the
lower floor has been suffering.
Louis Sharninsky, manager, believes that
a straight 25 cent policy will build up patronage. Vaudeville mav be reinstated next
fall.

District Winners Named

Chicago — District winners of cups in the
courtesy sales drive staged recently by
Pathe salesmen for Tom North, Van Buren
special representative, are :
Jim Lewis, Kansas City ; Doc Cook,
Omaha; Sig Decker, Chicago; H. S. Dale,
Minneapolis; Fred Strubank, Detroit; R. J.
Baldwin, Milwaukee, and Nate Sandler,
Des Moines. The cups were presented by
Tom North to salesmen at the head of each
district on the conclusion of the drive. The
first three, in addition, received checks from
Harrv Lorch, division manager.

Brock Signs Comedy Team
Louis Brock, who has recently been
placed in charge of short subject production in the East, has signed Clark and McCulloch to appear in his forthcoming
"Headliners"
series
for Radio
Pictures.
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De Moos Named Head of
Sound News "Lab''
Pathe
Charles DeMoos, veteran laboratory tech-

nician, has been placed in charge of the
operations of the Pathe Sound News laboratories at Jersey City. DeMoos has been
with Pathe for a year in charge of the
News and Review negative developing plant
in New York City. He
was for many years in
charge of the Paragon
laboratories in Fort
Lee, N. J.

Charles

De

Moos

De Moos was educated as a mechanical
and chemical engineer
in the technical schools
of France. He is the inventor and designer of
a numberdeviceS.
of motion
picture

Baltimore Exhibs Giving
Short Features a Break
{Continued jrovi page 49)

The general rule in Baltimore seems to
be to judge the length of the feature and
then if possible add a talking comedy and
a newsreel and then fill in with a cartoon,
a song fihn, an audio or silent review, a
scenic or sportlight.
In some instances in Baltimore two features have been ofifercd on a bill with a
newsreel.
If the Little theatre, managed by H. G.
Weinberg, has a particularly strong supporting subject such as the Einstein Theory
of Relativity, or the Ufa astronomical film
"Heavenly Bodies," mention is usually made
in the advertisements. Careful attention
is paid to the surrounding program.
The rule for "The Baltimore Sunday
Sun" section is to short paragraphs concerning the added short films on the prohouses, if the informagrams
of first run
tion is available
in advance.

Newman Making Series of
*'Humanettes" for Radio

WARNER'S
EASTERN
VITAPHONE STUDIOS

E. B. DuPAR

Vaude Time Is Cut
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1st 100%

STUDIOS

Talking Picture

Also 2500 Shorts

Seattle — New routing of the Radio-KeithOrpheum vaudeville shows, with a splitweek between Spokane and Tacoma. is the
latest change to be made here by James
Carrier, RKO division manager with local
headquarters. The shows formerly played
the Orphcum Theatre in each of these cities
for seven days, but mediocre business because of small population and depressed
commercial conditions have made it necessary to play only three days in each city, at
least during the summer.
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54 Shorts in 6
Series on Radio
Line-up, 1930-31
Radio Pictures will release 54 subjects
on its 1930-31 program of short features,
according to Jerry Safron, general sales
manager of short features.
Production will be divided between
the East and West Coasts. In New York,
Louis Brock will use the RCA Grameicy
Studios for the production of 12 tworeel comedies. One seri-es of six to be
known as "The Headliners" series, will
presentities"
W. comedian.
C. Fields,
"Follies"
Other
stars and
are "Vanto be
secured for the series. Mark Sandrich
and Montie Brice have been signed as
directors.
Larry Darmour Prod, will furnish 18
shorts from its Hollywood Studios, including six Mickey McGuire two reel
comedies and a series of 12 two reel
comedies featuring star names.
Twenty-four single reel novelties round
out Radio's short product. Twelve one
reel "Humanettes" and 12 animated cartoons are included in tliese groups.
Following is the detailed summary of
Radio Pictures' short product lineup for
the coming season :
Larry Darmour Prod. : Six Mickey McGuire two reel comedies; 12 two reel
comedies with motion picture starring
talent.
Louis Brock Prod.: Six two reel
"Headliners" comedies; six two reel star
comedies.
reel cartoons.
novelties: 12 "Humanettes";
12 Single
animated

Carter Starts Second
Hollywood — Monte Carter has started
work on his second production for Pathe.
It is entitled "Two Eggs."

PHIL

QUINN

ASSISTANT

Hollywood — Frank Newman, former Kansas City and Coast exhibitor, is producing
the series of 12 "Humanettes" which RKO
will distribute on its 1930-31 program. Bert
Levy, for a score of years in vaudevalle,
is creator of the subjects, the nature of
which RKO is keeping secret pending the
first release. The initial subject has been
completed and the second now is in work.

CHIEF-CINEMATOGRAPHER

April

DIRECTOR
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Vita. Varieties
For Next Season
To Number 400
\it;iiih(mc Corp. will spend $2,500,000 on
tlic production ot Vitapiione Varieties during the season of 1930-31. The company
of short reel prosays the exact number
ductions to 1)0 made has not been delinitely
determined, but it will
appro.ximate the 400
made during the 1929.H) season. They will
be made at both East
^3^ ^H
and West Coast studios, averaging seven
or eight subjects a wek.
Bryan Foy is directorin-chief of short-reel
]) rod notions on the
C"oast
in the and
East. Murray Roth
With two Stages available at the Brooklyn
studios, production in the East will be
speeded up. For that purpose Roy Mack,
who has been directing \'itaphone Varie- ■
ties in Hollywood, lias been brought to New
York and assigned to Roth's production
unit. The eastern writing staff has been
augmented also and now includes Stanley
Rauh, Homer Mason, Neville Fleeson, Walton Buttcrtiold and Rurnet Hcrshey.
Murray Roth

26 Musicals

in Color

A feature of the future productions is the
series
of 26 musical
Vitaphone
\'arieties
in
Technicolor,
a number
of which
have already been made under the direction of
Roy Mack. Jack Haskell and Larry Ceballos. Among these will be "Girls W'e Remember," with the College Quartette, the
Le Marcos, the Aherns, Mazie Mayfair and
a chorus of 50 girls and boys, with Lotti
Loder, "the girl from Vienna," in "Lonely
Gigolo," with a large cast. Twelve of the
one-reel Technicolor
musical productions will
feature the Vitaphone
Kiddies, who have already been seen in "A
Holiday in Storyland,"
"Bubbles" and other
natural color short reel
pictures.
The series of Potters
comedies, from J. P.
McEvoy's newspaper
syndicated stories, will
Bryan Foy
be continued until 12
have been produced. Coming numbers in
this scries, directed by Bryan Foy, are "The
Potts in "Pa Gets a \'acation," "Big Money"
and "Out for Game," Lucien Littlefield is
featured.
Robert L. Ripley, whose cartoons of
queer news events and oddities of all kinds,
"Believe It or Not," are syndicated in 250
daily newspapers throughout the country.
will make a series of Vitaphone Varieties
novelties under the same title.
A contract has been signed with Lew
Fields, for a series having a musical setting. The first will be "In the Good Old
Summer Time."
A series told in rhyme and in dance will
be made with George Hale staging dances.

Picture
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Shorts Used as Fillers
By Hamilton Chain

Pallie SeluMliih^s

1 lamilton, O. — John A. Schwalni, prcsi
(kilt of the Jewel Photo()lay Co., opcratinhouses in Hamilton,
has this to say on
short features :

378 Suhjeels on
Year's Profirain

"We do not pay a lot of attention to the
shorts, but merely use them as program
tillers, except in such cases where our feature happens to be weak, then we book in a
nuich better short to balance the program.
W'c have been using mostly comedies in
addition to news reels, although we occasionally run in a novelty or two.
"However, my observation is that tlunovelty shorts are improving rapidly, in
fact, much more so than the comedies,
therefore, we may use njore novelties in the
future. We advertise the shorts, yes, but
this advertising is what you might call incidental. In other words, our feature gets
the major portion of the newspaper white
space, and the. short considerably less in

Hollywood — I'athe will release 578 short
subjects, totaling (>M) reels, in 1930-31.
Comedy, news, cartoon, sport, travel, song,
lim--up.
pros humor and novelty reels comprise this
Two - reel comedies

•^^

proportion."
Colorart
Compiling One
Reel Travelogue Series

V

E. B. Dtt

tital 52 in the following eight brands:
( hecker, music and
novelty; Manhattan,
sophisticated farce;
.Melody, in which music
will be featured ; Campus, on college life;
Follies, short revues;
kodeo, which will be
western in idea
and
background;
Rainbow,

musical ; and Whoopee musical comedies.
Newsreels — 256 — as follows: Pathe
Sound News, 104 issues; Pathe Disc News,
52 issues; Pathe News, 104 issues.
Novelty reels with dialogue, special music
and color — 156 — as follows: Pathe Audio
Review, 52 issues and Pathe Disc Review,
52 issues. Silent novelty reel. Review, 52.
Animated cartoon comedies — 52 — as follows: Aesop's Sound Fables, 26 issues;
.\esop's Silent Fables, 26 issues. Produced
by the Van Beuren Corp.
Personal adventure pictures — 26 — released in the Vagabond Adventure series
featuring Tom Terris. Produced by the
Van Beuren Corp.

Hollywood — Colorart Synchrotone is compiling shots from its library of Technicolor
subjects filed in various parts of the world,
and plans to synchronize them with music
and a descriptive talk, and release them as
single reelers. The company plans to release 24 shorts for the new season, in addition to three features. The subjects were
filmed in some 200 countries, the company
claims. There are more than 100,000 feet
of film in the librarv, it is stated.

Fox Completes Second
Hollywood — Wallace Fox has just completed his second comedy for Pathe, "Carnival Revue." The cast included T. Roy
Barnes, Ruth Hiatt, Ray Hughes, Frank
Sabini and Eddie Clark. Fox's first was
"Hearts and Hoofs." western comedy.
"Bill" Woolfenden
is supervising Pathe

A.... Homer

Sport reels — 26 — of the Grantland Rice
Sportlights. produced by Jack Eaton for the
Van Beuren Corp.
Song subjects, six releases of the Song
Sketches,
directed
\'an Beuren
Corp. by Oscar Lund for the
{Continued on Page 62)

Mason.... short
REPRESENTS

LAUGHTER .... PLUS .... PLOT
AFTER
AND lt9 REMFMBFRFD . . . . .^"VI" 1 CJIV THE PATRON
LEAVES

THE

THEATRE.

THAT
COMBINATION
ADDED
UP
TOTALS

$ BOX-OFFICE
—

"Room 909"
"Poor Fish"
"At Your Service"
"The Shell Game"
"Auto-Suggestion"
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—

"Money
Money
Money"
"Come To Dinner"
"Married"
"Circumstantial Evidence'
WITH "Just Hams"
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Here's Proof That Shorts Are Getting
Better; Build Up Your Show With Them
"Gym Jams"
{Vitaphonc Varieties No. 965 —
Real Headline Act

Double Dose

1 Reel)

Hollywood — Overhead in a studio:
"That star sure has got lots of IT,

MAYER is a real kingpin when it
LEW
comes to juggling. He supplements this
with a running line of chatter, which makes
his almost-incredulous juggling ability, even
more difficult. In this, he twirls Indian clubs
in amazing manner, and then juggles several
balls with a nonchalance and humorous twist

hasn't
"Yes; she?"
and she's so stuck up
that she spells it with two Fs."

some fine comedy bits in the sequence where
the ventriloquist scares the porter and reformer by making it appear that several dogs are
talking.
Thehe reformer's
audience
out
on him, so
gets the show
troupewalks
pinched.
To prove its innocence, the company, dressed
in sedate costumes, puts on a goody-goody
show in court. The jurors want to know about
jazz, and the gang puts it on, and how. Judge,
jury and reformer succumb to the urge, and
shake it up plenty. Running time, about 25
minutes.
Will protnde comedy
and musical
balance
for any bill.

that will make audiences gasp. Mayer's name
should have draw, and this is worth extra billing. Running time, ten minutes.
Will give good balance to musical bill.

"His
Bachelor Daddy"
( Universal-Talker — 2 Reels )
Sunny Jim, Snapped

THE

Up

often-used — and much abused — domesticated comedy plot which has branded

practically
all of for
Sunny
has
been changed
this.Jim's
The predecessors,
switch is a
welcome relief, and offers entertainment, light,
but of a fair calibre with a particular appeal
to the youngsters. Grownups with a fondness
for kiddies will like it, too.
Sunny's uncle, a crabby old bachelor, hates
babies. Young Jim is shipped to the uncle's
home when his father leaves for Europe, causing headaches — and heartaches to the old gent.
A pretended illness scares the uncle and breaks
down further sales resistance. Running time,
20 minutes.
Strong feature, drama or comedy-drama,
zvill go well.

"Audio Review No. 16"
(PatheSound—iy2

JUST in between. The jungle performance
by marionettes is pleasing and scenic shots
of Rome are okay, but the "Audio's Quartette"
rendering "Sweet Alice Ben Bolt" in an old
American setting flops miserably. Does not
stack up with the average Audio. Running
time, 12 minutes.
Divertissement for light-comedy feature.

"Sixteen

(7?A'0— 2 Reels)

Plenty of Laughs

Sweeties"

(Pathc— Musical— 2 Reels)

Snappy

THIS carries loads of laughs and rates as
a fine comedy, although it goes to extremes, so that the ending is silly. It's about
a reformer, who tries to jail a traveling show
company for alleged indecency. It opens on
a train, where the company is practicing, to
the chagrin
of the "blue-nose."
There
are

STAR

Reels)

Hits the Half -Way Mark

"Eventually, But Not Now"

ALL

now

producer-director
is the
HARRY
of this DELMAR
musical revue,
which rates a place
on any bill where material of this type clicks.
Nothing sensational in the piece, Delmar satisfying with a steady round of snappy songs and
dances, interspersed with comedy chatter from
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Chaser Stuff

D OXY showed this, but the audience fidgeted.
■•■^ It's a combined scenic and animated diagram, showing the manner in which the Great
Northern R. R. tunnell in Washington was constructed.nature
Patrons whowillgetlikea kick
of man's
triumph over
this. out
It has
some
fine scenery to recommended it.

"Alias the Bandit"

( Universal-Silent— 2 Reels )

Stereotyped

Western

THEY
must be wild over westerns to go
for this, the usual Bobbie Nelson shoot
'em up stuf?. The kid is clever in a saddle
and hits better than average as a western performer. We bet patrons at houses where this
stuff is screened know every corner and tree
in the backwoods used as the setting, because
the locale never changes in any of the Nelson
subjects. The kids will like it. Running time,
18 minutes.
Weak;
needs strong feature support.

"Idle Chatter"
(Vitaphonc

Varieties No. 954 — 1 Reel)

Funny Stuff

LOU
getswhich
off aembodied
few goodtagstories
and aHOLTZ
recitation
lines
many subject,
familiar which
poems, can
songs
gags. upon
It's
aot good
be and
depended
for laughs. He appears in a stage monologue
turn, and there are a couple of shots showing
the audience reaction to his lingo. It's a well
done subject.
Running time nine minutes.
Good for musical bill or vith heary dramatic feature.

"Step Right Up"
Comedy

Stuff

DON'T agetake
this featuring
too seriousl\
Just averclowning,
Sid . Savior,
the
country "boob" and his unconscious antics on
a circut lot where the wise-guy performers
ride him, and all because he has a big crush
on the pretty stunt rider of the show. Sid,
of
course, gets the girl. Running time, 19
minutes.
There are some laughs in this, so stay away
from straight comedy feature.

(Roach~M-G-M—l

of tlie greatest novelty Talking
Embassy
Theatre— Seattle, Wash.

Master
of ( crenionies
ever seen."

Elec.

"They Go Boom"
Reels)

One of the most intimate and
original Talking Novelties produced.
"Your
shorts

(Gen.

Fair

NOVELTY

Played by America's Leading Theatres

SHORTS

"The Conquest of the Cascades"

( Universal-Sileiif — 2 Reels)

"I am in a position to state your songs are appreciated very much. They
stand up wonderfully well, and receive more applause than some of the pictures
for which we pay twice as much money."
S. H. 'Meinhold, LOEWS, INC., New York.

THESE

Bob Carney and others. Eddie Elkins officiated
with the baton. Pleasing. Running time, 22
minutes.
Just maticthe
lines. stuff for a feature built along dra-

1928 So. Vermont Ave.

Funny

Stuff

LAUREL AND HARDY, that clever, comical duo in a light array of pure, miadulteratctl slapstick. They put it over with a
bang. The .gags are chielly of an ancient vintage, but the team draws many hearty laughs !
The yarn opens with a shot in their apartnieiit. where Laurel does everything possible to
doctor a serious cold and sneezing epidemic
sufTered by his teammate. Hardy. Of course.
Laurel's intentions are good, but 20 minutes of
cluinsiness soon litter the rcwm with wasted
me<licine, water, pillow-feathers
and the like.
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Read 'Em and Reap, Here's llie Lowdown
On the Dessert lor Your Feature Menu
altlioiigh audience reaction in tlie house where
this was can^ht was extremely favorable. Running time, 20 minutes.
.'/ friitiirt- (Iraiiui and a short reel with music
timl si>'i(is are just the thing for this.

Need

a Trunk

Hollywood — Vanity eases have gone
out of slyif, it is whis|)i'red. heeause
no actress can find one large enough
to contain
her vanilv

'Station S-T-A-R, No.
(Tiffany

'l\ilk,->-- 1 Reel)
Entertaining

TIlESI-2 broadcasts I'roni the studios are
entertaining subjects containinR a wealth
of human interest material and some snappy
gags ami songs. Wesley Barry highlights this
one, outlining his trials and tribulations in
proving that he really has grown up. Bert
Wheeler is the master of ceremonies, and adds
some funny stuff. Running time, six minutes.
For any kind of bill.

"Websterian Nights"
(Vitaphone

Varieties

Xo.

998—1

A Laugh-Getter

Reel)

BKX RYAN and Harriet Lee are a couple of
hardboiled mugs who stray into the library.
Here they try to dope out a book to read, and
wind up with the dictionary. Their twisted
slants on words result in some funny gags and
they get off a funny line which is amusing and
which will get laughs. Running time, nine
minutes.
Will round out tnusical shozo or where funny single reeler needed.

ing girls, do a iiunibtr tiiat's dilTerent. The
Page trills,
Sistersandsing
"Hello,
Baby,"
witha couple
Helen
Kane
Oscar
Grogan
warbles
of numbers seated in the middle of musical
insignia. Plugs for 5 minutes.
I'air filler on any kind of a bill.

9" "Honolulu"
{I'itaphnne

IE YOUR program needs a short filler about
a Gigolo
has millionaire
a "way withwho
the women,"
a wife
of awhostolid
is crazy
about the lad, a hard-boiled cabaret dancer,
then this is it. Moves fast enough, has a few
laughs and ends with a tag as the solemn husband of the butterfly wife departs for Honolulu with the cabaret girl while the Gigolo
looks on in astonishment. Noel Madison, Vera
Marsh and Jess Kennedy do the work. Running
time, 9 minutes.
IVill do on program ivhere the feature is
e.vceptionally strong atid doesn't need support.

Don't Miss This One!

(FitzPatrick-Synchronizcd — 1 Reel)
SOME highlights in the life of Beethoven and
renditions of his famous works. A very interesting biographical and human interest study
of the deaf comiX)ser, who lived in hopes that
he some day would have his hearing restored
that he might hear renditions of some of his
works. Running time, eight minutes.
Very good for balancing comedy bill.

*Ben Bernie"
Varieties. No. 958 —

Good Band

Act

Halj Reel)

is a stage band act with a colorful setting. Ben Bernie injects a few good gags,
and the band does its stuff in fine fashion.
There is a silhouette interpretation of one of
the numbers which helps, plus a fair song
number. Running time, six minutes.
Spot in on bill needing music unit.

"The Head Man"
Varieties.

Has Few

No.

990—1

Laughs

Reel)

LJUGH O'CONNELL and Kitty Kelly in a
-*■ -■■ henpecked husband skit. It opens with the
couple honeymooning, and then shows a year
later contrast, when the husband is continually
on the spot. He tunes in on a radio program in
which the announcer is telling about the tactics used by husbands in the Stone Age. Hubby falls asleep, and dreams he is lord of his
own home through caveman methods. When
he awakes, he attempts to put the theory into
practice, but wifey crowns him. Running time,
10 minutes.
Where fair comedy can be counterbalanced
by good mtisical program.

"Footnotes"
(Vitaplwne

Varieties No. 983 — 1 Reel)

Fair Musical Filler

A

STAGE setting with a mammoth musical
scale for a background is the best thing
.about this. .Animated notes, a half dozen danc-

T N'TERESTING entertainment, setting a good
*■ steady pace throughout. The subject etnbraces
lour units : "Rough iCnglish Art," clever acrobatic dancing by a London quartet; "Two
.Story Pianos." in which a snappy pair oi ivory
ticklers pound out favorite tunes on two doublekeyboard French pianos; "Jewels," J. P. Morgan's startling collection of rare and beautiful
gems; and concluding with "Men of Dartmouth," the college song rendered by ftie
Dartmouth glee club, well done. Running time,
17 minutes.
A pleasing mixture which might go well
until cither musical cotnedy feature material,
or straight light comedy.

"Chills
and Fever"
(Pathe.Talker—2 Reels)
Not Bad. and Not Good
AREH.ASH
of everything
that's ever combeen
seen in a two-reel
mystery-musical
edy, with only a bevy of pretty girls awl unique
costuming of the chorus the saving graces.
Arch Heath directed. It's not all Archie's
fault, becau,se he just did not have the gag and
story material which is needed to make a short
of this type stand out from any other. Rate
it as fair. Running time, 20 minutes.

market is fairly flooded with good cartoon material — but you ain't seen nothing
yet until you pipe this new opus just turned
out of the animated studios of Van Beuren,
their best to-date and one of the funniest cartoon subjects we have ever seen — bar none.
Clever pen-and-ink animation is greatly enhanced by proficient musical synchronization.
The gags are big laugh provokers from the
flash of the main title until the end. A splendid job; book it I Running time. 7 minutes.
Splendid comedy entertainment to effectively
offset heary feature stuff of almost any type.

"Firebugs"
(Talkertoon-Paramount — 1 Reel)

Good Laugh Cartoon

THE

"Window Cleaners"

THIS

{Vitaphone

Solid Entertainment

"Western
Whoopee"
(Pathe-Sound^l
Reel)

"Beethoven"

(Viiaphone

V.ineiies No. 3868 — 1 Reel)

Ordinary Society Slush

"Audio
I f.i'he Review,
hilker
1 ' V No.
Keels \ 17"

(Vitaphow

Varieties No. ,1008 — 1 Reel)

Above Average Patter

LOU BRICE and Xeely Edwards put across
a one-reel semi-thrilling song and patter
act in this one. The action is laid on the window sills of an apartment spotted high above
Times Square. The two boys render a crackedtenor duet on what they see inside the windows
which they wash. The scenes inside show two
husbands making love to two wives but the
domettic duets are mixed. The finale shows both
couples at dinner. It keeps the audience happy.
Runs 7 minutes.
Good a.s a buffer against a heavy feature
picture.

"Fish,
Fowl andReel)Fun"
(Fathe-Talker—l
Clean Sport Stuff

AGRANTLAXD
RICEfor '•Sportlight."
particularly appropriate
this season, when
rifles are being oiled and primed, and the rust
being cleared off fishing rods. Fine sports
material with a backwoods setting for a lazy
Florida hunting-fishing party. The amateurish
portrayals by the campers slows the reel up in
a few spots, although this same factor, on the
other hand, lends an additional natural touch.
The scenic spots picked are picturesque. Running time, 10 minutes.
Okay "with a good feature Western, and a
light musical short.

C OME of the absurdities of this cartoon
*-^ subject are good for plenty of laughs. It's
one of the series produced by Max Fleischer.
There is some funny business when the fire
department is called to answer an alarm, and
its efforts to induce the piano-playing fiend to
escape, the burning building. Running time,
si.x minutes.
Where light short is needed, this is 0. K.

BRADLEY
BARKER
DIRECTOR

OF

PATHE and PHOTOCOLOR
SHORTS

MARK SANDRICH
DIRECTOR

R. K. O.
NOW

PREPARING

CLARK

A

SERIES

WITH

and McCULLOUGH
Produced by

LOUIS

BROCK
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Pathe Primed to
Shoot Colors in
Sound Newsreel
Pathe Sound News is now equipped to
picture, develop and deliver scenes in color
at the same speed as with black and white
films throujjh the Pathe Coloratura process,
states Terry Ramsaye.
This process is made
possible by special dedevelopments in both
negative and positive
raw stock, made by the
Dupont-Pathe laboratorieseration
workingin coopwith Pathe.
All
special filtering devices
and complexities of
prisms in the optical
system have been elimi-nated, fitting the new
Terry Ramsaye Coloratura Cameras for
the hit-and-run methods and hasty operation
necessary to the picturing of news.
The Coloratura process has been under
the supervision of Stuart W. Webb and
Terry Ramsaye. Pathe has a battery of
Coloratura cameras in process of construction, according to Ramsaye, with certain
modifications suggested by the experience
of the units now in the field. The Coloratura process works in synchronism with the
standard RCA Photophone recorders.

Picture

April

News

Coast Newsreel House
Hollywood — First newsreel theatre
on the Coast is to be established
under plans of Fox West Coast at the
President, legit house, which is seeking the house for the purpose. The
house now is playing stock.

Pathe Schedules 578
On 1930-31 Program
(Continued from Poyc 59)
Press humor — 26 issues of Talking Topics
of the Day — offering humor selected from
the press of the world.

Concentrating on Coast
All of the 52 comedies on the Pathe 193031 schedule will be made on the Coast under supervision of E. B. Deer, executive
vice-president in charge of production.
Two large stages are being devoted exclusively to the protection of comedies and
$250,000 is being spent for a complete comedy village which will provide permanent
exterior and interior sets. New sound projection rooms and executive offices are being rushed to completion for the comedy
production.
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"U'' Cutting Down
On Short Output
For New Season
Universal, which is cutting down on
feature production this year, will have
])roportionately fewer short features as
contrasted with other years. The exact
number to be released has not yet been
determined upon.
So far, the only series definitely set is
the George Sidney-Charles Murray series.

K,C. Showmen Passing Up
Possibilities in Shorts

Riesenfeld Chooses Title

{Continued from Page 48)
When the short does not warrant marquee
billing, it is given space on the lobby cards.
According to "Breck" Fagin, manager
of the Plaza, often an effort is made to secure the same program as was used when
playing first run ; that is, booking the same
shorts that were used with the feature
when the feature played down town, if the
program was balanced properly.
A group of suburban houses here, known
as "The Friendly Theatres,' all operated
bv the Midland Circuit of Theatres, as a
rule give the titles of the short subjects in
the newspaper advertising.

Hollywood — "The Wizard's Apprentice"
is the final title of the fourth United Artists'
series of featurettes produced by Dr. Hugo
Riesenfeld and William Cameron Menzies.

theatresin merely
mention "Comedy"
or Many
"Newsreel"
the billing.
In summary, short subjects are increasing their popularity in Kansas City.

Real Aid for Selling Short to Public

At Left — The
Pitch and Putt
Rug,
offeredto fc.i
Educational
de
luxe fiouses for
the staging of
putting
in the matches
lobby,
or for entertaining patrons while
waiting for seats.

other
pastime,
At Right
— Angolf croquet,
which theatres
are finding an aid
in
this putting
comedy. over

of

A high spot
Educational's

in exploitation
advertising
and

of a short feature is
publicity
departments.

being
A

reached
by
wide variety

theatres on "Match
Play" in co-operation
with
of special exploitation
helps are available.

Gordon

S.

White,

head

M 0 tio n

1Q30

79.
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Producers Vary '29-'30 Shorts Widely
In Efforts to Capture Playing Time
Abrams, Prod., Frank R.
SONG
Brand
Abrams

Song

REELS
No. in
Series
104

Reels

No.
Reels
1

Ad-Vance Trailer Service
MUSICAL-SONG
NOVELTIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Cynchro
.Sour
Films
52
Master of Ceremaiiifs Carnival
Show. (Each subject featuring four masters of Ceremonies)
1Master of Ceremonies. (One
every week, including four
subjects with Charlie Melson, Bennie Ro.ss, Al
Shayne,
George
Givot,
Dan
Healy,
and
others)
52

*

*

No.
Reels
1

1

1

«

Artclass Pictures
COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Artclass
Comedies
12 .

No.
Reels
. 2

Beacon Prod.
SERIALS
No. in
Series
10 .
10 .,

Brand
"Sentinel
Light"
'After the Fog^'..

No.
Re«ls

Bell Pictures
WESTERNS
No. in
Series
6

Brand
Miscellaneous

No.
Reels
2

Biophone
CARTOONS

SONG

Brand
Bouncing Ball Songs

*

*

No.
Reels
1

*

:* *

No.
ReeU
1
No.
Reels
.
1

.

No.
Reels
1

CastleNOVELTIES
Films, Inc.
No. in
Series
6
.

Brand
Color
Novelties

No.
Reels
1

Brand
Flip, the

Frog.

*

*

*

COMEDIES
No. in
Series
12
12
12 .
13
6

No.
Reels
. 2
. 2
. 2
. 2
1

Columbia
CARTOONS
No. in
_
_,
Series
Brand
Serie
s
-Mickey
Mouse
i;i
Disney
Silly Symphonies
\i
Krazy
Kat
13
NOVELTIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Columbia -Victor
Gems
26 .
Screen
Snapshots
26 .
Curiosities
13
Photocolor
Sensations
26 .

Educational

No.
Rrrls
2
No.
Reels
1

COMEDIES
No. in
No.
Brand
Series
Reels
Mack Sennett Talking
30
2
Lloyd
Hamilton
Talking
12
2
Jack
White
Talking
10
2
Mermaid
Talking
8
2
Lupino
Lane
Talking
4
2
Coronet
Talking
6
2
Tuxedo
Talking
6
2
CARTOONS,
NOVELTIES
AND
SPECIALS
No. in
No.
Brand
Series
Reels
Terry-Toons
,
13
1
Lyman
H.
Howe's
Hodge
Podge
12
1
Sennett
Talking
Comedv,
PLAY" NEWS

BrEUid
Kinograms

* *

'. .
1
REEL
No. in
Series
104

*

2
No.
Reels
—

NOVELTIES
No. in
Series
36

Brand
Fashion
Feature
Reels

* *

*

FitzPatrick

No.
Reels
1

Pictures

SCENICS
No. in
Brand
Series
Travel
Talks
12
MUSICALS
No. in
Brand
Series
Music
Masters
1!
NOVELTIES
No. in
Brand
Series
-Xmorican
Holidays
12
Movie
Horoscopes
12

*

No.
Reels
1
No.
Reels
1
No.
Reels
1
1

Fox Film
No.
Reels
.
1

Christina Prod.
Brand
Our
Kids
Don
and Bill
Jack
Coopers
Bobby
Emmetts
Christinas

COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Eldorado
26
NOVELTIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Odds
and
Ends
26

* *

Celebrity
Pictures
CARTOONS
No. in
Series
12 .,

Davis Prod., J. Charles

Fashion Feature Studios

Bollman & Grant

*

W St. John has been signed by Pathe
lor two reel comedies. His first assignment
is a featured role in "Two Eggs," musical
comedy to be directed by Monte Carter.
Besides St. John, the cast of "Two Eggs"
includes Jimmy -Aubrey, Billy Taft, Helen
Patterson and Ernest Young.

"MATCH

No. in
Series
J6

CARTOONS
No. in
Brand
Series
12 .
Whoopee Sketches
SCENICS
No. in
Brand
Series
Sound
Scenics
12 .
MUSICAL
No. in
Brand
Series
Famous
Overtures
26

Al St. John Signed for
Pathe Two-Reel Comedies

No.
Reels
1
1
.
1
No.
Reels
. 1
1
1
1

COMEDIES
No. in
No.
Brand
Series
Reels
Clark
& McCulloughs
4
..
NEWSREELS
No. in
No.
Brand
Series
Reels
toTi. Movietone
News
ICH
Fox
News
104 .,.....,,.,,,,.
_

Great Arts Pictures
NOVELTIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Great
Arts Novelties
12
ACTS
No. in
Brand
Series
Scries
of
musical,
dramatic,
dialogue
featurettes
—
*

i

No .
Reels
2
No
Reels
1

*

Internat'l
Photoplay Dist.
MISCELLANEOUS
Brand
Series
One
Series Two
Single
subject

No. in
Series
12
5
1

No .
Reels
1
2
3

No

Mascot Pictures
Brand

SERIALS
No.
in
Series

"King i/f the Kongfo"
Four other
serials

10
10

,. 2
ReeU
.

,.

2

M-G-M
COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Roach- Laurel
&
Hardys
8
Roach-CTiarley
Chases
8
Roach-Our
Gangs
8
Roach-Harry
Langdons
8
Roach-Our Gang.n (Synchronized)
2
Roach- f-aurcl & Hardys (Synchronized)
2
MUSICAL
REVUES
No. in
Brand
Series
Colortonc Revues (Starring
Benny Rubin, Gus Edwards,
Dodge Sisters, Brox Sisters
Albertina
Raasche
Dallet,
QifT
Edwards
and others)..
13
No. in
Brand
Series

No.
Reels
2
2
2
2
2
2
No.
Reels

2
No.
ReeU

ACTS
Movietone Acts
(Starring
George Lyons, Lean & Mayfield, Georeie Price, Phil
Spitalny, Van & Schenck,
George Dewey Washington,
Titta RufTo, Madame Maria
Kurenko, Keller Sisters &
Lynchj Biltmore
Trio
Qydc Doerr, Tom Waring,
Earl & Bell, Duci de Kerekjarto, ers,
Aaronson's
CommandJimmy Hussey,
Roy
Evans, The Revellers, Walter C. Kelly and others)
26
NEWSREELS
No. in
Brand
Series
Hearst
Metrotone
News
104
M-G-M
&
Internat'l
News.. 1(M

* *

♦

1
No.
ReeU
—
—

Paramount
No. in
Series
32
NUMBERS
No. in
Brand
Series
Screen
Songs
18
NEWSREEL
No. in
Brand
Series
Paramount
Sound
News
104
Paramount
Silent
News
I'M
CARTOONS
No. in
Brsuid
Series
Talkartoons
6

No.
ReeU
1

COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Paramount
Comedies
6
Christie
Plays
24

No.
ReeU
2
2

Brand
Paramount
Acts
SONG

ACTS

* *

♦

No.
ReeU
1
No.
ReeU
—
—
No.
ReeU
1

Pathe
COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
LeMaire
8
Manhattan
6
Variety
8
(Checker
6
Buck and
Bubbles
6
Golden
Rooster
6
Melrdv
6
Folly
6
NEWSREELS
No. in
Brand
Series
Pathe
Sound
News
IfM
Pathe
N.^ws
10»
Pathe
Disc
News
JO
SPORTS
REELS
No. in
Brand
Series
Cr.nntland
Rice
Sound
Sportlights
Vi
Grantland
Rice
Sportlights. . .
''
NOVELTY
REELS
No. in
Brand
Series
Pathe
.-Vudio Review
52
Pathe
Review
52
Talking
Topics
of the Day..
28
Topics
of the Day
9
Pathe
Disc
Review
43

No.
ReeU
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
No.
ReeU
—
—
—
No.
ReeU
1
1
No.
ReeU
1
1
1
1
1

■64

Motion

Picture

April

News

19,

1930

in
Bid
for
rd
Forwa
Jump
ons
Carto
First Place; 12 Series on Market
ANIMATED

CARTOONS
No. in
Brand
Seines
-Aesop Sound
Fables
26
Aesop Fables
■' >
SERIALS
(Silent)
No. in
Brand
Series
"Queen
of the Northwoods" . . 10
"The Black Book"
10

World Rights on Disney
Cartoons for Columbia

No
Reels
1
1
No.
Reels
2
2

World distribution of "The Disney .Silly
.Symphonies" and "Mickey Mouse" cartoons for the coming season will be handled by Columbia, which this season has
liandled domestic distribution of "The Silly
Symphonies" and distribution of "Mickey
Mouse" ofin both
13 territories.
Walt Disney is
creator
series.

Photo Kinema
NOVELTIES
No. in
Series
12 .

No.

Brand
Edgar A. Guest Poems

,.Reels
1

'. 1

R.K.O.
COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
RCA
Shorts
13
Record
Breakers
13
Mickey
McGuires
13
RCA
Marc Connellvs
7
NOVELTIES
No. in
Brand
Series
RCA
Novelties
6

No.
.Reels
2
2
] 2
No.
.Reels
1

Gordon Sawyer
Pictures
COMEDIES
Brand
Domestics
Musicals

* *

No. in
Series
12
6

*

No.
Reels
.. 2
.. 2

Sound Pictures Dist.
MISCELLANEOUS
No. in
Series
34
24

Brand
Series
Series

* *

*

No.
..Reels
1
.. 2

Tiffany Prod.

NOVELTIES

AND

Brand
Color Symphonies
Voice of Hollywood

MUSICALS
No. in
Series
12
26

No.
Reels
..
.. 11

Ufa-Film
COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Ufalones
1?
NOVEXTIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Nature
Studies
52

* *

*

No.
Reels
1&2
No.
Reels
1

United Artists
MISCELLANEOUS
Titles
"Irish
Fantasiy"
"Wizard's
Apprentice"
"Glorious
Vamps"
"Overture of 1812"

* *

*

No. Reels
1
1
1
1

Universal
COMEDIES
No. in
Brand
Series
Arthur
Lakes
10
Sid Saylors
10
Sunny
Tims
10
.\I1-Stars
6
Pat Rooneys
6
Benny
Rubins
7
Reissues,
Miscellaneous
26
George Sidney Comedv,
sinjflc
1
WESTERNS
No. in
Brand
Series
Pioneer Kids
13
All-Stars, Reissues
26
Northwest
Mountcds
I^
MUSICAL-COMEDY-DRAMAS
No. in
Brand
Scries
Sporting:
Youths
12
CARTOONS
No. in
Brand
Series
Oswalds
26
NEWSREEL
No. in
Brand
Series
Liniversal Newsreel
104

No.
Reels
2
2
2
2
2
2
._. 1
1
No.
Reels
2
2
2
No.
Reels
2
No.
Reels
l
No.
Reels

SERIALS
No.
Brand
Seriesin
"Tarzan
the Tiger"
15
"Ace of Scotland Yard"
10
"Jade Box"
10 ,
"Lightning
Express"
10
"Terry of the Times"
10

*

*

No.
Reels

*

Vitaphone
COMEDIES
Release No.
Titles
789— El Brendel &• F o Bert in "Beau
Night."
786 — Fred Ardath
in "These
Dry Days."
767— Harry Tate in "Tlie Patent Office."
782— "The Outlaw
In-Law."
807 — "The Familiar
Face," with Hugh
O'Connell.
722-23 — Willie
& Eugene
Howard
in "The
Music
803 — "Sympathy."
838Makers."
— "The Interview," with Hugh O'Connell.
839—
"Just Like a Man."
362 — Miller & Lyles in "They Know Their Groceries."
880 — Eddie Green & Co. in "Sending a Wire."
885 — Ann
Codec
& Frank
Orth
in "Music
Hath
S89— John T. Murray & Vivien Oakland in "The Hall
Charms."
850Hunter
& Co. in "Moving
Day."
of Frank
Injustice."
879— Miller & Lyles in "Harlem
Nights."
895 — "Dead
or A.ive." with Hugh
O'Connell.
903— Fred Allen's Prize Plavlets.
904-05— Bert Lahr in "Faint Heart."
91.5— Lang & Healev in "Who's Who."
3179-80 — "Finders Keepers," with Helen Feiguson and
Tohn B. Litel.
3238-39— "The Flattering Word," with Harrison Ford.
3800— "The Head
of the Family,"
with Little Billy.
3335 — "For Sale," with Gregory
Ratoff.
3636 — "Stimulation,"
with Johnny
Arthur.
897-98 — "In the Nick of Time,"
with Sidney Toler
& Dorothy Hall.
921-22— Robert
Emmett
Keane
& Claire Whitnev
in
"Room
909."
923— Miller & Lyles in "The Midnight Lodge."
926-27 — Tames
Barton
in "The Under
Dog."
930-31— Eddie
Buzzell
in "Hello
Thar!"
934— "The Letter Box."
936 — Ann
Codec and Frank
Orth in "Imagine
My
Embarrassment."
3679
— "Revival Day," with Slim Timblin.
3674-75 — "Poor Aubrey,"
with Franklin
Pangborn.
3680— "The Maid's Night Out," with Bobby
Watson.
3681-82
—
"More
Sinned
Against
Than
Usual,"
with
Chas. B. Middleton
and Charlotte
Merriam.
947 — Edgar Bergen in "The Operation."
3800-1—
The Potters in "Getting
a Raise," ^ with Lucien Littlefield.
3825 — "Letters."
with Pauline Garon, Natalie Moorhead and William
B. Davidson.
961 — "Money,
Money,
Money,"
with
Homer
Mason
and Marguerite
Keeler.
3883 — ''Surprise," with Tom Dugan and Barbara Leonard.
3727-28-The
in "At
Home,"
with
Lucien
Littlefield. Potters
3881-82—
The
Littlefield.

Potters

in

"Done

in

Oil,"

with

Lucien

963-4 — Eddie Buzzell in "Keeping
Company."
967— "The Bubble
Party."
969 — Chester Conklin in "The Master Sweeper."
973 — "Absent
Minded," with Wallace Ford.
978 — "Find
the Woman,"
with
Hugh
O'Connell.
983 — Anne Codec and Frank Orth in "Taking Ways."
3668
—
"The
Window
Cleaners,"
with
Neely
Edwards
& Lew
Brice.
3676
— " — And
Wife,"
with
Frank
Davis
& Vernice
Elliott.
3942-43 — "Reno or Bust," with Franklin Pangborn and
Bernice Elliott.
3972 — Johnny Arthur in "Paper Hanging."
3873— "Who
Pays," with John T. Murray
& Vivien
Oakland.
3900— "She Who
Gets S'apped."
with Tom
Dugan.
3983-84—
Potters in "Pa Gets a Vacation,"
with
Lucien The
Littlefield.
990— "The Head Man," with Hugh O'Connell.
.W88 — "Ducking Duty," with Heinie Conklin and Kewpie Morgan.
987Crawford.
— "Nile Green," with Helen Broderick
and Lester
980— "Two Rounds of Love," with James Rennie and
Jean Dixon.
988— "At Your Service," with Jessie Royce
Landis,
William
Halligan, George Blackwood.

40U9-10—
The
Littlefield.
V99

Potters

in

"Big

Money,"

with

Lucien

"The
.Merman,

Cave Club," with Marjorie
Leach, Ethel
Frank Pierlot.
TECHNICOLOR FLASHES
3.69 — "Dance
of the Paper Dolls."
3279 — "A Spanish Fiesta," with Roberto
Guzman.
.'•.■ib — Alice Gentle in a scene from "Carmen."
.1 41-42 — Ann
Pennington
in "Hello Baby."
3/19— "And
How."
with Ann Greenway.
37 J)— "The
Jazz Rehearsal."
.'824— "A Holiday in Storyland,"
with the Vitaphone
Kiddies.
3850— "The Sultan's Jester."
3/53 — "Contrary
Mary,"
with Bobby
Watson.
3278— "The
Military Post," with Roberto
Guzman.
3829 — "The South Sea Pearl," with Gaston
Glass.
3895-96--"Evolution of the Dance," with Lupino Lane.
3897"Holland."
. S-JS — "Bubbles,"
with the Vitaphone
Kiddies.
,',S"»9— "The Japanese Bowl."
i>ii — Lotti Loder in "Lonely
Gigolo."
3989 — "Shakespeare was Right."
3826 — "The Wedding of Jack and Jill," with the Vita.v880— "Only the Girl." FLASHES
phone Kiddies."
818— The All-Girl Revue.
811 — "The Gay Nineties."
815 — Charles C. Peterson,
the Billiard Champion
of
Fancy Shots.
840— "The
Big Paraders."
875 — Dave Apollon & His Russian Stars.
851 — "Marching
Home,"
with Douglas
Stanbury
and
His Veterans.
878— "The Kiddies' Kabaret."
884— "Shake
It Up," with
Eddie Moran
and Beth
Challis.
907 — Fred Keating in "Illusions."
364a-"nie Barber Shop Chord."
914 — "Low
Down,
a Birds-Eye
View of Harlem."
3375— "Minstrel Days"
(Colored).
3761 — Georges
Carpentier
in "Naughty
But Nice."
955 — "The
Love Boat," with Herman
Timberg.
965 — Lou Mayor
in "Gym-Jams."
968 — Lobo, the Dog of Dogs, with Clarence
Moore,
.849— "What
a Life."
979 — Milton C. Work,
International
bridge authority.
985 — "Footnots," with Oscar Grogan.
989— "Desert
Thrills," SKETCHES
with Edwin
Bartlett.
Comedy
skits, monoloaues,
duologues,
novelties, etc.,
mostly with songs.
816 —
819—
824
828 ——
829 —

Ray and Dot Dean in "He's a Devil."
Frank
X Silk, "The Man
About
Town."
Dooley
& Sales
in "Dooley's
the Name."
Harry
Fox
and His
Six American
Beauties.
Harry
Fox and Bee Curtis in "The
Fox and

754-55 — Harry Tate in "Motoring."
778-79 — Harry Tate in "Se.ling a Car."
834—
the "The
Bee." Opry House."
835— Billy "Swede"
Hall & Co. in "Hilda."
841 — Georgie Price in "Don't Get Nervous."
842— James J. Corbett and Neil O'Brien.
845 — Edison & Gregory
in "Two College Nuts."
847 — Kraft & Lamont in "Rarin' to Go."
826— Mel Klee in "The Prince of Wails."
849 — John T. Murray & Vivien Oakland in "Satires."
867— Hurst & Vogt in "Before the Bar."
821 — Bert Wheeler
in "Small Timers."
866 — Anderson
& Graves in "Fishing Around."
873— William
Halligan
& Mary
Mulhern
in "Somewhere in Jersey."
882— Roger Williams
in "Moments of Mimicry."
883 -Clifford & Marion
in "Just Dumb."
891 — Bums & Allen in "Lamb Chops."
833— Ann Butler & Jay Brennan in "You Don't Know
Half and
of It."
901the
— Jans
Whalen

in

"Two

Good

Boys

Gone

920 — Fisher & Hurst in "Apartment
Hunting."
929 — Summers
& Hunt in "Some
Pumpkins."
937— Billy & Elsa Newell in "Then and Now."
941 -Barry & Whitledge in "Jest for a While."
Wrong."
94.S—
Billy
Lytell
and
Tom
Fant
in "Two
of
946— Jack McLallen & Sarah in "Oh Sarah."
939 — Joe Frisco in "The Benefit."
951— joe May
& Dorothy
Oaks in "A Perfect

a

Un-

9.52—
Will & Gladys Abern
in "On the Rancho."
derstanding."
3816
— lack Buchanan
in "The Glee Quartette."
954— llou Holtz in "Idle Chatter."
966 — -Sylvia Clark in "Seeing Sarah Off."
972— Kind."
Waite Hoyt & J. Fred Coots in "A Battery of
970 — Betty & Jerry Browne in "Let's Elope."
977 — Lionel "Mike" Ames in "The Varsity Vamp."
VOCAL
998— Ryan
& Lee, "Websterian
Students."
809— Baby Rose Marie.
Songs."
810—
"Oklahoma"
Bob
Albright
& His
Rodeo
Flanpers.
817— Kate Smith. "The Songbird of the South."
813—
"High Creole
Water."Singer.
82.5 — Guy
('ora Robertson
Green, the inFamous
846 — Frances
Shelley and The Four Eton Boys. Do
80.S — Mme.
Frances
Alda. "The Last Rose of Sum"Birth of& Morn."
869— Grace mer," andJohnston
The Indiana Five.
863 — Nan Halperin, America's
Favorite Satirist.
874 -Coletta Ryan & Duke
Yellman
in "Songology."
876 -Guido
Ciccolini & Eric Zardo.

{Continued on page 70)
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High and Low
On Music Row

Motion

Picture

INI-G-M Constnicls
Music Biiil(liii<];
At W. C. Studios

II" sonic of the songuritcrs feci that they
must liave Cahforiiia atmo>i)herc to produce great songs,
have to to
do the
is go
to
799 Stventli
Ave., aJl
takethey'll
the elevator
third
floor, turn to tiic right, then to the left and
enter tlie new Robhins professional department,
p:itt£med after the modern Californian villa,
'riiis is tiic culmination of an idea which Jack
Robbins fostered for two years. "Should I
reveal exactly how I feel?" Certainly. That
it is the coziest, nookiest
and most modern
music house in the country.
* * *
Elmore IVhil^, jorvicrly professional manager for DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, Inc.,
has resigned to become general vuiuager for
Dazns, Coots & Engel, Inc. Elmore, who is
one of the most popular men in songland, has
already started off u-ith a bang with a neic
song by Benny Davis and Freddy Coots entitled "Sharing." Other songs on the Davis,
Coots & En-gel catalogue which look good are
-The Kiss that Made a Fool of Me." "Flappers on Parade," "Y'Oughta Knozv," "Blue
Eyes" and "IVhy" from the nmsical comedy
"Sons o' Guns."
* * *
Bob Mellin, CTiicago Remick manager, is
using a clever stimt in bringing a new Remick
song before the public. Every day the office
force must wear fresh daisies, while every one
who visits the office is given a daisy. Well,
if you can't guess the title of the song it's
"Telling It to the Daisies," written by Joe
Young and Harry Warren. Sprinkled among
this firm's theme songs are a few popular tunes
which show great promise. They are "Reminiscing," written by Edgar Eeslie and Harry
\^'ar^en, "There You Are." by Mort Dixon
and Rube Bloom, and "Absence Makes the
Heart Grow Fonder." by Sam Lewis, Joe
Young and Harry Warren.
* * *
The Boulton E.vpedition. sent by the American Museum of Natural History, has returned
tvith
phonograph
records doof not
'African
melodies.
Latest reports
containBantu
any
information as to whether or not movie magnates are attempting
to sign the zvriters on
the dotted lines.
* * *
Charles Bayha. formerly with Shapiro-Bernstein, has accepted an ofifer from Pat Flaherty
to become band and orchestra manager for the
Red Star Music Co. Charlie has made quite a
reputation for himself as the "man who can get
more plugs in one night than anyone else in
the business."
* * *
E. B. Marks Music Co. have just published
a ballad called "Somewhere in Life's Green
Pastures." which is another "Vagabond" type
of song that seems to click these days. The
number Zi'as written by Harrison G. Smith and
Benjamin H. Garrison.
* * *

Harms will publish the songs synchronized
in the Radio picture, "The Cuckoos," featuring
Bert Wheeler, Bob \\"oolsey and Dorothy Lee.
The entire score, written by Bert Kalmar and
Harry Ruby, include: "I Love You So Much,"
"Wiicrever You .\re," "All Alone Mondav."
"Dancing the Devil .\way" and "Oh, How We
Love Our Alma Mater." Harms has been
granted permission to release "What Ls This
Thmg Called Love?" from "Wake Up and
Dream."
* * *

Despite offers to shake the dust of Broadway for Holyzvood. Billy Jerome, 'who zvrote
hits zyhcn you and I zvcre young, intends to
slay in the East. "There is only one Broadway
Vid It's here." he .<:cs.
PINCU.S.
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Hollywood — What is claimed to be the
largest music department as yet provided
by producers has been completed on the
M-G-M lot. The new building-, which
contains over 7,000 square feet, will house
the arrangers, orchestra conductors, librarians and permanent singing and dancing
choruses of tlie company. Also included in
the new building are 31 offices. 3 vocal rehearsal halls, 2 individual audition rooms,
a lounging room, a projection room especially designed for the perfect reproduction
of music and a music library.
The song writing staff, which includes
.Arthur Freed, Herbert Stothart, Clifford
Grey, Roy Turk, Fred Ahlert. Dorothy
Fields. Jimmy ]\IcHugh. Fred Fisher,
Howard Johnson, Reggie Montgomery,
Andy Rice. J. Russell Robinson, George
Waggoner and George Ward, will continue
to work in the five bungalows on the
M-G-M
lot. They want privacy !

Gus Edwards Launches
Stage and Screen School
Hollywood— Gus Edwards' Stage and
Screen Institute, which the discoverer of
proteges has had under consideration for
over a year, will be launched immediatelv
upon his return to Hollywood from a tour
over the R-K-0 Circuit. Edwards' plans
call for establishing a school in Hollywood
for the purpose of developing stage and
screen talent in youngsters who give promise
of future ability.

Band Competition
Indianapolis — For the first time in
months, this city has the choice this week
of two theatres where stage bands are
offered. They are the Indiana, as usual,
and the Circle, under the same management,
which will present a special attraction during the week with Paul Spor in charge of
the Charlie Davis band. The United
States Indian Reservation band is playing
at the Indiana.

Huff Again at Organ
Indianapolis — Lester Hufif, Indianapolis
organist who has been absent from local
theatres since November, has been added to
the personnel of the Circle theatre. The
Circle organ has been silent virtually since
the advent of talking pictures. He will present patrons with weekly organ solos. Huff
left the city last November for New York,
where he appeared at the Paradise theatre.

Lavin Named

Manager

Pat Flaherty, general manager and vicepresident of Red Star Music Co., states that
Jack Lavin. who for the past six years was
associated with Villa-Moret. is now Chicago
manager of the Red Star Music Co.. with
headquarters in the Woods Theatre Building. Martha Young Lavin. formerly with
J. W. Jenkins, has been appointed assistant
to Tack Lavin.

udMiiokes''
N. Y.
theSt''
BeInfore
JOE FRISCO, V. ;;-.c \itapiii.iie \;iriity,
"The Benefit, ' proved to be one of the funniest ever made, has recently complctc<l another rib-tickler, "The Song I'lugger. ' at the
Eastern Vitaphone studios. In the cast arc
Wynn Talbcrt's Orchestra, Leo Doimelly,
Harry Brooks.
Arthur Margery
Leonard. McKay,
Milt I-'rancis,
Josephine
Williams,
.Sid
Garry and Val Sherry.
» » *
No, Oscar, it zvasn't the balmy spring
ivcather that brought the frisky squirrels out
to bask in the sunshine out Flatlmsh tuay.
Well, since you
me, I'll tell.zvho
'Tn-as
Jim
MeWillianis,
the coa.v
nut vaudeznllian.
strayed
azvay from the keeper long enough to make a
Vitaphone short entitled "Grand Uf^oar." a
burlesque on gra>ut opera
political speeches.
* ♦ ami
♦
Ray Foster, camera man at the Warner
Brooklyn plant, claims that the daily mileage
he travels to an<l from work, totaled for a
year, would take him to China and back. You'd
better figure it out again, Ray. because we find
that you travel a total of 9.000 miles. That
means that you'd be left stranded in the middle of the Pacific Ocean, on your way back.
Whysuredon't
you back
head home?
for the Bronx and you'll
be
to get
* * *
Lee Morse, radio and recording artist of the
"blues" type of songs, has finished a musical
siietch, "The Song Racket." under Murray
Roth's direction. Murray, you knozv. is an oldtime songzvriter himself.
* * *
Ben Listengart, who is known about town
as Abe Meyer's Good Afan Friday, leaves this
week for a trip to California. Ben scored
"Hunting Tigers in India." ".Across the World
With Mr. and Afrs. Martin Johnson" and
"Simba." You won't find anv wild animals
there, Ben.
* * *

In last Zi'eek's column zi-e erroneously slated
that Johnnv Green zcn-otc the scores for "Queen
High," zvhich is nozv in production at the
Paramount Long Island studios. Johnnv reallv
orchestrated the musical scores. Zi'hich zvere
ivritten by Ralph Rainger. Arthur Schzi-arts,
Henry Souz-ain and *E. * ]'. ♦ Harburg.
Sorrv.
During intervals in the shooting of "Queen
High," Ginger Rogers, who has the feminine
lead, perched herself on the studio piano and
gave an impromptu bit of entertainment a la
Helen Morgan.
* m *
Lulu McConnell. in a short entitled "Xeiohborly Neighbors," gives a fine impression on
hozv the game of bridge should
NOT be
played. Rav Cocine directed this one. zchieh
had the staff bursting with silent laughter. This
is not a gag, but the folks had to muffle their
laughter because of the microphones.
* * *

Under Mort Bhimenstock's direction.
"Mother Goose Parade." a one-reel short, was
completed last week at the Paramount Long
Island studios. The cast include<l about a score
of talented children who could sing, dance,
stnmi a ukc. render a "blues" number a la
Ethel U'aters and felt pcrfectlv at home under
the mike. Three of the kiddies showed so
niuch promise that they were selected to play
in "Skippy," which is schcdule<I to be filmed
soon.
* * •

Jack Oakie, zvho n-ill soon start zcork
his
ne.rt picture, came over to give the on
studio
the oncc-ovcr and gel acquainted.
.THE STUDIO SLEUTH
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Indiana Showmen
Fighting Against
DayUght Saving
South Bend, Ind. — Opposing the adoption
of daylight saving time here this year, the
managements of fourteen local theatres have
addressed letters to members of the city
council, urging them to refrain from adoption of the fast time schedule.
The city council has no formal proposal
before it with reference to daylight saving
time. Last year it adopted a resolution for
daylight time after local banks, manufacturing companies and business institutions
had made known their intention of adopting
a fast time schedule whether it was enforced by ordinance or not. Some of the
councilmen, it is understood, would prefer
to delay a decision on this question. One
proposal has been to place the question on
the ballots at the spring primary.

Picture

News

''What's in a Name?"
Here s the why many important picture and lejfit stellar lights found it
advisable to change their names before hitting the trail for stardom, as
recited by Sid Skolsky:
.^lu'liael .Vrlcii had to start life as Kou.vuiiindjiaii. I..iiis Antonio Uainaso de
.\loii7.o is now known as (Jilbert Holaiid.
Joan Crawford left home to make good
u,s IJillie t'assin, and when slie played
in Ziegl'eld'K "Tollies" she called herself
I^ucille I-eSueur. Kvelyn Brent was Billy
Kig^s, w hieh isn't bad when you learn
that Guadalupe Villa Lobes is now I>upe
Veley..
Claire Windsor is ritzy for Ola Kronk.
£ddie Bowling's full name is K<ldie Dowling Goucher. l''rancine L,arrimore was
l)orn as Francine LaKemee. Claudette Colbert was originally known as Miss Chauchoion. Dennis King's real tag is Dennis
I'ratt. Gertrude Lawrence is from the
fainil.v c^led Klasen. Ina Claire is the
daughter of Joseph Fagan. Olga Petrova
was born with the simple name of Muriel
Harding.
.\nita I'age is really Jliss Pomares. Lillian Bonn.v became popular as Billie Dove
and Mar.v Brian is lionise B.vrdie Dantzler.
Colleen Moore first hit Hollywood as
Katlierine .Morrison. KichartI Carlton
Brimmer found Richard Dix more to his
liking and Marie Koenig changed her
name to Mae Murrji.v. Ramon Novarro
was Ramon .Sammaneigos and Pola Negri
^^'as Apolloni .4chlupez. Gwen Lee was
<;^\'eii I^ePinski. Mack Sennett even
Terry.
changed
his. He started out as Walter

Goshen Decides
At Public Hearing
Goshen, Ind. — Whether this town will
have daylight saving depends largely on
what other cities in this section do. Last
summer Goshen adopted daylight saving
time for the first time in a number of years.
Last fall a referendum was carried by a
small majority for daylight saving. The
question on which the voters expressed their
opinion, however, was that the city should
adopt daylight saving time in the event daylight saving carried in neighboring cities.
A similar referendum was defeated in Elkhart by a fair majority. A public hearing on the question will be held April 21
in the council chambers.

Goldberg Heads Popular
Amusement Co, in Omaha
Omalia — Three former officers of the
World Realty Co., who sold their chain of
local and outstate theatres to Publix several months ago, have organized the Popular Amusement Company of Omaha, Inc.,
with a capitalization of $25,000.
The officers of the new company are
Harry L. Goldberg, Jules W. Rachman and
L B. Zimman. Goldberg recently severed
connections with Publix after serving as
division manager here for six months.
Planning to build up a downtown chain
of second-run houses, the new company is
wiring the Moon and Muse theatres to open
soon at 15 cents. Other neighborhood
houses will also be acquired, it was stated.

Directing War Spy Story
Hollywood — Roy
Earl Derr Biggers'
the Lines," as his
Betty Compson and
the leads.

J. Pomeroy will direct
war spy story, "Inside
first picture for RKO.
Ralph Forbes will play

To Film Serb Retreat
Belgrade — The .'\dria Film Company has
begun production of a sound film featuring
the retreat of the Serbian troops in 1915.
The military authorities have put troops
at the company's disposal.

Marcus Buys 4
In Indiana; Seen
As Chain Nucleus
Indianapolis — The purchase of four theatres here — the Alamo, Cozy, Regent and
Gaietv' — has brought to light the formation
of a new chain of houses. They were taken
over by M. Marcus, of Fort Wayne, who
for the past ten years has been operator
of the Quimby chain in Fort Wayne. In
closing the deal with the former owner,
Jean Marks, Mr. Marcus announced that
he is planning to make the four houses the
nucleus of a large chain in this city. The
purchase price was not made public.

British Theatregoers
Pay $30 MO MO in Taxes
London — It is reported that theatres in
Great Britain and Ireland contributed
roughly 6,000',000 pounds (about $30,000,000) last year to the treasury in entertainments tax. The sum paid to the treasury
on this account from picture houses for the
four months of last year, April to July, inclusive, was 1,926.682 pounds, which was
equivalent, roughly, to 6,000,000 pounds a
year. The fact that the picture public paid
this vast sum was one more proof of the
immense hold the cinema has on the British
public, it was claimed.

Bowman

Rejoins

Columbia

Al Bowman
manage
Columbia's
branch
office at will
Detroit,
succeeding
Jack
Young. Bowman was with the company
two years ago.
Columbia has named J. A. Kraker successor to W^ E. Weinslienker, who resigned
as manager in Milwaukee a week ago.

April
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Ministers Win
Ohio Fight On
Sunday Movies
Portsmouth, O. — Court of Appeals has
affirmed the Common Pleas Court in a mandamus action brought by ministers to compel the police chief to arrest movie managers. Two managers have been arrested
weekly under the state laws for more than
a year, and fined $50 and costs each under
city ordinance. The police chief contends
the fines should go into the city's coffers
and not to the state, but ministers thought
otherwise. This, it is believed, will end the
long drawn out Sunday fight.

"
Wins
Dicki
Fightnson
in Two
More'^Blue
Towns
Kansas City — Sunday openings have been
won in two towns where theatres belonging
to Glen W. Dickinson Enterprises are operating. Sponsored by the Dickinson organization, a vote was taken in Hiawatha, Kans.,
last week, with the result that Sunday shows
won by a 161 majority.
In Trenton, Mo., the Dickinson theatre,
with the aid of an independent theatre
owner, influenced the council to remove the
ordinance.
An attempt to open theatres in Independence, Kans., last Sunday was stopped by
the law.
Dickinson operates in 20 towns in Kansas
and Missouri. In the last eight months,
five of those towns have permitted Sunday
openings.

Victories in Iowa
Des Moines — Sunday movies won some
victories in the recent elections in Iowa
towns. At Bloomfield the Sunday movie
proposition received a 208 majority with
1,088 votes cast. Gowrie, Iowa, voting on
the question, defeated the Sunday show, 485
voters casting a decision of 282 for and
199 against. Sigourney held a hot election
and turned out a vote of 633 for the Sunday
show and 400 against. At Garner, although
the election was not legally binding upon it,
the city council decided to abide by the
\oters' wishes by enacting an ordinance
permitting the Sunday shows as soon as the
sound equipment is installed at the theatre.
The Sunday shows won by a large margin.

A Nebraska Landslide
David City, Neb. — Sunday movies were
approved by a 3 to 1 vote of the town, with
1.080 of the 1,200 registered voters casting
ballots.

Lose in Hiawatha
Hiawatha, Kan. — Sunday shows lost here
bv a vote of 846 to 485.

Rejected by Voters
Auburn,
Neb. — The question of Sunday
movies was voted down bv a count of 662
to 572.

Win by Close Margin
.Ashland, Neb. — Sunday shows won here
in a town election bv a margin of 39 votes.

/I />/-//
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Censor llcpt^al
Bill Killed by
N. Y. Legislature
,\ll,;,nv — l':iT()rts to kill censorship in this
state have »l()i)|)ecl again. There was so little interest exhihited in the Post bill, calling
tor the rejjcal of censorship, that it died
in committee.
The same lieid true of the Swartz and
.\athan>on bills relative to the licensing of
projectionists. There was considerable opposition from projectionists througliont the
state to the Swartz bill, so the introducer
decided that it would be better not to attempt to bring it to a vote during the closing hours of the session.
There was no bill passed during the session which would relieve exhibitors
throughout the state of the provisions of
dayl'ght saving, which becomes efifcctive
(juite generally throughout New York state
the last Sunday of this month.
There was less than a half dozen bills
introduced of interest to the industry, and
of tliese one single bill managed to pass
both houses, and has gone to the Governor
for final approval. This sole measure provides that motion picture machine operators
shall be given twenty-four consecutive
houri of rest in each calendar week.

Lobby Entertainment
South Hend, Ind. — Harry L. Davidson,
manager of the Colfax, tried out a stunt this
week which proved popular. Lester & Hoat,
entertainers from Chicago, were presented
at the theatre, but instead of playing on the
stage, played in the lobby, presenting late
song hits.

Booth Kills Woman

Picture

News

He-Man Stuff
Cliicau" — An ollict' maiiautT at one
of (he local exchanKt's In wearinu a
wound >tripe as a result of an arnunuMil with an indie over the hitter's
refusal to give up an unpaid for picture to a pick-up man. The exhih delied the coHNenlions i)y running the
picture in spile of instructions to the
contrary from llie exchanK*' man, and
then, when called to task, defended
his action l)> imadinu the exchantje
and socking the ollice niana};er. Aftermath is the exhil) will have plenty of
difficulty in hooking pictures without
a deposit or its e(|uivalent in the
future, local hookers declare.

Television Broadcast
In Successful N, J, Test
Jersey City, N. J.— Television broadcasting has been effected on a large scale here.
In a demonstration arranged by the local
chamber of commerce, Mayor Frank Hague
and other notables were pictured and their
voices reproduced by two radio stations.
Sound and vision were received simultaneously and transmitted to the separate sta
tions, which put them on the air, the Jenkins radiovisor being used for receiving.
Dr. Lee De Poorest predicted for television
an equal perfection with radio.

Goetz Sells Rights
Charles .S. Goetz, president of States
Cinema Production Corp., has sold territorial rights of his "The Woman Who
Was Forgotten," to Michael J. Levinson
of Philadelphia, distributing in Eastern
Pennsylvania. Maryland. Delaware, District
of Columbia, Southern New Jersey and Virginia.

Falk Transferred

Kids Presc^ul;
Clii(*aj^(> Jiidj^e

Bans Party Girl
Chicago — Because children were present
when he attended a showing of Tiffany "The Party (Jirl." Judge Lindsay of th>
.Superior Court has dissolved jui injunction
which he had issued restraining the police
from molesting exhibitors of the picture.
Performances of the film in three local
theatres were ordered cancelled.
In placing the judicial ban on the picture,
the court said :
"I went to the theatre last night to judge
its merits and I found a number of children
witnessing the show. I have seen worse
films from a moral standpoint, but minor,

were not admitted to them."

I

A Xegress was killed when the projection booth in the Renaissance, New York,
fell upon her as she was entering the
theatre. Twenty-two others were injured
in a stampede to get out of the house.
The alertness of the two projectionists
in turning off the electric current prevented a possil)le fire, city officials said.

Use the NEW

Silnian Synchronous
DISC
POINTS
Desif^iicJ Sl)ecial for
Electric Pick-Vp
Rcjnocluctinii

— FEATURING
No Surface Scratch
More Natural
Tone
Clearer Voice Articulation
Eliminates Blurry and
Raspy Tone.

Only by itsing them can you appreciate this uonderful improi emciit our
the old style necJlc.
Today

Screcm

Vocalite combines a distinct clear transmission of sound with sharp, brilliant
pictures. It enables better projection
because of its mechanical, scientific and
optical features, the result of painstaking
study on the part of the laboratory staff
of the Beaded
Screen Co.

SCREEN CORP
N.Y.
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Sound Equipment and Apparatus

620 Grant St.
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Silman Distributing Co.

"Because I Loved You," the tirst allGerman talker, broke the run record at the
55th St. Playhouse. New York, with a fiveweek play.

BEADED

tor

\tjiiiifjrlurcj

Five Weeks for German Film

Sommdl

■

Exhibitors /

Send

Milwaukee — The state division of Fox's
\\'isconsin theatres has been augmented by
the appointment Louis A. P^alk, formerly
manager of the circuit's Oshkosh theatres,
to this department. He will be assisted in
this work by Stanley Segclbaum. Homer
Gill remains as head of the division, with
offices in this citv.

b7

1700 SANSOM STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.

Pittsburgh, Pa

l!
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Victor Subsidiary and New
Screen Unit on Charter List

Picture

April

News

Para., Columbia Films in
Tie for Top Boston Honors

Lionel's Luck

Ottawa — On two successive days the
automobile of Lionel Mortimer, orchestra conductor at B. F. Keith's,
was stolen during performances, being recovered both times in suburbs.
Mortimer is in the market for a car
that can be taken into the theatre.

Filing of incorporation papers at Dover,
Del., by the Victor Animatograph Corp.,
non-theatrical motion picture subsidiary of
the Victor Co., and at Albany, N. Y. by
the new Natural Vision Projection Screen
Corp., highlight the current batch of corporate activities in Eastern states.
Other Delaware charters filed include those of Midland Theatres, Inc., Dewayne Studios, Inc., photographers, and Colortone Pictures of America, Inc.,
organized
to make
color pictures.
In New Jersey, Fox formed Fox Theatres, Inc., to
operate at Riverside.
New York, as usual, witnessed the greatest activity, authorities at Albany granting charters to the
following, which are listed with attorneys' names:
Lobbyphone Co., sound devices, by Berger & Block,
217 Broadway, N. Y. : Maya Artcrafts, E. Haas. 16
Court St., Brooklyn; Raymond Productions, M. Winkler, 1440 Broadway, N. Y.; Breinlinger Amusement &
Realty Corrp., E. Flatow .St., Bronx; Laurolton
Amusement Co.. M. M. Alpert. 2 Lafayette St.,
N. Y.; Independent Operating Corp., Schechter &
Lotsch, 12 E. 41st St., N. Y.; Fox-Schless Neon
Light & Sign Corp., M. H. Shapiro, 220 Broadway,
N. Y. ; Municipal Talkies M. Pictures, M. M. Cowen,
16 Court St., Brooklyn; Walter Tupper Jones Corp.,
S. Klaus, 120 Broadway, N. Y.; Flynn & Lee,
Attorney's Albany Service, 299 Broadway, N. Y. ;
Ho-Bear Amusement Co., A. I. Horn, 302 Broadway, N. Y.

Fox Studios Rush Work on
Next Year's Productions
Hollywood — A production schedule calling
for the completion by Sept 15 of half of the
52 features on the Fox $22,000,000 program
for next season was announced by James R.
Grainger, g-eneral sales manager. Some of
them have gone into production, the first,
'"Common Clay," nearing completion under
the direction of Victor Fleming:.

Arliss Doubles House Par
With Intake of $17,500
{Continued from page 36)
business next to the leading feature.
"GREEN
GODDESS"
(Warner)
PARAMOUNT— (1700), 7 days, 25c-35c-50c-65c.
Other attractions: Para, sound news, "Frivolities Revue," Herbie Koch organ. Para, novelty ("H^it
Dog"); Pathe audio revue. Para, comedy ("Sunday
Morning");
comedy200%.
("His Honor, the Mayor").
Gross: $17,250.Para,Rating:
"HELL'S HARBOR
(U.A.)
DES MOINES— (1600), 7 days, 2Sc-35c-50c-65c.
Other attractions: Columbia comedy ("Mad House");
Vita, act90%.
("Joe Frisco"); Para. news. Gross: $5,800.
Rating:
"RICH
PEOPLE"
(Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (2000). 4 days, 25c-50c.
tions: Pathe news, Pathe Revue, RKO
S7.30O.
Rating: 100%.
M P News
"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
ORPHEUM—
(2000),Pathe
3 days,
25c-50c_.
tions: Pathe news,
Revue,
RKO

19 , 19 3 0

Other attracvaud. Gross:
Merrill
(Fox)
Other
vaud. attracGross:

$8,500.

Rating: 110%.
"PARTY
GIRL"
(Tiffany-Stahl)
STRAND— (1100). 4 days, 2ac-30c. Other attractions:
"U." comedy ("Bachelor Daddies"). "U." sound news,
MGM comedy
("On Easy Street"). Gross: $4,800.
Rating:
93%.
"THE WOMAN
RACKET"
STRAND— (1100), 3 days, 20c-30c. Other attractions:
Pathe soimd news, MGM act ("Carver Band"), Para,
comedy
("Home Edition"). Gross: $5,000. Rating:
100%.

(Continued from page 36)
"Harmony at Home,, and entire pond vandeville,
Keith Albee; "Benson Murder Case," public revue
and special music. Metropolitan; "tinder a Texas
Moon," Uptown and Olympia; "Clancy in IValt
Street," Fenway and S'collay; "General Crack,"
Repertory: "Free and Easy," State; "Girl Said No,"
Loew's Orpheum; "Song o' My Heart," Majestic.
"LADIES OF LEISURE" (Col.)
KEITH MEMORIAI^(2,900), 30c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Cartoon. Sportlight, Pathe news.
Gross: $27,000. Rating:
125%.
"HARMONY
AT HOME"
(Fox)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Douglas Leavitt and Ruth Lockwood, Bob
Ripa and other vaudeville; comedy, Pathe news,
Sportlight.
Gross: $21,000.
Rating: 115%.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Paramount)
METROPOLITAN— (4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Borah Minevitch and Harmonica Gang,
Publix revue.
Gross: $37,500.
Rating: 125%.
"HIDE OUT"
(Universal)
PARK— (800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Cartoon,
Universal talker news. Gross: $5,700.
Rating: 105%.

"CLANCY

IN WALL

STREET"

(S. R.)

SCOLLAY— (1,800), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, Paramount news. Gross: $14,()00.
Rating:
105%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(W. B.)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 35c-$l, 7 days. Other attractions: Paramount news. Gross: $11,500. Rating: 100%.
OLYMPIA— Playing day and date with Uptown.—
(2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Paramount
news. Gross: $15,500. Rating: 110%.
"GENERAL CRACK"
(W. B.)
REPERTORY— (1,200), 35c-75c, 7 davs. Gross:
$6,500.
Rating:
110%.
"FREE
AND
EASY"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,700), 30c-50c.
7 days.
Other
attractions:
Laurel-Hardv
comedy,
Hearst-Metrotone
news.
Gross: $23,500.
Rating
:120%.
"GIRL SAID NO"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM— (3,100),
25c-,iOc,
7 days.
115%. attractions:
Other
Vaudevi.le.
special dance contest,
Hearst
Metrotone
news.
Gross:
$23.0i».
Rating:
"SONG
O* MY
HEART"
(Fox)
MAJESTIC— (1,550), 50c-$2. 7 days.
Gross: $10,000.
Rating:
100%.
(Fourth
week as road show.)

All RacoR
Horns and
Racon Units
are fuUy
patented.

Products are leaders in the industry
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latest
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ADAPTED
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SPACE
BETWEEN
SCREEN
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THERE'S
WALL.

Amplifies as perfectly as the parent horn. No. 4320, on both
speech and music.
Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction and the same clearness and distinctness of speech that is
only possible with RACON Horns and Units.
Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction,
plus light weight, which make for perfect results and maximum
convenience.
These outstanding features of RACON products have made
imitation and competition impossible.
Protect yourself against patent infringement
suits by using RACON Horns and RACON
Units as these are fully protected by patents.

No. 5325
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THEATIIE
Coiislruclion
Tex.— VV. Scott Dunne, arr» \L1-:STINE,
r chitect of Dallas, is drawing the plans lor
0 house to be constructed here by the
aR. $50,00
& R. Circuit.
EL P\SO, Tex.— The Plaza will be this
city's newest movie house. It will be operated
Inc. Contracts have been
by Dent Theatres, rd
& Sons.
let to 11. T. Ponsfo
AUBURN, Cal.— According to advices received from T. & D., Jr. Enterprises, that company plans to erect a theatre here.
TYLER, Tex.— W. M. Shields is erecting a
new 600 seat theatre in opposition to Publix.

Picture
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News

Marathons in Theatres
/banned in Indianapolis

liattle Over Stock
Results in New

Tii(liana[)oli.s — Tliealrc iii.iii.tKii > will not
I)C permitted to stage marathon dances to
aiijjment business and interest, accordinj; to
a city ordinance just passed. The ordinance
becomes effective May 1 and will not interfere with a marathon now in its last stages
and being held by an American Legion post.
The ordinance interprets an endurance
dance as one lasting more than twelve hours
and provides a penalty of not less than $25,
nor more than $200 fine, and imprisonment
not to exceed 180 days.

Saleni, Mass. — Management oi the stock
company at the I-lmpire n'jtified the company that the season would be cut short
and the show fliscontinucd. Members of

Gets Disc Distribution
Cleveland — Independent Pictures, Inc.,
has acquired the Ohio and Kentucky distribution of the Royal Amplitone sound reproducer. This is a sound on film device
with disc attachment.

BURLINGTON, Vt.— Mowll & Rand, Boston architects, have completed plans for the
new theatre to be built here by John T. Flynn
in connection with the Publix Circuit.
MEMPHIS, Tenn.— Construction work has
started on the §75,000 theatre being built by
Sam H. Myar.

TUCSON,
here.

the

Ariz.— The new Fox has opened

WEST UNION, O.— Architect W. P. Ridenour of Portsmouth has been retained to draw
plans for a ?20,000 theatre building.
FT. WORTH, Tex.— The Hollywood is
Hearing completion and w'ill open in the near
future.
SANTA FE, N. M.— Nathan Salmon is to
' -'ild a 1,500 seat house here, to be of Spanish
design. The name will be chosen in a public
contest. Bowler Bros, of Los Angeles are the
architects.

Petersburg, Va. — Kaus' United .SliovsInc., of Disputanta, Va., has been chartered
to engage in the amusement business and
to conduct shows and carnivals in this state
The authorized maximum capital stock i$15,000.
Joseph
v.. Kaus is president.

Are you just holding your own — or worse — is
attendance slipping week by week?
If it's either one, look to your talker reproduction. Probably people don't like it— or maybe you
haven't installed one yet.
The houses with good SOUnd are getting
the trade. Think it over. Look
to your turntable.
INSTALL

CANTON, Tex.— Toss & West will erect a
new theatre here in the near future.
WOLFEBORO, N. H.— Ansel Sanborn is
erecting a new theatre, to be opened late in
Mav.

New Virginia Company

Is Your Gate Slipping?

HELENA, Ark.— Bids have been opened for
the new Paramount.
contemplates

the company, after a conference witii theatre owners, organized their own corporation and arc continuing the stock shows,
sharing in the net with fairly good results.
Salem lias presented stock for more years
than any other city in Mass.

DOLLARS
DONT
LIE

WALDRON, Ark.— John H. Forrester, Jr.,
is planning to build a house near here.

PELLA.
la.— J. P. Cline
erection of a $20,000 house.

Unit

SYNCRODISK
SYNCHRONIZED TURNTABLES
Then let it be known that you've got
real equipment — equipment that is always absolutely "right," dependable.
Reproduction as true as the original
, itself.

For Sale
1,000 upholstered opera chairs from
leading Broadway theatre. Price
reasonable. Address Box 683, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York.
For Sale
"THE TALK

OF THE TALKIES"

synchronized reproducers, new nineteen-thirtv models for sale OR LEASE
at
$5.00 a'Company,
week ! H. Oregon.
D. Laughlin,
Lifetone
111. The

And again you'll hear the dollars saying, "Yes, it sure is good."
Syncrodisk Is the Standard by
Which All Others Are Judged
Export
Dept.:
15 Lcight St..
New
York
Oty

WEBER
59 Rutter St.

MACHINE

Cable
ARLAB,

Address:
New
Yorlc

CORPORATION
Rochester, N. Y.

Two
Ups

Syncrodisks,
for only Two Pickand
Fader.
Completa

S

500
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Double Tax on
Music Confronts
Canadian Exhibs
Toronto — Canadian exhibitors will be
subject to a double music tax when the Rinfret amendments to the Canadian copyright
act are adopted by the House of Commons.
Under the revised law, both the Authors
and Composers Association of the United
States and the British Performing Rights
Society will be able to levy an annual tax
for royalties. The former w-ill impose a
10-cent seat tax while the Performing
Rights Society makes its assessment on the
basis of receipts.
Examples are given of the manner in
which the exhibitors will be hit by the dual
taxation. A theatre having 2,500 seats
would have to pay approximately $1,000
per year all told, $250 going to the copyrijrht wielders in the States.

Edits Byrd Films
Julian Johnson, Paramount associate producer, has arrived in New York ready to
edit twenty miles of film taken by Joseph T.
Rucker and Willard VanderVeer, cameramen who accompanied Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd on the South Pole expedition.

M-G-M

Signs Pollard

Holljrwood — Harry
Pollard,
for years
with Universal, has been signed by M-G-M.

HOTEL Bristol
♦ 129 \VEfT48*.h
XTREET
Tveiv yoRJO

•

Most conveniently located — only a
few minutes walk to all shopping
and amusement centers— yel quiet
Famous
Table d'Hole
Re§taurants
Luncheon 30c .... Dinner Sl-00
Also A La Carte Service

Room, Single, *2"" - Double '3"' Por Day
Ualh, Single, '3°" - Double »5* Per Day

NATIONAL
SCREEN
SERVICE

Where the Money Goes
Washington. — William Klein, battling for defeat of the Vestal bill,
now under consideration by the
House Committee on Patents, recited
the following royalty payments made
to authors, to show that producers
receive financial consideration only
after authors have been paid huge
sums for their contribution to a stage
"Desert Song," $573,000; "The Stuplav:
dent Prince," $410,000; "Blossom
Time," S595,000; "Good News," $402,000; "Potash and Perlmutter," $.378,285; "The Trial of Mary Dugan,"
$312,6.50; "Broadway," $300,000; "The
Bat," $300,000; "The Green Hat,"
$2.36,411; "Friendlv Enemies," $232,331; and "New Moon," 262,000. He
named about 20 other plays for which
the royalties ranged from $35,000 to
$181,000.

New Bill Would
Destroy Legit
Field, Charged
Washington — Complete destruction of the
spoken drama and of the entire legit industry if the Plouse even "attempts to pass"
the Vestal bill (H.R. 6990) for revision of
the copyright law, was predicted by William
Klein, of New York, counsel for Shubert
Theatrical Enterprises, in a fiery plea before the House Committee on Patents, which
now is considering the measure.
The bill, Klein said, would take from the
stage producers "their birthright" — the motion picture and talking picture rights in
plays — which, he claimed, have superseded
th€ stock company rights, previously profitable to the producers but now practically
worthless. The divisibility provisions, he
contended, would have this effect.

Automatic

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Copyrights Provided

The bill provides for "automatic copyrights," the rights vesting in the author
when the work is completed, without registration or other action by the author, and
provides that the copyright shall be divisible so that the author may sell separately
the film magazine serial, stage, radio and
other rights.
Klein stated that if Congress is interested
in preserving the drama, now is the tiijie
to consider the problem. He said the comthrough the Dramatists' Guild,- have
obtained posers,
a monopoly.
"The authors have fared well," Klein said,
"and with all the monopoly power they have,
I don't blame them for coming to you and
saying, 'Let's put another thumbscrew on
Woods, " dramatic producer, told of
theAlindustry.'
large losses in producing unsuccessful plays,
and said that he has to produce five plays
to attain one success.
Lee Shubert, also a dramatic producer,
testified that 70 per cent of the plays he produces are financial failures.

COSTUMES
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1929-30 Lineup
Of Shorts Offers
Varied Selection
{Continued from page 64)
865 — Irene Franklin in "Those Were the Days."
881— Eddie Miller, "The One Man
Quartette."
888— Burke
& Durkin
in "A Tete-a-Tete
in Songs."
89'1 — Ruth Etting, assisted by Ohman
& .\rden.
896 — Will Aubrey & Co. in "A Night on the Bowery."
912
— Derickson
913—
Bobbe Arnst& Brown
& Peggyin "A
Ellis.Song Drama."
918- Douglas Stanbury in "Pack Up Your Troubles."
919— Zelda Santley in "Little Miss Everybody."
92S--Fanny
& Kitty Watson in "Bigger and Better."
928 — Yorke
& Johnson
in "Crinoline
Classics.
3280 — Dick Henderson in "At the Church
Festival."
3413 — Dick Henderson in "The Music Shop."
909 — Paula Trueman
in "A Glimpse of the Stars."
917-Molly
Picon.
935 — Albert Carroll in "Impersonations."
936-Al Trahan in "The Musicale."
940— Rose Perfect, "The Girl With the Golden Voice."
950 — Jack Osterman
in "Talking
It Over."
962 — Lorraine Howard
& Florence Newton
in "Wed960— Ruth Etting in "Broadway's
Like That."
ding Belles." and Nicolina in "A Russian
984 — Kutzetgoff
Rhap982 — Paulo Paquita and Chiquita.
DRAMAS
Release No.
Title
750-51 — Willie and Eugene
Howard
in
761-62 — Sessue Hayakawa in "The Man

"My
Who

People."
Laughe.l

0— George
Fallen Star."
in "The
Rosener
91sody."
33i3 — "The Dead Line."
3334 — "Always
Faithful," with Blanche
Sweet.
3289-90— "All Square."
3667— "White
Lies."
3722-23—
"Trifles," with Jason Robards, Sarah Padden
and others.
." Jerome Falls,"
3778
—Last
"Niagara
Washburn
and
Helen
Eddy. with Bryant
3780
—
"Vanity,"
with
Ruth
Lyons,
Rudolph
Cameron
and
Vivien Oakland.

3759—
"A Oakland.
Matter of Ethics," with Edward
Earle and
Vivien
3762— "The Stand Up," with WUbur Mack,
Rudolph
Cameron
and Marjorie
Lane.
3799
—
"Vengeance,"
with
Warner
Richmond,
Natalie
Morehead,
Gardner
James.
3529—
"Danger,"
with
John
B.
Litel,
Frank
Campeau
and Charlotte Merriam.
3798—
"The
Barbara

Pay OS,"
Leonard.

with

Henry

B.

WalthiU

and

3190
William
Boyd
in "The
Frame,"
with Charles
B. — Middleton.
3740 — "Christmas
Knight,"
with
Bryant
Washburn,
Helen Jerome
Eddy and Charles Middleton.
986 — "The
No. Account,"
with Russell Hardie
and
Josephine Hutchinson.
3781—
Versus
," with Pat O'Malley
and "The
Frank People
Campeau.
INSTRUMENTAL
Release No.
Title
789— Albert

Spalding — "Minuet

in

D"

and

"Liebes-

797 —— Carlena
Albert Spalding
Maria"Supreme.
and "Waltz in A."
864
Diamond,— "Ave
Harpist
800 — Albert Spalding — "Liebeslied"
and "Cavatina."
709 — Sol \'iolinsky, the eccentric entertainer.
799 — Albert Spalding — "Traumerei" and "Romanza Anfreud."
832 — Gotham
Rhytham
Boys.
802 — Albert Spalding — "To a Wild Rose" and "Rondo
933 — Herschel
Henlere, "The
Madcap
Musician."
949daluza."
— Buddy Traps in "Sound
OPERA Effects."
Capricioso."
Release No.
Title
899-900—
Charles Hackett
in Scenes
from Act
1 of
"Faust."
916 — Charles
Hackett — "II Mio Tesore
Intanto"
and
"O Paradise."
932 — Giovanni Martinelli in selections from "Martha,"
944 — Giovanni
Martinelli in selections from "II Tru3336 — Alice Gentle in a scene
943"Othello."
— Mme.
Frances
Alda — the

from
"Ave

"Carmen."
Maria"
from

974 — Giovanni Martinelli
in selections from "Faust."
ORCHESTRAS
Release
Title
vatore."No.
795— The Blue Ridgers, with Cordelia Mayberry.
823— Segar Ellis & His Orchestra.
827 — Harry
Norman
Thomas
Quintette
836—
& His Bathin "Harlem
and TennisMania."
Club
Orchestra. Rosenthal
844-;-Jack
White
and His Chateau
Madrid
F.nfpi-902— Hcyrace Heidt & His Californians.
908— Horace
Heidt & His Californians.
958— Ben Bernie & His Orchestra.
872—
Ben Pollack & His Park Central Orchestrf
tainers."
870— Red Nichols & His Five Pennies.

Wafilms, Inc.

No. in
Brand
Series
NOVELTIES
Curiosities
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Ladies Love Brutes
( I'ltniiiiouiit — . /// Talker )

Below Bancroft's

Average

(Rcvic'^i'i-il by Pott Ashbaugli)

Zoe
from
BRUTES"
LOVE
t* T ADIES
1—' Akins' "Pardon My Glove," just misses
deals
being an excellent picture. The story
witli the old theme of the difference between
the proletariat and the aristocrat, but is weak
hope to
in proving this ditTerence. It cannot average,
rate better than ordinary program
being perhaps the weakest picture Bancrott
has "^nade since he became a star. Name bets
may put it over at the B. O. for a good average.
Sincere and human portrayals by Bancroft,
as a wealthy but uncultured Italian contractor,
and Mary Astor and Fretleric March, as the
aristocratic couple whose marriage has drifted
on the rocks, lift this picture out of the mediocre class.
David Durand and Freddie Frederics supply
added interest as the sons of Bancroft and the
inharmonious married pair. Neither is allowed
to overact. Many human and apix;aling
touches are evident in "Ladies Love Brutes"
which was directed by Row^land V. Lee.
Comedy atul music would go tcv// tf/Z/i tliis.
It needs lifting.
Productd ami ilistributcd by Paramount from
"Pardon
My
Glove" Adaptation
by Zoe Akins.
Directed by
by
Rowland
V.
Lee.
And
dialogue
Waldemar Young and Herman Mankiewicz. Edited
by Kva Warren. Photographed by Harry Fischbeck.
length. 7.171 feet. Running time, al)Out 70 minutes. Release date. April 19, 1930.
THE
CAST
Joe Forziati
George Bancroft
Mimi Howell
-Slary Astor
Dwight
Howell
Frederic March
I-ucille Gates
Margaret
Quimby
Mike
Mendino
.Stanley
Fields
Slattcry
IJen Hendricks.
Jr.
George Wyndhani
Lawford
Davidson
Mrs.
Forziati
Feriki
Boros
Josey
Forziati
David
Durand
Jackie Howell
Freddie Burke
Frederick
Slip.
Paul
Fix
The
Tailor
Paul
Allister
Committeeman
Crawford
Kent
Committee
E. H. Calvert

This Mad World
(M-G-M—.Ul

Talker)

Drawn Out and Heavy
(Rcz-ieivcd by Slierzcin Kane)
THIS adaptation of the French war play.
"Terre Inhumaine," proves to be an ordinary dramatization of one of those war interludes in which the agents of the intelligence

I

service
though
enemy's infiring
squad istriumph
satisfiedeven
at the
end.theSharing
this
are all the nobler but, alas, less intriguing
virtues, such as, self-sacrifice, mother love,
duty consciousness and unreasoning patriotism.
Having been authored by a Frenchman it is
distinctly national in tone : the successful exploits of the servants of that nation being
achieved with a simplicity little short of remarkable.
The picture has its entertaining moment.^,
as what story of love and wartime intrigue
has not' Unfortunately, these momenta are
too far separated to contribute a great deal
as a whole, but even though it may not be
tiecessary for you to install an additional
ticket machine during its run it is safe to say
your customers will not demand their money
back later.
Basil Rathbone is the ingenious French spy
who. impelled by a secret mission and a desire
to visit his mother, lands behind the German
line in Lorraine and makes his way to the
maternal inn. Here he is recognized by the
wife of a German general who is on hand to
keep a rendezvous with her husband. She is
circumvented in attempting to cause his arrest,
and here we are asked to believe that love

Pictures

flowers
the
spy. in time to stay the trigger fmger i^i
No century plant is this love, we learn by
intimation in the following morning's scene.
Overnight it has come to full bkiom, and not
even the boasting of the sjiy about "a little
job" he had pulled o(T in Belgiimi which, incidentally, costwither
the lifeit.
of his
nephew, could
For, new
evensweetheart's
though in
her anguish at his confession, she seeks to cause
his arrest, she is moved to commit suicide at
the thought of having betrayed her lover.
Hearing the suicidal shot, the Germans enter the house
to investigate.
The spy'sinmother
disclaims
knowledge
of his identity
order
that she may be free to culminate his mission,
and the son is led out by the firing squad.
Kay Johnson is the wife of the German
general. Louise Dresser is the mother. These
two, with Rathbone, carry out about eightyfive per cent of the action alone. Vou would
think that this paucity of principals would help
to speed the picture on its way and carry it
to a swift and uninterrupted ending. But it
doesn't. The picture suffers from lack of action, a result of the director's efforts to adhere
closely to the original stage play. In consequence, scenes which are intended to build
suspense, not satisfied with achieving it, go
on interminably and result in being merely
irritating. Some judicious cutting could have
moved it to a smoother and more absorbing
climax.
Humorous and musical shorts arc needed —
emt>lmtieaUy.
Produced and distributed by M-G-M. From the
French stage play, "Terre Inhumaine," by Francois de
Curel. Directed by William de Mille. Adaptation by
Clara Beranger. Dialogue by Clara Beranger anS
Arthur Caesar. Photographed by Pevcrell Marlcy and
Hal Rosson. Length, about 6,100 feet. Running time,
68 minutes.
Release date, April 19, 1930.
THE CAST
X'ictoria
Paul
Pauline
Anria
Emile

Kav Rathbone
Johnson
Basil
Louise Dresser
\'eda Xatheaux
Buckland
Louis

The Big Fight
{Sono

Art-World

Wide— AH

Talker)

Program Entertainment

{Reviewed

by

Don

71

N e 7V s

Ashbangh)

ANTICIPATING the present popularity of
candidates for the hea\-yweight championship, James Cruze produced a film version of
"The Big Fight," the stage play in which Jack
Dempsey appeared on Broadway about two
years ago. "The play did not last long. The
picture can only hope to go over as regulation
program fare in Class B houses in split weeks.
It is not strong enough for more than program
attention.
Taken directly from the play, the picture,
nevertheless, has some original song numbers
written by Lynn Cowan and Paul Titsw-orth.
The story concerns the love of a heavyweight
ring champion for an innocent manicurist.
\'arious intrigues in which a gang leader connives with the champ's manager to throw the
fight, at the same time holding the manicurist's brother as a hostage to force her to help
in the plot, form the entire thread of the story.
The girl goes through with the deal until
the last moment, and then lets her champion
climb into the ring without doping him as
ordered by the crooks. The audience is left
in suspense during the fight as to whether or
not the champion has been doped. Even after
the challenger is put away for a long count,
the real victor is in doubt for several hundred
feet of film.
Sports followers at the coast preview assumed the story was based upon the split of
Jack Dempsey and his former manager Jack
Kearns. when the ex-champion married Estelle
Taylor. If exhibitors think this angle will
help the box office intake it could be used.

It mi«ht Ik- a >mart idea t<i intirot s)Hirts
writers in that angle.
Lola Lane play> the part of the girl and
alternately does snme ol the best aiiej some of
the piKirest work of her career. Ralph line
plays the gang leadi-r while James Eagle is
>atisfactory as the cowardly brother of the
girl. Guinn Williams, as the chanii). is wel.
cast for the part. The balance of the cast is
average. Walter Lang, who handle<l the direction provides nothing outstanding.
Strong comedies are needed liadly here in
suf>fiort.
Produced by James Cruze. Rclca<icd by Sono ArtWorld Wide from stage (day by Milton Hcrliert ('•ropper
and by
.MaxWalter
Marcin.
.Adapted
by VN'alter
Wnodft.
Diiccted
l.aiig.
Photographed
by Jackiuin
Rose. Length. .i,.'<50 fret. Kunning time. (. i iiiiiiiilrs.
Release date. Sept. 1. 1930.
THE CAST
Shirley
I.<ila Lane
Chuck..
Ralph Ince
Tiger
Guinn
Williams
Spot
Stepin Oakman
Felchit
.Steve
Wheeler
Lester
James
Kagle
Detecti»i
Robert Edna
J. O'Connor
Winnie
Bennett
Battler
Tony
Stabcnau
Pinkie
Larry McGrath
Bcrrili
Frank
Jonasson

Alias French Gertie
(Radio

Pictures — . ///

Talker)

(Reviewed

by Charles

F. Hynes)

Just Fair

BEBE DANIELS and Ben Lyon carry the
weight of this on their shoulders and are
pretty much the whole show. The story is
flimsy, far-fetched, hardly worth the talents
of these stellar performers. Because of their
standing, it may prove disappointing to their
fans, although it will get by as ordinary film
fare.
In it. Miss Daniels poses as a French maid
in order to rob wealthy women. She surprises
and captures another crook, and when he takes
the rap to keep her from being caught, they
become partners. She marries him on his
promise to go straight, but when he is doublecrossed by a business partner, he prepares to
go back to safe-cracking. His first job conveniently isthe place where Bebe formerly was
maid. But she is lying in wait, and shoots
him in the right hand when he tries to open
the safe. The detective had been tipped off
by Bebe, so declines to arrest Ben, who has
learned his lesson and lost his Jimmy \^alentine
touch.
Rather an obvious and far-fetched plot, but
with some suspense and a few comedy moments. Its tendency toward preachment makes
the film seem longer than it really is.
Some cartoons will help.

Produced and distributed by Radio Pictures. Ba.sed
on "The Chatterbox." by Bayard Vciler. Adaptation
and dialogue bv Wallace Hunt. Directed by George
.•\rchainbaud. Photographed by Roy Hunt. length,
6.202 feet Running time, 65 minutes. Release date.
April 20. 1930.
THE CAST
Ma'ie
Bebe Daniels
Jinimie
Ben Lyon
Kelcev
Robert Emmett O'Connor
Mr. Matson
John Ince
Mrs. Matson
Daisy Belmore
Nellie
Bettv Pierce

Cock o' the Walk
{Sono

Art-World
]\'ide—.\U
Entertaining

{Rc7-ie~wed

by Robert

Talker)

Hage)

DEFT directorial touches have transformed
an unusually implausible story into a production that should please generally. While it
is nothing to write home about, the fast tempo
of the picture and the suspense hold the attention without flagging.
Joseph Schildkraut imparts to the role of a
glorified gigolo a finesse that makes it an out-
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standing performance. Myrna Loy clicks satisfactorily as the feminine lead, but her part is
a comparatively small one. The vehicle likewise
provides little opportunity for the supporting
cast, Schildkraut dominating it throughout.
To Director R. William Neill, however,
should go the credit for any success the picture achieves. He has eliminated any semblance
of padding and unnecessary posing, and his
unique camera angles enhance the picture's appeal. Under his touch the tale is unfolded in a
refreshingly sophisticated manner.
The characters are all Spanish, but the setting is apparently in an American city, the
5tory revolving about a violinist in a cabaret
"who preys upon married women. He rescues
from drowning a girl attempting suicide and
then, acting upon a suggestion implanted by
hearing of a similar instance, marries her with
the understanding that he will support her for
a year, she to commit suicide at the end of
that period to enable him to collect her insurance. He kills a man to protect her name —
and there's the regulation happy ending.
While the theme is preposterous, the story
can be swallowed without a struggle, thanks
to the treatment given it.
Build up your shozv tvith cartoons aiid musical shorts.
Produced by James Cruze Prod. EHstributed by
Sono Art -World Wide. Adapted from "South of the
Tango" by Arturo S. Mon. Directed by R. William
Neill. Dialogue by Nagele Searle, Ralph Lell,
Length, 7,200 feet. Running time, 80 mins. Release
date, May
15, 1930.
THE CAST
Carlos
Joseph Schildkraut
Narita
Myrna
Loy
Jose
Phillip Sleeman
Ortego
Edward Peil
Cafe Manager
John Beck
Rosa Vallejo
Olive Tell

City Girl
{Fox — Part

Talker)

Out-of-Date Meller
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)
SOMEONE must have sold F. W. Murnau
the idea that picture fans are unsophisticated, and they surely will have to be to root
for this one. It's a goofy story, told in manner that savors of pictures of years ago. And
some of the lines are a riot. Charles Farrell

and
stuff. Mary Duncan don't rate this kind of
The story's about a farmer boy from Minnesota, who goes to Chicago to sell his dad's
uncut wheat. There he is caught in a falling
market and doesn't do so well, but captures
the heart of a waitress and brings her home
as his bride. His stern ixjp figures the girl
is a gold digger and refuses to treat her civilly. There is an impending hail storm and the
threshing crew refuses to work at night to
save the crop. The girl implores the foreman
to "give
the tooldattack
boy aherbreak,"
and crew
the foreman returns
when the
is in
the field. Pop shows up
but the husband beats
makes him confess, and
The story and treatment

and upbraids the girl,
up the foreman and
the rest is a cinch.
are about as out of

date as the old farmer's thresher, and that's
plenty.
this of
plenty
when and
if it hits They'll
the wheatrazz
sections
Minnesota.
The picture starts out as a silent, but
switches to dialogue after the boy brings his
bride to the old farm.
This needs plenty of comedy and musical
help.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From Elliott
Lester's play, "The Mud Turtle." Directed by F.
W. Murnau and staged by A. H. Van Buren and
A. F. Erickson. Scenario by Berthold Viertel and
Marion Orth. Edited and titled by Katherine Hilliker and H. H. Caldwell. Length 6,171 feet. Running
time, about 70 minutes. Release date, Feb 16.
THE
CAST
The Son
Charles
Farrell
The Waitress
Mary
Duncan
The Father
David Torrence
The Mother
Edith Yorke
The Little Daughter
Dawn O'Day
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Murder Will Out
{First National — All Talker)

A Fine Programmer

(Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)
SPLENDID entertainment values with a
mighty strong box-office appeal, obtained
by intelligent direction in the hands of that
veteran, Clarence Badger, and fine performances by a well-placed cast topped off by Jack
Mulhall, Lila Lee and Noah Beery. Malcolm
MacGregor, Tully Marshall, Alec B. Francis,
Hedda Hopper and Claud McAllister offer convincing support.
The yarn involves a trick trio of blackmailers, posing as blood-thirsty Chinese tongmen
who attempt to extort a fortune from members of Senator Baldwin's household, and the
fiancee of the Senator's daughter. It was
adapted from Murray Leinster's story "The
Purple Hieroglyph" without a thrill being lost
apparently in its transformation to the screen.
Unlike many current program attractions. Badger evaded far-fetched angles to tell the story.
He unreels hair-raising episodes in a most logical manner, with well-timed comedy relief injected in heavy spots.
It's not a sensational number by any means,
but Badger builds up suspense which is gripping. Situations used in leading up to three
"murders" provide thrilling entertainment. The
average audience will like it tremendously. It
gives sixty minutes of good, solid entertainment. Tout it as a strong programmer, but
don't oversell.
There's a burial service in a dark cemetery
at midnight. It's unusual in its handling and
adds color to the mystery. Another good situation places Mulhall in a speed boat at midnight in New York bay, where he has been instructed to turn over a half million in cash to
the tongmen. Mulhall attempts to best the trio
and loses. He's all set to be taken for a "ride"
when the lightning-like appearance of a U. S.
submarine saves the day. The gang is captured and when their masks are torn away Mulhall and his intended father-in-law, the Senator, are shocked to learn that the Chinamen
are none other than close family "friends."
Photography is excellent and medals are in
order for perfect diction.
Use a sttappy cartoon and a musieal revue
short to round out a perfectly balanced, and
highlv entertaining bill.

Produced and distributed by First National. From
the
"The by
Purple
Hieroglyph,"
Murray by
Lein-J.
ster.story
Directed
Clarence
Badger.by Adapted
Grubb Alexander. Photography by John Seitz. Dialogue by J. Grubb Alexander. Length, 6,200 feet.
Running time, approximately, 1 hr., nine minutes.
Released, April 6.
THE
CAST
Leonard
Stauton
Jack Mulhall
Jeanne
Baldwin
Lila Lee
Lieut. Condon
Noah
Beery
Jack Baldwin
Matcolm
MacGregor
Dr. Mansfield
Tully Marshall
Senator
Baldwin
Alec B. Francis
Aunt Pat
Hedda Hopper
Alan
Fitzhugh
Qaud
AUister

Bride No. 68
C'Braiit A'r. 68")
(Amer-Anglo — Part Talker)

Has Merit for Special Audiences
(Revieived by J. P. Cunuiiigltam)
TOUTED

April

as "the first German-made dramatic sound and talking picture" — with
emphasis on the drama — this Tobis picture
should go extremely well with German-American audiences, and with arty groups.
The locale is not German, nor are the characters German, story confining itself to the uncultured, uncouth prospectors of a small undeveloped town in the Australian wasteland, a
spot where the scales tip heavily in favor of
gold, and submerge the finer clementals of life.
It is not eligible for distribution in regular
channels because of the all-German dialogue
and German titles. Art house patrons not un-

derstanding German may favor it because of
the heavy dramatic treatment, which marks
German, or Russian- made product.
Reproduction of voices is not of the best,
particularly in spots where dialogue of women
was recorded. Photography is blotchy, but not
to the extent where possible entertainment
value is impaired.
Four hundred women are shipped from Great
Britain to Australia where the government has
arranged for marital matches in an effort to
develop the country. They are married when
the ship docks, all e.xcept Dick Ashton (Conrad Veidt), who, by a manipulation of numbers by the
ship's officer,
"BrideThe
No. latter
68,"
Evelyne
Bernheim
(Elga loses
Brink).
is paired with Steve Parker, a gold miner of
Coolgardie, (Clifford McLaglen), a tough egg
who is really more interested in the discovery
of nuggets than in womanly charms. Evelyne
soon falls in love with an American resident
physician (Mathias Wieman), while Ashton
becomes mentally deranged because of his loss.
"Doc" eliminates himself via the trigger method, leaving Evelyne to her rough-bearded
spouse.
The desert spot is beautiful and a terrific
sand and wind storm adds color.
This was used effectively in a bill zcith a
Laurel relief.
and Hardy comedy, offering yruuchneeded
Produced by Tobis Film, Berlin, and released in
the U. S. (via states right market) by AmerAnglo.
Directed by Carmine Gallone from Peter Bolt's story,
''Die Braut Nr 68". Scenario by Ladislaus Vajda.
Music score by Wolfgang Zeller. Photography by
Otto Kanturek and Bruno Timm. Length, undetermined for release. Ran about 1 hour and 40 minutes. Released, April 6.
THE CAST
Dick Ashton
Conrad
Veidt
Evelyne
Bernheim
Elga Brink
Ashton's
mother
Crete Berger
Steve Parker
Clifford McLaglen
An American
Mathias
Wieman
O'Donegan
Ernst Verebes
Jimmy
Sleigh
Erwin
Faber
Mary
Dawson
Carla
Bartheel
Master of the "Hastings"
Boris de Faas
Joe Smith
Kurt Vesperman
The dirty man
Puffy Huszar

Hide-Out
(Universal— All

Talker)

Has Popular Appeal
(Revieived

by J.

P.

Cunningham)

MORE
college stuff with a racketeering
background, but don in a style which registers immediately with a pop "appeal to the
great crowd of moviegoers who like light comedy-drama hokum, with the college-hero angle
laid on thickly. The underworld is brought
into play as an incidental phase of the piece,
life on the campus highlighting most of the
action.
It moves at a fairly fast clip, with lots of
local college color to pep things up.
Jimmy Dorgan (James Murray) leads a
double life. At Crane "U" he is known and
greatly admired as Morley Wallace, "the greatest living stroke on this heah earth." Behind
the scenes, he is a racketeer and rum runner,
an outgrowth of his father's training. The
coppers make a quiet pinch and Jimmy drops
from college life, to be seen next on a train
en route to the "pen". Before arriving at Atlanta, Jimmy fells the Federal agent and makes
a getaway, only to show up at college at the
beginning of the new term, a decision hastily
arrived at when it becomes imperative to hideout.His college chums, the dean, and various
educational authorities, not knowing of his
shady behavings, hold Morley up as a model
for American youth — and here's where a bull
creeps into the making. They just harped on
this goody-goody hero stuff until Murray —
and everyone else connected with the picture
were
of it. "green-in-the-face." Entirely too much
Murray

is okay

in

his

performance,

and
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Opinions
Katlirvii Crawford is suitable supplying love
Others have little to do.
interest.
Reginald Barker directed. He produced a
college piece bearing the ear-marks of authenticity. Only in a few spots is tiicrc a letdown, and the fans will never notice them.
Vse a novelty short and a cartoon for a nice
light bill.

I'rcHluced and directed by Univcrs.il. Directed by
ReKin.ild Barker. Photo^aphy by Gilbert Warrenton. Story and adaptation by Lambert Hillyer and
Arthur Kiplcy. Dialogue by Matt Taylor and Lambert Hillyer. Length, 5,227 feet. Running time,
1 hour anif 10 minutes. Releascil, March it).
THE
CAST
Jimmy
Etorgan (Morley
Wallace)
James
Murray
Dorothy
Evans
Kathryn
Crawford
Dorgan
Carl Stockdale
Joe Hennessey
Lee Moran
Coach Latham
Edward
Hearn
William
Burke
Robert
Elliot

Benson Murder Case
{I'lViDiiouiil — .///

Talker)

Good, But Not Like Book
(l\ci'iiii-cd by Charles 1\ Hyncs)

VANCE, played by the suave William Powell, has been building up a strong
following, and this one clicks from the start.
Its story is not as strong, nor as complex as
its predecessor, "The Greene Murder Case,"
but it's a fine piece "of entertainment, regardless. The cast is fine, and the story well
handled, and there are some fine comedy bits.
Powell's work, as usual, stands out, but he is
given fine support in this.
There is one slant which may hurt. The
story is not the yarn as written by Van Dine.
Paramount saw fit to retain the title and some
of the elements, but changed the story threads
so much that those who read the book and are
attracted by the title in the belief the picture
is a celluloid copy, will either register a strong
squawk or walk out complaining. Therefore,
the exhibitor had better be scrupulously careful in the promises he makes for this.
The murder in this instance follows the
stock market crash, the victim being a coldblooded broker who had sold out all his clients.
One of these is an adventuress he loves, one
a philanderer who has swindled his paramour,
and forged the broker's name, to buy gifts for
the adventuress, and the third a master racketeer. All are brought together at tEe
PHILO

broker's country home, where the murder
takes place, with the district attorney and Philo X'ance
in the
house. but
CluesVance
point solves
to various
of
the four
suspects,
the
murder.
Musicals, comedies and novelties zvill go zvell
with this.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Storj' by
S. S. Van Dine. Directed by Frank Tuttle. Adaption and dialogue by Bartlett Cormack. Edited by
Doris Drought. Photographed by A. J. Stout.
Length, 5,794 feet. Running time, 65 mins. Release
date, April 12, 1930.
THE CAST
Philo Vance
William
Powell
Fanny Del Roy
Natalie Moorhead
Sergeant Heath
Eugene Pallette
Adolph
Mohler
Paul
Lukas
Harry Gray
William
Boyd
John F. Markham
E. H. Calvert
Anthony
Benson
Richard
Tucker
Mrs.
Paula
Banning
Mav
Beatty
Albert
Misc'ha
Auer

The Divorcee
(M-G-M~All

Talker)

This Is In; Shearer Splendid

(Reviezved by Red Kaiin)
ANOTHER bet from Norma Shearer.
Get
behind it for plenty of plugging and the
results will warrant the effort.
With "The Divorcee," you can promise much
without straining the truth. To begin with, the
picture has sex, is sophisticated, often racy,
smart, charmingly enacted, beautifully mounted
and very well directed. The Shearer fans will
throw a rave over it. Those who may not be

so hot for Norma
minds.

on

News

IMctures

are very apt to change their

The picture is adapted from a story by Ursula Parrott. The story was "Ex-Wife," found
objectionable by the Hays association, turned
back to the author to remove whatever was obnoxious and then let loose for Hob Leonard to
direct.
He did a first-class job, kept the tempo moving in the spirit of the yarn, made his people
act like human beings and, in a line, came
through with a grand piece of box-o(Ticc merchandise.
The story deals with the marriage of Miss
Shearer and Chester Morris. On their third
wedding anniversary, she learns of an affair
he has been having with another woman. This
is on the night of his departure for Chicago.
Disillusioned and shocked, the girl turns to the
husband's best friend for comfort, gets it, al.so
a rendezvous at his apartment and a conscience that won't down. After the affair, man
and w'ife split, still loving each other. Before
the marriage, they had determined to be liberal
in their attitude and so the girl persuaded herself to square the account by matching husband's infidelity with an adventure of her own.
But Morris refuses to understand; they secure
a divorce and travel their separate ways.
The girl determines to play the game for
what
it's worth
and, with
while other
you are
allv shown
affairs
men,never
the actuidea
gets over very definitely that she had plenty
of lovers. Then comes an accidental meeting
with a boy who loved her before her marriage, a vacation on his boat and a decision
to accompany him to Japan as his wife. But
the wife in the case makes a plea for her husband, wins out and Norma goes to Paris determined to find her ex-husband. She does and so
comes the happy ending.
Miss Shearer gives a splendid performance.
Her work is constantly improving and here she
does herself proud. Chester Morris is pleasing,
but not distinguished as the husband, and Conrad Nagel, as the other principal, is satisfactory. Robert Montgomery, as the husband's
best friend, does creditable work in a part that
didn't call fqr much footage. Zelda Sears adds
a pleasant note of comedy relief.
Cartoons and comadies O. K. Feature needs
no support^ but shorts make shozv that viuch
stronger.

clTorts to commit
suicide, topped off by the
inevitable clinch at the close.
Barbara Stanwyck, as the feminine lead, does
atelligent
creditable
piece Ralph
of work
under
Capra's
i
handling.
Graves
comes
through
with another natural performance that docs
him credit. The movenient flows along with
no straining for cfTects. Even in the middle
reels where the tempo slows down, the fault
is in the length of the picture, not because of
any variance in the work of the director or the
cast. Many of the scenes between Stanwyck
and Graves have great charm.
The picture would hold together far better if
sonie of the footage were trnnmed. No values
would be lost by this process ; rather would
the sum total effect he enhanced.
A decidedly false note, however, comes in
the attempted suicide ei)isixle. The girl, having
promised the boy's mother to give him up, accepts an invitation to travel to Havana in company of Lowell Sherman. She realizes her
mistake and jumps overboard to be rescued
for the final fade-out. Effectively done, but
jars by comparison with the remainder of the
The dialogue by Jo Swerling is clever and
picture.
snappy. The lines given Sherman are gr>od for
a number of laughs with any audience. Marie
Prevost does a pleasing comedy part; George
Fawcett
is effective,
usual, and Nance O'Neill
does
a nice
mother asrole.
.\ lot
of the action
takes
place
in theColumbia
artist's
roof
bungalow,
and for
these
scenes
turned to the same sets used in "Murder on the
Roof." Changed a bit, but not enough.
Comedies zvill go zvell zvith this.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Adapted from
play by -Milton Herbert Gropper. Directed by Frank
Capra. Adaptation and dialogue by Jo Swerling. Edited
by Maurice Wright. Photographed by Joe Walker.
Lengrth,
9,277
feet.
lease date,
April
5. Running time, 103 minutes. ReTHE
CAST
Kay Arnold
Barbara Stanwyck
Jerry Strange
Ralph Graves
Dot Lamar
Mane
Prevost
Bill Standish
Lowell Sherman
Mr. Strange
George Fawcett
Mrs. Strange
Nance Compton
O'Neill
Claire
Juliette
Charlie
Johnnie Walker

Escaped from Dartmoor
{Pro F atria — .Synchronized)

Produced and distributed bv M-G-M. From story by
Ursulament Parrott.
Directed
by 'Robert
Z. Leonard.
and Zelda
Sears.
ContinuityTreatand
by Nick Grinde
dialogue by John Meehan. Edited bv Hugh Wvnn.
Photoiiraphed by Norbert Brodin. Length, 7,533 feet.
Release date, April 26.
THE
CAST
Jerry
'l"ed
I'aul
I *"n
Helen
Mary
r>ill
Janice
Hank
Hannah
Dr. Bernard
Dorothy

Norma
Shearer
Chester
Morris
Conrad Nagel
Robert Montgomery
Florence
Helene Eldridg'e
Millard
:
Robert
Elliott
Marv
Doran
Tyler
Brooke
Zelda
Sears
George Irving
Helen Johnson

Ladies of Leisure
{Columbia — All Talker)

Good Box Office
{Reviezved by Red Kann)
OTARTS like a wow, slows up in the middle
C3 and winds up with a melodramatic ending
that doesn't match up with that which went
ahead of it. Yet, "Ladies of Leisure" comes
through as good box-office, chiefly because of
Frank Capra's clever and intelligent direction.
The yarn concerns a "party girl" who meets
an artist, falls for him despite herself, wins his
love only to be dissuaded from the match by
the boy's family, her attempted return to the
old life, the realization of her mistake and her

All Ham!

{Reviezved by Robert Hage)
HERE'S another reason why British pictures
do not click in this country. It is astonishingly amateurish in every department, and
so woefully boresome that the spectator takes
a lot of punishment. If it's not the worst picture of the year, it's the runner-up !
Uno Henning, as a barber, is a type actually repellant as a hero. Nora Baring, playing the role of a manicurist, is so utterly
unfitted for acting that her emotional struggles evoke laughter. The others in the cast
would get the hook on amateur night anywhere.
The picture is so interminably padded with
extraneous incidents that it becomes nerveracking ; the lighting is reminiscent of the days
of the one-reel features; the direction pathetically puerile ; the story and scenario a mess of
junk; the sub-titles crude, and the synchronized score monotonous in the extreme. One
sequence, showing the interior of a picture
house, during the running of a talker, gave
close-ups of a motley mob the while the words
from the screen, laugliably melodramatic, were
heard.
The talker itself was not shown.
// you've booked it giz-e them the best shorts
az'ailable,
there's Films,
not much
Produced although
by Pro Patria
Ltd. use.
Distributed

by Harold Auten. Directed by Anthony Asquith.
Scenario by Herbert Price. Photographed by A. Rodwell. Length. 7.528 feet. Running time, 70 mins.
Release date, April 11, 1930.
THE CAST
Sally
Nora Baring
Joe
Uno Henning
Harry
Hans Schlettow
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Clarke Concern
Deposits Million
In Chicago Bank
When the new Chicago Bank of Commerce opened its doors here Saturday, first
m the line of depositors waiting to open accounts was Ira E. Guthrie of the finance
department of the Utilities Power and Light
Corp., the largest of the many interests
directed by Harley L. Clarke, successor to
William Fox. Mr. Guthrie deposited a
check for $1,000,000 to the credit of what
was described merely as "a large corporation in which Mr. Clarke is interested.''
Bank officials termed the identity of the
account "confidential," and Mr. ■ Guthrie,
likewise, refused to divulge the information
requested, nor would he reveal whether or
not the deposit was in the name of one of
Mr.

Clarke's

theatrical

enterprises.

"Take-a-Chance Week'' at
Oriental Has Big Draw
Jhe Oriental YPublix-B. & K.) dusted
off an old one and staged a "Take a Chance"
Week, April 11-18. All newspaper and
theatre advertising was built around a question mark, with no program information
being given. Patrons were assured, however, that it was the management, not the
customers, who were gambling on the entertainment. The stunt, last used in the
Loop when the Chicago tried it two years
ago, was drawing well in the opening days.
The program was the standard Oriental
one — stage show and a feature; M. G. M.'s
"Free and Easy," starring Buster Keaton,
providing the screen attraction.

Theatre Changes
The Film Board of Trade reports eight
changes of ownership and three closings.
The Ada has been sold by Rubin Peckler
to S. Sieja; the Gage Park by Chas. Smolka
to James Krai ; the Langley by Louis Fichtenburg to W. W. Blue; the Vista by M. O.
Wells to Ascher Bros. ; the Melrose Park,
in Melrose Park, by E. W. Betzer to Karl
Rau ; the Morton in Morton by A. Seccndo
to Carl Keister; the Villard in Villa Park
by Frederick Nelson to F. B. Swanson. and
Virden Theatre Co. has acquired the Bijou
at Waverly, 111.
Those closed, and their owners, are: New
Maywood. Maywood, 111., E. W. Retzer ;
Morton, Morton, 111., Carl Keister; and the
Apollo, Ottawa, Wm. G. Jeffries.

Picture

Wabash Ave. — South
GUMBIXER'S Lincoln theatre at Danville.
111., has been sold to Fry & Frink, Danville theatre men. . . Dave Dubin has named
June 1st as the general release date for "Her
Unborn Child" hereabout
Joe Paley and
wife to Europe in May for the summer. . . .
Henri Ellman sold several Tiffany productions to Publix while in New York for the
"Journey's End" opening at the Gaiety. "Mamba" goes into the Oriental for the week beginning May 2nd; "Party Girl" and "Sunny
Skies" into the Publix-Great States houses
about the same time. Fifteen prints of "Party
Girl" will be working in this territory by May
4th, "Perpetual Motion"
stated.
* * Ellman
*
Tom Gilliam back from a business trip to
Springfield, III., reports theatre business in the
state capital to be robust, ivith "Sally" (F.N.)
sharing in the prosperity. . . . Springfield's
Senate theatre {formerly the Gaiety) is being re-opened April 19fh by Gits Kerasotas
until a picture and vaudeville policy, Tom .lays.
. . . The golj season has been officially opened
in the local theatres ztnth "Match Play," Edticational's comedy featuring Hagcn and Diegel,
booked into McVickers for an extended run
and Sarazen and Johnny Farrell going to the
Chicago stage for a zveek beginning May 2nd.
. . . National .Screen Service has an attraetive
institutional trailer developed for , current use
by houses featuring * all-talker
programs.
* *
H. L. Whelpley, former manager of the
Terre Haute (Ind.) theatre, is now manager
of a Publix New York state theatre. . . . Maxine Ilinman has succeeded Miss Foy as manager of the Alovie Row Postal Telegraph office in the Standard Oil Bldg. . . . Mr. and
Mrs. Ken Leach of the Moviephone Corp. are
back in town after a New York trip which
included visits to the east coast studios. . . .
Warner Bros, and its local subsidiaries will be
in their new quarters at 13th Street and Wabash by May 15th. . . . W. A. Fields, former
New York theatrical p.a., is here as Columbia's
special representative for "Ladies of Leisure,"
obtaining mid-west bookings. Business to date :
Milwaukee opening, April 18; St. Louis, 19;
Denver, 17; Omaha, 18; St. Louis, 19. Picture is current here at the Woods.

* *

April
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Improvement Plan
May Halt New
Film Building
Confronted with the plans of its tenants
to vacate to the proposed new Film Exchange building at 13th street and Wabash
avenue on a wholesale 'scale in the fall, the
film building at 800-808 Wabash is now
tempting them to stick by beginning improvements on a large scale. A new stucco
front is going up and general rehabilitation
of the interior is planned by the owner. The
old building houses United Artists, Tiffany,
National Screen Service, Security Pictures,
Progress Pictures, and others, most of whom
were on the verge of signing leases farther
south and were caught with pens poised
when

the improvements on the old homestead began. It is just possible that, if
enough of these firms stay put, the new
Film Exchange building will not materialize, inasmuch as the rental agent's plans
of the proposed building show plenty of
space available even now. It would at least
halt the plans for a second film building
proposed for the 1300 block.

Warner Bros. Employes
Planning Social Club
With occupancy of the new Warner Bros,
building at 13th street and Wabash avenue
scheduled for May 15, plans are afoot here
for the formation of a Warner Club, similar to that in existence in New York. The
new building will bring all Warner subsidiaries in this city together under one roof,
thereby facilitating a club organization.
Clubroom space in the building may be reserved in the event the social idea goes over,
representatives of the company state.

*

Edncadonal's May drive for e.rtra play dates,
April 27 -May 31, is keeping Saul Goldman's
writing hand busy. . . . First National's local
office has done its bit tozvard realizing the
company's effort to book ".Shozv Girl In Hollywood" into the larger houses nationally during
Easier Week by landing it at the Oriental, to
open April 18. . . . Jack Miller is postal-carding from the South after hai'iifg left Nezv
York City tivo weeks ago. . . . Max I^evy (Exclusive Pictures) and icife. hack from Hollyzvood zia the Panama Canal-N. Y. C. route.
. . . Acme Sound Products Corp. opening offices in the Pure Oil Bldg. here. L. A. Roening, one of picture's old timers, is president.
. . . The nezv marquee at the Roosevelt has

B. vr K.'s
andpossible
public
to tthethat
proved so pleasing
the
it is
departmen
purchasing
Tiz-oli may get one from the same source.
Henri Ellman says there were so many Chicagoans around Times Square two weeks ago
it was difficult to believe one was actually in
New York City. Everyone was speaking Fn.alish, he explained. . . . The mother of Will
Kahl, Warner sales rep. in Indiana, died recently. ... A pre-release of the first of the
Van Beuren \'agabond Series — "Golden Pagoda"— opened at AlcVickers with the new bill
and will run concurrentlv with "Hot for
Paris" (Fox) in all Publix-R. & K. and Great
States houses later, Tom
North announces.
KANF
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Conducted

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

A Comeback!
RIu\HmM15]^:R om- Hitlc cditorinl chat in the issue of
April 5th?
Well, believe it or not, a most
indiji'nant "boss" (the expression
is his, not ours) has upped and
accused us of inciting- disloyalty,
riots and lots of other things: all
too numerous to mention.
We should really have told you
about this in last week's issue,
but we decided it might be interesting- to find out a little about
said "boss" and so, little members of the Round 'ral)]e Club,
gather around "grandpa" and listen to a cute little bedtime story.
This particular "boss" was a
salesman in the lace business,
until the lace business went
flooey ( as far as he was concerned anyway). lie then tried
selling- insurance, but once again
he was "not so hot." Then there
appears to be a lapse of a year
or so, unaccounted for. until his
wife's relations (in the theatre
racket for no good reason) decided they had better give him a
job or else they would have to
support him and his family anvway.
So, out of a clear sky. there
blossomed forth a "supervisor"
of three theatres which later
grew to about twelve through
merg-ers, consolidations, foreclosures and a cup of cofTee.
And how that boy could "supervise" isnobody's business. He
"souped" by day and he "souped"

Iiy night, until every manager
under his superb supervision ( ?)
eitluT toiind other jobs or were

The Spirit Of

'ALL FOR ONE
and ONE FOR ALL'
Is Winning Out

ready
"nuts."is g-ood at the
Whento go
business
theatres you will find him struttin' his stufif around the film exchanges and blowing his horn so
hard that you'd almost believe
that a cvclone hit the town. But
when it is bad— WOW!
You'll
hear him calling everybody on
the circuit all kinds of names
that even we, in our innocent existence, would liardly repeat,
more less print.
So he may well get peeved at
our conmient from time to time.
We actually tell the truth, and to
some people the truth reallv
hurts.
We are g^rateful to Dick
Kirschbaum for his most appropriate cartoon illustrating this
little chat. If, by any chance, it
should prompt someone else to
step into the ring, we will gladly
set forth their views, providing
they can point out both suggestions and criticisms, rather than
just
"kicking"
because thev find
a "shoe"
that fits.

We've had too many one-sided
arguments that the boss is always right and the house manget
more ager
thanwrong.
one We'd
side of like
anv tostorv.
It makes for better harmony between the boys on the firing line
and the men responsible for what
is going on in the various houses
under their supervision.

"Chick''
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ONE CLUB ACCOMPLISHED

A glowing tribute to "Disraeli" sent out by the
Federation of Women's Clubs in Oakland, Cal., to
25,000 members in pamphlet form declaring this
picture classic with George Arliss to be the foremost achievement in screen production, has proved
to be a record example of volunteer exploitation.
The picture was scheduled to open at the Chimes
Theatre in Oakland during the week of March 9
and the pamphlets were mailed two weeks in advance. The management of the theatre knew
nothing of the project until it received a copy of
the those
pamphlet
bearing
imprint:
all
receiving
this this
letter
place a"We
crossaskon that
the
back of their tickets, thus indicating the proper
appreciation of our endeavor to provide the best
pictures for the best patrons."
The management of the Chimes Theatre reports
that for the first four days of the showing every
other ticket received bore this cross.
In an article, just a little
while ago, we devoted space
to a stunt used by John R.
Peters, whereby the patrons
entering his house a half hour
before starting time were en■ tertained by a program of request numbers played by a stage pianist.
At this time we have another and somewhat similar stunt,
the idea of Leonard M. Salvo, organist at the Gateway Theatre
in Kenosha, Wis., which house is under the managership of
Robert S. Guiterman. Salvo calls his idea the "Mail Box
Musicales." The musicales take their name from a mailbox
which was placed in the lobby. A sign informed patrons that
any organ numbers they wished rendered in the half hour
recital before starting time, would be played provided they
affixed the name of the number on a piece of paper and dropped
it in the letter box. Pencil and pad were placed alongside the
box for convenience.
The recital program contains everything from classics to
jazz and to date has made a big hit with patrons of the house.
When it becomes necessary, due to length, to open the first
show with the feature, this angle is exceptionally good as a
fair sized audience is already seated in the house. We want
to thank these showmen for passing this along to us so that
we in turn can let the rest of the Club in on a new development.

Leonard M. Salvo
Has Another Slant
On Organ Novelty

Atmospheric Gag
Sold Picture For
J. H. Skiffington

picture.
The showman under discussion is
J. H. Skiffington, manager of
the Fox Theatre in Springfield, Mass., who, with the aid of Chas.
M. Hurley, the assistant manager of the house, turned out a
knockout campaign on the picture.
By his tie-up with the Oldsmobile people, makers of "The
Viking," he secured the free use of one of the company's cars
and drivers. He then hired two men and a girl, dressed in the
atmospheric costume of the picture, to ride about town on
the running board of the car. The photos will give you on
idea of the effective "flash" that the stunt created and the
interest that must have resulted from it. The costumes and
spears were furnished by the automobile company.
The car was driven through the main streets and the crowded
sections of the city, stopping frequently at various department stores,
soda fountains, etc. The "Vikings" dined at one of the largest
hotels during lunch hour and since each one had a placard on back
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of the costume bearing the title and playdate of the picture some
valuable publicity was secured by direct contact.

The whole campaign on "The Viking" went over smashingly
and the ballyhoo gag did much to help along the receipts and
when a gag does that there's no use talking, it's got the goods.
We'd like to hear more about the way Skiffington and Hurley
are exploiting their attractions in Springfield, for from what we
know of that city competition in show business is plenty tough
and a guy has got to be on the alert every minute.
With competition in the
show game around New York
waxing hot, it is small wonder
that almost every possible
angle must be covered by the
local showmen
in order to
keep business up to par. And
so for this reason we are going to tell you a little about the way
Joseph W. KHgler, manager of the Daly Theatre in the Bronx,
N. Y., sells his attractions.
The photo will give you an idea
of the weekly truck ballyhoo he
uses on every new attraction. This
truck cruises around all the streets
adjacent to the theatre and is a
very valuable medium for securing
attention. Knowing that Kligler

Joseph W. Kligler
Employs A Number
Of Showman Ideas

m

1

is
aware itofis the
and
dislikes,
not patrons'
surprisinglikes
to find,
often, an added novelty to the
ballylioo.
Another fine angle he uses is his house organ. This is made
up in black and white on good stock paper and carries the
program for the entire week, besides plugging the coming pictures. To make it more readable he had added a little personal talk column through which he informs the patrons of
^
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Here's the way a progressive showman cashed in on
"The Viking" through a tieup with his local automobile
representative of the car bearing the same name as the
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any special treats in store for them. Though his column has
only been appearing recently it has proven a big favorite with
the readers and shows the value of an intimate talk. The
r^ —
circuit has adopted an ^Appreciation
Month and it is about this
month that Kligler talks upon in his chat box, or as the official
title is "Entertainment Advisor."
Joe, byit any
is certainly
a pleasure
to know you
thatareyoulocated
can't
be Okay
stopped
competition,
even tliough
right in the heart of the "neighborhood" houses. Thanks for
keeping us posted on what you are doing up there.
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EXPLOITATION
"UNDER

A TEXAS

Woriwr Hrifs.
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MOON"

Real showmen should have little or no trouble at all selling
this one to their patrons, because it contains so many outstanding points from the exploitation angle. It is in technicolor entirely and some of the shots are the most beautiful
ever caught since colored pictures took on their present
importance.
Don't care a rap if your patrons know Frank Fay or if
his name is a deep, dark secret to them. Tbey WILL like
him after they see this picture, and his characterization ofters
many valuable slants for publicity and exploitation. But to
get back to what we started out to tell you: You have plenty
of Spanish or Mexican atmosphere and should build much of
your exploitation background around this phase of the picture.
Along these lines we suggest a singing team (if possible) in
your lobby with guitars and dressed in Mexican costumes,
or perhaps you can arrange a car or float with two such
singers for street ballyhoo purposes. Have them sing the
theme song of the picture (same as the title) and plug this
song as much as you can via every way possible. A suggestion for your advance plug on this picture would be a Mexican setting in a good spot in your lobby or foyer, still carrying out the guitar singing team.
The "Jumping Bean" gag in the picture should offer peppy
showmen more than just an idea. Make an attempt to get a
dozen of them. Use them in a good window where plenty of
the customers can watch them jump. It ties in with the picture and always provides lots of laughs and interest to the
curious public. Another good slant would be to use this line
for house, program, throwaway or newspaper publicity: "No!
I Kees You. Yes." It gets many laughs in the picture and
they can have their interest keyed up by using it properly.
From the "sweetheart" angle, Frank (in the picture, Don
Carlos) has so many that your teaser campaign could capitalize on it plenty. The female members of the cast include
Raquel Torres, Armida and Myrna Loy, and of these three
attractive girls Don Carlos steals the one who hates him the
most (Myrna Loy).
Hat stores with a display featuring Sombreros can be used.
Gown shops might be sold on the idea of a Spanish and
American bridal display with appropriate copy to put the stunt
across. For street advertising purposes, or even handing stuff
out to patrons leaving the theatre, you could make use of two
good ideas:
6
One, the distribution of small pay envelopes containing
some sort of a small bean and have it carry good selling copy
in connection with the picture. Another small envelope idea
is the use of Christmas tree "snow tinsel." Have this gag
labeled "Star Dust" and tell 'em they will find the answer to
lucky star dust in the picture "Under a Texas Moon."
Dress your lobby and front with cactus plants through cooperation with your local florists. Another front dressing idea,
either above or below the marquee, would be the use of bright
colored bunting and canopies simulating a Mexican Hacienda.
Carry this idea out as far as possible. It will lend the proper
atmosphere besides boosting interest in the picture itself.
Work in some cut-outs of Fay and the others in the cast.
Capitalize on the present popularity of the theme song hit.
DON'T tell them that Fay sings, because he only sings a bar
or two at the finish of the picture. Sell HIM as "Broadway's
Famous Celebrity Who Scores a Decided Hit." You can
promise them that he will surprise the whole town with his
work in 'Under a Texas Moon."
Teaser copy can be pounded out along the lines of: "What
would YOU do Under a Texas Moon?" — Be careful, girls.
Under a Texas Moon" — "See The One Man Revolution at
His Best." These are just rough suggestions: you can probably build plentv of stuff around them. Tell the girls that
they will adore Frank Fay in this picture. As far as the girls
are concerned, they will most likely make him one of their
favorites after they see this picture of his.
Just try using your thinking cap on this one, boys. You
have a fine title, a cast with names and possibilities and a
story that lends itself to exploitation. So using this review as
a means of getting slants and the regular News review for
more details about the story itself, you can certainly work
up some live interest that should react most favorably at your
box office.

CLUB

REVIEWS!
"THE

DIVOIU EE"

M-a-M

Perhaps the greatest selling point in this ultra-modern sophisticated picture is the now famous story about Ex-Wives.
Of course, we would temper this advice by saying that wherever Norma Shearer has a following, you can play it up as
greater than any of her previous talking productions. Whether
it is or not is a question open for discussion, but YOU know
your patrons and should therefore exercise extreme care and
judgment in getting your campaign ready to shoot.
If Chester Morris is well liked in your community, you can
play him up as being in an entirely different role than heretofore. He is no thug, gunman or gangster, and the only villainy
he performs here is the wrecking of his home.
Getting back to the Shearer angles: you might try to get
over the thought that she rises to greater heights than ever
before in a role in which she excells. And whether you are
selling Shearer or the picture, one thing you must not forget;
here is a production with a mighty delicate story. You can, by
clever advertising and teaser campaigns, put the theatre in the
reverse attitude of the picture. By which we mean: play up
the angle of the evils of divorce. Keep all your copy dignified,
anything else would be rotten showmanship anywhere.
As for tie-uns; there are plenty of opportunities in this direction. Besides, jewelry stores, interior decorators, automobiles, etc. And with so many different cooperative angles you
should experience little difficulty in making up some mighty
fine double trucks or even small sections in cooperation with
your local newspapers.
Don't consider ballyhoos of any kind. They are out of the
question with a picture like "The Divorcee," but a cleverly
worded personal letter through the mails should help create
tremendous interest in a picture of this type, especially if you
can key up the women's interest, as the men will follow the
women all the time (no gag). A suggestion for a teaser campaign through the mails or house to house distribution would
be a series of post cards or sealed envelopes containing lines
such as: "What would you do if YOU were an ex-wife?" "Is
an ex-wife happy?" "Suppose YOUR home was wrecked,
YOUR andhappiness
gone lines
to smash
would upYOU
These
other similar
could —allwhat
be worked
to a do?"
high
pitch in making 'em want to know what it's all about. The
same lines could apply to a good newspaper teaser campaign.
In this respect the picture has a wealth of ideas.
As good copy for your opening announcement or follow-up
advertising, you could play up the moral that marriage is taken
too lightly. Ask them: "What would you do if confronted
with
problem?"
trailerswant
along
the
lines Norma
outlined Shearer's
above would
also tendA series
to makeof them
to see
this picture.
Neat also
cardsbe inemployed.
the ladies' lounge rooms, promenades, etc., might
Don't be afraid to play up the appeal that the picture has,
especially for the women. The men will flock to see it just as
keenly as the ladies. Thank goodness men are born that way.
(Why bring that up?)
The "class" houses won't have to do much worrying on a
picture like this, but the other boys must watch their step on
the manner in which they try to create the interest of their
patronage. Another thought for most any kind of a house
would be to stress the idea that "here is Norma Shearer in one
of the most emotional roles of her career and her brilliant
acting in this frank story of an ex-wife — and the divorce evil —
willForamaze
lobbyyou."
and front displays, head cutouts of Shearer over
or under the marquee and if you can make up a series of lifesize cutouts of her in different, impressive gowns, then you will
be making a corking front and tying right in with part of the
picture, because she plays the part of a designer. Which opens
up the thought that you might get your better dress houses to
fix up outstanding window displays on this attraction. But be
sure to get your various catch lines across, even in window
displays.
a marvelous
selling slant and should be emphasized rightIt's
through
your campaign.
It might not be amiss to caution you that the theme and
plot of this story makes it advisable to discourage attendance
of children. You can gauge this bit of advice according to
your patronage as well as their reaction to advertising, or
advice, along such lines. The latter expression may also be
applied to anything we have to say about the various pictures
reviewed. YOU are the best judge, or should be, of what is
most advisable for your theatre.
What
appeals to us may
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W. A. Roberts Used
A Personal Letter
On Parking Angle

YOUR PROBLEMS
AND MINE!
B's Problem:
B. is another old-time showman. Today
he holds a responsible position as General
Manager for a fast growing circuit in the
middle west. How did he attain his present
position? .Just by overcoming problems
like the one we are relating now.
The local newspaper editor held a great
deal of animosity towards the theatre. He
was a hard-boiled duck. You know the
kind. The man who yells out that his sheet
is not going to give the theatre any "free
advertising." B. couldn't get near him. The
editor wouldn't soften at passes either.
B' Solution:
Disgusted, B. turned his attention to the
reporters on the daily paper. He started
to create stories. Being an old time showman the stories he engineered were "hot"
ones. Nearly all of them hit the pages of
the paper. When he started to receive some
publicity from this angle B. went out after
the local civic events and tied them in with
his house. He got along so well with the
committees that they started to ride the
editor, endeavoring to show him that he
had taken a wrong stand.
Finally, the editor capitulated. He had
to when he began to realize the wonderful
asset that the theatre was to the town,
Stories began to appear more frequently
and in a little while all was smooth sailing
for B., the house was coming in for the
publicity it deserved and the cash register
began jingling more merrily.
In closing we'd like to add a little line
of B.'s origin, "If you want the Chamber
of Commerce to work with you," he declares, "join them and make yourself a
great credit to them. The rest will be easy."
And, as Sam the Showman would remark,
"Them's words of wisdom, B. — them's
words of wisdom."

''TWO
ARE

THOUSAND
BETTER

HEADS

THAN

News

ONE!
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Remember not so long ago
we told you about the great
work W. A. Roberts was doing out in Plymouth, Penn. ?
Well, here's another example
of his unusual ability as a
showman.

As you know, Roberts is connected with the Shawnee and
Rialto Theatres in Plymouth for the Shawnee Amusement Co.,
and in his years in show business has used many novel angles.
We are
to tell
you henow
how ashe ainformed'
his patrons
of
the
free going
parking
space
added
special feature
to the
Shawnee's service.
A personal letter was sent out to every one in town, with a
pass enclosed, which told the name of the picture playing on the
date the pass was stamped for. In his second paragraph Roberts got in his announcement on the new parking innovation
and followed it up by giving a resume of the house policy. All
in all, it was a well worded letter and did much to let the
Shawnee in for goodwill. The stunt itself is worthy of any
showman's efforts and we are glad of the opportunity to pass
it along in the event that any of our members may be contemplating something along similar lines.

The picture we are reproducing sliows you the corking cutout he used to plug his coming attraction. You will also note
the truck standing in front of the theatre that serves as a street
ballyhoo for the various pictures. All these stunts are typical
of
his showmanship,
and though
but athem
small'
part
of wide
and varied activities,
we arethey
gladform
to show
to you.
Thank you, Roberts, for keeping us posted on your work and
we look forward to receiving the detailed accounts of the "Free
Vacation" stunt you are engineering down there because it is
sure to contain some points of interest for the rest of the Club.

Max Melincoff Has
Shifted, Is Now At
New
London, Conn.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^-^■^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^^

You'll have to pardon us
for a moment till we take a
bow for another member of
the CLUB. Max Melincoff,
one of our live-wires, has been
promoted
the Garde
atre
in New to London,
Conn.The-

Max has formerly been handling the affairs of the Palace
Theatre in Torrington, Conn., and as the regular followers of
our pages know, he has turned out some great work. It was
only recently that we showed you a lay-out of his newspaper
ads and told how he sold the town completely on the shows.
Having been in the business a number of years now, it seems
to us it is only natural that we receive some fine ideas from
liim and with the record he made in Providence, R. I., still
standing up tlierc we liave further proof.
We want to wish Max lots of luck at the Garde, and since
we recollect the many happy and busy days we spent there.
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lielped a lot towards making the display sell. All
in all, the entire work
seems to be well able
to bring anyone looking; at it, to the theatre. Thanks, Robertson, for passing this
along to us in order that we might know just what you and
the rest of that live-wire group of Canadian members are
accomplishing up there, and we guess it is needless to tell
you that we want to hear more from you in the very
near future.

Here's What Sam
Cohen Is Doing At
Portland, Oregon

A short while back we ran
a story on the CLUB pages

announcing Sam Cohen's appointment to the position of
Publicity and Exploitation
man for the RKO
Orpheum
Theatre in Portland, Oregon,
and told you that in a little while we expected to pass on a
couple of his activities.
Well Sam has been pretty busy working hard to bu>t records up there and has been unable to find time at the present
to give us more detailed information on his campaigns, but for
the sake of showing you that he is accomplishing much we
are reproducing a photo of the crowds attending the showing
of "The Racketeer," and as you will note they are lined up on
both sides of the box-office. Which proves pretty conclusively
that Sam is certainly selling his shows.

70T^

^^The Showman^s
AN EXCLUSIVE
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CLUB FEATURE

Calendar^^

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

APRIL
April 23rd.
April 24th.

Shakespeare
Born — 1564.
—1704.
First newspaper issued in America

April 25th.
April 26th.

War Declared with Spain— 1898.
Confederates Memorial Day (Alabama Florida, Georgia & Miss.)

April 27th.
April 30th.

General Grant's Birthday— 1822.
Louisiana Purchased.

May
May
May
May
May
May
May

1st to 7th
1st
1st
4th to 10th
5th
7th
10th

National Golf \Veek.
Labor Day (Philippines).

May
May
May
May

nth
12th
18th
20th

May 21st

If^ffe'

CLUD

I^CUND TACLt

We are always well pleased
to receive news concerning the
s
Turn
n
rtso
Robe
activities of our Canadian
Out Some Sellinji members and whenever we are
in receipt of said news, it must
Window Displays be passed on, because there
are
generally
one
or two
J. M
angles of value. This window display was arranged by B.
C,
Robertson, manager of the Dominion Theatre in Victoria,
work
fine
the
of
example
typical
a
is
it
that
say
must
and we
turned out by our Canadian members. Through a tie-up with
a radio store, the display was effective and as you will note
from the photo, a number of stills grouped about the radio,
together with a banner in
the background, form an
artistic layout.
There is no doubt in
our mind but that this
work attracted more than
passins.:: interest, because
■K
the "flash" created by the
banner alone would make
them look. Evidence of
considerable care is seen
ill the art work used by
Robertson and this too

_^j^T^^^*

N e rv s

Mav 24th

MAY

May Day — Child Health Day
National Music Week
Napoleon's Death.
S. S. Lusitania Torpedoed (1915).
Confederate
Memorial
Day (Ky.
and N. Carolina.)
Mother's Day.
Florence Nightingale's
Peace Day (1899).

Birthday

Mecklenberg Declaration of Independence — N. Carolina.
Lindbergh's
Flight —
N.
Y. to Paris Non-Stop
(1927).
First Telegraph Message sent in
1844.

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Okay Sam, we are going to let this one get by but we warn
you if you don't let us hear some more reports of your work
we are liable to say lots to you if we can ever run out around
your district. We know that you are capable of producing
the goods since your work at the Elsinore proved that to us.

Keep an eye on ''The Showman's
Calendar'^
for an advance
tip on
future holidays and events.
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''LOBBY LAFFS

ft

Dick Kirschbaum is sorely in need of suggestions
for the "Lobby Laffs" series and knowing how
popular these cartoons are with our readers, we
are broadcasting this request right off the Club
pages.
If you stop to think for a moment or two, undoubtedly, you will recall some funny incident
that occurred around your theatre and could be
converted into one of Dick's "laffs".
"Keep Your Sunnyside Up" and let's all get some
fun out of this series as long as Dick is good
enough to do the cartooning for us.
M.R.T.C.

Displaying the real CLUB
spirit, Carl B. Sherred gives us
a wealth of information concerning himself and his work,
as his initial contribution upon
joining our organization.
=^=^^^^=^^=^^=^^^^^^^^^^== Sherred
is the manager of
the Mishler Theatre in Altoona, Pa., and if recollection serves
us right we can remember him as connected in an executive
capacity with a stock company, when we were handling a
string of houses up around New England.
Competition being strong around
Altoona, he had his hands full pulling
the customers in towards the boxoffice, so as a starter he promoted a
Kiwanis Week benefit show that
clicked for a lot of extra dough and
let the house in for subsequent goodwill. With spring rolling around he
staged a fashion show in the theatre
by tying up with one of the largest
department stores in town.
The department store was having a
fashion revue at the time and Sherred
decided to work it into his house.
With the aid of a local dancing teacher
he staged the whole thing at the Mishler, with a number of additional dealers providing wearing
apparel to be displayed. The success of this stunt is easily seen
when it is known that over six thousand admissions were
recorded on the opening day. Many window displays were
secured throughout the town and, in addition, through a tie-up
with the theme song publishers he got in some plugs for his
coming attractions.
As another means of securing publicity for his future pictures, a professional singer is featured on the air every evening.
The singer plugs all of the theme songs and in between the
announcer gives the play dates. Another one of Sherred's
activities was a tie-up with a local baker who agreed to distribute ahalf price ticket, wrapped in every loaf of bread sold.
Oaky, Carl, we're glad to see that you are taking so active
an interest and we hope it will be continued in the future.

C. Sherred Ran A
Fashion Show That
Boosted Business

More Tie-Ups Are
Engineered By The
Very Active Vogel

News

Many stories have been published on these pages concerning the activities of Vogel Gettier, manager of the Capitol
Theatre in Grand Island, Nebraska. The stories for the

"
most part have dealt with his
newspaper advertising and art work, so this time we want to
tell you about the way he puts over campaigns.
Booking in "Honey," he set to work to make the town conscious of the attraction. For his first move, of course, he ran
a sound trailer one week in advance. He then tied-up the
local bakery and they agreed to insert a coupon with each loaf
of their whole wheat Honey bread. The coupon informed the
reader that if the number it bore corresponded with the number
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pasted on a bulletin board in the theatre lobby, the holder
would be entitled to free tickets. In addition to doing this
the bakery paid for the cost of printing and also ran a notice
in the newspaper ad.
Through a tie-up with a local bee farm, and their local
grocery distributor, he secured five hundred jars of honey, and
pasting effective copy on the jars gave them away at the theatre, with the grocery carrying the announcement in their daily
ad. A number of other tie-ups enabled him to have a couple
of popular dance orchestras give the tunes a two weeks' plug.
Special windshield stickers, as part of a teaser campaign, were
made up and distributed to car owners.
A good many other valuable tie-ups were made by Vogel,
but since we are rather cramped for space we can only give
you what we think may suit your needs, and have endeavored
to pick out the highlights. He promoted a "Honey" hour on
the radio and featured a trio of singers, who rendered the
various melodies. Covering the soda fountain angle, he persuaded the dealers to concoct a special sundae and to display
stills and art work at the fountain.
The campaign went over very well and we have every reason
to believe that Vogel was well pleased with the b. o. when he
checked up after the run of the picture.
A very successful campaign
was recently engineered by
Charles Smackwitz, manager
of the Strand Theatre in Albany, N. Y., which had the
town
"Chasing
conscious
for the Rainbows"
run of that

Smackwitz Again
App<
Page jears On These
[es With Stunts

picture,
and wefordon't
mean maybe.
As a starter
his campaign,
Smackwitz tied in with a radio
manufacturer and promoted space in a full page ad the dealer
was running, by permitting the use of a still showing the two
stars of the picture leaning against a radio set. Since the ad
also carried the names of six local distributors of the product,
window space was also secured.
In one of the evening papers a double truck layout was arranged which carried ads of a number of local merchants as
well as the theatre. An art banner three inches wide ran across
the two pages. The banner had a rainbow in it and a pot of
gold
on each
side catchlines
and worked and
in with
merchants'
ads also
carried
some theof title.
them The
featured
scene
mats from the picture. In another paper, permission was secured to imprint the front page in green ink, with copy reading,
" 'Chasing Rainbows' at the Strand." Three thousand imprinted copies were distributed throughout the streets of the
city by newsboys.
Atop of one of the largest office buildings in the bus}-, downtown section a balloon was put up. Suspended from the balloon was a large banner forty feet long and thirty-eight inches
wide. The banner was sprayed with white and the copy was
sewed on in red letters. A tie-up with a dealer in ladies' apparel,
enabled Smackwitz to create a novel stunt. He featured a display
of wax mannequins, each wearing a different colored dress, and
the whole arrangement made a rainbow-like effect that tied in
with tlie picture.
The entire campaign was masterfully planned and executed
and Smackwitz sure sold them on the film. We are very glad
to present his activities, and we hope that this article will be
followed by many more.

Bamett Lazarus Says:
"It is indeed very gratifyinq to me to know that
I am now a member of the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB. The fact that this section in MOTION PICTURE NEWS is always so helpful and
instructive is reason enough for every live wire
manager in the country Manager,
to belong."
Fox Manhattan Theatre,
Manhattan Ave.
New York City.
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Another showman comes to
us from out of the West. This
time we want to tell you some
thing about the activities of
F. M. Crabill, manager of the
Heilig Theatre in Eugene, Ore
i-^^Though we haven't the complete "dope" on hand concerning the campaign he engineered
recently on '"Marianne," we feci that the photos will serve
to give you a line on his showmanship. The first one we arc
reproducing shows a tie-up he made with a local band and
secured
their co-operation
to plug his picture.
The
band
paraded about the streets
of Eugene, playing tunes
from the picture and then
wound up the procession
in front of the theatre,
where they played awhile
for the edification of patrons entering the theatre.
This angle helped wise the
town up to the fact that
tlie film was opening that
night at the theatre and
renewed interest in the
attraction.
The other picture shows
a corking street ballyhoo
that sure gathered plenty
of attention. He secured a
baby tank and painted it
up with copy on the picture. With the aid of the
local Boy Scouts and their band (drums and flutes) he engineered another parade through the streets, this time in broad
daylight, and at about the hour when the office workers and
others were having lunch. The stunt created a great deal of
favorable comment, which reacted at the b. o. during the run
of the picture.
We notice also tiiat Crabill pulls pretty strongly with his
local newspaper, as he has succeeded in landing a "Word Contest" in the local paper. This gag is put over by taking the
title of the picture, "Marianne," and seeing how many words
can be derived from it. For the largest list of names submitted
the contestant received free tickets to witness the sliow.

Crabill Sold The
Town On This One
By Special Angles

SIGNS

CLliC

OF summer:

Some things all wide-awake managers
should keep in mind :
General clean-up. in and out of Ihealii'.
New lijrhlinj,' .scheme for lobby and interior.
Greens and flowors for lounj^e rooms, etc.
VentilaliuK e(|uipment to be put in shape.
Summer uniforms for the ushers and staff.
Clean up boiler room and check up on heatinjj
plant.
These

are but a few suggestions. You
should know your own conditions well
enough to add about a dozen other items to
Harold Garfinkle
Again Displaying
His Showmanship

It was with interest that we
learned that Harold Garfinkel,
newly appointed manager of
the State Theatre in Ozone
Park, L. I., N. Y., is continuing the fine
characterized
hiswork
showwhich
salesman-

■
ship when he managed a house for the Century Circuit not so
long ago.
To plug his "Kiddie Karnival" he made up a miniature
herald, measuring S^^ by 3]/^, printed in black on good green
stock paper. The herald resembled a booklet and the front

and back pages bore a catchline, "It's A Gift." The copy inside read: "Monster Kiddie Karnival — Starting Saturday April
12th and Every Saturday Thereafter — Every Child Attending
the Matinee Will Receive a Lucky Number Coupon. Those
Children
Holding
Numbers
Willand
Receive
a Toy."
(The
rest
of the
herald the
carried
the time
also listed
the items
being given away.)
This stunt made a great hit with the kiddies around Ozone
Park and as a result Harold's kiddie business was boosted considerably and we don't doubt but that as time rolls on, it will
gain more and more. Since, after all, it's just a matter of
reaching out for it. Good work, Harold, we're sure that you
are going to make a name for yourself out at the State and
we hope to record more of your showmanlike work in the
future.

Marc Wolf's House
Came In For A Bit
Of
Glorification
^

When Marc C. Wolf, city
manager of the Gary, Ind.,
Palace Theatre, played "Glorifying theaAmerican
Girl," for
he
arranged
fashion show
the lobby that
"notcoming
only drew
attention
to the
en-

— -— —
gagement of the picture, but actually brought in additional
business on its own merit."
Co-operating with one of the largest women's oufitting firms
n Gary, together with florists, jewelers and dealers in cosmetics.
Wolf staged a style show in the lobby of the theatre three days

Okay, Crabill, we are certainly glad to hear from another
of the West's representative showmen and we want you to
know that the Club pages are always open for ideas of the
sort you are using out there in Eugene.

"All For One And One For All"

in advance of the play dates of "Glorifying the American Girl."
Eight models, including Miss Indiana of 1929, were used on a
"board walk" and the girls wore specially imported gowns,
wraps, sports costumes, evening and afternoon apparel which
the store secured from New York stylists for the event.
Needless to say, patrons did not mind waiting in line for entrance to the theatre during this period of time. In fact, according to Wolf, they were so much interested in the display
that they almost forgot they came to the theatre to witness a
performance on the screen.
Although this
is a variation
"Fashion ability
Show" ofidea,
nevertheless
demonstrates
the on
finetheshowman
Marc.it
How complete details of how this event was planned and executed would make mightv interesting reading on the Club pages.
What about it Mr. Wolf?
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Over
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paign put on by H. C. Henderson,

-^

for

director

Schine's

publicity

of

Morrison

and

'
Strand, when
"Happy
Days"
played the Morrison Theatre. To give you an idea of the
way Henderson set about to make the residents conscious of
the picture, we are reproducing a couple of photos showing
the parade he engineered and also one of the many displays he
secured in the windows of the town's leading dealers.
Through a tie-up with a local ice cream manufacturer, the
company permitted him to place banners and cards on all the
trucks. In addition to this they featured a special ice cream
made up to tie in with the picture, with all the confectionery
stores and soda fountains in town showing banners announcing
the special.

"J Spotlight
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Out in Alliance, Ohio, the
townspeople are just recovering from the whirlwind cam-

H. C. Henderson Of
^^

Alliance

Picture

SM/?// A ECGLI
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so long ago as a four-page booklet and today Henderson has
so sold the local merchants on its value that it has jumped
to sixteen pages of reading matter, and according to Henderson,
"is not thrown on the floor."
Besides carrying the program, as you will note from the cut,
nearly every merchant in town is represented on the pages.
In this manner it is secured at no cost to the theatre and both
the house and the merchants benefit. The pages are interspersed with plenty of advance stories on the coming attractions
and interest is livened in a "Jumble Contest" which is run
every week.
The whole lay-out is a tribute to the showmanship of Mr.
R. S. Wallace, general manager of the Schine houses, and Henderson. If you will refer back to the cut showing the band
you can get a look at Mr. Wallace, who is seated at the wheel
of the car which led the procession, and you also can see
"H. C." standing alongside. We want to thank these two livewire showmen for keeping us posted on what they are doing
to sell their ajttractions in Ohio and we hope they will continue the active interest that they are showing.

INN
S

HORUSON

ST^b'aND

Allen, Weiss And
Short Crowned The
"Vagabond

King"

===^==^====

With the world premiere of
"Vagabond King" being held
in Florida, it was to be expected that a great campaign
would be put on. Recently we
showed
how Walter
Morris,
then you
managing
the Para-

mount Theatre in West Palm Beach, Fla., where the premiere
was held, planned and executed a successful campaign. Since
then the other big cities have been playing the picture and

Twenty-two window displays were used. Three thousand
special throwaways made up with plenty of copy that packed a
wallop, were distributed all over the town. A tie-up with a
large laundry company enabled Henderson to place announcements concerning the show in every package delivered. The
better restaurants distributed imprinted paper napkins. And
to top all of this off, he effected a very valuable tie-up with
the street car corporation by which he was enabled to string
banners on the street cars.

While we are recounting the way these Schine houses sell
their shows, we want to tell you a bit about the house organ,
"The Spotlight," which is one of the cleverest examples of a
local program we have seen in some time.
It was started not

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.

managers
beenthat
vieing
other
rival Morris's
work. So have
in order
you with
may each
see how
thisto friendly
rivalry
is carried on we'll record the work of Wally Allen, Harry Weiss
and Paul Short, as they sold Tampa, Fla., on the production.
So vast and complete a campaign was engineered by tlie trio
that it is practically impossible for us to reprint it in its entirety. What we are going to do though is to describe the
various highlights of their work in order that our members,
should any of them play the picture, may take advantage of
these box-office building ideas.
Special stories and pictures appeared in all of the daily newspapers, with increased newspaper space being allotted to the
production. The news ads were of the sort that worked up to
a climax. As a pubHcity stunt the Detroit Tigers baseball
team, then training in Florida, was invited to attend the premiere. Sound trailers were run in all the Publix houses announcing the "Vagabond King" at the Victory. In addition
all of the theatres carried cut-outs of the picture. Twenty-five
tire covers plugged it two weeks in advance. A window contest
was sponsored by the Chamber of Commerce, with prizes
offered for the most attractively displayed product of the
Chamber's members, in conjunction with the film.
Signs were placed, two weeks in advance, on all electric light
poles. Copy on the signs read "The Vagabond King Is Coming," and on play date, a new showing was substituted. A
number of pads reading "Things To Do To-Day," which bore
space for memoranda as well as plugging the picture were distributed throughout the city. One hundred souvenir books
were sold on the streets the day of opening. Proofs of the
ad run in the American Weekly magazine were pasted on
windows.
Through a tie-up with a local manufacturer of a popular
drink a plan was effected whereby five thousand cards, bearing
copy which read, "For The Best Thirst Quencher Drink Celo, —
For The Best In Entertainment See The Vagabond King,"
were printed and distributed by the drink company. The manufacturers of Chesterfield Cigarettes did the same thing, with
their copy reading, "They Satisfy, Chesterfields And The Vagabond King." A telephone girl called as many people as possible, in a week, and advised them of the premiere. The
Chamber of Commerce sent letters to all members urging that
they attend the showing.
The wliole campaign was one of the most complete ever
engineered in the City of Tampa, and, as we stated before,
were we to record the rest of the activities, which covered news
stories, displays, contests, pictures, etc., we would have a couple
of pages of reading matter. Keep up the good work boys and
continue telling us about it.
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Ideas continue to come to
light on how to boost kiddie
business on the Saturday Matinee and the latest one we are
in receipt of is Frank Boucher's method of organizing a
matinee club, at the Maryland
Theatre in Hagerstown, Maryland, which house he manages for
the Warner Outfit.
For tlie sake of clarity we are setting up in type a sample of
one of tlio heralds he
used to start the mat] N T R 0 D I' {■ 1 N C.
inee club and if you
WARNER
BROS
read it carefully you
will derive a wealth of
MARYLAND THEATRE
.i^ood points on how to
KIDDIES' MATINEE CLUB
properly organize and
exploit a kiddie club.
WHO CAN BELONG TO IT'
Frank seems to be
iMm* •• Sal.r^r. Ma«k tth.
having his hands full
down in his district
HOW DO YOU JOIN 1T>
Satur^r.
Mufk
ttk.
EvMT
k^y «.J firi
promoting new stunts
every week and his latWHAT DO YOU GET OUT OF IT>
est is a tie up with the
l><,«, k«fli.i.i*fl Salur^r.-M.rck Stk. I*.
BiiBk*r* ••> lk« ««i»k«»kip k«noa«. w>ll
ikMtra- Ck.lirw* «k* k»* Ik* ki.n»,
local merchants where»>II k* •din.ll»i rn. .1 lk*l p«W»rniU(«
lk«r kiitlon* t. ik* 4^n«»^ Oi*n>« Ik* p*rfonBAA<«
by he has instituted a
-Jl k,'
k* ■•■•(l*^ •» tk< •l>|< >i>4 *.n«* T»lubU rifl.
kT .k'«J nTiZ',
will k* •••rdtj t* Ik* (kildr** ■■> ik* kudianc* «k* k>*« *ina«Hr
• uiBk*r«d k«ttaiu Otkvr p'lt* *(?-.■ *nrf lurpn** BO**Jt>**. *• wall
gift
night in the theatre
•* tp«<«J |Mr<o'in**<** la -h.<k lluk >n*mUr. will k* •aimll*^ *t •
,.4*c*J pr»*. wdl k. .>B**«*H fma l.ra* I* Itm*.
every Wednesday eveAL30 SPECIAL
SCREEN
ATTRACTIONS
EACH
WEEK
ning, with the leading
Cxk Salvor— AT THE MATINEE ONLY-W*WUI Skow tk* S*n*I
dealers
in town contrib•THE STARTING
FIRE MARCH
DETECTIVEIlk
uting their products.
The contest is arranged
REMEMBER!
to run over a period of
GET YOUR
MEMBERSHIP
BUTTON AT THE MATINEE
ON SATURDAY. MARCH 8th
about two months and
it's a safe bet that
IF you CANT
Frank's house is going
ATTrsP THF MMINFK ON MARCH »h, VOU C^V STILL CET A
to come in for a lot of
UEMRFRSHIP RLTTON BY ASKING AT THE MANAGER'S OFRCF
ANY TIMF BEFORE SATURDAY. MARCH 8th ONLY A LIMITED
NLMBFR OF BUTTONS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED. HOWEVER. SO
extra business as well
GET YOURS AS EARLY AS YOU CAN
SPECIAL
SERIAL— PRUES— NOVELTIES
EACH
WEEK
as plenty of publicity
and good will.
■^^
To give you an idea
of how strong he pulls with the local papers we would like to
state that in the issue w-e have on hand we note he succeeded
in running a serial story on "Marianne," v'hich finished as the
picture "broke," and in addition pulled a red hot stunt by announcing inthe newspaper by special "ad" and on the dramatic
page that according to a list of the ten best films of the past
year, compiled by a trade daily, eight had been shown at the
Maryland, one had been refused because of local conditions and
the other one was on the \Vay. Which is just another example
of real showmanship, but when we get those kind of examples,
we want to pass them on.
Thanks, Frank, for your interest in seeing that we're posted
on what's doing down around your way, and we expect to hear
more from you in the near future. Especially do we want to
know how your gift nights go over.

Kiddie Business
Always Above Par
For Frank Boucher

Front Page Stories
Landed By Steele
In Local Papers

83

News

In our little article not so
long ago when we related the
activities of George Steele,
manager of the Trianon Theatre in Birmingham. Ala., we
told you
how
he sold
his
shows by the means of very

'■
novel displays and lobby stunts.
Word hadn't come into Club headquarters in time to permit
us giving an account of a recent bit of newspaper publicity
Steele received when his house hit the front pages of a daily
paper for six days in a row in connection with a local censorship run-in, but we are glad to announce that everything came
out fine and the house as a result is now doing wonderful
business.

And and
now,give
George,
you'll
no excuse
not to
yourself
down
us a lot
of have
accounts
concerning
the sitmany
fine
things you are doing to keep up the excellent record you have
hung up for your house and yourself, so we look forward to
hearing from you very soon and we feel that your letter will
contain something of value that we can pass along to the rest
of the Club.
Oke?

TADLt

''MATCH

CLUB

•Br? ^.11^

iar

PLAY'*

Sennet l-Ediicdtiitnal

Comedy

There are, no doubt, many anjjles to short-subject exploitation which we oui^ht t(» publish from
time to linu', but unfortiinatelv , we have not
reached the point where we can devote the time
necessary to handle this particular phase.
Hut we will make an exception in the case of
"Match I'lay" because it is one of those honest-toffoodness comedies, with plenty of opportunity to
fi^o out and tie up with sportin;^ tjoods stores, country ti<)!r clul)s, men's wear shops and man> (»lhei
slants alonu' those lines.
In addition. > ou can arranjje lobby displays,
newspaper tie-ups and, in fact, do almost as much
as you can with a crack exploitation feature.
We cau.yht this short subject after it was officially reviewed by the News and felt that it was
worthy of comment. So much so, that we have already received some fine exploitation material
from showmen who played the picture. They all
seemed to take advantage of the possibilities and
you should, too, if you are going to play it in your
house*
"Chick."

Earl Arnold Has
A Double And We
Prove It By This

Something we never do is
reveal a man's past but since
he dares us we are showing

you
life — two
the sides
right ofandEarl
the Arnold's
left.
Earl is the manager of the
"
'
'
Lincoln Theatre in Arlington.
New Jersey, and we have recorded his activities on these pages
before. His most recent stunt, as you know, was a corker.
He hired a cameraman to go about town and "shoot" the kids
and cleaned up plenty on the showing of the pictures, with
the house comin.y; in for lots of good will.
Being one of the most original guys in the racket, you can
never tell from one moment to another just what stunt Earl
will pull next. (The
only competitor he has
in the way of creative
ingenuity
i s Dick
Kirschbaum,
the
"Lobby

Laffs" Rembrandt, born with a
golden
his
mouth spoon
and in wise
enough to swallow it.)
Earl was born with
one in his mouth too,
but What
he didn't
swallow
it.
he did
was
the basis for the plea:
"Don't bite the hand that's feeding you." Before he was two
years old he was practicing what to say to tough traffic cops.
By the time he left school (it was in 1620 B. R., by request),
he was all set to take up his duties as a purveyor of amusement to a bored public.
Listen Earl, we could go on for hours handing out compliments like this but what's the use. The rest of the Club
knows that we are only kidding and that you are a real live
wire showman and in the time you have been at the Lincoln
you have proven your worth, so we'll ease up on you.

Right?

The Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"

Motion
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Frank J. Holland
Enrolls In The
PERSONALITIES
Round Table Club

Here's
another
showman
frank
enough
to admit
that
the Club pages have furnished
him with a lot of good ideas.
In fact, he tells us that the one
we are showing in the photo

ROBERT C. GARY, widely
known cartoonist and theatre
manager, has just been appointed manager of the Paramount Theatre in Des Moines,
Iowa.

* * *

GEORGE BICKFORD. formerly at the Paramount, has now
been transferred to the Des
Moines Theatre, Iowa.

* * *

M. L. ELEWITZ, former director for the Eastern division
of the Publix outfit, is now manager of the Garden Theatre in
Davenport, la.
JOSEPH KLINE takes over
the management of the hew Uptown and Orpheum Theatres in
Gardner, Mass.

* * *

RALPH J. WALSH has been
appointed manager of the RKO
Hippodrome >(=in +Cleveland,
Ohio.
*
E. A. CUDDY has been promoted from manager of the
Paramount Theatre in New
Haven, Conn., to the office of
district manager, with headquarters in Springfield. Good
work,
Cuddy, and more power
to you.
+

+

*

O. C. JOHNSON is the man=^
ager of the new Iowa Theatre in
Atlantic, Iowa.

* * *

HARRY
PETZ, owner and
manager, has again opened the
Pearl Theatre in Youngwood,
Pa.
* * *
EDWARD
J. HARVEY
is
the newly appointed manager of
the Warner Palace Theatre in
Norwalk, Conn.
* * *
WILLIAM
MARKLAND
of
the Wilson Theatre, Rupert,
Idaho, has announced that sound
will be installed in his home.

* * *

FOREST "HAPPY" CORNISH has been appointed manager of the West Coast Capitol
Theatre, Long Beach, Cal.

F. W. BATES has taken up
the reins of management at the
Fox Ritz Theatre in Hollywood,
Cal.
^

4:

4:

ARTHUR J. KENNEDY has
been appointed director of publicity and advertising for Publix
Paramount and Metropolitan
Theatres in Seattle, Wash.

' originally appeared in our section of the News, and if he knew the name of the originator,
would credit him with the stunt.
The showman under discussion is Frank J. Holland, one of
the newest members to be added to our roll. Holland is the
manager of the Murray Theatre in Richmond, Ind., and from
what we have seen of our Indiana
showmen's work we cajL look for
something out of the ordinary.
The stunt Holland used is the

* * *

street ballyhoo of the "Headless
Man," which, as most showmen
know, consists of having a man concealed under a robe walk along the
streets, carrying in his arm a fake
head, with a sign pinned onto him
reading, "I laughed my Head Off at

SAM HAMMONDS, formerly
manager of the Alhambra, goes
to Anderson, S. C, to take
charge of the Strand Theatre.
F. FELKER, of Seattle, has
joined the Publix organization as
manager of the State Theatre in
Omaha, Neb.

* * *

J. D. KESSLER, formerly of
Cleveland, is the new manager
of the Sixth Street Theatre,
Coshocton, Ohio.

* * *

WALTER
MORRIS has begun his duties as manager of the
Victory Theatre, Tampa Florida.

* * *

DAVE HIMELOCH has been
appointed managing director of
the Coliseum Theatre, Seattle,
Wash.

* * *

A. D. MORTUDE
has purchased and is managing the Fremont Theatre, Seattle, Wash.
GARRY LASSMAN has been
promoted to the assistant managership of the Strand Theatre
in Syracuse, N. Y.
* * *
GERALD
GALLAGHER
is
now the manager of the Fort
Armstrong Theatre at Rock
Island, 111. * * *
ROBERT

B. MASTERS

is

now managing- the Mission
Theatre of Monterev Park,
Cal.

*

*

*

DICK

CURRY has been appointed manager of the Dickinson houses in Chillicothe
and Trenton, Mo.

Jack Albertson Says:
*"*"..../ have found luonderfnl aid in the
pages set aside for the MANAGERS'
ROUND
TABLE
CLUB
and have really
meant to send my application in sooner."
Manager, Indiana Theatre,
htdiana Harbor,
East Chicago, Indiana

^|^^^^_
. . . ^B^^^^m
\ii
fl I ^H^^^H

This gag has
the (Blank) Show."
always succeeded as a means of seattention
curing
and
has more
alwaysthan
beenpassing
productive
of a

great deal of laughs. And we think
it served Holland's purpose.
Thank you, Frank, we're glad to
welcome a showman of your mettle
into the Round Table Club and we
feel sure that your association with
the finest bunch of go-getters in the show business will prove
very beneficial. Since we know that y;ou have had a wide and
varied career in this racket, it seems to us that an account of
your operations to date would make some nice reading for the
Club pages, so when you sit down to tell us about your show
salesmanship why not give us a little "dope" on yourself and
don't forget to include your photograph.

For A Novelty In

With theatre managers pulling stunts to-day that would
do credit to the showmanship

Can't
YouCourse
A House
Beat
A Golf

of a Barnum,
prise us much ittodoesn't
learn surthat
most houses are now featur;
ing
miniature
golf
courses.
But in the interest of the industry it becomes necessary for
us to let you in on whatever "info" we have on these new gags.
So let's talk about the golf angle Ted Crowther, manager of
the Stanley Theatre in West Palm Beach, Fla., is using to boost
up good will and publicity.
These miniature golf courses, generally placed in one of the
large lounge rooms, which the de luxe houses feature, have

sand,
Hard-rubber
rage.everything
a real
on "fake"
certainly
found
to behills,
in fact
bunkers, the
and become
trees
subseand
encountered
hazards
the
all
golf course, including
quent thrills at going through them are to be found in these
golf courses. So is it any wonder that they have caught on?
a showTie-ups with the local sporting goods dealers enables
man to secure the necessary clubs and balls that go with the
game and often we have heard of contests being held in conjunction with the dealer, who donates silver cups as prizes.
In this instance, Crowther has hit upon a novel slant, lay pffer"one."
hole in picture
the difficult
making publicity
ticketsa to
ing free
a recent
on last
of favorable
lotpatrons
received
He
"The Kibitzer" by placing a card on the course which announced that the "Kibitzer" had made the "hole in one."
The pass angle was worked in on this too.
Thus you see that almost everything in the way^ of new
stay in
slants is being uncovered to-day to make the patrons' himself.
the theatre pleasant and profitable to the house and
It is a pleasure to us to note that Crowther is keeping right
in step with the rest of the live-wire bunch of showmen who
make up the Florida delegation of the Round Table Club and
we hope in the near future to give you some more news about
say Ted, it's only a matter
this showman. So what usdoa you
line giving us a photo.
of a few minutes to drop
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We can't recall offhand
whether this is the nine hundredth or the nine hundredth
and one story of George
Shewell's work we have used
on these pages but we just
want to say that so long as
we continue receiving work of the sort we are showing below, so long will we reproduce it, because we know that his
fellow members are very much interested in seeing what the
rest of the bunch is doing.
As ymi all know, Shewell is the pui)Iicity director for the
York Theatres in York, Pa., and since we have known him
he has always worked in a very showmaniike manner and his
many activities have been very interesting. The cut-outs we
are showing now were used on "Happy Days" and "Hit tlie
Deck." The first cut-out had a background of a vivid blue with
the side panels being painted in a brilliant yellow and lettered
in red and black. The outline of the photos and stars, together with the title was done in white metallics. A brilliant
wliite spot was focused upon the cut-out and reflected a glittering, dazzling display that created a lot of comment.

Again We Have To
Hand It To Shewell
For His Fine Work

The other piece of art work was also very effective. This
one was made up with blue as the "key" color in keeping with
the Navy atmosphere, and was interspersed with yellow, orange
and red. This type of display is typical of the work Shewell is
always turning out and we are very glad to pass them along
to the rest of the Club.
From another one of our
live-wire members in George
Shewell's district we have received a couple of novel slants
that we believe have sufficient
worth to merit being passed
along the line to the rest of the
Club. J. L. Chadwick, manager of the Seltzer Theatre in
Palmyra, Pa., is the showman whose ideas we are relating at
this time.
By using his heralds as a program, Chadwick saves a good
deal of dough
on printing.
As you will note from
the
cut, the arrangement is well
done and is very effective.
On the back page, left
SELTZERP
iy'esrerr^'^^^learic
blank by the production
PROGRAM FOR
WEEK
OF MARCH
31
companies for the imprinting of playdates he makes
An All Tatltmg All Laughing Contdy I^M
use of ample space to plug
•WISE
GIRLS'his entire week's attracNORMA LEE
ELUOIT NUGENT
tions. From one of his
TUtSOAr AND *EONESDAY
other heralds we have clipSO
LONG
LETTY"
ped a coupon he uses to
CRAM WrTHF.RS
CHARLOTTE GREENWOOD
stimulate matinee business,
Alt Tttk"^ ■ Lm-iK, ■ TUII, Pt»
and pasted it onto the illusALL TALK INC
THURSDAY ONLY
tration so that the stunt
CUVE BROOK
will be more clearly seen.
"Vlii
l^cturn of Sherlock Holmes"
This coupon entitles the
THIS COUPON
holder to one free admisIS GOOD FOR
sion to the theatre on FriONE FREE ADMISSION
-DYNAMITE- -K-r, p-^.-n^^J -„s ,^.
P«.d AJnu,MS« F™J*t M»lm»., M.rch ;
day matinee providing the
bearer buys a regular adComing Soon: "THE: LONt >T.-\I< KANCI.R"
mission ticket. The gag is

Chadwick Seems To
Be Familiar With
What Patrons Want

one

„ .
the "two for the price of
idea and is doubtless a very good medium for building

HOW

CLLD

ABOUT

THIS

ANGLE?

".Mrs. Chick" makes the sujifi^estion thai managers should pa\ a little more attention to the
men's and ladies' toilets and not depend too much
on the cleaninjj: staff. Kspecially so, the ladies'
rooms oi- hmn^^es where they are so apt to .judt,'e
the whole theatre l)\ conditions a.s they find them
in such places.
The thoutrht was piompfed by a recent visit to
a theatre in one of New ^'ork's suburban communities. Driving- back home she asked me what I
thought of the theatre. I told her that whatever
Sood impression I may have formed was completely erased after I visited the men's toilet.
Her comment was the same Avith respect to the
ladies' room.
Have YOU given this angle any particular consideration recently? Do you still look over such
places before the house opens and then check up
on them during the day'.'
Foul-smelling toilets will murder your business
quicker than any other part of the theatre suffering from neglect. They certainly reciuire attention at very frequent intervals during the course
of your theatre's operation hours and if thev are
not kept in a clean and well-ventilated condition,
then you are leaving a rotten impression with vour
patrons.
We shou!d hate to mention the number of theatres visited recently where similar poor supervision was exercised. We could even go further
and cite a "mighty palace of cinema art" right here
on Times Square where the smell in the men's
room was enough to chase anybody out of the
theatre.
"Chick."

good Will and pepping up any lagging interest in the matinees.
We are showing this in the event any of the Club members
can find a spot for this angle (the herald-program and coupon)
as it seems to us to be very valuable.
Another thing we want to point out is the way he advertises
his attractions by using very effective and well laid out a'ds.
You will notice that he has used the catch line, on top of the
ad, "Like an All TalkLIKE AN ALL TALKING

"COVERED

U
TUESDAY.
WEDNESDAY

THE riNFST sor

WAGON!"

THE VIRGINIAN
coorEf; AA^;Lf, .;i;it.;.
ARLUi icd MARY BRIAN

SELTZER

WESTERN
ELECTRIC
SOIND

M

The ing
thing
want to
'Coveredwe Wagon'."
point out now is in
line with a number of
statements we made
in connection with an
article on localized advertising recently
when we stressed the
fact that you should
likes
dislikes
and
know and
your
patrons'
work it into your adV e r t i s i n g. This ad
seems to tell us that

•
and
in fact Wagon"
all outthe "Covered
___^___^_^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
door pictures are well received by the residents of the town
and it is certainly gratifying to see that Chadwick is working
from that angle.
We want to thank him for keeping us posted on what he
is doing to bring them into his house and we know that we
will have many more things to record concerning him in the
future. Good work "J. L." and keep it up.
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made, a clipper ship raised against a background of sea and
the picture. This cut-out appears on the right hand side of
the photo. Between the ship and the background a row of
electric lights were set, with another special light blending
in with the moon effect and making a very beautiful piece of
art work stand out wonderfully.

Hundreds of readers write to ask us for information about friends in the show business whom they
are anxious to locate or correspond with. So we
have decided to incorporate this angle into the
Club pages as a regular feature.
Use the blank (please type or print) and we
will do the rest.
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

TABLE

CLUB,

I would like to learn the whereabouts of

His last known address was
City

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on

(date)

Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide
us in helping you locate this party.)

In addition to selling the picture inside the house, many
angles were used on the outside. Since the picture suggested
travel, he tied-up with a local tourist agency and secured a
number of window displays. And as luck would have it the
agency show windows were located in what is known as the
four busiest corners in Rochester. Street cars also carried
copy on the picture. One of the banks featured a travel department and Addison made good use of this slant to grab
off a lot more additional publicity. All in all the the campaign went over great and we want to compliment Addison
on the fine things he is always accomplishing up there.

Winan's Campaign
On "Hit The Deck"
Hit High Business

Winans prepared a quantity of 'linvitations," which told of a
party to be held aboard the "S. S. Madison" docked at Main and
Madison streets, Peoria, 111. The invitation was prepared just
as though the Madison Theatre were the ship and described
the entertainment in store as a "rollicking cruise on the sea of
music, mirth and merriment" with the names of the members of
the cast of "Hit the Deck" as entertainers. Admission prices
were given as "Purser's Rates" and quoted prices such as "Main
Salon, 60c; Promenade Deck, 35c; Crow's Nest, 25c; Passen-

SIGNED
ADDRESS
CITY
(Note:

STATE
Unsigned*

requests

will

receive

no

consideration.)

Here's the latest activities
of H. M. Addison,
manager
of the Rochester Theatre in
Rochester, N. Y., who turned
out a very good campaign on
"The
From
Shanghai."
As aShipstarter
he decorated
the theatre in a nautical manner which was carried throughout all parts of the house. A lot of comment was occasioned by the moving ship he featured on a cut-out stage,
about ten feet wide and seven feet high, which had a depth
of forty inches, into which was built the model ship, composed
of compo board and moving on waves. We are reproducing
a photo of this stage. The waves were of cloth with a sky
effect and indirectly lighted with colored lamps. Around this
was decorated a draped effect of silver and black cloth. And
as we said before, the finished product was a knock-out.
Besides
this "plug," Addison had another
special cut-out
sky with suitable colors blending in with the atmosphere of

H. M. Addison Sells
Coming Attractions
In This "Ace" Way
=======^^=^^^

An important sequence in
"Hit the Deck," a party. aboard
ship, furnished Manager Clyde
Winans and his staff, of the
Madison Theatre, Peoria, 111.,
with an idea for advertising
the picture.

gers under
12, 15c." were distributed by attractive girls dressed
These
"invitations"
in sailor uniforms, with white sailor caps and the title, "Hit the
Deck," imprinted on them. The girls went from house to house
and personally delivered the invitations, together with a greeting, "How Do You Do? Here's an invitation for you to a party
aboard the Steamship Madison — be sure and come."
The stunt attracted much comment and interest and undoubtedly helped Peoria do an excellent week of business with "Hit
the Deck," so Winans deserves a lot of credit for the entire gag.
Suppose you follow this right up with some of your more recent activities, Clyde, as we have every reason to suspect that
you have been engineering some great stunts out in Peoria,
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Jo//, «o doubt, recall the article headed "Trailers, Trailers
Trailers" which appeared a few
weeks back on the Round Table
pages, but in the erent you did
not happen to read it through,
let us tell you it tia^ « story
about trailers written by Frank
nhitbeck of the Fox West
Coast Circuit.

's
anothernt
you importa
givethis
we on
Now nt
viewpoi
topic. For obvious reasons we
will not mention the name of
the gentleman who wrote it,
but take our word for it: he
knows trailers, in fact, ice
would even go a step further
and say that he is a specialist
on the subject. Having made
trailers his life's w(trk, he
ought to know what he is talking about and after you read
what he has to say, you will, in
all probability, agree with us
that he is all we claim.
Of course, we started the
whole discussion, so it's up to us
to see it through, but we're not
complaining one bit, on the contrary, we are tickled that we
did start it because it is showing signs of creating much more
interest than seems to have
been in vogue on this important
phase of showmanship.
There are many fine points
brought out in the story on this
page and to those managers
who really are anxious to improve the use of trailers, they
will more than grasp the opportunity of cashing in on
what the article brings out so
plainly.
Trailers are too important to
be accepted in a matter-of-fact
way. They should be used with
the utmost consideration for
the pulling power they possess,
not only for use on coming attractions, but for institutional
copy, special announcements
and other ways, all necessary
in the operation of a theatre.
Maybe you will think that we
are emphasizing the subject too
strenuously, perhaps we are,
there's no harm done, but there
is a possibility of a lot of good
resulting from the entire discussion.
"Chick."

By "Someone

Who

Knows"

1. There is nothing wrong with the trailer situation, but there is
something wrong with the man who refuses to recognize the important value of trailers, and there is bound to be something wrong
with his business.
2. Yes. There is hardly any other medium of advertising that an exliibitor can
use today that will give him such great
results at such low cost. When you take
into consideration the importance of
reaching the largest amount of people
that are interested in the product you
have for sale, trailers rcacli one hundred
per cent people that are interested in that
which you have to sell, which is motion
picture entertainment. Therefore, why
should any exhibitor not be satisfied with
using such a valuable medium ?
3. The producers of talking trailers are
specialists in screen advertising. They
know that one of the basic principles is
to keep up an element of suspense and
to build the trailer in such manner that
at no time is the story given away or to
allow the star to be shown in any of his
acting excepting that which is bound to
create a favorable reaction. If you will
observe closely, you will find that practically every trailer is in itself a miniature
serial. It leads you up to a certain point,
creates an element of suspense, and then
leaves you with the desire to see the picture.
4. The spotting of trailers is a very important thing. Each exhibitor should
give this considerable thought. It depends upon the schedule as to just which
is the best place, preferably just before
the feature, because, first of all, by putting it on at the very beginning of your
show there is a certain percentage of your
audience that comes in for the feature
only and after the feature is over they
wilj go out and you have missed them entirely. Secondly, after they have been
entertained with short subjects of an interesting and humorous nature and they
are in a receptive mood, that you have
built up preparatory to the major part of
your program which in reality they pay
their admissions to see, you spot the
trailer and it is bound to obtain a most
favorable reaction. As a comparison : At
a prize fight they put on their preliminaj-ies just before the main bout, which
is at the end, they will come out and announce what the next big fight is going
to be and who is going to participate in
same.
It is bad to use too many of them. If
you have a number of changes it is better
to run your trailer but four or five days
in advance of your picture and concentrate upon fewer subjects than to run
them on your entire week's coming program. If it is at all possible for you to
do so, it is far better to concentrate upon
the very next attraction, using perhaps
only the main title of the trailer on the
subsequent attraction until four or five
days prior to the showing of same.
In

this manner you concentrate all of the
force of your advertising on your next attraction and at the same time remind
them of that which is following. This is
very applicable to houses that have two
or three changes a week.
5. With reference to using a silent
trailer to advertise a talking picture for
pictures like Garbo in ".Anna Christie,"
etc., undoubtedly it is better to use a
talking trailer. If anybody has noted, the
trailer companies when making pictures
in which for the first time the star's voice
was to be heard built their trailer up to
that point, had everybody else in the
trailer but the star talking and led up and
created that element of mystery and suspense as to what the star's voice was going to be like, or told how marvelous it
was and that they have heard everybody
else in the picture talk now come and see
the picture and hear the star. At no
time in the trailer itself did they have any
scenes in which the star spoke.
6. As to pioneering a new method or a
new kind of a trailer, pioneering is always a difficult and costly undertaking.
It hardly behooves us at this time, when
trailers have arisen to a degree of practically on^ hundred per cent perfection,
inasmuch as they embody all of the essence, all of the essential qualifications of
a one hundred per cent advertising medium, to wantonly throw overboard the
thing that through years of specialization
and study has arisen to this high degree
of perfection merely for the sake of trying out a few theories. It would be far
too dangerous and experimental, and
would be apt to prove to be ruination to
the business of him who tried it. Further,
at this particular time when we are entering into a new entertainment world we
need to support us every tried and true
aid that we can possibly marshal to our
support.
7. Regarding moving backgrounds, evidently what is referred to in this particular case is the type of a trailer that is
made up of still scenes from the picture
with copy superimposed over it. Sometimes the stills are animated to give an
element of movement to the trailer to
arrest attention.
This type of trailer, however, is only
used by the smaller and cheaper houses,
and can hardly be considered as a rival
in any sense to the talking or actual
scene tyoe of trailer, and, whereas they
serve their purpose inasmuch as they are
at least better than the old still slide, the
exhibitor that is using them would gain
far more by paying the slight difference
in cost and obtaining the actual scene
trailer.
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It won't be long before fresh air and good ventilation will be of paramount importance to your
theatre.
But what are you doing about it now?
This, especially, to the boys whose houses have
gone sound since last summer because, in such a
case, you must be certain that your equipment is
not noisy or apt to cause you trouble in connection
with your sound apparatus.
No sense waiting until the last minute to find
that attention or repairs are needed. Once your
patrons are compelled to sit through a show in a
stuffy, smelly atmosphere, you will have a heck
of a time dispelling the impression that your house
isn't poorly ventilated.
As for theatre with wall fans, you will have to
get them in shape and adjust them to a speed that
will not cause a "hum" in conflict with your talkies.
You can only arrive at the happy medium on these
matters by getting busy now. And DON'T leave
it to some one else, even though the maintenance
of ventilating equipment comes under one of your
staff.
A good many showmen, we
have found from our years of
experience, are often enabled
to do more selling of their
shows through judicious
newspaper advertising than
" through lots of other mediums. But then everybody isn't able to write advertising above
the ordinary due to local conditions, etc., and other means
must be used. At this time though, we want to pass along
a story of the way John W. Creamer, manager of the Palace
Theatre in Muscatine,
Iowa, sold the town on a
contest through his regular
newspaper ad.
By announcing the contest in his ad, Creamer did
not have to ask the editor
Think of AU the
STARTS SUNDAY
Great Pictures
of the paper for any special
2— DAYS
ONLY— 2
You Have Seen and
favors or space and thus
YouTI Think of
the Palace
he could reserve the favors
Now! Conies the
always granted him for
Finest Woman
some other time. Another
Picture oj the
angle that the ad presented
Year.
was the way it livened up
interest in traction.
theThe stunt
theatre's
was at-a

Creamer Continues
To Click Out In
Muscatine,
Iowa

"SARAH

"School Children's Essay
Contest" on "Mother." A
framed painting of WhistSCHOOL
CHILDREN'S
ESSAY CONTEST
ler's famous work was offered as a prize, to be given
word essay i
to the writer of the best
snd not
The prize gors to the
sclec
ft pupil. Each teacher will select the beat essay
twenty-five word essay. The
from her pupils, a^tl raatl it to the Palace to compete with tho^e selected fr-^m other rooms. AU
donation was given to the
entries mu.it be in by 6 p. m Wednesday March
26tbclass and not to the inSee the Great Mother Love Picture
dividual student.
"Sarah and Son" Then Write Your Essay.
The teacher of each class
was requested to select
what he or she thought to be the best essay and submit it to
Creamer. In this way he received only one essay from each
room and the task of selecting it was lightened. The stunt,
having the sanction of the Supt. of the Schools, went over very
big and the house came in for a lot of good-will and publicity
besides some extra box office revenue. We would like you to
bear in mind that this stunt can be worked into a lot of other
pictures as well and we want to thank Creamer for passing it
along to his fellow members in the Round Table Club.

A
Used
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ri^i
^
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tie-up

with

one

of

the

l°cal department stores was
means of enablmg W. E.
*^^
Marshall,
manager of the Crlterion Theatre
in Oklahoma
city, Okla , to use the "similar

color"
gag,
in conjunction
with
showing
of "General
Crack."
He his
placed
a large
sign containing
many jumbled colors,
designated by numbers, in a prominent window. A card informed the lookers-on that free tickets would be awarded to
the persons guessing the two similar cards, the thing contained. Besides the card, circulars were distributed by the department store announcing the contest in the window. Besides plugging the contest the circular also carried a plug for
the picture and the theatre.
Showmanship is seen in the way Marshall left space on the
circular for the name and address of the contestant. When
the circular was handed in or mailed to the theatre or department store, both institutions benefited by securing names
which could be used for a mailing list. This color angle, we
would like you to bear in mind can be used on a good many
pictures and most certainly on films containing Technicolor
sequences as the color scenes will be "naturals" for tie-ups.
Good work, Marshall, we are glad to note that you are applying real showmanlike methods to your show selling. Incidentally, we haven't a photo of you in our files and just to
keep our records complete, why not send us one, together with
a little note about yourself.
Another member of our
hundred percent Round Table
enrollment in Reading, Pa., is
Lew Carroll, hustling manager
of the Park Theatre, and the
Club pages from time to time
have borne
accounts
of his
work which we are sure proved interesting to all, since Lew
is one of Reading's most active showmen.
The photo we are reproducing will show you how he made
good use of a teamster's wagon to ballyhoo his attractions by
erecting two twenty-four sheet boards atop it. This wagon
is a familiar sight along the streets of the city and no doubt
secures more than just a passing glance.

Lew Carroll Tries
Plugging Pictures
By Truck Ballyhoo
^^

CONTINUOUS PERFOR
MA.

' "1

NOW JACK HOLT DOROTHY Kc
mr.m

AND SON"

Ruth Chalterlon

I

MiiO
We atarethissorry
we wecannot
you something
more about
Lew's
work
time that
but as
know tell
he has
concealed
up his sleeve which he will spring on us in the near future
(it's a secret but we'll tell you — he's giving away an electric
radio, and knowing his work, he should have a couple of novel
slants to the gag), so we'll just have to sign off for the present.
Thanks Lew, for keeping us posted on what you are doing
to keep in step with the rest of the well known live-wires in
your city. Give our regards to our many friends there and
don't forget we're waiting to hear more from you.
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Another of the Northwest
showmen
whom we think
There May Be An knows his business
as well as
Angle Or Two Here any showman in this country
Sobottka, manager of
Of Benefit To You isthe Herb
Fox
Liberty Theatre
in
— — -—
Wenatchee, Wash., and when
you finish reading this account of some of his work we believe
that you too will agree.
W'licii lie j)I;iyc(l "Tlie Love Parade," lie gave away an expensive radio in conjunction with the siiowing of the picture.
To secure a lot of publicity he ran a full page co-operative ad
with the radio distribution company. He then persuaded every
local advertiser to allow the insertion of cut up stills of the
picture and radio in their ads. The contestants were supposed
to match all of the loose parts correctly and submit the finished
product to Sobottka. It clicked like nobody's business and
the house came in for plenty of newspaper space and since the
follow-up was obtained by announcing the winner from the
stage, more publicity was obtained. The effectiveness of Sobottka's campaign was seen in the vast crowds which stormed
the doors of the theatre on the night the winner was announced.
Not only does he do good work on this type of angle, but also
on others, as is seen in the "Cracker Eating Contest" he promoted as a Saturday Matinee boost for Kiddie Trade. He tied
up with a cracker company and they supplied crackers, displays,
prizes and everything that went towards putting the stunt over
successfully. With the beauty of the thing lying in the increased kiddie biz for that day and the non-cost to the theatre.
\Ve ran. a short time ago, a box stating the advantages in
securing the co-operation of dancing schools and presenting
stage shows at no cost to your house. Sobottka has found
another slant to this in his "Tap Dancing Contest." Sixteen
entrants showed up for his first contest to compete for the
valuable prizes offered by the local merchants, who donated
the gifts in return for advertising on the screen and in the
newspapers and lobby. The night of the finals found him with
a crowd on his hands such as the house had never before
encountered, all this despite the fact that he was holding over
the same picture for the finals as he had shown when the
entrants were first "doing their stuff." There's a lot of merit
to this stunt and it would pay you to look into it further.
On "Sweetie," or rather in advance of "Sweetie," he used a
girl to go up and down the aisles singing the theme song of
the picture. She was beautifully outfitted from head to foot
by a local shop and made quite a hit with everyone, as well
as helping sell the picture. As a follow up stunt, during the
run of the film, Sobottka tied up with a candy company and
arranged to give away seventy-five boxes of candy daily to the
first seventy-five women attending the matinee.
To keep this story from being too "long winded," we are
going to hand you a laugh.
As a gag for "This Thing Called
Love," he inserted ads throughout the newspaper which read:
"Wanted — .\ Wife — Salary $2.i.00 a year.
Strictly a business
arrangement with understanding that you may keep your men
friends and I keep mv women friends.
Address all replies to
"This Thing Called Love."
Inserted only as a teaser, the gag must have been taken
seriously by a lot of women, for a number of replies came in.
And anyway, $25,000 a year (so it seemed to various femmes),
was not to be "ka-chooed" at.
Opening his showing of "Rio Rita" with a Midnight Matinee, Sobottka secured permission from one of the local radio
stations to broadcast the entire show over the air and as this
was the first time the stunt had ever been used in Wenatchee, it
created a sensation and did wonders towards selling the picture
to the surrounding towns. Incidentally, he has another whiz of
an angle in the local newsreel he "shoots" every week. At no
cost to the house, one of the attaches goes about town and
records on films the various local events. At times some real
news shots are obtained. As an example, a short time ago
there was a terrific forest fire high up in the Cascade Mountains.
Using a plane from a local airport, which had placed it at
his disposal for any time he cared to use it, Sobottka and his
cameraman, G. H. Schubert, secured some marvelous action
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shots, which were shown as a "special" at the theatre.
We are sorry that we have no photographs with which to
illustrate this story but we believe that Herb will keep us in
mind next time he takes some and pass them along to us.
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Sensing the importance and demand
from exhibitors lor Western pictures,
MOTION PICTURE NEWS, in its issue of
April 2(Uh, will publish a special section
devoted to Westerns.
Here, for the first time, we will set forth
which producers and distributors are prepared to meet the demand for this type of
picture, and from whose exchanges you can
buy them.
If you are one of the showmen who expressed themselves on the need for Western
productions, then you will greet the
"Western Special" with open arms. And it
will carry a wealth of material and information about this popular angle in
entertainment.
Do you wish to say something on the
subject yourself?
Oak! Just "shoot" it in to us right
away. We want everyone's opinion and
viewpoint. That's whv MOTION PICTURE NEWS is always taking the lead in
these matters.

Rowell Shows That
He Knows Quite A
Bit About Displays

It has been our aim in the
past to shoot along to our
Club members any examples
of window displays that we
thought had enough merit to
be reproduced on these pages,

aim them.
we've
shown some corking tie-ups and and
will following
continue that
to show
Which is why we would like to have you look at the display
W. R. Rowell, manager of the El Dorado Theatre in Eldorado,
Kansas, arranged for "Sunny Side Up."
Although the photo was poor, and we
were unable to get a perfect reproduction,
you can bet that the display looked one
hundred per cent better than it now appears. After the first night's receipts
were checked up there was no doubt as
to its pulling power. This display was
promoted by Rowell through a tie-up
■ IN
with the largest music dealer in town,
'
whereby he secured two windows in
which to plug the picture.
The cut-outs of the star in the picture were flanked on either side by
miniature cards bearing a still and the
play date, with phonograph records of
the song hits placed in front of the
big cut-out. What helped the beauty of the display was the
fact that the whole thing was hand-painted and a great deal
of care was taken by Rowell to see that every little detail
was perfect.
It is too bad that the pictures were so dark, as we could have
pointed out a couple of the highlights more clearly, but we hope
that the next news we receive of Roweh and his work will contam

1

some more interesting information and that we'll have better luck.
Keep us posted, Rowell, and don't forget we are always glad to
pass on the activities of every live wire showman in the country.

"All For One And One For All"

Motion
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Stewart B. Tucker
Again Proves He
Is Alert Showman

Picture
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An alert showman operating
down in Richmond, Va., is
Stewart B. Tucker, manager of
the Byrd Theatre.
In a recent issue of the

Club's pages, we sliowed you
• how he cashed in by re-printing a trade paper ad as a change from the regular run of advertising. Today we are going to give you some more accounts
of his live-wire work.
When the Byrd Theatre opened not so long ago, he let the
house in for a lot
of publicity by securing a co-operative page in the
Sunday gravure
section of one of
Richmond's largest
newspapers. The
page, a photo of
which we are reproducing, was paid
for
by
all
contractors thewhose
products went into
the building of the
theatre. It cost him
absolutely nothing
and the house received much favorable publicity. This
stunt, though, constituted only one of
his activities.
When the picture
"Flight" played the
house Stewart hustled out and secured
the co-operation of
the Marines stationed around the city. In fact, he did the job
up so thoroughly that when he extended an invitation to General Smedley D. Butler to witness the performance the Marine
ofifered to bring along a bunch of air "aces."
Commandant
Needless
to say that a lot of publicity was secured on this angle
Stewart burned up the ground going to the newspaper offices
informing the press of the special feature.
The next daj^ every paper in town carried stories to the effect
that General Butler and his aces would be present at the Byrd.
In addition to this, as arrangements had been made by Tucker
to have the Marines stationed at the flying field to stunt over
The whole
the city, pictures were also shown in the papers.
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campaign went over with a bang and the result of it was seen
in the second week hold-over that was necessitated, due to the
tremendous crowds. And when you stop to figure out that this
was only the second hold-over since the theatre opened, it must
have been a "wow" of a campaign.
We are sorry that space will not permit us to give the whole
thing in detail, so we endeavored to pick out the best features
in order that you may see what Tucker is accomplishing down
there, and since he is proving a very active member we will no
doubt have many other interesting things to recount in the
future.
More examples of the way
that live-wire circuit, the Manhattan Playhouses in New
York City, keep right in step
with the leaders is seen in
these heralds used for the
==^=^^^^^^^==^^^^^^^= Holl5rwood and New Delancey
Theatres. Dave Lustig hustling director of publicity for the
circuit is responsible for the make-up of them and before we
start off we want to say they certainly do his work justice.

Dave Lustig Turns
Out Heralds That
Sell Attractions
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The herald on the left was used in conjunction with the
showing of "Street of Chance" and if you will look at the
make-up you will notice the very effective copy and mats
that are used to sell the show. The other herald contains
a different angle in the way it is made up to resemble
the
frontmeasured
page of 12
a tabloid,
and bears a "newsy" heading. The
heralds
x 10.
These two stunts of Dave's did a lot towards selling the picture to the circuit's patrons and are typical of his work.
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Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
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for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
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To find showmen who are
always
keeping abreast of the
Hugh Wallace Put times one
has only to take a
trip up to Canada and watch
This Gag Over In the
activities of the live wires
Showmanlike Style who operate up there. One
such showman is Hugh W.
Wallace, who manages the Kitsilano Theatre in Vancouver,
B. C.
Just to give you an example of Wallaces originality, we are
going to describe a letter wliich be sent to every patron of the
theatre. The missive was printed on blue paper, size eight by
ten and enclosed in a large blue envelope. On the front of
the envelope was imprintd the word "SUMMONS" and when
opened it was found to contain a large sheet of paper which
seemed to say. "Take Notice" ".ARRESTED" "Big Fine"
"Leaving Your Car" "Court" "Speed" "Miles," but upon closer
inspection proved to be nothing more serious than a very clever
arrangement of a herald on "Saturday Night Kid." Wallace
had fashioned his selling copy around the words we have set
forth and produced an arrangement that was a knockout, and
sold the picture.
Another "wow" of a stunt we are setting forth below and
since it speaks for itself we need not describe it, except to tell
you that it adorned the front cover of the weekly program.

PaBfie&Amaa
It is with deep regret we announce
the passing of a tried and true friend
of the people of Kitsilano, Mfen,
Women, and Children.
You
more
many
giving

have all seen him, some of you
often than others, during liis
years of useful and pleasure
activity in your midst.

CLIJC

special children's niatiiR-c on Saturday r" and the answer would
already be there in the form of an X marking the space devoted to the Yes box. This arrangement made quite a hit
with the patrons and the house came in for some very effective
publicity.
Thank you, Wallace, for keeping us posted on what you are
doing up there in Vancouver and let's hear from you again in
the near future, because we know that you will have something
interesting which we can pass on to the rest of the CLUB.
".

i>
Our famous incorporation,
Tw^o Notable Hoys Al Weiss and Jonas Perlberg,
known more familiarly as
From Fla. Are On as Weiss-Perlberg, Inc , functioning at the Florida TheaOur
Pages
Again
tre in Jacksonville, Fla., have
—
-^
been hitting on all eight cylinders again and now we record the reports.

As one of the highlights on "The Vagabond King" campaign,
the duo went to work and tied-up a bus line that traveled all
over Florida. On the back of the buses two color, 3.x5 foot
banners, were placed, and from examining one of the photos
we are showing in the layout you can get an idea of how
effective the stunt was. Through a tie-up with the libraries,
ten thousand combination ruler-bookmarks were given out in
all books.
A coloring contest sponsored by the schools was promoted
by the pair and in nearly every window in town, the best examples of art work were placed on display, with a good many
of the stores donating prizes. The five and tens by deciding to
feature water colors and crayons in their windows also gave
the theatre a break as it tied-in with the contest.
In the upper right photo you will note one-half of the livewire team being congratulated. We don't know whether it is
necessary to tell you that the smiling fellow holding the balloons in his hand is Jonas Perlberg, receiving well wishes from
members of the Advertising Clubs and the Chamber of Commerce, on the completion of his first year in Jacksonville. If
you look closely at the photo in the lower left you will see the
pennant used to plug "Hell Harbor." These pennants, bearing
copy on one side reading, "Ride The Trolley-Lupe Velez in
'Hell Harbor'," and on the other side, "Ride The TrolleyFlorida Theatre," were placed on every trolley car in the city
and did much to sell the picture.

He passed away in the Kitsilano
Theatre, Saturday night, December
Twenty-first and was known to all of
you as "The Silent Motion Picture," his
demise is due entirely to the march of
progress in the motion picture world.
His work will be carried on by his
youthful but remarkably developed
olTspring, The Talking Picture at the
Kitsilano Theatre, and he has in store
for you a fund and variety of entertainment heretofore unheard of.
Further Information Read
Inside

Wallace seems to be a crackerjack at arranging these little
novelties as he has still another one in the program he made
up in the form of a ballot requesting the people of the town
to vote on the next week's show, and being a good showman
he decided to vote for them by imprinting the question with
X wherever occasion demanded. For instance, a box on the
program would ask, "Should I bring the young folks to the

The other two photos show you the creative work turned
out by the two alert showmen to sell their coming and current
attractions, and with such artistic displays it's small wonder
that the residents of Jacksonville often comment upon it.
Thanks, fellows, for keeping us posted on your work and
though we know you are very busy it wouldn't hurt us a bit
to hear from you a bit more frequently.

Motion
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MANAGtri'
WORLD'S
MOST

OUTSTANDING
GROUP

OF

SHOWMEN!
JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank
Application For
Membership In

"MANAGERS*

ROUND

CLUB"
TABLE
Ave., New York

Seventh

I hereby apply
the Club.

April

News

POUND TACLt

19,

19 3 0

CLLC

THE LA TEST TO JOIN!

THE

729

Picture

for membership

City
in

yourself. Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
G. E. LE TARTE manages the Park
Theatre in Ft. Fairfield, Maine. Mr. Le
Tarte is another showman whose name has
been represented on our pages before so all
that we can say at this time is that we hope
he will continue the active interest he is

Name
Theatre
Address
City
State
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

FRANK J. HOLLAND
is the Manager
of the Murray Theatre in Richmond, Indiana. In the past Frank has secured many
valuable ideas from the Round Table pages
and now that he is a full-fledged member of
the Club we may expect to see his name represented quite often. Don't keep your activities a secret now, Frank, let's see you
add another letter to the mail man's pack.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
A. E. CAULEY manages the Capitol
Theatre in Coburg, Ont., and is proposed
for membership in the Club, by Tack Allan.
Cauley manages a nice little 500 seater up
in the Dominion and we feel sure that he
will find time to shoot us in a little dope on
how he keeps that house packed. And by
the way "A. E." we'd like your photo, too.
■—
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
FRED R. PURSEL, managing the Lyric
Theatre in Simcoe, Ont., is another Canadian showman to be proposed for membership by our hustling Regional Chairman,
Jack Allan. Even though you are a number
of miles away from us Fred you know that
it takes only a two cent stamp to bring us
in close contact with each other. Which is
just our way of saying we hope you too
will be as active as the rest of your brother
members in the Club.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
JAMES URWIN is the manager of the
Seneca Theatre in Seneca Falls, N. Y., we've
been up around your location a couple of
times James and we think that in a pretty
little town like Seneca Falls you can put
over some real high class examples of showmanship. How about letting us know what
you are accomplishing up there and in order
that we may give you a proper introduction,
don't forget to include a photo.
■
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
GEORGE
L. DENTON
is one of the
latest Southern showmen to join our ranks.
Mr. Denton is the manager of the Booth
Theatre in Knoxville, Tenn. In the past
many valuable ideas have born the Tennessee trade-mark and we'd like to see some
of the future ones bearing George's signature. So what say George, when you send
us in an account of your work, include your
photo and a little note telling us about

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

showing. And by the way "G. E." when
you shoot ug_in your next contribution we
hope you'll include your photo.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
DUNCAN CAMPBELL is the Assistant
Manager of the Capitol Theatre in Guelph,
Canada. Though young in years Mr. Campbell is old in experience and it is interesting
to note that he has been working under the
wing of Dave McMullen for a long time
now, having risen from the uniformed ranks
to his present position. Well Duncan, since
you seem to be progressing so rapidly we
are going to look forward to hearing some
gjiod accounts of you in the very near
future.

CHRIS GEORGAS, managing the Classic
Theatre in Owen Sound, Ont., Can., is one
of the latest of the Dominion's showmen
representatives to join. Mr. Georgas was
proposed for membership by our Regional
Chairman Jack Allan and through a bit of
crystal gazing we learned that he is well
able to put shows over with a bang. So
before we reveal what we know about you
Chris, wed'd like to have a photo of yourself and if you think we've slipped up on
any "dope," why you can send us some.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
ERWIN GOLD manages the Lefferts
Theatre in Richmond Hill, N. Y., for the
Fox Met. Theatres. Just knowing so little
about Mr. Gold will never do, so we hope
he will favor us by dropping a line or two
setting forth his past and present activities
because we feel sure that it will be a very
interesting item to pass along to his brother
members in the Club.
-Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !BARNETT LAZARUS manager of the
Manhattan Theatre in New York is no
stranger to the Club pages, having been
represented on them before. But as you
know, Barnett, every member must at some
time or another pass through these portals
before that
reaching
our "Hall
of Fame."
now
you have
entered
through And
the
door, all we want to say is that so long as
you continue the active interest you have
shown in the past, we'll be more than
satisfied.
Wear

Your

Club

Pin!

! !

NAT S. FERBER, managing the Crescent Theatre in Astoria, L. I., should, if
we may be oermitted to predict, be turning
out some mighty good work. As we happen
to know how hot competition is in Astoria
we are enabled to make the above statement.
Just to reassure us Nat drop us a little note
setting forth the whys and wherefores of
your show salesmanship.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
BUNNY BRYAN, we'd like you to know,
is the Publicity Director for the Stadium
Theatre in Woonsocket, R. I. The Club
roll boasts a good many publicity directors
"Bunny" and we don't mind revealing that
you will certainly have to step to keep up
with them. But since we have the goods
on you and your work at the Stadium, it
should be an easy matter for you to keep
up. And listen "Bunny" every publicity man
we have in the Club has had his picture
published
our pages
and we'd like yours
too.
How onabout
it?

Photos of Members!
to publish
is anxious
Clubaphs
THE
of every member
photogr
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
Thank you.
photo at once.
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RELEASE

CHART

Frodaclions are listed accordinfi In the itamea of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toirard such information as he maif need, as well as information on pictures that are
comiiif). Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates hare not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming
Attractions."
liunning times on features and shorts are being
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
AMKINO
FEATURES
TItIa
China
Eiprasa
Demon
ol the StanpM
Fragment o( an Empire
Man
from
the Restiurmt..

, Special
Cast
star
.Nikolai
Saltykov
. Nltkln-Semeneva
. Tchekhov-Mallnovskaya

.

Rel. Date
Mar.
B

, . Jan.

18

..Jan.

26

. Jan.

.

Langth
Frrt
Mint.
Reviewed
S900 ...63...Mar.
IS

6800. ..75

7000 . . .78. . . Feb.

4

6000 . ..67... Jan.

I

18

Coming Attractions
Title
Jimmy
Hipglns
Kain and Artem
Living
Corpse.
The
Soil
Spring
Storm
Over Asia
Transport
o( Pire
Tungas
Khenichar
Turktib

^t'TA. Biichma
E. Gall-N.
Slmonov
W.
Pudovin
S. Svazhenko
Ed'irntion.ll
V.
Inkizhinov
G. Kuznetsov
Educational
Educational

and

sound-on-disc )

FEATURES
Title
•tSGullty?
(A. T.)
•t(Melody
Man.
The
(A. T.) ...
•flMurder on the Root
(A. T.)
•tSPersonallty (A. T.)
'TSVengeance (A. T.)

Star
Holland-Valll
Collier. Jr.-Day-St. Polls
Revler-Livingston
Starr. Arthur
Holt-Revler-Strtnge

Rel.
Mar.
...Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Length
Feet
MIns.
Date
.6371. ...71.
3..
.5400 .. .71..
25.. .6380
..70..
19.. .6304 . ..60..
18..
22.. .6160 . ..68..

Coming Attractions

Title
tfAreund
the Corner..
star
Revier-Matt
Moore
Msr.all of the West
(A
T.).
•tiFar
the Love
•( Lll
•fJHeli'i
Island
Holt-Graves
•ijji22
Daughter*
•tlLidlei
MuBt
Pli»
'tsLadies of Leisure
(A. T.) . . . Stanwyck-Graves-Sherman
•tILast of the Lone Wolf (A. T.). Bert
Lytell
•tlParli
NIghtt
•tJPrince of Diamond
Ian
Keith-Prlngle
•tfRaIn or Shine (A. T.)
Joe
Cook
•t§Royal
Romance.
A (A. T.) ... Collier-Starke
•fJRoad
to Broadway,
The
•t§Slstert
(A.
T.)
O'Day-O'Nell
MiSguealer.
The
•tj Sweetheart*
MiTemptatlon

•■

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed12
..Apr.
.Fob.
15
.Feb.
1
.Mar.

1

Reviewed

Title
•tAutumn
•tCannlbal
Capers
•fCafs
Meow.
The
•t§Continental
Evening,
A
•fOesert
Sunk
•f§Oo
It Now
*t§Hawailans
•f§Llttle
Friend
ol All World
•tIMarionettes
••lid
Flame.
An
•T§Radla-Tors
•tSlow
Beau
•tSSpookeasy
•tSSpIke
Speaks
•t§Stage
Door
Knights
•HStage
Door
Pest
•t§Summer
•tSTalking
Screen
Snapshots

.9277.. 103... Apr.

Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyce
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice a month

Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

Date
13
13
2
12
27
29
9

Length
I reel
I reel
I reel
1 reel
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

Reviewed

Dee.

7

I reel
I reel
1 reel

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

I reel
I reel
reel

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

1 reel

.1

-disc)

SHORTS
sound-on

Star
Rel.
Title
. Lambert-McPhail
Apr.
§Bltter
Friends
(A. T.).
$Blg Jewel Case, The (A.T.). . Lambert- Kelsey-Garvin
...Feb.
Pollard-Clyde-Beebe
Mar.
•tlBulls and
Bears
(A.T.)
, Hamilton-Hlatt
Feb.
•flCamor*
Shy
(A.T.)
Terry-Toons
Feb.
•tCavlar
Holmes-Bolton
Mar.
•tfOad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
Jan.
•tSDrummlng
It In (A.T.).... . McKee-Smalley
Lloyd
Hamilton
Apr.
•tiFollow the Swallow
(A. T.)
Mar.
•tJHe Trumped
Her Ace
(A.T.) . Burke- Beebe
Apr.
•tSHoneymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.>. Becbe-Pollard
Goodwin-Crane
Jan,
*t§Hot and
How
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Apr.
•tindian
Pudding
Hogen-Dlcgel
Mar,
•f§Match
Play
Hodge-Podgc
Feb.
•Museum
of Art. A
Dover-McPhail-Peck
Feb,
•t§Oh
Darling
(A.T.)
Lloyd
Hamilton
Mar,
•t§Pollshed
Ivory
•♦Pretzels
Terry-Toons
Mar,
Terry-Toon
Apr,
•tRoman
Punch
Clyde-Bevan-McPhall
Jan,
•nScotch
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
.
Mar,
•{Spanish
Onions
Feb.
•■tSSugar Plum Papa (A.T,)... Clydo-Gribbons
McKee
Mar,
•t§Trouble For Two (A.T.) .... Raymond
John-McPhail. . . Apr.
•tSWestern
Knight. A (A. T.).. Lambert-St.

Length
Feet. MIns,
27. . 2 reels
13... . . 1 reel
.1838.. ..20..
9.. .1480.. ..16.
?.. 1 reel.
23..
..1840.
30..
26.. ..1600. ..20.
27. . 2 reels ..18.
23.. ..1895.
..1976. ..21.
13.
..1528. ...22.
12.
...17.
16.
reel. ..22.
6 . .1
..2002.
16.. . 1 reel.
..1565. ..17.
16.. ..1642. .. 6.
9.. 1 reel. . ..18.
. 1 reel.
..22.
19.. ..1961.
23. .1 reel
Ifi.. ..1932..
70
..21.
9.. ..1527.
..1661.
20..
..20.
..17.

Date

FIRST NATIONAL
sound-on-disc

August

22
Reviewed

.Feb.
.Feb
.Feb.

22

.Apr.
.Jan.

12

..Apr.

12

,,Jan. 26
II
..Feb

27
22

.Fpb.
.Mar.
.Apr,

5

•t§Dawn

Patrol.

The

(A.T.) .

BarthelmessFairbanks.
star

'Means synchronized score.

,64.
.80.
.92.
.103.

June

Apr.

under

,Jan,

II
5
Dec. 28
.Feb,
Apr. 8
II

Revlewad21

Length
5672

22

.May
.June
. July

25
15...
7003.... 78.
6

FILMS
sound-on-film

and

sound-on-disc J

29

Rel.
July

Rel. Date
25...
Feb,
12..
Jan,
Feb.
16..
Mar.
30..
Apr.
Mar, 20...
2..
Mar, 10...
Jan.
23..
Mar,
13
Apr.
30...
2...
Feb.

George
O'Brien
McKenna-MacDonald
M
Victor
McLaglen
Garrkk-Chandler
Baxter-Owen

Jan.
Feb
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.

title of ".Mask of LoTe"
McKcnna-Day
Oresser-Patricola

In Feb.

Apr.
Apr,

Feet
.69.
Length
MIns.

Reviewed1
..Dec
7
.69. , , Mar. 18

.6200.
.6171.
.6700.
.5800. ..64.
..74.
.5800. ...84.
.64.
..73.
.7526.
.6552.
.6295..
.6750..
..70.
..75.
.SMO.
.6412.

(A,T.) . . . John
A (A,T,)
(A,T,) , , , Paul

..Feb. 29
..Mar,
22
..Mar.
..Jan. 14
8
. .Dec
.Mar.
4

..Jan.
9...
..66. . .Jan.
.7774.. ..86.
Jan.
72.
23... 5600..
..76.
Issue)
5... .6888.
. . Dec.

1 26..

209..
, 1930

.7400.

Coming Feature Attractions

4
.Jan.
.Feb.
Mar.
..Apr,

..62.
..82.

14

Length

Rel. Date

. Martb

MeCormack
McKenna-Harrington
Paue

PHOTOPLAY

INTERNATIONAL

19

5

Length
Feet. .MIns. Reviewed

DISTRIBUTORS

FEATURES

1
Title
•tAfter
the
Verdict
•tSCrimson Circle. The
•t§Dark
Red
Roses
(A.T.)

20

Date
20..

18

star
Patterson -Caret -Lee
Terri<-Murray
Farrelt-Duncan
Bennett-MacKenna
Ames-Lee
Brendel-Mulhali-Caroi
Special
cast
Collier. Churchill
Gaynor-Farrell
O'Brien-Ch.indier
Wagctaff-Lane

ntle
Star
•t§By
tho Way,
Bill (A,T.) . . . . Will
Rogers
•t§Common
Clay
(A.T.)
*t§Connectlcut
Yankee
In
King
Arthur's
Court
(A.T.)
•tSFatal
Wedding,
The (A.T,)
•tiFox
Movietone
Follies o( 1930
(A.T.)
•t§Girl
Downstairs
(F & Wanted
D)
O'Brlen-Moran
?A,T,)
•tIGirl
Who
Wasn't
O'Brien-Chandler
•t§lf
I was
Atone
With
(A.T.)
You
....Gaynor-Farrell
•tILIIiom
(A.T.)
Janet
Gaynor
...
•tSLouls
Beretti
(A.T.)
,,, , Edmund
Lowe
•t§Mad
Singer. The (A.T.)..
•t§One
Mad
Kiss
(A.T.)...
. Don
Jose
Mojica.
•t§Oregon
Trail, The (A,T,)
•tSPIaymates
(A.T.)
Gaynor-Farrell
•t§Sea
Wolf.
The
•USolid
Gold Article. The (A.T.)
•ISSong
0' My
Heart
•t§Very
Practical
Joke,
•tSWhite
Flame,
Tho

8

.Mar.
Jan,
Dec.

1

29

only)

•tSTemple
Tower
(A.T.)
•t§3 Sisters
(A.T.)

Star
Olga
Tschechowa
Stewart
Roma
Rome-Doble

SHORT

FEATURES
Title

..89.
.101.
.66.

9.. ..7213.
70 . ..8344..
..6386.
13 .
.63.
..71.
2..
.5692.

Rel, Data
June
I

Harding-Rennie
Loretta
Young
Dove-PldgeoM-rodd
Fred
Kohler
Alice
White
Claire-Pidgeon
Nagel-Claire
Dove- Fairbanks,
Jr
Oove- Rathbone-Thompion
Nagel-Young
Young-Mulhall
Doug
Fairbanke,
ir
Gray-Claire
Blllie
Oove
,
Alice
White
Brown-Claire-Whlting
,..
Lee-Blackmer

all releases

ritle
•t§Big
Party,
The
(A.T,)
St'Cameo
KIrby
(A,T,)
•t§City
Gi-rl
(P.T.)
•tSCrazy That Way
(A. T.)
•tlOouble Cross Roads (A. T.) ..
•tIGolden
Calf
(A.T.)
•tlHapuy
Days
(A,T,)
t§Harmony
at Home
(A,TJ
*t§Hlgh
Society
Bluet
(A.T.),
•t§Holy Terror.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Lett
Go
Placet
(A.T.)
•fSLone Star Ranger (A.T.)...
•t§Men Without Women (A. T.)
•tSOn
the Level
(A.T.)
•tlSky
Hawk
(A.T.)
•tISuch Men Are Dangerous (A.T.)

(Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL

(Available

»..

.73
,.67.
..W.
.70
.69.

FEATURES

Rel.
Feb.
har.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Apr,

and

10. ..fcfcOG.
6.. .6336
26..
2.. ,,5979.
9..
,.«ieo.
.8200.
..9108..
16
..6218..
13..
12.. ..5800.
19.. ..6003.
..9277.

BHiie
'.".'.'.'.'.'.',",',',',',',', '.'.'.'.'.'.'. .'.'.\L.. ....... .'.'.'.'....'..
Dorothy Dove
Mackalll
May
11... 0664... 74.
Yonng-Fairbanks,
Jr,,

FOX
(After

Star
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman

SOUND

(A.T,)

Star
Connne
Grlfllth
Marilyn
Miller
Huston-Mackaill
Segal-Pldgcon
Dorothy
Mackalll

19

SHORTS

(Available sound-on-film

Title
•tSBack
Pay
(A.T.)
•1§Bad
Good
Girl. The (A.T.)..
•tiBad
Man.
Tho
(A.T.)
•tiSrlde ol live Regiment (A.T.).
•t§Brlght
Lights
(A.T.)
•t§Captain
Blood
(AT.)
•tlOcvils Playground, Tho (A.T,)
•tSFIirtIng
Widow
(A,T,)
•tSForevor
After
(A.T.)
•fSFortune Teller. The (A.T.)..
•t§Girl o( Golden West (A.T.).
•llHeart
of the North
(A.T.)..
't§Lady Who
jttta
The
"tlLiltle
Caesar
(A.T.)
•tfMan
Crazy
(A.T.)
•t|Mlle.
Modiste
(A.T.)
•tSNumbered
Men
(A.T.)
•t§Ono Night at Susie's (A.T.) .
•tsoiner mens wives (A.T.)...
•tiRiflht of Way. The (A.T). .
•t§Road to Paradise. The (A.T.).
•tSSin
Flood
(A.T.)
•tSSong of the Flame (A.T,)...
't<:Sweethearts and wives
(A,T,>
•♦%Sweot
Mama
(A,T.)
•fiTop
Speed
(A.T.)
•t§Under
Western
Skies

Ptnd*

SOUND

Mar.
Jan.
Jan,
Feb,
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.

Coming Attractions

COLUMBIA
(Available sound -on- fiim

•fSFurlet
(A.T.)
Warner- Wilson
•tSIn
the Next
Room
(A.T.). . , Jack
Muthall
•^§Lillet
of
Field
(A.T.)
Cerinn*
Orlfflth
•tiLoose
Anklet
(A.T.)
Fairbanks.
Jr.-Young
•t^Murdcr
Will
Ont
(A.T.)
Mulhall-Lee
•tSNo,
No,
Nanette
(A, T,)
Claire-Gray
•tiNotorious
Affair,
A (A. T.)..BIIIie
Dove
•f§OIbor
Tomorrow
(A.T.)
Blllle
Dove
•t§Playlng
Around
(A.T.)
White-Morrit
•t«8ally
lA.T.)
Marilyn
Miller
tiShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T. ). Whiic-Mulhall
•tfSon ol the Gods
(A.T.)
Rich.
Barthelmet*
•tSSpring
Is Here
lA.T.)
Clairc.Gr.iy
•tSStrictly
Modern
(A.T,)
Dorothy
Mackalll

12

Title
•tJAcel-Dental
Treatment
•llAbble Mitchell &. Siui* 4
Blame

Jan,
Feb.
Mar,

SUBJECTS

Song

Program

79
67.

Jaa.
Mar.

II
8

Length
.2
17 Reviewed
Reels. Mint.

Star

fMeans sound effects. %.Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Reels MIns. Review**
..7 Length 76

..7
,.8

A.T.

after

title means

Motion
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Picture

April

News

19 , 19 3 0
I.... 1850

Marionettes
•tAllez-Op
*t§Clyde Ooerr & Saxophont
Sextet
Jazz Program
•t§Feed
tlie Brute
(A.T.)
Animal
Novelty
.
•tSHoak
(A.T.)
Frawley
&
Smith
•tIJustice
(A.T.)
Special Cast
*t§Llttle Journeys In Stngland. . Sons Series
•tIMIser.
The
(A.T.)
Bransby
Wllliami
•t§Mr.
Smith Wallet Up (A.T.) . Marrlott-Gott
....
•tSNIght
In Dlile.
A (A.T.)... MItchell-Hudglns
•t§Nora
Blaney
No.
I
Sons
Program
...
•tSNora
Blaney
No. 2
Song
Program
•t Operatic
Marionettes
•tlRadio
Franks & 4 Bachelor*. Song
Program
•t§Teddy
Brown & His Band
Jazz
Program
•tSOnwrltten Law. Th» (A.T.)... Rosalind Fuller
•t§When
the Clock
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Nlles
Welch

METRO

1

8.

.1
.1

8
8

.1
.2
.I

9
17
9

.2
1

15
9.

. I
.2

Fob.

I

8
18

1
1
[
I
3
.
2

9.
9..
»..
•»••
30..
„
1«..

GOLDWYN-MA TER
FEATURES

TItIo
Star
•t§Anna
Christie
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
*t§Blshop
Murder
Case
(A.T.).. Basil
Rathbono
*t§Chaslng
Rainbows
(A.T.)
Love-King

Length
Rel Date
Feet
Mins.
21
6700
74. Reviewed
Feb.
3
7961
as. ..Dee. 21
Jan.
10. ...8100. ...90. ..Nov. 16
. . Nov.
2
Jan.

1929,

Issue)

lUevlewed
under title of "Road
Show"
In Nov. 2, 7
8782
98. , . Dee.
•tSDovll-Miy-Cars
(A.
T.)
Ramon
Novarro
Feb.
22
8413
93. ..Feb.
*t§Free and Easy
Buster
Keaton
Mar.
15
8382
93.
.Feb.
•t§Glrl Said
No. Tha
(A.T.)... Halnos-Hyams
Mar.
8
8142
90.
•tSLady To Love
Vilma BanKy
Mar.
..Feb.
..Jan.
28. ,..7200
80.
•tSLord Byron of B'way (A. T.)... Terry- Kaley- Rubin
Jan.
Feb.
*t§Montana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan Crawford
Mar. 29.
...7917.
17....
7650. ...85.. Nov.
SfNot
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davies-Nugent
J*"-.„
.
Reviewed under title of "Duley"
In Nov. 2, 1929 !»»"•„„.„
•t§Redemptlon
(A. T.)
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoroo
Apr.
5. ...6019. ...67..
*tSShlp
From Shanghai.
The
,
,,
.,,.
.„
31.... 6225.... 69. ..Jan.
Jan.
Nagel-Johnson-Wolholm
Feb.
(A. T.)
•t§Strictly
Unconventional
Atlsbn Shinworth
.= •.••1*'' .2aa
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle" in Fob. 22, 1929, issue
..6100.
...68.
•tIThis
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbono-Johnson
Apr.
19.
.Apr.
•t§Thoy
Learned
About
Women
(A.T.)
.Van
and
Schenck
Jan.
31. ...8773.... 97. ..Dec.
..Dec.
•t§Woman
Racket
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
Jan.
24. ...6387. ...71.

28
22
I
258
8
2

18
22
19

14
14

Coming Feature Attractions
Star
Title
•tSBattIo of the Ladies (A.T.)
•.§Big
House.
The
(A.T.)
Beery-Morris-Hyams
•tSCaughf
Short
(A.T.)
Dressier- Moran-Page
Jr
Haines-Moylan-Bushman.
(A.T.)
Going
•t§Easy
•tSFather's
Day
(A.T.)
J. C. & Elliott Nugent
'tfFloradora
Girl. The
(A.T.).
-Davies-Gray
■
(A.T.)
News
MIOood
Shearer
Norma
(A.T.)
Road, The
•tSHIgh
•t§ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
•t§Let
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
Shearer-La
Rocgue
•t§Madamo
Satan
(A.T.)
Reginald Denny
•tlMarch
of Time
(Tent.)
Weber
& Fields
•t§Monsieur
Le
Fox
(A.T.)
Barbara
Leonard
'tSRomote
Control
(A.T.)
;■•■,:••••■• V
•tS Revue of Revues (A.T.)
King-Love-Haines-Crawford
*t|Rogue's Song, The (A. T.)... Lawrence Tibbett
'tSRomanco
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
•tSSea
Bat,
The
(A.T.)
Bickford-Miijan-Torres
*t§Singer of Seville, The (A.T.) . Novarro-Jordan-Adoree
•t§Trader
Horn
Harry
Carey.

SOUND

Star
Charley
Chase
Children
Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy

•t§College
Hounds
•t§College
Romeos
•t§Fi(ty
Million
Husbands
-tSFIghtlng
Parson
•tSFIrst
Seven
Years.
Tho
•Flower Garden
•t§Hay
Fever
(A.T.)
•tlHead
Guy. Tho
•HHis
LucRy Day (A.T.)
•tlHot Dog
•tlKelly.
Walter
C
•t§01d Man Trouble (A. T.)
•^SNIght Owls (A. T.)
•t§Popular
People (A.T.)
•tSReal
McCoy
(A.T.)
•tsshivering
Shakespeare
•tSShrlmp. The
8ono
Writer's
Revue
•t§Tough
Winter.
A
•Van & Schenck
•tSVodeville
(A. T.)
•t$When
the Wind
Blowt
•t§ Whispering
Whoopee

Dogs
Blltmoro Trio
Charlie
Chase
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue
Charley
Chata
Harry
Langdon
Lean & Mayfleld
Dogs

May
Mar.
Feb.

Jan..
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.

Gang

Jan.
Feb.
Jan.
May
June
Jan.

Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Charlie
Chase

Apr.

17. ..1881
29....2reeis
8. ...2654
2 reels

18

.

2 reels
.853.
2 reels
22.... 2 reels
I
2 reels
18
2 reels
II
'878..
2 reelt
2 reelt
4
803.
2 reels
4
2 reels
2 reels
1....I899
25
2 reels
3
2 reels
2 reels
21
2 reels
II. ....799..
2 reelt
5
1795.
2 reels
25

Reviewed
Mar. 20
c^t'iV
Feb. 15
Jan.
25
Feb. 15
Apr.
5

■

•■

Mar.
29
;,•••■-;>
5J""- .V
Dec. 14
Apr.
5
•
■"«»•'
Feb,
15
..
Dec. 14
..
Dec. 14
vV.i
Feb.
5
Dee.
14
Mar. 29
;.-■••■.„
Mar. 29

PARAMOUNT

1
22...

1651
reel

jan.
Apr.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

18
12
4

I752
reel
1870

26
22
II
I

964
967
994
738

15

8
22
18

.
Jan. 25

Jan. 25

737

Feb. 15

987
1634

Jan.

1747

Jan.

19
I reel
58
11022
reel
26. ...I reel

18

25

Feb. 15

Rel. Data

Length
Rovlevf
6750
75... Apr. 5

12.... 5794.... 65... Apr. 19

Apr.

,

.7740

Mar.

22

^

FEATURES

Length

Title
Star
•tSBacheior's Secret, A (A.T.) (F) . Alan
Halo
•t§Clothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
•t§Crashing
Through
(A. T.)(F)
♦t§Grand
Parade (A.T.XD 4 F) . Twelvetrees-Scott
•t§His First Command (A.T.)(F).. Boyd-Sebastian
*t§Hot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie Quillan
tSOfflcor O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd
•t§Painted Desert (A. T.) (F>.. William
Boyd
•t§Parachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong-Lombard
•t§Play Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
•tfRlch
People
Bennett-Toomey
•tsSaratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett
•t§Up and At' Em (A. T.)(F)
•tlWar and Woman (A. T.XF).. Boyd-Hardlng-Armttrong
•tSWoman
Afraid. A (A.T.)(F)

June
May
juno
Feb.
Jan.
June
Feb.
Apr.
July
June
Jan.
July
May
...Apr.
May

3

Feet.. Mint. Reviewed

.Nov.
!5
2..
.Nov. 9
19..
7 ..7450.. ..72.
..6500.. ..82.
.Nov. 30
23..
26 ..6740.. ..75.
19
.Feb. 8
145..
5 ..7074.. ..78.
3112
17

Coming Feature Attractions
•tlBlg Shot, The (A. T.) (F)
•tSOreenwIch Village Felllet, The
(A. T.) (F)
•tINegligee
*t§Treasure

(A. T.) (F)
Girl (A. T.)

(F)

Ina

Claire

SOUND
(Note:
In the

Pathe does
not
important series,

list running
time
however, follow:

on

SHORTS
Shorts.

The

flUeana sound effects. %Means voice ( including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.

running

time

Rel Date
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.

Jan.
Mar.
May
Feb.
May

Jan.
Jan.

Fnb.
Feb.
Fob.
Jan.

I Length
reel
S real*
2 reels
I reel
16
2 reelt
I reel
23.... 2 reels
2 reelt
I3....2reels
30
I reel
I reel
18.... 2 reelt
I reel
12
2 reels
16
I reel
I reel
2 reels
I reel
I reel
26
I reel
2 reels
3D
2 reels
4..
..2 reels
reelt
23.. . 2I reel

30

18

2 reels
I reel
I reel
2 reels
5
2 reels
5....2reels
I reel
I reel
I reel
2 reels
• reel
2 reels
t....2reelt
I reel
I reel
16
1 reel
I reel
I reel
9.... 2 reels
I9....2reels

.A.T. after

of nil.
reelt
mln.
28
isla.
10 mln.
nil.
10
II mln.
II mln.
8
10
7 mln.
Reviewed
Sept 28
Feb.
I
Mar.
22
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.

U
15
22

Apr.
Mv.
Feb.
Feb.

5
II
t

Mar.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan
Jan

(

8

2 reel comedies
Pathe
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
R ice Sportlights
Talking Topics of the Day
Title
Star Burlesque
•tSAfter
Dark
. Novelty
•tlAli Stuck Up....
•t§Beauty Spot, The
(A.T.). .. Dawson-Carney
Sportllght
•tSBows
and
Arrows.
•t§Clothes Make the Man (A.T.)
*t§Cover Charge
Topics of the Day
•tSCrosby's
Corners
Reg.
Merville
•t§Darktown
Blues
Buck & Bubbles
•HOarktown Follies
Buck & Bubbles
•tDixie
Days
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fables
*l§Dogglng
It
Sportllght
•tSDoing
Phil a Favor (A. T.).. Mackenzie
Ward
•t§ Feline Fighter
Snortlight
•t§riftyMllesfromBroadway(A.T.).Watson-Morville
*t§Foolish
Follies
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fable
•1§Gettysburg
Address
George
Billings
•t§Goden
Pagoda.
The
Vagabond
Adventure
Series
*tGood Old School Days
Aesop
Fable
•fSGridiron
Glory
Sportllght
•t§Happy
Golf
(A.T.)
Sportllght
*t§Her
Hired
Husband (A.T.).. .Noel Frances
*t§High
and
Dizzy
Geo.
LeMaire
•t§His
Birthday
Suit
Herman-Green
•tlHigh Toned (A. T.)
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
Home
Sweet Home
Topics of the Day
*t§Honest
Crooks
(A.T.)
"Buck
& Bubbles"
In the Park
Topics ef the Day
Iron Man, The
"Aetop Fablet"
■fSLive
and
Learn
•tSMandalay
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
•tSNIght In Dormitory
(A.T.)... Ginger
Rogers
•t§On
the Air
Toplcl ef the Day
•tSPathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
•t§Pathe
Sound
Newt
Released
Twice
Every Week
•tPerfcct Match, The
Butler Mayo
•f5Petters.
The
(A.T.)
Tnplet
of the Day
•t^Ridc 'Em Cowboy
Thelma
White
*t!Rubevnie
Night Club (A.T.).H.
B. Wattoi
•tSShIp
Ah»y
Aeiep
Fable
Singing
Saps
Aesops
Fables
•tSky
Skippers
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fablet
•t§Soills and
Thrills
Sportllght
*tSSplathlng
Through
Sportllght
•tSTIght
Squeeze
LeMaIro
•tfWednotday It the RItt (A.T.). Kemper- Kna»»

approximate

4

*Mean8 synchronized score.

SHORTS

Feb.
Mar.

15

25

Star
Rel.
Title
Reviewed
. Helen
Morgan
Jan.
..Oct.
12
•tSApplause
(A. T.)
..Oct.
26
Jan.
•tSBehind the Mako-UD(A.T.) (D) . Skelly-Wray-Powell
. Arlen-Brian
Feb.
..Feb. 15
•t§Burning
Up
(A.T.)
..Feb.
22
.Feb.
22
.
Carroll-Arlen
Feb.
•flDangerous
Paradise
(A.T.)..
Nancy
Carroll
Mar.
•tSHoney
(A.
T.)
..Aug. 31
. Green-Brian-Hamllton
Jan.
•t§Klbitzer
(A. T.) (D)
Apr.
•t§Liohl of Western Stars (A.T.) . Arlen-Brlan-Ureen
..Oct.
19
.
Chevaller-MacOonald
Jan.
•t§Love Parade (A. T.) (D)...,
Feb.
•t§Mcn Are Like That (A. T.) . ,. Hal Skelly
. . Nov. 23
..Mar. 15
Cooper
Mar.
•t?Only the Bravo (A.T.).. .. .Gary
.Apr.
5
Cast
Apr.
•tIParamount
on Parade
(A.T.). Snecial
, Morgan- Rugglet
Feb.
•t§Roadhouso
Nights
(A.T.)
Reviewed at "River
Inn"
In Dot. 28. 1929
..Nov. 23
Jan.
'tSSeven Days' Leave
(A. under
T.) . Gary Cooper
Reviewed
the title of "Medal"
In Nov. 23.
.Evelyn
Brent
Feb.
..Jan. 25
•tSSIlghtiy Scarlet (A.T.). ..
...71
8.. ..6402.
. Dec. 28
aino
90.
Powell
Feb.
•tlStreet of Chance (A. T.) . . . Wm.
II
Mar. 15... 9112. ..105.. .Jan.
•tSVagabond King. The (A. T.) . KIng-MacDonald-Oland
.Charles Rogers
Apr.
..6405... 71. ..Mar. 22
•t§Young
Eaglet (A.T.)
5..
Length
Revlewoi.
Date
Title
Star
Rel. I 4 .
. 604
.1794
•tSBearded Lady (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
Mar.
•tSBedelia
Screen Song
Jan.
15. .2 reels... .
•t§Bp|le of the Night
'^*°- 26.. . . 1 reel
•ticome
Take
a Trip
In
My
..Apr.
5
Alrshio
Srreen Song
Apr.
. .2 reels
...901
•t^Brown
Gravy
Christie
Comedy
■ ••■
25..
•tSDeeo
"C"
Melodlet
Frances
Williams
Jan.
..Mar. 22
8.. ..1872
. .2 reels
•tSDon't Believe
It (A. T.) .... Christie
Comedy
J,«b..Mar. 22
8..
•tiDown
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
.. '""■ .

SOUND

814

13 5 8

Length
Feet
Mins.
11..
78.
4. . .7066
Date
.6364...
71.
22..
1.. .5251. ...58.
.5244.... 58.
29.. .6701. ...74.
11.. .7273. ...81.
18..
26. . . . I0n6l...lll.
15.. .5500. ...61.
8.. .6024.... 67.
26...
.6700... 74.
1929.
Ittue
15..
.6100. ...68.
luue
22..
25..

12

IS

FEATURES

Feb. 15
Fob.

Coming Feature Attractions

,•12

u-V"-;
"b.
i

Length
.2 reels

4
1870
II....
1381
22
948
22.... 1665

PATHE

•••■
u;,- • • v
8100. .. .80. . .Apr.

Rel. Data
Apr.
19..

Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

Title
Star
•f§Anybody's
War
(A.T.)
Moran
&
Mack
*t§Backstage
Blues (A. T.)
Moran
&
Mack
•flBenson Murder Case, Tho(A.T.) Powell-Wray
•tlBIg Pond, The (A, T.)
Chavaiier-Colbert
*t§Border
Legion,
The
(A. T.). Arien-Brian-Holt
•tlBusiness
it Pleasure
(A.T.)
•t§Cave
Man,
The
(A.T.)
Geo.
Bancroft
*t|Dangerous
Nan
McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
'rlDevii's Holiday, The (A. T.). Nancy
Carroll
•tSFIesh of Eve (A. T.)
Nancy Carroll
•t§High
Society (A. T.)
Jack
Oakie
*t§Ladies
Love Brutes
(A. T.).. George
Bancroft
•tILet's
Go
Native
(A. T.)
MacOonald-Oakie
*t§Marco
Himself
(A.
T.)
Oakie-Gallagher
'HReturn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.) .Oland- Arthur
•tSSafety
In Numbers
(A. T.).. Charles
Rogers
•t§Sarah and Son
(A. T.)
Ruth
Chatterton
•t§Statlon S-E-X
(A. T.)
Clara Bow
•tITexan.
The
(A.
T.)
Gary
Cooper
•t§True to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Bow
•t§Two Black Crows, The (A.T). Moran
&. Mack
*t§Young Man of Manhattan
Colbert- Ruggles
•§§Youth
(A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

-

Jan.
Davidson- Nlcholt
Laurel-Hardy
Charley
Chase
Chase
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
Our

Rovlowed

SHORTS

Title
•t§All
Teed
Up
Baby
Follies
•t§Bear Shootert
•tSBlg
Kick. The
•tSBIotto
♦tlBrats

•Clyde Doerr

Length

Rol. Date

*t§Duk« of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
*t§Famlly
Next
Door,
The
Charles
Buggies
*t§For
Love tr Monty
(A.T.>...Chrlstl«
Comedy
•t§Getting a Ticket
Eddie
Cantor
•f§His
Honor,
the Mayor
Christie
Comedy
*t§l
Came
First
Herman TImberg
'tll'm
Afraid to Come
Home
In
the Dark
Screen Song
*f§l'm
Forever
Blowing
Bubbles. Screen
Song
■tSIn the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
•t§La Paloma
Screen
Song
•t§Let Mo Explain (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
*tSMIIIion
Me's,
A
Lee Morse
•tIMoon
Bride's Wedding,
The..U.
S.
Indian
Band
*t§Mountain
Melodies
•t§Prl5oner'« Song.
The
Screen
Song
*t§Radlo
Riot
Talkartoon
•t§Salt
Water
Ballads
*t§Scrapplly Married (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
*r§So This Is Paris Groan
Fazenda
*t§ Voices of Lonely Men
*t9Wanderlust
Bruce Scenic
•tfWee Bit 0' Scotch
'tIYos, We Have No Bananas... Screen
Song

is
18

Dec.
14
."•«•??
Jan.
II
22
Apr.
5
No».
•
Apr.
5
Nov.
16
.Jan. II
Fob.
8
Feb.
15
Apr.
12
Feb.
15
Nov. 23
Jan.
II

title means

Al>ril

19,

Motion

19 30

Picture

95

N etc s

RKO

Coming: Feature AttractionB

FEATURES
Titlt
•t«B««u Bmdlt
(A.D.)
•»tCau
ot 8or»e»nl
Orlttha
(AT.)
The
•rsCuckoov
(A.T.)
•fIDam.geil
(A.T.)
•flFramtd
Pan (A.T.)
•fiOIrl .f Inland
•fSHawk
(A.T.)
•tlHii
Kn<w
Women
( A.T.) ...
(A.T.)
Ihe Deck
MtHIt
•tiLova
Caotlva
(A.T.)
•tUove
Comrs
Along
(A.T.)
•tiL.yIn' the Ladlaa
(A.T.)
WHa
•tISaeand
•tJSavaa Kaya t» BaldpaU (A.T.)

Star
Nagel-Kenyon
■,
•■ ■
Mo^rl•-Comp^on-Her»holt
Whcelur- WooK.iy
Comp.on
betty
Brenl-Toomoy
Sally O'Nall
Compson-Sherman
Sherman- Joyte
Oakla-Walkar
Betty Compion
Danlciv Huahoj
RIetiard
Dj»
Lee-Carr-Nagel
DIx
RIebard

SOUND

Length
Feet. .Mint. Reviewed
Mar.
...Fob.
May
Mar.
Mar.
F.b.
May
May
Feb.
Fab.
Jan.
Apr.
Ftb.
Jan.

6169
.8191
.8100

92... Mar.
90... Apr.

8
S

.6136

68. ..Feb.

IS

.6174

.9327.

69

60. ..Jan.

.85. ..Dec.

..7038
78.
.6138. ...68
..6058
60... Fob.

..6579

4

.Doe." 21

70. ..Jan.

21

IS

4

SHORTS

Pel. 0«tt
Star
Titia
•tSAga of Innoeenea. Th«(A.T.(F). Paula Trueman
Jan.
9.
5..
•tiBalora
Braaklait
(A.T.)(F)
_
Mar.
2..
•HBrldegroom.
Ttia (A.T.) (F) .. Mare
Connelly
Feb.
•ncamous
Swrettiearts
(A.
T.)(FiD)
Mar.
Mar.
Vaughn-Coaka-Sarjait
(A.T.)
Marry
•tiCaih and
•HCIown
Toplei
(A.T.)
(F)
. .
••■••
Mar.
....... .
Vaughn-Cooke
(A.T.)
Slayer
•tSDear
•ilEventually
But
Not
Now
(A.T.)
(F40)
Vaughn-Cooke. . Apr.
Apr.
May
MSFalr
Deceiver.
The
(A.
T.)
(FAD)
Jan.
Jan.
•tJGeneral Glniburg (A.T.) (F) Nat Carr
May
•tiOunboat GInibura (A.T.) (F) Nat Carr
Marc
Connelly
•HGuesI, The (A. T.) (F40).
Fob.
•tSHot Bridge (A. T.) (FID).
Duke
Ellington & Orehaitra
•tjJazz
(A.T.)
(F)
•f§Johanne»
Brahms
Mar.
30.
•tHand o( the Sky Blue Daughter* Vaughn-Cooke
•tSLost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
..Vaughn-Cooke
.. Jen.
19
•flLovln'
the Ladlei
Richard
DIx
Apr.
6
•t§Low
Bridge
(A.T.)
<F)....
••
•fSMagnate. The (A. T.) (F4D). Marc
Connelly
Mar.
•-SMIckey's
Champs
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Feb.
iMIckey's
Luck
(A.
T.)(F4D)
Mickey
Yule
Mar.
(Mickey's Master Mind (A. T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Mar.
iMIckey's
Merry
Men
(A. T.)(F4D)
Mickey
July
Mickey Yule
Yule
Jan.
jMlckeys
Strategy
(A.
T.) (FiD)
Mickey
Yule
Aug.
{Mickey's
Winners
(A.
T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Juno
.SMlckey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.)-<F&D)
•t§Mlckey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Apr.
•tIMlekey
the Warrior
Mickey
Yule
May
•tSold
Bill's Christmas
(A.T.)
Feb.
•t§Old Vamps (or New (A. T.) . . Vauohn-Cookt
Feb.
*tiPalooka
Flying
Sciiool
(A.T.)
June
MlSettino Son. The
(AT.)
Vaughn-Cooke
Fob.
MISleepIng
Cutlet
(A.T.)
Alberta
Vaughn
Jan.
■tlsong
and the Sergeant.
The
(*.T.)
May
■tSStrange
Interview,
The
(A.T.)
(F)
Sherwln-Knowlei
Mar.
•tSWhat
Next
(A.T.)
(F)
•fjWhlle Auto Walta (A.T.)(F)
Jan.
•tSYour Own Home Town (A.T.) . Russ
Brown

I

. I
.2
. I
.2
.2

Length
reel
reels
reel
reels
reel!

. .2 reels
.2 reels
. I reel
. .2 reels
.2
roolt
. I reel. ,
.2 reels.
., .. II reel.
reel. ..
. .2 reels.
.2 reels

.6138..

.I
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
. .2
. .2
.2
.2
. I
.2
.2

Ra«

SOUND

Fob.
Apr.
.Nov.
.Feb.

.68...

reel
reels. ..
reels. . .
reels. ..
reels...
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels

Title
Star
Ral. DaU
Length
'tIBurned
Evideaco
(F)
Continental
Buying
a Wife
Special
Cast
Afl. Earopaa*
7roell...
CIrcumitantlal
Evidaaco
F^oilor-Koofo-Laka. .. Chottarflold
S200fa*t.
•t5Clown.
The
(F)
Continental
Duty to bo Silent
Maria Albana
Afl. Eurepoa*
Sroolt...
Exodus to the Nrw World, Th* Lyon- Pre vest
Pioneer
Full
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Atther
AfT. European
7r<elt...
Gorman
Underworld
Special
Cast
AfT
European
7 raolt. ,
Great
Unknown,
The
John
Loder
AfT
Europoaa
S reels..
Her
Viennese
Lover
Asther-Nolan
AfT. Europtag.
. . ( roeli..
•t^Llfo
For Salo.
A
(F)
Continental
..
Mllak
of the Snewlande
Special
Cast
Allied
Our
Daily
Broad
Mary
Nolan
AIT. Europoal.
...7rMlt..
•fSPrlneo
of Heart!.
A
Kerry-Worth
..
..Imperial
'tiSecond
Honeymoon.
Tho(F)
Continental
*t|Unforblddon Sin, The (F)
Continental
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Potrevltth. . Aft. Eurepoai
Verdun
Special
Cast
RIchmount
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Cast
Allied
(714 feat.
■tf Worldly
Goods
(F)
Continental

..Apr.

12

Doe.
Jan.

14
25

Feb.
Doe.

8
"

. .2 reels
. I reel. .
. 2 reolt.

. I roel.

Revic

'tSteamboat
Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod.
Jan
•fSSummer
Harmonies
Song
Cartoon
Blophone
•♦Tee
Time
Felix
the
Cat
Copley
Films
Washington'*
Birthday Come
Fltz
Patrick.. .Fob.
■;5When
My
Dreams
True
Gene
& Glenn
Advance
Trailer
•tWhon the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse CartoonCelebrlty
Prod
■tWIld
Wavoi
Mickey
Mouta
CartoonCelebrlty
Prod..
World Tours of Prince of Wales

I rool
I reel
350 foot

OeL
Apr.

I reel
I reel
I reel

Apr.

5

Jan.
Feb.

11
8

Length
Feet. .MIns. Reviewed

star
Olive
Borden
Babe Oanlela .
Brody-Mulhall

Jan.

Apr.

FEATURES
f Available

sound-on-film

and

sound- on-disc)
Length

Title
•t§High
*t§Mamba
•t§Party

Betty
Compson
Special
Cast
.
Bebe

Daniels

Title
Star
Williams-Lane
•t§Big
Fight.
The
(A.T.)....
J. Schildkraut-Loy
•tSCock 0' the Walk (A.T.)..
Duryea-Basquette
•tlOude
Ranger.
The
(A.T.) .
L. Hughes-Borden
•tSHello
Sister
(A. T.)
'tlReno
(AT.)
Roland-Thomson-Love
'tlSomhras de Gloria
(Spanish) . Special
Cast
•t§What a Man
(A.T.)
Dcnny-Segar

STATE

Treason
(A.T.)
(A.T.)
Girl (A.T.)
Reviewed
•t§Poacock
Alley
(A.T.)
•t§Swellhead
(A. T.)
•f§Troopert
Three
(A.T.)

.

SONO ART-WORLD

WIDE
Length
Feet.. MIns. Reviewed

Rel. Date
May
Apr.
Fob.
Feb
Apr.

.6500.... 72... Apr.

I

5

9500. .. 100. . Feb.
22
7000
79... Mar. 29

RIGHTS

FEATURES
Title

22.

Nt«.

TIFFANY

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
*tSCompanlonato
'1«DI>lana
M§Fall
Guy.
The
(A.T.)
■tSHIgh
River
•tfHunled
'tiLadles
of the Past
■tIRadIo
Revels
(A.T.)
•tSSensatlon
(A.T.)
•t§Upper»orld
(A.T.)
•ISWild
Heart
(A.T.)

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel. Oau
Longlfi
2 reels
*t§At
the Photographert
(A. T.) (F)
Harry
Delf
Elbee
A reeit
*t;At the Race Track
(A.T.) Martln-Harcourt
impen.
1 rool
'tBarn Dance
Mickey Mouse CartoonCelebrlty
Prtd
2 roolt
•f5Bring
On the Bride (A.T.)
Ellbee
real
21 roolt
'tChaIn
Gang.
The
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod
1
reel
*t;CouldlBeMorePollte(A.T.) The
Caraoni
Imperial
2 reel*
•t5Down
Hawaii
Way
Color
Novelty
Castle
I reel
•t§Frleod
Burr
'tCalloping Husband
Qaucho (A.T.) . Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod.. ..Feb.
I I reel
*t Jungle
Rythn
..
. Mickey Mouse (UrtoonCelebrlty
Prod
'tJust
Mickey
II reel
rMl
. Mickey Mouoo CartoonCelebrlty
Prod
■tKids and
Pets
.Color
Novelty
Castio
Fitzpatriek
Fob.
12. 350
Lincoln's
Birthday
.
1 reelfoot
Seri-s
Fit/
Patrick
'Liszt.
Franz
Music
Master
•tIMeet the Family
(A.T.)
2 reel!
(F)
Harry
Dolt
Elbee
'tMlekey'a
Concert
Mickey Mouta Cartoon Celebrity
Prod
I real
•t§Monkoy
Squawks
(A.T.)
Burr
*t|Mr.ConnBndMr.Sapp(A.T.) Donnelly-Singer
Imperial
*t§One
Hundred
Per
Cent.
I reel. 7
American
<A.T.)
Hearn-Weston
Imperial
•tPlane
Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod
Jan.
I fMl.
*1Plow Boy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebris
Prod
I reel
•»§Signed.Minutes
Sealed From
&. Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
*t§Slxty
2_reeli.
I reel
Broadway
Color
Novelty
Castle

Star

Disfr

Length
Feet
Mins. Reviewed
Epics. . Not »et8860
98. .Jan.
23
Feb.
22

Talk.
Pic.
•tfAorott the World
(A.D.).
At the South
Polo
Boautllul Blue Danube (Gor.) Junkermann-Mara. ... Aywon
.Mady Christians
Jan. 24. 9000. .. 100. . Fob.
'tIBecause I Love You
behind
the Attar
Wllhelm
Dletarle
..AfT.
European
6200
69
Black
Hills
Special Cast
Big
Three
5000
55
Captain
Cowboy
Yakima
Canutt
Bell
PIct
4800
53
•t§Call
of
Circus
(A.T.)
(OF.)
Bushman
Clayton
...Burr
Jan.
155466
61.. Jan.
Cauqht in Berlin Underworld. Fritz
Kastner
Feb.
Prod
Jan. .5400
60. .Dec.
•t§Darkened
Skies
(A.T.)... Brentwood- MacDonaldBiltmore
Special
cast
New
Era
Feb.
8
Feb.
"tSCo-Oplimists
Thomas-Hall-Davis.. Allied
Jan. 4.6845
76. .Jan.
Farmer's
Wife
Franco-American
Not Set. 6300
71. .Doc.
Figaro
Basguotto
Reld-Broughton. Not
aet.Notsot
Jan.
T.)
'tfFomlnIno
Touch
(A.O.).. LIna
•tlHearts
Melody
(A.
(F & 0)
Fritsch-Parlo
Ufa
Film
Her Unborn Child (F & D>.. Special
Cast
Windsor
Jan.
107609
85.. Jan.
Holy Sinner.
The
Special
Cast
Worldart
Plet
Jade Casket.
The
French
Cast
Cosmos
5800
64
ReynoldsRobards
Audible
Mar.
8 5825
Mar.
'f§Last
Dance. The
(A.T.)..
Lost Patrol
. . .
Pro
Patria
...Not
Set. 5100
57. Dec.
Love at First Sight (A.T.).. .Keener- Fester
Chosterffeld
Feb.
15.6160
68. Feb.
•tSLove
Waltz
(A.
T.)
(F 4. D)
Harvey-Batten
Ufa
Film
Eltlnge
Jesse Well
6240... .69.. Jan.
tiMade ta Order (A.O.)... .Julian
Perrin-Ray
Raytone
...Apr.
15
5040... 56... Mar.
•tlOverland Bound (A.T.).
52... Mar.
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
..
Mar.
I
4700...
•fiParting
of the Trails....
Passion
Song.
The
Olmsted-N.
Beery. . Excellent
5080...
Dorothy
Dwan
Chesterfield
5400...
Peacock
Fan
The
60 .Jan.
*tSRanipanl
Age
(A.T.)
(D.F.)
Murray- Kennedy
...Continental Jan.
15 5743... 64.
Mildred
Harrlt-Tom White
Not
Set5200... 58. Dee.
Sea
Fury
73.
Smoke
Bellew
Conway
Tearlo
First
Division
6605...
.Jan.
South
of Panama
Carmellta
Geraghty. . Chesterfield
6300...
..
Hortoa
Bl( 4
i«i.
15.5700... 70.. .Oct.
'tiTako the Hair
(A.O.)... Edward
Yakima
Canutt
Waca
Mar.
7.S"eli. 63.
Three
Outcasts,
The
Thunder
God
Cornelius
Koefe
Crescent
5917...
•t§We«f of Rockloi
(A.T.)
.68.. Jan.
(0)
Art
Mix
World
Art.JlR.
IB.'SO. 6100.
Special
Cast
Harold
Auton*
-78. Mar.
Feb.
•ISWhIto
Cargo
(A.T.)...
Halm-Gralli
International
7000.
Why Cry at Partial
omaa
Wha
Waa
ForBelle Beinett
State Clnoaa.Jaa.
I.'30.7650
85. .Jan.

■otto* (A.O.)

*Mean8 synchronized score.

8

18
15
14
22
18
7
25
18
29
21
I
25
29
29

Coming Feature Attractions
Star
Armida-Terry
(A. T.)
Rom.ince
•tSBorder
•tSCheat
the
Boyt
Alice
Montague
•t§Cyclone
H Ickoy
•t§ Enchanting
Melody
(A.T.)
•tIFascination
(A.T.)
Mao
Murray
•t§Hlgh
Treaion
•t§Lasca.
•t§Journoy's
End
(A.T.)
Colin
Ciive
•t§Kathleen
Mavourneen
(A.T.). 0'Nel|.Dola««y
•tSLoft
Over
Ladloi
•flLove.
Life.
Laughter
Love
Waltz, The
•tfLuxury
Girl
*t§Maroea-Marla
•t§Medlcine
Man.
The
•tIMy
Brudder
Sylvett
•tfPaoer
Profltt
•tSResurrotflon
(A.T.)
•tf Satin
Strapt
*t§S«nor
Manana
•t§Siinny Skies
•tSTorront,
The

Mao

(A.T.) .. Jack
Leo

....

Benny
Carrlllo

...

Wm.

Length

II4I6...I30.

Murray

Collier,

Apr.

12

Jr.,

Leo Carrlllo
....
Benny
Rubin

SHORT
Title
•t§Cossack's
Bride,
The
•t|ln Old Madrid
*t|Junglo Drumt
•t§Melodie
•tiMlnuetto
•tIModern
Cinderella,
A
•tjMountain
King.
The
No
Women
Allowed
•tSPharoah's
Daughter
•t§Sacred
Hour,
The
•tiSong of India.
A
•t§Statlon
8-T-A-R
•t§Songs My Mother Taught
•t§Tales
of Araby
•t§Temple
Bells
•t§Vlennese
Melody
*tSVelee
of Hollywood

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Colortone
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Classic
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Mo. .. Color
Color
Color
Color
Station

Symphony
Symphoiy
Symphony
Symphony
S-T-A-R

UNITED

Rol. Date

Sorlot

Lenoth
I reel. . .
I reel...,
2 roolt
I reel
I reel
t reel
I reel
i root
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

Reviews
Feb.
22

Do*.

21

0e«.

7

Jan.

4

ARTISTS

FEATURES

25

25

Rel. Date

Title

8
7

18
19I
22

Feet
MIns.
Reviewed
Star
Rel. Data
69
Hume-Gill
Mar.
25.
. 69. ..Doc
. .Mar. 21
15
Hershoii-Boardman-Forbot
..Mar.
10. ...6183. ..75.
Doug
Fairbanki.
Jr
Jan.
I
6750.
at "Dangerous
Business"
Issue Dee. 21, 1929
Mae
Murray
Jan.
10
6060
67... Fob.
8
Gleason-Shillin]- Walker
Mar.
20
7040
78
Lease-Gulliver
Feb.
IS
7239
80. ..Feb. 22

Title
Star
'5Be
Yourself (A.T.)
(F)
Fannie
Brice
•tlHoll
Harbor
(A.T.)
Volo2-Hor«hott
•tSLummox
(A.T.)
(F)
Westovor-Lyon
*t^One
Romantic
Night A. T.) . . Giih-Nagel. La Rocgue
•tiPuttln" ea tfie RItl
(A.T.)..
Harry
Richman
•ISSallort
Beware
(A.T.)
del
RIo-Lowo

fMeans sound effects.
%.Means voice (including
All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means

dialogue and incidental songs).
disc. F means sound-on-Hlm.

Length
Rel. Date
Feet
MIns.
Reviewed I
Fob. 8.
.Feb.
..Mar.
8
. . 6900
77
Mar. IS. ...8354...
84.. .Feb. IS
Jan. 18.
,
Mar. 2»
,..7533.... 84.
May
3. . .6300
70.
Mar. 22
91. .Feb. 22
Mar. I. ..8225
Apr. 12. ..6570
73.

.\.T.

after

title

means

96

Motion
COMING

TItIa
•t§Bride 68 (A. T.)
•t§Clty
Light*
(F)
*1§Flame o( the Fleth (A.T.)
•tHall'i
Angelt
(F)
>t§Que«D
Kelly
(A. T.)
tsRafllei
(A. T.)
*t§Upstalrs and Down
(A. T.)
tSWhoopea (A. T.)

Cantor

SOUND

SOUND
Length
Feet
Mins.

Bel. Data

.8354

Reviewed

93...iVlar.

8

...

SHORTS

Title
star
*t{Fall of the Baitiile, The...
*TS Glorious Vamp
■•Bobby
Watson
•jfHuskln'
Bee. The
*t|ln a Russian Cabaret
*T§Love Cup,
The
•tSMuslcal
Marionette*
HlNlght
In Madrid. A
tSSorcerer*'
Apprentice.
The
^iTannhauser
Novelty
Reel
tSTIntypei

Rei. Date

Length
.Jan.

25

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
Title
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
•tICapfain of the Guard (A.T.).
•TSChmax, The
(A. T.)
*t§Cohens and theKellys InScotland.
*t§Dames
Ahoy
•tlDevli's
Pit. The
Reviewed under title of
*t§Embarrasslng
Moments (A.T).
*t§Fightlng
Legion.
The
Flying
Hoofs
•StHeli's
Heroes
•t§Hidden
Valley
•t§Hide-Out
(A. T.)
•^ILadies in Love (A. T.)
•tLucky
Larkln
•tSMontana
Kid.
The
•glMoonlight
Madness
(A. T)...
*t<Mounted
Stranger. The
*t§Nlght
Ride
•tSParade of the West
•fSRoaring
Ranch
(A.T.)
•t§Rodeo
Days
*t§Song
of Passion (A. T.)
'tisongs of the Saddle
•t§Storm.
The
(A. T.)
•tSTraliIng Treulrie
•t§Undertow
•t§What Men Want
•t§Week-End
Girl
•t§Young
Desire
(A.T.)

William
Star Desmond
La Plante-Boles
Special
Cast
Sidney-Murray
Glenn Tryon
Special
Cast
"Under the Southern
Reginald
Denny
Ken Maynard
Jack Hoxie
Special
Cast
Ken Maynard
Murray-Crawford
Mary
Nolan
Ken
Maynard
Hoot
Gibson
John Boles
Hoot Gibson
Schlldkraut
Ken Maynard
Hoot
Gibson
Hoot Gibson
John Boles
Ken
Maynard
Special
Cast
Hoof Gibson
Nolan- Elier-Brown
All Star
Laura
La Plante
Mary
Nolan

Length
Rel. Date
Feet
Mins.
Reviewed
.4388
Mar. 30.
.76... Apr.
5
20.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar. 29
15
Jan.
26..
9.. ..7401.. .82.
17..
.66.
Mar.
Feb.
8
..5933..
Feb.
.6268
9.
Mar.
.69.
.58.
ssue
Cross" in April 27. 1929
.June 29
Feb.
2. ...5230.
Dec. 21
.05.
■
Apr.
.6763
75.
Feb.
43.
2.. .3852
10.
70. ..Dec 21
Jan.
5.. ..6300
Aug.
Mar.
30
5299
59
Mar.
Aug.
June
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
June
Aug.
June
May
Mar.
^'b
Juno

172
22
16
12
19....
27

5785

64... Mar. 22

5784
64. ..Feb. 15
5609
62. ..Dec. 23
5900.... 65... Feb.
)

29
18

^\'.'.\V/^V^'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
23..

..6000
..5025

C7...Mar. 29
56... Jan. 4

May

Rider

•t§AII
Quiet
on
(A. T.)
•*§Barbary
Coast
Clar of Broadway
Flirt, The
M§King

Hoot
Western

Front

(A.T.)

Gibson

july

Rei.
H"Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.

Serial
Ann
Christy
Sunny
Jim
Sunny
Jim
Sid
Sayior
Oswald
Cartoon
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth
Frank
Merrill
Howes-Thompson
Oswald

Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Dee.

Cartoon

WARNER

Glenn

Tryen

Glenn
Ken
Hoot
John

Band

&

Specie!

Tryon
Maynard
Gibson
Boies

sound-on-disc

only)

John Boies

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
Badge of Bravery
Ted
Canon
Crooked Trails
Ted
Carson
Crimson
Courage
Ted Carson
Danger Claim. The
Bobbie
Nelson
Doing
His
Stuff
Arthur Lake
Dynamlte't Daughter
(Re-Issue) . Josle
Sedgwick
French Leave
Sid Sayior
Fightino
Schooimarm.
The
(Ro- Issue)
Josie Sedgwick
Follow Me
Arthur Lake
Foul
Bali
Si<l Sayior
Getting
the Air
Arthur
Lake
(greenhorn.
The
(Re-Issue)
Charlie PulTy
Kounty
Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobbie
Nelson
Law in the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Express
(SerlaO
Chandler- Lorraine
Loser Wins. The
(Re-Issue)
Billy
Sullivan
Make
It Snappy
Sid Sayior
Marry
When
Young
(Reissue) ... Roach-Edwards
Matter of Policy
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
One
Wet
Night
Roach-Edwards
Peekaboo
Arthur
Lake
"est of Honor
Bobble
Nelson
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)
Edmund
Cobb
Queen
of Roundup
(Reissue).... Josie
Sedgwick
Restless
Rest
(Re- Issue)
Neeiy
Edwards
Ropin'
Venus
Josie Sedgwick
Bitting
Pretty
Arthur Lake
Six
Gun
Justice
Bobbie
Nelson
Some
Show
Arthur
Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Sayior
Storm
King
(Re-Issue)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak
Easy (Reissue)
Charlie Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Under the White Robe (Re-lssue> Nelly
Edwards
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Neely
Edwards
Why
Walt
Slim
Summervlile
Whip
Hand. The (Reissue)
Billy Sullivan
William
Tell

*Means synchronized score,

VITAPHONE

Rel.
Feb.
May
Mar.
Mar.

19..

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
May
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.

29..
26..
16..
30.
5.
6..
25.5.
5.

Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Anr.
Mar
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

12...
21..
13..
10..
24..
21..
22.,
12...
I..
24..
18..
15..
19..
2..
7.,
15...
7...
7..
19..
I..
10..
15...
27..

Length
. .2 reels
.2 reels
..2 reels
. . 2 reels
..2 reels
. . 2 reels
. . 2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
. . I reel
. . I reel
. . 2 reels
. .2 reels

..10 episodes
.2
.I
.I
.I

reels
reel
reel
reel

, . i reel
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. I reel
.2
.2
. .2
. .2
. .2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

. 2 reels
. I reel

. 2 reels

. . I reel

.2 reels
. I reel
.2 reels
. I reel

Reviewed
Jan.
iI
Mar. 29
Feb.
i
Feb.
15
Dot.
It
Mar.

8

Apr.

S

Feb.

I

Dee.
Dee.
Mar.

7
21
I

Jan.

18

Jan.

18

Dec.
21
Mar. 15
Mar.
i

Apr.
Apr.
May
Mar.
Apr.
«l""May

Dec.

7

31

3

Revlewe*
Apr.
i
Feb. IS
Dee.
21

2 reels

Mar. 29

I reel
2 reels

Jan. II
Mar.
8

2 reels

3
9

Dec. 14

143
14
20
24
17

22 reels
reels
Apr.
5
I reel
Apr. 12
I reel
Nov.
30
10 episodes.. Feb.
22
I reel
Jan. 25

20
26
23
28

2
2
2
2

2 reels

Nov.

23

Jan.

25

Mar.
Jan.
Dee.

S
25
14

Apr.
12
Jan.
||
Mar.
I
Mar. 29
Dec.
14

reels
reels
reels
reels

17
2reeJs
28
22 reels
17
reels
266
22 reels
reels
9. ... 10 episodes
.2
reels
...12 reel
reels
. .2 reels

Feb.
It
Mar. 29
Feb.

I

Reviewed19
..Oct.
.Nov. IS
Mins.
.7152. ...79.
Feet
. Feb. 22
12
..109. ...Apr.
...84.
..7513. ...74.
..9809.
.Apr.
5
..54.
..6653.
..Mar. 29
..Apr.
12
..4914.
...68. ..Feb.
..Dec. 288
..7533.
..6156. ...89. .Jan.
II
...49.
..4452. ...84 ..Feb. 22
15.. .6150.
IS..
..8000.
..Mar. S
76.. ..5380.
...60.
..68.
..6413. ...71.
..Apr. 12
19
10.. ..7185. ...80.
..Mar. 29
..7498. ...83.
Length

76
5..

..6341. ...71.
Length

R«l- OaU
May
10..

VARIETIES

Revlem*

.73... Apr.

(D)

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
••■
Joe
Fflsco
Ruth Etting
The
Potters
Sessue
Hayakawt

Length

. '1 ree'_
reel . .
. 1 reel . .

12

Reviewed
Feb.
8
Apr. 12
.Apr. 12
Mar.
IS

.2 reels.
. . I reel

Mar.
Feb.
.Feb.

21

2 reels

Nov.

SO

reel

Feb.

IS

:' " ' i
1 reel

.Mar.

. . . 2 faeltV

Family
Affair,
A
Family Ford. The
Faust
Feminine Types
Getting a Raise
Glee
Quartette.
The
Holiday in Storyland.
Letters
Lillie. Beatrice
In Dutch
Jest For a While
Lobo, Dog of Dogs
Love Boat. The
Matter
of Ethics.
A
Master
Sweeper.The The
New
Racket.

Arthur Byron
■..-••••
Jim and
Marlon
Harklns...
Duet
Isf Act
Jean
Barrios
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan
A
Vitaphone
Kiddles
Pauline
Garon
Song and
Dance
Ulls i Clark
Whitledge
&
Barry
Lobo ..••.•■•
Herman Timberg
Earle-Oakland
Chester Conklln
.v--;..
Ahern
Gladys
&
Will
the Rancho
On
Operation.
The
Edgar
Bergen
Guzman
Roberto
The
Post.
Military
Watties-Marsh
Only the Girl
PagliaccI
John Charles Thomas
Pa Gets
a Vacation
The
Potters
Paper
Hanging
Johnny Arthur
People
Versus.
The
Campeau-O'Maliey
May-Oaks
Understanding
Perfect
Pay
Off. The
H. B. Walthall
Poet
Orchestra
Rose. and
HarryPeasant
&. His 6 Ame
r.
Beauties
Suspicion
Sound
Effects
Stand
Up. The
Sultan's Jester. The
Surnrise
Talking
it Over
Vengeance
Wedding
Belles
What
a Life
Who
Pays?
Will
You
Remember

2Lentth
reels
1 reel
i reel
2 reels

Rel. Date
1..
Jan.
25..
Jan.
8..
Mar.
?5.
May
Mar.
May
May
31..
Mar. 74..

Star
Pauline Frederick
•tSEvidence
(A.T.)
John
Barrymore
♦t§General
Crack
(A.T.)
Arliss
•tIGreen Gflddess. The (A. T.).. George
Lightner-Brown-O'Nell
M§Hold
Everything
(A.T.)
Blue-Loy
•tilsle of Escape
(A. T.)
Al Jolson
•t§Mammy
(A.T.)
Barrymore
•t§Man(romBiankiey'i,The(A.T.). John
Rin-Tin-Tln
•tlOn the Border
Morssi-Horn
•t§Royal Box (A.T.)
(German)..
Dolores Costallo
•flSecond Choice
(A.T.)
•tSSecond
Floor Mystery (A. T.) Withers-Young
LIghtner-Morrls
•t§She Couldn't Say Ne
•tSSong of the West (A.T.)
Boles-Segal
•tSThose
Who
Dance
(A.T.)
Monte Blue
•tiUnder
a Texas
Moon(A. T.).
•tSWide
Open
(A.T.)
Fay-Torres-Loy-Beenr
E. E. Horton

Title
Absent
Minded
Alda.
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
Battery of Songs. A
Bubble
Party.
The
Benefit, The
Broadway's
Like
That
Done
in Oil
Dead
Laughter
Evolution
of the Dance

1930

BROTHERS

Title

.'MaV."22
..Apr.
5
May

Date3
17
3

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Fob.

Dent-Archer

(Available

19,

SHORTS

Star
u- • • . v.; • i;
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald
Cartoon
Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth
Sunny Jim
Oswald
Cartoon
Sid
Sayior
Archer-Dent
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Oswald
Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lorraine-Perrin
Oswald
Cartoon

Star
Title
•tIDumbells
In Ermine
(A. T.).Armstrong-Gleason-Kent
•tSFame
(A. T.)
Belle
Bennett
•t§Golden
Dawn
(A.T.)
Walter
Woolf
•t§Man
Hunter (A. T.)
Rin.Tjn-Tjn
Rin-Tin-Tin
(A, T.)
Waters
•tIRough
•t§Sweet Kitty Bellalrs (A.T.) .. Claudia Dell
't§Three Reams (A. T.)

2.

Wolheim-Ayros-Wray
Mary
Nolan

of Jazz Revue, The (A.T). Whiteman's
Cast

•tSLIttle
Aceident
(A.T.)
*t§Mountaln
Justice
Scrub Oak
't§Serenade
(A.T)
•f SSignai
Tower
(A.T.)
'tSSinging
Cabillero (A.T.)
•tSViroin af Sttmbeul
(A.T.)

Title
•t§Arablan
Daze
*t|Bowery Bimboes
•tSBroadway
Follies
•t§Brother for Sale (A. T.)
Chinese
Blues
't§Christmas Cheer (A. T.)
•tChile
Con
Carmen
•t§Fellow
Students
•tsFlreburgs
(A. T.)
♦tSFootiight
Follies
•tSHalowe'en
Hash
Shop
•Hurdy
Gurdy
•t§Jade Box. The
*tKlsses
and
Curset
Lady
of Lions
•t§Lightning
Express, The
•tILIvo Gbests
(F & D)
't^Neighbors
Mush
Again
•t§Outdoor Sports
•tPrison
Panic
•tIRoyal
Fourflush
Schoolmates
*t§Seelng
Stars
•tSSister's
Pest
•t§Steeplechase
(A.T.)
sfTarzan the Tiger
(Serial)
•?§Terry of the Time* (Serial)..
•tlTraflic Troubles
Tramping
Tramps
Up and Downstairs
•t§Vernon's
Aunt

Coming Feature Attractions

Coming Feature Attractions
Ace

April

News

ATTRACTIONS

Star
Moran-Dalton
...
Charlie
Chaplin
Norma
Talmadoo
Lyon-Mison
....
Gloria
Swanson
.
Ronald Colman
..
Eddie

Picture

.About

•■•••
' "•'
•••••
j rteli

ree
1 reel
l.reel

■
I reel
I reel
1 reel
,
,

•••

»
-APf%";
',
'"''•
'
u::-'-i
Mar.
B
ul:
W
IS
Mar.
Feb.
8
Mar. IB

!2

•
Apr,
•■
Mar.
Nov.

•
»
59

Mar.
Nov.

IS
St

' "''

Lyons- Ear's- Morne
Buddy
Traps

;
Me

Bobby
Watson
Dugan-Leonard
Jack
Osterman
RIchmond-Moorhead
Howard-Newton
Murray-Oakland
Duet

f Means sound effects. %HIeans voice ( including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

I reel
I reel

A.T.

after

title means

I

POINT

1

In a series shovvinji:
why the A. P. (Iroup
is unique in sales
opportunities for producers, manufacturers and distributors.

ASSOCIATED

The Exhibilors' HOME
Trade Papers

F.W YORK may be the barometer for theatre
owners in Chicago, Detroit, Los Angeles and other

N,

PUBLICATIONS

HI a: Tinni:

of the larger cities, but the barometer for exhibitors in the state of Kansas is Kansas City, Wichita,

Coveiii
". LoH
AnK< ''
I I tiaiui,
Denver aiid tjalL Lake City
ten-itoiie».

Topeka and some of the other key cities in their
own state. While pictures are made in Hollywood
and the executive offices of all companies are in
New York, they are marketed through the branch
exchanges scattered throughout the country. The
exhibitors in Illinois are interested primarily in

.'ItiTilitlLiJ

Coieiiri^ li:.ll:i-- and Okluhoniu
I ■'> 1' M itorips.

Coveriiii' M .m:,;.|.. J, . MilWHukrt'. Omaha ami Dea
Moines
tenitoiies.

their '^market place" — Chicago; and those in the
state of Texas are interested in Dallas and the immediate territory. Thus each of the ten Associated

lOlIRN'AI.
('o\'ei iTi'.'"
Sr

Kaii'-a'-

l.-'ui -

City

ami

vi liTMi-i.-s.

mi§T

^Mlf
1!- ili •

UTii'oi

Publications, being the exhibitors' HOME trade
paper, is the closest exhibitor contact between
producers and distributors next to their salesmen,
and the buying guide for those in the section of
the country it covers.

ics.

rmu

Covering

Detroit

territory.

iiui leo.

l;a;i ;:l;J
tories.
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flLMNEWS
Coviiin.^' Boston, New Haven
and
Portland
territories.
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CovLiinj^ .Vtlanta, New Orleans, Charlotte and Memphis territories.

Mi^iional in Scope
•^Local in Service
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PUBLICATIONS
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— and here's more
news
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^
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PREVIEW

DRESSLER
Marie
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A RIOT!

MORAN
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Polly

The Talk of Los Angeles in their Grand Comedy
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CeMt*

JUST COMPLETED ITS
WORLD PREMIERE at the

ROXY

THEA
TR
E
s

JAMES CRUZE
PRODUCTIONS.^*.

"^

e

presents

J^$?

itarr

in(
;-!vS> V
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Schildhraut
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^
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V^

^
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^

m
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Story of a
successful
Lbvci* who
^
GEO.

W.

WEEKS,

m
EXECUTIVE

Xew York rraNliiii;a» Bijy; Film Fr^ilii* liy TlioiisaiitlN!
Xe\v$i^|ia|ioi* Cpiie$»i^i Rave AImiiiI Woiiil^^rfiil Tiiiio!
DICK
'** PARAMOUNT ON PARADE' SETS NEW STANDARD ON THE
screen.
A continuous
riot of song, dance and lauiihter in wlii<'h

^

^

every star of Paramount appears. Genuine humor and intimacy."
— William Bochncl in I\ew York Tple^rnm

'\\ BK;

SHOW.

recommend

A

GOOD

SHOW.

I HAD

A

SWELL

TIME.

I

that you go to the Rialto and enjov it."
— Quiun Martin in ?^ew York IJ orlrl

ctv^«
•THE

RIALTO

for many weeks.

SHOULD

KEEP

PARAMOUNT

ON

PARADE'

A continuous march of hox ofhce fijiures."

— Julia Shairrll in New York Evening Graphic

"ALL STAR FROLIC WITH SMARTNESS, SOPHISTICATION AND
showmanship.
The total talent of Paramount at play. Quick-witted
entertainment."

— Thornton Delehanty in New York Evening Post
ot^^NlS

"A BIG HIT. GRAND ENTERTAINMENT. SMARTLY PRODUCED,
cleverly devised. Songs tuneful, dances snappy, material bright."
— Rose Pelswick in New York Journal
"SOMETHING

TO

MEET

ALL

TASTES

IN 'PARAMOUNT

ON

Parade.' No matter who your favorite Paramount star is, you'll get a
glimpse of your idol." — Regina Crewe in New York American
"TALKIE CELEBS SCORE TRIUMPH. COLORFUL, HAPPY,
hilariously funny. The audience gets an eyeful and an earful. Smart
as well as beautiful.
Don't miss it."
— Irene Thirer in New York Daily News

K

^p,C

ttV^f^
SKEETS

^^RRY

"AROUSED GENUINE APPLAUSE. BRIGHT AND IMAGINATIVE.
Thoroughly enjoyable film frolic. Beautifully staged and virtually all
is endowed with wit, surprises, competent acting and tuneful
melodies."
— Mordaunt Hall in New York Times
"LAVISH

IN

ITS

OFFERING

OF

PLAYERS.

rapidly, is skillful and sophisticated."
"WHAT

PEOPLE

color sequences!

BOB

IN AND

What people!

MOVES

ALONG

— New York Herald Tribune
OUT

OF ITS PARTLY

TECHNI^va

Funny sketches. First rate songs."
— John S. Cohen, Jr. in New York Sun

PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE
Supervised by ELSIE JANIS
Dances and Ensembles directed by David Bennett
Sequences in TECHNICOLOR

Is hanging ^eni on the chandeliers at i^orld
premiere^ long run engagement Rialto^ N^« Y.

p

f

c^

Af the Height of

.eVOGUE
for Outdoor
Shorts!

COMEDIES

II

With the public cidmoring for talking pictures of the great outdoors, it took Pathe
showmanship

to produce a series with a new

twist — two-reel comedies shot on

the soil of the West! That's RODEO COMEDIES, just one of the 8 sensational
comedy series peppered with audible talent on the Pathe 1930-31 program.
For instance . . . "HEARTS
AND
hHOOFS," a robust comedy featuring
Cornelius Keefe, Mona Rico, Fred Warren and George Rigas, directed by
Wallace Fox. Or "RANCH HOUSE BLUES"— a perfect gem of a shoft
with an amusing story, mind you, an orchestra, comedians, dancers,
horsemanship — with Don Douglas, Mildred Harris and Harry Woods,
directed by Robert De Lacy. Or "HALF PINT POLLY," with
an all-star cast including Tom Tyler, the great Western star,
Mona

Ray and others, directed

by Robert

Lacy . . . These 6re just three of the SIX comedies
you

can

expect

in the

series — and

they're all as fresh, as breezy and as
unique as the first three!

One of the 8

PATHE
Wonder

Series of

1930-31

De

And the greatesfi
product still
The ARIZONA

KID with Warner

Baxter

Here's the answer to the showmen's prayer for a companion
picture to "In Old Arizona". Warner Baxter again plays the
same colorful bandit - lover in his further adventures. Cast
includes Mono Maris, Carol Lombard, Mrs. Jiminez. Alfred
Santell production.
The New

MOVIETONE

FOLLIES of 1930
Second edition of the record-breaking Follies! Love, laughs,
and lovely ladies! Company of aoo includes El Brendel,
Marjorie White, William Collier, Sr., Frank Richardson, Noel
Francis, Miriam
Seegar.
Directed
by
Benjamin
Stoloff.

BORN
HARLEY L.
CLARKE

President

Edmund

RECKLESS

Lowe as "Louis Beretti", title role of Donald Hender-

son Clarke's best-selling novel of gangland. Co-featured are
Catherine Dale Owen, Lee Tracy, Marguerite Churchill,
Warren Hymer, William Harrigan, Frank Albertson. Directed
by John Ford.

has come
through
with the
g reatest
line of
money
making
pictures
in history

ON

THE LEVEL

Victor McLaglen as an iron -worker, and a fast-worker with
the ladies, including such charmers as Fifi Dorsay and Lilyan
Tashman. A typical McLaglen triumph. William Harrigan is
also

co-featured and the direction

NOT
A money-making

is by

Irving

Cummings.

DAMAGED

story about whoopee-making

youth. Has a

climax they'll all talk about and flock to see. Cast includes
Lois Moron, Walter Byron, Robert Ames, Inez Courtney. Directed by Chandler Sprague.

WOMEN

EVERYWHERE

Musical tale of love and adventure in Morocco and the Foreign
Legion. Cast includes J. Harold Murray, Fifi Dorsay, Ralph
Kellard, George Grossmith, Clyde Cook, Rose Dione.Songs
by William Kernel!. Directed by Alexander Korda.

>df all the year's
b come!
WILL

ROGERS

in SO THIS IS LONDON

America's unofficial ambassador jumps from Paris to London
and lands another comedy hit. From George M. Cohan's international stage success. With Irene Rich, Frank Albertson,
L\

Maureen

O'Sullivan,

Lumsden

»'

rected by John BIystone.

ROUGH

Hare, Bramwe II Fletcher.

Di-

ROMANCE

Punch-packed drama set amid the snows and tall timbers of
the colorful Northwest. Featured in this great outdoor romance
are George O'Brien, Helen Chandler, Antonio Moreno, Noel
Francis.
Directed by A. F. Erickson.

CHEER

UP

AND

SMILE

A radiant radio romance with a sunny story and snappy
songs. Richard Connell wrote it and the cast includes Dixie
Lee, Arthur Lake, Olga Baclanova, Charles Judels, "Whispering" Jack Smith. Directed by Sidney Lanfield.

GOOD

INTENTIONS

Mighty melodrama of a crook who tried to fight his way out
of the underworld against heavy odds. With Edmund Lowe,
Marguerite Churchill, RegisToomey, Warren Hymer, EarleFoxe,
Owen Davis, Jr. Story and direction by William K. Howard.

ROADHOUSE
An intensely human drama of a prodigal son and a father who
bared his soul to save him. With Frank Albertson as the son,
H. B. Warner as the father, Sharon Lynn, Joyce Compton,
Kenneth Thomson, Richard Keene. Directed by Leo McCarey.

The Fox production staff is
the marvel of the industry.
Week in and week out,
throughout the past six
months, it came through
with flying colors.
were

You

promised moneymakers. You got them!

Now it's ''full speed
ahead!'' The tracks are
clear and the throttle's wide
open! The production staff
is out to smash its own
record for delivering consistently high quality, high
gross pictures. These

12

big ones are coming between now and July 13th,
completing the full season's

ONE

MAD

KISS

A colorful and stirring musical romance, breathlessly paced
and beautifully acted and sung. With Don Jose Mojica,
golden voiced star, Mono Maris, Antonio Moreno, Tom

product.
Ride with Fox and
your own

ticket!

write

Titan Comics Lead
Moo^
Pageant of Dimples an^
Grandest Comedy Smash of
This Cock-eyed Era • • • Gayest
Giggle-grabber Since ^^Tillie's
Punctured Romance ^^ • • Open
Season for Cutting Paper Dolls
Begins as Radio's Legion of
Lunacy Eludes Keepers and
Swarms All Over Gotham For Battle Royal
of Hurricane Hoke and Classic Slapstick!

WHEELER
-WOOLSEY

Gay Gandhies of the Modern Show World
Hoofing and Clowning Their Way to
Glory. • • And Their Royal Army of Assorted
Nuts and Nitwits in Joyous Trek Across the
Nation's Screens.

sweeping

1^ (J

show

campaign

RADIO'S

for "The Cuckoos" gathers
impetus as thousands of
cuckoo clocks sing their ballad of the box-office... stunts
.. .gags. ..tie-ups in profusion... flash paper to jolt your
to^n into the spirit of this gorgeous shov^ . . . Sw^ell big
press book, packed with ideas of gay young showmen
gone deliciously off their nuts.

#ruck Host to B'way
Delirium. . . .

In

Titan Flock of "Cuckoos" Fly East
and Nest in Globe Theatre . . •
For World Premiere . . . April 25!
Not a REVIEW but most spectacular comedy sock since birth of
talkies . . . Ziegfeldian dress and
distinction . . . Georgie White
punch and tempo . . . Earl
Carroll grace and loveliness!
In a word . . . QUITE A SHOW !

Announcing
A Complete
in
Sound

Course

li

Projection

— Principles
—Operation
—Servicing
Planned

and

Motion

executed

exclusively

Picture

by JOHN

for

News

F. RIDER

JOHN

Famous writer on technical subjects
connected with amplifiers, vacuum
tubes and sound motion pictures.
Mr. Rider, who will continue to
write exclusively for this publication in
the motion picture periodical field, will
contribute an article each week, beginnmg in the Showman for May, published in the issue of May 3rd.
Each article will be a chapter in a
complete course.
The entire series has been outlined
in advance, and for the 6rst time ofiFers
projectionists, technical men and students a scientifically planned course of
training in the principles and functions
of sound projection equipment, its
operation and servicing, and theatre
acoustics.

F.

He is associate editor of RADIO ENGINEERING, editor. Technical Department of RADIO CR*FT. feature writer
for the NEW YORK SUN. a director of
the Radio Dealers' Association of America, associate member of both the American Institute of Ele:trical Engineers and
the Institute
of Radio
Engineers.
Mr. Rider is the author of several text
books. including MATHEIMATICS
OF
RADIO. A. C. TUBES AND HOW TO
USE THEM. TREATISE ON TESTING
FOR
SERVICE
MEN. and co-author
with James R. Cameron of SOUND PICSHOOTERS
MANUAL. TURES AND TROUBLE
He began a thorough study of sound
motion pictures, particularly with respect
to their presentation in the regular motion picture theatre about two years ago,
and In March, 1929. he became a contributor of technical articles on sound to
MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS.

IVIoTioN Picture News
729 SEVENTH

AVE., NEW

RIDER

nationally known writer on technical subjCvts dealing with sound ampiflers and
vacuum tubes has specialized in a study
of those subjects since his graduation as
an electrical engineer. His connection
with radio goes back to the early days
before broadcasting became a popular
form
of entertainment.

YORK

CITY

•/

*?'

THE HIGHEST HONOR

THAT OUR INDUSTRY

CAN BESTOW"

Accii/ctny o/ Motion Picture Arti and Sciences, representing the entire
industry, picks "The Broaduay Melody" as the year's Finest picture.

THIS TROPHY GOES
TO METRO-GOLDWYNMAYER!
and here^s a prophe

THE LOGICAL

CONTENDER

FOR NEXT YEAR'S "FINEST
PICTURE TROPHY"--

^^tsp*-^
and again exhibiAGAIN
M-G-M product
s
of
tor
k.
recognize that this choice of
service is unfailing! Again
and again the high honors
and the high grosses go to
theatres playing M-G-M.
Box-offices which have just
thrilled to the clink of Greta
Garho-Anna Christie business will now know the delights of another towering
triumph, Norma Shearer in
"The Divorcee." No other
company may point to such
a consistent year-after-year
record of hit-delivery!

■?)»'

VN

METRO- GOLD WYN
to^^

r.Ot

Motion Picture News
NEW

Vol. XI I

YORK
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Sticky Fingers of Greedy Execu lives
To Get Wail Street Balli, is Report
The If Needta!
I like the talking picturi- shows,
rhoujih now and thi-n they stammer;
Itut all them future Clara How.s
Should ouRhta study grammer.

Party Crashers
Ruined CoinpsonCruze Home Life
ilollywood — Sunday liouse parties at
ilieir Flintridge home, where open house
generally was the rule, is the reported cause
of the si)lit-up hot ween Betty Conipson and
James Cruze. Betty, it is said, is all fed
up on the many friends and strangers who
eliminated any chance for home life and
rest.
The situation is the same as that which
led to separation of the couple about a year
ago, when Betty left and declared her intention of seeking a divorce. This was
patched up. however.

"Railroad
BeingFilm
Shot Man'*
on Wide
Hollywood — RKO's first production on
wide film via the Spoor-Bergden process is
scheduled to be "The Railroad Man," with
Robert Armstrong featured. Original plan
to make "Dixiana" on wide film was discontinued some months ago, when difficulties arose which made production unwise
at that time.
It is reported that the wide film shooting
on "The Railroad Man" is more in the nature of an experiment by RKO, so that a
true analysis of wide film under production
conditions in the studio may be obtained.
"The Railroad Man" is rated as a regulation program picture on the RKO schedule.
If the wide film shapes up satisfactory on
this production, the company may launch
into that field on a large scale.

Peery Vacations, But IVs
MGM
Who .\llh<
Pays and
Pays
1 lollvwood
Wallace
Bcerv
spent several idle months on his term contract with M-G-^f, the company is now
finding it possible to keep the player before the camera. After finishing his role
in "The Biir House." Beery was immediately assigned a featured spot in "Billy the
Kid" under direction of King Vidor.

Furchasing Department Graft
Leads Bankers to Probe
Swollen Incomes
Itchy executive palms, being tickled with
the U. S. Mint's latest shades of green, are
apt to be scratched a deep red.
]\Iysterious tips have reached downtown
financial (juarters that executives in film
concerns in which Wall .Street is interested
have bank and brokerage accounts out of
proportion to their salaries. A private and
very cautious check-up is reported to be under way to reveal the reasons.
Suspicion is definitely known to exist in
banker minds about the ethics of certain
film executives who have authority over,
or actual control, of jiurchases.

The "Loan" Gag
The initial suspicion is said to have developed when a manufacturer of an accessory employed in new theatre construction
bid on a particular contract and was told
he could have the order providing he would
make an unsecured cash loan for an indefinite period. Clinging to his hopes for the
contract, he showed ignorance by suggesting
six percent interest. The laugh he got is
described as sufficient excuse for any gag
writer to demand a raise. He lost the contract. Sore, and confident that his bid was
as low as any one could go, he did the goat
trick of butting in and learned that his
bank was closely allied with one of the big
downtown houses financially interested in
the company whose executive had wanted
the unsecured loan.
The manufacturer told his banker, who
is said to have passed the story on to financial headquarters. Then came an investiga(Continucd on page 32)

Shame!
Highly questionable social (?) activities of a well-known branch manager
of a national distributor recently
caused no end of trouble and embarrassment to the organization in
the particular city over which the
manager
had jurisdiction.
Warnings by friends went unheeded,
and an official squawk followed. A
petition to the home-office sales chief,
from powers-on-high who took exception to the manager's antics, brought
instant dismissal — and a bad name.
The general sales chief took a licking when he fired the branch head
because of the splendid sales performance by that manager in a territory which had been very weak until
the bad boy stepped in.

Riffhto, Old Topper
The

Critic:

The

Usher:

"If that is art, I'm
IT in art,

an

sir!

idiot!"

Publix-RKO in
Bitter Battle
In Twin Cities
Minneapolis — Plenty of excitement is being looked for here and at St. Paul in the
keen battle raging between Publix and Radio-Keith-Orpheuni in the first-run field.
Price cutting and two-for-one ticket sales
have been resorted to. RKO sold the twofor-one ticket proposition to merchants, so
Publix retaliated with special "courtesy
tickets" to merchants, to give to customers.
The merchants are billed weekly for tickets
used. Joseph Plunkett, RKO general manager, and Dave Chatkin, head of Publix
operation, recently visited here to map plans
in the fight. Recently a shake-up of RKO
forces in Minneapolis and St. Paul was
completed.

Gilbert-Claire Romance
Skids, Coast Insists
Hollywood — Oti' again, on again. Finnegan, is the tune they're whistling in discussing the Ina Claire-John Gilbert romance,
which is again said to have struck the rocks.
Miss Claire's trip East is reported to have
been hurried and secret to confer with lawyers on a divorce, while in Hollywood, the
dope is that John may rewed his former wife.
Leatrice Joy. Miss Joy is quotc<l as saying
that "when the time conies that John is
washed up in the movies, he will knrtw where
his real home is."

Embezzled for Theatre
Operations Is Charge
Edwarrlsville. III. — Theatre oper.'itions
plunged Frank B. Sanders, bank cashier,
into difficulties, resulting in alleged embezzlement of $143,000, used to finance a chain
of picture houses. Sanders, who has been
asked to resign, is said to have repaid most
of the shortage and agreed to take care of
the balance, so will not be prosecuted.
Sanders was president of United Operiting Co.
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THERE'S LIFE FOR THE
INDEPENDENT YET
THIS should be good news to some thousands
of exhibitors scattered up, down and across
the land:
The span of life allotted the independent, or unaf^liated, theatre operator is not over. As a matter
of fact, some reasoiis present themselves as proof
to indicate there is yet considerable hope.
This all revolves around the changing attitude
of the producer-owned chains toward the men who
operate one, two or three houses. Interest in
them is rapidly on the wane.
The reasons are several:
Firstly, perhaps, the national chains have
learned with considerable pain that manuals of
operation, blue-print instructions and corresponschool managers
don't seem
in
theatresdencewhere
the individual
touchto ofgettheover
local
manager has counted for so long.
Telling a chap in Iowa how to do it from behind
a desk in New York or Chicago looks grand on
paper, but in actual fact, it rarely works.
So it is your powerful circuits have discovered
that the problem of the small and medium-sized
town is one which they have been unable to adequately handle.

Move Is Under Way
Secondly, the profit is comparatively too slight
for the trouble involved as a result of which bigoperators from now on may be expected to devote
time and money to situations where they figure
the return is commensurate with effort applied.
It is some weeks now since Motion Picture
News first caught this trend and published the
fact that several thousand houses will be returned
to individual operation by the end of the year. The
move is beginning to assert itself.

nts'
the inindepende
more vital
Nothing
many, many
business
in thisfrom
has developed
angle
months. This does not mean that the wave of
theatre acquisition is over. On the contrary, the
aggressively on, and the news headcampaign
lines of the isnext few months will demonstrate how
accurate this observation is. But it does mean

that below a certain level, the producer circuits
will not go. What that level will be is difficult to
gauge, but in the opinion of those who should
know it appears that towns with populations of
20,000 to 25,000 will not be touched except where
a concentration of industrial activity makes it
smart business for the circuits to invade them.
College towns fall into a similar category.

Not All Easy Sailing
What advantage of their breathing spell will
the lone eagles take? To know that fear of producer domination is being gradually removed
should mean worlds to them. At the same time,
they must understand to the full the gravity of
their situation. The towns free of circuit-owned
houses will be in close proximity to the town or
city that has one. And good roads will be the
connecting link.
The sailing will not be easy. The fierce competition which rides rampant in all branches of
this industry today has all but swept away the
middle ground. You're either crashing through
with the winning mob, or you're out of the running. We know of one instance where an exhibitor, playing a lone hand against big circuits, is
whipping- his all-powerful competitors regularly,
and so badly that comparisons are well nigh
He has plenty of competition. His theatres are
pitiful.
good. The other fellow's are better. But the man
whose story is merely hinted at here is a showman.
He juggles his starring pictures with a psychological acumen that is uncanny. He maintains a
booker and works hand in hand with him. And
what he does apparently out of nothing at all is
well nigh amazing. His full story is coming your
way pretty soon.
This is an outstanding example, and one, perhaps, which leans backward and away from the
argument here presented. But it has value in that
it amply demonstrates that where cleverness and
show sense prevail, the near-impossible can be
put o\er.
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Zukor Heads Pool to Make Films for
Foreign Field; Warners Go it Alone
PhonCU?
Believe It
lyj •
^
i)V I\Ot

with
What is said to ho the lirst trans-At lantic
Hollywood — of
c«)llahoration
a talking picture play is in work
John (ialsworthy, KnKlish author, and (Jeor^c Arliss,
with
ner star, as collaborators. The author recently closed
Warners for talker version of his play, stipulating.
ever, that Hollywood writers should not he perniitt orthy
edWar-to
tamper with his lines.
As chanpes are necessary in adapting the play, a
tions are cabled to London daily by Arliss, and (Jalsw
writes the new dialo^'ue and cables it back to Hollyw Iterah(>w at regular rates.
ood —

^AU Quiet' Stirs
German Protest;
Retakes Result?
Berlin — Univcrsal's picturization of "All
Quiet on the Western Front" has stirred up
anature
hornets'
here, and rcjjrisals of some
are nest
threatened.
The seriousness witli which officialdom
is viewing the situation is evidenced by the
fact that the I'oreign Office has called the
attention of tlie Reichstag to certain features in the production which it considers
ohjcctionable. It was autlicntically learned
that the German Consul at San Francisco
has been ordered to confer with Carl Laenimlc regarding the obnoxious
elements.
The contract by which the Ullstein publishing firm granted the film rights of "All
Quiet'" to Laemmle specified that the booKwas to be followed scrupulously without the
shifting of important emphasis in any particular, although opposition to the novel has
been encountered in this country. The Foreign Office asserts that in the "U" production the character of Sefgt. Himmelstoss,
a bully and a coward who plays a minor
part in the book itself, has been portrayed
as a typical German non-com. and contends
that this is a deviation from the original
form which will prove detrimental to Germany's reputation.
Motion Picture News reported exclusively last week that Carl Laemmle, Jr.,
had suddenly ordered retakes in "All
Quiet," the reason being given that Zasu
Pitts was too young to portray the role of
the mother. The foregoing dispatch, however, throws further light on the subject
and it is considered possible that the German reaction may have inspired the retake-.

''All Quier Very Big .
".\ great, dramatic epic of motion pictures
and a positive money attraction."
This is how Walter R. Greene, West
Coast correspondent for Motiox Picture
Xews describes ".\1I Quiet on the Western
Front." Univcrsal's big war special.
Greene's tip-off on this attraction is worth
loadino:.
You'll find it on p'lge 44.

Foreign Concerns
Unite to Fight
U. S. Invasion
I'aris — American distributors will have
to step in their drive to maintain their position in I'^uropean markets, due to the powerful combination of French and German
producers and sound equipment firms recently completed. Twelve companies are
associated in the combination, which is to
be extended to other European countries.
The object of the combine is to exclude,
so far as possible, companies associated
with Western Electric from the I-'rench.
Spanish, German and Czecho-Slovakian
markets. Activities of the group will cover
all phases of sound picture ])roduction, distribution and exhil)ition. In tiie alliance
are: Klangfilm. Tobis Syndikat. Kuechenmeister International, h^-ench Tobis, Aubcrt Franco Films, Establissments Gaumont, Societe Continsonza and Societe
Radio Cinema.

Paramount Chief in PJurope to
Put Plan into /Jffect;
Lanky in Paris
Co-ordination and jxjoling of the resources of major American producers, excepting Warners, for production and distribution of films for the foreign market, is
the purpose of the trip abroad of Adolph
Zukor, I'aramount president. While abroad
Zukor will study the advi.sability and feasibility of the pool, plans for which he said
are progressing "with some degree of sucParamount will make 2U-odd features in
French, .Spanish and German during the
coming year, in an effort to hold its present position in the European field, Zukor
declared just prior to sailing for ICurope,
to study the problem of multi-linguals. lie
confirmed
the exclusive Motion Picture
cess."
News report that the company will make
between
season. 60 and 6.^ jjictures for the 1930-.31

Strengthens Situation

Abroad

"if this can be accomplished," said Zukor.
"and some such agreement reached in the
near future, the results would not only tend
to strengthen the American position abroad,
but would be far-reaching in the matter of
economy
to all itconcerned."
At present,
seems advisable to make
foreign-language pictures here, but Zukor
intends to go into all phases of the situation
to determine whether it will not be more
practical to make foreign-language films
abroad.
Warner^' deal with Tobis will have no
bearing upon Paramount activities in that
country, according to Zukor. who does not
feel the German situation alarming.

Lasky Studies Situation

Stahrs Plan to Produce
Dims; Joins "U" to Direct

Hollywood — Discontinuing his plans for
independent production of a series of talkers. John M. Stahl has signed with Universal to direct the dialogue version of "Sincerity," from novel by John Erskine. Stahl
is now preparing the adaptation, with the
picture slated to be made in June.
Following this, Stahl moves to M-G-M
to take over direction of "Dark Star," from
current novel by L^rna Moon. He says he
will then have plans completed for his own
l)roducing company.

Contract Conferences to
Resume at Early Date
No date has been set as yet for resumption
of the conferences on the new form of contract. S.R. Kent is chairman of the committee which is to continue sessions at an early
date. The Hays office, the M. P. T. O. .\.
and Allied States Ass'n. are parties to the
discussions on the proposed new contract
form.

Paris — Jesse L. Lasky is here in connection with foreign-language talker plans of
Paramount. Robert T. Kane now is making talkers here, reputedly for Paramount.

Howard Hughes
Closely Guards
"Heli's Angels"
Hollywood — Closely guarded. "Hell's Angels" now is in the cutting and editing
stage, with final touches l)eing applied by
Howard Hughes, who has spent three years
and a real fortune in making the film. Even
Sid Grauman. who has a contract to roadshow the picture, has not yet had a peak
at the film.
Hughes wants to be very secretive about
the production until its premiere. The reason is that he fi.srures that certain material
in it might be lifted bv others for films
whicheral might
beat "Hell's Angels" to genrelease
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Insiders^

usually mild eyes assumed
THOSE
a glitter. A determined jaw
clamped down hard on what was
once a cigar. One finger pointed aggresively by way of emphasizing the import
of what was to come:
"I know I am right and I am determined to win."
Winnie Sheehan was talking.
The fight for control of Fox was reaching its climax. Big league lawyers at the
time were bringing up long range guns
and the odds were slowly, but inevitably
swinging in the direction of Sheehan.
This Insider was in the latter's quarters at the Savoy Plaza. Sheehan had
his home and office there in one. The
sole to]iic of di.scussion, of course, was
the memorably Ijitter struggle then tearing its way through the business. The
man on the street was betting both ways
and ])erhaps the truest commentary on
what was transpiring was the frank admission from one of the bankers interested in the refinancing plans who said :
"The bankers — and the lawyers — don't
know which way it will go."

On Two Fronts
Yet there sat Sheehan, placid and unworried, and by his own words, confident
over the outcome. He was fighting it
through along two lines. Three thousand
miles away was a big studio, heavily committed on production and with a weeklj
payroll guaranteed to make any Ijanker
forget crocodile for the real kind of tears.
Flanking him on one side was an excitable chap named Grainger who had
personally sold some millions of dollars
in contracts to some hundreds of exhibitors while his sales boys in the field
had swelled the total considerably beyond
that. Grainger had to meet dates with
showmen all over the country — release
dates — and was perpetually worried over
deliveries.
Flanking Sheehan on the other was his
opposition, headed by William Fox and a
retinue of legal talent. Statements were
flying so fa.st and suits landing on Supreme Court dockets so frequently that
even the two sides of the controversy had
trouble in keeping the record clear. Then
there were meetings with bankers. And
lawyers.
Then bankers again.
All through it, mind you, the ordinary
conduct of business had to be maintainecl.
Those pictures had to Ijc delivered on time
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Outlook

and the multiple wheels
of a complex
business machine kept humming.

The Inside of That Job
Sheehan won't talk about it. Grainger
merely looks in the general direction of
heaven. But it was a job — a tough, backbreaking job where the loyalty of the
men at the studio, in the exchanges and
in the home office meant everything. A
danger spot in the entire messy situation
was speculation over which way the deal
would finally go. A sure death to morale
unless steadying hands knew how and
when to act.
These were some of the difficulties.
And, in the face of them, Sheehan successfully and efficiently kept the production mill grinding. Grainger, with iron
hand, did yeoman's work in preventing
his men on the front lines from swerving.
So much so, in fact, that in the six months
from November through March, he
actually added 1,031 new accounts to his
ledgers.
Now it's all over. Some housecleaning
remains to be done, but the companies'
debts are cleared away and, reposing in
the treasury are fourteen million iron
men, awaiting beck and call.
Sheehan prefers to look back on the
turmoil as a closed book. He speaks of
the present and the future with an assurance that gets contagious. He is operating under what he terms happy auspices,
knows where he is headed and is setting
himself to travel that way.

Keep An Eye On Radio
Behind that deal, watch out. General
Electric and Westinghouse — particularly
G. E. — are to annex RCA and its subsidiary companies. Which means R-K-O
Pictures. RCA Photophone. Looks like
a cross word puzzle in bookkeeping.
Some there are who curiously ask why, in
view of how fatherly the interest of
G. E. in its RCA offspring has always
l)een.
Unless this watchtower is miles off
shore, the expiration of the patent pool
with A. T. and T. next year has far more
to do with this new move than would appear on the surface. Run a mental stickpin through this rambling and see what
the future ])rings.

The Busy Electric
The public is to be asked to invest two
hundred and thirty-five million additional
dollars in A. T. and T. That makes film
flotations look like something considerably
less than the dust.
■Really, a lot of money. W'hat Thk Insiders are speculating over is what portion, if any, of that money will find its
way into the picture business.
Answers will be handled in order of receipt.
*
+•
Open* Book
Stuff

The film business is feminine. Proof !
It can't keep a secret.
Advertising men have been surrounding their season's announcement plans
with triple-extra precautions to prevent
competitors from learning what stunts or
especially clever ideas will be the foundation for their trade paper inserts.
It's the biggest chance of the year to
show their stuff, and the dope is held as
sacred as a fraternal oath. But it gets
out. Two or three of the multiple-page
copy writers would lie amazed to know
how well informed are their opponents
about what the others are planning, while
each figures he has kept his prize stunt
safely hidden. There may be a couple
of tragic discoveries when inserts blossom forth, with at least two well known
ad men each finding that his unique treatment of art work and copy has a twin.
*
The Western* Front
—::■■ Not Quiet
Is the theatre battle-ground shifting?
Rumors are frequent, and increasingly
emphatic, that a solid foundation is being
l)ourcd in England, France and Germany,
by known and unknown representatives
of large American chain theatre organizations, on which to build companies in
opposition
to the Fox-Ganmont string of
houses.
Few, if any, American names will ap))ear in such flotsam as comes to the surface until the several deals now in ])rocess
are so thoroughly set that nothing short
of new laws in Parliament, the Chamber
of Deputies or the Reichstag can upset
the plans and futures of these internationalized ambitions.
Look who's over there now. Pleasure
only? Not according to some of those
who should know.
T HI'.
1 X S 1 1) ]•. R S .
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3 Monlh Prodiiclioii IloJiday l)y Eiul
01 '30 Planned to Slash 0\erliead
Dishing the Dirt
Wash. Court House, O. — There's a
mad scranihle lor Fayette Theatre
proi;rams each week. And here's why:
Hoy O. Simons, manager, runs a lull
pajie of hot (gossip ahout Hollywood
folk on the display side of his projiram. Simons manajjes to di>j up
plenty of dirt and the fans k<> '<>r 't
in a his way. Some of the yarns appearins in his newest
sheet follow:

Hi'li-ii r\\i'l\rtii'«'x. our ol IiIh- .voilimiT
stars til* lloll,^ v\ i>imI, lias riitrriMl 4li\or<-('
iicliiin ^iu:iiiisl her liiisliaiid, iio'usini; him
iiT iiiaii\
iiiisilfiiifiiiiors,
HiTl
l..\li'll wrars
liliii' iiiKlcrwt'ar.
< ariiK'l M>cr~ is lilaiiliiK Ikt hair mill
:;rri'niiiL;
Iiit t',\cli«ls.
( lilV Kilwards is riiiiiit: a liorse in liis
iii'\( pirlari' anil it iiialx<-H boti) of 'oiii
sun*.
Ilidi'ii Kane, who wi'iit to a sanitariiiiii
for (tlifsitO', is K<'t(l"K tliiiiiii-r lliaii a ham
siinilw ioli.
Mario Dressli'r looks so natural behind
a nintr of ale tliat cvcrj biuly calls lier
The
Kenialo
(hani-.v.
Charles Itirkforii won't emote with the
Name Kirl twiie. lie JiiHt loves 'em and
feavoi
'em when
tlie.v er.v for more.
Kill-Tin-Tin is koIiic to make two more
talkies before he retires to write his
memoirs.
I'eBiry Hopkins sa.vs. "I have never
known n huNband tio wear longer than six
months."
With >far.v Ilrian it has been Buddy
KoKers, Arthur I^ake. William Itakewell.
Kndy Vnlee and a liost of football heroes.
Hut now it is l>hilli|i Holmes — untiil the
next
one
comes
alone.

Coast Studios Aim to Complete
Neiv Line-Ups by December —
Then Comes Shutdown
iloliywood — The i)roduction drive for
P>3()-1')31 is swinging into line at a pace
|)erliai)s never before achieved in Hollywood. Back of the intensive push now under way is the necessity for meeting release dates, but beyond that is a plan to
clean up new schedules by the end of the
year
permit
a three months' shutdown
at
all to
major
plants.
New

season's product, as a general condition on most lots, will be out of the way
l)y the end of October. Certainly, the end
of the early days of 1931 will see production boards cleared of all pictures to be
made. I'-xcept for fi.xed carrying charges,
it will then be possible to trim overhead to
tile bone, to hand out vacations to those
w ho rate them and to nab a breathing spell,
(luring which trends and plans for 1931V)M will be doped out.

Hays, Thalberg to Speak
at S, M, P. E, Meeting
An extensive and diversified program of
papers and entertainment will be offered at

Tour Sons' Scene
Costs Fox Loss of
INewsreel Permit
Berlin — The

Ministry of National

De-

lense has revoked the I-'oX newsretl permit
to photograph the German army because of
a scene in "Four Sons," which, it alleges,
was prejudicial to the reputation of German
officers. The picture, which has Germany
as its locale, was made three years ago,
t>ut has never been shown in this country.
It- e.xliibition was also prohibited in Lislinn. Portugal, on the protest of the German consul there.

Zanft to Handle De Luxe
Houses as New Division
John Zanft. deposed as the operating
head of the Fox de luxe theatres shortly before William Fox sold his interests to Harley
T.. Clarke, returns to head a new division in
theatre operation with Fo.x. Under his jurisdiction will be the original Fox theatres in
Greater New York, including the Audubon,
Academy of Music, Savoy, Folly and others,
as well as de luxe operations in Brooklyn.
Philadelphia and Washington. Zanft will
book as well as operate.
It is reported the Fox houses in St. Louis
and Detroit will be turned over to Harold
H. Franklin and Fo.x West Coast to handle.
West Coast is ruiuiing the new Fox house in
Atlanta, several thousand miles from Los
Angeles headquarters.

the Society of M. P. Engineers' spring meeting in Washington, May 5 to 8, at the Wardman Park Hotel.
The 52 papers cover practically every
brancii of the industry. Among the subjects
are television, color, home radio movies,
.icoustics, medical cinemicrophotography.
and many phases of sound recording and
reproduction.
The list of speakers includes C. Francis
Jenkins. Will Hays, Irving G. Thalberg and
Harold B. Franklin. There will also be
sound lilm speeches by a number of prominent men on the West Coast. Of special
interest will be a visit to the Bureau of
Standards.
Among the entertainment features will be
a visit to the White House, a sight-seeing
trip to Mount Vernon, pre-release showings
of motion pictures and a banquet, with entertainment furnished by Washington theatres.
Those plannin.g to attend the meeting are
urged
make
reservations at the \\'ar(lman
Park 1tolotel
at once.

Warners' Combined
Interests at Confab
W^arners will hold an international sales
convention in Atlantic City May 28- June 1.
Representatives from all branches throughout the world are being called in to hear and
discuss plans for the new season. Harry
M. Warner estimates there are 16,847 employees on his combined payrolls.
The convention will cover Warner Bros,
and allied and subsidiary 6<Mnpanies in the
[licture. music and radio field.

More Truth Than Poetry
Hollywood — They're just children at
heart, after all, these jjlitterint; stars.
It takes so little to send them into
stitches of mirth. N'ineent Harnett is
at it a^ain. Harnett is the ehap who,
in the uuisc of a waiter or sometimes
a uuest. attends parties and insult^
people. Of course, his fi'e comes hi^h
— something; like one hundred dollars
a ni^ht.
Not Ionic ajco be apjieiin-d at tlie l>irtJi
da.v dinner Jiart.i uImii < arl l,:ii'iiiiiili'.
Sr., b.v Carl. .Ir. Hi' beuali b> dnilbtliiK
that Carl. .sr.. was iiiil> si \ly -three, "^oii
look years older than that." be told the
rniversal producer. A little lal«-r he
eritiei/.ed the way the Htuilio was run —
"loo many siiperx isors." Carl. .Ir.. said
that a sufiervisor's Job was to help a
dirii'tor make mistakes. "Your dlrectoFH
don't neeil an.v help." said the bocus
Biiest.
"They're
tmo prollelent
now."
He also attended a dinner iclveii by a
rar:iiiiiiiiMt exe<'iitiie. lie started in on
<;eori;e Itancrott. "^ on are certainly lucky
to get all the roles .voii do. because you
can
reall.v
onfy
play
yourself."

Ina Claire's turn came too. He told
Ina that he had heard of her in (ierman>. "I had no idea m> fame had
gone that far," said Ina, much pleased.
"Your fame?" he asked. "What do
you do? I have only heard of you as
the wife of .lack (;ilbert." Ina was a
good sport and laughed.— "Photoplay"

Warners Seeking
Ten "U'' Houses
In Wisconsin
With

the Harris circuit of 18 western

i'ennsylvania houses under the company's
wing, negotiations now are under way by
Warners for the circuit of ten Universal
theatres in Wisconsin. Houses included are
a first and a number of subseciuent runs in
Milwaukee and a number of houses in semikeys throughout the state.
Theatres in the Harris chain are: Harris
and People, Tarentum, Pa. : Harris South
Hills, Dormont, Pa. ; Harris Majestic, Findley, O. ; Sixth Street, Coshocton, O. : William Penn and Harris, Pittsburgh, Pa. : J. P.
Harris Memorial and Harris, McKecsport.
Pa.: Harris Majestic and a new tiieatre now
under construction, Butler, Pa. ; State and
Washington, Washington, Pa. ; Harris,
Donorah, Pa.; Flarris, Wilmington, Del.:
Harris, Etna, Pa., and Harris. Mt. Oliver.
Pa. In addition Warners have purchased
from the Harris interests a site at Monessen.
Pa., for a theatre.
Warner Bros, is applying to list $15,759.000 additional 6% convertible debentures,
making a total of $35,652,000 which will be
outst.'uiding. The purpose of this additional
issue of debentures is to pay for the acquisition of the musical and radio division
of Brunswick-Balke-Collender Co., to pay ofT
approximately $1,625,000 in funded debt of
subsidiaries, and to acquire 26 new theatres
with a total capacity of about 33,000.
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Unwired Houses Rehearsing Swan Song;
10,000 Sound-Equipped; Silents Dying
A Word to the Wise
Hollywood — "Eastern actors seem to
be under the impression that railroad
fare to Hollywood is all that is necessary to get
pictures," states
Weemsi,
localinrepresentative
for Walter
a New
York paper, who believes "coming out
here 'on spec' is about the silliest
thing one can think of doing. There
are hundreds of clever stage people
out on the boulevard day after day
wondering why they can't crash. The
answer to that one is, it simply ISN'T
BEING DONE. There are only two
safe ways, no there are three, to invade Hollywood. The first one . . .
come out here with a show. The producers, or their representatives, cover
every stage play presented locally, and
quite frequently cast players seen in
legitimate offerings. Second, sign a
contract in New York and know that
you are going on a payroll whether
you make good or not. Third, save
your money until you are wealthv
enough to retire, then head west. The
latter Is the best of the three ways
suggested. Loafing in Southern California isdelightful . . . and not at all
conspicuous."

New Sound and
Film
Process
Firms Launched
Formation in Delaware of Silvertone
Theatres and Sound Corp., with 180,000
shares of common stock as capital, highlights a quiet week of corporation activities
in Eastern states.
The Brunswick-Balke, in which Warners
recently purchased an interest, organized a
subsidiary unit, Argentine Brunswick Radio
Corp. at Dover, to handle company activities in South America. New Jersey authorities granted a charter to Mechanical Amusement Corp., formed to operate a theatre at
Bogota, and represented by U. S. Corp. Co.,
of New York City. Power Amusement
Co., another theatre unit, was the second
Delaware charter granted during the week.

New Jersey Charters
Papers were hied in New Jersey by Capitol Amusement Co., Inc., of Belvidere, represented by Harry Runyon, Belvidere, and
Solomon Amusement Corp., Camden, likewise formed to operate theatres. E. George
Aaron was attorney for the latter.
At Albany, secretary of state granted
charters to Atlantic Sound Recording Corp..
J. Hochstein, New York, attorney; Nazdac
Realty & Amusement Corp., attorney : Suchman & Samuels, New York ; Hartmann Film
Processes, organized to process film, and
represented by L. J. Jacoves, New York;
and Movieland News, an advertising company, of which S. R. Weitz is attorney.

Elimination of Unwired Houses
Predicted for End of Year;
Competition Keen
With 10,000 theatres already wired, the
>ui)ply of silent pictures diminishing rapidly
and the competition of sound houses forcing
them to the wall, indications are that the
present year will sing the swan song of the
unwired theatre as a factor in the industry.
in the group of 10,000 theatres now showing sound pictures are all major first and
second run houses and a large percentage
of subsequent runs and small town houses.
Where this year silent prints have been
available in sufficient numbers for an unwired house to get by, there will be few
silents on the market next year, it is indicated.
Unwired small town houses are finding
the competition of nearby wired theatres
too tough to meet, and are running in the
red. As a result, they face the necessity
of wiring or folding during the present
The cutting of prices on reproducing
equipment
also is expected to prove a strong
year.
factor in speeding up the wiring of the remaining silent houses.

Lack of Unwired Houses
Kills Silent Production
day of oftheM. silent
film who
is passed,''
in "The
the opinion
J. Mintz,
claims
"there are not enough unwired houses to
make it profitable for the production of
silent features or shorts."
Mintz has formed Affiliated Sound Recordings, headquarters at 1780 Broadway.
New York, where he synchronizes silents
with sound on disc and film, and adding
English dialogue to foreign features.

Cleveland Territory
Reports 63% Wired
Cleveland — Of 593 theatres now open and
operating in northern Ohio, ^•70, or 63%,
are wired for sound, according to a new
theatre register compiled by the Cleveland
Film Board of Trade. Of these, 145 have
disc equipment, 21 have film equipment, and
204 have both disc and film. Ninetv-four
houses in the territory are reported closed.

Speed
hour
after

Within an
signing by Radio Pictures of Amos 'n' Andy, Hy
Daab, the company's advertising and
publicity chief, had the story on the
wires of all major press associations,
had feature stories and photographs
dispatched to picture editors of leading newspapers and had completed
arrangements for a national NBC
broadcast of the news, as well as to
feature the event in the KKO radio
hour.

"The Lost Chord"
Hollywood — Several near-casualties
enlightened things at the last Mavfair
Club dance— well, let Cal York teJl it:
"It isn't very nice to mention it but
the high point of the entertainment
was provided quite unintentionally by
one of the Sisters G.
"The two sisters, imported from
Germany by Universal for a specialty
in 'King of Jazz Revue' were guest
dancers at the Mayfair party. In the
more strenuous part of their dance
routine one of the Gs lost her dancing
trunks. She carried oflf the situation
with magnificent aplomb, and finished
the dance.
"Another near casualty occurred
when the lady end of an adagio team
almost missed her partner in one of
those sensational whirls. More dignified entertainment was provided by
Oscar Straus, the famous Venetian
composer of light operas. He played
his own composition, the 'My Hero'
numberthefrom
'Chocolate
then
orchestra
cameSoldier.'
in on And
the
chorus. You couldn't hear Mr. Straus
after that."

Radio Pictures
Sales Convention
In L. A., May 19
Radio Pictures have completed plans for
the yearly sales convention to be held in Los
Angeles beginning May 19. The migration
of officials and salesmen will start from New
York on May 14 to Chicago, where the
Santa Fe will carry the convention special to
the Coast. Arrangements have been made
for a party of more than fifty.
One of the sleepers will be operated
through from New York to take care of the
party which will be joined by Philadelphia.
New Haven, Boston and Albany members.
This car will leave New York via New
York Central on May 14. The party will be
augmented by additional enthusiastic Radio
men at Chicago. Kansas City, Newton, Kan..
and La lunta, Colo.

Technicolor Labs Show a
700% Jump in Year
Technicolor has increased its printing capacity for color films 700 per cent within
the last year, states Dr. Herbert T. Kalmus.
president of the company.
Existing contracts with principal producers call for a campaign of expansion in
the immediate future. Two pieces of land
adjoining the present Technicolor plants in
Hollywood and a site next to the huge Boston laboratories, were purchased recently,
and additions will be built as demand necessitates. Eighteen new cameras have been
ordered to supplement the thirty odd cameras at present in Hollywood.
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Un wired Houses Face Serious Slioi'lage
By Drastic Cut to 100 Silenls in 1930-31
Television
Not Perfected,
Says I)e Forest

Minneapolis — Television has not developed to the point
where exhibitors should have fear of any immediate tonipetition. Dr. Lee I)e Forest, inventor of I)e Forest I'honolilm. told exhibitors here at the Northwest
unit's convention.
The veteran inventor addressed the complimentary
luncheon of the Kadio Trades Ass'n, and also spoke over
two radio stations upon the deTelopment of sound pictures.

^Hot for Paris' So
Tin Pan Artist
Hot It Scorches Gets Taste of
Her Tripewriter
Chicago — When "Hot for Paris" (,Fox)
began an indetinite run at McVickers (Publix-B. & K.), "The Girls" (Chicago's newspajK^r critics), looked it over and went
blush.ingly to their tripcw rilcrs to pound out
their raps.
Rob Reel (Hazel Flynn) of Hearst's
American proved herself the most grievously offended of the lot. Her reactions
elicited not a review, but a wholesale indictment of picture, star, director and exhibitor— all of whom she pronounces with
the utmost assurance to be "dead" ?
Ironically enough, however, her intended
death-dealing barb landed at the box office
gold-tipped. In damning the picture as
"filth without rhyme or reason" and condemning the local censor board for having
passed it, Hazel gave that same moneymaking glamour to "Hot for Paris" that is
ordinarily only achieved by the objections
of the censors themselves. The picture,
which had opened to ultra modest business,
perked up immediately, and at the end of
the fifth day of its run had grossed $24,600
and was well on its way into the money.

Hazel Writes Obit
Hazel ])rosented her "review" as a funeral
account. "Laid out in elaborate state," she
wrote, "are two corpses. One of them is
the popularity of Victor McLaglen, another
the directorial reputation of Raoul Walsh."
Tragedy, in the form of blindness, she relates, entered their lives. So, from "a di{Contimicd on page 18)

Hammerstein Deserts
Stage for Pictures
Arthur Hammerstein will desert the stage
for pictures next spring, after presenting
"The York.
Bird of Paradise" and "Madeline" in
New
He has just completed his first film,
"Bride 66," for United .Xrtists. with Teanette
MacDonald and Joe E, Brown heading the
cast, and with Rudolph Friml composer of
the music, and said he had made arrangements with Joseph AT. Schenck, president
of United .Artists, to produce more pictures
for that company.

Tul3licity Blues'
Hollywood — Add temperament of the
song writer to the mad swirl which is Hollywood,
Con Conrad is the lyricist who is reported
to have had the outburst, which came about
when Con lamped the billboard at the studio
on the new edition of Fox Alovictone Follies.
Con felt he wasn't given enough prominence
in the billing 'tis said, so he went inside and
laid down the law to Al Rockett. Al covered
the play, and with an assist by Sol W^irtzel,
Con was eased out and off the Fo.x payroll.

Heerman in New York for
Marx Brothers Picture
\'ictor Heerman is in Xew York from
the Coast. He was brought east by Paramount to direct the Four Marx Brothers
in "Animal Crackers," which will be made
at the Astoria studio.

Disagreement Caused
Shakeup at "U" Studio
Hollywood — Disagreement over executive

operation and policy led to resignation of
J. J. Gain from Universal, with Henry
Henigson returning. Hcnigson's misunderstanding with Carl T.aemmle has been fixed
up.

"Journey's

End"

Run

Toledo, O, — "Journey's Fnd," Tiffany
production, has been booked for a three
weeks' engagement at the Vita-Temple by
Jack O'Connell, who will road show it at
$1,50 top. "Journey's End" will play the
Hippodrome,
Cleveland, at popular prices.

Discovered !
Houston — The original of the "Loew's
for Good Shows" parrot plug may be
found in the person of "Howard." who
occupies a prominent perch in the
lobby of Loew's State.
The bird calls an affectionate goodnight after theatre patrons, and addresses W. V. Tavlor. house manager,
as "Pop."

Only 5 National
IHslrihutors
To Date Have Included Silenls
In New Release Charts
Less than 100 silent features — and very
few silent short subjects — will be made
available in 1930-31, by national distributors,
presaging a serious shortage of product for
unwired liouses of the United States,
Because of the rajtidity with which theatres are being wired, the 12 national distributors are paying little or no attention to
silents, or silent versions of talkers in their
new production schedules. Five companies
will release less than 70, with about 30 more
e.xpected from other organizations which at
[(resent are undecided as to what policy
should
be adopted with regard to silents
next season,
Columbia will release 20 silents in 103031, First National has decided on 7, M-G-M
approximately 20: Tiffany, about 5, and 15
from United Artists. Other distributors,
including Fox, Paramount, Pathe, RKO,
Sono Art, Universal and Warners, have
made no silent plans whatsoever.
Approximately 407 features will be released by national distributors in 1930-31.
as against 431 this season, of which 302
were either silent or silent versions of sound
pictures. The latter figure represents 200
more silents than are expected on 1930-31
release charts. Independents, from present
indications, will swell the 1930-31 total by
two dozen sound-and-silents.
A recapitulation of national distributors'
feature release activities in 1930-31, as compared with 1929-30, follows:
P'st(.olumhi.!
1st Xat'l
Pox
M-G-M
Paramount
I'athe
RKO
-Sono Art
Tiffany
United Art
Universal
Warners

Total
1930-31
Total
1929-3«
1930-31
Silent
1929-30
Silent
Releases Releases Releases Relcises
20
20
26
26
40*
7
45
45
52
Und*
48
19
50
20"
49
17
65
Und*
64
30
20
Und*
20
20
35
Und*
30
IS
20 None
25
23
26
5**
28
25**
17
15** 15
15**
20
Und*
44
43
42
Und*
39
24

TOTALS
407*
67
"431 ~3ffi
(*) Undetermined,
for
1930-31 silents. no plans having been made to date
1**^ -Vppro.ximate
number.

Columbia and United Artists are the only
two distributors who have not drastically
cut silent production. There will be very
few. if any, all silents in 1930-31, all features
to be released in the latter form being silent
versions of talkers.

M-G-M May Increase Quota
M-G-M, which released 17 silents this
year, may top this total by three in 1930-31.
Home office officials stated that "nearly onehalf of the new schedule will have silent
First National drops from a lOO^o silent
version
versions,"policy in 1929-30 to seven silents.
out of 40 releases, in 1930-31,
Fox has 52 talkers scheduled for the new
season, with no plans set for silent versions.
Paramount is likewise undetermined on its
iCiiiitiiiurd on page 18)
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Hays Between Fires of Moralists and
"Film
Smart 'Immoralists"
Alecks,"
Says Petti
John
R. L P.
A Tough Sentence
Also Attacked
"The present-day movie, from cast
to form, is in =:■ * * a wretched period
of trial and error * * *." — Judge.

Unwired Houses
Face Serious
Film Shortage
(Continued

friiin page

Indianapolis — Will H. Hays sits between
two fires, C. C. Pettijohn, Hays organization
counsel, declared here Wednesday in addressing the convention of the Indiana Indorsers of Photoplays. These are, he said,
"t h e professional
moralists and the
professional immorali^ts, Canon Chase
and a group of smart
alecks in the film in"I'm tired of lis-

17)

silent schedule. Pathe's lineup of 20 talkers
for both seasons will find a radical change
in silent quotas in 1930-31. Last year, each
of the 20 features carried silent versions.
This season, plans are being held in abeyance.
Although RKO increased its 1929-30 total
from 30 to 35, the company has not determined on any silents for this season as yet.
Sono Art-World Wide has definitely decided to discontinue all silent versions. Last
year the comi:)any had 23, with 25 on the
total schedule. The current chart shows 20
talkers.
Tiffany may release five silent versions
out of a possible 26 releases. Only one of
last year's 26 features was released without
silent prints.
As previously announced, Universal will
eliminate "program" pictures in 1930-31, in
favor of "specials,"
cutting
release
schedule
from 44 last
seasontheto total
20 for
this
year. Forty-three silents and silent versions
were listed in 1929-30.
Warners, pioneers in the sound field, have
not decided upon a sound policy for the new
season. There will be 42 talkers, as against
39 last year, of which 24 had silent versions.

Tampa Strand Switched
To Full Week; Prices Up
Tampa, Fla. — When Publix closed tlie
Victory for remodeling the full-week stand
for Tampa was out, as all the other houses
change programs from two to four times
during the week.
The company decided Tampa was good
for full weeks on big pictures and the
Strand was switched from the three changes
to full-week policy. The opening attraction
is
"Mammy."
Formerandprices
at Al
the Jolson
Strandin were
35c matinee
40c
nights. Under the new arrangement prices
will be tilted to 4()c matinee and 60c at
night.

. Lally Pleads Not

in Counsel's
Address
Indiana
Body Before

Guilty

Plea of not guilty was made in General
Sessions by Henry F. Lally, manager of
Sound Studios, New York, on two second
degree manslaughter indictments returned
against him and John C. Flinn, Pathe vicepresident, as a result of the Pathe studio fire
last December. He was released on $5,000
bail.

tening to people disdustry."
cuss pro and con
what Hays has done
for the motion picture industry," Pettijohn told the convention. "He is confronted with one side
wanting to take all the joy out of life and
pictures and the other trying to inject bad
taste
movies.and poor business judgment into the
C.

C.

Petti John

"Immorality cannot come from looking at
motion pictures," he continued. "If that
were true, censors would be the most immoral people
in the were
world."approved by the
Sound
pictures
convention by a two to one vote, with Pettijohn predicting that two years hence talkers
of today will be considered crude affairs with
apparatus which will be in use then then.
"You can't blame pictures for crime," was
the substance of discussions at the convention, after the charge had been made that
drinking scenes in pictures tend to encourage
disobedience to the Eighteenth Amendment.
"White Cargo," which is being shown here
under the caption, "This picture was banned
by Will Hays."
in for considerable discussion, but no came
condemnation.

Silent pictures, declares one of our
best known film executives, have been
talked to death.

•^Hot for Paris' So
Hot it Scorches
Her Tripewriter
(ConliuHcd jrom

page

17)

rector and star who were so blind they could
not see that another talkie emphasizing vulgarity might be fatal for all concerned, we
have the release 'Hot for Paris.' And, alas,
the Balaban & Katz booking department
caught the disease and placed it in McVickers. And now the sagacity of the department lies at the point of death also."

Nice and

Ladylike

Thus incensed at the production, Hazel
appends
"review" :this lady-like conclusion to her
"At this point," she says, "Rob Reel (the
writer) and the mourners all apply the
thumb
to the 'schnozzle'
and
make a and
noiseforefinger
like a razzberry.
. . . Then
they chant the following :
" 'Ashes to ashes and dust to dust.
If film musicrevues
don't getcha, the
vulgaries must. . . .
Requiescat, but not in Pace.
Here's hoping your insects are all cenNow wouldn't you know that a lady who
could write as delicately and in as obvious
good taste as that would be offended by socalled pictured vulgarity ?
tiped s.' "

German Censorship Bill
Expected to Pass Soon
Berlin — Passage of the new censorship
l)ill is expected shortly. Dr. Reinhold
Munun, leader of the forces in the Reichstag, predicting that any changes in the
measure will be minor ones. Provision^
calling for complete censorship of foreign
films, including American, are being opposed by the Socialists, who declare that
they will interfere with foreign trade at a
time when Germany needs all the commerce
it can obtain.
The bill contains several stringent clauses.
It prohibits the export from Germany of
any picture which tends to hurt the country's reputation abroad; bars the admission
to theatres of children under 6 and provides
for ])unishnient of parents or guardians, a>
ally.
well as the children, under this ruling. At
present minors under 18 are admitted only
to such films as have been certified speci-
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Merger with R-K-0 '"Biggest Joke,
Declares Warner; Relaiiis Disc Plan
Chaplin

Remoins
Silent

II(iII> w oixl — ("liarlie Chaplin will coiitiiuu' niakiiiK silcnts
and will prixiiii-t' at least fivo more holOro rt'liriii};, he is
(|U(>tc(l as sayiiiu. Keports will not clown that he made his
decision to stick to silents alter a secret voice test. He
has heen working lor three >ears on "City I>iKhts," which
will he the only silent on next year's I nited Artists program. Its cost has passed the $1,000,001) mark, the comedian savs.

Warners Get S^jyo Memorial Theatre
Nakkeii Interest; To Sam Warner Is
Seeking De Forest
Opened
on B'way
Ac(iiiisition by Warners of a fifty per cent
Tribute to the late Sam Warner and the

interest in Xakken Patents Corp. and fnrther
negotiations to buy into General Talking
Pictures (DeForest) are latest developments
in the movement to further strengthen Warners' position in the sound patent field.
The Nakken deal gives Warners a royalty
free license to use all patents of Theodore
Nakken governing methods of producing
sound-on-tilm, electric transmission of facsimile pictures and printed matter by both
wire and radio and in the field of television.
The basic Nakken patent covers five fields
in which the transformation of light impulses
into electric current is required.
Although no deal has been closed with
General Talking as yet, Warners are understood to have secured an option for purchase
of an interest in that company.

Pacent to Market New
Film Recording Apparatus

Combining features ot both variable area
and variable density recordings, Pacent Reproducer Corp. will market new recording
and reproducing apparatus for sound-on-film.
Warners for some time have been generally understood to be backers of Pacent. although always emphatically denied.

Brunswick Deal to Speed
New Dubuque, la. Theatre
Dubuque, la. — .\nnouncemcnl In- W arners
of the acquisition of the musical division
of Brunswick-Balke-Collcnder Co. will
speed work on the theatre projects planned
here bv Publix and Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
Plans for the buildings have been under
for some time, but the Warner anway
noimcement will result in erection of the
two houses sooner than anticipated.

Brunswick Board Okays
Music Department Sale
Chicago — Executive offices of the musical
division of Brunswick-Balke-Collender are
to be moved to New York, but the personnel of the division will remain about the
same, it was stated at the directors' meeting here. Sale of all assets of the division
to Warners was approved unanimously by
directors and without discussion.

part he played in the adoption by the industry of talking pictures was paid Tuesday, with opening of Warners' new Hollywood. Broadway and 51st St., New York,
dedicated to the memory of Sam Warner.
"Hold Everything," was the opening attraction at the new house, which has a
seating capacity of 1,608. It is the fifth
Warner Broadway house, the others being
the Warner, Winter Garden, Strand, Beacon and Central.
-Notables of the political, screen and stage
world attended the Tuesday opening, which
was one of the most auspicious ever held in
New "\'ork.
Description of Warners' new Hollywood theatre will be a feature of The Showman, to be
published May 6 by Motion- Picture News.

Rumor Aroused by Raskoh and
Meehan Purchases of Stock
in Firms
-Merger of Warners anrl R-K-O, reported
to Ik- engineered throuKh stock purchases in
both corporations by John J. Raskob anri
.Mike Meehan, is "the biggest joke I have
ever
htard,"
Harry M. Warner told Motion
Pktuke
New.s.

"You've seen what we have had to .say
about selling out," he contniued. "We are
in this business to stay. The report you
pass tying us in with R-K-O has no foun
d;ition whatsoever in fact."
Deal for a fifty per cent, interest in the
Xakken patents, details of which are published elsewhere in this edition, is responsible for reports that the Warners are planning a switch from sound-on-record recording to sound-on-film.
The head of Warners denies this. He
said experiments have and are being conducted, but that nothing so far discovered
by the organization, in its opinion, equals
the disc method.
"There is no more comparison than between day and night," Warner declared.
"We are after the best in sound because
it is the best only that we must have. Te.sts
are being made constantly, but our method
has come out on top. Therefore, we stick

Warners Not Selling

disc.'' Bro.s. is not and never has
to theWarner
been for sale, states Harry M. \\ arner,
company president. Control is to remain in charge of the brothers, he
asserts, pointing out that it cannot
pass to others without the assent of
those now in charge.

Kennedy Denies
RKO-Pathe Deal
As Stocks Move
(iymnastics and gyroscopics of RadioKeith-Orpheum and Pathe stock this week
were attributed to recurrent reports that a
deal for amalgamation of the two concerns
was under way. Shubert stock also was
active, resulting in reports that that firm
also was to be drawn into the proposed combin.ation.
.\ number of brokerage firms Wednesday
were buying the R-K-O stock with more
than 370.000 shares changing hands.
No deal with R-K-O is on or under way.
Joseph P. Kennedy Thursday told Moxio.v
PicTURF. News.

Rapes Quartetting on Music
Hollywood — Erno Rapee, director general of music at Warners, is currently engaged on the musical end of four Warner
and
First
National
productions.
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5 Year Pacts for Sheehan, Grainger;
Fox Forging Ahead Under New Regime
r "Bux*'

Hono
New York exhibitors have organized
a committee to tender Harry H.
("Bux") Buxbaum, local Fox manager,
a dinner to be held at the Astor on
May 19, or two days before Buxbaum
entrains with his brother branch manFox convention in Hollywood. agers for the
The committee, composed of Charles
L. O'Reilly, Rudy Sanders, Lee A.
Ochs, William H. Hollander, Joe Lee
and Eddie Schnitzer, is figuring on an
assemblage of 400. The plan was voluntarily conceived on the part of Buxbaum's many exhibitor friends.

Financing
Set, Studio Boom
On — Decks Cleared For
New Season
Carrying a definite assurance to the exhibitors of the country that production and
sales are to continue under the Harley
Clarke regime as in the past, and evidencing further that the organization is priming itself to move steadily forward, Winfield Sheehan and James R. Grainger are
about to sign long-term contracts with Fox.
The agreements will keep them in the
Fox ranks for a reported period of five
years each, although with the unexpired
portion of his contract yet to go, the time
limit is raised in so far as Grainger is
concerned.

His First Contract

Opposition to
Fox Financing
Gets Only Yawn
Efforts on the part of Stanley M. Lazarus,
acting as attorney for a committee of Class
A stockholders of Fox Film, to thwart Halsey, Stuart & Co., Chase Securities Corp.
and General Theatres Equipment Corp. in
their refinancing of the Fox companies, are
regarded as unimportant by attorneys speaking for Harley L. Clarke.
Lazarus' action filed in the Supreme Court
of New York charges the plan would deprive stockholders of Fox Film of the right
to subscribe for 1,600,000 shares of Class A
at $20 under the Bancamerica financing plan.
He alleges the plan violates the rights of
stockholders and that is marked with illegal
and fraudulent aspects.
He further charges that by taking 1,600,000 shares of Class A stock for a nominal
consideration, thereby controlling the Class
A and the Class B stock of the Fox Film

It is understood Sheehan has never held
a contract with Fox. This at his own insistence. The fact that the impending
agreement is to run for such a long period
of time and follows so quickly on the heels
of the Clarke deal is considered by those
on the inside as ample indication of how
the new financial interests in Fox regard
himi.
Sheehan, who has been running the Hollywood studios via telephone and telegraph
since he left the Coast last September on
what was then figured as a combination
business and pleasure trip abroad, expects
to return West on the 5th, accompanied by
Grainger. Final details of the companj^'s
48-to-52 picture program for 1930-1931 will
then be ironed out, after which Grainger
will make a flying trip back to New York
to gather his sales crew and re-embark
for Hollywood on a second trip with divisional branch and sales managers in tow.
Eighteen or twenty pictures on the new
schedule will be ready with prints in exchanges by September. The studio is now
(Continued on Page 22)

All vine Lines Up Dope on
Fox List; Signs New Pact

Corp., "Mr. Clarke and his associates have a
two-thirds control of both classes of stock
of the film company as well as the complete
control of the Fox Theatres through ownership of the Class B stock of the Theatres
Corp., thereby receiving more than twothirds of the dividends of the Fox Film
Corp., if any are declared, and having the
sole power to elect all of the directors, making the recent amendment to the charter giving the Class A stock a vote for directors
practically meaningless."

Hollywood — Glendon Allvine, director of
publicity and advertising for Fox, is here
from New York to confer with Sol M.
Wurtzel, plant superintendent for Fox, and
Victor M. Shapiro, studio publicity chief, on
^
the
1931.line-up for 1930-

Borzacie to Direct Musical
from Pen of the Gershwins

about ten days bef o r e returning t o
N e w Y o r k. The
trek ^^'est is his first
Glendon Allvine
official job under a
new two-year contract just signed with Winfield Sheehan to
continue in charge of his department.

Hollywood — Frank Borzage will direct
the filmusical to be written by George and
Ira Gershwin as their first joint effort for
Fox.

Allvine is gathering data for preparation of the company's annual produ c t announcement
and will remain here

Fox Centralizes
Hollywood — In eighteen months, all
Fox production will be centered at
Movietone City. The 26 acres which
now comprise the studio on Western
Avenue are expected to be sold for
commercial purposes, netting the company a handsome profit on its original
investment of some years ago. Realty
value of the land has increased tremendously in the last few years.
New stages at Movietone City wil!
be started May 1. Each building is to
occupy an entire block, with the stage
either divided into two or used as one
as production may demand.

Fox Financing
Calls for Thirty
Million Issue
Initial public financing whereby General
Theatres Equipment, headed by Harley L.
Clarke, acquires control of both the Fox
Film and Fox Theatres, will consist of $30,000,000 ten-year six per cent, convertible
gold debentures of General Theatres Equipment. The financing plan comes as a sequel
to the announcement of steps for retirement
of all the current obligations of Fox Film
Co. and Fox Theatres, amounting to approximately $100,000,000.
As part of this plan Fox Film has sold
$55,000,000 of secured 6 per cent, one-year
gold notes and 1,600,000 shares of Class
■'A" common stock, which provides, in addition to the payment of current obligations, for the acquisition by Fox Film from
Fox Theatres of 660,900 shares of common
stock of Loew's, Inc., representing approximately 48 per
cent, company.
of the outstanding common stock
of that

Fox Convention Set for
May 26 in Hollywood
Those 52 pictures on which $22,000,000 i^
to be expended, together w-ith plans of the
organization for the next five years, will
be outlined at the annual sales convention
to be held at Hollywood May 26 by Fox.
New regime of the organization, together
with its expanded plans for the future under leadership of Harley L. Clarke, will be
outlined at the Los Angeles meetings.
At the sessions. Winfield Sheehan. execuproduction,
tell about
planstive offor
the newwill
season
and the
will firm's
give
them an advance showing of the picture'^
thev will have to sell for the new year.
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Fox West Coast Battling Warners on
Pacific Slope for Theatre Supremacy
KK

To Henefil?

riirihaso ol control of I''o\ by l!ar\v\ I., (larko ol (Jeneral Tht-atres
Kquipnu'nt. observes "Wall St. Tomorrow," means more to Kastman
Kodak "than is generally
realized."
"Kastman Kodak is to collect
$8,000,000 from Fox which a short time
ajj" had been listed in the minds of
shrewd bankers as a doubtful asset."
the publication asserts. "In addition,
the company is to receive a tax rebate
of around $2..')00.000 from Uncle Sam.
Here been
is $."> acounted
share this
had
not
on. year
Fox which
Theatres
under the (Jeneral Theatre F^quipment
manauement will all be e(|ui|)ped with
double dimension film, which requires
twice the usual amount of raw film,
which means a larger net profit by
more than 100%. Kastman Kodak
seems to be the latest candidate for
the $300-a-share mark in short order."

Arthur In; Leo
Out as Head of
Fox N. Y. Chain

Competition
Becomes
Hot
Rivals Race to Acquire
New Houses

Los Angeles — The king-pin of exhibition
on the Pacific .Slope plans to give ground to
no contendor if it can iielp it.
Fox West Coast Theatres, strongly entrenched up and down the seaboard and well
into the hinterlands, is preparing to give
Warners the battle of a lifetime. It took
1 larold B. Franklin several years to build the
proi)erties whose destinies he guides to the
point where an annual profit of $v350,000 or
thereabouts jumped close to $5,000,000 for
1929. And, while Franklin says nothing,
the fact that West Coast is building in
Beverly, where the field is crowded, as well
as in Huntington Park and San Pedro, is
evidence enough that wherever Warners go,
Franklin will be there as well.
It may get a bit ruthless before the
s(iuabb!e ends, but toes are to be stepped on
plenty as the situation stands today.
Behind tlie Warner theatre drive in this
section of the country is a desire for bigger
film rentals. Fox West Coast uses little
Warner product. While W. B. breaks in.
litilk business for any distributor must come
from Fox West Coast. Warners are not
getting that bulk. The
ground dope is obvious.

\\'liiK' Joe l.co, president of Fox Aletropolitaii I'layliouses, Inc., is yet to be notified
of any change in operation of his circuit, it
is generally expected that Harry C. Arthur,
former .Southern California divisional manager for Fox West Coast Theatres, will succeed him. Arthur is New York from Los
.\ngeles.
The plan will make Arthur general manager of the circuit. That will make two executives holding the same post, the present incuiiil)ent being William Brandt, who holds
that title under the Leo administration. What
disposition will be made of Brandt remains
to lie seen, the odds along Film Row being
that he is slated to go out with Leo.
At the Fox home office, Louis Rosenbluh.
William Fo.x's brother-in-law and in recent
years in charge of accessories, is no longer
with the company. Charles Caballero, for
some time with Fox West Coast, has been
brought on to handle purchasing for the
Fox companies.

Up the Ladder

G. A. ROBERTS
Newly appointed
per-of
sonnel executive
the Fox sales department by Jimmy
Grainger,

Hollywood — Fox West Coast is to operate
the Pickford Theatre. L500-seat house to be
built at La Brea and Melrose. The house is
being erected by the Mary Pickford Corp.

Suit Settled
Suit for Sl'>0.000 (ilcd by Winfield
Sheehan, aijainsl William Fox, which,
at the time of filing, indicated how
widespread was the breach which had
developed between two business associates of many years' standing, fades
out of the picture by an out-of-court
settlement formally reached this week.
That the action was to be dismissed
was
MOTIO.N
I'K Tl'KK
.NKWSpublished
several in
weeks
ajjo.
Supreme Court Justice John F<»r(l
signt'd the order discontinuing; the
suit. It was si(;ned on mutual consent
of Nathan Hurkan. attorney f»»r Sheehan, and Samuel I'ntermyer, attorney
for
I'ntermyer
hasadvisor
been Fox's
close Fox.
business
and let;al
since
he was retained by Fox to succeed a
long line of Fox attorneys who were
"hired and tired" during the lengthy
controversy for control of the Fox
companies.

475 Houses in
Fox W. C. Chain;
Eleven Building

rest of the back-

E. C. GRAINGER
A go-setting Fox
executive now sporting the title of assistant general sales
manager.

Los Angeles — H. L. Hartman, former city
manager in San Diego for Fox West Coast,
succeeds Harry C. Arthur as Southern California division manager for the circuit.
Lester Fountain, former city manager in
Long Beach, goes to San Diego as Hartman's successor.

Fox W, C. to Operate New
Mary Pickford Theatre

as

2\

Already heavily bulwarked in many of
the Pacific Slope cities where the chain
operates, Fox \Vest Coast Theatres is further fortifying its position with new theatres.
When the current building program is
finished, the chain will eml)race 475 houses,
Harold B. Franklin, president and general
manager of the circuit, says. He is in New
^'ork for a conference with Harley L.
Clarke and Winfield Sheehan.
In work is the P'iesta at Wilshire and the
Beverly in the Beverly Hills section. This
house will seat L600 on one floor and will
have a parking space for 300 cars. At
Vermont and Hollywood, the Los Feliz is
under way. Ground has been broken for
the Sunkist, a 1.700 seater at Florence and
( "ompton in Los Angeles.

Wilshire to Seat 2,400
The Wilshire is the name determined
upon for another project, this to be located
at Wilshire and Hamilton. The scheme
will be modern throughout, black being high
lighted by coral coloring. Capacity to be
for July.
2,400
and opening date now tentatively set
In San Pedro, where the circuit now operates the California and the Neptune,
ground has been broken for a theatre to
(Continued on Pope 22)

Howard on the Set
W. J. KUPPER
Fox manager now
assistant to General
Sales Manager Grainger. A new post for
Kupper.

Hollywood — After a period of months in
the reading department at Fox. William K.
Howard is again directing. His picture is
"Good Intentions" with Regis Toomey, Marguerite Churchill and Edmund Lowe heading the cast.
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Federal Trade Commission Scans 1927
Code
in
'Price
Fixing'
Policy
Change
Silent
on Probe
Affects Admissions
Attacks on Validity of Body's
Washington — Legal price discriminination and rebates, which will be
taken off the unfair list by the Federal Trade Commission, will have an
important bearing in the admission
ticket industry, which last year held
a Trade Practice Conference, and
whose Code of Ethics is under consideration.

475 Houses in
Fox W. C. Chain;
Eleven Building
Continued

from

Page

21)

1)€ known as the San Pedro. It will
ish in motif.
The California at Stockton has
molished except for its walls.
house to be called the Fox is in
will seat 2,300 and will be ready
months. West Coast also operates
in that town.

be Spanbeen deThere a
work. It
in a few
the State

Three in Berkeley
A 2,100-seat house" known as the California will open in Berkeley in about thirty
days. The theatre will swell the circuit's
representation there to three houses, the
others being the U. C. and the Berkely.
Architects are preparing plans for a 2,500seater to be built in Venice, where Franklin now operates the Dome and the Rose
Marie. This house will be operating by
the early days of 1931.
At Huntington Park, where present holdings include the California and the T. and
D., the Fox is under wav. Capacity of this
house, 1900.
The Grandee at San Jose is another.
This house will seat 2,100, will open in a
few months and will increase West Coast
representation in that city to three. Now
operating are the California and the Mission.
Pendleton, Ore., is the last in the Pacific
slope list. The Oregon, as this house will
be dubbed, will seat 1,700. Two others in
that town are now under the West Coast
wing.

Winfield Sheehan Opens
Fox Music Subsidiary
Tin- Kol Star Music Co., the first firm
to 1)0 organized by a producer and distributor for the exploitation, publication and
sale of the song hits from its productions.
Avas officially opened Thursday by Winfield
R. Sheehan, of Fox.
The reception was given at the headquarters of the corporation at 729 Seventh
Avenue and attracted celebrities from every
walk of life. Several hundred Broadway
theatregoers crowded the front of the building to hear new Red Star song hits which
were Ijroadcast by a public-address system.

Rulings in Anti-Trust
Cases Alarm

Washington — The Code of Ethics of the
industry, adopted at the Trade Practice
Conference in October, 1927, is being
studied by the Federal Trade Commission
to determine the possibility of its interpretation in such a way as to defeat the
purpose of the anti-trust laws. The move
is part of a general revision of trade practice procedure.
Charges in Congress that the commission,
by its trade practice conference procedure,
has given its approval to practices which
border closely upon price fixing, and contentions bylawyers who have appeared before it that its rules in many instances were
invalid and could not be supported in the
courts, have resulted in a sharp revision of
the commission's ideas as to these so-called
codes of ethics.
While officials of the commission are
loath to discuss recent developments which
bid fair materially to hamper their efforts
to achieve voluntary housecleaning by the
industry and the results of those events,
are certain of the rules adopted by the picture industry at its conference, are being
studied. So far, the commission has made
no announcement regarding past conferences, but has confined its revision to codes
of ethics now before it for approval, but
it is probable that some action will be taken
in the near future to eliminate from codes
already approved such resolutions as have
been found, in the light of more recent
knowledge, to be objectionable.

Discrimination Discussed
A controversy af long standing has waged
around the commission's approval of resolutions condemning the giving of secret rebates, discrimination in price between purchasers, sales of goods below cost and other
practices involving prices. In the past such
resolutions have been approved as "Group
I resolutions," that is, practices regarded as
illegal and subject to punitive action by the
commission. Now it is held that such practices are not subjects for prosecution unless
(Continued on Page 23)

Hone and Grombacker Return
Seattle — James M. Hone, executive secretary of the Pacific Northwest Allied exhibitors body, has returned from the allied
meeting in New York City. He was accomjjanied by Ray Grombacher, Spokane
exhibitor and leader in the exhibitors' ranks
of this territory. Both men were optimistic
over the gatherings.

Fireworks?
Washington — Announcement of new
rules of the Federal Trade Commission this week followed a trade practice conference of ammunition manufacturers.

Washington — No indication has been
given of developments in block booking probes launched by the Federal
Trade Commission several months
ago. Sales policies of a number of
firms were under scrutiny at the time,
with exhibitor leaders called upon to
state experiences of their members
with block booking and its effect upon
their business.

Five Year Pacts
For Sheehan and
^Jimmy'
Grainger
{Continued from Page 20)
actively under way on the line-up. Despite
financial difficulties and inter-organization
rows, the company has delivered every
promised pictured on time.

Clarke in N. Y. Monday
Clarke, Mid-west financier and controlling factor in the Fox companies, is expected in New York from Chicago on Monday,
at which time a series of meetings is scheduled. Halsey, Stuart is busily engaged in
making a final draft of its refinancing plan.
Plans for the annual convention are set and
clear along the line, the new regime is getting itself set for a rush of activity, commencing almost immediately.
In a statement made to Motion Picture
News Clarke said this week:
"I am preparing to pour the greatest
amount of money and gather together the
most outstanding aggregation of brainpower ever assembled for the purpose of
producing box-office attractions."

/

Mergers in Air?

In financial circles, considerable interest
has been aroused over the deal whereby Fox
Theatres has sold to Fox Film its 660,000
shares of Loew's stock in exchange for
1,600,000 shares of Film "A" and $27,000,000 in cash. It was recalled that when William Fox secured the stock it was on behalf
of Fox Theatres. The impression in banking circles is that assignment to Fox Film
indicates the Government may have sanctioned merger of Loew's with Fox Film and
that this was perhaps the first step in that
direction.

May Prune Overhead
Emphasis
again inplaced
on Clarke's
record
as a was
s])ecialist
combine
and the
opinion ventured that it would be his natural business inclination to bring all properties into one structure in order to trim
overhead, provided such a plan could be
properly worked out.
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Independent Exhibitors Walloped by
New Policy on Price Discriniinalion
Out of Contract
Slipiilaticm ot tin- Trado Practice
('(mlcrcncc of tin- ludiisdy that the
sale ol loat nil's and shorts sh<iuld
not 1)1" contingent npon each other
will he commended lor acceptance between the parlies in the new contract
heinjj drafted bv the 5-5-5 conferences.

Trade Coiiimissioii
Scans 1927 Code
In Policy Change
(Continued from pai/e 22)
they arc such as to lessen compotiliun. lend
ID create a monopoly or become an unreasonable restraint of trade.
It has been the contention that the commission, in apjjroving such rules, has been
iiivadinsj; the right of a person to determine
the price and conditions under which he
will sell his goods. At the same time, the
commission, in approving such resolutions,
in effect is countenancing practices which
border upon price fixing, which is in violation of tlie antitrust laws.

Commission's Authority Limited

There is, it has been pointed out, nothing
illegal in the sale of goods below cost,
per se, and such sales violate the law only
when made for the purpose of eliminating
or restraining competition and trade or to
create a monopoly. The same is true of
many otiier practices which the commission has frowned upon. To hold that a
man may not sell below cost, it is contended, is to, in effect, place a price limit below which members of an industry may not
go ; very similar agreements made voluntarily between business men without particii)ation of government officials have been
successfully i)rosecutcd by the Dept. of Justice.
It is believed that i)reviously apjiroved
codes of ethics will be brought within the
>cope of the connnission's newly adopted
limits of authority by the inclusion of a
provision that certain of the practices heretofore unf|ualifiedly condemned will be considered unfair trade practices only when
"the effect may be to substantially lessen
competition or tend to create a monopoly or
to unreasonably restrain trade." a clause
which has been carried in the codes recently ajiproved by the commission.

Silver in Old Job
Morris S. Silver, for some time assistant .\. J. Balaban. erstwhile head of short
subject production for Paramount, leaves
the latter company May 3. simultaneously
with departure of his chief. Silver is resuming his former activities as secretarv
and treasurer of the Morris agency of
Chicago.

Distributors
\S in Victtni/ as
Commission Rvrises Its
Anti-Trust Stand
New policy of the Federal 'Iradc t omluission on trade rules, abolishing the ])raclice of branding as unfair |)rice discriniinalion and rebates which may not be illegal
under the anti-trust laws, delivers a body
blow to this demands of independent e.\liibitors that the arbitrary allocation of
product to artiliated houses be abolished.
I'rice discrimination as between inde]K-ndents and circuit operators for years has
i)een a bone of contention in the indu.stry.
Distributors individually have contended
that they have the right to use their own
discretion in the prices they wish to accept
from affiliated or unafiiliated e.xhiljitors.
This right, upheld in effect by the Federal
Trade Commission's new rules, so long as
exercise of the right does not violate antitrust laws, is attacked in the Brookhart
bill, which aims to jM'event blind and block
booking and arbitrary allocation of i)roduct.
without giving independents the right lo
bid on

such

ijrodm-t.

Independents'

Claims

ln(k]>endents have asserted that tiiey are
entitle(l to the right to bid on product
against chain operators, but the latter's buying power j)revented them from doing so.
Ihe chains, however, as is common in other
lines of business, use their buying power to
secure better prices on product, as well as
l^riority
of run, i)rotection and other concessions.
The unaffiliated showmen assert that the
condition is resulting in their elimination
because they can't get the product they feel
they need, or else can't get it in time, to
make operation profitable. In line with this
contention, unsuccessful eff'ort was made at
the Trade Practice Conference to make each
theatre an individual unit, buying ])roduct
separately.

No Doubt About It
Hollywood — Cedric Belfrage. the
verbal dirt digger, describes the reacthe two "Trader
cannibalstionsto ofcinemaland
in thisHorn"
manner:
"I am profoundly impressed by the
innate wisdom of the two cannibals
who are Hollywood's honored guests
just now. You know whom I mean,
of course — the two chappies brought
all the way from British East .\frica
to play in 'Trader Horn.'
".After they had been shown the
wonders of Hollyw^ood. and the glory
thereof, an expression of great gloom
was on their faces. In order to cheer
them up, somebody said: 'But think
of the wonderful things you will have
to tell your friends about when you
get"One
homeof I'the cannibal gentlemen, horror-struck, replied: 'If we tried to describe thi.s place, they would think we
were possessed of devils and would
kill us."

An Imaginative Cuhh
.Scenic lieautie^ ol Hollywood and
its nei(;hboring \illages are touted in
unusuall> brilliant and flowi-r> phrases
in a current no\el captioned ■".Movieland." Its author, Senor Kanion, as
he is known lo his r<'aders in .Spain,
has never set foot in Hollywood. Just
an old Spanish custom!

Film Execuli\ es
Demand Recall
Of Restrictions
Revision of restrictions on studiuM and
theatres in Greater New York is under consideration bythe city council, following representations m.ide by a delegation of film
men. Present regulations, all of which are
being enforced rigidly since the Pathe fire,
need modification, the delegation asserted.
Unless such revision is effected studios
in the city will not be able to continue
operation, it was stated.
.Members of the delegation were : \V. T.
Powers, of Paramount; E. B. Leishinan, of
Universal:
I. Frv. of l.oew's. and
Skellv.
of RKO.

I. C.

Audio-Cinema Completes
First Opera, ''Fagliacci'*

.\udio-Cinenia. Inc., in as.-ocialion with
Fortune Gallo, has completed a full-length
presentation of "Pagliacci," Leoncavallo's
grand
opera,was
directed
by because
Joe \V. its
Coft'man.
"Pagliacci''
selected
popularity is evidenced by many repetitions each
season at the Metropolitan Opera House.
The role of Canio is played by Fernando
Bertini, Xedda by Alba Xovello, Silvio by
(jiuseppe Interrante. Beppo by Francesco
Curci, and Tonio by Mario Valle. A chorus
of 100 appears. The orchestra was under
the direction of Carlo Peroni.
Paul C. Mooney, well known in fihn circles, is now making distribution arrangements. He has offices at 254 We-t 44th St.

*Blues'
on ida
sh U,FigoflitFlor
FiniIn
Town
Gainesville. Fla. — Fight to a fini-ii on the
.Sunday show question is anticipated here,
as a result of Sunday opening of theatres
and arrest of the managers. However, as
tlie shows were not molested, they will be
continued. Sunday shows were re-orted
to when it was found that 90 per cent of the
2.000 or more University of Florida students left week-ends for more liberal towns
in the vicinity. Views published in the college newspaper show unanimous opinion for
.Simdav
shows.
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$70,000,000 for Zukor's Expansion;
Paramount Out After Houses in Bulk
Stock
Increase
to Provide
Funds — Netoco in New England Latest Buy
Paramount-Publix expansion, provided for
in the authorization of 1,000,000 new shares
of stock, which will make available about
$70,000,000, is under way with a flying start.
The company already has closed for a 50
per cent interest in the Netoco chain in
New England, has pending a bid for acquisition of control of Famous Players Canadian
Corp., and is reaching out in other directions to add to its theatre holdings.
Ten million dollars in stock is involved in
the Netoco transaction, which brings 40
New England theatres under ParamountPublix operating control. Publix Netoco
Theatres has been organized as a holding
company to take over the Netoco circuit.
This company will own and operate all theatres owned outright, controlled or in which
part interest is owned by Netoco. Twenty
thousand no par shares have been authorized,
of which Publix and Netoco each will own
one-half.

Dembow

Is President

Sam Dembow, Jr., vice-president of Publix, is president of the new company. Samuel
Pinanski, president of Netoco, is vice-president of the new firm. Pinanski, Jacob
Lauriedirectors
and James
are and
Netoco's
three
in theSullivan
new firm,
three
are to be selected by Publix. No change
of personnel of Netoco is contemplated, it
is said. The Netoco houses in Massachusets, Maine, Rhode Island and Connecticut
are included.
The Canadian offer of an exchange of four
shares of Paramount-Publix for each five of
the Canadian company was made some time
ago. The deal is slated to be completed by

June 1.

Buys Four More in Mass

Boston — Paramount-Publix is continuing
its New England expansion and has acquired
the four theatres of the Gills circuit, which
has two houses each at Framingham and
Gardner.

Ross Joins Inspiration
Hollywood — Robert Ross has joined
spiration as production manager on
Harold Bell Wright unit. He recently
ished as assistant director on "King
Jazz" for Universal.

Inthe
finof

Warner Name Change Filed
State'has received
Albany —n Secretary
of Warnerof Bros. Theatres to
applicatio
change the name of Picadilly Holding Corp.
TNew York subsidiary) to name of the
parent company.

Wonderphone Distributor
Cincinnati — Rapid Film Company has
been named distributor for Wonderphone,
disc and film sound reproducer manufactured by Film Sound Corp. of Cleveland,
for southern Ohio and Kentucky.

St. Louis
Business
Better

St. Louis — Business is looking up in St. Louis, so that
early resumption of dividends by the St. Louis Amusement
Co., owned by Warner-Skouras, is anticipated. The firm
is said to have had a deficit in 1929, but rigid economy
and closing of less profitable houses is said to have put
the company in the black again. The city has just absorbed
the .'>,200 seats added to the total last year by opening
of the Fox. That, coupled with better employment condihouses.tions, isseen as presaging a good season for the company's

Studio Staffs
Country Okays
Code of Ethics,
Study Code in
School Classes
MilKken Says
Washington — Evidence of overwhelming
sentiment throughout the country in support of the recently adopted production
code of the motion picture industry has been
matched by indorsement from all branches
of activity within the industry, Carl E.
Milliken, secretary of the Hays organization, told the League of American Pen
Women here.
"The ridiculous cry of a few professional
liberals that the code will inhibit art," Mr.
Milliken said, "could only have come from
men who talk about art instead of creating it.
"There is always a neurotic fringe, sitting enviously outside the circle where art
is produced, which confuses art and lack
of standards. The American people have
no patience with such tenets and the artist
finds them laughable."

Ivan St. John, Assistant
to Laemmle, Jr., at "U"

Hollywood — Ivan St. John, until now
publicity head for Universal at the studio,
has been made assistant to Carl Laemmle,
Jr., and is now en route to New York with
the Laemmle party. Milton Howe takes
over St. John's job.

Vaude House Continuing
San Francisco — Radio-Keith-Orpheuni i^
preparing to expend $50,000 in reseating and
redecorating its Golden Gate, the city's one
remaining vaudeville house. This indicates
that stage acts will not be reintroduced at
the Orpheum in conjunction with pictures,
although reports that this change would be
made have persisted for several weeks.

Spanish Actor Making Tests
Ernest Vilches, Spanish actor, is making
film tests in New York, having recently
completed a test at the R. L. A. studio for
M-G-M. Vilches and his show played 24
weeks at Havana, but the New York engagement is held up because he was unable to
secure entry into the United States for his
company of 24 players.

Hollywood — In order to acquaint writers,
directors, producing executives and other
studio employees with the newly adopted
code cf ethics, producing companies are holding group meetings of their staffs so that
there will be no misinterpretations on just
what is meant by the various clauses.
During the past ten days, five of the large
studios have held gatherings, at which time
Fred Beetson, executive vice-president of the
producers' association, and Colonel Jason
Joy, head of the studio relations department
of the association, have addressed the gatherings on the specific requirements of the code
and interpretations of various sections.

Dodging Misunderstandings
This method has been adopted in order
that there may not be any misunderstanding
in the future on the part of writers or directors as to what is proper and in good taste
when writing or directing pictures.
Meetings have so far been held at Paramount, Warners, First National, MetroGoldwyn-Mayer and RKO. Other studios
will be covered with similar meetings upon
in May.
the
return of Colonel Joy from the East late
Joy is scheduled to leave for New York
during the coming week, and while there
will check over the current crop of Broadway shows to familiarize himself with those
plays which might later be purchased for
production. Although Joy will not give detailed reports on these plays to individual
producers, it is expected that dubious material will be checked into his department before
screen rights are definitely purchased.

1929 B. & K. Net Nearly
Doubles 1928 Earnings
Chicago— Net of $2,750,241 for 1929 is reported by Balaban & Katz, after interest,
depreciation, amortization and Federal taxes,
equivalent after dividends on 7 per cent
preferred to $9.65 a share Cpar $25) on
264.206 shares of common. This compares
with $1,860,798. or $6.28. on the common
the preceding year.
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1 Court Battle Looms as Parainoiint Seeks
Control of F. P. — Canadian Corporation
Further Expansion
Montri-al — A movo is on lor tlu- absorption l)v Famous I'layt-rs Canadian
Corp. ol its Montreal siil)sidiarv,
I'nitfd Aniusonu'nls, Ltd., oporatinj;
20 thoalrt's in (Juoht'c. Famous ['layers alrt'ad> owns a majority of fommon stoi'k. I'niU-d Amusfmonts will
conu' under direct control and will be
included in the sale of Canadian
Famous I'layers to Paramount FamousI>asky. if consummated.

Paramount Buy
OfF.P.-Can. Gets
Biclvell Approval
Toronto — Acceptance of I'araniount's offer for piuchase of I-'anions Players Canadian Corp. is expected by J. P. Hickell, vicepresident of the Canadian
company.
No
' special meeting will be called for the purpose of voting on the otter, but circulars
will be sent to shareholders detailing the
proposal.
Hickell terms the offer to exchange four
' siiares of Paramount for each five of Famous Players "e.xceptionally generous" and
says he does not believe there will be any
radical change of personnel if the deal goes
through.
"One only has to place the balance sheets
of the two companies side by side to see
the great benefit the transfer will mean to
Canadian
shareholders,"
he declared.
Under the proposed sale, affairs of Famous Canadian would be carried on under
the same policy and in "the same progressive manner" as heretofore, Bickell states.
Dividend returns would be larger, he declares.
Underlying assets of the American company, "with its diversity of operations
tends toward increased stability as well as
possibility of enhancement in the value of
the shares." Stockholders are asked by
Bickell to deposit their stock certificates
with the Montreal Trust Co., either at Montreal or Toronto, not later than May 25.

South Africa Increases
Talker Duty as Subsidy
Johannesburg, S. Africa — Duty on sound
films has been increased to three pence a
foot, and on silent film to two pence a foot.
This drastic increase came as a complete
surprise to South African distributors and
exhibitors who regard it as an indication
of intention by the Government to encourage territorial production through subsidy.
Just how the increase will be recovered has
not been determined, but it is regarded probable that it will have to be absorbed through
increased rentals, which, in turn, may be
l)assed on to theatre-goer? through the box
office.

Directors
Approve
Sole
hut
Minoritif Organizes to
Oppose Move
ruroiuo — Whether stockholders will be
willing to trade Canadian control of Famous Players Canadian Corp. for thi' higher
dividends that are anticipated through sale
of the circuit to Paramount-Publix is a
question here, with a fight on the proposed
deal pending. Meanwhile the exchange of
shares is slated to take place on or before
June 5, with Paramount giving four shares
of
firm.its stock for each five of the Canadian
Directors of the Canadian firm want the
deal to go through, but minority stockholders already are being organized to oj)pose the sale. Arthur W. Roebuck, To
ronto attorney, is organizing a protective
committee, and says court action is planned
to force the spirit of the voting trust, which
was formed to keep control in Canadian
hands.

Waving Canadian Flag
The voting trust controls 165,000 shares
of common, sold one year ago by Paramount and resold to the shareholders on a
non-voting basis. Roebuck says that the
goxernments at Ottawa and Toronto will
be solicited for legislation to "preserve the
Canadian screen."
Roebuck declares that the non-voting
shares were sold to the Canadian public
on the representation that by purchasing
these shares they would insure Canadian
control of the country's dominant chain of
theatres. A short time ago, an offer from
Gaumont British for the Canadian company
at !?75 per share was rejected, whereupon
N. L. Nathanson resigned as managing
director.
The rejection was cinched by Adolph Zukor. Paramount president, and I. W. Kil1am, Montreal, who with Nathanson comprise the voting trustees. They blocked
submission of the proposition to stockholders
on the ground that acceptance of the plan
would place Fox in control of the Canadian
company. At the time it was stated repeatedly that the intention was to preserve Canadian control.

Rejected

Canadian

Offer

"As recently as last week an offer was
made to Killam by one of the leading financiers of Canada of $60 cash per share for
all shares off'ering." declares Roebuck, "and
I am informed that this oft'er was refused
on the ground that the shares were worth
at least $75 per share. Such a sale would
have left these Canadian theatres in Canadian ownership and control."
Roebuck objects because the sale to Paramount placed a market valuation of $58 on
each share of common in the Canadian company.

Bruce Stays at Paramount

Hollywood — Robert C. Bruce, producer
of Bruce Outdoor series for Paramount, has
renewed his contract for next season.

(iolfers!

(ioofers!

Dust ()(T (lie old clubs and throw
awa> (he moth halls in favor of >;olf
ballsl 'I'he Wxk mrttion picture jjolf
even!
in (he KasI
("Film
l)ail>" 17(iolf
TournamenI)
is set
for June
at
Sound View, I-onu Island. Send in
your entries early.
'I"he commiKee is now lining up entertainment and prize features for the
tourney to assure a record-hreakinji
event.

Sale Attacked by
Nathanson; Says
Shareholders Lost
Toronto — X. L. Nathanson, former managing director of Famous i'layers Canadian
Corporation, and still a voting trustee of that
company, in a statement declared that he is
not a i)arty to the proposed transfer of control of .the Canadian chain to Paramount on
a share exchange basis.
"1 have always taken the position that
shareholders may well ask Mr. Killam
(another trustee ^ why they were not given
the privilege of accepting or refusing the $60
cash offer made by the Canadian banking
syndicate and why they are being asked to
accept only an exchange of shares in the
American
company,"on he
said.
$60
offer
was presented
.\pril
S by"The
a group
of prominent men in Canadian financial
affairs who intended to retain control of the
business
company
in Canada."
On the and
street
the gossip
is that Paramount
tlesires Canadian Famous Players because of
the threat of direct competition in this coimt'ry from Fo.x and Nathanson interests.
Famous Players Canadian dropped to $55 on
the Montreal stock exchange, but strengthened to $57.

, d Revi
Man'er'
WithStarHus
''Ba
ts ton
Badger
Hollywood — '■ The l>ad Man," from the
play by Porter Fmerson Brown, is in production at First National with Walter Huston and Dorothy Revier as leads. James Rennie, O. P. Hcggie and Marion (Peanuts)
Brvon are in the cast. Clarence Badger is
directing.

Fire Damages Theatre
at Stevenson, Wash.
-Stevenson. Wash. — Fire originating in a
projector caused a loss of more than $2,500
to the Wigwam. The operator stopped the
machine, tore out the film and endeavored
to stamp out the flames, but they spread
to other reels. The house is owned and
operated by R. R. W.'bvtir. who will make
repairs at once.
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Protection Jam Looms in Kansas City
As "Pan" Cuts Prices Below Suburbans
Admission Dropped
to 25
Cents; Higher-Priced Second
Runs Hit by Policy
Kansas City — Protection, usually the
bugbear of the subsequent run, may lead
to a real "jam" here, as a result of cutting
of prices at the Pantages. The theatre
adopted a summer policy of pictures only
and dropped its top to 25 cents. As most
of the suburbans are getting 40 cents top,
the subsequent runs find themselves threatened with a situation where they will be
asking more for siibsequent run than the
picture gets first run.
Squawks already have been heard from
neighborhood operators, but so far no remedy for the situation has been suggested.
The "Pan" is playing Fox, First National,
Columbia and Universal product.

Uptown in Kansas City
Becomes First Run House
Kansas City — The Uptown, de luxe suburban house, has become a first-run house,
the admission charge being 50 cents at night
and 25 cents at matinees. Bernard Joffee is
house manager.
The pictures booked will be from Fox,
First National, and Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.
The Uptown is owned by the City Theatres,
Inc., subsidiary of the Midland Circuit.

Stagehands Would Force
Hiring of Man on Stage
Omaha — Theatres of more than 1,000
capacity would be required to have a man
on stage while the house is open to handle
the electrical equipment and the fire curtain under an ordinance being given favorable consideration by the city council. The
ordinance is designed as a protective measure for the public, claim stagehands, who
are sponsoring the bill.

Uihlein Interests Plan
Huge Milwaukee House
Milwaukee — Plans have been announced
for another theatre and ofiice building to
be erected at Sixth street and Wisconsin
avenue by the Henry Uihlein Realty Co.
and associates. The new building would
cost approximately $3,500,000. .\ctual construction work will be held up until the city
decides concerning the widening f)f Sixth
street.

Lichtman
Foresees
Television

San Francisco — "Television may revolutionize the motion
picture industry," Al Lichtman, executive distribution chief
for United Artists, stated while here for his western sales
convention. "I believe that television will be a practical
reality
within
the next
added.
movies are
broadcast
fromfive
theyears,"
studio he
to the
home,"When
it is
probable that the public will subscribe for monthly service." A program of entertainment for the visiting officials
of United Artists was arranged by Herman Wobber and
Charles Kurtzman of Paramount-Publix.

Tough Opposish
For R. 1. Houses
Seen in Summer

Jesse James Duo
Kidnap Manager
And Rob Theatre

Providence — Exhibitors here will face
keener opposition this summer than they
have had in several years. With the opening of the Publix Strand soon the downtown
"big four" will be bucking against stock
at the Carlton, usually dark during the summer, and burlesque at the Empire. Edward
M. Fay will bring many former Albee stock
favorites back to town to play at his Carlton. Shortly after the announcement of the
opening of the new company R-K-0 stated
that it will bring back the famous Albee
stock next season.

Marshall, Mo. — H. L. Golliday, manager
of the Auditorium, was kidnaped in front
of his home last Thursday night by two
men. The kidnapers told Goiliday they?
were going to take him to the theatre, where
he was to open the safe and give the two
men the receipts of the night performance.
Golliday told them the key to the office was
in his room and could not reach the safe
without it.
After riding him around for an hour, the
men told Golliday to go to his room and get
the key, instructing him to be on a nearby
corner in 15 minutes when they would be
back for him. The kidnapers left the manager in front of his home and left, warning
him that unless he complied with their orders, his house would be bombed. The men
were not seen again.
Midland Theatre and Realty Co., which
operates the Auditorium, has offered $500
reward for the arrest and conviction of any
one connected with the abduction.

Shaw Turns Deaf Ear
London — George Bernard Shaw again is
reported to have turned down an American
offer to film his plays. Horace Liveright,
American publisher, recently conveyed an
offer to the dramatist from an American
producer for $100,000 each for three Shaw
plays, but Shaw stated he was not interested,
although flattered by the offer. It was stated
that Shaw never would sell the plays for
American production.

New Tohis Equipment
London — Klangfilm Tobis is offering a
new model of disc and sound-on-film reproducer. Installations now are being made
on the Continent at the rate of from 15 to
20 weekly, it is claimed, with about 515
already installed. The apparatus costs from
$6,000' to $10,000.

Hackett in Fox Cast

Alice in "College Mothers"

Hollywood — h'ox has signed Raymond
Hackett for "On Your Back," which will
feature Irene Rich. Wheeler Oakman and
Rose Diane are in the cast. Guthrie McClintic will direct.

Hollywood — Alice White's next talker for
First National will be "College ilothers,"
from an original by Earl Baldwin. Eddie
Cline is slated to direct. Baldwin has written, adapted, and dialogued the last three
^^'hite ])roductions.

To Film ''Broken Dishes"

Hollywood — First National will film Martin Flavin's play, "Broken Dishes," with
Loretta Young and Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
as leads. Adaptation and dialogue are by
Francis Faragoh.

Buchanan to M-G-M
Hollywood — Jack Buchanan, Britisli stage
star, will begin work at the Metro-GoldwynMayer studio as soon as he finishes his present assignment for Paramount.

New Czech Company
Washington — According to advices received at the motion picture division of the
Department of Commerce, the First Association for Czech Films was recently organized
in Prague. The founders include several
Czech and German artists, and the organization intends to construct a sound film studio
on modern lines.

Columbia

Club

Fete

The Columbia Social Slub will hold its
first function on April 28 in celebration of
tlie
be a company's
dinner andtenth
danceanniversary.
at the MoscowIt will
Art
Inn. New York. Joe Brandt, Jack Cohn.
Harry Cohn, Abe Schneider and Joe Goldberg, executives
of the
ed honorarv
officers
of company,
the club. were elect-

Corcoran Gets Contract
Hollywood — Fo.\ has signed a long-term
contract with George (Red) Corcoran. He
which features
Loislead
Moran.
played
the comedy
in "Not Damaged."
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Cheating on Talker Footage Fostering
Donl)le Features and Killing Shorts
Squawks on Shorts
rhiladelphia— Kxliihitors here have
been s(|uawkinp al)<)ut shorts for several weeks, declarinjj the situation is
a serious one. Recently they took
under consideration a proposed appeal
to ConKri'ss for aid. suRRestinK that
the I$ureau of Standards set a minimum length for features.

Double Bills Do
Harm Says Head
Of Ohio Circuit
Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz, general manager of the Washington circuit, is one of
the Cleveland exhibitors who oppose double-featuring on the ground that such a
policy in the long run is detrimental to
business.
"Two good features cost too much," says
Horwitz, "even if there were enough of
them to go around, which there aren't. And
people are so constituted that if you offer
a good feature and a weak feature on the
same program, they will remember the weak
one and forget the good one. So I believe
it is cheaper to pay the higher cost of a
single feature and a series of shorts, than
to jeopardize one's business by paying less
for double features."

Six M-G-M Releases in
May, Setting New Record
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer has scheduled six
releases for the month of May, establishing
a record. The productions are:
Rogue
Song," the Lawrence Tibbett"The
musical
romance.
"Caught Short," Eddie Cantor's story,
starring Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
Marion Davies in "The Floradora Girl."
Ramon Novarro's "In Gay Madrid."
"Strictly Unconventional," from Somerset Maugham's play. "The Circle."
ton."The High Road," starring Ruth Chatter-

Teaching Talker Operation
Course in the operation and administration
of talking picture equipment has been
launched at the West Side Y. M. C. A., New
York, which has Western Electric equipment. Because it is an advanced course and
highly technical, only those who hold an
operator's license or completed a projection
course are enrolled. The operating class is
being continued.

Warner Signs Four
Warners have signed Charles Butterworth, Leslie Howard, Dudley Digges and
Kay Strozzi to the roster of players signed
for next year's productions. All are recruits from the Broadway stage.

Exhibitors Attack Shortening
Of Running Time; Claim
Overhead Increases
Cutting down of the length of features is
resulting in a return to the double-featuring
practice in a number of sections of the
United .States, it is stated. Exhibitors, who
arc double-featuring sound programs, claim
that this procedure is less expensive than the
playing of four or five shorts, in rounding
out their programs.
However, this is bringing about another
dilemma, exhibitors resorting to double featuring finding that there aren't sufficient
good features available for double-featuring
purposes.
Short-length features have resulted in cutting down on running time, to a degree
which some exhibitors contend is alarming.
With features running on an average of 60
to 70 minutes, several shorts are necessary
in the building up of a two hour show, exhibitors say. This runs up the overhead,
for, as pointed out last week by Motion
Picture News, although exhibitors are paying more in the aggregate, they are paying
less for the individual short, endangering the
whole short subject structure.

"Her Man" on Pathe List
Hollywood — Tay Garnett is slated to
launch production next week on his next
for Pathe, "Her Man," an original by Garnett and Howard Higgin based on the
"I'Vankie and Johnnie" theme. Tom Buckingham was responsible for adaptation
screen play and dialogue.

Bomb Seen as "Warning"
York ofpolice
regard
a "warning"
theNew
placing
a bomb
whichas damaged
the
bootii of the Grand Opera House, 23rd St.
and Eighth Ave. The house has been running open shop.

That Guy Asa Yoelson
Asa was born in Lithuania in 1866.
Since then, he's made a barrel of jack
singing Mammy songs, running on the
bill as "Al Jolson."
Jolson "drinks a bucket of bromoseltzer every day," to hear Sid Skolsky
tell it in the "N. Y. Daily News," and,
reports Sid, Al "likes to be patted on
the back." He is "always surrounded
by 'yes men.' His big passion in life
is applause. Let an audience encourage him and he'll break a vocal cord.
.Although a surefire performer, he
suffers from stage fright more than
the rankest amateur. He is stagestruck."
Sez you I
And wait till Ruby Keeler pipes
this line about her .VJ: "Although he
has been married three times, women
play a small part in his life."
(So small that Al put twenty-seren
grand right on the line last iceek for
the longest Minerva in Los Angeles
for "Baby" Ruby.
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Short of Shorts
Cleveland — Double-featurinn in being resorted to by a number of exhibitors here, and t\u- practice is
growing. Scarcity of short features
is the reason. The In-fkowit/. and
(iusdanovic circuits, the Lyceum and
Cinema, are among houses where the
double feature piilicy is in vo^ue.

Double Features
"Poisou'^toN.Y.
Neighborhoods
Double-featuring is a prevalent practice
in New York neighborhood theatres. The
situation was emphasized some weeks ago
when the Beacon, Warner house at Broadway and 75th St., began dou!)le-featuring,
showing a talker, directly following the
Strand, plus a silent or one of the early
sound pictures.
In the neighborhoods, double-featuring
is the rule rather than the exception, except on week-ends. As one exhibitor puts
its, double-featuring is "the saving grace,
as well as the poison" of the smaller houses.
The practice is emphasizing the shortage
of available quality product, and considerable difficulty is being experienced juggling
shows to secure the desired balance.

Lenten Request Week
Is Profitable Stunt
Cleveland — M. B. Horwitz turned Holy
Week into a week of profit instead of a week
of loss at his Heights theatre by putting on
a week of request programs. Five weeks
before Holy W^eek, Lee Berger, house manager at the Heights, started to run slides
advertising Request Week and asking patrons to leave at the box office titles of pictures they want to see again. Trailers were
shown daily, and newspaper space was used
to advertise Request Week. A different
picture was shown each night, with the result that the Heights had a profitable week
during the seven days that are usually dead
davs in the theatre.

"Mammy"

Reopens Strand

Akron, O.— The Strand, a Warner house,
closed for the past three weeks for redecorating and making sound perfect, is operating again with "Mammy." the first showing of the new Jolson picture in this territnrv.

British Chain Expanding
London — Associated British Cinemas has
taken over the Coronation, Manor Park;
Palladium, Brixton, and Queen's Cinema.
Forest Gate. The circuit now is engaged
upon an expansion campaign in all sections
of the countrv.
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New Developer
Improves Sound,
Inventor Says
Universal City— C. Roy Hunter, director
of sound and head of the photographic division, and Robert Pierce, superintendent
of the Universal laboratory, have applied
for patents on a new developing machine
to be revofor positives and negatives, saidoriginal
and
lutionary. Universal has the
is building two more of the machines, which
will be available to all producers. The machine, itis said, has a capacity of 1,000,000
feet per week.
Due to slower processing, smaller lines
of the sound track can he developed, it is
claimed, improving sound in developing the
sound track. The film moves at the rate of
ten feet per minute, permitting development
per secof frequencies as high as 12,000 developed
ond. A frame is completely dried,
and on a reel ready for projection in 30
minutes, it is claimed.
A break in the film can be repaired without slowing up the machine, motive power
for which is furnished through a singlesprocketed roller just ahead of the final
reels. Twelve strands are run through the
baths at one time. One third the manpower
will operate the machine, it is stated.

B. & K, Gets Belmont
$100,000 for Alterations

RKO will evacuate the Behnunt, 3,000seat Chicago house. May 5, on which date
Publix-B. & K. take over the house. New
sound equipment, new acoustical treatment
and decorating, on which Publix-B. & K.
will spend $100,000, will be begun immediatelv to put the theatre in readiness for reopening May y. Al Binnenfeld, former
manager of the Covent, will manage the
Belmont for B. & K., and the picture and
vaudeville policy under which it was operated by RKO will be supplanted with a
straight all-talkie policy.
The B. & K. lease is from Lubliner &
Trinz for 20 years at an animal rental of
$100,000.

Sues Paramount Alleging
Non-Delivery of Talker

Oklahoma City — Paramount is being sued
for $2,150 by J. S. Worley, manager of the
Ritz, in the district court at Erick, Okla.,
for failure to deliver the opening talker as
per schedule, in Sayre, Okla. Worley claims
a loss of $150 in ticket sales, and $2,000 for
loss of prestige and reputation.

Glenn Hunter Returns
Hollywood — Glenn Hunter, Broadway
stage player, is to be co-featured with Betty
Compson in a James Cruze production for
Sono-Art. His last film appearance was in
1923 when he played title role in "Merton
of the Movies" for Paramount.

Buy Van Duzer Story

Columbia
The Good
Duzer.

has acquired screen rights to
Bad Girl," by Winifred Van
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Court Order as
Ad Prompts Ban
Of "Party GirF'
Chicago — Improper exploitation of his
injunction restraining the police from interfering with the showing of Tiffany's "The
Party Girl" was responsible for banning the
picture from this city, Judge William J.
Lindsay told the Motion Picture News.
His action, he said, was not taken because

Earle W. Hammons, president of Educational, was host Wednesday at a
luncheon for Lowell V. Calvert, who
is resigning to become general manager
of recording for RCA-Photophone.
Calvert, Hammons pointed out in paying tribute to the retiring Educational
executive, has handled every picture
Educational has released, either as a
theatre operator or as an executive of
the company. Calvert was presented
with a silver cigarette case.

Calvert Named
Recording Head
For Photophone
Lowell V. Calvert, veteran production and
distribution executive and showman, has
been named general manager of recording
operations for RCA-Photophone. He takes
over the new post Monday, succeeding H.
L. Sommerer, who has been named vicepresident and general manager of the Victor Talking Machine Co. of Japan. Sommerer sails early in May to take over his
new duties.
In his new capacity, Calvert will have
executive supervision of seven divisions connected with RCA-Photophone recording,
working with the executive in charge of
each. These include the recording and rerecording on disc or film at both the Victor Camden studios and the RCA Gramercy studio, and the Victor plant on the
Coast. He also will handle the clearance
of music for picture recording work and
will maintain contact with licensees.
Calvert has been in the industry since
1906, when he joined the Twin City Calcium Light Co., Minneapolis. Later he was
with Essanay, Chicago, as operator and in
the sales department, subsequently becoming manager for General at Minneapolis.
Joining Einkelstein & Rul)en in 1915, he
was for three years director of circuit presentations and productions, and after the
war was managing director of several Twin
City first runs, as well as head of presentations, music and circuit personnel. Since
1925 he has been with Educational as general production manager and contact man
between producers and the distributing organization.

of the picture's content, but "was due to the
exploitation methods of the exhibitors" in
using the court order as copy for advertising of the picture.
He added that such use of the injunction
"could be construed as contempt of court."
Immediately after the injunction was dissolved the picture was withdrawn from the
Marbro and Granada (Publix-B. & K.) and
Avalon
(Federal Theatres).
A second consideration which influenced
the setting aside of the injunction. Judge
Lindsay said, was the indiscriminate admission of minors to performances.

Film O.K. for Adults

"In my opinion," he said, "the picture is
not detrimental to the morals of an adult
audience of average intelligence, but it could
be harmful to emotionally impressionable
persons and to youth. I personally visited
one of the theatres playing the picture and
witnessed 88 young people who could be
reasonably judged immature admitted with"Party Girl" had a three weeks' run at
question." playing to record attendance.
the out
Woods,
Notices of the injunction under which the
picture was playing were liberally used in
its initial advertising at this theatre, but
were
withdrawn
immediately
on the
court'sat
notification.
When
the picture
opened
the three large outlying theatres the court's
action was again made the basis for newspaper advertising.
Immediately on the dissolution of the injunction the pictures were withdrawn from
the three large houses, where they had completed one screening for the day. The Tiffany exchange here offered the theatres
"High Treason" as a substitute.
The court's action is a blow to Tiffany,
locally. The picture demonstrated by its
sensational Woods' run that it was a moneymaker. It was verifying this in its early
days at the outlying houses and ten prints
were in readiness for bookings at the local
exchange.

Mack Sennett to Make 26
On New Educ'l Program
Mack Sennett will produce 26 two-reel
talking comedies for release through Educational during 1930-31. Previously it was
stated 30 would be made. With several of
the 30 Sennett comedies on the 1929-30
program still to be made before production
can be started on the new line-up, Sennett's forces will continue working through
the Spring without a break.
Andy Clyde and Marjorie Beebe have
been signed for next year's product, and
Sennett's production staff practically remains intact. Sennett will continue at the
helm of his organization, with John A.
Waldron, general manager of the Mack
-Sennetf studios, working close to him.
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Allied's Units Marshal Resources to
Organize Buying Combines Everywhere
Cook-King

Paul VVhitenian recently told an
ainusinji story on himself, aciordinK
Picture Magazine"
"Motion
to a He
writer.
was crossinjr the Universal
lot en route to his revue stage, when
a harassed assistant director rushed
up and Kriil'hed an arm. "Say, feller,
are you an actor?" he queried.
"Kinda," said Paul, after deep thouKht.
"Yeah, I guess I am." "Well," said
the assistant, "Pve got a part for
you. You're just the type for the
camp cook in "All (iuiet on the Western Front' — Want it?" "Sure,"
drawled Paul, "but say" — he added as
an afterthought . . . "can you wait till
we finish the 'King of Jazz' revue
first?"

Selig Handling
Roadsliowing of
"Journey's End
Handling of one of the few roadshow productions which have been produced since advent of talking pictures, in addition to his
duties as advertising and publicity director,
is the task undertaken by Al Selig of Tiffany. Selig last
week took personal
charge of the roadshowing of "Journey's End," which is
P __ .^_^ ^^^
jh \L'
v^H
^" have
$2
runs
try.
"
\^
W^^
throughout the counSince assuming
the new duties, Selig
has opened the picture at the Tremont.
Boston, has arranged
for its opening at
Cincinnati, May 4,
Al Selig
and at Detroit, May
27, and now is routing companies to Philadelphia, Pittsburgh and Boston. Meanwhile,
"Journey's End" got $20,300 last week at
the Gaiety, New York, despite bad weather
and Holy Week, and this week was headed
toward another record.

Film, Equipment Purchased in
Bulk to Cut Prices, Is
Motivation
Co-operative buying plans oi Allied
States Ass'n arc being developed rapidly,
since first report of the plan was made by
Motion Picture Nkws. Closing of the deal
with Sentry Safety Control is declared to
be the forerunner of other deals in the
equipment field, with plans for film buying
on a co-operative basis also being carried
forward.
In Michigan, where a semi-official film
buying combine was formed some months
ago, exhibitors now are mapping out plans
for a similar arrangement on equipment
purchases. The association there for several years has been buying admission ticket>
for members in this manner.
The newly-foimed Illinois unit is forming a booking combine, which is expected
to be extended to include buying of equipment. Although the projected Iowa exliibitor booking combine is reported to have
hit a snag, plans are under way for booking combines in other Allied centers, it is
understood.

Collier in Cook Cast
Hollywood — William Collier, Jr., has
!)een cast in Joe Cook's Columbia vehicle,
"Rain or Shine."

''U'* Party En Route
Carl Laemmle, Carl Laemmle, Jr., and
other Universalites are en route to New
York from the Coast for the premiere May
2 at the Roxy of "King of Jazz." Among
tliose in the party are Lewis Milestone, John
Wray and Ivan St. Johns. Paul Whiteman
and his band already have arrived in New
York for the premiere.

The Big Chief

i

Ily /..-iiij
.V<./,u.'
A Page One
elopement
between a
famous musical comedy star and a
Social Kegisterite (just married) takes

hottottot
to commit
murder
—
place any readv
day now,
with the
star's
Bessie .Mack, the Capitol (.N. Y.) exploiteer, ;ind Jerry Solow, radio soloist, nuptiali/e shortly . . . .\nna .May
Wong,pash
the these
slant-eyed
lass,nights
is IJerlin's
big
moonlit
. . .
Roy U'Arcy is packing a rod these
days . . . Warner's will pay Basil Sydney and Mary Ellis five grand weekly
to make love to each other in the
cinemachirpies.

"U's" Foreign Men
Gather to Hear
New Sales Plan
Universal's new production policy, calling for 20 pictures, all designed as specials,
will be outlined starting Saturday to branch
managers of the United States and Canada
and delegates from throughout the worUl,
at
the company's sales
first
international
convention to be held
in New York. Lou B.
Metzger, general manager, who also is hanwill preside atdling
thesales,
convention,
which continues for
five days.
Laem-in
mle heads Carl
a party
from the Coast to attend the sessions.
Arriving in New
York early this week
were :

Lou

Metzger

James V. Bryson, of London, managing
director of Universal Pictures, Ltd.; Al
Szekler, of Berlin, general manager for
Univer.sal in Continental Europe ; S. Frank
Ditcham. Universal sales manager for the
United Kingdom; William Jeapes, of London. Universal laboratory expert : and his
son, Clifford; and Herbert Crisp, prominent
British exhibitor.
The South American contingent, headed
by Monroe Isen, arrived from Buenos Aires
riiursday, while Here Mclntyre. general
for Australia, arrived in San Franmanager
cisco and is en route via airplane and train
to attend the convention.
Branch managers from all sections of the
L'nited States were en route Friday to the
meetings.

Work Resumed at Roach
Studio After Layoff
Hollywood — Although Hal Roach is at
the M-G-M studio making the multi-lingual.
"Monsieur Le Fox," his force has returned
to work at the Roach plant, after a month's
layoff. Charley Chase is working on "Fast
Work." with Julia Marlowe playing opposite :T-aurel and Hardy are making "Hay
Wire." Our Gang was slated to resume
work this week. The new unit, consisting
of several youngsters of high school age,
some of them graduates of Our Gang, is
starting its first comedv.

Prattle and Tattle

Carl Laemmle, president of Universal, is
on his way to New York to attend the
company's annual sales meeting and the
premieres of "All Quiet on the Western
Front'' and "King
of Jazz."

Confers With Field Crews
Jack Darrock, assignment editor of Pathe
News, has returned to New York after
conferences with the field staffs
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Tax on Outdoor
Ads Is Passed
By R. I. Senate
Current crop of legislative activities directly affecting the industry includes a lone
bill — a measure regulating outdoor advertising and requiring a bond and license,
which was passed by the senate in Rhode
Island. The bill is now up for final action.
Gov. Allen in Massachusetts signed a bill
which changes the status of book censorship in that state.
The usual line-up of legislative instruments changing workmen's compensation
laws and tax rates on general business corporations are included in the group affecting
the industry from a local business standpoint. In the current survey of both groups,
which follows, appear the numbers of each
bill, name of authors, brief descriptions and
the committee to which they were referred
for action :
Massachusetts
H. 1225. To provide for the payment of compensation under the workmen's compensation law during
the entire period of total incapacity. (Based on H.
334 and H. 522.)
Passed by house.
H. 1234. Relative to the payment
of workmen's
compensation
in case of the death of the employe.
Substituted by the house for H. 645 and passed.
Change
in Status
Gov. Frank G. Allen signed a new book censorship
law passed by the legislature, which changes present
laws, and says:
Whoever imports, prints, publishes, sells or distributes a book, [vimphlet, ballad, printed paper or other
thing which, considered as a whole or considered with
reference to any complete independent part thereof,
is obscene, indecent or impure, or manifestly tends to
corrupt the morals of youth, or an obscene, inrlecent
or impure print, picture, figure, image or description,
manifestly tending to corrupt the morals ot youtii,
or introduces into a family, school or place of education, or buys, procures, receives, or has in his possession any such book, pamphlet, ballad, printed paper,
obscene, indecent or impure print, picture, figure,
image or other thing, either for the purpose of sale,
exhibition, loan or circulation, or with intent introduce the same into a family, school or place of
education, shall be punished by imprisonment for not
more than two years or by a fine of not less than
$100 nor more than $1,000, or both.
H. 141. To have compensation payable to persons
injured in industrial accidents from day of injury.
Report, leave to withdraw, accepted by senate. Killed.
S. 182. To provide equitable relief and to prevent
hardship in
pensation certain
act. Passed cases
by under
house. the workmen's comS. 183. To limit the scope of the laws relative to
the payment of workmen's compensation to employes
of the Commonwealth or any political subdivision thereof. Signed by governor.
Chapter 159.
S. 184. Relative to extension of benefits of medical and hospital services in certain cases. Report,
leave to withdraw.
S. 316. Providing for an investigation relative to
the time of payment of local taxes. Passed senate
and house.
H. 520. To establish a State fund for workmen's
compensation
insurance.
Report, leave to withdraw.
H. 521. Relative to conclusive presumption of dependency for support upon deceased employes under
the law relating to industrial accidents. Report, leave
to withdraw,
accepted by senate.
Killed.
H. 644. To increase funeral benefits under the workmen's compensation law.
Rejected by senate.
H. 787. Relative to the period during which a
lump
sura award
paidof under
the workmen's
compensation
act inmay
the becase
a minor.
Passed by
senate and signed by governor.
H. 886.under
Relative
of employes'
attorneys
the to
lawspayment
relative ofto fees
employes
injured
in industrial accidents. Report, leave to wihdraw, accepted.
H. 887. To amend the workmen's compensation
law relative to payments for specific injuries. Report,
leave to withdraw, accepted by senate.
Killed.
H. 88S. Relative to time at which compensation
shall begin under the workmen's compensation law.
Report, leave to withdraw, accepted by senate. Killed.
H. 1139. Bill relative to the taxation of foreign
and domestic business corporations in case existing
statutes applicable thereto are declared unconstitutional and inoperative.
Passed house.
H. 1140. Bill to amend the law relating to the taxation of banks and trust companies and to place manufacturing corporations.

Mississippi

S. C. R. 26. Mr. Kiger. To amend section 112
of the constitution to provide for the imposition of
a severance tax, fixing the limitations upon tax levies
and bond issues, and for the classification of personal
property for taxation.
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Castaways
Hollywood — Walter Ramsay, the
studio scribe, tells of the "two ordinary little girls" who came to Hollywood about
threeworking
years ago.
I noticed
them
in one"Atof first
the
cheaper lunch-counters along the
Boulevard. Then came the movie bug.
It was hard sledding. They weren't
as good-looking as a hundred others
who were after the same jobs.
"One day, not long ago, I saw them
selling small bunches of flowers on a
side street near the business section.
I was curious — where did the posies
come from? I hung around until they
had sold the last.
"Yesterday I saw them standing behind a very popular MORTUARY on
the Boulevard waiting for their daily
stock of flowers which come on
wreaths — out the back door."
II. 689. Mr. Satterfield. Amending the law providing for the method of appeal from tax assessments;
and Means.

Ways

New York

_S. 481 (A. Reprint 1777). To amend sections 15,
25, 28, 54, workmen's compensation law, relative to
compensation for disfigurement, determination of wage
earning capacity, reimbursement of payments by employer, limitation of right to compensation, and to
insurance of corporation officers. Signed by governor.
Chapter 316.
S. 1536 (H. 1841). Relating to the construction
of fire insurance contracts providing for automatic
sprinklers or other fire prevention devices. Passed
by both houses ano signed by governor.
S. 1620. Mr. Crawford. Amends section 197, tax
law, relative to corporation taxes, by providing that
30 days after notice, tax or fee shall be a lien on
property of corporation or person liable to pay same;
Taxation.
S. 1727. Mr. Mastick. Amends subdivision 10, section 214, tax law, by increasing from $10 to $25 minimum franchise tax on business corporations, other than
those exempted by section 210, and not less than
would be produced by applying the rate of Ayi per
cent to base found by a prescribed formula; Taxation.
S. 1740. Mr. Mastick. Creates temporary commission to recommend revision of tax laws, and appropriates $75,000; Finance.
S. 1776. Mr. Gates. To amend subdivision 6, section 15, workmen's compensation law, by providing in
case of permanent total disability caused by loss of
both eyes, minimum compensation shall not be less
than $15 a week; Labor.
A. 2005. Mr. Hawkins. Amends section 197, tax
law, relative to corporation taxes, by providing 30
days after notice, tax or fee shall be a lien on property
of corporation or person liable to pay same; Taxation.
A. 2118. Amends subdivision 10, section 214, tax
law, by increasing from $10 to $25 minimum franchise tax on business corporations, other than those
exempted by section 210, and not less than would be
produced by applying the rate of 4'/^ per cent to base
found by a prescribed formula: Taxation.
Change
in Status
S. 750. To amend the labor law in relation to fireproof buildings. Signed by governor.
Chapter 293.

Rhode Island

Change
in Status
S. 134. Mr. Ouinn. Regulating outdoor advertising. Requiring bond and license.
Passed by senate.
S. 151. Amends law imposing corporate excess tax
on corporations by changing classifications of liabilities
to be included in basis: read and passed.

South

Carolina

Change
in Status
Among the tax bills passed by the general assembly
of the State of South Carolina at its recent session
were :
S. 1543, H. 1304. Joint resolution proposing an
amendment to section 1, article X, of the constitution ■
relating to taxation by permitting the imposition of
a tax not to exceed 5 mills on intangible property, including moneys, credits, bank deposits, corporate stocks
and bonds.
H. 1303, S. 1446. Amending the income tax by
increasing rate on corporations from 4 per cent to
4)^ per cent and providing for a minimum tax of 2
per cent on a base consisting of net income plus salaries and other compensation paid to all elected and
appointed officers, and to any stockholders owning in
excess of 5 per cent of the issued capital stock, deducting $6,000 and any deficit reported for the year.
Changing rate of tax on individuals and providing
reciprocal provision in case of non-residents deriving
income in South Carolina.
(V. U. S. Daily 474.)
S. 1381. H. 1355. To require all fire insurance companies doing business in the State to furnish to all
applicants for losses sustained the proper blanks for
making claims for such losses within five days after
written notice therefor and to prevent non-waiver and
similar agreement.
H. 1659, S. 1670. Tightening up the administrative
provisions of the stamp tax on documents,
including
tax on transfer and original issue of corporate stock.
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Thirty Rochester
Theatres Wired,
Survey Shows
Rochester, N. Y. — Rochester is as close
to being all-sound in its film policy as any
city of its size in the nation, a review of
the theatre situation here by Julius Greenstone, president of the Rochester M. P. Exhibitors' Association, shows.
Thirty out of the city corporation area's
41 film theatres, both downtown and neighborhood, have audio equipment. Of the remaining 11 still running as silent houses,
two are discussing installation of sound
equipment. Three installed sound within
the last two weeks. The town has approximately 337,000 population.

Rochester First Run Hits
On Adopting Sound Film
Rochester, N. Y. — Minus its vaudeville,
the Piccadilly, Publix house with 2,259
seats, staged its reopening as an all-sound,
first run theatre to packed houses.
The house was redecorated. With the
reopening Truman Moulder, formerly of
the Toledo, O., Paramount, became assistant manager under Manager S. H. Solo-

Universal Sending Unit to
Borneo for Jungle Picture
Universal City — Harry Garson heads a
company of 14 persons who leave April 30
for a five months' trip to Borneo to film
"Ourang." A private yacht will be chartered at Singapore to carry the company
and equipment to Borneo. The cast and
director now are being selected. Fred de
Gresac wrote the story with adaptation
and dialogue by Winnifred Reeve and Isadore Bernstein.

Four British Companies
Merged in Argosy Firm
London — Argosy Filmcraft, Ltd., is expected to be the name of the new company
which is to be formed to absorb International Talking Screen Prod., British Filmcraft Prod., British Screen Prod., and the
Argosy Film Co. George Pearson is to be
chairman of the new company and Capt.
George Banfield will be director of productions.

Hoffberg Deals Closed
J. H. Hoft'berg, New York, has purchased
from Ameranglo Corp., the right for China
for '"The Great Gabbo," from Aristocrat
Pictures
right toPicture
"Clancy Epics,
in Wallrights
Street,''
from Talking
to
"Across the World with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson" and "Hunting Tigers in India."
for Japan and Korea.

Robinson Substituted
Hollywood — Edward G. Robinson will
have the title role in First National's "Little
Caesar," from the novel by W. R. Burnett
and adapted by Robert N. Lee. Fred Kohler will not, as previously stated, appear in
the picture.

'
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Return
of Arbitration
"Fines" May
Be Demanded by Northwest Sliowinen
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"Cub's" Ham and Eggs
Minneapolis — It looked like old days
here Tuesday when J. F. Cubberley,
veteran exchange and theatre operator, threw one ol" his famous ham and
egg breakfasts for exhibitors attending the annual convention of the
Northwest unit. "Cub" now is handling De Forest sales in this territory.
"Cub" started the early morning
whoopee parties while with First National here years ago. His continued
popularity was attested by the turnout at Tuesday's 8:30 A. M. repast.
"Cub" also invited all exchange managers, bookers and salesmen, with the
stipulationsheet
they "do
put following
it on the
swindle
untilnot the
week."

Better Relations Forecast
as Result of 5-5-5 Confab
Dallas — Conferences of the 5-5-5 committees will do more than any other thing to
bring about better understanding between
distributors and exhibitors, Col. il. A. Cole,
head of the Texas exhibitor unit, stated on
his return from the Allied States Ass'n
meetings in New York. The Texas head
this week started a series of 15 regional
meetings of the association.

H. B. Warner Signed for
Two Fox Productions
Hollywood — H. B. Warner has been
signed for two Fox productions. His first
will be opposite Irene Rich in "On Your
Back." Guthrie McClintic will direct. His
second will be '"Road House," Leo McCarev's first as a Fox director.

"Birth of a Nation'' with
Sound Score is Now Ready
Hollywood — Harry Aiken has completed
the "soundization" of "Birth of a Nation."
The picture will probably be re-issued in
sound this summer. Besides complete orchestration, the sound includes negro song
ensembles and sound effects.

Brown to Star in "High Life"

Hollywood — Joe F. Brown will be starred
by First National in a screen version of
"High Life," a play by Rex Beach and Paul
Armstrong, which has been adapted by Matt
Taylor and Paul Perez. Brown now is
completing his role in "Top Speed," with
Bernice Claire, Jack Whiting. Laura Lee
and Frank McHugh.

Gets 7 -Year Jail Term
Los Angeles — Jack Noonan, brother of
Sally O'Neil and Molly O'Day, was sentenced to seven years in prison following
conviction on a charge of receiving stolen
property. He was one of three defendants
accused of taking $10,000 worth of furs
and jewelry from the apartment of Ted
Lewis.

Steffes Retires as President
After 13 Years in Office;
Now General Manager
Minneapolis — Efforts may be made by the
Northwest exhibitor association to obtain
return to exhibitors of assessments made
against them by the local arbitration board.
The association is expected to take the position that the Thacher
decision branding
arbitration illegal,
makes illegal as well
any fines and penalties levied by the
arbitration board.
Damages of three for
one are to be asked
under anti-trust statutes.
W. A. Steffes,
president
the
Northwest ofunit,
Al Steffes
made good his threat
to withdraw as association head at the annual meeting of the
organization here Tuesday and Wednesday.
The veteran leader, who has held the presidency since 1917, insisted that he was determined to resign and was succeeded in
the post by W. A. Miller, Cloquet exhibitor,
who last year staged an attack on the Steffes
regime. StelTes for the last several years
has sought to relinquish the office. Walter
Arnold, Lakota, N. D., showman, was
named secretary of the organization.

Named

General Manager

Following Steffes' refusal to be a candidate for reelection, he was made general
manager of the association, at a salary of
$1 a year and expenses. He also was chosen
as the association's member of the board of
directors of Allied States Ass'n., which he
formed, and is to continue as its representative at the 5-5-5 conference, where he is
chairman of the Allied group.
Steffes has been head of the present organization since its inception in 1917, being returned to the office each year without
opposition or molestation. During the past
five years, Steffes has steadfastly made preconvention statements that he would prefer
to retire, with the exception of last year,
when an attempt was made to get an outside
man and W. I. Nolan, then speaker at the
Minnesota house, to accept the nomination
to head the Northwest unit. Steffes opposed
the move and threw his hat in the ring, but
the Nolan bubble burst before convention
time.

A New Service
Baltimore — Emergency sound service now is provided for members by
the Maryland exhibitor association.
The service is conducted by Ray
Smith, formerly operator at the New.
Recently Smith shot trouble at the
Horn, kept the show going and then
repaired the equipment in about an
hour. Next day the equipment was
running as usual.

Oh, How Dumb
Hollywood — ("al York, the scribbler,
tells of an impromptu conference being held at liadio when the studio
moguls were discussing a suitable
story for Chic Sale. Nobody had an
idea until
Catherine,
somebody's secretary, spoke
up:
"May huh/'
I suggest
something?"
"Uh
uh-huhcd
everybody.
"Well," she said, "my boy friend told
me last night that Mister Sale had
written an awfully clever book, and
I don't see why it mightn't be a good
idea to film that. Of course, I haven't
read it, but it's named 'The SpecialSo her
they typing.
told Catherine to go ahead
with

Oklahoma Theatre Owners
to Hold May Convention
Oklahoma City — The Oklahoma AsbOist'."
ciated Theatre
Owners will hold their annual convention at the Huckins Hotel here
May 13 and 14, according to John Brown,
president. M. A. Lightman, national president, will be the principal speaker, and
among the subjects to be discussed are "The
Chain Competition Menace," film rentals
for talkers and talking equipment and contents of the new sales contracts. New officers will be elected at the closing session.

Anderson
withReason
"U";
Whiteman Signs
Film Is
Hollywood — Universal has signed a term
contract with John Murray Anderson to
personally produce and direct at least two
filmusicals yearly. Anderson, well known
stager of Broadway musicals, produced
"King of Jazz" for Universal, resulting in
the new agreement.

Film Exchange Buys 26
Bonzo Sound Cartoons
Film Exchange, Inc., has purchased the
world's rights to the series of 26 Bonzo
synchronized cartoons. It is also negotiating for other product and will continue actofore. tivities inthe independent market as here-

Chaney Cast Completed
Hollywood — The completed cast of "The
Unholy Three," which will be Lon Chaney's first dialogue vehicle, includes Lila
Lee, Ivan Linow, Harry Earles and Elliott
Nugent. Jack Conway is directing and the
dialogue has been prepared by the fatherand-son pla>^vriting team. J. C. and Elliott
Nugent.

Gavin Gordon Recovers
Hollywood — After spending nearly two
weeks in a hospital, Gavin Gordon has returned to the M-G-M studio to continue his
role opposite Greta Garbo in "Romance."
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Sticky Fingers
To Get Wall St.
Bath, Report

'Advertise Shorts,'
Says Clubwoman
In Radio Speech

(Continued

g of meriCall for the wider advertisin
torious short features was sounded in a
radio talk early this month by Mrs. Rita C.
McGoldrick, LL.D., chairman of the motion picture bureau of the International
nae. The buFederation of Catholic Alum
. -ftatL which conducts a reviewing service,
broadcasts a weekly radio taik on pictures.
In her talk, Mrs. McGoldrick cited some refor information on the
quests from
e. patrons
short featur
"In the past few months the review members of this Motion Picture Bureau," she
said, "have watched with growing interest the development of the short feature
n" on the avfrom the insignificant "fiUer-iclass
products
erage program to the high
threathave
lately,
s
instance
which, in many
ened to run away with the show.
"Sound has certainly given new^ life, new
the humble short feabreath, new scope toeven
advertised as part
tures which are not
It is our presattraction
of the program'sa new day . has
dawned for
ent belief that
and that
movies,
the
of
ren
these step-child
before a very long time, we shall see the
strange phenomena of a short feature deciding the fate of its full length companion
on the same bill.

Patrons Want Information
"We have had an interesting example of
this within the past week with the enormous response we have had to our radio
talk on Educational's Mack Sennett golf
coiTiedy "Match Play." Letters have poured
in — intelligent letters, nearly all from men,
who have asked practically the same question : 'How can we find out where these
worth
while
pictures
are toshowing?'
A few of
them short
are worth
quoting
you, for
we hope this discussion will encourage more
of you to send us your opinions on this important topic. From Dr. Maurice Duffy in
the Bronx this expression has come : He
says : 'Your review of the clever golf comedy 'Match Play,' featuring Walter Hagan
and Diegel, particularly interests me. Being somewhat of a golfer I am interested
enough to want to know how I may learn
where this picture will be shown. Why
are features like this not advertised? Personally Ithink many people would be influenced to select their motion picture entertainment through advertised comedies
such as you mention'."
"From Lynch, Ky., a letter from John
Wells asks: 'Why not have an emphatic
discussion on this short feature problem?
If the shorts were advertised it would encourage the producers
to make
more of

Maybe Yes?
"The theatre-going public won't
put up with the talkies. It won't stand
having its ears hurt and its intellimore. gence insulted," chirps Ethel Barry"Does she mean Brother John and
Brother Lionel?" asks Jimmie Quirk.
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Sam Goldwyn and Flo Ziegfeld are to
"Whoopee" it together with Eddie Cantor
as third conspirator. Business of Goldwyn
and the stage producer looking pleased on
meeting in Los Angeles.

the higher class type and save us from so
much that is inane on the average pro-

Can't Find Out Where Playing
"From Brooklyn, a Richardson Jones,
writing as spokesman for the family, says :
gram."is a question which the four others
'There
in the family and myself have asked ourselves more than once. Is there an information bureau, or list printed anywhere
telling where worth while, endorsed short
features are playing? We would go out of
our
way to a theatre
showing
"Matchthrough
Play"
for instance.
Last week
we waded
Sunday papers, a magazine or two and a
trade journal, but not a line did we find
on short features. Isn't it time we had a
change in this policy of ignoring good comedies and short features?"

Carter in Seattle
Seattle — F. B. Carter, veteran of the'
theatre business, has arrived here to assume the management of the local branch
office of the National Theatre Supply Co.
He was formerly manager of the Portland
office for the same concern, and prior to
that time was connected with the Southern
Equipment Company of Atlanta and Dallas
at the time that concern was purchased by
the National organization.

Film Men Injured
Boston — Frank L. Madden, Fox salesman
and former part owner of the Hudson
(Mass.) Theatre, and T. Henry Burke,
part owner of the Marlboro Theatre, were
occupants of an auto struck by a Boston
bound train at Hudson. The auto was
hurled down a 20-foot embankment. Both
occupants escaped with minor cuts and
bruises.

New Des Moines Exchange
Des Moines — A new film exchange building is under erection at Twelfth and High
streets, next door to the present Paramount
exchange. The new building, which will
house several exchanges, will be completed
this summer. It will cost $45,000. Judge
James A. Howe is erecting the building.

U. A. Signs Una Merkel
Hollywood — Although United Artists has
decided to carry few contract players in the
talker era, the company has placed Una
Merkel under term agreement for featured
spots, after a brief part in D. W. Griffith's
"Abraham Lincoln."
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tion of the personal life of the executive in
question. There is a reported difference of
several thousand dollars a year between
his estimated living expenses and his income
— the difference being in favor of some
income other than salary. What the other
income is the bankers propose to learn, but
with pretty definite ideas that it is graft
received for favoring certain concerns selling supplies of various kinds to the company.

Enter the Detectives

When film men meet they talk shop.
When bankers meet they talk shop. Hence,
an innocent by-sitter, lunching at the
Bankers' Club, overheard the three top signatures of three different banking houses,
dining at an adjoining table, discuss two film
concerns in terms of suspicion and distrust
of the executives who control, or actually
purchase, many producing, distributing and
exhibiting accessories. The statements of the
bankers left no doubts about the instructions that had been issued to a well-known
private detective agency to investigate, with
a concluding caustic comment :
"Many film salaries are out of reason,
and
if there
is graft
in addition
we'll
find
it out,
and that
will provide
ample
excuse
for firing some of these boys who are trying
to match a corkscrew for straightness. Replacements will cost the payroll lots less."

Marilyn Miller Title Changed
Hollywood — "Sweethearts" is the title of
Marilyn Miller's next First National picture. This title supersedes "The Bad Good
Girl." The picture, a musical screen play
by Herbert Fields, Richard Rodgers and
Lorentz Hart, vnll be made entirely in
Technicolor. Jack Whiting, of musical
comedy, w-ill play opposite Miss Miller.

Street Car Tie-Up
Lowell, Mass. — Securing a tie-up with the
street railway company, Publix theatres here
are now transporting patrons of their theatres at half rates. A one-way ride check
is attached to each theatre ticket, good only
on day and date stamped.

Enlarging

Astor

Baltimore — The Astor is to have its seating capacity enlarged to 1,800 by rebuilding
on the present site and one adjoining, purchased by Amusement Corp. of y\merica.
The improvements will cost about $130,000.

Deaf Get Break
Contract for 750 Western Electric
Audiophones in 60 theatres of the Fox
West Coast chain is the largest order
to date for this equipment for the
hard of hearing, according to C. W.
Bunn, trical
general
manager of ElecResearchsales
Products.
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High and Low
On Music Row
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Jackie Coogaii in
Talker RcMiiake

s"
ioke
udMi
Y, eSt''
N. th
BeInfore

Of 'Tom Sawyer'

W

ll()l'".\'lvl\ was rcsi)(Misil)lc tor tlic installation c)l a i>h()iionrai>li in the ijrutcssional
(IciartnKiit of DeSylva, Brown & Ik-ndcrson,
Inc., must be a psyclioloRist. Not only does
the constant playing of "When the Little Red
Roses Get the Blues for Vou" suggest itself
as good material for the many performers who
visit this house, but it also keeps the boys behind the counter in a musical state, with a
perpetual whistle on their lips, and one must
admit that the resulting charming atmosphere
(music liath charms, you know)
is a step in
the right direction.
t>

«
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The Kobbiiu^ Music Corp. has started to
work on the songs in the nczt'ly released
M-G-M productions and Jack Dregman, general manager of the Urm, feels that it will enjoy a more successful season this year than
last. That's a big order, but with the great
start afforded by "Should IT' front "Lord Byron of Broadway" and the nezv songs "It Must
Be Yon" and "Free and Easy," from the Buster K eat on picture, "Free and Easy," "The
Moon Is Low" and "Montana Moon," from
".Montana Moon." featuring Joan Crawford,
ami the numbers "Leave It That IVay," "Dust,"
"The Whole Darned Thing's for Vou" and
"Girl Trouble" from "Children of Pleasure."
Jack's prediction looks
* ♦ like* it'.<; in the bag.
Here are just a few of the changes in the
personnel of music publishing houses along the
main stem during the past four weeks :
Elmore \Vliite, formerly professional manager for DeSylva, Brown &: Henderson, Inc.,
is now general manager for Davis, Coots &
Engel, Inc. ; George Piantadosi, former professional manager for Remick, Inc., now in the
same capacity for Robbins Music Corp. ; Dave
Ringle, from DeSylva, Brown & Henderson,
Inc., now harmony man for Shapiro-Bernstein ;
Harry Bloom, of Irving Berlin, Inc., now publishing for himself as Harry Bloom, Inc.;
Charles Bayha, from Shapiro-Bernstein to Red
Star Music Co. ; Bernie Pollack, formerly sales
manager for M. Witmark & Sons, now in the
same capacity with Mills Music Co. ; Murray
Raker, from Shapiro-Bernstein to Robbins Music Corp. ; Al Friedman, from Green & Stept.
Inc., to Joe Morris Music Co. ; Max Rich, staff
writer for Harms, Inc., now freelancing, and
Tony Pace, formerly with Remick. Inc., now
with Davis, Coots & Engel.

* *

*

Murray Mencher and Billy Moll liavc a pair
of songs in the Shapiro-Bernstein catalogue
which have al! the earmarks of stepping into
tlie big-money class. The songs are "Me and
ihe Girl Ne.rt Door" and "Ro Ro Rollin'
Along." Bob King's — er — er — beg pardon —
Mary Earle's (that's what zve get for reading
Rudy Vallee's book) "California Sunshine." a
pretty waltz, also looks like the goods.

* *

>»

Monty Siegel, spying Jack Oakie in front
of 745 Seventh Avenue the other day, walked
up to the actor and said : "Hello, Jack, my
name is Montv Siegel. I've written a lot of
songs and I'd like to write some gags for you."
"That's a good gag, too," answered Jack, and
Monty missed a great chance to enter the
' movies.

* *

*

Chalk up a hit for the Red .^tar Music Co..
music publishers for Fo.r Film Corp. "I'm in the
Market for You." written by Jimmy Hanley
and Joe McCarthy for the Fo.r production.
"High Society Blues." has taken like wildfire
n»d already is listed tenth the best-sellers.
"We're just beginning to hit our stride." says
Jack McCoy, professional manager.
PINCUS.

llullysvuod — I'araniuunt will remake
"Tom Sawyer" as a talker with Jackie Cuogan ill the title spot and with Jiniior Durkiii jjlayiiig lliicklcberry I-'inii. Company
also plans to follow this picture with a remake of "Huckleberry Finn" with Durkin
featured, and may later complete the series
witii a remake of "Huck and Tom." The
three pictures were produced in silent form
by Paramount about 12 years ago.

Tours Music Chief at
Paramount N, Y. Studios
I'Yank Tours, who has been on the nuisic.il staff at the Paramount Long Island
studios since the advent of sound, has been
named general director of music at that
studio. Tours has had a wide and varied
career in music circles, having at times been
associated with Ziegfeld, Berlin and Shubert. Last year he was loaned by Parathe producers
of the
"Bittersweet"
and
went tomount toLondon
to study
original stage
presentation. He formerly had been musical director and conductor at the Plaza,
Paramount's London house. Phil Cohan,
also associated w-ith Paramount's music department, has been named assistant to
Tours.

Witmark & Sons Celebrate
45th Anniversary in Field
M. Witmark & Sons, Warner Bros, music
subsidiary, last week celebrated its fortyliftli year in the music publishing field.
The first song published by Witmark was
"I'll Answer That Question Tomorrow,"
written by Isadore Witmark, president of
the firm, for Mile. Rennee, star of the early
nineties, who later became the wife of William A. Brady and Alice Brady's mother.

Mario Promoted
George Mario, mechanical manager for
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson, music publishers, has been promoted to manager of
the professional department. Mario has
been associated with this firm since it was
formed.

Join Robbins Staff
George Piantadosi, formerly professional
manager for Remick, Inc., has accepted a
similar position with Robbins Music Corp.
Murray Baker, band and orchestra man
formerly with Shapiro-Bernstein & Co.,
Inc.. also has joined the Robbins staff.

Writing
Mary Lewis* Songs
Hollywood — George Waggner and J.
Russel Robinson are writing the lyrics for
original song numbers being composed for
Mary Lewis to sing in her first musical
production for Patlie.

Lew Pollock to W. B.
Hollywood — Lew Pollock lias arrived on
the coast to start on a long term contract
as song composer for Warners.

ClIAKl.li-. KL(.(.1.1..S (K.d Inchiiati.MU.
who has recently i'oin|>leted a featured role
in "(Jueen High" at the Paramount Long
Islandtion, stuflios
under
[•'re<lthese
Newmeyer's
direcis (jne busy
hombre
days. I laving
completed four features this past year, he is
already rehearsing for a number of short-,
which he is to make«. between
» • features.
Wanna ktww zchy everyone, passing by Johnny Green's office, paused attentively for a fezc
inoimHtsf Because Ginger Rogers and .S'lanley Smith,
both a featured
"Queen
were
rehearsing
fexv nczo intunes
with High,"
<ireen
tickling the ivories.* •
♦
I-red Newmeyer, director at the Paramount
studios, is in the market for a new ehapeau.
The one he ha,d wa.s used by everytnie at the
studio for an autograph book. After a careful scrutiny we found just enough space on
which to scribble our own insignia.

*

♦

*

Production at the Paramount

Long Island

plant is maintaining a rapid pace
Crackers," featuring the four
Walter Winchell rvould have it)
From
Syracuse."
both now
in ivork. Jack Oakie's

ivith "Animal
Marxmen (as
and "The Sap
latest vehicle,

»

»

*

Louis Brock, who has been named pnxiucer
in charge of RKO shorts in the East, has already signed W. C. Fiiilds and the team of
Qark & McCullough to appear before the mike.
Mark Sandrich, who directed most of Brock's
pictures, will direct the shorts.

*

*

♦

Sam Sa.v, dynamic production tnattager of
the Eastern Vitaphone stiulios, has, in the comparatively short time that he's been there, become one of the most popular tnen at the Flatbush plant. It must be that he has "Sa.v Ap-

*

*

♦

During shooting of the Variety featuring the
comedians, Shaw and Lee, at the Warner's
Eastern studios, one of the sequences called
for the "slap" scene of "He who gets slapped."
Murray Roth, who was directing, told the
sw-eet thing w)io did the slapping to "slap hard ;
make it real."
She* did.
♦ •
Edith Evans and Ray .Mayer, knoitm as
Coii'boypeal."
and The Girl," came over to visit
ray Roth. This team, ivhich has already
two shorts
on the coast,
make
anotherforone If'aniers
here.

*

*

"The
Murmade
may

*

Giovanni Martinelli, the Metropolitan Opera
House tenor,
has acquired
to Flatbush"
habit.
His latest
variety,thethe"onfirst
scene of
Act 4 of "Aida," which lie has just finished, is
his tenth Vitaphone short. Ina Bourskaya. also
of the Metropolitan, sings with Martinelli.

«

*

«

More slaps. Homer ^fason's slapstick comedy
"7 he Fowl Tria^tgle." which 7vas completed
under Roy Mack's direction, boasted of an allstar ca.'tt including hens, roosters, hen fruit
and other things commonly associated uith
barnyard life. .4s )'ohnny, the Sivedr. would
say. "it Teas a aood yolk to -cntrh Mack eg:i
*

V

*

They say that Father Time keeps watch
them uson."
over
but Ass't Director Phil Quinn of Warner's Eastern Vitaphone studios, keeps tabs on
the old pater himself. Phil keeps four watches
on the set. Two wrist-watches, a stojvwatch
and a pocket-watch.
THE STUDIO SLEUTH.
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IT IS TIME that this Industry stopped making
Hays a scapegoat for all its virtues and vices ;
help him and his organization to help you. It is
your duty, for although the Hays Organization is
a Producers and Distributors unit, your tneans of
keeping in business, of showing profits, is in the
attitude which the public assumes toward the commodity, you, as exhibitors are selling to them.
One picture "gone astray" and the Reformers
harp upon it ; until the best they offer the Industry
is hanging. Fifty clean pictures, preaching their
"sugar-coated" morals; and the Reformers still
harp on the one which has offended diem.
Since motion pictures are always "news" for the
press, let us make it Good News for the Industry. We have the public with us, we represent the public's most popular entertainment,
let us talk to this public; and show it that, in
tlie selection of motion pictures for its entertainment, it shows "good taste." — Canadian
M. P. Digest, Toronto.
+

*

A la Martin Johnson

What we don't understand about
"The Rogue Song" is why was Lawrence Tibbett the only one connected
with the production who got flogged?
— Tampa Tribune.
* * *

Adolphe Menjou left Hollywood last year
muttering imprecations against that town and
all its works. He muttered so loud in England
that London newspapers were filled with his
wrathful remarks. Nor, after trying his luck
in a few French talkies, Mr, Menjou has returned to California and even to his old company, Paramount. — N. Y. Sun.

* * *

* * *

Now that, as Dame Rumor hath it, Howard
Hughes has finally managed to finish the wellnigh legendary "Hell's Angels," it looks very
much as if Gloria Swanson's "Queen Kelly" is
going to take its place as the stock joke of the
Hollywood rialto. Well, Hollywood has to
have its little laugh.
Will Gloria succeed in spending as much of
Joseph Kennedy's money as Howard has laid
out on his air opus? The current odds are five
to four on "Angels" to beat "Queen" (offered
and taken), but there is plenty of good money
also on the promising Swanson filly. — N. Y.
Daily News.

* * ♦

British films have not yet reached the
stage of being more profitable than
American
ones. — Today's Cinema,
London.

He Must Be Terrible!

— from Judge
"Roar,

you

dumb

lion,

roar-r-r-r-r!"

of ingone thenowlimit
STAGE
THE
is bringing
degeneracy
decency, and itshas
a reaction of poor business. The motion picture
is wise in avoiding these excesses and the inevitable reaction. — Duluth Herald.

* *

*

Miss Gaynor is facing the same crisis
that confronts many of the old silent stars
zvho have failed to knock talkie audiences
loose from their breath. She is drazving
around $3,500 a week on the strength of
past performances, notably in "Seventh
Heaven," ivhich was made to order for
her plaintive appeal.
That figure is several times more than
Fox's curretit best bets are receiving and
it will have to be rectified some time.
The present, therefore, is a bad time for
Janet to wear an oversize hat. Sheehan
has a quietly effective way of causing
oblivion to enshroud restive stars. — N. Y.
Daily News.
* * *
Sound, Mr. Hays tells us, has so revolutionized the motion picture industry that it was
recently necessary for the producers to get together and adopt a code of ethics to deal with
the speaking screen. Yet in the long list of
taboos that the movie moguls have agreed upon,
only two seem to have a direct bearing on the
fact that pictures nowadays talk. * * *
Be that as it may, the action of the selfcensoring producers has less reference to sound
effects of the new movies than to the quelling
power of our Mr. Hays, who is said to exercise
a cross between Cotton Mather's invective
against sin and the objection of a chamber of
commerce to business methods that antagonize.
The movies may not be good, but the movie
actors have to be. — Dallas Morning News.

ago !"
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I of
HAVE
seen "Young
because
BuddyNOTRogers.
I have Eagles"
seen him
leap
heroically in and out of airplanes. I have heard
him manipulate a trombone with heroic virility,
and I just can't see any point in going through
it again. He seems to be a very nice young
man and doubtless would be a useful fellow on
a glee-club tour. I doubt not that he quickens
the pulse of countless young ladies, and that
alone must atone for his existence. But he has
always retarded my circulation and given me a
slight headache. It is possible that "Young
Eagles"
in
Judge. is a masterpiece. I doubt it. — Lorentz
* * *
George Bancroft seems to have had
another attack of temperament or something. He felt that he should have sole
honors as tlie star in the new version of
"The Spoilers." The company didn't feel
the samesteps
way,
so take
he's the
outpart,
and which,
Gary
Cooper
in to
it would seem, might interfere with
Cooper'sMarlene
going toDietrich
work in was
the picture
which
rushed for
to
the Coast.— N. Y. Eve. World.

* *

Sally Eilers will m.arry Hoot Gibson
in May. Hoot rvaitcd until the day
after his divorce zvas final from Helen
Gibson, before asking Sally to be his wife.
is Sally's
first venture in matrimony.
—It Screen
Secrets.

*

Some of us were discussing Willard Mack
again last night. Someone was saying that
Mack and Pauline Fredericks were divorced
because her mother was always with her.
However, when Pauline married again. Mack
telegraphed the groom: "Congratulations, old
man.
N. Y. You've
Mirror. married a pair of fine women." —

* * *

Chic Sale ivas a collegiate waiter — at
least for tzvo days. He was fired when
he served a customer drinking zvater in a
thick coffee cup, the big yap. — A'^. Y.
American.

* *

*

BULL-ETIN.

(Tabloid Movie Column)

"

Billie Dove
says she was
psychoanalyzed
on
a recent
,trip
York to
and New
has
shed her inferiority complex,
her husband and her freckles.
"Critics," ^Miss Dove
told me.
"are always
raving about my
beauty so much that I am almost wishing I could do a picture in which I would be absolutely ugly.'

A^. Y.

American.

Rolfe the Prophet
"If show

— from Photoplay
"My
dear — really!
This
baritone
must
be even
worse
than he sounds,
or he'd have been in Hollywood
ages

26,

ni^.i| sau

*

It will be more beneficial and far
more effective to do our own housecleaning than to have the Federal government find it necessary to do it for
us. — Motion Picture Record, Seattle.

April

News

business evolution con-

tinues at its present pace," wires B.
A. Rolfe to Mark Hellinger, "five years
from now the>''ll be looking for pictures to put into songs!"

that
April

26.

1930
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I

WE had only to deal with tliosc- frankly
pornograpliic films that are shown clandestinely in certain private premises to an audience
of initiates on the lookout for filth and accustomed to its putrescence, it might not be worth
our while to call attention to the matter. But
this is not the case. There is another class of
films labelled "educational films," "hygiene films,"
or "popular instruction films," the only real purpose of which is to rake in money.
You

D.WH) SAKXOFF, tlie steerage graduate
and recent messeiij^er boy, who conceived
the Radio Corporation and discovered preliminary proniotion funds in the pockets of Imagination is another prize exhibit of the impartial
treatment which our generous democracy accords
intrinsic worth and contributive effort.
Tlie soundest briefs against Communism are
obtainable from the careers of those self-made
thousands by whom our industrial, commercial
and financial destinies are continuously captained.—N. Y. Daily♦ News.
* *

can guess the kind of thintj! And in instances of this sort has anyone the boldness to
assert that the film has a single purpose — that of
\\w diffusion of knowledge!
Lies!
Under the
pretext of teaching the public, such films
aim at exciting the sexual
instinct ; they
stir up morbid curiosity; they only sully all
ideals, all decency, all sense of modesty !
But they rake iti money. — International
Review
of
F.ducational
Cinematography,
Rome.

Call a "Yes" Man for Help!

Young Phillips Holmes, on the Paramount roster of juveniles, has had his
hair bleached and curled for a forthproduction.
Now Jack
he is aOakie
perfect coming
blonde.
Whenever
see him on the lot he pauses, and a
puzzled expression crosses his face.
"Oh," he always says with mock surprise, "I thought you were Carol Lom-

Where are those old Joan Crawford
films, supposedly private, the wiseacres
are talking about.' — N. Y. Eve. Journal.

* *

»

Motion picture premiers in Hollywood have
been overdone to such an extent that even the
major studios are compelled to resort to strongarm methods among their employees to fill their
theatres on opening nights with five-dollar
customers.
Of course there will always be picture players
who must be seen "in person," and the sappos
who are willing to pay nimble prices for the
privilege
of on
rubbing
As a rule,
such elbows
nights "with
(and the
they stars."
come
often) the streets are blocked with tourists and
autograph bugs. The "speeches" of the "stars"
are laughable to radio-listeners-in. Rubberstamp dialogue such as "Hello, everybody ! . . .
I just know this will be a wonderful picture.
... I wish you could all be here to enjoy it the
way I know I shall," etc., ad nauseum, becomes
a pain under the Cluett-Peabody after hearing it

— From

Big Movie
"Good isHeavens!
What'll
I do!Executive:
The phone
ringing
and
my
secretary
is out
to lunch."

BRONSON
B ETTY
disease that no one

died artistically of a
has ever been able to
successfully diagnose. Some of the studio
because she was too sophistipeople say it was
insist that her family wrecked her
;
cated others
Secrets.
*
career by interfering.* — *Screen

The supposedly moribund theatre is
now the source of ninety per cent of
the ideas and the talents that go into
motion
Hollywo
the making
are
nts picmercha
idod's
The cellulo
tures. of
making scant effort to stimulate the
pment
creation of ideas or the develo
of talents within their own colossal
industry. They are complacently waiting for the theatrical managers to discover and exploit the playwrights, directors, actors and composers who will
provide the material for the movie
mills next year and in the years to
follow. — Sherwood in N. Y. Post.
*

a few thousand times. The premier gag was
originally used for the initial showing of really
important photoplays. Now they try to ring
in a ballyhoo with everything but the news
weeklies. It seems to me that Sid Grauman was
the originator of this* idea.
* —* N. Y. Star Weekly.
They tell of a "yes" man in Hollywood
zvho said "yes" so often that he got a
dimple in his chin from bumping it on a
pearl tie pin. — Life.

Are They?
"... Are the men who produce them
(the movies) big enough to be guided
by a self-imposed code of ethics; or
must they wait for the hand of the
censor to reach out and protect the
9uh\\c"— Detroit Free-Press.

Life

*

-f

* *

*

* »salesmen
*
There are still some
in the business
who persist in trying to overload exhibitors with
pictures, despite exhibitors' insistence that they
won't be able to play them. The comeback of
some bard."
salesmen is : "You can spot in a few and
we won't press you for playdates." The exhibitor who takes a salesman's word for such a
thing is a fool ; and the salesman who resorts
to such practice ought to be cast out of the
industry. — Reel Journal, Kansas City.
*

4<

*

Somebody e.vpressed astonishment on
seeing so sprightly and genial a soul as
the much-photographed Harry Hershficid
has silver-gray hair. IVally Bishop explained: "But that isn't age; that's flashlight powder. "—Heatley
* « * in N. Y. Journal.
The Sam (Publix Theatres) Katz's (Eleanore Plunkett Ambrose) are having it Paris'd
quietly, the former dancer returning from the
old country just as quietly a month ago. . . .
Some people wear tall millinery and other
(Continued on page 36)

Life's Lighter Moments

It seems that Joseph M. Schenck, the movie
boss, was enjoying a business argument with
Jack Warner, Vitaphone magnate, when his enjovment sharplv ceased. For Mr. Warner said:
"Is that so? Well, I bought three Rolls-Royces
today.
How many did you buy?"
"You win," sighed Mr. Schenck.
— Brisbane in N. Y. American.
We read of a young woman in America who appears to breathe only twice
a minute. Her prospect of getting an
emotional part in a film is discouraging.— Punch, London.
* * *
.\dolpIi Zukor, who should know something
about this business, years ago said that the control of the Industry was at the box-office, because that is where the money is. That was
previous, somewhat, to that era when the Stock
Market became most interesting to our Industry.
— Canadian M. P. Digest, Toronto.

* *

*

The Nezu York Telephone Company
announces that its cvperiments ztrith television are progressing nicely, thank you.
— The Amotion.

The
theatre
scheme
to rid
spooners.

— from hits
.\!. f\ upon
v^.'-J-i.;«
manager
his hoase
of back-row
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'Check and Double Check"

That —
{Continued from page ih)
doodads to attract attention, but Jack Oakie
frequent public places in a soiled white jersey.
. . . Rarer than a day in June is the type of
girl who used to liide in the bathroom to steal
a smoke. . . . Will Osborne (Rudy Vallee's
rival) is writing a book to be tagged "The
Tramp's Dream— or Sleepy Vallee." . . .The
Freeman (Amos 'n' Andy) Gosdens anticipate
a blessed event. . . . The next moom pitcher
marriage will be Para and Fox, with Para
doing the swallowing. . . . Charles Dillingham
is being groomed to head the Erlanger interests.
. . . The Eddie Elkins-Marion ("Simple
Simon") Roberts romance has curdled, with H.
Richman, the noted pash man, completing the
triangle. . . . Logan Metcalfe, who was Madge
Kennedy's first husband, is being melted from
Agnes Franey of the Ed Wynn folderol, her
new heart being Billy Selwyn. . . . Ray E.
Goetz's next show will not be backed by
backed his "Frenchmen"
which offering
Warner's,
smash.
Paramount
heavier sugar, and
that chap with the long
and
Clayton, Jackson
nose. . . Mae Murray, who is Joosh, must have
her fortune told daily. . . . Tiffany Films advertises that Colin Clive created the Stanhope
role in "Journey's End," when a chap tagged
Lawrence Oliver did it. . . . The great success
of the "Journey's End" moom pitcher version
has convinced the cinema heads that simplified
is the eventual moveof stage .plays
photography
ment in the theatre.
. . Ina Claire, who failed
to knock 'em dead Out There, is returning
alone. . . . The locals are playing Fox for a
lOpt. rise. . . . The Musician's Union has a
magazine — a house organ, if you insist. But
what we started out to report was that the
editor's name is Racket !— Winchell
in N. Y.
Mirror.

* *

*

And although Mr. Hays seems to infer
that the code is the result of new problems arising from the changed conditions
incidental to sound pictures, Equity has
not forgotten, if he has, that a similar,
and perhaps even more embracing code
was promulgated for silent pictures only
tzvo years and a half ago. — Equity Magazine.

* *

*

The star system continues on the wane.
Contract players are beginning to become a
thing of the past. Free lancing is the order
of the day in cinema land.
It works out bet-

Civilizing Hollerwood
Hollywood — "There are all sorts of
upsets if you go out looking for them,"
advises Dorothy Manners. For instance: "football, the stock market,
prize-fights, .skating rinks and things
like that, as upsetting as you please.
"But by way of toppling over the
usual and expected, Hollywood's love
upsets are all in a class by themselves.
"This thing called love — see what
it's done to the Hollywood boys and
girls!
"And that's no theme song.
"It's putting whoopee girls to bed
at nine o'clock (p. m.).
"It's making domesticated mammas
out of our leading engagement bait;
and charming social lights out of erstwhile established wallflowers.
"It's even putting dinner clothes on
gentlemen who boasted that they
never owned them."

April

26,
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Newsreels Duty
Free; No Change
In Exposed Rate
Washington — The tariff conferees have
agreed on free entry of newsreels of American manufacture, exposed abroad but not
developed, and have adopted a rate of fourtenths of one cent per foot for imported exposed films of .standard width, with duties
on other widths to be in proportion.
The rate on unexposed film is the same
as in the present tariff law. It was continued by the House, but the Senate adopted
an amendment cutting the duty to twotenths of one cent per foot, which the conferees rejected. The provision for free
import of undeveloped newsreel negatives,
for both silent and sound, was adopted by
the Senate as an amendment to the film
paragraph.

— from Life
"Of course we're going abroad, but we
just couldn't bear to leave Amos 'n'
Andy,"

ter for both producers and players. .. .It seem.s
almost impossible that Janet Gaynor and Charlie Farrell, the ]x>rfect love team of silent pictures, should receive a swat from talkies, yet
those on the inside say that both are through
so far as tl-.eir present employers are concerned. ... It seems that screen directors are
still making faces at their brothers from the
stage. Which faction will survive in the race
for talkie honors is the chief topic of conversation in the Beverly manses these spring evenings. ... If Hollywood thought that Irene
Bordoni acted up while making her first talkie,
they should have seen what happened backstage
at the Palace last week. All the excitement of
an old-fashioned Fourth of July was in evidence. . . . Metro will trade their "Trader
Horn" shots, made in the heart of Africa, for
next to nothing. These scenes, besides costing
a cool million, were taken at the risk of life
and limb. Yet they look so tame that wild
wild jungle scenery will be built on a Hollywood set and the whole thing taken over. —
"Mike" in N. Y. Telegraph.
Nils Asther has just returned from a
location trip to Mexico City. He
bought a house there and is said to
have fallen in love with a Mexico City
girl. He will return there immediately
to live. Nobody knows what has happened to his engagement to Vivian
Duncan. — Screen Play Secrets.
Philosophers and psychologists seem to agree
that genius is akin to madness. If they are
right — and who am I to doubt them? — then
one wonders whether a touch of insanity is any
proof of greatness. If it is, then I contend that
simply must be a hotbed of genius. * * *
You are constantly seeing things here that
make you doubt your eyesight — and hearing
things that maTce you a little dubious about
your reason. Some of the things are funny.
Some of them are sad. Most of them are fantastic— Walker in Motion Picture Classic.
(Realism?) Greta Garbo worked herself up to such a pitch in a scene in
"Romance," her nnu picture, that she
burst into tears and spoiled her makeup.
Work had to be stopped, therefore, until
she could compose herself and adjust her
makeup. — N. Y. Eve. World.

**Just Imagine" Is Title
Hollywood — De Sylva, Brown and Henderson are writing "Just Imagine" as their
second screen melody romance. David Butler will direct. Frank Albertson and Marjorie White have been signed for featured
roles.

"Blondi
Sprague to DirectSprague
hase"been

Hollywood — Chandler

assigned
direction
of "Blondie"
for Fox.
Marion Orth
will make
the adaptation
of
the story, "Burden of the Blonde," by Stephen Morehouse Avery.

Film at 'Frisco Legit
.San Francisco — Legitimate drama has
quit the Columbia stage, to be followed by
the Martin Johnsons' "Across the World,"
the first film to be projected in the new
Erlanger.

Paramount Joins A. N. A.
Paramount has become a member of the
Association of National Advertisers, C. G.
McCarthy
being its official representative.

Ronnie Remade
Wonders will never cease. We have
with us today an all new, completely
re-vamped version of that en-gmatic
person Ronald Colman. Ronald seems
to have
?7
Whatever the reason may have been
for his hermit-like existence in the
past, it has apparently ceased to
bother him. Ronald is now being observed at parties, romping with the
best of 'em. It looks as if he may
develop into Hollywood's new playboy
— a sort of Marshall Neilan.
At one party recently Ronald was
seen bantering gaily with Marilyn
Miller, among other alluring females
who were present. What progress, if
any, Marilyn made toward the apparently stony heart of the man must
remain in doubt. But Ronald was cerbantering. for
Andyears,
he hasn't
his bit tainly
of banter
so far had
as
Hollywood has been able to see.
— Motion Picture Classic

April

26.
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Stop
HAVING completed his work in "Raffles,"
Ronald Colman is taking a three months'
leave of absence for a trip to Hawaii and the
South Pacific. William Powell may accompany him. ♦ » ♦

Us If We're

Wrong

The American Tourist

Corinne Griffith has permanently retired frov:
the screen, she announces in an intenneiu in
"Photoplay Magazine." She ivill buy a cluiteau
in Frame aiul spetul six months of each year
in that country.

World-wide distribution riphls to "Roniaiuc
have been
of the IVest," (in all-talker IVcstern.Jack
Perriu
obtained by J. D. Trap. It stars
and his horse, Starlight.

* *

♦ *

*

Two Canadian labor union ofificials will attend the convention of the I.A.T.S.E. in Los
Angeles in May. They are William Hartnett.
s' Local 257, and
business agent of Operatorof
Local 95, Stage
Romeo Marcil, secretary
Employes,
Ottawa.
Ma.v Weiss, of the Windsor organization,
has returned to Nezv York jollozmng a European sales trip. While abroad, he arranged for
United Artists to distribute "Her Ufiborn
Child" in the United
* Kingdom.
♦ *
J. Stein, veteran theatre owner of Cleveland,
has purchased the Paramount and Spicer at
Akron. His son will assist him in the management of the houses.

*

*

*

Leon Janncy, the youngster who has a leading role in "Courage," has been signed to a
term contract by Warners.

«

*

*

George Jeffreys has resigned as district manager for Columbia covering Cleveland, Pittsburgh, Cincinnati and Detroit offices.

*

*

*

The new Italian theatre in Vbor City, Fla..
remodeled and ivith sound equipment added,
has reopened. The house zi-ill be operated by
the Cazin Amusement Co., who also operate^
Tampa, and "Cazin Italian"
West name.
the Cazin
will
be theinofficial

«

«

*

Manager H. L. Tracey, of the Temple, Willard, O., will install sound equipment and
materially increase seating capacity. The house
will be entirely redecorated by National Theatre Supply Co.
* * *
"She's My Weakness" has been definitely set
release title for RKO's "Tommy," ivhich
as
was recently finished with Arthur
Lake and
Sue Carol featured.

* ♦

*

"Shadow of the Law" is set as release title
of Paramount's talker remake of "The City
of Silent Men," which Louis Gasnier is directintr^ Willinm
Powell is starred.

But How Long?
Hollywood — Gu.s Shy. stage comedian
who made a hit in the adaptation of
"Good News," has signed a term contract with M-G-M. The local wisecrackers predict that after a few
more months in Hollywood he'll
change that last name.

• *

^

•

Buster Keaton 'will next be seen in "War
Babies," a comedy of army life, with Edward
Sedgwick
directing. * * *

*

John IVray. whose U'ork in "All Quiet on
the Western Front" won him a Universal con-in
tract, ivill be co-featured with Lcivis Ayres
"Saint Johnson."
♦ ♦ *

•

More than 6,000 school children of New
York attended the special Easter show Wednesday at the Roxy as guests of the management.

William R. Frascr, general manager of the
Harold Lloyd Corp., is in New York on his
the Paraannual Spring visit. He will attend City
next
mount sales convention in Atlantic
month.

♦ ♦

M.ASSCE & CO., Iiltn forwarders, are now
in new and larger quarters at \\6 Broad
St., New
York.
• * *

- -Iruux

"Hell! . . I've seen all
movies — Where's
the goU

I.lfc

this in the
course?"

HERBERT
BRENON has been spending
several weeks in London obtaining local
color for a new version of Dickens' "Oliver
Twist," which he will direct upon his return
to Hollywood. In a trade paper interview
there he predicted the comeback of silent pic<•< *the * foreign market.
tures, particularly for
Screen rights to "Tamptco," the play by
Bartlett Corviack and Joseph Hergesheimer,
have been acquired by M-G-M. It is a romantic story of adventure in Mexico.

* *

*

Returning on a new term contract, Mai St.
Clair will next direct William Haines in "Remote Control" for M-G-M.
* * ♦
Nancy Carroll is combing East soon to appear in "Laughter" at the Paravwunt Long
Island studio under the direction of Harry
if
If
*
D'Arrast, who wrote the story.
Sally Starr appears opposite Eddie Quillan
in "Night Work." the comedian's current starring talker for Pathe.
*

4c

4<

Adaptation and dialogue of "Gypsy Love
Song," Universal's ne.vt starring filmusical for
John Boles, has been assigned to Wells Root.
The writer is noiv finishing script and dialogue on "Outside the
* *Laztf'
* for the company.
Claire McDowell and William Tooker have
been added to the cast of "Our Blushing
Brides," M-G-M production starring Joan
Crawford under direction of Harry Beaumont.
Supporting cast includes Anita Page, Dorothy
Sebastian, Raymond Hackett and John Miljan.

* *

♦

Louise Fasenda has been signed by Columbia
for a featured spot in "Rain or Shine," a special comedy feature from the stage shoir which
stars Joe Cook.
Frank Copra is directing.

* *

*

Alec B. Francis has been signed bv Warners
tor a prominent role in "Captain Applejack,"
w'hich Michael Curtis will direct. Picture is a
remake of silent version produced bv Louis
Maver in 1924.

* *

♦

Russell Gleason has been sioned by Columbia for a prominent spot in "Sisters." which
features
O'Keil and Molly O'Day. Jam^s
Flood is .Sally
directing.

* *

*

Lois Wilson moves over to the Columbia
studios for a part in "Temptation." I^wrence
Gray will be featured with Miss Wilson under
direction of E. Mason Hopper.

William Sullivan of New York is training
at the Boston Fox exchange for foreign
service.
* * *
Arthur J. Benline, supervising engineer for
the Fox-Poli theatres, with headquarters at
New Haven, has been transferred to A'ew
York as chief engineer of construction and
maintenance for Fox Theatres Corp. W. Vincent has been appointed to the vacancy.

*

*

*

Rupert Ripley, director of publicity for the
Netoco chain in Boston, has resigned. His
successor is expected to be named shortly.
.Since joining the circuit the number of theatres operated by Netoco has quadrupled.

«

*

*

George Fitztnaurice will direct Dolores del
Rio in her next starring talker for United
Artists,
madqe. "The Pa.<!sion Flower," remake of former silent picture which starred Norma Tal-

*

♦

♦

Joe E. Brown will be featured by First National in "Going Some," a college comedy from
novel by Rex Beach.

*

*

*

Lynn Starling and Lajos Biro are working
on
the Alexander
adaptation Korda
and dialogue
of " Basquerie"
which
will direct
for Fox
with Warner Baxter in the leading role.

*

*

«

Jack Buchanan and Jeanette MacDonald are
featured
in "Monte
Ernst Production
Lubitsch's
next filmusical
for Carlo,"
Paramount.
starts soon in the Coast
4>
4>
«studios.
Marion Dairies' next M-G-M release will be
"The Floradora Girl" and not "The Gay Ninettes," as originally titled. Picture was recently
finished, but several sequences
were
remade
after a first previezv.* ♦ ♦
Paul Sloane is preparing his next picture for
RKO. The director is working with Cyrus
Wood on the adaptation and dialogue.
No title
has been selected.

* * *

Neil Hamilton appears opposite Alice White
in her current starring talker for First National,is"The dircctinn.
Widozc from Chicago," which Eddie Cline

Making *Em Happy
Hollywood — M-G-M has rented an
entire department store in Los .\ngeles for scenes for "Our Blushing
Brides," in which .loan Crawford,
Anita Page and Dorothy Sebastian
are reunited under Harry Bcaumon's
direction.
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Anti-Blue Straw Vote
Brooksville, Fla. — A straw vote conducted here resulted in a majority registering
approval of Sunday amusements. The vote,
which was open to all registered voters,
while not an official election, was intended
to show the sentiment and it is hoped the
city officials will now repeal the ordinance
which prohibits Sunday shows. The vote
stood 109 for Sunday amusement and 74
■against it.

Texas Theatre Reopened
San Antonio, Tex. — The Palace, which
has been closed for the past six months,
after a disastrous run of dramatic stock,
lias reopened as an independent movie house.
A five-year lease has been secured by R. J.
Stinnett and E. Charninsky, Dallas theatre
-men. The consideration was $180,000. Tom
•Caraway will manage the house.

Picture

News

Slipping
Hollywood — A producer who is a
fight fan and keenly interested in the
Friday night cards at the Legion stadium took one of the young pugs under his wing and, on the eve of a trip
to New York, promised to hook him up
with a promoter in the big city — if he
refrained from dissipation. The eager
scrapper promised faithfully. After a
few days in New York the producer
received the following message from
him:
"Knocked the Kid out in three seconds. later
How's that?"
A week
came another:
"I guess you read that I put the
Battler out for the count and I'm
afraid that you'll think I was dissipating because it took me eleven seconds. Honestly, I wasn't."

April
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Remaking
"Merry
Widow**
Hollywood
— M-G-M
is preparing
a filmmusical re-make of "The Merry Widow"
as one of the specials on next season's program. The company is considering Reginald Denny and Grace Moore in the featured spots. Denny is completing a lead in
Cecil DeMille's first filmusical "Madam
Satan" and will probably be retained by
M-G-M under a long term agreement.
Grace Moore was formerly brought to the
coast by M-G-M from the operatic stage.
Another Texas Film
Hollywood — A romantic history of Texas
under title of "The Birth of Texas" is being planned by Pan-American Pictures.
Production is being financed by George
Scheppe, financier and banker of Dallas and
Fort Worth. Fred Windemer will direct
the picture, with Renee Torres in the featured role.

Wright Succeeds Brown

Complete Chinese Talker

Akron, O. — Richard Wright has been
appointed manager of the Strand to succeed Ray Brown, who has gone to New
York to assume duties in the home office of
Warners.

Hollywood — The first dialogue picture to
be made entirely in Japanese has been completed by Tom White Prod. James Wong
Howe, Herbert Brenon's Chinese cameraman for several years, handled the direction of the picture, using an all Japanese
cast obtained locally. The picture will be
released in various cities of the Pacific
Coast which have large Japanese populations, besides being exported to Japan.

Milwaukee — The Miramar, east side
neighborhood house, which has been dark
for the past several months, has become
the property of the Miramar Theatre Co.
Officers of the company are Charles Tobolt,
president; Vernon Tobolt, vice-president,
and Clinton Harris, secretary-treasurer.
Al Bartelt was the former operator of the
theatre.

Tubman's Contest Plan

British Film Merger

Ottawa — Manager Ray Tubman of the
Regent and Imperial is conducting
monthly contests inviting patrons to submit_ lists of features which have played
during the month, arranged according to
their box office value. Fifteen merchandise prizes and passes are ofifered for correct lists, local merchants co-operating in
advertising and prizes.

London — A plan of merger will be submitted to the shareholders of British Screen
Productions. The plan includes the International British Screen, Argosy Film, Automatic Film Printers and British Filmcraft
Productions. The capital has not been fixed,
floated.
but
an issue of 257,000 pounds will be

Cart Off Theatre Safe
Toledo, O. — Burglars carried away the
office safe in the National here. It contained $100 in cash, all contracts, film and
liouse records.

Schine-Puhlix Rivalry
Fostoria, O. — Schine interests are said to
have ofifered $75,000 for a site owned by
•city, which was refused. Publix is reported
to have submitted a better offer, which soon
will come up for decision by the city council.

$350,000 for Remodeling
Rochester, N. Y.— Another $50,000 will
"be added to the remodeling cost of the
Smith Opera House at Geneva to increase
its seating capacity from 2,000 to 2,500,
provide new side walls and a new roof,
making it the largest film theatre in the
Finger Lakes region. When the house is
reopened in the Fall, a total of $350,000 will
have been spent on it.

Releasing Sound Westerns
"Beyond the Rio Grande," independent
sound-on-film Western, is being distributed
"by the Big Four Film Corp. The second
of the series, "Ridin' Law," will be released
May 12. Both were directed by Harry
Webb.

Bally Good Idea
London — British exhibitors are
studying the latest Hollywood slang
at present. A large group is planning to visit the film capital this summer, the trip to consume four or five
weeks.

New "U" Exchange
Charlotte — Plans have been announced for
the immediate construction of a $75,000
building to be used as a Carolina distributing center for Universal. The building is
to be constructed by Mayor George Wilson
in the up-town district and must be ready
for occupancy by July 1. The exchange now
has offices at 300 West Third Street.

New Omaha Company
Omaha — The Interstate Theatres Co. has
been incorporated under the laws of Nebraska with an authorized capital of $25,000. The company plans a general theatrical business, but has leased no houses for
exhibition. Incorporators, all Omahans,
are: Phil, Henry and Mayer Monsky and
J. P. Shea.

Fox Leases Kansas House
Topeka,
Kans. — The Crystal has been
leased to Fox West Coast by A. Burkholder.

Miramar Changes Hands

Changes in R-K-0 Personnel
Chicago — On assuming his new duties as
assistant to Joe Plumkett, Ned Blumberg
promoted J. J. Hess, director of publicity
and advertising for the RKO midwest division, to western director with jurisdiction
between Chicago and the west coast. William H. Adler has succeeded him here.

Fox Leases Tucker's House

Liberal, Kans. — Henry Tucker will erect
a new 1,000-seat theatre, leasing to Fox
West Coast for 14 years. The house will
be known as the Fox Tucker.

Cruel
Detroit — In seeking a divorce from
Perry Aronica, Mrs. Theresa Aronica
charged him with cruelty, consisting
of his refusal to allow her and their
children to listen to Amos and Andy
on the radio each evening.
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Bill Farnum Comes Back
Competition
Four and a half million words were
uttered hy United States senators
during; the recent tariff debate.
And we thought the talker industry
was located in Holl.vwood!

Hollywood — William haiiiuni, former
star in silent productions for hox. returns
after si.x years in "F'lame of the Flesh,"
Norma
for
UnitedTalmadge's
Artists. second starring talker

Buys — ''Passion
Flower'* rights
Hollywood
M-G-M has purchased
Schine Cashier Held Up
Lima, O. — Tiircatcning the girl cashier
at Schine's Ohio iiere, a bandit took the
day's receipts of about $300 from the boxoffice and escaped.

Finley to Manage Franklin
lanipa, Fla. — O. G. Finley, recovered
from two months' illness, is back in Tampa
and has been placed in charge of the Franklin, Tampa's big second-run house, by
General Manager Harry Weiss.

Sundays in Missouri
Mexico, Mo. — W. F. DeFranne, manager
of the Liberty, has begun Sundays showings as a result of popular demand.

Warwick Reopens
Kansas City — The Warwick, recently
taken over by City Theatres, Inc., has reopened under the management of E. W.
Werner.

Buys Theatre Interest
Larned, Kas. — H. L. Dunnick of Hiawatha has purchased a half interest in the
State Theatre from J. P. Wooten and A.
C. Wooten. He has operated the Royal at
Hiawatha for two years.

Remodelling Ottawa Strand
Ottawa, Kas. — The Strand is to be remodelled at once in accordance with plans
drawn by Boiler Bros., architects of Kansas Citv.

Torres in M-G-M Re-make
Hollywood — Raquel Torres has had her
option renewed on a term contract with
M-G-M, and was immediately assigned to
a featured spot in "Never the Twain Shall
Meet," a Cosmopolitan special which Lionel
Barrymore will direct. Picture is a remake of a silent feature produced several
years ago.

to "The Passion P'lower," novel recently
published under authorship of Kathleen
Norris. Martin Flavin is writing the
adaptation, with production slated for July.

Guthrie

Heads

Ass'n

Hollywood — William Guthrie, location
manager for Warners, has been elected
president of the Studio Location Managers
Ass'n for the coming year. Guthrie succeeds Jack Lawton of Universal.

Sherman Ambidextrous
Hollywood — Lowell Sherman has been
placed under term contract by RKO as
an actor-director. Terms of the agreement
provide that Sherman will either act or direct four pictures for that company during
the comin.? year.

Richblum Transferred
Cincinnati, O. — Samuel Richblum, sales
manager for General Talking Pictures
Corp., for southern Ohio, with headquarters here, has been transferred to Cleveland
as resident manager.

Blues

Win

has

begun

Victory

Winters, Tex. — Sunday shows have been
abandoned here because of opposition.

Anthony Through at W. B.
Hollywood — Walter Anthony has left the
writing staff of Warner studios after completion of his term contract with that company.

Hollywood — .Many of the local flappers, (hey say, carry flasks. However, they're
filled
withthey
gasoline
are carried
only
when
go out and
on
joy rides.

Texas Theatres Merge
Midland, Tex. — The Yucca and Ritz
have merged, representing an investment
of $400,000. Fred Morley, associated with
the Griffith Amusement Co. of Oklahoma
City, will be general manager of the theatres, which are owned by Midland Theatres,
Inc.

Mulligan Transferred
Seattle — John Ilamrick, owner of the
Pacific Northwest chain of Blue Mouse and
Music Box theatres, has appointed Bernard Mulligan, assistant publicity director
for the circuit, working with Vic Gauntlett.
Mulligan was formerly house manager of
fhp local Blue Mouse.

RKO

Branch to Move

Cleveland— The local RKO exchange will
move into its own exchange building on
East 23d street about June 15, accordingto Branch Manager Al Mertz. This is the
building now occupied by Paramount.
Paramount will move into its new build
ing as soon as completed.

Lewis WarFier on Coast

Carlin Company Expands

Hollywood — Lewis Warner, son of H. M.
Warner, president of Warner Bros., has
arrived here. He is expected to return east
within a few weeks, to continue his activities in the New York oiflce.

Cincinnati — J. Carlin Enterprises will
spend around $30,000 in remodeling Imperial, recently taken over from Dr. G. C.
Kolb. The organization also has acquired
Victoria from Frankel interests, with possession May 1.

Aronson

to Los

Angeles

Seattle — Arthur J. Aronson, head of the
local office of the Western Poster Co., of
Seattle and San Francisco, left last w-eek
for Los Angeles to take over the management of the former Southern Poster Company of that city, recently acquired by
Western. Don M. Beckman, who has been
connected with the local company for the
last eight years, assumes the management
of the Seattle branch. Beckman is also
editor of the Motion Picture Record, Pacific
Northwest trade iournal.

Sunday Shows in Forney
Forney,
Tex. — The
Palace
giving Sunday performances.

All Set

Check
St. Catharines, Ont. — Because patrons delayed their arrival at the
Capitol until they could hear the
Amos 'n' Andy radio feature each
night, R. J. Harrison installed a radio
set on the stage. The program each
night opens with the broadcast number and the regular performance
starts at 7:11). Patrons were invited
to takeatre,in
whichAmos
they 'n'
did.Andy at the the-

Jap Film in Berlin
Berlin — The first modern Japanese icature, "Yakichi, the Woodcutter," was recently e.xhibited in the Ufa Pavilion. It is
the production of the leading Japanese film
organization,
Shochiku-Kinema, Ltd., of
Toledo.

Kalmenson Promoted
Albany — Benjamin Kalmenson, formerly
salesman for First National in the Pittsburgh territory, has been appointed manof the Albany exchange, succeedingH. E. agerThompson.

Columbia Film Started
Hollywood — E. Mason Hooper has started w^ork on "Temptation" for Columbia.
Heading the cast are Lois Wilson, Lawrence Gray and Eileen Percy.

Signs Russell Gleason
Hollywood — Columbia has signed Russell
Gleason for "Sisters." which features Sally
O'Neil and Mollv O'Dav.
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^Lummox' On Top
At Cleveland on
Gross of $16,500
Cleveland — Holy week wasn't as bad this
year as it has been previous years. While
no heavy business was reported, none of
the houses suffered any severe slump. On
the whole, a pretty fair average was maintained, with "Lummox" leading on top
money at the Allen, where $16,000 was
grossed (91%) and closely followed by the
90% rating made by Tiffany's "Mamba,"
taking $18,000 at RKO's Hip.

Weather: Clear until Thursday, then shoivers Thursday: clear rest of week.
Opposition: "Across the World with Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Johnson," Stillman: "The Lummox," Allen;
^'Roadhousc Nights," State: "Cohens and the Kelleys
in Scotland," RKO Palace: "Mamha," RKO Hippodrome. Staae: The Frcrbern Pnssiov Pla^'. "'^hr
"ACROSS THE WORLD WITH MR. & MRS.
MARTIN
JOHNSON"
(Talk. Pict. Epics)
STILLMAN— (1,90(3). 40c-75c. Other attractions:
"The Brats" (M-G-M), Hearst Metrotone news.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 70%.
"LUMMOX"
(United Artists)
ALLEN— (3,300), 30c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
"Bearded Lady" (Paramount), "Forever Blowing
Bubbles" (Paramount song:), Hearst Metrotone news.
Gross: $16,500.
Rating: 91%.
"ROADHOUSE
NIGHTS"
(Paramount)
STATE— (3.400), 30c-60c^ 7 days.
Other attractions:
"Bachelor
D.nddies" (Univ.), Paramount
news, Loew
stage
unit
with
Ted
Qaire,
as
"M.
C."
Gross: $17,500.
Rating: 87%.
"COHENS
AND KELLYS
IN SCOTLAND"
(Univ.)
RKO
PALACE— (3,600), 35-75, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Sixteen Sweeties"
(Pathe) "He.Td Work"
(RKO),
"Moods
of the Sea"
(Edurationa)l
Pathe
news, vaudeville.
Gross: $22,000..
Rating:
88%.
"MAMBA"
(Tiffany)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4,500), 35c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Land of the Sky Blue Daughters"
fRKO), $18,000.
Aesop's Rating:
Fable (Pathe),
Fox Movietone news.
Gross:
90%.

Providence Likes
Brice Film; Pay
$18,900 at State
Providence — Holy Week interfered with
grosses here, but exhibitors found business
better for the pre-Easter season than in
several years. Strong attractions were booked, differing in policy from some showmen's
idea of listing anything at low cost on the
supposition that trade will be had anyway.
Loew State total of $18,900 with Fanny
Brice's "Be Yourself" was best for the week
on a percentage of 95. The RKO Victory,
with "The Other Tomorrow," was fair at
$8,100, and the same at the Majestic with
BillWeaker:PowellCool, inrain. "Behind
the
Makeup."
Opposition:
"Be Yourself,"
Loezv's State: "Other
Tomorrow,"
RKO
Victory:
"Behind
the Makeup."
.Majestic: "Three
Sisters" (vaude. acts), Albee.
"BE YOURSELF
(UA)
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,800), 15c, 50c, 7 days.
Other
attractions: Qiarlie Chase comedy
("All Teed Up");
Krazy Rat cartoon ("Desert
Sunk");
Hearst Metrotone news, organlogue.
Gross: $18,900.
Rating: 95%.
"OTHER
TOMORROW"
(FN)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600), 15c, .SOc, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Darktown Follies," "Spills and Thrills,"
"Haunted,"
Pathe sound news. Gross: $8,100. Rating:
90%.
"BEHIND
THE MAKEUP"
(Paramount)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c, SOc, 7 days. Other attractions:
"The
Racketeer,"
Fox
sound
news. Gross:
$10,000.
Rating: 80%.
"THREE
SISTERS"
(Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 25c, 75c, 7 days. Other attractions: Four acts vaude., headed bv Jimmy Savo,
-\rthur and Morton Havel; "Feline Fights" (Grantland Rice reel); "Perfect Match," comedy; Pathe
sound news.
Gross: $9,500.
Rating: 80%.
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Natacha vs. Mae
Natacha Rambova, once INIrs. Rudolph Valentino,
$1,;'594
Mae Murray,
and wants
.she has
gonefromto
court to get it. Natacha is now a
New York modiste and says Mae forgot to pay that amount for clothing
she bought. So when Mae arrived in
the bigmons town,
on her. Natacha slapped a sum"Oh, that suit!" said Mae languidly
when questioned about the affair. "I
supposebova.it's
advertising
Miss being
RamThe reason
I am for
always
sued is because I have a reputation
for being too easy."

175% for 'Western
Stars' in Frisco;
Grosses $20,000
San Francisco — The local theatre week
was a very good one, generally. Nat Holt,
manager of the California, deserves credit
for the manner in which he put over "Light
of Western Stars," second week at his theatre, doing a business of $20,000 on a 175%
rating. Good weather helped the situation.
Good business was witnessed by both
Wagnon theatres, the Embassy, which
played "Under a Texas Moon," and the
Davies, where more than average business
was produced in this house, which had a
$12,000 gross, and a 150% rating. At the
Orpheum, another good week was shown
with "Ingagi." In fact, the second week
was considered better than the first. A $25,000 take was reported for the week, which
is much better than this theatre has been
doing for months. It rated 160%.
Weather:
Fair, good, then stormy.
Opposition: "Under a Te.xas Moon," vaudeville.
Embassy: "The Aviator," Davies: "Mysterious
Island," Warfield: "Ladies Love Brutes," Paramount
Syncopators, revue, stage show. Paramount: "Be
Yourself," St. Francis; "Light of Western Stars," and
"Up the Congo," California : "Ingagi," Orpheum;
"Other Tomorrow," presentation stage show. Casino;
"Idea," and
Fo.r. Easy," stage show, Fanchon & Marco
"Free

"LIGHT OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Paramount)
(Second week)
CALIFORNIA— (2,200), 35c, 50c, 65c, 90c, 7 days.
Other
attractions
"Up
the Congo."
African
travel
talkie, concert.
Gross: $20,000.
Rating:
175%.
"INGAGI"
(Congo Picture)
ORPHEUM— (2,500), 30c, 50c, 65c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Comedy
("Bulls and
Bears");
concert,
newsreel, organ recital. Gross: $25,000. Rating: 160%.
"OTHER TOMORROW" (Fox)
_ CASINO— (2,500), 40c, 60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Atmospheric chorus ("Puttin' on the Ritz,"
presentation of "Belles and Beaus," stage revue).
Gross: $9,000. Rating: 95%. (Business considered
good, under new policy.)
"FREE AND EASY" (M-G-M)
FOX— (5,000), 50c, 65c, $1, 7 days. Other attractions: Eddie Peabody in person. Fanchon & Marco's
"Coral Idea," orchestra, presenting Irving Berlin's
"Americana,"
Fox talking news. Gross: $22,000.
Rating: 90%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warner
Bros.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), SOc, 65c, 90c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Vitaphone varieties, Broadway's "Vaudevi'le Favorites,"
Fox Movitone
news.
Gross: $10,000.
Rating:
100%.
"THE
AVIATOR"
DAVIES— (1,500), 35c, 50c, 65c, 90c, 7 days.
Other
attrac'tions:
Vitaphone
Varieties,
Fox
Movietone
news. Universal "Chronicle" talking newsreel.
Gross:
$12,000.
Ratine: 125%.
"MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND"
(M-G-M)
WARFIELO— (2,300). 50c, 65c, 90c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Organist, Fox and Hearst talking news,
c.-xrtoon ("Silly Symphony").
Gross: $15,000. Rating:
100%.. "LADIES
LOVE
BRUTES"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2,700), 35c, 50c. 6.Sc, $1, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Paramount
"Syncopators."
Kiddie revue
old
Ramsey.("Market
Gross: Street"
$17,500. before
Rating: the75%.Fire"), HarST.
Other
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"BE
YOURSELF"
(United Artists)
(Second week)
FRANCIS— (2.200), 35c, 50c, 6,5c, 90c, 7 days.
attraction-:: All-comedy.
"Jamboree"
bill, Paramount news. Gross: $8,500.
Rating: 60%.
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$4,950 for 3 Days
Of "Shows" Tops
Flops in Ottawa
Ottawa — In some respects, the observance of Holy Week in Ottawa upset the
even tenor of theatre business, patronage
lieing spotty and attendance very irregular.
"Anna Christie" started off like a million dollars at the Regent, but performed a
fade-out on Holy Thursday and Good Friday. On the other hand, "Show of Shows"
registered
capacity
trade at
F. Keith's
on
Wednesday,
Thursday
and B.Friday.
The
revised "Phantom of the Opera" held up
to good average at the Imperial and probably would have cleaned up during any other
weekAvalon
of thewasyear.
"The
Great
Gabbo"
the
a flop,
but the
people
blamedat
Von Stroheim rather than religious duties.

Weather:
Fair.
Opposition: "Ann Christie," Regent; "Dangerous
Paradise," five RKO acts, B. F. Keith's; "Phantom
of the Opera," Imperial: "Great Gabbo," Avalon;
"Bishop Murder Case," Centre: "Show of Shows,"
B. F. Keith's; "The Furies." Avalon.
"ANNA
CHRISTIE"
(M-G-M)
REGENT— (1,225), 25c to 60c, 6 days.
Other attractions:
Laurel
and
Hardy
in
"Brats,"
Fox 857c.
Movietone news, orchestra.
Gross: $5,750. Rating:
"DANGEROUS
PARADISE"
(Paramount)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,596), 15c to 60c, 3 days. Other
attractions: Five RKO vaude. acts, orchestra; comedy, "Let Me Explain"; "Screen Snapshots," Pathe
news.
Gross: $4,800.
Rating: 85%.
"PHANTOM
OF THE
OPERA"
(Universal)
IMPER]AI^(1,200),
15c to 50c, 6 days.
Other attractions:
Comedy,
"Bui's
and
Bears";
tone news.
Gross: $3,600.
Rating: 857o.Hearst Metro"GREAT GABBO"
(Sono Art)
AV.'VLON- (990), 25c to 35c, 3 days.
Other attractions: "Station Bunk,"
"Romance
DeLuxe,"
Fox
Movietone
news.
Gross: $1,025.
Rating: 80%.
"BISHOP
MURDER
CASE"
(M-G-M)
CENTRE— (1,200), l5c to 50c, 6 days. Other attractions: Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut Yankee orchestra; "Station Star"; Fox news. Gross: $3,900.
Rating: 85%.
"SHOW
OF SHOWS"
(Warners)
B. F_. KEITH'S—
(2,596),
15c to reel;
50c, 3 song
days.cartoon,
Other
attractions:
Universal
newspaper
"nixie."
Gross: $4,950.
Rating:
100%.

AH Okla. City
Runs Finish Week
With Par Rating
Oklahoma City — Local picturegoers took
their pennies and divided them equally
among the five first nms downtown. They
each finished the week on a 100% rating,
an unusual occurrence, especially during
Holy Week.
Pleasant weather helped a lot.
IVeatlier:

Pleasant

throughout

the week.

Opposition: "Second Wife," Empress; "High Society Blues," Liberty; "Melody Man." Fanchon d
Marco "Ideas" (4 days), Orpheum; "Light of Western Stars," Capitol: "Benson Murder Case," Criterion; "The Swcllhead"
days). Orpheum.
"SECOND (3WIFE"
(RKO)
EMPRESS— (1,500), 25c, SOc. 7 days. Other attractions: Universal news. Oklahoma news, Pathe weekly,
"Follow the Shadow," with Lloyd Hamilton. Gross:
$4,000. Rating: 100%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
LIBERTY— (1.800), 25c, 50c, 7 days.
Other attracKrazv Kat Gross:
cartoon$4,.500.("SoleRating:Jlates'"):
Movietone tions: news.
1007o. Fox
"MELODY
MAN"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (l„i00). 25c, SOc. 4 days. Other atnews, Fanchon
and Marco, "Columns"
Idea.
Gross:tractions: Fox$2,800.
Rating: 100%.
"LIGHT
OF
WESTERN
STARS"
(W. B.)
CAPITOL— (1,200). 2Sc. SOc. 7 days. Other attractions: Metro news, Chas. Chase talking comedy.
Gross: $4„S00.
Rating: 100%.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Paramount)
CRITERION
(2.000), 25c. .SOc. 7 days.
Other attractions: Laurel. Hardy in "Below Zero," Paramount
sound news. Jack Caldwell at the Wnrlitzer. "Singing
in the Bathtub."
Gross: $4,500. Rating: 100%.
"SWELLHEAD,
THE"
(Tiffany)
ORPHEUM— (1.500). 25c. SOc. 3 davs. Other attractions: Fox weeklv, RKO vaudeville. Gross:
$2,600.
RaHng:
100%.

Afril
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AH Runs Under
LiBalto;.$lvl«0
For ^Sarah, Son'

Motion

Picture

Free Ads
Ottawa— Credit this one to I*. J.
Nolan, proprietor of the .Vvalon. As
a result of a little diplomacy on his
part, street car condiiclors now call
out the name of the (lu-atre, instead
of the street, at the .\valon stop.

Baltimore — Diirini; Holy Week jjatronage at big theatres here dro|)i>ecl heavily.
Only one came near normal average —
Loew's Parkway, where "Sarah and Son, "
was shown at'ler one week at Loew's I'arkway. Gross was figured at $4,180, giving
it a 95 jxjr cent rating.
All others showed low ratings, with

Chi. Snnbs "This
Mad World" and
House Stops Run

Keith's being hit apparently hardest ol all
with "Swellhead," .showing a gross of only
$4,400 which gives it a rating of 55 per
cent.

C liicago — I'ew honses with-tood the brntal combination of Holy Week and six days
of chill, rainy weather.
"Ladies of Leisure" (Col.) in at the
Woods on a "pink" permit, did $20,800, for
a 200% rating. "Ingagi" (Congo Pic),
featuring gorillas with "It" and native women without, by remaining steady in its
four week at the Garrick, legit house, shunt-

H'ealher: J'ariut/r, cloudy, clear, tvartn oinl coul
with raii> TucsJay
and Thursday.
Opposition:
"Mysterious
Island," and Loew-l' ubiix
unit "Pearls," (with Ai Evans), Loew's Century:
"Cameo Kirhy," Bert Smith Players in "Hcn-PcckctI
Henry" Hippodroine : "Swellhead," Keith's; "White
Sister,' Little: "Hello Sister," Metropolitan: "Double
Cross Roads." Xezc: "Love Racket," Rivoli: "Lummo.r," Loew's Stanley; "Playing Around," I'alencia;
"Sarah and Son," Loew's f'arkway after one week
at Stanley. Slaue: "The .^tnilina Beauties, " Vihia
Troupe in "Parnoose."
one niiiht.
•'MYSTERIOUS
ISLAND"
(M-G-M)
I.OKWS CKNTURY— (3,221), 2Sc-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: .\Ictrotone and M-G-M News, "RcdHfacleil llussey," (Talking comedy), Ilodjie Podge.
Loew-Puldix unit (I'imiIs). starrint: .\1 Evans; orchestra, organ. Gross: >17.850. Rating: 85%.
"LUMMOX"
(United Artists)
I.OEWS .STA.NLEV— (3.6.i4), 25c-60c, 6^ days.
Other attrjictions: Metrotone News, '"Cannibal
Capers." (Cartcoii). "Below Zero," (Laurel and
Hardy talking M-(^-M Comedy). Gross: $13,125.
75'";
Rating: "PLAYING
AROUND"
(First National)
I.OEW S VALENCIA— (1,500), 25c-35c. f. days.
Other attractions: Metrotone News. I'athe Audio Review, "Circus Champs." (Sportlight). "The Brats,"
(Laurel and Hardy talking M-(j-M Comedy). Gross:
$2,800. Rating: S0%.
"SARAH
AND
SON"
(Paramount)
(.4fter one week at Loeiv's Stanley do-.vntown)
I.OEW.S PARKWAY— (1,092), lSc-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone News, "All . Teed Up."
(CHiarlie (Zhase talking M-G-M comedy), "Desert
Sunk," (Krazy Kat cartoon). Gross: $4,180, Rating:
95%.
"LOVE
RACKET"
(First National)
RIVOLI— (1. 9.S2). _'5c-50c, 6 days starting Saturday. Other attractions: '"Live and Learn" (Gertrude
.Astor talking comedy). Johnny Arthur in "The
Paper Hanger." Hugh O'Connell in "Find the Wom.-n." (\'itapIione \'arieties), Pathe siund news.
Gross: J4 SOO.
Rating: 00<"c.
"HELLO
SISTER"
(Sono Art- World
Wide)
METROP()L1TAN-(I.;00).
15c-50c. 6 days,
starting Saturday. Other attractions:
"Kol'ow
the Swallow," (Lloyd Hamilton
talking comedy),
Vitaphone
Varieties, Kinograms.
Gross: $5.6(10
Rating: 60%.
"CAMEO
KIRBY"
(Fox)
IIIPI"ODROME— (2,.S()0). 20c-6(c (. days. Other
attractions: Pathe sound news. Pathe silent review,
"Western Knights," (Educational talking comedy),
Bert Smith Players in "Hen-Pecked Henry," with
acts, chorus, orchestra, organ. Gross: $7,500. Rating.
75%.
"SWELLHEAD"
(Tiffany)
KEITH'S— 3.016). 25c-50c, 6 days starting with
midnight show Sund.iv. Other attractions: Song
reel. Pathe Review, ''Voice of Hollywood," Pathe
news.
Q'oss: S4.400.
Rating:
^S'"r .
"DOUBLE
CROSS
ROADS"
(Fox)
NEW— (I. .=^00). 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Fnx Movietone news, "Mickey's liig Moment"
(Mickev McGuire-RKO talking comedy). Gross: ?7.5n0.
R:ating: 75%.
"WHITE SISTER" (M-G-M)
LITTLE— (267). 3.5c-.50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
"Blue Danube." piano, orcbestraphone accompaniment to feature picture.
Gross: $600. Rating: 60%.

Razzing the Prince
Ottawa — The censors made wholesale cut.s in "Show of Show.s," a
British production. A reference to the
Prince of Wales, not considered as
very complimentary, a wisecrack about
perversion and a can-can dance were
eliminated. When the feature played
R. F. Keith's, before b'jr crowds, a
notice was screened to the effect that
the discrepancies were not defects in
the film nor projection
faults.
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ed Joe Howard's musical comedy, "The
Time, the Place and the Girl," into the
Harris theatre, by being held over for a
fifth week and possibly longer. "Hot for
Paris" (Fox) made chumps of the critics
who were in competition to say the worst
about it, by overcoming the week and the
weather in addition for a gross of $32,600,
or 105%. The rest acted as expected, with
the exception of M-G-M's "This Mad
W'orld," which lasted only four days of a
week's booking at the Castle.

Heather:
rain and chilly.
Opposition: "Such Men Are Dangerous," staae
show, Chicago; "Hot for Paris," McVickers ; "Ladies
of Leisure," Woods; "Free and Easy," stane show.
Oriental: "Lummox," United Artists; "Under a
Texas Moon," Roosevelt: "Loose Ankles, RKO vaude.
State-Lake: "Isle of Escape," Orpheum: "Ingagi,"
Garrick; "Crasy that Way," 30 minutes of Newsreel,
Monroe; "This Mad World," 4 days, "Her Unborn
Child." 4 days. Castle.
"FREE AND EASY (M-G-M)
ORIENTAL— (3,193), 50c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show. Paramount newsreel, novelty
short and comedy. House used blind advertising
during week, dubbing the bill "Take A Chance
Week." Usual program for this hc^use. Gross: $38.800.
Rating: S5%.
"HOT
FOR
PARIS"
(Fox)
McVICKERS— (2.28-n. 7 days, (first week). 50c-85c.
Other
attractions:
"Match
"Play"
(Educ.
comedy),
"Golden
Pagoda"
(Van
Beuren
Vagabond
series).
Paramount
newsreel.
Panned
unmercifully
and
unanimously
by the critics,
to whom
it returned
the following kick-back: Gross: $32,600. Rating: 105%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS MOON"
(W.B.)
R(X)SEVEI.T— (l..=;28), first week (7 days). 50c-85c.
Other attractions: Paramount newsreel. novelty short.
riark and
McCullough
comedy.
Due to be jerked
m its twelfth dav in favor of "Happy
Days"
(Fox).
Gross: $19,500.
Rating: 75%.
"LOOSE
ANKLES"
(F.N.)
STATE-LAKE-(3.non).
7 days. 35c-7.Sc.
Other attractions: 5 acts RKO
vaudeville.
Gross:
$23,850.
Rating: 90%.
"LADIES OF LEISURE" (Col.)
WOODS— (1.175). first week (7 days). .35c-S.5c.
Other attractions: Pathe newsreel, Disney cartoon,
('""itics were delirious but a "pink" draws them here
anyhow. Sensational biz, considering the week.
Originally in for two but may be kept three weeks.
Gross: S21.0C0.
Rating: 200%.
"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
CHICAGO— (3,910). 7 days. 50c-S3c.
Other attractions, stage show, orchestra. Paranio'Uit smmd
news,
comedy, novelty short.
Gross: J45..-i>'\ Rating: 80%.
"ISLE OF ESCAPE"
(W.B.)
ORPHEl':^!— (751). 7 davs. .-Oc-7,V.
Other attractions: Vitaphone shorts.
Gross: .'j^.M^d.
Rating: 85%.
"CRAZY
THAT
WAY"
(Fox)
MONROE— (982). 7 days. 25c-.S()c. Other attractions:
.30 minutes
of newsreel.
'"Choosing
a Heavvwcigbt
CHiampion."
Gross: S5,250.
Rating: 70%.
"THIS MAD WORLD"
(M-G-M)
C.AiSTLE— (,^00). 4 days. 50c-7.5c.
Other attractions:
"Daily
News"-Universal
newsreel.
A flop.
Jerked
in mid-week.
Gross: (4 days). S900. Rating 50%.
Replaced
bv
"Her
Unborn
Child."
Gross:
4
days,
?2,100.
Rating:
110%.
"INGAGI" (Congo Picture)
GARRICK— (1.233), fourth week, 75c-$1.00. The
spectacle of gorillas with a penchant for native women continues to lure them here. Held over for a
fifth week
Rating:
130%.and may stay longer. Gross: $8,600.

McCorinack Eases
Oil al >hij(*slic:
Drops to $9,500
Boston — The

Uptown,

breaking

away

from day and date playing with the Olymjiia and returning to its former price scale
of 75c top, hit the week's high with "Benson .Murder Case," doing $14,000 business
inr a rating rjf 120';f . Metropolitan, showing "Vagabond King," was a close second
with 110% and $34,000. There was a slump
which is always felt in Holy Week, but the
effects were far less than anticipated and
theatres were well satisfied with the week.
.\ Saturday holiday (I'atriots' Day, April
19th) helped to bring u]) the week'i^ totals.
Fifth week of John McCormack's ".Song o'
.My Heart" saw a decided slump at the \Iadead. where the film has been knocking 'em
jestic,
Heather:

Cool,

some

rain.

Opposition: "Benson Murder Cast," Uptown- "Under a Texas Moon," Olympia; revival of "Covered
Wogan" and "Lady Lies." Repertory: "Song o' My
Heart," Majestic, "I'ayabond King." with Charles
Davis and revue on stage. Metropolitan: "On the
Border," Scollay Square; "Lumnujx." Loew's State;
"Lord Byron on Broadway," Loew's Orpheum' "Prince
of Diamonds," Park; "Ladies of Leisure, ' second
week, Keith's "Spring Is Here," Kcith-Albee.
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Paramount)
.METROPOLITAN-(4,350;, 25c, 60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: (harlic Davis in "Dude Ranch," revue,
organ, orchestra numbers. Paramount news. Gro«*:
(UJV.)
$.!4,UO0. Rating: "LUMMOX"
110%.
LOEW'S STATE— (3,700), 30c, 50c, 7 days. Olher
attractions: Comedy, cartoon, Hearst .Metrotone
news.
Gross: S2O.S0O.
Rating:
lOC^i.

{Contimicd on Fai/e
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Johnson Film Is
Low in K. C. in a
Tough B. O. Week
Kansas City — The week was below normal for nearly all first-run houses, although
slightly better than last week. The only
house reporting 100% or better was the
small Royal, with a gross of $4,500, from
"Only the Brave." The Midland with "Be
Yourself" took in $14,200, or 95%. The
Mainstreet did about 92% on "Lovin' the
Ladies," which amounted to $14,000. Pantages reported $9.5(X) for "Murder on the
Roof," or 95%. Globe did not do so well
with "Round the W'orld with Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Johnson," reporting 80% on a $3,750 gro-ss.
Weather:
Changeable.
Opposition: "Be Yourself." vaudt headlining Carl
.'thaw. Midland: "Benson Murder Case." A'ewman:
"Only
the Brave,"
Royal:
"Lirvin'
the
Ladies,"

{Contimu'd on Par/c 42)

The Fatal Word
Berlin — "Room 107." a talker, has
been banned by the Federal censor
becausjp of the word "previously."
.\lthousjh harmless in itself, the
word, when used in connection with
certain portion.s of the dialogue, was
pronounced objectionable and the enproduction rejected.
"Previously"
only tire
deletions
have been
made in
talkers.
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Opfosition: "Hipli Society Blues," Fox Broadway:
"Ladies Love Brutes," Paramount; "Second Wife,"
Orflieuiii; "Peacock Alley." Blue Mouse; "Ingagi,"
Music Bo.r; "Rogue Song," United Artists.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
FOX BROADWAY— (1,912), 25c, 60c, 7 days; open
11 A.M. instead 11:30. Other attractions: Fanchon
& Marco "Skirts" Idea with Neil Castagnoli and 20
Sunkist Beauties. Henri LeBel, novelty organist;
Herman Kenin's stage band; Fox Movietone news,
Mickey Mouse cartoon. Gross: $11,000. Rating::
130%.
"LADIFS
LOVE
BRUTES"
(Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMOUNT— (3,068). 25c, 50c, 7
days. Other attractions: Ron & Don at Wurlitzer,
"Match Play," golf comedy featuring Hagen and
Diegel and Andy (Tlyde; Rose Colombi, soprano; Layne
& (lordon on stage and lobby in popular songs.
Cross: $9,456.
Rating: 98%.
"SECOND
WIFE"
(RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25c, 50c, 7 days. CHher
attractions: Nell Halperin & Co., Frank Potter and
RKOIians; Catherine Custer at organ, Pathe sound
news. Gross: $9,875. Rating: 100%.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
FOX
UNITED
ARTISTS— (945), 50c, 60c.
Other
attractions:
Fox Movietone
news, Metro Technicolor
shorts.
Gross: $10,340.
Rating: 105%.
"INGAGI" (Congo)
(Second week)
HAMRICK'S
MUSIC
25c, SOc,
7 days.
Other Attractions: FoxBOX-(l,835),
Movietone news.
Vitaphone
acts, Pete Ashe at organ. Gross: $11,075. Ra/ing:
145%.
"PEACOCK
ALLEY"
BLUE MOUSE THEATRE— (745), 25c, 7 days.
Other Attractions: Vitaphone acts. Fox Movietone
news.
Gross: $7,100. Rating: 91%.

Johnson Film Is Low in
K.C. in Tough B,0. Week
{Continued from Page 41)
vaudeville, featuring Wm. and Joe Mandel, Mainstreet; "Murder on the Roof," stage acts, Pantages;
"Across the World with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson," Globe.
"BE
YOURSELF"
(U.'A.)
_ MIDLAND— (4,000), 25-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Hearst Metrotone news; five acts vaude headImmg
Carl Shaw, dance revue; G. S. Stanton playing the Theremin.
Gross: $14,200.
Rating: 95%.
"LOVIN" THE LADIES" (RKO)
MAINSTREET— (3,067), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Pathe sound news, Grantland Rice "Sportlight," five acts vaude featuring Wm. and Joe Mandel in "Quiet Please;" Vassar Chocolates orchestra
as added attraction. Gross: $14,000. Rating: 92%.
"MURDER ON THE ROOF"
(Col.)
PANTAGES-(2,166), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Pathe sound news, five stage acts. Gross:
$9,500.
Rating: 95%.
"ONLY
THE
BRAVE"
(Para.)
ROYAr^(2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Paramount sound news; Paramount scenic,
(VVanderlust) ; Paramount Herman Timberg short,
("I Came First); Pathe comedy (''Sixteen Sweeties");
Universal
SCO.
Rating:cartoon.
100%. ("Bowery Bimboes"). Gross: S4 „^,„ "BENSON
NEWMAN—
(2,000),MURDER
25c-60c, 7CASE"
days. (Para.)
Other attrac
hons:
Paramount
„crccn
song,
("La
Paloma")P.->raniount Sound
News;
Clark and McCuIlough
in
All
Steamed
Up":
Lee
Morse
in
"A
Million
Me's."
Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%.
"ACROSS
THE
WORLD
WITH
MR.
AND
MRS
^MARTIN JOHNSON" (Talking Picture Epics)
GLOBE-(1900),
3S-,S0c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Today $3,750.
and
Yesterday."
short
suhicct
Gross:
Rating: 80%. historical
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Business Off in

"Is there any connection between
your
on itsputsound
system,company's
and the deal
one being
out
by another
company?"
a sound
company executive
was asked
by Motion
Picture News. "Undoubtedly," came
the quick rejoinder. "A number of
companies are using our system that
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Inside Dope

Congo Film Runs
Away with Others
On $11,675 Gross
Portland, Ore. — Before the end of first
week the Congo novelty film, "Ingagi,"
with its many amazing and thrilling episodes, shot up new high attendance records
at Hamrick's "Music Box," rolling a gross
of $11,675 and rating 145%.
April showers brought slight increase in
attendance generally. Popular juvenile
stars, Gaynor and Farrell in "High Society Blues," ran a close second with a
gross of $11,000 and 130%; RKO's Orpheum,
in spite
of lowered
prices,
ofi"
in matinee
business,
grossing
but fell
$9,875,
100% on the register. United Artist should
have
drawnApril
better
with "The Rogue Song."
IVcather:
showers.

Picture

way."

ines;
s av
Wo
Moe'
DaysDeLe
7 ws
$10,600 in 3 Days
Des Moines — "Seven Days' Leave," in
for a three-day run at the Strand, made the
record showing this week, with the best b. o.
take that this house has shown on half-week
run for many months. The picture was rated
at 250%, grossing $10,600, and this in spite
of Holy Week. The Paramount saw big
business with "Light of Western Stars,"
with 160% rating for a four-day run. "Not
So Dumb," showing the last half of the
week,
llOS^ on a three-day show.
Weather:ratedChangeable.
Opposition: "Three Sisters," RKO vaude. (4 days),
Orphcum; "Case of Sergeant Grischa," RKO vaude.
(3 days), Orphcum: "In the Ne.rt Room" (4 dys).
Strand: "Seven Days' Leave" (3 days). Strand;
"Light of Western Stars," stage show (4 days). Paramount; "Not So Dumb," vaude. (3 days). Paramount ;
"Under a Te.ras Moon," Des Moines.
"LIGHT
OF
WESTERN
STARS"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 4 days, 2!ic, 35c, SOc, 65c.
Other attractions: Paramount sound news, stage
show with Pat Lone and Sally Sweet, organ solo.
Gross: $12,000.
Rating: 160%.
"NOT
SO DUMB"
(M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 3 days, 25c, 3Sc, SOc, 6Sc.
Other attractions: Five acts vaude., organ solo. Paramount takatune ("Yes, We Have No Bananas")..
Gross: $8,000. Rating: 110%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warners)
DES MOINES— (1,600), 7 days, 25c, 35c, SOc, 60c.
Other attractions: Educ. comedy ("Bulls and Bears");
("olumbia "Silly Symphony ("Cannibal Capers"), Par100%.
amount act ("I Come First"). Gross: $6,500. Rating:
"THREE
SISTERS"
(Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 4 days, 25c, SOc.
Other attractions: Pathe news,
RKO
vaude.,
Fox comedy
("Hired and Fired").
Gross: $8,500.
Rating: 110%.
"CASE
OF
SERGEANT
GRISCHA"
(RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 3 days, 25c, SOc.
Other attractions: Pathe news, RKO vaude. Gross: $7,200.
"IN THE
NEXT
ROOM"
STRAND— (1,100), 4 days, 20c, 30c. Other attractions: Educ. comedy ("Good Medicine"), M-G-M
act ("Virginia Judge"), "U." sound news. Gross:
$4,500. Rating: 100%.
"SEVEN
DAYS'
LEAVE"
(Paramount)
STRAND— (1,100), 3 days, 20c, 30c. Other attractions: Oswald cartoon ("Bowery Bimbos"), "U."
comedy ("Three Damonds"), Pathe news. Gross:
$10,600.
Rating: 250%.

Omaha Shekels
To "Cohens" on
$17,500 Intake
Omaha — Rain and usual Lenten influence
had no bearing on downtown stands, majority of which turned in exceptionally good
receipts considering the pull of relisrious activities. "Cohens and Kellys in Scotland"
was the highspot. The Universal comedy
took a gross of $17,500, rating 125%. All
other runs hit par, or over, with but one
exception, M-G-M's "Montana Moon,"
which could not hurdle the par rating, on
its $9,900 take.
Weather:
Rain for most of the week.
Opposition: "Cohens and Kellys in Scotland," RKO
vaude., Orphcum: "Montana Moon," Paramount;
"Light
of Western
Stars,"
Publi.v vaude..
World:

(Continued o» fage ^7)

M'p'ls; "Benson"
$26,600 is High
Minneapolis — The State, showing "Benson Murder Case," led the class A field this
week with a gross of $26,600, or 95%.
The Seventh
Street came second with a
gross of $9,200, for the second week's showing of "High Society Blues." Third honors
went to the Minnesota
with "Montana
Moon" on a gross of $31,920.
The smaller
theatres were led by the Aster, which played
"The Great Divide" to a gross of $3,200
or a 95%, and the Lyric, which rated 90%
on "A Lady to Love," which brought in
Weather:

Fair.
Opposition:
"Montana
Moon,"
Publix stage show
$3,600.
("White of Caps").
Minnesota;
"Officer five
O'Brien,"
University
Minnesota
band, headlining
acts vaude.,
Hennepin
Orpheum:
"Spring
Is Here,"
Century;
"High Society Blues" (held over for a second week).
Seventh
Street:
"Prince
of Diamonds,"
live acts
vaude.. Pantages;
"Lady
to Love," L\ric: "Benson
Murder
Case," State: "Great
Divide,'' Aster; "All
stock
God's company).
Chillun Got
Wings"
(legit offering by local
"OFFICER
O'BRIEN"
(Pathe)
HENNEPIN ORPHEUM— (2,900), 35c, SOc, 75c, 7
days, 3 shows daily. Other attractions: Five acts
vaude., head ined by "U." of Minn. band. Gross:
$18,400.
Rating: 80%.
"MONTANA"
(M-G-M)
MINNESOA— (4,025), 35c. 45c, 75c, 7 days, 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: Publix stage show ("White
Caps"),
fashion Rating:
reel, news
Gross: $31,920.
89%. reel, concert orchestra.
"SPRING
IS HERE"
(First National)
CENTURY— (1,640), SOc, 75c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.
Other attractions: Harry Langdon in "The Simp,"
Grantland
Sportlight,
Gross: $7,800.RiceRating:
807o. "Under the Big Top."
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
7TH STREET— (1,400), 25c, 35c, 60c, 7 days, 6
shows daily. Other attractions: News reel. Gross:
$9,200. Rating: 95%.
"PRINCE
OF DIAMONDS"
(Columbia)
PANTAGES— (1,675), 25c, SOc, 75c, 7 days, 3 shows
daily. Other attractions: Five acts vaude., news
reel. Gross: $8,000.
Rating: 80%.
"LADY
TO LOVE"
(M-G-M)
LYRIC- (1,238), 15c, 25c, 40c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.
Other attractions: Charlie Murray in "His Honor, the
Mayor,"
news reel. Gross: S3,o00.
Rating: 90%.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Paramount)
STATE— (2,300), 25c, 35c, 60c, 7 days, 4 shows daily.
Other tourreel
attractions:
Lunkhead,"
"Jail Birds."
news
formed"The
short
subject group.
Gross:
$26,600.
Rating: 95%.
"GREAT DIVIDE"
(First NaUonal)
ASTER— (812), 20c, 35c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.
Other attractions: News reel. Gross: $3,200. Rating:
95%.

McCormack Eases Off in
Boston; Drops to $9,500
(Contintied from Page 41)
"LORD
BYRON
ON
BROADWAY"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (3.100), 25c, SOc, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville, amateur dance contest, Charles Chase comedy. Hearst Movietone news.
Gross: $21,000.
Rating: 100%.
"LADIES OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
KEITH'S— (2,900), 30c. 65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Cartoon, Sportlight Pathe news. Gross: $23,000.
Rating: 100% (second week).
"SPRING
IS HERE"
(F. N.)
KEITII-ALBEE— (2,500), 25c, 60c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Joseph Regan
and stage show, vaudeville, including Spring fashion
show of local store,
comedy, Pathe news.
Gross: $19,500.
Rating: 1027c.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Paramount)
UPTOWN— (2,000), 35c, 75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy, cartoons. Paramount
news.
Gross:
$14,000.
Rating:
120%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(War)
OLYMPIA— (2,500), 25c, 60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy, cartoons, Paramount
news.
Gross:
$14,000.
Rating: 100%.
"SONG
O' MY HEART"
(Fox)
MAJESTIC— (1.550), SOc, $2, 7 days.
Gross: $9,500.
Rating: 95% (fifth week).
"ON
THE
BORDFR"
(Warner)
SCOLLAY
SQUARE— (1.800),
25c.
SOc. 7 days.
Other attractions: Five acts vaude.. Paramount news.
Gross: S13.000.
Rating: 100^^ .
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^^liigagi" Clicks
To Tune of 27
Grand at L. A.

Picture

Honored hf/ SaU'H Force

Los Aiifjelcs — Paul Wliitoinaii, tuiniiij;: in
a knockout fij,nu-c uitli "Kiuj:: of Jazz" at
the Criterion, and "Son,«: of tlie Flame," just
toppiii}?
at flow
Warners'
could
not stem itthe
of h. Hollywood,
o. patrons which

•SONG
O* MY
HEART"
(Fox)
HOLLVWOOD-Grauman's
Qiincse (2.023), 1st
week, twice daily, 75c to ?1.50. Other attractions:
Movietone news. Gross: $J1.000. Rating: l.n'"o.
"ALL QUIET ON WESTERN
FRONT"
(Universal)
LOS AXCELES— Fox Carthay Circle (1,650), tirst
3 days, twice daily, 75c to SI. 50. Other attractions:
Abe I.vinan and hand. Movietone news. Gross:
$10,0<»i). Rating:
.'^O':; .
"LKiHT
OF
WESTERN
STARS"
(Paramount)
\A)^ .WGKl.IuS -Paramount (3,996), 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Herman Timberg in "I Came
First": Jack White comedy ("Trouble For Two");
Paramount soxmd news, Milton Charles organ concert. Oppcsit'-on: "King of Jazz Revue," "Devil
May Care". "Be Yourself". "Ingagi". '"niose Who
Dance",
"Second Wife". Gross: $26,000. Rating:
104%.
"DEVIL
MAY
CARE"
(M-G-M)
(After six weeks at the Carthay Circle, playing 50c'■0 tl.50).
LOS ANGELES— Loew's State (2.418). 7 days, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Slarco "Good
Fellows Idea". Movietone and Mctrotone News. Oppoeition: "Light of Western Stars". "King of Jazz
Revue", "Be Yourself", "Ingagi", ''Those Who
Dance", "Second Wife". Gross: $26,000. Rating:
98%.
"KING
OF
JAZZ"
(Universal)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criterion (1.652), 1st week,
7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Ma\'ietone
news. Opposition: "Light of Western Stars", "Devil
May Care", "Be Yourself". "Ingagi ', ''Those Who
Dance", "Second Wife". Gross: $17,000. Rating:
170%.
"SONG
OF
THE
FLAME"
(First
National)
HOLLYWOOD
—
Warner Brothers HoUvwood
(3.000), 1st week. 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, sound news. Gross:
$24,000.
Rating:
171%.

IstNal'lon Top
InToiij^li Studio
Uace vs. Warners
IlollywcMjd — hirst National's studio crew
is running leaps and bounds ahead of its
corelatcd Warner unit in the hot race to
pass the half-way m.irk on 1930-31 production schedules, with 14 of J-'irst National's
scheduled 40 ready for shipment to exchanges. Five units are shooting new stuff
and
10 more arc preparing, a combined total
lineup.
of close to two-thirds of the new season's

foufjht and pushed their way into the
Orpheuni to see "Ingagi," the Congo flicker
which grossed twenty-eight grand, $17,000
more than the theatre's intake last week
when Columhia's "Ladies of Leisure" no§ed
in witli $n,000. Even McCormack's first,
"Song O' My Heart," suffered. The Irish
tenor drew $21,000 at the Grauman's
Chinese.
First three days of "All Quiet at the
Western Front" grossed $10,000, an 80%
rating at Fox's Carthay Circle.
Sunshiny, warm weather hurt most of the
weekly changes considerably, with beaches
playing to large night crowds.
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Warners are far behind. Only 11, out
of a total 42 scheduled, are completed. Six
more are cither shooting or waiting.
First National's finished group of 14 includes the following, listed with names of
star or featured players :
Warners' sales force is expected this
week to surpass the total of 12,000
playdates
secured
last year's
drive
for
Sam E.
Morrisin Month,
observed
annually in May hy the organization.
Last week, more than 10.000 new dates
were siqned up, with the week ended
with total of 37,0i:i. This week's additions, plus those which will be signed
up next week, presage a record for the
observance in honor of the company's
vice-president in charge of distribution.

Four Illinois
Towns Vote for
Sunday Shows
St. Louis — Sunday shows won in four out
of five southern Illinois towns where the
issue was voted upon. A majority of 200
was cast at Rushville, while the liberal Sabbath won out by 60 votes in a hot fight at
Mason City. At Vandalia. where Sunday

"A Notorious Affair"— Billie Dove starred with
Basil Kalhl.one.
"Show Girl in HoUywooif' — Alice White starred
with
Jack
.Mulhall.
"Song of the Flame" — .Mcuandcr Gray, Bemice
Claire,
Alice
Gentle.
"Bride of the Regiment" — Vivicnne Segal, Allan
Prior,
Walter
I'idgeon.
"Back
Pay"
(urinnc
Griffith,
Grant
Withers.
"Bright
Lighte"
Dorothy
Mackaill,
Frank
Fay.
"Sweethearts and Wives" — Billie Dove, Oivc Brook,
Sidney
Blackmer.
"Numbered Men" — Conrad Nagel, Bemice Claire,
Raymond
Ilackett.
"Sin Flood" -Douglas Fairbanks, Jr, Dorothy Rcvier. .\'(>ah lUery.
"Sweet Thompson,
Manuna" — Alice White, David Manners,
Kenneth
"One

banks, Jr.
Night at Susie's" — Billie Dove,

Douglas

Fair-

"Road to Paradise" (former title "At Bay) — Loretta Young and Jack
Mulha'l.
"Mile. Modiste"— Bemice Claire, Edward Everett
Horton,
Walter
Pidgeon,
June
Collycr.
"Under Western Skies" — Lila Lcc, Sidney Blackmer, Fred Kohler.

Pictures now in production claimed for
next season release:
"Heart of the North"— Frank Lloyd production,
with
Ix>retta
Young
and Fred
Kohler.
"Girl of the Golden West"— Ann Harding, James
Rennie,
Harry
Bannister.
"Devil's Playgroimd" — Billie Dove, Sidney Blackmer. Conway Tearle.
"Right of Way"— Frank Lloyd productions, with
Conr.id
Xagel.
Liretta
Young.
Fred
Kohler.
Whiting.
"Top Speed" — Joe E. Brown, Bemice Qaire, Jack

Pictures in preparation at First National :

"Bad
Man"— Walter
Huston,
O. P. Hcggie.
"Little
Caesar" — Fred
Kohler.
"Mother's Cry" — From novel by Helen Grace

Car-

"Forever After" — From play liy Owen
Davis.
"God's Country and the Woman" — Novel by James
Oliver
Curwc^icl
(technicolor).
lylc.
"Captain
Blood" -Frank
Lloyd
production.
"Fortune
Teller" — Victor
Herbert
light operetta.
Original operetta by Jerome Kern and Otto Harbach.
"Kismet" — Starring
Otis
Skinner.
No title- Second
Marilyn
Miller
starring picture.

"BE
YOURSELF"
(United Artiste)
LOS ANGEl.ES— United .Vrtisls (2.100). 2nd week,
7 days, 35c to 75c. Other attractions: Sennett comedy. Tom Terris Travelogue. Paramount sound news.
Gaylord Carter organ concert. Opposition: "King of
Ja^z", "Light of Western Stars". "Devil May Care",
''Those Who Dance". "Ingagi", "Second Wife".
Gross:
S12.0CO.
Rating:
89%.

shows have been given despite a "blue"
ordinance, and at Prophetstown, voters rejected the "Sour Sabbath," but nearby Erie
went "blue" by a majority of 16.

Theatre for Mexicans

11 Finished at Warners

"THOSE WHO DANCE"
(Warners)
IX)S
ANGELES— Warner
Brothers
Downtown
(2,400), 7 days,
35c to 65c.
Other attractions:
"Jazz
Rehearsal",
Carpentier
in "French
Boudoir",
Codec
and Orth
in '"Taking
Ways",
sound
news.
Opposition: "King of Jazz".
"Light
of Western
Stars",
"Devil
May
Care".
"Be
Yourself",
"Second
Wife",
"Ingagi".
Cross:
$12,000.
Rating:
80%.
"SECOND
WIFE"
(RKO)
LOS
ANGRLES-RKO
(2.700) 7 days,
3.5c to 6Sc.
Other attractions:
RKO
vaude,
Path'e sound
news.
Opposition:
"King
of Jazz".
"Light
of Western
""
Those
Who
Dance".
"Devil
May
Care".
Gross:
$15,000.
Rating:
"Ingagi",
"Be
Yourself"
94%.
"INGAGI (CONGO)
LOS ANGELE.<^— Orpheum (2,700), 7 days. 3Sc to
65c. Other attractions: "Mickey's Luck," Pathe
sound news. Opposition: "King of Jazz". "Be Yourself", "Second Wife", "Light of Western Stars".
'Devd May Care", "Those Who Dance". Gross:
$28,300.

Edinburg, Tex. — In the completion of the
Grande, the Mexican population of the Rio
Grande valley has a picture house of its
own. The theatre is in the heart of the
Mexican section of this city. Pictures
shown will have captions both in English
and Spanish. While silent pictures will be
shown for the time being, the theatre is
equipped with sound.
The Grande has been constructed by Mrs.
L. J. Montague.

List of Warner Brothers productions produced and finished since studio reopened
in Januarv :

"SARAH
AND
SON"
(Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's
Egyptian
(1.800),
7
days, 35c to 65c.
Other attractions:
Singer's Mid^rets
m Fancho-Marco Idea, Krazv Kat cartoon. Movietone
news.
Gross:
$12,200.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
LOS ANGELES— Mayan
(1,600), 2nd week,
50c to $1.50.
Gross:
$14,000.

7 davs,

Richmond Business Good
Richmond, Va. — "Our business has run
ahead for the first three months of this
year," Ivan I. Rosenbaum, mana.ger of the
Capitol, reports. "Up to the Lenten season
we had made a much better showing than
we were in position to report in a similar
period last year."

rett.^,
Yoim^r.tloor
"Second
"Dunjbells
Armstrong.

Mystery"

in Ermine"-

Grant
Barbara

Withers
Kent

and

and

Lo-

Robert

"Coura^fe" — Belle
Bennett,
Marian
Xixon.
"Djmcing
Sweeties" — Grant
Withers
and Sue Carol.
"Viennese
Nights" — .'^tar cast in technicolor.
"Matrimonial
Bed" — Frank
Fay.
"Three Paces East" — Eric von Strohcim and Constance Bennett.
"Fame"— Belle Bennett
and
John
Halliday.
"Sweet Kitty Bellairs"— Claudia Dell and Walter
Pidgeon
(technicolor).
"Moby Dick" — John Barrymore (remake of "Sea
King.
"See Naples and Die"— Irene Del Roy and (Tharles
Beast").

Pictures currently in production or soon
to start :
"Come
Easy."
"Big
Boy"
.\\
''Penny
"Maybe

Jolson.

Arcade."
It's Love."

"Life
of the
"Old
English"

Party."
< leorge

Arli-s.
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All Quiet on the Western
Front
(Universal — All

Talker)

Great!

(Reviewed

by

Walter R.

"All Quiet On The Western Front" is vivid,
tense, drama — superbly transferred to the
screen with brilliance. Its gripping situations
held a coast preview audience for two hours
and a half, even though that audience had sat
through two hours of pictures prior to it.
Although the production shows what might
be judged as Germany's side of the war, it
tells a straight story which could have easily
been based on experiences of English, Canadian,
French or Belgium soldiers. There is no sympathy created for war. In fact, it's just the
reverse. "All Quiet" stands as a great piece
of anti-war propaganda.
Universal spared no expense in producing
the picture. It looks to be well worth the
negative cost, reported in the neighborhood of
two million dollars. Even at that figure, the
production rates as a winner for the company.
Lewis Milestone carved a niche in the hall
of fame through his excellent direction and
handling of what was admittedly a tremendously difficult task. Milestone has injected a
warmth into every scene and situation, besides
capably handling the mass battle sequences for
the utmost in realism.
Out of every big production such as this,
there generally emerges a potential star. Lewis
Ayres is the candidate here. His portrayal of
Paul, the German youth, is outstanding in its
natural sincerity and humanness. Avres will
be a "name" bet within a year if carefully carried along by Universal, to whom he is under
term contract.
Louis Wolheim is excellent as the corporal
who lightens tense situations with comedy relief. Slim Summerville, veteran comedian, will
likely get a fresh start through his splendid
performance as a German soldier with a seriocomedy complex. Ayres, Wlolheim and Summerville are standouts in a fine cast, every
member of which is spotted in with fine judgment.
"All Quiet On The Western Front" is a
positive "money" attraction. Its popularity is
certain to build steadily for long runs anywhere.
Covwdy and a touch of musical shorts required for balance.
Produced and distributed by Universal. From "All
Quiet on the Western Front," by Erich Maria Remarque. Adaptation and dialogue by Maxwell Anderson. Screen play by George Abbott. Scen.Trio by
Del Andrews. Directed by Lewis Milestone. Photography by Arthur Edeson.
Length about 11 reels.
THE
Paul
Katczinsky
Himmelstoss
Kantorek
Kemmerick
Leer
Peter
Behn
Albert

Muller
Westhus
Detering
Tjaden
Paul's
mother
Herr Myer

CAST
Lewis Ayres
Lewis Wolheim
John Wray
Arnold
Lucy
Ben Alexandrr
Scott Kolk
Owen
Davis, Jr.
Walter Browne
Rogers
William Bakewell

Russell Gleason
Richard Alexander
Harold
Goodwin
Slim Summerville
Beryl
Edmund Mercer
Breese

(Congo Pict., Ltd. — Synchronized and Lecture)

Freak for Exploitation

(Reviewed

by

26,

1930

Pictures

Ingagi

Greene)

UNIVERAL'S film translation of Erich
Maria Remarque's sensational novel of
the World War is a great, dramatic epic of
motion pictures — silent or sound.
There is a gigantic sweep of the world war
background — plus a humanness and smcerity in
characterizations perhaps seldom before equalled
on the screen. Digging deep into the innermost thoughts of the group of German youths
who were emotionalized into the war "to save
the fatherland," the picture goes a lot further
than merely transcribing incidents of the war
to the eyes of audiences. It gets right down
to the hearts and souls of those who battled
through the mud of France — fought in the
front line trenches — and suffered all the pains
and horrors of the great conflict.

On

April

News

Walter R.

Greene)

a X NGAGI"
is one of those freaks of the
A show business that apear periodically and
crash through to heavy box office grosses because of the novel exploitation angles presented to arouse public interest.
As a wild animal hunt picture of Africa,
"Ingagi" is nothing more than ordinary. Viewed, however, as the clever handiwork of some
smart boys in Hollywood, the picture looks
like one of the biggest pieces of showmanship
that has hit the business in years.
"Ingagi" is frankly a Barnum attraction.
Just how much of the picture was actually
made by Sir Hubert Winstead and his expedition into the Congo country, can only be roughly estimated. But there is a lot of the picture
that was made a long way from the wilds of
Africa — in fact pretty close to the oft-times
touted "wild" place, called Hollywood.
It certainly looks as if the greatest climax
of the production — and the incident upon which
the whole punch is b.ased — was cleverly staged
in jungle settings in Southern
California.
But it's a big show idea — the thought that
women actually live with giant gorillas of the
African jungle — and the story has been advanced without proof for many years in legend
form. But, until now, there has been no pictorial record or other satisfactory evidence to
fully satisfy the minds of the public. The
picture presents that sort of incident on the
screen, atmospherically correct and vivid
through intercutting of long and medium shots.
Such a slant, presented as fact through the
medium of a motion picture — hits the public
like the Big Bertha. Audiences believe what
is shown o.i the screen, with the result that
talk is making "Ingagi" one of the big money
attractions of several years.
After seeing the picture the first time, this
reviewer was not satisfied with certain situations in it. A second and third visit resulted
in the conviction that all was not quite authentic with the pictorial record of Sir Hubert's
expedition. The big gorilla — looTving more like
a clever ape man in a monkey suit every time
he appeared on the screen — was not exactly according to Hoyle. Admission was made that a
"small number" of scenes of the picture were
made in Hollywood several months ago. This
was explained as dramatic license allowed to
every producer, and no business of the general
That the big gorilla also had a double in the
public. of a man in a clever monkey suit, was
form
another admission. This was claimed necessary on account of the fact that Sir Subert
had not been able to secure any closeups of
the gorilla in action, as he was reputedly not
wise to the dramatic requirements of production. But to the writer, it did not seem as
though the ape man did any doubling — rather
it appeared that he carried through his part
from start to finish.
There are other sequences and incidents that
smack of studio staging and stock film, nearly
each one of which is thrilling to the extreme.
Without the insertion of this material, "Ingagi"
would be nothing more than a poor specimen
of an African travelogue that might never find
a market.
The picture starts off as a travelogue, opening in Mombassa and swiftly moving to Narobi,
where the safari is outfitted for a trip inland.
Then follows a series of hunts; with leopards,

hippos, rhinos, elephants and other big game
falling under the fire of the marksmen.
Some of this is vivid, but for the most part
— up until the time of the gorilla episode at
the finish — the film is in particularly bad
shape. Reason for this is advanced as due to
the extreme heat of the region, which made
developing of the negative very difficult from
the quality standpoint. There are hypo marks
and spots throughout the picture up until the
time the gorilla steps into action. Then the
negative is okay. There are several previous
incidents, however, that show no heat signs on
the negative and all of this nlm looks like
studio or stock stuff.
There is sound in the picture, mostly an organ accompaniment that turns out a continual
dirge that is supposed to represent African
music of some sort. Then there is dialogue,
or rather a lecture that explains the various
scenes and incidents as they are flashed on the
screen. The lecture part is particularly good,
even though the musical background is poor,
and interest is heightened by description of
various wild beasts shown.
"Ingagi" is a sure fire Barnum attraction.
The episode of African native women supposedly going out into the jungle to live with the
giant gorillas is one of those things that will
create a sensational storm of interest. The
picture can be ballyhooed on that premise alone
and hit for heavy grosses. But it will be best
to soft pedal the authenticity of what is shown
on the screen ; better to sell the picture as a
freak piece of entertainment — and let it go at
that.
Comedies O. K. with this.
Produced by Sir Hubert Winstead. Released by
Congo Pictures, Ltd. Adapted by Adam Hull Shirk,
Suiervised by William S. Campbell. Photographed
by Joyce, Dillingham and Webster. Musical score by
Edward Gage. Grace McKee, film director. Length,
7,200 feet. Running
time, 80 minutes.

The Furies
(First

National— All

Mediocre

(Reviewed by

Charles

Talker)
F. Hynes)

THERE is nothing to get excited about in
this one, which hardly passes muster as
fair entertainment. It's a mystery drama, with
a murder committed and suspicion pointing to
several of the principals.
The plot is not difficult of solution and the
picture probably will prove a big disappointment
to fans, who will be expecting more from H.
B. Warner and Lois Wilson. They make the
best of their parts, but the story and treatment are against them.
The sequences are jerky. There is some
fairly good comedy in the questioning of the
servants, whose testimony has been rehearsed
to protect the principals at an apartment party.
The investigation by the district attorney is
one of the picture's best sequences.
Jane Winton, Theodore Von Eltz and Natalie
Moorhead haven't a great deal to do. In fact,
by the time the end is reached the spectators
will be pretty tired of it all. There is an air
of theatrics and unreality about it that just
doesn't click.
You may get by with this on the strength of
Warner and Miss Wilson, but steer clear of
promises.
It zifill need plenty of help from shorts to
getProduced
this over.
and distributed by First National. From
play rest
bv Halsev.
Zoe Akins.
and Crosland.
dialogue by
ForDirectedScenario
bv Alan
Length,
6,606. Rurining time, 73 mins. Release date, March
16, 1930.
THE CAST
Fifi Sands
Lois Wilson
Oliver Bedlow
H. B. Warner
Owen McDonald
Theodor Von Eltz
Caroline Leigh
Natalie Moorehead
Gwendolyn
Andrews
.Tane Winton
Smith
Tyler Brooke
Dr. Cummings
Alan Birmingham
District Attorney
Purnell Pratt
Alan Sands
Byron
Sage
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Three Sisters
U- ox— All Talker )

Weak

{Rez/ieived by Red Kami)
THIS will just about get by. No matter
how you approach "Three Sisters," it fails
to impress. The picture never appeals as being
real.
One of the principal troubles revolves around
the casting. Tlie story takes place in Italy and
New York with all the characters, except one,
presumably dyed-in-the-wool natives of Suiniy
Italy. That is, the picture would make you
believe they were, but the pronouncedly
Americanese with which all members of the
cast talk, Paul Porcasi excluded, makes it
difficult to accept the illusion.
"Three Sisters" has a "Four Sons" theme
minus one child and with sexes reversed. Joyce
Compton, June CoUyer and Addle McPhail
are the sisters and Louise Dresser, the mother.
All four of them couldn't have possibly been
more un-Italian in appearance and performance.
Miss Dresser may usually be depended upon
to come through with a pleasing characterization. Here she lives up to promise so far as the

News

on

Pictures

finds difficulty in trying to marry the rich
widow of his choice, in preference to a poor
girl who is infatuated with him. He finally
succeeds in selling the girl and her sweetheart
an idea, however, even though the girl had
charged Sherman had betrayed her.
The story is adroitly told with clever lines,
and the fine acting makes up for the slight
story. It is liable to be considered too sophisticated by the rank and file of picturegoers. Sherman carries the picture, which is
told in straight stage play fashion. Alice Joyce,
Frances Dade and David Manners give fine
support,
but makes
haven'ta asympathetic
great deal character
to do.
Sherman
of
the poet, who would deny love in order to
marry a woman who could support him in
luxury. The play was "The Second Man," sonamed because of Sherman's inner self, which
keeps him following the dictates of his heart.
Practically all of the action takes place in the
poet's apartment.
Novelty, dramatic and vmsic shorts rvill help.

Produced by Radio Pictures. Distributed by RKO.
From the stage
play.by "The
Man,"
by S. N.
Behrman.
Directed
Hugh Second
Herbert.
Photographed
by Edward Cronjaper. Length, 6,317 feet. Running
time, 70 mins. Release date, May 1.'*, 1930.
THE CAST
Geoffrey Clarke
Lowell Sherman
Mrs. Alice Frayne
Alice Joyce
Austin Lowe
Dave Manners
Monica
Grey
Frances Dade

role permits her — which isn't far. The girls
are all native U. S. A. and even Tom Patricola as Tony never gets over the temperament
or the characteristics of the genus Italiano.
On her wedding night, Joyce Compton, ont
of the sisters, stabs the village banker. Porcasi, as the friend of the family, permits her
to escape with Miss McPhail, sister number
two, who had returned from her musical studies
to attend the nuptials. Exit two of three daughters. June Collyer, as the third, marries Kenneth McKenna, a young Italian count the same
night. And so, what was destined to be a
festive occasion results in depriving Miss
Dresser of all her children.
Then comes the war. The warbling daughter is in Vienna, married to her music teacher.
Another is in America and the third dies at
childbirth. With her grandson left, the mother
goes to Rome, is befriended by Porcasi, who
conveniently turns up at the necessary time
and the child reverts to his ducal grandparents
by court order. But the two daughters, now
prosperous, meet miraculously enough in New
York, travel to Rome and are reunited with
their mother when everything looks darkest.
Pretty average stuff, punctuated here and
there by a heart throb. Paul Sloane's direction
is routine in character. He rarely succeeds
in digging underneath the surface of his characters sufficiently to make them real.
Needs stronqest possible support in shorts.

takes under his wing, after Walker's girl puts
up the cash. There is a kick in this sequence,
for she had only $100, which she wanted Jimmie to bet on Walker, but, instead, he took
odds the other way, and the $500 resulting gave
him a stake to put over Walker. The latter
gets ritzy and finally breaks with his manager.
Then, when the girl and the old landlady are
insulted by Walker, they call quits. Johnnie
hits the skids from then on, and in the crucial
fight is being beat up when the old landlady
induces Gleason to rush to the ring and manlovely.age Walker. Johnnie wins and everything is

Carlotta
Elena
Antonia
Pasquale
R'naldi
Ju^Ke
~'*o

The climax is novel, showing the old landlady, ill in bed, listening to a radio account
of the fight. She's throwing a fit when she
hears the boy is getting trimmed, and begs
Gleason to go to his aid. Jimmie does and
gives the boy the necessary advice to enable
him to emerge victor.
There's not much depth to the story, which
follows somewhat along the same line as "Iron
Man," recently-published prize fight story.
However, it has laughs and pathos and a slambang fight for a windup.
Particularly for your action fans. Use with
musical and novelty shorts.

Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by Paul
Sloane. Story by George Brooks and Marion Orth.
Screen play and dialogue by James K. McGuinness
and George Brooks. Photography by L. W. O'Connell. Length, 6,442 feet. Running time, 71 minutes.
Release date. April 20, 1940.
THE CAST
Marta
Louise Dresser
Tony
Tom Patricola
CountSitters:
d'Amati
Kenneth MacKenna
The
Joyce Compton
Tune Collyer
Addie McPhail
Oifford Saum
Paul Porcasi
John Sainpolis

Sidney

DeGrey

He Knew Women
{Radio Pictures— All Talker)

Clever hut Appeal Doubtful
(Rez-iewed by Charles F. Hvnes)
LOWELL
SHERMAN certainly turns in
a capital performance in this comedy.
He is cast as a suave though cynical poet who
has a way with women.
So much so that he

The Swellhead
(Tiffany— All

Talker)

Dandy Program Offering
(Reviewed

by Charles

F. Myites)

'T'HERE is a lot of heart interest, actions
■*• and laughs in this picture, which should
prove
pleasing
ofifering
to any Gleason,
audience.
a prizea fight
story,
and Jimmy
as It's
the
manager, walks away with honors, although
Johnnie Walker in the title role, Marion Shilling as the girl, and Lillian Elliott as the old
landlady give fine support.
Walker is a ham prize fighter, whom Jimmie

Produced and distributed bv TiflFanv. Story by
A. P. Younger. Scenario by Richard Cahoon. Dialogue by Adele Buflfington. Directed by James
Flood. Photographed by Jackson Rose and Art
Reeves. Length. 7.040 feet. Running time, 78 mins.
Release date, Mar. 20, 1930.
THE

Johnny Trump
Bill "Cvclone"
Mamie
Judd
Barbara
Larkin
Mugsy
Clive Warren
Mrs. Callahan

Rickey

CAST
James Gleason
Johnny
Walker
Marion
Shilling
Natalie Kingston
Paul Hurst
Freeman
Wood
Lillian Elliott

Young Man of Manhattan
(I'araniuunt

.Ml

lalkcr)

Splendid
(Reviewed
by Robert 1 1 age)
COMLilNING a cast of unusual excellence,
the directorial ability of Monta I5cll and
a story of delightful sophistication, "Young
Man of Manhattan" packs an appeal that guarantees money at the box-office. While lacking
production values as typified by mammoth settings and large casts, it nevertheless is entertainment of the type that creates word-of-mouth
advertising. There is not a dull moment or
a slackening of tempo throughout.
To Monta Bell should go the laurel wreath
for another example of expert direction. The
deft, light touch with which he unfolds the
story is refreshing ; sequences are carried along
at a fast pace and ended with a punch climax,
and he garners laughs through bits of pantomime as well as spoken gags.
Claudette Colbert is ideally cast as the writer
of a "movie column" and her beauty and ability captivate. But it is Charles Ruggles who
almost steals the show. As a "drink-a-minute"
newspaperman, he gets a roar with almost
every line he utters and he embellishes the
character with a reality that is highly effective.
Norman Foster, playing a sports writer who
is always going to do big things, looks and
acts the part with satisfaction, although a slight
lisp impedes his speech. Ginger Rogers has a
minor part as a baby vamp and does it justice.
Katharine
the adventures of the Brush's
columniststory
and relates
the sports
writer
whose marital happiness is wrecked on the
shoals of liquor and misunderstood laiasons.
The boy goes to the dogs, but is brought back
to his senses when he learns that his wife has
been blinded by liquor which he had left behind when they parted and which she had imbibed. Although believing that she has fallen
in love with another, he goes on the water
wagon, finally bats out the book he has been
writing for years — and there's the usual clinch.
The story is slight, but the treatment puts it
over with a bang.
You can make promises for this. Every one
will like it.
Cartoons and newsreels are sufficient to
round out a program that will satisfy.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. Directed
by Monta Bell. From the novel by Katharine Brush.
Adapted by Robert Presnell. Photography by Larry
William. Length, 7,621 feet. Running time, 8S
minutes. Release date. May 17.
THE CAST
Ann Vaughn
Claudette Colbert
Toby McLean
Norman
Foster
Puff Randolph
Ginger Rogers
.Shorty Ross
Charles Ruggles
1 ) wight Knowles
Leslie Austin
Sherman
Sisters
Four Aalbu
Sisters
Doctor
H. Dudley
Hawley

Spring Is Here

(First National— All Talker)

Lightweight Program Musical
(Revieived by Walter R. Greene)
«tOPRING IS HERE" is entirely too light
O and fluffy — with many draggy sequences
— and cannot rate better than ordinary program
classification. Aside from the comedy characterizations ofLouise Fazenda and Ford Sterling, and a few good musical numbers, there
is little to intrigue an audience.
As is the case with practically all stage
musical comedies, the story plot is very thin.
Neither the film adaptation nor direction added anything to materially heighten audience interest of the picture.
First National's singing team, Alexander
Gray and Bernice Claire, have the featured
spots. Both have good voices, but Gray has
an unimpressive screen personality which is
certain to limit his popularity in pictures. Miss
Claire is okay in her part, but is completely
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Opinions
overshadowed
by both Louise
Fazenda
and
Ford Sterhng
in comedy
roles.
Inez Courtney, as the younger sister of Miss
Claire, carried the comedienne spot most capably. Lawrence Gray is "the other man," and
is just average.
Story concerns the love of Terry Clayton
for Betty Braley. Clayton is a backward and
bashful youth; with the girl falling hard for
Steve Alden — full of pep and personality. The
family is dominated by Peter Braley, who
wants his daughter to marry Clayton. The
latter, after Betty drops him overboard for
Alden, is advised to make the girl jealous by
making violent love to other women. The
transition is instant — as always in musical
comedies — and Clayton goes at his love making
plenty hot. Betty's jealousy is aroused, but
she carries through, but her father banishes
Alden from the home. Alden returns that
night ostensibly to elope with Betty, but Clayton steps in and carries the girl off to the
preacher's himself.
Picture is retarded by attempt to follow
closely musical comedy staging.
"Name" comedies ivith fast action are greatly
needed here.
Produced and released by First National. From
musical comedy by Owen Davis. Adaptation and
dialogue by James A. Starr. Directed by John Francis Dillon. Photography by Lee Garmcs. Running
time, about 70 minutes.
THE
CAST
Terry Clayton
Alexander
Gray
P.etty Braley
Bernice Claire
Mary
Jane Braley
Inez Courtney
Rita Clayton
Natalie
Moorhead
Stacy Hayden
Frank Albertson
Steve Alden
Lawrence
Gray
Emily Braley
Louise Fazenda
Peter Braley
Ford Sterling

The Czar of Broadway

(Vitaplionc

Don

Produced and distril>uted by Universal. Story,
continuity and dialogue by Gene Towne. Directed by
William James Craft. Photography by Hal Mohr.
Length, not set. Running time about 70 minutes.
Release date, not set.
THE CAST
Morton
Bradley
John Wray
Connie Colton
Bettv Compnon
Jay Grant
John Harron
Francis
Claude
Allister
Harry
Foster
Wilbur
Mack
Dane
Harper
King
Baggott
McNab
Edmund
Breese

( Terrytoon-Edncational — JX

Good Cartoon

1009—1

Reel)

PAUL TERRY is clicking regularly with
these new sound cartoons. This one has

Reel)

Sid's Long Count
{Universal-Silent — 2 Reels)

Lacks Laughs

THE cast works hard but it might as well
be shoveling coal. Sid Savior, after going through some stereotyped stuff as a prize
fighter, becomes a demonstrater of an electrical
reducing vibrator which he operates on the
streets, apparently getting the current out of
the air. Slow and pointless. Running time,
19 minutes.
R^m it li'ith a good feature.

School Mates
(Universal-Talker — 2 Reels)

Fair

ANOTHER of the "Sporting Youth" series
and mildly entertaining in spots. It's all
about a fraternity initiation with a burglar butting in for a touch of melodramatics. Loosely
directed and marked by considerable ham acting. Suitable for those who are not hard to
please. Running time, 18 minutes. Director,
Ray Taylor.
Needs strong support.

The Voice of Hollywood
(Tiffany— I Reel)
NUMBER 8 and another of these entertaining series of Tiffany broadcasts from Station S-T-A-R. Ben Turpin is the master of
ceremonies, and gets off some good laughs on
his cross-eyes. He introduces Madge Bellamy,
Alberta Vaughn. Kit Guard and Mickey McGuire. Running time, 11 minutes.
Good for any bill.

Kiddie Kabaret
Reels)

Cute but Dull

AS

193 0

Roman Punch

Worth a play in advertising. It's different,
if bezinldering in its effect. Will help a weak

(Mavfair—2

26,

are clever, the majority
need more training.
The staging is not so hot, either.
On the
strength of novelty, it may get by, but that's
about all. Running time, 20 minutes.
For a kiddie entertainment, okeh.

LJERE is a short subject that gets far off
■*- -■• the beaten track and leaves its many ordinary brethren in the same field considerably in
the rear. "Yamekraw" is described as a negro
symphony.
The subject is imaginative, photographically
and musically. It is extremely modern, jazzy,
hot and as expressive as a musical narrative
can be when developed properly. This might
be termed as a saga of negro life set to the
rhythm of spirituals and the brashness of jazz
saxaphones.
The sets, for instance, are lighted in the
mood of the subject and are photographed entirely at angles in accordance with a recognized
something-or-other in modern art. Murray
Roth directed and injected into his treatment
much
imagination.
Running
time, 9 minutes.

Ashbaugh)

as the Although
girl is the
betBetty
to putCompson
this one over.
John "name"
Wray
is excellent in the title spot, he is new to picture audiences and cannot be depended upon
to help at the box office. The plot concerns
the enorts of a newspaper editor to prove how
villainous a gangster really is in his hold on
the activities of a city. John Harron has the
spot as the reporter. He is entirely satisfactory but the part is neither convincing nor consistent. The story tends to wander at times
but manages on the whole to command interest.
There is a novel twist in the friendship of
the gangster and the reporter with the former
dying at the finish. Several sequences are above
ordinary level, notably that of the poker game
between the gangster and the boy.
Claude Allister, as the kid-glove gunman
who bumps off victims without a qualm,
handles a clever character bit excellently. Edmund Breese, Wilbur Mack and King Baggott
also appear in worthwhile characterizations.
Direction by William James Craft was satisfactory.
Comedies and cartoons O. K.

I'arictics No.

Novel and Different

feature.

April
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Yamekraw

Another Gangster Picture
(Revieived by

On

Short
Subject
Reviews

( Universal — A II Talker )

THE
Czar of Broadway," based on Arnold
Rothstein's life, shows the notorious
gambler in an entirely different light than previous productions based on the same subject.
Although not outstanding in entertainment
qualities, the picture nevertheless shapes up as
all around good melodramatic entertainment
for regulation program bookings. It will probably show greater box office strength in theatres outside of first runs.

News

a novelty this cabaret show staged by a
bunch of Hollywood kids is cute, but gets

tiresome
to the
subject's
length.
With revue stuffdue
being
worked
to death,
it misses
as
entertainment,
for although some of the kids

plenty
It's Coliseum,
all about an
animal
show
staged of
in laughs.
the Roman
with
gladiators
and animals
galore.
plenty oflion
excitement in the arena
whenThere's
the ferocious
puts
on his act. That sequence showing the gang
giving a college cheer for the favorite is a
wow.
Running time, 8 minutes.
For any kind of bill where comedy fits.

Indian Pudding
(Terrytoon-Edncational — lA

Terry Clicks Again

Reel)

THESEing a consistently
Paul Terry high
cartoons
are for
maintainaverage
laughs.
This one is taken on the plains, where the
Indians try to capture the fair young maiden.
It has some wild bits which are good for
laughs. Running time, 8 minutes.
Any
spot where short comedy wanted.

Follow the Swallow
(Hamilton-Educatio)ial — 2 Reels)

Not So Hot

This has some laughs, but they are few and
tar between. Accordingly, the subject drags.
Hamilton is shown with friend wife and the
kiddie at an amusement park, where the various mechanical tricks are used to get laughs.
Lloyd wins a raffle on a Ford, but baby swallows the lucky
A doctor'sforaidthethen
solicited.
Plentycoin.
of advertising
Fordis
and few funny gags. Running time, 22 minutes.
This needs strong feature support.

Peek-a-Boo
Let's Cry
(Universal-Silent — 2 Reels)
ARTHUR
LAKE as a combination bell
hop and amateur detective. You can guess
the rest. It's the old formula with Lake exhibiting his St. Vitus acting in a conglomeration of episodes that are so feeble they ought
to be chloroformed. Very sad. Running time,
20 minutes.
Director, S. Newfield.
Use kick.
it li'ith a good feature so the customers
won't

Honeymoon Zeppelin
(Sennet t-Educational — 2 Reels)

Another Sennett Hit

SOME
great air stuff makes this comedy
stand out. It hasn't as many or as hearty
laughs as some of the other Seniietts, but it
makes up for this with thrills. It's about a
glider
champ, Awho's
battling
with
his
sweetie.
rivalcontinually
sells the girl
an idea,
and she goes with him on a Zeppelin trip to
Havana. They are slated to be married en
route, but when the boy friend hears the marriage plans over the radio, he charters a plane
and overtakes the airship. He drops to the
top of the ship and then climbs into the cabin
in time to halt the wedding, and take his leave
with the girl via a parachute. Daphne Pollard
provides a big share of the laughs, but she
hasn't enough to do. Marjorie Beebe. Nick
Stuart and Edward Earle comprise the remainder of the cast. This has a raft of exploitation possibilities. Running time 22
minutes.
Good for any bill.
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WEST PLAINS, Mo.— Dean W. Davis will
erect a 700-scat house here. Boiler Bros.,
architects of Kansas City, are preparing the

Construction
PASO ROBLES, Calif.— Plans are being
completed by .Albert H. L;irscn of San Francisco for a $165,000 theatre, store, office and
apartment building tor the I'aso Robles Realty

Co.

FLAT RIVKR, Mo.— Plans have been completed forKeiiiierly
the Lead &Belt
Amusementof Co.'s
new
theatre.
Stiegemeycr
St. Louis
are the architects.
ELDON, Mo.— Thomas Chosen will start
construction at once on a new theatre. Plans
are being prepared by LeRoy Parrish of Jefferson City, Mo.
OAKLAND, Cal.— An issue of $1,000,000
gold bonds of the Broadway and Twentieth
Properties, Inc., is to be used in financing construction of the new Paramount theatre in
Oakland.
OAK CLIFF, Tex. — Construction will start
soon on a $50,000 house for the Oak Cliff
Amusement
Co.
YOUNGSTOWN, O.— Plans for the new
Warner house have been submitted to the
building inspector.
CIIARLESTOWN, W. Va.— Jake Goldenburg, proprietor of the Opera House, is to
build in Front Royal, Va.
LARNED, Kas.— The old Electric is to be
razed and a modern 800-seat house erected on
the site by John Schnack. The theatre will
cost approximately $40,000.
POINT PLEASANT, N. J.— Ground has
been broken for the new $165,000 State theatre to be operated by Harry May, formerly
of the Stanley-Fabian chain. It will seat 1,200
and is expected to be completed by June L
LOS ANGELES— The Orange Belt Theatre
Chain is preparing to open three more houses —
the State at San Bernardino, the New Ritz at

ADS.
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EI Ccntro and Rector's Kitz at Pomona. President Rector reports that business is excellent.
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CLASSIFIED

Picture

plans.
TORONTO — A permit has been issued to
Saul Bennett for the construction of a theatre
to cost $75,000.
LUBBOCK, Tex.— ClifT C. Lindsey, manager of the Lindsey Theatre Enterprises, announced that he plans to build a l,S0O-seat
house here.

to 'Cohens*
Omaha
on
$17,500Shekels
Orphenm Intake
(LoilDiuca
jium
f''!/'-' ^-)
"Iric and Easy"
(3 days). State; "Men
Arc Likt
That" (4 dys). Site.
"COHENS
AND
KELLYS
IN SCOTLAND"
(U.)
ORl'lIKUM— (3,000), 25c, 60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Uora Clcniant
& William
C. Walsh
(local
stock
favorites),
four acts
RKO
vaudc\illc,
I'atlic
news, cartoon.
Gross: $17,500.
Rating:
125%.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-C-M)
PARAMOUNT-(2,900), 25c to 50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Cannibal Capers" (Columbia), "Enchanted Forest" (T-S), Paramount news, organ.
Gross: $9,900.
Rating: 90%.
"LIGHT
OF
WESTERN
STARS"
(Paramount)
WOKI.p—
(2..500).
25c to
60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Five acts Publix
vaudeville
with GcorKo
Dcwcy
Washington, Ted Mack and band, Paramount news,
comedy.
Gross: $7,500. Rating:
100%.
"FREE
AND
EASY"
(M-G-M)
STATE--(I.20O), 25c to 40c, 3 days. Other attractions: Univ. nrws, comedy, cartoon. Gross: $2,000.
Rating: 105%.
"MEN
ARE LIKE THAT"
(Paramount)
STATE— (1,200), 25c to 40c, 4 days. Other attractions:
Universal
news,
comedy,
novelty.
Gross: $2,750.
Rating:
UOVo.

Sunday
ShowMo.,
Plight
Looms
for Mexico,
Showman
Mexico, Mo. — Altliou).;li the i^iberty iicrc,
W. onI"". Ivastcr,
Del-'rannc,
got attorney
by with
aoperated
Sunday by
show
the city
is considering prosecution for violation of a
"IjIuc" law. No effort was made to stop last
Sunday's show, the first ever given here.
Both performances were well .tttcnded, and,
with sentiment favoring a liberal Sabbath,
Dc Frannc is planning to continue Sunday
shows. Ministers spoke against the shows
at services Sunday.

Mountain Luke Sunday Shown
Mountain Lake, Minn. — Sunriay shows
arc being presented here despite the fact
they were defeated at the election last
summer.

II

lE^xhihitorsl
Use the NEW
i

OCA. LI TE

SoTundL

Screcim

Vocalite combine* a distinct clear transnrtission of sound >%ith sharp, brilliant
pictures. It enables better projection
because of its mechanical, scientific and
optical features, the result of painstaking
study on the part of the laboratory staff
of the Beaded Screen Co.
IT IS 100% PERFECT FOR LIGHT,
SOUND, COLOR and THIRD DIMENSION
Descriptive Literature on Application

BEADED

SCFEENXOJRP

448 WtST
37^^STRCtT
-tACTOILY
ROOSeVCLT,
NEW

NY.
VOR.K

Silman Synchronous
DISC
POINTS

t
1

Designed Special for
Electric Pick-Up
Reproduction
— FEATURING
No Surface Scratch
More Natural Tone
Clearer Voice Articulation
Eliminates Blurry and
Raspy Tone.
Only by using tbcm can you appreciate this wonderful improvement over the old style needle.
Stnd

Today

for

FREE

Manufactured

Samplaa
by

Silman Distributing Co.
Sound Equipment and Apparatus

620 Grant St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

For Sale
1.000 upholstered opera chairs from
leading: Broadway theatre. Price
reasonable. Address Box 683, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
\ew York.
For Sale
"THE TALK OF THE TALKIES"
synchronized reproducers, new nineteen-thirtv models for sale OR LEASE
at $5.00 a week ! H. D. Laughlin, The
Lifctone Company, Oreg-on, 111.
Equipment
WANTED : Used upholstered chairs,
Mazda Units and Simplex projectors
with Mazda equipment. Box 17, Pembroke, Va.

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

1700 SANSOM

Philadelphia,

COSTUMES

PRESENTATIONS
FOR STAGE

STREET
Pa.

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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Upholds Police
Ban on "Alibi";
Exhibs Nicked
The state Supreme court has set aside
the decision of Judge Harry Fisher which,
six months ago, resulted in the issuance of
an injunction restraining the Chicago poHce
from interfering with the showing of
"Alibi" (U.A.). In the meantime, however, "Alibi" has completed its Chicago
bookings and the only hardship which will
be effected by the court's decision will fall
upon several lax exhibitors who failed to
play the picture on the dates assigned them
and, in consequence, will be obliged to pay.
although restrained now from showing it.
Police Commissioner William Russell
contested Judge Fisher's action on the
grounds that the picture "tended to create
contempt and hatred for the entire police
force." "Alibi" has been refused a permit
by the Chicago board of censors.

"Blues" Plot
Evanston hrow
Overt
of Election
The organized "blues" of Evanston, suburb, are girding to prevent repeal of the ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows on the
grounds that only two wards returned a clear
majority for Sunday movies in the recent
election. The issue carried by a total of 56
votes, but organized opposition is so strong
here there is some question as to whether
or not the city council will be guided by
the vote. The "blues" have retained Chas.
Case, eminent Chicago attorney, to contest
any effort to legalize Sunday movies. Theatre interests may precipitate action, in the
event the city council does not effect the
repeal, by providing a test case, it is said.
One of the two Evanston theatres may remain open on Sunday and, in the event of
an arrest, obtain an injunction restraining
the police by invoking the authority of the
popular ballot.

Knolack Explains Contract
Bookers in all Universal exchanges are
being instructed in the provisions of the
company's new contract and, in addition,
are being taught proper disc inspection
methods in order that imperfections may be
discovered before the discs are shipped out
of the exchange, thus avoiding costly delays for replacements and protecting the
good will of satisfied customers. S. E. Knolack of the New York Universal office, was
instructor at the local exchange this week.
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News

Wabash Ave. — South
THE ballots had been counted and Illinois
had placed its first woman candidate for
United States senator on the Republican ticket.
Charles S. Deneen, a power in Illinois politics
for a decade, had been shouldered aside by a
woman opponent, Ruth Hanna McCormick.
The newspapers wanted to interview her ; their
photographers wanted pictures. So did the
news reels. The Pathe cameraman 'phoned
Gene at
Couer
from the
Republican
candidate's
office
the Palmer
House.
Mrs. McCormick
was leaving for Washington immediately and
would be in her office for only a few minutes
on her way to the train. Had refused all requests for interviews emphatically. Nothing
to say to anyone. Reporters, photographers
and newsreel men had all left for the station
in hopes of getting her as she boarded the
train.
Gene had a plan. He convinced Mrs. McCormick's secretary that the lady candidate
had agreed to read several congratulatory telegrams at the station for the benefit of the
sound news and induced the secretary to entrust the telegrams to the cameraman who was
to bring them to the train.
A few minutes later Mrs. McCormick entered her office. On her heels was the Pathe
cameraman, protesting that the noise of trains
and depot crowds made it impossible to record
her voice at the station. It must be done in
the office. Despite the fact that it was ten
minutes to train time, Mrs. McCormick entered
into
the spirit
of Gene's tostrategy
and consented
to read
the messages
an imaginary
phone
caller. Mrs. McCormick's daughter decided
that the phone must ring for the benefit of the
sound recording devices, so she stepped into
an
room and
her mother's
Mrs.adjacent
McCormick
readcalled
the messages
intodesk.
the
phone and the microphones while the cameras
clicked, and bythereporters
Pennsylvania's
Golden waited.
Arrow
surrounded
and cameramen
While they were still waiting prints were
being made in the Pathe office and a screening
was in progress. A surprise was being unfolded. Mrs. McCormick's phone rings. Her
daughter's voice, caught from the next room
by the enterprising "mikes," comes clearly:
"Is this Mrs. McCormick? Well, this is
Mr. Deneen's little girl," the voice pronounces.
"I wanted to tell you that I think you're a
dirty old meanie for beating my papa." In
answer to which, Mrs. McCormick^ reads a
congratulatory cablegram from Charlie Dawes,
American ambassador to England.
With the look of a martyr, Gene will tell
voti what a sacrifice it was to have to cut Miss
McCormick's greeting to her mother.
Herman Robbtns, president of National
Screen Service, here on his way from the
'>".<■/ fo Nezv York. . . . Mae Murray arriz'incj
zvith live Easter bunnies for a zveek at the
Palace. . . . Harry Lorch to Kansas City and
Omaha to acquaint those offices of Pathe's
national convention plans. Central and Southern divisions to meet here, May 24, 25 and 26.

April
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Chi. Technicians
Meet to Organize
S. M. P. E. Unit
A movement is on foot here to organize
a Chicago division of the Society of Motion
Picture Engineers. A petition was signed
and forwarded to the board of governors of
the society at a meeting held in the Palmer
House this week and attended by 27 Chicago motion picture technicians. Joseph
Dubrey of Bell & Howell was elected temporary chairman of the tentative organization and J. E. Jenkins of Jenkins & Adair,
sound engineers, temporary secretary.

Vandalia Sunday Battle
Sunday movies, which have been available in Vandalia, 111., in spite of an ordinance prohibiting Sunday shows, may be
formally legalized in the near future. A
special election gave the theatres an eightyvote majority. Ministers are fighting the
city council's announced intention of repealing the old ordinance on the authority of
the election.
. . . Max Balaban to West Baden on vacation.
. . . Casino theatre first to report installationsof the new low-price W. E. equipment. . . .
Essaness taking over the Chateau, to open it
in the Fall. . . . Charlie David back from a
convention in Los Angeles.

* *

*

Henri Ellman thinking of taking a bar exam,
convinced that he would qualify as a lawyer
after the time he has spent in court with
"Party Girl" recently. . . . Judge Henry Immenhausen, former exhib, second high of
twelve nominees to be placed on the party
ticket in the Fall elections of municipal judges.
. . . John Clark of Pathe to central and southern Illinois on biz. . . . J. N. Howland, F. N.
salesman here for two years, to Los Angeles
office
in the same sales
capacity.
. .extra
Columbia's
tenth anniversary
drive .for
April
play dates taking a spurt near the finish.

* *

*

Ben Judell taking space May 1 in First National's present quarters. To occupy the baU
ance of the sixth floor office space in the Universal building after May 15, when First National goes to the new Warner building at
I3th and Wabash. . . . R. S. Cramhlet, former
office manager at U. A. exchange here, to the
U. A. Minneapolis exchange in the same capacity. . . . Herman Gorchov of the Superior
Automatic Vending Machine Co. presented
with a baby boy. . . . Henry Herbel off the sick
list. . . . Al Blasco in the Essaness advertising
department after sales and exploitation work
on "her Unborn Child." See you next week.
KANE.
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitors

"Optimism"
will
IN EVERY business you
find pessimists and calamityhowlers. So why expect anything different from the show
game? It is a fact that the business
is overcrowded with such pests
anyway.
But if you were to analyze conditions as they actually exist right
now, plus the outlook for the immediate future, you w'ould, in all
probability, second our motion that
everything looks brighter for the
average showman.
Where, six months to a year ago,
they were faced with gloomy prospects and a tremendous amount of
uncertainty, they now are finding
that business is improving and will,
no doubt, continue to improve. The
public's taste for sound and talkies
has given the entire show-business
an upward trend and with everything pointing to a continuation of
such conditions, we all start developing that feeling of security which
makes for happier surroundings
and connections.

And where "pull" predominated,
we are finding that "ability" is going much further. It's a fact boys,
the die IS cast. The day of the
showman is here and to those of
you, capable of using showmanship
in the right way, the avenue for
progress is long and wide.
But it requires unity to not only
keep up this great start, but to continue the march of progress towards the goal that we all seek and
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hope to attain before we reach an
age that will find us left by the
wayside.
We are proud to feel that we
have done our little bit to help the
great cause of the showman along.
If our efforts for the interchanging
of ideas have helped YOU as an
individual or the whole of you as a
group, we have achieved what the
pessimists termed the impossible.
If brother showmen, all over the
world, find a feeling of friendship
through their contacts with each
other on the pages of the Club each
week, then we HAVE helped.
Never mind what the "cryingarmy of chronic kickers" try to tell
you. Keep your shoulder to the
wheel and you will reap the harvest
of your energies. Keep your sunny side up all the time and unless
we are greatly mistaken you will
gradually get beneath the skin of
the hardest boiled boss that ever
bossed a showman. Once you get
in right you need only keep up your
fine work to win recognition.
If merchants in your town tell
you things are rotten, smile and
explain how a little showmanship can create business for them
just the same as it does for
If you're floundering about and
waiting for the "sorry we can't use
you
any more"
will
sooner announcement,
than you expect.it
you.come
So try taking the other viewpoint
and look for the "increase and advancement" notice. It's better all
around.

"Chick"
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What could be sweeter than a great audience picture to go out and rave to the customers about? Well, here you have one,
possessed of a wealth of exploitation material, plus entertainment that will surely live
up to anything you say in your advertising
of the attraction.
Do you
"Dancing
Daughters"?
Well,
you remember
can capitalize
on that
angle for
this one because of the nature of the story.
And when it comes to names, you have besides the star, Joan Crawford, the following:
John Mack Brown, Benny Rubin, Cliff Edwards, Ricardo Cortez, Karl Dane and Dorothy Sebastian. My own suggestion, with
the above cast, is to play up, after the star,
Cliff Edwards and Benny Rubin. They are
absolutely a riot and should afford you
ample opportimity to plug them in all your
advertising. A line such as: "Benny Rubin,
plus Cliff Edwards, plus one flivver, minus
?"
tooth angle
oneAnother
you can work out is that
this picture is a musical western comedy.
I wouldn't overdo this phase because it is
apt to give them a wrong impression or
confuse them with the many filmusicals
which are crowding the market right now.
For tie-ups, you can figvu-e on using dress
shops on quite a large scale, because while
the background of the picture is western,
Joan and her friends display some mighty
neat looking frocks that will certainly appeal
to the ladies of the audience.
Atmospheric fronts lend themselves to
this one in great style. The fixing up of a
lobby or foyer corner to represent a cowboy
and Crawford at a typical camp-fire setting,
should prove eye-arresting if worked out
right, and a photograph, hidden in the same
setting, to play the songs from the picture,
especially "The Moon Is Low," would make
it even more impressive.
Cut-outs of Joan, Brown and the two
comedians, Edwards and Rubin, will help
you on your marquee if you go in for this
kind of stuff. Announcements calling attention to the star's past success will build up
to the opening for this one. It will probably be voted the best of her "talkie" career
by your patrons.
If you care to go into street ballyhoo stuff,
you can assemble a group of cowboys and
one girl (to resemble Joan as near as possible) and let them ride through the city and
especially the downtown section where such
a gag will make 'em stop and look.
A suggestion for a teaser campaign might
be a line like this: "Girls, what would you
do under a Montana moon?" "Let Joan
Crawford show you the latest styles in love
while under the 'Montana Moon.' "
Music stores will naturally co-operate because of the several songs used throughout
the picture. Besides "The Moon Is Low,"
you have "Montana Call," "Happy Cowboy" and 'Sing a Song of Old Montana."
"iet your radio station to plug the "Moon Is
Low" number because it is a peach of a
crooning song. If you can work the different local orchestras, have them plug it as
well and if possible get the announcement
with such tie-ups to call attention to the
picture. If they get that tune in their heads
thev will be humming it all the time.
You don't have to hesitate one moment
about playing up Joan to the skies. Let
her predominate in all your advertising, but
don't forget to give Edwards and Rubin
second play.
Try to combine the two ele-
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ments and use plenty of good teaser copy in
all your advance campaigns. "Take a Lesson in Modem Love from Joan Crawford,"
"It Took a Great Big Cowboy to Tame
the Wild will
Joan"answer
and other
lines of a similar
character
the purpose.
The possibilities are unlimited. The picture is box office honey, so don't let anything
stand in your way of putting it over.
They'll like it and then some. But don't
try letting the star's name do all the plugging for the picture. That may be well
enough when a bum one comes along. With
"Montana Moon" you want to make sure
that every possible customer knows that
you have a corking good picture and con-

In presenting these exploitation reviews, it was never our
intention to make them parallel
a press sheet or exploitation
broadside. Our sole object was
to pass on our own viewpoint
about these different pictures
and, if among all of the various suggestions offered, you
find a thought, here and there,
which appeals to you, then we
have not labored in vain.
A very distinct line should be
drawn between these reviews
and any other material published or broadcast by the various companies, in that they are
trying to get their points over
to you and we are trying to get
ours. If all the publicity departments in the show business
were to function in the interests of the average house manager, who must be exploitation
man besides, it would be a marvelous thing for the business.
But since each is concerned
with his own various problems, we have attempted to
start something that would be
really different, and apparently we are succeeding.
We have every hope that this
phase of the Club's activities
will not only continue, but expand and improve as we go
along. It was certainly a mansized chunk we bit off when we
took this added burden onto
ourselves, but we will try to feel
that the ends justify the work
involved. On such weeks as we
can only pass along but one or
two reviews, you must bear
with us and try to remember
that other matters of equal imin the Club's
operation haveportancedeprived
us of
the
time needed to review pictures.
"Chick"

"LADIES OF LEISURE"
Columbia

There is hardly a town or hamlet on the
map where the name David Belasco is unknown, so you will have a good name to
start off with by connecting Belasco with
this picture through advertising, extensively,
the fact that it was adapted from his famous
stage play. The more this angle means to
you the more it should be plugged.
Some of the names in the cast should certainly mean something to your theatre. You
have Lowell Sherman, Ralph Graves, Marie
Prevost, Nance O'Neill, Barbara Stanwyck
and Johnnie Walker. The same advice in
the first paragraph applies here. Play up
those names holding the greatest value to
your b. o. They all play parts worthy of
whatever billing you give them.
Teaser material, of the interest-creating
type, might be worked out along lines as
follows: "A Story of a Girl Who Went
Through
Find Real
Happiness,"
"A Story
of Real Hell
Love tofrom
Life That
Will
Thrill You." And similar lines all aimed at
the same objective. The same thought
could be applied to your first big announcement, but at any rate, make sure that your
teaser material ties right in with your regular ads when they are run in the papers.
This type of story holds unusual appeal
to the women-folks and should therefore
be worked from every conceivable angle in
this direction. Personal letters from the
management of the theatre. Previews for
the leading ladies' clubs of the city, with
their opinions of the story, might be worked
if YOU consider the idea feasible yourself.
Get the ladies steamed up and anxious to
see this picture and you will certainly increase your regular b. o. receipts.
Get a set of the stills and they will immediately give you an idea what kind of store
tie-ups are possible on this attraction. From
the picture itself, we should think that
Furniture Stores (bedroom suites), Household Appliances, Jewelry Stores, Gents'
Shops, Ladies' Wearing Apparel, Travel
Bureaus (scenes show Stanwyck and Sherman on boat). Art Shops (Graves plays part
of artist) and others besides. Good window
displays, plus the right kind of copy for the
picture plug in those windows should do
lots
in helping
all about
on the them
screen.want to see what it's
Good teaser copy might include "What
of Leisure'?"
those 'Ladies
they do, yet
do
'Dangerous,
'Ladies
Leisure,'
" "You'lllovely,
hate, those
then pity
theseof
'Ladies
Leisure.'could
" be worked out with
Front of
displays
life-size cutouts of Stanwyck and Prevost,
beautifully gowned. Sherman in a full dress
suit will most always get a second look from
the femmes. Possibly the exchange posters
will (by chance) give you stuff that will
help you work the above cutout angle. If
you happen to have a spare comer or space
in your lobby or foyer, you could fix it up
Mrith borrowed figures from some shop in
town, plus gorgeous gowns, to carry out the
effect, and surely you can promote such
things through a credit card on the display.
Arrange it in a theatrical and showmanuke
manner, as though the folks are witnewsing
a scene from the picture. The cusUmers
(especially the ladies) will stop, if only to
take another look at the gowns.
A last minute thought: Try to work out
a special ladies' tea matinee for every afternoon of the run. You can tie up a different
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ladies' club or society for each afternoon and
they can sell tickets on a percentage plan. It
will bring many new customers into the
theatre and will also create some goodwill
from an angle where it can be made to
count for a whole lot in the future.
Don't run this one where it "hits" on days
when you play to big kiddie business. Not
only is the picture N.G. for them, but it
won't mean a thing to 99 per cent of them
anyway. It's an adult's picture in every
sense of the word and your appeal in advertising, or otherwise, should be aimed in that
direction. Trying to work in a high school
night or anything else like it will be apt
to bring you trouble and adverse criticism.
Keep clear of "bum steers" and you should
be able to bring some extra dollars into the
theatre.

"THE BENSON

MURDER

Paramount

CASE"

If any of the other Van Dine stories
pleased your patrons, then this one will go
over. Pictures of this kind lend themselves
to exploitations and publicity in a natural
a way and most any kind of a showsort of
man can do wonders with it.
Your best star bet is, of course, William
Powell. And since he comes back in a
role which he helped make famous on the
screen, you would be crazy not to play it
up from that angle in every possible way.
Newspaper teaser lines, such as, "Here's
Philo Vance Again," "Philo Vance solves
another famous mystery" and similar stuff
will surely lend to your interest-creating
gags. Play up his work in the other stories.
Tell them what Philo Vance accomplished
in solving the famous "Canary Murder
Case," "The Greene Murder Case," etc., etc.
It offers vast possibilities and should be
used to the best possible advantage because
of the connection, not only in the series of
stories, but because he played the same role
in the others. Keep away from connecting
him with "Street of Chance" because of the
wide difference in the type of st;ory and
since it may detract from your intensive
campaign connecting Powell with the character of Vance.
You have a stock market angle which
should also add to your exploitation stuff,
especially if you can tie it in to good advantage. Get yourself some tickers, fake 'em,
build 'em, do anything to create that atmosphere in connection wi'h the picture, as it
. dds to the interest of the other exploitation
angles. A lobby or foyer display with the
use of a ticker (in operation, if possible),
cutouts of Powell and Pallette — the latter
is also well known as Sergeant Heath in the
previous Van Dine pictures.
Surround your entire trailer and house
advertising stuff with as much mystery as
possible. All sorts of effects can be worked
out in this respect and it will do a lot
towards building up more than passing interest. Cards passed out to departing
patrons by your ushers should start the
mystery-ball a rolling, by the use of good
mysterious copy. This can be changed
with each change of program for several
weeks prior to the opening announcement.
Mysterious copy on trolleys, busses and
taxis will likewise contribute to the same
impression and will make the customers
wonder what it is all about.
Then when
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the copy is changed to tie in with the picture you have already accomplished a whale
of a lot of start-off material.
Ticker-tape in an envelope can be used
for both teaser as well as current copy to
plug the picture. Imprint the small envelope to read something like this: "Here is the
reason for the 'Benson Murder Case,' coming to the Blank Theatre," etc. It will give
them something to talk about besides fulfilling its purpose of creating interest.
Other sidelights worthy of consideration
are, special previews for the police department, mayor, lawyers, etc. Tags to be
worn by the kiddies with copy something
hke this: 'DETECTIVE, trying to solve
'THE BENSON MURDER CASE,' coming to themen,
Blank
A group
ballyhoo
all Theatre."
dressed like
Sherlockof
Holmes, with exaggerated
magnifying
glasses, typical Holmes pipes in their
mouths and all the other trimmings necessary to carry out the effect. They can work
individually or in groups. Down on their
knees at busy intersections of the city.
Staring at men or women and comparing
them with, supposedly, printed descriptions.
This sort of stuff is bound to get 'em laughing and with a little pull you should get a
break from your newspapers. Same gag in
lobby should prove effective. As to means
of passing along the connection between
such a ballyhoo and the picture, you can
work that out to best suit your conditions.
Cards, signs or sealed envelopes, are all
feasible for this gag.
Store tie-ups can be effected by a cooperative arrangement, whereby every merchant in on the tie-up should prominently
display signs reading: "Whether You're
Shopping for. .. (merchandise) .. ., or Shopping for Thrills, See 'The Benson Murder
Case' at the Blank Theatre." You furnish
the signs and the merchant gives you the
space in his window, either for just the sign,
or for some sort of a good display tying the
theatre and the store together. This one is
workable in every line of business and if
you stand in right with your tradespeople
you should get some sort of help to put the
idea over.
If your paper runs a financial page, you
should use that page for good teaser copy.
The greater the interest in your city in
financial affairs, the more play this angle
should receive.
The picture has everything a live-wire
showman wants.
So go to it.

"FREE AND EASY"
M-G-M

If you start out to sell this one, you should
know right from the start that the title
don't mean anything at all, other than that
it's
the title
of a song which breaks along
towards
the finish.
The title and advance notices were supposed to convey the thought that this was
a Buster Keaton picture, but when it opened
at the Capitol in New York, the announcements, advertising and trailers carried his
name among all the others, including William Haines, Lionel Barrymore, William
Collier, Sr., Gwen Lee, Karl Dane and
others. I should hate to pass along such
advice to the boys throughout the country
as it certainly represents poor judgment.
Those characters, for the most part, make
mighty small appearances in the picture.
"The actual cast, if you want facts, consists

of Buster Keaton, Anita Page, Trixie Friganza and Robert Montgomery (if that
means anything to you). The rest are only
seen
passing
and don't add one
bit tointhe
value sequences
of the production.
As for the exploitation possibilities of the
pictureof itself,
you taken
can play
the studio.
"real"
shots
the story
right up
in the
The comedy slants, especially as put over
by Keaton and Friganza, will get some
mighty good laughs and surrounded with a
real interest provoking campaign, built up
before the opening announcements, it ought
to gel over with pretty good results.
One line in the picture lends itself particularly well to both teaser and regular
use, and that is "The Sween Has Cooned."
I'd play
it upin for
it is worth,
and will
it's
worth
plenty
this all
picture.
The girls
feel bad about Anita not making good in
Hollywood, but even they will get over that.
Advertised properly, they won't care an
awful lot because it is Buster Keaton's picture and what happens to him is of first importance to andience reaction, providing
they know he is the star.
A tie-up with your Chamber of Commerce
or other local organizations to sponsor a
'Popularity Contest" for the prettiest girl in
the town, works right in with this picture
and by a series of eliminations on your
stage, it will build up considerable interest
if you make an announcement from the
stage, each elimination night, that the winner will be selected on the opening evening
of "Free and Easy," a picture in which Anita
Page starts from her home-town as a beauty
winner, to make a success of a movie career.
Try to line up your merchants and combine
a good Fashion Show with all the trimmings
into this suggestion. If you can't engineer
it along those lines, you can still try to
work it as a straight theatre stunt.
For a display you might try to build a
battery of fake movie cameras and erect
them on top of the marquee. Some funny
cutouts of Keaton along with the display
will add to it considerably. The same idea
could be worked out for front or lobby disto plug the picture and fit the attractionplaysperfectly.
"How Buster Messed Up the Movies,"
'Buster 'Busts' Up Hollywood," "How
NOT to Be a Movie Actor," all constitute
good copy for your teasers, house programs,
trailers, or regular newspaper ads. Create
and build up as much interest as possible on
the Hollywood theme and sell it from both
the background as well as the star angles.
Keep away from any mention of the "suoposedly" big name cast, other than to let
them know that they appear in the picture,
but DON'T emphasize it too much, unless
you arebacks willing
to stand for whatever kickyou may get.
Another thought which may appeal to you
is the idea of staging comedy screen tests
on your stage for several nights, before and
during the run of the picture. If you can
work this suggestion out and handle it in
a showmanlike manner it will certainly draw
some extra money into the b. o.
This type of picture lends itself to street
ballyhoo gags and of course one of the best
bets along this line is an open, flat truck
with either cutout figures or real ballyhoo
men taking the parts of director, cameraman
and actors. Suitable copy can be attached
to such trucks, similar to the teaser lines
above about Hollywood.
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Novelty seems to be the
keynote of the work being
turned out on every new
change of show by Dave Borland, live-wire manager of the
Metropolitan
Theatre in Reg=^^=^^^=^^=^^^=^^=ina, Sask., Canada, for it
seems that whenever we come across any samples of his work
there's a new slant or two in it.
All that you need do in order to agree with us is to take
a look at the ad we are reproducing which Dave used
You doybtleaa wiU recall
as an advance plug for "Such
rtading In the newspapers last year
about the STRANGE DISAPPEARMen Are Dangerous." By selANCE OF CAPTAIN ALFRED LOWecting a head that would imENSTEIN. THE BELGIAN FINANCIER, from hia aeroplane during a
mediately catch the eye, he
flight across the English Channel Taking this as her theme, ELINOR GLYN
had
the
readers
of the papery
has brought to the TALKING PICTURE SCREEN the strangest etory
perusing every line of the ad
ever filmed under the title of "SUCH
MEN
DANGEROUS."
and as you will note from the
her* laARE
the theme
of the story: In short,
make-up of the copy it sureOviER THE ENGLISH
CHANNEL IN THE BLACK OP
ly sells. In addition to telling
NIGHT a raillionalre. deserted by hlB
beautiful wife because of hii repulsive
the readers a little about the
ugllneu. disappeared from hia luxurious
picture he has injected a
plane.
Returning a year latef,
"news" angle into it, by comauave. debonair, handsome, gallant—
the roaeterpiece of a plastic surgeon, he
paring it with the mysterious
Btartled the world with his amazing
transformation, and proceeded to enact
disappearance of a former
a terrible revenge ou the wife who had
deserted bim.
public figure. Ads like this
The LATE KENNETH
should sell shows in any house
HAWKS directed "SUCH MEN ARE
DANGEROUS." and it was on the aeroand it is our guess that Dave
plane sequence of this production that
be met his death in the craah of two
is so well acquainted with his
planes above th« water. HIE LAST
WORK IS A CREDIT TO HIS NAME.
patrons' likes and dislikes that
Hear! Thh Different.
he knows the right medium of
See!
Unusual Picture
copy to use at all times.
**Such Men are
Here's another slant on the
same picture in the form of a
ballyhoo.
The driver of the
Starts
Dan
ger
ous
^*
car,
announced
the producMonday
Warner Baxter
tion's highlights through
horns, placed where the holes
are. The car was parked at
the busiest sections
of the
city and whenever
a crowd
gathered the announcer would begin his talk.
While the auto
cruised about the streets, music was played through the horns
and this did a lot
to attract attention
to the picture. On
the announcement
gag, Dave had a
good bet since
there i s nothing
more valuable than
a personal contact
of this sort.
With show merchandising such as
this being turned
out daily by Dave,
it is small wonder
that he keeps his
house up among
the leaders of our
and we know
he will
up-to-the-minute Canadian showmen
continue the good work.
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Borland Injects
A Novel Slant In
His Advertising

EARL

News

says:

"I am enclosing three bucks for my subscription.
.... What fun is there managing a theatre without the MOTION PICTURE NEWS and above all
your columns?
Manager,
Lincoln Theatre,
Arlington, N. J.

Stan MacNeill Has
AGag That Perhaps
YouVe A Spot For

Did you ever wonder what
use you could make of certain
exit doors in your house? Or

perhaps
tion toyou're
make not
muchin auseposiof
them.
At any rate, we have
a stunt so good, that we are
passing it along to the rest of the Club in the event that it may
help somebody else.
The display of photos we are showing will give you an idea
manager
S. H. "Stan"
of the angle, hit upon, and used by
of the MacNeill,
Capitol
in
Smith
Falls,
Theatre
Ont., Can., and which he is
finding very profitable. To
create a display like this.
all you need is a paint
brush and a lot of paint.
On the inside of his exit
doors, Stan painted his
coming attractions and
since he seems to be one
swell
wielder
there's
no
use brush
remarking
about
the
beauty
the work.
an
angleof that
anyoneHere's
with
a little ingenuity can use
and we're more than glad
to pass it on. Another advantage of this thing, we
want to state, before the
question comes up, is that
it can be washed off with a
wet cloth and thus you
have a perfect "canvas" for
your
next the
attraction.
From
other photo
you can glean that Stan
must take a great deal of
pride in his theatre, as he has taken the trouble to paint an
institutional plug on the windows of his car, which, since he
travels a great deal during the course of business^ benefits the
theatre mightily. It is too bad that the photo we have on hand
showing his window display on "Sally" was not suitable for
reproduction due to the darkness of the print but we would
like you to know that it was a very nice tie-up and was engineered with a local pharmacist.
Many thanks, Stan for passing this one along to us and we
want to state that with the kind of work you're displaying up
there in Smith Falls, business has got to be above par.
One of the many fine things
accomplished by Manager Joseph S. Borenstein on his camChristie"
playing paign
at for
the"Anna
Public-Imperial
Theatre, Pawtucket, R. I., was
a cut-out of Garbo in the
lobby that was hooked up to receive and give information about
the picture.
In the head of the Garbo cut-out was an ordinary telephone
mouthpiece and just above was a sign inviting people to ask
questions about Greta in her first all-talking picture "Anna

Jos. Borenstein Is
Still Very Active
In Pawtucket, R. I.

Concealed behind the cut-out was a loud speaker from a
radio set. All this was set compactly on an easel. On the
Christie."
other end, the apparatus consisted of a head set connected with
a mouthpiece in the lobby. Another mouthpiece connected
with the loud speaker in the lobby giving a simple telephone
system amplified on one end by the chassis of a radio set.
The entire apparatus cost $1 for wire and another dollar for
a battery; the radio set and incidentals being borrowed from a
radio dealer. Of course, the cost of a girl to answer questions
and ballyhoo the picture was extra but this was quite small in
comparison to the publicity derived from the stunt.
Good work, Joe, we had been wondering what had happened
to you since your name did not seem to appear so frequently
on the Club pages.
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From the way Billy Stillman has started off it looks
as though the Ritz Theatre on
Central Avenue, Jersey City is
going to be on the map plenty. As most of his friends and
—
fellow
club
members
are
aware, Billy has just been transferred to the managerial post
at the Ritz.
As a starter for his activities he made up these door hanger>
on "Officer O'Brien."
which
let the people know
that there
was a theatre in the town offering the
best in entertainment
in addition
to
The
de luxe.
a showman
featuring
\
^
/
heralds were made up in red and
black and presented a striking effect
when hung on the cars.
From the copy you will be able to
Report t«
get the idea as to their being read.
We know if we saw a summons hangwe'd more than
door Billy
our autoangle
look.ing onAnother
has worked
alias Wm. Boyd
into his copy is the starting times of
at
the feature, which, believe us is certainly appreciated, as it saves people
the trouble of calling up and if they
CCnTRAL AVXMJt. JIRSEY CITr
a pichappen to be in the mood forheralds,
ture and are looking at the
Thus Week
well "there's no time like the present."
Thur. Fri. Sat..
Oke, Billy, you know we have a
March 27, ZS & X9
that you're going to more than
hunch
1 o'clock, 7 and < p. tn.
bring that house up among the leaders in the Jersey division since in the
past you have been displaying some
mighty fine examples of showmanship. So in order that our
prediction will pan out right it is going to be necessary that
you keep us posted frequently, then the Club too can see
what you are doing.
=
Are you ever pestered
by
persons requesting passes? Or
perhaps the guy who "knows
the manager, I'll get you a
pass" bothers you. Well, it
remained for Albert J. Siner,
assistant manager of the Imperial Theatre in Pawtucket, R. I., to discover a solution to
this problem.
When people used to bother him and Joseph S. Borenstein
for passes they had to do some tall
talking. And by doing so much talking they were wasting valuable time.
Then came the great idea. A card
was made up to be used for cases of
this sort, and when you take a look at
it below, you will have to agree that
it sure takes tlie cake.
Where this laugh riot was hung, we
don't know. Perhaps it was used as a
calling card by one of those six foot
nine inch doormen we see in front of
the New York Paramount (if that size
standard is observed in Pawtucket) and

Billy Stillman Is
Selling Shows By
Using Good Stunts

LAFFS"

"LOBBY

By Dick Kirschbaum

SUMMONS

OFFICER
O'BRIEN

Ritz Theatre

Here's the Reason
No "Crashers"
Why the
Hit
Imperial

handed to persons who say " 'Sail right,
I know the manager."
So if there is a spot anywhere that
there's a pass "kibitzer"
you can use it (no doubt about it,
in every town) make up a
sm.all one and hang it in
back of the doorman for a
day or two, so that when
your regular crashers come
along, all that will be
necessary is to point to the
new sign.
Okay, Albert, we believe
that this is going to be welcomed by a good many
showmen around the country and we want to thank
you for passing it along to

'The patron is ALWAYS

right??'

us. Give our regards to Mr. Borenstein and tell him we want
to hear from him again mighty soon, since his activities in
the past have been very interesting.

J. V. Ward Uses a
Capital Catchline
For
His Capitol
=-— — ^— ^^—

^^^^^=^^^^^=— ^^

Just as a sort of memorandum or something
to announce
that we we'd
are in like
receipt of the monthly program
made up by John V. Ward,
manager
of the Capitol Theatre in Niagara
Falls, Ont.,

Canada.
The program, in tiie form of a calendar, measures 5j/2 by 9
inches and carries the attractions for the entire month and, in
addition, a small "straight" calendar on the bottom of the page.
as well as a plug for the sound.
An announcement along with the attraction carries a notice
to the effect that any one desiring the program mailed to their
home |Tiight procure it by calling up the theatre. We like the
nice catch line Ward uses as head, working in the Capitol name
in this manner: "Capitol Entertainment — for the Month of
April." His entire layout is very readable and no doubt is well
received by his patrons, since, if we recall arightly, he has an
unusually good mailing list.
Thanks, John, for letting us see this one and, incidentally,
with summer rushing right along, every time wg look at that
folder of Niagara Falls, we sort of long to go there, but, then,
you never can tell — we might get there yet and if we do, you
can bet we're going to drop in and see you.

NOVELTY

SOUVENIRS

Make friends with your patrons
New proflu In your bos office r«<eiptj.
Give
kiddles
"Brazel
Novelties'
and . K\n
them 8-^
Boosters
for your
show house
. .
Inerpenslve attractive novelties serre as real
business blotters alw.iy?.
4009
Apple St.,
Cincinnati.
0.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO.
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New Associate Members
We are pleased to announce two more Associate
Memberships in the Club. They are:

EDWARD KLEIN,
President, A.M.P.A., New York City
PAT GARYN,
N.S.S. Sales Manager, New York City
Here's wishing them all that they wish us, and
let us hope that their association with the Round
Table Club will result in many interesting items
for our mutual benefit.
M. R. T. C.
With Spring on the way it
seemed time for Grant Pemberton, manager of the Orpheum Theatre in Salt Lake
City, Utah, to stage a wedding in his theatre.
^^^=^===^=^=^^^^^^^=
By working the wedding in
with his showing of "Their Own Desire," he was enabled to
let his house in for a load of publicity and put the picture
across with a bang. About the time his campaign started, one
of the local department stores was running a fashion revue.
He secured the services of the mannequins, through the
courtesy of the department store, and featured them with the
wedding.
In order to put the contest over successfully he plugged it
in the manner which the first photo on the upper left shows.
This gag created a lot of comment and was good for many
laughs. The rest of the photos will give you an idea of how
he plugged the picture and the wedding in his lobby and
window displays. Some very valuable newspaper space was
secured by him, through running, in co-operation with the local
merchants, a double truck ad. The merchants represented in
the ad were the sponsors for the stage wedding and supplied
the outfits for the bride and groom.

Grant Pemberton
Sold This Picture
By Novel Angles

April

News

William B. Shugars
Tells You How He
Ties Up Newspaper

26,
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Here's an idea that was used
to good advantage by William
B. Shugars, manager of the
Hollywood Theatre in Pottsville. Pa., which we think will
be of great interest to certain
of the Club members to whose

cases it may apply.
The ad we are reproducing was run in one of the local papers.
By furnishing the free tickets to the paper, they agreed to run
this co-operative ad, which, as you note, plugs the theatre and
the paper. Four sentences were carried in the copy. The
sentences, according to
instructions, were to be
inserted in whatever
FREE TICKETS
With
want ads they were left
In Today's Want Ads To
"VENGEANCE"
out of, and in this manner the paper was asJack Holt and Dorothy Revier
sured of having all the
Opening Monday, April 7 for 3 Days
want ads read.
This stunt has been

Hollywood Theatre
worked with great sucRead lh« POTTSVILLE JOl^RNAL Want Ads ud
find Ihone Id vhich the foUowUis linra b«k>n{.
cess by many of our
CUp apd Mafl lo Want Ad Cont««t MuiaKer, POTTSmembers and it is our
AT
VILLE JOLTLNAL.
SptcUllMd Strriees In Batteries
DeltKhlfal Home For RenI
opinion that it is an aid
Combination Weber Plsjring Piano
to building business. If
The Houae with a Million
you are located in a
20 TICKETS AS PRIZES
small town, you are in
First Prize— 5 Tickets
Second Prize— 3 Tickets
an ideal position to run
Third Prize— 2 Tickets
an ad of this sort as it
10 Prizes of 1 Ticket each
is a "natural" for your
locality, since the rates
for local papers, as a rule are not very high, and they won't
mind co-operating with you on this stunt.
W'e believe that if you try the idea once you will be more
than satisfied with the results, and the paper will, too. If you
do not wish to use first and second prizes, you can offer free
tickets to all correctly completing the ads. We want to thank
Shugars for giving us the low-down on the way he sells his
shows and we want him to know that this angle will more
than be appreciated by his fellow members because, as we
stated in the first paragraph, it's bound to fit in some place.
We
can't
help
this
one
either.
If you
remember
a
Hold Everything — little while back we ran a
We're Batting In story on Paul Binstock, in
which,
if you'll pardon
our
The 500 Class Now
bowing, we treated ourself to
~
a slap on the back, by reason
of the fact that our prediction regarding a promotion for Paul
came true.
Just a couple of weeks ago we made the same statement concerning Walter Leach, assistant manager to Charley Brennan
at the Rialto Theatre in Newark, N. J. "Working with a showman like Charlie," quoted we, "if Walter doesn't blossom forth
as a manager before many moons pass, it will be a mystery
Well, the big news is just this : As a direct result of Charlie's
teachings, Walter is now ensconced in the position of relief
manager
to us." and we want to state that since that's the nearest step
to managing agratulations,
house
of his
won't be
Walter for
the own
fine "it
showing
you long
are now."
making Confor
yourself over there in Jersey. Keep that sort of work up and
you know what the reward will be. Oak?

ED. HIEHLE
All of the stores distributed heralds and the department store
announced the wedding and the picture attraction over the air
during their radio period. The newspapers also gave the house
a big play. A contest of this sort, when handled the way it
was, had to click, and though we don't know the final results
it seems reasonable to believe that Pemberton rolled up a new
record for house attendance.

says:

"Your Round Table Club is producing some very good
suggestions and I have them filed for future reference."
Manager, Midland Theatre,
Newark, Ohio.
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Matt Press, manager of the
Saenger Theatre, Hope, Kansas, staged a very successful
"Song F"estival" in connection
with the Junior Parent Theachers
Association
of Hope,
—
Arkansas.
Not only was he
successful in having the schools cooporate with him, but they
also declared a half holiday and the students personally sold
$100 worth of tickets.
Small town operators must, of necessity, take full advantage
of all opi)ortunitics. That Press does so is further emphasized
by a recent Theatre Bridge Party which he promoted in connection with the Professional Women's Clubs of Hope, Arkan>as, and wliicii attracted approximately 5(X) women from Hope
and adjoining townships to attend.
The ladies provided their own card tables and playing cards,
and prizes were secured to the amount of $250.00 from the local
merchants, free of all costs to the theatre. Press supplied score
pads and talley cards which he took advantage of to advertise
coming attractions to his theatre. To make positive that his
plans would not miscarry, due to inclement weather, he had
each member of the Professional Women's Clubs pledged to
guarantee at least one table for four people to attend this event,
which assured him of success in advance and the affair was
carried through to a very successful conclusion.
When a man can tie-up witii the Women's Clubs, he is an
"ace" showman. Right? So let's know what you are doing,
Press, and send us a photograph of yourself with your next
contribution.

Press Secures a
Lot of Publicity
From Local Clubs

Sullivan Used a
Novel Ballyhoo To
Plug Attraction

55

News

A real live ballyhoo proved
a big help to the business
hung up by H. C. Sullivan,
manager of the State Theatre
in
South
Bend,
Ind.,
on

"Three
ThoughLivewe Ghosts."
are rather late
in presenting this account we feel, as we have stated many
times before, that this angle can be found useful in many other
pictures of the "mystery" type, so it is for that reason wc arc
passing- it along to t!ie rest of the Club.
The photo shows three men completely covered by white
sheets with copy on the back making up the words: 3 Live
Ghosts, State — Now. The men wandered all around the town,
stopping as frequently as possible in the busy centers and in
front of the local schools, attracting plenty of attention whereever they went. This stunt proved very effective and since it
does not appear to involve any great expenditure, we are surthat its value was proven in a box office jump.

We want to thank Sullivan for letting us see this one for as
we stated before, when we get an idea that will be of mutual
benefit to all showmen nothing pleases us more than to pass
it along. We hope that "we will hear more from this active
showman in the very near future. So what do you say "H. C"?
Keep us posted as to what you are doing to sell your shows
down there in South Bend.

CLliC
Ml

Are You All Set?
Columbia Prosperity Month Contest will
come
a close
the and
end you
of April.
only ato short
timeat off
should It's
be
preparins^ to send in your material. Make
sure that every thinj? is plainly marked with
your name and the name of your theatre,
in this way mistakes will be practically
eliminated.
Wherever photos are included, make sure
that they won't be creased or folded over
while in transit. Make up all of your contributions ina compact bundle and address
it as follows: Columbia Contest Judges,
c/o Managers'
Round
enth Avenue, New
YorkTable
City.Club, 729 SevAs soon as all the material received has
been carefully gone over the decisions of
the judges will be announced, and at the
same time a complete resume of each winners material will be published or noted on
these pages.
Here's hoping YOU win some of the prize
money.
"Chick" J
More and more each season,
showmen seem to be forging
ahead and applying the show
principle to other businesses.
It remained for Hoy O. Simons, manager of the Fayette
— ■
'■
—
Iheatre in Washmtgon Court
House, Ohio, to show a local merchant how to almost double
his business on a Saturday and also get in a lot of good-will
for both.
The merchant under discussion, a local barber, had three or
lour more competitors in the town, who offer haircuts for children at a reduced price. The mothers would give the kiddies
forty cents to go to the highest priced barber and the kids
would go to one of the others, making fifteen cents on the deal,
wliich they would spend for candy or something else.
Simons worked on the situation with the barber and came to
the conclusion that by offering a ten-cent rebate ticket to the
theatre with every child's haircut, the kiddies would sense the
value of the offer and patronize the barber shop. This plan
was tried out and it went over very successfully. Whereas in
the past, the barber had been patronized by about six or seven
children, business shot up on the first Saturday the plan was
put into effect, to twenty-seven cuttings. For every rebate
ticket given away the theatre received a dime from the barber.
To ballyhoo tiiis new angle, window cards were placed in the
barber shop and on the theatre's billboards, as well as about
'.he town. Heralds were also distributed. Incidentally, while
we are discussing a few of Hoy's activities, w-e would like to say
a couple of words about his house organ. This program is
made up in the form of cards, printed in black on rose, measuring nine and one-half by seven inches, and carrying the attractions for the entire month on one side. The other side bears

Hoy Simons Showed
A Local Merchant
How To Boost Biz.

a little "personal" column w-ritten by Hoy and five columns of
very interesting news concerning the hobbys and other things
of movie stars. This program is no doubt well liked by the
patrons of the theatre and we feel that its every issue is looked
forward to by them.
Fine work. Hoy, it is certainly a source of pleasure to us to
see the good things you showmen are accomplishing out there
around Ohio and we want you to know that your activities
will always find a welcome on the Club pages
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LOST AND FOUND ! ! !
Hundreds of readers write to ask us for information about friends in the show business whom they
are anxious to locate or correspond with. So we
have decided to incorporate this angle into the
Club pages as a regular feature.
Use the blank (please type or print) and we
will do the rest.
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

TABLE

CLUB,

I would like to learn the whereabouts of

His last known address was
City

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on (date)
Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide
us in helping you locate this party.)

SIGNED
ADDRESS
CITY
(Note:

STATE
Unsigned

requests

Eugene W. Street
Profited By Tie-Up
With Auto Dealers

will

April

News

receive

no

consideration.)

Eugene W. Street tied up
with the local Essex dealer on
a stunt that nedded
lots of

publicity
for "Burning
Up"
playing at the Carolina Theatre, Greensboro, N. C.
The
dealer took and paid
for 72 inches during the week and the theatre got a good showing in all the ads.
The dealer also paid for the passes used
in the tie-up.
In return for the newspaper advertising the car was put on
display in the foyer of the theatre three days in advance and
three days during the showing of the picture.
The Essex paper ads were usually headed, "Richard Arlen
sets new record for thrills and action in "Burning Up" at the
Carolina Theatre Thurs.-Fri.-Sat."
The tie-up proved of mutual benefit to both parties and
■especially to the theatre in publicizing the picture.

-~^
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Since we made

E. E. Bair Gives
J.
J. T>1
OT. tS
TT* OllOr
XllS
Jr lenty

our recent
statement concerning the imof plugging
portance
subjects, showmen
all overshort
the

\Jl not
IT UDllCli
y
Kltr»if
T*
T-Irvf =^^==^
f\£
^=^^^^
^=^

our
cause,
us exam-to
been rallying
haveoffering
country
pies of the way they agree

with our declarations.
When Educational released "He Trumped Her Ace," a comedy with a "bridge" background, Bair decided that here was
a picture that merited plugging, due to the interest his patrons
take in the bridge game.
As a result he broke in the
papers with the ad we are
reproducing.
Need we say
that he is a showman
de
luxe? By taking advantage
of an item that appeared in
a Cleveland newspaper, he
created an ad that knocked
them
silly. And if
it didn't
sell, Columbus
landed
in
Pittsburgh.
The other illustration is
a bridge tally card which
he gave away to all women
attending the theatre. The
card was made up in very
attractive colors and most
certainly was put to use by
the recipients. So when a
showman like Bair goes to
work and makes a splurge
on his short subjects, they
must have merit. When
you get an interesting
short, do you go to sleep
on it? Why? Let your
patrons know you have
something out of the ordinary for them. We won't declare
that every short you book is a knock-out. Far from it. But it
is a cinch that you are going to run across some dandy ones.
Get your patrons in the habit of knowing that when you
advertise a short subject they are going to receive a little more
"show" than usual and they'll go out satisfied, feeling that
they received their money's worth. Not only plug shorts in
your ads. Plug them on your screen. Plug them in your
house organ, your lobby, your foyer, your
heralds, your marquee. We have had the
pleasure in the past of showing you what
a Southern showman, Colonel J. Barbour
Russell, thought of his shorts. He decided
they were so good that he presented an
entire program of them to the exclusion
of the feature picture. The stunt went
over like nobody's business and every once
in a while after that he would present a
program consisting solely of shorts.
Don't forget that your one and two
reelers will also lend themselves to color
wheels and other novel effects of the sort
you often use on your feature pictures.
Many a short has helped to sell a pretty
weak feature and we feel that a Uttle showmanship, displayed on this angle is never
going amiss and before you know it you
will find that your patrons will be asking
what comedy or acts you are showing in
addition to the feature picture. The value
of the short, for example, is to be seen in the popularity that
follovved the Mickey Mouse cartoons. Plugging sold them and
plugging will also sell any short you have.
Since we neglected to tell you in tlie opening paragraphs
that Mr. Bair, the showman who started us off on all this discussion, isthe manager of the State and American Theatres
in East Liverpool, Ohio, we'll do it now. Thanks, "E. E." for
showing us what you are doing with your shorts.
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It is with pleasure that we
announce the new whereabouts and "field of operation" of William A. Whyte,
one of our veteran Club members who formerly managed
-=^ —
the Rialto Theatre in Hartford, Conn., and a great showman, too.
He is now nianafiing the Franklin Theatre in Thompsonvillc,
Conn., and from wiiat we know about his work to date, he is
doing a good job of it. We have on hand a clipping from one
of the local newspapers, setting forth in detail a speech he
made at the local Rotary meeting on the making of sound
pictures. When you figure that he has been in town only a
short while, you'll agree with us that he deserves to be complimented for making so fine a start.
One of his first moves in exploiting the house was to promote a double truck newspaper ad with the local merchants.
This was the first time the stunt had ever been pulled in the
town. And when it broke it sure had them talking. Another
angle that is causing a great deal of comment is the displays
he arranges for the front of the theatre, which are always in
keeping with the atmosphere of the picture and not just a lot
of paper, pictures and cardboard. Fortunately, his two-page
spread
display
in time
for the
Anniversary Week
-and
the and
theatre
was "broke"
oacked for
the entire
celebration.

William A. Whyte
Is Now Managing
New House In Conn.

Well. "W.II." we'll repeat again that you're certainly starting off on tlie right foot and so long as you continue the way
you started there's absolutely very little reason why you
shouldn't knock the box office records for a loop. Keep up
the good work and when you come into the city don't forget
there's
welcome
waiting
Club York.
headquarters for you
and thealways
rest ofa the
bovs who
visitat New
Here's a front that would
do credit to any house in any
important city. The display
is the creation of Milton W.
Korach, manager of the Elmwood Theatre in Buffalo,
N. Y.
Korach has been represented on our pages quite often in
the past and has supplied his fellow members with some excellent examples of the way he merchandises his attractions.
If you will look closely at the cut you will notice that he is
using tlie beaver board letter idea for a sign. The electric lights
are worked into the cut-out beaver board and when lit furnish
a very like
effective
"flash"
as well as dressing up the front of the
house
a million
dollars.

Korach Created A
Flashy Front That
Had Them "
Looking

HAPPY

-

^*MM
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Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

MAY
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

1st to 7th
1st
1st
4th to 10th
5th
7th
10th

May
May
May
May

11th
12th
18th
20th

National Golf Week.
Labor Day (Philippines).
May Day — Child Health Day
National Music Week
Napoleon's Death.
S. S. Lusitania Torpedoed (1915).
Confederate Memorial
Day (Ky.
and N. Carolina.)
Mother's Day.
Florence Nightingale's Birthday
Peace Day (1899).

May 21st

Mecklenberg Declaration of Independence — N. Carolina.
Lindbergh's
Flight —
N. Y. to Paris Non-Stop
(1927).

May 24th

First Telegraph Message sent in
1844.

May
May
INIay
Mav

Brooklyn Bridge Opened.
Empire Day (Canada).
Ascension Day.
Memorial Da v.

24th
24th
29th
30th

(Don't overlook the opportunity of tying in with
"Community Chest Drives.")
Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?

You can also note the novel effect he has arranged by plugging in the lights over the doors and using, in addition, a piece
of awning over each for picture "atmosphere." The entire display shows evidence of considerable care in make-up and we
are sure that it delighted the patrons of the house, besides selling them the picture.
We want to thank Korach for keeping us posted on what he
is doing up there in Buffalo and we would like him to know
that his activities are always a source of great interest to us
as they are sure to contain some angle of interest.

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ^^The Showman's
Calendar'^
£or an advance
tip on
future holidays and events.
t. ^
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By Using This One
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At some time in the life of
a theatre manager the distressing problem, comes up of
how to dispose of lost articles
which the owners have failed
to redeem. The Salvation

One of the many showmen
in Brooklyn, N. Y., who
always appears to be active, is
Sidney Finkelstein, manager
of the Oasis Theatre in the

~
Ridgewood
The latest district.
account
of his
work has to do with the radio he promoted from a local
dealer and gave away free at the theatre. As is usually the
case in the "free radio" stunt, coupons were given to every
patron entering the house. The ticket entitled them to participate in the drawing and was stretched along for a period
of two weeks.
Since the dealer from whom the radio was procured had
three stores, cards plugging the contest and the theatre were
placed in the windows. In this manner Finkelstein secured a
little more publicity. The radio gag being a winner, it is
almost needless for us to say that the house was jammed on
the night it was given away. We will state, though, that Sidney
handled the crowds nicely and also found time to do a little
work on the stage. He received a nice follow-up on the stunt
the next day when the local newspapers carried stories announcing the winner and mentioning, of course, the theatre.
We are glad to see that you are keeping in step with the rest
of the showmen in Brooklyn, and that your work is appreciated.

The papers thought so much of Foster's gag they gave it con-
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A publication within a publication devoted exclusively
to the interests of the
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♦HOUSE
and

MANAGER
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all others participating
in theatre management,
exploitation, publicity and advertising.

The Industry's Clearing House For Ideas!
A GOLD MINE OF VALUABLE "DOPE" EVERY
WEEK FOR THE LIVE-WIRE SHOWMAN WHO
SEEKS TO GET AHEAD IN A BUSINESS WHERE
"YOU HAVE

TO GO LIKE HELL TO STAY WHERE
E"

U ARof our organization:
And our slogan isYO
typical

"All

For

One
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Sid. Finkelstein
Gave Away Radio
To Capacity House

In the display were gloves, scarfs, pocketbooks, baby's rattles,
bottles, and wonder of wonders, A PAIR OF FALSE TEETH.

Round
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26,

siderable space, and in that manner he let the house in for
free publicity as well as a lot of good-will. You will notice
in the cut that he was also wide awake enough to make sure
that his coming pictures got a plug by posting up a couple of
one sheets.
So you see, Foster used some. mighty fine judgment in the
disposition of his lost articles, and if you have been wondering
what to do with yours it would be a good idea for you to scout
around town and see whether you can't also land a window.
Thanks, Foster, for passing this along to us. We'd like to
hear more of your work out there in Kenton, so don't forget
to keep us posted from time to time, so that we can pass on
these dandy ideas to the rest of the CLUB.

"•
— '^
Army
or the local charities
were generally the recipients when the manager decided to get
rid of them, and it usually happened that after they had been
given away someone turned up and exclaimed, "I just remembered thatrest.
I lost my gloves here about a month ago." You
know the
To prevent anything like the above from happening to him,
J. H. Foster, manager of the Kenton Theatre in Kenton, Ohio,
decided to let his patrons have one more chance to remember
where they lost an article. So to that end, he procured a
window in a vacant store and displayed all of the articles found
at the Kenton which he had on hand, together with a notice
announcing the fact. The picture will give you an idea of
how it was done.

Managers^

April

News

And

One

For

AlV
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A. H. Vincent used a lobby
stunt
that helped to sell Ruth
Vincent Worked A
Chatterton's Paramount PicLocal Stunt That
ture "Sarah and Son" playing
at the Sterling Theatre, GreeYou Can Use Too
ley, Colo.
•
■
'■
(Jiic week
in advance, two
largo frames in the lolihy were filled with photos; one frame
containing piiotos of the more prominent Greeley mothers and
the other frame — tlw; sons.
A card alongside the photo display announced that two passes
would be given to each person recognizing themselves. About
30 photos were used in the two frames and about 15 people
claimed the award of a pair of tickets.
Tlianks a lot, \'incoiit, and let's liear from you again real
soon.

Beautiful Display
Work Does A Lot
For Brock's House

A c 2v

There is not only individuality, but extreme beauty in
this group of lobby displays,
which were designed and executed by W. M. Brock, manager of the Tennessee Thea
tre, Knoxville, Tenn,, for the

Publix Circuit.
Vou will notice that Brock uses a certain distinctive method
in laying out his lobby displays, so that they create a favorable
impression the moment a patron enters the lobby. A close inspection of the type of
work he is doing should
ofifer many ideas to progressive showmen anxious
to capitalize on this fine
phase of showniaiisliip.
In addition to the three
inside and one outside displays, shown with this
story, we also want to call
attention to the beautiful
miniature stage setting arranged on "Son of the
Gods" and which apparentlj' from the shadows
cast from the lighting was
an unusually attractive affair and one we heartily
recommend to our many members and readers regardless of
what country, town or theatre they are operating.
We hope we are not going into too many adjectives, in raving
about this fine work of Mr. Brock's, but really, folks, if you
were sitting here at our desk looking at this original group of
Mr. Brock's showmanship,
you would unquestionably
do as much raving as we.
However, to get back to our
story, just inspect quite
closely this fine easel disand if play
youon "Anna
can pickChristie"
out the
many good points in its
construction as well as art
work, then perhaps it will
suggest to you an idea
along similar lines. At any
rate inspect each and every
one of these displays closely, and something
see if they
suggest
for don't
your
own.
We would certainly like
to hear a whole lot more
from W. M. and trust this
will be the start-off of a
real active batch of contributions from this live-wire
showman, whose activities will make mighty fine reading for
the pages of the Round Table Club.

CLIJC

National Music Week
.May

59

Kli

(u

.

lOlh

This annnal event offers trenu-ndous possibilities
to live-wire showmen who know how (o take advantajje of it.
Tie-ups with >()ur various musical ori^ani/ations,
churches, choral unions and societies, special musical attractions in the theatre, over your orpan. or
throuijh the use of special musical sound pictures,
are but a few (juick guesses aimed at this (tne.
The time is short. Hut not too short for \ou to
be able to work somethinjj out to the advantage of
everybody concerned, especially your theatre. If
your local hijjfh school boasts of a K<»<>d orchestra,
pive them a ni};ht at your theatre. I)itt() for any
other orchestras in the city (keep away from jazz
bands).
One

thin;; you must keep in mind is that National Music Week was created, not f<)r the boosting of interest in popular dittie.s, but for the belter

and more classical type of music. Don't spoil it
by confusing the idea with some sort of a band
contest on the stage of your theatre. Keep to the
small local or symphony orchestra idea and aim
your appeal to that class of patronage with a love
for good music.
Don't let your screen be idle on this one. Make
sure that you book special musical sound reels
that fit into the spirit of the occasion.

"Chick"

Thank you, kindly, Mr. Brock, and convey our regards to our
many boosters and friends down your way, and be sure to tell
them that we would like to hear from all of them the first
opportunity that presents itself.

HOY

O. SIMONS

Says:

"Keep up the good work . . . I am sure it is a
great help to all . . . I know it is to me, I enjoy
it more

than ani/ other magazine."
Manager, Fayette Theatre,
Washington, C. //., Ohio.

Motion
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(Thanks to P. G.)

NOW is the time to start selling your cooling
plant. If you delay too long it will make it all the
harder to get the idea over that YOUR theatre is
a real summer resort in comfort and fresh air.
Smart showmen sell the idea gradually and
subtly to their patrons. They camouflage it by
coupling it up with advertisements for big coming
attractions within the next month or two. But,
every week or so, they get over the fact to patrons
that their theatre is the finest summer resort in
the world.
When one live-wire was asked why he started so
early,
was: the
"What
devil do
you want
me to his
do, reply
wait until
hot the
weather
comes;
then
it is too late and there are no people left to tell,
whereas if I start now, when I am packing them in,
by June 1st I have every one of them convinced
and sold that they cannot afford to stay away
from my theatre in the summer time and the only
time I do lose them is when they have a two weeks'
vacation and go out of town."
There's lots of good horse-sense in what the
gentleman has to say. Maybe you never looked at
it in just that light. So here's hoping we have
created more interest through this little story.
M. R. T. C.

these photos, we mustn't neglect to hand Paul E. Glase a welldeserved compliment for the excellent house organ he makes up
in keeping wtih the first run policy of the Astor Theatre, which
he manages. The h. o. would do credit to any Broadway house.
As
matter
fact, it's a lot better than some we've seen right
herea in
New ofYork.
Lots of showmen throughout the country have often
expressed the opinion that it
must be a "racket" to handle
publicity for an established
theatre featuring a deluxe pol^=^^^^^^^^^^^^^^==^^^^^^^^^^^^ icy in a big city. And to show
you just how the publicity man has got to keep on the jump
every minute of the day we will record some more of Harry
"Tod" Browning's work.
"Tod" is the publicity man for the Metropolitan Theatre in
Boston, Mass., and as most of our readers are aware, he is
one of the most active contributors the ROUND TABLE
CLUB lists on its rolls.

"Tod" Browning Is
"Meon
t"
StillssPuttIning Bost
Acro

While not a new angle, we
want to go on record as stating that this truck ballyhoo,
as used by George Clay and
Walter "Whitey" Fritz to sell
"The Lost Zeppelin" is certainly an effective one.

Not only has it pulling power by virtue of the "flash" it creates while being driven about the town but also by knowing
how to put it to good use. In this instance the truck was
parked in front of the Reading High School fifteen minutes
before classes were dismissed for the day. When school "broke"
over two thousand pupils were informed of the picture playing
at the Arcadia.
Clay and Fritz, the hustling managers of the Arcadia Theatre
in Reading, Pa., certainly made good use of the truck. Each
week, we believe, it is used to plug the various attractions playing the Warner-Equity Theatres in Reading, so you can see that
competition is keen when it comes to thinking up new slants
with which to sell the picture.
We are glad of the opportunity
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to show an angle of this sort, as we feel sure that in the future
some of our members will probably be playing pictures with an
educational appeal and the stunt will come in very handy.
There is, of course, little need of our stating that this reacted
very good towards the box office, because when a couple of
live-wire showmen set out to do something with a picture it's
bound to sell. We want to hear more of the exploits of Clay
and Fritz and hope, in the near future to pass them along.
While we are at it, since he was so kind as to favor us with

Delays Are Dangerous!

lis-
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Clay And Fritz Are
Tv/o More Of The
Reading Live-Wires

April
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Handling the stage as well as the screen end of the Metropolitan he is kept very busy. Recently Paul Ash was booked
into the house and the campaign that "Tod" put on would
have done credit to two men. Everything in sight was tied-up.
Ash was introduced to the Governor of the State and the newspapers played it up
was and
"sold"
over the
air to
the
radio audiences.
The big.
musicHestores
wearing
apparel
stores
were all used to feature displays and Ash was worked into
almost
every
week roll
up, possible
he knew angle.
that hisAnd
workwhen
had "Tod"
clicked. saw a record
We are showing a bunch of photos in order that you may
see what else he is doing in Boston. The pictures show an art
exhibit, a golf exhibit, one of Harry's coming attraction displays and a coffee serving stunt in the Grand Foj'er. All of
these have been proven to be tried and true good-will and business getters and are indeed a tribute to his showmanship.
It always affords us a great deal of pleasure to pass along
all news of "Tod's" work because we know that the rest of
the CLUB members as well as ourselves find it mighty interesting reading and also presents a couple of angles that will
be of benefit in selling shows. Thanks, "Tod," for keeping us
up
on your
workactivities.
and don't forget to keep us informed on all
of your
future

f
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METROPOLITAN
"PROMOTION
MONTH"
is
still liciiiK observed in tlie Fox
Metropolitan IMayhouses. Continuinjf until April 20th, at
which time the awards for the
most activity will be given. We
hope to publish the winners in
our next page of this circuit's
activities.

* *

*

THE NEXT gag month will
be named "Sell The Picture"
month, and will center, as the
title implies, on exploitation angles. And we want to say that
if the standard which President
in "Progress"
Leo proclaims
Joe heeded,
is
the success
of the
campaign is assured.

* *

MANAGER
CLARK
of the
National, promoted a bunch of
rotogravure heralds on "Welcome Danger" by selling his
local druggist on the idea of taking a half page on the back.
* * ♦
MANAGER
SUCHMAN, of
the Highway, has rustled up a
load of window space from one
of the local merchants and features a regular cut-out display
weekly.

* *

MANAGER
GOLD of the
Lefferts, Kaufman of the Roebling. Perry at the Marcy, Berham at the State, Abrams at the
Starr, La Via of the Carroll and
Champlin at the Leader are up
among the leaders and with
nearly two weeks to go yet, surprises should be many.
THE OTHER divisions. Long
Island, New Jersey and Upstate,
report in as follozs/s:
NAJDEK, of the Broadway,
Perber at Crescent, Hutchinson at
the Lynbrook, Heinz at the Forest
Hills, Ketn.pner at the Roosevelt,
are leading the Long Island group,
li'hile Mann at th Pascack, Dunn
at the Apollo, De Paw at the Capitol and Mi.dden at the Jersey City
Capitol are stepping high with the
Jersey outfit.

♦

AS AN EXAMPLE of rvhat
those Brooklyn shozvmen are doing in the line of promoting valuable merchandise for free distribution, just look at these few paragrafhs:
MONTY MacLEVY, iust before leaving the Ozone Park for
the Lefferts. grabbed up seven hundred dollars' worth of goods, ivhich
included tiullinery, cake, candy,
groceries, ladies' wearing apharel.
toys, canary birds, gold fish, hardware, vacuum cleaners, men's wearing apparel, drugs, floivers, radio
and cash. Just a feiv items, but
enough to start a business establishment tabbed "MacLevy's Dept.
Store."
* * *
THE LEADER of the group
Manager
Friedman,
of the Co-

THE

lonial, promoted furniture, chinaware, bridge lamps and other
articles, valiTi] at §1,00.3. Oil,
what a business this is.

UPSTATE the live-wires of
Tom
Olsen's exploitation
grounds, Lampe of the Avon,
MacFarlane of the Playhouse,
Beckwith of the Strand, Rose of
the Oneonta, are making competition pretty hot, cleaning up
everything in sight.
THE COLUMNS devoted to
the Bronx, Manhattan and Port
Chester, bearing the signature of
Jules
Fields, let's the world
know that:
THE MANAGER
of the U.
S. Theatre gave away a police
puppy in conjunction with the
showing of a Rin-Tin-Tin picture and the stunt went across
one
hundred
per with the patrons.

/? J
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ACTIVITIES!

ACCORDING TO WHAT
WE GLEAN FROM THE
OFFICIAL HOUSE ORGAN

♦

IN LOU BRANDTS Brooklyn
paragraphs we find that :
MANAGER
SACKS of the
Embassy Theatre has loads of fun
with his gift nights. The patrons
are first presented zmth a dumwy
"gag" package which is opened in
ftdl znew of the audience. After
the laughter subsides the patron
is then presented
with
the real
packaae.
* * *

X c zc s

AND AT THE Valentine The-,
atre an exploitation gag that met
with a lot of favor ivas the giving
away of ten thousand samples of
face powder, arranged through a
tie-up with a local beauty shop.
Distribution was made at the subway station between five and six
o'clock. Good work say we.
«

4i

*

PATRONS
of the Kingsbridge Theatre had the opportunity recently to secure an electric refrigerator at no cost to
themselves and not a cold shoulder was turned to the proposithe gag"'s tough,
but ittion.
is (Wea know
natural.)
THE

BELMONT
had twenty-five merchants co-operating
with them to effect a gift night,
to be held every Thursday. And
every sort of thing was given
away. In part we find jewelry,
toys, household goods, perfume,
silk stockings, beauty parlor service, restaurant meal tickets.
YALE GREENHOUSE, manager of the Mosholu promoted a
radio and gave it away free to his
patrons. And as usual, the house
was jammed on the night of the
award.
* * *
BARNETT LAZARUS at the
Manhattan is also up to his old
stunt. He wanted heralds for
Days," but being unwilling to pay for them, he persuaded a merchant to run his ad
on the back of the herald. P. S.
Heralds free. Barnett in dough.

"High Society Blues," "Tom,"
we shout right back, "if anyone
can do it, you can." Go to it and
let's make the air blue."

riVE THOUSAND

copies of a

recent issue of a motion picture
magazine
will be used as novel
heralds to sell the picture.

AS NO theatre names grace
the billboards of Syracuse, tradition is to be shattered and a
precedent set by Tom Olsen, for
every available board is going to
bear a Fox name.

THIS
haven't
theATentire
dope stage
on thewecampaign,
so we'll just have to bide our
time until Tom gets set to shoot.
Watch this page for the final
results. And the regular Round
Table pages, too.

OVER IN Jersey, where Jack
Hobby's exploitation has set them
to talking, we glean from Hobby's
paragraphs :
ONE HUNDRED
Per Cent
Month has been designated as the
Jersey title during the promotion
campaign, and so far nothing has
dropped below tltat high standard,
for right in front of its eyes the
public sees:
BANNERS, strung about the
main streets of the tozvns. An
auto truck, used as a street
ballyhoo, carrying six sheets and
banners and cruising about the e»ttire circuit. CARDS, placed on
front of the street cars. The cards
were secured free, too. Balloons,
peanuts, bunting, cut-outs, front
page stories, heralrds and every
other means, are being used to keep
the month before the patrons. We
com,pliment Hobby and his livewire matwgers.

"Happy

* *

*

TOM OLSEN'S scroll gives
us a little dope concerning the
Upstate Division:
"SYRACUSE,"
Tom
shouts,
"is going to have a campaign on

AND JUST before we sign
off for a little while may we
remark that the latest piece of
showmanship on display in
"Progress" the "How to Exploit" idea, should prove of great
benefit to the managers of the
circuit, and no doubt will be
found very useful in assisting
them in their campaign planning.
That's All.

WORLD'S
BEST
SHOWMEN
ARE
MEMBERS
OF
THE
ROUND
TABLE

CLUB
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iMANAGf RI' KOUND TACLt
The Steps to "Ismr
(From

"Editor

and

Publisher")

Steps leading down to failure:
Superficiality
Neglect of duty
Lack of courage
Boorishness
Self-indulgence
Self-pity
CYNICISM
Reverse, and up you go on
OPTIMISM
Discipline
Objectivity
Courtesy
Courage
Honest effort
Good-nature
^

OsCar
Some

Uses
A
Art

Davis
ivT
Novelty1

1 o Sell His Shows

McKoy's Ability
Is Seen Again In
This Novel Display

April

26 , 193 0
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We don't know how many
houses in this country can

boast of so "natural" a lobby
for display work out of the
ordinary, as the Olympia Theatre in Miami, Fla.
■
The Olympia, as a good
many of his brother members in the CLUB know, is managed
by James E. McKoy, and you can bet that he makes good use
of the spacious lobby to plug his shows. In the photo we are
reproducing you will get an idea of what we mean when we

declare
the lobby
a "natural."
In keeping
withis the
atmosphere of the picture, the lobby
features the race angle and all of the copy is made up in a
"flash" manner, denoting speed and pep. The art work is
hand-painted and by using a combination of striking colors,
McKoy achieved an effect that was bound to bring people over
to the box-office. Though the photo does not show the marquee we would like you to know that he hung cambric pennants
all around it, which helped give the front more life.

This novel display is the cre-

ation of Oscar Davis, manArtists
^^er of the United
Theatre
in Detroit^ Mich., and

the Ritz."

T*
o 11 TU*
OT
was used to sell "Puttin' On
==^^====^^^=^
A cut-out of the star occupied a prominent place atop the ticket booth, while behind it
the under marquee letters carried a sign reading, "Meet Harry
Richman." The art work shows evidence of considerable care
and no doubt helped a lot towards attracting all passersby into
the theatre.
We don't know whether Davis has a horn concealed about
the cut-out plugging the theme songs, but it seems to us that
if it would have helped draw more attention to the attraction
he'd have made use of it. We are bringing this angle in,
:
should any of the Club put it to work on this or some other ''>K
picture, since the stunt may be used for almost anything. As
we are not informed concerning the likes and dislikes of the
house's patrons, we cannot say whether the horn gag, if used,
clicked there.

.■^'\

_.

.»_-.■
.^

;^.]^_£]i

MEET

V'r_ .^^L-.

HARRYS

Jit.

'J::::-^:'^^':-.
RICHMAN

I' ■lij(iilli(»^v'?^T»y25:- ■
After all a manager knows his own field and with us parked
way back here in New York, we know practically nothing
about those little "local" things that help to put a picture
across in Detroit. We want to thank Davis for letting us see
this one, as we feel that it is an excellent gag to pass on in the
event it will just hit the spot for some of our other showmen,
since no stunt is married to any picture and a good idea like
this will not go to waste.
Let's hear more from you, Davis, concerning the live-wire
way you are putting your shows across.

While we are telling you how he sold this picture ("Burning
Up"), we'd like to give you the low-down on the rest of the
campaign. By securing three racing cars he was enabled to
park them in front of the theatre during the day and early
evening and they too tended to enhance the atmospheric effect.
He added a little novelty to the mileage gag he worked in conjunction with one of the local automobile agencies by having
a theatre employee arrive at the spot where the car was running and supervise the putting in of gas and oil. As you all
know the mileage contest consists of offering tickets to the
theatre for the nearest correct estimate of miles the car would
cover in a certain number of hours.
McKoy had several other good angles which he used to sell
the picture but as space will not let us set them forth we have
taken only those we believe our members will be able to use.
on "J. H.'s" work
us to pass
pleasure
a great
It is always
because
we can
generally
findto mighty
good showman angles
in it and we guess that any of our members who remember
his "Pet Parade" not so long ago will agree with us.

Walter Decker Says:
"/ get TABLE.
a real kick
the MANAGERS'
ROUND
It isout
likeofLincoln
said of the
rat-hole in his office, 'IT WILL BEAR LOOKING
Manager,

INTO',"

City Opera House,
Frederick, Md.

April
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George A. Nevin
Is Now Handling
Two Houses In Pa.
;
for the

■
Comerford

We
about
George
Ilion,
much
he
IS
houses

r i c t II r e

KOUND TACLt

had been wondering
the whereabouts of
A. Nevin when he left
N. Y., and it gave us
pleasure to learn that
now
managing
two
out in Danville,
Pa.,

Circuit.

U'itli llif \ icioiKi iiiul ilie Luna on liis liaiuls it appears to
us as tlioiigh he is very busy. But it's the kind of activity tiiat
means more dough at the box-office. It was on his recent
campaign with "Flight" that his showmanship came in evidence
again. Through a tie-up with the local paper, he persuaded
them to print a number of heralds for him announcing the
showing of the picture at the Victoria. Tlie paper was worked
into the lieralds in an e.xcellent
manner.
Nevin then went out and chartered an airplane. The plane
cruised over the town and thousands of the heralds were released. Part of the copy on them read: "Good morning folks!
We are now in the special plane chartered by the Morning
News and the Victoria Theatre, etc." The rest of the herald
carried the title, playdate and theatre. Two types of heralds
were used. A pink one with the regular copy on and a green
one, which was used as a "lucky herald," entitling the holder
to free tickets upon presentation at the newspaper office.
This stunt, since it was the first time the town had seen it,
clicked to big box-office receipts and was a credit to Nevin's
showmanship. He used many more angles on the campaign in
the form of window tie-ups, special trailers, ballyhoos, etc.,
and they all helped towards the success of the picture. So,
with work like this being turned out by him, we know that
George is going to make a fine record for himself out there in
Danville.

Maxey Knows How
To Sell The Town
On Any Attraction

In order to show you that
F. S. Maxey is going to be a
very active member, we intend
at this time to tell you a bit
about his work as manager of
the Arcadia and Rex Theatres
in Maud, Oklahoma.

The cut shows you a display he arranged on "Rio Rita" and
which was placed on top of his marquee. The cut-outs as you
note are well executed and show evidence of considerable care.
The other photo on the top line is a model of an old-fashioned
schooner which evidently served as the basis for a corking
window

The

display during the run of "Isle of Lost Ships."

bottom

photographs

show

you

an

03

News

exploitation angle

Maxey used on "Cock-Eyed World," by having four boys
dressed as soldiers (or maybe they are real soldiers) parade
about town advertising the film. On the lower right you see
!. another attractive cut-out on "The Four Feathers" which occui pied a prominent place atop the marquee and was the means
of attracting more than passing interest in the picture.
We want to thank Maxey for being so prompt in letting us
see what he is doing to sell his shows out there in Maud and
we feel that again we have acquired a showman-member who
is going to be very active and whose contributions will no doubt

MORE
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ACTION— LESS

WORDS

W'/icn we look hack now it swiitH xtrangc . . . ntnini/r tliat
we sliould /tail' followed the cnrvcrn of tlume two ttoyn mo
closely . . . eight yearn hare passed by . . . (>ut it seems
like yesterday . . . we were handtirif/ a couple of houses in
an up and coming community . . . our sen ice staff was composed of hoys . . . hoys recruited from the town . . . and
strange to relate . . . all twelve of tlie hoys we had on tlie
payroll of tlie two /louses . . . wanted to he showmen . . .
two out of tlie twelre struck ua as hating possihilities . . .
there was Joe . . . a quiet kid . . . didn't say much but did
a whole lot . . . and Jim . . . he was the other possibility
. . . said too darn much hut always managed to accomplish
something despite this handicap . . . the hoys remained on
the staff for about a year . . . and the other ten who would
he showmen, had long since given up hope . . . finally a
break came . . . in a nearby town . . . a deluxe house . . .
we were asked to send some one as an assistant . . . wonderful opportunity for advancement . . . well, it was up to
us to select Joe or Jim . . . we watched them very carefully
for a week . . . both had been with us for a year . . . Joe
. . . still the same quiet, unassuming kid . . . lending a
hand here and there whenever needed . . . always ready
when you wanted him . . . you knew just where he would he
a fellow you could place a lot of confidence in and it
he
not the same
wouldn't be violated . . . Jim
had grown more arrogant . . . more cock-sure of himself
. . . walked around as though he owned the place . . . but
still .he. was
. did hack
you the
do this,
. . work
we'd
ask
. yepdependable
. . . would. .come
replyJim. .7 .. his
seemed always to be done . . . we had to choose between the
two . . . we sent Jim out on the new job . . . when we told
him he was selected he went around with a swelled sense of
his own importance . . . but he didn't overact ... a day
after he had gone we called Joe into our office . . . Joe . . ■
we said . . . you've been with us a long time . . . answer
something frankly . . . you know, of course, that the choice
lay between you two fellows for that job in the de luxe house
. . . how did you feel because we selected Jim? . . . he
looked at us a moment . . . we thought we detected a lump
rise in his throat . . . then he answered . . . simply . . .
I feel that I've plenty to learn jjet . . . I've relied on your
judgment for a year now . . . and I'm still relying on it
. . . I know when the time comes . . . you'll help me . . .
after all, we never get through learning and I feel that you
know best . . . that was all he said . . . but it was enough
for us . . . we knew that when we sent Jim out we had done
the right thing . . . because the reason we sent him to the
new job was just to see how this boy would take it . . . he
had the makings of a real showman . . . so we played our
ace . . . Joe . . . we said . . . fifty miles away from here
there's a house just waiting for a man like you . . . would
you like to go and manage it . . . well, to make a long story
short . . . he went . . . went quietly and didn't tell anyone
where he was going . . , a year went by . . . two . . . five
. . . seven . . . eight . . . then just yesterday we learned
. . . Joe stayed in the show business . . . worked hard . . .
didn't talk out of turn . . . and after eight years . . . he
received his reward . . . an appointment as general manager
on one of the most prosperous independent circuits in the
country . . . and at a salary that would make you gasp . . .
what a thrill . . . to learn that the boy we broke in had
found success . . . opportunity knocked and he opened the
door . . . and Jim . . . oh, yes . . . why, that's funny
. . . Jim is a manager on the circuit that operates under
the general managership of his former aisle mate . . . not
so good . . . we feel sorry for Jim . . . we heard quite a
bit about him . . . drifting from here to there and wherever
he went . . . talk . . . talk . . . and once in a while action
. . . Jim turned drifter . . . but then . . . Joe is a square
shooter . . . he can see things . . . perhaps he will see beneath the blustering gab Jim uses . . . and make something
out of him . . . yes . . . the more we think of it . . . the
more we know he will . . . he'll tell Joe not to talk . . .
talk . . . talk . . . that's why Jim drifted from one mananother
. .had
he'ddealings
talk . with
. . then
more .ager's. job.tothe
persons. he
were talk
too some
busy
to listen to talk . . . they wanted action . . . well . . .
Joe will teach it to Jim . . . and patiently, too.. .Thafs all...

be represented frequently on the CLUB

pages.

Keep up your

good work, Maxey, and let's have anything you think the rest
of vour fellow members in the CLUB might be able to use too.
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Another showman who always takes a great deal of
pride in the selling of his
shows is Harry Herman, manager of the Paramount Theatre in Cedar Rapids, la.
•
In a recent issue we set
forth a detailed account of the way he kept his theatre front
alive and selling, by using some darn fine display work and
copy. To-day we want to show you how he sells his coming
attractions by means of beautiful cut-outs placed in advantageous spots about the theatre.
The first cut-out was used in conjunction with "Son of the
Gods." The body proper of the display was worked up from
black modernistic flares carried out in tones of magenta, red
violets and oranges, with all colors and tones being separated
with tinsel metallics. Within the oval cut-out, the heads of the
stars, painted in natural tones, was so constructed to allow
the filtering through of light, so that when the regular lamps,
coupled with special baby spots would hit it, the effect would
be most striking. Another very valuable angle on this cut-out
is its copy. When an author like Rex Beach supplies the theme
for a picture it always pays to plug him as well as the stars.

Class Is The Keynote In Herman's
Fine Art Displays

Chris Georgas Is
Another Canadian
Showman to Enroll

A. E. METCALF

CLUB
Step up and meet another
of our Canadian showmen.
This one is Chris Georgas,
manager of the Classic Theatre in Owen Sound, Ont.,
Canada, up around Jack Allan's district.

thisWell,
company."
Chris, we're very glad to welcome you into the Managers'
Round
Table Club and we know that your as- ^
sociation with this great organization i
will be both pleasant
and profitable,
and we feel that since you went into
game "cold" and came out a winner, that we can look !
to learning some good things from you in the very near
So keep us up on your doings in order that the rest
fellow members might learn what the Canadian crowd
sell their shows.

Itinerary Contest
Boosted Business
For Witte's House

lamps, concealed from view brought out the famous "Barrymore profile." When illuminated it was certain to catch the
eye and it is our guess that anyone looking at it was immediately sold.
Okay, Harry, we are glad you take an active interest in us.
When we get examples of creative work, such as these, we are
more than pleased to pass them along. And now that we've
recorded how you sell them on the inside and outside of the
house, we hope soon to tell the rest of the Club what else you
are doing in the way of exploitation and advertising.

19 3 0

Georgas has been in the show game for about ten years now,
coming into the industry from the confectionery business,
where he made quite a name for himself by establishing a chain
of stores around the towns nearby the theatre.
As his first venture into show business he built the Classic Theatre and
operated it until 1923, when he went into partnership with the Paramount
Theatres, Ltd., under whose supervision
he now operates the house, and as he
says "we're enjoying wonderful success
and I'm more than proud to be with

the show
forward
future.
of your
does to

The second photo, more simple m tone, was used to plug
"General Crack." Don't be deceived by thinking it is too simple
because there's a very good reason for just using the head of
Barrymore. This head was done in natural colors. The colors
around the circle were done in vermillion and orange. The
head was mounted four inches out from this circle and 25 watt

26,

The highlight of a highly
successful campaign for
"Seven Days Leave" at the
Empress Theatre, Decatur,

lUitiois, staged
was an
"itinerary"
contest
in cooperation
with the classified advertising
department of one of the Decatur newspapers.
Manager Witte arranged the contest which ran three days in
advance so that patrons could, through following the classified
ad page of the paper, learn what sort of itinerary Gary Cooper
would have if he visited Decatur on "seven days leave." The
person who found the correct itinerary and submitted it to the
newspaper
contest editor won guest admission to the Empress
theatre.

Decatur is a city with a great deal of municipal pride and
takes much interest in its parks, public buildings, municipal
recreation playgrounds and other points of interest, so naturally
there was much interest in the contest as it concerned these
places a celebrity might visit. Manager Witte was aware of this
so it is needless to say that the contest had a valuable meaning
as concerning the excellent business the picture enjoyed during
its run at the Empress. Witte reports that the newspaper was
highly pleased with the results too, a factor that is not to be
overlooked in planning cooperaive activities.
We are all familiar with Witte's fine campaigns, and it is
always a pleasure to print them on our pages, so keep on sendare doing.
ing them in and we'll let the rest of the boys know what you

Says:

«

. . I really believe that theatre managers everywhere are doing more
exploitation and going after business harder as a result of reading the many good
things
that NEWS.
appear in the MANAGER'S ROUND TABLE CLUB section of MOTION
PICTURE
Manager,
Schines Lincoln Theatre,
Massillon, Ohio.

April

26,
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Here is that account we
promised you of Jack Albertson's work on putting across
"Her Unborn Child" at the Indiana Theatre in Indiana Harbor, East Chicago, 111.
~-^^- —
■
'■ Most
persons
are
of the
opinion that this picture is decidedly sexy (we are not going
to sit in jud,t,Miient on this angle because we don't know the picture well tMiough), but quoting from a few opinions gathered
from lu-rc and there, there's n<itliitii; Nalaeiuus in it.
We are reproducing two of the finest examples of copy that
can ever be used on a picture with a doubtful name.
No matter what the title
may imply, there is
nothing objectionable in the ad's
KBCQCDDIS
copy. Jack has
enthusiastically
shown great judgment in the makeEndorsedup and the further
:'^ILITTiTn3^JI \
plays up interest by
heading it off
with an endorsement from many
accl«lm«d>
prominent business
and professional
}'HEJR.
LfNBORAe
people of the town.
Clf/ILD
To secure this endorsement Jack
sent out a circular
letter to fifty doctors, nurses, clergymen, welfare workers, educators and
club women. The
letters invited them
to be present at a
pre-view showing given four days before the opening. In this
manner he was able to start his campaign with a "flash" ad
that sold the moment it was looked at. In addition to the
ads, eight thousand special heralds were distributed around
town. Which besides plugging the picture, carried a note that
children under sixteen years would be denied admission during
the run.
When reading the ad you will probably wonder why he starts
his show on Midnight Saturday and then puts in another picture for Sunday. Though we ourselves are not aware of his
censorship rulings, we believe there is an ordinance which will
not permit the picture being shown straight through. If we
are in error, we would Hke Jack to clear up this matter for us,
as we are sure it will be interesting.

Here's The Way A
Live-Wire Member
Handles News Ads

'1

fi 1^

Using A Wrecked
Plane On Marquee
Was Good Ballyhoo

Eugene

Karlin had a plane

display to help advertise "The
Aviator" playing at the Publix-Victory Theatre, Salt Lake
City, Utah.
A wrecked plane was placed

"
on top of the marquee with
the nose pointing toward the theatre and the tail hanging out
over the street.
The title of the picture was painted on the
fusilage in bold letters.
The wrecked plane was easily seen from every approach to
the theatre and proved an excellent attention-getter.
Carrying out the plane display, Karlin had a display of
miniature planes in the lobby, which included a special small
landing field with a small hangar and five models of planes.
These planes were regular models and one was a model of the
first plane flown by the Wright Brothers. This display drew
quite a bit of attention from everybody.
To make the display more interesting, a card was placed by
each plane model telling the number of the ship, what kind of
motors were used in the particular type, what it was modeled
from and what kind of plane it was.
That's the stuff, Karlin. don't you
findthea
so that
to uscould
it in you
photograph of yourself around and sendthink
rest of the crowd may know what you look like?
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''COOJr ADVICE!

Just as a reminder, we would like to call yuur
attention once more to your cooling' plant. Have
you oiled it thorou^hlv and n:(>ne over every part
of it? If not, do it now, for if those sears aren't
carryinjif enough oil you're certainly Koinjj to set
a surprise when the s(|ueaks impair the reproduction of your sound, OR IJl UN Ol T .\ HKAKING.
We were in a house just a little while ayo. The
manajjer wanted to show us what a wondeiful
coolinj; plant he had. so he set it in operati(»n.
Well, the ji^roans and shrieks that crept into the
theatre were enough to awaken the soundest
sleeper
it is a K<><>d
opened and
for business
yet.thin«: that the house hadn't
They were running off a trailer and when the
noi.se got into that sound — Zowie! 'Nu(T Said I
Our friend shut off that coolinjj: plant pretty quick
and then decided that it needed oil. We will say
this much — he called his janitor and instructed
him to get busy with the oil and stood supervising
it until it was finished.
Don't let the above happen to you. A little
thoughtfulness will prevent it. If you take so
much pride in your house that you feel you want
to oil it yourself, then hop to it. Don't wait until
it's too late. You are certainly going to be in a
nice mess if you turn that thing on "cold" because
the squeaks and everything else in the thing will
be running a contest with your reproduction in an
effort to see which is the greatest noisemaker.
And of course your patrons are going to love it.
Well, that's all. You know what the proverb says,
"Never put off until tomorrow what you can do
today.'

Fries Mixed Song
Hits In With Ads
And Got Publicity

Carlos Fries tied up with
two newspapers on a stunt
that derived lots of publicity
for "Sunnyside Up" playing at
the Ellanay Theatre, El Paso,
Both morning and evening

newspapers announced the contest Tex
with
. a fifty-four inch column
on the front page — asking everyone to turn to the Classified
section and win one of the prizes.
The contest resolved itself in finding the titles of the seven
song hits from the picture which were scattered on the Classified section. To the first 25 persons correctly submitting
answers were given passes to see the picture.
Inasmuch as the picture was full of song hits, Fries capitalized on it by tying up with both local broadcasting stations in
getting lots of advertising on the air. Two half hour programs; one at morning and the other at night were put on for
two days in advance of picture. These programs consisted of
nothing but "Sunnyside Up" records with announcements as to
picture coming to Ellanay Theatre and play dates.
Carlos
by no Come
means ona there.
new member,
but we
haven't heard
from
him islately.
Fries, from
all accounts,
you
are putting over some great stuff down there in El Paso, so
don't keep it a deep dark secret.

7%c Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"
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You can always depend on
Lou Smith to spring a couple
of angles that will boost up
his kiddie business. It was
only a little while ago that we
told you about the stamp club
he started
at the Windsor
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., and now he has another sort of
club.

Atmospheric fronts are a
safe bet to click almost any
place they are used. Of course,
the creativeness used is entirely up to the manager. He
may be able to turn out a
front that will look like a million bucks and in reality cost only a few cents. Or he may do
just the opposite, turn out a million buck, costly front, that
will look like something left over from last night's April shower.
For the purpose of making ourselves understood more clearly
we are showing a photo of the corking display turned out by
G. T. Goodwin, manager of the Strand Theatre in Hays, Kansas. Here is something that is localized to the best possible
extent. Novelty has been injected into it and it appears to be
alive. The arrangement bears ample evidence of considerable

Atmospheric Front
Turned Out by G.T.
Goodwin Sold Town

Lou Smith Started
Another Club On
Latest Kid Serial

care
welltheforcost
Goodwin's
ability.
We and
do speaks
not know
of a front
of this sort but we are
sure that any ingenious showman can construct it at a minimum
and that the results will more than merit the money expended.
And it's a real fact that keeping your front all pepped up, instead of presenting the same drab layout all the time will help
business a lot.

When he booked in the serial "The Jade Box," he felt that
a little plugging would go a long ways toward boosting business, so he went to work and formed a "Jade Box" Club. He distributed a number of cards, used as
heralds, about the neighborhood
which bore an announcement stating that the serial was to play his
house. To make sure that the cards
would be read, a space was left on
one side for a letter. Anyone securing the ten letters making up
the words
"The tickets
Jade Box"
were en-a
titled to free
to witness

PB
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Thanks "G. T.," for letting us see what you are doing to sell
your shows out there in Kansas and we want you to know that
we would like to hear from you again in the near future and
incidentally, why not give us a little dope about yourself?

SOME MORE

^1

11I

■Jfei-j
chapter of the film.
He followed this up with the
club membership announcement,
printed on green cards. The back
of the card bore directions for filling out the spaces and also carried
a notice to the effect that free tick- ^B^^9^^^ft
^^H
ets would be given the kiddies on
their birthdays. Space was left for
the insertion of the birthday date.
In this manner he made quite a hit SK.-._««lit*, ■ '"
^^
with the parents of the kiddies and
let the house in for a lot of good-will and no doubt a lot more
business.

The photo we are showing above is a street ballyhoo he used
in connection with "Call of the Circus." As you will note from
it, a man dressed as a clown, carrying a sign on his back paraded about the streets attracting plenty of comment wherever he
went. With all these signs of activity coming from Lou's
vicinity, he must be dragging in a little bit of extra dough from
here and there, because this type of showselling, so we understand, "clicks" with the neighborhood his house is located in.

ADJECTIVES!!

(By Special Request)

Maybe we spoke too quickly when we offered to pass along another supply of these adiectives.
but some one called us and we had to make good. Look 'em over, boys, maybe you know what thev mean
— and then again maybe you don t.

CONSEQUENTIAL
CONTEMPTUOUS
CONTUMELIOUS
CYNICAL
DISDAINFUL
DERISIVE
DEVILISH
DIABOLICAL
DISGUSTED
DISINCLINED
ENVIOUS
FASTIDIOUS

FEUDAL
FIENDISH
FLAGITIOUS
HOSTILE
IMPLACABLE
INADVERTENT
INAPPRECIABLE
INDISPOSED
INHOSPITABLE
INIMICAL
IRONICAL
INVIDIOUS

MALICIOUS
MISANTHROPIC
NAUSEOUS
NEFARIOUS
NONCHALANT
OPPROBRIOUS
PHLEGMATIC
RANCOROUS
REPUGNANT
RETALIATIVE
REVENGEFUL
SARDONIC

SANGUINARY
SATANIC
SPLENIC
SQUEAMISH
SUPERCILIOUS
VENEMOUS
VICIOUS
VINDICTIVE
VIPEROUS
VIRULENT
WRATHFUL
WROTH

Now then, if you think we are stumped, ask for some more. The supplu is almost unlimited. Try
use up any valuable space unless we are certain that
to
make
us pass
it is wanted
and more
needed.of them along. We won't
M. R. T. C.
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Just to show that they are
right behind us when it comes
to turning out flashy work,
our Canadian delegation forwards this single truck spread
along to us. The page is the
^
work
of
Fred
McLennan,
Can.
Ontario,
Brockville,
in
Theatre
Capitol
the
of
manager
Bv sfcuring tlie co-operation ui some of tlic ino>t promim-nt
mer'chants in Brockville, Fred was enabled which
to make heup ran
the ad
in

FredMcLennanHad
Local Merchants In
His Full Page Ad

iMnjunction with
■ riie Love Parade." You will
notice that the
liouse occupies one
of the best positions on the |)age.
While we are on
hurt
to tell
you
it won't
the subject
that it isn't necessary to wait for a
big production to
come along to secure a page like
this. If you can
write attractive

FREO HOLLINGTON

^
—
them to group their ads in this manner
The only thing about these single and
tive pages is that you must be careful
for no matter how effective a thing can

copy you can work
this angle almost
any time you care
to. All that is really
necessary is to
show your local
merchants
what
a
benefit
it is to
and create a flash.
double truck co-operanot to overwork them,
be, it is bound to lose

some of that ctYectivcness if it is always before the publics' eye,
permitting them to get used to it. There is many a slant you
can work in with your local merchants if you care to tie in with
them on certain pictures. For instance you have the cut-up
still contest, whereby parts of stills are placed in every ad in the
paper and free tickets offered for the best example submitted
of the complete still.
We want to thank Fred for keeping us posted on his work
up around Brockville, and also thank Jack Allan for the always
active interest he takes in our members up there in the Eastern
portion of Canada. Let's hear some more concerning your
work Fred, so that we can pass it along, in order that your
brother members in the States may observe what you are doing.

^

Raymond
Charlie
n^ -,
-__
^
leilS
You
rlOW
A
CVtai-n
\^nain

T a4-4-^
j-^eiter

Well

we've seen

and

heard

^nany "ovel ways of exploiting
pictures but it remained
for
Charlie Raymond, manager of
Theatre in Kan-

Q<^11 ^^^ Midland
oeiis
sas city. mo.. to put those

'
—
' darned pesty chain letters to
use as a plug for "The Rogue Song."
He framed a chain letter workinsT it around the names of
famous musicians, advancing the statement that all of these
music masters got together and decided to circulate the phrase,
"Music Is The Language Of The Soul," passing the phrase
along to eleven of their acquaintances with the request that
the eleven in turn pass it along to others.
Rajrmond's stunt was used in Kansas City when "The Rogue
Song" played there. The letter was sent to 2,000 people and
believe it or not but this stunt offers the following: on one
turn-over, it reaches 22,000 people, on two turn-overs, it reaches
242,000 and on three turn-overs it reaches, 2,662,000.
Just the same we want to hand Raymond a compliment for
this stunt as it is certainly a novel angle and it has value.
So, thanks a lot Charlie, and keep us up on whatever else
you're doing out there in K.C.
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We had a hunch, when
Walter Morris put over his
"Vagabond King" campaign,
that he was a believer in ori'Sarah's
ginality. And now Walter,
By Losing
Son'
In Tampa,
Fla. who is temporarily
located at
the Tampa Theatre in Tampa,
Fla., comes through with an original that worked like a charm.

Walter Morris Won

As an advance plug (ju "Sarah ;iii(l Son," telephone calls
were made for three days by a young lady who conversed in
this manner, "Is this the Tampa Theatre? No. Well, I'm
.Sarah Storm and I was supposed to meet my son Bobby at
the theatre for the matinee and I find now that I will be a
little late. So sorry to have troubled you." The young lady
then hung up, leaving the other party somewhat mystified.
Teaser ads, broke in the papers on the second day of these
calls, requesting information as to the whereabouts of the Son
of Sarah Storm, who had been lost the day before, on Franklin
Street between Zack and Polk. Informants were requested to
call a number which proved to be the theatre's phone. The
customary circuit greeting was discontinued in order to enhance the effectiveness of the gag.
Walter had also intended using handbills describing the lost
hoy and showing his mother, but the printing cost was so prohibitive as to make this impractical. However, we are giving
you this slant in the event that you haven't a high priced
printer in your town, for a gag like this would do much to
lurtlier tlie effectiveness of tlie scheme.
To cap the climax a box at
ad explained that Sarah Storm
could be seen at the Tampa for
wonder how many people were

the top of the
had found her
the next four
fooled by this

opening day's
son and both
days. And we
stunt. It was

certainly masterly showmanship on Walter's part and it gives
us great pleasure to pass it along to the rest of the Club.
Keep up the "ace" work, Walter, because you're way in front
with the rest of the Florida live-wires.

McNeill Has Had
Many Experiences
In Show
Business

Step up and meet another
real live-wire showman in the
person of John S. MacNeill,
manager
the Belmont
Theatre in theof Bronx,
N. Y.,
for

the Fox Metropolitan outfit.
He has been in the show
game a good many years and it might interest his fellow members to know that at one tin)e he worked for five years as manager to Thurston the magician. And got a real taste of what
showman often have to put up with, when he took the number
two road company featuring Dante the magician on a proposed tour around the world, which wound up after the first
lap, in Venezuela, where for several months, being stranded,
he gazed at the Southern American scenery.
When he finally got back to the States, he hooked up with
Publix, handling publicity in connection with the inauguration
of stage shows, for the New England division, from which position he went to his present one at the Belmont. And with
such a colorful background it strikes us that we are going to
hear some mighty fine things concerning his show selling in
the future. What do you say, John? When you put over some
of those stunts we know you are capable of, don't forget that
the rest of the Club is just as interested.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.
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seen,
has evermanager
campaigns
Frank it Percy,
when
of the RKO Orpheum Theatre located in the California

- city, set out to sell "Ladies
Of Leisure."
He started off the splurge by using teasers in his newspaper
ads and working them up into the big ads. On the opening
day of the picture, a press luncheon was arranged whereby the
newspaper men and women met Ralph Graves and Barbara
Stanwyck, the stars of the picture, who came on from Hollywood, especially for the premiere. In this manner lots of valuable space was secured in the newspapers as they all broke next
day with a story about the luncheon.
Prior to the stars' arrival, a ballyhoo coach, bearing five
beautiful girls and drawn by four horses, was driven through
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the main streets of the city arriving at the station in time tc
greet the movie artists. As you will note from the photo, a
large banner, announcing the picture, was hung alongside the
wagon. The photo on the lower left shows you a car, secured
from a local auto agency, which was used to plug both the picture and the auto manufacturer. The three girls grouped around
it were driven about the city, stopping here and there to stand
around the front of the car. When a crowd gathered they
then went to another place.
The picture on the upper right we are using as an illustration in order that we may bring home more forcibly the pos-S'j
sibilities of making advantageous tie-ups by securing stills that
will fit in with the products your local merchants carry. In
this case, the still is a natural for a cigarette lighter and you
can bet no up-to-the-minute dealer will turn a deaf ear to any
proposition you make for a window display. On the lower right
is part of the side-walk ballyhoo which created lots of comment. This "side-walk cafe" was opened right in front of the
theatre and all passerbys were invited to stop and quench their
thirst. The house certainly was let in for a lot of publicity on
this one and no doubt it re-acted later towards the box-office.

PIN!!!
Wear It All the Time!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Club pins,
Kindly send me, postpaid,
pin.
per
$1.00
at
for which I enclose payment
Name of Member.
Theatre
Address
City....

State

There were many other angles covered by Percy in his campaign but since space will not permit us to list them here at
this time we feel sure that you will see from the photos and
the brief description that we have sketched out, what a whiz
of a campaign the entire work was. We have endeavored to
pick out the highlights of his work in the event that any of
our members should care to use them as there certainly is a
few angles that will stand following-up.
We want to thank Percy for this one and we hope that he
is going to be represented on our pages a great deal more in
the future.

Jones Secured A
Lot Of Good-Will
By Phoning Town

old after
adage the
of horse
"lockingis
theThestable
gone" can njpw be paraphrased
to "catching the horse while

he is liamgoing."
WilH. Jones Manager
of the Baker
^=
Grand Theatre of Natchez,
Miss., thought the horse was gone, when his publicity story

regarding the chain broadcast of "Vagabond King" failed to
break in his local paper, but by being alert and resourceful "he
got local
the horse
was going,"
through
of
the
radio while
dealersit from
whom he
securedthethecooperation
names of all
residents owning radios and immediately had each one phoned
personally and informed of the fact that Denis King, star of the
"Vagabond King" was singing over the radio that night.
District Manager Walter Richardson states that a tremendous
amount of good will was created for the theatre through Manager Jones thoughtfulness and that many patrons phoned the
manager and thanked him for his courtesy.
The above eflfort suggests the use of radio dealers' mailing
lists on productions that have radio favorites in the cast.
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Atmospheric fronts seem to
be the vogue around Florida,
for it was only a little while
ago that we showed you the
one used by J. H. McKoy.
And now Ted Crowther, man^^
ager of the Stanley Theatre
in West Palm Beach, Fla., comes forward with this front.

Crowther Comes to
The Front Again
With This Display

riic display extended from the marquee to tiie sidewalk's
edge and was painted to represent a typical Negro home.
An opening was placed in the center to allow persons to walk
in or out. Two small windows on either side of the doorway, showed cut-outs of players in the picture, while the title
of
the
picture on
as the
well outside
as the director's
name and the play dates
were lettered
of the cabin.

^^^^^^==^^=^^-^^^--— -^— -— ^^--— ^—

John J. Scanlon
Pleased Newspaper
With
His Trailer

CLUC

ried the heading of one of the local papers.
This stunt made a big hit with the press as it was the first
time it had ever been done, and they were more than glad to
co-operate with Scanlon after seeing what he did for them.
He took advantage of their offer and ran a coloring contest,
offering tickets for the best coloring of one of the scenes from
the picture. This offer was made to the kiddies and you can
bet that it also made a hit with the grown-ups when they
noticed the interest the theatre took in their offspring. Another stunt that secured the theatre a lot of publicity was the
mailing of three thousand personal cards from Boston to Lynn
citizens. Besides this gag, balloons were given away to the
first three hundred children attending the matinee and also
released from the roof of the theatre, with passes attached.
Scanlon's entire campaign was well planned and executed
and we feel sure that the picture was more than sold; and in
addition to thanking him for passing this along we also want
him to know that we appreciate the active interest he has
always
shown
in the Club.

Klingler Follows
Through And Gives
Town Ad Novelty

To give it a more realistic effect, two bales of cotton were
placed on either side of the display. In addition to this stunt,
Crowther also secured a couple of windows in a very busy section of the city and arranged a couple of corking "flashes" by
dressing the windows with cotton, bits of sugar cane and
one sheets; with stills being grouped about the entire effect.
With activities sucli as tliese it is a cinch that he sold the
town on the picture and we want to thank him for letting us
see this gag. Keep us posted on your fu^^ure work Ted, because we know that you rate pretty high among the rest of the
Florida showmen.
Though we are a little late
in presenting this account of
the way John J. Scanlon, manager of the Strand Theatre in
Lynn, Mass., sold "Show of
Shows" to the town by means
of a number
of mighty
fine
showmanlike angles, we feel that there are one or two points
that will be of benefit to his fellow members.
To start off the campaign he arranged with a local dealer
to feature a giant pass in the window. The pass bore the heading "The Biggest Pass
To See The Biggest
Picture." By examining the cut we are reproducing you can
see the rest of the
copy he used. The
dealer supplied the
name of the person to
whom the pass was
given and the names
changed every so
often. To plug the
theme songs from the
picture, Scanlon made
up a novelty trailer
announcing that the
songs could be purchased from a local
dealer. He worked in
a corking angle on
this trailer in the form of an announcement carrying the music
dealer's name imprinted against a newspaper page which car-

m
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It was not so long ago that
we ran a little article setting
forth the way Stewart Tucker
livened interest in his newspaper advertising by reprinting a review of the picture
playing his house, which ap-

peared in the MOTION PICTURE NEWS. Another showman
—and a very active one— decided to use this angle also, so we
want to give you an idea of how Paul O. Klingler, manager of
it.
handled
the Rialto Theatre in Lewistown, Pa.,The
cut will show
you,
more than anything else,
the value of an ad of this
sort. Not only is it well
.MOHTS. tl,, P.,.m„u„, All.ultn, tomcd, tfinllr,
wh.ch
v,T-*Jt?'°'?""„
t'«'«~>ih
ih<
,tv,tw- on ROADHOUSE
made-up, but it is so well
comf.
lo At RIALTO
Sund.y
Midr„I,
spaced that to let it get by
Tki. itport II publiihed in ill entirtiy |uM mi
.ppun
I -Moher.
without reading it seems
lion PKIure Nevrt." « trade pap«r ot Ihe motion pKture
indu
lr>
The mfotmnlion conluncd
in ihi. arucle li intended I.
exhibiloi, and theatre owner! only
H
rtowever
wc reprint it
impossible. There is a
o that the;
■egoera
aee ,uit aawhat a 'hard-boiled"
chtic think* of
such amay
production
wealth of possibilities in
this kind of advertising and
we don't doubt but that
Klingler has found this so.
As you all know, Paul, from
time to time, has favored
us with many new slants on
show selling and we want
to thank him for letting us
j; '<". •^'«' '^-^ ,"<^^*s:>
see this one.
In advertising almost
every kind of an angle can

CfflSfei-

be used and it's only a matter of sitting down and doping out your campaign. If
your advertisement, which
you may carry daily in the
local papers, is going to be
the same day in and day
out, it stands to reason that
people will not look at it
unless they intend to go to
the theatre on that day or
night. You should try as
mucji as possible to inject
•*
..
slants like the above into your work not only because of the
'£.^w' •
"flash" it creates for the picture but to keep interest in your
house and what is going on there, livened.
You may have a message of special
import to give to your
"
^"'
patrons. What do you do? You.r run a special ad and pay
a little more dough than usual. Whereas if you paid more
attention to your make-up and strived to inject that pep that
will sell any ad you can rest assured that your patrons will
make it a nightly habit to look at the theatre advertisement,
and with a daily novelty of make-up they can't pass it up no
matter what part of the paper it appears in.

"All For One And One For All"

Motion
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AND STILL THEY COME!

HAIIa
HAIL
THE

AKTHUK

GANG'S
ALL

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
Application For
Membership In

729

ROUND

CLUB"
TABLE
Ave., New York

Seventh

I hereby apply
the Club.

City

for membership

in

Name
Theatre
Address
City
Stale
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

of the

rolls boast the names of some of Canada's
foremost showmen, and we are indeed glad
to welcome another peppy manager into this
group. Don t keep us in the dark concerning what you are accomplishing up there,
Ralph, and why not send us in a photo of

HERE--

"MANAGERS'

fciMlTH IS the manager

btiJiwea
iheatre
in Brooklyn,
i\. that
i'., and
It
was only
a short
while ago
we
snowed you what Arthur looKed hke via
lus pnoto. Being alhed with i-ou Smith, in
mis great industry, we look lorward to
Hearing lots ol nice things concerning the
way be sells his shows at the btillwell. Regards to Lou, Arthur.
'— IVear Your Club Fin!
'. !
JOHN S. McNEIL manages the i<ox
Belmont Theatre in the Bronx, N. if., and
right up where competition is pretty strong.
Knowing most of the showmen who operate
around this district, we feel that MciSeil is
doing some tall stepping to keep the public
informed of his attractions and we hope he
will let us in on the secret. What say, John?
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
RALPH J. BERZAN is the manager of
the New Centre Theatre in Montreal, ir". Q.,
Can. As Mr. Berzan no doubt knows, our

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

yourself ?Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
LOUIS GLINNEN is a young fellow
whom we think will make a name for himself as a showman in the future. Louis is at
present serving as Assistant Manager of the
Olympia Theatre in Chelsea, Mass. And
under the able tutelage of Manager Herman
P. Claman we believe our prediction will
come true. Incidentally, Louis is only eighteen years old. So just stick at it Louis and
the results will surprise you.
-Wear Your Club Pin!
BURR W. CLINE manages the State
Theatre in Mankato, Minn. While we
haven't been out around that district, we
feel that any place or town that harbors a
theatre also boasts a darn fine showman.
So listen. Burr, why don't you send us your
photo and a little dope about yourself so
that we can give you a regular introduction.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
WILLIAM DE VELLIER is the manager of the Sunnyside Theatre, in Woodside, L. L, N. Y., and knowing what the
rest of his fellow members think of him, we
feel that the Club has acquired a very active
member. And incidentally, Billy, we got a
little dope on you from Frank Shepherd,
who claims you are a second Will Rogers
when you want to be. So how about making use of that talent and slipping Kirschbaum some "Lobby LafTs" ideas.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
FREDERICK
H. LAURANS
is the
house manager of the Crown Theatre, in
New London, Conn. With our active member. Max Melincof?, operating around your
section, Frederick, it would pay you two
showmen to get together and sort of line
up that town so they would know Round
Tablers were about. For as you know, wherever there's showmanlike activity there's
bound to be a Club member.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
E. C. COLLINS is the manager of the
Kirby Theatre in Houston, Texas, for the
Publix outfit. Our Texas delegation shows a
good many managers from this live-wire
outfit and we are very glad to welcome Colwith accounts
the rest ofof how
the you
bunch.
So let's
have linsa in few
are keeping
vour house up with the leaders "E. C." and
don't be afraid to set them forth by the
volume.

R. L. RIPLEY is the manager of the
Codman Square Theatre, Dorchester, Mass.
Not so long ago it v/as our pleasure to
drive around Mr. Ripley's neck of the woods
and we would like to state that we were
very much impressed with the town's
We won't say that it is a "natural"
ploitation,
because we that
knowonethat
activities will
answer
for

layout.
for exRipley's
us. So

what

doformed,you
will you?say, "R. L."' Keep us inWear Your Club Pin!
! !
RUSSELL LAMB is the manager of the
Plumb Theatre in Streator, 111. As he is
another one of the Publix showmen to join
our Club, we are of the opinion that Russell
often hands his patrons some mighty fine
examples of exploitation. With his brother
members just burning up the towns and
cities with their stunts, we feel that Russell
is going to jump right into the thick of
things and the future will be productive of
many new slants.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
CHAS. A. GAA manages the Playhouse
in Mamaroneck, N. Y. Since Mamaroneck
is right around our "golfing grounds" we
intend dropping in there some day and seeing just what he is doing to sell the town
on his attractions. But before we run in
Charley, we'd like to have a photo and a
little dope about yourself so that we can
introduce you more properly to the rest of
the Club and tell them something about that
pretty little town you are situated in.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
JOHN MARTIN is another manager who
is no stranger to his fellow Club members.
Operating around Watertown, N. Y., John
is pretty busy whipping his house into shape,
but we know that when he gets started we
will have a number of his activities to pass
on. And when we make that statement you're
right behind us, aren't you, John?
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
H. S. ORR manages the Colonial Theatre
in Winston-Salem, N. C. Though Mr. Orr
has been represented on our pages before,
we would like him to know that all members must sooner or later pass through
these portals of initiation, in order that
everything
be complete.
Well,
all
we wantmay
to say
now is that
so "H.
long S."
as
you continue the active interest you have
shown
in the past, we'll be more than satisfied.
Your Club
Pin!Manager
!' !—^of the
MAX Wear
FARBISH
is the
Granada Theatre, in Corona, L. I. He has
been in the show business for a good many
years and has, in fact, been handling the
Corona for quite some time. We have secured somecareer
"dope"'and
on intend
this showman's
wide
and varied
to shoot it
on
our pages in a little while. Meantime, Max,
in order that we may present the story properly, whv not slip us one of your photos?
We'll do the rest. Oak.

Photos of Members!
THE
Club is anxious to publish
photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once. Thank you.
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RELEASE

CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned,
are listed in "Coming
Attractions."
Running times on features and shorts are being
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.

12
19

la..

AMKINO
FEATURES
TItU
China
Eipntt
Demtn ol Iht SUPMI
Fniaitcil of •■■ Eoiflr*...
Man
Irorn thg Rtitaunnt.

. Special
Cait
star
.Nikolai
Saltykov
. Nltkln-Samonova
. Tchokhov-Malinovtkiyt

Langth
Rol. Data Fert Mini.
Mar.
15
SMO . . .65.. Rtvlawfd
Mar. 8.
Fab.
. Jan. 18.
.6800. . .. .75..
.7000
.78..
. Jan. 25.
.6000 ...67.. Jan.
. Jan. 4.

.

Coming Attractions
Jimmy
HIggln.
Kain and Artem
Living
Corpse.
Th«
Sell

A.
E.
W.
S.

Spring'
'
Storm Over
Asia
Transport
o( Fire
Tung«»
Khenlchar
Turksib

Buehma
.
Gall-N.
SImonov
PudovIn
Svajhenko

COLUMBIA
and

FEATURES

sound-on-diset
Ffft
Length
Rel. Date
Mar.
3..
.6371
...Jan. 23.. .6386
.5400 .
Jan. 19..
Feb. 18.. .6304
6160.
Feb. 22.

star
. Holland-Valll
•fSGullty?
(A. T.)
Collier, Jr.-Oay-St. Polls
•tf Melody
Man.
The
(A. T.)..
■flMurder on the Roof
(A. T.) Revler-Livingston
Starr. Arthur
•4|Porionality
(A. T.)
Hslt-Revler-Strtnge
'tSVengeance
(A. T.)
TItIo

Title
•tiAreuad
tiM Cornw
•tICall of tt.e West
(A.
MiFar
the Love
*f Lit

MIns.
...71. ..Apr.
Roviev
.Feb.
. .71.. .Feb.
.60..
.70..
...68 ..Mar.
.Mar.

Rel. Date

.Sidney-Murray
. Revier.Matt

T.) .

12
1
1
.frt

Coming Attractions
star

Length

MIns.

Reviewed

l.'i

....
Moore

. Holt-Graves

•flHell't
Island
■fiJaiZ
Daughter!
•f (Ladles
Must
Play
MjLadies
ol Leisure
(A. T.) ... Stanwyck- Graves-Sherman
•t§La5t of the Lone Wolf (A. T.). Bert
Lytell
•tIParls
Nights
*t§Prince of Diamond
Ian
Keith-Prlngle
•tfRalB or Shine (A. T.)
Joe
Cook
•f|Royal
Romance.
A (A. T.) . . . Collicr-Starko
•tjRoad
to Broadway.
The
•t«8l5ters
(A.
T.)
ODay-ONell
•tSSguealer.
The
•I Panda.
'rlSweethearts
*t§Temptatlon

SOUND

..Apr.

5.... 9277... 103... Apr.

•tIBItter
Friends
(A. T.)
•fiBIg Jewel Case. Th« (A.T.>.
•tlBulls and
Bears
(A.T.)
•tlCamen
Shy
(A.T.)
•tCavlar
•tSDad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
•^iDrummlng
It In (A.T.)
•tfFollow the Swallow
(A. T.).
M§Hail
the Princess
(A.T.)
*)«He Trumped
Her Ace (A.T.)
•tSHoneymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.)
•UHot
and
Ha*
(A.T.)
•tHot Turkey
•tlnriian
Puddlno
•tIMatch
Play
(A.T.)
'Museum
ol Art. A
•t§Oh
Darling
(A.T.)
•t§Peace and
Harmony
(A.T.)
•t§Polished
Ivory
(A.T.)
•tPretzels
•tIRadio
Kisses
(A.T.)
•♦Roman
Punch

•nScatch

(A.T.)

•{Spanish
Onien
•T58uoar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.)..
•tlTrouble
For Two
'A.T.)
•t§Western
Knight
(A.T.)

Rel. Date
13
Feb,
13
Mar.
2
Jan.
12
Fet.
27
Mar.
29
Jan.
9
Apr,
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

Length
1 reel.
I reel.
I reel.
1 reel.
I reel.
1 reel.
1 reel.
I reel.
1 reel.
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

12
24
26
27
30
26
23
5
16

I

.Dec.

7
17

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

Date
27..
2...
23..
9...
23. ..
30..
26..
27..
23..
13..
4..
112..
1
6
16..
IB..

Length
Feet.
.1609. MIns.
...18.
1480.. ..16.
.1838..
.1480.. ..16.
20..
1 reel.
.1840.
.1600. ..20.
.1686. ..18.
...19.
..1895. ...21.
.1976. ...22.
..1528. ...17.
1 reel.
1 reel.
..2002. ...22.
1 reel.
..1565.
..,17.

Reviewed
.Feb.

22

22
.Feb
.Feb.
.Feh. 12
..Apr.
.Jan. 2b

..Apr.

12

..Jan.

11

..Feb.
..Feb.

(A.T.)...

Star
Barthelmess- Fairbanks.

'Means synchronized score,

all releases

•t§Girl
Downstairs
(F & 0)
•t§Glrl
Who
Wasn't
Wanted
(AT)
•t§lf
I was
Alone
With
You
(A.T.)
•tILIIIom
(A.T.)
•♦§Louls
BerettI
(A.T.)
•tSMad Singer, The (A.T.)
•tlOne
Mad
Kiss
(A.T.)
•tlOregon Trail, The (A.T.)
•tfPlaymates
(A.T.)
•t§Sea
Wolf.
The
•ffSolid Gold Article. The (A.T.)

Length
M72....

I...

, Miy

1 1.... 6664.

.May
, June
July

25
15... 7003.
6

.74.

18

sound-on-Ulm

and

sound-on-dise )

Jr..

Rel
July

f Means sound effects.
All-Talker.
P.T. means

Feet.. MIns. Reviewed

Den

Jtte

..Die

14

9..

R«l. Oiti

Length

Mellu

MeCermick
McKenna-Harrlngton
Page
„

PHOTOPLAY
Star
Olgi Ticheehowi
Stewart
Rama
..
Roroe-Doble

SUBJECTS

Title

%Means voice (including
Part-Talker. 2<' D means

18
25
4
29

eiynor-Firrell

FEATURES

•♦SAcel- Dental
Treatment
•'tlAbble Mitchell & Slz^l* k
Blame

e

.Jan.
.Mar.
. Jan.
.Jin.

Gaynor-Farrell
Janet
Gaynor
Edmund
Lowe

INTERNATIONAL
Title
••After
the
Verdlet
•tSCrlmion Circle. TM
•tSDark
Red
Roses
(A.T.)

22
Reviewed
1
7
19
..Dec
..Apr. 29
..Mar.
..Feb.
..Jin.
..Mar.
. .Dec. 14
..Mir.

O'Brlen-Monn

SHORT
Data
20

In

Rel. Date
..69.
Lenglh
Feb.
25...
16. .
.69.
MIns.
Jan.
Feet
12.. .6200.
Feb.
.6171.
.0700.
Mar.
..71.
..64.
Apr.
16.. .5800.
30..
Mar. 20...
..84.
..6*.
Mar.
.7526.
6552. .73.
19... .6295.. ..70.
Jan.
Mar.
.6750..
.5!H0. ..6b
Feb. 30...
2.. .6412. ..75.
2...
Jan.
9...
..72.
Feb.
5... .7774.. ..86.
Mar.
18
May 23... 5600.. ..76.
..62.
Jan.
.6888. ..82.
Mar.
Feb
1 26.. .7400.
Usue)
Apr.
Apr. . 201930

O'Brien-Chandler

•llSong
0' My
Heirt
(A.T.) ... John
•t§Very
Practical
Joke.
A (A.T.)
•t§ White
Flame.
The
(A.T.). .. Paul

only)
Length

The

1

18 .
22
9...
reel. ...18. ..Mar
16.. 1.1642.
.. 6. .Apr. ?75
4. .
20.
19... 1 reel.
.1961. ..22. ..Jan. 294
23. .
16..
Feb.
1
.1932. ..21.
..Mar.
9.. .1527.
20..
..1661. ...20.
..17. ..Apr.
0

FEATURES
Patrol.

•

Juoi

iltle
Stir
•t§By
the Way.
Bill (A.T.) .... Will
Rogers
•tICommon
Clay
(A.T.)
't§Connecticut
Yankee
In
King
Arthur's Court
(A.T.)
•tSFatal Wedding. The (A.T.)
•t§Fox
Follies of 1930
(AT.) Movietone

sound-on-disc )

FIRST NATIONAL

.Title
•t§Dawn

..»•..

Data
Rel.
Junn

Coming Feature Attractions

reel.

SHORTS

sound-on-disc

..JB79.
..6190.

FILMS

ntle
Star
Lee-Carol-Albertson
•tSBig
Party. The (A.T.)
. Terris-Murray
SfCameo
Kirby
(A.T.)
. Farrell-Duncan
•t5City
Girl
(P.T.)
. Bcnnelt-MacKenna
•t§Crazy That Way
(A. T.)
•tlOouble
Cross Roads (A. T.) . .Ames-Lee
. Carol-Mulhall-Brendel
•t§Golden
Calf
(A.T.)
.Special
cast
•tlHappy
Days
(A.T.)
•t§Harmony
at Home
(A.T.)... .Collier,
Sr.-Churchill
•t§Hlgh
Society
Blues
(A.T.).. . Gaynor-Farrell
. Wagstall-Lane
•t§Lefs
Go Places
(A.T.)
•t§Lone
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)... .George
O'Brien
•t§Men Without Women
(A. T.) . McKenna-MacDonald
Victor
McLaglen
•»§0n
the Level
(AT >
•tSRough
Romance
(A.T.)
.O'Brien-Chandler
•t§Sky
Hawk
(AT.)
. Garrlck-Chandler
•tISuch MtnAreI Ueviewpd
Dangerous under
(A.T. 1 Banter-Owen
title ->r Mii.k
of Love"
•t^Temole
Tower
(A.T.)
, . McKenna-Day
. Dresser-Patricola
•t§3 Sisters
(A.T.)

SHORTS

Stir
Rel.
. Lambert-McPhail
Apr.
Lambert- Kelsey-Garvl*
.
Feb.
Pollard-Clyde-Beeb«
Mar.
Hamilton-Hiatt
Feb.
Feb.
, Terry-Toons
Holmes-Bolton
Mar.
. McKee-Smalley
Jan.
Lloyd
Hamilton
Apr.
Boley-Collins
. May
Burke-Beeb*
Mar.
Beebe. Pollard
Apr.
Goodwin-Crane
Jan.
. Terry-Toon
May
. Terry-Toon
Apr.
. Hogen-Diegel
Mar.
Hodge-Podge
Feb.
Oover-MePhall-Peek .... Feb.
...May
. Lambert-Collins-McPhail
Lloyd Hamiltan
Mar.
Terry-Toons
Mar.
.Beebe- Duryea-Carewe
May
, Terry-Toon
Apr.
, Clyde-Bevan-MePhall
Jan.
, Terry-Teon
Mar.
, Clyde-Gribbons
Feb.
Raymond
McKaa
Mar.
. Lambert-St.
John-McPhail. . . Apr.

(Available

Apr.
.70
Mar.
..73.
.67.
Apr.
..(8.
t
26..
. M
. 6200.
.Apr.
Dm.
Jan.
.101..
16.
. .9108..
13.
19..
..Apr.
12.. .
II
..6218..
.Jan. 285
..5800.
..•003. .81.
.88. .Oac
28
.9277. . .103.
21
..7213
..«3.
20.. .8344.. .92.
13
..71. .F(k.
.80
..6388.
II
.5832.

. sut

19

EDUCATIONAL
Title

. 6604..

FEATURES

Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyce
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice
a month

SOUND

Coming Attractions

(After August

Star
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman

(Available sound-on-film and

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Fab.
Apr.
Fab.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.

Star
Corinno
Griffith
•tIBack
Pay
(A.T.)
Marilyn
Miller
'•§Bad
Good
Girl, The
(A.T.).. Huston-Mackaill
•t§Bad
Man,
The
(A.T.)
MiBride of the Regiment (A.T.). Segal-Pldgeon
Dgrolhy
Mackalll
•tSBrlghl
Lights
(A.T.)
Blllle
Dove
•tfCaptain
Blood
(A.T.)
•tsDevil's Playground. The (A.T.)
Oorolh)
Mackalll
•tiFllrtIng
Widow
(A.T.)
Jr.
Young-Fairbanks.
•fSForever
After
(A.T.)
•tiFortune Teller. The (A.T.)..
Harding-Rennle
•tlGIrl of Golden West (A.T.). Loretta
Young
•tSHeart
of the North
(A.T.).. Dove-Pldocoii- Todd
't^Lady
Who
jareo
Th»
Fred
Kohler
•tSLittle
Caesar
(A.T.)
All e White
•tiMan
Crazy
(A.T.)
Claire-Pldgeon
•t5Mlle.
Modiste
(A.T.)
•tSNumbered
Men
(A.T.)
Nagel-Claire
DoveFairbanks,
Jr
•t§One Night at Suile's (A.T.) . Oove-Raihbona-Thompson
•tftUtner mens wives (A.T.)... Nagel* Young
•tiiRight of Way. The (A.T.). .
•t§Road to Paradise. The (A.T.). Young- Mulhall
Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr
•tSSin
Flood
(A.T.)
Gray-Claire
•tISong of the Flame (A.T.)
Billie
Dove
•t^Sweethearts
and
Wives
(A.T.).
•»WweeI
Mama
(A.T.)
Alice
White
,
Brown-Clalre-Whiting
..
•t§Top
Speed
(A.T.)
•tSUnder
Western Skies
(A.T.) Lee-Blackmer

FOX

Title
•f Autumn
•tCannib.ll
Capers
•tCat's
Meow.
The
*t§Continental
Evening,
A
•(Desert
Sunk
•<§Do
It Now
•t^Hawaiians
•t§Little
Friend of All World
•tIMarionettes
•♦lid
Flame.
An
•tSRadia-Tors
•tSlow
Beau
*T§Spookeasy
•tISpIke
Speaks
•llStage
Door
Knights
'tiStage
Door
Pest
^Summer
•tiTalking
Screen
Snapshots

Warner- Wilton
.Jack
Mulhall
Cerlnna
Orlfflth
.Fairbanks.
Jr.-Y*ung
. Mulhall-Le*
. Clalre-Oray
. Billle
Dove
.Blllle
Dev*
. Whllo-Morrli
. Marilyn
Miller
fJShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
White-Mulhall
•tfSon of the Gods
(A.T.)
Rich.
Barthelnau
•tISprIng
It Here
(A.T.)
Claire. Gray
•tSStrlctly
Modern
(A.T.)
Derotby
Mackalll
Title

Educational
V.
lnkl2hlnov
G. Kuznetsov
Educational
Educational

(Available sound-on-htm

•tJFurles
(A.T.)
•tSIn
the Neit
Roen
(A.T.) ..
TSLMiei
01
r loia
i^.i.i
...
•tSLIIlei Ankles
of
Field(A.T.)
(A.l.)
•tiLtote
•tfMurder
Will
Out
(A.T.)
•tiNo.
N*.
NanetU
(A. T.)...
•t^Notorlout
Affair.
A (A. T.).
•tSOlher
Ttmorrtw
(A.T.)
•tS^laying
Around
(A.T.)
•t«S»lly
(AT.)

SongStarProgram

dialogue and incidental songs).
disc. F means sound-on-film.

DISTRIBUTORS
F*b.

.Mir.
, Jii.

Lengtt)
Reels.
MIns. RevlewM
...7
76 .Jan.
...7
79.
II
...8
67. .Mw.
i

Length
Reels
MIns.
2
17 Revli

.4.T. after

title means

Motion

72
. Marionettei
•tAllez-Op
*t§Clyde Doerr &. Saxophone
Sextet
, Jazz Program
. Animal
Novalty
•tSFeed
the Brute
(A.T.)
, Frawley
&
Smith.
•t§Hoak
(A.T.)
. Special Cast
•t§Ju«tic«
(A.T.)
VSLIttle Journeys In Stnglind. . Sang Sarles
Bransby
Wllllarai
•t§Mlser.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Mr.
Smith Wakei
Up (A.T.) . Marrlott-Gott
•tINIght
In Dixie.
A (A.T.)... MItohell-Hudglns
•flNora
Blaney
No.
I
Song
Program
♦+§Nora
Blaney
No. 2
Sono
Program
•tOperatle
Marionettes
•tIRadIo
Franks & 4 Baehelon. Song
Program
•t§Teddy Brown & His Band.... Jazz
Program
•tSUnwrltten Law. The (A.T.)... Rosalind Fuller
•tlWhen
the Clock
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Nllos
Welch

METROGOLDWYN'MA
FEATURES

I

Picture

Jack
Oakie
•t§Hlgh
Society (A. T.)
Bancroft
'tlLadies
Love Brutes
(A. T.).. George
MacOonald-Oakie
•tSLet's
Go
Native
(A. T.)
Oakie-Gallasher
•tIMarco
Himself
(A.
T.)
•tSReturn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.). Oland-Arthur
Rogers
•tISafety
In Numbers
(A. T.).. Charles
Ruth
Chatterton
*t§Sarah and Son
(A. T.)
Clara Bow
•t§Statlon S-E-X
(A. T.)
Gary
Cooper
. . .
•t§Texan,
The
(A. T.)
Clara Bow
•t§True to the Navy (A.T.)
. Moran
&
Mack.,
*t§Two Black Crows, The (A. T).
Colbert- Ruggles
*t§Young Man of Manhattan
•§§Youth
(A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray
..

'•

8...

1

8

..9...

... I.

... I
'.'.'. 2'.'.'.'.'. .17...
8.
..9...
. I..
,

Feb.

2

18....

2
1
I
I
1
1
I. ...3

15....
9....
»....
•....
8...
9....
30....
.16.

SOUND

YER

Length
Rel Date
Feet
Mins. Reviewed
Feb.
Title
Star
21....
6700.. ..74. ..Dec. 2\
1929.
•tlAnna
Christie
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
Jan.
10..
Issue)
3
7961..
..Nov. 16
*t§Bi$hop
Murder
Case
(A.T.) .. Basil
Rathbone
8100..
Jan.
. . Nov.
2
Feb
•tIChasIng
Rainbows
(A.T.)
Love-King
In Nor. 2,
(Ketiewed
under title of "Road
Show"
7.. 8782.. ..98.. ..Dec. 28
•t!Devll-M«y-Car*
(A.
T.)
Ramon
Novarre
26.. 7533.. ..84.
t§Divorce.
The
(A.T.)
Shearer-Morris
Apr.
8413.. ..93.. .Apr. 19
22
.Feb. 22
•t§Free and
Eeasy
(A.T.)
Buster
Keaton
Mar.
15. ...8382.. ..93.. .Feb. I
•tSGIrl Said
No. The
(A.T.) . . . Halnes-Hyams
Mar.
..90.,
8
8142
•t§Lady
to Love
(A.T.)
Vilnia BanKy
Mar.
.Jan. 258
28
7200
80 .Feb.
•tSLord Byron of B'way (A. T.). . .Terry- Kaley-RubiB
Jan.
7917
88. . Feb. 8
•t§Montana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan Crawford
Mar. 29
17
7650
85. . Nov.
2
St'Not
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davles-Nugont
.•■•;• •••i*";.._ .
Reviewed
under title of "Duley"
in Nov. 2. 1929 luiN
•tSRedemptlon
(A. T.)
Gilbert-Nagol-Adoree
Apr.
5
6019
67.
'tSShIp
From
Shanghai, The
.6225.... 69... Jan. 18
(A
T)
Nagel-Johnson-Welhelm
Jan- 1929,
3...
..Feb.
22
31..
19..
•t§Strictly Unconventional (A.T.).A:Uen
Shiawortti
■,.■■■■■ ■■■■^„^J
Issue
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22,
..6100.
.Apr. 19
*t§Thl>
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Jlattibone-Johnson
Apr.
31..
•tIThey
Learned
About
Women
.Dee. 14
(AT.)
Van
and Sehenek
Jan.
24.. ...8773.... 97. .Dee. 14
...6387.... 71.
•tSWoman
Racket
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
Jan.

Coming Feature Attractions
fltie
Star
•tiBattle of the Ladlei (A. T.)
.•
Beery-Morrls-Hyams
(A.T.)
The
House.
•.§Blg
Dressier- Moran-Page
(A.T.)
Short
•t§Caught
Jr
Haines-Moylan-Bushman.
(A.T.)
Going
•15Easv
Nugent
Elliott
(A.T.)
Day
MIFather'.
•tSFIoradora
Girl, The
(A.T.).
.Davles-Gray
MIOetd
Newt
(A.T.)
Special Cast
Chatterton- Forbes- Rathbone
(A.T.)
The
Raad.
•tlHI»h
•t§ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
»t§Let
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
Shearer-La
Rocque
•tJMadame
Satan
(A.T.)
Reginald Denny
•t§March
of Time
(Tent.)
Weber
& Fields
*t§Monsleur
Le
Fox
(A.T.)
Barbara
Leonard
•flRamote
Control
(A.T.)
•ti Revue of Revues (A.T.)
Klng-Love-Halnes-Crawford
•tSRogue
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Lawrence TIbbett
*tiRomaRee
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
•fSSea
Bat,
The
(A.T.)
BIckford-Millan-Torres
•tisinger of Seville, The (A.T.). Novarro-Jordan-Adoree
•tSTrader
Horn
Harry
Carey

SOUND
Title
•t§AII
Teed
Up
Baby Folllee
•flBear Shooter*
•llBIg
Kick. The
•«Blotto
•t§brats
•Clyde Doerr
•tSCollege
Hounds
'tICollege
Romeos
*t§Filty Million Husbands
'tiFlghtIng
Parson
•tlFlrsI
Seven
Years.
The
*Flower Garden
•t§Hay
Fever (A.T.)
'Head Guy, The
Lucky Day (A.T.)
Dog
•tiKelly,
Walter
C
•t;oid Man Trouble (A.T.)
■^SNIght Owit (A.T.)
M§Popular
People (A.T.)
•i^Real McCoy
(AT.)
•nshlvering
Shaketpeart
■fSShrlmn. The
Sono
Writer's
Revue
•t§They
Go
Boom
•tITough
Winter.
A
•Van & Sehenek
•tSVodevlMe
(A. T.)
•nwhan
the Wind
Blows.
*t§Whlspering
Whoopee

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

^
Juno

•-•■•.•"•••
Feb.
i

Doqs
Biitmore Trie
Charlie
Chase
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue
Charley
Chase
Harry
Langdon
Lean & Mayfleld
Dogs
Davldson-Nleheli
Laurel-Hardy
Charley
Chase
Chase
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gtno
Charlie
Chase

Rel. Date
Apr.
19
May
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Ian.
May
June
Jan.
Apr.

Length
2 reels

17.. ..1881
29....I827
8.. ..2654
2 reels
18. ....572.
2 reels
25
853
2 teels
22
1877
I
2 reels
18
2 reelt
II
1878
2 reelt
2 reelt
4
803
2 reelt
4
1895
2 reelt
I
1899
25
1870
3. ...2 reels
2 reelt
2 reel
21
2 reels
II
799
2 reelt
5.. ..1795
2 reelt

Reviewed
Mar. 20
'["'•L^.
Jan. 25
Feb. 15
Apr.
5
Mar.

29

Mar. 29
Dec. 14
Apr.
5

Nov. >
Feb.
15
Dec.

14

Dec

14

Feb. 15
Dee.
14
Apr.
19
Mar. 29

Mar. 29

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Length

Star
Rel. Date
Feet
4.. ..7066.
.Helen
Morgan
Jan.
1..
II.. .6364
.Skelly-Wray-Powell
Jan.
.Arlen-Brian
Feb. 22.. ..5251.
Carroll-Arlen
Feb. 29..
.6701.
II.. ..5244.
Nancy
Carroll
Mar.
.7273.
Green-Brian-Hamllton
Jan.
18..
. Arlen-Brlan-Green
Apr. 26...
8.. .10061.
Chevalier- MacDonald
Jan.
15.. .5500.
Feb.
, Hal Skelly
26.. ..6024.
■ Gary
Cooper
Mar.
Sopclal
Cast
Apr.
..6700.
15..
, Morgan- Rugglet
Feb. Ittue
1920,
at "River Inn" la Del. 28, 1929
.6100.
25..
Jan.
22..
•tSSeven
Days'
Leave
(A. under
T.). . (Sary Cooper
8..
Reviewed
luuo
the title of "Medal" la Nov. 2S,
..6402.
. Evelyn
Brent
Feb.
•tSSIIghtly Scarlet
(A.T.)
..8100.
Powell
Feb. 15...
•tistreet of Chance (A. T.).. . Wm.
.9412..
Mar.
•tSVagabond King. The (A. T.) . KIng-MacDonald-Oland
..6405.
.Charles Rogers
Apr.
•tSYoung
Eagles (A.T.)
5..

Title
MSApolause
(A. T.)
M^Behindthe Make-UD(A.T.)(D)
•t§Burnlng
Up
(A.T.)
•tSDangerous
Paradise
(A.T.)...
•t§Honey
(A.
T.)
•t§Klbltzer (A. T.) (O)
•tlLlght of Western Start (A.T.)
MJLovo Parade (A. T.) (O)...,
•llMen
Are Like That (A. T.) .
•tSOnly the Brave
(A.T-)
*t§Paramount
on Parade
(A.T.),
•tSRoadhouso
Nights
(A.T.)....
Reviewed

MIns.
Reviewed12
...78. ..Oct
.Oct.
26
..71.
..Feb. 15
22
..!i8. ..Feb.
..74.
.Feb. 22
..81.
.Aug. 31

...■>a

..61. ..Oct. 19
..III.
..Nov. 23
...67. ..Mar. 15
..Apr.
5
...74.
..68,
..Nov. 23
..90.
...71. ..Jan.
. Dec.
.105.. .Jan.
...71.
..Mar.

25
28
II
22

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
Star
•f^Anybody's
War
(A.T.)
Moran
&
Mack
•t§8acl<«taqe
Blues (A. T.)
Moran
&
Mack
•t^Benson Murder Case. The(A.T.) Powell-Wray
Chavaller-Colbert
(A.T.)
•tSBIg Pond. The
(A. T.). Arlen-Brlan-Holt
The
Legion.
•tlBorder
•tiBuslness
It Pleasure
(A.T.)
.,
Bancroft
Geo.
(A.T.)
The
Man.
•t§Cave
•tSDangerous
Nan
McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
•+§Devll's Holiday. The (A. T.).Nancv
Carroll
•tsFleth of Eve (A. T.)
Nancy Carroii

*Mean8 synchronized score,

Rel. Date
Apr.

Length
Revlewo'
6750
75. ..Apr. S
...
12. . . .5794. . . .65. .Apr. 19

DateI..
4..

SHORTS

Length

Rel.
Mar,
15.
Jan. . 26..
Feb.

..604....
. I reel
..2
reels..

Apr.

..901

Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
■ Jan.
Feb.
. Mar.
Apr.
.>.Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
. Feb.
.Mar.

.1794

.1872

Mar.U,

...,

Mar. 223
.Feb. IS
Apr.
IS

29..
22.
I.,

.Jan. 2S
■*!
;

.948
. I reel

Feb. IS

.1850
..814

12.

15..

...651..
I reel.
..752
. I reel

26.
18.
12.
22.,
II..

.Jan. 2S

.1870

..964
..994
..967

.Jan.
.Jan.

.1634
.1747
.1760
.1
reel

22.
18.

19.
26..

.1 reel
.1022
. I reel

Feb. IS;

8.

8.

Length
Feet.. Mint. Revlewtd

.7607. ...84. ..Nov. IS
.6500
.6740

72... Nov.
973. ..Nov. 30

.7074. ...78. ..Feb.

Rel Date
June
29
Aug.
May
Aug.

S

Reviewed

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
•t§Blg Shot. The
(A. T.) (F)
•tSGreenwIeh Village Felllet. The
(A, T.) (F)
•tSNegllgee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
•tSTreasure Girl (A. T.) (F)
•tlUp and Af Em (A. T.)(F)
•t§War and Woman (A. T.)(F).. Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
•tSWoman
Afraid, A (A.T.XF)

%

..Feb. IS

..987
..738
..737

5.
June
May
June
June
Jan.
June
Feb.
Apr.
July
June
Jan.
July

Apr.

■ 2 reels
.1870

15.
Mar,
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

.2
reels
.1832

4.
•1381.
4..
5
■ .166
I reel
22..

, Feb.

Title
Star
•tSBachelor's Secret, A (A.T.) (F). Alan
Hale
*t§Clothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
•t§Crashlng Through
(A. T.)(F)
•tiGrand
Parade
( A.T.)(D & F) . Twelvetrees-Seott
•t§H is First Command (A.T.)(F).. Boyd-Sebastlan
•tlHot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie Quilla*
tlOfBcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... WIHIam
Boyd
•tSPalnted Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
•t§Parachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong- Lombard
•tSPlay Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
•tSRIch
People
Bennett-Toomey
*t§Saratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett

SOUND

22

RevltVK

FEATURES

\i,
12

1930

.7740.

PATHE

■- .
•-••••;
8100.... 80... Apr.

26,

..Mar.

Title
Star
•fSBoarded Lady (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•tIBedelia
Screen Song
•tIBelle of the Night
*t§Come
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Song
*t§Brown
Gravy
Christie
Comedy
*t§Deep
"C"
Melodies
Frances
Willlamt
*t§ Desperate Sam
Bert
Green
•T^Oon't
Believe
It (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•t§Down
With
Husbands
Arthur. Roach
•t&Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
't^Family
Next
Door,
The
Charles
Ruggles
*t§ Firebugs
Talkartoon
•t^For
Love or Money
(A.T.)...Chrlitle
Comedy
•t§Gettlng a Ticket
Eddie
Cantor
*t|His
Honor,
the Mayor
Christie
Comedy
*t§Hot Dog
Talkartoon
•t§l
Came
First
Herman
TImberg
.;
•t§l'm
Afraid to Come
Home
In
the Dark
Sereen Song
•t§rm
Forever Blowing
Bubbles. Screen
Song
*T§ln the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
•t§La Paloma
Screen
Song
,
*T^Let Me Explain (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•t§Milllon
Me's.
A
Lee Morse
't§Moon
Bride's Wedding,
The..U.
S. Indian
Band..
•tiMountaIn
Melodies
•tlPrlsoner't
Song,
The
....Screen
Song
•tSRadIo
Riot
Talkartoon
•tSSalt
Water
Balladi
•tIScrapplly Married (A. T.).... Christie
Comedy
•tSSo This Is Paris Green
Fazenda
*t§Stronger
Sex^
The
(A.T.)
Christie Comedy
•t|Voices of Lonely
Men
•flWanderlust
Bruce Seenit
•tSWeo Bit 0" Scotch
•tsYet, We Have No Bananaa... Screen
Song

14

SHORTS

Star
Charley
Chase
CMIdrea
Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy

April

News

Ig

Length

17
25
3

SHORTS

(Available sound-on- film and sound-on-disc)
(Note:
Pathe does
not list running
time
In the Important series, however, follow:
2 reel corned les
Pathe Sound
News
Pathe
SI lent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Sportllghtt
Talking Topics of the Day
Title
*t§AII

Stuck

on

Shorts.

The

approximate

running

;
.*

12.

Star
•tSBeauty
Spot,
The
(A.T.)... Oawson-Carhey
•tiBowt
and
Arrows
Sportllpht
•t§Clothes Make the Man (A.T.)
♦tICover
Charge
(A.T.)
Toplet of the Day
•t§Crosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
Reg.
Merville
*t§Darktown
Blues
Buck & Bubbles
•tSDarktown
Follies
(A.T.)
Buck & Bubbles
Mar.
♦t§Dixie
Days
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fables
Mar.
•tSDoggIng
It (A.T.)
Sportllght
Mar.
•tlDoIng
Phil a Favor
(A. T.).. Mackenzie
Ward
Feb.
•flFelinc
Fighter
(A.T.)
Sportlight
Feb.
•t5riftyMllesfromBroadw«v(A.T.).Watson-Mervllle
Mar.
•t§Foolish
Follies
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fable
Mar.
•tSGettysburg
Address
George
Billings
*t§Golden
Pagoda.
The
(A.T.) .. Vagabond
Adventure
Series. May
•IGood Old School Days
Aesop
Fable
.Mar.
•t?Grldlron
Glorv
Sportllqhf
.Mar.
•t§Happy
Golf
(A.T.)
Sportllght
Jan.
•tlHer
Hired
Husband (A.T;). . .Noel Frances
Jan.
•t^HIgh
and
Dizzy
Geo.
LeMaIre
Mar.
.Mar.
•t§Hls
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.) .. Herman-Green
Mar.
•tSHiqh
Toned
(A.T.)
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
Fob.
•t§Home
Sweet Home
(A.T.)
. Topics
of the Day
•flHonesf
Crooks
(A.T.)...
"Buck
&
Bubbles".
In the Park
, Topics of the Day..
Iron Man. The
. "Aetop Fablet" . . . .
*t§Live and
Learn
•f^Mandalay
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
*t$Nlght
In Dormitory
(A.T.)... Ginger
Rogert
•t§On
the Air
(A.T.)
Toplet of the Day
*t§Pathe Audio Review
Released Every Week
•tSPatho
Sound
Newt
Released
Twice
Every
•tIPerfect
Match.
The
(A.T.) ... Butler Mayo
•tSPctters,
The
(A.T.)
Tnolcs
of the Day
•ffRide 'Em Cowboy
White-Carney
•tSRubevllle
Night Club
(A.T.).H.
B.
Wattoa
'tSShIp
Ahoy
Aetop
Fable
Slnqlnq
Saps
Aesoos
Fables
♦t^Sixteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
White-McNaughton
•t§Sky
Skippers
(A.T.)
Aosoo
Fablet
•tSSpills and
Thrills
Sportllght
•t§Splashlnq
Through
(A.T.)..
.Sportllght
nSTIqht
Squeeze
(A.T.)
LeMairo
•t§Western
Whoopee
(A.T.)
Aesop Fables

Week

f Means sound effects. %lHeans voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Tallcer.
D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.

time

of reelt
mla,
■la.
■la.
26 mla.
min.
10 ailB.
10 ■la.
II
II
.... 8
10 ■la.
7

. .2Length
reels
. .2 reelt
.2
reels
. . I reel

Reviewed
Feb.
I
Mar. 22
Jan. II

.. I reel
. .2 reels
. 2 reelt
. .2 reels
16.. . .2 reels
. I reel
. .2 reels
reel
9.. . .2. I reelt
30.
16... . I reel
16.. , I reel
.2...
5.. . .2 reels
. I reel
. I reel
.
. I reel
.
12.. .2 reels
SO... . 2 reels
9..
2 reels
23..

Feb. 15
Feb. IS
Feb.
22

Rel
Jan. Data19.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
2..
29.
Feb.
30.
23.
16
9...
..Feb.

U»

23..

. 2 reelt.
. I reel. .

Mar.
Feb.
Feb.

Apr.

A.T.

15
8
8

Mar.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Oct.
Jan.
Jan.

.Feb.

Mar.

. . Feb.

.2 reels..
...Jan.
.. II reel
..
...Jan.
reel
,.2
reels. .
Jan.
5. . ,2 reels
Dec.
Jan.
5.. .2 reels
Dec.
reel
Jan.
Jan.
12. .. .I Ireel
,
. I reel
Apr.
Apr.
6.. . .2 reels
.. I reel
Nov.
Apr.
Apr.
13. . .8 reels
Feb.
2.. .2 reels
Nov.
. . I reel
Jan.
. I reel
Feb.
.".■,
Apr.
Apr.
20. . .226reels
Feb.
16.. ..I reel
Feb.
.1 reel
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
23. . . I reel
Feb.
2 . . .2 rels. ... .Nov.
..I reel
Apr.
23..

18
18
14
23
II

13.

after

i

title means

5

April

26,

Motion

1930

Picture

RKO

•tiWeil
of Rockies
(A.T.)
(D)
Art
Mil
•tiWhlta
Cargo
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
•fiiWhilo
Devil
(P.T.)
(F
&
O)
MoiiuklnUngover
Wriy Cry at Parilni
Halm-Oralla
•tiWemaa
Whs
Wai
Fer•etta*
(A.O.)
Belle Bennett
MiYiddlsh Mama, The (A.T.iMao
Simon

FEATURES
stir
Danii'lt-Lyon
l>Jagel-Kenyon
Morrlt-Lompion-Hertholt
. Wheeler- Woolsoy
, Betty
Compton
, Brent-Toomey
Sally O'Nell
•tie in •« p»ri (*T.>.
. Comp^on-Shcrman
(A.T.)......
iJlond
•t5H»«K
. Sherman- )oyc6
(A.T.)..
Know Women
•tlHo
Oshle-Walkar
MiHIt the Detli <*••.)
Betty
Compson
.....
lA.T.)..
C»ptlv«
.•tlL«»«
Danirh-Hughei
(A.T.)..
Alono
(•tiuove Comes
Richard
OK
•tlL»»l»'
'"• L«dl«»..,
. Lee-Carr-Nagel
DIa
.T.) Richard
'•tiSMoatf
Wll*
(A.T.)
•tiStnii K<y< t* BildpaU (A

....Apr.
.. Mar.
...Fab.
...May
. . . Mar.
. . . Mar.

(AT.)
••(Alias French Gurtle
•tlBmu
B«ndH
lA.D)
.■••
..
Qrlithi.
Sorg««nl
ol
•tfCiM
(A.T.)
Th«
•fjCuckooi.
(A.T.)
•t|D«m«»ed
•f»Fr.m«d
<AT.)^....

20.
2.
23.
4.
30
It..
2..
18.

May
. ...
.. Feb.
...May

II..

9.
2..

,. ..
.. Feb.
Feb.
... Jan.
...
Apr.

l«tiL*<"°*

»' ""

i*tiRadlo
Revels
(A.T.)...
•tjSenjallon
(A.T.)
•t|Upper»orld
(A.T.)
....
•tjWIld
Heart
(A.T.)

. Bebe

(A.T.)
; •••Vi
•tSStrenge
Interview.
The
(AT.)
(F)
•tlWhst
Neat
(A.T.)
(F)......
•nwhile Auto Waits (A.T.XF).
•tjYour Own Home Towa (A.T.) .

I'J
8
5

.8136.
.6174, ...68. ..Fab.

15
4

. 6319.
.9327.

...60... Jan.
..70. ..Apr.
..as. .Dec.

. .. Jan.

70. ..Jan.

15
4

Length
Feat. .Mini. Reviewed

Title
*tSAt (A. theT.) Photographers
(F)
■ t Beethoven
•tBarn Dance
•t§Brlng
On the Bride (A.T.)
•tChaIn
Gang. The
*tConquest of the Cascades...
*t§Down
Hawaii
Way
'tSFrlend
Husband
(A.T.)..
•tGallopIng
Gauche
*t Jungle
Rythn
•Uust
Mickey
•tKlds and
Pets
Lincoln's
Birthday
•Liszt,
Franz
■t§Meet the Family
(A.T.)
(F)
•tMlckey's
Concert
•fPlane
CrazySquawks
•tIMonkey
(A.T.).
•tPlow Boy

Daniels

SHORTS

star Trueman
Paula

Marc
Connelly
Mickey
(F&D)
Mickey
(F&D)
Mickey
(F&D)
Mickey
(F&D)
(F&D)
Mickey
(F&D)
Mickey
(F&D)
Mickey
(F&D)
Mickey
Mickey
Yule

{?"•
Feb.
"Jar.
Mar.
July
Jan.
Aug.
June
Apr.
May
Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Jan.

Yule
Yule
Yule
Yule
Yule
Yule
Yule
Yule

Vaughn-Ceeke
Vaughn-Cooke
Alberta
Vaughn

30..
2..
30..
2..
20..
5..
17..
22..
27.
25.
9..
2. .
22.
16.
5..

May

Mar.
2.
'.'.'.'.'.. jani'li!

Sherwin-Knowlei
ituss

II

.I
.2
.2
.2
.2

..Feb. 2?
.Apr.
19

Apr.

12

.2 reels

.2
.2
. .2
. .2
.2
.2
. .I
,.2
.2

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels
reels

Dat.
Jan.

14
25

Feb.
Dec.

8
9'

Star
Title
Williams-Lane
Fight. The (A.T.)
•t§Big
J. Schildkraut-Loy
•ifcock 0' the Walk (A.T.)
(A.T.) . . . . Duryca-Basauctte
The
Ranger.
•tloude
L. Hughes-Borden
(A. T.)
Sister
•t§Helio
Roland-Thomson-Love
(AT)
• isR.no
Cast
•llsimbras de Glarla (Spanltb) . Special
Denny-Segar
(A.T.)
a Man
niWhat

STATE

Feb.
Apr.

....
1..

Stir

Length
Feet.. M Ins. Reviewed
.5850
65... Apr. 19
.7200
80... Apr. 19

Title

.6500.

•tJLett
Over
Ladlei
•flLove.
Life.
Laughter
Love
Waltz. The
•tJLuiury
Girt
•t§Mareea. Maria
•t§Modirine
Man.
The
*tiMy
Brudder
Sylvest
•ffPaper
Proflte
•t| Resurrection
(A.T.)
•tfSetIa
Strape
'tSSenor
Manaaa
•tSSunny
Skies
•tSTorrent.
The

sound-on-film and

. ereela..
.7 rail*.

.'Apr!

LengtJi
.'iraei!!!
. 2 reel!..
. I reel . . .
.1 rMl..

Reviewed 19
■.AprV'io

.2 reels..
. I rwl..

.Ne*.

0

.Apr.

5

. 2 reels. .
1 1 reel . . .
. I reel. . .
.1 r«*l..
. I reel...

.Air.
.Get.
.Apr.
.Jan.
Feb.

III

sound-on-diie)

64. Jan.
58.
Dec.
73.
70. Jan.

5700.... 63.
IJ. 5 reels. . . .
7.
5917. ...66.

.Oct.

f.Means sound effects. %Means voice
P.T. means Part-Talker.
All-Talker.

Star
Rel. Data
Feet
Hume-Gill
Mar.
25
Hershoit-Boardman-Forbes
..Mar.
10
6183
Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr
Jan.
I
6750
■> "Dangerous
Business"
Isaue Dee. 21, 1029
Mae
Murray
Jan.
10
6060
Gleason-Shllllnil- Walker
Mar.
20
7040
Lease- Gulliver
Feb.
15
7239

Star
Armida-Terry
Alice
Meataiiw

Date

Mae

(A.T.).. Jack
Leo
Wa.

Mins.
69..
69.. .Mar. 15
75.. .Dee. 21
67..
78..
80..

Length

II4I0. .. 130. . .Apr.

Murray

Benny
Carrlllo
Collier, Jr

Leo Carrlllo
Benny
Rubin

SHORT

SUBJECTS

TIttO
Star
'tsoussack's
Bride,
The
Color Symphony
•t|ln Old Madrid
Color Symphony
•tIJungle
Drums
Colortone
•t§Melodie
Color Symphony
•t§Mlnuette
Color Symphony
•tiModern
Cinderella,
A
Color Symphony
"tlMountain
Kino.
The
Color Symphony
No Women
Allowed
Color
Classic
•t§Pharoah's
Daughter
Color Symphony
•tiSacred
Hour,
The
Color
Symphony
•t§Song
of India.
A
Color Symphony
♦t§Statlon
S-T-A-R
•tSSongs My Mother Taught Me... Color Symphony
•t§Tales
of Araby
Color
Symohosy
■t§Temolo
Bells
Color
Symphony
•t§Vlennese
Melody
Color Symphony
*t§Volee
of Mollyweed
Station
S-T-A-R
Series

.■.'.'.'.".'.'. 5800 !!r. 64

'Means synchronized score.

.7 reels..
.7
. ( reels..
reels..

(A.
Romance
•t§Border
•t§Cheat
the Beya
'tSCyclone
Mickey
•t§ Enchanting
Melody
(A.T.)...
•t§Fa5cination
(A.T.)
Mae
Murray
• tS H Igh Treason
•tIJourney's
End
(A.T.)
Colin
Cllve
•tlKathleen
Mavourneea
(A.T.). O'Nell-OeltMy

Reviewed
Jan. 23
.Talk. Pic
•tiAsrosi the Werld
(A.D.)
•
Pole......... ..••
At the South
Feb. 22
. Aywon
Beautiful Blue Danube (Ger.) Junkermann-Man.
.Jia. 24 9000... 100.
•t§Bccause I Love You
Mady Christians
6200
69.
..Afl.
Big European..
i iahlnd
the Altar
Wllhelm
Dletarle
Three.
Black
Hills
Sp'tial
Cast
55.
..Apr. 6. 5000....100.
•tIBride 68 (P.T.)
Veidt-Brink
Apr.
19
.Bell
Plet.
' Captain
Cowboy
Yakima Canun
..
4800
53.
•t§Call
of
Circus
(A.T.)
.Burr
Jan.
155466.
(OF)
Bushman Clayton
.Jan.
18
.Feb.
15
Fritz Kastner
CauQlit in Brrlin Underworld
•t§Cl.inc>
in
Wall
Street
Mar.
.
Aristocrat
Feb.
(>\ T )
Murray-Littleflcld
60.
♦t§Darkened
Skies
(A.T.) . . . Brentwood-MacDonaldBiltmore
Prod
Jan.. 5400
Dec.
•t!i-(i.Oolimists
Special
rast
New
Era . . .^
_. Feb._ 8
. Harold Austen. . .Apr. 1 1 7529..
Jan.
Apr.
.70..
•t§Escaped from
Dartmoor. . .Baring-Hennins . Allied
'
Un.
4
.78. .JDec
Farmer's
Wife
Thomas-Hall-Davis
0845..
. Fr.inco- American Not Set. 6360..
.71..
. Reld-BroughtOB. Not
set. Not set
Jan.
25
•tlFomliiiiie Touch
Llna'
Basguette
. .
•tlHearfs
Melody '(A'.D.)'.'
(A.
T.)
Ufa
Film
(P 4 0)
Fritsch-Parlo
..
Jan.
107609
85
Her Unborn Child (F & 0) .. Special
Cast
Windsor
..Jan.
18
Holy Sinner.
The
Special
Cast
Worldart
Plet
I Jade Casket.
The
French
Cast
Cosmos
•IILast Company.
The (A.T.)
(F &. D)
Veidt-Evans
.Mar. 29
•flLast
Dance. The
(A.T.) .. Reynolds- Robards
..Audible
Mar.
8 5825
Lost Patrol
Pro
Patria
...Not
Set 5100. ...57.
.Feb.
I
Love at First Sight (A.T.) .. Keener- Fester
Chesterfield
Feb.
15 6160. ...68. .Dec. 21
•t§Lovc
Waltz
(A.
T.)
(FtD)
Harvey- Batten
Ufa
Film
tSMade te Order (A.D.)
Julian
Eltlngo
Jesse Well
6240.... 69. .Jan. 25
15.. 5040....
56.
•♦§0\erland
Bound
( A.T.) . . Perrln-Ray
Raytone
.. . Apr.
I
29
4700.... 52. ..Mar.
Mar.
•t§PartinQ
of the Trails
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
.
..Mar. 29
Passion
Song.
The
Olmsted-N.
Beery .. Excellent
.
5080
56.
Peacock
Fan
The
Dorothy
Dwan
Chesterfield
5400
60.

5743
5200
6605
... 6300

Lenttb

SHORTS

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel.

T.)

.Apr.
5
.72.
9500... 100.. Fob.
22
.7000
79... Mar. 29

.c
15
Set

2S

Length

Length
Feet
Mins.
98.
Epics.. Not «*t 8860

•tSRarapant
Age
(A.T.)
„
.
. .
■
(D.F.)
Murray- Kennedy
...Continental
Jan.
Sea
Fury
Mildred
Harris-Tom White
Not
Smoke
Bellew
Conway
Tearle
First
Division
South
of Panama
Carmellta
Geraghty. . Chesterfield
.
•t}Tak* the Heir
(A.D.).. . Edward
Morton
...Big
4
iin.
Three
Outcasts.
The
Yakima
Canutt
Waca
Mar.
Thunder
God
Cornelius
Keefe. ... Crescent

22

l.'10.7aS0. .. .IS. . Jan.
.'•rMlt!!
4000

Rel. Date

Title
•tSHlgh
Treason
(A.T.)
*t§Mamba
(A.T.)
'tSParty SIrl (A.T.)
Reviewed
*t§Peacack
Alley
(A.T.)
'tISwellhead
(A. T.)
•tlL
'tITroopert
Three
(A.T.)

RIGHTS
Dlsfr

18
I

FEATURES

WIDE
Rel. 0»«e
I.
Sept.
15
May
15.
Apr.
Feb.

Cinema. Jta.
Fllmt

Jan.
Mar.

.'7'nie'ls!!
7000
71. .Feb.

Star Delf
Harry
..
. Elbee.
Fitzpatritk
Mickey Meuso CartoenCelebrlty
Prbd
Ellbee
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Pred
Educational
Gen
Electric Co
Color
Novelty
Castle
Burr
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred....Fe
Mickey Mouse CarteeiCelebrity
Prod
Mickey Mouse Cartoan(^lebrlty Prod
Color
Novelty
Caatto
F Itzpatrltk
Feb.
Music
Master Series. Fitz
Patrick

(Available

2 reels.
. I reel
. 2 reels

FEATURES
Title

SUte
Judra

66.

TIFFANY

Brown

SONO-ART-WORLD

BlOO

.350 feet.
. I reel. . .
Harry
Dolt
Elbee
Mickey Meue* Cartoon Celebrity
Pred.
. 2I reels.
reel...
Burr
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod.
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Pred.
..Jan
Burr
*t§Slgned. Sealed & Delivered (A.T.)
I rMl..
*t§Slxty
BroadwayMinutes From
Color Novelty
Castle
I reel...
'tSteamboat
Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred.
Jin
I reel...
Judea Films
2000
•tSStyle and Class
(A.T.).
. Marty Barratz
*t$Summer
Harmonies
Song
Cartoon
Blephone
I reel...
'tTee
Time
Felix
the
Cat
Copley
Films
I reel..
Flt2
Patrick... Fek.
22.S50feet
Washington'!
Birthday
•t§When
My
Dreams
Come
. I reel..
True
Gene
& Glenn
Advance
Trailer.
I reel.
•tWhen the Cat's Away
Mickey Mouse CartoonCelebrlty
Pred..
•tWIld
Waves
Mlikey Mouse CtrtoenCelebrity
Prod..
. I reel..
World Tours of Prince of Wa les

.Nw.

reel
reels
reels
reels
reels

II.'SO

UFA
Films
laternaiianal

SOUND

Length
Ret. Data
5.. . . I reel . . . .
..Jan.
Mar.
. Feb.
. .2 reels. . .
. . 1 reel. . ..
Marc
Connelly
.Mar.
. .2 reels. . .
(FtD)
. .2 reels. ..
.Mar.
Vaugha-C*oka-8«r(*lt
'..2 reels. ..
Apr,
Vaughn-Cooke
••• . Mar.
.2 reels. . . .
T.)
(F&D)
Vaughn-Cooke.
. . I reel . . . .
(F&D)
. Jan.
. .2 reels. ..
Nat
Carr
. 1 reelt..
, Apr.
Nat
Carr
. . I reel
Marc
Connelly
.May
25.. . .2 reels. ..
.Jan.
. May
II..
Feb.
9. .. I reel
. . I reel
biilie' Enington'i' Ortliestri
. .2 reels. ..
. .2 reels. .
viughnCooke
"...
........
Maf.
30
(F&D)
..Vaughn-Cooke
.. Apr.
J*"Ij
6. ..6138. ...6
Richard
DIx

Art
Ja*.
Autons

Coming Feature AttractioiiB

78. ..Dae. 21
68

60. ..Feb.

Werld
Harold

Rel. Date
Title
Star
'tiBurned
Evidence
(F)
, .Centiaintal
.AH.
Earepsaa
Buying
a Wife
Special
Cast
MSCiown.
The
(F)
. Continental
.Aft.
European..,.,
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Eiodus to the New Werld, The Lyon-Preveit
.Pioneer
,
Full
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Aslher
.Aft.
European
German
Underworld
Special
Cast
.Aft.
Eurepaaa
Great
Unknown,
The
John
Lodar
. Aff. Eurepeaa
.Aft.
European
Her
Viennese
Lover
Asther-Nolen
. Contiaental
•tJLIfe
For Sale,
A (F)
Allied
Mllak
of the Snewlaads
Special
Cast
. Aft. European. ...
Our Dally Bread
Mary
Nolan
. Continental
"tISecond
Honeymoon,
The (F)
*t}Unforbldden SI*. The (F)
.Continental
Aft. Eurepean. . . ..
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Petrevltab , ..Allied
When
Duty
Calls
Special Cast
.Continental
•tlWorldly
Goods
(F)

Compson
Cast

SOUND

Title
_. , . T ,c>
•tIAge of Innocence. ThetA.T.tr).
•flBeler* Breakfast (A.T.)(F)..
•tlBridegreom. The (A.T.)(F)..
T.)
Sweethearts
•tSCampui
(A.
- Cash
and
Marry
(A.T.).....
I Clown
Topics
(A.T.)
(P)...
Dear
Slayer
(A.T.)......
lEventually But Not Now T.)
Fair Deceiver. The (A. (A.
(F)
General Glnsburg (A.T.)
I Bunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) ...
i:Guest. The
(A. T.) (F4D).
I Hat Bridge (A. T.) (F&D)..
Ja22 (A.T.)
(F)
(Johannes
Brohms
MSLand ol the Sky Blue Daughtart
T.)
(A.
Foundered
iLost and
fLovIn'
the Ladles
ILow
Bridge
(A.T.)
(f )•••••
. The (A. T.) (F&D)
I*'(Magnata
Mickey's Champs (A. T.)
Mickey's
Luck
(A.
T.)
I Mickey's Master Mind (A. T.)
Mickey's Merry Men (A. T.)
Mickey's Strategy (A. T.)
Mickey's
Winners
(A.
T.)
- Mickey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.)
•ifMlckoy
the Whirlwind
(A.T.)
•MMIckey
tha Warrlar. ....... ..
•tJOId Bills Christmas (A.T.).
•ifoid Vamps (or New (A. T.) . .
•tlPalooka
Flying
Sehael
(A.T.)
•tISelting Son. The
(A.T.)
•tlSleepIng Cullas ( A.T. ).....*tlSang
and tha Sergeant.
The

05... Apr.
69
92. ..Mar.
90. ..Apr.

. .7038

Star
.Olive
Borden
. Bab* Daniels .
. Brody-Mulhall
. Betty
.Special

.6202...
.6168

5.. ..6138
..6058
12..
9..
6. ..6579

. .. Ft.b.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
■tKo'^P*"''""'*
*t^Olxlana
1*»' *'
•t^Fall
Guy.
The
(A.T.) .
• tlHIgh
Bi»er
I'tlHunled ■■•••■•;

Length
Feel. .Mini. Ravlawad
.8191
.8100

73

News

UNITED

Lenitti
el.. .

Review*
Feb.
22

Rel. Data
I ree
I reel
2 reela
I reel
I reel
I reel
I -eel
i .-«ol
I reel
I reel
I roe I
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

Dee.

Dee.
15
.Jan.

ARTISTS

FEATURES

Length
15.

Title
Star
>5Be Yourself (A.T.)
(F)
Fannie
Brice
•tSHell
Harbor
(A.T.)
Vele2-Mershelt
•tSLummox
(A.T.)
(F)
Westover-Lyon
•t§One
Romantic
Night A. T.) . . Gish-Nagel
La Roegue
•tjPuttln'
oa tlie Rltl (A.T.)..
Harry
Richman
*l§Sallors
Beware
(A.T.)
del RIo-Lowe

23
It

(including
D

means

21

dialogue and
incidental
songs).
sound-on-film.
F means
disc.

Mins. .Feb.
Feet
Rel. [
Reviewed 1
8
Feb.
8
.6900.
...84.
.77. ..Mar.
Mar.
..7533.
..8354. ...84. ..Feb. 29
18..
Jan.
ate
3..
...70.
1 ..
22
May
. . Feb. 22
12.. ..6300.
Mar.
..8225. ...91.
..6570. ...73. ..Mar.
Apr.
. M.-.r.

A.T.

after

title means

April
Motion

74

Picture

Date

COMING

ATTRACTIONS

Title
Star
•t§Brlde 66 (A. T.)
Moran-Oalton
•t§Clty
Light*
(F)
Charlie
Chaplin
*t§FlaRie of the Fleih (A. T.)-- . ■Norma
Talmadge
•tHell'i
Angeli
(F)
Lyen-Mieon
■tSQueen
Kelly (A. T.)
Gloria
Swanson
tiRaniet
(A. T.)
Ronald Colman
•t§Upstalr» and Down
(A. T.)
t§Whoopee
(A. T.)
Eddie
Cantor

SOUND
Title
•tSFall of the Baitllle, The.
*T§Glorlou9 Vamp
•t|Hu«kln'
Bee, The
•rila ■ RuMlan Cabaret
'tlLove Cup, The
•tIMuilcal
Marlonettek
niNlght la Madrid, A
*1l8ereerer«' Apprentle*. The
'^flannhauter
tSTIntypee

• Bobby

SOUND

Rel. Oatt

Length
Feet
MIns.

8334

93. ..Mar.

8

SHORTS
Rel. Date

star
Watson

Length

Reviewed

..I reel.

!!!.'jin.*"25*
Novelty

Reel

FEATURES
Title
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
•t§Captaln of the Guard (A.T.).
•nCllmax. The (A. T.)
MSCohentandlheKellytlnSeotiand.
*i§Oames
Ahoy
MiDevirs
Pit. The
Reviewed under title of
*t§Embarrassing
Momenta (A.T).
*t§Flghtlng
Legion.
The
Flying
Hoofs
•StHell's
Heroes
•t§Hlde-Out
(A. T.)
•tLueky
Larkln
•tSMontana
Kid,
The
•§tMoonllght
Madness
(A. T)
•t^Mnunted
Stranger. Tke....
•tSNIghl
Ride
•tSParade of the West
•t§Roarlng
Ranch
(A.T.)
*t§Rodeo
Days
•tiSong of Passion (A. T.)..
't^Song of the Caballero
•t§Sons of the Saddle
•t§Slorm.
The
(A. T.)
•t§Tralllno Trouble
•t§Undertow
•t^What
Men Want
*t§Young
Desire
(A.T.)

Hoot

•t§AII
Quiet
on
(A. T.)
•+§Barbary
Coast
C;ar of Broadway
Flirt, The

Western

Front

(A.T.)

July

Wolhelm-Ayroe-Wny
Mary
Nolan
Glenn
Mary
Glenn
Ken
Hoot
John
John
Laura

&

Special

Nolan
Tryon
Maynard
Gibson
Boles

. ..
May

26

.Apr.

5

4.... 6748....

. Mar.

22

Boles
La

SHORT

Plante

SUBJECTS

Title
Alias the Bandit
Badge of Bravery
Crooked Trails
Crimson
Courage
Danger Claim. The
Doing
His
Stuff
Dynamite'!
Daughter (Re-Issue).
French Leave
Fightina
Schoolmarm,
The
(ReFollow Me
Foul
Ball
Getting the Air
Greenhorn.
The
(Re-Issue)
Kounty Fair
Last Stand
Law in the Saddle
Llghtnino
E>nress
(SerlaD
Loser Wins. The (Re-Issue)
Make
It Snappy
Marry When
Young
(Reissue)...
MaHer of Policy
Milky Way
(Reissue)
One
Wet
Night

Peekaboo

Star
Bobble
Nelson
Ted
Carson
Ted Carson
Ted Carson
Bobble
Nelson
Arthur Lake
Josie
Sedgwick
Sid Saylor
issue)
Josle Sedgwick
Arthur Lake
Sid Saylor
Arthur
Lake
Charlie
Puffy
Oswald
Cartoon
Bobbie
Nelson
Ted
Carson
Chandler-Lorraine
Billy
Sullivan
Sid Saylor
Roach- Edwards
Edwards
Charlie Puffy
Roach- Edwards
Arthur
Lake

"est of Honor
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)
Queen of Roundup
(Reissue)
Restless
Rest
(Re-Issue)
Ropin'
Venus
Sid's
Long
Count
BIttino
Pretty
Six
Gun
Justice
Some
Show
Step
Right
Up
Storm
King
(Re- Issue)
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Trail
of th« Pack
Under the White Robe (Re-Issue)
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Why Walt
Whio
Hand. The (Reissue)...
Wild
West
Wallop
(Reissue)

Wlll|.<m

Toll

Bobble
Nels'on
Edmund
Cobb
Josle
Scdowipk
Neely
Edwards
Josle Sedgwick
Sid Saylor
Arthur
Lake
Bobbie Nelson
Arthur Lake
Sid
Saylor
Edmund
Cobb
Charlie
Puffy
Ted Carson
Nelly
Edwards
Neely
Fdwards
Slim
Summervllle
Rillv
Sullivan
Edmund
Cobb

Wolf's

Fangs

. Ted

'Means synchronized score,

.Apr.

Tryen
Band

Carson

Rel. Date
May
17.
Feb. 8..
May 3...
Mar. 8..
Mar. 22...
Mar. 29...
Mar. 19...
Apr. 26...
Apr. 30..
Apr. 16...
Mar. 5..
May
5..
Jan. 6...
Jan. 25..
Apr. 5..
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Fi>b.
May

Mar
Rel.
...Mar.
... Mar.

. . . Otwald Cartoon
, .. Oswald
Cartoon
•t§Srother for Sale (A. T.). . .. Sunny
StarJim
Chinese
Blues
. .. Sporting
Youth
*t§Chrlstmas Cheer (A. T.).. • .. Sunny Jim
'tChiie
Con
Carmei
...Oiwald
Cartoon
...Sid
Saylor
....
*t§Fellow
StudenU
...Archer- Dent
...
•tSFIreburgs
(A. T.)
..Sporting
Youth
•tlFootiight Fellies
'tlHaiowe'en
Sporting
Youth
Hash
Shop
Oswald
Cartoon
'tSHis Bachelor Daddy
Sunny Jim
....
•tlHot
for Hollywood
. Oswald Cartoon
*Hurdy
Ourdy
....Oswald Cartoon
'tiJade Box. The
Lorraine- Perrin
*T Kisses
and
Curtag
Oswald
Cartoon
Lady
of Lions
*t§Llghtning
Express. The
Serial
MSLIve
Ghests (F 4. D)
Ann
Christy...
*t§Nelghbors
Sunny
Jim
....
Mush
Again
Sunny
Jim
*t§Outdoor Sport*
Sid
Saylor
•rPrison
Panic
Oswald
Cartoon
'tSReyai
Fourflueh
Sporting
Youth
Schoolmates
Sporting
Youth
*tlSeelng
Stan
Sporting Youth
•tSStster'^s
Pest
Sunny Jim
*t§Steepiechase
(A. T.)
Sporting
Youth
jrTarzan the Tiger (Serial)
Frank
Merrill
'tSTerry of the Timet (Serial).. Howes-Thompson
•tITrafflc Troubles
Tramping
Tramps
Oswald
Cartoon
Up and Downstair*
*t§Vernon'*
Aunt
Dent-Archer

WARNER
(Available

. . . Mar.
... Feb.

...Apr.
I.'.'Veb."
...Apr.
'.'..May'
••.Jan.
... Mar.
... Feb.

12...
21..
13..
10...
24..
21..

Feb. 12...
22..
Apr.
Mar
I..
Mar. 24...
Jan. 18..
May 28.
Jan. 15...
Apr. 19..
Apr. 2..
May
7.
Feb. 16...
Aor. 7...
Jan. 7...
May 19..
Feb. I..
Feb. 10..
Mar. 15...
May 24..
Jan 27 .
May
31.

Length
. .2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
..2 reels
. 2 reels

.2 reels

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
..2
. I

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel

. I reel
.Zreoio
..2 reels
.10 episodes
.2
.. II reels
reel
reel
. I reel
. I reel
. .2 reels
■ 2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reois
. I reel
.2 reels
■ 2 reels
.2
reels
..2 reels
..2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
. I reel
. 2 reels
. . I reel
.2 reels
. I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels I
. I reel
. .2 reels

Reviewed
Apr.
19
Jan.
II
Mar. 29
Feb.
I
Feb.
15

Oct

l>

Mar.

8

Apr.

S

Feb.

I

Dee.
7
Dec.
21
Mar.
I
Jan.

Jan.

18

18
;j

Apr.
26
Dee.
21
Mar. 15
Mar.
(
Apr. 19
Dee.

7

Title
Star
'tSDumbells In Ermine
(A. T.).Armstrong-Gleason-Kent
•tfFame
(A. T.)
Belle
Bennett
•tIGnlden
Dawn
(A.T.)
Walter
Woolf
•t6Man Hunter (A. T.)
Rin-Tln-TIn
•t§Rough
Waters
(A. T.)
Rin-Tln-Tin
*t§Sweet
Kitty Bellalrs (A.T.). . Claudia Dell

Military
Only
the
Pagilacci

Post
GIri

The........!

Pa GetsHanging
a Vacation
Paper
People
Versus.
The
Perfect
Understanding
Pay
Off. The
Poet and
Peasant
Rose.
Harry & His 6

..,

Amer.

■ 2 reels
.2reels

Mar. s

14..
20..

. I reel

•' «e
■ 2 reels
•2 feels

Apr. 12
Apr.
||
Apr. '%

Jan. n

149..
..

3.

. 10 episodes.. Feb.
a
• i reel
Jan. 25
reels
Nov.
23
..2I reel
Nev."30
"*

..2 reels

.2
reels
-,;•••:
■.22 reels
reels
.2 reels

Jan. Ii
Apr.
12
Mar.
Mar. 29I
Det.
14

.2 reels

.

only}
Rel.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
May
Mar.
May
May
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May

Rel.
....May

VARIETIES

..22 r"eeis.'.*.'.'.'.'.'jaii."2S
reels
Mar.
i
.2
Jan. 2S
'2 reels
reels
Dec.
14
• 10 episodes
.2 reel*
. ..2I reel
reels

Fak.
II
Mar. a

..2 reels

Feb.

I

Reviewed
..Oct
11
.Nov. II
Length...79.
Date
MIns. . Feb. 22
..Apr. Ii
25.
1.. ..7152.
25..
Feet
8.. ..9809.
S
..7513. ..109.
...74. .Apr.
1
..Mar.H12
..6653. ...84.
.Feb.
.Dec. 2t1
..54. ..Apr.
31..
24.. ..4914. ...68.
..7533.
.Jan. II
..6158.
15
...R4
26..
...89.
...49.
..4452.
..8000.
. Feb. »1
..Mar.
.6150.
26..
15..
..71.
10.. ..5380. ..68.
.Apr. II
...60.
..6413.
19..
...76. .Mar.tl
1..
..6876. ...Bn.
..7IR5.
..6341.
..7498. ..83.
..71.
Length
5..
Date
.5200
10..

4383..

Special
Cast
Will
&
Gladys

About

Ahern

Duet
Murray-Oakland
Brice-Edwards

1/2 reel
I reel

Feb.
Apr.
Mar.

»
II
I

2 reels

Feb.

ft

2 reels

Nov.

N
•

i reel

Apr.

■
I reel
I reel
1 reel

Feb.
Apr.
Apr.

IS
••
li
19
19

I reel
I reel

Mar.
Apr.

I
19

I reel

Apr.
Mar.
Mar.

S
I
I

Mar.
Mar.

I
IS

Mar. IS
II
Mar.
. Feb.
8

I reel . . .
I reel
I reel

Mar.
Nov.
.Apr.

I
M
<2

.Apr.

II

I reel

Lyons- Ear'e-Morne
Buddy
Traps

dialogue
and incidental songs).
disc.
F means
sound-on-Mm.

Reviewed
Aor. 12
Feb.
I
Apr.lt
Mar.
II

reel .
l.reel..

,, Johnny Arthur
. . ..Campeau-O'Malley
May- Oaks
.. H. B. Walthall
..Orchestra

will
You
Remember
Me
S^^^L ■•■;.•■•.;
wm
Window
Cleaners

Length
I reel
I reel
I reel
2 reels

I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

.... Edgar
Roberto Berqen
Guzman
.. Wattles- Marth
..John Charles Thomas
. . The
Potters

Dugan-Leonard
Jark
Osterman
Rirhmond-Moorhead
Ryan-Lee
Howard-Newton

12

.4280..

Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
Ruth Etting
The
Potters
Sessue
Hayakawa
Arthur Byron
Jim and
Marion
Harklns
Duet
1st Act
Jean
Barrios
Page Sisters & Oscar Grogan
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan
Lew
Mayer
O'Conneii-Keily
Vitaphone
Kiddles
Pauline
Garon
Song and
Dance
Lou
Holtz
Uils & Clark
Barry
&
Whitledge
Lobo
Herman Timberg
Earie-Oakiand
Chester Conklln

.73... Apr.

(D)

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle

Beauties
Suspicion
Sound
Effects
Stand
Up. The
Surprise
Talking
It Over
Vengeance
Wcbsterlan
Students
Wedding
Belies
What
a Life

f Means soundP.T.effects.
voice (Dincluding
All-Talker.
means %Means
Part-Talker.
means

'ii.'.
3.
31..

BROTHERS
sound-on-dise

Star
Pauline Frederick
John
Barrymore
George
Arliss
Lightner-Brown-O'Nelll
Blue- Ley
Al Joison
John
Barrymore
Rln-Tln-TIn
Moissi-Horn
Dolores Costeiio
Withers- Young
Lightner. Morris
•t§She Couldn't Say Ne
•t§Song of the West
(A.T.)
Boles-Segal
•tSThose Who
Dance
(A.T.)
Monte Blue
*t§Under
a Texas
Moon (A. T.). Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery
*t§Wlde
Open
(A.T.)
E. E. Horton

Title
Absent
Minded
Alda.
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
Battery of Songs. A
Bubble
Party,
The
Benefit. The
Bernie,
Ben
Broadway's
Like
That
Done
in Oil
Dead Laughter
Evolution of the Dance
Family
Affair,
A
Family Ford, The
Faust
Feminine 'Types
Footnotes
Getting a Raise
Glee
Quartette.
The
Gym
Jams
Head
The
HolidayMan,
In Storytand.
A
Letters
Lillle. Beatrice
Idle Chatter
In Dutch
Jest For a While
Lobo. Dog of Dogs
Love Boat, The
Matter of Ethics.
A
Master Sweeper. The
New
Racket.
The
No- Account.
The
One-ation.
The
On
the Ranrho

-Feb. IS
Dec
21
Mar. 29
Ap'r.'i
Dee. u

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

TItIa
•tlEvidence
(A.T.)
*t§General
Crack
(A.T.)
•tSGreen Goddess. Th* (A. T.)
•t§Hold
Everything
(A.T.)...
•tllsie of Escape (A. T.)
•tIMammy
(A. T.)
•t§ManfromBlankley'*,The(A.T.).
•ffOn the Border
•tiRoyai Box (A.T.) (German)..
•tiSecond Choice
(A.T.)
•tSSecond
Floor
Mystery (A. T.)

VITAPHONE

■'•■«•
. .2 reels

Mar.
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Dee.

Length

3.. . 2 reels
17.. • .2 reels
"el
3.. •'
• 2 feels

24..
17.
...

Revlewtt
1930

•I reel

...Apr.
... Feb.

Coming Feature Attractions

Attractions

Gibson

M§ King of Jazz Revue, The (A.T). Whiteman's
Cast
tSLadies
In Love
(A. T.)
•t5Llttle
Accident
(A.T.)
*t§Mountaln
Justice
Scrub Oak
'tSSerenade
(A.T)
•tSSignai
Tower
(A.T.)
'tSSingIng
Caballero (A.T.)
•♦SVIroln of Stamboul
(A.T.)
•t§Weok-End
Girl

Length
Feet
MIns.
...4388

Rel. Date
Reviewed
Star Desmond
William
Mar. 30
..Apr. 5
76.
La Plante- Boles
Apr. 20.
IS. ...65. . . Mar. 29
Special
Caet
Jan. 26. ...5!'
...7401.... 82. ..Mar. 15
Sidney-Murray
Mar. 17.
8
66. . . Feb.
Glenn Tryen
Feb. 9. ...5933
...6268....
69..
Special
Cast
Mar. 9.
June 29
"Under the Soutliern Cross" in April 27, 1929 Issue
...5230. ...58.
Reginald Denny
Feb.
.43
Ken Maynard
Apr.
...6763.. .75 ..Dec. 21
Jack Hoxie
Feb.
...3852..
.50. ...Dee 21
Special
Cast
Jan.
6300. ..70.
.64. ..Apr. 19
Murray-Crawford
Mar.
...5299.
...5785..
Ken Maynard
Mar.
..Mar. 22
Hoot Gibson
Aug.
John Boles
June
Hoot
Gibson
Feb.
...5784
64... Feb. 15
...5609
62... Dec. 28
Schildkraut
Jan.
...5900. ...65. ..Feb.
I
Ken Maynard
Jan.
Hoot
Gibson
Apr.
Hoot
Gibson
June
John Boles
Aug.
31..
Ken
Maynard
Aug.
10..
Ken
Maynard
June
29..
Special
Cast
May
18..
Hoot Gibson
Mar.
23.. ..6000... 67... Mar. 29
4
Nolan-Eller-Brown
'<••>.
23.. ..5025. ...56. ..Jan.
All Star
June
I..
Mary
Nolan
May
II..

Coming Feature
Rider

SHORTS

Title
'tSArabian Daze
*tiBewery Bimboei
'tiiBroadway
Folllat

Reviewed

UNIVERSAL

Aee

26,

News

I reel.

1 reel
Nov
»•
■.■.■.■.■.'.■. I 're'er.'.'.'.'.'.'.iwar.'"n
I reel .'.'.'. '
Aor. 19

A.T. after

title means

Here is

COLOR
at the price of
black-and-white
V^OLOll

and sonnd lo*!;ether may he considered loo liigh-pric'cd a conihiiialion for

some prodnctions.Yet the color in Eastman
SotKtrliroine Tin ted Positive Films costs voii
exactly nothing, Sonochronie,

deyeh>j)e<l

specifically for the new era of the motion
picture^ <jjiyes hoth sonnd and <*olor at the
pri<e of ordinary hlack-and-white positiye.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

J. E. Briilalonr, Inc., Distributors
New York

Chicago

Hollywood

WORN OUT
and DEFECTIVE
PROJECTORS
Cause Damage to Prints
Increase Fire Hazard
Handicap tlte Protectionist
Lessen the Enjoyment of Patrons
and

Greatly Reduce
Box Office Receipts

BETTER
PROJECTION
PAYS

I no Mi^o^%^ni€iin %€^€ lion

In Tl^i% l%%uo:

S iilTfiCfr^Mr^
AVy.

L . .S. I'aUixt (.>l)i< ,

t*^m-^\x liihiiiiiriHl Hi

ANTICIPATING^
BLESSED EVENTS!

^

Coming to your house I The greatest line-up
of week-tO'Week attractions ever released:
THE DIVORCEE — Norma Shearer's Gorgeous Success!
CAUGHT SHORT — Laughs with Marie Dressier, Polly Moran!
IN GAY MADRID — Ramon Novarro's thrilling romance!
THE FLORADORA
GIRL — A Marion Davies Surprise!
THE BIG HOUSE — Watch for the Big News!
ROMANCE — GRETA GARBO TALKS AGAIN!
THE UNHOLY THREE — LON CHANEY'S FIRST TALKIE!

METRO

- GOLDWYN

"^

- MAYER

Best in the Long Runs — and Everywhere!
,', ,' ■^■. ""■■11 'iijmjiiiMi.Mt-,
Published

I. 1910

Weekly
York.

by

the Motion
Copyrigh'.

Picture
19\0.

Price

Nivs,

evcnth

New

ifO lent*

tnlercJ is- setund ^bii matter April 22, ly26, Jt the PoU Ottice at New
under act of March
}, li79.

Se^»

Ave.,

S ub^tnp'.ion '

%orl4

York, N. Y.

>OIIIMI
\ll
Sll>^illlll lU

AN

AIVIA^INU

KUIVIANUt

Ab

IVIUUbKN

Ab

BKUADWAY

A Challenge to All
San Francisco Press Raves Over
Latest Marvel of Talking Screen
speaking voice that is used most
effectively."
— NEWS

"Lillian Gish scores an outstanding success in her talking debut.
Of equal importance is that 'The
Swan' in its audible film form is
particularly fine entertainment. It
is a story which will appeal to the
romantic of all ages. Its beauty of
scene will delight the eye of the artistic. The glamor and grandeur of
its settings will intrigue lovers of
the magnificent. Its very excellent
dialog will appease the veriest stickler for quality in that regard. Its
fine enactment by a carefully and
well chosen cast will find the utmost favor with the meticulous.

"Lillian Gish Wins Talkie Honors
in 'Romantic Night'! It is a long
step — and she takes it triumphantly— from the misty-eyed, languorous type of roles. She becomes a
more buoyant heroine. Her voice
is sweetly resonant. A newly revealed laugh and vivacious manner.
Conrad Nagel is delightful as the
tutor, Rod La Rocque displays a
good voice and an excellent performance. Itis fine entertainment,
with flawless acting against a scenic

Lillian Gish is an entrancing Alexandria. All the charms and graces
and that certain wistfulness which
made her so great a favorite in the
silent drama are here in evidence,
together with a well
modulated

background

of lavish
beauty."
—CALL-BULLETIN

"Acted by a high-power cast, the
spirit of the original play and much
of its mostsignificantdialogue have

LILLIAN
ROD LA ROCQUE
MARIE DRESSIER
Presented by .Joseph M. Schenck
Directed bv Paul L, Stein

WITH

been faithfully preserved,
Lilli,
Gish is remarkably well castands :
actswith intelligenceand restrair,
Marie Dressier is happily cast ai
doesexcellently. Much credit is di
Paul Stein; he has done hiswo;
with intelligence and feeling, a I
— EXAMIN!
has made of The Swan' more th
I imagined could be made of it;
a talking picture." cvAiii..,

"An exquisite picture. The spi :
of that lovely creation has been pi
served. Lillian Gish's diction is(cellent, her laugh a delight. Shej
warm and sweet and lovely. Stn
has managed to veil his story |^
delicate beauty, tender and dair/
and affecting. Romance sir;
through its scenes. RodLaRocci
looks splendid and acts with rm-i
passion. Conrad Nagel makes 1;
tutor a very likeable and handsoii
man. Marie Dressier -C
does
wondi
HRON
IC!
and O. P. Heggie is admirable."

GISH
CONRAD NAGE
O. P. HEG(

UNITED ARTISTS PICTURE

Based on

the Stase Hit

Ferenc Molnar, "The S\\
^

% «
LILLiA^'

-'.ISH

ROD

LA ROCOUE

CONRAD

NAGEL

MARIE

DRESSLER

1

,
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MRAHOOHT ON PARADE M

Slars!
mu, ■•arly ol' IIh* Clara
Ho".
The
Ri,har<l Arlen. Coorpc Bancroft.

(.arr..ll. KiUli
FS.Im. Hr.iit. < liv«- Hr.K.k. Naiic>
<,.,..p.r,
<;ary
.r.
h.vali
(
.(lialUrlon, Mauri.
<.r.-.n.
llarr>
.
f:l.or
<;alla
l.o«n Err.,1. Skeels
Oak..-. /. I.na
II,l.n Kan.N Ihnnis kinj:. Ja< k
Hu.I.In K..;;.r..
ON.-at.AlK- l.vman.WiHiam Tov. H.

J

a, «/»//o. N..r > or /. / Other key centers
Murrhin. ,o ur.al.r a,ul areator lu,. offirr .lory in second sonsatUn^al u.eU
I clean np n.th ,t .
can
nho
hre
t
doesn
The shouman
falling; into line uith smash openings.

PARAMOUNT
PARADE"
ON
leads the Grand March of PARAMOVNT^S

l^pring Money

Hits!

CREAM
OF
THE
NEW
SHOW

WORLD!

^"

$55,000,000

Fox Film Corporation
Secured 6% Gold Notes

'

Due April i 5, i 93 1

Price 100 and i?iterest

'

A letter from Mr. W. C. Michel., Vice-President of the Corporation, is summarized as follows:

Cow/;<7w^; Fox Film Corporation is one of the
$9,800,000 of cash), an amount equivalent
largest and most prominent companies in the
to $2,8^0 for each $1,000 of Notes,
world engaged in the production, distribution Earnings:
The consolidated net earnings
and exhibition of motion pictures. Its product ^f Fox Film Corporation and subsidiar
y comis distributed throughout the world.
^^^-^^^^ available for interest requirements on
Fox Film Corporation has acquired from this Issue, after maintenance, taxes (other

Fox Theatres Corporation the latter's holdings of common stock of Loew's Incorporated.
Security: These Notes, in the opinion of
counsel, are a direct obligation of the Companv and are specifically secured under a Trust
Indenture by the pledge of 660,900 shares
Incorporated
stock of Loew's
of common

than Federal income), depreciation, amortization and other deductions, including profits
applicable to minority interests and interest
requirements on the mortgage and funded
"^^^^ ^f subsidiary companies, for the two fis"^^^ years ended December 28, 1929, as reported by independent auditors, are given below:

and all the capital stock of United American
Investing Corporation, which has a substantial stock interest in Metropolis and Bradford
Trust Company, Ltd., owners of 65% of the
British Picture
ordinary stock of Gaumont

Amount ^
^'^'
9
ip
^^"^2
^
'3>90o.355
'9^9
Annual Interest Requirements on
3,300,000
^ ^^ Issue

Equity and Assets:
As at December 28,
1929, the pro forma consolidated
balance
sheet of Fox Film Corporation and wholly
owned subsidiary companies, as prepared by
independent
auditors, reveals net tangible
assets, without deducting this Issue, of approximately
$157,208,511
(including
over

Aianagement:
The management of Fox
Film Corporation will be vested in certain
principal operating executives who have been
responsible for the past success of the Company, augmented by the engineering and
scientific staffs of General Theatres Equipment. Inc.

are before the deduction of special charges
1929 figures of
andobsolescence
• The 1928 of
\'f-<r.iii=>fir consisting
in
-in
rRi->r.-cf>n fc an
ar\A
*^Orpurailun,
Pnrr.r.r-1 Mnn
anu
rcprLSCncs
llivesrinent
silent films, scenarios and advertising
accessories in the amounts, respectively, of $2,085,137 and $2,379,225.
of
Pomnnrifin
V\\m
Kr>Y
r,{
mrr
rhp
r\r\
Oil
mr
pdri Ol
rOX
I lllll
V^orporatiun
UI
in the figure given above for 1929, profits on the sale of securities of
$S,612,608 have not been included, nor have there been deducted cerrmo noo
^on
f>
._U,U<'vJ,i_'i-AJ.
^3Jn non-recurring charges aggregating $938,364

This offering is made subject to the conditions more fully set forth in the complete
descriptive circular^ a copy of ivhich may be had upon request.

HALSEY,

STUART
'NCORPORATED

& CO.

Dated .•\pril IS, 1930 and redeemable. Interest payable at the offices ol Halsey. Stuart & Co., Inc., in New York and
October 15 and at maturity, .April 15. 1931, without deduction for any Federal normal income tax not in excess of 2%
be payable at the principal office of the trustee in New York. Couixin Notes registcrable as to principal only, in the
$5,000 and $10,000. All statements herein are official or are basej u.Ton information which we regard as reliable, and.
them, we ourselves have relied upon them in the purchase of this security.
Hay 1.1930

Chicago. Interest payable
per annum. Principal will
denominations of $1,000,
while we do not guarantee
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M^;htiest War D
THE N. Y. TELEGRAPH
Oliver Claxton Said:

RAVED.—

"I would like to marshal all the superlatives that
have been heaped on the book and apply them to
the film, for everything said about the novel goes —
and then more so — for the picture . . . two hours
of gripping emotion that cannot be exceeded in this
or any other town. . . . Mr. Milestone has given
the movies back to the camera. . . . Far and away
the best motion picture that has been made — talking
or silent."

THE N. Y. MIRROR RAVED.—
Bland Johaneson Said:
"A fine achievement ... a great credit to Un
versal . . . story exquisitely simple . . . truly inpressive, a powerful, brilliantly directed war movi
Nobody should miss it."

THE N. Y. GRAPHIC
Julia Shawell Said:
"A

directorial

RAVED.—

achievement.

Milestone

has done

wonderful job."

THE N. Y. DAILY NEWS
Irene Thirer Said :

RAVED.—

"It is so magnificent, so powerful, that it hardli
behooves mere words to tell of its heart-rendin;
appeal, of its dramatic fire, its breath-taking battle
shots. Milestone takes the directorial throne fc
1930. His treatment is superb. His sense of tb
dramatic is unparalleled. His understanding c
the true and tender details which play on tli
spectator's

sympathy

is perfect.

THE N. Y. TIMES RAVED.—
Mordaunt Hall Said:
"... presented before an audience that most (
the time was held to silence by its realistic scene
It is a notable achievement, sincere and earnes
with ghmpses that are vivid and graphic. ... A
of the players do capital work. . . . One is gripped

Directed by LEWIS MILESTONE, adaptation ami
dialog by MAXWELL ANDERSON and GEORGE
ABBOTT. Continuity by DEL ANDREWS.
Presented by CARL LAEMMLE. Produced by
CARL LAEMMLE, Jr. With Louis Wolheim, Lewis
Ayrcs, John Wray.

■

rama Ever Seen
— Says Rc^imi Crctii', in
the N. Y. American

I HE N. Y. WORLD RAVED.—
[Quinn Martin Said:

"... .1 masterly inc.ii intion of tint shockingly
vivid novel of valiant youth meeting lonely death.
Mr. Milestone has acliieved a magnificent success."

THE N. Y. TRIBUNE RAVED.—
Howard Barnes Said:
"An enormously compelling talking motion picture.
Not only a brilliant transcription of the most
famous book of a decade, but a splendid achievement for the audible cinema. . . . Intelligently
adapted, magnificently directed and given an assured and even performance, 'All Quiet' is something to get definitely excited about."

THE N. Y. TELEGRAM
IWilliam Boehnel Said:

RAVED.—

"In 'All Quiet' the cinema has produced the finest
war picture since characters first began to flicker
across the screen, one that has never, I believe,
been surpassed either here or abroad. Here is a
war picture beside which all others seem trivial.
Magnificently directed. Beautifully portrayed . . .
it fascinates you, holds you spellbovind. It is tremendous. ... It simply MUST be seen."

THE N. Y. EVENING WORLD
iGeorge Gerhard Said :

RAVED.

"lar and away the most significant picture ever
turned out by Universal. . . . The direction is one
of the best jobs ever seen upon any screen, and it
raises Mr. Milestone to a niche in the movie hall
of fame. . . . Maxwell Anderson kept to the
original text, including that part in which the three
young soldiers ford a river without a stitch of clothing to call upon three French girls. And, although
this is daring in the extreme. Director Milestone
treated the scene with extraordinary delicacy,
although he left little to the imagination."

THE N. Y. SUN RAVED.—
John S. Cohen, Jr., Said:
"The film represents a more or less stupendous
achievement in movie rruking. it is stupendous
in its picturizations of trench battles, of men under
fire, of youth caught up and snuffed out. . . . The
spirit of the book is whole-souledly in the him. . . .
All of the acting is good. . . . Sec 'All Quiet' and
think it over, or rather try to prevent yourself
from

thinking

it over — if you

THE N. Y. JOURNAL
Rose Pelswick Said :

can."

RAVED.—

"It is a dramatic production . . . well cast, intelligently directed and splendidly made ... a credit
to its producers and those concerned in the filming of Remarque's sensational document. . . . Battle
scenes tremendously vivid. Milestone has done
excellent work in treatment of the story and his
handling of the sweeping action ... an impressive

production."

THE N. Y. AMERICAN
Regina Crewe Said :

RAVED.—

"The epic picture of the war. A celluloid record
for the ages. It had its premiere at the Central
Theatre last night before an audience stunned with
the terrific power of stark, awful drama. ... It
plays upon the soul like a mad musician on a harp.
It rips the heart to shreds and tatters. Eyes scald
with tears. It is stifling in its immensity . . .
mightiest war drama ever screened in the ages of

histor\-."
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THE BIG TOP SHOW

COMES

10 THE SCREEN

Right into your theatre off the Big Lot
Right onto your screen comes the Big Top
Right into your box office rolls Big Dough
THE

CIRCUS

IS HERE!

All the action — drama — thrills
All the romance — color — glamour
All the excitement — hilarity — spectacle
OF

THE

GREATEST
ON

SHOW

EARTH!

PATH
Wl

E

ith

HELENTWELVETREES

• FREDSCOTT

• DOROTHY

BURGESS

and Chester Conklin • Ben Turpin • Nick Stuart • Robert Edeson • Stepin Fetchit • Daphne
Sally Starr • John Sheehan

Pollard

• Mickey Bennett • George Fowcett • Little Billy • Bryant Washburn
William Langan

Directed by Joseph

Santley

•

Produced

by E. 6. Derr

theWorld-famous
Girtoonist
^^^»

N«W

EXCLUSIVEir
PRODUCINC

Twelve Surefire

Headline
Attractions
Created, Drawn and Perfectly Synchronized by a
GENIUS known to EVERY Showman on Earth
Synchronized on
POWERS CINEPHONE
System

Distributing AYrangements Made hy

CELEBRITY

PRODUCTIONS,

723— 7th Avenue

Inc.

New York City
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Copy Too Ilot^ Hays Body T(41s Film
Ad Men; New Code to Eliiiiiiiale Spice
Haya*
Talk toS.M.P.E.
be
Broadcast

Address of Will H. Hays before the Society of M. V.
Engineers' nieetinn at Washinijlon. Ma> 7, will be broadcast on a national radio hook-up. Thirty-three stations of
the ('olunii)ia chain already are scheduled to participate
in the broadcast. Hays will talk on "Scientilic Accomplishment in .Motion Pictures."
For detailed account of the events at the forthcoming
session of the Society of M. F. Engineers, turn to page 35.

Darmour Signs
Dane, Arthur,
For 2-Reelers

Columbia — il-K-O
In Booking Deal;
Merger Is Denied

Hollywood — The former ]M-G-iM feature
comedy team of Dane and Arthur will be
reunited in a series of talker two-reelers
to be produced by Larry IJarmour for RKO.
Darmour will produce at least six subjects
with the pair, making arrangements with
M-G-M to borrow Karl Dane when the
latter is between pictures for the latter company. George K. Arthur, other member of
the team, recently returned from an Eastern vaudeville tour, and was immediately
placed under contract for the series by
Darmour.
The comedy producer has also signed
Louise Fazenda for a series of star comedies on the Darmour-RKO program for the
season of 1930-3 L
In addition to the above series, Darmour
will continue the Mickey McGuire kid
series, besides an all-star group that will
utilize many available "name" players.

Deal for a l)ooking arrangement which
will insure playing time for Columbia pictures in houses of the Radio-Keith-Orpheum chain is under way. No details of the
deal have been set as yet, according to Jack
Cohn, who says discussions are being carried on between the two companies.
Cohn denies that the deal is for sale or
merger with R-K-0, as had been reported.
Columbia stock was active during the week
on the strength of the reported deal.

Schnitzer, Marcus, Le
Baron Big Shots at Meet
Josepii L Schnitzer, president. Lee Marcus, vice-president in charge of distribution, and William Le Baron, vice-president
in charge of production, will be principal
speakers at the RKO sales convention to
be held May 18 at Los Angeles. Delegates
from the United States, Canada and Australia will attend the five-day sessions.

Paramount Not Renewing
Dennis King's Contract?
Paramount probably will not renew Dennis
its option expires
aKing's
week contract
or two, when
it is understood.
Decisionin
is to be made in New York in the matter.
There has been no rift between the company
and star, but audience reaction to his picture,
it is said, has not sold Paramount the idea
that renewal of the agreement is a good bet.

U. A. Trio Returns
Al Lichtman, Bruce Gallup and Emil Jensen have returned to New York from their
trip to the Coast.

A New Department
Besinninjj with this issue of
The Shoirmnu, and appearing
weekly thereafter, John F.
Rider, nationally known writer
on technical subjects, will conduct a complete course in sound
projection through the columns
of .Votion I'icture \eics.
Each article will be a chapter in a complete course. The
entire series has been outlined
in advance, and for the first
time offers projectionists, technical men and students a scientifically planned course of
training in the principles and
functions of sound projection,
its operation and servicing, and
theatre acoustics.
The introductory article appears on page 49.

Peppy Ads Result in Action;
Committee to Formulate
Regulations
Those spicy ads which have been going
the rounds of late, resulting in jams at St.
Louis. Chicago. l'(jrtland and other cities,
will be outlawed when a Code of Ethics for
advertising men, suggested by the Hays association, isadopted.
Ever since Motion Picture News called
attention to "hot" copy on "The Love Parade," which caused near-censorship, and
on "Party Girl" and "Hot for Paris" copy
in several cities, the growing tendency to
skate on thin ice on advertising has been
under scrutiny. Recently. Sam Katz of
Publix passed the word to his organization
that copy of the kind was not to be tolerated.
The Hays organization this week summoned film advertising men to a conference
on the subject, the upshot of which was
naming of a conmiittee to draft a Code
of Ethics governing advertising.

Sand Lot Golf
Racket Injures
Coast Business
Hollywood — Tom Thumb golf courses and
driving ranges are cutting into suburban
theatre attendance throughout Southern
California, with indications the night goli
racket will be a heavy competitor of show
business this summer.
The miniature golf courses are being constructed in wholesale quantities in Hollywood, Los .Angeles and all towns of Southern California. A lot 50 by L^O can accommodate an 18 hole layout which is solely a
putting course with mechanical hazards.
Flood lights for night play are drawing
capacity on those layouts that are now
operating.
Capacity per course is figured at about 50
players, who are tapped for 25 cents per
round. The game can be played in about
4t1 minutes, with operators figuring five
capacities nightly.

Fox Discontinuing Its
Silent Newsreel Issues
Fox is discontinuing its silent newsred,
except for foreign accounts, and intends to
concentrate on Fox Movietone News. Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager, stated Thursday,
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ADVERTISING GOES TO
THE CLEANERS
whitewashing- concession in the picture
THE
business is becoming a valuable property.
First, the producers, as a body, came along
with an entirely new set of standards neatly tied
up in a bundle labeled the Code of Ethics. Now
the advertising fraternity centered in New York
is to have a catechism all of its own.
Seriously, one of the promising signs of the film
year. The honest individual interested in his
business and in its welfare reached the conclusion
some time ago — shortly after the sound stampede
smacked the trade, as a matter of record — that
advertising copy was headed straight for the
cleaners if troubles were to be dodged.

In the Producers' Footsteps
In fastening the onus for breaches in good taste,
it is only fair to point out on behalf of the advertising branch of the business that its members
followed religiously in footsteps clearly defined by
their employers. The original trouble centered in
the studios, was reflected in the home offices in
New York and picked up with a sweeping alacrity
by exhibitors throughout the land.
Now, it seems, a new day is dawning and, like
all new days, much is promised and expected. Producers have pledged themselves to hew to the line
as sharply as they know how. For their sake and
for the sake of the industry, this column is rooting
that they do.
Copy writers now ha\-ing been commissioned by
Will Hays to do likewise, a committee has been
named, one meeting has been held and the machinery is lumbering on its way.

Spring and Housecleaning
It is significant that the necessary housecleaning is to come from within. The spectre of outside interference in the form of revived reform
agitation and the rumblings of a Federal censorship are possibilities which cannot be overlooked.
The measure of freedom which the industrv is per-

mitted to enjoy from now on will be in proportion
to the manner in which it heeds its moral commitment with the public.
Insofar as Motion Picture News is concerned,
the contemplated Hays plan constitutes ample justification for an editorial stand assumed many
weeks ago. This writer socked and socked hard —
he hopes — the inexcusable bad taste evidenced in
exploiting "The Love Parade" in St. Louis and
followed that incident with others from major
cities throughout the United States.

Hand in Hand with Hays
What followed was a mixture of censure and
praise. There were those who thought the point
well taken. Others cried "Purist" and turned
loose their ridicule on this hapless observer. But
in the light of what is now happening, perhaps this
forum was correct. At least, Hays is insisting
upon the code to govern advertising and that, you
will agree, places us in the same camp with the
acknowledged head of the industry.
It is easily apparent, however, that unless the
exhibiting fraternity swings into line, efforts to lift
clear of questionable advertising can never become
widespread.

The Shrine Called the Public
Showmen are fully entitled to utilize any and all
measures that bring money into their box-offices,
but it seems almost a needless task to emphasize
their obligation to the public. Once that public
loses confidence or respect for the theatres it patronizes, the chaps running them might make up
their minds to enter another field.
The code and its scope will be ready in due
order. If the purpose behind it materializes as its
theory would indicate, the move will be constructive and helpful.
It's a definite assignment for every exhibitor in
America to back it up. To the hilt, full and to
the last letter.
K A X N
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Showdown Due on ASC Demand

Music

17

'Tax' Be Paid to Exhiliil Sound Films
Offers Resignation?

Snag

as

Faced by 5-5-5 Confab
Exhibitors
Protest
Warranty on Tax

Going to West Coast

Proposed warranty on the music license
payment by exhibitors, as demanded by the
American Society of Composers, Authors
and Publishers, promises to be a real
stumbling block when the 5-5-5 conferences
are resumed early in June to complete the
draft of the standard contract being negotiated by the Hays office, the M.i'.T.O.A.
and Allied States Ass'n.
This was emphasized this week when

Joseph P. Kennedy, chairman of the
I'athe Board of directors, who in reported to hare offered to step down,
in favor of a uiimber of liis associates,
at
Wednesdai/'s meeting of company
directors.

Talkers Talking
Turkey; Selling
Sunday Shows
Des Moines — Credit talkiiifj pictures witli
tlie treiici toward Sunday shows throu^diout the Middle West. Tlieir popularity is
erasing old "blue" laws off the statute
books, because of the desire of municipalities to keep showgoers at home on Sundays.
Where previously picture fans motored
to neighboring towns on Sunday-, seven-day
operation of their local house permits them
to enjoy pictures at home. The local solons
feel that it is preferable, from the standpoint of morals, to keep young folk at home
on Sunday, and the merchants find that it
is good business.
This year a number of towns throughnut
Iowa, ^linnesota, Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri and the Dakotas have voted favorably
upon the Sunday show question.

Lloyd Going to Hawaii
Hollywood — Harold Lloyd will head a
party of 50 film folks, comprising actors,
directors, cameramen and technicians, and
forming the largest motion picture unit
ever to leave the West Coast for a trip
across the Pacific Ocean, when the steamship Malolo of the Matson line sails from
San Francisco on May 24.
Sequences for his next picture, "Feet
First."
sound photographed at sea,
and alsowill
in be
Hawaii.

John G. Paine of the Music Publishers'
Protective Ass'n. indicated in no uncertain
terms that his organization intends to stand
{)al on its demands that sound films containing music it controls be supplied only
to theatres which have paid the nnisic
license.
The music society, in its contracts with
b'lectrical Research Products and RCAPhotophone, stipulated that films using its
copyrighted works be shown only in theatres which the society has licensed, and that
any deviation from this stipulation by a
distributor sub-licensee will violate that distributor's recording contract.
Distributors take the position that their
hands are tied in the matter by virtue of
their contract with the electrics, and that
while their sympathies favor the exhibitor,
they have no alternative.

Contend Contract Illegal
Exhibitors, on the other hand, insist vbat
such a contract is illegal, and want omitted
from the contract the proposed warranty,
which automatically would cut off from
film service any exhibitor who refuses to
pay the so-called music tax to the society.
The "tax" has been a bone of contention
for years, with many exhibitors steadfastly
refusing to pay it even in the threats of
prosecution by the society, which has won
damage
actions against many
exhibitors.
Allied States Ass'n. wants to substitute
the warranty with another which says that
the exhibitor warrants he has the legal
right to play the picture concerned, so far
as copyright is involved. President Abram
F. Myers has asked distributors for a copy
of their contract with the electrics, desirinir
to make a study of its legality.

Score Charge an Issue
The exhibitors insist that paying the society its demanded levy of ten cents per
seat and then paying a score charge on
pictures is unfair and illegal. They also
are opposed to paying distributors a profit
on the score charge.
Warranty that the theatre is licensed by
the American Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers is contained in newcontracts now being used bv Paramount
and M-G-AI.
Protection and the advance deposit demand of distributors are other controversial
issues which confront the 5-5-5 conference.

/'. a. \\ odehouse, ICrif/lisli humorist,
wlio left \ew York May 1 for tlie
Coast to begin work for M-G-M.

Whatsa Matter
With Kansas?
Read 'n' Weep
Smith, attorTopeka, Kan.— William A. to
inaugurate
ney-general ofKansas, is about
a crusade against Sunday shows in the state.
"The law must be enforced," Smith declared, ''and the law must be enforced in
every town alike. But it is a hard task when
the people of a community are not in favor
of enforcement. However, we are taking the
stand that all must obey the law alike. We
are preparing to get out an injunction
against every theatre owner who disregards
the law and we shall direct county attorneys
to take similar steps. Flvery prosecutor in
counties where shows operate on Sundays
has been warned the law must be enforced."
Last November a group of 16 ministers
and church people visited (lov. Reed to demand that he enforce the Sunday labor laws.
At that time the attorney-general said he
would try to close theatres operating on Sundays by injunctions in those localities where
it appeared that public sentiment would not
permit their closing by prosecution.

Completing Sivanson Film
Hollywood — Only a few scenes remain
to be shot for "What a Widow," Gloria
Swanson's new picture for L'nitcd Artists
release. The star has just completed the
recording of three songs.
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Insiders^

BUSINESS of funny twists. This
proves it :
Two executives — headline stuff

both of them — -who are hitting it oft' on
all cylinders insofar as outward appearancesgo,
•
are crossing trails on the inside.
One chap is head of a company which
has been moving forward in seven league
strides in the last year or two. The
other's company has long been one of
the topnotchers and, while its position
through the years has been threatened
from time to time, the celluloid archives
reveal that this outfit knows well enough
how to maintain its position.
As events shape themselves, it wasn't
so long ago that these two executives
found it of mutual advantage to work
hand-in-hand on many matters. There
was the problem of theatre expansion to
be sanely handled. Both were intrenching,
digging in, expanding in the same territories and there appeared little use in
overseating and, thereby, threatening
damage potential revenue.
But the company of the meteoric rise
has been stepping at a gait which is
causing frequent periods of reflection in
the other camp. The result, hardly tangible as yet but certain to take on more
definite form as the summer advances,
will be a series of checkmate moves. Of
course, you might describe that which is
to come as a desire to keep competition
thriving.
Perhaps that's true. But with some
knowledge of the ambition for power
which runs through the minds of the
film elite, that explanation falls by its
own weight.
Actually, it is a case of one mogul,
smile on face, grasping his compatriot by
the hand while poising something what
looks suspiciously like a knife in the
other.

May

News

3, 19 30

Outlook

But a change seems to have crept into
the picture in the last few months. You
don't hear so much of him any more.
Yet, his various titles are still his and
ostensibly, at least, the situation is without change. A small group on the inside
which insists it is in on the know, is persistent in its statements that this individual has been shorn of his power and
give as a reason the suspicion that he
recently rode his company into a financial
morass from which it was difficult to
emerge.
The Insiders know the man. Many
of you do, as well. If his name were
made known, there would be amazement,
punctuated by considerable wonder over
how such a proud and autocratic spirit
can hold up with wings clipped and
authority checked.

All In the Breaks
Notsitsfara film
fromman,
Broadway's
incandescents
softly berthed
in a
comfortable spot, who has been getting
away with it for so long that life was
beginning to pall. By political maneuvering and an adept display of chicanery,
a big job had fallen to his lot. The
cards were so well stacked in his behalf
— and why not since he had stacked
them? — that apparently nothing short of
an earthquake could unseat him.
Then came the dawn in the form of
a confab. Some things had traveled the
wrong way, insofar as the head of the
company was concerned and he was inquiring why? Tough spot for the boy
in the soft job. So in the direction of
the Big Shot was thrown an ultimatum.
He would dehver, or else.

The Way of All Flesh

Maybe
take that
heart
So
much
so he
thatdidn't
he took
his to
feet
off ! the
desk, rustled pencil and paper out of
their resting place and began to figure.
Then he went to work — really to work—
and put over one deal for his company
boy.
which again made him the white-haired

This yarn persistently refuses to die.
It concerns a big operator — a man who,
since he joined his present company, has
spent many of its millions for expansion.
Name got into the papers — newspaper
and trade — often. A No. 1 guy in the
ej^es of the industry.

Today, this chap is again bouncing
over the tops of the waves. Maybe it
will be lasting. Maybe. But the chief
he renders his stewardship to is one
vacillating hombre. And you can't tell
what tomorrow will bring. In this business, anyway.

Circles — Square Ones?
Square pegs in round holes never
make the grade, 'tis said, but in this
man's picture business, square pegs must
remain just that under agreements between some so-called best minds. And
the bidding gag works — except where
some person is wanted. Then the dog
eat dog theory gets a play.
Recently a capable executive who had
been with a certain organization a long
time, was regarded by another firm as
an ideal selection for a post in mind.
In the new field, he would have opportunities far greater than in the old, as
well as to fit into a post for which he
was better equipped.
The donor of the new post, in accordance with the ethics of things, wrote a
letter to the president of the other company, asking if there were objections to
negotiations for the services of the man
concerned. Followed threats of bringing
down the wrath of the powers that be.
This man was his company's property, so 'twould seem, and the company intended to keep him. However, a
little appeal to common sense produced
the desired result, the opposing proxy
consented, the company made a deal and
everything is serene along the Potomac.
Wherefore, no names will be mentioned
here.

Jousting

for Credits

Ramblings from the Coast about under-cover bitterness at the Tiffany studio
over "Journey's End." Eastern travelers
have it that several of those prominently
identified with its production are sorely
peeved by a few reams of publicity,
printed in Los Angeles dailies, crediting
one of the studio executives with full
honors for it, and no mention of the
others. The latter are confiding to their
intimates that if the particular individual
had won his arguments the picture would
be rated a dud. while the individual in
question
concedes
thatthehecrew
had in
a stiff'
job
on his hands
holding
line and
making them stick to the stage script.
THE
INSIDERS
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Star Chamber Methods Used to l^laiilin
g
Hays Aid in Academy, Meml>ers Cluirge
ThaVs an Idea!
I''aiu'hi>n and Marc-o are said to hv
(ho first tlioatriral prodiu-ers in history to he honored h\ the riillnian
CompanN. Two cars riinninK out of
Chicago have been named after the
pair. One is l*"anchon, the other Marco.

Shorts Program
Boosts Tlieatre
Intake by 50%
.'^cvniour, I'oim. — I'resciUinj; a pnif^rain
of iiiiio sliort features and l)illiii,ii the slmw
as a ••:?1,U0().(H) Vaiulcville-Taiking Film
Show" jumped bo.x-office receipts 50 per
cent ahove the average at Harry Feldman's
Strand. In addition to advertising, and exploiting the program as mentioned, the idea
of a vaudeville program was carried out in
the presentation of each of the subjects on
the screen.
'■\\'e used nine acts," said l''(ldnian. "that
is, eight acts and the Hearst- Metrotone
News. Wc had name cards made for each
unit and set up two easels, one on each
side of the proscenium arch. The name
cards were jjlaced on them, and we used a
bat)y spot to illuminate them. We had a
boy on each side of the arch change the
name cards, and li.ght the baby spot light
when necessary. The complete show consisted of 12 units, counting the overture,
intermission and exit march. The front
curtain was dropped after each unit was
presented, and we used a non-sync record
on which was recorded caimed applause.
We dill this to make it look and appear as
it our patrons were witnessing a real
vaudeville show. Rmming time of show
was two hours and twenty minutes.
"For the overture, intermission and e.xil
march, we used the records from "Hollywood Revue.' During the intermission we
turned on the house li.nhts and played the
intermission records, and at the tini>h
showed our coming attractions."

Vandals Destroy Seats
In Chicago White Palace
Chicago — \ antlals broke into tiie White
Palace, west side house, this week, and
caused damage estimated at several hundred dollars by cutting and destroying
about one hundred recently installed
seats. The fact that no other furnishings or equipment in the theatre were
damaged gave rise to the belief tlint labor trouble might have been the cause of
the depradation. However, the manufactureHeywood-Wakefield
r(
) tlenied
that his factory had been involved in labor difficulties of any kind. The owner
of the theatre, Abe Ostrovsky, said he
knew of no reason for the act.

William I)e Mille Said to Have
Engineered Selection of
Clinton
W under
ll(ill\\\ood — If Will Hays e.xpects to obtain e\entiial <lominatioii and control of the
Academ\- of M. 1'. Arts and Sciences
ihrouKh the apparent [)lanling of Clinton
W under in that organization, the M.P.IM).
A. iiead is due for a rude awakening. Thi^
fact was made plain by several inHuential
members of the organization when they first
learned of W'under's appointment as public
relations
counsel
for the Acadeitiy.
I'rominent members of the association
are emjjhatic in their statements that the
Academy had shown remarkable progress
and accomi)lished much in its three short
years of existence without any help or assistance during that time from either Hays
or his assistants. In fact, it is charged
that Hays had only tolerated the Academy
in the past and some now see an ulterior
motive behind his recently awakened interest in the walfare of the organization.

Won't Bow to Anyone
Determination is also expressed in positive ttjfrnis b\ these members that they
would never allow the intlnencc ot Hay>
to creep into tlu' oin-ratioii or coiitrol o;
the Academy. It is pointed out that the
Academy membership comprises various
groups that are independent — independent
in thought, actions and speech — and that
the financial status of the majority makes
it unnecessary for any of them to -jcnd the
knee to Hays or anyone in the industry in
order to protect their jobs.
Rumors that there are likely to be resignations froiu membership arc discounted
with the statements that every member of
the Academy will henceforth exercise diligence in protecting the organization from
any outside interference. The attitude ot
both Wunder and Hays will be carefulh
sifted from now on.
General aimoimcemont of the appoiniment of Wunder as ])ublic relations couiisel
of the Academy is creating a .stir in the
ranks of .\cademy members, especially certain members of the executive connnitt-e
and board of directors. It seems entire
negotiations for Wunder had been conducted in the .strictest secrecy, and without the
knowledge of these officials.
I (initiinicd on ptuic ')2 )

"Hello Yourself"
Hollywood — Rod La Jtocquc expects
soon to make his debut as co-inventor
with Robert Frazer of a self-answering telephone. La Rocijue, who has
a machine .shop and laboratory built
into his Hollywood home, claims the
invention will not only answer calls
but al.so take messages, according to
his press agent.

A la Esi)a(/n(tl
S a n
heard
means
words
original

I i a k » — I'ictureKoers saw and
their first talker recentl> l)>
ol superiniposition of •Spani'^h
on the KnyiiNh u--f(l in the
version.

\ellcrs ^ v\
News Is Yc^llow;
\(^ah? Sez iNoali
"N ellow" ft'ver i- the curse of tile buying
power of the industry.
.So charge at least two picture |)ersonages.
They accuse Ivmpeenews of being "yellow."
If true, the great majority of important producer-distributor-exhibitor executives and
successful independent exhibitors are enjoying chronic "yellow" fever, according to
Xkws circulation department figures.
The yellcrs who are putting the yell in
"yellow" deserve to win one argument, so
the Xkws is making certain that this iv^ue
has yellow in it.
Mr. Xoah Webster, an author of some
note. e\en though he hasn't written for
the screen, defines "yellow" a> "of a bright,
pure color,
gold. " Xkws
subscribersresembling
deserve that consolation
tor their
"yellow" fever. I'"urther, it is jjointed out
by two other blind men who are keen students of color, "yellow" is the hue of sunshine: itis the color of ripe wheat — the staff
of life if not of spankings — the cohjr of
corn, stepchild of the Fighteenth .Amendment. Best of all. it is the color of blondes,
and .\nita Loos has convinced the world
that gentleman prefer blondes.
So ends a thesis on "yellow." printed on
"yellow" so that two color-blind men can
henceforth distinguish between tacts in
black or vellow. but facts, nevertheless.

Montague and McConiUle
Feted at Boston Party
Boston — Representatives of all branches
of the industry here assembled to honor
.\be Montague and Joseph .\. McConville.
district managers for Columbia, and former
proprietors of Independent Films.
McConville has just completed two terms
as head of the Boston Film Board and both
men are among the most popular in the
.\ew I'"ngland field.
Harry mitteeCampl)ell
P'ox headed
the comin charge, of
assisted
by Joseph
A.
Roth of C"onsolidated Films. Louis M. Boas.
re])resenting the exhibitors, and William
H. Frbb of Paramount.
Diamond rings were presented to the
guests at the close of the diimer. Entertainment was supi)lie(l by professional talent
frniii Hcwicm ;md Xew ^'o^k theatres.
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Roxy's Contract with R-K-0 Expected
To Hasten Final Wash-Up with Fox
New Deal Reported Made to
Precipitate Break With Fox
Officers
Termination of the contract between S. L.
Rothafel and Fox is regarded as imminent
in New York film circles, following reveltion of the contract with Radio-Keith-Orpheum, which Roxy signed some time ago.
Roxy's contract still has two years to run,
but the new contract, it is said, was signed
to precipitate matters in the break with
Fox officials which has been portended for
some time. Under the new deal, Roxy is
to be managing director of the mammoth
house to be built by John D. Rockefeller, Jr.,
and operated by R-K-0.
Roxy announced his new association to'
his staff prior to going to Bermuda with
M. H. Aylesworth, president of National
Broadcasting Co. At that time, he hinted
that berths for some members of his organization probably would be available at the
new post.
The theatre to be built will be larger than
the Roxy, and be part of a huge amusement
project between Fifth and Sixth Aves. from
48th to 51st Sts. There will be three theatres
and a large broadcasting station, the principal theatre slated to seat 7,500. Construction starts within a few weeks, with the
house to be opened by June 1, 1930.

To Get $5,000 Weekly
If the break with Fox materializes, Roxy,
it is understood, will confine his activities
to broadcasting until the new theatre is
ready.
Under terms of the contract, Roxy is to
receive $5,00U weekly, it is said. His present salary is understood to be $3,000, to
which figure it was raised from $2,000, after
Fox acquired control of the Roxy.
John Zanft, general manager of Fox
Theatres, will take over direction of the
Roxy upon termination of Rothafel's contract, itis stated.

Normal-Tone Officials on Coast
San Francisco — Norman Goldstein of
Universal Television, Inc., and J. C. Rich,
sales manager, have arrived in the interest
of the new Normal-Tone sound equipment.

New Exchange Building
St. Louis — Paramount-Publix is to occupy a two-story film exchange building
being erected at Olive Blvd. and Compton
Avenue. The structure will cost $50,000
and is being erected by Theodore Mussey.

Loew's Net Up

Net of $8,243,584 for the 28 weeks ended
March 14 is reported by Loew's, Inc., on
an operating profit of $10,893,972. This
compares with net of $5,251,958 for the
same period last year.

Radio Signs Young Singer
Roberta Robinson, 17-year-old singer,
has been signed by Radio Pictures and will
star in a series of pictures for that company.

Process
Spoor
Debut

Hollywood— Wide film and wide screen of the SpoorBerggren process will make its feature debut with the
showing of a western now under way at the RKO studio.
The story is an original by James Ashmore Creelman. In
the cast will be Jean Arthur, Louis Wolheim and Robert
Armstrong. Previously it had been intended to make
"Dixianna" the initial picture employing the process, which
has been under development for several years by George
K. Spoor, pioneer producer.

Television Peril
Feature Brevity
Is Far Distant,
Hikes Overhead,
Showmen Assert
Says De Forest
Minneapolis — Exhibitors of this territory
are chafing at the prevailing short length of
features, declaring that it is resulting in
boosting overhead to an alarming point.
Because of the number of shorts they are
forced to use to round out their program,
some exhibitors of the territory assert that
they pay more for shorts than they do for
the feature.

Brown Sponsors Center
Hiram S. Brown, president of R-K-0, is
a member of the board of trustees of a
Brooklyn group sponsoring a $100,000,000
medical center to be organized in association with nine hospitals in the borough
across the East River.

Yes, Mr. Jolson
One of Mark Hellinger's newest
Hollywood yarns is about "a very
arty organization in Los Angeles"
[Can he mean the Academy of Arts?]
which awarded prizes for the best
picture productions of the season.
The prizes were given during a banquet that was attended by practically
everyone in the business.
The prizes were in the shape of
little statues. Everybody got one. They
even gave Texas Guinan some kind
of a mention for "Queen of the Night
Clubs." They forgot but one man:
Al Jolson. Al sat there and saw everybody getting a little statue. He was
being ignored. He felt he was entitled
to a little something for "The Singing
Fool." But nothing arrived.
The hour was growing late when
the master of ceremonies called on
Jack Warner. He went into a flowery
speech and handed Warner the inevitable statue. This was too much for
Jolson. He leaped to his feet.
"What good is that statue to Jack
Warner?" he cried. "It can't say yes!"

Minneapolis — Television may be just
around the corner, but it's "a mighty long
corner and there's lots of wind blowing
around it, so far as theatre owners are concerned," Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of
Phonofilm, declared in a recent speech before exhibitors here.
Although he said television for the home
is imminent. Dr. De Forest added that exhibitors need not worry about developments
in that line for from 10 to 20 years.
"Within 10 or 20 years probably we shall
be sending motion pictures by wire instead
of by film, and there is now a machine
which may be installed in the home which
receives by radio and a half tone picture
about two inches square, which may be
viewed by only two persons at a time.
However, these will not be in practical use
in homes for several years," he said.
"A photo-electric cell, the eye of television, 100 times more sensitive than those
now perfected, must be developed before
television will be practical. Television also,"
he said, "must have a wider wave band
than is now available."
"A most important forward step in talking pictures is the development by which it
is now possible to use a quarter-inch track
for the recording of sound waves on the
motion picture film, instead of the one-tenth
of-an-inch film."

Three Films Deleted
By Virginia Censors
Richmond — Deletions in three films, "The
Divorcee," M-G-M ; "Hold Everything,'"
Warner; and "Spring is Here," First National, have been ordered by state censors.
Eliminations pertain to scenes and dialogue. The censors examined 78 films comprising 228 reels for the two weeks ending April 19, as compared with 67 films
with a total of 153 reels scrutinized within
a similar period ending April 5.
Only one film was molested within the
period
5, it three
being scenes
Fox's "The
Golden ending
Calf," April
in which
were
found
objectionable.
"The
Golden
Calf"
came back in e.xpurgated form and was
licensed.
It played the Capitol.
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Exchanges May Refuse U> Sell Films Ui
K. C. "Pan" as Price Slashing Kickhack
How to Write Theme Songn
Itfi Eddie Qmllan
1. Avoid orJKinality whenever possible.
1. Don't read the scenario until
after the theme song is written. It
may rramp your style.
:i. Familiarity with the works of
other composers is an important
requisite.
I. If the novice song writer runs
short of words at the end of a line,
cleverly add a "hey-hey," a "Vo-dodee-o-do" or a "hoop-hoopa-doop."
.'). .Ml lines, except in the above instance, should end with words rhyming with June, mammy, or boy.
(). Remember that blue songs are
coming back into their own. They are
now enhanced by the new medium,
Technic»)lorl
7. The locales for all blue songs
must be below the Mason and Dixon
line, or on a dirty river.
8. Or so it themes.

Warners, F. N.,
To Make Foreign
Talkers on W. C.
While other major producers are developing a pool for production ot foreign language
talkers, Warners and First National intend
to make pictures for export at the Coast
studios. In connection with this plan, the
companies are establishing a school of foreign languages on the Coast, where four
instructors soon will institute the course.
As soon as company players are sufficiently proficient in the languages concerned,
production of talkers in that tongue will he
instituted. Other companies are planning
to make talkers abroad on a co-operative
basis. Adolph Zukor now is in Europe in
connection with the plan.

Day and Date Runs in Suburban House Suggested to Combat Admission Cut
Kansas City — That tempest in a teapot,
brought about by slash of prices at the
I'antages, first run house, may result in a
test of the whole question of protection,
it is indicated. The "Pan" recently cut to
a 25 cent top, which is LS cents below the
general top charged at suburbans for subsequent runs of the pictures which play first
at the Pantages.
M. B. Shanberg, president of the Midland circuit, which has a number of suburban houses here, says he will not follow
the Pantages with pictures which play the
downtown house at the lower tariff. He
says he will ask cancellation of pictures
which get "two bit" runs at the Pantages.
.As the Midland circuit is a powerful one
in this territory, his stand will carry considerable weight with exchanges.
One exchange manager says he will refuse to sell the Pantages if the house continues its 25 cent policy. However, Manager Louis Charninsky declares he has good
product bought and does not contemplate
changing the present policy.
Just how far ahead Charninsky has
bought his pictures has not been disclosed,
but it is rumored here that exchanges may
have something to say regarding the releasing of their pictures for first run at 25 cents
and second run at 40 cents. It is possible
that pictures playing at the Pantages will
be available for earlier neighborhood runs
at lower admission prices. A day and date
policy has been suggested.

Taxation to Be Principal
Topic at Carolina Meeting
Charlotte — Taxation is expected to be
the principal topic at the summer convention of exhibitors of North and South
Carolina to be held June 8 and 9 at
Myrtle Beach.

Daylight Saving Voted

Seeks Order to Halt
Rebuilding of Theatre
Mansfield, O. — Ben Sciiwartz, manager
of the Ohio and head of the Empire
Amusement Co. here, has begun proceedings seeking a permanent order restraining the Memorial Building Co., a
township organization, from rebuilding
the Madison Theatre, destroyed by fire
several months ago. The action is based
on the claim that the procedure is illegal.
It is said that the Scareb Amusement Co.
is financing the project, having put up
$200,000 to carry on the work, and that
this company will lease the house on
completion, considering the $200,000 as
advance monthly rental covering a period
of 25 vears.

Whitehall, N. Y. — Daylight saving was
victorious at the referendum here by vote
of 624 to 416. The election was one of the
most spirited of recent years.

Lost Motion with Ads
Washington — Post Oflice Department
has launched a campaign to encourage
advertisers to give their complete address in advertisements. The government estimates that approximately
50 per cent of all ads appearing in
newspapers, magazines and trade
papers do not show a street address
and number. Responses, therefore,
omit that necessary information which
seriously interferes with prompt delivery of such mail and not infrequently resulting in non-delivery.

Form No. n7567
Here's Paul I)(•j^•^^•ini^' version of a
star's biography hunko a la I'J^JO pressagent style:
"Mow did you become a movie star.
Miss
I-olaaway
Lulu?"
"I ran
from a convent at the
age of fourteen I came to Holl\wood
when I was sixteen. \ On .Schnit/elheim, the famous foreign director, saw
me in a small part in the "(iarrulous
(Jorilla' and recognized my arlistr>. I
was then starred in The Pretzel Murder Case,' 'Hey, Hey, Hannah' and
■passionate Pastrami." I am only eighteen years old now and live with my
mother, who is my dearest com"What are your hobbies, >Iiss Lulu?"
"I love Shakespeare and Chekhov.
They are so unfathomable! Hridge and
swimming are my favorite >porls.
They stimulate one mentally. Ves, the
talkies
panion." will bring greater artistry
than ever to the screen."

Played Banned
Picture; jMayor
Imperils License
Madison, Wis. — Action on the request
of Mayor A. G. Schmedeman that the
license of the Majestic theatre here be
revoked was deferred by the city council
license committee at a recent meeting
pending a joint meeting of this committee
with the city censorship committee for
city. purpose of working out a new plan
the
for censorship of moving pictures in the
Mayor Schmedeman in his previous letter to the council reported that E. M.
Michalson, manager, had recently shown
a film "No More Children," which had
not been approved by the censorship
board.
The council committee approved Aid.
II. J. Schmiege's resolution to delay action and hold the joint meeting when
members of the committee admitted ignorance of local censorship methods. No
definite date for the meeting was set.

Sentenced for Hurling
Stench Bomb in Theatre
Minneapolis — Percy Wing, stage hand
at the State, was sentenced to 45 days in
the workhouse when he was found guilty
by Judge Paul S. Carroll of throwing a
stench bomb into the Grand. A disagreement between operators of the Grand and
members of the stagehands' union is believed to have prompted the bomb throwing. Operators of the theatre are said
to have refused the union's demand that
stagehands be employed.
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Cleveland Exhibitors. Claiming "Backs
from 'Changes
Relief
Seek
To the Wall,"
Showmanship
InSuburban
Harwood

Says
takes Have Dropped

Off

A Third Since Jan, 1

Cleveland — Because, he says, business
in the local suburban and subsequent-run
motion picture theatres has dropped off
more than 2)2) 1/3% since January 1, J. J.
Cleveland MoHarwood, president of theAssociation,
has
tion Picture Exhibitors
invited the branch managers of the Cleveland exchanges to confer with the board
of directors of the Cleveland Exhibitors'
Ass'n., in an effort to work out a relief
plan whereby the independent exhibitor
can stay in business.
"The subsequent-run independent theatre owner has been the victim of the
musical comedy and revue epidemic in
" said Harpicture industry,
the motionin his
explanation of the dire
wood,
necessity for some relief for this type of
exhibitor.
"Tunes of the tune shows are so old
t
by the time they reach thearesubsequen
they no
run house, that not only
asset, but they are a distinct habdity.
over the radio weeks beTunesfore plugged
the release of a picture, played by
every cabaret baud, and every song
counter plugger, followed by their first
run engagements, just about exhaust
their popularity. And once its i)oi)ularity
is over, the tune is dead, and the show it
once made, is also dead.
"This alone would have been enough to
subseriously handicap the independent this,
sequent run theatre owner. Add to
the excessively high cost of sound operaconipetition betion, and the close price
tween the downtown and neighborhood
houses, and it is evident that, unless some
relief is granted, the independent neighborhood house is doomed."
Reduction in the price of film, and uethe reliet
creased protection are among Exhib
itors
measures that the Cleveland
Association will ask of the distributors at
the forthcoming meeting.

Puhlix and Crescent
ding in Nashville
Buil
le, Tenn.— A theatre buildnig race

Nashvil
is on here and when it is ended this city
will have 4,200 more seats.
The Crescent Amusement Co. is tq erect
a $1 000,000 office building and theatre, at
Sixth Ave. and Church St. The present
structure is now being razed and plans for
the project have been completed by Marr
& Holman, architects. The auditorium will
style and seat 2.700.
follow the Venetian
A half million dollar Publix house is being erected at Eighth Ave. and Church St.,
the contract calling for the completion of
the building bv Sept. 1. Tt is designed to
seat 1,500.

Technicolor Awards Contract

Hollywood — Technicolor has awarded the
Austin Co. of California the contract for
nf a canuTa maindesign and construction
tenance and repair buildins.

A La
1930

Mason City, la. — Aviation turned ally to the local show
bu.siness when J. !M. Heffner, managing the Palace, discovered that negligence of a brother exhibitor at Emmetsburg jeopardized box office receipts on Monday.
Emmetsburg
exhibtoosent
"Sarah and
toThe
Heffner.
It arrived
latea print
for a ofrehearsal
and Son"
only
just in time for the first show. As the feature unreeled,
the projectionist discovered that the last reel was missing
and a checkup showed that the shipper had failed to enclose it in the print can. Hurry calls to the airport
brought an airplane and Heffner flew to Emmetsburg,
picked up the missing print, returning it to his theatre
just before the previous reel had ended.

Studio Pops Use
Warners Purchase
The Slipper to
Eleven M. T. C.
Tan Bad Girls Wisconsin Houses
Hollywood — When players upset the
studios with rebellious conduct, heavy
slippers in the form of work in tworeelers, poor roles and minor supporting
roles under newcomers, descend in the
studio "pops" — and sometheir
hand of
times they
work wonders.
Life is anything but pleasant on the
lot when some high-hatting femme puts
form of "temper-ment,"
in the
on thethedogwise
producers have their own
and
methods — very effective ones, too — for use
in knocking 'em down to earth.
Samuel Mook, writing in "Picture
Play," tells of several cases where big
names were put over the studio pops'
tanning. "Joan
knee and given a sound
Crawford, now one of the most tractable
stars on the M-G-M lot was not immune."
he says. "For a time, Joan had the idea
that Gish and Garbo, and all the other
talented sisterhood who have graced that
stormswept area, had nothing on her for
histrionic ability."

"Pop" Mayer (ioes to Work

Something had to be done. It was. Papa
Mayer summoned Miss Crawfurd into the sacred" precincts of his inner .sanctum, and what
he didn't say was only what he forgot. He
ended the sermon by telling her that she was
such a swell actress, and so indispensable that
they had decided to let her support Colonel
Tim McCoy, in his latest Western.
"When Joan finally stumbled out into the
California sunshine, she wasn't wearing rose(Coiitiiiiird on t^d^ 93)

Well, Do They?
Does John Stahl of Hollywood know
that John Stahl is an exhibitor operating a theatre at Homestead, Pa.?
Does D. J. Selznick of Hollywood
know that D. J. Selznick is an exhibitor at McKees Rocks. Pa.?
Does Archie Fineman, operating a
theatre at Beaver Falls, Pa., know
that Bernie Fineman is now supervising for M-G-iM?

Milwaukee — Despite the fact that no
definite announcement has been made, it,
appears that the Alilwaukee Theatre Circuit, Inc., operating eleven theatres in the
state, will be taken over by Warner Bros.,
if it has not already reverted to the new
owners.
Fred S. Meyer, managing director of
the circuit, is back in Milwaukee after a
week in New York, but refuses to make
any statement. The deal will not include
the Alhambra here, it is believed.
Theatres included are the Lake, Kosciuszko, Venetian, Downer, State, Riviera
and Juneau, all Milwaukee neighborhood
houses ; and the Venetian and Rialto,
Racine; Sheboygan, Sheboygan; and
Kenosha, Kenosha. These theatres will
be operated by Warners, it is believed,
in addition to its new downtown house
now under construction.
Universal will continue to operate the
Alhambra, which will be redecorated and
renovated.

Gov. Roosevelt Signs
Bill
tors'
.\ll)aiiv — Opera
One day
of rc-^iRest
in ^-cvcn
for

\ew York operators will be provided by
law starting Sept 1. The bill, which recently passed the legislature, has been
TwentyRoosevelt.
by
signed
four hours Governor
of consecutive
rest arc made
mandatory under the measure.
The operators' bill is the only one dircctlv affecting the film industry which survived this Year's session.

Coast Visitors in N. Y.
Arrivals from Hollywood:
Norman Taurog. who will direct a picture in the East for Paramount.
Lewis Milestone, whose last i)icUirc was
"All Quiet," here on a vacation.
Fav Wray. out of the Paramount studio
on her first New York trip in two years.
Viola Dana, also vacationing.
"Buddy" Rogers is due in two weeks to
make "Heads Up" for Paramoimt.
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LackofBackboneCausinglndependents
To Throw Up Sponge, Exchange Men Sa\
Going Up
WashinKton — Copyrijiht entries in
the Lilirarv of Conpress have increased from ."i.'j.OOO in 1H9H to 2t;j.00()
last year, many thousands in the current jrroiip having; l)een issued on
motion picture ei|uipment.

Cut Prices in
Omaha Stir up
Loud Squawks
Omaha — Local suburban exhibitors and
houses in country towns within 40 miles of
Omaha are squawking plenty since Easter
Sunday when Harry Goldberg, former Publix division manager, opened the Moon with
sound at 15-cent matinees and 25-cent nights.
House is a 1,200-seater, located downtown in one of the best spots in town. It
is wired with RCA Photophone and playing the best second run pictures with three
changes a week.
The house may hurt local exhibs when
the public gets wise to policy and pictures
played, as little newspaper space is used.
Suburban houses, getting second run pictures in about 30 days after downtown
break, tax from 25 to 35 cents with no
matinees.
Out of town houses, with 50 cents top,
feel the most cut up about the "jitney."
Business was okay the first week, according to Goldberg, who is also wiring the
Muse, located ten blocks from the heart of
town.

"It's an ill wind that doesn't blow
the"The
Kirls'modern
skirts family
upward."is stroni; for
the two-car propaganda, l)ut not for
the tw()-l)al)> idea."
"The only way you can insult a i,'irl
nowadays j^ hy not insultini; her.'

Opportunities
Arc independent theatre operators throwinp up the sponge upon the false theory that
individual operation is impractical and undustry ?feasible under conditions existing in the inThat is a question being asked by exchange men in various sections of the country in the light of operating methods now
being employed by circuits and independents. A number of independents, these exchangemen report to Motion Picture
News, are giving up the ghost, some of
them through shiftlessness and others
through incompetence or indifference, plus
the
while.belief that the struggle just isn't worth
In this connection, exchange men report, the circuit managers find themselves
on the spot in order to hold down their
jobs, and so put real effort into operation
of their theatres. The owner-operator, on
the contrary, is his own boss and has a
steady job regardless of his efficiency.
Demonstration has been given in the past
of the opportunities which can be realized
from an independent house properly operated, provided product is obtainable. These
are the advantages of personal attention,
contact and his standing in the community.
In many instances, however, it is asserted, these advantages are being thrown
overboard by many independents, who feel
that sooner or later circuit competition will
sound their business death knell, and just
haven't the energy or ability to prevent
that e\'entualitv.

There ^s Life for
Changed attitude of producer-distributors tow^ard one, two and threetheatre circuits, which is leading to
turning back of a number of houses
to independents, is providing a newlease on life for independents. Motion
Picture News pointed out editorially
last week.
The opportunity for operation of
their houses by independents, without fear of circuit competition, was
stressed in the editorial, which queried the attitude of these independents in view of the "breathing spell"
which the changed situation has provided.
The rea.sons for the situation, said
the editorial, are several:
"Firstly, perhaps, the national chains
have learned with considerable pain
that manuals of operation, blueprint
instructions and correspondence school
managers where
don't seem
to get over
theatres
the individual
touchin

Says the Gag Man:

Small Exhibs Passinf/ Up Big
Chance
to Capitalize

the

Portland Cuts
Prices; 50 Cent
Maximum Seen
Portland, Ore. — Despite the fact that
Howard Sheehan, vice-president of Fox
West Coast Theatres, recently declared
that business here and in Seattle is 100
per cent, ahead of the first quarter of
1929, prices of admission continue downward here, and before the end of the summer season it is expected that 50 cents
will be the universal top price. Recently
the Portland Paramount reduced its price
of 50 cents top, since which time Phil
Lampkin and his Paramounteers have
been added. The latest house to reduce
prices is the Fox Alder, which dropped
to 35 cents top, but now will show subsequent runs.
is^umerous outside attractions, including the opening of the baseball season,
golf and the opening of three outside
parks, tend to cut in heavily on the
matinee business. This will bring out
some real showmanship on the part of
exhibitors, in order to hold their patronage during the summer months.

Independent

of the
so
long.local manager has counted for
a chapa in
how to
do
it "Telling
from behind
deskIowa
in New
York
or Chicago looks grand on paper, but
in actual fact it rarely works.
"So it is your nowerful circuits have
discovered that the problem of the
small and medium-sized town is one
which they have been unable to adequately handle.

Move is Under Way
"Secondly, the profit is comparatively too slight for the trouble involved, as a result of which big operators from now on may be expected
to devote time and money to situations where they figure the return is
commensurate with effort applied.
"It is some weeks now since Motion
PiCTiKE News first caught this trend
and published the fact that several

Yet

thousand houses will be returned to
individual operation by the end of
the year. The movie is beginning to
assert itself.
"Nothing more vital from the independents' angle has developed in this
business in many, many months. This
does not mean that the wave of theatre acquisition is over. On the contrary, the campaign is aggressively
on, and the news headlines of the
next few months will demonstrate
how accurate this observation is. But
it does mean that below a certain
level, the producer circuits will not
go. What that level will be is difficult to gauge, but in the opinion of
those who should know it appears
that towns with populations of 20.000
to 2.5,000 will not be touched except
where a concentration of industrial
activity makes it smart business for
the circuits to invade them. College
towns fall into a similar category."
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Nathanson Threatens Rival Circuit if
Paramount Gets F. P.— Canadian Corp.
Operator, Allied with Fox, Said
to Have Backing of
Royal Bank
Toronto — N. L. Nathanson intends to
carry out his plan announced several
months ago to build up a rival circuit in
Canada, allied with Fox, in the event Famous Players Canadian Corp. carries out the
proposed approved by directors to sell control of the circuit to Paramount-Publix.
Nathanson attended the stormy session of
directors of the Canadian firm, and opposed acceptance of the Paramount offer
at the meeting-. He is declared to have
stated that he has strong financial backing
for his proposed chain of Canadian theatres.
Presumably, this is Sir Herbert Holt, head
of the Royal Bank of Canada, who quit the
Famous board at the time of the jam last
year.
The mix-up started when Nathanson returned from England with an offer of purchase of the Canadian chain by Gaumont
British. Adolph Zukor of Paramount and
I. W. Killam, Montreal, who with Nathanson comprise the voting trusteeship, blocked
submission of the plan to stockholders, insisting that the sale would mean control of
the Canadian chain by Fox. This they intended to fight against, it was asserted, in
a determination to keep control in Canadian
hands. Nathanson resigned from the firm
as a result. He continues as a voting trustee, however, and the trusteeship cannot be
dissolved without unanimous consent of all
members. The trusteeship was formed when
Paramount sold its shares in the Canadiaa
firm back to the company and its stockholders.
Now Paramount is desirous of purchasing the Canadian chain, and is offering four
shares of its stock for each five of the
Canadian company.
There is a real fight looming in the race
for support, as Zukor and Killam cannot
vote the stock held in trust in favor of the
merger, so long as Nathanson opposes it.

<(

Charley's Aunt" 1 of 2
Christies for Columbia

Christie Film Co., will make two features
for Columbia for 1930-31, one of them
"Charley's Aunt," which the company made
as a silent several years ago for P.D.C. release. The deal was closed by Charles
Christie and Simon Rowson, who controls
English rights. Rowson's company. Ideal
Films, Ltd., will handle distribution of
"Charley's Aunt" in Great Britain.

Fitzgibbons Is Chief
Boston — Paramount is confident its
deal for purchase of control of Famous
Player Canadian Corp. will go throuKh,
it is indicated with appointment of
J. J. Fit/Ribbons as director general
of Paramount-Publix in the Dominion.
A testimonial dinner to "Fitz" is
scheduled here May 6.

Invasion
jjl
, Oy
.
ilannea
Others

Toronto — Possibility of "other large and powerful interests"
the Famous
CanadianPlayers-Canadian,
field is cited by Vice-Presidemt
J.
p. entering
Bickell, of
as one reason
^^^
stockholders
of
the
firm
should
accept
the
Publix opportunity. Under terms of the ofifer, Paramounta minimum
of 250 shares, or voting trust certificates representing that
number, must be deposited before May 25, in which event
the exchange of stock would be effective June 5, entitling
agreeing shareholders
to Paramount's June 28 dividend.

Publix Expands
In New England;
Now in Norwalk
^ Abuse of Power'

Lawyer Attacks
F.P.-Can.Saleas

Toronto — "Breach of trust" — "abuse of
power" — "national menace" — are some of
the choice terms used by Attorney W. A.
Roebuck, representing minority stockholders, to describe the proposal of directors to
sell control of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. to Paramount-Publix. Roebuck, who
is attorney for N. L. Nathanson, is organzing a protective committee to fight the
proposed merger. The fight is expected to
be carried to court for an injunction "to
preserve the Canadian screen from American domination."
"One year ago," Robuck asserts, "the
voting rights in the controlling shares of
Famous Players Canadian Corporation,
Lmited, were placed in the hands of three
trustees, N. L. Nathanson of Toronto, I.
W. New
Killam
of Montreal
and A'dolph exZukor
of
York.
Shares themselves,
voting rights, were offered to the Canadian
public at $51 a share. Canadians were
urged to purchase on the representation
that their so doing would retain in Canadian control the dominant chain of Canadian screen theatres. Large numbers of
shares were purchased by Canadians with
this patriotic purpose in view.

Contrasts Two Offers

"Some time afterwards, Mr. Nathanson
received an offer of $75 cash per share for
all shares offering of the Canadian company from the Gaumont British company,
it being a condition that sufficient shares
be obtained to ensure control.
"This offer was turned down by Messrs.
Killam and Zukor as voting trustees of the
controlling interest, on the ground that
William Fox, an American, owned an interest in the British company. Mr. Killam
cabled that control by Fox would be contrary to the prospectus and advertisements.
"If a sale to the British company would
be contrary to prospectus and advertisements," Roebuck winds up, "because of the
presence of an American among the shareholders, what is to be said of the sale holus
bolus to an American company? What are
the shareholders to think of the refusal of
$75 cash and the acceptance of $58 worth of
minority shares in a company of which they
know nothing and in the management of
which they will have practically no voice."

Norwalk, Conn. — Paramount-Publix is
continuing its expansion program in New
England, and on May 1 took over the
Empress and Regent here. This leaves the
city without an independently - operated
house, for Warners have the Palace and
Rialto. Charles and Mary Vuono, Stamford, are operating the Empress and Regent
under lease from Andrew J. Collins, owner,
who has been dickering with Paramount.

Ohio Cities to Get RKO
Vaudeville Next Season
Columbus, O. — This city as well as
Dayton, will, according to present plans,
have R-K-0 vaudeville when the new season opens in September. The Chamber
of Commerce and influential residents at
Dayton have petitioned Hiram S. Brown,
president of R-K-O, to reinstate vaudeville at Keith's when the organization
takes the house over on May 15.

Fox Signs Two Leading
Women for New Pictures
Louise Huntington, leading player in several Broadway productions, has signed for
Fox Movietone productions. She leaves for
the Coast in May.
Her first picture work was the leading
feminine role in "Vikings of the North,"
which was made on locations in Newfoundland and Labrador, with Captain Bob Bartlett, Arctic explorer.
Luana Alcaniz, 21-year-old singer and
dancer, has also been engaged. She will
feminine role in "Reneplay the gades,"leading
in which Warner Baxter, Victor
McLaglen,
del
appear. Kenneth McKenna and Ed Bren-

Comedy Shorts Now Being
Stressed, S, W, Hatch Says
In the ])laying of short features, exhibitors are placing most emphasis on comedy,
according to Stanley W. Hatch, general
sales manager of Educational, who has returned to New York following a crosscountry trip to company exchanges.
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Paramount Gets Coiiierford Circuit of
75 Houses in Four - Cornered launch
llivalrv
Stanley Co. Out
I'hiladflphia— That once proud or("«. ot America,
jtanization,
is to pass (ho
outStanley
ot the picture as a
separate entity under steps planned
by Warners. A few years a^o the
Stanley tirm was in a commandinK
position, holding control of management of First National, by virtue of
a poolinii arranjjement, and in a fair
way to earr\ out the lon^-cherished
dream of the late Jules Mastbaum of
nationali/in!> the First National jjroup
into one circuit extending; from (oast
to (oast.

Plan 'Adventure
Theatres' Showing
Travel Subjects
Establishment in key cities of a chain of
small houses devoted to adventure travel
small houses devoted to adventure, travel
ing Picture Epics and a group of capitalists. 'Jhe houses would be known as Adventure Theatres.
Talking Picture Epics program for the
1Q3(.)-31 season includes more than twenty
features, each devoted to an explorer, adventurer, scientist, writer or speaker. In
addition it will release a number of short
subjects.

Goldstone on Leave of
Absence from Tiffany
Hollywood — Phil Goldstone, production
head of Tiffany, may take an indefinite leave
of absence from that position, he has advised
Tiffany executives in New York. Goldstone's mother has been in ill health for
several months, with doctors recommending
a recuperative trip to Lake Tahoe. When
and if she makes the trip, her son will accompany her. Rather than attempt direction
of studio affairs from long distance, Phil
Goldstone has requested Tiffany to find
another executive to take over entire charge
of production during his absence. He further stated it would be acceptable to him for
the substitute to remain permanently in his
place if the new man was satisfactory to
Tiffanv officials.

East's
Largest
Independent
Chain Soii(/ht hi/ R-K-0,
Warners and Fox
Acquisition of the Comerford circuit of
i'cnnsylvania. New York and New I'.ngland theatres is about to be completed by
Paramount-Publix. The deal ended spirited bidding
the East's
largest Warners,
independent chain for
between
Paramount,
Radio-Keith-Orphcum
and orI"ox.
At various
times
in recent weeks one
the other
of the
four companies, now engaged in drives for
theatres throughout the country, had been
reported as successful in the bidding.
The deal is said to involve nearly $20,000,000. Comerford is to retain active management of the circuit.
The move by Paramount is seen as driving an entering wedge in its campaign for
a Pennsylvania stronghold, plans for which
were announced exclusively by Motion
Picture News several weeks ago. Since it
became evident that Warners were out after
what amounts to practically complete control in Pennsylvania, Paramount has been
stepping fast to head off that eventuality.
Comerford has headed the circuit bearing his name for the last 25 years, after
opening the Bijou at Wilkes-Barre, Pa.,
early in 1905. In some of his theatres, notably in Buff'alo and up-state New York,
Comerford has been a partner with Fox.

Warner Bros. Acquire
Eight More Theatres
The acquisition of theatres by Warners
continues without pause. Spyros P. Skouras, managing director of the circuit, this
week announced the taking over of the
Fairmont and Virginia in Fairmont, W. Va.,
and the Columbia Circuit of six houses in
Erie, Warren, Sharon and W'esleyville, Pa.

Sells Chain to Paramount

Eastern Studios
Humming; Fire
Code Is Revised
Revision of the fire code in Greater New
York will increase production activity, already near a peak. The RCA-Grainercy
studios are slated to reopen within the next
60 days, when Louis Brock and Amedee J.
Van Beuren, among other producers, will
shift production to that plant.
Paramount New York studios lead in
activities with two features. "The Sap From
Syracuse," featuring Jack Oakie and Ginger
Rogers, and "Animal Crackers," starring
the Four Marx Brothers, now in production, and another, "Heads Up," with Buddy
Rogers, slated to start in a few weeks.
Short subjects will continue to be made at
this studio, 136 being contemplated. About
16 features on the new program will be
made at the studio.
At the eastern Vitaphone studio several
additions to both the writing and directorial staff's have been made and the plant is
following a heavy schedule, averaging six
to seven Varieties a week.
The opera "Pagliacci" and the first of
the "Sheriff Crumpet" and "Old Bill" series
have been completed at the Audio-Cinema
studio and a series of Terrytoons also are
in production for Educational.
Activities at the Metropolitan studio at
Fort Lee, N. J., find "Othello," a five-reel
feature, completed for N. B. C. and a tworeel short with Lou Tellegcn and five other
shorts for Megaphone pictures finished. The
schedule calls for continued production of
"Out of the Inkwell" cartoons and six new
shorts to be made for Harry Revier.

Larkin Not Connected
With Move vs, Excliisives
Hollywood — Recently abandoned movement to make all studio news available
simultaneously to all publications was not
conceived and fostered by an executive of
the Ass'n. of M. P. Producers. A confused
report had connected Mark Larkin, publicity counsellor of the association, with the
movement. Larkin is not connected with
the studio publicity committee, which sponsored the ruling, since suspended^

series, was oeiore ine nrsi suojeci
had l)een seen outside the Iwerks studio in Hollywood. Celebrity and alliliated exchanges will handle the serie.s
in the Inited States.

Stage Hand Ordered for
1,000 Seaters in Omaha
Omaha — Ordinance requiring local

M. E. Comerford, veteran independent,
who has sold his circuit of Pennsylvania,
New York and New England theatres to
Paramount-Publix,

houses of 1,000 seats or more to keep at
least one man on stage at all times to handle
electrical equipment and guard against fires
was passed unanimously by the city council.
The bill was advocated by stagehands and
was unopposed by exhibitors.
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Universal to "Rise or Fall" on New
Tells Sales Force
Policy, Laemmle
Manie's Day
's
Wednesday was Manie Gottlieb
convention,
day at Universal's sales
several
of
tion
marking the culmina
in the company's beofFor effort
years half.
Wednesday, Manie, who rejoined the company slightly more than
a year ago as Cincinnati manager,
was hailed as the leading branch manager of the Universal force, with
tribute paid to him on the convention
floor. He had joined the company to
find vindication, after resigning as
St. Louis manager some time before.
He found it Wednesday, together with
announcement on the floor of the
convention of a substantial raise, as
recognition
evidence of the company's
of what he has accomplished.

Universal Executives
Discuss Foreign Films
A policy on talkers in foreign language
countries will be discussed in Atlantic City
over the week-end by the two Laemmles and
their foreign representatives who have been
attending the Universal sales convention in
New York. Decision may be made to produce overseas.
N. L. Manheim, foreign manager, will
attend, as will H. Mclntyre, general representative inAustralia; Monroe Isen, general
manager for Latin America ; Al Szekler,
general manager for Europe, and Frank
Ditcham, general sales manager in England.

Yearns List of Twenty to Be
Sold on Individual Basis
After Filming
Sale of pictures on an individual basis
after they are made is provided for in the
new policy of Univeral which is prepared
to "rise or fall" this year on its new plan
of operation, the sales force was told at the
first international sales
convention by President Carl Laemmle.
Universal has scheduled
20 pictures for the
1930-31 season and a
limited number of
shorts. Serials, long a
fixture on the Universal program, will be
discarded next season.
In the first group to
be sold by Universal
for the new season will
Carl Laemmle be from 5 to 7 pictures,
all of which have been completed. District
and branch managers of the United States
and Canada today are en route to their respective territories to launch sales on new
season's product.
The
Universal
convention
started last
Saturday and wound up on Thursday. Carl
Laemmle and Carl Laemmle, Jr., headed the
list of company
executives from Europe,
(Continued on Page 26-c)

Universalities Feted by Carl Laemmle

To Continue Silents
Chicago — Declaration that Universal's features will be made in silent
versions, that he believes the present
distribution system is the most efficient so far suggested, despite its
duplication of service, and that economies would be effected through fewer
pictures on which effort is concentrated, highlighted an interview with
Carl Laemmle here, while the Universal chief was en route to New
York totionalattend
Universal's
internasales convention,
which
has
just come to a close at the SavoyPlaza Hotel.

Laemmle Urges Tents
To Foil "Monopoly"
Kansas City — Resort to tent shows by
independents as a means of thwarting monopoly in some sections was predicted by
Carl Laemmle, Universal president, in
stopping here en route to the New York
sales convention of his company.
In addition
to preventing
a "monopoly,''
Laemmle
believes
tents are sure
to click in
spots where sound has not been installed,
and where circuses have built up a draw
for outdoors.
"Conditions in certain parts of the United
(Continued on Page 26-c)

at N, Y, Convention

Uriversal's first international sales convention meets at the Savoy-Plaza, New York. At the speaker's table, left to right: Paul Gulick, publicity director ;
E, D. Leishman, supervisor of exchanges ; Harry Ascher, Boston, manager; R. B. Williams, Southern sales director ; Fred J. McConnell, short subject
manager; N. L. Manheim, manager foreign department; Harry Taylor, assistant general sales manager Western division; Helen Hughes, secretary
of Universal; Lou B. Metzger, general manager; C. B. Paine, treasurer; Ted Schlanger, assistant general sales ntanager Eastern division; Sidney
Singerman, assistant general manager ; Leo Devaney, assistant Eastern sales manager ; Sig. Wittman, assistant Eastern sales manager; and G. E. Rosenwald,
assistant Western sales manager.
Others include: Al Herman, Albany Exchange manager; T. O. Tuttle, Atlanta; Dave Miller, Buffalo; Cowan Bain, Charlotte; M. Gottlieb, Cincinnati;
Barney Rose, Cleveland ; J. H. Lutzer, Indianapolis; W. E. Sipe, Memphis; M. Joseph, New Haven; W. Richardson, New Orleans; Bill Doyle, Interstate Film;
H. Milstein, Pittsburgh; Nate Sauber, Washington; F. Vaughan, Calgary; D. Leduc, Montreal; W. A. Sault, St. John, N. B.; S. Brint, Toronto; R. A. Scott,
Vancouver ; W. Elman, Winnipeg; Leo Abrams, New York; M. E. Morey, Boston; Clair Hague, Canadian division manager; W. K. Millar, Butte; H. M. Herbel,
Chicago; R. C. Mcllheran, Dallas; Sam Cain, Denver; L. Brauer, Des Moines; C. P. Lester, Kansas City; George Naylor, Los Angeles; George Levine, Milwaukee; J. E. Garrison, Minneapolis; W. P. Moran, Oklahoma City; Matt Skorey Omaha; I. Schlank, Portland ; Fred Strief, St. Louis; J. A. Huff, Salt Lake
City; R. I. Payne, San Antonio; W. Heineman, San Francisco; E. I. Hudson, Seattle; H. Chapman, Sioux Falls; Louise Lamkin, manager of Saturday Evening Post department; Gladys Dillon, assistant to Schlanger; Evelyn Rosenthal,assistant to Taylor; Ben Grimm, assistant advertising manager; Oscar Lehr,
foreign department;
Dave
Bader, personal
representative ■• Oscar Binder, assistant
treasurer of Universal, and Oscar Cooper, publicity department.
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Universal Un-Conventionalities
IT was a real bit of sliowmaiisliip which led
Carl Laemmlc to put the gang up at the
Savoy Plaza. Atmosphere in keeping with
the new company policy, you know.

* « «

And Uncle Carl was the picture of happiness durimj the convention. Hadn't Carl Jr.,
just come through in a big zvay ivith "King of
Jazz," and "All Quiet on the Western
l-rontf"
And
maybe
Uncle
Carl
isn't
proud ....
* ♦ *
Lou Metzger, who found the general manwasn't enough
for surely
his energy,
so resumedagershipcharge
of sales,
stirred and
up
pep during the meetings. Even when the
gang took time off Wednesday night, Lou kept
right on working.

* #

*

His nciv policy of splitting up the sales responsibility struck a responsive note during
the sessions.
^

*

4<

Morris Joseph, the most disconsolate rnan
in the convention, the first day, is now beaming with satisfaction. The perpetual manager
of the New Haven exchange has a habit of
collecting a souvenir of every affair he has
attended. Paul Gulick got up a Who's Who
of the convention in order that everyone
might know who everyone else was, and what
he was. Unfortunately, he left Joseph's name
off the list. On Monday, however, there was
a new list, and Morris was alphabetically included, as were all the others.

* :)< *

William C. Hermann, special representative, who is to be assigtied to the Boston territory, was another zvhose name was left off
the first list, who was inchided in the second
one. This is Hermann's second or third or
fourth engagement with Universal.

* * *

W. A. Sault, the manager and almost the
entire works of the Saint Johns, N. B. office,
failed to produce any of the liquid entertainment for w^hich Canada is so famous in the
United States, but the boys soon forgot this
and restored him to the affectionate place that
this ex-English actor has always held in their
hearts.

* >•: *

Leo Abranis, manager of the Big U, scarcely
filled out one of the big and easy arm chairs
li'hich Harry A. Rost, manager of the SavpyPlaza. provided for the delegates. Lou Metzger introduced him to the convention as the
Manager of the Big U and points west. Leo
is sitting pretty, even though he doesn't fill
his chair as full as Bill Sipe, the dependable
and genial manager of the Memphis office.

* *

*

.\ little bird asked your reporter if he would
kindly tell him what weighty matters were lying behind the wise and prescient eyes of
Harry .Ascher, Universal's distributing agent
in New England. Mr. Ascher is president of
the .American Feature Film Company, one of
the oldest and most valuable allies of Universal. He expressed himself as being tremendously pleased with Universal's line-up
and. prospects for the next year. He is a fashion-plate, the niftiest dresser in the convention, but oh, what a guy to play poker with.

« *

an overcoat, consult Brint. He's an authority
on Canadian wool, not the variety you pull
over the eyes.

* *

A. Hermann, manager of the Albany c.vcliange, zvas haznng some difficulty zvith his
initial. Several of the boys zeere joshing him
by calling him "Another" Herman. He is going to change it to* "'J'he"
:» « Herman.
Among

the newcomers to the Universal organization is Harry Scott, manager of the
Detroit exchange. Harry already knew the
great majority of the boys and expressed himself as being delighted to be with the Universal
organization.
Scott — it's a grand old name, as attested by
that veteran of the Vancouver office, R. A.
Scott, ziiho came the longest distance of any
of the North American exchange managers to
the convention.

* ^

S. Brint of Toronto is an expert in overcoats. Two years ago he bought Paul GuHck
one in Canada and Paul says if you ever want

*

Matt Skorey is another exchange manager
with a new and larger office. He now hails
from Omaha.
*

*

7^

Tlie same thing applies to /. Schlank. Butte
is one of the smallest offices, but Schlank is
making a great record now in Portland.

* * ♦

Can't blame W. K. Millar of Butte for insisting on the accent on the "lar." Lou Metzger wanted to make sure of this, and he did.
There is another Miller, yclept Dave. They
don't look at all alike, but Dave has the more
dramatic face of the two. Last year he was
the hit of the burlesque playlet which %yas
used as an illustration. Nobody wrote any
playlet for this year's convention. It didn't
need any. The two pictures, "All Quiet on
the Western Front," and "King of Jazz,"
running in New York simultaneously, furnished
the greatest argument that Universal pictures
could have.

* * *

Cozvan Bain is now in charge of Charlotte
office, having risen successfully through hard
work and application. Cowan started as a
student salesman with Universal. More
power to him!
if
*
*

he yitie us John Holes' song, "Jar
* •
of 'Captain of the « Guard."

J'l/u," oui

Ted Schianger, sales manager of the eastern division and general fashion plate of the
convention, silver tongued at two afternoon
sessions. A few more spell binding experiences like this, and Ted will qualify as an orator.

* •

*

Herb
Mclntyre
gut a big hand from the
delegates when he rushed into the convention
Monday after flying from the Coast, the last

« • trip
* from Australia. '
stage of his 12,000-mile
"Jimmy" Bryson, U's debonair managing director in Great Britain, burned up the cables
with the wonderful reviews the New York
dailies gave "All Quiet on the Western
Front." "Jimmie's" the same old dynamo as
in the days when Carl Laemmle commissioned
him to open an exchange and he decided upon
Minneapolis as a fine spot.

* * *

The keynote of the conzTntion zvas "The

* *

*

Song of the Dazi/fi."
Paul Whiteman told the convention that he
thought the proper billing of "King of Jazz"
should be: "Directed by John Murray Anderand interfered
by Paul
Whiteman."
But son
Paul
was only with
joking.
He said
that the
cutter on the coast proved that he was only an
amateur.

* « *

Ivan St. Johns made the typical nczvspapcrman's
and satspeech
dozvn.: "I am very liappy to be here,"

* *

*

Metzger was on the job every minute and
conducted the sessions with the ease that goes
with great executive ability.

«

«

*

Frank Goodman, head of U's music p^tblishing firm, told the delegates tluU he zvould
visit every manager in his home tozvtu "Some
job," remarked Metzger. "Do you know hozv
vuiny offices Universal has abroad? Only
103. .'bid it takes a month to get to Aus-

* *

*

Bill Doyle is another new manager. He succeeded Wittman when Sig took up executive
duties in the home office. Bill has been so

Graham McNamee couldn't get into his
speech until he had begun by saying : "Good
evening, ladies and gentlemen
of the radio
tralia."
'em« * *
off.

busy that he doesn't expect to play any golf
at all this year, and Bill is very handy with
his niblick !

D. Leduc enthuses about Montreal's prosaudience."
pects in two languages, and, boy, he can r.iiil.

* *

♦

Did you ever look in H. M. Herbel's eyes?
Take a look if you have an opportunity. One
of *hem has a tiny ornament in it, the shape
of a shield. Nobody has figured out zvhether
this is an offensive or a defensive weapon. H
is very intriguing. However, he had it before
he zvent to the Windy City, so it can't have
anything to do with the state of constant zcarfare existing in Chicago.

* * *

"Snake" Richardson, the chandelier buster
of New Orleans, for the first time in history
came to a convention without his quartette.

* *

*

George Levine, who likes Milwaukee better
than New York, zcas prolific as alivays with
suggestions for zvhich he was publicly thanked
by Mr. Metzger.
* ♦ ♦

*

viuir, but you would never know it. the way

*

The convention, though, zvas not zvithout its
singing features. Frank Goodman of Handman, Kent & Goodman, had Zi'ritten a convention song and after the boys had sung it loudly
and lustily at luncheon, there zvas a demand
that Harry Taylor, sales vianager for the
zvestern diznsion, give us a sample of his famous cheer leader stuff of old Kansas City
days.

Harry said he hadn't sung in over a

«

* «

J. H. (Indianapolis) Lutzer is the illustrious
brother of another of Universal's go-getter;.,
but he's not letting that keep him from beinj.;
outstanding in his own
* *right.
•
C. P. Letcr, southern traction and all, is
shozuing
'cm hozv to hit the ball in Kansas
Citv.

* «

♦

Ralph Williams, assistant sales manager,
brought down thunderous applause when he
told the boys that he had devised a system
whereby all of the commendatory things which
are being said about our pictures will be transmitted photostatically to them as fast as they
are said.

* •

•

Somebody
Hugh
talk
because thought
he had that
nez'erClair
talked
at couldn't
conventions, but the general manager of Canadian
Universal is there, and lie proved it in a trry
clever speech. A lot of the boys in the
(Continued on Page 26-c)
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Musicians Ousted by Sound Win Point;
Contract Dispute Goes to Supreme Court
San Francisco Orchestra Gets
Appeal Verdict Against
Nasser Bros.
San Francisco — Problem caused by discharge of musicians from sound houses is
at issue in the case of local musicians
against Nasser Bros., which is headed for
the Supreme Court.
Findings of Judge J. J. Trabucco to the
effect that the organized musicians had no
forcible contract with Nasser Bros, were
reversed in the District Court of Appeals
by Judge John J. Tyler.
The musicians claimed that the contract
obligates theatre owners to retain orchestras containing a minimum number of musicians even though music is supplied by
sound apparatus. Under the decision of
last week, the case will not be heard in the
Supreme Court. If the musicians win, the
theatres must either replace their human
orchestras or close their doors. Nat
Schmulowitz, attorney for Nasser Bros.,
said if the District Court of Appeals declined to grant a rehearing, the case would
be taken to the Supreme Court.

Aid Free Lance Players
Fearing Studio Reprisals
Hollywood — In an attempt to organize
methods of handling complaints and adjustments under the recently adopted standard
contract for free-lance players, committees
of producers and actors are conducting a
series of conferences.
First meeting was held in the Academy
headquarters Monday night, with roundrobin discussion on the question of proper
procedure to provide for impartial presentation of specific complaints on contract violations. Academy's executive committee
appointed Wm. Conklin, former player, as
contact man in administration of the contract.
It was brought out that many players are
reticent in placing a complaint against a
studio for overtime or extra remuneration,
as the actors feel they will find it hard to
receive future work at the studio complained
of. Main complaints on overtime without
pay seemed to be that directors were developing the habit of asking players to
work an hour or so extra to help them
maintain or catch up on picture schedule.
Under these circumstances, players did not
want to press any claims for overtime, as
the director involved would become offended.
Definite decision was made at Monday
meeting, however, that a special representative will be employed to handle all complaints arising through operation of the
standard contract. This move was reported
exclusively in Motion Picture News several weeks ago.
Next get-together is slated for next Monday night, with player representatives at
that time to present various general improvements for better understanding under
the standard contract.

Pat Flaherty Host at Red Star Opening

More than 1,000 of his friends in the entertainment world gathered to pay their
respects to General Manager Pat Flaherty at the formal opening of the Red Star
Music Co., Fox subsidiary in New York. The photo shows a few of the celebs who
attended. Left to right, Paul Whiteman, Flaherty, Heywood Broun and Humbert J.
Fugazy.

Gold Note Issue of
Fox Film Lists 1,900,000
$55,000,000 for Fox
Class
Shares
on 'Change
The NewA York
Stock Exchange
has listed 1,900,000 additional shares of Class A
common of Fox Film, issued by the company on authorization of the directors. Of
this total, 1,600,000 shares represent part

payment
for the by660,900
shares of
Loew's,
Inc., purchased
the company
from
Fox
Theatres, the rest of the buy having been
covered by $27,000,000 in cash advanced by
General Theatre Equipment.
The remaining 300,000 shares are to be
reserved for issuance upon exercise of
stock purchase warrants and represent a
portion of the refinancing plan arranged by
Halsey, Stuart & Co.

Negotiating Deal

Public financing for Fox Film under the
plan adopted by the new management will
consist of $55,000,000 secured one-year 6
per cent gold notes of the corporation. The
securities are offered by a banking group
headed by Halsey, Stuart & Co.
The proceeds from the sale have been or
are to be used for the payment of maturing

obligations, including the company's $12,000,000 issue of 6 per cent gold notes due
April 1, 1930, and for other corporate purThis temporary financing has been effectuated pending readjustments in the composes. pany's affairs. In the statement of the
bankers it was pointed out that, in the
opinion of the new management, permanent
financing can be accomplished in the next
12 months on terms far more advantageous
to the company than at present.
The notes are a direct obligation of the
company and are specifically secured under
a trust indenture by the pledge of 660,*^)00
shares of common stock of Loew's Incorporated, listed on the New York Stock Exchange, and all the capital stock of United
American Investing Corp., which has a substantial stock interest in Metropolis and
Bradford Trust Co., Ltd., owners of 65 per
cent of the ordinary stock of Gaumont British Picture Corp. The capital stock of United
American Investing Corp. represents an investment on the part of Fox Film Corp.
of approximately $20,000,000.

Issue Voting Certificates
An additional issue of 433,000 shares of
General Theatres Equipment common stock
voting trust certificates is planned in connection with the company's acquisition . of
the controlling interest in Fox Film and
Fo.x Theatres. This follows sale of an issue
of $30,000,000 ten-year 6 per cent, convertible debentures, the initial financing in
comiection with the General Theatres
Earle W. Hammons, president of
Educational, who is working with
diaries Christie of Christie Film Co.,
on a deal for merging interests of tlic
two companies.

I'quipment — Fox transaction. These bond.s,
whicii were offered at 99"/^, are now selling
at about 102. The group, which will make
tlie offering of common stock, is headed by
Pynchon & Co. and includes West & Co.
and W. S. Hannnons & Co.
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Laeiiiiiile Urges
Tent Shows to

Picture

News

"C7" Convention
Sidelights

Foil 'IVloiiopoly'
(Continued from Page 20)

States result in a virtual monopoly," LaiMimle said. "Theatre circuits have been
I'usetl to a point where the inclependent producer may be shut out if he will not accede
arc willing to
to the prices the combines
pay.
"I believe it is entirely feasible for a film
production company of sufficient magnitude
of 'tent show' engagea succession
to play ments
throughout the agricultural sections
and for it to make
States
United
the
of
money. The tent show has been synonymous with festivity in the rural sections
it this country for many years. Circuses
aid carnivals always draw crowds in the
\ery season when the business of the thcaires is bad.
"The tent idea might be practical in the
sections where talkie equipment has not yet
been installed. There are a great many
dollars in these communities awaiting such
a venture."
When asked how such a venture might
he handled Laemmle answered :
"Who

has the tents?"

State Dept. Okays Capital
Increase Filed by Para,
Authorization to increase its capital from
3,000,000 to 4,000,000 shares, no par, by
Paramount Famous-Lasky Corp., and filing
of an application to change the company
name to Paramount Publix Corp. are highlights of an active week in corporate activities inEastern states. The name change
becomes official as of this week.
Warners incorporated a subsidiary unit
in New Jersey, called Warner Bros., Theatres, Inc., headquarters in Newark, to operate all company theatres owned in that
state.

New Theatre Units
Other new

incorporations chartered in

the current group include \\'eingin Amusement Corp., to operate theatres, and represented by Albany Service Co., 299 Broadway, New York; L. M. J. Productions,
l)ooking office in New York, of which J.
Wilzin, 521 5th Ave., New York, is attorney.
In Delaware, Historical Cinema Association was chartered with a capital of $1,000,000, and. in the same state a charter
was granted to International Amusement
Corp.

Natura!scope Formed
Naturalscope Pictures, Kayhill Holding
Co., Checker Music Corp., Iberia Producions and Elkay Productions were formed in
New York. Additional New Jersey charters
include certificates issued to Risdan Amusement Co., Draclair Amuscnient Co. and
Esco Amusement Co.

John Flinn on Coast
Hollywood — John C. Flinn, Pathe executive, has assumed charge of short-subject
production at the Pathe studios.

Uiii\(^rsal lo
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"Rise or Fair* on
]\eu IN)lie)?
(Continued from Page 26)

{Continued from I'ikjc 2G-.-1)
States had never seen Mrs. Clair, but they
got a ten carat look at her at the parly in the
Gold
Room.
She had the expatriated Mrs.
Oscar Hatison with her, too.

* * *

It was S. F. Ditcham's first visit to New
York, and Lou Metzger kept translating
Americanisms into the King's English for the
benefit of the sales manager for Great BritH.

(Pittsburgh) Milstcin is a newlyvyed,

but he certainly doesn't let that keep him from
getting those contracts. He started to make
a speecli acclaiming Manie Gottlieb, but was
howled down.

«

* *

Fred Strief is a veteran of Universal, during several regimes. He's going great gutis
these days at St. Louis.

* * *

W. Moran is so sold on Oklahoma City, that
he
crs. just can't wait to get back among the Sopn-

* * *

"Bob" (Dallas) Mcllheron had a lot of sage
suggestions to offer* the* gang.
*
And T. Tuttle is trying to figure out just
what is the diliferencc between Charlotte and
.Atlanta.

* * *

Louis Laemmle, with a smile as brilliant as
t'l^e gold room itself, got a real kick out of
the convention.

* ♦ *

Charley Gregory, erstwhile Columbia execu♦ivc at Kansas City, thought the Savoy Plaza
was the Universal
lounging room.

South America, Australia and every territory of the United .States and Canada.
b'ifteen of the 20 |)ictures on the new
program already have been determined
U|)on, l.aenimic told the delegates. These
will include a talker version of Tod Browning's "Outside the Law," with cast hea<lcd
by Mary Nolan aiul Edward G. Robinson ;
Floyd Dell and Thomas Mitchell's play,
"Little Accident," to be directed by William
James Craft; "Boudoir Diplomat," play by
Rudolph Lothar and Fritz Gottwald; "East
Is West," starring Lupe Vclez in an adaptation by A. E. Thomas of the .Sannicl Shipman and John B. Hymer play ; John Erskine'sdirect.
"Sincerity," which John M. Stahl
will
"Strictly Dishonorable," by Preston
Sturges, which probably will star John
Boles; "Saint Johnson," by W. R. Burnett,
to co-feature Lewis Ayrcs and John Wray
and
; "Ourang,"
to bedirected
filmed by
in William
Borneo Wyler
by Marry
Garson
and Julius Bernheim, with Dorothy Janis
as feminine lead; a sequel to "All Quiet on
the Western Front," by Erich Maria Remarque; "The Love Cavalier," operetta with
John Boles and Jeannette Loff, to be directed by John S. Robertson.
"Gypsy Love Song," an original by Konrad Bercovici, with songs and music by the
author and featuring John Boles, Jeanette
Loff and Lupe Velez ; two John Murray
Anderson productions, "The Cohens and
Kellys
Ireland'
and "The
which in
Edward
Laemmle
willOregon
direct. Trail,"

* * *

M. Morey. Boston, was all zvrapped up over
the new prodiut. They should try to stop that
bimbo from garnering contracts on the nczv
pictures.
* ♦ *
And speaking of Beau Brummels. Cleveland
would forget its fashions if B. Rose ever was
transferred.
Clocking him primping up is a
real job.

* ♦ *

Egyptian Long Runs,
Grind at Coast Pantages
Hollywood — Grauman's Egyptian, a Fo.x
West Coast house, drops its grind policy and
returns to long runs when the new Pantages
opens on May 29. The opener at the Egypbe "Hell'swillAngel's."
Thetian will
Pantages
show first runs on a

George Naylor has a telegraph hook-up, so
they say. He gets that zcay by being the Los
Angeles
manager, and .unres about every picture.

grind
with The
Fanchon
the stage.
house and
seatsMarco
2,500. "Ideas" on

R. I. Payne, who does his stuff at San Antonio, is a real go-getter. Just watch the
standing of his office mount during the iiew

Big Billing Campaigns
For Broadway Pictures

* * *

* * *
year.
S. Cain is in Denver because he's a climber
with a slogan of San Francisco or bust.

* ♦ *

There

are managers

and managers, and

then there is Hymie Chapman. He's really
got acclimated to Sioux Falls, and knows how
to keep his sales sheets mounting.

Return to heavy billing campaigns is being seen by current hits now on Broadway,
which are copping big business following
extensive papering. These are John McCormack's "Song of Love." which has been
showing a big draw since its opening sev-

* * *

eral weeks ago; "Journey's End," which is
continuing to record business at the Gaiety,

L. Brau^r, Des Moines, is a young fellmv
trying to get along, and ivill.

and Universal's ".\11 Quiet on the Western
Front." ofY to an auspicious start at the
Central. .Ml three pictures were billed extensively in campaigns reaching as far as
Brunswick in New Jersey, Far Rockaway
County,
on Long Island and throughout W^estchester

* * *

Joe Garrison had a real homecoming when
he returned to Minneapolis as manager of the
Universal exchange, after hanging up a fine
record at Albany.
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Canada Puts Compulsory Arbitration
Into Effect; Courts Enforce Awards
tion
AvhitVCl
w^
. .
Decision
Awaited

Washington — With formal requests for appeal in both
cases made by the losing party in each, the Supreme
Court is expected to determine the credit and arbitration
The government appealed the credit case,
cases
which intheOctober.
Hays association. Film Boards and distributors
won, and distributors are appealing the arbitration decision, which resulted in outlawing arbitration in the
industry. Judge Thacher, now solicitor general, ruled on
both cases while sitting on the Federal district bench
at New York.

Film Funsters'
Flip and Frisky
Flicker Frolic
The guys who are supported day in and
day out by this here film business are going
to cut loose and have some fun. You
know, "laugh, clown, laugh" stuff. After
a solid year's work, they've doped out a
plan to have an evening of carefree enjoyment. Of course, everything depends on
the sense of honor of the anonymous chap
who's been making rash promises, such as :
"The most important of all current roadshow pictures — never before exhibited — will be previewed at the Flicker Frolic.
Announcement will shortly be made of the
selected production. Following the picture
there will appear an army of artists in a
stellar show now being summoned together
by the leading executives of motion pictures. The combination Preview and Stage
Show will give New York an evening in
the theatre never before even approximated
for entertainment value."
Top is $15. Presented by the Motion
Picture Club. Send your checks (certified)
to the treasurer, at 1560 Broadway.
Oh, yes, the affair will be staged at the
Liberty Theatre, West 42nd St., Sunday
night. May 11.

Thacher Decree
Issue in Suit
By Paramount
Cincinnati — Is arbitration in or out, in
view of the Thacher decree, and can the
arbitration
provision of contracts be enforced ?
That is the question at issue here in suit
of Paramount for an order to compel the
Springfield Amusement Co., the Charkares
Amusement Co., Phil Chakares and the Regent State Corp., Springfield, to arbitrate a
dispute.
The exhibitors contend the Thacher decree held invalid the arbitration provision
of the contract, but Paramount said the contracts are valid and that the provision for
submission of disputes to arbitration, should
be enforced by order of the court.
U. S. Judge Negin told the counsel for
both parties to get together on an agreement of facts, and continued the hearing.

Technicolor Reports 500%
Increase in Earnings
Technicolor, Inc., and subsidiaries report
earnings of $676,859, before taxes, for the
first quarter of 1930. This represents a
gain of more than 500 per cent over earnings of $101,790 for the same period in
1929.
The report does not include any income
derived from the new Hollywood plant,
which has been under construction for the
past eight months and which went into
operation early this month.
The Technicolor plant in Boston is now
printing approximately 5,000,000 feet
monthly, while the new Hollywood plant
will have a capacity of about 3,000,000 feet
a month, giving Technicolor a total capacity
of about 100,000,000 feet annually. Twelve
months ago Technicolor could print only
1,000,000 feet a month.

ABRAM

F. MYERS

Washington — Charges that attacks have
been launched by or at the instigation of the
Hays
receivedoffice
no upon
answerAllied
from States
Hays, Ass'n.
Abramhave
F.
Myers Thursday told MOTION PICTURE
NEWS. Myers said that Allied has admonished its members to keep the peace, but said
H:>ys had declared against peace, citing an attack upon the Myers house organ plfin.upon
W. A. Steffes and H. M. Richey, and adding
that it was not the first time such attacks
had been made. "Serious effort" was made
to break down the RKO and Tiffany franchise arrangements, he alleged.

Exhibitors
Consulted
About
Standard Contracts; 1 — 1
Boards
to Rule
Toronto — Compulsory arbitration, which
follows British practice with penalty
clauses deleted, is provided for in the new
contract for Canada which distributors will
put into effect May 15. Enforcement of
awards is to be a court proceeding, as is
the case in Great Britain.
The new standard contract, according to
Col. John A. Cooper, president of the Canadian distributor-exhibitor association, was
drawn after consultation with leading Canadian exhibitors. Pointing out that it has
been impossible to consult every exhibitor
of the Dominion, changes have been summarized and published, and request made
that any exceptions any exhibitor may take
be wired to him, promising that they will
be given consideration. General approval
will be assumed if no exceptions are filed.

Arbitration

Boards

In the new form of agreement, arbitra- ■
tion boards are reduced to two members,
one for the exhibitor and one for the distributor, these two choosing a third. Fees
of arbitrators are fixed by statute in Canada, the losing party being required to pay
the costs of the hearing. A submission to
irbitration is made irrevocable under the
contract.

Puhlix Managers Shifted
In Des Moines Territory
Des Moines — Publix managers made a
change at Davenport, where R. F. Emig,
who was manager of the Columbia, was
transferred to the World, Omaha. John K.
Krier comes from the Publix school to take
the Columbia.
H. D. Grove, Publix manager in this
district, also announced the appointment of
Gerald Gallagher, formerly of Richmond,
Ind., to the Fort at Rock Island and as
city manager for the Publix theatres there.
C. W. Peterson is transferred from the
Spencer, Rock Island, to the State, Cedar
Rapids, and H. A. Holsberg of Cedar Rapids will go to the Publix school.
Lou Elliwitz, district advertising manager for Des Moines, will take the management of the Garden at Davenport, with
George Collins, formerly assistant at the
Garden, as manager of the Spencer.

Sunday Showings Click
Big In Florida Town
Winter Garden, Fla. — Tired of seeing his
patrons gas up each Sunday and hie away
to neighboring cities, where Sunday shows
are permitted. Manager Biggers of the
Winter Garden decided to do a little Sunshowing himself
and program
keep 'emand
home.
He daybooked
a special
last
Sunday opened up to big returns. It went
over so well that there were no protests of
any kind from anyone. So, Sunday movies
will be a regular thing from now on.

Y<ou

can
claim the
world for
this oneNow

you hove it . . . Ihe man, the picture, the sub/'ect . . . that will put all

America
mood.

in the "we've-got-to-go-see-/t"
Paul Whiteman!

color, all melody-

In his first q\\-

baton - and - blues

girly-girly. . ."KING

OF JAZZ."

Pho-

tography, settings, songs, dancing, and
. . . TECHNICOLOR

WH ITEMAN
TECHNICOLOR.

KING of JAZZ

. . . will carry into

history one of the greatest B. O. pictures in the industry's book of sell-outs.
Millions have heard Whiteman
talize Gershwin's famous
In Blue"over
these same

immor-

"Rhapsody

the radio. In ALL theatres
millions will hear and feel

this emotion-haunting

masterpiece

...

see the stunning natural-picture interpretation of it

Technicolor
is natural color

more

all in color I Millions

will get the go-see-it idea from

Technicolor's advertising in the Saturday Evening Post and fan magazines.
Another

TECHNICOLOR

S-R-O!

^

Technicolor
Pictures ore

Box-Offi
Pictures •
BRIDE

OF

BRIGHT

THE

REGIMENT,

with Vivienne

LIGHTS, with Dorothy Mockoill

RAINBOWS,
Moyer),

with Bessie Love and

Technicolor

Segal (Warner

DAWN,

Bros.); HEADS

with Ben Lyon, James

(Caddo),

Technicolor

NINETIES,

color Sequences;
MAMBA,

KING

(Tiffany); MAMMY,

Daniels

and Vivienne

and Thelma

HIT THE DECK,

Boardman,

Sequences;

IN THE

jean Hersholt and

starring Al Jolson (Warner
with Bernice

GAY
Techni

Ralph Forbes

Bros.), Technicolor

Claire, Walter

Pidgeon

Technicolor

ON

Sequences;

with Alice White

quences; SONG OF THE WEST,
(Warner

Bros ); SONG

Alexander

OF

and

FLAME,

SONG,

with Lawrence

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer);

THE

Novarro

VAGABOND

THE

MELODY

Donald

Beery, Myrna

THE SINGER

starring Dennis

(Paromcunt); UNDER

A TEXAS

toy and Armida

MARCH

THE

Dale Owen

with Alice Day and
OF

SEVILLE, starring

Technicolor

Sequences;

King, with Jeanetle Mac-

MOON,

(Warner

OF TIME,

Sequences;

Catherine

MAN,

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
KING,

with Bert Wheeler,

Technicolor

Tibbett and

William Collier, Jr. (Columbia);
Ramon

with Bernice Claire and

Lee (Radio); THE

all-star cast (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayerj,
ROGUE

GIRL

with John Boles and Vivienne Segal

THE

Dorothy

Se-

(First National), Technicolor Se-

Gray (First National); THE CUCKOOS,

Robert Woolsey

PA-

PUTTIN'

(United Artists), Technicolor

quences; SALLY, starring Marilyn Miller (First National); SHOW
IN HOLLYWOOD,

with Frank Fay, Noah

Bros.); UNDER

WESTERN

SKIES, with Sidney Blackmer and lila lee (First National); VIENNESE
NIGHTS,

%

(Universolj,

Everett Norton (First National); PARAMOUNT

THE RITZ, with Harry Richman

Todd

with Jack Oakie

OF JAZZ, starring Paul Whiteman

RADE, all-star cast, (Paramount),
ON

Bebe

Davies (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),

MLLE. MODISTE,

and Edward

with

with Walter Woolf

(Radio), Technicolor

with Eleanor

Sequences;

DIXIANA,

Hall, Jane Winlon

Sequences;

starring Marion

King (Metro-GolJwyn-

UP, all-star cast (Paramount); HELL'S

ANGELS,

and Polly Walker

(First National); CH>sSING

Charles

Sequences;

(Radio Pictures); GOLDEN

Segal (First National);

with Vivienne Segal and Alexander

Gray (Warner

Bros.).

JOE E. BROWN, WINNIE LIGHTNER, SALLY O'NEILL,
GEORGES CARPENTIER and —TECHNICOLOR — help make
"HOLD

EVERYTHING"

hold everyfhinglll

Technicolor
/s a

Box-Office Name
ADVERTISE
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I
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SHOWMAN
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The S. M. P. £. Meets

'

\UING in tlicir praiscwortliy
COi\Tl
cfTorts lo focus scicntifk- rcscarcli
on tlu' inuiion pictures, the Societv
ui Motion I'icturc I'nginccrs again finds
itself on tlie eve of another convention.

In \\'asliini;ton and for four days man/
of tlie foremost technical and analytical
minds of the industry and its co-related
fields will discuss improvements in the
mechanical, chemical and scientific processes
which
permit motion pictures to function.
There is no more important work, actual

'<&

and potential, under way in the whole scope
of the industry than the efforts centralized
in the endeavors of the S. W. P. T. to raise
operating standards.
To an industry which
enough

short-sightedly

is often prone to overlook merit

which exists at its very doorstep, it is suggested that a more careful scrutin\' be
directed toward the aims and accomplishments of this organization. Solution of tlie
problems of the present and future rest
largelv in its hands. Whatever the S. M
P. E. does, has, by the record, demonstrated
itself to be worthy of the most careful
observation and respect.
K A N N .

liiK .MIOHMAN uunoii. ,1 srr.iui ,/, / (jrdiirirf dr;otcd
lo Ibc rqvipmciit. huildino and operation of Ihc Ihraire plant, is fablished once a month as a rciiular
iii the
feature of Motion Pictire News, appearinriI icrriRE
llrst dated issue of each month. Motion
729
Offices:
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and
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Seventh Avenue. Sew York City. Thomas C. Kennedy.
Otfiee:
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Manaqer of Equipment
Harr\ E. Holquist, Central li est Representati7e, 910
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Convex Balcony As Sound
Aid, New Construction Slant
Elimination of Air Pockets,
Circular Auditorium, Are Features ofHollywood, "New York

front
of neiv Rollyzvood,
Ne-w
York.
The roof sign is said to be the largest
in the world

ON y, of air ghpockets unELIMINderATI
the balcon
a convex
throu
surface, is one of the features of
the new Hollywood, New York, just
opened l)y Warners.
Whereas the average balcony slopes
downward, flooring of the balcony of the
new house curves the opposite way, in
manner said to possess acoustical features
which are revolutionary.
Changing of the style of balcony is regarded byWarners as the newest "wrinkle" of sound house construction, entirely
eliminating the air pockets common in
houses which have balconies of the oldfashioned ty])e.
Another acoustical feature is felt lining
of the walls. This is concealed by crimson damask hangings. Between the felt
and the damask is an air space, making
for better sound values threnigh absorption instead of the reflection of sound
from the walls.
The circular-shaped auditorium, done
in French Baroque style, rises to the
mural-treated dome which is flanked by
columns arches and architraves that reflect an abundance of detail. There arc
26 rows of seats on the main floor. The

Szcccp
of thebuilt
stagewith
from,an the
'I his
house 7i.'as
eyebalcony.
tozmrd zvide
films and stage shozvs. The inserts are two
of tivelve ceiling murals representing
months of the year

seats are upholstered in a dull red and
the carpet is dull red.
The prosceniinn is large enough to permit the staging of dramatic and musical
productions. The stage itself is large
enough to accommodate the most pretentious of theatrical offerings. It is supplied with a counterweight system for the
handling of scenery. At the sides are five
tiers of dressing rooms with every convenience for their occupants.

The lobby is of modernistic French design, with mirrored walls enriched with
bronze, marble floor and plastic ceiling.
It leads to the entrosole which in turn
leads to the grand foyer, an oval rotunda,
made almost octagonal by eight marble
pillars. The foyer decorations are in
French Baroque, the motif which is carried out, in the main, throughout the
building. The columns support the
arches of the grand foyer and the winding stairway which leads to a mezzanine
overlooking the foyer. A marble fountain in the foyer blends into the mood of
the period decorations.
Around the mezzanine promenade are
a series of curved balconettes overlookPeriod furniture and soft
ing the foyer.

.V

M a V .?, / '^ ^ 0

M o tio n

/' i ( I li r

lij,'litiiijj inakf tlic ])r()iiieiKule a (It-lif^htfiil
|.lacc in which to liiif^rr.
The Itiuiif(e, located uiulcr the orchestra
(lour, lias fireplace, solas, ciiairs, lamps,
fleet ric caiidelahra and suijdiied lij;hting.
11 repeats in structure and treatment the
theme pretloininant in the f^rand foyer. It
i> oval in shape and aisled with a marble
colonnade. ()i)enin,t( otT the lount^e are

2^

the men's smokiiii^ room and the women's
cosmetic room. Tlie retiring rooms, leading troin tlic lounge and those found just
utT the promenade are modernistic in style
and decoration.
The most ornamental feature is the
series of 12 murals which form a frame
surroundin;.; the flat elliptical portion of
iht- main dome. I'.acli mural represents
a month of the year. The paintings, some
of which are exact reproductions of h^^agonard and W attt'au, are executed in the
spirit of the ITeiich Renaissance. The
figures are life size, done in rich tones to
harmoni/e with the ivory and gold of the
surrounding ceiling space. The chandelier, in addition to numerous electric candles, has a large red glohe surmounted
hv a smaller one, the red of both tinged
with blue light at the top.
The ])rojection room is 30 feet long and
12 feet high. Mvery piece of mechanism
has been sui)plied in duplicate to avoid
waits and delay.
The screen frame is said to be the largest in the L'nited States, and the theatre's
lobby rug is said to be the largest unseamed rug in the world.
Tlie revolutionary advances in architeclure and showmanship embodied in the

Below — A>totlter inew of the orchestra
shoiciHy detail of carving. The Hollyit'ood
was built from plans of Thomas IV. Lamb

.Above — Dclailcil ciirziiu/ shoiKii here is m
kcepiiui
the throughout
I'reiuh Baroque
architecture ifith
predominant
the house.
The
damask panel on the right is felt-lined to
eliminate sound reierberation
new Hollywood are said to provide a high
degree of perfection in volume and tone
of sound reproduced.
The theatre, built as a memorial to the
late Sam \\ arner. who ])ioneered in
sound development, was designed to embody every feature of improved sound
reproduction.
The stage was designed with jxjssible
future developments in mind. These include return of presentations, a full stage
being built as a means of preparedness in
case expanded stage j^resentations again
become the vogue.
The wide film development uiK>n which
Warners and most other major companies
are working, also is provided for in the
stage con.struction. a full stage screen
being part of the regular equipment.
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East Boston
Goes Spanish
And Achieves Striking Results
In Architectural Charm

I
Another addition, to the ranks
of the atmospheric theatre — the
S:-i!!r. in F.asl Hosloi,, Jlfass.

'J he rotunda — spacious and rich in
conception. The
Spanish motif is
rigorously followed

Full sii'eep of the
left Ji'ii// shozi'^ing
possil'ilities for
effects
in ofthetheatre.
Spanish type

mm

ht a V .?. 7 y ■'' "

An attractive viciv of the Sciilliirom rear and side.
Krokyii.
Hrou'iie and Rosenstein of Boston Zi-ere the architects.
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interesting

organ
chamber
conceptionofthe
architect, M.
Eugene Diirfee
ica, Cat.
of Santa Mon-

One corner of
ivomen's rest
rooms, modernistic like the rest
of the theatre.

1/^7 V

.'.

I^^-^I^

Emphasizes
lecoratioii

Decoralhr
throughout
ranged by R.
Studios, Los

schciiic
was arn. Power
Angeles.

Angles and lines harmonise throughout this
\AOO-seat lox theatre.

Corner oj main lounge
rooms.
Beams are of
rough eonerete, decorated.
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Fox, Tucsor
Modernistic

Auditonuw of the rox
theatre
at
Tucson,
Arizona.

Modernistic from floor
to
— thethe auditori\iin roof
from,
stage.

Side walls and organ
t/rillcs. semble
desic/ncd
reS'exi' Yorkto sky
line.
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Tilt on Film Vs. Disc Recording
To Highlight S. M. P. E. Meetings
Anticipated Discussions on Wide Film (ind Co/or Won't
Materialize — 400 Expected at Washinf^ton Conference
and color, iinpovtant facW\\)V. torsfilm
in the technical scheme of motion picture development, will be
completely relegated to the background by
engineering leaders attending the annual
Spring convention of the Society of M. P.
Engineers at Washington. The four-day
sessions open on Monday at the VVardman
Park Hotel, with 400 delegates on hand.
In technical circles, there is considerable
speculation over the fact that an anticipated
boom for both wide tilm and color will not
materialize at the meeting, where technicians customarily discuss intricacies in
scientific developments currently concerning
motion pictures.
This pronounced silence on color and wide
film, it is said, can only be construed as
indicative of either one of two conditions:
The embryonic phases of both developments
forbids discussion, or attachment, by engineers, of the stamp of connnercial miimportance at this time.
Fifty-two papers will be read by technical
authorities and not one pertains to wide
film. Color is the subject of a single discussion.
Interesting advances have apparently been
made in bettering theatre acoustics, because
the majority of papers prepared contain
data on structural treatments which indicate new developments in acoustical problems.
Western Electric, RCA Photophone and
others are understood to have prepared
strong arguments against a paper prepared
by Warners' engineer, P. H. Evans, captioned: "Sound Reproduction-Disc vs.
Film." a topic which has long been a bone
of contention between "ERPP' and W'arners.
RCA vs. Western on Horns
Another verbal tilt is expected between
Western Electric and RCA over loud
speakers in theatres, with RCA contending
that the greater naturalness of reproduction
of both speech and music in theatres emanates from the directional baffle type speaker,
and not the horn type.
Louis Maker, RCA engineer, who will
read the paper on horns, will compare both
ty|)es, arguing, it is said, that the directional
baffle is not only greater from the standpoint of naturalness, but it is also superior
in frequency range and uniformity of response. With regard to radiation distribution
characteristics and input power capacity,
the two speakers are approximately the
same. The efficiency of the horn type, however, is acknowledged to be superior.
Immediately followin.s: Malter on the platform, W. J. Sette. "ERPP* engineer, and

Projector, and what is said to be an iml)rovcd synchronizing apparatus for 16 mm.
films with di.sc records, develojKd by William H. Bristol, who marketed BristolThe .\mpro Corp., Chicago, has prepared
a technical description of its new 16 mm.
phone.
I)rojector, E. C. Richardson, of Mole- Richardson, Los Angeles, who will head a group
of Pacific Coast members bringing papers
on new devices, is on the program for discussion of a tilting head and rolling tripod
for sound-proofed cameras. L. Thompson,
of the Bristol studios in Connecticut, has
developed a new power amjjlificr system.
Franklin, Tbalberg May Speak
At the closing session on Thursday, Irving G. Thalberg. M-G-M studio chief on
the West Coast, is expected to tell of technical activities of the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences. He will be followed by
Harold B. Franklin, who has prepared a
J. I. CRABTREE
Eastman
Kodak
Company
President,
S.M.P.E.

possibly others, will meet arguments on the
alleged superiority of the directional baffle.
Jenkins Has New Televisor
Another highlight is slated to be touched
when C . Francis Jenkins, pioneer in television, announces a new mechanism which,
he believes, is far more promising for theatre radiomovies, having a low-price appeal
I)lus
techni-.il advantages over the present
method.
Other papers cover practically every
phase of sound recording and reproduction,
medical cinemicrophotography, lighting, economic changes in the industry, the latter
to be read by Franklin S. Irby of McGrawHill Publishing Co. ; electrical equipment,
technical phases of vocalization, home
movies, theatre and studio equipment, laboratory devices and processes, a new recorder for variable area recording, developed in the laboratories of Radio Victor
Corp. ; studio and theatre acoustical conditions, and additional engineering factors.
New Eqiiil>ment Announced
William B. Rayton. of Bausch & Lomb
Optical Co., will outline a proposed new
series of standard focal lengths for motion
picture objectives. M. W. Palmer, of Paramount's Eastern studio, is slated to reveal
a proposed new method of timing negative.
Initial announcements will be made on
new equipment, including a new buffing machine, by Dworsky Machine Co., a modified
film washing machine, by Eastman Kodak,
new projector products, by International

paper on "Talking Pictures — the Great Internationalist." The Thalberg group coming East will include L. E. Clark, Pathe
studio engineering executive, who will discuss developments in sound proof housings
for cameras.
All business sessions will be held at the
Wardman Little theatre and in the Bureau
of Standards lecture hall.
Pre-release showing of features, the
semi-annual banquet, at which Jenkins will
act as master of ceremonies ; and a motor
trip to Mt. Vernon, Virginia, are social
highlights. Will II. Hays, Franklin, Thalberg and Hon. William P. Connery, Jr.,
will speak at the banquet.
Abstracts from some of the papers to be
read include :

SOME

EXPERIMENTS IN M. 1>. OF THE
VOCAL CORD.S
By J. O. RUSSELL
Kodak
Research

and C. TUTTLE
Laboratories

Photography of the vocal cords or even
visual observation of them is made rather
difficult by their inaccessible position in the
throat. For this reason, the mechanism of
speech production has never been thoroughly understood.
W'ith the technic of motion photography
described in this paper it has been possible
to take pictures during the production of
vowel sounds and to show the reaction of
the cords while coughing or swallowing.
Such pictures demonstrate the falsity of
some of the generally accepted theories of
vocalization. A careful frame-by-frame
study of some of the film has been made
and the information
so derived promises

M o t i 0 n. Picture
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2. Uniformity of Response.
3. Radiation Distribution Characteristics.
4. Efiiciency.
5. Input Power Capacity.
The measurements indicate that the directional baffle type speaker is superior in
frequency range and uniformity of response.
With respect to radiation distribution characteristics and input power capacity, the
two speakers are approximately the same.
With regard to efficiency the horn type
speaker is slightly superior.
These experimental measurements are
then used to explain the greater naturalness of reproduction of both speech and
music in theatres with the directional baffle type speaker.
* * *
THE
PHOTOGRAPHIC
TREATMENT
OF
VARIABLE AREA SOUND
FILMS
By J. A. MAURER
R. C. A. Photophone, Inc., New

to be useful to teachers of the deaf, to surgeons and physicians, and to singers, as
well as to the expert
in phonetics.
* +
*
A MOTION
PICTURE
MADE IN 1916 BY
A TWO-COLOR SUBTRACTIVE PROCESS
By
Kodak

G. E. MATTHEWS
Research
Laboratories

The principle of the tanning l)leach which
forms the basis for the preparation of dye
images by the Kodachrome process was first
observed by J. G. Capstaff in 1^910. Details of the process were not worked out,
however, until 1914, when it was applied
to the making of two-color transparencies
on plates. In 1915 the process was developed for motion picture photography and
to test the practical value of the niethod as
well as to ascertain its weakness, an actual
story was photographed. It is believed that
this picture, which will be shown at the
meeting, is the first color motion picture
made by a subtractive
* * process.
*
CINEMATOGRAPHIC
ANALYSIS
OF
MECHANICAL
ENERGY
EXPENDITURE
IN THE SPRINTER
"U"

By C. A. MORRISON
and W. O. FENN
of Rochester School of Medicine
& Dentistry

The method used analyzes in detail at
every 0.033 second interval the distribution
of energy expended by a sprinter in the
100-yard dash. A summary of this distribution and a discussion of the limiting factors
* * conclude
*
of a runner's efiiciency
the paper.
A

SILHOUETTE
By

STUDIO

C. FRANCIS
Washington,

JENKINS
D. C.

This is a description of a novel silhouette
studio employed by the Jenkins Laboratories in making radiomovies for broadcasting. It is also suggested that it has a value
in regular theatre entertainment.
* * *
LOUDSPEAKER
AND THEATRE
REPRODUCTION
By LOUIS

SOUND

MALTER

This paper is devoted to a comparison of
the two chief types of loudspeakers used in
theatres, viz : directional baffle type speaker,
and horn type speaker. On the basis of
actual experimental measurements a comparison is made on the basis of:
1. Fre<juency Range.

York City

This paper discusses both theoretically
and experimentally the effect of photographic treatment on the quality of variable
area records. Since nonlinear distortion
cannot be introduced photographically, the
points to be considered are high frequency
response and volume range. It is found that
the best procedure is to work for a density
of 1.3 in both negative and positive, but
this is not at all critical. Contrary to early
opinion, it is considered better to work at
low densities than at very high ones. Densities as high as 2.0 are particularly to be
avoided.
* * *
CURVED GATES IN OPTICAL PRINTERS
By

W. S. VAUGHN
Kodak
Research

and F. TUTTLE
Laboratories

In certain types of optical motion picture
printers, it is desirable for the film, in its
printing position, to be curved along its
length. This course may be dictated by the
type of pull-down used, or by the possibility
of dispensing with pressure pads and thus
avoiding the difiiculties attendant upon accumulated dirt, grease, and emulsion.
The question arises : When a curved object gate is used, what should be the shape
of the image gate in order that the image
formed by the printing lens will fall on the
raw stock ? Assuming a lens with a flat
field, the problem has been solved analytically for the general case. It was found
that a curved (circular) object gate is
imaged as a conic section (ellipse, hyperbola, parabola) and that hy making the
curvature of the object gate a particular
function of the printing magnification and
of the focal length of the printing lens, the
conic section becomes a circle. In cases
where it is impractical or impossible to
adopt this value of the curvature of the object gate, an approximate method is outlined whereby a circular irriage gate, conforming very closely to the actual image
curve, can be computed.
A

REPLENISHING
M. P. POSITIVE

SOLUTION
FOR
FILM DEVELOPER

By J. I. CRABTREE
Kodak
Research

3, 1930

has been studied and it has been found that
such replenishing solutions can be made to
function with precision. The use of a properly designed replenishing solution renders
the developing process as certain and precise as any other element in the production
of motion pictures.
* * *
TELEVISION SYSTEMS
By C.Washington,
FRANCIS JENKINS
D. C.

Jenkins describes the present method of
television, explains its limitations, and proposes a new mechanism which he believes
far more promising for theatre radiomovies.
SEMI-AUTOMATIC

M. P. SENSITOMETER

By J. I. CRABTREE, C. E. IVES and F. TUTTLE
Kodak
Research
Laboratories

The motion picture sensitometer called a
"timer" is used for making tests from which
it is possible to determine the exact exposure
required in making a motion picture print
from a negative.
In the case of sound films, it is necessary
to develop the positive prints to a very uniform degree of contrast and it is therefore
not possible to compensate for errors in
exposure of the print by varying the development time. The sensitometer described
produces a series of trial exposures on positive film which are identical with the exposures given by the various steps on the
printer. The picture of best quality is then
chosen and the exposure which this received
is the correct one to use on the printer. The
instrument affords a much quicker method
of making test exposures.
* * *
AEO LIGHT RECORDING
By

R. F. NICHOLSON

This paper deals in general with the glow
discharge type of sound recording, a process
developed at the Case Research Laboratory
and successfully commercialized by the Fox
Case Corporation. It shares the title
"Movietone" with the Western Electric
light valve system, both processes yielding
variable density records.
In particular the paper describes the various photographic problems which must be
solved before the film can be properly exposed and processed resulting in a signal
on the print of maximum volume and mini-

A

and C. E. IVES
Laboratories

With the advent of sound film it has become increasingly important to maintain
constant the developing characteristics of
the developing solutions in a motion picture laboratory throughout tlic active life
of the solutions.
The problem of devising replenishing solutions which can be added to the developer
in order to keep it in a uniform condition

W. C. HUBBARD
Cooper-Hewitt
Electric
Treasurer.
S.M.P.E.

Co.
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as to apply a cold solution oi j);natfiii ua.s
in carbon tetrachloride. Tlie (juantity ot
wax applied is independent of the tem{)eratiire :ind is determined by the rate of rotation of the ai)plicalor dLiks and the rate of
travel of tlie film. Normally, the periplur.il
speed of the disks is one-fifteeiilh that ot
the rate of travel of the film.
The complete
program for the convention
t<>li()\\>
:
Morning
Mondaif, Mai/

.'>

S:30-10:00 A.M.— CON VENTION
REGISTRATION.
10:00
A.M.— CONVENTION
CALLED
TO
ORDER
Little
Theatre)
((Wardntan
Voshy
.\<l.lnss ..1 W.lc.iiir. M..i.M-(;<n.r..l licrt)iTI Ii.
Kcsiionsc by President
Kc'iiort of the Convention
Kfport
!•( the Secretary
KriHirt
iti the Treasurer

H.

P. GAGE,
Mtmbtr,

Corning
Board
of

Glass
Works
Governors

Conimitlce

"Keccnt and Kiitiire Economic ("hanfrcs in Ihr .Motion I'icturc Kield," by Franklin S. Irby, MctiniwHill Pnbli.shintc Co., Inc.
N. V. C.
"Some
Exi)erimcnts
in tne
Motion
Picture
Photography of the Vocal
Russell
and
C. Tuttle.
Eastman (Tiords,"
Koclalc by Co..(j. O.Rochester.
\
V.
12:30-1:30
P.M.— LUNCHEON.

* *

W cfOn'sday,
May
Njiirninif
8:J0-»;i«
A.M. -REGISTRATION
»:30 A.M.— PAPERS
(Wardman
"TrlcviM.n
.Sy ■■iriii>,'
l,v (' I
Ion,
I). C.
".\cii

\ COMPOUNDED GENEVA PI LL DOWN
FOR MOTION
PICTURE APP.AKATUS
Kodak

By F. TUTTLE
Research
Laboratories

Practically any mechanism used lor moving film intermittently in motion picture apparatus can be run at a speed considerably
higher than normal operating speed without damaging the film. Since the time occupied for the actual movement of the film
is so much time lost from the useful part
of the shutter cycle, it would be advantageous, then, if the shutter cycle could be
reapportioned, allowing more time in the
useful part of the cycle by speeding up
within the permissible limits the movement
of the film.
By combining two Genevas in such a way
that the driving pin of the second Cieneva
is driven by the first Cieneva. the pull down
period can be shortened to about 1/10 of
the angle it normally takes to move film.
In a printer this decrease allows a 50 per
cent increase in the time for exposure.
A study has been made of the acceleration characteristics of the compound Cieneva. This shows that under certain conditions the Genevas can be combined so as
to give an acceleration to the film very
nearly equal to that of a single Geneva pulling down in the same time.

* * *
Thursday, May 8

A

MODIFIED

FILM

By J. I. CRABTREE
Kodak
Research

WAXINC;

MACHINE

and C. E. IVES
Laboratories

A film waxing machine designed by J.
G. Jones in 1922 applied a thin line of
molten wax to the edges of motion picture
film by means of two thin applicator disks.
This nKichine tends to apply too much wax
to sound films especially if the molten wax
is not maintained at the correct temperature,
and the excess wax encroaches on the sound
track and produces extraneous noises.
This machine has now been modified so

"A Motion Picture by a Two-Color Subtr:activc
Process Made in 1915." by J. G. Capstaff, Eastman Kodak Co.. Rochester,
N. V.
"Home
Movies with Cathode Ray Tube"
N. J.V. Radio
bv
Zworvkin. Radio Victor Corp., Camden.
"A Silhouette Studio," by C. F. Jenkins, Wash
ington,
D. C.
"A Motion Picture Study of the Utilization of
Energy
by Otie-Hundred-Vard
Men" by
C.
F. Morrison,
Eastman Kodak Dash
Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
"Russian
Cinematography,"
by L. I. Monosson.
Amkino
Corp..
N. V. C.
"The Revolving I^ns Wheel Projector." by A. Holman,
Brookline.
Mass.
"Progress
in .Vlicro-Cinematograpby"
by l>r. Heinz
Rusenberger.
Rcickeftllcr
Institute.
N. V. C.
7:30 P.M.— GET
TOGETHER
DINNER
(Showing
of
Recent
films of interest)

* * *
Tuesday,
May 6
MornlriK

8:30-9:30
A.M.— REGISTRATION.
9:30 A.M.— PAPERS
(Wardman
Little Theatre).
■'l-<.ud .S|>eakers and Theatre .S<iund Reproduction."
by T. Mailer, R. C. A. Photophone. Inc.. X. V. C.
"Factors Governing Size of Sound Reproducing
Equipment in Theatres." by W. J. Sette, Electrical
Research
Products.
Inc., N. Y. C.
"Sound-Proofing and Acoustics," by A. S. Ringel.
Radio
Victor
Corp.,
Camden,
N. J.
".Sound Reproduction — Disc vs. Film," by P. H.
Evans, Warner Bros. Eastern Studios, Brooklyn.
.\. Y.
"Acoustical
(Characteristics
of
Sound
Screens,"
by H. F. Hopkins,
Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
■ Inc.. N. V. C.
"A New Recorder for Variable Area Recording."
N.
by J.
E. W. Kellogg, Radio Victor Corp., Camden.
"Phonofilm," bv C. Tappan, General Talking Pictures, N. V. C.
"Acoustic
Principles of Recording and Reprc<luction
of Speech
and Music." a lecture
film, by Harvcv
Fletcher;
presented
by
V. L. Hunt.
Bell Telephone T^lMjratories. Inc..
X. V. C.
12:30-1:30
P.M.— LUNCHEON.

by

Kolicrt

'A Proponed
Xew
Method of Timing
M.
W. Palmer.
Paramount-Famoun
Astoria.
L. I.
'Rrplrninhing
ui Developing
Cralitrre
and
C. E. Ive»,
Rocheslrr.
.\. V.

by
K<Klak

j.

I.
Co..

"("urvature of Gates in Motion
Picture Printer»," by
W. S. Vaughn and F. Tuttle, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester.
.\, V.
"Photometer
ExiKJSurr
.Meter,"
Hrll andP.M.—
Mowr'll
Co,
Chicago,
I2:3a-1:30
LUNCHEON.

* » •
Aft'-rnoon

2:00

by
J.
III.

A.

Dubray,

P.M.-VISIT
TO
THE
WHITE
HOUSE
AND
-SIGHT SEEING
TRIP
TO MT.
VERNON,
VIRGINIA. (.Si>ccial Husses
will leave the Wardman
I'ark
Hotel
promptly
at 2;IK> P.M.
Secure
bus
ticket^
«hcn
registering.)

* * *
Eveninj;
Wednesday,
May 7

7:00

P.M.— SEMI-ANNUAL
GOLD
OF
THE
HOTEL. ROOM

.Masirr oi
Speakers:

("crcmonies,
C.
Will
H. Havs,

BANQUET
WARDMAN

IN

Francis Jenkms.
Hon.
Wm.
P.

THE
PARK

Connery,

Program of Entertainment
by courtesy of prominent
Washington
theatres.
Tlie evennig's
entertainment
will be concluded with
dancing.
(.Vote: Procure
banquet tickets early at
the registration
desk,
where
advance
reservations
also may
be made.)

Jr.

* * *
Thursday,
.MorningMay 8

9:30 A. M.— PAPERS
(Wardman
Little Theatre).
■.New Butting .Machine." t>v .A S. Dworsky. Dworsky Machine Co., I^ing fsland City. N. Y.
"A Modified Film Waxing .Machine," by J. L
Crabtree and C. E. Ives. Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester,
N. Y.
■"Xew International Projector Products," by H.
GrilTin,
International
Projector
Corp.,
N. Y. C.
"Iiuproved Synchronizing Apparatus for 16 m.m.
Films with Disc Records." by Wm. H. Bristol,
Wm. H. Bristol Talking Pictures Con>.. Waterbury.
Conn.
"Mechanical Control of Film Shrinkage." by A. S.
Howell
Chicago. and J. A. Dubray, Bell & Howell Co.,
"A Xew Power Amplifier System," by L. Tliomp.son, Wm. H. Bristol Talking Pictures Corp..
Waterbury,
Conn.
".A Compounded Pull-Down Movement for Motion
Picture Apparatus." by D. A. Young and F.
Tuttle,
Eastman
Kodak
Co., Rochester,
X. Y.
"Operation
of Projection
Arcs." by C. C. Dash,
Hertner
Electric
Co.. Oeveland.
".Xew
Method
for If) mm.
Projector,"
Ampro LUNCHEON.
Corp..
("liicago.
12:30-1:30 piro.
P.M.—

(Continued on page 76 i

2:00
P.M.— PAPERS
(Wardman
Utile
Theatre).
"'Jalvanometers for \'ariable Area Recording." by
G. L. Dimmick, Radio Victor Corp., Camden. N". .1.
"A Type of Acoustic Distortion in Sound Recordby R. X.L. Y.
Hanson.
Bell Telephone Lalxjratories. ing."
Inc.,
C.
"The Measurement of Light Valve Resonance by
the -Absorption Method," by O. O. Ceccarini,
M-G-M
Studios.
Culver
Citv. Cal.
"An Experimental Study of the Reverberation Characteristics of a Small Room," by C. F. Eyring.
Bell Telephone
Laboratories.
Inc.. N. Y. C.
"Apparatus -for Analysis of Photographic Sound
Records." by O. Sandvik, Eastman Kodak Co..
Rochester.
N'. Y.
"Photographic Treatment of Variable Area Sound
Films."
X.
V. C.J. A. Maurer, R. C. A. Photophone. Inc.,
"The Dependence of Sound Track Density Uix>n
the Method of Its Measurement." by T. W. McFarlane and C. Tuttle, Eastman Kodak Co.,
Rochester. X. V.

".Smiiid and the .Supi>rcssioii ot Reverlieration." by
P. R. Heyl
(lecture
and
Demonstration).
"Color," by G. Priest
(Lecture and Demonstration).

Negative," hy
(..aaky .Studioti.

Soluliun."
Eastman

*
.A *•'♦e *moon

".•\ Xew
Microphone
Broom,"
bv E. C. Richardson.
Co.. Hollywood
Cnl
6:3O^7:.^0 P.M.— DINNER.
8:00
P.M.— BUREAU
OF
STANDARDS— (Lecture
Hall, East
Buildini;)

\ichol»fjn.

"Some Printing Problenifi AfTecling .S4iund (^^uality,"
by
I. Crabtree,
Hell Telephone
l.iilxjrnti>rie>. Inc.,
.v. V.
C
by
I. C,
".An Improved
Sensilometer
For the I>rlerminali"ii
of Printing Exposure of .Motion Picture Negative!,"
by
C. E. Ives
and
C. Tuttle.
l-^intman
Kodak
Co., Rochester.
N. V.

.\fternoon
imini distortion. Due to the liiuitations peculiar to the Aeo liglit, tlie records are not
processed similarly to light valve records.
In the latter the unmodulated intensity can
be selected almost at will, while in the
former the choice exists only over a limited
ranjfe. In the solutions a jjraphical methoil
of predetermining over-all film characteristics is employed with considerable advantage.
* * ♦

KccordinK."

Little
Theatre).
Jrnkm*.
\\a»liiiig-

"A ProiKjued New .Serim of .Standard Focal
I-cngths (or Motion Picture ()liirctivr»." by Wilcheater,liam Ii. Kay
.\. Y.
ton, liauiich At I>inil> (>)Hical Co., Krj-

*

2:00 P.M.— PAPERS
(Wardman
Little Theatre)
"Slime -Aspects of the Xational Electrical Code as
Applied
to the Motion
Picture Installation
Industry." Co..
by
?. R. Manheimer,
E. J. Electric
.\. Y. C.

Li(fht

7

J.

H. KVRLANDER
Secretary,
S.M.P.E.

by

A.

Sha-
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Floodlighting Boosted As a
Method to Keep Public Sold
Exhibition Found Lagging Far Behind Enterprise of Other
Fields in Extracting Values from Lights
FLOODLIGHTING
theatre
fronts,
associated principallyof with
premieres
and house openings, offers a big bet
in selling the theatre. Night illumination
now is in a formative stage, comparatively
few lines of business taking advantage of
its potentialities. The following article by
George L. Rapp, architect, shows the dramatic and commercial possibilities of floodlighting. Itis reprinted from "Architecture
of the Night," published by General Electric.
"In present-day architecture the designs
of buildings are frequently such that it becomes a very desirable and very feasible
part of the project to illuminate all or portions of the buildings and to present to view
the beauties of the buildings at night as well
as during the day. It is not only possible
to light up an entire building with floodlights, but in many instances the design of
the building is such that it is much more
desirable to pick out certain features of the
building to accentuate and at the same time
produce silhouettes which bring out the
character of the structure.
'

Kapp Cites Advantages

"There are many effects which floodlighting can produce, such as variation in color,
combinations of colors, and intermittent
dimming effects, as well as a varying intensity of light and color. The selection
of the type of floodlighting depends largely
on the character of the building, as well as
on the nature of the surface materials,
which vary greatly in light absorption and
light reflection. In considering color for
floodlighting purposes, efficiency has great
bearing on the selection, since in using the
darker colors, such as blue, efficiency is as
low as 5 per cent. This indicates that much
more current must be supplied with the
darker colors than with the lighter ones in
order to produce effective lesults. Then
again the matter of visibility must be taken
into account. This has to do with the possibility of seeing a building lighted in blue
at a great height and through atmosphere
containing either smoke or fog. Thus illumination in brighted shades of color naturally has the greatest value. However,
if an installation is made in v. hich the three
primary colors, blue, red and yellow, are in
proper proportions, every color in the spectrum can be produced by using constantly
rotating dimmers: and if the building surfaces to be lighted are not too far removed
from the viewing point, this lighting is very
effective. \\'ith the three colors on at the
same time, a white light will be produced
which bears a very close resemblance to
An impressive example of the i-alue of nitiht illniniiiation. The
Paramount theatre
and Iniilding
in Xeii-projectors
)'orh lighted by General
Electric
floodlighting

daylight. The present-day 'white light,' as
electrically produced, is far lemovcd from
sunlight or (Continued
daylight, and
unless
on page
75) some color
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Theatre Ecpuip merit

MODERN

EQUIPMENT

AND

SHOWMANSHIP

EFFICIENCY

Our recently completed new Fulton Model Theatre enables us to extend
to everyone Interested in the theatre industry a valuable service of which
details will appear as trade press special month to month announcements.
With a responsibility to the theatre industry, of which it has long been a
part, E. E. Fulton Company — now more than ever prepared comprehensively
to serve every need of the theatre builder and operator — undertakes to bring
together various groups specializing In the design and manufacture of theatre
apparatus and to weld them into a single unit at the point of contact with the
theatre itself for the purpose of putting the right equipment in the right place

INSTALLATIONS
GUARANTEED

under an all-embracing Single-Contract, Single-Responsibility Plan.
Fulton's Model Theatre is truly a proving ground wherein you may critically observe modern conceptions in decorative treatment executed by the
Tortenson Company; the latest, most luxurious chairs designed and built by
American Seating Company; lighting planned and using the product of Edison
Lamp Works of G. E. Co.; apparatus for stage and booth, including the Fulco
Projector, generator sets built by General Electric Co.; carpeting by Wm.
Slater, Jr.
EXPERT ENGINEERmC
SERVICE

In pages that follow you will note names of leading manufacturers of
high grade equipment with whom we are associated to serve you. It is our
wish to bring before you fullest details regarding merchandise which is specified by this company under its contract with the exhibitor, and to prove to
you that in purchasing any product or service through E. E. Fulton Company
you have secured the highest quality at the most reasonable prices consistent
with modern theatre efficiency and economy.

AT

C. H. FULTON
President.

SERVICE
ALL
HOURS

OFFICES
IN ALL CITIES

J

E. E. FLtFULCO N CO.
BRANCHES

IN ALL

C \-\ I C A

KEV

G O

CITIES

L

WORLDS

BEST

THEATRE

EQUIPMENT

FOR THE
PAST TWO YEARS
^T^ HE same pair of Fulco Projectors installed in
Projection room of Fulco Theatre have functioned for hours daily without the slightest hitch
and as yet no sign of wear is noticeable.
Our experience with this installation confirms
the many testimonials received from Projectionists everywhere who praise the Fulco Projector for
its superb performance at all times. The Fulco is
usable
FULCO

with

every

impotrant

"Sound"

System.

PROJECTOR

(Erneman

Design)

Th^

FULCO

May Rightfully Be Called "Peer of Projectors"
BECAUSE
IT RUNS NOISELESSLY
IT IS SELF LUBRICATING
IT OUTWEARS ALL OTHERS
IT IS VIBRATIONLESS
Get in touch with branch nearest you
Executive Headquarters — 1018 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago
A. G. JARMIN
C. H. FULTON
President

F. A. VAN HUSAN
V. Pres. & Sales Mgr.

Chicago— 1018 S. Wabash Ave.
New York— 115 W. 45th St.
Boston — 65 Broadway
Philadelphia— 1337 Vine St.
Atlanta— 146 Walton St.

Treasurer

St. Louis— 3232 Olive St.
Indianapolis — 340 N. Illinois St.
Milwaukee— 151 Seventh St.
Los Angeles — Film Ex. Bldg.
San Francisco — 255 Golden Gate Ave.

Factory— 2001-2007 S. California Ave., Chicago
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PROJECTION ROOM
FULTON'S MODEL THEATRE
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Modern Projection for
To-day^s Pictures
With sound pictures, a critical public
demands higher standards of projection.
So General Electric, keeping pace with the
industry, announces a new line of motorgenerator sets which will give to-day's
pictures the modern projection they deserve.
The sets are quiet and smooth in operation.
They are compactly built. Unusual overload
capacity permits plenty of time in chang-

ing arcs. And a special winding holds the
voltage practically constant over the whole
operating range — a feature the projectionist
will appreciate.

The sets are built for 80, 90, or 100 volts,
and range in size from 20 amperes to 300
amperes — and higher if desired. Write to
your nearest G-E office for complete
information.

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
<-FULCO

E.E FULTON

COMPANY,

COAST/oCOAST

DISTRIBUTORS

r
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Introducing New Ideas to
the Modern Theatre
Decorative
Painting Tends
To Beautify
Your Theatre
and Is
Essential for
the Success of
the Present
Day or Future
Theatre

FULTON'S MODEL THEATRE

GOOD

SHOWMEN

REALIZE

THESE

FACTS

Our Service Available at the Following
E. E. FULTON

COMPANY

BRANCHES

Chicago — St. Louis — Indianapolis — Milwaukee — New York —
Boston — Philadelphia — Atlanta — San Francisco — Los Angeles
SALES REPRESENTATIVES
Omaha — Cleveland — Kansas City

J, A. TORSTENSON
860-902

r

FLETCHER

STREET,

and CO.
CHICAGO

€fulc^
E.E FULTON

COMPANY,

COASTfoCOAST

DISTRIBUTORS

Z

WORLDS

BEST

THEATRE

E OU I PM E N T
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OF INTEREST TO THE
CHAIRMAN
Motion Picture Theatre today can succeed unless it satisfies the demand for
A discriminating
real patron comfort.
public cannot be
lured to the box
office no matter
how attractive
the program if
one must view
the entertainment from seats
that provide
nothing of comfort for the spectator. A really
good show loses
a lot when seen
from poor seats
while on the
other hand even
NO

have been achieved by us in responding to demands for comfort and luxury. Our chair
forms are better than ever and upholstery
methods
using
materials specially woven for this
purpose, offer the
most restful comfort imaginable
and at prices surprisingly low if
values are considered.
We hope you
will visit Fulton's Model Theatre, furnished
with our chairs
which as you will
discover gives a
new meaning to

a mediocre presentation seems
the words — comfort and luxury.
worth while if
And yet the price
bodily comfort is
of
this chair is
guaranteed by
FULTOiWS MODEL THEATRE
not beyond the
chairs of proper
design and finish. A great number of new
average theatre man.
We have many other
and important improvements in theatre seats styles and kinds suiting every purse.

AMERICAN

SEATING

COMPANY

14 East Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Illinois
Branches in All Principal Cities

r

E.E FULTON

COMPANY,

<-FULCOl>
COAST ^oCOAST

DISTRIBUTORS
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Lobby Display Frames

EOUIPME

STAGE

NT

EQUIPMENT

Is Necessary in
All Theatres

Are a Highly

STAGE

Specialized Field

SETTINGS

Are Important to the
Movie Theatre

We Recommend

FOR

SPECIAL DISPLAY
FRAMES

ATMOSPHERE

NOT

They Should
Harmonize

Those Built in by Your
Regular General Contractor

With Your Decorating
and Lighting Scheme

ELECTRICAL

SIGNS

ATTRACT

Transient As Well As
Neighborhood Patrons
and

MAKE YOUR
PROGRAM KNOWN

Theatre Lighting
Should Harmonize
with Your

Decorating Scheme
Therefore Your
Selection of

to the

Lighting Fixtures

Greatest Possible

is an

Number
E.E FULTON

of People
COMPANY,

Engineering Problem
4fuic^
COAST foCOAST

DISTRIBUTORS

z

"T

E OU 1 PM E NT

THEATRE

BEST

WORLDS

Lenses ,CARPETS
jection efficiency
.5 Proprojection
Ilex F:2
maximum
GREATER SHARPNESSFLOOR COVERINGS
GREATER
BRILLIANCY
■'

Assure

'

AND

Slioukl be selected
to harmonize with
surroundings

Comparative test with any dilu'i \\\:\kv will i)n»\'c
their siiperiorit}'.

Now Furnished in Two Series —
riio Standard Ilex F :2.5 cciiii])pe(l witli adjiistable niechaiiisiii
ptTinittiiig the exact screen covering desired, within its focal
range.
The Ilex 1'" :2.5 Dual Focus type with which it is possible to maintain the same size screen covering when running sound-on-film
as is obtained with silent film or disk.
The superior optical tpialities of tiie Standard Ilex maintained in
both positions of the Ilex Dual I'ocus.

We offer floor coverings of every description
and wide price range.

Inject into your screen that
clean cut, contrasty, brilliancy
that
Ilex
alone
can
give
it.

ILEX

OPTICAL
ROCHESTER,
Established

FULCO

COMPANY

r

OLIVE

1910

GREEN

JR.
AVE.

UNITS

ENAMEL

BUT
In-fore bii> iiit; those n*-u liini|>H. no (>*iHi>nt ial to the proprr proJtM-tioii
of talkiniL; pictures tocltiy,A, consult
In your oricanlziition
TOMATH the niiin
4^^ Lamps ile'H nxirv
lifst iiifoniuMl oil eflrU'ieiit e<|ulpinenti — your proJet-tionlNt.
to re<*oninu'n<l

STRONG

For

Sale

THE

by

Trustworthy

STRONG

2.-)01 LAGR.VNGK
Export

E.E FULTON

SLATER,

316 N. MICHIGAN
CHICAGO

meet your safety requirements. Manufactured in our
own factory in five different models. A generous stock
always on hand, so that your orders are sure to be dispatched witliout dela\ . Sizes and construction perfectly
suited to all kinds of projection rooms. All parts and
assemblies of very rugged construction.
IS

WM.

N. Y.

ALL-STEEL
FIREPROOF

FIMSHED

It is our business to aid \()u in making suitable
selections at the right price.

KKKI.Kt TOK
Independent
Supply

ELECTRIC

ST.
44 Whitehall St.,

Office,

fFULC^
COMPANY, COAST fo COAST

New

Dealers

Everywhere

CORP.

TOLKDO.
City

York

DISTRIBUTORS

OHIO
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Always a Box Off ice Allrachon
YOUR THEATRE— mecca of thousands— should
scintillate with the feeling of light-heartedness
and sheer enjoyment.
Extend the atmosphere of your theatre to the
street. Fill the lobby with light and transform
it from just an "entrance" to a golden pathway
of light, a by-way in life through which your
patrons find escape from reality.
Light plays an important role in the success
of your theatre. To neglect this important boxofTice attraction by using inferior quality lamps.

is as bad as showing mediocre pictures, and
expecting a full house.
Good lighting is dependent upon good lamps.
When you use Edison MaZDA* Lamps you get
lamps that are of a known standard of quality.
A staff of engineers are available to assist
you in the lighting of your particular type and
size of theatre. Address your communications
to the Engineering Department, Edison Lamp
Works of General Electric Company, Nela Park,
Cleveland. Ohio.

*1VIAZDA — the mark of a research service.

EDISON
GENERAL

MAZDA

LAMPS

E LECTRIC
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An Adobe House Invades Mid- West
Pure Mission in Style, the El'Tovar at Crystal Lake
Is an Innovation in Illino's Exhibition
CHICAGO— The Far West has seen
any number of these theatres in the
Mission style of adobe architecture
rise in its mesa towns and hi!'-locked cities,
but they are strange to the prairies of the
Middle West. This architecture, with its
roots along the trails blazed by the early
Spanish missionaries across the dry plateaus of the Southwest, is native and proper
in that setting : but can it be transplanted
to, and made harmonious with, the Main
streets of the Illinois plains? The answer
i- : if has been done.
This problem was presented to Elmer F.
BThms, Chicago architect, largely as -the
result of a sentimental ambition that persisted in the mind of a Chicago theatre
promoter who had traveled extensively in
the West. This man was Edward Kirchberg, president of the Crystal Lake (111.)
Theatre Building Corporation. Years ago,
while traveling in Colorado, he came upon
an adobe structure of distinctive design, set
high up in the Rocky Mountains.
It had been the home of a Spanish
prospector, who had built it and named it
"El-Tovar" (Resting Place), after striking
it rich. Kirchberg was impressed with the
architecture of the place, and the name, too,
which fitted it so perfectly.
It became his ambition to one day transplant its pleasing and alien features to his
own section of the country. But he was
frustrated by the architectural difficulties
and the seeming incongruity of an adobe

structure on an Illinois prairie that had
evolved in the days of its settlement no
more native an architecture than that embodied in its stock barns and outhouses.
Eventually his ambition was broached to
Behrns, and today it stands realized in the
newly completed El-Tovar theatre at Crystal Lake, Illinois. It is said to be the first
theatre of Mission style adobe architecture
in this region, and is also the first of its
kind to be erected hereabouts for any commercial purpose. Moreover, though its pure
Mission style has been retained both in
exterior and interior, not in anj' detail is
it in conflict with its surroundings. It is
noticeable, true, because it is different ; but
even its severest critics have failed to term
it conspicuous.
The El-Tovar represents an investment
of $170,000. the entire stock having been
originally absorbed by the townspeople of
Crystal Lake, a village of 3,000 population.
(The theatre was very recently purchased
by Polka Bros, of Chicago.) Crystal Lake
is situated about 45 miles west of Chicago.
It is 23 miles from Elgin and nine miles
from Woodstock, Illinois, the only nearby
centers of any appreciable size.
The building contains two stores and five
apartments in addition to the theatre. The
Mission adobe exterior is finished in rough
terra cotta. Polychrome tile roofing is employed. The theatre contains 90S orchestra
seats. A 20- foot stage with full rigging loft
is flanked bv six dressing rooms.
Man-

ager's office is situated in a balcony position directly beneath the operator's booth,
and is fitted with a window, 9'xl8', from
which the show may be viewed. A second
window
in this office overlooks the lobby.
Staircases flank the lobby, which is two
stories high, on each side. In the center
of the foyer is a rustic pool and fountain.
A commodious restroom is at each end.
The auditorium ceiling is studded with
fifty illuminated stars; while two cloud machines are employed to augment its atmospheric properties. Each side of the auditorium incorporates a different design of
i\I-f«ion -adobe archrtecttire. .Awnings, supported on spears, replace the customary
auditorium drapes and contribute to the
illusion of an open court.
Warm-air heating is supplied through the
mushroom type of floor air-ducts, beneath
the seats. Cool air ventilation is by two
fans, one on each side of the organ loft.
The operator's booth is 12 by 25 feet, and
is designed for three projectors. It is
equipped with a spotlight and an effect machine. .Adjoining it is the battery and generator room.
All modern equipment has been installed,
and includes RC.A sound. Wurlitzcr organ,
and a cool air system. Cushioned, spring
seats, carpeted aisles and foyer, and discriminating use of tapestries and art work
contribute their share to an atmosphere of
luxuriousness and refinement that is rare
in the .small town theatre.
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This Summer —
Manufactured Weather
Will Greet
Patrons of These
Three
Cincinnati Theatres

Capitol, Palace
and
Lyric Theatres, Cincinnati, of the Libson, Harris & Heidingsfeld Circuit.
M. G. Harbula,
Consulting
Engineer.

/CINCINNATI theatre-goers this summer will
^^-^ be assured the added attraction of Manufactured Weather in three more houses — the Capitol,
Palace and Lyric. These theatres, although not
new, have been completely equipped to give
patrons an ideally comfortable and a scientifically healthful atmosphere every day of the
year, regardless of outdoor weather or the size
of the audience.
Manufactured Weather is not new in Cincinnati. For two years patrons of the E. F. Albee
Theatre have enjoyed this added attraction.
Artists in Radio Station WLW (Crosley Radio
Corporation) broadcast in ideal, quiet comfort.
Guests at the Hotel Gibson dine and dance on
the Roof in the healthful comfort of Manufactured Weather ... as provided through the
Carrier System for Air Conditioning.

This is the same system, including Carrier
Centrifugal Refrigeration, which is providing
ideal conditions of comfort at all seasons in
many of the best known and most prominent
theatres in the country, as well as in a good percentage of sound stages and broadcasting studios
in which there must not be a single sound interfering with recording or reproduction.
Manufactured Weather, as provided by the
Carrier System for Air Conditioning, is the only
system guaranteed on a scientific basis as to
sound level . . . that is guaranteed not to produce the slightest disturbing sound. A visit to
any one of the Carrier conditioned sound stages
or broadcasting studios will convince you as to
the superiority of Manufactured Weather for
these studios . . . and for your theatre.
A visit from one of our engineers will not incur
any obligation.

Carrier FnQirteering (brporation
NEWARK,

CARRIKR

EX(;ii\EERlNr,
LONDON,
CALCUTTA,

CO.,

PARIS,
BOMBAY
JOHANNESBURG

LTD.

NEW

JERSEY

OFFICES: New York, Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, Cleveland,
Washington, Detroit. Kansas City, Dallas, Los Angeles
Manufactured

W'eattier makes "Every day a ffood day"

CARRIER
LUFTTECHXISCHE GESELLSCHAFT
SIITTO.ART,

BERLIN
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The Projectionist Must Learn
Sound to Survive, Rider Says
Rigid Requirements of Talkers Make

Knowledge of 'New Eqiii{mxcn' Vital He Says — lu.st of New Series
Bv JOHN

M.■\.\'^' reasons have been stated to substantiate the claim that the present <lay
motion picture projectionist must ot
necessity take a decided interest in sound projection. Many a line has been spent in discussion of the need for sound projection knowledge on tiie part of the oi>erator in order tliat
his show be what is expected. .Ml of the
statements were true, but the trend in the
industry points to something more vital. Investigation of educational activities allied with
the future projectionist show that he is being
versed in sound work. As a matter of fact
present day teaching considers soun<l projection as an integral part of motion picture projection. Hence the situation when viewed b\
the man who is now in the booth and knows
nothing about soinid, is one of self preservation.
.\n elderly lady from the ICast was visiting
a Western cow town. One fine morning she
approached a gun toting cowtxiy dressed in full
regalia, and the following conversation ensued :
"How long have you been carrying that
pistol ?" asked the Eastern
lady.
"Wa'H" drawkxl the cowman, "goin" on about
twenty >ears."
"Really," said she. "If I may be so bold,
how
tinued.many men have you killed?" she con"To tell you the truth" he replied with a
smile, "nary a one yet."
"Then why do you carry it?"
"W'a'll, you see, when the time arrives and
I may need a gun, I won't have time to go get
me one."
The Project iott'nts' Case
Such is the case of the prpjectionist today.
1 lie condition of the industry at the present
time demonstrates conclusively that the talkies
arc here to stay. It further demonstrates that
much work can be done without an intimate
knowledge of the machinery entailed. Despite
this condition it is very hazardous to assume
that because of past performance, the existing
situation is correct and should cause no worry.
The man who believes this is very far from
the truth. True that we have had talkie performance, but will the past performance if
duplicated within the ne.xt few years stand
the gafT? Extensive investigation is not necessary in order to reply to tlie negative. The
standards of reproduction are daily increasing
and the requirements are becoming more rigid.
Each and every bit of knowledge aids in that
quest for natural reproduction. Each iota of
information correctly interpreted by the projectionist helps fill the coffers of the e.xhibitor
and helps assure the satisfaction demanded bv
Mr. Public.
With this in mind and recognizing that the
man who studies motion picture projection in
today's modern school is conversant with sound
work, what is the status of the operator now
in the booth and to whom sound work and
equipment are foreign. He may be an oldtimer and an Al projection man. but he nevertheless is inferior to the product of today.
That this is true has been stated on numerous
occasions hv men connected with manv theatres.

F. HIDKK
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Announcing —

is large and many other men krxjw other men
of kiiulred interest.

!

The Projectionists'
Round
Tabic
of a .scries of
Tins
ns the
lessoi.s
on first
sound projection
to be conducted in Motion
PicTiRE News by John F. Rider.
Supplementary to the course will
he a (lejiartinent in The Show.m.w
.which will he devoted to personal
service experiences by projectionists now ojjerating sound equipment.
This will be known as the "Projectionists' Round Table."
I f you have corrected troubles in
your sound equipment drop a line to
the writer in care of the above de]iartnu'nt. Vour troubles are the
troubles of many thousands of other
men and whatever information you
may have will prove valuable to others. This department will be devoted to practical .sound projection
information and need not be technical. Let's have vour comment.
One hundred per cent cooperation on the part
of the projectionist is important to the success
of a theatre. Sound work plays a very imjKjrtant role and in the quest to make his
"house" a success the exhibitor will find it
necessary to employ projectionists who will
assure one hundred per cent operation oi the
sound apparatus.
Any union projectionists who feel secure that
their union membership will assure them of
constant work just so long .is their protection of pictures is satisfactory, are in danger
of a rude awakening some dav to learn that
such ideas are erroneous. Successful tmionism
is not founded upon protection of the incompetent. Recognition of equitable and just demands is imperative. The advent of sound introduces a new item into the projection line,
just as the advent of steam introduced a newfield of study for the old captains of the now
obsolete windjammers.
On Seriicing Sound
Coming events cast their shadows before
them. The problem of service of sound equipment has been vital in the industry. The fact
that it was necessary has increased the number of men seeking positions as projectionists.
Perhaps these statements appear far fetched.
Yet the writer knows at least 20 individuals
who have been connected with the service problem in the sound field who are now taking or
have completed courses in motion picture projection. It is true that the above number
represents a small portion of the total number
interested, hut bear in min<l that this c^untrv

The modern service man in the talkie industry knows a branch of the business entirely
foreign to the projectionist. It represents years
of study at home (jr at school, years that are
past, but the fruits present an advantage. If
we are to be truthful, the service men can
learn the art of picture projection much more
rapidly than the motion picture operatr^r can
learn the art of servicing his sound e<iuipmcnt.
The result is another potential motion picture
operator
qualified to fulfill existing demantN.
Considered from the view|x)int of economy,
the logical man to take care of the sound
equipment is the projectionist. Xow, we do
not mean to increase the work alloted to this
individual, but the day is coming when that
condition will be national. Pa.U performance
.shows that one man can satisfactorily maintain both units. Hence when all parts are
functioning normally, his work remains as before. When Old Man Trouble arrives upon
the scene in the IxKJth today .-;nd the sound
e(|uipment is an integral part of the performance, the projection ceases. If the trouble is
in the picture mechanism, the operator now
goes to work. If it is in the sound equipment,
he stands by until the repair is made; a condition which is not very satisfactory to the
paying audience, and if the service man is not
immediately available, the eflTect is far reaching. Perhaps all of this seems to point to
a service man-projectionist. That state is not
far away. However, he will not be known as
a service man-projectionist but merely as a
•>'ojectionist whose work encompasses everything in the booth.
It is true that a good deal of the equipment
in use today is sold with service — at a separate
price — but who can tell what the future holds
in store? Then again a good deal of equipment is not sold on the same basis. .\ man
operating in a booth which is now being serviced by a special organization may find himself in a non-serviced booth.
Projection Plus Sound
We do not mean to present a sad prospect,
to assume the role of a pessimist. However,
developments in industries change the status
of the personnel. One must keep abreast of
the times. The laggard falls behind and he
alone is to blame. Personal success is a matter of individual ability. Whether or not it is
viewed with favor, the projectionist must know
his sound apparatus.
This introduces a new subject. What must
'•e projectionist know about the sound equipment? What work is involved in the acquisition of this
knowledge?
L'n fortunately
answers
are lengthy.
.\ sound
fystem suchboth
as
that utilized in a modern theatre is a sequence
of coordinated electrical units. It consists of
a large number of different parts, each of
which entails its own considerations. However none of these parts is of the nature which
defies average comprehension. The projectionist starts with an advantage. He already knows
of the presence of an agent harnessed by man
and known as electricity. He is familiar with
(Continued on f<aiie 68)
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Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
BuflFalo, N. Y.

famous Rialto, oldest of Broadway's de luxe houses, was reseated byHeywood-Wakefield without a single interruption to any
program, yet the Rialto is open from 9.30 A. M. to 2 A. M. The speedy
job of reseating this famous Publix house was accomplished in a comparatively few days with installation crews working only in the early
morning hours. A de luxe chair, particularly adapted and developed
for use in sound houses, was selected by Publix officials and engineers

Chicago, 111.
Los Angeles, Calif.
New York, N. Y.

for the Rialto. As in hundreds of other cases, Publix specified HeywoodWakefield theatre chairs because of their long-wearing construction,
their superior comfort, as well as their style and beauty. Warner

Oklahoma City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Ore.
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, Wash.

Brothers, Roxy, Netoco, Schine, and a host of other progressive showmen are using Heywood-Wakefield theatre seats for good, money-making
reasons. You, too, will find that these modern theatre chairs increase

SALES
OFFICES

patron comfort and owners' profits. Ask
Wakefield sales office for helpful information

your nearest Heywoodon seating and reseating.

HEYWOOD ^WmEHELD
Theatre Seating Divisibn
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Circuits Push Building Plans as
Step to Reduce Unemployment
huliistry Subscribes to President's Plea for Economic
Rehiibilitiition by Heaiy Construction Profiranis
Fox West Coast
WARNERS, Pul)lix, plicu
ni are doand Radio-Kcitli-Oi
ing their bit in tlie campaign, sponsored by President Hoover, to minimize
unemployment throiigli advancing of conprojects.
dent's call
Presi
structionwinte
g that
r,The
be
projectswas
askin
sounded last
advanced as a means to help eliminate unemployment.
In the East and on the Coast, Warners
are pushing plans for theatre expansion.
The constantly increasing number of houses
in the company chain are providing employment for thousands of workmen
throughout the country.
Publix is going ahead with its theatre
expansion plans, having recently provided
approximately $70,000,000 in new stock for
the purpose. The firm is building in New
England, Middle West and South and Far
West in connection with its campaign. On
the Coast, alone, Warners will build 25
theatres within the next year. The Coast
program involves an estimated $10,000,000.
The Radio-Keith-Orpheum chain is being added to at a rapid rate. The firm is
building houses in a number of sections
of the nation and has others in preparation.
Fox West Coast is continuing its extensive program upon the Coast, with the
building of 16 theatres already provided for.
In addition, the circuit is continuing its
steady eastwartl expansion, which is to result in building of a number of theatres in
the Middle West during the coming year.

^♦-♦-♦-♦: Builders

Seek to
Envision Fiifure

of present
return antici
POSSIBLE
pated ations are being
in
new theatres under construction or
planned. Chief of these anticipate
developments in wide film, with
])ractically all theatres now under
way making provision for this
forthcoming development.
The television angle is l)eing considered but is not being touched due
to the fact that builders have no
idea as to the form this development
will take.

Building Takes
Wholesale Spurt
ALBANY, N. Y. — Simon Fabian has just
closed a deal for the purchase of fourteen
pieces of property on which will be erected a
$3,000,000 theatre and office building, seating
3,000. It will be the largest house in northern
Xew York and will be leased lo R-K-O.
S.\LEM, Mass. — Paramount Theatre, the
new million dollar Publix theatre in the heart
the business section,
Patriots'turned
Day,
away.
aof Massachusetts
holiday, opened
with hundreds

new
ts planne
e projec
Fox16 West
Five d ofbythe
LES—
ANGE
LOStheatr
Coast are to be located here. This
is in addition to the Pantagcs, which is
be opened May 29. Three of the houses
will be in suburban Los Angeles, three in
other California cities and two in New
Mexico.
At Wilshire and Hamilton is the new
Wilshirc theatre, now more than half finished, and it will be ready to open some
time in July. This will be a 2,500-seat
house and will cost in the neighborhood of
$300,000.
In association with Jacob Stern & Sons,
Fox West Coast will build the Los Fellis
Theatre on Vermont St., between Hollywood and Franklin. This will be a 900-seat
theatre, of the de luxe type, all on one
floor, and all seats of the cushion divan type.
On property owned by Mary Pickford,
Fox West Coast Theatre will build a 1,500seat theatre at LaBrea and Melrose Ave.
It is to be called the Garden Ave.
Excavation will start within the next two
weeks for the foundation for the Stadium
at Pico Blvd. and Robertson.
In construct
WestwoodtheVillage,
West Coast
will
Village,F"ox
a building
with
architecture blending with the name given
to the new playhouse. These plans are now
nearing completion.
In the suburbs of Los Angeles, Fox West
Coast will build the Sunkist at Florence
and Compton Sts., in Compton ; the Venice,
at Windward, Grand and Washington Ave.
in Venice, and construction will start within
30 days at Huntington Park.

KINSTON, N. C. — Construction is proceeding rapidly on the new Strand, which will be
of Spanish design.

Warjters Rush On

STAMFORD, Conn.— The Theatre Realty
Co. has arranged a first mortgage loan of
$500,000 to finance the erection of the Davenport. It will seat 2,500.

— Before the
HOLLYWOOD
end of 1930, Warners will add
25 new theatres to its Coast chain,
according to M. A. Silver, general
manager of Warner Bros. Pacific
Coast Theatres. Six new locations
are under consideration in California. The expansion program was
launched officially last week with
breaking of ground for the new
Warner house on W^ilshire Blvd.

OAKLAND, Calif.— The new §1,500,000
Warner Bros, theatre to be erected on Broadway will be under construction soon. Plans
have been completed by G. Albert Landsburgh,
San Francisco architect.
BLACKSBURG, Va.— The new §150.000
Lyric has been opened, the structure facing the
campus of the \^irginia Polytechnic Institute.
It is the property of the Blackburg Realty
Corp. and has been leased to the Commonwealth Theatre Corp., of which R. Floyd Plank
is president. It seats 900.

W'arners are building a $2,500,000
house at Oakland, an 1,800-seat
house at Huntington Park and
es at San Pedrorn and at W^iltheatr
Ave.
and Weste
shire Blvd.

♦

SANTA ROSA, Calif.— Construction of the
new State by Redwoods Theatres, Inc., will begin this month, George M. Mann announces.
{Continued on page 78)

Fox Forging Ahead
Portland and W^tih
Seattlebusiness
first runsat
PORTLAND—
for the first quarter showing a 100
per cent increase over the corresponding period last year, Fox West
Coast is embarking on an extensive
building program throughout Coast
states, Howard Sheehan, vice-president of the circuit, told managers of
Oregon and Washington key cities
at a meeting here.
Houses to be built include three
now under construction at Spokane,
Centralia and Wenatchee.
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Arctic Nu-Air Corp.,
2103 Kennedy St., N. E.
Minneapolis.
Minn.
1 lease
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Name

Address
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any obligation,
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Tea Room, Tennis Courts, Tlane
Landing for Tlieatres of Future
Investment Safefiiuirded by Addition of Outside

Revenue

Seen as Next Big Devel otyment by British Manager
LONDON — Embodying: radical innovations of construction and design including a disappearing proscenium
frame, which exposes the entire front of the
auditorium as a giant stage which can be
used as a pastoral setting for ballets, is a
"dream theatre," designed by Will Pepper,
manager of the Regal, Norwood, and Cedric
White, art director.
Pepper offers his suggested theatre of the
future, to overcome wMste of room in present
structures. He criticizes the practice of
building theatres without consulting the manager who is to operate the house.
"The plan," Pepper says, "is to combine
under one roof all forms of entertainment,
comprising theatre, dance salon, tea garden,
tennis courts, etc.. Continental swimming
pool which can be converted into an ice rink,
offices and clubs, and supplied with facilities
that will make the place a flying centre. In
addition, a high-class residential hotel will
adjoin the building.
"The foregoing suggests innumerable
sources of revenue. It doubtless will evoke
criticism, but nevertheless, I contend that it
contains all the potentialities which will
make for its success.
"In sources
these days
a large theatre
must have
other
of revenue
to counteract
the
bad business periods whicli seem to be unavoidable. Also, it must be able to retain its
public no matter what form of entertainment
be in demand, hence the scheme to combine
every form of entertainment under one roof.
"The real showman's theatre, to my mind,
should be adaptable to any particular atmosphere desired. For example, a Spanish picture calls for a Spanish atmosphere.
"I claim that my suggestion will fill the
long-felt want for it can be readily transformed into a Russian, French, Spanish or
Italian theatre within a minute's notice by
mere suggestion.
"This may appear very vague, but I am
convinced of the possibility. The following
scheme which has taken twelve months to
perfect in detail, will afford scope to every
showman.
Front a Magnet
"The first consideration has been to create
a magnetic atmosphere wherever the theatre
is within sight of the public. Hence the
front of the building will be carried out in
black glazed marble interspersed with innumerable windows which will be prominently utilized in a unique decorative scheme.
Concealed lighting will be used, which, together with the diffused illumination of the
stained glass window-s. will provide an ambitious decorative effect for the frontage. There
will be shops running along practically the
entire front of the building, and these, of
course, provide a big source of revenue.

A British Yieiv of
Theatre of Future
be? the theatre of the
future will
WHAT
There has been great speculation
on the subject both in the United
States and abroad. Will Pepper,
who

manages the Regal at Norwood, England, in the accompanying article, offers his ideas. It is
worthy of note that in his predictions, no mention of nor provision
for television are made.
His airplane landing angle is an
interesting slant and his contention
that the practical manager should
be consulted in the designing of the
house is one to consider seriously.
The entrance itself will be formed of metal
and glass, surrounded by an ornamental
bronze portico. On either side will be two
handsome fountains set against a background
of constantly changing lighting effects, which
are used to create atmosphere in both winter
and summer. Similarly, the whole of. the
building will be bathed in concealed lighting.
A Neon type of lighting will be employed
to carry out the decorative emblems.
"Across the front of the building will be
a balcony, which can be used as a promenade, or for serving luncheons, teas and
dinners during the sunmier months.
"Flood lighting will be used to maintain
the decorative idea. On top of the building
there will be powerful beacons to serve as
landmarks for all aerial craft passing to
and fro from abroad.
"The vestibule will be lavishly furnished,
and in between the pay-boxes will be the
Control. From this centre, communication
will be effected to all parts of the building,
and there will be facilities for a comprehensive inquiry bureau. The playing of artistic
fountains will give an efifect of spontaneous
gaiety.
A Crystal Palace
Inmiediately on entering the building
proper there will be a dance salon which
will be a veritable crystal palace the whole
of the appointments being carried out in
glass. Decorative glass panels will be the
main feature of the interior, and a glass
dancing floor will be a distinctive idea, the
dancing space being illuminated from beneath. The whole design of the salon is
intended to convey the impression of the
heart of an opal. Lights will be perpetually

changing in exquisite pastel colors. Alcoves
on either si<le will be used for tea tables.
"On the right of the salon will be a semicircular colonnade giving access to the garden. Unique lighting effects and the trees,
shrubbery and a grass lawn will convey the
impression of the open air, and it will be
arranged from the garden to maintain its
summer garb all the year around.
Design Is Continental
"The construction of the theatre will be a
practical attempt to combine the best of existing structures, and at the same time to
give the public something different. It will
be in every sense an atmospheric building,
and the Continental design will be definitely
prepared for the purpose of creating this
illusion. The theatre will be a theatre
within a theatre, and by this means it will
be possible to maintain the idea that one is
seated in an open-air theatre. Lighting effects w'ill be used behind the inner walls
and the exterior sides of the building will
be merged into the roof, thereby creating a
feeling of spaciousness. The seating accommodation will be arranged in the form of
a horseshoe, and every seat will afford a
view of the whole of the house, a point that
never seems to be considered.
"Around the lower and vipper tiers there
will be a promenade which, together with
the scenic design, w-ill add to the illusion
of the open air. A wonderful underlit canopy will extend from the stage, and on either
side of the proscenium opening will be bays
for fountains some 30 feet high, which will
be thrown into relief with concealed lighting. The general lighting arrangements will
enable floating clouds, sunset, sunrise, and
storms, lightning, etc., as well as night and
day to be effected. An escalator will give
access to the upper part of the building.
"Provision is also made for rest rooms
and lounges, to accommodate two thousand
persons, at the entrance to the upper and
lower part of the theatre, thus obviating the
necessity for the public to wait outside the
theatre.
"The stage will contain many wonderful
innovations. Instead of the customary curtains, there will be richly ornamented brass
gates. Ultra modern ideas will be incorporated in the working of the stage and
presentations, and the Schwabe system of
lighting will be employed with many other
patents that have never been used hitherto.
The operating box will be so situated as
to give a level "throw," and provision will
be made for the wide screen and stereoscopic pictures.
(Continued on page 70)
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The
Eastwood
Madison, Wisconsin
Pronounced One of the
Most Sound-Perfect Auditoriums in the Country

THOUGH not the largest in the world the
Eastwood embodies all of those physical
properties which today are so essential to successful theatre operation — beauty, acoustical
perfection, comfort.
Attractive atmospheric treatment iri the Spanish mode intrigues the patron. World famous
acoustical engineers have made it sound perfect.
Steel Furniture Company chairs provide maximum seating comfort and beauty.
It is particularly gratifying to us to note that
wherever these elements are given the meticulous
consideration of planning experts STEEL Furniture chairs are more and more receiving
preference.
Our complete planning service as well as that of
our distributors, the National Theatre Supply Company, is at your disposal to assist in solving any
seating or reseating problem. Write for your free
copy of "MODERN

STEEL

THEATRE

CHAIR NO. 6932 with which the Eastwood is
equipped. One of a large variety of upholstered
models incorporating among their many superiorities the advantages of Steel over cast iron — greater
strengths — less weight, and material savings in freight.

SEATING."

Furniture
GRAND

Company

RAPIDS, MICH.
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fOR
THCATRiS
ONLY/
The spring renovating season is here...
Time to ''dress up" your theatre for
summer

patronage. A good time to see

that your carpets are doing their full
share toward

bringing in the crowds.

In design, color selection and super
wearing qualities, National Carpets are
selected exclusively for theatre use . . .
Four different fabric qualities in a wide
range

of patterns

and

colors are

constantly held in stock for immediate
delivery . . . And

there's no waste

in

installation — theatre carpeting experts
will supervise every job.
Test out the true economy

of

carpeting with National Carpets today. Estimates and
terms will gladly be submitted to you at your request

NATIONAL TH€ATR€
SUPPLY COMPANY

Branches in alt Principal Cities
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Make ^^Talkies^' Clear and Distinct
with this scientific

Sound Absorbing Blanket

Now, faulty acoustics in theatres built
before the advent of sound pictures can
be corrected — this simple, and safe way ....
Apply Balsam-Wool Acoustical Blanket to
the troublesome areas. There is no surer, more
effective way of eliminating reverberations,
echoes, and "dead" spots.
It will make "talkies" clear and distinct,
give added enjoyment to your patrons — and
aid in drawing capacity audiences.
Large and small theatres all over the country
are installing Balsam-Wool Acoustical Blanket. America's leading manufacturers of
sound equipment endorse it. Fire department
officials in principal cities approve it.
In addition to its high efficiency and fire
resistance, Balsam-Wool Acoustical Blanket
is sanitary, odorless, vermin-proof, a full inch
thick, and durable.
Let our nearestrepresentativehelp you correct poor acoustics in your theatre. He will
supply you with a questionnaire that will
enable our acoustical engineers to advise you
— free — where acoustical treatment is needed
to bring maximum results.
See our distributor— today. His name is
in the panel on the right.

WOOD

CONVERSION

Where You Can Obtain Balsam-Wool Acoustical Blanket
*Cowser & Company, Dallas, Texas; * Lee Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn. ;
* Reserve Supply Company, Minneapolis, Minn.;*Stebbins Theatre Equipment
Company, Kansas City, Mo.; *The Continental Theatre Accessories Corp.,
New York City; *Western Theatrical Equipment Company, San Francisco, Cal.
National Theatre Supply Company, 624 So. Michigan Ave. , Chicago, III.
Branches
Atlanta, Go. ; Baltimore, Md. ; Boston, Mass. ; Buffalo, N. Y. ; Charlotte, N. C. ;
Cincinnati, Ohio; Cleveland, Ohio; Dallas, Texas; * Denver, Colo.; Detroit,
Mich. ; Indianapolis, Ind. ; * Kansas City, Mo. ; Los A ngeles, Cal. ; * Memphis,
Tenn.; Milwaukee, Wis.; Minneapolis, Minn.; New Haven, Conn.; New
Orleans, La.; New York City; Oklahoma City, Okla.; *Omaha, Nebr.;
Philadelphia, Pa.; Pittsburgh, Pa.; Portland, Ore.; Salt Lake City, Utah;
San Francisco, Cal.; Seattle, Wash.; St. Louis, Mo.; Washington, D. C.
The E. E. Fulton Company,

1018 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
Branches
A tlanta, Ga. ; Boston, Mass. ; Indianapolis, Ind. ; Los Angeles, Cal. ; Milwaukee,
Wis.; New York City; Philadelphia, Pa. ; San Francisco, CaL; St. Louis, Mo.

COMPANY

Mills at Gloquet, Minnesota

American Motion Picture Company, Louisville, Ky.
*Carries Balsam-Wool Acoustical Blanket in stock

BalSam-WDOl

Acoustical Blanket

Also manufacturers of Balsam-Woollnsulations for Domestic Refrigerators, Motor Buses and Airplanes; Balsam-Wool Refrigerator Car Insulation
and Passenger Car Insulation; Balsam-Wool Standard Building Insulation and Nu- Wood Insulating Wall Board and Lath
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Rectangular Auditoriums with
No Curves Held Acoustic Aid
Irre^iular Distribution of Soinul Throuf^h
Interior

Finish

WASHINC-.TOX—
interior tinish areSliape,
the size
threeandmain
factors to be considered in planning
an auditorium to assure proper acoustics and
safeguard against echo, dead spots and reverberations, itis stated in a treatise prepared
by Paul R. Heyl, senior physicist in charge
of the sound laboratory of the Bureau of
Standards. Curved walls or ceilings should
be avoided, he says, pointing out that auditoriums of a rectangular shape have been
most satisfactory.
Following is text of Heyl's treatise:
The usual defects of auditoriums are tliree —
echo, dead spots, and reverberation. In the
usual sense of tlie term, echo means a definite
or articulate repetition of a sound after an interval at least equal to the total duration of the
sound that is being repeated, while reverberation
means a confused or inarticulate prolongation
of the sound. Echo is always a bad feature in
a hall ; reverberation, on the other hand, is desirable up to a certain point ; only in e.xcess is
it an evil. Of the two, echo is the more difficult to remove ; prevention by foresight in construction, aided by expert advice, if necessary,
is the best plan.
Ec/x) and Its Causes
Echo arises by regular reflection of sound
from smooth walls, ceilings, or proscenium
arches just as a mirror may reflect a beam
of light without scattering it. If, however, the
surface of the mirror be roughened the reflected light will be diffused in all directions ;
and if the walls and ceilings of a room be
isimilarly irregular (on a sufficiently large
scale) the reflected sound will be scattered,
broken up, and its definite or articulate character destroyed. In this case we have what is
called reverberation.
The lapse of time before an echo is heard
is due to the fact that the reflected sound has
traveled a longer path than the sound which
comes directly from the source. This difference
of path may be such as to cause much mischief.
The reflected sound of a spoken syllable or of
a note of music may arrive at the ear at the
same moment as the succeeding syllable or
note which has traveled by the direct path, and
so cause hopeless confusion.
Generally speaking, auditoriums are less likely
to exhibit troublesome echo when their outlines
are rectangular. An instructive case of the
trouble that may be caused by curved walls is
cited by Watson (2) in the case of the auditorium at the University of Illinois, with an
approximately circular floor plan and a hemispherical dome. The best that could be done in
the way of after correction of the acoustics of
the room was only partly satisfactory. Watson regards the complete cure of such a room
treatment"; that
without
hopeless
as
is, straightening
the "surgical
walls.
Securing Irregular Distribution
Smooth, hard-finished walls, such as the usual
plastered type, are excellent regular reflectors of
sound and are consequently likely to produce
echo. It becomes of importance, therefore, to
break up such surfaces so as to produce ir-

Stressed

by

Bureau

Fiiiidanicntcih
of Acuusiically
Proper
Audiforinm
Not Understood

Prolicr
of

Shape,

Standards

Size,
Expert

The fundamental principles governing the construction
of an acoustically successful auditorium arc no longer new,
but are not yet generally understood by those engaged in
such work. In this paper these principles arc stated and
an example is worked out showing their practical application to the planning of a new auditorium or to the curative
treatment of one that has proved to be unsatisfactory.
The scientific study of architectural acoustics is a thing
of comparatively recent years. In 1895 Harvard University had just completed the Fogg Art Museum, containing an auditorium which proved almost unusable.
The corporation of the university appealed to the scientific
staff of the faculty for advice and assistance in the matter,
and Prof. W. C. Sabine undertook the study of the case.
Two years were spent in the investigation of the questions
involved, in the course of which experiments were made
in a number of existing and satisfactory auditoriums. As
a result, certain fundamental but previously unrecognized
principles became clear, which later enabled Professor
Sabine to predetermine the acoustic design of the new
Boston Symphony Hall 1.
These investigations of Sabine were the pioneer scientific
work in the subject. So completely and carefullv were
they carried out that subsequent workers have done but
little in the way of extending the theoretical foundations
of the subject, and have for the most part merely enlarged
'—Pa
yl.
our knowledge of the acoustic propertiesulof R.
theHevarious
materials commonly used in building construction.

regular distribution of the reflected sound. This
is usually done by coffering in the case of ceilings. Exarhples of this may be seen in many
theatres of modern construction. The ceiling
and, perhaps, the proscenium arch are broken
up into depressions about four feet square,
containing a succession of steps totaling a
depth of, perhaps, eight or ten inches. -An irregular surface of this character breaks up the
reflected sound and distributes it in such a way
as to minimize echo, and, in fact, to convert
it into reverberation. The dimensions which
should be assigned to such coffering are not
a matter of taste or accident. If the wave
length of the incident sound is very large
compared to the size of the irregularities it
encounters there will be little dispersive effect produced; and if very small, the smooth
spaces inside the coffering may act as regular reflectors. The size mentioned, four feet
in diameter, is a compromise between the
average wave length of the male and the female voice.
Dead spots and sound foci occur as a consequence of echo-producing conditions. Sound
travels through the air as a wave of alternate
compression and rarefaction, and if a reflected sound wave is retarded by the proper
amount it may happen that the compression
of the directly transmitted sound and the
rarefaction of the reflected sound arrive at
the ear at the same time, neutralizing each

other's effect and producing a diminution in
intensity. If the reflected sound is retarded
a little more it may happen that two compressions coincide, producing an unusually
loud sound. The most usual cause of such
sound foci, however, is a curved wall of ceiling which concentrates the sound to a focus.
Since dead spots and sound foci arise from
the same cause as echo their removal may
be brought about by the same treatment.
Some care and experience is necessary in
order to locate the particular portion of the
room which is responsible for the production
of a dead spot. Often this can be found only
by a cut-and-try experiment, as it is not
possible to predict the path of reflected sound
with the same accuracy as in the case of
light. The reflecting portion once found
must be treated in such a way as to decrease
its power of regular reflection.
W. C. Sabine mentions a case of a theatre,
the ceiling of which contained a flat oval
panel, to which such trouble was traced. In
this case an irregular canopy, oval in plan
and slightly larger than the panel, was hung
just below it with good effect.
Balconies may require special consideration, especially if low and deep. .As a rule.
this type of balcony should be avoided, as
the sound intensity is sure to be diminished
at the rear under the balcony, and may be
so low that hearing will be difficult.
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PRICE
QUALITY

Than Ever Before!
A New

»5o inexpensive that
no theater need hesitate longer to install
sound . . . No sendee

Platter Talkafilm

Supply Department
That Want to Improve

COMING— Platter Talkafilm wide sound film equipment. Special allowances to
present Platter Phototone and
Talkafilm users when Platter
Talkafilm wide sound equipment is ready to install.

for Theaters
Their Equipment

■■V^

charges . . . Sold out-

i * .^

right , . . No weeklypayments , . . It becomes your property
. . . Film and disc

•

'.$W^^^--

all types of machines.

Above — Complete disc, including
drives, pickups, bases, motors,
gear boxes, arms, turn tables,
tripods.
Pair of two $695.
At left — Double Channel Panel
Rack Amplifier, including tubes,
$595.

SOUND
ON FILM
EQUIPMENT

an opportunity for men with
ability to make a permanent
and profitable connection.
Write, wire, phone or call.

SOUND

EQUIPMENT

*895

yet installed

SOUND
AND

SOUND ON FILM
EQUIPMENT

$1295

$9ON95 DISC

Where no equipment is

^^^^^^^^^^K

Where disc is already installed

Where no equipment is
yet installed

•

NOTICE — Live wire distributors with ability: Platter Phototone-Talkafilm has some
territories available. Here is

f

equipment . . . Buy
either or both . . . For

•

ON DISC
FILM

^1595

Where no equipment is
Sound film heads complete
wilh drives, lens systems,
photo cells, exciter lamps, exciter bases.
Pair of two $895.

Special constructed 12-ft. air
column horn, complete with
horn, speaking unit exciter
and output transformer $175.

yet installed

^Hb^MaHt-TALKAFILM
(Non-Synchronous)

WRITE. WIRE

OR PHONE,

PLATTER

CABINET

(Synclironous)
CO., NORTH

VERNON,

INDIANA— PIONEERS

IN THE

SOUND

BUSINESS

J

PRE-COOLING

ACROSS

'/^^ CONTINENT

America's

Adopt

Leading

Circuits

Kooler-Aire

A LL summer, the pulling power of COOL£^ leading
NESS is theatre
utilized to
the utmost
by the
circuits.
These
big
chains and many other exhibitors everywhere are profiting by their installations of
Koolcr-Airc, Nature's Healthful Refrigeration.
Whether the outside temperature is 80- or
110^ Kooler-Aire is more than equal to the
conditions. It provides temperature reduction as you want it, so that people in all
parts of the theatre will feel just the right
degree of refreshing coolness.

Silent, Controlled Pre-Cooling
Kooler-Aire delivers PRE-COOLED. fresh
air in adequate volume to till the house to
overflowing. Its quiet operation does away
with all disturbing noises — it is the "Silent
partner of the talkies."
Write for this book. It gives you all the
facts about Kooler-Aire. Don't face the hotweather season without this big summer
attraction.

KOOLER-AIRE ENGINEERING
CORPORATION
191a PARAMOUNT

K

HEALTHFUL

A

BUILDING,

NEW

YORK

•

poler-Aire

NATURE'S

CITY

.*

REFRIGERATION

»

,♦

^*

E.NCINEERI.NC
CORl-ORATIO.V
^#
KOOLER-AIRB

1912 Paramount BIdg.
New York City, N. Y.

^*
Send me your new book on
►*
Silent Coolness.
Name
Only

a

product

of unfailing performance

wide approval ttiat has been occorded
about this dependable

could merit this

to Kooler-Aire. Find out

pre-cooling system.

Send the coupon.

Name of Theatre..
-♦ Address
V* City..

State
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A sound produced in a room is reflected
back and forth from walls, floor, and ceiling,
a portion being absorbed at each reflection
until its intensity is so reduced that it becomes inaudible. Owing to the high speed
of sound there may be many such reflections
in the course of a single second in a room
of ordinary size; and the greater the dimensions of the hall the more prolonged will be
the reverberation.
If the walls of the room are covered with
some sound-absorbent material, such as hair
felt or acoustic plaster, a few reflections
may suffice to destroy the sound. Such a
acoustically "dead"
and undesirable.
Aroom
littleis reverberation
is necessary
to satisfy
our established tastes and auditory habit, and
the desired amount of reverberation is found
empirically to increase with the size of the
auditorium.
It is customary, since the pioneer work of
Sabine, to define the "reverberation time" of
a room (perhaps, somewhat arbitrarily and
artificially) as the time taken for a sound
of specified intensity to die away to inaudibility. This standard intensity is a sound
somewhat difficult of reproduction. Fortunately, its use is not necessary in ordinary
practice, fo rin most cases the "reverberation
time" can be calculated with sufficient accuracy. The method of making this calculation will be explained later.
Excessive reverberation is an evil because
it prolongs unduly each syllable or note of
music, causing it to interfere with the next.
The ideal conditions for intelligibility of sound
are two : Each syllable should die away before the next arrives, which in ordinary
speech may be, perhaps, one-tenth of a second ; and the sound must always be loud
enough to be heard.
The first of these conditions can always
be secured by providing enough sound-absorbing material in the room. For a small
auditorium which can easily be filled by the
speaker's voice, this is the most important
consideration. For a very large room it may
be that the amount of absorption dictated
by the first condition is so great that the
speaker cannot be heard in the back of the
room. Since the intensity of the human voice
cannot be much increased it is necessary to
compromise between these two conditions
and to permit longer reverberation in larger
rooms.
Shorter Reverberation Time in Theatre
In the case of theatres used for sound pictures this compromise is not necessary, as
the acoustic output of the loudspeaker is by
no means as limited as that of the voice.
For such auditoriums there may be employed
to advantage a somewhat shorter reverberation time than is desirable for rooms of the
same size used for speaking or musical performances.
Broadcasting studios may be equipped with
variable absorption, consisting of smooth
plaster walls covered with heavy curtains
which may be pushed back exposing the wall
when more reverberation is desired.
Experience with a number of existing auditoriums of acceptable acoustic quality makes
possible the formulation of the following
table, in which the acceptable limits of the
standard reverberation time are expressed for
rooms of different volume, used for speaking
or musical performances.
TABLE
Acceptable limits
of reverberation
time (in seconds)
Volume of Half
room (in
audicnbic feet) ence
lo.non
0.9-1.2
25,000
1.0-1.3
40.000
1.2-1.5
100,000
1.5-1.8
200.000
1.8-2.0

mum
Maxience
audi0,6-0.8
.8-1.1
.9-1. .3
1.2-1.5
1.4-1.7

1.
Acceptab e limits
of reverberation
econds)
time (in s

Volume of Half
room (
n
audicubic feet)
ence
400.000 .
600.000 . ....2.1-2.3
....2.3-2.6
800.000 . ....2.5-2.8
1.000,000 ....2.6-2.9

mum
Maxience
1.7-2.0
audi1.8-2.2
1.9-2.3
2.1-2.5

The limits given in the table arc not to be
regarded as rigid. Auditoriums are known
which exceed these limits in either direction
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Acoustic Probe
On in Dominion
Toronto — Research into acoustics is to
be carried on in three Canadian universities— at the University of Toronto by Professor G. R. Anderson, a member of the
executive board of the Acoustical Society
of America ; at the University of McGill,
Montreal, by H. E. Reilley and at the University of Saskatchewan by E. R. Grieg.
Theatre acoustics will receive special attention and Prof. Reilley has already made
a detailed technical survey of conditions in
18 Montreal houses. While the work deals
with acoustics generally, it will be concerned
specially with acoustic treatments which
would result in further utilization of Canada's immense gypsum resources in the
form of fireproof acoustic plasters.

by several tenths of a second and yet are
of fairly satisfactory quality. And, as mentioned above, large auditoriums used for
sound pictures may advantageously be designed for a figure somewhat less than the
minimum given in the table.
Calculation of Reverberation Time
As a result of Professor Sabine's investigations we have a formula giving the reverberation time of a room.
Let
;=reverberation time in seconds,
F=volume of room in cubic feet
^="total absorption" of the room
explained later).
Then the following relation holds
0.05 V

(to be

A
The only point that
i = needs explanation in this
formula is the quantity A.
Different materials differ considerably in
their absorbing powers for sound. The most
complete absorber known is an open windoyv.
It is theoretically possible that a small
amount of sound may be sent back by diffraction from the edges of the window, but this
quantity is so small that it is permissible to
say that an open window is a perfect absorber. A good absorber of sound may absorb, perhaps, half as much sound as an equal
area of open window. In other words, if it
may be said that an open window absorbs
(or transmits) all the sound that falls upon
it, its coefficient of absorption is unity, while
that of the material above mentioned would
be 0.50.
In like manner, every substance may be
said to have its own absorption coefficient.
This constant was measured by Sabine for a
number of common materials, and later
workers have extended the list.
Table 2 gives the absorption coefficient for
several substances. Strictly speaking, these
coeflicients will vary somevvhat with the frequency of the incident sound, and in Table 2
the values given are for a frequency of 512
TABLE
2. — Sound -absorption
Coefificients
Concrete
0.015
Glass. .Singrle thickness
.03
Marble
.01
Open window
1.00
Plaster
.03
Stage opening (depending on furnishing)
0.25- .40
V'entilators
(50 per cent open space)
.50
Wofxl,
varnished
.03

May

In Table 3 there are given values of the
total absorption of individual objects as determined by Sabine. The unit of absorption
in which these values are expressed is the absorption of 1 square foot of open window.
TABLE 3. — Total absorption
Audience
Church pews
House plants
Seats,
upholstered,
depending
on material and lining
Seat
cushions,
cotton covered
with corduroy
Seat cushions, hair covered with
canvas and light damask
Settees, upholstered in hair and
leather, seat and back.
Wood seats, for auditoriums...

by individual objects
per person
4.7
per seat
.2
per cubic foot .003
per seat

1.0-2.5

per seat

2.2

per seat

2.3

per seat
per seat

3.0
.1

As an example of the use of these coefficients let us take an auditorium of 100,000
cubic feet capacity, including the stage opening. There is a wooden floor of 4,550 square
feet, a plastered ceiling with the same area,
5,320 square feet of plastered walls, a stage
opening of 600 square feet, and 500 plain
wooden seats. The coefficients for plaster,
wood, and glass being the same to the accuracy requisite for this calculation, no special allowance is necessary for closed doors
and windows.
Empty Room Absorption 634
The calculation of the total absorption of
the empty room is made as follows, the computations being carried to the nearest integer :
Wood
floor
Plaster ceiling
Plaster Walls
Stage opening
Wooden seats
Total

4.550X0.03 =
4,550X .03 =
S,320X .03 =
(no furniture, bare walls) 600 X .25 =
500 X .1 =

absorption of empty

loom

137
137
160
150
SO

:=:634

In the case of a half audience we must add
250 X 4.7 = 1,175 and subtract the absorption of 250 seats at 0.1, giving the net addition of 1,150 absorption units, and bringing
the total absorption of the empty room up to
1,784. The reverberation time for half audience is then found bv the formula.
0.05X100,000 = 2.8 seconds
which is considerably
too large, the accept1,784
able range for this size of room being (by
Table 1) 1.5 to 1.8 seconds for a half audience.
For full audience we add to the absorption
of the empty room 500X4.7=2,350 and subtract 500X0.1 = 50, making a net addition of
2,300 giving for the total absorption of the
room 2j934, with a reverberation time of 1.7,
a little in excess of the upper limit of 1.5 in
Table 1, but not seriously so. However, as
a maximum audience can not always be relied upon, it is well to add absorbing material
to the walls to reduce the reverberation time
in the case of the half audience at least to
the upper limit, 1.8 seconds.
This would require a total absorption given
bv the formula.
0.05 F
5,000
A =
=
:= 2,777 absorption units. ,
/
1.8
The value of A for half audience has been
previously found to be 1,784; hence 993 units
of additional absorption are required.
The choice of absorbing material is a question of price and appearance. Suppose it is
decided to use a hypothetical material of coefficient 0.25. The coefficient of the plaster
which this covers is 0.03, hence the net coefficient of added absorption is 0.22. To obtain
a total absorption of 993 units would require
the application of

Absorption coefficients for a variety of materials have been measured at the Bureau of
Standards, and the results, at frequencies
ranging from 128 to 4,096 cycles per second,
are available upon request. Sound-absorbing
materials are frequently changed by the manufacturers, and a printed list is consequently
soon out of date.

3, 19 30

993 =4,514

square

feet of

material. This is slightly in excess of the ceiling area and much 0.22
greater than the available
wall space. The best practical solution would
be to distribute the material as uniformly as
possible, filling wall panels only (if such exist)
and placing the remainder on the ceiling in some
{Continued on page 72)
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Paramount Thealre anJO/Jui- liuilt/ifii^.
Neu York. I'hiatre equipped throui^hout
with comfortable, acoustically correct
American Seating Company Chairs.

C. »'.

Oo your patrons
may enjoy the
play or movie
infinitely more

...Reseat!

Illustrating Theatre Chair No. 7860
A chair of this type was installed
in the famous Chicaso Civic Opera
House. Full upholstered back,
spring edge seat and Moderne
Standards. A triumph in building
into theatre chairs maximum absorption values. Only one ol the
many American Seating Company
types and styles of theatre seating.

-T

V

\

duction [E TALKIES". . . sound reproto synchronize with photography. Theatres dressed up . . . another era
THl
dawned.
CAME Beauty, harmony, comfort and
acoustical perfection. That is what the
public asked of theatres.
Electricity had wrought another miracle.
Architects made contribution. Sound to
be understood, must carry without reverberation, without echo.
So, American Seating Company saw a
modern problem. They undertook acoustical research. They found that chairs of
certain types have greatest sound absorption. That seats could aid the ear — as well
as make for comfort and beauty.
And soon the motion picture industry
found that chairs meant more than physical comfort — more than beauty to harmonize with the design and decorative charm
of interiors. That to attract patrons — to
keep them coming to the theatre, new
sound equipment was not enough. New
chairs were needed . . . chairs whose
acoustical properties brought to their
audiences the speaking or singing voice
— clearly and undistorted.

To many, reseating — the replacing of
old chairs with new — corrected sound
distortions, and brought the bigger box
office receipts that new sound equipment
failed to bring. New, acoustically correct
chairs paid for themselves in attracting
capacity crowds.
Free. . . This Booklet — "Acoustics and its
"
That correct Relation
seating hasto aSeating
direct bearing
on the
number of people that patronize your theatre regularly is no longer disputed.
The facts are available. Just
use the coupon. It brings
you our interesting booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation
to Seating" — and places our
Reseating Engineering Service at your free disposal.
AMERICA.N SEATING CO.*'«)
14 East Jacksoti Blvd.
Chicago. Illinois
Please send me, without obligation, your Booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation to Sealing" and the facts
ab>ou( your Reseating Engineering Service. •
Same

I
I
|

.\dJreis

I

Vhtatrt

American Seating Company
Makers oj Fine Seating for Churches, Schools and Theatres

General Offices; 14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois
Branch Offices in All Principal Cities

i
I
I
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Intelligence, Decision, Loyalty
Called Showmanship Keystones
Fox West Coast oPresident
Outlines to The Showman
f
What He Thinks Cardinal Factors in Showmanship
AS TOLD BY
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN
to
Frank Whitbeck
the Ten Commandt are
the mentsrigh
y manager of a theatre
for ever
in the Fox West Coast circuit.
Here are ten fundamentals of vital importance to showmanship, and with very little variation they are vital to any business
organization. Yet these are more of a summation of the factors which made Fox
West Coast a success than a new and arbitrary injunction to circuit theatre managers.
In its infancy, this circuit was blessed
with a factor rare and precious in any enterprise— and that was a robust heart, with
a goodwill, interest, and enthusiasm for
the enterprise which extended far beyond
trifling personal feeling. In almost every
great human endeavor, which has shown a
gratifying measure of success, there has
been a marked human factor — possibly a
"grim old father of the business" — or a business built on the doggedness of a man, or
a group of men, who would not be downed.
The Fox West Coast Theatres were built
on heart — and loyalty.
Heart, gusto, enthusiasm, zest, are almost irresistible. They have an infectious
quality. Many are the organizations which
have reached out to get a good man, as if
they were purchasing a new clutch for a
car, installed the man, and got good results
from him; but few and far between are the
fortunate institutions which attract to them
men who pitch their hearts, hats and happiness into the enterprise, and will fight the
devil or the deep blue sea for the sheer
pleasure of seeing their own organization
out front — and this is the spirit that has
made Fox West Coast Theatres.
TO

"No Closed Corporation"
Not every man who enters our employ
stays and becomes a living part of the concern. Men come. Men go. But, there is
an ever-increasing residue of those who,
by nature, can feel an organization ; men of
the sort who love a smooth, efficient machine, men of the type who can turn their
own wits to adding vigor, and life, to an
enterprise already vital and strong.
And, as a man grows in responsibility,
as his powers increase, he hears more and
more often these cardinal principals upon
which the success of the institution is based.
Leadership is fostered by constant reiteration in the minds of managers and their officials, of the ten commandments, of the ten
cardinal points of showmanship. The personnel of the circuit feels no resentment because of this constant repetition. They do
not feel that they are being read the ukase

The Ten
Commandmen
Circuit
Showmanship

ts

1. You are the manager of your theatre ... in fact as
in name.
2. If you believe in yourself ... in your ability to do
the right thing at the right . . . you cannot help
but succeed.
3. To be an executive . . . and when you were appointed manager of your theatre, your division manager believed you had executive ability . . . you
must make decisions; clear, clean, straightforward
decisions. You must not "pass the buck"; neither
will you procrastinate.
4. If you are a good manager — if you are a man — you
will never bring discredit to Fox West Coast Theatres, nor to the man who gave you employment.
5. Believe in your home office executives . . . have faith
in their judgment . . . trust their actions . . . have
confidence in their integrity . . . give them the cooperation you expect from them.
6. have
If youa love
are toforbethecalled
a "showman"
— then you
will
theatre
and its traditions
at heart.
You will aspire to be worthy of the name "showman."
7. Your theatre must be a shrine of happiness, of good
cheer, of instruction . . . music . . . art . . . literature . . . the T^est the screen has to oflfer; you will
watch your programs and eliminate whatever is not
worthy of your institution.
8. You will never advertise that which is not the truth
. . . you will not cheapen yourself, nor your organization, with misleading advertising, neither will
you advertise in a manner that will offend the good
taste of your patrons.
9. Your theatre will be the reflection of yourself. . . .
See that it reflects naught but good.
10. Be honest with yourself ... in your business conduct ... in your associations with your fellow
managers. Be truthful. Be courageous in thought.
Be liberal in your cooperation. Be helpful to those
that need help. Be kinddly, yet let not sympathy
sway your better judgment. Be the man that your
division manager . . . and the Fox West Coast . . .
expect you to be.

of a monstrously efficient "master mind."
Once a prospective manager has experienced the infectious "sturdy heart," once
he has proven his mettle, when he has been
encouraged, and has responded to the stimulus proffered by his officials, once he is tried
and found true — he is handed back the reins.
"Managers in Fact"
He is not considered "Cog 98" in the
flvwheel of the circuit — he is encouraged to
be his own boss ! "You are the manager
of
your theatre
in fact
as in name!"
officials
ask for— his
originality.
They His
ask
him to share it with them, and with his
fellow managers.

To the utmost degree, the manager of a
circuit theatre is encouraged to be an intelligent, quick-acting, sure, accurate executive, with a desire to foster cooperation in
tlie organization, and, above all, to take
pride and pleasure in the circuit.
Let no one conceive of this as empty
bombast. A very simple illustration of the
spirit I have attempted to describe is evinced
in our house organ, which is named — economically—"NOW." The degree of "official advice" is kept to the minimum. Ninetenths of the publication is devoted to terse
reports of publicity stunts that have worked.
A good tie-up occurs with one of our managers— he outlines it, sends it to the editor

I
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of "NOW," and it is discussed by alive,
alert, interested fellow-managers. Our home
publicity otiice works on it. Perfected, tbc
plan goes back to every manager. The
stunt hits, on one day, over the entire circuit. The local effect is powerful. The
total effect tremendous. And, if the season
is slack, "NOW" invariably contains the
ingenuity of all our managers, and forever
something new, catching, diverting, refreshing and proven, to i)ut over local theatres.
"NOW" is not the mouthpiece of some
one officer of I-'ox West Coast Theatres.
It is the expression of a body of men ; it
is the voice of the circuit.
Showmen — Their Make-Up
Inevitably, during a discussion of circuit theatres, or organizations of such a
nature, comes some discussions of efficiency.
Let me make this point, however. Efficiency
is an almost universal discovery, the benefits of which can be enjoyed by any organization with initiative enough to reach out
and adapt it to their own needs. To create
an "efficient organization," then, sit complacently byand wait for the profits to roll
in, is a dangerous process. Ten years ago,
when the term was not so well known, it
paid to harp upon it incessantly. 1 believe
that now much of the self-satisfied prattle
which goes on about efficiency is its e.xact
antithesis ; that which has resulted from a
high degree of organization is a fine machine, but a machine is — heartless.
I never knew a showman who was a
good bookkeeper, and, on the other hand.
I have met but few bookkeepers who were
good showmen. The showman hires his
bookkeepers, his superintendent of efficiency,
while he, the showman, gets out and hustles
up business for his theatre.
Of course, circuit theatres must be efficient ;we must have a high degree of accuracy. But, Fox West Coast Theatres is
loathe to forget that zest, vigor, enthusiasm,
are as fundamental to success as efficiency.
Showmen have changed in the past two
decades. The change is partly physical, entirely beneficial. Study the postures of the
old-time performers, as they are immortalized on tintypes. Such "hamming" would
be booed from the stage today. Recall the
theatrical manager, with his red vest, watch
chain imported from the Oregon forests,
derby, oil and dirt. He cannot compare
with the modern showman. The modern
manager has been showman enough to bring
the entire populace into his theatre. The
old-timer associated exclusively with the
habitues of the back bar. The modern
showman knows reputable people, is a member of clean-cut business organizations, fosters more committees of civic benefit than
the leading merchant of his town.
Love for Theatre Essential
Fox West Coast Theatres go on praying
for hearts that fight, jo>'iully and long,
whose game is to succeed, who do not forget that theatres are to broadcast amusement, entertainment, enlightenment, instruction, and cheer, and these attributes, or virtues, the old-time managers did not possess.
"If you are to be called a 'showman' —
then you will have a love for the theatre
and its traditions at heart. You will aspire
to The
be worthy
of the
name in
'showman.'
"
man who
succeeds
this business
of ours was born for it. You cannot make
a showman, any more than you can make
an actor. It must be in the soul. Give me
the man with show business in his veins —
with loyalty in his keart, and with 60 per
cent efficiency, and whoever wants him may
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W !"". all your lij,'hts washed
and cverylliiiif; lookiii;^ springy
and clean. Theatres that have no
marquees will draix; their Hags and
buntinj; across the face of the
buildinj,' neatly. It is possible to set
a deliiiitc scheme of decoration for
each theatre. Make your's the l)est.
— l-'rom "The Firing Line" (published by Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, New York State Division).

have the man who finds show business just
aefiiciency.
job, has no loyalty, and 100 per cent
The showman today must be versatile — he
must know, appreciate and work for : public
relations, and in Fox West Coast Theatres
we have the pioneer public relations department of American theatres.
Public Relations Need Stressed
Service departments have grown up in
many great business organizations, for the
public is now recognized mere and more
as a cooperating factor necessary for good
will and success. And in no business is such
a department more worth while and productive of harmony and success than in the
exhibiting of motion pictures. During the
past three years, the Department of Public
Relations of the Fox West Coast Theatres,
initiated by Regge Doran and carried on so
efticiently by Ryllis Piemington, has built
up a great public backing, an understanding
sympathy, and a feeling of confidence among
women which I think it would be difficult
to over-estimate. Its accomplishments are
very great and the future holds an increasing opportunity for successful endeavor.
Mutual understanding and sympathy are
necessary in any situation and at all times.
It is the hope between nations for world
peace. It applies equally to local situations
and it seems to me that in no business is
it more necessary to overcome ignorance,
indifference, and intolerance than in the
motion picture industry. The industry has
now become essential to modern life. If
pictures never had an educational quality,
they would still be vital and necessary because of the need they fill for relaxation
and entertainment — but as in every business, standards may be lowered and defiled
by individuals, and as in so vast an organization criticism can be justly made, there
is an opportunity for the expression of
prejudice and intolerance and a chance for
active antagonism which is harmful both
for exhibitor and the public. It is true that
every community has reformers who sometimes defeat the very purpose for which they
are working, for an unintelligent survey of
a proposition without understanding of the
facts involved, impedes any course.
Woman Held Best Post
The director of public relations can bring
about the sympathetic and intelligent understanding necessary between the theatre and
the public. I believe that the choice of a
woman for such a position is absolutely right
because public opinion is molded by women,
and women express themselves more freely
and frankly to each other and are best understood by their own sex. If the woman
in charge can have experience in theatre
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management, it is, of course, of immeasurable help, because practical experience, not
unproven theory, gives greater confidence
t<j those with whom it is necessary to work.
(Questions of practical application come up
constantly, and if they can be answered from
a business standpoint, the satisfaction to all
concerned is very great. Women in our
territory have found that there is a considerate, tactful, just and sympathetic
woman to turn to in the Fox West Coast
offices, sone one sincerely willing to help
or to explain the situation and satisfy all
doubts. As a result of the confidence created, women, generally, are rallying to the
exhibitor and are willing to openly take
sides in questions where the theatres are
locally in danger of autocratic inhibitions.
This was recently proven in two of our
towns where the different women's organizations gave every assistance to defeat censorship, because they felt that theatre managements are sincerely attempting a wiser
solution to the problem.
The Junior Matinee or the week-end
booking of family pictures in neighborhood
houses has been enthusiastically received
on our circuit as the solution for children's
attendance at motion pictures, and as an
answer to censorship. The movement meets
with approval from the public generally and
the plan has been carried throughout the
circuit.
As director of public relations, this executive is in a position to know the different
communities, to learn of the activities of the
leaders in various welfare or "reform"
movements, to distinguish the constructive
element and separate it from that which
would defeat progress.
Keeping the Public Sold
There are many demands made constantly upon theatre owners and managers.
Some of these calls are legitimate in service of the community. Many are frankly
impertinent. Some come fiom women's
groups who take advantage of their sex and
organization name to make requests from
the theatre manager which are difficult to
refuse. But many such requests are made
in ignorance, and the director of public relations isin a position to educate the public.
There has already been a general movement on the part of federated clubwomen
to stop the abuse of such requested courtesies. The Public Relations Director is the
intermediary who carries to the theatre men
the viewpoint of the public, and to the public an understanding of the problems of the
business and the necessity of construction
criticism and cooperation.
Educating the public on the technical side
of exhibiting pictures is also an interesting
phase of this work. It has aroused a greater
interest in theatres, all of which aids in
greater discrimination and greater appreciation of the entertainment given and the
finer pictures shown. It is bringing to the
children at junior matinees, through cooperation with the boy scouts, camp fire
girls, playground associations, music settlement, police and fire departments, and other
such groups, new interest and increased
civic understanding. There are infinite possibilities for future development along these
lines which would be distinctly constructive
in effect for the exhibitors and for the
There are innumerable ways in which a
great
public. exhibiting group may be of benefit
to the public, but certainly the greatest welfare work it could do would be through real
(Continued on page 77)
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An Racon
Horns £uid
Racon Units
are fully
patented.

Products are leaders in the industry
NUMBER

THIS
HORN
INADEQUATE

No. 5325
Air Column slightly less than 10 ft.
Depth 30 inches. Bell 30x40 inches.
Weight

5325

IS

is racon-s

latest

development.

ESPECIALLY
ADAPTED
WHERE
SPACE
BETWEEN
SCREEN
AND

THERE'S
WALL.

Amplifies as perfectly as the parent horn, No. 4320, on both
speech and music.
. Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction and the same clearness and distinctness of speech that is
only possible with RACON Horns and Units.
Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction,
plus light weight, which make for perfect results and maximum
convenience.
These outstanding features of RACON products have made
imitation and competition impossible.
Protect yourself against patent infringement
suits by using RACON Horns and RACON
Units as these are fully protected by patents.
OUR LATEST
YOURS UPON

30 pounds

CATALOG IS
THE ASKING

Specialists in Acoustic Chambers
Factories:

18 to 24 Washington Place,

New York

Racon Giant ElectroDynamic Type Horn Unit

„„. , ^M^?TH?i^; lT™?BBg5J?o''.^g?NADA

laof instal
t er
numb
the newes
as the
as well
tions, est
THE great
longest in service, and all the other
honors of lighting control systems
make this @ Major System the
one for any showmen who want
proven control equipment.

Jn^anh Ciidam
Send for booklet —

ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
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900 Attend RCA
\Carpels
Course in Sound •
Wl

I 11 VOO inciubci^ ol projc'.lnjiii.^ts
locals from .Manhattan, LnnK Island,
eastern New Jersey, soutluvestein
Connecticut and other nearbv sections enrolled, the second semester t«'" tlie course
of study in the operation of sound o(|uipment heiufj conducted l)y RCA I'hotophone.
Inc., at its installation and service department is under way. It is for union memhers
only.
Of the 250 members of Local Xo. 306.
New York City, wiio attended tlic classes
durinj,' the first semester, 60 re-enrolled for
the second course. Classes are held daily
from 10 to 12 in the mornint!:, one to three
ill the afternoon and ei^ht to ten in the evemuix. .\I)out M) sttuleiUs attend each session.
Lectures arc delivered by Harry Hraun,
.\. R. Schultz, A. I'reisman, Watson Jones
and I'.dwin Costello, each of whom has had
broad exi)erience in connection with the oj)eration of sound reproducinj:: e(|uipiucnt.
Text Books Aid Studies
Te.xt books have been prepared under the
direction of H. E. Costcn, who has been
a.ssistcd by four other experts. Tiiese te.xt
books are said to be the tirst authoritative
information upon the subject of sound reproduction and the care and maintenance
of sound rcproducinsT equipment. In addition to the lectures and tlic text books, the
instructors give demonstrations of the operation of the various types of sound equipnient with which the lecture room is amply
^ujjplied. A completely equipped projection
room with two sound reproducing projection machines, operating with sound-on-film
and disc form a part of the equipment used
in connection with the class work.
Represented in the class are projectionists from Stamford, Hartford, and Bridgeport, Conn. : Newark. Perth .Vmboy, Jersey
City and Paterson, N. J. ; about 20 cities
and towns on Long Island ; Mt. Vernon,
New Rochelle, Nyack and New York City.
Applications have been received from various other cities, among those from a long
distance l)eing Atlanta and Los .\ngeles.

/' / c t u r e
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iiiiil Drtil)i\
Lead Rcplaccnii'n/s

C"« lliCAGt)— Carj)ets and drai)> cries arc chief re(|uirenieiits in
uplaccnients made by theatres this
sprinj,', accordiiijj to National Theatre Sui)])ly Co. Sales volume (hiring,' the last thirty days has practically (loul)led, the drapery and carjiet department states. New seats
and lobby frames are other leaders
during;
clared. house cleaning time, it is de-

♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

Keeps Burglars Away
With This Type Alarm
Hollywood — An ingenious inirglar alarm,
installed at the Orpheum, .Marion, 111., is
descrilK-d
"Now," house organ of l-'ox
West Coastby Theatres.
■"One alarm button is installed in the
cashier's cage with the button on the floor
handy for the foot and the buzzer in the
manager's office," the publication states.
"The other is a bit more novel and operated only in connection with the same. The
wiring .system for this calls for a brass
plate under one of the castors with the other
wire leading to a nail in the wall at such a
point where the contact will be closed by
the opening of the door and the door contacting the nail, which gives the signal
either in the lobby or the projection booth.
"The use of the nail, or hook, if you desire, is inconspicuous. Burglars working
hastily will usually swing the door open
wide, or if you are compelled to open, you
swing it wide and the warning is immediately given.
"Both of these systems are easily installed
at very little expense."

Warners Install Cooling
Plans in 54 Theatres
Refrigerating and air conditioning plants will
be installed in 54 Warner theatres throng ho'it
the count r v.

6/)00 Study in
Lighting School
.Approxiniaiciy o.OOO students ii.i\f iiL-irii
enrolled and are now taking the free correspondence course in general illumination being conducted by the Westinghouse LightYork. ing Institute, Grand Central Palace, .New
The course, covering every phase of illuminating engineering, has been established to (|ualify empbjyees of public utilities, mamifacturer> and nierch.ints in the
fundamentals of good lighting practice and
the modern develojiments of the art.
The course contemplates the collection of
essential information from many sources,
condensing and jiresenting it in scfiuence.
It permits an absorption of illuminating engineering that would otherwise re<iuire
>tudy, often beyond the convenience of
most lay students. Companies employing
men engaged in illumination activities are
thus enabled, through the medium of this
course, to give their employees a fundamental working knowledge of lighting practice without detaching them from their com[)any duties.
Nine Assignments in Course
The course consists of nine assignments,
each covering a specific phase of illumination. These divisions embrace: Light
Sources. Units of Light Measurement and
Photometry, Principles of Lighting Calculations, Commercial Lighting, Display
Lighting, Industrial Lighting, Floodlighting, Street Lighting.
The lessons, questions and references were
compiled by commercial engineers of the
Westinghouse Lamp Company, Bloomfield,
New Jersey, with a view to giving the
student essential data needed in everj'-day
customer contact.
Every student receives individual attention during the period of the course. He
must answer specific questions with each
lesson and then submit them to the Institute for correction before receiving the next
lesson. Wrong interpretations are made
clear on his papers which are returned. All
answers are checked and he is given a
percentage rating which is credited to his
rating card.

Till- RC.l Fhotophonc school for sound in session.
enrollmentcities
embraces 900 i/>iiV)« />rojectwmsts from Xezv York andTotal
surrounding
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DA-TONE

BEADED
IS FULLY
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NEW

SCREEN

ESTABLISHED

BUY NEW

LAMPS?

and loads of carbons to get a satisfactory picture on your screen, when
you can do just that with a Da-Tone Beaded Screen at a nominal cost and
resultant saving. Reduce amperage and boost your picture. No glare —
No distortion — No house too wide. This screen is perforated, built on
strong fireproof fabric.
Don't pass this by as just another screen. There is a whcde of a difference. Ifyour dealer cannot supply this screen, write direct.

THE

DA-LITE

SCREEN

2723 N. CRAWFORD

AVENUE,

COMPANY
CHICAGO,

ILL.

No Method of Making Friends
Equals the Method of Making Good
who desire to better their
own product or who are
choosing a commodity for
the first time.
Consequently we reproduce
from time to time, voluntary letters received from
users of

There is often a wide difference between the opinion
which a manufacturer entertains ofhis product and
that which is entertained of
it by its users.
Most purchasers prefer the
latter, particularly those

Wright •> De Coster
Reproducers and Horns
We

believe

importance
Write

that

evidence

to every

for full details

of

this

kind

is of

the most

vital

purchaser of sound equipment.
and

address,

of nearest saies office

Wright-DeCoster, Inc., 2229 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
Export Dept. — M. Simons & Son Co., 220 Broadway, New York City
Cable Address, Simontrice, New York

ULTRAPHONE,

Inc.

Manufacturers
and
Distrihitors
Sound Equipment and Parts
MINNEAPOLIS,

of

MINN.
March

28,

1930

Wright DeCoster,
Inc.
2233 University
Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota
Gentlemen:
It was just a year ago today that the first
ULTRAPHONE insullalion was completed
and inasmuch as every installation since that
time included the Wrieht De<;oster Reproducers we fell duty bound to write and let you
know how well satislied we were with your
product.
In RoinR over our records, we find that
your sneakers and No. D Horns were used
in every one of our 132 installations In
theatres throuKhout this northwest territory
and in addition, we have placed 42 of your
speakers with theatres having other equipment than ours, but who decided to Improve
the reproduction of their equipment by Installinc Wright
DeCoster
Speakers.
We might also add that during the oast
year we have experimented with and tried
out approximately 10 or 12 other makes of
speakers, some of them selling for two or
three times your price, but after each test
«e found your Model 107 Speaker superior in
every way.
We take this means of thanking you for
your splendid cooperation and sincerely trust
that the use of your Reproducers will always
continue to givb us the same satisfactory
results.
Yours very truly,
ULTRAPHONE,
TK/MS

INCORPORATED.
Signed: T, Karatz

.1/(7 V .\ 1 ^> 3 0

New Sign ^ixes
Light Like Paint
I'.lectricity u.-,l(1 like [kuiU is ilic Iw.si.s
of ;i new tvpc- sijjn divcloiicd by Arnold
Kirk and ICdvvard Jioiins, in charge of exploitation for WariK-r theatres. It is the
Kirk Color Control, and is first bcinp used
ato[) the new Hollywood in New York in
what is claimed to be the largest sign in the
world. Kirk Color Control now is marketinjj the invention.
In constructing the sign, the electrical
engineer has mixed his electricity just as a
painter does his paints. The primary colors
are selected and blended into the tone desired for a scene. The sign has a cellular
steel face, studded with invisible lamps,
luich of the letters is eight and one-half
feet high. Pastel shades, never before available in electricity, can be used, it is claimed.
Any design, any scene, can be produced in
natural colors, as in color process printing
or painting.
The colors flash across in such frequency
that it practically becomes difficult to follow the cycle effect.
Boani Is Bank of Celh
The display board ajjpears as a bank of
cells or compartments. These cells can be
of various shapes or sizes ; squares, triangles, hexagons or circles, depending on the
purpose for which the sign is to be used.
In each cell there are three colored lamps:
red, green and blue, but the cells are so
constructed that these lamps are not directly visible to the observer. This cell arrangement permits mixing of color in the
desired range and removes the spotty effect
of single lamps. Each lamp is controlled
separately, so that it is possible by turning
on the three lamps individually, or in combination, to get the full range of special
col( rs.
32 Different Designs
With this arrangement any desired design in color can be flashed on the board
and with the control mechanism i2 different
designs can be flashed at desired speed,
from one change an evening to the complete cycle in a few seconds, before the
sequence is repeated. Thus, it is possible
to change the layout, or copy, on the display board without the necessity of changing the outside lamp bank in any way, all
of the changing being accomplished in a
short time at the control mechanics or
flasher.
Hoth the lamp bank — the display board —
and the control mechanism — the flasher —
have been standardized in units that will
permit any size board to be built.
Also for Auditoriumi Use
These units can be used in many ways,
both inside and outside, as decorative architectural elements and as sign displays. If
desired, glass or a translucent face can be
placed over the cells, in this way allowing
them to be used for panels in the theatre
auditorium, foyer or stage. If this construction isutilized, color sequence can be
obtained that could be timed to fit with
any requirements.
The color control is made up of cells, or
"pigeon holes," and the cells slant downward
on floors and ceilings as they extend to the
back wall of the pigeon hole. On the backwall are the three lamps, red, green and
blue.
Cells ranging from 2" x 2" up to

M o tiu n

I' i c t u r c

Vallcn Modifier
For Wide Sereen

An l-.lcitrii

Lighting control atui the ringing of burglar
alarms are theatre applications for the new
",'lcctric eye," developed by IVi'stinghousc
lilectric and Marmfacturing Co. The photograph shoivs this new equipment zvhich recently ~iias placed on the vmrket.

Builds New Theatre
Right Over Ohl One
Tampa — Kuilding a new house without
disturbing the operation of an existing theatre is the unique achievement of Butler
Gore, who operates the Garden here.
Gore had been enlarging from time to
time until the building inspector said
enough. Gore had to have more room and
the only way he could get it was to build
a new house. He could not see his way
clear to stop operation while the new one
was being built and drive his patrons elsewhere, so he decided the only way out was
to build his new house right over the old
one.
•
Starting the new walls on the lot line,
which gave him several feet extra width,
these new walls have now been built and
the new roof is being erected right over
the old building. When the new roof is
completed the old house will be removed
and new seats added in the additional space.
All this is being done, and has been done,
without interrupting a single performance.
8" X 8" are made
and. in
irregular cells may be built.
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8 Colors with Two Adjustments
When each light has two adjustments
there are eight colors: (1) off, (2) on.
Thus, with two adjustments on each light,
and three lights available, the total number
of colors obtainable becomes 2 raised to
the third power, or 8. Twenty-seven colors
are obtainable when each light has three
adjustments; (1) oft', (2) 1/3 on, (3) 2/3
on, (4) full on. Similarly 64 colors are obtainable when each light has four adjustments: (1) off, (2) 1/3 on, (3) 2/3 on, (4)
full on. Other subtle colors are obtainable
when dimmers are hooked up with the color
control mechanism. This allows each incandescent lamp to be dimmed from full
strength down to "off" and vice versa without percentable jump.
A flick of the control mechanism wipes the
slate clean and new pictures, new word
messages, new color effects, new stunts, are
available merely by setting up any desired
action on the control mechanism.

Akron, O. — Cunsuinmaling two years of
experimental and development work, the
Vallen Electrical Co. has developed and
now is marketing the Vallcn automatic
>crecn modifier for changing the screen surface in connection with large pictures.
At the present time the market for this
modifier is being experienced in conjunction with Magnascope projection. The
modifier also is designed for use in connection with Grandeur film.
The modifier consists of a metal screen
frame, rigidly designed, but not excessive
in weight, and inside of which the screen
is laced. To this frame is attached the
equipment for handling the black velour
curtains which modify the screen surface
in any desired direction and any desired
extent. Of vital interest is the fact that
no additional space is required beyond size
of the frame. The device is a complete unit.
In other words, the various parts are all
attached to and a part of the metal frame.
■■fly"
whenchange,
Without
desired.the unit can be marie to
All driving, or movement, is accomplished
by means of chain, which is declared to
eliminate possibility of slippage or irregular
modification of the screen surface. Operation mav Ik; manual or electrical.

Say Sirocco Blower
Will Aid Acoustics
.Another step toward better acoustics is
the new Sirocco blower recently developed
by the American Blower Corp. The air
capacity of the new fan has been increased
so that, running at low speeds, it is said to
provide the same amount of ventilation formerly procurable with high-speed fans. Mechanical hum and vibration have been entirely eliminated according to National Theatre Supply Co.. which distributes this
equipment. The new Sirocco is designed
for silent operation in sound houses.

ISIew Speaker Claims
Cycles Up to 8,000
Chicago — Xew auditorium speakers,
styled the ■'860 Series," have recently been
placed on the market by Silver-Marshall,
Inc., prominent manufacturers in the radio
field.
The speakers, according to the company,
reproduce a pitch as low as 30 cycles (the
lowest C on the piano), and as high as
8,000 cycles (the highest note on the piano).

Curves Employed to
Avoid Sound Pockets
Lynn, Mass. — Curved surfaces will be eliminated entirely and angles, bevels and breaks
substituted, to avoid sound pockets at the new
Paramount here, which is slated for opening
in July. Floodlighting treatment in the house
is planned, with the type of design of fixtures
subordinated for the purpose. Reflected lights
will give soft tomes and can be arranged so as
to harmonize variably with the decorative treatment of the different parts.
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Data on Talkers
Essential-Rider
(Continued from page 49)
the manifestations
of this force.
The sound
apparatus merely introduces new fields of utility. Thus comprehension
is a matter of interpretation.
The different fields of study encompassed
by the parts used in a sound installation are
many. Fortunately the study of these separate
fields is not necessary on the part of the operator. He utilizes the findings of others. The
chemist combines certam metals of such atomic
structure that the atom does not part with a
electron with a great deal of ease. Thus, we
have wire which offers a great deal of resistance to the flow of electric current. The operator does not concern himself with the chemical
composition
of that piece of wire.
He ac-

Picture

News

quaints himself with the practical application
of that wire; with the conditions under which
that wire may be employed and to distinguish
when it is unfit for further use or if it is
being incorrectly employed.
The Problems Are Many
To understand the practical application of
a unit and to be able to analyze whether or
not that device is being correctly employed,
one must be familiar with the principle of
operation. This principle of operation should
not be misconstrued. The man who is interested in the practical application of a piece of
resistance wire learns why wires of different
diameter offer different values of resistance to
the flow of current ; why a wire offers resistance to the flow of current, but he need not
study the chemical composition of iron, of
nickel, of copper and other such metals. The
man who is interested in the operation of a
vacuum tube learns why it amplifies if it is
an amplifying tube and how to determine if it
is am.plifying and is in good or bad condition.
He, however, is not interested in the grade of

Consult Us Before Remodeling
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If you are planning on remodeling your theatre, why not include a complete
and up-to-the-minute lighting system controlled by an efficient Hub stage
switchboard?
While making other changes, it will be a comparatively simple operation to
install a Hub switchboard — complete with footlights for vaudeville and stage
presentations, spot-lights, colored lights for auditorium, and any other specifications you might have in mind.
We will gladly give you the full benefit of our extensive experience without
any obligation on your part. We have designed switchboards and lighting
systems for every size theatre from the largest to the smallest.

te'O^

Sound
Reproduction
Equipment
Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Stage Switchboards
Factory
and General
Offices
Footlights
Borderlights
2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Stage Pockets
Telephone:
Seeley 6440-1-2-3
Cove
Lighting
CHICAGO
Emergency
and
Exit Lighting
Branch Offices in New York,
Units
Toledo,
Milwaukee
and Minneapolis

Exit

Signs

Spotlights
Service
Boards
Panelboards
Usher
Signals
Directional Signs
Flood Lights
Mobile Flood
Lighting
Equipment
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manganin or nickel used for the grid or the
plate or the exact composition cf the filament
or the gas placed into a photo-electric cell to
increase its sensitivity. He, however, learns
why the presence of the gas does increase the
sensitivity of the cell.
Comprehension of the operation of a sound
system necessitates understanding of the underlying theoretical principles. Maintenance is
the practical interpretation of this theoretical
knowledge. A theoretical background is essential to the correct analysis of effect. Such analysis is of intestimable value during maintenance. Itis a matter of time spent to remedy
a defect; whether the correcting action is instituted infive minutes or two hours. A man
needs not have a theoretical background to
correct a defective condition when the condition and the remedy are stipulated. But how
is that man to know when that condition is
confronting him? He must first learn to recognize that condition. When that condition is
manifest to the ear or to the eye, and one
recognizes the state, the remedy if known, is
simple. However, the parts of a sound system
are so numerous and so many diflFerent conditions will manifest themselves in the same way
that one must be familiar with the operating
principles of each part in order to be able to
select the parts which maj' be contributory or
l'•^ponsible for the manifestation. For example, no sound output from the loud speakers
may be a condition, considering the equipment
as a whole, yet that condition may be the manifestation ofa short circuit in some remote part
of the apparatus. The short circuit is a condition allied with the individual part of the
apparatus.Background Held Essential
It is possible to consider the condition previously mentioned and outline a series of routine tests made with special equipment of such
nature that ' visible indications are possible.
These indications may be numerical with instructions which designate good or bad according to the numerical indication. The fact that
this is true is what convinces many that a
theoretical background is unnecessary. That
conviction is erroneous. First, because of the
time factor. Such mechanical testing necessitates the expenditure of a good deal of time
because the man who is making the test fails
to recognize that one test proves the correct
state of an entire unit. In other words, he
does not possess the faculty of analysis because he cannot interpret his observations.
Second, many parts of a system do not register their true state with the type of testing
equipment
suitable for the man who is not
fusing.
familiar with his apparatus. This is most conWe place so much stress upon this theoretical background because we have witnessed the
dismal failure of men who believed that a cursory knowledge was sufficient. However, we
take this opportunity to state that comprehension of this theory is not an insurmountable
obstacle; neither is it an objective which may
be reached by a selected few or only after
painstaking
labor and
tremendous
concentration. The amount
of theory
required
by the
motion picture operator who wishes to understand and know his sound equipment is only
a small part of the total associated with the
apparatus. As small as it may be, satisfactory
progress is impossible without it.
The greatest obstacle in the path of such
study is that presented by the individual who
is doing the studying. In many cases the man
is beaten before he starts. This is true for
several reasons. First, the man who is advised that he must study theory paints a terrible picture of what is supposed to constitute
theory. His imagination runs rampant. He
fancies subject matter of such proportion and
of such nature that it requires a degree of
imagination beyond his capabilities. _ Secondly,
he imagines theory to be replete with mathematical expressions far beyond his powers of
conception. He starts with the idea that his
education is not sufficient to grasp the material
to be presented.
Such ideas on the part of the projectionist
who is interested in the operation
of sound

I
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equipment should be dispelled. Ilach and every
man who is now operating in a booth is sufficiently equipped to comprehend all of the
theory he iiuist know to be able to operate a
sound channel to perfection. The theory to be
considered in connection with such work includes niathetnatical expressiims. These expressions however are not far-fetched. Neither
are they exceedingly complex. While the principles underlying the operation of the equipment used in sound work include higher mathematics, recourse to such mathematics is not
recjuired for what we have in mind. Such
material is necessary to the man who is making
an engineering study of the subject; who at
some future time will be calletl upon or hopes
to design apparatus. This series is not intended to produce a design or research engineer.
It is designed to give a theoretical grounding to
the practical worker.
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a BLARE,-.a B-L-A-T
A WHISPER

or A

Spoils the Whole Show
The hou.se with sound e(|uipment that produces
temperamental talkers — the kind that are dependably awful — shrieks, silence, IJAN(i — is due
for a visit from the sheriff.
Houses enjoyinj; a jiood box office have first rate
equipment. Over 1,200 of them are Syncrodisk
equipped.

Course to Be Complete
Mathematical expressions will appear now
and then. They are not only neccssarv but
atltTord a tremendous, advantage. Such mathematical expressions are the numerical representations of a formula, which, in turn, is a
numerical expression of a certain theory or a
fact. We stated that the use of such expressions is an advantage. First, it conserves
space. Second, it allows the dissemination of
information in a more concise manner than
would be possible by a lengthy word description. Third, it allows greater dssiniilation of
the data being considered because its expedites
analysis ; because it allows transposition of the
information whereby it is possible to note the
reaction under different conditions. Fourth,
it enables deeper study of the factors involved.
It might be well before closing, this, the
first installment to state a few facts pertaining to the course. Due to the existing requirments for motion picture operators, we
shall assume a certain amount of knowledge
on the part of the projectionist. This knowledge is that electircal energy is available in
two forms, as D.C. and A.C. Further, we
shall assume knowledge of voltage and current and resistance as electrical terms. Because of its importance later in the series we
shall start the course with a discussion of
bodies which have been subjected to an electrical charge of varying polarity, either positive
or negative and the relation between these
bodies.

Install

Syncrodisk
SYNCHRONIZED
TURNTABLES
If you set out to try to save a hundred dolon equipment
prettythat
certain
to
lose lars
thousands
in you're
the slump
always
follows crude reproduction.

You Can Easily Afford
Syncrodisk Equipment

Queries Solicited
Each installment will be complete in itself,
covering a certain subject, but the subjects wil!
run in sequence, advancing each week until at
the conclusion, the subject of sound projection will have been completed. The selection
o£ subjects will be such as to allovV progressive
advance through the principles of operation,
considered from the electrical angle and not
the progression of units used in a sound system.
Each weekly installment will conclude with
a number of review questions based upon the
subject matter contained in that installment.
The answers to these problems will show
whether or not comprehension is being achieved. These answers may be submitted to the
writer for correction.

TALKING
SIDE

'^— ~
Two Syncrodisks,
Two Pick-Ups and
Fader, Complete
for only

of an assembling contractor cutting corners
to meet a price.

$500

SYNCRODISK
Is the Standard by Which
All Others Are Judged

/

\

OVER

The high principles of a careful man whose
reputation is truly great and always jealously guarded demand that every product
which bears his name — Weber — be perfect
in operation.

1,200 SETS

TRAILER

IN
OPERATION

UNIVERSALIS
SPLITTING
COMEDY

"DAMES AHOY

Every Syncrodisk carries an iron-clad guarantee of satisfaction. We have never been
asked to refund a cent.

>>

IS A KNOCKOUT
GET IT FROM

National Screen Service
NEW
YORK— 126 West
46th
Street
CHICAGO— 810 5. Wabash
Street
LOS ANGELES— 1922 S. Vermont St.

Syncrodisk is entirely
built by one organization. It was designed
and is manufactured,
owned and sold by the
Weber Machine Corporfactories. ationItin their
is not own
the work

Export Dept.:
15 Leight St.
New York City
Cable Address:

ARL.VB, New York

WEBER
en

r»

aa

Du KUtler

C4-

Ol.

MACHINE CORP.

Rochester, N. Y.
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Daylight Control
Of Lights by Cell
Schenectady, X. Y. — Control of lights and
illuminated signs according to the intensity of
the daylight is one of the functions of the
photo-electric relay, just developed by General
Electric. By using the relay, lights can be
turned on automatically when the daylight intensity falls below the predetermined minimum.
The operation of the relay is described technically as follows : With a voltage of proper
polarity and magnitude applied between the
two elements of the photo-electric tube, the
current it passes is proportional to the amount
of light shining on it. This current (of the
order of a few micro-amperes) is amplified by
a pliotron. The sensitive relay is connected
in the plate circuit and is energized or deenergized in accordance with the amount of
light on the photo-electric tube.
The contacts

Picture

News

Qlass and Bronze Used
In Decorating House
Seattle — Glass and bronze will replace the
usual ornamental plaster decorations in the new
RKO theatre here to be built on the site of the
Columbuia. Thomas W. Lamb, New York,
is architect. A number of new architectural
and equipment features are to be embodied in
the new theatre, which is to seat 2,300.
of the relay control the coil circuit of the contactor. When the relay in the plate circuit of
the amplifier is energized, it will first open its
normally-closed contacts and then close the
normally-open contacts. This relay, therefore,
either makes or breaks the coil circuits of the
contactor depending on how it is connected.
When the contactor is de-energized approximately ten watts is required by the device, and
when the contactor is energized approximately
30 watts is required.

NOW AVAILABLE for EXHIBITORS EVERYWHERE

May

What
M'gV
Sees U.K.
in Future
(Continued frotn page 53)
"On the roof will be situated the tennis
courts and the gymnasium, and a public
sports club. At the other end of the roof
will be an open-air swimming pool which
will be run on Continental lines. The bathing pool can be converted during the winter
months into an ice rink.
"Space will also be provided in the center of the roof for landing aircraft. Also
situated on the roof is a wireless cabin and
meteorological office.
"The hotel, which will be constructed on
the extreme left of the building, will include
on the ground floor a public restaurant.
Hotel patrons will be able to pass into the
theatre by a private entrance.
"The sources of revenue from a building
of this description will be :
"Hotel, public restaurant, bathing pool,
ice rink, office rents, dance hall, tea lounge,
shops, theatre tennis club, sports club, aircraft landing fees.

AFTER CONTINUOUS OPERATION
IN BROADWAY
THEATRES
FOR
OVER
A YEAR

"Within ten years I forecast that the
present-day theatre will be out of date, for
the simple reason that they are all being
built on stereotyped lines, as they were in
the days

AJJTOMASK

London — Use of theatre walls as "loud
speakers" and ceilings as sounding boards was
suggested by Sir Oliver Lodge, noted scientist,
at the first annual dinner of the British section of the S. M. P. E. Declaring that many
years ago he had made what he called a
"shouting telephone" — a microphone cut into
a violin sound board — Sir Oliver said that he
had often wondered if it were not possible to
make the whole of one wall a loud speaker,
with moving coils arranged at intervals behind
the whole surface so that the entire wall vibrated.

proportions for standard size projection, Magnascope, Grandeur,
Widescope or any other form of
expanded
picture desired.

Wide pictures will soon meet
with the same sudden and tremendous demand as resulted
from the introduction of sound.

"Theatre architects also seem to have neglected the ceiling," he added. "W^y should
it not be made into a sounding board? Diffused
sound is comparable with diffused light."
High praise for motion picture engineers

Be the first in your city to
show magnified pictures and
so prepare yourself for wide
film, now in production by
most of the principal studios.

NOTE

WARNER
BROS.
NEW HOLLYWOOD
THEATRE
NEW
YORK
CITY

Obtainable
Through
Equipment
Dealers
and
Drapery
Houses
Everywhere
Particulars

Supplied

Upon

. . . described in this
issue, is completely
equipped
Stabilarc Motor with
Generators
and A.
C. Control
AutomaticD.Curtain

Request

Equipment.
BY THE

AUTOMATIC
739 HAMILTON

STREET

MANUFACTURERS

DEVICES

of our forefathers."

Ceilings and Walls
For Soundings Boards

A machine which automatically
enlarges and reduces the Picture
Surface on the Screen, at the
same time preserving the proper

Full
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who
wrought
was
voiced had
by Sir
Oliver.the
At "talkie
the samemiracle"
time, Simon
Rowson, chairman of the British section of the
S. M. P. E., announced that Isidore Ostrer,
chairman of the Gaumont British Corp., had
offered to contribute $5,000 toward the cost
of establishing a trade research laboratory.
In an appeal to others to bring the amount
up to $25,000, Rowson declared that the time
had come when it is essential that the trade
should be enabled to refer its technical problems to its own reserch department. In the
meantime, he said, the trade should make increased use of the National Physics Laboratory and the university laboratories.
Replying to the toast, "Science and the Film
Industry," Sir Oliver declared that he was
"lost in admiration of the motion picture engineers whose methods had hurried up the
progress of evolution so that the marvelous
growth of the film industry had taken place

OF

COMPANY
ALLENTOWN,

PA.

within
own life-time."
"The my
combination
of tlie phonograph and the
kinematograph in the talking picture is a miracle," he said. "The public does not appreciate what a difficult problem had been solved."
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Showmanship Dictates Shorts Be
Given Break and Sold to PubUc
Maiuif^crs' Rouud Table Ihis Plenty of Evidence to
Show Real Doufih Can Be Made tilth Shorts
Hy Charles E. Lewis

liiliior. Managers' Round Table Club Section of Motion Picture News
And then again, niaybe it will go over big
IT IS rather iiutoniiiiato that so many
showmen fail to realize the possihilities
and bear repetition.
presented hy the hijjh standard of the
Then again we have concrete evidence of
tATUWDAV.
NOVKMSIM
It
tS
talking short subjects on the market today.
wide-awake showmanship in the selling o£
AniFNOf'N
..J IVLMNC
AST
II A I IS T Mf H'H'St
II."
It would almost seem that they refuse to adTHIS IS OUR
y
shorts, from many other live-wires. On
mit, or recognize, the tremendous improvepage 998 in the issue of Sept. 14, 1929,
"Great
New
Novelty
Program"
Jt
SOMETHING DIFFEREffT
S
ment the shorts have achieved with the
Manager McGeachie of the Algoma in
success of talkies.
.Saulte St. Marie, Ont., Canada, showed us
how he played up his talking comedies
Citing concrete examples is always far
through the clever use of triangular signs
more impressive than reciting your own reactions, and so I call attention to a recent
under his marquee. This gave added importance to this phase of his shows and
incident, when, together with some friends,
resulted in much favorable comment and
I attended a neighborhood theatre on upper
interest from his patrons.
Broadway. After we thought we had seen
.Along the same lines, we have published
the show and were getting ready to leave
innumerable photos showing how many
the theatre, one of our party exclaimed,
managers played up their shorts by giving
"What's this going on the screen? We
Ben Turpin
2
them
prominence on their changeable atdidn't see it."
"THE COCK EYED STAR." GUIDING THE VISlTj]
traction signs, naturally adding to the value
ORS THROUGH HOLLYWOOD
rt
So we all settled back in our chairs and,
of
their
programs. Others used cut-outs,
as I recall the incident, we saw a talking
special banners and different kinds of lobshort comedy which undoubtedly saved the
by displays, all for the purpose of impressKrazy Kat
u
show. And this one case is by no means
nR5T TIME IN MAYSV.LLE. SYNOCRONIZED 55
ing the patron with the fact that they were
the only one of its kind. On many other
not
going
to see "just another comedy" but
/^rl tTtN
[ANCE
occasions,
I well were,
recall witnessing' shows
really an added "feature" of the theatre's
entertainment.
THE COLOR SENSATION MUSIC
where
the shorts
by far, superior to
the feature.
Bill Smeltzer of the Riviera theatre in
If we want to take these dififerent inSan Francisco, sent us his popular monthly
Tins IS how J. Barbour Russell
billed his
shorts in Maysville, Ky.
cidents as a basis to impress you with the
program, calendar. You will find the reproimportance of this part of your programs,
duction of it in the issue of August 10,
then we, at least, have something to start
1929, on page 616. If you will refer to
on. But the important point we set out to
the story and cut you will notice the foottell you about was the possibilities offered
note emphasizing his short subject attracIt was not SO long ago that we ran a
tions^ Then there was Manager Schade
by shorts in the line of exploitation. If vou
story in the Round Table section (Page 91,
iri Sandusky, Ohio, who thought enough of
think, for a moment, that such possibilities
issue of Dec. 7th, 1929) about a wellhis talking shorts to use a street ballvhoo
are limited you are making the mistake of
known showman, Colonel J. Barbour Rusyour life.
sell, of the Opera House, Maysville, Ky.,
in
a truck,
similar
the 'idea
usedthesoform
oftenof by
showmen
who tempered the variety of his shows by
for totheir
It all simmers down to plain showmanfeatures.
WJiich
again
opens
a
door
running
a
short
subject
program
once
a
to
dozens
ship and your own ability to recognize the
week for one day. He not only played it of angles along the line of ballyhoos in convalue of the dififerent pictures booked into
nection with short features.
up strong in all his advertising, but he
your theatre with the idea that vou want
The
Eckel
theatre in Syracuse made it a
made
sure
that
when
he
booked
his
proto give patrons an entertaining and satisfactorv show.
gram that all units combined to make a
point to play up everv outstanding short
talkie through th^ use of a special hanging
most interesting and "dififerent" show. The
idea went over so big that Russell continued
sign under their marquee. Considering the
the stunt until a fire closed the house. To
fact that this stunt was worked back in
showmen who may want to try a gag of
(Continued on page 77)
■•Tk» Hit o( lk» Stow"
this kind, we would emphasize the importance of assembling the proper kind of
shorts, both from the entertainment, as well
as, the publicity angle.
Ol
i 6
«

/NIP/UCT/

90004%

Just a suggestion
based
on zvhal is
set forth in the accompanying story.

The back of the program reproduced herewith shows how he played up the show
from this one angle. We distinctly recall
some clever newspaper advertising and
other medium employed by Russell to help
insure some measure of success for the
opening "Novelty Program." What he
has done, you can do. It's simply a matter
of going over your own individual situation thoroughly and analyzing cverv angle
to
best decide
yourkind
patrons'
enthuse
over awhether
dififerent
of a would
show
occasionally.
Maybe it will flop entirely.
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Best Auditoriums
Held Rectangular
(Continued from page 60)
acceptable pattern which shall cover the whole
ceiling.
Distributing- the absorbing material in strips
or patches has the added advantage of reducing somewhat any echo that may exist, as the
reflected sound is thereby broken up.
The application of this absorbing material. will
reduce the reverberation time for full audience
to
0.05 X 100,000
=1.3 seconds
2,860 + 993

VOLTAGE

News

within the allowable range, though near its
lower limit.
In the above example it will be noticed that
all of the added absorption was placed in the
auditorium and none on the stage. Experiments conducted by Watson indicate that both
speakers and musicians prefer reflecting surfaces about them to intensify the sound while
the listeners prefer absorbent material in their
neighborhood.
It is generally considered that the reverberation time is independent of the positions of the
absorbing material and of the source of sound.
In general, this statement is true, but there are
some important exceptions. For instance, if the
absorbing material is placed back under a balcony or in some other place where the sound
intensity is low the absorbing material will not
be as effective as if it were placed where the

A FLICKERING
TO ACCURATE

FROM

Picture

CANDLE

CONTROL—

is less than the span of a
Business Lifetime

Still more remarkable is the fact that thru fourteen
years of this period, Hertner TRANSVERTERS have
been supplying to Motion Picture Projectionists the one
sure automatic method of obtaining uniform current
supply.
Constant improvements, of course, always in advance
of the Projectionist's needs
And TRANSVERTERS always maintain their absolute
dependability and economy of operation.
If you
show
Pictures —
you need the Transverter
The TRANSVERTER has been
installed in the Seville Theatre,
East Boston, featured editorially
in this issue.

OUR

FIRST

Custom

Announcement
This Issue
Regarding
Spring
Edition

Built Sound Equipment

LINCROPHONE
127

See

ADVERTISEMENT

For over a year we have been building
ultra-fine sound equipment, selling two
turntables, tuned Audak Professional pickups, constant impedance fader at $5 50
(costs more, worth more) or a complete
equipment, with or without synchronous
motors. Installed by our engineers, we guarantee satisfaction. There IS a difference.

PLEASANT

COMPANY,
ST.

UTICA,

INC.

N.

Y.

of
BUYERS
GUIDE

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

In planning an auditorium we must consider
three factors — shape, size, and interior finish.
As stated in discussing echo, the design of
an auditorium should avoid curved walls or
ceilings. An attempt to introduce such features
for their artistic effect is almost certain to be
detrimental to the acoustic quality of the room.
Auditoriums of a rectangular shape have been
the most uniformly satisfactory.
Prior to Sabine's work there was current an
idea that there should be a certain ratio existing in the dimensions of the room; just what
ratio no one seemed to know certainly. Sabine
quotes several different recommendations. Modern opinion regards such a ratio as immaterial
unless, of course, it be carried to an absurd
extreme, such as a very long and narrow room.
The question of size must be determined principally by the purpose for which the room is to
be used and not by considerations of space available or seating capacity desired. True, modern
amplifying practice makes it possible to use a
very large auditorium for speaking, but the
present discussion is limited to the consideration
of natural features and characteristics. The
alteration of quality and the noise introduced
by amplifiers are such that they will require
much improvement before they will be acceptable for the rendition of anything in which artistic quality is a prime requisite, and for this
purpose unassisted auditoriums will for a long
time, perhaps always, be the rule.
Table 4

Canadian
Distributors,
Perkins
Electric
Ltd.

ELECTRIC COMPANY

COSTUMES

3, 19 2 0

Planning an Auditorium

Volume of room

Manufactured Exclusively by

THE HERTNER

May

intensity is greater.
There are also some cases where between
large parallel non-absorbent surfaces the sound
may be reflected back and forth for a longer
time than is to be expected from Sabine's formula. The sound in this case does not resemble ordinary reverberation but may be described
as a "flutter," and is heard only when the listener is between the parallel surfaces. Exceptions of this kind are rare, but must occasionally be dealt with.

50,000
100,000
200,000
500,000
800,000

Number of
instruments
10
20
30
60
90

Generally speaking, a theatre must be moderate in size, while an auditorium for musical
numbers, such as orchestral or choral performances, may be much larger. Such performances
usually include several vocal solo numbers and
this rather limits the size of the room.
Experience with existing auditoriums leads to
an empirical rule connecting the volume of the
room with the maximum number of orchestral
instruments suitable. This rule is expressed in
Table 4. No distinction is here made between
wind and string instruments, which are supposed to be present in balanced quantity.
In case the orchestra is reinforced by the
organ due allowance must be made. The new
music room at the Library of Congress is a case
in point. Its volume is about 100,000 cubic feet.
At the opening concert there was present an
orchestra of 26 pieces, which, with the organ,
produced an excessive reverberation perceptibly
spoiling the effect of sudden pauses after a loud
chord. . The indicated limit for this room is,
perhaps, 12 or 15 pieces with the organ.
As to interior finish, this should be planned
with both echo and reverberation in mind. A
liberal use of coffering on ceiling and sloping
upper walls should effectually prevent echo from
this source, and the interior finish should be calculated to give a reverberation time as indicated by the average range in Table 1, using
panels of absorbing material in such quantity
as may be necessary to reduce the reverberation
time to a suitable value. Such materials, of several kinds, are now available commercially.

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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Satisfaction — beyond Expectation
when you employ

TRADC

r-1AH»\

Unique — because it's both
Economical and Good!

BRENKERT
REFLECTOR LAMP
A complete
THE

unit!
Electric Operator and 35-Foot
Traveler, complete for $150

ECONOQUIPMENT
MANUFACTURING
Akron, Ohio

CO.

Shrubs & Flowers
FOR

Auditorium, Lobbies
and Foyers
DECORATING OF
ORCHESTRA PITS
A SPECIALTY
Write for Catalogue

FRANK NETSCHERT, Inc.

Every user of the New Brenkert
Low Intensity Lamp is assured of
highest Hght efficiency, quiet automatic operation, uninterrupted
service and security of investment.
Properly designed and carefully
made, the Brenkert Low Intensity
Lamp is guaranteed by one of the
oldest and largest manufacturers
in the industry, whose high quality
projection equipment is standard
in the world's finest theatres.
Write for literature or see your dealer.

61 BARCLAY STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.

ORL

TICKETS

SIMPLEX
TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF
Se rvice — A ecu racy — Quality
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WORLD

USFRS

ARF

TICKET
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& SUPPLY

1600 Broadway

CO., Inc.
New York

BRENKERT

LIGHT

PROJECTION

Engineers and Manufacturers
ST. AUBIN
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EAST GRAND

DETROIT. >flCH.
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CO.
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Studio Li^htin^

« «

EQUIPMENT
PRODUCT OF
NUMBERLESS
INSPECTIONS

equipment for sound motion
picture production or photographic studios can be furnished by Kliegl — lamps of
all kinds, arc and incandescent types; floodlights, spotlights, overheadlights, side
lights, etc. Also various
forms of wiring devices; portable plugging boxes; pin-plug
connectors; floor pockets;

IHE secret of the unvaryingly ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
high quality oF Cinephor Lenses
=^=
lies in the continuous control of
every process.
In grinding, the lenses |are repeatedly examined and tested
by interference— one of the most critical testing methods known
to science.
We believe Cinephor Lenses are unequalled in critical definition, flatness of field, illumination, and maximum contrast be*
tween black and white.

wall pockets, etc. — and special apparatus made to order.

Write for complete literature.

BAUSCH

& LOMB

I

A NYTHING
in
■^*the nature required
of lighting

OPTICAL CO.

PLUGGING

678 St. Paul St.
«
»
Rochester, N. Y.
Makers of Orlhogon Eyeslass Lenses (or Better Vision

Write for our latest
BULLETINS

BOX

=itii=

lEQL
Universal Electric Stage Lighting Ccimc
321 West 50th Street
NEW YORK. N.Y.

CONNECTORS

Hofhdnn^Soom
/We shall
product in
those who
spread the

never knowingly disparage any
our line but it is inevitable that
install Perfection Rheostats will
news of their superiority and make
comparisons not relished
by competitors.
Sold by all branches of the
National Theatre Supply Co.,
Sam Kaplcui, New York, Continental Theatre Accessories,
and by your dealer.

HOFFMANN & SOONS
387 First Avenue

Air Cooling or
Combination Water Cooling
AND

New York City

Mfg. Division
Contracting Electrical Engineers^
Moving
Picture
Theatre
Electrical Specialists

ASK

WITH

SILENCE

WARNER
BROS.— LOEWS—
FOX— R.K.O.— PUBLIX

Leading Chain and Independent Theatres, Prominent
Hotels and Public Buildings have installed The New
Silent TYPHOON Cooling-Ventilating System. It is
suitable for large, medium
or small theatres.

Rheostats
^

M

THE

ONLY

UNION

MADE

RHEOSTATS

^

Write

Typhoon
Beatm0
Ventflailivg

for

particulars.

Fan Companv

Air Conditioning Engineers
and Manufacturers
3<»5 West 331>> Stiver

NewYork.N.Y.
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Floodlighting
As Theatre Aid
{Contiiiui'd from f'lUjc 38)
is introduced it may produce plarc. 'Ihis
can easily be overcome l)y litjluin^j a surface from two different aii^li--, i)articularly
if the surface is somewliat broken up willi
reveals or details in relief.
■'In using colors for lighting buildings,
illumination from two angles and the use of
complementary colors will produce striking
etVects. Here again visibilitv nuist be carefully considered, as in all color lighting.
Until such time as we can successfully i)roduce an artificial light resembling daylight,
the best effects in floodlighti:ig will be produced by using two colors a^ already outlined. However, when we do produce an
artificial light more closely resembling daylight, we shall be able to light a building
so as to exhibit all of the lights and shadows which api)ear in a building during the
day and which were uppermost in the mind
of the designer while planning the structure.
"In designing floodlighting systems, great
care must be taken in locating the floodlighting units so that the desired effect of
the gradations of light on the surface will
be obtained. This also involves the necessity for careful analysis of the light-absorbing and light-reflecting qualities of the material, and the distance and angle from
which this surface is to be liglUed. The use
of set-backs in modern American architecture ser\ies admirably the purpose of floodlighting in that it is nuich easier to locate
the units properly, and it is also true that
present-day architecture nearly always embodies some motif which should very properly be brought out by night illumination.
"In addition to what is commonly known
as flood lighting, many striking forms of
illumination can be produced. For instance,
towers of light with light en the inside,
such as the ball of light atop the Paramount
Building in New York, alTord possibilities
of floodlighting. Another scheme is t-throw- floodlight on smoke or steam coming
out of an orifice from the top of a building,
either in a single color or in a combination
of colors. Still another possibility is that
of constructing a large shaft equipped with
mirrors and having colored light thrown on
the mirrors from various angles, as well as
the possibility of lighting the water in fountains, using varying colors.

M otto
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of light contained in the glass ball surmounting the ape.N. .\ notable contra>^t is
provided in this lighting by having stud
li^,'hting on the hands and the minute points
of the large clocks on the top of the structure. In the Keith Theatre in Cleveland,
it was desired to accentuate the large arched
window decoration at the top of the building. In the Rialto Theatre at Joliet (as
will be the case with the Press Club in
\\ashingt(m) floodlighting consists of lighting the large entrance niche in three colors
— red, green, and blue — controlled by the
operation of an automatic motor-operated
dimmer, which ])roduces a very striking effect in the semi-domical niche.
The writer is of the opinion that the light
can always be so arranged as to emphasize motifs of design. Alodcrn floodlighting has this advantage and has ceased to be
mere throwing of light on the face of a
1a u'Iding.

Tclcchrmi Clocks for
Theatres Reach Market
Cliicagf) — Telechron clocks, operated from
electric circuits of the usual vcltages, and designed es|>ccially for theatres, now are being
distributed by National Theatre Supply Co.
The cliK-ks are said to require no winding,
regulating or cleaning.

Neif Lobby Frames Rcculy
ISJational to Handle Line
Chicago — Production of a new scries of
lobby frames has recently broadened the MonThe series fealine.
& Weinstein,
ger,
turesKingseveral
new designes
and is made in a
number of sizes and styles. The frames will
be distributed through National Theitre .SupI)ly Co. Samples already arc on display
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At Last I . . . An absolutely Dependable, Practical
Method for changing the screen surface in connection
\uith large pictures.

New - Needed - Real
The Vallen Automatic Screen Modifier embraces a

"Other notable examples of the floodlighting of recent buildings, in addition to the
new Paramount Building already mention-

metal Screen Frame and is sold complete, as a unit.

ed, are the "Times Square,'" B. F. Keith
theatre and office building in Cleveland, and
the new Rialto Theatre, Joliet, 111. These
three buildings illustrate the use of difYerent
systems of floodlighting. Architectural
floodlighting is more or less governed by
the actual composition and design of the
building which is to receive this lighting

Requires no additional space beyond the size of Screen
Frame.

effect. It is the writer's opinion that lines
that form an integral part of the composition of the structure should also play the
same part when the building is illuminated
at night ; in other words, the structure
should always be the same in composition,
both night and day, and the flood of light
should tie in and be part of the design of
the building.
"On

the Paramount Building the floodlighting isarranged to light all of the setbacks above the 19th floor, and an added effect is produced by having a large amount

Sold under the same policies of Service and Guarantee
as are identified with Vallen Noiseless Curtain Control Equipment.
Further itiforniation on request.

VALLEN ELECTRICAL

COMPANY,

Akron, Ohio, U. S. A.

Inc.
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S. M. P. E. Ready
For Convention
{Continued from page 37)
Afternoon
2:(»— PAPERS
(Wardman
Little Theatre).
"A Tilting Head and Rolling Tnpod for Soundproofed Cameras," by E. C. Richardson. Moler
t^ .
Co., Hollywood. ,
Richardson
"Some Considerations Affectmg the Design ot
Friebus. ElecR. T.
Needles,"
Phonograph
trical Research
Products. by Inc.,
N. Y. C.
"Medical Cinemicrophotography," by R. F. Mitchell
(read by J. A. Dubray),
Bell & Howell
Co.,
"Developments in Sound Proof Housings for Cameras," by L. E. Clark. Pathe Studios, Culver
City, Cal.
, „ .
"Technical Activities of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences," by Irving G. Thalberg, M-G-M
Studios, Culver City. Cal.
"Talking
Pictures—
The West
Great Coast
Internationalist,"
by
Harold B.
Franklin,
Theatres, Inc.,
Los Angeles.
Open
Forum.

700 on Roster
Organized about fifteen years ago with
but a handful of motion picture technical
experts, the S.M.P.E has grown to a membership of 700, with directly affiliated
branches at London, Hollywood, New York
and Chicago.
Three hundred members are located in
Eastern states, 74 on the Pacific Coast,
82 in the Mid West, 90 in England, and
the rest scattered in other territories. The
New York membership, 230 strong, includes :
Axlams, E. W., Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
New
York.
Adams, I. J., New York.
Alttnan, Edward,
Capitol Stage Lighting
Co., New
York.
AntofiUi, Giovsuini, Akeley Cameras, Inc., New York.
Baker, J. O., RCA Photophone, Inc., New York.
Balkam, H. H., Brooklyn Edison Co., New York.
Bamford, William B., Belmar, N. J.
Barleben, Karl A., Jr., c/o N. Y. Institute of Photography, New York.
Barrell, Charles W., Western Electric Co., New York.
Batsel, Max C, RCA Photophone, Inc., New York.
Bauer, Charles W., Colortone Pictures, Inc., Hudson
Heights, N. J.
Beers, Nathan T., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Bendheim,
EL McB.,
RCA
Photophone,
Inc., New
York.
Bemiett,
Donald
P., Home
Talkie Machine
Corp.,
New
York.
Bemdt, Eric M., New York.
Bethell, J. G., Kiddle & Margeson, New York.
Belts, Walter L., Bell Telephone Laboratories,
New
York.
Bing, Joseph M., Drem Products, New York.
Blaney, J. M., Colorcraft Corp., New York.
Bliss, George H., Q. R. S. Co., New York.
Bonn, Louis A., J. E. Brulatour, Inc., New York.
Brewster,
P. D., Brewster
Color Film Corp., Newark, N. J.
Brownlie,
Harold
L., RCA
Photophone,
Inc., New
York.
Buensod,
A. G., Carrier
Engineering
Corp.,
New
York.
Bumap,
Robert S., RCA
Photophone-Radiotron
Co.,
Harrison, N. J.
Burnett, J. C, Burnett Timken Research Laboratories,
Alpine, N. J.
Bums,
S. R., International
Projector
Corp.,
New
York.
Buttolph, L. J., Edison Vaporlamp
Corp., Hoboken,
N. J.
Caderuis, Femcmdo J., National
Lamp Works,
New
York.
Cahill, Edward C, RCA Photophone, Inc., New York.
Cameron, James R., Manhattan
Beach, N. Y.
Carpenter, A. W., United Research Co., Long Island
City.
Chanier, G. L., Old Short Hills Road, Old Short
Hills, N. J.
Chapman,
S. CuUom,
Electrical Research
Products,
Inc., New York.
Clark, Charles H., New York.
Clark, John A., Weston
Electrical Inst. Corp., Newark, N. T.
Clausen, Dal, Fort Lee, N. J.
Clayton, Joseph, Elmhurst,
Long Island.
Coffman,
J. W., Audio-Cinema,
Inc., Long
Island
City.
Cohen,
Emanuel,
Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp.,
Xew York.
Coneybear, John P., Fox Film Corp., New York.
Centner, J. Burgi, New York.
Cook, Willard B., New York.
Cozine,
Arthur.
Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp.,
Long Island City.
Cozzens,
Louis S., DuPont-Pathe
Film Mfg.
Co.,
Parlin, N. J.
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Crawford, Merritt, New York.
CuUen, Robert S., William C. Cullen Co., New York.
Cunimings,
John S., Cummings
Laboratories,
New
York.
Davee, Lawrence W., Fox Case Corp., New York.
DeForest, Lee, DeForest Phonofilm., New York.
Denison, Earl J., United Artists Corp., New York.
Dickinson, Arthur S., M. P. P. D. A., New York.
Dickson, R. B., Pyrene Mfg. Co., Newark, N. J.
Dobson,
George,
Electrical Research
Products,
Inc.,
New York.
Dreher, Carl, RCA Photophone, Inc., New York.
Dryer, Harry W., RCA Photophone, Inc., New York.
York.
Duisberg,
Walther
H., Patent Research,
Inc., New
York.
Dykeman, Chester L., Duple.x M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Long Island City.
N. J. Theodore M., Thomas A. Edison, Inc., Orange,
Edison,
Edwards, George C, Ozone Park, Long Island.
Elms, Charles D., Staten Island, N. Y.
City. Theodore J., Audio-Cinema, Inc., Long Island
Engel,
Evans,
P. H.,
Warner
Bros.
Vitaphone
Studio,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Falge, Francis M., Publix Theatres Corp., New York.
FaiUkner,
Trevor,
Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp.,
Long Island City.
Fiferlik, Lawrence A., New York.
Fingerlin,
John
W.,
Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp.,
Long Island City.
Flannagan,
Coke, Electrical Research
Products, Inc.,
New
York.
Flint, Asher, Fox Film Corp., New York.
Flory,
Louis P., Boyce-Thompson
Institute,
Yonkers, N. Y.
N. J. Kirtland, Celluloid Co. of Newark,
Flynn,
Newark,
Freedman, Alan E., Fox Film Corp., New York.
Gemum,
Williemi J., J. E. Brulatour,
Inc., Long
Island City.
Gerrard, WUliam C, Great Neck, Long Island.
City.
Goldman,
F. Lyie, Audio-Cinema,
Inc., Long Island
Glunt,
M., Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
New
York. Omer
Goldsmith,
Alfred N., RCA
Photophone,
Inc., New
York.
Goudy, Carl IF., Pacent Electric Co., New York.
Gregory, Carl L., New Rochelle, N. Y.
Griffin, Herbert, International
Projector Corp., New
York.
Grover,
Harry
G., Radio Corp. of America,
New
York.
Hackel, J., International Projector Corp., New York.
Heinunond,.
Louis
E.,
Brooklyn
Strand
Theatre,
Brooklyn, New York.
Harding, J. A., New York.
Harley, John B., Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
Inc.,
New York.
Harlow, John B., Electrical Research Products, Inc.,
rjew York.
Hedwig,
William
K., Hedwig
M. P. Laboratories,
Inc., Flushing, L. I.
Hibberd,
Frank
H., Duplex
M. P. Industries, Inc.,
Long Island City.
Hill, Van Dyke, New York.
Hogan, Tom, Pathe Audio Review, New York.
Hoge, J. F. D., Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
Inc.,
New York.
Hollander, Harry, New York.
Homidge, Henry T., Kiddle & Margeson, New York.
Howell, John F., Akeley Camera,
Inc., New
York.
Hubbard,
Roscoe
C, Consolidated
Film Industries,
Inc., New York.
Hubbard,
WilUam C, Plainfield, N. J.
Hulan, Carl G., RCA Photophone, Inc., New York.
Hunt, Franklin L., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
New York.
Homstein, J. C, Warner Bros. Pictures. New York.
Hvndman,
Donald
E., Eastman
Kodak
Co., New
York.
Isaeic, Lester B., Loew's. Inc., New York.
Ivins, Clinton F., New York.
John, Robert, West End Plaza., Long Branch, N. J.
Joy, John M., New York.
Kerst, Walter D., Scarsdale, N. Y.
Keuffel,
N. J. Carl W., Keuflfel & Esser Co., Hoboken,
Kilborn, Orson, PeroflF Pictures. New York.
Knowlton,
John J., Western
Electric Co., Kearney,
N. T.
Kollmorgen, F. L. G.. Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kroesen.
J. C, Belleville, N. J.
Kuhn, J. J., Bell Telephone Laboratories, New York.
Kurlander, J. H., Bloomfield. N. J.
City. R. M., Duplex M. P. Industries, Long Island
Lacey,
Lalley, William J., Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp.,
Long Island Citv.
Lambert, Kenneth B., M-G-M. New York.
Lane, George, Audio-Cinema. Inc., Long Island City.
LaPorte,
Nbrbert
M.,
P.iramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp., New York.
Lasky, Max, New York.
Lawton,
Francis, Jr., New
York.
Leventhall, J. F.. New York.
Lins, Percy A., Herbert
& Huesgen
Co., New York.
Little.
New
York. W. F., Electrical Testing Laboratories,
Lootens. C. L., RCA Photophane, Inc., New York.
Lundahl, Tore. Pacent Reproducer Corn.. New York.
Lyng,
John J., Electrical Research
Products,
Inc.,
New York.
MacLeod,
J. S.. MG-M.
New
York.
MacNair.
W. A., Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
Inc.,
New
York.
McCoy,
James
L.,
Westinghouse
Lamp
Co.,
Bloomfle'd. N. J.
McGuire,
P. A., International
Projector Corp., New
York.
McNichol,
Donald, Ed. Projection Engineering,
New
York.
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MaUtz, Felix, Ufa-Films, New York.
Island City.
Manchee,
Alleyne
W.,
Audio-Cinema,

Inc.,

Long

Manheimer, J. R., E-J Electric Installation Co., New
York.
Marcus, G. Keva, Seiden Films, Inc., New York.
Mariner,
A. R., Visuagraphic
Pictures,
Inc., New
York.
MarshaU,
John G., Brooklyn N. Y.
Mather,
George
E., Electrical
Research
Products,
Inc., New York.
Mayer, Max, New York.
Miehling, Royal Amplitone Corp., New York.
Miller,
New
York. Robert A., Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Parlin, N.
Moreno,
R. J.M.,
DuPont-Pathe
Pariin. HoUU
N. J. W., DuPont-Pathe
Moyse,
York.
Murphy,

Melvin

J.,

Publix

Film
Film

Theatres

Mfg.

Corp.,

Mfg.

Corp.,

Corp.,

New

McConnell,
Laboratories,
Xew York. Charles R., Bell Telephone
Nicholson, Robert F., Fox Case Corp., New York.
Noian, Raymond,
Fox Case Corp., New
York.
Norling, J. A., Loucks & Norling, Inc., New York.
Pariin, Norman
N. J.
Oakley,
F.. DuPont-Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.,
Ormston,
York.

Frank

D.,

RCA

Photophone,

Inc.,

New

Orth, George, Metropolitan Studios, New York.
Owens,
Freemcm H., Fox-Case Corp., New York.
Pacent,
G., Pacent
Reproducer
Corp.,
New
York. Louis
Palmer,
M. W., Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp.,
Long Island City.
Perissi, H., 44 Whitehall St., New York.
Perlcer, O. B., Pacent
Electric Co., New
York.
Potter,
Robert,
Woodside,
Long
Island.
Powers,
P., Pacent
Reproducer
Corp., New
York. Walter
Powrie, John H., Warner Research Laboratory, New
York.
Price, Arnold F., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
New York.
Pubfer, B. Frank, "Symzak," New York.
Raess, Henry F., Warner Research Laboratory,
New
York.
Ramsaye, Terry, Pathe Exchange, Inc., New York.
Raven, A. L., Raven Screen Co., New York.
delRiccio,
Paramount
Famous-Lasky
Corp.,
Long
Island City.
Rich, Giles W., Williams, Rich & Morse, New York.
City.
Richardson,
Frank H., New York.
Ricker, Maurice, United Research Corp., Long Island
Ricks,
Electrical Inst. Corp.,
Newark,Hubert
N. J. M., Weston
Rinaldy, E. S., Chester, N. J.
Roberts, John G., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
New
York.
Robin, Joseph E., New York.
Robinson, Karl D., c/o Photographic Research Laboratory, New York.
Y'ork. RowUnd,
Rogers,
Long Island City.
Rosenberger,
Heinz, Rockefeller Institute of Medical
Research,
New York.
Ross, O. A., New York.
Rubin, Harry, Publix Theatres Corp., New York.
Russell,
Wesley
F., Hall
& Connolly,
Inc., New
Sanial, Arthur F., Fox Hearst Corp., New York.
Santee,
Howard
B., Electrical
Research
Prolucts,
Inc., New York.
Schmid,
Fred, C. P. Goerz American
Optical Co.,
New York.
Scriven,
Edward
O., Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
Inc., New York.
Sease,
Film
Mfg.
Co.,
Pariin, Virgil
N. T. B., DuPont-Pathe
Seller,
Alvin,
National
Theatre
Supply
Co., New
York.
Senner, Adolph G., New York.
Shea, Timothy E., Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
New York.
Skinner, George A., New York.
Smack, John C, S. S. White Dental Mfg. Co., New
York.
Spence, J. L., Jr., Akeley Camera, Inc., New York.
Sponable, EaA I., New York.
Spray,
Joseph
H.,
Warner
Bros.
Pictures,
Inc.,
Brooklyn, New York.
Stagord, Jerome W., Fox Film Corp., New York.
Stederoth, Fred F., New York.
Stein, Adam, Jr., Acoustic Products, New York.
Stem, Ernest, Film Pioneers, Long Island City.
Stoller, H. M., Bell Telephone
Laboratories,
Inc.,
New
Y'ork.
Strenge,
F. W., RCA Studio, New York.
Teitel, Albert, New
York.
Terry,
R. V., Bell
Telephone
Laboratories,
New
York. J. H., DuPont-Pathe
TheUs,
Film
Mfg.
Corp.,
Parlin, N. J.
Thomas,
William
A., Acoustic
Products
Co., New
York.
Tronolone,
Charles,
Consolidated
Film
Industries,
Inc.. New York.
Tronolone,
Nick, Consolidated
New
York.
Tutton,
York. Frederick G., c/o W.

Film
O.

Industries,
Floing,

Inc.,

Inc.,
New

Victor, A. F., Victor Animatograph Co., New York.
Waller, Fred, Huntington,
N. Y.
Wente, Edward C, Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,
New York.
Whiting, Donald F., Fox-Hearst Corp., New York.
Wilstach, Frank J., M. P. P. D. A., New York.
Whitmore,
Will, Electrical Research . Products,
Inc.,
New
York.
Wolferz,
Newark.

Alfred
H., Weston ^ ,
Electric .
N. J.

Inst.
„

Corp.,
,, ,

Yoimg, Al, c/o DuArt Film Laboratories, New York.
Zucker, Frank C, New York.
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Motion

Break for Short
Is Showmanship
{Continued from

Page 71)

May, 1929, the theatre is deserving of even
more credit, because mighty few showmen
then gave the short subjects any attention
at all.
The "Kiddie Klub" Slant
Another slant for stimulating business
through talking shorts and serials, is the
formation of kiddie klubs, under various
titles and ideas, tying in with some particular series or serial. Leonard Freund 6f
the Marine theatre in Brooklyn gave usthe

of the
showing
of card
opportuni
turn
will Kids'
and a ifcutyou
Klub
Matinee ty
April
of
issue
the
in
1204
page
to
back
13, 1929, you will see exactly how he
handled this fine idea. Charlie Maxfield in
Hartford, Conn., boosted his b.o. business
to the tune of several extra hundreds per
Saturday matinee via the same thought.
And we could cite many more along these
lines, but, surely, you, as a progressive
showman should recpgriize the tremendous
providing you
this one idea
of seriously
value to
it over.
think"alone,
want
With very few exceptions, most theatres
find that sejials are fine business builders
with both adults as well as children. Fashioning these "klubs" after the name of a
new serial lends added interest every time.
It will keep their interest keyed up constantly bythe use of added slants according
to the nature of the particular serial you
are getting ready to shoot with. This will
eliminate, to a certain extent, the danger
of the idea going stale, but like everything
else, a lot depends on your judgment and
showmanship to make the kiddies look forward to the weekly meetings of the "klub."
Tie in Schools
You can inject community singing for
fifteen minutes before the start of each
"klub" matinee. You can give them little
novelties every other week or two. You
can give them a little entertainment on the
stage, utilizing the many youngsters' talent,
either in the "klub" membership or through
a local dancing school arrangement. These
are but bare suggestions, but surely they
will hold weight with showmen who want
to capitalize on b.o. returns if handled right.
And on the subject of the serial angle,
we would suggest that you look at page 62
in the issue of March 29, 1930, and read
the details of how F. S. Maxey, of the
Arcadia theatre out in Maud, Okla., put
over a marvelous business builder in a penny serial matinee. It will clearly demonstrate how effective such stuff can really
be when handled in a showmanlike manner.
There is no questioning the fact that Maxey
handled his that way.
It is now almost history, recalling the
gag engineered by Larry Goux of the Alta
at Pendleton, Ore., and his Mickey Mouse
Club. The story appeared in the March
22. 1930 issue on page 62. But if you think
that an ordinary cartoon series cannot be
turned into real cash, then you're getting
into a rotten rut and should pull out of it
"*oot sweet." We set forth, in detail, all
the dope on Larry's stunt and it would more
than pay you to look back over it, especially the wording on the Membership Card
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77
which helps it along tremendously because
of the parents' approval slant. L(X)k it over.
ty.
Try to work it into your own communi
Cash in on an idea that has brought results
and increased business in hundreds of theatres and besides created a bond of goodwill between the theatre and the adults.

put over by Bill Levey at the Beacon in
I'ort Washington, L. I. Bill, as followers
of the Clubjjagcs well know, is our opinion
perhaps.
of a live-wircj and we don'td mean
He has the whole doggone town talking
of the
least
the
not
and
Beacon
about the
"klub" stunt.
various
find
out reasons,
all about isit the
by digging
up the You'll
issue

/] I'hotoyraph Sttutt

of January 11, 1930 and turning to page 94
in the Round Table Club .section.
Of course, the old chestnut about leading
a horse to water but not making him drink,
can apply to this whole story about showmanship and shorts.
if you're
to
the possibilities
of theBut
short
subjectalive
angle,

Of course, this, like every other gag, offers many other highlights if you want to
take the trouble to work them out. But
here is a thought that may appeal to you:
Why not secure several thousand miniature
pictures of the various youngsters on the
screen and use them for free distribution
to the kiddies. If you can get enough of a
yariety you will be making the kids anxious
to get the whole set. You could even work
it out so that after the comi)lete series have
been distributed, the youngsters presenting
the whole set would be entitled to one free
admission.
You could work the same gag in connection with line cuts on cards with good
copy selling the subjects, to be worked out
on the various cartoon series so popular
with the children. There is Mickey Mouse
to start with and, of course, every other
series of cartoons carries some sort of cuts
that would, undoubtedly, work right in with
the plan. There are so many angles to
these business builders that to try and set
them all before you in this way would require entirely too much time and space.
Why not take these suggestions in the spirit
in which they are offered ? Showmen of
long experience and live-wires of today are
finding them all worth while. Think it
over and you will find that you have much
to gain and mighty little to lose.
In mentioning the Mickey Mouse gag,
we don't want to pass over the great work

Intelligence a
Showman Factor
(Continued

from

Page

do)

interest in children. The motion picture
plays so great a part in the development of
the modern child, that no one can overlook
this responsibility. By sharing the responsibility with parents, the motion picture exhibitor can give invaluable help to this
phase of child welfare work. The director
of public relations is the logical head for
such creative help, and it is impossible to
foresee the opportunities and possibilities
for increasing good will and understanding,
which such cooperation can mean to Fox
West Coast Theatres and to the public.
With a sympathetic understanding and
appreciation of the individual manager's
problem, you eliminate the bugaboo of circuit management.
There
isn't a organization
manager in
the Fox
West Coast
Theatres
but what knows that the door to my office
is open to him and his problems — be these
problems personal or business. The same
spirit prevails with our division managers.
A spirit of co-operative good will is built
through division managers meetings. The
men know, and understand, their chief — they
know, and like, their fellow managers — they
are members of one great fraternity.
Friction! Politics? There is none. We
understand
other. ofOureach
paper,
carries the each
message
man"NOW,"
to the
other — all work together for their common
good.

then you'll "drink" and enjfjy it, too. If
you've decided, "I've done all there is, there
'ain't' no more to be done," then that's that.
What About These?
However, we must get back to the gist of
this story before we start digging at your
bothered."
and immediate
all "hot
you topic
and making the
ribs continuing
So
under
consideration, let's dwell for the moment
(not a bad line for a hard boiled story)
on the further possibilities of the talkie
shorts. For example, you will find, just
the same as in feature pictures, angles for
window tie-ups, co-operative pages, merchants' displays, etc., and if you keep your
showman's eye wide open, it won't be much
of a task at all to get the best slant the
particular picture offers and work it up to
create loads of live interest. If golf is the
theme or basis of the plot then go out after
your
goodsdisplay
shops,— local
men's golf
wearand
—
for thesporting
golf clothes
country clubs, and right down the line
wherever you feel you can work something
out with such merchants or organizations.
On Educational's recent laugh-fest, "He
Trumped
Her Ace,"
many
live angle
showmen
took advantage
of the
bridge
and
worked out bridge matinees, bridge teas,
and played all of their activities up strong
in their local advertising. In other words,
they did not depend on just a gag to put
over the idea that this comedy was unusual ;
they made sure that the customers would
understand that point by stressing it properly all the way through.
Harmonica Contests
Another stunt which has been used by
many managers to good returns, was the
harmonica contest. As a matter of fact we
happen to have the dope on one of these
contests right before us. It should make
its appearance soon. Perhaps within the
next week or two. If you like the way that
one
sounds,
okay.
If you
the
details
and the
story,
justcan't
shootwaitus for
a line
and we'll cheerfully accommodate you with
all the information desired by return mail.
From our own viewpoint, we would certainly suggest that if, by any chance, you
have been overlooking the great, moneymaking angles of the short subjects now being made, then you are letting some real
dough get away from your theatre. Thousands of showmen all over the world can't
be wrong if they found it profitable to play
up the shorts as important parts of their
theatre's programs, so why not look into
the reasons for their so doing? If you give
the matter the consideration and attention
it deserves, you, too. will soon be giving
your shorts the break they are entitled to
and then you will find, from your own
audiences' comment, that they look for the
billing of shorts with almost as much interest as they do for the feature attraction.
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Building Takes
Clarostat New
Motor Control
Wholesale Spurt
(Continued from page 51)
OAKLAND, Calif.— Paramount-Publix has
notified tenants of buildings on Broadway, between 20th and Hobart Sts., to vacate within
30 days to make room for its new theatre.
MEDFORD, Ore.— Work on the Holly, being constructed by L. Niedermeyer, is nearing
completion.
GRANGEVILLE, Ida.— The new Blue Fox
was opened here with gala ceremonies.
HAMILTON, O.— C. W. and George L.
Rapp, Chicago architects, have completed plans
for the new Paramount here. The heating capacity will be 1,809.
FRESNO, Calif.— Plans for the construction of a new Fox theatre, with a seating capacity of between 2,500 and 3,000, are being
discussed by the heads of that organization,
according to Division Manager A. M. Bowles.
COLFAX, Wash.— G. A. Pehrson, Spokane
architect, is preparing plans for a theatre to
replace the Rose.
OSWEGO, Ore.— Mid-June will see the
opening of a $50,000 theatre and roadhouse
here, the plans for which are being drawn by
J. W. De Young, Portland architect.
ANGELES— The Wm. Simpson Construction Co. has the contract for the erection
of the Pilgrimage theatre, to cost $60,000. William Lee Woolett is the architect.

May

News

Elimination of any trouble experienced
in the starting of projectors is claimed for
the Super-Power Clarostat, evolved by the
engineering staff of the Clarostat Manufacturing Co. of Brooklyn to insure the slow
and positive starting of the motors.
The clarostat is a giant adjustable resistor providing a wide range of resistance
in several turns of its knob. Employed as
a series resistance, it may be set for any
satisfactory value to insure the proper starting of the motor, thus minimizing the strain
on
the
ment. projector and associated sound equipA three-point snap switch is employed for
turning the current on and off and inserting or eliminating the clarostat resistance
from the motor circuit. Once the satisfactory resistance value is determined by actual
test, with the particular motor to be controlled, the clarostat is left alone, maintaining that resistance setting with the certainty of a fixed resistance. Meanwhile,
the 250-watt capacity of the device is
claimed to be more than ample to dissipate
the heat generated. Both map switch and
clarostat may be mounted in an iron box,
or the device itself may be mounted in a
separate box.
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The
door or
"hold inner
up" partition
shown on the chest
illustrated below
will permit the
depositing of all
money, except
enough to make
change, thru the
slot where the thief
cannot get it.
As no one but the
manager has the
combination, the
hold-up man cannot force any employee to give up
the cash.
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LOCK CO.
York, Pa.
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LOS

Plan Iraproveraents for
Brooldand in Richmond

partition

WENATCHEE, Wash.— George C. Fasken,
owner of the Royal at Cashmere, and Charles
G. Greime, his partner in the Mission here,
have completed plans for a $75,000 Wenatchee
house. It will be known as the Vitaphone and
have a seating capacity of 850.

Richmond — Robert C. Coulter, vice president
of the Coulter chain, has been been supervising
a number of improvements being made in the
Brookland, Richmond's first suburban house,
which was built by Charles A. Somma and

T4-lt BEST

NEW YORK— A new Loew's theatre, to
seat 3,000, will be completed in Astoria by
Thanksgiving, razing of structures on the site
now being under way. The location is two
blocks from Loew's Astoria Theatre.

his former partner, Walter J. Coulter. "Bob"
Coulter has been acting manager of the Brookland since William S. McDonald, formerly of
Seattle, Wash., relinquished the position of
head of the house. The interior of the theatre
is being beautified and renovated.
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V I T A D I S C
TURN TABLES

NOW $125

EA.

To meet a world demand for Vitadisc Turn
Tables our factory has stepped up production
with a consequent saving in manufacturing
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Model Theatre
As a Showroom
tlu- iiiaxiimim
CHICAGO — Utilizing:
value of a commodity throuKli tlu*
(1<.'\ t'lopment of by-products is said
ti) have originated in the packing houses of
the Chicago stock yards, where there is a
commercial use found for every property
of the commercial hojj exce])t its scjueal.
IV-trolenm relinerics, collieries and numerous otlier l)rancl\es of industry have followed the lead to such an extent that many
of them now find that the market value of
their by-pruducts or incidentals exceeds that
of the orijjinal commodity.
It has remained for C. IT. Fulton, president of theatre
the v.. v..
h'ulton He
Co. has
to apply
the
idea to
business.
achieved
this throutch the medium of an institutional
theatre which, unlike others of its kind,
is not satisfied with l)eing merely a projection room for occasional picture screenings.
Instead, it has become a faithful and attractive replica of the perfectly equipped
and tastefully appointed theatres of the
country, and in so doinpf it achieves for
itself a further utility: that of a showroom
for theatre etiuipnicnt that is in no wise
ditterent from the actual theatre.
Sbuu- Windou- for Equipment
Fulton's Model Theatre, as this institutional showroom is known, had a conventional origin. It was designed by E. E.
Fulton merely as a convenience for local
exhibitors interested in previewing the latest
pictures. In this respect it was no different
from any other projection room. It served
a single utilitarian purpose in which projection machines and a screen played the
major roles and incidentals were not noteworthy. This new institutional theatre
lends as nmch import to details as it does
to essentials. It is the proving ground and
demonstration room for everv kind of major and minor equipment which, in any
way, relates to auditorium, stage and projection room.

r
♦
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lHi(\i^ Vi'iiil/ny^ Will lu}]cs
iiK
.sonicthiThe
— Hero's
A(i(i
CIIIC"
circles.
in theatre
new
t hicaj,'() I'nl)lix-I5. i\: K. houses arc
usiii^j trailers to call attention to the
vendinjj inachincs now to be fomid
in abundance in most of their larger
houses.

The approacii to tl^^ model thealrr ii
through a corner of the Fulton salesroom
set a>ide for the disjilay of lobby advertising equipment and furnishings. Posters in
their attractive frames arc systematically
arranged, and adjoining these is a comfortable lobby reproduction. Comfortable,
overstuffed furniture, potted palms and
other appurtenances of the modern theatre
lobby are arranged about the carpeted space
exactly as they would be in the Main Street
theatre. And the miniature niartjuce over
the tiny entrance completes the exterior illusion.
Inside, the decorative scheme commands
first attention. The color combination is
restful and subdued, and rendered more effective by a system of indirect lighting that
is efficient without glare. Curtains and
drapes lend a luxurious tone without being
promiscuous.
Complete Theatre in Miniature
The auditorium itself is fitted with eightytwo overstuffed chairs of the latest type.
They are finished in cloth which harmonizes well with the color scheme of the theatre and are models of comfort. Entrances
and aisles are carpeted. The stage is fitted
with a variety of scenery, and is designed
with a recessed effect that brings a high
grade screen into excellent view. Stage
lighting, in combination with scene settings, is capable of manipulation that must
offer valuable suggestions to the exhibitor
who views them. There is an additional
fire exit at the side rear of the auditorium,
equipped with the standard "panic lock."
Covered radiators supply heat, while ventilation isby a "forced-air" system which also

1

Home Up in 90

Days in Winter

Aberdeen, Wash. — The erection of a
$2()(},()()() theatre in 90 days, in the face of
adver>e weather conditions is the speed
with inthethisRoxy,
herehouse
established
stanti's
fourth
state,D.byC'onthe
Standard Construction Co. of Tacoma.
The element of time was con<|U<.-rcd by
working three shifts, much of the work being done under the illumination of powerful sjxnlights. While the freezing of water
in the excavations obviated the necessity
of pumjiing out the li(iuid, cement could
not be poured owing to the cold. This
problem was solved, however, by heating
the sand and gravel in the bunkers and
spreading
it as rapidly as possible for the
floors.
This large area was then covered with
heavy paper, leaving a space of four inches
between it and the freshly-poured cement,
and a steady stream of hot steam was then
.-hot into the opening. This allowed the cement to solidify without freezing. The
weather had ameliorated before the walls
were put uj).
supplies cool air for summer temperatures.
Walls are acoustically treated A modern
theatre organ completes the auditorium
equipment.
The projection booth is equipped with
two Fulco machines and has, of course,
every modern convenience necessary to the
finest projection of sound and silent pictures. This model theatre is fire-proofed
throughout.
The whole is, in fact as well as in fancy,
a complete, up-to-date theatre. It displays
and demonstrates the obvious but too often
ignored truth that furnishings and equipment are as important as the picture. Xo
visiting showman can view it without taking
away with him some practical pointers to
incorporate in the outfitting of his own
theatre — an outfitting as imuortant to the
health of his box-office as milk is to the
infant's.

J'lVu' of Fulton model theatre from rear. Illustrating
new trends in theatre seats and decorations

Where the shozcman may get first hand information on
equipment accessories for their theatres
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Motion picture news Theatre Building and Equipment Buyers Guide, Spring Edition, will feature a
presentation of recent theatre works of C. W. and Geo.
L. Rapp, Architects, who have designed many of America's
most distinguished and successful motion picture theatres.
Articles authoritatively describing new creations in theatre
design will be illustrated liberally with black-and-white
and full-color reproductions of photographs and sketches.
In view of the current interest in the works of this prominent architectural firm this announcement carries particular significance for all individuals associated with the
building and

operation of modern

picture theatres.

Careful preparation has been made to the end that the
tenth edition of this popular and widely consulted source
of information vital to the theatre industry will surpass
its predecessors in utility as well as attractiveness and
timely interest for the trade in general. The forthcoming
issue of Buyers

MOTION

Guide will

be

published

PICTURE

In June.
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GOES ON
\YHATBEHIND

THE SCENES

. . .

'T'HE audience sees only what goes
■*- on "out front". Few know what is
going on behind the scenes. They see
nothing of the elaborate organization
which puts a show across — though
the faultless operation of this organization isvital to the success of every
show.

C-hl "Simfylicity^* Dimmer
Plates are supplied by leading
dimmer hoar d manufacturers
^vith the hoard they install. Fin.
1 shows the front of a typical
hoardt Pig. 2 the rear x'ietv shotV'
ing C-H plates and Fig, 3 the
complete plate. Oiiiimer plates
arcthe heart ofanylightingcon'
trol hoard. Make sure the C-H
trade-mark is on your plates for
long life, smooth lighting control
and loiv maintenance.

The same thing applies to the dimmerboard which controls the lighting
effects of your theater. The board is
merely "out front", behind are the
dimmer plates, the real heart of your
lighting control. The dimmer plates
determine whether your lightingeffects
will be "spotty" or smooth.
Most experienced showmen use only
Cutler-Hammer "Simplicity " Dimmers
for their dimmerboard. C-H Dimmers
insure smooth, continuous dimming
— from full brilliance to black out.
Each plate has contacting surfaces on
both sides, permitting more circuits
to be handled in a given space. Direct
rack and pinion operation prevents
any play or backlash.
These are a few features of CutlerHammer Dimmer construction which
insure their famous "velvet-smooth"
control of lighting effects. Thirty
years of experience in theatrical lighting, in solving the problems which
confront the showman have earned
C-H Dimmers a permanent place on
the dimmerboards of hundreds of
leading theaters.
Ask your electrician or architect
about C-H Dimmers. You can have
them on any dimmerboard you install
and they can be adapted to meet your
requirements as you grow.
CUTLER-HAMMER,

Loofciiig from the orchestra pit across a portion of the auditorium in the Tampa Theater,
Tampa, Florida, Mere skillful lighting is em*
ployed usual
to beauty.
achieve
effectssunof can
unThe "atmospheric^*
hot glare of a desert
he smoothed to the soft light of a summer nxoon
^vithout a flicker through the use of C'M SinX'
plicity Dimmers.

Inc.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus
1319 St. Paul Avenue
Milwaukee, Wis.

Ask
for the Cutler-tiammer
booklet
** Illumination
Control for the Wodcrn
laUMINAIWNCOKTROL
rORIHE MODERN WEMffi

CUTLER HAMMER
Theatcr'\

Perfect Illumination Cornrol for the Modern

Theater

(A-308)
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Convention Ends;
United Artists
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U. A. Convention

Get Sale Edge
Chicago — With the tennination of its
three-day territorial sales meeting here,
United Artists is the first company under
the convention line and, therefore, ready
to go on selling for 1930-1931.
Moguls of the organization — 110 strong —
convened at the Stevens to map plans for
the company's new product. The gathering discussed sales possihilitics in all territories represented, conditions in those territories and the problems of salesmen working in them. New product and exploitation and advertising were also discussed.

Lichtman Presides

Clin, II.. • Ml ri.ilcN.iU ilimiir and Liilcrlainmciit fur the lit) Liiitcd .Artists' salts <lcltgatcs
concluded tiic thrcc-day iiicitini-' m tin- Hotel
Stevens.
« « •
Douij lairbanks Iwfl^cd oft the Santa Jc
Chief Motuiay itwniiiuj aitd took titinr off to
address the nwetiug. His remarks, alon;/ the
Urn of the company's opportunities and future
prospects, were enthusiastically greeted.

♦ *

«

More pep was in evidence among the sales
delegates at this meeting than has been elicited
by any previous one, convention leaders declared. In proof of the interest and enthusiasm
shown,
out attendance
that Sunday's
meetings tiiey
drewpoint
perfect
and all-day
that it
was voted in the afternoon to continue the
meetings Sunday evening.

^ * *

The meeting was attended by salesmen
from all territories east of Denver, and by
branch sales managers, otTice managers and
bookers. In addition, the following home

"The Bad One," Dolores Del Rio's new
vehicle, teas screened at the United Artists
theatre for the delegates.

office and division executives and producers'
representatives were in attendance : Al
Lichtman, general manager; Bruce Gallup,
advertising manager ; Paul Lazarus, home
office sales department ; Earl Dennison, in
charge of prints and service depots ; Harry
Gold, eastern division manager ; Cresson
Smith, middle west division ; Paul Berger,

Meetings were opened in the Stevens tower,
overlooking Grant Park and the lake front.
Delegates from the wheat and cattle belt exchanges were so intrigued by the view, it is
rumored, that subsequent meetings had to be
held in the North
ballroom
near the street
level.

southern division ; E. T. O'Leary, representing Gloria Swanson interests ; Ben
Fish and James Mulvcy, Samuel Goldwyn
representatives ; E. C. Jensen, Inspiration
pictures representative, and Carol Trowbridge, Pickford and Fairbanks representative.

All sessions of the convention zvere "closed."
The visitor lolw couldn't shoiu a United Artists's contract signed by an exhibitor had the
"exit" sign pointed out to him.

The convention completes national sales
meetings, having been preceded by a Pacific Coast conference at San Francisco on
April 14. Al Lichtman presided at all
sessions.

♦ * *

♦ * *

United Artists
Ap[)(^al
Ban on Courts'
^^Vlihi
Chicago — United Artists has filed its intention to appeal against the State Supreme court's action in setting aside the
injunction under which "Alibi" was
shown here. The court's action in invalidating the injunction makes the showing of the film illegal, and if sustained
will make every exhibitor who ran the
picture liable
formance of it. to a fine for each perUnited Artists, having filed its intention to appeal the decision, has twelve
days in which to file its protest, which
will formally contest the State supreme
court's action on the ground that the
City of Chicago is without authority to
•.ensor pictures. The protest takes the
form of a rehearing of United Artists'
test case on the legal aspects of censorship, inasmuch as the State supreme
court has previously ruled that the city
is within its rights in banning a picture.

'Wins hu)isci! d nniic im a umti i>j i/;ii'i.i'.
Bruce distributed "tickets" at tlw dinner -with
the annoutu-ement that the prise ivould be similar to that aivarded in the picture. Fifteen
specially selected men in attendance zvcrc
number —
the "Iticky"
bearingstopped
tickets
handed
66.
IVhen
the ivhecl
and the number
ivas called out a near riot ensued.

♦ * *

^[onday morning's session was halted long
enough for the assemblage to pose for a picture for Motion Picture News.

One of the company's p. a.'s bungled an opportunity to cut some of the executives present
in on the publicity attendant upon Doug Fairbank's arrival in town. The execs were left

Bruce Gallup's gag at the dinner finale
clicked. Everyone in attendance had been acquainted with the plot of "Bride 66," wherein
a miner who is the holder of ticket No. 66

buried at a business session while Doug's train
pulled in at the station and was met by five
reporters and an assortment of cameras.
"You're a helluva publicity man," commented
one of them when apprised of the p.a.'s slip-up.

♦ * ♦

Al Lichtman' s Go-Getters at Chicago Sales Meeting

The Middle M'est and Eastern branch managers and salesmen do an about face, to accommodate the M0TIO\ PICT I RE \EWS
photographer, during the peppy United Artists sales meeting at the Windy City. With .1/ Lichtman at the speaker's tat>le are:
Paul Burger, Bruce Gallup and Paul Lazarus.
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High and Low
On Music Row
WHEN
Pat Flaherty officially opened the
Red Star Music Co. last week he didn't
overlook a trick when it came to playing host.
The guests were entertained by a number of
orchestras which broadcast all afternoon over
station WDR, with N. T. G. as master of
ceremonies. Some of Broadway's favorites rendered songs and two Fox Movietone News
trucks took pictures of the event. And, judging by the number of visitors, it looked like
"All roads lead to Red Star Music Co."
Among the guests present were Winfield
Sheehan, general manager and vice-president of
Fox Film Corp., Ex-Gov. Al Smith, Paul
Whiteman, Vincent Lopez, Warner Baxter,
Marjorie White, Rudy Vallee, Will Osborne,
Georgie Price, Gene Austin, Jack Osterman,
Mildred Hunt and Harry Richman.
Robbins Music Corp has a great running
mate to "Should If" in "The Moon Is Low,"
zvritten by Arthur Freed and Nacio Herb
Broitm for the Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer production, "Montana Moon." Jack Robbins, president, is now in California where he is assisting
in the spotting of songs in forthcoming M-G-M
productions,

* * *

Frank Goodman, president of Handman,
Kent & Goodman, publishers to Universal, has
returned from Universal City, where he previewed a number of forthcoming productions
preparatory to mapping out music exploitation
campaigns. "For You," sung by John Boles
in "Captain of the Guard," tops the catalogue
and has been recorded by every mechanical
company. Goodman is considering several offers from European and Australian publishers
for the rights

to the

firm's

catalogue.

Jack Mills has just published a new song,
"IV hen Vagabond Dreams Come True," written by Lou Herscher, Lew Porter and Mitchell
Parish, which looks like a good bet, especially
since Rudy Vallee's book, by the same name,
has proved a hit. Mills is also publishing "With
Pleasure," by Maceo Pinkard, writer of "Con^
gratulations."
* * *
Shapiro-Bernstein & Co. has obtained the
publishing rights to the musical numbers contained in the Pathe musical production, "Swing
High." They are "There's Happiness Over the
Hills," "It Must Be Love" and "Do You Think
that I Could Grow on You?" Louis Bernstein, president, has returned from the coast,
where he attended the banquet of the American
Society of Composers, Authors and Publishers.

* *

*

Marvin Lee, sales manager for DeSylva,
Brown & Henderson, claim,s that "Cottage for
Sale" is one of the greatest songs ever written.
After a glance at the list of best sellers we
find that the buying public believes the same
thing.
M. Witmark & Sons is publishing a new
song, "Roses are Forget-me-nots, Reminding
Me of You," by Al Hoffman, Charles O'Flynn
and Will Osborne. Sam Serwer, exploitation
manager for all Warner music subsidiaries,
tells us that Witmark has another "Singin' in
the Bathtub" in "Mysterious Mose."
And then there's "Suckers' Lament," which
goes "Anyone can see I'm. broke as can be,
buyin' for the gal o' mine."
PINCUS.
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Competition in
Seattle Keen as
Pantages Opens
Seattle — Competition here will be increased in the first run field through reopening of the Pantages, which has been
dark all season, with a policy of sound pictures and musical tab shows. C. N. Dunn,
who operates the Capitol at Portland, is
sponsoring reopening of the Pantages. The
stage fare will be furnished by Al Franke
and his comedy troupe, which had a 102week run at John Danz's Sterling chain
theatres a few seasons ago.

Jenkins' New Television
Station
Okayed by Gov't
Washington — Federal Radio Commission
has approved the application filed by Jenkins Television Corp. for erection of a new
City.
television
broadcasting station at Jersey
A

construction permit to erect the station, of 250 watts, was granted with unlimited time as to operation. The permit
is for visual broadcasting experiments on
the 2,800 kilocycle channel, in the continental short-wave length band, since no regular visual broadcasting licenses, which embraces the field of television, are issued.

French Authorities Okay
Showing with Non-Inflam
Paris — Projection booths are not necessary on premises in which Pathe Rural and
Cinelux projectors, with non inflammable
stock, are used, according to the Minister
of the Interior, who warns that all other
safety regulations, including those dealing
with exits, etc., must be rigorously enforced.

Green Turns Benedict
John W. Green, composer on the musical
staff at the Paramount New York studios,
was married this week to Miss Carol Falk.
After a reception at the Park Lane, the
couple left on a honeymoon trip to White
Sulphur Springs, W. Va. Green orchestrated the music for "Queen High," which
has just been completed.

Robbing on Coast
Hollywood — J. J. Robbins, head of
Robbins Music Corporation, M-G-M
affiliation in the song publishing field, arrived last week for a brief visit with
studio officials. Robbins will confer with
M-G-M production executives on plans
for musical numbers to be incorporated
in film productions of that company for
the coming season.

Meyer Returns
Hollywood — Abe Meyer, former musical director at Tiffany Studios, has returned to the coast after a few months in
New York to assume the post of musical
head of Rogell Productions, Ltd., at
Metropolitan Studios.
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iose"
udik
N. Y.
theSt"M
BeInfore
DURING ers,"the
shooting
of "Animal
Crackfeaturing
the Four
Marx Brothers,
under Victor Heerman's direction at the Paramount New York studios, Groucho Marx
proved himself to be the possessor of a heart,
gigantic in proportions. Not wishing to show
partiality, he offers marriage to two of his lady
friends. Had there been more ladies on the
set, he no doubt would have included them in
his magnanimous offer.

*

*

*

Spying Maurice Chevalier talking to Arthur
Coaine, Groucho imnted Maurice to pose with
him for some stills. The staff working on this
set zvas entertained by some impromptu clownish antics by the pair.
+

*

*

Jay Gorney, who has returned from the coast,
where he gathered data on musical synchronization at the Paramount studios, has been
named musical advisor on "Animal Crackers."
Mart Blumenstock , director at Paramount,
has completed the "Mother Goose Parade,"
series and is preparing to shoot another short
entitled "The Mix-up," featuring the team of
Raymond and Caverly, who have been va%ideville headliners for the past tzventy years.

* *

*

Earnest Zatorsky, monitor man at Paramount,
has earned sound credit on the following productions "The
:
Letter" and "Jealousy" with the
late Jeanne Eagels; "Hole in the Wall," with
Claudette Colbert; "Nothing but the Truth,"
with Richard Dix; "Applause," with Helen
Morgan; "Laughing Lady," with Clive Brook
and
Ruth Chevalier
Chatterton;
Big Pond,"
Maurice
and "The
Qaudette
Colbert, with
and
is
"Animal Crackers" with
Thenow
Fourworking
Marx on
Brothers.
They celebrated a Field (s) day of their own
at the Eastern Vitaphone studios last week
when Lew Fields came over to make his second
Variety, "The Duel," and the company buying
a script from his son, Herbert. Incidentally,
"The Duel" is an adaptation of one of Lew
Fields' most successful bits from the old music
rail days. Veree Teasdale, who played in "The
Royal Virgin," supports
* * Fields.
*
Olive Shea has become quite a familiar figure over at the Brooklyn Vitaphone studios.
Her latest
variety,
Girls,"
musical
comedy
of "Boys
college Will
life, Be
is her
thirda
appearance in less than a month. In this one
Olive is the only girl in the cast, which includes
27 college lads. Shea * no * more.
*
Trixie Friganza, who is such a wow in
"Free and Easy," with Buster Keaton, was
signed up and hurried across the Brooklyn
Bridge to the Vitaplwne lot, where slie made
"Strong and Willing"
* * She* is both.
Clifton Webb and Fred Allen re-enacted
"The Still Alarm," their comedy sketch from
the Broadway play, "The Little Show," for
a Vitaphone variety last week, under the direction of Roy Macic. The variety included the
entire personnel of the original cast.

* * *

Arthur Hurley directed Gilbert Emery's farce
playlet, "Thank You, Doctor," with a cast including John Ravold, Tom Coyne, Eleanor
Hicks, Edzvin Jerome, Eloise Taylor and Chester Clute.
THE

STUDIO

SLEUTH.

ta ■
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)mmus
sacrilejjc, then
ragf-timc com
WHENtlu- purist
s wfcp or gnasli tlu'ir teeth.
But the word "sacrilege" is handicd abc^ut in
the musical world rather too frequently at
present.
The prevailinpf fashion of jiuttinp^ famous
composers on the stage or writing musical
comedies round the themes with which they
have supplied the world, gives scope for such
accusations, though not necessarily and not
by any means in every instance.
So far from being a sacrilegious proceeding, this can even be an act of homage.
Coupled, of course, with a keen eye to the
business side of the question.
For the writers of good and attractive tunes
for tlieatrical purposes are rare and, being rare,
comniaiid enormous fees.
The Hirshcs and (icrshwins and Schwartzes
and Irving Berhns are, whatever their claims
as musicians, men who can put into a musical
comedy a tune which half the world will
whistle, a tune which, in itself, can go a long
way toward making that piece a success. So
they are very rich men.
It was obvious that, sooner or later, the idea
would strike some one in the world of the
theatre to utilize tunes still better than theirs
which have the additional advantage of being
free.
What could be simpler than going to the
fountain-heads and using Schubert or Chopin
or any other long-dead composer to whom
checks do not have to be sent?
And why not be perfectly honest and
straightforward about it. and say that the tunes
are by Schubert or Chopin? Hence, "Lilac
Time" and "The Damask Rose"— and the
homage.
,
t r
Quite legitimate move and one that 1, tor
one, welcome, with certain reservations.
In the first place, it is good that a wealth
of glorious melody should be made known to
a far wider public than that which plays the
piano for its own amusement and attends concert-halls.
Secondly, it is a matter of justice and decency
that these melodies should bear their right labels, and that honor should be given by that
wider public where honor is due, even if the
in poverty before our jranddiedborn.
composer
fathers were

There is no more effective way than this
of checkmating the doubtful activities of the
class of musical parasite (mostly resident on
the other side of the Atlantic), who appropriates the tunes of the great dead, passes
them off as his own, and, instead of bemg
shamed of what he has done, is rather proud of
himself as the contriver of a slick and lucrative stroke of business." — Philip Page in Evening Standard, Londoti.

Remember ''Ben Eur?"

sau
nam

,

Chopping the Fakers
Washington — Reporting the results
of proceedings against more than four
hundred fraudulent advertisers, most
of them in the drug and toilet preparation fields, the Federal Trade Commission states its recent work probably saved more than one-tenth of
which it is said the public is robl)ed
each year through false and misleading advertisements.
In filing action against fake advertisers, the Commission also calls in
the publishers and advertising agencies
who handle their copy.

MILLIONS of foreigners receive their
first and only impressions of this country on the motion picture screen. If Hollywood were to play fast and loose with recognized American precepts, the possibilities for
spreading false impressions of America would
be great. For this reason, it is all the more
important that the movie producers clean
house. — Pontiac (Mich.) Press.

The woman who gave up her own career and
played godmother, wife, business manager and
companion to this upstart is now the ex-wife
and
actress is sharing the glories of
endsa— younger
success.
He often wonders why the old guard

Jack Oakie is honest about hozu he

From a street car ad :
"Chevalier, the French actor, is a cyclone of
color, deep blue shirts, with red ties and silk
white hats with purple bands. No person else
has been so able to shame the spectrum with
noisy apparel. — .V. Y. American.

Billy Rose, who has ozoned ditty fashioning
to turn producer, suggests as a theme song variation "I'm
:
with Warners.
Aren't We All !"
— iV. Y. Graphic.

"Yes,

old

man,

that

little

some-

().\IF
(jl the
examplesin dun't
tend
foster
the Hollywood
spirit of sacrifice
the wives
of motion picture actors. Too many wives
have groomed their sheiks for younger blondes
o
out tthere.
Take the case of one of our virile
young stars who rose from the humble station
of stoker, carpenter and what not to the exclusive California constellation. He had Ix-cn
literally starving when he got a job in a mediocre theatre as a stage hand. In his weakened
condition he fainted the first day on the job
and the star, as sometimes happens in story
books, took him into her dressing room, fed
him and for months groomed him to be an
actor.
He had some good breaks in the legitimate
and married his rescuer. They went to Hollywood, where the good luck came in big pordecided
it wasn't
good fortions.aHe suddenly
young actor
to bethat
thought
of as soa
docile husband and when important people went
to his house, the helpful Wwife would act as
maid or disappear entirely.
SO In the seasons that
followed, she was always working with him,
giving him the benefit of her experienced advice, managing the family finances, manipulating things so that he was always advancing.
Came the time when he was made a fullfledged star and the tale should end with the
wife reaping the benefit of all her sacrifices
and service. But that's not the way this story

George Bernard Shaw says "The
talking
kill the theatre."
The
brilliantfilm
old will
gentleman
is mistaken.
Newspapers did not kill well-printed
books. Talking machines did not destroy interest in grand opera, or in
the singers as individuals.
Human beings want to meet each
other. Shadows, even when they talk,
cannot satisfy them completely.
The men in Plato's slave cave looking at reflections on the walls were
not satisfied with those reflections
after they heard about realities in the
outside world. — Brisbane in N. Y.
.■lwcrit\i>t.

landed in motion pictures. "Bluff," he
says, "pure unadulterated bluff. That's
the nt£.
way NoI got
never
of
one in.
out They'd
here knciv
me.heard
But
I made 'em knoiv me and remember m^
and think I zivs the answer to a producer's prayer. Sometimes they don't
knorv what they li'ant, anyzcay. They're
kinda glad to liave somebody else decide
for 'em. You gotta toot your ozim horn
in this leagtu." — * New
* *Movie.

it lacks

/

If Will
L'nion.as
pure
to make
ashamed

Hays makes

the movies as

he
he is,feel
he'sawfully
going
us says
audiences
of ourselves. — San Diego

in Hollywood
Graphic.

isn't nicer to him.— .V. Y.

William Fairbanks, film actor, tnay
have
been abut
success
as a "cave
on
the screen,
in a divorce
actionman"
on file
today it zuas cruelty at home, according
to Mrs. Edtia Fairbanks, his wife. —
N. Y. Journal.

A Foursome
They had just been to one of those
affairs, when Johnson and Peterson
got into a heated argument over their
respective identities. Finally the inebriated Swedes appealed to a passerby to settle the argument. With an
air of finality the stranger pointed to
each:
"You're Johnson," he asserted, "and
you're Peterson, but who are your
other

two

friends?"
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EVERY
actor, whether male or female,
must have a lot of woman in him to be a
successful actor. A woman's nature is more
fluid than a man's and an actor's must be all
fluid. He is positive one moment and negative
the next. He must be not one person, but
many. Thoughts and emotions must flow
through him day in and day out ; thoughts and
emotions which are always different.
We call them temperamental, meaning that
they are changeable. A real actor never has
time to develop a positive nature !
A director should remember this every moment. He should treat them much as a kindly
father treats a child who has not yet had time
to develop his own nature. Harshness has been
tabooed as a proper method of controlling children; it should be forbidden for handling our
grown-up kiddies in Hollywood — the actors.
The average man does not go through the
Although he had been pegged for
emotions in a life time that the average actor
feels in one picture. Murder and death ! The
a hick, he was being shown around
the laboratory, with the various elecraving for death — for another's death. Those
are common feelings in the soul of an actor.
ments and preparations explained to
him.
They are foreign to the every-day run of human beings. — As told by Gregory LaCava to
"And what is this substance you
Ruth
Biery, in Screen Play Secrets Magazine.
to
wanted
he
here?"
on
working
are
know.

^PS gifted
CINCE the advent of talking pictures, costs
^ have been increased in every department of
the distributing business. It costs the distributor more to sell you film than it ever did before— and it costs him twice as much to inspect that same film — and to replace the damaged portions. This one item alone is reaching into thousands of dollars annually. Replactorn
ing .
and damaged film.
In the silent days a print was considered
good for at least 40 runs. Today the average
is reduced to about 22 runs. This is due directly to damaged film — damaged by some exhibitor before it came to you — and patched and
the torn parts replaced before shipped to you.
Who pays for this ?
The exhibitor, of course. When a torn or
damaged print is replaced, the costs must be
charged to some one. And that some one is
you — and you — and you. Simply because the
operator was careless, in a hurry or downright
neglectful.
Torn and damaged prints often cause blowups and last minute substitutions. With a little
co-operation, with the operator taking a little
more care, with the handling of the film and
discs a little less recklessly, every one will
benefit, longevity will be added to the print
and consequently costs will be reduced.
When the costs are reduced for the distributor— they are reduced for the exhibitor. A little more care and co-operation is urged for the
benefit of the one who ultimately pays the
freight.
That is the exhibitor. He pays the expense.
— Motion Picture Journal, Dallas.

Among those who certainly ought to be
in any moon-ward-bound rocket are the
Broadway songwriters who have been depending on the moon for lyrics all these
years.
And
the rocketto isn't
quite straightthen,
and ifhappens
miss shot
its
target, oh, well! . . .— N. Y. Herald
Tribune.

*

*

*

Eisenstein, the Russian director, on Russia's
film industry : "Our cinema has developed in the
midst of the Dictatorship of the Proletariat.
The birth and development cannot be dissociated from the great aim of our country, the
building of Socialism. — New. Masses.

The Missing Link
Washington — Leaders representing
thirty-three large industries have reported to President Hoover the fulfillment of pledges to expand building
and general business activities, made
earlier in the year following appointment of a committee by the President
to bolster business affected by the
Wall Street stock market crash.
The film industry has not made a
report, although leaders in motion
pictures were called upon by Hoover
to join his committee.

Worse'n Bootleg

"That, my good man, is a universal
solvent. It will eat through wood,
glass, steel or any other
substance
"Oh, yeah," yeahed the boob, "and
what are you going to keep it in?"

**\/'OUR trade association should be a large
^ corporation, not legally, of course, well
financed and well organized to do your common business and deal with your common
problems. You should get together with the
other men in it and talk your problems out
and talk about the way you compete with each
That, in essence if not word for word, was
the advice given by Dr. H. P. Baker, of the
U. S. Chamber of Commerce, to representatives
other."
of the silk industry gathered to plan a speeding up of business. — A'^. Y. Telegram.
It Is Said: That a merger announcement for Colmnbia Graphophone is due. I agree. . . . That
Eastman Kodak is being taken out of
the market. As stated here several
times, going into foreign accounts for
the long pull. . . . That Radio is being sought by Westinghouse. Thought
the latter company had all it wanted.
. . . That a further spurt in Fox is
in the making, so that certain insiders
will be in a position to get out. Gossip has it that the new financing is

An Eastern Exhibitors' organization
is behind a movement to pass a law
regulating the length of pictures.
What utter nonsense! What the industry needs is less judicial interference, not more. Pictures are already
too greatly standardized without imposing the additional stumbling block
of a required number of reels. If such
a bill were put into effect, much padding of scenes would necessarily ensue
with the resultant loss of entertainment values. As this column has already stated before, some stories require more film and some less in the
telling. You might as well try to pass
a law stating the number of players,
sets, theme songs, etc., as to try to
regulate the length of film necessary
to successfully portraying a certain
story. It would, however, be well for
the producers to tonsider the film
length in the selection of stories. —
Motion Picture Record, Seattle.

Lupe Velez is the current prima donna of
the passion flowers. Her methods are by no
means
unique;located
since the
"White
all
heroines
out first
of the
UnionCargo"
have
always used the same accent (which is kept
in a big trunk along with Jesse Lasky's trom(C OK tin lied on page 87)

Ratty

running into a snag. — Schneider in "N.
Y. Investment News."
* * *
Mrs. Roy D'Arcy, who remarried Roy after
their first divorce, asks another. She complains
of his "supreme superiority, excessive egotism
and overbearing manner!" ... Lester C. Gibson, janitor of a Hollywood apartment house,
tried to stop a little misunderstanding between
Audrey Ferris and her husband. Gibson got a
certain bottle smashed over his head : Miss
Ferris was taken to her mother's by four detectives as a bodyguard, and hubby vanished. . . .
Mildred Harris, who also was once Mrs.
Charles Chaplin, is divorced again. This time
from the Florida Realtor, Everett McGovern.
. . . Although Norma denies it furiously, it
seems a pretty safe wager that there will be a
son or heiress around the Shearer-Thalberg
home some time late this summer. . . . Jack
Benny has had his violin in hock so often that
he now says that the pawnbroker can play it
better than he can. . . . Young Joel McCrea,
that big handsome brute who works in Radio
Pictures, is all that way over our Dorothy
Mackaill. — Photoplay.

Out at Universal they tested rats for the
talkies. They wanted them for "AH Quiet
on the Western Front." Two buclts a day
went to rodents
with personality.
— New Movie Magazine.
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It's a (iyp

They Say

Stol) Us ij
WcWc Wrori.t^

That —
{Continued
from I'agc 8())
bone) and tlic same strenuous acrobatic >tuiiis
to indicate unadulterated good spirits. ( 1 should
except Lily Uaniita, who has pulled her hair
over her face and giggles.) — Judijc.

* * ♦

"""l

Camtra-ty

Artistically, there can be no doubt of
the treni^tutous strides made by the motion picture art, stcf by step makini/ the
steep, inclined yraJe from a side-shozv
amusetnent to a fine art. I'hese thirtyfour years fmirk the triumph of Ih'inocratic Art. The motion picture art is
the only art that found its birth in democratic soil. All other arts zvcrc developed
through the sponsorship of the church or
of royalty or of zvealth. The motion picture alone is the product of democracy.
— Pacific Coast Exhibitor, San Francisco.
*
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view
of
Mr
Btopping
a tion tn

Starlin-Nomen
Atrtca.

divi-a
southern
G. MIXDEK,
WILLIAMsion manager
fur Columbia,
is on
swing artjund the various exchanges under his
n in |)reparatio
supervisioconventio
for the
n. Hisn first
coming
stopcompany's
will be
Charlotte and from there will leave for New
Orleans, .\tlanta, Oklahoma City and Dallas.

Issuance of broadsides by Russell llolnuin,
advertising iiuinoger for I'aranumnt-Fublix.
marks the first step taken by the organisation

^-Jodce.

*

Th»

The film colony is interestedly
awaiting the outcome of the controversy between (iloria Swanson and
Edmund
(loulding.
Mr. (Moulding directed Miss Swanson in The TreKpasucr, which has
scored such a tremendous success all
over the world. The theme song of
the picture, "Love," which was written by .Mr. (lOulding, is acknowledged
to be one of the most popular ever to
come from the sound studios.
Unfortunately, no provision seems
to have been made to insure his individual rights to his song, so the argument has arisen over royalties and
what-not. Miss Swanson claims the
song to be her.s, as part of her picture, while Mr. Goulding insists that
the song, as a thing apart, is his and
the profits from its sale should revert
to him. — Screen Play .Magazine.

movies

and

lion'*-»y

movie

compare

audiences

are

im-

favorably with

'The

Jazz

"The Girl
Said .Vo."— 'This very
* * *"
Singer.'
bad picture may serve a good purpose. It presents William Haines in
such a thoroughly asinine role that
his producers may see the error of
their ways and give the poor fellow
a chance to do something that is worth

It is gratifying to learn that Laura La Tlante
has the good sense to protect herself in her future picture activities, as it is reported she is
doing. According to report, Paramount has
sought to persuade the star to make a picture
here in the East, but Miss La Plante is said
to have held out for a comedy drama and nothing else.
And we line up with her in this.
For the
manner in which the young woman was cast in
Universal was little less than shameful * * *
and now that she is free of the Universal contract, she appears to be bent upon being sure
where she is going to land before she jumps.
— Gerhard in N. V. Eve. World.

* * *

while. * * *"
It is said that film men in Shanghai are all
hot and bothered about a book printed in Chinese and called "Ten Thousand Evils of the
Cinema." Among other "autlientic" truths
given out by the author we learn that Douglas
Fairbanks is an Arabian and that in 1914 he
conspired with eight chorus girls to kill his
mother. Our almond-eyed boy chum also tells
us that Clara Bow is 39 years of age and has
been married 12 times. It is to be hoped that
Mary Pickford and Harry Richman will verify
these statements before taking action. — N. V.
Star Weekly.
If onebelieve
took that
the "talkies"
he
zvould
all zvomenseriously,
are bassos
or barytones. — N. Y. Herald
Tribune.

Harry
Evans,
in "Life's"
reviews
of new pictures, has the following to
say of three new releases:
"Lummox" — "In transferring Fannie
Hurst's popular novel to the screen,
Herbert Brenon has displayed the
same courageous direction that featured his 'Sergeant
Grischa.'
If theseit
two films
are financial
successes

* ♦ ♦

The persistence of the kill-joy toward Sunday
opening becomes frankly irritating, as well as
stupid. The peculiar species which is called
kill-joy is a person not having a great deal of
humor himself, and not having a very great
share of joy in life, and who somehow feels
that it is entirely wrong for anybody else to be
imbued with these qualities. — Film Renter,
London.

will prove conclusively that both the

<•< *

Ifs Tee Time
|

for
a driveonon the
"li'ithexpedition
Byrd at the
Role,"
obtained
by South
Joseph
T.
Rucker and ll'illard VanderVecr. The picture
is rapidlyluiml
taking
editorial
and shape
zvill bewuler
readyJulian
for a Johnson's
premiere
shozving before the Xational Geographic Society
in ll'.iK-liliuii,})! I), C., early in htiir

view.

".Mammy" —*" "No human agency
* *
provin.;.
could possibly have prevented Al Jolson appearing in a motion picture
called 'Mammy.' We are glad it is
over, so we can relax and look forward again to the day when Mr. Jolson will make another film that will

* * *

Collett,
Gran Hand
Rice,
Glenna
Tommv
Armour,
Alex
Morrison,
Johnnv
Gamber
Farrell.
Clarence
and R ube Goldberg
appear in golf
,"
latest
action in "Fairwav Favorites
Grantland Rice Sportlight.

'

*

The typical modern executive is just
a man who talks golf all morning in
the oflice and business all afternoon
on the golf links. — Life.
Noiv that the Oliz>e Borden-George
O'Brien romance seems to be a thing of
the past, Paul Bern is assiduously ivooing the fair Olive. — Screen Play Secrets.

A. E. Tliomas, playwright, has been engaged
by Carl Laemmle, Jr., to write a complete
adaptation and continuity for Samuel Shipman's play, "East is West." Mr. Thomas will
also
writecreated
the dialogue.
Lupe by
V'elez
play
the role
on the stage
Fay will
Bainter.

M. L. Wiener, president of Independent Pictures, Inc., Cleveland, spent the zveek in New
York lining up nezu product for Ohio and Kentucky release.

«

*

«

The newly formed Ohio Theatres, Inc., has
taken over the Grand theatre at Marion, O.,
from Daniel Gutillo, and has renamed it the
Ohio.
R. I. Ulner is president.

Charles "Buddy" Rogers is scheduled to
leave Hollywood on May 7 to come East for
his first producticm as a Paramount star at the
Nezv York studios. He is to appear in "Heads
Up," screen musical version of the Broadway
stage hit which Victor Schertzinger will direct.
It zms at the Eastern studio that young Rogers got his start, as a student at the Paramount
school and as a member of the ccLst of their
graduating picture, "Fascinating

Youth."

Col.tion
John
Cooper, president
of the MoPictureA.Distributors
and Exhibitors
of
Canada, is now in Calgary to arrange preliminary details for the erection of a handsome
film exchange building in Calgary, thus completing a chain of modern film offici-; in the
key cities of the Dominion.

Harry Gruvcr, accountant for the New Theatre, Baltimore, who is interested in the Alplia.
Catoisz'ille. Ims taken over the unfinislied Art
theatre, Glenburnie, atid is havittg it completed and having a Western Electric equipment installed. It seats 500 persons.

Gluttons
Richmond— The Virginia State Censorship Board either likes motion pictures or likes to work. On one day
the three members, Richard C. L.
Moncure, Evan R. Chesterman and
Mrs. Emma Speed Sampson, scrutinized 4.3 reels.

Motion

War Films Only
Standups in Bum
N. Y. Easter Week
Main stem New York exhibs are still
squawking about the big Easter Week flop.
The holiday period, usually a bromo for
Lenten headaches, failed to stack up the big
anticipated box-office returns, although the
two war films on the street both turned in
fairly sensational performances. "U's" new
"All Quiet" run is a sell-out in its first week
at the Central, and the Tiffany "Journey's
End" flicker continues to stand 'em up at the
Gaiety, only one short block away from the
Central. The latter house had a good take
at $20,575.
Warners' Hollywood took the big gravy
on the upper end of Broadway, grossing
$18,202 in four days, top business for the
new house, the opening of which undoubtedly
influenced returns at nearby stands. Several
other attractions, nearing the end of long
runs, tipped the scales away under par for
the washup week.
Weather in town was ideal for outdoors, pleasant
Spring air inviting many steady picturegoers on leg
tours.

"ROGUE SONG"
(M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1,120),
S0c-75c-$l-$1.50-$2,
7 days,
14th
week.
Other
attractions:
Newsreel,
overture.
Gross:
$14,999, up a little over recent weeks.
"FREE AND EASY"
(M-G-M)
CAPITOI^(4,700),
3Sc-50c-75c-$1.50, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
overture,
shorts,
stage show.
Gross:
$68,807, just so-so.
"ALL QUIET ON WESTERN FRONT (Univ.)
CENTRAI^(922),
50c-75c-$l-$l.S0-$2.50,
7
days.
Other attractions:
none.
Gross:
$12,010, good for
eight days.
"THE FURIES"
OFirst NafI)
COLONY— (1,900), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: shorts Gross: $8,700, not so good.
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Paramount)
CRITERION— (850), $l-$1.50-$2-$2.50,
7 days,
10th
and final week.
Gross:
$11,500, fair for the house,
and good for the last of a ten-week run.
EMBASSY— Newsreel Show
EMBASSY— (598), 25c, 7 days,
straight newsreel
show,
running
continuously.
Gross:
$9,700,
pretty
good.
"SONG O" MY HEART" (Fox)
FORTY-FOURTH
ST.— (1,478),
$l-$1.50-$2-$2.50,
7
days, 7th week.
Gross: $20,575, only fair.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
GAIETY— (808), $l-$1.50-$2-$2.50, 7 days, 4th week.
Gross: $20,575, sell-out.
"HOLD EVERYTHING" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (1,600), 50c-75c-$l-$1.5O-$2, 4 days,
opening week. Other attractions: "Yama Kraw"
(Negro rhapsody short); "Wedding of Jack and
Jill," technicolor short; "Martinelli in "Celeste
Aida," from "Aida," operatic short; "Revolution of
Motion Picture Headlines from 1895," newsreel cutbacks. Gross: $18,202, 4 days and capacity.
"YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN" (Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (3,700), 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Sex Life of a Lolypop," comedy
short; newsreel, vaudeville-stage show headlined by
Paul Ash
in "Radio
organ
selections.
Gross: Bits";
$75,800, Mrs.
good. Jesse Crawford,
"PARAMOUNT
ON PARADE"
(Para.)
RIALTO— (1,904),
40c-50c-65c-85o-$l,
7 days,
2nd
week.
attractions:
Song," $53,500,
sound
cartoon; Other
newsreel,
N. V. A."Prisoners
short.
Gross:
very good.
"PUTTIN* ON THE RITZ" (United Artists)
RIVOLI— (2,103), 35c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days, 3rd and
final week at pop prices, following a run at the
Earl Carroll. Other attractions: ''Desperate Sam"
and "Hot Dog," comedy shorts; newsreel. Gross:
$27,300, not good, but has been consistently running
around this for the three weeks.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
ROXY— (6,200), 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, 7 days.
Other attractions: shorts, organ,
newsreel,
stage
show,
orchestra.
Gross: $111,000, not near top, but okay.
"A NOTORIOUS AFFAIR"
(F. N.)
STRAND— (3,000)
35c-50c-60c-75c-85c-$l,
7 days.
Other attractions: "Aesop Fable" cartoon short. Universal newspaper newsreel, "Hello Baby"
with Ann
Pennington,
musical
short, other shorts and stage
show.
Ooss: $30,615, fair.
"MAMMY" (Warners)
WARNER— (1,500), SOc-75c-$l-$1..50-$2-$2.50, 7 days,
Sth and final week.
Other attractions:
four Vitaphone
Variety
shorts, comedy,
revue,
etc.
Gross:
$13,462, just so-so.
"UNDER A TEXAS MOON"
(Warners)
WINTER
GARDEN— (1,493),
35c-50c-6Sc-85c-$l.
7
days, 4th and final week.
Other attractions:
Vitaphone Variety shorts.
Gross: $26,613, a nice healthy
figure.

Picture

News

Ill-Timed Laughter
By Leonard Hall
C Photoplay")
At the Granada
Cafe, in Chicago, a
vaudeville team has been singpopular
ing a new song dedicated to Rudy

Vallee. It's called "I'm Just a Megaphone Lover." . . . The Roxy Theatre
Hospital treated 13,000 cases last year.
I hope 12,998 were broken kneecaps
suffered by the end-seat hogs who
won't get up to let a fellow pass. . . .
George Arliss is said to be burning,
in a nice British way. A fan magazine
printed a reversed picture of him
which put the monocle in the right
Loew's
. . .employs
of the
eye instead
Capitol
Theatre,
in left.
Atlanta,
the world's tallest usher — one Henry
Mullins, seven feet, six. He is also
used to replace burned-out light bulbs
in the dome. . . . The latest from Hollywood Boulevard: Hopeful extras stand
on the corner of Vine and the Boul'
as a New York ham goes by. "Look,"
say the local hams, "another Broadway actor trying to ritz us. See — he's
got socks under his spats!" . . .
Strange effect of the Hollywood climate on the human race. A middleaged lady did solitary singing and
dancing for six hours on top of the
Hollywood Dam, in the hills above the
town. What would a casting director
be doing on the Hollywood Dam? . . .
"Variety" reports that the veteran,
William Collier, was acting with a
whole bunch of young stars in a new
talkie. They had dozens of lines — Collier had two. The director noticed that
Will didn't have his part in his hand.
"Where's your part, Mr. Collier?" he
asked. "A moth ate it," answered the
grand old man.

Arliss on Top
With $5200 Take
In Okla. City
Oklahoma City — There were no kicks in
this town over b. o. intakes at local houses,
all of which hit par or better in a week
marked with excellent outdoor weather.
Arliss in "Green Goddess" finished in
first place, grossing $5,200, which means a
125% rating for the Criterion. The other
five attractions all clicked at 100%.
Weather : Pleasant.
Opposition: "Under a Texas Moon," Capitol; "Green
Goddess" and Madam Elgin, Criterion; "Show Girl
of Hollywood," Empress; "Ladies of Leisure,"
Liberty; "Cohens nad Kelly s in Scotland," Fanchon
& Marco "Ideas" (4 days), Orpheum; "Prince of
Diamonds," RKO vaudeville (3 days), Orpheum.
"UNDER A TEXAS
MOON"
(W. B.)
CAPITOI^-(1,200), 2Sc-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Metro news, Harry Langdon in "The King."
Gross: $4,800.
Rating:
100%.
"GREEN
GODDESS"
(W. B.)
CTRITERION- (2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Madam Elgin, Herman Timberg in "I
Came First"; Paramount sound news; Jack Caldwell,
organ.
Gross: $5,200.
Rating:
125%.
"SHOW
GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD"
(F.N.)
EMPRESS— 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attracHons:
Pathe news, Walter Hagen & Leo Diegel in "Match
Play."
Gross: $4,000.
Rating:
100%.
"LADIES
OF
LEISURE"
(Columbia)
LIBERTY— (1,800), 2Sc-50c.
Other attractions:
Fox
Movietone
news, Mickey
House
in "The
Galloping
Gaucho."
Gross: $4,000.
Rating:
100%.
"COHENS
AND
KELLEYS
IN SCOTLAND"
(U.)
ORPHEUM— 1,600), 4 days, 25c-50c. Other attractions: Fox news, Panchon and Marco's ''Baby Songs
Idea," with Rose Valyda and the Sunkist Beauties.
Gross: $3,800.
Rating:
100%.
"PRINCE
OF DIAMONDS"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (1.500), 25c-50c-75c, 3 days. Other attractions: RKO vaude, Fox sound news. Gross: $2,500.
Rating: 100%.
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Withdraw John
McCormack Fihn
After 3 Weeks
Los Angeles — John McCormack's "Song
O' My Heart" isn't dong so well at the
Chinese.
The picture will finish up this week, its
third, and "Hell's Angels" has been booked
as a successor, the latter switching from the
original Egyptian booking.
McCormack was a keen disappointment
at the box office here, despite high returns
elsewhere in the country. Fox had figured
the film for a four months' run at least.
Carthay is hitting highest night business
in the history of the house with "All Quiet
on the Western Front." "U's" German war
film grossed $23,411, rating 187% in its
first full week. Light matinees performances are said to be holding down the gross.
Nights are sold out ten days in advance.
It looks good for a minimum run of 12
tveeks.
"SONG OF THE FLAME"
(First Naticnal)
HOLLYWOOD— Warners Hollywood— (3,000), 2nd
week,
7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions Vita129%. Varieties,
phone
sound news. Gross: $18,000. Rating:
"LADIES LOVE BRUTES" (Pairamount)
LOS ANGELES— United Artists— (2,100). 7 days,
35c to 75c. Other attractions: Sennett comedy, Terrytune. Paramount sound news, Gaylord Carter
organ concert. Opposition: "King of Jass," "Mammy," "Paramount on Parade," "High Society Blues,"
''Love Comes Along," "Ingagi." Gross: $18,000.
Rating: 133%. "MAMMY"
(Warners)
LOS
days,

ANGELES— Warners
Downtown— (2,400),
7
35c to 65c. Other attractions:
Vitaphone Varieties, Paramount sound newsi Opposition: "King of
Jazz,"
"Paramount
on
Parade,"
"High
Society
Blues,"
"Love
Comes
Along,"
"Ingagi,"
"Ladies
Love Brutes."
Gross: $28,200.
Rating:
188%.
"LOVE
COMES
ALONG"
(RKO)
LOS ANGELES— RKO— (2,700), 7 days, 3Sc to 65c.
Other
attractions:
RKO
vaudeville,
Pathe
sound
news.
Opposition:
''King of Jaz," "Paramount
on
Parade,"
"Mammy,"
"High Society Blues," "Ladies
114%.
Love
Brutes,"
"Ingagi."
Ooss:
$11,300.
Rating:
"INGAGI" (Congo)
LOS ANGELES— Orpheum— (2,750), 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: "Mickey's Luck," Pathe
sound news. Opposition: "King of Jazz," "Mammy,"
''Paramount) on Parade," "Dove Comets Along*,"
"High Society Blues," "Ladies Love Brutes." Gross:
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
$23,500.
LOS ANGELES— Mayan— (1,600), 3rd week, 7 days,
50c to $1.50. Gross: $9,800.
"SONG O* MY HEART"
(Fox)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's
Chinese— (2,023),
2nd
week, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions:
Sennet
comedy.
Movietone
news.
Gross:
$17,000.
Rating:
106%.
"ALI.

QUIET
ON (Universal)
THE
WESTERN
FRONT"
LOS
ANGELES— Fox Carthay
Circle— (1,650), 1st
week, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions:
Abe
Lyman
and
band,
Movietone
news.
Gross:
$23,411.
Rating:
187%.
"PARAMOUNT ON PARADE" (Paramount
LOS ANCTELES— Paramount— (3,596), 1st week, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Rice Sportlight, Fables cartoon comedy, Paramount sound news. Milton (Carles
organ concert. Opposition: "King of Jazz," "Mammy," "Ladies Love Brutes," ''Love Comes Along,"
"Ingagi," "High Society Blues." Gross: $26,000.
Rating: 104%.
"HIGH SOCIETY BLUES" (Fox)
LOS ANGELES— Loew's State— (2,418); 7 days, 35c
to 6Sc. Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco "Box o'
Candy" Idea^ talker comedy, Metrotone, Movietone
news. Opposition: "Paramount on Parade," "King
of
Jazz," "Mammy," ''Love Comes Along," "Ladies
130%.
Love Brutes," "Ingagi." Gross: $35,200. Rating:
"KING
OF JAZZ"
(Universal)
LOS
ANGELES— Fox Criterion-(l,652),
2nd week,
7 days,
35c to 65c.
Other
attractions:
'ParamountMovietone
on Pa'Ingagi," "Ladies Love
news.
Opposition:
"Mammy.'
rade,"
"High
Society
Blues,"
125%.
Brutes," ''Love Comes Along." Gross: $12,500. Rating:
"VAGABOND
KING" (Paramount)
Egyptian— (1,800),
HOLLYWOOD—
days.
35c to 65c. Grauman's
Other attractions:
Fanchon-Marco
"Milky
Way"
Idea, Movietone news.
Gross: $10,200.
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Count *Em
The finest topaz, in llu- world, weiKhinn Ufi!) carats and liavini; til fiutls.
is oni- of llu- many prin-li'ss jewels of
the J. I'ierponl Mor^'an coileilion
which are presented in a ne« I'aihe
Audio Review through the tourtes> of
the American Museum of Natural
History. A musical hack^round is
provided hy the Audio Review Svmphony Orchestra.

K. C. Policy Cluuige
Boosts 111 lake of
"C^\r to $5,600
Kansas City— Business climbed back to
normal this week for most of the firstrun houses, and managers' were once
again in a good frame of mind.
The Mainstreet did slightly better than
average (110%) on First National's
"Other Tomorrow," enhanced by a stage
show which drew in the crowds. Gross
was $16,000. Midland reported average
(100%) on M-G-M's "Girl Said No,"
which brought about $15,000. The Newman did fairly good with "Ladies Love
Brutes," (Paramount) with a gross of
$9,000, or 90%.
The new member of Kansas City's firstrun group, the suburban Uptown, reported satisfactory business (100%; on
its initial first-run picture, Fox's "Big
Party." Pantages, under its new 25c
policy, played to big crowds with "The
Golden Calf," (Fox) taking in $5,600, or
125% in the rearranged price scale.
The one big flop of the week was
"Clancy
in Wall inStreet,"
which did
worst business
the history
of the
the
Royal.

M o tio n
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Receipts fell to 30%, or $1,350.

Weather:
Cool and rainy.
Opposition: "Girl Said No" and vaude revue, Midland; "Other Tomorrow", Ave acts R.K.O. viude,
Mainstreet; "Ladies Love Brutes", Newman; "Clancy
in Wall Street", Royal; "Big Party", Uptownj
"Golden Calf". Pantaoes.
"GIRL SAID NO"
(M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 35-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Hearst Metrotone news; Grantland Rice
Sportlight; Columbia "Silly Symphony;" vaude revue
("Eton Days",
Mary Haynes). Groes:
$15,000.
Rating: headlining
100%.
"OTHER
TOMORROW"
(FJ4.)
MAINSTREET— (3,067), 35-60c, 7 days. Other attractions, Pathe sound news, five acts vaude, (headlining Blackstone, magician). Gross: $16,000. Rating: 110%.
"LADIES
LOVE
BRUTES"
(Par.)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25-60c, 7 days.
Other at^actions:
Mack
Sennett comedy,
("Honeymoon
Zeppelin"); Paramount sound news; Aesop
Fable, ("Ducie
Days").
Gross:
$9,000.
Rating:
90%.
"GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
PANTAGES— (2,166), 25c, 7 days. Other attractions: Pathe sound news, Sennett comedy, ("Big
Palooka").
Gross:
$5,600.
Rating:
i:5%.
"CLANCY
IN WALL
STREET"
(Aristocrat)
ROYAL-(900), 25-50C, 7 days. Other attractiafns :
Paramount sound news, Fitzpatrick's "April Horoscope," fMucational comedy, ("Trouble for Two");
Educational cartoon, ("Roman Punch"). Gross:
$1,350.
Rating:
30%.
"BIG
PARTY"
(Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,200), 25-50C, 7 days. Other attractions: Our Gang comedy, C'Railroadin' ") ; Universal news, M.G.M. short, Aaron Harrison's "Covamanders."
Gross:
$6,000.
Rating, 100%.

Whiteman and Gershwin
On Whiteman
with "King
of Gershwin
Jazf*
Paul
and George
are to make personal appearances at the
Roxv in connection with run of "King of

News

^Sarali, SoiT rake s
World OiilolKcd
w iih ^%:i:A)
Omaha — World theatre came out of the
red for the first time since Publix spotted
the house with vaudeville a month ago.
"."sarah and Son" (Paramount) hit a gross
ot $''.350 for a rating of 110%.
Hookers were wrong when they put
"Grtvn Goddess" (W. B.) at the State for
three days only. It was good for a week,
at least, grossing $2,750 on a 110% rating.
"Those Who Dance" (W. B.), last half,
dropped to $2,250 (90%,)Paramount had another mediocre week
with "High Society Blues" (Fox), bringing in $9,960, 10% under par. RKO's
'l-"ramed," aided by Esther Ralston in person, helped the Orphcum get another average week. Mostly rain.
Weather:
Opposition: "Sarah and Son," Hve acts Publix
vaude, World; "High Society Blues," Paramount^
"Framed," Esther Ralston headlining file act RKO
bill, Orpheum; "Green Goddess," State; "Those Who
Dance,"
State.
"SARAH AND SON"
(Paramount)
WORLD— (2,500),
25c-60c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: Five acts
Publix
vaude.
Paramount
news,
and comedy.
Gross: $9,350. Rating:
110%.
"FRAMED"
(Radio)
ORPHEUM— (3.000). 25c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Esther Ralston
in person,
four RKO
acts,
Pathe news, shorts.
Gross: $14,000.
Rating: 100%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
PARAMOUNT— (2.900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: "Match Play" (Educational), Floyd Farley (local golf pro). Paramount news, organ. Gross:
$9,900. Rating: W,
"GREEN
GODDESS"
(W. B.)
STATE— (1,200), 2Sc-40c, 3 days.
Other attractions:
Universal
news, shorts. Gross: $2,750. Rating:
110%.
"THOSE
WHO
DANCE"
(W. B.)
STATE— (1,200), 2Sc-'«)c, 4 days. Other attractions:
Universal news, comedy cartoon. Gross: $2,250.
Rating: 90%.

"Montana Moon'\
Providence High;
Grosses 25 Grand
Providence, April 25 — Easter Week business proved brisk for exhibitors here, all
theatres in the downtown belt reporting excellent business. Loew's State with $25,000
on "Montana Moon" clicked into the biggest money. RKO Victory was high with
$10,000, a rating of 100%, and the Majestic
was O.K. at $12,200. Vaude and film at
the .Mbee grossed $11,400.
Weather:
Clear, coot.
Opposition: Legit: Wrestling, George M. Cohan in
"Gambling." "The Tavern." Films: "Montana Moon,"
Loew's State; "High Society Blues," Majestic;
"Young Eagles," RKO Victory: Vaudeville and Richard Di.v, "Loving the Ladies," RKO Albee.
"MONTANA MOON" (M-G-M)
I.OEW'S STATE— (3.800), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Harry Langdon in "The Shrimp,"
Krazy Kat cartoon, Joe Stoves' organlogue, Pathe
comedy.
Gross: $25,000
Rating:
125%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
MAJF^TIC-(2.400), 1.5c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: Lupino Lane in "Shipmates"; Paramount
news.
Gross:
$12,:!00.
Rating:
105%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Paramount)
RKO VICTORY— (1.600), 1.5c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Pathe sound news. George Price in
"Station Hunk." song reel. Dartmouth Glee Club.
Gross: $10,000.
Rating:
100%.
RKO
Revue."

Tazz'"

Picture

"LOVING
THE LADIES"
(RKO)
.SLREE- (2,300), .^5c-75c. 7 days. Other attractions: Five acts vaude. headed by "Providence
Gross: $11,400.
Rating: 90%.

That Namihty Title
< loelaiul — "Her I nhorn (!hild," disIrihuted in this territory hy W. N.
.Skirhoil, is hooked sohd in West VirKini;i ;in(l Kenliickx through June and
«i-ll into Julv. I'our prints of the picture are Morkin^ all the time. The
()hi<i Censor Koard has refused to
pass it for Ohio exhibition — not beeause of I he suhjcct matter of the
pieture. n<jr heeuuse of its presentation, hut only becauNe of its title.

Portland Stands
Go in For Sexy
Stnf f in Big Way
Portland, Ore. — Four frank and dramatic
productions not recommended for children
arrived simultaneously and vied with another for the adult dollar, with the big competition between Fox and Katz forces,
Fox's Broadway took the high mark with
$13,450 on a rating of 165%, with Norma
Shearer's "Divorcee" pulling heavy influx
of cash customers.
Lower percentages hung up by Paramount with "The Texan," featuring Gary
Cooper, reaching 140% and $12,875; second week of "Rogue Song" at United Artists, $11,450, 125%; "Her Unborn Child"
at "Music Box" pulled heavily with clever
advertising ($10,415, 123 %). RKO Or"Second Wife"
dren)pheum,
took $10,350,
105%.(also not for chil-

Weather: Ideal Summer.
Opposition: "The Texan," Paramount : "Rogue
Song," United Artists- "Her Unborn Child," Music
Box; "Second Wife," Orpheum; "A Notorious Affair,"
Rialto. (Phil Lampkin and his Paramounteers helped
attendance at Paramount, which has been without
stage band past \ear.)
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
FO.X BROADWAY— (1,912). 2S-60c, 7 days. Other
Attractions: Fanchon & .Marco's "Broadway Venus" (Mel Klee, Henry
m. c. Wells
letts aerialists);
LcBel,and
at Winthrop,
Wurlitzer; BartFox
Movietone news. Gross: $13,450. Rating: 165%.
"THE TEJCAN"
(Parwnoimt)
PORTLAND P.\RAMOU.\T-(3,068), 25-50c. 7 days.
Other Attractions: "Happy" Phil Lampkin and Paramounteers; William and Joe Mandell ("Actions Spcalc
Louder Than Words"); Don and Don at Wurlitzer,
"Hot Dog" (Talkartoon); Elsa Behlow Trautner, soprano; Sliss Yvette, strutter; Layne & Gordon;
Paramount sound news. Gross: $12,875. Rating: 140%.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)— Second
Week
UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 50-60c, 7 days. Other
Attractions: Fox Movietone news. Gross: $11,450.
Rating: 125%.
"HER
UNBORN
CHILD"
HAMRICK'S "MUSIC BOX"-(l,875), 25-50c, 7
days. Other Attractions: Fox Movietone news. Vitaphone acts, Pete Ashe at Wurlitzer. Gross: $10,415.
Rating: 123%.
"SECOND WIFE"— RKO
RKO-ORPHEUM— (1,700),
25-50c,
7 dayv
Other
Attractions:
The Weaver
Bros,
(with
Elviry-Heras
& Wallace);
Catherine
Custer at Wurlitzer;
Frank
Potter and RKOeolians.
Gross: $10,350. Rating: 105%.
"NOTORIOUS
AFFAIR"
(ParanMxint)
RIALTO THEATRE— U,600), 2S-50c, 7 days. Other
Attractions: Paramount sound news, "Up the CcnKo' (r'it episode).
Gross: $9,450.
Rating: 98%.

Baltimore Theatres Run
Shows on Standard Time
Baltimore — Voluntary daylight saving
plan is under way with much confusion resulting in the traffic and school regulations
in the morning.
All picture houses remain on standard
time but price changing hour of larger
houses may be changed from 6 to 5 P. M.
.\\\ theatres ran trailers telling patrons they
would continue on standard time. Some
advertised their time of starting in newspaper advertisements.

Motion
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^Cargo's'300%Run
Startles Chicago
Money Grabbers
Chicago — The little 300-seat Castle leaped
into the big-money class this week with
"White Cargo" (state rights), landing $10,600 (300%) in the till. This represents
capacity business for the week at this house,
where eleven performances of the feature
are shown daily to holdout volume. The
pix is in for an indefinite run as a "pink."
"Ladies of Leisure" (Columbia), in its
second week at the Woods, was also sensational, taking $25,500. This figure is $4,500
above the picture's first week gross; jt
betters the mark established by "Party
Girl" (Tiffany), the "pink" which preceded it in this house, and is within a few
hundred dollars of the house record. Business at the Chicago, Monroe and Orpheum
came back to normal after recent recessions. "Happy Days" (Fox) came into the
Roosevelt in mid-week to the tune of standout business and appears to be set for a
run. House recently has been confusing
programmers with run pictures, so needs the
biz.
Weather:

Fair

hut

chilly.

Oppositions "Benson Murder Case," stage show, Chicago; "Show Girl in Hollywood," stage show, Oriental:
"Puttin' on the Ritz" (3 personal appearances of Harry
Richmand) , United Artists; "Hot for Paris" (2nd
week), McVickers; "Under a Texas Moon" (4 days
of 2nd week), "Happy Days" (first 4 days), Roosevelt; "Lovin' the Ladies," S acts RKO vaude, StateLake; "Ladies of Leisure," Woods; "Soitg of the
West," Orpheum; "White Cargo," Castle; "Ingagi"
(Sth week), Garrick; "Sky Hawk" and 30 minutes
of newsreel, Monroe.
"PUTTIN'
ON
THE
RITZ"
(U. A.)
UNITED ARTISTS— (1,728), 1st week, 50c-8Sc.
Other attractions: Paramount comedy, novelty short,
Hearst sound news, three personal appearances of
Harry Richman. Opened fairly strong for indefinite
run.
Gross: $28,200.
Rating:
130%.
"LOVIN*
THE
LADIES"
(RKO)
STATE-LAKE,~(3.000),
35c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Five acts
RKO
vaude,
sound
cartoon,
Pathe novelty short.
Gross: $21,000.
Rating: 80%.
"HAPPY
DAYS"
(Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,528), 50c-85c, first 4 days. Other
attractions: Paramount newsreel, novelty short, comedy. Gross: (4 days), $14,100. Rating: 145%. Replaced "Under a Texas Moon" (W. B.). Gross for
last 5 days of 12-day run: $10,200. Rating: 60%.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
wooes— (1,175), 2nd week, 35c-85c. Other attractions: Pathe news, Walt Disney cartoon. Improved
its sensational business in second week, but has to
close after one more to make way for "Captain of
the
(Universal),
comes weeks.
in withGross:
John
BolesGuard"
appearing
in personwhich
for three
$25,500.
Rating: 225%.
"HOT
FOR PARIS"
(Fox)
McVICKERS— (2,283), 50c-85c, 2nd week. Other attractions: "TOatch Play" (Educational comedy),
■•Colden Pagoda" (Vagabond Series), Paramount
news. Replaced by "The Rogue Song" (M-G-M).
Gross: $22,300.
Rating: 807o.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Pamamount)
(■HTCAGO-(3,910),
50c-85c, 7 Paramount
days.
Other newsreel,
attractions: Stage show, orchestra.
novelty short, comedy.
Gross: $47, .500. Rating: 100%.
"SHOW
GIRL
IN
HOLLYWCK)D"
(F.N.)
ORIENTAL— (3,193), 50c, 85c, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show, comedy, newsreel, novelty
short.
Gross: $34,000.
Rating: 75%.
"WHITE CARGO"
(State Rights)
CASTLE--(300),
50c-7,5c, 1st week.
Other
attractions: Daily News-Universal
newsreel.
Sensational
business with holdouts for all performances.
All-time
house record.
Gross: $10,600.
Rating:
300%.
"SONG
OF THE WEST"
(W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (751), 50c-75c, 1st week. Other attractions: Three Vitaphone
shorts.
Held
over for a
second week. Gross: $6,100. Rating: 100%.
"SKY HAWK"
(Fox)
MONROE— (982). 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Thirty minutes of newsreel. Gross: $7,300. Ratin?:
*
100%.
"INGAGI"
(Congo Picture Epics)
GARRTCnK— (1,233), Sth week, 75c-$1.00. Remarkably steady business for this picture in the legit house.
One more week, when "Journey's End" (Tiffany)
comes in at $2 top for a two-a-day run. Gross:
$8,500. Rating: 128%.

Picture

News

Singing Gives a Pain
Vancouver, B. C. — Referring to some
of the music played in theatres today
as "worse than a bunch of tomcats
could do on a back fence," Alderman
P. C. Gibbons, in the city council, has
opened
an attack
"canned
music"to
and suggests
that on
steps
be taken
remedy the situation.
Alderman Miller said he thought it
a matter for the customs department,
inasmuch as the music comes originally from the United States.
Mayor W. H. Malkin argued that
the music was released the same a.s
motion pictures; in fact, it went with
the pictures and was necessary for
their successful showing.
After considerable argument, the
matter was referred to Corporation
Counsel George E. McCrossan, K.C.,
for an opinion.

Des Moines Fans
Fail to Enthuse
Over Tibbett
Des Moines — The generally accepted fact
that a big "legit" name may be known in
large key points, but still fail to draw in
minor spots, seems proved again in the box
office showing for "Rogue Song," Lawrence
Tibbett's operetta. It caused diversity of
opinion. Some felt the comedians saved the
day, others that they ruined it, but there
was a general satisfaction that the hero
rode away to his own kingdom rather than
ruining the lady's. In spite of the Drake
Relay crowds, the Des Moines registered
only 80% with "The Rogue Song," while
"High Society" at the Orpheum with a
week's run scored 160%. "The Rogue
Song" was the only picture to fall below
Weather:

Pleasant

throughout.

Opposition:
Song," "Des ^Moines;
"Benson
. Case," "Rogue
par.
Murder
Paramount; "Showgirl in Hollywood,"
Paramount ; "High
Society," RKO
vaude, Orpheum;
"Lost Zeppelin,"
Strand; "Strictly Modern," Strand.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
DES MOINES— (l,600j, 7 days, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c.
Other attractions: Paramount sound news, M-G-M
comedy ("All Teed Up"), Paramount screen snapshots, "U" Oswald cartoon. Gross: $5,000. Rating:
80%.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 3 days, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c.
Other attractions: "U." sound news, Herbie Koch
organ number, stage band vaude. with Sally Sweet,
Paramount stage band, George Dewey Washington,
colored singer. Gross: $8,500. Rating: 120%.
"SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD" (F. N.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 4 days, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c.
Other attractions: Paramount sound news, Mr. and
Mrs. Herbie Koch, organs; Charlie Agnew and stage
band in original musical, "Dixie Jamboree." Gross:
$7,000. Rating: 100%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY"
(Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 7 days, 25c-50c. Other attractions: RKO vaude., Pathe news. Gross: $18,000.
Rating:
160%.
"LOST
ZEPPELIN"
(Tiffany-Stahl)
STRAND— (1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c. Other attractions: Paramount silent news, U. Oswald cartoon
("Kisses and Curses"), U. sorting youth ("Chinese
Blues").
Gross: $5,500. Rating:
110%.
"STRICTLY
MODERN"
(F. N.)
STRAND— (1,100), 3 days, 20c-30c. Other attractions: Pathe sound news, M-G-M act ("Roy Evans"),
Paramount talking act ("Salt Walter Ballads"),
Paramount
$5,000.
Rating:comedy
100%.. ("Weak but Willing"). Gross:

Marjorie Beebe Signs
Hollywood — Marjorie Beebe, featured
comedienne in Sennett comedies, signed a
new contract with the producer before going to Hawaii on a vacation trip.
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$2,970 in 3-Day
"Treason" Run;
55% Under Par
Baltimore— With the exception of two,
every large theater in Baltimore passed
par business for the week, some grosses
even hovering around the 200 mark.
"High Society Blues," and the Valentino repertoire, were the outstanding
highs. The former played to enormous
business at the New theater, starting the
Saturday previous and including a Sunday midnight show. The show averaged
$17,500 gross with a rating of 175 per
cent.
The low for the week was done by
"High Treason," the English picture
booked in for three days at the Auditorium. The gross was figured at $2,970
giving it a 45 per cent, rating.

Weather: Variable, starting with cloudy and cold
with some rain on Monday then gradually turning to
Saturday.
clear and warm with beautiful weather Friday and

Opposition: "High Traeson," Auditorium; "Montana .Moon," and Loew show unit ("Kracyland,")
Loew's Century; "Rampant Age," with Bert Smith
players in "Ritzie Mitzie," Hippodrome; "Captain of
the Guard," Keith's; Valentino repertoire ("The
Sheik,"^ "Monsieur Beaucaire") Little; "Those Who
Dance," Metropolitan and Rivoli; "High Society
Blues," New; "Son of the Gods," Loew's Stanley;
"Puttin' On the Ritz," Loew's Valencia and Parkway
(after one Repertoire;
week at Loew's
Stanley).Opera
Stage:
Walter
Hampden
Metropolitan
Repertoire;
While of Pleasure (burlesque).
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S CENTURY-(3,221), 25c-60c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone and M-(j-M News,
"He Loved the Ladies," (Paramount comedy); Hodge
Podge, Loew's unit ("Krazyland" starring Herman
120%.
Timberg); orchestra, organ. Ooss: $25,000. Ratine:
"SON
OF THE
GODS"
(First National)
LOEW'S STANLEY— (3,654), 25c-60c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news, "La Paloraa"
(Paramount song reel); "Whispering Whoopee"
(M-G-M comedy with (Tharlie Chase), organ. Gross:
$17,500.
Rating:
1007,,.
"PUTTIN'
ON THE RITZ"
(United Artists)
(After it was shoivn one week at Loew's Stanley.)

LOEW'S

VALENaA— (1,500, 25c-35c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Metrotone news, "The Prisoner's
Song," (Paramount song reel), "All Teed Up," (CharHe Chase M-G-M comedy.) Gross: $2,975. Rating:
85%.
"PUTTIN'
ON THE RITZ"
(United Artists)
(After it was shown
one week at Loew's
Stanley.)
LOEWS
PARKWAY— (1,092), 15c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news, "Cannibal Capers," (Disney cartoon), "50 Million Husbands" (MG-M comedy).
Gross:
$4,400.
Rating:
100%.
"THOSE WHO DANCE"
(Warners)
(Shown
Simultaneously
with Metropolitan
uptown.)
RIVOLI— (1,982), 25c-50c; 6 days starting Saturday.
Other attractions: "Honeymoon Zeppelin" (Talking
comedy), "Two Rounds of Love" and "At Your Service" (Vitaphone Varieties), Pathe sound news, organ. Gross: $8,800.
Rating: 110%.
"THOSE
WHO
DANCE"
(Warners)
(Shown
Siiniiltaneoush
with Rivoli downtown.)
METROPOLITAN— (1.500). 15c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday. Other attractions:
April "Horoscope,"
Mickey
Mouse
cartoon.
Vitaphone
comedy.
Kinograms, organ.
Gross: $6,300.
Rating:
105%.
"THE RAMPANT AGE" (RKO)
HIPPODROME— (2,500), 20c-60c. 6 days. Other
attractions: Pathe sound news, Pathe silent review,
"The Great Jewel Case," (Exlucational comedy), Bert
.Smith Players in "Ritzie-Mitzie," with acts, chorus,
organ, orchestra. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 100%.
"CAPTAIN
OF THE GUARD"
(Universal)
KEITH'S— (3,016), 25c-50c, 6 days starting with
midnight show Sunday. Other attrsictions: "Voice
of Hollywood," comedy, Pathe sound news. Gross:
$6,000.
Rating:
75%.
"HIGH SOCIETY BLUES"
(Fox)
NEW— (1,500), 25c-50c, 6 days starting Saturday
and including midnight show Sunday. Other attractions: Eddie Lambert in "Bitter Friends," (Talking
Comedy), Fox Movietone news. Gross: $17,500.
Rating:
175%.
"THE
SHEIK"
and "MONSIEUR
BEAUCAIRE"
(Rudolph
Valentino Repertoire
IVcek.)
LITTLE-(267), 35c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
With "The Sheik": "The Blue Danube;" With
"Monsieur Beaucaire": "Early to Bed" (Stan Laurel
and Oliver Hardy), piano, orchestraphone accompani160%. ment with both features. Gross: $1,600. Rating:
"HIGH
TREASON"
(Gaumont-Tiffany)
AUDITORIUM— (1,600), 35c-$l. 3 dsrys (Monday to
Wednesday.) Other attractions: Comedy, Pathe
news.
Gross:
$2,970.
Rating: 45%.
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Pip of a W eek in
Boston; ^'Ladies"
Takes $36,500

"Lilies of Field"
"Sociel) lilacs"
$11,000 (; loss Is
Chases 'cm Away
With 46 Grand
Low ill 'Frisco

Boston — Every theatre in downtown Boston showed a rai)id recovery from a slump
and starting with the Patriots' Day holiday
April 19th, showed a decided bull condition.

Cleveland — "High Society Hlues" was
the l)ig picture of the week in Cleveland,

Tiffany's "Journey's End" opened as a
road show on Tuesday at the Tremont and
did an excellent tive-days' business. It is the
city's second road show, something that seldom happens in Boston, yet John McCormack's "Song o' xMy Heart" increased its
gross by better than five per cent over the
previous week for its sixth week as the
second other road show.
Paramount's "Ladies Love Brutes" at the
Metropolitan hit the high spot with $36,500,
closely followed by Metro's two films at the
Loew theatres, "Montana Moon" and "T-Vee
and Easy" for $23,000 and $22,500 respectively.
"High Society Blues" at Keith's grossed
$25,500 for US%. Warners' "x\Linmiy" at
the Uptown and Olympia, back on the former day-and-date schedule, did $14,500 at
the former lor 125^^0 and almost as well at
the Olympia. "Honey" at the Scollay
Square, for its second appearance, grossed
$15,000 for 115%.

lycather: Fair and cold.
Opposition: "Ladies Love Brutes," stage numbers,
Publi.v Metropolitan; "Montana Moon" and "Free
and Easy," at Loew's State and Loew's Orpheum
respectively, the latter showing five acts of vaudeville: "High Society Blues," Keith's; "Lovin' the
Ladies," Keith-Albce; "Mammy," Uptown and
Olympia, playing day-and-date; "Honey," for the
second time in Boston, at the Scollay Square.
•'LADIES LOVE BRUTES"
(Paramount)
METROPOLITAN— (4,.150), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Stage revue ("Satan's Holiday"), Rubinot! in special musical numbers. Paramount news.
Gross: $Jt>..iOO. Rating:
125%.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
LOEWS STATE— (3,700), 30c-50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Comtdv, cartoon, Hearst Mctrotone news.
Gross: $i.i,0OO. Rating: 120%.
"FREE
AND
EASY"
(M-G-M)
LOEU'S state— (3,100), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Jack Sidney and his "Frolickers," vaudeville. Heart Metrotone news. Gross: 522,500. Rating:
120%.
"HIGH SOCIETY BLUES"
(Fox)
KEITH
.\IE.\IORI.\I^(2.900).
30c-05c,
7 days.
Other
attractions:
Comedies,
Sportlight,
cartotons,
I'athe news.
Gross: $25,500.
Rating: 115%.
"LOVIN'
THE
LADIES"
(RKO)
KEITH ALBEE— (2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions:
\'audeville,
comedy,
Pathe
news. Gross:
$21,000.
Rating:
120%.
"MAMMY"
(Warner)
UPTOWX—
(2.U00),
3.Sc--5c,
7 days. news.
Other attractions: Comedy,
cartoon,
Paramount
Gross:
$14,500.
Rating:
125%.
"SONG
o' MY
HEART"
(Fox)
MATESTIC— (1.550). 50c-$2, 7 da vs. Gross: $10,000.
Rating:
100%, (Sixth Week)
"HONEY"
(Paramount)
SCOLL.W SQUARE— (1,800), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville, Paramount news.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating:
115%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
TRE.MONT— (1,800). 50c-$2, 7 days. Gross: $9,000
(5 daysl.
Rating: 110%.

grossing $46,000, on a 230% rating. "Free
anil Easy" the Keaton comedy, also
pulled good business, hitting $22,000.
"\ agabond King" had a good opening
week, but did not come up to anticipation. Other show s just got by with about
average business. "Redemption," "The
Great Divide" and "Show (iirl of Hollywood" were off considerably. "Redemption" and the "Show Girl" each hit 86%,
while M-G-M's "Divide" fell lower by
two points.

ll-'eather: Clear all week. Cool, occasional snow
flurries.
Opposition: "Vagabond King", Stillman; "Redemption", /lllen; "Free and Easy", Stile: "Show
Cirl in Hollywood", RKO Palace; "High Society
Blues", RKO Hippodrome; "Great Divide", Keith s
East lOSth St.
•VAGABOND
KING"
(M-G-M)
STILLMAN— (l.yOO), 40c-75c.
7 days.
Other attractions:
"Radio Riot" (Paramount), Hearst Mctrotone news. Gross:
$20,000.
Rating:
133%.
"REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
ALLEN— (3..30O), 30c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions: "His Honor the Mayor" (Paramount), "Screen
Snap Shots" (Columbia), Hearst .Mctrotone news.
Groes:
$15,500.
Rating:
86%.
"FREE
AND
EASY"
(M-G-M)
STATE— (3,400), 30c-60c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: "CThinese Blues" (Uiiiversal Sporting Youth),
Paramount
news.
Loew
unit.
Gross:
$22,000. Rating: 110%.
"SHOW
GIRL OF HOLLYWOOD"
(First National)
KKO P.\L.\CE-(3,600), 35c-75c. 7 days. Odier
attractions: "After Seben" (Param't), Pathe Review,
Sportlight (Pathe). Pathe news, vaudeville. Gross:
$21,500.
Rating:
86%.
•HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
RKO
HIPPODRO.ME— (4,500),
35c-75c.
7 days.
Other attractions:
Fox Movietone
news, "Western
Whoopee"
(Pathe).
Gross:
$46,000.
Rating:
230%.
"GREAT
DIVIDE"
(First National)
KEITH'S E.\ST iu5th St:— (2,200), 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Gunboat (jmsberg" (RKO),
.^portlicht (Pathe), Pathe News. Gross: $12.60a
Rating:

84'^i.

Union Organ Attacks
Wahl for Labor Stand

Bellinghani, Wash. — Failure of Loren
Wahl to employ union operators at the
Grand has precipitated an argument here.
"The Labor World" takes quite a sock
at the Grand manager, insisting that the
shekels he garnered during the last si.x
months are "lie" dollars, obtained upon
Wahl's alleged promise six months asro
that he would employ union hclji

San Francisco — ICxhibs here turned in
just a fair week, nothing sensational from
either end of par. "Rogue Song" twjk $20,6<)0, rating 110%, for the seven-day high,
while I'irst National's "Lilies of the Field"
(lipped
a $11,500
runs hitto about
par. gross (81%). All other
Weather:
I'leasant early in the week, then cloudy.
Opposition:
"Kogue
Song."
iVarfield;
" Lillies
of
the Field," stage revue, Casxno- "Her Unborn Child,
St. Francis;^ "Under a Texas Moon." Embajty; "Isle
of
Escape,"
Davies;
"Vagabond
King,"
stagt show.
Paramount.
"HER UNBORN
CHILD"
(L. R.)
ST. FRA.NCIS (I'ublix)-(1,500), 35c. 50c. 6Sc. 90c. 7
(L-iys. Other attractiofu: Smmil news, Cirantlantl
Kice
Fable, liruce scenic. Gross:
$15,600. Sportlight,
Ratbig: Ar^op's
100%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
E.MH ASSY— (1.400). 50c.

CLASSIFIED

For Sale
'THE TALK OF THE TALKIES"
synchronized reproducers, new nineteeu-thirty models for sale OR LEASE
at $5.00 a week ! H. D. Laughlin, The
Liftone Company, Oregon, III.
For Rent
ONE ENTIRE
ASTOR
THEATRE

Famous
Table d'liole
Rotauranls
Lunobeoo
Mtc ....
Dinner SlOt)

Balh, Single, '.{"

D^,

D.iiiblr 'S" IVr Day

1700

FLOOR
BUILDING

Approximately
IgOO Sq. Ft. leJt in
1531 Broadway
at 4Sth St.
Cheapest Rental on Broadway
Immediate Pos.session
Desirable for Music
Publishers,
Booking
Agents, etc.
Apply
L. ROBINS,
or phone Chickcring
5800

Most convenu-QtIy located— only u
few niinules walk to all shopping
and amusement centers— yet quiet

Roora.Siiij;le.*2'" ■ Double M-Prr

ADS.

1,000 upholstered opera chairs from
leading Broadway theatre. Price
reasonable. Address Box 683, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
New York.

•

4hit A La Lnrtr Serrit-r

(Warner)
7 days.
Other

For Sale

HOTEL Bristol
• \ig \VErT48t.h
JTREET
'~NE\v yoaK^

MOON"
65c, 90c,

(Conliuued on paffc 97)

SANSOM STREET
Philadelphia, Pa.
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Hays Aid Chosen
At Star Chamber
Session, Charge
(Continued from page 19)
Several militant members

Picture

News

Sez Joe
Los Angeles — He called her "a rotten actress" and "an ignoramous,"
says Elsie Bartlett in her complaint
for divorce against Joseph Schildkraut, charging physical and mental
cruelty. They were married April 7,
1922, and separated last January.

are against

what they feel appears to be Hays' attempt
to eventually dominate and control the
Academy, using Wunder as his opening
wedge. They are said to have voiced their
opinion that the entire history of negotiations for Wunder appears to be sponsored
by Hays, and that if the inside story srot
out, the Academy would be immediately
branded as a direct adjunct of Hays.

How Wunder Got In
The inside story of negotiations for Wunder claims that Will Hays first placed tlie
idea with William De Mille, Academy president, during Hays' visit to the coast in
February. At that time, Hays sold De
Mille the idea that the Academy should
have "someone who can travel about the
country and meet important people in the
interests of the organization." Hays assured the Academy president, it is said, thai
he would see that the M. P. Producers and
Distributors Ass'n. would make a contribution to the Academy sufficient to cover the
salary and expenses of such a representative.
After Hays had returned East, De Mille
called a secret meeting of the Academy
executive committee, and passed on the
Hays' idea of a public relations contact
man. Those present agreed it was a fine
idea, and suggested De Mille search for a
suitable candidate. This meeting of certain
members of the executive committee is
charged by others to be illegal under the
Academy constitution, as several members
had not been invited.
Then De Mille informed Hays by letter
that the Academy was in the market for a
public relations counsel, as decision had
been made to launch such a department in
conjunction with Academy activities. Request was made to Hays to recommend
someone suitable for the post. Then it is
said. Hays, through his assistant, Maurice
McKenzie, obtained the recommendation of
Wunder from George Eastman, although
Wunder had previously been employed for
free lance speaking engagements by the
Hays association. This recommendation is
understood to have been passed on by
McKenzie to De Mille, who had several
star chamber discussions with certain Academy leaders. Finally, Wunder was invited
to make a trip to the coast for conferences
with organization executives. He arrived
about a month ago, spent three days being
looked over and returned East.

Out in the Open
After round-robin talks between De Mille
and those members in on the deal, the
Academy president finally offered Wunder
the newly created post. When things had
progressed this far, De Mille, it is said,
must have figured it was about time to
come out in the open and explain the entire
proposition to those Academy executives
kept in ignorance of what had transpired.
A meeting of the Academy executive committee was called, and announcement of the
Wunder engagement made. Frank Woods,
secretary of the organization since its in-

ception three years ago, got his first information about the deal at the meeting. He
immediately tendered his resignation, declaring with much emphasis that he would
not be a party to any plot that would "sell
out" the Academy to Hays or anybody else
and, furthermore, that he was not in accord
with secret sessions such as had been held by
certain members of the executive committee. Others present who had also been kept
in ignorance of the preliminary negotiations
for Wunder, also voiced their dissatisfaction in plain language. One is said to have
made the statement that the Academy would
be branded as a tool of Hays if the inside
story got out, especially since Hays had
both recommended the man and had further
agreed to pay his salary and expenses. The
meeting finally calmed down to the point
where Woods was persuaded to withdraw
his resignation, and decision was made to
place Wunder and his activities directly
under supervision of Woods.
After the executive committee meeting,
news of the entire proposition leaked out to
members generally. Embarrassing questions are said to have been aimed at
De Mille, who answered every one with the
statement that the engagement of Wunder
was no indication whatsoever that Hays
had gained a wedge into Academy affairs
for future domination. De Mille explained
the immediate need for a representative of
the association who could travel around the
country to make valuable contacts for the
Academy, and these contacts would pave
the way for broader service of the association for the good of both the industry and
members.

Keeping Tabs on Wunder
Regardless of De Mille's protestations on
the Hays proposition of Academy control,
influential members have decided to keep a
close watch on Wunder while in the employ of the Academy. If Hays makes any
attempts to dig himself into the future affairs of the Academy, he'll find out that the
organization will not allow any interference
from him, according to one man close to
Academy affairs.
After one week of seething, the Wunder
situation was finally boiled out at a meeting
of the Academy board of directors. At this
time, the public relations counsel was introduced to the nine members of the board
present. Wunder was asked to leave the
meeting, and then a storm broke. De Mille
defended his actions in negotiating for
Wunder, while several board members severely criticized the methods employed
throughout the negotiations. Resolution
was finally passed approving the employment of Wunder, but the latter was formally placed under the jurisdiction of
Frank Woods, Academy secretary, with the
title of public relations counsel. It is understood that the name of Hays and his
reported desire to dominate the Academy
created some hot discussion, with various
members declaring they would not stand for
any attempt to "sell out" the Academy to
anyone.
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'Churchman' Calls
Upon Baptists to
^Unload' MiUiken
Charges that the Federal Council of
Churches, failing to recognize that it is
itself on trial, is endeavoring to pussyfoot past the singular situation in which
it was placed through the paid connection of its general secretary. Dr. C. S.
Macfarland, with the M. P. P. D. A.,
emphasized by the presence of the Hays
secretary, Carl E. Milliken as a member
of its administrative committee, are made
in an editorial in the current issue of The
Churchman, national journal of the
Protestant Episcopal Church.
"Instead of acting promptly upon the
admitted facts through its regular forces,"
reads the editorial, "the Council has transferred the task to a special committee.
The suspicion that this committee may
be given to soft-pedaling is amplified by
persistent efforts to soften the attitude
of the religious press, including The
Churchman. We note that the appeal
has been heard by the esteemed Congregationalist, which begs the question in
amazing fashion, counseling consideration for Dr. Macfarland, because of his
former services to the Council, and quite
underestimating the shame he has brought
upon the Council itself, or how much its
condonation of him will destroy the influence of that body.

The "Movie Menace"

"The Federal Council has in its hands
a great opportunity. It can convince the
country that it is no longer retained by
the baleful influences that stayed its hands
in dealing with movie menace. By disengaging itself from Milliken, and dismissing Macfarland, it can give evidence
that it is in earnest. It can make plain
that the hypocritical association, which
has so long prevailed, is destroyed and
thereby demonstrate to a public not without suspicion that a religious body of the
first national importance is free.
"The unloading of Milliken, who arranged to pay Dr. Macfarland, rests with
the Northern Baptist Convention which
put him on the administration committee,
and which alone can take him oflf. We
hope that this body will have the courage
and conscience to act. Dr. Macfarland
is, however, entirely in the hands of the
Federal Council. For it there is no ex-

Host

to Golf Star

Educational tendered a luncheon Monday
to Leo Diegel, U. S. professional golf chamcuse."pion. Diegel, who is co-starred with Walter Hagen in the Educational-Mack Sennett talking comedy, "Match Play," sailed
Wednesday, for England, where he will
meet Abe Mitchell in a match for the unofficial professional championship of the
world.

Lonsdale Writing
Hollywood — Frederick Lonsdale, English
playwright, is at work on a Paramount picture. He will write the new co-starring
vehicle for Ruth Chatterton and Clive
Brook, "New Morals," which will soon go
into production.

M a\ 3, 1930

Sluclio Pops Use
The Slipper to
Tun Bad (iirls
{Continued from page 22)
tinted glasses.
Things looked pretty black for
the little girl.
"Then it was that Joan showed her common
sense. She pulled herself together and gave
the picture everything she had. When she
finished that picture, the executives were so
pleased with the change in her that she was
given the lead opposite John Gilbert, in
"Twelve Miles Out." Joan realizes that the
lesson did her good. * ♦ ♦

When

Hell Began to Pop

"Unfortunately not all lessons have such a
salutary effect. James Murray scored a tremendous hit in 'The Crowd.' Immediately
afterward he was cast for the hero in 'Rose
Marie.' And then the fun began. Really, it
had begun sooner, but now, in the vernacular,
hell began to pop.
"Murray turned up missing a number of
times. He disappeared from the set on other
occasions and generally made the life of the
director anything but a bed of roses. It was
an open secret in Hollywood that Jimmie had
never even heard of Volstead.
"Metro-Gold\yyn bosses declared time after
time that they were all washed up on the subject of James Murray, and that as soon as
his contract expired, he would be released.
In the meantime they began farming him out
to other companies. He went over to Warner
Brothers and scored a hit in 'The Little Wild
Cat.' Metro-Goldwyn nobly took him back
to its bosom, forgave him and took up his option. Jimmie promised to be a good boy and
started work on another picture, but went
right back to his old tricks.
"They leased him to Universal for the lead
in 'The Shakedown,' and he scored a hit.
M-G-M again forgave and forgot, and took
up another option.
"Jimmie went to work on 'Thunder,' supporting Lon Chaney. All went well for a
time — a short time. Chaney was in poor health,
and there were several days when he should
have been in bed instead of working. But
he did not want to hold up production and
forced himself to continue. On one of these
occasions Jimmie suddenly disappeared from
the set.
"That proved to be the straw that broke the
dromedary's
abouta
that time andback.
was His
not contract
renewed.expired
He took
rest cure and cast hopeful eves at the old lion
who sits on top of the studio gates — but the
lion gave no sign of recognition.
"Universal, in the meantime, mindful of
the work he had done in their picture, were
watching to see if his cure was permanent.
Nothing untoward happening for a couple of
months, they decided to give him one more
chance, and cast him as the hero in 'Shanghai
Lady.' Like Joan, Jimmie had learned his
lesson, and he went marching through that
picture like a little soldier. In fact, he soldiered
so well that, before the picture was completed,
he was given a five-year contract.

Knockingr Brent from Her Pedestal
"Evelyn Brent, following a flock of good
notices for her various portrayals, grew pretty
well pleased with herself, so we are told.
Wealthy aside from her picture earnings, and
naturally independent, she reached the point
where the only things she could be depended
upon to do were those that pleased her. Warnings having no effect. Paramount executives
took more drastic steps.
"She was right on the verge of stardom.
Indeed, her work fully justified it. But was
she starred? She was not. She was lent to
L'niversal for a secondary role in "Broadway."
Merna Kennedy, unknown except for her work
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Stork Stuff
Amos, of .Vmos 'n' Andy, iMtami- tinfather of a baby girl last wi-ek. and no
doul>l he was rtgusttd because il
wasn't u buy.

with Chaplin, in 'The Circus,' playctl the lead
and Lvclyn gave brilliant, though grudging
support. She scored a hit in the picture, but
her dissatisfaction with the role was evidenced
by her refusal to attend the premiere. As a
result of her displeasure, she made life anything but easy for the gentlemen who dealt
with licr at the Universal studio.
"Paramount, convinced that she needed more
disciplining, took her home and gave her one
of the most negligible roles they have handed
out in a year, in 'Why Bring That Up?' Miss
Brent woke up. Vou can't butt your head
against a wall indefinitely without feeling it.
.\nd Paramount, sensing, probably, that she
was convalescent, but not cured, gave her one
more dose. They cast her as the hertjine, a
small role, in 'Fast Company.' in support of
Jack Oakie and Skcets Gallagher, two players
not nearly so well known as la Brent.
"By the time that picture was completed,
Miss Brent had learned pretty much what was
what, and she was finally starred in 'Darkened
Rooms' and 'Slightly Scarlet.' But evidently
all did not go well even then, for her option
came up about that time and her contract was
not renewed.

And Kitty Goes A-Fishin'

"Universal comes in for its share of trouble
also. The beauteous Kathryn Crawford made
her bow to Hollywood in the stage production
of 'Hit the Deck,' and knocked the spectators
for the well-known loop. She was signed by
Universal and publicized as the find of the
year. First thing we knew, Kitty was taking
the publicity seriously and believing it.
"Universal, thinking to get a jump on the
other studios when it came time to present
the annual series of 'Miss Blank catches first
trout of the season,' sent Kitty and a camera
man up to the mountains for the photographs.
Kitty had to have this and she had to have
that sent along to insure her comfort. Arrived at her destination and away from the
eagle eyes of the studio, she developed a very
bad case of temperament.
"She wouldn't
up before
ten o'clock
breakfast
had to get
be served
in bed.
When and
she
finally stuggled out of her tent, she mustered
up energy enough to pose for twenty quick
shots, and declared that enough was enough.
Twenty pictures were more than they would
need, anyhow, and she was going back. Moreover, she would be prostrated by the heat,
in going across the desert, although she had
managed to survive it on the trip up, so they
would have to send her back in an airplane.
Her fare was charged up against the publicity
department's appropriation, and what the director of publici^ said when he heard about it
is not in the book of etiquette.
"Ever since she came to pictures. Nancy
Carroll has had the reputation of being one of
the hardest actresses to handle who ever walked across a lot. It was said that Fox did not
take
up its option
on her
couldn't
be bothered
with her.
Be because
that as they
it may,
she
has made life far from pleasant for the people
who have worked with her in the Paramount
studio.
"Recently the publicity department tied up
with one of the large fur companies of Los
-Angeles, for ads to be illustrated with a 24sheet poster of Miss Carroll swathed in pelts.
When the painting was finished what Miss
Carroll had to say of it is not taught in finishing schools. Her hair was not reproduced to
suit her, neither were her eyes, her complexion,
nor anything else.
"Before the smoke from that battle had
cleared away, she was cast to do a number with
Charles Rogers, in 'Paramount on Parade.'
But did she? She did not. They started rehearsing and although she had exactly as much

to
as Buddy,
»hc decided
publicof!wouldn't
see doenough
of her,
so she the
walkal
the set
and demanded a number by herself. Buddy
went on and linislicd the bkit with Lillian Koth
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substituting iur Nancy.
"'riiings were linally ironed out, and work
started on her starring picture, 'Honey,' with
Lillian Koth playing a small role. One morning Lillian appeared on the set in an ultrasmart black-satin dress, wearing a new-style
coiffure and looking like the proverbial 'million.' Nancy took one slant at her and the
air started smoking and crackling while she
requeste<J executives to make Lillian don another fr<x:k and arrange her hair another way.
When they turned a deaf ear. Nancy faced
the assembled group and demanded, 'Who is
the star of this picture anyhow?"
"Finding herself unable to have Lillian's hair
redressed or her chassis reclothed. Miss Carroll took other steps. Ever since she has been
in pictures Nancy has been putting on her own
make-up. Lillian, being new to pictures and
not having a typical camera face, has a girl
to put her make-up on. Miss Carroll suddenly found herself unable to get by any ''ii^ar
without the assistance of a make-up girl .irul,
(xldly enough, no make-up girl in Hollywood
or environs would do but the one who {.iics
her art on Lillian.
"These studio papas don't use oil or slipper
to discipline refractory children, but tliey hav-;
other means equally as effective, and none of
the kids are too big or too old lo get a dose
when it's needed.
"So, if you have a problem on vour hands
in 'how to handle Sally,' just follow Horace
Greeley's advice and send her West. You
won't know the little dear when you get her
back again !"
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of movieland. Enjoy the ideal location, and quiet homelike atmosphere
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Song of the Flame
{First

Natioftal — All

Dialogue)

Jailed for the Dough
(Reviewed by Walter
R. Greene)
WITH
the Russian revolution serving as
the background for a musical operetta,
First National presents a gorgeous spectacle
in color and music. Although there is a
slight plot, sustaining interest is not secured
through development of the story.
On account of its splendid music and spectacular sequences in color, "Song of the
"Flame" will stand up for good business
in the week run spots and succeeding bookings. Lack of story build-up, necessary in
practically all filmusicals, plus absence of piclure "names" of draw strength in the cast,
keeps the production out of long run classjfication.
The launching of the Russian revolution
which overthrew the Romanoff regime, provided plenty of opportunity for the Reds to
vocalize. Bernice Claire carries several song
numbers to particular effect, especially the oftrepeated and stirring revolutionists' song. Alexander Gray, as the aristocratic prince who
falls in love with the girl, has individual and
duet numbers. Noah Beery, gruff and effective "heavy," delivers a drinking song to good
advantage, while Alice Gentle's fine vocal talents are limited to one number which goes
over excellently. Chorus ensembles are outstanding.
The success of "Song of the Flame" on the
stage was undoubtedly due to the colorful
music of Arthur Hammerstein II and Otto
Harbach. In picture form, the operetta secures the further advantage of sweeping action and scenes in Technicolor. These factors alone assure acceptance of "Song of the
Flame" as good entertainment, regardless of
its unmovable story structure.
First sequences show Anuita, stirring the
peasants into revolt through her inspired song.
Konstantin, a revolutionist, uses the girl to
fullest advantage to ferment the uprising
against the royalists. Swinging to episodes
following the fall of the Romanoffs, Konstantin becomes a leader of the Reds, makes plans
to secretly "get his" and jump the country.
Seeing the effects of her song through the
Red rule, Anuita returns in dismay to her
home in the south of Russia, where the devastation of the Red army has not yet touched.
Here she falls in love with the prince of the
province, amid gay scenes of the harvest.
Konstantin and a Red battalion eventually
push on to the southern province to bring its
people under the wing of the new regime. Arriving in the village, he recognizes Anuita,
and forces her to incite the villagers into an
uprising against the prince. The Red chief
then makes her lead the peasants against the
palace. The storming of the fortress is a
particularly fine piece of direction in grouping
and handling of the mob.
In return for her assistance, Konstantin allows the prince his freedom and has him escorted to the border in safety. Later, Konstantin has Anuita brought to trial for disloyalty, and she is sentenced to Siberia. The
Red chieftain, now in love with the girl, has
her incarcerated in a prison close by, so he
can take her on his dash out of the country. Then the prince returns in search of
Anuita. Natasha, knowing of Konstantin's
plans to flee the country with the girl, has the
Red leader exposed, and he is led to a firing
squad. Surprising, but true, the prince and
Anuita return to the southern province to live
happily ever after as contented peasants.
Bert Roach and Inez Courtney carry the
bulk of comedy to good advantage, but both
are seen too briefly. Gray, Beery, Miss Claire
and Alice Gentle have the main acting and
singing roles, and each gets over satisfactorily. Miss Claire appears to be learning pic-
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ture technique rapidly, but Gray needs plenty
more picture experience to hit the big name
class with audiences.
Alan Crosland took advantage of the many
opportunities provided for sweeping mass action of crowds in the revolutionary scenes.
He, likewise, secured the maximum in effects and gorgeous settings through the medium of technicolor. Photography was particularly clear and of high merit in the color
field.
Slapstick comedy with names mill assist
materially to draw.
Produced and distributed by First National. From
musical operetta by Arthur Hammerstein 11 and
Otto Harbach. Adaptation and dialogue by Gordon
Rigby. Directed by Alan Crosland. Edited by A!
Hall. Photography by Lee Garmes. Lengrth, 6,501
feet. Running time about 72 minutes. Release date.
May 6, 1930.
THE
CAST
Prince Volodya
Alexander
Gray
Anuita
Bernice
Claire
Konstantin
Noah
Beery
Natasha
Alice Gentle
Count Boris
Bert Roach
Grusha
Inez Courtney
Officer
Shep Camp
Lieutenant
Ivan Linow

Let Us Be Gay
(M-G-M—All

May

Talker)

Excellent Farce
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
THERE
is plenty of sparkle and genuine
entertainment in "Let Us Be Gay." In fact,
from an audience standpoint, it will be rated
as one of the best talker screen farces produced to date. It is neither big in production
values nor sensational in theme. It is just
jammed full of human interest stuff and delightful comedy.
"Let Us Be Gay" will enhance the popularity of Norma Shearer as a big name bet. The
star is excellent, and supported by a most capable cast that is well nigh perfection. Direction by Robert Z. Leonard provided a fast
tempo, with interest never lagging in the 70
minutes of running time.
The picture is a screen adaptation of the
play by Rachel Crothers. Aside from the opening sequence, told in serious vein, the production fairly pounds its title into the audience.
There is a steady stream of chuckling and
laugh situations that will thaw out the most
frigid spectators. Marie Dressier, as the eccentric society matron, provides plenty of comedy, but every member of the cast is represented in the distribution of laugh situations
and lines.
At the opening, the story is immediately
tabbed as another conventional yarn. Norma
Shearer is the devoted and plainly dressed wife
of Rod La Rocque. He takes her for granted,
and is playing a smarty blonde strong. The
latter puts in an appearance at the home, and
explains to the wife that she and Rod are
that way towards each other. The sequence,
fastly tempoed, fades out with Miss Shearer
sending friend husband
away
forever.
Three years later, Marie Dressier, as erratic,
scheming and rich social leader, finds her
granddaughter infatuated with La Rocque, although the girl is engaged to Ray Hackett.
Miss Dressier sends to town for Norma to
come out — figuring the latter will take good
care of Rod and pry him loose from granddaughter. Idea is planted in dialogue that the
society matron got very chummy with Miss
Shearer in Paris, where Norma had been successful in her conquests.
Miss Shearer joins the week-end party and
agrees to do her best with the problem. After
mistaking each man for her prey. Norma finally
discovers her quarry is none other than her
divorced husband. Her transition is a revelation to him, and she starts upbraiding him for
carrying on the flirtation with the young girl.
Norma finds herself an immediate hit with all

the men, excepting her former husband, while
Miss Dressier continually chases the males
away so she can swing Norma and Rod together. At times the manipulations are the
last word of finesse, while at other times she
is very broad in her hints.
The girl finally discovers her grandmother's
plot, and says so in front of the crowd. Norma
decides to go back to town, but Marie pulls
a
fast oneWhen
by sending
for things
the couple's
two
children.
they arrive,
get rather
embarrassing, especially when the kids greet
their "daddy" enthusiastically. This ends the
girl's romance with Rod, and she turns to her
fiance. Rod makes violent love to his former
wife, but she turns hirn down, finally going
into the clinch for a quick climax.
Miss Shearer turns in a most excellent portrayal, with a supporting cast of high calibre.
Marie Dressier always hits for spontaneous
comedy, Hedda Hopper turns in her regulation
sterling performance, and the same is true of
Gilbert Emery. Tyrell Davis is perfectly cast,
while Sally Eilers and Raymond Hackett are
both limited footage.
Cartoon and musical shorts will round out
program nicely.

Produced and distributed by M-G-M. From play
by Rachel Crothers. Screen play and dialogue by
Frances Marion. Directed by Robert Z. Leonard.
Photography by Norbert Brodin. Length, not set.
Running time, 70 minutes.
Release date, not set.
THE
CAST
Kitty Brown
Norma
Shearer
Bolj Brown
Rod La Rocque
Mrs. Bouccicault
Marie Dressier
Maude Livingston
Hedda
Hoopes
Bruce
Raymond
Hackett
Diane
Sally
Eilers
Townley
Gilbert
Emery
Wallace
Tyrrell Davis
Whitman
Wilfred
Noy
Struthers
William
Perkins
Svbil O'Brien
Grove

Show Girl in Hollywood
(First National— All Talker)

Diverting and A-1 Exploitable
(Reviewed by Sherwin Kane)
UNTIL the back-stage musical theme has
run its course, you can be thankful if all
those offered you are as entertaining as is
"Show Girl in Hollywood." The picture is a
diverting programmer which, instead of taking
you back-stage in the theatre, takes vou behind the scenes in the studio, thereby affording
fine exploitation angles.
The flappers nationally should respond to
advertising
Hollywood"
as
revealed of
in the
this "low-down
production.on Crashing
the
studios, glimpses of pictures in the making,
Hollywood streets, the homes and gathering
places of the stars, a Hollywood premiere and,
last executive
but not least,
the
offices.the "yes" men in action in
They are all there, and pretty well told and
pretty well photographed, with some of the
sequences in color. It purports to tell the
story of a show girl who stumbled into stardom, "went Hollywood"
after taking
and success
seriously, which
resultedherin"art"
her
being given the air. When she comes to, things
are sotnehow squared with the producer and
work on her picture is completed and given
a successful premiere. Obviously, the virtues
of the production lie in its authentic glimpses
of Hollywood. These should be of real interest to the average audience
No particular ability Ts required in any role,
and no one seemed inclined to exceed requirements. Ford Sterling, as the producer, gives
a creditable performance. .A.lice White is the
show girl who skyrockets both w'ays and
finally stays up. Jack Mulhall is Jimmy Doyle,
the show girl's boy friend who authors a
musical comedy that flops in New York, but
makes a successful picture with Alice in the
lead. Blanche Sweet reappears in this as an
old-time star trying to stage a come-back,
with the Dovle
musical as her last chance.
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Joliii Miljaii IS believable as tlie iiicomiiclciit
director.
Action maintains a good pace throughout.
There is some good kidding of Hollywood's
foibles and interest is pretty well sustained.
N civsrccls or novelty shorts will zivrk in
well Zi'ith this.
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point of thrills and e.xciti-mcnt. Story pace is
tempoed fast, allowing little chance for lagging interest. The Mazatlan location gave
plenty of background color for the drama, witli
photography especially meritorious.
The cast is particularly strong. Bickford deProduced and distril)iitrd by Kirst National. Story
livers a forceful portrayal, while Raqucl Torby J. v. McEvoy. OiTcctcd by Mcrvyn l.cKoy.
res is appealing as the island hoyden. John
Adapted by Ilarvey Thew and Jan\e<i A. Starr.
Photographed by Sol Polito. I.ennth, 7.2li (cet. KiinMiljan is most convincing in the heavy sp<Jt,
ninB time, HO minutes. Release date, April 20.
while George Marion carries the comedy reTHE
CAST
lief through his characterization and dialogue.
I)i.\ie DuKan
Alice
White
Jimmy
Doyle
Jack Mulhall
Nils Asther, missing since the advent of talkUonna
Harris
Blanche
Sweet
ers, appears but briefly, getting killed off in
Sam
Otis
Eord Sterling
the early reels.
Frank
Buelow
John Miljan
Wesley
Kuggles directed in a manner that
(Mis' Secretary
N'irginia Sale
Kramer
Lee Shumway • got just about every bit of drama and thrills
Hing
Herman
Bing
out of the story and locale.

The Sea Bat
{M-G-M—All

Talker)

Corking Adventure Yarn
(Rez'iewcd by Walter R. Creene)
M-(i-M shows no hesitancy in sending picture expeditions into foreign countries.
Whether by g(X)d forune or deliberately, each
company has come back with a corking fine
piece of entertainment. Both "White Shadows in the South Seas" and "The Pagan"
were made in Tahiti — quite a long trip across
the Pacific. "The Sea i5at" was made nearer
home — in Mazatlan, Mexico — but still a daring location for pictures on account of difficulties which were present during production.
"The Sea Bat" is unusual as a picture. Because of its novelty in the adventure line, it
should rate as a topnotcher in program classification. Although it will iind particular appeal among men and young folks, the woineji
will be attracted through the romance and
he-man stutf of Charles Bickford, who is rapidly getting into the matinee idol classification whether he likes it or not
Story is laid in the \ oodoo islands, an isolated outpost where sponge fisheries are the
sole industry. Nina is the daughter of Antone,
owner of the local industry, and in love with
Carl, diver on the schooner. Juan, another
diver, displays jealousy over the love atTair.
and unsuccessfully attempts to displace Carl
in the affections of the girl.
While on a sponge hunting expedition, the
two divers work in deep water. Juan deliberately fouls the air line of Carl, and when
the sea bat approaches, the former escapes to
the surface, but Carl's line develops a leak
and he drowns before he is finally dragged
into the schooner.
With her romance shattered, Nina turns to
the voodoo religion of the natives, and declares she will marry the man w-ho captures
the sea bat.
Reverend Sims turns up on a tramp stearner,
to become missionary in the colony. But Sims
is an escaped convict masquerading as a sky
pilot to escape detection. During his masquerade, Sims becomes a convert, and also swings
Nina into line during development of their
romance.
The pair finally decide to elope via a power
boat, but Sims first has to beat up Juan, \vho
has recognized him as the escaped convict with
a price on his head. At the wharf, Juan makes
an appearance with two companions and finally
succeeds in knocking out Sims. Then Juan is
off with his captive in the boat to collect the
reward. Some miles out the monstrous sea
bat appears, and Juan attempts a capture to
win the hand of Nina. But the animal puts
up a heavy fight after being harpooned, and
carries the small boat on a wild ride over the
sea. Juan's companion goes overboard, being
closely followed by Juan and Sims. The latter
climbs back aboard the boat as it shoots bycuts the harpoon rope— and returns to the
waiting Nina.
The water scenes and various battles with

Here's a good bet for unusual exploitation.
conwdy reels ivill fit well unth this

Broad
otic.

Pro<luced and distributed by M-G-M. Story by
Dorothy Yost. Screen play and dialogue by Bess
Meredyth and John Howard Lawson. Directed by
Wesley Rugglcs. Edited by Harry Reynolds. Photographed byIra Morgan. Length, 6,570 feet. Running
time "3 mmutes. Release date, June 7, 1930.
THE
CAST
Nina
Raqucl Torres
Reverend
Sims
Charles
Bickford
Carl
Nils Asther
Antone
George
F. Marion
Juan
John Miljan
Corsican
Boris Karlofi
Limey
Gibson Gowland
Maddocks
Edmund
Brecse
Mimba
Mathilde
Comont
Dutchy
Mack
Swain

Swing High
i rathe—. Ill Talker)

A Showman's

"Natural"

{Revieti'cd by IV alter R. Greene)
uC WING
HIGH"
will be a paradise for
^-^ smart and alert showmen who deli_ght
in getting an exploitation '"natural." There
have been so few pictures made since the advent of sound with "circusing" deliberately
built into them, that this one should be comparatively easy to put over for real business.
All the glamour of a wagon circus of forty
years ago bursts forth in this romantic filtnusical comedy. Unlike the general run of
filmusicals where the story is forced into the
background for musical numbers, "Swing
High" carries a continually-moving plot developed at fast tempo.
"Swing High" is undoubtedly the best boxoffice attraction that has come off the Pathe
lot in many months. Rightly hallyhooed, it
looks like a natural in extended runs at "jxap"
prices. The same goes for bookings all down
the line, especially neighborhood locations,
smaller cities and towns.
.•\lthough Pathe bills this one as containing
16 stars in the cast — theatre advertising should
concentrate the circus angle without playing
up the cast too strongly. Half of the sixteen
are only seen in flashes, particularly Chester
Conklin, Ben Turpin, Sally Starr and Nick
Stuart.
Story opens with the traveling circus set up
in a small town. Doc May's medicine wagon
creates too much competition for the circus
and Popprise.Garner
takes
over assistant
the Doc'sto enterFred Scott
is the
Doc,
and goes into the circus as ticket seller and
singer during Helen Twelvctrees' aerial act.
Helen falls for Scott and romantic angle is
started. The girl's partner in the act leaves
the show, and Bryant Washburn sends for his
"sweetie" in Chicago. Dorothy Burgess arrives, very ritzy and sophisticated, and goes
into the air act. Scott and Tw-elvetrees
shortly become engaged ; but the vamp eets
Scott into a rather compromising spot which
is caught by Twelvetrees. Her romance
blasted, she goes on for the performance, but
falls from the traf)eze. She is left behind in
a hospital, refusing to see Scott or hear his
explanation.

I hell Washburn and Burgos iraine .Scuit,
having him jailed lor su|>posedly stealing the
bank deposit of the circus. Doc and his wife,
Daphne I'ollard, cast suspicions on Burgess, finally bringing back Twelvetrees from the hospital. The girl figures things (jut, and finally
makes Burgess confess to the theft of the
fimds for a rather sf»cctacular climax, while
the pair arc doing their act at the top of the
tent.
Clinch immediately
follows.
Joseph Santley, well known in stage circles
but new to pictures, directed most capably and
trans ferre<l plenty of color and atmosphere
via a three ring circus onto the screen. The
comedy was nicely spotted, with Daphne Pollard carrying ofT a generous portion of laughs.
Stepin I'etchit
natural
as an
animal
hostler,
and was was
set ina two
or three
individual
sequences.
There are also several song numbers, mostly
written by Ted .Snyder. ()ne in particular,
"Shoo the Hoodoo ,\way," provifled opixirtunity for a Singers
negro chorus
by JfK'
Trent's
Jubilee
to stopensemble
the show.
Execution
of the number rightly rated applause. "W^ith
My the
Guitar"
looks and
like record
another field.
popular seller
in
sheet music
Miss Twelvetrees carried the romantic end
along in fine style, and Scott appeared more
convincing as a singer than as an actor. Others
in the cast who carried most of the story included Dorothy Burgess, Bryant Washburn,
George Fawcett, John Shcehan, Daphne Pollard, and Little Billy. Each was convincing
and most acceptable.
"Swing High" provides all around entertainment including romance, story, color and
music. The blending has been deftly handled
in direction, story and tempo for the maximum of audience interest.
Talking sketches and sound cartoons ivould
Produced and released by Pathe. Story by Joseph
Santley
and James Seymour. Adaptation and diafit here.
logue by James Seymour. Directed by Joseph Santley. Continuity by Ray McCarey. Photography by
David Abel. Length, not set. Running time about
75 minutes. Release date, not set.
THE CAST
Maryan
Helen Twelvetrees
Gerry
Fred Scott
Trixie
Dorothy
Burgess
Doc May
John Sheehan
Daphne
May
Daphne
Pollard
I'op Garner
George
Fawcett
.loc. Ringmaster
Bryant
Washburn
Major Tiny
Little Billy
Bcbe
William Langan
Billy
Nick Stuart
Ruth
Sally Starr
Bartender
Ben Turpin
Sheriff
Chester Conklin
.Mickey
Mickey
Bennett
Sambo
Stepin Fetchit
Doctor
Robert
Edeson

Ladies in Love
[Chesterfield— .III

Talker)

Pleasing Programmer
(Revie-wed

by J. P.

Cunninyhain >

A

CLEAN and peppy comedy drama, ideal
for family trade and containing sufficient
of those necessary program elements which go
to create favorable impressions on the boxoffice till in almost any type neighborhood
stand.
Unlike the average independent talker, this
immediately impresses with its sincerity and
naturalness in handling. They don't go overboard in plugging highlight sequences, and.
startling as it appears, they have staged a
"party" without the aid of gin, and wild women prancing
in "teddys."
just rot,
as
effective
minus about
the usual
lineup of It's
parlor
and has the added advantage of not being
repulsive.
The story should not be taken too seriously.
It is not a strong number, but the production
crew has handled it so convincingly that one
overlooks its lightness. Photography is a little
spotty in parts. And the line of chatter rattled
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off by comedy leads, while slangy, will click
with the average picturegoer.
Edgar Lewis directed. He is to be commended for intelligently building up a nice
little programmer, which, with a few slips,
could have easily developed into "just another
one of those things." The cast was fairly
well picked. Alice Day, while not over-convincing in the earlier reels, redeems herself
before the plot reaches the half-way mark.
Johnnie Walker, in the opposite lead, is good.
They are finely supported by Freeman Wood,
James Burtis, and Dorothy Gould. Marjorie
("Babe") Kane, Elinor Flynn, Mary Carr,
Mary Foy and Bernie Lamont are all okay
in minor parts.
Of course, no talker would be complete these
days without its theme songs. In this one,
Miss Day sings three numbersj "Oh, How
I Lx>ve You" is a pip 1
The plot : Harry King leaves his fiancee up
in the backwoods of New England to try his
luck in the song writing racket in New York's
"Tin Pan Alley." His one ambition is to have
Brenda Lascelle, the big radio personality, sing
his number over the air. They meet after
several unsuccessful attempts by King to crash
the studio gates, and the inevitable love angle
develops. King's "rainy day" sweetheart is
eliminated when she is discovered to be a golddigger.
Produced by George R. Batchelter.
Distributed by
Chesterfield
Pictures.
Directed
by
Edgar
Lewis.
Screen
play
by Charles
Beahan.
Photography
by
M. A. Anderson.
Edited by James Morley.
THE
CAST
Brenda
Lascelle
Alice Day
Harry
King
Johnnie
Walker
Ward
Hampton
Freeman
Wood
Marjorie
Marjorie
"Babe"
Kane
Al Pine
James
Biirtis

A Notorious Affair
(First National — All Talker)

Good
{Reviewed bv Robert Hage)
ALTHOUGH
;it may be considered too
subtle and restrained by the masses who
want film passion dished out to them with
muscular emotions and breast-heavings, "A
Notorious Affair" will appeal particularly to
the discriminating patron. Intelligence has been
exercised in producing it, the smooth and able
direction of Lloyd Bacon being chiefly responsible for its merits.
Billie Dove may get the billing, but it is
not the star's picture. The story centers about
Basil Rathbone in the featured spot and he
captures the footage. He is not an ideal choice
for the role of a hero, for his personality is
not of the type that wins sympathy, but the
role is a difficult one and he handles it expertly.
Localed in England and Southern France,
the story has a Continental flavor, but it never
gets out of bounds. Kay Francis is cast as
a conscienceless man-hunter who numbers even
stable boys and house servants among her prey
if they possess masculine "It," but the situations are so cleverly handled by the director
that they are censor-proof. Both she and the
star give excellent performances. Montagu
Love and Kenneth Thomson round out the
cast. Splendid settings and scenic backgrounds
embellish the production.
It's the old triangle again, the vampire
breaking up the home of the daughter of
nobility who married a penniless violinist. He
achieves fame and is drawn unwillingly into
her net. The wife gamely waits for him to
come to his senses, repulsing the advances of
an old flame the while, and wins out. Adapted
from the play by Audrey and Waverly Carter,
it is produced in the stage manner with effectiveness.
The feature is straight drama, so balance
ymir program with comedy shorts.
Produced and distributed by First National. Based
on play by Audrey and Waverly Carter, Directed by
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Lloyd
Edited
Haller.
Release

Bacon. Scenario by J. Grubb Alexander.
by Frank Ware. Photography by Ernest
Length, 6,218 feet. Running time, 69 minutes.
date, April 13, 1930.
THE
CAST
Patricia Hanley
Gherardi
Billie Dove
Paul Gherardi
Basil Rathbone
Countess
Balakireff
Kay Francis

Around the Corner
{Columbia — All

May

Talker)

Has Its Moments

{Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)
NOT to be taken too seriously. Book it with
your eyes on George Sidney and Charlie
Murray for ad plugs. Team work of this comedy duo, while not their best, is sufficient to
carry the colors through the parade of average
box-office bets for neighborhoods. Sound is a
great help to the leads, who use a Jewish dialect and an Irish brogue to decided advantage
in another one of those East Side New York
stories where Murray is the big-hearted cop
new.
and Sidney his old friend — a plot not exactly
Overflowing with hokum from the first shot
to finis, the director depended largely upon
Sidney-Murray comedy to build up entertainment value. The support is fair, and the sound
job okay.
Strong shorts will help pttt it over.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Story, continuity and dialogue by Joe Swerling. Directed by
Bert Glennon. Dialogue director, Patterson McNutt.
Edited by Gene Milford. Photographed by Joe
Walker. Length, 6,356 feet. Running time, 71 mins.
Release date, April 26, 1930.
THE
CAST
Kaplan
George
Sidney
O'Grady
Charlie Murray
Rosie O'Grady
Joan Peers
Tommy
Sinclair
Larry Kent
Terry Callahan
Charles Delaney
Moe Levine
Jess De Vorska
Sinclair, Sr
Fred Sullivan
Mac
Harry
Strang

Stampede
(State Rights — Synchronised)
(Reviewed Splendid
by J. P. Cunningham)
ONE
of the most human and entertaining
jungle films on the boards, entirely devoid
of that "hunting big game in Africa" touch
which marks most pictures shot in the wilds
by camera expeditions. Its authenticity is never
to be questioned, although the expert handling
in numerous sequences bears all the markings
of having been arranged by a Hollywood studio genius so convincingly are they presented.
"Stampede" was sponsored by British interests, who have justification for commanding
a much wider distribution in America with
this production than is usually accorded pictures bearing John Bull's trade-mark.
Major and Mrs. Cortland Treatt and Errol
Hinds filmed the jungle spectacle. What a
job ! There's a trek across the desert by a
wild tribe in search of "milk and honey," showing hundreds upon hundreds of natives, cattle
and horses, and which is as impressive as any
of its type. And the race from a flaming forest to the safety of a river's edge packs an
immediate second wallop. They show wild
animals of every sort and description, all used
to advantage in story form and not just knocked
off by a camera in search of scenic and animal oddities in far-off lands. Life of a wild
tribe, with a love angle included, forms the
basis for the story.
An intelligent ballyhoo will undoubtedly put
it over, and you should not lose sight of a
good tie-up with educational interests in your
town. Every child should see it to learn of
this strange race.
Lighten the bill zvith a cartoon and newsreel.
Produced and directed by M.iior and
Treatt. Distributed iji Great Britain
Pictures, which will state right the
this country. Length, about 7,400 ft.
1 hr. and 20 minutes.
Cast entirely composed of natives.

Mrs. Cortland
by Pro Patria
production in
Running time,

Co-op Buying
Minneapolis — Carrying out the cooperative buying plans of Allied States
Ass'n, the Northwest exhibitor unit
plans co-operative buying of all theatre equipment. A deal with National
Theatre Supply Co. may be negotiated.

Theatre Supply
Dealers Unite to
Aid Independents
Kansas City — Affiliated Theatre Supply
Dealers has been formed by supply houses
in a number of key cities to strengthen the
position of the independents in this field.
The new association will not interfere with
the business of individual members, each of
whom will continue to run his own business.
Clyde Badger, manager of Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co. here, is acting chairman
of the new association.
More than 100 equipment manufacturers,
according to Badger, have expressed favorable opinion on the new organization and
its aim for unified presentation of the independent dealers' position in the equipment
field. Karl Brenert, of Brenert Light Projection Co., says he feels the plan is a much
needed one, that it will react to the benefit
of every member and that he heartily endorses it.

Membership Listed
Members are quoted as saying that there
are plenty of good products for the theatre
available for distribution by independents.
List of the dealer-members of the new organization, together with the names of individual principals, is as follows :
Birmingham, Queen City Feature Service^^ V. Harwell; Boston, Independent Theatre Supply Co., A. M.
Hosmer; Burlington, Va., H. P. Boardman Co., H.
P. Boardman; Charlotte, Carolina Theatre Supply
Co., J. U. McCormick; Chicago, Guercio & Barthel,
James V. Barthel: Movie Supply Co., M. N. Behrend; Cincinnati, Cincinnati M. P. Co., Clarence E.
Runey; Cleveland. O.. Oliver M. P. Supply Co., Elwyn E. Oliver; Clovis, N. M., Eastern New Mexico
Theatre Supply Co., E. R. Hardwick; Denver, Colo.,
Graham Bros., Harry W. Graham; Des Moines,
Des Moines Theatre Supply Co., A. E. Thiele; Detroit, McArthur Theatre Equipment Co., Geo. McArthur; Fargo, McCarthy Theatre Supply Co., T. J.
McCarthy;
Greenville,
S. C,Ed Imperial
Film Houston,
Service
Trio Amusement
Co., Inc.,
C. Curdts;
Southern Film Service, I. P. Haring; Kansas City,
Stebbins Theatre Equipment Co., C. H. Badger; Los
Angeles, Breck Photoplay Supply Co., J. E. Maguire;
B. F, Shearer Co., B. F. Shearerer; J. Slipper & Co.,
Guy Slipper; Louisville, Louisville Film & Supply
Co., W. E. Carroll; Memphis, Monarch Theatre Supply Co., I. M. Cohen; Milwaukee, The Ray Smith
Co., Ray A. Smith: New York, N. Y., Amusement
Supply Co., I. H. Moskowitz; Omaha, U. S. Theatre
Supply Co., U. S. Scenic Studios. Wm. C. Paapke;
Quality Theatre Supply Co.. Carl White; Portland,
B. F. Shearer Co., B. F. Shearer; St. Louis, Erker
Bros. Optical Co., H. G. Lihou; Salt Lake City, Service Theatre Supply Co., Gordon Thomburg; San
Francisco, B. F. Shearer Co., B. F. Shearer; Western Theatrical Equipment Co., L. G. Dolliver; Seattle, B. F. Shearer Co., B. F. Shearer; Sioux Falls,
•American Theatre Supply Co., Jos. A. Bradley; Spokane, Spokane Theatre Supply Co., H. Smith; Washington. Ben Lust Theatre Supplies, Ben Lust.

Dorothy Dwan to Reived
Hollywood — Dorothy Dwan, widow of
Larry Semon, is scheduled to marry Paul
N. Boggs, Jr., son of a petroleum company
official.

May
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Week's Shorts
Contain Many
Comedy Pips
Hello, Baby
{Vitat>hone Varieties No. 3641-2—2 Reels)

Eye-Filling
PHOTOGRAPHED
entirely in Technicolor
and with Ann Pennington teatured, this
short is packed with entertainment and will
click hig with theatregoers who like revue and
cabaret stuff. The setting is a llood show in
a night club, witli dress rehearsals going on.
It is impressively mounted, has a chorus of fifty
good steppers and richly costumed, and it
travels at a fast pace. Tlie dance numbers and
songs are interlarded with a little dramatic
story on the triangle order, with the club owner
and a hoofer rivals for the favors of a dancer,
but it never gets anywhere, never is taken
seriously and is left hanging in the air at the
finale. Ann Pennington, whose voice registers
better than it ever did on the stage, will make
a hit with the boys. There are four song numbers, "Plello, Baby," "Believe Me," "I've Got
to Have You" and "Huddlin', but they're all
routine tunes that are forgotten immediately.
Director, Bryan Foy. Running time, 18 min.
This Tx/ill help to put over a iveak feature.

Rich

Uncles

{PiUhc-Tal.kcr—l

Reels)

Good, Despite Its Age
THEY used little imagination in digging up
a plot for this new "Checker Comedy,"
falling back on the antiquated situation involving the visit of a rich uncle to the home
of his newly-wedded niece.
Richard Carle as the old fogy redeems the
story failings. He's a spry old duck and is
sure to get a load of laughs from patrons who
are satisfied with light domestic comedy. Fred
Guoil on
directed.
This support.
will get Running
by, but don't
bank
it as heavy
time,
20 minutes.
Slipped in zvith a neu'sreel, a good cartoon
and a feature of dramatic type. "Rich Uncles"
zi'ill just about hold up the light comedy end.

Ye Hearte Shoppe
(Photocolor-Columbia — 1 Reel)

Well Done, but Dull

PRETTY color subject, well directed and
acted. The color work is good, but the
theme is trite and silly. An old man, running
a heart shop, is about to have his mortgage
foreclosed by the village skinflint. The latter
suffers a heart attack, but the proprietor takes
out his biggest one from stock, and the old
miser is a changed man. Running time, 9
minutes.
Where short musical novelty is zvanted.

Haunted Ship
{Pathc-Sound—\

Reel)

Whoopee, What a Cartoon!
EVERY house in the country should book
this Aesop Fable. It stacks up with the
saying
best in cartoon comedies — and that's musical
plenty. Perfectly synchronized with
and song gags, the entire reel is just one roar
of continuous laughter. Clever comedy concoction. Running time, 9 minutes.
A beaut to lighten a heavy feature.
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( 'orif/rats r
hi llu'so days of ckv«r sound cartoons, it is oxtrenu-l> (iillii'uit to
single out any one subject having enterlaimnenl values above the usual
current high averaue. Otrasionally,
hoHe\er, some distributor releases a
cartoon which reaches the height of
comedy perfection, and Pathe's
"Haunted House" un(|uestional)ly helongs to that group of a chosen few.
.Made li\ Nan Heuri'n for the ".Aesop
Fable" series, "Haunted House" embraces a clever concoction of fun synchronized with music and good singing— eight minutes chock full of hearty
laughter.
If you're interested in a rare treat
for vour patrons,
book it!
( rX.MNGHAM

Land of the Sky Blue
Daughters
(Darmour-RKO—2

Reels)

Pip of a Comedy

THERE are plenty of laughs in this new
Darmour two-rceler which features Alberta Vaughn and Al Cooke. Although the
latter is featured, the top spot should go to
Lewis Sargent, who docs nearly all the work,
and provides the comedy. It's all about a young
couple who are broke. Hubby starts home
with the rent money, and passes an auction.
Upon request of a girl, he bids on a chair for
her. She leaves and he's stuck with the chair,
finally arriving home with it, after a series of
mi.\-ups. He finds that wifey has been dispossessed, but they laugh it off to the strains
of "Funny, Dear, What Love Can Do." Running time, 22 minutes.
Good subject for bill needing comedy relief.

Voice of the Sea
{Pathe-Talkcr—l

Reel)

Good Entertainment
F.\R superior to many of its predecessors.
It is obvious that careful attention was
paid to backgrounds, all of which centre about
"pop" sea songs, sung by James Stanley, baritone, and Margaret Ring, contralto. Miss
Ring has little to do as the wife of the old
The latter's
by Stanley.
portrayed
sea dog of
rendition
three pieces
clicks as favorably
as
the convincing shots of an old sea port village.
Oscar Lund directed. Music under supervision
of Gene Rodemich. A good job. Running
time, 10 minutes.
Novel entertaintnent for light feature material, especially those productiotis without
music.

Streets of Mystery
(Pathe-Talker—VA

Reels)

Unusually Fine Stuff
series of "Vagabond AdSECOND in the
ventures," this subject surpasses the
initial release, which was considered to be top
notch entertainment. It has moments more
gripping than many high spots in feature pictures.
Tom Terriss, who gathered the material on
a round-the-world camera tour, found sufficient interesting situations in India to make
a second subject. He reveals the deep black
mysteries of the magic land, with its queer
superstitions held by millions of natives. A
rare treat for patrons in every class. Running
time, 12 minutes.
This "i'lV/ go best n/ith a feature comedy.

Handling "Unborn Child'*

Philadelphia — A. Lucchese of Gold Medal
Film Co. has taken over distribution of
"Her Unborn Child" in Pennsvlvania.

Uijj; Flop \V eek
In Ollawa, witli
"Eagles'' the Low
Ottawa — There was nothing sensational
in box office returns in Ottawa, and exhibitors were more or less disappointed that
business did not show considerable life
during the Easter school vacation and following Lenten observance.
"Honey" at the Regent, "Young Eagles"
at B. F. Keith's and "Sky Hawk" at the
Avalon proved to be flops, technical mistakes in "Young Eagles," from a military
viewpoint, helping to spoil that air narrative. "Broadway," "Son of the Gods" and
"Dynamite" were satisfactory.
Weather:

Fair,

several

days

cold.

Opposition: "Son of the Cods," Centre; "Broadway," Imperial: "Dynamite," Avalon: "Light of
Western Stars,'' Keith's; "Honey," Regent; "Sky
Hawk," Avalon;
"Young Eagles," Keith's.
"LIGHT
OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Parwnount)
B. F. KKITH'S— (2,596). 15c-(iOc. 3 days. Other
attractions: Five RKO vaudc. acts, orchestra, Pathe
silent news, comedy ("Oh, Darling";, Canadian
scenic.
Graa:
$4,850.
Ratin«:
88%.
"DYNAMITE"
(M-G-M)
AVALON— (990), 25c-35c, 3 days.
Other attractions:
Fox Movietone
news, comedy
("Small Talk"), Irene
Franklin
in songs.
Gross:
$1,150.
Rating:
95%.
"HONEY"
(Paraisoimt)
REGENT— (1.22S), 2Sc-60c, 6 days.
Other
attractions: Orchestra, come<ly ("Trouble
for Two").
Fox
Movietone
news. Grantland
Rice reel ("DufTeri
and
Champs").
Gross:
$5,600.
Rating:
84%
"BROADWAY"
(Universal)
IMPERIAI^(1,200), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions: Hearst Mctrotone news, comedy ("Desperate
Sam").
Gross: $3,900.
Rating: 92%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Paramount)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,596). 15c-50c, 3 days. Other
attractions: Universal newspaper reel, comedy ("The
Big Jewel
comedy
Ark"),
89%.
•■The
Moon Case"),
Bride's cartorm
Wedding."
Gross:("Noah's
$3,900. Ratins:
"SKY
HAWK"
(Fox)
AVALON— (990), 2Sc-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:
"Screen
Snapshots,"
comedy
("Big Squawk"),
Fox
movietone
news.
Gross:
S975. Rating:
80%.
"SON
OF THE
GODS"
(First National)
CENTRE— (1,200), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions: Fox news, comedy, sotig reel. Ooss: $3,050.
Rating: 92%.

**Lilies** Hits Low

Gross Page
in 91)'Frisco

(Continued from

attractions:
Vitaphone
Varieties, Fox news. Gross:
$12,600.
Rating:
100%.
"ISLE OF ESCAPE"
(Warner)
I).\VIES-(1,500). 35c, 50c. 7 days. Other attractions: "On the90%.
Border," sound ncwsreels. Gross:
$9,110. Rating:
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3,700), 35c, 50c. 65c, 90c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Paramount
"Syncopators,"
male
quartet,
organ Gross:
novelty,$I6.3{X).Aesop's
sound news.
Rating:Fable,
105%.Paramount
"ROGUE SONG"
(M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2.500), 50c, 65c, 90c. 1st week. Other
attractions:
"The Golden
(Tom Gross:
Ferris'
travel talk-scenes),
Fox andPagoda"
Hearst news.
$20,600.
Rating: 110%.
"LILIES OF THE FIF.l.D"
(First National)
CASINO— (2.500), 40c, 60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Revue
("Spring
Is
Here");
music.
Gross: $11,500.
Rating: 81%. Fox news, and

German Exhihs to Fight
Government Competition

Berlin — Decision of the city government
to produce, and to operate theatres in indirect competition with regular film houses,
has been the cause of an uprising in the
ranks of exhibitors, who will fight the new
The government contends that its film
work will be strictly along educational lines,
but past experience with other nearby
municipalities
who are doing the same
plan.
thing, is said to convince theatre owners
here that the city shows will make inroads
on box offices.
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News

Local exliibitors who have been going
in strong for gift or prize nights in order
to bolster up sagging business in the
neighborhoods are beginning to look
around for a new gag now. The luckyticket-number racket was going over big
while it was confined to only a few houses
in widely separated neighborhoods. For
a time it made an appreciable dent in
business at the Loop houses and was regarded as one of the major factors in reviving business in the neighborhoods,
which was undeniably on the decline in
spite of sound installations. Neighborhood patrons were flocking to the house
"around the corner" where in addition to
sound pictures at cheaper-than-Loop
prices, they might come home with anything from a radio to a certificate for a
Hollywood trip.
The rub came when the gag began to
be used on a city-wide scale. It was only
a matter of months until practically every
house in every neighborhood was staging a prize or novelty night of some kind
either at the same time as its competitor,
or a day in advance. The patrons are
now getting wise to the wholesale scale
of the thing with the result that business
in many neighborhoods is sinking back
to where it was six months or so ago.
The explanation is that the fans have begun to keep calendars of the prize nights
and now attend only when something is
being given away. The rest of the week
the houses are barely in the money, so
the worried exhibs do little more than
break even on the extra trouble and expense of a stunt night.
Publix-B. & K. made a citywide bid for
the kids' trade during Spring vacation
week by baiting them with free lollypops
and trinkets as well as special lobby acts
that included Punch and Judy shows and
miniature circuses.

United Theatres Corp,
Officers Being Sought
Harry M. Willard, secretary of the defunct United Theatres Corporation of this
city, forfeited a $10,000 bond when he failed to appear in municipal court to answer
to charges of violation of the Illinois security laws. I. F. Dersch, vice-president of
the corporation, also is being sought by
police, having forfeited a $5,000 bond last
month.
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Ushers Bored by

Gift and Prize
Nights Gag Goes
Over Big — But

May

Wabash Ave. — South
department, some weeks ago, predicted a wholesale shake-up as being imminent
in one of the local exchanges. We take no particular satisfaction in advising you now that

Lobby Acts in
Empty Lobbies

TULS

our in
prediction
The If"resignations"
are
and havewas
beencorrect.
accepted.
you are still
curious it is up to you to discover the exchange
whose personnel includes the largest number
of new names, as this department has a genuine aversion to being classified in the sewingcircle atgroup.
. . . Tiffany's
"Journey's
opens
the Garrick,
May 4th.
Picture End"
goes
in for an indefinite run
* *on *a two-a-day at $2 top.
Harry Thomas, ziice- president of Sono ArtWorld Wide, in charge of production, has been
making return visits to Chicago for sales conferences zvhich have as their objective the creation of as good a market for the company's
product locally as exists everywhere else. The
company's business in the Chicago territory,
for no definitely assignable reason, has not hit
par for some time. . . . Film Row was deserted'on the day of the Cubs' home lot opener.
Just hozv much film was sold in the Wrigley
Field stands is a matter of conjecture. . . .
To demonstrate simply what hic/h spots Educational's drive for extra May play dates is hitting, Saul Goldman has adorned the office with
some nifty airplane models as being most typical of the drive's progress.
* * *
Len Ullrich, formerly with RKO, came back
to Film Row for the first time in months to
visit his old friend, Eddie Brichetto, at Sono
Art-World Wide. . . . Tom Murray, another
near-stranger, was also spotted renewing acquaintances in the various exchanges. Murray's theatre,
the Thalia,
one ofClub,
the
Reinheimer
circuit.
. . . is
ThenowWarner
embracing
set to go.
during the
appointed.

all subsidiaries of the company, is
An organization meeting was held
week and a nominating committee
Officers
will
be announced
this

week, and the first social function of the organization will be an entertainment at which
the new Warner building will be dedicated.
. . . was
Freeman
Gosden,
of Amos
'n'
Andy,
presented
with "Amos"
a daughter,
April 24.
Check an' dubble check.
* * *
Jack Miller back at his desk after a three
weeks' vacation in New York and the South,
accompanied by his wife. . . . Roy Alexander

Not So Bad
Irving Mack relates that a local exhibitor who owned a 3,000-seat theatre
sold it a year ago and used the proceeds to buy up three 1,000-seat
houses. The venture has proved so
highly satisfactory that the exhib now
desires to trade in his 60-year old
wife for three 20-year old ones.

Loop managers are beginning to
scratch their scalps when lobby acts are
ofifered them now. The lobby stuff, once
considered essential to some houses, is
now, for the time being at least, almost
a clear loss. The reason is there have
been no holdouts for weeks at any of the
houses using the lobby acts. The sole
audience for them at one Loop spot recently was comprised of two bored ushers
and a dirty-nosed kid with a lollypop.
of Sono Art-World Wide to his old stamping
grounds in the South Bend district on a business trip. . . . Lobby at the Oriental gon^
air-conscious for the iceek's run of " Young
Eagles." Plane models by Marshall Field 6
Co., motors by Wright, picture by Paramount,
lobby by C. W. & G. L. Rapp. . . . Charlie
Loewenberg back from three weeks of exploitation work in Detroit.

* * *

Mr. and Mrs. John Balaban to New York.
. . . Barney Balaban getting back some of the
money B. & K. is paying Gene Sarazen and
Johnny Farrell for their week at the Chicago
in free lessons on the local courses. Art Sweet,
prominent amateur golfer and golf editor of
the Chi Daily-noos, completing the foursome.
. . . Percy Barr, former Educational salesman, resigned. . . . Barney Brotman, Moline and Rock Island theatre owner, in town.
. . . Henri Ellman to Milwaukee and Minneapolis to place "Journey's
End"
in the road
show houses.

* * *

F. E. Sailor of Freemont, hid., in towm with
the announcement that his Star theatre is reopening tvith sound. ...J.I. Dodson of
Kansas City and Lee Billings of St. Louis,
National Screen Service salesman, on a visit
with Hal Young here. . . . Irving Barr, former manager of the Windsor, oumcd by Harry
Balaban, resigned. . . . William Brumbcrg
resigned as branch manager of Softo Art-World
Wide; Roy Alexander, district inanager, taking
over Brumberg's duties. . . . Felix Mendelsohn of M. G. M. to French Lick, Ind., unth
Floyd Brockell and Lou Reinheimer of B. &
K., and Art Schoenstadt. . . . John Boles
due for sotne personal appearances with the
opening
of the Guard"
at the
Woods. of "Captain

* * *

Joe Hartman, Educational salesman, resigned. . . . Summer forecast : National
Screen Service in production on plenty of feet
of trailers calling attention to cooling systems.
. . . Pathe flaunting its scoop on the CoO., penitentiary
fire.with
Claims
a 24-hour
beat withlumbus,300
feet of film
sound.
. . .
See

vou

later.
KANE.

May
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MOTION PICTUKE NEWS
Conducted

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

Don't Hide!
ce, one
any chan
ARE of you,
e men
who hide
thosby
behind the door marked:
"Manag-er"? If so, then take
this as being- written for vour
especial benefit.
Unquestionably, a manager
must devote some time to the
detail work in connection with
whatever system his circuit or
employers require. And such
work has to be done, for the most
part, in his ofifice. He must also
w^ork out his advertising, campaigns, exploitation and other
matters in the same place. But
he should draw a distinct line
between the hours spent in his
office and the hours to be spent
around the theatre proper.
Patrons like to warm up to the
man running a theatre. They get
a kick out of it and it creates a
bond of friendship that is hard
to compute in dollars and cents.
That it runs into "big" money,
is the opinion of the better chain
executives. And they have doped
it out along more than just passing fancy.
Take most any theatre where
a manager is popular and respected, and you will be talking
about a house that is successful.
And you cannot deprive the manager of a house like that, from
one iota of credit for no small
measure of the theatre's standing in the community.
No matter how efficient your

Table of Contents
^ Exploitation Reviews!
^., Whitaker Sold Anniversary
^ Mumford Enrolls in Lions Club
T Latta's Latest Campaign
*" An Active Showman is Ray S
• "Your Problems and Mine"
\ Croson L'sed a Useful Gag
1 Gerald Gallagher and "Honey"
•^ Bolivar Hyde Fulls a Gift Week
^ "The Showman's Calendar"
' Bickert Introduces a Fortune Teller
• Hendrifk Plugging His Organist
•
•
•
^

Orr Solves the Parking Problem
Harry Browning Again!
Holmes' Atmospheric Gag
Ashton Sold Songs

• Arthur Swanke Celebrated "Talkies"
• "The Safety Club"

•^ Stock in Weiss-Perlberg Goes I'p
• \V. H. Bergmann Made a Fine Tie-up
• Hick's Victrola (Jag
• Lee Euring and His Showmanship
' DeLuxe
Steam
and
Robinson — Showmen
" Fox Met's New Jersey Showmen!
^ Rosenthal Distributing Coffee
^ Alvin Hostler is an Artist, Too
' Winans Has Another
' Olinto Accorsini Sells Them
' Vincent Had a Good Teaser Herald
• Marchand Made Use of Postcard
• John Martin Starts Promoting
' Zigmond Again Treats the Town
• Louis Boos Had a Good Display
• Homer McCallon and His Art Work
^ Hornscheidt Handled Campaign Well
•" "Spilt Milk"

' Walter Decker Continues to Click
• Hunny Bryan an Itinerant Publicist
• Dan O'Keefe Lined Up Again
" More and More New Members

staff may be; even to the point
where you can conscientiously
leave the house for an entire day
off; your presence will be the
most important factor in creating so fine an organization.
Every employee in your house
will perform his or her duties a
hundred percent better under
your watchful eye.
It's the man who only makes
rare and occasional appearances
around the floors of his theatre
that finds his ushers talking to
each other instead of being on
the job for which they are being
paid. Or the cashier holding
"open house" in and around the
box office, or the doorman dozing off or pulling tickets out of

the patrons' hands.
You can't avoid such things entirely, but you can minimize the
chances by being on the job during the time of the day or night
when the house is busy. You
can give your patrons a chance
to say "hello" and discuss the
current or coming attractions.
They like the idea, it's good for
business and regardless of
whether you work for a chain or
an independent, it will set you
right with your bosses.
Avoid that "imperialistic" title
of manager between your patrons and yourself, try to cultivate their acquaintance and
friendship. It will surprise you
to find the many avenues to
added receipts such tactics offer.
"Chick"
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Picture

Once in every so often there comes in the
lives of "us" showmen a picture, so
crammed full of exploitation possibilities
that we just want to kill ourselves putting
it over. You know what we mean. One of
those "sweet" babies that just fits into any
scheme of advertising and ballyhoo and gets
the customers as excited about it as we are
ourselves. Well, boy, here she is. And if
it isn't the greatest exploitation picture in
years
we'll eat our shirt, and we don't
mean — maybe.
Right from the word "go," you must remember, to get the best results, do everything
in
a
crazy crazy
way. ads,
How'scrazy
that for
a tip?
Crazy teasers,
ballyhoo,
crazy displays and crazy everything. Do
that, and you'll pack 'em in regardless.
Now to stop raving, here's some important meat in a nutshell: It's from the Musical Comedy "The Ramblers." Clark &
McCullough were the stars in the show.
Bert Wheeler & Robert Woolsey are the
stars in the picture. They are a riot in every
foot of the film and you are perfectly safe
in shooting for the skies when you tell the
customers about them. They will more than
fulfill your promises and if any of the patrons squawk, then it's high time to find out
what's the matter with them.
For street ballyhoo, every crazy notion
that ever entered your head, even if you
never dared use them in the past, will be
OK for this one. A couple of "nuts" dressed
to resemble Wheeler & Woolsey and pulling
the craziest stuff they (or you) can think of,
should give the main streets and intersections plenty to talk about for weeks after.
Let them play leap-frog to the despair of all
traffic rules. Let 'em get pinched if necessary. It's publicity and if you know your
newspaper gang, see that the stories about
their arrest refer to them as "Cuckoos."
Maybe you can plant the story without the
arrest.
A few autos containing some more of
these cuckoos will also attract more than
passing attention. Place a few of them on
your marquee. Have them in the lobby.
Dress your ushers that way.
Run your advertising in crazy form.
Turn them sideways and upsidedown. Have
them read cock-eyed. Run your teaser
lines, alternating one word straight and one
upsidedown. Then follow it up with lines
like: "They'll turn the towm upsidedown
these 'Cuckoos'." Make up a trailer of all
sorts of pieces of film. Run it before your
regular trailer. The funnier the stuff you
stick into it, the better the gag. They will
get the connection when your regular hits
the screen.
Turn out a series of crazy notes signed
"The Cuckoos" and hand them to the patrons as they leave the theatre. Distribute
them from house to bouse. Send them
through the mails. The funnier the notes,
the more the interest. Build up everything
you do from that angle. That's why we are
stressing it so much. Get into the spirit of
the
ideatheyourself
to sell
picture. and you'll be better able
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them set to go off at frequent intervals.
Build a large one over your entrance or in
your front lobby. Bang a large gong, let
the doors open and out comes a man-sized
cuckoo— boy what a riot there ought to be
in your town on stuff like that.
Advance teasers like this might appeal to
you: "A couple of nuts are on the way."
Follow it up with "The Cuckoos Are Coming— Coo-Coo — Coo-Coo." Get the idea?
If you do, keep pounding the thought home
until every living soul in your town will be
sitting on pins and needles waiting for the
opening day.
Songs? Plenty, and doggoned good too.
Let your local dealers play them for you
and decide which you want to plug the
most. Here they are as near as we can
pick them: "I Love You So Much," "Dancing the Devil Away," "All Alone Monday,"
"I'm A Gypsy," "Wherever You Are,"
"California Skies," "Goodbye" and "Oh,
How We Love Our Alma Mater."
There are no stores exempt from tie-ups.
Just get your nut angle into the tie-up
Make sure that comedy and crazy slants
predominate, both in displays and wording
of your copy in windows or stores. Co-op
pages should be easy and no question about
them being different. It only requires a
little imagination plus the help of the advert sing manager of the newspaper to put it
across.
Maybe a contest writh your paper for the
craziest story in fifty words. Offer some
passes or merchandise. They are talking
about a newly discovered planet. Tie that
thought into your gags. Tell 'em that "The
Cuckoos" have been there and back. Pick
every funny gag that the paper or the town
is talking about and work it into your stuff.
Each day select from the paper the funniest
incidents and paste them to a large board
in the lobby, connecting the cuckoos with
each item.
Maybe after reading all of this you will
think we have gone cuckoo too. Well, you
may be right at that. But we call this something to go cuckoo over. Listen, boys, we
could go on raving for another hour about
this picture and its exploitation possibilities,
but WHY? If you can't do business with
this one, plus the way you sell it to your
customers, put up a to-let sign and make a
garage out of your house.

of the cast won't start your house on fire.
Not that they are below par; on the contrary, they are O. K., but their names won't
help you much.
For ballyhoo purposes your best bet
should be an impressive period coach, drawn
by four or more horses and with the flunkies all dolled up in costumes of the picture's background.. . Do your darndest to
get hold of one of those coaches. You can
add some good looking women inside the
coach, also in proper costume. My own
suggestion and warning would be to keep
away from anjrthing undignified in connection wdth your ballyhoos or any other part
of your campaign.
Furniture stores, featuring period furniture, should fall right in line for this one,
but make certain that your bouse gets the
right kind of a break on the copy used in
conjunction with such tie-ups. Jewelry
stores, antique jewelry and anything else
among the lines of antiques, all lend themselves to this one. A local costumer should
be mighty interested in furnishing dummies
dressed in gorgeous costumes for the credit
card that goes with such gags. Have a display of this kind, consisting of groups of
figures,
in your lobby or foyer lounge
rooms.
Catch lines along this thought: "See the
Rise and Fall of an Empire," "Thrill to The
Strains of 'La Marsellaise ." Push and
plug "The Torch Song" number. It's a fine
tune for plugging purposes. Try to interest
all your local song shoi>s to come in on a
special page in the paper playing up the
song angles. The appeal along this slant
should be for the better music, not jazz
or hot ditties. Play up, via your organ,
radio stations, local orchestras, etc., the

theme
song, "For
Decorations
lend You."
to this one better than
a circus picture. Plenty of banners, and particularly flags of America and France.
Drape your front, marques, lobby and foyers. If you start your pictures off with the
aid of any effects, Brenograph or otherwise,
blend the colors of the two countries or
use slides of their flags. Surround it with
as much of this atmosphere as you possibly
can. It will all help considerably.
A suggestion for house or street distribution might be the purchase of a large qxuntity of cheap pearls, as large as possible.
Tie tags to them with copy along these
lines: "Were this pearl worth a thousand
"CaptainUniversal
of the Guard"
dollars, it would represent but a small part
of the cost to produce and bring to you
If your customers fall for "Million Dollar" "Captain of the Guard," playing at the
pictures, from the advertising and exploita- Blank Theatre." Gags along such lines,
tion standpoint, then that's your best catch when not overdone or used too often, genline. Here is a production that has been
erally react favorably and create interest
made on a big scale, but whether you will that should coincide with your other teaser
or
advertising
copy.
be able to sell in an equally big scale remains to be seen and depends, largely, on
Lead up to your opening announcements
your ingenuity and ability to play up what- with stuff like this: "The Romantic Hero
ever
angles
are
presented
by
a
picture
of
of 'The Desert Song' and the lovable Magthis type.
nolia of 'Show Boat' meet for the first time
John Boles by this time, should be a
'Captain pictures,
of the Guard.'
"
fairly well-known name to your patrons, in Costume
according
to general
either by reason of his recent work in other reports, are doggoned hard to sell but you
pictures, or because they have heard about must admit that the market is not swamped
him from your surrounding towns and with them; therefore you should be well
cities. Play him up because he will more
able to create enough "different" stuff in
Tell them: "You'll go home and pick than please them in this one. Remember selling this one, to make 'em want to know
feathers off the cat after you see the cuck- he made quite an impression in "The Des- what the production is all about. Everything
oos." "A counle of roamin' ramblers — 'The
ert Song," and since then has scored nicely about the picture is BIG, so gauge your
Cuckoos'." "We can't help it folks, 'The in other productions. Laura LaPlante may own activities along iust those lines;
Cuckoos' are coming — and how — ?"
be a. b. o. star in your bouse; if so, don't Big-BIG- BIG. Pound that thought home,
Load your lobby and foyers with cuckoo let her play second fiddle. Give her as but do it in such a way that your other
clocks (good store tie-ups too) and have much play as you give Boles. The balance angles should not be lost. A good many
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sight of important factors in their exploitation when they hit upon some one point
which happens to appeal to them for selling gags.
Since the picture IS good entertainment
and as such you need not be afraid to try
for anything that will bring them into the
picture. They will like the story, the stars
and the music. So keeping these few pointers in mind, get busy as soon as it dates
in and try to make it really outstanding.
You won't be sorry.

"Young Man
of Manhattan"
Paramount
As a darned good story, this one has
h^d all New York talking long before they
even thought of making a picture of it. So
if your community has raved about the
book, you have a decided advantage, in
selling this picture, right from the start.
As a newspaper story it immediately offers possibilities of local paper tie-ups. They
will surely cooperate on this one because
they will like it immensely themselves. Every gag that works in with such connections
should be utilized for all it is worth.
Selecting some of the highlights of this
production for exploitation purposes, we
enumerate the following:
1. The story, by Katherine
Brush.
2. Cast, Claudette Colbert, Charles Ruggles. Ginger Rogers & Norman Foster.
3. Sports:
Baseball,
Football,
Prize
Fights, Bike Races, etc.
4. Typewriters. Portable included.
5. A few good songs.
6. G. E. Refrigerators.
7. Kitchen utensils and equipment.
8. Railroad trains.
These represent just a few thoughts
picked up while pounding out this little bit
of
aboutwe the
may
be "info"
some that
haveproduction.
overlooked,There
but with
the eight we list above you should have
plenty to start working on without much
trouble.
Hopping back to the cast, it is well to
remember that although Norman Foster
plays the male lead with Miss Colbert, he
is practically unknown to the screen. In
New York he has scored quite a success
in
stagemighty
show. little
"Juneto Moon,"
willthemean
you outbutin that
the
spots where the play and young Foster are
of no advertising value. They will certainly
like him and his work, but that will be after
they see the picture. You have almost the
same condition with Ginger Rogers, except
that she has appeared in shorts, etc., and
has a name you can play around with, but
as b. o. — I doubt whether she will mean
anything — yet. That leaves you with Miss
Colbert and Ruggles, and you will have to
play them up, particularly from their previous pictures. Ruggles, especially, should
be plugged as much as possible, calling attention to his fine work in whatever other
pictures he played in at your theatre or in
your community.
The picture lends itself to some good
teaser and advertising angles due to the
theme which brings out the old idea as to
whether a young couple ought to keep on
going out with friends after they are married. Whether they ought to be parted for
weeks at a time because of the fact that
they are both working — and most important of all: "What would you do if your
wife earned more money than you?" In this

REVIEWS!

picture the wife starts out as the better of
the two in earning power, while Toby, the
sports writer husband of the movie column
writer, and
Ann, put
is always
to write
fiction
to use "intending"
his, supposedly,
fine
ability in other directions. Not until the
story reaches a climax does he finally get
around to doing any of the things he was
intending to do. We tell you this much so
as to give you a chance of working out
possible stunts in connection with your exploitation and Dublicity. You might try for
a two hundred word contest for the best
exianation of "The Gilded Child."
Other thoughts, at random, would be lines
such as: "Cigarette me. big boy," "Learn
how 'The Gilded Child' almost broke up
a happy home." Stuff along this vein should
provide you with excellent copy for every
advertising purpose. Trailers, house ads, advance teaser ads and current advertising
should play up, first — the story; second, the
cast; third, the story angles. Localizing all
of your campaign if it is at all possible.
The writing contest, the explanation of the
various catch lines, essays, snorts stories,
movie reviews, etc., etc., are all feasible for
this picture. Work them out to suit your particular conditions and you ought to create
interest and business for this picture.
Front displays ought to include cutouts
of the stars, the book and good copy that
will make them want to know what it is
all about. Benefit shows might be possible
if there are journalist organizations anywhere in vour community, writing clubs, etc.
Outside ballyhoo should be confined to
playing uo stars and story together with
some good catch lines. Plenty of sports and
movie tear sheets from your own local
papers can be put to good use for special
displays or for the ballyhoo. You have lots
of angles
the female gags.
appeal, family squabbles and for
sweetheart

"Congratulations are in order
for .... the new section, 'Exploitation Reviews.'
"Plenty of headaches icould
have been spared us if this had
been started long ago.
"Clippings from 'Exploitation Reviews' go into this writer's files from now on, along
with the other valuable aids
tn the 'Managers' Round
Club' department.
Tom
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"The Ship M-(;-M
from Shanghai"
The title of this one is something to conjure with, especially if you have a good
imagination, plus that something called
showmanship. By which you can begfin to
understand that we think rather well of
this production from the exploitation angle.
Starting with the star angles, you have:
Conrad Nagel and Louis Wolheim, suf)ported by Kay Johnson, Carmel Myers and
Holmes Herbert. Wolheim, undoubtedly,
walks off with the acting honors and should,
therefore, be played up as presenting one of
the greatest acting roles of his career. Maybe there will be some who might question
such a statement, but he DOES put over
some great stuff in this picture and stands
out above the others.
The atmosphere of the picture might lead
you to assume that it is Chinese, but while
the start of the story is laid in a Shanghai
night club, the rest of the picture is on
board of a sailing yacht. It is therefore
advisable that you do not lay too much
stress on the Chinese slant. Keep to the
sea and ships in your displays, advertising,
etc. Appropriate marquee stunts can certainly be used to mighty good advantage by
arranging cutouts of large sailing boats, or
perhaps you can promote a real large replica
of such a vessel and fix it up so that (at
night) it is properly, and effectively, illuminated by blue and red spots and white lights
showing through the portholes, etc. This
should prove unusually good and if you can
create a sea-sky background by a piece of
painted beaver-board, then it will become
even more attractive.
"The story of a madman who ruled a
ship," conveys one of the most important
slants of this picture. "Coming — The Ship
From Shanghai,' crammed full of romance
and
danger,"ride
"Thethevoyage
horror," aboard
"Five
passengers
sea ofof despair
'The Ship From Shanghai'." Such lines can
be utilized and worked out to suit your own
idea of how to create interest in this production. Teaser lines along the same slant
can also be used. Advance boxes, starting
with one column by about two inches and
graduating up to your big opening announcement can be put over, with the first
box showing a sailing vessel as small as
possible. This should be increased in size
as your campaign gets going. Add a good
teaser line or two as the boxes increase in
size.
Theatres located in cities and towns, where
there are any waterways or seas, might
even use boat ballyhoos, and if such ballyhoos can include sailing yachts, it will be
all the more impressive. This suggestion is
based on the thought that gags of this type
will be seen by prospective theatre-goers, so
treat it accordingly. Built vessels on flat
trucks constitute fine street ballyhoos and
if it fits into your scheme of things, work
it for all it is worth.
Since the dramatic treatment of this picture is unusually heavy, its advertising
should be handled accordingly. Especially
since Wolheim plays so many comedy roles.
Don't let them get the impression that they
are going to see some sort of a story with
comedy. Plug it as "a dramatic sensation,"
"A Storm Driven Thriller Of The Ocean,"
and other along such lines, so they will know
what to expect and won't feel bad if they
just happen to take a dislike to this film.
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E. E. Whitaker Put
Anniversary Over
Very Successfully
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Membership In The
Local Lions Club
Aids L. O. Mumf ord

CLUC
Located in small communities, a good many showmen
have found it very profitable,
both to their business and
themselves to enroll in any local organizations which the
town may contain. And to

show you how profitable such an enrollment is, let's cite the
case of Leon O. Mumford, managing director of the RothStrand and Lyric Theatres in Summit, N. J.
By becoming a member of the local Lions Club. Leon found
that the organization was a great aid to him in selling his
show
and that
making
real of
"town
institutions."
we know
he both
thinkshouses
so much
the town
that he In
triesfact,
to
give it as many boosts as possible in all
one of the local papers we learn that
the honor of representing the Summit
tional Convention in Denver which is
summer.
Here is something
it won't hurt you to
you are located in a
rons in this manner.

his advertising. From
he has been accorded
Lions at the Internabeing held early this

that will really help, and it's a cinch that
join in with your local organizations. If
community, then hook up with your patLet them see that you are one of them.

Not somebody who hides behind the door marked "Manager."
Glancing through his local newspaper, we find that Leon receives plentv of free oublicity through this source. And judging from what the paper gives him you can imagine the pull
he must have with the rest of the merchants in town.
If you haven't joined your local organizations, then set out
a few lines and let them know vou are agreeable. It's a safe
bet anywav that they will ask vou to come in, since a theatre
manager, if you'll oardon our taking a bow, is an asset to anv
communitv. For, haven't we stated time and again that where
there's
a live-wire town, vou'll generally find a live-wire showman.

If you take the trouble to analyze Whitaker's campaign as
outlined above, you will find many slants that should prove of
tremendous value to every live-wire showman who claims to
be and really is on the alert to inject some novelty and pep
into his various exploitation and advertising campaigns. Practically all of the stunts he promoted on "Sarah and Son" and

We want to hand Leon a little tribute for the genuine interest he takes in the affairs of his community for we know that
it more than re-acts at the box-office. Good work, Leon.
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"Burning Up" can be worked out to fit any number of other
pictures, providing you are willing to take the trouble to do it.
Many thanks. "E. E.," and shoot along some more stuff as
soon as possible.

half and "Burning Up" the second half.
For one week in advance a guessing contest was conducted
in the inside lobby. Merita, a local bakery, furnished the theatre with a cake weighing 501 lbs., 12 oz., and this cake created
quite a bit of excitement when it came to guessing its weight.
Over 12,000 estimates were placed in the ballot box. These
slips were saved for a mailing list.
One thousand pieces of cake were furnished by the American
Bakeries; each cake having a strip about them with copy
reading, "Sample Merita cake — Baked for Carolina Anniversary." The cakes were passed out to the Monday night patrons.
Roses were also giyen to the ladies attending the first six
o'clock show of the week. These roses had a tag attached to
them giving credit to the florist with his compliments to the
Carolina Anniversary.
A full-page co-operative page was sold; Firestone tires
taking one-half the page. This page appeared on Wednesday
afternoon and only cost the theatre six passes ; the passes to be
given to the lucky persons owning the automobile with the
license numbers appearing in one of the three ads. This page
was very neat, contained everything co-operative, a nice cut
from the picture and an attractive layout.
A four-page section was sold to the merchants in the same
block with the Carolina Theatre. This section was sold from
the point that the Carolina had made a new business block for
Charlotte. And streamers across the top plaved up the Third
Anniversary
business block.of the Carolina Theatre and Charlotte's newest
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E. E. Whitaker put over
many stunts in connection
with the theatre's third anniversary at the PubHx-CaroHna
Theatre, Charlotte, N. C.
"Sarah & Son" was the feature film attraction the first
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Here's a couple of samples
of the way C. J Latta. man
aging director of the Roger
Sherman Theatre in New
Haven, Conn., put over his
Cohens
"The
on
campaign
and Kellys in Scotland."
.
As a starter for tlu- laiiiiiaifin he made up a trick lK-r;il(l in
the form of a card measuring: 3'/< by five inches and printed
in Rrcen ink on white cardl)oard. that because of its novelty
had the whole town talking,'. There was a line-up of numbers
on the card and a note stated that the first 50 persons addinp
up six numbers to total twenty-one would receive tickets to
witness the picture. We intend to rei)roduce this herald on
our paeres in the near future as we feel that it will be found
useful to many of our members and can be worked with any
[)icture.
We are reproducing a number of the newspaper ads he
used during the campaign. The one in the middle is a contest
he ran in one of the local papers whereby cash prizes were
offered for the best joke submitted to the paper and published
Over two thousand replies were received. The ad announcing
it was free The other photos we
are showing below depict a street ballyhoo on the picture Two boys, dressed
in Scotch costume walked around the
streets carrying valises which bore copy,
"We have a bag full of laughs— meet
us at the Roger Sherman Theatre."
This gag attracted a great deal of comment, particularly as the boys stopped
in the busiest centers of the town and
placed the valises right where people
would read the copy.
lie tied-up with the New Haven
Times and secured their co-operation.
Two men were dispatched about the
town. One was named B. U. Cohen,
the other, R. U. Kelley. The front
page of the newspaper aimounced that anyone seeing either
of the men on the street, and disclosinji their identity would
be rewarded with ten dollars in gold. Every day during the
run of the picture. Latta secured front page stories on this
stunt and the house came in for a lot of publicity. In return
for the courtesy shown him by the newspaper he invited all
the kiddie members of the Junior Time? Club, sponsored by
the paper, to witness the pictun

C. J. Latta Sold
All New Haven On
Cohens And Kelleys

Cohen and Kelly Joke
Contf>t ()pfn>

-10.
Thousands

Thotuuidj Apylaad:

^tiAo**"9 —
£jSPRING

Sprinf

festival

m

ROGER Sherman ■
I — 'iMACINE

—

Kelley. Caujihli Gives Ip $10
But C'oben Evado Deleclion

F^Mlival

30c
KELLTS
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Check These Off!
If you have started to prepare for the warmer
weather, then take a pencil and check olT any item
that you have taken care of. The other.s should
then serve as a reminder that they are still to
he done:
1 — Check up on ventilatinjr equipment.
2— Vour heatin)!? plant to he put in shape f«ti a
summer of idleness.
:{— Front and sijjns to i)e cleaned or relampcd.
\— Arranj.je for ijreens and flowers for your lohhies and foyers.
~y— Interior lijjhtiny; should be chanj^ed to cool
<i[reen or other appropriate colors.
(>— (iet your doorman and ushers into summerlookinj^: uniforms.
7 — See that your house and other advertising
features "Cool and
Comfortable."
S — Create some "breezy" gaRs for >()ur lohbx
and put some cheery pep into your staff.
Don't wait until the customers favor the opposition l)efore you ijet your house in summer rejjalia.
Do it rune and heat the opposish to it.

This Showman Is
Always Striving
For Novel
Angles
.

With Ray S. it looks as
though the city is going to
witness some high powered
exploitation. And just to show
you that we aren't making an
idle boast, here's a couple of
stunts he recently engineered.

He used a number of special auto door hangers on "Officer
O'Brien" which were made up in a form resembling a summons, with the copy working into the picture. He also invited
the police department to be the guests of the theatre on opening night. On the picture "Second Wife," he made a tie-up
with one of the largest and most established furniture stores,
and procured a number of pieces of furniture which were placed
in the lobby of the theatre to make a display. He also arranged a window tie-up in the furniture store and we are glad
to say that since this was the first time the store had been
prevailed upon to tie in with a theatre, it was certainly a feather
in Ray's cap when he learned that business at the furniture
store had jumped.
On a tie-up with the Grand National Bank, he arranged for
the printing of a number of little books which were distributed
at the bank and around the town. The back of the books bore
copy which stated that if the number on it corresponded with
any of the numbers posted on a bulletin board in the bank,
the bearer would have one dollar credited on a new account.
In addition to this offer, free tickets to the theatre were also
available to holders of the numbers. The copy also carried the
week's picture plug at the theatre
By using an ordinary calling card, printed with appropriate
copy, he effected some excellent publicity for "Party Girl."
Four girls, beautifully gowned, with masks covering their eyes,
went about restaurants and hotel dining rooms handing out

Of course, Latta used all of his regular routine angles to
boost up the picture but since we haven't the space to record
them all here we have again resorted to our method of presenting only the highlights. Thanks a lot "C.J." for keeping
us posted and especially do we want to thank you for that very
neat campaign book and tell you that it was certainly a pleasure
to work from it.

cards which bore copy on one side reading: "I am the 'Party
Girl.' Miss Diane Hoster." .Xnd on the other side, in script
type: "^feet me any afternoon or evening at the "Blank"'
Theatre. You won't be sorry." At night the girls distributed
the cards at supper clubs and night clubs, with the stunt going
over great. Incidentally, as they traveled from place to place
they were transported in a sport model Willvs Knight, which

"All For One And One For All'

hadWell,
a bigRay,
sign from
on thetheback
"I'm tothebe 'Party
Girl'."all the
wayreading:
you seem
covering
angles there's no reason whv you shouldn't hang up a couple
of new records for big biz. So with this in mind don't keep us
in the dark concerning your future work.
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YOUR PROBLEMS
AND MINE!
Answering C*s Problem!
C. was unable to secure the co-operation of the
local newspaper and police department. Story
published in March 22nd issue.

F, B. H. Says:
For three years I had the same trouble here
with the police force. They refused me co-operation, ruled my ballyhoos off the streets, and forbid
my posting placards. I finally got angry and did
what I pleased. Sometimes I got away with it.
Often I didn't. At last a new police chief was
appointed.
I made him a personal visit and sold him on
the asset a theatre is to any community. I told
him what he meant to the community. I stressed
the fact that everyone living in town should try
to get people from other towns to shop and visit
here. He agreed. After I had him warmed up, I
brought up the matter of exploitation and pointed
out its value. To drive home my point, I showed
him some figures relating to the drawing power of
a theatre which appears in the Motion Picture
News some time ago. The figures convinced him.
He agreed to co-operate.
As a measure of good-will I pointed out that it
wouldn't hurt either himself or his men to drop
into the theatre every so often for a little relaxation. He tried out my plan. As a result, he's in
there every night for an hour or so. He also permits his men to drop in occasionally. I have worked
out a call system to inform the men whenever they
are wanted at headquarters. What a hit this made
with the Chief. They now help me in every possible manner and I help them— even to the extent
of donating a hundred bucks toward a fund the
department was endeavoring to raise. That hundred will be more than paid back in good-will.
Concerning the other problem confronting C,
may I state that he should use the same methods
on his newspaper editor. Point out the advantages
for both. Arrange tie-ups that will be of mutual
benefit. Point out that by refusing to co-operate
with the theatre, the paper is blocking the progress
of the community. They'll listen to logic and come
across. If they won't, line up the merchants and
ask them to make a protest against the blocking
of the community's progress.
Above all, I think C. should stick to the old saying, "If at first you don't succeed, try, try again."
And, as a personal tip, since every angle in the
world enters into this kind of thing, may I say
that C. should delve a little into the religion of
his newspaper editor and Chief of Police.

'TWO THOUSAND HEADS
ARE BETTER THAN ONE!''

Picture

N e 7v s
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When this showman was
located in Fremont, Neb., we
recorded some very fine accounts of his activities. Now
that F. C. Croson is managing the Princess Theatre in
Sioux City, la., we expect to
record many more, for just the reason that we know he applies
showmanlike angles to all his work.
On a recent picture of Nancy Carroll, he showed how easy
it was to make a gag work for any picture by using a card
on the style we are reproducing. Just examine the copy and
no explanation
will be needed.
The
top of the card, where
the hole is
punched, bore a shelled peanut. If you
are looking for a novelty herald here is
I'm a Nut !
ono, you can use. The card measured
2% by 4>^ inches.
Among other of his activities was the
printing and distributing of a number
Nancy OverCarroll
The Sweeteal of the South Sea
of bookmarks which were placed in the
Youll be Nutty
libraries. The stunt helped a lot to~ With —
wards putting over "Mysterious Island,"
since the bookmarks werfe attractively
'Dangerous
Richard Paradise*'
Arlen
done and printed in orange and black.
Warner Oland
He also worked a gag similar to one
Princess
Theatre
Now Showing!
used
by
Ellsworth
"Hamer,
which
we
showed here recently, by presenting
Cl-T "NUTTY" OVER NANCY
every stranger who came to the city
with a card, greeting him and requesting
his presence as a guest of ttie theatre.

F. C. Croson Has
A Stunt That Will
Fit Any Picture

Another angle he is finding useful is the kiddies' matinee
club, which he inaugurated at the Princess. To secure members, he made up a circular, bearing a coupon requesting the
name and address of every kiddie desiring to join. Some of
the inducements the club offered is free birthday tickets, free
tickets for new members and free tickets for every ten admissions. The kids took to the^ club immediately, and as a result
Croson has jacked up his matinees many dollars above the
average, besides securing the good will of the kiddies' parents.
The few accounts we have set down here are but a small
part of the many things Croson uses to sell his shows, but we
know that the future will bring us more. Thanks, "F.C.," we're
glad to see that you are continuing the same brand of live-wire
showmanship you displayed at the Fremont, and so long as
you keep that up there's no need for any worry about the old
b. o. doing a Steve Brodie.
For the engagement of
"Honey" at the Fort Theatre,
Rock Island, Gerald Gallagher
arranged a number of cooperative advertising ideas
that netted him ample publicity for the motion pictures:
girls distributed 2,500 sacks of candy on the streets of

Gerald Gallagher

"Honey"
TownExploiting
Sold Fine
By
Two

Rock Island, two days in advance of the picture's opening, and
on the opening day. The candy bags bore the theatre's printed
message about the attraction and credited the confectioner
supplying the sweets.
A co-operative window display using a six-sheet cut-out of
Nancy Carroll was effected with the confectioner.
Seven soda fountains in Rock Island served a special Honey
Sundae and displayed streamers advertising the "Honey" sundae and carried a picture of Nancy Carroll along with the
printed line about Nancy Carroll, the star of "Honey" at the
Fort Theatre.
Three music store windows advertised the records of the
song hits heard in the picture, and the picture itself.
Although this is the first contribution that we can recall
from Mr. Gallagher, we have a feeling that it won't be the last,
and we look forward with great interest to his future activities,
and since his is a new name to the Club members and readers.
we hope he will favor us with one of his own photos and a little tip on his past experiences in the show business so that we
can give him a more intimate introduction on these pages.

May
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MANACtRJ'
Gift Week Proved
Good Biz. Builder
For Bolivar
Hyde

Picture
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Bolivar Hyde, Jr , put over
a merchants' week that was in
reality "K'ft" week for the
patrons of the Polk Theatre,
Lakeland, Fla

Hyde- secured seven prominont
merchants
in dilYcrent
lines 01 business to sponsor this particular week and to sponsor
one night individually — giving away three prizes from their
stock ol Mioichandiso.
The cost of the three night prizes cost each merchant from
$20 to $25.
l.acli merchant displayed his three prizes in his window one
week in advance with large card explaining Merchants' Week
at the Polk as well as listing the attractions for the entire
week.
Trailer copy was used for two weeks in advance advising
the patrons of Merchants' Week and that three big prizes
would be offered each night from the stage at 9 o'clock. The
awarding of the prizes each night was determined by drawing
the stubs from a barrel placed upon the stage.
The stunt not only meant valuahle advertising to the merchants, but it proved a veritable business builder for the entire
week at the Puhlix-Foik.
It is a good thing that Hyde passed this dope along to us,
because we were starting to worry about his whereabouts. But
now that we know, we shall watch each day's mail in the hope
that he gets back into the active membership class, by reason
of sending us the details of his various interesting campaigns.

And Now We Have
A Fortune Teller
In Theatre Lobby
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News

Slightly reversing the order.
Manager B W. Bickert used

a lobby stunt that sold "General Crack" in advance when
playing at the Palace Theatre,
Marion, O.
Instead of having the tjvpsy
girl in the lobby during the run of picture, Bickert found it
more advantageous to have her for the four days in advance
of play date.
For each pair of tickets purchased in advance for "General
Crack," the Gypsy girl gave a free reading.
The Gypsy sat outside of a specially arranged tent that lent
the proper atmosphere. An art card alongside of the tent carried copy reading, "Know Yourself! Your fortune told by
Madame Hazelle free to the purchasers of a pair of tickets to
^<e I leneral Crack.' "

CLUC

'^The ShowmarCs
AN EXCLUSIVE

CLUB FEATURE

Calendar^^

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

MAY
May
May
May
May
May
May
May
May

1st to 7th
1st
1st
4th to 10th
5th
7th
9th
10th

May
May
May
May

11th
12th
18th
20th

May 21st
May 24th
May
May
May
May

24th
24th
29th
30th

National (iolf Week.
Labor Day (Philippines).
May Day — Child Health Day
National Music Week
Napoleon's Death.
S. S. Lusitania Torpedoed (1915).
Arbor Day (Northern N. V. State).
Confederate
Memorial
Day (Ky.
and N. Carolina.)
Mother's Day.
Florence Nightingale's Birthday
Peace Day (1899).
Mecklenberg Declaration of Independence — N. Carolina.
Lindbergh's
Flight —
N.
Y. to Paris Non-Stop
(1927).
First Telegraph Message sent in
1844.
Brooklyn Bridge Opened.
Empire Day (Canada).
Ascension Day.
Memorial Day.

JUNE
June 3rd
June 3rd

June 6th

Confederate Memorial Day — Tennessee.
Jefferson Davis' Birthday
(Alabama. Arkansas, Florida, (ieorgia,
Louisiana. Mississippi. South Carolina. Texas and Virginia).
Nathan Hale's Birthdav.

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
The lobby stunt derived more than the usual amount of attraction for advanced advertising.
.\nd since this is something decidedly different from tlie
ordinary, we recommend it to every one of our members and
readers wanting to take advantage of good stunts. We happen
to know that Bickert has been engineering some unusually fine
stunts out there in Marion, and we are only sorry that we are
not a little closer so that we could get him to shoot them in
as fast as he puts them over.

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ^^The Showman^t
Calendar^^
for an advance
tip on
future holidays and events.

Motion
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"We Thank You
We wish to take this means of thanking those
fine spirited members who so willingly complied
with our request for material to be used in the
Second Anniversary Edition.
We know that when this material makes its
appearance, our large army of members and
readers will find some mighty interesting stories
on different phases of showmanship and will be
glad of the opportunity of learning what the other
fellow is doing — and how he is doing it.
"Chick"
That
publicity
man
who
"^^" seems to stay still, our

Vii\YY\r
narry

n^
RrOWnims
oruwii

Knows

Plenty Ways

To

^^
Get

•

T^ 1 i«
rublicity

^^^^ ^^.^^^^ .^^^„ Browning,
of the Metropolitan Theatre

in Boston, Mass., again scores

with us.

—
Tliis time he has prqinpted
an "air party." Through the co-operation of the Jordan Marsh
Junior Aviation League, an organization sponsored by the Boston Traveler, he tied in the members of the group with his
feature "Young Eagles."
All members of the air club
were invited to be the
guests of the management
at a special morning showing of the film. This group
of air minded students
numbers quite a large attendance and the publicity
value of "Tod's" stunt* can
be seen in the subsequent
publicity he secured in the
newspapers. A large number of heralds and cards
were also distributed.
During the run of the
picture an attractive display was arranged in a
prominent part of the theatre, which featured parts of
airplanes, together with
maps and charts, all of
which tended to attract the gaze and make a person go over
and look. This angle has been found an excellent good-will
builder for the house and as much advantage as possible is
taken of it. Along with the photo showing the display, we are
also reproducing an example of a tie-up "Tod" made with a
local drug store whereby the store, through a tooth paste company, agreed to plug Pepsodent and the picture.

about the spring garden
show
"Tod"
is promoting
in conjunction with the Boston Post.
All of the local florists were invited to put their products on
display in the Metropolitan Lobby where the contest is to be
held. Need we say that this is certainly an ace move on
"Tod's" part? Just imagine your theatre, filled with the most
beautiful blooms procurable in New England. And better still
imagine the publicity he is going to get for the house. When
the garden show is completed we will no doubt have pictures of
it and a more complete idea of just how it was handled. So
now we'll have to sign off on "Tod's" always welcome activities,
until
"Tod." we hear from him again. And don't make it too long

Conrad L. Holmes
Dressed Ushers In
Atmospheric Garb

Conrad L. Holmes created a
lot of talk for George Arliss in
"The Green Goddess," playing
at the Kettler Theatre, West
Palm Beach, Fla., when he
had his ushers dressed in attire similar to that worn by

Arliss in the picture.
In addition to the Arliss' ushers dashing here and there in
rendering Publix service. Holmes also had a man on the streets
dressed in a similar costume. This man passed out cards, about
the size of a calling card, on which was printed, "George Arliss
(Star of 'Disraeli') in 'The Green Goddess' — thrilling talking
melodrama
— Kettler
Theatre."
The Arliss
costumes
caused a lot of talk and made much
publicity for the public.
There has been a sort of lull in the atmospheric costumes for
ushers used in connection with a picture ballyhoo, so this
little incident was received at Club headquarters with a hearty
welcome. Incidentally, Conrad is another new member, whose
activities grace our pages, and if we can only talk him out of
one
wouldintimate
like to introduction.
have him "meet"' the
rest of
of his
the photographs,
boys through we
a more
about
Gather
andHow
sit in
with it.
theHolmes?
rest of the
crowd.'round the "Round

Table"

H. B. Ashton cooked up an
excellent idea in popularizing
"Song of the West" playing at
the Rex Theatre, Greeley,
Colo.
On the daily radio broadcasts for one week in advance
of play dates, Ashton
put on a contest in the form of an
organist plugging seven songs pertaining to the west.
Everybody was urged to cast their vote for their popular
national song of the westj the song getting the most number of
votes was declared the winning song. And all those voting for
the winning song was each entitled to a ticket to see "Song

Most Popular Song
Gag Clicked With
Ashton's Patrons

of The
the West."
song contest proved a very popular medium and greatly
helped to publicize "Song of the West" to splendid receipts
and "H. B." certainly deserves credit for adding this little gag
to his campaign, which resulted in such excellent returns at the
I)Ox office for this attraction. Incidentally, Ashton, is by no
means a new name on the CLUB pages, having been represented here through his various activities at frequent intervals
in the past.
Here's hoping he continues his fine work.

S. E. FLEET ROBINSON
To give you a little idea of the way his tie-ups are made, we
are showing above three samples of "Tod's" copy and we feel
that if you look at them carefully you will see how easy it is to
make excellent tie-ups providing you use the old "bean." The
photo shows a coffee tie-up, an electric clock tie-up and a tie-up
with a tooth paste manufacturer.
We want also to tell you

Says:

"The space devoted to the Managers' Round
Table Club is without a doubt the most concentrated form of good showmanship obtainManager,
able— just filled with excellent
information."
Capitol Theatre,
Reading, Pa.

Max
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Anniversary time is the one
time of the year when a the
atre manager, in order to put
across a campaiKn successfully
must work harder than usual.
In the past it has been our
Of "Talkie" Policy
a
to record
pleasure
great
number of these campaigns and we feel sure that they served
to help our fellow CLUB members when the time rolled around
for them to celebrale the house's birthday. But now, instead
of celebrating the theatre's birthday, a live-wire manager down
of the "talkies."
South decided to have a celebration in honor .\rtluir
S\v;iiike,

Swanke Celebrated
First Anniversary

in a n a f( e r of t li f
Strand Theatre in
Anderson, .S. C, reci-ntly pulled this
novel slant, which,
hciii^' the first time
lULrinccred in the
iDWii met with fa\ or. The merchants
w ere more than
easier to co-operate
and came through
w (J n d e r f u 1 1 y . A
cake was donated
by the local bakery,
which was to be
cut and served to
all attending t h e
opening matinee.
Through a tie-up
with a local jeweler, a beautiful
wrist watch was
donated to the theatre. The watch,
according to the ad
run by the jeweler,
was awarded to the
person guessing nearest correctly the theatre attendance during
anniversary week.
To show you how strongly he pulls with the merchants in
the town, we are reproducing a cut of the front page of the
second section of the newspaper, which shows the way the
dealers congratulated Swanke by running their ad along with
the special section and tying in the current picture at the
Strand. Though the activities we have recorded here form
only a small part of the campaign they are nevertheless enough
to sell the stunt completely, so you see it is almost needless
for us to say that the affair went over with a bang.
VVe want to thank Swanke lor letting us see how he put over
this great angle because we feel that it is an idea of value that
will be useful to many of his brother members. Let's hear
from you again real soon, Arthur, so that we can pass along
some more of vour work.
=^^

-

Puttin'
A A r^^.^

1 he

'

Weiss-Perlberg

&

Co.,

of

Co.
.

Theatre, Jackson"-^f, ^1°"^^.
ville,
Fla., tied up with a bath-

On The RitZ
T»
r^ce-

room fixture company that resuited in lots of publicity for

WeisS-Perlberg "
At
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Puttin

on the Ritz '

—
At their own
expense^
the
fixture company printed 10,000 cards containing copy, "Puttin'
on the Ritz" — Harry Richman, Broadway's Playboy, "in his first
spectacular talkie. World Premiere Theatre showing of "Color
in the Bath" (display in grande foyer). They'll thrill you at
the Florida beginning Monday, March 31st. Horne-Wilson,

The fixture company mailed these cards out to a preferred
Inc."
mailing list; enclosing them in pink-colored envelopes on
vyhich was printed in small type, "Why put on the Ritz in the
living room and be commonplace in the Bath?"
The fixture company also arranged for fifty co-operative
window displays in which was shown process cards carrying
title of attraction, theatre and playdates. as well as running
two quarter-page ads.

CLtD

''The Safety Cliiir
Wllh outdoor weather coming on us, or already
here, we oii^ht to make some attempt to ((►-operate
with local orjiani/Htions, police departments, etc^
by forminjr, with their aid. Kiddie Safety Klubs
for the youngsters, with the idea of keeping them
from playing in the streets and exposing themselves to danj^ers from autos and trucks.
Stunts of this kind always react favorably to the
theatre K^'ttin^ behind the idea and plu^Kin^ via
their screen, program or advertisinj;. It also offers
the possibilities to pluj; the lines about "Keep off
crowded street," "Play in the playgrounds." "Look
up and down before crossing streets," and last, but
not least, "The Safety Klub Meets on All Rainy
Afternoons at the IJlank Theatre."
If the suggestion holds any value to you, or if
you can work it out to best suit your local conditions, it may be well worth trying. Handled in the
right way, you will get yourself in solid with most
of the parents in your community.

To top off the tie-up, the fixture company equipped the
outer foyer with fixtures resembling a modern bath room in
color.
.\ news article about the lobbv display also said, "Color in
the bath, stressed^ by the leading manufacturers of plumbing
fixtures, already has impressed itself on home builders and
owners of this section that during the first week of the display
at the company's show rooms and the theatre lobby that half
a dozen bathrooms in color were onlered."
Chalk up another good one for Weiss, Perlberg & Co. and
rest assured that every time you see their name in the table of
contents you can lay odds that it is going to be a good one.
What about taking some of this stuff that they have so successfully used and working it into your own activities? It should
certainly click for you as much as it did for those boys down
in Jacksonville, Fla.
So long for the present, and reiiieinber ii> to the rest of the
Publix boys down your way.
W.

Bergmann
Effected
~^

An Excellent Stunt
•«i7-'.li
t
1 rj^'
TT
Wlth Local lie- up

H.

Bergmann,

manager

°^
y^""'}^ V^^^.'^
ney,^\^,
Nebraska,
bombarded^^l'the
residents of his town with admatter for the WilUam Powell picture, "The

vertising

■^ — ■
Street of Chance."
Four hundred die cut card board heralds pointed towards
Kearney and were displayed on all roads leading to the city.
The lobby of the theatre was decorated with 1,000 regular playing cards, and two 10-foot beaver board playing cards were
mounted on the canopy. The tie-up was made with the White
Eagle Oil Company whereby their six delivery trucks were bannered with copy reading, "Don't drive on 'The Street of
Chance;' use White Eagle Oils." Each of their filling stations
displayed a printed card with a similar announcement. A halfI)age tral
cooperative
was arranged under the caption, "CenAvenue is notspread
a Street of Chance, but an avenue of real

The radio dealer bought 3,000 exchange heralds in return for
an advertisement on the back of the herald. These heralds were
distributed
from house to house and in the theatre.
value."
For a street ballyhoo he arranged lor a sandwich board
consisting of two huge playing cards. This was carried about
town all day Saturday to catch the visitors of Kearney.
It has been a little while since we heard from our friend
Bergmann, but we knew he was right on the job and plugging
like the dickens to keep the old cash register clicking at the
World Theatre.

Here's hoping that he won't keep us waiting too long for
a tip on his next campaign. How about it, "W. H."? Will
you come through, or will we have to keep after vou?

M 0 tio n
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If vou ran Columbia pictures during the month
the
of April, then vou should be represented in
all your mateProsperity Month Contest. See that
rial is dispatched at once to Columbia Contest
gers' Round Table Club,
Judges, care of Mana
729 Seventh Ave., New York City.
The deadline for receiving all entrees is May
15th. Don't wait until it is too late, as your matein one, or more, of the prize-winning
s. may be
classerial
Watch for announcements of the winners, as
well as the reason for their material being judged
as outstanding enough to warrant the decisions.
"Chick"
One of the many fine stunts
executed by Robert E. Hicks
in his campaign on "Vagabond
King" playing at the Paramount Theatre, Atlanta, Ga.,
was a tie-up with Philco radio.
Thev donated a radio ($265
value) to be given to the holder of the lucky number coupon of
"The Vagabond King."
showings
of the in
attending
those stubs
a ballotof box in the inner lobby
deposited
were one
The
alongside the model to be given away.
The drawing for the radio was made at the evening performance on the Monday following the engagement of "The Vagabond King." Although it wasn't necessary for the person to
be in the audience at the time of drawing to be entitled to win
the radio, this drawing, however, attracted a huge throng —
all anxious to know if they or their friends had been the lucky
person.
30M roto heralds with ads on back page were given houseto-house distribution. The local dealers paid for the heralds
the expense of distribuand
tion. printing — and the theatre assumed
A little stunt that got more than ordinary attention vyas two
girls dressed as "vagabonds" milling through the shopping district playing "Vagabond King" records on a portable victrola.
This stunt was used for a week in advance of play date and
greatly helped to popularize the attraction.
We have already passed along some mio^hty fine campaigns
on "Vagabond King'," whicli should certainly give you other
fellows many leads in preparing your exploitation and advertising campaigns. Another thing that you want to keep in mind
if you have already played this attraction is that you can take
some of these same campaigns and switch them around to fit
any other big attraction which you want to prepare for a big
splash.
It has been some time since
we recorded any of the activities of Lee J. Euering, manager of the Chakeres State
Theatre in Greenville, Ohio.
But we are happy to report,
at this time, that Lee has certainly been "stepping on the gas."
It has been some time since we recorded any of the activities
of Lee J. Euering, manager of the Chakeres State Theatre in
Greenville, Ohio. But we are happy to report, at this time, that
Lee has certainly been "stepping on the gas."
His Chaiiihcr of Commerce in an effort to promote more
business in the town, recently staged a banquet and invited
over two hundred and fiftv farmers from the outlying districts.

This One Clicked

It'll
For Euring;
Work
For You Too

May

KOUND TACte

The Contest is Over!

Portable Victrolas
Plugged Song Hits
In Hicks' Picture
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The farmers liad previously been a bit antagonistic towards the
merchants, but tiiis move on the part of the Chamber set things
right.
Attending the banquet, Lee saw an opportunity to put in a
couple of plugs for his theatre, so he invited the entire group
to be his guests, later, at the show. The farmers accepted and
went home that evening well pleased. In fact, they were so
well pleased that the next week they brought over the graduates of the high school and the junior class, the party numbering sixty in all, and attended the theatre. After the show they
went to a local restaurant and by doing so they helped Lee on
the good-will angle.
A little while ago Lee put on a "Gala Movie Week" that
clicked very well with the residents of the town. He decorated
his lobby with confetti, balloons, etc., and everything that could
possibly
be you
usedabout
was acalled
to plug
week.
like
to tell
little into
stuntplay
he used
thatthewent
overWe'd
big.
He made up a trailer containing fifteen caricatures of stars.
The drawings were numbered from one to fifteen. As each
patron entered the theatre he was presented with a form, of
the type we are showing. The gag was to guess the star and
name a recent picture in which he or she appeared. As an
award he offered a six months' pass, a three months' pass, and
a dozen double passes. The total cost of this contest was very
small considering the valuable good-will and publicity received.
The pencils were promoted from a local wholesale house, so
all that Lee paid for was the trailer and the cost of printing the
"Guess Who" forms.
CHAKERES STATE
Greenville, Ohio
GALA MOVIE WEEK
"GUESS

WHO CONTEST"
FIVE DAYS
STARTING SUNDAY, MARCH 23rd, and ENDING
THURSDAY, MARCH 27th.
Name
Address
Phone
1 Star

Picture

2 Star

Picture

3 Star

Picture

4 .Star

Picture

.'i Star

Picture

6 Star

Picture

7 .*^tar

Picture

5 Star

Picture

If there's a spot somewhere in your compaign that needs
I)olstering up, it wouldn't hurt at all to try an angle of this sort.
It might even be possible to have your newspaper publish the
forms, a week in advance of the contest, and in that way you'd
derive a lot of valuable publicity besides the good-will of the
paper. But then that's up to you. We don't know local conditions and we must publish accounts just the way they are
liandled, and we think Lee sure put his gag over fine, as there's
no
buthelp.
that by tying it in with "Gala Movie Week" it
was doubt
a great
Thanks, Lee; we're very glad to see that you are still displaying the mighty fine showmanship you are capable of and
we want you to know that we're more than happy to pass along
to the rest of the Club all of your live-wire work.
,
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could probably label the
heading on this story, "A
Study in Showmanship," for
of an
Still D i s p 1 a >' i n );$ account
"lulu"
is away
it certainly
of the
Harry
D.
Fine Showmanship Stearn, manager director for
the Wilmer and Vincent interests, and S. G. Fleet Kobinson, manager of the Capitol Theatre in Reading, Pa., merchandise their attractions.
riieir w.irk lia> hciii ^n wide ;ui(l xaricd, including so many
pictures that u c liavi- decided to present the highlights from
each film they went to work on and before we start we would
like to state that you, too, can accomplish what .Mr. Slearii
and Mr. Roliinxm have done by not holding to the idea that
every >tuiil will work only for tliat especial picture.
Take ad
\aiUage
of tlii> .ingle ami

Stearn (f Robinson

Wc

11 1, it'll by
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was too dark to "take." This photo showed a searchlight,
erected in front of the theatre, through the courtesy of the local
anti-aircraft battery. The light was used to pick up planes at
night and contained thirty billion and a half candle power, being
visible for a distance of twenty-five miles. When this light was
turned on at the opening of "The Sky Hawk," many people
were so surprised that they called up the newspaper office to
inquire its purpose. This stunt certainly let the theatre in for
a lot of publicity

it.

One of their first steps
opening the Reading
Campaign was to erect a
twenty-four sheet on the
roof of the theatre. From
the roof to the marquee
banners were strung announcing the picture Undei
the marquee a huge electric
sign was erected. The sign
measured thirty feet in
length and from thirty-six
to forty-eight inches in
height, and was made up of
beaverboard, braced in back
with a strip of batten board.
Cut-out letters painted
plain, or sprinkled with
metallics, were used. An arrangement of this sort permitted the use of any number of lights and colors,
and the work created a lot
of comment and aroused more than just a passing interest in
the theatre's attraction.
Throu.uii an agreement with a number of mu>ic dealers,
standing tie-ups were arrangeil for all the theme songs in the
productions playing the house, with the local orchestras also
co-operating. .\ novel gag was used in the music stores. This
consisted of a miniature twenty-four sheet and frame in which
space was left for the title of the picture, songs and stills to be
placed. The baby twenty-four was electrically lighted. Cutouts and one-sheets were also furnished the dealers for their
windows. Through a tie-up with the local radio station, the
broadcasting company passed out popular music, furnished by
the theatre, to all orchestras broadcasting, and in return the
orchestras announced the name of the i)icture am! theatre.
On every show playing the house, an atmospheric effect is
achieved, with the ushers being uniformed according to the
locale of the picture or type of plot. On "Rio Rita" and
"Delightful Rogue," Spanish costumes were used. On the "Isle
of Lost Ships" and "Hit the Deck" sailor suits were the vogue.
Another angle used on the picture, and one that to date is still
causing considerable comment is the little gifts which are distributed to patrons.

I'or tile "\'agal)on(l Lover" pictures of Vallee were |)resenteil
to the ladies. On "The Lsle of Lost Ships" the boys were presented with miniature models of ships. The gag used on
"Painted .^ngel" was excellent with girjs being given a mirror.
"Cameo Kirby" was the means for the distribution of lucky
pennies to everybody. The boys, on "Delightful Rogue," were
presented with masks, and on "The Sky Hawk" with glider airplanes. As an institutional plug, a telephone diary was passed
out to everybody entering the theatre. The front page of the
booklet contained advertising relating to the Capitol and State
Theatres.
The photos we are running in conjunction with this article
will give you an idea of the effectiveness of the cut-out letters
which are used under the marquee. Incidentally, we want to
tell you about a photo we were unable to reproduce, since it

.Vnolher novel gag that secured both publicity and good will
was engineered by Stearn who made arrangements with ^ome
of the foremost pre-eminent artists for the display of various
prize winners, done in oil. The display was shown on the mezzanine floor of the theatre and consisted of seventy-five
of the best oil paintings obtainable in the country. In fact,
tlie original "Golden .Arco" that graced the front page of the
Literary Digest during the week of March 3rd was rei)resented.
besides numerous prize winners from the Sesqui-Centennial and
various Eastern art exhibits. Ilere is an angle worth considering and seeing that Stearn thinks so much of it he is going to
work it again, it will pay to follow it further.

J^PBWttOpI^^^^^^^^^

••

Before closing this article wed like to say a few words about
the excellent newspaper advertising turned out by these two
live-wire showmen. It is very impressive work and ranks with
some of the best we have seen. We are in receipt of a number
of ads but lack of space hinders us from using them at this
time. However, we are sure that in the near future we will be

5?

able to let you look them over, and by then we'll probably have
a couple of more new angles to present since these live-wires
never seem to stay still for long.
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THE JERSEY DIVISION
INTRODUCING
OF FOX METROPOLITAN PLAYHOUSES!
100%

Showmen— 100%

Round

THE CHIEF
MORRIS KUTINSKY. Division Manager for
the entire Jersey Unit and a showman with
a wide and varied career which more than
qualifies him for the important post he now
occupies. Mr. Kutinsky built up a large and
successful circuit of his own prior to joining
the Fox organization and this accounts, in no
small way, for his ability to understand the
average manager's problems as well as the
happiest way to deal with every situation
which may arise. As an executive and a leader
of men in the show business, Mr. Kutinsky
rates among the best of them.

SECOND-IN-COMMAND
HAL SHERIDAN.

District Supervisor of the

Jersey Division and a fit "second-in-command"
to Mr. Kutinsky. "Hal" happens to be one of
those real, honest-to-goodness supervisors with
a knack of making the "gang" work to keep
the division right up among the leaders. There
must be something to his methods when every
manager on the circuit always has a smile
and kind word when they talk about him.

PUBLICITY

^ V

Table

Show U8 a division with
a group of managers and
executives working in perfect harmony and we'll
that such a diviplace sionodds
is up on the top most
of the time.
Such is our own candid
opinion of the Jersey Division introduced one hundred per cent on these two
From the Division Manpages.
ager, right down to the reel
unit funcboy, this
tions Qsentire
only a perfect
machine, with each and
every part properly geared,
can function.
Our hats are off to this
and we predict
peppy group
many
advancements for
most of these boys. They
know their stuff and they
are doing things that
*'Chick"outwould put far older
fits to shame.

and EXPLOITATION

JACK HOBBY. Was promoted
from the ranks to his present post
as Director of Publicity for the
division, and, considering the fact
that he has gone through all the
ropes involving theatre management, he is well equipped to
handle
this job. And he's doing it,
too.

SPENCER SLADIN. With more
years in the show business to his
credit than he may be willing to
admit. As Director of Exploitation, he makes a perfect teammate for Hobby, and they are
certainly doing great things over
there.
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CHARLES MANN is the manager of the Pascack Theatre in
Westwood, N. J. A showman of
vision with the ability and experience to engineer and successfully execute some marvelous
stunts that are working wonders
for his theatre

J. NELSON BRYANT has his
hands full managing the Cameo
Theatre in Jersey City, but despite various handicaps, etc., he
is succeeding in keeping that
house where his superiors want
it. Keep up the good work
Bryant.

E. U. CADUGAN heads
Rialto Theatre in Jersey City
fmds plenty to do with
house. Unless somebody
been kidding us, Cadugan
been responsible for some
work in the Rialto. What
YOU
say yourself?
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A J. SHELDON, is another man
of wide experience and is now
busy managing the Queen Ann
Theatre in Bogota, N. J. When
we solicited some information
about him, we received the following answer: "Sheldon is a
real showman."
Nuflf sed!

WILLIAM W. MADDEN handles the Capitol Theatre in Jersey City, and possesses all the
necessary qualifications for that
job. He reached his present post
after many years of plugging on
various angles of the show-game.

DAN E LEE manages the
Brook Theatre out in Bound
Brook, N. J , and we doubt
whether anybody in the film business, around the Metropolitan
area, can honestly say that they
do not know, and like, Lee.

M. NEARY, manager of the
Tivoli Theatre in Jersey City,
and a hustling go-getter when it
comes to boosting business and
his theatre. Here is another
showman whom everyone has a
kind word for. Who else can
claim that distinction?

FRED SCHROEDER
finds
plenty to do in looking after the
Plaza Theatre in Engelwood,
N. J., but perhaps one of his
most outstanding achievements,
is his ability to win his way with
the local organizations as well as
the patrons of his house.

JOHN DUNNE is the manager
of the Apollo Theatre in Jersey
City and if you can get him in
the proper mood he can relate
some mighty interesting experiences covering many years of activity in the show world.

CHARLES LITT keeps himself
occupied running the Leonia
Theatre in Leonia, N. J., and
from all reports and indications
he is doing a fine job of it too.
Seems to us that his various activities ought to be on the Club

pages.
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Organs and Organists!
Just because we stopped referring to the fact
that you should use your organ as long as its in
the house and cost so much to purchase, is no
reason why you should get the impression that
the suggestion was not favorably received.
In glancing through some fifty odd letters, before filing, we find that over a dozen showmen
thought enough of our suggestion to not only put
it to good use, but to make it a regular feature
of their programs.
Why not dust off the console and try a good
organist for a few weeks, giving him, or her, a
good send-off via peppy advertising. Maybe even
you will be surprised to find that the patrons like
it. We're not asking you to go out and buy yourself an organ. If you have one, don't let it rot
away. Use it and make it pay for its keep and the
organist you use.
Here he is again. And we
art' bringing Morris Rosenthal, manager of the Lyceum
Theatre in Duluth, Minn.,
back to the front because of
his little lobby stunt that is
. causing a great deal of comment out in the wild and wooly west.
Morris's gag was a coffee serving service, which he made
possible through a tie-up with a local coffee manufacturer.
Patrons entering or leaving the theatre were treated to a cup
of coffee, with no cost to the house other than a credit 'sign
for tlie manufacturer in the lobby.
By looking at the photo closely you may be able to discern
a healthy looking, smiling gentleman, arrayed in a "tookseedo,"
The gentleman is none other than Morris himself, who believes
in showing how good the coffee is. Even he drinks it.

Hostler's Ability
As An Artist Is
Again On Display

Another showman who is
quite handy with the brush is
Alvin Hostler, manager of the
Strand Theatre in Altoona, Pa.

Alvin's capabilities as an artist have drawn lots of comment from the patrons and so
now we are reproducing a photo of one of his fronts so that
you can obtain a first hand view of his work. The large banner in the foreground, which was strung across the front of
the theatre was made of pink sateen with black cut-out letters.
The letters were outlined in various shades of metaliics. The
two beautiful figures of Marilyn Miller were made from cut-outs,
and were also attractively dressed in sateen, studded with
metaliics.

Free Coffee Added
To M. Rosenthal's
ShowMerchandisin

In the regular frames, one and three sheet panels were placed,
while the front of the theatre was devoted to a display of three
and six sheet cut-outs, which were mounted against attractive
backgrounds. The entire display was very well done and no
doubt did a lot towards selling the picture to the town.
A good many managers we have found are able to wield
paint brushes with the dexterity of finished commercial artists
and we must say that Alvin is right up in front when it comes
to turning out work that will sell, and we want him to knowthat we are very glad to pass along these other phases of his
showmanship so that the rest of the Club may see what he is
doing.

Here We Present
More Accounts Of
Clyde Winan'swork

"Color Is King In Peoria!"
Such was the caption of a full
page cooperative newspaper
ad in colors, used by Clyde
Winans, city manager, in connection with the Palace Theatre's showing of "The Vaga-

The bondPeoria
King." Transcript has a week-end special edition wliich
includes a special color supplement of syndicated feature material. The entire eight page section is in color and only the
back page remains for advertising, which is more often in one
color, since it needs must be printed by the paper itself with no
color equipment. Winans remembered that color was one of
All kidding aside thou gli. he received a lot of very valualile
publicity through this ti e-up.
The coffee people paid for the
girl who distributed the cups of coffee, and also gave him a
break in over a hundred local stores that featured the product.
In addition to this they plugged the theatre's attractions over
their radio hour.
The gag did a lot to further the good-will which forms so
important a part of any house. And knowing Morris and his
eye towards business we can only say, Oak. And wait for more
news of record breaking
P. S.— Love to Mollie and the "Babies"?

the
big with
talking
tie-up
the points
paper. for "The \'agabond King" and sought to
The result was that the paper conceded the space to him
providing he could sell the space. The special requirement that
Winans had in mind was multi-color printing, however.
Accordingly, he .irrangcd witli paint dealers, "Yellow" ta.xi
companies and others to "ride along" with him on a full page
multi-color advertisement. Excellent cooperation was received
and as a reward for his aggressiveness, the newspaper gave the
Palace their space gratis, and in addition paid for the special
printing job itself. Let's hear some more from you. We always
fifet a kick out of vour stunts.
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W'c art.' showiiifj; bolow a corkin;; window (liv|)l;iy \\v conceived and executed for tlie showiufj of "lloney." I5y examining the i)hoto closely you can notice the many
hifjhlights of
the layout. lie used a

□m
Schewels Will Give Away Free

Sheet Music of this

Great Song Hit
to every adult who visits our star*
We bought

copy now wKile
tiMy Ust

M

An exact dopllcatc of the

LANE Cedar Chest
Stmr

Nancy C«rr«a — F

The Najicv Girroll Lane Chest on DupUy in Our
Window and in Lobby of

Academy o£ Music
Where th. Great Piflure Hit 'HONEY"
All Week Besinninn

Will Be Shown

Monday, April 7th
^A.ST TO C£T MAimitDr

12th
and
Main

SCHEWELS

l)eautiful cut-out of N'ancy
e'arroll. the star of the
film, that worked in well
with the display, since the
j)ose she uses i> idi'ally
:ulai)ti(l lor it.
The window was secured
from one of the leading
furniture stores in town
and it's a safe prediction to
state that they too were
benefited by the tie-up. On
the cover of the hope chest
he used a still of Nancy
Carroll which blended well.
You will probably wonder

ISO

I'opie* — get your

Phone
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Whenever he starts out to
sell ;ni attraction you can bet
that Olinto Accorsini. manager of the Academy and Isis
Theatres in Lynchburg, Va ,
tackles it from every possible
angle.

Pientyof B.O.Hope
In O. Accorsini's
Hope Chest Stunt

S ew s

what the sign "Free" is for
so we'll tell you. He persuaded the furniture store
to offer the hope chest to
the first couple married
duringthat,
the if
runyouof ask
"Honey."
And
us is
darn fine showmanship.
About the display he has
grouped a number of eight
by tens and eleven by fourteens that do a lot towards
completing the selling effect.
.\nd to see what else he did
to make this tie-up a success just look at the ad the
furniture store lan for him.
You will notice that right
at the top he is getting in
a plug for one of the theme
songs. "In My Little Hope
Chest." What a natural
that one is for a furniture
.store. By giving away one
hundred and fifty copies of
the song, the store obtain-

CLIJC

The Battle Rages!
(Don't

hi unit.

II.

M .;

.\ certain (ht'atre manager in an outlying town
has asked us to inform the i t'st of the sh(»wnu'n
that the rumor circulated about that a man had
dropped dead in his lohhy and lain undiscovered
for three days is false.
"However," he says, "it is a fact that they shot
a letter-carrier there thinking he was a COS'FKI)KR.VTK SOLDI Kit."
ed a lot of good-will, since no purchase was necessary to procure a sheet of music. The whole ad is a walkaway for the
theatre and you can bet that this kind of publicity meant a
whole lot.
We would like to state at this time that since we are located
in New York and cannot be present on the various fields of
operation, that the only way we can tell the merits of a showman is by what we see So, judging from appearances, though
Olinto might not be packing them into his two houses, we're
ready track
to stand
of our statement
that he's certainly
on the
the
right
to back
big business
and by continuing
to display
fine showmanship he has in the past there's no question about
the houses showing profits.
A. H. Vincent found out
that the distribution of 1,000
teaser heralds aroused more
than usual interest for
"Honey"' playing at the Sterling Theatre, Greeley, Colo.
— ^
■—
rile heralds coii^i^ted of a
.vinail piece of white paper on which was written in longhand,
■Bill: Want a swell date? Call 84 and ask for Honey. Boy,
siie's a pippin. Clyde."
These heralds were distributed in downtown office buildings,
department stores and passed out to men on the streets.

Teaser Herald Was
Good Exploitation
Stunt For Vincent

The above his
is rather
H." again
demonstrates
ability short,
to put but
over"sweet"
a shortand
and "A.
snappy
stunt
that attracts so much attention to a coming attraction.
We have a copy of the note which is explained above which
appears to be written in shorthand, and even though the
prospective customers guess what the gag is, it nevertheless
does not detract from the value of the idea itself.
Shoot us some more like tliis. X'incent. and we will be glad
to let the rest of the boys take advantage of your fine stunt.

Harry Marchand's
Postcard
Plug On
Picture Was Good

Harry Marchand of the
.Saenger Theatre in Mobile
worked an excellent stunt on
'■.\nna Christie" that brought
him not only newspaper pub-

sold Mobile
but Garbo
licity,that
^
fact
"talks." on .. the
..
Through the newspapers, on the screen and in the lobby,
Mr. Marchand offered a few passes to the one that could write
"Garbo Talks'' on a Government postal card the greatest number of times. This stunt was started a few days before the
opening of the picture and closed on the opening day. Mr.
^^archand received approximately five hundred replies.
The stunt is very simple, but costs practically nothing.
lUit that should not detract one iota from tlie effectiveness
of the gag itself and with this little preliminary introduction,
we want you to know that Harry Marchand displays all of the
signs of a live-wire showman, which is all the more reason
why we want him to join the army of showmen who are constantlv making these pasfes so interestinsr and valuable wherever
MOTIOX
PICTURE
NEWS
is read.

"All For One And One For All"

Motion
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Though he has been up in
Watertown, N. Y., only a
short time, John Martin, manager of the Liberty Theatre
has started off well and from
indications it looks to us as
though some good show merchandising will be forthcoming from that section in the near

John Martin has
Started Promoting
From Local Stores
future.

News

On a recent tie-up in conjunction with his showing of "The
Big Party," Martin arranged to distribute a number of cards,
in the form of an invitation, which bore copy reading "You and
Your Friends are Cordially Invited to Attend 'The Big Party'
at the Fox Liberty Theatre." The cards then went on and
described the zippy tunes, etc., and gave the playdates.
They were very attractively printed in blue type on good
stock manila cardboard. The printing and distribution was
done at no cost to the theatre, since two local dealers bought
space on the back of the cards and also passed them out at
their stores. This little stunt served to bring in some goodwill to the house besides the added revenue derived from the
publicity.
We want to thank Martin for passing this on to us as a sort
of acknowledgment that he is getting the feel of things up there
and we know that in a little while we'll have lots more to record
about him. So keep up the good work John, and don't forget
we're always glad to hear from you.
Jerome Zigmond put a local
touch to his trailer on "Song
of the West" playing at the
Avalon Theatre, Grand Junction, Colo., that resulted in
many favorable comments.
Instead of putting the trailer
on in the usual way. Zigmond built a little sketch as a prologue— using two local High School favorites who put it over
in splendid fashion.
The action of the skit involves the telephoning of a boy to
his girl friend for a date. The girl has other arrangements, but
when the boy tells her that she can go to a dance most any
night, but can only see "Song of the West" for four days, she
is finally persuaded to break the dance date and see the picture.
The sketch is quite intimate as well as being interesting to
the patron. And it also brings out the bigness of the picture
through this little telephone skit that doesn't always appear
in the trailer itself. After completion of the sketch, the trailer
appeared on the screen.
The sketch ran one week in advance at every night performance and proved to be one of the best sellers of a picture that
has been used in some time. At any rate, it has something
different and people started talking about the uniqueness of
the presentation.
This is certainly adding a decidedly new slant to an advance
plug on a picture and should prove of tremendous value to
other live-wire showmen who want to take advantage of tried
and successful gags of this type. It doesn't require anything
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but a little forethought and planning, but it is bound to result
in unusual interest on the part of your patrons. We are very
grateful to Jerome for passing this along, and we hope that
we will have more to say about him in an early issue.

Boos Used A Stunt
That You Can Work
To Good Advantage

A

novelty in window displays was turned out recently
by Louis Boos, managing director of the Park Theatre in
Boston, Mass., in conjunction

with his showing of "The
^^ ofMelody
Man."stores in Boston
Through a tie-up with one
the largest
Boos secured a spacious window for the display of sound apparatus which was featured under a catch line "What makes
the movies talk?" In addition to giving an explanation about
the sound, the display also plugged the technicolor scenes in
the film.
By examining the photo we are reproducing you can see
the novel effect he achieved by using a background of enlarged
technicolored film,i,that got in plugs for the stars and producing
company. The stunt drew a great deal of attention from passerbys and crowds gathered often in front of the window, studying the equipment. The newspapers gave it a great deal of
play and one of the papers broke with a big spread on it.

Jerome Zigmond Is
At It Again; Look
At His Latest One

PERFECT

E. L. HICKEY

Here's a display that will fit in with almost any picture you
have and it's a safe thing to state that you could secure any
sort of a window with it. And if you have any technicolor
scenes in your picture it will be of all the more benefit. A stunt
of this sort would fit in well with a campaign such as is put
out on the bigger productions and just as a suggestion, you
could sell almost any school on the sound angle by arranging
to demonstrate it in the auditorium for the pupils and teachers.

SYNCHRONIZATION!

Says:

". . . /, for one, scrutinize the pages just as soon as Uncle Sam's exchange delivers that
outstanding weekly talkie, 'The Motion Picture News.' After all, the Managers' Round Table
Manager,
Club Section is an educational talkie that no manager should miss.'*
Capitol Theatre,
York, Pa.

''ALL FOR ONE

AND

ONE

FOR ALL''
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At This Time We
Present Some Art
Work from Houston

Picture
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More evidences of beautiful
art work may be seen in these
few photos we are reproducing. The displays are the work
of Homer McCallon, publicity
man for Loew's State Thea
tre in Houston, Texas, and are

really his own creations.
The first [jlioto will give you an idea of how beautiful the display he arranged for "Devil May Care" must have looked witli
all its striking colors and novel touches.
Since this ])roduction
called for some special
art, a dignified touch
was added to the work
and some excellent effects were achieved.
The other photo
shows the front used to
sell "The Bishop Murder Case." Simplicity,
it seems to us, is the
keynote
work
but
it isofa Mac's
safe bet
to
say that it more than
simply attracts. Little
touches here and there
add to the attractiveness and ultimate salesmanship of the picture.
Unfortun ately the
photo we had on hand
was a little blurred and
so we were unable to
get a clear reproduction of the large arrow
he had painted to the bulls-eye in the center of the display.
The arrow, carrying copy "Who Killed Cock Robin," as a catchline, was hung under the marquee and anyone passing by and
noticing it found his attention attracted to the bulls-eye and
then the display itself.
We want to compliment Mac for the plug he gets in for his
stage shows which photo though, we were unable to use. He
achieved a great effect in it and we don't doubt but that this
angle sold them completely. We'd like to hear more about this
young man's work and we hope that the future will bring other
accounts that will prove as interesting as these. Incidentally,
Mac, how about the rest of the angles that you cover in your
daily show selling.
Let's have some of those, too.
Instead of using the ballyhoo record as a lobby stunt,
Fred P. Hornscheidt, Manager
of the Rialto Theatre, Chicaasha, Okla., used the record in
■
various
stores
to advertise
"Sally."
Enough co-operative tie-ups for records were obtained
to have them placed in several music stores Thursday,
Friday and Saturday before play dates and throughout run of
picture. This record not only helped to publicize the picture
but also helped the merchants to sell the song hits from the
picture.
Hornscheidt got another good break when the merchants
were holding their annual Spring shows in their respective
stores. Each one of the stores furnished music by using a
victrola, so the Publix manager talked them into using the
"Sally" ballyhoo record at intervals to sort
the
monotony of continuous music. It was surprisingofto break
notice the
number of people listening attentively to this ballyhoo record.
Cards alongside the victrola announced the picture, theatre and
play dates.
50 process cards and 50 window cards were placed on laths
and inserted in flag pole holes on edge of sidewalk. Cards were
also tacked on poles along the more prominent streets leading
from the residential section to the business district.
Looks like this is "old home week" in Publix with all the new
members we have, but the more the merrier, boys, so come on
along, Hornscheidt, and send in your contributions with the
rest.

Fred Hornscheidt
Made a GoodTie-Up
With Local Stores
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"Spilt Milk"

WIm crfi orrr npill milk . . . the cow . . . in Hie meadow
. . . conlrnlcdlij cliiii irif/ fur cud . . . dofnn't (/iir a darn
iiliat Impprnn to liir milk after the farmer f/ets Ifiroiu/fi . . .
site i/oes rii/lit on . . . r/rn:in(/ . . . lillini/ the old ntorefioune
for to-morroic . . . and l/inl's irliat you should he doing . . .
if
wasyesterday's
irorse . . business
. what dowas
you bad
care. 7. .. or
. . last
forgetweek's
abouthusinesH
it . . .
start
building
to
make
up
for
those
losses
.
.
.
and
you
can'tit
build a /louse without hating the material . . . so gel
. . . ait down and dope out trhat tite trouble was . . . ask
yourself . . . did I cover this angle thoroughly? . . . did I
work that slant the tray I intended? . . . did I hare those
pictures in the paper on time? . . . shouldn't I hate spent a
little more time laying out that cnntpaign? . . . ant I showing the same pep that I displayed irhen I put oier "So and
So" to a neic box-otlice high? . . . don't analyze hoic bum the
business was . . . that's not going to Itelp . . . find out why
t/te business was bum . . . anybody can say in a report . . .
"icell, the weather hurt us" . . . or "tlie picture icasn't so
hot" . . . but it takes a man to say . . . "I laid dotrn." . . .
Sure it will hurt to make that statement . . . but it'll never
hurt as much as the thrust the (i.M. will give you wlien
promotion time rolls around. . . . Tom Itlank . . . the liveirire in the next toicn . . . gets the assignment you coveted
.. .. .. Iiis
and was
mightall have
. butspilt
you milk
laid .doun
. . . he
he had
didn'ta
creamhad. .. .. not
. . irhen
bum week . . . he analyzed himself . . . irhen you had a bum
week . . . it was three weeks before you got over talking
about it. . . . Blank gets a thrill as well as a bit of dejection out of a failure . . . why . . . because it spurs him on
to bigger things . . . opens the door to greater possibilities
. . . he suddenly discovers tliat there's more ways than one
to sell a picture . . . he sees how wrong he had been . . .
lie sees where he had made a mistake . . . and that's where
the thrill comes in . . . so lie turns in a record-breaking week
on his next picture . . . and his percentage at the end of
the season
pretty close
hundred
. then
moted . . . is
promoted
to a to
joba you
might . .have
hadhe's
. . pro. to
a job . . . you could have . . . a job you want and know you
can get . . . but every once in a while you decide that . . .
business is punk . . . then you .say . . . "the heck with it." . . .
"I'll tcait until a good picture comes along and give it a
plug" . . . Are you nuts? . . . don't you know that the man
occupying the exec's chair probably went through just what
you did? . . . he knows how tough it is at times . . . he came
up against the spilt milk proposition more than once . . .
but he . didn't
it . . get
. if to
he the
did cry
. . . for
he cried
for
more
. . so cry
thatabout
he could
reason
the bum
business . . . he never yelped when they handed him a piece
of trashy film . . . he went out and sold it the best possible
way . . . don't forget ... in his day they didn't have many
specials . . . they didn't have sound . . . they didn't have
"talkies" . . . his day was the day when the movies were in
the making . . . and had to be sold to a suspicious public
. . . when he got six reels of blood and thunder . . . he had
to sell it . . . and he did . . . then . . . came his big fight
. . . he had to acclimate himself to the new order of things
. . . trade in a Rarnum for a Harold B. Franklin . . . no more
blood and
. . class
. that's
the public
wanted
. . . thunder
class . . .. they
had to. .have
it . . .what
and they
got it
. . . the G.M. grew with the racket . . . then it became an
industry . . . and because of his work . . . he was given his
present position ... .so after all . . . his case was tough . . .
yes . . . but he looks back and smiles now . . . but he smiles
knowingly . . . there's nothing you go through that he hasn't
undergone . . . so if you think you're putting anything over
. . we
. again
we further
state . .. . .. you're
nutstalk. .about
. and a listen
.on. .him
before
go any
when we
G.M.
we mean a real, honest-to-goodness showman . . . not some
of these nddle-pated. scatter-brained ham and eggers who
flounce in and out of theatres . . . don't get us wrong . . .
but you won't . . . we don't talk about inflated dummies . . .
we talk about real showmen ... .so listen, boy . . . just do
your darndcst and if a picture doesn't click . . . and you can
look back and honestly say . . . "I did my best" . . . then the
GJI. knows it, too . . . and you're not crying over spilt milk.
P. S. — .Maybe YOl' have something you would like
in
are say
on the subject. The meeting is open and suggestions to
order. BIT try to inject some constructive suggestions when
we don't want any one of
express oryourself
you do
our
members
readers because
to get the impression that our
arguments are one-sided. Oak?
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Showmanship Of
Walter Decker Is
Still In Evidence

Picture

Take a tip from Walter
Decker, manager of the City
Opera House in Frederick,
Maryland, and give this slant
a break on your kiddie business campaign,

'
The photo on the left shows
the "Free Movies Peep Box" he used to ballyhoo "The Mounted Stranger." The box is easily constructed and cost practically nothing. A four-inch roller is contained in each end of the
box, with 8 X 10 stills mounted on muslin attached to the rollers
as a belt. A crank handle was used on the top roller and by
turning it a panorama of photos appeared. The interior of the
"peep-o-scope" was lighted by a forty watt lamp.
The other photo shows an excellent display for the "Gold
Diggers of Broadway," in the form of a shadow box. The work
was all done in gold glitter and though the photo doesn't show
any of the beautiful details we feel sure that the miniature cutouts of the stars he used and all the little niceties that went
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into the make-up helped considerably to sell the picture. Decker's ideas are carried out by his carpenter Hiram W. Heck,
who enjoys the enviable record of having worked around Fredericksburg, and the theatre, for over forty years.
We'd like to call your attention again to the fact that the
little stunt Decker used to plug his westerns would fit in nicely
for your house especially on your kiddie business. If the kids
pass the theatre on the way to and from school, what better
natural advertising medium could you ask for? So if you think
you
have room
giveit. it a play and w'e'll guarantee that
the noveltv
aloneforwillit,sell

CLUB
PIN!!!
Wear It All the Time!

We want to thank Walter for shooting this one along to us
and we'd like to have him know that it will certainly be well
appreciated and meet with a hearty reception. Let's have some
more of your showmanlike work "Deck", so that we can pass
it along to your brother members.

"Bunny" Bryan has
Done Some Hopping
In Show Business
=^=:;^^..::;;^^^.^;^^^=;=^^^^^^^^;;;=;^

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name of Member
Theatre
Address
City...

State

With so much of his activity
apparent around Rhode Island
and Southern Mass., it is only
fitting and proper that we
should tell you a little about
Bunny Bryan's career in show
business up to date.

As Bunny himself puts it, "After majoring in football, baseball
and track at various colleges, I finally finished at a School of
Journalism. Took a publicity gathering and dispensing position
in Central America and contracted so much malaria that I
returned to the States and took a job as a song plugger, until
I hooked up with a vaudeville act. From there it was hop, skip,
and jump, going out ahead of a dog and pony circus, selling
banners and handling press stuff on anything and everything,
in the meantime newspapering all over the country.
"Tiring of all the jumping, I became an agent for vaudeville
acts and found that I was kept on the jump more than ever.
And then I landed with Publix, working the Sound Train in
assignment."
my original
New
HereEngland
we cut asBunny
off, since
we know the rest of his story.
His fine work was recognized and he was made publicity
director of Rhode Island and Southern Massachusetts, which
position he now holds, and we want to remark, hold capably.
We've recently come across some excellent examples of his
work around the division and we know that the future will
t)ring some nice accounts. Welcome into the Club, Bunny, and
don't forget, we're depending on you to bring home the bacon
for your district.

Dan O'Keefe Is
Back In Harness
As Norwood Mgr.

Again
were wondering^
what
has we
happened
to one of
our veteran CLUB members
and he suddenly turned up.

This time it's Dan
O'Keefe,
who
we have known
for a
good many years.
When we first met Dan he was managing a house in Clinton,
Mass. A short time after he moved over to the Met., in
Leominster, and it was a little later that we lost track of him.
Xow we find him managing the Norwood Theatre in Norwood,
Mass., and doing a fine job of it.
With a beautiful theatre like the Norwood under his care, it
seems to us that Dan is going to return again to the active
fold, and now that all of his many friends and fellow CLUB
members know his whereabouts we feel that he will want to

• start
plugging. frequently. So what do you say, Dan, let's
be represented
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In connection witli our recent chats on the use of organs, even though you feature
a sound and talking policy, we
have received a few examples
of the way showmen make use
One of our live-wire
of them.
members, William L. Hendricks, general manager of the Capitol
and Olympic Theatres in Steubenville, Ohio, uses some novel
slants.
riiruugli a tie-up he iiiatU- with ilu- local radio station he was
enabled to broadcast an (>r>;an solo daily at 10:30 .\. .M.. and
in M.l.liilMi) ,i< ,in adilfd .•ittv;icli(>n -.(.-cured the services of tlie
innounccr. who is very
|M>piilar with the residents
..t .^teubenvillc. Tlie anic\i;i 1,1
Capito L
nouncer made a personal
i\, /;„■„,',•.
SATURDAY
.i|)i)carance on the stage of
I lie Capitol on Saturday
I'U SarriK /"./ i .
■THK I \sTof MHV « HtAJ >
eveniiijjs and conducted tlie
liroadca-t.
SUEADER

i

CLtJE

I^CIiND TAEL^

Hendricks Decided
To Plu;^ Organist
And
liiz. Boomed

Lfwii Slonr
B^llc Brnnrtl

-V etvs

Hendrick's stunt went
over wonderfully well with
his patrons and he took
care to let them know that
he would have the announcer appear again at the
theatre. We want to hand
him a little compliment at
this time for the very nice
ad which we are showing
that he used to announce
the special broadcast, by
featuring a cut of the anin
the "mike"
nouncer at along
a little box
with his
regular picture plug. The
organ broadcast is a very
good means of securing
publicity for your house
and if there is a radio station located in your town it
would pay to try and hook
up with them. And even if

you haven't a radio station, there's still no reason
why you can't make up your solos in the form of a broadcast,
by placing a dummy mike on the organ, or if you have an
announcing set, hook into your horns.
There are many ditlercnt ways in which this angle can be
worked out and anv showman should be able to find them.
When you feel that your audience needs something, or that
something's missit^g in your program, try an organ solo, but
a credit
'will be of
way that
in aanother
put it
music. to your showmanship,
rendition
noton just
and
Remember the gag we
you not so long ago,
If You Have Space showed
which informed you of the
To Park Cars, Orr way Jack Albertson, of the Indiana Theatre, built up goodGives the Low-down
will for his theatre by supplying free parking space for the
vast number of cars arriving for the evening performance?
Another up-to-the-minute showman has adopted the same
plan and it is helping his business a lot. We refer to H. S. Orr,
manager
of the Colonial
Theatre
in Winston-Salem.
X. C,

Please Take Note
pages of the Club are open for the publication of
THE
photographs from both members and readers.
These
photos may be of theatre managers, theatre fronts, marquee displays, lobby settings, etc. Due credit will be given
those sending photos to the Club, providing they attach the
proper description and their own names and theatre addresses.
M.-^N.^GERS' ROUND T.ABLE CLUB.

Worth

Lookinf/ Into!

this time of the year. nian\ st rod and outdoor events are sta^t'd l).\ schools, hij^h siho(»Is,
local orKani/.alions. etc., and If vou are on your
arrange to "shoot" as many of
ouu:htas topossible.
toes you
events
those
\uii know you can take regulation standaid film
yourself and save the expense of a cameraman.
especiall> if you are located where it is hard to
iit'i a <;ood man. So theie is no reason why you
should not take local pictures of events brin(,Mn»r
out larye ciowds. or of parades, etc. (especially
Decoration Day parades), and if you use a car.
have appropriate banners or sijjns lellinj; the
crowds when and where they can see the pictures.
M

Don't overlook the spedatois at such events, (iet
slow panorama shots of them; they'll surely want
to see what they lo(»k like. All representative
groups attendinfif these outdoor rallies should also
be taken separately. Order yourself some titles
and then >()U have a ju^ood hit of "vegetables" to
seive with the "roast."
Another good stunt is to tie up with all outdoor
events (when possible) so that in case of rain the
event should be staji^ed in your theatre durin<; the
mornini;:. This angle presents many yood-will tieups. It's hard to set them forth in detail because
they are mostly a matter of local nature and you
should best know the wav to tackle them.

who through a tie-up with a local garage was enabled to effect
read,angle that is proving very valuable.
an
The garage paid for the printing of a number of cards, which

THEATRE

PARKING

GUEST CARD— VALUE 25c
You are cordially invited to park in our convenient,
modern garage as our guest without charge on any
EVEXIXG
before May 1st, 1930.

DOW NTOWN

GARAGE

Located directly back of the Colonial Theatre
on Main Street
This card will be accepted by the ccishier in place
of the customary parking charge
PLEASE

WRITE

NAME

AND

ADDRESS

ON

BACK

You will notice on the bottom that Orr took the precaution
to make sure that he received the name and address of any
one the card was given too, and in this manner the theatre
and the garage as well were enabled to get a list of names that
could be used for mailing purposes. Incidentally the garage
also agreed to feature the picture playing at the theatre in their
newsi)aper advertisements.
Now that Orr is using this angle and finding it to be worthy
we feel that perhaps there might be a number of members who
will be able to effect a similar tie-up, so we are passing it on in
the event that it find a place in your activities. Thank you
"H. S," for keeping us wised-up on your work, and don't
forget we are always glad to receive accounts of your showmanlike activities.

motion
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WILLIAM SPRAGG is the manager of
the Stadium Theatre in Woonsocket, R. I.,
and from what we have heard of his worV
we are sure we have acquired another showman who is going to be very active, and if
he is as "hve" as the rest of the R. I. showmen, why we can't ask for any more. Listen,
Bill, how about a photo of yourself, and if
you see Bunny Bryan shoot some "pep
juice"
to hear into
fromhimhim.and tell him we're waiting
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
■
JOE KOEHLER
manages the Idaho
Theatre in Twin Falls, Idaho. Joe is no
stranger to the Club, since they all know of
his recent activity at the local radio station.
So now that he has been introduced by these
always necessary paragraphs, we believe
there's many pleasant surprises in store for
us
ing.in the way of novel slants on show sellWear Vonr Club Pin!
! !
CARL B. SHERRED is the manager of
the Mishler Theatre in Altoona, Pa., and
from what we know of his past experience
in show business we can look forward to
hearing some mighty fine accounts. What
do you say, Carl, let us in on the know.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
J. CLAAR is the Assistant Manager of the
Fairfax Theatre in Miami, Fla. Since Mr.
Claar is working under the showmanlike
wing of Earle Holden we will have to wait
awhile and see how he turns out, because
with Earle as a teac^her he should be ready
for a manager's position before long. However, Claar, why not send us in a letter
telling us what you are doing down there to
help Earle put his shows across?
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
J. N. BROWELL
manages the Park theatre in Palmerton, Pa., and since we ran a
little story and a picture recently of him
we feel that no other introduction is necessary at this time. As you know, "J. N.,"
every one must at some time or another go
through this gate in order to reach the inner
pages, so now that you've been "initiated"
twice,
double. here's hoping your activities will
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
WALTER LEACH is the Assistant Manager of the Rialto Theatre in Newark, N. J.
From what we know about Walter it appears as though he is going to make good
in the show game, since Charlie Brennan,
the live-wire manager of the Rialto, gives
him a send-ofif that is certainly fine. We
want to welcome you into the Club, Walter,
and express the hope that in a little while
you'll be a full fledged showman and manager.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
FRED L. WEILER is the manager of
the Roosevelt Theatre in Flushing, L. I.,
N. Y., where he has been turning out some
fine examples of showmanship. In order
that the rest of the Club may become acquainted with you Fred, why not let us
have a photo of yourself so that we can
run it in conjunction with your first contribution.
—Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
JOSEPH FORSTER is the manager of
the Sumner Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. In
case
don'tfinest
know showmen
it, Brooklyn
boasts
some you
of the
enrolled
in
the Club. We want you to fit right into
the show background there Joseph and with
your experience and knowledge of the game
it should be very easy.

Picture

News
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KOtND TACLt

WHO

CLtC

JUST JOINED!

THE

SHOWMAN'S
MEETING
PLACE

SAM S. CLARK is the manager of the
National Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. He is
located in a very nice neighborhood house,
that in the past has been the scene of many
live wire activities. So what do you think
about it, Sam. We've had our eye on your
house before and we know that you can
pep things up there. Give us some dope.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
GEORGE SEED manages the Benson
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., and since we
have printed little squibs about him in our
monthly
pageandwe've
secured aMetropolitan
line on what activities
he can do,
we
want him to know that we expect him to
be represented often on our pages. So let's
have a few accounts of how you are keeping your house up with the Met. leaders,
George.
Wear

PROGRESS!

Application For
Membership In

I hereby apply
the Club.

for membership

! !

Your

Club

Pin!

! !

JACK

ROUND

Ave., CLUB"
New York
TABLE

Pin!

Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
NAT SUCHMAN manages the Highway
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., and since we
know something about the brand of showmanship it takes to handle theatres around
Nat's section we feel that future issues of
the Round Table Club will bear a good
many interesting angles concerning his
work. We won't say that the house is a
natural
we'll let Nat's
work
tell for
you exploitation,
that.
Wear

Seventh

Club

of
yournews
own.of In
the work
menatime,
some
your
so thatlet's
we have
can
sort of keep an eye on you.

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

"MANAGERS'

Your

MAX ALSTER is another live-wire on
the Fox Met. Circuit. Max handles the assistant manager's assignment at the Benson
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., under the able
directorship of George Seed. Well, Max, it
shouldn't take you very long, working with
a man like Mr. Seed to rise to a house

FOR
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City
in

Name
Theatre
Address
City
State
Position
Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman Chairman

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

ROTH is the manager of the Paramount Theatre in Des Moines, la. ^e
want to welcome him into the Club and
state that many mighty nice showmanlike
activities have been forthcoming from
around his city and we believe that Jack
will want to keep right in line with the rest
of the Publix showmen who form a part of
the Club and display lots of up-to-the-minute
work. Incidentally, Jack, how about a photo
and a little dope concerning your career to
date?
Wear

Your

Club

Pin!

! !

DAVID J. DUGAN is by no means a
stranger on the Club pages. It was only
a little, while ago that we told you about
a corking tie-up he engineered in conjunction with "Street of Chance," when it played
the Paramount Tneatre if Newport, R. I.
From this stunt we deduce^ that Dave
knows his Bermudas when it comts to
showship and we want to say that we believe future issues will rove it.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
YALE GREENHAUS is the manager of
the Mosholu Theatre in the Bronx, N. Y.,
and with all these "big" productions to pull
them in with he is kept on the go trying to
make the old cash box swell up. But just
how he accomplishes this is what we want
to find out. And not only us but the rest
of his brother members. Come on Yale,
shoot us in a letter and tell us what you're
doing to sell them up there in the Bronx.
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COMPLETE

RELEASE

CHART

Productions arc listed accordinf/ to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor niatj hare
a short-cut toirard such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in uork, but to which release dates hare not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming
Attractions."
Running times on features and shorts are being
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.

May
It

AMKINO
FEATURES
Till*
China Ei*r«u

Star
. 8M«lal

Cait

.Nikolai

Oeman
al tha 8ta*f«a
Fninaat *t aa Eaalr*...
Maa
(ram
tha Raatauraal.

ni.
Fett
Lantth

Ral. Data
Mar.
II .

Siltytov

. .SOOO
..6804
. .7000
..6000

. Jan.
. Jan.
Jan.

. Nltkla-Samanava
. Tchakha<Malln*vikaya

M
.Mar.
II
Ravlawtd
.65.. .Fab.

, . 78 . .
..78..
.67..

.Jm.

Coming
Attractions
Star

TItIa
Jimmy
HItfllni
Kain
and
Arttra
Living
Corpse,
Tha
Soil
Spring
Storm
Over Alia
Transport
of Flr«
Tungat
Khanlchtr
Turksib

A. Buehma
E. Gall-N.
Sliaoiiav
W.
Pudovln
8. Sva^henka
Educational
V.
Inklihlnov
G. Ku^notsov
Educational
Educational

Titio

sotmd-on-fitm

and

FEATURES

sound-on-disc )

Mar.
..Apr.
...Jan.
Jan.
Fab.
Feb.

Coming Attractions

Title
•tlAraua<
tha Canw
•tSCall cf the West
(A. T.) . . .
•tJFar
tka Lav*
tt Lll
•flHell'i
lilaad
•fjJaM
Oaightan
'tSLadlea
Mual
Pl«y
•t§La5t *» the Lene Waif (A.T.).
•tiParIa
NIghta
•nPrince of Diamond
•t§Raln or Shine (A. T.)
•t|Royal
Ranance.
A (A. T.) ...
•tsRoad
to Broadway.
The
•t|Slstors
(A.
T.)
•tISquaaler.
Tha
•tISweethaarta
*■
Pirad*
'tSTemptalloa

.SidneyStar Murray
Revier-Matt

Title
•♦Autimin
•♦Cannibal
Caperi
•tCat's
Meow.
The
•tSCentinental
Evening,
A
•tOesert
Sunk

It

Bert

Warld

Reviewed

FOX

ODay-ONell

...

a

Rel.
. Feb.
. Mar.
. Jan.
. Feb.
. Mar.
. Jan.
.Apr.

Bergman

Boyce
Combo
Silly Symphony
Released
twice

SOUND
souwid-on-Hlm

27...
29...

9...

12.
. Apr.
24
26
. Feb.
. Feb.
27
. il4ar.'
Jan. ■ 30
'.
26
. Mar.
23
..Apr.
15
Jan
16
Jan

month

Length
.1 reel.
. I reel .

.1
.I
.1
.I

Reviewed

reel.
reel .
reel.
reel .

.1 reel.

. I reel.

.1 reel.

Dee.

7

1 reel.
I reel .

1
1
I
I

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel

I reel

I reel
I reel

Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

SHORTS
and

sound -on-disc)

Star

FIRST NATIONAL

f Avatlable

sound'On-disc

FEATURES
Title
•t§Dawn

Patrol.

The

(A.T.).

BarthelmessFairbanks.
Star

'Means synchronized score,

•t§Big
Party. Th* (A.T.)..
§fCameo GirlKlrby
(A.T.)...
.
•t§City
T.)
•tSCrazy That Way
(A. T.)
•t§Double
Cross Roads (A. T.) .
•tSGolden
Call
(A.T.)
•t§Haopy
Days
(A.T.)
•flHarmony
af Heme
(A.T.)...
•t§Hlgh
Society
Blues
(A.T.)..
•tSLet'i
Go Placet
(A.T.)
•t§Lone
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)...
*t§Men Without Women
(A. T.)
•tSOn
the Level
(A.T.)
•t^Rough
Romance
(A.T.)

releases

Length
Date
20..

f Means sound effects.
All-Talker.
P.T. means

Feet. .MIns. Reviewed

26

22...

May

t6664'.'.'.'.74''.

. May

25

, July

IS... 7003.... 78.,

. June

6

FILMS
sound-on-Hlm

•tISky
Hawk
(A.T.)
'tSSuch Men Are Dangerous

(Reviewed

•t§Temple
Tower
(A.T.)
•t§3 Sisters
(A.T.)

Lee-Carol-Albertson
. Terrls-Murray
Farrell- Duncan
Star
Bennett-MacKenna
Ames-Lee
Carol-Mulhail-Brendel
Special
cast
Collier,
Sr. -Churchill
Gaynor- Farrell
WagstafT-Lane

George
O'Brien
McKenna-MacDonald
Victor
McLaglen
O'Brien-Chandler
Garrlck-Chandler
(A.T.) Baxter-Owen

under

and

sound-on-discj

title of "Mask

of Love"

McKenna-Oay
Dresser-Patricola

Rel. Date
Feb
25..
Jan
12.
16.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar. 20..
16 .
30..
2..
Mar.
19..
Jan.
9..
Mar.
2..
Feb.

FeetLength
Mins.
.6t.
.6200.
.6171., .69.
..6700..
.64.
..5800..
.5800.. ..74.
6552.. ..73.
..7526.,
..84.
.6295.. ..64.

Reviewed
, Mar. I
. . Dec. 7
..Mar. 29
..Apr. 19
.Feb. 29
22
.Mar.
..Jan. 18

.Mar. e
.,70. .Dec 14
.Jan. 25
.StMO..
.6750..
.6442.. ..75. .Jan. IB
'.6888.'.
30..
Jan.
.86.
Feb.
..66. .Jan.
4
..62.
S600..
.7774..
Mar.
..72.
May
5..
Mar. 23..
.7400.
.82..
18.
In....Feb.Jan. 1. 26..
1930,
Issue) .'.'76.'.'
...

Apr.
Apr.

6
20. . . .6442. . .

Apr, 26

Coming Feature Attractions
ritle
Star
•tSBy
the Way,
Bill (A.T.)
Will
Rogers
*t§Common
Clay
(A.T.)
*t§Connecticut
Yankee
In
Klit
Arthurs
Court
(A.T.)
•tSFatal Wedding, The (A,T,)
•t§Fo>
Movietone
Follies of 1930
(A.T.)
•♦5Glrl
Downstairs
(F & D)
•tSGIrl
Who
Wasn't
Wanted
(A.T.)
•t§lf
I was
Alone
With
You
(AT.)
•t^Llllom
(A.T.)
•tfLouls
BerettI
(A.T.)
•tlMad Singer. Tha (A.T.)
•tlOna
Mad
Kits
(A.T.)
•tlOregon Trail, Th* (A.T.)
'tIPIaymates
(A.T.)
•tfSea
Wolf,
The
•HSolid Gold Article. The fA.T.)

Rel. Data

Length

9.

Dan

Jose

McGormack
McKenna-Harrlntton
Page
„

PHOTOPLAY

8243.

IS

DISTRIBUTORS

FEATURES

the
Title

•tSAcci-Dental
Treatment
tlAbble Mitchell t. Slz2l* 4
Blame

.92... Mar.

Mojlca

Gaynor- Farrell

INTERNATIONAL

Title

3

O'Brien-Chandler
Gaynor- Farrell
Janet
Gaynor
Edmund
Lowe

•♦After

Verdlet
•tSCrlmton Circle. Th*
MSDark
Red
Rosea
(A.T.),

May

O'Brlen-Moran

•tSSeng
0' My
Heart
(A.T.) .,. John
•t§Very
Practical
Jok*.
A (A.T.)
•tSWhlt*
Flame.
The
(A.T.) ... Paul

only)
July
Rel.

Jun*

5t72 ....

I. . .

FEATURES

Feb.

7?
Data
Length
27..
Reviewed
Feet.
Rel.
23.. .1609. .MIna.
...18.
•tfBltter
Friends
(A. T.)
Lambert-McPhail
Apr
12
..16.
.Feb. 22
1480.
12
•flBIg Jewal Cata. Th* (A.T.).. Lambert-Kelsey-Garvin
...Feb.
2... .1838. ..20.. .Feb
•tfBuris and Bears
(A.T.)
Pollard-Clyde-Beeba
Mar.
Feb. 22
26
9.. .1480. ..16. .Feb.
•tICamera
Shy
(A.T.)
Hamllton-H iatt
Feb.
reel. ...7. .Apr. 22
'tCavlar
Terry-Teens
Feb. 23... 1.1840.
30..
...20.
26..
•tSDad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
Holmes-Bolton
Mar
.1600.
.Jan.
•tlDrummlng
It In (A.T.)
McKce-Smalley
Jan
.1686. ...19.
.. IR. ..Apr.
27..
•tSFollow the Swallow
(A. T.).. Lloyd
Hamilton
Apr
...17.
.1573.
•tSHall the Princess
(A.T.)
Boley-Collins
May
4.. .1893.
23..
..Apr.
•ffHe Trumped
Her Ate (A.T.) . Burke-Beeb*
Mar
.1976. ...21.
26
13.. ..1528 ...22.
•t§Honeymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.) . BeebePoilard
Aor
12..
Apr.
...17. ..Jan.
1 reel.
•tSHat and
Htv
(JLT.)
Goodwin-Crane
Jan.'
6... 1 reel.
•fHof Turkey
Terry-Toon
May
....6. .Apr. 2B
•tindlan
Pudding
Terry-Toon
Apr
16.. ..2002.
1 reel. ...22. ..Feb. 7fi
22
•t5Mateh
Play
(A.T.)
Hagen-Dlegel
Mar.
16.. ..1565.
...17.
•Museum
of Art. A
Hooge-Podge
Feb
1
•t§Oh
Darling
(A.T.)
Dover. McPhall-Peck
Feb
. . Feb.
18..
9... .1642.
•t§Peace and
Harmony
(A.T.)
. . Lambert-Collins-McPhail May
..Mar.
16..
4.. 1 reel. ...18. .Apr.
•t§Pi)lished
Ivary
(A.T.)
Lloyd Hamlltan
Mar.
.. 6.
5
•tPretzels
Terry. Toons
Mar.
...6.
•tSRadio
Kisses
(A.T.)
Beebe-Duryea-Carewe
May 20...
19.. 1.1961.
reel. ..22.
76
*t Roman
Punch
Terry-Toon
Apr
.Jan.
Apr. 2q4
•tISeatch
(A.T.)
Clyde-Bevan-MePhall
Jan.
23..
•tSpanlsh
Onions
Terry-Toon
Mar
16.. .1932. .21. .Feb.
1
•TgSugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.) . . . Ciyde-Gribbons
Feb
.1527. ...17. ..Apr.
.Mar.
...20.
•tSTrouble
For Two
'A.T.)
Raymond
McKea
Mar.
20.. ..1661.
5
•t§Western
Knight
(A.T.)
Lambert-St.
John-MtPhail. . . Apr.
9..
Title

all

%

Date
13...
13...
2...
12...

EDUCATIONAL
(Availabte

August

nti*

SHORTS

Jun*

•ffSong
of th* and
Flam*
•t§Sweethearts
Wlv*«(A.T.) .
•♦4swe*t
Mama
(A.T.). (A.T.). .Gray-Claire
Billle
Dove
Alice
White
•tSTop
Speed
(A.T.)
Brown-Clalre-Whiting
•t§Under
Western
Sklet (A.T.) . Lee-Blackmer

(After

[['.'.[[[['.[
Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon...
Utica
Jubilee
Singers.
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon...
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon...
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle

•J|Stage
Door
Pest
.isSummer
•tSTalklng
Screen
Snapshots

Mini.

Lytall

Clark i

•tSHawallans

Length

•tiSaek
Pay
(A.T.)
. C*rlnn* Qrlflltk..
•tiBad
Good
Girl. Th* (A.T.). . Marilyn Millar...
. Hustan-Mackalll .
•tJBad
Man.
Tha
(A.T.)
star
•tiBrld* af tiM Raglaaat (A.T.) . S*l*l-Pidge*n
..,
•tlBright
Lighta
(A.T.)
. D*rothy
Mackalll
•tiCaptain
Blood
(A.T.)
•-tlDevil's Playground. Tha (A.T.) Blllle
Dove
•tiFlirtIng
Widow
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Mackalll
•tSForpvMAlter
(A.T.)
Young- Fairbanks.
Ir
•fSFortune
Teller.
The
(A.T.)
't|Girl
of Golden
West
(A.T.) . Harding-Rennia
•tSHeart
ot the North
(A.T.) . . Loretta
Young
'tfLady Wha
Jtnt
Tb*
Oeve-Pldgeon-Tadd
•tfLittle Crazy
Caesar (A.T.)
(A.T.)
Fred
Kohler
•t§Man
.Alice
White
. Claire-Pidgeon
•t|Mlle.
Modiste
(A.T.)
•tfNumbered
Men
(A.T.)
. Nagel-Claire
Jr
•t§One
Night at Suile'i
(A.T.) . Dove- Fairbanks,
*t|Otner
mens
wivaa
(A.T.).. , Oove-Rathbon*-Thampi«l
•t5Right of Way.
The
(A.T.) . . Nagei- Young
.
Young-Mulhall
*f|Road
to Paradise,
•tiSin
Flood
(A.T.) Th* (A.T.) .Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr

Ian
Kelth-Prlngle
Joe
Cook
Collier-Starke
...

Star
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Kr»zy
Kat
Kartoon...
Fay
Marbe
Krary
Kat
Kartoon...

Now

•t§Llttle
Friend ot All
•♦^Marionettes
••■^Id
Flame.
An
•T§Radla-Tors
•tSlow
B«au
•tSSpookeasy
•tISpIko
Speaks
tSStage
Door
Knights

Rel. Date

... .
Moora

, Holt-Graves

SOUND

•t§Oo

Feet
Length
Mini.
Reviewed12
..Apr.
..6371. ...71.
..9277.
.103. Feb.
5..
IS
25..
19..
..Apr.
19
..6386. ..71..
..5400.
.
1
3. ..6304 . BO.. Feb.
1
. . 70 . . .Mar.
18..
22.. ..6160. ..68. ..Mar.
1

Rel. Data

Star

•tfOullty?
(A. T.)
Holland-Vain
'TiLadlas at Lalturo
(A. T.) . . . Stanvryck-Gravoi-Sherman
•t|M«lody
Man.
Tha
(A. T.) ... Collier. Jr-Day-SL
PolU
*t|Murder
on the Raa(
(A. T.) Revier-Llvingston
•ffPanonallty
(A. T.)
Starr- Arthur
•tiVangeanco (A. T.)
Halt-Ravlar-8trai|a

.May
It. . . e«0<
. .7}
Apr. 2«
2t
6336
70
.Apr.
12
5
S«7a
67.
Da*. 21
2
6190
M. .Mar.
I
(
6200
(«.
It
(108
.101.. Fab.
3
13
t2lt
.69
Apr. II
.Jaa
Dte.
»
MOO
64.
5
It
t003... 66.
2«
12
9277. ..103
3
20
.7213
80
.Jan.
Apr. a
t . . 8344
n.
13
6386
71.
II
2 . . .M32. . . .63.
Apr.
L*attk
N*l. Data

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Fab.
Apr.
Fab.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.

Coming Attractions

Title

COLUMBIA
(Available

■tSFurlei
(A.T.)
Warner- Wilson
•tiln
tha Nait
Raaa
(A.T.) ... Jack
Mulhaii
•tlLlllei
af
Field
(A.T.)
Carina*
Orl«tli
•tiL**«*
AakUi
(A.T.)
Fairbanks.
Jr.-Y*unt
•tJMurder
Will
Out
(A.T.)
Mulhall-La*
•tlN*.
N*.
Naaatt*
(A. T.).
Clalr«-Gr*y
•t^Notorloui
Affair.
A (A. T.)..Billie
Dove
•tlOther
Temerr«w
(A.T.)
Bllll*
Dove
•ttPiaying
Around
(A.T.)
Whlta-Marris
•fiSaliy
(A.T.)
Marllya
Millar
ti8b«w Girl in H*llyw**d (A.T.). Whita-Mulhall
•ti8«n •( th* G*4i
(A.T.)
Rich.
BarthalaMta
•tiSprIng
Is Her*
(A.T.)
Clair*. Cray
•tSStrlctly
M*d*ra
(JLT.)
D*r*thy
Mackalll

Oloa Ttchechowa
Stewart
Rama
. . Rome- D obi*
Star

SHORT

. Jan.
Feb,
Mar.

Length
Reeli.Mint.
Revlewtt
76
79. .Jaa.
II

.7
.7
.8

67. .Mar.

SUBJECTS
Length
Reelt.Mlni.
.17
2

Song

8

Star
Prtiram

§Means
voice ?<l (including
dialogue
and incidental
songs).
Part-Talker.
D means disc.
F means
sound-on-film.

RevUwtd

I.

A.T.

after

title means

120

Motion

. Marionettts
•tAllez-Op
'tSCIyde Ooerr & Saxophtnt
Sextet
■•"« Program
•tSFeed
the Brute
(A.T.)
Animal
Novelty
*tiHoak
(A.T.)
Frawley
i
Smith
niJuitiee
(A.T.)
. ^ , Special Cast
*tlLlttle Journeys In Stnalind. . Song Serlet
. Bransby
Wllllamt
•t§Mlser.
The
(A.T.)
•tSMr. Smith Wakes Up (A.T.) . Marrlott-Gott
MfNIght
In Dixie,
A (A.T.).. . Mltcheil-Hudglnt
. Song
Program
....
•tSNora
Blaney
No.
I
.Song
Program
....
MSNora
Blaney
No. 2...
. Marionettes
•tOperatle
Program
•tSRadIo
Franks & 4 Baehelort. Song
,
•tjTeddy Brown & His Band
Jazz
Program
•fSUnwrltten Law, Th* (A.T.)... Rosalind Fuller
•tSWhen
the Clotk
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Nile.
Welch

METRO-GOLDWYN-MA

P ic t u r e

I.
1
I
I
....2..

.9
.8
16
IS

.»
.9

2.
I.
I.
,t.
I
. I.
I. ...3

Feb.

•t§Hlgh
Society (A. T.)
Jack
Oakle
'tSLadies
Lovt
Brutes
(A. T.).. George
Bancroft
*t§Let's
Go
Native
(A.
T.)
MacUonald-Oakle
•tiMarce
Himself
(A.
T.)
Oakle-Gallagher
*tiReturn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.) . Oland-Arthur
'tISafety
in Numbers
(A. T.).. Charles
Rogers
*t§Sarah and
Son
(A. T.)
Ruth
Chatterton
•tSStatlon S-E-X
(A. T.)
Clara Bow
•t§Texan,
The
(A.
T.)
Gary
Cooper
•tITrue to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Bow
'tSTwo Black Crows. The (A. T).Moran
&. Mack
*t§Young
Man
of Manhattan
(A.T.)
Colbert-Ruggles
•ISVouth
(A. T.)
My Hersholt-Wray

8
•
17■

....2.

.9
....8...
-■
30

2

.

SOUND
Title
•tSBearded

IS

YER

FEATURES

Length
Rel Date
Jan.
Feet
Mlns.
.■6700
74.
Till*
Star
■ Feb. 21..
•t§Ann*
Christie
(A.T.)
Greta
Oarbo
1920.
...«8.
3.. .7961.
ISKue) ...90.
•tlBlshop
Murder
Case
(A.T.).. Basil
Rathbone
10.. .8100.
Jan.
*tiCh*slag
Ralabows
(A. T.) .... Love-KIng
...........
In Nov. 2.
7.. .8782.... 98.
(Uevlewed
under tllle of •'Road Shoir'
Feb.
*t|Davll-May-Care
(A.
T.)
Ramon
Novarr*
.7533
84.
Apr.
Mar.
t§Divorce.
The
(A.T.)
Shearer- Morris
22...
26.. .8413.... 93.
•tSFree and
Eeasy
(A.T.)
Buster
Keaton
15... .8382
Mar.
93.
•tIGIri Said
N*. Tht (A.T.)... H»ln»s-Hy«ms
Mar.
8142...
Mar.
•t§Lady to Love
(A.T.)
Vilma BanKy
._^.
28
720O
80
>t)Lord Byron of B'way (A. T.)...Terry-Kaley-Rubli
.. ...... Jan.
29. ..7917.. .88.
•tIMontana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan CrawTord.
17.
if'Not
So Dumb
(A. T.)
Davles-Nugent
■■■■•■•■•■
-l'^'*,.^
Reviewed
under title at "Duley"
In Nov. 2. 1129 ,m, .6019. ...67.
•tJRedemptlon (A. T.)
Gllbort-Nagol-Adoree
Apr.
5..
•tSShIp
From Shaaghal.
.6225.... 69.
The
.„,,.,
■,.
,i
31..
Jan.
Nagel-Johnson- Welhelm
(A. T.)
•tIStrlctly Unconventienal
(A.T.). Alison Shlnworth ,.;,••,■ ■v,:''lV .oii' Issue
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22, 1929, .6100.... 68.
•t§Thls
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbone-Johnson
Apr.
19..
•tSThey
Learned
About
Women
.^
.
,,
97.
(AT)
Van
and
Schenek
Jan.
31.. ..8773
..6387
71.
•tSWoman
Racket
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
Jan.
24..

Reviewed
. .Dec. 21
..Nov. 16
..Nov.
2
..Dee. 28
..Apr. 22
19
..Feb.
..Feb. 1
. ..Jan.
. Feb. 258
. . Feb.
. . Nov.

8
2

..Jan.
.Feb.

18
22

.Apr.

19

..Dec.
..Dec.

14
14

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tSBattle of the Ladles (A. T.)
(A.T.)
The
House.
•.§Blg
Short (A.T.)
•tfCaught
(A.T.)
Going
•ISEasy
•tSFIoradora
Girl. The
(A.T.) .
•^tQata
News
(A.T.)
(A.T.)
Road. The
•tlHlQh
•t§ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
*1§Let
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
(A.T.)
Satan
•tSMadaraa
(Tent.)
of Time
•t§March
•tSMonsicur
Le
Fox
(A.T.) ....
•t jRomote
Control
(A.T.)
•tsRevue of Revues (A.T.)
•■t§Rogue
Song.
The
(A.T.)
(A.T.)
•tIRomance
•tSSea
Bat.
The
(A.T.)
•Hsinger of Seville. The (A.T.)
•t§Sins of the Children (A.T.) . .
■tSIrader
Horn

Star

Beery-Morris-Hyams
Dressler-Moran-Page
Jr
Haines-Moylan-Bushman,
.Davies-Gray
Special Cast
Chatterton-Forbes-Rathbone.
Ramon
Novarro
Shearer-La
Rocque
Reginald Denny
& Fields
Weber
Barbara
Leonard
., i •„■•;• j'
King-Love-Halnes-Crawtord
Lawrence Tibbett
Garbo...
Greta
Bickford.Miljan-Torres
Novarro-Jordan.Adoree
June
Mann. Nugent
riarry
Carey

SOUND
Title
*t§All
Teed
Up
•tS Boar Shooters
•fSBIg
Kick. Tha
•TSBiotto
•1§Brat»
•Clyde Doerr
•t§College
Hounds
•t§College
Romeos
•t§Fi(ty
Million Husbands
■t§Flghtlag
Parson
•tSFIrst
Seven
Years.
Tha
•Flower Garden
•tSHay
Fever (A.T.)
•«HI»
•fSHead
tSHead Guy, Tha
Lucky Day (A.T.)
Dog
Walter
C
•t§Ke- Man Trouble (A. T.).
•tjOld
tJNIght Owls (A. T.)
•tSPopular People (A.T.)...
•tSRoai
McCoy
(A. T.)
*tlShlverln«
Shaketpaara
..
•♦Sshrlmo.
The
•tSong Writer's Revue.
*t§They
Go
Boom
•t§Tough
Winter.
A
•Van & Sehenck
•t§Vodevllle
(A. T.)
•Hwhen
the Wind
Slews
•t§Whisperlng
Whoopee

Rel. Data

Length

Reviewed

...t
70... May

Feb.

Dogs
Biftmore Trio
Charlie
Chase
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue
Charley
Chasa
Harry
Langdon
Lean & Mayfleld
Dags
, Davidson- Niohalt
.Laurel-Hardy
.Charley
Chase
.Chase
, Our Gang
.Harry
Langdnn
Laurel-Hardy
Our Gang
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Charlie
Chaie

Rel.
Apr.
May
I«ar.
Feb.
Jan.

Length
17..
19.. . .2 reels

.1881
29.. .1827
8.. ..2654
. .2 reels

18. ...572
..2 reels
.853.

Jan.
2 reels
Feb.
22
1877.
iWar.
I
2 reels
Jan.
18
2 reels
Jan.
II....I878.
2 reels
2 raala
Jan.
4
803..
2 raala
Jan.
4
1895
2 reals
Feb.
I
1899
Ian.
25
1870
May
3
2 reels
.2 reals
June
J«n.
Apr.

2 reel
21
2 reels
II.....799.
2 raalt
5
1795
2 reels

3

I

29

;.• • • i
Nav. >
Fab.
IS
Dec.

14

Dec

14

Feb. 15
Dee. 14
Apr. 19
Mar. 29

29

Length

4..
star
Rel.
Title
II..
Helen
Morgan
Jan. Date
•tf Applause
(A. T.)
Skeliy-Wray-Powall
Jan.
•t|BehlndtheMake-Up(A.T.)(D)
12..
Apr.
•tiBenson Murder Case. The(A.T.) Powell-Wray
1
22..
Arlen-Brian
Feb.
•t§Burnlng
Up
(A.T.)
29..
Feb.
•t§DangeroHs
Paradise
(A.T.)... Carroll-Arlen
11..
Nancy
Carroll
Mar.
•tSHoney
(A.
T.)
Green-Brian-Hamilton
Jan.
•tSKIbltzor
(A. T.) (D)
Arlen-Brlan-Green
Apr.
•HLIghf of Western Stars (A.T.).
Chevalier. MaeDonald
Jan. 26.18..
•tiLove Parade
(A. T.) (D)
15...
Feb.
•tlMen
Are Like That (A. T.) . . Hal Skelly
8..
Gary
Cooper
Mar.
•tSOnly the Brave
(A.T.)
26..
Cast
Apr.
•tSParamount
on Parade
(A.T.). Soeclal
15..
.Morgan-Rupgles
Feb. Issue
•tIRoadhouse
Nights
(A.T.)
Reviewed as "River Inn" I* Dea. 28, 1929
Jan.
•tSSeven
Days' Leave (A. T.). . (3ary Cooper
1929
22..
Reviewed under
tha title of "Medal" I* Nov. 23, 25..
. Evelyn
Brent
. . Feb.
MSSIIghtly
Scarlet
(A.T.)
8..
.
Wm.
Powell
Feb.
•tlstreet of Chanee (A. T.)..
Mar. 15...
•tSVagabond King, The (A. T.) . King-MacDonald-Oiand
5..
.Charles
Rogers
Apr.
•tlYoung
Eagles
(A.T.)

Mlns.
Feet
-.6364.
..7066. ...78.
Reviewed12
..71. ..Oct
.Oct.
26
.5794. ..65. .Apr. 19
.5251.
.5244.
.6701.
.7273.

.Feb. 22
IS
..58. ..Feb.
..58.
..81. .Feb. 22
..74.
.Aug. 31

..III. ..Oct. 19
.10061.
.5500. ...81. ..Nov. 23
.6024. ...67. ..Mar. 15
..Apr.
5
..6700.
...74.
.6100. ..68. ..Nov.
Issue
...71. ..Jan.
..6402.
. Dee.
..8100.
.9412.. .90.
.105.. .Jan.
..6405.
...71. ..Mar.

23
25
28
II
22

Coming Feature Attractions
Star
f Itie
Mack
&
Moran
(A.T.)
War
•f5Anybody's
Mhck
&
Moran
Blues (A. T.)
•teBaekstage
Colbert
Chevalier.
(A.T.)
The
•tlBIg Pond.
T.) Arlen-Wray.Holt
(A.
The
Legion.
•tfBorder
•tlBuslness
Is Pleasure
(A.T.)
,
•t5Cave
Man,
The
(A.T.)
Geo.
Bancroft
*t§Dangerous
Nan
MeGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
n|Devll's Holiday. The (A. T.).Nancv
Carroll
•tsFleSh of Eva (A. T.)
Nancy Carroii

*Mean8 synchronized score.

Rel. Date

ilHeans sound effects.
All-Talker.
P.T. means

Have

No Bananas...

Comedy

.1794
..604

. .2 reels
.2 reels

. I reel
29..
8.. ..901
26.. .1832
25..
.1872
.1850
.2 reels
8..
4..
.1381

Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

.1
reel
.1870

22.. .948
.1665
22.. . I reel
12.. ..814

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
■ Jan.
Feb.
.Apr.
Mar,
..Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
. Feb.

. I reel.
..651..
..752

12.
18..
4..

Feb.
Apr.

Revlewa'
Length
6750... .75. ..Apr. 8

Apr.

5

Mar. 22
22
Mar.
Feb.
Apr.

15
19

Feb.

15

.Jan. 25

.1 reel
.1870

22..
26..

.964
..967
..994

8..
15..

Song

Revlawak

29..

.Mar.

Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.

22

85. ..Apr. 26

Length

Rel. Date
Mar.
I..
Jan.
4..
Feb.
15.

Screen Song
Frances
Williams
Bert
Green
Christie
Comedy
Arthur- Roach
Christie
Comedy
Charles Ruggles
Talkartoon

Screen

7621

SHORTS

22..
18..
15..

Jan.

25

..738
..737

Feb.

15

.1760
.1747

Jan.

25

.1 reel
;i634;!;;!:;!;jan.'i8
.1
reel
Feb. IS
.1022
I reel

5..
19..
8..
26..

PATHE

Length

Title
Star
•tIBachelor's Secret, A (A.T.) (F). Alan
Hale
•t§Clothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
•tICrashing Through
(A. T.)(F)
•t§Grand Parade (A.T.XD & F) . Twelvetrees-Scott
•t§Hot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie Quillan
tSOfflcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd
•t§Palnted
Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
•tlParachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong-Lombard
•t§Play Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
*t§Rich
People
Bennett-Toomey
•t§Saratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett

June
May
June
June
Aug.
Feb.
May
July
June
Jan.
July

Feet. .Mins. Reviewed
214

8 .'.'.'.'76(i 7 .'.'."'.84 .'.'.'N ov. ' 15
24
23

6740

l'.'.

SOUND

Length

Rel Date
July
13...
Aug.
May
Aug.

73... Nov. 30

..7074. ...78. ..Feb.

Coming Feature Attractions
.Boyd. Harding
■t§Beyond
Victory
(A.T.)
•'stiiu
anoi.
iiic lA.
I .
•tiGreenwIch
Village Failles. Tha
Star
(A. T.) (F)
•tSNegiigee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
Ti'l»
•tSTreasuro Girl (A. T.) (F)
•t§Up and At' Em (A. T.)(F)
•tlWar and Woman (A. T.)(F) ..Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
•tS Woman
Afraid, A (A. T.)(F)

25...
17...
3...

SHORTS

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc)
(Note:
In the

Pathe does
not list running
time
important series, however, follow:

on

Shorts.

Tha

approximate

running

time af reals
bIb.
■la.
min.
min.
nil.
■IB.
nla.

2 reel comed ies
Pathe
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review

26
|0
lo
||
ii

Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Talking Topics

8
10 ■la.
7

Sportilghts
of the Day

Title
Mar.

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

We

17

FEATURES

.,
„„
Mar. 29
Dec.lt
Apr.
5

25'.

May

star
Christie
Comedy
Screen Song
Christie

3, 19 3 0

.Mar.

Chrlstia
Camady
Eddie
Cantor
Christie
Comedy
Talkartoon
•t§l
Came
First
Herman
Timberg
'tll'm Afraid to Coma
Heme
In
Screen Song
the Dark
Song
*t§rm
Forever Blowing
Bubbles Screen
*t§ln
Tree the Shade of the Old Apple Screen Song
Screen
Song
*t§La Paloma
Christie
Comedy
....
•t§Let Me Explain (A. T.)
Lee Morse
■t§Mllllon
Me's,
A
Band.
>t§Moon
Bride's Wedding.
The.. U. S. Indian
'tiMountaIn
Melodies
Screen
Song
•t§Prlsonor's
Song,
The
Talkartoon
•tSRadIo
Riot
•tlSalf
Water
Ballads
Christie
Comedy
•fIScrapplly Married (A. T.)
Fazenda
*T§So This Is Paris Graen
Christie Comedy
*t|Stronger
Sex^
The
(A.T.)
*t§Voices of Lonely Men
•t§ Wanderlust
Bruce Seenis
•tSWee Bit 0' Scotch

.

Reviewed
Mar. 20
Feb. IS
Jan. 25
Feb. 15
Apr.
5
Mar.

(A. T.)....

■■„
12

14

Date

Lady

MSBedelia
*t§Belle of the Night
*t§Brown
Gravy
'rICome
Take
a
Trip
In
Airship
*t§Deep
"C"
Melodlel
•t§Desperate
Sam
■r§Don't
Believe
It (A. T.)
*t§Oown
With
Husbands
•t§Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
•t§Famlly
Next
Door,
The
*t§Firebugs
'TSFor
Love ar Maaay
(A.T.>...
•t§G«ttlng a TIekat
*tlHis
Honor,
the Mayor
•t§Hot Dog

*t§Yes.
••••
-■•■■.
8100. .. .80. . .Apr.

SHORTS

Star
Charley
Chase
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy

May

A' e zv s

•t§AII
Stuck
Uo
(A.T.)
McNaughton.Knapo
•f^BeauIy
Si
14 l i
ijawvnn ca>ne<
•t§Big
Too
Champions
(A.T.) . . .Sportlight
Star
't^Bowa
and
Arrows
Sportlight
•tICIothes Make the Man (A.T.)
•tiCover
Charge
(A.T.)
Topics of the Day
•flCrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
Reg.
Mervitle
*t§Darktown
Blues
Buck & Bubbles
•t§Darktown
Follies
(A.T.)
Buck
& Bubbles
•tSDixie
Days
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fables
•ffDogging
It (A.T.)
Sportlight
•♦5Dolng
Phil a Favor (A T.).
Mackenzie
Ward
*t§Fairway
Favorites
(A.T.)
... Sportlight
•tJFeline
Fighter
(A.T.)
Sportlight
-ttiriftyMilesfromBroadwav'a T.). Watson- Mervllle
tSFish,
Fowl
4. Fun
(A.T.)
Sportlight
•tSFoolish
Follies
(A.T.)
nesop
Fable
•*5Gettysburg
Address
George
Billings
*t§Gotden
Pagoda.
The
(A.T.) .. Vagabond
Adventure
Series.
■tGood Old School Days (A.T.) .. Aesop
Fable
•t^Grldlron
Glory
Sportlight
•tSHappy
Golf
(A.T.)
Spertllght
•t§Her
Hired
Husband (A.T.). . .Noel Franaes
't§Hlgh
and
Dizzy '
Geo.
LeMaire
- - .. Herman-Green
t§His
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.)
•tSHlgh
Toned
(A. T.)..
."Buck
&
Bubbles"
.Topics of the Day
'tSHome,
Sweet
(A.T.)
•tSHonest
Crooks Home
(A.T.)..
"Buck
& Bubbles"
Topics af the Day
•fSln the Park
(A.T.)
."Aesop
Fables"
•t§lron
Man,
The
(A.T.)
"tSLIve and
Learn
•tfMandalay
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
*t;Nlght In Dormltary
(A.T.)... Ginger
Rogera
•t50n
the Air
(A.T.)
Topic* af the Day
't§Pathe Audio Review (A.T.) .. Released Every Week
't(Pathe
Sound
News
...Released
Twice
Every
•t§Perfect
Match.
The
(A.T.) ... Butler Mayo
•tSPetters.
The
(A.T.)
Tnolcs
of the Day
•t^Rlde 'Em Cowboy
White-Carney
•tIRubevllle
NIahl Club
(A.T.).H.
8.
Watsai
■1§Ship
Ahoy
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fable
Singing Saps
Aesops
Fables
•t§Slxteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
(White. McNaughton

Rel Date
Jan
»1ar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.

reel
. .1
.2 reels

II
I*

Feb.
Feb.
Fab.

15
15
22

Mar.
Feb.

15
8

Feb.

258

reel ..... Mar.
20.. . .'I reel
Feb.

8

.
.

16. ..
30.. . . I reel

reels
.. .. I.2 reel

16..
4.. . .2 reels
16.
9. . . I reel
. . 1 reel

9. . . I reel
5 . . I reel
.2.

Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.

26.
12.
23.. . .2reels
369.. . 2 reels
. . 2 reels
. . 1 reel

Mar.
Jan.
Jan.

Week
Apr.
April
Fab.
Jan.
Apr.

A.T.

Revlawad
Feb.
I
Mar. 22
Jan.

.1 reel
. .2 reels
. 2 reels
.. I.2 reel
reels

May
Mar.

Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

%Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

.2 Length
reels
. 2 reels
2. . . I reel

23..

.. I real
. . I reel
. .2 reels

.. ..2. 1 reels
reel

19. . . . I reel
23.. ..2
. . .2reels
reels
26.5.

5.. . . . .2. I reels
reel
12. . . I reel
. . I reel
. . .2 reels
6. . . . I reel
. . .2 reels
13.
.2 reels
t.. .2
reels
5.. . I reel
. . .2 reels
20.

after

Apr.

Mar.
Oct
Jan.
Jan.

5
8
4

..
Mar.
Feb.
Fab.

1
159
22

Jan.
Jan.

18
IS

Dec. 14
Dec. 23
Jan.
II
Apr.
Nov.
Apr.
Nov
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.

title means

M i> I I () II

.1/ (/ \' .•.'. / y S 0
A*M(
FtbUi
Sportllghl
SPMilltht
LtMalr*
Ar*oo r«bl«t
. Toplci of Ihc

•t58liy
Sklpptrs
(A.T.)
'tiSpllU and Thrlllt
(AT.)
*t)Spl*ihlng
Thrtugh
(AT.)
M$Tlght
Squeeie
(AT.)
•flWmliro
Whniinee
(AT)
•t!iWh«t,
No Bait:
(AT.)...

F«b.
Apr.
F(b.
Ftb.
Apr.
Mar.

. . . .»
Day

IS
IS .
S..
23..

9

. I raal
.1 r««l
.1 ra«l
.2 rait
.1 raal
I raal

I' III II r e

Fab. IS
Apr. 12
Fab. i»
Na«. 23
Apr. 10

2.

R KO
FEATURES
TItIa
■t^Allii
Franeh
Gertl«
(AT.)
.
*tSBeau
Bandit
(A.O.)
■tiCau
at S«rg(ant OrlMhi
•tSCuekooi.
Th«
(A.T.)
•ttFramod
(A.T.)
•tjeirl »t Part (A.T.)
*tlH(«k
liland
(A.T.)
•tlHa
Knaw
Woman
(A.T.)
•tJHIt tha Oaek
(A.T.)
•tiLove
Comat
Along
(A.T.)...
*t§La>ln' ttia Ladlaa
•tiSMtptf
WIta
(A.T.)
•tISmtP Ktyt t* Baldptto (A.T.)

Star
Oanleli.Lyon
Nagal. Kanyon
Morrli-Campion-Hartliplt
Whaalar.Wooltay
Brant- Toomay

Langth
Faat. . Mint. Ratlawap
.6202
ti)
Apr.
IS

Apr.
Mar.
...Fab.
May
Mar.

Sally O'Nall
Compaan-Shermap
. Sharman-Joyca
Oakla-yyalkar
Daniels. Huohfll
Rlaliard
Dli
. Loa-Carr- Nagal
RIttiard
Olx

69

.6169.

.8191.
.SIOO.
.8136.
.6174

Fab.
May
May
Fab.
Jap.
Apr.
Ftb.
Jan.

92... Mar. SA
»O...Apr.
n...Fab. li
60... Jan.
4
..Apr.

6319.. .70
)>8
9327.. .83.
.7038.. .60 ..Da*.
Feb.
.6138 .78 ...Fab.
.Oa>.
.61^;: ..70

'tfCompanltPtta
't^Dlilana
T.).
*t^Fall
Guy,
Tha
(A.
•tiHIgh
RIvar
•t|Hunted
•tiLadloi
of tha Pitt
•tSRadlo
Revalt
(A.T.
*t«S«nsill<n
(A.T.)...
'ISUpperoorld
(A.Tj
•tiWIld
Heirt
(A.T.)

. Betty
.Spatial
. Baba

Lanpth
Feat. .Mint. Ravlaarad

Compion
Cast

Title
Star
•f§Ago ot Innoeenea. The(A.T.(F). Paula Trueman
•t§Befora
Braaktatt
(A.T.XF)
*tiBrldegroom.
Tha
(A.T.) (F) .. Marc
Connelly
•tSCamouj
Swcethaarlt
(A.
T.)(FiO)
•tICaih
and
Marry
(A.T.)
Vaughn-C«ka-8«r«*bt
•♦5Clown
Toplet
(A.T.)
(F)
•t§Dear
Slayer
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooke
•♦lEventually
But
Not
Now
(A.T.)
(FiD)
Vaughn-Cook*.
•t^Falr
Detolver.
The
(A.
T.)
IF4D)
•tSGeneral
Glniburg (A.T.)
(F).Nat
Carr
.Nat
Ctrr
•tlQunboat Glniburg (A.T.) (F).
Marc
Connelly
•UGuest. The (A. T.) (FiO).

. Mar.
J*n.
Apr.
Apr
Jan.
May
May
Feb.

n'

•fSHot Bridge (A. T.) (FiD).
. Duka
Ellington & Orthattra
•fiJajj
(A.T.)
(F)
Mar.
•TaJohannet
Brahms
't|Land of the Sky Blue Daughtan Vaughn-Cooke
Jan.
Apr.
*t§Lost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
..Vaughn-Cook*
*f§Lovln'
the Ladles
Richard
Oix
•t§Low
Bridge
(A.T.)
(F)
Feb. 2.
•tSMagnate.
The (A. T.) (FiD). Mare
Connelly
Mar. 30..
" "Mickey's
Champs
(A.
T.)(FiO)
Mickey
Yule
Mai^."3d.'.
Mar.
2.
Mickey's
Luck
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
July 20.
Mickey's Master Mind (A. T.)(F4D)
Mickey
Yule
Mickey's
Merry
Men
(A. T.)(FiD)
Mickey
Yule
Jan.
5.
Mickey's
Strategy
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Aug. 17.
Mickey's
Winners
(A.
T.)(F&0)
Mickey
Yule
June 22.
Mickey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
tfMlckey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.XFID)
Mickey
Yule
Apr. 27.
. May 25.
•tiMlikay
tlia Wirrlar
MIekay
Yul*
Fab. 9.
•t§Old
Bills
Christmas
(AT.)
Feb. 2.
*t§Old Vamps for New (A. T.).. Vtughn-C*ok*
June 22.
MjPalooka
Flying
ScJiotI
(A.T.)
Feb. 18.
•tlSettiog
son. The
(AT.)
Vaughn-Cooke
Jan. 5..
. May
•tJSIeeping
Cutlet
(A.T.)
Albert*
Vaughn
*f§Song
and
the Sergeant.
Tha
(A.T.)
Mar.
>t§StraBge
Intervlaw,
Th*
(A.T.)
(F)
Sherwip-Knswlat
•tjWhat
Next
(A.T.)
(F)
•tjwhila Aula Waitt (A.T.)(F)
'tiYour Own Homt T*«* (A.T.).
Ruti
Brawn

SONO-ART-WORLD
Star
..Williams-Lane
..J. Schiidkraut-Ley
. . Duryea-Basquette
L. Hughes-Borden
Roland-Thomson-Lave
. Special
Cast
Denny-Segar

STATE

. I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Apr.

12

,

.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
.2r««ls
. I reel
.2 reels
. 2 reals

'.\"nil.

Dot.
Jan.

14
25

Feb.
Dae.

B
''

22

.13. .ju.

a

SHORTS
Ltiitk
2
I
1
2
I

CartatnCelebrlty
Pr*d
Ellbta
Cart**n Celebrity
Prod
Gen.
Electric Co
Castle
Burr
Cartoon Celebrity
Prod. ..Fob.
CartaoiCeiebrlty
Prad

RrrUiPtB

rtelt
reel
r**l
reelt
r**l

Apr.

1 I *l.

reelt.
12 raal

I

II reel
rwl

1

Apr.

19
I'

Apr,

I r*«l

12.

19

N*v.

Jll.

2 reels

Harry
Delt
Eibee
Mickey Mtuit Cartotn Ctltbrlty
Pr*d.
Burr
(A.T.).
Mickey Mouse Cirtoon Ctltbrlty Prod.
Mickey Maui* Cartoon Celebris Pr*d.
*t§Slgned. Sealed & Dtlivirtd (A.T.)
Burr
'tISIxty
BroadwayMinutts Frtm
Color
Novtity
Castle
•♦steamboat
Willie
Mickey Mtust Cirtoon Celebrity
Prod.
Jan
•nstyle
and Class
(A.T.) . . Marty Barratz
Judea Films
'tISummer
Harmonies
•tTee
Time
Song
Carttan
Blophena
Felix
tht
Cat
Copley
Films
Fitz
Patrick... Fab.
Washlngton't
Birthday
•t§When
My
Dreams
Come
True
Gene
&. Glenn
Advance
Trailer
•tWhtn tht Cit't Aww
Mickey Mause Cartoon(^lebrlty
Pr«d
•tWIld
Wiv««
Mltkay Maui* CirtMnCtlebrity
Prod
Wtrld Tturt of Prinet t( Wal

330 f**t
I reel

28

Apr.

5

r**l.
. 2I reelt.

r**!..
II rati
rtti
2000
II r**l
retl
.rs*i~.

Get.
Apr.

it. 350 lt*t
I reel
I rMl
I r*tl

Apr.

}

Jan.
Fob.

II
(

FEATURES
(Available

sound-on'film and

sound-on'disc)
Length

Ltngth
Ftet. .Mint. Rtvltwed
.5850
65. . .Apr.
19
.7200... 80... Apr. 19

.6500.
9500.
.7000.

.72... Apr.

5

100.. Feb.
23
.79... Mar. 29

TItl*
•t§Hlgh
Traastn
(A.T.)
*t§Mamba
(A.T.)
•f§Party Blrl (A.T.)
Ravltwad
*tSPtac«ck
Allay
(A,T,)
•t§Swellhead
(A. T.)
•t§Trooper»
Thrt*
(A.T.)

Star
Rel. Data
Feat
Mins.
Mar. 15
Hume-Gill
Mar.
25
69..
Hersholt-Boardman-Farbaa
..Mar.
10... 6183
69.. .0**. 21
Doug
Falrtankt.
Jr
Jan.
I
6750
75..
u "Dangerous
Buslioat"
Ittu* Dtt. 21, IMS
Mae
Murray
Jan.
10
6060
67.. . Fab.
Apr. 26I
F ab. 2z
Gieason-Shllling- Walker
... Mar.
20
70.10
78
Lease. Gulliver
feb.
i5
7239. ...Bu.

Coming Feature Attractions

RIGHTS

Title

Length
Feet
Epiet. .Ntt 1*18860

Mins. Rtvltwed
98. .Jan.
25
Ftk.
J2

•tiAtrtit Iht Warld
(A.D.)
Talk. Pit.
At the South
Ptit
Dist'r
Btautilul Blue Danubt (Gtr.) Junktrmann-Mara. . ,. Aywon
*t§Because
I Lovt Ytu
Mady Christians
Jaa. 24. 9000. .. 100. . Fab.
8
Sthlnd
the Altar
Wllhelm
DIetarIt
..AIT.
Europtan
6200
69
Black
Hills
Special
Cast
Big
Three
5000
55
•§1Blue
Angel.
The
(A.T.)
(F &. D)
Emil Jannings
Ula
Films
•tSBride 68 (P.T.)
Veldt-Brink
Apr. 6
100.. Apr.
19
Captain
Cowboy
Yakima
Canute
Bell
PIct
4800
53
•t§Cail
of
Circus
(A.T.)
(D F )
Bushman Clayton
...Burr
Jan.
155466
61. .Jan.
18
Caught in Berlin Underworld. Fritz
Kastner
Feb.
15
•t§Clancy
in
Wall
Street
(A.T.)
Murray-Llttlefleld
Aristocrat
Mar.
I
•tsCo-Oplimists
Soeciai
cast
N'w
Era
Feb. 8
Feb.
22
♦t§Oarkened
Skiei
(A.T.) . . .Brentwood-MacDonaldBiltmore
Prod
Jan. .5400
60. .Dec.
14
*t§Escaped
from
Dartmoor. . Baring-Henning
. Harold Austen ..Apr.
1 1 7329. . 70
Apr.
19
Farmer's
Wife
Thomas- Hail -Davis. .Allied
Jan. 4 6845
76. .Jan
Figaro
Francn- American
Not Sat. 6360. . . .71 . .Dec
*tiFamlnlna
Touch
(A.O.)..LIna
Basguttt*
Reld-Br*ught*i. Not
ttt.Nottat
Jan.
•tlHearts
Melody
(A.
T.)
(F & 0)
Fritsch-Parlo
Ufa
Film
07609.... 85.. Jan.
18
Her Unborn Child (F & 0).. Special
Cast
Windsor
Jan.
Holv
Sinner,
The
SoMlal
Cait
Woridart
Pitt
.80.
'tingagi
African Hunt
7200
Apr. 2G
Jadp
Catket
Tha
French
Cast
Cttmoi
5800
.64.
♦t§Last Company,
Tht (A.T.)
(F &. D)
Veldt- Evans
•t§Last
Danct, Tht
(A.T.) . . Reynolds-Robards
..Audible
Mar.
S.3825
Mar
Lost
Patrol
Pro
Patrla
...Not
Set. 5100
57. Dee.
I
Love at First Sight (A.T.).. K**n*r-F*lttr
Chtsttrfltid
Ftb.
15.6160
68. .Ftb.
•t§Love
Waltz
(A.
T.)
29
(F i D)
Harvey. Batten
Ufa
Film
tiMad*
t* Ord*r (A.D.) ... .Julian
Eltliga
Jest* Well
6240. ...69. .Jan
21
.5040.... 56... Mar. 29
. Raytone
Apr.
15.
*t§Overland
Bound
(A.T.)
Perrln-Ray

iMeans sound effects.
All-Talker.
P.T. means

.'.'.'.'. .'.

.70.'.

.71. Fab.

TIFFANY

FEATURES

'Means synchronized score.

(A.T.)

Jan.
.Mir.

.(7l4l**t..

Mickey Mouse Cartoe- Mayfair
'fi'h-iiy Prod
fnovelty
^»«ii«
. Color
. FItzpatrIek
...Fob.
Music
Master Series Fitz
Patrick

. 2 raelt.

Apr.

Tltl«
Star

•StKiddie
Cabaret
■tKids and
Pets
Lincoln's
Birthday
"Liszt.
Franz
>t§Meet the Family
(F)
'tMlekay's
Concart
•♦Plane
CrazySquawks
'tSMonkty
•tPlow Boy

MIckay Mouse
Mickey Mouse

23
I*

, 7r«*l»...

Eibee

M Ickey Mwita
. Educational
Color
Novelty

6«

Jan.
Oat.

. er**U...,

Rtl. Oil*

■I^Bring
On the Brida (A.T.)
'tChain
Gang.
Tha
•tConquest o( the Cascades. .
*tSDown
Hawaii
Way
'tSFriead
Husband
(A.T.)..
'tGallopIng
Gauch*
*t
Jungle Mlrkey
Rythni
•Must

.63.
.68

6
7

. 7r**li....
. 67 ratit
ra«lt

Goods (F)

Harry
SUr Delf
Fitzpalrick
MIckay Mout*

.64. .Jan.
.58..Dat.

4000.
.i'rMli!!
.'7'rtit'lt!'.
Laiitk

. . Centlatntal
. .Afl.
Earepeaa
. . Contiaaalal
..Afl.
Eurtpaal
Duly to bt Slleat.
Eiodui to the New Warld, Tha Lyon-Prtvttt
. . Pitaear
Full
Dressed
Thltvai
Nlli
Atthtr..
..Alt.
Eureptai
Qarman
Undorwarld
..Afl.
Eurtpta*....
Special
Cait .
Great
Unknown.
Tha
. John
Loder . . .
.Afl.
Eorepaa*. . . .
iMariaAJbaia'
Her
Viennese
Lavor
. AB.
Eurepaai....
. Asther-Nola*
'tKlfa
Far Sale.
A (F)
. . Contiatalal
Mlltk
of tht Snewlaada..
. Alllsd
.Spaelal
Cast..
. Afl. Eurtpni.,,.
Our
Dally
Bread
.Mary
Nalai..
'tiSaeond
Hontymaai.
Th* (F).
. Centiaentai
'tiUnforbidden
81*. Th* (F)
. . Continental
Eurtpaal. . . .
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Patrrrltth . An.
..Allied
When
Duly
Cilli
Special
Cast
. . Continental

WIDE
Rel. Data
Sept.
I..
May
15..
Apr.
IS.
Ftb.
. Ftb.

4700... .56
SOBO. . . 52... Mar. 2«
MOO... .60

Rel. Data

.'spMJal "Ciat!!
Stir

(F)..

SOUND

.2 reeli
Feb. 2?
Apr.
19
2... 2 reels
13.
I reel
.2 r«els
12
11 reel
r**l«... .N*v.
■
25
2 reels
119
. I reel
.
I reel
Ftb.
IS
30.
.2 reels
2
reals
19.
6138. ...68
6.

I

Coming Feature Attractiona
Evideasa
Wife
Tha
(F)

Title
*t{At
the Photognphart
(A. T.) (F)
• t Brethovcn
'tBarn
Dance

Length
Rel. Data
.Jan.
S.. . . I real . . .
Fab.
Mar.
..2 realt..
. . I raal...
.Mar.
, .2 r*«lt..
.Mar.
16. . .2 ratli. .

..Mar.

(A.T.)
. Ctntinantal
Jan.
15374)...
(D.F.)
M*rr«y-Konaidy
I While
Net
••13200. ..
6«a
Fury
Mlldrtd
Htrrli-Tir
gmokt
Uiliew
Coaway
Txrit
Flnt
DIvlila*
6605...
Bouth
•! Piaania
Carmvilto
Oeraghty
Chiitirfltid
8)00 . . .
■tITaka
the Hair
(A.O.) . . . Cdward
Htrtt*
...
4
Jta.
11.5700...
Ihrte
Outetttt.
Tha
Yakima
Canutt . . . Big
Wata
Mar.
7. 1 raalt.
fhuadtr
Qod
Camtllut
Kaala...
■ttWait el Racklaa
(A.T.)
. World
Craiatnt Art. Jbp.
5917...
6100.
Herald
Autaw
. IS.'M
(D)
Art
Mil
•tlWhIta
Carg*
(A.T.)
Spaclal
Catt
•tlwhite
Drvil
(P.T.)
(F
UFA
Films
L
0)
Mailukin Oigover
Wt,» Cry at Partl*i
Htlm-Ortlia
lalarnailaaal
7iOO.
I.'l«.7850.
'tiWamaa
Wha
Waa
Far.
gatta*
(A 0.)
Baiie
Beaaatt
. BUta Claaau.Ji
Judri
Films
.
.
•t»yiddl»h Mama.
Tha (A.T. iMie
Simon

■tiWorldly

SHORTS

Hyadicata
. Eitallaal
ChtttirAald

Bob
Cuil«r
Olmitad-N.
Baary
Darethy
Owai

Oanlalt

SOUND

TItIa
•t§Bl9
Fight. Th*
(A.T.)....
*t§Ca«k 0' the Walk (A.T.)..
*t§Dude
Ranger,
The
(A.T.) .
§Helio
Sister
(A. T.).
•tSReno
(A.T.)
'tisambrat de Gloria (Sptnlth)
•tSWhat
a Man
(A.T.)

121

Tnllt

Title

Jan.

Star
. Ollv*
Bordan
. BtbP Dailalt .
Brody-Mulhtll

■ttPtrtlng
af tha
Passion
Boat.
Tha
Ptactcii
Fan
Tha
'ItRampaat
At*

IIBurned
Buying
a
•tiCiown.

Coming Feature Attractiona
TItIa

X c tv s

•»5Medlclne
Man.
Tha
*t|My
Bruddtr
Sylvatt
•tjPiper
Profltt
•t«Risurroetlon
(A.T.)
•tfSatln
Strapt
*<iSentr
Manani
•t^Sunnv
Skies
•tSTarrtnt.
Tha

Ral. Data

Star

•♦§Border
Romance
(A. T.)
•tSCheat
thaHItkty
Bay*
•tJCytlont
•♦Kasca
•t§Enchantlng
Melody
(A.T.)...
•tfFaselnatlon
(A.T.)
•tSJourney's
End
(A.T.)
•tSKathieen
Mavournoti
(A.T.).
*tiL*ft
Ov*r
Lidltt
't§Love.
Life.
Laughter
Love
Waltz, Tha
•tlLuxory
Slri
*t|Mara«a.Marla

1416.

Mat
Murray
...
Colin
Clivo
...
O'Ntll-DtliMy
Mia

(A.T.)..J«ck
Leo

Benny
Carrlllo

Wm.

Jr..

Lei Carrllla
Benny
Rubin
Ravlaw

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Colortona
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Symphony
Color
Clissle
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Ctlor Symphony

Ltaatb

M*. .. Color

Symphony

Color
Color
Color

Symphoiy
Symphony
Symphony

r**l
II r**l
I r««l

•♦jVoiee

Statlea

S-T-A-R

^rla*

%.Means loice ( including dialogue and incidental songs).
Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-nnfilm.

F*b.

21

0**.

U

Ral. Oit*

•♦§Tales
Araby
•♦5Temple of Bellt
•♦^Viennese
Melody
Holtr>o*d

12

...
....

Collltr,

I r«*
I r««l
I tMl*
I r«*l
I r**l
I r«*l
I ttl
1 r««l
I r<«l
I r«tl
I r**l
I r**l
I r**l

ot

130... Apr.

Murray

SHORT
THIb
*t3Cossack's
Brids,
Tha
•♦Jin Old Madrid
•♦iJungle
Druoii
"♦^Meiodie
•♦iMInuetle
•♦§Modern
CInderell*,
A
•♦^Mountain
King,
Tht
No Womtn
Alltwed
•t5Phtroah's
Dtughttr
•♦ISacred
Hour.
Tht
•♦Isong of Indit,
A
•♦§Statlon
S-T-A-R
•♦§Songs My Mother Taught

Laiftk

Armida-Ttrry
Allt*
M*itafii*

I reel

A.T.

after

D**.

7
"

Ja'n

"4

title means

■ reel.
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Motion
UNITED

ARTISTS

FEATURES

'§Be Yourieff (A.T.)
(F)...... Fannie
Brlee
•tSH»ll
Harbw
(A.T.)
Velaz-Henholt
Gish-Nagel.La
tSLummoxRomantic
(A.T.) Night
(F) A. T.)
Westover-Lyon
♦t§One
Harry
Richman
•ttPuttlD' »» «<• RItz (A.T.).
. del Rio- Lowe
*t|8aitori
Beware
(A.T.)

COMING

Lennth
Rel. Date
Feb
8
.Ma"'
is"
8
jan
■ May
3s"
■ Mar.
I
.Apr.
12....

Rocaue

SOUND

Reviewed

,

Rel. Date

Length

Reviewed

..I reel

Watson

Jan.

25

Sunny Jim
Oswald
Cartoon
Sid
Saylor
Archer- Dent
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
nswaH
r,..„„n

•tSHell's

Oswald

•t§His
•Hurdy
•tSHot

Heels

uUIIUj

Bachelor
Daddy
for
GurdyHollywood

•tUads Box. The
*t Kisses
and
Curse*
•tSLIghtning
Express, The
tSLlve
Ghosts (F 4 D)
•tiNelghbors
•tsMush
Again
*t§Outdoor Sports
•fPrison
Panic

*t§Up
and
't^Vernan's

Downstairs
Aunt

Novelty

Reel

Star
William
Desmond
La Plante-Boles
Special
Caet
Sidney-Murray
Glenn Tryan
Special
Cast
"Under the Southern
Reginald Denny
Ken Maynard
jacl( Haxle
Special
Cast
Murray-Crawford
Ken Maynard
Hoot Gibson
John Boies
Hoot Gibson
Schildliraut
Ken Maynard
Hoot
Gibson
John Boles
Ken
Maynard
Ken
Maynard
Special
Cast
Hoot Gibson
Nolan-Eller-Brown
All Star
Mary
Nolan

Length
Feet
MIns.

Rel. Date
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Cross" in A|
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Aug.
June
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Aug.
Aug.
June
May
Mar.
f»t
June
May

20.
30.
9.
2b.
17.
2.
9.
irll

...4388..

■

Reviewed

..76.
.Apr. 295
..6S.
.Mar.
..82
...5»IS..
...7401..
15
...5933.. ..66. ..Mar.
Feb. 8
..6288.. .69..

27, 1929
...5230..
..6763..
6.
2.
..3852..
2. ...6300.
5.
...5299..
30. ...5785..

..58.
Issue

.June 29
.75.. .Dec. 21
..43..
..70. ..Dee 21
..50.
.Apr. 19
..64.. .Mar.
22

17.
..64..
12.
16. ...5784..
.Dee.
.Feb. 28
15
19.
..5609..
22.
27.
..5900.. ..62.. .Feb. 1
.65..

31
10
29
25

^,

. OuJj
..5025.. ..56.

23.
23

juiy

Oswald

Special

Nolan
Tryon
Maynard
GJbson
Boles

La

SHORT

May

26

..Apr.

5

Mar."

22

.6748.

4..

Plante

SUBJECTS

Carson

SOUND

SHORTS

Star
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald
Cartoon
Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth

*Means synchronized score.

26

,

Title
Star
Alias the Bandit
Bobbie
NeNon
Anthony and Cleopatra (Reissue). Hysterical
History
Badge
ot Bravery
Ted
Carson
Crooiced Trails
Ted
Carson
Crimson
Courage
Ted Carson
Danger Claim. Th*
Bobbie
Nelson
Doing
His
Stuff
Arthur
Lal<e
Dynamite's Daughter
(Re-Issue) . Josie
Sedgwick
Freach Leave
Sid Saylor
Fightinq
Schoolmarm,
The
(Re- Issue)
Josie Sedgwick
Follow Me
Arthur Lake
Foul
Ball
Sid Saylor
Getting
the *lr
Arthur
Lake
Greenhorn,
The
(Re-Issue)
Charlie Puffy
Kounty Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobbie
Nelson
Law In the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Express
(SeriaD
Chandler- Lorraine
Loser Wins. The (Re-Issue)
Billy
Sullivan
Make
It Snappy
Sid Saylor
Marry When
Young
(Reissue) ... Roach- Edwards
Matter of Policy
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie Puffy
One
Wet
Night
Roach-Edwards
Peekaboo
Arthur
Lake
"»ost of Honor
Bobble
Nelson
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)
Edmund Cobb
Queen of Roundup
(Reissue)
Josie
Sedqwick
Restless
Rest
(Re-Issue)
Neely
Edwards
Renin'
Venus
Josie Sedgwick
Sid's
Long
Count
Sid Saylor
Bitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
Six
Gun
Justice
Bobbie
Nelson
Some
Show
Arthur Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Saylor
Storm
King
(Re-Issue)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Under the White Robe (Re-IsSue) Nelly
Edwards
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Neely
Edwards
Why
Wait
Slim
Summervtlie
Whin
Hand, The (Reissue)
Billv
Sullivan
Wild
West
Wallop
(Reissue) ... Edmund
Cobb
William
Tell
Ted

.Apr.
..Apr.

,

Boles

Laura

May
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.

Rel. Data
May
17.
June 2..
Feb. 8..
May 3...
Mar. 8..
Mar. 22..
Mar. 29..
Mar. 19..
Apr. 26..
Apr. 30.
Apr. IS..
Mar. 5..
May
5..
Jan. S...
Jan. 25..
Aor. S,.
June 2..

Length
. . .2 reels
. . I reel
. .2 reels
.2 reels
..2 reels
. . 2 reel*
..3 reels
. 2 reels
. . 2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. .2 reels
. I reel
. I reel
.2 reels
. .2 reels
, . 10 episodes

reels
Feb. 12... .2
. I reel
Apr. 21.. . I reel
Jan. IS.. . I reel
Mar. 10...
. . I reel
Feb. 74..
May 21.. ..2 reels
. .2 reels
Feb. 22.. .2
reels
Aor. 12...
reels
Mar
I.. ..2I reel
Mar. 24...
2 reels
Jan. 18..
.2 reels
May 28..
reels
Jan. 15... .2
Apr. 19.. . .2 reels
Apr. 2.. . .2 reels
May
7. . .2 reels
Feb. 15... . 2 reels
Apr. 7... . I reel
Jan. 7... . 2 reels
May 19.. . I reel
Feb. I... .2 reels
Feb. 10... . I reel
Mar. 15... .2 reels
reels I
May 24... .2
. I reel
Jan. 27 . .
. .2 reels
May, 31..
Rel. Date
Mar.
3
Mar.
17
Mar.
3
Mar.

31

2
I
I
2
2

Lenoth
reels..
reel...
reel
reels
reels

Reviewed
Apr.
19

19

Jan.
11
Mar. 29
I
Feb.
Feb. 15
Dot.
Mar.

8

Apr.

S

Feb.

I

Dee.
Dec.
Mar.

7
21
I

Jan.

18

Apr. 26
Jan. In

Apr.
Dee.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

26
21
15
I
19

Dae,

7

Reviewea
Apr.

6

Dec.
21
Mar.
Feb. 29
I'i

Dec. 14

..I reel
..2
reals
. 2 reels

Jan. II
Mar.
8

■ 2 reels
. I reel

Apr.
Apr.

4.3..
226.
17.

. i leeH

Mar.

•

.2
. 2 reels
reels
. 10 episodes

Jan.
Dee.

25
14

'.2"ra*l«'.'.'.llF*tu"Jt

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

Cartoon

»
12

.2 reels. . ...Apr.
19
. i reel . . .
. I reel
Nov.
. 10 episodes. .Feb.
. .1 reel
Jan.
Apr.
.2 reels
Jan.
...Mar,
reels
.22 reels.
... Mar. 29
. 2 reels.
...Dee.
14
.1 reel..
.2 reel^
Jan.
25
.2 reels
Apr. 26

20..

Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Dee.

Dent-Areher

3, 19 30

..2 reels

14..
14.. ..2 reels

Jan.
Mar.
Apr.

.1
.2 reel
reels

Mar. 2t

.2 reels

Feb.

I

BROTHERS
soand-on-ditc

only)

Date
8..
25..
Rel.
I..
.■.
TAprV
Jan.
25.,
Jan.
Mar.
24..
May
I..
Mar.
15..
May
.May
. . . Mar.
. . . May
...Apr.
. . . Mar.
. . . Apr.

Lenoth
Feet
MIns.

Reviewed
.7152. ...79. ..Oct.
19
.9809..
..B4.
.Nov. 22
16
>2.'...Apr.
.Feb.
.6653.. .74.
12
..7513..

.54 .Apr. 5
109 .Mar. 29
.4914.
.6156.
...68.
.7533....
84 .Feb.
.Apr. 12
31.. .4452..
.Dec.
288
.8000..
.Jan. II
.6150..
15.. .5380.. .60..
26..
19..
10..
22
.6413. ...71.. .Feb.
.7185
80.. .Mar. 8
..6876.... 76.,
.7498.... 83..
12
.6341. ...71.. .Apr;
.Mar. 29
Length

ay.
...
. .M
. Apr

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel.

Title
star
Bennett- N ixon
•t§Courage
(A.T.)
■tsOumbells la Ermine
(A . T.).Armstrong-Gleason-Kent
Belie Bennett
•tIFame
(A.
T.)
Walter Wooif
•t§Goiden
Dawn
(A.T.)..
.. Rin-Tln-TIn
•tIMan Hunter (A. T.).

....May

Date
10..

Reviewed

...6630
.5200
. 4383.
.4280.

..73... Apr.

12

Waters' (A, T.)
Rin-Tin-Tin
Kitty Bellairs (A.T.) .. Claudia Dell

VITAPHONE

M ... ii)
.Jan. 4

2.

,
John

illll

Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lorraine- Perrin
Oswald
Cartoon
. Serial
Ann
Christy
Sunny
Jim
Sunny
Jim
Sid
Saylor
Oswald
Cartoon
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Sporting Youth
Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth
Frank
Merrill
Hewes-Thompsea

Star
Pauline Frederick
•t§Evidenc«
(A.T.)
John
Barrymere
•tiGeneral
Crack
(A.T.)
Arliss
•t§Green Goddess. Th* (A. T.).. George
•tSHold
Everything
(A.T.)
Lightner-Brown-O'Neill
•t§lsie of Escape (A. T.)
Blue-Loy
Al Jolson
•tSMammy
(A.T.)
John
Barrymere
•t§ManfromBlankley'*,Th*(A.T.). Rin-Tln-TIn
•t§On the Border
Moissi-Horn
*t§Royal Box (A.T.) (German).. Dolores Costelle
Wither*- Young
•tSSecond Choice (A.T.)
•tSSecond Fleer Mystery (A. T.)
Lightner-Merrls
•fsshe
Couldn't
Say
Ne
Boles-Segal
*HSong ef the West (A.T.)
Monte Blue
•tSThose Who Dance (A.T.).... Fay-Torres-Loy.Be*nf
*t§Under a Texas Moon (A. T.).
E. E. Horton
•tSWide
Open
(A.T.)

•tiRough
•tISweet

Coming Feature Attractions

Mary
Glenn
Ken
Hoof
John

Feb.
Apr.
May

Title

Aee
Rider
Hoot Gibson
•t§AII
Quiet
en
Westsrg
Froat
(A. T.)
Wolhelm-Ayres-Wray
•t^Barbary
Coast
Mary
Nolan
*t§Czar of Broadway
(A.T.)
Flirt, The
Glenn Tryen
•t§King of Jaz2 Revue, Th* (A.T). Whiteman's
Band
L
Cast
MSLadles
In Love (A. T.)
•tSLIttle
Aceldent
(A.T.)
*t§Mountain
Justice
•t§Scrub Gail (A.T.)
'tlSerenade
(A.T)
*tSSIgnal
Tower
(A.T.)
'tiSinglng Caballere (A.T.)
•ttViroln ef Stambeul
(A.T.)
•t§Weeli-End
Girl

Feb.
Feb.
Apr.

Cartoon

WARNER

FEATURES

Title
•tSArablan
Daze
■tSBowery BImboes
*t6Br<iiidwav Follies
•t^Brnther fur Sale (A. T.)
•t§Chinese
Blues

't§Christmas Cheer (A. T.)
'tChiie
Con
Carmea
•tSFellow
Students
•t§Fireburgs
(A. T.)
•t§Foot!ight
Follies
•1§Halowe
''1§Has
h 'en
Shop

(Available

Ik*

Title
Big
Timber
(Re-lMue)
•tiCaptain of the Guard (A.T.)
•llCllmax, The (A. T.)
*tSCohentandtheKelly< InSeetland.
*t§Damet Ahay
M§Devir«
Pit, The
Reviewed under title ef
*t§EmbarT8a«lng
Moments (A.T).
•iSFIghting
Legion, Th*
Flying
Hoofs
•jtHell's
Herpes
*f§Hlde-Out (A. T.)
*tLutky
Larkln
•tIMontana
Kid,
Th*
•StMeonllght
Madness
(A. T)
'tlMounted Stranger, Tb*....
•tINIght
Ride
•tiParade ef tb* W*st
*t§Roarlng
Ranch
(A.T.)
•tSSong at Passion (A. T.)..
V§Song of the Cabaflero
•tISons of the Saddle
•tSStorm.
The
(A. T.)
•tSTralllno Traubl*
•fSUndertow
•t§What Men Want
•tlYoung
Desire
(A.T.)

Fangs

May

,

UNIVERSAL

Wolf's

News

*t§ Royal
Fourflush
•T§Schootmates
*t§Seeing
Stars
•t§Sisters
Pest
't§Steepiechase
(A. T.)
srTarzan the Tiger (Serial)
'tSTerry ef the TImN
(Serial).
•tSTralllc Troubles
'*t§Tramping
Tramps

SHORTS

•tfHutkln'
Bee. The
*4!li a Ruiilan Cabarpt
'tlLove Cup, The
•tiMutleal
MarlopettH
MSNIght la Madrid, A
*t|B*rMrer«'
Apprpntlea,
'flTannhauter
>|Tlatyp«i

Length
Feet
Mins.

Rel. Date

star
Bobby

Feet
MIns.
Reviewed
6900
77. ..Fob.
I
.8354.... 84... Mar.
8
7533
84... Feb. 15
6300
70.. Mar. 29
8225
91. ..Feb. 22
6570.... 73... Mar. 22

ATTRACTIONS

Title
Star
*t§Bride 66 (A. T.)
Moran-Oalton
...
•tICIty
Light*
(F)
Charlie
ChapllR
*t§Flaiiie of the Fleeh (A.T.).... Norma
Talmadge
•tHell't
Angelt
(F)
Lyen-Nlasaa
....
*tSQueeii
Kelly (A. T.)
Gloria
Swanson
.
tSRafTlee
(A. T.)
Ronald Colman
..
'tJUpttaIre
Down
(A. T.)
.Eddie
Cantor
tS Whoopee and
(A. T.)

Title
•tiFall of the Btltlll*. Th*.
MSeierleut Vamp

Picture

Title
Absent
Minded
Alda,
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
At
Your
Service
Battery of Songs. A
Big Money
Buuble
Party.
The
Bubbles
Benefit.
The
Bernie.
Ben
Broadway's
Like
That
Cave
Club,
The
Cheer Leader, The
Christmas
Knight
Contrary
Mary
Danger
Desert
Thrills
Devil's Parade, The
none
in Oil
Ducking
Duty
Evolution ot th« Uante
Family
Ford. The
Faust
Feminine
Tvpa«

VARIETIES

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
Ruth Ettlng
Leach-Merman-Pierlot
Tom
Douglas
Washburn-Eddy-Middieton
Bobby
Watson
Litel-Campeau-Merriam
Edwin
Bartlett
Special
Cast
The
Potters
Conklin-Morgan
Jim and
Marion
Duet
1st Act
tpan Barrios

Harkins

Reviewed
Apr.
12
Feb.
8
Apr.
12
Mar.
15

'/j reel
I reel

Feb.
Apr.
Mar.

About

Hugh
O'Conneil
Page Sisters
& Oscar Grogan
Ford- Lane
Boyd-Middleton

Getting Onartette,
a Raise
Glee
The
Good
Mixer
Grand
Uproar
Gym
Jams
Head
Man, The
Holand

The
'ack Potters
Buchanan
Foy, Jr.-Shea
Jim
McWilliams
Lew
Mayer
O'Connell-Keliy

Holidav
in Storyland.
A
Idle Chatter
in the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl,
The
Keeping
Company
Letters

Vitaphone
Kiddles
Lou
Holtz
Lew
Fields

Let's
Elope
Lilile, Beatrice
Lobo. Doq of Dogs
Lonely Giglo
Love Boat, The

Betty & Jerry Browne
Song and
Dance
Lobo
Litti
Loder
Herman Timberg

Matter of Ethics.
A
Master Sweeper.
The
Military
Post.
The
Money,
Money,
Money
Nagger,
The
New
Racket,
The
Nile
Green
No- Account,
The
Office
Steps
On
the Rancho
Operation,
The
Only the GIri
Pagliaccl
Pa Gets
a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
Paquita
&. Chiquita

Earle-Oakland
Chester Conklln
Roberto
Guzman
Mason
Keeler
Mr. & Mrs.
Jack

What
a Life
Who
Pays?
Window
Cleaners

Length
I reel
I reel
I reel
2 reels

2 reels

Feb.

22

2 reels

Nov.

SO

I reel

Apr.

...I reel
,

I reel
I reel

....
■. /

8
19
8

ii'.'.

I reel

Find
the Woman
Footnotes
Fore
Frame,
The

People
Versus.
The
Perfect
Understanding
Pay
Off. The
Reno
or Bust
Round One
Russian
Rhapsody, A
Suspicion
Sound
Effects
Stand
Up, The
Surprise
Talking
It Over
Vengeance
Websterian
Students
Wedding
Belles

(D)

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Landis-Halligan-Blackwood
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelie
The
Potters

I reel.

19

Feb.

f5

Apr.
Apr.

19
19

.Apr.

19

Mar.
Mar.

8
8

Eddie Buzzeii
Pauline
Garon
I reel
I reel

.Mar
reel
.reel

Norworth

....'. Mar
Mar.

I reel

Broderick-Crawford
Special
Cast

I

Will
&
Gladys
Ahern
Edgar
Bergen
Wattles-Marsh
)ohn
Charles Thomas
The
Potters
Johnny
Arthur

Dugan-Leonard
Jack
Osterman
Richmond-Moorhead
Ryan-Lee
Howard- Newton

Mar.

15

Mar.
Feb.

15
8

reel

I reel
I reel

Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H
B. Walthall
Pangborn-Elliott
Norman
Brokenshire
Kutzetgoff
&
Nicoiina
Lyons- Ear'»-Morne
.
Buddy
Trans

.1
158

I reel
I reel

Apr.'i2
Mar.
8
\\\
!!!!!!

I

;

reel

I reel

.

May

3

Apr

19

,
Murrav-Oakland
Brice-Edwards

f Means sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
.All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-tilm.

reel . . . . . . . Apr!
Mar" 19
IS
I Ireel.

.4.T. after

title means

Ill Step
With the Times

In a series showinj?
why the A. P. (Iroup
is unique in sales
opportunities for producers, manufacturers and distributors.

Ti HI]
ASSOCIATEP

PUBLICATIONS

[

ni A Ti'vm:

i

Covering Siui Fi'am-isco. Los
Angeles, Seattle. Portland,
Denver and Salt Lake City
territories.

JU

and

Okia-

nn'ssa}^cs, lociilizcd cditovidl scvi'icr —
medium!

yet a

national
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trend in marketing today is to concentrate — to
localize — to do intensive work where most sales can be
made at a profit. Sales cost less and more goods can be sold!

In each ot these 10 cliflferent publications the advertiser
can run a dijferctit advertising message, localized to the
special needs of his different trade territories. Local cop\'
in a national medium! A number of the largest national
advertisers are taking advantage of this localized service.
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The Associated Publications offer an unparalleled oppor-

I5uf-

Editorially, each publication in the Associated Publications Group serves the sectional requirements of its readers
in an intimate, practical way, which only a publication
with localized circulation can hope to equal.
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NEW LAURELSl
raining on
^inid i!«lii»wer$$ of laughs in Los Angeles
A dozen first runs in a month in
the stnclio eapital that prove
again EdueationaVs snpremacy
in the ^liiort Feature Field:
Orauman*.*« riiinose- M^iCK
SENNETT
Talking
Comedy **HE TRIMPED HER ACE**-/ong run
United Artists -MACK SEISNETT Talking Comedy
Special - **MATC H PLAY"— long run
United Artists -MACK SENJSETT Talking Comedy
**HOI\EYMOOX ZEPPELIIV"
K. K. O. Orpiwutn—JACK WHITE Talking Comedy
«'DAD KIVOWS BEST"— /o/ig run
United Artists - MACK
'« SUGAR PLUM

SENJSETT Talking Comedy
PAPA*' — ttco weeks

United Artists -TERRY-TOON

-UAVIAR^-Zofig

Fox Criterion -LLOYD HAMILTON Talking Comedy
••POLISHED IVORY"
Palace -M/ICK
SENNETT
'•SCOTCH"

Talking

Comedy

Paramount — M£/?My4/D Talking Comedy
•*THE BlCi JEWEL CASE"
R.K.O.
Rialto

the first two-re^
conied.y that ■
j"

played
ever
the great

run

Paramonnt — TUXEDO Talking Comedy
••TROUBLE FOR TWO"

Fox

big inc
first
runs
ludiiijf

CRAIJMAX'S
CHINESE
THEATRE

Orpfienm — J^CK WHITE Talking Comedy
•'OH DARLIIVG!"

Tlieatre-J^CK
WHITE
Talking Comedy
**HI\>TI>4i THE HUNTER"— tM?o weeks

EDU€ATIOI¥AL
FILM EXiHAI\GE$»,
E. W. HAMMOAS, RresMeni
Member

Motion Picture Producer* and Dislributort of America, Inc., Will H. Havt, Prcaidcnt

Ine.
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STOP THE
PRESS!
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"Congratulations
"Three Cheers,

.A--

r

Marie!"

Tell every exhibitor in AmericaPolh!"

CAUGHT SHORT
TREMENDOUS!
SAN FRANCISCO— Fox Theatre, S. R. O.
LOS ANGELES— Held over 2nd Week!
DETROIT— Held over 2nd Week!
OPENING BIG EVERYWHERE!
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Records Crash
Before
of Mighty
Hi ts from

Terrific
United
LEADING
DF^AWS

Onslaught
Artists!!!

EXHIBITORS
MILLIONS

SMILE AS SMASH

TO

Joseph M.

ARRY

NATION'S

LINE-UP

BOX-OFFICES

Schenck presents

RICH

MAN

PUTTINreRITZ
with

JOAN

^

BENNETT

James Gleoson, Lilyan Tashmon, Aileen Pringle
MUSIC and LYRICS by IRVING BERLIN
Directed by EDWARD
SLOAAAN
Joseph M. Schenck presents

BRENON'S
From the Best Seller by FANNIE HURST
With WINIFRED WESTOVER
BEN LYON
EDNA MURPHY
WILLIAM COLLIER. JR.

Joseph M. Schenck presents

BRICE
OX"

FANNY

<'BE YOURSELF!"
with HARRY
GREEN
ROBERT ARMSTRONG
Directed by Thornton Freelond
Inspiration Pictures presents

KING'S

HENRY
HELL
HARBOR
with LUPE VELEZ
JEAN HERSHOLT
John Holland
Al St. John
Joseph M. Schenck presents

LILLIAN

"ONE

GISH

ROMANTIC

Rod Lo Rocque, Conrad Nogel, Morie Dressier
end O. P. Heggie —

Directed by PAUL STEIN

NIGHT"

Joseph M. Schenck presents

DOLORES DEL RIO
''THE BAD ONE''
EDMUND
LOWE
A

GEORGE

FITZMAURICE

PRODUCTION

UNITED
WHERE

COMING
CROWDGETTERS

GLORIA
Directed by

SWANSON

in "What

Allan Dwan.

CANTOR

EDDIE
GoldwynZiegfeld

in

Techriicoloir

D.

A Widow"

Musical-Comedy

Drama.

"WHOOPEE"

M-u s i c a I Comedy

W.

with WALTER

GRIFFITH'S
HUSTON.

ARTISTS
THE

PICTURES

BI^^S/IES

COME

COLMAN
All-Talking

RONALDGoldwyn's
Samuel
"BRIDE

66"

with

"ABRAHAM

LINCOLN"

in

"Raffles"

Box-Office

Jeanette

Arthur Hammerstein's-Joseph

The "Birth of o Nation" of Talking Pictures.

FROM

Sensation

MacDonald

M. Schenck Musical Romance

THE

LAST
QUARTER IS
THE TEST OF
CLASS !

^ Off to a flying start! Holding
the lead with power and skill.
Then — most important of all —
delivering the final winning
punch that hrings glorious success! ^That's the crew you
want vour monev on. That's
the film company that guarantees your record profits. That's

THE LAST
QUARTER
I!$ THE TEST
OF CLASS!

PARAMOUNT!

§ Paramount

delivered you hits throughout the
season. Paramount delivers you
the winning punch in the final

quarter — May, June, and July —
when great product is niost vital!
Look at these, coming
between now and August:
Modern All- American Comedy Romance

MALTRICE

Better than "Virginian"

GARY

CHEVALIER

"The Big Pond." With beautiful
Claudette Colbert. Directed by Hobart
Henley.

"The Texan." With Fay Wray. Alloutdoors, all-talking thriller. Directed
by Cromwell.

A Brand New Hit Sequel

America's
^^YOUN Best Selling Book!

G

^^THE

RETURI^ OF
DR. FU MA]\CHIJ"
Warner Oland again as 'Fu." Rowland
The Director of "The Trespasser"
Gives You Another Sensation!

NANCY

OF

Two from the Greater "It" Girl

CARROLL

"The Devil's Holiday." Written and directed by Edmund Goulding.

"True to CL
theAR
Navy."
Fredric
March
^
A ROW
and the fleet. And "Love Among the
Millionaires." Directed by Frank Tuttle.

TW O Even Bigger than "St. of Chance"

TWO — from the Grin King!

WILLIAM

POWELL

JACK

"Shadow of the Law" (Directed by
Gasnier) and "For the Defense" (Directed by Cromwell).

Gallagher, Olive Borden. "Sap from
Syracuse." Sutherland Productions.

^^WITH
THE

RYRD AT
SOUTH POLE"

America's Boy Friend's Best

CHARLES

Real adventure story, packed with
thrills, humor, daring.
Fill the Demand

"BUDDY " ROGERS

"Safety in Numbers." And what numby
bers— girls and songs ! Directed
Schertzinger.

for Westerns i

^^TIIE RORDER

New Type of Cooper Hit

LEGION''

GARY

Richard Arlen, Jack Holt, Fay Wray,
Gene Pallette. Zane Grey novel. Directed
by Brower-Knopf.
Rough and Tumble

COOPER

in unusual love-drama based on famous stage play. R. V. Lee Production.

Laugh Fest

'•DANGEROUS
NAN

OAKIE

"The Social Lion." Mary Brian, Skeets

The Season's Dramatic High Spot!

>l€*GR

EW" Erwin,
Helen Kane, James Hall, Stuart
Vic Moore, Frank Morgan. Mai St. Clair
Production.

r

MAN

MANH
ATTA
N" Foster
With Claudette
Colbert,
Norman
Chas. Ruggles. Monta Bell Production.

V. Lee Production.

r

COOPER

PARAMOrXT

yonr LAST 4|UAUTEU

with GOLD!
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INDEPENDENT
FILIV] (VIART
AN

ANNOUNCEMENT
OF

UITAL
IMPORTANCE

MAJESTIC
PICTURES COMPANY. Ltd.
729 Seventh Ave.. New York. N. V.

MAJESTIC
Will produce for the

(930-31 Season

8— Features— 8
100% Dialogue
R. C A. Photophone System
Initial release

August. 1930
Eight high grade box office attractions:
Titles, star casts, stories that will
entertain audiences "royally."

I

I
I

Now The Independent
Exchangeman Can
Meet All Competition
The advent of talking pictures has given new
and greater opportunities for increased profits
to the independent exchangeman and exhibitor who work together —
There will be 250 pictures less on the market
this season —
The talkies have proved a "leveller" for all
motion picture production —

Quality Alone Counts

The honest, modern, independent showmanproducer can giVe the market product eoual
to the Best.

Majestic will give you eight outstanding first run productions
for 1930-31
— you can Bank on it!

t

(^ Rare Opportunity
For L(ue-Wire Exchangemen
A shortage of good product has been

the independent exchanseman's bus-aboo for years— but not now!
With concentration, identical R. C. A.
equipment an unlimited supply of
good stories, free lance players with
box office names, able directors and
ability to convert "over-head" waste
into added production value the independent producer can now produce in
competition with the leaders, assuring
his exchange associates a consistent
program of

Pictures That Merit
Showinsis in the Best
Theatres Everywhere
-you Can BANK on it!

Think It OuerThen Get BusyI
Vou can gain financial independence by
absolute control of your own business.
There can be no monopoly of good
pictures, players or stories today-An
eager public awaits good product(f you have it you can sell it
Majestic Will Deliver
8 Box Office Attractions
You Will Be Proud to Show
Analyzing the situation early MAJESTIC
has selected the best of stories for its
first year's program and will put real
stars in themNO "HAS-BEENS "-NO APOLOGIES.
Every Feature (^ Delight
For Discriminating Showmen

Each Franchise Guaranteed by Executives of
Unquestioned Industrial
Standing and Experience
National advertising; exploitation helps:
box-office titles and casts assure you
big money pictures and a new era of
prosperity for independents.

Write or Wire Today
For complete details of plan

MAJESTIC
PICTURES COMPANY,
729 Seventh Avenue.
Rights for New york State and Northern New Jersey
Controlled by

HOLLYWOOD

PICTURES CORPORATION

ADOLPH POLLAK, President
630 Ninth Avenue, New York. N. Y-

Ltd.
New Vork. N. V.

Foreign Distribution Rights Controlled by

AMERANGLO

CORPORATION

ARTHUR A. LEE. President
226 West 42nd Street New York. N. Y.

listen, folks !
Im Mickey Mouse
I never had a brother ^^f or a
Im a 11 th QXQ, IS but I
sister
have a sweetie, Minnie,
-;.^>

we both belong to Columbia,
so if any wise guys
tell you different, bop
l
y
em on the bean
MICKEY MOUSE • 5CR£EN SNAPSHOTS

eres on

one

SILLY SYMPHONIES

• KRA2Y

KAT

BOOK THEM NOW

Disney Mickey Mouse j

RADIO
New

LIGHTNING

and Mightier Pageant

of the tI

z

PICTURES

Author of "Show Boat" and "So Big",
and many other best sellers, Edna
Ferber writes to a stupendous worldwide following. "Cimarron" got off
vtith a rush and is setting an amazing
pace at the book counters. Needless

Reg. U. STV

Pat. Off.

to say, Edna Ferber's name has a
definite and far-reaching influence
at the box-office.

{trikes

Onward

sweeps

the Radio

Titan . . . Shining Son of
Destiny. ..To Leadership of
the Modern Show World!
A Greater

and

Grander

Pageant of the Titans is
Forming I
\

Radio Pictures eclipsed all rivals a
fortnight ago with the announcement that Amos 'N' Andy had
signed a Titan Contract to make
the Mightiest All-Time Attraction.
Now Edna Ferber contributes THE
YEAR'S BEST
to the new
news should
showman in

SELLER "CIMARRON"
Radio program! This
be relished by every
the world.

liSi

it is no secret that Radio's 30-31
line-up will be an overwhelming
sensation!
With

pride, therefore. Radio Pictures announces as one of its
superlative Titan Shows . . .

EDNA
FERBER'S

America's Epic of Empire . . .
Greatest Outdoor Drama
of All Sho>v Ages . . . Produced on Colossal Scale.

^,

V^''^

1

Motion picture news Theatre Building and Equipment Buyers Guide, Spring Edition, will feature a
presentation of recent tlieatre worlds of 0. W. and Geo.
L. Rapp, Architects, who have designed many of America's
most distinguished and successful motion picture theatres.
Articles authoritatively describing new creations in theatre
design will be illustrated liberally with black-and-white
and full-color reproductions of photographs and sketches.
In view of the current interest in the works of this prominent architectural firm this announcement carries particular significance for all individuals associated with the
building and

operation of modern

picture theatres.

Careful preparation has been made to the end that the
tenth edition of this popular and widely consulted source
of information vital to the theatre industry will surpass
its predecessors in utility as well as attractiveness and
timely interest for the trade in general. The forthcoming
issue of Buyers

Guide will

be

MOTION

published

in June.

PICTURE

NEWS

CHEERS

OFFICE

BOX
frOTYl

TO

COAST

COAST

DHN N^'CORNyV
jor
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A

talking
and singing
movietone
romance

^HARLEY L
CLARKE

SONG

9.

th inWEEK

NEW

YORK

O MY HE AW

7

th WEEK
in
BOSTON

6

WEEKS
in

Philadelphia"

'W

^%

Los Angeles
seconds
Repeating unanimous

the

verdict of New

a chorus of praise from press and
in Grauman's

emotion!

York, Boston and Philadelphia,

public greeted

the first showing

Chinese Theatre of

in
John McCormack

SONG

O' MY

HEART

In New York :

In Los Angeles :

It is something from which a reporter
bounds with glee to write about — a
huge success. — Mordaunt Hall, Times
Here
is screen
progress — thoroughly
touching and efFective. Next to the stor,
Mr. Kerrigan is the outstanding performer.
— Richard Wafts, Jr., Herald Tribune
One of the best stories unfolded upon
the screen in many a moon. This picture
will bring happiness to millions.
— George Gerhard, Evening World
I enjoyed him via the movietone last
evening more than I have enjoyed him
in the flesh.
—John S. Cohen, Jr.. The Sun
Rollicking comedy, heart-rending romance and superb singing.
— Irene Thircr, Dnily Neuis
Noted Irish tenor's screen debut is excellent entertainment.
— Rose Pelsu;ich. Evening Journal
Tender in its sentiment and something
very near to triumphont in the recording and projection of the voice of its
illustrious star. — Quinn Martin. The World
Had audience in high glee.
— Regina Creuie, The American
There is no doubt about it — a decided
success — and see it you must.
^William Bochnel. Telegram
Frank Borzage has done a splendid job.
— Bland Johaneson. Dail> Mirror
His is a gift to warm the heart.
— Julia Shatuell, Evening Graphic

the opening

We

take ofF our hat to director Frank

Borzage.

— Li/e

for the McCormack

—Los Angeles Times
If "Song O' My

Heart" had

An ochievement of lasting memory.
- Boston Herald

songs

and high praise can be bestowed for
both the manner in which they were done
and the recording.

As delightful

a bit of entertoinment as

you could wish.

— Boston Post

A picture pearl of great price.
— Boston Evening American

nothing else

to recommend it, "Little Boy Blue" would
make it well worth hearing. The comedy

The faithfulness with which the tenor's
voice is reproduced is amazing.
— Boston Transcrijit

couldn't have been put into better hands
than those of J. M. Kerrigan. He and
Farrell MacDonald

are a grand pair.

— Los Angeles Examiner
"Song O

My heart" should prove a per-

fectly fine matinee picture. If you don't
like crowds of women, it is just as good
at night, for McCormack's voice is one
of the rare fine experiences that you will
get from the screen.
_ Loj Angeles Record
Rarely does one picture have so many
elements that are pleasing. It has heart
warming appeal, that charm of direct
simplicity in its tender story, and the
fascination of sympathetic direction by

A splendid achievement, Immense entertainment. — Boston Traveler

In Philadelthia :
The screen has done exceedingly well
by Mr. McCormack.

sympathy, the uncloying naturalness, the
humanness

faces. Maureen O'Sullivan has a fine future and Tommy Clifford captivated the
first night throngs. Farrell MacDonald

of John McCormack's performance. — Phila. Evening Ledger

Faithful reproduction of a magnetic tenor
voice.
— Phila. Daily Neuis

In Foreign Press:

—Los Angeles Express

'Song O' My Heart" abounds with thrilling surprises for the fan intrigued by fresh

— Phila. Inquirer

Mere words of praise cannot commend
the great appeal, the charm, the gripping

the man who made "Seventh Heaven"
and "Humoresque", Frank Borzage.

The rare and priceless virtue of simplicity is astonishingly evident in John
McCormock's "Song O' My Heart".
— Robert E Shcrioood. Evening Post

In Boston:

"Song O' My Heart" is a genuine accomplishment. There was frequent applause at

At no time in the short career of singing
and talking pictures has one heard a
voice so clear and natural as that of the
famous Irish tenor.
— Jcuiish Morning Journal

and

J. M. Kerrigan are two of the richest comedians seen here in films.

A marvelous talking and singing
picture.
— U Progrisso

— Los Angeles Daily News
it is written and acted with unfail-

r

>

n

— Los Angeles Evening Herald

can

well understand

why

John

'i

ing good taste and a becoming
air of reality and should please
oil McCormack admirers.

One

McCormack is the best loved singer in
the world.
— Courier des Etats Unis

This film is an unforgettable
one. Zeitung
— Staats

story by TOM BARRY • Directed by FRANK

BORZAGE
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EVENT of importance to the theatrical industry generally will be the appearance
in the near future of THE ALLIED EXHIBITOR, a magazine devoted exclusively to the interest of the theater owners of this country.

*f Though THE ALLIED EXHIBITOR will he the organ of the Allied States Association of Motion Picture Exhibitors, it will be comprehensive in scope and will emphasize
the practical aspects of the motion picture industry. Its policy will be to serve the
interests of the whole body of theater owners.
•^ Special attention will be given to organization affairs. The problems of the exhibitors
will be dealt with, without camouflage and without rancor.
• Its editorial policy will be unhampered, its news unbiased. It will adopt a constructive
tone — definite, practical, accurate, helpful. Articles on showmanship and theater management will be prepared by experts.
^ THE ALLIED EXHIBITOR is intended to supplement, not supplant, the trade
papers that have dealt fairly with the theater owners. It will support every constructive movement; will oppose destructive tendencies, politics and chicanery.
H Men of long experience in the business have promised their cooperation to attain the
primary objective of THE ALLIED EXHIBITOR— to help theater owners to be better showmen and to make a greater success of their enterprises. It will be published
monthly — subscription, $3.00 a year. Rate card on request.
*l Send in your subscription NOW.

Here's the blank — just fill it in:

The ALLIED EXHIBITOR
Union Trust Building.
Washington. D. C.

Please enter the following subscriptions at $3.00 each for one year, or §.5,00 for two years, beginning with the June issue, 19.50.
Name

Address

For which check (or money order) in the amount

of $.

No. Years

is enclosed.

Amount

"BOTH HELEN TWELVETREES AND
FRED SCOTT STEP A LITTLE NEARER
THAT MIRACLE—MAKING A TOP
LINE OF MOVIE STARS, WHERE
FAME AND FORTUNE LIE IN WAIT."
THE COLUMBUS DISPATCH

i

"Helen Twelvetrees shows the stuff
that stars are made of in this film
— youthful beauty, charm, a capacity for wooing romanticism or
dramatic ardor and a Cordelia
speaking voice that would

hove

delighted the heart of Lear "
The Columbus (O) Dispatch

"Fred Scott, with a voice as admirable as any of those heard in
pictures, although of a different
type than Lawrence

Tibbett's, is

outstanding "
The Columbus

(O) Citizen

The circus comes

to COLUMBUS

COLUMBUS
CRITICS CHEER!
MUSIC
I9r.'

"Two songs are certain to be
hummedand played forthenextfew
months They are 'With My Guitar'
and 'Shoo The Hoodoo Away ' This
latter IS sung by the Negroes m
some

superb chorus work, beautifullyThe
recorded
and reoroduced."
Columbus
lOl Citizen

"'Shoo The Hoodoo

Away,

sung

by a Negro chorus and given two
excellent atmospheric settings, is
another worthy of attention Its
swing and orchestral accompaniment smacks of 'Hallelujah' and the
more modern 'Sing, You Sinners '
This isn't to be construed we deem

and COLUMBUS
comes toth e circus

others "
on the
the
(Colurr
Journal
Statea steal
Ohiosong
The new
>busl

DRAMA-THRILLS
It has love interest, character
development, dramatic episodes
Action IS crisp and interesting and
the detail
ttiorough (Ol
"
The isColumbus
Dispatch
"A big, colorful entertaining and
costly staged romantic musical
drama of the circus world of 1876
Here's one circus you can enjoy
without thought of rain, dust or buying balloonsand pink lemonade, yet
it contains all the thrills, faithfully
transcribed to the screen "
The Ohio State Journal (Columbus)

"You'll find 'Swing High' a peach of
a picture. JosephSantley has caught
with HELEN

TWELVETREES

• FRED

SCOTT

• DOROTHY

BURGESS

the lilt and glamour of the old-time

and Chester Conklin • Ben Turpin • Nick Stuart • Robert Edeson • Stepin Fetchit
Daphne Pollard • Sally Starr ■ John Sheehan • Mickey Bennett • George Fawcett
Little Billy ■ Bryant Washburn and William Langan

circus day There's still a streak of
the kid in all of us, and personally
nothing lifts us up like that rousing

Directed by Joseph Santley

rhythm of
circus(O)band."
Thea good
Columbus
Citizen

•

•

Produced by E. 8. Derr

PATHE

POINT 3
In a series showing
why the A. P. Group
is unique in sales
opportunities for producers, manufacturers and distributors.

ASSOCMTED

PUBLICATIONS

i Fnjv[TR4DE
Covering San Francisco, Loa
Angeles, Seattle, Portland,
Denver and Salt Lake City
territories.

T

he flexibility of the circulation of the 10 Associated

Publications should appeal to all advertisers. Our plan
permits the use of only the publication or publications

Times
Covering

Flexibility —
Efficiency PLUS

Dallas
and
Oklahoma City territcu ie.s.

that best fit particular requirements. For example, a
special drive in one particular territory can be made
through the publication in our group that covers that

Covering Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Omaha and Des
Moines
territories.

A\EBL
Covering:
Kansas
City
St. Louis territories.

wm
m

Covering

Covering

one certain territory may be similarly handled — and thus
save the difference in cost between 20,000 circulation and
two or three thousand, as the case may be.

Chicago
and
dianapolis territories.

Detroit

and

particular field — or a special message of interest only in

In-

territory.

FORUM
Covering Pittsburgh and Buffalo territories.

There is no waste circulation in the Associated Publications
Group — no duplication through overlapping coverage —
you can buy complete concentrated coverage of forty-five
states down to circulation in only one state. You buy
what you want and get what you buy!

NT 7/V OHiqi M
Covering Cleveland, Cincinnati and Louisville territories.

Coverinjj
I;- i.i.. territories.
'..rw Haven
and Portland

Covering Atlanta, New Orleans, Charlotte and Memphis territories.

J'{ational in Scope
•^Ljocal in S^f'^ice^

ASSOCIATED
PUBLICATIONS
BEN SHLYEN, President and Publisher
General Offices: Kansas City, Mo.
New Yoric: 551 Fifth Ave.
Cfiicago: 1018 So. Wabash Ave.
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Split of 5-5-5 Conference
Seen As
Allied Demands Apology From Hays
N<

Comparison Note
The fact that tin-pan alU'v has underfjone decided chanjtes is hest explained by Eddie Cantor, who said:
"A year ago the song writers were
searchinf; for a second verse and a
chorus — now they're looking for tile
swimminK pools and butlers." — Harrison Carroll in Los Angeles Herald.

No Units Dubbed
Fox for William
Via Clarke Deal
Telegrams addressed to William Fo.x remain unanswered. Harley L. Clarke prefers to say nothing, but the inside of that
five-year contract which places the former
at the head of a Fo.x advisory committee
will prevent Fox from forming any other
companies in this business under his own
name. Officially unconfirmed, but persistently reported nexcrthclcss.
The advisory committee, the personnel of
which is shrouded with a strange lack of information, may meet. Or it may not. But,
at least, there it is for Fo.x to chairman until 1935. In so far as Clarke is concerned,
it is understood he had a battle on his hands
before he won the point. Yet he emerged
victoriously.
Gossip in the trade has been that Fox
will never consent to remain inactive. Which
e.xplains the speculation over a new organization bearing his name. On the other
hand, Clarke was careful to protect his
heavy investment in Fo.x Film and Fox
Theatres to the extent of making quite certain that his companies would have no competition in so far as trade-marks are concerned, at least.

Bebe Out of Musicals; To
Make a Crook Melodrama
Hollywood — RKO lias decided not to keep
Bebe Daniels in fllinusicals too long. The
company has purchased film rights to
"Within The Law" from Joseph M.
Schenck, and will star Miss Daniels in a
talker version of this melodrama for next
season.
"Within The Law" by Bayard Veiller
was first produced in picture form 15 years
ago. Vitagraph produced it with Alice
Joyce starred in 1917; with Schenck acquiring the rights for a Norma Talniadge remake in 1922.

Exhibit or h' Unit Char en
Inspired
Defamatory
Statements

He

It looks like tough sledding ahead for
the 5-5-5 conferences, for Allied States
Association is on the warpath. Unless the
Hays association repudiates an article which
Allied says contained defamatory allegations
and insinuations against two of its leaders,
the conferences are likely to hit the rocks so
far as Allied is concerned. For Allied
charges that this and other articles allegedly
attacking the association were "obviously
inspired" by the Hays organization.
.\ vote on the matter now is being taken
by .\llied. Upon its outcome will depend
future participation of the association in the
conferences, which are slated for resumption
early in June.
But vote or no vote, Allied's committee
chairman, W. A. Steffes, has declared he
\\ ill not sit in on any conferences until the
desired repudiation or apology is forthcoming.

Directors Wax

Indignant

Three members of the Allied board of
directors requested that AllTed withdraw
from the conferences unless there was a
showdown in the matter of the published allegations. In accordance with association
rules, the matter then was submitted to the
fullboard of directors, but the vote is far
from complete.
Directors suggest that every etYort be
made to obtain satisfaction before final decision is made on withdrawing. .-Ml of them
express indignation and feel that the story
should be denied and responsibility placed.

Allied Poll to Decide
Fate of 5-5-5 Confab
Washington — '.Mr. Hays Declares
.Vgainst Peace" was the caption of a statement issued by Abram F. Myers, president
of Allied States Ass'n., who now is con{Contiiiucd an Page 23)

Steffes' Defi

.>!inneap()lis — W. .\. Steffes, general
manager of the Northwest exhibitor
unit and chairman of Allied States
.\ssociation"s contract committee at
the .l-.)-."> conferences, insists he will
not participate in any more meetinns
unless there is a repudiation by the
Hays office or an apoloKV on the allegation that he "wants Publix to give
him a theatre."

That Dry Climate
H(ill> w o<kI -- hinn Ha^icott, \et»-ran
film actor and director, was assessed
$.')() by Municipal Judge I'arker Wood
after entering a plea of guilty trj a
charge of being intoxicated. Haggott
was arrested while seated in a parked
automobile, where arresting otiicerH
found a gallon of liquor.

McCoriiiick Seeks
New Post; Out As

Colleen's iM'g'r

Hollywood — With divorce action already
filed by Colleen Moore against her producer-husband John McCormick, reports
state that the latter will no longer act as
business manager for the star.
When Miss Moore left First National
last summer, it was expected that she would
immediately tie up with another large organization, with Paramount and RKO
prominently mentioned. It is understood
that several companies were interested in
her for a star series, but any possible deals
were blocked on account of salary quotation
of $12,500 weekly on a term contract.
Three months ago. Miss Moore engaged
the Selznick-Joyce office as agents to handle
negotiatioTis. Since then, it is reported, her
asking price has dropped down to $7,500
weekly with an undercover deal at that figure supposed to be on at the present time
with Joseph P. Kennedy. If the latter
comes to agreement with the star, he will
personally produce her pictures on the same
basis as the Gloria Swanson series, and
route them through a national distributor
not necessarily Pathe.
It is understood that a property settlement
has already been agreed upon by the
McCormicks, and John has departed for
Honolulu on a vacation. Upon his return,
it is expected that he will seek a production
executive post in one of the coast stuflios.

Series of Shaw Plays as
Talkers Planned by RKO
George Bernard Shaw is headed straight
for talkers. RKO, tied up with Basil Dean
in an English producing unit, is preparing
production of a Shavian cycle. Several plays
have been under fire for some weeks, with
a decision lurking around the corner and
threatening to break any dav.
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THE MUD THROWERS ARE
WORKING OVERTIME
THE vagaries of picture minds constitute one of
the mysteries of life in the fikn business.
At Columbus, Sidney Kent rose to his two
feet, spoke for an hour on producers and their relations with exhibitors, stole the convention and planted
the seed of cooperation which later led to the 5-5-5 conferences. Itwas a good night's work.
The day following Abe Myers smiled at M. A.
Lightman, and Henderson Richey admitted Charlie
Pettijohn wasn't such a bad sort. Really, quite an
event.
Certainly unique.
So into New York the various groups finally assembled to wrangle over deposit clauses, arbitration and
the rest of the trade formulas that make up the exhibition contract. Squabbles here and there, but, in the
main, everything O. K.

Dirty Linen on the Line Again
Then the dirt began to be dished. Allied was accused of several things; the nature of them doesn't
make much difference. An apology was demanded
from Will Hays, but Pettijohn is in California. In
the meantime, continuation of the 5-5-5 conference
stands in jeopardy until something or other is done to
clarify the atmosphere.
Which means that the foundation for a closer knit
cooperation between the distributor and exhibitor
branches of the industry may never have a structure
of harmony built upon it.
We are not interested in the right or wrong of the
charges. It makes no difference to us whether Hays
kicks in with the apology demanded or not. Allied
and Hays may both be right or wrong. Either way,
it's acceptable to Motion Picture News.

Opportunity Is In Danger
But what
Allied is
concessions
meetings so

this column does realize is this :
in a strategic position to secure trading
for the independent exhibitor.
The 5-5-5
far indicate that. The opportunity is un-

usual and will become increasingly rare as this business
is further and further bitten by the merger bug.
It may be that Allied is right. We don't know and
don't propose to find out, for purposes of this argument, because it makes no difference. The entire situation appears to us to be a malodorous political stew
developed by one side or the other — perhaps both — for
reasons best known to those responsible.
Somebody lurking in the background should have
his nose dragged through the mud he is kicking up.
The News takes no sides in the matter and will assume that both factions are guilty of a gross misdemeanor until amity is restored and this extremely silly
talk about breaking up the contract meetings exploded.

A Bad Case of Political Nausea
To reflect for a moment that the efficient work so far
accomplished can or will be threatened by cheap or
political byplay is nauseating. There is no reason for
it. There is no possible argument to justify it.
We sat next to Myers in the Ohio city where the
tri-cornered deliberations gave birth. He was frankly
suspicious of Kent, not because of the man but because
Kent was on the other side of the fence. However,
Myers opened his eyes, exactly as he opened his ears
when Kent made that memorably frank address. From
that point on, the Allied leader realized he had a real
personage to deal with, if he so wanted. Myers chose
to and the result is trade history.

Kent and Myers Can Do It
The fastest and most effective way out of the whole
ridiculous farce is for Kent and Myers to get together
again as they have before. We stand willing to take
odds from all comers that when Kent's practicability
joins hands with Myers' common sense, the scrap will
dissolve into thin air as it must for the common good.
It is our opinion that both men are too well steeped
in practical business to pass up the opportunity. Kent,
with his slant on service for the industry, and Myers,
KANN
with his zeal to serve Allied, can't afford to fall
down.
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Companies Don't Quil Dollar Crabbing
Shades
of

Valentino!

Ilollxwodd -Not a Ilollywoixl ^(ar of th»- dii\s of Rudolph
VaUnliiio ^va■^ in the k'roup of .'{00 (utsoiis who attriulcd
(In- iiincilini; of a stalur to ihv star's mt-mory. Dolorts
l)fl liio di(li<al«'d tht- hron/e iminorial. Tho statue was
K'ivfu spaci- in Df l.onnpre I'ark, Krudk'inu'l). h> park rominissjoncrs. w lio contended no otlier statue of a film
ielehiil> had heen erected, that the
tered up with nuniorials to picture
iuatt«'r "would look like puhlicit>."
resemblance t<i the star, which was
siuners' stipulation.

Puhlix Leases
Reade Chain as
W. B. Lose Out
They do say tliat if it hadn't been for a
plot of ground purdiased by Spyros Skouras, Warner theatre chief, in Perth Amboy
the Reade chain today might be nesthng
comfortably in the Warner ranks instead of
Paramount.
When the Fox deal for the New Jersey
chain was dropped some time ago, Reade
offered the string to both Paramount and
R-K-0. There followed some talk and
that was all. Then the Warners launched
their theatre offensive along the Atlantic
Seaboard and, in order to impress upon
Reade the diligence with which they were
preparing to go ahead, the site in Perth
Amboy was secured. It so happens Reade
operates in that town and the Skouras move
didn't click with him. And so Reade got
busy and the result is a twenty year leasing
arrangement
with Paramount.
The Reade chain in New Jersey is expected to go to Paramount-Publi.x on a
twenty year leasing deal.
Rcade's chain includes the Capitol, Trent
and Palace at Trenton ; the New Boardwalk. Mayfair, Main St. Lyric, Rialto, St.
James and Savoy at Asbury Park ; Embassy and Strand at Freehold : Broadway
and Strand at I-ong Branch; Crescent, Ditmars. Strand and Majestic at Perth Amboy; State and Rivoli at New Brunswick;
Strand, Plainfield and O.xford at Plainfield ;
and Carlton at Red Bank.

Lorna Moone Dead
Albuquerciuc, X. .M. — Reiii.iins of Mrs.
Lorna Clootie, author and scenario writer,
who died here, are to be cremated and the
ashes returned to her native Scotland.

Heheheh
E. E. V iramore. Jr., reports on the
actor w ho came to Hollywood
with a
letter
from
a
of recommendation
Broadway
manatjer.
The
letter concluded: "He plays Hamlet,
Macbeth,
Shviock and billiards — billiards best."
_.Y. )•. Mirror.

city couldn't
people and
'I'he statue
part of the

l)e clutthat the
l)<)re no
conimis-

Old Buck Comes

Ist/rhenU.S.A.
In Film Business?
Washington — Uncle Sam has one hundred grand in his kicker begging for someone in the motion picture business to help
him spend it. Repeated pleas to the big moguls finds no takers.
And here's why :
The U. S. Department of Conmicrce has
been commissioned by the government to
produce the life of George Washington —
famous author of the cherry-tree gag back
in the old days (before Winchells, Hellingers and Sobols started to spring their
stuff). The picture, to run from three to
six reels, must be authentic, the real goods,
and Uncle Sammie has asked certain big
guys in the business to make the film. It
has been turned down by each and every
one approached — and all because one hundred grand is not enough dough to turn out
the job. Apparently, the possibility of creating good will by having a company trademark attached to Uncle Sam's picture has
been lost sight of. And, perhaps, the same
big shots who rejected the assignment have
failed to recognize a golden opportunity to
get in the good graces of certain Washington quarters where favors may be sought in
the not too distant future. Who knows ?
The Washington film is wanted for a
gigantic six-months' historical pageant to
be held in honor of the first prexy in Virginia, sometime in 1932.
An amphitheatre to accommodate 100,000
people will be built where all demonstrations
are to be held. The picture will be screened
nightly and then kept for showing once a
year.

The Golden Platter

.\ certain big chief of one of the more
important producing-distributing companies
— and usually friendly to Republican administrations— was first approached by the government on the film proposition. It sounded
okay until they talked about money. When
he heard that only $100,000 was to be spent,
he frowned heavily and stated "it would
take a half million before a camera was
turned"

(a la Von

Stroheim).

Government
Now
Secretly at
\\ ork on a Study of All
Picture Conditions

Unless American companies "play ball"
and
r|uitin their
allefjedly
''gralj-aH"
policies
distributing
and selfish
exhibiting
U. S.
product in Canada, they will be faced with
a quota law governing the importation of
films, much in the same manner as in European countries.
Motion Picture News has been informed by an oflicial, high in government
circles in Canada, that a quota law will be
in operation within two or three years, if
the dollar grabbing tactics of U. S. companies continue.
He pointed out that the Paramount-Publix — Famous Canadian stock mess added
considerably to the flame of agitation which
now threatens to blaze out in the open.

Women's Clubs Agitating
Several important clubs and societies in
Canada, particularly women's organizations,
have on numerous occasions in the past,
presented resolutions adopted at meetings
urging the enactment of quota legislation.
A quota measure of any type may be
avoided, it was said, merely by spending
production money in Canada. If each company were to make only two features a year,
not only would they solve a complicated
economical problem now confronting U. S.
distributors needing quota product for England, but it would also bury all attempts to
regulate picture importation or exhibition, it
is said.
Canada, it was pointed out, also feels that
American pictures take away considerably
from its manufacturers by creating a demand for U. S. merchandise through films
made in this country.

Reissues, Film Ads and
Admission Clauses Out
Toronto — Clauses on feature reissues, advertising infilms and minimum admissions
are omitted from the new standard contract
for Canada, drawn up by M. P. Distributors and Exhibitors of Canada. These
clauses were dropped as superfluous, the admission stipulation at the suggestion of exhibitors. The agreement calls for compulsory arbitration, but no penalties are provided for, the awards to be enforced in court
in accordance with British procedure.

Again the Silents
"The White Hell of I'ilz Palu' ail
but justifies the return of the silent
picture, in the opinion of Edwin Schallert. special editorial correspondent in
Hollywood for Motion Picture .\ew8
who reviews the picture on page 53.
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partment of Justice and Federal
Trade Commission. But the working
chart will be clearly defined and the
operating scheme outlined with each
complementary company functioning
as the moneyed generals down in the
Street dictate.

But they're not discouraged. After
all, the dollars that make this business

The bankers, constituted as bankers
are, expect the individuals making up
the business to fall gracefully into
line. And presumably the individuals
will, having little opportunity to do
otherwise. But how the creators of

Midnight Oil Burning
Knowing this as they do, the giants
downtown continue to pour over balance sheets in an eft'ort to work out
their pet combine idea. Imagine, if
you can, the leading factors of the
business controlled by one holding
company, parceling as they see lit the
theatre business of the nation. It
would have struck you as highly fantastic two years or so ago. You may
react that way today.
But if you are sufficiently interested
in getting at the root of the matter,
you will discover that about a dozen
men— big money powers — and all
friendly enough to realize that business strife doesn't help dividends
dominate the amusement company.
And they are not the names snap
judgment might dictate. Now, if they
can get together and stay together
long enough to determine what they
think should be done about pictures,
the story will have been told.
The pictures, as painted on canvas
now, would maintain the identities of
individual organizations under the
one financial sceptre. Maybe spectre. The purpose of that is obvious.
Ostensible competition must obtain to
placate the title officials of the De-

1930

Outlook

three.
TIP-OFF number
The biggest combine of them
all is still in the works. Corralling hundreds of millions in assets
in one bag is a tough enough job.
Trying to make a dozen or more different personalities, basking in years of
publicity sunlight manufactured by
their press agents, fit into the same
set-up, is another jol). And the
bankers are fiiuling it out.

go 'round come from the Wall Street
canyon. In these days of heavy public financing, without which no company can expand, banking syndicates
are pretty much in a position to tell
those who sit behind the mahogany
desks what to do and when to do it.

10,

Stifling the Individual

pictures in Hollywood will react is
something else again. In all of their
activities in this business, financiers

level of its compatriots.
Speculation
over where it will end up.

Kaleidoscope
Restless old business, this. In the
background and well hidden from the
light of day, boils a situation involving three executives. All of them
are big timers. Matter of fact their
responsibilities have been added to in
the last six months. Openly, everything is serene. On the inside, otherwise. The reason? Because one chap
assumed far more authority than he
should. The opposing pair doesn't
like it and, futures being what they
are, will probably win out.

have never yet learned that they can't
catalogue creative power.

Checked — Out

They're stubborn that way and
have the power of their money bags
to back them up. If they do insist
upon injecting too much system, the
awakening is apt to be extremely rude
for them and, of course, for the picture business which, through no fault
of its own, would be dragged down as
well.

easy for him to borrow dough. A request was pretty much in the nature
of an order, for he was a big shot
with the company, and his suborditive. nates didn't have much of an alterna-

!(:

*

*

The Dangerous Age
This couple's name is legion. Both
prominent in picture circles and have
been for years. Both have worked
hard, but their rewards financially and
in prestige have been considerable.
Happly wedded, too.
But a change is noticeable to the
insiders out Hollywood way. The
woman in the case is indulging in
mild flirtations. Nothing serious, you
understand, but potentially dangerous. The man is gradually acquiring
a new slant on life. He's anxious to
play, travel more, gadabout — and is.
Hollywood, or that part of Hollywood which knows its onions, is looking on with much amusement and
considerable speculation. Amusement
over the fact this ultra-ultra pair has
at last condescended
to fall to the

His position made it comparatively

And so, he was able to play the
market and the races steadily, without heeding the consequences. He
was into plenty of the boys, but it
didn't bother him. One killing would
wipe the slate clean, so why worry.
But the killing didn't come ; the big
boss was wised up and the habitual
gfambler was out like a lieht.

Toby Takes Bow
The cartoon family has a new pet
in the fold. His name is Toby, the
Pup, and his dog biscuits are supplied
by Winkler Pictures.
Toby is the central figure in a new
series to be released via R-K-0. The
first, monickered "The Museum," is a
delightful bit of nonsense, ingeniously
animated by Dick Huemor, who lives
up to what his name implies, and Sid
Harris.
T H E I N S I D F R S.
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New York Police Scan Russian Films
In Move
25 Millions
for NonTluatricalu

Against Soviet Aclivilies

Owrn I), ^tiuni;. it '■' undtr-ltiocl, is at work on a plan
to dc-M'lo|) a nalionwido interest anions schools and universities in non-theatrical
motion
|ii('tur«-s.
Younn would hiiild up a trust lund from the interest
of .SL'.'i (lOO.llKO. which sum he expects to recruit from his
niillioruiire friends, usjnji the interest to t-stahlish a k'x1,'anti'- educational lilni mo\ement through a special conipan\ which his plan would create. All films will he made
available at the low liKure of five dollars per reel.

Coiilract llospeet Uoxy Br( ak Willi
lioiiig Seciirrd by Fox Held Cerlaiu;
Feeling Bitter
Legal Bureau
Respect for contracts in the settlement of
disputes between distributors and exhibitors
has been an ahnost immediate result of formation of the central film league bureau,
organized by Louis Nizer, secretary of the
New York Film Board. Immediate settlement of 99 per cent of the disputes is
being effected, Nizer asserts.
Under the plan, the bureau institutes suit
against any contract violator who ignores
exchange's efforts to settle a dispute. Action is brought for the amount of the claim,
costs and interests.

Retiring or Retired^ As
You Like; Vilnia Quitting
Hollywood — The film colony looks upon
Vilma Banky's retirement announcement
with just
wee she
bit of
doubt.wants
\'ilmatosays
from
now a on
merely
be
Mrs. Rod La Rocque, and while portions
of Hollywood appreciate the homing instinct, others say talkers and the Banky
accent had considerable to do with the step.
As a matter of fact. Miss Banky admitted to an Associated Press reporter that
the advent of talkers influenced her in her
decision to retire. Beyond that, nary a
word.

Christies May Make *'June
Moon** in Columbia Deal
W and Charles Christie's deal with Col-

umbia has been extended to embrace three
talkers, in place of the original two. As
noted, the first will be "Charley's Aunt,"
for which efiforts are being made to secure
Bert Wheeler from RKO. The second will
be "The Street Singer" and the third perhaps "June Moon."

Carewe's Garbage
Dallas — .\ contract for exclusive
rights to buy all wet carbace collected
by the city has been awarded to Edwin
Carewe, director, ("arewe will start
work soon on a .?!".'). 000 reduction
plant to convert the EarhaRe info animal food and other products.

The lawyers are at it now. Roxy, with an
R-K-O contract to manage the proposed
Rockefeller theatre in his safe, denials notwithstanding, has about two years to go
under his $3,000 a week contract with Fox.
He is doing no talking, but the lowdown
is that he would have no aversion to
breaking with the Roxy theatre in a hurry.
How the Fo.x group feels hasn't been made
public, but there has been little love lost between both camps for some time past. At
the minute Roxy is reported angling for a
settlement on the unexpired portion of his
contract.
S. R. Burks, vice-president and secretary
of Fo.x Film and Fo.x Theatres, has been
elected to similar posts with the Roxy company, while W. J. Michel, vice-president
and treasurer of the Fox organizations,
moves into the Ro.xy organization in like
capacities.
They are directors as well.

Lines Drawn in Battle
For Canadian Chain
TorontD — Strength between opposing
forces in the battle for and against sale of
control of Famous Players-Canadian Corp.,
to Paramount-Publix is expected to be indicated here next Thursday when a general
meeting of shareholders is scheduled.
The May I.t meeting was called by
.\rthur W. Roebuck, who styles himself attorney for minority shareholders. Roebuck
is allied with N. L. Nathanson and wants
shareholders to decline Paramount's offer of
four shares of Paramount to each five of
Famous Players, insisting that control
should be kept in Canadian hands.
Meanwhile, Paramount apparently is optimistic over the outcome and already has
made application for listing of its shares on
the Montreal Stock Exchange, so that there
will be Canadian trading in the stock in
event the deal goes through May 26. Another indication of Paramount's confidence
ill the matter is the naming of T. J. Fitzgibbons, of Boston, to be managing director for Paramount-Publix in the Dominion.

DtHiimcnlH ( 'o Hint
Amtorg
napiracy
(or p. Connected
uilh
Russian pictures shown in this country
will come under the scope of the investigation of all .Soviet activities under way by
Police Conunissioncr VVhalen of New York,
according to John D. Flynn, secretary to
the conmiissioner.
The New York police head recently made
public documents purporting to show that
Amtorg Trading Corp. is connected with
a Soviet conspiracy to foment revolution
in the United States. This has precipitated
a quarrel with Amtorg, which vehemently
denies the allegation and brands the documents as forgeries. .\ congressional investigation ofthe Whalen charges is slated
in the near future, it is understood.
Russian films are distributed in the
United States by Amkino, American representative ofSovkino. A number of them
have been shown in New York and elsewhere. The Cameo, New York, and various "art" theatres have been consistent
users of the Russian films.
Commissioner Whalen has refused to furnish Peter A. Bogdanov of Amtorg with
the alleged incriminating documents, asserting that he could not do so because the
investigation is not completed.

Warner Semi- Annual Net
Nearly $3,000,000 Up
W'arncr

Bru.s. net !ur the si.x luuiuiis

ended March 1, 1930, was $10,092,109, after
depreciation. Federal taxes and other
charges, the company announced Thursday.
This compares with a net of $7,254,570 for
the six months ended March 1, 1929.

"U*' still Interested
In 150 to 160 Houses

Universal still is operating or interested
in between 150 and 160 theatres, according
t'^ ^ ■ ons
B- now
Paine, company treasurer.
Negotiati
are under wav for sale
of the Shenandoah Valley Theatres chain
in \''irginia to Warners.

Young with Columbia

Holl\-wood — Lon Young has succeeded
Alex Moss as director of studio publicity
for Columbia. Young has been producing
independently.

Denies Propaganda
Washington — There is no Soviet
propaganda in pictures distributed in
the United States by .Xmkino. L. I.
.Monosson, companv chief, fold MOTION PICTURE Sews during the
S. M. P. E. convention here. Therefore,
he said, "there is no reason why the
United States governme
nt or any
other agency should fake action
against

our

concern."
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Fear Theatres Will Kick Over Traces
Looms as the Fly in Ad Code Ointment
Liquor and Headlines
Hollywood — A film writer was called
on the carpet to explain his income
tax deductions for a certain year. In
going over the cancelled checks, the
Federal agent spotted one marked
"publicity," and questioned it as a
legitimate deduction.
The writer hurriedly explained that
the check did not cover publicity, but
he had written the word on it by
mistake. Then the agent stated he
knew the bootlegger very intimately!

Coast Mecca of
Bands on Trail
Of Quick Dough
Hollywood — Nationally known bands and
musical aggregations are flocking to Los
Angeles to take advantage of the quick
money available to radio or record for
filmusicals.
At the present time, there are no less
than nine big name bands playing in and
around Los Angeles in theatres, hotels,
cafes and night clubs, which tops every previous total.
In addition to their regular engagements,
the bands are periodically called on by film
producers to fill in for scenes in filmusicals
for one or more dance numbers. Generally
the leader makes a deal on a flat retainer
basis for himself, with regular film scale
for his men. The retainer generally runs
well in the four figure classification.
Irving Aaronson and his Commanders
have a several month contract at the Roosevelt Hotel; John Hamp and his aggregation play at the Ambassador Cocoanut
Grove; Gus Arnheim continues in his long
run at the Biltmore; while Ben Bernie and
his band have just opened at the Montmartre cafe. Waring's Pennsylvanians head the
musical show, "Rah Rah Daze," at the Mason theatre; while Abe Lyman is appearing
at the Carthay Circle, having moved over
from Grauman's Chinese. Max Fisher, Ray
West and George Olson provide the musical
entertainment at their own cafes.
The various orchestras make a play for
attention from producers and studio executives, for possible picture work. One band
leader always plays the picture hit numbers of any studio during an evening when
he spots the producing head of that studio
in attendance.

Fear Record Number of
Dark Houses This Summer
Philadelphia — Many theatres of this territory will close this summer unless relief
is forthcoming in the form of increased business and lower rentals. The number of
dark houses may set a record, it is feared.

Circuit Houses
O. K., But
They're Already Asking
About Independents
It's going to be a hot and bothersome
summer. The weather signs are pointed
that
way, who
but that's
Those
know not
the all.
funny kinks that
go to make up this business are already beginning to wonder how the proposed code
of ethics governing advertising is going to
work out once the Hays association attempts to make it apply to theatres all over
the land.
Circuit-controlled theatres, dominated by
Hays members, it is admitted, will reach
about 3,000 of the best houses in the country and, insofar as they are concerned, the
code restrictions whatever they may be, are
expected to be observed. What is going to
happen with the vast number of unaffiliated
theatres many of whom are dodging process servers and to whom almost anything
goes — advertising-wise and otherwise — provided it brings in a few extra dollars, is
something else again.

Partners May Kick
That's not all of the problem. Many circuit theatres linked up in chains with producers have partners on home territory
whose net fluctuates with the gross. Their
job, it is admitted privately, is to keep their
theatres filled to capacity or as near capacity as they can throughout the year. Many
of them, on the basis of past performances,
are not expected to overlook a little spice in
paid newspaper space if that additional dash
of
ginger means more do-re-mi at the boxoffice.
The off-color tone which tinged copy used
for "The Love Parade" in St. Louis recently ismentioned as one flagrant instance
where a circuit controlled by a national producer and distributor stepped out of line
when, it is argued, it should have known
better. Proponents of the code suggest
that it would be good business for theatre
owners to play along for the sake of industry reputation. Not many arguments
are heard against that, but there are already
a few in the know who are inquiring what
machinery will be used to make these showmen toe the mark. They are asking that
pertinent question witTi nobody offering an
answer.
The business of refrigerating advertising
copy, under Hays mandate, has been placed
in charge of a sub-committee composed of
advertising men. One meeting was held
during the week to draft rules and regulations for consideration to the major committee composed of Hy Daab, (RKO),
Abe
chairman; Paul Gulick, ("Universal),
Waxman, (Warners) and Howard Dietz,
(M-G-M).

For Family Trade
Bow's
of Clara
Hollywood— Title
next picture is "True to the Navy."

Figure It Out

Baltimore

— When

J. Lawrence

Schanberger,
of Keith's,
attempted to getmanager
permission
to open his
house at 11 P. M. standard time, Sunday, to give a midnight show of
"Mamba," which would have been 12
midnight, daylight saving time, the
police would not allow it. Consequently midnight shows on Sunday in
Baltimore have to take place at 1
A. M., daylight saving time.

F. N. to Release
Mackaill; Dick
And Alice Left
Hollywood — Dorothy Mackaill's final assignment under her contract with First National will be a feature role in "Little
Caesar," an underworld story which has
Edward Robinson in the title role.
It has been rumored in Hollywood for
several months that all has not been rosy
between the star and company. Picture
assignments have been switched a number
of times, and finally the actress was loaned
to Fox for one production. In view of the
friction, there will be no contract renewal
by either side when Miss Mackaill's term
agreement expires next month.
With the expected departure of Dorothy
Mackaill from the First National list, only
two stars who held contracts with the company prior to Warner Brothers purchase
of control are still with the organization.
Richard Barthelmess has a two year deal
calling for appearances in two or three productions yearly at a reported salary of
$150,000 per picture. Alice White, flapper
star, is under a long term contract, with
present salary rating $1,500 weekly.
The Warner housecleaning on the First
National contract list of stars and featured
players saw the departure of Milton Sills,
Colleen Moore, Corinne Griffith, Jack Mulhall, Mary Astor and Billie Dove.

Reinhardt Signed
Berlin — Curtis Melnitz, Berlin representative for United Artists, who has resigned
to head a talker production unit bearing his
name, states Max Reinhardt will make the
first, Offenbach's operetta, "La Vie Parisi-

Daniels-Lyons To Marry
Hollywood — An off again-on again romance of the film colony is apparently very
much on. Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon declare they will marry June 14. Ceremony
probably at Malibu.
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Kenned} Reliremenl from Palhe Seen
As Speeding Ileporled RKO Merger
Ni'w Havt-n— SlrikiiiiL' optrators havr a riuht t<» picket
non-union thoatrts «ithoul liahility for damauos, it is
ruled in a nuniorandiini of a decision (iled l)\ Judjie Carl
Foster. It denied the plea of the Strand at ilamden for
an injunction restraininn union operators from picketing
the theatre, plus an award of $l,()(tO for loss of patronage.
Various decisions have heen rendered on picketinR of
open shop houses. Some have favored the operators, others
the cNliihilors.

Judge
Upholds
Picketing

Booking Deal or
Kennedy Move Not
Due to Activity
Merger? Is Query
On Columbia Deal in Swanson Firm
Cuiitlictinj^' reports
ileal untler which
next year will play
distributes followed

of tlic import ol the
Kadio-Keith-Orpheum
all product Columbia
consummation of the

deal. The 20 features and line-up of Columbia shorts will play RKO houses from
Coast to Coast, and will receive representation in any additional houses RKO builds
or acquires. HroatKvay showings will be at
the Globe and at the RKO, New York. The
latter is to be housed in the former Columbia, which now is being remodeled.
Persistent report has it that the deal is
the forerunner of acquisition of Columbia
by RKO, but this is denied by Jack Cohn.
The report concerned a reputed $60 per
share to be paid by RKO for Columbia
stock which has a current market value of
about $47 a share.
Closing of the RKO deal is understood to
mark the end of negotiations which were
to have brought B. S. Moss into Columbia
as chairman of the board of directors. Moss
recently announced
cuit of theatres.

plans for a national cir-

Brock Making 12
Shorts for Radio
Six "Xick and Tuny" twt)-reeiers, in aildition to his scries of six "Broadway Headliners" series, will be produced by Louis
Brock for the 1930-31 Radio Pictures program. He plans to produce at, the RC.'\
Gramercy studio in Xew York. Clark and
McCulloch and W. C. Fields already have
been
series.signed for the "Broadway

Headliners"

Torrences Sailing
Ernest
rorriiici',
acc(Mn]>ani(.(l
wife, sailed Friday for Kurope.

by

The First Lesson
John F. Rider's series of articles on
sound projection (rets under way on
page 11. this edition. Lesson Number One will be followed by the second next week and thereafter in everv
issue of MOTION IMCTl RE NEWS
until the course is completed.

h\<

Hollywood
— Joseph
P. Kennedy's
retirement from active
direction
of Pathe was
not
due to alleged partiality to the Gloria Swanson unit above Pathe, which had its climax
in reported tie-up of nearly all Pathe studio
."swanson.
stages for "What a Widow," starring Miss
Kennedy is not retiring from activity in
the Swanson firm. His deal with the star
is as personal advisor, business manager and
producer. Nearly all other United Artists
stars finance through Art Cinema Corp.,
but Kennedy arranges outside financing for
the Swanson films. He has no financial
interest, except what he may from time to
time invest personally. Kennedy, it is understood, gets a percentage of the net on
the pictures.

Warns Showmen
To Observe 1 P. M.
Sunday Opening
I oledo — Toledo exhibitors who are violating the tacit agreement with churches
to remain closed until 1 P. M. Sundays are
called upon to discontinue the practice in a
letter to managers by Jack O'Connell of the
\'ita-Temple. He warns
managers
that unless the offenders arefellow
prevailed upon
the observe the 1 o'clock opening, thev mav
beO'Connell'
forced to remain dark all day Sunday.'
s initiative will result in a meeting at an early date of the dormant Toledo
Managers' .Association, which hasn't had
an election of officers since 1921. A number of matters are pressing for action by the
association.

Bandy Returning
H. A. B.indy. foreign >ales manager for
Uarners and First Xational. returns to
Xew York from a European trip on the
Friday.
Hcrengaria
Successor to Phil Kauffman. general sales
manager for the companies in Germanv,
who has resigned, will be determined after
his arrival.

Executive M V/s Stumbling lilock
In Lftng Segotidtions
Is Humor
Retirement of Joseph P. Kennedy from
Pathe is expected to speed negotiations for
merging of the company with RKO, for
Kenne<ly is reported to have been the stumbling block in that deal.
'Ibis was due, in part, it is said, to the
fact that RKO did not favor any arrangement unfler which Pathe continue operation
under the joint executive direction <jf Kennedy and RKO officials.
Kennedy retired this week from active
management of the company, to become
associated with the banking activities of
Bancamerica-Blair. Operation of the company is being assumed by E. B. Derr, executive vice-president ; C. J. .Scollard, treasurer, and Phil Reisman, general sales manager. Kennedy also said he is retiring from
active management of Gloria Swanson
Prod.
Management of Pathe was taken over by
Kennedy at the time the company was in
severe financial straits. During his regime,
he has brought the firm out of the red, and
enabled it to show earnings.

Deal Long: Pending
Reports of an impending RKO- Pathe
deal have been current for several months.
RKO particularly wants the DuPont-Pathe
interest held by the company and Pathe
News. The ten-year RKO contract to play
Pathe product also is an important consideration.
It is known that Joseph I. Schnitzer,
president of RKO, has made a personal tour
of the Patlie lat)oratory facilities at BoundBrook, N. J., and otherwise checked its various physical assets in anticipation of a deal.
Further, it is said, the DuPont interests,
with a 51 per cent ownership in the DuPont-Pathe Film -Manufacturing Co., would
welcome RKO's accjuisition of the 49 per
cent owned by Pathe. since it would give
RKO a profit participation in a company
from which it could, and probably would,
buy its negative and positive raw stock for
studio use and prints.
The Blair and Milbank factions, heavily
interested in Pathe. are reported to favor
the prospect of a deal with RKO. since it
means theatre strength, a factor which they
have not overlooked in regarding the future prospects for Pathe as an independent
producing and distributing organization
onlv.

Helpful
Patron to Doorman:

"What

time is

.Voir.
"Well, it takes — 1,5
show n:over?"
theDoorma
minutes less than two hours for the
show and it started
at seven-forty."
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Must Observe Players' Contracts to
Letter; Chiseling by Studios Is Out
Ziegfeld Greeley
Hollywood — "Go West, young gals,
Ziegfeld Greeley's there." Take Florabel Muir's word for it. Ziggy told Miss
Muir that he has decided that Hollywood has need of expert glorification,
and because of that will center his operations on the Coast for an indefinite
period.

De Forest Suit
On Infringements
Opens in Canada
Ottawa — First round in the patent fight
between General Talking Pictures and
Western Electric is being fought here in
Exchequer Court, which is hearing arguments in General's case against Famous
Players Canadian Corp. The hearing is
expected to last through next week. The
litigation started in 1928, when the Palace,
Montreal, opened with W. E. equipment,
the first wired house in the Dominion.
The line of action pursued in this case is
expected to be followed in the infringement
suit involving W. E. equipment to be heard
starting May 29 at Wilmington, Del. This
Federal action affects every wired theatre
of the United States, for, if successful, General will institute suits against other sound
recording and reproducing systems, using
sound on film.

Home Talker Outfit Is
Planned by De Forest
Ottawa — General Talking Pictures will
market a portable reproducer in fall for
use in the home and for business demonstrations and educational purposes, states
Dr. Lee De Forest, who is here for trial of
his company's suit against Famous Players
Canadian Corp.

W,E. and ERPI Win
Pacent Suit Appeal
Infringement suits brought by Western
Electric are expected to be expedited by
decision of the Court of Appeals, setting
aside the verdict of the District Court, in
holding that Western Electric and Electrical
Research Products have a right to sue as
co-plaintiffs in action against Pacent Reproducer Corp. and Pacent Electric Co., under an assignment from American Telephone & Telegraph Co. The case now is
remanded to the District Court for retrial.
Louis G. Pacent, president of the Pacent
firms, states his companies welcome settlement of the misjoinder of parties point in
the case, because it will speed action on the
question of infringement, which his firms
consistently have denied.

M. P. Academy Will See to It
Performers*
Rights Are
Not Violated
Hollywood — Spirit, as well as the letter
of standard player's contract must be lived
up to, studio managers, production managers, casting directors and assistants and
studio auditors were told at a meeting of
the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences
this week.
William C. de Mille presided.
"Producers will stand for no more chiseling on the part of officious employes in
dealings with players," was the substance
of the notice sounded to those present, as
summarized by one speaker. "Companies
want to pay actors the amounts due them
rightfully and do not countenance manipulating methods by employes."
Promotion of goodwill and honesty on
both sides is desired by producers, the meeting was told. Members of the joint committee of producers and actors attended.
Speakers included: Conrad Nagel, M. C.
Levee, Jack Warner, Fred Niblo, Sam
Hardy, Fred Beetson, Clinton Wunder, William Conklin.

Lewis Talker Off
Attributing as the reason the death of her
father in Monte Carlo, Mary Lewis, opera
singer, says she has given up plans to make
a talker for Pathe.
She is Europe-bound.

Stockholders Irked by
Drop of F, P, Common
Montreal — In sympathy with the downward trend of Paramount common in New
York, Famous Players Canadian common
touched 48 in trading on the Montreal
Stock Exchange on May 6, this being regarded as a result of the offer by Paramount Famous-Lasky for Canadian F-P on
a basis of four of Paramount for five of
the Canadian stock. Shareholders are inclined to be wrathy over the whole situation and blame the market weakness on the
offer and its generous discussion, pro and
con, in many newspapers for days. A few
weeks ago the Canadian stock was lively
in the 60"s.

Dissatisfied
Toronto — Hiram S. Brown, president of Radio-Keith-Orpheuni, which
is affiliated with Famous Players
Canadian Corp., is "very unhappy"
over proposed sale of control of the
Canadian firm to Paramount Publix,
according to the Canadian M. P.
Digest.
"When our company entered into
an affiliation with the F'amous Players
Canadian
Corp.," under
he said,
tion was closed
the "this
beliefaffiliathat
the Famous Players Canadian Corp.
was a Canadian-controlled company
and was to remain so. Developments
now tend to place this control else-

Back to Silents
Philadelphia — Switch to silent policy
is reported planned by a number of
houses here due to high sound overhead. The Gladstone, which went back
to a silent policy, says its gross is
about
the same.
is running
silent. "The Edgemont also

Senate to Probe
Patent Deal of
RCA and Allies
Washington — Senatorial investigation of
charges of monopoly against RCA and
allied companies is planned, following approval by stockholders of the company of
the agreement whereby RCA obtains radio
patent rights of General Electric and Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Co.,
in exchange for $344,469,687 worth of its
common stock. RCA intends to submit the
entire matter to the Dept. of Justice before
the transaction is completed, according to
Davidbe Sarnoff.
Senate's investigation
will
conducted The
independently.

De Forest-ERPI Clashes
Result in Court Action
Dallas — Clashes between Electrical Research Products and General Talking Pictures are marking the keen rivalry existing
in the South, with charges of intimidation
of General representatives in Texas and
North Carolina. Court action has been instituted in one instance.
Joseph Cordell, who operates a house at
Rockingham, contracted for De Forest
equipment, and when it was misdirected,
bought Western Electric, it is stated. However, the De Forest equipment was located
and installed according to contract, with
R. F. Woodhull, executive vice-president of
the company, serving as master of ceremonies the opening night. Electrical Research also claims a contract for Cordell's
Clinton house, which is De Forest equipped.
When removal of De Forest equipment in
favor of Western Electric was threatened.
General secured an injunction against the
exhibitor and Electrical Research.
At Oknuilgee, De Forest equipment was
installed to replace Western Electric. The
house was having labor trouble at the time,
which caused General to be put on the unfair list by the union. The company's engineer, it is claimed, nearly was "put on the
spot." until the home office wired the Governor and chief of police demanding protection.

Hall With Warners
Hollywood — Warners
has signed
Hall to a long term contract.

where."
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Clieckiiuile in Peiiiis\lvania Seen for
Warners in Comerlord Swing lo Zukor
Hishoi)
Attacks
Theatres

Dallas. Tfx.— Thi- "modern movinn pitturi'. novel and
of verhal
other enemies of the home" were the objeels cniil
erencc
attack- !>.» l{|-ho|) i:. I). Moii/oi\ at the ueiieral
ol llw M('lh(Kli-t lipi-iiipal Church. South, here, lie termed
the ni(»tinn picture theatre "the greatest menace to morals
and reliK'on 'h*' ehiirch has had to lace in years."

Northwest Indies
I^aiin(*li Plan to
lN)ol llesourees

lMC-0 Faees Tilt
With Paramount
And W .B. in Ciney

Miiiiieapulis — Plan for pooling of resources by indepciulciU oxliibitors ol tliis
territory will be launcbed, tollowinjj try-out
ot tbc e.xperiiiieiit on co-oporativo l)uying ot
equipiiieiit and supplies. In the latter connection a(leal witb National Theatre Supply
Co. is understood to be under way or
planned. During the year, effort also will be
made to launcli a !)ooking combine, it is
understood.
Under the pooling plan, independents
would form one large circuit in efforts to
compete with Publix in this territory. The
proposal was to have i)een launched at the
recent convention here, but was held in
alieyance, pending a test of the co-operative
equipment buying plan.

Cincinnati — With the Libson chain as a
formidable nucleus, K-K-O is digging in
further throughout Ohio. The Rivoli and
I'alaee in Toledo were purchased this week
while re|)orts persist of other impending
deals.
The battle in this section is to be threecornered, it seems. R-K-O's hold in Cincinnati doesn't set
kindly
Paramount
and Warners.
Bothtooare
after onLibson
when

Deploring Fest in London
Hits American Films
London — There was plenty of deploring
over the popularity of American pictures
throughout the empire wlien the British
Empire Films Institute convened here on
Thursday. In fact, they deplored all over
the lot, without suggesting any means tc
combat the American "menace."
"Gloomy" D^an Inge was emblematic of
the occasion atid did his deploring in a resolution passed unanimously which deplored ''the predominance of foreign films all
throii.gh the empire and their injurious effect on British ideals and e.vpansion of
British trade."
Sir William W'aterlow. lord mayor of LonLondon who presided, pointed out that British theatres are dei)endent largely upon .American pictures. In some cases, he said, 90
per cent of the tilms shown are American,
which he termed "a startling fact." Many
foreign j)roducers. he observed, often give
"an inaccurate and misleading representation of British morals and ideals. Fifty-two
million people throughout the world attend
film shows weekly, was one of his startling disclosures.

Weaver of St. Louis Dead
St. Louis — John C. \\ eavcr, theatre manager and projectionist, is dead at his home
at the age of 36 years.

R-K-0 .stej)ped in and took it away from
them. Now there is talk of the disappointed
pair building their own first runs here.
Publix has moved further along than Warners. A site at Gilbert Ave. and McHicken
Sts., a suburban location, is under consideration for a 3,500 seat theatre.

Comerford Deal Gives Far.
Edge in Fox Towns in N.Y.
Frank C. Walker, general manager of
the Comerford circuit, is on a swing over
the circuit to clean up details attendant on
the transfer of the houses to Paramount.
Operation will be vested in a new company
to be known as the Comerford Publix Corp.,
with M. E. Comerford president ; Walker
and Sam Dembow of Paramount-Publix,
vice-presidents : Ralph Kohn of Paramount,
treasurer : and M. B. Comerford, secretary.
In addition to these men, Adolph Zukor,
S. R. Kent and Sam Katz are elevated to
the board.
The 71 houses in the deal are located in
28 Pennsylvania towns, in 10 New York
towns anci in Providence. The deal throws
Paramount into direct competition with
Fox in Upper New York.

Ostrer, Gelt Here

ParamounVs
Huy
Prevents
\V. H. from Sewing Up
The Entire State
Paramount-Pul)li.\'s
of
theBehind
71 Ccjinerford
theatres, as ac(|uisition
reported first
in Motion Pictikk Nkws last week, is seen
a move on the part of the Zukor organization to checkmate comjjlete dominance of
Pennsylvania by the Warners.
With their extensive holdings in the
eastern part of the state, grouped at present
in the Stanley Company, plus properties in
and around Pittsburgh, the Warners were
only two steps removed from what is regarded by those in the know as virtual control of that territory. The Comerford chain
was one and Wilmer and Vincent, the other.
.As late as four days before word seeped
through that Paramount had nabbed Comerford, it was persistently reported Warners would win out. This week, .Spyros
Skouras declared negf)tiations with W. and
\' . had been dropped. On the other hand,
W. and \'. insist they will go it alone and
point to their expansion program as an
earnest of their intention. Despite this,
swing of that chain to a producer-distributor is openly talked of, with Paramount
mentioned as the logical buyer.

The Entente Cordiale
The close working arrang^ement between
.\dolpli Zukor and Harry Warner continues
and, if anything, is expected to become
further cemented. However, very nmch on
the inside the whisper has been heard that
Zukor. despite friendly alliances and bearing in mind how such relations are occasionally terminated, prefers to have an ace
in the hole. .\nd, insofar as Pennsylvania
is concerned, the Comerford buy gives him
exactly that.
In the meantime, the W^arncrs are pushing their theatre-buying campaign with no
let-up. New deals include the Chatin and
Nittaney in State College, Pa. These
houses were formerly operated by Morris
Baum. The Columbia circuit, six strong
in four Pennsylvania towns, is another. The
houses are located in Erie, Warren, Sharon
and W'esleyville and were annexed from
Potter and Newton. The Fairmont and the
Virginia
at Fairmont
in West \'irginia
raise the total
to ten.
Plainfield, Asbury Park and Perth Amboy
in New Jersey are on the list of futures for
new
theatres.
Paramount's
leasing
deal with
WalterWith
Reade
scarcely dry,
the
Warner invasion in Reade towns indicates

Maurice Ostrer, of Ostrer Brothers, London, and William Gell, managing director
of the Gaumont Co., are in New York to
confer with Tiffany on English distribution
for next rear.

further that company's intention to fortify
itself regardless of entente cordiales.
While no deal is as yet closed, Skouras
is hot after the Durkee chain of eight
houses in Baltimore. There are others in
sight.

Ballot on Meeting

Scotch Exhibitor Cleared

Philadelphia — Members of the eastern
Pennsylvania and southern New Jersey exhibitor unit will decide by ballot if the proposed special convention is to be held Mav

London — Charge of culpable homicide
against Charles Dorward. manager of the
Paisley theatre at Paisley, Scotland, where
70 children lost their lives in a fire on NewYear's Eve. has been dismissed.
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Clarke Digs Into Operations at Fox;
Sheehan and Grainger, His Mainstays
100 New Stars
The next year will develop between
50 and 100 new stars, in the opinion
of Winfield Sheehan who credits the
lightning changes in values induced
by sound as the reason.

Sheehan Signs
Fox Contract; to
Run Five Years
Winfield Sheehan, with Fox since 1914,
has signed his first contract with Fox. It
is a five-year agreement, which vests in him
full control over production and carries with
it the titles of vice-president and general
manager of Fox Film. This was one of the
announcements made at a dinner tendered by
Harley L. Clarke to various executives of
Fox Film and Fox Theatres at the Savoy
Plaza Tuesday night.
Those around the banquet board included :
Harley L. Clarke, president. Fox F'ilms and Fox
Theatres; Winfield Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of Fox Film; James R, Grainger, vicepresident and general sales manager; Saul Kogers,
vice-president and general coimsel; William C. Michel,
treasurer. Fox Film and Fox Theatres; S. R. Burns,
>Jecretary, Fox Film and Fox Theatres; Otto E, Koegel and Frank E. Mathews of Chicago, Clarke's personal counsel; Clayton P. Sheehan, foreign manager:
Courtland Smith, John Zanft, Harry C. Arthur; Sidney Towel, comptroller, Fox Film; Wilfred Eadie,
comptroller,
I-'ox Metropolitan
A.
Caballero, general
purchasing Playhouses;
agent, Fox Charles
Film and
Fox Theatres; Truman H. TaJley, general manager,
Fox Movietone News; Glendon All vine, director of advertising and publicity; E<lmund C. Grainger, Jack
Sichelman, George Roberta, William J. Kupper and
John
Nolan
of Grainger's
salessales
cabinet;
Harry J.
Buxbaum, metropolitan
district
manager;
Edward
Schnitzer, Brooklyn sales manager; Joe I^e, New Jer
sey sales manager; Harry F, Campbell, New England
divisional manager; Edgar Moss, Philadelphia exchange; Charles Munro,
Australian
representative;

{Continued on Page 22)

Clarke Names Oldknow
V. P. of Fox Theatre Co.
Oscar Oldknow, vice-president of National Theatre Supply, has been elected a vice-president of Fox Theatres and
will serve as a direct representative for
Harley Clarke in the theater end of the
Fox enterprises.
National Theatre Supply is one of the
six equipment companies combined in General Theatre Equipment Corp. which controls Fox Film and Fox Theatres.

Fox 1930-31 List
Is Cut to 48 Features
Forty-eight instead of 52 pictures will
comprise the Fox line-up for 1930-31, under revised plans of President Harley L.
Clarke, the sales force will be told at the
annual convention, which is to be held
starting May 22 at Movietone City, Hollywood. It will be the twenty-seventh annual
sales convention of the company, with
around 150 slated to attend.
(Continued on Page 26)

Utilities Man to Devote Lots
Of Time to Film Units —
Cabinet in Making
With a job to be done, Harley L. Clarke,
Mid- Western utilities magnate and now controlling factor in the Fox enterprises, will
devote the major portion of his time during
the next few months to Fox affairs.
On formulation of policy and actual operation, the new Fox president will lean
heavily on Winfield .Sheehan and James R.
Grainger. Somewhere in the offing is the
creation of an executive cabinet which will
eventually conduct the business, but just
how rapidly that will develop is something
which Clarke declares he doesn't know
himself. He is generally credited with being very apt at financial wizardry and will,
therefore, handle the monetary affairs of the
two corporations.
The confidence reposed in his two right
hand men was indicated early in the week
when James R. Grainger signed his expected
contract with Fox Film for five years.
Under it, he becomes a vice-president of the
company, retaining as well the title of general sales manager. The agreement became
operative on May 1 and replaces his old contract which had about two years to run.
While no figures were made public,
Grainger's contract puts him comfortably in
the six figure-a-year salary division. When
he resigned as general sales manager for
M-G-M about six years ago to rejoin Fox,
the move occasioned widespread surprise.
One year
afterhad
he jumped
moved into
office, Fox's
gross
billings
$5,000,000.
A few days later this week Winfield
Sheehan affixed his ."dgnature to an agreement which places him in complete charge
of production for the next five years. Surrounding these two executives, Clarke has
brought in several of the men associated
with him in General Theatre Equipment,
Inc. They are:
W. C. Michel, vice-president and treasurer
of General
Theatre
Equipment,
and, in
(Continued on Page 36)

No More Speculation
At the Clarke dinner for Fox executives the other night, the entertainment included Dunninger, a mind
reader. He asked four of the guests,
one of them Winnie Sheehan, to mentally select a number and remember
what it was. Then he proceeded to
write them out. That, and a few other
tricks.
Tf Dunninger should alight on the
Fox lot one of these days, the reason
will be simple. Any chap who can
take the "spec" out of speculation the
way he does it should be able to take
a peek at the 1931 line-up and inform
Sheehan what his ace pictures are to
be. Shouldn't even be necessary to
retain Touche, Niven as auditors. If
Dunninger ever gets near the Motion
Picture Club, imagine what some of
the tape observers would do to him!

Fox Rushes Silents
Twenty-five of the thirty-eight silents announced for 1930-31 will have
been released by July 1, states J. R.
Grainger, Fox general sales manager.
The rest will be completed by Aug. 16.

Unfriendly Hand
Seen in Hoax on
Fox Co. Dividend
Interests unfriendly to the new management at Fox are charged with circulating
unfounded reports that the company had
planned to pass its dividend, it is hinted.
Basing its yarn on information said to have
been supplied via Standard Statistics Service, the New York Times early in the week
declared the quarterly payment of $1 a share
on the Class A and B stocks would not be
met.
That was on Thursday. On the same
day, the Fox directors met and declared the
dividend. Not only that but arrangements
were made to redeem the scrip issued in lieu
of cash for the dividend declared on Jan. 15,
when the struggle for control of the companies was approaching its peak.
The scrip will be paid off on May 15 and
the dividend on May 20 to stockholders oi
record as of Mav 12.

Movietone News Issued
In 5 Foreign Versions

I

Fox Movietone News now is being released in five different versions abroad, according to Clayton P. Sheehan, head of the
Fox foreign department. These are British, European, Australian, Oriental and
Latin- American.

Drops Philadelphia Project?
Philadelphia — Plans for the proposed
5,000-seat Fox theatre here have been
dropped, it is understood.

Arthur, FoxEast
"G, ofM^Detroit
Harry C. Arthur, former southern California divisional manager for West Coast
Theatres, has been appointed general manager of Fox holdings from St. Louis east
to the Atlantic seaboard. The rest of the
nation will be handled by Harold B.
Franklin.
The new set-up, formal announcement of
which will be made in a few days, gives
Arthur the Fox Metropolitan Playhouses,
Inc. in New York environs, the Poll circuit in New England, general control over
(Continued on Page 36)
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American Slurs Facing Wasli-Up as
Foreign Lands Pusii Talking Films
" a

Hollfjuood Producern Worried;
Piiblicitu Outlay May
Be Dead Loss

Too Much to Expect?
Tiike it from the
Towo
Crier
scrt'on ao t ress is MiinK her hiisli and
for divorce on the Kfiunds of mental
trueltv.
And
\V alter Winehell
reports the
rumor irt ditini^ her hushand with
(o
n
tt-niptinK
lake
the pee\e(l
wife
memorize the iilphabet.

W eeks Discovers
U. S. Talkers Not

1

|
1

at-

Popular Abroad
There is a detinite demand and stipulation
in foreign countries for talkers in their own
lanijuages. George \V. Weeks, executive
vice-president of Sono Art-World Wide
Pictures, told Motion Picture News upon his return to Xew
York
from
Europe.

if"^

'^C^H

George w. Weeks

"Even
England,"
he
^aid, "has deep feelings
I'U this subject, although
to a considerable
measure American talkers are
acceptable to the British.
But in France. Germany
and
Spain
the idea of
getting
American - made
\orsions
of talkers
in
their language
is quite
distasteful to them. This
feeling
is
growing
stronger
and
more
in-

tense every day."
There is strong interest abroad
regarding the coming of wide film, and distributors and exhibitors are all waiting to hear
that it is past the experimental stage and
available to all types of houses for practical
showings on a wide scale, he said.

Garson Unit Leaves to
Make Film in Borneo
Hollywootl — Uiiiversal's expedition to
Borneo, headed by Harry Garson, has left
on the tirst lap of the trip which will wind
up in the jungles of that country to tilm
"Ourang." an original by Fred de Gresac.
Garson originally attempted to obtain independent financing, but eventually made a
deal with Carl Laemmlc for the latter to
produce the picture, with Garson supervising and directing. A production and
technical staff of about 15 are making the
trip, with Dorothy Janis going along as the
lone player. Complete laboratory and sound
equipment is being carried. A yacht has
been chartered for several months, and will
serve as permanent living quarters for the
troupe while the picture is beinp made.
Isadore Bernstein is making the trip in
the capacity of story editor, while Julius
Bernheim goes along as business manager.
Lewis Physioc will be first cameraman.

Hollywood — Wash-up slated for a nnmi)er of American stars in foreign-languase
countries, with the consecjuent junking of
the money spent for the advertising and exploitation of these players in the countries
concerned, is a source of worry to producers.
This worry is being accentuated by the
speeding of plans for domestic production
of talkers in foreign-language countries,
which see in the talker development a golden opportunity to rehabilitate the home industries.
The foreign language countries will not
tolerate dubbing, in most instances, it is asserted, so that players must be secured who
can talk foreign languages, or the market
ignored, outside English-speaking countries.

Anderson To Make Two
Yearly for Universal
John Murray Anderson will make two
pictures yearly under terms of his long term
contract with Carl Laemmle, Universal
president. He will contribute two to the
1930-31 program. Anderson is abandoning
stage work in favor of pictures. Anderson,
who devised and directed "The King of
Jazz." will go to his Newfoundland home
for a vacation after run of the picture and
then go to Universal Citv.

Kane Heads Paramount
Production in Europe
Paris — Rol)ert T. Kane has been appointed general production manager for Paramount in Europe and will have charge of
production of the company's foreign-language talkers. Jesse L. Lasky, it is reported, recently signed Eisenstein. Russian director, to make pictures for Paramount at
Hollywood. It had been rumored that Douglas Fairbanks was to sign the director.

Typical

James V. ("Jimmie") I{r\son. managing dir«'ct<(r
in London,
sentof a rniversal's
2,000-word interest^
cable to
his London head(|uarters rovering the
rave.s on "All ({uiet On the Western
Front." On "Kin^ of Jazz" he sent a
.3r)0-word cable to spread the good
news

to the

English

for( <•.

Stars of Future
To Be Linguists,
Says Arthur Loew
Prominent stars who can speak English
only can get by for the present, in the
opinion of Arthur Loew, head of the M-GM foreign department, who says the situation will obtain until talkers are made in
all languages. Loew returned last week from
Europe,
where he studied the foreign-language
situation.
M-G-M will make all
its foreign-language talkers on the Coast, for the
present at least, planning
German, French, Spanish and Italian pictures.
Whether a particular
picture is made in any or
all of these languages
Arthur Loew
will depend upon the
story material.
At the present time, says Loew, 8U per
cent of a picture's gross is obtained from
English-speaking countries. However, he
doubts that the 80-20 ratio will remain the
same, in view of the domestic production
planned in foreign countries.
Outstanding pictures will click in nonEnglish speaking countries, Loew believes,
but the average picture will not mean much.
Even in silent days, he points out. this situation obtained, "Ben Hur" grossing 30
times as much as an average silent.

French Playwright in N.Y.
To Write for M-G-M

Rogell Forms Own Unit;
Making 4 for Tiffany

Jacques Deval, French playwright, under
contract to M-G-M is in New York and
will leave for the Coast next week.

.W Rogell, after 16 years of activity in
various branches of production for several
producers, including Universal, RKO and
First National, has turned producer and will
make a number of his own pictures, at least
four of which will be distributed by Tififany.

Next!
That barber shop for executives in
the Warner Brothers' offices will never
be allowed to stand on the books
-solely as expense, says Frank Brady
in Motion Picture Classic. Sooner or
later the company will use it as a
set for an all-talking, all-singeing
production.

the production,
to
be Although
made in Hawaii,
is slated "Aloha
to be hisOe,"
initial
effort, he may delay long enough to take
some shots at the Gramercy studio in New
York for '"Master of Men."
Abe Meyer, who recently resigned from
Paramount's music department, has signed
with the Rogell company and will have complete charge of all music and synchronization.
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Production of Talker Serials to be
Resumed;
Two Companies Plan Nine
'v
;

Reversing
Sales
Meet
Decision, to Make 4;
Mascot, 5
The serial, standby of small towns in
silent days, is not to be cast into the discard, as has been indicated, for at least two
firms will continue making talker serials.
These companies are Universal and Mascot
Pictures, the latter an independent producer headed by Nat Levine.
Contrary to belief at the Universal sales
convention, the company is to continue
serial production and will make four chapter plays for the 1930-31 season. The first
one is to be "The Indians Are Coming," a
12-episode serial which goes into production next month, with Tim McCoy and Allene Ray co-starred. Henry McRae will
direct. The others will be "Big Circus,"
in ten episodes; "Fingerprints" by Arthur
B. Reeve in ten episodes ; and "Mutiny," a
sea serial in twelve episodes.
Mascot, which pioneered in the talker
serial field, intends to make five serials for
1930-31, according to Levine.
At the Universal convention, a poll of
sentiment on the question of serials showed
that only the southern and western managers favored continuance of the chapterplay.

Tryon Contract
Renewal by "U''
Hanging Fire
Universal City — No decision has been
reached by Universal as yet on proposed
renewal of Glenn Tryon's contract. Tryon
was not down for any pictures in the 15
announced at the New York sales convention. Contracts of Myrna Kennedy, Joseph
Schildkraut and Nancy Torres are not being renewed. Ivan St. Johns is being relieved of his post as director of studio publicity and named assistant to Carl Laemmle,
Tr. Milton S. Howe has succeeded him.

Film Pirandello Plays?
Berlin — Opton on four plays by Luigi
I'irandello has been secured by Jesse L.
Lasky, who says he will try to induce the
playwright to go to Hollywood to write
originals.

The Warner Directorial, Writing and Music Staff

First row, left to right: Lou Silvers, Sid Silvers, Bobby Dolan, Archie Cottier, Leo Forbstein,
Sam H. Stept, Darryl Zanuck, associate executive, Robert Crawford, Sidney D. Mitchell, Al Bryan,
Alan Crosland and Lloyd Bacon. Second row, left to right: Walter O'Keefe, Joe Burke, George Meyer,
Eddie Ward, Erno Rapee, Bud Green, Arthur Franklin, Michael Curtiz, Charles Kenyan, Cyril Hume,
F. Hugh Herbert, Roy Del Ruth and J. Grubb Alexander. Top row, left to right: A. P. Waxman,
Walter Anthony, Howard Smith, Perry Verkroff, Lucian Hubbard, Arthur Caesar, John AdolH, Robert
Milton, Joe Jackson, Harvey Thew, Al Green, Ray Enright, Gordon Rigby and Rex Taylor,

United Artists'
Twenty Outlined
By Al Lichtman

Comedy Series

Twenty pictures will be released by
United Artists in 1930-31. The revised
schedule was issued following the return
from the Coast of Al Lichman, distribution
chief.

Hollywood — Lloyd Hamilton will make
12 comedies for the 1930-31 Educational
program. In addition, he will appear in
"Are You There?" Fox feature which is
to star Beatrice Lille. The arrangements

The first picture will be Gloria Swanson's
"What a Widow," to be released July 5.
Allan Dwan directed from a story by Josephine Lovett. Lew Cody and Owen Moore
head the supporting cast, which includes
Margaret Livingston and Buster West. It
will be followed by "Raffles," starring Ronald Colman, released July 26. Colman will
make a second film for release Jan. 10.
"Lottery Bride" is the title of Arthur
Hammerstein's first film, which may have
pre-release runs at advanced prices in a few
cities. Paul Stein directed a cast including
Jeanette McDonald, Joe E. Brown, Zasu
Pitts, Robert Chisholm, Joseph Macauley,
John Gar rick, Harry Gribbon and Max
Davidson. Rudolph Friml composed the
music.

were concluded
by AlWilliam
S. Keller,
the star's
business
manager.
Jobelman
has

Cantor in "Whoopee"
Eddie Cantor in ''Whoopee," first Samuel GoldwynFlorenz Ziegfeld film, is the fourth done in Technicolor with the original cast intact. It includes Ethel
Shutta, Paul Gregory, Chief Caupolican, Eleanor Hunt,
Albert Hackett and George Olsen and His Music.
Ziegfeld is in Hollywood supervising the picture.
"Abraham Lincoln," with Walter Huston in the
title role, is a D. W. Griffith film, first all-talking
pioduction. In the cast are Una Merkel, Kay Hammond, Jason Robards, Ian Keith, Ralph Lewis, Hobarl
Bosworth, John .St. Polis, Frank Campeau and Helen
Ware. Stephen Vincent Benet wrote the story and
dialogue.
Harold Bell Wright's "Eyes of the World," being
directed
by Henry
King Una
for Inspiratit/n
I'ictures.
will
be released
Oct. 18.
Merkel, John
Holland,
Nance
Ferna Andra and Brandon Hurst are
in the O'Neill,
cast.

Services Held for Abrams
Funeral services were held during the
week for Charles Abrams who died on
Monday at the age of 56. Abrams was
identified with P. A. Powers when the latter was operating Equity Pictures some
years ago.

Hamilton Cast
With Lille in

Norma

Making "Deception"

Norma Talmadge in "Deception" will have in her
supporting cast Conrad Nagel, William Farnum,
Hobart Bosworth, Ullrich Haupt, Allison Skipworth,
Blanche Friderici and Cissy Fitzgerald. Sam Taylor
is directing this David Belasco play. It will be released Nov. 8.
Mary Pickford's "Forever Yours" was adapted by
Benjamin Glazer from the play by Rudolf Beiser and

been signed as Hamilton's press representative.
May Edington. Marshall Neilan is directing. Kenneth MacKenna, Don Alvarado, Ian MacLaren and
Charlotte Walker are in the supporting cast. It will
be released Nov. 29.
"Whispers" follows "Alibi" in the group of Roland
West-Chester
Morris pictures. Release date is set
lor
Dec. 20.

Laye Makes

Debut

Evelyn Laye, English musical comedy star, makes
her American film debut in a Goldwyn production.
Louis Bromfield is writing an original story for her.
Tentative title is "Her Glorious Affair." It will be
all-Technicolor
and will be released Jan. 31.
Irving Berlin will make his debut as a producer
with "Lucky Break." He has composed eight new
songs for this picture, which is not a revue. It will
be in Technicolor and is scheduled for release Feb. 2L
Delwhich
Rio will
One" It
withis
a Dolores
second in
she follow
will do "The
some Bad
singing.
to be released Mar. 14.

Gloria Swanson's Second
Gloria .Swanson's second picture will be released
DeSylva, Brown and Henderson, song writers, will
make a picture for release April 25.
Joan Bennett becomes a United Artists star this
April'not
4. been
year
and
appears
in "'Smilin' Thru." The release date
has
determined.
Charlie Chaplin's "City Lights." almost completed
now, will be released this season as a synchronized
film, without dialogue. Chaplin reverts to the hilarioiis
antics of his earlier period in this comedy. Virginia
Cherrill and Harry Myers are in the cast.

Jolson in "Sons o' Guns"
Al Jolson's first vehicle as a United Artists star
will be ".Sons o' Guns," New York stage hit. It will
go into production
in September.
"Hell's Angels" has been completed and is to be
released generally after its $2 showings, which Sid
(Jrauman will supervise. Ben Lyon. James Hall. Jean
Haartman Jane
are Winton,
in the cast.
Harlow,
Thelma
"Sea Dogs." an original by
will be filmed this summer. It
be made entirely in Technicolor

Todd and Carl 'V'on
John W. Considine,
is a comedy and will
and at sea.
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]Maiui*^i r ol Piiblix
Circuit ill N. E.
M. J. Miillm, who has hccii division manager for l'ul)lix in tlie Northwest ever since
the circuit took over Finkelstein & Ruben's
holdings, has been named division manager
lor New England. He succeeds J. J. Fitzgibbons, who has been appointed general
manager in Canada for Paramount Publix.
L. J. Ludwig has been named to succeed
MuUin at Minneapolis, with M. L. Gowthorpe succeeding Ludwig as cost control
executive. T. X. Jones, who has been
Govvthorpe's assistant, succeeds him as accounting department executive.

Foreign Force Arriving
For Paramount Meeting
John W. Hick>. Jr.. general manager ot
the Paramount organization for .Australia,
together with Mrs. Hicks and their son.
have arrived in New York on their annual
visit to the Paramount home office. Another Paramount foreign representative to
arrive is Clarence C. Margon of Mexico
City, general manager of the Paramount
organization for Mexico and Central America. They will attend the Paramount convention at Atlantic City.
Other foreign representatives who will
attend the convention are : Andre Ullmann.
manager of the Paramount, Paris : Isaac
Collins. Newcastle. England, district manager; D. Gilpin, branch manager at Leeds.
England ; Oswald Cohen. London branch
manager, and Norman \\'ilde, head salesman. Manchester, England, branch.

May Return to Paramount
Monta Hell, just resigned as a supervisor
for Paramount in the East, may return
later to direct "Skippy." He is now on
his way to Honolulu for a rest.
Studio gossip has it that poor health,
plus difficulties over story treatments and
selections, led to his resignation.

Concentrating in N. Y.
Policy of Publix to operate all of its
theatres via direct control from New York
brin.gs John Balaban of B. and K. here in
the fall. From his office at Publix headquarters he will handle operations in Chicago and Detroit.

to

(i'> Features
Planned
Hut Klasticitif Is
Slated to Prevail

Well. Mr. Lasky?
Iloljx H o(«l-.)ess«- I.. I,a->k> stale-:
"■^e.-irs spent in stud>ing thi- reactions
of

l-llastic production i)olicy of ParamountI'ublix will be continued in 1929-30, Motion
PicTLKK Nkws learns, with between 60 and
()5 pictures slated to comprise the production schedule. The line-up for the new year
IS to be outlined starting next Friday at th*
I'aramount sales convention at .Atlantic
City. The convention continues from Friday to Monday.
Under the policy, adopted this year. Paramount-Publix will shape its program to fit
the market's needs as the season progresses.
On the 1929-30 program, as an example, 11
|)ictures were dropped and 12 others substituted. This was done because it was
found that changing public tastes dictated
a revision of plans.
The Jack Oakie pictures are a case in
point, the company deciding to star him
when it found he was a good box office bet.
When it was found that there was a definite
trend toward westerns, this type of picture
were substituted for others on the schedule.
The company will pursue a similar course
on its 1930-31 product, it is understood.
Home oflice and production executives,
branch managers and salesmen from the
East, South and Middle West will attend the
.Atlantic City gathering. A second con\ention is to be held for western branch managers and salesinen May 23-26 at San Fran-

Schulberg Here
B. P. Scluiiberg has .irrived in New
\'ork and is slated to attend the Atlantic
City and San I'Vancisco conventions of Paramount-Publix.

The Chevalier Rash
Women first
began
to It's
fall spreading.
for the infectious
Frenchman
when "Innocents of Paris" hit the
market, despite the creaky story
which introduced him. Hut with "The
Love Parade," the collective sighs of
damsels, younn and old, all over the
land crystallized into what threatened
to become a national ei)idemic.
Now destined
his third,
J'ond."
seems
to "The
start Hig
the female
contingents raving all over again.
For in it. Chevalier is immensely
clever and vastly amusing.
One of T/ie Insiders caught it the
other night. What with the delighted
chuckles of the women in the immediate vicinity and the hee-haws of the
men. the reviewing job became one
tough affair.
Not the least important incident of
the event was the gracefully poised
performance of Claudette Colbert as
the
targetexude
of Chevalier's
He may
S. .V. for love-making.
the women,
but Miss Colbert is no slouch where
the men are concerned.
That gal is headed straight for the
marquee
lights.
KANN

public opinion ha\c
ducers to the k'nd of

right

thinking

p«-ople

educated proentertainment

most

desire."

OiiUiiicKKOsaO
At II<)llv>MM)(l
Sales xMeeling
RKO's 36 pictures for the 1930-31 season
are to be outlined at the annual sales convention which starts May 21 at the company's Hollywood studios. Talks by President Joseph I. Schnitzer, William Le Baron,
vice-president in charge of production, and
Lee ^Iarcus, vice-president in charge of distribution, are among those scheduled. Inspection tours of the studio and receptions
by the stars are being arranged.

Allied Poll to Decide
Fate of 5-5-5 Confab
(Contitiucd

from

Page

13)

ducting a poll of Allied board members to
determine future course of the association
respecting the 5-5-5 conferences.
Myers charged that in the last few weeks
there have been a series of attacks against
the association and its members "so obviously inspired by the Hays office that we
are reluctantly forced to conclude that Mr.
Hays doesn't want peace in our industry, at
least so far as the exhibitors are conMyers cited an article alleging that H.
M. Richey. general manager of the Michicerned."
gan exhibitor unit, with a group of promoters is trying to imload $250,000 worth
of stock in order to produce a talker version
of "Ten Nights in a Barroom." The article continues with the following comment
attributed
to alow"Haysite"':
"Funds get
in some of these political
exhibitor organizations. Myers is starting
his trade paper and Al Steffes wants Publix to give him a theatre, so it looks like
the Michigan lieutenant figures his best "in"
is to become a producer."

Big Four Closes Deals
C. A. Schultz of Midwest Film Distri'butors. Kansas City, and L. L. Mills of First
Graphic Exchange. Buffalo and Albany,
have acquired distribution in their respective territories of the output of Big Four
Filmer westerns
Corp.. New
A'ork,comedy
comprising
six talkand two
features.
The
dealers were closed by C. A. Stinison, Big
Four vice-president.
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ERPI, Phonofilm, Photophone Lease
Outdoor Sound Equipment for Summer
Airdromes as Opposish to Theatres; Lessees Must Be
Clients
Sound reproducing equipment will be
leased to exhibitors for use in open air theatres or for outdoor shows by Electrical
Research Products, RCA-Photophone and
General Talking Pictures. The lease will
be for a minimum of 13 weeks with option
to purchase, and the rental made retroactive
in case of purchase of tlie regular ten-year
contract.
Each of the three companies stipulate that
the proposed lessee must be a user of its
equipment in his all-year-around theatre.
The oi¥er is expected to result in extension of airdromes and outdoor shows this
summer. Heretofore, the door was practically closed to them, due to the cost of
installation but the new short term lease
proposition hurdles this obstacle.
The open air theatre will give "far better
sound" than the indoor house, according to
Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of Phonofilm.

Smith's Fox V, P, Reward
For Bringing in Clarke
Courtland Smith, former general manager
of Fox Movietone News, is officially back in
the Fox fold with an impending title of vicepresident of the film company. No duties
have been assigned him as yet.
The appointment is construed as recognition for bringing Harley L. Clarke into
the negotiations which culminated when the
latter bought William Fox's voting stock
and thereby assumed control of both Fox
Film and Fox Theatres. While Smith was
interesting Clarke on the one hand, A. C.
Blumenthal was persuading Fox it might be
a good idea to sell.
Smith found himself outside the company
fold in the days following formation of the
voting trust agreement of December 3 under
terms of which Fox, Harry L. Stuart and
John E. Otterson were to bring the Fox
enterprises out of their then financial maze
and into the clear. He has aligned himself
with the group headed by Winnie Sheehan
which had signed the now famous round
robin letter calling upon Fox to observe the
trusteeship agreement later broken on the
ground that the other two trustees had not
kept faith. This action is reported to have
led to Smith's dismissal.

Tihhett-Moore Team
Hollywood — Lawrence Tibbett and Grace
Moore are to be teamed by M-G-M in "The
Jack Conway will direct.
New Moon."

More Worry
Adaptation of indoor portable .sound
reproducing equipment to outdoor
theatres during the summer months
is on a rapid increase, spurred on
by arrival of warm weather. Parks,
golf clubs, amusement parks and other
gatherings are expected to utilize the
new factor of entertainment to an extent which spells worry for exhibitors.

Billboard
Anti-Trust
Case Pending

Los Angeles — No date has been set for the trial of the
Foster & Kleiser Co., et al, on charges of violation of the
Sherman anti-trust law in billboard advertising. An order
is asked by the Department of Justice directing the defendants to divest themselves of all interest in the Lafon
System, Inc., Los Angeles, which they are alleged to have
taken over. The complaint charges the defendants with
having established a virtual monopoly in the outdoor advertising business along the Pacific Coast.

W. C. to Build
Fox 1930-31 List
Ten Houses in
Cut to 48; Sales
Pacific N. W.
Meeting on Coast
{ContiuKed frovi Page 22)
Grandeur and Foxcolor are to play an
important part in next season's Fox program, the sales force will be told. Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general
manager, leaves next week for the Coast.
The convention special is to leave New
York May 22.
One picture
of the Bennett,
48, ''Common
starring
Constance
alreadyClay,"
has
been completed on the Coast. Others, including Raoul Walsh's "The Big Trail,"
and De Sylva, Brown & Henderson's "Just
Imagine," are in production.
Janet Gaynor will be starred in three
productions, in each one of which she will
have a different leading man, and in a
fourth, "Oh, For A Man," with Charles
Farrell. Janet's leading men in the other
three productions will be John Garrick,
Frank Albertson and Edmund Lowe.

Portland — Fox West Coast evidently intends safeguarding its position against
Warners or anyone else who may come
along. Ten theatres are to be built in this
territory at a total cost of $2,000,000. Howard Sheehan, vice-president of West Coast,
passed the word along while here.

Calexico Set
Calexico, Cal. — A 1,050 seat house is
planned here by West Coast. The cost will
be $100,000. Perrine and Renfro are architects.

Building Six Exchanges
At least five, and possibly six, new exchange buildings will be erected by Fox.
The five are Dallas, Philadelphia, Kansas
City, Pittsburgh and Portland, and the
sixth Cleveland.

Farrell To Make Five
Charles Farrell will appear in five productions, including "Oh, For A Man," "Man
Who Came Back," with Louise Huntington ;''The Princess and The Plumber" with
Maureen O'Sullivan; "Liliom" (temporary
title) with Paul Muni, Rose Hobart, Estelle
Taylor and others, and "He And She" with
Joyce Compton.
Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe will
lie seen together in "Women of All Nations" as Flagg and Quirt, respectively.
McLaglen will appear in three others. Edmund Lowe who stars in John Ford's "Born
Reckless," will also be starred in three
other productions.
Warner Baxter will appear in four productions: "Their Mad Moment" in which
Luana Alcaniz, recently signed, will be included in the cast; "Renegade" with Luana
Alcaniz, El Brendel, Kenneth MacKenna,
and Warren Hymer ; "The Cisco Kid," with
Joyce Compton, Luana Alcaniz, J. M. Kerand "The SpiFrank Albertson,
der"riganwithand Marguerite
Churchill, Lee Tracy
and Humphrey Bogart.
Will Rogers will be starred in two productions, a modern adaptation of Mark
Twain's "Connecticut Yankee" and another
that will go into work as "See America

First."

Fifi Dorsay will appear in three productions and Marjorie White in four. El
Brendel will appear in four productions
while Lois Moran will be seen in three, according to the present assignments.
George O'Brien will star in Zane Grey's
"Last Of The Duanes" with Lucile Browne,
Myrna Loy, Walter McGrail, Frank Campeau, James Bradbury, Jr., and others, and
in ''Every Inch A Man" with Marguerite
Churchill playing opposite.
Ten salesmen and five bookers will make
the convention trip to Movietone City. Original y, ithad been planned to take but five
salesmen, but individual records chalked up
induced Grainger to increase the number to
ten from five. Individual sales performances were the basis on which the trip
awards were made.
The salesmen are: Tom Jennings, Boston ;Herndon Edmond, Washington ; Anthony Ricci, New York; A. Knapp, Detroit; Sam Wheeler, Pittsburgh; David
Davidson, Cleveland; R. A. Higdon, Kansas City; Harold Loeb, Chicago; H. Gottlieb and A. Reigelman. Des Moines. The
bookers are: F. J. Kelly, Philadelphia;
Sam Berg, Boston; Ben Dare, Denver;
Frank Hanna, Pittsburgh, and Louis Dreher, Chicago.
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lo Accept
Expected
Big Producers
70 mm As Standard Wide Film Size
Golden Honored
\N a-liinnlon— N. I>. <ii'ltl»ri. «t tlu( omiiurii- l)»'|)t.'> M. r. DiNi^ion. was
pri'st-nti'd with a «•>!<• nudal l)> tho
rrojiclion \(l\is<)r> Coiiiuil, Idt l^i■^
work in riirllu'rinu projoci ion. Tho
prt'-^onlation "a'^ made l)\ Sen. l)a\i(l
I. Walsh, ol MaNsailuisi-tts. <in thtsteps of fhi- \Nliilt' llousf.

Voliiine Control
From ^Oiit Front'
Urged for Exhibs
Washington — Exhibitors are all wet in
their present method of controlling sound
volume from the projection booth by projection operators, the Projection Committee
of the S.M.P.E. stated in its semi-annual
convention report.
L. M. Townsend, chairman of the committee, revealed tindings of a survey, which
favored control of volume directly from the
auditorium, where laughter and applause
may be immediately coped with, and which
the projectionist is usually unaware of in
a sound-proof booth.
Townsend's committee urged exhibitors to
adopt the new method for better sound
results, and suggested that, wherever possible, the theatre engage a trained technician
who has a sense of showmanship and an
appreciation of music to operate the volume
control. A new fader was presented by
Donald Whiting, of Fox-Heart newsreel.
Whiting claims the device will satisfactorily
allow for a changeover from the old booth
method to the new system.

Definite Action to Be Taken
by Major Companies in
Near Future
Washington— Inability of leading producing interests to get together on a standard
size wide film for the entire industry, which
has led to a halt in this new development,
will be dclinitely straightened out soon.
Working with the Society of M. P. EngiiRcrs, representatives of major companies
are untangling the mess brought about by
radical dirference> of opinion among studio
technicians regarding a standard size. In
the near future, they will make their decision, and, MoTio.M Picture News learns,
it will be the acceptance of 70 nun. by all
companies. Sixty-five nmi. is still being
fought for by certain interests, which are
expected to be over-ruled.
It is understood that ail major companies
have agreed to abide by decision of the
committee.
When standardization is affected, a general spurt toward final development of apparatus, and the elimination of "bugs" from
the mechanism will be made. W'ithin a
year first wholesale steps in the changeover
from 35 mm. to 70 will have been launched.
Practically all technical lab development
work was brought to a halt until definite
action is agreed upon by all producers.

To Award Annual Medal
To Engineering Leader
Washington — Annual award of
or placque to the engineer doing
for progress of film science will be
the S.M.P.E. Initial presentation
uled for the Fall meeting.

a medal
the most
made by
is sched-

One Non-Theat. Installed
Washinntoii— I'hf llotrliki^s School
in Connecticut is the only non-theatrical institution on record as having
sound equipment, (i. K. .Matthews told
the S..M.IM';. convention in his "I'roKrcss Iteport." .Another school in New
Jerst'V is wiring, he stalfd.

340 Tiinrs More
Life Claimed for
All Sound Prints
Washington — Xew revolving lens wheel
projector discussed by Arthur J. Holman.
New England electrical engineer, at the
S. M. P. E. convention, is ready for marketing. Holman stated that a tie-up will
be made with a national projector organization, which will sell the device at appro.ximately the same price of standard makes.
Holman told Motion Pictl're News that
his new machine will enable a sound print
to run 500 times, as against the present average of 60 screenings, and a proportionate
better performance with silent prints. Strain
on film is said to be greatly alleviated by
the niechanism.
The projector, a continuous non-intermittent movement, has 16 lenses which, the inventor claims, can be manufactured inexpensively bya new method for grinding and
polishing.
Holman brought his laboratory full-sized
model machine to the Wardman Park auditorium to demonstrate working mechanism
to S.M.P.E. members. He screened a tworeel Technicolor subject successfully.

S. M. P. E, Delegates at Spring Confab in Washington
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On the S. M* P* E* Siddines
By JAMES
ND. ("Nate") Golden, U. S. Dept. of Coni• merce (M. P. Division) attache, worked
as industriously as any S. M. P. E. committee
or convention chairman. "Nate" arranged for
the boys to shake hands with his big boss, Mr.
Hoover, on the White House lawn, and concluded arrangements for the 33-station radio
hookup which brought speeches of Will H.
Hays, C. Francis Jenkins, Wm. P. Connery,
Jr., and John I. Crabtree over Columbia Broadcasting time Wednesday night during the big
banquet.

* *

*

Golden made the Wardinan Park Hotel his
headcfnarters during the four-day confab, despite the fact that his hom^ is hut fii'e blocks
from the hotel. Just a regular guy.
Big producer-distributors made strong bids to
outdo each other in making the delegates happy.
Open house was declared at Warners' Earle,
Metropolitan and Ambassador, at Fox's, and
at Loew's Palace and Columbia, and RKO's
Keith, all down town theatres where members
and their wives were admitted without charge.

* *

*

Harley L. Clarke, Fox chief, assigned 20
performers to entertain at the banquet, and,
not content with that, sent this wire :
"How can I be of further assistance to the
S. M. P. E. convention and its delegates?"
Monday morning saw a stiff race between
the A^. Y. Herald-Tribune and Empeenews, to
reach the "studious" engineers with "hot" news
of the day. Of course, the Herald ran second.
General Theatre Equipment arranged to have
copies of the latter sheet at the doorstep of all
Mrs. C. Francis Jenkins entertained the better
hah'cs at a Imicheon at her home on Tuesday.
RCA and International Projector spent six
grand in rigging up the Wardman Park little
theatre with sound reproducing apparatus.
Each outfit had men on the job for seven days
during installation wiring. Washington operators' local sent along a crew — and forgot the
bill. First occurrence of its kind on record,
'tis said.

* *

*

Tiffany presented "Journey's End" on Monday. And Fox sent along McCormack's "Song
o' My Heart" for Sunday showing to the delegates.
* * *
J. n. Kurlander, of Westinghouse Lamp at
Bloomfiekl, N. J., is successor to Robert S.
Burnap, RCA lab man from Harrison, N. J.,
who resigned the secretaryship because he found
plenty to do at the Radiotron plant when he
was assigned new duties.
Let's hope the medical films will not influence
the boys to the extent that backyard cats will
be found mysteriously
* *chopped-up.
*
Carl Gregory, pal of many S. M. P. E. members, wired congrats from dear 'ol Lunnon,
where he is now engaged in digging up the
dirt on statistical facts in the film engineering
field which he will present in a paper at the
Fall meet.
I-'rank Woods sent his best from Hollyzvood
and shipped Ralph Townsend from the Gold
Coast to watch
things for the Academy
of
M. P. A 'ts and Sciences.
* * *
.Smilir ', P. A. McGuire, International Projector Cirp., New York, arrived just about 12
hours late. The reason — oh, well, ask "Mac."

P. CUNNINGHAM

—

C. Francis
one ofto the
of
television,
wasJenkins,
called upon
read"fathers"
his paper,
and before he alighted from the platform, the
house roared with thunderous applause. The
reason: Jenkins was founder and first president
of the society.

WIDE
film not only has big producers worried, but non-theat companies as well.
.Sound kicked the hole out of the bucket in the
educational held and the recuperation period
was just about to commence, when wide film
came along to mess up things again.

Mrs. Walter Prosser, wife of Col. W. E.
Prosser,
graciously
performed
the duties of
* *
hostess to delegates' * wives.

Major-General Herbert B. Crosby opened the
sessions with a warm H'ord of welcome.

Bill Kunzman, of Cleveland, spent half of
National Carbon's profits for the next year in
arranging entertainment features. Bill agrees
that being chairman of arrangements is not a
soft berth.

If the big chiefs had as much trouble securing action in the technical labs as reporters
have in getting yarns from these engineering
boys, it would be just too bad for the industry.

* *

* *

*

*

* *

*

W. C. {"Bill") Kunzman. National Carbon,
Cleveland, piloted arrangements — social and
otherimsc — for the convention. A perfect job.
Bill, nicely handled.

Will Whitmore, genial "ERPT' Neiv York
home office man, kept the neivshounds well
oiled — unth stories. Will is chairman of the
publicity cofnmittee and picked a tough job
ivhen he called in the Washington reporters.
Those birds aren't news-satisfied unless you
give them a tip-off on a tariff' fight, or a Hoover
fishing trip. Jtist unenlhusiastic about engineers.

Franklin S. Irby, of McGraw-Hill, a nonmember of the motion picture industry, told
the delegates a good deal more about recent
and future economic changes than most of the
learned professors of* films
* * realized had existed.

Sound has brought into the Society in recent months many young engineers — most of
them nice fellows, Isut a few there are who
take things entirely too seriously — sez we.

Sound films of Wm. De Mille, Harley
Clarke, David Sarnoff. George Eastman and
others zvcre one of the many banquet high* * *
lights.

Late Tuesday night — or we should say in
Ihe wee hours of Wednesday morning — a group
of "ERPl" and RCA technicians set out to see
the town. One of the RCA men started a discussion about the "superiority" of RCA product and lab wen over ERPI's — the result zvas a
verbal battle ivhich continued long after effects of the sightseeing had worn off. To
amicably settle things they decided both companies were the "best" in the field.
Arthur Dickinson and Burt New, both of the
Hays staff, were on hand as M. P. P. D. A.
representatives. Burt manages the Washington
office.

Meeting the Great
Washington — Many S.M.P.E. engineers and their wives, unfamiliar
with ways of the White House, gave
more thought to the anticipation of
meeting President Hoover than to
food and sleep. They drew elaborate
mental pictures of the exciting moment when Hoover would extend his
broad hand, and with a pleasing
smile, ask: "Why, how are you, Mr.
and Mrs. So and So?"
BUT — and a big but — when the time
came for the society to meet Al
Smith's old sparring partner, and the
hundreds of delegates and their
women folks were assembled on the
White House lawn, breathlessly awaiting the arrival, certain faces were
seen to register keen disappointment.
And all because the President did not
shake hands with anyone, spending
less than two minutes to pose with
the gang for the camera boys. He
probably meets a dozen convention
bodies every day, and has grown callous to back slapping. Or it may be
he was worried over the hot Senate
fight over his appointee, Judge Parker
to the Supreme Court.

* *

*

The boys gave a big hand to Glenn Matthews, Kodak research exec, for his splendid
presentation of the semi-annual report on "Progress in the Industry." Matthews gave the
members a treat with film and slide demonstrations of new steps in engineering science.
A meriber of the McGraw-Hill organization,
technical publishers, began to distribute copies
of the paper on economic changes in the busitiess read by F. S. Irby. Public distribution
of papers before their appearance in the S. M.P. E. "Journal," of course, is taboo — and when
the powers that be saw what zvas happening,
fur began to fly — and how!
C. A. Morrison, of Eastman's school films
department, was suddenly stricken ill before
his departure from Kodak Park, and, as a
result, his paper on a camera study of sprinters
board.
in the 100-yard dash did not go up on the

* *

*

Richard ("Dick") Brady, Eastman Kodaker
in New York, led a strong E-K contingent to
IVashington.
"Jimmy" Cameron held the spot among a
group . of oldtimers who sat up all Tuesday
night discussing the days that were. Cameron
told the boys of the old battles between Powers
and Simplex, long before Harley Clarke entered the field and eliminated a keen competitive situation which continuously kept both
companies broke. Clarke's solution was simple : merger of both companies.

* *

*

George Mitchell, Mitchell Camera Co.. and
E. C. Richardson, Molc-Richardon. attended
the meet as representatives of the Pacific Coast
section.

* * *

M. W. Palmer, Paramount stu<lio man in the
East, one of the challengers of Maker's assertions, pointed out an interesting fact concerning the advance in quality sound reproduction.
(Continued on Page 33)
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65,000 Houses in Russia by '33 in
Plan lo Capture Place in Film Sun
Sound less, ( UUorless
WashinKloii— Altli(>iiKl\ l)<>th souiul
and color in Uu>sia Iuim' |)a■^sl•(l llustajif of lluMirclical (li--iussion>. and
lal)orator> rt-srarch, hoth laclors havt'
as vol iaili'd to iii(l(lil)l> iniprt-ss
Sovii'l in(lu>tr>. aciordinj; lo I.. I.
Monosson, who told llu- S.M.I'. K. convt'ntion (li'lonalt's that not a >ini:lf
color conipanN has started artiial prodiKtioii, ai\d only a few do/i-n rcproducinj; drvict-s haM- Ufvn niarkfti-d.
Thf >;oMTnnu'nl, hv said, rt'roi;nizfs
the jjroat potent iaiitii-s of sound, particularly in educational
work.

Predictc^l Tilt
On Horn Types
Materializes
Washington — As exclusively stated in
Motion I'kti're News, discussion of horns
and batYlers by T. Maker. RCA-Photophone,
waxed hot on the S.M.P.E. convention Hoor.
Maker's comparison of the two chief types
of loudspeakers used in theatres, was based
on what was said to be actual exf)eriniental
nicasurenients and tests governed frequency
range, iniiforinity of response, radiation of
distribution characteristics, efficiency and inl)ut power capacity.
He contended that the directional baffle
t\pe speaker is superior in freiiuency range
and uniformity of response to the horn type,
although both were the same with respect
to radiation distribution characteristics and
input power capacity. The horn type is
slightly superior to the baffle insofar as
efficiency is concerned, Maker stated.
The experimental measurements and tests
were used to explain, in technical detail, the
greater naturalness of reproduction of both
speech and music in theatres with the directional baffle.
No sooner had Maker completed his
paper, than a dozen reproducing engineers
jumped to the floor to take exception to the
statements. Arguments were heard for
more than an hour on the subject.

Kodak Develops Devices
For Filming Vocal Cords
\\ ashington — New instruments developed
at the Kodak research lab at Rochester for
photographing vocal cords for observation
and experimentation were discussed by C.
Tuttle before the S.M.P.E. convention.
Inaccessibility of the vocal cords has made
it difficult to study them, but the new technique in motion photography eliminates that
condition. It proves, according to the
Kodak technicians, the falsity of some of the
generally accepted theories of vocalization.
Singers, phonetical experts, surgeons,
teachers of the deaf and physicians will
benefit by the discovery, it was pointed out.

Fivi'-Year
Economic
Prof/rarri
of (wovernment Will l*ush
All Industry Factors
Washington — Helieving that America's
supremacy in the uiotion picture field is
largely attributable to the staunch support
of its large, domestic market. Russia will
attempt to develop one of the world's most
important film industries within its own
borders, with 1,610,()()(),()()() people annually
attending 65,349 theatres which the government plans to have in operation by 1932-33.
The total number of houses now showing
films in that country reaches less than
9,700.
The Soviet's five-year plan of economic
development, introduced about one year ago,
will eml)race the film industry and all its
factors, it was revealed by L. I. Monosson,
head of Russia's film agents in New York,
who discussed the inner workings of the
plan before the annual Spring convention
of the .Society of M. P. Engineers.
Eight thousand four hundred theatres
will be built in rural districts. Traveling
theatres will total 20,300; 16,500 schools
will show regularly and urban houses are
expected to reach 1,300. Clubs, especially
workers' clubs, showing
proximate 3,500.

Law Governs

pictures will ap-

Huilding

The Soviet directly controls all film operations in the country, and it is the plan of
government chiefs to force all small farm
regions and municipalities with populations
of 1,000, or more, to provide screen entertainment.
One hundred millions will be spent to
"cinemafy" rural districts, according to
Monosson.
All government producing organizations
will be built up to a point where they can
collectively turn out 1,300 feature films annually. More than 1,000 educational pictures will be made, in addition. Although
the treasury will supply funds for production, the Soviet insists that costs be lowered
in proportion to the yearly increase in feature product between now and 1932-33. Five
months were allotted each unit for production of a feature.

New

Studio Ideas

Washington — New studio now being
built by the Soviet government at
.Mo.scow, will have several unique features. The building is constructed on
an angle so that one end is even with
the ground, enabling easy access to
the plant by automobiles, trucks,
horses, etc., needed
in production.
Two indoor water tanks are contained in the building for under-sea
pictures.
Directors, cameramen, players and
technicians all have separate rooms
for preparation. All movable equipment will be handled in the plant by
means of pulle\s on steel overhead
rails.

[Inexpurfjated Soviet ism
WashinK'lon — L. I. Monossons
S.M.I'.K. pa|)er on "Russian ( inematograph.\ " was the first presentation
of an inside picture of the business
in Russia. Monosson told a representative of .MoriO.N IM( Tl RK NKWS.
Amkino Corp.. oflicial Soviet film
agencs in the I'nited .States, is his
companx .
His paper read ran to such considerable length that several "reminders" were made to cut the discussion
short. This was d<»ne only after J.
Crabtree set a third time deadline.

Ampro to Marked
New '^Non Tlieat"
Projector Line
Washington — Ampro Corp., of Chicago,
will have a new projector for the nontheatrical field. Two models will sell at
$165 and $195, respectively, both running
16 m.m. on automatic rewinds. The latter
is for use on ac. 100 volt. 60 cycle current
only. The smaller machine can be operated
on ac or dc, at 100 to 125 volts, 25 to 6C
cvcles.

Weber Sells Disc Device
At $150 for Small House
Weber Machine Lorpuralion inn\ i.-, marketing a new model low cost disc equipment
to sell at $150 per pair for turntables, pickups and change-over faders. .-\udak or
I->la pick-ups are furnished as optional
e(]uipment.
The new unit is being sold under the
name of Syncrodisk Junior. It is a compact, simplified design of the Syncrodisk
equipment which Weber has been manufacturing I'or some time. In otifering the
junior model the company states it has in
mind the small theatre, the country town
theatre, town hall or grange hall where
pictures are shown regularly or only occasionally.

Lab Methods Discussed
AtWashington
Engineers*
Convention
— 1 w u new method.- for tlie

film laboratory were discussed in papers
read before the S. M. P. E. by M. W.
Palmer. Paramount Eastern studios, and R.
P. Loveland, Kodak Research lab.

Palmer's has to do with a new system of
timing negative, while a method for the
determination of exposure in cinematogra[)hy was developed by Loveland.
Another lab paper was on the boards and
detailed some printing problems affecting
sound quality. J. Crabtree authored the
latter.

Motion
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Trouble Ahead for Theatres, Studios
When Nat'l Electric Code Is Revised
Committees Now Working Out
New Rules to Govern Sound
Installations
Washington — Radical electrical and technical changes will be ordered by local
fire and electrical inspection departments
throughout the United States, when the
National Fire Protection Association adopts
a new set of rules governing wiring and
installation of sound equipment in theatres
and studios, and in laboratories.
J. R. Manheimer, of E-J Electric Installation Co., New York, an authority on fire
and electrical rules, told S. M. P. E. delegates, assembled here for their annual
Spring confab, that committees appointed
by the national association had been workmg out new problems presented by sound
to recommend needed changes in electrical ordinances The recommendations, he
pointed out, will be made part of the National Electrical Code, and are due in February, 1931.

Looks Like Trouble
The new "musts" and "don'ts," it is anticipated, will give headaches to theatres,
studios and labs where wiring and mechanism will be ordered changed. Changes
and violations may be ruled on a wholesale
scale.
The revised code, first to be issued since
inception of sound, will take in lighting,
wiring, mechanism, cables, switches, fuses
and other electrical factors. In addition, a
set of rules will be laid down governing
scenery and the locking of doors in studios
where exits are kept closed because of sound
recording. Closed doors will be marked taboo. The three-wire system of wiring,
where dimmers are used in theatres, are
likewise expected to be declared a violation
and ordered changed.
There is a real conflict existing between
electrical, fire and city inspectors because
of the absence of rules and regulations affecting new sound factors. The new code
will be shaped to eliminate these differences.
Object of the electrical code as recommended by the Nat'l Fire Protection Ass'n is to
provide definite requirements for the installation and subsequent safe operation of electric
circuits, conduit systems, distribution centers
and electrical equipment. It is admitted that
recent progress in electrics in the picture industry has been so rapid, the code has been
unable to keep pace with it.
Manheimer pointed out to the society that

"Allez Oop"
Washington — Scientific and medical
films have advanced considerably in
the past two years, it was revealed at
the S.M.P.E. convention here, where
doctors and scientists showed this
progress in films. Objects can now
be magnified for picture work to at
least 1,200 times. A few years ago, it
was stated, 120 times was the largest
magnification obtainable.

Sectional Chairmen of S. M. P. E.

S. ROWSON
London Section

PETER MOLE
Pacific Coast Section

certain new items, if adopted, would cause considerable trouble to the industry. For instance,
one section states that "wires of different systems shall not occupy the same conduit." This
is ambiguously covered by the code, and is
expected to cause a stiff tilt among inspectors
if not corrected, or clarified.
The question of code requirements in the
studio will probably be more complex when
the new code is passed than in any other division of the industry.
The following changes governing sound recording and reproducing systems are expected
to be incorporated ;
Provision for automatic overload protective
devices, preferably using the smallest practical
rating or adjustment with which the apparatus
will operate.
Circuits supplying B or C voltage will be
regulated to protect automatic overload protective devices rated at not more than one
ampere.
Wires may be grouped in the same conduit,
armored cable, metal raceway, pull box, junction box or flexible cord, types KS or SJ, between receptacles and loud speakers of camera
booths, under certain conditions, mentioned below, provided all wires have insulation rated
for the maximum voltage applied to any wire.
In no case shall the insulation requirements be
less than that for 600 volts.
Conditions
governing
grouping
of wires :
1. Wires emanating from the same piece of apparatus and or terminating in the same piece of apparatus.
3. Wires that carry current from a primary source
which is used to drive a motor whose speed is electrically controlled or to drive a group of motors
operating in synchronism may be run in the same
conduit, etc., with wires that carry other currents of
characteristics differing from the characteristics of
the primary current, required for the operation and
or synchronization of a motor or group of motors.
3. Wires to loud speaker fields and armatures, also
from receptacles to camera booths provided that when
receptacles and plugs are used they shall be of
polarized type.
.4 Wires from the projector sound head and or turn
table to amplifier equipment.
5. Wires to supply A. B and C voltage from motor
generators and batteries provided they are protected by automatic overload protective devices installed at the nearest accessible point to the batteries
or generators.
Input leads to a motor generator or to a rotary
converter shall be run separately from wires emanating therefrom.
Storage batteries shall be installed in accordance
with proposed requirements of revised Article 10.
Insulation of wires exposed to oil or oil dripping
shall be of a type approved for interior wiring that
will not be injured by oil or shall be protected from
such injury by a seamless metallic covering over
the insulation.
The number
of wires in any one conduit shall be

M.

W. PALMER
N. Y. Section

limited. That for metallic trough raceway shall
comply with certain requirements, allowing 40% of
area for conductors.
Wires terminating in groups at patch panels or
similar connection boards shall be covered with a
single wi^pping of asbestos tape or equivalent
material over convenient groups. This is not required where the metallic covering is carried to
within six inches of the terminals.
Wires to or from A batteries shall be run in conduit or duct compartments and separated from all
other wires, unless all wires and cables in the same
conduit or duct are sheathed with lead or other approved shielding.
All metal raceways shall be of not less than 14 BS
sheet metal gauge. They shall have ample strength
and rigidity in order that they will keep their shape.
Seams and corners, back edges and splices in sheet
metal shall be flanged or lapped over, unless made of
continuous weld, or they may be butt jointed if reinforced by flat iron strips of same thickness of
metal as that of raceway. Seams shall now show
open cracks when finished and before the raceway or
ducts are painted or enameled. Covers shall be of
same gauge metal as raceway and secured to raceway
by machine screws spaced not more than one foot
apart. If raceway is placed in floor and has cover
flush with the surface, covers of at least % inch
steel must be used.
Metal trough raceway may be installed in concealed space if run in a straight line between outlet
or junction boxes. Covers of boxes must be accessible. Edges of metal must be rounded at outlet
or junction boxes, and all rough projections smoothed
to prevent abrasion of insulation or conductors. Raceways made up of sections shall contain a ground conductor to which each section shall be bonded and
grounded as prescribed by Article 9.

The foregoing recommendations refer only
to those sections of the new code which involve
sound recording and reproduction. There are
still a large number of additional items governing the studio, laboratory and theatre for
which the antiquated code does not make provision and which will be ordered incorporated.
Grounding and special attachment plugs are
in the second group. Vaporproof fixtures, exit
and emergencv lights, silencing signals, sound
stages, portable cables, storage batteries, cells,
racks, trays, and other factors will be included
in the general revision of laws.

Hays Working on Changes
Washington— Will H. Hays has appointed a committee to work with the
National Board of Fire Underwriters
in a revision of regulations governing
laboratories and storage of film. They
will be ready in two months.
The disastrous New York Pathe fire
last Winter is understood to have
been the influencing factor in revising
storage
laws.
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RCA Preparing
Victor Unit for
Radio Movie Field
RCA-Victor is quietly conducting research work in development of a popularpriced radio home movie set at its laboratory in Camden, N. J.
When the field opens up, the company, it
is understood, expects to be all primed for a
battle for a large slice of the new business,
using Radiola sets for the radio-picture
broadcasting. Unlike most companies in
the television field, RCA has its own radio
to market, a set which has been constantly
built up from the merchandising standpoint,
way for a strong "in"
the market.
paving
thereby
on
the home
movie

RCA Television Work
Discussed at S.M.P.E,
Washington — Radio-Victor's new cathode
ray system of television, which radically differs from the scanning-disc method, was revealed by its inventor. Dr. V. Zworykin.
at the S. M. P. E. Spring convention this
week.
In the cathode ray system, there are no
mechanical moving parts at the receiver,
hence no noise. There is no noticeable
flicker to the picture, which is painted in
green by a pencil of cathode rays on a
fluorescent screen. Dr. Zworykin agreed
that television still had a long way to go
before reaching perfection. He is working
with RCA-Victor's
stafT on the device.

"advance

development"

Standard Projector for Tests
Zworykin uses a standard motion picture projector, rebuilt so that the film moves downward
at a constant speed. This motion constitutes
the vertical component of scanning.
The horizontal scanning is accomplished by
deflecting a beam of light by means of a mirror mounted on a reed vibrating at its natural
frequency, its motion being sustained by a
vacuum tube. The light of the beam is focused
to a fine spot on the film. After passing the
film the light is refocused to a single spot on
the photocell, so that photocell current will be
proportional to the density of the spot of the
film being scanned at any instant.
The receiver consists of a high vacuum cathode ray tube, or Kinescope, operating at
about 3,0()0 volts, and so constructed that the
intensity of the beam may be modulated without affecting the deflection of the beam. Tiie
picture is reproduced by causing the cathode
beam to scan the fluorescent screen exactly in
synchronism with the beam of light scanning
the film at the transmitter. The cathode beam
is modulated by the amplified photocell impulses, hence the light emitted by the fluorescent screen, reproduces an image of the film
— passing the transmitter.

Picture

News

Goin' to Lunnon
Washington — S.M.P.E, delegates to
the Spring 1931 convention may travel
to London. An invitation was received by officers of the .society from
its London branch, and, it is understood, favorable action may be taken.
The next meeting to be held in the
Fall, is a toss-up between New York
and Detroit, with leanings towards
the former. Hollywood is expected to
be the scene of one of the two 1931
confabs.
This Fall's session is the society's
28th convention, having been founded
14 years ago by C. Francis Jenkins,
who was also its first president.

Talking Pictures — ''The
Great Internationalist"
Washington — Harold B. Franklin, Wesco
Theatres president, predicted a melting of
all languages by talking films, in a paper
read before the S. M. P. E. convention.
Franklin believes that the motion picture
has always gone further in every angle than
originally anyone dreamed it could go as
has been the case with other great inventions ; that the silent picture exercised a
world-wide influence both social and commercial which merchants and showmen did
not realize until long after the influences
had taken efYect ; that silent motion pictures
were the greatest medium of exchange of
ideas and ideals which the world ever saw
but that talking pictures will be even more
effective and influential, because speech has
made people out of what were legendary
shadows; that by this intensification of the
vocal screen the peoples of different nations
will be more directly and vitally aware of
each other's humanness and similaritv ; that
the first phase of this revolution will be a
dividing of the world with a few major
language divisions such as all Spanish people seeing the same Spanish pictures and
all English people seeing the same English
pictures, etc. ; that finally human curiosity
and ambition being what they are, even this
language barrier will melt and we will have
a cosmic understanding that seems wild and
impossible now.

Automatic Volume Control
in Theatre with New Track
Washington — M-G-M's chief engineer,
Wesley Miller, has developed automatic
volume control in theatres Ijy use of the
"squeeze track" method. The track produces an adjustable width variable density
sound track having a volume range at least
12 DB greater than standard track. Changes
in track width are accompanied by corresDonding changes in surface noise.

Automatic Operation

Medical Field Working
Out Standardization

The synchronization is accomplished on the
same radio channel which serves for transmission of the picture impulses. The separation
of various components is accomplished by electric filters.
The operation of the receiver is completely
automatic and noiseless. An image of about
5 by 6 inches is sufficiently brilliant to be
viewed by a large group of people of people
in a normally illuminated room.

Washington — Dr. Heinz Rosenberg told
S.M.P.E. members assembled here that production in the medical and scientific fields
had reached the near-perfect stage. Dr.
Rosenberg, who is associated with Rockefeller In.stitute, stated that leaders in both
fields have been concentrating during the
past two years on standardization of equipment to be used in filming.
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"Television Not
Ready for Five
Years," Jenkins
Washington — Radio television broadcasts
to theatres will not be perfected for practical use for another five years, C. Francis
Jenkins told a representative of Motion
Picture News in an exclusive interview
here. Radio movies for the home is only
a few weeks away, however.
Jenkins has been broadcasting from his
laboratory in Washington six nights a week
during the past two years, he told S. M.
P. E. conventioneers. He estimates that
nearly 20,000 home sets are now in operation. In the present programs, he is forced
to use cartoons and black and white silhouettes for his shows because cost of a regular
show is prohibitive, due to the comparatively few sets in operation.
Jenkins will soon build a new broadcasting studio and stated that he expects to successfully radio a performance directly to a
Washington theatre in about six months, as
part of experimentation.
Home television sets, with radios, it is
understood, will be marketed for approximately $250.
When television reaches the theatre stage,
Jenkins predicts practically the same basis
of distribution as is now used in selling
films to theatres.
The drum type scanner system and the
disc system are both unpractical, according
to Jenkins, who proposes to develop a new
system.

Over- All Characteristics
Of Sound Film Discussed

Washington — A graphical method of predetermining over-all film characteristics is
now employed by R. F. Nicholson, who discussed "Aeo Light Recording" before the
S. M. P. E. confab.
Nicholson described the glow discharge
type of sound recording, a process developed at the Case laboratory and successfully commercialized by Fox-Case Corp. It
shares the title "Movietone" with the Western Electric light valve system, both processes yielding variable density records.
Due to the limitations peculiar to the Aeo
light, the records are not processed similarly to light valve records. In the latter
the unmodulated intensity can be selected
almost at will, while in the former, the
choice exists only over a limited range.

S,M,P,E. Awards Honorary
Membership to Foreigners
Washington — S.M.P.E. voted favorably
on board of governors' decision to award
honorary memberships in the society to the
presidencies of the Royal Photographic
Society, London, and the German photographic society in Berlin. Both awards
were made to the chairman's office of each
organization and not to any individual.
iVction on honorary membership to three
American engineers and scientists was held
until Fall. It is understood W. DeForest.
Sean A. LeRoy and Eugene Lauste were up
for consideration.
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Warners' Swilcli lo Sound -on -Film Is
llinled in Vilaphonc Engineer's Talk
3.^

'Way Hack When

Washington— ■Jimniy" Ciimfron was
diNtusxinn (hf old (la>N with a ^jroup
of "vft" S. M. I'. K. projo(tioiii-.l-^. when
thi' i-oHMTsation drifted to the operator's job of twenty years a>;o. Fourteen bucks a week was the princely
salary stipend, and that iiuluded operatinK. and otbi-r odd tasks. Now — of
course — thinus are enlirel> dilTerent.
They use Cadillacs to ride to work in
and s(|uawk if asked to stay on the
job more than seven or ei^ht hours
a da>.

EiigiiUH^rs Gel

Tril)ut(^
from
'■ I "^
riioinas Edison

Washington — "fay more attention to enjjineers than to politicians." was Thomas A.
I'-dison's response to tlie f|uestion. "What is
the higKest thinp the American people can
acconiplisli durinij the next year and why?"
President C'ral)tree declared at the banquet
Wednesday.
"As you know. Mr. Hdison played a very
important {)art in the development of the
motion picture industry and I venture to
think that when he pave this answer he had
particularly in mind the motion picture engineer." said Mr. Crabtree. "As tor the
politicians. I am sure that he did not have
in mind the many representatives that it
has been my pleasure to meet here in Washington who are emulating Mr. Hoover by
their interest in technical
matters."

Neic By-Laws Adopted by
S. M. P. E. at Convention
Washington — Final action on revision of
S.M.P.E. by-laws, voted upon at the 1928
convention in Toronto, was taken at the
Spring meeting here, when delegates passed
a new code draftetl bv C. Francis Jenkins.
J. G. Bethcll and W. C. Hubbard.
Although the code was re-vamped in its
entirety, comparatively few radical changes
were made. "Sustaining members" were
added as a new membership classification
and make eligible any individual, firm or
corporation contributing to the financial support of the society. Nine thousand dollars
have been subscribed by the new group.
Other complete changes involve dues and
delinquency in payments, authorization of
formation of sub-sections, when petitioned
for by 20 members.

Richardson Explains
New
''Boonr at SJIJ\E,
Washington — S. M. P. E. conventioneers
were told of a new microphone boom for
studio recording, developed by E. C. Richardson, of Mole-Richardson in Los An.geles.
Use of a plurarity of mikes on the set has
nearly been eliminated,
stated Richardson.

SuiHiior
Results
Than
uilh
Disc hLxpected; Raps
I/if/h /'Expense

Washington — Technical and laboratory
tests with sound-on-film are apparently convincing Warners that they are all wet in
their vigorous fight on behalf of sound-ondisc.
When Porter
Evans,
engineer,
was called
upon Warner-\'itaphone
to read his paper:
"Disc vs. Film" before the S. M. P. E.
convention, delegates expected to hear just
another oratory piece plugging disc, which
the company has contended since inception
of sound was "the only method" for sound
reproduction. Instead, F^vans gave as many
votes to film as he did to disc.
Evans revealed that Warners secure nearequal results with both systems. The company, for many months, has been making
all pictures in the two methods for comparison and experimentation. To date, however, only disc product has been released.
Whether or not the company will switch
over to the dual system has not been determined. Harry W'arner
favor the disc.

is known

to

Evans told the delegates that the physical
handling of disc was one of the troubles
attending distribution of pictures made by
that operation. Me also stated that handling
of records is not too practical because of the
hazard in breakage.
Evans maintained that quality of sound
in the theatre is the differentiating factor
between present successes and previous
failures.
Due to the inherent lack of inertia in the
film, causing speed variation or flutter, and
the necessity of using more complicated and
delicate apparatus in film reproduction,
Evans stated that better results are obtained
at the present time in houses using disc.
Obvious advantages from an operating
standpoint of sound-on-film, it was stated,
have enhanced greatly and are stimulating
the development of this method. Marked
improvements have been made so far. Evans
said, and conceded that the weak spots in
film are gradually being discovered and
eliminated. He told the delegates that "we
may expect Hhe film to produce e(|ual or
superior results to disc" at some future date.

World Installations of
W, E, Systems 5,543
Worldwide installations of Western Electric sound systems, according to latest report of Electrical Research Products, nowtotal 5,543. Of this number 3.879 were in
the United States and 1,664 in foreign
countries.
Owing

to the increasing number of installations inthe Balkan States, these coimtries are being listed separately in future.
The current report shows 2 installations in
Bulgaria. 7 in Jugo-Slavia and 11 in Rouniania.

On the
Sidelines

{Continued
from I'liiic 28)
Palmer
coiiitciulcd that careful
selection of
players, instead of chance selections as in the
early days of sound, is as largely responsible
as betterment of talking apparatus.

* •

♦

J. I'. Max field, ivho viif/ralcd from Hollywood to learn of nezc technical profiress in
production, told the delegates that majority of
the old silent players were okay for sound
work, lie did admit, hoicczer, that the legit
player has a better reproducing 7'oice, due to
training, .'^tage players are not allowed to use
their sli\qe i oiccs, because they reproduce too
artificially; they must talk naturally, lie said.
Acoustical troubles in the sttulios in the early
days. Maxficid pointed out, seriously reacted
against old-timers of the silent screen. This
condition has been eliminated, he stated.

* *

*

President Crabtree abruptly called to an end
the hot tilt over horns vs. baffles with this
snappy

statement : "Both

* *
go before perfection."

have

a loim

way

to

*

The expected battle over "Disc T's. Film," a
paper read by Porter livans, Warner Bros,
technician, did not materialize. Ei.'ans had a
lot to sa\ in fazvr of both sound methods.

* *

*

While standing on the Capitol steps for the
presentation^ by Senator Walsh, of a medal to
Xathan D. Golden for his work in the projection field. 38 army planes, participating in Boiling Field maneuvers, flew overhead. The gang
had suspicions that Nate arranged for this,
being on Uncle Sammie's
* * *payroll.
There icas a torrid discuj!sion on color which
was unscheduled. It developed ichen the boys
sighted three high yaller girls near the Wardman Park.

* ♦

The

*

Projection Committee

of the society

gave the "chair" a piece of its iniixl when time
allotted to the committee for the reading of
its seini-annual report was cut so short that
half of the paper went unread.

* •

*

The program was made up to last for four
zceeks. rather tlian four days, judging from the
number of papers and amount of discussion
scheduled by the committee. On Tuesday, a
motion li'as made to continue in session until
Friday morning. Xot a single vole favored
the action, thereby verifying our suspicions
that Washington is okay for senators and condifssman. but tough on the poor -working man.
They roll up their sideuxilks
* * * there at nine P. M.
George Blair, popular Eastman Kcxlak exec,
was on hand as one of Kodak Park's army of
delegates.
* » *
T. Malter (RCA) fired the opening gun in
t.'/w/ developed into a long battle by the master minds of horns and baffles. Malter favored
the directional baffle type speaker. .Ind others
attempted to shoot his arguments full of holes.
The xi-inner zcas still unannounced at the close
because prii'ate z-erbal tilts developed soon after
Malter left the rostrum.
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14,500 Theatres,
or 75 Per Cent of
'Em
U. S. Total, Seen Equipped by 1931
125,000,000
Weekly
Audience
Predicted Soon by Editor
Before S. M. P. E.
Washington — Fourteen thousand, five
hundred theatres in the United States will
be wired for talkers by the end of this year.
Figuring the country's total at 22,600, this
means 75 per cent of the possibilities will be
sound-equipped in seven months.
Of a total of 27,000 houses in Europe,
2,000 had been wired by the end of 1929
with a 5,000 total in sight by the end of
1930.
These were among highlights of an address delivered by Dr. Franklin S. Irby,
associate editor of ''Electronics," a McGrawHill publication, at one of the early sessions
of the S. M. P. E. this week.

Says '29 Was Peak Year
Irby described 1929 as the best in the
history of the business. Insofar as wired
houses are concerned, he declared the installation impetus here and abroad will fall
off considerably by 1931. Installations
abroad will be limited, he says, by language
barriers and how producers hurdle them.
It is his opinion that average weekly attendance at American theatres will jump
from 115,000,000 to 125,000,000 by next
year. "It means," he added, "that practically the entire population of the United
States attends the picture theatre once every
seven days."
On box-office intake, he told the engineers
this:
"The average admission price in the key cities is
given as 55 cents, while the average for all theatres
is approximately .35 cents. Using an average admission price of only 30 cents and 100.000,000 as the
average vfeekly attendance, it is estimated that the
total annual paid admissions to American theatres
has reached the sum of $1,560,000,000. Of this amount
$500,000,000 can be attributed to the introduction of
sound pictures.
"In contrast with such stupendous figures even for
our present limes, let us consider the early development of the railroads. Tlie Baltimore & Ohio Railroad was organized on July 4, 1828. with a capitalization of $5,000,000. During the first 50 years of
railroad development it is estimated that only $400,000,000 was expended on construction. Compare this
modest sum with the estimated paid admissions of
$500,000,000 to our movie-theatres for the first four
months of 1930! Times have certainly changed."

Irby, at another point, classed motion pictures as eighth in the rank of manufacturing industries.

"In 1907," he explained, there were 5,000 theatres
in the United States; at the beginning of 1930 there
were 22,624, representing an average growth of about
740 theatres per year. This average has now decreased to about 500 new theatres annually. It should
be noted, however, that the type and size of the new
theatres are far superior to the earlier theatres. The
total investment in the motion picture industry has
increased year by year until today it is about $2,500.000,000 in the United States. In Europe, the total
investment in this industry is estimated at $1,00,000.000. Motion pictures, while not classified as a manufacturing industry, may be considered as such from
the point of purchase by the public of entertainment
as a commodity. Considering this industry in the
latter classification it now ranks eighth of all manufacturing industries in this country."

Tracing the growth of chains in the
United States, he dec'ared :

"The earlier theatres in this country were individually-owned units. Tt was not long, however,
before ownership or control of more than single units
appeared. This was a natural step, in view of chain
oiganizations formed in many other fields. From 1925
to 19,10, this growth has been particularly rapid. The
Introduction of sound pictures has played an important role in advancing these consolidations. Of
ilu- total theatres in this country, 5,805 were operated
under chain ownership or control as of January, 19.'0.
Tlurc were actually 329 theatre chains in existence at

Hold
Back

Washington — Membership committee of the S. M. P. E.
has been swamped in the last fiscal year with new applicants. More than 110 new members were accepted in this
period. Total roster now includes
724.
At the convention here, favorable action was taken on
organization of a Chicago section. The society now has
branches in New York, Hollywood, Chicago and London.
Sixty names were on the Chicago petition, headed by
Jos. A. Dubray, of Bell & Howell, who started the ball
rolling for the new division.

New Equipment in Last
of S,M,P,E, Discussions
Washington — Final sessions of the S. M.
P. E. convention at the Wardman Park
were given over almost entirely to new
technical methods and devices for the three
major branches of the industry.
Papers in the last group scheduled included :
A. S. Dworsky, "A New Buffing Machine" ;
"Modified Film W'azing Machine," by J. Crabtree and C. E. Ives, Kodak Research lab ;
"Some New Projection Equipment," by H.
Griflfen, International Projector; "A NewPower Amplifier System," by L. Thompson,
Bristol Talking Pictures ; "A Compounded Geneva Pull-Down Movement for M. P. Apparatings) or exposure time,
neva Pull-Down Movement for M. P. Apparatus";"A New Method for 16 mm. projectors,"
by A. Shapiro, Ampro Corp. ; methods of storing valuable motion pictures, by J. Crabtree
and C. E. Ives ; "A Tilting Head and Rolling
Tripod," for sound proofed cameras, by E. C.
Richardson, Mole-Richardson ; designs of phonograph needles, by R. T. Friebus, ERPI ; the
film camera and the "Brownian Movement," bv
R. F. Mitchell, Bell & Howell; methods of
"Choosing a Sound Screen," by R. P. Rasmusen, Beaded Screen Co. ; measuring "Light
Valve Resonance by the Absorption Method,"
by O. O. Ceccarini, M-G-M Culver City studio ; new sound proof housings for cameras,
by L. E. Clark, Pathe studio. Culver City ;
"Phonofilm." by C. Tappan. General Talking
Pictures ; methods for maintaining sound film
in exchange operation, by Trevor Faulkner,
Paramount studio, Astoria.
that
time.
These
chain-controlled
units
may
be
classified under the following groups:
12 chains control 50 or more theatres, each,
15 chains control 25 to 50 theatres,
135 chains control 6 to 25 theatres,
167 chains control
6 or less theatres.
"Of the larger chains there are several which are
outstanding. It should be noted that of all theatres
now built, only about 25 per cent are chain controlled, but they represent the key theatres throughout the country, and their revenue represents approximately 75 per cent of the total. It is expected that
chain growth will continue at a rapid pace, and by
1935 chains large and small will control over 50 per
cent of the total theatres in the country.
"Economic reasons for the growth of theatre chains
are many. First, they have intro<luce(l better theatres,
better management and better-planned jicrformances.
•Second, by rei)rescnting diversified investments in
various sections of a single city, as well as by states,
they have provided greater stability and less risk to
the investing public. By enabling the building of
elaborate and beautiful theatres chains have done
much to increase the public's theatre-mindedness.
1 here are other important reasons for this fast chain
growth, and expectations for future growth. Huge
sums have been invested by the producing companies in studios and equipment. This is particularly
true with the advent of .sound -recording apparatus.
Tt is seen, therefore, that to protect the future outlet
for their pictures, an assured means of distribution
under their personal control is necessary. The above
reasons, as well as the competition for future production outlets, will be the guiding influence in chain
expansion.
"For the motion picture engineer, these concentrations should create a greater demand for his service.
The larger chain units h'III undoubtedlv build up their
own special research and technical staffs
to handle
of equipment.
the increased complexity

U. S. and Industry to
Hold Films for Posterity
Washington — Committees will be appointed by President Hoover and the industry "to assure permanent preservation
of the picture records of historical events
now available and which will hereafter be
made

by the industry," Will H. Hays declared in an address at the banquet Wed-

nesday night. "Motion pictures in sound
and color will be the text books of the future," he said. Touching
Ethics, he added:

on the Code of

"By next fall or early winter the pictures made under this new and democratic
instrument of self-regulation will completely
square with the promise of the Code, improving still further the already high quality of American motion pictures. It is a
tribute to the vitality and importance of
the motion picture art that few subjects
have been so widely discussed as this Code."
Other speakers at the banquet included
President Crabtree and C. Francis Jenkins.
Mr. Crabtree pledged the Society to the
"advancement of motion picture engineering and the allied arts and sciences," and
Mr. Jenkins predicted that "the day is now
within sight when distant scenes and notable events may be reproduced in our houses
and on the screens of our theatres simultaneously with their happening, and when motion pictures will be distributed from Hollywood directly by radio, instead of by film."

New Photometer Exposure
Meter by Bell <fe Howell
Washington — Bell & Howell has developed and improved a new photo exposure
meter under the Norton patents, according
to J. A. Dubray, who described the new
device at the S. M. P. E. convention.
The basis of measurement with the photometer isthe direct comparison of the brilliancy of a known source of illumination
with that of the subject to be photographed.
A low intensity filament image is superimposed in the field of view, and with a
rheostat control, its intensity of illumination
is varied to match that of the subject.

New York Office Planned
for S. M, P. E. "Jour ion of
Washington— Control of publicatnal
the "Journal," monthlv technical book published by the S.M.P.E. will be turned over
to an editor-manager who will be established
in New York offices.
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Stop

«

Yes, Mr. Director!

KMl'LOVFES of the six Fox houses in
.San Diego, Calif., gave a farewell ban(juct in honor of Harry L. Hartman, for the
past six years in charge of West Coast and
I'ox interests there and recently appointed manager of the southern division with headquarters in Los ring
Ang<-I<":. He was presented with
I diamond
Betty
Lazi'ford
av.d Ii,,jii:a!J
.SIu- tJic'd
haz-e
I'ccn
signed
by Warners
to appear
in next
rear's productions. * * *
The Holmes Herberts now arc h'lueymooning at Del Monte, Cal., and upon their return
to Hollyw<)0<l in a few days, will embark on
a European trip. Nfrs. Holmes was \frs,
Nellie Inre. widow of the late Thomas Incfc

Bryant Washburn makes his first appearance
in a feature length talker as the heavy in
"Swing High," Pathe
circus
romance.
«
4<
*
The month of May has been designated by
managers of t'o.v West Coast Theatres as
"Harold Franklin Month," and special efforts
are being made by the house managers to roll
up substantial grosses in honor of the circuit
head.
* m *
Frank Davis, Pathe director, has finished
"A Royal Flush" at* the
City studios.
* Culver
*
has arrived in Hollyuvod

to

appear inmount.
his Richard
first Arlcn
talker, will
"Grumpy,"
Paraplay theforleading
fuvenile part.
tf
*
*
Although Joe Cook and his masculine support will provide most of the laughs in the
audible screen production of the famous stage
success "Rain or Shine," Columbia has signed
Ix>uise Fazenda to the cast to provoke additional mirth.

* *

Wrong

>t>

Vilma Banky is dropfiiii/ the role of screen
star for that of Mrs. Rod La Rocque, hoitseivife. In announcimi her retirement, she set
at rest re{>orts of a* break* ♦ tvith her husband.

Cyril Maude
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News

Us If We're

JAMKS CRl'ZE has finished shootiim ..,,
"Reno," based on the novel by Cornehus
V'andcrbilt, which marks Rutli Roland's return
to the screen. Sono Art-World Wide will distribute. Samuel Zierler, in charge of Cruzc
Prod., has bought "Fancy Clothes," an original
by Gene Towne, who has been signed to do
the adaptation, continuity and dialogue.
4>

Picture

♦

One of the features of Beatrice Lille's first
Fo.v film, "Are Yon There?" icill be a real
jox hunt. Director Hamilton MacFadden arranged with sportsmen of Hollywood to take
part in the hunt so that the scen^ zcould be
realistic.

Putting the Rest
In Restaurant
C. .\. Stimson, vice-president of
Big Four, lost his pet porter last
week. The latter was an ingratiating
colored "boy" with a gift of saying
funny things without knowing it, no
rapacity for hard work, but intense
concern for his "health" which he
always claimed was failing day by
day. C. A. S. kept him on more out
of sheer good nature and a sense of
humor than anything else. The other
day the "boy" approached his boss
with a wide, dental grin.
"Boss, Ts gettin' me a better job,
if you-all please. .Mah health is bad
and I's taking me a job where I kin
restStimson
five days
a week."
wanted
to know what kind
of a joii that could l)e. The "boy" produced from his pocket one of those
cards that are seen tacked up on l)ulletins in front of employment agencies.
"It's suah a gennulman's job, Mistuh
Stimson I I works me two days and I
rests me five and I gets healthyl"
The card he displayed
read:
"WANTED: Dishwasher. S20.00. 5
days. Rest."

do

Director — "Go get two
this thing rights'

more

trains!
Let's
— IikIcp.

CC.
EZELL, general sales manager, and
• Max Milder, central sales manager of
Warner Bros., have purchased 140 acres of
land in Canada, on which they will build a
large summer camp. They have been busy extending invitations for the summer to Warnerites who enjoy roughing it.

* * *

Jack Oakie ivill haze Ginger Rogers in the
leading feminine role in "The Sap From Syracuse," which is slated to start this ztfeek at
the Paramount Mfzv York studios. This Is in
the nature of a szfift
promotion for Miss
Rogers.
* « *
With the securing of a contract on the Prosperity Group from the Ashton Theatre in New
Orleans, all the independent theatres in that
city have solidly booked the Columbia product.
The achievement w-as largely due to the work
of H. Duval, Columbia's branch manager.
Ramon

* * *

Novarro is slated to arrive in Nczu

)'ork .l/ov 11 for a short vacation. He is to
broadcast May 13 over the NBC chain, singing
a number of songs.

* *

*

Beverly Jones, assistant editor of the Pathe
Audio Review, and Nicholas Cavaliere. staflf
pictorialist, sailed for
this week.
* Bermuda
* *
One of the youngest t'lavzi'rlghts signed by
Fo.r Films. 26-year-old Earle Crooker, has arrived in Hollyzcood to fulfill a Fo.r term contract. Crooker is also a lyric Zi'riter. He
cnmes of a tlieatrlcal family and is related to
Blanche and Frances Ring. Edzmrd Sutherland, the director, and Thomas Meighan.
*

*

4i

Norman Taurog is the latest addition to the
directorial staff of the Paramount New York
studio. He joins a group of veteran feature
directors which includes Monta Bell, \'ictor
Heerman. Edward Sutherland, Fred Newmeyer
and Harrv D'Arrast.* ♦ *
R. B. Werkmcister. of the
Co., operating the Bridge Theatre,
has gone to California Zi'ith Mrs.
tcr, to attend a convention and for

* *

*

Ednurndson
Baltimore,
JVj^rkmelsa z\icalion.

Jack Bechdolt, one of the four outstanding
writers recently signed by Columbia, has been
assigned to the task of adapting Bert Lytell's
stage success, "Brothers,"
* * *to the screen.
P. Surad, ozvner of the Family, in Cleveland, is nozv operating the house himself, follozi-lng failure of Ma.v Shenker to renetv his
lease.
Surad is running it silent.

* *

*

IVilliam Pozcell's "For the Pelen.te" has
gimc into production at the West Coast studios of Paramount under the direction of John
Cromzuell. The screen play tins zcrilteti by
Oliver //. P. Garrett from a story by Charles
Furthmann.

* *

*

Louis .\. Bucttner, of Cohoes, N. V., one of
the best known theatre owners in central New
York, and a former officer in the state association, was last week elected president of the
Rotary Club in his *home
♦ city.
♦
"Broad Mlvded" zvill be the title of Victor
Mcl^aglen's ne.vt Fo.r picture, formerly "Dust
And Sun." Mrma Marls znll be McLaglen's
leading lady and .Solidad Jimlncc zvill portray
one of the leading character parts.

«

*

*

^farviIl Brown, poster artist for the Locw
theatres, Baltimore, has gone to New Orleans
for two weeks. He will escort his wife back
to Baltimore. Mrs. Brown was a lady-inwaiting to the new Mardi Gras Queen. She
was queen several years ago.
(Continued on page 48)

The Government
and Mergers
"Business opinion appears to regard
the growth of mergers and chains as
in a formative stage of trial and experiment," in the opinion of Julius
Barnes, who suggests that "legislative restriction should not be prochairman ofposed
the prematurely."
National Barnes
Businessis Survey
Conference, formed for business stabilization by ['resident Hoover, an
outgrowth of that now famous Wall
Street stock crash.
'"There has been general acceptance
of the philosophy of good wages based
on efficient production, with its widespread buving power as a securitv of
nil trades." Barnes observes. "This
implies an obligation on the part of
the worker to make his effort count
in production and new responsibilities
for the employer — sober study by business management for the avoidance of
interruption in employment, for the
adjustment of duties with advancing
years, and for proper protection
against sickness, accident and disabilities of old age," he states.

Motion
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Clarke Digs Into
Operations of
Fox Companies
{Continued from Page 22)
addition,
now
treasurer
of
Fox
and Theatres.

Film

Samuel R. Burns, vice-president and secretary of the equipment combine and now
secretary of the Fox companies as well.
As reported elsewhere in this issue, Oscar
Oldknow, vice-president of National Theatre Supply, is slated to become a vicepresident of Fox Theatres.
Walter E. Green, president of National
and also vice-president of General Theatre,
will probably hold no post with the Fox
companies but is expected to collaborate on
matters in which his experience may prove
helpful.
On the directorate are business men unknown to the picture trade, several of them
identified with large insurance interests.
Here is what Motion Picture News unearthed about Clarke and his directors, exclusive of Sheehan, whose background in
the business needs no repetition :
Harley L. Clarke
Organizer of International Projector Corp.,
National Theatres Supply, General Theatres
Co.
President Utilities Power & Light Corp., Chicago.
President and treasurer. Cinema Building Corp.
President, Fayre & Fisher Brick Co.
Owner of Laclede Gas & Electric Co., St.
Louis.
Owner of Utilities, Union Trust & Continental
Bank buildings, Chicago.
President and director. Fox Film Corp.
President and director, Fox Theatres Corp.
Mathew C. Brush
President, American
International
Corp.
Chairman of executive committee and chairman of board, Barnsdall Corp.
Director, International
Mercantile
Marine.
Director, Simms Petroleum Co.
Director, United States Rubber Co.
Chairman of Board, Boston El R. R.
Director, M. P. R. R. Co.
Director, T. & P. R. R. Co.
Director, Pere Marquette R. R. Co.
Director, Brooklyn-Manhattan Transit Corp.
Vice-president • 'and diriector, Boomer-duPont
Prop. Corp.
Vice-president, Equitable Building Corp.
Director, International Acceptance Bank.
Director, Empire Trust Co., N. Y.
Director, Empire Safe Deposit Co.
Director, Ulen & Co.
Director, Air Reduction Co.
Director, Madison Square Garden Corp.
Director, National Surety Co.
Director, Remington Arms Co.
Director, Fox Film Corp.
Oscar L. Gubelman
Vice-president and director, Simms
Petroleum
Co.
Vice-president
and director, Valier-Montana
Land & Water Co.
Director, Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co.
Director, American Maracaibo Co.
Director, Benedict Stone Corp.
Director, Crown Central Petroleum Co.
Director, Eastern Steel Castings Co.
Director,
International
Business
Machines
Corp.
Director, Super Heater Co.
Dirc-ctor, Three-hundred-two Fifth Ave. Corp.
Director, Underwood Elliott Fisher Co.

Picture

News

Close for Midland
Kansas City — Fox West Coast finally
has closed the deal for the Midland
circuit of 63 houses in Kansas, Missouri and Iowa. The transaction had
been virtually completed at the time
of the big smash last fall, but the Fox
bankers demurred and the deal was
called off. A new deal was negotiated as soon as Fox affairs were adjusted. The deal is in line with eastern expansion of Fox West Coast.
Director, Woodburn Oil Co.
Director, Fox Film Corp.
Charles W. Higley
President and director, Hanover Fire Insurance
Director,
Bank of America-National AssociaCo.
tion.
Director, Chicago Trust Co., Chicago.
Director, Rossia Insurance Co. of America.
Charles B. Stuart
Vice-president, Halsey-Stuart & Co.
Director, Fox Film Corp.
Director, Fox Theatres Corp.
Samuel Wesley Fordyce
Attorney, St. Louis.
Director, Mo.-Kan.-Tex. R. R. Co.
Director, Houston Oil Co.
Director, Liberty Central Trust Co.
Chairman
of Board, Democratic
State Committee of Missouri.
Member, State Bar Association, New York.
Member, St. Louis Bar Association, St. Louis.
Member, Bar Association, N. Y.
Director, Fox Theatres Corp.
Arthur F. LaFrentz
President and chairman of board of trustees,
American Surety Co., N. Y.
Member, F. W. LaFrentz & Co.
President and director, American Audit Co.
Director, Amusco
Securities Co.
Director, Board of Trade for German-American Commerce, Inc.
Director, Canadian Surety Co.
Trustee, Central Savings Banks, New York.
President and director, DeFahmarner Co.
Director, Mexican Surety Co.
Director, N. Y. & Hanseatic Corp.
Director, Pilot Life Reinsurance Co.
Director, Fox Theatres Corp.
Robert C. Winmill
Member, Gude, Winmill & Co.
Director, Arnold
Constable & Co., Inc.
Director, Arnold Constable Corp.
Second
Vice-president and director, 825 5th
Ave. Corp.
Director,

Fox Theatres Corp.
Walter R. Herrick
Member, N. Y. Stock Exchange.
Member, Berg & Co., New York.
Director, American Eagle Fire Insurance
Co.
Director, First American Fire Insurance Co.
Director, Lee Rubber & Tire Co.
Director, Martin-Perry Corp.
Director, Sweets Co. of America.
Samuel W. Fordyce
Member of the law firm of Fordyce, Holliday
& White, of St. Louis.
Director, First National Bank of St. Louis.
Director, Houston Oil Co.
Director, Missouri-Kansas-Texas Railroad Co.
Director, Provident Chemical Works.
Director, Fox Theatre Corp.
Director, Coca Cola Bottling Co., St. Louis.
Director,
Municipal Theatre Association, St.
Louis.
Director, Dairies, Incorporated.
Counsel of War Finance Corporation, Wash1918-1919.
Chairman,ington,
Democratic
State Committee of
Missouri, 1926-1928.
Formerly President Pierce-Fordyce Oil Association of Texas ; vice-president and general
counsel, Tennessee Central Railroad 'Co. ;
director, Atlas Portland Cement Co. ; director and counsel, Coftimonwealth Trust Co.
of St. Louis.
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Sheehan Signs
Fox Contract; to
Run Five Years
(Continued jrom Page 22)
Al Lewis
Pincus,
Sheehan's
storyKelix
and Jenkins
player
scouts
in and
New JoeYork;
Alfred
Wright,
and Edwin V. Kilroe of the legal department; Roger
Ferri, editor of "Fox Dynamo"; John F. Coneybear,
laboratory chief; Alan, Freedman of the laboratory
department; Pat J. Flaherty, general manager of Red
Star Music Co. ; Walter Green, president cf National
Theatre Supply; Oscar Oldknow, vice-president of the
same company, and Marco Wolf of Fanchon and
Marco.

Since his arrival in New York on December 3, Sheehan has signed contracts with
15 authors, purchased rights of 45 stories
and engaged 47 players who will appear in
next season's program.

M,"Detroit
"G. of
FoxEast
Arthur,
{Continued from Page 22)
de luxe theatres in Philadelphia, Brooklyn.
St. Louis, Newark, Washington, Atlanta
and Detroit, and propels him into one of
industry.
the
biggest theatre operating posts in the
The switch, it is understood, will take
John Zanft from the de luxe houses and
temporarily leave him without portfolio. As
noted, however, he will probably get management of the Roxy when the latter leaves
the theatre he built to launch his job with
National Broadcasting and RKO.
Reports have it that Arthur informed
Fox officials that if all they had in mind
for him was Fox Metropolitan, he preferred to stay in California. He was definitely
after the Eastern division and thus his appointment to that post obviously indicates
his arguments have won out.

Stuart on Fox De Luxe
Theatres Under Arthur
Hartford — Hershel Stuart, head of the
Fox Poli circuit, is expected to be transferred to New York where he will headquarter in charge of de luxe operations for
Fox. Theatres under his supervision will
include houses in Brooklyn, Washington,
Newark, St. Louis, Philadelphia, Detroit
and Atlanta.

Coastin M*g'rs
West Up
FoxMoved
Transfer
Los Angeles — Switch of several managers
has followed the moving up of Harry Artliur to general manager of Fox theatres in
the East. The Long Beach post of Les
Fountain who now is southern California
district manager, has been taken over by
Marsliall Taylor, with Lew Clark moved to
Ocean Park from Santa Monica. C. F.
Narath, assistant manager at Santa Monica,
now is at Venice as manager.
Norman Sproul, manager of the Fox Riverside for the last eight months, is promoted to Santa Ana to take place of Jack
Rantz. who resigned to enter business for
himself. Carr of Glendale is switched to
Sproul's post at Riverside, with McGowan
of the vaudeville booking department of the
circuit
Glendale.being assigned to Carr's post at
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High and Low
On Music Row

Motion
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Upsets Contract
HIZZONER Jimmy Walker, who attended
the opening of the new Hollywood Theatre, vigorously applauded the song entitled
"When The Little Red Roses Get The Blues
For You," which is featured in the Warner
production "Hold Everything." Jimmy, you
know, is an old time songwriter himself, havwrittenMea few
numbers As
including
"Will
You ing
Love
In December
You Do
In
May?"

which was a* hit
* in
* its day.

Al Dubin and Joe Burke, writers of "TipToe Thru. The Tulips" and "Painting The
Clouds With Sunshine," and now under contract to IVarner Bros., are getting fan mail.
The weaker sex expresses great interest in
the persotialities of these tutiesters while the
masculine admirers simply desire information
on tlie art of ivriting hits. Well, if Dubin and
Burke can answer zvhat the masculine gender
ask, they'll get plenty of mail from "the boys
* * *
they left behind."
Bibo-Lang, Inc., have secured the publishing rights to three audible productions, which
will shortly be released. The song numbers
are "You For Me," "Must Be Love" and
"Wanna Find A Boy," from the Tiffany production "Sunny Skies," "Yo Te Adoro" theme
song for "Border Romance," another Tiffany
vehicle and "Oh How I Love You," "My Big
Boy" and "One Sweet Night" from the Chesterfield picture "Ladies In Love." This firm
is getting quite popular with the independent
producers.
m * *
Al Friedman, who has proved himself a
valuable asset to some of the publishers in
town, has signed zvith Harry Bloom, Inc., and
has left for Chicago, where he will open and
manage a branch office. Harry Bloo;.i. who
for many years was associated with Irving
Berlin, Inc., has another hard zvorker in Harold Spina, formerly unth Green & Sept. The
outstanding song in the Bloom catalogue is
"My Heart Belongs To The Girl Who BeTo Somebody
Shermanlongs and
Al Lewis. Else," tvritten by Al

* * *

Everything's jake now in music circles with
John G. Paine, chairman of the board of the
Music Publishers Protective Ass'n absolving
Al Capone from participation in the bootleg
song sheet racket, Al Capone expressing sympathy with the publishers who are purported
to have lost over Sl.OOO.OOO, and the disappearance of the street hawkers.

* * *

Walter O'Keefe arid Bobby Dolan don't do
anything by halves. This pair of melody
makers are responMle for every one of the
18 songs which are synchronised in the Warner production "Szt'eet Kitty Bellairs." These
tunes which include "You-00 I Love But
You." "Tally-ho." "Song Of The Town Of
Bath." "The Pump Song" and "Peggy's Leg."
will be published bv Harms.

* * *

Sherman-Clay has a pair of real good numbers entitled "With My Guitar" and "Shoo
The Hoodoo Away" in the Pathe circus musical "Swing High." These songs were written
by Mort Harris, Edward Ha>'man and Ted
Snyder. Shapiro-Bernstein also have some
songs which look like moneymakers in this
picture. Thev are "It ^^ust Be Love." "Do
You Think I Could Grow On You" and
"There's Happiness *Over
♦ * The Hill."
Frank Kclton has succeeded Harry Hoch as
manager of the Robbins Band and Orchestra
department, the latter now being affiliated with
Red Star Music Co.
PINCUS

Hollywood — Insiders are speculating on
the chances of Kiidolf Friml returninp to
Hollywood during the coming year to write
original music for two filnuisicals as stipulated in his contract with .Samuel Goldwyn.
Frinil came to the coast several months
ago, and wrote the musical numbers for
United Artists' "Bride 66." While here,
he entered into a contract with Goldwyn
to prepare the music for two Goldwyn
operettas, with reported understanding that
Friml would start on that contract as soon
on "Bride 66."
completed
he had of
as Instead
moving work
over to his offices at
Goldwyn's, Friml jumped back East, but
is said to have promised to return at a later
date to work out his contract with the producer. Investigation discloses there was no
friction or misunderstanding between Goldwyn and Friml. but the latter apparently
had the urge to make a trip to New York
and Europe — and departed.

Canadian
Exhibitors
Ask *Music Tax* Aid
Ottawa — Application has been made to

ike
''M
Bef
s
dio
Y. Stu
N, the
In ore
W.\TCHING
(Jlive Shcji. Hilly Taylor,
Joey Kay and about a score of collegians
doing
their stulT
in "'I~hcstudio
Varsity
Show"back
al
the Eastern
Vitaphoiie
brought
meimjrics of those dear departed days when wc
too had to wear the green skull cap depicting
freshness and unsoi>liislicati<m (business of drying our eyes). The story was written by Burnet llershiy with a special score by Neville
Eleeson and Harold Levy. Roy Mack directed.
* * •
The scenes in the Vitaphone Variety, "Horse
Sense," featuring Bob Roebuck, star of tlie 101
Ranch Wild West Show, were taken b^' Murray Roth at Westbury, L. I. Guess blatbush
tsn't as wild as most * of* us * think.
We

sure had a lucky break wheti we ran

right into production of the Variety, "The
Lucky Break," which is one of the funniest bits
of clowning we've seen, .\rthur Hurley directed this short starring Harry Fox, of musical
comedy fame, supported by Glenda Farrell,
Walter Regan, Leonard Jerome, Charles Hopstory. kins, Edward Butler and Arthur Shaw, Homer
Mason and Stanley Rauh collaborated on the

«

«

#

While on the subject of this well-known
phenomenon
called
let's dwell
for a
moment on those
thatbreaks,
have persisted
in dogging
Director Arthur Hurley. And when we say

Prime Minister King, for a modification of
the bill to amend the Canadian Copyright
Act presented by Fernand Rinfret, secretary
of state, and which is shortly to have its
second reading in the House of Commons.
The amendments give the Performing Rights
Society almost unlimited privileges in collecting musical royalties from Canadian exhibitors, while the American association
would also be able to collect further music
taxes.

dogging we mean just that. In "The Lucky
Break" he needed 14 untrained mongrel dogs
(What a howling time tliat was) and in his next
directorial effort, "The Hard Guy," all he had
to do teas to each a torn cat u'hich showed
no zvillingncss to participate in the proceedings
nor display its histrionic abilities. What we
originally intended to convey ivas taht Hurley
has had breaks, but *tough
* * ones.

Flaherty Gets $20,000
For Australian Rights

How the girls, dressed in bathing suits durproduction
on "Animal
Crackers"
withfolks
the
Four ingMarx
Brothers,
were envied
by the
over at the Paramount New York Studio! Was

Pat J. Flaherty, vice president and general manager of Red Star Music Co., NewYork, has assigned Australian music rights
to B. Davis & Co., of Svdncv for one year
for a reported price of $20,000.

it hot?

Zahler Handling

Music

Hollywood — Lee Zahler. composer and
musical director, has been engaged by Nat
Ross to assume charge of the musical end
of the Charles Murray-George Sidney
series of two reel comedies being produced
for Universal. Zahler composed several
original numbers for Darmour and Tififany,
besides handling musical scores on various
pictures for the latter two companies.

Ames Opposite Ann Harding
Hollywood — Robert Ames

has signed to

appear
Harding
"Holidav."
a
Patheopposite
talker Ann
directed
bv E.in H.
Griffith.
-Arthur Ho>-t, Audrey Forrester, Mary
.^stor. Edward Everett Norton, and William Holden are in the cast.

M-G-M Contract for Shy
Hollywood — Gus

.Shy, Broadwav

stage

comedian who appeared in M-G-M's filmusical version of "Good News." has been
placed under term contract by that company.

Dun't esk.

* *

*

Victor Heerman, note directing "Animal
Crackers," always is assigned to u'ork in the
East just when a prise fight for the heavyiveight championship of the world is to he
fought. He witnessed the Dempsey-Tunney
fight at Philadelphia, the Firpo-Dcmpscy battle,
the Tunncy-Gibbons argument, the Firpo-Willard bought (not a clujmpionship fight) and you
can bet your shekels that when Dcr Maxic
squares off ifith the Grim Weeper from Bosduck ton.
theHeerman
wild will
ones. be so close that he'll have to

«

*

*

Having recovered from a slight illness. Mark
Sandrich is again hard at work on the script of
his next RKO comedy which will feature Clark
and McCullouph in a nautical story. Production will take place at the Ideal studio in New
Tersev.
* « •
Her debut in Lnuis Brock's "The Golf Specialist," starring W. C. Fields, proved such a
success that Helene Haskins, New York society
girl, may be re-warded with a binncr and better
part in a future RKO
prodtiction.

* *

*

Vernon Duke, 26-year-old composer, who has
already had his second symphony played by the
Boston S>Tnphonv Orchestra, has been temporarily signed by Paramount and is now at work
on the score for "Heads Up" which will star
Buddy Rogers, supported by Helen Kane and
Victor Moore.
THE
STUDIO
SLEUTH.
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with her $10,000-a-week
YWOOsD,
HOLLsalarie
and her $5,000 a week stipends, is
forever trying to be economical! * * * And
the funny part of the whole thing is that they do
it.
But — Hollywood economizes on necessities
and not on luxuries. Save money? Yes. But
not on the "front" where anyone can see it - —
only on the back where no one will know the difference. That is the way the stars save their
widow's mite for the inevitable rain.
For instance :
One well-known Hollywood luminary invariably
has to borrow the money to pay his chauflfeur's
weekly salary — and the chauffeur is piloting a
Rolls Royce. Of course, one can't blame the
fellow for wanting to keep his Rolls — .one must
have their Rolls, even if one has to go in debt
for the coffee.
Another shining star has quite a reputation
for keeping blooded police dogs. Big ones.
Big ones that eat a lot! That's all very well
while the money co_mes in regularly, but when
the slump hits the bank roll it's not so hot.
But does the shining star sell the famous
kennels? No! One must not allow herself to
slip in the public mind — even if the dogs do
eat fifty dollars' worth of the choice meat a
month. Why, the shinmg star would rather
starve herself than let the dogs suffer from
Just for the "front."
of juicy
lack know
You
how steaks.
it is !
And that startling case of the little blonde Starlet
who had her car taken away from her for lack of
payment and her home snatched from over her head
for the amount of the mortgage. What did she do,
move into a smaller place and buy cheap clothes?
Not on your tin-type. She was spotted the very
next day in one of the swanky sucker joints on the
Boulevard paying (I should say charging) $1500.00
worth of clothes. And that wasn't a whole wardrobe
as you might well think. No sir! It was for an eveand an ermine wrap. Just one outfit —
ning dress good
not much
after it had been worn twice.
And one might mention, iust in passing, about the
fellow who pays six hundred simoleons for three suits
from the best tailor in town and then eats hamburger
sandwiches for breakfast, luncheon and dinner. Or
girl who lets the rent lapse and the dressthe little
maker wait— while she eats every meal at the Brown
Derby or the Town House, at twelve bucks a meal.
must be
You can't hardly admonish her either, she
seen— and seen eating, regularly and well. Then
again ... but why go on? It's all the same. They
all economize— on necessities. Why don't they save
on the luxuries? Or cut them out altogether? Its
bad business as far as Hollywood is concerned.
Front is the thing that counts out here— not the
backdoor necessitiese — Motion Picture Magazine.

*

*

♦

A scientist is qtwted as saying that
"fifty per cent of the present-day radio
entertainment is designed, consciously or
not, for persons whose mental age is not
more than twelve." Let Rudy Vallee
croon that off! — N. Y. Post.

Out of the Shell
Hollywood— Ring the fire bells! Hot
news for local and visiting Garbo
maniacs. Greta the Gudgeous seems
to be coming out of her shell!
At any rate, the secretive Swede has
in public eating houses sevappeared
eral times, lately, and always in the
company of a handsome and wealthy
young fellow-countryman.
No romance— just real good pals.
So it looks as though Garbo is beginning to take a modest part in
Hollywood social life.
I have it on good authority that she
is enjoying these little dashes into
the world, and plans to make more.
But she still wears her simple sports
clothes— even to Sunday dinners at
the fancy Montmartre.
Incidentally, Garbo has a new girl
friend— Fifi Dor.say, the Parisian
paprika. Fifi is Greta's first girl pal
since she and Lilyan Tashman grew
less friendly, some time — back.
Photoplay.

Picture
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Industrial Dialogue
First Movie
ness?

Mogul:

How

is busi-

Second Movie Mogul: Splendid. It's
so good, in fact, that we are not even
considering a merger.

ttnpHE
no itdesire
A to seeCHURCHMAN"
anyone persecuted,harbors
nor has
forgotten that justice should often be tempered
with mercy. But when even a loosely knit
organization like the Federal Council finds itself the victim of such a highly efficient public relations organization as the Hays office
it should leave no stone unturned to convince
the public, on which the council's very existence is dependent, that Christian ethics have
not been sacrificed to mercy. * * * The buying
and selling of public relations in our American
life is a sinister business, concerning which no
church organization such as the council can
afford to withhold unmitigated condemnation.
—The
Churchman.

* *

*

The published reports of the Joseph
Schildkraut-Elsie Bartlett divorce proceedings specify that Joe must give
Elsie $2.50 a week of his $l,500-a-week
salary. These reports make no mention
of a pre-separation agreement whereby
Herr Schildkraut divested himself of
the major portion of his then current
assets. — A'. Y. News.

* * *
Another difficulty in these fast moving times
is for the arrived celebrity to get his memoirs
off the press before he goes boom. — N. Y.
American.

* * *

There's nothing some people won't
believe, proinded it's against some one
they don't like. — *Arkansas
* * Gazette.
If Mr. Hays insists upon his program being
carried out, and he has the power to do so
if he desires, he will be conferring a benefit
upon the industry which he heads as well as
upon the American public. If he does not,
national censorship
is inevitable. — Watertozun
(M. Y.) Times.
* * *
What will be the public's response
to Charlie Chaulin's determined silence in "City Lights."— iV. Y. Post.
*

*

rll

Una Merkel, as Ann Rutledge in Griffith's
"Abraham Lincoln" died so beautifully that
every one on the United .\rtists lot wept, inNezvs. cluding I'm told, Joe Schenck. — Muir in N. Y.

* ♦

*

If^ith the electrical concerns controlling radio, radio controlling phonographs
and talking pictures and pictures hacking Broadway shows, the time is in sight
when charades zc'ill l>e the only independent form of amusement. — N. Y.
Herald-Tribune.

'HAT is good entertainment? It should
mean decent entertainment, sensible entertainment, artistic entertainment, pleasing entertainment. The moving picture should be
clean, measurably instructive at times, true to
life always, and vulgar and unclean never. . . .
We do not believe that there should be no
'punch' to the moving pictures we see. We
do not believe that every moving picture plot
should be founded on something as intriguing
as the Rollo books.
We do not believe that the public which looks
to the moving picture for about ninety per
cent of its entertainment should be given decent, intelligent and pleasing fare. — Newport
News.
* * *
Hollywood has not yet learned how
to give music from the screen instead
of reproducing it as it is given from
the stage. — The Nation.

(R.I.)

* * *

Unless all the signs fail, and such things
have been known to happen in Hollywood,
Reginald Denny is in line for an amazing
comeback to his former great popularity. . . .
Financial Items: Clarence Badger, dire<;tor,
fined $1,000 for kidding Uncle Sam about income taxes. . . . Baclanova sued for $1,052 by
landlady who says the actress did that much
to curtains, upholstery, furniture, dishes, pictures, walls and floors. . . . Anita Senay, nurse,
says Molly O'Day has been owing her $42
since 1928. ... A lot of people suing Buck
Jones for salaries. . . . Simultaneous neit's
items: Alice Day announces betrothal to Jack
Cohen, broker, for early marriage, and Alice
Day is hurt when auto in which she is riding
with Carl Freeman overturns. . . . There may
be a crown prince and princess at Pickfair !
But by adoption, of course. For it seems probable that the royal Pickford line of stars will
consist entirely of one generation — Queen
Mary herself.
Mary and Doug are thinking
of adopting a child
perhaps two. — Photoplay Magazin-e.
A successful talkie comedy is one
that keeps the audience laughing so
you
can'tEvening
hear anything
to laugh at. —
Buffalo
News.

Television Virtue
Recent

television broadcasts

were

only partially successful due to difficulty in recognizing the actors.
When broadcasts come from Hollywood, however, there will be no difficulty in recognizing the plots.
Will Hays' new restrictions will even
standardize plots more than ever.
Hereafter all villains must be virtuous, which puts them one up on current fiction heroines.
Policemen, congressmen and preachers in the films must have hearts of
gold. Thus matching their teeth in
the color sequences.
— Ted Cook in the N. Y. American.
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ihat
hear some of tlie Hollywood mob explain it, out there it takes two years before a player or writer gets wise to the fact
that he is "through." Nobwly has the courage
to tell liini that he is, so he keeps trying, trusting tliat the morrow will bring better fortune.
It WDulcl be a grand thing if someont- went
artnind Hollywood witli a wand and tcniched
the has-beens, which would signify that they
no longer had any value to the pictures. Hut
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0\V about next season's booking?
Will it 1)1- a rcpititicjn of the present situation when exhiijitors, luiaijle to ^et together with exchanges on a ddinite ligiire because
of the sound era, signed at prices they knew were
of adjustloo high, tru.sting that the usual system
ments would follow? Will booking be influenced
by the fact that generally these adjustments were
not forthcoming, providing additional hanlships
for exhibitors, and leading to a greater extent of
contnict-ljreaking than ever before.'
Will the producers, who are reported t<j have
gathered in about $30.(X)0,UOO more in profits this
past season, try for even a greater figure, or will
they realize that the increase is in a great part
due to the terrific burden carried by theatrcmen this season?
Will the producers so direct

To

Drawing the Line

I

Holl>wo(id — Believe it or not, there's
a high-class l)eaut> parlor in the center of H(»ll\wo(»d which gets a big
pla\ from film actresses. But a goldlettered sign on the front window
reads:
"For Ladies
Only"!

even then, one imagines, they wouldn't believe
it. — Nexif Movie Magasiiic.
4<
*
*
There are so many virtuosos on the
Gold Coast right now, it doesn't seem
possible that the factories could continue to turn out the old stufT without
some variation. —* Judge.
* *
Dudley Murphy, the director, is a handsome
bloke and is sometimes embarrassed by being
mistaken
for Rudy
One day
he was
hustling along
the N'allce.
street, intent
on business
when a gushing gal stoppcxl him cold and said :
"Oh, Mr. Vallee, I think you're so wonderful. May I touch you?"
Murphy glared, then thought of the retort
flirteous.
"Where?" he hissed.
Plav.
♦ ♦— S'trecn
*
La Giiinan has been called many
things, before and since her retiir,; front
Chicago, but it remained for a patron
of the Capitol Theatre to ask at the box
office: "Will I see Tex Gunman in person?"— X. Y. Journal.
* * *
The 1930-31 season
water mark in talking
born industry is now
plainly and it is old
how to profit by its
Kansas Cit v.

should reach the highproduction. This newable to enunciate pretty
enough to have learned
mistakes. — Reel Journal.

♦ * *

It is easy to see how the American
films, frankly founded on romance,
humor and music, and as innocent of
ideas as a newly laid egg. should be
a welcome relief to the foreign nations which see them and how they
should continue to be pre-eminent in
the field.— .V. )'. (Morning)
W orld.

"Shame by You"
Hollywood— "Cal York" thinks that
"Dick Arlen had already achieved
enough distinction in Hollywood But
it seems that we're wrong. He is the
only man to our immediate knowledge
who has ever spent the night in a bed
in a maternity ward.
"Dick was injured on the set when
he did a realistic fisticuff scene in
'The
Western
He
was Light
rushedof tothethe
closestStars.'
hospital.
Every hod was taken except one in
the stork room. He took it and spent
the night there. But a Masonic oath
of silence seals his lips."

IS sound like a wild yarn but it actualhappened in Hollywood, where the
strangest things are truth. A young actress,
who after several seasons in Hollywood seemed to be making good in her career and keeping a nice reputation, had a wonderful opportunity with a big company. It was her first
chance on that lot and she was thrilled by it.
She was making arrangements with the executive in charge when he casually mentioned
that his family was giving a party that night
and he would like her to attend. She thought
it would be not only diplomatic but pleasant
as well. So she put on her most becoming
gown
and went to the festivities there.
One of the first men she met was a visiting relative of the executive, .^fter the first
glance she suddenly recognized him— unfortunately, just about the time he realized her
identity. Then the air in their vicinity became frostly. And the next day the girl
didn't get the contract.
For it seems that years ago when she was
16, poor and beautiful the visiting relative had
been a store owner in a small town. He had
promised to give the little girl a job and had
even offered to take her out to dinner. The
meal was served in his bachelor home and the
girl had to break up dishes and windows before she escaped from his evil designs. She
didn't get the job that time either, but she
told the story to a boy friend who beat up the
store owner. Then after all those years he

T'

had
to have
Graphic.

Hollywood

their policy that even a larger numlxT of independent chains will be willing to sell out to
the ever advancing octopus, which eventually
gets the price reduction the indeiKudent slwuld
have had in order to exist?
Will exchange managers adopt a different
spirit, or will the weight placed upon exhibitorsadvancing
grow heavier chains
.'
Will the
continue their buying orgy so that eventually the few remaining
selling possibilities will call for a lower grade
of exchange manager to sell the few indcl>endent accounts that will remain?
How about
next season's bo(jking — The Exhibitor, Philadelphia.

H
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It is all very well to ctmtend that
the drama may he dying, but the audiare doing the m<»--1 suffering. —
A'. Y. ences
American.

* »

«

Lately there has been an epidemic of crook
plays. And in many of them the hero is given
the part of a crook.
Crook plays are unpleasant even when the
hero is an honest person, but when he is a
crook, they are triply so. • * * Producers
should do well to give a serious thought about
curtailing the number they will produce next
year. Plays of this sort do not build on solid
ground. — Harrison's *Reports.
« *
Sound, for all its rcx-olutionizing potentialities, has to its credit the elimination of the beautiful but dumb element
from pictures. — Motion Picture Record,
i»
*
*
Seattle.
The further
telephone
companies
bother
about
experiments
withneedn't
television
on
our account. When we call a person on the
telephone, it's usually because we don't want
to see him. — .V. }'. Post.

relatives. — .V. )'.

Leland Hayward escorted Frederick
Lonsdale, shy British playwright, all
the way from here to Hollywood so
Freddie
wouldn't run away again. —
A'.
}'. Journal.

You should have a good sense of showmanship— that knack of giving to the amusementgoing public what it wants to see — if you are
considering making the motion picture industry
your life work. Without such a gift, plus
highly specialized training, you cannot meet
with marked success in this field nowadays.
You will need originality, artistic ability, plenty of pluck and a temperament not easily discouraged, to back up showmanship, if you enter the producing end of the industry. — .\dolph
Zukor's advice in the "Choosing the Right
CareerWorld.
for Success" series appearing in .V. }'.
Eve.
A film actress has remarried her first
husband. Pure absence of mind, tee
suppose. — London Opinion.

Her Money's Worth
Tampa, Fla. — The film on one of the
projectors in the Prince here caught
on fire and burned up the two reels
in the upper magazine, but due to the
(juick work of the operators it was
confined to that one machine. Smoke
entered the auditorium and Manager
Ramos addressed the audience, telling
them tlu'.\ were in no daniicr but to
pass out (|uickl>. .Ml did but a girl (if
about 12 who said she was going to
stay and see the show or get her
money back, so I{amos picked her up
and carried her to the box office for
her refund.
The blower fans cleared the house
of smoke, the machines were cleaned
and a new magazine installed, and
inside of an hour the house was ready
to operate. The coming of the fire department and news of the fire brought
plenty of curious people, with the result that the theatre t'U joyed an exceptional da>'s business.
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Antipodes 18%
Wired; Western
Electric Leads
Three hundred and seventy-seven houses,
or eighteen per cent of the theatres in Australia and New Zealand, are now wired for
sound. By the end of the year, 2>7 per cent,
or 750, will be showing talking picture, in
the opinion of Charles Munro, representative
of Fox Film in the island continent.
Wired houses today number 2>77, as
against total possibilities of 2,000, he says.
Western Electric now leads with 268, with
RCA Photophone a poor second at 37. Munrc
who is now in New York, makes the following estimate of current installations:

Western
Electric
RCA
Photophone
Raycophone
(L)
Pacent
Auditone
(L)
De Forest
Australione
(L)
Cinephone
Johnsons
(L)
Katone
(L)
Cutone (L)
Total
(L)

indicates

local

268
37
16
J3
10
9
|
|
5
2
j 1
377

device.

240 W, E, Reproducers
Installed in Canada
Montreal — 240 C'anadian theatres have
installed Western Electric equipment within the last 18 months, according to the
Northern Electric
Canadian
distributor.Co., Ltd., the company's

Magnascope

Installations

Ottawa — Magnoscope screen has been installed in the Columbia, a suburban house
of Ottawa, owned by the Nolan Theatre
Enterprises. The first local installation of
the full-stage screen effect was in the
Avalon. The Magnoscope screen was developed by Ambrose Nolan of Ottawa,
who has placed the equipment in 20 theatres
throughout Ontario.

English Talker Ban Is
Threatened at Belgrade
Belgrade — F.xhibitors here have informed
distributors they will refuse to run any
more talkers unless they contain plenty of
musical numbers and a minimum of dialogue. The reason is that few people here
understand English. Provincial managers
have approved the action.

Gets Wonderphone Agency
Cincinnati — Rapid Film Co., here has
been appointed southern Ohio and Kentucky
distributors for the Wonderphone.

House for Port Hope
Port Hope, Ont. — Famous Players Canadian Corp. will build an atmospheric theatre here to replace the Royal, license for
which has been refused.

Radio Signs Young Singer
Roberta Robinson, 17-year-old singer,
has been signed by Radio Pictures and will
star in a series of pictures for that company.

Picture
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Producers Farm
Out Players for
Plenty of Pelf
Farming out of favorite players is proving a big source of revenue for some producers, Florabel Muir writes in a Hollywood despatch to "The New York Daily

Architect's
sketch of the new $1,000,000
exchange building to be erected in Chicago.

Chicago to Have
New $1,000,000
Film Building

Marie Dressier, who since her performance in "Anna Christie" has shot up to the
peak dem.and of her long career, is under
contract to M-G-M, but parts that fit her
News."
type
are not numerous. There is a good
stiff price of $25,000 a picture on her services and it makes no difference whether
she appears in one scene or fifty.
So, M-G-M has done very well peddling
her talents elsewhere when there is nothing
for her to do on the home lot. Her regular
salary is $3,500 a week, but when Messrs.
Mayer and Thalberg get through counting
up the profits they have made on her they
find that she costs them little more than a
mediocre player.

Pathe Has 2 on List
Chicago — Ground was broken here this
week for the new Film Exchange building
at 1250 Wabash avenue. It was announced concurrently that space in the
building was better than 75% rented.
Ten year leases have been signed by
R.K.O., United Artists, Universal, Columbia, Tiffany, Educational, Filmack,
M & M Exchange and Daily News-Universal Newsreel, according to Harold J.
Eschbach, who developed the project and
completed arrangements for its financing.
The building will be a five-story fireproof structure and will embrace a roof
superstructure which will contain two
miniature theatres for screenings. It
will provide in addition to office space,
inspection, display and shipping rooms
and specially constructed vaults for film
storage. The exterior will be face-bricked
with Indiana limestone decorations. The
interior will have marble tile floors and
marble wainscotting, the total cost of the
building to exceed $1,000,000. George M.
Forman & Co., will underwrite $600,000
of this amount. Hooper & Janusch are
the architects and John F. Wallace, renting agent.
Completion is scheduled for October
1st, with occupancy set for October 31st.

Lipton Succeeds Flam
At Fox Metropolitan
Lawrence Lipton is Dave Flam's successor on the Fox Metropolitan executive staff.
Lipton was formerly publicity director for
Fox in Detroit, and more recently assisted
in the direction of the New York string.

Stardom for Powell
Hollywood — William Powell will be
by Paramount in "For the Defense"
direction of John Cromwell. Charles
man is credited with the story, with
play and dialogue being written by
H. P. Garrett.

starred
under
Furthscreen
Oliver

Pathe is fortunate in having two girls on
the contract list who are in brisk demand.
They are Constance Bennett and Ann
Harding. Miss Harding receives $25,000
a year from Pathe but when some one else
wants her the ante goes way up. Connie
Bennett is frothing because Pathe has her
hog tied on a five-year contract at $1,200
a week. Connie and her sister Joan possess that continental lacquer, veneered on
them by years in Paris, and their brittle
worldliness gives them just the sophisticated touch that talkie audiences go mad
about. So they have more work than they
know what to do with.
Connie kicked like the proverbial bay
steer when Pathe sent her out to work
double for her contract price and finally
agreed to accept 50 per cent of the difference bringing her own take to $1,800 a
week. The fast friendship between her and
Gloria inSwanson's
de Falaise Now
is a
thorn
the side ofMarquis
Pathe officialdom.
that Gloria's picture is finished mayhap
Constance will be able to play on her home
grounds once more.

Toronto Loew Net Up
Toronto — Increase of 61 per cent in net
operating revenue, over the same period
last year, is shown for the fiscal year ended April 25 by Marcus Loew's Theatres,
Ltd., which operates Loew's and another
house leased to Famous Players Canadian
Corp. Gross
receipts
of Loew's
$572,529,
and rental
revenue
from the totaled
house
leased to Famous amounted to $95,999.

Goldstein Aids Kayes
Boston — Jack Goldstein, advertising and
publicity director of the former Netoco
chain of 40 theatres, which has been taken
over by Publix, has been assigned to H. F.
Kayes of the Publix publicity staff. Before coming to the Netoco organization.
Jack spent a year with M-G-M in New
England. His new duties will be as issistant to Kayes.
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Projectionists^ Round Table
By Jolui F. Rider
IT MIGHT be well before we embark upon
this course in sound projection to si)end a
few moments upon the requirements of the
motion picture-sound projectionist. Just what
should he know?
Electrical courses can be classified in various ways. It is possible without much deliberation to say that the majority may be classified in
three ways ; elementary, standard and advanced.
Just how much benefit is derived from any one
of these three courses depends uiwn the course
and the individual. Starting from scratch, the
elementary is worth a good deal to any man
who is interested in that subject because he,
during the course, learns something about a
subject which was foreign prior to the occasion. He now has a smattering of what represents that subject. How much financial remuneration isderived from that knowledge depends upon the demands of the industry or the
art. At the best the monetary return is very
meagre.
The man knows a few facts but is not sufficiently familiar with the subject to be in a
position to apply it, at least to the extent that
it will really benefit his employer. The insight enables further study, or progress to
what we call the standard course. This course
would normally include the elementary, and
delve deeper into the subject; teach the power
of analysis and application. It would teach
the power of interpretation so that the theory
learned can be applied to practice. This amount
of knowledge is no longer superficial. The man
now knows enough to be of satisfactory utility
to his employer. He now produces a return
both for himself and for his employer. He is
mutually
remunerative.
The advanced course is entirely different.
The subject matter is based upon a different
conclusion. The student no longer passes
through the elementary or even reviews the
elementary. The course is planned upon the
assumption that the student is familiar with
the rudimentary details of the study and he
delves into the mathematical analysis. He
plans to employ his knowledge for design or
research work or some other form of analytical occupation.

The Standard

Course

An analysis of the motion picture projection
field, the projectionist in particular, shows that
the group of men bearing the previously mentioned classification are not qualified for such
an advanced course. Furthermore an analysis
of the industry shows that they do not require
such a course. The work to be carried out
does not demand the knowledge conveyed in
such study and the time spent in such study
would not provide satisfactory financial reimbursement.
The possible difference in monetary return
between a proficient motion picture projectionist and a man who is familiar with the advanced details appertaining to sound equipment,
when both are employed by an organization
and the latter individual devotes his effort to
sound work and not projection, is so small
as to nullify the value of the time spent for
study. Upon second thought, if we are to
consider average financial return, the projectionist fares somewhat better in the long run.
Digging deeper, the elementary study of sound
and sound equipment is of no actual value other
than to incite a desire for further study which
shall provide a return. The amount of knowledge which may be conveyed in an elementary

course is not sufficient to provide the data which
is now required for satisfactory daily maintenance and is by far, short of the knowledge
which shall be required in the future. The
standard course which is more detailed than
the elementary course, yet does not qualify the
graduate student as an engineer is that required
by the motion picture projectionist of today.
Mere comprehension of operating instructions
is not sufficient. Mere comprehension of the
statement that "the photoelectric cell picks up
the sound recorded upon the film and converts
it into electrical impulses" is insuflicient. One
must understand the actual operation of the
cell, the function of the different parts, the
operating characteristic of the cell and last but
not the least the conditions under which it performs to best advantage and under which conditions it cannot perform well. The operator
must be able to distinguish when the cell is
good or bad without depending upon the plebian specifications referring to the action of
another device in the system.
Each recording channel in a studio is daily
subjected to a routine series of tests to determine the condition of the svstem.
.Such tests

Lesson Number 1
Thi.s is the first in a series on sound
projection written by John F. Rider
for exclusive publication in Motion
Picture \eirs. The author will tackle
his subject from the beginning and
trace through to its conclusion the
fundamental information and background which, in his opinion, the projectionist must have to be adequately
equipped for his post.

are necessary at the reproducing end, in the
theatre. The actual recording is important.
All of us recognize that point. But is the transcription of the recording into sound of so
little importance that a serious daily test is unnecessary. Click tests are now in use to determine if the circuit is "alive." but such tests
have no bearing upon any defect which will
cause distortion of the speech or music.

Preparedness
Perhaps our statement that a frequency test
is daily necessary is a bit premature, particularly so because of the rigid stipulations in
force today relative to what may and what may
not be done to the apparatus. How long such
tests shall live and how rigidly they shall be
enforced in the future is problematical. The
fact remains that the operator must be qualified to make such a test, to determine if his
apparatus is imperfect and to institute the
necessary corrective measures to restore the
equipment to its required state.
Interrupted service reflects upon the operator. The man in the audience is not interested
in who services the equipment. He cares little that the service man is out of town and
every possible effort is being made to hurry
him to the scene. He paid his money and
wants his show. If either sound or scene are
unsatisfactory, the operator and theatre are
classed as incompetent and poorly managed
respectively.

The class of equipment within the control
of the operator is very large. While it is true
that certain fundamental electrical laws govern
the operation of many of these devices, the
actual action taking place in each is different
from that in the other. In the loud speaker
an electric current produces a mechanical force.
In the phonograph pickup a mechanical force
produces the electric current. In the exciter
lamp an electric current produces light. In
the photoelectric cell, light pnj<iuces electric
current. To understand such reversals of action, the operator cannot be satisfied with elementary knowledge. His field of work is
great and his field of study likewise great.
The man who studies sound projection
studies electricity. Perhaps this introduces a
field supposedly foreign to motion pictures.
Electric current is the basis for the arc in the
lamp house, but the number of electrical items
associated with the arc are so many less than
those associated with the sound equiprnent,
that there is really no comparison. Terminology is new. In contrast to the arc, application of electric potential and electric current
is new.
It would be extremely difliicult to select the
exact number ot electrical items encompassed
in a sound projection system and to state that
a study of the operation of these items would
suffice. .-Xs a matter of fact, such is practically
impossible, because one subject leads into the
next; one subject is interlocked with another,
perhaps with ten others. In order to learn
sound projection one must learn electricity, and
considering the items in a sound system, that
man must learn both branches of electricity,
A. C. and D. C circuits. He must progress
far beyond the rudiments of the subject. His
work is not only the transmission of power on
a small degree, but his work involves telephony,
the transmission of speech over wires and electronic action within a vacuum tube.

Need for Mathematics
Quite naturally the scope of study is not that
necessary for an engineer, but the distance between the man who has a smattering of sound
equipment and the man who is capable of satisfactorily operating and servicing a sound installation isa very wide and deep abyss, one
that cannot be bridged by "just a little more
The man who studies electricity cannot successfully do so unless he is familiar with
mathematics. This statement should not create
a fear of the subject. The engineer probes with
higher mathematics, calculus, trigonometry and
imaginary quantities. The sound projectionist,
work." is not to be an engineer. He deals
however,
with like problems, but not to the same depth.
His is the practical application. His mathematics, if we may call it that, is required in
order that he be able to solve the problems
and formulae which arise during the study of
the subject. Such solution is a great help when
one desires to understand. Experience in the
past proved the above. Many men have made
excellent progress in the study of electricity
and electrical circuits until the subject became
a bit comple.x. That is, they appeared complex
because they were represented by numerals, as
formulae.
It is not difficult to understand a formulae.
The difficulty arises in the quest to understand
the derivation of the formulae. In many cases
that is unnecessary, but extreme difficulty is
nevertheless encountered because the man in-
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volved has no visible means of solving the problem. Most of the forniujae which shall appear
in this course are relatively simple. The highest
order of mathematics is the right triangle, a
subject which is a part of the mathematics
course in the average high school. It is possible to express that subject as a simple study
of the relation between an angle and a line.
Supplementary to the right triangle is a study
of a circle. Actually this work is a part of
mathematics known as plane trigonometry.

Some of the Requisites
Once again we wish to stress that the above
work as it is applied to the sound projection
course is not difficult. Plenty of tables are
available to expedite solution. Square root is a
part of this work and we shall furnish a simple
method of solving for square root when the
occasion arises for such calculation. We include the above subjects because they provide
a means of understanding electrical phenomena
in .\. C. circuits.
Multiplication, division and ratio of small
quantities plays a very important role in A. C.
as well as D C. circuits. Mention of these elementary arithmetical solutions is not made with
the idea of disparaging the reader's mental ability. They appear in electrical equations and
solution of a problem is worth five pages of
text. The above arithmetical methods of solution shall serve to refresh memories which
have not been called on to function in this
direction for many years.
The function of many devices in a sound
system is best expressed in numerical quantities. A numerical illustration will serve to
clarify many an enigmatical problem. Solution
of a problem is not difficult when even round
numbers are involved. The difficulty arises
when fractions are encountered, when they are
to be multiplied, divided, subtracted. The relation betw;een two quantities is of great importance in a sound system. The fvmction of the
fader is to alter this relation so that it shall
conform with a requirement or with a third
quantity,

Basic Information
By supplying a short review at the outset of
the course with numerical examples of solution, we hope to provide a better basis for
comprehension.
The Study of Mathematics — The signs, symbols and expressions used in mathematics are
those which have been accepted by virtue of
common usage. No one seems to know why -fstands for addition, — for subtraction, X for
multiplication, -^ for division and =: for equality. No more do we know why a lion is called
a lion or why a horse is called a horse. When
spoken they mean what they do simply because
there is a general agreement to that fact. The
same is true of mathematical symbols and
signs.
Certain terms are applied to numbers as being representative of a certain kind of a number, and the following definitions explain the
significance of these terms.
1. An even number is a number that is exactly divisible by 2. Further, a number is an
even number if its last right hand figure is 0
or a number divisible by 2. Thus, 4, 8, 10, 14
and 20 are even numbers.
2. An odd number is a whole number that is
not exactly divisible by 2. Thus, 5, 11, 17, 25
and 57 are odd numbers. While it is true that
these numbers may be divided by two, the result would be an even number and a number
which is exactly divisible by 2 when divided by
two results in an even number.
3. A number is exactly divisible by 3 if the
sum of its digits is exactly divisible by 3. Thus
the whole number 462195 is divisible by 3 since
4 -1- 6 + 2 -f 1 -j- 9 + 5 = 27 and 27 is divisible
by 3. The digits in a whole number are the
individual numbers. In the case cited the whole
number is 462195, whereas the digits are 4, 6, 2,
1, 9 and 5. The interpretation of a digit is of
-nurse not limited to the exact numbers menioned.
4. A number is divisible bv 4 if its last two
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The Horn Was Silent
Hollywood — Arriving on location
without a .sound head for the camera
may be comedy to some, but it wa.s
near tragedy in the case of the "Trader
Horn" company, which found itself in
far-off Africa, without the required
sound head, although with thousands
of dollars worth of other sound equipment.
As the daily overhead was high, picture was started in silent form — with
the sound equipment necessarily remaining idle. The necessary sound
head for the camera arrived about
three months after the company had
been on location. AH silent film was
retained so that sound could be spotted in at the studio later.

digits on the right are divisible by 4 or if it
terminates in two zeros. Thus 279564 is divisible by 4 since the last two digits on the right
are 64 and this number is divisible by 4. With
respect to the number terminating in two zeros,
the whole number 37600 is divisible by 4.
5. A number is divisible by 5 if the last
digit on the right is 0 or 5.
6. A number is divisible by 6 if it is an even
number and the sum of its digits is divisible
by 3. Thus 882 is divisible by 6, since it is
even, ending in 2 and at the same time 8 + 8 -f2 := 18, a number divisible by 6.
7. A rule is not available for the whole
numbers divisible by 7.
8. A number is exactly divisible by 8 if the
number represented by the last three digits on
the right is divisible by 8. For example:
98643872 is divisible by 8 because 872 is divisible by 8.
9. A number is divisible by 9 if the sum
of its digits is divisible by 9. Thus 87563124 is
divisible by 9 because 8+7-|-5 + 6 + 3-f1 -t- 2 + 4 = 36 and 36 is divisible by 9.
The above rules find application in many
instances not allied with the electrical, but are
of aid when solving problems and provide what
may be termed short-cut methods to determine
the feasibility of a certain operation.

Mathematical Signs
Siyns of Operation — Methods of operation in
mathematical problems are expressed by means
of signs. Recognition of the relative importance of such signs is of great aid when solving problems. Incorrect sequence of operation
will cause a wrong answer. A series of additions may be taken in any order. The same is
true of a series of multiplications, as for example, 2X4X5X8 = 320, no matter what
the sequence of multiplication, whether 2 is first
multiplied by 8 or by 4 X .5 and then multiplied
ly 8. A series of subtractions must be taken as
written and the same is true of a series of
divisions.
The consequence of wrong sequence is best
realized when working with a mixed series of
divisions, multiplication, addition and subtraction, as for example, the problem 16 -f- 4 44 X 2 X 3 — 16 X 2 -=- 4 = ? .'\t first glance this
problem appears to be of the simplest kind,
yet unless the operations are followed in a
certain specific order the answer will be wrong.
We shall therefore show the possible methods
of solution to indicate the correct and incorrect methods, terminating with the rule for the
sequence of such operations.
= 16
X 3 = 48
— 1.
16 16
= -^
32 4"=
X 24 =-h 464= -f-8 4X =2 16.
Wrong.
2. 16 -^ 4 -f 24 — 32 -^ 4 = 4 -f 24 — 8 =
28 — 8 = 20. Right.
The following rule governs the solution of a
series of different operations. In a series of
different operations, the multiplication must be
performed first, the division next, the addition
next and finally the subtraction in the order
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written. In the above example, line 2, the
number 24 = 4 X 2 X 3 and the number 32 =
16 X 2 in the original expression.
Fractions — Quite a good deal of electrical
data appertaining to D. C. circuits and electrical
indicating instruments to be discussed later in
the course involves parts of unit values, that is,
fractions. In other words, a certain electrical
value of voltage or current or resistance may
be dissipated or not used in the electrical circuit. To determine the relation between the
amount used and the amount lost, it is necessary to apply fractions. This is particularly
true in the case of electrical indicating instruments, when it is necessary to change the operway. ating range of an instrument, or in fact when
the design of such devices is being studied.
An understanding of fractions will go a long
Three component parts are to be found during the process of simple division. When the
figure 5 is to be divided into the number 10,
the latter know-n as the divident or the numerator is usually shown above a horizontal line as
10 and the quantity to be divided into another
quantity is known as the divisor or the denominator and is shown as a numeral below a
horizontal line as — . When the two are com5
bined to indicate the operation, the expression as
10
— . When the dividing symbol -i- is used, the
5
number preceding the symbol is the divident
or enumerator and the number succeeding the
symbol is the divisor or denominator. The resultant quantity of a division problem is known
as the quotient. Thus the answer 2 is the
If we have available a unit quantity of light
quotient.
from a source and that light is passed through
a filter so that the quantity of light incident
upon an object is only one-third of the total
light available from the source, the light incident upon the object is only a fraction of that
1
available, in this case — of the total light. This
3
fraction is an indicated division showing that
the to_tal value of light is divided into a number
of equal parts. In this case the total light is
divided into three equal parts. One of these
parts is available upon the subject and two of
the three parts are lost in the filter. The value
of the fraction is the number that it represents. Thus if two thirds of the light were
available upon the subjects the expression would
2
be — , which would indicate that of the three
3
equal parts of light in each case, two were
available or taken and one part was not used
or lost in the filter.
John F. Rider's second lesson znll apl^ear
next Zi'eek. In it he icill further discuss the
application of mathematics to the sound projectionist's problems.

Blackwell Quota Films
For Paramount Release
London — Carlyle Blackwell is to make
three quota talkers for Paramount release.
The first is "Bed Rock." in which Jane
Baxter is featttred opposite Blackwell, who
is directing the series. Piccadilly Pictures
is the producing unit which Blackwell
heads. Noel Sliammon and Blackwell now
are collaborating on the second picture,
which will star Miss Baxter.

Again

Trying

Art

Cleveland — Another effort to put over a
picture art theatre here will be made by
Louis Matchct of the Cinema Art Theatre
of Chicago. The first such house here was
located on East Ninth St.. and was operated
by Aaron Newman. It flopped after about
two month's trial.
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Four Rochester
Houses Operate
On Saiue Scale
Rochester — Four out ot six downtown
Rochester first run tUni liouses operate on
the same price scale, with the remaining
two corresponding proportionately by beginning with a "bargain" matinee before
noon and making evening the peak tor
prices.
Tlie RKO Temple, seating l.WU, opens
ivith a 15-cents standing price at 11 A. M.,
continuing until 1 P. M., when the price
jumps to 25 cents. After 6 P. M. it is 35
cents. The Piccadilly, Publix house seating 2,259, opens from 11 A. M. to 1 P. M.
at 25 cents, jumi)s to 35 cents until 6 P. M.,
and
centsbefore
thereafter.
Clildren's
are to
15 50
cents
1 P. M.,
and 25 prices
cents
thereafter.
The RKO Palace, seating 3,000; the
Publi.x Eastman, seating 3,200; the Loew's
Rochester, seating 4,000, and the Publix
Regent, seating 1,551, open at 11 A. M.,
with a standard price of 25 cents, jumping
to 35 cents at 1 P. AI. and to 60 cents at
6 P. M. Children are admitted for 15 cents
until 6 P. M. and for 25 cents thereafter.
Evening prices prevail all tlay .Sunday in
all houses.

Bankrupt Theatre Pays
Final 10% Dividend
East St. Louis, 111. — The creditors of the
bankrupt Erco Amusement Co. were paid a
dividend of approximately 10 per cent on
the unsecured claims, amounting to $1,715,
at the final meeting of the creditors.
The company formerly operated the Lyric
here and went into bankruptcy about eighteen months ago. At that time it was estimated the liabilities totaled $242,586.13.

RCA

Portable

Campaign

Cleveland — J. \V. Rafferty, assistant sales
manager in charge of RCA educational and
industrial department, is in town opening
a sales campaign on the RCA portable
equipment, the type now being installed in
562 Montgomery-Ward & Co., stores
throughout the country, and in use on such
ocean liners as the He de France, Berengaria, George Washington and the Malolo.

Ta! Ta!
!N[any revolutionary movements are
in progress in Hollywood these days.
Of these, one of the most revolutionary is the radical change in types of
leading men. (lone is the era of unbelievably handsome males, immaculately manicured, massaged, brushed,
combed and dressed. Gone is the era
when a leading man did not necessarily have to be an actor, if only he
was good-looking. .\nd come is the era
of actors — of men who do not have
to look superlatively romantic, if they
can, with voice and action, he c(»nvincing in their parts. — Motion Picture
Magazine.

Picture

News

Tribute to Loeiv
'"Lorw's .S(|uarf" is (he new nanu- of
thf slre«'l inl«Tsf»(ion opposite l,o«-w's
I'itkin, |{rookl\n. The name was hestowed on the intersection as a niark
of tribute to the late Marcus Loew.
Kddie licity
Dowden
of the
.New ^'ork
department
is given
credit pubfor
the change, which took six months to
accomplish.

Death Knell Is
Sounded for all
German Silents
Washington — Although production is
still hampered considerably by unavailability of working capital, the changeover in
Germany to sound pictures is being worked
rapidly, according to Commercial Attache
George R. Canty, who reports to the Dept.
of Commerce that silent features are fast
disappearing from the German market and
are now limited to small theatres in unimportant municipalities.
German picturegoers have gone for talkers in a big way, the report points out.
Silents, even though synchronized with
music and sound etYects, don't click with
the fans at the b. o. They want straightaway talkers and notliing else.

Watching Price Scale
Canty advises of two essential conditions
which must be coped with in furthering
sound production in German. First, the
necessity for Germany equipment built to
sell at prices lower than foreign-made machines, and secondly the immediate installation of devices on a wholesale scale.
New types of comparatively low-priced
sound sets have recently been brought on
the market, which are more within the purchasing power of the medium and smaller
exhibitors than those of the leading electric
concerns, and if no patent litig^ation develops, it is expected that a great many of the
smaller theatres will be wired in the near
future.

Business is Tough
Exhibitors, both in Berlin and in the
provinces, are complaining of a highly unsatisfactory state of business, which is unusual at this time of the year. Only in a
few exceptional cases picture attendance
did not decline as compared with the corresponding period of last year. This situation is due chiefly to unemployment and
depressed general conditions.
The work of copying prints has fallen
ofY, and the number of orders received has
considerably decreased, as compared with
the corresponding period in 1929. The expensive apparatus installed for the copying
of sound films was not sufficiently used.
In many instances, expenses had to be cut
down. Payments have been met with much
difficulty.
There were 19 feature films censored in
Germany during the month of February,
1930. of which seven were German made
and 12 foreign (five from America), as
compared with 16 German and 16 foreign
in January, and 25 German and 14 foreign
in December last.

Fast IVoduclioii
Pace in l]ll(^ct
At Fox Studios
Hollywood — Fox's studio is setting a fast
production pace in preparation for the annual sales convention which is scheduled
here May 26.
Pictures for the new season already completed includeSills,
"A Dorothy
V^cry Practical
with -Milton
MackaillJoke,"
and
Kenneth .\lcKenna, under direction of Berthold \iertel; "Song o' My Heart." and
■■( omnxjii Clay," with .Xgnes Ayres and
Fleming.
( onstance Bennett and directed by \'ictor
Four films are in production, namely:
"Roadhouse," with Frank .Mbertson and II.
B. Warner under direction of Leo McCarey ; "Are You There?" under direction
of Hamilton McFadden and starring Beatrice Lille; "On Your Back," with Irene
Rich and H. B. Warner under direction of
Guthrie McClintock ; and "The Big Trail,"
directed by Raoul Walsh, which is to be the
most ambitious undertaking of Fox. A number of other pictures are to be started early
in Ma\.

Freuer Concentrates on
Westerners; 6 Planned

.Six talker westerns, issued ai the rate
of one a month, comprise the present schedule of Big Four Film Corp., New York,
headed by John R. Freuler, president of
the old \Iutual Film Co. Three of the
series already have been completed. Freuler intends to concentrate on pictures of this
type.
''Birth/'

Sounded, a Roadshow

Hollywood — Sound and synchronized version of D. W. Griffith's "The Birth of a
Nation" was given its first public showing
at the Tivoli, Sawtelle. Plans call for roadshowing "Birth of a Nation" starting in
-September.

Miss Sloane with Big Four

Henri .Sjoane has l)ecn made director of
publicity for Big Four Film Corp., New
York, of which John R. Freuler is president. Miss Sloane left the film business
work.years ago to try her hand at free lance
2y2

Doug a Cartoon
Douglas F'airbanks envisions himself
as an "animated cartoon" due to the
talker development, he stated before
sailing for Europe. He added that he
is "going to try to use movements
that will please the eye,** and that he
finds, at present, that "I can't be active on my feet and talk at the same
time." Harry Lauder, sailing at the
same time, hails the talkers and says
he is awaiting development of color
.so his kilts can be "shown in full

J

splendor."
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Marshall Operetta Set
Hollywood — "Heart of the Rockies" will
be Everett Marshall's initial starring film
operetta for RKO. Marshall, from the Metropolitan Opera stage, is currently appearing in "Dixiana" with Bebe Daniels. His
first individual starring musical is an original by Harry Tierney^ composer of "Dixiana" and numerous stage operettas.

Picture

News

"Billy*' Goetz with Fox

Hollywood — William Goetz, general
manager of the Corinne Griffith productions during the last four years and also
former production manager for Buster
Keaton productions, has been signed as a
Fox studio executive on the staff of Sol
M. Wurtzel.

Estabrook on "Cimarron"

Hollywood — Howard Estabrook has been
signed by RKO to write the screen version
of Edna Ferber's novel, "Cimarron," which
goes into production next month as an RKO
special.

Pollard to Direct Crawford
Hollywood — Harry Pollard, Universal director for several years, who recently moved
over to M-G-M, has been assigned to direct
Joan Crawford in her next starring talker,
"The Great Day." Picture is from current
stage musical of same name by William
Cary Duncan and John Wells.
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Hollyxvood
-What is declared by Warner
engineers to be a step toward making obsolete the existing style of camera booth is
a new camera case, to he known as "The
Warner Bros. Blimp."
The device is sound,
fire and waterproof
and weighs
6«t 37
pounds, as contrasted to the thousands of
bounds of existing camera booths. Cameras
enclosed in a blimp fell into a lake recently, but the cameras
and camera
cases
were unharmed
by the submersion.

Blues Cause 2 Arrests
Mexico, Mo.— C. M. Clay and W. F. De
Franne, who comprise the management of
the Liberty, decided to give Sunday shows
a trial, believing the towns people wanted
them. Easter Sunday was picked for the
trial event and the theatre opened, although
the ten churches of the city had condemned
the act. No attempt was made to stop the
shows by the law and the experiment was
considered a success until Monday, when
Clay and De Franne were arrested on a
charge
"Sabbath
breaking."
Mexicoof is
in Central
Missouri and has
a population of 8,000. The theatres never
have opened on Sunday, although neighboring towns permit Sunday shows. Both men
pleaded not guilty.

Sunday Shows Divide Town

Hollywood— RKO has signed "Bill" Robinson, tap dancer, for a featured spot in
"Dixiana," original film operetta by Harry
Tierney. Luther Reed is now rehearsing
preparatory to launching production next
week.

Smithtown Branch, L. L — This is a village divided against itself due to the Sunday shows controversy. More than 600
residents petitioned the town board to reverse the order closing the St. James Playhouse on Sundays, following raiding of a
Sunday show at the theatre.

Le Vino Loses Son

Lamac Forms German Co.
Berlin — Ondra-Lamac G. m.b.H. has
been formed here by Karl Lamac to produce and distribute.

Maude Starts "Grumpy"

Hollyw'ood — Cyril Maude's first talking
picture, "Grumpy," has gone into production at Paramount under the co-direction of
George Cukor, who was dialogue director
for "All Quiet on the Western Front," and
Cyril Gardner, who was recently co-director on the Spanish version of "The Benson
Murder Case."

1930

New M-G-M Exchange
Cleveland — Final plans for the new M-GM exchange to be built on the corner of
Payne Ave. and East 24th St. have been
submitted to the local branch manager,
Frank Drew, for approval. It is expected
that work on the structure will be started
within two weeks.

Centralia Contract Awarded

Robinson Signed by RKO

Hollywood — Shelby Le Vino, 13-year-old
son of Albert Shelby Le Vino, well known
scenario writer, died suddenly at the Le
Vino home in Hollywood last week. Funeral
services were private.

10,

Briefly Told News

Tiffany Starring Rex Lease
Hollywood — Rex Lease will be starred by
Tiffany in "So This Is Mexico," an outdoor picture under direction of Richard
Thorpe. Clyde Cook has been signed for
a featured role.

May

Legalize Sunday Shows
Brookfield, Mo. — At a very stormy session, the city council passed an ordinance
to permit Sunday shows.

Sunday Shows

Win

Fontanelle, Neb. — By a vote of 231 to
107, Sunday
shows
were approved
here.

Showman Under Knife
Rochester — Robert Kaufman, general
manager of the Publix houses here, last
week underwent a major operation. Pending his recovery, M. A. Baker was sent
from the New York office to take charge of
the three houses. J. R. Eraser, house manat the
duties agerat
thatEastman,
house. took over Kaufman's

Centralia, Wash. — Contract has been
awarded to W. T. Butler Co. of Seattle for
erection of a new Fox theatre here, at
Tower Ave. and Main St. It will represent
an investment of $200,000 and be completed
by Sept. 1.

a**
"Arizona,"
of the "Arizon
most successful
Columbiaone Gets
stage plays ever written, has been obtained
by Columbia for an all-talking screen production. The play is from the pen of Augustus Thomas.
Robinson Aids Linet
George Robinson has been added to the
Columbia advertising staff to assist Hank
Linet on trade paper advertising. His
latest affiliation was with the Ethridge Co.,
where he was art director.

New French Unit
Washington — Parisian attache of the
Dept. of Commerce reports formation of a
new company: Societe Parisienne Cinematographique, headquarters in Paris, to produce and distribute. Georges Friede is
sponsoring the unit.

Takes Over Jersey House
Jersey City — Fox Metropolitan Playhouses has taken over the State, Journal
Square, on a 21 -year lease. Vive-Chancellor John H. Bakes ruled about a month ago
that Fox must fulfill a 1928 contract and
take over the theatre.

Gluck Open Branch
Hollywood — Continental Theatre Accessories, Incorporated, will open a branch soon
at LosliamAngeles,
under management of WilGluck.

RKO Signs Irene Dunne
Hollywood — Irene Dunne, musical comedy star, has been signed by RKO for the
featured role in "Present Arms," a filmusical, on RKO's next season program.

Lou Lusty Moves
Hollywood — Lou Lusty has left Inspiraration to handle trailers for First National.
John P. Miles has succeeded Lusty as publicity director for Inspiration.

Loew Aid to Wed
Eugene Picker, assistant to David L.
Loew, vice-president of Loew's, and Sylvia
Moses will be married nn June 12.

I
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From Everywhere
A. P. (wiannini Retires
The Supreme Sacrifice
The movie Kod-"^ are outraged!
One of
Hollywood's
oldestviolated.
and most
sacred
traditions
is beinn
Bel)e Daniels and Ben Lyon are the
guilty parties I
While teaming in Radio Pictures'
"French (Jertie," a crook r»)mance,
each positively refused to "steal
scenes" from the other.
Veteran members of the troupe
stood open-mouthed to hear such
strange remarks as "Now wait a
moment, Bebe, dear, this is your best
angle, don't you think? Try those
lines again, honey, you can do better I
You take this closeup instead of me I"
Odd words indeed from one of Hollywood's most handsome leading men I
Next, .Miss Daniels might say: "Ben.
darling,
shoulder you
this'take'
shot. the camera over my
"Where is the twinkle in your eye
and the stray look I like?"
-And so on, each giving to the other
the camera "breaks" with no thought
of self — often to the despair of Director George Archainbaud, who was trying to follow a perfectly good script.
The reason?
Why, everybody knows that Bebe
and Ben are engaged to be married
June 11. Hollywood says it's a real
love match — and sacrifice is the acid
test of love I
—N.

Y.

Star.

Midwest Ad Changes

A. P. Giannini, upon his sixtieth birthday Tuesday, retired as an executive of all
companies in which he is an officer. The
veteran San Francisco financier, who
founded bank
the Transamcrica
Corp.,forworld's
largest
holding company,
years
has been active in picture and theatre
financing.

Aiding Dispute Settlements
Philadelphia — Co-operation in settling
disputes is being extended exhibitors by the
tastern Pennsylvania and southern New
Tcrsev exhibitor unit.

Fire Destroys Theatre
San Diego, Cal. — The National, picture
house at National City, five miles southeast of here, was destroyed by fire, the
blaze starting from an overheated motor
used in operating the stage curtains. The
house was built about two years ago by
Maj. T. C. Macaulay and was leased to
the Bush Tlieatres, Inc. The loss is estimated at $30,000.

Journey's

End"

Run

Set

Cleveland — "Journey's End" will be road
showed here at advanced admission prices
before it gets a popular-priced run. Original plans to exhibit this picture first run at
popular prices, as first announced, have
been altered. Negotiations are now pending in regard to its showing at the Hanna.

Milwaukee — L. S. Stein, state advertising manager of Fox Wisconsin Theatres, has resigned to become publicity
manager for R-K-O's Palace-Orpheum
and Riverside theatres here. He succeeds William Danziger, who has gone
to Chicago. Mr. Stein in turn is succeeded by L. A. Gneier, formerly w^ith
the Orpheum Circuit in Chicago, where
he handled advertising and publicity.

Charlotte — Fox has brought suit for
$2,800 against Enos Beam for fulfillment
of contract. The house now is operated
by Dardine & Reynolds.

Explosion Wrecks Theatre

Hollywood — Ben Bard and Frances Upton have been added to cast of Pathe's
"Night Work" which stars Eddie Quillan.
Russell Mack is directing.

Schenectady — Explosion and fire, which
occured about 30 minutes after the house
closed for the night wrecked the Capitol.
The fire enveloped the entire three-story
structure and firemen were called upon to
rescue eight persons from apartments above
the theatre.

Chi

Salesmen

Suit Over Contract Started

Quillan Cast Additions

Akron House Not Closing
Akron, O. — The Majestic, operated by
H. E. Bickle. will not be closed, as previously announced. Bickel plans to keep the
house open all summer.

Resign

Chicago — Milton Krueger, one of the
"ace" salesmen at the Fox exchange here,
and formerly a Vitaphone salesman, has
resigned.
Harry Goldman, country salesman in Illinois for Educational, has resigned.

Named N. S. S. Representative
Minneapolis — Charles Coren, formerly
With Tiffany and Warners, has been named
representative here for National Screen
Service by Pat Garyn, in charge of sales.

Smot Crek
It was at the Eddie Miller dinner
at the Friars' ("lub, and the talk
drifted
Kddie'shis plan
Vitaphone to short,
first.to make a
"One thing," it was observed, "Eddie
will be right at home in a picture."
"How
do you
make that out?" someone wanted
to know.
"Why he's been playing without
audiences for months in vaudeville."

A Traitor in the Ranks
New

Moutr

DKAIC

MK.

Maniiiine
DItlTOIt:

I Ufa j> ICoxy unlirr I ikin't iiur thi* In
u txxtHtful utiy, liut ifnl> with nlnrrre,
Hlniplf*. iiiiiiily priilf in in> c-hourn profrwHlrin. A* It iiuiltrr uf fiK'l. I iini nut rrolly
u fiiil-lliwlKi'il uhImt yrl, lu I liii\r oi-trntJ
ni<iiitlin of lnt«>iiHl\r> tnilnlnr and onr nif>re
fxitniiniit ion l<i tiikr l>«-forf^ 1 Kft my df^
Krii*. Hut thr hmd unhrr iui> m Ur huw no
(i-ar l>iit tliiit I will nijiJtc th<< Krudr. and
Mr. Koxy liimMpir Hmilrd at mr onre us
he roiln up from the pit on top of thn
fcnind orciin.
I am ln^innK you all thN hr<^niiHr I
Hunt you to undrrntand u hut ni> nrw
jinihidon 1h, no that you Mill holt) mr.
\'ou h(*4', I am \fTy proud to hair drdlcalrd my llfr to iih'Inrt*". br<-au«o thry
hrini; liapiiini-HH to onr and all, Kcrat and
Hmull. and poHnihly to you. to(», .>Ir. KdItior. Now as you *i»n Mrll ImaKi')*'. I liavr
N<N*n many plrture^ whih* i*«*ninK tny
appri-ntlocHhlp at Junior u»hrr In Itoxy'ii
falhcilral of Ihr (incnia. and tin- thoUKht
(Minio to mr onr <lay, JuHt likr an inspiration. It wiin mi»rr likr a \oiir. .^Ir. Ullitor,
a voirr tiliat ralird out. "Osu-ald I ^'ou too
ran wrilr talkinic pi'"turrM." It was Just
UH rlrar as that. Mr. Kditor. .And it startrd
mr thinklnic. So I uatrhrd all tlir plrturrs with kr^-nrr infh-rrst. and thrn onr
nicht I nuidr a ble dr<ision. I'll nr\rr br
able to writr those wonilrrful plots and
Htorirs. I Hald. but I run — yrs. by Gad. I
IVILL^write
dialoKur.
I will br \cry Kind to hrar from
you at your mrlirst ronvrnirnrr,
Mr. Kditor. Yoa «-nn nddrrss mr,
AlBlr Thrrr. Sr<-tion A. Subdivision Forty-nlx, North-north-rast
Sector, .Mrzzanlnr
XIMI. Thr
Sincerely.
Roxy Thratre. Nrw York City.
Oswald

Scramonofl .

Wins Sunday Show Vote
Peekskill, N. Y.— Referendum on Sunday shows here is provided for in a bill
signed by Governor Roosevelt. In a memorandum attached to the measure, the governor said he believed residents were entirely qualified to pass upon the question
and constitute a proper tribunal.

Laws Resigns at Cleveland
Cleveland — Henry Laws, for the past 11
years with the local Pathe exchange as city
salesman and office manager, has resigned.
M. J. Glick has been promoted to succeed
territory.
Laws, and R, F. Bishop will cover Click's

FitzPatrick on Coast
Hollywood— James A. FitzPatrick, independent producer, has returned to Los Angeles, following a lengthy journey to the
Orient. The trip was in connection with
the Travel Talks, which FitzPatrick is
producing.

Eason

Leaves

Gibson

Unit

Hollywood — Breezy Ea.son has left the
Hoot Gibson unit to write the adaptation and
dialogue for a W. C. Tuttle storv- which will
be made as a two reeler bv Pathe.

Iowa Sunday Victory
Lenox, la. — Sunday movies won here in
a special election. The town has one theatre.
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To Make Foreign
Talkers in L. A.
And Hollywood
Hollywood — Paramount has determined
to divide its production of its foreign-language talkers between Hollywood and
Paris.
French and Spanish versions of various
pictures originally produced in English in
the eastern and western studios will be
made in the Paris plant, in addition to several original French and Spanish stories
which will not be duplicated for domestic
distribution. An undetermined number of
French, Spanish and German dialogue versions will be made in Hollywood under
supervision of Geoffrey Shurlock. Selection of individual pictures for foreign versioning will depend entirely upon ability to
obtain capable linguists locally. If a picture lends itself to a small cast, production
can be made here ; but if a large number of
talking parts are included in the script, picture will be shifted to the Paris studios.
Louis Gasnier has just completed direction of the all-Spanish dialogue version of
"Slightly Scarlet" with Adolphe
Menjou

SoTundL
BRILLIANT

Scnreeim
PICTURESPERFECT SOUND

Clear, realistic pictures — Freedom from eyestrain— Natural tone quality — All these are
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Literature on Application
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Dough Re Mi
The $LOOO,flOO that a Los Angeles
girl is suing Rudy Vallee for on complaint of pirating her song, "Vagabond
Lover," is just about equal the amount
that Samuel Untermyer is said to have
received as counsel for William Fox
in the recent stock brawl. ... It may
also interest you to know that the
writer of "Sweet Adeline" is still alive
and unrepentant. — The Pathfinder.

starred, and is now making the French version with Menjou also in the starring spot.
Shurlock supervised both.
Gasnier, one of the oldest directors in
point of service in the industry, is being
sent to France by Paramount to assume
direction of French and Spanish productions which will be made by that company
in Paris.

McLaglen-Dorsey in Third
Hollywood — Victor McLaglen and Fifi
Dorsay are to appear together in a third
Fox picture.
is "The willPainted
which
Victor It
Fleming
direct.Woman,"

Archainbaud Directs Dix
Hollywood — George Archainbaud has
been assigned direction of Richard Dix's
next starring vehicle for Radio Pictures.
Wallace Smith wrote the story, which is as
yet untitled. Mary Lawlor will play opposite the star.

Not in Warner Deal
Phono-Kinema is continuing to operate
as an independent licensee under the Nakken patents and is not affected by the Warner-Nakken deal, states Paul J. Larson,
president of Phono-Kinema.

Sells Ohio Theatre
Liberty Center, O. — Mrs. J. O. Engel
has sold the Majestic to K. Thompson and
Ned Smith. The house has been closed
for several weeks, but the new lessees will
open it again.

Leroy
to —Direct
''LittlehasCaesar'*
Hollywood
First National
assigned

Use the NEW

Silman Synchronous
DISC
POINTS

Mervyn LeRoy to direct "Little Caesar,"
based upon W. R. Burnett's novel. Edward
G. Robinson will play the title role.

May

Indianapolis — Oral arguments on the appeal of William P. Kielhege, Hammond,
Ind., theatre operator convicted on a charge
of conspiracy to bomb the State, Hammond,
in November, 1927, were heard in the Indiana Supreme Court. Kielhege, who had
leased the theatre, was sentenced to serve
two to 14 years in the Indiana state prison
and fined $1,000.
Testimony introduced at the trial in the
Lake county circuit court alleged that Kielhege paid Joseph Million, also of Lake
county, $2000 to have the theatre bombed in
order to release himself from certain contracts. Million asserted he hired Harry L.
Ames to do the bombing and that Maywood
Williams and others actually placed the
bombs.
Three in the case pleaded guilty and two
others were sentenced to prison. All who
turned state's evidence since have repudiated their evidence. Kielhege's appeal is
based on the allegation that there can be no
conspiracy unless two or more persons are
involved and that since no one was convicted
with Kielhege there was no conspiracy. It
was argued that affidavits were not sufficient ;
that one member of the jury was incompetent in that he was unable to understand
English; that perjured evidence was used
and that the conviction was engineered by
the county sheriff.

Dorothy Sebastian Cast
Hollywood — Dorothy Sebastian will be
leadingand" woman
Columbia's
"Hell's SloIslunder the in
direction
of Edward
man. The film again brings together the
famous buddies of "Submarine" and
"Flight," Jack Holt and Ralph Graves.

Zoe Akins Renews
Hollywood — Zoe Akins, playwright and
novelist, who came here a year ago, has
signed a new contract with Paramount.
She wrote the adaptation of "Sarah and

—

Son."

No Surface Scratch
More Natural Tone
Clearer Voice Articulation
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Anti-Trust Laws
Need Revision,
Bank Declares
Drastic revision of the anti-trust laws as
bciiiR out of keeping with the needs of modern business is urged in "The Index," published by the New York Trust Co. The
"very different" economic conditions existing today have anti(|uated the trust laws, it
is stated. Since passage of the law, no
single phrase has been withdrawn or revised, itis pointed out, although there have
been supplementary measures adopted. Popular attitude toward competition and monopoly also has changed, it is stated.
"Since the war, the trend towards centralization has been recognized as inevitable,"
the publication declares, "and means have
been sought to replace litigation by consultation. The growth of consultation, prior to
action, however, has served to confuse
rather than clarify the situation. Likewise,
in spite of the underlying confusion the notion that the law has become more liberal
towards industrial consolidation has steadily
gained ground. This is particularly true insofar as actual mergers are concerned."

Picture

N e zu s

New Palhe Sound News
Is Planned in England

New Five Year Roach
Contract for Chase

London — I'athe Super .Sound (iazettc will
be the name of the new sound newsreel to
be issued bi-weekly starting June 1st by
First National I'athe. Harry Sanders will
control
the launched
editorial.March
jjolicy.
Weeklv was
31. i'athetone

Hollywood — (liarlcy ( liasc has been
given a new five year contract by Hal
Roach. The comedian has been appearing
in talkers in four languages, being conversant with French, Cernian and .Spanish. In
a recent f)icture, he sang an entire song in
I-reiuh and another in Spanish.

New Kansas Censor Head

Chanf/irif/ Marion

Topeka, Kas. — Miss Hazel Myers was appointed chairman of the Kansas State Board
of Review, last week. Miss Myers was
selected by Clovernor Reed to succeed the
late Miss Emma Viets. Miss Myers was
appointed to the board only a few months
ago.
Her home is in .'\rkansas City, Kas.

A

Million

\ame

Marion, O. — The (irand Opera House
here is to lose its identity, at least for the
time being. House was recently leased by
Dan Gutilla, who, after making some imOhio.
provements, will reopen under name of the

Dollar

Insurance

Policy

in BELL & HOWELL

inemachinery!

No Reduction of Tax
In England in Sight
London — There is to be no reduction of
the entertainment tax in the present budget,
and
apathyTheof Chancellor
the exhibitors'
association
blamed.
of the
Exchequeris
made no reference to any proposed reduction
in his budget speech, so it is unlikely that
any cut will be forthcoming. Some time
ago, the exhibitors decided against remindign the Labor government that the exhibitors supported it with the understanding
that repeal of the tax would be undertaken.
In this, they took the view that the governwas acquainted with exhibitors' wishes
in the mentmatter.

3 Pictures Completed
In Week for Sono Art
Evidence of the speed with which Sono
Art-World Wide is getting out its productions in preparation for summer releases is
seen in the dispatch with which the last
three pictures have been completed in advance of schedule. These are "Reno," starring Ruth Roland in her comeback to the
screen ; "The Big Fight," James Cruze's
picturization of the Belasco play which
starred Jack Dempsey and Estelle Taylor,
and
"Once
a Gentleman,"
starring Edward
Everett
Horton
and Lois Wilson.

Toronto Showmen Buy
Ads on Co-operative Basis
Toronto — Twenty-one local exhibitors are
buying their newspaper space on a co-operative basis through Exhibitors Co-operative of Canada, Ltd., film buying combine.
The theatres are listed as "Co-operative
Theatres." Members buy on the open
market as well as through the pool, the
purchasing agent being F. R. Lennon,
former exchange manager.

A

GRAVE responsibility inspires the skilled workmen in Bell & Howell factories.

They realize that, annuallv.
millions of dollars worth i
movie productions areentrusted
to the dependable operation of
Bell (Sc Howell cmemachinery.
One law prevails . . . "Make
it right": one

question

is con-

stant . . . "Can it be made better!' How costs miPht
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Studio
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Cameras,

splicing of the trailer on the last print. Printers, Splicers, and Perforators right,
the use of Bell &: Howell precision machinery has always been a kind of insurance against mechanical troubles,
For every hour it takes to make Bell &;

BELL

&

an extra year of superfine service is
built into them for the appreciative
members of the industry who have so
long depended upon them.

HOWELL

BELL& HOWELL COMPANY, Dcpt.Q, 1852 LirchmontAvc, Chicago, 111 ' New York, 1 lWest42ndSt.
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Stop Us if
WeVe Wrong
(Continued

from

page

35)

That was a smart piece of salesmanship on
the part of "Jimmy" Grainger to offer the
convention trip to outstanding salesmen and
bookers. And then, when he saw how hard
the boys were working, he increased the number from five to ten. The assistant managers
are to carry on while the managers attend the
Fox convention.

* * *

recent vacation. Raymond got a real oppor"The Rogue Song" in connection tunity
withto plug
the substitution.

* *

Effort of Oscar O'Shea, manager of the Embassy, to lay down a barrage against talkers
at local theatres was curbed by application of
newspaper censorship* *of *advertising columns.
"Genial
Paul Ash
der what
W hiteman

Giant of Jazz" is the hilling for
at the Paramount, New York. Wonthe house ivill do zvhen and if Paul
again plays the hoiuse.

* *

Arnold Lucy, the schoolmaster in Universal's
"All Quiet On The Western Front," has been
signed for a prominent
spot in Paramount's
talker remake
of "Manslaughter."
Claudette
Colbert and Frederic March are featured in
the picture, with George
Abbott
directing.
If.
*
*
United Artists hcts set "Deception" as release title of Norma Talmadge's talker version
of "Du
Barry," which
wo-r produced
under
* Flesh."
* *
title of "Flame of the
Although his term contract with First National has expired, William Beaudine remains
with that company on a free lance basis to
direct a production with Douglas Fairbanks,
jr., Lila Lee, Lucien Littlefield and Louise
Fazenda in the featured spots. Julien Josephson is writing the original story.

+

♦

*

Joseph Cawthorn has been assigned a featured spot in RKO's filmusical version of
"Babes In Toyland" which Luther Reed will
direct. Irene Dunne and Everett Marshall will
be featured.

* * *

*

Alice White has declined reported offer of
Earl Carroll to give her a featured singing
and dancing part in the forthcoming edition of
"Vanities." Her First National contract would
not permit Alice to accept.
*

Pat Flaherty of Red Star Music Co. received exactly 417 wires on the occasion of
the opening of the company offices. Incidentally, there's a big Turk resembling Pat in "Taking Ways," Vitaphone
* *short.
*

*

*i

iti

Clara Bow'i next for Paramount will be
"Love Among the Millionaires." William Conselman and Grover Jones are collaborating on
the adaptation, dialogue and scenario for the
story.
* * middle
*
Hard Luck is the
name of Fred
(Paramount) Myers of Pittsburgh. After
starting the "For Mr. Kent" drive on top, he
became ill and upon recovery fell and broke
two ribs. True to Paramount spirit, he is
conducting a campaign for dates by mail.

RKO

Universal to Borrow
Doug, Jr,, from F. N.
Hollywood — Universal is negotiating with
First National to borrow Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., for the starring spot in "The
Little Accident" which William James
Craft will direct. As production is scheduled for June, chance for the loan-out is
good in view of the fact Fairbanks, Jr., will
finish his next First National picture in time
to move over to Universal.

Chaney Wants "Penalty**

Hollywood — With his first talker, "The
Unholy Three," completed at M-G-M Studios this week, reports state that Lon
Chaney is endeavoring to convince studio
officials that "The Penahy" would make a
great dialogue production with himself in

if

the starring spot. "The Penalty" was produced eight years ago by the old Goldwyn
company, with Chaney appearing as the legless crook. At the time it rated high in
popularity with the public.

"Squaw Man*.* Shelved

Gets Sue Carol

Hollywood — Sue Carol is the latest Fox
contract player cast-of¥ to be signed to a
term agreement by another producer. The
girl appeared in "That's My Weakness
Now" for RKO, and the latter organization
immediately placed her under a term contract for featured spots.

Hollywood — First National has shelved
preparations for "The Squaw Man," a talker
remake of the famous stage play. Lila Lee,
signed for a featured spot in the intended
picture, will play the lead in an original
story now being written by Julien Josephson.

THE
TALLESTi
RLLD'S
WOTE
HO
Liijaq

New Addition
MORRISON
iyes ^Room
:.^^;^Z^iSC
s

Prior to her departure for an Eastern vacation trip, Fay Wray was advised that Paramount exercised option on her contract as featured player with that
company.
•^ rt: t
Douglas Churchill, well known Los Angeles
newspaper writer, has been named editor of
the new dramatic page inaugurated this week
by the Pacific Coast edition of the Wall Street
Journal.

MCOM^I^M^OMF
COR.MADISOIW and

HOTEL
STS.

CLARK

* * *

King Vidor headed the "Billy The Kid"
company on a three weeks' location trip to
New Mexico. Fifty players, technicians and
members of stail were sent along by M-G-M
in a special train.

* *: *

Robert Ellis has joined the ranks of free
lance players after being under contract to
Universal for the past year.
4>

*

>l<

Scott Littleton, formerly with Pathe as
scenario writer, has been added to the Darmour writing staff.

* *

♦

Henry King has returned from location at
Santa Ynes canyon to begin work on interior
scenes for "Eyes of the World," I respiration's
talker remake of Harold
* ♦ *Bell Wright's novel.
"Joe" (Pathe) Rivkin, Pathe exploiteer, put
over one of his typically effective openings for
"Swing High" at Baltimore.
* * *
Charlie Raymond, manager of Loeiifs Midland at Kansas City, demonstrated that he is
a real colyumist, when he substituted so efficiently for a popular xvriter, on the latter s

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Already the tallest hotel iti
the world, the Morrison is
destined to become the
world's largest and tallest.
A new addition, containing
500 rooms, is now under construction— made necessary
by an ever increasing demand for Morrison Service.

w

Radio Svt
in Isvory Itoum
No effort is spared to make
each guest's stay most pleasant. Rooms rent for only
^2.50 up, yet every room is
outside with bath, running
ice-water, bed-head lamp,
telephone, Servidor and radio set.

COSTUMES

FOR

STAGE

PRESENTATIONS

Nearest Hotel
in the City to
and
Offices, Stores,Theatrt.
Railroad Stations

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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'Hold Everything'
Gathers $12,()()()
At llivoh, lialto.
Baltimore — Various factors combined to
make business here spotty. Daylight savinp,
althou,u:h voluntary, hurt some houses but
did not affect others and there was a hot
spell which curtailed business to some extent.
The Loew houses, including the Century,
Stanley, Parkway and Valencia took the
humps, going way below normal averages.
But the Little theatre, with 267 seats, started
its sound policy and went way up with a
IW [x-r cent rating and a gross of $1,900,
with "Hallelujah."
For its nine days at the Auditorium, "King
of Jazz," grossed about $3,630, giving it
rating of 55 per cent. This is held here to
make it apparent that pictures cannot be
sold to the Haltimore pul)lic at $1 top price
with other houses charging 50 and 60 cents
top.
"Hold Everything," did a banner business
at the Metropolitan and Rivoli simultaneously, showing $12,000 gross at the latter
with a rating of 150 per cent and with $7,500 at the former showing a 125 per cent,
rating.
Weather: Started cloudy and cool Monday, then
gradually warmed until it was clear and hot Friday
and Saturday.
Opposition: "King of Joss," at the Auditorium;
"Benson Murder Case, " with the Loew unit "Color
Rhythm," starring Dave Schooler, at Loew's Century;
"Prince of Diamonds," with Bert Smith review "Stop
Thief," at the Hippodrome; "Mamba," at Keith's;
"Hallelujah," at the Little: "Hold Everything," at
the Metropolitan and Rivoli; "High Society Blues,"
in its second week at the New; "Honey," at Loew's
Stanley; "The Furies," at Loew's Valencia. Stanc:
"Strange Interlude," "Journey's End," "Gay Paraders" (burlesque).
"BENSON
MURDEIR
CASE"
(Paramount^
LOEWS CENTURY— (3,221), 25c-60c, 6 d.iys. Other
attractions: Aretrotone and M-G-M
News, Loew unit
"Color
Rhythm."
with
Dave
Schooler,
orchestra,
organ, shorts.
Gross: $16,000.
Rating, 76%.
"HONEY"
(Paramount)
LOEW'S STANLEY— (3.654), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone News, "Any Old Flame"
(Columbia cartoon). "Spills and Thrills" (Sportlight),
"The Shrimp" (Harry Langdon M-G-M comedy).
Gross:
$12,500.
Rating:
"1%.
"THE
FTJRIES"
(First National)

LOEW'S

VALENaA— (1,500), 2Sc-35c, 6 days.

Other attractions: Metrotone News, "La Paloma"
(Paramount song reel), Pathe Audio Review, "Cannibal Capers" (Cartoon), "Skirt Shv," (Harry langdon M-G-M comedy).
Gross, $2,450.
Rating, 70%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Parair-oiuit)
(After it was shown
one week at Loew's Century)
LOEW'S P.VRKWAY— (1,092), 15c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone News, "Whispering
Whoopee" ((Tharles (Thase M-G-M comedy), "Blowing Bubbles"
Rating:
80%. (Paramount song reel). Gross: $3,520.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warners)
{Shmvn simultaneously zvith the Metropolitan uptown)
RIVOLI— (1.982), 25c-50c, 6 days starting Saturday.
Other attractions:
Milton C. Work
in "Humors
of
the Game,"
"The
People
Versus
" (Vitaphone
Varieties),
Mickey
Mouse
cartoon,
Pathe
Sound
News,
organ.
Gross: $12,000.
Rating:
150%,
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warners)
METROPOLITAN- (1,500), 15c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday, Other attractions: Kinograms, "Desert
Thrills"
Vitaplione
Variety),
"Hail
the
Princess"
(all talking comedy).
Gross: $7.5ir).
Rating:
125%.
"PRINCE
OF DIAMONDS"
(Columbia)
HIPPODROME— C2,500), 20c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Pathe Sound News, Pathe Review, "(Thills
and Fever" (Pathe all talkfng comedy), Bert Smith
Players in "Stop Thief" with acts, chorus, organ,
orchestra. Ooss: $7,500. Rating: 75%.
"MAMBA"
(Tiffany)
KEITH'S— (3,016). 25c-50c, 6 days starting with
Sunday midnight show. Other attractions: Voice of
Hollywood,
Pathe Western
News, "On
the sound
Plantation"
(Tiffany song reel).
Electric
explanation
reel. Universal Newsreel with Graham McNamee.
Gross: $4,800.
Rating: 60%.

"HALLELUJAH"

(M-G-M)

LITTLE— (267), 35c-50c, 6 days. First week of
sound. Other attractions: George Bernard Shaw interT^iew, "Unaccustomed As We Are" (Laurel and
Hardy M-G-M comedy). Gross: $1,900. Rating:
190%.

Picture

News

The Army Winn
"Thrre is a ni<>\i»' ma^nati'," writes
Jack .MiU-y to Sid Skolsky, "who rejoices in one of those honorary military titles that nian> a novtrnor would
.swap for a ciinpai^n contribution. .Not
club.loHK ago lie join»'d a swanky vacht
.sti
"He then called in hi.s press aKent
and told him to pick him up a c«)mmodorcsjiip, cillHT new or slJKhlly
u.sed, without delay. He would build
a new clul)housf or l)uy an ocean liner
as his nauship, but he just had to be
a commodore.
"The space grabber was stymied.
Kut he went through the motions.
Then he struck a snaj; and a swell
alibi. He discovered that onl.\ the
President of the United Statj's, who
is
commander-in-chief
the military
nation's
armed
forces, can holdofboth
and naval rank at the same time.
"Me explained this to the ambitious
showman. The latter ga/.ed fondly at
a picture of himself in his military
trappinfrs, with an .American flajj as
a back drop. Then he told the relieved
ballyhoo boy:
"'Well, nefTer mind, den. If I have
to choose, I guess I'll stay in de

Two Slide Over,
Rest Under Line
army!'"

On Erie's Shores
Cleveland — A severe hot spell and continued business depression combined to keep
people away from the theatres last week.
None of the houses did any outstanding
business, although '"High Society Blues"
held its own fairly well during its second
week at the Hippodrome.
The dope sheet:
Weather:
Very warm.
Clear all week.
Opposition: "Vagabond King," Stillman, 2nd week;
"Ladies Love Brutes." Allen: "The Benson Murder
Case," State: "Framed," RKO Palace; "High Society Blues," Hippodrome, 2nd week; "Runaway'
Bride," Keith's East \OSth St. Stage: "Front Page,"
2nd week: "Dcah
Old England."
"VAGABOND
KING"
(Paramount. 2nd Week)
STILLMAN- (1,900), 40C-75C.
7 days.
Other
attractions: "Radio Riot" (Paramount),
Hearst Metrotone News.
Gross: approx. $15,000.
Rate:
100%.
"LADIES LOVE BRUTES"
(Paramount)
ALLEN— (3,300), 35c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions: "All Teed Up" M-G-M), "Pa Paloma" (Paramount screen song), Hearst Metrotone News. Ooss:
approx. $16,000.
Rate: 88%.
"BENSON MURDER CASE" (Paramount)
ST-ATE— (3,400), 35c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions: "The Cat's Meow" (United .\rtist featurette),
"Irish Fantasy" (Columbia), Screen Snap Shots ((i)lumbia).
News,appro.x.
Loew $17,500.
I'nit, "High
with RitzParamount
Bros. Gross:
Rate:Speed"
87%.
"FRAMED"
(RKO)
RKO PALACE— (3,600), 35c-75c. 7 days. Other
attractions: "Palooka Flying School" (RKO), "Beauty
S|Kit" (Pathe comedy), Pathe News, Pathe Review,
vaudeville featuring Mae Murray in person. Gross:
approx. $20,500.
Rate: 82%.
"HIGH SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox, 2nd Week)
RKO H1PPOI>ROME-(4,500), 35c-75c. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Western \Vhoopee" (Pathe comedy). Fox Movietone News. Gross: approx. $22,000.
Rate: 110-^.
"THE
RUNAWAY
BRIDE"
(RKO)
KEITH'S EAST 105TH ST.— (2.300), 25c-50c. 7
days. Other atractions: "Old Vamps for New^' (RKO
comedy), Pathe News, Pathe Review. Vaudeville.
Gross:
approx. $12,000.
Gross: 80%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
NEW— (1. .son), iic-SOc, 7 days starting Saturday.
Other attractions: Eddie I^mbert in "Bitter Friends"
(all talkiiiK comedy). Fox Movietone News. Gross:
$10.0(X).
Rating:
100%.
"KING
OF JAZZ"
(Universal)
AUDITORIUM-(1,600). 35c-$l. 9 d.iys including
Sunday midnight showing. Other attractions: Pathe
News. Gross: $3,360. Rating: 55%. High top price
blamed for low gross.

:inl()r[W((kin 49
Omaha; JNolliiiif^
liul Rain There
Omaha — Tliinl week of rain and business
off all over town. Natives arc not educated
to revue stuff and shunned "Paramount on
Parade" at the Paramount. Picture only
got $.S,(J75 which is 5 per cent under par.
Richard Dix proved popular enough to
liriMg the Orpheum another par week of
.~?1.T,()(J() in Radio's "l.ovin'
(iilbert in "Redemption"
State for three days did
per cent rating.
With George Uewey
for a return engagement,

tlie Ladies." John
(M-G-.M) at the
$2,500 for a 100
Washington back
the World failed

to do any better than $9,500 with "Puttin'
On the Ritz" (U. A,; Week's flop was
"Children of Pleasure" (M-G-M), last four
days at the State, taking only $2,125, or
85 Weather:
per cent.Rain, generally unsettled.
Opposition: "Paramount on Parade," Paramount :
"Loi'in' The Ladies," Scot Sanders and RKO bill,
Orpheum; "Puttin' on tlie Rit:," George Dewey
Washington and vaudeville bill, World; "Redemption'
State.
(first half) and "Children of Pleasure" {last halt).
"LOVIN"
THE
LADIES"
(Ra<Uo)
ORPHEUM—
(3,000),
days. acts,
Other Pathe
attractions: Scott
Sanders 2Sc-60c,
ancl 47 RKO
.News and cartoon.
Gross:
$15,000.
Ratine:
l'«j%
"PARAMOUNT
ON PARADE"
(Para)
PAR A. MOUNT— (2,900), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other ■ttractions:
"In Spain"
(T-S),
"Fire
Hugs"
(Para.).
Para. News, organ.
Gross: $8,075.
Ratine: 95%.
"PUTTIN'
ON
THE
RITZ"
(U. A.)
WORLD— (2.500), 2Sc-60c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: George Dewey
Washington
(return
engagement) and Publix 5-act vaudeville hill. Para
News
and shorts.
Gross: $9,500.
Rating: 95%.
"REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
STATE— (1,200). 25c-40c, 3 dayv Other attractions:
"Bulls and Bears," "April Horoscope," Universal
News.
Gross: $2,500.
Rating:
1007o.
"CHILDREN OF PLEASURE"
(M-G-M)
State— (1,200), 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attraction*:
Universal85%.
News, comedy and novelty. Gross: $2,1S.
Rating:

i(.

Ritz" Is High in
Providence on
$21,500 Gross

Providence — Downtown houses, despite
opposition of a stock opening, clicked into
high totals last week, ''Puttin' on the Ritz''
at Loew's State hitting top spot with $21,500 on a percentage of 110. RKO's Victory, with "Cohens and Keilys in Scotland,"
was strong at $10,000, while the Majestic,
with "Sarah and Son," enjoved a good week,
hitting about $11,500. RKO Albee, with
"Dangerous Paradise" and vaudeville,
climbed to about $10,700.
Weather:

Warm;

fair.

Opposcition: "Puttin' on the Rite," Loew's; "Cohens and Keilys in Scotland," RKO Victory; "Sarah
and Son," Majestic; "Dangerous Paradise," vaudeville. "SARAH
RKO Alhre. AND SON" (Paramount)
M.\JESTIC— (2,400). lSc-50c, 7 days. Other attrvo
tions: Walter Hagen and Leo Diegel in "Match
plav." "Xarsitv Vamp." Fox news Gross: ilL.^'J
Rating:
100%.
"PUTTIN'
ON
THE
RITZ"
(UA)
LOEW'S
ST.VTE^— (3.800), 15c-50c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Our
Gang
in
"M'lan
and
Groan,"
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon,
"Slow
Bear,"
Metrotone,
organloRuc.
Gross:
$21,500.
Rating:
110%.
"COHENS
AND
KELLYS
IN SCOTLAND"
(Univ.)
RKO VKTrORY— 1.600). ISc-.^Oc, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Oiills, Fever." Pathe s.jund news.
Gross:
J^.,'~i>1
Rating: 9i1%.
"DANGEROUS
PARADISE"
(Paramount)
RKO .\LBEE— (2.300), 25c 75c. 7 days. Other attractions: Five acts of vaude, headed by White and
Manning. "Land of Sky Blue Daughter." sound news.
Gross: $10,703.
Rating: 95%.
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"White Cargo'' in
Profit Lead in
Chi, Does $9,800
Chicago — The week introduced no new
money-makers to the loop trade. All holdovers were above average with the pygniysize Castle still in the profit lead with
"White Cargo" playing to its second capacity
week for $9,800. "Happy Days" (Fox) did
$28,600 at the Roosevelt, which is prosperity there. "The Rogue Song" (M-G-M)
bolstered by plenty of advertising, grossed
$36,500 at McVickers.
The Woods retained first place in RKO's
national profit contest, (running for two
months) by virtue of a neat $14,300 for
"Ladies of Leisure" (Col.) in its third and
final week. "Puttin' on the Ritz" (U. A.)
dropped miserably in its second week and
was replaced by "Be Yourself" (U. A.) at
the United Artists. "The Light of Western
Stars" (Para.) shone coldly on the Chicago, which grossed only $44,200 for the
week, poor for this house.

Weather : Fine.
Opposition: "Ladies of Leisure," 3d week, Pathe
news, Disney cartoon, RKO novelty short — Woods;
"Spring Is Here," 6 acts RKO vaudeville, Pathe
novelty short — State-Lake ; "The Light of Western
Stars," Stage show, orchestra, newsreel, comedy,
novelty short — Oriental; "Puttin' on the Ritz," Para,
comedy and novelty short, newsreel {2nd deck).
United Artists; "The Rogue Song," comedy, newsreel,
novelty short (2nd week), McVickers; "Happy Days,"
comedy, newsreel, novelty short, ^ {2nd week), Roosevelt; "The Three Sisters," 30 minutes newsreel, Monroe; "Ingagi." {6th week), Garrick; "Song of the
West,"
3 Vitaphone
acts, Orpheum;
{2nd week),
Univ. newsreel,
Castle. "White Cargo"
"LADIES OF LEISURE"
(Col.)
WOODS— (1,175), 35c-85c. 3rd and final week. Other
attractions: Pathe News, Walt Disney cartoon, RKO
novelty short. Replaced by "Captain of the Guard"
(Univ.), with John Boles in personal appearance.
Gross: $14,300.
Ratin?:
125%.
"SPRING
IS HERE"
(F. N.)
STATE-LAKE— (3,000), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions, 6 acts RKO vaudeville, Pathe short.
Gross: $23,800.
Rating:
90%.
"LIGHT
OF WESTERN
STARS"
Para.)
CHICAGO— (3,910), S0c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show, orchestra, Our Gang comedy,
newsreel, novelty short. Gross: $44,200. Rating:
75%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Para.)
ORIENTAIj-(3,I93), S0c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show, comedy, newsreel, novelty
short.
Gross: $36,700.
Rating: 80%.
"PUTTIN'
ON
THE
RITZ"
(U. A.)
.UNITED
ARTIST.S— (1,728), S0c-85c, 2nd and final
week.
Ot^er attractions: Comedy, newsreel, novelty
" "
" A.)^ Gross:
short.
Replaced
(U.
$17,300.
Rating: by
55%."Be Yourself"
" THE ROGUE SONG"
(M-G-M)
Other
McVTCKERS— (2,283),
S0c-85c,
2nd
week,
attractions: Comedy,
newsreel, novelty short. Gross:
$36,500.
Rating:
125%.
"HAPPY DAYS"
(Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,528), 50c-85c,
2nd
week.
Other
attractions:
Newsreel,
comedy,
novelty
short.
Excellent business from
the start.
Gross:
$28,500.
Rating:
160%.
"WHITE
CARGO"
(State Rights)
CASTLE— (300), 50c-75c, 2nd week.
Other attractions: Universal newsreel.
Second
capacity
week.
Gross: $9,800.
Rating: 290%.
"INGAGI" (Congo Pictures)
GARRICK— (1,233), 75c-$l. 6th and final week.
News stories of "faked" sequences hurt this in its
last jveek. Replaced by "Journey's End" (Tiffany),
in indefinitely on a two-a-day basis at $1.50 top.
Gross: $6,800.
Rating:
90%.
"SONG
OF THE WEST"
(W. B.)
ORPHEUM-(751),
50c-75c,
2nd
and
final week.
Other attractions:
3 Vitaphone
acts.
Replaced
by
"The
Green
Goddess"
(W.
B.),
second
time
in loop.
Gross: $4,900.
Rating:
75%.
"THREE
SISTERS"
(Fox)
, MONROE— (982), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
30
minutes
of
newsreel.
Gross:
$5,200. Rating:
70%.

Lima House

Reopens

Lima, O. — Lima Ritz Theatres Co., has
opened the Lyric which has been closed for
several weeks, during which time the house
was renovated, and sound equipment installed.

Picture

News

A Tough or World
The talkies continue to play heck
with the theatrical profession. Only
the other day, Leo Heatley saw an
actor passing the New York Palace
with a small box under his arm when
he was greeted by an acquaintance.
"Hello — somebody give you a box of
"No— why?"
"Well, I see you have a cigar box
cigars?"
under your arm."
"Cigar box, nothing! Boy, I'm moving, and that's my trunk!"

$23,000 in Triseo
For
'Rogue Week
Song'
On Second
San Francisco — Another good week for
theatres here. Both the weather and the
pictures were responsible. The "Rogue
Song," in its second week at the Warfield,
went over with a bang, doing excellent busirating.ness on a $23,000 take with a 165 per cent
The eclipse of the sun was witnessed and
explained in this city for many days. The
prophets brought many thousands to the
streets, explaining all would be over by 11
A.M. As the theatres, generally, do not
open before 1 1 :30, about the time the eclipse
excitement was over, more than the usual
number were on the streets ready to enter
theatres and did.
The Embassy, a Wagnon house, finished
the week with $11,000, or a percentage of
135 per cent. Six of the houses averaged
over 100 per cent with "Hold Everything"
(Warners) the most so many have done in
this city in one week for months.
"ISLE
OF ESCAPE"
(Warners)
DAVIES— (1,350), 35c-50c. 2nd week. Other attractions: "On the Border," sound news. Gross:
$8,300.
Rating:
80%.

"CLANCY

IN WAUL

STREET"

CASINO— (2,500), 40c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions: "Days of 49" stage revue, news, orchestra.
Gross:
10,000.
Rating:
103%.
"THE ROGUE
SONG
(M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2,700), 50c-65c-90c. 2nd week. Other
attractions: Fox Movietone and Hearst Metrotone
News, music. Fashion Revue, travel scenic. Gross:
$18,000.
Rating: 165%.
"THE BENSON
MURDER CASE" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2,700), 35c-50c-65c-90c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Taylor Homes in all talking comedy, "He Loved the Ladies," Don George Syncopators,
75%.
Harold Ramsey at organ. Gross: $17,950. Rating:
"THE
TEXAN"
(Paramount)
CALIFORNI.\-(2,200),
35c-50c-65c-90c.
7 days.
Other attractions: "Honeymoon Express," Paramount
Sound
News.
Gross: $15,300.
Rating:
140%.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warners)
EMBASSY— 1,400), 50c-65c-90c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news, orchestra concert. Gross: $11,000.
Rating: 135%.
"HER
UNBORN
CHILD"
(Windsor)
ST. FRANaS— (1,400), 35c-50c,65c-90c. 2nd week.
Other attractions: Grantland Rice Sportlight, sound
news. Bruce
Rating:
85%. Scenic, Aesop's Fable. Gross: $7,000.
"CHILDREN OF PLEASURE" (M-G-M)
FOX— (5,000), 50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attractions: "Musical Delight," negro spirituals, con110%. cert, Fanchon & Maico Idea. Gross: $18,000. Ratine:

Marshall in Herbert Film
Hollywood — Everett Marshall, Metropolitan opera baritone, who plays opposite Bebe
Daniels in "Dixiana," has been cast in the
male lead of "Babes in Toyland," Victor
Herbert musical fantasy, which Radio Pictures will make with -Irene Dunne appearing
opposite.
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Kaycee Average;
"Gertie'' in Lead
At $16,500 Gate
Kansas City — The week showed nothing
sensational, but consistently good average
business. The Mainstreet, showing "Alias
French Gertie" (RKO) did 110%, or $16,500, while the Midland was almost in step
with 106% on "Free and Easv" (M-G-M),
or a gross
of West"
$16,000.(Warners^,
The" Royal,
"Song
of the
tookwith
in
$5,000, or slightly above 110%. The Newman did average business with "Paramount
on Parade," grossing $10,000. The Uptown
dropped a little below last week, but took
National ) .
in $5,500 on "Footlights and Fools" (First
Weather:

Rainy.

Opposition: "Free and Easy," with five acts vaude.
Midland; "Alias French Gertie," five acts vaude,
Mainstreet ; "Paramount on Parade," Newman; "Song
of the West," Royal; "Footlights and Fools," Uptown; "Party Girl," Pantages.
"FREE
AND
EASY"
(M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Hearst Metrotone news and five acts vaude,
106%.
headlining Sophie Tucker. Gross: $16,000. Ratine:
"ALIAS
FRENCH
GERTIE"
(RKO)
MAINSTREET-(3,067), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Pathe Sound news, Grantland Rice Sportlight, and five acts vaude headlining personal appearance of Esther Ralston. Gross: $16,500. Rating:
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount) ^^
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attrac
110%.
tions: Paramount news; Paramount Screen Song,
"Yes.
100%. We Have No Bananas"; Lobo, the Dog Wonder, in "Canine Intelligence." Gross: $10,000. Rating:
"SONG
OF THE WESr'
(Warners)
ROYAI^-(900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Paramount news; Vitaphone short, "What a Life";
Pathe cartoon, "Western Whoopie"; Pathe short,
"Redheads."
Gross: $5,000.
Rating: 110%.
FOOTUGHTS
ANl> FOOLS"
(First NaUooal)
_ UPTOWN— (2,200), 2!;c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Educational comedy,
Taylor Holmes in "Dad
Knows
Best," M-G-M
short, with Jfmmy
Hussey;
Universal Talking
Gross: (Tiffany)
$5,500. Rating: 95%.
"PARTYNews. GIRL"
PANTAGES— (2,166), 25c, 7 doys. Other attractions:
Universal Sound News; Tiffany special, "Station
S-T-A-R.
Rating: 85%.the Voice of Hollywood." Gross: $3,800.

"Para, on Parade"
Does $11,500 in
Okla. City, Big
Oklahoma City — With excellent weather
and some rain, local theatres did fine business last week. "Paramount on Parade."
playing the Criterion, slipped into the lead
with a gross of $11,500, giving the picture
a rating of 125%.
Weather:

Generally

good.

Oppositions 'The Divorcee," Capitol; "Around the
Corner," Orpheum : "Paramount on Parade," CriLiberty.
terion;"The Furies," "Empress; "The Big Party,"
"THE DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (1.200), 7 days. 25c-50c.
Other attractions: Metrotone .\ews; "Getting
a Break"
(Paramount): .Screen song. "Ves. We Have
No Bananas"
(Paramount).
Gross: $7..i(Xl. Rating: 110%.
"AROUND THE CORNER"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (1,500). 2.5c-50c, 4 days.
Other attractions: Fanclio and
& Marco's
"Kisses"
Ideas, FoxwithNews.
Joe
and McKenna
the .Snnkist
Beauties.
Gross: $3,600.
Rating: 100%.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)
CRITERION— (2.000). 25c-7.5c. 7 days.
Other
attractions: Paramount Sound News; "Hot Dog"; Jack
Caldwell, organ.
Gross: $11. .500. Rating 125%.
"FURIES, THE"
(F. N.)
EMPRESS— (1.500), 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Oklahoma news.
Universal
newsreel,
Pathe
100%.
Weekly,
"General
Ginsberg."
Gross: $4,500. Rating:
"BIG PARTY,
THE"
(Fox)
LIBERTY— 25c-50c,
7 days.
Other
attractions:
Oark tone& news.McCullough
in "Knights
Gross: $6,000.
Rating: Out,"
100%. Fox Movie-
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"Caujrlil Short"
Tops L. A. Locw
Record by $7,000
Hollywood — Even a rainy week-end failed
to prevent local houses from clickinj,' pretty
generally, with "Caught Short" leading the
procession to crack the record at Loew's
State by $7,000. All of the other houses
registered above par, with exception of the
United Artists, which slipped to $12,000 on
the week.
SONG
O' MY
HEART
(Fox)
twuii.'.ilM), .l.d «ifk,
CHINK.'^I-:
GRAUM-ANS
Sennett Comdaily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions:
Rating;
Gross: $18,000.
News.
edy .-ind Movietone
\\:-.'"o.

(Univ.)
ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT
FOX CARTH.AY CIRCI.E— (1,650), 2nd week, twice
I-ym.in
Abe
attractions:
daily, 75c to $1.50. Other
and band, Movietone News. Gross: $20,500. Rating:
164%.
THE
TEXAN
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3,596), 7 days, 35c to 6Sc. Other
attractions: Eddie Lambert in Talker 0)medy, Lee
Morse Song Novelty, Paramount Sound News, Milton Charles organ concert. Gross: $27,000. Rating:
108%.
CAUGHT
SHORT
(M-G-M)
LOEWS STATE— (2,418), 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other
attractions: Fanclion- Marco "City Service" Idea,
Talker comedy. Movietone and Metrotone News.
Gross: $48,»10.
Rating:
178%.
KING
OF JAZZ
(Universal)
FOX rRITP:RION--(l,652) 3rd week, 7 days, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Movietone News. Gross:
$10,500.
Rating:
105 7o.
MONTANA
MOON
(M-G-M)
GRAUMAN'S EGYPTIAN— (1,800), 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco "Good Fellows Idea." talker comedv; Movietone News. Groes:
$12,000.
Rating:
120%.
MAN
FROM
BLANKLEYS
(Warner)
WARNER
HROTIIERS' HOLLYWOOD— (3,000),
1st week, 7 days, 35c to 75c. Other attractions:
Milton Work on Bridge. Vitaphone Varieties, Sound
News.
Gross: $23,0<K).
Rating:
164%.
LADIES
LOVE
BRUTES
(Paramount)
UNITED
ARTISTS— (2,100), 7 days, 35c to 7Sc.
Other
attractions:
Sennett
talker comedy,
Tcrrytuiie. Paramount
Sound
News,
Gaylord
C"rter organ concert. Gross: $12,000.
Rating: 89%.
MAMMY
(Warner)
WARNER
BROTHERS DOWNTOWN— (2.400).
2nd week, 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions:
Vitaphone Varieties and Paramount Sound News.
Gross: $19,000.
Rating:
127%.
,
FRAMED
(RKO)
RKO— (2,700). 7 days. 35c to 6.U-. Other attractions:
RKO vaudeville and Pathe Sound News. Gross:
$16,000.
Rating:
100%.
INdAGI
(Congo)
ORPHEUM— (2,750), 7 days, 4th week, 3Sc to 65c
Other attractions: "Mickev's Luck," Pathe Sound
News.
Gross: ?16.50O.
Rating: 103%.
JOURNEY'S
END
(Tiffany)
MAYAN— (1,600), 4th week, 7 days, 50c to $1.50.
Gross: $9,000.

Indian Film Premiere Set
"The Silent Knemy,'' a story of the Ojibway Indians, filmed in the north woods of
Canada, by William Douglas Burden, New
York society man, explorer and big game
hunter, is to have its premiere May 19 at
the Criterion, New York. William C.
Chanler, junior partner of the law firm of
Secretary of State Stimson, and H. P. Carver, Canadian sportsman and banker, who
directed the picture, were among members
of the expedition, which spent eight months
in the Canadian wilds. The company
handling the picture is Burden-Chanler
Prod.

Doug, Jr., Anita Page Cast
Hollywood — Anita Page and Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., have been signed for featured roles in "Little Accident," the play
by Floyd Dell and Thomas Mitchell, which
Universal will produce as a special. It will
be directed by William J. Craft, with dialogue by Paul Dickey.
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News

\\ otta Guff
Dave ISadcT, the (ircivir Whalt-n <if
liiivfrsal, who is as>»'nil»lin>; data for
a hio^raphN of ( arl I.acmiuU', sails
next Wednesday for KiiK'land in company with .lanus V. Hr>>on, luanauini;
dircrtor of I nivtTsal arli\itit'- in the
Inilrd Kini;dom. While in Kn^land,
|)a\e will tvploit "Kinj; of Ja/./" and
•'.Ml (iiiiit on the Western
Front."
"He prohahly will undo all Ihi- work
the
conference
accomplished,"
was naval
the comment
of one
w aj; when
told that Dave

Itritain.

was

heach-d for (ireat

Heat, Moving Day,
Spring Cleaning
Sock Ottawa B. O.
Ottawa — With moving day, spring housecleaning and warm weather, the majority of
theatres in Ottawa took a wallop on the
nose in so far as box office returns were
concerned last week. Keith's held up fairly
well with "She Couldn't Say No" and "One
Romantic Night" (last half), the latter
largely through the introduction of Lillian
Gish in a talking role. "The Rogue Song"
proved a disappointmcait at the Regent,
while ''Montana Moon" had a fair week
at the Centre. "Oh, Yeah" at the Avalon
was voted one of the season's worst.
opposition: "Montana Moon," Centre; "The Rogue
Song," Regent; "She Couldn't Say No," and S RKO
acts. Keith's; "Oh, Yeah," Avalon; "Song of the
West," Imperial; "One Romantic Night," B. F,
Keith's; "\avy
Blues," Avalon.
Weather:
Fair and mild.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-C-M)
CENTRE— (1,200). 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions: Fox silent news; special short, "Spanish Symphony." Gross: $3,650.
Rating: 84%.
"SHE COULDN'T SAY NO" (Warners)
B. F. KEITH S— (2,596), 15c-60c, 3 days. Other attractions: Five R-KO vaudeville acts; Pathe silent
iKu-i; "Rcautv Spot"; Canadian scenic; orchestra.
Gross: $4,150. Rating: 80%.
"THE
ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
REGENT— (1,225), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other attractions: Orchestra, Fox Movietone news; comedy cartoon, "Farmyard Battle." (^ross: $5,500. Rating:
85%.
"OH. YEAH"
(Pathe)
AVALON— (990), 25c-35c, 3 days.
Other attractions:
Short
special,
"In Dutch";
comedy.
"Dad's
Day";
Fox Movietone
news.
Gross: S<''40. Rating: 60%.
"SONG OF THE WEST"
(Warners)
IMPERIAL— (1.200). l.ic-5<)c. b days. Other attractions: Our Gang in "Bear Shooters"; Hearst Metrotniie News; Pathe Audio Ro-iew. Gross: $3,150.
Rating: 80%.
"ONE
ROMANTIC
NIGHT"
(United
ArtisU)
B. K. KEITir.'^— (2..^96), 15c -.^Oc, 3 days.
Other attractions: Comedy, Charlie
Chase
in "50
Million
Husbands";
"The
Enchanted
Funst";
Universal
newspaper
reel. Gross: $3.,«r0. Rating: 80%.
"NAVY
BLUES"
(M-ii-M)
.\VAIX)N— (990). 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:
Fox Movietone ne^s; Screen Snapshots; Cliarlie Chase
comedy.

Gross:

?070

Rating:

78'"r.

Legits Go Movie
The Studebaker, Chicago legitimate
house, opened the Martin Johnson
picture,
therunWorld,"
this
week. The ".Vcros.s
picture will
indefinitely,
continuous performances at .50c and
Sl.OO. Garrick, a Shubert legit house,
continues its picture interlude indefinitely with "Journey's
—
two performances
daily atEnd"
.50c (Tiff.)
to Sl.:50.
"Ingagi"
(Congo Pi.x) lasted six weeks
in this house.

"Lady to Love" id
Heads l*orllai
List at $11,450
Portland, Ore. — Vilma Banky in "A I-ady
to Love" plus a Fanchon & Marco stage
show rolled up a rating of UO'c, finishing
witli $11,450 at h'o.x Broadway, (jr one leap
ahead of "Paramount on I'arade," which, in
s[)ite of heavy exploitation, did but 130%, to
a gross of $11,310.
Weather;
Heavy
raint -.vhich lowered grottes.
Opposition: "I'aranuiunt on Parade," "Hold Everything," "One Romantic Night," "The Lost Empire,"
"Alias French
Gertie."TO LOVE"
"A LADY
(M-G-M)
FOX BROAD\VAV^(l,912), 25c 60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Corals" Idea, including Royal Samoans, Petite Marie; Frank Due.
iiuman niRhtingale; Maurice Ik Vincent, tumblers;
Herman's Kcnins Band, Henri LcBcl at Wurlitier.
Fox Movietone News. Gross: $11.4.^, Rating: 140%.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)
I'()KTI..\.ND PARA.NKJUNT- (3,068), 2Sc-50c, 7
d.iys. Other attractions: Layne & Gordon lobby entertainment, .\lme. George in lobby. Miss Yvette,
Ruth Laync, Phil Lampkin and his Paramounleers;
Ron and Don at Wurlitzcr. GroM: $11,310. Rating:
130%.
"ALIAS
FRENCH
CiERTIE"
(RKO)
RKO ORPIIKLM- 0,7001, 2.ic-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Oklahoma Bob Albright & Co., Frank
Potter and his RKOlians, Catherine Custer at Wurlitzer. Gross: $10..U5.
Rating:
120%.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(W. B.)
HAMRK K\s 'Ml s|( H()X"-(1.835), 25c-50c. 7
days.
Other
X'itaphone
PeteRating:
Ashe,
organist;
Foxattractions:
Sound News.
Gross: acts.
$10,475.
vertising.
125%. Good comedy brought splendid word-mouth ad"ONE
ROMANTIC
NIGHT'
(UA)
FOX
UNITED
.\RTIST.S— (94.S). 25c-60c. 7 days.
Other attractions:
Laurel & Hardy
comedy,
"Below
Zero." West Coast Scrip.
Advertised
Mother's
Day
Gift. Helped.
Gross: $9,875.
Rating: 112%.
"LOST EMPIRE"
RIVOLT— (850), 25c-35c, 7 days— Educational lecture
accompanied by Capt. Salisbury in person, plus story
Rating:
in "Portland Telegram.' Gross: $9,783.
nmning 100%.

French

Players Arrive

Three players of tiie Comcdie Francaise.
under contract to M-G-M, have arrived in
New York. They are Marcel Andre, star
the Paris production of '"Journey's End,"
of
Andre Berley and Mademoiselle Tania Fcdor. It is likely that they will first be seen
in French dialogue productions, working
under the direction of Jacques Feyder,
P'rench director.

Musicians Ask Aid
Washington — According to the Motion
Picture Division of the Department of Justice, the cinema musicians of Copenhagen,
Denmark, have appealed to the government
for protection from unemployment caused by
the advent of sound pictures. More than
200 alreadv are out of work.

Sherlock Joins Columbia
Columbia has appointed Ahvyn Sherlock
to represent it in the Far East and Australasia. He comes from Universal, where
he held the post of managing director of
the Japanese office.

Paramount Signs Dancer
Hollywood — Rosita Moreno, Spanish
dancer, singer and actress known in vaudeville as Rosita, has started on her contract
at the Paramount studios.

Powell

Going

Abroad

Hollywood — William Powell plans a six
weeks' vacation trip to Europe following
completion of "For the Defense."
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Emphasizing the "EX**
Nita Naldi. Ex-Follies beauty and

ex-movie-star. I often wonder how
Nita is enjoying life these days. They
tell ica
mein some
that she
Amer-or
time.hasn't
Give been
her in
Paris
give her death.
Nita was a great girl. Still is, for
all I know. She had strong likes and
dislikes — and didn't hesitate to announce them to the world. One of her
pet peeves was Gloria Swanson. And
how she went on about our Gloria.
One she
of never
Nita's read
proudest
that
any boasts
part ofwasa
newspaper except the comic strips.
This in spite of the fact that if you
put her name among the classified
ads, she'd
find it. But that's neither
here
nor there.
— Hellinger in N. Y. Mirror.

McCormack Film
Only One Below
Par in Boston
Boston — Continued good business marked
the week in spite of hot weather. Personal
appearance of Alma Rubens resulted in a
jump in Keith-Albee's gross, which advanced to $22,500 for the best mark in
weeks. Publix Metropolitan's "Light of
Western Stars," plus the Rooneys, went
across for $36,000, maintaining its spring
high mark with a rating of 125%. Loew's
State also did a big week's business with
"The Divorcee" and no other frills for attractions. ''High Society Blues" was held
over for a second week at the Keith Memorial, something that rarely happens, doing $25,000 (115%) for a second week.
The two road shows, "Song o' My Heart,"
for its sixth week, dropped a little to $9,000,
and "Journey's End," in its second week,
was good for $12,500, or 115%, even betfirst and
week's
Weather:tering its Fair
warm. mark.
Opposition: "Light of Western Stars" at Metropolitan, "Journey's End" at Tremont and "Song O'
My Heart" at Majestic for two road shows; "The
Divorcee" at Loev/s State and "Be Yourself" at
Loew's Orpheum; "High Society Blues" at Keith
Memorial
for a second week hold-over; "Dance Hall"
at
Keith Albee.
Two N. V. A. midnight shozvs, one at the KeithAlbee and the other at Loew's State, netted an amount
almost equal to the receipts of last season. These
shows were held Thursday night.
"LIGHT OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Par)
METROPOLITAN— (4350), 25c-60c, 7 days.
Other features: Pat Rooney Sr. and Jr. in person
in "Campus Daze," Publix revue, collegiate frolic,
request programs by Jesse Crawford on organ, Paramount News. Gross: $.36,000. Rating: 125%.
"THE DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Harry Langdon talking comedy, Cartoon,
Hearst Metrotone News. Gross: $24,000. Rating:
125%.
"BE
YOURSELF"
(U.A.)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM— (3100), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville, Cartoon, Hearst Metrotone News.
Gross: $22,000.
Rating:
118%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
KEITH'S— (2900),
25c-60c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: Sportlight, Cartoons, Pathe News
Gross:
$25,000.
Rating:
115%.
(Second
Week)'.
"DANCE
HALL"
(RKO)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2500), 2Sc-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Vaudeville, Alma Rubens in Person,
Comedy, Pathe News. Gross: $22,500. Rating:
120%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiff.)
TREMONT— (1800), 50c$2, 7 days. Gross: $12,.
500.
Rating:
115%.
(Second
week).
■■SONG O" MY HEART"
(Fox)
MAJESTIC— (1550), 50c-$2, 7 days. Gross: $9,ono.
Rating: 90%.
(Sixth week).

Picture

News

"Loose Ankles''
Pulls $7,300
In Des Moines
Des Moines — "Loose Ankles," playing at
the Strand for a four-day show, made the
highest percentage of pictures showing in
a week of rain, hot weather and a variety
of counter attractions, including introduction here of, night baseball, which drew a
crowd numbering 11,000 the first night.
In general, this was not felt to have any
efTect on the regular theatre business and
all the houses did business about up to average with the exception of "Puttin' on the
Ritz," which made a rather low showing in
spite of the fact that the notices and the
comments were favorable. The Orpheum
shows had a good week.
Weather : Unfavorable.
"THE
BIG POND"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1700), 4 days,
25c-35c-50c-65c.
Other attractions: Para, news, 5 acts of vaud. Gross:
$7,000.
Rating:
100%
"PUTTIN'
ON THE
RITZ"
(U.A.)
PARAMOUNT— (1700), 3 days, 25c, 35c, 50c, 65c.
Other attractions: U. sound news, Herbie Koch, playing the organ blindfolded, Agnew stage band in original stage presentation.
Gross: $6300. Rating: 95%.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Para)
DES MOINES— (1600), 7 days, 25c, 35c, SOc, 65c.
■ Other attractions : Columbia
Silly Symphony
cartoon,
Para,
sound
news.
Visiograph
special
("The
Girl
Scout Trail").
Gross: $7,000.
Rating:
100%.
"LOVING
THE
LADIES"
(RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 4 days, 25c-50c.
Other attractions: RKO vaud.,
RKO
comedy
("Mickey's
Luck"), Pathe Review. Gross: $7,500. Rating 115%.
"THE
GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 3 days, 25c50c.
Other attractions: Pathe news, Pathe sportlight, RKO vaud.
Gross:
$7300.
Rating:
115%.
"LOOSE ANKLES" (F.N.)
STRAND— (1100), 20c-30c, 4 days. Other attractions: Ed. comedy ("Hail, the Prmcess") Ed.
comedy ("Roman Punch"), Columbia screen snapshots, Paramount (silent) News. Gross: $7,300.
Rating 250%.
"BYRON OF BROADWAY"
(M-G-M)
STRAND— (1100),
3 days,
20c-30c.
Other
attractions: U. Oswald
cartoon,
Pathe
sound
news,
M-G-M
comedy
("The
Shrimp").
Gross:
$4,500.
Rating:
100%.

Bartlett, Opera Warbler,
Signs Contract with Fox

Edwin Bartlett, operatic singer, has been
signed to star in Fox pictures. His first
monicker has been changed to Michael for
reasons not announced and his initial picture is set as "The Heart Breaker."
The deal provides for Bartlett to alternate between the Fox studio and the Metropolitan Opera in an elastic arrangement
covering a period of years.

The

Low Down on Cecil
De Mille's Yes Men

"Not the least of the laughs which
come to me from my picture activities
are those which are contained in the
newspaper and magazine cartoons. In
the way that legends spring up, there
is one to the effect that I am constantly surrounded by a mythical
group called 'yes men.' This despite
the fact that my friends in the industry know of my invariable rule to dismiss any one who costs me a loss of
money or time by giving me a wrong
'yes' decision. Members of my immediate staff have been with me for
years and they are dear to me because
I know I can trust them to put their
'nos* and 'yesses' in the right places."
—Cecil B. DeMille in A^. Y. World.
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Lots of Seats
Bucyrus, O. — If present plans mature, there will be a theatre seat for
every two persons in the city. Work
is expected to start shortly on a
1,000-seat house on the site of the
present Hippodrome. The project is
being sponsored by Bucyrus Theatres
Co., who now have two houses here.
Plans call for completion by Sept. 1.
Another house, to seat 1,500, is being
built by Adrin Wisman, this city, and
John Seifert, of Dayton, O. — opening,
also scheduled for Sept. 1. The city
has a population of 7,000, and the combined seating capacity of all houses,
including the two under construction,
will be around 3,500. H. L. Charnas, of
Warner Bros., is president of the
Bucyrus Theatres Co.

Talkers Create
Good Will on
Tour of World
Possibility of new fields of service for
the talking picture as a builder of international good will and commerce was illustrated by the S. S. President Fillmore of
the Dollar Line, which returned to NewYork last week after a trip around the
world, during which it was the first boat
to show talking pictures in every part of
the globe.
What possibilities this new medium of
transportation have opened up was expressed byGeorge F. Anderson, the purser,
under whose supervision the shows were
held.

Played "S. R. O."

"We had a capacity attendance every
night we showed talking pictures," he said.
"At many ports where we gave special
showings for invited audiences, talking pictures had never been seen and heard before. In Kobe and Naples especially these
demonstrations aroused unusual interest,
while in every port considerable enthusiasm
was shown. I feel certain that during our
25,000-mile trip we created new patrons for
talking pictures and for American equipThe President Fillmore left New York
Jan. 15 with a Western Electric portable
equipment on board as a permanent installation.. One of the features of the program
was
the series of outdoor e.xhibitions held
ment."
at night on the open deck when weather
and temperature were favorable.

15 Changes on Next Trip
So impressive were these showings that
Joe Fisher, Singapore exhibitor, who was
a passenger on the boat from Manilla to
Singapore, declared that he was going to
alter the plans of a new theatre he had under construction, to allow for outdoor showings He stated his conviction that the exliibitions aboard the steamer would change
theatre construction in tropical countries in
the future.
The steamer, on its next voyage, hopes
to enlarge its program to include at least
15 different changes of pictures.

May
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Movietone Follies of 1930
(lox-

.III

lalhn)

I'leasant; lirendel Grand

(Rcviczird by Red Kuitn)
REN DEL and White, but Brcndel first.
Without them, "IMovietonc Eollics of 1930"
would have been a dull affair. With them, it
becomes fun. Not big, this picture, but pleasing in the manner tliat all tluff divertissment
can be when handled properly.
The story is as thin as thin. Just an excuse
to iiang the musical numbers on, as a matter
of fact. Where other revues have been going
the way of unsuccessful celluloid, the gang on
the Fox lot here demonstrate what astute
showmen they are by tying in a yarn to give
the various numbers
an excuse
for being.
El Brendel, the funny man, is here turned
loose on the audience as a valet to Buster
Collier, do-nothing nephew of a rich uncle.
It seems Buster manages to get himself in
scrapes with great punctuality. So much so
that uncle determines to cut his allowance
B

down have
to himself.
nothingCollier
at all,is ifin nephew
doesn't
belove with
Miriam
Seegar, a show girl and uncle, the story tells
you further, hates show girls. Or does until
Noel Francis, who knows uncle well enough
to call him Dodo appears on the scene. Anyway, Brendel also finds himself weak in the
knees when chorines are about, attempts, and
almost succeeds, in passing himself of? as a big
lumber man from the someplace in the Northwest. He gets away with it, until Collier determines to give a show for war veterans at
his uncle's estate and hires the whole troupe
up for th£_ week-end.
Brendel hits trouble from then on. So does
uncle when his sweetie recognizes him, but it
all turns out O.K. in the end, just as you expect and would have it. The ghost of a story
gives an opportunity to bring in the musical
numbers including a swell affair called "Movietonia" which concerns itself with Marjorie
White's efforts to break into pictures ; "Emily
Brown," as another and something or other
about "a strange feeling sneaking over me"
which Brendel, Noel Francis and Miss White
put over with a bang.
Brendel is pretty much the whole show. He's
a real comic, that fellow, with a tie and trousers that refuse to stay put and his humorous
Swedish accent. Miss White, who hands out
a brand of fun peculiar unto herself, does very
well in second place.
Neii'sreel and cartoons all that's needed.
Produced and distributed by Fox. Directed by
Benjamin Stoloff. Story and dialogue by William
K. Wells. Dances staged by Max Scliechk, Maurice
KuscU and Danny Dare. Words and music by Joseph
M. McCarthy and James Hanley, Con Conrad and
Jack Meskill, Cliff Friend and Jimmie Monaco,
James Brockman. Edited by Clyde Carruth, Photographed by L. W. O'Connell. Length 7,422 feet.
Running time, 84 mins. Release date, May 4, 1930.
THE
CAST
Axel Svenson
El Brendel
Vera Fontaine
Marjorie
White
George
Randall
Frank
Richardson
Gloria De Witt
Noel Francis
Conrad
Sterling
William
Collier, Jr.
Mar_y Mason
Miriam
Seegar
Marvin
Kingsley
Huntly
Gordon
Lee Hubert
Paul Nicholson
Maid
Yola D'Avril

Strictly Modern
(First

National— All

Talker)

Very Light
(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)
THIS has a very light plot, but a few moments of comedy keep it from flopping.
The wind-up is a riot. It's a case of one
punch line putting over a picture. This is
the wedding scene when the officiating judge,
who is befuddled by a knockout drop, asks forgiveness for the pair "For they know not what
they do." It's a line which will bring down
any house.

I' i c t u r e
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More Blues
Through the I nivtrsal publicity
ollite we learn (hat "Rhapsody IMue"
is destined to \h- mw oI th<- fashionable hues this tiill. .None other than
IMnie. l{orki', lashion arbiter, has selected it— out of eoniplinient \o (ieorge
Gershwin's "The Ithapsody in Blue,"
the radio signature of I'aul Whitenian.
Paul, you understand, has a "big" role
in l''s "King of Jazz." Which explains
the reason for this fashion note in a
trade journal.

Otherwise the picture is just another one
of those things, albeit pleasing enough for this
type of light material. It's about a novelist
who falls in love with her cousin's fiance, unaware of the latter's identity. The cousin, in
turn, is in love with the judge who is slated
to perform the wedding ceremony. They carry
the affair through to the ceremony, when the
judge passes out just as he is about to pronounce them man and wife. He had been
given a drink with a few kncxrkout drops by
the novelist, so everything turns out nicely.
It's far-fetched, and at times silly, but
breezy and occasionally very funny fare designe^l for the hot weather.
Dorothy Mackaill is pretty much the whole
picture and gets some laughs. Warner Richmond as the "bluenose" judge, also gets some
laughs, despite some
awful lines.
Sidney Blackmcr is not so hot in the male
lead. Julanne Johnston is adequate as the
other girl, Katherine Claire Ward is good as
the mother and Mickey Bennett injects some
fresh kid comedy bits. Direction is good considering the light story.
With enough help from shorts, this will get
over as a passable program offering. At the
New York Strand they gave it seven shorts
and a newsreel for bolstering.
Comedy and musical shorts ufith this.
Pro3uced and distributed by First National. From
the play, "Cousin Kate," by Hubert Henry Davies.
Continuity, adaptation and dialogue by Ray Harris
and Gene Towne. Directed by William A. Seiter.
Photographed by Sid Hickox. Length, 5,632 feet.
Running time, 62 minutes.
Release date. Mar. 2, '30.
THE CAST
Kate
Dorothy
Mackaill
Heath
Desmond
Sidney
Blackmer
Aimee
Julanne
Johnston
Judge Bartlett
Warner
Richmond
Bobby
Spencer
Mickey
Bennett
Mrs. Spencer
Katherine Claire Ward

White Hell of Pitz Palu
( Unh'i'rsal — Syiichrcmiccd)

Great Thrill Spectacle
(Reviezved by Edtcin Scltallert)
THIS is a marvelous picture, and all but
justifies the return of the silent film as an
institution. You will have to take the trouble
to sell the idea to your audiences of the big
things it contains in order to get them over
the non-dialogued stretch right at the beginning, but once they are into the spectacular
thrills of this super-drama of Alpine mountain
climbing they will be completely
mesmerized.
Few films of the outdoors have been better
photographed than the "White Hell of Pitz
Palu." There are so many camera angles that
an expert would go crazy trying to keep track
of them. If there are any studio shots they are
very cleverly inserted. The thing looks real
right straight through, and when an airplane
starts doing loops over the mountain-peaks the
audience will just go wild, that's all.
Universal got the "White Hell" from Euand the names
in scenery,
the cast the
naturally
don't
mean rope,
a thing.
But the
avalanches,
the spill of a climbing party into a terrible
crevasse, the quest of the rescuers in the depths

(jl lli.il uliii-itly cha.Mii ol ice — these arc llie real
starring events.
There are shots in this picture that will make
you feel as if you were just being saved from
falling over a precipice yourself. There is one
where a mountain-climber is carried of? his
feet by a snowslide, and is only prevented from
crashing to his death by two people desperately
clinging to the rope that holds him. This is a
hair-raising thrill. Then to see the slow, tedious, almost hopeless prfxrcss by which his dangling frame is brought back to terra firma
again is in itself a whole epic of drama.
However, it is the airplane that really puts
the i>cak on the interest. The daring effort
of the aviator to locate the lost mountaineers,
his seemingly hopeless search, the suspense as
his eyes rove over the endless white expanse,
his final locating of the lost people by flying
close to the walls of snow and ice — these are
an unrivaled experience to watch. In these
scenes and others "The White Hell" iK-comes
another "Nanook of the North," with even more
thrills.
There is a plot about a sacrifice made by
a mountain climber, who has had a life of bitter tragedy, for the sake of the husband and
wife who go with him on a daring expedition
to the heights. The story is just sufficient to
give the human note of drama to the whole. It
is an excellent story for the kind, and the
opening scenes, while a little slow, excite considerable curiosity as to what is going to take
place. It is the spectacular stuff in the "White
Hell" that will really prove outstanding.
Musical or comedy short to lighten program, as this feature is extremely intense.
Coituedy should be judiciously chosen — not too
tnuch slapstick.

Produced by H. R. Sokal; distributed by Univenal.
Story by Dr. .\rnold Sanck and Lady N'oydax. Directed by Dr. Arnold Sanck and G. W. Pabst. PhotoIjraphcd by Sett AJKcicr, Richard AnKst and Hans
Schnecberger. American supervising editor. Paul
Kohner. Length, 7227 feet. Running time. 80 min.
Release date June 1. 1930.
The Cast
Dr. Johannes KrafTt
Gustav Diesel
Maria
Leni Riesenstahl
Husband
Ernst Peterson
Christian (guide)
B. Strinx
Aviator
Ernst Udet

Asphalt

( UFA Gripping
— Synchronised)
(Revieii'cd by Robert Hage)
BILLED as the last silent picture to be
made by UF.A, "Asphalt" is a welcome
interlude in the rapid procession of talkers and
instills an occasional feeling of regret that the
pantomimic art is passing out with the advent
of dialogue. Less than twenty subtitles are
used, but the story unfolds so smoothly that
even the most confirmed addict of talkers will
find it entej-taining.
It is difficult to understand, however, how
it was given its title. The hero is a Berlin
traffic policeman, but the brief sequence showing him at work on a safety island on an asphalt street hardly justifies inflicting such an
incongruous title on the production.
The story is a typical German melodrama,
unleavened with humor or lightness, but the
director, Joe May, has succeeded in building
up the suspense so effectively that at no time
does the attention lag. The acting is simple
and natural ; the five principals give cameolike performances that are outstanding. Gustav Froelich, as the traffic cop, and Betty
Amann, as the consort of a master criminal, are
convincing and neither overacts in the arduous
roles assigned to them.
"Asphalt" relates the tale of a policeman
who, arresting a pretty adventuress for the
theft of a diamond, falls victim to her wiles
and allows her to go free. The seduction scene
is handled with skill and cleverness. Mutual
love develops between the policeman and the
thief, and their affair comes to a dramatic cli-
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max fight
when that
the girl's
In
the
ensues lover
the interrupts
policeman them.
kills the
man and is arrested by his own father, a sergeant on the
The girl's
admission
that
her lover
was force.
a notorious
criminal
exonerates
the policeman, but she goes to jail as a material
witness. Their passionate embrace before she
is led away is the only hint of an ultimate
happy ending.
The entire production is marked by a sincerity that appeals to the lovers of good acting
and expert direction, even though the story is
heavy fare. In running it makes an exploitation play aimed at the irreconcilables who prefer silent pictures. The synchronized score is
excellent.
Give them snapffy comedies to provide contrast.
Produced by Ufa Films. Distributed by Allied
Films. Adapted from novel by Rolf E. Vanloo.
Directed by Joe May. Scenario by Fred Majo and
Hans Szekely. Photographed by Gunther Rittau.
Length, 8 reels. Running time, about 85 mins.
Release date. Mar. 15, 1930.
THE
CAST
The Son
Gustav
Froehlich
The
Mother
Else
Heller
The Father
Albert Steinrueck
The Girl
Betty Amann
The Consul General
Hans Adalbert von Schlettow

Born Reckless
(Fox— All

{Reviewed by Red Kami)
GOOD, old reliable box-ofSce — the cleverly
concocted, suspense-creating melodrama.
This has the necessary "it" to make that grade.
The readers of the book by Donald Henderson Clarke won't recognize "Louis Beretti" in
its new monicker, "Born Reckless." It is,
therefore, up to the exhibitor to drive home
the fact in his advertising. He can promise
further a rattling good picture with a couple
of real kicks.
There have been many yarns in this mould.
Here is another case of an East Side boy, enmeshed in the corroding influence of bad company, who turns gangster but never long
enough to forget his Italian parents. So far
as they are concerned, Beretti is a hard-working youngster whose "business" keeps him and
takes him out a^t unexpected hours.
As a result of a jewelry job, Beretti and two
of his gang are nabbed, carted away to the
assistant district attorney's office and headed
up the river. Lee Tracy, who contributed a
corking good performance as the newspaper reporter, gets a hunch for a story and a campaign plug on which the D.A. can hang his
election. It's the patriotism gag and results
in shipping the trio overseas to fight just "because they like to shoot off guns." Then the
war stufT, played down for horror and up for
comedy, the friendship stuck up between Beretti, played by Edmund Lowe and Sheldon, played by Frank Albertson.
Back in New York, Beretti finds he has
squared his account with the former district
attorney, now judge, and starts out anew. He
drifts into the night club racket and somewhat
away from the old mob only to be brought
back again when "Big Shot" settles his account with Ritzy Reilly for sciuealing. Later
when Sheldon's sister reports her baby has
been stolen, Beretti effects the rescue and
shoots it out with "Big Shot" who demands
an accounting because Beretti failed "to keep
his nose clean." You don't see Beretti die,
but the implication is clearly planted. Into
this yarn has been built a number of real suspense sequences and a series of sardonic illusions to war and patriotism. Jack Ford, the
director, stripped many of the illusions from
the glamor of war and for once, in pictures
at least, ypu get the impression that fiag-waving has been de-bunked.
Lowe does a swell job in the title role. His
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Produced and distributed by Fox. From novel,
"Louis Beretti" by Donald Henderson Clarke. Directed by Jack Ford. Scenario and dialogue by Dudley Nichols. Edited by Frank E. Hull. Length, 7.400
feet. Running time, 82 mins. Release date, June
6, 1930.
THE
CAST
Louis Beretti
Edmund
Lowe
Jean Sheldon
Catherine Dale Owen
Big Shot
Warren
Hymer
Bill O'Brien
Lee Tracy
Rosa
Beretti
Marguerite
Churchill
Frank
Sheldon
Frank
Albertson
Good News
Brophy
William
Harrigan
Bugs
Eddie Gribbon
Ritzy Reilly
Paul Page
Joe Bergman
Ben Bard
Fingy Moscovitz
Mike Donlin
Pa Beretti
Paul Porcasi
Needle Beer Grogan
Joe Brown
D. A. Carrigan
Roy Stewart
Ma
Beretti
Ferike Boros
The Duke
Pat Somerset

The Second Floor Mystery
(Warners — All

Talker)

Good Programmer
(Revieived
by Charles F. Hynes)
Novelty of story is the selling point of this
picture, plus the fact that its leads are Loretta
Young and Grant Withers, who recently secured quite a bit of publicity through their airplane elopement.
After a comparatively slow start, the picture
hits its stride, and events follow thick and
fast. An American in London, trying to win
an introduction to an American girl, through
the medium of the personal column of "The
Times" is advised by her that he may write
a letter each day for five successive days, and
if they are sufficiently interesting, she will
meet him. He concocts a murder story in
which a number of persons are suspects and
winds up by confessing that he is the real
murderer.
The girl arrives on the scene with police,
the young man is thrown into a dungeon, from
where he is rescued by anarchists, and then
ordered to blow up the building. He finds the
girl bound and gagged and rescues her, only
to find that from the time of the police arrival,
the whole affair is a frame-up engineered by the
girl to return thrill for thrill.
After the time of the first supposed murder,
events move swiftly, and the picture has suspense and comedy.
Grant Withers looks like a screen comer and
Loretta Young is a pretty heroine. H. B.
Warner, as always, stands out and Sidney
Bracy gets some laughs. Other members of
the well-balanced cast are: Claire A'TcDowell,
Crauford Kent, John Loder, Claude King and
Judith Voselli.
Musical and comedy shorts with this.
Produced

and

distributed

by

10,

19 3 0

Pictures

is a smooth performance in entire keeping with
the character he portrays. Warren Hymer, as
"Big Shot" is immense and Tracy, fine. Marguerite Churchill has little to do as Berreti's
sister and dispatches her part efficiently. Catherine Dale Qwen, decorative as usual, displays
nothing histrionically.
Comedy honors are divided between Joe
Brown and Eddie Gribbon.
Cartoon comedies Tjvill go well with this.

Talker)

Corking Melodrama

On

News

Warners.

Based

*'HeW* Picnic Site
Tampa, Fla. — The "location" used
for the filming of "Hell Harbor" has
always been known as "Rocky Point,"
but since the making of this, the first
all-talking film to be made here, the
name has been changed to "Hell Harbor" and made over into a picnic
ground. Several of the Tampa clubs
and
societies
are using it for their
outings.

on

novel "The Agony Column" by Earl Derr Biggers
Directed by Roy Del Ruth. Dialogue by Joseph
Jackson. Length, 5,380 feet. Running time, 60 mins.
Release date, Apr. 26, 1930.
THE
CAST
GeofTrey
West
Grant
Withers
Marian
Ferguson
Loretta Young
Inspector
Bray
H. B. Warner
Aunt
Hattie
Claire
McDowell
Alfred
Sidney Bracy
Captam
Eraser
Crauford
Kent
Lieut. Norman
Eraser
John Loder
Enright
Claude
King
Mystery
Woman
Judith Voselli

Redemption
(M-G-M—All

Talker)

Heavy, But Worthwhile
(Reviewed by Red Kami)
DUBIOUS
entertainment for flappers.
Worthwhile for the older folks. "Redemption," like the run-of-the-mill Russian
literature, is far too heavy to make light screen
fare. The picture is drama all the way with
an occasional relief touch interjected but at
too rare intervals to lift the production out of
its morbid tempo.
The story has been made several times as
a silent, but this represents its first venture in
the field of talkers. Based on the stage play,
"Redemption" is in turn, culled from "The
Living Dead" t)y Tolstoi. Dorothy Farnum
did the script and Edwin Justus Mayer, the
dialogue. Both did a fine job, Mayer's dialogue, in particular, doing much to give the
picture impressiveness and tone.
John Gilbert, as the lead, comes through
with a generally creditable performance. What
the microphone does to his voice is unfortunate
for him, however, in that it gives him a thin
voice out of consonance with the character he
is given to portray. Whether Fred Niblo's
direction is responsible, or whether Gilbert insisted upon cloaking the part of Fedya with
too much of his own interpretation is something which the reviewer can only guess. But
it is a fact that the screen shows Gilbert often
indulging in eye-rolling and heavings which
occasioned one of the dear public next to the
writer to remark, "I wish he would act more
like the two-fisted, hard-drinking he-man he is
The performance, taken by and large, is,
supposed to
however,
verybe."good indeed. As the Russian
waster who wrecks his wife's life as he falls
lower into the muck, Gilbert gets over an intelligent interpretation of a man going to the
dogs, via the vodka and woman route.
You see him ousting Conrad Nagel for
Eleanor Boardman's love, their marriage, the
birth of the baby and the return of the restlessness which carries Gilbert to the roulette
wheel and estrangement from his wife. He
falls to the level of gypsy dives, makes up
with Masha, a part played without distinction
by Renee Adoree until, in his cups, he tells
a drinking partner how his wife married Nagel
in the belief he had been drowned. Then the
three principals meet in the court where investigations of the second marriage on the
grounds of bigamy are under way. In the corridor, Gilbert, finally realizing that he is again
imperilling the lives of his wife and his best
friend, shoots himself.
Miss Boardman's voice records splendidly
and she contributes to the whole a nicely balanced and judiciously restrained performance.
Nagel proves himself decorative and little beyond that. Much of the photography is grainy
and lacking in lustre. The photographic job
is generally average.
A^eeds bright shorts to relieve heavy story.
Produced and distributed by M-G-M. Based on
stage play, "Redemption." Directed by Fred Niblo.
Adapted by Dorothy Farnum. Dialogue by Edwin
Justus Mayer. Edited by Margaret Booth. Photographed by Percy Hilburn. Length, 6,019 feet. Running time, 67 mins. Release date, April 5, 1930.
THE
CAST
Fedya
John Gilbert
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Washa
Victor
I'isa
Anna
Pavlovna
Petushkov
Artimiev
Magistrate

Kcnee
Adoree
Conrad
Nagcl
Eleanor
Boardnian
Claire
McDowell
AuKUstin
IJorgato
Charles
Qiiaricrmaine
Mack
Swain

Caught Short
[M-G-M—.lll

lalkcr)

Roaring Comedy

(Rcvi.-Wid I'x Don .Ishhauiih)
WHKN
M-(i-M saw the tremendous liits
scored by the comedy team ot Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran in various pictures,
decision was made to co-star the pair in their
own comedy.
"Causht Short" is the result.
It's good old rollicking, broad-belted, abdominal-shaking comedy that produces a continuous
roar from the most blase audiences. As a
coine<ly it's immense — due to hit big business
in the key week stands and following program
bookings. Although not made as a special, it
has profit-making qualities for any theatre.
In "Caught Short," farce is staged as only
Polly and Marie can stage it with appropriate
facial contortions and gestures. W'illard ^Iack's
original story, with the title of Kddie Cantor's
booklet tagged on to it, is taken for a ride by
the two veteran troupers. And what a loopthe-loop they give it !
The stock market adventures of two boarding house keepers form the slight story background for the picture. First, Polly plunges
on a rising market and collects plenty. She and
Marie spend a major portion of the picture
arguing and tearfully making up. Most of the
arguments are over Marie's refusal to risk her
savings of $3,800 on American Cheese or Brazilian Bananas.
Marie even withdraws the money from the
bank because she fears the cashier might abscond with her savings. The trials she has with
the poke- full of change furnish background for
much of the hilarious slapstick throughout the
picture.
Marie has a daughter, played by Anita Page,
who manages to wear a gorgeous assortment
of clothes for the daughter of a boarlinghouse keeper. Polly has a son — Oicirles Morton—who tries to sing at various times. He
is also the one responsible for all the stock
market excitement, as he sta-te 1 things. Of
course, young romance is necessary and Anita
and Morton supply this element.
After a split, the boy and girl are finally
brought together for a real family marriage.
Polly and Marie are back to the boarding
house game after a brief flyer in the market
and high society. Fade out is a topper for roars
when a baby in the background begins to cry.
Polly and Marie make a wild dash for the
cry — both proudly saying "Grandma's comThroughout the picture — light on story, but
ing."
strong on laugh situations and sequences — everything points to build-up of comedy values. Result is one of the funniest feature comedies
from standpoint of laughs that has been produced in talker form. Charles Reisner. pastmaster in direction of slapstick comedy, got
just alx)ut everything possible out of every gag
and situation.
A'CZi'sreels mui short musicals can be sfottcd
here.
Produced by Cosmopolitan. Distributevi by MG-M.
Storv bv Wil'lard Mack. DialoKue and continuity by
Willard Mack and Robert Hopkins. Directed by
Charles Reisner. Photographed by Leonard Smith.
Length, 6,8".? feet. Running time, 75 minutes. Release date. May
10, 19.^0.
THE
Marie Jones
Polly Smith
Genevieve
Jones
William
Smith
Frankie
Johnn\
Priscilla
Xtr. Frisbv
Mr. Kidd '
Sophv
Mr.
Thutt
Miss
Ambrose
Manicurist
Peddler
Fannv
Lee

CAST
Marie
Dressier
Polly
Moran
Anita
Page
Charles
Morton
Thomas
Conlin
Douglas
Haig
Nanci
Price
Herbert
Prior
T. Roy
Barnes
Greta
Mann
Edward
Dillon
Alice
Moe
Gwen
Lee
Lee
Kohlmar
Greta
Grandstedt

Picture

News

"Unguarded (iirls"
The N'KWS caught Ihix production
lis a matter of routine. It i> so crude
and sniutlN that to rcNJew il in the
regular manner would dignity a picture of morons and for morons. Its
ap|)eal is directed s<»lel> at the putridminded and the lobby of the Karl Carroll Theatr*' in New '^(irk, rent»'d for
its showing, is filled with sala<'i(uis
stills that lure in the >okels and the
feeble-minded. The cast is composed
of the rankest of amateurs; the direction is so feel)le that it creaks and it
probably required all of three day.s to
sho«)t it.
Preceding the showing, a man devotes twenty minutes to plugging
seven pamphlets on "sex education,"
promising. b> innuendo, revelations of
a highly spicy nature. Hut the most
offensive feature of the program is a
"lecturer" on sex topics who, after
analyzing for the ignoramuses in the
audience the sex characteristics of
five unattractive girls in bathing suits
who appear on the stage, gives a lantern slide talk on venereal diseases,
accompanying it with a line of obscenity, rarely, if ever, before heard on a
public platform.

33

' HRC, the Oriental prepares to give him a
drug which will paralyze his mind and fur
which (jrdy the Oriental has the antidote. The
arrival ot rescuing |H>lice prevents this, but
the Chinese escapes with the girl. Wounded,
he lures Pietrie to him and forces the latter
I" remove the bullet, under threat of refusing
1m restore the girl's mind, which he has paralyzed with the drug. VVhen police surround
him, the Chinese, a grenade in hand, seeks to
force Dr. I'ietrie to commit suicide under
threat of hurling the grenade and killing the
entire group. A flying tackle by the insi)cctor
throws the Chinese into the river and to his
death.
l.iijht comedy
with this.

and

musical

shorts

needed

Produced and distributed br Paramount-Publix.
.Story by Sax Hohmcr. Adaptation and dialoi{ue bjr
l-lorencc Ryerson and Lloyd Corriaan. Directed by
Rowland V. Ix;e. Photographed by A. J. Stout.
Ix;ngth. 6,586 (eet. Running time, 73 mins. Release
date, .May
17, 1930.
THE
CAST
Dr. Ku
Manchu
Warner
Oland
l>r. Jack
Pietrie
Neil
Hamilton
Lia
Eltham
Jean
Arthur
.\ayland
Smith
O.
P. Heggie
.Sylvester
Wadtworth
William
Austin
Lady
Agatha
Hartley
Kvelyn
Hall
Lady
Helen
Bartlcy
Margaret
Fealy
Fai Lu
Evelyn
Selbie
Inspector
Harding
Shayle
Gardner
Lawrenee
David
Dunbar

Old and New
{.Sofkitio — Synchrcmzed)

Soviet Propaganda
{Rcvieiccd by Robert

Return of Dr. Fu Manchu
(Farainoiiiil — ./// Talker)

Exciting Meller

(.Reviewed by Cliarles /■". Hy)ies)
A SEQUEL to "The Insidious Dr. Fu
■^*- Manchu," and more thrilling than its predecessor, although more gruesome. These Sax
Rohnier stories have had a wide vogue, and
for that reason this should prove a businessgetter. Its gruesomeness may lessen the enjoyment for women, but it is so well done that
this is counterbalanced to great extent.
If you played the first of the two pictures,
you'll surely want this, stressing the fact that
it is a continuation of the first. If you haven't
played them, you'll want to, but be sure to
play them in order.
The splendid cast is the same as in the
initial picture, with Warner Oland as the
maniacal Oriental. The first picture ended
when he took poison, and this one opens with
the funeral. Only, the insidious doctor is not
dead, the poison having been only of a temporary nature. In deference to the Chinese
religion, no autopsy is performed, so the doctor makes good his escape and resumes his
work of vengeance. There remains but one
more person for him to slay, Dr. Pietrie, who
is about to wed the girl over whom the doctor wields such a powerful and sinister influence. The w-edding ceremony is halted,
through the murder of the girl's servant. The
doctor then prepares to attack in force and
captures the girl, through whom he hopes to
lure Pietrie. The Scotland Yard inspector
substitutes for the intended victim, and in re-

He Wows 'Em
Talker fans are going to go for
Noah Beery in a big way. The veteran
character actor, who in silent days
was recognized as one of the screen's
outstanding villains, possesses a fine
speaking voice and in addition is a
basso of the first magnitude. He sings
a song in "The Song of the Flame" in
which he strikes some remarkably low
notes and the rendition practically
steals a picture, whose chief appeal
is its music.
Hynea

Hage)

A SCORE of pictures and statues of Xicolai
Ix'nin, spotted throughout the production,
and editorial subtitles praising the Communist
system, mark this as purely a vehicle for advancing the propaganda of the Soviet Republic.
Subtly injected into it is a slam at the Russian
.As entertainment the picture is a total loss,
priesthood.
the story being a simple narrative of peasant
life in Russia. The heroine, if she can be called
such, is so repulsive physically that the director's etTorts to evoke sympathy in her behalf
are fruitless. The others in the cast, none of
whom is named, are striking character types,
but not easy to look at.
The direction and scenario are credited to
Sergeiformer,
Eisenstein
Gregory is
\'. being
.-Me-xandrov.
The
it isand
understood,
sought
by Paramount to direct one picture and Douglas Fairbanks has announced his intention of
conferring with Eisenstein on his European
trip for the purpose of luring him to Hollywood.
In "Old and New' Eisenstein reveals toiKhes
of directional talent especially in depicting the
stark tragedy of peasant life in Russia, but his
trick of choppy sequences and subtitles are a
terrific strain on the eyes. Sentences are split
into one-word subtitles, with a brief flash of
action between, and split-second close-ups of
bearded faces prove irritating. A vast variety
of camera angles are employed, but they show
little originality. Eisenstein had a free hand
in depicting the depths of squalor in which the
peasants live, and the hardihood of their struggles for existence, and in these he excels in
dramatic power.
Martha, the peasant woman, unable to eke a
living out of the soil because she does not
possess a horse, is responsible for the creation
of a cooperative farm. It prospers rapidly, due,
we are told, to the Soviet principles, but the
farmers who have amassed more worldly goods
than Martha and her ilk combine to defeat the
venture. There is little clash or conflict in the
tale, which moves slowly throughout.
Shown in an "art" theatre in New York, it
evoked applause from scattered sections of the
audience, but there is little appeal in it for
typical American audiences.
.\'ceds all the good support it com get in short
subjects.
Produced in U. S. S. R. by Sovkino. Distributed
in V. S. by .Xmkino. .Scenario and direction by Sergei M. Eisenstein and Gregory V. .Mexandrov. Photography by Edward Tissc. No cast given. Length,
6.800 feet. Running time, 76 minutes. Release date.
May

2.

1930.
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Short Subject Reviews
Keeping
(Vitaphone

Company

Varieties No. 963-64 — 2 Reels)

Has a Kick

THEY'VE
climaxed
with aEddie
whippet
race
which carries
a real this
Dunch.
Buzzell
is the broke proprietor of an animal shop, and
is persuaded to enter his dog in the race. He
wins the big purse, a 10 to 1 bet from his rival
and the girl, after the rival's unsuccessful effort to frame the race. This has good story
interest, some laughs and a good song number
by Eddie. A pleasing subject. Running time,
19 minutes.
Good for any bill.

On the Plantation
{Tiffany

Talker — 2 Reels)

Too Long

•

LONG it gets tiresome. The chief
fault with this short is its footage. In
one reel, O.K. In two, boresome despite the
general excellence of the Forbes Randolph
singers. The spirituals are extremely well
done, but the subject wanders and wanders.
Guaranteed to weary most audiences in its
present footage. Trimmed, it would make a
nice short.
Running time, 20 mins.
Acceptable zvith almost any type of feature.

mess things up, knock over a flock of other
boats and canoes, stage a pillow fight and in
general put on a slapstick performance that
lacks variety. The laughs center in the spilling
of the boats. Running time, 20 minutes.
Okay on any bill.

The Fight
(Vitaphone

She's a He
Mildly Amusing

SUNNY JIM, nee Snookums, and his little
pals are great actors, but the adult support
is woefully weak. The story is padded out and
lacking in comedy situations, resulting in a
paucity of laughs. Sunny Jim must impersonate a girl because his wealthy aunt is going to
visit them and, as she was partial to that sex
and had never been informed that "she was a
he," the parents resorted to the masquerade.
The boy rebels, but goes through with it to
the point where the aunt reveals that she prefers boys. It will get by, but they won't cheer.
Will fit into any type of bill.

Pick
'Em Young
{Pathe— Talker— 2 Reels)
Hash

A CONGLOMERATION
of burlesque hu■** mor, ancient plot and ham acting. Director Monte Carter has tried to mix the story
of the man who had to marry before midnight
to inherit a fortune, with some revue stuff, and
the concoction is pretty sad. He has spotted
in four songs that are just as dreary, and production values are lacking. It's pretty painful
watching Robert Agnew trying to be funny
and the beefy chorus attempting to dance. Carmelita Geraghty as a Spanish vamp is the best
player in the cast, but she overacts. Weak in
every department. Running time, 20 minutes.
Run it with a strong supporting program.

Men of War
(M-G.M—Roach—2

Reels)

Not Their Best

LAUREL and Hardy get a fair quota of
laughs, but the material isn't there this
time. Sequences are strung out to unusual
lengths and pall at times. The comedians are
a pair of tars on shore leave who pick up a
couple of girls and take them for a row. They

1006—1

Reel)

BURLESQUE on the squared ring and
pretty good entertainment. Norman
Breckenridge, radio announcer, gives a word
picture over the air and, he describes the various tidbits of the slugging match, you see the
two fighter-comedians giving a literal pictorial
interpretation of the description. For instance,
Breckenridge talks about a haymaker and into the ring comes a farmer with a rake, etc.
Use as relief for heavy feature.

Fine Sentiment

TIMELY
subject for Mother's Day program.
It's a series
of quotations upon mothers by
a number of great men, whose portraits are
presented. It winds up with an old mother
joyfully receiving a gift of flowers from her
absent son. Running time, 4 minutes.
For Mother's Day programs.

A

SO

( Unii'crsal- Talker — 2 Reels)

Amusing
Varieties
No.

Thought
for Mother's Day
(FitzPatrick — Synchronised — 1 Reel)

Jazz Rehearsal
(Vitaphone

A^o. 3760 —
FairVarieties
Entertainment

1 Reel)

AN

all-Technicolor back-stage number that
•sjods Moi 3q} jou q^uf aqj J3q;i3u S}iij
Merely another short that will get by with
average satisfaction. The various numbers are
tied in with a rehearsal gag which gives the
picture its excuse. The vocal and dance numbers never lift themselves above the routine.
Eddie Kane and Neely Edwards are featured.
Directed by Roy Mack. Running time, 8 mins.
Good for fill-in spot.
Nothing else.

Audio Review, No. 20
(Pathe— Sound—
Fine I Reel)

TpHE punch of this issue is the singing by
*• 1,500 midshipmen, grouped in a solid phalanx in front of historic Bancroft Hall at the
U. S. Naval Academy, of the spirited "Anchors Aweigh," the famous Annapolis
endmg with a rousing football cheer. song,
The
Academy band accompanies them, and the result is thrillingly impressive. During the singing flashes are shown of Uncle Sam's warships, most of them exceptional close-ups in
heavy seas. Every man, woman and kid in
every audience will eat this up. It's great.
The direction is credited to Tom Hogan.
A tour of Havana, depicting especially the
drinking places of the Cuban capital, is entertainmg,
but aggravating
to the thirsty.
Spot this in unth a weak feature. They'll
remember the "Anchors Aiveigh" number.

Songs of Mother

Obituaries

(Pathe— Talker— yi Reel)

"Where have they gone? What are
they doing?" asks Julia Shawell, New
York coluranist, in discussing the
screen careers terminated on that
microphonic slaughter block when
sound went on a rampage.
"It is an amazing thing to glance
over the list of the younger Hollywood element in the season preceding
the talkie revolution, and realize how
many of them are among the missing
or finding the jobs few and far between," states Miss Shawell. "Pretty
young things with flat Middle West
voices or monotonous tones which
were never flaunted on the silent
screen, shout an unhappy finish to a
lot of California hopes. Decorations
this year are in the hands of set designers and not left to the casting
director.
"Even to such seasoned players as
Vilma Banky, Renee Adoree, Greta
Nissen, Helene Costello and their contemporaries, the upheaval has been
devastating.

A VAN
Song Sketch built around
motherBEUREN
songs, with
a father, sitting at
a piano with his two children, playing the
songs his mother taught him, with flashbacks to
his boyhood days. Director Oscar Lund has
missed a fine opportunity to produce a short
of wholesome sentiment by using adult players
whose voices rasp on the ear and by giving
century-old settings to the flashbacks. They
didn't dress and live like that when father was
a boy. The children were excellent. Running
time, 6 minutes.

"Where are Barbara Bedford, Lina
Basquette. Betty Bronson, Louise
Brooks, Virginia Lee Corbin, Marjorie
Daw, Josephine Dunn, Dorothy Dwan,
Elinor Fair, Dorothy Gulliver, Georgia
Hale, Thelma Hill, Dorothy Janis,
Natalie Kingston, Jacqueline Logan,
May McAvoy, Kathryn McGuire, Gertrude Olmsted, Mary Philbin, Sally
Phipp.s, Sally Rand, Vera Reynolds,
Alberta Vaughn, Joy Auburn, Mariorne Beebe, Virginia Bradford, Doris
Dawson, Nancy Drexel, Doris Hill,
Nina Quartara, Ann Rork, La.ska Winter, Barbara Wor.th and all the rest?"

Passable

Will get
melodrama.

by

satisfactorily

if run

with

a

Poor Aubrey
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 3674-75—2 Reels)

Some Laughs

t'RANKLIN PANGORN gets off a few
■T laughs in this comedy playlet by George
Kelly. He's a poor clerk, trying to sell the
idea that he has money. When wifey's girl
friend calls, he puts on plenty of dog, but his
act is ruined by mother-in-law, who rides him
plenty. Just fair. Running time, 18 minutes.
With musical or heavy feature.

South Sea Pearl
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 3829—2 Reels)

Good Subject

DONE in Technicolor, this musical skit of
romance in the South Seas, registers as a
good subject, but it seems that with the story
material and lavish production values much
more could have been done. The music, however, is fine. The scene is a South Sea Island
cafe, where
the crooked
proprietor
and his

May
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Short Fraliirc^s
Give \()iir Uiil
Pertccl Balance

"Theatre Fan" forwards (he following squawk to the open-foruni loluinn
of the .V. ) . Tihi/ram:
.Notwithstanding the death of the
leuiliniale theatre, due to high prices
and "standing in" with speiulalurs, 1
note with disina> that the moNie magnates of Kroadway have gradually
prices from 2."i and .">0
raised totheir
cents
(».■> and 85 cents.
This in face of the fact that they
have dispensed with their orchestras.
How long can they get away with
it? Not long, say I. There are thousands of fans who believe as I do,
that ."iO cents is plenty for the best
movie ever presented, and until the
latter price is put into effect again
we will remain away.

A Battery of Songs
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 972 — 2 Reels)

Not So Good

he explains in this, Waitc Hoyt, Yankee
pitcher, is a ballplayer. His name probably is good for some draw at the box office,

but the subject doesn't register. Fred Coots,
song writer, is featured with him in this, but
the only thing that holds it up is the "Do
Something" number, and that's been done so
much better before that this doesn't rate much
by comparison. Running time, 12 minutes.
Where mtisical turn is .niitcd.

Taking Ways
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 983—2 Reels)

Funny

CODEE and Frank Orth in a fastANN
moving skit, which has some good comedy
bits and
laugh
about the
twohusband
yeggs
who
comea to
rob finish.
a houseIt'swhere
is German and the woman French. When the
husband tries to give the robbers a statuette
of Bismarck, as "the greatest soldier who ever
lived," the wife starts a real argument championing Napoleon. It's novel and funny. Running time, 17 minutes.
For any bill.

Prison Panic
Good

adventures of Oswald as a warden
THE
with a convict mouse. Not as funny as
many of the previous Oswald cartoons, but it
contains a sufficient number of original gags
to keep the chuckles going. Will please generally. Running time, 6 minutes.
Use it to leaven a heavy program.

The Wolfs Fangs
( Univcrsal-Silcnt — 2

Bathtub" is decidedly clever and original ; resulting in plenty of laughs.
Idea incorporates cartoon action in rhythm
to musical accompaniment of popular tunes in
Warner and First National features. In this
case, "Singing In the Bathtub" and "Tip Toe
Through
The Tulips"
werelove
used.
Action opens
with lady
in bathtub when
boy friend calls, to the strains of the firstnamed number. It's a laugh riot. Then they
swing into the second melody with the orchestra, and comedy action is built around the
tune for more laughs. Finale brings the characters into the open for a fast-tempo chase.
For laughs and originality, this one ranks
with the best of cartoon comedies.
Good subject for any bill anyzi'h.ere, especially "ivhere positive laughs in large numbers are
required.

Audio Review, No. 19
(Pathe Sound— I Reel)

Hits Par

(Universal-Sound — 1 Reel)

IMPRESSIVELY beautiful shots of Soledad Canyon, near La Jolla, Cal., highlight
three units in this new "Audio Review."
They're really worth while, far above the
usual type of outdoor shots. Supporting this
appears Marguerite Agniel, authority on exercises, who performs pet calisthenics in a manner most graceful. The opening unit reveals
the inside workings of France's dear old champagne industry — we're sure it will make the
drys here green with envy. Running time, 10
minutes.
Fine material to offset a cotnedy mith music.

Reels)

Horses, Horses, Horses

Peace and Harmony

THE old formula. Royal mounted cop, the
villain, the girl and — what a lot of footage
devoted to the chase of the bad egg before he's
captured ! If they had been headed due north
they would have bumped into the North Pole.
Ted Carson is the hero of this abbreviated
Western, but he looks more like a soda jerker.
Your audiences have seen this plot several
thousand times. Director, J. Levigard. Running time, 16 min.
Run it with a feature comedy if you must.

(Educational-Talker — 2 Reels)

Sinking in the Bathtub
(Vitaphone

J'ariety — 1

Reel)

Hit Cartoon Comedy with Music

a new series of Vitaphone
LAUNCHING
Varieties which will be extremely popular
if the

pace

is maintained,

"Sinking

In

Low Slapstick

'VXTUOEVER
picked slam-bang flour' » throwing slapstick for Eddie Lambert
rates a severe reprimand. It's pathetic to
watch Eddie dodging doors and kitchen contrivances, when he has, in such short time,
built up a nice following because of intelligent
vehicles which give him the opportunity to
create belly-laughs solely via his humorous
Jewish dialect.
.•^s a slapsticker, it's just ordinary, hitting
the midway line between good and bad. Running time, 19 minutes.
Don't count on this too much for comedy
support. Use it with a good cartoon and a
feature with music.

Aii(liene(\s Sliop
For riu^se (ir< al

Laiij^li-Cjellers
has muffed the possibilities. It starts off promisingly enough, with flashes of the home life
of the Potters, expertly cast in character, but
it drags from then on and winds up with old
man Potter staring blankly at the camera and
waiting for the fade-out. Needs a punch ending. The first episotic is about Potter's attcnnpt.
at his
wife's
get awith
raise.a
The boss
talks
him instigation,
out of theto idea
lot of bologney about loyally. T(X) much longwinded dialogue in it. Director, Bryan Foy.
Running time, 13 minutes.
Run it ifith a society picture for contrast.

Sound Effects
(Vitaphone

Diverting
No.

i'urulu-s

949—1

Reel)

''DUDDY
TRAPS," a juvenile billed as
*-* "the marvel drummer," wields the sticks
in a notion store, marching from counter to
counter, up ladders and down, drumming to orchestral accompaniment on dishes, pans, vases
and other bric-a-brac, ending with a clog dance
and a song in a shrieky voice. It's a novelty
that is fairly entertaining owing to the youth of
the drummer, who has a good stage presence.
Running time, 7 minutes.
Spot it in iL'ith any kind of feature.

The Collegiate Model
(I'itaphonc

I'arictus No.

l(X)7-0i>— 2 Reels)

Fair Short

ONW
MUNSON,
comedy lead,
featured
in this musical
mildly amusing
skit onis
college life but has little to do. Ona is the
campus belje with all the boys at her feet. She
favors one of the gang — the boy who works
in Einstein's clothing store to help defray expenseswell.
through school.
Only boy
doing so
Ona thereupon
hitsfriend
upon isn't
the
idea of selling the rest of the crew the famous
Einstein three button collegiate model and does.
Harry Rosenthal, lead in the successful stage
play "June Moon." is on for only a few minutes, but in that short space of time steals
whatever there is to steal in the picture, .^nd
that isn't much. Directed by ^iurray Roth.
Running time, 14 mins.
Need strong support.

Schulherg Confers on Product
B. P.production
Schulbergf,forgeneral
manager
W'est
Coast
Paramount,
and ofHarold
Hurley, assistant to David O. Selznick, are
in New York. Schulherg will confer with
home ofTice executives of Paramount Publix
concerning ne.xt year's product, remaining
here long enough to attend the annual convention of the sales department to be held
at Atlantic City May 16, 17 and 18.

Rogers on

Way East

Charles (Buddy* Rogers is en route to
New York to start work in "Heads Up,"
under direction of Victor Schertzinger.
Helen Kane and Victor Moore head the
supporting cast.

The

Getting a Raise

Brass
An ambitious young earthquake got
the surprise of its life when it tried
to shock Hollywood.— .V. Y. Journal.
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Get a Load of This!

pretty wile try to rob a younp Frenchman of
his pearls.
A dancinR
girl saves the jewels.
Gaston Glass is just fair in the leading role.
Running time, 21 minutes.
Where light musical is needed.

AS

Picture

(Vitaphone I'jrietirs
No. 3800-1-2 Reels)
Tame
A

SUBTITLE announces this as the first of
a series based on J. P. McEvoy's sjndicated feature, "The Potters," but the director

Check
What
this country
needs
is more
Ameses and fewer .\ndvs.
—The Pathfinder.
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Warners Form
Club; New Home
Dedicated May 12
The Chicago Warner Club has been officially organized here with about 200 charter
members composed of officers and employees
of the local Warner exchange and affiliated
companies. The following officers of the
club have been elected : H. F. Neil, president ;T. R. Gilliam, vice-president ; W. B.
Lyman, secretary ; Ralph White, treasurer ;
Ethel McCarthy, recording secretary. Permanent club quarters, it is planned, will be
established in the new Warner building at
1307 South Wabash avenue, the dedication
of
which, on May 12, will be the club's first
function.
Membership is drawn from the personnel
of the following companies : Warners, Vitagraph, First National, Vitaphone, Brunswick, Witmark, Harms, Remick, and De
.Sylva, Brown & Henderson, all of which are
to have quarters in the new building.
Sam E. Morris will officiate at the dedicatory program arranged for the new building. Other Warner officials who will take
part in the program are : C. C. Ezell, general sales manager ; Max Milder, Vitagraph
central division sales manager ; Ned E.
Depinet, general sales manager. First National Gradwell
:
Sears, First National western sales manager, and Paul J. Swift, general manager Vitaphone.

Theatre Changes and
Closings In Midwest
The Film Board of Trade here reports
only three changes in ownership of Chicago
theatres during April. Two suburban houses
are also listed. The balance of the changes
are in outlying towns. Chicago: Mrs. C. E.
Rice's Hamlin to Adam Schumacher, Sr. ;
B. Nathan's Ideal to Ideal Plaza Theatre
Corp. ; Alexander & Geoarmy's Willard to
M. O. Wells. Suburban: Gregory & Bernasek's Palace, Cicero, to Piccadilly Theatre Corp., and E. W. Retzer's New Maywood, Maywood, to Karl Rau.
Changes are reported at the Globe, Atwood. 111. ; Rose at Byron, 111. ; Palace at
Crown Point; Ritz at Gary; Photoplay at
Lovington; Tivoli at Mishawaka, and the
Capitol at Rockford. The following closings
are noted: Community, Ashley, Ind. (fire);
Ladd, Ladd, 111. (indefinitely) ; Lincoln, New
Berlin, III. (permanently) ; Colonial, Oglesby. 111. (for summer); Dreamland, Rockford, 111. (permanently); Family, Sheffield;
and Lyric, Tuscola, 111. (indefinitely).
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He-Man Stuff
Gene

Couer, Pathe News

manager

here, is decidedly not a "joiner," but
loolt what happens, regardless:
Over on Clark Street, above the old
Cozy Theatre, there are some rooms
tilled with dusty trophies of nondescript wars and outlandish expeditions— rusty muskets and dusty sabres,
moth-eaten animals' heads and bloodstained loin cloths once worn by proud
head-hunters in the vicinity ot the
Antipodes. Around the dining and card
tables here daily and far into the night
gather groups of inconspicuous men,
freed for the time being from unimpressive office jobs, who smoke and
lie to each other in the gloom of the
trophy rooms. Once, they were highspirited, hot-blooded, reckless youths
who roamed the world poking into its
neglected and sinister corners. For
men who have known such springtimes there must be a memento of
those carefree, ruddy days, that is
also an escape from the humdrum of
office routine imposed by the later
years. So they organized the Adventurers' Club. They are greedy for
tales — not to be listened to so much
as to be matched; not to be awed by
so much as to be "reminded" by. Gene
Couer's duties, they decided, implied
"adventure." He was one of them.
He should belong. Two ambassadors,
conferring with him, asked, "What
have been your greatest adventures?"
"In the winter-time," Gene replied
after proper reflection, "it has been
reading a good book at home with my
feet propped up on a warm radiator.
In the summer-time, it has been dozing under an apple tree in the
His visitors were somewhat taken
country."but seven days later in the
aback,
morning's mail, his membership card
arrived.

Wabash Ave. — South
LOUIS BRACKA is replacing the sound
equipment in his Standard theatre with
W. E. apparatus. . . . Irving Mack has contributed something distinctive in press books
in turning out a 20-page volume on Willis
Kent's "The Primrose Path." . . . John Boles
here for personal appearance with "Captain of
the Guard" (U.) at the Woods for about two
weeks. . . . Bob Lucas reporting the sale of
his Egyptian at DeKalb to M. Katzman, a
brother-in-law of Sam Katz. . . . Byron, at
Byron, 111., sold to the operators of the Morris (111.) theatre. . . . Ben Berve, well known
Rochelle, 111., exhibitor and a deputy U. S.
Marslial, defeated
for nomination
as sheriff

May
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B. & K. Stage
Previews for
Audience Slant
Each Thursday Publix-B. & K. stages an
e.xtra "pre-view" performance at the Oriental
at which new stage acts are tried out and
the incoming feature screened. The object
of the innovation is to get the audience reaction to both acts and picture. The reception given each will assist the management
in programming the acts at their outlying
houses later, as well as giving them an idea
of what to expect in the way of drawing
power. The same information will be obtained from the picture's reception, and the
house is thus assisted in making its preparations in advance. Better programming of
short subjects to fit in with both picture and
stage show later on is also afforded by the
"preview."
The extra performance will follow the last
regular Thursday night showing. No attempt will be made to make it pay, as the
object is purely utilitarian. Those attending the last regular performance will be
permitted
to remain
for the
"preview,"
the
box office
will remain
open
to catch but
the
drift-ins, regardless.
of Lee county.

* * *

"Party Girl" (Tiff.) business: Lou Rorcr's
Dixon, 4 days at capacity; Grand (Gary)
broke all records for four-day run; Alex AIa7ita, Indiana Harbor, 4 days at capacity a>ui
brought hack for a Saturday midnite shoiv.
. . . H. E. Harris, formerly Minneapolis manager for Sono Art-World Wide, here on his
way to his new post as Des Moines manager
for the same company. . . . A^ate Blumberg to
the central northwest with members of his
sales staff on business. . . . "King of Jacs"
(U.) into the Alhambra, Milu'aukee, May 2nd.
. . .. Publix-B. &■ K. pursuing the home office
policy of getting the m^ost out of the lobbies,
staging a motor boat shozv on the meacanine
at the Chicago, and running golf supply and

* ♦ *
radio displavs at MrJ'ickers.
"All Quiet on the Western Front" (U.)
slated
to replacewhen
"ThetheRogue
at McVickers
latter Song"
sags. . (M-G-M)
. . Frank
Schaeffer, a former exhibitor, now agent for
the Filmograph electric advertising apparatus,
the machine that runs a continuous illuminated
"reader" on 70 mm. film, all in a compact
little case. . . . Correction Dep't. : "Journey's
End" (Tiff.) at $1.50 top instead of $2 at the
Garrick, as announced last week, Harry, not
Barney Balaban, taking on Gene Sarazen,
Johnny Farrcll and Art Sweet in a match at
Idlewild. According to Sweet, golf editor of
the Chi Dailynoose, Harry was not at all out
of his class, playing a remarkably fine game
in all departments.
K.^NE.
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"Passing The Buck"
THE oldest alibi in the show
ss
ng
busine
is "passi
the
buck" when something' goes
wrong; but if you've got the
guts to forge ahead in this, or
any other business, you should
be big enough to recognize the
responsibilities that are placed
upon your shoulders when you
take charge of a theatre.
The fact that your poriier is
no good is a direct reflection on
you if the theatre happens to be
dirty. If your cashier develops

that "forgetful complex" when a
patron gives her a live-dollar bill,
it's just because she feels she can
get away with it. You are to
blame. Ditto for any and every
part of your theatre or staff.
We have yet to meet up with
the ''perfect" manager; not that
he doesn't exist, but his duties
are so widespread and numerous
he must be a miracle man to get
by without slipping up once in
a while. But if a manager is
alert, keeps his eyes and ears
open for comment or criticism,
he will instil into every man on
his staff' the importance of proper
service, cleanliness of the theatre, good sound and projection.
He can take each angle separately and perfect them to that
point of efficiency where his supervision and watchful eye should
be his most important task.
It can't be done over night, by
any means;
but going
slowly
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and carefull}- about each and
every angle will gradually lessen
the danger of friction and poor
management and he can then
turn his attention to the selling
of his shows. Most theatre
owners and chains prefer their
managers to spend a portion of
their time during the afternoons,
outside the theatre — meeting and
serving on the Chambers of Commerce, the merchants, co-operat-

ing with the school authorities,
arranging tie-ups. and the other
hundred and one business-building slants that can only be accomi)lished by getting out and
around the community.
A jump to your neighboring
towns and theatres to see what
is going on will never get you
into trouble and you might pick
up sQme interesting and profitable pointers from your brother
showmen. It also gives you an
insight as to the way they are
running their theatres and selling their shows.
It is all part of your education,
and since there is always something new in the show business,
you can well afford to put your
mind in a receptive mood for
anything and everything helpful
to your theatre.
lUit to get out and see other
places and to know how things
are being done you must first get
your own house in perfect working order and not let the place
run on your staff"s idea of theatre
management. Their ideas and
suggestions may be fine, but you
are the "goat" if anything goes
wrong, so see that they jiost you
on everything before they act.
"Passing the buck" may sound
all right to you. but it does leave
a rotten impression on your superiors; so shoulder the blame
and try and eliminate as much
of it as you possibly can. "Chick"
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And now for an account of

Sturdivant
V.
B.
^ - _ ^ J .
- .
bold Indianapolis

Ind., be^'ow Indlanapolis,
came "Vagabond King" consclous. We guess we've cov-

On 'Vagabond King'

'X^^^ ^r^ctuT/tuf

we find that there is bound to
be one or two new angles used by various managers and publicists throughout the country that will make interesting reading. So here goes for the way B. V. Sturdivant, Director of
Advertising and Publicity for the district put it over.
Since we have space only for the highlights we will have to
skip over the newspaper ad campaign
and the teasers used
and go to work on another angle. The
Mayor of Indianapolis was requested to
invite the Mayors and
their wives of the fif. ty leading cities in
Indiana to be his
guests. The local
Chamber of Commerce joined in, providing a noon luncheon for them at headquarters, and furnishing automobiles to
drive them about the
city, with dinner the
night of opening at
one of the biggest
clubs of the city.
As the theatre had
been closed all day in
preparation for the
event, at seven-thirty
in the evening, several thousand people
were
thronging
the
front of the house. A battery of camermen greeted the distinguished party, with the newsreel men, specially detailed to
the event talking pictures to be shown later on in the local
house. A "mike" was installed on the sidewalk, with the celebrities hello-ing into it as they entered the theatre.
The front of the house was gaily decorated with flags, special lights, cut-outs, etc., while the inside of the theatre and
the lobby was transformed into an attractive flower garden
by one of the local florists. To effect what might be called
showmaking history, a special transportation rate was introduced for the opening by the Traction company. The new
low fare created a great deal of comment and did a lot to
bring in hundreds of extra patrons.
The company also detailed

NEXT

10,

CLUCiBi

four of their men to cover every advantageous spot along the
line, and post up special paper and cards to the efifect that
new rates were being instituted.
Through a tie-up with the manufacturer of a well-known
toilet soap, four men were sent out to fix up window displays,
tying in the soap with the picture. The men, in three weeks,
covered over eleven hundred windows and a good many of
them were located in the city itself. From the photos we are
reproducing you can get a general idea of what sort of an
effect the tie-up made. Incidentally, the upper photo shows
the Governor and the Mayor of the State just before entering
the theatre.
Every book store and music dealer in the city tied up the
music and the book over a week in advance of the picture,
with some knockout displays being achieved. Through a tieup with the local radio station the theme songs were played
at least twelve times a day for four weeks prior to the opening
and the station also plugged the celebrities who were to appear, and the reduced transportation rates.
The newspapers came through with a special rotogravure
section devoted almost entirely to the "Vagabond King," with
two full pages of advertising being bought by the Power and
Electric Light Company, plugging in the premiere. Every
street car entering the city carried some sort of a plug on the
picture. The national tie-up with Philco radio enabled the
house to get in a lot more extra publicity.
The entire campaign was timed to begin hitting the public's
eye about ten days before the opening and so well was it done
that two hours before the box office opened, lines two blocks
long had gathered. And after all, when you can get them
there that early, why worry about a picture clicking?
Another Canadian showman, who though his hands
have been filled what with
building a new theatre and
one thing or another, has been
quite busy, but still finds time
to send us in a little account
of his activities is Eddie Landsborough, manager of the Regent
Theatre in Gait, Ont., Canada.
On his showing recently, of "Welcome Danger," he used the
Season Pass gag that we have reproduced on these pages many
times. A dodger in the form and size of a pass was made up
and bore copy which from first glance seemed to read: "Regent
Theatre — Season Pass," but on closer inspection was found to
carry copy to the effect that the reader was not to let the season

Edw. Landsborough
Is An Active Show^man From Canada

pass without seeing Harold Lloyd in "Welcome Danger."
Since this was the first time the gag had been used in Gait,
it was certainly very effective and it did a lot towards putting
the picture across. Okay, Eddie, since you're so busy at present
why we'll just have to excuse you. But we warn you, it will
all have to be made up when you get that new house finished
and just as a tip we want you to know that we expect to be in
receipt of a great campaign for the opening.

WEEK

. . . !

Second Anniversary
Edition
of the
Managers' Round Table Club

Watch for it, Boys! It will be chock-full of material and articles that should
be greeted with open arms by every wide-awake showman in the business.
IT IS SOMETHING WE WILL ALL BE PROUD OF.
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What^s

Wrong

With

Theatre Managers?

Here is how the head of one of the largest chains in the tiuHinesH rieirn the ninnnqer. If any of liin ohserrntionH
fit your case, it leonld pat/ you to yive the strictest attention to what he says. It will lielp you.
We're not telling who
message directly to you.

this executive is. For all you know it may he tfie head of your own

Here are the questions we put to this executive: (5)
WHAT
YOU PREFER

circuit delivering a

TYPE
OF
MANAGI'R
ON YOUR CIRCUIT?

DO

( 1 ) DO YOU CONSIDER THE AVERAGE
Answer: A good house manager, exploitecr and
HOUSE MANAGER NEGLECTFUL?
theatre operator with the abihty to first perfect
Answer: Not so much neglectful as careless, a well organized and clean theatre and then turn
Their intentions may be perfect, but the majority his attention and time to selling his shows,
of them are inclined to let things slide by until
(6) DO YOU PREFER YOUNG, MIDDLE
they assume serious proportions.
AGE OR ELDERLY MEN AS HOUSE MANAGERS?
(2) DO THEY IGNORE HOME OFFICE
Answer: Age does not count at all on this
ORDERS AND REGULATIONS?
circuit. Ability, enthusiasm, willingness and
Answer: Unfortunately, the first mistake a
energy are the most important factors and a man
house manager makes is that he does not take these
is only as old as he makes himself by reason of
orders seriously enough and his attitude becomes
how he tackles the problems he encounters in the
indifferent. This later changes to laziness, with
results that are both distasteful to the home office operation of his theatre.
as well as the offender.

(3) DO YOU FIND TFLAT THEY ATTEND TO INSTRUCTIONS PROMPTLY?
Answer:

Direct instructions generally receive

immediate attention and in most respects we experience no difficulty when orders are issued calling for immediate action.
(4 ) WHAT CONSTITUTES THEIR MOST
SERIOUS OR CONTINUAL OFFENSE?

(7) SHOULD
EXPLOITATION AND
PUBLICITY WORK
DOMINATE OVER
HOUSE MANAGEMENT?
Answer: An efficient manager first organizes
his theatre and perfects the operation of it to the
point where he can turn over the supervision to
his assistant. After that, he should turn his attention to the exploitation, publicity and selling
of his shows, with his organization so lined up that
j^^. ^^^ j ^^j^. ^

^^ ^^,^ ^^ ^H ^£ .^^ departments.

( 8 ) WHAT CONSTITUTES TFiE MAJOR
Answer: The same answer that applied to
CASES FOR DISMISSAL?
Question 1 applies to this question, because it is
not a deliberate offense they are committing, but
Ans>*er:
Insubordination, lying down on the
merelv an unfortunate careless attitude.
job and getting no results.
(9) WHAT

IS YOUR

IDEA

OF THE

IDEAL

TYPE

OF

THEATRE

MANAGER?

Answer: A man makes the best manager who possesses enthusiasjn and imaqitiation, doesn't
cry over bad business, but goes out determined to better conditions and devotes every ounce of
energy and ability to see ttiat liis tlieatre is managed properly both on the inside and outside.
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PJs Problem:
He received no co-operation from the Chamber
of Commerce. Likewise the newspapers. To his
propositions, the local merchants turned a deaf
ear. And no sympathy was received from the
various civic fraternities. So what was a new man
in a strange town going to do? Being a showman,
he set out to do something about it, and in the
paragraphs below you learn in his own words:

P,*s Solution:
Good managership of a theatre business is simply
good salesmanship so far as outside contacts are
concerned. And a good salesman must always get
the other fellow's viewpoint. I believe one primary
cause of difficulty with the newspaper editor is
untruthful advertising. When I have a good picture, I advertise it in proportion to its merits.
Naturally, no manager would advise the public
that he was exhibiting a poor picture. But the editor doesn't expect him to do so! He does want
him to observe in his ads and "readers" a sense
of proportion, which will preserve the confidence
of the public in the newspaper. Be considerate of
his hopes for the public's confidence, and you will
gain his.
The Chamber of Commerce is always interested
in boosting its own community. Moral: Co-operate!
When something of real importance is going to take
place in my city, I work with the local C. of C. to
have motion pictures taV.en of it, getting nationally
known cameramen to come, and showing the pictures in my own theatre as soon as I can secure
them. A theatre must put something into its community if it expects to get anything out of it, and
the Chamber of Commerce is usually insistent upon
that basic principle.
Then there's the problem of religious and civic
opposition. We give benefits for various religious,
fraternal and charitable organizations without demanding guarantees. Occasionally our friendly
newspaper editors act as our "ambassadors incognito" to invite the ministers of the city to performances of worthwhile pictures having special
religious significance or background, as for instance "Ben Hur," "King of Kings." "Noah's Ark,"
etc. I have found that it is also of more than immediate box-office consequence to emphasize,
through advertising and by special performances,
the educational element in pictures like "Evangeline" and similar attractions which link the theatre
to the schools.
The merchants' primary interest in a tie-up is its
advertising value for his business, not your show.
We put trailers on acknowledging the advertisers'
co-operation, give them slides, and similar inducements and good space on heralds and other literature. Get the other fellow's viewpoint, and he'll
be more likely to get yours. At least that's my
philosophy!
F. P.

Fred

'^

Dolling er

Hooks
- _
^Up With
_,,
, Fox
.
Met.
At
Blenheim
the Fox Met. Chain as manager
New York City.
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many

friends

will

be

linger, former manager of the

f^^^ t° ^"°^ *^^t Fred doi-

Theatres,
and Freeport
Grove
in
Freeport,
Long Island,
for
the a. H. Schwartz Century
Circuit, has hooked
up with
of the Blenheim Theatre in

Fred is a showman of many years experience and in the past
has owned and operated some fine movie houses. He has spent
a good many years as company manager and advance agent
with some of the largest music comedy and vaudeville productions. One of the real pioneers in the movie industry, his
name is known to many showmen, and we feel sure that at the
Blenheim he will display more of that selling work which
cliaracterized his showmanship of former years
Congratulations Fred, and now that you're located around the
city we look forward to seeing some signs of showmanlike
activity proceeding from your section because we know that
you are more than capable in putting over any attraction you
are handling.

~

A
^
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Lobby Display For

and Kellys"
Cohens Tv/r
-r»«
» S Biz.
A • J J Meyer
Aiaed

very

attractive

atmos-

mg a novel touch, was created

P^^"'' '°^^y ^^'P^^y- ^^^t""";

manby Fredof Meyer,
recentlydirector
Alhamaging Theatre
bra
in the
Milwaukee,

-~
Wis.,
for
his
showing
of
"Cohens and Kellys in Scotland."
The accompanying photo will make clear the point we are
endeavoring to stress in the matter of the traffic signal that
greeted patrons and passersby from the lobby of the theatre.
The tower would
alternately flash
on a red and
green light. The
red light would
show a stop sign
while the green
light wouldmediatelyimfollow
Seeup Cohens
and
it
with a "Go
Kellys" plug. This
little stunt created a great deal of
comment from
everyone in the
vicinity and was
a valuable exploitation plug. We
want to mention
at this stage of
the story that
should you decide
to use this gag it
will fit in with almost any picture.
The lobby too,
as
note is colorfully dressed in Scotch atmosphere.
fromyou thewillphoto,
The box-office was made to appear as a huge golf bag of colorful plaids, which, featured against a background of three sixty
by forty panels, a shadow box, and cut-outs, all stood out
strikingly. A plaid background was used on all the displays.
To sell the picture about town Meyer also arranged to display
a telegram which was sent from Hollywood by the stars of
the film. Through a tie-up with the local Western Union
twenty-two window displays were secured for reproductions
of it and this with a number of other stunts sold the town on
the picture.
If time and space would permit we would like to elaborate
on the many other angles he used hut with such showmanlike activity going on around Milwaukee, we know that he will
supply us with some more accounts in the near future. How
about it, Fred?

t
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His Many Tie-Ups
Are A Big Help To
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Some showmanlike angles
were put over by Howard
Waugh, manager of the Pal
ace Theatre in Meriden, Conn,

in selling "The Case of Sergeant Grischa" to the town.
—
■
lie ticd-up the local library
to the extent of indiicinjj them to purchase a number of copies
of the book. The library featured a display of stills and the
books in a prominent [ilace and in addition distributed a large
number of bookmarks which plugged the theatre and the library, so with over five hundred of these bookmarks going out
a day the attraction certainly was ntiscd around.
Besides distributing the book-marks in the library, Howard
also secured permission from the
schools superintendent to distribute a
couple of thousand to the children, to
good results. Post cards were sent to
all of the prominent residents and
church goers of the town, informing

^^The Showman^s

HowardWaugh'sBiz

them that the picture was on the "high
class"
scale
similar
to
"Disraeli."
s
of the head
peration Howard
the co-o
ough local
of
ministeries,
was
Thrthe

AN EXCLUSIVE

CLUB

FEATURE

Calendar^^

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

MAY
May 18th

Peace Day (1899).

valuable

May 20th

important
tie-up, since he
was bucking almost direct opposition,
was a display he arranged in the auditorium of a school. The local newspaper had been conducting
a cooking class for women and a large number of the feminine
populace of Meriden were attending. This was knocking business to pieces but had to be tolerated, so when the opportunity
presented itself Howard siezcd upon it and got in a plug for
the house that was noticed by over twelve thousand women.
By using these few mighty good angles he was enabled to

May 21st

Mecklenberg Declaration of Independence — N. Carolina.
Lindbergh's
Flight —
N.
Y. to Paris Non-Stop
(1927).

rfT
tv^^
^k

enabled

to

effect

this

very

angle.

C
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.\nother
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sell
the onpicture
the town,
and though
we haven't
an official
record
hand to
to show
just how
well it clicked,
we figure
that
it was oke because the smile that broadens Howard's classic
countenance in the above photo is anything but disheartening.
Al F. Weiss, Jr., employed
a man to act as a sleuth in
running down clues in behalf
of "The Bishop Murder Case,"
playing at the Florida Theatre,
Jacksonville, Fla.
■—
'
The sleuth carried a magnifying glass in one hand and an enlarged book under his other
arm which was lettered, "Van Dine's THE BISHOP MURDER
CASE — Florida Xow."
The man al.'^o wore "Lo
a sign
back,
okion
nghis for
a
Clue to THE
BISHOP MURDER CASE —

Al. F. Weiss Jr.
Had A Novel Stunt
As Street Ballyhoo

Xow.weekly
Flori
"
At dathe
bridge party held
on
the Florida's
mezanine,
Weiss
gave as a prize for
each table, the
novel of the same
name as picture —
Bishop Murder
Case This affair
took place in advance of picture
and helped to popularize by the many
favorable comments.
Okay Al, we are glad to see that you are continuing the livewire showmanship that has characterized your work for so long.
Incidentally, it seems to us that we don't see your name in front
of us as much as we'd like to, so what do you say about remedying this condition?
Let's have some more, much more frequently. Oke.

May 24th

First Telegraph Message sent in
1844.

May
May
May
May

Brooklyn Bridge Opened.
Empire Day (Canada).
Ascension Day.
Memorial Day.

24th
24th
29th
30th

JUNE
June 3rd

Confederate Memorial Day — Tennessee.

June 3rd

Jeffersonbama. Arkansas.
Davis' Florida,
Birthday Georgia,
(AlaLouisiana, Mississippi. South Carolina, Texas and Virginia).

June
June
June
June

King's Birthday (Canada).
Nathan Hale's Birthday.
Kamehameha Day in Hawaii.
Flag Day.

3rd
6th
11th
14th

June 14th
June 15th

Harriet Beecher Stowe's Birthday.
Pioneer Day (Idaho).

June 15th St. Swithin's Day.
June 17th
Father's Day.
June 2nd to 7th National Swimming Week.
Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ''The Showman's
Calendar^' £or an advance
tip on
Suture holidays and events.
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EXPLOITATION
"THE NEW

News

OF DR. FU MANCHU"

(PARAMOUNT)

If you've played "The Mysterious Dr. Fu Manchu," you'll
know how to handle this new one. It's more or less up to you
merit any plugwhether you think the picture's reception wUl the
film contains
ging. From the standpoint of this reviewer,
so many melodramatic spots that it will be well worth your
while to play it up as a "thrill picture." It will appeal to young,
old, middle age and any other age that you can fit in. But
let them know in advance that they are going to be thrilled.
To play it up in your ads, providing you have played the
first "Fu" picture, it is advisable that the word NEW be used
in big type and occupy a prominent part of your newspaper
and other advertising lay-outs. Harp back to the diabolical
lines like: "He
exploits of Dr. Fu in his first picture. Run
Thrilled You and Chilled You in 'The Mysterious Dr. Fu
Manchu.'
Now he'll grip you as never before!"
Here's your cast and from them you can pick out the favorites of your town. Warner Oland as Dr. Fu; Neil Hamilton as Dr. Jack Petrie; Jean Arthur as Lia Eltham; O. P.
Heggie as Nayland Smith and William Austin as Sylvester
Wadsworth. In your newspaper, providing they liked the first,
you could introduce them as though they were personal friends
of your audience such as, "Thrill to the further adventures of
Jean Arthur and Neil Hamilton," etc. For teaser-effect copy
something on this style: "Fu Returns!" "Danger! Fu Is Com"Watchteasers
Out for
"Help!
Police!
It'stitle
Fu!"a
Work ing!"
these
up Fu!"
so that
you Danger!
can get in
the full
reguyour
with
shoot
then
and
of days before playdate
couple
lar layouts.
On your front displays bear in mind that the picture presents the elements of mystery, melodrama, tension and thrills.
Look up the adjectives we have been running and pick out
a load of Diabolicals, Sinisters, Startling, Mysterious, etc., and
sell it with effective copy. In your art work have Warner
Oland looking at Jean Arthur and Neil Hamilton. As much
as possible keep interest keyed up by showing scenes of action, such as Fu leering at O. P. Heggie, whom he holds captive, also Fu and his sinister smile, and as well, the two lovers
(in order to get in the romantic plug).
The picture has no theme songs, so play your book stores
heavy. If the dealer hasn't copies of the New Fu story on
hand, use the old one and work your copy around them, such
as: These books thrilled you, the pictxu-e thrilled you, and
now with the New Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu You'll Be
Astounded at Fu's Daring! On the rest of your local tie-ups
your stills will fit Jewelry stores. Ladies' wearing apparel.
Men's stores (Hamilton and Arthur are garbed in wedding
attire and this shot can be put_tp many uses). Automobile
agencies, travel agencies, scenes are laid in England. You
should be able to tie up almost any store in your town, since
it is the judicious way of using copy that counts and nothing
else but. So long as your copy wUl help you and the dealer,
you'll get tie-ups.
For advance heralds, if possible secure a lot of laundry
checks. This will cost hardly anything as your ushers can
paint loads of them. Use red paint, not black. On the back
of the herald reprint whatever copy you care to use to sell
the picture, using little or more as local conditions warrant.
For other advance plugs, movmt a couple of wax mannequins,
dressed in Chinese costume, on a truck and use as a street
ballyhoo. Use another dummy in your lobby or use a good
cut-out. If you have a portable phonograph, secrete it behind
the display and play an effect record of shrieks, groans and
cries. Put cut-outs about your house, in the men's room,
foyer, staircases, etc., and play green spots on them. The
ghoulish effect will do a lot towards selling the picture from
the thrill angle and, as we stated before, that seems, to us,
to be the best way to sell it. And, also, on your trailer shoot
a deep green background into the opening and closing of it.
When you play the picture you will probably dope out many
novel ways of putting a thrill into the opening and closing
of the picture.

10,
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CLUD

REVIEWS!
"SONG

OF THE

WEST"

(WARNER)
Here's a funny situation. The picture is adapted from the
musical comedy, "Rainbow," which did a Brodie in New
York. So that leaves it up to you. If having a "Broadway
Musical Comedy"
means
anything
your oftown,
advantage
of it. Ifappeal
not, let
it alone.
Thein stars
the take
film
are really names. John Boles, Vivienne Segal, and Joe E.
Brown, the last named two musical comedy favorites. The
picture is done entirely in technicolor.
A little difficulty may present itself to you, inasmuch as
the pictiu'e is a period or costume play and it will probably
be hard for you to secure models of the clothes worn by the
Forty-Niners, but this need not hold you from plugg^g the
picture. Plant a bunch of straight still of Boles with your local
dealer and use copy like this: Hear Handsome John Boles
Sing in "Song of the West" The same goes for Vivienne
Segal. Since Joe E. Brown is a comedian and his "pan" can
be worked on local tie-ups, especially soda-fountains.
The theme songs are well worth plugging. "Come Back
to Me," "The One Girl" and "West Wind" constitute the
Vincent Youman's score. Plug 'The One Girl," as it seems
to be the outstanding number of the trio. If you've played
"Hit the Deck" and your patrons went out humming the
Youman's tunes, plug him in your ads as the composer of
"Hit the Deck's lilting song hits." In a couple of shots Joe
E. Brown is seen strimiming a guitar. These scenes will help
your music store tie-ups. Since the story is of "Gold Rush
Days" and features the United States Cavalary, there's an
opportunity for a very advantageous tie-up if you are located
near a barracks or army base.
As a street ballyhoo, you could use a couple of men, dressed
as prospectors and seated on back of a biu-ro or donkey.
For floats, cut-outs are the best thing advisable. Streets stunt
should prove easy as they do not require that a great deal of
attention be devoted to securing special costumes, or backgrounds. For this picture, the simpher the better.
In your newspaper ads plug the story as "A Glorious Romance of the Early West." Plug Boles and Segal as "Two
Thrilling Voices Blended in Song Rendering "The One Girl,"
etc. Plug Joe E. Brown as the funny man of musical comedy
fame. On teaser campaigns we suggest the lines "Looking for
Pay Dirt?" "Headin' for the Rainbow Trail!" You'll have
to figure out your local audience for this one. History dates
would also be appropriate to use for teasers. Run them in the
form of a contest of perhaps six dates. Tie-up your local
newspaper on this. Don't have the answers submitted until
the day before the picture plays. On the opening day, through
the newspapers, announce the winners.
A funny teaser line would be "Hasty to You, Ma'am," an
expression used by Brovm, who plays Hasty, a mule skinner,
throughout
is Joe's
love interest,thebutpicture.
though Incidentally,
she makes aMarion
hit in Byram
the picture,
we
would not advise plugging her in this one. If she clicks with
your audience give her a big play in her next picture. The
Ttid is cute and clever and she'll work in a lot more.
On your front display use your regular stuff and try to
sell it vrith the "Glorious Romance of the Early West" angle.
For an advance plug in your lobby "stake out a claim" (the
prospector equivalent to a discovery of gold. The land is
staked off and the spot entered in the recorder's office by
placing a pile of dirt and rocks on the floor. Sprinkle with
gold flitter. Place pick and shovel alongside and if you have
a good cut-out use it as well. Place a card alongside with
copy reading: "Men, Women and Children Traveled 3,000
Miles Cross Country to Strike This 'Pay Dirt.' " See "Song
of the West" — Glorious Romance in Technicolor (playdate).
Schools tie-ups can be engineered by offering free tickets
for the best water color drawings depicting scenes of the
early west. Appeal to the kids, in your newspaper ads, by
plugging Joe E. Brown. For the sweethearts and women use
Boles and the next day Boles and Segal. There's plenty of
fine catchlines you can use in connection with your newspaper
advertising and by giving a little more attention to them than
usual you'll find that this angle will be a g^eat help towards
selling the picture.
G. P. S.
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Here's a little autobiography
of one of our latest Club
members. Irwin R. Waite,
manager of the Majestic Theatre in Austin, Texas.
He lias Ijt'cn associated witli
^
\
the Pubiix
Circuit for quite
some time now and as he has been in the sliow game for a
good many years we believe this dope will prove mighty interesting. He has worked
at the Bijou Theatre
in Springfield,
Mass., and also at the Poli Palace
and Strand Theatres, where in tliose
houses, he received the training for
I lie position he now holds. In 1923
he accepted an assignment with the
I'ublix outfit and left for Miami
lleach where he handled the Community Theatre until 1929, moving
tlien to the Rialto, Arcade and
.Stanley in West
Palm Reach.
In addition to working in the
show game, he has also had experience in other lines, having served
for a time as a show card writer,
newspaperman, park concessionaire
and piano salesman, but all these
endeavors merely served to make
him a better theatre manager, and
we know from the work he is turning out down there in Austin, that
he sure can handle a show house.
The photo we are showing above
will give you a line on the prominent place his membership certificate holds down in his office,
and also, that magazine he is holding in his hand is our own
"one and only," the Motion Picture News, or as Irwin calls it,
"The Showman's Bible," and if you'll pardon our saying so, we
remark that the office certainly looks dressed up. Thanks,
Irwin for shooting your photo along to us so promptly, ancT we
also want to thank you for that little clipping about ourselves
that the Austin Statesman printed. Keep us posted now on
whatever you are doing down there to sell your shows so that
w'e can pass along your ideas to the rest of the Clul).
When it comes to turning
out a couple of ideas that sell
you can depend on Lewis and
Silverman of the Avon Thea
tre, in Watertown, N. Y.. to
pull them if they have a spe— —
cial message to get across to
the patrons of that mighty fine house.

Irwin R. Waite
Of Austin, Texas
Enrolls In Club

Lewis & Silverman

Sold Town "Sally"
By Using Fine Gag

On their recent showing of "Sally" they made a tie-up with
the Postal Telegraph where for a small amount they send out a
number of telegrams. The messages were given to all of the
prominent persons in town by a uniformed messenger and were
sealed in a regulation envelope. They were presented to the
Mayor, Chief of Police, Fire Chief. City Council and almost
every other person of prominence in the town. As this was
the first time it had been done the gag clicked wonderfullv
and the message that the letter bore concerning the picture
was conveyed to them in a personal manner.
The copy on the telegram, in case you might care to make
the tie-up on some other picture, read, "We are using the Postal Telegraph because it is the best and fastest method we can
use to tell you that, etc. (Picture, playdate, star, technicolor).
In addition to this stunt they also promoted one on "The
Virginian"
that and
clicked.
tied upof'with
torical Society
securedThey
a display
over the
ten Jefferson
thousand Hisdollars worth of old-time guns. The display was placed in one
of the most prominent windows in town and attracted almost
endless comment.
Well, boys, with th.? way you are going up there it is no
wonder that G. W. Lampe calls you two a counle of go-getters
and if he hadn't already named you so appropriately we would
have tacked it onto this little storv. And now to prove your
right to that name you'll have to keep us supplied with some
good stunts for the Club pages.

LOBBY
Bv

Pick

CLliC
LAFFS

::^^^

Kirschhaiiiii

"Reprinted By Dick's

Request"

One of the first popularity
contests of the spring season
was engineered recently by
E. F. Coppack, manager of
the Royal Theatre in Kansas
City. Mo.
'"
'
riirougii
a tie-up
with
a
chain of local drug stores and a nationally known cosmetic
manufacturer a plan was conceived whereby tiie most popular
girl in Kansas City would be presented with a trip to Hollywood as a reward for her popularity.
The chain drug stores furnished windows to plug the contest and also advertised it in their stores. A special full page
ad was run weekly by »he company and the announcement of
the contest was prominently carried in the center of the page.
To boost business at both the store and the theatre the contest
was arranged so that ten votes would be allowed for every fifty
cent purchase at the store and the same number for every ticket
at the theatre.
Coppack tied in the local newspaper and they printed coupons daily which entitled the reader to five votes for the contestants. In addition to this the paper also gave the contest
a lot of publicity in the form of stories and pictures. Almost
every possible angle was covered by Coppack in putting it
across and the increased box office revenue derived from the
stunt proved the strength of his showmanship.

Tie-Up With Local
Drug Stores Was
Aid to E. F. Coppack

"All For One And One For All"
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LOST AND FOUND ! ! !
( Send Us the Blank — We'll
JDo
the Rest
for You!
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

TABLE
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CLUB,

I would like to learn the whereabouts of

May

10,

1930

CLUB

the house employees, the only cost involved being the purcliasing of the muslin.
One hundred one sheet banners were placed on street car
fronts, the local traction company furnishing the space gratis.
As you will note from the photos the tie-ups secured were very
valuable. One photo shows the theme song tie-up in the window of a prominent department store and the other will give
you an idea of how the "special" sandwich gag was handled.
The theme songs were also plugged over two radio stations
in the city and a special broadcast of the picture itself was
arranged on the last three days of the playdates.
Prager covered many more angles in his campaign which
included among them the placing of tire covers on the back
of taxicabs, banners strung alongside busses, gummed stickers
pasted about the city and the rubber stamping of fan movie
magazines sold on the news stands. He also used a little stunt
that we feel sure you will want to use on one of your future
attractions since it will fit in almost any spot.

His last known address was
City

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on

(date)

Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide
us in helping you locate this party.)

SIGNED
ADDRESS

STATE

:

CITY

(Note:

Unsigned

requests

N. T. Prager Hit
City Broadside On
"Hit the Deck" Gags

will

receive

no

consideration.)

A campaign that would do
credit to a world premiere
opening in a key city was engineered and executed recently by N. T. Prager, manager
of the Missouri Theatre in
St. Joseph, Missouri, for his

engagement of "Hit the Deck."
As the opening gun in the campaign, teaser ads were shot
in the daily newspapers, ten days in advance, with the space
being increased daily. Readers were mailed to twenty-five
country newspapers within a fifty mile radius of the city, while
over a thousand half sheet cards were staked on highways at
one hundred foot intervals for over four miles out of town.
Due to the fact that the stars in the picture were born in
Missouri, three advance stories were secured in the local newspapers. On the screen, special teaser copy was used for a fen
day advance plug on the picture. By tying up with the local
drug stores they featured a "Hit the Deck" sandwich, which
the clerks sold on percentage, with passes being given to the
ones totalling the highest amount of special sales. Two department stores with soda fountains also entered the tie-up.
.'\n animated shadow box, with the animation consisting of
battleships riding the waves behind a row of dancing girls and
gobs, was erected in the main lobby and created a fine flash.
Special invitations were mailed to all "Smiths" who had served
in
Navy ofto the
attend
the was
performance
the theatre's
guests.
Tliethefront
house
decoratedas with
eight hundred
muslin

pennants

in blue and

white,

which

were

made

up

by.

Twenty-five Hnoleum mats, of the type sold by department
stores at about a quarter each, painted in oil with the attraction, theatre and dates were left on the Saturday night before
the opening within store vestibules. With the result that fifteen
of them were permitted to remain there and the theatre for a
small amount received some excellent publicity.
The entire campaign met with great success and the picture hit a new high in business. And just before we sign off
on this one we'd like to state again that there is a number of
valuable points in it that will probably fit in with some picture you contemplate showing at a future date, so it will pay
you to look over the angles carefully. We want to thank
Prager for passing this along to us and we hope to record more
of his work at a future date. Incidentally, Xorman, we haven't
a photo of you in our files. Why not shoot us in one together
with a little "personal" dope about yourself?
This is just a little announcement to let his friends
They Request Them know that Buddy Webber, organist of the Capitol Theatre,
And Buddy Webber
Harold
Kopplin's
house,
in
is still
going
Says It With Music Miami, Fla.,
~
along like a house afire.
A short while ago we showed you how he sold the patrons
on "Singin' in the Bathtub," and published a photo of the
stunt. The gag was typical of the work he does whenever novelty is permissible. However when he gets a straight song to
play he works it into the form of a request. At the conclusion
of a new number he is introducing he will state that it was
requested by a certain person in town and announce that anyone else desiring late numbers or past numbers played, send
him a note.
The next week, when he plays a request program he has the
names of the parties requesting the numbers projected on the
screen. This serves to stimulate interest in his music and
helps towards bringing in more request numbers, as the people
seem to like having their names tJresented along with the songs.
In addition to this Buddy also features a twenty minute organ
recital every morning before the picture and this is a great aid
towards filling the seats for the "early bird" show.
We expect in the future to pass along some very fine novelties from this section of Florida and since the Capitol boasts
a corking showman in the person of Harold A. Kopplin and
a cracker iack organist in Buddv, it looks as though our hope
will be fulfilled.
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Frank S. Mickley
Sells Them Plenty
In Allentown
Pa.
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It's been some time since
we've had Allentown, Pa , represented on our pages and we
were thinking of taking drastic
measures to rouse that town

since we know
there's some
mighty
good showmen
there,
and, to make us hot under the collar, they are usually active.
So we were beH;inning to wonder, and just as we started to get
set to take those measures we spoke about, Frank S. Mickley
came to the rescue.
Mickley is the manasrer of tin* Canu-o Thcatn- in Allrntown
aiid is one of onr \ cry actixc members.
It seems that he has
been pretty busy cooking things
up for his house and now that
s have all clicked,
cani])aign
C,^
uhisc have
a few things to tell you
S*^-

al)out.
On
"The
Mississippi
Gambler" he procured a numi)cr of playing cards and imprinted them with copy on tiul)icturc. The cards were then
distributed in every mailliox
tiiroughout the city, and to
-tiniulate interest he printed a
little notice, on the bottom of
them to the effect that any one
holding the ace of hearts was
entitled to a free admission.
Ibis stunt made a decided hit
with the town and was the
means of securing plenty of
business on the picture and i,H)od-will for the house.
Another stunt Mickley used, this time on "Cohens and Kellys
in Scotland," was effected through a tie-up with a local confectioner. The confectioner furnished him with a quantity of
butter skotch kisses, which were placed in pay envelopes and
bore copy relating to the picture, and also a credit line for the
confectioner, and distributed about town by a girl dressed in
a Highland costume. The value of this little bit of exploitation
was seen in the extra days that the picture was held over at
the house.
So that you can see w hat Frank looks like we are reproducins.:
above
of him
seated
at his desk,
and if that
you'lladorns
look
closely aat picture
it you will
be al)le
to discern
the emblem
the wall of a manager's oftice in almost every part of the showman world, the certificate of membership in the Managers'
Round Table Club. Oak, Frank, we're certainly glad to know
that you're stepping right along out there in .Allentown and tlic
only other thing we want to say now is that we hope you'll prod
the rest of those showmen out around your district and tel!
them not to be keeping us in the dark. And incidentally.
F"rank, let's have some more of those hand drawn ads so that
we can include one or two in a future lav-out.
One is more often criticized

Car License Stunt
-^
-r*
01
Oave
Koy
olentz
AIVT^

Newspaper

T>

Break

1

^^^" praised for his deeds is
°'^ saying, so in Pueblo.
Colo., Roy Slentz tried to

^"

bring the average up a bit by

handing

.\' c 7<.' S

out

a few

compli-

■— -—
ments in the form of tickets
to see "Burning Up" at the Colorado Theatre.
.\ most effective tie-up was arranged with the Evening
Journal in the form of a careful driving contest. The newspaper placed men on the streets in the business district to jot
down the car license numbers of all drivers showing particular
care in the guidance of their cars.
Each day, ten license numbers were scattered through the
want ads— and any person finding his license number on this
page was entitled to a guest ticket to see "Burning Up." This
tie-up appeared on the want-ad section for one week in advance
of picture's engagement and aroused all sorts of interest for the
picture as well as somewhat curbing the reckless driving on the
part of several.
.An eight-column streamer across the top of the want-ad page
was secured each day along with a two-column snace containing
copy about the picture and explanation about the contest, how
the car owner was to get hi^ guest ticket, etc.
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With the piihlishiny: of 'The Mall It- Kagt's." last
wfi'k, wf ifa!l> stalled a battle. We ha\e leeeived
no less than a dozen dilTerent jokes coneeininti
showmen and theii- lamed "w ise-( raeks." Some ol
these
we will
ineoiporate
intoturninj;
"Lobby Kvay
LalTs"
thus save
a few
hairs from
on and
the
classic cranium of Dick Kirschbaum. Others we
are j::oinj.r 1(» use \\eekl.\ as a special l)o\. So if
\ (til ha\e a j^ood joke, send it in to us and see
whether

vou

will he represented

in the ".Joke ol

(he Week Box."
To-day's wheeze concerns the flip crack ctmiing
from M. M. of New London. Conn., who upon heinj; informed that a certain showman in the West
has a habit of arra>in;.i himself in the best atmospheric costume procurable l<t plui; his picd'ie. such
as a Hitihland costume for "The (amphe'ls .\re
Cominjjf," etc.. blandly in(|uired of xour chairman.
"\\'ha('s that ruv jjonna do if he hooks in "The
And that's the humorous side of the showman.
NakedwantTruth"'.'
We
to show that side. too. So shoot us in
>()iir best concerning an experience that befell vou.
Or perhaps you know of a humorous experience
encountered by a fellow showman. .At any rate,
we want to pass alonjj a ".Ioke-of-( he-Week" and
we know you and you and you all want to win a
special place on the page.

Nice near
work,at Roy.
and this
on happy
"Burnmg
Up" that
arrived
pretty
the same
time dope
as the
thought
we
ought to be getting after you for some more of your activities.
Suppose you stick a note on your diary to send us one each
week, so that your brother members and showmen can see what
you are doing and possibly benefit by your long experience
running a theatre.
One

Is
Roemer
Henry
T-»
T^ T
Now An LdltOr
But
i.'
a
Active
Ca'11
H' e S Otlll

of

our

members

who

^^"^ °^ strayed away from the
over
business ofto a take
show
the editorship
newspaper
CoDistrict
■" Anacostia,
lumbia,
but who
still ofmain-

tains the active interest he has
always showed in the CLUB
is Henry Conrad Roemer.
Tliough be is not actively engaged in the show business any
more. Roemer still applies bis showman knowledge to all of
the theatre advertising the paper receives. So when the new
I^'airlawn Theatre under the managership of Llovd Wineland
opened in town he set to work to help him turn out a cooperative double truck ad that was well made up. .A number
of firms who participated in the construction of the theatre
were represented on the pages as well as the local merchants.
An excellent campaign was put across for the opening of
the theatre and the house came in for a lot of good breaks in
the newspapers. The president of the local bank made the
dedicatory address and a large number of men prominent in
the affairs of the town were also introduced The Chamber
of Commerce and local business organizations gave it a big
send-off also.
We notice that in his newspaper Roemer thinks enough of
a movie star cross word puzzle to run it as a regular feature
which again proves the worth of showmanship in almost any
sort of a racket. We want to thank him for the continued
interest he has shown ever since he became a member of the
Round Table Club and to let him know that we would like
to hear more about the Fairlawn. for now that it has been
formerly opened it will of course be necessary to exhibit showmanship tokeep them coming in.
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John S. MacNeill

Better Late Than Never!

And Utica
"Scotch
Giant"
Set
— __ Laughing
_______

F

|

Then
we must add
make the count 100%:

the

following,

which

►,

^^H

^^^H

M

- *i
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MAURICE BROSKI keeps hirnself busy managing the Franklin
Theatre out in Nutley, N. J., and
chalks up another exceptional
showman for this fine circuit division. Maurice gained his present
knowledge of showmanship in the
school of experience.

WILLIAM BURKE, manager of the Rockland Theatre up at Nyack, N. Y., is one of
the two newcomers to the Met. Chain, but
we predict a long and successful stay if he

CLUB
Up in Utica, N. Y., the paxrons of the Fox Met. Theatres, Upstate Playhouse division, were treated to a
hearty laugh recently when
John ofS. the
MacNeill,
Manager
divisionCity
exploited

we
to
say guess
that we
the don't
gag need
clicked
wonderfully, as the reaction
at the box office proved it.
Since Mr. Mac Neil has
siiown us what he can do

will

MEYER COHEN is the manager of the Strand Theatre in
Jersey City. As a hustling hard
worker you must go some to
equal or beat him. Perhaps one
of his best qualifications is that
sunny smile ot his.
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very showmanlike stunt and

in the way of show merchandising we're going to
keep hot on his trail from
now on, not only because
lie represents the live-wire
-bowmen who comprise the

■
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"Cohens and Kellys in Scotland."
MacNeill secured the services of a midget who he dressed in
a Scotch highlander's costume. The midget walked about the
street and handed out novelty heralds which read "I Am A
Scotch Giant." The rest of the herald, which was made up in
the form of a folder, carried sales copy on the picture.
By looking closely at the
photo you can obtain some
idea of how effective this
ballyhoo must have been.
The gentleman towering
over "The Scotch Giant" is
Mr. MacNeill himself, who
is responsible
for theofcreation and execution
the

K

Being- just a week late don't help matters very
much, but knowing AI linger as we do leads us
to believe that he will understand that the omission was
not our fault. Right Al?
Hut we must tell you that
Al is the wide-awake manager
of the Fulton Theatre in Jersey City for the Fox Metropolitan chain. His name and
picture are by no means new
to the Club pages, as any
one of our regular followers
will tell you; but since we
formally introduced his entire group of brother managers last week, we
hasten to add his. And whats' more, we'll be telling you something else about him in an early issue
of the Club pages.

May

Utica part,
vision, but Upstate
because Diwe
know he takes a very active
interest in the exploiting of his attractions. So listen, John,
we want to hear some more from you in the very near future
in order that we may pass these ideas of yours along to the
rest of the Round Table bunch.
Here's a very effective ballyhoo that was used by M. K.
Moore, manager of the Worth
Theatre in Fort Worth, Tex.
'I'he plioto shows a truck,
with a trailer attached, that
cruised
about
the
principal
streets of the town, letting the residents know of the attraction
at the theatre. The display was constructed of beaverboard
and painted in striking colors.
You will notice the plug that Moore gets in for his short
subjects in the banner he has strung alongside the truck.
We are also showing you in the photo on the other side, the
"flash" he creates on his marquee and front of the house by
using a flag and a valance to plug the star and the picture.
If you look closely you can also notice that he has devoted
space on his marquee to his shorts.

Street Ballyhoo
Sold The Picture
For Marsline Moore

keeps up the fine start. We're rootin' for
you, Bill!
ARTHUR
BERGOFFEN
manages the
Palace Theatre in Bergenfield, N. J., and
is the other new manager to join the
Kutinsky-Sheridan group on the other side
of the river. We ought to promote some
good material from this wide-awake showman.

As we declared recently in our special short subject section.
there's a lot of dough to be grabbed by properly plugging your
shorts and so whenever you come across anything that your
patrons especially like, then give it a plug along with your
regular feature, because it will more than make up for it.
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Anybody lookiiii^ for novelty
in a truck ballyhoo should
Gaston's Cookie
apply at the door of the
Gag Proved Sweet Casino Theatre in Marshalltown. Iowa, and ask for Dick
the manager.
Plug '^—^ For "Honey" : Gaston,
^—
.\ J,''';*"'-"^" ill tlic l)lK)to \vc
ai;e showing with this little story will give you an idea as to the
effectiveness of his ballyhoo for "Honey." lie procured a new
truck and complete kitchen outfit from local dealers. The
kitchen outfit included a cabinet, table, range and stools. The
truck was used on Main Street, the opening day, with the four
girls making heart shaped cookies.
The cookies, as they came out of the oven, were inserted in
oil paper sacks, which bore the theatre imprint and ad on the
picture. A phonograph on the truck played the theme songs
from the film and helped to attract attention to the ballyhoo
The truck was also parked in front of the most patronized
stores in town and larger distribution was made.

* S\l
ICasino vVmos

The cost of a gag of this sort was very small, the only money
expended being the cost of the baking material. This was the
first time the town had ever seen so high powered a stunt and
you can bet it attracted plenty of attention. Another stunt he
used on the i)icture was a full page ad he promoted from the
local merchants, in wiiich he tied-up l)akeries and furniture
stores, as well as other merchants. As a theme song plug he
arranged for the local furniture store to give out free copies of
the store's
one of the theme songs, especially fitted towards
product, to the first fifty women asking for them. In this
manner he secured some' good-will for the house, as well as
out in this photo,
we'd like to point advantage
the dealer. Incidentally seem
of it, the
to be taking
since so many showmen
signs.
letter
cut-out
erecting
use Dick makes of his marquee, by
These signs have been proven to be very good for flashes and
attention getters and mav be constructed at small cost.
We want to hand Dick a little compliment for the showmanto know
we'd
and in
he handled
future.
near him
the like
of his work
morecampaign
to head this
we waywant
that like

Leonard Gordon Says:
". . . the Club pages are a f/nld mine of valuable
information. When read in ff the Club paf/es I get
relaxation while I am qettinq good 'dope.' The
Managers' Round Table Club is Motion Picture
\eus' correspondence school of theatre advertisManager,
ing."
Palace Theatre,
Newport Xews, Va.

NFAVSPAPER

CLUD
ADVERTISING!

Lonu <i<i() we slrcsscd the importance ()f your
newsi)a|)ei- advert isinu and tailed to your attention man\ angles that should ha\e uuided \ou out
(tf the pit I alls to had c(»p.\. This advice \vas aimed,
especially, at the men who had to make up their
own
copy, in addition to theii" man.\
other newspaper
duties.
We are not yoinj.; to play "teacher," for the
simple reason that ^'Ol' know your own conditions better than an>l)od\ \\h(» happens to he hundreds or thousands of miles fr(tm >(uir town and
theatre. Hut regardless of where >()U are located,
there are a few common-sense anj^les worthy of
more than passing consideration.
First: \o\\v preparation of cop\ . Rememl)ei\ no
news|)aper composing; room man can read ><)ur
mind. Kven thoiiuh you may not have a thorouf,'h
knowledge of t.\pe faces or sizes, you can shftw.
hy reason ()f the way y()U la> out .\<)ui ad-cop>.
justdowhat
is to abe box
pla>ed
up. I'he
to
this portion
is to draw
of the
exactl)est
sizeway
of
the ad > ou are makinu: up. Then pencil in your
c(>py. mats, etc., in proportion to the size you want
it .set.
Second: Mats, (an be i)roken up so that any
part of them can be worked into the ad. Have a
talk with your composinjj room man if this is not
clear to both of you. Don't diop an effective mat
because it won't fit your allotted space. Try to
work out some way to use the most important
parts
of it.
Third:
Proofs. Of course, the question of proofs
is not so easy to discuss, since every paper and
theatre work the anj^le out themselves: but on all
impoitant advertisements, such as the ad\ance announcements or openin<j-da> ads, you should try
to arranjfe your copy several days in advance so
that the paper can show you a proof before it is
run. You at least <jet a chance to alter or correct
your advertising; in this way.
\\ e have published many newspaper ad !a>outs
to show you what the other fellow is doinj;. We
shall continue to do so as fast as our limited lime
permits us to make up such layouts. It's a great
idea watchinj; how others make up effective newspaper ads and should iruide you to many new ideas
and angles along these lines.
"Chick"

A. H. Vincent Was
Wide-awake and He
Cashed In On — This

A. H. Vincent got up a special program for the Firemen's Ball that gave a two
weeks' line-up of pictures at
both the Publix-Rex and Publix Sterling theatres in Greeley, Colo.

Inasmuch as the I-'iremen's Bali took place on March 17th.
the course
programs
were green.
in the shape of an Irishman's high hat and
lit
colored
Underneath the line of the space allotted for the name of
the dancing partner appeared. " 'The Girl Said No." — Sterling,
Mar 17-19." And in this manner was given the titles of coming pictures at both theatres and the playdates for the last two
weeks of the current month of March.
The programs in them>elves were decidedly novel and made
an instant hit with the huge throng present at the Ball. And
it also proved an excellent medium of giving out the list of
coming pictures at both theatres.
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Heeding the call of spring
and decidin"^ that Mankato,
Minn, needed something to
keep spring fever away, Burr
Cline, manager of the State
Theatre went to work and

newspaper devoted space on the front page to an announcement
regarding the celebration, and also carried a proclamation from
the Mayor which requested that every one join in. .\nother
parade on the closing of the week was run with the local high
school band being featured.
In the theatres the slogan slug was used in all trailers, and

displayed some corking showmanship in his initial spring business building campaign.
W'itli the co-oneration of tlic local merchants, he planned
a Spring Trade Week. The Merchants' Association got solidly
behind it, and in this manner he was enabled to secure plenty
of window space, etc. By examining closely the cut we are
showing, you can
see the attractive
ad he ran in one
Shop in Mankato
of the local papers
SPRING TRADE WEEK
announcing the
(iiwrantccd Pictures Week!
special week. On
Marcli 24|Ji thru March 2Vrh
top of the page
you will notice
Did you wvcr hear of an
the slogan slug
BUITEft KEATON
which was carried
in all advertising,
Spring is here! The new
both of the thenylc arc rrjd, wr vuo lo'inipwr or ro
atre and merchants, during the
-iM^r.wJUi.a'w'
Give a thought to spring
deartinE.
to thai t,e» automohilc yotj
campaign.
Special cards,
announcing the
And cntcrtjinnicnt' Ma
week, were put in
convenient and

this aided in keeping the week before the eyes of the res'dents
of the town. Over five thousand programs, announcing the
Trade Week and the theatre's attractions were
mailed to rural residents.
We are reproducing a
number of photos with
this article which will
serve to give you an idea
of how well the campaign
was executed. We want

Cline Woke
UBurr
p
Sp Mankato With
ring Trade Week

LIOHTNKK
Come to Mankato frequenth Junn,: Sprine Tradr and Cuanntccd
prominent loca' ja.CW*.'rJvata
tions throughout
[i ail starts this Sunday,
the town. By havMarch 2ird
SO COME.
ing a number of
auto banners made
I, HI-:,\T THEATRE PROGRAMS!
AMAZING SHOPPING VALHESl RNT1RK\\ KE*
up, Cline let the
week in for more
publicity. The muslin banners were placed on the backs of
autos and on the trucks belonging to the merchants. The banners were paid for by the tradesmen,
as were
the cards.

especially to call your attention to the picture
showing the twenty-four
sheet used as a plug. It
would pay you to study
its copy carefully in the
event that you care to use
this stunt at any time in
the season.
The upper left hand
photo in the lay-out will
give you some idea of the
way Cline sells his shows.
He has strung a banner
alongside of a street car
and there's no getting
away from the fact that he
sold the picture plenty by
this medium. To get back to our subject again, if you will
look at the lower photo on the left you can discern, somewhat
dimly, a band that paraded about town preceded by a motorcycle in which sat a boy bearing aloft a banner. This was also
an excellent means of exciting interest. And with every one
in
the city pulling for the week, you can bet the results were
wonderful.
We want to thank Cline for passing along this contribution
and we want him to know we deem it a pleasure to show such
fine work. We hope that he will contmue the interest he has
shown in the past, and if he does we are sure that the future
will hold many mighty nice things for his fellow-members in
the Managers' Round Table Club.

On the Saturday before the week officially opened, a parade
of new cars, trucks, and farm machinery was staged. The procession, stretching about three blocks, proceeded through the
town and attracted plenty of comment.
Just to give you some idea of how this parade was received
by the residents of Mankato, we'd like you to know that the

NAT

SUCHMAN

Says:

"/ look upon your organization as a ... .
school, which educates the members in the various methods employed in securing ideas for
improving the attendance and increasing the
receipts of their respective theatres.*'
Manager, Fox Highway Theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Street Ballyhoo
Proved An Aid To
Arthur W. Pinkham

Arthur W. Pinkham was
doing such good business with
' Sunny3ide Up' playing at the
Strand Theatre, Dover, N. H..
that he aked that it be held
over another day.
[jj order to let the people

know anabout
the extra
show the
ins; talk
of the
jncture.
used
e.xcellent
stunt day's
that was
of the
town. Pinkham
Pinkham had a man wearing blue glasses and carrying a cane
to give the impression he was an aged man. This man stopped
buses leading in directions away from the theatre. And when
the bus door was opened, he would inquire in a loud voice to
that all the occupants of the bus could clearly hear, "Does this
bus go to the Strand? I hear they are playing "Sunnyside Up"
another day — Thursday, but I want to go there now and avoid
the man's story was told, the bus driver would advise
crowd."
thea\fter
him
to take the bus going in the opposite direction.
Pinkham received many comments from the bus drivers ; they
telling him that the sales talk at the door of the buses carrying
the factory and mill people home, caused a lot of discussion on
the trip. It is plain that this must have refreshed the memory
of many regarding the holding over of the picture.
Pinkham squared himself with the bus drivers with passes as
they stopped the buses with full knowledge of the stunt, which
is good work in anv man's land. ric:ht?
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"Clancy In Wall
Street" Hit High
In Providence, R. I.

ROUND

Providence, R. Ii.. was
treated to a taste of high
powered showmanship recently when "Clancy in Wall
Street,"
that
city. world premiered in

"-;
•_
A week botDre the opcninj,'
of the KKO All)ec, the local telephone cunipanv. co-operating
with Foster Lardner, manajjer of the house, installed a switch
hoard in the lobby, with a rejjular exchange operator in charge.
.\s the patrons passed the board, on their wav in and out of the
theatre, they would stop to look at it. Taking her cue from
this, the girl sitting at the line, displaying signs of unusual
activity, would answer into the mouthpiece: "Yes, this is the
KKO Albee. ^■es, "Clancy in Wall Street?" .Next week, starting Saturday. Yes. a very fine comedy. Oh, yes, Charlies
Murray is in it. I'm anxious to see it too." The girl would
then plug in on another supposedly incoming call and repeat
the same line of chatter. This certainly got a rise out of the
patrons ;ind they wen- sold on the picture
In addition to this stunt the telephone company also installed
a phone-typewriter in the lobby. Reams of paper issued from
this machine all day long, carrying messages about "Clancy,"
motion picture news direct from Hollywood, announcments
about the News Tribune contest and local news items. The
messages were prepared by Richard Farrell and Lardner and
transmitted from the office of the local phone company. Both
these very important services were secured from the phone
company at no cost to the theatre.
0\\ Saturday, the day of tlie opening, since the papers had
been featuring a story about it. a plane, supposed to have come
from Hollywood, circled about the city at the noon hour, with
the pilot putting the ship through a scries of stunts, and
dropped ofY a parachute jumper, to whose back was strapped
the can of fdm. The jump was made directly over the What
Cheer airport, and as the aviator hit the ground, a waiting car
transported him and the film to the theatre. The papers gave
this a big play, with pictures and stories and the house came in
for some valuable publicity. The gag was followed through on
Monday and Tuesday with the distribution, from the air. of
thousands of heralds.
Through a tie-up made with the Postal Telegraph Company,
Lardner and Foster were enabled to procure an automatic
transmitter which was installed in the spacious lobby of the
Albee. A card over the display announced that anyone wishing
to send a message over the machine to Charlie Murray in
Hollywood, expressing their liking for the picture, might do so

TADLt
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'HOWDY,

HOYS"

Rvvvni \isi(ois in ( liil) hi'a(l(|iiar(t'rs durin^f Ihe
pa.st woc'k or Iwo iruludt'd, amonji otheis:
"Diuky" Myers of the Majestic Theatre in Chillicolhe. Ohio, and one of our fondest rec-olleclions
of the (ius Sun party on Lake Krie in l!>2'^.
I' rank Xnihnislcr. lornicilN of .Sleubenx ille and
East l.i\cip<»ol, Ohio, and now tr\inu to uet set
around the New York sector.
V. W. Tiernew from \\'atei low n. N. \.. and all
full of "pip and nin>,'ei." \\al(h this chap; hefore
veiy lon^,' he should
he d(»inu uicat
things.
Larry .Jacobs, ace publicity man now enicajjed in
putting over ("ohimhia's specials — and what a job
in
he'sl.arr>.
makinjif of it. too. Lots of hiuh-powered stuff
Kddie Hitchcock. pui)li(il> director for the .N. \.
Paramount Thealre, and makinu^ a hi>il,^cr rep. for
himself heie in New ^ Ork than he had out (»n the
Coast.
There were
of others,
don't always
remember
theirlots
names
when webutsitweourselves
down
to write about
these visits.
Hut the "latch-string" is on the outside and
there's a hearty welcome on the mat; so make the
Club an important stop when vou hit the Big
Town.
free of charge. This stunt made a big hit with them and a lot
of good-will was secured when each person was given a copy
of the message on Teletype tape
1 he entire campaign was well planned and executed, an<J. aa
we remarked before. Providence received a thrill. Of course,
many more angles than we have set forth here were covered,
but since they were of the regular showman routine variety,
and are a necessary part of every campaign, we have tried to
enumerate only the highlights of the campaign so that the Club
rising. witness to what great heights the nipdern showman is
might

SMART

DISPLAY!

Cri'dil Max Shngrin. genrrnl manaqer
i>f the HoUificood Wnrnrr hfiuxts. tcith
one of the most efTcctirr displays ever
cimreirrd or executed. Close inspection
of this reproduction icill rerrnl the "inside" dope on how he nrrnnr/ed this marvelous piece
of workmanship.
Over largest
'20,IHlO
pennants
were
utilized for the
sign of its kind ever constructed in
Southern California. It covered the entire
front of the Warner Theatre Building in
flollijwood. with the letters "Second .\nniversarg" fifty feet in lieight. Special
street decorations carrying out the same
color sclienie and special banners with
standards set in the sidewalk, helped the
idea out considerably.
M'f might add. that otiier tie-ups for
this Xnnivcrsnry Celebration were a
prominent feminine star serving coffee
to lady patrons every matinee during
the week, .l/.so personal appearances of
a famous director every nig/it. Special
editions of tlie local newspapers were
gotten out. also emphasizing the great
event.
The picture reproduced above, in itself,
is the greatest compliment we can possibly pay Mr. Shagrin; it would be a
pleasure to tell you all lots more about
liimself and liis activities.

Motion
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''PROFr BILLY stillman:
We took a trip over to Jersey City the other
night and dropped in on Billy Stillman at the Ritz.
It is indeed a pleasure to report that Billy is pepping that house up wonderfully. On this especial
night he had been plugging "The Low-Down on the
Dempsey-Tunney
Chicago."heralds about
He distributed Fight
a few atthousand
the town and signed them "By One Who Knows."
We came in while the film was going on and
there was Billy standing alongside the sheet
lecturing while the picture was being unreeled.
To those who are not in on the know, we'd like to
inform you that Billy was connected in the capacity of personnel manager to the late "Tex" Rickard
and had served with the boxing promoter ever
since the Dempsey-Carpentier fracas; so he was
ably qualified to lecture.
The stunt clicked for a million with the patrons
of the Ritz and Billy let the house in for a lot of
favorable publicity. Since he has been at the theatre, he has been turning out some great stuff and
we know, in fact he told us, that some more showmanlike stunts are on the way.
Over on the Jersey shore
we have a good many up-tothe-minute showmen who are
members of the Round Table
Club and now we want to
introduce at this time, another
=^=;;^^^^^^=^^^^=^^^^^ live-wire in the person of
Bert Leighton, a representative showman.
Leighton is the manager of the Fabian Theatre in Union
City, N. J., and while we haven't any very complete dope on his
career proper we do know that he is far from being inactive as
some very good stunts have been engineered around his division.
He turned out a campaign not so long ago on a production that
would sell in any town.
With competition pretty hot in
Union City, he must be on his toes all
the time for the showmen in the

Meet Bert Leighton
Of Union City, N.J.
New Club Member

vicinity are certainly "early risers," as
our pages have many times shown. In
fact, the most recent account we ran
was one showing a cd^king tie-up that
G. P. Josephson promoted with a local
auto dealer.
We want to welcome Bert into the
Club and we feel that he more than
expects to keep in line with his "competitors" over there in Union City.
So what do you say about it Bert.
Being from Missouri, we have to be
shown and we think you can show us.

Joe Goetz Burned
Up Everything To
Sell "Burning Up"

News

According to this account,
which we are printing for the
reason of showing you that
Joe Goetz, hustling manager
of the State Theatre in Dayton, Ohio, is still burning up

the town, you'll get the lowdown on his work with "Burning Up."
Since tlie picture featured an automobile racing background.
Joe went to work and tied-up the local Cord automobile dealer
and the Firestone Tire agency. Through these tie-ups he managed to secure a full page of publicity and ads in the Sunday
edition of the Dayton Journal. And since this was run in the
automobile section the theatre got a plug in twice, as the
regular theatre ad was run on the amusement page. The
house occupied a prominent spot on the full page spread and
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looked like a million bucks.
The photos we are reproducing will give you a line on a
couple of other stunts that were pulled by Joe. On "Forward
Pass" he dressed his ushers up in the uniforms you see in the
picture. These suits, brand new, were obtained free of charge
from the local sporting goods dealer, who received a credit
card in the lobby. On the opening day of the picture he invited the local boys' patrol (an organization of youngsters
who patrol the streets surrounding the schools, to safeguard
the younger kiddies), to witness the show. The boys paraded
to the theatre and lined up in front of the regular kiddie business. The ushers, in football uniforms were stationed every
ten feet and kept order in the ranks. This formation caused
lots of office workers to lean out the window to see what was
going on and thus their attention was drawn to the picture.

The other photo shows a bunch of trophies that were promoted by Joe from local sporting dealers. Every school in
Dayton was awarded two of the cups. The display was placed
in the lobby in front of an attractive cut-out plugging the picture. The cup angle let the theatre in for a lot of publicity
and plenty of good-will and before we close this all too brief
articleman we
to say athat
this tois him.
typicalGood
of Joe's
abilitywould
and islike
certainly
credit
work,showJoe,
and don't forget we're always glad to hear from a real live
member like yourself because we know that you have something that will be of benefit to vour brotlier members in the
Club.

Eugene J. Lang Is
Now In Line For
Congratulations
•^^^^^■^^^■^^^■^^^^^^^•^^^^^^^^^

We had been wondering
what had happened to Eugene
J. Lang, manager
the Ward
Theatre
in New ofYork
City,
when we received word from
somehim.
of our scouts concerning

It seems that Eugene has been very busy lately, not only at
his theatre but also at home. For now he is the proud papa
of a charming little baby girl, born on St. Patrick's day. So
you see he's plenty busy now. What with attending to his
daily duties at the theatre and rushing home between jumps
to see the Lang heiress, he's had his hands full.
With such a great event befalling you Eugene, you can bet
that you're excused from active participation in the Club's activities for a little while because we know that when you begin
to
step
out things
willextend
be going
"bigger andandbetter"
than ever. We
want to
our along
congratulations
wish
the young lady and yourself and wife all the happiness in the
world.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.
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William Evans Is
Now Located In
So. Norwalk, Conn.

Well, here's ii e w s. Bill
Evans, former manager of the
New Capitol Theatre in Danbury, Conn., is now knocking
them over for the Warner
outfit out in South
Norwalk,
Conn., at the Rialto Theatre.
While he was at the New Capitol we passed along some good
acct)unts of Bill's work, especially the radio gag he pulled in
connection with Rudy Vallee's picture, so we know that he is
wised up on the show selling game. We are unable to state

whether Bill's house is ideally located for good exploitation
at wc
thishave
timediscovered
but we don't
that it's wants
necessary
to his
findshows
out.
as
when feel
a showman
to sell
he can sell them no matter where he is located or what kind
of a local situation confronts him. In fact, we are proving it
with the "Problems" we are running.
So listen. Bill, knowing that you are capable of turning out
some good stuff we are looking forward to the things you and
your assistant are planning at your new house because there
should be some stuff in them that will prove of interest to your
fellow members and will no doubt be of the sort that can be
put to good use by them. We want to wish you lots of luck
at the Rialto and also want you to know that if you continue
the good work you did at the New Capitol you'll more than
put the house across.

Montague Salmon
Sold This Picture
In Showman Style

What probably caused more
comment than any other one

thing in Montague Salmon's
campaign on "The Vagabond
King" playing at the Rialto
Theatre, Macon, Ga., was the
displaying of an all-electric
fiag, which sure was a great gag.
The idea of the electric flag was to help emphasize the allcolor angle of the picture. One of the local electric companies
furnished the flag gratis — using 450 lamps and making a splendid replica of the American flag.
The flag was the talk of the town —
k *
and before the week was over, it is
1^
doubtful
if there was
anyone
who
*^
hadn't seen it.
.Among many other stunts in exploiting the picture, Salmon especially got excellent results on a telephone
gag thatticular
hadn't
used before:
in this Two
parmanner inbeen
Macon
girls called nearly every telephone subscriber in town. And if a man answered the phone, the girls would start
ofif, "Hello Bob, don't make any plans
for next Monday night. I want you
to take me to see The Vagabond King
at
the Rialto
.Andwould
if a girl
answered,
the Theatre."
conversation
be,
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Ik'if we are hack on the usher quesliftii. lUit.
h(»nestl>, boys, don't you think a little nioie caie
and
judfiment should he exercised?
There seems to he a mania with lots of manajj:ers to either overtrain or undertrain their ser\'hv staffs (belter known as usheis). Why not seek
the happx medium? I'a\ more attention t(» their
dress and ai)|)eaianee. .Are thex elean or shal)l)\
lookinj; when they v.u on duty? .\re they l)adl\ in
need of a haircut? Are their shoes shined every
day?
The idea of makinf; West Pointers out of them
has proven bad dope (except in New ^ Ork wheie
the "de luxers" still herd the customeis like cattle
for no j!:ood reason). It is far bettei' t(» make them
put on a sunny, smilinj; appearance than snappy
and short-tempered. rhe.\ should be liked and respected by the patrons. If they are, those standiny-room-only nights won't be nif^ht mares to you.
And as for your assistant: Have you ever adopted
the idea of puttinjr him into a tuxedo? It's (.jood
dope and makes a decided impression on the people
coming into the house, besides dressing up the
whole theatre by reason ol his floatinti around
looking after the aisle usheis and things in general.
Every one on your staff, from front doorman
and cashier right through to the doorman and
ushers, should radiate a cheery, pleasant atmosphere. It will hold more good-will than all the
overtrained army t>pe could ever hope for.
"Chick"
for one price. And special prizes were offered for the largest
families present. The first night a family of eighteen won the
award. The stunt was put on as a regular weekly feature at
the house and certainly boosted good-will. Another good-will
stunt was engineered with the local high schools. S^^ecial rebate tickets were printed and sold there. The tickets entitled
the students to listen to a special lecture on showmanship and
also participate in an inspection tour at the Capitol, as well
as seeing the show. They were taken around the various parts
of the theatre and shown the workings of the organ, the stage
contrivances, the heating plant, the cooling plant, the sound
equipment, projection machines and almost everything else.
When they left they were presented with pieces of film showing
the sound track and every student left the house feeling that

Another showman whose
name deserves to be listed

the Capitol couldn't be beat.
To bring in trade from the rural regions a special ticket was
included on the regular mailing list program which entitled the
holder to two tickets for the price of one. The gag did a lot
towards making new friends for the house and also jacked up
business a little. Another good one used by Odium is his
Capitol bulletin which is issued weekly to the various dealers
in town informing them of the comine attractions and showing them how they can benefit by book tie ups, shoe tie-ups.
and anything else that would be of value to both the theatre
and the merchant. This angle met with immediate favor with
the merchants of Wheeling and they had windows booked up
ahead for special displays.

along
with the
"honorables"
of publicity
fame
is G. B.
Odium, who handles the publicity for the Capitol Theatre
in Wheeling, W. Va., or, since
the Capitol is a million dollar or so house his title is director
of public relations.
One of his recent stunts to boost good-will for the house
consisted of starting a "Family Night" in which the entire
family, ma, pa and the kids, were entitled to view the show

On the picture "Sarah and Son." a special circular letter was
made up and sent to all the prominent women's clubs in the
town. The letter was printed in typewriter type on good quality paper and plugged the show from the woman angle. With
the box-oflice receipts showing the success of the idea.
Thanks "G. B." for giving us this dope on your activity, and
we hope that in the future we will have a lot more accounts
to nass along to your fellow members because they too like
to be kept posted on what the other fellow is doing to sell
his shows.

"Hello Sue, let's plan to see The V^agabond King next Monday night at the
Rialto Theatre. I wouldn't miss it for
the world."
And of course when people
on the other end of the line began to feel that they were the wrong party, the girls would
excuse themselves. But, the message about the picture was
gotten over in a nice way and no doubt helped to publicize it
greatly.

Capitol Theatre
In Wheeling W. Va.
Plugged By Odium
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To act as a daily reminder
to persons eating in various
restaurants and cafes, Ed. A.
Crane devised his own meal
checks for use in these establishments ;the checks carry~—
ing copy about "The Vagabond King" playing at the Florida Theatre, Daytona Beach, Fla.
The checks were headed at the top "Things to do today" and
then followed nine blank lines for the insertion of figures, etc.,
and the 10th line had copy reading, "Plan Now to See and
Hear Dennis King in The Vagabond King — Paramount's supreme achievement in technicolor."
The checks were used every day during the run of the picture and proved an excellent reminder to those who hadn't seen
th picture.
Crane also stepped out with plenty of decorations on tlie
theatre front, marquee and lobby as well as flying a banner
across the street in front of the theatre. Several e.xcellent cooperative window displays were also secured to help publicize
the picture.

Patrons Checked
In At Crane's B. O.
With This Stunt

And Now For Some
Low-Downs on Roy
Drachman's
Career
■

News

We are going to present
now a little dope on Roy
Drachmann's career in the
show business because we feel
that his brother members in
the Club are as interested as
we
in knowing
something

about him.
His father, Manny Drachmann, was one of the first exhibitors in the United States, having started over twenty nine
years ago in Tucson witli a large amusement park that contained all kinds of entertainment devices and featured all types

of
cock fights up. He also owned two of' the
firstattractions
theatres infrom
town.
Growing up in such a theatrical atmosphere it was a cinch
that Roy would never work in any other
kind of business. So after breaking in
about the age of six by handing out
programs, he rose in later years, to the
position of usher, and in the intervening years mixed this up by working as
doorman. Of course, all this was done
while he attended high school and the
University of Arizona. He left school
in 1926 and took over the management
of his father's two theatres, the Opera
House and the Rialto, doing all the buying and booking, which position he held
until the house sold out to its present
owners and Roy was retained as manager.
We have shown you many interesting accounts of his work
in the past and most everyone knows that he is a very active
showman.
Just to give you a couple of more lines on him we
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are reproducing a group of photos wiiich show some of his
work. The little "No Parking" card in the upper left photo was
used in conjunction with "Song of the West" but as you will
notice it can be used on any picture. The card was placed
near all hydrants or any other place where traffic was ruled
off. The rest of the photos show some of the excellent art
work his artist Wm. \'an Dycke turns out. And in the lower
right is a photo of an electrically lighted beaverboard "flash."
And now that we've given you all we know concerning Roy
we'll have to let his future work speak for itself. So, let's start
shouting Roy and we'll record the echoes on these pages.
You'll find a lot of real active showmen on the Fox
Met. Chain of theatres and
one of these live-wires is David Silverman, manager of the
Belmont Theatre in the
Bronx, N. Y. C.

David Silverman
Made A Valuable
Tie-Up With Band

In connection with his recent showing of "General Crack"
Silverman promoted a tie-up that proved of value to the theatre. He invited the Bronx County American Legion Drum
and Bugle Corps to the theatre as his guests. The entire band
turned out, uniformed, in full force and paraded to the theatre
under the directions of Drum Major Arthur Roane. And they
made such a ballyhoo that the police reserves had to be called
to keep the crowds in front of the theatre orderly.
The band, after parading through the streets, stopped in front
of the theatre and played several numbers to the dehght of the
crowd. They then went into the house to witness the show
and before leaving played a number as a prologue to the last
feature. In addition to the band, various legion officials were
also present as guests.
The newspapers gave the story a big play in their pages and
Silverman secured some very valuable publicity from the
Bronx Section of the Evening Journal as well as the local
Bronx papers. It is almost unnecessary for us to say that this
stunt did a lot towards selling the picture for it speaks for itself. With such showmanship being displayed up aroupd the
Bronx we hope that Silverman will keep us in touch with the
rest of his activities in the future.
What say Dave?

THE ''ALL FOR ONE AND
FOR ALL'' SPIRIT!

HAROLD

KOPPLIN

ONE

Says:

". . . You know, after all, one man can only have
an idea — but it takes a heck of a lot of heads and
. Don't you think
it over.
to put
hands
that inand
thework
Round
Table
Club. .pages, instead of
saying what a great guy Harold Kopplin or John
Jones is, you could say, "Gee! He must have a
Manager,
great gang." . . . ?
Capitol Theatre,
Miami, Fla.
Ed. Note:
The Managers' Round Table Club was founded, not to
l)oost showmen to the skies, hut to boost their work whenever it merits it. .As the theatre manager is the brains behind
the organization, it is only fitting and proper tliat /lis name
be mentioned in connection with liis "ideas." The intercltanging of such "ideas" has become the by-word of sfiowmen
today. When they want something new, tliey trade in the
"old idea" and reach for a MPNews instead of a wlieeze.
"We are not here, boys, to praise Caesar, nor are we here
to bury fiim." We are here to laud Caesar's work, tlie one
thing really deserving of praise, for "actions speak louder
tlian words." So, please fellers, don't develop the impression
that weby are
painting
him. We'reofnot.
It's the
done
Caesar
thatpictures
is trulyof deserving
praise.
DO work
WE
ALL AGREE?
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So many ace showmen all
over the world have been
turning in single and double
truck ads that we wondered
whether any limit would ever
be reached in their originality.
It seems that whenever a picture calls for a big spread some hustler steps out and grabs
off a couple of pages of space in a newspaper.
This douljlc truck
we arc showing
\ (jii is the work
oi

Another Exploiteer
To Enroll In Club
Is Emanuel Weisner

I'.nianuel P. Weisner, exploitation man for the Circuit Theatres
Inc . in '^lilw^ukee, Wisconsin
of any
sliowman. and Inis certainly
order to worthy
insure the
ad
bein;:; thor(ni.u;hly read. Weisner injected a little novelty into it in the form of
a license numher
contest.
All of the
ads carry the car number of some resi(lent of the town.
A note on top of
the page announces
the stunt and informs the patrons that free tickets will
l)e awarded.
Nearly every prominent
merchant
in
the neighborhood
of the theatre was
represented in the ad and it is a safe
thing to say that it sold because, if we
"
may
swipe
a line from
some
place
"Such showmanship must be deserved."
We want to thank Weisner for shooting this double truck
s^^^^^^HHj^HBai
lj||B^^H^^^H|^|
'^^^^^^^^r^B
^^^^^^^^
M
^^^^V
^
^^Jr
>|r*

>?

along to us, and at this time we'd like to announce that if you
have used a single page co-operative ad or perhaps a double
page, and you've injected some novelty angles into it, then
shoot it in to us so that we can pass it along to the rest of
the Club. With summer on the way, we believe the showmen
in the Club will be turnins; out some very novel ads of this
sort and we want to look them over.

Georg. Ariu.
.. **The Grccn Goddess*^ at The Rex
A 4 Day Engagemrai Tomorrow - FREE TickeU lor 100 Lucky Pcoplt!

Theatre

Opening

II .....or. -• uiiiMc wu

A' c w s

; g,g gih^, store ||'■

CLUD

M/O/i'A lil.KSSKI) TO (ilVE
Summrrtimitlif opprissiic

I'taplf
livnt

lohhy
and
irnfr/i
flour
Cool display prorlninm
And crrn

Hirrltrrini/
on llir slrrrlH
in
Yiiu xland in thi- cool of //owr

"Tnrntq
Dtf/rreH
Cooli r Innidf,"
You're happy
huninniH
in a Utile cool,You're
too,

l/ioufjii

you're
not bothered
'A//*' xents
are empty
hut you
don't care
It's not your fault if the patrons want
to
I/O doirn to the lieucli
Thai's to he expected
It's llie breaks of the business
Even you're kid trade
has fallen
off
The
kids
are at the "of suiininin'
hole."
Or perhaps they are out in the country, enjoyini/ the cool f/reen of the shaded meadows
f.ucky kids,
those
youiK/sters
//(;/ lion
about
the less forliiniitt
ones ?
You

never

thuuyht

of

tliat.

did

you?

\o

need

to

npolof/ize
Its human
You'll
i/enerally
find
that uhen a person feels contented he never yives a thoui/ht
to anyone else
[s ire said, it's human.
Listen.
^yhy
don't
you
give a thouyht
towards
the othir
bunch of kias in your community, toirn or city?
The
kids who live in those squalid, paint blistered, "ninefamiliesin-one"
shacks
down
by the railroad
tracks,
or nlony
the
river front
They've never been to the country. .....
Summer to them is the time when
they suffer. .....
But
then, so is winter
Poor kids— they're always suffer'"fJ
Christmas
means
Santy Claus
to tliem
Hut Santa is only a name
\nd summer means heal.
f/cfif flint tortures
their
little bodies as they
roll
around on a straw-filled mattress, trying to sleep at night.
. . . . . It's not .so bad in the day. .....
They can find a
little relief in the alley someplace
1 smelly, filthy

alley— hut still cool
\ol a
.....
It's tlie truth:
tfirough Hut
it
Uayhe you think
^ "" finnd in a cool theatre

beautiful picture ' is it '
YOl
wouldn't
to go
of this
once inlikea while.

and .say, "Hoy, it's hot—

pity anybody
Do Sometlii
on tlie
ng streets
.About today."
It I !

" Don't pity litem '

Tlie grown-ups
don't
need
your
lielp, but
those
kids do.
'a ■■■*'"'^'' " ''«' "tguiries
Investigate
You'll
find that you can help a wliole lot
" ln.stead of letting
tliose empty
seats
in your
lioiise go to waste,
invite
those
7,'"'*
A'"" " free sliow for tliem
)/„„„
tfiem "]
„/
have, per/iaps
, rarely .seen a movie. . .
f;ire them
responsible for the future welfare of
thos

lJi7

-M • V • • a »T'''""'V ""'"'■^ ''^ '''" *"'" '/'"' V"« icere

nation in tlie world. . . .. : Vh^n '^o;rhZ,w7u:^;:
::/rZ
togeth
erwasfe''''
andJ supply
rZ
'"" some
-"""-"■""'•
-''y
1^ the
i!L /,
■ ■'"""
■■ you
■ '■';
Proposition
your cream,
local
dealers
to sells
aet
with
ice
candy
Letties
anything you can get your hands on
i^I .

Now that you've been represented on our pages Emanuel,
don't remain a stranger to us, but keep us posted on what you
are doing to put the Circuit Theatre's houses over the top, and
just as a tip, we'd like you to know that we've got some crackerjack exploitation men on our rolls and it will take some fast
but we've got an idea you can
stepping to keep up with them
Are we right?
do it. What do you say?
Every once in a while we
over our fast growing
M. Meriweather Is look
file of members and sort of
up on their activity. So
Securing Lots Of check
when we came across Miller
Good-Will In Town
Meriweather's
name
we
—
started to wonder
what
had
happened to him. but, fortunately, the very next day we secured
some dope on him.
He has been very busily engaged handling the Concord and
Roxic Theatres in Concord, N. C, and his activity had prevented him, up to the time of our news, from letting us know
what he was doing. Since we were aware of the fine work he
had done when he handled the Lexington Theatre in Le.xington,
X. C, we could hardly understand the delay.

it every time

uou can' >

if,

r

° ""

with money,
able to pay your admLZn^e "" 'is
gouiJl
'^'"1
""'""'
'•"PP""'-'^'^ reall^/m'yoiirsiiowma^^Z:'
payiZZ
Hut the poor kids can't do that
iouve got to give it to them
Let them
visit llini
movie hou.se they've walked by .so often
and looked at so
longingly, with its glittering, shining front, and with awefilled eyes surveyed
the imposing
looking doorman
with his
brass buttons
Open your heart.'
You'll never
regret
it
\nd when
you
listen
to that
chorus
of
laughs, and Anhhs and OO's and dees coming from the happy,
contented younqsters, uhose e.xperience here is going to help
tliem through the heat-tilled nights of summer, then if your
eyes don't

fill with tears

you

should

go see a doctor.

Meriweather gives us a little hint that he is lining something
up that will be of value to his brother members and in the very
near future will shoot us something on it. One of his activities
now is the special benefit shows he puts on for all civic organizations in the town, and we understand, the little novelties he
injects into the programs have gotten him a lot of good will.
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Nearly every theatre comes
in for a good publicity break
on a house opening by asking
that the name for it be selected by residents of the town or
city wherein the house is located, but it remained
for a
in Dover, Del., to make a state-wide affair

News

May

Shindler & Weaver
Secured Loads Of
Publicity On This

"—
couple of showmen
out of it.
Twelve newspapers were used to carry the announcement
to the public that the one submitting a name for the new theatre which would meet with the approval of the contest judges
would be awarded a cash prize. As was anticipated a large
number of "Capitals" and "Capitols" was received but "Capital"
was the name chosen. In order to avoid any dissension on
the part of any of the contestants a plan was put into effect
whereby whenever a "Capital" was submitted it was numbered
in the order of its receipt.
The lowest number won.
The award was made on the stage of the theatre by the local
Mayor, with the management inviting as guests all the contestants who had submitted the "Capital" name. The contest
lasted six weeks and many names were sent in. The schools
were tied in on the contest and special blanks were given to the
children. To secure good-will for the house, a board of judges
was recruited which was composed of three representative
business men and a representative of the theatre.
A good follow-up on the publicity was obtained by a discussion that started concerning the proper spelling of the word,
since most theatres used "Capitol." After a couple of days of
newspaper stories, it was finally decided upon that "Capital"
would remain that way because of the fact that the dictionary
defined it as "of first rank or importance" and because a couple
of showmen handled the campaign and the house they felt that
the name fit perfectly.
Another good-will stunt that netted the house some profitable publicity was a special demonstration and inspection of
the sound equipment which was given to the heads of all the
civic organizations, the local teachers, school principals, superintendents of public schools, pastors and city officials with a
radius of thirty miles.
The sound equipment company cooperated by furnishing several reels showing the recording and reproduction of sound,
together with a representative of the company who lectured
on the film, and explained the equipment. After the showing
the guests were divided into two groups, in charge of guides,
and taken backstage to inspect the screen and horns. From
there they went up to the booth and watched film being run
through the machines so that they could see clearly the actual
workings of the equipment.
They were all very enthusiastic about the show and probably
went back and told everybody they came in contact with about

CLUB
EMBLEM
PIN

NOVELTY

10,

1930

SOUVENIRS

Make friends with your patrons
New profits in your box office receipts.
Give as
kiddies
"Brazel
Novelties"
and . win
tlifin
Boosters
for your
show house
. .
inexpensive attractive novelties serve as real
LlU^lness getters always,
wrue
tor our free Booklet.
Showing
1. 001 Kinds.

RRA7FI
DlVrttCL

NOVFI TY MFC
fO
HUTLLl I HirU. WU.

^J."^ •*'""?
Cincinnati.

the tour and in that manner gave the house some very valuable
publicity that ultimated up at the ticket window with the
listener laying down his dough. We want to thank Benjamin
Shindler, the manager, and G. Park Weaver, his assistant, for
passing this along to us and also reveal that they are the men
across. Let's hear more coninstrumental in putting the stuntsdoing
to sell your shows down
cerning what you showmen are
there Mr. Shindler, so that we can pass it along.

O. G. Finley Used
A Stunt That Was
Good Biz. Builder

O. G. Finley got the cooperation of eight merchants
on a stunt that greatly publicized "Happy Days" playing
at the Victory Theatre, Tam-

A three-quarter co-operative
Fla.
page of the merchants and theatre pa,announced
details of the
contest in a streamer across the top of this section.
In the windows of the merchants listed on the co-operative
page were pictures of some of the most popular motion picture
stars of the day. A ballot was furnished by the Victory theatre or any one of the eight merchants to be filled out by the
contestants.
The rules further stated that opposite the merchant's name
on the ballot, fill in the name of the star whose picture you find
on display in that merchant's window and deposit the ballot
completely filled out in the "Happy Day" contest ballot box
in the lobby of the Victory Theatre.
Four prizes ranging frorn a month's pass to a week's pass
for two people we.re awarded to the winners.
The stunt created an unusual amount of interest as was
evidenced by the number of answers submitted. And the stunt
also caused plenty of talk for the picture's box office success,
too.
This was nice work on Finley's part, and it seems to be more
than a coincidence that each succeeding report of the Publix
managers in Florida adds to our already high estimation of
their ability. Incidentally, "O. G.," you might tell Wally Allen
we are still waiting for that photo of himself in a bathing suit
and we promise not to use it as a "Lobby Laff."

Use This Blank:

f?f

Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name of Member

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A

Theatre

MEMBER

Address

OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
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Three Musketeers
Of Chillicothe, O.
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A sixteenth anniversary is
certainly something to be
proud of. Or at least that's
the impression we gather from
the corking way the famous
"Three Musketeers" of the
Majestic Theatre in Chilli-

Hj 1. !■. W. ACKRRY,
\ aiKDiivtT, 1$. C, Canada
Did you ever liavc the feeling that new!>i>a|jcr and bill j<
board advertising, e.xtelleiit though it is, and not to be desposen.
yet sonieiiow asked that human quality, which try as you will,
does not contain the right note oi appeal? liavc you ever read
a play, and then seen it acted on the stage by capable actors.
W'liat a difference I The players clothe the almost dead words
with lil'c and movement, with |>athos and tears, with laughter and
humor.
Well, that was the way I felt aJKjut arlvertising I I felt it
needed the human touch, and even if 1 myself had to be that
human touch, it would be better than nothing. So 1 made a start
on radio announcements. I made a few tentative try-outs, and
then started in seriously when 1 booked Warner llros. "<jol(l
I tirst of
tied up with four music dealers, and procured from
Diggers
of all
Uroadway."
them various records, vocal and instrumental, of the songs and
music of the play. Then from 12 to 12.30 each day I gave a
personal broadcast. I told, in interesting style, something about
the play and the players, the fact that it was an all-c<jlor production, and other little items which were calculated to interest
my listeners, and arouse their curiosity about the picture. This
talk was suitably interspersed with nmsic, and naturally there was
more music than talk. What I did say I carefully rehearsed, so
as to i«ck the greatest possible amount of information into short
snappy sentences.
I did this for the whole week preceding the running of the picture, and in addition to my own talk at noon, also arranged for
talk.s to be made during the day from three other stations in Vancouver. This was continued during the week the picture was
being shown at the Dominion theatre.
The results soon started to show. I had a number of letters
from my audience of unseen and unknown listeners, many oi
them congratulating me on the new form of theatre advertising,
and telling of their enjoyment of the music. Many of them intimated they would now have to come and see the picture. The
week at the box office also showed results, and I had more than
a high percentage week, and I largely attribute the results to my
radio advertising, and I may say the cost was almost ridiculously
small.
"
I have also used theV radio, and am continuing to do so, for a
wiioopee hour every Saturday night from 12 to 1. For this I
use local talent, and with an occasional announcement about the
Dominion theatre regarding current and coming attractions, that
whoopee hour has become quite popular, considering the competition. Ihave received far more letters regarding it than ever I
^^ and all of them have been kind enough in their
expected to do,
expressions to encourage me to continue my efforts in this direction.
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In the ones we are showing you can see the special "dedication" page, also the page run by the theatre. One of the other
pages will give you an idea of the ad paid for by one of the
largest representative electric companies in the southern part
of the state. This page is typical of the congratulatory ones
run by some of the largest organizations, while the other pages
will give you an idea of how everybody engaged in business
in the town was anxious to hand the "Three Musketeers" a
compliment. So complete a campaign it had never been the
town's pleasure to witness before and they certainly sat up and
took notice when this special edition came off the press.
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I use a slogan, "If it's at the Dominion, it must be good."
This is used constantly, so that listeners soon begin to associate
the whoopee hour with the Dominion theatre, and I feel sure it
is helping the business of the house, no doubt helping to tighten
up the slack in the box office returns, which might otherwise
remain slack and perhaps get slacker.
I hope my ideas for this sort of thing maj' be of use for other
managers, and of course, the idea can always be varied and used
in various forms.
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cothe, Ohio, sold the gala event.
Ducky, Mike and ( iroonio. tlic famous trio, in reality the
Myers Brothers and Grcenbaum, set to work and what they
(lid was nobody's business. They secured a special si.xtcen
page section of one of the leading dailies, the "Scioto Gazette,"
which was devoted entirely to the theatre and contained messages of congratulations from every dealer in the town. And
to give you an idea of what these pages looked like we are reproducing a couple of them.
<riji' $rioto lila-.dli'.
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The paper, though, was only one phase oi the activities of
this showmanlike trio. The entire street leading to the theatre
was arrayed with pennants and flooded with electric lights.
Anyone turning the corner and coming onto the scene would
think that a mardi gras was in session. Thousands of electric
lights were called into play and at night the street was as
brilliantly lighted as the noon day hour.
Souvenirs, bearing the inscription "16th Anniversary, Majestic Theatre, 'See Em' Where You Hear 'Em Best'," were dis-

tributed throughout the town in the form of pencils for the
men, vanities for the ladies and balloons for the children.
And to top off the campaign some of the finest pictures of the
year were shown at the house.
Of course, the trio covered almost every other possible
angle but if we were to set them down here in detail we are
afraid that we'd be devoting a "special edition" to them too.
So, we've tried to give you a general idea of the highlights of
tiieir work and endeavored to show you what a bunch of real
.showmen can do when they set out to put anything across.
Just as a personal answer to Duckie's query as to whether
Gus Sun is going to resume his Cedar Point outings this year,
we want to tell him at this time that we're totally in the dark
because from the gang of vaudevillians hanging around the
Palace in New York here, waiting for time, it looks as though
for a "time" the outing is "out." Incidentally. Ducky, somebody told us that you once played the vaude hoofer who became famous by applying at the radio station for the "Eastern
Standard Time," at forty per.
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MANACtri'

EVERYBODY'S
DOING
IT—!
WHY
NOT
YOU— 2
JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank
APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGERS'
729

ROUND

"
CLUBYork
TABLE
Ave., New

Seventh

I hereby
apply
the Club.

for

City

menribership

in

News

Theatre
Address
City
State
Position
Chick Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

May

10,

1930

POUND TACLt CLLD
MORE NEW MEMBERS!

BEN B. FRIEDMAN is the manager of
the Fortway Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and if we remember arightly Bep was presented a number of times on our Met
Activities, pages and it seems to us that he
did some corking work in connection with a
recent Promotion Month. And for that
reason Ben, how about promoting a couole
of stamps and some paper and letting us in
on your work, because we know that your
brother managers on the circuit would like
to hear about you too.
Wear
Your
Club Phi!
! !
RUDOLPH
STRAVITZ manager the
Empire Theatre in Rahway, N. J. We have
many fine showmen located right across the
river from us and it's safe to say that
Stravitz is right in line with the very actjve
ones. So listen Rudolph, why don't you
shoot us in a photo of yourself and also a
line or two setting forth your work and your
career in show business to date.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
AL UNGER hardly needs an introduction
of this sort since he has already appeared on
our pages. But to those new members who are
unacquainted with Al we'd like them to
know that he is the manager of the Fulton
Theatre in Jersey City, N. J. Since everybody must sooner or later crash the Club by
going through these portals we felt that it
was about time for Al to be represented
here. So now let's have some more of your
showmanlike work Al, because we're always
interested in hearing from you.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
RICHARD REDING is the ass't manager of the Robin Theatre in Warren, Ohio,
and comes to the Club nominated by Chuck
Copperman. We are a little late in presenting Richard on these pages but we are
sure that in view of the many applications
we receive daily he will excuse us and send
in a photo of himself and a little dope concerning himself so that we can present him
more properly.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
JOSEPH LUNTZ is one of our very
active contributors. Joe handles the Valley
Stream Theatre in Valley Stream, L. I., and
since he has been at that house, the Club
pages have carried a number of accounts of
liis work. In fact, so many that he is
already known to a large number of his
fellow showmen. This little paragraph is
really not necessary to introduce him, but
then Joe, you know we can't break an iron
clad ruling. So here you are.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !— —
R. C. GLASMANN manages the Orpheum
Theatre in Ogden, Utah, for the Publix outfit and since we know a good many showmen in Utah and especially around Salt
Lake City and Ogden we feel that Glasmann should turn out some nice work. So

Name

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

Picture

what do you say "R. C.,"^ how about letting
us in on what you are doing to sell your
shows at the Orpheum.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
W. F. BROCK is the manager of the
Tennessee Theatre in Nashville, Tenn. He
has been represented on our pages before
and though we are a bit late in presenting
this little informal "intro" we know that
considering the press of affairs at headquarters he will pardon our oversight. We want
to thank "W. F." for the interest he is
taking in the Club and also state that we
are very glad to pass along the fine stunts
he engineers.

JOSEPH L. CAUDELL is the manager
of the Richmond Theatre in Rockingham,
N. C. The Richmond is a pretty little four
hundred and fifty seat house and it is our
guess that Caudell thinks a lot of it and
does many things to boost it up in the town.
Are we right, Joseph? If we are, why not
give us a little dope on yourself and your
work.
•
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
RAY M. HENDRY manages the Capitol
Theatre in Salt Lake City, Utah, and with
such a big quota of showmen out there in
Lftah it appears to us as though we are
going to pass along some treats to the rest
of the Club. For no doubt Ray wants to
keep right in line with the rest of the showmen out there. Isn't it so Ray? And when
you send in your contribution don't forget
your photo.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
J. C. CARPENTER
is the manager of
the Park Theatre in CobleskiU, N. Y. Carpenter has been in the show game for some
time now and we know that he is certainly
working hard to put the house across up in
his
the woods.
And lister
"J. C.,"
the neck
rest ofof your
fellow members
would
like
to know how you are progressing. So don't
keep us in the dark concerning your activities but sit down and drop us a couple of
pages once in a while.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
M. T. VARNELLE is the manager of the
Capitol Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., and is
another showman to be added to our rapidly
swelling roll of live-wires from this district.
With so many of your brother managers on
the Fox Met chain lining up in the Club
"M. T." we've got an idea that competition
is going to be pretty strong and we hope to
find you right out in front.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
CLEMENT PERRY manages the Marcy
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y., for the Fox
Met chain of houses. There's been some
good examples of work displayed around
the Marcy in the past and from what we
have been hearing at Club headquarters it is
continuing to be displayed. Keep us posted
on what you are doing Clement so that we
can let the rest of the world in on any new
stunt that is pulled at your house.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
IRVING LEFF is the manager of the
Ambassador Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y.,
and comes to the Club proposerd by Lou
Smith. Seeing that Lou is sponser for Lef?
that is about all the recommendation we
need concerning his ability. However,
Irving, we would like to pass along your
picture and a little dope concerning yourself. So when you give us news of your
show

merchandising

don't forget our request. '

Photos of Members!
THE
Club is anxious to publish
photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.
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RELEASE

Productions are listed accordinf/ to the names of
a short-cut toirard such information as he may
coming. Features which are finished or are in
assigned,
are listed in "Coming
Attractions."

CHART

dislritnitors in order that llie exhibitor niatj have
need, as uell as information on pictures that are
work, but to which release dates have not been
Running times on features and shorts are being

May
Maf

added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
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1, 1, 'X,

Apr

AMKINO

IS

FEATURES
Langth
Mar.
Rel. DataH..
Feet
Mini.
Id..
. Jan.
.65.
4. . ..6800.
..5100 . .75.
Jan.
..7000
..May
Jan.
7h..
.78.
2
.6000
67.
6800

Tltl«
. Special
Cait
star
.Nikolai
Saltykov
. Nltkln-Samenava
. Tchekhov-Mallnovikaya

Chlni
ExpreM
Demon
of tha 8t«PP«*
Frigmtnt of an Emplrt...
Mnn
t;.tn>
ihn
Restaurant.
Old and
Now

.

.Mar.
Revlawrd11
.Fab.
.May
.Jan.

i
10

Coming Attractions
Title
Jimmy
HIgglns
Kain
and
Artem
Living
Corpse.
The
Soil
Spring
Storm
Over Asia
Transport
o( Fire
Tungas
Khenlchar
Turkslb

Star
A. Buchma
E. Gall-N.
SIraonov
W.
Pudovin
S. Svazhcnko
Educational
V.
Inklzhlnov
G. Kuznetsov
Educational
Educational

Title

soitnd-on-fitm

and

FEATURES

sound -on-disc *

Star

•tlAraund
the Carnar
jGuilty? (A. T.)...
•Kladies of Leisure (A. T.)..
•tf Melody Man. The (A. T.)..
•t§Murder
on the Root
(A. T.)
•t^Perionallty
(A. T.)
'tSVengeance
(A. T.)

Rel

Sidney'Apr
Holland-Murray
Valli
Mar.
Stanwyck-Gravei-Sherman ..Apr.
Collier. Jr.-Day-St.
Polls
...Jan.
Rfvler. Livingston
Jan.
Starr- Arthur
Fab.
Holt-Revler-Stranga
Feb.

Length
Data
Feet
26 . ..6356.
..6371.
..9277.
..6386 .
2,i..
19..
5.. ..5400 .
3.
18.. ..6304 .
22.. .6160.

Coming Attractions
Title
•t§Call of the West
(A. T.)
►tJFor
the Lave
»1 Lll
■ftHell'i
leland
*TiJaz2
Daughter*
•tILadlee
Mutt
Play
•tfLast of the Lone Welt (A. T.).
•tIParli
NIghti
•tJPrlnce of Diamond
•fSRaln or Shine
(A. T.)
•tlRoyal
Romance.
A (A. T.) ...
•fsRoad
to Broadway.
The
•tSSIsters
(A.
T.)
•1§Soldiers
and
Women
(A.
T.)
'tiSquealer.
The
•♦SSweotheartt
a*
Rand*
•tSTemptatloB

Star
Revier-Matt

Mini.
.71. ..May
Reviewed3
...71. ..Apr. 12
.103. ..Apr.
19
Feb.
IS
1
..71.. .Feb.
..60..
.Mar.
1
..98. ..Mar.
1

7n
Rel. Date

Length

MIns.

Reviewed

...
Wilson- Gray- Percy

SHORTS

(Available soimd-on-film

Rel.
. Feb.
. Mar.
. Jan.
. Feb.
. Mar.
. Jan.
.Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

Data

Length
13... .. II reel
13...
reel
2... . I reel
12. .. . I reel ....
27... .1 reel
29... .1 real

12.
26.
24
27.
26
30.
23
15
16

.1
..I
.I
.I
.I
. II

real....
real
real
reel. . . .
reel ....
reel.
reel. . . .

I reel.
I
1
I
I

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

.Feb.

«..

Jan.

..«<.

n.

Ral. Oat*
Juna
I..
2.
Juna
22..

■

Da«.
Mar.
May
Apr.
.Apr.
F.b

I*

.Jan.
Dee.

103
li
2D5

.May
Ja*.
Apr.
.Apr.

•.1
»
3

63.
Ravlavad

.5672...

II

Jr

21
2«

Nagel-Claire
. DoveFairbanks.
Jr.
.Dove- Raitibone-Thempsaa
. Nagel-Young
. Young-Mulhall
Doug
Falrbanki,
Jr
Blllle
Dove
Alice
White
Brown-Cialre-Whltlna
. Lee-Blackmer
. Alic*
While

all releases

..
,
May
June

25
IS

7003.
,
,
,

FILMS
sound-on-film

and

tound-on-dite )

and

,-ltla
Star
•t§Born
Reckless
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
•tSBy
the Way.
Bill (A.T.)
Will
Rogers
•♦ICommon
Clay
(A.T.)
*t§Connectlcut
Yankee
In
Klag
Arthurs
Court
(AT.)

.Fab.
.Fab.

sound-on-dise
Ral.
Apr.
...Feb.
Mar.
f'b.
Feb.
Mar.
Ian.
Apr.

Burke-Beeba
BecbePollard
Goodwin-Crane
Terry. Toon
Terrv-Tnon
Hagan-Dlegel
Hodge-Podge
Dover-MePhall-Peck
Lambert-Colllns-McPhall
Lloyd
Hamiltan
Terry-Toons
Beobe- Duryea-Carewe
Terry-Toon
, .,

Mar.
Apr.
Ja>.
May
Apr.
Mar.
Fab.
r.h.
...May
Mar.
Mar.
May
Apr.

Boley-Collins

May

Clyde-Bevan-MePhail
' '«.
Terry-Toon
Mar.
Clyda-GrlbboBs
Feb.
Raymond
McKaa
Mar.
Lambert-St.
Johr-MePhall. . . Apr.

FIRST NATIONAL
sound-on-disc

Data

27..
23..

2...
9. .
23...
26..
30..
II..
27..
23..
13
4
12..
A
16..
'9 .
•I..
IS..

Feat.
Langth
Reviewed
MIns.
. . ifino. ...IB. .Feb. 22
1480. ..16..
22
.1838.. ..20..
.Feb
.Feb.
1480.
Feb. 22
1 reel . ....7.
12
.1840. ..16..
12
. Ifinn. ...20. .Apr.
II
22
26
.1686. ...19.
.jKn.
.1573.
.Apr.
•^-h.
...17.
..IR.
..1895.
.1976. ...21. .Apr. 26
.1528 ...22.
...17.
..Jan.
. 1 reel
Apr.
26
1 raal.
..2002. ...22. .Apr. 22
. 1 real.
.Feb.
1
..1565. ...17. .May

......

10
16..
K
.Mar 7K5
94.. ..1642. ...18.
.Apr.
..1891
26
20... 1 reel. ...21
.-.8.
J
1 r^'l
..22.. .Apr.
23...
.Jan.
1 raal.
1
16
.21..
.1932.
.1527.
.Mar. 29
It
5
20.. ..1661. ...20.
..17. ..Apr.
.Ffh.
196"

.

only)

FEATURES
Jtar
Barthelmess- Fairbanks.
Dorothy
Mackalll

Jr..

Rel. Data
July 20..
May II..

fMeanit sound effects.
P.T. means
.All-Talker.

Lenoth
Faat..Mins.

Rel. Data
. Mint.
83
FeetLength
May
23
. . .7450
Feb.
25...
Jan.
12.. .6200.. . 69
.6700..
Feb.
16.. .6171. .
Mar.
30.. .5800.. .64.
69.
Apr.
20... .5800..
Mar.
16..
. .74.
Mar.
2.. .6552
.7526.. . ..73.
.6295 . ..84.
Jan.
19...
..64.
..70.
M«2.. . .75.
. Mar. 30... .6750..
.. Feb. 2... .atHO.. ..6«.
l"iie)
..Fab.
9... .7774..
..Mar. 23...
.. Jan. 6-6600..
.. Ian.
May 26..
18.. .6888..
..
..Mar. 9.. .7400..
Apr. I. 13...
Feb
1930
Apr.

Reviewed

2Q

•tjFatal
Wedding. Folliat
The (A.T.)
Fo«e-Churchlll
•teFo
Movietone
af 1930
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
•f^Cirl
Downstairs
(F 4 D).
0' Brien- Moran
*t;6irt
Who
Wasn't
Wanted
(A.T )
O'Brien-Chanfllef
•t§Good
Intentions
(A.T.)
Lowe -Church ill
•t§lf
I was
Alona
With
You
(A.T.)
Gaynar-Farrall
•tSLIIIom
(A.T.)
Janet
Gaynor
•t5Mad
8ln»er. The (AT.)
•t«One
Mad
Kiss
(AT)
Den
Jata Mallea
•tloregon Trail. The
(A.T.)
•tIPIaymates
(AT.)
Gaynor- Farrell
•♦§Sea
The
•;*<;nlld Wolf.
Gold Article.
The (A.T.)
•l5Sono
0' My
Heart
'AT.)...
•t5So This
ii London
(A.T.)
•'SVrrv
Practical
Jok*.
A »A.T.)
•tSWhIte
Flame
Th»
'4 T \
••§Women
Everywhere
( A.T.) ...

June

PHOTOPLAY

May
.Mar.

ID
I

Review* ■<

..Dec
7
..Apr.
19
Feb. 29
22
..Mar.
.Mar. 29
Mar.
..Jan.

18e

Jaa.

25

.Dec.
Jan.

14
IB

.J(>.

4

..82
Apr. 26

20...
.'.'76'
O't*
length
6 ...7400
.8258

„
May

.84.

John
Mteorniack
Will
Rogrrs
McKenna-Harrlngtan
Paul
Pane
Murray ■ Oor<ay. K MLrrd

INTERNATIONAL

..72.
..86.
.62.

5200
.6442.. .71.

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel

.Mar.

SHORTS

Star
Lambert-McPhail
Lambert- Kelsey-Garvin
Pollard-Clyda-Baebe
Hamllton-Hiatt
Terry-Toons
Holmes-Boltofi
McKeeSmalley
Lloyd
Hamilton

'Means synchronized score.

.68.
.69
.6200. .67
.9108
. .101 .
..6218
.69.
.6003.
. 68.
..5SO0.
5. ..9277. .103
80.
20
8 . ..7213
92
8344
.
6
.72 .
.6501
.71.
..63M..
..M32
Laaitk

Mar.
Apr.
May
Apr.
Mar.

Star
nti*
. Ba«ter-Marls
•tSArizona
Kid. The (A.T.)
Lee-Carol- Albertson
•tSBig
Party.
The (A.l.i.
.
. Terrls-Murray
SfCamao
KIrby
(A.T.)
. Farrell- Duncan
•t§Clty
Girl
(P.T.)
. Bennett- Mac Kenna
•t§Crazy That Way
(A. T.)
*t§Double
Cross Roads (A. T.). . Ames- Lee
•tSGolden
Calf
(A.T.)
. Carol-Mulhall-Brendal
.Special
east
•fSHappy
Days
(A.T.)
•t§Harmony
at Home
(A.T.)...
Collier.
Sr.-ChurcJillt
•t§Hlgh
Society
Blues
(A.T.).. .Wagstaff-Lana
Gaynor- Farrell
•tSLefs
Go
Plaeas
(A.T.)
•t§Lone
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)
.
George
O'Brien
*t§Men
Without Womea
(A. T.) .. McKenna-MacDeaald
Victor
McLaolcn
•f§On
the Level
(AT.)
.O'Brien-Chandler
•t^Rough
Romance
(A.T.)
•♦§Sky
Hawk
(AT.)
. Garrlck-Chandler
•t§Such Men Are(Reviewed
Dangerous under
(A.T. 1 Batter-Owen
title of "Maik
of Lore " In
•tSTemple
Tower
(A.T.)
.. McKenna-Oay
. Dresser- Patricola
•t§3 Sistara (A.T.)

O'Day-O'Nell

SOUND

Title
•t5D»wn
Patrol.
The
(A.T.)...
•tlFllrtlng
WIdaw
(A.T.)

. 6J36
..8IM.
..5979.

FEATURES

Ian
Kelth-Prlngle
Joe
Cook
Collier-Starke

(Available

(.

I.
I'i
16
.
19..
12.
13.

70

Hardlng-Rennia
Lorelta
Young
Fred
Kohler
Claire- PIdgeen

FOX
(After August

EDUCATIONAL
Title

Blllle
Dova
Young- Fairbanks.

Moore

Title
star
. . Disney
Cartoon
. . . .
•lAutimin
. . Disney
Cartoon
. . . .
•tCannlbal
Caperi
. . Krazy
Kat
Kartoon.
•tCat's
Meow.
The
.
.
Fay
Marbe
*t§Continental
Evening,
A
..Krazy
Kat
Kartoon.
•t Desert
Sunk
. . Clark & Bergman.. .
•»§0o
It Now
*t§Hawailans
•t§Llt1le
Friend of All World
•tiMarionettes
Tony Sarg
•»1ld
Flame.
An
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
•T§Radla-Tors
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
•tSlow
Beau
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
*T§Spookeasy
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
•tlSpIke
Speaks
Frank
Moulan
•tlStage
Door
Knights
Buddy
Doyle
*t|Stage
Door
Pest
Boyce
Combe
•tfsummer
Silly Symphony
*t§Talklng
Screen
Snapshots. ... Released
twice
a month

•t§Bltter
Friends
(A. T.)
■fiBIg Jewel Case. Th* (A.T.)..
•tlBulls and
Bears
(A.T.)
•nCamera
Shy
(A.T.)
'tCavlar
•tSDad
Knows
Best
(A.T.I
•+|Drummlng
It In (A.T.)
•tlFollow the Swallow
(A. T.) . .
•tSHall the Princess
(A.T.)
•flHa Trumped
Her Ace (A.T.).
•tSHoneymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.)
•t^Hot
and
Ha*
(A.T.)
•tHot Turkey
•Tindian
Pudding
•HMatch
Play
(A.T.)
'Museum
of Art. A
•tlOh
Darling
(A.T.)
•tiPeaee and
Harmony
(A.T.)
.
*t§Polished
Ivory
(A.T.)
•tPrttzels
•t^Radlo
Kisses
(A.T.)
•tRoman
Punch
•nSeatch
(A.T.)
'tSpanish
Onions
MSSugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.)...
•t?Trouble
For Two
'A.T.)
•t§Western
Knight (A.T.)

tfNumbered
Men
(AT.)
tiOne
Night at Suite's
(AT.)
tbUfner
mens
wives
(A.T.) ..
fSRIght of Way.
The
(AT.)
t§Road to Paradise. The (A.T.)
tSSIn
Flood
(AT.)
tiSweethearts and Wlvea
(AT.)
♦ VSweei
Mama
(A.T.)
t§Ton
Speed
(A.T.)
♦ sunder
Western
Skiei
(A T.)
t§Widow
from Chicago
(A.T.) .

Lytell

SOUND

26

Jan.
Apr.

Star
Corii,ne
GrlWth
Hutton- Mackalll
. SegalPldgeon
Dorothy
Mackalll

Holt-Graves
Bert

M .r
Jan.
Jaa.
Fab.
Apr.
Fab.
Fab.

Coming Attractions
Title
•t§Back
Pay
(A.T.)
•t§Bad
Man.
The
(A.T.)
'tiBrlde of the Regiment (A.T.)
•tiBrlght
Lights
(AT.)
•tICaotaIn
Blood
(AT.)
•tiDcvil s Playground. The (A.T.)
•tlForever
After
(AT.)
•t|Fortune
Teller.
The
(AT.)
•t|Glrl
West (A.T).
(A^T.)
'SHcart of of Golden
the North
t5Little
Caesar
(A.T.)..
tSMIIe.
ModMe
(A.T.)..

COLUMBIA
(Available

•tiFuriK
(AT.)
Warner-WIUon
*tiln
the Neit
Roam
(A.T.) ... lack
Mulhill
■tKlllei
of
Field
(A.T.)
Corinnt
Orlfflth
'ttLaoie
Ankles
(A.T.)
FalrDanki.
Jr.-Yaun|
•t^Murdcr
Will
Out
(AT.)
MulhallLee
*tiNo.
No.
Nanette
(A. T.) ...Claire-Gray
"tlNotorlous
Affair.
A (A. T.)..BIIIIe
Dove
'toother
Tomorrow
(AT.)
Blllle
Dove
White-Morrit
.
M^PIaylng
Around
(A.T.)
'ttSally
(AT.)
Marilyn
Miller
tSShow Girl in Hollywood (AT.)
W hllg. Mulhall
•tSSon
o( the Ondi
(A.T.)
Rich.
Banhelmau
Gray-Claire
*t(Song
of the Flame
(AT.)
Claire. Gray
•f58orlng
It Hero
(AT.).
Oarsthy
Mackalll
*t§Strlct1y
Modera
(A.T.)..

.8243... 92

.May

..Mar

10

IS

DISTRIBUTORS

FEATURES
Title
••Alter
the
Vardlet
•t§Crlm»on CIrela. TW
•tloark
Red
Ro»o»
(A.T.)

Star
Olga
Tscheehewa
Stewart
Rama
Rome-Doble

SHORT
Title
•t5Accl-Dental
Treatment
MSAbble Mitchell & SIzzIa 4
Blame
••»llez-Oa
*tSCIyde Doarr 4 Saxaphaaa
Saitat

^Means voice (including
D means
Part-Talker.

JaiL
Fab.
Mar.

I..
I..
I.-

.7Reals Mint.
78 Review**
.7 Laagth 79. .Ja*.
M
8
67. .Mar.
t

SUBJECTS
Reals. Mint. Re*la««tf
J
17
Leagtti

Son*Star Program
a«arlaneft*i
J»"

Program

dialogue and incidental songs).
disc. F means sound-on-film.

1
I

A.T.

after

I

8
8

title

8

means

Motion

80
•tSFeed
the Brut*
(A.T.)
Animal
Novelty
•t§Hoak
(A.T.)
Frawley
&
Smith
*tSJustlce
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
•tSLIttle Journeyj In Scnoland.. Song Series
•tIMIser.
The
(A.T.)
Bransby
Williams
•tSMr. Smith Wakes
Up (A.T.). Marrlott-Gott
•tSNisht
in Dixie,
A (A.T.) . . . Mltchell-Hudolns
•flNora
Blaney
No.
I....
Song
Program
•t§Nora
Blaney
No. 2
Song
Program
•f Operatic
Marionettes
•tIRadio
Franks 4 4 Bachelors. Song
Program
•tITeddy Brown & His Band
Jazz
Program
•tSUnwrltten Law, The (A.T.)... Rosalind Fuller
•t§When
the Clock
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Nlles
Welch

Fob.

under

title of

"Road

Show"

In

Rel Date
21.
Feb.
3
1929,
Jan.
10
Jan.

Nov.

2,

7.
26..
22..
28.
15..
8..

..30....
18.

Length
Feet
Mins.

.6700.... 74. Reviewed
.7961
88. ..Dee. n
..90.
..Nov.
162
Issue)
.8100..
..Nov.
8782.. .98.
..Dee.
28
..7533.. .84.
.93. ..Apr. 19
..Feb. 22
..8413..
..Feb. I
.90.
..8382.. ..80.
..8142.. .93. ..Feb. 8
..Jan. 25
..7200..
..Feb. 8
..7917..
2
7650.. .85... Nov.

Coming Feature Attractions

Reviewed
Length
Rel. Date
star
T|,|,
•f§Battl6 of the Ladles (A. T.)
•.•••.
Beery-Morns-Hyams
(A.T.)
The
House.
• §BlQ
Dressler-Moran-Page
(A.T.)
Short
•tICauoht
Jr
Haines-Moylan-Bushman.
(A.T.)
Going
•t§Easy
•t§Floradora
Girl. The
(A.T.) . . Davies-Gray
iinn
' ' Bii' ' 'Aiir' ' 12
\i
80. ..Apr.
8100
Special Cast
(A.T.)
News
•tSGood
31
Chatterton-Forbes-Rathbone. . .May
(A.T.)
Road, The
•tSHIgh
•t§ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
7n'"'Mai"'i
i
70...iviaj[
Rocque
Shearer-La
(A.T.)
Us Be Gay
•t§Let
Reginald Denny
(A.T.)
Satan
•tIMadame
&. Fields
Weber
(Tent.)
of Time
•t§March
Leonard
Barbara
(A.T.)
Fox
Le
•tSMonsieur
•tJRemofe
Control
(A.T.)
.,■,■,;■••;• V
•tIRevue of Revues (A.T.)
KIng-Love-Halnes-Crawford
•■■••,„
" "ch
"l
1
Feb.
10
May
Lawrence TIbbett
(A.T.)
The
Song.
•tSRogue
•tSRomaneo
(A.T.)
Greta
Gartio...
■,;,„■•,■
.6570.
.73.... May
3
•t§Sea
Bat.
The
(A.T.)
Bickford-Miljan-Torres
June
7.
•tlsinger of Seville. The (A.T.)
Novarro. Jordan-Adoree
..
....
-■
..Mann-Nugent
Juno
14.
•t§Sins of the Children
(A.T.).
Harry
Carey
•t^Traricr
Horn
,.
. . Chaney- Lee- Linow
•t§Unholy
3. The.

Till.
Up
Teed
•tlill
•tSBear Shooters
Kick, The
•tlBIg
•tSBIotto
•tIBrats
•Clyde Doerr
Hounds
•tIColleoe
•tSCoUege
Romeos
Million Husbands
•tfrifty
Parson
tSFightlng
The
Years.
seven
•tiFlrst
•Flower Garden
Fever (A.T.)
•|§Hay
M§Head
Guy, The
•tlHIs Lucky Day
(A.T.)
•tJHot Dog
•fSKelly.
Walter
C
•t50ld Man Trouble (A.T.)
•tSNIght Owls (A.T.)
•tIPopular
People (A.T.)
(A.T.)
McCoy
•tlReal
•t§Shlv-rlng
8hake»pe»r«
•^Ishrimo. The
•tSong Writer's Revue.
Boom
Go
•nTliey
A
Winter,
M§Tou9h
•Van & Schenck
•tSVodeville
(A.T.)
•t«When
the Wind
Blows
Whoopee
•t§Whisperlng

...
DoBs
Biltmore Trl*
Chase
Charlie
Langdon
Gang
Our
Revue
Chase
Charley
Harry
Langdon
Lean 4 Mayfleld
Dogs
,• • • •
Davidson- Nichols
Laurel-Hardy
Charley
Chase
Chase
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon

Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
ChaSe
Charlie

Length
Rel. Date
19,... 2 reels
Apr.
May
'7.--'88l
29.. ..1827
Mar.
8. ...2654.
Feb.
2 reels
Jan.
'8..... 572
...2 reels
...
ian.
25
i'^S..
......2ieels
22.... 1877..
Feb.
I. ...2 reels
Mar.
Jan.
18
•,■■•■,■
2 reels
Jan.
II... .1878..
2 "''?.'
,■,•.•••• "a •■ ^unT
Jan.
4
v*"**.....2rMls
4. ...1895
Jan.
V 'u " " ' i ' " ' i bm"
I • • . • 899
Feb.
Ian.
25. ...1870
May
3....2roes
. 2 reals
2 reel
21....2reols
June
.799.
II
Jan.
?'••'»
Apr.
5
1795.
2 reels

"?»'«*«*
Mar. 20
jan
25
Jan. 25
la
Feb
5
Apr.
uLi'ia
29
Mar.
i,' ■ ' " Vq
Mar. 29
P"' '^
5
Apr.
i,'" i
iZT-.l
„■
•.i
Dec. 14
n«Via
Dec. 14
i:.L-:i
L*5'^14
Dec.
19
Apr.
Mar. 29
iV ' " ' 'oo
Mar. 29

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES
Length
Mlns.
star
Rel. Date
Title
Helen
Morgan
Jan. 4.. Feet
•tSApplause
(A.
T.)
..7066. ...78. Reviewed
12
.Oct. 26
Skelly-Wray-Powell
Jan. II... .6364. ..71.. ..Oct.
•t§BehlndlheMake-Up(A T wm
Apr. 12... ..5794.
•tlBenson Murder Case. The(A T.) Powell-Wray
.Apr. 19
Arlen-Brian
Feb. I.. .5251. ...65..
...58.. .Feb.
•t§Burning
Up
(A.T.)
.Feb. 22
15
Feb. 22..
*t§DangeroMS
Paradise
(A.T.)... Carroll-Arlen
.Feb. 22
Nancy
Carroll
Mar. 29... ..5244. ...58..
•tSHoney
(A.
T.)
..6701. ...74.. .Aug. 31
Green-Brian.
Hamilton
Jan.
II...
•tIKIbltzor
(A. T.) (D)
Apr. 26... .7273.
.6312.. ..70.II.
•tiLight of Western Stars (A. T.) . Arlen-Brlan-Ureen
Chevalier. MacDonald
Jan. 18.. . 10061.
•fSLove
Parade
(A. T.) (D)
.Oct. 19
Feb. 15... ..5500. ...61. .Nov.
•t§Men
Are Like That (A. T.) . Hal Skelly
2^
6024. . .. 67.
Cooper
Mar. 8.. . 9125
•tlOnly the Brave
(A.T.)..
... Gary
5
Cast
Apr. 26_ . .
•t§Paramount
on Parade
(A.T.) Sopfial
. 90. .Apr.
•t;Roadhouse
Nights
(A.T.)
Morgan-Ruggles
Ffb. 15.. ..6700. ...74.
Ravlewed
as "River
Inn"
In Deo. 28. 1929 Issue
Mar. 22
I';
.Mar
Ruth
Chatterton
Mar. 22 . . 6868 . ...77.
•♦§Sarah and Son
(A. T.)
.Nov. 23
Jan. 2V^ . .6100. .
•tSSeven
Days'
Leave
(A. T.) . Gary Cooper
Reviewed under
68.
the title of "Medal"
In Nov. 2$. 1929, , Issus
Evelyn
Brent
Feb. 22..
•t§SMghtly
Scarlet
(A.T.)
..71. ...Jan.
25
Dec. 28
.6402.
•tSStreet
of Chance
(A.
T.) . . Wm.
Powell
Feb. 8.. . .8100.
90. .Jan. 11
...
Mar. 15... .9112. . 105..
•t;Vagabond
King. The (A. T.) . King-MacDonald-Oland
•♦cvnuno
r-.ol»»
'ATI
Charles
Rogers
Apr. 5.. ..6405.
..Mar. 22
•t§Young
Man
of Manhattan
85... Apr. 26
(A.T.)
. Colbert- Ruggles
May 17.. .7621......71.

..«!..

Coming Feature Attractions
Star
Mack
&
Moran
M^ck
4
""ran
Chevaller-Colbort
...
Arlcn-Wray-Holt
...

Till,
(AT.).
War
♦^Anybody's
T.)
(A
Blues
•tSBackstage
•tjBIg Pond. The (A.T.)
•tSBorder
Legion.
The
(A. T.)
•♦§Buslne««
Is Pleasure
(A.T.)
•t§Cave
Man,
The
(A.T.)
Geo.
Bancroft
•Unanqerous
Nan
McGraw(A.T.)Helen
Kane
•tSDevil's Holiday. The (A. T). Nancy
Carroll
•♦?Flesh of Eva (A
T.)
Nancy Carroii
•t§Follow Thru
(A.T.)
Rooers-Carroll
•tSHInh
Snrlety
(A. T.)
Jack
Oakle
•t§Ladios
Love
Brutes
(A. T.).. George
Bancroft

...

10,

17

Ro<- Oate

Length
6750.... 75

..May

3.

..Apr. S
Review*'

.May

10

1930

6586

73. ..May

10

'.■.".■ Mar.

SHORTS

Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar,
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

...Apr.

29..
26..
25

90 1
..1832

22

Revlawew

Length
Rel. Date
.
15.
1
Mar.
4.. . .2 reels. . .
...604
Jan.
Feb.
. .21794
reels...
. 1 reel .. .

5

...

.2 reels
4.. ..1872
.1850

Mar. 22

.1381

8.. . I reel
22..
22.. .1870
..948
.1665
I..
29.. . I reel
12.. ..814

Feb.

15

Feb.

15

Apr.

19

.Jan. 25
I reel.
.651..

4..
15..
18.
12.

..752
. I reel
.1870
..964

22.
II.
26.

..967

Jan.

25

Feb.

15

Jan.
Jan.

18
25

..994
..738

..737
..987
.1634
.1760
.1747

. I reel
..1022
I reel

Feb. 15

. 1 reel

PATHE
FEATURES
Title
Alan
Hale
•t§Bach«lor'$ Secret. A (A.T.) (F) .Constance
.
Bennett
•tSCIothes (A. T.) (F).
star
.Wm.
Boyd
•tICrashIng Through (A. T.)(F). . Twelvetrees-Seott
•tSGrand
Parade (A.T.)(DtLF).
*t§Hot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie Quillan
t§Officer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd
•t§Palnted Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
•tlParachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong-Lombard
•t§Play
Boy
(A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
•'ISaratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett
'tlSwing
High
(A.T.)
Twelvetrees-Scott

June
May
June
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
May
July
June
July

Length
Feet. .Mlns.

214

24
2.... 7607
II
23
6740
19
14

Rathe
does
not list running
time
important series, however, follow:

on

5

Aug.
May
Aug.

3. )
and sound-on-disc

Shorts.

The

•t§Fish.
Fowl & Fun
(A.T.).... Sportlight
•tSFoohsh
Follips
(A.T.)
•<esoo
Fable
•♦snettvsbiirq
Address
. Georqp
Billinq<
""
--.--.
..._.
Aesop
FableAdventure
•t§Golden
Paqnda.
The
(A.T.)
. Vagabond
•tGood O'd School
Days (A.T.).
•1§Happy
Goll
(AT.)
..Aesop
SportlightFable
■tlHaunted
Ship
(A.T.).
Hired
and

Husband
Dizzy

(A.T.)

Birthday
Toned
(A Suit
T.)

(AT.)

•t§Home,
••SHonKst

Sweet
CrooKs

Home
(AT.)(A.T.)

approximate

running

Rel Date

•t§AIITitleStuck Up (A.T.)
McNaughton-Knapp
•tiBeauty
Spni.
Tnt
< A.T.) . . . t,,iws<in.Carney
*t§Big Top Champions
(A.T.). ..Sportlight
M^Bows
and
Arrows
Sportlight
Star
•tSCIothes Make the Man (A.T.)..
•tICover
Charge
(A.T.)
Topics of the Day
•tiCrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
Reg.
Mervllle
•t^Darktown
Follies
(A.T.)
Bcick & Rubbles
•t§Dixie
Days
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fables
•tlDogglng
it (A.T.)
Sportlight
•t^Doing
Phil a Favor
(A T.) . Mackenzie
Ward
•t§Falrway
Favorites
(A.T.)
Sportlight
•fSFelinc
Fighler
(A.T.)
soortliglit
•f5ri'tvMilf-siromBrn«dwav(«
T.) Wation-Mervllle

•t§Her
•♦5Hlgh

3

Length

Rel Date
17.
July
13...
25.
June
29...

2 reel comedies
Pathe Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Sportlights
Talking Topics of the Day

•tlHis
•tSHIqh

15

73. ..Nov. 30
.

SHORTS

(Available sound-on-fUm
(Note:
In the

84... Nov.

75.... May

Title
Star
•fSBeyond
Victory
(A.T.)
Boyd-Harding
•fSBio
snot,
rnt (A. l.i (Fi
't§Greenwleh
Vlllag* Fellies, The
(A. T.) (F)
•t§Negligee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
•tSTreasure Girl (A. T.) <F)
•tlUp and At' Em (A.T.)(F)
*t§War and Woman (A. T.)(F) ..Boyd. Harding-Armstrong
•t§Woman
Afraid. A (A.T.)(F)

SOUND

Revlewad

8

Coming Feature Attractions

,

Laurel-Hardy
Gang
Our

May

Title
Star
■tIBearded Lady (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
*t§Bedella
Screen Song
•t§Belle of the Night
•tSBrown
Gravy
Christie
Comedy
*t$Come
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Song
*t§Deep
"C"
Melodies
Frances
Williams
•t§Desperate
Sam
Bert
Green
•tSDon't
Believe
It (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•tIDown
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
*t§Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•t§Family
Next
Door.
The
Charles
Ruggles
•t§Firebugs
Talkartoon
't^For
Love or Moa«y
(A.T.>... Christie
Comedy
•tSGetting a Ticket
Eddie
Cantor
•t§His
Honor,
the Mayor
Christie
Comedy
•t§Hot Dog
Talkartoon
*t§l
Came
First
Herman
Tlmberg
*t§l'm
Afraid to Come
Home
In
the Dark
Screen Song
*t§rm
Forever
Blowing
Bubbles. Screen
Song
*t§ln the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
*t§La Paloma
Screen
Song
*r§Let Me Explain (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•tlMllllon
Me's,
A
Lee Morse
*t§Moon
Bride's Wedding,
The..U.
S.
Indian
Band
*t§Mountaln
Melodies
•tiprlsoner's Song.
The
Screen
Song
•tiRadIo
Riot
Talkartoon
•tSSalt
Water
Ballads
*t§Scrapplly Married (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
*t§So This Is Paris Green
Fazenda
•t§Stronger
Sex^ The
(A.T.)
Christie Comedy
•flVoices of Lonely
Men
*t§ Wanderlust
Bruce Seanit
•t§Wee Bit 0' Scotch
*T§Ves, We Have No Bananas.. . Screen
Song

SHORTS

Star
Chase
Charley
Our
Gang
Langdon
Harry
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy

•Means synchronized score.

May

SOUND

MiDevll-May-Care
(A.
T.)
Ramon
Novarro
Feb.
•fSDlvorce.
The
(A.T.)
Shearer-Morris
Apr.
•t§Freo and
Eeasy
(A.T.)
Buster
Keaton
Mar.
•tSGIrl Said
No, The
(A.T.)... Halnes-Hyams
Mar.
•t§Lady
to Love
(A.T.)
Vilma SanKy
Mar.
•tSLord Byron ol B'way (A. T.) . . .Terry-Kaley-Rubl«
.. Jan.
•tSMontana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan Crawtord
Mar. 29..
17,
SfNot
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davies-Nugent
.........
i*";-„
,
Reviewed
under title of "Duley"
In Nov. 2. 1928 l»»ii»„.„
.67 .May
ID
•t§Redemptlon
(A. T.)
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
Apr.
5
6019
•t§Shlp
From
Shanghai,
The
...,_,
Jan. 331.... 6225.. .69. ..Jan.
18
Nagel-Johnson-Wolhelm
Feb.
22
ir.)
(A
•tSStrictiy Unconventional (A.T.).Ari8on
Shlpworth
••.••,■ -vv*!,^^
Reviewed under the title o( "The Circle
In Feb. 22, 1929, Issue
19. ...6100.. .68... Apr. 19
•tSThls
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbone-Johnson
Apr.
■t§They
Learned
About
Women
Jan.
Schenck
and
Van
(AT)
..Dec. 14
3 1.... 8773..
..Dec.
14
Jan.
Moore-Sweet
(A.T.)
Racket
•tlWoiiian
24.... 6387..

SOUND

News

•tSLet's
Go
Natlvp
(A.
T.) . . . MarDonalri.Qakie
*t§Merton
o' the Talkies
(A.T.) Jack
Oakie
■tSRoturn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.) . Oland-Arinur
•fisafety
In Numbers
(A. T.).. Charles
Rogers
•t§Statlon S-E-X
(A. T.)
Clara
Bow
•tITexan.
The
(A.
T.)
Gary
Cooper
•tlTrue to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Bow
•tSTwo Black Crows. The (A. D.Moran
& Mack
•§§Youth
(A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

8
.9
17
J
.8
IJ
IJ
■
B
J
f
■

TER

FEATURES

(Keviewed

I

2

METROGOLDWYN-MA
Title
Star
•t§Anna
Christie
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
*t|Bishop
Murder
Case
(A.T.). . Basil
Rathbone
•tSChasIng
Rainbows
(A.T.)
Love-King

1
I
2
I
I
2
2
I
I
I
I
I
3..

Picture

.. Geo
Noel LeMaire
Frances
Herman-Green
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
.Topics
of the Day
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
Topics of the Day
."Aesop
Fables"

•t§ln
the Park
(A.T.)
•t§lron
Man,
The
(A.T.)
• 1 6 L ive and
Learn
•t§Mandalay
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
•tSNIght In Dormitory
(A.T.). .. Ginger
Rogers
•t50n
the Air
(A.T.)
Topics of the Day
•tIPathe Audio Review (A.T.)... RHpasert
Every Week
•tSPathe
Sound
News
Rpleased
Twice
Every
•t§Perfcct
Match.
The
(A.T.) . . . R"tl" Mov"
•f§Rich
Uncles
(A.T.)
Richard
Carle
•t5Rlde 'Em Cowboy
White-i;arney
•tIRubevllle
NIoht Club
(A.T.) H.
B.
Watsoi.
•t§Ship
Ahoy
(A.T.)
Aesop
\psnp« Fable
Fahle«
■*§Singinq
Saps
(A.T.)
•t5Slxtccn
Sweeties
(A.T.)..
iVhite-MrNaughten
Aeson
Fables
•♦fSkv
Skinners
(A.T.)
Sportllqht
•tSSpllls and Thrills
(A.T.) .
Sportlight
•tISplashing
Through
(A.T.)
LeMalre
*t5Tlght
Squeeze
(A.T.)...
•t5 Voice of the Sea
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
•t§Western
Whonnoa
(A.T.)
Aesop Fables
•tSWhat.
No Bait!
(A.T.)
,.TopIe4 of the Day

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar,
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Mar.

19..
30..
23...
12..
1629...
9..
23..
2...
16..

.2Length
reels
.2
reels
1 reel
2.1 reels
reel
. I reel
.2 reels
2 reels
I reel
. I reel
.2 reels
1 reel
.2 I reels
reel
I reel
. 1I "■-I
reel

30...
4...
16...
16..
20...
Apr.
26..
Mar.
9..
.2..
5.. . I reel
Mar,
. I reel
Series. May
27.. . I reel
. I reel
Jan
April
12.. 22 reels
ref la
SO ..
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
9..
2
reels
2
reels
9...
Feb.
26.. . I reel
Mar.
23...
Mar.
23... 2 reels
Jan.
Jan.
•
Jan.
Jan.
Jan.

Week

(including dialogue and incidental songs).
tWfafis sound effects. ^J^eans voice
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
lker.
P.T. means Part-Ta
All-Talker.

Apr.
April
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
May
Apr.
Mar.

A.T.

time

.1 reel
. I reel
.2 reels
reel

519..
5
12

of

reala

28
10
10
II
M
8
10
7

ml>.
min.
mlB.
nil.
min.
mil.
ml*.
nil.

Revlewad
Feb.
I
Mar. 22
„

Jan.

11

Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.

15
15
22
. .
15
8

Feb.

8

Mar.
...Feb.

158

Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.

5
8
25
3
4

Mar.
Feb.
Feb.

3'
22

Jan.
Jan.

18
18

Dec,

14

2 reels
I reel
I reel
I reel
6
2 reels
13
2 1 reels
re«l
26
2 reels
5.... 2 reels
I reel
20. . . .2 reels
16
I reel
6
I reel

Apr.
Apr.
May
Nov.
Jan.
Feb
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

2
2 reels
4
I reel
13.... I reel

Nov.
23
May 3
Apr. 19

23

I reel

9

I reel

after

Dec. 2S
Jan.
II

Feb.

title means

5
'
!H
II
8
19
15
12

15

May

10 , 1930

Motion

I' I c t II t t

RKO

Imeke
Ballea
South
ef Paaana
Stimptde
Klrangr
Cim<
ol

FEATURES
Title
•tiAllas
French Gertie
(A.T.)..
'tSBeau
Bandit
(A.D.)
'tiCaie ol Sergeant Qrlteha
•ISCuckoos.
The
(A.T.)
•tJFramed
(A.T.)
•t§Glrl o» Pert (A.T.)
•tSHawk
Island
(A.T.)
•tiHe
Knew
Women
(A.T.)
•t§Hlt the Deck
(A.T.)
*t§Love Comes Along
(A.T.)...
'tiLovin'
the Ladlei
■tSSeeond
Wile
(A.T.)
>t§Seven Keyi to Baldpat* (A.T.)

star
Oanlols-Lyon
. Nagel-Kenyon
, Morrlt-Comoson-Hanholt
. Wheeler- Wooliay
. Brent- Tooniey
-Sally O'Nall
. Compson- Sherman
-Sherman-Joyce
Oakla-WaJkar
Danlels-Hughei
Richard
DIx
. .
Lee-Carr-Nagel
Richard

Feat.
May
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
May
Mar.
May
Fab.

20..
2..
4..
23..
16..
2..
II..
18.

Fab.
,

DIx

Jan.
Fib.
Apr.
Jan.
rn,.
Jan.

Mint.

Lan . .65.
..6202.
..69.
.6169. .92.
..8191.
..8100.
.6136. ..90.
..6174. ath
..88.
...60.

.8319. ..70.
.0327.. ..85.
.1.. ..7038.
2..
8.. ..8138.
78.
..60S8.
....70.
68.
..6179. ...60.

1?;;

Ravla»ad
..Apr.
19
..Mar.
..Apr.
..Fab.
..Jan.
Dae.
..Apr.

8
li
4
21
28

Dec. 21
..Feb.
22
..Feb. M>
..Jan.
«

ons
Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Data

Title
Star
'tlCompanlonata
Olive
Borden
•tsDI«ian«
Bebe Danleli
•t§Fali
Guy.
The
(A.T.)
Brody-Mulhall
•tSHIgh
River
■tfHunted
•tILadies
ol the Pa»l
Betty
Compson
■tlRadlo
Revels
(A.T.)
Special
Cult
•tSSensallon
(A.T.)
• ^Shcs
My
Weakness
(A.T.) .. Lake-Carroll
•ISUpperworld
(A.T.)
•t§Wild
Heart
(A.T.)
Bebe
Danlelt

SOUND

Reviewed

Length
. I reel

star
.Williams-Lane
.J. Schildkraut-Loy
. Duryea-Basguette
L. Hughes-Borden
Roland-Thomson-Love
. Special
Cast
Denny-Segar

STATE

Fab.
Apr.

Mickey
Tours of Prince ol Wales

...

State
Judra

22
6)
'.u'.

.Oat.
Jan.

1*

Jan.
.Mir.

11

.SO.

18.
8100..

■ 71 ■ ■.Miy'

Claemi.Jas.
Fllmt

7650..
4000
.

1

25

Jaa.

ZS

88.
.85.

Leifth

'.Feb'.'

7 raals
8 raala
7
7
6
8

.iiay ■

racis
reels
raals
r*«U

7 real*

1714 fMt...

SHORTS

Maua* CartaanCeiebrlty

It

1*

..Apr.

•

. ..Apr.
. . NaT.
...iaa.

. ..
If

...A»r.

2t
...Apr.

•

1 raal....
1 raal
2000
1 raal ...
1 real . . .
22. 350 faat
1 reel
11 rael
raal...

Prod

..Apr.
..Oct.

8
1

..Apr.
Feb.
..Jan.

•
II
I

TIFFANY
15

FEATURES

.65M.'.".'.'72.'.'.
Apr.' ' V
9500.
100.. Feb
22
.7000.
.79... Mar. 29

Title
•t§Hlgh
Treason
(A.T.)
•i^Mamba
(A.T.)
•tSParty
SIrl (A.T.)
Reviewed
•tSPeacock
Alley
(A.T.)
•tSSwellhead
(A. T.)
•t§Troopers
Three
(A.T.)

'5750.

21.
sound'on-discj
>u.
10.
6323
Lee
Star
Rel.
Data
25 itlf
Hume-Gill
Mar.
Feel
.
.
.6183.
Hersholl-Boardman-Ferbai
..Mar.
1
Ooug
Falrbanki.
Jr. .
'•«
is "Dangerous
Buslneu"
IsaiM Da*.
nnSO .
...7040.
Mae
Murray
.n
20. .7239.
Gleason-Shillln)- Walker
Mar.
Lease- Gulliver
Feb.

f Available

Length
Feet
Mini. Reviewed
Star
••«A«r(i|i the World
(A.D.)
Talk.
Pie. Epiei. . Not let BBfiO
on
..May
10
Agphalt
Froelich-Amann
...Allied
Film. Mar.
15. . .8 reels. . .85.
Oist'rPictures
Pole
Pole
At the south
Beaiitilul Blue Daniihe (Ger.) Junkermann-Mar*
Avwon
. Feb.
8
.Amer. Gen. Film
Jan. 24 9000..
•tIBeeause
I Love You
Mady Christians
.Alt.
European
6200...
•T§Behind
the Altar
Wllhelm
Dletarle
. Big
Three
5000...
Black
Hllli
.Special
Cast
•ItBlue
An9el,
Tha
(A.T.)
.Ufa
Films
...
.Apr.
^f i^ D)
E"*" Jannlngs ...
.100.. Apr.
19
..53.
•t§Bride 68 (P.T.)
Veidt-Brink
6
Captain
Cowboy
Yakima Canun
..
,..4800.
•t§Cail
ot
Circus
(A.T.)
.Jan.
Burr
Jan.
I5S466.
.Feb.
(OF)
Bushman
Clayton
iBeli'p lei. '.'.'.'.
Kastner
Caught in Berlin Underworld. Fritz
•tIClancy
in
Wall
Street
Murray-Llttlefleld
...Aristocrat
(A.T.)
.Feb. 8
Soecial
cast
,
New
Era
•tSCo-Oplimists
Chas.
Hutchinson
..Cosmos
•t|Dangcr
Man.
The
.60.
Brentwood-MacOonaldBlltmore Prod.
Apr.
Jan.. 5400..
♦t§Darkened
Skies
(A.T.).. Baring-Henning
Harold Austen. . .Apr.
11 7529.. .76., Dec.
Dec
•t§Escaoed from
Dartmoor
.
Allied
Jan. 4 fiR45. . .70.
Thomas. Hall-Davis
.71. Jan.
Farmer's
Wile
Franco-Am»rican
Not Set. 6360.
Figaro
Llna
Basguatta
.Jan.
Reld-Braughto*. Not
sat. Not set. . .
T.)
•tSFemlnlna
Touch
(A.D.).
•tlHearfs
Melody
(A.
Ufa
Film
Fritsch-Parlo
.
(F i D)
■ - ■ ■ Special
Windsor
Jan.
107609
85. .'.May 3
Cast...
Her Unborn Child (FiD).
Special
Cast
Worldart
Film Pict.
Holy
Sinner.
The
•t§immortal
Vagabond (AT.) Haid-Froclich
Ufa
...7200.
.80.. .Apr. 2G
.*
African Hunt
•tingagi
. .5800.
.64.
JadF
Casket
The ..
..French
Cast
Cosmoi
•tILadies
in
Lore
(A.T.) .. Day-Walker
Chesterflcld
♦t§Last Company,
The (A.T.)
Mar.
(F i D\
^. ■ ■ Veldt- Evans
. Audible
. .Mar.
S 5825.
65. Dec.
.57.
Reynolds- Robards
•tILast
Dance, The
(A.T.)
. Pro
Patria
.Not
Set. 5100.
Lost
Patrol
•
Feb.
. Chesterfield.
Feb.
15 6160.
. . .
Love at First Sight (A.T.) . kaener- Fatter
•tILove
Waltz
(A.
T.)
, Ufa
Film
(F i D)
Harvey-Batten
Jessa Well
.
.Jan. 25
tfMado
ta Order
(A.D.)
Julian
Eltlnge
. Raytone
. . Apr.
Mar. 15
29
•tSOverland
Bound
(A.T.) . Perrln-Ra
5040.
84 .. .. Mar.
.52.
Mar. 29
.56.
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
.
I
4700.
•t'lPartlng
of
the
Trails..
.56.
Passion
Song.
The
nimsted-N.
Beery. . Excellent
5080.
.60.
Peacock
Fan
Tha
Dorothy
Dwai
Chesterfield
5400.
I«n
1^5743.
MSRarapant
Age
(A.T.)
Mnrrav- Kennedy
. . . rontinental
(0 F.)
.Not
Sal
5200..
.58..
8«a Fury
Mildred
Harris-Tom '.Vhite

%Means
mice
Part-Talker.

Art
)aa.
Auton

7 S reels.
5700
4(40...

10
Mar.

Comins Feature Attractions

Length
Feet.. Mini. Reviewed
.5850
65... Apr.
19
.7200
SO... Apr. 19

RIGHTS

■^.V<'fJ^.s sound effects.
.All-Talker.
P.T. means

Werld
Harold

saoo.

Jam.
Mtr.

'AT.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Fllmi
t§Slgned. Sealed i Delivarad
(A.T.)
Burr
tSSixty Minutes Fran
Broadway
Color
Novelty
Castle
•tsteamboal
Willie
Mickey Mouse Cartaon Celebrity
Prad.
Jaa
•'§Style and Clais
(A.T.) .
Marty Barratz
Judea Films
•t§Summer
Harmonies
•tTee
Time
Song
Cartoon
Biephone
Felix
the
Cat
Copley
Films
Fitz
Patrick... FaS.
Washington's
Birthday
..
•)§When
My
Dreams
Come
True
Gene
i
Glenn
Advance
Trailer
•tWhen Wavas
the Cat's Away
•twild
Mickey Mause CartoonCeiebrlty
Prad

FEATURES

'Means synchronized score.

Mailukln-Oagever

^J'.K.'-''^
*t|Wemaa •' ''•'■•'"i
Who
Was
fv- Halm-Oralla
iottea
(AD.)
Belle
Baaaetl
MiYlddlth
Mama.
The (A.T.iMae
Simon

World

Tide

Mar
•Waea
18 4
Creecaal
Syndieala. .Mir.

80.

M 8 JOG..
7540...
6805..
*«I7...

UFA
Fllmi
latirnaileaal

SOUND

WIDE
Rel. Date
Sept.
I.
May
IS..
Apr.
IS.
Fab.

Auti«...Apr.

Leagth
Title
star
Ral. OaU
tSAl
the Photographan
2 reel!...
(A. T.) (F)
Harry
DeM
Elbee
1 rael...
MBeclhoven
Fitzpatriek
.
12 raals...
rMl...
•tBarn
Dance
Mickey Main* CarteanCelebrlty
Pnd...
•tSBring
On the Bride (A.T.)
..
Ellbee
*tChaln
Gang.
Tha
Mickey Meui* (Urtaan Celebrity Prod..
1 raal
rwl...
1 raal
•tConquest ol the Cascades. .. Educational
Gen
Electric Co..
*t;Down
Hawaii
Way
2 reels...
Color
Novelty
Castle
Fak.
I
•tSFriend
Husband
(A.T.)
!. Burr
•tGallopino
Gauch*
MIrbey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod..
. 11 rael
raal...
♦Jungle
Rythra
Mickey Mouse CartaoaCelebrity
Prod..
21 raal
raala...
•tju«i
MIrkey
Mickey
Mouse
Cartoo-^^
i»h'lty
Prad.
•§tKiddic
Cabaret
Mayfalr
350
(aat..
•tKids and
Pet»
Color
Novelty
^..iit
1 reel....
Lincoln's
Birthday
. rit/patrirk
Fife.
12.
(F)
•Liszt.
Franz
Music Master Series Fitz
Patrick.
•tIMeet
the Family
(A.T.)
2 reels...
Harry
Oelt
Elbee
•tMlckey'i
Concert
1 raal...
1800
Mickey Maus* Cirtaon Celebrity
Prad.
•t§Monkey
Squawks
•tPlane
Crazy (A.T.) (A.T.)
1 reel . . .
Burr
•t§Oh
Doctor
Special
Cast
Judea
Films .. .
""icney Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
crod.
1 rial.,.
•'^Shoemaker's
Romance
'tPlow Boy
Mickey Maus* Cartaon Celebrity
Prad.

"nV.

Title
•t§Blg
Fight, The (A.T.)
•tSCock 0' the Walk (A.T.)
•tlOude
Ranger.
The
(A.T.)...
•tlHello
Sister
(A. T.)
•t§Reno
(A.T.)
'tiSombras de Gleria (Spanish)
•t§What
a Man
(A.T.)

O)

.71.

Ral. Data
tiBurnad
Evidence
(F)
Continental
Buying
a Wife
Spaelal
Cut.
•tiCiown.
The
(F)
AH.
Eorepeai
Continental
Maria Albani
Duty to be Silent
An.
Eurepaai
Eiodui to the New Werld, Tha Lyon.Praveit
Ploniar
Nil! Aithar..
Full
Oreitrd
Thieves
Aft. Europaa*
Gorman
Underworld
SpecialLodor...
Can..
John
Afl. Europaai
Great
Unknown.
The
Afl. European
Atther-Nalai
Her
Viennese
Lover
Afl. Eurapeai
•tJLIfe
For Sale,
A (F)...
Continental
•i^Lost
Giid»
. Educational
.T«lk,
Pitt.
Epici
Allied
Mllak
of the Snewlaadi
Special
Cast
Mary
Nelai
Our
Dally
Bread
F)
Afl. EurepaiB
'tSSfcond
Honeymoon.
The (
Continental
'tSUnlorbldden
Sin. Tha (F)
Continental
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Petravltcli! Alt. Eurepaai
When
Duly
Calli
Snedal
Can
..
Allied
Denver
African
Exp Talk.
Wild
Men
o( Kailharl
Picl.
Epici
■tiWorldly
Ooodi
(F)
Continental

Title
Star
Ral. Data
•t§Age el Innocence. The(A.T.(F). Paula Trueman
Jan.
5. . .2 reeli. . .
•t§Be(ore
Breakfait
(A.T.)(F)
Mar.
9.. .1 reel....
•t§Brldegroom.
The
( A.T.) (F) .. Mare
Connelly
Feb.
2.. .2 reelt. ..
•tSCampus
Sweethearts
(A.
T.)(F&0)
Mar.
9.. .2 reeli. ..
•fiCash
and
Marry
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Coska-Saraail
Mar.
16..
•t§Clown
Topic*
(A.T.)
(F)
. .2 reels
Feb.
Apr.
•t§Dear
Slayer
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooke
Mar.
2.. .2 reels
•i§Eventually
But
Not
Now
(A.T.)
(F&O)
Vaughn-Cooke. . Apr.
13.. . I reel
•fSFair
Deceiver,
The
(A.
T.)
(F4D)
Jan.
6.. . .2 reels
•tSGeneral
Ginsburg (A.T.)
(F).Nat
Carr
Apr.
13.. .2
raala... .N«v.
-•
..-.;,.(F) ^,, (,,^^
.1 reel
j,„
,2
•tSGunboat Giniburg (A.T.)
Marc
Connelly
May
25.. .2 reels
•t§Guest. The (A. T.) (FiD)
.Fab.
May
II.. . . I reel
•t§Hot
Bridge (A. T.) (FiD)
Duke
Ellington & Orchaiti^. Feb.
9.. . I reel
•f§Jazz
(A.T.)
(F)
. .2 reels
•fSJohannes
Brahms
.2 reels
•t|Land ol the Sky Blue Daughtert Vaughn-Cooke
Mar.
•tlLost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(FiD)
..Vaughn-Cooke
.. J'n.
.6138. ...68.
•tiLovin'
the Ladles
Richard
Dl«
Apr.
•t§Low
Bridge
(A.T.)
(F)
- • • . . 30.. . I reel
•tSMagnate. The (A. T.) (FiD). Marc
Connelly
Mar.
2.. .2 reels
2..
Apr. 12
- IMIckey's
Champs
(A.
T.) (FiD)
IVIickey Yulo
Feb. 30.. ■ 2 reels
.2 reels
iMickey's
Luck
(A.
T.)(FiD)
Mickey
Yule
Mar.
.2 reels
•tiMickey's Master Mind (A. T.) (FiD)
Mickey
Yule
Mar. 20..
Mickey's
Merry
Men
(A. T.)(FiD)
Mickey
Yule
July
17.. .2 reels
Mickey's
Strategy
(A.
T.)(FiD)
Mickey
Yule
Jan.
.1 reels
Mickey's
Winners
(A.
T.)(FiD)
Mickey
Yule
Aug. 22..
5.. .2 reels
27.,
iMickey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.)(FiD)
Mickey
Yule
June
25.
.2 reels
tSMickey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.XFiD)
Mickey Yule
Apr.
.2 reels
ttMlekey
tha Wirrlar
Mickey
Vula
May
.2
§tOft to Peoria
(A.T.)
Nick
i Tony
2.. . 2 reels.
reels.
.Dae.
•tlOld
Bill's
Christmas
(A.T.)
F«b.
. .Jan.
tfOld Vamps (or New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Caok*
Feb. 22.. .2 reels. .
. I reel . .
'tSPalooka
Flying
School
(A.T.)
June
...Feb.
16.. ..22 reels.
•tISotting Son. The
(AT.)
Vaughn-Cooke
Feb.
..Dee.
t§Sleeping
Cuties
(A.T.)
Alberta
Vaughn
Jan.
tSSong
and
the Sergeant,
The
5..
, .2 reels.
II
.
(A.T.)
May
. I reel
't§Strange
Interview.
The
2..
(AT)
(F)
SherwIn-Knowlet
Mar.
. 2 reels
tSWhat
Next
(A.T.)
(F)
t§While Auto Walti (A.T.)(F)
Jan.
tlYour Own Home Town (A.T.) . Russ
Brown

SONOART-WORLD

Harold

Atlornry
"M
Unuiuil
Photoplay
'tITaka
the Heir
(A.D.) ... Edward
Hariea
...
IhfM
Outeaitt,
Tha
Yakima
Canutt
Thunder
Qod
r.era.'iiut
Keafa . .
Weitcrn
Honor
Bab Staela
MtWett
al Hocklaa
(A.T.I
(D)
Art
Mix
*tlWhlla
Cargo
(A.T.)
Can
•tlWhite
Devil
(P.T.)
(F Special

i

'.'7660V
.70.
.

FIril
Olvltlal
Chtilarfleld

Caaway
Tearia
Carmellla
Girathtr
Native
Ca>t

Olttrlct

Title
Feet.
Len Mini.

gth

SHORTS

81

A «.• iv s

sound-on-film

and

.69
MIns.
Revlewa*
...75. .Mar. 15
.69.
Feb
Dec. Zi«
Feb.
22
...78. ..Apr. 2S
...87.
.80.
gth

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Rel. Data

Star

•t§Border
Romance
(A. T.)
Armida-Terry
•«§Cheat
Baya
Alle*
Maataiaa
•tSCyclone the HIckey
•t§Enchanting
Melody
(A.T.)...
•t§Faseination
(A.T.)
Mae
Murray
..
•t§Journeys
End
(A.T.)
Colin
Clive
..
•*sLasca
•tlKathleen
Mavourneea
(A.T.) . O'Nall-OelaMy
•tILatt
Over
Ladles
*t§Love.
Lite.
Laughter
Love
Waltz. The
Ma*
Murray
..
•tJLuxury
Qlrl
•tSMaraea-Marla
Jack
Benny
•♦SMedicine
Man.
Tha
(A.T.)..
•t;My
Brudder
Sylvast
Leo Carrlllo
•t|Paoer
Profits
*t|Resurreelion
(A.T.)
CallUr, Jr,...
•♦«Satin
Straps
•♦$Senor
•»5Sunny

Manana
Skies

•tSTarraat.

LMIItfe

11418.. .130. ..Apr.

12

Leo Carrllla
.
Benny
Rubin

Th*

SHORT

Length

SUBJECTS

Revlava
Fab.
21

I raal. . .
THt*
•tscossaek'i
Bride.
Tha
•tf
In Old Drums
Madrid
•tjjungle
•t§Melodie
•tSMInuette
•tlModern
Cinderella,
A
•t§Mountain
King.
The
No Women
Allowed
•t;Pharoah's
Daughter
•♦Isacred
Hour.
The
•tISong
ef India,
A
•testation
S-T-A-R
*t;Songs My Mother Taught M*.
•fSTaies
ef Araby
•tSTempie
Belli
•♦S Viennese
Melody
•tSVolce

( includinq
D means

of

Hoilywaad

dialogue
d'T.
F

. Color Symphony
. Color
Symphony
. C^*lartana
. Color
Star Symphony
. Color Symphony
Color Symphony
. Color Symphony
. Color Classic . .
. Color Symphony
. Color Symphony
. Color Symphony
Celor
Symphony
Color
Color
Calor
.Station

- . I ra«l. .
.. I2 raal..
raala.
. . I raal..
. . I r**l.
.. I -a*!.
..I raal.
*l...
«l...
. I r**l
.. I
.I
.. I raal...

Syniphoty
Symphoay
Symphony
S-T-A-R

W

.Da*.

..I raal...
raal...
..I
.. I raal...

«*rla*.

.\.T.
and
means

Daa.

incidental
songs).
sound-on-Hlm.

after

title

means

Motion

82

UNITED

Picture

ARTISTS

FEATURES

Length

Title

Star

Ret. Date

'§Be
Yourself
(A.T.)
(F)
Fannie
Briee
•t§He(l
Harber
(A.T.)
Velei-Hertholt
•t§Lumniox
(A.T.)
(F)
.
Westovef-L>on
*t§One Romantic
Night A. T.) . . Gi>h-Nagel. La
•tSPuttIn'
(0 the Rlt2
(A.T.)..
Harry
Richman
*t§8allori
Beware
(A.T.)
del
RIo-Lowe

COMING

Title
•tSBrlde 66 (A. T.)
•tICIty
LIghtf
(F)
,
•1§Flame o( the Fleih (A.T.)
•tHell'j
Angels
(F)
•tSQueen
Kelly
(A. T.)
t§Raflle»
(A. T.)
*t§Upstalri and Down (A. T.).
tSWhoopee
(A. T.)

Rocque

Eddie

Rel. Date

The

Mlns.
,..77.
...84.
...84.
...70.
...91.
...73.

Reviewed I
.Feb.
. . Mar. 8
..Feb. IS
. M:tr, 29
..Feb.
..Mar. 22
22

Length
Feet
MIns.

Reviewed

Cantor

SHORTS

Star

The.

Feet
..6900.,
...8354.
,..7533.
..6300.
..8225.
..6570.

ATTRACTIONS

Star
Moran-Dalton
...
Charlie
Chaplin
Norma
Talmadge
Lyon-Nltson
....
Gloria
Swanson
.
Ronald Colman
..

SOUND
Title
tSFall of the Battlll*
tiGlorlous
Vamp
§Huskin'
Bee, The...
§10 a Russian Cabaret
§Love Cup,
The
tSMuslcal
Marlonetlel
'tiNlght In Madrid. A
tSSorcerert'
Apprentlc*.
tSTannhauser
tSTIntynes

Feb 8
Mar' 15"
jan 18
May
3
Mar. I
Apr. 12.

Bobby

Rel. Date

Length
. I reel

Watson

Jan.

25

Cominjj Feature

Rel. Date
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Cross"

(A.

T.) .

SUBJECTS

Carson

,.

June

I,.

Rel. Data
Mav
17.
June 2..
Feb
K .
June 7..
May 3...
Mar. 8..
Mar. 22.
Mar. 29...
Mar. 19..
Apr. 26...
Apr. 30..
Apr. 16...
Mar. S..
May
5..
Jan. 6...
Jan. 25..
Apr. 5..
Juno 2..
Feb. 12...
Apr. 21..,
Jan. IS..
Mar. 10..,
Feb. 24..
May 21..
Feb. 22..
Apr. 12...
Mar
I..
Mar. 24..,
Jan. IB..
May 28.
Jan. 15..
Apr. 19..
Apr. 2..
May
7.
Feb. 15...
Apr. 7...
Jan. 7..
May 19..
Feb. I..,
Feb. 10..
Mar. 15...
May 24..,
iin 27 .
May, 31..

.Apr.

26

..Apr.

26
5

.872t

97

..Apr.

.7227

80

.May

Lenoth
. 2 reols
. . I reel
.2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels
..2 reels

Jan.

11

Mar.
Feb,

29

Oct
..'reels
2 reels
Feb.
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
Mar.
.2 reels
.2 re«ls
Apr.
.2 reels
..2 reels
Fob.
. I reel
. I reel
Dee.
. 7 reelt
Oee
. .2 reels. . . ... Mar.
. 10 episodes

l»
I"!

.2 reels
. I reel
. I reel

Jan.

I

8
5
I
7
II
I
18

. I reel

, I reel
..2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. I reel
.2 reeia
.2 reels
.2
reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
. 2 reels
. I reel
. 2 reels
, . I reel
.2 reels
. I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels I
. I reel
. .2 reels'

Rel. Date
Lenoth
. Mar. 3. , .2 reels
Mar. 17.. . I reel. ...
Mar.
3.. . I reel
. . 2 reels.. .

f Means sound effects.
All-Talker.
P.T. means

10

Reviewed
Apr.
19

Apr. 26
Jan. IB

Apr.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

26
21
15
'
19

Dtc.

7

May

10

SHORTS

, Oswald Cartoon
. 0«w»ld Cartoon
. Sunny Jim . . , .

* Means synchronized score,

2.

Speelil

Star
Robhio
Mpl«(in
.Hysterical History
.fed
Carson
. Josie
Sedgwick
.Ted
Carson
Ted Carson
Bohble
Nelson
. Arthur
Lake
Josie
Sedgwlcl(
Sid Saylor
Issue)
Josie Sedgwick
Arthur Lake
Sid Saylor
Arthur
Lak*
Charlie
Puffy
Oswald
Cartoon
Bobble
Nelson
Ted
Carson
Chandler- Lorraine
Billy
Sullivan
Sid Saylor
Roach-Edwards
Edwards
Charlie
Puffy
. Roaeh-Edwardi
.Arthur
Lake
Bobble
Nelson
Edmund
Cobb
Josie
Scdowick
. Neeiy
Edwards
Josie Sedgwick
Sid Saylor
Arthur
Lake
Bobble
Nelson
Arthur
Lake
Sid
Saylor
Edmund
Cobb
Charlie Puffy
Ted Carson
Neely
Edwards
Nerly
Edwards
Slim
Summervllle
Rillv
Sullivnn
Edmund
Cobb

SOUND

. .i;-:>. . .Ci. . .Mar. 2i"
..7401.... 82... Mar. 15
..5933
66... Feb. 8
.6268... 69.

58. ..June 29
Feb.April'2 27',5230
in
1929 Issue'
"
.6763
75... Dec.
21
Apr.
6.
2.
.3852
43
Feb.
30.
.6300. ...70. ..Dec 21
Jan.
.5299.... 50... Apr. 19
Mar.
.5783
64. ..Mar. 22
Mar.
2.
Aug.
5.
June
17.
16
5784... 64.. Feb. 15
Feb.
4
6748
75... Mar. 22
May
22
12
5609... ,62......'.'.■
..Dec. 23
Jan.
19
5900
65. ..Feb.
I
27
Jan.
Apr.
10
Aug.
Aug.
25
June
'
May
31
23.
U/. . Mar. 29 ■
Mar.
29 . . .6000.
June
.'5025.'. .'.56... Jan. "4
>>ti
23
June
I...
May
25...
May
18...

juiy

•tILadles In Love
(A. T.)
Mary
Nolan
•♦6LIItle
Accident
(A.T.)
Glenn
Tryon
•tSScrub Oak
(A.T.)
Hoot
Gibson
't§Serenad»
(A.T)
John
Boles
*t;signat
Tower
(A.T.)
•tISIngIng
Caballere (A.T.)
John Bolet
•t«vlroln ef Stamboul
(A.T.)
•fSWu.k-FnH
(5lri
Laura
La Plante
•tWhite
Hell of PItz Palu
Special
Cast

SHORT

30
20
2b
17
9
9.

Length
Feet MIns. Reviewed
..4388
.7519
76. ..Apr. 5

.Apr,
.Feb.

Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
May
iviay
May
Jan.
Mar,
Feb.

*t§Oumbellt
in Ermint
(A. T.>.
•tIEvidence
(A.T.)
•f§General
Crack
(A.T.)
'tIGreen Goddess, The (A. T.) , ,
•tlHold
Everything
(A.T.)
•tllsle of Escape
(A. T.)
•t§Mammy
(A. T.)
*t§IMan
from Border
Blankley't, Th(( A.T.).
•ftOn the
•t§Royal Box (A.T.)
(German)..
•fiSccond Choice
(A. T.)
♦t§Second
Floor Mystery (A. T.)
•fIShe Couldn't Say N*
•t§Song ol the West
(A.T.)
•tSThose
Who
Dance
(A.T.)
•t§Under
a Texas
Moon (A.T,).
•t§Wlde
Open
(A. T.)
Title

VITAPHONE

Find the Woman
,
Footnotes
Fore
Frame, The
Getting
a Raise
niep
Oiiartette.
The
Good
Mixer
f5rand
Uproar
Gym
Jams
Head
Man. The
Roland
Holiuav
In Storyland.
A
Idle Chatter
in the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl.
The
Keeping
Company
Letters
Let's
Elope
Llllle. Beatrice
Loho
OoQ of Dogs
Lonely Giglo
Love Boat, The
Matter of Ethics.
A
Master Sweeper.
The
Military
Post,
The
Money,
Money,
Money
Nagger.
The
New
Racket.
The
Nile
Green
No- Account.
The
Office
Steps
On
the Rancho
Operation.
The
Only the Girl
PagllaccI
Pa Get!
a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
Paqulta
&. Chigulta
People
Versus.
The
Perfect
Understanding
Pav
Off. The
Reno
or Bust
Round One
Russian
Rhapsody, A
Suspicion
Sound
Effects
Stand
Up. The
Surprise
Talking
It Over
Vengeance
Websterian
Students
Wedding
Belles
What
a Life
Window
Cleaners
^fo. P»y,V
Yamekraw

. 2 reels

. . I2 reels
reel ....
. .2
.2 reei^
reels
. i reds

. .

,.2 reels

12.
31.
2S
19.

Apr. 2S
Mar.
S
Jan.

. 2 reels

Dee.

.2

Feb,

reeli

.. .. I2 reel
reels
..2 reels

25

14

li

Mar. 29
Feb.

I

Date
1..

Length
Feet
MIns. Reviewed
10 . .5200...
..7152. ...79. ..Oct. 19
l3.
25..
16
..Feb. 2?
8.. ..9809... 109. ..Nov.
,.6653. ...74.
1.. ..7513. ...84. ..Apr. 12
5
..4914. ...54. ..Apr,
24..
..Feb.
8
..Mar. 12
29
.6156. ...68. ..Apr,
..7533....RJ
..Dec. 28
15..
..4452.... 49.
.6150... 68
..8000...
89. .May
10
,31..
IS,.
Ian.
II
..fen. 21
26..
10.. .5380. ...60.
?B.,
19.. ..6413. ...71. ..Mar.
8
..7185... 80.
..6876... 76.
Length 83. ..Apr. 12
..7498....
..6341. ...71. ..Mar. 29

Rel.
....May
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
May
..Mar.
May
May
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
May

Date
5..

Reviewed

...6630
4383
.4280

VARIETIES

..Mar. I
...Mar, 29
...May
10
0»f
14

6. . . 10 episodes. ...
9.,

73... Apr.

\2

(D)

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Landis-Halligan-Blackwood
Hoyt-Conts-Quintelle
The
Potters

Lenoth
I reel
I reel
I reel
2 reels

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
Ruth Etting
Leach-Merman-Pieriot
Tom
Douglas
Washburn-Eddy-Middieton
Bobby
Watson
Litel-Campeau-Merriam
Edwin
Bartiett
Special
Cast
tup
Pottrrs
Conklin-Morgan
lim and
Marion
Duet
1st Act
lean Barrio*

Apr.

. .2 reels

^nly /

•fSCourage (A.T.)
Belle
Bennett .
....Bennett-Nixon
•T9f ai"«
lA
I.)
Walter
Wooif
.
Rin-Tln-Tln
..
•t§Golden
Dawn
(A.T.)
•t§Man Hunter (A. T.)
star
Rin-Tin-Tin
•tSRough
Waters
(A. T.)
Del
Roy-King
-t§See
Naples
and
Die
(A.T.)
Claudia Dell ..
'tISweet
Kitty Bellalrs lA.T.i
Title
Absent
Minded
Alda,
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
At
Your
Service
Battery of Songs, A
Big Money
Biiljhle
Party,
The
Bubbles
Beneht.
The
Bernie,
Ben
Broadwav's
Like
That
Cave
Club,
The
Cheer Leader. The
Christmas
Knight
Contrary
Mary
Danger
;
Desert
Thrills
Devil's Parade. The
none
in nn
Ducking
Duty
Evolution 01 (he Oance
Family
Ford. The
Faust
Feminine
Types

Apr.
Apr.

.. 10
.2 episodes.
reels
April IZ
...Jan.
II

BROTHERS

Coming Feature Attractions

Mar.
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.

.2 reels
. I reel

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

Star
Armstrong-Gleason-Kent
Pauline
Frederick
John
Barrymore
George
Arliss
.
Lightner-Brown-O'Neili
Blue-Loy
Ai Joison
John
Barrymore
Rin-Tln-Tln
Moissi-Horn
Dolores Costeiis
WIthere-Young
Lightner-Morrit
Boles-Segal
Monte Blue
Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery
E. E. Horton

reels
reels
reel
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel
reel

. I reel
Nov.
. 10 episodes. .Feb.
. I reel
Jan.

June
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
..
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Dee.

»ound-on-titsc

10 . 19 3 0

. .2
31. ,.2
3. ..I
3. ,..22
9
. .2
.2
.. II

Mar.
Fob.
Feb.
Apr.

(Serial)
Lorraine-Chandler
•tSl-lve Ghosu
(F & D)
Ann
Christy
•tJNelohbors
Sunny
Jim
*t§Mush
Again
Sunny
Jim
•fSOutdoor Sporta
Sid
Saylor
•1 Prison
Panic
Oswald
Cartoon
•tSRoyal
Fourflush
Sperling
Youth
•T§Schoolmatcs
Sporting
Youth
'tiSeeIng
Stars
Sporting
Youth
•fSSister s Pest
Sunny Jim
'tSSteeplechase
(A. T.)
Sporting
Youth
^ifTarzan
the Tiger
(Serial)
Frank
Merrill
*t§Terry of the Timet (Serial). . Howes-Thomptoii
•t§Traltic Troubles
•t§Trampin9
Tramps
Oswald
Cartoon
"tSUp
and
Downstairs
*t$Vernon'i
Aunt
Dent-Archer

Title

Attractions

Ace
Rider
Hoot Gibson
•tSAII
Quiet
en
Wettarn
Froit
(A. T.)
Woihelm-Ayre»-Wr»y
•tfBarbarv
Coa<'
, Mary
Nolan
•flCzar •( Broadway
(A.T.)
Flirt, The
Glenn
Tryon
■t§King of Jazz Revue. The (A.T), Whiteman's
Band
&
Cast

Ted

Sporting
Youth
Sunny Jim
Oswald
Cartoon
Sid
Saylor
Archer-Dent
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
,... Oswald
Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
bunny Jim
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lorralne-Perrln
Oswald
Cartoon

( Avatlabte

Title
Star Desmond
William
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
*t§Captaln of the Guard
(A.T.) . La Plante-Boles
Special
Cast
'HCIImax.
The
(A. T.)
*t§Cohens and theKellys InSeotland. Sidney-Murray
Glenn Tryon
*t§Oame>
Ahoy
Special
Cast
M§Devir«
Pit, The
Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern
Denny
*t§Embarrasilng
Moments
(A.T). Reginald
Ken Maynard
*t|Flghtlng
Legion,
The
jack Hoxie
Flying
Hoofs
Special
Cast
•StHells
Heroei
Murray. Crawford
•t§Hlde-Out
(A, T.)
Ken
Maynard
•tLucky
Larkln
Hoot
Gibson
*t§Montana
Kid,
The
'StMoonlight
Madness
(A. T) . . . John Boles
Hoot Gibson
•tIMounti-a
Stranger,
The
Ken
Maynard
*t§Mountaln
Justice
Schildkraut
•tINIght
Ride
Ken
Maynard
*tSParade of ttie Wut
Hoot
Gibson
•t§Roarlng
Ranch
(A.T.)
John Boles
*t§Song of Passion
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
•fSSong of the Caballero
Ken
Maynard
•t§Sons of the Saddle
Special
Cast
•tSStorm.
The
(A. T.)
Hoot Gibson
•tSTraillng Trvuble
Hoot
Gibson
*t§TriQger
Tricks
(A.T.)
Nolan- Eller-Brown
*t§Undertow
All Star
•t§What Men Want
Jack
Hoxie
White Outlaw.
The (Reissue)
Mary
Nolan
*t§Youno
Desire
(A.T.)

Title

•t§Chinese
Blues
'tSChrlstmas Cheer (A. T.)
•fChlle
Con
Carmei
•tSFellow
Students
•t§Fireburgs
(A.
T.)
•tSFootlight
Follies
•t§Haloween
•t§Hash
Shop
•tSHeli's
Heels
•t§His Bachelor
Daddy
•t§Hot
for Hollywood
•Hurdy
Gurdy
*t§Jade Box, The
*tKisses
and Express,
Curset
't^Lightning
The

WARNER
FEATURES

'fCArablan
Daze
•tSBowery BimbaM
'tCRranilway FalllM
•tSBrother for Sal*

May

Novelty

UNIVERSAL

Title
Alias
the Bandit
Anthony and Cleopatra (Reissue)
H^-ifl>
1I 8*-«v«r»
Best
Man,
The
(Reissue)
Crooked Trails
Crimson
Courage
Danger Claim. Th*
Doino
His
Stuff
Dynaailte'e Daughter
(Re-ltsue).
Freich Leave
FIghtlna
Schooimarm,
The
(Re
Fellow Me
Foul
Ball
GeHIng
the Air
Greenhorn.
The
(Re- Issue)
Ktunty
Fair
Last Stand
Law In the Saddle
Lightning
Express
(Serlaf)
Loser Wln<i. The
(Re-issue)
Make
It Snappy
Marry When
Young
(Reissue)...
MaHer
of Polity
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
One
W»t
Night
Peekaboo
"•St of Honor
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)
Queen of Roundup
(Reissue)
Restless
Rest
(Re- issue)
Renin'
Venus
Sid's
Long
Count
SIttIno
Pretty
Six
Gun
Justice
Some
Show
Step
Right
Up
Storm
King
(Re-lsiua)
.
Sneak
Easy (Reissue)
Trail
of th« Pack
Under the White Robe (Re-lsSue)
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Why
Walt
Whin
Hand. The (Rel««ue)
Wild
West
Wallop
(Reissue)...
Willi, m T«||
Wolf's
Fangs

N e tv s

Reviewed
Apr.
12
Feb.
8
Apr.
12
Mar,
15

2 reels

May

10

','2 reel
I reel

Feb.
Apr.
Mar.

»
19
8

I reel

2 reels

^eb

22

2 reels

Nov.

SO

Harkint

Hugh
O'Conneil
Page
Sisters & Oscar
Ford- Lane
Boyd-Middleton
The
Potters
lack
Buchanan
Foy, Jr.-Shea
Jim
McWilliams
Lew
Mayer
O'Connell-Keily

.

About

Grogan

Vitaphone
Kiddles
Lou
Holtz
Lew
Fields
Eddie Buzzeil
Pauline
Garon

I reel

Apr,

19

I reel

May
Feb.

10
15

I reel
I reel

Apr,
Apr.

19
19

. I reel

Apr.

.2 reel-.

Betty & Jerry Browne
Song and
Dance
Lobo
Litti Loder
Herman
Timbers
Earle-Oakland
Chester Cnnklln
Roberto
Guzman
Mason
Keeler
Mr. & Mrs. Jack
Norworth

I reel.
Ireei..

Mar
Mar
Mar.

Will
&
Gladys
Ahern
Edoar
Bergen
Wattles-Marsh
John
Charles Thomas
The
Potters
Johnny Arthur

.voice
Dec.'
%Means
(including
dialogue
and incidental
songs).
Part-Talker.
D means disc.
F means
sound-on-film.

Ireei..

.Mar.

I

.Mar.

reel

Ireei.
I reel.

Campeau-O'Malley
MayOaks
H
B. Walthall
Pangborn-Elliott
Nnrman
Brokenshlre
Kutzetgoff
&.
Nlcolina
. . . Lvnns.Ear'^.Morne
Buddy
Traps

Brice-Edwards
Murray. Oakland

ID

S
15

I reel.
I. reel.

Broderick-Crawford
Special
Cast

Dugan-Leonard
Jar-k Osterman
Rlrhmond-Moorhead
Ryan- Lee
Howard-Newton
.
...

May
.Mar.
Mar.

Ireei..
I real.,

I reel

ireei

15

.Feb.

.Apr.
'.'Ma'.'

May

10

Apr

19

Ireei
Apr.
19
I reel. .'.'..'.■.Apr.
Mar,' "15
I reel
2S

A.T. after

title

means

This filin brings

SOUND

and COLOR

-with ECONOMY
SONOCHROlME

exprossrs every mood

of

th<^ pietiire ... or its doniiiiant tone ... or its
prevailing lighting . . . bv means

of sixteen

delicate tints. And these tints are so adjusted
that they give faithful reproduction of sound.
Thus, Sonochrome
the modern

supplies two features of

motion picture. ..sound and color

... at the cost of ordinarv black-and-white.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

NE\^ YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors
\«'M- ^ ork

C^hirago

I loll > \* oo<l

CONCEDED

THE GREATE/T

BROKE EVERY RECORD ON
BROADWAY DURING HOLY WEEK
PLAYED TO STANDIHC ROOH OH GOOD
FRIDAY- HUnPREPf TURNED AWAY
OPENING as a SUPER ROAD
SHOW SPECIAL at the
Tremont Theatre, Boston, April 22nd
Mayan Theatre, Los Angeles, April 10th
Shubert Theatre, Detroit, April 27th
Grand Theatre, Cincinnati, May 4th
Also Chicago, Baltimore, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh, Kansas City, St. Louis.
Opened Ti voli Theatre, London, England,
April 14th

TIFFANY
729

SEVENTH

PRODUCTION/
^^^^^

AVE.

N E>)^

'""""'or,.

YOPK,

INC
CITY.

In Thi« I

SI«OSU
•
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%lfllON
I till I
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Refj. U. ^'. I'atent Office
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AGAIN

OAUUH
Smashed

I

dnORT

the
ROARS!

DRESSLER

MORAN

Every Record in State, L. A. History!

z

DETROIT — Held over 3rd week. Tremendous!
LOS ANGELES — 2nd week,
FRISCO— Smash biz!
Ulf !

I
M

SHEMntiid
'THE lii¥\iitu
FRISCO — Brought back for 2 weeks after initial first run!

BOSTON — Biggest ever at State, beating "Big Parade"!
OKLAHOMA
CITY — Broke all records.
Midnight shows added!

METROGOLDWYN-MAYER
M41

Published

Weekly
by
York.

the Motion
in ilkl .\t»», iSCTTTnJWBBTtVe.,
Copyright
1930.
Subscription
$}.00 i Yeir.

Price

/O

New

Cont*

Entered is second-cliss matter .\pril 12. 19:t>,jt the Pust Ottce it .New
under act of XUrch
.>, 1879.

York. .\'. Y.

Ol ll^il

\l I

I

OH
DEAR!

:^#

The Story of a

GEO. W. WEEKS
Executive
Vice-Pres.
HARRY

Pansy" Cowboy

Virr-Prr^.

~

Where bosses are bosses,

liiliiiiiiiiiliiill

witb no real man to mount 'em, illllllliliiill
And cbuckles and snickers
1111111111111

run to tbousands--just count 'em!

FANS

WILL

BE

DELIGHTED

THOMAS,

ChJirgi'

of

Dislributioll

LINA ™=

QUETTE
BAS
HI GEORGE
DURYEA
CLYDE

COOK

1||||||||||

WITH

H.
in

THIS

"FRESH"

WESTERN

A

UESOUNUIXO

IX

AXY

HIT

SEASOiX;

ESPECIALLY
WELCOiME

UH.IIT

i\OW!

"A TRIUMPH ! Nancy Carroll is heromrng the finest actress on the screen."
(A . ^ . Mirror)
"MOST PUiNGENT OF ITS KIM) SINCE
'THE TRESPASSER.' Carroll hcttcr than
she has ever been. A superior talkie."
(.V. y. Sun)
"ONE

OF THOSE
QUENT TALKIES.

"TALKING

RARE

AND

Carroll superb."
(A. y. Ilerald-Trihune)

PICTURES

A I THEIR

You enjoy every minute."
"CARROLL
"A BOX

COMES

OFFICE

INFRE-

BEST.

(A'^. V. World)

INTO HER OWN."
(A'^. y. Telegram)

HIT FAR AEO\ E THE

AVERAGE."

(A^. 1 . Graphic)

"GOULDING'S DIRECTION ACE
HIGH."
OV. 1. I^ews)

NANCY
??

THE

CARROLL

DEVIL'S

HOLIDAY

IVilh Fhilli|>N lloliiie!^. .Tainc«i Kii'Knood. Ilohni'f RoNivortli. Acil ?«i|»nrk<<>,
l*aiil l><iiknK, Za^ii l*ilt<». Ylorton l>ou iic^, otiier**.

LIKE

THE

START

OF A NEW

SEASON!

18 sur.firo lu>x

office rccor<l-%vrockcrs belween now and Aii<^(ist ! "THE
DEVIL'S HOLIDAY," "PARAMOUNT
ON PARADE."
MAURICE CHEVALIER in "The Bij; Pon.L" "I HE
TEXAN"' (l)ig';er than "Virginian";) >*illi (iary ("oopcr.
"RETURN of Dr. FU MANCHU," "YOUNG M VN OK
MANHATI AN' (America's hesi selling no\cI),CLAKA HOW
in "True to the Navv" and "Lo>c Ainon'» the Millionaires"

The Cream of tlie 3i ew
!Sliow World iiiCiiHTxow!

,1 VCK 0\KIEin"The Social I, ion" and "The S;i|» from
Syracuse." W ll.l.l VM POWELL in "Shadow of the l.au"
(higger than "Slrc«-l of ("hancc") and "For the l)<'frn«-c,"
CH VHLKS "lU DDV" KCXiKKS in "Safely in Nuinh.rs,"
•WnilBYKI) A r THE SOI Til POLE, '(sensational ihrill
drama). "THE BORDER LE(;iON " Zanc Crey, Dirk ArUn,
Jack Holt), "DVNGEROUS N VN McGREW" (Helen Kane
comedy wow), GARY GOOPER in "Civilian Clolhes."

PARAMOUNT

7^^

MAURICE
CHEVALIER

CALLIXO!

^ ''Hello, Mr. Exheebitor. I want to thank you veree much for the nice way
you have received my first two American picturrs — 'INNOCENTS OF PAREE'
and 'THE LOVE PARADE.' I hope that they made a great deal of monce for
you. Yes. ^Now I have a picturr which I know you will like even more — 'THE
BEEG POND.' ^I will tell you why: In the first place, the storee of 'THE
BEEG POND' takes place almost entirelee in America. It is a moderrn, uplo-date storee. The people in it are all — what you know — veree regularr.
I have the role of a beeg American beezness man. Also I make love to a veree
charrming American girrl — Mees Claudette Colberrt. Eemagine — being paid
to make love to her! You saw her in 'The Lady Lies' and 'Young Man of
Manhattan' — you see what I mean. QYes, I sing some songs. You have probably hearrd them alrcadee on the radio — 'You Brought a New Kind of Love'
and 'Loving in the Moonlight'. Veree popular songs. ^ 'THE BEEG POND' is a
bright, funnee, fast moving romance. I am surrc that your people will enjoy
it. It is doing a nice beezness where it is playing. ^ I hope that you will call up
Mr.PARAMOUNTand ask him for^THE BEEG POND'. Thank vou veree much."
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Swing High is
a Whiz Bang!
^^^^^"^

INOT vory long ago we predicted good
pictures for the new seasdn and we took
care to indicate that they would not all
come from one company or one group. It
is, therefore, with the highest satisfaction that
we call attention this morning to "Swing
High", Pathe's dramatic musical and all talking circus production witK some 18 stars in
the cast and with an appeal of the most absorbing entertainment for the masses and
the classes everywhere that we have encountered this season.

SWING
HIGH
with
HELEN

With

an old fashioned durable melodramatic plot, with circles atmosphere, circus
color, with music of the engaging circus
type, with panoply and palpitating performance— you see, we are already in the
circus — "Swing High" swings along.

There is enough of comedy^ there
is splendid melodrama/ tense, ex-

TWELVETREES

FRED SCOTT

DOROTHY

BURGESS

and

Chester Conklin • Ben Turpin
Nick Stuart • Robert Edeson
Stepin Fetchit

• Daphne

Pollard • Sally Starr • John
Sheehan ■ Mickey Bennett
George Fawcett • Little Billy
Bryant Washburn and
William Langan

Directed by Joseph Santley
Produced by E. 6. Derr

citing and absorbing, and ''Swing
High" is our notion of a big bangup box office satisfler. And — it's
good for children from six to sixty,
something the picture bus(fiess
needs badly, right now.
Pathe makes good on the prophet's
prediction vknd you can spell the
word prophet either way.

patheI^

The
Greatest
Money
Maker

UNLIMITED

OPPORTUNITIES

FOR TREMENDOUS PROFITS
AND STEADY INCOME

A MONEY

MAKING

'i

A DELUGE

MACHINE

^
^'^
4

Imagine what this meansl
A moving picture with
all the vividness, realism, and movement of the living
person — eyes, mouth, hands and body move just as they
do in life — a moving picture marvel that does everything
but talk. A moving picture, a screen and projection
machine, all in one. That is what you hand the public
for a quarter.

EVERYONE MAKES THEIR
SCREEN TESTS

OWN

The "MOVIE-OF-YOU" cabinet-machine enables anyone to
get a screen test. The thousands of potential Chaplins, Bows,
Fairbanks, Barrymores, Pickfords, Garbos, Jolsons, Swansons,
Lloyds andTalmadges will come crowding to the "MOVIE-OF-U"
to learn how they register and what their possibilities are for the films.

HOUR

It requires only ten seconds to make the movie of the individual or
individuals and the whole series is completed in six minutes.
A prominent screen
star but it could
be you.

TERRITORIAL RIGHTS
NOW AVAILABLE !

"MOVIE-OF-YOU" cranks out 360 pictures in one
hour. (The action is almost entirely automatic.) At a
quarter each, the machine's earning power is $90 for
every hour you have it in operation.
In six minutes you have a finished moving picture
of yourself, developed, completed, in a frame 2^8 x 4
inches to take home with you. Unquestionably, this
is the greatest money-maker of all time. For amusement
parks, for fairs and dance palaces, steamships, for summer
resorts, for all-year-around business in any community, the
"MOVIE-OF-U" machine will prove a gold mine.
And what an opportunity for enterprising proprietors of
motion picture houses! At last, your lobby can earn money —
big money — through the use of one of these cabinet camera
machines. Your lobby will take on new interest, new life. The

<' MOVIE-OF-U" will be as big an attraction as the
Feature Picture you are playing.
All you need is the machine and an attendant, then get ready
for the profit deluge.
Our demonstration studio in operation is located in the Eltinge
Theatre Building. Territorial rights for exclusive sales agencies are
now available. Act fast and reap the reward. It will be the best
business move you have ever made !

Patents Applied for

WRITE OR WIRE FOR
FULL PARTICULARS!

The American public is motion picture mad. There are 120,000,000 people in this country and 70%
of them believe that they could niake good on the screen if they were given a chance. You are going
to make it possible for them to give themselves screen tests the same as they would get at any one
of the gigantic studios in Hollywood. They won't want just one — they'll repeat again and again.
Each one will mean a quarter to you and as the quarters pile up they turn into dollars and the
dollars into hundreds.

NOYIE-OFCOOP.

OF QUARTERS

^ AS GREAT AND AS ENDLESS
#
AS NIAGARA FALLS

-tff^ -.fi.
_, 'Jl^^'J/ '^

TTiis amazing novelty makes it possible to take different moving
of screen
yourself,frame,
"or yourself
and friends,
put
them in pictures
one small
then animate
them
aU by the pressure of a finger tip.

$90 IN ONE

Novelty and
of the Age

- >»resl
1*«
141 W*ilDS
41nd Str«*l,
Uvm den»
7*rli
A. - litH.- IM -WOO
[ lllliut* ThMlr«:B«IMlN« ]

A prominent screen
star but it could

be you.

7he greatest Screen Drama Of ^11 7fme
/Jmdzinq
BOX-OFFICE

Sensation

TIFFANY

I
Vomen are deeply moved
by its romance byand
lenderness-men
its soul
strife of world war
fighters.
Ihe humor of life
in the trenches.

/

lOQOOQOOO
PEOPLE
WAITIMC

ARE
FOR IT

WHY?

\X^WHAT

THE
NEWSPAPER CRITICS
AND THE NATIONAL
MAGAZINES
SAY—

JACK
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PRODUCTION/
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LETTERS
LITERATURE

DRAMA

- AND
MUSIC

FINE-ARTS

'JOURNEY'S END" WITHOUT
THK
CRITICS GIVE THANKS that "Journey's End'.'
js not Hollywood.
It iss by Hollywood, but not of Hollywood.
Hollywood.
" It would have been so easy. " says Richard Walts; Jr.. in tho
New York Herald Tribune, "for the cinema business men to tosa
i of tht orij^nal tt xt and i>ubstitui

BENEFIT OF

CULTURE

HOLLYWOOD

here 19
hasbeen writtea about it, in these pages and elsewhci
story in brief;
„ ,
.......
.
.
.
,
. .
Journey s End
tells about that cbapter in the war which
I'. rha[.s
concerned a group of British officers who made their headqiiordugout up ntiar the front line in 1918.
Id again about the battle-hardened
iiriige
compaov
commander. C/iptain
Stanhope, who was content to go
on fighting so long as he had
pl< nt\ of whisky to keep up his
\nd then, you may remem[ 111I )an\
the line
join LituUnant
Slanhnpe'g
and to this
! ijk was the brother of the
I I im*s swo'theart
bock
in
' ' ind Strinkopf's one eoniiiifiR fear was that Raleigh
il! wTil*' home and tell hif
I r (hat llie man she loved was
1 111) clean-living fellow she
I I I known
before
the war.
I t a swearing, ner\'e-shatt*red
I

\nd
so Captni
liiped a keen res
<r I hisjuniorofficer.a nattitude
111 h was never quite o
nl \nung Raleigh was fatally
I Tided on the morning of the

lie screen Version was diI I1 attack."
r t<d bv James Whale, who
V 1 also responsible for the New
"i rk and London productions.
I r Uunt Hall gives in the New
rk Times

the stor>- of the

rf, to Hollywood of London's
THE

UNWELCOME

SCHOOL-FELLOW

their quota of the shoddy qualities that are supposed to come
under the head of box-office."
Bui the screen version of the Great War play emerges almost
without flaws, and leaves only the ^tndamental question of
whether you prefer your voices straicbt or screened. Martin
Diekstein of the Brooklyn EagU finds the film version the better
exhibition. "In this case the audible screen convincinsly
demonstrates that as a dramatic medium it is superior to the
Blage."

The reason:

ing"For the major part the talking film interpretation of 'Joui^
ney's End' does follow the original production faithfully enough,
it is true, but it is in those paiuuvgcs which could not be depiot«d
within the limits of a stage that the film achieves its most satisfy"Thus in the climactic
stealthily making its wi
which was left to the
Journey's End * offers y(
that the theater has evei

, which picture the raiding party
>ss No Man's Land (the episode
lalion in the stage production),
if the most dramatic bits of action

%F

J^

- ART
EDUCATION

Ca micron

"A

good idea of the pains

taken to make "Journey's End'
a distinguished work is to be gained from the fact that when everything was ready for the film. Mr. Whale, after looking at many
players, insisted on having Colin Clive. who was playing Captain
Stanhope in the London stage production, impersonate the leading characUi
"Maurice Browne, theT^ondon stage producer, granted permis-^
sion for Mr. Clive to go to Hollywood to act in the talking picj^
"Mr. Clive took the first steamship for New York a
train out of New York for California.
H« i
actors who have traveled more than twelvej
play a single rftle in a picture.
"The mere fact that he wai
as pos.sible evidently did muo^
film, and this haste did n
result.
Mr, Clive *
film took a i

* At * presents
Journey'soneEndof the
'IFFANY
finest pictures ever made in
Journey's End. The play by
R. C. Sherriff created a great sensation last year and it is still being
played on the American stage as well
as abroad. James Whale, who directed
the picture, did a masterly job.
The drama of the piece takes place
in an officers' dugout on the British
front line during the great war. There
are a few scenes in the trenches just
outside the dugout and one thrilling
bit of a raid on a German trench for
the purpose of capturing a German
prisoner.
The drama in the dugout is soulstirring. Brave men and cravens, old
philosophers and schoolboys, men
with too much imagination and some
with none meet here and, under the
strain of preparing for a deadly attack by the enemy, play on one an-^^,^
other's nerves until they reach the breaking point. There
is an occasional relief from the drama, and even in the
midst of your tears you will 1,
This is a cast without
does his best for the gj
|d every member of it
Jin Clive was selected
for
the
part
of
gcause he had made
a hit in the^
perfect^
je version.
He i.*
lope on the
in
ine on

the airt'S. Abort, i

The chalice t
fillip to the play^
lieraUl Tribun.

The Nation

■r that in T- ■_. ^ f^r May

The ongfnal "Journey's
End"
■un on the New York stage, and ov has celebrated a full v*--*

JUDGE
spectacle of guiltless men walking docilely their last mile'
itself stirring enough to hold one in its grip from first sc< ■

«»'^Dig'est jot
The Lit«

^

, to sbo*.
SoVw'ly

'

. ,1 oi""''

(,„awn"»'"'.„kli"2 "'''mi oI

'last.
In isthis
the film
of "Journey's
(Gaiety)
evenrespect
more tense
than version
the original
stage play,

PARE LORENTZ
'
By

'^

is less diluted by the orderly's amusing remarks on food I
unlike the play provides a few scenes of actual fighting. I I
gains in comparison in the greater detail and relief whit |
cinematic treatment bestows on its characters.

a of
THE tenuous British dram y's
urne un•'Joes
war, movi
n hes
" blemishe
gentleme
End,
reac
Consider the
d. in
it any way
you
Th»

«'"'°^

., CO..."""'' '"

«;'-;r;:sS
„nllo-~.

.1..' Yir'l'*'^

<'--^----.;i;^s*^c:"'

__^^^^^^m

like, it is the best war movie ever
shown in this country. Yet it is really
not a movie; two hours of dialogue relieved only by two action scenes
hardly come within the direct territory of the camera. It is not a movie
story, but it has character, skill and
logic. (You can name the celluloids
that have those qualities on your
fingers.) It is a fine piece of -work.
The director, James Whale, deserves everlasting credit for his work)
gun
The dialogue moves like maehinefire. The trenches are trenches. No
s
ic
Man' Land is not a puljl square
full cts.
of flags, French lassies and cstamin
Colin Clive gave the finest performance Ihave ever seen in a movie.

Tiffany's "Journey's End " is withj
a precedent in the history of
screen.
^

os

It is proving a world sensation / 1
road-show
attraction. it is a stupendous bo\-ol ^

Think what it will do ftj
YOU, Mr. Exhibitor.
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THE NEW

YORKER

THE :>crccn \crMoii follows the book
of the piny closely. The only
.iddcd scenes nrc highly justified by the
scope of the movies ns n special medium,
md justified too by their own intrinsic
success. These arc scenes of the
trenches outside the dugout, interpolated views of the front, of lines of sandbags and hideous mud-drcnchcd passages, as effective and realistic as any
shown anywhere on the screen. No
English rose gardens are presented,
though skeptics had expected them.
The girl and the somewhat perfunctor\
romance of the pla\' are no more stress-

^1 ALL-STAK Cast for Tiffany's "JourncyN
i'J. ' headed by Colin Clive. orij^inator of the stajlc
Ic of Captain Stanhope. BrouXht here from the
rince of Wales Theatre, London, to play Stanhope
T tlic film \crsion.
Oireeted by James Whale, director of the orii(inal
en Jon. New '^'ork and Chicago stajte productions,
■in world famed pla> b> K. C Sherrilf.
Newspapers e\cr> where are askinf( what theatre
tlieir particular cities will show the film version,
Mlions of people are not W.MTING — they
1- AMORING to see "Journey's End."
A Ti'.^Jflj- CJi't^^c^l

AISED

TIME
Journey's End
s a talking picture is a sensitive, faithful
nd brilliant photograph of a great War
play. The story is a pattern loosely and
skillfully
lives in
and"
characters ofwoven
certain around
British the
officers
a front
line sector — their amusements, memories,
meals, relations to each other — all unified
by the abstract presence of a power bent
on destroying them, and which does in
the end destroy them. These soldiers are
heroic, but with a kind of heroism never
before depicted on the screen — a makeshift
heroism, concocted in despair as the best
way to behave in circumstances which are
absurd, insane, horrible. Captain Stanhope is played by Colin Clive. who ha?
the part in the stage Journey's End in
London; the rest of the e.\cellcnt cast
was recruited in Hollywood. Last shot:
the scene darker, the shelling outside
h.irder, the only sign of life in the dugout
;i jruttering candle, which slowlv rocs out

an

: P'cJ^a

A PICTURE AS THEY HAVE JOURNEYX

END*

NEWJPAPERJ "^nU OVER 93,000000 READER!

ACCLAIM JOURNEYJ
NEW

END A5N/0RLDi MIGHTIEST

YORK

DETROIT

A masterful production. — Daily News, which gives it a **** rating.
One of the most impressive film dramas of this or any other year. —
American.
One of the most impressive war pictures ever filmed. — Telegram.
An absorbing piece of work. — Times.
A vital contribution to this year's film lineup. — Graphic.
A motion picture of the first order and must have success. — World.

An amazingly simple story. . .. One of the most impressive narratives to reach the screen. — News.
A fine production. — Times.
"Journey's End" is the finest play I have yet seen come to the talking screen. — Detroit Daily.
Marks a distinct advance in the film art. — Free Press.
An absorbing piece of work. — Border Cities Star.

CHICAGO

It bears the stamp of all-around perfection. — Evening Post.
A tremendous picture; unforgettable. "Journey's End" is an example of what the talking screen can really mean. — Evening Journal.
The climaxes of "Journey's End" are marvellous, each one topping
the other . . . one of the best efforts of the talking films. — Evening Sun.
"Great " is a word which we seldom employ. . . . But we invoke it
here eagerly. And even at that we feel that we haven't done the picture justice. — Evening World.
It is a gallant and understanding achievement. — Morning Telegraph.

Don't, I beg of you, miss this picture, for there never was such
another war cinema as "Journey's End." — Mae Tinee, in Chicago
Tribune, who gave picture FOUR STARS, highest rating.
It is a great picture and one which exercises absolute hypnosis
both upon the mind and ilie emotions. — Bob Reel in The Evening
American.
"Journey's End" is the best movie I ever saw. — Chicago Journal
of Commerce.
A faultlessly made picture version of a great play. — Herald &
Examiner.

One picture you should surely see. — Brooklyn Standard Union.

Terribly real and grimly
News.

Most impressive of all war plays. — Brooklyn Times.

The universal appeal of this unusual play is that it is a study
in courage — the courage vvhich is as necessary in facing the busi
ness of life as in facing war. — Evening Post.
I saw it two days ago in a plain projection room; yet my face
is wet with tears even while I write my piece for the paper.
Everybody ought to see this. — Doris Arden in Daily Times, who
gives it Four Diamonds, highest rating.

Best of the season's war plays. — Brooklyn Eagle.
Thoroughly noteworthy. — Robert E. Sherwood.
The Supreme Drama of the Motion Picture Industry. — Exhibitors
Daily Review.
I have never seen more pointed proof of the greatness of motion
pictures than the film made by Tiffany of "Journey's End." ... A
great achievement. — Exhibitors Herald World.
A noteworthy accomplishment, a credit to the producers, the
director, the cast and the industry. — Motion Picture News.
Inspiring and notable. — Film

Daily.

beautiful is "Journey's End." — Daily

CINCINNATI
Tiffany has done a good job of the screen version. — Enquirer.
One of the best adaptations of a stage play shown here thus
far. — Times-Star.

A powerful picture. — Harrison's Reports.

Far and away the greatest of all war films to date and one of
the finest talking pictures ever shown here. — Commerical Tribttne.

"Journey's End" in smash class. — Variety.

Talkies never have made anything like "Journey's End." It is
far too stirring to miss. — Post.

LONDON

Tiffany, the picture's producers, has done a grand job. — Burns
Mantle, ace of dramatic critics, in syndicated article used by almost 1(X)
newspapers.

The most moving thing I have ever seen or heard. — Daily Mail.
DAILY EXPRESS— The film left me with the feeling that the
whole nation should be paraded and marched off to the cinemas to see it.

Powerful. — Billboard.

BOSTON

DAILY CHRONICLE— To the inevitable question "How does
the talkie compare with the stage play?" I must unhesitatingly answer that in my opinion the film is far and away the more effective
presentation.

Best of all war pictures. — American.
A splendid picture in every way. -Herald.
Perfect in its artistry, in its characterization and in its audience
appeal. — Globe.

MIRROR
— Thepictures.
finest thing the cinema has given us since
the DAIL^'
introduction
of talking

Audience was held taut. —Transcript.

in its
making.NEWS — "Journey's End" is a triumph for all concerned
D.V1L\'

The finest war picture ever filmed. — Post.

DAILY SKETCH Had this film preceded the play it would have
startled the world into realization about the truth of the great war.
MORNING POST— Actually better than the play.

Tiffany has a superlatively fine production in this film. — Traveler.

LOS ANGELES
Altogether exceptional as a picture drama. — Express.
"Journey's End" is a picture to see.^Record.
Gorgeously done. — News.
Should draw a wide attention, even among those who know the
stage play.— 77>M<?s.
We pause for adjecti\es sufficiently strong to express our appreciation.—/,o«r"//a Parsons, Examiner. 'Ibis criticism used in Hearst
newspapers all over the U. S.

TIFFANY
729

r EV ENTM

DAIL"^' HERALD — A brilliantly successful piece of work which
should pack the Tivoli for many weeks.
IMLM DAILY— Absolutely perfect.
Statistics prepared by Tiffany Productions show that 9.S per cent
of the ne\\spapers in the I'nited States ha\e commented fa\orably on
the filmlation \ersion
of "J()urne\'s
of more than
93,(KK),()0(). Ivnd." These papers represent a circuA TR1{MI:ND0US
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For every small house in the land — including the Saturday night and
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Audak
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Syncro disk ActuTurntables .complete
junior
ckand fader.
with pick- ups
for only $150.00
in
the
where
S.anyA.
U.

^.
Export Dept. :
15 Leight St.
New York Citv
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Sunday movie hall — here is the new and wonderful "lifesaver" by Weber.
Every movie can nou; be made a "talkie^
Think of it, for $150.00 per pair, including pick-ups and change-over
fader, you can have two Syncrodisk Junior Turntables, built absolutely
with the world-famous Weber precision, accuracy, care and quality. Faultless, synchronized talkies for SI 50.00.
Smooth, dependable, stead\-, tone-true performance — backed by the
same unchallenged Weber guarantee that has always been part of ever\Syncrodisk sale, "Complete Satisfaction or Money Back."
Weber quality built sales leadership for Syncrodisk. Now that leadership makes possible quality in quantity production of Syncrodisk Junior.
You reap the advantage.
dealer.

Don't waste time. Send in your order, now, direct to us or to vour
Orders filled in order of receipt, only.

WEBER
MACHINE Rochester,
CORP..;,:;*:!;:.
59 Rutter Street
N. Y.
PICTURES

FOR

EVERY

SMALL

HOUSE!

^^
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HERE is an inspired production destined
to make box-office history. It combines all
the box-office elements of "Stella Dallas" and
"Over the Hill."
Belle Bennett plays a widow who struggles to
keep her family together. Her wealthy sister-inlaw tries to turn her children against her. Then
it's woman

against woman.

You can no more keep women away from
this picture than you can keep children away
from the circus. The human being who can see
this picture without getting a tremendous thrill
— just isn't human.

OPENING

— Winter Garden — HA^

2J

you can have it — Hay and Date with Broadway*

WARNER

BROS,

present

IIKI.TK
IKKWKTT
M A II I A .\ > I \ « \
Rex lifU, R.charJ luAcr.
Leon Jannev, CartcrDcHaven, Jr., Blanche•
iTcdcrici.
From the play "Courace" '>> Tom Barrv.
Screen play and dialogue /j> Walter
Anihonv.
Direcleti h> Archie Mavo.

Watch for Next Season's Announcement— Celebrating Warner
Bros. 25th Anniversary— Published in Variety late in June!

PROFITS!
115,000,000 admissions weekly in 1930
. . . 58,000,000 more than in 1927
S out of lO go to 3900 ~esterii
Electric equipped theatres.
B out of lO pictures are produced by
the 11 leaders*, all recorded by the
Western Electric system exclusively.

Western

Electric

sound into motion
standard for quality
and made possible
creased theatre gross
sound.

* WARNER

pictures — set the
and performance —
$5()0,00(),00() inafter three years of

BROTHERS

FOX
PARAMOiiNT—

introduced

FIRST

NATIONAL

COI.I MBIA
in mix

PICTURES

iVIirROI'OI.lTAN

MEIRO-GOinWYN

HAr, HOACll

UNITED ARTISTS
UNIVERSAL

SONOART

STI DIGS

COMEDIES

ft

ran <ic[ ils sliarr of
profits l)v CH|iiip|>iii<^
williW eslerii Electric
The new Western E1«m iri(

(M|iii|itiient at

$29S() netAverage weekly rental of $42.28 including serviceNo down j)aMnriil —

The same W r.->ttrn l^ietlric (jiialil\ ihat
i> perform inff today in 3900

American

theatres —
Qnality resulting from more

than fifty

years* experience in manufacturing, continuing to set the stauiiard —
Service by the KRPI organization that
now assures 115.000 j)crforman<es weekly
with

negligible |»i(»iirarri interruj)ti(>n>.

You ran afford \^estrrii Electric.
You caii'l aflord lo he without it!
Write for details of the new tufiiipmint (ind for
a survey of your theatre's requirements.

Westcrti^^Etectric
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Electrical Research Products Ittc.
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Already the Talk of the West!
(Sensation Of All Sensations In Warner

Nov/
(Drawing

Record

Crowds

to Warner

Bros. Theatre,

Broadway)

the Talk of the World!

' Far more gorgeous spectacle than
it was upon the stage. As fine as
to

reach

the

singing
\

cinema."
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"Magnificent. Well handled. Cannot fail to appeal. Won applause
and well deserved it."
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directed,
well
sung
and
beautifully composed."
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"Excellent

entertainment.

the best

to be turned out."
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"Finest

usually get."

.V. )'. Sun
"Feast for the ears and eyes. An
amazin«: example of the talking
screen."
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thing of beauty."
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"Well may First National be proud
of their milestone film."
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Salesmen To Be Uelaiiied Bui Slu(l\ <>t
Minimum Aceounl Problem lo Con I i luie
»

He's Good, Too
MarktheHellinK»'r
sat in
with
"Bugs"
Baer
other night
a cabaret.
And, to hear .Mark tell it, they
watched "the master of ceremonies
summon difTerent celebrities to the
floor. He finally chose one actor,
clapped his hands vigorously and announced him as 'the new
\\ Jol.son.'
'The actor began to sing. He was
suffering trom a cold and his voice
sounded
badly. Hugs' nudged
me.
"'Who
is that gu\ ?' he asked.
" 'That,' I replied, 'is a gentleman
who was announced as the new Al
Jolson.'
"'Bugs'
nodded
wearily.
"'For my money,' he murmured
'let's have the old one half soled and
heeled."

"

RKO May Go It
Alone in England
And Continent
Final decision is in the offing, but indications point strongly to opening of RKO's
own exchanges in Great Britain and the
Continent. For a number of years, the
company has been releasing in England via
Ideal Fihns. Ltd., a subsidiary company of
British.
( iaumont
Karl Kramer, formerly with Universal
and for some months in the RKO sales department, will represent the organization
abroad if the move is finally determined upon. RKO. it is understood, is being influenced by the belief that the company has
now reached the status where it must operate its own organization throughout the
world.

Rowson, Wilcox Sail
Simon Rowson. managing director of
Ideal Films. Ltd., of England sailed for
London on the Majestic Thursday.
Charles Wilcox, of British and Dominions Films, Ltd.. was another passenger.

Piihlix Shakeup Expected
To See Wohher Out
Hollywood — Drastic shake-up of Paramount Publix forces in this territory is reported under way. This will result in resof Herman
\\'obber
head Charles
of the
Pacific ignation
Coast
division
andas of
Kurtzman as division manager. Ralph Crabill is reported slated to leave the company
in a short time.

Plan

to Drop
Sales Forces,
Broached Last Year, Is
Abandoned

While study of the sales problem presented
l)v "mininnim" accounts is being continued,
advent of the convention season this year
linds plans lor dropping salesmen al)an<l()ned by distributors. Although the problem
is by no means solved, the plan to substitute
sales forces with a mail order system of
operation is definitely out.
Last year, a number of meetings were
held to discuss the problem. Several companies, itis stated, were ready to go to bat
in the matter of discontinuing service to unprofitable accounts. There was no desire to
shut off service to the little fellow, but
rather an attempt to circumvent an unsound
economic situation.
Sales heads at the time are understood
to have contended that the $7.50 and $10
accounts could not be .served at a profit and
to have made the point that only through
development of a mail order business, could
a remedy for the situation be found.

"U" Executives Blocked Plan
Circuits, it was contendeil. furnish the
bulk of the revenue for pictures to a degree
that makes retention of salesmen unfeasible,
so the discussion went, and accordingly the
mail order idea was advanced as a way out
of the present situation.
R. H. Cochrane, vice president, and Lou
B. Metzger, general manager, of Universal,
took the lead in opposing any cutting down
of sales forces in favor of the mail order
proposition.
With 60 to 80 per cent the range in
grosses obtained by distributors via chain
bookings closed in New York, several distributors today are minimizing inore and
more the revenue rolled up from small town
accounts. Circuit buying has trimmed distributors' sales overhead considerably and,
while the percentage in practically all instances is lower than ever before, it is believed in some circles that this item of
expense could be trimmed further were it
not for the fact that serving small towns is
invariably more expensive than the rental
taken from them.

After Record

Bookings

One of the purposes in making a determined play for small towners is the distributor's desire to roll up as many accounts
as possible. In financing, experience has
proven that it carries weight with the underwriters to be able to make the statement
that some pictures have played to 10.000 accounts, regardless of the fact that some distributors generally deny the economics of
small town selling.

The liiq Cat
An extra gal cilled up a Mr--. Ko>r.
head of a casting' (jt-partmcnl, and the
repartee- went ^ninelbing like this, to
hear Walter Winchell tell it:
"Oh, Mrs. |{<ise. have you anything
"NOI" was the repl>.
for"But.
me toda>
-Mrs. ?"Rose, do >ou think you
will have an% thing for me this week?"
"NO:" .Mrs. Kose. >ou never have any"But,
"Oh, don't bother
me I I I I"
me!" (ioodbye, .Mrs. Rosenthing forwell,
"\'er>

Baiieroll in 1111
\\ illi IViraniounl
0^(1' Do-Re-Mi
berg."

Hollywood — Has George Bancroft decided to abandon film work for the stage, or
is his present move a strategic plan intended
to influence Paramount-Publix to rcne\v his
starring contract at a higher figure than
agreement? Inhis present
called for under
iCoiilinucd
on paqe 53)

Norma to Star in One a
Year; Coast Wondering
Hollywood — Norma Talmadge. long one
of the bulwarks of the United Artists program, will make only one picture a year
with the star taking lengthy vacations between productions, according to an inside
report which is creating plenty of gossip
among those who have heard it. Her present talker, a version of "Du Barry." is nearly completed.
With Miss Talmadge going to the onea-year schedule. United Artists will probably replace her missing rclea.ses with three
starring productions with Joan Bennett,
who has just signed a new long term star
contract with U. A. The first production
under this agreement will be "Smilin'
Through," originally made in silent form
by Norma Talmadge six years ago.

New Contract for Shearer
lloliywoixi — M-ii-.M is planning to sign
Norma Shearer on a contract calling for
two starring pictures yearly. These would
be designed as specials with no more of the
program variety to be made by the star.
Miss Shearer would get $150,000 per picture, itis stated.
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UP FRONT AND ON THE
FIRING LINE
IT was twcnt}- degrees below zero. Dog weather,
snow swirling, wind screeching- on high. Up
country there was work to be done. Pictures
had to be sold. Accounts had to be called upon.
Old Mother Nature was doing her best to slow
down the machinery, but the w^heels of business
had to go on. T'was up to the salesman to do his
stuff.
So out came the car. The ice was knocked ol¥
the tank, the g-as dumped in and the brakes tested.
The windshield was frozen so completely it was
opaque. But the job was calling and delays were
costly. Chilly fingers dug into a pocket, fished out
a dime and picked a spot over the wheel. Then the
hunt for a knife to whittle out as much glass as
that thin dime covered. That accomplished and a
line of vision established, the salesman was off.

apprenticeship. It's all behind them now, but the
grief and the hardships were theirs to fight against.
They know.
Today the chamelon-like drift of the business
has precipitated a series of mergers, one more
gigantic than the other. In the wake of these
amalgamations — some arrived, others on the way
— has come speculation over the status of the salesman. Circuit after circuit is linked up in evergrowing chains. Sales executives, comfortably
ensconced behind their desks in New York, are
now writing bulk business covering theatres all
over the nation without leaving the citv to do so.
It may be sixty percent of the domestic gross. Some
estimates reach as high as eighty. Accept the high
figures, if you are so inclined.

That Vital Twenty Per Cent
Through the Line
How he got through, nobody has been able to
tigure to this day. Yet the incident happened some
time ago. But he did. Through snow banks, that
protesting car groaned and the groans of the machine were matched one for one by the fellow M^ho
did the driving. Tough lines, you bet. But the
job went through to its finish.
This is just the yarn — one of many — of a nameless film salesman. Day by day, or rather night
by night, these men on the firing line stand at their
posts. Sleeping in jerkwater town hotels, traveling over terrible road beds on rattling trains, giving up many of the comforts of ordinarv existence,
they are writing a romantic and brilliant, but
always unsung. cha])ter in the history of this
business.
* * *

That remaining twenty percent, piled up in $7.50
or $15 or $75 bookings week by week throughout
the A^ear is, nevertheless, vital to the economic survival of every distributor in the business for it represents the profit on the balance sheet.
Sales managers know it. They know, too, who
is bringing in the money that makes dividend
checks possible. You can't get away from the
facts.
The man on the firing- line is doing the work.
Hustled, bustled and shoved by his sales manager
in New York, but indubitably and beyond all argument the one factor that rates the credit.

The Outpost of the Business

Mergers and the Future

The salesman is indispensable. His field may
be curtailed by consolidations, but his spot, as an
industry factor, is unshakeable.

You hear nothing of these knights of the road.
Yet it is from their ranks that many of the leaders
of the industry have sprung. The Kents, the
Graingers, the Feists, the Schnitzers, the Reismans
clear through the executive line-up have served the

He is the industry's outpost, the man on the
front line contacting with the public via the exhibitor. He can't be replaced, because he delivers a
service in dollars and cents that no other known
force in the industrv can supplv.
KANN
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Speculate Over
Disposition ol
Coinerford Allies
With tlio 71 theatres completely owned
by the Conicrford chain now part of the
Paramount Publix holdings, speculation is
rife over what will happen to an approximately equal numl)er of houses in which
Mike Conicrford has a partnership interest.
Total holdings of the chain embrace 1.S7
theatres about half of which have gone
over to Publix. Disposition of the others
depends largely on the decisions reached by
partners themselves.
For instance, in Ringhamton, X. Y., Dave
Cohen and Ned Kornblite are jointly interested with Comerford in local exhibition.
Bernstein Bros, are the Comerford allies in
Elmira ; W. H. Benton in Saratoga Springs ;
Bill Dillon in Ithaca and Rome, and Julius
Friedman in Forest City. Pa.
William Roberts and Andrew Hourigan
have considerable holdings in towns adjacent to Wilkes-Barre, and in these Comerford has an interest. In and around Sunbury. Pa.. Jesse Blanchard runs a number
of houses in association with the Comerford interests. F. Dean Rundell. operating
in Waverly and six Pennsylvania towns,
is another of the major Comerford partners.

Publix Providence Plans
Being Awaited After Deal
Providence — With the Strand almost
read}' to open after si.x weeks of darkness,
theatre men are wondering just what Publix intends to do here. Following the sale
of the Comerford-owned houses in Pennsylvania, rumor spread that the Fay chain
would be annexed by Paramount Publix.
which recently bought tlie Strand.
Edward M. Fay, wlio controls six theatres in Providence, told the newspapers that
he had heard the stories of negotiations, but
knew nothing definite of the plans, if any.

Syracuse Speculates on
Effect of Comerford Deal
Syracuse — Local cti'ect of tlio LomcrfordParamount Publix deal is being awaited
with interest here. The Kallet chain, a
subsidiary of the Comerford circuit, operates the Regent and .Avon here. Closing of
the deal means that Paramount has gotten
the jump on Radio-Keith-Orpheum in plans
for invasion of the subsequent run fieUi.
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Los Angeles — With trial scheduled for
June 17 of the government's criminal conspiracy case against West Coast Theatres,
its officials an.d several distributors, growing out of alleged "freeze-out" of independent exhibitors, through excessive protec
tion, .steps are being taken to adjust tin
situation.
In line with this |)lan, new zoning and
clearance schedule for southern California

Fox-l*arani<)iinl

is practically set. C. C. I'ettijohn of the
Mays office having made a special trip here
tor the purpose. The new schedules were
drafted by Fox West Coast Theatres, the
I-"i]m Board, the M. P. T. O. of southern
California and individual independent exhibitors.
A permanent zoning committee is being
established, representing the conferees to
rearrange future zonings due to new theatres, closings and other changes, so that
the schedule will be flexible for a long time.
Independents receive a better deal under
the new schedules than they ever had before. The conference now is working on
zoning the balance of the territory.

.Seattle — This territory is due to witness
;t keen building race this year between Fox
West Coast and Paramount Publix, which
have been waging a keen fight in key cities
along the Coast.
Fo.x WV'st Coast is planning an undetermined number of Washington theatres and
plans to build or acquire ten in Oregon
alone. Montana, Idaho and California also

Free

from

Politics

The meetings here were free from politics and neither the national exhibitor organization situation or the 5-5-5 conferences were brought into the discussions.
There is considerable interest throughout
the industry in the forthcoming conspiracy
trial. Jail terms loom for defendants if
convicted.

The action is based in part on alleged
agreement of distributors to refuse to serve
theatres charging ten cents admission. Harold B. Franklin, Fox West Coast chief, has
stated that he welcomes the government
action in order to settle the legalitv of protection.

Jack White, Out
In Ediic'l Row,

1 III

V. ill

plan

To BaUl<' for
Hold in N. W.

are to get new theatres in the circuit's big
expansion.
Paramount intends to build 12 theatres
during the next year in the Pacific Northwest, according to Robert Blair, Xorthwest
division manager of the circuit. He made
this announcement in hitting the report that
Jensen & Von Herberg of this city are to
take over operation of the company's theatres in W'ashington. Oregon and Idaho.
J. & V. were the dominant exhibitors in this
territory, until sale of their holding to Xorth
American Theatres, which subsequently sold
them to West Coast.

'

25 W.C. Houses Called
For This Year by Warners
Hollywood — Building or purchase of six
new theatres, with 25 more to be added to
the Coast chain before the end of the year,
are called for in expansion plan of Warners,
states M. A. Silver, general manager of the
Coast circuit. The program, he savs, will
involve $10,000,000.
Six sites are under consideration at
present, with a number of others to be
sought by company scouts.

Three More Bought

To Join "U"

Hollywood — Jack White, producer, who
has been associated with Educational for a
number of years, will be absent from the
company's roster next year, it is understood.
White, about three months ago, went to
Xew York to negotiate a settlement of his
contract with Educational, it is said, threatening suit unless the company bought up his
contract which had then but a few monthto run. He received a cash settlement, it is
said. The row started over production
policy, so the story goes. Educational wanting White to make a certain type of comedy,
and the producer insi.sting that he do things
his way. White now is in Europe and. it
is said, will join L'niversal upon his return.

Warners has acquired the .Siskind chain
at Lawrence, Mass. This circuit is composed of three large houses, the Empire,
seating 2,400. the Broadway, .seating 2.000,
and the Pal.acc, seating 1.700. Renovations,
involving an expenditure of $250,000, will
be made.

British Merger Seen as
Blocked by Filmcraft
London — British Filmcraft probably will
prove the hitch in proposed mereer wit)-.
British Screen Prod, and International
Talking Prod., as underwriters of the firm
object to the deal.
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struggle is still on. Suggested
THE
— or ordered, more properly — by
the Hays association, the committee handling the proposed code on advertising is still manfully on the job of
and don'ts"
"do's directi
to evolvethethefuture
attempting
on in
will control
which
which advertising copy is destined to
travel.
To date, there has been some talk, most
of it in generalities. There are those who
maintain the first precepts under the new
order have been set down in paper. There
are others who aren't so sanguine over
progress made to date. But nobody is
doing any talking, the order not to do so
being that strict.
The l)ovs will develop a co<le. No question about that, since all choice has been
removed from the matter. In the meantime, the spot on the flywheel seems to
l)e growing.
In Milwaukee, some smart egg turned
out copy for "Ladies of Leisure"
that induced more than a flurry of excitement. The picture ran afoui of the censors in Chicago so this unknown thought
it clever to play up the fact that Milwaukeeans would see it intact. And so
advertised. The kick-back carried was as
gentle as a mule's.
Anyway, to get back to the code. The
text is a dark secret. There's no text yet
as a matter of fact, but when it is written, approved and put into actual practice,
viiu might look for some evasively worded
clauses that wilt give the gang all the latitude itthinks it needs.

M « V

Outlook

larized American star who faces a complete and perfect wash-up abroad. Just
what American damage that will do to
American grosses on the other side is
problematical, but the worry over the
situation is very much present.
If foreign countries want talkers — and
they seem to be veering in that direction
rapidly — American "names" are out of the
running except in sporadic cases. It follows that German, French, Italian, Spanish and other players will have to be developed to suit the tastes of those nation-

C. C. p. Silent
Hollywood — C. C. Pettijohn has no
comment to make on the controversy
growing out of
printed reports
concerning
leaders of Allied
States
who are Ass'n,
threatening to terminate
the 5-5-5 conferences. "The temin a the
teapot"
causedpest by
publi cat ion
of com-to
ment credited
"a Haysite," that
Al Stefifes wants
P u b 1 i X to give
him a theatre, and
C. C. Pettijohn
that H. M. Richey
is connected with an "audacious" stock
selling scheme, is being regarded by
the Allied heads as inspired by the
Hays organization, who have called
upon the association for repudiation
of the statement, or proof of the
charges.

Headaches
Heap big trouble is these days. Those
important overseas markets are responsible for large-sized headaches in executive offices. East and West. Never knew
so many expert production and foreign
managers ready to admit they didn't
know on whose toes they w^ere treading.
The course of American-made foreign
language talkers hasn't been at all encouraging. As a result, the plan to make
'em in Hollywood has been socked midships or thereabouts. The popular impression prevailing today is that producers will have to manufacture in the
country of distribution, but a number
l)elieve
isn'ttheenough
in the
venture there
to make
effort money
worthwhile.
On the other hand one of the ironies
of an ironic situation is the danger confronting the well-advertised, highly popu-
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TheTheyarnInsiders
was published,
but it didn't
take
long to discover
that
;he truth had been stretched beyond recognition. ThereufKDn, this executive —
he's had loads of headline space since the
day he walked into the industry — caught
plenty in this very column. He rated —
and got — plenty of raking over live coals.
Now here's the laugh :
The original story so suited his purpose that he secured twenty-five copies,
planted them in banking circles that
counted and waited for the invitation he
was seeking, but which didn't come.
But the bankers, it is a matter of record,
found The News so interesting that they
subscribed. You see, they wanted to
keep in touch with the picture business
and with us, they agreed that reading
M. P. N. was a swell way to do it.
Later when The News began to expose some of the inside transactions for
which this smart executive was responsible, these self-same bankers began to
investigate, discovered a few choice tidthey couldn't
countenance
and handed
our bits
executive
friend
his walking
papers.

72 Hours Straight
Winnie Sheehan's seemingly permanent New York residence has been
broken up and the new generalissimo at
Fox is en route to the coast. At the minute, he is vacationing in the Mid-West
and has just discovered how much he
needed sleep. It seems Winnie dozed a
few days ago and before he knew what
had slipped
happened
had
by. something like 72 hours
Sheehan's battle during the last five
months or more has been terrific. No

alities. During the development period,
what's going to happen to foreign boxoffices and American rentals? The answer is : plenty.

Funny Twists
Some weeks ago, a certain executive —
nameless for this narrative — tried, by dint
of much persuasion and clever ground
work, to inject himself into a company
picture where he wasn't wanted. It
didn't make much difference to him. He
insisted and finally thought he pulled the
trick by planting a fake yarn through a
third party who broadcast it in spots
where he figured it would do the most
good. The selection, it is admitted in
due modesty that becomes youth, was
Empeenews.

sleep, unending conferences and, until
recently, the spectre of years of lost effort dangling before him. That, however, is behind him and the future holds
much.

The Clarke Slant
While

this chatter concerns the re-

vamped Fox outfit, it is w'ell to add to
the record how Harley L. Clarke feels
about motion pictures. The Fox president is a utilities man by background and
experience. He regards motion pictures
in the same light. That, plus the fact
that he is extremely partial to mergers.
Tuck these bits of information away in
your mental encyclopedia. They rnay
help to explain THE
w'hat is to
come.
INSIDERS.
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Universal, Once Bidder lor Tln^alre
Power, Qui ol Evhihilion h\ Fall
War V8. Chain Stores
"A new battle on evolution is raKinn in the South," states Tlu' Xation.
"This linu', iiowever, the issue is not
rel'nious hut economic; it has to do
with the theory of the economics of
distribution," declares this publication.
"The battle, which is beinu wajjed
on man> fronts, is between the small
retailer, tak ng the fundamentalist
position, against the chain store, an
exponent of modernism in distribution. Within the past few months the
immed'ate linht has been crystallized
b> one crusader, W. K. Henderson of
Shreveport. I.ouisiana, who has sallied
forth throuKh his radio station
KWKH to fjive battle to the chainstore devil and to the 'evil hosts in
Wall Street.' The thinn, however, has
been a lonj; time in coming and can
be traced back to the vast economic
revolution that bej^an in this country
ten

or

fifteen

years

ago."

Tiffany to Make
Onlv 26-30; Sales
Meet Postponed
liftany is to have between

26 and 30

])ictnrcs number
on its new
year's
program.
dctinite
has not
been
decided, The
nor
has any date been selected for the company's sales convention.
Under terms of its five-year franchise.
Tiffany must deliver a minimum of 26 pictures and a maximum of 52. However, it is
understood there is little likelihood of more
than 30 pictures being produced.
The company's sales convention probably
will be postponed several weeks, due to deside to concentrate on sales of "Journev's
End."

Tiffany Making Talkers
Abroad; Buys Paris Firm
Tiftany has completed plans for production of multi-lingual talkers in Europe in
French, (ierman and Spanish. The company is buying the U'ilton-Tiffany-Brockliss firm at Paris and will either buy or
build a studio in France. The firm also
lilans to produce in Germany, and already
has made German versions of "The Lost
Zeppelin" and "Mamba." French and Spanish versions of "Mid-Stream" are to be
made. The Wilton-TitTany-Brockliss deal
will give Tiftany the Capucines theatre as
a Paris first run outlet.

M-G-M—Joan Craworfd
Jam Denied on Coast
Hollywood — There is no trouble between
Joan Crawford and M-G-M as reported,
with relations declared very amicable. A
reported temperamental outburst by the star
some time ago was settled speedily.

Major
/nfcrcsts
Sold,
\(xl
(Omc 1/'artncrship
.')(). 1 HO Sironf//louses
With its major theatre operations disI)osed of to other interests, principally Paramount and Warners, Universal's partnership interests in the 150 to 160 houses now
tied in with the company will be cleaned
up by October. At that time, Universal
will have withdrawn completely from the
exhibition
field.
Chief among the rcmaininR holdings are
an approximately fifty per cent interest in
the Grifiith Bros, chain, which operates
priiicii)ally in Oklahoma, and about a twenty-five per cent interest in the Schine chain,
now known as the Upper New York State
division of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses.
Inc.
It was several years ago that Universal
Chain Theatres, Inc., was organized. From
the inception of the company, acquisition
m the theatre field moved along at a rapid
gait. When the race for theatre dominance
became more acute, the inside story has it.
Universal figured it a better business policv
to turn back its holdings to realize financial
returns
on realty values and leaseholds.

(lolf Ducats, Tea, Fortune
Tellers, New B, O, Lures
Seattle — Local downtown film houses are
■■pulling plenty of stunts" to get business,
particularly at matinees. Jensen & Von
Herberg at the Liberty is emploving a
fortune teller to tell patrons' "past-presentfuture" without cost during the
and
serving free tea and cakes to ladies dav,
between
3 P. M. and 5 P. M. daily, all for the admission price of 25 cents. At the Seattle
Paramount, another fortune teller is giving
patrons the lowdown on themselves and
others, and the theatre also gives golf tickets
that are good on a local miniature course.
John Danz, at his Columbia, is content
merely to employ a fortune teller. His patrons must look elsewhere for golf instruction or refreshments.

Wide Film on New Warner
Lineup
; Won*t Makeare Many
Hollywood — The Warners
figuring

on a limited number of pictures on the 19301931 schedule on wide film. Decision will
probably be made shortly after Jack Warner
has an opportunity to discuss the matter
with Harry M. Warner in New York.
Jack leaves in a few davs.

Yes, Mr. Broun
Hiram S. Brown, by defeating' James
H. Turner in the final round in the
first fliuht of the R-K-O >;olf tournament, was awarded the company championship trophy. Forty contestants divided into five flights in the tournev.

VJ

The i\ew lilah-lilah Racket
SOU.M)

I KAMI

K

"The (iei>ri;e .Spil/.more pro(lu<tion,
'The Trial of Minnie .Schmalt/,' a Ulo\
f;oof>tone Monotone picture, pr»'^enlManiie Snook-- in the finest role of
her entire career. Miss .'snooks in the
pari of Minnie Schmall/. the K'lrl
who murdered the millionaire. Anton
Su^arpoppa,
the >;un was because
loaded, she
will didn't
brinu know
tears
to your eyes as she- tells the sad siors
of her life of degradation. And now
I present
Miss Snooks —
"Hello, folks! ."sav , Jimmy, it was
awfull> nice of >ou to say that about
n\t-. And

sa>.

folks,

this

is

what

I

think about Jimm\- — he plavs opposilime in this picture. >()U know — I think
he's the best actor ever. And, honest,
I know \ou'll like 'The Trial of Minnie Schmaltz' — it's fine hundred per
cent talking all-star l51o\ (if»of\tone
.Monotone

production — "

11(^11 l?ops and
K. C. ""^Pan'' (ioes
Back lo t Bits
Kansas City — After three weeks at 25
cents top, the Pantages here has hiked its
admission to 50 cents again. The exact
reason for restoring the 50 cents scale is
problematical, although Louis Charninsky.
manager, declares it is because future bookings are too big to warrant the smaller
However, there seems to be three sides to
prices.
the
story. With the Pan showing first run
pictures at 25 cents and the same jiictures
bought for the suburbans to be shown at 40
cents, neighborhood operators began to protest to the exchanges. M. B. Shanberg,
who heads 'The Friendly Theatres," a group
of de lu.xe neighborhood houses, was one
of the principals who objected to the Pantages policy. Whether or not .Shanberg
brought any pressure to bear on the matter
is not known but something caused Charninsky to revert to 50 cents top rather suddenly. When asked if the Midland circuit
(Shanberg) had anvthing to do with the
Pantages shifting policy, the Midland office
said:

"We

ilon't know a thinu abniit

Deny Service Refused

it."

It had been reported that several exchanges refused to sell Charninsky pictures
at the low price scale. But in each instance
the exchange manager, when asked about
it. gave the same answer : "I don't know
But Charninsky
a thing
about it." admits the 25-cent cut in
scale caused plenty of "hell to pop" among
exchanges and suburban managements. The
Pan went back to 50 cents top last Thursday with no complaints from the regular
patrons. In fact, the first few days of the
old scale has given the house capacity business. Feature is "The Arizona Kid."
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U. S. in "Biggest Anti- Trust Move,"
Hits at Sound Licensing Agreements
Alleges in Suit That Patent
Pool Is Monopoly of Radio
Industry
NA'ashington — Cross-licensing agreements
on sound film patents and etjuipment between RCA, General Electric. Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Co.. RCAPhotophone, RCA-Victor, RCA-Radiotron.
American Telephone & Telegraph, Western
Electric. General Motors and Genera!
Motors Radiola will be tested for their legality in the anti-trust action brought
against these firms by the Department of
Justice.
The action, it is declared by opponents
of the alleged monopoly, is "the biggest
anti-trust proceeding ever begun by the
Government." It is the direct outgrowth of
the deal recently announced by which General Electric and W^estinghouse are to acquire control of RCA in exchange for patent rights.
This patent pool, it is alleged in the suit
filed at Wilmington, Del., gives the defendant firms joint control over the radio
industry and its developments, killing outside competition.
The proposed reorganization of General
Electric, Westinghouse and RCA, it is alleged, is a set-up that "would have the effect of perpetuating the control already obtained by the defendants."
"The patent
originally
between
severalarrangements
of the defendants
have made
been
steadily increased in number and enlarged
in scope until the defendants now practically
have control of radio business and its development. This control has been brought
about by a novel method of cross-licensing
patents.

Legality Questioned
"The suit is concerned chiefly with the
legality of these patent arrangements. The
petition filed alleges that the defendants,
most of whom are competitors, by issuing
patent licenses to one another, have created
a patent combination or pool through which
they exercise joint control over the radio
industry and that competition among them
has ceased, and that no outsider can obtain
a license except on terms jointly prescribed
by the chief defendants.
"The petition also alleges that the proposed reorganization recently submitted to
stockholders of Radio Corporation would
have the efifect of perpetuating the control
already obtained by the defendants.
"The defendants, on the other hand, have
earnestly contended that they are doing
nothing more than they are authorized to
do under the patent laws.
"The situation is an intricate one, and it
is desirable that these vexed questions be
settled in the courts."

Flothow Joins Rogell
Rudolph Flothow, for five years with Tiffany Prod, in an executive capacity, has
become vice-president of Al Rogell Prod.

Climaxes
Lengthy
Probe

Washington — Institution of anti-truiC proceedings against
(Jeneral Electric, American Telephone & Telegraph, Westinghouse and others, climaxes years of investigation by
the Dept. of Justice, the Federal Trade Commission and
by Congress. Filing of the suit has been pending for some
time, but the matter was precipitated by action of RCA
stockholders in approving proposed exchange of control
of RCA for patent rights owned by General Electric and
Westinghouse. Even before this action, there was considerable likelihood that RCA's activities were due for
litigation.

Fox, Nathanson
Young Welcomes
To Buck Para.
Suit; Wants to
In Secret Deal?
Shun Politics
Anti-trust suit brought by the governRCA, General Electric, \\'estment against
ing-house
Electric & Manufacturing Co. and
other firms is welcomed, according to Owen
D. Young, chairman of the executive committee of RCA, because the companies prefer
to have the questions involved settled "out
Radio Corporation of America welpolitics."
of "The
comes the suit of the Government of the
United States to test the validity of its organization, which has now existed for more
than ten years, and in every step of which
the
Government has been advised," he declared.
"In 1919, when the company was organized, no one concern in the country had the
necessary patents to enable it to develop the
radio art and create a business. Each of
several had some, and each could block the
other. The purpose of the organization of
the Radio Corporation was to release the
art by grouping patents enough in one place
so as to enable sending stations to be created
and receiving sets to be built. That this
was accomplished is shown by the rapid de\elopment of the radio business.
"In order to promote competition in the
art and in the business, and to avoid patent
litigation which would have prevented development, licenses have been issued to 34
(Continued on page 21)

Decisive Victory
Washington — "A decisive victory for
the independent industry" is the description against
given the government's
antitrust action
the alleged radio
monopoly by Oswald F. Schuette, executive secretary of the Radio Protective Ass'n. He says the action follows
three years of activity by the association.
"This suit should mark the end of
the reign of terror by which the Radio
corporation and its affiliated companies
have
sought to monopolize the radio,"
he said.

Toronto — Battle for control of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. was increasing in
intensity this week following reports that
a "mysterious
syndicate"
bids
for
sites in various
cities ofisthemaking
Dominion.
The proposals are believed being made by
representatives of Fox and N. L. Nathanson, former managing director of the Canadian firm, who resigned when the trustees
blocked his proposal to sell the circuit to
Gaumont British. One of the bids is for the
Church St. site on St. Catherine St., Montreal, in connection with a project asserted
to involve $4,000,000.
Halsey, Stuart has offered a large block
of Fox Film gold notes on the Canadian
exchange, the first time any Fox securities
have been offered to Canadian
investors.
Strong sentiment, pro and con, on the
Paramount Publix offer to trade four shares
for every five of Famous has been stirred
throughout the Dominion, in preparation
for betheheld
special
stockholders'During
meeting,
to
on Thursday.
the slated
week,
the Famous Players Canadian Shareholders'
Protection Ass'n, formed to block the Paramount deal, reported considerable progress.

Wife, "Out-teethed'' by
D'Arcy, Seeks Divorce
Hollywood — "Impatient, overbearing, egoquarrelsome
temperamental,"
are some tistical,
of the
choiceandadjectives
used to
describe Roy D'Arcy in a divorce action filed
by his wife. The pair, whose legal name is
Guisti, previously were divorced, but remarried afew days after Lita Grey Chaplin
had stated she was to wed the former actor.
D'Arcy now is operating a night club in
New York.

$6,076,322
Net by toM-G-M
For 26 Weeks
Mar, 14
M-G-M reports net of $6,076,322 before
taxes for the 28 weeks ended March 14.
Gross profit was $9,163,203 and operatingexpenses $3,654,031.
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Big Aiili-Tnisl Suit Agaiiisl Elccliics
ToBriiigSlu)>v<l<)>MioiiAllPaU'iilUiglils
Supreme Court
To Get Patent
Suits

Anti-trust suit filed l)> the Kovi-rnmcnl attainsf the hi(j
♦ leclrlfs and ollu-r parlies to the cri)ss-li<»-nsini; a^reeinenis eoM-rinu radio and kindred patents iv lieaded
strai>;lit for the Siipr»-ine Court.
There is little doubt that the ^"vernnient will slop short
of either victory or a Supreme Court decision, «hiih. it
is hoped, would clarify the patent situation, so far as
monopoly is concerned. The conipanies, too, may be expected to carry the (i>;ht to thi- last ditch to settle once
and for all the issues invohed in the case. Their positions in the sound picture and radio fields would dictatisuch a course, it i.s believed.

Dissolution and
Injunction Asked
By Government
Wasliiiig^ton — Dissolution of RC.\-Photophone, RCA- Victor. RCA-Kadiotron and
General Motors Radio Corp. and an injunction restraining thcni from engaging in
interstate commerce is asked by the Government in its anti-trust action against RCA
and other members of the so-called patents
pool.
The Government wants to restrain the
defendants "'from continuing to carry out,
directly or indirectly, expressly or impliedly,
the said combination and conspiracy, attempting to monopolize and monopolization,
and from entering into or carrying out directly or indirectly any similar combination
and conspiracy and monopolization of interstate trade or commerce."
Other demands of the Government included :
1. That the combination, conspiracy and
monopolization complained of be held in
violation of the Sherman anti-trust law.
2. That the defendants be perpetually enjoined from performing or continuing to
perform any and all other acts described in
the petition "as means of creating, maintaining or effectuating said combination and
conspiracy."
3. That the contracts and agreements
between and among the defendants be declared unlawful and void and that the defendants be perpetually enjoined "from entering into similar contracts or carrying out
the terms of said agreements or understandings."

Stock Dea: Ban Asked

4. That the defendants be perpetually enjoined from agreeing with other defendants not to compete "with such other defendants in any line of interstate trade or commerce."
5. That the defendants, other than the
Radio Corporation of America, be perpetually enjoined and restrained from purchasing or otherwise acquiring capital stock in
the Radio Corporation of America, any of
its subsidiaries or operating companies.
6. That the General
Electric Company

General's Suit
Against Stanley
Starts Monday
Involving patent rights of far-reaching
proportion in sound recording and reproducing. General Talking Pictures' infringement
-uit against the Stanley Co. of America
gets under way on Monday at Wilmington,
Del, The action is a test case to determine if Western Electric and users of its
e(|uipment are infringing on patents of the
General company, covering De Forest Phone )tilm equipment.

Buddy
BrotherTrial
To GetRogers'
Paramount
Hollywood — Paramount Publix will give
a screen trial to B. H. Rogers, younger
brother of Buddy Rogers. Buddy is entirely
satisfied with the arrangement, but had nothing to do with it, it is said. The younger
Rogers is to get about $100 weekly on a
regular stock company contract.

Paramount 2d Quarter
Earnings to Beat Records
Paramount I'ubli.x earnings for three
months ending June 30, 1930, are expected
to show a substantial increase over the same
period last year, when net of $2,550,000,
after all charges, established a new high for
'iiiy second quarter's return.
and Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company be ordered to divest themselves of all stock in the Radio Corporation
and that the Radio Corporation be ordered
to divest itself of any property, facilities or
assets acquired from General Electric or
Westinghouse under the recent merger.
7. That jurisdiction of this cause be retained for the purpose of enforcing such
degree as may be entered and enabling petitioner to apply for the modification or enlargement of any of the provisions on the
ground that the same is inadequate, and for
the purpose of enabling the defendants to
apply to this court for a modification of the
provisions on the ground that it has become
inappropriate 'ir nnnecessary.

[j. S. hvcidi's Time
Is liipe
to (iet (our I Test of
Minutpolies
U a-'hii)gt<iii — Ju'-i how i;ir jiaieiu iii.iuipulations can he carricfl by patentees in maintaining the monopoly conferred in cfTect
upon the holder of a patent monopoly by
the patent laws, is involved in the Government's anti-trust action against the electrics
and allied firms in the so-c.illed patent pool.
The companies concerned have consistently claimed that they have done nothing
more than they are entitled to do umler the
patent laws.
Patent monopolies have been th<- most
intricate of all phases of anti-trust proceedings, and while several cases involving patents have been brought by the Government,
they have never stood the test of the courts.
The situation, it is commented at the
Department of Justice, is so involved that
it is believed the time has come when the
courts should finally indicate the limit to
ried.
which
patent manipulations may be car-

Young Welcomes Suit;
Wants to Shun Politics
iC I'littinit'il

jro)>i

piitji-

20)

concerns to make radio receiving sets and
to 14 concerns to make radio tubes. Between
them, as the public knows, competition is
severe. These licenses provide a royaltv
payment, which was intended to represent
the fair contribution of the licensees to the
expenses of the research and the cost of
the original patents. It was intended to be
less than the royalty payment would have
been had the patents remained in scattered
hands. All these licensees are licensed under
all new inventions and have the benefits of
all existing research of the radio corporation and its associated companies in the field
which the licenses cover.

Says Arrangement Wise
'This arrangement seemed wise. As a
result, an industry was born, thousands of
people were employed and millions were
enabled to listen, without charge for programs. There can be no question of
benefit to the public. There is apparentiv
now, looking backward and because of a
recent court decision in another industry,
some question in the mind of the Department of Justice of a technical violation of
the law. Certainly, if there be anything
illegal in the set-up of the Radio Corporation, its officers, directors and stockholders
are more deeply interested in that question
than either the Government or any other
group can possibly be. It is very glad,
therefore, that a test case has been brought.
It prefers verv much to have such a question out nf nolitics."

Sills-MacKenna Teamed Again

Hollywood— Fox has cast Milton Sills
Kenneth MacKenna in 'The Sea Wolf."
and
Al Santell
will direct. Sills and MacKenna
were teamed in "Living for Love."
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Big Fox Theatre Move on the Wing;
Houses in East Swung Into One Unit
To Produce

Abroad

London— Fox is completing plans
for production of pictures in England,
according to W. J. Hutchinson, managing director of the firm here.

Mayer, Thalberg,
Rubin Get M-G-M
Contracts to 1937
Clearing of the smoke of battle in the Fox
controversy resulted in extension of contracts for Louis B. Mayer and Irving Thalberg, M-G-M production chiefs, and J.
Robert Rubin, vice-president and general
counsel. The new expiration date is April
1, 1937, indicating Fox's intention of operating M-G-M as a separate company until
that time, or retaining their services in case
of a merger. Some weeks ago. Motion
Picture News exclusively stated that, regardless of the outcome of the Fox squabble, Mayer and Thalberg were to be retained.
Negotiations on the contracts were begun
last fall, but the Fox controxersy held up
final ratification bv directors.

'
'Buddy
Johnso
ive
To n,Be Sheeha
a Fox n Execut
Verifying the report current at the time
he was host to Winfield Sheehan at a New
York dinner late last winter, Joseph Johnson, commissioner of public works of the
city of New York, has resigned that post
to join Fox in an executive capacity.
Johnson's duties have
not been defined beyond
the cryptic statement
from Sheehan that the
ex-commissioner's abilities "as an analyst will
Ije of great value in the
conduct of a business
which, to succeed, must
feel the pulse of the
Johnson and Sheehan
were
public."newspaper men
together and were in the N. Y. Fire Department during the Gaynor administration in
1911, and have been politically sympathetic
for many years.
Joseph Johnson

Movietone News Force to
Hold Own Sales Confab
Fox Movietone News sales department
will hold a convention of its own at the
Park Central, New York on May 22. Truman H. Talley, general manager of the
reel, and George A. Roberts, of the sales
force, will preside.

Move on for New Holdings —
Arthur, Oldknow and
Zanft Co-Advisers
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses Inc., Fox
Midwesco and Fox New England Theatres
are to lose their identities in favor of Fox
Theatres Corporation. Plans are under
way to expand the holdings of the company
in the Eastern part of the country in consonance with the theatre activity of Publix,
RKO and Warners.
The theatres will be operated by Harry
C. Arthur who, with Oscar Oldknow and
John Zanft will function as a nadvisory
board. The Fox office is reticent about expansion moves, but it is held to be inevitable that the company will have to dig in
to protect its holdings against aggressions
of other nationally-operated chains. Consummation of the Midland deal in Kansas
City, as noted last week, is the first step.
Arthur held a two-day meeting of his
division in New York this week with another slated for Monday. Joe Leo's withdrawal as Fox Metropolitan president was
followed immediately by resignation of William Brandt, general manager under the
Leo regime. So far Fox Metropolitan is
undisturbed, but there are reports of impending changes in several directions. Gabriel Yorke, who has been handling the New
York run of "Song O' Aly Heart" was
placed in charge of advertising and publicity for that circuit and James Keefe in a
similar post with Midwesco.
Headquarters for the Eastern division
will be maintained at 1600 Broadway. This
move divides the Fox theatre holdings into
two divisions.

71 Players Under
Contract at Fox,
Wurtzel States
Hollywood — Fox now has 71 players
under contract, according to Sol M. Wurtzel, general superintendent of the studio.
In addition, there are seven associate producers, 19 directors, one stage director, 27
writers, 16 composers, five dance and ensemble directors, 34 dancers, 24 singers, two
fashion creators, a test director, a music
teacher and other officials and technicians.
The actors include John McCormack,
Warner Baxter, William Collier, Charles
Farrell, Edmund Lowe, Victor McLaglen,
Will Rogers, Don Jose Mojica, Milton
Sills, Frank Albertson, Robert Ames, Edwin
Bartlett, Rex Bell, Humphrey Bogart, El
Brcndel, Robert Burns, Walter Catlett,
Thomas Clifford, John Garrick, George
Grossmith, William Harrigan, Mitchell
Harris, Ted Healy, Gus Howard Warren
Hymer, Richard Keene, J. M. Kerrigan,
(Continued on page 34-B)

Franklin C. of C Officer
Hollywood — Harold B. Franklin,
president and general manager of Fox
West Coast Theatres, who came here
two years ago to direct activities of
the chain, has been elected a director
of the state Chamber of Commerce.

Leo Gets 90 Day
^^Vacation'' With
Future in Doubt
Joe Leo, relieved from his duties as president and general manager of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc., a few days ago,
has
beenafter
given
a ninety
days' toleave
of
absence
which,
according
official
advices from the Fox home office, he is
"toWhat
reportthose
for other
duties duties."
are to be is not defined.
Leo declares he holds a three year contract given him together with nine other
Fox officials as part of the deal whereby
William Fox sold his control to Harley L.
Clarke. Fox officials are reticent on this
angle and have no comment to make on the
Leo situation.
In the interim, the former theatre operator
is planning a trip to Europe with his
lirother. Jack, former vice-president.

Oldknow, New Fox Exec,
Old Hand at Exhibition
Atlanta — "Home town boy makes good"
was the newspaper reaction locally to appointment of Oscar Oldknow as executive
vice-president of Fox Theatres by Harley
L. Clarke. While the trade at large may
look
this 31-yearold upon
executive
as an
equipment man by virtue of his
with
Nationalpost
Theatre
Supply
Co., as a matter of fact
Oldknow is an exhibitor.
He owns several theatres in the Southeast,
one the Carroll at Carrollton, Ga., reputed to
be the second house in
the sound.
state specially built
for

Oscar Oldknow

Ralph Block Appointed
Fox Associate Producer
Hollywood — After three months on the
Fox payroll as a writer, Ralph Block has
been elevated to the post of associate producer at the Fox plant. Block's first assignment will be supervision of two features— "Scotland Yard," to be directed by
William K. Howard with Edmund Lowe
starred ; and "Time Out," from original
story by Owen Davis with Sidney Lanfield
assigned to direct.
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Paramouiil lo Make Talkers lor Kids;
60 on 1930-1931 Lisl: Coogaii Sigiud
Par amount eers to Hear Hiq (liiefs at Convention

Films,
One

Minus
Sftphistication,
of //i(//tli(/fits
of
Annual Convvntion

Allaiiiic Cjty — A iLrn.a of talkers geared
'lirectly lor kiddie entertainment will be
I'arainmnit's answer to the incrcasinfjly iml>ortant problem of too much sophistication
in pictures for minors.
Jackie ("oogan has been sipncd to star in
■■'roiii
Sawyer," Junior Durkin will appear
ill "Huckleberry I'^inn" and one of the muchto-be-touted pictures on the l'>30-1931 schedule will be cartoon
"'Skippy,"strip.
based on the nationallycirciilatefl

SIDNEY R. KENT
Vice-President in Charge
of Distribution

I

JESSE L. LASKY
First
Vice-President
in
Charge
of Production

The desijjnation of a number of pictures
for children is considered a highly significant step by Paramount and, when S. R.
Kent outlines the new product to the assembled delegates at the annual sales conven on Saturday afternoon, he will duly
stress the point.
!) Staninjr

Series

I'araiiiount will release W) features ne.xt
season, 110 single rcclers, 26 two-reclcrs and
Xews. issues weekly of Paramount Sound
two

.ADOLPH

ZUKOR,

President

EMIL E. SHAVER
General
Manager
of the
Foreign Department

SAM KATZ
Vice-President
in Charge
of Theatre Operation

Clara Bow, Gary Cooper, Ruth Chatterton, Maurice Chevalier, William Powell,
Jack Oakie, Nancy Carroll, Buddy Rogers
and Richard Arlen will be represented in
the stellar line-up and. as usual, the company
will combine stars and leads for special productions.
The convention delegates gathered here
on Thursday. The initial business meeting
starts Friday with the foreign contingent
playing principal role. On Saturday, Charles E. McCarthy will head discussions on
advertising and publicity. In the afternoon,
Kent will outline product for next year.
Sam Katz, operating head of the theatre
department, and Ralph Kohn, treasurer of
the corporation, are slated to talk as well.
The convention will then break down into
(Continued on t>age 34-.-1)

Paraiiiouiit Set
To Film Sixty
Talkers Abroad

B. P. SCHULBERG
JOHN D. CLARK
General Manager
Western
Division
West Coast Production Sales Manager

Si.xty talkers in French, Spanish, German.
Swedish, Italian and Hungarian are to be
made in P'rance by Paramount-Publix, Jesse
L. Lasky,
company
chief,from
declared on his
return production
to New York
abroad. The company, he said, has secured
services of Serge Eiscnstein, Russian director. He has been released by the Soviet
government to make four pictures in as
many years. Most of the foreign pictures

»f5^ ';
^

rA

EMANUEL COHEN
Editor, Paramount News
And
Shorts Dep't

WALTER
WANGER
General Manager of
Production
Department

RALPH KOHN
Treasurer of ParamountPublix

planned by Paramount will be "carbon
copies"of oftheAmerican
successes,
Some
technicians
slated toLasky
make said.
the
pictures w'ill be sent from Hollywood, he
asserted.
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M-G-M Holds Features to 50 Average
But Increases Shorts 25 Per Cent
Company
to Have 60 One
and Two Heelers and
104 News Issues
Fifty features, 60 shorts and 104 issues
of Hearst Metrotone News will comprise
M-G-M's lineup for 1930-31, the sales force
W'ill hear at the company's convention which
opens Monday at Chicago. The entire sales
organization and a number of home office
and production executives are slated to attend.
The feature program hits the company
average maintained for the last few years,
hut the short subject program is an increase
of 25 per cent. Last year, 48 shorts were
scheduled.
Among the group additions to the short
feature program for next season are 12
Burton Holmes travel subjects and eight
Hal Roach "Boy Friends" comedies. The
12 subjects will be diversified in locale and
will be titled "Around the World with
Burton Holmes."
Roach
an The
idea Hal
Roach
has "Boy
had inFriends"
mind forseries
severalis

M-G-M ''Execs'' in 'ThV for Convention

FELIX F. FEIST
General
Manager
of Sales

*
EDWARD
Western

THOMAS J. CONNORS
Southern
Sales Manager

M. SAUNDERS
Sales Manager

years. The average age of the "Boy
Friends" players is from 15 to 19 years.
Members of the "Boy Friends" troupe are
Dorothy Granger, Mary Kornman, Gertie
Messinger, Grady Sutton, David Sharpe and
Mickey Daniels.

Six Laurel and Hardys
The other new season M-G-M short feature release groups comprise six Laurel and
Hardy comedies ; eight Charley Chase comedies ; eight "Our Gang" comedies ; eight
■'colortone revues"; six dog comedies; and
four two reel novelty subjects, in addition
to the semi-weekly issues of the Hearst
Metrotone News.
In the novelty group of new season
shorts are two features with music : "The
Song Writers' Revue" and "Gems of
M-G-M," together with two sketches, "The
Rounder," a comedy with George K. Arthur
and Dorothy Sebastian, and "Copy," a short
newspaper drama.

WILLIAM F. RODCERS
Eastern
Sales Manager

FRED C. QUIMBY
Short Subject
Sales Manager

HOWARD
DIETZ
Director, Advertising, Publicity

Feist to Be Chairman
Felix F. Feist, general manager of sales
and distribution, will serve as chairman at
the "Chi" confab. The five vice-chairmen
are William F. Rodgers, eastern sales manager ;Edward M. Saunders, western sales
manager ; Thomas J. Connors, southern
sales manager; Frederick C. Quiniby, manager, short feature department ; and Howard
Dietz, director of publicity, advertising and
exploitation.
Other convention officers comprise J. S.
MacLeod, manager of the exchange maintenance department, who will serve as business manager ; Ernest Morrell, of the
M-G-M transportation department, who will
act as assistant business manager ; and Selwyn Levinson, sound technician supervisor,
who will also serve as assistant business
manager.
Jay A. Cove, M-G-M sales development
manager, will be chairman of the general
convention committee and will be assisted bv

F.CQuimby, reception and house committee :
yVlan F. Cummings, program and sessions
committee ; Edward W. Aaron, theatre party
committee ; William D. Kelly, screening
committee ; Si. Seadler, publicity committee ;
William R. Ferguson, exploitation and decoration committee; Ernest Morrell, transportation committee ; Jack Flynn, entertainment
committee.

Schedule Summarized
The program of activities for the four
days of the convention has been summarized
as follows :
Sunday, May 18 — Meetings of group committees.
Tlie entire convention body will attend "The Little
Show"
in the evening.
Monday,
Mayyear
19 — in
Analysis
the the
exhibitors'
lems of last
relationof to
future. probTliis
includes a study of how best to develop and expand
the service work inaugurated by M-G-M last year,
also consideration of the 'problems of the small exhibitor, and discussion
of the problems
confronting

thf exhihitcirs wliosc liouscs are nut yet equipped for
the showing
of sound pictures.
Tuesday, May 19— All-day screening of new season
pictures. This preview begins in the morning and
continues
throughout
the afternoon
and
evening.
Wednesday, May 20 — Presentation of next year's
line-up of feature productions and short subjects,
with a discussion of marketing policies. This will be
followed, in the evening, by a banquet and entertainment, terminating the convention.

Never before, according to one company
executive, has M-G-M devoted as much time
to study of exhibitor problems as will be the
case at the 1930 convention. Last season
the company inaugurated a sound advisory
service to acquaint exchanges and theatre
owners with the latest developments in
sound technique and application of newest
service methods to local houses. After a
period of study at the Coast under expert
engineers and instructors 14 sound technicians were sent througliout tiie country visiting exchange centers and theatres to in(Continued on page 26)
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Pathe Oul lo Top $in,(H)0,()()() Record
Gross ill '30- 31; Sales Meet Moii(Ia\
More Truth Than Poetry

Marilyn Miller's new quip which is
Kiiinn the Main Stem rounds tonierns
a visit by Marilyn to Keuhen"s New
^ Ork delicatessen, where the sandwiches hear the names of well-knowns
of staije and screen.
She inspected the cryptic menu,
which offered "Jack Oakie Special,"
"Justine Johnson Surprise," "\N innie
Lightner
DeliKht,"
etc.. etc.
"Oh, I say." said Marilyn to the
waiter, "is that all you've ^ot to eat
here?"
"Oh, no, we have dozens of other
selections."
"That's funny/' cracked Marilyn,
"all I see here is ham."

M-G-M Pictures
To Be Listed at
Chicago Meeting
Hollywood — M-G-M is well along on
production of the pictures which will be
announced at the Chicago sales convention.
Plans also are well advanced for production here of foreign-language films.
Among the pictures which, it is understood, will be announced are :
"Trader Horn"; Oscar Hammerstein's
"New Moon," co-starring Lawrence Tibbett and Grace Moore; Grace Moore in a
story based on the life of Jenny Lind ; "Remote Control," two Norma Shearers, Greta
Garbo in "Romance" which Clarence Brown
is directing with Lewis Stone, Gavin Gordon ;John Gilbert in "Dark Star" and "The
Way of a Sailor"; "Red Dust" which Fred
Xiblo will direct; Joan Crawford in "Our
Blushing Brides" which Harry Beaumont
will direct and "The Great Day" which
Harry Pollard will direct.
-Marion Davies will appear in two or three pictures
including "Rosalie" to be directed by Robert Z.
Leonard. Cosmopolitan will supply tour pictures including "Never The Twain Shall Meet ' which Lionel
Barrymore will direct; "Humoresque" and two others.
The list also embraces "Passion Flower' bv Kathleen
Norris
William
de Mille"Mine.
will direct;
""Tampi'co"
starringwhich
Charles
Bickford:
Satan"
musical
operetta to be produced by Cecil De Mille; "The
Singer of Seville" starring Ramon .Vovarro; "Rcniote
Control" starring William Haines under direction of
Malcolm St. Oair; "The March of Time Review";
"Monsieur le Fox" which Hal Roach is directine in
several languages: "Billy the Kid" with John jVack
Brown, Wallace Berry and Karl Dane which is being
directed by King Vidor; Ruth Chatterton in "The
High Road"; two starring the Duncan Sisters:
"Xaughty Marietta"; "Spring Fever" with Robert
Montgomery
and Dorothy McXulty; "Charmainc'',
Diane and Madelon.
In addition M-G-M will handle "Rookery Nook"
produced by Charles and Herbert Wilcox ' brothers
in England and to be released in America as "Due
Embarrassing Night."

Foreign Executives Arriving
T. S. Delehanty, vice-president and general manager of Pathe International Corp.,
is en route to New York and will arrive
Monday in time for the Pathe convention.
Accompanying him are Reginald Smith and
H. E. J. Spearman, who are in charge of
Pathe affairs in the United Kingdom and
the Continent,
respectively.

New

Yin-k, Scene of First
Four ( 'onrenfions — 20
On \eic Schedule

of

I'athe's saliv< force will lie called upon tn
belter this year's record gross of more than
$18,(M)n.()()() in the series of four sales conventions scheduled by I'hil Reisman, general
sales manager. The new producticjn policy,
which calls for the
making of specials only,
should assure increased

-9-9

returns this year, Reisman is e.xjjectetl to tel!
his sales force.
With
a new
line-up
in executive
manageV

-^^

ineiit

and

in

Professor W arner

"\N'e're Koi'^K to have lo send a newman down lo take over our branch
oHice in .Mexico. Who'll
it be?"
"Send
McVittz."
"Is he familiar with the curiums
of "Oh,
the sure
country?"
I"
"(an he talk the linRO?"
"He thinks he can."
"Does
he know
conditions
there?"
"The way he talk-., there isn't anything about know
Mexico .Mc^
he itt/.
doesn'teven
know."
"I didn't
had
"He inhasn't.
Hut he'.n seen every feabeen
.Mexico."
ture that Warner IJros. have made in
the last year."
—Judt/e.

produc-

tion,
Pathe
this year
will
present
20
features.
u iIh
".Swing
High" heading the list.
Ibis film. Reisman will
Phtl Retsman
say. is e.xpected to
stimulate the interest
of children in picture entertainment and

Majestic l^iaiis
Eight Features
For New Season

cliildren's attendance at picture theatres,
although it is designed for all audiences

.Majestic Pictures Co., Ltd. will produce
ffir the season 1930-31 eight feature alltalking motion pictures. Present plans call
for production at the Tec-Art .Studios in
Hollywood.
The eight have already been definitely set

iJ|^
tS^'
^^^^V
-^
^Bjl^ A

Pathe's 52
short
subjects
will comedies;
consist oi 2652adventure
two-reel
comedies,
animated
cartoon
pictures made by Tom Terris; six song sketches; 104
issues of Pathe Sound News and 52 issues Pathe
News; 26 Grantland Rice Sportlights; 52 issues of
Pathe Audio Review and Pathe Review; 36 issues of
Topics of the Day.
Reisman and his assistant, J. F. Mc.-\loon, and Ed
Ballantine, manager of exchange operations, will address all meetings. All salesmen and head bookers
will attend the sessions.
The eastern division sales convention will be held
in New York at the Moderne theatre on the 50th
floor of the new Chanin Building on Monday and
Tuesday. Edward McEvoy, division manager, will be
in charge. All home office e-xecutives will be in
attendance.
The mid-western division sales convention will be
held at Chicago, May 21 and 22. Harry Lorch, division manager, will be in charge.
The central and southern division will hold a joint
convention in .St. Louis, May 23 and 24. Harry
Graham and W. E. Callaway, central and southern
division managers, respectively, will be in charge.
The western division sales convention will be held at
San Francisco, May 28 and 29. J. H. Mclntyre, division manager, will be in charge.

will be present
NewThose
York whoconvention
include : at Pathe's
Phil Reisman, general sales manager; J. F. McAloon, asst. general sales manager; C. J. Scollard,
treasurer; Edward W. Ballentine, manager of exchange operations; Terrv Ramsaye, editor in chiefRay Hall, editor Pathe News; T. S. Delehanty, vicepresident and general manager of Pathe International
Corp.; Reginald Smith, managing director of PDC,
Ltd., IxtnAon; H. E. J. Spearman, general European
manager of Pathe International Corp. on the continent; C. R. O'Neill, director of advertising and
publicity; Rutgers Neilson. publicity; Joe O'Sullivan. advertising; Manfred B. Lee, advertising; Joe
Rivkin, exploitation; L. H. Miller, sales control;
Emmett Cashman. sales control; A. Schubart, asst.
to J. F. Mc.Moon: Beverly Jones, asst. editor Pathe
Audio Review; Thomas Gorman; William McShea;
EM ward Helouis, Branch
auditor; Arthur
Poole.
Ed McEvoy, Eastern division
manager;
S. R. Wolff
~"
ude:
Branch
New
York; managers
L. Garvey, incl
Albany; R. C. Cropper.
Boston; H. Gibbs. New Haven: Robert Mochrie, Philadelphia; S. I^fko. Pittsburgh; and C. W. Stombaugh.
Washington.

The salesmen contingent :
.Ubany— T. Sully. J. L. Rose.
Bnston-M. M Ames T. J. Jennings, F. G. Ross,
E. H. V\arren, C. D. Wilson, J. A. Curran.
New Haven — Nat Furst.
New York— E. Carroll. J. T. Dacev. J. T Felder
M. Felderman,
C. F. Kenneth.
M. Westebbe
Philadelphia— O. B. Derr, E. Ginzburg, D F
A. Goldsmith
W. J. Madison,
Heenan.
Pittsburgh— G. Collins, N. Ehrlich, H. Price M
Steinberg. C. Bell.
Washington— E. W.
Grover.
S. A. Stant
T I

\\Tiittle,

E.

L.

McShane.

' "'• ^•

and the stories are: "Today," by Abraham
Schomer ; "The Divorce Question." by
William Anthony McGuire: "Hail the
\\ Oman,'' by C. Gardner Sullivan ; "The
Trap," by Norman Springer ; "The Price
Mark," by John Ritchie and John Lynch ;
"Smart Women," by Harrison Jacobs;
"Sentimental Satan," by Abraham Schomer;
and "The Comeback," by L. DeWitt Rose.
The first picture, "Today, " cast for which
will be announced shortly, is scheduled for
delivery on August 15, with the balance of
the
weeks.program to follow at intervals of six
Harry Sherman, president of Majestic,
will personally supervise all production,
while sales and distribution will be in charge
of J. D. Trop, vice-president.
The company has already arranged for
distribution with many leading state right
exchanges in the United States and has
closed with a leading distributor for foreign
release.

"Z///"e" Cartoons Reissued
A series of "Life" cannon.^, produced by
"Life," the magazine and first released four
years ago by Educational, have been acijuired by Merle Johnson and James H.
Harper who will add sound effects and
nmsic and distribute through ^L^jestic Pictures. Fred Hall and Arthur Fields will
handle the musical end.

Sherman Off For Coast
Harry Sherman has left for Hollywood
to start "Today," first in a sereis of eight
to be state righted by Majestic Pictures at
the Tec-.-^rt studio. It is planned to have
the picture completed and available for franchise holders about August 15.

J.->
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Educational-Christie
Convention
Expected
64

Comedies,
Kinograms
Comprise
1930-1931
Line-up, Is Report

to

With indications that the deal for a
merging of production interests with Christie vvih be completed by the end of the
week, Educational will have 64 comedies
and 104 issues of Kinograms on its 193031 program, it is understood. Mack Sennett
will furnish 26 two-reelers, and possibly 12
single reelers, according to word from the
Coast.
Announcement of the closing of the
Christie deal is expected to be made Monday by President Earle W. Hammons,
when the company opens the first of three
sales conventions. The meetings continue
Tuesday. Home office executives and
l)ranch managers of the eastern division
will attend.
Educational's and the Metropolitan studio
would be pooled under the merger plan, it
is declared. Educational's studio chief,
Jack White, resigned some time ago, it is
stated. The deal with Christie has been
under way for some time between Hammons and Charles Christie, who is in New
York.
Following the meeting the home office
executives will then go on to Chicago to
confer with the branch managers of the
Central, Mid- West and southern states,
May 22, 23 and 24.
The third meeting will take place at Denver. May 26 and 27. Here the managers
of
Educational's
Far West
and Pacific Coastexchanges
will meet inthethehome
office
executives for their sales meeting.
Those who will attend the New York meetings are:
K. W. Hammons, president; Bruno Weyers, vicepresident; A. S. Kirkpatrick, asst. general manager;
S. W. Hatch, general sales manager; D. L. Faralla,
treasurer; J. R. Wilson, sales promotion dept.; H. B.
Day, field representative; F. X. Carroll, contract
rlept.; C. F. Catlin, counsel; G. S. White, director
of publicity and advertising; R. W. Doidge, production dept.; R. L. Hoadley, west coast publicity
representative; B. J. Kearney, purchasing agent;
T. F. O'Donnell. traveling auditor; and the following managers: J. A. Bachman, Philadelphia; J. H.
Beaver, Washington; H. F. Brink, Buffalo; A. X.
Greenblatt, New York; J. Y. Kaliski, Pittsburgh;
L. J. Klar, Cincinnati; J. H. Morgan, Albany;
H. D. Noble, New Haven; H. R. Skirboll, Oeveland;
F. G. Sliter, Boston; J. Gravis, Canadian general
manager;
J. R. Skirboll, Ohio dist. manager.

Solve
Problems
World's

1930

Seattle — Proper safeguards against poor films, censorship of objectionable themes or dialogue, and observance
and enforcement of all laws and world peace were among
the things urged by the annual convention of the State
of Washington Parent-Teacher Associations, gathered here
this week.
The group passed a resolution protesting against the
use of the Liierarif Digest in school classrooms because
the publication used advertisements showing "beautiful
women
and young girls smoking
cigarettes."

page
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crease sound projection efficiency. This
service will reach even more exhibitors during the coming year, according to present
plans, and the entire convention body will
devote at least a full day to study of information brought in by sound service men
and consideration of exhibitor problems, in
order that the latter's interests may be more
completely safeguarded than ever before.
Announcement has been made by F. Feist
that the names of new additions to M-G-M's
sales "Legion of Honor" will be made public
during the convention. Eighty-nine salesmen already have become Legionnaires as a
result of notable work in the field, and a
number of new selections will be made this
Hal Roach will come on from the Coast
year.

Educational's Chief

In addition to home office officials, the
following will attend the Chicago sessions :
Arthur Lucas, Southern district manager; L. K.
Blank, Omaha; R. C. Borg, Kansas City; J. H. Butner, Atlanta; W. J. Cammer, Oklahoma City; H. C
Dressendorfer, Indianapolis; N. P. Eberley, New
Orleans; W. O. Galloway, Des Moines; L. L. Goldberg, Louisville; H. B. Johnson, Minneapolis; T. A.
Revnolds, Charlotte; Max Stahl, Chicago; M. H.
Starr, Detroit; F. A. Tomes, Dallas; E. J. Weisman,
Milwaukee;
J. L. Winn,
St. Ix)uis.

At Denver the following managers will be
in addition to home office officials :
present
A. P. Archer, Denver; G. C. Blumenthal, San
Francisco; C. H. Messenger, Salt Lake City; J. C.
Nelson, Los Angeles, B. W. Rucker,
Seattle.

W, E. Wages Advance
Wages of Western Electric cnii)loyes are
advancing even though prices are decreasing, C. G. StoU, vice-president in charge of
operations, told members of the American
Management Ass'n. in New York.

17,

Deal
Is Set,
To Be Told

1930-31 Lineup
Of M-G-M Shorts
Increased 25%
( Continued from

May

Earle W. Hammons

for the convention, while Burton Holmes
will be a guest of honor, and the following
persons are definitely listed as going to the
Chicago
meeting
from M-G-M's New York
home
office
:
Felix F. Feist, Edward M. Saunders, William F.
Roilgers, Thomas J. Connors, Jay A. Gove, Frederick
C (Juimby, Howard Dietz, Silas F. Seadler, Alan
V. Cummmgs, Morris Alin, Frank E. McRoy, Edward W. Aaron, J. S. MacLeod, William R. Ferguson, Arthur M. Loew, Sam Eckman, Jr., Morton
A. Spring, Ernest Morrell, William Marsh, Selwyn
Levinson, William D. Kelly, and E. B. Hatrick, vicepresident and general manager of Cosmopolitan Productions.
Fieldtrictsrepresentatives
attending are listed by disbelow:
Albany: R. Pielow, manager; J. Goldberg, W.
Sherry, J. J. Ash. Atlanta: C. E. Kessnich, district
manager; J. W. Henlon, manager; L. B. Butler,
Jack Elwell, C. F. McGuire, Sam Maclntyre. Boston: M. Wolf, district manager; E. Cohen, H. Worden, B. Abrams, T. Donaldson, R. Curran, E. Rosenblatt. Buffalo: E. K. O'Shea, manager; R. W. Maw,
I. Harris, M. Whitham. Charlotte: 1. Furman, manager; C. W. Cheek, B. Bishop, Jr. Chicago: S. A.
Shirley, district manager;
F. Mendelssohn,
manager;
D. E. Ross, F. P. Ishmael, M. Schwartz, J. E. Armgardt, H. D. Chemess, T. L. Mendelssohn. Cincinnati; E. M. Booth, manager; J. S. Allen, C. H. Gehlen. L. J. Bugie, J. Stickler, J. M. Jacobs, Cleveland: F. D. Drew, manager; J. Soglovitz, Eugene
Vogel, H. L. Booth, E. H. Brauer. Dallas: L. Bickel,
manager; C. D. Lyne, C. Houston, A. J. Benedic.
Denver: J. S. Hommel, manager; C. H. Watson,
S. D. Weisbaum, J. A. Hughes. Des Moines: W. E.
Banford, manager; L. Levy, D. C. Kennedy, L. L.
Wells. Detroit: J. E. Flynn, district manager; F. J.
Downey, manager; J. F. Morgan, J. L. Kelley, G. W.
Davidson, F. W. Chrysler. Indianapolis: W. W.
Willman, manager; H. A. Wagner, T. G. Baker,
R. D. McRaven, H. A. Gorman, S. W. Kidd. Kansas City: F. C. Hensler, manager; J. B. King, E.
W. Green, C. M. Baumeister, W. Haynes, S. Stoll.
l^is Angeles: G. A. Hickey, district manager; J. J.
Milstein,
manager; J.W.F. Caliban,
G. R.manager;
Giroux, J.
L
Carlin. Memphis:
Willingham,
Reville, W. G. McCorvey. Milwaukee: S. Shurman,
manager; A. J. Shumow, R^ Winnig, E. Lipson.
^Minneapolis: W. H. Workman, manager; G. W.
Turner, B. H. Cohan, A. S. Qatworthy, R. D. Stewart, F. B. Benno, W. W. Adams, E. J. Devlin. New
H.-iven: J. R. Smith, manager; M. H. Rabanus. NewOrleans: C. J. Briant. manager; V. H. Bridges, F.
C. Coleman. New York: S. N. Burger, district manager. New Jersey: J. Bowen, manager — N. Y.; W.
.\. Scully, manager — N. J.; H. Miller, D. Levy, J.
Byrne,
J. McManus,
B. Abner,
J. A. J.Shea.
Oklahoma
City: W.
B. Zoellner,
manager;
N. Byrd,
W.
Dolin. Omaha: H. J. Shumow, manager; F. C.
Thortsen, C. H. Macke, C. Nedley. Philadelphia:
R. Lynch, general manager; S. Applegate, manager;
T. Morrow, W. Devonshire, C. Pippin, G. Schwartz.
Pittsburgh: J. J. Maloney, manager; A. Eskin, J.
l.apidus, B. H. Rosenwald, L. Padolf, Sam Lubell,
R. B. G. Haughton. Portland: L. Amacher, manager;
.M. Rubenfeld. St. Louis: H. Wolfberg, district
manager; C. T. Lynch, manager; G. C. Gregory,
G. F. Reilly, J. Quinn, C. Burtt. Salt Lake City:
JL SefTle, manager; C. J. Severson, E. C. Mix, E.
M. Gibson. San Francisco: G. C. Parsons, manager:
I. C. O'Connor, C. M. Van Horn. Seattle: L. C.
Wingham, manager; F. M. Higgins, A. W. Hartford
Washington: R. Berger, manager; H. Levy, P.
Ivisian, H. Cohen, P. Bobys. Canada: W. Hayner,
executive, Toronto; A. J. I^aurie, G. Lightstone,
H. Kaufman, A. E. Smith, manager; St. John; G.
Simmons, manager, Vancouver; H. Cass, manager,
Calgary;
T. J. Gould, manager,
Winnipeg.
Exploiteers: E. Carrier, New York, D. Gould, NewYork; C. C. Deardourff, Cleveland; W. G. Bishop,
Detroit; F. Bertow, Chicago; Morris Abrams. Minneapolis; C. Glickauf, St. Louis; H. Elias, Seattle;
E. L. FuUerton,
San Francisco.
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Reporled (^oliiiiihia Hu\ Eimhlcs KKO
To Trim '3()-'31 ProVhirlioii lo :U

(hi(/in(il
PIdti ( ('(ill((l
/>/// 20 Fnnu
olumhiaForWill6'0.
Mi'il T/icahi' Xeedn
K.idio Pictures has shaved its pro<luction
>clH(lule to 34 features and 50 slujrts, I'reviously, it had Inen planned t<j pri-xluce in
the neighborhood of (A) pictures, which
amount was declared necessary to meet the

Big Moguls of
Radio Group
To Address
Sales

re(|uirenients of the company's theatres.
However, closing of its reported acquisition
of Columbia, which gives KKO theatres
that firm's output of 20, enablc-<l the cutting
down (Ml the number of Radio pictures.

Confab
HIRAM
S. BROWN
President, R-K-O Corp.

JOSEPH
I. SCHNITZER
President, Radio Pictures

The company's |)rotluct, which is divifled
into seven feature groups and short subjects, will l>t outlined to the sale^ force at
the annual convention, which gets under
way on the Coast May 19. The sessions
will continue for five days. Twenty-four of
the 34 features planned are to be large scale
productions, the remaining ten not so lavish.
The company's feature jjrogram call* for
an outlay of $20,000,000, the company
states.
Heading the li>t will be the .\nios 'n'
.Andy features, temporarily titletl "Check
and are
Double
Cast and permanent
title
to beCheck."
announced.
Other groups on the schedule are: 12
Titans, three Basil Dean productions, four
styled super specials, three Richard Dix
productions, two Betty Compson productions
and the of
X'ictory
Nine.Finished
First
Titans
One of the 12 Titans, "Dixiaiia, " which
heads the list, is already in the cutting
room. Many of the sequences are in technicolor. In the cast are Bebe Daniels, Everett Marshall, Metropolitan opera baritone,
Robert Woolsey and Bert Wheeler, Jobyna
Howland, Joseph Cawthorne, Dorothy Lee,
Kalf Harolds, Edward Chandler, Cieorge
Herman, Bill Robinson, Bruce Covington,

D.AVID SARXOFF
Cliairmnn

of Board. R-K-O

Eugene Jackson. Sam Baker. Pearl Eaton's
chorus girls and other. Luther Reed directed. Ann Caldwell, stage librettist and lyricist, wrote the book and lyrics.
"Cimarron," Edna Ferber's novel, is to
star Richard Dix. Wesley Ruggle> will
direct. Howard Eastabrook is doing the
screen adaptation. William Sistrom is
supervisor.
Victor
Herbert's
"Babes of
in Toyland"
has
been
assigned
to direction
Luther Reed,
WILLIAM
LE BAR<J\
Vice-President
in
Charge
Production,
Radio
Pictures

CHARLES ROSENZWEIG
General
Sales Manager
Radio Pictures

LEE
MARCUS
Executive
Vice-President
Radio Pictures

under personal supervision of William Le
Baron. Everett Marshall. Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey, Joseph Cawthorne, Irene
Dunne, Margaret Padula, Edna May Oliver,
Xed Sparks, Dorothy Lee and the Tiller
Sunshine Girls have already been cast.

25 Cartoon Subjects Set

Distribute Chesterfields

Fiftyinpercent
of "Babes in Toyland" is to
be
Technicolor,
according to present

Launching of a new patented method of
resynchronizing will be undertaken on the
Coast by Charles B. Mintz, independent
producer, who is en route to Hollywood.
Mintz, who is head of Winkler Pictures.
intends to produce next year 12 Toby the
Pup cartoons for RKO release and 13
Krazv
Kat cartoons for Columbia.

Chesterfield has just completed negotiations with Henry R. Arias, president of the
Classplay Pictures Corp.. by which the latter will make and distribute synchronized
musical versions of Chesterfield's first two
all-talking productions. "Love .At First
Sight" and "Ladies In Love." This is especially being prepared for all non English
speaking countries.

"Lcalhernccking" will lie a musical coiiiolv drama
adapted irom "Prcscnl .Xrins." Brr<id»ay stage show
by Rogers. Field and Hart. This pr.>duction will
plans.
also be done 50 per cent in Tcchnicrvlrw. Those already cast tor principal roles arc Eddie Foj-. Jr..
Irene Dunne. Ken Murray. Benny Rubin. Ned Sparks!
Oliver and the Tiller Sunshuie «' '
May king"
■Edna
"I^cathemec
will be produced under supiand directed by Melville Br
of Louis Sarecky
Two
Rex
Beach
novels
are listed in the
1 itan
group.
Of these "Silver Horde"
will be directed by

(Caiitiiiiicd on pane 30 >
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Milwaukee Theatre Shoots the Worli:s
Leisure"
of
"Ladies
for Readers
On Hot Copy Newspaper
Squawk
A Tough Man
! No "I"?

What
Hollywood
— Althea Heinly, young
stage player who recently arrived at
Movietone City to fulfill a long-term
contract, has changed the spelling of
her last name. It is now Henly.

$2,000,000 in
Lab Patents to
New Company
Rights, title and interest in all United
States and foreign patents covering film
processing machines known as Erbograph,
Gaumont and Spoor-Thompson have been
merged into Cinema Patents Co., Inc., by
Consolidated Film Industries, which, it is
claimed, has amassed $2,000,000 in patent
rights for the new company.
The patents are considered basic, and are
said to cover all film processing machines
in the industry. Motion Picture News,
several weeks ago, told of acquisition by
H. J. Yates of Spoor-Thompson patents.
Yates heads Consolidated.
Processing machines covered by the patents are already in use, under license agreements, by Paramount-Publix, Fox, Universal, Bell Lab, Eastman Kodak, Consolidated,
Bennett Lab, Spoor-Thompson Machine Co.,
and H. E. R. Lab.

On Lurid Advertising
Use for Film

Milwaukee — Page the Hays office and the
new code of ethics it is drafting for advertising men. Plenty of comment, adverse
and otherwise, was aroused by the copy
used for "Ladies of Leisure" at RKO's
Palace Orpheum. The sex angle of the picture was played to the limit for the local
showing.
The first newspaper advertisement carried the copy : "Censored in the city of
Chicago ! You'll see it all here. NOT
recommended for children!" Illustrations
accompanying the advertisements were of a
similar type, while the posters in the front
of the theatre emphasized the sex angle by
suggestive figures, the type of which are
not even seen in the picture.
The reference to its being censored in
Chicago appeared to be particularly uncalled for and aroused considerable discussion, not entirely favorable, among the general public. A letter was sent to one of the
JHERE 15 A BETTER SHOW AT RKO.

Pending negotiations witli S. M. Eisenstein, no announcement was made as to the
picture Douglas P'airbanks is to deliver to
United Artists for release this fall. Fairbank's
to the 20production,
announced. however, will be added

Hollywood — That Hollywood has dug
deeply into the chorus girl resources of
New York, once the capital of feminine
pulchritude, seems to be indicated by a wire
which prompted Leroy Jerome Prinz, dance
director, to desert the coast temporarily in
order to supervise dance numbers for Earl
Carroll's new "Vanities."
The wire read: "Hurry back. Rehearsals
for new 'Vanities' start in ten days. Not
satisfied with present supply of girls here.
Bring as many of those California beauties
as you can. Tell girls you pick they need
not be afraid of coming to New York. This
is no speculation, as they most definitely
will be in the show. It seems that all the
beauty in the world has gone talkie. Earl

Criize to Produce "The
Straw/' O'Neil Drama
"The Straw," a play by Eugene O'Neil,
.America's premier dramatist, has been acquired by James Cruze, who will produce
it for Sono Art-World Wide. Although
prepartion for actual production will not
lake place for a while. Cruze has already
selected Glenn Hunter to play the lead. A
[iretentious production is planned, concerning which, Cruze says, all the essentials of
plot and characterization will be strictly adliered to in accordance with a promise made
with the playwright.

U. S, Files Tax Liens
Against Five Players
Hollywood — Five tax liens have been filed
by the government against screen luminaries. May McAvoy heads the list with a
claim against her by the government for
$13,778 in connection with her 1924 tax
return. Others are : Carmel Myers, $4,829
for 1924: Norman Kerry, $9,995 for 192627: Harrv Langdon, $31,367 for 1924 to
1927: Bert Lytell, $21,639 for 1924 to 1927.

Utica. X. Y. — Harry D. (ioldl)erg, general manager of the Upper New York division of Fox theatres, is recovering from
bruises received when his car was sideswiped by a Ford early Sunday morning.
Goldberg is carrying his right arm in a
cast, although no bones were broken. His
wife's injuries, likewise minor, included a
badly cut knee which necessitated a numlx-r
of stitches at a local hospital.

Studios Steal
Beauties, Cries
Earl Carroll

Prinz has just completed a contract as
dance director for "Madame Satan," Cecil
B.
De Mille's new M-G-M comedy with
Carroll."
music.
De Mille has released him to Earl
Carroll, with a proviso for his return. The
dance director had been with the New
York "eye and ear" producer through a
large number of productions, before coming
to De Mille six months ago.

Fairbanks Film to Be
Added to U. A/s 20

Goldberg in Narrow Escape

Harry Evans, moom pitcher analysist
for Life, sums up his review of "Hell's
Angels" with two simple words:
"HELL, NO."

newspapers which was printed in "What
Our Readers Think" department of the
paper referring to this particular feature
of the advertisement and condemning it.

Hot Copy, and How
"All her life she had sinned for money
and now she wanted true, clean love !— Jerry reached into the muck of the city and
picked her up as he might any defiled object and within her soiled soul his artist
{Continitcd on page 29)

Johnson and Affiliated
Sound Recordings Merge
Arnold Johnson, Inc., and .Affiliated Sound
Recordings, Inc., will operate as a single
unit, following acquisition by Johnson of
an interest in Affiliated.
The deal gives Affiliated, which is headed
by M. J. Mintz, fifty stage, screen and vocal
per.sonalities in addition to Johnson's string
of orchestras, for recording and radio work,
under supervision of Edgar A. Benson.
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Piiblix Keeping Close Cheek on Ads
Following Sam Katz Ban on llol (^opy
\o
LOCIC'S
,,
WW ,
liOflS
not

(ii-iu-ral order
to t-mployos
to kf«-|) inlNfrti-^iiin <"o|)>
clean has boon broadcast
!>> the I-o»'w circuit.
The husinoss, it is stressed
in orders to the stafT, has progressed

i^ODll

"iixr he>(>nd the point where
«e nej'd to sloop to <|uestional)K' advertising."
I'hoiisands ol' persons, the compan> stresses, dc» not
attend theatres renuhirlv, hut judj^e the industry by its
advertising. These usually are ainoni; the leaders in censor,sliip nioN cnienls, it is asserted. Ke^ort to such cop>
fools onl> the ad writer, not the ticket buying public,
it is declared.

Ad. Men Duel in
Copy; Gate for
Newspaper Man
Chicago — Two Chicago chains, both of
them heavy users of advertising space in the
(laiHes. liad progressed from the normal
stage of competition to that of personal and
unconcealed animosity. Evidence of it was
finding its way into the advertising copy of
both chains in the form of box headings in
upper case type warning the public not to
be misled by the advertised attractions of
the other.
These questionable innovations in advertising were confined to one paper which, because of its competition and its anxiety to
build up advertising revenue, made it more
prone to overlook irregularities. The situation, however, was a constant worry to one
of the more conscientious of the paper's
theatrical advertising managers. He found
that the copy for both concerns would be
received in good order, but before the final
editions were off the press, somehow or
other changes would have been made in it
or objectionable copy added.

Discrimination

Was Deduced

He made every effort to circumvent both
concerns in utilizing his paper's space as a
weapon in the personal duel, but in spite of
his watchfulness the irregular copy of one.
apparently craftier than the other, found its
way into print with greater frequency than
its "rival's. The deduction of the thwarted
advertising manager was that his concern
was being discriminated against by the
paper's ad man whom he believed to be in
sympathy with, if not in the pay of, his
rival.
The climax came when the chain whose
irregular ad copy had been spotted and held

out the oftenes't, acquired control of its
rival's theatres. With the acquisition of the
theatres there came control also of the bulk
of the paper's movie advertising. The supposed connection between the newspaperman and the erstwhile rival chain continued
to rankle in the mind of the ad manager of
the successful chain and, with his increased
power, he decided to see what could be done
about it. The result is that the newspaperman is looking for a job.

Milwaukee House
Shoots tlic^ Works
On lied Hot Copy
{Continued from page 28 J
eyes saw beauty and in her wanton inuiU
the light of finer things. . . Un his canvas
she became an angle . . . while her lure unleashed the hunger of his arms and heart."
This is the type of copy which was featured
in connection with the newspaper ads for
the picture.
The picture remained for two weeks, but
the advertising copy during the second weeis.
was toned down considerably. Through
its early advertising it is argued here the
theatre could very easily have given the
local censorship board a bad impression,
when the picture itself was not as salacious
as painted.

Copy Pulled at Seattle
For Newspaper Razzing
Seattle — Because Harry Mills, dramatic
critic and film reviewer of the Seattle Star,
Scripps daily pul)lication in this city, chose
to give a gentle "raspberry" to one of its
recent screen attractions, the New Orpheum
Theatre has been "out" of the Star's advertising columns for several days. At least,
that is the interpretation put on the incident
by the theatre and film men of the territorj'.

Hot Stuff, and How!
F'age the advert isinjr and pulilicity
committee named at the Hays olficc
meeting to put a damper on hot copy.
Those ads hein>r used by Michael L.
Simmons, advertisinji and publicity
director for .Sono Art-World Wide,
surely have plenty of warmth. If
you've lamped the "(hanKe Your
Luck" ads he's been usinn, with a
dark-skinned keI as the come-on. you
Ret what we mean. And his catchline
for "The Dude Wrangler," which is
an "Oh, Dear" and "The Story of a
Pansy Cowboy" striking an absolutely
new note. >Ieanwhile, the proposed
code of ethics for advertising still is
'tis
verysaid.
much in the embryonic stage,

Lvniviivif
To
He
Shoun
Offdidirs Is Wanunq
To Thidlrvnun

raramount-I'ublix is keeping
check on advertising, fullowing the hot copy
ban nn liot copy," Katz states. Hi-« w.-jmfdllowed use of an advertisement on "'I he
( iirl Said Xo," in a Carolina newspaper,
in which Polly Moran and .Marie Dressier
were referred to as "drunken hussies."
"Hecause of the enormous importance attached to the policy of clean, truthful, decent advertising, as against the other kind,
the circuit intends to enforce rigidly its
ban on hot copy," Katz states. His warning includes "every kind of advertising —
trailers, radio, posters, newspaper ads, news
stories, circular letters, tie-ups or even
word-of-mouth

advertising."

No Quarter for Offenders

"Show business in the last lew years,"
says Katz, "has elevated itself beyond the
reach of those critics wIkj found ample
cause lor destructive activity through the
vulgarity, indecency and untruthfulness
which formerly abounded in the industry."
Xo leniency will be shown for violation
of his order, Katz warns, pointing out the
responsibility of the individual in protecting the industry's name.
.\nyone within the industiy, "whose
harmful activity" endangers its go<xlwill, is
"a traitor to his source of livelihootJ ami a
traitor to his associates in the industry, no
matter if innocentlv or intentionallv." Katz

Dirty Advertising Hit hy
Wisconsin *X" Prof.
.Madison, Wis. — Suggestive advertising of

assert-.

talkies in Wisconsin's daily newspapers was
one of the subjects discussed at a meeting
here of appro.ximately 40 members of the
Wisconsin Daily Newspaper .Advertising
I-eague.
It was made the subject of a paper by
Prof. Helen M. Patterson of the University
of Wisconsin school of journalism. Miss
Patterson presented e.xcerpts from the advertisements for "Party Girl," ".Street of
Chance," "Lilies of the Field." "Me.xicali
Rose," '"Slightlv Scarlet," "Mv Ladies'
Pa.st," "The Black Watch." and 'the Single
Standard" asvertisement
examples
of the
suggestive adbased on sex
appeal.
Exaggeration in advertisements of talking pictures cited by her were the numbers
of pictures advertised as the "greatest ever
made," which was the boast of "Gold Diggers of Broadway." "On with the Show."
"Fa'it Life" and "The L'nholy Night."

Columbia
"ToVahle
David''Gets
Screen Rights
Columbia

has acquired talking picture

rights to "Torable David," which as a silent
was awarded the F^hotoplay medal of honor
as the best picture made during the year it
King. released. Richard Barthelmess starred
was
in the silent version, directed bv Henrv
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Zukor Busy Clearing Up German Tangle;
May Result in Tobis Victory Over W. E.
Theatre Earnings Up
While companies in other lines were
reporting decreases in net approximatinR 19 per cent, six theatre firms reported net increase of 86.4 per cent,
according to the Standard Statistics
Co.

At Sea on Plans
To Hold Foreign
Market Business
Sharp differences of opinion on how to
handle the foreign language situation prevail in producing ranks. M-G-M and Warners, for instance, are to concentrate activities on the coast. Paramount Publix promises to make 60 next year in six languages,
using a studio in Paris as headquarters.
Fox is perhaps exercising the greatest
caution of all major companies. Officials of
that company take the stand that foreign
production designed for distribution in markets where profits are never formidable is
not yet economically sound. Therefore, synchronized prints with the usual foreign titles will be used. An exception is "One
Mad Kiss," starring Mojica, which is being
made in Spanish as well as in English.
One expert in foreign distribution this
week asked how talkers made in Hungarian
can return a profit in view of the indifferent
possibilities of that market. He levelled the
same query concerning Italian, French and
Swedish talkers. Others are speculating as
well.

National Board to Bridge
Annual liridge party of the National
Board of Review is set for Saturday at the
Hotel Pennsylvania, New York, where Sidney Lcnz and Wilbur Whitehead will supervise play. More than 1,000, are expected.
Ray liolton, publisher of "Cinema," fan
publication, and advisory secretary of the
Board, is in complete charge of arrangements.

Roman Joins Kooler-Aire
Ben Roman, "vet" New York exchange
man. who returned recently from a vacation
in Florida, has joined Kooler-Aire Engineer Corp., as local sales representative. Roman sold for M-G-M, in local territory,
for many years.

Arnaud Editing Silent
Pierre Arnaud is editing "The Last
Rendezvous," silent film to be released on
the state right market.

Using Original Title
Montreal — "Captain of the Guard" is being shown in Canada under its original title
of "La Marseillaise."

Otterson Mum

All Companies, But Warners,
Would Enter That Field
If Deal Is Closed
Berlin — Payment of a moderate license
fee by American producers to Tobis Klangfilm and withdrawal from the German field
by Western Electric constitute the terms
of a settlement which Adolph Zukor is endeavoring to work out as a solution to the
German sound situation. Motion Picture
News learns this on excellent authority and
not from a source which might be construed
as leaning toward the German patent combine.
Zukor is in Europe as chairman of a committee of two, the other being Nicholas M.
Schenck, which is representing all members
of the Hays association with the exception
of Warners in an effort to remove the kinks
from the patent difficulties which beset those
companies in a number of European countries.

Germany the Key
Germany has been the hardest situation
to crack. There, Western Electric has been
kept out by injunctive proceedings filed by
Tobis Klankfilm. But Warners, at odds for
some time with Western Electric, made an
individual deal with the Germans, secured
a license and have been cleaning up in Germany with its talkers. The other American
companies, compelled to secure permission
from "Erpi" to function in Germany, have
been kept out pending legal settlement of
the differences between that organization
and Tobis Klangfilm.
The original claims of patent priority and
exclusiveness claimed by the Germans for
Germany have gradually been extended to
embrace practically all of the Continent.
While Western Electric insists that the facts
fail to back up Tobis Klangfilm and while
W. E. is operating in a number of countries on this side of the water, the general
situation is muddled and of considerable
concern to American companies.
This is the tangle which Zukor is attempting to unravel not only on his own
behalf in view of Paramount Publix's plan
to produce talkers in Paris in six languages,
but on behalf of the other companies, pooled
for the purpose, which he is representing.
In view of their deal with Tobis, Warners will be in a position to issue German
operating licenses to its competitors. Strategically and financially, this factor is regarded as highly important.

On Its Own
Foreign production of Paramount
Publix which call for 60 pictures in six
languages next year, all to be made
in Paris, is an individual venture on
the part of the company and has no
bearing on the pool of producers,
formed to iron out the patent tangle
in Germany and other Continental
countries.

.lohn E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research, declares the facts
concerning the German settlement of
the sound situation are incorrect, and
beyond that had nothing to say.

Reported Buy of
Columbia Results
In Cut by RKO
(Continued

from

Page

27)

Melville Brown and supervised by William Sistrom.
Evelyn Brent, Joel McCrea, Louis Wolheim and Raymond Hatton are already cast. "The Iron Trail"
cast yet to he annoimced. William Sistrom is assigned supervision.
"Heart of the Rockies" is to be a Canadian Northwest musical with Everett Marshall and Bebe Daniels heading the cast. It is an original by Harry
Tierney and Anne Cardwell, with direction entrusted
to Luther Reed under supervision of William Le
Baron.
"Half Shot at Sunrise" will have Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey. Hugh Trevor, Dorothy Lee and
the Tiller Sunshine Girls in its cast. The story is
by James A. Creelman, with music by Harry Tierney. Paul Sloane will direct. Screen adaptation is
by Cyrus Wood.
Henry
Hobard will supervise.
Two Herbert Brenon and two Wheeler and Woolsey productions conclude the lineup of 13 Titans.
Titles are vet to be announced.
The three
productions
to be made in
DeanBasiltoDean
Make
"Escape"
England will include "Escape" from the stage play
by
John Galsworthy;
Perfect
stageyetplay
produced
by Charles "The
Hopkins,
andAlibi,"
a third
to
be announced.
The three Dean productions are known as Associated Radio Pictures, the result of an international
pooling of British-American
facilities.
Among the four styled super-specials are listed
"The Stalwart," an original railroad drama written
by James Ashmore Creelman with Louis Wolheim,
Robert Armstrong and Jean Arthur in the cast;
"The Old Accordian Man" from an original by
Samson Raphaelson, with Joseph Cawthorne heading
nounced.
the cast; "High River" and a fourth to be anThree Richard Dix and two Betty Compson productions are included in the lineup, with "She's My
Weakness" and "Bunker Bean," Harry Leon Wilson
tale,
included
"The yet
Victory
the remaining
seven of whichin are
to be Nine,"
announced.
One of
the

will be "Lawful
Seven
Series of L.Trceny."
Shorts

Compsons

Short and
subjects
will and
consist
of: to
six be"Headliners"
six Nick
Tonys,
made
in the East by Louis Brock; six Karl Dane
and George Arthurs, six Louise Fazendas
and eight Mickey McGuires to be made by
Larry Darmour : 12 Humanettes, novelties,
to be produced by Frank Newman, and 12
Toby, the Pup, cartoons, to be made by
Charles B. Mintz. All of the series, save
the cartoons, are in two reels.
Brock has signed W. C. Fields and Clark
and McCullough have been signed for the
Headliners, with negotiation under way
with four other Broadway stars or teams.
Mark Sandrich and Monty Brice will direct
the series. Nick and Tony comprise a
vaudeville team, and this series is to be
made with Italian dialect.
Lewis R. Foster is to direct the first
Dane and Arthur comedy which will be
"Bobbed Wire." Albert Herman continues
as director of the Mickey McGuires, with
E. V. Durling writing story and dialogue.
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Spc^ciiil Train
From Seallle
For F. N. M( ( I
St.irtinj; Iroin Si-;ittle. ;i spiri.il train is
Id pick up Warner and l-'irst Natiuna! dflc.1,'atos to tlu- conventions of tlie two conil)anics to In- lield May 17, 2S an<l 2') at
Atlantic City.
I'".xecntives and sales olVicials associated
with the followinfj companies will take part
in the conxention: Warner Bros., I'"irst
National I'ictnres, X'itapiione, Brunswick,
Reinick, Witniark. Harms ; DeSylva. Brown
iV Henderson: Warners Bros. Theatre
l)ei)t., Warner Bros. Studio Department,
I'ontinental
Lithofjraph Co. and Continental
Theatre Accessories.

More R-K-0 Stock Listed
To Care for Expansion
C"ontinued expansion ot Radio- Keith-Orplienin in (ireatcr New York and other territories, plus options held on company stock
hy P)ancamcrica-Biair Corp.. Lehman
Brotliers and Joseph V. Kennedy, has resulted in listing: of an additional l.U.OOO
shares of Class A stock on the Xew York
vStock Exchange. Bancamerica-Blair and
the Lehnians have exercised option on 50.00() shares of lOO.OOO on which option is
held; Joseph P. Kennedy on 50.000 shares.
( )t' tiie remaining. 44,000 will he used for
conversion of bonds of Radio-Keith-Orpheum Western Corp., and 25,000 for new ac(|uisiti(ins. The firm ntnv is dickeriufj for
a nuniher of Greater New York houses.

M
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films for reproduction. W'cstern h'.kxtric
has been advised. Tri-Ergon had sued the
company for alleged infringement of this
and other patents, and W. E. replied 1)\asking nullification of these patents.

Drinkwater, Not Bader
To Write Laemmle Biog
John Drinkwater, member of the English
literati, will write and by-line the biography
of Carl Laemmle for which I3a\e Bader has
been gathering data for many months. The
producer has invited Drinkwater to his
Beverly Hills home this summer to whip

It r

Endorsers Ehvl
IndianaiKilis — Mrs. David Koss waH
ro-elecfed rhairinan of the hoard of
niaiiai;<'rs of tlu- lndiaiia|)iili-- Isiidnrs«>rs of l'lioto|)la\ <^ at llic annual l>iisi>
ness x-^sion of the orKani/alion luTP.
OlhtT ofiirers wrre: Mrs. Thonias
Deninierlv, first viee-rhairniati ; Mr.s.
Carl Day. si'eond vire-ehairnian ; Mrs.
James K. SprouJe, tfiird vier-cfiairman; Mrs. Wolf Sussman. fourth
vire-ehairman ; Mrs. l-'n-d II. Knodol,
reeordinn secretary; Mrs. .1. II. (»rndorlT. treasurer, and Mrs. K. I.. Uurnell. nienilxTship st-crelar).
The nominating' eommittee recommended an ad\isor> lioard to consist
of Charles K. Met/ner. C. K. IVnrod
and M. I). (Iraham, all of whom are
in the motion
jjiclure
husiness.
Mrs. Sproule, who is chairman r»f
the picture coinmitte«'. report<'d that
twcnt\-nine of the thirl>-one pictures
seen h\ the committee durint; April
were endorsed. .\ discussion of various pictures to he shown in th«' next
six weeks
closed
the session.

Colleen Moore
Awarded Qiii(*k
Divorce Decree
Los .\ngcles — Cruelty charnes won a
(|uiek divorce for Colleen Moore from her
husband and f o r m e r
business manager. Ji)hn
McCOrmick. It was uncontested. Miss Moore

W. E. Wins Round in Fight
Over Patents in Austria
X'ieima courts ha\e nullified the TriMrj^on .\ustrian patent, inxolvinjj sound pictures in which incidental music not present
in the taking of a ])icture and recorded on

I'll!

Colleen Moore

was
ni
charges.

court

l.ist-minute
of
cited
"u g 1breaking
y moods."'
social engagements and
reiK'ated insulting of
her guests. The star
uave her legal name as
Kathleen .Morrison McCormick. }Ier mother,
.Mrs. .\deline Morrison,
to
corroborate
Colleens

Radio Advertising Service
Latest Warner Acquisition
Warners' deal for National Radio Advertising, Inc., gives the company a formidable hold in the field of electrical transcription for broadcasting purposes. By

Bader's information into shape and to supply the author with other necessary details.
Bader. former head of Universal's accessory department, was taken off all other
duties some time back to work on the
Laemmle biography. His new assignment

"electrical transcription" is meant recording and eventual rejiroduction of radio entertainment via records or discs.
National Radio handles radio advertising
for Squibbs and other national advertisers,
including it is understood Camel cigarettes.
The Warners plan to extend the service and
to use their own talent in future programs
arranged for national advertisers using the
radio for exploitation. The plan is expected to swell Warner revenue and al.so to

is exploitation of ".Ml Quiet" in England.
He sailed this week to get the new job
under wav.

oti'er an opportunity to boost talent under
company
contract.

Dipson After Houses
Nikitas Dipson. who has >old his New
York theatres to Warners, is out after more
houses in the upper part of the state. Warners are planning a division in that section.
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Mrs. luers Dies

riHan\ on llinil
For Snec(\ssor
r I ■\«
To (ioldslonc
llollywiiiKJ — L. A. Voinig and Cirant L.
( ook of Tiffany are exi»eeteil here from
.New \'ork shortly to whij) the studio into
shape
season. and line-u|) pr(KUiction forces fur next
.\n imj)ortant jtiece of business now hanging fire concerns a successor to I'hil Goldstone, wiio leaves the TilTany ranks on what
is describe*] as a three months' vacation.

N. J. Unit Seeks Counsel
For Defense of Members
Julian Charner. Leon Rosenblatt and Jacob L'nger are members of a committee
formed to engage counsel for members of
the New Jer.scy exhibitor unit, against
whom suits arc filed by distributors. Th€
move follows launching of a central legal
bureau by the .\'ew York I'ilni Board. Joseph .M. Seider, veteran president of the
Jersey unit, intends again to attempt to
resign at the annual convention July 20 at
Atlantic Citv.

Stars
Testonif 1/
in Mystic's
Trial
Coast
Charges
Hollywood — .\ number of screen stars
who consulted Battap Raw, "Hindu hue
seer." who is being prosecuted on charges
of grand theft and moral olifenses, are Ik'ing called to testify in the case. Mary I'ickford and Gloria Swanson already have testified.

Joe May in Hollywood:
Has System on Dubbing
Hollywood — Joe May,
L'b.V for many years as a
director of Emil Jaimings
man stars, has arrived in

associated with
producer antl as
and other GerHollywood for a

(juick
of Hollywood
pro<luction. survey
It is reported
that Maytalker
brings
with '
him a practical dubbing system for dialogue,
whereby it will be possible to duplicate
Ijiglish dialogue with German or any other
language without having to make separate
foreign versions.

McLaglen in "Sez You''

Hollywood — Fox has again switched productions for \ ict(3r McLaglen. "Dust and
Sun " was originally slatetl for his next, but
decision has brought in ".Sez You," with
"Dust an<l .Sun" now
set to follow.

W. E. Up to 5J05
Western Electric installations to date total
5.705. Of this number, .V972 are in the
United States and 1.733 abroad. The comjiany has e(|ui])ped two houses in Palestine.
the first ri'ijroducers to reach that I.md.

Bruce Johnson Here

Hollywood
declared
to —
be Mrs.
the Julia
second (.'rawford
woman toIvers.
hecome a director, died here this week. She

E. Bruce Johnsi>n. associated with J. D.
\\ illiams in England, is in New York for a

had been a production supervisor and scenario writer also, retiring eight years ago.

month's
stay. He has been abri>ad for almost a vcar.
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FAMUUS MALE STAR whose first talkiewas anything but a great success, has found
that wlien the Hollywood folk think you're slipl)ing. some of them will certainly grease the way
down for you. Among other things which were
overlooked in the 'seasons past, but which seem
to have been brought up against him recently, is
his treatment of his father. He deserves some
exjjlanation on this one.
When he was a little boy his father deserted
him and he spent his growing years in an orphanage, a childhood which wasn't conducive to sunshiny th()u,i;hts about home and family. He had
long stretches of bad luck and rough going before
he finally arrived and the struggling years left
their indelible impression on his social attitude.
I le often found consolation in imbibing too
freely.
But one day his father turned up in Hollywood. You see his son was in the big money
and he was famous. The son, remembering
the desertion and the lonely years of a charity
existence it had meant for him, refused to
recognize the father. And some of the sappy
sentimentalists, without knowing the facts,
started berating the young sheik who turned
his back on his humble father, and all that.
Which is quite a lot of applesauce because the
l)oy felt he owed no allegiance to his suddenly
repcntent parent and he saw no reason why he
should be a hypocrite ior the sake of some
gossips who would talk, anyhow. — N. Y.
Graphic.

*

*

*

So long a.s Frank Fay refuses to
take himself seriously he will be an
entertaining motion picture actor. —
Life.

*

*

*

Traditions Go Smash!
Innocence, genius, or perennial girlishness is
no longer a trade-mark cultivated by stars, for
experience has taught them the pitfalls of being catalogued * * * they shun all labels now.
Lillian Gish is tired of being a lily-white
maiden.
Clara Row has the flapper tradition to live
down.
Mary Pickford discarded a fifteen-year-old
label of adolescence. — Picture Play
Ingenuity will scarcely bring May
winds into a motion picture theatre,
though a thousand ushers play mahjong with sprays. — A'. Y. HeraldTribune.

Or Perhaps a Big Horse-Laugh
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Hollywood — New dial telephone system has been installed at M-G-M studios with .500 stations in the studio.
Company's 'phone bill for outside calls
is reported to average $11,000 monthly,
exclusive of executive conversations
to New York.

In
THE newsreel is no longer a newsreel.
place of the "newsy"
shots of the silent
regnne, a valuable part of the movie bill, we
now have a collection of crying babies, tooting
steamboat whistles, foghorns, hog-callers and
shrieking trains.
Despite claims of its adversaries, the sound
newsreel has not progressed. As reviews they
would be acceptable. In their present form,
however, no audience can receive them as true
newsreels. — National E.rhibitor, Washington.

* *

*

Fairbanks Lay-Off Called Marital by
the Gossips. . . . Rumors Are That
After Ten Years, Romance Is Cooling.
—Headline in N. Y. Eve. World.

* *

*

Most movie careers pay no prSfits for five
The money goes back into the business, the
years.
furtherance of each career by the embellishment of beauty, the maintenance of an essential
front and the training of talents now allied
to inovie acting.
With the present terrific competition, a young
player needs expert management to be noticed
at all, and in most instances that adage about
an appearance of prosperity attracting prosperity still holds good.
Play.
* —* Picture
*
So jar, Aimce Semfle McPhcr.'ion
hasn't advanced a nickel to producers for
her projected movies on religious subjects. And the boys are holding off until she docs. . . . The really, truly,
flesh and blood Prince Danilo zvho sued
^^-G-M for misrepresentation in "The
.Merry IVidoiv" got $4,000. Not so much,
I'lit better than a push in the face. . . .
The e.v-Kai.^er said no, and he said it
emphatically, when Fo.v offered him a
lidy sitm for a monologue such as Musolino and Bernard Shall' recently made.
Wilhclm just doesn't approve of the
talkies. . . . M-G-M wants to make a
single from Herbert's "Naughty Marietta." but Warners-Whit mark hold the
music publishing rights. — Film Fun.

attack, the better for the
ITThepaysbitterer
to be the
panned.
subject.
.'\nd the movie stars are just beginning to
realize, the pretty little dears, that it isn't such
abeen
frightful
thing
thinking
it to
was.be put on the pan as they've
In fact, it's beginning to penetrate into their
three-ply pates that on the pan is a thoroughly
healthy place to be.
Barnum, of course, remarked frequently that
he didn't care what they said about him as
long as they said something. The truth implicit in this dictum is absurdly obvious, but
hardly any of the movie crowd, whose very
life-blood is publicity, have had brains sufficiently advanced from the amoeba stage to
see it. Only recently has a report come to
my attention that one very famous star offered
an Irish writer one thousand dollars if he
would write a good roasting of her. If this
is true, I doff mv hat to the lady. She knows
more about publicity than ninety-five per cent
of Hollywood's professional press-agents will
ever ture
learn.
— Cedric Bclfrage in Motion PicMagazine.
Tax refunds may be on the square, but
zchy are the big fellows the only ones dumb
enough to make such mistakes in their ta.v
returns? — Publishers'
Syndicate.

* *

*

One movie actress is said to have lost her
job because she wouldn't work for less than
$12,500 a week. We may now have to add a
cake line to the bread
* line.^
* *— Dallas Ncu^s.
The ney's
critics
that "JourEnd" is give
not thanks
Hollywood.
wood.
It is by Hollywood, but not of Holly— Literary Digest.

* *

*

As an effort to make the movies wholesome,
Mr. Hay's code is commendable enough. But.
as Jack Bunsby said, "The bearins' of this
observation lies in the application of it." The
root of the problem is not reached yet. — Phila^
delphia Inquirer.
* * *
BULL-ETIN
(Interview)
"The motion picture industry is
proud to bear in mind, while it fulfills
its necessary and self-justifying purpose of entertainment, the corollary
duty of assuring character-building
qualities
in that aide
entertainment."
—
Carl E. Milliken,
to Will Havs.
(Not only proud, but a little vain.) —
Ted Cook in N. Y. .American.

* * *

"I

adore

a good

cry

at

the

movies,

don't

"Yes,
but
I was
only
able
to get
sniffle
you?'* out of this one." — ''N. Y. World.'

a

With both George Bancroft and Miss Carroll on the payroll, wonder why ParamountPul)lix doesn't get insurance against the chance
of a star's getting hard to handle.
The funny part of it is that those who arc
entitled to temperament are so likely not to
indulge in it ! After all, there are very few
people in the motion picture business who
couldn't lie replaced. — N. )'. JVorld.

Swollen
A Hollywood dispatch says high
heels have caused the feet of film
stars to grow wider. The high hat
seems to have had the same effect
on their heads.
— The Pathfinder.
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have you hclifve that
liokuiii is falsity.
ty. Hut they are wrong,
critics winild
Till',
lure arc white-haired mothers who sit by the
windows, w.itchin),' for their wanderiiij^ sons to
roine home to them. There are wandering sons
wliose liearts are softened by memories of their
ehiidhuotl. Tliere are little children wh(j reunite
tlieir |)arents. There are men wlio <lie in onler
that the woman they love may be happy. There
are |)rostitutes who reform, and rough men with
hearts of gold ; antl firesides, and cradles, an<l

^PS Sifted
BKi Ijusiucss, watciiing its scientists in tinresearch laboratories, forsees an early st)lutioii of puzzlins^ television problems. With the
solution, it is preilicted, will come the television
theatre.
Television is nt)t to be permitted to leap out
of iiand by the bis interests as did radio.
Television will be made to pay its way, competing when perfected with tiie present lenitimale stage and the talking pictures as leading;
entertainment purveyor to the masses.
It is recognized that television cannot be
withheld for long, and if television were to
be unleashed as was radio, thrown on the air
for him who possesses a rented, borrowed or
owned radio set to receive, the theatre industry must inevitably suffer. — Inskic I'licls,
I.os Angeles

* *

*

Clara Bow is being a very good girl.
Apparently all the dizzy stories that
broke out on the Coast before her
coming east, about her suicide attempts and other lurid tales, all without foundation in fact, showed Clara
that a girl just can't be too careful,
especially when she's in the public
eye. She evidently thinks the world of
Harry (Richman), and, although she
says that they will be married "sometime," betting is even that the cere/'lay. mony will never come off. — Screen

* *

*

UH HUH DEPARTMEXT:
Chester Beecroft, of Beecroft Films, Inc.,
has just issued a statement about the aims of
the new firm : "Our aim is to make fine dramatic entertainment based always on ideas. Wc
hope that the success of this experiment in
specialization will benefit the artistic side of
the motion nicture industry in that it may induce other showmen to come in and pit their
—i)rains
Bostonagainst
Heraldthe fearsome force of money."

* *

*

ll's GREAT to be great hut its greater
to he human. — Will Rogers in "Now"

* *

*

If there is anything in the lexicon
of underworld language that we don't
understand, it won't be the fault of
the producers. The gangsters certainly
have been "glorified" in the recent
underworld pictures. Wonder why
some of these companies do not engage A] Capone as supervisor? Al
could give them a few pointers on
gang wars. — .V. Y. American.

The Crack Terrible
A housewife postcards that "The
Singing Fool" might be described as
the world's best talkie, but that to
her it's just her husband taking a
bath. — .V. >'. Daily Mirror.

lionies, and mothers' workworn hands. Are these
things not as real and true as lust and drug a<ldicls. and child-lK-aters and shamele>s courtesans?
I will go further. .\re these things not realer
and truer? W'c do not exaggerate life in motion pictures. .\'o director would dare to show
iiuman beings as dramatic on the screen, or
moved by such violent emotions, as they are
in real life. No director would dare t<j show
such strange happenings, such coincidences as
Hollywood — .\ local statistician
line
ures there are .'{,000 waiting
in
are
told every
the use
newspapers.
N'o moviein
director
would day
darein tt»
as much hokum
for the arrival of Winlield
Shee han.
Many
want
to tell him
how
to
ills picture as there is in life itself." — Ceiit H.
organize;
others are just looking for
lie Milte in Motion
I'icture Classic
(igsoft jobs for themselves.

"Welcome"

PRUDERY and self-righteousness are riding high again. .-\s on Capitol Hill
re- in
Washington, so in the capitals of the American
movie, Hollywood and New York, the Puritans
arc firmly in the saddle, their hands are tight
on the reins, and that patient, long sutTering
mare,
Public, must wear blinders. — Motion
I'ictureThe
Classic
No one need to be worried lest Mr.
Hays nobody
may make
"movies"
that
will the
want
to go so
to moral
them.
— A'. >'. Herald-Tribune.

* *

*

It is everlastingly to the credit of the motion
picture industry that, voluntarily, it has held
its
medium fairly free from propagandizing infiuence.
It is because of the careful guidance that has
been given the movies of recent years that they
have made such strides, and that they have been
able to turn aside the censorship movements.
Self-censored, the motion picture promises to
rise in artistic heights. — IVashington, D. C,
Post.

* * *

^fuch has been written of the unt and
adventures of Wilson Micner, a Holly
zvood brilliant. The one-time pride of
Broadivay Ti-as one of the first tvhile
men to invade the Klondike. Another
zvas Tex Rickard. When they reached
Nome with the other gold rushers, Mizner immediately opened a saloon and
gambling emporium. Over the bar was
this typical
ethic :and"Roost
booster.
KnockMizner
a knocker
clwat aa
chump!" — N.

Y.

Marydays,
.M'leshas>nnter,
famous
other
succeeded
in
(low II to a normal figure again
reported to be planning a
come-back. — Film Fun.

star
of
getting
and is
screen

The achievements of Eastman and EKPI are
incalculable, but whatever rewards they have
reaped have only come as the result of long
and involved preliminary experimental work.
Wiiat they have done, however, has reacted to
the general good in a wonderful manner, and
(|uite apart from material results — an<l who
can put a limit to them? — an example has been
set which we caimot but admire, and which at
least we
luilcgriiph

recognize we must emulate. — KineU'cekly. London.

Harry Hcrshfield soys Cod made man
first because he didn't 'uvnl a kibitzer presli'hen.\merican
he zvas doing an important job.
— N.entV.

The Sam (Publix) Katz's (Eleanore .Ambrose)...are In
notitshaving
it Paris'd
vated.
next issue.
Vanity but
FairRenowill
{Continued

on

page

'4'

The Old Soandso

* Mirror.
* *

The Title's the Thing:
The novelist, seeing great possibilities in the
story of .-Kdam and Eve's eviction from the
(iarden of Eden, wrote a book about it. .\fter
deep meditation he named it: "Mrs. Adam of
Eden."
It had a tremendous sale.
The dramatist, observing the dramatic potentialities ofthe book, adapted it to the theatre. .\fter deep meditation he named bis play
"Outcasts from Paradise." It had a record
run.

>

The moving picture producer, noting the success of the play, adapted it for the screen.
.After deep meditation he named his film "Sinning Wives." It played to packed houses everywhere.— London Opinion.

* *

—I'

*

The King V'idors (Eleanor Boardman) are looking for their blessed
event
some time next month. — .V. . >'.
Daily Sews.

Cranh:
you

got

"Wtxat
silent

I want
films

to

htre?"
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They Say That(^Continued from page ZZ)
nuiuinate for oblivion, among others, R. Vallee.
. . . All portraits of William I'ox have been
removed from the home and exchange offices.
. . . ]\avniond Guest, the polo player, is Lily
Damitaing it. . . . Who is the vaude actress
widow, whose new heart is wearing her late
husband's clothes? . . . Russell Colt is trying
to woo E. Barrymore. . . . Incidentally, her
Movietone short with John Anderson, the Evejournal critic, is very good. . . . The critic,
liowever, is prettier, but of course, he is younger. .. . Qumn MartiUj John S. .Cohen, Jr., and
other mooni pitcher critics praised John Gilbert's ijhlicker, "Redemption," as being a marked improvement over his earlier "His (ilorious
Kight" film. . . . "Redemption" was made
months before "His Glorious Night." . . . Ronald Cohnan is learning to warble. . . . Warners
oflfered 5 G's to Gene Dennis, the psychic marvel, to jilt Loew's. . . . She was broke in 1^24
and now dwells at the Savoy-plazah. . . . Fiddler l""red I'^radkin, another H'wood egg-layer,
is en route here with his new bride. . . . June
Laurie says most of these chin-enia actresses
let their success go to their' torsos. — ll'inchcll
ill X. )'. Mirror
* * *
There is only one thing the matter
ivith George Gershzvin — he has not
learned to cry. I only hope he meets a
zvoman ivho zvill turn him doivn. — Otto
Kahn in N. Y. Telegram.
Spring Song! (or an interview with Joan
Crawford) :
"I find it grand to play an ordinary human
being. Oh, these dancing daughters were all
real enough, but their world was filled with
artificialities. They had to be somewhat exaggerated, too, as is always necessary for story
value. Some day, I want to do something
strong, gripping." — A^. Y. American.

* *

*

According to the public's idea, there
are two kinds of chorus girls, and the
other
in N. Y.kind
News.aren't ivorking. — Skolsky

* *

*

If wives only knew what stenographers think
of their husbands, they would (juit worrying. — •
Neiv Goblin.

* *

*

If you saw the picture "Roadhouse
Nights" you will remember the terrified, look on the face of Charles
Ruggles as he is racing away in an
auto from the gangster who is chasing
him. That terrified expression was
credited by picture critics to Mr.
Ruggles'
actingof ability.
The truth
the matter is that
Helen Morgan, who was driving the
auto, can't drive well. In fact, she employs a chauffeur to drive her about
in her roadster. The picture was
filmed in Long Island and Miss Morgan was driving on a road that led
into Long Island Sound and Charles
Kuggles was afraid he was going into
that Sound. — iV. Y. News.
The wide film will be ushered in by a drive
on projectors. The wise exhibitor will refuse
to be stampeded into a hurried purchase of anything. He will select carefully projector heads
which will give him the widest choice of standard makes and the best possible projection. The
foolish showman will again be beguiled by the
high-pressure salesman, on the grounds of
cheapness and speedy installation into taking
something which will eventually compel him to
make a second purchase of standard machines,

N c zv s

May

losing not only the cost of the initial installation, but the business poor projection has driven
from his house to opposition theatres better
equipped.
When the wide screen rush comes, as it
surely will, it would be well to buy intelligently.
Gimmicks have cost the small exhibitors thousands of dollars in equipment and lost business.
It is to be hoped that they will have learned
from their experiences. — The Exhibitor, Philadelphia.

* * *

Gloria Sivansun's e.r-hiisband, Herbert
.Sond'orn, is being very attentive to attractive Lola Lane uf the Fox lineup.
Lola - had been devoting herself exclusively to Mcrvyn IVilliams fur several
months. But Mervyn zvent to New
York, and so . . . — Motion Picture
* * *
Classic.
Thrift !— They'll tell you all sorts of yarns
about Carl Laemmle, the potentate of Universal Pictures, but the one that tosses the widest
illumination on his many-sided character is
that describing his experience at Monte Carlo
last year. The flicker magnate had lost steadily at the Casino, and when he was finally
dragged away he was approximately $20,000
loser. "Ach, well," he said, shrugging his
shoulders, "so at least I had a good time.
Let's go and eat somewheres." His friend
pointed to one of the better restaurants. "That's
a very nice place.
Let's try it," he urged.
Laemmle shook his head. "Don't be a fool,"
he muttered. "They're robbing you there with
their prices!" — .Sobol in N. Y. Graphic.

* *

*

*

tf

*

If other nations gather their impressions of this country and its peoples from
our talking films they must have by this
time arrived at the conclusion that ive
are all a lot of mammy singers or boopboopa-doopers. — Motion Picture Record,
Seattle.
* * *
"Green Pastures" was protluced by a
Street broker. The Wall Street influence
soon lead to an announcement that Marc
nolly is to be split up three for one. —
York Sun.

* *

Wall
may
ConNew

*

(Ad

in Capitol Theatre, N. Y., Programme): "Singing by Texas Guinan.
This theatre can be emptied in three
ni'nutes — John
J. Dorman,
Fire Commis ioner."— A'. Y. Journal.

* *

*

If the exhibitor organizations are forced to
go into competition with local independent
e<iuipthent dealers, it is. indeed, a mighty sad
state of affairs. If exhibitors are not supporting their organization by dues, then it would
seem they don't want an organization. — Ohio
.Sh oivman, Clevelan-d.* * *
The code and iJs adoption are mO'
mentous events, havina a vital bearing
on- the youth of the nation. That it has
been put oivr by Mr. Hays reflects great
credit on his sound business sense, his
sense of right, ami his industrious efforts
to put the motion-picture business on a
basis that xuill enable it to endure and
add greatly to its profits. — Journal of
Commerce, Chicago.

Maybe You, Too
Some time back the Fox studio gave
Will Rogers a script to read.
After five days without word from
him, they called the Rogers home.
Had it.he^«ad
read

the script? Yes, he'd

"Well, what are you waiting for?"
they asked.
"The laugh," replied Rogers. — Harrison Carroll in LoS Anpeles Herald.
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'T ^
I J dancer, now playing the half-breed m
the (ierman version of "Monsieur Le Fox," at
the M-G-M studios, .says that she has 'gone
to Hollywood.' '1 was engaged to a man,' she
asserts, 'but when I haf see how in thees
Hollywood that men a nothing — I do the same
and smash the engagement — so I be like Holly-

* *

*

"Add notes
for students of psychol!' "
wood girls
ogy: Harry Richman, sitting in his car
after a personal appearance at the
Jersey
City had
premiere
of smoking
'Puttin' ona
the Ritz,'
to stop
cigaret, to give it to an importunate
woman fan in the crowd that milled
around the car. She knocked the
ashes off it and put it away carefully
in her purse, her face beaming a triumphant smile. to
'I don't
get it,'
Richman whispered
the man
next
to
him.

He's new to the film fan racket."

"John Miljan, who plays the prosecuting attorney in the trial scenes in Lon Chaney's first
talking film, "The L'nholy Three," ought to
play it well. His cousin is a noted P'ederal
* * *
prosecutor in Illinois."
"Buster Keaton acted with Laurel
and Hardy the other day — though by
accident. He was driving home from
the studios and noticed the comedy
team making a street scene. He
slowed down to watch — then discovered that he was right in the camera
range. They took the scene over, however, after Buster had pulled out.
'Professional jealously, I calls it!' he
commented."
"Mary Lewis may be a grand opera singer,
but she is not "Grand Opera.' So declares
Fred Scott, himself a singer of note and now a
featured film player for Pathe, in voicing his
assurance that Hollywood's latest synonym for
"high hat' does not apply to this beautiful grand

* *

*

Fairbanks didn't
star."
a "Douglas
operYork,
en route to London
because his horoscope said
him would be dangerous in

fly to New
last week,
flying for
April. But

May is all right, so he'll fly back to
the coast when he returns from London, the golf matches, and his conference with Serge Eisenstein, Russian
*

*

+

film director."
"Gloria Swanson can imitate other stars
amazingly
well.
She can even imitate them

* * *
imitating her."
"William Haines, playing a cowboy
in 'Ea.sy Going,' his new M-G-M Western, says that he ranged three big
ranches on location and never saw a
cow. 'I called a steer Mary by mistake,' he asserted, 'and just escaped
* * *
"Charlie Chaplin is composing his own music
for 'City Lights,' his next film, almost com" plays the piano, violin and ortime.' He
in now.
jjleted
gan. There is an organ in the projection room

* *

*

at his studio."
"Lon Chanev sings 'Sweet Rosie
O'Grady' in his first talkie, "The Unholy Three,' and Harry Earles. the
midget,
sings picture,
'The Prisoner's
Song'
this
M-(J-M
which Jack
Con-in
way is directing. 'Tibbett and all us
boys.' Chaney
seem
to find informed
orchestras Conway,
that fit'never
our
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Para, to INIakc*
Talkers lor Kids;
60 111 19M)-M
{Ciiiitiiiiii'il fiinii /"i/i/r 1?))
sfctioiKil iiK'i-tings. l-lvrry day. scrconiiij^s
of iK-w product will l)0 lii-ld. One of the
>tiimiiatits to l)c injected into llic sales force
will lake tiie form of an 8,U()0 foot trailer in
sound containing scenes from many of the
new pictures. On Sunday, the home oltice
staff which is not slated to attend the followup meetiuf; in San Francisco will return to
.\\\\ N'ork, as will delegates from exchanges
in tile eastern lialf of the country. The
executive group will head west that night to
lie on hand for the second meeting which
will lie lainu'lu'd in 'Frisco on Friday.
I'oiiow ing is the list of Paramounteers who
will attend the Atlantic City convention:
Iloinc omce: S. K. Kt-iit, EuKeiie Zuki>r. Ralph
Koliii. I>r. E. .StiTii, K. J. I.iiilviKh. tJ. J. .Schactci,
J. I), t'lark, John llammell, C. E. McCarthy. Kussil!
Holiiiaii, K. Mcytr, t;. B. J. Frawley, I. A. Clark,
1.. J. liamhi-vgcr, L. J. C'ushiiig, 1,. Minn, A. O.
Dillcnlii-ck, \V. .Sussnian, G. K. Haddow, H. lyorber,
J. McKeon, L. Phillips, T. Taiilkner, J. Carlile, A. J.
Dtiniu-.
Pruduction: Jesse L. I,asky, Walter Wanger, B.
1'. Schulherg. A. A. Kaufman. Mel Shauer. Henry
Salsbury, H. M. (.'loetz. J. K. Cowan, E. E. Gelsey,
H. Inncs. J. \V. Kingerlin, J. Colligan, R. E. Rogers.
II. Hurley.
Foreign: G. Weltner. J. Nathan. (). R. Geyer, A.
Deanc. S. Cohen. E. Ugast, John \V. Hicks, Jr., J.
Kenneheck. I. Collins. D. Gilpin. A. Ullnian, C.
Margon,
O. Cohen,
N. Wilde.
Paramount .News: Emanuel Cohen, Stanley Waite,
Miles Gibbons, Lou Diamond, W. Vandeveer, Joe
Rucker.
Publicity: Earl Wingart. Arch Reeve. .\\ Wilkie.
Frank Vreeland, Barney Hutchison, .\1. West, F.
Wylie.
Advertising: Cliff Lewis, A. Adams, R. Jloriarity,
I.. Daly.
Vincent
Trotta.
Ad sales: P. Allison, W. Waters, D. Velde, W. W.
Caldwell. J. Xovat. Hanff-Metzger: R. Gillhain, P.
J. Baictti,
E. DeCossy.
L. Reiss.
Representatives of producers: C. Neeper, Les Whelan, F. Harris, Fred Wynne-Jones, W. B. Frank,
William
Eraser.
Publix: Sam Katz, Sam Dembow, Jr., I^. Furman.
Dave Cliatkin. John Balaban. L. E. Schneider, A. L.
Mayer. J. J. Fricdl, J. J. Fitzgibbons. M. H. Feld,
J. A. Koerpel, G. C Walsh. Eildie Ruben. Harry
Katz. M. J. Mullin, J. J. Rubens. William Saal. B.
Kelly. Leon Netter, G. liuryea. .\. Halperin. S. Bragon. E. E. Hinchy. T. Barnliam. I,. Miller. V. Campbell. N. Wolf. H. Sachs, M. E. Wiman. L. Xotarius.
P. Seletsky. M. Friedman, Max Balaban, Floyd
Brockwell. J. Dromey. A. Kaufman, L. O. Daniels, J.
Dcitch. \. M. Botsford. I^ni Stewart. E. Roberts.
Ben Serko«vieh. J. A. Hirscb. L. \. Edwards. Vivian
M. Moses. Sam Palmer. I,. Goldburg, R. Forman.
E. I^mg, G. Planck, R. Busch. G. Brown. C. Winchell. D. Hoobler. J. E. Mclnerny. D. Chamlx-rs. T.
Ferro. J. Clialman.
A. .S. Grist, K. Long. J. Murray.
D. Wellington. Etidie Hitchcock. V. Gray, A. Gottlieb. M. Bergman, I^. Kaufman. Ralph Stitt, H.
Speigel,
.\. Jeffrey.
C. B. Taylor.
Jack
Barry.

From

the sales force:

Boston: T. H. Bailey, district manager; W. H.
Erbb. manager; E. RutT. sales manager; A. Kane, J.
Howard. C. Mekelburg. J. H. Murray, salesmen:
J. Moore, booking manager; T. Duane, ad sales manager.
New Haven: J. D. Powers, manager; E. Callahan
and A. Poulton. salesmen; H. Gern\aine. booking
manager;
H.
Deikhan.
ad sales manager.
Maine exchange: J. H. Stevens, manager; E. C
Bradley, salesman; W. L. Hughes. bov>king manager; D. J. Sweeney,
ad sales manager.
New York: J. J. Unger. district manager; M. S.
Kusell, manager; I. Lesser, M. Broad. M. E. Sattler. salesmen; T. J. Bennett, special representative;
M. Gluck, ad sales manager; K. Flynn, booking manager.
Brcx)klyn: H. Randel. manager; E. H. Bell. B. C.
Kranze,
salesmen;
L. Beigson.
Inioking
manager.
New Jersey: E. W. Seigert. manager; M. Kurtz.
.\. Gebhart. salesmen: J. Farley, booking manager;
P. Goldman,
non-theatrical
rei)resent3tive.
Albany: K. G. Robinson, manager; R. D. Hayes.
C. G. Eastman. H. R. Bassett. salesmen; G. T. Beattie. ail sales manager.
Buffalo:
M.
W.
Kempner.
manager;
W.
I^ith.
E. M. Kempner. ^^. Rose, salesmen; F. J. Young,
booking
manager;
G. Westergren.
ad sales manager.
Philadelphia: W. E. Smith, district manager; P. A.
Bloch. manatter; J. F. Kirby. W. U. Bethell. H.
Rubin. R. J. O'Rourke. V. Goldberg, salesmen; C.
.Smith, booking manager;
L. Lang, ad sales manager.
Washington:
H. Hunter, manager;
J. Oulahan.
C.
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salesmen;
R. Grace,
iHiuking
manager;
(i. Kicliard
son, ail sales manager.
Cleveland: J. E. Fontaine, district manager; M.
Simon, manager; IL Lund. J. ilimnu-lcin. .M. lirrenwalil, (i. A. Robb. salesmen; H. Ruth, Uxikmg manager; A. Valentour, ad sales manager; W. Williams,
special representative.
(whimbus: .\1. R. Clark, manager; M. S. Cummins. E. R. Custer, (J, H. Peterson, H. J. Eberls.
salesmen; T. L. Irwin, booking manager; H. C.
Seebohn. ad sales manager.
Pittsburgh: H. H. (ioldstein, manager; K. M.
Sluve. D. Kinielman, F. .Meyers. Jr., R. E. Caskey,
salesman;
(i. Elmo,
booking
manager.
Cincinnati: (j. A. Smith, manager; T. Samiders.
.\. Kaphui, H. E. Rollins. J. B. (Jar.lner. R. Williams, salesmen; J. C. Rodman, booking man.iger;
J. Christian,
ad sales manager.
Atlanta: IL G. Ballance, district manager; D.
Prince, manager; J. D. Campbell, C. J. Raley, E.
B. Price, L. C. I^owe. salesmen; C. Go<xlson, txK>king manager;
O. L. Freeman,
ad sales manager.
.Memphis: P. S. Wilson, manager; W. F. Bugie,
II. Owen, salesmen; G. Wray, booking manager; D.
Reed, ad sales manager.
Charlotte: P. l^ngdon. manager; E. H. Crowcll.
E. .M. Adams, salesmen; R. E. Parsons, booking
manager;
J. C. Duane,
ad sales manager.
Jacksonville: .S. E. Chessnut, manager; M. I.. Stevens, W. A. Klements. salesmen; P. C. Vaugban. Jr.,
booking manager;
J. H. Wheatley, ad sales manager.
.New ()rleans: H. F. Wilkes, manager; F. P. Murphy. W. Shiell, salesmen; E. V.. Sbinn, booking manager; M. Kay. ad sales manager.
Dallas: J. B. Dugger. manager; C. E. House, S.
R. Simpsmi. F. Nelson, H. L. Dean. E. G. DeHart.
salesmen; IL Simmons, booking manager; R. Kay.
ad sales manager.
.San Antonio: H. E. Pickett, manager; F. Turned.
L. W. McClintock. salesmen; AL E. Williamson,
btxiking
manager;
H. Chalman,
ad .sales manager.
Toronto: it. Milligan, general manager; J. Hunter, manager; H. y. Burns. L. D. Hattield, H. E.
Stuckey.
salesmen;
W.
J. O'Neill,
auditor.
Montreal;
Eddie English, manager; T. Dowbiggan.
salesman
St. John:
P. J. Hogan,
manager.
Winnipeg:
D. .\L Brickman,
manager.
Calgary:
W.
O. Kelly,
manager.
Vancouver:
W. Ilansher,
western district manager.

Publix Brings Diiryea to
N. Y. as ''Biir Saul Aide
Gaston J. Duryea. hrou.nht lo .\ew \(>rU
from New Orleans, now is assistant director ill the purchasing and hooking department and will supervise his departmental
detail throughout the Publix Saenger circuit and other territory yet to be assigned.
Duryea formerly was director of the old
Saenger circuit in charge of booking. William Saal is director general of the purchasing and booking department.

Kent and Katz Elected
to Vice Presidencies
S. R. Kent and Sam Katz have been
elected vice-presidents of Paramount Publix in the realignment which follows consolidation ofthe two companies. Other officers are the same as of the former Para-^
mount Famous-Lasky Corp. Titles of ofhcers of Publix
Theatres are being dropped.

Seidelman Goes Abroad
\. II. Seidelman is en route to l-'.urope to
discuss with Paramount- Publix representatives at a meeting to be held in Paris, the
comi)any's 05 pictures for the connng year.
-Vdolph Zukor. now in luirope. is slated
to attend.

CoiiK^rlonl Licks
l)a>li}i;lil Sa\in<jr
In i\. IL INwm.
Scranton, Pa. — In the face of heavy odds
anil by dint of an exhaustively conceivetl
campaign, M. K. Comerford has been successful in warding off daylight saving in
Northeasternin Pennsylvania.
mayor's
connnittee,
whose hands The
the decision
rested, late this week voted against adoption
of summer time.
The ruling will have an effect on a territory KM) miles in all directions of this city
which i.s the key of the territory, it is estimated, and affects 75 picture theatres.
The fight was a dilVicult one and. it is
considered by those familiar with its details,
to be sufficient proof of the importance of
the enterprising exhibitor in his community.
At the outset, Comerford was faced by opposition fostereil by the Rotary, Kiwanis and
I. ions' Clubs, as well as chambers of commerce, various merchants' associations,
clearing houses, golf clubs and automobile
as.sociations all of whom favored davlight
time as a booster f(jr their interots.

Arranges Counter Hours
To offset this line-up, Comerford got busy
with the International Correspondence
Schools, headed by Ralph E. Weeks, who
registered oppo.>.ition on the grounds that
the confusion created by summer time was
bad for general business. He also enlisted
John Boylan, representing 27,000 members
of the United Mine Workers; Steve McDonald, representing 23,000 members of Building Trade Ccjuncils; Ed McCrome, representing 16,000 members of the Central
Labor Union and persuaded the Medical
Society, formerly advocates of suiumer time,
to reverse their stand. The prestige of
dairymen's leagues, grange associations and
farmers was also tied into the comprehensive
campaign, as was H. T. Paine, representing veterans of the Civil W^ar.
Trailers were shown in various Comerford
theatres, speeches made, radio broadcasting
arranged and newspaper articles moved into
line. By the time the final meeting was held
in the city hall, Comerford felt his organization was complete.
Events proved him to be correct, tor when
the mayor's committee finally cast its vote,
opponets of daylight saving recorded a complete victory.

Navy to Get Talkers
Wa>hington — Uncle Sam intends to .see
to it that his "gobs" enjoy sound pictures,
for $332.{M)0 was speedily appropriated by
Congress for e(|uipping battleships with reproducing apparatus, after President Hoover
had rei|ue>ted such action.

Burroughs Honored
flint. -Mich. — I'.. C. Hurroui;!!^. manager
of the (iarden. a Buttertield hou^e.
has been
elected vice-president and director of the
local Rotarv Club.

Arrives for Picture
Nancy

Carrt)ll i,- in New \ork to star
in 'Laughter," which Harry D'.\rrast will
direct from his own original. Frederic
March will appear opposite.

Motion
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Equity Hopeful
Actors' Equity Ass'n has not given
up indicated
hope of unionizing
is
in statementtheof stud'os,
Frank A.it
Gillmore, president, that "something
about Hollywood may be said at our
next meeting," which is scheduled for
May 26 in New York. He added, however, that any announcement of the
association's future plans, as respects
pictures, would be premature at present. When Equity dropped the Hollywood fight last year, announcement
was made that the move was an
armistice.

Fox Budgets $1,300,000
For ''Big Trail" Super
Hollywood — Planned as the super-epic on
next season's Fox schedule, "The Big' Trail"
is in production at Yuma, Ariz., under direction of Raoul Walsh. Production staff, technicians, players, extras and others carried
by the company to the first location taxed
the hotel capacities of the town. Overflow
accommodations were secured in auto camps
and private homes, while a caterer and his
organization were brought up intact from
Los Angeles to provide meals for the troupe.
Fox has budgeted "The Big Trail" at a
minimum cost of $1,300,000, with final
sheets likely to see an increase over that
figure. Walsh is carrying a production
staff of over 100, including carpenters,
painters, chauffeurs, a doctor and nurses.
No less than 32 stock men are engaged to
look after the 437 horses and 1,500 head
of cattle which are being used in the production.
The storv itself carries a total of 93 dialogue parts, and players for these roles
are on one week minimum contracts. In
addition, a large number of extras used
as pioneers in the wagon train are carried
on contracts for duration of the picture.
Three Grandeur cameras are being used
for the wide screen negative, besides a
large number of regulation cameras for
the standard negative. Walsh is planning
on using 250 covered wagons in single
shots for his train, even though history
claims that the largest wagon train that
journeyed
west had only a total of 200.
Following completion of scenes on the
Yuma location, Walsh will move his scene
of operations to various locations in Utah,
Wyoming, Idaho and California. Shooting
schedule
provides for nearly six months'
work.

Picture
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71 Players Under
Contract at Fox,
Wurtzel States
(Ci)iiliiiiicd

fraiii

pufir
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Kenneth MacKenna, Paul Muni, J. Harold
Murray, George O'Brien, Tom Palricola,
Nat Pendleton, Frank Richardson, David
Rollins, John Swor, Lee Tracy, Henry Victor, John Wayne and Charles Winninger.
The actresses include Janet Gaynor, Lois
Moran, Beatrice Lillie, Luana Alcaniz, Lucille Brown, Ika Chase, Marguerite Churchill, Mae Clark, Joyce Compton, Irene Day,
Fifi Dorsay, Noel Francis, Althea Heiiily,
Rose Hobart, Louise Huntington, Roxanne
Curtis, Elizabeth Keating, Helen Keating,
Dixie Lee, Claire Luce, Sharon Lynn, Leslie
May, Mona Maris, Frances McCoy, Goodie
Montgomery, Maureen O'Sullivan, Lillian
Sand, Marie Saxon, Marjorie White and
Ruth Warren.

Few Haven't Stage Training
The only male players who did not come to pictures with stage experience are Farrell, Albertson,
Bell. Clifford, O'Brien. Rollins and Wayne. Miss
Compton and Miss O'Sullivan are the only feminine
players on the list who have not had stage training.
Contract writers include Totn Barry, Samuel H.
Behrman. Andrew Bennison, Edwin Burke, Homer
Croy. Earl Crooker^ Owen Davis, Jr., Hal G.
Evarts, Jules Furthman, Frank Gay, Tom Geraghty,
Rube Goldberg. Howard Green, Norman Hall, Llewellyn Hughes. Harry Johnson, Sonya Levien, Rus'sell
Medcraft. Dudley Nichols, Marion Orth, Ernest Pascal, General Aylesworth Perry, Willard Robertson,
Lynn Starling, Hayden Talbot, Harlan Thompson
:ind Maureen
Watkins.

Burke Only Stage Director
The directors are John G. Blystone, Frank Borzage,
David Butler, Irving Cummings, A. F. Erickson,
Victor Fleming. John Ford, William K. Howard,
.\lc.\ander Korda, Sidney Lanfield, Hamilton MacFadden, [,eo McCarey, Guthrie ^tcClintic, Alfred Santell. Chandler Spragiie, Benjamin Stoloff^ Berthold
Viertel, Raoul Walsh and Alfred Werker.
Melville Burke is the only stage director.
The associate producers are Ralph Block, E. W.
Butcher, Harold TJpsitz, Ned Marin, J. K. McGuinness, George Middleton
and Al Rockett.
The list of composers numbers Buddy DeSylva,
Lew Brown, Ray Henderson, Joseph McCarthy,
James Hanley, James Monaco, William Kernell, Albert H. Malotte. Richard Fall, Grace Henry, Morris
Hamilton, Cliff Friend, George Gershwin, Ire Gershwin, Jean Schwartz
and Troy Sanders.
Joseph Urban is creator of settings, while Sophie
Wachner is fashions creator, assisted by Dolly Tree.
Johij Stone is editor of the silent pictures department; Jack Gardner is casting director; Joseph W.
Reillv is director of safety; Ben Jackson is manager
of the music department; Rolla Flora has charge of
the Movietone effects department; Barney Wolf heads
the cutting department, with Charles Dudley as chief
cos-metician,
Ben Wurtzel in charge of the maintenance and
department.

Ferri Goes to L, A. to
26 of Fox's 48 To Be
Ready by September 15
I lollywood — Twenty-six pictures of the Edit 3 ''Dynamos" Weekly

4.S which are to comprise the 1930-31 Fox
program will be completed and in New
N'ork by Sept. 15,
being maintained
superintendent of
l)ictures now are
are in production
to start.

according to the schedule
by Sol Wurtzel, general
the Fox studios. Eight
in the cutting room, five
and six others arc ready

Hill and Schwartz in New
Non Theat Posts at Fox
Clarence A. Hill has been promoted to
Iiost of manager of the non-theatrical department and mail order department at Fox
by James R. Grainger. Theodore Schwartz
.succeeds him as general booker.

Rogtr
Ferri, editor
"Fo.x studio
Dynamo"
will
headquarters
at of
thethecoast
and
from that point will issue three editions of
the Fox house organ. One will be geared
for the domestic and Canadian sales forces ;
one for the foreign organization and, the
third for the co-ordinated Fox Theatre departments.

Establishes K. C. Division
Kansas City — Fox West Coast is establishing a special division here, following
ac(|uisition of the Midland circuit of 60
theatres in Missouri, Kansas and Iowa.
M. H. Shanberg, formerly of Midland, will
be chief division executive.
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Zukor Swamped
— Adolph
was "run
outBudapest
of town"
when Zukor
he visited
his
native Resize, but he was run out by
demands for money or other assistance. The Paramount-Publix chieftain was beset by 1,400 applicants for
charity
out of his
"fabulous
wealth."
Before leaving,
Zukor
aided some
400
needy and established a fund to provide dowries for poor Jewish brides
and a free school for children. For
years Zukor has been a benefactor of
his "home town" people.

Managers Switched in
Fox Topeka Shake-Up
Topeka, Kas. — Several changes in the
jjersonnel of Fox Midwest Theatres in To])eka have been announced by Elmer Rhoden, division manager.
Earl Hayes, formerly exploiteer for the
National and Jayhawk, has been named assistant manager of the Fox Topeka houses
under Harry McClure, city manager. Other
changes are as follows :
Don Farquharson, former exploiteer for
Midwest Film Distributors, Kansas City,
has been appointed house manager of the
Jayhawk. Sherman McVenn, who has been
doorman at the Jayhawk, has been named
manager of the Best. Clifford Sandiffer,
former house manager at the Novelty, will
be a member of the general exploitation
department, while Eldridge Shriver, doorman at the Novelty, becomes house manager. Ray McLain, doorman at the Grand,
has been elevated to manager. William Hess
has been appointed manager of the Gem.
When the Gem opens with Western Electric equipment on June 15, the Best will
be the only Fox house in town showing
silent pictures. Improvements are planned
for all Fox houses in Tcjpeka.

Fox Convention Plans Set;
Clarke to Attend Sessions
The Fox sales convention to be held in
Hollywood the end of next week is all set.
Harley L. Clarke, new president of the
company, will travel on the special train to
the coast, thereby taking advantage of the
opportunity to visit the studios which he
owns but has never seen. The train leaves
New York on May 26, picks up Mid- Western members in Chicago and then goes
right through to the coast for a week of
business.

Walsh- Fair banks Report
Gets Little Credence
Hollywood — Raoul Walsh still has about
six months to go on his new picture, "The
Big Trial," and there is no chance of his
leaving Fox before that time, if he plans
to do so then. In view of this, coupled with
Douglas Fairbanks' plan to seek services of
the Russian director, Iiisenstein, little credence is given to report Walsh is planning to
join h'airbanks.

Meet Sheehan, Banker
W'infield K. Sheehan, \ice-i)resi(lent and
general manager of Fox, has been named a
director of the Harriman National Bank
& Trust Co.
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Canadian Music
License Royalty
Proposal Oul
Ottawa — I'roposal to amend tlic Cana(liai) toi)>rif;ln Act to otiahlo tlu- IVrtonniim Kifrlit> Society and other orjiani/.ationto collect musical royalties from Canadian
exhiliitors has been dropped, it has been intimated, because of decision to hold j;eneral
elections in July. Many measures, likely
to offend voters, have been thrown into
the discard. The copyrij^ht bill. si)onsorcd
had
hv .Secretarv of State l-'ernand Kin fret,
arouse(l wide opposition. It had received
tirst reading in the C"anadian House of
only
C'onnnons.
Similar copyright proposals have been
sidetracked year after year in the Dominion
for various reasons.

Pay Tax or Close,
Paine Warns Exhibs
Warning to exhibitors and iiniependent
jjroducers that they must pay the nuisic
license fee demanded by the .\nierican Societv of Composers, Authors and Publishers,
has been sounded by John G. Paine, chairman of the Music Publishers' Protective
.\ss'n. Exhibitors may be forced to close
unless they pay the ten per cent seat tax,
P;<tne warns, pointing out that its contracts
with the electrics stipulate that the sound
lilms be leased only to wired houses. Prosecution of independent producers who do not
l)ay the license fee is threatened.

Filmfone Abroad
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Dedicate New Exchanqe

sions in this man's
town.
JohnasHamrick's
Blue .Mouse
is scaled
as low
15 cents
Warner sales executives who attended
opening ceremonies held in Chicago for the
company's new branch office. Reading left
to right: N. H. Moray, Chicago manager;
Sam Morris, C. C. Ezell, Majc Milder.

New

Warner Exchange
Dedicated in Chicago

Chicago — About 300 employees and
guests of Warner Bros, and subsidiaries
attended the dedication of the new Warner
exchange building here. The dedication
program was presided over by Sam E. Morris, vice-president, who also formally instituted the Chicago Warner Club, which
sjionsored the dedicatory program. Also in
attendance were C. C. Ezell, general sales
manager; Gradvvell Sears, First National
western sales manager; Max Milder, Warner central division sales manager, and H.
F. Rosenquest, Vitaphone central division
sales manager.

Music Chiefs on Hand
The

dedicatory program included addresses by the following: Carl Lesserman,
First National ; Clarence Parrish, M. Witmark & Sons ; Frank Trostler, Brunswick
Recording Co. ; Walter Donovan, h'amous
Music ; Pub.
Harry
Rosenquest,
\'ita- ;
phone
Ward Co.;
Perry,
Remick
Music Corp.
C. C. Ezell, Warner; Joe Stool, De Sylva,

C"or]). of this city in foreign countries were
opened recently, it was annoimced here by
¥.. \\. Kelly, president. Shi])me!its havt'
already been made to (ienoa. Italy, and
i^ucnos Aires, it is announced.

Brown & Henderson Music Co. ; F'arle Silverman, Warner; Max Milder, Warner;(Jradwell Sears, Fir.st National; William
lyman, Vitagraph ; .S. C. Schult/, Brunswick Recording Co.; Tom Gilliam, First
National.

\ ancouvcr — With theatres here and
throughout Canada and the United States
replacing musicians at a rapid rate, the
council and musicians' union are making a
>tand against mechanical music.
The councilnien declare the remedy is in
the hands of ticket buyers, who can express
their \ie\\> through the box oftice.

Musicians Win
San Francisco — Victory again went
(o
the against
Musicians'
its legal
battle
the Union
talkersin when
the
State District Court of .\ppeals denied
a rehearing on its previous ruling that
66 San Francisco theatres, now devoted
to sound pictures, must abide l)y contracts to employ a minimum number
of musicians.

Cul Pric(^Kack<4
At Portland Isl
Runs Continues
I'ortland — 1 heyre still cutting admis-

Salt Lake City — Negotiations for increasing the placement of I'tah-made reproduction niachines of the National Filmfone

City Council to
Aid Musicians
Ousted bv Sound
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Morris Elected
Sam E. Morris was elected honorary
president of the Chicago Warner Club, and
Ned E. Depinet of First National, honorary vice-president. Al Blocker was elected
sergeant-at-arms of the club.
The new six-story Warner exchange
building was opened for the inspection of
guests. The local offices of Warner Bros..
I'irst National, Vitaphone and Vitagraph
were opened during the day.

Coast Film Folk
Leave for the East
Hollywood — Jack Warner. Lewis Warner
and Robert Crawford go East next week
for conferences with Harry Warner on production.
Ramon Novarro goes East for vocal lessons and possible trip abroad.
William Powell leaves soon on vacation
trip to Europe.
Joseph M. Schenck leaving within ten
days for long stay in New York on United
Artists business.
Lillian Roth, Frederic March, and Nancy
Carroll to Paramount's eastern studio.

top, giving
to fearhere
thatwithin
first run
piclures
will berise
showing
60 days
•it a five ceiUs top. The Blue .Mouse gets
l.T cents from 9 A. M. to 1:00, 25 cents up
to 6 o'clock and 35 cents thereafter. Children's admission is ten cents anytime.

Vest Pocket Film Device
Sponsored by Al Woods
.\. 11. Woods, declaruig t.ilkers have
driven him from the stage to the new venture, is to market a pocket film device,
called Movie-of-U. For 25 cents the machine profluces an animated photo, in which
a person may distort his face three ways.
The picture is made in six minutes. Sixteen of the machines are to be placed at
Coney Island, it is said.

Lonsdale Not Under Long
Term Goldwyn Contract
Hollywood — Frederick Lonsdale holds a
contract to write one original story for
Samuel Goldwyn, and is not under long
term contract to that producer, as reported
in some quarters. Lonsdale will write Ronald Colman's next, and Goldwyn hoUls an
option on the author's services for two additional stories after completion of the first
assignment.

Goetz Supervises
Hollywood — William Goetz has joined
I'ox as a production supervisor and will
handle Don Jose Mojica's next production
as his first assignment. Goetz was formerly at First National studios and is a
son-in-law of Louis B. Mayer of .M-G-M.

Publix Chain in
N. E. Up to 147,
Katz Announces
Boston — Paramount Publix has 147 theatres in New England, contrasted with 65 a
year ago, Sam Katz announced at a regional
meeting here. Managers were addressed by
.\. M. Botsford, director of publicity; Dave
Chatkin. George Schaefifer, J. J. Fitzgibbons and M. J. Mullin.

Fire Benefits
Boston — Benefit performances are
to be held in F'ublix theatres in principal New England cities for sufferers
in the Nashua (ire, Sam Katz wired
Gov. Charles F. Tohey of New Hampshire, during the I'aramount F'ublix
convention of theatre pcrxmnel here.
The time and place of the benelits now
are being arranged.
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Daylight Saving
In 11 Cities of
Northern Indiana
InIndianapolis — Residents of northeanrn hftur
diana for the most part are retiring
earlier than usual, for H of the most prominent cities in that section have adopted
daylight saving time. South Bend, while
not going on the schedule at the time of
the others, has signified its intention of doing so immediately.
Popularitv of fast time in the state is
confined principally to the northern tier of
counties, probably because of their proxnnity to Chicago, which annually begins its
davs ahead of standard time during the five
summer months. In several other cities and
towns the adoption of daylight saving was
considered, hotly contested by enemies of
fast time and as forcibly supported by its
proponents.
Industrv nearly was unanimous in favor
of fast tirne, although the business arid professional men of Plymouth opposed it. At
.Anderson, the largest industry there, em])l()ving more than 7,000 persons, adopted
fast time, but the remainder of the city refused to follow.
Elkhart, Plymouth and Mishawaka voted
down fast tinie proposals in their cities by
means of the city councils. To the tourist,
South Bend and Mishawaka appear to be a
single city, because one meets the other, but
the clocks in one are an hour ahead of the
other.

Prohibited at Indianapolis
Indianapolis is prohibited from operating
under a daylight saving plan by an act of
the legislature which makes fast time illegal in cities of more than 300,000 population. Valparaiso was preparing a fast time
ordinance for this year when it was discovered that an ordinance of last year provided automatic change to fast time each
summer. Standard time in most cities will
be resumed on Sept. 28. Those cities adopting daylight saving time for the next five
months' are: South Bend, Michigan City,
Valparaiso, Gary, Hammond, Indiana Harbor. Whiting, East Chicago, Crown Point,
Kendallville, Fort Wayne and Laporte.
An ordinance now is before the city council at Huntington providing for fast time.
The petition was signed by hundreds of
names. Last year the city council there
voted down the proposition. Despite the
fact that Laporte and Michigan City coml)ose four-fifths of the population of that
county and both are operating on daylight
saving time, the court house clock at Laport continues to operate on standard time
"for the benefit of the farmer."

Daylight Saving Gets
Trial in Milwaukee
Despite protests on the part of local theatre organization, daylight saving will probably be given a trial here in an unofificial
manner. Local newspapers have made daylight saving an issue for the past number
of weeks and the general public is apparently in favor of the movement. It will
probably go into effect during July and
August and a definite schedule is i)romised
within the next two weeks.

N civs

Blue Stuff
Topeka, Kan.— Plan of Attorney (ieneral William A. Smith for dra.stic enforcement of "blue" laws throughout
the state is regarded as a step in the
direction which ultimately will mean
repeal of the laws. It is the attorney
general's plan to force observance of
Sunday closing in all towns of the
.state, regardless of local sentiment.

Finish of Blue
Laws in Indiana
Seen in Decision
Indianapolis — Spread of Sunday shows
throughout the state is anticipated following
decision of the state Supreme Court holding invalid an ordinance attempting to specify an offense against the Sunday closing
law will preclude "blue" ordinlaw. This
ances, throwing jurisdiction to the state
law. The case grew out of the ordinance
banning Sunday shows at Crawfordsville.
M. Jackson, Strand owner, attacked validity
after arrest for alleged
of "the ordinance
of it.
violation
Under the state Sunday blue laws, it is
rather difficult to secure convictions in this
day and age, for the laws are so severe the
ordinary jury will not countenance them.
They were passed before the Civil War.
It has been tlie custom of cities where Sundays shows were attacked to conveniently
pass an ordinance and get convictions.

Daylight Saving
Wallops Grosses
At Albany Houses
Albany — Daylight saving is causing a
drop in attendance here variously estimated
at from 20 to 30 per cent. The first show
of the evening is taking it on the chin due
to fast time and this, coupled with the
weather, is making inroads into grosses.
Business is good at the majority of first
week'stenwarm
last about
however,
runs,
weather
nicked although
grosses by
per
cent.

Sunday Shows Voted
Brookhcld, Mo. — By vote of 5 to 3, Sun&d\ shows have won out here.

4 Towns Vote Sunday Shows
.St. Louis — Ruslnille, .Mason City, Vaii(lalia and Prophetsville have voted for Sunda^■ shows.

Fined for Sunday Show
McKinney, Tex. — Fines of $50 each have
been levied against H. E. Fulgham and
Laney .Sexton for operating their theatre
on .Sunday. They have appealed the decision.
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Talkers Licking
?T
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"Sour Sabbath'
In Northwest
Minneapolis — Return of the liberal Sabbath throughout the Northwest is seen as a
result of the talker development. Merchants
are backing Sunday shows convinced they
must have them in order to keep people at
home on Sunday. The course is good business, and exhibitors are finding the time
ripe
to move against
"blue"year
laws.there has
Throughout
Iowa this
been a sharp swing to Sunday shows, with
many instances of repeal of "Sour Sabbath" measures. Minnesota, too, is feeling
the effect of this changed sentiment.
Evenis in
the Dakotas,
"blue."
there
strong
sentimenttraditionally
for a change,
and
it is likely that real progress will be made
during the year in liberalizing sentiment
in those states.

Sunday Shows Voted to
Get Films Other Days
Paxton, 111. — Without a picture house for
the last several months this town has voted
in favor of Sunday shows. The town's only
theatre was closed in February after unsuccessful attempts to make it pay on a sixday week. The theatre will be reopened
when and if the village board passes a new
ordinance legalizing the Sunday performances. The vote was 710 to 593.

Florida Liberals Win
Another Sunday Town
Kissimmee, Fla. — This city staged a hotly
contested election, in which the churches
fought to kill the movement for Sunday
shows, but which resulted in a decided victory for the progressives with 336 votes
cast in favor of the proposition and only
182 against it. With this victory there is
hardly a city of an}' size in the .state where
the .Sunday shows are now prohibited.

Demand Referendum on
Anti-Sunday Ordinance
Dover, O. — Petitions bearing signatures
of 612 leading citizens of this city, asking
for a referendum on the anti-Sunday shows
ordinance enacted b}- city council on .\pril
9, has been filed with City .\uditor O. L.
Voungen. The State, which has been
closed for past several months, has been
acfiuired by Marty G. Manthos.

Granville Sunday Shows
May Go to Attorney Gen' I

Ciranville, N. Y. — Whether the board of
trustees can get away with its refusal to
submit to voters the question of Sunday
shows and daylight saving may be tested
in appeal of the matter to the attorney general. The board turned thumbs down on
.'Sunday show petition of S. E. .Severance,
who operates the Pastime.

2 More Sunday Show Towns

Des Moines — .Simda\ shows ha\e won

out
more Iowa towns at I'ontanclle
and in
at two
Humeston.

I

in Africa Mamba

means Poisonous Snake

^ - " " In America
Mamba means Box-Office
Four $2-weeks on Broadway — then booked
for the Roxy! So much for the B. O. wallop
packed

by this new Tiffany masterstroke.

still they come ! Eager.
"Mamba"

And

Ent/ius/ast/c /

has everything any dramatic pro-

duction ever had,
plus something
ever had before — Technicolor!

no

drama

Hersholt is magnificent. Forbes's "it" is enhanced tenfold inTechnicolor. Boardman makes
you wish you were Forbes I German
truly lives before your eyes.

East Africa

Book "Mamba." Blazon Technicolor ! Break
records!
Build the B. O. line to capacity!

Tech n rcolor
/s o Box- Q-ff/ce Nam e
<=>

Advertise it <=^

Chevalier's coming.i:.- in lechnicolor
SOME

OF

THE

Al jolson (Warner
ON

PARADE,

Bros.), Technicolor

Sequences;

all-star cast (Paramount),

PARAMOUNT

Technicolor

Sequences;

TECHNICOLOR

PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ, with Harry Richman (United Artists), Technicolor Sequences; SALLY, starring Marilyn Miller (First National);

PRODUCTIONS

Technicolor Sequences;

BRIDE

OF

THE

REGIMENT,

BRIGHT

LIGHTS,

DAWN,

with Walter

HEADS
Ookie

E. Brown

Woolf

Polly Walker
with Winnie

(Warner

Segal

(First National);

with Dorothy Mackaill (First National); GOLDEN
and

Vivienne

UP, all-star cast (Paramount);
and

EVERYTHING,

Segal (Warner

HIT THE

(Radio), Technicolor
lightner, Georges

(Universal); MAMBA,

Jean Hersholt and Ralph Forbes

(Tiffany);

DECK,

Bros.);

with Jack

Sequences;
Carpentier

Bros.), Technicolor Sequences;

starring Paul Whiteman
man,

with Vivienne

SHOW

KING

HOLD

and

OF THE WEST,

Bros.); SONG

Claire and

Gray

Alexander

Bert Wheeler,
FLORADORA
Technicolor

OF THE

and

Dorothy

FLAME, with Bernice
with

Lee (Radio);

THE

GIRL, starring Marion Davies (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
Sequences;

THE

MELODY

MAN,

William Collier, Jr. (Columbia); THE ROGUE
Tibbett and
VAGABOND

KING,

(Paramount);

UNDER

Myrna

(First National),

with John Boles and

(First National) ; THE CUCKOOS,

Robert Woolsey

Joe

starring

with Alice While

SONG

Vivienne Segal (Warner

OF JAZZ,

with Eleanor BoardMAMMY,

GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD,

Catherine

Dale Owen

with Alice Day
SONG,

and

with Lawrence

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer)

; THE

starring Dennis King, with Jeanette MacDonald

Loy and Armida

A TEXAS

MOON,

(Warner

with Frank Fay, Noah

Beery,

Bros.).
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Color Far from Technical Perl'eclioii;
," Engineers Hold
Desired
he
lo
"Much
S. M. P. E. Committee Working
on 70 mm. Standardization
for Wide Films

Color has not yet reached a point in technical development where full benefits may
be realized, despite the wholesale swinjj in
that direction announced by producers for
1930-1931. This is the opinion outlined in
the report of the Progress Committee of the
Society of M. P. Engineers which further
holds "there is still much to be desired" to
improve color processes now in the market.
Discussing technical advances in various
branches of the industry, the report states
the improvement in sound quality has been
marked. It points out that, in the opinion
of the committee, production on film wider
than 35 mm. has not gone ahead as rapidly
as at first predicted, chiefly because of the
lack of an agreement on a definite standard
for wide frames. Pending an agreement,
majority of producers are marking time.
As exclusively outlined in Motion Picture
News last week, 70 mm. will be accepted as
standard by the society's committee now at
work with representatives of producers on
standardization. The committee has not yet
made its report, which is expected within a
few days.
Highlights of the report made by the
Progress Committee, headed by Glenn E.
Matthews, follow :
Increased interest was noted in the past six
months in the subject of wide films. Several
different widths were proposed, and of these,
70 mm. and 65 appear to have been most favored. A sub-committee of the Standards Committee of this Society held several meetings to
encourage the adoption of one width as standard. The personnel of the sub-committee consisted of the leading engineer of the producing
organization interested in this problem. A feature picture,
Days,''
a newsreel
on
70 mm.
film, "Happy
were shown
as aand
regular
program,
opening March r4 at the Roxy Theatre on a
screen 4V/> feet by 22 feet. Several other
theatres were also equipped to handle this type
of film, and at least four feature pictures were
known to be in progress.
Definite advances in optical systems, processing methods, and the experience that follows
production problems on a large scale, all contributed to a substantial improvement in the
quality of color pictures.

Studio. Production

Improvements

Two huge sound stages have been completed
in Holh-wood recently by t^vo producers. One
of these comprises a theatre auditorium capable of seating 1500 persons and a section which
is also designed as a theatre stage in size, 75
feet deep, 80 feet wide, and 120 feet high. This
stage has been designed particularly for the
production of lavish spectacles. It is equipped
with a steel curtain weighing 65 tons, and each
of its 12 floor sections is fitted with a hydraulic
lift. A vertical steel track, 65 feet high, permits camera shots in s>-nchronism with the
rising stage and curtain.
The increased use made of incandescent
lights has necessitated the installation of refrigeration plants in studios in connection with
ventilation systems.
A novel feature of the sound studio at Wem-

The New Age

Motion pictures of living cells of
body tis>,u»s, made by Dr. K()stnl)irger
at the K()(k«l»ller Instiluti' and shown
at the l.'Uh Intirnadonal l'l\.\ biology
Congress, re\cal('d to medical students
in one hour, studies which formerly
took man>
da\s of observation.
Medical pictures can now be taken
with objects magnified at least 1,200
times, whereas, 120 times was the
highest magnification obtainahle two
or three years ago.

bly, England, is a tank fitted with a camera
booth permitting under water photography.
The four new German studios at Newbabelsberg are built as the arms of a cross ; all recording and monitoring being done at the center.
A novel lens device for securing wider pictures without the use of wide film is of interest. It consists of two lenses held in a
mount which screws onto the front of the
camera. A lateral compression of the image
is produced so that nearly three times as much
image is included in the normal frame. The
picture is then expanded to three times normal
width on projection.
The added weight of sound-proof housings
resulted in the design of stronger tripods. One
of these called a "camera dolly," was constructed of telescoping steel parts attached to
a triangular, rubber-tired traveling support.
Portable dimmers were devised for use in
the Hollywood studio. They were used individually or in connected units of 2 or 3, for
sunrise or sunset effects. Each imit handled
20 kilowatts.
A joint committee of the producers' and technicians' branches of the Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences reported on an investigation of arc lighting in 15 Hollywood
studios. Three types of filters were found in
use; (a) individual choke coils for each lamp
unit; (b) choke coils for each group of lamps;
and, (c) the use of large electrolytic capacity
across the generator windings. The investigation is being continued with plans for making
oscillograph records of the commutator ripple
at each studio.
Abadie reported before the cinematographic
section of the French Photographic Society on
some interesting experiments with gaseous illuminants. Mercury and neon cannot be used
effectively in the same tube to give a white
light, but when their combined light is supplemented with that from vaporized antimony and
arsenic, a good white light is produced for the
photography of colored objects. A lamp has
been produced which contains neon gas and a
cadmium-bismuth alloy at the cathode. After
heating, the cadmium is vaporized and its arc
given a light of desirable spectral distribution.
Several French studios have commenced
sound productions on a large scale, a number
of them by the variable area process. Societe
Gaumont which until quite recently recorded
on the full width of a separate film by the
Danish Peterson-Poulson method have adopted
fixed density recording in the margin of a separate film. This record is printed subsequently
on
the border of the film bearing the positive
image.
Great interest has been shown in the sound
school sponsored by the .-Academy of M. P. Arts
and Sciences and with the completion of the fifth
and sixth sections, more than 900 studio workers will have taken the course.
The lectures

Advances
in Optical Systems
Seen as Aid to Solution
of Color Problems

presented by various authorities before this
school have been assembled and published as a
Technical Digest.
The Dcbric camera has been fitted with a
sound-proof housing consisting of a t)OX, containing the motor drive encased under the camera, and a cover on a vertical track which may
be lowered or raised quickly by the movement
of a hand lever. .\il controls are accessible
from outside the case when it is closed. The
merits of 16 different types of camera silencing housings used in Hollywood studios were
tested by a joint committee representing the
producers and technicians.
Booms for holding the microphone over the
actors have undergone material development
and several ingenious devices are ncjw available
for handling microphones on the sut.

Advances in Sound
A modification of the Poulson magnetized
wire recording method uses film base impregnated with colloidal particles of an alloy of
nickel, cobalt and iron as the magnetically susceptible recording material. The film possesses a slight lavender tint when so treated.
Another novel recording process is that suggested by Madelar which records a groove on
the film support by means of a diamond stylus.
Printing machinery was being redesigned
rapidly for better quality and more rapid production of sound-on-film prints. One manufacturer of printing equipment brought out a
single operation printer and another manufacmodel. turer was reported to be working on a new
One of several problems connected with the
reproduction of sound has been the proper control of sound level in the theatre. Much use
and some abuse of fader control has resulted
from efforts to correct for volume variations
resulting from recording sound at different
levels and which were not entirely smoothed
out by re-recording. One studio has devised
a "squeeze track" for the purpose of adju.iting these differences in level. This consists in
blocking out part of the sound track by exposing it before development to a negative consisting of a black line of varying width from
zero to the full track with. The positive
sound track becomes a record of varying width
contained between two black lines filling up
the remaining space of the track on each side
of the track itself, which is in the center of
the space.
Equipment for cutting has been developed
on a basis of the needs experienced for sound
pictures and many of the make-shift devices
are giving way to commercial products embodying the necessar\- features for handling sound
films. Three designs of one type of equipment
were available for sound film editing: (a) a
sound picture synchroniser for use with records
on separate films; (b) a disc reproducer; and,
(c) an apparatus for use when sound and
picture are on the same film.
-As a result of a serious studio fire in the
east and a laboratory fire on the west coast
during 1929, a great deal of pressure was
brought to bear on all laboratories to increase
their safeguards for fire prevention. Even before the two fires, however, a committee of
representatives from all laboratories were appointed by Mr. Will Hays to work with the
National Board of Fire Undenvriters to reiContinued on page 36)
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Studio Fires
Hasten New
Lab Methods
(Continued from page 35)

vise the code of recommended practice for
requirements.
laboratory
Impending adoption of wide film introduces
problems for the film exchanges, since the
larger reels will require larger shipping cans,
•and will cost more to ship because of their
increased weight. An average reel of 70 mm.
film weighs 34 pounds and rewinding is a
man-sized job, requiring care to prevent cinching or tearing of the film.
A new model projector, as well as a new
assembly for older models was announced in
19J9 which incorporates as a special feature a
rear shutter between the lamp house and the
gate. Other features of the new model as
claimed are: easy and rapid change-over from
disc to sound-«n-film, and means for maintaining accurate focus and centering of the picture.
The problem of equipping many thousands
of theatres for sound reproduction during the
comparatively short period of a year and a half
has been a serious and gigantic task both from
the engineering as well as the economic standpoint.

Films in New Fields
Sound picture projection apparatuses now in
active use on trans-Atlantic liners, in a Chicago hotel dining room, and even in railway
cars. A successful showing on a Union Pacific trans-continental train was arranged during the fall of 1929. A Delaware corporation
has been formed to promote a fleet of specially designed railway coaches as the first
unit of a projected nation-wide system of mobile sound theatres to present pictures in small
villages. The first theatre for the exclusive
showing of sound newsreels opened early in
November, 1929, running a continuous show
from 10:00 A. M. to midnight.
An audible frequency selector has been designed for use of the projectionist to accentuate,
attenuate, or eliminate certain frequencies delivered to the amplifier.
Details have been published on the technical
characteristics of all the sound reproducing
equipment on the French market. The only
French process which is complete from the
talking to the production end is that of Gaumont.
A unique generator is being marketed by an
Austrian firm located in Vienna. It is known
as the Rosenberg crossfield generator. An arc,
such as that, in a projector, may be connected
directly to the generator and the voltage and
current are self regulating. Two of the four
commutator brushes are short circuited. When
the outer circuit is closed, a magnetic field
and an armature field results in the same direction but opposed; the former increasing
slowly, the latter rapifily.
A new sound-on-film portable projector
equipment by RCA was announced in October,
1929. The projector and sound reproducer is
housed in a metal cabinet, 24 inches square and
12 inches wide, mounted on four telescopic
legs. Film magazines are located on the art
side of the case.
Further details have been made available on
the portable sound equipment supplied by Western Electric. The delivery and take-up reels
are included on the same shaft inside the
projector case. A 60-foot throw is possible
giving a picture 7 feet by 8 feet in size.
A continuous projector designed by a Frenchman, M. R. Hue, has several novel aspects to
recommend its consideration. Film is passed
on a curved track in the form of a part cylinder before a light aperture somewhat higher
than that of a single frame.
An image is pro-
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Those Clever Japs
Can you imagine a camera capable
of shouting 40,000 pictures every second? Japanese inventors have perfected a device which catches that
many shots, operating by means of a
drive having 180 mirrors, revolving
22,') times per second. The camera
was designed by the Institute for
Physical Research of the University
of Tokyo and was first shown at a
.scientific congress in Tokyo.
The apparatus is said to be invaluable in the medical and engineering
fields, where laboratory work necessitates quick lens action.

jected onto a mirror in the center of the cylinder and set at an angle of 45 degrees to the
light path. The mirror turns at a speed onehalf that of the moving film through a slight
arc and then returns to the original position,
while a shutter cuts ofT the light momentarily.
A stationery image is projected on a screen
placed at right angles to the original light
source.

Square

Auditoriums an Advantage

Considerable attention has been given the
theatre acoustics problem during the past year.
One firm has made an acoustical analysis of
over 1,500 theatres and made recommendations
for treatment of the auditorium. A lowering
of the accepted optimum reverberation tlipe
as a function of volume was reported. Theatres with square auditoriums were found in
general to have better acoustic properties than
long narrow theatres.
Sound motion pictures began to be used for
non-theatrical purposes during 1929. The
Hotchkiss .School in Lakeville, Conn., was reported to be the first school to have sound
reproduction facilities installed.
An application of the use of a sound recorded address was made in January, 1930,
when a corporation president spoke in eleven
different cities on the same evening at the
annual President's dinner, through the medium
of the sound picture.
Confessions of the defendants in burglary
and murder trials were recorded in Philadelphia as a part of an experimental investigation
on the value of the sound motion picture in
criminal court practice. It is reported that a
bureau is to be established for making ."^ound
pictures of prisoners so as to have records of
their voices, gestures, and mannerisms.
Included in a group of motion pictures
shown at the 1929 fall convention of the
American College of Surgeons were four sound
pictures, three of which were recorded addresses accompanying diagrammatic pictures
while the fourth represented an obstetrical operation accompanied by dialogue. The operation was performed by Dr. DeLee, well known
Chicago obstetrician and the dialogue was synchronized with the film by a crew of Fox
camermen. Dr. DeLee has an elaborate laboratory for motion picture photography in the
Lying-in Hospital in Chicago. It is also
equipped with an animation department.
Motion pictures of living cells of body tissues were made by Rosenberger working with
Carrel at the Rockefeller Institute and shown
at the Thirteenth International Physiologists
Congress in 1929. .Studies requiring days of
observation were shown to an audience in half
an hour. Fifteen medical films have been prepared in a program under the auspices of the
American College of Surgeons, the Motion
Picture Producers and Distributors of America
and the Eastman Kodak Company. Subjects
made recently deal with acute appendicitis, obstetrics, vestibular function and development
of tlie rabbit's ovum.
Starch of Vienna has made ultra-rapid motion analysis studies of micro-organisms using
an Askania High frequency camera.
To re-
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Industry AKve
To PossibiKties
Of Television''

duce vibration efifect, the camera is attached
horizontally to the wall but the microscope
may be used either in a horizontal or vertical
position. Exposures mostly over 100 per second were used, focussing was done with a
green filter interposed, and the arc current
reduced to a 5 amperes so as to minimize heating effects on the delicate organisms.

Preparing for Television
The industry is alive to the possibilities of
television and further progress has been made
which, although rather slow, is encouraging.
Three producers are including reservation of
television rights in their contracts. According
to estimates by Jenkin about 20,000 amateurs
are receiving radio movies which are broadcast
from station W3XK, Washington. Other new
television stations are WENR, Chicago, operated by the Great Lakes Broadcasting Company, and W2XCR, Jersey City, and W2XCD,
Passaic. The last two named stations synchronized radio with the pictures and though
the images were said to be hazy, the lip movements were stated to be discernible with the
sound.
A new cathode ray tube of receiver giving
a picture 4 inches by 5 inches has been described by Zworykin. The method eliminates
the high frequency motor previously necessary
for synchronization, together with its power
amplifier. No moving parts are used. A
fluorescent screen aids the eye's persistence of
vision and makes possible a reduction of the
number of images per second without noticeable
flicker. The transmitter is a nifxlihed motion
scanning. projector with means for horizontal
picture
The selection of standards for radio television has been discussed, including picture
proportions, number of scanning elements, number of pictures per second, scanning method and
direction and phase of current.
A camera capable of taking 40,000 pictures
per second by means of a drum having 180 mirrors, revolving 225 times per second was exhibited at a Scientific Congress in Tokyo. The
camera was designed by the Institute for Physical Research of the University of Tokyo. Lawrence and Dunning of the University of California have been studying the characteristics
of the high voltage spark by means of a camera
which has a shutter speed equivalent to the
taking of 250,000 pictures per second.
Cinematographic methods were used to time
the high speed of the Schneider Cup airplane
races held at Calshot, England, in the fall of
1929. A motion picture camera made pictures
of the plane as it crossed the start and finish
line and also recorded simultaneously the face
of a calibrated Veeder counter which was actusecond.ated by a timing fork vibrating 10 times per
As noted earlier in this report the use of
motion pictures in color continues to expand
and a number of new processes have appeared
although technical descriptions of them have
been rather meager. An estimate has been
made that 15 per cent of all pictures made in
1930 will be in color.

New U. K. Color Process
Newsreels made by a new color process were
released by Pathe in March, 1930. The process
is claimed to be equally as rapid in production
as black and white prints and to avoid the use
of filters and prisms. Pictures of the NewOrleans Alardi Gras floats wgre made and
shown in New York the following week.
In the Raycol two-color additive process,
demonstrated in England, light entering the
(Continu-cd on page 37)
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New Tecliiiical
Developments
Cited by S>1PE
(Coiiliniii'd front piiiic 36)
camera is divided into two parts by means of
a beam splitter and is then caused by a system
of rhomboids to form two images one-quarter
normal size in opi)<)site quarters of tlie frame
on standard size fihn, one through an orange
filter and the other through a blue-green tilter.
A twin lens projector with the appropriate
filters over the lens superimposes the two positive images on the screen.
The Ktxlel camera exposes four pictures on
each frame of 16 mm. film by a mechanism
which introiluces an alternate horizontal an<!
vertical movement on a rear projector screen,
the images being reflected from a shielded
mirror onto the screen. \[cKay described
methods of producing distortion effects by exposing motion pictures through opthalmic
prisms and an auxiliary lens.
A non-intermittent amateur projector employs a 12-sided prism in a cyliiulrical mount
which revolves between the aperture and the
objective.
A passenger airplane flying from Columbus,
Ohio, to Los Angeles was equipped to show
motion pictures on 16 mm. film en route. The
projector was operated with dry cells and a
daylight screen was used.
An unbreakable film was described which
consisted of strips of 16 mm. film, 4-V4 inches
long, scaled between thin pieces of steel which
had had holes cut through for the pictures and
the film perforations. These strips w'ere projected by stacking them in a projector magazine where an electro-magnet picks up the top
strip which is then moved intermittently past
a horizontal aperture. .\ mirror deflects the
image along a horizontal axis onto a translucent screen.
A recent survey made by the secretaries of
the 32 Film Boards of Trade of the Motion
Picture Prcxiucers and Distributors of America revealed that there were 22.624 motion picture theatres operating in the United States.
About half the total number were wired for
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Mayor DcMiiands
Right to Okay
The alr(^ Li ss( e

Planing Politics
IIoIInwimxI Dorolh.N Sebastian had
ju.sl lured a new colored maid, and
anollier maid on the lot was showing
her the ropes.
"Ah think .\h'm goin' ta like it out
seems so nice."
heah. .Miss S'bashion
other maid said, "you
"Say, gal," the learn
right now that
might as well
while you is talking about it whar
anyone kin heah \ou, des is all nice
out

Boston— Although the residents of West
Newton voted 3 to 1 in favor ot granting
the application of the Kenniore Realty Corp.
to construct a theatre there. Mayor Sinclair
Weeks, in granting a building permit provisionally, made the following unique stipulations:

heah."

sdtind pictures. There were reiwrted to be
57 743 theatres in the world as shown by a
cei'isus taken by the Motion Picture Division
of the U. S. Department of Commerce. With
the increased total for the United States shown
in the Board of Trades report, the world total
would be 59,867.
It was estimated that a half billion dollars
were invested in sound motion picture development during 1928 and 1929. Exports of film
increased in 1929 over 1928, 282,000,000 feet
being shipped out in 1929 as compared with
222.000,000 feet in 1928.
Pictures made in studios of .America comall film enterpanies represent 85 per cent of
tainment, although United States producers
than half of the world's feature
make less The
yearly payroll of Hollywood
product.
producers reaches $100,000,000, averaging $2,000.000 weekly.
\'ahiable summaries of development in the
motion picture industry were published during
1929 in the Encyclopedia Britannica. The subjects treated and the authors were as follows:
History, T. Ramsaye ; Production, J. L. Lasky ;
Sets, C. Gibbons: Acting, M. Sills: Direction,
C. B. DeMille: Make-Up, L. Chaney; Technology, C. E. K. Mees.
A section of the 1930 Supplement of the
New International Encyclopedia deals with
motion pictures and was prepared by R. Watts.
In the article on Pliotography in this same
publication, G. E. Matthews reviews the
growth of Motion Pictures from 1914 to 1929.
New publications were the Journal of the
Society of Motion Picture Engineers, Journal
of the Acoustical Society of America, Projection Engineering Electronics, and Cinematography.

"I shall grant a moving-picture theatre
license to operate seven days a week, to
be exercised on the property at 1300 Washington street, West Newton, provided the
following conditions are complied with :
"First, that a lease satisfactory to the
Players' Inc., be executed with that organization. Second that the front elevation of
the theatre shall be approved by me before
erection. Third, that the lessee of the theatre be satisfactory to me, as far as responsibility is concerned. Fourth, that no advertising matter be displayed outside of the
theatre except as follows : the name of the
play, name or names of principal actors and
of the actors in frames. One
photographs
frame
on either side of the entrance, not to
exceed in dimensions three feet by five feet,
together with the usual electric display
The mayor, however, does not demand
the privilege of selecting the pictures to be
shown or of fixing the price scale. Before
granting the application he demanded that
the people of West Newton vote on the
signs."
question.
The new theatre will seat 1,557.

Rey New Paramount Star
Rtjberto Roy, Spanish star signed by
Jesse L. Lasky while abroad, is at Paris
working in the Spanish version of "The
Hole in the Wall." Later he will be brought
to appear in film^ at New
and
Hollywood.
to America

14,500 Theatres, or 75 Per Cent of U. 5. Total,
Seen Wired by 1931
(Compilations used by Dr. Franklin S. Irby, associate editor of "Electronics." in showing
the "Economic Progress Made by Motion Pictures")
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■THE'

Projectionists^ Round Table
'*By John F. Rider
THE first part of the review of mathematics
will be concluded in this, the second lesson.
We concluded the last lesson with a brief
discussion of fractions. This subject will be
discussed to greater length in this issue.
When a fractional value of a unit amount
of voltage is available, whether the reduction
or loss is premeditated or it is an undesired
state, it may be of interest to learn the amount
of voltage which will be available if the same
degree of loss exists but the initial value is
augmented. In other words if the original
voltage is 1 volt and 5^ is available for use because of some loss, we may be interested to
know how much voltage will be available if the
original value is increased to 5 volts. Such
a solution involves the multiplication of a fraction and a principle of operation is available
to govern such procedure. This law is as
follows : Multiplying the numerator or dividing the denominator of a fraction by a number
multiples that fraction by that number.
Suppose we consider the problem quoted, and
multiply the numerator by 5,
2
10
1
-X5 = - = 33
3
2,
Hence, if a one-third loss was always taking
place for each volt applied and we had an original voltage of 5 volts, 5/3 would be lost, or
1% volts would be lost with 5 volts applied,
making available for application, the value
shown above. H each volt is divided into 3
parts and we have 5 volts, we have 15 parts.
If 5 parts are lost, 10 parts are available.
Since each 3 parts is the equivalent of 1 volt,
10/3 = 3^ volts.
Let us now consider the case of where the
original voltage is 5 volts and one third is
always lost. This means that, according to the
previous calculation 10/3 volts are available.
Suppose that the original voltage is cut to one
volt and the device which causes the one third
loss is still present. What will be the available
voltage when the original is reduced? It now is
necessary to divide the fraction instead of multiply as was carried out before. A new principle is available for this work. This law reads
as follows: If the numerator of a fraction is
divided by a number or the denominator of a
fraction is multipled by a number, that fraction is divided by that number. Suppose that
we divide the numerator of the fraction by 5,
then
■volt
10
3
Multiplying the denominator to divide a fraction is of interest when the fraction represents
a value less than one. Suppose that the original voltage is one volt and that the loss is
such that only 2/5 is available. What will be
the available voltage if the original voltage is
reduced to one quarter or divided by 4. Now
we multiply the denominator by the number
in order to divide the fraction, hence
2
5X4 "20

2 _ 1
10

Defines Reciprocals
Reciprocals — Certain electrical formula involve the term reciprocal and the consequent
calculation. The definition for the reciprocal
of a number is one divided by that number.
Suppose that we desire the reciprocal of 10.

Such an expression would be
~~of .1 is —1 =i 10
—1
= .1. In .
turn the reciprocal
10
.1
Special mention of the reciprocal is made at
this time because the form of computation
arises during the discussion of resistances in
D.C. circuits and during the discussion of other
parts of a sound system.
Decimals — All fractions which have 10, 100,
1000, 10000, etc., for the denominators are
known
as decimal
fractions.
Such
fractions
— ,
,
, etc. As a means of con97'8
10
1000
17
17 100
vcnience it is customary to omit the denominator by placing a decimal point in the numerator
at such point in the numerator that there shall
be as many figures to the right of the decimal
point as there are ciphers in the denominator.
17
.17
Thus — is the same as 1.7; — • is the same as
10
100
978

are

0.17 and

is the same as 0.978, etc. In some
1000
instances a cipher is placed to the left of the
decimal point when there is no figure in front

Lesson Number Two
In this, the second lesson of John F.
Rider's course in sound projection, the
first part of the review of mathematics
will be concluded. In the first, there
was a brief discussion of fractions
which is now gone into in greater
length.

of the decimal point, as in 0.17 and 0.978.
In the event that there are fewer figures in
the numerator than there are ciphers in the
denominator, it is necessary to add ciphers to
the right of the decimal point between the
figures and the decimal point. This is illustrated in the following
1400
4

= .01400 and
lOOOOO
65 = .065

1000000

= .000004 and

1000
The above figures are of importance, at least
the mode of expression is of importance in all
electrical work, because values are generally
expressed as decimals of a quantity rather than
fractions. As a matter of fact, certain terms,
which shall be described later are ascribed to
decimals to indicate fractions of a unit value
or multiples of a unit value.
With the decimal point in any one position
to indicate the decimal equivalent of a fraction,
each place moved to the right multiplies the
decimal by ten. Each place moved to the left,
divides the decimal by 10.

Fractions and Decimals
Common Frcvction to Decimal — The occasion
frequently arises when it is necessary for the
sake of simplicity to convert a common fraction to its decimal equivalent. This can be
done by annexing ciphers to the numerator and
dividing by the denominator. The decimal
point in the denominator should be so placed
that the number of decimal places is equal to

the number of ciphers annexed to the numerator. For example :
3
4)3.000
1
6)1.000
5
8)5.000
.750
.166+
8
The -f- sign in the answer signifies that if the
division is carried further additional figures
.625-1will be secured.
Decimal to Common Fraction — To convert
a decimal to a common fraction, replace the
decimal point in the fraction by a denominator
the numeral 1 succeeded by as many ciphers as
there are decimal places in the original fraction. Thus
875
17
76
.875 =
.17 =
.0000076 =
1000
100
10000000
Addition and Subtraction of Decimals — Space
is not required for this subject in view of the
fact that decimals are added and subtracted
just as uneven values of dollars and cents are
subtracted or added. The decimal point in the
answer is placed under the other decimal points.
Multiplication of Decimals — This subject has
been found to confuse most people. To multiply decimals, multiply as whole numbers and
then rnark off in the answer, starting from the
extreme right and working left as many decimal places as the sum of the numbers of the
places in the factors.
For example :
' .000056 X .0000025
.000056
280
X .0000025
112

2.500 X -006
2.5
.0150
X .006

.0000000001400
When multiplying a whole number by .1,
.01, .001, or .OOOJ, etc., move the decimal point
to the left by 1, 2, 3 or 4, etc. places. Multiplying by 10, 100, 1000, 10000, etc., moves the
decimal point to the right by 1, 2, 3, 4 etc.,
places. Dividing a whole number .1, .01, .001,
.0001, etc., moves the decimal to the right bv
1, 2, 3, 4, etc., places. Dividing by 10, 100,
1000, 10000, etc., moves the decimal point to
the left by 1, 2, 3, 4, etc., places.

Percent and Ratios
Percent as Fractions — It is quite common
in electrical circuits to refer to fractions as
percents with decimal expression of the fraction. Generally speaking the term percent refers to hundreds or 100 as for example 33%
33
50
means
, 50%
means
, 89%
means
100
100
100
, etc.
Interpreting
these fractions into
89
decimals we have .33, .5 and .89 respectively.
Ratio — Ratio is quite important in electrical work, particularly when concerned with the
operation of the amplifying system with the
adjustment of the .gain control, the selection
of parts for the amplifying system, the calculation of just how much amplification will be secured under certain conditions, and sundry
other such functions in and off an amplifier.
Ratio is an exjjiession stating the relation
between two quantities. This relation may be
applied to quantity or magnitude. As a matter
of interest the term is more complicated than
the actual solution. The ratio between two
numbers, one number to another, is the quo-
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tieiit of the first miniber divided by tlic second.
Thus the ratio between
10 to 5, usually ex10
pressed 10:5 is — or 2.
5
Essentially a ratio is a fraction, hence the
principles which apply to the operation of fractions apply to ratios. It is interesting, however, to note that ratios may be expressed in
two ways, with a difTerent answer in cacii case.
W'ca can
of theand
ratio
higher
to
lowertalk
number
of of
the aratio
of anumber
lower
number to a higher number. The ratio of
10:5 is 2, but the ratio pf 5:10 is .5. The latter ratio is the inverse of the former. The
exact significance, as a matter of fact the application of the ratio expression, is based entirely upon what is being determined. In electrical circuits it can represent a loss or a gain
in the system.
As is evident, there is a definite relation between the two expressions. One quantity is
twice as great as the other and tiie other quantity is equal to one half of the other.

Powers and Roots
A great deal of the work carried out in
sound systems involves tlie use of powers and
roots, generally squares of numbers and square
roots of numbers. The expression for a square
of a number introduces little ditliculty since it
is a matter of simple multiplication. Square
root, however, is a different problem. The men
who can use slide rules or other mechanical
contrivances developed for mathematical solutions are well situated, but experience shows
a great lack of general knowledge relative to
the normal method of arriving at the square
root quantities of whole or fractional numbers.
However, before we enter upon square root,
let us devote a small amount of time to the
powers of numbers.
Technical journals, in order to conserve
space and typesetting, make use of powers instead of writing out the complete numbers.
When several numbers are multiplied, these
numbers are called factors. The final result
is the product. In other words 10 X 3 = 30.
The numbers 10 and 3 are factors whereas the
number 30 is the product. As is evident the
number 10 and 3 are different. If however we
multiply like numbers such as 10 X 10, the
answer 100. is no longer known as the product.
Instead it bears a special appeliatioii. It is
known as a power. The number 100 is now a
power of 10, and 10 is the base of the power.
A complete definition for a power would then
state, that a power is a product obtained by
using a base a certain number of times as the
factor. Thus 10 is used two times as the factor, being multiplied by itself.
Now, it is possible to write that 10 X 10 X
10 = 1000, in which case 1000 is again the
power of 10. Instead of repeating the numeral
10 three separate times with the multiplication
desigsign between each whole number, we can
nate the number of times the base must be
used as a factor. This designation is knowri as
the exponent and is a small figure, to the right
of the base and slightly higher than the level,
as for example 10" signifies that 10 must be
multiplied by 10 or 10 X 10- The expression
10" means that 10 must be multiplied three
times or the base must be used as a factor
three times, as for example 10 X 10 X 10.
The exponent of a power is a small number
placed to the right of the base and above it, to
show how many times the base is used as a
factor.
If the base is used two times as the factor,
the power is called the second power or the
square, and the exponerit of the power is a 2.
If the base is used three times as the factor,
the power is called the third power or the
cube and the exponent of the power is a 3.
The higher powders have no special names, being designated simply bv the exponent, for exX 5 = ample 1828125.
5*= 5 X 5 X S"X 5 X 5 X 5 X 5 X 5
If the exponent is a simple number as shown,
the multiplication is accomplished as shown.
If, however, the exponent of the exponent is
examplein lO"
sign, as
— power
by a the
preceded
this ,
is afordecimal,
means that
it
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French — and Touf/h!
lliillwxMid — They were producing
"Women KNery w h«Ti'" on location lor
Fox. .\n admiral had (<i make a welcoming speech in I'reiuh, hut the hit
player that had been sup|)lied by the
casting odice lor the part was ni»t a
good I'Vench linguist. Another player
had to be secured — but shooting would
be delayed hall a day by sending to
the studio for another player. .V poll
of the extras and others on location
to (ind one that could speak acceptable
French diseovi-red an extra who could
rattle off the language in line style.
He wasandhustled
into thetheadmiral's
uniform,
went through
needed
scenes in line style. Later it was discovered that the extra had worked the
day before as a roughneck deckhand!

case .01 instead of the 100 when the —
did not precede the exponent.

sign

Square Root
The numbers 1, 4, 9, 16, 25, 36, 49, 64, 81
which are the squares of the numbers 1, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 respectively should be carefully
remembered. Such numbers as these are called
perfect squares and they are the only whole
numbers les^s than 100 of vyhich we can find
the square roots. The perfect squares become
still more scarce as we pass the numbers above
The square root of 49 is 7 but the square
root of 56 can neither be expressed as a whole
number nor can it be expressed as a decimal
exactly. It remains to devise a method by
which we can find the square root of such a
number to any desired number of decimal
places and' as accurately as we wish.
100. not matter to the practical man how
It does
the conclusion is reached, but it is of great importance to him that the result be compounded
quickly and accurately. An attempt is made in
the following paragraphs to tell in as simple a
manner as possible how to find the root.

Process for the Square Root of a
Perfect Square
Example 1. Find V 522729
49 Process
52'27'29 ( 723 Ans.
142
1443

\ext multiply 72 by 2 and write it to the
left of 4329 as done in the previous case. Find
how many times 144 is contained in 432 which
is 3 for the last figure of the root, place this
figure 3 in the root and also to the right of
l44 making 1443. Multiply this number by 3
and write the product under 4329, the remainder is zero, therefore, 723 is the exact
square root of 522,729. In other words 723 X
723 or 723' equals 522,729.
Example 2. Find V 6780816
Process
678'08'16 (2604 Ans.
46
4

278
276

52(M

20816
20816

Explanation
First, separate the number into periods of
two figures as illustrated in the first example.
We then find the greatest square, 4, in the left
hand period, write it down under 6, and place
the square root, 2, for the first figure of the
root, obtain the difference of 4 from 6, and
bring down the next group of figures, 78 and
cornbine mainder
it278.with the 2, making the first reTake twice 2 the first figure of the root and
find out how many times it is contained in the
first remainder, excepting the right hand figure
8. The number is 6, which ranks as the second
figure of the root and also at the right of 4,
making it 46. Multiply this number by 6 and
subtract the product 276 from the first remainder 278. Bring down and unite the next
period
to the
remainder,
208.difference of 2, making the next
Multiply the root 26, by 2, and bring down
the product 52 to the left of 206. Find out the
number of times this is contained in 20, which
gives zero for the third figure of the root.
Place this zero in the root and also to the right
of 52 making it 520. Since nothing is gained
by multiplying 520 by zero and subtracting it
the result which is zero from 208, this process
is omitted and the next period 16, is combined
with 208 making 20,816 the next remainder.
Multiply the three figures of the root 260 by
2 and place the result 520 to the left of the
remainder. This is contained in 2081 four
times. Place the 4 as the last figure of the
root, and also to the right of 520, making it
5204. Multiply this by 4 and subtract from
the remainder. As the difference is zero 2604
is the exact square root of 6,780,816, that is,
2604 X 2604 equals 6,780,816.

327
284
4329

Square Root of a Number
ing a Decimal

4329
Explanation
First, separate the number into periods of
two figures each, beginning at the right, and
placing a mark between them. The number of
periods thus formed is equal to the number of
figures which will be found in the root.
Find the largest perfect square which is equal
to, or less than the left hand period, 52. We
find the perfect square, 49. Write it under 52
and put its square root 7, to the right as the
first figure of the root. Take the difference
of 49 from 52 and bring down the next group
27, and unite with the remainder 3, thus obtaining 327.
Take twice 7, the first figure of the root and
write it to the left of 327. Obtain the number
of times this 14, is contained in 32 and 2 is
derived for the second figure of the root.
Place this figure 2 in the root and also to the
right of 14, making 142. Multiply 142 by 2
and write the product 284 under 327. Subtract
these two figures and bring dow-n and unite the
next two units, 29 with the remainder 43 thus
obtaining 4329. In the above work 327 is called the first remainder, 14 the trial divisor ; 142,
the
true divisor ; and 4329, the second remainder.

45

Contain-

Example 1. Process
Find V 665.1241
6'65.'12'41 (25.79 Ans.
4

265
225
4012

507
5149

3549
46341
46341

Explanation
Here the division into periods is made by
beginning at the decimal point and going in
both directions. The rest of the work is the
same as examples 1 and 2.
The reader should note that the second trial
divisor, 50 contained in the first three figures
of the second remainder, 4,012 eight times.
However, if 8 were used as the root it would
give a number larger than 4.012 when the true
divisor was multiplied bv it
The decimal point in the root is so placed
that there are as many whole number figures
{Continued on page 56)
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High and Low
On Music Row
BECAUSE the Los Angeles public librarydid not contain enough data on the 18th
century, Bobby Dolan and Walter O'Keefe,
composers of the entire score for "Sweet Kitty
Bellairs," made a flying trip to Berkeley, where
they found, in the archives of the University
of California library, sufficient authentic information on the atmosphere of the 1780's to
complete the score. Such titles as "The Pump
Somg," "Peggy's Leg," "Song of the Town of
Bath" and "Duelling Song" are typical of the
time and express the mood of the story.

* *

*

What is rapidly becoming a great fofvorite
with orchestra leaders is "Anchors Aweigh,"
the spirited song of the N(wy, which Robbins
Music Corp. is p^iblishing . With a revised
modern arrangement of the original score, written by Charles A. Zimmerman, musical director
of the U. S. Naval Academy at Annapolis, this
number has all the earmarks of becoming a hit.

* ♦

*

A strong exponent of truth in advertisement,
Sam Serwer, director of music publicity and
exploitation for \\'arner music subsidiaries, has
conceived a novel title page for the comedy song,
"To the Steins," published by Witmark. Serwer had all the Steins employed in the Warner
building affix their John Hancocks — er — beg
pardon — their Steins to a large stein (empty)
which
adorned
the title page.
Walter
Doyle
wrote this number.

* *

*

With one English im/portation, "I Never
Dream,t You'd Fall in Love with Me," selling
like the w. k. hotcakes, Santly Brothers have
again delved into the catalogue of Cam-pbellConnelly of London and bought the American
rights to 'Give Yourself a Pat on the Back," a
novelty cheer-up song, and "Ever So Goofey,"
which they claim, was quite a tickler across the
big pond.
* * *
That warm spell a couple of weeks ago
probably was responsible for Walter Donaldson
writing "There's a Wah Wah Gal in Agua
Caliente," which is every bit as hot a number
as "'Tain't No Sin." This number is a welcome addition to the Donaldson, Douglas &
Gumble catalogue.

* *

♦

Pat Flaherty, general manager of Red Star
Mn.<;ic Co., is enthused over the score contained
in " M ovietone Follies of 1930," which includes
"I'd Love to be a Talking Picture Queen,"
"Here Comics Emily Brown," "Doing the
Derby," "Cheer Up and Smile," "You'll Give
In," "I Feel tliat Certain Feeling Coming On"
and "I'm Bashful." "I'm in the Market for
You," from, the Fox production, "High Sosellers.ciety Blues," is fast becoming one of the best

* *

*

Harms will publish a new song, "My Sweetheart Serenade," written by Harry Revel and
Tom Ford. Harry Revel, who was brought
over by Sam Fox from England, where he
earned an enviable reputation as a composer,
will shortly leave for the coast.

* *

>•<
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Mulhall, Carol
Featured, but
Brendel Tops
Hollywood — Although Fox produced
"The Golden Calf" with Sue Carol and Jack
Mulhall in the co-featured spots, Fox West
Coast Theatres has elevated El Brendel to
the lone featured position in advertising the
picture this week at Loew's State Theatre.
Brendel, ^ho carries the comedy role, gets
top billing in the newspaper displays, besides having similar position in special
snipes for the regulation 24-sheet lithos posted around Los Angeles.

2,500M0 Members for
Music Defense League
Enrollment in the
being organized by
tion of Musicians to
ment of musicians in
2,500,000 mark, the

Music Defense League,
the American Federaprotest against replacetheatres, is nearing the
federation claims. It

charges that "industrialists who control
canned music in theatres" are trying to
banish musicians from theatres in favor of
mechanical music.

RKO Casts Opera Star
Hollywood — Everett Marshall, former
Metropolitan opera baritone, recently imported by RKO for filmusicals, will sing the
featured
lead in "Babes in Toyland" for
Radio.
Luther Reed has been assigned to direct
the film version of Victor Herbert's famous
musical and Irene Dunne will play opposite
Marshall. RKO's comedy team of Wheeler
and Woolsey will carry the bulk of the
laugh sequences of the production.

Viennese Composer Arrives
Hollywood —
Bruno Granichstaedten,
youngest of the Viennese waltz and ballad
composers, is here at the invitation of Samuel Goldwyn, to contribute the score to
edy.
Evelyn Laye's first picturized musical com-

^'Remote Control" for Haines
Hollywood— William

Haines

will

be

starred in "Remote Control" for M-G-M,
with Mai St. Clair directing. Sam Shipman is adapting.

Talker Publishing Firm
Talkie Picture Publishing Co. has been
formed in New York to publish only plays
written directly for the screen. ''Broken
fering.
Melody" by M. J. Spivack is the first of-

*

Murray Wisel, who not only is the best
dressed song-pluggcr in town but one of the
best liked besides, has signed with Famous
Music Co. and now his new boss, Larry Spier,
is also his old boss, Murray once having ivorked
for Spier & Coslow.
*

Picture

Cleary Becomes Broker
Hollywood — Maurice Cleary, husband of
Mae McAvoy, has became associated with
the local office of Schwabacher & Co., stock
brokers.

4i

Samuel Baron has resigned from the Paramount music department and the Famous Music
Corp. and has left for Bermuda on a short vacation. On his return to New York he will assume his new duties as eastern representative
for Abe Mever, Inc.
PINCUS.

De Mille Preparing
Hollywood — William de Mille is preparing to direct "The Passion Flower" for
M-G-M. Martin Flavin is writing the
adaptation and dialogue.
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Before
"Mike
In N. the
Y. Studios
THEIR
first Vitaphone
"Taxi
Talks" having
proved a hit,Variety,
Spencer Tracy
of "The Last Mile" and Katherine Alexander
of "Hotel Universe" again journeyed to Flatbush, where they made "The Hard Guy," which
is from the pen of Betty Ross. Arthur Hurley
directed.

* *

*

Valli Roberts, four-year-old juvenile who
played in "The Hard Guy," seem^ headed for
a bright future. Although cast ztrith such
troupers as Tracy and Miss Alexander, site
didn't miss a line and even prompted the others
'who stumbled. The talent is Ivereditary, her
father having been a circus performer of note.

* *

*

Taking it for granted that music hath
charms, everyone at the Eastern Vitaphone
studios had a charming time last week with a
schedule calling for four Varieties featuring
Ruth Etting, Barbara Newberry, who last week
said "I do" with Eddie Foy (not a moving
picture), the Yacht Club Boys and Robin, the
walking music store. Harold Levy, general
director of music at that studio, was busier
than the w. k. one-armed
paper hanger.

* *

*

And talking about music, Murray Roth, director-in-chief ofWarner eastern production,
warbles every song before it is synchronised,
Murray once being among those that write the
nation's songs.
Wallace Sullivan, New York newspaper man,
has been added to the writing staff at the eastern Vitaphone studios. He is the author of
two recently produced Vitaphone varieties,
"The Master Sweeper," starring Chester Conkhouse.
lin, and "Strong Arm," a drama of the death

* *

*

Louis Brock has signed another comedian to
an RKO contract to make a series of tworeelers for two years. The comedian is none
other than Henry Armetta, xvho was given his
first real break by Raymond Hitchcock.

* *

*

Hal Thompson, who scored in the luvenile
lead in the Paramount production, "Leave It to
Lester," has been rewarded with a similar role
opposite Lillian Roth in "Animal Crackers,"
starring the Four Marx Brothers, now in production at the Paramount New York studio
under \'ictor Heerman's direction.

* *

*

The Paramount music department has moved
back into the building that was originally intended to house the songwriters. Their new
quarters are much brighter, larger, and the
southern exposure may prove an inspiration to
urite bigger and better songs.

* *

*

The Sharpshooters — no, we're wrong again,
the Marxmen, were presented with a private
dressing room built on the main stage. Through
an error, no doubt, on the part of the carpenters, the d.r. stroty?ly resembles a prison cell
with their respective names, Chico, Groucho,
Harpo and Zeppo, over the four barred windows. .'\nother remarkable co-incidence seerns
to be that the printer, instead of printing "Animal Crackers Emporium" was also guilty of
mayhem and wrote instead ".\nimal Crackers

* *

*

Hoosegow."
Lillian Roth's kid sister, Ann (here's hoping
that the printers don't tag an "e" onto the
name) has a pari in "Animal Crackers" and is
knack."
"the STUDIO
rapidly acquiring THE

SLEUTH.
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JOSEPH CAWTHORN
has been assigned
one of the principal parts in Victor Herbert's "Babes in Toyland," which Radio Pictures will produce on its l')30-31 program. The
cast includes Bert Wheeler, Robert W'oolsey,
and Dorothy Lee, with Everett Marshall, Metropolitan opera baritone, and Irene Dunne,
Broadwav
musical coniedv
* * * star, co-featured.
Donald Not^s, Ativatcr Kent prise-winning
tenor, ii'ho sang in "Bulldog Drumnwttd" and
"Irish I'antasy" for United Artists, is next to
be heard and seen in "Eyes of the World,"
ivhich Henry King *is directing.
* «
Edmund Lowe, accompanied by his wife,
Lilyan Tashman,
has arrived in New
York
for a vacation.

* * ♦

/. Hornstein, director of purchasing for Continental Theatre Accessories, has left for
Mttskegon, Mich. His trip is in connection
ztrith the musical division of Brunsivick-BalkeCollender, now a phase of Warner enterprises.

* •

♦

.-\ndre Luguet, French actor recently placed
under contract by M-G-M, is going to adopt
California as his home. He has already sent
for Mme. Luguet and the two little Luguets.

* ♦ *

Bessie Lore
has been selected by William
LeBaron to head the cast of "Conspiracy" for
Radio Pictures. Ned Sparks and Hugh Trevor
ifill be featured ivith« her.
« *
No sooner did Dorothy Jacobson arrive at
Fo.x Movietone City than she was called into
the executive offices and told that she really
wasn't Dorothy Jacobsonj but Roxanne Curtis.
An explanation revealed that her name had
been changed in the true Hollywood manner.

* *

A DumbbelVs Downfall
Dorothy Lee. A motion picture pla>er and very much in demand. She was
horn in Hollyw(M)d. -A pretty kid and
a line dancer, .she had an idea that
she might some day become a picture
star. She visited the various studios
and could secure nothing but extra
work.
One of the studio heads took a liking to the child.
"You'll never get anywhere in pictures, kid," he told her. "You haven't
got that certain something that the
fans want. Better get the idea out of
Dorothy
gave up the picture idea
><iur
noodle."
and came to New York, .\fter a strugshe landed
Fred
Waring's
Band. gle,They
gave with
her S90
a week.
The
talkies suddenly arrived. Waring's
Band went into one of the first. Dorothy Lee went with it— and proved a
sensation.
\ picture concern grabbed her and
signed her for SLOOO a week. With
much publicity, they sent her back to
Hollywood whence she had come.
^^'hen she arrived, a gang of studio
hirelings were there to greet her for
the sake of more publicity. And among
them was the ex-studio head who had
given her the big advice talk a fewyears before.
She had returned as a screen star.
And he had lost his job.
— Hellinger in A'. Y. Mirror.

♦

hard working Titan of the Radio family, Hy Daab, is not going to the Coast
sales convention. He's staying behind to keep
the ball rolling at the
* home
* • office.

George Fawcett, who plays "Pop Garner,"
manager, in Pathe's "Swing High."
the
honorary member of the Beefsteak Club
is ancircus
of London.
* * »

THE

Robert Agnew, playing the leading male
role in the new Pathe comedy, "Pick 'Em
Young," is a third cousin of the late President
McKinley, so the P. A. says.

Max Milder, central sales manager for Warners, has returned from a trip through the
middle west which included stop-overs at
Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee and Detroit.

Marcia Manning has been axvarded her second role by Pathe since the blonde stage actress
made Hollyzvood her headquarters. "Swell
People." a comedy short, is the title of the
new picture and it is being directed by Wallace
Fox.

Upon his return to Hollywood from New
'S'ork, John Ford was assigned to direct a love
drama with a background of prison life, "Up
The River," for Fox. Maurine Watkins wrote
the story, screen play and dialog and will act
as technical advisor.

Ralph B. McGowan. formerly Fanchon and
Marco booker, has been appointed manager of
the Fox Glendale.

Humphrey Bogart, star of David Belasco's
recent New York production, "A Wise Child,"
has reachedcontract.
Hollyzvood to resume his Fo.vMovietone

* «

*

* ♦ *

«
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Sally in
O'Neill
sister, Molly
O'Day.
arrived
Nezv and
YorkherWed>iesday
to play
in
RKO vaudeville.

It Was Inevitable
A thousand gag-men appeared with
wise-cracks about yesterday's skymarvel.
They tell the story of the director
who asked a producer if he was going to see the eclipse.
"Maybe I better," replied the executive, "find out when it opens and try
to get some —seats."
Harrison Carroll in
Los .Angeles Herald.

* *

* *

tf

*

*

*

^L

"College Lovers," a football story by Basil
Woon, will he filmed by First National this
summer.
it>
«
«
Follozving his zvork in Cecil B. DeMUle's
"Madame Satan," Reginald Denny has been
selected to play opposite Grace Moore in her
first picture Z'ehicle, a story suggested by the
career of Jenny Lind.

* *

*

Lionel Belmore has been signed by Columbia
for a role in "Hell's Island," a roadshow attraction featuring Jack Holt and Ralph Graves
under the direction of Edward Sloman.
4i

4i

^t

Tyler Brooke, comedian of a long series of
Mack .Bennett and Fox comedies, has been
signed by Paramount for Ernst Lubitsch's nezv
proditction. "Monte Carlo."

BACK

in Hollywood after a scries of personal appearances in the east, Mit/i Green

has been cast as Clara Bow's sister in the redhaired star's new picture, "Love Among the

* *

*

Millionaires."
Herman Paley, signed hy Fox as a lest di* ♦ from
♦ Nezv York.
rector, isin Hollyzvood
"Du Barry, Woman of Passion," is the title
of Nprma
Talmadge's
all-talkie
for United Artists.
Hitherto next
identified
variously
as
"Flame of the Flesh" and "Deception," the
film has in its cast Conrad Nagel, William
Farnum, Ullrich Haupt, Hobart Bosworth, Allison Skipworth, Blanclie Friderici, and Cissy
Fitzgerald.
Sam Taylor is directing.
Miguel de Zarraga has been added to the
M-G-M writing staff and zcill contribute original stories and Spanish dialogue.
Jean .\rthur, heroine of the recently-completed picture, "The Return of Dr. Fu Manchu,"
has been
signed
Paramount
Publix.
* * to * a ' new contract by

* *

*

George Hill has signed a nezv long-term contract Zinth M-G-M and zfill direct Marie Dressier in "Dark Star" as
assignment.
* his
♦ first
♦
Katsuji Debuchi, Japanese ambassador to the
United States, was guest of honor at the M-GM studio, where he was received by Louis B.
Mayer.

* *

*

Harry Sherman, president of Majestic Pictures Co., Ltd., is en route to Hollywood to
superz'ise production of the company's first picture, "Today," by *Abraham
Schomer.
♦ ♦

Annual golf tournament of the Minneapolis
film fraternity is scheduled for June 13.

* *

*

John Mednikow, zvho has been managing the
Independence in Chicago for several months,
has returned to his former position as manager
of the Advance Trailer
* * Co.* ,
Harry M. Warner, who has been vacationing at French Lick for several weeks, attended
the Kentucky Derby at Louisville Saturday.
W m *
Bruce Gottshaw, zcho has been managing the
Oliver at South Bend, Ind.. has given up the
office.
tt

*

if

Edwin Gelsey, formerly associated with the
home office of Paramount, has been named
scenario editor at the New York studio.

* *

*

Achmed Abdullah zvill write an original stor\
for M-G-M in which Ramon Novarro zcill be
starred. The tentative title of the story is
"Song of India."

A Real Fan
Kansas City — Mrs. Marie Hcitman.
of Florton. Kan., a patient in a local
hospital, doesn't call a taxi when she
wants to go to a show. She calls an
ambulance. Mrs. Heitman is a regular
patron of the Midland. .\n ambulance
takes her to the theatre and calls for
her, and she is taken into the theatre
on a stretcher. To date she has made
five visits to the theatre via ambulance
service.

Motion
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Better Conditions
For Extras Being
Evolved on Coast
Hollywood — Decided improvement in the
working conditions of women and minor
picture extras is forecast in current discussions on changes in the regulations of
the California Industrial Welfare Commission.
Changes in the state welfare department's
rules to improve conditions of the extras,
besides clarification of various clauses due
to difficulties presented through production
of talkers, are being made with coperation
of Fred Beetson and other executives of
the Producers Association, who initially
suggested various amendments for betterment of film extras' working conditions.
Preliminary discussions have been held
for several weeks on the suggested changes,
amendments and additions to the Welfare
Commission's regulations governing extras'
employment. Further meetings are being
held this week for preparation of final
draft, and official announcement on the
changes is expected within the next ten
days.

Changes Considered
Although unofficial, it is understood that
the changes, additions and amendments
under consideration include provision for
the following betterments :
1. Singers and dancers receiving less than
a fixed maximum daily or weekly wage will
come under "extra" classification.
2. Provision will be made for maximum
number of hours' work before first meal
period is allowed by the producer.
3. On weather permitting or cancelled
calls, studios will pay full checks if any recording or photographing is done while
waiting on partial checks for orders. If
no set call-back is received for later date,
those on cancelled list receive partial payment of day checks.
4. Time limit for waiting is placed on
requested interviews, with producers paying
on certain fixed schedule for delays over
allotted period.
5. Provision made for payment to women
and children for overnight travel to locations.
6. Maximum time a woman or minor
extra may work within one day is fixed,
besides provision for rest period before

Picture

News

CLARA BOW and Rex Bell are chummy
these days, with Clara apparently entirely
forgetting about her night club boy friend,
Harry Richmond.

*

Jack Warner has added another Rolls Royce
to his family transportation department; and
has again enlarged the garage on the Warner
estate.
Louella Parsons went to college to give a
lecture on film criticism for the co-eds. Naturally she praised her boss, Bill Hearst, but
failed to mention Marion.

* *

*

Berets are becoming popular with production supervisors. Al Lewyn and Bernie Fineman are wearing them these days.

* *

*

* *

*

Doris Hollister, daughter of Alice Hollister,
Kalem star of the two-reel days, walked to the
altar
Oswald.with Walter Lantz, cartoonist-creator of
Emmett Flynn took a jaunt to the police
station, being invited on suspicion of driving
while giggle-watering.

* *

*

Irving Thalberg and Norma Shearer abandon
their trip
to Europe in favor of a month's vacation in Honolulu.

* *

*

Another comedian arrived for pictures via
Hollywood Hospital. Stan Laurel, Jr., came
in weighing five and a half pounds.
* * *
John Farrow and Lila Lee seem to be romantically inclined.

* *

*

Lon Chaney is on a "rest cure" trip to St.
Vincent's Hospital after completing his first
talker, "Unholy Three."
* * *
Chester Conklin en route to England for a
vaude tour of the isles.
* * *
Maurice Chevalier came in on the Santa Fe
to make another cut here for Paramount.

* *

*

When Bebe Daniels and Ben Lyon will say
"I do" on June 14th, it will be first trip down
the aisle for each one.
* * *
Chic Sale is en route to the coast and will
buy a home at Long Beach.

* *

*

Helen Twelvetrees airplaned to New York
in record time, with only two days in the eastern metropolis.
* * ♦

studio can call back for another day's work.
7. Hourly payments for overtime will be
fixed for those extras on weekly salary
basis. Similar regulations for extras on
day basis being prepared.
8. Negotiable checks are to be paid upon

William Powell gets a two-month's vacation
trip abroad. Leaving soon.

completion of each day's work for those
on day checks.
9. Producers are required to serve meals
and hot drinks if extras are employed nights.
It is expected that the new additions to

Fifi Dorsay objects to paying her agents,
Lyons and Lyons, the regulation 10 per cent,
and court action is current.

the Industrial Welfare Commission's regulations will greatly improve the conditions
of the extras. The changes under consideration have been suggested after long experience with operation with the present
rules of the Commission, and have been
made to keep up with the progress and
changes of the motion picture industry insofar as production is concerned.

* *

John

Gilbert

starts

*

his third

* *

talker

soon.

*

Gwen Lee hankers for a trip to New York
these days. Jack Oakie back there given as
real reason.

* *

*

Harry Woods is Arthur Freed's new songwriting partner.
Freed
composes
lyrics and
Woods handles the *music.
* * Team at M-G-M.
Mickey

Neilan has

17,

19 3 0

Extras' Total on
Studio Payrolls
Is $10,000,000

HITTING THE
HOLLYWOOD
HIGH SPOTS

* *

May

a pair of two-year-old

Hollywood — Motion picture extras received a. total of $10,447,580.37 from
the major producing companies on the coast
from
sive. January, 1926, to April, 1930, incluThese figures were revealed by Fred
Beetson, executive vice-president of the Producers Association and in direct charge of
the Central Casting Corporation. Exactly
1,186,444 placements were made by the casting office during that period, for an average
daily pay check of $8.71.
Central Casting Corporation was established in January, 1926, to centralize the
calls for extra talent from all members of
the Producers Association. When first
launched, total registrations reached the
amazing total of 12,000, and an attempt was
made to shave this number of applicants
down to a figure that would assure the
extras available of livable incomes. The list
was being reduced through refusals to accept
further registrations when the advent of
sound made a complete reorganization necessary to include registrations for various
languages.
Requirements of dialogue pictures made
cross-index classifications imperative, and
also jumped the registration list up to
17,541.

Tihhett to Star in
''New Moon" for M-G-M
Hollywood — Lawrence Tibbett's second
filmusical for M-G-M will be "New Moon,"
from the operetta by Oscar Hammerstein.
Picture will carry original musical score
and numbers by Sigmund Romberg. Sylvia
Thalberg and Frank Butler are preparing
the adaptation, with Charles Macx\rthur assigned to write the dialogue.
Grace Moore will be co-starred with Tibbett in the production, with direction assigned to Jack Conway, who recently completed Lon Chaney's first talker, "The Unholy Three."Christy to Sennett
Ann
Hollywood — Ann Christy
Sennett Studios to play the
Mack Sennett Comedies.
"Good Bye Kiss" with Andy

goes over to
leads in three
First will be
Clyde.

Eason to Direct Boyd
Hollywood — Breezy Eason will direct
William Boyd in "Rawhide," the latter's
next starring talker for Pathe. Eason wrote
the original story also.
twins for one part in Mary Pickford's current
talker, "Forever Yours." The youngsters take
turns working and sleeping during scenes.

* *

*

Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell won the
annual "Queen and King" popularity contest
conducted by the Chicago Tribune. Even so,
Charles was positive he wasn't going to Honolulu on the same boat with Janet several weeks
* * *
ago.Martin Flavin, author and scenarist, has
passed tests to fly an airplane.
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Extra! Hughes
Gets IVliiid Olf

In the Sweet —
9?

"Heirs Aiigc Is
Hollywood — With •HcU's Angels" entirely finished with the exception of a few
minor sound "dubbing" sequences, Howard
Hughes is making preparations for his future production program.
The young millionaire's next picture will
be an air comedy sequel to "Two Arabian
Knights,'" with original story now being
prepared by Lew Lipton. Joseph M. March
will write the adaptation and dialogue. Following this, Hughes plans production of his
delayed film version of "The Front Page,"
with "Scarface" and "Dirigible" also penin for next season's release through
United ciledArtists.

Cutler-Hammer Buys
Union Electric Co.
Milwaukee — Cutler-Hammer has purchased the assets of Union Electric Manufacturing Co., also of Milwaukee, manufacturers of motor control specializing in drum
type control apparatus.
The branch sales offices and warehouse
stocks of Union will be consolidated with
the Cutler-Hammer branch offices and warehouses. The present factory of Union will
be operated as a manufacturing division of
Cutler-Hammer. E. F. Le Noir, president
of Union, will become a member of the
headquarters sales staff of Cutler-Hammer.
Most of the Union personnel, particularly
those in the sales and engineering departments, will also join the C-H organization.

Cuts Reproducer Price
Cleveland — E. A. Klein, Ohio distributor
for Mellaphone sound reproducer, is offering a reduced price for equipment during
June and July. All installations made
before August 1 and all contracts signed
by August 1 will net a saving of approximately $175. Klein is offering his $675
equipinent for $500 during this period.

Buys Photophone
Cleveland— Van Wyck Benner, RCA
Photophone district manager, has closed a
contract for the installation of an RCA
portable Photophone for Cleveland's new
$2,000,000 Orchestra Hall, which is being
built by John L. Severence, said to be the
finest music hall in the world.
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Austin, Tex. — Ti-lc-pholophoiu- motion pictures, hy which a master picture will l)c reproduced sinuiltaneously
in theatres all over the nation, will
eventually replace talkers as well a.s
silents, if the prediction of Col. H. A.
Cole, of Dallas, materializes.
Col. Cole, who heads the Texas
Theatre Owners' Assn, made this prediction at a meeting of central Texas
theatre owners in this city last week.
How soon the predicted change will
take place Col. Cole did not say.

Nebraska Studes
Can Picnic On
Sundays, Anyway
Lincoln, Neb. — More than 10,000 University of Nebraska students will have to drive
65 miles to Omaha if they want to see a
show on Sunday after Havelock, suburban
shoptown, is annexed to Lincoln.
Lincoln, long a blue town, has successfully kept its theatres closed on Sunday despite years of protests from thousands of
university students. Havelock's two movies
appeased the collegians somewhat — but now
they're doomed to Sabbath darkness.
Havelock will soon become a part of Lincoln. When annexation is completed, Sunday movies will be out, according to city
officials.
"1 don't see what can be done," Richard
O. Johnson, Havelock city attorney, has
said. "The Lincoln ordinance is on the
books and no preference will be shown even
if Havelock wanted it."
Picnics, the favorite Sunday pastime for
the boys and girls, will soon be their only
diversion. Gas stations and delicatessen
shops (the few left open by the Lincoln city
fathers) are preparing for a big season.
The money spent by the university students in Lincoln is directly responsible for
most of the town's development, despite the
fact that it is the state capital. The weekend trek to Omaha, however, by the collegians who can aft'ord the hop is due to
double when the Havelock shows close, according to campus reports.
There are five downtown theatres in Lincoln. Havelock's two theatres are the
Joyo, operated by C. F. Frazier, and the
Lyric, run by C. T. Guffie.

Independent Buys Product
Cleveland — Independent Pictures, Inc.,
lias purchased the following product for
release in Ohio: Five Chesterfield all-talking features with RCA recording on both
film and disc, the first to be released being
"Ladies in Love," starring Alice Day and
Johnny Walker; "After the Fog," all-dialogue with Mary Philbin ; "Romance of the
West," all-dialogue western feature; "Overland Bound," all-dialogue western with Leo
Maloney, Wally Wales, Jack Perrin and
Allene Ray; 18 Walt Disney Alice single
reel sj-nchronized cartoons; 14 two-reel
Kiddy Trouper comedies, featuring children of popular screen and stage stars, and
14 Texas
westerns. Guinan all dialogue single reel

U. S. Air Minded,
Theatres Sample
Mindc^l Nowadays
Tying up theatres for free distribution of
manufacturer's samples is one of the new
rackets said to be providing a fertile field.
The gag is to employ regular solicitors to
line up theatres at nothing per to distribute
their samples in the theatre. The solicitors
are paid either at the rate of so much per
house or on a weekly basis. Best houses are
being sought in all instances, the manufacturer figuring this gives tone to the product
being advertised. And the theatres are going for the gag in a big way, figuring that
the samples are box-office bets.

Paramount Branch Head
Plugs W, E. Equipment
Dallas — Considerable discussion has been
aroused here by plugging of Western Electric equipment by J. B. Dugger, Paramount
Publix branch manager, in a letter to exhibitors. The letter cites the new W. E.
price scales and emphasizes that "inferior
equipment
is taboo."
take the position that the
letter isSome
an indication
that
Paramount is plugging W. E. equipment,
but others insist that this is but a personal
matter with Dugger, in an effort to improve
sound conditions in the territory.

Falter Active
Cleveland — B. Faller, representative of
E. E. Fulton & Co., Chicago, is temporarily
located in Cleveland, and last week sold
two Blizzard cooling machines for the Pearl
and Park, Lorain ; new drapes and carpets
for the Dreamland, Lorain, and a new
sound screen for the "Y," Cleveland.

Merchants Back Free Show
North Baltimore, O. — Free showing are
being given in the Virginia on Wednesday
evening of each week, the expense being
borne by local merchants. The plan is to
attract shoppers to the business district.

Opening New Exchange
Cleveland — Warners and First National
will move into the new five-story Warner
building at Payne Ave. and East 23d St.
Tune 1.
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briefly Told ISSews
Hip Open During Summer
RKO will continue to operate the New
York Hippodrome throughout the summer,
showing feature sound pictures and vaudeville, it is announced. Plans to tear down
the historic structure for a modern office
building have been delayed until fall.

Readying **Dark Star*'

Hollywood — M-G-M is rapidly preparing
for production of "Dark Star" from the recently completed novel by the late Lorna
Moon. Frances Marion is writing the
adaptation and dialogue, with present casting
plans calling for Robert Montgomery and
Dorothy Jordan in the featured spots.

Chris Marx Retiring
Utica, N. Y. — James Currigian of New
York has taken over the Olympic which
has been operated for the last year by Chris
Marx who was badly hurt in an automobile
accident several weeks ago. It is said that
his decision to retire from active business
is largely due to the accident.

F, N. Casts Four
Hollywood — Lila Lee, Ben Lyon, Louise
Fazenda and Lucien Littlefield have featured parts in First National's "The Queen
of Main Street" which William Beaudine
is directing. Story is an original by Juliet
Wilbor Tompkins.

Harris Gets Cleveland Post
Cleveland — J. A. Harris has been appointed manager of the local Sono ArtWorld Film Exchange, succeeding R. S.
Shrader, resigned. Harris was Sono Art
branch manager in Minneapolis. Prior to
that he was Pathe branch manager in Cincinnati.

Tries Silent Policy
Cleveland — Anthony Carny has leased the
Royal, closed for some time, and has reopened itas a silent house.
Jack Levy has been appointed manager
of the local Tone-O-Graph office. He succeeds Rube Traube, who is now at the New
York office of the company.

Santley Directs Second
Hollywood — Joseph Santley's second directorial effort for Pathe will be ''Cross
Your Fingers," an original story he wrote
as a starring vehicle for Helen Twelvetrees. Picture will follow the player's appearances in "Beyond Victory" and "Her
Man."

Culver City Grows
Culver City — With an increase in
population of l,On..') per cent, this
film center has recorded the large.st
percentage of growth in the last ten
years. It has grown from 50.3 in 1920
to 5,088 in 1930.

Mizner's Cafe Held Up
The Gossip Test
Hollywood knows the answers to
these questions. Do you?
Can you name the two hand-kissing
gentlemen of the film colony? (Joe
Schildkraut and Ivan Lebedeff.)
What famous star recently paid
$6,000,000 hush money to quiet a blackmailer he had never heard of? (Maybe Richard Dix will kill me for this —
but he didn't want the sordid publicity even if he was guiltless.)
How could the picture, "Men Without Women," have used a woman in
the cast and still have been a womanless picture? (Only a physical examination could have kept Julian Eltinge
out of the cast. "He" would have
added the color.)
What famous actress actually has
one brown and one blue eye? (They
say that every single picture Colleen
Moore makes has to be retouched for
that very reason.)
What he-man actor recently pulled
an "Alice White" by having his hair
blondined? (I hate to tell this one on
Grant Withers, but I thought you
ought to know.) — Ramsey in Motion
Picture Magazine.

"Bad Man" Goes Spanish
Hollywood — First National launched production on its first Spanish version of a
talker this week when "El Hombre Malo"
got under way. Picture is Spanish talker
version of "The Bad Man," and will have
Antonio Moreno featured under direction
of William McGann.

Dallas Theatre Changes
San Antonio, Tex. — Frank Weatherford,
house manager and treasurer of the Greater
Majestic, has joined the Aztec theatre
forces. Al Reynolds, chief of service of
the Greater Majestic, has been promoted to
Weatherford's place and Peter Dareos succeeds Reynolds.

Doug, Jr., Featured
Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks, jr., will
have the featured spot in "Outward Bound,"
a Warner talker of Sutton Vane's play.
Direction will be by Robert Milton and Ray
Enright, with balance of cast including
Helen Chandler, O. P. Heggie and Montagu Love.

"Diplomaf

One

of the First

Hollywood — "The Boudoir Diplomat"
will be produced as one of the first pictures
on Universal's schedule for next season.
Tom Reed wrote the screen adaptation
from
wald. play by Rudolf Lothar and Frits Gott-

Appeal "Blue'* Fines

Austin, Tex. — Appeal has been taken on
fines of $50 levied against H. E. Fulgham
and Laney Sexton, McKinney exhibitors.

Hollywood — Although Wilson Mizner
delights in considering Hollywood a funny
place, things were real serious for the world
known adventurer, capitalist, author, etc.,
last week when a lone bandit held up Mizner's Brown Derby cafe and walked out
with $250 from the cash register. Stickup occurred about 2 A. M., with very few
patrons present.

Thompson Out at Albany
Albany — Harry Thompson, who has been
manager of the First National exchange
for the last year, and who had previously
been identified with several other exchanges
in Albany, has resigned and has been succeeded by Ben Kalmenson, of Pittsburgh,
who has been connected with the local exchange for some time as a salesman.

Change "Bride" Title

Hollywood — United Artists have decided
on "Lottery Bride" for definite release title
of Arthur Hammerstein's recently completed operetta, produced under name of
"Bride 66." Rudolph Friml composed the
original music score for the picture, which
was directed bv Paul Stein.

Gets 7 First Runs
Cleveland — Paramount will have at least
seven first-runs on Euclid Ave. during
May. At the Allen there will be "The Big
Pond," week of May 3; "The Texan,"
May 10th; "Return of Dr. Fu Manchu,"
May 24th; "True to the Navy," May 31st.
At the State: "Young Eagles," May 3;
"Young Man of Manliattan," May 31st. At
the Stillman, "Paramount on Parade," following the present run of "Divorcee."

F. N. Alters 3 Titles
Hollywood — First National has made
changes in final release titles of three current productions. "Mile Modiste" will go
out as "The Toast of the Legion" ; "Under
Western Skies" will be released as "Woman
Hungry," and "The Main Street Princess"
will carry the permanent title of "The
Queen of Main Street."

Fire at Port Henry

Albany — In a blaze in the projection
room at the Empire at Port Henry, N. Y.,
400 persons filed out of the theatre with no
confusion. The flames were quickly extinguished byemployes. The house is managed by Charles Dery.

ScientistThe
has "Smellies"
invented an apparatus
that will reproduce smells on the
movie screen. We hope we never see
a newsreel of a trip through a limburger cheese factorv.
—The Pathfinder.
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To Rebuild at Mansfield
Manstu'ld, (). — The Mcnmrial Imilding
and the Madison theatre, destroyed a year
ago by fire, will be rebuilt, following a decision rendered yesterday in Common Pleas
Court by Judge P. E. Wilkins. Wilkins
held that the trustees of the Memorial building have the right to lease the damaged
portion of the building, and to use funds on
hands for its rebuilding. The Madison was
operated by the Scareb Anniscment Co.,
which is headed by W. N. and Harry Skirboll of Cleveland.

Latenser Buys Three
Central City, Neb.— With the
Donelson and Empress theatres
Latenser of Omaha, this town
ports three picture houses. All

sale of the
to George
now supare wired.

Sunday Shows Win
Ainsworth, Neb. — By a majority of 41
votes, Sunday movies carried in the town
election.

Blues Routed in S. D.
Miller. S. D. — Sunday
with 200 votes to spare.

movies

won here

Los .Vngeles — The proposed house at
Broadway and S. Hill St. will seat 2,000
and cost $1,500,000. Construction gets under way in June from plans prepared by
S. Charles Lee. H. L. Gumbiner, who operates the Tower, will lease the house and
Fox West Coast will not be interested in
its operation. Fox purchased the property
before acquiring West Coast Theatres.
When the company landed the chain, an
office building was scheduled for the site.
The project had to go forward, since a
bond issue of $1,000,000 had been floated for
the purpose.

Radio Sales Changes
A divisional reorganization of Radio Pictures' sales administration, with Jerome
Safron promoted to the rank of eastern division manager and Cleve Adams to that of
western division manager, is announced by
Charles Rosenzweig, general sales manager.
Harry Cohen will continue in charge of
the Pacific coast division.

Boris Morros of the Paramount Publix
music novelties department has completed
plans for a short featuring the song, '"Back
Home," dedicated to Commander Byrd,
which is to be used to precede showing of
"With Bvrd at the South Pole."

Title

Chosen

Hollvwood — Fox ha? finally decided on
"Rough Romance" as release title for
George O'Brien's recently completed talker,
originallv made under title of "The Girl
Who Wasn't Wanted."

Sunday Shows Win by 47
Charleston, 111. — Sunday ^liow > won by
47 votes in a referendum here. Gerald F.
Baker, manager of the Fox Lincoln, is
given credit for the result.

Los Angeles — Jack Drum, former salesman in the Denver territory, is new Columbia manager here, replacing Joe Wolf,
transferred to management of the Kansas
Citv branch.

new pact substituted. "Smilin' Through"
will be the first starring vehicle of the 19year-old actress.

Jack Warner East

New York S. M. P. E. Active

Short for Byrd Film

Rome — Joint multi-lingual
production
J.— is the object of
with an English company
a trip to London of Signor Pittaluga, Italian film and theatre leader, who forecasts
rehabilitation of the Italian industry. Fifteen more theatres are being wired for sound
pictures, making a total of ii sound houses
in the Pittaluga chain.

Hollywood — Joan Bennett has been signed
to a new long-term contract that will give
her the status of a full-fledged United Artists star. Although Miss Bennett's contract
as a United Artists featured player still had
a long time to run. it was torn up and a

Burlington, la. — The Jewel has been purchased by the Strand Amusement company
of Ottumwa, la.

C. C. Nipe, Kansas City, has been named
outstanding accessory manager of Universal,
winning an award of $100. John B. Vigna,
Cincinnati, was awarded $50 for maintaining the most attractive exchange using Universal accessories.

ty in

Italian Boom Forecast

Drum Now at L. A.

Jewel Changes Hands

Win "U" Awards
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Joan Bennett U. A. Star

Hollywood — With production at Warners and First National well under way for
the new season, Jack Warner leaves for
New York May 25 to confer with Harry
M. Warner and Sam E. Morris.

O'Brien

Gag

The newly-formed section of the Society
of M. P. Engineers reports that its membership now is 213. It has scheduled a program of eight meetings for the year — one
after the spring convention at Washington,
one before the fall meeting and six during
the winter.

It's a Miss
Joseph C. Reichenbach is all smiles these
days, the occasion being the birth of a
daughter.

Cook in Theatre
Tampa. Fla. — The Victory, second
largest theatre in this city, now closed
for repairs, was taken over by the
Tampa Tribune for four days this
week for its free cooking school. A
runway was prepared so the ladies
could pass to the stage for close-up
views of the cooking operation.

Named Shorts Booker
Chicago — Herman Couster now is short
subject booker at the Columbia exchange
here.

Hill Directs Dressier
Hollywood — George Hill's first assignment under his new M-G-M contract will
be "Dark Star," with Marie Dressier in the
principal role. Hill has just completed
"The Big House," a story of prison adventure.

Film ''Passion Flower**
Hollywood — Kathleen Norris' story, "The
Passion Flower," will serve as William
C. deMille's next production for M-G-M.
Martin Flavin is preparing the screen treatment.

Goetz Sells Rights
Showman Films, Ltd.. of London has acquired distribution in the United Kingdom
of "The Woman Who Was Forgotten,"
talker produced and distributed by Charles
S. Goetz of States Cinema Corp., New
York. Distribution in the Chicago territory has been acquired by Max Levey.

Manning

with

Tiffany

Hollywood — Roger Manning, former production manager for FBO, has joined Tiffany as unit production manager for individual pictures. Lester Scott and William
Lackey have similar posts at Tiffany.
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Whiteman Turns
In Week's Worst
Gross in L. A.
Los Angeles — Four grand for four days
was the low take rolled in by Paul Whiteman's "King of Jazz" in its fourth and closing week at the Fox Criterion, which
chalked up 70% for the final short-period
performance — the week's big flop. There
were plenty of runners-up, however, what
with Paramount's "Fu Manchu" rating 94%
at the Paramount, 86% for RKO's "He
Knew Women" at the RKO, and 77% for
the fifth week of "Ingagi," playing the Orpheum.
On the black side, Universal took top
money with "All Quiet," grossing $18,372,
to a 147% rating, at Fox's Carthay Circle.
United Artists' "Bad One" jumped in right
behind the "U" vehicle, grossing $19,000,
which rates that film 141%.
"Caught Short" was moved from the firstrun sector to a second-run house.
Weather:

Fair and warm.
"SONG O* MY HEART"
(Fox)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauraan's Oiinese— (2,023), 4th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 7Sc to $1.50. Other attractions: Sennett comedy, Movietone news. Gross: $17,500. Rating: 105%.
"ALL

QUIET
ON
THE
WESTERN
FRONT"
(Universal)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle— (1,650), 3rd
week, 7 days, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Abe Lvman and band, Movietone news. Gross:
$18,372.
Rating: 147%.
"NEW
ADVENTURES
OF DR. FU MANCHU"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELES— Paramount— (3,596), 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Charles Murray in Christie
comedy. Paramount sound news, Talkatoon novelty,
Milton Charles organ concert. Opposition: "King of
Jazz," "Her Golden Calf," "Numbered Men," "Ingagi," "He Knew Women," "Bad One." Gross:
$23,500.
Rating:
94%.
"GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
LOS ANGELES— Loew's State— (2,418), 7 days, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco "Smiles"
Idea, Laurel-Hardy in "The Brats," Movietone news.
Opposition: "New Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu,"
"King of Jazz," "Numbered Men," "He Knew
Women," "Ingagi," "Bad One." Gross: $26,500.
Rating: 98%.
"KING OF JAZZ" (Universal)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criterion— (1.652), 4th (and
final) week, 4 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions:
Movietone news. Opposition: "New Adventures of
Dr. Fu Manchu," "Numbered Men," "He Knew
Women," "Ingagi," "Her Golden Calf," "Bad One."
Ooss:
$4,000. Rating: 70%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD-Grauman's Egyptian— (1,800). 7
days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco
Idea, Movietone news, comedy. Gross: $11,000. Rating:
110%.
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEYS"
(Warners)
HOLLYWOOD — Warner Hollywood— (3,000). 2nd
week of 5 days, 35c to 75c. Other attractions: Milton
Work on bridge. Vitaphone varieties, sound news.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating:
107%.
"BAD
ONE"
(United
Artists)
LOS ANGELES— United Artists— (2,100), 7 days.
35c to 7Sc. Other attractions: Sennett comedy "Match
Play," Aesop Fables, Tom Terris travelogue. Paramount sound news. Opposition: "King of Jazz,"
"Numbered Men," "New Adventures Dr. Fu Manchu," 'Ingagi," "He Knew Women," "Her Golden
Calf."
Gross: $19,000. Rating: 141%.
"NUMBERED
MEN"
(First NaUonal)
LOS ANGELES— Warner Downtown— (2,400), 1st
week, 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone
Varieties, sound news. Opposition: ''King of Jazz,"
"New Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu." "Her (jolden
Calf," "Ingagi," "Bad One." "He Knew Women."
Gross: $16,500,
Rating:
107%.
"HE
KNEW
WOMEN"
(RKO)
LOS ANGELES— RKO— (2,700). 7 days, 35c to 65c.
Other attractions: RKO vaudeville, Pathe sound news.
Opposition: "King of Jazz," "Numbered Men," "Her
Golden Calf." "New Adventures Dr. Fu Manchu."
"Ingagi," "Bad One." Gross: $13,700. Rating: 85%.
"INGAGI"
(C:ongo)
LOS ANGELES— Orpheum— (2,750). 7 days, 5th
week, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: "Mickey's Luck,"
Pathe sound news. Opposition: "King of Jazz,"
"Numbered Men," "Bad Ones," "New Adventures
of Dr. Fu Manchu," "He Knew Women." ''Her
Golden Calf." Gross: $12,300. Rating: 77%.
JOURNEY'S END (Tiffany)
LOS ANGELES— Mayan -(1,600), 5th week. 7 days,
50c to $1.50.
Gross: $7,500.
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But How Jimmy Has
Changed
Jimmy Durante once performed at
a private party given by the Wanamakers, states Sid Skolsky. And, according to Sid, when the afifair was
over, Mr. Wanamaker took Jimmy
aside, drew a hundred-dollar bill from
his pocket and said: "Go buy yourself a hat with this." Jimmy looked
at him for a moment and then sorrowfully replied,
where
to buy
a hat"But
thatI don't
costs know
a hundred
dollars."

Hell Harbor' in
M'p'ls Plays to
Lowest Rating
Minneapolis — The State, showing "Hell
Harbor," played to the lowest house percentage of the "Big Five," grossing $16,800
for a percentage of 60%. The Minnesota,
showing "Light of Western Stars," and the
Hennepin Orpheum, offering "Temple
Tower," tied with an approximate gross of
$16,100 for each house. Both rang the bell
at a 70%.
The Pantages garnered a gross of $8,000
on "Around the Corner" to register 80%.
The Century, boosting "Rogue Song,"
grossed the same amount and registered the
same percentage.
Smaller houses registered as follows :
Lyric, with "Lord Byron of Broadway,"
95% or approximate, gross $3,600; Aster,
'c. $3,000, rating 90%.
"Wedding Rings," gross
Sensation of the week was "Ingagi,"
bringing large crowds to the Seventh St.
This house, definitely in the second-class
group, has managed to exert a pull which
is felt by every other theatre in the city.
"Ingagi," in its second week at this house,
took $8,500 to give the house a rating of
90%. The picture will be held over for a
third week.
Weather:
Mild with several rain storms.
Opposition:
"Light of Western
Stars," stage unit
Modes
and Models'"), Minnesota:
"Rogue
Song,'
entury: "Hell Harbor," State; "Temple Tower,"
Hennepin Orpheum: "Around the Corner," five acts
vaude, Pantages: "Ingagi" (second week). Seventh
live acts vaude {headlined by Harry Carroll's Revue),
Street; "Lord Byron of Broadivay," Lyric; "Wedding
Rings," Aster: 'Brothers," light offering at Shuberi.
"TEMPLE
TOWER"
(Fox)
HENNEPIN ORPHEUM— (2,900), 35c-50c-75c, 7
days, 3 shows daily. Other attractions: Five acts
vaude (headlined by Harry Carroll's Revue), Pathe
newsreel.
Gross: $16,100.
Rating: 707o.
"LIGHT
OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Paramount)
MINNESOTA— (4,025), 35c-40c-7Sc, 7 days, 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: "Modes and Models" (stage
show), Paramount news reel, overture, (iross: $28,(M-G-M)
500. Rating: "ROGUE
75%,.
' SONG"
CENTURY— (1.640), 30c-50c-75c. 7 days, 6 shows
daily. Other attractions: None. Gross: $8,000. Rating:
80%.
"INGAGI"
(Znd week) (Congo, Ltd.)
SEVENTH STREET— (1,400), 25c, 50c, 60c, 7
days, 6 shows daily. Other attractions. None. Gross:
$8,500. Rating: 90%.
"AROUND
THE CORNER"
(Columbia)
PANTAGES— (1.675). 2!;c, 50c, 75c, 7 days, 3 shows
daily. Other attractions: Five acts vaude. Gross:
$8,000.
Rating: 80%.
"LORD
BYRON
OF BROADWAY"
(M-G-M)
LYRIC— (1,238), 15c-25c-40c. 7 days, 7 shows daily.
Other attractions: "Hunting Wild Animals in
Africa."
Gross: $3,600. Rating: 95%.
"HELL
HARBOR"
(U. A.)
STATE— (2,300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 4 shows daily.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Dad Knows Best"),
Spitalny's band reel, newsreel. Gross: $16,800. Rating:
60%.
"WEDDING
RINGS"
(First National)
ASTER— (812), 20c-35c. 7 days, 6 shows daily.
Gross: $3,000.
Rating: 90%.

h Soc
Hig
h iet
K. C.
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With $18,500
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Kansas City — The Midland did the big
business this week with "High Society
Blues" (Fox), which, with the help of a
fine stage show, took in $18,500, or about
125%. The suburban Uptown also reported
a good week with 110% business on "Hallelujah" (M-G-M), which grossed $6,500.
For all other houses, the week was quiet.
The Mainstreet dropped below average on
First National's "Show Girl in Hollywood,"
which made about $13,500. The Newman
did 90% of normal business on Paramount's
"New Adventures of Fu Manchu." Pantages did 90%
Scandals"
(Columbia),
and on
the "Broadway
Royal did 85%
on the
second
week
of "Paramount on Parade."
Weather:
Changeable.
Opposition: "Hwh Society Blues." five acts vaude.
Midland; "Show Girl in Hollywood," five acts vaude,
Mainstreet ; "New Adventures of Fu Manchu," Newman; "Paramount on Parade, Royal; "Broadway
Scandals," "Pantages; "Hallelujah" Uptown.
"HIGH SOCIETY BLUES"
(Fox)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Hearst Metrotone news, Grantland Rice Sportlight, five acts vaude (headlining Jack Benny). Gross:
$18,500.
Rating: 125%.
"SHPW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD"
(F. N.)
MAINSTREET— (3,067), 35c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Pathe sound news, five acts vaude (headlining Monica and
Ann
Skelly).
Gross:
$13,500.
Rating:
90%.
"NEW
ADVENTURES
OF FU
MANCHU"
(Par.)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Waite Hoyt ("A Battery of Songs"), Willie
and Joe Mandel ("Actions Speak Lduder Than
Words"),90%.Paramount sound news. C^oss: $9,000.
Rating:
"PARAMOUNT
ON PARADE"
(Paramount)
ROYAI^-(900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Pathe "Audio Review," Paramount Talkartoon
("Yes, Gross:
We Have
Bananas"),
news.
$3,800. No Rating:
85%. Paramount sound
"BROADWAY
SCANDAI.S"
(Columbia)
PANTAGES— (2.166), 25c. 7 days.
Other
attractions: Universal news.
Tiflany
short
("Station
S-T-A-R").
Gross: $4,000.
Rating: 90%.
"HALLELUJAH"
(M-G-M)
UPTOWN (2,200), 25c, 50c, 7 days. Other attractions: versal
Pathe
comedy $6,500.
("His Rating:
Birthday110%.
Suit"), Uninews. Gross:

AH Okla. City
Runs Hit Par
In Quiet Week
Oklahoma City — With heavy rains falling
throughout the week, attendance here fell
off considerably. The Shrine carnival also
helped to make the going tough.
Opposition: "Captain of the Guard," "Lovin' the
Ladies," "Putting on the Rits," "The Big Pond,"
"Hide Out," "The Midnight Daddies," "Shrine carnival. "May Time" at Civic Theatre.
"PUTTIN' ON THE RITZ" (U. A.)
CRITERION— (2,000), 25c-50c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: Paramount news. Our Gang in "A Tough
Winter."
Gross: $5,400.
Rating:
100%.
"BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
_CAPITOI^(1,200),
25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Chas. Chase
"50 Million
news.
Gross:
$5,000. in Rating:
100%.Husbands," Metro
"HIDE OUT" (Universal)
ORPIIEIJM— (1,500), 25c-50c, 4 days.
Other attracFox news,Rating:
Fanchon100%.& Marco's "Types"
Idea.
Gross: tions:
$3,600.
"LOVIN' THE
LADIES"
(RKO)
EMPRESS— (1.500), 25c, 50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Universal news,
Llovd
Hamilton
in "Grass
Skirts."
Gross: $4,000.
Rating:
100%.
"MIDNIGHT
DADDIES"
(Sona Art-W.
W.)
ORPHEUM— (1,500), 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attractions: Fox Movietone news, RKO vaudeville. Gross:
$3,400.
Rating:
100%.
"CAPTAIN
OF THE
GUARD"
(Universal)
LIBERTY— (1,200). 25c-.50c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Metro news, Vitaphone subjects. Gross: $4,0<X).
Rating: 100%.
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Socko!
Buddy Holers relati-s tin- >arn ahout
the movie star who, while in Manhattan, frequented one of the city's most
exclusive hairdressinn emporiums.
She had an appointment for a wave,
but once before she failed to keep
her date with the i)lace, a very big
one, s» it didn't k<> <<> any extremes
to please her. She finally let out her
temperament about the service,
squawking; madly all over the parlor.
"Lissen, you," growled the woman
in charRe, "you may be a screen star
out in Htdlywood, but in here you are
just another marcel I"

Tibbett a Wo>v in
Third W(H*k on a
Draw of 30 Grand
San Francisco — The past week, while
considered fairly good, was not as big as
the week before. It would have been much
better had not the weather turned cold with
a sharp wind.
"Rogue Song" (M-G-M), at the Warfield for three weeks, surprised every one
with its gross of $30,000 (rating, 160%),
which is more than was done during first
two weeks.
"Paramount on Parade" did well at the
St. Francis the opening week, with a 110%
rating and a $17,500 gross. "The Texan,"
shown at the California, grossed $16,500,
110% rating.
Weather:

Very

cold

and very windy.

Opposition: "Rogue Song," Warficld: "Show Girl
in Hollyzvood," Paramount Syncopators, Paramount;
"Paramount on Parade," stage show, St. Francis;
"Caught Short," stage show, Fox.' "The Texan,"
California; "Hold Everything." Embassy; "Mamba."
Davies; "Girl of the Port," stage show. Casino.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2,700), 50c, 6Sc, 90c, 2nd week. Other
attractions: "Golden Pagoda" Travel Talk Scenic,
Fox and Hearst talking news, fashion revue. Gross:
$30,000.
Ratms:
160%.
"SHOW
GIRL
IN HOLLYWOOD"
(First Nat.)
PAR.VMOUNT— (2,700), 35c, 50c, 65c, $1, 7 days.
Other attractions: Paramount sound news, organ.
Paramount comedy ("Rube"); Paramount "Syncopators" in "A Medley of Novelty Numbers." Gross:
$1,500.
RaUnff:
100%.
'PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)

ST. FRAXaS— (1,400), 35c, 50c, 65c, $1, 7 days.

Other

attractions:

Paramount

sound

news.

Harold

Topiero, "Five Bugs," a "talkington," St. Francis
string ensemble offering Victor Herbert melodies.
Gross:

$7,500.
Rating:
110'~c.
"CAUGHT
SHORT"
(M-G-M)
FOX— (5,000), 50c, 65c. 75c, $1. 7 days. Other attractions: (Concert orchestra, "Road to Mandalay,"
"Singer's Midgets," Fanchon & Marco's "Miniature
Idea."
Gross:
$35,000.
Rating:
1607o.
"THE
TEXAN"
(Paramount)
CALIFORNIA— (2,3001. 35c. 50c. 65c, SI, 2nd week.
Other attractions: California orchestra, playmg "Song
of the Flame," news. Paramount screen song. "Yc";.
We Have No Bananas." Gross: $16,500. RaHng:
110%.
"HOUJ
EVERYTHING"
(Warner
Bros.)
EMBASSY— (1.400). 50c, 65c. 90c, 2n(l week. Other
attractions: \"itirhrme vauilevillo. Universal news.
Gross:
$S,5C0.
Rating:
100%
"MAMBA"
(Tiffany)
DA^^ES— (1,150). 35c. 50c. 65c, 90c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Vitapho«e Varieties, newsreel. Gross:
$8,500.
Rating:
80%.
"GIRL
OF THE
PORT"
(RKO)
40c. 65c. 7 days. Other attrac(2,.50O).
CASINO.\long" comedy.
"Speeding
in
tions: Dolly Sterling
Rating: 80%.
Gross: $lt,000.

Start Shooting ''Grumpy"

Hollywood — Paramount has started acproductioninofthe"Grumpy,"
Cyril
Maudetualstarred
title spot. with
Direction
is being handled by George Cukor and Cyril
Gardner.

News

"Be^ourscirSa^^s
To,Sia,OOOiiiChi;
1 Week, Then Out
Chicago — Loop business remains at a disquieting low ebb. No house, with the exceptions of the Castle and the Garrick,
climbed above average for the week. ''The
Rogue Song" (M-G-M) dropped amazingly
in its second week, leaving McVickers exactly on the line at about $20,600. "Be
Yourself" (U. A.) was also a disappointment at the United Artists, gathering up
only $18,000 in its first week, and was replaced by "Hell Harbor" (U. A.)
"Journey's End" (Tiffany), road-showing
at the Garrick, was hampered by hot
weather in its first few days, but was building at the end of the week in spite of this
handicap. Gross for the week was $12,900
(185%). The Castle, loaded with "White
Cargo," maintained its sensational pace for
the
third week, taking $7,200 for a rating
of 250%.
ly cat her: Hot, with showers first of week.
Opposition: "Ladies Love Brutes," stage show,
Chicago; "Mamba," stage show. Oriental; "Captain
of the Guard," John Boles in person. Woods; "Across
tlu: World with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson," Studcbaker; "Be Yourself," United Artists; "The Rogue
Song {2nd week), McVickers; "Happy Days (2nd
week), Roosevelt; "Journey's End," Garrick; "White
Cargo" (.ird week). Castle; "The Other Tomorrow, '
5 acts vaude, State-Lake ; "Double Cross Roads," Monroe; "The Green Goddess" (second time in Loop),
Orpheum.
"WHITE
CARGO"
(State
Rights)
CASTLE— (300), 50c-75c,
3rd week.
Other
attractions: .Newsreel (U.);
third capacity
week.
Gross:
S7,.'00.
Rating:
250%.
"LADIES LOVE BRUTES"
(Paramount)
CI11C.\GO-(3,910),
50c-85c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: Stage show
with
Gene
Sarazcn
and
Johnny
FarrcU,
orchestra,
vocal,
newsreel,
comedy,
novelty
short.
Gross:
$42,500.
Rating
70%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
GARRICK— (1,200),
50c$1.50,
first
week.
Opened
to average
business,
but
started
to build
in midweek. Critics beamed
on it. Gross:
$12,900.
Rating:
185%,
"THE
ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
McVICKERS— (2,283), 50c-85c. 2nd week.
Other attractions: Laurel & Hardy
comedy,
newsreel.
ncvelty
short.
Abrupt
drop
in second
week.
Gross:
$.'0,600.
Ratine:
65%.
"DOUBLE
CROSS
ROADS"
(Fox)
MONRO!-; -(9ti2». 50c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
"MAMBA" Gross:
(Tiffany)
Thirty-minute
newsreel.
$6,200.
Rating:
i'.^%.
ORIENTAL— (3,193), 50c-8Sc, 7 days.
Other attractions: Stage show,
organ,
comedy,
newsreel,
novcllv
short.
Gross:
$.W,000.
Rating:
88%.
'THE GREEN
GODDESS"
(W. B.)
(Second
time
in Loop)
ORPHEUM— (751), 50c-75c,
7 days.
Other
attractions, 3 Vitaphone acts, newsreel
(U.).
Gross:
$5.KiO.
85%.
"HAPPY
DAYS"
(Fox)
ROOSEVELT— (1,528), 50c-85c, 2nd week.
Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel,
musical
short.
Gross:
$22,300.
Rating:
80%.
Rating:

"THE
OTHER
TOMORROW"
(F. N.)
STATE-LAKE— (3.000). 35c-75c.
7 davs.
Other
at- .
tractions:
Five
acts
RKO
vaude.
Gross:
$21.2no.
Rating:
80%.
"CAPTAIN
OF THE
GUARD"
(U.)
\VOODS— (1.175^, 35c-85c,
first wet-k.
Other
attractions: Comcdv. Pathe
news.
4 dailv appearances
of
John

Boles.

Gross: YOURSELF"
$lO.,»nc1.
Rating:'
90%.
"BE
(tj. A.)
fNITED
ARISTS-(1.728).
7 days.
Other
attractions: Comedy, newsreel.
musical
short.
A disappomtment.
Replaced
at end of first week
bv "Hell
Harbor"
(U. A.).
Gross:
S18.000.
RaHng:
6.5%.

Kelly*s Vacation
Charlie Murray sailed Thur.sday for
Europe on the fie de France, announcme that he will celebrate his birthday in Berlin on June 22 and the
Fourth of July in Dublin. He will return to Hollywood July 29 to resume
the making of two-reel comedies with
George Sidney for Universal.

What a Man!
I'aul Whiteman and (Jadys Hall
were discussing womi-n. I'aul told
(ilad>s that he thinks they are darlings, hut are inclined to frailt>. He
said, ried
rather
wistfullv,
marthree times.
Kach"I've
of been
my wives
has been a fine woman. .N'othinR wrong
with them. I'm in love with my present wife, but I probably won't have
her at this time next year, ^'ou .see,
I'm married to my band," he explained.
".\n(l that isn't fair to any woman. .\
woman is a full-time- job," and I'aul
hasn't "the full titiie to give — "

$a,500, or 150%
In ^INloiitana' Iluu
At Des Moines
Des Moines — Night baseball, coupled with
other local attractions, had some effect on
theatres' business in Des Moines, although
all theatres maintained average business. A
deluge of rain also cut into trade.
"Montana Moon," with Joan Crawford,
first, and "Redemption," with John Gilbert,
were the best business getters with "Ladies
Love Brutes," with George Bancroft, by no
means left behind.
Weather:
Rain
and chatioe.
"REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
PARAMOr.VT- (1,700), 3 days, 2Sc, 35c, SOc, 65c.
Other attractions: I'araniount sound news. Hcrbic
Koch organ, stage band- vaude., with Walter Dare
Wahl Co. and Dorothy Byton Dancing Girls. Gross:
$6,100.
Rating:
100%.
"LADIES LOVE BRUTES" (Paramount)
P.\RA.MOL"NT— (1.700), 4 days, 25c, 3.-c. SOc, 65c.
Other attractions: "C" news, Herhie Koch organ
novelty, CTharlie .Agnew stage band in "Spanish
Fiesta," 1C0%
M-G-M comedy C'Brats"). Ooss: $6,000.
Rating:
"MONTANA
MOON" (M-G-M)
DES MOINES —(1,600), 7 days, 25c, 35c, SOc, 65c.
Other attractions: Paramount sound news, Pathe
sportlight ("Big Top Champions"). Paramount novelty cartoon ("In the Shade oi the Old Apple Tree"),
Educational comedy ("Follow the Swallow"). Gross:
$8,500.
Rating:"BEAU
150%. BANDIT"
(RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 4 days, 25c-50c.
Other attractions: Pathe news,
Pathe
comedy
("The
Smooth
RKO
vaude.
Gross:
S5.000.
Rating:
95%.
"SPRING
IS HERE"
(F. N.)
STRAND— (l,10e), 4 days, 20c-30c. Other attractions:
PaFamount
silent news,
"U"
comedy
("The
.Xctfr"'!.
"U"
Sporting Youth
comedy
("Hallowe'en").
Ooss:
$3,500.
Rating: 90%.
"THOSE
WHO
DANCE"
(Warner)
STRAND— (1,100), 3 days,
25c-50c.
Other
attractions: Pathe sound news,
Educ.
Mickey
Mouse
cartoon ("Caviar"). Educ.
talking
comedy
("Oh,
Darling"). Gross: 5^,500.
Rating:
100%.
"ALIAS
FRENCH
GERTY"
(RKO)
ORPHErM-(2.000).
3 days.
25c-50c.
Other attractions: Pathe news,
Pathe
comedy
("Love.
Honor
and Oh.
Baby").
Gross:
$6,300.
Rating:
100%.
Guy"),

Style Films to Be Shown
in All Puhlix Theatres
Practically all Paramount Puhlix houses,
except those under contract, will play the
style films in music and color to be supplied
by Theatre Service Corp., in the advertising film deal closed with William Johnson.
The only advertising these contain will be a
credit line for the merchant who sponsors
the presentation. Theatre Service will supply also a commercial service type, formerly known as advertising trailers, which
will be shown in some houses of the circuit.
These will run about 450 feet. Theatre
Service has an exclusive contract, and its
service will replace others as soon as they
expire in various theatres of the circuit.
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Pimlico, Bubbling
Thermometers in
Balto. Ruins B. O,
Baltimore — A mid-summer hot spell, the
spring meet at Pimlico, including the running of the Preakness, and the conflict between daylight and Standard time, caused
a severe slump in business at the large theatres last week.
The only house which did a 100 per cent
business was the Little, with 267 seats, with
"Hallelujah," in its second week, the gross
being $1,000.
Besides this picture, two others were retained for a second week. "Hold Everything" was continued at the Rivoli and Metropolitan and held up pretty well and "King
of Jazz" was hurt by its $1 top run. The
latter picture grossed about $3,300, or 50 per
cent, for the four days of the second week
and an additional Sunday midnight showing.
"Swing High," given its world premiere
here at Keith's Sunday midnight show, did
a 60 per cent rating on the week to a gross
which was estimated at $4,800.
Sunday midnight shows here mean the
show starts at 1 A. M., daylight time.
Weather: Clear and hot with thermometer registering up to 96, but it cooled somewhat
on Saturday.
Opposition: "King of Jazz," in its second week
at the Auditorium; "Free and Easy," with the Loew
unit, "Days o' Yore," with Wesley Eddy, at Loew's
Century; "Roadhouse N'iyhts," with Bert Smith
Players in "Shady Lady," at the Hippodrome; "Swing
High," at Keith's; "Hallelujah," in its second week
at the Little; "Hold Everythinii ," in its second week
at the Rivoli and Metropolitan; "Lovin' the Ladies,"
at the New; "The Vagabond King," at Loew's Stanley; "Montana Moon," at Loew's Valencia and Parkway after one week at Loew's Century. Stage:
"Strange Interlude," in its second week at Ford's;
Vagabond Players in "Enter Madame," at the Maryland; "Hello Paree," burlesque at Gayety.
"FREE
AND
EASY"
(M-G-M)
LOEW
CENTURY— (3,221), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions:
Metrotone and International news, Loew
unit "Days
o' Yore,"
with
Wesley
Eddy;
"Don't
Believe
It"
(Jimmy
Gleason
all-talking
comedy);
orchestra;
organ.
Gross: $15,750.
Rating: 75%.
"THE
VAGABOND
KING"
(Paramount)
LOEW'S
STANLEY— (3,654), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions:
Metrotone
News,
"Yes, W'e Have
No
Bananas"
(Paramount
song reel), Pathe
audio review, organ. Gross: $14,000.
Rating 80%.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
(Shown
simultaneously
with Parkway
uptown
after
one week at Loew's Century.)
LOEW'S
VALENCIA— (1.500).
25c-3Sc,
6 days.
Other attractions:
Metrotone
News,
"Tlie Shrimp"
(Harrv
Langdon
all-talking comedy).
Gross: $2,400.
Rating: 68%.
"MONTANA MOON" (M-G-M)
(Shown simiiltaneimsly with the Valencia downtown
after one week at Century.)
LOEW'S PARKWAY— (1,092), 15c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone News, Laurel and
Hardy in "Below Zero" (MG-M all-talking comedy). Gross: $3,520.
Rating: 80%.
"HOLD EVERYTHING" (Warners)
(Second week simultaneously with the Metropohtan
uptown.)
RIVOLI— (1,982), 25c-50c, 6 days, starting' Saturday. Other attractions: Milton C. Work in "Humors of the Game," "The People Versus
" (Vitaphone Variety), Mickey Mouse Cartoon, Pathe sound
news, organ.
Gross: $5,600.
Rating:
70%.
"HOLD
EVERYHING"
(Warners)
(Second
week simultaneously
town.) with the Rivoli downMETROPOLITAN— (1,500), 15c-50c, 6 days, start"DeKinograms.
ing Saturday. Other attractions:
sert Thrills" (Vitaphone Variety), "Hail the Prmcess
(all-talking comedy),
organ.
Gross: $4,200.
Rating:
70%.
"ROADHOUSE NIGHTS" (Paramount)
HIPPODROME (2,.S00), 30c-60c, 6 days. Other attractions: ['athe sound news, "He Trumped Her
Ace" (Educational all-talking comedy). Pathe review, Bertchorus,
Smith Players
"Shady Gross:
Lady." $6,800.
with
acts and
orchestra,in organ.
Rating: 68%.
"SWING
HIGH"
(Pathe)
(World Premiere at Sunday
midnight
Show. May 4.')
KEITH'.S— (3.016),
25c-50c.
6 days,
startmg _ with
Sunday
midnight
show.
Other
attractions:
"Rich
Uncles"
(Checker
all-talking comedy),
J. A. Fitz-

Motion

Picture

News

And a Shallow Pan
It was on a set at the Fox studio.
A young lady visitor approached Edmund Lowe and exclaimed: "Oh, Mr.
Lowe, I think you make love divinely
on the screen! How do you do it?"
"Easy," drawled Ed. "It's just like
making pie. All you need is some crust
and a lot of applesauce!"
— Talking Screen.

Omaha Still All
Wet; But Grosses
End Up at Par
Omaha — Despite a fourth week of intermittent rains, business remained at par at
all houses.
Reinforced by Bill Robinson, the black
stepper, "Alias French Gertie" (Radio)
brought another $15,000 for the Orpheum.
The R-K-O house has not fallen below normal for a couple of months.
Maurice Chevalier is becoming a real
draw here. Paramount's "The Big Pond"
piled up $10,000 for the World in the best
week since the house added Pulilix vaudeville. Stage show was average.
"Hold Everything" (W. B.) held the
Paramount to its first par week in a fortnight. The $8,500 gross was good, considering opposition and weather. In three
days at the State "Crazy That Way" (Fox)
grossed $2,250, against $2,500 for the last
half with "Wedding Rings" (F. N.).

Weather:
Lots of rain, little sunshine.
Opposition: "Hold Everything," Paramount; "The
Big Pond," World; "Alias French Gertie," Orpheum;
"Crazy
That Way,"
State; "Wedding
Rings," State.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(W. B.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: "Money, Money, Money" (W. B.), Paramount News, organ.
Gross: $8,500. Rating: 100%.
"THE
BIG POND"
(Paramount)
WORLD— (2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Five acts Publix vaudeville. Paramount News, comedy. Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 100%.
"ALIAS FRENCH GERTIE"
(Radio)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Bill Robinson topping five-act RKO bill, Pathe
News
and cartoon.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating:
100%.
"CRAZY
THAT
WAY''
(Fox)
STATE— (1,200), 25c-40c, 3 days. Other attractions:
"Song of Hawaii" (T-S), "Bulls and Bears" (Educational), Oswald cartoon, Universal News. Gross:
$2,250.
Rating: 100%.
"WEDDING
RINGS"
(F. N.)
STATE— (1,200), 25c-40c, 4 days. Other attractions:
"Grass Skirts" (Educational), "Spam Travelogue"
(Fitzpatrick), Pathe News. Gross: $2,500. Rating:
100%.

Patrick, "Thoughts for Mothers' Day" (Pathe), Pathe
Sound News.
Gross: $4,800.
Rating:
60',l.
"LOVIN- THE
LADIES"
(RKO)
NEW— (1,500), 25c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
"Mickey's Strategy" (Mickey McGuire all-talking
comedy),
"Old News.
Tunes Gross:
for New"
short 70%.
act).
Fox Movietone
$7,000. (Fox
Rating:
"HALLELUJAH"
(M-G-M)
(Second week by popular appeal.)
LITTLE— (267), 35c-50c, 6 days.
Other attractions:
As
interview, "Unaccustomed
Shaw
Bernard
George
We
Are"
(I-aurel
and
Hardy
M-G-M
all-talking
comedy).
Gross: $1,000. Rating: 100%.
"KING OF JAZZ" (Universal)
(Four days of second week of engagement.)
AUDITORIUM— (1,600), 3Sc-$l, 4 days of second
week of engageinent at this playhouse with a Sunday
midnight performance additional. Other attractions:
Rating: 50";. High
Universal News. Gross: $3,300.'
for low gross.
top price blamed
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Cleveland's Only
Draw
Clicks "Divorcee'';
at $25,000
Cleveland — A week of consistently hot
weather pulled the first-run averages down
considerably here at every theatre except the
Stillman, where "The Divorcee" grossed as
much as any week since last September.
While "The Big Pond" and "Ladies of
Leisure" made good showings, the heat seriously affected business. Metropolitan Opera Week also broke into box office receipts.
Weather: Hot all week, zvith thermometer registering better than 80 every day.
Opposition: "Divorcee," Stillman; "The Big Pond,"
Allen; "Young Eagles," State; "Ladies of Leisure,"
Hippodrome ; "Under a Texas Moon," RKO Palace.
Stage: "Deah Old England," with Richard Bennett,
Hanna; "The Rivals," all-star cast headed by Mrs.
Fiske, Auditorium; "Front Page," Ohio; Metropolitan
Opera Companv in repertoire. Auditorium.
"THE
DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
STILLMAN— (1,900), 40c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: Gorno's Marionettes (Standard Film), "Song
Writers" (M-G-M), Pathe Review, Hearst Metrotone
News.
Gross: $25,000.
Rating: 166%.
"THj:
BIG POND"
((Paramount)
ALLEN— (3,300), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
"Down With Husbands" (Paramount), "Desert
Lark" (Columbia), Hearst Metrotone News. Gross:
$17,000.
Rating: 94%.
"YOUNG
EAGLES"
(Paramount)
STATE— (3,400), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
"In Happy Alcase" (Fischer), "Yellow Dog"
(Fischer), "School Mates" (Universal Sporting
Youth), "Stop That Noise" (Universal), Paramount
News.
Gross: $17,500.
Rating: 87%.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
HIPPODROME— (4.500), 35c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Follow the Swallow"
(Educational),
Fox
Movietone News.
Gross: $17,000.
Rating: 85%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warners)
RKO PALACE— (3,600), 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: "The Hold Up" (Paramount), Pathe News,
Sportlight (Pathe). vaudevi'le headed by Blossom
Seeley.
Gross:
$19,600.
Rating:
78%.

Providence Hit
By Heat; 1st Runs
Know It by B. O.
Providence — Weather so hot that it drove
city dwellers to the many beaches throughout Rhode Island and played havoc with
receipts last week, although downtown theatres did fairly good business for four days.
Tuesday, W'ednesday
thermometer
hit 90 and and
over. Thursday the
Loew's State was fairly strong at $19,200,
with Lupe Velez in "Hell Harfor 90%,
bor." The RKO Victory, too, found Chevalier a good draw in "The Big Pond," clicking for around $9,000. The Majestic with
Winnie Lightner in ''Hold Everything" was
good for around $12,000.

Weather:
Hot, clear.
Opposition: Bathing, pro wrestling. Films: "The
Big Pond," RKO Victory; "Hold Everything," Majestic; "Hell Harbor," Loew's State; "Runaway
Bride," RKO
Albce.
"THE
BIG POND"
(Paramount)
RKO
VICTORY— (1.600),
15c-50c,
7 days.
Other
attractions:
"Mickey's
Master
Mind,"
Pathe Sound
news
and
special
music
reel, "Tlie
Utica
Jubilee
Singers."
Gross:
Rating: 90%.
"HELL$9,000.HARBOR"
(UA)
LOEW'S
STATE— (3.800). I5c-.50c. 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Laurel-Hardv
in "Night Owls," Hearst
Metrotone,
organlogue.
Gross: $19,200.
Rating: 90%.
"RUNAWAY
BRIDE"
(RKO)
RKO
ALBEE— (2,300), 25c-7,5c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Five acts of vaude headed by Joseph Regan, Irish tenor, and Peggy
Fames,
erstwhile Our
Cane
favorite.
Gross: $9,500.
Rating: 85%.
"HOLD EVERYTHING"
(Warners)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-.50c, 7 days. Other attractions:' "Vengeance," "Hail the Princess," Screen
Snapshots.
Gross: $12,000.
Rating: 100%.
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All Quiet" Only
N. Y. Picture to
Survive II«'at

Dav
^^Gr0ischiua''.'J-Run
3,40
In Ottawa House
Ottawa — Despite a warm turn in the
weather, good crowds turned out for a

New York box office \viiKlo\v> leli ilie evil
influence of approacliing ^uninier when a
record-breakins rise in the old mercury
stick sent intake figures down near the zero
mark in week which was ideal lor outdoor
entertainment attractions.

strong line-up of attractions at Ottawa's
first runs and there was a definite pick-up
in business. The Regent ran capacity on
"Green Goddess," while the Centre was not
far below par with "Show (Jirl in Hollywood." The Avalon was busy with "No,
No, Nanette," but "Hell Harbor" was not
so hot at the Imperial.

The town's large string of main-stem first
runs all took a licking, with but one exception :Universal's "All Quiet on the Western Front" bulged the Central walls, and
then turned hundreds away. Third week
for this vehicle witnessed a $21,670 gross,
plenty high for the 925-seat Central.
Here's the sad tale on the others :
-REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
CAPITOI^-(4,700). o5c-50c-7i;c$1.50, 7 <la>s. Other
attractions: Overture ("Sclcctiims of the Ballet"),
M-G M comedy ("Kitty Thousand Husbands"), Capitol magazine, Hearst Movietone news, presentation,
organ. Crass: $63,02,!, so-so.
"ALL QUIET
ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
CK.Nl'K.M, (9>.>), ;Oc-75c-$IS1.50-S2.50, 7 days, 3rd
week. Other attractions: .Nmu- Cross: $-'1,670. heavy,
heavv.
"CLANCY
IN WALL
STREET"
(Aristocrat)
COLONY— (1,900), 35c-50c-75c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: Shorts, comedies
('"Red
Heads"
and
"Tramping Tramps").
Gross:
$6,200, low.
EMBASSY—
NEWSREELS
EMB.\SSY— (598). 25c, 7 days.
Straight newsreel
show, running continuously.
Gross: $7,750; not good.
"SONC
O* MY
HEART"
(Fox)
FORTY-ForUTH
ST.— (1.47SI,
$l$1.50-$2-$2.50,
7
days, 9th week.
Gross: $8,158, downward
slip.
JOURNEY'S
END
(Tiffany)
GAIETY— (808), SI, $1.50, $2, $2.50, 7 days. 6th
week.
Gross: $14,500, not bad.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING" (Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— (1,600). 50c-75c-$l-$1.5<i. Other attractions: ''Yania Kraw" (Negro rhapsody short),
'"Wedding of Jack and Jill" (technicolor short), Martinelli in "Celeste Aida" from ".-Vida" (operatic
short), "Re%'oIution of Motion Picture Heads from
1895" (newsreel cutbacks). Gross: $16,720, big nosedive.
"NEW
ADVENTURES
OF
DR.
FU
MANCHU"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3.700). 40c-50c-65c-S5o-$l, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Scotch"), Pathe Review,
vaudeville ("Campus Days"), Paul Ash plays an
overture ("On the Road to Mandalay"), "Pat Rooney"
and Mr. and Mrs. Crawford. C>ross: $57,700, under.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)
RIALTO— (l,y(M), 4Oc-50c-65c-S5c-$l,
7 days.
Other
attractions:
"Prisoners'
Song" $24,500.
(sound acartoon),
newsreel. N. V. A.
short.
Gross:
bad break.
"THE VAGABOND
KING"
(Parairaount)
RIVOLI— (2,103), 35c-SOc-65cS5c-$l. Other attractions: Shorts, newsreel, overture. Gross: $27,8*), not
near par.
"THE
KING
OF JAZZ"
(Universan
ROXY— (6,200), 50c-75c$l-$1.50. 7 days. Other attractions: Shorts, vaudeville (Paul Whiteman in conjunction with Roxy orchestra (George Gershwin).
Gross:
«102.703.
fair.
"STRICTLY
MODERN"
(First NaUonal)
STRAND — (3.000). 35c-.50c-()0c-75c-8.ic-Sl, 7 d.ays.
Other attr£u:tions : "South Sea Pearl" (technicolor
musical comedy), "Taking Ways" (comedy), "Poor
Aubrey" (playlet), "Websterian Students" (J. A.
Fitzpatrick's "Motlier's Day" short), Waite Hoyt and
Fred Cbots in a "Battery of Songs." Gross: $i6,285,
pretty good.
"SONG
OF THE FLAME"
(Warners)
W.VRNERS— (1.500), 50c-75c-Sl-$1.50-$2-$2.50), 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("I.ooney Tunes"), Eddie
Buzzell in "The Royal Four Flusher," "The Standup." comedy ("111 Winds — or No Mother to Guide
Her").
Gross (4 davs only): $7,894.
'SHOWGIRL IN HOLLYWOOD"
(First National)
WINTKR (;ARni:N-(1.493). 35c ;i0c-65c-85c-$l. 7
days. Other attractions: The Potters in "Big Money,"
"Believe It or Not," "The Jazz Rehearsal" (technicolor musical comedy), "The Military Post," "The
Window Cleaner," with .\nn Edwards and Steve
Brice, and Roberto Guzman. Mexican singer. Gross:
$21,800, not as it should be.

Ayres Loaned to Warner
Bros, for Just One Film
Hollywood — Lewis Ayres, star of "All
Quiet on the Western Front," has been
loaned to Warners for just one picture,
states Carl Laemmle, Jr. Ayres is under
contract to Universal for five years.

Weather: Pair and warm.

■ '^fj^°ff''°".f^'''^"}
i^oddess"
Regent^
"ShowCajt,"
Girl
'"
. Hollywood,
Centre;
"Benson
Murder
Keith's
(tcir/i 5 R-K-U vaude acts) , So No
ette, ' AvaJon; "Hell Harbor" imperial; "CaseVanof
:>ergeant Grtscha.
"Condemned,"
"GREEN Keith's:
GODDESS"
(Warners) Avalon
REGE\T-(1,225), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other attr^:twns: laurel and Hardy in ■'Below Zero"; Fox
.M.wietonc
news,
orchestra.
Gross:
$6,300.
Rating:
Stealing

their thunder.
— "College Humor."

Boston Goes
"Cuckoo" With
$27,000 Gross
Boston— RKO's "Cuckoos" hit the high
spots for a $27,000 gross and the high mark
of the downtown first runs, at the Keith
Memorial, while the Keith-Albee, with members of Roxy's Gang in person, did better
than $22.()0() with tlic comedy, "Let's Go
Publix Metropolitan, with the return of
Places." Martel to the organ and with "Big
Arthur
Pond" as the feature, went to $36,000 for
120%. Loew's State, with Metro's "Redemption," grossed close to $24,000 (120%^
at the Majestic. All downtown theatres
fared well in spite of "Circus week" for
Boston and with unusually good shows at
the legit houses.
ll^'eather: ChangeabI*.
Opposition: "t>iy r'ond," Publix stage number,
Metropolitan; "Let's Go Places." Keith-Albee;
"Cuckoos," Keith's Memorial; "Redemption," Loew's
State; "Montflna Moon," Loeu-'s Orpheum; "White
'^argo," Park; "Journey's End," Trcmont; "Song o'
Kly Heart," Majestic.
"BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
METROPOLITAN-(4.350). 25c-60c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Presentation, "Home Wreckers." Arthur
Martel in return to organ, cartoon, Paramount news.
Gross: $36,000. Ratin^r: 120%.
"LET'S
GO
PLACES"
(Fox)
KKITH-ALBEE-(2,500), 25c-6nc, 7 days. Other attractions: Members of Ro.xy's ''Gang" in person,
RKO vaude,
120%. comedy, Pathe news. Gross: $22,000.
Rating:
"CUCKOOS"
(RKO)
KEITH'S— (2,800), 30c-65c. 7 days. Other attractions: Cirtoons, Sportlight, Pathe news. Gross:
$27,000.
Rating: 125%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
TREMONT-(I,800), 50c-$2, 7 davs, third week.
Gross: $12,000.
Rating: 120%.
"REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
I.OKWS
STATE- (3,700), 30c-50c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
"Hot Dog"
(comedv),
cartoon, Hearst.Mctrotone news.
Gross: $23,700.
Rating:
130%.
"MONTANA
MOON"
(M-G-M)
I.OEW-S
ORPHEUM-(3,100),
days.
Other
attractions:
Vaudeville, dance25c.50c,
contest, 7 Hearst
Mctrotone
news.
Gross: $23,000.
Rating: 115%.

• .,^
"SONG 1.550),
O- MY50c-$2,
HEART"
(Fox) 7th week.
MAJESTIC-i
7 d.us,
Gross: $7,000. Rating: 70%.
„.^
"WHITE
R.) attracUons:
PARK-(800).
25c-50c.CARGO"
7 d.iys.(S.Other
100%
.
Cartoon,
I niversal news. Gross: JrfHY) Ratin?:

"SHOW
GIRL
HOLLYWOOD"
(First Na.)
CENTRE— (1,200), IN 15c-50c,
6 days.
Other
attracFo.x '.ilitit news,
in "Spain";
tions: PhU. Baker
"\'oice of Hollywood."
Gross: $4,300.
Ratine:
98%
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Pa»»mount)
H I'. KEITH'S-(2.596),
Other attractions: tivc RKO
vaude15c-60c,
acts, 3 days.
Lloyd
Hamilton
in
"Polished
Ivory,"
Pathe
silent
news,
"Screen
Snapshots."
orchestra.
Gross:
$4,600.
Rating:
85%
"NO,
NO, NANETTE"
(First National)
-AVALON— (990), 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions: Fox Movietone news, comedy ("Oh, Darling"),
98%.
Silly Symphony ("Autumn"). Gross: $1,200. Rating:
"HELL
HARBOR"
(United ArtisU)
1MPERIAI^(1,200),
15c-50c. 6 days.
Other attracFloyd Hamilton
"Peaceful
•Metrotonetions: news.
Gross: in $2,750.
Rating:Alley,"
75%. Hearst
"CASE
OF SERGEANT
GRISCHA"
(R-K-O)
I!. F. KEITH'S— (2,596), 15c-50c, 3 days.
Other attractions:
Garke and McCuUough in "Knights Out",
Universal newspaper reel. Gross: $3,400. Rating: 70%.
'CONDEMNED"
(United
Artists)
.WALON— (990), 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions: Fox Movietone news; "Screen .Snapshots."
comedy
("The
Madhouse").
Gross:
$950.
Rating:

"In Gav Madrid" Is
First in Portland
Nabbing $14,745
i^)rtland. Ore. — "In day Madrid,"
featuring Ramon Novarro, plus another exceptionally good Fanchon & Marco idea,
fitted in nicely with the extra warm weather
and kept the box office just above standard,
registering $14,745 with a rating of 165%,
a high top for first runs. RKO Orpheum
was a close second with "He Knew
Women," also good warm weather diet,
plus Henry Santrey and his Soldiers of Fortune, filling the exchequer of $13,765, rating
1507c.
li'eather:

Fair and warmer.
Opposition: "He Knew Women." RKO Orpheum;
"The Bad One." Fox UA: "Show Girl in Hollywood,"
Paramount ; "Hold Everything," Music Box; "Those
Who Dance."
"IN Blue
GAY House."
MADRID"
(M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY— (1,912). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions:
"(Changes
Idea."
featuring DocFanchon
Baker, &EvaMarco's
Mandell,
Art Hadley;
Henry LeBel, novelty organist; Roy Scheffel, singer;
Herman Kenin and Broadway band. Gross: $14,745.
Rating: 165%.
"HE
KNEW
WOMEN"
(RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM— (1.700), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Henry Santrey and His Soldiers of
Fortune Band; Catherine Custer, organist; Frank
Potter and RKO pit orchestra. Gross: $13,765.
Rating: 150%."THE
BAD
ONE"
(U. A.)
FOX I'NITEO ART1.STS— (*45). 25c-35c-50c: extra
Saturdav show. Other attractions: Vitaphone Acts.
Gross: $12,000.
Rating: 125%.
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The Texan
{Paramount — All

Talker)

No Excitement Creator
(Rcznewed by Sherman

Kane)

IT IS difficult to believe that O. Henry,
author of "A Double-Dyed Deceiver," from
which "The Texan" was adapted, would be
enthused by this screen version of his tale of
scheming bad men of the old West. Henry was
a stickler for surprise endings. Not until you
had read the last line of the last paragraph of
his stories could you be sure that you had been
pulling for the hero, and not a villain in clever
disguise. In "The Texan" you know before
the picture is well on its way just what its
ending will be. And you are not disappointed^
that is, of course, unless you are an O. Henry
fan and continue to believe to the very last
that a surprise awaits you or that Director
Cromwell has been pulling his punches, waiting
to deliver the knockout blow in some startling,
dramatic climax. It never comes ; but, then,
the picture doesn't have to be sold to O. Henry.
And Cooper fans will like it because Cooper
is in it.
Cooper, of course, is the Llano Kid, one of
those familiar Texas bad men with a price on
his head. He is fleeing from Texas after the
murder of a card sharp when he encounters
the unscrupulous Thacker (Oscar Apfel), by
whom he is induced to pose as the son of a
wealthy South American widow, whose own
child disappeared from home at the age of ten,
conveniently bearing no more difficult-toimitate identification mark than a simple arm
tattoo. The conspirators' object is to learn the
hiding place of the widow's gold, then make
away with it. The widow (Emma Dunn) accepts him, and lavishes considerable maternal
affection on his unresponsive person. Her
niece, played by Fay Wray, has better success
along this line.
Two months elapse, in which the scheming
pair, not satisfied with her cash, find a market
for the widow's cattle while they await the
return of the ship that will carry them back
to the States richer by many sacks of gold.
On the eve of their flight, the Spanish mother
sings a baby's song to her "son," one she had
sung to her real son in his infancy. The Kid
recognizes it as the song that was on the lips
of the card sharp he had murdered in Texas.
He likewise remembers that his victim's arm
had borne the significant tattoo mark. He must
make amends to her for having killed him. The
deal is off, he tells Thacker. He is going to
remain as the woman's son. Thacker thinks
differently. He hires a band of brigands to
raid the widow's home and obtain the gold.
They are repulsed by the Kid and a Texas
sheriff (James Marcus), who has arrived on
the incoming boat to claim his prisoner. When
the shooting is over, the sheriff departs without his prisoner, convinced that he had reformed, and that the dead Thacker, killed in
the fray, may as conveniently be reported as
the Llano Kid. The Kid confesses to his
"cousin," Consuelo, and is, of course, forgiven.
There is plenty of action and good photography, including some splendid and picturesque
settings. Cooper gives a performance that is
neither better nor worse than his earlier ones,
and whether or not that is enough — or more
than enough — depends on whether or not you
are a Gary Cooper fan. Emma Dunn, as the
mother, handled her role with some distinction. Fay Wray is decorative. Oscar Apfel
and James Marcus are Chesterfieldian — they
satisfy.
Mtmcal or novelty shorts are needed. Comedy
or newsreels will work in zoell, but less essential.
Produced and distributed by Paramount ^Publix.
From "TTie Double- Eyed Deceiver," by O. Henry.
Directed by John Cromwell. Adapted by Oliver H. P.
Garrett. Continuity by Daniel Rubin. Edited by
Vema Willis. Photographed by Victor Milner. Length,
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7,142 feet. Running time. 79 minutes.
Release date.
May
10, 1930.
THE CA.ST
The Llano Kid
Gary Cooper
Consuelo
Fay
Wray
Senora Ibarra
Emma
Dunn
Thacker
Oscar Apfel
John Brown
James Marcus
Nick Ibarra
Donald
Reed
The Duenna
Soledad Jimenez
Mary
(Nurse)
Nora Buckland
Pasquale
Cesar Vanoni
Henry
Edwin
Brady
Sixto
Enrique
Acosta
Cabman
Romualdo Tirado

The Arizona Kid
(Fox— All Talker)

Nice Western; Too Long
(Rez'iewed by Red Kami)

"In Old Arizona," by a long
NOTshot,another
although designed as a successor to
Kid"
Arizona
attraction.
that
by Warner
played
capably"The
nice western,
is a splendid
Baxter in the title role. It will create no excitement, but will get by without any trouble.
Advertising points not to be overlooked include generous mention of the fact that the
picture is a narration of the further adventures of the Cisco Kid, although his first monicker here becomes Arizona. Baxter will be
remembered for his work in "In Old Arizona"
and, therefore, it becomes good business to
stress the fact that here his part is identical
with the former.
From a production angle, the picture has considerable to recommend it. In story construction, Ralph Block, who authored it, introduced
several clever twists, although it must be said
that "The Arizona Kid" follows very religiously in the mould of its predecessor.
The opening shot is a hold-iTQj with the banhero surprise
apparentlyenters,
on the
That's
where
the dit
first
forjob.
Baxter
is planted
in the stage coach and shoots down the attacking cowboy plunderer, which helps to divert
suspicion frorn him.
Baxter's love affair with Mona Maris, dance
hall girl, is interrupted by the arrival in the
frontier town of Carol Lombard, presumably
accompanied by her brother, played by Theodore Von Eltz. Baxter's sudden and quick disappearances finally fasten suspicion upon him,
but the sheriff is awaiting p^ictures of the Kid
from Arizona before his suspicions can finally
be crystallized.
In the meantime, Baxter falls for the blonde.
.She, in turn, makes a ^lay for him. Eventually,
Baxter's rnine, a deserted shaft worked in secret, is raided and his two co-workers killed.
Baxter gets the goods on Von Eltz. Mona,
at the same time, is successful in extricating
the pictures of the Kid from the mail pouch
on the incoming stage. Baxter determines to
settle with Von Eltz, who by this time is established as the blonde's husband, kills him and
makes his escape conveniently down the arroya
with Mona at his side.
Miss Lombard does pleasing, if undistinguished, work. Likewise, Mona Maris. Soledad
Jiminez, injected for Spanish atmosphere, again
carries away a fat comedy part, while, as bartender. Hank Alann comes through for a number of laughs. Alfred Santell's direction is
generally good, although he allowed many of
his sequences to run to too much footage.
Comedies and cartoons will make a nice balance.
Produced and distribiited by Fox. Story and dialogue by Ralph Block. Directed by Al Santell. Edited
by Carl Weatherwax. Photographed by Glenn MacWilliams. Length, 7.450 feet. Running time, 82 minutes. Release date. May 23.
THE CAST
The Arizona Kid
Warner Baitter
I^rita
Mona
Maris
Virginia Hoyt
Carol Ix)mbard
Pulga
'.
Mrs.
Jiminez
Nick Hoyt
Theodore Von Eltz
Snakebite
Pete
.Arthur Stone

Sheriff Andrews
The Hoboken
Hooker
His Manager
Bartender
Bill
Molly
Homer
Snook
Stagedriver

Walter P. Lewis
Jack
Herrick
Wilfred Lucas
Hank
Mann
De Sacia Mooers
Larry McGrath
Jim Gibson

The Big Pond
Talker)

(Paramount — All

•

Chevalier Clicks Again
(Reviewed by Red Kann)
PARAMOUNT
likes to describe Maurice
Chevalier as one of France's two greatest
gifts to America. The other is the Statue of
Liberty. Historians may disagree, but the
women of
Chevalier
makes the
offices wax

the land probably won't. For M.
has that masculine something that
weaker sex grow weaker and box
fatter.

The third in the Frenchman's series has more
story body than either "Innocents of Paris" or
"The Love Parade." Likewise, it is considerably better in entertainment value than the first
and considerably under the quality of the second. And yet,
the mob
appealandof is"The
Pond''
hits closer
to the
more Big
efficiently
geared for mass divertissement than "The Love
Parade." Lacking the subtleties and the charming daring of the latter, this new opus gives
Chevalier less opportunity to sing and more to
display his cleverness as a comedian. He doesn't
disappoint.
Briefly, the story opens in Venice with Claudette Colbert, daughter of an American chewing
gum king, infatuated with Chevalier, Frenchman, by inclination a lover and by profession
a guide. The girl's father, in this case George
Barbier, decides to take Chevalier home in an
effort to find out if he will fit into the American scheme of things. The plan is to dump him
into the chewing gum factory, work him until
he cracks, thereby showing him up before the
girl and breaking the romance.
But Chevalier comes through, accidentally
hits upon the idea of treating the gum with
liquor flavor, lands himself a contract at a
fat salary and finally wins the girl.
By that time, however, he has so thoroughly
soaked himself with the accepted idea of
American business efficiency that the girl rejects him. But Chevalier, full of American
ment.
ginger,
steals the girl for the fade-out elopeThe star sings several times. But neither
"You Brought a New Kind of Love to Me"
nor "Livin' in the Sunlight, Lovin' in the Moonlight" lingers in the memory. Rather it is
Chevalier's wholly charming performance, offset very agreeably by Miss Colbert, that makes
the picture tlie entertainment affair it proves
to be. The dialogue is bright and the basic
situations amusing. Barbier, as the father, will
capture laughs from any audience.
There is one short sequence that is a wow.
Chevalier's American rival for the girl asks
the Frenchman to teach him to love. Chevalier
does and is caught demonstrating. The roughest looking taxi driver on record gets a load
of
what's
very,
very going
funny. on and merely smiles. But it's
Hobart Henley deserves a lot of credit for
fashioning the production along its clever lines.
Try a couple of soitn^l acts tcitli this.
Produced and distributed by Paramount-Publix.
From original stage play by George Middlcton and
A. E. Thomas. Continuity by Robert Presnell and
Garrett Fort. Dialogue by Prestong Sturges. Photographed by George Folsey. Length, 6.984 feet.
Running
time, 78 minutes.
Release date, May 3.
THE
Pierre Mirande
Barbara
Billings
Mr. Billings
Mrs. Billings
Toinette
Ronnie
Pat O'Day
Jennie

CAST
Maurice
Clievalier
Claudette Colbert
George Barbier
Marion
Ballou
Andree
Corday
Frank
Lyon
Nat Pendleton
Elaine Koch
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True to the Navy
{i\i>\iiiu)iiiil — . /// 1 alki'f )

(Syiuiuiilc

J'litniiW

( I \ti amount -—.Syni hruiuced >

Syiuhroniced)

Fair Wenlern

Different, Often Powerful

(Rcvii'iwd hy Hullt-r R. Greene)

(Reviewed by Ruber! Ilaf/e)

(Reviczced by Red Katin)

ArTER
Paramount discovered that "The
Fleet's Id" was a higlily successful picture, decision was reached to produce another
story with similar backj-rouiid, and with Clara
Bow starred. So they made a sequel— or companion picture — with unfortunate results.
"True to the Navy" is lacking in the spontaneity and entertaining (jualities that put "The
J-leet's In" over. It's hard to tell just where
the fault develope<l, hut one glaring drawback
'S in tile self-consciousness of tiie players. This
includes Clara Bow, l-'rccUric March, and even
ilarry Green to a certain extent. Their apparent reading of lines without enthusiasm,
rather than playing their narts realistically,
makes the picture a very weak program offering.
Attempts were made to inject smart comedy
situations and lines into the story. They miss
sadly in most instances.
With all excess poundage off. Clara Bow
looks like the "It" girl of four or five years
back. There's all the pep and enthusiasm in
the star's portrayal, except the ring of sincerity in her lines. And Clara cannot l)e blamed,
for the same was true of both March and
Harry Green — both stage-trained artists who
have demonstrated their dialogue ability in previous pictures. Either direction, insufticient rehearsals or poorly written dialogue was responsible.
The story is decidedly light, but this is generally accepted in a broad comedy. Clara is a
soda fountain girl in San Diego and is nice to
all the sailors to encourage their trade in the
store. But she has too many sweethearts and
encounters difficulties when the whole fleet
drops anchor and pours the boys into the store
together.
Then March comes along as the champ gunner and ladies' man of the fleet. Clara falls for
him hard and the pair are taken to Tia Juana
by Harry Green. Then Green makes a big
bet on the coming fleet target practice, putting
his dough on March. Naturally, Green has to
see that the latter keeps sober. Clara frames
March to marry her in a dance hall, but the
sailor walks out on her after discovering her
perfidy with the other tars.
The gambler Green bet with then takes
March in hand to have him beat up so he can
not show up for the target contest, but Clara
calls in the sailors for a free-for-all to rescue
him. Naturally March again wins the fleet
championship and discovers Clara's sincerity
along the marriage lines in time to clinch.
Many attempts at comedy missed fire, with
long lapses of draggy sequences that become
decidedly boresome. March worked hard to
put over the idea that he was a smart and
tough sailor, but showed he was not the type
for the part.
"True to the Navy" is a weak program offering, due to hit whatever grosses it lands
entirely on the popularity of Clara Bow, who
comes back looking like a million. But the picture itself hits a low mark in entertainment.
Snaty(>v shorts needed badly here.

IFprobably
Y'OUK getaudiences
Westerns
they'll
a kick outlike
of this
synchronized
cow opera, but don't stage a plot-guessing contest. They'll all win first prize. It's the old
standby of the respected citi/cn who is a crook
at heart and secret leader of a band of desperadoes set upon driving a cattle raiser out of
the country and confiscating his property. (Jur
hero, half the size of any of the gunmen, licks
'em all in a fist tight. That may not sound
very realistic, but the scrap is a peach. The
crooks go to jail, of course, and the hero and
heroine clinch at tiie end, as usual in Westerns,
although previously there had not been the
slightest indication tiiat tiiev had Cared in a
Big Way.
Bob Steele heads the cast and all give stereoIt'sclick
a haphazard
production,typed
but it ix'rformances.
probably will
with the devotees

A Sinker

Produced and released by Paranioiint-Publix. Story
bv Keene Thompson and Doris Anderson. Added dialogue by Herman Mankiewicz. Directed by Frank
Tuttle. Edited by Doris Drought. Photographed by
Victor Milner. Length, 6.396 feet. Running time, 71
minutes.
Release date. May .^1.
THE CAST.
Ruby Nolan
Gunner
McCoy
Solomon Bimbcrg
Eddie
Michael
Albert
Peewee
.....'.'..'.........■
Artie
Maizie
Grogan
Dance hall manager

i

The Silent Enemy

Western Honor

Clara Bow
Frederic M.irch
•.•^'"■^>'
■ R« ^''j;'",';
B'"
Eddie Fetherston
Eddie Dunn
^^f Cooke
Harry
Sweet
Adele Windsor
Sam Hardy
Jed Prouty

of Westerns. The synchronized score doesn't
help much.
Baeh it «/' zcith shorts of the revue type or
use on a double feature bill.

Produced and distributed by Syndicate Pictures.
Directed by J. P. McGowan. Story by Sally WTnters.
Adapted by Jacques Jaccard. Photog^rapfaed by Hap
Depew. Length, 4,849 feet. Running time, about 50
minutes. Release date. March, 1930.
THE
CAST
Jack Bolton
Bob Steele
Jean Dudley
lone Reed
Tom
Dudley
Perry Murdodc
Lew Sudler
Bill Mestel
Hank Saunders
Tom Forman
Take Storm
Bud Osborne
Pete McCauley
ClifT Lyons
Andy
Peters
Jack Lowe

The Poor Millionaire
{Billwore— .Silent)

Blah
(Rezneu'ed by Charles F. Hynes)
DICHARD
TALMADGE is a good stunt
■^^ man. He surely does plenty of them in
this wild story. The picture boasts of little
besides Dick's antics, and even some of them
seem preposterous. Little regard is given for
the big loopholes in the too-thin and obvious
plot, the main idea apparently having been
to load it up with stunt stuff.
Dick plays a dual role, that of an upright
youth -who inherits a fortune, and of a twin
brother, who is a jailbird and all-around heel.
When Dick acquires the estate, he finds it
conveniently next door to the home of the girl
whose purse he had rescued from a thief. Follows a love affair and the pair are slated to
be married, when Dick's brother appears on
the scene. The brother had escaped from a
prison camp,
and hasout
made
his and
way exchanges
to Dick's
home.
He knocks
Dick,
clothes with him. Of course, Dick goes back
to the prison camp, but escapes in time to
prevent the wedding.
And that's that.
The cast supporting Talmadge isn't much,
having been selected principally for types. Direction takes plenty for granted, hurdling one
inconsistency after another.
.•\ction fans and kids, who will accept old
time film formulas
may like this.
You'll
need
at
least
one more feature and
some strona .shorts.
PrcKluced by Richard Talmadge. Distributed by
Biltmore Prod. Story by Henry Lehrman and Rex
Taylor. Directed by George Melford. Length, 5,200
feet. Running time, 58 mins. Release date, April
7, 1930.
THE
CAST
Sidney Thomas
d:_v,»,j t„i_,j„.
Babs Magee
I^ng
Putt
Calvin
Long
-•Vtfomev
Wallace
Peter Chne
Mrs. Mansford
Mrs. Mansford
»"""•

:

Richard Talmadge
Constance
Howard
George
Irving
Frederick
Vroom
John Hennings
John Hennings
Fannie Midglev
Tav Hunt

NOT

the accepted
formulaof inthat,
picture
entertainment and, fxcau.se
difficult
to
compute as box-office fodder. "The Silent
Enemy" is different and carries the earmarks
of novelty. In the showman's scheme, this factor is all-important and the keynote of the
advertising and exploitation which should be
built up around this unusual production.
Here you have a staged story of a cliapter in
the lives of the Ojibways, an Indian tribe the
remnants of which live in the reaches of Northern Ontario. In subject matter and in pictoral
value, the jiroduction is successful in veering
sharply from the beaten track. It follows that
for those who are seeking something apart from
sophisticated society dramas, crook mellers and
musicals, "The Silent Enemy" will more than
adequately fill that requirement.
The narrative vein is slight, but the treatment rich in drama. It concerns the struggle
of a small Ojibway tribe against what it calls
the silent enemy, or hunger. The search for
meat carries the tril>e through appalling snow
storms to the rim of the .Arctic Circle, where
a huge herd of caribou solves the need. Into
tliis background, epochal in the lives of the
tribesmen, is built the story of the love of
Baluk, the hunter for Xecwa, daughter of Chief
Chetoga, and the jealousy of Dagwan, who
abuses his office of medicine man to imperil
Baluk's status. His efforts are crowned with
success almost at the sacrifice of Baluk's life
on a funeral pyre, when the signal fires warn
of the approach of the caribou. Baluk is restored to position and confidence and Dagwan
sent on the long trail without weapon or food.
The stoicism and calm of the Indian are
graphically depicted. The players, all Indians,
played themselves — a fortunate fact for the
authenticity of the picture. In its 8,000 feet,
the life of the tribe is shown, its brave marches
through the snows to the barren lands where
the game holds forth, and a thriller the likes
of which have been rarely filmed, in the frenzied caribou kill.
This secjuence has been magnificently filmed
and carries all of the indications of danger to
cameraman and director. You see thousands
of caribou tramping across the screen, then
the onslaught of the marauding Indians and
the terror of the animals as they rush in all
directions to escape the death-dealing
spears.
A vicious fight between a mountain lion and
a wolverine constitutes another of the highli.ghts.
Impressive and definitely carrying a punch is
the departure of Chetoga, the old chieftain, to
the mountain, stripped to a loin cloth and protected from the winds only by a fur wrap, there
to await a sign from the Great Spirit which
will lead his people from waiit to plenty. The
acting of the five principals is primitive and
entirely natural. Scenically, the picture is beautiful.
Julian Johnson titled with appreciation. He
did a fine job. Massard Mur Zhene composed
and arranged the synchronized score. To him
considerable credit must go for enhancing the
dramatic values of the production.
Sound cartoons a good bet wth this.
Produced by W. Douglas Burden and William C
CTiandler. Distributed by Paramount-Publix. Story
by William Douglas Burden. Directed
P
Carver. Scenario by Richard Carver. Titles byby Hlulian
Johnson. Music hy Massard Nfur Zhene Photographed by Marcel T.c Picard. Length. 8.000 feet.
Romning
time. 88 minutes.
Release
date, not set.
THE CAST

Chetoga. tribe leader
Baluk. mighty hunter
Dagwan.
medicine man
Neewa.
Chetoga s daughter
Checka.
Chetoga's
son

Chief Yellow Robe
Chief Long Lance
Chief Akawansh
Spotted Elk
\T..Cheeka
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The DeviPs Holiday
{Paramount — AU

Talker)

Has Punch

{Reviewed

by

Charles

F. Hynes)

NANCY CARROLL has a pleasing change
in this picture which gives her opportunity
to show real acting and comedy ability. She
certainly comes through with colors flying in
a picture which carries a lot of kick. It's different from the general run and, as such, registers as good entertainment.
However, Ned Sparks comes pretty near to
stealing the picture, getting off a lot of wisecracks. His lines afford a comedy relief which
aids considerably. Paul Lukas also does outstanding work in the fine cast, which includes
Hobart Bosworth, James Kirkwood, Phillips
Holmes and Jed Prouty,
"Devil's Holiday" is a picture which will
please generally and which will aid greatly to
the popularity of Nancy Carroll. The star has
whai is probably her most important role and
demonstrates she has a lot more than the musical films in which she has appeared heretofore
give her credit for being.
You can bill this as a revelation to Miss Carroll's fans and a picture which has pathos and
comedy in abundance. It's very well directed
by Edmund Goulding, who also is responsible
for the story.
The story is about a New York gold digger
who gets a cut on business she throws to a
boy friend. She marries the son of a wealthy
wheat farmer for spite, accepts his father's
payoff and then finds that she loves the boy
and returns.
Use musical shorts and cartoon with this.
Produced and distributed by Paramount-Publix.
Story by Edmund Goulding. Story and scenario by
Edmund Goulding. Dialogue and direction by Edmund Goulding. Edited by George Nicholls. Photographed by Harry Fischbeck. Length, 6,743 feet.
Running
time, 75 mins.
Release date, May 24, 1930.
THE
CAST
Hallie
Hobart
Nancy
Carrol!
David
Stone
Phillips
Holmes
Mark
Stone
James
Kirkwood
Ezra Stone
Hobart
Bosworth
Charlie Thome
Ned Sparks
Monkey
McConnell
Morgan
Farley
Kent Carr
Jed Prouty
Dr. Reynolds
Paul
Lukas
Ethel
ZaSu
Pitts
Freddie, the tenor
Morton
Downey
Hammond
Guy
Oliver
Aunt
Betty
Jessie
Pringle
House
Detective
Wade
Boteler
Madame
Bernstein
Laura La Varnie

The Prince of Diamonds
(Columbia — All

Talker)

Just Fair
(Rez'ic'cved

l>y Charles

P.

Hynes)

Tills is a w^ell cast picture which boasts
fair entertainment value. The picture is
very well cast and well directed. Ailecn
Pringle and Ian Keith have the leads and arc
pretty much the whole picture. The remainder
of the cast, however, is good.
There isn't a great deal of story or love
interest, the plot following stereotyped lines.
The picture lacks comedy relief.
An impoverished English aristocrat and a
diamond merchant are rivals in love. When
the girl's rascally brother steals a diamond, the
aristorcrat takes the blame. The girl agrees
to marry the diamond merchant to save her
fiance from prison. The latter goes to the
Orient, where he locates a diamond mine, and
returns to gain vengeance.
This is lacking in bo.x office value and will
need strong support to get over.
Musical shorts vuith this.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Story by
Gene Markcy. Adajrtation and dialogue by Paul
Hervey Fox. Directed by Karl Brown and A. II.
Van Buren.
Edited by David Berg.
Photographed

by
71

on

Ted Tetzlaff.
mins.
Release

Eve Marley
Rupert
Endon
Lolah
Lord Adrian
Gilbert
Crayle
Williams
Li Fang
Smith
Ormsley
Hatchett

News

Covered Wagon Trail
(Syndicate — SynchnDiiced )

Terribly Stupid

(Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)

THIS is out completely for houses where
In the
click.
ers don't
Western
public will
old man
hood stands,
neighbor
smallsioppy
have to be plenty good-natured to accept it as
entertaining material, so don't fail to have
strong support on a double feature bill to satYou'll need it.
isfy the sorelieads.
Bob Custer, formerly featured in FBO
Westerns, is starred. He's no better than the
others — and they are terrible. Most of the
cast are players unfamiliar to us, with the
exception of J. P. McGowan, who directed.
We are sure Mac had something on his mind
other than pictures when he went to work on
this one, for he has turned out satisfying programmers.
The photography is in keeping with the general trend of the production. The story — if it
may be called such — needed little effort. It
concerns a gang of cowboy smugglers and the
attempts of Custer to run 'ein down. All in
all,
it's a pretty tame piece of amateurish picture-making.
Book a good cartoon, some nezi'sreel stuff
and a topnotch light comedy drama feature
with this.
Produced by Syndicate Pictures. Distributed via
state rights market. Directed by J. P. McGowan.
Photographed by Hap Depew. Story by Sally Winters. Release date, Dec, 1929. Running time, about
52 minutes. Length, 4.617 feet.
THE
CAST
"Smoke"
Sanderson
Bob Custer
Wanda
Clayton
Phyllis Bainbridge
Chet
Clayton
Perry Murdock
Sherifif Brunton
Charles Brinley
Brag Vogel
Martin
Cichy
King Kincaid
J. P. McGowan

Temple Tower
Talker)

Suffers by Comparison
(Rezncwed

by

17 . 19 2 0
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length, 6.383 feet.
Running
time,
date, March
26, 1930.
THE
CAST
Aileen Pringle
Ian Keith
Fritzi Ridgeway
Tyrrell Davis
Claude
King
Tom
Ricketts
E. Alyn Warren
Gilbert
Emery
Frederick
Sullivan

(Pox— All

May

Charles

P. Hynes)

ALTHOLIGH this has good story value,
comparisons are inevitable between this
new Bulldog Drummond picture, and the one
which starred Ronald Colman, to the great
disadvantage of this picture. Kenneth MacKenna is Drummond and doesn't measure up
to the role. Cyril Chadwick, manages to get
some humor into his impossible lines. Henry
B. Walthall is a good villain and Marceline
Day is an effective lieroine. Peter Gawthorne
is good as the detective in the case.
"Temple Tower" is not a sequel to Colman's
"Bulldog Drummond," .so be sure to obviate
any such impression, othervv'ise there'll be a
kickback.
The Colman film wound up with Drummond
winning the girl in the case, and apparently
settling down. This takes the intrepid Drummond on a series of new adventures, new complications and the winning of another girl.
Whether audiences will accept it is problematical.
This concerns the efforts of a crook to dispose of jewels received in a famous robbery
years before. Walthall is the crook who
double-crossed his partner, the latter a strangler who goes about masked and wearing tights,
which effectively conceal his identity.
Various

means are resorted to by the principals to secure possession of the jewels, and Walthall,
who has them, employes some effective, if fiendish ruses to protect them.
There is a surprise finish which aids this,
when the true identity of the strangler is made
known. The director has succeeded in maintaining suspense, even though it is obvious that
Drummond is coming through with flying
colors.
Try comedies with

this.

Protluced and distributed by Fox.
Story by H. C.
McNeile.
Scenario and dialogue by Lewellyn Hughes.
Directed
by Donald
Gallagher.
Photographed
by
Charles G. Qarke.
Length, 5,200 feet. Running time,
58 mins.
Release date, Apr. 13, 1930.
THE
CAST
Bulldog Drummond
Patricia Verney
Blackton
Peter Darrell
Matthews
Gaspard
The Nightingale
Constable Muggins

Kenneth MacKenna
Marceline Day
Henry
B, Walthall
Cyril Chadwick
Peter
Gawthorne
Ivan Linow
A. B. Lane
Yorke Sherwood

Soldiers and Women
(Columbia — All Talker)

Splendid Entertainment
(Revinved by J. P. Cunningham)
CLTRRENT
of tropical
stories
contain
but a few flood
vehicles
as highly
entertaining
as "Soldiers and Women," which fits into a
top spot in the field of programmers by intelligent handling of cast, direction, story and
sound.
Helen Johnson, in the support, runs a neckand-neck race with Aileen Pringle, who is
featured with Grant Withers. And that's not
the only player upset. Emmett Corrigan, an
old-timer, jumps from the runner-up class
in the early reels to a tie with Miss Johnson
for first honors in the last two thousand feet.
The job was well done by the entire line-up.
In a few places, clarity of voices is not of
the best. However, this minor mechanical imperfection will be overlooked. The photography is good, lending correct atmospheric
touches to the tropical story, which concerns
a circle of U. S. marine officers, stationed at
an outpost, and their politics-playing wives
who are "bored to death" in the hell-hole
tropics. Their capers in love lead to an exciting battle in wits between Miss Johnson,
as the wife of Capt. Arnold, and Miss Pringle, in the role of the general's daughter and
wife of Col. Ritchie. There's a murder, to cap
the climax, but Edward Sloman, in his direction, cleverly injected comedy bits to lighten
this dramatic situation.
Snappy musical comedy and a cartoon xi'ill
give you a well rounded bill.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed by
Edward Sloman. From the stage play by Paul Hervey
Fox and George Tilton. Continuity and dialogue by
Dorothy Howell. Editor, Leonard Wheeler. Photographed by Ted TetzlafT. Running time, 70 minutes.
Length, 6,671 feet. Released. April 30.
THE
CAST
Brenda
Aileen Pringle
Olive Branch
Grant
Withers
Helen
Helen Johnson
Arnold
Walter
McGraii
Gen. Mitchell
Emmett Corrigan
Martha
Blanche Friderici
Sergeant
Conlon
Wade
Boteler
Colonel Ritchie
Kay Largay
Doctor
William Colvin
I'rivate Dclehanty
Sam
Nelson

St. Formed
Louis Manager
for Big Ass^n
Houses
St. Louis — To deal with the problems of
first run, vattdeville and legitimate houses
and bring: about closer co-operation between
them is the object of the Association of
St. Louis Theatre Managers, recently
formed here.
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Bancroft in Tilt
With Paramount

P i (■ I It r e News

J'ra(l(^ Jonrnal

SHOUT

rM^

SUBJECTS

Over Do-Ri -IVIi

Anywhere Hy Air
(CoiitiniirtI from

{^iu/i- 15)

siders on the coast scum to tij^urc tlic latter
procedure is Bancroft's real intention.
The player has gone Kast with tlie idea
of negotiating a new contract with Adolph
Znkor. Bancroft is said to figure he can
make a hetter deal witli the eastern olVicials
than he can with ol'ticiais on the coast: and
to think he would put them on the anxious
seat before his arrival hy intimating that he
was planning to go into a Broadway stage
show.
Bancroft left the C(>a>t >nd(ieiil\, alihiiu,!;li
he was supjjosed to he reco\ering from a
throat affliction which had left him without

( risiiiiiira/'liic- — I all,-,'!-

ii
''■"'

-ly^ Keels)

Kales a Hooking

A IIKjIILV interesting short-reel talker de'*• scriptivc of one of tlie country's important
transportation factors — aviation. Well done
Ironi a production standpoint, the reel has only
one drawback and that is the obvious plug for
Curtiss-Wright air service, for which orgaiiization the subject was produced.
The dominating Curtiss-Wright trademark
should not, however, seriously interfere with its
eiitertaiiinient value, obtained l)y showing the
intricacies of student flying and various types
of planes. Will easily get by in the average
house. Running time, 36 minutes.
Dramatic feature ami a smif'p-y cartoon are
just the subjects for this.

Terms Colnnihia
Stunt ^1\iiiery''

Columbia publicity comes in for kidding
in the current issue of "Editor and Publisher," newspaper trade journal. "Print Our
Puffs And Boost Circulation" is the caption given the article. The company, so its
publicity "puffery" indicates, has gone into
the newspaper circulation-building business,
the publication observes. The article f(jllows :
"Under the banner line of 'Here's Great
Circulation Booster' the first sheet of the
sheaf of publicity bore plans for and a 'story*
of a contest to select "Miss Columbia' from
America's girlhood. Thirteen "fan magazines' are listed as sponsors and, if entries
are made through one of these, contestants
are eligible to compete for Majestic radios
to be given by the magazines. Circulation
building details are lacking although it is

a voice.
jumping
I'.ast, tlie i)la\er did
not
notify Instudio
officials.
Officials at J'aramount-I'uhlix arc at a

Ranchhouse Blues

loss in figuring Bancroft's moves. It is
stated that there was ahsohitely no friction
between the company and the player, which
statement was confirmed several weeks ago
by a representative of Bancroft to Motion
Picture News.

THIS is billed as a comedy, one of the
Rodeo
series,
but hetter
it's hardly
that. it.
Abbreviated ineller
would
describe
The

definitely
stated builders
that 'Here
is one
of the
best
circulation
for any
newspaper,

story is about a cowboy's effort to prevent his
employer from selling his ranch, on which the
villain has discovered oil. There are a few
laughs, some typical old-time western thrills,
music and singing. It's a good entertaining
subject, but don't spot it where laughs are
needed for balance. Running time, 20 minutes.
With comedy feature.

"In the material (only about 27
big or small.'
about this 'great circulation booster'
'Miss America' the name 'Columbia'
18 times. Every newspaper, it is

Trouble over "Cave Man"
Bancroft was supposedly stricken with a
throat affliction two months ago, just as rehearsals were to begin on "The Cave Man."
He retired to his beach home, and made a
two-day trip to Palm Springs for possible
aid in clearing up his illness. Returning
home, he denied all visitors, although the
company exercised its contract rights hy
having him examined by a physician.
When the player showed no apparent improvement within a week, Paramount-Puhlix notified him salary was suspended during
his illness. After carrying the cast of "The
Cave Man" on half salary for about six
weeks, the company finally dismissed them
and abandoned the picture. Following this
action, Gary Cooper was assigned to the
lead
in "The
Spoilers," which was originally
set for
Bancroft.
Bancroft's present contract has about four
months to go, and suspended time due to
illness will have to carry over beyond regular expiration. When he left for the East
without informing Paramount of his intentions, the move looked as it the star had
some secret peeve against officials here, and
he had decided to ignore the coast crowd entirely.

{Pathc—All

Talker)
Entertaining

Should I?
(Advance

Trailer — .Sinfjin;/ )

Good Animated Song

CHARLES LAWMI:R sings this popular
song hit, with animated cartoons furnishing the accompaniment. The cartoons are entertaining and the singing fine. These subjects add
a fine touch to the program and are short and
snappy. Running time, 8 minutes.
Ji'ill fit anvichere.
shi]) i^
around
Bleecker,
aire

strained. The incident revolves
injuries sustained b\' Rutger
son of Rutger Bleecker, millioncommission merchant of 32 Wall

Street, New York, at Panchard's, Massapequa, L. I. on the night of April 4, and
a summons which brought Bancroft before
the Nassau County Grand Jury at Mineola
to explain what he knew about the foray.
Bleecker was attacked by two men in the
wash room and beaten, suffering a fractured jaw. He is in Dr. Reed's sanitarium
at Amityville.

One angle advanced for Bancroft's Eastern trip is that he wishes to consult specialists about his throat affliction. This is considered hardly likely, however, in view of
reports which state that he is considering
starring in a stage drama.

According to Assistant District Attorney
Brown, Bleecker alleges he was dancing
with his sister and in passing the table
where Bancroft and others were sitting,
said, in a facetious way :

Paramount Fails to Back
Bancroft in Fist Fight

"George, I think you're lousy."
Later, returning to the Bancroft table, he
declared he was joking and apologized.
Some time later, in the wash room,
Bleecker
was set upon by two men and
beaten.

Failure of Paramount-Puhlix to crmie to
the defence of one of its biggest drawing
cards in a statement issued by the producer
disclaiming any connection with "what
looks like cheap publicity appeal connecting George Bancroft with assault charges,"
is regarded as indicative that the rclation-

.\t the court house yesterday Bancroft
said he knew nothing of the assault on
Bleecker and had no idea of the identity
of the men who attacked him.
Bancroft entered the investigation because
of statement made bv Bleecker that his assailants were from the player's table.

inches)
to locate
appears
decided,

will be interested in having a 'native
daughter selected' and any newspaper may
start its contest at once 'merely by announcing the contest.' Privilege is also extended
the press of offering 'their own prizes to
find their own choice for 'Miss Columbia'
and allow their girl to enter as their entry
into the finals."

Labeled Advertising

"Planned, it is stated, as a special number of Columbia News Service, the enlarged
version of their regular weekly 'service' contains sheets of 'Fashion Service,' 'Feature
.•\rticle For Sunday Page,' 'Sunday Page
Feature Stories,' 'Feature Cartoon' strip,
'Personal Interviews' and others of similar
"The envelop in which the 342 column
inches of puffery was contained, carried the
type.
ironic and appropriate legend: 'Advertising
■NL-itter.' "

CLASSIFIED

ADS.

Equipment
Two slightly used Turn Tables,
complete with .\udak Pick-Ups and
Fader, $65.00 each. JCharles Mason,
240
York.Columbia Aventie, Rochester. Xew

Situation
\\anted

Wanted

Pusitioii a> .Sound Projectionist. Experienced with Western
Electric Equipinent. References, NonUnion. Apply Box 685. Motion Picture Xews, 729 Seventh Avenue, Xew
York.
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B. & K. to Yank
Films Skidding
In First Week
At the first indication of box office weakness in a picture, henceforth, whether apparent in its first or second week, it will
be withdrawn from the Publix-B. & K.
Loop
an official
circuit"run"
told houses
Motion here,
Picture
News.of that
The
picture's gross may be well above the danger line, but it rates no additional time the
minute it gives definite indications of weakening, he said.
His explanation of this "pay-or-else' policy is that the number of first-runs available so far exceeds the number of firstrun houses in Chicago that unless a feature evidences unusual box office strength
it does not warrant a run of more than
two weeks, even though it could be held
over profitably for one or more weeks.

Will

Help Neighborhoods

"Definite strength," he said, "is a requisite, henceforth. If, at the end of one or
two weeks, a feature begins to weaken, it
will be replaced ; regardless of the fact
that it might be operated profitably for
an additional week or more. Why should
we gamble on the extra time when there
are more pictures available than there are
houses in the Loop in which to play them?"
A reasonable enough explanation, but
observers here see more in the B. & K.
move than that. They point out that with
{Continued on page 55)

Give Vaudeville Acts
Once-Over at State-Lake
With the transfer of the Belmont from
RKO to Publix management, new RKO
vaudeville acts are being given their first
"once-over" at the State-Lake here. The
exhibition performances follow the last regular Friday night show, and comprise 10
acts of vaudeville. No extra charge is
made for the show, and business at the
State-I-ake is reported to be materially aided
by the novelty.
The program differs from the Thursday
night "pre-view" performance that PublixB. & K'. is staging at the Oriental, in that
the acts are not "try-outs," but are regularly booked rehearsals of standard talent.
The Oriental's preview program includes
unbooked acts which, if they are well received, may be signed up for other houses
of the circuit,
unimpressive business more the rule than

Picture

News

Wabash Ave, — South
Herald-Ex, in his
STEVENS
ASHTON
aininer column,
attributes
the belief of
Johnny Farrell and Gene Sarazen that no one
went to the theatre in a rainstorm to be the
explanation of their failure to appear at the
Chicago Theatre for the first afternoon performance on Monday, the week of their Loop
engagement. Not q.uite so simple, and certainly
a less humorous situation, was the real cause,
however.
On the afternoon in question, hundreds of
Chicago's golf enthusiasts were waiting impatiently for the feature picture to grind to a
close, making way for the appearance of their
idols. When it had, their impatience increased
as the stage show wore on and on — without the
assistance of Farrell and Sarazen, the swing and
putt team. Eventually, the stage show came to
a close and an apologetic m. c. announced that
the missing headliners had been detained by a
rainstorm but were expected any minnte. fie
asked the orchestra to play. It played ior
some fifteen minutes while the audience fidgeted
or sighed and departed. But no Farrell and
no Sarazen showed. Then the lights were
turned down without further apology and the
show went on.
Hearing of the incident, and sensing, perhaps,
some rival circuit's intrigue, or some foul play
behind the shuttered windows of a Loop speakie,
your correspondent prevailed upon An Sweet,
a bosom pal of the team, to go backstage on
the following day and urge the pair to make
a clean
ous breast
explanationof: it. Here is Sarazen's ingenu"Why, nothing happened," he said, a little
embarrassed. "Johnny and I were just sitting
in the coffee room at the Hotel Sherman talking things over. We got to reminiscing and
were having such a swell time about it that we
forgot all about our engagement at the Chicago.
When we looked at our watches and discovered
we were thirty-five minutes late for the stage
show, it gave us the surprise of (jur lives."
Both denied emphatically that they had been
waiting for that street
* * car.*
"Journey's End" will go into McVickers at
popular prices when it closes at the Garrick
. . . Henri Ellman (jiving most of his time to
obtaining road shoiv dates for the Tiffany war
drama. Haznng placed it in Indianapolis, he
turned his attention to Milwaukee. Made the
latter trip with Willis Kent and J. H. Brooks
. . . Sam Kat:: reported to be on his ii'ay to Chi
on a business tour of Publix key cities . . .
John Balaban scheduled to do his Chicago work
at a Nczv York desk beginning about September
1 . . . Chicago exchanges' annual golf tourn-amcnt getting under zcay zt'ith Clyde Eckliardt
as chairntfin of the arrangements' committee,
assisted by Henry Herbel and Carl Lesserman.
*

*

iti

Spring cleaning is done, and the fresh smell
of newly decorated interiors lies over the Fox
exchange. We were passing Clyde Eckhardt's
office; the door was open-; furniture had been
removed from the room and a man was on his
(Continued on page 55)
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Castle Theatre
Clicks Big on
Chain Orphans
"White Cargo," in its fourth capacity
week at the little 300-seat Castle in Chicago's Loop district, calls to mind a succession of recent money-makers which Dick
Beck landed after they had been either
overlooked or scorned by the big circuits.
The first of the more recent ones was
"The Viking" (M-G-M). It was spurned
by the first run Loop houses, booked into
the Castle, and did four weeks of nearcapacity business. Next came "Mysterious
Island" (M-G-M) likewise sneered at by
the circuits. Beck opened the doors of
the Castle to it and it lasted four weeks
at
pace.first
"Hallelujah"
M) anwasexcellent
next. The
run houses
it, but were afraid to take a chance
all-negro cast. The Castle grabbed

(M-Gwanted
on an
it for

five weeks of capacity business. Tiffany's
"High Treason" followed. It was a little
too bizarre for the big houses, but it fitted
nicely into the scheme of things at the Casness. tle, doing three weeks of exceptional busi"White Cargo," of course, was not eligible
to go into the other Loop spots because
of the Hays veto- it bears. It looks good
for an easy five weeks, with every indication that it will do more than that. It's
just one of those things that make the big
circuit managers groan; and today the
groan is fortissimo, what with business in
the Loop running anywhere from five to
fifteen thousand below average.

Evanston
Probe "Blue"
Asked Vote
by Jury
A sweeping probe of alleged irregularities
in the Evanston election, at which Sunday
shows were declared winner by 56 votes,
has been recommended by the Cook County
Grand Jury. A number of alleged irregularities were discovered, most of them centering in the ward which returned the
greatest Sunday show majority. Authenticity of a number of the signatures is being
questioned.
The first count of the ballots showed that
the Sunday movie issue had been defeated
by a small majority. A recount was then
demanded, which showed a majority of 56
votes in favor of the Sunday shows. Evidence of acceptance of ballots that, it is
charged, were wrongly marked and should
not have been counted was presented to the
grand jury.
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Loop Grosses Flop; Depression, Poor
Ads, Lack of Hicks, Blamed for Drop
Leo's
Leqions
Gather

Ahout 2r>0 Metro-(;(»ldwvn-Ma.\or t'xt'<'ii lives and salesmen tion,
aro
theDrake
compariN's
convento be ht-ri'
held for
at the
Hotel, national
May 18 tosales
21, inclusive.
Considerable exploitation of the jjatherinn in being
planned, with a possibility that .M-(i-M will stage some
elaborate entertainment during the meeting to get the
best break possible on publicity in the dailies. Described
as the first time a producing company has exploited a
national convention
in this manner.
-All business sessions will be "closed," it was said.
Louis H. .Mayer is expected to be here to preside at some
of the meetings.

B. & K. to Yank
Films Skidding
In First Week
(Continued from page 54)
the exception in the big neighborhood
houses, as well as in the Loop, the rapid
turnover afforded by the new decision will
strengthen houses throughout the entire circuit. Putting the new product into the
neighborhoods faster, they declare, will revive prestige and interest for the outlying
houses, stimulating trade thereby. The decision is also interpreted as a good-will
bid to that large percentage of Chicago
movie goers who are continually lamenting
the fact that this city never sees a new
feature until it is old to half the outside
world. The lack of first-run houses in the
Loop makes this circumstance unavoidable.
If B. & K. can open pictures here at approximately the same time the fan magazines
are touting them, the observers feel, it would
endear them to those Chicago fans who,
by virtue of their fan magazine habit, know
whether or not a picture is "new."

Loop House Results

The decision affects the Roosevelt, McVickers and United Artists. Its results were
demonstrated noticeably in the treatment
accorded "Happy
which
excellent
business Days"
in its (Fox),
first week
at did
the
Roosevelt, sagged no more than might be
expected in its second, but was jerked regardless. A month or six weeks ago it
would have been a cinch for another week
and possibly more. Not so any more. McVickers demonstrated the! situation with
"Hot for Paris" (Fox) and "The Rogue
Song" (M-G-M). Either one might have
been chanced for a third week at a profit,
but — why gamble when there are plenty
of features with good name draws waiting
to go in ?
United Artists held "Lummox" (U.A.)
for two thin weeks. Then came "Puttin'
on the Ritz" (U.A.), which grossed better
in both weeks than its predecessor, but
went out regardless. The explanation is
that B. & K.'s new decision had been made
in the meantime. "Be Yourself" (U.A.)
replaced it, but lacking the newly acquired
power, left at the end of the first week,
"Hell Harbor"
(U.A.)
replacing.

Two Hotels in
Chicago Running
"Guest Shows"
The Stevens and La Salle hotels (both
under same management) now furnish complete picture programs to guests on Sundays. No charge is made for the entertainment, an identification card obtained from
the room clerk sufficing for admission.
The regular program includes a feature,
newsreel and comedy. Only one performance is given at each hotel, on either Sunday afternoon or evening. At its conclusion at one hotel, the equipment and film is
taken to the other for the performance there.
Western Electric sound equipment is used
and, though there are no restrictions as to
whose product shall be used. Universal !ias
furnished the bulk of it to date. Several
hundred persons attend the performances
every Sunday in designated ballrooms in
the hotels.
The hotel management makes no particular effort to exploit the shows, the object
being only to furnish additional diversion
for its guests.

Wabash Ave. — South
{Continued front page 54)
hands and knees on the floor, apparently laving
new carpeting. We stopped in amazement, then
coughed politely. The man looked up ; that face
that looked inquiringly into ours was not, as
we had at first believed, Clyde Eckhardt's.
Coming upon him later, we told him of the
incident and our first interpretation of it. He
smiled reminiscently.
"I will never forget," he
"those first
years m the picture business insaid,
Chicago. They
were thin years of struggle and worry for
branch managers. We used to shop around
the household departments in The Fair for
kitchen tables that would serve as desks. We
would indulge in what we feared might be extravagance inselecting a table priced at $3.75.
.\ glass top could be purchased at a glazier's
for fifty cents, and the branch manager of that
day would be only too happy to take it home
vvith him and scrape it for that smooth office
effect before putting it into use."
Which merely reminds us that the movie
industry is still waiting for the best Horatio
•Alger story to be written.
KANE.

'Pinkn" Cop the Hig Money;
Advertisifif/ Man Pans
Copy "Sameness"

Something is wrong with the picture business in the Loop. Grosses in the big hfjuses
have been at Lenten levels for the past six
weeks, with almost evcrv spot anywhere
from $3,000 to $10,000 off. Several have
dropped into the red with disturbing frequency. Practically the only money-makers
in the six weeks' period have been the
"pinks," vvith the exception of the Congo
sensation, "Ingagi," and the present one of
Tiffany's,
"Journey's
End." have resulted
Efforts to
bolster business
in increased advertising in the dailies, "preview" nights and reduction of time on "run"
pictures to get the most out of new name
and title draws.
Searching for reasons for the peculiar depression that is current here, local showmen offer several explanations. The first
and most obvious is, of course, the effect of
depression reported in most lines of business. "Money," they say, "is hard to get,
and the economy measures of the individual
are down to where they are being felt even
in Others
the picture
houses."
attribute
it to the fact that the public is getting "show wise." They not only
want something different from the usual
fare, but must be sold on it before they will
buy. Local theatre advertising comes in for
its share of criticism here.

Advertising Needs M.D.
A prominent advertising man in a local
agency has offered the opinion that theatre
advertising is the worst example of that
type of selling in existence.
"There is too much repetition in present
day theatre advertising," he said. "There
is a sameness about the copy that robs it
of interest, authority and selling power. It
is too standardized and unimaginative. It
has too extravagant verbiage. All of its
adjectives are superlative, none of them
means anything and they have very little
selling force because the public has become
accustomed to discounting whatever is written about a show nowadays.
"If, instead of telling their prospects what
a superlative cast and story the picture comprises, they would tell something of what
the picture contains in simple, forceful, intriguing copy, there would be more buyers
for their wares. Showmen are not selling
good pictures when they have them, merely
because they are using the same old tactics
that were in vogue when pictures were a
novelty and sold themselves. Theatre advertising needs a doctor."
Another explanation that has been advanced for the poor business situation is
that the Loop houses used to draw the trade
from the hinterlands because of their luxuriousness. The plowmen made their reg^ular trips to the city just to see the big movie
palaces, or were drawn to them just to
gawk while here on shopping trips. The
big house is no longer a noveltv to them.
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THEATRE
Construction
LITTLE ROCK, Ark.— Malco Theatre, Inc.,
headed by M. A. Lightman, of Memphis, Tenn.,
plans a new theatre at Second and Main
streets in North Little Rock. The plans have
been prepared by Thompson, Sanders & Ginocchio. The theatre will seat 1000 and will cost
about $100,000.
PLATTSBURG, Mo.— Ralph Stoutimore and
Billie Waers are building a 500-seat theatre
here.
WEST PLAINS, Mo.— Dean Davis plans to
erect a 700-seat theatre.
ROCHESTER— Plans for a new theatre in
Hornell, N. Y., are being prepared by Nititos
Dipson, Batavia exhibitor.
FULLERTON, Neb.— George W. Luce, formerly of this city, has opened a new theatre,
the Delmar, in Morrill.
MOESSEN, Pa. — The Harris Amusement
Co. has acquired a site here and will erect a
1,600-seat house at a cost of $300,000.
CENTRALIA, Wash.— Construction of the
new $200,000 Fox is under way.
SAN FRANCISCO— Plans are being prepared for a $250,000 theatre on Ocean Ave.
It will be erected by Samuel Levin and the
architects are Mueller & Pflueger.
BEVERLY HILLS, Cal.— W. Asa Hudson,
architect, has been awarded the contract to
prepare plans for the Village, which Fox West
Coast will build in Westwood Village. It will
seat 2,000 and will be of Mediterranean architectural lines.
BEDFORD, O.— Potter-Gabele & Co., of
Cleveland, are the architects for the $165,000
theatre to be constructed here.
JACKSON, O.— Plans for the new Jackson, to seat 600, are being drawn by Miller &
Reeves of Columbus.

''U** to Star Loff
Hollywood — Jeanette J^off, who sang in
"King of Jazz," is being groomed for stardom by Universal, it is said.

Sherman Acts and Directs
Hollywood — Lowell Sherman will play
the lead in RKO's "Lawful Larceny" besides directing the talker production. Bebe
Daniels will be starred.

MOTEL Bristol
: ♦ 129 WEfT48*.h
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Most convenienlly located — oiAy a
few minutes walk to all shopping
and amusement centers— yet <|uict
Famous Table d'FIote Restaurants
Luncheon 50c .... Dinner $1.U()
Also 4 La Carte Service

Rooin,Singlc/2"» - Double •;$"" Per I)..y
Bath, Single, '3°» - Double "S"" for D..y

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES
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Chinese Enjoy
Talkers; 2 Get
Capacity Houses
Peiping, China — Talkers hurdled the barrier of language here and are proving the
same success they have been at Tientsin
and Shanghai. The American Y. M. C. A.
was first to show talkers here, winning an
installation race with a Chinese house. The
native
daily. and foreign population fill the house
Considerable difficulty was experienced
with the installation, as the Chinese electric
plants are sadly deteriorated and current so
weak it hardly meets the equipment needs.
Voices fade away entirely at times.
Fear that the Chinese would not respond
to English dialogue is being dispelled with
the opposite proving the case, many Chinese
enjoying opportunity of hearing English in
the hope of learning the language better.
Others like the music and other sound, even
though they don't understand the lingo. As
with silent films, the captions are flashed
on a side screen in Chinese, explaining the
plan as it progresses.

Quebec Showmen Obtain
Censorship Concessions
Montreal — Exhibitors in this territory
have won important changes in dealings
with the censor board, by enactment of a
special order in council.
A revised feature can be sent back, with
deleted portions, to the censor board for a
second examination. If again rejected, the
exchange can apply for a viewing by the
whole board on payment of a fee of $5 per
1,000 feet. The decision on this appeal is
final but the film can be amended and approved if the exchange gives its consent.
Another important step is that the censors' certificate of approval no longer will
appear as a silent insert immediately following the title of a sound or dialogue picture,
authorization now being indicated by an
official perforated number in the film itself.
Thus a feature is no longer disfigured by
the censorship trailer.
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in the root as there are whole number periods
in the number of which the root is extracted,
or in oth=r words there is a number for every
period, the position of the d:cimal point can
also be ascertamed so that there will be as
many decimal places in the root as there are
decimal periods in the number of which the
root is being rxtracf^d.
If the decimal part of the number consists
of an odd number of figures a zero is added
to complete a full period at the right thus, in
81 '70.
pointing off 97.45817 into periods it is 97. '45'
It is possible by means of the following to
solve for the square root of numbers which can
be factored into two factors, or in other wotds
into two numerical values, one of v.'hich is a
perfect square and the other one of the following numbers, 2, 3, 5, 6, or 7. First it is necessary to record the following square roots.
\/2^ 1.4142
V3 - 1.73205 VS^
2.23607
V6 = 2.4494
\/7 = 2.6457
Suppose that we are called upon to find the
square root of 245. This quantity may be
factored into 49 X 5, hence
\/245 = V49 X \/T= 7 X 2.236 = 15.652
Another illustration of the above is as follows :Suppose we are called upon to find the
square root of 175. This quantity may be
factored into 25 X 5, hence
\/175 = V25 X V7 = 5 X 2.6457 = 13.2285
The third lesson in the Rider course zvill
appear in Motion Picture News next week.

Poster Firm Folds
Cleveland — Cleveland Poster Co., formed
several weeks ago by Max Shenker, Nat
Barach and Charles Beckerman, has discontinued business.

Winchester f Mass,, Turns
Thumbs Down on Theatre
Winchester, Mass. — Contention that Winchester cannot support a house of the class
which would be required won out and proposal for a theatre here again was rejected
in a special referendum, the vote being
1,846 to 1,641 against the granting of a
license for a theatre. Since 1914, efforts
have been made to secure a theatre in this
fashionable Boston suburb.

Tidden Convalescing
Hollywood — Fritz Tidden, personal representative for Clarence Brown, M-G-M
director, has been discharged from Hollywood Hospital following three weeks confinement after a serious operation. Tidden
is now
recuperating
at home.
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Exhibitors!
Use the NEW

Silman Synchronous
DISC
POINTS
Designed Special for
Electric
Pick-Up
Reproduction

— FEATURING

—

No Surface Scratch
More Natural Tone
Clearer Voice Articulation
Eliminates Blurry and
Raspy Tone.
Only by using them can you appreciate this wonderful improvement over the old style needle.

Manufactured by

Silman Distributing Co.
Sound Equipment and Apparatus

620 Grant St.

Pittsburgh, Pa.

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor?

Congratulations
To the Managers' Round Table Club
By WilKam A. Johnston
So

sw itt and spirited has been the growth
of the Managers' Round Table Club that
a second anniversary comes as a distinct
surprise. It seems but just the other da\- that
Charles K. Lewis came into my office to discuss the idea.
It was a great idea; that has been proven.
Perhaps it has proven greater than we ever
imagined; but, certainly, it was born with
great hopes and enthusiasm.
The Round Table C^lub today is the largest
and most active association of showmen this
business has ever had; and no other association e\er had its international representation.
Out here on the Pacific Coast, three thousand miles from headquarters, I find, in ever\'
theatre I visit, that the most prominent exhibit
on the walls of the manager's office is his
framed certificate of membership in the
Round Table Club.
When you consider that you w ill find these
same certificates in the theatres of (-anada,
Europe, Australia, the l-ar East, South Africa
— in fact, in sixty countries other than the
United States, where the membership constitutes a small army in itself — that is an organi-

zation that each member can be proud of.
And so can the industrv be proud of the

Club.

rheatres and production today are the two
big factors of the business.
But they are highly dependent — one upon
another.
The best picture the studios can turn out
must look for its reward to the sum total of
the individual efforts of the theatre men who
show it. They determine its gross; and their
success or failure will in turn determine the
trend and the resources of production.
The \ery nucleus of this great box office
effort is the Managers' Round Table (Hub. It
is an every week convention of the men who
put the picture over. Its ideas are from showmen for showmen; they are the result of intensive, practical, successful showmanship.
Every week the normal grosses of pictures
are advanced by the efforts of the Round
Table (>lub. If these increases could be
measured in dollars, the total, I am positive,
would be amazing.
My sincere congratulations to the Club, its
every member, and its efficient chairman.
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An Appreciation!
We can really think of no adequate way of expressing our thanks to the
thousands of showmen, the world over, who have created and maintained
the feeling of friendship and fraternity which exists in the Managers*
Round Table Club.
The success of the organization clearly shows that they not only profited by their association but enjoyed it as well, and putting two such important factors together you are bound to find benefit and progress for all
concerned.
To those of you who found the club helpful in attaining higher positions
and advancing yourselves generally in the show business, we extend our
congratulations. To the others, whom we know will do likewise, we offer
our best wishes and trust that within the next year they attain their goal.
Don't live a life within your own shell. This is a business where your
ideas, merged with the other fellow's, count for greater achievement and
success than in any other line of endeavor.
The Modern Musketeers we once dubbed ourselves, and "All For One
and One For All" fitted the occasion as a perfect slogan. Let's make it
count for more this coming year than ever before.
"Chick'* Lewis
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Dick Kirschbauin's special cartoon for our Anniversary Edition is worthy of more than passing comment. The subject he portrays is a truthful picturiz ation of the ROr\I) TABLE CLUB and what it is
accomplishing for the show business and showmen. We also take advantage of the occasion to express
our thanks to Dick for his fine spirit and co-operation during the past year through putting in many extra
hours in order that our pages might carry, at regular intervals, his great series of "Lobby Laffs."
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Making A Dream
BEING

A BRIEF

MANAGERS'

RECITAL

ROUND

the thought of forminR an
WHEN
on
Managers'
organ
into
first came
Club the
Table like
Roundizati
my mind, it was only natural that I could
see a great deal of benefit resulting for every
showman in the business because it was
created on sound principles and not on
applesauce.
Hut we had one great factor on our side
in working and cutting so much effort into
a department such as the Round Table Club
represents today. We were catering to the
theatre showmen and if the idea was sound
then we could well expect the results we
have accomplished.
Why?
Because, not only did it meet a much
needed phase of theatre men's existence, but
its success could only be computed in the
returns from those men who were vitally
needed to put it across.
No matter how far-fetched one's ideas may
be, those ideas alone will not sell any bill
of goods if the "buyer" does not become
interested. In our case, the showmen all
over the world responded in proportion to
the effort we were putting into the Club
and today we find ourselves faced with the
unusual problem of trying to keep pace with
the terrific amount of correspondence and
contributions we receive every day, week in
and week out.

Rapid Growth
From an almost intangible start, covering
at the most, between a page and a page and
a half, we have constantly grown until we
now use every bit of space that the publication can spare for the Club Section.
Why, again?
Because the membership is constantly increasing, not by twos or fours, but by dozens
and more. Because, increased membership
means increased contributions and correspondence, and if we emphasize the correspondence angle, it's because we would want
you to know that what appears on the pages
of the Club section each week represents
only about fifty per cent of the work necessary in the normal functioning of so important a section of Motion Picture News.
We have prided ourselves, as far as it has
been physically possible, in trying to acknowledge with a personal letter, all contributions and mail received. We have
endeavored to present every article that
appears on the Club pages, not by giving
our members and readers a bare, cold statement of what this, that or the other showmen have accomplished, but by telling in an
intimate and readable way what they were
successful in doing and how those readers
may possibly use these same ideas, by reason
or remoulding or revamping the original
thought, to meet their individual requirements.

Story Treatment
Sometimes we are confronted with two
extremes. One: to take a letter of about ten
lines and build it up into a story of importance, because the particular stunt or
campaign warrants .such treatment in our
estimation.
Second: to take a letter of half
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a dozen or more pages and boil it down
facts in a brief, yet interesting way.
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Favored Everywhere

Theatre Manage-

A Spirit of Good- Fellow ship.
Showmen
Join
Hands
Across
Seven
Seas.

GROWTH

f

What matter the greatness of an idea if
it doesn't "click" with the rest of the men?
It just won't materialize or grow to anv
noticeable proportions. Therefor we may
well be pardoned for our conceit if we crow
a little about this greatest of all organizations
in the Industry today.
Big men in the business scouted the
theory that we could make a part of Motion
Picture
News asClub,
important
as the
Managers'
Round Table
but like
good
sports,
they have conceded the truth that it has
really become a tremendous success and, as
far as we are concerned, only because the
idea and ideals, upon which the structure
was erected, were sound and contained good
showman-sense.

- - Says - -

Helping Others
self.
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Andbringing
so we have
and on,
each day's
mail
morekept
andonmore
members
and
more and more ideas, but all so absorbing
and interesting that we have grown to be
mighty impatient to get to our desk each
morning to see what the mail has to offer.
And why not? Could there be anything
more gratifying to the folks here in Club
headquarters than to appreciate the thoughtfulness, the fine Club and showmenlike spirit
of "All P'or One And One For All," as displayed by brother managers and members
from every conceivable nart of the --world,
by sending us these letters?
In one week you mav read about the
activities of theatre men in the United
States, Canada, Australia, South Africa, India
and other places.
What a viewpoint such a variety of ideas
must offer to the live-wire manager i"ho is
constantly striving to improve his theatre
operation, his exploitation and !-•■ publicity.
But it's typical of what we set out to accomplish and what we are reallv and truly attaining in a big wav.

A Group Triumph
It's no one man's success by any means.
To each and every one who enrolled and
helped by passing along his ideas through
this great clearing House must go the
credit and thanks of the Industry as a
whole.

Circuit heads, divisional managers, and all
others controlling either small or large
groups of houses, are constantly preaching
to their house managers the good to be
gained by belonging to and following the
activities of our many members each week
in the News. They have found that it
stimulates interest in the work their managers are doing and gives them a far broader
viewpoint on the matter of theatre operation
and exploitation than any other means ever
attempted or employed. The old saying:
"You may lead a horse to water, but you
cannot make him drink," certainly applies
here. But the average manager, the type
of man who strives to get further in the business, needs no unusual coaxing to make
reading the Club pages a regular feature of
his weekly routine.
In fact, they turn to it first every time the
News reaches them. In the Club pages they
step out of their immediate surroundings and
find themselves seated around an immense
table where both the small town manager
and the big city managerial brains "swap"
stories and talk "shop," but talk it in a
language that they all understand. And its
just to their liking because it offers a little
something difTerent than the regular routine
of their jobs, and when they have left the
"meeting" of the Club, they have a wider
viewpoint and a broader scope in setting out
to tackle coming attractions and problems.

Proper Recognition
And last, but certainly not least, they find
that their accomplishments have gained them
national reputations, and without exploiting
the vanity of the members, we give them the
much needed stimulus of recognition for
their accomplishments on the Club pages,
which in many instances places their names
before the leaders of the industry and brands
their
activities as being worth-while and
effective
The slogan has gained momentum, the
spirit is in the very air we breathe, the desire
to help each other and help ourselves has at
last become a reality today, while vcsterday
it was only a dream. Catch hold of that
spirit, you boys who still stand on the outside looking in, and you will soon know why
the shout of the theatre game, from one end
of the world to the other is "All For One
And One For All."
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And now we present Frank
Hill a^ain. Frank, as most of
the CLUB members know, is
the manager of the Liberty
Theatre in Walla Walla.
Wash., and from the many
showmanlike
activities
we
have he
recorded
that
knows on
his these
stuff. pages, it's almost unanimously agreed
One ol lii> recent |)r()nioti()ns in Walla Walla was a tic-iij)
with some ol the most prominent merchants in the town.
They gotin together
and agreed
a "Come towards
to Walla bringing
Walla"
month
which efforts
were toto plug
be centered
the suburbanites and ruralitcs to the city. Accordingly a full
page ad to that effect was inserted in the newspapers as the
first step in the campaign. Special letters, inviting the bolder.s
to come to Walla Walla and witness the show at the Liberty
were then printed and sent out. The merchants paid for the
cost of printing them. On the bottom of the letter Frank got
in plenty of plugs on his coming attractions. And by having
Leila Hyams sign the letter he got in a plug for "Chasing Rainbows," which he was running at the time of the special montli
inauguration.
He worked the local
merchants in on his
special full page co-operative ad for "Chasing
Rainbows" and the cut
will show you how this
as well as the "Come
To Town Month"
shaped up. Another
good angle was obtained through a tie-up
with the local newspaper. Frank agreed to
furnish the paper with
free tickets to the Liberty providing they
plugged his show on
the classified page. The
paper agreed to this
and ersranas well
special
as streamads on
the page to the effect
that anyone inserting
an ad of one dollar or
more was entitled to a
free ticket. The stunt
worked well for everybody concerned and both the paper and
the theatre secured a lot of good-will.

Frank Hill Cashed
In With Business
On Special Month

NOW!
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lltal I tvll olhcr cxhihilnrs thai
I am a numhci of the M.WUiEliS' li(nM)
TAIifJ'J CIA IL I hare ncrcr cnjoi/t'd fxlonf/iriff In
anolhcr organizalion as I hare in hcirif/ a iminhvr
of this club. The co-opcralion thai thei/ f/ire ijou
can't he heat; the help that i/oii r/el both in sellinff
the picture and manaf/inf/ the tlieatre is of a more
henefitiiif/ nature than a hundred theatre mana(/er
schools. Your problems are their problems and
i/our troubles are their troubles. It is to me like a
kid waiting for the theatre to plan If'c "f-^l issue
of a serial that I wait for the next copy of the
\EWS to come in from the mail. Everiithinq that
is put in the columns of the liOi.M) TABLE
CUB is PRACTICAL and nothing is in there that
will not help the Advertising Man, the House Manager and the Booking Manager. The House Manager of this dag and age must remember that it
takes salesmanship to sell and that the theatre is
his salesroom and in order to make the greatest
number of sales and the greatest return on his
investment he must present his wares in a manner
that will have an appeal to the amusement buying
public. Salesmanship is akin to showmanship. In
closing I want to sail to all exhibitors that if i/ou
don't already belong to the MAX.AGERS' liOL M)
TABLE CLUB don't delay but mail in your application immediately as it will be one thing that you
will never regret.
JACK ALBERT SON,
House .Manager,
Indiana Theatre,
Indiana Harbor, East Chicago, Ind.
ballyhoo for his new serial. The kids all left at a certain starting point and carrying placards announcing their destination
and purpose marched about the town, attracting plenty of attention from everyone on the streets at the time. Incidentally,
we'd like to say also that on "Chasing Rainbows" Frank tied
up the newspaper on a contest whereby a local dance school
agreed to co-operate with both the paper and theatre and giv^
free instruction in a "Rainbow Tap" dance. A coupon was run
daily in the paper, during the run of the picture, and plenty
of good-will resulted.
So with all these things tucked away, Frank has started to
work out some more, and we know that the future will bring
in a lot of stunts that will be of great benefit to CLUB members and incidentally, we'd like to remind you again that the
majority of the things Frank has passed along will fit any picture you play and it would be well to bear this fact in mind
when you are planning your exploitation campaigns.

We're Sorry!

^f^itKhf^
>T3"II

Greasing

Were we ever to attempt one hundred percent
representation of our member.ship in this Anniversary Edition, it would have to run in serial
form, and even then it would probably use up the

\1lMiT KAY tUS

te-Ob^o.

Another tie-up Frank made was with a local automobile
dealer, who agreed to furnish cars for a parade. A bunch of
the latest models were pressed into service and bannered with
copy relating to the picture were driven about the town. And
the photo will show you what they looked like. The other
photo we are showing is a bunch of kids who are on their way
to see the special Saturday morning show that is put on for
members of the "Tarzan Club" that Frank inaugurated as a

better part of the next six months' pages. So if
YOl^ do not happen to be included in this particular issue, and especially if you contributed to
the Anniversary Section. PLEASE bear with us.
Subsequent issues will carry much of the material
impossible to cram into this one. We know that
your spirit of broadmindedness will prevail and
we're counting on you all to helpThank
us outYouof this
situation.
I
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YOUR PROBLEMS
AND MINE!
J. W. C's Problem:
When he took over the management of his present house, he was informed by his predecessor that
the newspapers would not co-operate with him on
his advertising layouts. Not being well versed in
the art of layout, this set him back a bit. He was
also limited as to the amount of free publicity he
received from the newspaper.

J, W. C's Solution:

He got along with them as best he could until
Christmas. Then he made a very good decision.
He decided to send the men on the paper a present. Forwith a box of cigars was despatched to
them. Boxes of candy were given to all of the
women employees.
The cost of these gifts was paid for by C. himself. The newspaper people were so surprised and
so pleased at his kindness that they sent him a
letter of thanks almost immediately on receipt of
the candy and cigars.
A day or so later, C. started to shoot in some
publicity on the pictures. The paper took it and
used it. Now they get plenty of it and they use
plenty. As soon as C. got to know the men in the
composing room and the advertising department,
he found that they were more than glad to cooperate with him in his ad set-ups, especially when
they found that the beauty of C's ads attracted
other advertisers to the papers as soon as they
found out that the paper could help them in selling their merchandise.
C. has found, in the short while he has been
located at the theatre that the people of the town
were more than anxious to help him and would
co-operate in every way, providing they knew that
the managers operating the local house was what
they termed a "square shooter." Whenever C.
created a window display he made sure that the
house didn't steal the window from the merchant.
It was a case of each one being mutually benefited.
By gaining the confidence of the merchants in this
manner C. today can have almost anything in that
town to plug his shows with, and when a theatre
man can arrive at that enviable stage he's sure a
showman.
It was mighty gratifying to note that, during
the
of readers
these "problems,"
so many
of
our publication
members and
showed their
interest
by offering suggestions pertaining to the various
slants, as set forth from week to week. To the
members who furnished us with the "problems,"
as well as those who helped out with all kinds of
solutions, we extend our thanks. The spirit of
"All For One and One For All" always wins.
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We can generally depend
upon Harry V. Smoots of the
Vine and the Memorial Theatres in Mt. Vernon, Ohio, to
discover any flaws in his business building campaign.
Until recently Smoots would
send his house organ, which contained the program for the
entire month to the patrons.
The program carried a coupon
that could be cut out and brought to the theatre, and entitled
the holder to one adult admission at a reduced
rate.
As a
result the person receiving the program would clip the coupon
and then throw the card away.
So Smoots got busy.
On the next month's program he printed a notice to the eflfect
that only upon presentation of the program would the holder
be entitled to the special discount. In this manner he figured
that perhaps desirin^g to see a picture coming at the end of
the month the people would hang onto the programs. The
special discount was good only on Monday and Friday nights
and Smoots felt that his move was a good one, since there was
no programs lying about the theatre with the coupons

Harry V. Smoots
Knew What To Do
About This Problem

ripped off.
His house organ is made up in the form of a calendar, measuring about 8)/2 by 7^4 inches and printed in black on red with
green numerals. In addition to carrying the features the comedies are also listed in the date spaces. Since the theatre is
closed on Sundays the space for that day is devoted to coming
attractions. The program is well made up and we feel that it
carries the message intended, and is no doubt a great help to
the persons living on the rural routes.

"Sonny" Shepherd
Put Over A Group
Of Fine Campaigns

Justherdbefore
"Sonny" ofShepformer manager
the
Grand Theatre in West Palm
Beach, Fla., $hifted over to
his present
managerial
position at the Lyric in Miami,
■ he turned out a nice campaign
on his bill that sold his partons a hundred percent.
Playing "Sally" he tied up with one of the local high schools
and put over a popularity contest.
He made up one thousand
heralds which bore copy on the contest.
A space was left on
the bottom of the heralds for the insertion of the name of the
candidate
for honors
as well as the
signature and address of the nominee.
A free pass good for one year was offered as first prize.
The next ten girls received passes
good for one week. In addition to winning the title of "Sally" and the oneyear pass, the girl having the greatest
number of votes was also entitled to
bring ten of her friends to the theatre
on the opening night. This stunt made
a big hit with the teachers as well as
the pupils and "Sonny" secured a lot of
good-will from it.
Another stunt that was used to good
effect was worked on the midnight premiere of the picture.
He installed a large horn on top of the roof and through the
mike, in his office he broadcast plugs on the picture, breaking up the talk by playing the theme song "over the air."
He covered a good many other angles on "Sally" but space will
not permit us using them just now as we want to give you a
little dope on the way he plugged his short "Fowl Play."
He tied-up with the local baseball field and they painted a
sign on the fence to the effect that any ball player making a foul
ball that hit the sign was entitled to free tickets to the theatre.
The stunt met with immediate favor with both players and
parons alike and some valuable publicity was secured.
For a laugh gag on the picture he secured a vacant store
window and in it placed a hen, some baby chicks, and a rooster.
A sign was placed alongside reading "Fowl Play." And what
a load of laughs the stunt brought! In fact, this angle alone
did a lot to sell the neighborhood the picture.
We want to thank "Sonny" for shooting this along to us
and we are sure that in his new berth at the Lyric he will continue the good work that he did at the Grand.
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Since the Managers' Round
Table Club is a world-wide
organization it is only fitting
and proper that our Anniversary pages bear the name of
Ernst M. Lim. manager of the
Royal Standard Bioscope
Theatre in Samarinda, O.K.V Borneo, in fact, an Anniversary
Edition without this theatre being represented wouldn't be so
oke.
From the ads we are showing you can get an idea of the way
showmen advertise their attractions in the newspapers. As their
opportunities for using cuts and mats are very limited, you 11
have to agree with us,
in view of local conditions that they do
turn out a rather nice
ad for the houses. It
is only once in a while
that he gets ahold of
a scene mat or two
and when he does he
tries to put them to
„l N O I- D ARIZONA"
the best possible purpose, as you will note
FORDS
AND
MUSIC"
in the "Hollywood
Revue" ad.
The photo we are
STADSTUUN-THEATER
reproducing shows a
ballyhoo he arranged
to
plug a new serial
SPfCIAlE
V00RSIELLIN6EN
iwr
MAN'
OW
JHE RAINB
«L*j^yi.
he opened with recently. A group of
iju
natives were hired to
wear trick costumes
L U XjP R - THEATER
and parade about the
streets of the town.
They carried banners
announcing the picture. A n excellent
stunt that he pulled
on the film was one
used as an advance
plug. He announced,
two days before the
opening, that footprints would be found
in the streets on the Friday prior to it. A number of animal
footprints, numbering among them them tiger prints, stag and
ape prints, were painted on the streets, a woodcut being used
for the stencil stamp, and the contestants were supposed to
find the right prints and follow them to the end of the trail.
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Here's The Way
Ernst M. Lim Sells
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As this was the first time a stunt of this kind had been pulled
in the town, nearly everybody was in it, and the picture came
in for lots of talk. A pair of tickets to witness all of the episodes of the serial were donated to the persons successfully
tracking down the lair of the animal whose prints were on the
trail.
So you see, that no matter where a showman is located, if
he is a real showman he is going to find some means to plug
his shows.

AN EXCLUSIVE

CLUB FEATURE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you
can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

MAY
May 17th
May 18th
May 20th
May 21st
May 24th
May
May
May
May

24th
24th
29th
30th

2nd
Managers' Round
Table.Vnnivtrsarv
Club.
Peace Day (1899).
Mecklenberg Declaration of Independence — N. Carolina.
Lindbergh's
Flight —
N.
Y. to Paris Non-Stop
(1927).
First Telegraph Message sent in
1844.
Brooklyn Bridge Opened.
Empire Day (Canada).
Ascension Day.
Memorial Day.

JUNE

June 2nd to 7th National Swimming Week.
June 3rd
King's Birthday (Canada).
June 3rd
Confederate Memorial Day — Tennessee.
June 3rd
Jefferson Davis' Birthday (Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia).
3rd
June
King's Birthday (Canada).
June
Nathan Hale's Birthday.
6th
June 11th
Kamehameha Day in Hawaii.
Flag Day.
June
14th
June 14th
Harriet Beecher Stowe's Birthday.
Pioneer Day (Idaho).
June 15th
June 15th
St. Swithin's Day.
Father's Day.
June 17th
June 17th
Battle of Bunker Hill— 177.5.
June 18th
Battle of Waterloo— 1815.
Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on '^The Showman^s
Calendar^^
£or an advance
tip on
£uture holidays and events.
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''MATCH-PLAY,''
THE SHORT

FEATURE

RECORD

The Mack Sennett Special Short Feature Comedy,
"Match Play," featuring the British Open Golf
Champion, Walter Hagen, and Leo Diegel, American Professional Champ, with the Sennett comedy
favorites, Andy Clyde, Marjorie Beebe and Bud
Jamison, which was released at the opening of
the golf season by Educational Film Exchanges,
Inc., has been eclipsing all records for exploitation
on a comedy short feature, and proving most conclusively the value of playing up the spectacular
short subject for big added box-office business.
Big first run showmen all over the country have
been putting on real feature campaigns on this
great short feature, and unanimously report splendid results. Many of them have taken advantage
of the extraordinary tie-ups arranged by Educational and outlined in EducationaVs big press
sheet. These include a tie-up with the makers of
the
Scanlan's
and Putt
Rug, offered
which in
number
of de Pitch
luxe houses
has been
as aa
prize in a putting contest conducted in the theatre
lobby or mezzanine, and an arrangement with
the manufacturers of Walter Hagen Golf Togs
which has been responsible for many fine window
displays by dealers in this line of sports underwear, as well as other fine tie-ups.
If you want to know how to make big money
out of the little features, read what these showmen did!
If a gold medal were awarded for the most dynamic exploitation campaign ever put
over on a short feature, the
bunch at the United Artists
Theatre, Los Angeles, would
certainly be among the chief
contenders. When "Match Play" was booked into the United
Artists Theatre, Max Shane, Publicity Director, as well as Mr.
Bledsoe, exploitation man, and Leon Levy, Managing Director,
put their heads together, and, bing! a tremendous campaign
was created. Despite the fact that Mr. Shane was promoted
to the job of handling publicity for the entire West Coast for
Publix (congrats, old boy) and Mr. Bledsoe went over to the
Paramount, before the campaign was really under way, the
show went on, for Andy Harvey and Dave Fred, who replaced
Shane and Bledsoe, respectively, know how to "follow through."

Tremendous Drive
Put Across in L. A.
For United Artists

News
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its window, a freak club, together with stills on '"Match Play."
One of the biggest tie-ups with an individual shop was effected with Tuft-Lyon Arms Company, exclusive dealers in
Walter Hagen Clubs in Los Angeles. In addition to giving
"Match Play" an entire window, which is illustrated here, they
distributed to their customers 2,000 copies of the miniature
booklet published for "Educational" by the magazine "Golf Illustrated," in which the principal golf strokes are illustrated
by Walter Hagen. Also, 10,000 score cards with "ad" copy on
the Hagen golf clubs on one side and with theatre copy at the
bottom, were distributed by their outside men at all Los Angeles Golf Clubs. Mr. Williams, their golf pro, is giving free
instruction in the lobby from seven to nine each evening.
That's what we call getting about three hundred percent cooperation, and then some.
Arrangements have been made for a special golf night at
which Willie Hunter, noted golf professional, will appear as
guest of honor. Demonstration of fundamentals in golf will
be given at the theatre during the afternoon and evening by the
Spalding Company's golf pro. A Scanlan Rug is prominently
displayed in the theatre lobby, and patrons are invited to try
their hand at playing the fascinating game. Two hundred
window cards showing Hagen and Diegel in a scene from
"Match Play," with theatre copy on the bottom, have been
distributed
to downtown and neighborhood
merchants.
Harvey and Fred ran a special preview for local sports
writers, who are co-operating with publicity in their columns.
Fourteen one-sheets have been posted in all Y. M. C. A.
Branches. On the marquee "Match Play" is being given equal
prominence with the feature picture.
An important tie-up was made with the Los Angeles Times
which distributed 10,000 throwaways, one side of which carried copy on the United Artists Theatre program, with considerable space devoted to "Match Play," and the other side of
which presented a word contest sponsored by the newspaper.

Putting Contest
Draws in Atlanta,
Big Golf Center
— —
^
at his theatre, he pulled a fast
contest right on the mezzanine
The golfers in Atlanta are
legion, and when he offered
the fine Scanlan Rug absolutely free to the one making
the best score for the week,
they came in hordes. This
was an exploitation stunt of
the highest type, and it was
handled with finesse and dignity. Even the sign announcin,g the contest was a fine
piece of workmanship, cleancut and effective.
Robert knows his public.
He baited the golfers and
comedy lovers with half the
advertising space allowed for

To Manager Robert Hicks
of the Paramount Theatre in
Atlanta, goes the credit for
one of the biggest exploitation stunts ever put over on a
short comedy
in the South.
When
"Match
Play" played
one when he staged a putting
floor of his beautiful theatre.

this i)ro,<,M-am.
^ Atta boy, Robert! It's the little things in life that count.
"Match rantedPlay"
is a two-reeler,
this important
campaign. but the results proved it warHarvey and I^'red sccurcil llie corner window display in
Spalding's Los Angeles shop, than which there is no more
natural tie-up. A "freak" driver, three times the size of the
regulation club, is compelling the attention of the crowds to
tlie window, which also displays copy and stills on "Match
Play" in conjunction with their line of ^olf merchandise. Alexander & Oviatt, another sporting goods shop, is also using, in

Smart Showmen
Exploit Short Features!
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comedy:

No Bet Overlooked
To
By McVicker's
Get
In Golf Bu^s
all the biggest spots in town
a hundred percent.

GEMS

FEATURE

THE SHORT
SENNETT
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If you don't all know William Helpin Quigley, of the
Advertising Department of
Baiaban & Katz in Chicago,
step right up and meet an exploiteer who is a world-beater.
He has a way of rounding up
and getting them to co-operate

W lu'ii "Mati-li I'liiy." co-starring tiie \io\\ cliainps. Walter
Ilajifn and Leo Dicsoi, was booked into the McVicki-r's Theatre for a two-weeks' run, he bad the whole city of Chicago golfconscious. Because Mr. Quigley does things in a big way, be
secured no less than six windows from the Walgreen Drug
Conii)any, three of them being riglit on ."^tate Street, and all
of them carrying attractive disi)lays on "Match Play." as well
as on their golf balls. Ibe kandolpli .Street store used, in addition, a counter displas.
'^^^^^^^^H

IT

AND

ON BROADWAY,

TOO!

I'luloubledlj the most extensive publicity rampaJKn ever
devoted lo a short feature comedy l)> a Hroadwa> theatre is
that now heini; conducted hv \'ernon (iraN, director ol puhHcity for the KiaUo Theatre, on behalf' of "Match l'la>."
which opens with "The llii; I'ond" on Ma> 17 tor a lonn run.
and is now heint; puhlici/ed in thirt\-one windows of the
Dave^a sporting Koods stores Ihrouuhout (ireater New York.
Simultaneousl> with the opening', three stores of the National .Shirt .Shops chain, i)roniinentl> located in the Times
Square district, arranged special "^h^tch I'lay" sports-wear
windows in which a life-size cutout of Walter Ha^en is
featured
alonK with scene stills and a theatre
credit card.
F'xtensive newspaper publicit>, mailini; of special invitations to a larue number (»f Kolf experts, writers and other
authorities, and a number of other features, rounded out a
splendid camijaitrn.

Golfer,
whichthe carried
Stickers both
told of
where
comedy fine
was stories
playing.on

*B^^j^ \ JB^^ A--^\ullW»^^^^l

■
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Mr. Quigley put over a marvelous campaign in the Hub,
one of the leading high grade furnishing stores in the Windy
City. A display of Walter Hagen merchandise, together with a
putting contest, using the Scanlan Pitch and Put Rug, as well
as a beautiful window, with blown up stills in color as backgrounds, adisplay of colored and black and white stills mounted on black cardboard, in the golf department of the shop,
and conspicuous notices of the contest and display run with
their newspaper golf merchandise advertising; all this was included in the tie-up on "Match Play" with this important shop.
The theatre, too. offered i)]enty of lure to golfers. The mezzanine floor displayed the Scanlon Pitch and Putt Rug and the
lobby displayed life-size cut-outs of Walter Hagen. Mounted
still displays proved quite an attraction at the local agency of
the ilairen g:i)lt C([uipnu'nt
ni;inufacturers.
Mr. Quigley didn't miss a trick. He made quite a splash in
the displays of the Hub, the Hagen Agency and McVicker's
Theatre, with copies of Golfers' Magazine and the American

An Advertisement of

Educational
Film
Exchanges
Inc.
Motion

Play."

kncjw tlial ".Match Play" was
through no fault of Mr. Quigconsidered such a success, it
Katz' outlying bouses, such as
Marbro, Paradise and Tivoli

Two Corking Window

Displays!

This dowfine
windisplaij
at
the Whitneit
Sporting
(ioods
Store,
tifinti
up
with the enc/af/ement of "Match
Plan" at the
Aladdin TIteatre,
Denier, was only
part of an exexploitationtensile
campaign
put over bfi the
manager of the
t li e a t r e , and
which created
such a demand
that tlie comedy
was held ore

n

beyond inaltlie
ho o korigIn g
time. The cutout shown was

t h And
e m - this
be hi "hitnd -

iSt
■1

made from Educational's one siteet poster.
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tlie -eyes" dislured playin
the
was feawindow of Appel's store, deall^^ieaM
in \\'alter
llagen ers(iolf
Togs.
The Strand Theatre, Louisville, Ky., wliicli effected the tie-up, got beliind the comedy
in a big way, exploitationally speaking.

They're Doing It Everywhere
^

THE SPICE

E. W. Hammons,
Member,

It anyone in Ciiicago didn't
appearing at McVicker's, it was
Icy's. The campaign has been
will be repeated in Baiaban &
llie Riviera, Uptown, Granada,
Theatres.

"Match

OFTHE

Everywhere
exploiteers
are putting
".Match
for
extra
box-office smart
returns.
The Xewman
Theatre over
in Kansas
City Play"
and other
Publix houses in that territory have displayed the Scanlan rug to big
audiences. In Hutchinson, Kan.. C. E. ^iorris. manager of the Midland
Theatre, effected a tie-up with the News and Herald for a big city wide
golf tournament, with the Scanlan rug and other prizes awarded on the

PROGRAM"

President

Picture t'roiliicfrs and Distributors
Will H. Jl.iys. President

of .\merica.

Inc.

stage of the theatre. Harry S. Dahn put over Canada's biggest newspaper publicity campaign on a short feature comedy for the Capitol
Theatre. Montreal. "Match Play" is a big business builder for the
summer.
Better get on the band wagon.
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"WHY THE MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB APPEALS TO ME''
By HOWARD WAUGH
Fox-New England Theatres

Managing or operating a theatre today is merely
another phase of dignified, scientific, intensified
merchandising. Instead of drugs, millinery or
stock, managers today are selling amusement.
As the line is so diversified — I mean by this that
as each new attraction means an out-of-the-ordinary sales angle — the manager must be alert and
alive for productive ideas. Certainly, he should
know how to lay out an ad, write press material
and order paper. This is merely routine. But what
else? What if the old brain just won't function?
Then, he's a mighty poor merchant if he doesn't
get his good ear to the ground, and find out what
the other chap in his line has done, or is doing, to
bring
the "store."
The customers
MOTION into
PICTURE
NEWS through the
MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB is the only
trade medium covering show business today that
is not only a clearing house for proven sales helps,
but is open freely to all types of managers, chain
or independent. For a novice on his first assignment this splendid service is an education. For the
seasoned manager, it is an unequalled stimulator.
The "hit-the-spot" editorials particularly appeal
to me, and I am sure are a real inspiration to everj^
club member.

A USTRALIAN SHOWMEN
STRUT THEIR STUFF!
It was only a short while ago that we introduced you to our
offspring from Australia, the Round Table Club, organized
by Mel G. Lawton and featured in the Film Weekly. Now
through Mel's hustling, we want to post you up to date on
just what the live-wire showmen from this country are doing
to sell their shows.
This first illustration we are showing is a novel street ballyhoo, created by Fred Raymond, publicity director for the Star
Theatre
in Winton,
Queensland,
as a plug for "The
River
Pirate." The float was 38 feet long and featured steaming
fiiiiiicls.
I captain's bridge, full rigging, machine
guns, etc..
besides a full crew of "pifates."
At night it was electrically lighted
and the gleaming port holes and
the searchlight on the deck constituted a very effective "flash,"
that worked up plenty of interest
in the production.
We are showing this atmospheric lobby on "Rio Rita," not
because we expect you to turn out
one like it ("Rita" has played
every city town and hamlet in the States by now) but just to
give you an idea of how seriously these showmen take their
showselling. The lobby, just the way it stands, cost in the
neighborhood of two thousand bucks, and it's a certainty that
it knocked them silly with the effect it created. This is one
of the finest examples of an atmospheric lobby we have seen
in some time and is a tribute to Roy Nelson's showmanship at
the Capitol Theatre in Melbourne.
.'\iul now if you want to do something that will set them
laughing and talking here's a stunt used by Freddie
Ward,

General Manager of the Regent Theatre in Adelaide. The
cakes of ice, as you note from the photo, were placed on top
of each other, making a tower. A prize was offered to the
person guessing nearest correctly the number of hours the ice
would stand without melting. To prevent the water
from spilling all over the
lobby, the ice was placed
on top of a canvas lined
wooden tank with a pipe
outlet reaching to the corner. As a means of attracting the eye, a color
wheel, suspended from the
foyer balcony flooded the
display with deep steel
lilues, amber and white
shades, to very good results. It would pay you to
keep this gag in mind for
the summer months as it's
safe to say that you'll play
a picture you can work it
in, and we'd like to offer a
suggestion that may appeal
to you in connection with
this gag. Place a doll,
dressed in Eskimo
clothes
atop the cakes of ice and another one at the foot of the pile
with a sign asking "W'hen will they meet?" This little variation may have some sort of drawing power and if you think
it vvill help attract attention, you're welcome to it.
This one used on "Sunny Side Up" is what we call a corking example of showmanship and is the work of Lester Brown,
publicity manager for Fox iji New Zealand.
He arranged to
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have a man. dressed as a woman, sit in the box used by builders
to hoist up steel and stuff, and be hoisted up by the derrick.
The stunt was pulled at
the noon hour when all
of the office workers and
others were out on the
streets. The man enconstrucgagedwork,
in thehoisted
tion
up
the "woman" and when
an altitude of several
hundred feet had been
reached, cards, plugging
the picture were thrown
down to the persons
watching the stunt Another angle worked on
the same picture was the
giant banner, which
measured eighty-two by
three feet, that was
strung across
a very
venient location
on conthe
front of a popular hotel
located in the city
square. The banner was
one of the largest ever
used and it attracted plenty of comment from everyone.
In the photo we are showing now you can get an idea of
how Dal Cross, manager of the Strand Theatre in Hobart.
sells his shows and also how strongly he must pull with the
local authorities to get breaks like this. The novel street ballyhoo was used on "Sweetie" and shows the cooperation he secured
from the street car company, whose courtesy enabled him to
place a large banner on the side of the car, while on the front,
he placed a cut-out head of the star of the picture. Both these
angles packed a selling power that re-acted strongly in favor
of the box-office. And believe us. it isn't the easiest thing in
the ?hn\vni-in \vnrld *n eet tie-up^ with street car companies.

We want to offer our thanks to Lawton and the rest of our
Australian members for the very active interest they are showing in our organization and we want them to know that the
work they are turning out in their part of the world is a credit
to any showman We are always happy to present any accounts of them on our pages and we know that the future will
bring lots more ideas to this one and only "idea exchange."

NOW

YOU TELL ONE!

If the Round Table Club were not worthy
of YOUR membership —
Then why did three thousand showmen
join entirely unsolicited?

CLUD

Keeping Cool!
Fox

By A. C. RALEIGH
Theatres, Olympia, Wash.

At times in very hot weather a rather serious slump in business confronts a theatre without coolmg equipment, especially
in this day when all the larger theatres are ballyhooing their
cool theatres. At the Fox Liberty Theatre in Olympia, for
instance, we have no cooling system and a none too good ventilating system, so we had to do something this last summer to
cool the house. The air intake is in the paved alley back of
the theatre at a height of about four feet from the ground. I
found that by running a hose from a tap on the stage and using
an ordinary garden spray, throwing a fine spray, with the help
of a small boy, we could keep the theatre about seventy degrees
on the hottest days. Of course, the spray was not directly into
the air shaft but passed it so that the suction pulled the air
through the spray. The cost of the small boy was two passes
a week. This summer I have arranged to put in a permanent
pipe to handle the spray so that it will only be necessary to
turn it on and off back stage. The drainage is taken care of
by a sewer intake grating in the alley.
Another method that I have
used successfully with intakes on
the roof is to make a frame
covered with coarse, tightly
stretched burlap, and drilling
pipe with small holes making a
spray at the top panel of the
burlap, with a valve, admitting
the correct amount of water.
The area of burlap must be at
least three or four times that of
the air intake, as vou suffer some
loss of air in passing through the
burlap. Also, if large panels of
burlap are necessary, a second
spray pipe should be put about
half way up on the panels. After
a little experimenting, an amount
of water can be turned on that
will be sufficient to keep the burlap damp with practically no
overflow: as the air will absorb
the moisture. This principle of
cooling air is not new. By this
method I have managed to keep
temperatures about where I
wanted them.
At another theatre in Portland
I had what should have been an
adequate cooling plant but when
I took it over it was in the
• .iddle of the summer and I
■und the business off. The
previous manager had advertised
his cool theatre in everv wav,
shape and form but it was a long
wav from being cool. Upon investigation. found
I
that the air
from the theatre vented into the
attic and it was absolutely impossible for it to get out. as there
was no opening from the attic to
the roof. This was soon corrected by the installation of two
thirty-six inch ventilators and
we were immediatelv enabled to
keep the theatre at almost any
desired temperature. Naturally
business picked up and within
•hree weeks
l-.ouse
record. we broke a summer
In theatres having cooling devices that necessitated the use
of ice, I invariably had the ice
wagon deliver to the front door,
no matter how far the man had
to carry it. In one theatre T
had a rack built in the compart-

ment between the spray and the
entrance to the big theatre ducts.
I found that bv putting the
cakes of ice close together that
they froze into one big chunk.
Of course, as we used the ice for
the pump we chippel it off of
this storage. By freezing the
cakes together, which is done
naturally by the air passing over
them, the ice lasts much longer
and helps greatly in the cooling.
In another theatre I had a
cooling plant but it was not adequate. Ifound that there was a
space in the air shaft about
twenty feet long before the shaft
reached the fan. This area had
a concrete floor and drained to
a drainage opening already in
place. I piped water into this
space and put in ten sprays all
shooting at various angles
against the air current This
forced the air to pass through
about ten feet of spray and practically no water reached the fan.
It resulted in the desired amount
of coolness on yerv hot days.
Of course, it ran up the water
bill but it was only used when
the temperature was very high
as the regular plant took care
of ordinary temperatures.
In almost any theatre, I have
found that you have to anticipate your crowd, by having it a
little bit cooler than it really
should be just before the big
rush comes at certain hours of
the day. Heated bodies coming
in in great numbers will, in a
short time, bring the house temperature up mighty fast and my
experience has shown that once
your temperature gets away from
you it is mighty difficult, with
the average cooling plant, to
bring it back to it proper degree.
No matter how ancient vour
house may be, or what cooling
difficulties you have confronting
you. there is always some way
of keeping it cool if only to a
degree where people are not uncomfortable. A little ingenuity
and a slight expense can generallv find an answer to the problem.
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TABLE CLUB,

I am writing to compliment you on
the MANAGERS*
of CLUB
the activities
ROUND
TABLE
Section in
MOTION PICTURE NEWS.
Anything which brings together
good, progressive minds to discuss the
problems of an Industry in a constructive way is bound to assist the advancement of that Industry.
Such a medium and such activity is
found in your MANAGERS* ROUND
TABLE CLUB and I am, for my part,
pleased with the success you have so
far had.
Sincerely,
HAROLD B. FRANKLIN

Sgt. H. J. Smith of
Ft. Humphreys Va.
Is Army Showman

May

KOLND TACLt

FOX WEST COAST THEATRES
Los Angeles, Cal.
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

News

Here's a. situation so unusual that we were debating
whether to pass it along on
our "problem" page, but since
we feel that you would also
enjoy reading the good parts
of it that we'd publish it as a

regular story.
Technical Sergeant H. J. Smith is the Manager of the Engineer Theatre located at the Army post in Fort Humphreys,
Va. His theatre caters only to the men enlisted in Uncle
Sam's Army and their wives and children. The theatre houses
five hundred and fifty-four persons and is a very pretty little
place, being built entirely by soldier labor. Restrictions forbid
Smith from advertising off the reservation so he is hampered
right at the start. Then, there is no newspaper. The only
paper medium he uses to get his shows across is by means of
mimeographed bulletins, paper for which he provides himself.
Don't develop the impression that these mimeographed bulletins are crude. They are far from that. As a matter of fact
we have never seen such nice work done in any form of hand
drawn mimeographing. He uses stencils to shape out his copy
and we want to say that he does as neat a job as anyone could
wish for. And they certainly sell the shows to the soldiers.
A few more stunts he pulled was the imprinting, with stencils, of a number of paper napkins, which were distributed
about the mess halls and proved of great value in advertising
the attractions. The same idea was used in regards to the
flat paper cups which were placed alongside every water fountain at the post. He also imprinted a number of paper bags
which were used for the distribution of sugar, etc., and thus
found their way right into the homes.
So the point we want to drive home is this: that no matter
where a theatre man is or how handicapped he is he will generally find some medium that he can use to sell his shows with.
We want to thank Smith for letting us see these and also want
him to know that his contributions will always find a hearty'
welcome awaiting them at CLUB headquarters. And we feel
the rest of the CLUB express the same sentiments, Smith.

Miss Jean La Roe
Helps J. R. Neth On
His Merchandising

17,

1930
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A short time ago Columbus,
Ohio, was treated to some
high powered exploitation
when the Neth Theatres, personally operated by J. Real
Neth, celebrated the anniversary of three-quarters of a

=^^^=^==^=^
century as show houses.
The real "old-time" house, the Grand, was really the house
being feted, but Neth decided to do it up in real showmanlike
style, so he brought in the State, Clinton, Eastern and Cameo
Theatres. Assisted by the "ace" publicity of Jean La Roe,
female publicist for the circuit, he promoted a special section
in the Columbus Dispatch that certainly did credit to the theatre. Nearly
every prominent merchant in the city
was represented on the pages as well
as a number of motion picture producing companies. Many other angles were
also covered in the campaign and these
tended to turn in a record week for the
celebration.

On the "Gold Diggers of Broadway"
some nice angles were used to exploit
the picture. A number of cards, made
up in reserved seat ticket size and
printed in black and gold, were distrubuted about the town. The cards carried copy on the picture and
also offered a reduced rate upon presentation at the box office.
This stunt was pulled for the midnight premiere and proved
very effective in bringing "stay-ups" into the Grand. Through
a tie-up with the Chamber of Commerce, who furnished airplanes for the purpose, cards. Advertising the Chamber's
"Gateway Jubilee Week" and the Neth Theatre's attractions
were dropped from aloft. A
coupon
the herald
tled theonholder
to a entifree
admission to the theatre if
accompanied by one paid
admission.
We are showing with this
story a sample of the newspaper advertising turned
out by Miss La Roe that
will give you an illustration
of the way the features and
the short subjects are
plugged. As you will see,
it is very simply made up
and manages to get across
the fact that the show is
worth seeing. The special
SoMiruiNo NO aoiua suoucD miis'
plug in the bottom of the
WALTIR
1 DIECEL
LEO
ad on the "Columbus Sena1NTUE AUTMKGOltCOHfDY
UACEN
^"
tors" is a local ball team,
MATCH PLAY
whose pictures were taken
SPICIAt
AODiDATTMCTIONS
by the Neth Corporation
UNIVtRML TAUING NEW/SfJEEL
and shown at the theatre,
OI?AHAM MCNAMEE'S
an angle that, due to plenty
of public interest in the
team, managed to jack up
business a bit higher than
usual and also to land some publicity on the short pages of the
newspapers.
We want to thank Miss La Roe for shooting these along to
us and we hope that in the very near future we will be enabled
to pass along some more of the activities of the Neth Theatres
and the showmanship of J. Real Neth. who, incidentally, is the
gentleman we are picturing at the beginning of this article.
- '^
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If you recall, a short while
ago, we ran an article on
Frank Boucher of the Maryland Theatre in Hagerstown,
Md., and told you that we expected to pass along some
accounts of how he promoted
his "Gift Contests" for his theatre out there.
The Gift Nights were run off on every Wednesday and
Frank promoted valuable merchandise from the local dealers,
which included expensive wrist watches, clocks, a complete
men's outfit, and electric radio and an electric refrigerator. In
order that you may see how he put the contest over in the
newspapers we are reproducing
a co-operative ad he ran with
the participating dealers. By
looking at it closely you can
glean just about how man)
j^WT-M^t^Sl'l^:/
U T^inf About
gifts he promoted as each
K^t"'K^^?aK
WAR.NER BROS.
mercliaiulise.
MARYLAND THLMRE
\'M ^^y
The stunt clicked immediately
and the patrons started coming
'dh'jay GIFT CONTEST
in on the special nights by the
/^^^
TONIGHT
hundreds, since it was a rule of
OUTFIT
^tsW l< COMPLETe1«En's
the contest that anyone
awarded one of the prizes had
to be in the theatre on the
:-.:.r.-r::i-_rT-:=.r= V- . •««m * ^
night of the presentation. A
iitNM.irr
lot of good-will was secured
uxo, MA mil in 11
1
from the stunt and Frank as
A Complete
W«dWulii>(MuliiM
well as the merchants came in
Men's Outfit
for plenty of word-of-mouth
H<i<r<n>ii-Bniuri&
publicity. Being tied-up with
MoolfMMiT-Winl&Ca
"Jubilee Month," the contest
ntD-Kuminni
»to. miKTi sni
helped to put the month over
also.
AKELVINATOR
MAJESTIC RADIO
VMiVB *T (WW
Another thing Frank seems
alv.ays
to be working on is
KdnulorBolimaBCo.
M. P. MOUIR CO. ■«).,
be
pepping up his kiddie business.
uEo
YouMmtBclnTlKAu
And to this end he has now
ct At Th«9K)0 O'clock
Sho> On Wedn
,ToB»Elirbfc
added a new angle. We reBROS.
|— '
corded a while back about the
D THEATRt
IVIarylan
-THE HO
J5E
activities of his Kiddie Club
PRIZES TH
JOUtfTESY
OF HITSand now we learn that he has
OF ABOVE - MENTI JNH ) MEKCHANTS AND
•V^WM**- m in** CO
promoted six pairs of keds
TOE VICTOR
JEWEUtYCa
(sneakers) from a local dealer.
SlUNX^AnOyHTIC
1 : K rmomjt n
The keds are distributed to six
Here It Is ^'•■iiL'?> A (iruler Month 1 lucky kids every week and
Frank has arranged for the
presentations to run eight weeks. The dealer presents cards to
all members of the kiddie club, which cards in turn are handed
in at the door of the theatre. A space is left for name and
address and after all the cards have been picked up they are
deposited in a box and six names are drawn out.
And did the kids appreciate this gag? They scrambled into
the store every minute to get the tickets from the dealer. The

Boucher's Gift Gag
Had Town Flocking
Into His Theatre

stunt not only kept Frank's matinees right up to par but also
reacted on the youngsters' parents who no doubt felt that the
house was holding their kids' interests at heart.
Thanks, Frank, for keeping us posted on tiie way your work
is clicking down there and we want you to know that we are
looking forward with interest to see what this new contest you
are promoting is going to be like. So don't keep us in the dark
too long, will you ?

Emanuel P. Weisner Says:
"Delaued congratulation fi! Mighti/ glad to take
off nig hat to creative shonnianship so excellently
presented in goiir 'Round Table
Club.' " Chief,
Exploitation
Circuit Theatres,
Miluaukee, \S'is,

CLUD
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The MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB has certainly proved its worth as
far as the Canadian Western Division is
concerned. Every article that has appeared
in this magazine has been of invaluable
service and the many stunts and exploitations shown by managers in different parts
of Canada and the United States have
helped considerably in putting over pictures. MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS
is something that is really needed to keep
the pep and enthusiasm of theatre managers at top speed.
MANAGERS' ROUND
to the
Hats off
TABLE
CLUB.
Long may it live.
PETE EGAN,
Regina, Sask., Can.
It seems that no issue would
be complete unless we ran a
story or two concerning
the
show selling abilities of some
of our Canadian members and
it is for this reason that we
"
~
hasten to tell you what Fred
McLennan, manager of the Capitol Theatre in Brockville, Ont.,
Canada is doing.

Fred McLennan Of
Ont. Canada Rates
Title Of Showman

lie turned out a novelty herald in "Coquette" that had the
town paying attention to the attraction. He secured a number
of cards in the form of red hearts and imprinted his selling
cojiy on these. Not having been pulled before in the town
this angle went over to very good effect and did a lot towards arousing interest in the attraction. The stunt McLennan used, we want to remind you,
may be used on almost any picture that
you care to use it for.
Incidentally, he is in line for a compliment on the corking work he turned
out on his "Love Parade" campaign.
He tied-up all the local dealers of prominence in the town and promoted a full
page newspaper ad that helped create
a lot of interest in the picture Then he
went out and sewed up nearly every bit
of available window space and injected a lot of novel and selling angles into his display. He used many more angles on the
campaign too but since space will not permit our using them
in this number we have endeavored to tell you only of his window displays and newspaper advertising, and we'd like you to
know that they certainly did a lot to put the picture across.
Anotiier angle that McLennan seems to have down pretty
pat is his house organs. He varies the size, front and lay-out
of these weekly. Whenever he wants to use a big one to plug
a special picture or something, he sells space on the back page
to the local merchants and receives the program almost cost
free. Another time he makes up a small black and white one
which contains very little copy on the picture but is nevertheless very effective. And still another way he uses is to imprint
the back of a herald with the week's program. In this manner
he manages to keep the people interested in the attractions and
also paying more attention to the house organ by reason of the
varied make-ups.
Well, Fred, it's a pleasure to us to see that you are keeping
right in step with the rest of the go-getters up in Jack Allan's
districtyou.
and we'd like you to know that we want to hear more
from
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That it requires showmanship brains, in
addition to printer's ink, to create fine newspaper advertising is an acknowledged fact
and we can pay Frank Whitheck, of Fox

May

SKILL!

17 , 19 3 0

West Coast, no better compliment than to
pass along this page of ads as an example
of what can be achieved where text, as well
as background, counts for so much.
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The smiling showman who
we are introducing in this article is Carlos S. Frias. manager of the Ellanay Theatre in
El Paso, Texas, and since he
had
included
his recent
•
"Vagabond
King"
campaign
as his first contribution we are passing it along in this Anniversary Edition.
lie fllocltHl a tie-Ill) \vitli the local newspaper that enabled
liiin to secure a couple of ads and a lot of publicity absolutely
tree. The paper reproduced a photo of the star in the picture
and offered cash awards tor the person coloring it most beautifully. The only cost to the theatre was five double passes
which were used as minor donations.
The response to this stunt was so
i;reat that extra persons had to be
hired to wade through the vast numlicrs of pictures received.
A special midnight matinee was
held and on the afternoon of that
day Frias broke with a special double
truck newspaper ad that he promoted
from a local dealer. The special was
well made up and gave the theatre
a big plug by means of a four-inch
head which ran across the eight columns. The newspapers furnished a
lot of stories and pictures free and
made sort of a "Vagabond King" special out of it. Two
weeks before playdate Frias tied-up with the local Philco radio
dealers and arranged that they plug the picture's song hits in
their radio broadcasts and this stunt did a lot to get them
talking about the picture.
Ten si)ecial windows were secured from local radio dealers.
Besides this all of the big music stores in the town displayed
records and sheet music from the film with cut-out heads and
stills from the photoplay enhancing the effect. Fifty automobile tire covers were distributed to car owners and carried all
through the engagement of the picture. In addition to this
5,000 special rotogravures were handed out about the town.
The whole campaign went over very well and F.l Paso was
treated to one of the finest examples of showmanship it had
ever seen.

Carlos S. F r i a s
Treated El Paso
To Great Campaign

Richard L. Moss
Is Always Pulling
Stunts Like These

With Richard L. Moss,
manager of the Raymond
Theatre in Pasadena, California located so far away it
takes a little time for word

to reach
Club
headquarters
— ;— 7
concerning his work, and we
were beginning to wonder whether Dick would be represented
m our Anniversary Number, but fortunately luck was with us
and we are able to present here some of the showman stunts
.
• • merchand
-' ize his
that
that character
ising of every attraction
On his recent showing of "The Slianghai Ladv," he pulled
couple of gags that did a lot to help build up 'interest in th
production. He inserted some excellent teaser ads
the paper
and when he telt that sufficient interest had been inaroused
he
broke with his spread, following this up with a special notice
in which he claimed that the picture was not for children consumption. This stunt helped him break a house record for
two days and good business on the last dav. .\lso in connection with this picture, he placed a cut-out of Marv Xolan the
star, in the lobby with a card asking people to gu'ess who' she
was. The angle did a lot to arouse interest in the comin,"- attraction and Moss secured some valuable advance pubhcitv
Through a tie-up with his local newspaper he let the house
in for a lot of good-will and free publicity on an "Easter Party "
The party was held at the Memorial park and almost every kid
in town between the ages of three and twelve
present
The kiddies were sent out on egg hunts and all was
of the other
httle stunts that are generally pulled around Easter time After
the games they were given candy eggs and bunnies and souvenirs. As a fitting chmax to the festivities, every kid was in
vited to attend the show at the Raymond. Moss's showmanship was seen in the way he engineered this stunt with the
newspaper.
Along with the story about the party the paper

CLtD

From the tremendous strides that the
MANAGERS' ROIJM) TABLE CUJIi has
spread like wild fire throuf/hout the nation,
there is no doubt of its success. The live
material uhich MOTION PICTl KE NEWS
is furnishinf/ showmen throughout the country, submitted by members of this club, is
of great value to each and every one of us,
not only as actual exploitation stunts and
forms of advertising, but these very stunts
act as food for thought in leading to ideas
for equal or greater campaigns.
Trusting that you will continue this
service to the various theatre managers of
this organization, and wishing success to all
of the boys of the club, I remain with kindest personal regards.
Yours very truly,
CHAS. A. SMAKWITZ.
Stanley-Mark Strand Theatres,
Albany, New York.
ran a coupon, to be clipped by the kiddies and retained. Upon
presentation of it at the box office, together with five cents,
the kids were admitted to see the show. Space was left on the
coupon for name and address and in this manner he secured a
mailing list for any kiddie attractions he should happen to show
in the future.
On "Hit the Deck" he tied-up with the local Marine Corps
and secured a detachment of men. The marines marched to
the theatre, posed for pictures at the front of the house and
then held a rifle drill on the stage. The picture broke in the
local papers and the house was let in for loads of free publicity.
Another raft of publicity was secured by him through tying
up with the local newspaper and running a Bicycle Parade.
The theatre was plugged by a big banner carried by one of the
entries in the parade and to top oft the affair the awards were
made at the theatre. Motion pictures were taken of the parade
and show in every theatre in town, and. believe it or not, the
house actually received free publicity at the expense of the
other showmen in the town.
He gives us a suggestion regarding revival nights that we
think merits passing along in case any of the Club have been
thinking about running any of the old time features. He ran
a trailer on the screen reqeusting suggestions, that also carried
an announcement informing the patrons that they could secure
blanks from the ushers to write down the picture they wished
to see. A box was placed in the lobby and the slips were deposited therein. The revivals were run once a week and according to first hand information from Moss, proved good business getters, especially when they received the proper plugging.
Another angle he used to attract attention to the house was
the installation of a loud speaker out front, \arious effect
records, laughing, yelling, etc.. were played through the speaker
and
the their
impression
that tothe
was toa thank
"live"
one gave
besidespeople
drawing
attention
it.theatre
We want
Dick for passing these along to us and we know that whenever he engineers some of those stunts he is so capable of doing, that his name will be represented in connection with them
on these pages.
How about it, Dick?

THIS IS THE ROUND TABLE
CLUB'S YEAR!!
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'COOL" THEATRES

Priming the Guns

SOON as the novelty of the first
As
Spring weather has worn off, we
will break out in the dailies with a
story of a complete renovation of our cooling plant, detailing numerous newly devised
improvements that are being put in, giving
us "one of the most modern cooling and
ventilating systems in the state." This
will be followed a few days later by other
items concerning the progress of the renovation, and a final story telling of the completion.
This will all be in advance of our actual
warm spell, so we cannot stress too much
on the subject of "keep cool," but merely
plant the idea that we have completed steps
to keep our theatre comfortable in all
weather.
We will have started spring cleaning and
painting, or redecorating by this time, and
will plant several news stories on that, augmenting the favorable impression of our
cooling plant stories. The painting and
changes in the physical appearance of the
house give the patrons something actually
visible to the naked eye, and tend to back
up both stories, giving us a lasting impression "When Summer Comes."
As the days near, we continue to transform the appearance of the house, inside,
gradually working out to the lobby as the
first touch of real warm weather starts.

of the coolEFFECTIVE
ing plant selling
during the hot
months is a sure-fire aid to better
box-ofifice returns in summer. Con-

A Marquee Suggestion
Inside the under edge of the marquee, an
icicle valance of compo board, painted
white on both sides, and covered with metalic snow flitters, gives a cool and inviting
appearance to the entire front. If the under side of the marquee has a border of
lights, set the valance inside of the lights,
thus illuminating the snow effect so it can
be seen from a distance, also keeping the
inside around the box-office dark, permitting the use of baby spots, fastened up under the marquee, to give cool colors a play
on the box-office display frames, etc.
Augmenting the marquee icicle effect, a
compo board border is imposed over the
top of the lobby frames, transforming the

/» Oo/ny Iff

StufP

Tons of cool fresh air are pouring
into the FOX PALACE . . .
$60,000 worth of machinery working to keep you cool and comfortable . . . tons of steel turning heat
and humidity into summer resort
weather . . . come to the PALACE
and laugh in the face of the weather
man.

veying the "Cooler Inside" idea is as
important almost as the feature being shown.
In the accompanying article, several managers of Fox West Coast
olTer suggestions for cashing in on
coolness in summer.

whole lobby scheme into a glistening cool
haven that is nothing if not inviting. Cool
copy is inscribed across the tops of these
border masks, the letters, of course, with
snow-capped effect.
Stiggests Limerick Contest
Whenever a radio program is broadcast
from the theatre, or for the theatre, every
mention of the theatre name is followed
with the slogan, such as : "Fox McDonald,
the Coolest Spot in Town ;" and, quite often,
the theatre name is omitted, using only the
slogan.
In line with planting the idea of having
"the coolest spot in town," or any such slogan, alimerick contest tie-up with the newspaper is a good bet. Each limerick should
contain the theatre name and slogan in
some manner, and the limericks can be
judged daily, over a period of days or
weeks, with the paper running the winning
limerick daily. Pass tickets will be all that
is necessary, or a merchant tie-up can be
made. A co-op page, with the paper lining
up Frigidaire dealers and ice plants, ice
cream emporiums, etc., can be arranged
giving the theatre a banner head for its
keep cool campaign. Another idea, with
papers that play that way, is to make it a
half-page co-op ad, with the rest of the
page devoted to news stories and gags about
the cooling plant, and the co-opers.
Ice Cream Offers Good Hook-Up
A tie-up with a Dixie Eskimo Pie or
similar ice cream bar manufacturer, to give
away such bars at special matinees, kiddie
shows, Mickey Mouse clubs, etc., is a good
hot weather draw, and many other angles
can be evolved, such as bannering the delivery trucks, and a special show for all the
ice cream employees, to show them how
cool the theatre actually is.
This one has whiskers, but is always an
appreciated gag, the idea being to give patrons coming in off the hot street a big shot
of ice water, which helps cool them off,
and is taken as a special service on the part
of the theatre. A large cooler, with the ice
free for credit given the ice plant, and a
white uniformed usher with paper cups, is
all that is needed. An embellishment would
be to have the cooler in an ice cave effect,
imder colored lights, a few igloos and scenic
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background, or as far as one's imagination
might be permitted to go.
Ice Cakes Big Aid
In houses not equipped with ice plants,
a deal can be arranged with a local plant
to provide 100 pound cakes of ice gratis.
We use ice in that manner, putting the ice
light ahead of our air washer, which cools
both the air before it strikes the water, and
keeps the water cooler. The ice man gets
screen mention, but not about furnishing us
ice, as we don't care to spoil the ideas of
those who may think we have our own
plant. We do manage to keep the house
cool, however.
A good gag for a hot day is to tie-up
with the ice company and have coins and
passes frozen in a large cake of ice. The
cake is placed on the sidewalk in front of
the theatre, with a card explaining that
those present at the time may have the coins
and passes after they have melted out. The
bottom of the cake should have a picture,
11 X 14 or 8 x 10 still, of the current show,
visible to those watching the stunt.
Spray Gives Cooling Effect
A spray of water, shooting straight up
from the top of the marquee, and falling
in a fine mist on the pavement and possibly
the sidewalk, (if the mist is fine enough)
is a good cooling bet, giving both a cool
atmosphere and the suggestion. We used
the steam idea on "Hot For Paris," and
have left the spray pipes around the top of
the marquee with the idea of turning on the
water this summer. The water must be
kept in a spray, if it falls over the edge
of the marquee many pedestrians would
start using the other side of the street or
the back of your neck to walk upon.
Decorating the front of the house is important, and the foots, and pit, can be turned into an everglade at little or no expense.
Cans of water, concealed in the trough, and
in the pit, will serve to keep ferns and
sprays of naturals in good condition, and
there are always the artificial flowers for
those who can afford to buv them.

. . . havetendedyou
atthe FOX
O R PH E U M
lately. Summer
resort weather . . . and no sand in
your hair. Mountain coolness . . .
and no store bruises. A picnic . . .
without the ants. A cool, comforting vacation . . . that doesn't leave
you broke. Our mammoth cooling
plant makes the ORPHEUM, Kansas City's favorite summer resort.
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staff in White an Aid

A Fri^idaire Co-op

One of the best and most inexpensive
cool effects is that achieved by dressing all
employees in whites just as the heat wave
breaks. The whites take blue spots beautifully, and do much to add to the general
scheme of coolness within.
To those who have been good and hot
(here on earth) and have then been subjected to a loud racket, noise or such disturbance, the thought of softening down the
musical numbers by the organist, stage band
or orchestra should make a hit. Unless
patrons inside the theatre are actually cooled off, and the nnisic strikes up double forte
for any length of time, the patrons are
bound to squirm in their seats, begin to
feel uncomfortable, and finally realize how
hot they really are. A few words with the
musicians can forestall all this, and in turn,
help to cool off the hot customers, along
with the plant.
Since all of the new marquees are of neon
display, we believe that everyone of these
marquees carry red letters to announce the
current attractions. It seems that some arrangement could be made with the Neon
company whereby blue or green letters
could be used instead of red, enhancing the
"Keep Cool" idea.

Since Frigidaire does a lot of advertising,
a tie-up with them would \yc profitable.
When we were giving away Chevrolet cars
in our theatres, through local dealers, they
co-opcr.ited to the fullest extent. Like the
Chevrolet film we showed of the assembling
of different parts of a car, we could likewise show a film of the Frigidaire methods
of cooling and hooking this up with a reel
showing similar methods employed
in our

CoU Drinks Offer Tie-Up

a special "Keep Cool" intermission. As a
rule, a new concern of this kind finds it
profitable to do a lot of advertising, both
in newspapers and on bill-boards. The
theatre could tie up with this display in a
prominent manner.

X(.'^' '^ Wotkinf for
'

WHAT OTHER
SHOWMEN SAY:
"If You Lack an Expensive
Plant Use Nature's Breezes and
Keep All Doors and Exits
*

OsJ

We ve put him on
the staff . . . he's
a gent you can love
better in July than January . . .
with Jack on the job the FOX
CRITERION turns "heat waves"
into cool waves. Meet him today.
He's a comforting chap.

*

*

H. C. Lee.

"Serve Iced Drinks on ExOpen." tremely Hot Days. Pay for
Them Yourself or Arrange a
Tie-up."

Here's an idea that sounds a bit far-fetched, but which could be put over to advantage with the aid of proper promotion.
At present many beverage concerns are
concentrating on novel thirst quenchers to
meet the demands of summer. A suitable
spot could be set aside in an inner theatre
foyer, where some enterprising firm could
install a nice display and serve cold drinks
to patrons of the theatre. The glasses or
preferably paper cups used need not be over
two or three ounces in capacity.
If a firm were introducing a new drink
to the public, no better means of exploitation could be found. The firm would probable be willing to furnish a couple of girl
attendants, properly attired, who could
serve these drinks to the audience during
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— Frank S. Mickley.
^

4^

theatre. Willi proper hook-up with Frigidaire one of these Frig'idaires could be
given away at the theatre in the same manner that we gave away the ( hevrolet car.
A large Frigidaire could be on display in
the lobby with the coils exposed to the air
and the Frigidaire hooked up and in operation. The coils would become covered with
frost and finally resemble a large snowball.
This display could be kept in the lobby during the hot season and would be very effective with blue and green lighting.
Their methods of cooling could be tied up
with the methods used in our theatres to
cool the air. A lot of possibilities center
about this line and many other angles could
be worked out in conjunction with this idea.
Girls as Publicity Bets
In houses where the Fanchon & Marco
Ideas play, the line girls dressed in bathing suits and busily polishing up the spray
apparatus in the air work system, while
same being turned on, would make a very
effective picture for newspaper publicity.
Where the Frigidaire system of cooling
the air is used — the girls could be dressed
in furs, mittens, fur caps, etc., while inspecting the cooling plant. .\ picture of
this stunt having the girls a little in the
nude for contra.st.
Som^ Thermometer Suggestions

^

"Plenty of 'Cool' Signs and
Displays on Your Front and in
Your Lobby Will
HelpFlicker.
a Lot."
Edwin
"Ferns and Flowers Convey
a Marvelously Inviting Appearance to Any Theatre.
—M. R. Try
Blair.It."
* * *
"Spruce Up the Appearance
of Your Theatre."
—W. L. Irwin.
* * *
"Psychology Is an Important
Factor, So Sell Your Patrons
in the Most —C.
Effective
Way."
W. Botsford.
^ ^ ^
"Keep Away from the Word
'Hot' in All Your Advertising
and Displays."
— Jack LaReaux.

Hang two large thermometers ; one in
town near heavy sidewalk traffic and the
other in the theatre lobby. On the thermometer in town call attention to the prevailing temperature and urge people to come
to the Fox Theatre where the thermometer
inside the theatre is, say 20 degrees cooler.
This of course can be varied according to
the maximum and minimum temperatures.
Display a large block of ice, say 200
pounds, in the lobby w^ith a placard alongside worded to the effect that "outside this
cake of ice would melt completely away in
five hours. Here it will last three days.
It is always cool and comfortable at the
Fox Theatre." This could be varied according to the town. You might even go
to the extreme of putting a cake of ice on
the sidewalk in front of the theatre, and one
of similar size inside, which would create
a crowd to watch the result, and of course
the papers would play it up big. You could
really make a contest out of it and have
some prominent man of the town be the
official judge, etc.
ting

4

"Start Your Campaign on
'Cool & Comfortable' Theatres
as Early as —W.
Possible
E.."Belcher.
^'

^

CLtD

^^

^

^^SSUN iVcve Turned
^ On the Coo/fh'

mammoth
cooling plant is
on all six . . bringing cool
over
to fevered
brows
the
wFiOtXh ortGRANADA
is oozing
"coolth"
. . . come and soak

comf
Our

"Use the 'Two-For-One' Gag
to Get Them In, Then if Your
House Is Cool
They'll
Know It."
—Jack
E. Pfeiffer.

up

1

your

share!
hit-
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"KEEP IT UP, SOLOMON!''
You can bet the Managers' Round Table Club wants to
te Sigmund S. ("S. S.")
be among- the first to congratula
Solomon, popular showman of Youngstown, Ohio, on his
new appointment to the position of City Manager of the
Paramount-Publix houses in his district.
His new position puts the State, Cameo, and Paramount
theatres under his supervision. Solomon was formerly the
manager of the Paramount Theatre in the city and we
don't doubt but that the excellent work he turned out
while at that house did a lot towards securing his present
position for him.
He is quite well known to many of the club members,
as his activities have been recorded on our pages from
time to time, and it needs only a look into the back files
to prove our statement when we claim he is one of the
finest showmen in his section of the country.
With a couple of more houses to look after, it's safe
to prophesy that Youngstown is going to be treated to
showmanship of the like they have never seen before, for
when a man with Solomon's experience gets set to sell a
show in any town and to anybody you can bet that it will
be sold. Congratulations, "S. S." And need we say that
the pages are going to be full of a lot more new stunts
from your district?

Charles P. Carroll
Is Noted For His
Fine
Publicizing

N e 7U s

And now let's all rise and
extend a hand to one of New

Jersey's "ace" publicity men.
The well known and popular
Charlie Carroll, director of advertising and publicity for
===:^ii.:==^
Warner Brothers' Hudson
County Theatres who's doing a great job out there.
Charlie is by no means a stranger to the gang since his high
powered work has been represented on our pages so many
times we've lost track of it. But since this edition is our anniversary number, he has come through with a little personal
"dope" on liimself and we present it herewith.
Formerly a newspaperman, Charlie forsook the Fourth Estate
to become a film salesman and it turned
out to be such a racket that in a little
while he shook the salesman's dust off
his heel and bought his own house. He
operated the theatre for some time and
then sold out (at a profit), and went to
work as a theatre manager for a representative circuit. As he had been in the
racket since 1914 it didn't take him long
to decide that he wanted a publicity
job. So a little later we find him enthroned in the capacity of publicity man
and advertising director, working in
that capacity for various organizations
and then finally hooking up with Warner. The rest is history
as Club members know.
And just as conclusive evidence that Charlie is a real gogetter we refer you to the edition of the M.R.T.C. of March
29th for an account of his "Sacred Flame" gag. And his "TakeA-Chance Week" of March 15th. And if those two aren't sufficient you may consult the edition of Dec. 28th, 1929 and the
edition of Nov. 23, 1929, and by the time you've looked over
those few accounts we are sure that you will agree with us
that he has the goods as far as selling shows go.
He has been hitting them high, wide and handsome in his
present position and what more can we do than wish him
continued success. And incidentally, we have on hand a whole
mass of material concerning Charlie's* recent work and we are
very sorry that the limited space in this issue prohibits the
use of it but you can be sure that it will make its appearance
in
a few
stuff
in it.weeks and we want to say that there's some corking
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A couple of more points
which show clearly the showman ability of Stewart B.
Tucker may be seen by reading this article, which, because
of its valuable angles we are
=^==^==^=^=
including in this special anniversary number of the Managers' Round Table Club.
Since summer is very close at hand we are going to "kill
two birds with one stone" and show you how Stewart informs
his patrons of his cooling plant. The ad we are reproducing
was run in one of the largest papers in Richmond and you will
note its value from the make-up. A short while-'■ago
we ran
A
a box on cooling plants and explained that Ed. Hiehle had
a herald made up which sold his patrons. The herald was imprinted with the photo of the theatre's cooling device, so now
if you are contemplating something of the sort, here's your
chance to use it. You can do the same thing as Stewart has
done and we are sure it will merit the expense.
Another example in modern showmanship was eflfected by
him when he installed earphones in the theatre, for the convenience of those patrons, hard of hearing. This stunt met
with immediate approval and boosted good-will 100% for the
house. In addition to that, it looks as though the theatre is
going to come in for a lot of good publicity when the National
League for the Hard of Hearing meets at Richmond. 'fmm

Stewart B. Tucker
Tells Public All
About His House

Weather"
"'"Manufactured
The BY
RD

Always
Cool

Come and enjoy your show in COOL, HEALTHFUL,

COMFORT

A while back, he had a special organist playing at the house.
The musician was featured in novelty numbers and broadcasts
and made a decided hit with the patrons. The engagement afforded Stewart an opportunity to display some fine showmanship and he certainly took advantage of it in many ways. He
used another excellent stunt recently when he brought back
the "Desert Song" for a Holy Week engagement. This picture broke a record for the house last year and though we
don't know how he made out with it at this time we feel that
since he knows the city well enough to bring back a picture
for a whole week, it must have clicked.
So you see, Stewart is quite some showman. We have had
the pleasure in the past of recounting his up-to-the-minute
work and we know that the future will bring more developments and present some angles which will be of value to the
Club.
Keep up your fine work, Stewart.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.

.V/ ay
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It gives us pleasure at this
time to present to the Club a

La Rose And Joice
Prove Themselves
Verv Fine Showmen

"ace" ofshowmore
couplemen inofthe
persons
Joe
LaRose, manager of the Kox
Theatre
in Detroit
and
J.
=^
Maxwell
Joice,
director
of
pubhcity and advertising for the house.
A good deal of talk is occasioned among the residents of
Detroit, due to the up-to-the-minute way these showmen are
selling their shows. One of their recent activities was the provision of parking space for the vast number of cars arriving
nightly at the theatre. The charge, ten cents, was the lowest
in the city as the rest of the places demanded a half a buck to
park. And with so many cars in Detroit you can figure what
a benefit the parking space angle must have been to the house
in the way of securing good-will.

And talking about good-will, it is time for us to present an
account of the midnight benefit for a slain policeman that the
two showmen ran. The tragedy occurred the first week in
March and the newspapers played it up a great deal, lauding
the policeman for his heroism in performance of duty. On the
night of March 17th the theatre gave a midnight show for the
benefit of the officer's widow and children. The entire stage
and screen show was presented and in addition Jack Dempsey,
the Police Glee Club, the Mayor of Detroit, Police Commission and Police Trio were also presented on the stage. As the
Detroit Daily sponsored the benefit, the house secured six days
of special publicity. A goodly sum of money was derived from
the show and presented to the policeman's family, the theatre
as a result obtaining a tremendous amount of good-will.
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We are showing a photo here of a display Joice arranged for
"Happy Days" and we must hand him a little tribute on the
very effective showing that it created. He added a lot of "life"
to the display by using a couple of wax mannequins in the
window.
The display, in addition to plugging the picture, also
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The inlerc/ianf/c of ideas is an invaluable aid
to any theatre manager in planning campaigns75
on pictures. As many such ideas appear each
week in the intelligently edited ''Round Table
Club" department of the '"Motion Picture
News," I have always heartily recommended it
to my managers.
Another great aid to the managers and publicity men is the new section, "Exploitation
Reviews" giving valuable suggestions on selling
the latest pictures.
H. I). Goldberg,
General Manager,
New York State Division
Fox Metropolitan Playhouses
trot in a boost for the theme songs.
On "They Learned About Women," some good publicity was
secured by inviting the local Detroit Tigers ball team to attend
the performance. Besides this, Van and Schenck, stars of the
picture, appearing at the time in Cleveland, also sent a wire to
the club inviting them. The wire was enlarged and displayed
in every Postal Telegraph office in the city.
The layout of ads which accompanies this article will serve to
give you some idea on the sort of newspaper advertising done
by La Rose and Joice and we want to go on record right now
as saying that they are some darn fine examples of selling work.
.\nd especially do we want to say something about the novel
stunt he used in running one of his ads upside down. This ad is
the second one from the left. Though the stunt is not new it
is nevertheless sure to click. In this instance a new touch has
been added. Under the Fox head an explanatory note states
'Don't Phone Us About This Ad — We Know It's Upside Down
— .\nd Our Big Stage .-X-nd Screen Shows Will Turn Detroit
Upside Down In The Same Manner." The gag went over like
nobody's business and if you want to inject a little novelty in
your advertising it will pay you to try it.
You will also notice that he plugs almost every attraction the
theatre features, but he does it in such a way that the copy will
not appear to be too crowded. In his "Laugh Week" ads, he
has injected a "laugh" by putting a little cut into the "O"
which forms part of the heading. By looking closely at this
lay-out you will notice many other showmanlike touches.
We want to thank La Rose and Joice for passing these along
to us other
and ouralong
only with
regrettheir
is that
they didn't However
include a we
photohope
of
each
contribution.
that they will remedy this in their next letter and give us a little
"personal" dope on their careers as well.
We want to introduce another Canadian showman to
vou in the p>erson of Charles
Brown, manager of the Regent Theatre in Moose Jaw,
Saskatchewan, Canada.
Brown is a showman of
many years experience, having started in the racket in 1913,
entering it cold. He had just arrived in Canada from England,
and though he had only sixty-nine cents in his pocket managed to get along until he reached Saskatoon, where he obtained ajob in a theatre. It was not so long later that he became a manager. Now he has traveled all over the provinces
and handled a good many show houses, with the knowledge
he gleaned from his first experiences at the Empress in Saskatoon.

Charlie Brown of
Canada Also Joins
Our Organization

He gives us a couple of experiences he encountered in his
showman life. At one time he let go of a portable typewriter
in ten feet of snow while traveling to the theatre and at another time was forced to open the house in a blizzard that was
raging at the speed of 120 miles an hour. But the point is the
well known one that no matter what kind of a day it is, like the
letter-carrier, a showman is always on the job.
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Once upon a time a very young and very buchoUc singer, illustrator, and manager who thought he knew a lot about show-business subscribed to the MOTION PICTURE NEWS and therefrom
for his
plucked wisdom and wisecracks and impressive statements
business associates and the incidental film salesmen who flooded
tfie country and actually sold you film in tlieir best salesmanlike
manner. Yes, sir, tliis baby admitted he knew a lot end probably
thrived considerably on his own ego.
Came a time when lie sold his personal holdings and entered the
manager field with success. Tliis same "hot-shot" even
freelance
wrote articles in tliose early days and they were actually accepted
and printed in the "Orange Oracle"— the good old "M. P. N."
Time passed, tunes changed, and the young man's salary thrived—
sometimes bonuses, sometimes percentages — but with continuous
work safety seemed indefinitely assured. Why not? There was a
wealth of pictures, plenty of vaudeville, still quite a few worthwhile road shows, and stock. Wlio sliould care if a few houses were
becoming big circuits and Bill Fox was struggling to expand— and
other complications; it was just wfiat the Y. E. (young egotist)
had been waiting for, tlie chain circuit's eventual disintegration,
then probably lie could grab himself a house, a nice house and
settle down with his wife and kiddies to put over that big effort
for which he'd been saving that final "big push" which can come
only with that great desire of personal achievement.
In the meantime, some punk from New England, by the name
of Charles E. Lewis, had taken over the page devoted to "Management" in M. P. N., and of course it wasn't going to amount to
much, just another flash in the pan.
BUT SOMEHOW, the darn thing grew and grew and the Y. E.
slid in a letter with the feeling of a kid caught between bases in
a sand lot game. Well, anyhow, this sap, Lewis, printed his stuff,
and slipped him the needle about having always had his name in
on tfie early lists because of his former connections with tlie sheet,
and so tlie guy from the sticks began to feel himself a regular
fellow again and with his name in print occasionally began to have
the satisfied feeling of a manager who lias just checked up on
a profitable week.
BUT CAME THE TALKIES and, boy, with it one whirligig of
a year; anything could and did happen. Values changed, big deals
prospered, small groups sold out for millions oyer night. Phoey!
wliat meant the old time show-business traditions with its one
grand family idea? Not a thing; managers were worth so much a
quart soaking wet and no buyers.
Now, wliat does this wisecracker Lewis do? Fellahs, whadda you
think? Why he plays FOR the manager, opens the doors of the
R. T. C. pages and, though it sure must have steadied his circulation, yet wfiat a harbor of refuge in stormy times was the good
old R. T. C. to the shoivboys in tlie field. A service bureau was
inaugurated and many a young comer got a helping hand and good
advice
suddenly
that ominous
No the
Longer"
notice when
arrived.
All through
tliis "Your
flurry Services
the clubAreand
now
"CHICK" Lewis kept a level head and a steady hand on tlie
helm and today the ROUND TABLE CLUB is one of the most
noteworthy institutions in all sliow-business. Behind the "one for
all" idea lurks a power as yet unexpounded and THIS boob scribbler, growing older and possibly more wise, if not wisecracking,
senses a security heretofore unknown in show-business. An in.stitution of managers, for managers, by managers and a reasonable
assurance of at least a hint as to where another spot is open and
layoff avoided in case of some sudden amalgamations which seem
to be the order of the day.
So through the years of steady expansion, conceivable only to
careful, tliouglitful editorial policy, the MOTION PICTURE NEWS
has become the "ORANGE ORACLE" of show-business, and in the
two most hectic years in all the history of show-business has
achieved tlie most outstanding and individual place in the show
world, lias maintained an assured circulation, as well as providing
a harbor of mental refuge for titousands of earnest show-boys wlio
would give almost their all to maintain their position of honor
and trust in their chosen callinq and wlio, in joining tfie R. T. C,
sense that old time "big family" feeling in the clan cry, "One For
All." So now this Mr. Charles E. ("Chick")— call him wliat you
like — Lewis, at the end of his second year becomes no longer "that
guy from New England," but a real, reqular biq-timer, a sliow-boy
and a qentleman, and this voice from the tall timbers stands ready
to lead the "Three Cheers" and a Tiger for tlie same hard-working
boy and his editorial associates.
Tlianx.
G. B. ODLUM.

"G. B." Maybe you didn't tfiink we would run the above story.
But here it is. Tlianks for all the nice tilings you say. We're not
immune and it gave us quite a "kick" wfien it first arrived on our
desk. I'll he seeing you . . . and it won't be long now.

17 , 1930

■0
With so many examples
of
of the work of Charles
(Chuck) B. Copperman, manager of the Ohio Theatre in
Warren, Ohio, being recorded
on these pages, we thought
=i^;^;;:i:=^=^^;^=
we would have quite a job on
hand to pick out something to feature as his anniversary contribution. Fortunately, the breaks were with us.
Chuck ran a contest recently in conjunction with his showing
of "The Sky Hawk," and secured plenty of free publicity in
the local newspaper. Since this campaign was typical of the
work he is always doing we decided nothing would do but that
we feature it in this number, and let you see how
\
he boosts business.
By examining the cut
reproduced here you will
be able to follow the campaign step by step. The
stunt was an "Airplane
building contest" whereby
prizes, donated by local
merchants, were given to
the best designers and
builders of a toy plane,

C. Copperman Had
Plenty Of Publicity
On Last Campaign

1

^stf^

iome ing
of merchants
the town's
leaddonated
their merchandise and it
included in addition to a
silver cup which went as
first prize, a suit of clothes,
cash and tickets to the
theatre. The first column
rmiwsijmmw' >ir"«f;.
on the left shows the contest coupon that was to be
filled out and sent in by
the youngsters, and Chuck in this manner had some sort of an
idea as to the number of entrants.
As the models of the planes were submitted, they were put
on display in the lobby and under the marquee, and, as the
photo 'will show you, a wonderful atmospheric effect for "The
Sky Hawk" was created, which, besides dressing up the front,
attracted a lot of attention from passersby and passing autoists. The contest went over like nobody's business and the
youngsters who had entered were well satisfied. The prizes
were given away from the stage and it's a safe bet that business
took a jump on the night of the presentation.
ICOFTHEAIR
TrtllLIICfPSirKAITK
mil"»

■
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ALL TALK

»^ '"
: ,««

Mm^'
YOU'RE

INVITED!

Chas. B .Copperman

"

*

I lL».r

0' Ohi. Tt..»Uf

Before closing this all too brief article we would like to remind you once more that the stunt Chuck used is not necessarily attached to the one picture. When you play a film with
an aviation story you can use the same angles and we are sure
that if you follow Chuck's methods carefully you, too, will receive the same results in building up your box office and the
good will of the town.
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has been rcprescntctl on inir p;iRes many times in the past in
connection with some corkinjj stunts, Monty has just recently
been located at the Lefferts and tliis contribution shows that
he is keeping up the fine work he did at the Cross Bays an-I
Ozone Park Theatres in Long Island when he handled those
two houses.
When he played "Hit the Deck" he was forced to step out and
display a lot of showmanship since the picture was booked in
during Lent but then since no real showman worries about
conditions, it wasn't surprising to learn that he made a tie up
with the local Junior Naval militia that helped put the picture
across. For five days in advance of playdates he had boys
stationed in front of the theatre The complete squad, whose
picture we are showing below, was posted at various spots
about the front of the house. From three in the afternoon until nine thirty at night two boys marched up and down in front
of the house. The patrons were treated to a couple of laughs
in the form of the littlest members of the squad trying manfully to master the soldier size rifles. But all in all this ano;le
did loads towards putting the picture across and Monty let the
house in for plenty of good will.

The other photo used in conjunction with this article shows
an inside lobby display created by him for "Condemned." The
display was painted against a beautiful background of drape>
which tended to give it the effect of a stage and concealed
spots, playing upon the cut-out of the orchestra leader and the
brilliant colorings lent a tone that as far as catching the eye
goes, couldn't be beat. When the playdate for the picture
rolled around Monty promoted a window from one of the leading dealers in the section and arranged to place the display
in the window. And in this manner he managed to put it to
a double use.

Pictures, Sound and Then the Smell
HAM

.\M)

EGGS
(R;in<)

0\— .\ND
Daily
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A showman who is certainly making a name for himself
is Monty MacLevy. manager
of the Lefferts Theatre in
Brooklyn, N. Y.
No members,
>tiaiij;L-r since
to hishis li-llow
name
Cliil)

Showmanship Predominates All Of
MacLevy's

Picture
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The audience at the Biiou Theatre last evening
received a surprise it did not bar!::ain for.
Durinii: the screeiiinu: of the Wild West talkie.
"In Old Arizona," an episode occurs in which a
bandit demands ham and e.sjRs from a farmer's
wife. Forthwith slices of ham and two eggs are
seen and hoard sizzlincf in a pan.
Hut what the audience did not expect was the
appetizintr smell of this dish, hut this was actuallv
wafted throu,i>:h the theatre as the old woman held
her pan over the firel

It was an excellent "stunt" by the
ent
that took the audience by surprise. Itmanajjem
will be repeated at every performance of the film.
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'WHY I WILL NEVER BE A DIVISION
MANAGER"—"ANON
ANDY. MOTS'
THE REASON
5 I will never be a <livi.^ion manager because my division
will be the most profitable division of any circuit in the
country. I will tell you why:
5 The ace houses in my division will be operated by the
most capable managers and publicity men in the business.
It will be the ambition of every theatre manag'er and publicity man in the business to work in my division, because
theirs will be the distinction of being the recognized leaders
of A-1 theatre operation.
5 The manager and publicity man in each of these theatres
will receive a minimum salary of $200, and the pride of
each will be such that they will deliver for me week in
and week out, knowing full well that if they don't there
will be other managers and publicity men throughout the
country just waiting for the chance for some of my men
to move over.
5 I will pay my executives these salaries because they will
be hand picked and so will each of their successors. For
that reason it will be the ambition of every theatre manager and publicity man in the country to work in my division and from these positions, they, will graduate into bigger opportunities.
5 These salaries that I will pay my managers and publicity men will be justifiable for several reasons : First, for
their ability and, second, because the investments they are
respon.-^ible for are worthy of a watchful eye and deserving
of expert attention. My managers will be tried, tested and
seasoned with sound theatre experience. Men, for instance,
like "Rasty" Wright of Grauman's Chinese; John Goring
of the New York Criterion; Bill Hartung of Publix Paramount, Seattle; Charlie Pincus of Omaha; Leroy Johnson
of J. & v., Seattle; Al Raleigh, somewhere on the Pacific
Coast.
5 Seasoned theatre publicity men of the calibre of Ham
P.eall. Hollywood; BilT Pine. Chicago; Eddie Hitchcock,
Xew York Paramount; Hardie Meakin. Fox. Washington,
D, C. ; Bud Gray, Rialto, New York; Dick Mitchell,
l.os Angeles.
5 My division will be the most successful because these
men will be the most important in it and when occasion
warrants I will not hesitate to increase their salaries accordingly. They will live comfortable and work for me with
every ounce of energy. They will not fail me because they
will constantly be aware of the fact that in no other circuit will they be as happy and as well recompensed for
their ability and when they step into another circuit they
\\ill he stepping down and they will know it.
5 I will never be a division manager and have the most
successful division in the country because my superiors
will say I'm crazy. They will not permit me to pay my
men for their ability ; the men / kiio7L' can t^ke any white
elephant and put it on the side of the ledger that looks
brightest.
f My men would operate in this wise. Seasoned managers
that they are. theirs would be the complete operation of
the front of the house. They would know and do know
their schedule backwards. Thev are smart enough to get
more people mto their theatres than their houses were
intended to accommodate. My publicitv men would know
their business so well that theirs would be the full responsibilitv for merchandising. They know their business so
well that thev would merely confer with their respective
managers and not be subser\ient. Each is an expert in his
department and when things go amiss I can point my
finger.

In other words, there will be no "buck-passing"
and with this set-up. mine would be the biggest
money-making division in the country, — and because of
this set-up — / will never be a division manager.
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By H. L. LAURENCE
Crescent Amusement Company, Paris, Tenn.
This is my thirty-fourtli year in show business. From the
time I started in this racket, right up to the present day,
one thing have I endeavored to do, and that is— secure the
good- will of my patrons. From past experiences I have found
that whether your theatre is located in a key city, a small
town, a community or just a hamlet, there is nothing so
valuable as good-will when a manager wants to sell his shows.
My first move, upon taking over the aefairs of a house,
has been to gain the confidence of the residents of the place
wherein the theatre is located. And to do this, I begin by
telling them that my house is trying to present the best in
pictures, in the most up-to-date surroundings and midst the
most courteous treatment from the janitor to the manager.
When they begin to see that I really mean what I say when
I inform them that, outside of going to a big city, my shows
cannot be duplicated, their confidence grows stronger.
One of the biggest mistakes a manager can make is overadvertising his attractions. As most everybody in this business is aware, a picture can knock them cold in New York
and take a house for a loss in Squeedunk. The only way to
prevent this happening to you is to know your public. Then
you'll have no opportunity to squawk when a million-dollar
production flops in your house and a $1.95 piece of film knocks
them dead.
It has been my habit, and indeed I consider it my duty,
to stand in the lobby before show starting and greet my
patrons, nightly. More than two-thirds of them will ask me
whether the picture now showing is my kind of picture. I
never fail to tell them the truth. Even to the extent of
extending them the privilege of exchanging their tickets for
the next attraction. No one ever accepts the ofifer and I
never receive kicks. Thus by this simple, honest and frank
move, I retain that most valuable of all a house's assets —
GOOD-WILL.

From up in Maine we enroll
another live-wire showman.
George A. Crockett is the
manager of the New Star
Theatre in Dover and with an
eighteen year background of
• experience it looks as though
we are going to hear some nice things concerning his work.
As his initial contribution we would like to relate an account

George Crockett
Is Latest Maine
Showman To Join

of the ballyhoo he used for "Street Girl." He had a boy
dressed as a girl pass out throwaway cards, which besides
bearing copy on the picture, also carried a notice to the effect
that anyone disclosing the identity of the "girl" would be given
a week's pass to the theatre.
Since
nearly every one in town knows the
other person a lot of fun was occassioned and the stunt went over very
well.
Regarding Crockett's career in the
show game he has worked as a pianist,
played and coached in Amateur and
Professional minstrels and reviews and
has worked in nearly every other
branch of the business. The New Star
is operated by the Graphic Circuit Co.
and features an all-talking policy,
we want you to know that we expect you to become a very
active member since the rest of your brother members up in
Maine are certainly a bunch of hustling go-getters. We extend
you a welcome into the Club and feel sure that your association
with our organization will be both pleasant and profitable to
all. Keep us posted on what you are doing up there now and
don't forget our pages are always wide open to record any
stundts that will help your fellow members.
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If you are planning to run
a bathing beauty contest or a
popularity contest in your
house at some time this summer, here's a chance to look
over another
t5TJeconfine
of contest
which
does not
itself

Instead Of Beauty
Contest Hickey Ran
^^^^^=^=
==^
A==^^
*' Vacation
Trip'*

to pulchritude and "it" and is more liable to click, due to the
fact that anyone can enter it.
The contest is the idea of E. L. Hickey, manager of the
Capitol Theatre in York, Pa. By examining the rules you can
get a pretty fair idea of the way a "Vacation Trip" campaign
is put on. In calling it a "Vacation Trip," Hickey got away
from the popularity angle and sold the town on the idea that
any girl could win it. And since the winner receive over a
million votes you can imagine what an asset the angle was.
1.—
2. —
3. —
4. —
5.—

50 Votes for each 15 cent ticket.
75 Votes for each 30 cent ticket.
100 Votes for each 40 cent ticket.
Votes are to be placed in ballot box in lobby.
Final returns wiU be tabulated by an established Certified Public Accountant.

6. — All girls over sixteen years of age are eligible.
7. — (a) The contestants receiving the largest number of votes over the period specified, will be our
guest the week of September 4th, with a chaperone
of her choosing, at the Ritz-Carlton Hotel, Atlantic
City, N. J., with railroad transportation from York
to Atlantic City and return, including drawing room,
and a suite of rooms at the hotel and meals, absolutely free.
(b The contestants receiving the second largest
number of votes, and a chaperone of her choosing,
will be our guest at the Astor Hotel, New York City.
The trip to include railroad transportation from
York to New York and return; suite of rooms at the
hotel; meals and theatre tickets to current successes,
the three nights they are in New York, absolutely
free.
(c) The contestants receiving the third largest
number of votes will receive as her award A SEASAN PASS. GOOD FOR ONE YEAR, to the
CAPITOL THEATRE.
In case of ties for any of the prizes the full award
will be given to each tying contestant.
We are reproducing a number of the teasers he used so that
if you decide to adopt a stunt of this kind you might want to
work along similar lines.
. c. In addition to the teasers and having
at the time of the
contest a house
T.
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merchants stores, which scenes were incorporated in with the
special shots and about six hundred feet of film was run off
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showing the way to get votes, and pictures of the vacation in
store for a lucky winner. At the close of the contest, when the
winners were chosen, shots were also filmed showing the lucky
girls being outfitted by the merchants, and projected at the
theatre.
The ncwsi)apers gave the trip a big plan, as did the local
merchants, whose good-will llickey secured by filming their
stores and giving them a play in the advertising and news
stories. Vou will notice that the cost of running such a contest
is comparatively small. For after figuring out how many
tickets must have been bought to land over a million votes
you've got a profit right there. We want to thank Hickey for
passing this stunt along and let him know that we think its a
very good angle and will bear plenty of looking into. Let's
have some more of your work in the very near future "E. L."
and while you are about it, shoot us in a photo and some dope
on your experience in show business to date, so that we can
give you a real introduction to the rest of the Club.

^^=^^

In order to prove that the
Managers' Round Table Club
IS truly a world wide organization another showman from
a far off continent hastens to
send in his contribution to
our Anniversary Number. The
showman is Denis G. Callard. manager of the Vaudette Theatre
in Krugersdorp, Transvaal, South Africa, and as his work has
been represented on our pages before he is no stranger to his
fellow Club members.
[n order that you may know what he looks like we are running his picture in conjunction with
this article and if you look very closely
you can probably see how healthy that
.African sun is, but since we are pjtscnting his work here, we'll have to get
down to business and explain the layout of photos we are using in this story.
The photo of the gentleman on the
upper left is that of C. E. W. Smith,
chief projectionist of the theatre and
one of the members of the Club, while
the photo below shows a street ballyhoo used in connection with "In Old
Arizona." A man, dressed in Mexican
costume and mounted on a horse rode about the streets plugging the picture by means of a banner on the horse's flank.
For his showing of "Wings" Callard decided that radius was
needed so he arranged to have a car visit the outlying towns.
He affixed a model of an airplane on the radiator of the auto
and this, together
with heralds and a
banner helped
bring the picture
to the attention of
the residents in
other towns.
I'he other two

Denis Callard Represents S. African
Type Of Showman

photos show ballyhoos he arranged
for "Red Hair"
and "Fast and Furious." For "Red
Hair" he had a boy
and girl, dressed in
red wigs, walk
about t o w n. .An
umbrella carried by
the girl and a valise borne by the
b o y plugged the
title and playdates.
On "Fast and Furious" tw o men,
dressed in suits
made up to resemble rubber tires walked about the streets and attracted plenty
of attention.
As Callard is located in a town where exploitation possibili-
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A biq idea, launched and developed by the
MOTION PICTURE NEWS, is the MANAGERS' ROl Nl) TAHLE CU H. Indeed it
is no exa(/(/eralion l<t sail thai it is the most
helpful feature department ever sponsored
and put into practical operation by any
trade paper or mayazine in the history of
the motion picture industry. It is an outstandiny success, also, and perhaps more
particularly as a builder of yood uill, of
friendships, of what miyht well be called
''cameraderie" or the spirit of comradesliip;
albeit the yreat majority of the members
of the club are unknown to each other except
tfie ''exclianyes''
columns ofthrouyh
the NEWS.
I am ylad inandtlie
proud
of my membership and I believe that every
theatre manayer and owner in the country
should seize the opportunity to affiliate
himself with the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB. It is now two years youny^
and what a splendid record of achievement
and proyress, of helpful suyyestions, ideas
and advice to the exhibitor those two short
years of its life contain. Lony may it live
and flourish. Heartiest conyratulations on
its second anniversary, from
HARRY BROWNING,
Publix Metropolitan Theatre, Boston.
ties are a bit limited we feel that he deserves a compliment for
the work he turns out on his pictures and one thing we are
sure of is that since he knows his town so well and uses the
street ballyhoos often, they must certainly do a lot towards
boosting up his box-office receipts and when a showman can
show results like that what more can he ask for. Right, Denis?
We'd like to introduce, at
this time, a real showman of
many years experience, in the
person of Walter J. Nelson,
publicity man. on the RKO
circuit, who is now operating

Walter J. Nelson
Used A Good One
For "Rio Rita" Gag

_
around New England.
We're a bit late in presenting Waiter to the rest of the Club
but in view of the rushing and hustling around headquarters
we're sure he'll pardon our tardiness. He has been in the showgame for a goodly number of years and his experience has been
wide and varied. Before entering the publicitv end, he managed houses for fifteen years, with the New England Theatres
Corporation, coming to that company from the circus racket.
Walter informs us that he knows a good many of our Club
members, particularly Tom Sario and Ray Averill. So we think
it might interest him to know that Ray, according to a recent
communication, is knocking them cold out around St. Louis.
Incidentally, while this is sort of an introductory send-off we'd
like to tell you of a little stunt Walter pulled' at one of the
houses where he put on a "Rio Rita" campaign. He dressed
seven boys up in Mexican costumes and procured seven bicycles
from a local dealer. The boys, in single file, each bearing a
letter on his back, making up the title, pedalled about the town,
plugging the picture. This stunt attracted considerable comment from everyone in the town and was instrumental in successfully selling the show.
Well, there you are Walter, now that you've had a regular
"intro" on the pages, let's hear some more accounts of your
work from time to time so that
we can pass along your doings
to the rest of the Club.
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TABLE

CLUB"

By WALLACE R. ALLEN
Publix — Florida Division

Everyone realizes the great value of the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE CLUB, but these pages can
be made priceless by the proper system of keeping all
the Ideas mentioned.
* * * *
In hunting around for the best method of filing, I hit
upon the following: I use four loose-leaf books, each
containing classification of selling, namely:
1. Newspapers
2. Exploitation
3. Individual Campaigns
4. Lobbies
* * * *
In the book headed "Newspapers," all ideas pertaining to this subject are to be found — classified page ads,
classified page tie-ups, co-operative pages, newspaper
contests, institutional ads and stories, newspaper ads,
and publicity stories pertaining to individual pictures
and stars.
* * * *
In book number two, "Exploitation," are ballyhoo
ideas, contests other than newspapers, straight exploitation thoughts, novelty heralds, letters for mailing lists,
trailers, window cards, and window tie-ups.
* * * *
In the third book, "Individual Campaigns," you will
find such helpful campaigns as:
Blue Ribbon Month
Cooling System Campaigns
Fashion Shows
Theatre Openings and Reopenings
Bridge Teas
School Tie-ups
and all holidays, such as Easter, Christmas, Fourth of
July, Thanksgiving and Valentine's Day.
•i'

'^
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Accorsini Crashed
Newspapers With
"Young Eagles"Gag

17,

1930

It has been some time since
our attention has been called
to anybody crashing the news-

a "faked"
story that
but
we willpapers onhave
to agree
Olinto Accorsini, manager of
zi^^^^^^^;^^^^^^^;^^^^^^^^^^^^^^:^^^:^^^:^^^ the Isis Theatre in Lynchburg, Va., sure worked hard to put his house and "Young
Eagles" on the front page.
Fortunately for him, after the contest was over the newspaper held no animosity towards the house as the stunt was
obviously a frame-up.
In order to let you see how he ensjineered it we are going to try and
record it here. He tied up with the
Lynchburg Flying Service and a plan
was engineered whereby a plane was
suddenly "stolen." The matter was
reported to the local police and they
set out on a hunt for it. The newspaper grabbed onto the gag and featured it on the front pages. At this
time he broke with "Young Eagles."
For a few days the papers featured
the story and then they discovered
that a waiting automobile had picked up the pilot of the supposedly
stolen plane. They treated the stunt with a fair amount of
grace, though they claimed that the police department had cooperated with the plane company. On the wings of the planes
"Young Eagles" had been painted. Now this angle, we would
like to state, may or may not be beneficial to showmen. We
are not out on the field and since Accorsini thinks that he can
pull these stunts and get away with them, he must know his
town and paper.
Another angle he used to plug the picture and the stolen
plane gag was the distribution of a number of reprints of a
telegram purporting to have come from the person who absconded with the plane. Copies of the telegram were sent to
the Police Department, City Official, the newspaper and the
air-service, and bore the signature of one of the players in the
picture. His tie-up with the air company also enabled him to
distribute thousands of heralds at the airport, as well as snipe
the airport with paper on the picture. The heralds entitled all
persons paying for an air trip, to receive free tickets to the
theatre.
The entire campaign, as far as getting additional business in
the house went, was successful and there seems to be no doubt
but that Accorsini certainly had that town "air-minded" for
the run of the picture.
=^=^=^=^=^=^=^^=^=^
Now for a program novelty,

•T'

In the last book, "Lobbies," are lobbies and miscellaneous ideas, which don't come under any other classification. Included in the lobby ideas are materials, and
novel designs.
* * * *
Each week when the NEWS arrives, after reading it
through, I go over the pages containing the ROUND
TABLE CLUB ideas, and cut out the ideas that are
applicable to any picture. In this way it is unnecessary
to keep the entire magazine on file, as I have all the
valuable material in these loose-leaf books which can
be carried from town to town at any time.
* * * *
If at any time I am stuck for some thought, all I
have to do is to look up in one of the books under, for
instance, "Heralds," and while I may not see the exact
thought that I may have, something that I may see in
the file will bring to mind the stunt I want to use.
* * * *
This system is inexpensive; takes little time — just about
one hour a week to keep it up; and has been of great
benefit to me.

^

f^

Midget Program Is

An Angle That Will
lie
XSI ^
J. rlelp
r^
•jj OI£ Oreat

ly manager of the De Witt
"^^*^^ ^^ ^^■f'^X!'\^°'^f'.:
Theatre in Bayonne, N. J.
have
he had
a Feeling
program that
which
his to
patrons

=^=i;===^;=:^=ii=^^= would hang onto Ed went to
work and devised a vest pocket house organ, that measured
4^ by 4j4 inches. And when folded in half to make the fourpage booklet required to suit his needs it looked even smaller.
The front page carried the regular institutional plugs and
the two center pages carried the attractions for the week, with
a heading on top of the center pages announcing that the vest
pocket and purse programs would be mailed to anyone requesting them. On the last page, besides plugging the coming
attractions, Ed carried a little column called "Town Topics"
in which he discoursed, three paragraphs full, on the little happenings that he noticed about the town.
The stunt clicked immediately with the patrons of the house
and they were all taking programs and putting them away.
His "Town Topics" gag also made a big hit with them, since
they did not know the identity of the persons mentioned on
the back page. If you are looking for a change in the makeup of your house organ and think you'd like to try this, we
' believe that you would find it quite profitable. We want to
thank Ed for passing this along to us and we know that in
the future we will present many more live wire ideas from this
alert showman.

*i
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One more of our Pennsylvania live-wires whose name
has not appeared on the
horizon for some time is J. E.
Murdock, manager of the
Rowland Theatre in Wilkensi^
^^^
berg, Pa But since he hastened his contribution to us he has wiped the slate clean.
On "The Viking" lie sot to work to sell it to the town by
using a corking ballylioo. Tlirougli a tie-up with the local
dealer in Viking cars he procured six new models. The dealer
furnished drivers for the cars and in addition supplied four
viking costumes, complete with spears, helmets and shields.
Four men were hired to wear the costumes and they stood on
the running boards of the cars. The autos were bannered with
appropriate copy and to make sure that attention would be
paid to the ballyhoo, -Murdock tied a number of bells under
them. For a very small sum of money (the hire of the men
wearing the costumes) some wonderful publicity was received
that completely
sold tlie [)icture.
Another gag that has become a regular weekly feature at
the theatre is the prize donation night. Merchandise, not less
than ten dollars in value, is secured from the local merchants
and given away from the stage. In return for their co operation the merchants received a card alongside the display of
gifts in the lobby and in addition as he presented the merchandise from the stage of the theatre, Murdock made a speech
boosting the town and the local merchants.
Well, after readiiii; this account vdu must agree with us that
in the short time he has been in Wilkinsberg, Murdock has
certainly been showing some stuff, and we know it will be continued. So keep that work up "J. E." and we'll guarantee
you'll
even better than you did when you were at the Alhambra in doCanton.

Murdock Displayed
Fine Showmanship
In Recent
Stunts

Some Great Stuff
Is Being Turned
Out by Bill Adams

News

All of the excitement created around Brockton, Mass.,
drily is occasioned by Bill
Adams, manager of the Colonial Theatre who, with his
staff of up and coming showmen, traverses the entire city

■
'
selling his shows.
On his recent cainpaign for "Cohens and Kellys" Bill kicked
up quite some dust by the stunts he pulled. He tied up with
the local newspaper, one of his best bets in the town, and
promoted a laugh contest by offering awards for the best joke
submitted concerning an Irishman and a Scotchman named
Cohen and Kelly. The replies that came in had the post office
working overtime and the picture as a result did a capacity
business for its run. Another stunt he ran along with the
picture was effected through
the Lifesaver
Corp,, whereby

he distributed a number of thousands of the sample sizes to the
town. An usher was pressed into service, wearing the uniform
of a Scotch Highlander, and he went about town handing the
samples out in pay envelopes which carried appropriate copy.

CLUC

When he played "Sunny Side Up" he was enabled through
a tie test
up which
withconsisted
the newspaper
a "Sunnyshot
Smile
Up" street
conot havingto aeffect
photograph
on the
To the person "shot" and
by thebynewspaper
daily
designated
an arrow camerman.
in the picture, a cash consideration
was given. It was usually a person having a nice smile. If
the winning party happened to be walking alongside of somebody when the picture was snapped, the other person was entitled to free tickets to the theatre. Bill came in for a laugh
during the contest when, on the first day, seven men came into
his office and each claimed to be the man in the picture.
Passes smoothed things out and Bill's claim to the title of
showman was again proven.
.Along with tiiis article we are showing a picture of Bill and
his house staff and though you no doubt will pick that fellow
with the million dollar smile out as Bill, we want you to know
that you're right. He's got a mustache too, if you can notice
it in the cut. And before we close this article let us inform you
tliat the co-operative ad Bill promoted from the local dealers
and ran as part of his campaign on "Happy Days" was a fine
one. He worked in an unnamed star angle and offered prizes
for persons identifying them.
His various stunts once again may we remind you, can be
applied to almost any picture and we feel sure that as they
have clicked for Bill they will also click for you. We want
to thank him for keeping us posted on his work and tell him
we expect the mailman or the office boy to lay down a lot of
letters postmarked Brockton before long.

Says Eastern Canada!
I want to be one of the many of our members who at this time,
our Second Anniversary, are eager to offer their congratulations to
the success of what is known as the greatest medium for procuring
exploitation ideas, and other matters pertaining to the running of a
theatre.
And all given GRATIS.
"ALL FOR ONE AND ONE FOR ALL." Yes, indeed, proud
of
a member,
striving although
to assist aitbrother
manager.thatDon't
getbeing
me wrong,
not ever
financially,
is unfortunate
we
have to meet these contingencies from time to time. Wandering
from the original intention of praising the doings of our club, some
weeks ago received a letter from one of the old boys who worked
with many Canadian managers some years ago. He had met with
misfortune, and proud to say in exactly two days our subscription
list for this gentleman had to be closed. We had enough money for
our purpose and a real showman was made happy by the efforts of
others in assist him over a rocky road. And 100'^ donating were
members, a real instance of "ALL FOR ONE AND ONE
But to get back to the story. Two years ago in perusing the
FOR
MotionALL."
Picture News, came across a section that looked good. It
seemed there was a personality behind it that made one want to get
in touch with this personage and see what it was all about.
Naturally, being of an inquisitive nature, wrote a letter to this
gentleman asking for details. What happened? By return mail had
a reply urging me to become a member. But what impressed me
so much was the fact of being asked to contribute any exploitation
or service ideas to this section. And me, a manager of a small town
theatre! Don't get me wrong, boys, I am proud of it. And since
then I have found out many times that in every edition of our
section there was something worth while knowing; yes, that I had
never heard of before and when I attempted to use the material in
our locality found it brought returns.
And the main feature of this wonderful section is that at all times
information was readily given, wehther it be about a picture, how to
render service to the public or an exploitation angle.
Yes, indeed, always proud to be a member, and on this the second
anniversary of our wonderful Club, I want to again offer congratulations to all the boys who have made it so popular. You ask who
thev are? They are YOU and YOU and YOU. "ALL FOR ONE
AND ONE FOR ALL."
In closing would like to suggest that in the near future that our
section be so successful that a convention will be considered necessary, when we can meet each other personally, both socially and in
a business way. and I know if this comes true that it will be a
meeting that Producers and Exhibitors will long remember, and
prove beneficial to everyone concerned.
More Power to our "MANAGERS'

ROUND TABLE CLUB."
JACK ALLAN,
Capitol Theatre, Kitchener, Ont
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Suggestions"

c^V,

A group of suggestions adaptable to any theatre, whereby
you can stimulate added interest in the theatre and receipts.
CSSl»

C^Vj

J

^

c^^.

This is a reproduction of a page which appeared in the issue of July 20, 1929,
and because it contains so many worth-while suggestions, we are again calling
attention to it. Surely, among these 14 ideas, you will find a thought worthy of
your time and showmanship. Why not accept it in just that light and try to capitalize on a few of them? The original group was submitted by Bennett Brandon,
formerly active in theatre management around the metropolitan area.
c^V*

c^l.

1. DANCE WEEK. — Tieing up with local dance teachers,
schools, etc., and offering a different type of dancing each night,
possibly with an audience vote as to the best dancer and using
the winner of each night's show for a grand finale on the last
night. Interpretive Greek, Classic, Ballet, Ballroom, Stage and
other types of dancing can be incorporated into this marvelous
suggestion.
2. WEEK OF ALL NATIONS.— In which each night could
be devoted to playing up the folk dances, in proper costume, of
a different country. On this angle you could probably secure
the assistance of local school teachers, children committees of
your Chamber of Commerce, etc.
3. HISTORICAL WEEK.— In which you could have various
groups, in costume and song, presenting historical tableaux and
high lights of history.
4. CHORAL WEEK. — Your local community in song with
the aid of the various church and glee clubs. A sure winner in
any city where singing and choral work is supported.
5. DRAMA
WEEK.— In which a different short one-act
playlet should be presented by the various dramatic and other
organizations.
6. ORATORICAL WEEK.— A new angle, but one that
opens up a wide assortment of ideas to stimulate business and
get them talking about the theatre. Get the champion orators
of the town or community to compete each night in different
groups. This could also end up in a grand finale talk-fest with
many humorous angles if a wide-awake showman gets behind it.
7. COMPOSERS' WEEK.— Every town in the world has its
share of music composers. Some good, some bad and some
rotten, but if assembled into a specialty week of this kind you
will find that they will bring you money. The "classy" side
might be a special prize for the best musical composition
rendered.
C^Vj

V.

r

c^V.

8. CARTOON WEEK. — Like composers, every town has its
share of cartoonists. Work this up to get them on the stage
in groups each night to make up charcoal cartoons and sketches.
These can be placed in the lobby on display.
9. COMMUNITY SINGING WEEK.— 10 or 15 minutes each
evening for community singing under the leadership of a different well-known music teacher or choral leader. Many good
angles present themselves with this idea if you will sit down
and see what you can make out of it.
10. MUSIC WEEK.— This is perhaps one of the best suggestions because it fits into any kind of house anywhere. Music
always has its following no matter how highbrow or lowdown
the community may be. Presenting a specialty week of music
can be elaborated upon to work out a mighty fine and interesting program for every night of the week.
11. NOVELTY WEEK— Can be juggled around in many
different ways. The presentation of magical or other novelty
numbers for each night will stir up added interest and if you
happen to be playing vaudeville then you can always work out
some novelty among the acts on the bill.
12. BAND WEEK. — While not new, this one may have been
worked on the basis of a one or two night proposition. Like
the Dance Week, it can be used to select the local band that
wins the most applause as the most popular and best liked
band in the town.
13. SONGS AND DANCES OF YESTERDAY.— Presents
many valuable thoughts in connection with such a specialty
week. The offering of a different type of dancing of the past
years in proper costume and with song numbers typical of the
period, would make a mighty fine presentation for any house to
stimulate business.
14. FASHION WEEK.— An elaboration of the Fashion Show
idea in which you line up a group of modists, instead of just
one or two, and present them in the proper manner, surrounded
by some song
and dance numbers. An effective tie-up idea
(T'^l*
which will bring much favorable comment from any audience.

c^V»

This list of "Speciality Weeks" covers a wide range of ideas and they all lend
themselves to some sort of local co-operative tie-ups.
This in itself makes the
suggestions desirable because we all kno w the great value of local connections in
conjunction with the theatre, and this goes for the big cities as well as the smaller
towns.
Managers' Round Table Club
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We've K'ven you so many
"Vagabond King" campaigns
recently that we believe almost every key city in the
country has been represented
on these pages. But because
Charlie Brennan. manager of
the Rialto Theatre in Newark, N. J., turned out so fine a campaign at his house, we held over the account of it for the Anniversary Edition.
In the photos we are reproducing in conjunction with tliis
article you will be able to get an idea ot the effective selling
power that his front display had. The exterior and box otTice
were made into the outside and parapet of a medieval castle.
Inside, the lobby, simulated the interior of a castle, which
blended in with the exterior. Heavy royal scarlet drapes were
hung about the walls, and also formed a canopy over the ceiling. The sets, with their archways and life size cut-outs were
then built in front of them. Behind these sets, strips of borders
and footlights, hidden from view, were placed, with colored
lights giving a marvelous effect.
In his display. Charlie covered almost every possible detail,
and you'll note that even the admission price cards, lanterns
and announcement cards were kept in keeping with the rest
of it. The front helped immensely to sell the picture and proved
one of the biggest aids in the campaign, which covered many
important angles, an account of which we are setting forth now.
Twenty-five thousand paper napkins were imprinted and
placed in the leading tearooms, soda fountains and restaurarts.
Five thousand special book marks were placed in the bo( kstores through the city. By displaying some marvelous she wmanship Charlie secured over two hundred and fifty window
displays in prominent sections. To plug the picture on the
screen, trailers were run in fourteen neighborhood houses and
this did a lot towards working up interest in the coming attraction.
Through a special tie-up over ten thousand souvenier photos
of the stars of the picture were distributed free to patrons in
one hundred local stores and this stunt let the house and the
dealers in for plenty of publicity. The theme songs were plugged over the air and Charlie got in plugs on the playdates.
A bridal costume worn by the feminine star in the picture, was
placed on display in the window of one of the largest department stores as well as a straight costume.

Charlie Brennan
Sold Newark, N. J.
"Vagabond Kin^"

A special six-page co-operative radio section was run in the
Newark Sunday Call, with almost every dealer in the city being represented on the special section. An eight column streamer was run across the top of each page and carried an announcement of the theatre and picture. Through a tie-up with
the Philco Radio Company several hundred twenty-four sheet
boards were secured in the neighboring vicinity. The company
also paid for the printing and distribution of 25.000 rotogravure
heralds, which were distributed in the city and the suburban
towns.
Many more angles were covered by Charlie in his campaign
but since it would take more than this brief space to enumerate them, we have endeavored to present only the highlights in
the event that any of the Club members might pick them up,
as some of the ideas can be applied to any picture. We want to
thank Charlie for passing this along and also for the very active
interest he has taken in the Club in the past and we know that
he will show that same kind of showmanlike activity in the
future.
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By H. E. WILTON,
Manager Strand Theatre, Hamilton, Ont.
Passing a church the other day I noticed the following bulletin
conspicuously
stay away
church
because
warm weather.posted:
During"Dothe not
summer
monthsfrombrief,
bright
musicalof
services and short sermons will be featured."
Following this idea, I am quite convinced that short features,
plus a varied program of single reel subjects, would stimulate summer theatre business.
Since the advent of talking pictures long features have been much
in evidence. With a ten or twelve-reel feature there is not much
opportunity for presenting short reel subjects which many patrons
Variety is the spice of life, and there never was a period in the
history of the world when this was more
prefer.
exemplified than the present. Modern
youth demands variety and goes shopping
to find it. The spirit of youth is contagious and even the fathers and mothers
are conspicuous in the parade of those
who seek "something different" in order
to get relief from the rut of dull routine.
The theatre manager who is awake to
box office interests will avoid the rut of
sameness. A theatre program that is never
varied in its arrangement, no matter how
good it may
tiresome,
unmteresting
and be,
dull.becomes
This applies
not only
to theatre program but to theatre arrangement. No matter how beautiful the flowers, the carpets, the draperies, or how
clean and neat they are maintained, they
become commonplace and lose their box
office pull if not occasionally changed.
In all lines of business there are a lot
of otherwise
smart
managers
who
do
things in a certain conservative
way for
no other reason than that it is the rule everywhere to do it that way.
The successful theatre manager is one who gets away from this
fogey notion and does things "different" simply because others are
not domg it and thereby creates new interest among his patrons.
If I were a preacher I would not announce my text till I had
preached the sermon. Why? Because every other preacher in the
world announces it f^rst. It would be 'different," something to
arouse interest and give the congregation something to talk about
even though they didn't like it.
There is no business in the world where originality counts for so
much as that of the theatre. The public of today demands "someThis thing
wasdifferent."
proven when talkies arrived. Silent houses that were
in the "red" all the time have not had a 'red' week since and
standing room only has been the rule.

The public
demanded
They got it in the
talkies
and flocked
to the"something
theatres todifferent."
see and hear.
It is up to the theatre managers to maintain this new interest
by constantly figuring new and "different" program arrangement.
Just because it has been the custom from the days of Adam to
open a theatre program with an orchestra overture, is the one best
reason why it should be changed. Theatre patrons submit to it
because they have been taught to expect it as a permanent unchangeable thing in the same spirit they bow their heads through
a ten minute opening prayer in church service.
There is no reason why the opening overture could not be dispensed with and featured later as a break in the regular program.
There is no good reason why it could not be dispensed with altogether because most opening overtures are too long and a bore,
even though they do exploit the conductor.
Get out of the rut — do it "different" if it is only changing your
floral decorations to new positions. Sav "Hello" occasionally to a
well known patron instead of the usual "Good Evening" or "Good
And I stillgh
think summer business would be improved^ by shorter
Ni
t.
features
and a more varied
program"
of single reel subjects, not
the best viray to do' that
to itsell
forgetting
is
to see that
IS your
COOL'cool
— nottheatre"
just an and
announcement
to that effect.
Don't advertise "The Coolest Theatre in Town" if you haven't got
it. The public are not all damn fools.

The Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"

Motion
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I'll tell vou whv I like the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE
CLUB
of MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS.
I like it because it keeps me in touch with a lot
of the old gang who have gone hither and yon
about the country — the old gang who once were
members of the little round
table club four or five doors
down the alley, behind that
and
cra
e chcanof
n
s, old
bun
aytesdow
or aw
Obig garbag
nt
in the baseme
within a nos^*|»
tril throw of the gents' room.
e,,
bundBlai
say
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with Bo
Sea, ttl
tarble indays
rock
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^
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Sp
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yP.
r
nd,
le
la
ee
rt
thf
^
Wh
in
Po
M
Frank Whitbeck and wi
Jef
^
1 Lazarus in Los Angeles, and
so on, ad infinitum. It's the
back part of the MOTION PICTURE NEWS and
I read it first. It keeps me in touch with a lot of
old cronies. Hardly a week goes by but what it
keeps me informed about what Charlie Pincus and
Irving Waterstreet are doing in Omaha; how
Sam Torgan is making out in Springfield and how
Floyd Maxwell in Oregon and Sammy Cohen in
Spokane are getting along. Every week, through
the ROUND TABLE CLUB, I start in Los Angeles,
go up the Coast into Butte, Denver, Kansas City,
Buffalo and on to Broadway. It's a weekly Cook's
tour and I get a lot of ideas en route. What more
is there to say? Eddie Hitchcock,
Publicity Director,
N. Y. Paramount Theatre.
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SAYS EDDIE!
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doubt

but

that

jjgj.g^ seeing his name in print

on our pages have wondered
hustHng
Hinds,
Fred
manager
of the
Colonial
what

Theatre in Watertown, S. D.,
looks like, so since Fred was thoughtful enough to include his
photo along with some of his experiences we decided to pass
it along, pronto.
Prior to his entrance into the managerial end of the show
business he served as a free lance scenario writer besides hanling a reportorial job on the Minneapolis Tribune.
He also
worked for a time as an advertising
copy writer.
In 1915 he went to work
publicity for the Orpheum
handling
^^^^
later managTheatre in Minneapolis,
^^Kft^
ing the Strand and shifting from there
^^^^j
^^^.^l'
to a position as advertising manager
^■^'
for the F&R Loop Houses.
He publicized various pictures for a
J^^fc«
resigning
company,
producing
large
^^^^^^
e adversupervis
to
position
that
from
^^
^jU^
^^^t
Enterprises,
tising for the Southern
^^^H^i^^
In 1920 he reInc., in Atlanta, Ga.
^^^^IB^H
joined F&R and was made advertising
^l
^k^^
^^^^
^^^^^W^BBL__I
manager for the St. Paul houses.
One
year
later
he
purchased
his own
theatre in Creco, la., and operated it
for eight years before he joined Publix at his present position.
With so wide and varied a career it is no wonder tliat Fred
has been turning out some very fine stuff at the Colonial and
we feel sure that this brief account
will serve to stimulate
interest still further in his work, and as we have published a
number of his stunts we feel that he is going to continue the
active interest he has shown in the past.
So let's hear from
you again very soon Fred.

ere s now
Hnw
c

perhaps

17.

1930

remember

-c^ri
Fnrl

^^
ced not
reprodubore
we ^j^i^.^
herald^^^
the
*^^ j^^^g
Arnold *'Shot" The heading "Lets Shoot The
Kids
TT-'j Of
r\£. Arhngton
\ ^iz^^^.^^ the
Kiddies."
As you ofknow
brain-child
Earlit was
ArHf^vf^'

;=i^^=i^^^i:^:i===
nold, manager of the Lincoln
Theatre in Arlington, N. J., and was part of his kiddie business
boosting campaign.
In the photo we are running here you'll get an idea of the
way he put the stunt across. The kids were made up to represent a number of the various child stars in comedies to-day.
"Snookums," "Buster Brown," "Our Gang," and a couple more
were portrayed by kids recruited from the town. In a vacant
lot Earl set up his "lot" and photographed the kids in a comedy
entitled
Movies." children being represented you can
With "Making
the neighborhood
bet that all of the mamas, papas, and relatives were on hand
when work was finished on the production and it was unreeled
at the theatre. The whole of Arlington was on hand to view
the finished product. And not only that, but while the picture
was being "shot" crowds used to gather around the scene and
watch the work, and they were there too.

The local newspapers gave the gag a good break and when
the city papers in Newark saw it, they, too, picked it up. As a
result Earl received a lot of publicity in the Sunday edition
of the Newark Evening Call that resulted in some added business for the house. We would like to call your attention to
the fact that Earl's stunt can be worked by you too, and if you
think your community will like it then the work you put in in
planning it will more than show in added box office revenue.

Still
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r^r^
VV one
Ul 1 OrOn to, Canada
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showman

another

Canadian
jumps in line with

^g ^^^ f^Q^ ^he looks of
things it seems that Jules S.

Theatre
in Toronto,
Ont.,
of the Christie
Wolfe, manager
Canada, is very active.
Along with this application for membership, Wolfe was
thoughtful enough to enclose a copy of his house organ and a
novelty herald he used on "The Trespasser." The herald was
a corker. It was well made up in brown and white. The front
page bore a silhouette of Gloria Swanson with a catch-line
underneath "Words Are Useless." The inner pages followed
it up with copy "To describe the fact, etc." The copy was well
chosen and no doubt did a lot towards selling the picture.
We also want to compliment him on his house organ, carry
ing four pages and very attractively done in brown and bamboo
color on good stock paper. The program carried the attrac
tions for the entire month together with little announcements
on the shorts and the program proper. We also note that he
has adopted the musical program idea and spotted it on his
early evening show.
We want to welcome Mr. Wolfe into the Club and state that
we believe we are going to record many good things about him
in the near future, and we're sure that you will agree with us
that he has gotten off to a good start. So let's hear from you
real soon, Jules and in your next letter why not include a photo
and a little dope about your career in show business to date?
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A showman who belongs
right in the front line along
Harold A. Kopplin
with the rest of the Florida
Is An Artist As
Kouncl Table representatives
Well As Showman
is Harold A. Kopplin, manthe Capitol Theatre in
Miami,ager of Fla.
^
Along with a lot of other work, couinig plants aiul >o forth,
Harold found time to knock out a whale ot a campaign on
••Cohens and Kellys in Scotland," that certainly sold the town
he
on the picture. As this was the world premier ot the him
would
set out to do it up f^ne. If we had enough space we
like to devote a couple of pages to his campaign but at present
it is well nigh impossible to give more
llKin a brief resume of the highlights.
He tied-up with the local newspaper
and two golf courses with the paper
agreeing to give him publicity on the
sporting page, for which he, in turn,
Kelly
was to promote two "Cohen and
miniature golf tournaments, one to be
held at the Dallas Park Course and the
other at the Plaza. The tournaments
were held several days before the opening and were widely advertised. This
stunt was followed up by of?er of a free
pass to the theatre to any golfer on the
course making a ••hole in one" during
the run of the film. The gag created a great deal of talk
the house received a lot ot
around the golf courses and it
y.
,
public
We are showing above a sample of some of the art work
Harold turns out, all of which is done by him. The piece
shows evidence of considerable care and we can tell from the
had a discopy that he certainly knows his patrons. He also
play piece showing wires from the stars in the picture, which
to good advantage.
up and ,placed
he
since init the lobby
entire campaign
His'touched
was well planned and well executed, went over big and credit
and his "bunch"
Harold
is due
at the Capitol for their showmanlike way in putting it
across.
Another stunt he uses, credit
for which must go to his assistant, Mr. Campbell, is a program
he supplies the fight club, in the
neighborhood with. The card
carries the program of the
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that no complaints would be made to him by dissatisfied patrons. So in the ad he put this: '•Women Will Cringe at the
Stark, Naked Realism." And it had just the opposite re-action!
They flocked in again. Now Harold wants to know how the
deuce they can be doped out. But all kidding aside, we want
to say that he turns out some very fine samples of newspaper
advertising and we feel sure that this medium does a lot to
sell the i)iclun'';.

Safety Club Organized By Metcalf
Met With Approval

Another Ohio showman, in
the person of A. E. Metcalf,
has
enrolled
the Managers'
Round
Tablein Club.
Metcalf
is the manager of Schines
Lincoln
Theatre in Massilon,
Ohio, and is a showman
of

—
wide experience.
In his many years in the show game, he has covered a goodly
number of angles, which included almost every branch of the

business. Way, way back he was advance agent for Markle's
Sunny South Floating Theatre, then the biggest show boat on
the Mississippi, and secured a lot of training which comes in
handy today. After being with the show
boat company for a number of years he
started operating motion picture and
vaudeville theatre's on his own, which
business he continued in until he hooked
up with the Schine Circuit.
As the photo we are showing will
prove, he is certainly very active. This
stunt was a tie-up with the local junior
police, the newspaper and the police department whereby a "Just Kids Safety
Club" was organized, and fortunately this
worked in about the time he was playing
"Street of Chance" so he tied in the kids 1
with the picture. The newspapers gave
the angle a lot of free publicity and ran
a couple of front page stories on the benefit of the club.
In addition, the paper published stories setting forth the
benefits to be derived from joining the club and printed a
number of membership application forms. As a means of
obtaining a little more good-will Metcalf made up a number of
cards, in the form of applications and added a detachable
coupon which carried copy stating that the kiddie holder was
entitled to one free admission to the theatre if acompanied by
either of his parents. This stunt made a decided hit with the
residents of the town and certainly helped the theatre a lot.

^e:;

the theatre's
fights and also
attractions.
The promoters dis&
tribute them at the arena and
the theatre comes in for some
valuable publicity.
W'c want also to say a couple
of words about his newspaper
advertising, especially the teaser
SJfe^^^
he ran for "Men Without
Women."
He had a line which
read, "Women of Miami — Do You Know What Men Really
Think of You?"— Cand in Small Type) "You'll find the answer
in Men Without Women." How the women swallowed this
one! They flocked in to see the picture. And that brings to
one Harold pulled on "Hell's Heroes." He
mind another
decided
to tell the women that the picture was gruesome, so

A. R. NININGER

Says:

"The ROUND TABLE CLUB is the logical place
for us to meet, 'for mutual benefit and progress,'
in these days of greater responsibilities, and it is
uith much interest that I take my seat."
Fort Lauderdale Theatres, Inc.,
Fort Lauderdale, Florida.

This Safety Club idea is an excellent stunt to use and it will
fit in very well around vacation time. So if you think that it
will be of use to you in your locality, you could start planning
now to shoot it about the time school closes. We want to
thank Mr. Metcalf for passing this along to us with his membership application and we extend him a hearty welcome into
the Club. Fine work, "A. E." and now that you're one of us
don't forget your brother members will be mighty interested in
learning what else you are doing to sell your shows out there
in Massillon.
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When anybody tells us that
the Canadian members of the
Club can certainly arrange attractive window displays, it
doesn't take a minute for us
to agree with the party. The
==^.^i=====
reason, of course, is to be
seen in the accompanying photo, which shows the way John V.
Ward, manager of the Capitol Theatre in Niagara Falls, Ont.,
Canada, sold the town through the windows of local dealers,
when he played "The Vagabond Lover."
The whole lay-out was very attractively made-up and if you
look closely you will note the life-size cut-out of Rudy Vallee
that did a lot to lend "life" to the window. The cut-out was
made up in striking colors and stood out like a beacon light.
In addition to getting in plugs for the sheet music, Ward also
plugged the Vallee records and this move made a big hit with
the local dealer. Still scenes from the picture occupied a
prominent place in the foreground and their effect was enhanced by the background of combination radio and victrolas
the dealer was endeavoring to sell in the display.

Window Displays
Created By John
V. Ward Are Fine

Special drapes and rugs were put into service to lend a rich
tone to Ward's work and they more than helped to give the
display plenty of punch. Since he used everything possible in
the window that would help to sell, it is small wonder that the
picture cHcked for Ward and in addition he had the good-will
of the dealer and the request that he put more displays of this
calibre in the near future. And being a good showman, there's
no question but that Ward will have that window tied-up week
after week.
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''LAFF OF THE WEEK"
And it's Rhiney Hiehle of the Smoot Amusement
Company of Parkersburg, West Va., who claims
that he heard it from a brother manager. It seems
that his friend had just returned from one of
those so unconventional conventions in Montreal
and when asked what kind of a place the Canadian
wistfully, "Well —
replied
showman
the four
was, had
city
the hotel
hundred
rooms — with iced beer
in everv bathroom."
Though he is now located
at the Garde Theatre in New
London, Conn., we have come
across a couple of stunts that
Max Melincoff used while at
the Palace in Torrington and
'
we think they have enough
"meat" to them to merit passing along to the rest of the Club.
When he played "Sally" Max decided to give the picture an
advance plug in the newspapers, so he went to the Chief of
Police and requested that a couple of officers be detailed to
guard the film when it arrived at the theatre. The photo shows
to what good effect Max's live-wire publicity stunt was put.
This picture appeared in the Torrington papers on the day the film
arrived and in that manner Max
had the town talking about it.
He also obtained some more
free space in the newspapers by displaying alot of keen showmanship.
He noticed in one of the Hartford
papers that Dick Barthlemess was
staying in that city. Max got him
on the phone and Barthelmess invited him over for an interview.
And when he came away Max had
a letter, signed bv the star, which

Max Melincoff Had
Local Cops Guard
Print Of Picture

he usedThe
to plug
of the Gods"
with.
letter "Son
was mounted
in a
one-sheet frame and placed on display in the lobby. This angle helped
Max a lot towards selling the picture to the people of the town.
Incidentally, he gives us a little tip tliat we think should be
passed on. "I think," he says, "that every manager should reaa
his local paper from the first to the last page — not missing a
thing. He would be surprised at the various items that can be
put to use in tying up organizations, civic affairs, etc. Just
a simple announcement of some affair might lead to getting
loads of newspaper space that one would not ordinarily get."
"And." he continued, "It pays to take advantage of every break
— and if the breaks don't come — make em!"

Permit me to congratulate you on the second anniversary of the MANAGERS'
ROUND TABLE CLUB, and it is regrettable that you cannot get all the boys
together and celebrate in fitting fashion.
I have followed the growth of the CLUB, and its merits certainly must be farreaching to have gathered the momentum its membership has in the two short years
of its existence.
There is nothing like the mutual exchange of ideas, and in this respect the
ROUND TABLE CLUB has no peer in showmanship circles.
I want to wish the CLUB continued success, and to earnestly hope that the
coming year will be as productive of ideas and increased membership as the past.
Most sincerely,
HAROLD LLOYD.
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Is Proving To Ik'
An Alert Showman
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When a new manager takes
over a house it is generally
some time before he gets the
"feel" of things. But this was
not the case with Sidney
Auerbach,
manager
of the
Broadway Temple in Astoria,

■
L. I., in Paul Binstock's division.
Having been tlie assistant manager of the house, to which
position, incidentally he rose from doorman, Sidney knew the
land pretty well, so when he was given an opportunity to
demonstrate showmanship in his new position, he started out
to prove his worth to Binstock.

As his first move he tied-up a local
jewelry store and persuaded the merchant to offer over two hundred dollars
worth of merchandise to be donated to
winners in a Gift contest. A number of
heralds were printed which carried the
announcement of the contest, that consisted of identifying a number of movie
stars (seventy seven altogether). The
contestant was supposed to list as
nearly correct as possible the names of
the performers and submit the list,
together with a twenty-five word letter
on "What picture I thought was best at the Broadway Theatre
and why I liked it," to Auerbach. All printed matter was paid
for by the jeweler.
With this part of his campaign set, Sidney then went our and
promoted a full page co-operative newspaper ad from tlie local
dealers. And if you think this was an easy stunt, you don't
know his location. The ad and the contest blended in neatly
with "Happy Days" and set that picture ofY to a good start.
By examining the cut we are reproducing you can see how he
has worked an announcement ofthe con" AjToauoaAm
FOX
1
test into the page. He
TVKATia
"^i
"HAPPY
■MNi'
1 •> •.liu Tvn.,
w«o-, THUB*. DAYS
- *r«a i. i
also tied-up with a
b».kn
radio station and one
iti;^^ .
-■Upvr Ov«of the dealers broadmd.
e=^ <::=::
a^-Hun m»ncasting over the air.
■^-^"1 and effected an agreeM.»
attTLSTEEU
ment whereby the conNathaiuon[t
test and the tlieatre
were to be mentioned
during the broadcasting
niumi
■nam
^
period. Though we have
only shown you a
UMSIKtmU
couple of phases of his
«^
«»*« l»tH «««
campaign here, we feel
1
that it is unnecessary
tr~cil'==
to set forth any more
M. Jjkvn
~
■ ^^
details, since space will
aeu a •iiv»
*t^Niai
not permit us at this
time. Sufficient to say
though
that the contest
1
mtmiirnaais
k^hiri>l«-«a*
went over to great sucUAX rrcuuTU*
cess and in fact these
couple of stunts alone
could probably have
swung it, but since we

These Ace Displays
Done By Phil Gunn
At Holden's House

CLUD
With so much

speed being

shown
Earle Holden's
vicinityaround
we almost
made a
mistake and put down Daytona as his address instead of
the
Fla. Fairfax Theatre in Miami,

riie latest account wc have on Earle's work concerns part
ut liie advance campaign he put over for "Mami)a." He made
uj) a number of window stickers which contained nothing on
them hut the title of the picture. The stickers were pasted all
around the town, on every pole, wall, can, box, and everything
they'd adhere to. The second day after the town had been
"plastered" up with them everybody was wondering who or
what "Mamba" was. Earle followed up this angle with a
iuiml)er of printed cards, also containing the title, and made
up in calling card si/e.
The cards were handed out by persons dressed in every-day
clothes. No theatre employees were used for the distribution
and everybody in town received one or two of the cards at
some time or othei;. After the cards had been handed out Earle
broke carried
in the papers
with ten days
one-half
inch "title
which
were
for eighteen
in advance
of teasers"
the playdates.
By the time he finished the contest and shot his message home
everybody in town had about given up hope of learning the
meaning of "Mamba," for since no trailer or anything had been
run in the house they were completely mystified. And believe
us, the picture sold when Earle revealed the stunt.

^^"^i

?
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happen to know Sidney's habit for doing things up thoroughly
he wasn't satisfied until he had covered every possible angle.
Before we close this little article we want to say a word or
two about the lucky number gift night he promoted in conjunction with the Broadway Merchants Association. Ten fivedollar gold pieces were donated to the persons holding corresponding ticket numbers to those called off the stake. Business
jumped up on this night and it didn't cost Sidney a cent, as the
merchants paid for posters and heralds announcing it. Another
little stunt he engineered was the giving away, to women
patrons, samples of cleansing cream which he secured from a
local dealer. The women were handed a card which stated that
upon presentation at the store they would receive the sample.
This angle promoted a lot of good-will for both the house and
the drugstore
Great stuff, Sid, let's hear more from you.

We are sliowing in conjunction with this article, a tew of the
displays turned out by the artist of the Fairfax, Phil Gunn.
And since Earle says that Phil is good, he must be. But in
order that you may pass your own opinion on the subject you
can look these samples over and in fact there may be one or
two ideas there that you would like to use, since it seems to us
that the novel starting time placque that he has in the lower
left is pretty good.
We want to thank Earle for stopping his very busy activities
long enough to let us know what he is doing. And we know
Earle is busy getting^ that house whipped into shape to take
care of the summer business that his showmanship is sure to
bring in. But don't forget Earle, busy or not, we want to know
how you're selling your shows down there.

"All For One And One For All "

Motion

THE
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HEAD

New Haven Times
Some people think that life is but
A mess of grief and sorrow;
If nothing troubles them today.
They will fret about tomorrow.
They shut their eyes to all good things,
Which life may have to offer.
And they are crying and lament.
Because they have to suffer.
We all have troubles — rich or poor —
Life would be dull without, I'm sure.
Woes have their place or no man would
Appreciate all that is "good."

A number of issues ago we
ran an account of the very
fine campaign William L.
Hendricks, General Manager
of the Capitol Amusement
Company in Steubenville,
Ohio, put over for his opening
night of "Flight." Recently he repeated this success on "Hit
theHeDeck."
followed much the same line as formerly. Celebrities
were invited. The newspaper ran advance stories on the
premiere. The radio plugged it. Orchestras broadcasted the
hits over the air. The town was treated to an advance campaign that was a wow.

Hendricks Clicks
OnceMore With His
Premiere Openings

News

May

17,

1930

Another angle Hendricks used was a "Hit the Deck" Ball
that he promoted at the local ballroom. The sponsors of the
dance agreed to feature the name and also to have the orchestra
play the theme songs, the titles of which were imprinted on a
dance program, furnished by Henderson and bearing a head of
Jack
star.
The Oakie
whole the
campaign
went over with as complete a success as
the first one we recorded a while back. We want to thank
Hendricks for keeping us posted on his work and we are sure
he will continue the very active interest he is showing in the
Club. Incidentally, "W. L.," we managed to inveigle a photo
out of Howard Waugh and will run it shortly. And we have
Howard's permission too.
Up in the Bronx, or rather
we should say, Bronx, New
York City, Syd. Oshrin, manager of the Allerton Theatre
has been stepping on the gas,
giving his sound installation
=;;i;;;ii^=^=i^=;^=;;;^^^^= a plug, which accounts for us
not hearing from him for a couple of weeks, but we are glad to
report that he put his campaign over with a bang, and now
he has started to sell his regular shows.
One of the first of his activities was a tie-up
with whereby
a local
laundry

Oshrin Arranged
A Local Tie-Up Of
Benefit To House

the laundry agreed
to furnish fifty dollars worth of courtesy prizestribution
forat the
distheatre. Patrons
entering the house
were handed a coupon announcing the
awards and containing a notice requesting that the
holder write name
and address, and place in a box in the lobby. A stub at the
end of the coupon was held by the patron. On the nights
of the awards the numbers were called off from the stage, and
persons holding corresponding numbers were entitled to parchandise. ticipate in the distribution of the fifty dollars worth of merSyd pulled a corking stunt with the laundry by arranging
that every woman entering the theatre on the night of the
donations, be presented with a ticket entitling her to have a
week's laundry done up free. In this manner both he and the
laundry secured a lot of good-will, and the many thousand
coupons holding the patrons name and address that they
secured were put to good use in the mailing list.
We are sliowing with this article a street ballyhoo that he
uses as a regular weekly feature for the house. The truck carries two twenty-four sheets plugging the picture and special
attractions and does a lot towards keeping Syd's patrons informed as to what the theatre is playing. These little stunts
form a regular part of his business building campaigns and we
know that his box-office shows the results much more impressively tilan we can write it.

On the night of the opening, special police lines were necessary to hold back the throng that milled about, held in check
by ropes. As the local celebrities arrived they said a few words
into the radio "mike" which was flung back by loud speakers.
Batteries of lights played upon every arrival and newspaper
photographers were grouped around taking pictures. From the
photo we are showing you will be able to see just how packed
the house must have been.
The sailors in the picture are in reality local jazzsters who
were hired especially for the occasion, to regale the crowds
with song hits from the picture and to greet attendants of the
premiere. The radio announcer too was outfitted witli a sailor
suit in keeping with the picture. The front of the house was
atmospherically decorated with pennants, nautical emblems,
attractive cut-outs and in fact everything else that went to
make up a selling display.

JULES S. WOLFE

Says:

"/ have been following your Department in
the MOTION PICTURE NEWS for some time
past and I have received therefrom many constructive ideas. I wish to state that I think this
Department is one of the most important innovations in the motion picture business from an
Exhibitor's angle."
Manager, Christie Theatre,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
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Co - operate
we've
hammered
away! onHowthat angle.
We've
run
stories
showing
how valuable co-operation
is,
what a wonderful
advantage
it is, and in every possible way
we've tried to keep it before
you. Only recently we ran a number of problems, encountered
by showmen from all over the world, and the main thing in
the way they surmounted difficulties was, co operation.
I'erliaps bu.siness is tine tor you in your town but not so
hot for the rest of the merchants.
We've seen many a case
like it. The theatre ha.d
almost the whole business
because the residents of the
town shopped only for
Shop Where You Live
amusement. Suburban merCENTURY
CIRCUIT
chants are especially hit in
CARNIVAL
this way. And we are goEnUra Wxh of ApiJ IDlli M 2Slh
ing to show you now how
a showman lends a helping
hand whenever possible.
WILUAM A. UVEY
The cut bearing the heading "Shop Where You
Live" is a sample of a
newspaper ad run by William A. Levey, manager of the Beacon Theatre in Port Washington, Long Island, N. Y. Bill tied-up with the local Chamber
of Commerce and co-operated with them on the campaign.
His town is located just a short distance from the city and
most of the shopping is done in New York. Sensing this, the
Chamber knew that something had to be done, so they went
to work on a "Shop Where You Live" week in an endeavor
to popularize the local merchants. Windows were especially
dressed up, signs posted around the town, notices carried in
newspapers and everything else possible was done to make
the residents see that they should shop at home. By applying showmanship to the campaign it went over very successfully and the theatre, as well as the town itself, came in for
lots of publicity and business building.

I iicideiitaily,
notice
thatof the
little22nd,
jiocmand
"Hewhich,
A Booster"
which
we ran we
in our
issue
March
at this

I'iie piioto we Levey,
are siiowing
of tiie
smiling
gentleman
is well
Bill
manager
of the
Beacon,
who is
known to the Club, since his numerous activities have often been represented on our
pages. At the time this "exclusive" photo was
taken. Bill, a habitual early riser every since
he heard that the early bird catches the worm,
is sniffing the cool, clean air of Port Washington (Unsolicited Testimonial) and pleasantly contemplating the arrival, on the 7:20 A. M.
train from New York, of Abe Wachter, one
of the town's distinguished statesmen, and
bosom pal of the editor of the Port Washington News, and himself. We don't know whether you will notice the fir tree, that Bill is
standing in front of, since the cut is rather
small, but anyway, that tree has been in Bill's
possession for a number of years, for the
simple reason that he has found it more profitable to hang
up a tree than a stocking when Santa came around.
We could go on for quite some time and recount these little
anecdotes which form a "smiling" part of "Smiling Bill's .career, but then we've more important things to talk about at
present, so the story that once made the rounds about him
refusing a lucrative position as a piano salesman because he
heard that all salesmen carry sample cases, will have to wait.
The other photo shows part of his campaign on "Hit The
Deck," where, by tying in the local Junior Naval Division
he let the house in for some very valuable publicity. The boys
paraded about the main streets of the town, attracting plenty
of attention and finally winding up in front of the Beacon,
where they were invited in as guests of the management. Inside the theatre they paraded across the stage and treated the
patrons to a short exhibition of drilling.
In closing this article we want to bring to your attention
again the value of co-operating with your local merchants
if you want them to co-operate with you. We are passing along
the
Live" have
stuntbeen
in the
eventfor.that it is just
what "Shop
some Were
of our You
members
looking

The lobby housed a new
model radio that was to be given away to the holder of the
lucky number.
This radio was donated by the dealers.
With every ticket purchased during the week, a coupon was
issued entitling those persons to a chance on the radio. However, copy on the ballots specifically stated that it was necessary for the holder of the lucky number drawn to be in the
theatre at the time of drawing.
The dealers co-operated in every conceivable way — by having
representatives at the theatre to explain the inner workings and
decided advantages of the Majestic radio as well as co-operative
window displays, newspaper ads, and mailing out heralds to a
selective mailing list.
Manager Rice states that this radio show was held during
a period in which he firmly believes that the theatre would have
gone considerably in the red. But it is his personal opinion
that the publicity derived from the show was invaluable. The
big kick in the campaign was on the drawing night for the
radio, on the first day of a new picture.

William A. Levey
Secures Good-Will
By Co-Operation

time seems very apropriate has been given space in Bill's local
newspaper, occupying a prominent position on the third page.
This poem, submitted to us by C. Elmer Nolte, Jr., will be
found to come in very handy in any business getting or goodwill building weeks. Another of our members, 11. C. Nealc,
manager of the Princess Theatre in Mayficld, Kentucky thought
so much of it that he reprinted it on blotters, and distributed
them about the town, by boys and through the mailing list.

We want to
sells his shows
than seen at
soon Bill, and

thank Bill for keeping us posted on the way he
and we know that his live-wire hustling is more
the box-office. Let's hear from you again real
give our regards to Abe and Charlie.
Choosing a time when busi-

T»
Stunt A.
J T*1o O
1 Radi
TT
Free
rlelped
rJOOSt
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S
nUSinCSb
Riicino««
Rir'tk'c

k. Rice
u. Majestic
so
withgood
ness isn't
arranged
Radio
dealers
to the
stage a show
Salem,
^^^ theWinstonC.
arolinaN. TheaPublix-C
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MORE ''LOBBY LAFFS"
PAGING
Dick Kiischbaiini is asain in need of suggrestions for the "Lobby LaflFs" series, and knowinp:
how popular these cartoons are with our readers,
we are broadcasting this request right off the
Club pages.
If you stop to think for a moment or two. undoubtedly you will recall some funny incident
that occurred around your theatre and could be
converted
into one of Dick's "lafFs,"
"Keep
Your
I'p"long
andas let's
get
some fun out of Sunnyside
this series as
Dick all
is good
enough to do the cartooning for us. M. R. T. C.
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didn't have a story about
George Shewell, exploitation
manager of the York Theatres in York, Pa.
Shewell has always been one of our very active contributors
and we are sure that his work in the past year has furnished
some of the Club members with helpful suggestions. Being
well schooled in the art of newspaper advertising and window
display
make-up, his many fine tie-ups have long been a source
of interest.
From time to time we have exhibited various layouts used
by this showman and in addition we have also shown many
of the window displays he
created. His methods of writing copy have always been to
appeal to his local patronage
and it is this angle that has
helped him immensely in merchandising ih s attractions.
Just a short while ago we reproduced a sample of his work
in the "Magnafilm" ad he laid
out that sold the town completely on the subject he was
plugging. To-day we have another sort of ad, that helped
bring in kiddie business and
sell the picture as well.
In the cut we are reproducing of the newspaper ad you
can get an idea of what he is
selling.
The tie-up was made
with a local manufacturer of
candy
bars
and
the maker
agreed
to furnish
every kid
who
entered
the theatre for
the early morning
Saturday
show, a free candy bar.
To
this effect Shewell, incorporated the notice in the ad but what we want to call to your attention is the little box he uses which states "Two Hours Of
Freedom For Parents."
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This angle probably did more to boost business than anything. Any mother who wanted to shop on Saturday morning,
or who had other work to do would be only too glad to have
the children cared for, if she knew who was caring for them.
Knowing his patrons Shewell was able to put in the notice

J. Ramon Wheeler Says:
"Attached you will find my application for membership in your Club which I believe to be one of
the best in the business. Since its beginning, I have
enjoyed every word in your columns and have
ideas in them."
found many useful
Manager, Publix State Theatre,
South Bend, Indiana.
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concerning the welfare of the kids. This reassured the patrons
and they felt that the kids should see the show. As for the
kids, they were pretty well interested in the candy bar and you
can bet if they were looking through the newspaper and came
across the ad, they would bring it to their parents' attention.
And when the parents read the whole ad and saw the notice
about the children it's pretty safe to say that they complied
with the kiddies' request that they be permitted to attend the
show.
In the photos we are running you will note the excellent
displays he arranged in the
windows of various dealers
If You are Taking Your Golf too Seriously
in York, for "The Rogue
SEE THE FAMOUS CHAMPIONS
Song" and "Honey." On
WALTER HAGEN
the first picture he tied-up
LEO DIEGEL
with a dealer and plugged
the picture in the manner
you outsee
here.
A special
of the
head
of the cutstar
iS JL MAok'sENNEfT'S

LEO

Oi£&EL

Playfd Iht f,atae in

Ihnlhng and Just i
MATCH
PLAY"
CAPITOL -WEEK
MAY

12th.

In CotiiiinclKin Willi Grartf Bancroft in " Luiiirs l.ove bntin"

in the picture was placed at
an angle in the window
that anyone going by would
be bound to have their

gaze attracted to it. He also persuaded the dealer to
buy a couple of books on
the picture and in this manner got in a little more
publicity. A special thirty
by forty card, plugging the male and female star also occupied
a prominent place in the lay-out.
On "Honey" he promoted the window of a dealer in house
furnishings and plugged the picture by featuring the star, who
was represented by a life-size cut-out. The cut-out was placed
alongside a cedar chest. The chest angle was a natural for
exploitation as it worked in one of the theme songs "In My
Little Hope Chest." By looking closely you will notice that
Shewell went to the trouble of making up special cards, upon
which to place his stills. The cards carried only the title
"Honey" and since his display was built around the theme song
you can see what an important move he made by making up
these special title plugs.
Both displays did a lot to help boost business on the pictures
and we'dmoted inlike
state that
"The dealer
Rogue inSong"
prothe to
window
of every
town, tie-ups
since awere
national
Here's the way Shewell plugged a good
talking short via special card distributed
throughout the community. Get the most
out ofworth
yourit —short
subjects,
and then
some! they're

tie-up with a well known radio manufacturing company formed
part of the picture's campaign. Many other angles were covered on both these pictures but since space will not permit our
using them at present, and as most of the members know of
Shewell's capable work, we'll have to let his future work show
you what else he does in the line of show merchandising.
When it comes to displaying signs of showmanship you
can depend on Fred Johnson,
manager of the RKO Drake
in Oil City. Pa., to be kicking
up a lot of dust.
Througii a recent tie-up
with a furniture dealer Fred secured a verv valuable
living
room outfit. This outfit was given away in the theatre. Persons entering the theatre, and purchasing a ticket, were handed
a coupon which entitled them to a bid on the suite. The one
stipulation was that the person holding the corresponding number to one called off the stage, be present in the audience.
The stunt clicked for a milion with Fred's patrons and business began to boom. As soon as he saw the stunt was meeting with favor he decided to run it for three or four weeks
and as a result the word of mouth publicity he received on the
gag more than made up for the slight cost involved in the
engineering and execution of the plan. Another stunt that also
helped Fred was the giving away of a radio set, to the same
results as the furniture gag.

Fred Johnson Is
Still Boosting Biz.
By His Peppy Work

Since we hadn't heard from Fred for quite a while we had
been wondering what happened to him but
then, knowing him
of old we felt that he was up to some stunt or other. Sure
, enough he came through with this one and we guess you'll
agree with us that as far as getting business is concerned, the
stunt has the goods.
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All of the hustle and bustle
goin^ on around Ogden, Utah,
recently has been occasioned
by the activity of Jack Marpole, manager of the Paramount Theatre in that city.
7
.
Just a little while ai;o we
informed you of his transfer to the Paramount and told you
that we expected to pass along some accounts of his work as
soon as he got his feet on the ground. Well, at this writing
Jack has i)lantc(l his feet firmly on the old sod. I'.ut those feet
wont stay in the one place.
One of the first moves in
his
campaign to boost busiPARAMOUNT THKATRE
ness was a tie-up with a
dairy. The dairy company
is the largest in Ogden,
serving four thousand or
so customers daily. Jack
promoted a plan, whereby
all of the bottle tops were
imprinted with the name of
a Paramount star. The customer was supposed to save
the tops and when a complete set of ten stars was
made up, she, or he, upon
presentation of the tops at
the dairy would receive free
tickets to the theatre.
Twenty-five "key" tops are
distributed among the 4,000
daily. In this case, since
Jack was shortly to play
"Vagabond King," the
name Dennis King was
used. The same stars, with
the exception of the key
star, are used for three
months.

Jack Marpole Is
Displaying More
*Ace' Showmanship

The dairy pays for the
. .
bottle tops and the special
printing, and also takes space in the newspaper twice weekly,
copy for which is written by the theatre. The dairy is given
a small display in the lobby. Whenever any special shows are
arranged, bottle-hangers are used to plug it and the bottle top
gag. The stunt, still in use, is going over with a bang and a
great deal of good-will is being secured by both the theatre
and the dairy. This is a wonderful stunt to work if you have
a large dairy near you and should you wish more dope on the
idea we are sure that if you drop Tack a line he'll give it to you.
And now here's another piece of showmanship that's a knockout. The local newspaper, prior to the end of January, never
had an amusement page. Jack set to work to change this. He
negotiated a deal with the paper whereby the sheet agreed to
feature an amusement page in which the local Publix houses,
being the representative houses were to be given so much space
weekly. Jack supplies all the art work and occasionally some
of the stories. His assistant conducts a column on the
under a nom de plume, securing stories from news services.paper,
With his Kiddie business hitting a little low. he decided to
jack it up. So on the opening day of his anniversarv, which
fortunately had just rolled around, he gave a Kiddies Free
Birthday Party, putting on a silent western, and comedies. He
also promoted free candy from a local dealer. What a turnout.
Over two thousand kids tried to cram into 1,900 seats with
the result that it became necessary to turn away over five
hundred, but the manager of the other Publix house in the
town invited the kids to witness his show. The photo will give
you a "^mall idea of the crowd of kids trying to get in.
Profiting from his first experience vvith the kids. Jack decided to organize a Paramount Joy Club, his aim being to run
special Saturday morning shows at a reduced rate. Before the
performance starts he gets up on the stage and leads them in
a songfest to the accompaniment of Clair Anderson's organ
manipulation, and also tells them about the shows for the
coming week. The Club, from what we know, has been in
operation about five weeks, and has grown to tremendous proportions. The organist grew so much in popularity that the
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name was changed to Clair Anderson's Paramount Joy Club.
Incidentally, to say a little about this organist, before Jack hit
the house, the town had never had community singing, so he
broke in Anderson on the slide gag and the idea has clicked so
well that the nightly songfest has become quite an event.

Besides this show selling inside his house, Jack went out
and promoted a lot of good-will with his "most courteous pupil"
contest, run in the local schools. The classes in each school
voted on their most courteous pupil. The school as a whole
then voted to determine the most courteous representative of
the combined classes. The winners of each school were then
judged by a committee of business men, the Superintendent of
.Schools and other prominent townsmen, and a "Most courteous
scholar in Ogden" was chosen. A pair of passes was given for
the class winners, a month's pass for the school winners and a
three months' pass was awarded for the winner. And wliat
good-will
the ithouse
secured
from into
teachers
and parents.
a stunt that
will pay
to look
and perhaps
you canHere's
find
a couple of more angles to work into it. At any rate. Jack has
a good gag in this, so if you think it will fit your purpose, use it.
Another fine angle he is putting in operation now is a careful
driving campaign, which is being sponsored by the Police Department and the theatre. Instead of handing out tickets for
violations of the traffic rules the police are endeavoring to
promote more careful driving and to this end whenever they
come across an especially courteous or careful autoist he or she
is presented with a pass to the theatre The newspapers got
behind this stunt and are doing a lot to swing it.
We could probably go on for a couple of pages more and
tell you about a million and one things Jack is doing out there,
with his imprinted paper napkins, used at soda fountains, his
window stickers, car hangers, Joy Club buttons, etc., but since
we are nearly always cramped for space we'll just have to cut
things short until the future when we know we will have ?ome
more showmanlike slants from him to present to you.
^^^^=^:^^^=^^^^==^^=^=^^^^^^ O. G. Finley built a special
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of "The

showing
^^°^^ ^°^ ^^^King"
playing at
vagabond
the victory Theatre, Tampa,
f^e outer lobby was fitted

=i==^==^=
un with beaverboard that was
painted to give it a rich tone. The construction was so arranged that it allowed two entrances to the theatre. In the
pillar between the two entrances the beaverboard was cut out
to permit the inserting of panels on which was copy about the
picture a> well as cut> of King and Jeanette MacDonald.
Over the entrances appeared cut-out heads of the five principal characters in the picture and topping this array of talent
was the title of the picture.
Extending all around the marquee was a valance which carried copy, "Dennis King — The \'agabond King — Dennis King.'
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INTRODUCING 150 NEW MEMBERS
Sal Adorno, Palace Theatre, Middletown, Conn.
G. E. Hoffman, Ritz Theatre, Anniston, Ala.
Herman Axelrod, Jerome Theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
Harold Matthews, Grand Theatre, Port Elizabeth, South
Africa.
Harry Fisher, Tivoli Theatre, Cape Town, South Africa.
Cecil Thome, Grand Theatre, Pretoria, South Africa.
B. Tyler, Lyric Theatre, Potchefstroom, South Africa.
H. Miles, Royal Theatre, Cape Town, South Africa.
Rowan Miller, Publix Theatres, Omaha, Neb.
J. Frank Bovary, Lyric Theatre, Binghamton, N. Y.
R. W. Sturgess, Rialto Theatre, Sinton, Texas.
F. D. Nance, Jr., Rialto Theatre, Kingsville, Texas.
J. Maxwell Joice, Fox Theatre, Detroit, Mich.
J. Glenn Caldwell, Princess Theatre, Aurora, Mo.
Howard
W. Pettingill, Paramount
Theatre,
Haverhill,
Mass.
Jack Porte, Parkway Theatre, New York City.
Jack Nelson, Capitol Theatre, North Bay, Ontario, Canada.
Mr. McLean, Columbia Theatre, St. Thomas, Ontario, Can.
S. Marks, Palace Theatre, London, Ontario, Canada.
Len Bishop, Tivoli Theatre, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada.
Bob Stevens, Regent Theatre, Sudbury, Ontario, Canada.
J. Hirsch, Princess Theatre, St. Thomas, Ontario, Canada.
Bill McKnight, Alhambra Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, Can.
Harvey Williams, Beach Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, Can.
Clare Appel, Shea's Hipoddrome Theatre, Toronto, Ontario.
Morris Stein, Pantages Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Roy Downey, St. Clair Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, Canada.
Walter J. Nelson, R-K-O, Salem, Mass.
Maurice Broski, Franklin Theatre, Nutley, N. J.
Dan Lee, Brook Theatre, Bound Brook, N. J.
William E. Madden, Capitol Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
A. J. Sheldon, Queen Anne Theatre, Bogota, N. J.
Charles Litt, Leonia Theatre, Leonia, N. J.
Fred W. Schroeder, Plaza Theatre, Weehawken, N. J.
J. Nelson Bryant, Cameo Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Morris Kutinsky, Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, New York.
Charles Mann, Pascack Theatre, Westwood, N. J.
Spencer
Sladdin, Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses,
Jersey
City, N. J.
Hal Sheridan, Fox Metropolitan Playthouses, Jersey City.
M. Neary, Tivoli Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
John Dunne, Apollo Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
E. U. Cadugan, Rialto Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Meyer Cohen, Strand Theatre, Jersey City, N. J.
Ray Eckles, Grand Theatre, Princeton, Mo.
W. H. Atkinson, Rialto Theatre, Kenedy, Texas.
Lew Goldreyer, Band Box Theatre, Bronx, N. Y.
F. C. Bogle, Lewis Theatre, Independence, Mo.
George Stroud, Palace Theatre, Hamilton, Ontario, Can.
Glenn Fannin, Kozy Theatre, Chickasha, Oklahoma.
Ray Peterson, Strand Theatre, Gulfport, Miss.
C. W. Peterson, State Theatre, Cedar Rapids, la.
Gerald Gallagher, Fort Theatre, Rock Island, 111.
Conrad L. Holmes, Kcttlcr Theatre, West Palm ]?cach, Fla.

G. Park Weaver, Capital Theatre, Dover, Del.
H. T. Miller, Rivoli Theatre, South Fork, Pa.
Howard P. Breeze, Strand Theatre, Yonkers, N. Y.
M. E. Ferrara, Encanto Theatre, Havana, Cuba.
R. H. Acosta, Fausto Theatre, Havana, Cuba.
Harry Sherman, Capitol Theatre, New Toronto, Ontario,
Matt Press, Saenger Circuit, Hope, Arkansas.
Eugene Karlin, Victory Theatre, Salt Lake City, Utah.
William Jones, Baker Grand Theatre, Natchez, Miss.
Fred P. Hoenscheidt, Rialto Theatre, Chickasha, Okla.
U. K. Rice, Carolina Theatre, Winston-Salem, N. C.
A. W. Pinkham, Strand Theatre, Dover, N. H.
N. S. Wentz, Majestic Theatre, Catasaqua, Pa.
Irving Kurland, Cross Bay Theatre, Ozone Park, L. I.
William Hatkoff, Rialto Theatre, South Norwalk, Conn.
Jimmy C, Ewing, Lyric Theatre, Watertown, S. Dakota.
V. F. Hagemann, Palace Theatre, Waverly, Iowa.
Arthur B. Gibson, Strand Theatre, Cumberland, Md.
Bert Korbel, College Theatre, College Point, N. Y.
C. W. Felter, Olympic Theatre, Verona, Pennsylvania.
Paul Sherman, Harlem Grand Theatre, New York City.
Carl B. Sherred, Mishler Theatre, Altoona, Pa.
Ashley Abendschein, Tivoli Theatre, Frederick, Maryland.

We have consistently published a group
of new members each and every week, but
the number has increased with such rapidity
that we suddenly found ourselves way behind. We take this opportunity to welcome
this large batch of newcomers into the
Round Table Club in the Anniversary Edition. Those who were wondering why their
names had not appeared sooner will now
understand the reason and we know they
will feel no resentment because of the unforeseen delay. We are confident that each
and every one of them will find their membership in the Club just as interesting and
profitable as those who have belonged for
the past year or two. If any of our old
members recognize the names of former
friends on these two pages, we suggest they
communicate with them at once and extend
the "glad hand."

"Chick"

M ax

17.
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"ALL FOR ONE AND
James F. Pollard, Star Theatre, Newmarket, N. H.
William W. Adams, Colonial Theatre, Brockton, Mass.
Stanley MacNeil, Capitol Theatre, Smiths P'alls, Ontario.
R. C. Speece, Arcade Theatre, West Palm Beach, Florida.
K. D. Hinchman, Sipe Theatre, Kokomo, Indiana.
B. D. Horton, Genessee, Waukcgan, Illinois.
Harry PardoU, State Theatre, Portland, Maine.
Warren C. Girton, Capitol Theatre, Williamsport, Pa.
Fred McLennan, Capitol Theatre, Brockville, Ontario, Can.
Joe E. Campbell, Capitol Theatre, Miami, Florida.
B. J. Perkins, ."^trand Theatre, Newport, R. I.
Frank Kennebeck, Le Claire Theatre, Moline, Illinois.
Hans Smith, National Theatre, Mexia, Texas.
W. R. Tully, Rialto Theatre, Brockton, Mass.
George V. Sweeney, Codnian Square Theatre, Dorchester,
Mass.
George L. Denton, Booth Theatre, Knoxville, Tenn.
Jack Hobby, Fox Metropolitan Theatres, Jersey City, N. J.
Eugene Allen, Dimond Theatre, Oakland, California.
Irving
Gerald
Gordon
Barney

Silvermann, Avon Theatre, W'atertown, N. Y.
F. Baker, Lincoln Theatre. Charlestown, 111.
Miller, Garden Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
Murphy, Danforth Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, Can.

This'
Blank
Is
Your
Key
To
Advancement,
National
Recognition,
And A
Better
Future

JOIN NOW!!
APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGERS' ROUND

B"
TABLEAve., CLU
New
York

Seventh

I hereby
apply
the Club.

for

City

membership

in

Business !

ONE FOR ALL

r>r>

Frank Shepherd, Olymiiic Theatre, VVatertown, New
York.
i^i
Frank B. Lockwood, Olympic Theatre, Watertown, N. V
Gus Lampe, Avon Theatre, Watertown, New York.
Albert G. Desautels, Majestic Theatre, Ilolyoke, Mass.
L. J. Mason, I'alace Theatre, McAUen, Texas.
Clinton Lake, Tivoli Theatre, Chattanooga, Tennessee.
G. E. Sargent, Strand Theatre, Portland, Maine.
Jerome Zigmond, Avalon Theatre, Grand Junction, Colo.
Clyde Winans, Apollo Theatre, Peoria, Illinois.
Ralph Lawler, Irvin Theatre, Bloomington, Illinois.
Elmer A. Brill, JJroadway, Newburgh, New York.
Harry Shepard, Blenheim Theatre, New York, N. Y.
Carlo Frias, Ellanay Theatre, El Paso, Texas.
Alex Marshall, Criterion Theatre, Oklahoma City, Okla.
B. Stern, Capitol Theatre, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
J. J. Shelley, Denver Theatre, Denver, Colorado.
Luther Strong, Mesa Theatre, Grand Junction, Colorado.
A. E. Hamilton, Strand Theatre, Y^onkers, New York.
A. J. Damon,
Lincoln-Dixie Theatre,
Chicago
Heights,
IlliiKiis.
Herbert C. Sullivan, State Theatre, South Bend, Indiana.
Paul Witte. Lincoln Theatre, Decatur, Illinois.
Terry McDaniel, Paris Theatre, Durhani, N. C.
H. R. Swanson, Hippodrome Theatre, Miami, Florida.
Wm. Brown, Marboro Theatre, Brooklyn, New York.
Milton O. Field, Osborne Theatre, Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
Canada.
William Burke, Rockland Theatre, Nyack, New Y'ork.
Arthur BergofFen, Palace Theatre, Bergenfield, N. J.
Jules S. Wolfe, Christie Theatre, Toronto, Ontario, Can.
F. F. Kislingsbury, Melba Theatre, Dallas, Texas.
Tom Fortenberry, Capitol Theatre, Monroe, Louisiana.
B. W. Winstanley, Sacnger Theatre, New Orleans, La.
Raymond Jones, Saenger Theatre, New Orleans, Louisiana.
F. C. Gutierrez, Ellanay Theatre, El Paso, Texas.
John Paxton, Ellanay Theatre, El Paso, Texas.
Alexander H. E. Johnston, British Cinema Theatre, Secunderabad, India.
George
India. Gregory, Gough Cinema, Trimulgherr}', Southern

Nam*
Theatre

Address
City

State
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

Chick Lewis
Chairman

in the
Show

CLUO

Frank H. Johnson, Burbank Theatre, Los Angeles, Calif.

Here's the Blank

729

93

^f c 7v s

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

Roy L. Wellman, Rex Theatre, Seminole, Oklahoma.
Heinie Johnson. R & R Theatre, Big Spring, Texas.
Jos. Rosenfield, Terminal Theatre, Chicago, Illinois.
Walter D. Fleck, Publix Theatres Corp., Des Moines, Iowa.
Walter B. Howe, Gorman Theatre. Framingham, Mass.
H. Harrison, Waco Theatre, Waco, Texas.
V. D. Watkins, Empire Theatre. Montgomery, Alabama.
Wanda Hall. Sacnger Theatre, Pine BluflF, Arkansas.
A. Brown Parkes, Saenger Theatre, Hattiesburg, Miss.
D. X.Howard
Gaylor, LelTerts Theatre, Richmond, Hill, L. 1.,
V.
Arnold F. Voute, Dc Witt Theatre, Bayonne, N. J.
E. V. Swanson, Strand Theatre, Battle Creek, Michigan.
Carlton Glenn, Ellanay Theatre, El Paso, Texas.
William Burke, Rockland Theatre. Xvack. X. V.

Motion
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Another
ward
presents
manager
and ever

Ray S. Nowitzky give recently.
As most of the CLUB members are aware, Nowitzky is the
manager of the State Theatre in Reading, Pa., for the Wilmer
and Vincent outfit. He tied-up with the Greater Reading Post
of the Veterans of Foreign Wars and secured their co-operation towards putting on a free performance
for the kiddies

CLUB
PIN!!!
It All the Time!

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue ensunel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.

CLtC

youngsters.
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A special show, chosen to fit the kids, was put on and you
can stake your hat that they more than enjoyed the extra
treats Notwitzky arranged for them. And before we go any
further, may we ask you to keep the "free charity show" point
in your mind and whenever you can PUT ONE ON ! as it will
bring a lot of joy to those kids who are not as fortunate as the
majority of the American youngsters. We warit to thank Ray
for passing this along to us, as we feel it is a point that our
members will be glad to have brought to their attention. And
what's more, we're sure that action will be taken on it.
Here are a couple of stunts
put over by our good friend,
Conrad Holmes. Those persons particularly adept at
picking aces from a deck of
cards were giving themselves
^^^ a treat to see "Street of
Chance" playing at the Kettler Theatre, West Palm Beach, Fla.
During the showing of the picture on Monday and Tuesday,
a young lady was stationed in the lobby with a deck of cards.
A card nearby where she stood stated that persons drawing an
ace from the pack of cards would be entitled to free admission
on Monday and Tuesday.
This card-pulling stunt was effectively publicized and in fact,
it was one of those stunts where everybody seemed to tell
everybody else about it. The consequence was that Monday
and Tuesday, usually the weak days of the week, did more than
satisfactory business.
Altliough everybody trying their luck at picking one of the
winning cards weren't lucky, many of them, however, bought
tickets to see the picture.

Variety Is Always
To Be Seen In The
WorkOfCHolmes

On "Roadhouse Nights" the lobby front, constructed
beaverboard, was entirely covered in front, allowing entrancesof
on the sides. Across the front was the title of picture and cast
with cuts of Helen Morgan and Jimmy Durante appearing just
below. Between the two photos of the two characters in the
picture was a cut-out where a young lady stood inside. And
just underneath this aperture was copy. "Two aces in one roll
wins admission." The young lady in the opening was sole
judge of whether you won a ticket or not.

These "dice" chances were good for Monday and Tuesday only. And invariably when a person was lucky enough to

Name of Member
Theatre
Address
City

17 , 19 3 0

supported by various charitable organizations in the city. Over
sixteen hundred kids were invited to the show. The photo we
are showing with this article gives you a picture ot Nowitzky
(with his hat off) and the Mayor of Reading, J. Henry Stump.
The boy scouts in the front of the picture, in addition to the
V. F. W.'s, were used as chaperons to take care of the

^^^^Hn

EMBJLEM
Wear

May

KOtND TACLe

wonderful asset togood-will building that
itself to a theatre
is the ever present
needy benefit performances. Sometimes there's
no money involved. Other
times there is. It may be a toy matinee, in which toys are distributed to needy kiddies. It may be a vegetable matinee, in
which the proceeds are donated to charity organizations for
distribution. Or again it may be just a free show that will be
more
a free
to the thousands
of kiddies
are inthan
the "just
theatre
for show"
the entertainment.
Such
a show who
did

Ray S. Nowitzky
Has The Right Idea
Regarding Charity

X ezv s

Slate

or she brought
ticket headmission
free regular
get
price. along one or two' others" who
paida the
This lobby stunt stimulated the Monday and Tuesday business to a great extent.
On the sidewalk and even along tlie curb were beer barrels
lettered with the title of picture and play dates.
The entire front presented a wholly different atmosphere than
had been seen before and caused much comment which in turn
reacted very favorably for the picture.

.

May

Motion
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News

CHART

RELEASE

COMPLETE

Productions are listed according to the names of
a short-cut toward such information as he may
coming. Features which are finished or are in
Attractions."
are listed in "Coming
assigned,

95

distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
need, as well as information on pictures that are
work, but to which release dates hare not been
being
rrh. are
Running times on features and shorts
6.

Mair

added as rapidly as the information becomes available.

9.
Feb.

AMKINO
FEATURES
Till*
ChlBt
Eiprtu
Oemtn
of th« 8U***t
FragiBtit •< •* Enplr*. . .
Man from th« Rettaurant.
Old and
New

Ral.
Mar.
Jan.
Ian.

Stmr
. Spatial
Cait
.Nikolai
Saltykov
. Nltkln-Somenwa
. Tchtkhav-Mallnovtkiyi

.. May
Jan.

Coming Attractions

TItIa
Jimmy
Hlgglns
Kain
and
Artem
Living
CorpH.
Th»
Soil
Spring
Storm Over Asia
Transport of Flra
Tungat
Khenlchar
Turksib

Lanlth Mini.
Oala
F««t
Mar.
15
..5900 .
Ravlawrd
..6800.
finno . ..65.
II.. ..7000
..75.
.78. .Jan.
25..
18
.76.
.6800. .67.
May " '10i
'.Fab."

and

FEATURES

sound-on-disc >
Oat*

Title

Star

•tfAraund
Km
tSGullty?
(A. CarMr
T.)
*i!Ladl«)
o< Loiiuro
(A. T.)..
•t§Melady
Man.
The
(A. T.)..
•tfMurder
on the Roof
(A. T.)
•tJPorjonallty
(A. T.)
•tsVongoanco
(A. T.)

Rot

Sldnoy-Murray
Holland-Valti
Stanwyck- Graves-Sherman
Collier.
Jr.-Oay-St. Polls
Revier-Llvlngston
Starr. Arthur
Helt-Revler-StriBge

Tltlf
•t§Call o( the West
(A. T.)
tlF»r
the Love
»f Lll
'tiJuz
Daoghtara
*M Ladles
M ust Play
■tlLast of the Lone Wolf (A. T-).
•t|Parli
Nights
•tSPrinee of Diamond
•t§Raln or Shine
(A. T.)
•tlRoyal
Romance,
A (A. T.) ...
•tjRoad
to Broadway.
The
•tfSlsters
(A.
T.)
••ISoldleri
and
Women
(A. T.)
*tiT*m»tatl*B

Star
Revler-Mitt
Moor*

Length
Feet
26.. ..6356
3.. ..6371.
.9277.
19.. .6386 .
25..
5.. ..5400 .
18. .
.6160
.6304
22..

Rel. Date

Length

MIns.
..May
3
Reviewed
...71.
.71. ..Apr. 12
.103.
Feb.
15
19
..71.. ..Apr.
.Feb.
1
.60..
.70..
.Mar.
1
.68. ..Mar.
1

MIns.

Apr.
Mar.
...

Mar.
..May
May
i
Apr. 19
. 6« .Jan.
Dec 10S
.69.
11
.101
.66. .May
..Apr.
.69

a

.103
.80
..64.
.92.
.72

.

s

•

.Jaa.

3

.F«b.
.Apr.

3
II

..71.
.63.
Langtn

Apr.

R*vl*w*8

Rel. Oat*
June
I... .5672
Jun*

..

2S

22
_

May
Jun*

25
15

7003

78.

FILMS
sound-on-dlm

and

90und-on-ditc)

FEATURES

Ian
Kelth-Prlngle
Joe
Cook
Collier-Starke

<»r.

26

6383. ...71

May

17

O'Day-ONell
Wilson- Gray- Percy

SHORTS

Star
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krajy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman

Rel. Date
13
Feb.
13
Mar.
2
Jan.
12
Feb.
27
Mar.
29
Jan.
9
Apr.

Tony Sarg
Krajy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kst
Kartoon
Franii
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyee
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice
a month

Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

SOUND

Length
I reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
1 reel
I reel
I reef
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

12
24
26
27
30
26
23
15

16

I reel
I reel

Reviewed

Dee.

7

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

Feb.

I

Feb.

I

SHORTS
and

sound-on-disc }

Date
Feet.
Length
27. .
Reviewed
Star
Rel.
.1609.
1480.. Mini. .Feb.
Lambert- McPhail
Apr.
.18.
23..
12
..16.
2?
Lambert-Kelsey-Garvin
...Feb.
Feb. 22
Pollard-Clyde-Be*b*
Mar.
.1838.. ..20.. .Feb
Feb.
9.. .1480..
2...
Hamilton. Hiatt
Feb.
1 reel. ...7.
22
Terry-To*ns
Feb. 23...
30.. .1840. .16
..20. .Apr. 12
Holmes-Bolton
Mar.
26..
McKee-Smalley
Ian.
..19.
I6nn.
27.. ..1686.
Llnvd
Hamilton
Apr.
7?
76
Jan.
Apr.
I«.
.1573. ..
BoleyCnIlins
May
11..
..17.
23..
Burke-Beeb*
Mar.
.1895.
.1976. ...21. ..Apr.
Apr. 26
Beebe- Pollard
Apr.
..22. ..Jan.
13..
4.. ..1528. ...17.
Goodwin-Crane
Jia.
12..
11
. 1 reel .
Terry. Toon
May
10
Terry. Tnon
Apr.
1 fMl. ...22.
...8. .Apr. 26
..2002.
.May 22
..Feb.
16..
Hagen-Dlegel
Mar.
16..
7K
.1.1565.
reel.
Hodge- Podge
Feb.
..Feb.
Dover. McPhail-Peek
Feb.
i
18.. .1660
..17.
Lambert-Colllns-McPhalt
...May
.18
..18.
.. 6
9...
Lloyd
Hamilton
Mar.
..Mar
4.. ..1642.
16..
1
reel.
.1891
Apr.
Terry-Toons
Mar.
5
...21
...6.
Beebe- Duryea-Carewe
May
19. .
20... 1 reel. .22.
Terry. Toon
Apr.
Feb. 76
4
Clyde-Bevan-MePhall
Hn.
.Jan.
Apr.
23... 1 reel.
Terry-Toon
Mar.
1961.
16.. .1932.. ..21.. Mar.
Clyde-Gribbons
Feb.
1
.1527.
1
Raymond
McKe*
Mar.
...20.
..17. ..Apr.
20.. ..1661.
Lambert-St.
John- McPhall
.. Apr.
5

«...

FIRST NATIONAL
f Available

^ound-on-dtsc

29
2")

only)

FEATURES
Title
•tlOawn
Patrol.
The
(A.T.)
•tSFIirting
Widow
(A.T.)
•t!iFurl»i
'A T.i
■tSIn
the Nert
n*«B
(A.T.).
•tSLlliei
of Field
(A.T.)
..

FOX
(After August all releases

Lytell

sound-on-film

Title
•tSBItter
Friends
(A. T.)
■tSBIg Jewel Case, Th* (A.T.)..
•tSBulls and
Bears
(A.T.)
•tICamera
Shy
(A.T.)
'tCavlar
•tfOad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
'rlDrumralng
It In (A.T.)
*t|Follow the Swallow
(A. T.) .
•t§Hall the Princess
(AT.)
•t?He Trumped
Her Ace (A.T.)
•tlHoneymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.)
•t«Het
and
H*w
(A.T.)
♦tHot Turkey
'tinriian
Puddlno
•♦SMatch
Play
(A.T.)
'Museum
of Art. A
•t§Oh
Darling
(A.T.)
•tSPeace and
Harmony
(A.T.)
..
♦tlPollshed
Ivory
(A.T.)
•tPretiels
•tSRadio
Kisses
(A.T.)
•fRoman
Pundi
•tSSeetch
(A.T.)
•tSoanish
Onions
•tSSugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.)...
•t§Trouble
For Two
(A.T.)
•tlWestern
Knight
(A.T.)

Maekalll

. 6200.
.9108
6 00 .
12.
13. .6218.
16 .
..tOJii.
19
.5800.
.7213.
20. ..9277.
9. .8344..
6
. .6501
.
13.
2. ..esss..
..5432.

Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
Jan.

•t§Road to Paradise. The (A.T.) . Young-Mulhall
•tSSIn
Flood
(A.T.)
Doug
Fairbanks.
Jr
•flSweethoarts and WIvet
(A.T.)
Blllle
D*ve
•♦Wweet
Mama
(A.T.)
Alice
White
"tSTop
Speed
(A.T.)
Brown-Clalre-Whltlnf
•tSUnder
Western
Skies
(A.T.) . Lee-Blackmer
•t§Widow
from
Chicago
(A.T.) . .Alice
White

Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
(Available

. Blllle
Dove
.Blllla
Dove
. White-Morrli
Marilyn
Miller
Whita-Mulhall
Rich.
Barthelm***
Gray-Claire
Claire-Gray
Dorothy

2

Apr.
May

,
Bert

SOUND
Title
•tAutumn
'tCannib.ll
Capen
•tCat's
Meow.
The
*t§Contlnental
Evening,
A
•t Desert
Sunk
*t§Do
It Now
*t|Ha«railans
•tlLlttlo
Friend ef All World
'tiMarionettes
•♦^Id
Flame.
An
•T§Radia-Tors
•tSlow
Beau
"tSSpookeasy
•tISpIke
Speaks
•tistage
Door
Knights
•HStage
Door
Pest
"tSSummer
'tiTalking
Screen
Snapshots

"Apr
Mar.
..Apr.
...Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

Coming Attractions

Jr. - Young

Title
Star
'tiBaek
Pay
(A.T.)
Conone
Grlffltk
•t§Bad
Man.
The
(A.T.)
Huston-Mackalll
*tiBrlde of the Regiment (A.T.) . Segal-Pidgeon
'tSBrlght
Lights
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Maekalll
•tfDevlls Playground. The (A.T.) Blllle
Dove
IForever
After
(A.T.)
Young- Fairbanka,
Jr
iGlrl
of Golden
West
(A.T.) . Harding- Rennle
Young
•tlHeart
of the North
(A.T.) . . Loretta
.Fred
Kohfer
•tlLittle
Caesar
(A.T.)
, Claire- PIdgeon
•t|Mlle.
•tiNumberedModhte
Men (A.T.)
(A.T.)
Nagel-Claire
.
DoveFairbanks,
Jr
•tfOno
Night at Susie's
(A.T.).
•tjotner
anen s wives
(A.T.). . Oove- Rathbone-Thompipp
Nagel- Young
•tiRlghf of Way.
The
(A.T.).

COLUMBIA
sound-on-hlm

, f (lirbanki,
Mulhall-Lee
.Clalre-Oray

Coming Attractions

Star
A. Buehma
E. Gall-N.
SImonov
W.
Pudovin
S. Sva/honka
Educational
V.
Inkl/hlnov
G. Kuinotiov
Educational
Educational

(Available

■ttLeose
Ankles
(A.T.)
•fSMurdcr Will Out (A.T.)...
*tiNe. N*, Naaett* (A. T.)..
"t^Notorious Affair. A (A. T.).
•tlOther
Temorrew
(A.T.)
*tiPlaylng
Around
(A.T.)
•fSSally
(A.T.)
fiShow Girl In Hollywood (A.T.)
*t«San of tha Gods
(A.T.)
■tiSong ef the Flam* (A.T.)...
'tSSprIng
li Here
(A.T.)
•tSStrlctly
Moderp
(A.T.)

BarthelmessFairbanks.
J»»r
. Dorothy
Mackalll
Warner. Wilson
.lack
Mulhall
. Corlnna
Grlfllth

*Means synchronized score.

Rel.
r.. July
... May
...Mar.
... J«a.
. .. Jan.

Date
20..
II . .
16..
26..
5..

Length
Feat. .Mint. Reviewed

6606.
6664.
.6336.
.5979.

.74
..73... Apr. 26
..70. ..Apr. 12
..67... Dec. 21

Rel. Date
Mtr. 10I
.May
FeetLength
MIns.
May 23 ... .7450...
83. Revlewod
Feb.
16..
25...
.69.
Jan.
..Dee. 7
12... .6200..
.6171.. .69. .Mar. 29
Feb.
..Apr. 19
.6700..
Mar.
.Mar. 29
.5800..
30...
4... .5800..
Apr.
.74 .M«y IS
May
20... .7422.. .84. ..Feb. 22
.64. ..Jan. 18
Mar.
16...
.64.
..84.
.7526.. .73.
Mar.
2... .6552..
19... .6295..
Jan.
Ja*. 25
.Mar.
Mar.
2... .6750..
.Dee. 148
.6412..
.0940.. .70. .Jan.
18
Feb.
30...
.75.
.66. .Jpii. 4
Jin.
.86.
Feb.
.72.
Mar. 23... .7774.. .62.
18...
9... 5600..
1930.
May
S... .6888
Jan.
76.
Issue)
Mar. 13...
26... .7400.... 82.

star
ntle
. Baxter- Maris
•tIArizona
Kid. The (A.T.)
Lee-Carol- Albertson
•tSBlg
Party,
The iA.T,»...
. Terris-Murray
St'Cameo
Kirby
(A.T.)
•t§City
Olrl
(P.T.)
. Farrell- Duncan
•t§Crazy That Way
(A. T.)
. Bennett-MacKenni
•tiDouble Cross Roads (A. T.) .Ames-Lee
*t$Fox
Movietone
Follies of 193 D
(A.T.)
.Special
Cast
>t§Golden
Calf
(A.T.)
. Carol-Mulhall-Brendel
•t§Haopy
Days
(A.T.)
.Special
east
•t§Harmony
at Heme
(A.T.)... .Collier,
Sr. -Churchill
•t§Hlgh
Society
Blues
(A.T.).. . Gaynor- Farrell
•t§Lefs
Go
Places
(A.T.)
. Wagstaft-Lane
•t?Lon«
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)
. .
O'Brien
■t§M*n Without Women
(A. T.) ,.George
McKenna-MaeOonald
•t§On
the Level
(A.T.)
Victor
MtLaglen
•t§Roogh
Romance
(A.T.)
O'Brien-Chandler
. Garrtck-Chandler
•t|Sky
Hawk
(A.T.)
•tlSuch Men Are(Reviewed
Dangerous under
(A.T ' Baxter-Owen
title of "Mask of Love"
•tSTemple
Tower
(A.T.)
. . McKenna-Day
•t§3 Sisters (A.T.)
. Oresser-Patricola

ntle

In Feb.

Apr.
Apr.

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel
star

*t§Born
Reckless
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
■t§By
the Way.
Bill lA T i
Will
Roger•t§Cheer Up and Smile (A.T.) . . Lee-Lake-Badanova
•t§Common
Clay
(A.T.)
*t§Connectlcut
Yankee
In
King
Arthur's Court
(A.T.)

..June

. .
...

1,

9. . .

5200. ...58.
6442. ...71.
20...

.Apr. 2«
.May
17

Date
6..

.7400....82...M«y
II
Length
R»»l*w»4

•tSFatal Wedding. The (A.T.) . . . Foxe-Churchlll
•tfGIrl
Downstairs
(F & D) . . . . O'Brlen-Moran
*t|Glrl
Who
Wasn't
Wanted
(A.T.)
O'Brien-Chnnrtler
...
'f§Good
intentions
(A.T.)
Lowe-Churchill
•t§l(
I was
Alone
With
Y*u
'AT.)
.....Gayn*r- Farrell
•t§Mad Singer. The (A.T.)
•tlOne
Mad
Kiss
(A.T.)
3*n
J*i«
Mellei
•♦SPIaymates
i^t\
Gavnor.Ftrr.ii
■♦§Roadhou«e
(A.T.)
••^Snlid
Gold Article.
The
(A.T. Albertson- Warner-Lynn
•l5Sono
0' My
Heart
(AT.). ..John
MeCormaek
•tISo This Is London
(A.T.)
Will
Roger*
•♦§Very
Practical
Joke.
A (A.T.) McKenna-Harrlngten
•♦SWhIt*
Flame.
Th*
(A.T v.. Paul
Paoe
*t§Women
Everywhere
(A.T.) . . . Murray-Dorsay-Klllard

INTERNATIONAL
Title
•♦After
the
Verdict
•tSCrlmion Circle. Th*
•t§Dark
Red
Roses
(A.T.).

Title
'tSAcei- Dental
Treatment
.
MSAbble Mitchell & Sizzle II
Blame
•♦Altez-Op
*t§Clyde
Sextet Doerr & Suephen*
-SFeed
the Brut*
(A.T.)
•♦KHoak
(A.T.)
•♦SJustlee
(A.T.)
*t(Llttle Joumeyi
In Sangland
•♦5Mlser.
The
(AT.)
•tSMr. Smith Wakei
Up (A.T.)

8243

92.

.„

PHOTOPLAY

DISTRIBUTORS

FEATURES
... Feb.
. ..Oloa
Stewart Ttcheehowl
Rem*
..
. . Rome.Doble
....
Star
SHORT

I....7 Length 79.
76 .Jit.
Revlr
I. ...7R**li.Mlns.
I---. 8
67..ll»r.

....Mar.
....
J*l.

SUBJECTS

Length
■2Reels Mint.
17 Revie

Song
Progrtm
Star
Marionettes

8

8...
.........

Jazz
Program
Animal
Novelty
Frawley
j> Sraltti.
Special
Cast
Sang Series
Bransby
William*
Marriott-Gttt

^Meann sound effects. %}Ieans voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

...17....
....»
....8....
..IS. ...

.A.T. after

title means

Motion

96
MSNIghl
IB OI«l«.
A (A.T.)... Mltehtll-Hudoini
'tlNora
Blaney
No.
I
Song
Progiam
*tlNora
Bliney
N*. 2
.Sons
Program
'tOperatle
Marionattei
*t§Radlo
Frank! & 4 Baehelort. Song
Program
■t§Teddy Brown & Hit Band
Jazz
Program
•flUnwrlttan U*. Th* (A.T.)... Roulind
FiriUr
•tfWhen
the Clock
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Nilei
Welch

METRO

Feb.

GOLDWYN-MA

2
1
1
I
1
I
I. ...3

15.
9.
9.
9.
8.
9.
30.

2

19.

Picture

(Heilewed

under

title of

"Hoed

Show"

SOUND

TER

In Not.

Length
Rel Date
Feet
Mint.
Fab.
21.. ..6700
74. Reviewed
.7961
88. ..Dec. 2\
10... .6873....
.Nov. 16
Jan.
75. .May
10
1929,
laeue) ...90.
May
3.. .8100.
10..
Jan.
.Nov.
2

2,

7..
26..
22..
IS..
31 .
8..
28..
29..
17..

.8782.... 98. ..Dee. 28
..7533...;84. .".Feb.
..Apr. 19I
.8413
93. ..Feb. 22

*tiOavll.May-Care
(A.
T.J
Ramen
Novarre
Feb.
•fSDivoreee.
The
(A.T.)
Shearer- Morris
Apr.
'tSFree and Eeaiy
(A.T.)
Butter
Keaton
Mar.
.8382. ...93.
*t§Glrl Bald
Ne. The (A.T.)... Halnet-Hyamt
Mar.
■ —The
---■
..Chatterton-Forbej-Rathbone. ..May
•tlHIgh - Read.
(A.T.).
.90.
.Vllma BanKy
Mar.
.8142..
Mar.
'..Jan.
.'Feb'. '25
's
.7200.
•flLady
to Love
(A.T.)
. Jan.
..80.
■TiLord Byron o( B'wty (A. T.) . . .Terry-Kaley-Rubl9
.Feb. 8
.7917..
*t§Mentana
MOOB
(A.T.)
Joan Crawford;
2
.7650.
...85.
. Jan.
.88. . Nov.
It'Not So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davlei-Nugent
Reviewed
under title ef "Duley"
Ib Nov. 2. 1929 lua*
Gllbert-Nagel-Adoree
Apr.
5
6019
67
.May
10
•tIRedemptlon (A. T.).
'tiShIp
From Shaaghal,
....
The
69... Jan. 18
(A. T.)
Nagel-Johnion-Welhelm
Jan. 31.. .6225
. . Feb.
22
■tSStrlctly Unconventional (A.T.).Atltan Shipwerth
May 3....
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22. 1929, Istue
*tSThlt
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbona-JohBieB
Apr. 19.. .6100. ...68. .Apr. 19
'tSThey
Learned
About
Women
(A.T.)
Van
and
ScheBck
Jan. 31. ...8773.... 97. .Dec. 14
•t§Woman
Racket
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
Jan. 24. ...6387
71. .Dee. 14

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•tSBattle ef the Ladlei (A. T.)
•.§Blg
House.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Easy
Going
(A.T.)
•t§Floradora Girl. The
(A.T.).
•tlOoed
Newt
(A.T.)
•t§ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
M§Let
Ut Be Gay (A.T.)
*tfMid«m* Satan
(A.T.)
•tlMarch
of Time
(Tent.)
•tSMonsiour
Le
Fox
(A.T.)
*t|Remett
Control
(A.T.)
•tlRevue of Revuet (A.T.)
•tSRoflue
Sona,
The
(A.T.)
'fIRemance
(A.T.)
•tfSea
Bat.
The
(A.T.)
•tSSInger of Seville, The (A.T.).
•tSSIns of the Children (A.T.)...
*t§Spring
Fever
•tSTrader
Horn
•ISUnholy
3, The

Star
Beery-Morrls-Hyamt
Halnes-Moylan-Bushman,
.Davies-Gray
Special Cast
Ramon
Novarro
Shearer-La
Roequa
Reginald Denny
Weber
& Fields
Barbara
Leonard
Klng-Love-Halnet-Crawford
Lawrence TIbbett
Greta
Garbo
BIckford-MilJan-Torres
Novarro-Jordan-Adoree
Mann- Nugent

Length

Reviewed

Jr
■•■••:
8100.... 80.. .Apr.
•.»••••.;
70.. .May

May
June

10
■_•••••.•-■-•»
7
6570

June

14

.v
73

i-;.-'"-,
Feb.
I
.. ■•• ■,
May
3

SHORTS

Star
Charley
Chate
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy
Dogs
Blltmore Trie
Charlie
Chase
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue
Charley
Chate
Harry
Langdon
Dogt
Laurel-Hardy
Davidson- NIcholi
Laurel-Hardy
Charley
Chase
Chase
Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Charlie
ChaSe

Rel. Date
Apr.
19
May
17
Mar.
29
Feb.
8
Jan.

25

Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

22
I
18

Jan,

Ian.
Feb.
Ian.
May
June
Apr.

Length
2 reels
1881
1827
2654
2 reelt
2 reels
853
2 reels
1877
2 reels

2 reels
1878
2 reelt
2 reels
2 reelt
4. ...1895
2 reelt
I
1899
25
1870
3
2 reels
2 reel
21
2 reels
2 reelt
5
1795
2 reels
II

Reviewed
Mar. 20
Feb. 15
Jan. 25
Feb. 15
Apr.
5
Mar.
29
Mar. 29
Dec. 14
Apr.
5

Feb.
May

15
10

Dec.

14

Dec

14

Feb. 15
Apr.
19
Mar. 29
Mar.

29

PARAMOUNT
15

FEATURES
Title

star
Rel.
Helen
Morgan
Jan.
Skelly-Wray-Powell
Jan.
Poweil-Pallette-Calvert
Apr.
Arien-Brian
Feb.
Carroll-Arlen
Feb.
Nancy
Carroll
Mar.
Green-Brlan-Hamllton
Jan.
Arlen-Brlan-Green
Apr.
Chevalier-MacDonaid
Jan.
Hal Skelly
Mar.
Gary
Cooper
Mar.
Soecial
Cast
Apr.
Morgan- Rugglet
Feb.
at "River
Inn"
la Dee. 28, 1929
Ruth
ChattertOB
Mar.
•tSSarah and Sen (A. T.)
Jan.
•t§8even
Days'
Leave
(A. T.).. Gary Cooper
Reviewed
under
the title of "Medal"
la Nov. 25.
June
•tSShadow of the Law (A.T.)... Powell-Schilling
Evelyn
Brent
Feb.
•t§Silghtly Scarlet
(A.T.)
Powell
Feb.
•t!8treet of Chance (A. T.)... Wm.
Apr.
•t«Vagabond King. The (A. T.). King-MacDonald-Oland
•With Bvril at the South Pole...
June
•♦tVniino
Faoles
f A T.)
dharles Rogers
Apr.
•t§Young
Man
of Manhattan
Colbert- Ruggles
May
(A.T.)

•tSAppiaute
(A. T.)
•tSBehlndtheMake-Up(A.T.)(D).
*t§Benson Murder Case. The(A.T.)
•tSBurning
Up
(A.T.)
*t§Dangerons
Paradise
(A.T.)...
•tSHoney
(A.
T.)
•tIKIbltzer
(A. T.) (D)
•tlLlght of Western Start (A.T.).
MILove
Parade
(A. T.) (D)
•tlMcn
Are Like That (A. T.)..
•tlOnly the Brave
(A.T.)
•tSParamount
on Parade
(A.T.)
•tSRoadhouse
NIghtt
(A.T.)
Reviewed

Length
MIns.
4.. ..7066.
Feet
...78.
Date
II..
.5794. ..71.
1.. .6364.
12..
..65.
22.. ..5251. ...58.
..58.
.5244.
79.. .6701.
II..
..74.
.7273. ..81.
19..
18.. .6312.
..70.
.10061. ..III.
22.. .5500. ...61.
8.. .6024. ...67.
26. .
.9125.. ..90.
IS.. ..6700. ...74.
luut
22..
1929, ..6868. ...77.
.6100.
..68.
Itau*
25..
14. .
22..
...71.
8.. ..6402. ...90.
..8100.
19... .9412.. .105.

Reviewed12
..Oct.
.Oct. 2fi
19
.Apr.
..Feb.
.Feb. 22
19
23
22
.Aug.
.Feb.
..Oct.
.Nov.
.Apr.
..Mar

15
31
22
5

..Mar
. . Nov.

28
23

..Jan.
. Dec.

.Jan.
...71. ..Mar.
5..
...85. ..Apr.
17..
..7621.

21.. ..6405.

*Mean8 synchronized score,

26
22

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
*f?Anybody't
War
(A.T.)
Moran
&
Mack
•tJBaekttage
Bluet
(A. T.)
Moran
&
Mhck
•♦»BI« Pond, The (A.T.)
Chevalier-Colbert
•t§Border
Legion,
The
(A. T.) . Arien-Wray-Holt
•t5Butinest
it Pleasure
(A.T.)
*t§Cave
Man,
The
(A.T.)
Geo.
Bancroft
♦fSOangerous
Nan
McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
•t|Devil's Holiday. The (A. T.). Nancy
Carroll
•tiFleeh of Eve (A. T.)
Nancy Carroll
•1§Foilow
Thru
(A.T.)
Rooers- Carroll
•t§Hloh
Society (A. T.)
Jack
Oakle
*t(Ladles
Love
Brutes
(A. T.)..Georae
Bancroft
•t(Let's
Go
Naflv*
fA. T.)
MacDoneld-Oakle
•tSMorton
of the Talkies
(A.T.) Jack
Oakle
•HReturn
ef Fu Manchu
(A.T.) .Oiand-Arthur
'tiSafety
In Number*
(A. T.).. Charles
Rogers

25
11

Rel. Date
Length
Revlewf
6750
75. .Apr.
5
.;••••.;• •■■i,;».
,0
.«.„• it
May
3. .. .6984.. . .78...
May 17
Juno
28
July
May

5
•
24. . . .6743. . . .75. . .May

Apr.

26

May
June

17
21

ifMeans sound effects.
All-Talker.
P.T. means

8586

73. ..May

17

,-•
10

May
May

SHORTS

17.

10
31

Rel.
Mar.
Jan. .
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
jan.
Ajr
jm
Apr
Feb.
jan
Mar,
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

19 3 0

7142
6396

1..
Date4..

Title
Star
•tSBearded Lady (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•tiBedella
Screen Song
•t§Bello of the Night
*t§Brown Gravy
Christie
Comedy
*t$Come
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Song
*t§Deep
"C"
Melodlet
Frances
Wllltamt
*t§Oesperate
Sam
Bert
Green
*t§Don't
Believe
It (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
*f§Oown
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
•t§Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•fSFamiiy
Next
Door.
The
Charles
Buggies
•t I Firebugs
Talkartoon
'tSFor
Love er Meaty
(A.T.)...Chrlttl«
Centdy
•tfGetting a Ticket
Eddie
Canter
•t§His
Honor,
the Mayor
Christie
Comedy
*t§Hot Dog
Talkartoon
•t§l
Came
First
Herman
Timberg
*t§l'm Afraid to Come
Heme
In
the Dark
Screen Song
*t§rm
Forever Blowing
Bubbles. Screen
Song
*t§lB the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
•t§La Paloma
Screen
Song
•t§Let Me Explain (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
*t§Milllon
Me's,
A
Lee Morse
•t§Moon
Bride's Wedding,
The..U.
S. Indian
Band
*t§Mountaln
Melodlet
*tSPrlsoner't Seng,
The
Screen
Song
*t§Radio
Riot
Talkartoon
•tfSalt
Water
Ballads
•tlScrappliy Married (A.T.)
Christie
Comedy
•fSSo This Is Paris Green
Fazenda
•flStronger Sex,
The
(A.T.)
Christie Comedy
•tf Voices of Lonely Men
•tSWandarlust
Brace Seaalt
•tSWee Bit 0' Seotch
*T§Yet. We Have Ne Bananat... Screen
Song

•.!
12
»
3

Harry
Carey.
Chaney-Lee-Linow

SOUND
Title
•t§AII
Teed
Up
•tSBear Shootert
•fSBIg
Kick, The
•tSBIotfo
•tIBrats
•t§ColleBe
Hounds
'tfCoUege
Romeos
•tlFlfty Million Husbands
■tSFIghtIng
Parton
*T§Flrit
Seven
Years,
The
•Flower Garden
•t§Hay
Fever (A.T.)
•t§Head
Guy, The
*TiHet Dog
•t§Men of War
(A.T.)
*t§Old Man Trouble (A.T.)
*+5Nlght Owli (A. T.)
•tSPopular
People (A.T.)
•t§R6al McCoy
(A.T.)
•t|Shlv*rlng
Shakelpetrs
*TiShrlmp. The
*t§They
Go
Boom
•t§TouBh
Winter.
A
•t§Vodevllle
(A. T.)
•tHWhen
the Wind
Blewt
*t§Whlsperlng
Whoopee

Rel. Date

May

•tSStitloB S-E-X
(A. T.)
Clara Bow
•tSTexan.
The
(A. T.)
Gary
Cooper
•tSTrue to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Bow
•tSTwo Blaek Crowt, The (A. T). Moran
& Mack
•SSYouth
(A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

FEATURES
Title
Star
•t§Anna
ChrletU
(A. T.)
GreU
Girbo..
'tiBlihop
Murder
Gate
(A.T.)..Baill
Rathbone
'tlCaught
Short
(A.T.)
Dressler-Moran-Page
*tiCha<l>«
Ralibowe
(A.T.)
Leve-KIng

News

68. ..May
71.. .May

Revlawaw
Length
2 reelt

..1794
...804
..2 reels...
15.
26..
reel
25.. ..1
...901
..1832
8..
4..
..1872
29..
..2 reels...
8.. ..1850
II..
.1381
.1 reel....
22.. ..1870
22..
..1665
...948
29..
.1 reel
12..
1.. ...814
..651
4..
15..
12..
18..
26..
22..
II..

17
17

...Apr.

B

...Mar. 22
...Mar. 22
...Fab.

15

..Apr.
...Fab.

19
IS

..1 reel....

...Jan. 25

..1 reel....
...752
.1870
..984
..967
..994

...Jan.

25

8..
1.. ...737
...987
22..
15.. ...738
18..
15.. ..1747
..1634
..1760
..1 reel....
26... ..1 reel....
19..
5.. ..1022
8.. .1 reel....

...Feb.

15

...Jan.
...Jan.

18
25

...Feb.

IS

PATHE
..June
May

FEATURES
Title
star
*t§Bachelor't Secret, A (A.T.) (F). Alan
Hale
•tICIothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
•tSCrashing Through
(A. T.)(F) . Wm.
Boyd
•t§Grand
Parade (A.T.)(0 & F) . Twelvetrees-Seott
*t§Hot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie Quiilaa
t§Offlcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd
•t§Palnted Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
•t§Parachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong-Lombard
•tSPiay Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
•tSSaratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett
•t§Swing
High
(A.T.)
Twelvetrees-Scott

Length
Feet.. Mint. Reviewed

.Feb.
. June
.Aug.
.May
July
.Feb.

.■.'73!.'.'Nov. 'so
..84... Nov. IS

2.... 7607.
24
II ...6740.
23.
14
19

.I. .June
July

5

.75.

.May

3

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
•t§Beyond
Victory
(A.T.)
•tSBIg
Shot,
The
(A. T.) (F>
•t§Negligee
(A. T.) (F)
't§Treasure Girl (A. T.) (F)

Star

Ina

July
June
May
Aug.

Claire

•tlUp and
Em (A.
•t§War
and At'
Woman
(A. T.)(F)..
T.)(F).. Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
•t§Woman
Afraid. A (A.T.)(F)

SOUND

Length

Rel Date

Boyd-Harding

»

Reviewed

13..
29
25...
3
•» • •

SHORTS
ratit

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc)
(Note:
in the

Pathe
does
not list running
time
important series, however, follow:

2

comedies

reel

on

Shorts.

The

aporeximate

running

time

ef
28

mlB.

niB.
BllB.
biIb.
Bill.
in min.
ailB.
!.'!!!.'!.'!!
in
■■
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.".'
II
'.' ",
g
!!!!.'.!!'.!.!!!!!'.!!!!!! "lo ailB.
!!.'.'.'.'..'..'
7
Star
Rel Date
Length
Reviewed
Title
. .2 reels
Feb.
I
Mar. 22
•t§AII Stuck Up (A.T.)
. McNaughton-Knapp
Jan.
19.. ..2 reels
Mar.
30.. .1 reel
•tSBeauty
Spot.
The
(A.T.)... , Oawson-Carney
.Sportllght
Mar.
23... ..I reel
Jan.
II
•tSBIg Top Champions
(A.T.)..
.2 reels
.Sportllght
Jan.
12.. .2
*t§Bows
and
Arrows
reels
^
Shean-Knapp
Apr.
27
•tSChiiis and Fever (A.T.)
■
Feb.
16... ..I reel
Feb. IS
•ticiothes Make the Man (A.T.)..
.Topics of the Day
Feb.
29.. . .2 reels
Feb. 15
•fSCover
Charge
(A.T.)
reels
Feb. 22
.Reg.
Merville
Feb.
23. ..21 reel
•tlCrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
.Buck & Bubbles
Mar,
2...
•tSDarktown
Follies
(A.T.)
.Aesop
Fables
Mar.
30... ..I reel
•t§Dixie
Days
(A.T.)
Mar. 15
.Sportllght
Mar.
9.. .1
•fSDogging
It (A.T.)
. .2reel
reels
Feb.
8
Ward
Feb.
16..
•t§Doing
Phil a Favor
(A T.). .Mackenzie
.2
reels
.Sportllght
May
4...
.
.1
reel
Feb.
8
•fSFairway
Favorites
(A.T.)...
•tSFeiine
Fighter
(A.T.)
. Sportllght
Feb.
9..
reel . . , ..Mar.
Mar.
16... .1 reel.
•tSFlftvMlleslrom Broadway (A.T.) .Watson- Merville
Apr.
20...
•tSFIsh,
Fowl & Fun (A.T.)... .Sportllght
. . Feb.
. I reel
. . . . ...Apr.
•tSFooiish
Follies
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fable
Mar.
16.. ..I
reel..
...May
Billings
"tlGettysburg
Address
.
... .George
.Vagabond
Adventure
Series. May
5.. . I reel . . . ...Mar.
•t§Golden
Pagoda.
The
(A.T.) .
•tGood O'd School Days (A.T.). .Aesop
Fable
..Mar.
.2.. . . 1 reel. ..
. .Jan.
•t§Happy
Golf
(A.T.)
. . .Jan.
.Sportllght
Jan.
26.. ..I reel..
•l§Haunted
Ship
(A.T.)
.Aesop
Fable
April
27..
.2 reels. .
Jan.
12... - 2 reels. .
Feb.
•t§Her
Hired
Husband (A.T.) . . .Noel Francet
Geo.
LeMaIre
Mar.
SO...
•t§Hlgh
and
Dizzy
reels..
Mar.
9.. ..22 reels.
•tlHIs
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.).. Herman-Green
.
•tSHigh
Toned
(A. T.)..
."Buck
&
Bubblet"
Feb.
9...
I reel
Feb.
__
.Topics
of the Day
Mar.
23... .2 reels
•tfHome,
Sweet
•HHonest
Crooks Home
(A.T.)(A.T.).. ."Buck
II Bubblet"
Mar.
23...
..I reel
Jan.
18
Teplct
of
the
Day
Jan.
26..
•t§ln the Park
(A.T.)
Jan.
18
."Aesop
Fables"
Jan.
19.. . .1 reel
•t§lron
Man,
The
(A.T.)
. I reel
Sketch
Feb.
16 ..
•t§Lovc's
Memories
(A.T.).... . Song
..I
reel
Jan.
11
•t§On
the Air
(A.T.)
.Topics ef the Day
Jan.
12.. . I reel
. I reel
•t§Pathe Audio Review (A.T.).. . Released Every Week
.Released Twice
Every Wtek
•tSPathe
Sound
Newt..
. .2 reels
Apr.
5
.Butler
Mayo
Apr.
6..
•tSPerfect
Match,
The
(A.T.)..
Agnew-Gernghty
. .2 reels
May 10
•t§Pick
'Em
Young
(A.T)
. . . I reel
May
3
•)5Rich
Uncles
(A.T.)
.Richard
Carle
..2 reels
Apr.
5
•t^Rlde 'Em Cowboy
.White-Carney
April
13.. ..2
reels
Nov.
18
•tlRubevllle
Night Club
(A.T.) .H.
B. WatsoB
Jan.
26.. .2 reels
Jan. II
•tJShlp
Ahoy
(A.T.)
.Assap
Fable
Jan.
5...
. Aesopt
Fables
•tSSinging
Saps
(A.T.)
. I reel
Feb.
8
Apr. 19
#hito-MrNaughten
Apr.
20.. . .2 reels
•t^Sixteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
. AetOD
Fables
Feb.
16.. . . I reel
Feb. 15
•tISSky
Skippers
(A.T.)
May
10
.Song
Sketch
Feb.
2.. . . I reel
•f^Songs
of Mother
Apr. 12
Apr.
8.. ..1 reel
•tSSoiils and Thrills (A.T.).... .Sportllght
..I reel
Feb. 15
Feb.
23.. ..2
•tlSolashing
Through
(A.T.).. . Sportllght
reels
Nov.
23
•t^Tlght
Squeeze
(A.T.)
.LeMaIre
Feb.
2.. . I reel
Jan.
19... —
I reel
May 3
•t§Trumpotecr,
The
(A.T.)
. . . . Song Sketch
•HVoice
of the Sea
(A.T.)
.Song
Sketch
May
4 ..I reel
Apr. 19
Apr.
13..
•tSWestern
Whoopee
(A.T.)... .Aesop Fables
...I
reel
M§What,
N«
Baltl
(A.T.)
.Topics ef the Day
Mar.
9.
Pathe Sound
News
Pathe
Si lent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Sportlights
Talking Topics of the Day

§Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
Part-Talker.
D means difc. F means sound-on-film.

\.

.'.■.'Mar.

A.T. after

title means

"li;;

May

17,

Motion

1930

Picture

RKO

South
of Panama
Stampitde
blrange
Caie
of

FEATURES
■t§Allat
French
Gertit
(A.T.)
*tiBe>u
Bandit
(AD.)
*tSCtu
o( Sergeant
Qrltaht..
•(SCuckooi.
The
(A.T.)
■tiFrimed
(A.T.)
•tlQIrl •( Pan (A.T.).
«t|Hawk Itland (A.T.). T.).
•t§H« Knew Woman (A.
■tiHIt the Deck
(A.T.)..
•tSLove Comoi
Along
(A.T.).
'tiLavIa- tha Ladlaa
*tiSaaa*d
WIta
(A.T.)
MiSana Kayo ta Baldpata (A.'

. Danleli'Lyon
star
. Nagel. Kenyon
. MorriiLomoian-Harahalt
. Wheeler. Woaliey
.. Brent- Toomey

Length
Feat. .Mlai. Ravlawad
20..
6i...Apr.
it
2. . .6202.
4..
t»
.6166
.8191
23.. .8100
g2...Mar.
.6136
to... Apr. 68
16..
68. ..Fab. li
18.
60... Jan. 4
II..
6174
.6319.. .70.
Apr. 21
26
2.. .9327.. .65.. .Daa.
2.
.7038 .
Feb. 22
.Dae.
2i
J.. ..ei»..
.6068.. .76. .Fab. \i
. 66. .Jan. 4
.6679..

Apr.
Mar.
...Fab.
May
Mar.

..tally O'Nall
. Compian. Sherman
. Sherman. Joyce
.Oakla-Walkar
. Oanieli Hughoe
.Richard
Ola
. . Lee-Carr-Naial
I RIctiard
OU

Fab.
May
May
Fab.
Jan.
Apr.
Fvb.
Jan.

t.

Coming Feature Attractions

Length
Feat. .Mlai. Ravlawad

Title
Sler
■tiCompaalanata
Olive
Borden
.
'tlDlilana
Baba Oanlela ..
•t§Fall
Guy.
Tha
(A.T.)
Brody-Mulhall
.
•fSMIgh
Ri.er
•tiHunted
•ttLadlei
at tha Paat
Betty
Compiai
■tiRadlo
Revel!
(A.T.)
Special
Ciiat
.
*tiSensallen
(A.T.)
•
■ilshe's
My
Weaknett
(A.T.) . . Lake-Carroll
..
>tiUpperwarld
lA.Tj
. Beba
Danlali
•tiWIld
Heart
(A.T.)...,

SOUND

SHORTS

Title
Star
'tSAge of Innocence. The(A.T.(F). Paula Truemaa
•tiBelara
Braakfaat
(A.T.XF).
Caanally
,
•tSBrldegroara.
The
(A.T.XF). . Mare
'tiCampui
Sweetheart»_(A.
T ) (F*D)
. Vauf ha-Caaka-Sar«apt
•trcath
and
Marry
(A.T.)
(F).
•MClown
Topics
(A.T.)
. Vaughn-Coaka
t§De«r
Slayer
(A.T.)
(A.T.)
(F&O)
Vaughn-Caoka.
•f$Eventually
But
Not
Naw T.)
(FtD)
•nFaIr
Deceiver.
The
(A. (F)
F). Nat
Carr
•tiGeneral
Glnsburf (A.T.)
Nat
Carr
•fiGunboat GIniburg (A.T.)
Mare
Connelly
•tlGuetl.
Tha
(A. T.) (FAD)
•tSHot
Bridge (A. T.) (F4D)
Duka
Elllngtan 4 Orchattra
•tJJazi
(A.T.)
(F)
•TsJohannes
Brahm$
M|Land of the Sky Blue Daughtara Vaughn-Cooke
*tiL">
■"<< Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
.. Vaughn-Coaka
'fiLovIn'
the Ladlaa
Richard
DIx
•t5Lo»
Bridge
(A.T.)
(F)
•f (Magnate. The (A. T.) (FdD). Marc
Connelly
*i}Mlckey'>
Champs
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yula
•fiMlckey's
Luck
(A.
T.)(F&D)
MIckay
Vula
*tSMIekey's Master Mind (A. T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
•ISMIekey's
Merry
Man
(A. T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
MlMlckey's
Strategy
(A.
T.)(FAD)
Mickey
Yula
•tSMIckey'i
Winners
(A.
T.)(F&0)
Mickey
Yuta
MlMlckey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.I (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
•tSMIokey
the Whirlwlad
(A.T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
•tIMIakey
tha Warrlpr
MIekay
Yula
•StOfl to Peoria
(AT.)
Nick
& Tony
•t§Old
Bill's
Christmas
(AT.)
•tlOld Vamps for New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Caaka
tiPalooka
Flylag
Sehael
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooke
..
*t§Settlng Son. The
(AT.)
Alberta
Vaughn
•tfSleepIng
Culles
(A.T.)
'tISeng
and
the Sergeant,
The
(A.T.)
*t§Straage
Interview,
Tha
Sherwin-Knewlas
(A.T.)
(F)
•tlWhat
Next
(AT.)
(F)
•tiwhile Aute Waits
(A.T.)(F).
Russ
Brewn
•tSYour Own Hama Tawa (A.T.).

SONO'ARTWORLD
star
Title
. Williams. Lane
•t§Blg
Flghf. The (A.T.)....
.J.
Schlldkraut-Loy
•1§Cock 0' the Walk (A.T.)..
. Duryea-Basquette
•iiOudo
Ranger,
The
(A.T.).
L. Hughes-Borden
~ iHella
Sister
(A. T.).
'tJReno
(A.T.)
Roland -Thomson- Lave
'tSSembras do Glaria (Spanish) . Special
Cast
•1§What
a Man
(A.T.)
Denny-Scgar

STATE

Ral. Data
Length
.Jan.
S.. . . I real
.. Mar.
Feb.
. .2 reals
. .1 reel
.Mar.
. .2 raals
. .2 reels
.Mar.
.Mar.
Apr. 133
Jan. 6
Apr. 1213
Jan.
May 25
May
Feb. 1 91
, Mar.
Jan.

30.
19.

Raylawa*

/.i're'ais.'.'.'.'.'.'.'Fab! 2?
.2 reels
Apr.
19
. I real
. .2 reels
.1
raala.,. .N*«.
•
. I reel

.2 reels

. I reel
. I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.6138. ...68

Fab.

.
15

, 'Mar."3l).'.
Apr. 6.
■
. Fab.
. Mar.
. Mar.
July
.Jan.
-Aug.
.June
. Apr.
. May

2.
30..
2..
20.,
5.,
17.,
22..
27.
23.

Fab. •..
.Fab. 2.,
.June 22.
. Feb. 18.
Jan. 5..
. May

II .

Mar.

2..

.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2
.2

reels

reels.'.'.'.'.'.'.■.■.'.'.'.'
Apr. .'.'.'
12
.'rVaai
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
raals
reels

.2 reels

. 2 raala
.2 reals
. I real
.2 reels
. 2 reels
, .2 reels

Das.
Jan.

14
25

Fab.
Daa.

8
*•

.1 reel
. 2 reels
I

reel.

. Jaii."i2!'.

WIDE

Rel. Data
Sept.
I.
May
15.
Apr.
15.
Fab.
Feb
Apr.

I.

Length
Feet. .MiDs. Reviewed

.5850

65... Apr.

19

.7200.... 80... Apr.

19

70
80..M(y

97>
22
25
It
17

II
I
22

Coming Feature Attractions

SOUND

Title

Leagth
7

• raala
7 reela
7 reela
8 reels
t rcele

7 raal*
,

1714 feet.

Reviewed

SHORTS

Star

Rel. Date

Length
2reela,..
1 reel...
1 reel,,,

*tSAt (A. theT.) Phetepraphare
(F)
•fBeethoven
*tBarn
Dance

Harry
DeH
Elbeo
Fitzpatrick
Mickey Meuae CarteenCelebrlty
Pred
2 reels. . .
•t§Bring
On the Bride (A,T,)
Ellbee
'tChain
Gang, The
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod
reel.,, !!Ap'r!
i1 reel!!!!
Gen.
Electrle Ce
It
•fConquest ol the Cascades... Educational
Calor
Novelty
Castle
2 reela
*t;Down
Hawaii
Way
1 reel
!!Apr','it
'tSFriend
Husband
(A.T.)..
Burr
'tGalioping
Gauche
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred
Feb.
I 1 reel
rml , , .
*iJungle
Rytha
Mickey Mouse CarteenCelebrlty
Pred
,.,Jan,
If
•tJust
Mickey
Mickey Mauee Cartoo" celebrity Pred.
21 reel
reeli,.. ..,A(r, It
•§tKiddie Cabaret
Hayfair
*tKids and
Pets
Color
Novelty
(;astle
350 feet
Lincoln's
Birthday
FItzpatrIck
Feb,
12. 1 reel
•Liszt.
Franz
Music Master Series. Fitz
Patrick
..Apr,
i
2 reels.,.
•tSMeet the Family
(A,T,>
1 reel
( F)
Harry
Delt
Elbee
*tMlckey's
Concert
Mickey Meute Cartoon Celebrity
Pred,
1 reel
Burr
•tIMonkey
•t§Oh
Doctor Squawks
(A.T.) (A,T.). Soecial
Cast
Judea
Films
•tPlane
Crazy
!!iil'e'v',""'t
Mickey
Mouse
Cartoon
Celebrity
Prod,
•tPlow Boy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pred,
1 reel
•tlShoemaker's
Romance
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films,,,,
I reel
Burr
*t§Slgned, Sealed & Delivered (A.T,)
22 1 boot;' ,',',',',",*,'.',' ,','.'.'
*t§SI>ty Minutes Frem
Broadway
Color Novelty
Caatle
.2000
Marty Barratz
Judea Films
•tSStyle and Class
(A.T.).
I reel
Oat
8
Song
Cartoon
Blophone
*tS8ummer
Harmonies
•tToe
Time
II reel
reel
Apr,
Felix
tho
Cat
Copley
Films
May
106
Fitzpatrick
350 feet
•Thought for Mother's Day.
FItz
Patrick... Feb.
Washington'!
BirthdayCome
...
•'§When
My Dreams
. I reel
Apr,
(
True
Gene
&
Glenn
Advance
Trailer.
Mickey Mouse CartoonCeiebrlty
Pred..
•tWhen tha Cars Away....
reel
. II reel
Jan.
II
•tWIld
Wavea
MItkey Msuse CartoenCeiebrity
Prod,.

TIFFANY
FEATURES
(Available

FeetLen
Star
Mine.
Reviewed
Jan. 25
•tSAeress the World
(A.D.)
Talk.
Pic. Epics. . Nat set 8860.
..May
10
Asphalt
Froelich-Aniann
...Allied
Film. Mar.
15. .8 reels
DIst'r
Beautiful Blue Danube (Gar.) Junkermann. Mara. ... Aywon
...
.Feb.
.100.
'tSBecause
I Love You
Mady Chrlttlans
Amer. Gen. Flint
Jan. 249000.
*t§BFhind
the Altar
Wllhelm
DIetarIa
..Aft.
European
6200..
..55.
Black
Hills
Special Cast
Big
Three
5000.. ..69.
gth
•StBlue
Angel,
The
(A.T.)
100.
(F & 0)
Emil Jannlags
Ufa
Fllna
•t§Brlde 68 (P.T.)
Veidt-Brink
Apr. 6
Apr,
19
..61.
•tfCall
of
Circus
(A.T.)
...Jib.
155466.
Jan.
18
. Burr
(O.F.)
Bushman
Clayton
Feb.
15
Caught In Berlin Underworld. FritJ Kastner
•tICIaney
In
Wall
Street
.Aristae rat
(A.T.)
Murray- LItllefleld
.Feb. 8 .,.
.Feb.
•t§Co-Opllmists
Soecial
cast
New
Era
,Mar.
•t§Danofr
Man.
The
Chas.
Hutchlna«n
..Cosmos
...60.
*^fparkened
Skies
(A.T.) ... Brentwood. MacDonaldBiltmora
Pred
Jan. .5400 ...70. .Dee.
Jan.
Apr.
.Harold Auiten. . . Apr.
II 7529.
•tSEscaped
from
Dartmoor
. •Baring-Henning
Themas-Hail-Oavls.. Allied
Jan. 4 6845 ...76. Dec
Farmer's
Wife
Fraaco- American
Net Sat. 63G0
71.
Figaro
Llaa
Bas«iMtte
T.)
, Reld-Braughtai. Net
sat. Not se t
.Jan.
•tiFamlnlna
Touch
(A.D.).
•tSHeart's
Melody
(A.
(F & D)
Fritsch-Parlo
Ufa
Film
...
.Jin.
107609..,, 85.. Jan.
18
Her Unborn Child (F 4 0)
Special
Cast
Windsor
Haly
Sinner.
The
Special
Cast
Worldart
PIct.
•tllmmortai
Vagabond (A.T.) Haid-Froelleh
Ufa
Film
...
.7200.,,
.Apr, 26
•tlaiKl
African Hunt
Jade
Casket.
The
French
Cast
Caemee
. .May 3
,5800.,.
•tILadies
in
Ler»
(A.T.) .. Day- Walker
Chesterfield
..
Mar,
•tfLasf Company, The (A.T.)
(F A. 0)
Veldt-Evans
Feb.
.Mar, 8.5825. ,65. Dec,
*t{Last Dance, The (A.T.) . . Reynolds-Robards
..Audible
,.57.
Nat
Set.
5108.
Leat
Patrol
._.
Pre
Patrli
,.
.Feb,
15.6160, ,,68.
Lave at First Sight (A,T,) . Keeper- FMter
Chesterfleld
•tSLove
Welti
(A.
T.)
(F A D)
Harvey-Batten
Ufa
Film
.69.
Jan. 25
tiMade
te Order
(A.D.)..
Julian
Eltlnta
Jesse
'.6246'...
PerrinRav
RaytonaWell ...Apr.
15
5040 . .52. .Mar. 29
►<50verland
Bound
(A.T.)
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
..Mar.
I
4700
.56. .Mar. 2<)
•tlPirtlnj
of the Trails
.58
Passion Song.
The
Olmstrd-N.
Beery. . Eicellent
5080.. .60.
Peacock
Fan
The
Dorothy
Dwan
Chesterlleld
5400
Jan, 15 5743.
Jan.
•tlRanpaat
Age
(A.T.)
(D.F.) ....
. Mnrray- Kennedy
. Cantlnental
.58,
Nat Sat 5200.
.64.
Sea Fury . . .
.Mildred
Harris-Tom White
Dec.
.73.,
Smoke
Bellow
Conway
Tearia
First
DIvltlai
6605 .

UOO
21 7540

Tllla
Star
Rel. DeU
tiBurned
Evidence
(F)
Centlnenul
Buying
e Wife
Sh<Ii<
Cmat
Afl. Earepaan
•tSCIown.
The
(F)
Conlln«nlal
•WCoincback,
Tho
(A.T.) The
Malcttlc
'HOivorca
Question,
(AT.)
Majeilis
Duty to be Slioat
Maria Albann
Afl. Eurapaan
Eiodus 10 the New World, Tha Lyon- Provost
Pieaeer
Foil
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Aether
Afl. Eurepeaa
Gormen
Underworld
Special
Cast
Afl. European
Great
Unknown.
Tha
Joha
Lader
Afl
Eurapaan
•itHail
the Woman
(A.T.)
Maicttic
Her
Viennese
Lever
Asther-Nelnn
Afl. Eurepeaa
•tJLIfe
For Sale,
A (F)
Centlnenul
•i^Lojt
Gods
Educational
Talk.
PIct.
Epies
Mllak
of tha Snewlanda
Special
Cast
Allied
Our Dally Bread
Mary
Nelan
, Afl. Eurepeai
•t^Price
Mark.
Tho
(A.T.)
Majestic
'tiSecend Honeymeen,
The (F>
Centinental
• + 5Srntimental
Satan
(A.T.)
Malestlo
•t^Smirt
Women
(A.T.)...,.
Ma
estio
Majestic
Majestio
•t§Trap.
Tho
•t^Today
lA.T.)(A.T.)
"
'
Centinental
*t{Unforbldden Sin, Tbn (F)
An.
Eurepeaa
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Petrevltib
Allied
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Cost
Wild
Men
of Kaliharl
Denver
African
Eap.Taik.
Pict
Epics
•tSWorldly
Goads
(F)
Continental

. .'6500.
9500. ...7'2'."."
.'Apr.' '225
100.. Feb.
..7000.
.79... Mar. 29

FEATURES

-^ Means sound effects.
.All-Talker.
P.T. means

Carnellta Oantkty, .Cheoter«eld
.Harold
Aulen...Apr,
Native
Cast

District

, Unutual Photepley .Mar, 6800
Mer.
Altornry
"M"
4
ina.
I*, 5700
83. Jan.
•tlTaka
the Heir
(A,0,) . . . Cdward
Herten
... Big
Mar,
7. 6 reels
Get.
Three
Oulcails.
The
Yakima
Canult
.. Waca
thunder
Gad
Cararllui
KaefO
. . . Crainnt
1»I7
66
Writern
Honor
Bob Steele
.Syndicate.
Mar
4846. ..SO..
May
'tiWest
el Rockies
(A.T.I
(D)
Art
Mil
Herald
AutaneJan,
Warld
Art
It.'SO
6100.
.66.. Jen.
■tlWhIte
Carge
(A.T.)
Cast
Mir.
•fJWhIte
Devil
(P.T.)
(F Special
A
D)
Maijukln-Dagovar
UFA
Fllmt
Whv Cry at Partlnf
Haiffl-Qralla
, lalernailaaal
.,,7tOO.,.,7t..Fab.
*tiWamaa
Whe
Waa
rtrgattea
(A.D.)
Bella Bennett
•Uta Clnaaa.Jia.
I,'I«,7I50
89. .Jan
'tiYlddith Mama.
The (A.T.iMie
Simon
.Judca
Fllmi
4000

RIGHTS

Title

* Means synchronized score.

News

Title
•tlHIgh
Treason
(A.T,)
•t§Mamba
(A.T,)
•t§Party Slrl (A.T.)
Reviewed
•tIPeaceck
Alley
(A,T,)
•♦ISweiihead
(A. T.)
•tSTroonera
Three
(A.T,)
T.)
Title
•♦5La!
•t|Ka
•t§Border

Romance

sound-on-fitm

and

sound-on-disc )

Length
Star
Rel. Data
Feet
Mins.
Reviewed
Humo-GIII
Mar.
25
6323
69.
Hersholt-Boardman-Farbes
..Mar,
10
6183
69. .Dec- 21
Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr
Jan.
i
6750
75.
as "Dangerous
Buslneu"
luue Dee, 21, lt2t
.Apr, 28
Mae
Murray
Jan.
10
6060
67. !!i*('ar."l5
.Feb. «
22
Gieason-Shiliinj-Waiker
Mar,
20
704O
78. .Feb.
Leasa-Gulllver
Feb.
15
7239
80..

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel,
Armlda-Torry

(A.

Star
•fSCyelene
HIakey
•t§Enehantlng
Melody
(A,T,)...
•tSFasclnation
(A.T.)
Mee
Murray
..
•tSJourney s End
(A.T,)
Colin
Cliye
..
Late
a
athleen
Mavourneen
(A,T,) . 0'Nell-DelnB«f
tfLeft
Over
•♦iLove.
Life. Ladles
Laughter
•tJLuxury
QIri
•tiMareea-MarIa
•tSMedirlne
Man.
The
•t|My
Brudder
Sylveit
•tjPailor
Proflta
•tfSalln
Strapa
•t§Sunny
Skies
•tITerrent
Tho

(A,T,),,Jeck
Leo

Benny
Carrllie

Benny

•tSCottack's
Bride,
The
•t§ln Old Madrid
*t|jungle
Drums
•t^Melodie
•♦SMInuette
*t§Modern
Cinderella,
A
•tSMountain
King.
The
No Women
Allowed
•1?0n the Plantation
*t;pharoah's
Daughter
•tlSacred
Hour.
The
•♦ISong
of India.
A
•tfstation
8-T-A-R
*t§Songs My Mother Taught Me.
•tSToles
of Araby
•t^Tempie
Bella
•tSViennese
Melody
'tiVeice
of Hellrweed

,11418, ,,130,, .Apr,

12

.

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Symphony
Color
Symphony
Celortone
Color
Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
rolsr
Classic
Forbes
Randolph
Color
Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
. Color Symphoay
Color Sympholy
Color Symphoay

Ral, Date

Singers

■lerlae.

8-T-A-R

%Mean.i voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
Part-Talker.
D mean.'; disc. F means sound-on-film.

Lenitli
I reel
I reel
I rnele
I reel
I reel
I reel
Irani
i reel
2 reels
I reel
I reel
el.,
el.,
I rael
I reel

Review*
Feb,

22

Dee,

S

May

10

Dee.

7

, I reel.,
.1 rael..
, I rael. .

, Color Symphony
. Statloa

Length

Rubin

SHORT
Titi.

Data

A.T.

after

title means

98

Motion
UNITED

Picture

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Length
rme
star
'!Be Vourjeff (A.T.)
(F)
Fannis
BriM
*tiH«ll
Hirbtr
(A.T.)
Vtlez-Henholt
•tSLuramoi
(A.T.)
(F)
Westovw-Lyon
*t§One
Romantic
Night A. T.) . . Gbh-Nagel.La
Rocgue
•tlPuttln" •■ tfi» RItl
(A.T.)..
Harry
Richman
'ifSallort
Bawar*
(A.T.)
dal RIo-Lowe

COMING
Title
•t§Brlde 68 (A. T.)
•tSClty
LIghtt
(F)
*1§Flame ot the Fleth (A.T.) ....
*tHell'i
Angeli
(F)
*t§Queen
Kelly
(A. T.)
t§Rafllei
(A. T.)
*t§Upstalri and Down (A. T.)
t§ Whoopee
<A. T.)

ATTRACTIONS

Star
Meran-Oatton
...
Charlie
Chaptin
Norma
Talmadge
Lyen-Nluoi
....
Gloria
Swanson
.
Ronald Colman
..
Eddie

Cantor

Rel. Date

Reviewed

SHORTS

star

..Bobby

Length
Feat
MIns.

...

SOUND
Title
•tfFall of the Baitllle, The.
'tlSlarlous Vamp
*t|Huskin'
Bee. The
*ti)n a Russian Cabaret
*tlLove Cup,
The
•tSMuslcal
Marionette*
nSNIght In Madrid, A
*tS8oreerer«'
ApprantlM.
Th*
ilTannhaujer
>$Tlntypet

Rei.
Rel. Dal«
Date
Feet
MIns.
Reviewed
77... Feb.
I
Feb.
8... .6900
84... Mar.
8
Mar.
IS.. ..8354
Jan.
18.. ..7533.... 84... Feb. IS
May
3
6300
70..
Mar. 29
Mar.
I.... 8225.... 91... Feb. 22
12
6570
73... Mar. 22
Apr.

Rel. Date

Length

Watson

. I reel

Jan.

25

Novelty

(Available

Reel

FEATURES
Star Desmond
William
La Plante- Boles
Special
Cast
Sidney-Murray
Glenn Tryen
Special
Cast
'Under the Southern
Reginald
Denny
Ken Maynard
Jack Hoxle
Special
Cast
Murray- Crawford
Ken
Maynard
Hoot Gibson
John Boles
Hoot Gibson
Ken
Maynard
Schlldkraut
Ken Maynard
Hoot
Gibson
John Boles
Ken
Maynard
Ken
Maynard
Special
Cast
Hoot Gibson
Hoot
Gibson
Nolan- Eller-Brown
All Star
Jack
Hoxle
Mary
Nolan

Cross"

Length
Rel. Date
Feet
MIns.
Reviewed
Mar. 30.. ..4388.
7519.
.76... Apr. 5
Apr. 20..
Jan. 26.. ..7401.. .Go. ..Mar. 29
. .iliis.
.82. ..Mar. 15
Mar. 17.. ..5933..
.66... Feb, 8
Feb. 9..
.69.
Mar. 9
6268 . .
In April 27, 1929 Issue
2. ...5230. ...58. ..June 29
Feb.
6. ...6763. ...75. ..Dec. 21
Apr.
Feb.
3852
43
5.. .6300
30..
70. ..Dec 21
Jan.
.5299
50... Apr. 19
Mar.
2....
5785....
64... Mar. 22
Mar. 172.
Aug.
22
June
Feb.
16.... 5784.... 64... Feb. 15
4. ...6748. ...75. ..Mar. 22
May
12
5609
62... Dec. 28
Jan.
19.... 5900.... 65... Feb.
I
Jan.
27
Apr.
31
Aug.
10
Aug.
June
June
Mar.
June
'••>
June
May
June

29
22I. .
23

6000

.67... Mar. 29

.5025

56... Jan.

4

Coming Feature Attractions
Ace
Rider
Hoot
Gibson
'tSAII
Quiet
an Western
Front
(A. T.)
Wolhelm-Ayres-Wray
•tSBarbary
r.oa^i
..
Mary
Nolan
*t§Czar of Broadway
(A.T.)
Special Csst
Flirt, The
Glenn Tryen
■t§Kino of Jaz2 Revue, Th*(A.T). Whiteman's
Band
&
Cast
•tSLadles In Love (A. T.)
Mary
Nolan
•♦ILIttIo
Aceldent
(A.T.)
Glenn
Tryon
•tSSerub Oak
(A.T.)
Hoot
Gibson
't§Serenade
(A.T)
John
Boles
•tSSignai
Tower
(A.T.)
*f§Slnging
Caballere (A.T.)
John Boles
•♦SVIroln et Stambeul
(A.T.)
•t5W«ek-End
Girl
Laura
La Plante
•IWhite
Hell of PIU Palu
Special
Cast

SHORT

july

Apr.
May

26

Apr.

26

8724.... 97... Apr.

5

.•

June

I

7227. .. .80. . .May

10

SUBJECTS

star
Bobbie
Nelson
Ted
Carson
Ted
Carson
Ted
Carson
Bobble
Nelson
Arthur
Lake
Sid Saylor
Arthur Lake
Sid Saylor
Arthur
Lake
Oswald
Cartoon
Bobbie
Nelson
Ted
Carson
Chandler- Lorraine
8ld Saylor
Edwards
. Roach- Edwards
Arthur
Lake
Bobbie
Nelson
Edmund
Cobb
Josie
Sedgwick
Neely
Edwards
Insie Sedgwick
Sid Saylor
Arthur Lake
Bobble
Nelson
Some Show
,
Arthur
Lake
Sid
Saylor
Step
Right
Up
Edmund
Cobb
Storm
King
(Ra-istu*)
Speak
Easy (Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Edwards
Under the White Robe (Re-lsSue) Neely
Neely
Edwards
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Why
Walt
Slim
Summervllle
Whin Hand. The (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
Wild
West
Wallop
(Relstua).. Edmund
Cobb
Willi, „
T«M
Ted
Carson
Wolf's
Fangs

SOUND
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald
Cartoon
Sunny Jim
Sportlno
Youth
Sunny Jim

Rel. Date
May
17.
Feb. 8 .
May 3..
Mar. 8..
Mar. 22.
Mar. 19..
Apr. 30.
Apr. 16..
Mar. 5..
Jan. 6..
Jan. 25..
Apr. 5.
June 2..
Feb. 12..
Jan. IS.,
Feb. 24..
May 21.,
Feb. 22.
Apr. 12...
Mar
I..
Mar. 24..
Jan. 18 .
May 28.
Jan. IS..
Apr. 19..
Apr. 2.
May
7.
Fab. IS,.
Apr. 7..,
Jan. 7..
May 19..
Feb. I..
Feb. 10..
Mar. 15..
May 24 .
Ian 27 .
May! 31.

Length
. . .2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels

Reviewed
Apr.
19
Jan.
11
Mar. 29

Feb.

I

.2
. .1
. .2
.2
.2
. .2
. I

Feb.
Oct.
Mar.
Apr.

15
I*
8
S

..2 reels

reel*
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reel

Feb.
Dee.

. . 7 reels . .
n*'
. .2 reels
Mar.
..10 episodes
.2 reels
Jan.
. . I reel
. . I reel
..2 reels
Apr.
. .2 reels
Jan.
.2 reels
. .2 reels
, . I real
. . 2 reels
..2 reels
Apr.
..2
reels
Dec.
..2 reels
Mar.
. .2 reels
Mar.
...2 reels
Apr.
, 2 reels
. I reel
, , 2 reels
Da*.
. . I reel
, .2 reels
. . I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
. . I reBl ....
..2 reels'

May

i
7
"

I

18
26
18

26
21
15
i
19
7

19

SHORTS

Star

•Means synchronized score.

25

Special

Title
Alias the Bandit
Uadae
of Bravery
Crooked Trails
Crimson
Courage
Danger Claim. Th*
Doing
His
Stuff
Freich Leave
Follow Me
Foul
Ball
Getting
the Air
Kounty Fair
Last Stand
Law In the Saddle
Lightning
Express
(Serial)...
Make
It Snappy
Matter of Policy
One
Wet
Night
Peekaboo
"est ef Honor
,
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)...
Oueen of Roundup
(Reissue).
Restless
Rest
(Re-lssua)
Ropin'
Venus
Sid's
Long
Count
Bitting
Pretty
Six
Gun
Justice

Title
•f (Arabian
Dare
't^Bowery Blmbeee
•♦SBrendwav
FelHat
•tSBrnther for Kale (A
T.)
•Uriunpse
Blues
(A.T.)
•tSChrlstmas Cheer (A. T.)

2

Rel. Date
Lenoth
"nr.
S. . .2 reels
Mar.
17.. . I reel
Mar.
3.. . I reel
2 reels
Mar.
31.. .2 reels
Feb.
3., .2 reels

Revlewe*
Apr.
5
Feb. 15
D»e
?J
Mar. 29
Dec. 14

Jan. II
Mar.
R

14..
reels
3. ,.i
.2 reels
.
14.. . I reel
Feb.
. I reel

Lorraine-Chandler
(Serial)
M§Llve
Qh*st»'(F i D)
Ann
cnrisiy
•tSNelghbors
Sunny
Jim
•t§Mush
Again
Sunny
Jim
Saylor
Sid
•t§Outdoor Sports
•tPrison
Panic
Oswald
Cartoon
•tSRoyal
Fourflu»h
Sporting
Youth
•T§Schoolmates
Sporting
Youth
Yautli
Spertlng
Star*
•tSSeeIng
•tSShe's
a He
(A.T.)
Sunny Jim
•t§Slster's
Pest
funny J'm
•■•
Youth
Sporting
(A. T.)
t§Steepleehase
Merrill
sfTarzan the Tiger (Sarlil). ... Frank
n
the Time* (Serial) .. Howes-Thompso
•tfTerry
•t§Tratflc afTroubles
•■
■„,
•tSTramping
Tramps
Oswald
Cartoon
••■■
Downstair*
and
•t§Up
•tSVernon*
Aunt
Dant-Areher

WARNER

17 , 1930
..I reel
2 reel*
..2 reels

Feb.
Apr.

Cartoon
Oswald
Sid
Saylor
Archer-Dent
Sporting
Youth
aporting
Youth
Cartoon
o,.«,ih
Oswald Cartoon
sunny
Jim
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Lorralne-Perrln
Oswald.
Cartoon
„..
j,

Carraea
Con
•tChile
•tfFellow
Students
•t§Flrehurg«
(A
T.l
itSFootlight
Follies
(A.T.)
•iSHaloween
Shop
•1§Hash
•tSHell's
Heal*
•t§His Bachelor
Daddy
•tlHot
for Hollywood
•Hurdy
Gurdy
•t§Jade Box. The
•tKisses
and Express,
Curse*.. The
•tSLightning

:

UNIVERSAL
Title
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
'tICaptaIn ef the Guard (A.T.)
•ticilmax, The (A. T.)
*t§Conens and tbeKellya InSeotland.
'i^Dames
Ahoy
M§Devirs
Pit, The
Reviewed under title e(
*t§Embarrasilng
Moments
(A.T).
•t§Flghtlng
Legion,
Tha
Flying
Hoofs
•StHell's
Heroes
•t§Hlde-Out
(A. T.)
•tLueky
Larkin
*t§Montana
Kid,
The
•§tMoonlcght
Madness
(A. T) . . .
•ttMounird
Stringer,
Tbe
*t§Mauntaln
Justice
•t§Nlghl
Ride
'tSParade of the Wast
•t§Roarlng
Ranch
(A.T.)
*t§8eng of Passion
(A. T.)
•tISong of the Caballero
•flSons of the Saddle
•tSStorm.
The
(A. T.)
•t§Tr«lllno Traubli
•tSTriggcr
Tricks
(A.T.)
*t§Undertow
M§What Men Want
White Outlaw, The (Reissue)
•t§Young
Desire
(A.T.)

May

N e zv s

b
12

20..
14. .
12..
Nov.
3k
26.. .. I10real
epitadet. .Feb.
22
24..
2...
Jan. 25
17. . . I reel

June

23.. .2 reals
20.,
. 2 real*
.2 reels

..2I reels
reel

Jan,
Mar.
Apr.

26..

Apr.
..Feb.
Apr.
Mar.
....
Feb.
Jan.
Dae.
.....
„"■
Mar,
■'"■
Fab.

,

Apr.
Apr.

Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
■Feb.

Apr,

19

10 episodes.. April
Jan.
Mar.

12

. 2 real
real*
.1

I4
10

10
li
25 I
Mar. 29

Dee.
May

.2 reels
.2 reels

Jan.
23
Apr. 28

. 2 reels
. .2 reels
.2
. 2 reel*
reels

Mar.
May
Jan.
Dee.

. ID episedes

Fab.
IS
.Mar. 29

. 2 real*.
. I real. ..
. 2 reel*. .
.2 reels

Feb.

14

BROTHERS
sound-on-dise

Star
Title
•t«Oumbells
In Ermloe
(A. T.>. Armstrong-Gleason-Kent
♦t§Evidence
(A.T.)
Pauline Frederick
John
Barrymore
•tiGeneral
Crack
(A.T.)
•t§Green Goddess, Th* (A. T,).. George
Arliss
■.
•t§Hold
Everything
(A.T.)
Lightner-Brown-O'Nelll
•t§lsle of Escape (A, T,)
Blue-Loy
•t§Mammy
(A. T.)
Al Jolson
Barrymore
•t§ManfroraBlankl*y'*,
The(A.T.). John
RIn-Tln-TIn
•t§On the Border
Moissi-Horn
•f§ Royal Box (A.T.) (German)..
•t§Second Choice (A.T.)
Doleres Costello
•tISecond Floor Mystery (A. T ) Wither*- Young
Lightner-Morri*
•t§She Couldn't Say Na
Boles-Segal
•tISong of the West
(A.T.)
•t§Those
Who
Dance
(A.T.)
Monte Blue
•tiUnder
a Texas
Moon (A. T.) .
Fay-Torros-Ley-Beary
•t§Wlde
Open
(A. T.)
E. E. Norton

only)

Length

R*'- Date
....May 10..
Jan. ib.
Jan. 25..
Mar. 8..
May
I..
Mar. I.
May 31..
May 24..
Mar. 15..
• ■•
Jan
4..
Apr. 26..
May
0..
Mar. 5.,
APf- '?•
Apr.
Feb.

I..
I..

Feet

MIns.

.5200
.7152.... 79.
..9809... 109..
..7513.
...84.
.6653. ...74..
..5814
65.
..7570.... 84..
..6167
68.
..4452
49..
.8000....
.6150
.5268
..6413
..7185
..6876

Reviewed
.Oct. IS
.Nov. 16
.Feb.
.Apr. 22
12
Apr. 5
.Mar. 298
.Feb.
.Dee.
.Apr. 28
12

89..
68.. .Jan. II
59.. .Feb.
May 22
10
71..
80.
76. .Mar. 8

..7498.... 83..
.ApV; 29
12
.Mar.
.6341
71..

Coming Sta
Feature r
Attractions
Rel.

Title
•t§Courage
•tSFame
(A. (A.T.)
T.)
(A. T.)
Dawn
•tloolden
•t§Man Hunter (A. T.)
(A. T.)
Waters
•tSRough
(A.T.)..
Die
Naples and
•t§See
•t§Sweet Kitty Bellairs ( A.T.) ..

Length
Reviewer!
Date
.6630.... 74
7..
•••,.•
|4. . .4280
June
.4383
49... Apr. . 12
'.7\*7'.'.'.
.ti.'.'.'.'.'.'.
..
3..
May

June

Bennett-Nixon
Belle Bennett
Woolf-Segal
Rin-Tjn.JIn
Rin-Tin-Tin
Roy-King
Del
Claudia Dell

VITAPHONE

VARIETIES

(D)

Length
I reel

star
Perkins-Ford

.^1,1,
Minded
Absent

S!^•^^^r'^.■.•.■.•,v.•.■•,v.•.■.•.•.•.•.l^!'^«-bWlr-;;;;•;:";;.;:;::;;:;::;
reels
2 ;^^
Potters
The

Home
At
Service
Your
At
of Songs
Battery
Believe It or Not
Benefit,
The
Ben
Bernie,
Big Money
Broadway's
Like
Collegiate
Model.
Evolution ot thf

A...

That
The
Dane*

Family Ford. The
Faust
Feminine
Types
Fight
The

Landis-Halligan-Blackwood
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
Robert
L. Ripley
'»e
Frisco
Orchestra
Potters
The
Ruth Etting
Ona
Munson
., .
:•..•■,
„
,., .■'■

Hugh
O'Connell
Page Sisters
4 Oscar Grogan
Ford- Lane
Boyd-Middleton
Porters
The
Buchanan
'ack
Foy, Jr.-Shea
Jim
McWilliams
Mayer
Lew
O'Connell-Keliy
■,;,■::,•

Holiday
In Storyland.
A
Idle Chatter
An
III Wind.
In the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl,
The
Jazz Rehearsal
Keeping
Company
Letters Elope
Let's
Lillie. Beatrice
Lobo. Dno of Dogs
Lonely Giglo
Looney Tunes
Love Boat, The
Master Sweeper. The
,
Matter
of Ethics.
A
Military
Post,
The

Vitaphone
Kiddles
Lou
Holtz
H ibbard-Lorch-Graham
Fields
Lew

Who
Pays?
Window Cleaners
Yamekraw

'/j reel
" reel
i L"
2 reel*

Harklns...
. ilm and Marion
Duet
1st Act
Jean
Barrios
.. ..
Norman
Breckenridge

Find
the Woman.'.'.'.'.
Footnotes
Fore
Frame'.'Tho
a Raise
Getting
The
Onartette.
Glee
Mixer
Good
Grand
Uproar
Jams
Gym
Man, The
HeSd
Holand

Money
Money.
Money.
Nagger.
The
New
Racket.
'The
Nile
Green
No- Account.
The
Office
Steps
On the Rancho
Only the OIH
The
Operation.
Pagllarcl
Pa Gets a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
Paquita
& Chlquita
People
Versus.
The
Perfect
Understanding
Pay
Of!. The
Poor Aubrey
Reno or Bust
Round One
Russian
Rhapsody, A
Sinking
in the Bathtub
Sound
Effects
South
Sea
Pearl
Stand
Up. The
Surprise
Suspicion
T.iking
Ways
Talking
It Over
Vengeance
Webstcrian
Students
Wedding
Belles
What
a Life

2 reels

.AJioiit 2' reel*. .
.'.'.

•••■•
' ree
...-■
'reel
I reel
•••
'o^tLu
2 reels

Kane- Edwards
.Eddie
Buzzell
Pauline
Garon
Betty
& Jerry
. Lnbo
Song .and
Dance Browne.
.Litti

reel
II reel

15
Mar.
•■
■
May 10
c „' ■ ' i
Feb
8
19
Apr.
.•
Mar.
«^
Slt^
Feb.
. . Nov.
May
Apr.

..May
.Feb.

10
IS

...
Air^io
i»
Apr.
19
Apr.
Al-r'io
"

. I reel
.2reel:

May
May

I reel.
. I reel.

.Mar.

10
10

Mar.
.Mar.

Loder

. Herman
Timberg
. Chester Conklln
Earle-Oakland
Roberto
Guzman
Keeier
Mason
Mr. & Mrs.
Jack

Reviewed
12
.Apr.

,

Norwortn.

.Mar.

I. reel

Mar.

. I reel

Brodcrlck-Crawford
Special
Cast
•
Ahern
Gladys
&
'^Hl
Wattles-Marsh
Bergen
Edgar
John
Charles Thomas
The
Potters
Johnny Arthur
Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H.B.
Walthall
Franklin Pangborn
Pangborn- Elliott
Norman
Brokenshire
Kutzetgoff
&.
NIcollna
Buddy
Traps
Gaston Glass
Watson-Cameron-Mack
Dugan-Leonard
I vnns-Ear'«-Morne
Codee
&
Orth
Jack
Osterman
Richmond-Moorhead
Ryan-Lee
Howard-Newton
Murrav- Oakland
Brice-Edwards

iMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
P.T. means Part-Talker.
All-Talker.

I real.

A.T.

Mar.

IS
IS

'
,- •• •,
reel.
I reel
■
I reel

uli' " 'I't
15
Mar.

Feb.

8

■■■••
I reel
•.••••,
I reel
2 reels

:
Apr.
-^
Mar
May

;,
'2
i
J
10

• reel
'"el
2 reels

May
May
May

..
n
IJ
10

2 reels

May

10

I reel

Apr,

19

I reel
I reel
I reel

Mar,
Apr.
Apr.

15
(9
26

after

title means

POINT 4
In a series showing
why the A. P. Group
is unique in sales
opportunities for producers, manufacturers and distributors.

Mass Reader Interest
as Well as "Class"
I

N an interview published in the New York Times in
September, 1926, Mr. Sidney R. Kent, executive of the
Paramount Pubhx Corporation is quoted as follows:
ASSOCUTtr>

PUBLICATIONS

ni.s Ti'uii: !
Covirllivc >:ni 1 ran.i m ... Lo3
AiiKt'lfs. Seattle, Portland.
Denver ami Salt Lake City
tenitoiies.

JLI
Coverintr

Dallas
and
Oklahoma City toiiitories.

Moini-<

Mini>eai)olis
waukee. Omaha and
ttTvi'-vie-.

MilDes

and

mt§i
Coverin!;

Chicago
and
dianapolis territories.

is nowhere near 3 0 per cent,'"
rentals — the fifty dollar bookings, the twenty-fives and
the tens.
The 1,2 00 accounts of the 10,000 from which 70
per cent of rentals are obtained are comprised mainly of

lOURNAl.
Coverintr
Kansas
City
St. Louis
territories.

'Hence,' observed Mr. Kent, '3 0 per cent of our business
is derived from 8,800 communities which represents our
profit and more. On a big production the average profit

In short, then, profits accrue from the flood of small

'McmeAS"
CoviTin>r

"He (Kent) said that his company was serving 10,000
accounts, and that 70 per cent of the firm's income was
derived from towns with a population of 15,000 or over.

Paramount's own theatres and other large circuits. These
houses buy from 5 2 to 100 pictures a year. And, selling
to them, must mainly be done to perhaps a score or more
buyers, each one of whom buys for a number of houses.

In-

imfyi
Covti In

p™

CoverinK PittsburKh and Buffalo territories.

QT TO\«n I i Vjl
Covefinir Cleveland. Cincinnati and Louisville territories.

i™?!^
Covering Boston. New Haven
and
Portland
territories.

Coverintr Athnita, New Orleans, Charlotte and Memphis territories.

J^tional in Scope
-^Local in S^vice^

But the remaining 8,800 "profit payers — and more" buy
as many as 3 64 pictures a year and all do their own buying.
Consequently, trade paper advertising that reaches these
indiiidiial buyers and is READ by them is most effective
and productive. And here is where the regional papers arc
of greatest service, for with their intimate contact, through
their pages of news that is largely local, the Associated
Publications have a strong reader interest, not alone with
the "8,800" accounts, but with the other "1,200" as well
— mass buying power as well as class!

ASSOCIATED
PUBLICATIONS
BEN SHLYEN.

President and Publisher

General Offices: Kansas City, Mo.
Neir York: 551 Fifth Ave.
Cfticago: 1018 So. Wabasli

Ave.

K SENNETT
IXG

COMEDIES
make us see the funny side of our
own pet fads and foibles. And so
your patrons not only laugh at them
while on the screen, but remember
them with a smile afterward.
There's a real idea in every
MACK SENNETT Talking Comedy.
An idea based on some vital timely
subject in our crowded modern
lives. Often gently satirical. Always funny.
This timely interest is one of
the things that have put MACK
SENISETT Talking Comedies into
the greatest percentage of possible
situations ever achieved by any
brand
of modem
short feature

Recorded by
l*hoio tjrtiph
by fit

RCA Photophone
\

EIN'I^ETT
Process COI4OB
Directed by
Leslie Pearce

ff

FAT WIVES

fiat is your favorite hobby? YouMl find it kidded picasin some MACK SENNETT Talking Comedy.
Is it golf? "M ATCH PLAY" shows Walter Hagcn and
^eo Dicgel as part of the fuAniest fussy foursome that
ever playeil the links.
Is it bridge? "UE THUMPED HER ACE" is a
delightfully smart comedy on this favorite cause of
modern divorce.
Is it Hying? "HOIVEYMOOIV ZEPPELIIV" is one
of the most thrilling comedies any producer ever made—
and as funny as it is thrilling.
Is it radio? ^'KADIO KISSES '« is another ultra
modern farce proving even cupid may have a broken heart.
Is it .licting? "FAT WIVES FOR THL^'** will help
you to laugh and grow (it even if you are in the midst of
an eighteen-day starvation diet.

'^cUvocvUcrruil U'tctuAjuJ
^

THE SPICE OFTHE

PROGRAM'

EDL'CATIONAL FILM EXillAXC»ES,
E. ^\. HA3i3MOi\S^ i^rettuient

inc.

PreiidenI
Member, Motion Ficlure Producers and Ui.lribulor. of America, Inc., WIU II, Ha;f>,
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I'MO
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Roxy

for a Second Big Week at the

...the
new
that does
for

er d
the

JOHN BOLES-JEANIE LANG
How the critics ravecJ over Boles rendition of "Song
of the Dawn" and "It Happened m Monterey." And
how they raved over the screen $ newest sensation,
Jeanie Lang, who stops the show when she croons"! d
Like To Do Things For You" and "Ragamuffin Romeo "
She's already clicked as AMERICAS PERSONALITV
GIRL. Read all about it in the reviews below'

insound
and
col'orentertdinment...the
sound
screen
what
sound
did for the silent

"Entertainment for which New York is accustomed to pay $16.50 is presented at the Roxy
this week in 'King of Jazx.' A lavishly beautiful cinematic production . . . colorful entertainment tapestry of breath-taking beauty . . .
music galore . . . plenty of spectacle . . . lots
of humor . . . upon occasion art reaches a new

"An astonishing quantity and variety of visual
beauty . . . musically, too, it is a superior production .. . and one will sit before it and come

who stops the show when she croons to Paul
Wl»iteman, 'I'd Like To Do Things For You.'"
— REGINA CREWE, N.Y. Amcric*n
"A marvel of camera wiiardry . . . will appeal
to all types of audiences . . . nothing imitative,
all the various turns being blessed with originality. .thoroughly
.
diverting . . . sparkling piece
o( work . . .'Rhapsody in Blue' is set forth with
much artistry . . . picture aroused gales of
laughter . . . There is no sequence that isn't
vrorth witnessing and no performance that is
not capable in this fast-paced picture."
— MORDAUNT HALL, N.y.rimct
"A magnificent spectacle. It cost Universal two
million dollars. You can see it for one. You're
getting a great break . . . surpasses everything
done in Technicolor . . . most spectacular color

"Roxy is worth a visit this week . . . the him
feature is unquestionably the most majestically
mounted, the most plentifully, fulsomely costumed . . . John Murray Anderson displays high

away convinced he has had his money's worth."
— QUINN MARTIN, N. Y. World

standards . . . most effective of all is the staging

"An eye-filling spectacle done in Technicolor
and in exceptionally good taste . . . perform-

of Mr. Gershwin's 'Rhapsody in Blue!' . . .
there are all sorts of kaledioscopic camera

high . . . John Boles throttles all competition
In the singing cinema . . . The 'discovery' of
the picture is a little girl named Jeanie Lang,

picture
screen . . .

ances are good throughout."
—MARGUERITE TAZELAAR,

N.Y. Tribunt

"A handsomely mounted, elaborately devised
picture. . . lots of brief and pointed sketches. . .
good entertainment . . . the audience seemed
to like—THORNTON
it a lot."

DELEHANTY, N.Y. Evening Poit

"There is a high class jazz carnival at the Roxy
this week and, boy, how it goes over! . . . The
picture is as pretentious as anything Ziegfeld

—JOHN S. COHEN, Jr., N. Y Sun
effects in this episode."
"What

a picturel . . . What

. . . a . . . picturel

It isn't often we get excited about a motion
picture. But when we saw 'King of Jazz' — well,
no praise is too great for it . . . Aside from
Whiteman and his orchestra, the sole attraction
in this film is entertainment. And that entertainment goes on -DAN
for reel
after reel".
..
THOMAS,
N. Y. Tclcsr«ni

has done . . . the director manages to inject a
fast-moving pace . . . John Boles walks off with
most of the singing honors . . . There is a little
girl named Jeanie Lang, who steals a few laurels
—GEORGE GERHARD, NY. World
(or herself."
"As a spectacle it is an eye-filler . . . spirited
tempo . . . the music is exceptionally tuneful
and there are at least three potential hits . . .
John Boles sings more beautifully and photographs better than in any of his own starring

picture ever made . . . StunningI"
—BLAND JOHANESON, N.Y. Mirror

—JULIA SHAWELL, N.Y. Evening Gr«phic
vehicles."

^
'
"
^
'
^
^
'
^
'
A
PAULWHITEM

BAND, IN

KINGofJAZZ
ALL QUIET on the WESTERN

FRONT-S.

R.O. C"^iS.:5:i.") Central Theatre, N.Y $2.50 Top

CiXEMA

Patents

Company
^

Announces to the

Motion Picture Industry
Ihe CINEMA

PATENTS

COMPANY,

Inc., has acquired

rights, title and interest in all the motion picture film
processing

machines

covered

ERBOGRAPH
United States
United States
United States
United Stales
United States
Application No.
Application No.

LEON
United
United

States
States

GAUMONT
No.
No.

following patents:

SPOOR-THOMPSON

Patent No. 1,107,543
Patent No. 1,572,798
Patent No. 1,377,887
Patent No. l,434,15t
Patent No. 1,362,146
75,550 for U. S. Patent
660,583 for U.S. Patent

Patent
Patent

by the

1.177,697
1,209.696

U. S. Patent Nos. 1,328,464; 1,299,266; 1,281,711;
1,260,595; 1,569,156; 1,587,051; 1,725,944;
United States Application Nos. 105,066; 174,989
Australian Applications Nos. 19,746; 19,747
Belgian Patent Nos. 360,040; 360,041
Belgian Application Nos. 283,711; 283,712
British Application Nos. 11,620; 11,621
Canadian Application No. 345,960
German Application Nos. 91,007; 91,008
Patent of Great Britain & Ireland, No. 123,168
Patent of the Republic of France, No. 494,379
Pat. of Dominion of Canada, No. 292,604, 204,855

Motion picture film processing machines made
under these patents are the best and most efficient
in the world and are in use by the foremost producers in the Industry under licensing agreement
with the undersigned.

warning:
Our patent attorneys advise us that our patents are basic
and it is our intention to prosecute to the fullest extent of
the law any ami all who infrin^^e our patents.

CixEMA

Patents

Company,

1776 Broadway, New York

inc.

Inc.

NO WONDER

THEY CHEERED!

The artist's conception of the scene he witnessed recently at
the Drake Hotel during the M-G-M Sales Convention. The
announcement had just been made of the Metro-GoldwynMayer line-up for next season that the boys are to present to
exhibitors! hio wonder they cheered!

N

with

Vivieiine Segail
Walter Pidgeoii
Allan Prior
Myrna Loy
Ford Sterling
Louise Fazenda
Lupino Lane

Is The N

Lady
Adapted from the operetta "The
Schanzer
by Rudolph
In Ermine"
and Ernest Welisch

Directed by JOHN

"VITAPHONE"
THE VITAPHONE

IS THE
CORP

FRANCIS

REGISTERED

DILLON

TRADE

DESIGNATING

MARK

OF

ITS PRODUCTS

„C;^f It From

FIRST

N A

!

oftke
ew Sweetheart of New York
Iroadway

llailj$ lis »\v

Lt Warner

llairliii^ At World

Brothers

Holly

woo

Premiere

Watch for

il Theatre

25th
Warner
Anniversary
Variety's
Number for
First

Broadway is on its toes. A new sweet-

Announcement
of Nat
ItsionMiffhty
al's
Line-Up
1930-31

heart has captured its imagination.
Never such excitement. Never such an
advance sale. And never such a startling love story. Magnificently mounted.
Luxuriously produced. Telling a story
the whole world wants
to hear.

OXE OF THE BIG <$EN!i(ATIOXS FIBST NATIONAL IS
BELEASIXG
BIOIIT XOW !
▲

▲

\TIONAL

ALL

TECHXICOLOK

PLAY
IT
DATE WITH

^

▲

DAY
AND
BROADWAY

■\v. -^^

'iV,

RADIO'YS
MIGHT
BOOK OF
MIRACLES

TITAN

CONVENTION

DRAMATIC
\,

OF

MOST

SHOW

AGES

Radio's Inspired Showmen, In Convention
Assembled at Hollywood, Have Launched
the Titan's Grand
This Momentous

Challenge

Campaign.

Conclave . . . Dwarfing

All Others in Importance to Every Showman in the World . . . Has Announced the
Mightiest Program of Grand-scale Attractions Show Business Has Ever Known!
Amos 'N' Andy, March Valiantly in the
Forefront of This New and Greater Pageant of the Titans . . . Eclipsing Every Other
Show

Attraction Since the World

Began!

WATCH FOR RADIO S
ANNOUNCEMENT
MOST

ASTOUNDING

IN

SHOW

HISTORY

OF • BY * AND FOR
THE GAY JOYOUS
TEENS!

t's

i
an open

_

it's the
whetherquestion
youth of this nation
or their elders who deter-

mine the size of the box-office take-in. But there's
no doubt that the young 'uns, in their teens, the high
school zippers, the peppy collegians, make up a very
impressive part of the great American movieaudience

ONE OF THE 8

PATHE
WONDER
FOR

i
I

. . . And that's .where Pathe's series of SIX Campus
Comedies comes in. It will be the screen fad of milions of raccoon-coaters,roadster-burners
and prom-petters. For there's rah-rah-rah
in every cackle of Old Man Rooster!

SERIES

1930-1931

uss
pe
mi
comed
I
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Kent, Myers Pouring Oil on Walers
So 5-5-5 Meetings Can Be Resumed
The Actor Talks

New

■ the

A wi >I1 known
—name withheld
sens ihilities
hetaus i> ot the aetoro
studio bead lor whom
-talkhe
worksin;; Tve
of his tilni 1 areer
played 22 part s in 11 months
with that outfit and a 11 <>r them
even
bined
make
a
* wouldn't
com- — butler.
Kood

|

'

^

Sheehan Tact to
Heal Breach of
Gaynor with Fox
Hollywood — With Winfield Sheelian's return to the coast, the difficulties between
Janet Gaynor and Fox are expected to be
ironed out. Sheehan's diplomacy is exiH,'Ct0(1 to hrinjj an end to the l)reach.
The trouble hinges around the type of
roles Miss tiaynor has been playing. It is
understood she is anxious to return to serious roles, such as Diane in "Seventh
Heaven." as against continuance in musicals, despite the tact that "Sunnyside Up"
ranks among the first three box-office cards
of the season now drawing to a close.
Sol W'urtzel, who has been handling the
Fox plant during Sheehan's protracted stay
in New York, and Miss Gaynor have not
been hitting off any too well. Sheehan, however, is expected to iron out the kinks.

Stop, Smiiers!
St. Louis Pastor
Would Reform Ye
St. Louis — Boys in local film row. and
those poor old souls 'way out in the sticks
who fight hard to keep the wolves from the
door of the theatre box-office, are on bended knees asking forgiveness for their multitude of sins. They can be seen almost any
day along Olive Street with heads bowed
deep in shame.
it all came about when the Rev. Dr.
William B. Lampe. pastor of West Church,
at Maple and Slaryville .\ves.. the city's
largest Presbyterian congregation, took as
his regular weekly sermon: "What .-\re the
Movies Doing to Us?" And when the Reverend terminated his spiel, his audience departetl with the firm resolve to "bring back
the sinners to the straight and narrow path. '
{Cmitiuucd on f'(i;ic 85)

Contract
Slated to
Written, Kent Tells
Staff

Be

Atlaiuic City — There will be a resumption of the 5-5-3 conferences to complete
the work of drafting a new contract. The
present squabble over alleged statements
directed at leaders of Allied -States Ass'n..
will be ironed out and the meetings probal)ly resumed in June as originallv scheduled.
This is learned exclusively by Motion
I'll TIRE News, for negotiations toward a
removal of the difYerences which have arisen
already are under way between .S. K. Kent,
Paramount's vice president and general manager, and Abram F. Myers, president of

Free Advice
Our suKKesfion to
who want to ha\e a
years hence is to
from m'WH reels to
chanjje themselves
to creators. — Motion

the news reel folk
^ood living a few
chauKe the name
new reels, and to
from chroniclers
Picture.

Iloxy to Fulfill
Fox Contract?
One Year to Go

.Allied States Ass'n.
Kent indicated a satisfactory settlement
in addressing
when
he told the
the company's
sales forceconvention
that the here
new
standard contract is to have an arbitration
clause, because the industry cannot do business without arbitration.

Wunder, Alleged
Hays Spotter in
Academy, on Job
Hollywood — Clinton W'under. newly appointed secretary of public relations for the
.\cademy of M. P. .Arts and Sciences and
reputed agent of Will H. Hays in the inner
councils of tt><; organization, has lost little
time in getting into action.
.Mthough he took up his duties with the
association less than a month ago. W'under
has already delivered lectures and addresses
before five clubs and welfare organizations
in southern California. In his discussions
before the various bodies, he explains the
purpose and accomplishments of the Academy besides the problems oi the creative
end of projection.
.After getting his department organized,
he is expected to make a trip East, at which
time he will stop ofif at many points to appear as the Academv representative before
various organizations.
Some .Academy members still look upon
W under's activities with some
sion.

apprehen-

Dirty Dig
Gary Cooper to Learn How to .Act
in Next Film.— //end/i/ip in \. Y. Ere
World.

S. L. (Koxy) Rothafel may complete his
contract with Fox, it is indicated. The
agreement still has one year to run. Previously, ithad been reported that the managing direccor of the Roxy's contract might
be abrogated by mutual consent, following
his signing of a contract with RCA. Under terms of this agreement, Roxy is to
take charge of the theatre end of the amuse.Sts. ment center which RCA will build between
b'ifth and Sixth .Aves.. from 4<StIi to 51st

Graiiman Report Seen
As "Pure Speculation''

Hollywood — "Purely .-.peculation" is the
way the report that Sid Grauman is soon
to succeed
sidered here.S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel is con-

Maxwell Chain
In England to
Go to Warners?
.\ssociated British Cinemas, the Maxwell chain of British theatres and second
in importance in England, may go to Warners as the first step to ac(|uire a foothold
in exhibition in that country.
John Maxwell, head of British International Pictures and which controls .A. B. C.
has just completed a hurried trip to New
\'ork from London and is now en route
home. Harry M. Warner could not be
reached for a statement.
There are about 100 houses in the Maxwell chain, principal opposition of which is
(iaumont British, in which Fox holds a
substantial interest.
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GIVE THE LITTLE CHAP A
BREAK OR BREAK HIM!
IF the little exhibitor can be saved in the economic upheaval besetting this industry, farsighted leaders of the trade are determined it
shall be done.
Such is the essence of words percolating out
from the privacy of convention halls where salesmen are being instructed in sales tactics and policies for the new season. Emphasis is being placed
by executives on company intentions to give the
little fellow the break wherever it is possible.

gotiations for product on the theory that the distributor is disposed to "give him a break," and
meet the rental schedules by conceding prices
honestly and sensibly to the point where good
business judgment obliges him to call a halt. If

How much of such orations to "give the little
fellow the break" is sincere remains for developments to prove. The record would incline those
not politically minded to juggle words and wonder
if the final reading will present the same words

Arteries Without Nerves

transposed to read: "break the little fellow."

Film Salesmen's Pay Check
Producers and distributors depend on the vast
unorganized and unaffiliated exhibitor, who pays
the moderate rentals, for their sustenance.
Film salesmen have a selfish interest in the
small exhibitor. He is their bulwark and chief
reason for continued association with distributor
payrolls. Eliminate the little fellow through excessive rentals, indifference to his problems and
limitations, and the film salesman passes with him.
Just how much the small theatre owner means
to distributing companies in gross revenue is sufficient as a subject for any one luncheon. Estimates vary, from thirty percent to fifty percent,
depending on the company and its circuit affiliations. Granting the minimum of thirty percent,
the little fellow still is a factor.
Independent producers and the remaining states
rights operators may find it extremely profitable
to watch carefully the methods of the major distributors in selling product this season to the
small exhibitor. There may be lapses of memory
about intentions voiced at conventions.
Countering this brief for the small exhibitor is
a word of counsel to him in his contacts with
salesmen during the coming months. Production
costs for sound pictures far exceed those for the
old silent films.
He will do well to start his ne-'

the willingness
to give
a "break"dollars,
isn't the
apparent when it gets
down him
to whittling
exhibitor is well justified in mustering his most
expert trading faculties and dubbing his immediate geography as "no man's land."

The realization exists in several very high councils that an industry, to be successful, must prosper in all of its parts; that one branch is an appendage of the others, and that a sustaining life fluid
must flow through all of the organs that make up
the whole, or disintegration will set in.
If that opinion persists, instead of being merely
transient, there is reason to hope that the rally
'round the small exhibitor is not entirely altruistic and political in character. The distributor
has one important fact at his disposal in giving
the ''break" to the little chap. He knows from
intimate contact through circuit ownerships what
theatres of different classifications can gross as
an average with the general run of product. This
should be a valuable guiding influence in fixing
rentals, and it should give the small exhibitor a
decided advantage so long as he holds to the truth
about his business.
The entire industry can endure a dose of real
business acumen and a measure of sound economics in the relations between producer-distributors and independent exhibitors. It has been
promised and promised again. Here and there it
has materialized to mutual advantage. But it still
is far from being an epidemic. Clear-headed sales
leaders, with minds excellently tempered and balanced by experience, have voluntarily sounded a
keynote that should perk up the ears of every
indei)cndent theatre operator. If the creed is sincerely meant, the new season can be viewed with
hope and. perhaps, at its end with gratification
and imitual good-will between all concerned.
KAN X.
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New Coasl Zoning Plan Seen as Move
To Forestall U. S. in Protection Trial
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RKO, Paramount
In Theatre War
In Scheneetady

Distributors Worried Over Conspiracy Suit as June 17
Approaches
Distributors won't come into the open with
what's on their chests, but from tile inside
it is learned that many of them are seriously
worried oxer the (K)vernnient's criminal
conspiracy case against West Coast
I'heatres, which also involves a nmnber of
distributing
organizations.
In the ineantime and construed as a possible gesture toward the government, is the
new zoning plan completed in Los .\ngeles
l.'ite this week and worked out by Charles
C. Pettijohn in conjimction with Fox West
Coast, the Los Angeles Film Board f)f
Trade and the .M. P. T. O. of Southern
California.

Schenectady, N. Y. — There's a merry time
in store for this city. With a i)Oi)ulatioii of
97,0()0, fourteen luij^'^hborhood tlieatres
wired and what many consider to be plenty
of first-runs downtown, R-K-O is set to
build here and Paramount is threatening.
R-K-O now operates the three-year-old
Proctor's, but wants another house in town.
On a site near its present theatre, tlie proposed house will <;o up.
Paramount has been trying to make a

The plan, it is claimed, will give indeinndent theater owners a better break than
formerly prevailed and at the same time
ade(|uately protect Fox West Coast. The
comnnttee in charge has ratified the measure
unanimously with the anticipated result that
the situation is expected to be considerably
relieved.

deal with Farash Theatres Corp. and doesn't
se^'m to be gettins anywhere. Its new house,
however, has no bearing on that situation
since Sam Dembow is endeavoring to work
out a deal embracing the new theatre as
well as those operated by Farash. Sitting
comfortably on the sidelines is William M.
Shirley, general matiager of the Farash
chain, which embraces the State, seating
2,0(K); the Strand, seating 1.200; and the
Wedgway, seating 1,6()0. The joker in the
situation revohes around bookings. Shirley
is tied up with First National. Warners and
Fox and is understood to be dickering with

What influence this vohmtary move on
the part of distributors will bring to bear
when the case is heard beginning June 17
is a question. When the trial opens in Los
Angeles on June 17, following a long series

M-G-M.Radio
The and
R-K-O
house Pictures,
'will natnrjlly
exhibit
Columbia
thereby leaving Paramount in a tough spot. At
least, film men in Albany who visit here
think so.

David Selznick Suing L. A,
Bank for $250,000 on Loan
Los An.treles — I);i\ id O. Selznick. assistant to Ren Schulberg at Paramount, is suing
the Pacific-Southwest Trust and Savings
Rank for $250,000. The action has been
brought to recoxer stock, Selznick savs.
which he put up at the bank as collateral
on a loan. He charges the bank refuses to
return the stock.

Notables to Testify

of legal maneuvers to ward it oft' as along as
possible, the courtroom will contain a
lengthy list of well known film naines whose
testimony will be required.
The suit which is aimed at protection
hinges largely on an alleged agreement
among distributors not to serve theatres in
that zone charging ten cent admissions. The
government maintains broadly that this constitutes a conspiracy.
At a recent meeting of Hays members
when other business was slated for discussion, conversation veered toward the
forthcoming trial. At that time, there was
considerable wagging of heads and a number of company executives then present
openly declared thei rconcern over the outcome.

Columbia Names Sharkey
Eastern Division Mgr.

The stock is that of I'nitcd Studios, totals
1.000 shares valued at $150,000 by the plaintiff who maintains the dividends paid by it
have been more than sufficient to pay off the
loan.

Loew's Declares Dividend
The board of director of Loew's, Inc.,
has declared the regular quarterly dividend of 7r< cents a share on outstanding
conmion stock payable June .^0 to stockholders of record
lime 14.

J.

F.

Sharhty

J. F. Sharkey, formerly branch manager
for Columbia in Pittsburgh, has been advanced to the post of
eastern division manager for the company.
Joe Wolf, who has
been in charge of the
Katisas City office, replaces Sharkey at PittsInirgh and L. George
Ross moves into the
Kansas City branch as
manager.

Sound News in Europe
Iterlin — DexclopmenI of a talker
newsreel for all l^urope is one of the
plans «)f the 'F'obis-,Svensk Film Industr.v allianre. The (Jerman firm rerentl.x made excursion into the talking;
newsreel field with an enthusiastic rereption attending,' its efTorts.

Tobis, Svensk in
Alliance; Plan
Arctic Ventnre
Merlin — Close co-oi)eration ha>. l>een establishe<l between the Isvens^k Film Industry
and Tobis, and the two firms alreadv have
begun operations under the new partnershi]). Talking picture expeditions into the
.\rctic are planned. General Director Anderson of the .Svensk firm and Herr Reuperswaerd of Tobis spent sexcral days in
completing the negotiations.

Pettijohn Tells Wampas
Dirty Ad Copy Is Tabooed
Hollywood — The Wampas boys were
hanfled ;t jolt this week when Charles C.
Pettijohn. addressing the organization,
used plenty of plain language in socking
suggest iveness anfi vulgarity in advertising.
Drawing upon his own experience, the
Hays' general counsel said it seemed to him
afhertising of pictin^es today cannot be accomplished without displaying "either dollar
signs or women's legs." Reform is not only
needed, but an immediate necessity, Pettijohn added. making direct reference to the
Without
proposed code governing advertising with
which advertising
men struggling
in N'ew \'ork
quarters have been
for headsome
weeks now, Pettijohn intimated that the
plan will go through as per schedule when
he declared the present tendency toward
oft-color copy must stop.

More Legal Trouble for
Nacio Herb Brown in L. A.
IJollywcHKl — Xacio Herb Brown, song
writer, has his troubles. Recent difficulties
involved home life and marital affairs. Now
Rufus Lemaire is suing for $10,400 on
breach of contract action.
Lemaire claims he and Brown entered
into a contract whereby he was to obtain
engagements for Brown to write music. The
complaint stated Lemaire obtained a contract for Brown for $1,000 a week for 400
weeks and that he has not been paid the
$10,400 alleged due him.
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Insiders^

this :
adsdof
lour
ay, in Schenectady,
GKT On a Th
l)ractical television was demonstrated by Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson,
pioneer radio research expert of General Electric. This is wliat this modern miracle worker did :
He showed on a screen six feet
square in a vaudeville theatre a mile
away motion pictures combined with
the voices of individuals standing in
the laboratory.
The audience in the theatre saw on
the screen and heard' the voice of an
orchestra leader directing his men
from the laboratory. Then a vaudeville team demonstrated another possibility when a girl sang into a microphone on the theatre stage while her
partner sang into a "mike" at the laboratory, their combined efforts merging harmoniously and for all the world
as if both were on the same stage.
This significant and unheralded advance in the mechanical development
of television came unannounced except to a limited number of guests and
newspaper men. It proved a day of
mystery for the audience. For instance, the orchestra in the pit of the
theatre saw its leader on the screen.
Also heard his voice. Then came directions, the baton tapped sharply and
the uncanny circumstance of a celluloid leader conducting a flesh-andblood orchestra became a fact.
Only the head and shoulders of the
performers were shown on the screen.
In gesture and voice inflection the effect is reported identical with talking
pictures, but the images were not quite
so clear. Now here's an amazing and,
potentially, a most \ital point. The
actual images were rcjiroduced on a
screen six feet square whereas the best
previous efforts in television broadcasting had been confined to a screen
fourteen inches square. That should
mean a lot to you.
As a matter of fact, so magical di<l

May

Outlook

the demonstration appear that predictions were made readily that a chain
of television theatres would soon become a fact.
Whether or not the intricate mechanics involved would make such a
step a commercial practicability is a
serious question. The Schenectady
episode, which may easily prove itself
to be an historic landmark in the development of this new scientific wonder, takes on proportions worthy of
deep consideration because it indicates
the electrics are working quietly but
diligently on the job.
The inclination in the picture business is to regard television as a visionary something far in the offing. Perhaps it is. For reasons of their own,
experimenters seemingly have gone
out of their way to discount the impression that any workable system is
ready for the public. Yet, to belie
that comes the Schenectady revelation.
What it will all lead to its problematical. When television is ready, it is
safe to assume the big electrics will
control it. Yet, it is important to bear
in mind that these selfsame powers
are heavily interested in the business
already. How much more so in the
next six months remains to be seen.
It isn't conceivable that they will
throw on the market for public consumption any development when such
a rash act might easily upset trade
equilibrium.
Making the rounds on the inside
again is a yarn heard before that television and the potential danger it offers to theatres unless carefully blended into the amusement structure might
supply the whip cracked by the electrics to force those portions of the industry not now in their control into
line. Sounds a bit fantastic. The Insiders are ready to admit, but far from
impossible, very far.

Space Grabbing?

In the flurry of speculation which
followed the report that Raoul Walsh
would desert Winnie Sheehan ff)r
Doug Fairbanks, several salient facts
were overlooked. Trj begin with and,
perhaps most important, is the strong
friendship between the two men. So
strong, in fact, that it is understood a
clause
Walsh's
that he prevails
can walkin off
the Foxcontract
lot if
anyone

but

Sheehan

is in command.

24 , 19 3 0

Add to this the vagaries in decision
which are peculiar to Fairbanks insofar as story selections and frequency
of production are concerned. Doug is
in England, golfing and vacationing.
He doesn't even know what his next
picture will be or when he will get
busy on it. He always has three or
four ideas on tap, but usually goes
cold on one or all before reaching decisions. Hollywood guesses it will be
five or six months before Fairbanks is
ready to shoot.
While Walsh and Doug are good
friends and there is reason to believe
the latter would like the former to direct him, Raoul has a lovely berth at
Fox on a deal that gives him a sweet
salary check every week in the year.
That's the dope. The Walsh-Fairbanks yarn made the press wires because of name value, not fact value.

Who Gets the Fees?
It ten
isn't
always
that of
lawyers
out the
affairs
their straighclients.
Occasionally, the legal fraternity engages in a professional fracas entirely
its own.
A case in point is the tangled skein
of circumstance surrounding fees for
legal services in the recent Fox
steeplechase. A statistically-minded
individual, acquainted with the facts,
estimates that $5,000,000 is involved
and a lot of disagreement over how the
money is to be split up.
One group of solons, eminent and
noteworthy in the profession, represented the original trustees. Fox Film,
and a banking group entangled in the
maze. Another represented individuals
and corporations. Just who's going to
pay it to whom, when and how are the
questions disturbing those at the receiving end.

Western

Union

Up

Western Union's balance sheets go
heavily black this week and next.
Salesmen are burning up wires and
money assuring wives and girl friends
from convention cities and trains that
everything
still
theirs. is jake and the jobs are
One fellow^ sent his wife the following message the other day :
"All our worries are for naught.
Everything set until October at least."
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Faces First Test with
Ethics Code
lleleased From July 1 On
Pictures
Big Audiences
Films still arc miles uht-ad of radio,
insofar as followers in the ranks of
the puhlie are eoneerned. Total radio
audience now approximates .■)2,.">S1.S()(1,
aeeordinji to l'"rank Arnold, of NIU',
while pictures play to about 120,0()0.(IO().

Clarke Order
Halts Siispeeted
Employee Graft
Suspicions of i^raft in the purchase of
c(|uipnient reaching: into ranks of employees
of Fox theatres have resulted in a general
order from Harley L. Clarke that all buys
must he cleared through ( ieneral Theatre
Kcjuipment, Inc., which, incidentally, is the
company controllinfj Fox Film and Fox
Jheatres.
Charles Caballero, former Fox West
Coast official, has been on the job as general purchasinj; agent of the Fox companies for several weeks. Every reguisition
from now on will clear through him all the
wav down the line to orders for coal.

Sheehan to Pass on
"Connecticut Yankee"

Hollywood — Interest has been revivetl in
the proposed talkie remake of '"Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court" by Fox,
Picture was under consideration for Will
Rogers several months ago. but finally abandoned at that tmie. Wmfield Sheehan will
look over the prepared adaptation for the
talker remake next week and will make
final decision.

"U" Road Shows
"All Quiet" in
Shubert Houses
Universal has completed plans to roadshow •"All Quiet on the Western Front" in
the big key cities at once, most of the bookings to be in Shubert houses, in accordance
with an agreement whereby the Shuberts
will wire their theatres. AJl will be at $2
top.
The first two engagements, slated for
June 2, will be at the Majestic in Boston
iind the Pitt in Pittsburgh. Universal has
organized a roadshow department for handling the picture, with Dave \Verner in
charge of bookings and Joe Weil of exploitation and advertising. "All Quiet" has
been clicking big business in New York,
Los Angeles. San Francisco. Detroit and
Baltimore.

*'Fjibrary" in Work

of "TMij Pure"
Firsl Hatch
Films Ready Then — Earlier
Stuff a Problem

Will Ha>s" |jhrar> «>f historical (ilms
still is in the forniulalive stage. I'residenl lloo\er and Ha.Ns. who will appoint a committee to supervise de-,
velr)pment of the cellul«)id records,
have not as yet completed det:iils for
operation of the plan.

lliilKwood — 1-irst pictures to In- i)roduced under the mandates of the code of
ethics are expected to be ready for theaters
about July 1. The Hays organization and
its members will, therefore, face their first
test on or about that date.
If any squawks develop between now and
then, the answer will be that the code does
not and was never intended to embrace pictures placed in work before March 31 or produced before that date. Whether better film
movements and the various civic organizati(ms with which the Hays group has been

Pictures' Siiblle
Power Adds to
Value, Savs Havs

cooperating will understand this is something which several observers are beginning
to (|uestion here.

Los Angeles — "The commercial value of
the film lies in the subtle power of suggestion emanating from it. even though tiie

Holdovers Troublesome
It is nut uncommon tor producers to release pictures anywhere from one month to
a year after they are completed. For instance, "Song of the West" was produced
by the Warners about a year back yet it
made its debut on Broadway a few weeks
ago. The Hays association declares pictures
like this are not subject to code regulations.
While this may be understood in the trade
observers are asking how the line of demarcation can be made clear to the public.
They argue further that, insofar as the
public is concerned, pictures reaching
theatres from now on will be scrutinized by
those interested enough to do so with the
code very much in mind. They see a messy
situation shortly developing because of this
condition.
The code has elicited considerable editorial conmient from newspapers all over the
nation. Some of this is favorable: the tenor
of other comment is to await what the
product itself reveals while others are
frankly skeptical. Critics of the industry,
it is felt in some production circles, will
seize w^hat appear to be violations with considerable alacrity and make capital thereof.
Progress made to date and a check-up on
whether or not the letter of the code is
being observed will comprise a substantial portion of Will Hays' time while here.
He will discuss the matter with producers
during the next two weeks.

._

Chain of Yiddish Talker
Houses Plan of Seiden
Three picture houses, the first of a chain
devoted exclusively to the showing (jf Yiddish talking pictures, will be opened by
Judea Films early in June, according to Joseph Seiden, president. The first will be
the St. Marks at 2nd .-\ve. and 8th St.. Manhattan, on June 4. The same day a theatre
in Brighton Beach will start a run of Yiddish films. On June 11 the Prospect, the
Bronx, will be dedicated to the same tvpc
of program.

Three Columbia
Sales Meets: 20
Features Listed

t'hicago session beginning June 6 and a
Hollywood
session
beginning
June
12.

Kids and Talkers

Baltimore — Extent
to which
kids
have
been
won
away
from
picture
houses was demonstrated
when Hoot
here
(Jibsim's new .talker was shown star.
at the Kitz. Hoot has been a big
at the house as a silent picture draw
but found difficulty in drawing as a
talker star.

"The film as a salesman" was Hays' topic,
and he hailed pictures as an important factor in international trade because of the
exchange of ideas they ofifer.

Columbia's 20 features for the 1930-31
season, plus the 104 shorts on the company's
program, are to be outlined at three sales
conventions to be held by Joe Goldburg.
general sales manager. The first will be at
Xew York June 1 and 2. followed by a

just arrived
from the
NewForeign
^'ork
andHays
on has
Thursday
addressed
Trade Council, in convention here, on "The
Relation of Motion Picture to Foreign

Trade."

))icture's primarv j)urpose is to entertain,"
Will H. Hays told 2.000 delegates to the
.Seventeenth National Foreign Trade Council convention here Thursday.

I

Multilingual Plans Cited
By Zukor, Feted at London
London — rian> of i'aramouiu-l'ulilix to
make talkers here and in other Furopean
countries were outlined by .-\dolph Zukor
at a luncheon in his honor. The Paramount
chieftain is embarking Fridav for Xew
York.
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Hollywood Racketeers Chisel Foreign
Actors for Own Lingo Talker Dough
He Ain't Seen Nothing Yet
Kansas City — C. M. Patee, who
claims to be the first motion picture
exhibitor in the United States, and
who has been operating a theatre in
Lawrence for more than 20 years, has
never figured in an arbitration case.
"I have never been in the office of
the Film Board," he declared. "Don't
even know what it looks like."
That's a record of some kind or another.

Stomachache or
Cold Feet, but
"Feet First'' Out
Hollywood — An official stomachache is
responsible for dropping production on
"Feet First." This is Harold Lloyd's new
talker. Also his belly pain which the studio
says is responsible for the act.
As a result, the troupe will not leave for
Honolulu Saturday. Lloyd will rest for a
few weeks and beyond that the organization says nothing. The comedian's representatives do add, however, that they first
feared
Harold's
was appendicitis.
That fear is now illness
eliminated.

Nolan Temperament
Fades in Face of "U*' Pact
Mary Nolan has forgotten temperament
and troubles with Universal. The result is a
new five-year contract signed this week with
Carl Laemmle, Jr., and assignment to "Outside the Law" as her first under the agreement. Tod Browning will direct.
For the last two months the blonde star
has been at cross purpo.ses with Universal.
By way of bringing her into line, the company took the lead in "What Men Want"
from her and gave it to Pauline Starke. At
the time, the old Nolan contract had three
years to run.

Nick Bankrolls
for $50,000,
Promising Million Dollar
Profits
Hollywood — Agitation for production of
talkers in foreign languages has developed
racketeers in Hollywood who are searching for suckers to put up the dough to
make foreign versions.
The wise promoters are disregarding the
German, French and Spanish languages —
too many of the large studios are figuring
on covering these fields.
Naturally the racketeers are broke, or at
least they have no inclination to put up
their own bankroll. Method of operating
selects a foreign actor who has been working as an extra or small bit player. He is
called in and told that the racketeers have
decided to produce a talker version in his
native language and have decided to star
him, providing they can agree on terms.
Then they point out the alleged tremendous profits that can be derived from distribution of a talker in Rumania, Russia,
Greece, Turkey, or Poland, depending on
what country the victim is from.

The Old Army Game
After hopping up the player for a few
days,
finally
This isthey
a sales
talkgive
that him
theythe
want"works."
to let
the victim's friends and countrymen into
the huge profits they will make, and have
decided that the player should canvass his
friends in this country to put up $50,000,
which is half of the production cost, and
the promoters promise they will invest the
other fifty grand. They paint rosy pictures of "million dollar profits" when the
try.
picture is released in the particular coutiStunt of the racketeers is to have the
sucker raise the $50,000 and get theirs out
of this amount, chiseling from every angle.
But, so far, they have met with plenty of
listeners, but no enthusiasm from the foreign actors.
With the various foreign colonies in
Hollywood closely knitted, all actors of the
various groups have been vvised-up to the
racketeers and most of them are now igtirelv. noring calls to the promoters' offices en-

Meow, Meow

Skouras May Revamp
St, Louis Stage Policy
ST. LOULS— (H-and Central theatre. St.
Louis' first de luxe, has closed and probably
will not open again until fall. In the meantime, Skouras Brothers are said to be casting about for a master of ceremonies to
revive stage shows at their Missouri on
Grand boulevard at I-ucas, just across tiie
street from the Crand Central.
Bert Frohman's success
the Fox, a
block south of the Missouri,at has
indicated
that the flappers still like that sort of show
when they step out on the i)0ulevard.

Hollywood — One of the week's best
yarns going the rounds here is told
by Mollie Merrick. It concerns two
ladies, both stars, who are inclined
to be a bit jealous, one of the other.
It was a very hot day. Said one:
"Hello, darling; how are you?"
"Feeling languid, dear. This hot
weather
"Really,gets
youme."
poor dear? I simply
thrive on it — in fact, I always feel
simply glorious. I'm so sorry you're
so seedy. Wish I could do something
Said a bystander: "Marmalade — on
about it — "
a sword."

Nudes "Out*' for Mary
Paris — Mary Lewis, Metropolitan
opera warbler, is en route to New
York in a huflf, which developed when
she discovered a clause in a film contract which specified that she appear
in her birthday garb in "La Belle
Helen," which was scheduled in English and French versions. Mary tore
the agreement to bits when she spied
the clause.

Hot Time in
Old Town Over
Time Saving
Baltimore — Discovered : A new excuse
*'"3r theatre owners to fight. This new
angle cropped up here when several exhibs
walked about town with chips on their
shoulders over daylight saving changes. At
present only two houses, the Rivoli and Little, are carrying cudgels in behalf of time
saving, with
others "fightin' like hell" to
continue
on standard.
The Hip went daylight for two days and,
because of conflicting opinions of company
chiefs, gave back the extra hour for standard. Warner's Met was all set to switch,
but home office execs instructed Manager
C. S. Langue to forget it.
The M.P.T.O. of Maryland fought the
issue in its ranks bitterly. The association
disfavors daylight and told one meniber, it
is understood, that his resignation would be
in order if he made the changeover from
standard time.
Although the Rivoli continues, despite
much resentment generally, an ^LP.T.O.
director is said to have fought with J. H.
Hoover, of the Wilson Amusement Co.,
Rivoli owners, against the new policy.

Williams Suing Fredman,
Charging He Was Libeled
— J. D.
Williams
some
of London
the things
Ernest
W. doesn't
Fredman,like editor
of "The Daily Film Renter," has said about
him in print and is, therefore, suing that
publication under the British libel laws.
Williams charges Fredman published damaging statements in connection with the
former's management of British National
Pictures. A scttlemeiu out of court is reported in the offiiig.

Dan Fish to Produce
London — Dan Fish, well known in New
York, has purchased picture rights to
"French Leave" and will produce the farce
in Futie.
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Fear RCA Suit Is Prelude to Government
Drive Against Big Business Untrue
Exhibs Paid
$25,000,000
Excess to
ERPI?

Washinjfton — Exhibitors of the United States have had
to pay Klectrical Resean-h Products, subsidiary of American Telephone & Telegraph Co., $2r>,000,000 more than they
would have had to pay independent manufacturers of
reproducing equipment, (". (' (..'olby, president of the Samson Electric ("o.. Canton, Mass., and chairman of the
board of directors of the Audio ftesearch Foundation, declared before the Senate
patents
committee.
(Exhibitors have been "forced" to agree to pay an additional $50,000,000 for service during; the next ten years,
Colby said.

Fraud Charges
Oust UUman As
'Rudy' Executor
Hollywood — After listeiiiiijj to charges of
fraud, inisinanagemeiit and nii>ai)propriatioii
of funds of the estate of Rudolph X'aleutiuo,
Judge Charles Crail has suspended the powers of F. George Ullinan as executor, pending a complete investigation.
The sensational ciiarges were brought
against the foriner business manager of
X'alentino by the late star's brother and
sister, Albert Guglielmi and Maria Guglielmi Strada. In their petition, they claim
that Ullman loaned $50.(M)() of the "state's
funds to a certain corporation known to be
in financial difficulties and now is unable
to repay the loan. It is also alleged that
Ullman advanced sums totaling $40,000 to
an individual without authority or security,
and these loans havt? not been repaid. .Vnother charge states that Ullman appropriated nearly $22,000 for his own personal
use with neither interest nor principal paid
on this loan.

Unable to Pay Mortgage?
According to the \alentino kin, the estate has been depleted to an extent that Ullman has been unable to pay a mortgage of
$15,000 on real estate, besides government
income taxes.
Ullman, who is now operating a casting agency in Hollywood, recently petitioned the court to allow him a salarv of $750
weekly for his services as executor, besides
$50,000 in cash.
His reeiuest was tiled.
The Bank of Italy was appointed special
executor pending Ullman's hearing on May
29. George Greer, his attorney, denied the
allegations against his client.

Took Estate Out of Red?
"When Valentino died in 1926," he said,
"Valentino was $165,000 in debt. Ullman,
through his management, has virtuallv
created a $500,000 estate."
The attorney said that the e.xecutor has
sold what he termed "junk" to eager admirers of the late star at huge prices. He
said that the loans outstanding are still
good.

Cycle of Prison
Dramas in Vogue
In W, C. Studios
Hollywood — With crowded prison conditions all over the country landing newspaper headline stories, a cycle of prison
melodramas has already hit Hollywood producing circles. First National beats all
other companies to the market with "Numbered Men," currently released ; while M(}-M will have "The Big House" ready
within a month. Fox is preparing a prison
picture for direction by John Ford as a
special for next year, and other companies
are looking for prison stories.

Lola Lane in Squabble
With Agent on Commish
Hollywood — Lola Lane and .Vrthur Lyon,
New York theatrical agent, can't agree on
business matters. Lyons alleges the actress
owes him $1,075 conmiission on a contract
and $755 for funds advanced.
Miss I^ne said Lyons failed to fulfill
the terms of the contract and that she notified him of her recision of the deal in April,
192<).

Deal of Gaumont British
And United for 5 Years
London — Operating agreement, under
which Gaumont British takes over the running of theatres of the United Picture
Theatres chain, is to run for five years.
Gaumont gets ten per ceijt of the profits
under terms of the arrangement.

4,000 Patents
Washington— Four thou.sand patents
will be brought together by the RCA,
American Telephone & Telegraph,
Westinghouse and General Electric
deal. Leroy J. Williams of the GrigsbyGrunow Company, Chicago, told the
Senate patents committee. The combination represents capital of $6,000,000,
he said, and the firms brought hundreds of suits involving thousands of
patents throughout the country.

R.\

TalkIs Planned
'Trust Discounted
Busting"
Move
by
Justice Dept.
Washington — .\imouncemem by the attorney general that the Dept. of Justice has
no intention of engagmg in a "trust busting" campaign is understofxi to have been
issued in order to reassure business men
throughout the country, who h^jked upon
the filing of the KC.\ suit with considerable
trepidation as the inception of a drive
against "big business."
The department's statement, as a matter
of fact, means merely that it will continue
along the line it has been following for some
time and will engage in no new activities.
Two influences are believed to be back of
the filing of the RC.\ suit. On the one hand,
there has been constant pressure on the department for action against the so-called
radio trust from the .Senate interstate commerce of
committee,
headed which
by Senator
Couzens
Michigan,
for "Jim"
many
months has been investigating the radio
situation.
(Jn the other hand, there was the decision
in the so-called oil "cracking" case, similar
in many respects to the RC.-V suit, involving
the licensing and cross-licensing of patents,
in which the government was upheld. That
suit, however, is to go to the United States
Supreme Court and the fate of the RCA
proceeding, to a large extent, will depend
upon the opinion rendered there.

Patent Licensing Not Unique

Patent licensing is not unique to the radio
industry. It is practiced in the oil industry,
as evidenced by the "cracking" case, in the
automobile field and in many others. Accordingly, the filing of the RC.A suitt close
upon the heels of the oil suit decision, caused
apprehension among men in other industries where patent pools or licensing arrangements have been adopted.
The suit caused considerable interest in
film circles because of the inclusion among
the defendants of RC.A Photophone.
To reassure business men, generally, the
dei)artment
issued a formal statement promulgating its attitude as follows:

No Occasion for Campaign

"Reports that the Dept. of Justice is starting oti a
'trust busting' campaign are ern/neiius as there is
no occasion
for any
such campaigii.
"It must he borne in mind that the courts during
the last 20 years have greatly clarified the Sherman
act so that the business world knows more precisely
what the limitations upon its activities are. In addition, the business world as a whole in the large
sense
is endeavoring
to keep
within
the act.
"There are developments in our economic life which
bring forward new problems in relation to the .Sherman act, that have to be further clarified by the
courts. One of these situations arises out of the
action of the last administration in raising the question as to the use of interlocking patents, in which
a decision was reached in the oil-cracking case which
created a new set of considerations and where the
law needs
to be further
clarified.
"The department has before it at all times many
cases of i>ossible violation of law which are subject
to rigid inquiry and in most of which it is found
that the violation does not exist. There are other
cases where there still remains a doubt, and grenerally in such the business world readily makes adjustments to remove
such
doubts.
"Where there are cases of actual and deliberate
violation of the act, the department now, as always,
proceeds to enforce the law. There is no change oi
policy

in respect

tc any of these matters."
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Stage Shows Back in Favor as Houses
Change PoUcy; Units Formed on Coast
Falling For Titles
"The best paying racket out in the
movie capital, where the majority of
stars have a pedigree that began yesterdaj, is the nobility stunt. This
venerable racket has gained a new
lease on life in Hollywood. The Almanac de Gotha, at its palmiest, could
hardly compete with filmdom's array
of imposing titles. And although exposures occur nearly every day, still
the movie folk fall and fall again." —
Gardner in Talking Screen.

Ind'p'ts Vital to
Trade's Success,
Burkan Insists
If the big organizations in the industry
adopt a wise business policy they will see
to it that the independents are not squeezed
out. So thinks Nathan Burkan, one of the
speakers at the dinner given to Harry H.
Buxhauni in New York this week, and the
one speaker to strike a serious note at that
function.
He told the audience, totaling almost 500,
of a chain store bill now pending in Washington which seeks to protect the lone operator from aggressions of chain organizations, and remarked that, since it deah with
(Continued on Pane 88)

Presentations
Fail
as Box
Office Draw;
Puhlix
Active in West
Return of stage shows to favor is being
reflected in policy changes of theatres which
had dropped them in favor of all-sound bills.
Despite the element of overhead, de lu.xe
houses in various sections are finding the
stage program necessary to bo.x office draw,
and the number of all-sound houses is decreasing, so far as first runs are concerned.
Fanchon & Marco now have 48 weeks of
time, routing its shows from Hollywood to
New York, and Marco predicts the increase in use of stage shows will be greater this year than last.
At Seattle, Paramount Publi.x is planning to return stage shows to the Seattle
Paramount, routing the shows from Los
.Angeles to San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, .Spokane (house now under construction) and probably Denver.
These will not be Publix units produced
in the East, under the plan, but would be
designed and produced particularly for
Coast houses with principals chosen from
stage and screen names in Hollywood.

Whoopee Parties Result
In Betty Compson Decree
Los Angeles — Parties she said her director-husband threw, sent Betty Compson to
a sanitarium and won for her an interlocutory decree of divorce from James Cruze,
following her testimony in an uncontested
action.

Favors Stage Shows
Portland — So far as Fox West Coast
is concerned, stage shows "are here
to stay,"
Sheehan,
vice-president of Howard
the circuit,
declared
on a
recent visit here. Los Angeles, he says,
is the ideal place to produce the
shows, because of the talent available.
Sheehan said that business in the
Northwest is running about 2^ per cent
weekly. of last year and that the cirahead
cuit is grossing more than $L000,000

Still Doddering
On Plan to Form
Advertising Code
Another week has slipped by and still no
progress in shaping a code governing advertising has been made. At a meeting held
early in the week at the Hays office, a general discussion was held. Beyond that, the
situation remains unchanged.
The advertising fraternity isn't worrying
much. Some are out of New York attending sales conventions. Others are busy to
the hilt in preparation of annual product
announcements. In general, the impression
prevalent is that there is too much pressing business on hand to worry much about
the code.

New York Film Row Turns Out for Harry Buxhauni
I, vu»

»«^

mni

Five hundred exhibitors and competitive exchangemen attended a dinner to Harry H. Buxbaum, sales manager for Fox in the New York territory,
at the Astor Monday night. Harry L. Retchenbach was toastmaster. Speakers included James R. Grainger, Saul Rogers, Nathan Burkan, Charles L. O'Reilly
and Sam Trigger, old time exhibitor. The gang presented "Bux** with a diamoni
ring.
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Paramoiiiil Facing Criminal Action il
Buy of Canadian Chain Goes Through
Minister
Praises
Films ! !

Tampa, l-'la. — Dr. Willis {',. (lark, n-ctor of St Andrew's
Kpi-Topal (htirrli. bflievrs that jjood talking picturt's "havta mission" and that ministers «(iiild do well to co-operate
in all mo\ements to improve them. He was one of the
speakers at a meeting of the Tampa Ministers .Vss'n, at
which "The KITeet of Sound Motion Pictures on Morals"
was the general subject.
"I enjo> a hi^Jh t.\pe motion |)icture and helieve thai
Christians should support them to show producers that
they should offer more of this type," he said. "I believe
the class of pictures is improvinjj "
Dr. Clark does not approve of the Saturday midnit;ht
shows, however, as he seems to think it works a hardship
on workers.

FitzPatrick to
Stop, Sinners!
St. Louis Pastor
Make 90 Shorts,
Would Reform Ye
Three Features
{Continued from I'aiie 77)
'cause old man Satan had nothing on the
gents who purvey celluloid tare for a livelihood, in the opinion of the pastor, who put
it mildly (so he thinks) when he charged
the industry with pcllutins; the "inner life
and hearts of our youiiij i)eopIe of America."
purely for financial advantage. He further
stated that the industry has failed to reform
from within, advising parents to keep their
children from shows that screen improper
pictures.

The Source of Distortion
Rev. Lampe would at least have a "i)iirc
food law" for pictures, to prevent them
from "poisoning the minds and hodies" of
youngsters.
"One thing the movies are certainly doing is giving the young people a distorted
idea of life," he continued. , "Our boys come
to think that real life consists of getting
wealthy, keeping a jazzed-up girl, and makink love promiscuously.
"Our girls come to think that the only
way to be popular is through a distorted
sex appeal. The song 'Get Hot,' from "Sunny Side Up.' is but typical of what is expected from girls. .\11 of this makes sin
common and is to be expected. The statement of the movie producers that they make
sin unattractive is not true.
".Another tiling that the movies are most
certainly doing is to make cheap and common the highest and most beautiful emotions of life. Illicit love, broken marriage
vows, the constant suggestion of the impure is to be found in almost every show
at some point. In this respect, the advertisements of pictures outdo the pictures
themselves for rottenness."

Attend I.A.T.S.E. Meet
Jack W'inick,
chief projectionist,
and Jim
Sheehan,
set electrician
at the Paramount
New York studio, leave next week to attend
the I..-\.T.S.E. convention at I.'>s Angeles.
Both will return next month.

-XiiKty shorts aiul three feature productions will be produced and distributed by
FitzPatrick Pictures. New York, for the
1930-31 sea.son, states James A. FitzPatrick.
These will consist of si.x series of shorts, as
follows: 24 Traveltalks, 18 Music Masters. 12 Movie Horoscopes, 12 Secrets of
Success, 12 American Holidays, 12 Novelties.
Each series will embody dialogue, music,
arid occasionally color. Nathaniel Shilkret
of Radio-\'ictor will supervise recording.
The first feature is Scott's "Lady of the
Lake," synchronized, which FitzPatrick
made in Scotland with Percy Marmont featured.

''Courage" for Women
This one is real audience for wonien.
The humanness of the stafje play,
well-placed emphasis on the motherlove theme and more comedy relief
than the stage version offered, com
bined with competent direction and
good performances by the entire cast,
put "Courage" in the rating as unusually good entertainment.
Its opening at the Winter (larden.
New York, on a grind policy, brought
tears and laughs from fully iwo hundred feminine early birds at the first
morning show, despite the fur-coat
temperature developed by an ambitious refrigerating system.
.Archie >Iayo handled action and
dialogue intelligently. Helle Mennett
gave the mother part plenty of realism and symbolized courage in the
way that every woman best understands. Rex Hell t roups the voungest
son part .so well that he races the
cast for honors.
••Courage" is entertainment
for anv
audience in any weather. For women
particularly it's a natural.

Premier Kiiiq Prtimises Probe
If Deal Violates the
Combines Act
Ottawa — Possible criminal ;ictii)ii against
I'ar.'imount Publi.x is in sight if its proposed purchase of the Famous Players
Canadian Corp. is found to violate any provisions of the criminal code. y\n investigation into this phase of the proposed deal now
is under way by the Department of Labor.
If it is found that the projjosed deal violates
the c(jml)ines act, action to prevent it will
be taken in the courts. Promises to this
effect have been made by I'remier King.
Because of the national issues involved,
the combines act should lie amended to provide especially for [jicture cnrporation^.
Opposition Leader K. B. Bennett urged during fiiscussion of the matter in the House of
Coninions. Such companies, he said, should
be under the control of Canadians while
operating in Canada.
Parliament should adopt a policy for the
Dominion to [)ursue in view of the fact that
Paramount Publix is a producer, distributor
and exhibitor, and that control is in a
foreign country, .\ction should be taken to
safeguard what is a national business, he
declared. The subject is to be discussed
further in Commons.

Shareholders Rap Killam
For Alliance with Zukor
Toronto — Considcrahie criticism oi 1. W.
Killam, voting trustee, who has sided with
.Vdoiph Zukor during the various battles
over proposed sale of Famous Players
Canadian, featured a meeting of the Shareholders Protective .\ss'n. The association
was formed to block sale of the Canadian
circuit to Paramount Publix. There is considerable agitation against the proposed sale.

Dailey and Barnett in
Court on Theft Charges
Hollywood — With eleven counts of grand
theft tiled against them by Deputy District
.\ttorney Cooper. U. 'Si. Dailey and V. M.
Barnett, charged with operating a inovie
school, are capturing some attention in film
circles here.
The reason revolves around the fact that
Colleen Moore, Mary Pickford, Betty Bronson. John Gilbert and Mary Carr have been
subpoenaed to testify.

Biggest Year Forecast
For Showmen by Zukor
-Atlantic City — "Exhibitors who buy pictures intelligently, manage their theatres
well and merchant their shows with enthusiasm, can look forward to the most prosperous season in their history," in the
opinion of .\dolph Zukor as expressed in a
cablegram to the convention here.

Fox Acquires in K. C.
Kansas City — The Neptune has been acquired by Fox West Coast.
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Hays Members Sued for $2,744,250
On Arbitration Award Boycott Charges
L. A. Fourth Largest
Washington— Los Angeles, tenth city
of the United States ten years ago, is
expected to vie with Detroit for fourth
place in census returns now being
tabulated. New York and Chicago
are sure bets for the leadoff positions
and Philadelphia is expected to retain third place. Ten years ago, Los
Angeles had a population of 576,673.

Growing Academy
May Move Into
Its Own Building
Hollywood — On account of the broadened
scope of its activities, the Academy of M. P.
Arts and Sciences is considering newer and
larger quarters. At the present time the
organization has offices and a meeting room
in the RooseveU Hotel. These were sufficient for the needs of the Academy during
the first two years of its work, but the
strides made in the past year necessitate
larger quarters.
A special committee is looking over pos-a
sible locations at the present time with
chance that a new building will be constructed for the Academy. According to
present needs, the new quarters would have
to provide a large amount of office space,
together with a meeting room where sound
pictures can be projected, besides sufficient
space for the technical research department.
The Academy will be moving just as soon
as a new location has been definitely set,
but officials expect to be out of the Roosevelt long before Sept. 1.

Hoxie Planning New
Studio Plant in Texas
San Antonio, Tex. — A modern "picture
city" will spring up on the site of the 75year-old Fort Davis, if plans under way
develop. Jack Hoxie. Western star and
W. A. Wilson, his manager, have interested
J. E. Pierce of New York, head of the
Pacific Far West Pictures Corp., in the
project.
The plans contemplate a $2,000,000 corporation for building on the site of the
abandoned frontier- Indian-army post a modern production plant and a summer resort.

Film Guild Cinema Goes
to Fliesler; Gould Out
Joseph R. Fliesler has taken over the Film
Guild Cinema on West 8th St., New York,
and will operate it as an art theatre under
the new name of the 8th St. Playhouse. The
5th Ave. Playhouse, Fliesler's other theatre,
will run American films. Martin C. Ansorge. formeir congiressman, is interested
with Friesler in the venture. The deal marks
retirement of Svmon Gould from the field.

Independents
Forced Out
Business by Old Rule,
Rembusch Alleges

Going Down
of

Indianapolis — Triple damages of $2,744,250 are asked in two anti-trust suits against
the Hays association and its members filed
here by F. J. Rembusch Enterprises and the
Capitol Amusement Co.
Conspiracy in restraint of trade in the
compulsory arbitration system formerly employed in the industry is charged in the
suits growing out of enforcement of arbitration awards. The boycott feature of the
arbitration system forced independents to
comply with arbitration awards or go out
of business, it is alleged.
The Hays association and its members,
it is stated, forced block and blind booking
on independents, at higher rentals than paid
by affiliated theatres, and dictated admission
prices. Independents, it is alleged, are
forced to pay from 40 to 60 per cent of
grosses for pictures, while affiliated houses
pay but 15 to 20 per cent.
This practice, it is asserted, has forced
independents to go out of business, with
their theatres acquired by Hays association
members now said to own or control 4.000
first run houses.
Other defendants are: Will H. Hays,
Paramount. M-G-M, First National, Universal, United Artists. Pathe, RKO, Vitagraph, Educational, Publix, Tiffany, Warners, Nicholas Schenck. Charles C. Pettijohn, Carl E. Milliken, Gabriel L. Hess and
Fred L. Herron.

After Tallulah Bankhedd?
London — Reports are current here Paramount Publix is dickering with Tallulah
Bankhead, American actress, who has been
appearing here in plays for several years,
for talkers.

Originality (?)
A complete knowledge of geography
seems necessary to become eligible
for the studio job of picking main
titles. This gentry will soon be in the
same fix as the chap who names Pullman cars, judging from the line-up of
geographical locations called upon for
current attractions. A partial list includes the following:
"CHIN.\ Express," "Storm Over ASIA,"
"PARIS Nights." "Hot TURKEY," "Show
(iirl in HOI.I>YWOOD," "ARIZONA Kid,"
"CONNECTICUT Yankee," "So This Is
LONDON," "MONTANA
Moon," "Ship
From SHANGHAI," "Singer of SEVILLE."
"YoiinK Man of MANHATT.4N," "The
TEXAN." "Duke of DUBLIN." "So This
Is PARIS Green," "SARATOGA." "GETTYSBURG Address." "In a RUSSIAN
Cabaret." "A Night in MADRID." "Cohens
and Kellvs in SCOTLAND." "MONTANA
Kid," "Hot For HOLLYWOOD," "Under
a TEX.^S Moon." "See NAPLES and Die."
"HOLL.\ND." "JAPANESE Bowl," "RUSSIAN Rhapso<l.v." "Off To PEORIA."
"RENO," "Caught in BERLIN Underworld." "South of PANAMA." "GERMAN
I'nderworld." "In Old MADRID," "Voiees
of HOLLYWOOD,"
and others.

Mary Lewis, the Follies star who
jumped to grand opera just like that,
has found the gate to movie stardom
much harder to crash. However, by
getting rid of forty pounds excess
weight so that she now tips the scales
at
130, she
managed to slip in. — Motion
Picture
Classic.

Operators'
Fight
vs. Exhibs Echoes
In Appeal Court
Cleveland — Operators here filed an appeal against the permanent injunction granted the exhibitors' association in September
by Judge Kennedy, preventing operators
from going on a sympathetic strike because
theatre owners failed to renew the agreement of stage hands.
The papers filed in Court of Appeals are
based on the plea that projectionists are
working under an employment agreement,
namely, that certain wage and working conditions exist in case of employment, whereas
the exhibitors contended in their injunction
that operators work under a contract agreeing to furnish services which exhibitors are
bound to engage.
Luther Day, of exhibitor counsel, and
Mark Patterson, representing the operators,
were required by Appellate Judges Vicker^',
Levine and Sullivan to present briefs.

George Sweet Quits Legit
For Films; Joins Warners
George Sweet, stage player, who was
featured in the nnisical comedy, "My Girl,"
has been signed for \'itaphone shorts by
Warners,
at the will
company's
Eastern plant. working
Arthur Hurley
direct Sweet
in his first, John Hobble's sketch, "The
Bubble Partv."

Schmeling-Sharkey Fight
Films Go to New Company
Film rights to the Schmeling-Sharkey
heavyweight championship were sold to
Harry Eilpern and Cy Braunstein, who will
form a new state rights company, with
headquarters in the Film Center Bldg., New
York. The event, set for June 12, will be
shot in three reels, sound and silent. Columbia will distribute.

Ed Frank Dies
St. Louis — Edward Frank, 45 years
old. a booking agent, dropped dead in the
lobby of the Fox Theatre, Grand and Washington boulevards.
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R-K-0 Starts Invasion of Sonth; Gets
Hoblitzelle Ctiain Fox Lost in Crisis
Take
This
Tip!

Washington — ■"The srifncc of modern adv«TtisinK i>^ the
science of ps>choloKV, and psychology is the science of the
human." Ad\ertisin(i Federation delej;iites were told at
their convention here, in an address by Francis I*. Siss(»n.
vice president of (^tiarantN Trust, New York.
" \n\ ad\ertisin)i man is truly successful only as he visualizes his audience, thinks and feels with them," Sisson
stated, and. continuing, pointed out that the :id nian's effort
"is to supply a human want, known or unknown
"Often he has to create it, at least to arouse a desire for
his Koods to satisfy. He must educate the public as to
what it needs, what if wants and show it where and how to
Ret it. No institution can stand still. To stand still is to
retreat. To hold the old customer vou must seek the new."

Canadian Quota
Move Is Denied;
Rumors Blamed
Ottawa — Report tliat Canada was to place
restrictions upon films fron'. the United
States on a quota basis is discredited here
and attributed to the flood of rumors which
have followed the hpht over proposed sale
of Famous Players Canadian Corp. to Paramount Publix.
There is only one semblance of a film
quota system in Canada and that is maintained bv the Ontario Board of Movinp
Picture Censors in the examination of news
reels. Each topical release must have a
majority of shots dealinjj with countries
other than the United .^states. The government bureau also makes .-cenics for travel
purposes.

C, J. Ross Goes Abroad to
Study Sound Conditions
.Study of the European situation and conferences with theatre owners is the purpose
of the trip abroad of Charles J. Ross, president of RCA-Photophone. Accompanied by
Mrs. Ross, he will visit England. France.
Germany. Spain, Belgium. Italy and Switzerland.

Philadelphia Exhibitor
Meeting Slated in June
Philadelphia — Annual convention oi the
eastern Pennsylvania and southern Xew
Jersey exhibitor unit is to be held in June.
Previously, it had been planned to hold the
event next week.

Tough Man
Larry Kent of the short subject deat Paramount's
studio doespartmentnot
let a little Newthing York
like
an automobile accident keep him from
his desk. Wednesday he arrived at
his office with his nose and chin bandaged, the result of a collision Tuesday
night between his car and a milk
wagon.

"Ingagi" Yanked
Out in Omaha
On N. Y. Orders
Omaha. — Aiter playing two days, "Ingagi," gorilla film, was jerked from the
Orpheum here following long dis-

R-K-O

tance phone orders from the circuit's New
N'ork office to Ralph W. Thayer, manager.
"Ingagi" was set for a week and was
drawing big. Joe Plunkett ordered the picture out.
Billie Dove in ''The Notorious Affair"
was the replacement for balance of week.
"Gross mi^representation of the facts"
coupled with alleged "filthiness" of the production are understood to be the reasons why
Hays organization members have turned
thumbs down on "Ingagi," which, as a result of the ban. cannot be screened in theatres operated by M.P.P.D.A. affiliations,
thereby automatically slicing a large block
list.houses from the picture's possible booking
of
The attraction, according to weekly boxoffice reports compiled by Motion Picture
News, has been a big money getter in the
few key spots where it has been plugged,
particularly in Chicago. Theatres controlled
by producer-distributors, however, closed
doors on the film when it was pointed out
that its booking would hurt the respectability of the industry,"
One very widely exploited highlight of
the film concerns the alleged rape of a
Congo woman by a gorilla. This sequence,
along with the rest of the shots, is claimed
to have been an actual happening, taken in
the Congo.
t oast reports have it. however, that the,
woman probably had never left the borders
of the good old U. S. A. and that the shots
were made in usual studio fashion in Hollywood. The gorilla, these unconfirmed reports continue, was used by First National
for "The Gorilla." which was released late
in 1Q27. Other material is claimed to be
stock librarv shots.

Spencer Tracy Signed
I- ox has sipned .^nencer Tracv. lead in
the stage
play.
"The *Last
Mile." ' The firm
now
has 7:
contract
players.

Arkansas,
Alabama,
Texas
Keg Cilics Entered in
Expansion
.San .Aiitonicj — Kadio-Keiih-Orphenm has
extended its expansion program to the
South and acquired the Interstate .Amusement Co. circuit in a deal with Karl Hoblitzelle. Previously. Hoblitzelle had arranged for sale of the chain to l-'ox. but the
deal was held up by bankers at the time of
the I'"ox financial crisis.
The Hoblitzelle houses are located in kev
cities of Texas, Alabama and .Arkansas.
They include the Eyrie, Ritz and Trianon,
Fiinninghani : and the .Majestic theatres at
Dallas, Eittle Rock. Fort Worth, San .Antonio and Houston.
The acquisition augmeiUs R-K-O holdings in New Orleans. Memphis and other
principal centers, anrl adds more than lO.fXMJ
seats to the circuit.
For the operation of these properties
which are taken over at once, the R-K-O
Southern Corp. has been organized. Karl
Hoblitzelle will be the president of this subsidiary and general representative in the
South and Southwest.
Another new theater acquired by R-K-O
is the
Virginia in Champaign.
the
Stoolman-Pvle
Co.

111..' built bv

''Floradora GirV Opens
Fox Pantages May 29
Hollywood — Marion Davie^' recent] v completed filmusical. "The Floradora Girl," will
open the new Fox Pantages with a gala
premiere on May 29. Picture was apparently booked in to give the house the added
break of widespread publicity and advertisdailies.ing campaign in the two local Hearst

Miller's California, due to reopen earlv
next month, will have Tiffany's English
production, '"High Treason." a.s the initial
attracti
on.

Wobber Resignation Held
Ridiculous by S. R. Kent
San Francisco — Reports that Herman
Wobber, one of the old reliables in the Paramount Publix organization, would resign
are denied emphatically by S. R. Kent.
"As long as Herman UObber lives and
there is a Paramount, he will be with us,"
was Kent's manner of dismissing the re-

Loud Speakers Out
port. .Ml quiet on the Broadway front
is
ordered in an ordinance passed by
in proaldermen
^e^ fork's
hibiting theboard
use of ofloud
speakers
outside any building or at any windowlooking on a street, or
l.'iO feet
of a school, court housewithin
or church or
2;)0 feet of a hospital. The new law
will
houses.affect a number of Broadway
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Sound and Radio Patent Control Hit
As

Trust

"Evil"
On Burkan

Guests at the Buxbaum dinner got a
Harry Reichenbach's
kick outforof Nathan
great
introduction
Burkan. Emphasizing Burkan's high-rate fees as
a lawyer, Reichenbach told this story:
"I met him on the street one day
and asked him if he thought Hoover
would be elected. Burkan said yes
and the next day I got a bill for $200.
"A few weeks later, I bumped into
Nate again and said:
" 'I think it's going to rain today,
don't you? And before we go any
further, Nate, remember, I'm telling,
not asking.' "

Ind'p'ts Vital to
Trade's Success,
Burkan Insists
{Continued from

Page

84)

price fixing, the measure appeared to him
to be illegal.
Harry L. Reichenbach, toastmaster of the
e\'ening,
stating : followed up Burkan's remarks by
"Monopoly is weak. When the independent in any business goes, the business goes.
It would be poor tactics to put the independent out of business, and 1 believe the
important companies in this industry recognize thethose
fact." present at the dinner :
Among
Arthur Abeles, Leo Abrams, Adam A. Adams, Peter
A. Adams, Paul Alberts, Harry Allen, Glen Allvine,
Ed. Alperson, Andrew C. Angelson, Harry Arthur,
Gennaro Ascione.
Fred Backer, George Baldson, Adolph Barr, Max
Barr, W. Barry, Herman Becker, E. H. Behrends,
E. Bell, .lack Bellman, John Benas, Billie Benson,
H. Berlin, Jim Berlin, H. Berman, James Binkow,
George BJake, Ben Blatt, George Blenderman, Rudolph Block, Lou Blunienthal, Lawrence Bologino, A.
Bordeaux, S. Borrell, Frank Bowers. J. Alton Bradbury, Leo Brecher, Henry Brill, Sol Brill, Leroy
Brown, Joe Bruno, Chris Buckley, Nathan Burkan,
Dan Burns. Samuel
Burns.
Chas. A. Caballero, L Capsuto, Harold Carlock, J.
Casey, J. Chamberlain, Julius Charnow, Joe CineUi,
Sam CV)calis, Clarence Cohen, Jack Cohen, Max
Cohen, Thos. .\. Clark, Eddie Collins, Robert Crawford, Thomas Culkin.
Abe Davis, B. Davis, George Davis, Frank R.
Day, Wm. Decker. Jack Dillon, Oscar Doob, Frank
Dorsey, J. Drake, Irving Dreeben.
Wm. J. Eadie, Mike Edelstein, Chas. Eichhorn,
George Eisle, Bob Ellsworth, Jack Ellis, George A.
Entherman, Morris Epstein, Sam Epstein, David
Erwich.
Fred Faulkner, Max Feinberg, J. J. Felder, Nat.
Feldman, Roger Ferri, H. Fichen, Jack Fink, Nat.
Kinkier, Irving Fishman, Peter Fishman, Pat. Flaherty, Abe Flaum, C S. Flcilier. Barney Fleishnick,
Cornelius Fleishnick, Leo|X)l<l Freedman, Y. Frey,
Dave Friedman, Harold W. Friedman, Al. Friedlander, Louis Frisch.
Hy Gainsboro, Richard J. Galvin, Pat. Garyn, J.
Gate, Jack Genell, Max Gibeon, Mike Glynne, Moe
Goldman, Russell Goldman, Ira Goldstein, J. Gomprecht, Morris Goodman, Tom Gorman, Edmund C.
Grainger. J. R. Grainger, Joe Graimsky, Al. Greenberg, Harry Greenberg, Joseph Greenberg, Max
Greenberg, Sam Greenberg, Dr. L. Greenfield, J.
Grccnhalgii,
Harry
GroSs,
Irving Grossman.
Harry Hamberg, Tom Ham.liH. John Hamnis, Stanley Hand, Thomas Hansberry, Harry Harris, Benj. K.
Harrison, Jos. Harrison, Pete Harrison, Jack Hattern, Harry Hecht, Percy Heiliger, J. Hevia, James
J. Higgins, Arthur J. Hirsch, \Vm. J. Hollander,
R. Horn, Wm.
Horn, Jack Horowitz.
Wm.
Hughes.
.Sidney Jacobson. Arthur James, Felix A. Jenkins,
Milton Joseph.
Harry
Kalmine,
Red
Kann,
James
Kaplan,
Sam

in

Hearing

Senate

Independents Protest Against
Combinations hy Patent
Custodians
Washington — There is a trust in the sound
picture, radio and allied fields through control of patents, it was alleged before the
Senate patents committee. Independents
testified
at the hearing before the committee.
The independents came before the committee to protest against alleged illegal combinations by custodians of patents.
Ernest R. Richman, counsel for the Radio
Protective Ass'n., said that if the government is successful in its anti-trust suit
against RCA and affiliated companies that
"the radio industry and its allied arts will
no longer be dominated by this combina"This is not a friendly suit or a test case,"'
he said, "it is a militant attack against a
tion."
great evil."

Kaplan, Jules Kashim, Peter Kassler, Sam Katz,
M. Kaufman, Wm. Kavanaugh, Sol. R. Kelsey, Alex.
Kempner, Jack Kieley, Edwin E. Kilrue, Phillip Klivan, Gus Konigswald, Louis Kramer, Rudolph Kramer, George Kridel, Moe Kridel, Ix)uis Kranowitz,
Morris Kraus, Harry Kroll, Wm. J. Kupper, Harry
Kutinsky,
Matty H. Kutinslty, Morris Kutinsky.
Wm. Landau, Louis Lane, Morris Lane, George
Langbart, P. S. Lasdon, Otto Lederer, Josepli J. Lee,
Sam Lefkowitz, Eugene Lerner, Joel Levey, Chas.
Levin, Julius Levine, Hon. Aaron J. Levy, Mike
Levy, Louis Lewey, Al. Lewis, Nat. Lieberman, Irving Liner, H. Livingston, David Loew,
Edmund
Lowe, David Lustig;.
Harry Mackler, Frank Maintlau, Ned Malouff, A.
Mandel, John Manheimer, Jake Margolis, Ben Marks,
Harry Marx, Samuel Mason, Irving Mass, Mat. McNamara, Ed. Meinhardt, Wm. Meinhardt, S. H.
Meinhold, Tom Meighan, Al. Mendelsohn, Chas. Mendelsohn, Judge Orv. Meslar. Fred Meyers, Wm. C.
Michel, Benj. Mindlin, Fred H. Mitchell, Nat. Modell, Joseph Morrison, Chas. Moskowitz, Edgar Moss,
Louis
Murray.J. Moss, Gus Mothner, Robert Murphy, Tom
Joseph Natenson, Harry Needles, Forman Nelson,
I.x)uis Nelson, Gus Nestle, I. Newman, Kenneth Newman, Louis Nizer, M. Noclese, John Nolan.
E. C. O'Brien, T. A. O'Brien, J. J. O'Connor, Oscar S. Oldknow, C. L. O'Reilly, A. Ornstein.
N. Palley, George Passmore, Louis Phillips, G. Piccone, Eugene Picker, Joe Pincus, Adolph Pollock,
Louis K. Press.
Joe Quittner, R. Quittner.
Harold Raives, Sol. Raives, Harry Reichenbach,
Herman Reisner, Irving Renner, A. W. Renz, Otto
Rettig, Sam Rhonheimer, Antony Ricci, Herman
Rieper, Sam Rinzler, Angelo Risso, George Roberts,
Dr. Julian Robinson, Harold Rodner, Saul E. Rogers,
Selig Roggen, Harry Rosen, Louis Rosen, Morris
Rosen, Phil Rosen, Murray Rosenhluni, Leon Rosenblatt, Joe Rosenthal, .\ndrew Roth, Harry Roth,
I. A. Roth, Morris Rotker, Leo Rubinstein, M. Rudin,
M. Rudnik,
Ed. Rugoff.
Harry .Samwick, Arthur C. Sanders, Chas. Sanders,
Morris Sanders, Rudy Sanders, Bert Sanford, Abe
Savage, Jos. Schaeffer, Louis SchifFman. L. Schneider, Joseph Schoen, Ed. M. Schnitzer, Wm. Schutzer,
A. Schwartz, A. H. Schwartz, Adolph .Schwartz, Harry Schwartz. Julius Schwartz, Marty .Schwartz, Jos.
M. Seider. Morris Shahan, I. Shapiro, Mannie Shapiro.
E. M. Shapiro, (^ayton P. Sheehan, Ben Sherman.
Harry Shiffman, Herman Shifrin, Harry ShlifT, Giacoma Siccardi, Jack Sichelman, Henry Siegel, Joseph
Singer, R. Sivers, G. Skouras, Spyros Skouras. Benj.
Small, Aleck Smith. J. Smith, Courtland Smith, David
Snapjier, Meyer .Solomon, Sam .Sonin, Jack Springer,
Chas. R. Stainton, Fred .Stein, Chas. Steiner. George
Steiner. Jack Steinman, Chas. .Stern, Morris .Sternberg. Harvey .Strauss, Moe .Streimer, Al. .Suchman.
Truman H. Talley, Ralph Taylor, Harry Thomas,
Al. Thomas, .Sam Tigner. .Sol. Title. Jolin Toolan,
Harry Toms. .Sidney Towell, V. Trainor, Sol. Trauner.
A. Wardell, Herbert Wasserman, Geo. Weeks, Joe
Weinberg, John Weinberg, Lou Weinberg, A. M.
Weint>erger. Mne Weinberger. Joe Weinstock, D.
Weitzman, Isadore Weldt, Larry Wener. Jules A.
Wenig, Irving Wcrnick, I. Wheeler. David T. Wilentz, Robert E. Wilson, Jack Wolf, Jack Wolheim,
Irving Wormscr,
A. G. Wythe.
Barton Zabin, Bob Zabin, Sam Zalud, J. Zamperi,
Eugene
Zerner,
Hugo
Ziegficld, Sam Zierler, Chas.
Zullo.

Gone Are the Good OVDays?
Hollywood — Constance Bennett declares since she has become a nomad
emoter, trailing from studio to studio
instead of parking on her contract lot
(Pathe), she understands how the little lad felt whose divorced parents insisted he spend alternate week-ends
at
their homes, according to Dorothy
Herzog.
One day he rushed to his mother
with the following excited query:
"Mother, whose little boy am I this
week? I'd like to know whether to
study my Sunday school lesson or dig

High
Court to
bait!"
Get
Suit General's
vs. Stanley
Wilmington, Del. — Suit of General Talking Pictures versus the Stanley Co., which
is in reality an action against Electrical Research Products, is headed for the U. S. Circuit Court of Appeals unless an out-of-court
settlement is effected between the parties.
The action involves an estimated $35,000,000 and covers three basic patents which are
claimed to infringe the De Forest Phonofilm patents.
The case has been continued and is expected to be resumed ne.xt week. Star witness for the defense is Eugene A. Lauste,
pioneer sound system inventor, while the
plaintiff's ace is Dr. Lee De Forest.
Reports that a settlement might be
brought about find little credence here.

Senator Dill Presses
Action on Patent Bill
Washington — Senator Ddl (Wash.) hopes
to get final action at the present session on
his bill to make patents unenforceable if
use of them constitutes violation of the antitrust laws. The bill, the senator .says, results
frotn complaints that combinations through
agreement or cross-licensing are able to
suppress the independent. The measure, he
declared, would make any plaintiff in an
infringement action come to court with
"clean hands," so far as violation of antitrust laws are concerned.

Klein

Wins Judgment

Justice Aaron J. Levy, in Supreme Court,
New York, has ordered judgment against
American Cinema Ass'n. for $33.4^4. favoring Edward L. Klein Corp. Weinstein &
Levinson represented Klein in its action
based on contracts for foreign distribution
of two series of 12 and 18 pictures per j-ear,
some of which the defendants were charged
with failing to deliver.
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^^Best Possible'' Break
for ^^Lillle
Fellow'' Ordered of Paramount Force
PARAMOUNT

PERSONALITIES

Bv ( HAKLKS
SK.
Ki;\l
had c\LTs tliiiiK vvfll m liaiul.
• and surely was beaming
thn.usln'iit tlic
four days ol hard work.
Credit G. B. J. Fraivlcy u-ith haiidliiiq the
convention arrangements. The whole affair
ra^n like eloekivoxk.
Emanuel (Mannie) Cohen, who heads the
short subject department, said there would be
no more silent newsreels. However, he added,
there will be plenty of sound shorts to take
their place.
ll'illard Vandcnrcr and Joe Rueker, Paramount News cameramen, got some cheers ivhen
they told about their adventures with the Byrd
South Pole exficdition.
"Bob"
Gillhani of Hanff-Metzger
convention trip a honeymoon.

made

the

Ralph Kolin. veteran treasurer, didn't have
any new' deals to announce.
A womler for him.
Dr. E. Stern, company
physician,
early niorninp stuff for the boys.

did

tlie

George J. Schaeffer, eastern diz'ision manager, zvas chairman of the meetings, and made
a big hit zi-ith his efficient treatment of company affairs.
Russ Holman

of the advertising department

got
a bigjob,
hand
A real
we oncalltheit.company's announcement.
John Hammell's wit zvas the
several complimentary remarks.

occasion

for

T. A. Clark, ad sales chief, had a lot to say
about the new accessories the company has to
offer.
Larry
I- linn, transportation
things rolling along.

manager,

had

Walter Wanger took bows on the splendid
manner in which the production end is functionins: at the Xew York studio.
And R. P. Schulberg, in charge of Coast
production, had plenty of enthusiasm ozrr the
nezi' and old stars on the Paramount program.
Al Kaufman, production aide, insists that
Yurrop agrees with him.
E. E. Shauer. foreign department chief, zcas
convalescing, but that couldn't keep him azi-ay
from the convention sessions.
And Mel Shauer, addressing the boys for the
first time as a foreign production executive,
made a real hit.
Charlie McCarthy's address on public relations Zi-as a highlii/ht.
The veteran executive
is popular zcith the sales force.

♦ » ♦

Short product is to get real sales pressure,
which doesn't make Miles Gibbons and Stanley
"Waite sore.

Flexible
Production
Plan
Outlined by Kent al
Convention

Is

F. HYNKS.

iiiirs
'> Ml'l^t
THE
were con\enli"n
the engraved
cigaratliaiti\e
lighters, m>ii\
the gilts
ni Ufa. F. Wynne-Jones and Herr Malitz of
Ufa were kept busy seeing to it that the proper
lighters were given the proper delegates.
Paramount's publicity department functioned, and hozi.-! There zvere reams of material to be zcrittcn, and the boys functioned in
<ytn\i/ shape. To see them up early Suiulay
pounding out material zvas a treat.
l.es Whelaii of tjie Harold Lloyd Corp. was
I)lenty popular during the Paramount convention, one of the reasons being that he gave
away bedroom slippers to advertise Harold
Lloyd's new picture, "Feet First." This led
to a crack that Lloyd should make a tailor
picture, so Les can give away suits next year.
.■\nd Les gets the break of a trip to Honolulu
to appear in the Lloyd film.
ir. R. Eraser and C. A. .Xeeper of the
Lloyd firm zvere around making friends and
renezi'ing acquaintances. They promise a real
laugh is in the nczv Lloyd film.
Vernon Gray of the Nezv York Rialto probably zvas the most noticeable delegate by virtue of a loud tie Zi'hich zoas a riot.
E.d Corcoran, former Paramountcer, had a
glad hand for his host of friends. Ed. is
handling the motion picture exhibit on the
steel pier.
The boys that got a load of Phil De Angelis' billings in and aromid Atlantic City had
congratulations for the zrteran hillpo.tting
firm head for turning out a real job.
J. E. D. Meador of Technicolor was on
hand to convince all and sundry that color is
the thing in present day and future pictures.
Hard work and nothing else but was the
order of the day for delegates. Eriday's long
session is declared to be a conzrntioti record
breaker.
The switch to pictures aimed directly at kid
attendance surely made a hit with the Paramounters. Jackie Coogan certainly should get
a big hand coming back to the screen under
such favorable auspices.
Sam Kate's speech on theatre operation zi-as
a terse, straight from the shoulder talk by a
jiian who knozvs and loves his subject.
His new title, by the way, under the combination of Paramount Publix is vice-president
in charge of theatre operating activities.

Part of Contract
Atlantic City — Paramount considers
its program announcement as part of
an exhibition contract for the product,
the lirm officially states. However,
only pictures definitely announced are
included \Vhether an announcement
is part of the contract long has been
a controversial subject in the industry.

Atlantic City — I'lav hall with tlie fellows
who have placed ball with Paramount was
the
K. Kent's
message of
to the
Itis
salessubstance
force at ofthe.S.annual
convention
eastern and central division, which heard
outlined the company's sales policy lor
1930-31.
"The little fellow" is to be piven the best
break possible, Kent instructed his men in
detailing the modified sales policy the company has adopted, nnder the new flexible
production policy announced exclusively two
weeks ago by Motio.v Pictl're News.
This policy calls for the listing of only
the niajor portion of company product, with
the remainder left open so that production
can be shaped to meet possible change of
public taste.
"Motion pictures," he said, "are today a
style business and productions must be made
to the current taste of theater patrons, tastes
which change rapidly and often. It is therefore impossible for a producer in May to
announce in every detail a group of pictures to be released during the entire year
and hope to give theatres 100 per cent hits."

Minimum

of 65

Paramount, under the new plan, oulined
by Jesse L. Lasky, will have a minimum of
65 features. Of these 50 are announced as
to title and cast, the remainder being left
open. In addition, there will be 178 shorts
and 104 issues of Paramount Sf)und News.
No silents will be made by the company and
the silent newsreel
is being discontinued.
Kent pointed out that anybody who attempts in these changing times to hogtie a
picture production department, force them
to lay down the full details of a season's
product months in advance and then stick
to this program to the letter, is doing the
worst possible service to theater box offices.
"Production must be left free to give exhibitors the advantage of changes in public
tastes, new discoveries in sound, changes in
star popularity" he explained. "New faces
and voices are continually coming to the
fore ; production must not be forced to deny
them to the screens because of casts announced months previously."

The includes
Feature
Line-l'p
The line-up
:
Mark Twain's "Tom Sawyer," starring
Jackie Coogan and marking the youth's return
to the screen ; "Huckleberry Finn." starring
Junior Durkin, who is to play that character
in both pictures ; and "Skippy," talker version
of Percy Crosby's kid cartoons, featuring a
juvenile not yet selected.
Clara Bow will be represented by four.
George Bancroft will be in two starring
vehicles.
Richard Arlen will be in four, including
"Spanish Acres."
Jack Oakie will have three, one of them
being
"Merton
of the
NVilliam
Powell
will Talkies."
be in two.
Nancy Carroll will have the same number.
(Continued on page 91)
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DENISON
CLIFT
"The Woman Disputed"
"Scotland Yard"
"Rolling Down to Rio"
"Sin Becomes Fashionable"

Bl

W H^H
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GARY
COOPER
Starring in
PARAMOUNT
PRODUCTIONS
**THE VIRGINIAN"
"SEVEN DAYS' LEAVE"
"THE TEXAN"

"A Collector of Women"

Paramount
Playwright— Director

— Coming —

"THE

SPOILERS"
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Motion

New Paramount
List Outlined
At Sales Meet
(Continued from pa(}c >^>)
Charles (Buddy) Koger.s will be in three,
including "Molinoff,'" a musical successor to
"Safety in Numbers," adapted with dialogue
and lyrics by (ieorge Marion, Jr., from a play
by Maurice
Bedell.
Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brook will repeat the starritiR combination of "The Laughing Lady" by appearing together in three.
One will be "The Better Wife," directed by
Dorothy .Arzner and adapted by Daniel N.
Rubin and Agnes Brand Leahy, from (iouverneur Morris's story. .\ second vehicle will be
"New Morals," written in Hollywood by
Frederick
Lonsdale,
English playwright.
"The Spoilers." starring (iary Cooper under
the direction of Edwin Carewe, in Hex Beach's
story. -Adapted by Bartlett Cormack with cast,
Betty Compson, Kay Johnson and William
Boyd, stage player.

Moran

&

Mack in One

".\iiyb(xiy's War," second starring vehicle of
Moran and Mack, under the direction of Richard Wallace, adapted by Turnbull from the
novel, "Two Black Crows in the A. E. F.,"
by Charles Mack. Screen play by Lloyd Corrigan, with additional dialogue by Walter
Weems. Supporting cast is headed by Neil
Hamilton of the "Fu Manchu" series and
Joan Peers, ingenue of "Applause."
".Animal Crackers," starring the Four Marx
Brothers under the direction of X'ictor Heerman. Lillian Roth, Broadway "blues" singer,
will have the feminine lead in this musical
adapted from their stage show by George S.
Kaufman and -Morris Ryskind, with r.nisic and
lyrics by Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby.
"Feet First," Harold Lloyd's second talking
comedy, under the direction of Clyde Bruckman. The story is by Bruckman, Lex Neal,
John Grey and Paul Gerard Smith, and has
scenes taken aboard a Pacific ocean liner, bein Kent.
Hawaii.
Lloyd's
leading
woman sides
is sequences
Barbara
Others
in the
cast
are

Robert
McWade
and Lillianne I^ighton.
"Follow Thru," starring "Buddy" Rogers
and Nancy Carroll in the screen musical
adapted from the Schwab and Mandel Broadway play by Laurence Schwab and B. C. DeSylva, with musical numbers by DeSylva,
Brown and Henderson, Richard Rodgers and
Lorenz Hart. P'eatured in the cast are Zelma
O'Neal, Eugene Pallette and Jack Haley. This
romance suggested by Glenna CoUctt, woman
golfing champion, has Laurence Schwab and
Lloyd Corrigan as directors, and is to be presented in Technicolor. The dances are under
direction of David Bennett. George Ilsen and
his band appear in the production. The supporting cast includes Thclma Todd, Don
Tompkins, Margaret Lee, Claude King, Kathryn Givney and .Albert Gran.
"Fighting Caravans," a western vehicle for
Gary Cooper. -Adapted from the novel by
Kecne Thompson and Edward E. Paramore,
Jr. Ernest Torrence and Tully Marshall are
in the cast.
"Monte Carlo," an Ernst Lubitsch musical
production with Jeanette MacDonald, Jack
Buchanan and Zasu Pitts. Written by Ernest
\'ajda, author of "Fata Morgana," based on
the play by Hans Muller, "The Blue Coast,"
and adapted by \'incent Lawrence. Musical
numbers by Richard Whiting of "Sweetie,"
W. Franke Harling of "Honey," and Leo
Robin, lyric writer of "Louise."
"Rose of the Rancho," starring Garv Cooper, from the stage play; by David Relasco
Done in TechniWalton Tully.
and Richard

r i c t u re
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No Quota
Atlantic City— lU-causc- <»f thf lar^e
number of percentaKt' bookinK^*. Paramount has dropped the sales quota
firm's
of the
HO per tent with
Ahout
plan. are
sales
on pereentai^e,
the number inereasinK at a rapid rate.

color, and directed by \ ictor .Sclicrt/inger.
-Musical numbers by W. l-ranke Harling and
\xo Robin. Screen play by Zoe .Akins, authoress of "Declasse," "Lulies Love Brutes," "Daddy Goes .A-Hunting" aiul other hits.
"Heads Up," starring "Fiuddy" Rogers, with
Victor Moore and Helen Kane featured. A
screen musical directed by Victor Schertzinger
and utilizing the Broadway play produced by
.Aarons and I-Veedley, wit), book by John McGowan and Paul (icrard Smitli and musical
numbers by Richard Rodgers and Lorenz Hart.

German

Player in "Morocco"

"Morocco," starring (Jary Cooper, supported
by Marlene Dietrich, (ierman actress. This is
an adaptation by Jules Furthman of the novel,
".Amy Jolly," by Benny V'igny, directed by
Josef von Sternberg.
"The Little Cafe," starring Maurice Chevalier. Directed by Ludwig Berger and based
on the musical play by C. ^L S. McLellan and
Ivan Caryll, with adaptation by Percy Heath,
and dialogue by Vincent Lawrence.
"The Scarab Murder Case," starring Wilham Powell in S. S. \'an Dine's latest story.
"Manslaughter," with Claudette Colbert and
Fredric March in a version of Alice Duer
Miller's story. .Adapted and directed by
George .Abtott, co-author and director of
"Broadway" and maker of "Why Bring That
Another picture, as yet untitled, starring
Maurice Chevalier under direction of Ernst
Lubitsch.
"The Sea God," starring Richard -Arlen,
supported by Fay Wray, under direction of
George -Abbott. This is being adapted by -Abbott from John Russell's story.
Up?"
"Dancing
Mothers," to be directed by Edmund Goulding author of the stage pay.
"Let's Go Native." with the co-stars. Jack
Oakie and Jeanette MacDonald, and these featured players, James Hall, Skeets Gallagher,
Kay Francis and Eugene Pallette. Directed
by Leo McCarey from an original by George
Marion, Jr., and Percy Heath, with music by
Richard Whiting and lyrics by Marion.

Huston in "The General"
"The General," with Walter Huston in the
title role, and Kay Francis opposite. From
the European stage play by Lajos Zilahv.
Hungarian dramatist, and directed bv Rowland
V. Lee.

"Queen High," with a stellar cast including
Stanley Smith, Ginger Rogers, Charles
Ruggles and Frank Morgan. Directed bv Fred
Newmeyer from the Schwab and Mandel stage
production, with the producers supervising
screen version, with book by Laurence Schwab,
lyrics by B. G. De Sylva and music bv Lewis
Gensler.
"Grumpy." starring Cyril Maude, who has
played the stage role 1,300 times here and
abroad. Co-directed by George Cukor and
Cyril Gardner, this talking version of the
comedy by Horace Hodges and T. W. Percyval has a cast that includes Phillips Holmes.
Frances Dade. Paul Lukas and Paul Cavanagh.
Doris .Anderson did the adaptation.
"Laughter." starring Nancv Carroll, with
I-redric ^farch of "Sarah and Son" and "The
Marriage Playground." as leading man Writand directe
by H.
notedten Europea
. D'Abbadie D'Arrast.
n ddirector

"The Right to Love," starring Ruth Chatterton. under direction of Dorothv
.Arziier.

17}{ Shorts on
Paramount List;
Double Previous
•More
in the
i'ublix
(luring

than doubling its production output
sli(jrt subject division, Paramount
will offer 178 pictures of this type
1930-.^!. Last year the total produced was 86. .All of the |)ictures in this
division are to be producefl at the Paramount
.\ew York studio.
In addition to the short subjects, there
will be 104 issues of Paramount sound news.
Inciudcfl in the list are 18 screen songs,
18 talkartoons, 12 pictorials, 104 one-reel
acts ;md 26 two-reel comedies. .At the present time .Li pictures of the new group are
completed and will be ready for early releases. I'"ollowing is the list of those completed :

35 Shorts Completed

One reel : "The Artist's Reverie,"
"Feelin' Blue." with Paul .Ash and George
Dewey Washington; "I'm a Wild Woman"
with Jean Bowleli and Paul .Ash ; "At
Home" with Lulu McConnell ; "A Sailor's
Luck" with George Beatty ; "Impersonations" with Venita Gould ; "Lady. You Slay
Me" with Johnny Perkins and William
Hillpot ; "The Introduction of Mrs. Gibbs"
with Lulu McConnell; "Ole Man Whoopee"
w ith -Art Frank ; "Fit to Be Tied" with
Burns & .Allen: "The Meek Mr. Meek" with
Jimmy Barry; "Jazz Preferred" with Zelaya ; "Insurance" with F,ddie Cantor: "Food
for Thought" with .Allen and Canfield : "The
Story Book Parade." Children's Ballet :
"Kandy Kabaret." Children's Ballet: "The
Helping Hand" with Solly Ward: "Many
Moons" and "Runaway Boys."
Two reelers : "He Was Her Man" with
Gilda Gray: "Resolutions" with Billy
House: "Lovers' Lane' with -Arthur & Morton Havel: "The Twentieth -Amendment":
'.Accidents W'ill Happen" with Smith &
Dale: "Neighborly Neighbors" with Lulu
McConnell : "La Schnapps. Inc., with Smith
and Dale : one unentitled witli Eddie
Cantor.
Screen songs: "A Hot Time in the Old
Town Tonight." "The Glow Worry." "Stein
Song," "Strike Up the Band" and ".Mv Gal
Talkartoons: "Dizzy Dishes." "Barnacle
Bill, the Sailor," "Swing, You Sinners,"
and "Grand Uproar."

From screen
Susan treatment
Glaspell's bybook,
with
Zoe "Brook
.Atkins. Evans,''
"Ladies' Man." starring William Powell.
From the story by Rupert Hughes.
"KidSal."
Boots." starring Jack Oakie in the
role played
on the stage by Eddie Cantor.
"Rodeo Romance," starring Nancy Carroll in
her second western, with Richard -Arlen.
"The Silent Enemy," a William Douglas
Burden production, using an entire cast of
genuine redskins.
"With Byrd at the South Pole," showing
Rear -Admiral Richard E. Byrd's flight by
plane over the Pole.
"Honeymoon Lane." starring Eddie Dowlcomedy.
ing, in the screen version of his stage musical
"The Royal Family." with Fredric March
in screen version of the Broadway stage comedy by Edna Ferber and George S. Kaufman.
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MARGARET

LOUIS SORIN

FIVE

Prominently Cast

AMERICAN

GIRL"

Now

Playing

CRACKERS"

MARTIN BROWN
PAR

MARX

BROS.

in Stjj»c .ind Screen

Version of

Contract

GROUCHO

MARX

'"

CRACKERS"

GEORGE
DIRECTOR

ABBOTT
AND WRITER

FOR

to

AMOl^N

PARAMO

T

Author of the following stage successes —
A VFRY GOOD YOUNG MAN"
■THE EXCITERS"
"COBRA"
•IHE LOVE CHILD"
•PARIS"
■PLAYING
CURVE"

Opposite

Paraimomit Nev^ York Studio

PLAYWRIGHT
Under

WITH

"ANIMAL

in Production

"ANIMAL

SEASONS

DUMONT

"THE COCOANUTS"

'MOTHER'S BOY"
'LUCKY IN LOVE"
'GLORIFYING
THE
Now

9^

N c 7v x

LADY"
"THE
"GREAT MUSIC"
"THE
IDOL"
"THE
DARK"
"STRAWBERRY
BLONDE"
'A ROMAN
GENTIFNL'VN"

U N T

"Why Bring That Up"
"Half Way to Heaven"
"Manslaughter"
In

Preparation:

"The

Sea

God"

Screen play for —

"All Quiet on the Western Front"
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1,561 Houses in
Paramount Chain;
After Lots More
Atlantic City — There are 1,561 theatres
in the Paramount Publix chain as a result
of recently completed deals. The firm has
pending an offer for purchase of the Famous
Players Canadian chain, which totals about
22 houses.
The company long ago learned to place
"complete faith in the inherent, decency of
the uninfluenced public," Sam Katz, vicepresident in charge of theatres, told the
eastern division convention here. Katz recently sounded a warning to the theatre organization against the use of any ofT-color
advertising copy.
"Basically, public desire does not changre. We have
found vefy definitely, however, that there are cycles
ol changing^ expression which clearly indicate the
increase or diminution of interest in certain directions, but this change merely alternates in direction
for a brief period.
"The third year of increasing perfection of the talking screen brought a new appreciation of sectional
differences, particularly in points of dialects. Furthermore, screen articulation seems to have intensified public interest in various aflFairs, mainly cultural
and fundamental philosophy. As to any special kinds
of entertainment, the public expects its entertainment
to reflect idealized life as plausibly and clearly as
does the grist of news and features in the modern
daily newspaper.
"As a matter of fact, the modern showman finds
that his problems are much the same as those of
the modern newspaper editor. He reaches a logical
and ethical solution to each problem in much the
same manner.

Theatre Is Safeguarded
"The public does not expect or want to intrude upon
the main function of the press, which fact automatically safeguards the theatre and opens the way for

News

May

Atlantic City — Exhibitors may contract for the entire 65 pictures planned
by Paramount Publix for 1930 31, or
may buy only the 50 pictures definitely set, under the new policy of the
company.

Atlantic City — Stars of Publix stage
shows are to appear in Paramount features
and shorts and names like Eddie Cantor are
to be starred in one and two reelers, Jesse
L. Lasky, vice-president in charge of production, declared in outlining the company's
product.

If and when the new theatre is erected,
Reade is understood to have stated Paramount will get it. The operator is now allied with the Zukor organization, having
leased his New Jersey string to Publix for
20 vears.

Paramount 6 Months* Net
To Approach $10,000,000

Paramount Coast Meeting
Under Way on Saturday

San Francisco— Between $9,000,000 and
$10,000,000 net for the first half of 1930 is
expected to be reported in July by Paramount, when its second quarter earnings are
announced. The figure to be announced for
the quarter will be a record second quarter
earnings, but considerably below the $4,800,000 reported for the first quarter of tlie

San Francisco — New production and sales
policy of Paramount and its product for
1930-31 are to be outlined at the western'
division sales convention opening here Saturday. Jesse L. Lasky, first vice-president
in charge of production, heads the group
of executives here for the meeting.
In the group are S. R. Kent, vice-president and general manager : Walter Wanger, general manager of production ; B. P.
Schulberg, general manager of coast production ;John D. Clark, western division
sales manager ; George Schaefer, eastern
division sales manager: and Charles E. McCarthy, director of public relations.

year. creative scope w;ithin the limitations of those
wider
boundry
lines the public sets up for the theatre.
"As to physical operation of the theatre, our many
years of experience has made courtesy, luxury, convenience and safety a matter to be taken for granted.
The no-tipping policy that started in Publix theatres
IS another appreciated idea in theatre operation that
vies in popularity with the thought that provided
luxurious chairs and healthful ventilation."

GEORGE

W. BARRIER
ff

Shurlock

PARAMOUNT

193 0

A fifty-story theatre and office building
will be erected on the present site of the
Astor at Broadway and 45th St. by Walter
Reade, who owns the property. The date
is clouded in some doubt, in view of a lease
which M-G-M holds on the house and which
Loew
officials state has about six years to
run.

Publix Stage Stars to
Appear in Par amounts

Foreign Productions

24,

Paramount Will
Get New Theatre
On Site of Astor

The Buying Plan

I

Gebffrey

Picture

"The Big Pond
"Barbier, as the Father, Will
Capture Laughs From Any
Audience/'

—RED

KANN

Motion Picture News

WEST COAST STUDIO
NOW
ii

IN PRODUCTION

Sap From Syracuse
PARAMOUNT
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Warner Theatre Round Up Tip-OIT
To 'Rock Industry'; Recent Terrific
DealsCampaignSecret
Staged to
Warner Executives Headed for Sales Convention

Combat Fox Chain and
Paramount

Warners' terrific theatre acquisition camI)aign, which has been given added impetus
in recent months, will Ik- announced in detail at the company's annual sales convention, starting Tuesday at Atlantic City.
Deals closed in recent weeks have not
been made public, in the hojK.- of lifting
llicm all at once at the convention in an
announcement designed "to rock the inThe ac<|uisitions embrace a number of
M-ctions of the country, East, West, North
ini\ South. Twenty-five new theatres are
dustry."way or planned in Coast states, and
under
1 1 others under construction in Pennsylv.mia. West Virginia, New Jersey, Wisconsin and Ohio.

^
ALBERT

Fierce competition between the firm and
I'ox West Coast is in the offing on the

WARNER

Coast, where
and a Warners
tilt with has
Paramount
in V^irginia,
just acquired
the
.Vational group of five houses at Roanoke.
The Shenandoah chain recently was acc|uire(l in that state. Announcement also is
expected to be made of acquisition of the
Fourth Ave. Amusement Co., Louisville,
chain of houses in Kentucky and Ohio. This
deal was regarded as practically set Thursday night.

Active in Maryland

CLAUD C. EZELL
General Sales Manager

SAM E. MORRIS
Vice-President and
General Manager

JAMES
V. ALLAN
Southern and Western
Sales Manager

MAX
MILDER
Sales Manager for
Central States

Warners is particularly active in Baltimore and in Maryland, where the Durkee
circuit of several neighborhood houses and
a house at Havre de Grace have been acquired, it is understood. Others at Baltimore acquired or being negotiated are understood to be the Ideal, Pater.son and Astor. Edgewood, West Baltimore, and Arcadia, Salisbury. Md.
The theatres under construction, in addition to the Coast houses, are at Newatk.
Wilkinsburg, Pa., Perth Amboy, N. J., Tor(Cnntimtcd on /'age 104)

Warner Schedule Includes
'HamleV and 'Old English'
Hollywood
Warners'
bution to the —ranks
of big anticipated
pictures nextcontriyear
will
be
"Hamlet."
with
John
Barrymore
starred.
■vara

A. P. WAXMAN
Director, Advertising
and Publicity

Warners in West Allis?

PAUL SWIFT
Sales Manager for
Vitaphone

Costello Off List

West
Allis, Wis.— It i> rumoreil that Hollywood— Dolores Costello is off the
Warners are contemplating the erection ot . Warner list for next season, it is rc|)orted
a $350,000 theatre here. The theatre will here. Miss Costello ( Mrs. John Barrvmore )
have a seating capacity of 1,100. At present has a new born babv at home engaging her
Fox is operating the Paradise here.
attentions.

The studio is death on advance information concerning next year's releases, but in
the line-up
it is anticipated these will be
found
:
"Bi(r Boy." starring Al Jolson and directed by
-Man Crosland.
Jolson's last for Warners.
Cieorge Arliss in "Old
English."
"Captain .Applejack." which Hohart Henley will
lirect. The nicture was produced silent by Fred
.Nililo for MOM
in 19J4.
man.
"College Widow." to be directed by William Well"ComeEasy." Vina Delmar story, featuring Lotti
Loder, Viennese
importation.
"The Egg Crate Wallop." with Grant Withers in
lead. Arthur Caesar is preparing the dialogue version.
"Handful of Cloud," to be directed by .Archie Mayo

{Continued

on

page

96)
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First National Laying Off Star Series;
Talent Must Fit Stories, New Decree
Top

Billing for Barthelmess,
Miller, Skinner — Others
''Just in Cast"

Shaking the star complex out of its system for ever and a day — perhaps — First
National has shaped production plans for
next season on the basis of worthwhile
stories regardless of whether or not such
yarns fit a particular personality.
There will be three exceptions to the rule
which the company has set up for itself and
these are Richard Barthelmess, Marilyn Miller and Otis Skinner. This trio will appear
in material suitable for their particular talents. All other players on the Burbank lot
will be cast in pictures as they fit.

To Address First National Convention

NED E. DEPINET
General Sales Manager

A. W. SMITH, JR.
Eastern Sales Manager

Thirty-five on New Schedule
This switch, coupled with definite decision
to make 35 pictures for the new season, will
constitute the principal message of Ned E.
Depinet, general sales manager, to his sales
force when it gathers at the Ambassador,
Atlantic City, next Tuesday for a three-day
meeting. The confab will be held in the
same hotel as Warners', but the meetings
will be essentially distinct and apart. The
two companies, however, will combine forces
at a banquet to be given Thursday evening
as a climax to the deliberations.
First National's switch has been in the
making for some months. This is evidenced
by the inside deals made with Corinne Griffith, Billie Dove, Jack Mulhall and Dorothy
Mackaill covering the unexpired portion of
their contracts. In toto, the move has cost
First National plenty of money to wash up
the contracts involved, but the company feels
that the policy of story first, star second, is
the one that will count next during the
season.
Announcement of titles is being withheld
until Thursday. Of the 35 to be released,
some are in work. These and others in the
schedule are outlined elsewhere in this edition and were secured by Motion Picture
News via Hollywood.
National advertising plugging the entire
group of pictures will play a heavy part in
new season's plans. As against an approximate $600,000 spent during 1929-1930 on
this form of copy, $1,000,000 is being set
aside for 1930-1931. A series of four page
smashes will be used in magazines with
heavy national circulations in the effort to
sell the product directly to the public.

Four Regionals Later
Following the Atlantic City get-together,
a series of four regional meetings will be
held by Depinet. The first will be held
June 1 in New York and the others in Chicago, New Orleans and San Francisco.
Salesmen and bookers in each of surrounding exchange cities will be brought in to
learn what is planned for the new year.
Flanking Depinet as convention kingpin
next week will be A. W. Smith, Jr., and
Gradwell L. Sears, who handle national sales
between them. S. Charles Einfeld. director
of advertising and publicity, will deliver a
talk. In the home office group will be W.

GRADWELL L. SEARS
Western Sales Manager

Warner Schedule Includes
*Hamlef
and from
'Oldpage English^
(ContinueJ
95)
with Lew Ayres, borrowed
from Universal, as lead.
"Married in Mexico," by Pierre Couderc and Hal
Davitt.
"Maybe It's Love?" Joe E. Brown, Evelyn Knapp
and James
Hall in the cast.
"Moby Dick," talker remake of "The Sea Beast,"
starring John Barrymore with Joan Bennett opposite.
Lloyd Bacon is directing.
"Outward Bound." with Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.,
and Helen Chandler.
"Penny Arcade,"
John Adolfi directing.
"See Naples or Die," based on stage play. Al
Dubin and Joe Burke are writing original song
numbers.
"Three Faces East," a talker re-make of a silent
picture made
some years ago. .
"Viennese
Nights,"
Alan Crosland
directing.

C. Boothby, Lynde Denig, J. M. Loeb, J. H.
Cunnifif, S. Shernow, A. Sachson, Charles
Baily, Joe Kelly, Charles Kempke and A. W.
Schwalberg.
Branch managers who will attend include

Benjamin Kalmenson. Albany; Fred M. Jack, At
lanta; Thomas B. Spry, Boston; F. J. A. McCarthy
BufTalo; F. P. Bryan, Charlotte; Paul Krieger, Cin
cinnati: W. J. Brandt, Cleveland; F. E. North, De
troit; Floyd Brown, Indianapolis; M. H. Keleher
New Haven; J. C. Vergesslich, manager, and G. Soionion, H. Hummel, H. Levy, sales supervisors. New
York; W. J. Heehan, Philadelphia; R. H. Haines
Pittsburgh; R. Smeltzcr, Washington; Carl Leserman, manager, and T. R. Gilliam, assistant manager
Chicago; J. E. Luckett, Dallas; J. H. Ashby, Denver; E. J. Tilton. Des Moines; William Warner
Kansas City; N. H. Brower, Ix)s Angeles; H. D
Hearn, Memphis; C. K. Olsen, Milwaukee; W. C.
Hrinimer. Minneapolis; L. Conner. New Orleans- T
O. Byerle. Oklahoma City; G. W. Taif, Omaha; Pete
Stewart, Portland; D. P. Rathbt/ne. St. I.x)uis; William F. Gordon, Salt Lake City; Charles Muehlnian
San Francisco; Al Oxtoby, -Seattle; E. H. Teel. Cal
gary; A. Gorman, Montreal; G. M. Hoyt, St. John.
H. Paynter. Toronto; J. E. Archer, Vancouver^ and
G. A. Matthews,
Winnipeg.

S. CHARLES EINFELD
Director, Advertising
and Publicity

Bulk of 1st NatTs 35
Finished or in Work
Hollywood — Major portion of the 35 pictures which are to comprise the 1930-31
First National program is completed, in
work or determined upon. Official outline
of the product is not available, pending the
Atlantic City convention, but Motion Picture News has gathered sufficient data to
give a fair outline of the schedule. The
probable list will include:
Richard Barthelmas in "Adios," in which he will
be supported by Freil Kohler and James Rennie under direction of Frank Lloyd, and in "Dawn PaBernice Claire is to appear in two, "The Toast of
the Legion," adapted from Victor Herbert's "Mademoiselle Modiste," with Walter Pidgeon opposite,
and "The Call of the East." an original operetta by
Otto Harbach
and Jerome
Kern.
Billie Dove in "The Devil's Playground," in which
Sidney Blackmer plays opposite, under direction of
William
Beaudine.
trol." White in "Man Crazy," which Eddie Oine is
Alice
directing with Myrna Loy in the cast; "The Widow
from Chicago." in which she will be supported by
Myrna Loy, Robert Armstrong and Paul Page; "ColCline lege
will Mothers,"
direct. an original by Earl Baldwin, which
"The Right of Way," by
directed by Frank Lloyd, with
Nagel, Loretta Young, Fred
Janney.
"Little Caesar," by W. R.
G. Robinson
in the title role.

Gilbert Parker, and
cast including Conrad
Kohler and William
Burnett, with Edward

"When We We're 21," with cast including Loretta
Young, Myrna Loy, Roy Hallor and Dorothy Matthews under direction of William
A. Seiter.
"Under Western Skies," with cast including Lila
Lee, Sidney Blackmer, J. Farrell McDonald and
Raymond
Hatton.
Elsie Ferguson in "Scarlet Pages," Samuel Shipman-John B. Hyiner play, supported by Marian Ni.xon
and Grant Withers.

^Continued on Page 104)
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RKO Adopts New Policy ol Percenlage
Only; Five -Year Franchises Continned
Marcus Asks
Fair Play
For Exhibs

iloll>\\<>(>d--l{K() will not (oiinlcnaiue conspiracy for
(li'lKisits, so far as its cinploNos art- c oiurriu-d, Ia'v Marcus
ti)l(l the salt's comciition at its session lure. He wanud
hi> managers that thc> must not l)c a party to any coii^|)irac> with other ('\chanucs on c\hiliitor (•r(■(lil>^, (icniandioK achancc deposit- because the e\hil)ilor i> ha\inu dillicull.\ «ith ->onie other conipanx. If the exhibitor's dealinK>
with l{|\() are okeh. the company wants his business,
Marcus declared.

RKO Won't Road
Show Next \ear;

Shaw Plays for
RKO; Deal Made

'Dead,' Exec Says
Chicago — "The road show is dead," said
Lee Marcus, RKO vice-president in cliarf^e
of distribution, in connection witli tlie company's new production scliedule, which calls
for 34 features at an average cost ot SO'^c
more than last year's product. This is an
increase of four and, despite the fact that,
in addition, tlie new schedule calls for ten
more productions of "special" clbssitication than were listed last year, not one will
be a road show picture. Marcus said.
The KKO party stopped here en route to
the animal convention at Los .'Xngeles. It
compri.sed, in addition to Marcus, Joseph
L Schnitzer, president ; jerry Safrpn, eastern sales manager; Clive Adams, western

By Basil Deane
Hollywood — Ihrough Basil Deane, its
jiroducer in luigland. KKO has the privilege of buying for filming any of the works
of George Bernard Shaw for the next ten
years. If any are selected, they will be
produced in Kngland l)y Deane. who is a
personal friend of the playwright.

Says Canadian Grosses
Topped by "Rio Rita''

Hollywood — "Rio Rita" has chalked u]) a
higher gross in Canada than any other picture ever made. Lee Marcus told the RKO
sales convention here.

sales manager ; Frank O'Heron, treasurer :
Gharles Rosenzweig, general sales manager,
and S. Langenscheidt. Berlin representative.
Schnitzer seated that the company's plans
for wide film production were still "indefinite." and that, contrary to rej)orts. neither
a definite feature nor a starting jjroduction
date to introduce the 70 mm. him had betn
decided upon.
The RKU party, while in Chicago, visited the company's theatre offices in the StateLake building. They returned to the Blackstone hotel in the evening for dinner, leaving for the Coast on the California Limited
that night.
A)Hos 'n' Andy, the radio team recently
signed by RKO for one pietiire, xvere guests
at the Blackstone dinner. They zverc introduced to their new "bosses" and adz'iscd
that production 7could be begun on their
picture early in July.
District and branch managers

joined the

RKO caravan at "stop-over" points all along
the route from N'ew York to the Coast.
Lee Marcus,

while here, enthused over

a "find" zvhoni he had just signed up on a
five-year contract before leaving Xcw York:
Her name is Roberta Robinson, described as
a \9-\ear-old college girl, a "looker." personality and a voice. Her sole film experience to date has been in a minor part in
"Dangerous

Xan

McGrew."

RKO Ramblings
^^^^-

K>

W.M.TI-.R

R. GRHEXi:^^

HOLLYWOOD— Harry Tierney played several of his newly comixjsed tunes for the boys
on Tuesday to give them an idea of what they
can expect in song numbers in next year's productions.

* * *

When the fiang got settled in the Rooscx'cit
Sunday, uuiny zvent down to the old ball game
at U'riglex Field.

* * *

Pinochle and bridge were conspicuous by their
absence Sunday night. The gang were getting
over the train trip west.

* *

«

The Chicago Daily Xcws "four star" rer-ie'w
on "The Cuckoos" wade all the boys feel good.
.Sales
million.quota immediately increased another half

»

*

*

Charles Rosenzweig claims be only held four
grand slams in bis life. One of them came in
the bridge game with Jerry Safron and his
partner listed as the victims.

* «

*
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Branches
to Get
Account
(Quotas; Aim
to Help
Small I'Jxhib
llo]l\w<Kjd — Percentage only, to be operated in a manner which will help keep the
.small exhibitor in business, is the new selling policy of KKO, the sales force was told
at its meeting here on Friday. The company will continue sale of its five-j-Var
franchises.
No specific money (|uotas on pictures will
be set, Lee Marcus, vice-president in charge
of distributi(jn, stated in amioimcing the
firm's policy. Instead, he said, each office
will have a quota c)f accounts to reach.
"When \'ou find a small exhibitor camiot
oversell
him.a certain
The small
exhibitor
be
pay beyond
price,"
he said,must
"don't
fostered and helped to remain in business
Small exhibitors were better taken care
of abyprofit."
KKO this year than by any other
at
company, and this policy will continue, he
added.

I'lan 25 New Theatres
Fvidence of the intention of the company
to expand its theatre holdings was given in
the announcement that plans have been
made for 25 new theatres next year.
Brass bands, film stars, and studio executives welcomed the sales convention to
Southern California Sunday morning. After
photography by still and motion picture
cameras at the station, the gang was escorted via police sirens to the Roosevelt
Motel, which were headquarters during the
week. Monday's session included a meeting
at the studio with addresses by Charles
Rosenweig, general sales manager, and Lee
Marcus,
vice-president.
Following the noon luncheon at the studio
restaurant,
the visitors
saw "Dixiana"
and
were later
escortedthen
around
the studio
to get an insight into the ramifications of
sound production.
Tuesdav morning's sessions were in
charge of William LeBaron, production
head, at which time he and other studio
executives outlined in detail production activities for tile coming year. In the afternoon all of the stars, players and directors
under contract to the compafiy were introduced to the individual sales managers. At
this time outside producers of short product,
including Frank Xewman, Larry Darmour
and George Winkler, became acquainted
with the delegates.
Werlnesday saw an intensive discussion
of the sales plans for the coming season,
with both morniiig^ and afternoon sessions
devoted exclusively to the sales angle under
the direction of Rosenzweig.
The sales discussions were carried over
into Thursday
afternoon
was morning's
devoted tosessions,
various while
talks the
on

Amos 'n' Andy formed one of the chief
topics of coirrersation on the trip west. The
hoys were fignring quotas
* ' * that
* ivill sure stagger
exhibitors ichen they get the sad nezcs.

advertising and sound, with a closing address by Joseph I. Schnitzer.
The convention closed Thursday afternoon, with every one forgetting the selling

Rill Dabler put in an order tor a whale sand{ Continued
on page 105)

problemsdance
that was
evening
when
a "Titanic"
dinner
staged
in the
Blossom
Room of the Roosevelt.
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Educational Planning Sound Newsreel;
114 andShort
Subjects on '30-'31 Schedule
Sennett
Christie Units
Combine
with Company*s
Production
Forces
Chicago — With plans set for 64 two-reel
comedies and 50 one-reel subjects, to be
made by the combined Christie and Educational studios and Mack Sennett, Educational is discussing plans for a sound newsreel.
Kinograms, which the company has released for several years, will continue to
be released by the company, Motion Picture News learns, and plans now are being considered for its production as a sound
newsreel.
Company heads and middle-west, central
and southern managers meet here Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday. This is the second
regional meeting, the first having been held
Monday at New York. Another will convene at Denver May 26 and 27.
Because of the late closing of the deal for
merger of the Educational, Christie and
Metropolitan studios, details of the new lineup are not available as yet for outlining to
the conventions. However, with the company set on the number of pictures which
will comprise its new line-up, details are to
be completed at an earlv date.
Mack Sennett is to supply 26 two-reel
comedies for the new program. Marjorie
Beebe and Andy Clyde have been signed for
next season, and the balance of the production and writing staff remains intact. Sennett will personally direct the comedies.

Hamilton To Make Six
Lloyd Hamilton, whose contract has been
renewed by Educational, will make six tworeelers. The Mermaids are being continued with eight scheduled in this group.
The Tuxedo series will consist of eight.
The Ideal, Vanity and Gayety series will
have six two-reel comedies each.
The Terry-Toons, anirnated cartoons
made by Paul Terry and Frank Moser,
will number 26. The series is being made
at the Audio-Cinema Studios in Long Island City. Of this scries, "Caviar," "Pretzels," "Spanish Onions," "Indian Pudding."
"Roman Punch" and "Hot Turkey" have
already been released.
Lyman
issued
onceH. a Howe's
yionth. Hodge-Podge will be
Work is to start at once on the coast at
both the Educational and Metropolitan studios, which have been merged under terms ■
of the Educational-Christie deal, first announced bv Motion Picture News. Both
studios will contribute a considerable part
of the Educational i)rogram for 1 930-3 L
Renting activities at Metropolitan will be
continued.
A new operating company is l)eing established with E. W. Hammons, Educational
chief, as president, and Charles Christie as
vice-president and business manager of the
studios. In addition, a new producing corporation will be formed. Hammons also will
be president of this corporation. Al Christie
will be vice-president, and will assume general direction of the comedy producing activities. He will direct or supervise a number of the two-reel talking comedies to be
made for Educational.

EDUCATIONAL
By ROBERT

EUUCATIONAL'S
eastern
gang got
a big
thrill when they read
in Motion
Picture
News that the Christie merger was set. The
deal was announced at the Monday session.
// was a homecoming for Charlie Christie
after an absence of three years from company
convention's. He was nearly out-smiled, however, by his eastern representative "Bill" Frank.
President Earle W. Hammons was all business as he addressed the 12 managers and special representatives from ten eastern offices and
told them what was in store for the new year.
A. S. Kirkpairick, assistant general manager,
also discussed the new product.
It was so close between closing of the deal
and the start of the convention, that details
could not be announced. However, the firm is
set on the number which is 64 two-reel talking comedies and 50 one-reel subjects for the
new year.

ECHOES

HAGE

PROBABLY
his stuff at Jimmie
St. Louis,Winn,
will who
have now
a lotdoes
to
say about those Omaha days.
And W. O. Gallouray, Des Moines, probably
will have something to offer about conditions
in the loiva City.
They'll be paging J. A. Reynolds, of Charon the business he's been doing during
the lastlotte, year.
Leo Blank, Omaha, brings a famous nam^c to
the picture business. But Leo has plenty in
the u-ay of sales ability to offer in addition.
There'll be a German element when H. C.
Dressendorfer, of Indianapolis, gets in his say.

U'. J. Cammer, of Oklahoma
imll knock 'em dead as a sheik.

City, probably

N. P. (New Orleans)
Eberly may give the
boys a lesson in rolling the bones.
However, L. L. (Louis7'ille) Goldberg
have something to offer in this regard.

may

Stanley W. Hatch addressed the men for the
first time as sales tnanager, but he already was
well known to the gang, who have been shooting strong for him during the ten months he
has been with the company.

J. A. Reynolds, of Charlotte, also is said to
be pretty adept.

It's getting to be a habit, this prize winning
by Art Greenblatt, New York ; Lou Klar, Cincinnati J.
; A. Bachman, Philadelphia, and H.
D. Noble, New Haven. They accept their
awards these days with a nonchalance that
would make a good cigarette advertisement.

J. H. Butner, of Atlanta, can talk about his
record
on "Match Play," which is said to top
the nation.

Although he is celebrating his first year as
g.m. in Canada. Jim Travis already has chalked up a record that preceded him to the convention.
Gordon White, advertising and publicity
chieftain, had a lot of good suggestions to offer in the way
overhad
the a company's
comedies.
And ofheputting
certainly
right to
take a few bows on the work he has done on
"Match Plav."
"Bob" Doidgc, recently in publicity, and since
elevated to the production department, a pririatc
office and a secretary, didn't even try to put
on the high hat. He got a kick out of chats
7t'ifh Lou Klar as both arc e.r-marines.
Educational always has been known as a
happy family, and only two new managers were
present at the New York sessions. They are :
F. J. Sliter, Boston, and J. H. Beaver, Washington.
Of course, they were envious of those old
time Educational veterans, J. H. Morgan. Albany; H. F. Brink. Buffalo: H. R. Skirbnll,
Cleveland; and Joseph Kaliski, Pittsburgh.
Fexv managers can match their continuous ser7'ice with on^c company.
M. H. .Starr, of Detroit, probably will have
a lot to say about the popularity of one reclers
this season.
Russ Borg. of Kansas City, has a good gag
to offer about the trax'cUng salesman.

IVatch Arthur Luscas, southern division sales
chief, take his boys in tow.

F. A. Tomes, of Dallas, is convinced
txvo reel com\edies are the thing.

that

At the closing session E. W. Hammons was
presented with a handsome tripod telescope by
the branch managers. The presentation talk
was made by Jack Skirboll, special representative.
The home office gang is noiv in Chicago, led
by their chief, E. IV. Hammons: A. S. KirkPatrick, assistant manager S. IV. Hatch, general sales nuinagcr J. R. Wilson, sales promotimi department ; F. X. Carroll, contract department; G. S. White, director of advertising
and publicity.
_ At the Congress Hotel the home office executives are to meet the managers from Fducational's Mid-West. Central and Southern States
offices.
.Ma.r Stahl, that veteran and popular Educafionalitc, will be a host, and xvliat a host Ma.xcompany.
can be. He's made a great record ii'ith the
Max will do the welcoming act for Harold
Johnson, who hails from Swedetown and succeeded Max at the Minneapolis post. H. B.
undoubtedly will be called on for some of his
famous Swede stories.

Blackmer in New York
Sidney Blackmer is in New York from
Hollywood to visit his wife, Lenore Ulric.
He has just completed a role in "The Bad
Man' for First National.
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Fox Expected to Mal^e Films Abroad;
Coast Convention Set; 48 in Line-Up;
Spotlight Figures at Fox Convention Next Week

IJ. K. and Other Lands in Plans
— 10-Car Train Carries
Men to L. A.
Production in Kngland aixl exten.sion to
other countries abroad in a move to protect foreign revenue may be laimched
shortly by Fox.
I Mans are still in a neliulous form, but
it is (|uite likely that announcement f)f the
step will be formally made before the annual sales convention terminates in Los Angeles late next week.
The company domentically is set for the
1930-1931 season. A:, noted, there will be
48 features released and two issues a week
of Movietone News. The big shot of the
line-up
is scheduled
Big Trail,"
which Raoul
Walsh tois benow"The
directing
on a
budget of $1,250,000. Fox declares this is
more money than the company has ever
spent before on a single negative.

Convention Train Off
WINFIELD R. SHEEHAN
Vice-President in Charge
of Production

COURTLAND SMITH
Vice-President
(duties to
be assigned )

HARLEY L. CLARKE
President

SOL M. WURTZEL
General
Superintendent,
Coast Studios

JAMES R. GRAINGER
Vice-President in Charge
of Distribution

CLAYTON P. SHEEHAN
General Manager, Foreign
Department

With a special train at its disposal, the
conventioneers left New York Thursday for
Los Angeles. When the special pulls out of
Chicago Friday night, it will be a ten-car
train running as a section of the California
Limited. Harley L. Clarke, who spent several days in New York this week, left for
Chicago on Wednesday to join James R.
(jraingcr and the convention grouj) there
for the trek to the Pacific Coast.
When the train reaches Pasadena, exploitation forces marshalled by Glen .Olivine,
Roger Ferri and Victor ^L Shapiro will
swine into line in the form of a dirigible
and planes which will usher the group into
Los Angeles proper.
The F'anchon and Marco girls and the
studio personnel, headed by Winfield Sheehan, will be at the Santa Fe station with
( Cciitiiiiu'd on pofic 108)

Stress Value of Theatres
In W. C. Local Tie-Up

GLENDON
ALLVINE
Director, Advertising
and Publicity

In

ROGER
FERRI
Charge,
General
Promotion

JOSEPH JOHNSON
Exec. Secy, to
Winfield
Sheeban

HoHvwckmI — In conjunction with Fox
West Coast Theatres celebration of Harold
B. Franklin Month, various civic organizations in Los Angeles and vicinity are having Franklin and other West Coast officials as luncheon guests. At all of the
gatherings, the executives from the circuit
detail the importance of motion pictures to
the life of the comnmnity, together with
the importance of the theatre in building
up
cated.the business zone in which it is lo-

Marjorie White Elevated
To Feature Rating at Fox

Fox Exchange Plans To
Take Care of Expansion

The luncheons in conjunction with
Franklin Month include the Breakfa.st Club,
West .\dams Chamber of Commerce, Los
.-\ngeles Advertising Club, Vermont-Manchester Business Ass'n. Grand .\venue
Merchants .\ss'n. Los Angeles City Club.
Pasadena Chamber of Commerce. Better

Hollywood — Fox is raising- Marjorie
White to featured rating in her next as-

Cleveland — The local I'o.x exchange has
outgrown its quarters and plans are nowbeing prepared both for a possible new building on Payne .\ve.. just opposite the present location, and al.so for a second story to
the present building.

Business Commission Ass'n. Wilshirc Council, Ladies Bre<ikfast Club, Western .\venue Chamber of Commerce, Lions Club,
.Shriners and the Hollywood Chamber of
Commerce.
Various luncheons are scheduled during
the current month.

signment. "Just Imagine" a filmusical which
David Butler will direct. Miss White's
hilling promotion comes after her work in
■ Sunnvside
Up" and "Her Golden Calf."
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Talkers Increase M-G-M Income 30%;
Build Up Box Office Draw of Stars
Percentage Rating of Players
Revealed at Chicago Sales
Meet

Unplayed .
Pictures
Decrease

Chicago — Despite the Thacher decision outlawing compulsory arbitration in the industry, M-G-M has 3,000 fewer
unplayed or undated pictures than it had last August, T. J.
Connors, southern sales manager, told delegates to the
company convention. Only seven exchanges, he said, have
not contributed to this decrease of unplayed business.
Shorts, he said, have not fared as well as features in this
respect, having $200,000 more undated business than
features.

Chicago — Advent of dialogue has had a
varying effect on drawing power of M-G-M
stars, with the draw of one, Lon Chaney,
soon to be tested, the M-G-M sales force
was told here during its convention where
the firm's 50 features, 60 shorts and 104
issues of Hearst Metrotone News were outlined.
The bulk of company stars, according to
Thomas J. Connors, southern sales manager, have increased their draw with advent
of sound.
Figures cited by Connors revealed that
M-G-M stars have the following revised box
office values since their appearance in dialogue productions : William Haines, 33 per
cent increased value : Norma Shearer, 50
per cent increased value ; Greta Garbo, 33
per cent increased value; John Gilbert (with
only one production, described as an "unsatisfactory" starring vehicle,) grossed approximately the same amount as did his
silent features ; Ramon Novarro, about 12
per cent increased value ; Joan Crawford,
25 per cent increase, and Marion Davies,
about 14 per cent inci*ease.

Sound Boosts Gross 30%
The

figures were

based on box office

grosses of the individual stars' silent and
talking pictures at ten large circuit theaters
outside of New York. In a smaller circuit
which holds a percentage contract, Connors
said the company's increase since talking
pictures was 30 per cent.
Handicaps which confronted the M-G-M
producing organization at the beginning of
the 1929-30 season through the company's
late arrival on the market with all-talking products, its limited knowledge of the
respective values of its stars in this field
where most of them were as yet untried,
and other handicaps to effective selling were
outlined to the convention delegates by
Connors. He drew an effective picture of
how these handicaps were met and overcome in the brief period of one year, making a comparison of the present box office
value of the M-G-M stars with those of
their competitors.
Today, he said, the only unknown quantity from a box office viewpoint among the
company's players is Lon Chaney. He, too,
will be tested in his forthcoming production,
"The
Unholy
Three,"
in the near future.
Thirty of the new season pictures will be
star vehicles. They are : Marion Davies,
Greta Garbo, Lon Chaney, John Gilbert,
Norma Shearer, Lawrence Tibbett, Ramon
Novarro, William Haines, Joan Crawford,
Marie Dressier and Polly Moran. New star
personalities will be presented. Among them
will be (irace Moore of the Metropolitan
Opera and concert stage. Jack Buchanan, star
of Chariot's Revue and "Wake Up and
Dream,"
will also be featured.
All M-G-M productions will be in dialogue
form with some silent versions. Many will
be produced in several languages.
Several of the new season productions are
(Confimied
on page 108)

M-G-M Close-Ups and Cut-Ups
Bv SHERWIN
CHICAGO — Felix Feist was one of the busiest men at a busy man's convention for the
full period of the meeting. His Sunday was spent
with committees and various convention officers and visitors. On Monday, he opened the
business sessions in the gold room of the Drake
and was on the job from then on. His first
words at the introductory session were a tribute to the memory of Marcus Loew. Thereafter, he launched into the exacting business of
conducting what was described as "the company's most significant sales meeting." .\nd
that
train job
timewasn't
back over
east. until a few minutes before

%

^

^

Advertising and exploitation men come in,
too, for their share of tribute when the laurels
for convention work are being aivarded. Howard Diet-:, in addition to supervising a great
part of the com>ention routine, found himself
placed on the convention program, as well. In
an entertaining and informative address, he revealed facts about M-G-M that might have surprised many of the executives present, for all
we know. His enthusiasm over the company's
forthcoming product zvas Zfisibly transmitted to
his audience. "We can't be licked, boys!" ivas
his parting shot. And if they all feel about it
as Hoivard Diets does, they can't.
"Fergy" Ferguson was responsible, among
other things, for the colorful decorations provided for the convention room.
He provided

M-G-M Aces
Chicago — "Ace" men who received
pins and awards of the M-G-M Legion
of Honor from Felix Feist, general
sales manager, at Monday's convention
sessions were John Allen, Doc Banford, Eddie Brauer, L. B. Butler, Jack
Byrne, Clat Clatworthy, Walt Dolin,
Tom Donaldson, Abe Eskin, Jack Goldberg, Eddie Green, Pete Higgins,
Jimmy Hommel, Clyde Houston, Ralph
Maw, Felix Mendelssohn, Harry Miller, JoeParsons,
Morrow, Clarence
L. C. O'Connor,
(irover
Pippin,
Maurice Rabanus, Jack Re Ville^
Maurice Saffle, Bob Smith, George
Turner, Butch Wingham and Lou
Amacher.
Awards and pins were also presented for delivery to Office Managers
A. V. Philbin. Dallas; R. W. Carmichael, Los Angeles, and H. W. Genter, Pittsburgh, and to Auditors Parke
D. Agnew, J. M. Cummings and Sidney
Schwartz.

S. KANE
the delegates with plenty to look at. It takes
a showman
tion a success.to help make a showmen's conven-

* *

*

.S"( Scadler, IV. C. Bishop and John S. MacLeod were on hand all the time to help news
on its way into print — and to help create it.
Every exploitation stunt — of n'hich there were
plenty at the four-day meeting — oived somtething
to one or another of them.

* *

*

Morris Alin, editor of "The Distributor," did
a noteworthy job of getting his paper into print
between dusk of one night and dawn of the
next, every day of the convention. Morrie had
plenty of work covering all meetings and addresses, keeping track of program changes, social calendars, entertainment stunts and gossip,
but you could have written all that he missed
of it on the back of a postage stamp. Some
catalogue compiler is missing a good bet by
letting this man stay where he is.
Arthur Lociv arrii'ed on Tuesday, and the
sun sho-ne for the first time since the opening
of the convention. The sun came out and the
birds sang. He addressed the convention Wednesday on problems and prospects of foreign
markets.

* *

*

Hal Roach was a runner-up against all comers for the distinction of being "the busiest man
at the convention." Personally, we chased him
for three days with some foolish questions in
mind, which we intended building into an interview, without catching up to him.

* *

*

* *

*

Rf-G-M's trade mark lion, that is, a rubber
inflated version of the celebrated Leo, did less
work and attracted more attention than any
other convention attache. He was parked in
his prominent circus bungalow on the site of
the Drake's Tom Thumb golf course, facing
Michigan avenue, ivhere three-quarters of the
city's population could inspect him. The other
one-quarter ivere not Lon Chaney fans and
Zi'ouldn't go near if.
A copy of the current issue of Motion Picture News zvas in the mail box of every conZ'cntion delegate at the Drake by early Monday
afternoon.

* *

*

Plentj' of social events were on the program
during the four-day meeting. They started
pleasantly enough on Sunday night with a theatre party, "The Little Show," at the Sehvyn
Theatre. On Monday — the busiest day of the
convention — only luncheons and dinners interrupted work, with the inevitable exception, of
course, of those delightfully informal gatherings in any room that boasts a deck of cards, a

^f a y
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Picture Is Only Draw, Says Schiller;
Presenlalions and Vaudeville Flopping
Schiller
Suggests
"Deadlines''

pair ut dice, a cheese saiuiwicli, or what liave
you?
At the end of» the
of cou'se.
♦ day,
*
Maurice Wolf, the story goes. f>urf>oscly
missed the train ichieh uvs to f>iek him uf> on
the iiVJV to Chicai/o, in order to miss a certain
card ()ame which made hint, a f'oorcr but more
cautious iiMu en route
* to* last
* year's coinrntion.
"I don't tliink I could interest niyselt in distribution. It's too tough." — K. .\. Schiller of
l.oew's. Inc.
* * *
.loi-.AUii (/a)iics at the Rainbo I-ronton U'cre
Monday nigJit's diversion for some of the delegates. Not satisfied with being merely part of
an audience. .Alan Cummings. Eddie Aaron and
Bill Marsh organized a f>ool or. as one might
say. made a handbook on a handball game.
The cor[>oration declared a three-icay dij'idend
on $15.20 at the end of tire erening.

* * *

Jim\iny Hoinmel. the Denver manager, rccei'ved so many inz-itations to this and that on
the strength of his winning smile by the second
day of the convention that he had to sf>end the
last ttfo days dodging tooth f'aste manufacturers
li-ho zi-anted him to smile for their ads.

* *

*

Charlie Kessnich, .Atlanta disfict manager,
turned in the ace exploitation returns — two
pages, first and second — of the .\tlanta Journal.
and inside spots in addition, devoted to M-G-M.
.\iid all because they like him dt^wn there.

* ♦

*

*

«

And then that swarm of \\'estern Union messenger boys who burst in on the convention
bearing telegrams from Nick Schenck to every
delegate in the room, * .-^nd
* * not "collect," eithe-.
The Chicago e.rchange boys, /-rank

Ishmael.

Some Silents
Chicago — M-(J-M plans a number of
silent versions of the •'jO talkers on
its 1930-31 product. .\n undetermined
number of foreign language versions
also are slated.

Up

Max SchiK'urlc. I eli.x Mendelssohn and others.
zvcre kept on the go continually pointing out
those —interesting
products
ciz-ilization
the business
offices of
and Chicago's
battle scenes
of
the city's better knozvn gangsters. No sale of
the stockyards to z-isitors here, any more. Nor
the .Irt Institute, alas.

* ♦

*

An unidentified lad in the cast ol "The Little
Show" rose splendidly to the occasion when the
gang attended the Sunday night performance.
"I like gal.
your Fred Quimbys," he remarked to
a chorus
"Meaning what?" queries she, blushingl\.
"Simply that your shorts intrigue nie," he
niftied.

* *

*

/•rank Ilenslcr and Harry .S/nouoTi' liad to
argue to keep their seats in the conzrntion room
at the opening session. Ez-eryone thought they
zvcre usurping someone else's place, but HensIcr prozrd that he is nozv manager of the KanCity office andconvinced
had a right
to his seat. .S'/ikiiiozvsasezmtuaJly
his interrogators
that
he zcas no longer in the Milnvukee office, but
is nozc the nezi.' manager at Omaha.

* *

*

Ralph Pielow, Albany manager, was perhaps
more plea.sed than any one else at the convention
that Chicago had been chosen for the occasion.
His son is in school here, and visits with him
added niuch to his enjoyment of the four-day
convention.

* *

*

Ted O'Shea characterized as the "most popuexchangelads.
man I've ezrr knozvn" by one of
the lar
Buffalo

* ♦

Greeting telegrams addressed to the conzrntion Zi'cre read from Xorma Shearer. Lawrence
Tibbett. Grace Moore. Cecil B. DeMille. Uilliam Haines, Joan Crawford. I.on Chancy.
Marion Ihnics. Greta Garbo. Raiiwn Xovarro.
John Gilbert. Polly Moran and Marie Dressier.

«

Loeiv's
Hanking
on
Films;
Shorts
to be Played

(hitano — K. A SchilliT of l.oow—. Int.. ^■ll(l()^■^^■<i t\\v proposal of an M-(; -M sales extTiilivi' that "(li-adliiu'" pictures
lio «hsijjiiat«'(l as a means of txpedilin); the siTurinj; of
plavciatcs from lax exhihitors.
Ill- ixpressfd tlu- opinion that kcipinK the exhihitor rijjht
up to the line on lli>^ pla> dates was sirittly up to the exfhanm'.
"Wv (Loews) use the product of most of the hixKt'r
c<mipanies," he said. "\Nhen the\ force us to play their
pictures, we play them."
It had l)een previouslj sun:K«'?^ted at the convention that
Laurel-IIardy and Chase comedies l)e used as "deadline"
pictures to net pia\ dates from exhibitors who were neKliKfnt about their contracts for the company's other short
subject product. The same procedure was considered for
feature picture application, but this situation was admittedly less serious than that presented by the shorts.

*

John .\llen, the Cincinnati "Legionnaire?"
broke down and confessed to his hold-out pals
at the convention that he was no longer one of
them.
Married three weeks ago.

* *

*

on

Circuit

Chicaj((j — "'llif picture's the tliiiiK." This
Is the conclusion <lrawn by Loew's, haseii
on its theatre experience, according to Col.
E. A. Schiller, general manager oi the circuit. The company, he told delejjates to
the M-G-M C(jnvention here, has made the
costly mistake in the past of hoping to
boost grosses with big ndme acts.
"Ft is the picture that brings them in and
not the presentation, higli-i)riced act or anything else," Schiller asserted.
The .short feature, declared Schiller, "i>
going to be a very important factor in the
success or failure of the theatre in the future." and he intends to call a meeting in
\ew \'ork to determine how it can be made
a more prominent and imjjortant part of
Loew programs than in the past.
"My vinced
associates
and made
L" hea said,
"arein conthat we have
mistake
the
I)ast in hoping to build tlieatre business by
tlie presentation of big-name stage acts.
We have learned ( and have paid tor our
e.xperience ) that unless the feature picture
was really worthwhile, regardless of the
strength of the stage presentation, business
at its best was merely normal. It is the
picture that brings them in. and not the
presentation, high priced act f)r anything
else," he concluded.
convention without duplication at an;, cent. He
even possessed a specially-made bridge suit,
according to Col. Ed Schiller, who denied that
it aided in bettering his game a bit.

* *

*

1 he Salt LaJi'c OVy delegation. Clarence
.'iez'erson. Ed Mix. Ernie Gibson and .Maurice
Saffle, in.fisted that their home tozcn pond has
it all oz'cr on Lake Michigan and that the boys
back thar knozc more about a "cannon" than a
Chicagoan can learn in a life-time. Just the
same, you don't get in the nezi'spapers as often
as zee do.

»

«

*

Screenings all day Tuesday at the Parkside
Theatre on Xorth Clark. Two features just
completed on the coast, high lights from other
features now in production, a variety of shorts,
including comedies, novelties, a Colortone
Revue and a test subject, comprised the product
shown.

«

»

*

Henry Nathanson. Regal chief . claims a record
for the Tom Thumb golf course at the Drake.
Zi'ith a neat 53 for the eighteen. "Didn't use
aboasts.
zi\>oden club all the zi.'ay around, either," he

"C.v" Bridges from dtncn N'.-licleans zcay,
zcas azvarded a pair of high heeled slippers for
the distinction of being the lankiest man at the
conz-ention. There tca.f no contest, as "Cy"
zk'os picked out by the judges the minute they
spotted him. He zi-as sitting dmiii at the tim^.

John Willingham put his famous Memphis
"ya-hoooo" into circulation when his name was
called
for the Legion of Honor roll. It started
something.

JThere is no truth to the rumor that Hal
Roach tried to sign up Clat Clatworthy of Minneapolis on a long-term contract, we are told.

* *

* *

*

Tom

Connor's

wardrobe

*

*

Eddie .-iaron couldn't figure out zvhv somebody ahways started to pass those boxes of good
cigars at just that point zvhere the box zvoidd
he empty zchen it finally reached him. He has
lots of customers back home zvho like good
cigars, too.

* *

* *

*

lasted

through

the

Win

Stardom

Chicago — Their work in "Caught
Short" has won stardom for Marie
Dressier and I'olly Moran, who are
M-G-.M.
to be co-starred in "Itazzle-Dazzle" bv
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Nine Stars, Five Talker
Serials on
Pathe Schedule for 1930-31 Season
Scdes Forces Get Production
Plans at Four Regional
Conventions
Chicago — Nine stars are to be offered by
Pathe in its 20 features for the 1930-31
season, in addition to a number of featured
players, Phil Reisnian, general sales manager, will tell the central division sales
force at its meeting here Saturday and Sunday. Harry
division
manager,
will Lorch,
preside Middle
at the \\'^est
sessions.
The
company is returning to the serial field,
scheduling five on its new year's program.
The meeting here is the second regional
gathering, the first having been held Monday
and Tuesday at New York. A third meeting is scheduled May 23 and 24 at St. Louis,
and a fourth May 28 and 29 at San Francisco.
Pathe's line-up will include 20 features
and 52 two-reel comedies in eight series, 52
issues of Pathe Audio Review, 104 issues
each of Pathe Sound News and Pathe News,
six Knute Rockne sports pictures, 26 Grantland Rice Sportlights, 26 issues each of
sound and silent Aesop's Fables and 26
Vagabond Adventure Pictures.

The Star Roster
The Pathe stars this season are Ann
Harding, Constance Bennett, Marv Lewis,
William Boyd,
Eddie Robert
Quillan,'
Helen
Twelvetrees,
Fred Scott,
Armstrong
and James Gleason. These personalities will
appear in individual starring productions
and together in casts of other productions.
Pathe's directors are Paul Stein, Tay
Garnett, Joseph Santlev. Edward H. Griffith. Rollo Lloyd. Russell Mack, John Robertson, Alfred E. Green and Reeves Eason.
The authors are Eugene Walter, Philip
Barry, Max Marcin, Carl Hovey, Sada
Cowan, Maurice Coons, Lynn Riggs, Clara
Beranger, Walter de Leon, Clare Kummer.
Josephine Lovett, Paul Gangelin, Ralph
Murphy, Ray Rockett, Horace Jackson,
Thomas Lennon, Garrett Fort, James Seymour, Thomas Buckingham, Paul Schofield,
W. C. Tuttle, John Erskijie, Edward Bennett, Harold Schwartz, James Gruen, Mauri
Grashin, Courtney Ryley Cooper and Laura
Hope Crews. Josiah Zuro is general music
director.

Three with Star Casts
The 20 specials for the new season follow :
There
will be three productions
with star
{Continued on Page 103)

"Pauline" Returns
Pathe will have five talker serials
on its 19.30-.31 season, marking the
company's return to this form of entertainment. The list will be headed
by "The Perils of Pauline," one of
the biggest chapterplay hits of years
ago. Another one of the subjects will
be "Pardon My Gun," which is to star
George Duryea and Sally Starr.

PATHE— SOUND
«"

AND COLOR

J. P. riTVMIMr.HAlU

urre in order fur
CONGRATULATIONS
Phil Keisman, general sales manager, and
C. J. Scollard, treasurer, recently elevated to
the Pathe cabinet of three, laith E. B. Derr
rounding out the trio.

ri£ chairman announced that Tuesday ufas
E. B. Derr's birthday. The boys sent him a
pippin of a telegram.

E. B. would have got a great kick out of
the meetings, particularly the enthusiasm for
the way he is hitting the ball in production.

The boys all gave Joe Rivkin a hand for his
exploitation stunts on "Swing High."

Terry Ramsaye's versatility was a subject
of cotmn-ent. He certainly is doing a real job
with Pathe News and Pathe Audio
Revieiv.
The newsreel owes a lot to Ray Hall, its
efficient editor, whose work was praised during the sessions.
His job in putting over "Su'ing High" at
Baltimore won congratulations for Joe Rivkin, Pathe exploiteer, who certainly knoivs
how to handle openings.
Rutgers Neilsen, by the way, had a medal
to exhibit. It's in recognition of his five years
of service with the company, a fine bit of
sentiment which made him happy.
T. S. Delchanty, vice-president and general
manager of Pathe International Corp., says
the outlook is bright in the foreign fields.
Ross Cropper, Boston veteran, took occasion
to reminisce on the old days at Omaha.
/.

F. McAloon,
Reisman's
efficient
ant, got a big hand on his talk.

assist-

Pathe's exchange efficiency is due in great
part to E. W. Ballantyne, who is in charge
of exchange operations.
Pathe's announcement
book has some
art work and the line-up looks good.

fine

Credit Rutgers Neilsen with staging a real
party at the Hollywood, where his good friend.
Nils T. Granluiid, m.c.'d to the delight of the
Patheites.
Ed. McEvoy is one of the most popular
sales e.vecutivcs in the business, and his good
fellowship during the convention shoived zchy.
Ed.'s men swear by him, and how!
The Washington gang pulled a fast one on
Charlie Stombaugh, signing his name to the
breakfast check for the bunch.
Bob Mochrie was the object of a lot of
kidding on account of the $25 riding hoots he
ivas nicked for. And he couldn't get the hootery to shave a dime off the price.
And Bob, so it seems, makes a practice of
reading "The Saturday Evening Post" on Friday nights.
Several Bergs rvere there, including E. Ginzburg of Quaker town, and N. Steinberg of the
city of stogies, zi-hich is another berg — some
smoke.
Joe O'Sullivan finished indexing all of the
Audio Reviews in record time and had the
book in the hands of the boys before thev left.

Noute wonder
O'Neill is an "up-to-the-minman" — he Gar
was born in Lexington, Ky.

Max Westebbe. wearer of a Chester Conklin
walrus mustachio, gave his famous sound synchronized imitation of a fish out of water.
Ted Jaediker decided to put some of the
Hollyzvood beauties on the Pathe payroll as
the art department models.
Manny Lee, short subject ad champ, stayed
long on all the sessions to get sales slants.
L. Garvey came to the convention by boat —
the .\lbany night boat.
Bog Wolff made a great hit with his stories.
Arthur

Goldsmith

held

his

own

with

the

snappy dressers.
The "Rose" of the meeting was J. L. Rose
of Albany.
Sam Lefko, a Pittsburgher, is the newest and
youngest branch manager, but he makes up in
pep. What
he lacks is years.
Charlie Ulrich, press book king, zvas at every
session to get new ideas on injecting sales
pozt-er in the press books.
H. Price, who comes from the Smoky City,
has just the tag for a salesman.
C. F. Kenneth, of the NVC sales staff, zvas
the "EdJie Quillan" of the convention zi'ith his
trick clothes for ez'ery session.
Max Fellerman. Pathe's sales ace in Brooklyn, was an enthusiastic conventionite.
Ballentine
looked
Arrowpresent.
Collar"
kid.Ed Too
bad there
were "th^
no ladies
Patheite most resembling a movie actor —
J.
L. McAloon, who is a dead-ringer for Bob
.\mes.
Jack Level, Pathe Sun editor and staff all
rolled into one jolly good fcllozv. used a kind
of short hand that zi-as pretty tough on pencil
points.

Cheek
One of the laughs of the Pathe convention concerns an exchange manager who was transferred to another
city. A few days after his arrival he
was informed by one of the other
managers that he was on the cuff
for $4..50. that amount being his assessment for a present given his predecessor, whom the new arrival did
not even know.
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Actress Scouts
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Grainger H Fault
\> hen Marr> Muxhaum lir^l ;ip|)liod
to Jinimj (Jrainijer lor ;i job \earH
atjo,
said best
:
"I'mhf the
diimiied salesniati in
"Oh, yeah," >aid .linini>, "how
.Vmerica."

llullywuod — I'athe is lauiKliinji investigation uf dramatic scliools, .stock coiii|)aiiics
and music conservatories for disa)very oi
new talent.
Laura Hope Crews, t'ormer sta^c star
and recent diiiiofjue coadi at I'athe, has
been commissioned to jjumshoe for new
screen candidates who will he )<iven si.\nionth Iryout contracts. Miss Crews' first
Stop is San Francisco, after wiiich she will
pick out others in cities en route Hast.
Pathe thinks there are certain definite
requirements necessary tor screen players
and stars of the future. Beauty and camera
personality, besides (juality and personality
in the microphoned voice, are figured for
the potential stars of the next three years.
The company believes the stajje has been
thorouf^hly combed by producers in their
searcli for talent and nothinj.^ iiuich of importance remains in that field. Pathe expects to tap the supply rij^ht at its source
and thereby secure possibilities in young
faces and voices that can be de\el()pe(l witli
proper handling.

'Frisco Society Girls Go
For Fathers Talent Gag

San Francisco — The local "four hundred"'
are falling hard for Pathe's hunt-for-newtalent stunt. Two 'Frisco buds alrcadv liave
applied for tests. They are Dorothy
Spreckels, daughter of the late A. B.
Spreckels, sugar magnate, and Ann Koster.
daughter of Frederick J. Koster, business
man and former president of the San Francisco Chamber of Commerce.

Pathe Central, Southern
Divisions in St, Louis
St. Louis — Harry Graham, central dixision sales manager, and W. E. Callaway,
southern division sales manager of Pathe.
together with the managers, salesmen and
bookers in the exchanges of their districts,
will make their headquarters at the Coronado Monday and Tuesday where the divisions will meet in joint convention.
Phil Reisman,
!•'. Mc.\!oon
andbe F.here.
\V.
Ballentine
of the J.home
office will
Others who are attending include:
Central: Buffala-Jamt's Reill.v. branch uianaKt^r: G.
VV. Ferguson, J. Kraiisc and E. C .\larkens, salesmen, and A. Teschemaeher. lK»ker. Cincinnati— S.
Jacques, branch manager; H. R. Callaway, X. LeVene, C. A. Moltc and .\. Sugernian. salesmen, and
R. O. Laws, booker. Cleveland <). J. Riihy. branch
manager: R. K. Bishop, .\I. .1. (dick and W. H. Windsor, salesmen, and A. E. Brauenig. l>ooker. Indianapolis-Harry salesmen,
Graham, branch and
manager:
.\. \\".
Carrick and G. Levy,
X. Humm,
booker.
St. I.ouis — W. E. BransiTii, branch manager; M. J.
Dunn, L. A. LaPlante and J. Xoehrn, salesmen, and
R. C. Mortensen,
booker.
Southern: Atlanta — H. R. Kistler. branch manager;
C. R. Beacham, O. K. Bourgeois, B. A. Wallace and
S. T. Wilson, salesmen, and F. I.. Stowc. b<)oker.
Charlotte — R. C Prica. branch manage>r; R. ."^.
Beacham, R. F. Brannon and R. S. Mitchell, salesmen, and H. Keeter, booker. Dallas — W. E. Calla
way, branch manager; H. G. Krumnt. W. B. Renfroe, S. ^f. Sachs and W. B. Wesley, salesmen, and
R. F. Ixjwman, booker. Memphis — A. _M. Avery.
branch manager: J. Greig and M. C. White, salesmen, and X. T. Powers, booker. Xew (Weans G. C.
Brown, branch manager: H. F. Cohen and R. E.
PleifFer. salesmen, and ,T. Duffy. Inioker. Oklahoma
City — C. W. Allen, branch manager; .1. Brainard. .T.
\V. Davis and P. Fielding, salesmen, and W. R.
l^ittinger, l>ookcr.

do I

Huxbauni: "Trj rue and see."
A week hiter, "Bux" returned without a sale and <;rain>jer nave him the
know?" Whereupon "Uux"" replied:
works.
"Say, there's nothing the matter
with me. .M> salesmanship is (). K
The trouble is with the fell(»w who
sold you the idea to sell those pictures in the byfirstHarry
place."
Narrated
Keiehenbach at
the dinner tendered this week to Harry
Buxbaum.

Sales Policies
Bared at Pathe
Regional Meet
I iiicago — Sales policies best adapted to
tiie company's new feature and short subject product were discussed by liome office
and mid-western executives at Pathe's regional sales meeting, held at the Blackstone hotel here, Wednesday and Thursday.
Particular emphasis was placed on sales
methods employed in the marketing of
junior features and newsreels by the speakers, \siio advised salesmen that with the
increasing importance of this product,
more and more attention nuist i)e given to
proi)er sales methods.
Kay Nolan, Kansas City branch manager,
outlined sales plans for the newsreel product, while the short subject sales policy was
revealed by J. F. Mc.\loon, assistant sales
manager of Pathe. Phil Reisman, general
sales manager,
the company's new
feature
product outlined
sales policv.
J. J. Clarke, Chicago branch manager, set
forth rules of proper conduct for salesmen.
Other addresses were made by R. S. Ballantyne, Omaha branch manager, who ad\anced suggestions for final sales disposition of the company's current product : and
I)y F. W. Ballentine. manager of exchange
operations, who offered suggestion- on
branch management and operations.

Quotas Are Announced

-Announcement

of district ;m(l individu;i!

fjuotas was made by I'hil Reisman at Thursday morning's sessions, which was followed
by a discussion of the individual problems
of division and branch managers and salesmen, bv Reisman, Mc.\looii and Ballentine.
.\ discussion of divisional problems occupied the afternoon session. \ banquet
concluded the central division meeting,
which was attended bv the company's midwest division and branch managers, bookers,
office managers and salesmen.
Harry Lorch, central division manager,
presideci at the meetings, which included
screenings
the company's
short
subjectof product.

INine Stars, Five
Talker Sc^rials on
Patlie ScIkmIuIc

feature and

Derr Continues on Coast
Hollywood — K. B. Derr. newly-elected
general manager of Pathe, intends to continue his headquarters on the Coast.

(CuiUiuui'J from (>iiijt' lOi)
casts:
"Swing
High," "Beyond
\ictory" and
"t ioliday."
"SwiiiK High," which is already |)layiiig first
runs, is l)\ Jainv. .Seymour and Joseph .Santlcy
and directed by the latter, lielen Twclvetrecs,
I'red .Scott, Dorothy Burgos, .Sally .Starr, Nick
Stuart, Chester Conklin, Ben Turpin, Stepin
I'ctchit, Robert Kdcson, Br)atit Washburn,
(ieorne Fawcett, Daphne Pollard, John Sheehan, .Mickey Bennett, Little Billy and William
Laufcdu coinixjse the cast. Si.\ songs are
featured.
"Beyond N'ictory" is an original by Edward
Bennett and adapted by James .Seymour, Lynn
Kiggs, Thomas Lennon, .\lauri drashin and
(jarrett I'ort. The direction will be by John
Koberts<jn. The cast includes William Boyd.
.\nii Ifardiiig, James (ileason, Robert .\rmstrong,
Twelvetrees,
Zazu Pitts, \S'ally
.-\lbright Helen
and I^ura
Hope Crews.
"Holiday" will offer .\nn Harding, Mary
.\>tor. Fdward Everett Horton, Robert .Ames
and Hedda Hopper in the stage play by Philip
Barr\. In the support are Monroe Owsley, .Audrey I'orrester, Mabel I'orrest, Creighton Hale,
and Hallam Cooley. Horace Jackson did the
adaptation
and E. H. Griffith will direct.
Constance Bennett will appear in lour attractions: "In Deep," Eugene Walter with
scenario by Forrest Halsey ; "1-azy Lady," by
Edward Bennett, with dialogue by Clare Kummer : ".Adam and Eve," a dialogue presentation
of John F.rskine's magazine serial ".All the
Way." by Paul Scofield and directed by Paul
Stein.

Three Starring -\nn Harding

.Ann Harding will >tar iii tlirce productions
and will appear in the cast of tsvo others. Her
starring vehicle will be "The Greater Ix)ve."
l)y Eugene Walter, with scenario by Waldeniar Young: "Romance Harbor," by Ma.\ Marcin ; "I Take This Woman." an adaptation of
"Jane Eyre," with Harry Bannister featured
and directed by Rollo Lloyd. Miss Harding
will be seen in the cast of "Holiday," Philip
Berry's Three
play, and
"Beyond
A'ictory."
from
William
Boyd
William Bo\d will star m three Il.■atu^e.^ and
will appear in the cast of "Beyond \'ictory."
His three starring vehicles are "The Last
Frontier," Courtney Ryley Ccwper's novel, with
scenario and dialogue by Jack Cunningham ;
"North of the Yukon," by Eugene Walter, and
"Rawhide,"
to be directed by Reeves
Eason.
ALiry Lewis will make her first appearance
on
the talking
screen inby "The
musical
story prepared
Lynn Siren
Kiggs. Song," a
Eddie Qiiillan will star in two attractions,
"Xigbt Work." an original by Walter deLeon,
with ton,
cast
including
Starr,
P'rances
Uplohn T.
Murrav,Sally
George
Duryea,
Robert
McWade, George Billings, .Addie ^(cPhail, Kit
Guard. Georgia Caine, Tom Dugan, .Arthur
Hoyt, Billie Bennett. Charles Clary. Douglas
Scott and Tempe Pigott in the cast and Rusand "LiTokin" for Trouble,"
directing:
also sell
by MackWalter
DeLeon.

Helen Twelvetrees in Two

Helen Twel\etrec> i- in two -tarring vehicles. "Her Man." an original by Howard
Higgin and Tay Garnett, with scenario by
Thomas Buckingham and directed by Tay Garnett : "The Price of a Party." an original by
with scenario by Horace JackSantley.
Josephson and
direction by Joseph Santley. Miss
Twelvetrees also is in "Swing High" and also
will be in "Beyond A'ictory."
g the two score are "This MarCompletin
riage Business," an original by Josephine
Lovett. and "Taking the Rap." with Robert
.Armstrong, by Paul Gangelin.
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Warners Add 7
To Schedule to
Meet Own Needs
{Continued from

page 95)

rington, Conn., Ridgewood and Hackensack,
N. J. ; Erie, Pa. ; Youngstovvn, O. ; West
Chester, Pa., and Milwaukee, Wis.
A twenty per cent increase in production
which will send feature production for
1930-1931 from 35 to 42 pictures will be
one of the highlights of the convention.
Behind the move lurks the lightning
growth
of the W'arner
the realization
on thetheatre
part
executives that those houses
sured a backbone product.

holdings
and
of company
must be asThe Warner

line-up, plus First National's anticipated 35
and pictures secured under franchise from
other companies, principally Paramount,
are held to be adequate in number to fill
that need.

Three Day Confab
The meeting will run three days and will
terminate Thursday night with a banquet
at which First National executives and sales
force will be present, as well as conventioneers representing Warner Bros. Pictures,
Inc., the parent organization, and the following subsidiaries :
Vitaphone. Brunswick - Balke - Collender,
Remick, W^itmark, Harms. De Sylva,
Brown & Henderson, Continental Lithograph Co. and Continental Theatre Accessories. The attendance will total about 400.
Warner sales representatives are now en
route from all over the country. A special
train, starting from Seattle, will pick up
delegates on its way, the special traveling
East via Chicago and Pittsburgh to the
coast resort.
The opening session will be held on Tuesday at 10 A. M. at which past performances
will be discussed. The next day will be devoted to current activities in all branches
of the Warner enterprises, which now include radio, broadcasting, phonograph manufacture, sheet music i)ublishing as well as
production, distribution and exhibition of
films.
On Thursday the program for the new
season will l)€ announced. Details of what
the principal pictures are to be, gathered
by the Hollywood staff of Motion Picture
News, appear elsewhere in this edition.
Home effice executives of Warners, officials of allied firms and members of the
headquarters staff to attend will embrace:
Harry M. W.Trncr, Jack I,. Warner, Albert Warner, Lewis Warner, Waddell Calchings, Sam E. Morris, Herman Starr, A. C. Thomas, C. C. Ezell, T.
V. Allan. Max Milder, J. 0. R. Freed. Joe Hummel.
Paul Swift, I?. F. Lyon. George Balsdon, A. Smith,
A. C. BratminRcr, A. W. .Schwalbergr, Arthur Sachson, Charles Kenike, Josejih Kelly, Charles Bailey,
Bert Perkins, Tom Namack, A. P. Waxman, Louis
BraRcr, H.
Harry
("harnas, Sam
AlbertSax,
Howson,
Carlisle,
S. Bareford,
Murray Samuel
Koth,
Raymond Soat, Myer T,esser, Phil .Abrahams, Harry
Lutjen, H. N. Doherty, Ed. Hesslx'rK. T. Martin,
C. Yarmy, .S. J. GrcenbcrRer. Morris Ebenstcin, Joe
Hazcn. B. Wooley, H. A. Bandy, C. C. Ryan, S.
Schneider, J. Cirdcn. Al Gottesman, J. H. Cunniff,
Joe Kcit. Henry Spitzcr, Jay Witmark, Isadore Witmark, E. H. Morris, S. Serwer, A. WattenbcrR, W.
CatchinRs, .S. MacDonald, Sidney Weinberg, Walter
Sachs. Harold
Ro<lner and Joe Hornstein.

The theatre department, headed by Spyros .Skouras. will embrace :
William

Goldman,

E.

J. Peskay,

John

J. Payette,

P i c t ii r e
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On Sheehan

May

for today.' "
Nat Glasser, Bernard Depkin, Lou Golder, Harry
Kalmine, I. J. HolYman, R. W. Hill, Charles Skouras, William Clark, Dan Michalove, Moe Rosenberg,
James Brennan, J. R. Espy, Earl Bell, Clayton Bond,
Lou Lazar, Dave Weshner, Donald Jacocks, E. L.
Alperson, G. P. Skouras, Cullen Espy, Geo. Bowser,
A. Krappman,
Jules Mat.sifF, Herman Maier and
Frank
Cahill.

Sales Force in Toto
The following branch managers and sales
representatives will attend :
J. T. Ezell, Atlanta; Nat Beier, Albany; C. E.
Alniy, Cleveland; Truly B. Wildman and M. A. Raymon, Dallas; Jerry Herzog, Ralph Wilk and Harry
Decker, New York; Harold Dunn, Pittsburgh; M. C.
Sinift. Kansas City; Dudley Williston, Indianapolis;
R. T. Smith, Milwaukee; C. R. Gilmour. Denver,
M. F. Keller, Portland; T. A. Donahue, Boston; C.
R. Osborn, Montreal; John Butler, St. John; Joseph
Plottel, Vancouver; Harry Rosenquest, and Harry
Neill, Chicago; Jack Storey, Los Angeles; J. S.
Hebrew; H. E. Elder, Boston; Morgan A. Walsh,
San Francisco; Harry Danto, New York; Fred Goodrow, New Orleans; Harry Seed. Buffalo, Earl Silverman, Chicago; M. W. Davis, Charlotte; J. A. Davis,
New Haven; Ed Goldstein, New York; R. F. Cloud,
Cincinnati; L. E. Goldhammer, Minneapolis; Marty
.Solomon. St. Louis; M. J. Comer, Oklahoma City;
Ralph E. Binns, Washington; M. H. Gustaveson,
Salt Lake; J. O. Rhode, Oklahoma City; A. H. Huot,
Seattle; H. Given, Philadelphia; Frank Meyers, Toronto; J. C. Davis. Calgary; Wolfe Cohen, Winnipeg;
W, B. Fulton, Atlanta; F. W. Gebhardt, Arthur
Weinberger, New York; Harry Lustig, Los Angeles;
J, Berman,
Toronto;
aijd Norman
Ayres, Detroit.

Brunswick There Strong
Representatives of Brunswick-Balke-Collender, recently acquired by Warners, will
be present in full force.
Included will be :
F. D. Adams, J. Aldice, W. J. Bajer, E R. Barner,
J. K. Beach, J. L. Billiet, B. Booth, .M. Y. Brockett,
E. Borglin, P. J. Carr, H. B. Hark, I. Son Cohen,
G. C. Conner, P, E. Crane, D. P. Dalryniple, R. C.
Daubs, W. E. Dermody, E. A. Fades, O. C. Ellison,
P. S. Ellison, P. H. Erickson, M. E. Ewing, A. E.
Fair, E. S. CJermain, A. H. Goebel, E. J. Goetze,
M. O. Grinnel, O. Gullingsfrud. G. P. Gunther, W. A.
Haeffiger, H. J. Harrison, F. Horning, R. R. Hussey,
R. W. Jackson, O. F. Jewell, L. T. Johnson, F. W,
Kelley, H. Lapkin, C. J. Leftwich, M. T. Limeham,
Adolph Loeb, R. U. Lynch. R. I. MacLellan, B. Max,
T. McCue, V. J. McGranahan. J. McGuigan. Jr.,
Fred Mclntyre, J. O. Miller, J. Milton, G. O. Moore,
J. G. Mullen, F. Murray, F. J, Natwick, O. L. Neal,
G. H. Neehamp, I. D. Newman, Charles Ollstein,
T. B. Pearce, R. F. Perry, S. W. Peterson, M. A.
Pursel, P. P. Pyle. E. C. Raedel, K. E. Reed, S.
Reese, F. Reeves. H. E. Ringold, F. A. Robertson,
L. M. Robertson, S. Rogovin, R. Rosen. R. H. Rouse,
I. C. Sampson, San^ord Samuel. S. Schwartz. G. J.
Seedman, Howard Sellers, A. J. Slap, A. R. Smith.
R. H. Sncckenberger, M. T. Speert, H. C. .Spencer,
C. E. Stebbins, E. F. Stevens, Jr., D. H. Straus, L.
W. Stunlcvant, F. H. Suter, A. A. Trostler. H. \.
Vail, R. D. Warren, W. P. WTiite, W. Wray, J.
Wurzel,
David Zweifler, and Walter Zweifler.

1930

Warners Buy 9

Winnie Sheehan, the indefatigable,
as described by Harry Reichenbach at
the Buxbaum dinner in New York this
week :
"He called me at four o'clock one
morning and said:
'"What are you doing?'
" 'I'm playing checkers with my
wife,' replied Harry.
" 'Come on over,' said Sheehan, 'I
want to talk to you about our plans

24,

More; Harris
Skouras Aide
Spyros P. Skouras has appointed John
H. Harris his assistant as a result of the
deal by which Warners acquired the Harris
chain of 17 houses in Pennsylvania and
Ohio. Harris was general manager of the
circuit for a number of years.
Warner theatre acquisitions this week included the Cambria and Park, both seating
1,200, in Johnstown, Pa., the Bristol and
Cameo in Bristol, Conn., and the National
Group of 5 in Roanoke, Va.

Kresge Chain Store Deal
To Boost Warner Music
Five hundred music departments in as
many Kresge five and ten cent stores
throughout the country have been secured by
Warners for the sale of sheet music written
by Witmark,
Harms and other music subsidiaries of Warners.
While competitive publishers may not
necessarily be closed out, the break will be
given to Warner-controlled music.

W. B. Theatre for Beverly
To Be Built on New Site
H o 1 1 y w o o d — Warner Brothers have
switched the location of their new Beverly
Hills theatre from W'ilshire and Reeves to
Wilshire and Canon Drive. The spot is
considered a better location and more suited
for a de luxe theatre. Revised plans are
practically completed and construction is
slated to start early in June. Warners
owned both properties.

Bulk of 1st NatTs 35
Finished
or in Work
(Continued from page 96)

Frrirbanks,
Jr.
"Broken Dishes,"
with Loretta Young and Douglas
Leon Janney
in Booth
Ann Harding in "The
Belasco play which John
James
Rennie is to play
by Rex
and"Going
Ix)rettaSome,"
Young.

Tarkington's
"Penrod."
Girl of the Golden West,"
Francis Dillon will direct.
opposite.
Beach with Joe E. Brown

Skinner To Make Two
Otis Skinner in "Kismet," done entirely in Technicolor, and in "For the Honor of the Family," under
direction of John Francis Dillon.
"The Deep Purple," by Paul Potter and Wilson N.
Mizner.
"Tlie Queen of Main Street," with Lila Lee, Ben
Lyon, Louise Fazenda and Lucien Littlelield under
direction of William
Beaudine.
"Captain
Blood." made several years ago as a
silent
hy Vitagraph.
"The Bad .Man," with Walter Huston, Dorothy
Revier, O.Badger.
P. Heggie and James Rennie, directed by
Clarence
M.irilyn Miller in "Sweethearts," all-color version
"Bad, Good Girl," operetta.
"Top Speed," with Joe E. Brown, Bemice Claire and
Jack Whiting.
"Mother's
Cry." which Helen Grace Carlisle, the
author,
is adapting.

of

H. M. Warner to Build in
Mt. Vernon; Lives There
A theatre for Mt. Vernon, on the fringe
of New York, is planned by the Warners.
Harry M. Warner's estate on California
Road
is in Warner
that city's
limits.
Another
house
is scheduled for
White Plains. A site on Mamaroneck Ave.
is being sought via Prince and Ripley, local realtors in that town.

Cohen Entertains
Toledo — Sammy Cohen, who made a
name for himself as a comic in "What
Price Glory" and now appearing in a Publix stage unit, made the train jump from
Detroit to act as master of ceremonies at
aOne
party
staged and
by the
hundred
fiftylocal
wereoperators'
present. union.
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RKO to Follow National
Confab uith 3 Recjionals

New RKO Device to
Kill (iround Noises

Lus Allgcl(.■^ — 1\K() will loUow iis national cunvfution with three rej^'ioiial lucctiuj^s. These will he held in New Orleans
May 26 and 27; ChicaKo, May 29 and Ml
and New York, June 1 and 2. Salesmen,
office inanajjfers and bookers, not represented at ilu' national convention, will particinate.

Hollywood — l.liininatioii of ground noises
iluring recording, thus eiudding the raising
by 100 per cent of the volume of sound on
the sounri track, is claimed for Improvements flevelope<l by Recording Engineer
McDowell <jf RKO. This allows printing
of the sound tr.ick on release prints, so
exhibitors do not have to adjust volume
control continually from the booth, according to William Lc Baron. In other words,
he said, sound volume will l>e set at the
start of the picture, continuing constant
throughout the jncture. RKO has exclusive
rights on this method for one year, said
Le Baron.

National, Local Help
For Exhibitors Slated
Hollywood — National advertising co-operation for its exhibitor accounts and local
co-operation for percenta^ showings are
planned by RKO for next year. The company will not launch the new policy until
it has from $2,0(X),()()U to $3,()(H),(M)U to
spend on its campaign.

Darmoiir Rounds Up
Writers for Comedies
Hollywood — With a .scenario department
totaling 25 writers, Larry Darniour plans
to get story material far ahead (rn his various comedy scries being jjroduced for RKO
release. Darmour is said to be carrying tlu'
largest number of writers ever assembled at
one time by any comed\- prtnlucer on tlie
coast.

Neighborhood Houses
For Capital Planned
Washington — Radio- Keith - Orpheum
understood to be planning a number
neighborhood houses here.

is
of

Safron- Adams $500 Bet
Holhwood — Jerry Safron and Cleve
Adams, western and eastern sales managers
for RKO, have made a bet or $500 on
their respective grosses for 1930-31. They
were deluged with recjuests by managers
of their divisions for a piece of the wager.

Sloane

Gets

Team

Again

Hollywootl — Paul Sloane will direct Bert
Wheeler and Robert Woolsey, in their second feature comedy for Radio, "Half Shot
At Sunrise." Sloane is preparing the story
with Ann Caldwell, Rube Bernstein and
Harrv Tiernev.

June Joy Month at RKO
RKO ofticials in the vaudeville and tihn
booking departnients are selecting programs
for next month, which will be known
throughout the entire circuit as "June Joy
Show Month."

Brown Gets Big Job
Hollywood — -McKillo Brown

has been as-

signed the Amos 'n' Andy feature by RKO.
Tentative title is "Check and Double
Check."

Address by 'Phone

Hollywood — David Sarnotl ,ind Hiram
Brown. Radio-Keith-Orpheum chieftains,
addressed the RKO convention here via
telephone from
New
York.

Sign Higgins
Hollywood — RKO has placed Peter Higgins, vaudevillian, under contract.

iL ■■ii!iiuii-il jiiiin pdifc 'J7 )
wich — IoikI for titans.
(lisi> lit sardines.

Waiter brought forth a

Till' nv.ttcni ciuinlry sure affected Sam Rosen.
Abe Selinilser raiifilil Sam on the hack plaljorm
of the train warblinfi a tenor solo to the jackrabbits and ficMts alon<i the roaihiuiy. Sam must
hax'c been fiiiurinfj on a screen test 7i'hen he arrived in Hollywood. Or perhaf>s he wcis told
that Hollyu'ood shieks now had to sin;/ to (/et
by ivith the dames.

* ♦ *

.M()st of the boys attended the WliceierWoolsey testimonial at the Koosevelt Blossom
RiMini. They were treated to an eyeful of picture celebs, \vi.secrackers and song writers.

* * *

.S". //. Decker of ]Vinnipc<i demonstrated to
the
he is theoforii/inal
"sci-en-elcz'en"
kid. hoys
His that
manijyulation
the square
ivories zvas
a revelation to some of the V. S. boys. Then
Decker carried a roll of Canadian currency
which l>rovided plenty of complaint from- those
u'ho thought they were going to get .untie of
Decker's. After his first roll, hoivever, the
hoys ha<i to try to get their cnvti dough back,
tuoney.
and lost interest in the color of Decker's onm

United Rorrows Daniels
From RKO for J Musical
Bebe Daniels will make one picture for
United .\rtists under terms of a Iwirrowing
agreement arranged *for with RKO by
Joseph M. .Schenck. Irving Berlin will prothe film, has
"Reaching
the .Moon,"
for
which duceBerlin
composedioreight
new songs.
He also wrote the story. Wni. .\nthony
McGuire is writing the adaptation and
dialogue. Technicolor will not be used, contrary to first reports.

* * ♦

Percy Taylor headed tlie Canadian contingent
and tried to affect a blase appearance in Hollywood. Perc recently made a trip to studio land
in company with d>niamic Hy Daah, the electrified titan.

* * *

"Theme song" Elliott started to bring along
a portable phonograph ivith various theme song
records. But Elliott, in departing hurriedly
from Detroit, left his musical talents in a ta.ri
and had no idea of what the number zoas.

* * *

G. B. Ellis came along from .-Ktlanta with
his wife and youngster. Looked like the Mrs.
was taking no chances witii the voluptuous
vamps of Hollywood.

* * *

Harry Michaelson of Cincinnati li'as unanintou.dy 'voted the Adonis of the party. He is
c.vpected to break several hearts in Hollywood
before leaving.

RKO Books "King of Jazz"

Lou B. .\letzger, Linver-al sales chieftain, has closed a deal whereby "King of
Jazz" has been booked solid into the 32
RKO theatres in New York City and environs.

"Big Brother" for Dix
Hollywood — Richard Di.x's picture to follow "Cimarron" will be Re.x Beach's "Big
wood.
A song writer in the Roosevelt lobby
first took it for a Tom Thumb golf course.
* * «
Brother."
Roy Churchill and Jerry Safron are "originals" of the old Mutual and Robertson-Cole
days. Both have had unbroken ri cords with the
company. .4nd at least fifteen years "with one
organisation is some record at that.

» * ♦

Cleve .\dams spent most of bis spare time
trying to convince several of the bridge experts
that his rules and ideas were right. But he was
not playing with exhibitors, and his .sales arguments made no impression.
Harry
li'hisllcr
Mertc of
sas City

Dixon of Buffalo, became the champ
of the tour icithout competition. Al
Cleveland, and Roy Churchill of Kanstepped aside.

Kddie Wells of Montreal also lays claim to
early film salesmaning. He was with the old
General Film in New York, and later in Canada
for Triangle.

* * *

Then there's Penrod of St. Louis and Penrod
story.
of Indianapolis. Tough luck RKO cannot produce the talker 7-ersion of Booth Tarkington's

* * *

Bentix- Benjamin of Chicago stepped aboard
with the loudest green suit even seen in Holly-

Jack Pegler came west to tell the boys about
the "titanic" tie-ups which Radio Pictures will
have during the coming year. There seems to
be a load of Lord, Thomas and Logan stuff
in store for the boys.

Mitt Him

Earl Kramer seemed to he particularly partial
to Canada Dry. He called for it frequently during the train trip ti'cst.
* * *

Hy Daah's inherent modesty will
suffer a severe setback when he reads
this, for the way Lee Marcus handed
him the palm at the Hollywood convention is nobody's business. "The
greatest advertising genius in motion
pictures of all time," was the way
Lee put it. crediting Daab with no
small measure of RKO success.

* * •

Everyone was sorrj' that Hy Daab had to
be tied to his New York desk. But the gang
excused him when they realized that titanic insert smash is getting readv for iiUeresting eves.
"Dixiana" sure proved a sensation to the hoys
li-hen they sa^c it Monday afternoon. They
cheered aplenty, finally calling on Bill Le Baron,
Director Luther Reed and Victor Baravalle
* » '•
for speeches. The boys finally had to quit figuring the millions "Dixiana" tcill gross.
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A CITY — not a l)€autv. nor of motion pictures, nor of gflamour — a city of sandwiches.
The fact that a Garbo sandwich is really a
Swiss-cheese sandwich under another name, and
that Cooper is another name for ham and jelly,
is quite well known.
This item does not concern itself with edibles,
but with that greater and ever-increasing horde
of human sandwiches stuck in-between two slices
of a sign, and who are forever parading the once
picturesque sidewalks of Hollywood.
The plight of the old favorites is one calling
for thought from every thinking man in Hollywood. The trouble is that this classification is
so notoriously slim. As thin as the sandwich
men, but not so numerous.
Actors, even the best of them, may be seen
visiting their friends, stepping out, shopping,
wearing the clothes they used in a recent picture— clothes studiously studio-made for character roles. We have checkered suits — I never
believed any one would really wear them — burlesque golf clothes and others which have apparently gone through a rain sequence, from
the shape they're in. This is a period of retrenchment. Why, no one knows for certain.
Walking down the Boulevard I spied a doddering old soul between two signs which read,
andtheenough
want
"I
fad. money to live on."
started
This man work
Two days later I saw five more. One read,
"Good character actor. Plays villains, dopes.
and underworld characters. $5 a day. GL 2552."
Another read, "Former gag man, director,
general manager, will write your stories for
Reasonable prices."
you.
One was a pretty girl in a bathing suit.
"Beauty-contest winner. Doesn't want to be
a waitress, cash girl. What can director offer?

preferred."— 7?<'av ("" Picture Play
Honorable
The first theatre built especially for
television will be located on 5th Ave.
and will open in the 1932 Autumn.
Television will be launched as a ritzy
affair and two years will elapse before any attempt will be made to peddle it to Orange Juice Gulch.— N. Y.
Mirror.

«

»

*

New Brooms for Barry!
A clean sweep of undesirable acquaintances
and a drastic revision of his private life — this
is the order of the day for young Mr. Barry
Norton, who begins his Paramount contract
fired with ambition and high hopes.— PiVfiov
Play.

The End Is In Sight

P ic t u y c

.V c iv s

Kill Heem!
Leo Heatley reports the verbal tilt
which resulted when George Jessel,
having received a resounding whack
on the back at a recent lodge meeting, turned around and was met by a
little guy who chirped: "Hello, Mister
Greenberg!" Of course, George protested that he was not Greenberg.
"What I" exclaimed the other guy.
"You ain't Mr. Greenberg?"
"No," said George. "And even if I
was — is that the way to come pounding a man on the back?"
"Say, listen," said the stranger, a
little huffed. "Are you trying to tell
me how I should treat Greenberg?"

THE
extra sensational and lurid style of
advertising motion pictures died out with
the transition of nickleodeon to cinema palaces.
The average theatre patronage of today is such
that anything of an off color nature, either implied or real, either in advertising or the picture itself, is resented.
While we are on the subject we would like
to comment on the fact that Hollywood is
evidently at great pains to keep her skirts
clean. It has been quite some time since a
Hollywood scandal blazed across the front
page of the daily press. The effects of this
adverse type of publicity are too well known.
Oblivion awaits the Juckless movie star involved in a nasty scandal. In the long run
making good clean pictures and advertising
them in the same manner will show the most
profit at the end of the year.— ;1/. P. Record.
Seattle.

♦

♦

*

Bowling — you know, the game in which you roll
a ball and knock down the ten pins — is now a fad
in Hollywood.
Naturally such a game has its allegorical siKnificance, but it is not what you might think. True
enough, studio executives seem to delight in it, for
they have so much practice during the day bowling
down
the personnel.
But one of the Hollywood papers put the thing
right, through a typographical error. A big headline said,are"Bowing
fad bows.
in Hollywood."
There
bows andnow more
There's the bow the actor gives the producer, the
bow the director gives the producer, and all down the
screen aristocracy to the bow the prop boy gives the
assistant director. lUit perhaps the most interesting is the one given by the former star to the star
she is now supporting. These range in grandiloquence
from the faint light of recognition accorded the as
sistant, to the sweeping gesture of the serf for the
lord of the manor
accorded the producer.
In these days. Hollywood is bowing so much that
in another few years every one will have curvature
of the spine, chronic, and facial close-ups will have to
be shot with the camera
on the fioor.— Picture Play

*

The sandwich parade is now a featwre e/
the movie capital. Some of our former screen
names are in hard times. So if you send a
quarter to m star for a photo and there's no
ansu}er, don't get sore. I heard one remark
the other day, "If I don't get some fan mail
soon, I'll starve." — Neville Reay in "Picture
Play."

24,
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*

♦

"Off the screen, Hollywood boy
friends differ very little from those
one finds in any town. Some are amusing, some are shy, some are prodigal,
some are close, but few are as smooth
as they appear to be in their screen
roles." — Sally O'Neil in Motion Picture Classic.

»<tl7'HEN a recent premiere brought out all
VV the crowned heads of moviedom, imagine
my surprise, upon studying the audience, to
discover a gentle rhythmic tide rippling along
the rows of the moguls of quickly-made milNinety per cent of the Hollywood elite were
placidly chewing gum. Brilliant emeralds and
diamonds glittered more gaily in lovely ears,
because of the slight oscillation which flashed
the
light along their faces.
lions."
"And the crowned heads of production had
that contented look of a bossy cow deep in
daisies
and the satisfying cud."- — Merrick in
N.
y. World
*

*

+

Ben Turpin's first talkie appearance
Tivjj- in "The Love Parade" with Maurice
Chevalier. He had three words to say
and was so scared that all that cattle
from his trembling lips was a little,
trembliufi croak. *— Screen
Play Secrets
* *
Mary and Doug on their last trip abroad.
Everywhere, crowds. No privacy. "Isn't this
tiresome" said one to the other. "It is. Wish
we could go some place where people don't
know us," said the other to one. Then, by
luck, they hit a small village in the German
hinterland, where nobody seemed to recognize
them, and they were left very much alone.
"Isn't this wonderful?" said one to the other.
"Yes, isn't it?" said the other to one.
And the next day, they surried oijt of the
little village to some place where people would
recognize them. — Photoplay
* * *
Because of cotnplcxity and high cost,
it is held that at the ttwtnent no substantial commercial field is yet in sight for
television. — N. Y. Sun

* *

*

"The motion picture industry will follow
Mr. Hays' moral dictum only as far as is
consistent with its financial interests. The motion picture can never, under the most favorable conditions, amount to anything in the arAmerica." — Walter
spiritual
Prichard
in N.lifeY.ofNezvs
tistic andEaton

* *

"Warner

*

Brothers sent West

Irene

belroy and Jack Whiting, of 'Top
Speed,' the other day. She's all right
on the stage, but unless I am mistaken she'll get a bunch of lilies instead of a new contract when she finishes her first
in Picture
Play. picture." — Fannie Brice

* ♦

*

A general clean-up on the part of authorities,
seeks to remove the menace of fake mediums,
clairvoyants, sensitives and such folderol from
the Hollywood picture.
Motion picture people do not bother much
with the spirits. They like to have their fortunes told. They are a bit superstitious and
given heavily to such fads as numerology — if
indeed it comes under such a head. They like
to know their lucky days, are devotees of the
horoscope, but have little time for long evenings with the table tappers, ghost rapping and
other entertainments of the more leisurely. —
.Y. y. Eve. World
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(tilt- c-odc) will l>(- larxfly siiccessftil
Tn.\l
in it.s purpose is |)roven by the extent U<
winch it has Ixcn taken in titter serif)usness.
(,)ne of the strange misapjirehensions that denera!
I Lays has had to coniljat is the theory that the
lilni producers are delilK-rately, diabolically atwith
mind Views
the |>ublic's
corrupt
g to or
tenii)linies
crime.
ons topure
with incitati
obscenit
..f .'Mice White disrol)ing. or of ( leorge I'.ancroft blowinj,' up a safe, are said to be i)art of
the subtly satanic propaKaiula with which Holly\vf)od is converting,' mankind to its j)eculiarly
moral relijjit)n.

^PS tiffed
IF JACK GILBERT maintains his attitude
of silence regarding his personal affairs
and picture ideas, he will enjoy the same reputation for taciturnity that Calvin Coolidge held
as president. Thoroughly disgusted with the
march of events, the stock market's vicissitudes,
the reactions of the public to his initial talkie
and to the persistent curiosity of the general
public as to his marital affairs. Jack Gilbert
has declare<l himself permanently silent on all
matters until further notice. — .V. )'. Eve. World
Poor Edwina Booth 1 The pretty blonde lass certainly is bavin); her troubles. And consequently she's
giving M-G-M a head lull of gray hairs l)ecause completion of "Trader Horit" is at a standstill. Edwina,
who returned from Africa weinhing little more than
a fly, is now in a secluded mountain sanitarium rest
ing quietly in the hope that her strcnKth and health
will return. Despite a clause in her contract which
specifically absolves M-G-M in case of tropical sickness, the company is paying all bills ami will do so
until txlwina is well and happy again. The adventure has been a disastrous one for her. She suffere<l all the while she was in Africa from the intense
heat and resultant fevers. And now that she's back
home, instead of recovery Edwina has a breakdown.
— Film Fun

♦ * ♦

When Alistar Mcintosh, former husband of Connie Talmadge, arrived in
Hollywood the other day, only a Technicolor camera would have done justice to him. He wore a brown fedora,
an orange-and-red striped necktie, a
basket -weave coat, a cinnamon-colored
topcoat, yellow gloves, checkerboard
trousers and gray spats. — Motion Picture.

* •

*

magaThrough the medium of daily newspaper and stunts,
zine advertising, combined with other come-on
a crop of fake song experts has followed in the wake
of the themie craze in Hollywood.
no little from the sudAnd the boys are profiting
den tremendous floo<l of publicity that has attended
the swift rush of the song-writing game to one of
the country's leading industries.
, , ,
Around song writing and the attendant fabulous
salaries has been woven of late, myriad yarns, suffiart on as.par with
alley'consciousnes
cient to place the ip"tinthe panpublic
the stock market
a bait like that, the suckers
wherever you havek.
are And
sure to floc
, ,
i j
Schools are being formed to teach lyric and melcxly
writing: contests, an old hire to tea.sc the suckers,
tcste<l tricks
are being held, and all the familiar time
that featured the early capitalization on scenario
irom '"^
writing aspirations are being haule<l down
and dusted off for new customers. Inside Fact*.
shelf Angeles
Los

♦ *

*

Allan Dwan, said to be one of the
highest-paid motion picture directors.
has agreed to pay for peace with his
former wife, Pauline Busch. star of
other davs, at the rate of a little less
Mirror.
than SIO.OOO a year for her life.— .V. }'.

* *

*

Fashions in Romeos change. Today Prince
Charming of Broadway— points west, north,
south and east— is the song writer.
The fair-haired boy of Tm Pan .Mley. who
turns out the heart-throb stufT which comes
across the footlights, over the screen lights and
over the air, is the darling of the hour . But
let him beware! For unless he gets a newtheme or a new rhyme his reign will be short.
•— A'. }'. Journal.

"These charges, it need hardly be said, arc not
exactly
just.
There
is just one
jjurpose
that
animates
the movie
magnates
in everything

The Working-GirVs Friend
Hollywood — This doesn't sound like
a very strong tribute to the entertainment value of motion pictures — or else
it attests to the stronger drawing
power of another form of diversion.
.At any rate, to hear Neville Reay
tell it, the theatres in several states
have been compelled by the police to
lock up their balconies at matinees
to eliminate heavy petting parties.
These even outdid the torrid scenes
on the screen, and undoubtedly the
censors feared that the cast might
stop in the middle of the scene to
admonish their rivals. Take that either

W

OKU sifts along the Hardened Artery that
way."
another popular song writer wants to quit.
He is none other than Mr. Irving Berlin. He
hasn't been knocking them so cold with his last
lew numbers. It seems that the public taste
with its quick, revolutionary changes, has passed up the dreamy sentimental type of stuff that
made Berlin his fame and fortune. However,
why should he worry? He has his, and now
would like to lead the quiet life and devote his
time to his charming wife and family. In the
song writing business like everything else,
things move fast, new favorites pop up, and
the wise one is he who collects quick while he
is clicking and salts it against the day when
he must hand over the crown to a successor.
— Scrreti Secrets

they tiondo,to make
and that
money.is the understandable ambi"If these worthies become convinced that
the film fans want nothing but sweet cleanliness, then the\ will give them (or, I should
say, sell them) just that. In fact, they will
provide so much soft soap that the public will
iurcome sick unto death of purity and will start
shrieking for the restcjration of sex. This has
actually happened not once but many times.
"Just at present the trend is unquestionably
in the opposite direction. The movie market
has lately been so thoroughly glutted with
imderclad chorus girls, in natural color, that
there is no longer any particular kick in a bare
leg. This is true also of the thinly disguised
"The Cockeyed World'
whichoverflowed.
and similar with
comedies
fvawdyisms
"The public has seen enough of flesh-tinted
underclothes and heard enough of blue-tinted
wise-cracks for the time being. It is now necessary for the celluloid-mongers of Hollywfx^Kl
to pr<4vide something else, and to keep on providing it until that, too. has been overworked,
.^fter which they can return, as they always
—.S'heni-ood
in N.reliable,
Y. Postinfallible sex appeal."
to gcKxi old
do,

Beauties of the stage must continue
their careers after marriage if they
desire to retain the love of their husbands.— .V. }'. (Graphic.
* • •
The rise, fall and second rise of Lila Lee.
can thank
playerin who
the
for screen
her rebirth
popularity,
is sotheout"talkies"
of the
ordinary that it deserves consideration.
She was at one time a publicity-manufac(Continued on page 121)

Whatsay, Al?

Four years at Yale and you're equipped to
sell bonds. Four years at West Point and
vou're
e<iuipped to become
a movie
usher. —
Life.

♦ *

*

Haling taken two years to overcovic
.iheer ignorance aiui criticism, it is to be
hoped that in another two years Hollywood u-ill shozv us a real cinematic revue
which it'ill use to the full e.rtcnt the
pcrwers of expression inherent in the
camera, the microphone, the film record,
and the screen. — The Nation.

«

*

*

"Although it will be vigorously denied. Mary Pick
ford and Gloria Swanson are having a mess of husband trouble. . David Warfield is in a local
hosp. plenty low. . . . F. Ziegfeld just deposited
"'••J Gs for indorsing a new unbreakable phono record.
. . The so-called Wiseys are playing with Genera!
Theatre Equipment and Fox.
Ripley, who
know-8
thing,chine
can't
his lines
the Longever>Island
ma remember
studios, hehehe.
. . over
. Samat
Katz "swiped" Grace Brinkley's hooch Satdee." —
H'inchfll in .V. 1'. MirrOT.

* *

*

Life offers a solution to the question. "Howto Improve the Movies." The remedy is comparatively simple. .\11 the industry has to do
is go out and get a few- more gals who can
write as well as Katherine Brush and a supply
of directors w-ith Monta Bell's idea as to what
it's all about. — Life.

"My
mammy

icord!

.4

training

singers!" — Life.
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50 Features, 60
Shorts, 104 News
Reels for M-G-M
(Continued from page 100)
already finished. One of these pictures is
"Trader Horn," filmed in British East Africa
and directed by W. S. Van Dyke. Others now
ready include the musicals, "Good News," and
"The Singer of Seville," the latter starring
Ramon
Novarrf).
Twenty-three pictures are adaptations of
books or plays. Among the story^ properties
are "The Merry Widow" (now in music)^,
"Naughty Marietta," "The World's Illusion,"
"The New Moon," "Jenny Lind," "Trader
Horn," "The Bugle Sounds" and "Good
News."
At least two of Marion Davies" vehicles
will be adaptations of New York musical
shows, "Rosalie" and "The Five O'Clock
Girl." Miss Davies's third has not yet been
determined.

Three Garbos, Two Gilberts
Greta Garbo will be seen in at least three
productions, the first of which will be "Red
Dust." This is based on Wilson CoUison's
story.
John Gilbert's first starring film for the
coming year will be "Way For a Sailor,"
based on Albert Wetjen's story. He will be
seen in at least one other during 1930-31.
Two of Novarro's three will be "The Singer
of Seville," in which the star appears on the
screen for the first time as an opera singer,
and "Song of India," based on an original
now being prepared by Achmed
Abdullah.
"The Bugle Sounds" is a Lon Chaney starring film. It is an adaptation of Zinovi Pechkoff's book and will be directed by George
Hill.

Four Starring Haines
William Haines will be seen in four, but
the title of only one is announced. This is
"Remote Control," based on the Broadway
show.
Norma .Shearer will be seen in at least two
productions next season, but these stories have
not yet been selected.
Joan Crawford's first will be "Great Day,"
based on Vincent Youmans's stage production.
"Her Fortune," a story by James Montgomery,
her second, deals with a telephone operator
who wins a small fortune on a lottery ticket
and
goes to
I-"lorida. Two other vehicles will
be named
later.
Lawrence Tibhett's second film for ne.xt
year has not been determined, but "New
Moon" will be his first. This is an adaptation
of the stage musical of tine same name and
will be directed by Jack Conway, using the
c>riginal musical score by Sigmund Romberg.

4 Cosmopolitans Slated

i on

P ic t u r e

Max
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Loew's Pays
Chicago — Loew's is proving a big
factor in gross of M-G-M, Col. E. A.
Schiller, general manager of the circuit, emphasized at the film firm's convention here. Houses which previously paid an average of $98 now are
paying more than $1,000, he declared.

Talker Rental
Increase Offset,
Says Saunders
Chicago — Increased rentals of talking pictures do not mean proportionately increased
profits for the producer, said Edward M.
Saunders, M-G-M western sales manager,
who cited data to show that distribution and
production costs have kept pace with the
increased cost of theatre operation. The
increased rentals, he contended, are proportionate only to increased box office returns.
In the first six months of 1930, Saunders
asserted, production and distribution costs
showed the following increases over the
same period of 1929:
Per Cent
Increase
Studio employees
8.25
Distribution employees
5.50
Production expenditures
15.25
Distribution
expenditures
3.80
Studio wage increases
25.25
Studio improvement
11.00
Exploitation expenditures
38.80
Against these, for the same comparative
periods, he cited the following increases in
exhibition costs :
Per Cent
Increase
Theatre
employees
1.50
Theatre expenditures
1.67
Saunders pointed out that in addition to
these moderate increases in exhibition costs,
the theatres, particularly the small ones,
have been able to eliminate organist, pianist
or small orchestra, and .still obtain a higher
(juality of music with talking pictures. The
inclusion of this music, he said, has been
at the cost of the producer. This better entertainment now provided makes it possible
for the smallest of houses to present a program identical to that of de luxe houses,
whereas in the past there has been a great
difference in the quality of the programs
presented bv the two classifications of theatres, he said.

Sheehan Feted on His
Return to Hollywood

The first of fuur Ctjsmopolitan productions
will be Grace Moore's "Jenny Lind." There
will be three other Cosmopolitan productions.
Other pictures on the list include the following i>roperties :
"Madame Satan," directed by Cecil B. De
Mille and featuring Kay Johnson and Reginald Denny: "Raz/.le-Dazzle," a co-starring
comedy for Marie Dressier and Polly Moran.
"Rilly the Kid," directed by King Yidor, with
John Mack Brown in the title role. Others
will be :

music by Jimmy McHugh and Dorothy Fields;
"Tampico," by Joseph Hcrgesheimer ; "The
March of Time," presenting Weber and
Fields. De Wolf Hopper, Trixie Friganza.
Marie Dressier and Josephine Sabel, as well

"The World's Illusion," Jacob Wassermann's
novel ; "Dixie" ; "War Nurse" ; "Ballyhoo,"
Beth Brown's novel; "Dance, Fools, Dance,"
an adaptation of Martin Flavin's stage play.
"Cross Roads"; "The Great Meadow," bv
Elizabeth Maddox Roberts; "Doing That
Thing."
a musical
comedv
witii Ivrics and

as present day stars of the screen ; "The
Crisis" by Winston Churchill ; "The Passion
Flower" by Kathleen Norris ; "Monsieur Le
Fox" by Willard Mack, directed by Hal
Roach: "The Dark Star," Lorna Moon's stoi;i;,
with Marie
Dressier in the central role ; ai]d
Tbrei
••'PI
Ti
!.'_•"rciicb1. Girls.'
(■:_i_"
'•
Tb.

Hollywood — Winfield .Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of Fox, was
guest at a welcome home dinner Thursday
night at the Hotel Roosevelt.
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Fox Delegates
To Preview Films
And Tour Studio
(Contiinicd from patjC 99)
the usual key to the city and welcoming
speeches. Headquarters will be maintained
at the Ambassador, and the business sessions, launched on the train while en route,
will be renewed on Monday.
♦
A dance that night will be followed by
a business session on Tuesday morning, a
tour of Movietone City and a party at the
studio. On Wednesday a business session
will be followed by preview of "Common
Clay," one of next year's releases, and in
the evening the visitors will be guests of
Harold B. Franklin at a dinner he is to
give for Clarke, Sheehan and Grainger.

New Product Ready

"Living for Love" will be screened
Thursday morning, followed by another
business session. The group will visit the
fights on Friday night, while Saturday will
be left open to be climaxed by a party at
which Sheehan will be host. Sunday is an
open day and at six o'clock that night the
group starts East.
On June 4 and 5, in Chicago, the first
of two regional conventions will be held
at which will be present managers, salesmen
and bookers from the Chicago, Milwaukee.
Minneapolis, Des Moines, Omaha, Kansas
City, St. Louis, Indianapolis. Dallas; Oklahoma City, New Orleans, Memphis, Cleveland and Detroit exchanges. Grainger will
get this session under way. leaving two
hours after his arrival in Chicago from Los
Angeles for New York. John Nolan and
William J. Kupper, sales assistants, will
carry on.
At the Park Central Hotel in New York,
an Eastern sales confab will be held on

*

June 6 and 7.
As part of the home office stafif now en
route to the coast are several foreign managers and Irving Maas, in charge of
foreign contracts with headquarters in New
York, and Maurice Ahearn, foreign publicity representative.
Aboard the train are the following:
Glendon All vine. New York; Maurice Ahearn, NewYork; H. J. Bailey, Montreal; H. H. Buxbaum. NewYork; C. R. Blubaugh, Omaha; Sam Berg-, Boston;
W. C. Bachmeyer, Cincinnati; Lee Balsley, NewYork; H. F. Campbell, Boston; T. F. Conevbear.
New York; Ira H. Cohen, Pittsburgh; H. L. Clarke,
Chicago; J. Dermody. AJbany; John Dillon, Washington; B. L. Dudenhefer, New Orleans; Louis Dreher,
Chicago; David Davidson, Cleveland; Ben Dare,
Denver; Arthur Dickson, New York; C. W. Eckhardt, Chicago; H. Edmond, Washington; Roger
Ferri, New York; Nat Finkler, New York; Pat Flaherty, New York; G. W. Fuller, Atlanta; John Fuller.
Charlotte; J. R. Grainger, New York; E. C. Grainger,
New York; H. Gottlieb, Des Moines; W. Hutchinson,
London. England; F. J. Harley, Athens. Greece;
R. A. Higdon. Kansas Citv; Joseph Huber, Winnipeg;
C. E. Hilgers, Dallas; Clarence Hill, New York;
Thos. Jennings, Bo.'ston; J. T. Johnston. New York;
W. J. Kupper, New York; F. J. Kelly. Philadelphia:
A. Knapp, Detroit; L TJncer, New York; George
Landis. Indianapolis; Joe Lee. New York; H. Loeb.
Chicago; M. A. I^vy. Minneapolis; Al Lewis. New
York; Jack Lavin. Chicago; Edgar Moss. Philadelphia; L Maas. New York; R. G. March. St. John;
.Stanley Mayer, Des Moines; Harry Melcher. Milwaukee; R. J. Morrison, Denver; John Nolan. NewYork; Carl Neilson. New York: j. P. O'lxjughlin,
Toronto; J. P. Ryan, Havana. Cuba; W. A. Ryan.
Oklahoma City: Max Roth, Ne-.v York; H. Riegelman,
Des Moines; B. B. Reingold. St. Louis; L J.
.Schmertz. Cleveland; Jack Sichelman. New York;
C. P. .Sheehan. New- Vork ; Edward Schnitzer. New
York; Ben Simon. New- Haven; W. E^ Scott, Kansas
City; Lester Sturm. Detroit: Sam Wheeler, I*ittsburgh; T. W. Young,
Memphis.

Going direct to Los An.geles are:

V. M. .Skorey. Calgary. Alta.: Charles Powers.
Portland. Ore.: C. R. Dippie. Vancouver; F. W.
Voigt. San Francisco; C. W. Walker. Salt Lake
City: G. M. Ballontine, .'Seattle; Ben Gould. Los
Angeles.
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'"Divorcee"

Atfa Boy, Mike!
Bus Driver: ".Madam that child will
have t o pay full fare. He is over five
vfiirs
be.
aKO." Wife: "li
Kxhibilor's
of
ed he
fourcan't
ve;
I have only l)een marr ut
the true
lius Driver:
"Never mind
the money ■
confessions; let's have

House for Albany Suburb

irs."

Albany — A new tlioalix- in tlio village of
Mcnands. jnst north of the Albany city line,
probably will be erected this summer, according to an announcement by an Albany
real estate dealer acting: for a New York
City theatre company. The house will have
a seating capacity of 1,500. The village of
.Menands is showing a rapid growth at the
present time, owing to several large industrial plants which have located in the
village and which have brought a considerable iuHux of new homes and new resideijts.

House Changes Hands
Milwaukee — The Paris, local neighborhood house, has been taken over by C. J.
Williamsen from Herman Von Wolfskeel.

Photocolor Moving to Coast
Studio equipment ol Thotocolor Corp. is
being moved to the Coast where production
is to be concentrated. Pictures made by the
process are being released through Columbia.

Delf to Direct Shorts
Hollywood — Harry Dclf has been signed
by Columbia to direct short subjects. His
initial assignment probably will be direction
of "Specialties." the company's series of 26
single reel novelties.

**Adios" for Barthelmess
Hollywood — Richard Barthelmess will
next make "Adios" for First National with
Frank Lloyd directing. It is a yarn of old
California.

SpaFiish Player Signed
Ernesto X'ilche?. .~^pani^h actor, has
signed with Paramount Publi.x to play
the lead in the Spanish version of "Grumpy"
and with M-G-M for the lead in Spanish
version of "Mr. W'u." He left for the
Coast May 14. .\lbcrt Godoy represented
the player in both deals. Miguel De Zarraga, Spanish author, also was signed by
M-G-M
through Godoy.

Hart at Seattle
Seattle — Win Hart, formcrlx- treasurer of
Publix's Rialto in Portland and prior to that
connected with the St. Francis. San Francisco, last week was appointed treasurer of
the Seattle Paramount by Manager Williamnan,
.^. who
Hartung.
succeeds
\'icRialto
Bucha-in
has been Hemoved
to the
Portland by District Manager Robtrt Blair.

Brought

Back

.San I'ranciscu — ' 1 he Duuiccc, ' which
ran at the Fox, returned to the Warfield
and Fox Theatres established a precedent
here by continuing the first run of a sensational and successful picture from one Market Street house into another. Arrangements for the continuation of the picture
were concluded at the eleventh hour between A. M. Bowles, general manager of
the Northern California division of the circuit, and M-G-M exchange and studio executives.

Adding to F. & M. Route
Hollywood — "Doc" Howe, Fanchon &
Marco route manager, is in the Northwest
lining up new theatres for next season and
setting his schedules.

Patheite Heads Film Board
New Orleans — Guy C. Brown, local
Pathe manager, has been elected president
of the Film Board.

Pert Kelton Cast
Hollywood — Pert Kelton, recently signed
by Tillany for three years, has been cast
opposite

Benny Rubin

in "Hot

Curves."

Cabanne at RKO
Hollywood — Christy Cabanne

has

been

signed by RKO to direct "Conspiracy," a
play by John Emerson. Bessie Love has
been borrowed from M-G-M for the featured spot, with Hugh Trevor and Ned
Sparks assigned important parts.

Not So Good
Sam Marx, who left la.st week for
Hollywood to prepare scenarios for
M-G-M, told his favorite yarn to the
Broadway scribblers before departing.
It concerns a Broadway rounder,
noted as a heart breaker among
women, who was leaving for Hollywood. He threw a last wild party for
his friends and they told him that he
would burn up the movie colony when

he got there. "Boy. if they" think
they're
wild— just wait until you show
a few things."
them
After a few days in Hollywood this
playboy of Broadway was invited to a
party. Before the evening was over he
began to strut his stuff and show the
natives why he had earned a reputation on Broadway.
He took a girl away from a noted
screen sheik, got her into a corner
and said. "Baby, from now on you belong to me. Those other fellow-s don't
He went on and on until the girl
broke down and wept. The wicked
count."
Broadway lover became frightened
and asked, "What's the matter?"
"I've been here for almost a year
now," replied the girl, "and you're the
first fellow that acted like a gentle-

dauK

Never Saw Show

Del roit — Vera
Patch,
20-vear
Iter of the chief of police of
Hiuh and
I'ark, never h;is attendt d a
r siller, Maruarate,
IH,
show
ded
seen
onlj
four. Iler f;itber has
atten
H< few shows.
has
but

Iowa Theatre Changes
Des Moines — Two Iowa Ikjusc^ which
changed hands last week were the Jewel at
Burlington, which was added to the chain
of the Strand Anuisement Co. of Ottumwa,
of which Jake Cohen and C. K. Adler are
in charge, and the Strand, Newton, purchased by Mrs.
.\melia her
Graber
at a sheriff's
sale, after
foreclosing
mortgage
on the
property, which is to be transferred to Fred
.Stines. .Another house under new management is at Wall Lake, which has been purchased bv LeRoi Henrv.

Didiana Theatre Sued
South Bend, Ind. — A judgment of $2,500
on a note it alleges it holds against the
Palace Theater Corp., here is sought in involuntary bankruptcy action filed in the
United States district court by Ralph Sollitt
& Sons Construction Co. A receivership
for the Palace Theater Corp. was asked in a
suit filed in the district court Jan. 2 this
year by a bank in Cleveland. Clarence O.
Miller at that time was appointed receiver.

3 "U" Managerial Changes
Three managerial chan,ges have been
made by Universal. H. J. Chapman, veteran
.Sioux Falls manager, has been transferred
to Des Moines, and is succeeded at Sioux
Falls by C. J. Feldman. Charles Gregory,
as previously stated, has been named manager at Kansas City. He recently resigned
from Columbia.

Rename M-G-M Picture
"The Richest Man in the World" is the
final title of the new M-G-M picture formerly known as "Sins of the Children." It was
directed by .Sam Wood, w^h Louis Mann
and Elliott Nugent featured in the cast.

Spanish-Star Signed
Paramount Publix has signed Ernesto
Vilshes, stage star, of Madrid to star in the
Spanish version of "Grumpy." He already
has left for the Coast to appear in the picture, of which an English version will be
made with Cyril Maude in the title role.
Vilshes is to appear in a short sketch to be
used in the .Spanish version of "Paramount

Install Acoustic System

on Parade."

The
Berliner
.Acoustic
System is being
installed in the Warner Stanley in Newark.

man."
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Projectionists^ Round Table
By John F. Riden
Y is best appreciated by its
ELECTRICIT
manifestations. We know that heat can
be produced by electricity. We also
know that light can be produced by electricity.
We further know that these efifects are caused
by what we understand as being electric current. The first impression gleaned by the
average individual about electricity, is that it
is a source of energy. Such is not the case.
Electricity is not a source of power. It is a
medium whereby power or energy may be
transferred from one point to another. This
transfer is due to the action produced by an
agent we term electricity. The actual action
is atomic.
When we cause a motion of electrons or a
flow of electrons, we have electric current or
we produce electric current. Now we are
confronted with a new subject, the electron.
In order to explain this subject it is necessary to repeat the material contained in all
elementary electrical texts. Investigation has
shown that all matter contains electricity or
at least can be made to display electrical effects. This interpretation of electricity and
electrical effects, is the phenomenon surrounding the electron. The atoms contained in the
molecules of all matter, irrespective of its state
contain electrons. Perhaps it might be well
to explain molecules and atoms to a greater
extent. As rudimentary as this discussion may
be, it nevertheless is information of interest
because it delves into subjects much beyond
daily routine.

Molecules

All matter is composed of minute particles
known as molecules. As a matter of fact, the
molecule is the smallest integral part of matter, regardless of its form, whether it is a
gas, a solid or a liquid. The kind of molecules in existence, as far as we know are as
numerous as the kinds of matter. In other
words, there are as many different kinds of
molecules as there are kinds of matter. Each
form of matter or each substance contain?
molecules akin to that substance only and not
to be found in other substances. Thus, a molecule of wood is different than a molectile ot
charcoal. A molecule of water is different
than a molecule of sulphuric acid. A molecule
of air is different than a molecule of neon
gas, etc.
Assuming any one form of matter, each
molecule is distinctly separate from every
other molecule in that matter. In other words,
what appears to be a solid, such as a piece of
coal, is actually not solid. Instead it consists
of countless mol^ules, each separate from the
next and each in a state of motion, that is in

Figure

1

a state of agitation around a point of rest.
The separation between the molecules decides
the state of the matter. Molecules are closest
to each other in what we term solids ; are
further apart in liquids and furthest apart in
gases. This condition is evident by the fact
that the solid is a solid, the liquid flows and
the gas combines with other gases, such as air.
Agitation of matter frequently changes its
physical dimension if not its state. For example, a bar of steel or iron or, as a matter
of fact, the average solid, will expand when
heated and will contract when chilled.
This

Lesson Number 3
In this article, third of the Projectionists' Round Table series, John
F. Rider delves deeper into basic information on electricity and further
lays the groundwork for future discussions on sound projection.

state of expansion and contraction is a change
in the separation between the molecules of
that matter. Thus, water when sufficiently
chilled assumes a different state, becomes a
solid, ice. Such reactions may be termed
chemical, yet we find that they are of great
importance in electrical circuits. The molecular activity has a great deal to do with magnetism ; with the degree of conductivity of
metals, with the suitability of an element as
a conductor of electricity. Let us delve further and see why.

atoms of oxygen, the atomic structure behind
designated HoSOi.
During such discussion one cannot help but
wonder about the connection between such
organic chemistry and sound projection. There
is a definite connection because the function
of numerous devices, such as rectifiers, photo
electric cells and other vacuum tubes are governed or influenced by the gases within the
tubes. The subject of interest in connection
with these gases is the molecular activity when
under an electric stress or when acted upon
by electrons liberated by some means from an
associated part of the system. We shall, therefore, proceed.
Recognizing the presence of molecules and
atoms in matter irrespective of the form, one
can very readily appreciate that if we have a
mass, such as a length of copper or resistance
wire, that the greater the mass or the greater
the diameter of the wire, the greater will be
the number of molecules to be found in that
mass. Furthermore, if W'C have two kinds of
copper wire or if we have two kinds of resistance wire, it stands to reason that the
molecular structure is different and that the
associated atomic structure is different. The
variation in the atomic structure is what constitutes the variation in molecular structure
and the difference in the substances. It is
necessary, however, to understand that any one
form of matter is of a certain structure and
a greater mass of that same structure does
not involve any atomic change. The difference
in mass, in diameter if it is a length of wire,
is one of the number of molecules and not
the structure of the molecules. This item
should be remembered for future reference.

Atoms

Electrons

While it is true that the molecule is the
smallest integral part of matter, and is individual, with respect to the substance, the molecule itself is also a structure. An explanation
of this structure illustrates how each molecule
of a substance is distinctly different from the
molecule of every other substance. Each molecule, or rather a molecule, consists of small
particles known as atoms. The atom is smaller
than the molecule and is the smallest particle
of matter obtainable by any form of chemical
action. Perhaps it is difficult to imagine a
definite difference between the atom and the
molecule, but this difference will become evident shortly.
Allowing the individuality claimed for the
molecule, no statement is evident to the fact
that the molecule consists of any one kind of
atom or any one atom. Herein lies the difference between molecules. The molecules of
any substance consist of atoms. The known
atomic elements are of a certain number.
These atoms in definite quantities appear in
certain molecules. Certain atoms may be common to more than one kind of molecule, but
the exact quantity and number of atoms constituting any one kind of molecule are associated only with that one kind of molecule.
Thus water, which is liquid matter, is composed of molecules consisting of two atoms
of hydrogen and one atom of oxygen. That
is, each molecule of water is a .separate structure consisting of two atoms of hydrogen and
one atom of oxygen. To contrast with the
molecule of water, we have a molecule of the
electrolyte in the conventional storage battery.
This form of matter is also a liquid, resembles
water, yet is of different constituency. A molecule of this substance consists of two atoms
of hydrogen,
one atom of sulphur and four

Now we enter upon the significant subject.
The normal atom has been quoted as being the
smallest particle of matter obtained through
any chemical action. Despite its infinitesimally
small size, it, too, is a structure. It consists
of more than one part. Not only that but
one part of the atom is always in motion.
Other interesting items are associated with
atoms and have a very definite bearing upon
electricity.
The presence of the electron was discovered
by Sir J. J. Thomson in 1897. Investigation
disclosed that the electron as a particle was,
in contrast to the other parts of matter, common to all atoms, no matter what the structure. Furthermore, investigation showed that
the electron from one atom was the same size
as the electron procurable from every other
atom. Now we arrive at the structure of the
atom and the consideration of electronic activity. The last two words in the last sentence

Figure 2
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represent the major consideratimi in electricity,
since the electron is said to be nothing but
electricity and an electron in motion or electrons in motion constitute electric current, as
we understand it today.
Once the presence of the electron in all
atoms was discovered, it became of interest to
determine the number of electrons in ditTerent
chemical elements. It was found that the
number of electrons in chemical elements was
finite and varied from element to element.
Inirthermorc, it was found that an electron
procured from any one atom, was of the same
size and uniform with another electron procured from some other atom. Continued investigation disclosed that the electron was ne^'atively electrical, or displayed a negative electrical charge. SuppU-nicntary to this it was
found that each and every electron possessed
the same quantity of electrical charge, at all
time negative. Under the circumstances, it
may be said at this time that all matter contains negative electricity. The statement is
true, but not wholly complete.
Observation of the electrical action of a
normal atom showed that it w-as neutral, that
is, electrically neutral. Yet if one electron was
dislodged, that electron was found to be negative, which brought about the conclusion that
each atom contained a pi;)sitively electrified
part as well as a negatively electrified part.
\\lien the magnitude of charges w-as equal,
the atom was neutral. If, however, an electron was lost, the atom displayed a preponderance of positive charge. If on the other
hand, an atom had one excess electron, it displayed a negative chai-ge.

The Structure of the Atom

At this stage one is apt to wonder about
the structure of the atom. What is the relation between the positive charge and the negative charge? Where is the positive charge?
Is the positively charged part the same size as
the negatively charged part? We stated that
the number of electrons in an atom was finite
and that the exact number differed from element to element. Thus, one atomic element
may have four electrons and another may
have twenty-nine. Be that as it may, tne magnitude of the positive charge in a neutral atom
is at all times equal to the magnitude of the
negative charge of all the electrons present in
that atom when it is electrically neutral. Thus,
if an atom loses an electron, the positive
charge predominates because the cumulative
value of the electrons remaining in that atom
is not equal to the positive charge.
Electrically the negative and positive
charges in a neutral atom are equal, but the
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mass of negative charges and the mass of the
positive charge are far from being e<|ual. It is
said that the electrons in an atom acc(junt
for only 1/3400 of the mass of the atom. The
remainder of the mass is accounted for by the
Now, as to the locapositively charged part.
tion of the positive i>art and the negative part,
it is possible to state theories advanced upon
the subject. One such theory states that there
are as many positive parts as there are nega-m
tive parts which can be represented as
Figure 1, the + sign representing a positive
part and the — sign representing a negative
part or an electron. The positive part is
known as the proton. Another theory is that
the electrons are held at definite distances from
the nucleus of the atom by the attractive and
repulsive charges within the atom. Such a
structure is shown in Figure 2, the central
pf)rtion being the proton, or the nucleus. It is
possible to construe the first theory as the
second, wherein the total of the positive
charges is one common positive charge. Another theory is the planetary theory, wherein
the electrons arc assumed to revolve about the
nucleus or proton in certain orbits. Such a
structure is shown in Figure 3 in simplified
form. This structure of the atom is that advanced by Prof. Nils Bohr of the University
of Copenhagen and offers a representation of
some of the orbits of the 29 electrons supposed
to be present in a normal atom of copper,
showing how the electrons revolve around the
nucleus.
Once again what has all of this to do with
with the selection or applisound projection;
cation of electrical devices? Let us continue
and delve a little deeper. We recognize the
present of electricity in the form of electrons
in all atom, hence electricity in all matter. If
we analyze an atom, it will be found that some
of the electrons are free to revolve, whereas
other electrons are contained within the nucleus. Since an electron in motion constitutes
electric current, movement of an electron from
one atom to another means the flow of electric
current. The ease with which an atom when
agitated will part with an electron will then
govern the rate at which charges are transferred from one point to another and the magnitude of electric current. Now, tlie structiire
of some atoms is such that they hold on with
great tenacity to the electrons within the atom
DO matter how great the agitation. Since motion of electrons between atoms is difficult
under such conditions, electric current will not
flow through that substance. Such materials
are said to be poor conductors of electricity,
non-conductors or insulators. If, however, the
structure of tlie atom is such that it frees an
electron to circulate among the other atoms,

111
that is the planetary electrons revolving around
the nucleus as in Figure 3, that substance is
said to readily conduct electricity and is a
iniiductor of electric current.

Conductors and Non-Conductors
Our concern is with both conductors and
non-conductors but primarily with conductors.
If we assume a piece of wire, say copper,
which is of such constituency that the atom
will part with an electron, each change in the
mass of that copper, such changes being the
use of a thick piece of wire instead of a thin
piece, providing that the structure of each
molecule of that wire remains unchanged, will
result in more molecules, hence more atoms
and greater agitation, at least greater number
ni collisions between the molecules and the
possibility of freeing a greater number of electrons from the atom (an atom is assumed to
lose but one electron). This means that the
thick wire is a better conductor of electricity
and has less resistance to the flow of electric
current than a thin wire of the same molecular structure. One must, of course, understand
that if any one piece of wire is selected, the
number of molecules will change with the mass
of that wire, assuming normal temperature,
rather than the mass of each molecule. Thus,
the electronic activity among the atoms explains why a thick wire has less resistance
than a thin wire of the same constituency.
It might be well at this time to refer to the
molecular action of metals when hot or cold.
We stated that when a metal is heated and
expands, the separation between the molecules
is increased. This means that the separation
between the atoms is increased. Hence during
a state of agitation, collision between molecules
is reduced hence the possibility of freeing an
electron from an atom or dislodging an electron from an atom is reduced and the rate of
electronic flow is likewise reduced. Hence the
resistance increased. When the metal contracts, the molecules are brought closer together and any agitation results in more frequent collision and greater electronic activity.
Hence the resistance is decreased and electronic action is accelerated, thus permitting
the flow of a greater value of current.
Continuing with what was stated, the electronic affinity in the atom explains why a wire
will have less or greater resistance and why
insulators do not allow the flow of current.
Special alloys are used to make certain resistance wires because the atomic structure
representing these alloys is such that free
motion of the electrons is not available. The
atoms in that wire hold on to their electrons
more than the atoms in a conductor, say
copper.
.\ certain amount of electronic activity is
available in all substances, hence all substances
conduct electricity, but if this motion of electrons is so small that the current is negligible,
that substance is classified as a non-conductor,
but one must understand absolutely perfect insulators are not available.

Free Electrons

Figure 3— Orbits of electrons in atom of copper

Our discussion so far considered tlie motion
of electrons between atoms in a substance.
Therefore, one can assume that matter must
be present in order that an electron be present. Such is not the case. An electron may
be liberated from an atom located in a vacuum,
in which case that electron will be present in
the vacuum and if some attracting agent is
also present in that vacuum as in the case of
the modern amplifying tube or the hard photo
electric cell, the electron will flow through the
vacuum to the agent which exerts the attracting force. Such electrons, liberated from
atoms are known as free electrons and constitute the flow of electric current. One must
differentiate between such free electrons and
the electrons which revolve around the nucleus of the atom. Those electrons are also
in motion, but do not represent the electric
current in the circuit. Free electrons are given
oflt by the active coatings in photo-electric
cells when light impinges upon this surface
and by vacuum tube filaments when heated to
(Continued on page 114)
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^Quiet' Continues
Skyward Climb;
Takes $23,000

Business Manners
"I know that Lawrence's first picture was a great success," said Mrs.
tell youspeaks
how
ITibbett
know it.sagely,
Because"and
Mr. I'll
Thalberg
to me so cordially now when I go to
— Motion Picture.

the studio — "
"All Quiet on the Western Front" recordbreaking b. o. figures in its New York run
continue at the Central, where Universal's
war film rolled up $23,000, aided by a few
extra performances added to the regular
two-a-day routine. Last week, the film
turned in about twenty-one grand, which
was considered exceptional for the 922seater, and then tops the high by $2,000 in
the current check-up.
The week, as a whole, was off — and how I
Only a few other "black" performances were
made, among them M-G-M's "Divorcee,"
which jumped the Capitol's gross $21,000
over the previous week to a healthy $84,000
figure. "Journey's End" fared three hundred better than the preceding week, when
the Tiffany vehicle took $14,500.
"ROGUE SONG" (M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1.120). 50c-75c-$l-$1.5O-$2, 7 days, 16th
week. Other attractions: Newsreel, overture. Gross:
$9.97.=;.

"THE DIVORCEE" (M-G-M)
C.\PITOI^-(4.700). 35c-50c-75c-$1.50. 7 d.-iys. Other
attractions: Overture ("Rossini's Melodies"). il-G -M
comedy ("F.ist Work"), Capitol magazine, Hearst
Metrotone news, presentation, org-an. Gross: $84,054,
good; $21,CKX) better than last week.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT" ("U.")
CENTRAL— (922). 50c-75c-$l-$I-50-$2.50, 7 days, 4th
week. Other attractions: ^'one. Gross: $23,000 (on
extra shows, in addition to regular 2 a day) ; a higH
gross.
"TEMPLE
TOWER"
(Universal)
COLONY— (1,900), 35c-50c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Shorts, new^sreel,
comedy
("Ranch
House
Blues").
Gross:
? ?
EMBASSY
NEWSREELS
EMBASSY— (598). 25c. 7 days.
Straight
newsreel
show,
running
continuously.
Gross:
$^,201,
pretty
good;
$500 higher
than
previous
week.
"SONG
O' MY
HEART"
(Fox)
FORTY- F(JLIRTH
ST.~-(1,478).
$l-$1.50-$2-$2.50.
7
days. 10th week.
Other attractions:
Newsreel.
Gross:
$8,050, off considerably.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
GAIETY— (808), $l-$1.50-$2-$2.50, 7 days.
7th week.
Other
attractions:
Short
("Voice
from
Hollywood").
Gross:
$14,880. a %}0O jump
over
last week.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warners)
HOLLY WOOU—(1,600),
50c-75c-$l-$1.50,
4th
week.
Other
attractions:
"Yama
Kraw"
(Negro
rhapsody
short). "Wedding of Jack and Jill" (echnieolor short).
Martinclli
in "Celeste
Aida"
from
"Aida"
(operatic
short)." Wedding of Jack and Jill" (Technicolor short),
1895"
(newsreel
cutbacks).
Gross:
$13,205,
plenty
terrible.
"DEVIL'S HOLIDAY" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (3.700). 40c - 50c -65c- 85c -$1. 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Peace and Harmony").
I'athc review, vaudeville ("Home Records"), O'Donnell and Blair. Billy and Elsa Newell, Andrew and
Louise Carr, Six Beverly Girls. Gross: $70,700, a nice
jump of $13,000 over previous
week.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)
RIALTO— (1,904),
40c-.5Oc-65c-85c-$l.
7 days.
Other
tractions:
"Prisoners'
Song"
(sound
cartoon).
Gross:
$17,700. away down;
lower liy $7.0(X). under
last week.
"VAGABOND
SONG"
(Paramount)
RTVOLI— ^2,103),
35c-.50c-65c-85c$l.
Other
.S'norts. newsreel, overture
("Vagabond
Gross: tions:
$19,400.

attracKing").

"KING OF JAZZ" (Universal)
ROXY -(6.200). 50c-75c-$l-$1.50. 7 days, 2nd week.
Other attractions: Shorts, vaudeville (Paul Whiteman in junction with the Roxy orchestra (and George
Gershwin at piano). Gross: $62,47<f, flopping $40,000
under
last week.
"THE
WEDDING
BELLS"
STRAND
-(3.000).
35c -. 50c -60c -75c- 85c $1,
7
days.
Other attractions: Shorts, Iniversal newsreel. "Money,
^lonev,
.Monev."
"A
Holiday
in .Storvland,"
"Cave
Club.'"
Gross:
$15,017. considerably
ofT.
"SONG OF THE FLAME"
(Warners)
W.\R.\ERS (1..50()). fiOc-75c-$l-$I.!;o.$2.50. _ 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("[.(xjney Tunes"), Eddie
Bu/.zcll in "The Royal Four Flusher," "Tlie Standtjp." comedv ("111 Winds — or No Mother to Guide
Her").
Gross:
$13,205, so-so.
"SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD"
(First National)
WINTER
C.AKDE.V (1.4931. 3.5c -5()c- 6.5c- 8.5c -$1, 7
days. Other attractions: The Potters in "Big Money,"
"Believe It or Not." "The Jaz/. Rehearsal" (technicolor musical comedy), "The Military Post," "The
Window Cleaner," with Ann Edwards and .Steve
Bricc; and Roberto Gunman, Mexican singer. Gross:
$17,569. bad, dropping $'',000 under previous 7-day
session.

••Divorcee' Frisco
Run Clicks With
$28,000 Gross
San Francisco — The week proved a successful one for two reasons : First, the
weather was favorable ; second, pictures,
generally, were exceptionally attractive, six
of the theatres doing over 100% and two
doing 165% and 185%. "Song of the
Flame," with $24,000, and "Divorcee,"
grossing $28,000, hit the latter two high
figures.
"Song of the Flame," at the California,
did $24,000, a 165% rating. "The Divorcee,"
at Loews-Warwick Theatre, did a remarkable business. It was shown to crowded
houses all week after running the week before at the Fox. Here a gross of $28,000
and a rating of 185% was rolled up.
Special midnight shows were started at
11 :30 at the Embassy, to inaugurate the San
Francisco run of Al Jolson's "Mammy."
The proceeds were devoted to the American Legion's 49'er celebration. The picture
was introduced to a crowded house on
Thursday, Friday and Saturday night. The
late shows, running consecutively, establish
a precedent in Market Street houses.
Weather:

Fair,

Lost
ops Zewippthelin
$8'70
Fl
Three-Day Gross
Ottawa — Natives of the Canadian Capital
paid to
more
attention
to "Clean-up
Week"a
than
current
film attractions,
although
couple of rainstorms sent them scampering
from gardens to shows. Daylight saving got
in its dirty work as well, patronage in most
houses being scanty until 9 o'clock. Many
sawtheMaurice
in "The Big
at
Regent, Chevalier
which registered
100%.Pond''
and
"A Notorious Affair" held up fairly well
at the Centre.
Weather:
Opening hot, rain, then colder.
Opposition: "The Big Pond," Regent; "Cohens and
Kcllys in Scotland," B. F. Keith's; "A NotorioHS Affair," C^tre; "The Other Tomorrow," Avalon; "Only
the Brave," Imperial; "Vengeance," Keith's; "The
Lost
vcppelin,"
Avalon.
"THE
BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
REGENT— (1,225). 25c-60c,
6 days.
Other
attrac
tions:
Comedy,
"Match
Play";
Fox
Movietone news,
orchestra.
Gross:
$6,200^
Riating:
100%.
"COHENS
AND
KELLYS
IN SCOTLAND"
(Univ.)
[!. F. KEITH'S— (2,596), 15c-50c. 3 days. Other attractions: Harry Langdon
"Shrimp,"
Follies," Universal
newsreel. inGross:
$4,100."Mickey's
Rating:
85%.
"THE OTHER TOMORROW"
(First National)
AVALON— (990). 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:
"The tone
Bignews. Jewel
" "Carnival
Gross:Case.
$1,025.
Rating: Man."
80%. Fo.x Movie"A NOTORIOUS
AFFAIR"
(First National)
CENTRE— (1,20()), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Lloyd Hamilton
in "Camera
news.
Gross:
$3,900.
Rating: Shv."
9()%. Krazy Kat. Fox
"ONLY
THE
BRAVE"
(Paramount)
IMPERIAL— (1.200), 15c-50c, 6 days.
Other
attractions: Hearst Metrotone
news.
Harry
B. Watson
in
"Rubeville Night
Qub."
Gross:
$3,100.
Rating: 80%.
"VENGEANCE"
(Columbia)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,5%), 15c-60c, 3 days. Other attractions: Five RK-O vaude act, "Honeymoon Zeppelin,"
65%;.Pathe news, scenic, orchestra. Gross: S3.7()0.

Rating:

"THE
LOST
ZEPPELIN"
(Tiffany)
AVAIX)N— (990). 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:
Fox Movietone news. Educational comedv. Gross:
$870.
Rating:
60%.

windy.

Opposition: "Song of the West" California; "Divorcee," Warfield: "Arizona Kid.' Fox: "Return of
Dr. Fu Manchu." staqe show. Paramount : "Paramount on Parade," St. Francis; "Cuckoos." Orpheum:
"Rich People," vaudeville. Golden Gate; "Hold Everything." Embassy.
"SONG
OF
THE
FLAME"
(First
National)
CALIFORNIA— (2.300), 35c-5Oc-65c-90. 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy ("Getting a Break "), news,
review, orchestra, "Peace and Harmony." Gros-;:
$24,000.
Rating:
165%.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
WARFIELD— (2,700), 50c-65c-90c, 7 days. Other attractions: Harry Langdon in "The Shrimp," travel
scenic ("Streets ol Mystery"), Fo.x, Hearst news.
Gross:
$28,000.
Ratingr:
85%.
"ARIZONA
KID"
(Fox)
FOX— (5,000), .50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attractions: "Frills in Music," "Roses," Fox news, Fanchon & Marco's "Bells and Belles," Saturday midnight "Radio Revel" (midnight show). Gross: $19,200.
Rating:
110%.
"RETURN
OF DR. FU MANCHU"
(Paramount)
IWRAMOUNT— (2,700), 35c-50c-6.5c-$l. 7 days. Other
attrlactions: "Paramoumt syncopators, Paramojint
news. "Aesop's Fable," talking noveltv, organ. Gross:
$16,500.
Rating:
75%-.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)
ST. FRANCIS -(1.400). 3.5c-50c-60c-90c. 3rd week.
Other attractions: .St. Francis' ".Spring Ensemble."
"V^ictor Herbert's Mel<xlies.'' Paramount sound news.
"Current World Topics," Pathe review, talkietoon
("Five Bugs"). Gross: $10,100. Rating: 105%.
"CUCKOOS"
(Radio Picture)
ORPHEUM
(2.300). 35c-.50c-65c. 2nil week. Other
attractions: Orchestra, news. Gross: $15,500. Rating:
90%.
"RICH
PEOPLE"
(Radio
Picture)
GOLDEN
(;.\TE— (2.5001. 30c-4()c-.50c-65c. 7 days.
Other attractions: \'audeville. "Arkansas Travelers,"
orchestra.
Gross:
$15,000.
Rating:
100%,.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warner
Bros.)
EMBASSY --(1.4(K)), ,Wc-40c;50c-6.5c. 3rd week. Other
attractions: \'itapIione Varieties, newsreel. Gross:
$10,000.
Rating: "MAMBA"
105%.
(Tiffany)
DAVIES-(1.200). 3.5c-.50c-6.5c-90c. 2nd week. Other
attractions: Vitaphone Varieties. I'niversal news.
Gross:
$9.0(K).
Rating:
90%.
"WISE
GIRLS,"
(M-G-M)
CASINOL-(2..S00), 40c-f>0c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Will King and company of thirty in "Ingagi," Hearst
news.
Gross: ?S,500.
Rating: 95%.

Divorcee' Takes
25 Grand From
Providence Fans
Providence — Loew's State found Norma
Shearer hot for $25,000 (125%) in "The
Divorcee," setting a hard pace for other
houses to follow. Sporting competition was
off, although downtown an(l suburban
houses offered great bills. The Majestic,
with Barrvmores "Man from Blanklevs,"
RKO fair
Victory
hit about
was
at $10,200.
"The $10,000
Cuckoos"(100%).
at 'the
while the RKO Albee was off at $9,600
• 80%),
"He Knew Women."
Weather: grossed
Pleasant, bywarm.
Opposition: "Man from Blankleys." Majestic;
"Cuckoos," RKO Victory; "Divorcee," Loeie's State;
"He Knew Women," fii'e acts vaude, RKO Albee;
stock, Carlton.
"THE
CUCKOOS"
(RKO)
RKO
\'ICTORY— (1.600),
1.5c-.50c.
7 days.
Other
attractions:
"Song
of
Mother."
"Tight
Squeeze,"
Pathe
news.
Gross:
$10,000.
Rating:
inO'';
"THE
DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3.800), 1.5c-.50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: "Great Gobs," "Audio Revue. " Krazy
Kat cartoon, Hearst news, organlogue. Gross: $25,000.
Rating:
125%.
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEYS"
(W. B.)
MAJESTIC-(2,400),
1.5c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Woman Who
Was
Forgotten."
double
feature. Fox news.
Gross:
$10,200.
Rating:
95%.
"HE
KNEW
WOMEN"
(RKO)
RKO ALBEE— (2..i00), 25c-75c. 7 days. Other attractions: Five acts vaude headed bv .Mma Rubens.
Gross:
$9,600.
Rating:
»)%.
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Balto Top Goes
To ^^Divorcee" On
Take ol $24,:U)()
lialliiiiori- — \\ ith normal >|)rinK wcatlicr
prevailing, and despite voluntary daylight
saving, patron.igc at large theatres increased
considerably here during the week.

Highest gross was taken in at Loew's
Stanley by "The Divorcee," starring Norma
Shearer. Recei))ts were figured at $24,3U().
or a 1399c rating. This engagement was
aided materially by a large national campaign in newspapers.
The surprise of the week was the $1,400
gross piled up by the Little Theater, with its
267 scats, showing the Cierman dialogue production. "Dich I lab Ich Gelicbt," which
rated 140%. It was noticed that an entirely
different class of people came to see the
production, the German clement, supplanting
the "arties." Throughout the six days, patronage w-as steady.
"King of Jazz" did not fare so well at
Keiths, after an engagement at the Auditorium, at $1 top. only doing a gross of about
$3,600. representing a 459^ rating. All
seemed to agree the picture is an artistic
triumph, but the people appear to want a
story with their films.
The Auditorium got a break with "All
Quiet tureonrunning
the 8Western
withatthis
picdavs andFront,"
$1.50 top
nights;
tlie gross hit $8,400, rating 80%.
U'cathcr: Clear aitd spritiklikc. e.vccptino one day
hot and one dav cloiidv zeith a little rain.

Opposition: '"All
Quiet
on Brutes."
the IVestern
.Auditorium:
"Ladies
Love
withFront."
"All
Aboard." starrinn Teddy Joyce. Loew's Century:
".Hround the Corner." Bert Smith Players in "Broadway Limited." Hift'odrome; "Kinp of J ass" Keith's
after eni/anement at Auditorium at $1 top: 'Dich Hab
Ich Gelieht." German dialogue film. Little:^ "DumbBells in Ermine," Metropolitan : "Arizona Kid," Ne^v:
"Ladies of Leisure," Rivoli: "The Divorcee," Loew's
Stanley: "Honey," Loew's Valencia and Parkway simultaneously after one week at Loew's Stanley: Stafie:
"Ann Corio," Gayety: Vanabond Players in "The
Pidgeon," Maryland.
"LADIES LOVE BRUTES" (Paramount)
LOEW'S CENTURY— (.3,210), 25c-60c. 6 days. Other
attractions: >retrotone. International News, "Trihiite
to Mothers," "Night" (Walt Disney cartoon), "First
.Seven Years" (Our Ganff, M-G-M comedy), "Gift
Nights" (Educational Hodge Podge). Gross: $19,000.
Rating: >%">
"THE DIVORCEE" (Metro-GoJdwyn-Mayer)
LOKW'S .STANLEY— (.3.654). 25c-60c. 6 days. Other
attractions: Capitol revue "All Aboard." with Teddy
lovce. orchestra, organ, Metrotone news, "In the
Shade of the Old Apple Tree" (Paramount song novelty). H.irrv I.angdon in "Tile King" (comedy).
Cross: $24,300. "HONEY"
Rating: lo9'"r.
(Paramount)
(Shown simultaneously with Parkway uptown after
one week at .Stanley)
LOEWS
VALENCIA— (1,500). 25c-.35c. 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news. ".Xny Old Flame"
in "Below Zero" (Mand Harily
Laurel
(cartiKin).
GM
c(Miiedv).
Gross:
S3,2.50.
Rating: 93%.
"HONEY"
(Paramount)
(Shown
simultaneously
with the Valencia
downtown
after one week at Stanley)
T.OEWS
PARKWAY— (1.092),
15c-35c,
6
days.
Other attractions:
Metrotone news, cartoon, comedy.
Gross: $4.5(K\
RaUng:
102%.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
RIVOLI
(1.982). 25c-.=;Oc. 6 days, starting Saturday.
Cane
"The
news.
si>und
Pathe
attractions:
Other
Club" and "She Who
Gets Slapped"
(Vhaphone
Va$<^>.OiKl. Rating: "■•''' .
rieties), organ. Gross:
"DUMB-BELLS
IN ERMINE"
(Warner
Bros.)
15c-50c, 6 days, starting
METROPOLlT.\N-(1.5(X)).
Vitapho^c
Kinogranis.
Other attractions:
Saturday.
S4.20O. Rating: 70%.
Gross:
Varieties comedv. orcan.
"AROUND
THE
CORNER"
(CoIumbU)
Other at20c-60c. 6 days.
HIPPOI)KOME>-(2..^001,
Pathe silent review,
tractions: Pathe sound news.
(EducaSwallow
the
"Follow
in
Lloyd Hamilton
Broadway
in
Players
Smith
tional comedy). Bert
I imited " with
acts and chorus, orchestra,
organ.
Gross: 55.500. Rating: .''5%.
"KING OF JAZZ"
(Universal)
(After two-week engagements at .Vuditorium at $1 topi
with
starting
6 days,
KEITH'S— (.3,016), 25c-50c,
Pathe
attentions:
Other
show.
midnigTit
Sundav
Spanish Onions
Review.
sound 'news. Pathe Audio SL3.(.0r
Rating: 45%.
Gross:
(sound cartoon^
"THE
ARIZONA
KID"
(Fox)
Other attractions:
NEW— (1,500), 25c-50c, 6 days.

^[ o t i n ji Picture
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The llnexpurf/oted Truth
Stepin Fetchit seems t« have j^one
the way of many a movie actor who
turned temperamental. I'athe has put
another >oung man of color in his
place in a new picture. Mr. Ketchit
should have been I old, w a\ back in
the l)ti;iiininK, that no mo\ie actor is
so good he can't be replaced.
—.V.
) . H or/rf.

Porllaiul Plugs
Wliiteiuaii to a
Healthy $11,750
I'uriiand, Ore. — Spontaiieou.-> comedy of
Dressier
& bring
Moranoutin long
"Caught
sutlicient to
waitingShort"
lines was
and
the heaviest box-office of the week. Henri
LeBel, organist, received heavy applause,
and Herman Renin and his stage band
made additional friends ; all at the Fox
Broadway, which grossed $12,115 and again
raised its percentage to 155.
With clever exploitation by Manager
Sasso at Hamrick's .Music Box, who
brought the tilni by air, making clever tieups and window displays, Paul W'hiteman's
"King of Jazz" registered $11,750 (145%),
With an extra midnight Saturday show,
the United Artists scored with "Arizona
Kid," which hung uj) a score of 130%,
grossing $10,355.
IVcather:
Light Spring rains; did not affect grosses.
Opposition: "King of Jazz," "Arizona Kid, ' "The
Cuckoos," "True to the Navy," "Young Man of Man-

"CAUGHT
SHORT"
(M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY- (1,912), 2oc-6(ic. 7 days. Other
hattan."
attractions:
Fanchon & Marco's "(jypsy Idea," including Chaz t^ase, Jose Gonzales, Jeanne Alexandria, Jack Vlaskin and company (Russian dancers),
Frank Evers and Greta (taut-wire <lancers), (jypsy
.Sweethearts,
Kenin
andsound
"Broadway
llcnri LeBcl. Herman
organist;
Pathe
news. Band";
Gross:
$12,115.

Rating:
155%.
"KING OF JAZZ"
(Universal)
HA.MRICK'S ".MUSIC BO.X"— (1,8J5), 50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vitaphone acts, Pathe sound news,
Pete .\she at organ. (Clever tie-ups, local merchants
and windows, plus airplane exploitation helped bo.x
office.)
Gross: $11.75(1. Rating:
1457c.
"ARIZONA
KID"
(M-G-M)
FOX
U.MTED
ARTISTS
i945i, 25c-60c,
7 days.
Other attractions:
.\letr.> Acts, Hollywood
Varieties,
Fox sound news.
Gross: S10,.i55.
Rating:
130%.
"THE
CUCKOOS"
(RKO)
RKO-ORPHEUM— (1,700), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Three acts vaudeville, Frank Potter ami
RKOIians. Catherine Custer at Wurlitzer, Pathe sound
news.
Gross: JlO.lKX). Rating: 120%.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
PORTI^ND P.\R.\.\l()UNr— (3.085). 25c-.50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Happy" Phil Lampkin and his
Paramounters, Con Maffie (new organist), Jean
Dahlgren. "Voice of Paramount." lobby entertainment
liyrd .\ntarctic exhibit expedition. Gross: $10,000.
RaHng:
110%.
"YOUNG MAN
OF MANHATTAN"
(Paramount)
IMIMI.AND RIALTO (1.498), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Paramount sound news, Publix novelty
in sound ("On the Boulevard" talking act). Ocver
exploitation tied in with local political campaign.
Gross: $8,7R5.
Rating: 98%.
(Note: Rivoli Theatre, 1,220 seats, showing first
and second runs, closed May 16th for the summer
season and will be remodeled and reopened in September.)
"The Magnate" (R-K-O) comedy). Van and Scbenck
<MGM
singing act). Fox Movietone news. Gross:
$9,000.
Rating: 90%.
"DICH
HAB
ICH
GELEIBT"
(Aafa-Tobis)
LITTLE— (267), 35c-50c, 6 days.
Other attractions:
Robert Henchlv in comic talk "Sex Life oi a I'llyp"
(Fox short).
Laurel and
Hardv
in "Berth
M.irks"
(M-Ci-M)
comedy).
Gross:
$1.4ik:).
Rating:
140'7 .
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
ACDITORICM— (1.600). 50c-$1.50, with two reserved
seat performances a day. Started Friday night and
continued throughout following week with midnight
show Sunday. No other attractions. Gross: S8,400.
R*ting: 80%. (This was advertised as being the only
showing of this picture this season.)
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Bif,' Ml»'ls l>ou«^li
t'
ght Shor
'Cau
To Taki
njr
$33,420
Minneapolis — The Minnesota showed her
heels to the rest of the Loop theatres this
week when "Caught SIkmi" topped the lineup. The ()icture was a cmwd catcher. It
gave the theatre a rating of 94% on a gross
of $33,420.
Second honors went to the Orpheum.
which surprised at the end of the week with
"Cuckoos" and Viola Uana headlining the
vaude bill registering 95% and a gross $21,530. The State ran thir<l, registering 90%
and grossing $20,135.
"Ingagi," the sensation of the Loop, came
through on the third week with a rating of
95% and took in real money, no rocks, at
the box office to a total of $9,400. The Pantages, sixth on the list, showed "Soldiers
and Women" to 85% and a gross of $8,500.
"The Rogue Song," held over for a second
week, di(i not register a grejU pull. It listed
the Century, usually among the first four in
the week's grosses, in seventh place with a
gross of $7,580, or 70%. The Lyric showed
"The Second Floor Mysterj;" to 90%, or
gross
Aster ran "Second
Choice"of to$4,000.
95%, orThe
$3,000.
opposition: "Caught Short," Publix Stage show;
"Jazz Preferred," Slinnesota: "The Texan," State;
"Soldiers and Women," 5 acts vaude. Pontages; "The
Rogue Song." Century (,2nd week); "The Cuckoos"
and 5 acts vaude headlined by I'iola Dana, Hennepin
Orpheum: "The Second Floor Mystery." L\ric : 'Ingagi," Seventh Street (3rd week): "Second Choice."
Aster: "The Play's the Thing." Legit, offering by
Bainhridge Plovers.
IV eat her: Cold.
"THE
CUC/COOS"
(Radio)
HENNEPIN ORPHF.U.M- f2.'Xl0i, 35c-50c-7Sc, 7
days, 3 shows daily. Other attractions: Five acts
vaude. headlined by Viola Dana. Gross: S21,5JO.
Rating: 95%.
"CAUGHT SHORT"' (M-G-M)
MI.\.\K.SOT.\ 14.0251. j5c-45c.75c. 7 days, 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: Publix stage show ("Jazz
Prelerrcii"). oriian. concert overture. Gross: S.^3,420.
Rating:"ROGUE
94%.
SONG"
(M-G-M)
(Second week)
CE.NTl'KY-n.MOl.
5l)c-75c. 7 days, 6 sh.-ws daily.
Other attractions:
Nr>ne. Gross: $7.58"
Rating: 70%.
"INGAGI"
(Congo Pict. Epics) (3rd week)
SEVENTH STREET— (1.400), 25c-35c-6nc. 7 days, 6
shows daily. Other attractions: None. Cross: $9,4(X).
"SOLDIERS
AND
WOMEN"
(Columbia)
PANT.M.KS il.(.75i. 25c-.Vk:-7?c. 7 .lays. 3 shows
dailv. Other attractions: Five acts vaude. Cross:
Rating: 95'".
MYSTERY"
(Warners)
S8,500."SECOND
Rating: FLOOR
S5"; .
LVRK^
(l.J.Wi, 15c-25c +)c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.
Other
attractions:
"Hunting
Wild
Animals
in
Africa."
Gross: "TEXAN"
$4,000.
Rating:
90%.
(Paramount)
ST.VTE— (2,.t00>. 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 4 shows daily.
Other attractions: "The Golfers," newsreel, Pathe
review. Gross: $211,135. Rating: 90%.
'SECOND
CHOICE"
(Warner Bros.)
ASTER— (8121. 15c 20c .inc. 7 days, 7 shows daily.
Other attractions: .Newsreel. Gross: $3,000. Ratine:
95%.

"V' Studio Begins to Hum
''Little Accident,'* First
Hollywood
Work
on has
Universal's
productions for—next
season
been launched
with "The Little Accident," with William
James Craft directing. The company has
borrowed Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., from
First National, and Anita Page from MG-M. The pair will be co-featured. Balance of cast includes Sally Blane, Joan
Marsh. Slim Summerville, Zasu Pitts, Albert Gran, Henry Armetta, Nora Cecil,
Roscoe Karns, ^Iaude Turner Gordon,
Bertha Mann, Gertrude Short and Dot Farley. The picture is initial supervising assignment of .Albert De Mond.
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"Texan" Rides 'em
High in Boston
Copping $37,000
Boston — "Song o' My Heart," after eight
weeks as a road show, ended with the
week's business showing approximately $8,000, which is a little better than the seventh
week but far below the other six weeks.
"Journey's End," road show, also closed
after four weeks at the Tremont with $9,000 gross. Had a booking date been available it would have continued at least another week. With the only two road shows
in the city moving along, other picture
houses expect a slight gain for the ensuing
week.
Publix Metropolitan with "The Texan"
showed a gain with a $37,000 gross, 125%
rating. "Putting on the Ritz" at Loew's
State was something of a surprise with an
increase in gross to $24,500 and a boost in
the rating to 125%. "Song of the Flame"
at the Keith Memorial maintained a rating
of 125% with $27,000 gross. Other theatres maintained better than average business with very few exceptions.

Weather:
Warm and fair.
Opposition: "The Texan" with Publix stage' show.
Metropolitan; "The Other Tomorrow" with five acts
RKO vaudeville at KeithAlbee ; "Song of the Flame"
at Keith Memorial: "Putting on the Ritz" with special display neivspaper advertising at Loew's State;
"The Divorcee" with Loew's Greater vaudetiille, five
acts,
at day
Loew's
"Dumb Scollay
Bells in
Ermine,"
playing
and Orpheiim;
date at Publix
Square
and
Fenway Theatres; "Soldiers and Women" at the Park
and two road shows. "Song o' My Heart" for final
week
at Majestic and "Journey's End" for final week
at Tremont.
"TEXAN"
(Paramount)
METROPOLITAN— (4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Stage show, "The Bhie Mill," Martell
and Ann Leaf as organists, cartoon. Paramount news.
Gross: $37,000.
Rating: 125%.
"OTHER
TOMORROW"
(F. N.)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2.500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Pathe news. Gross:
$22,500.
Rating:
121%.
"SONG OF THE FLAME" (F. N.)
KEITH MEMORIAI^(3,800), 30c-65c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Cartoon, Sportlight, Pathe news. Gross:
$27,000.
Rating: 125%.
"PUTTING ON THE RITZ" (U. A.)
LOEW'S STATEr-(3.700), 30c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, cartoon, Hearst Metrotone news.
Gross: $24,!)00. Rating: 125%.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM— (3,100), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Hearst Metrotone news. Gross: $22,000.
Rating:
110%.
"DUMB
BELLS
IN ERMINE"
(Warners)
.SCOLLAY SQUARE— (1,800), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Vaudeville, comedy, Paramount news.
Gross: $15,000. Rating 110%. (Same film playing day
and date at Fenway (1,800), 25c-60c, 7 days. Gross:
$8,000. Rating:
90%.)
"SONG
O' MY
HEART"
(Fox)
MAJESTIC— (1,550), 50c-$2, 7 days.
Gross:
$8,000.
Rating:
80%.
(Eighth and final week.)
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
TREMONT— (1.800), 50c-$2. 7 days. Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%. (Fourth
and final week.)
"SOLDIERS
AND
WOMEN"
(Columbia)
PARK— (800), 25c-.S0c, 7 days. Other attractions:
ra'-*oon. Universal news.
Gross: $4,800. Rating: 95%.

Afraid of ** Rogue Song" in
Omaha; Shifted by Publix
Omaha — Two days before opening at the
Paramount, "The Rogue Song" was
switched for a full week to the State, split
week house. Publix here didn't feel film
had strong enough draw in this territory
at the town's ace talker house. Replaced
at Paramount by "Caught Short."

Another Sunday Victory
Guthrie Center, Iowa — Sunday movies
won out in a special election by a vote of
442 to 357. Theatre attendance has been
doubled since the installation of sound.

Picture

News

The Weaker Sex
Hollywood — Mrs. Frank Whit beck,
better half of the advertising and
publicity head of Fox West Coast
Theatres, is en route to New York
in a snappy Chrysler roadster with
flashing orange wheels. While his wife
is East in the Chrysler, Whitbeck is
driving a Ford around town.

Rain the Jinx in
Omaha;
Hits Par,"Brutes''
$8,500
Omaha — Sunshine is a forgotten joy in
this town, where rain has fallen almost
steadily for the past five weeks. With the
exception of the Paramount, which hit par
for $8,500 with "Ladies Love Brutes" (Paramount), business was ofif in all houses.
Columbia's "Ladies of Leisure" brought
the Orpheum $13,500 (90%). Three vaudeville headliners and "Show Girl ijj Holly(95%). wood" (F. N.) grossed $9,500 at the World
Two flops were "Second Floor Mystery"
(W. B.), which got $1,912 (85%) for three
days at the State, and "Let's Go Places"
(Fox), $2,000
(80%) for the last half.

Weather:
Intermittent rains.
Opposition: "Ladies of Leisure," Orpheum; "Ladies Love Brutes," Paramount; "Show Girl in Hollywood," World; "Second Floor Mystery," State; "Let's
Go Places," State.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), 25c-60c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Adele Verne headlininp; four acts vaude. Pathe
news, cartoon.
Gross: $13,500.
Rating: 90%.
"LADIES
LOVE
BRUTES"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2,900), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Hot Dogs"
(M-G-M),
Paramcmnt
news,
organ.
Gross: $8,500. Rating:
100%.
"SHOW
GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD"
(F. N.)
WORLD— (2,500), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Emil Boreo and four other Publix acts, Ted Mack
and band. Paramount
news,
shorts.
Gross:
$9,5(X).
Rating: 95%.
"SECOND
FLOOR
MYSTERY"
(W. B.)
STATE^(1,200),
25c-40c, 3 days. Other attractions:
"Ain'cha" (Publix), "Songs of Mothers" (Paramount),
"Hired
Husband"
(Pathe), Paramount
news.
Gross:
$1,912. Rating: 85%.
"LET'S GO PLACES"
(Fox)
STATE— (1,200), 25c-40c, 4 days.
Other attractions:
"Actions
Speak
Louder
Than
Words"
(Paramount),
"So This Is Paris Green"
(Paramount),
Universal
news. Gross: $2,000. Rating: 80%.
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Wild Winnie Wows
Des Moines With
Gross of $8,600
Des Moines — Billed as "wild Winnie
Lightner, and Joe E. Brown in the hilarious
panic," "Hold Everything" registered the
best business in Des Moines, hitting a box
ofiice average of 150% and a gross of
$8,600, at the Des Moines. The theatre had
keen competition next door in "Caught
Short" with Marie Dressier and Polly Moran, which took $6,200. "New Adventures
of Fu Manchu," Hal Skelly's "Men Are
Like That" and "A Notorious Affair" with
Billie
Dove,
"Ingagi"
also cool.
fared well.
Weather:
Not and
particularly
faovrable,
Opposition: "Caught Short," stage band, vaude
(3 days). Paramount;
of Dr. Fu
'Manchu,"
stage band, "New
vaude Adventures
(4 days). Paramount;
"Hold Everything," Des Moines; "Around the Corner," vaude, (3 days), Orpheum; "Ingagi," vaude
(4 days), Orpheum: "Notorious Affair" (4 days).
Strand; "Men Are Like That" (3 days). Strand.
"CAUGHT
SHORT"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 3 days, 25c, 35c, 50c. Other
attractions: Paramount sound news, Herbie Koch
organ number, stage band, vaude featuring "Sinclair
Truman Rating.:
and Company"
$6,200.
100%. in "Kidding Through." Gross:
"NEW
ADVENTURES
OF FU MANCHU"
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 4 days, 25c, 35c, 50c. Other
attractions:
"U." news, Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Koch,
organs; Charlie Agnew and band in Paramount stage
show ("High Hatters").
Gross: $6,100. Rating: 100%.
"HOLD
EVER'YTHING"
(Warner)
DES MOINES— (1,600), 7 days, 25c, 35c, 50c. Other
attractions: Paramoimt sound news. Paramount musical ("Wanderlust"), Paramount comedy ("Desperate Sam"). Gross: $8,500. Rating: 150%.
"AROUND
THE
CORNER"
(ColumbU)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 3 days, 25c, 50c. Other attractions: RKO vaude, Pathe news, RKO comedy ("Cash
and Marry"). "INGAGI"
'Gross: $7,000.
110%.
(Congo RaHng:
Pictures)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 4 days, 25c, SOc. Other attractions: RKO vaude, Pathe news, Pathe review. Gross:
$86,000. Rating:
130%.
"A NOTORIOUS AFFAIR"
(F. N.)
STRAND— (1,100), 4 days, 20c, 30c. Other attractions: Paramount news, Pathe revue, Columbia cartoon ("Galloping
Mother's90%.
Day Special
(Fitzpatrick).
Gross:Gaucho"),
$3,600.
Rating:
"MEN
ARE
LIKE
THAT"
(Paramount)
STRAND— (1,100), 3 days, 20c, 30c. Other attractions: Pathe news, M-G-M act (Tom Waring songsV
Epic's "Fighting
Tigers in India." Gross: $4,500.
Rating:
100%.

'Cuckoos* Big Week Leads
To Indefinite Run Change
Minneapolis — "The Cuckoos" (Radio)
played the Orpheum for a week to such
good business that when vaudeville bookings
made it impossible to hold it over, RKO
officials booked it into the Seventh Street
for a run on an indefinite basis.

Art Theatre May Resume
(Confimied from
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incandescence. Of course other units may be
(luoted but they are not of great importance
at this time.

Rochester. N. Y. — The Little, former
Cinema Guild house, which closed after a
season of silents. probably w-ill reopen
shortly under managership of Kenneth A.
McMahon.

Questions — Lesson No. 3
1. Suppose that you had two lencjths of
copper wire of the same kirtd, but one twice
as thick as the other. Call the thin wire A
and the thick wire B. Which wire zi'ould
Imz'e the greater value of resistance, if both
lengths were equal?
Why?
2. Suppose that you had tzvo lengths of iron
zvire of the same length, kind and thick)tcss.
One was cold and the other one hot. Which
'iVnnld have the lower resistance?
Why?
3. Is it possible to have a flow of electric
current through a z'acuum?
How?
4. What is electric current?
5. What is the difference in electronic
actiinty betzvecn a cotidiictor of electricity and
a non-conductor?

School Promoters Dismissed
Los Angeles — Convicted about a year ago
on charges of operating a fraudulent movie
school, Harry Keaton and Maurey Love
were freed when witnesses failed to appear
for their second trial.

New Williams, Johnson Firm
London — J. D. Williams and E. Bruce
Johnson, the latter now in New York, have
formed W. & J. Syndicate, Ltd., for production of color and wide film pictures.
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^Divorcee' Proves
A Honey in L. A.
Grosses $29,700
Los Anj;c'les — 'Twas sweet to hear the
merry tingle of dough in the box office window of Fox's Criterion, wliere "Divorcee"
knocked 'em stiff to the tune of a 297%
rating — wliich means $29,700 in gross intake. But many murmers of dissatisfaction were heard in otlier quarters, what
with red written all over the books of other
local stands.

"The "Divorcee" figure rolled up a record early and when the race was over came
out three grand ahead of the house top for
all time. Splash advertising plugs by the
theatre and studio helped tremendously. The
studio used half-page spreads.
Other attractions which made the betterthan-par mark were the Carthav Circle,
taking $17,400 (139<;o) with "All Quiet on
the VV'estern Front," "Lady of Scandal," on
a $27,400 gross, making one point higher
than par; "Benson Murder Case," fair at
$10,500 (105%); "Courage," so-so at $15,000 (107%), and "Cuckoos," which hit
$19,500, on a 122':c rating.
"SONG
O- MY
HEART(Fox)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's
Chinese,
(J,0.'3).
5th
week, 7 days, twice daily 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Sfiiiiftt comedv,
NlovietQiic news.
GroAs: $12,JOO.
Rating: 76 '"c .
"ALL QUIET
ON
WESTERN
FRONT"
(Univrral)
LOS
Ai\GELh:S— Fox Carthay
Circle,
(1.650), 4th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other attractions: Abe Lvnian and band. Movietone news.
Croes:
$17,400.
Rating:
LW"r.
"YOUNG
MAN
OF
MANHATTAN"
(Paramount)
LOS ANc;KLES- Paramount. (3.596). 7 days, 35c
to 65c. Other
attractions:
(song
cartoon);
Paramount
news. "Radio
Milton Kisses,"
(Tharles organ
concert. Opposition: "Had One." "Lovin' the Ladies,"
"Second Floor .Mystery." "Uivorcee," "Lady of Scandal," "CucltLXjs." Gross: $19,000. Rating: 767o.
"LADY
OF SCANDAL"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANCELES -U.cws State. (2,418), 7 days, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco "Brunette
Idea," Qiarlie Chase comedy. Movietone and Metrotone news. Opposition: "Young Man of Manhattan,"
"Divorcee," "Second Floor Mystery," "Lovin' the
Indies," 101%.
"Bad One," "Cuckoos." Groes: $27,400.
Rating:
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criterion. (1.652), 1st week, 7
days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Comedy and
Movietone news. Opposition: "Second Floor Mystery," "Young Man of Manhattan," "Lady of Scandal." "Lovin' the Indies," "Bad One," "Cuckoos."
Gross: $29,700.
Rating: 297'ro.
"BENSON
MURDER
CASE"
(Paramount)
HOLLY\VO<;)D— Graumans
Egyptian,
(1.800),
7
days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions:
Fanchon-Marco
"City
Servicenews.Idea,"Ciross:
Laurel-Hardy
in "The 105%.
Brats,"
Movietone
S1O.50O.
Rating:
"COURAGE"
(Warner
Brothers)
HOLLY\VOt)D— Warner
Hollywood,
(3.000), 7 days,
35c to 75c.
Other attractions:
Vitaphone
Varieties,
sound news.
Gross: $1.'.CK>>.
Rating:
107%.
"BAD
ONt"
(United
Artists)
LOS ANGELES— United Artists, (2.100). 2nd week,
7 days, 35c to 7Sc. Other attractions: Sennett comedy
("Match Play"); Aesop Fable, Terris Travelogue,
Paramount news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Second
Floor Mystery." "Young Man of Manhattan." "Lady
of Scandal." "Lovin' the Ladies," "Cuckoos." Citws:
$10,000.
Rating: 74'^.
"SECOND
FLOOR
MYSTERY"
(Warners)
LOS ANGELES— WariK-r Downtown, (2,400). 7 days,
35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone_ Varieties,
sound news. Opposition: "Divorcee,' "Young Man
of Manhattan," "Lady of Scandal," "Lovin' the
Ladies." "Bad One," "Cuckoos." Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 100%.
. _„„.
"LOVIN' THE LADIES"
(RKO)
IX)S ANGELES— RKO. (2,700). 7 days. 35c to 65c.
Other attractions: RKO vaude, Pathe news.^ Opposition: "Divorcee," "Second Floor Mystery," "Young
"Lady of Scandal." "Cuckoos."
Manhattan."
Man
"Bad ofOne."
Gross: $14.(XX). Rating: 88%.
"CUCKOOS"
(RKO)
LOS ANGELES— Orpheum, (2.750). 1st week. 7
Musical shorts,
attractions:
Other
6.5c.
to
35c
days,
Pathe news. Opposition: "Divorcee." "Second Floor
Mystery," "Young Man of >LTnhattan." "Lady of
"Lovin' the Ladies." Groaa:
"Bad One."
Scandal," Rating:
$19,500.
122%. „,,_„ ,^„ ,
(Tiffany)
END"
"JOURNEVS
LOS ANGELES— Mayan. (1,600). final 3 days after
50c to $1.50. Gross: $2,700 (for three days).
5 weeks

M o t i o ti I' i c t H r e
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S. K. 0.
Hi'tause of the diflifultv fxperienred
in uc'ttint; titkt-t.s for ".Ml (Juift on
(he Western Front" at the Central,
N«>w York, I ni versa! staged a sptciai
showing in the hontt- odiie projection
room for a group of notables, including judges, hankers, police oflieials.
politicians, educators and business
e.vecutives

$21,750 Grossed
By "Montana" In
Kansas City Run
Kansas City — The Midland celehrated the
week with the best business in months with
■"Montana Moon." The intake far surpassed the previous "Anna Christie" record.
Tlie picture, enlianced by the personal appearance of Phil Baker on the stage, grossed $21,750, which rated 145%.
Pantapes claimed to have the next best
ratiiiR, with 130%, or $14,700, on "Arizona
Kid." The Uptown hit third spot with
115% business for "Painted Angel," and
the Royal boasted 110% on "Under a Texas Moon." At the Newman, Warner Brotliers' "Hold Everj-thing" ran up 105% or
$10,500, and at the Mainstreet, business was
a little above normal with Radio's "The
Cuckoos,"
which grossed $15,750.
ll'ciither:
Cool.
Opposition: "Montana Moon," five ads vaude,
Midland: "Cuckoos," five acts vaude. Mainstreet;
"Arizona Kid" Pantages: "Hold Everythinq," Newman: "Painted Anpel." Uptmvn: "Under a Te.xas
Moon,"
Ro\al.
"MONTANA MOON"
(M-G-M)
MIDLANI>-(4.000), 25-60C, 7 days. Other attractions: Hearst Metrotone news, M-G-M intemalifinal
newsreel, five acts vaude, starring Phil Baker. Gross:
$21,750.
Rating:
145%.
"CUCK(X>S"
(Radio)
MAINSTREET- (3,067), 35-60c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Pathe news,
five acts
vaude
headlining
the WL.S "Showboat"
from the Prairie Farmer
station, WLS. (Chicago.
Gross: $15,750.
Rating:
105%.
"HOLD EVERYTHING" (W. B.)
NE\VMAN-(2.000). 25-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: Fo.k's "Detectives Wanted." with Oark and
McCuUough; Vitaphone's "Love Boat." with Herman
Timberg; Pathe's "Mothers' Day Specialty." ("Songs
of
Mother");
Paramount
("Firebugs");
Paramount
news.
Gross: talkartoon.
$10,500. Rating:
105%.
"ARIZONA
KID"
(Fox)
PANTAGES -(2,166), 25-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Universal news; "Station S-T-.A-R, the
Voice of Hollywood"; Educational Edward Everett
Horton comedy,
("Good Medicine.") Gross: $14,700.
Rating:
115%.
"UNDER A TEXAS MOON"
(W. B.)
ROYAL— (900). 25-50c. 7 days. Other attractions:
Educational comedy, ("Peace and Harmony"); Pathe
Talkartoon, ("Haunted Ship") : Paramount "Sunset
110%.
Hunter"; Paramount news. Gross: $5.0(X1. Rating:
"PAINTED ANGEL" (F. N.)
UPTOWN— (2.200). 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: Universal comedy ("She's a He"); Educational
short ("Hawaiian Pineapples"); Kinograms. Gross:
$6,900.
Rating: 115%,

Milwaukee Is Location
Milwaukee — Jean .Arthur, Louis Wolheim and Robert Armstrong are scheduled
to arrive here soon for the screening of a
portion of "The Stalwart" for Radio Pictures. The picture is to be an epic of the
railroad and will unfold along the thousands
of miles of Milwaukee road track.

Fields Out of Columbia
Hollywood — Len Fields, scenario writer
at Columbia Studios, has resigned to take a
vacation trip to New Mexico. Fields was
with Universal before joining Columbia.

"C's" Hits
Singing
Jolson
Hi
"Mainniv"inOkla.
Oklahoma City — Continued heavy rains
proved detrimental to theatre business in
this town, althougii all downtown tjrst runs
came
ratings.out of the running with at least par
"Mammy" came back and copped the
heavie-t dough, chalking up 110%, at the
Capitol, which sold $7,000 worth of tickets.

IVcather:
Heavy
rains throurjhout entire tveek.
Opposition- ".Alias French Certie," Emprnt;
".V:fin<7 Hioli," Liberty: "The Texan," Lee Morse,
Columbia recording artist. Criterion: "Mommy,"
Capitol: "High Treason," Fanchon t Marco "Idea"
<4)days, Orpheum- "Talk of Hollywood," RKO
vaude, (3 days), Orpheum.
"AUAS FRENCH GERTIE"
(RKO)
EMPRES.S— (1,500), 25c-50c, 7 dayv Other attractions:
I'athc
news.
"Radio
Kisses."
Groas: $4,500.
Rating: 100%.
"SWING
HIGH"
(Pathe)
LIBERTY— (1,800). 2Sc 50c, 7 days. Other attru100%.
tiona: Vitaphone Varieties. Gross: $6,000. Rating:
"THE TEXAN"
(Para.)

CRITERION— (2,000), 7 days, 2Sc-50c.
Other
attractions: Metro news, Lee Morse
(Columbia
recording artists). Gmss:
$7,000.
Rating:
100%.
"MAMMY"
(Warners)
CAPITOL— (1,200), 25c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: .Metro news, comedy
sketch ("Actions
.Speak
Than
Words").
Gross: $7,000
Rating 110%.
"HIGH
TREASON"
(Tiffany)
ORPHEUM— (1,500), 25c-50c, 4 days. Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Accordian Idea" and the
"Sunkist
ing: 100%.Beauties"; Fox news. Cross: $3,200. RatLouder

"TALK OF HOLLYWOOD"
ORPHEU.M— (1,500), 25c-50c, 3 days. Other attractions: Pathe news, Orpheum "Movievents." RKO
vaude.
George100%.
Choos's "Odds and Ends."
Gross: headlining
$1,000.
Rating:

Cleveland Biz.
Off; ^Divorcee/
$15,000 Is Top
Cleveland— "Divorcee" (100%), "Hold
Everything" (87%), and "The Texan"
(91%) pulled through the week with satisfactory results, but other downtown attractions did only fairly well, although weather
was cool and clear.
Neighborhood houses are continuing to
close because of poor business conditions.
"Ladies of Leisure" was well patronized at
Keith's East 105th St., where it followed a
week at the Hippodrome.
IVeathe^: Cold, clear mostly, with occasional
showers.
Opposition: "The Divorcee" (2nd «■«*). Siillman;
"The Texan," Allen: "Hell Harbor," State; "Double
Cross Roads,"
RKO
Palace;
"Hold in
Everything,"
podrome: Stage,
IValter
Hampden
repertoire, Hipand
Helen Hayesat astheguest
"Coquette"
Ohio. star in the stock production of
"THE
DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M.
2nd week)
STILL.MAN— (1.900), 40c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Gorno's .Mariinettc." Hearst -.Metrotone news.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating 100%.
"HOLJ>
EVERYTHING"
(Warner
Brothers)
HIPPODROME- (4,5(X)K 35c-75c. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Hot r!ridKc<i"
(RKO).
Fox
Movietone
news.
Gross: $17,500.
Rating: 87%.
"THE
TEXAN"
(Paramount)
ALLEN— (3.300). 30c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
"The King" (M-G-M). "Screen Snap Shots" (Colum91%.
bia), Heart Metrotone news.
Gross: $16,500.
Ratine:
"HELL
HARBOR"
STATE--(3.400), 30c-60c. 7 days.
Other attractions:
"Sixty Minutes
from Broadway,"
Paramount
news,
"Krazyland,"
Loew
unit show, with
Sammy
Timberg and Barbara Blair. Gross: $16,500. Rating: 83%.
«0%.
"DOUBLE
CROSS
ROADS"
(Fox)
RKO
PALACE— (3.6'X)). 35c-r5c. 7 days
Other attractions: "Match Play" (Educational). Ho-lge Podge
(Educational),
George
Bernard
Shaw
(Fox).
Pathe
news, Pathe review, vaudeville. Gross: $20,000. Rating:

Motion
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{Pavamonnt — All Talker)

Talker)

Plenty Musical Comedy

Chaney Talks
(Reviewed by Walter R. Greene)
THE '"man of many faces" bids fair to also
become "the man of many voices." This
fact was apparent after a preview peek at Lon
Chaney's initial venture into talkers, "The UnThree."
Thatholy well-known
Chaney personality of the
silent film is greatly enhanced by the quality
of his microphoned voice. It is hard to understand the original hulabaloo about Chaney refusing to talk in pictures, unless it was a clever
publicity build up to focus attention on his first
talker. One thing is certain, Chaney iwas
never afraid of his voice registration via the
"mike" and this fact is demonstrated by his
naturalness in delivery of dialogue in "Unholy
Three."
The talker remake of Chaney's former sdent
success is a particularly fine piece of work
with the dialogue allowing far greater dramatic
scope than was possible in silent pictures. "Unholy Three" rates for substantial business in
the week runs and succeeding program bookings and might easily top former Chaney
grosses of silents.
Chaney, as Prof. Echo, the side show ventriloquist, is particularly effective with his
various voices. Opening with Lon giving a
ventriloquist performance, the story switches
to Chaney impersonating an old woman. As
such, he runs a bird store that forms the base
of operations for his trio of crooks — the midget,
the strong man and the girl.
The girl gets involved in a love affair with
Hector, the young clerk, thereby arousing the
jealousy of Chaney. Then the midget and
Hercules pull a robbery, committing a murder
in their escape. Chaney does his best to cover
up and finally rushes his coterie off to a mountain hideaway, but not before the midget plants
suspicion of the murder on Hector.
The latter is brought to trial, with conviction imminent. The girl pleads with Chaney
to help the boy, and Echo visits the courtroom. Next day he appears on the witness stand
disguised as the old lady to prove an alibi for
the boy on the night of the crime. But the
in Chaney's
a slipThen
attorney
prosecuting
Chaney
the wig.
off detects
and whips
voice,
makes a full confession.
In the meantime, Hercules attempts an attack on Rosie at the mountain cabin, but the
midget loosens Chaney's pet gorilla. Hercules
is enraged and kills the midget, with the gorilla
finally finishing the strong man. For a finale,
Chaney is back with the side show as ventriloquist after a two-year prison stretch and sends
Rosie back to Hector for the love fade-out.
There's plenty of drama and suspense
throughout the picture, with direction finely
handled by Jack Conway. Next to Chaney,
Elliott Nugent takes acting honors. Harry
Earles as the midget, and Ivan Linow as Wcrcules, turn in satisfactory performances, while
Lila Lee was hardly impressive as Rosie.
Broad com^dks zmll blend ivell zanth the
draiiia of this one.
Produced and distributed by M-G-M. From book
("|>nJack EUiott
by and
Aaron
Clarence
by
by J. C.
dialogue Directed
and Robbins.
Scenario
way.
Nugent. Edited by Frank Sullivan. Photographed
Runby Percy Hilburn. Length, about 6,300 feet.
ning time, about 70 minutes. Release date, Aug.
2, 1930.
THE
CAST
Echo
Lon Chaney
Rosie
Lila Lee
Hector
Elliott
Nugent
Midget
Harry
Earles
Hercules
Tvan Linow
Prosecuting Attorney
Jo'i" MHJan
Regan
Clarence Burton
Defense Attorney
Crawford
Kent

(Reviewed

by

IV alter R.

Greene)

THERE'S music and comedy galore in
"Follow Through" nicely assembled into
a fast tempo picture that should supply plenty
of entertainment for all classes of audiences.
It is claimed by various circuits that musicals
don't go, but if "Follow Through" does not
get over in a substantial way, producers just
better stop making that sort of picture entirely and go back to the old formulas for
dramas and comedies of the silent days.
Caught in preview shape, the production,
nevertheless, rates for attention in the long run
houses at top prices, and should garner substantial grosses in the split weeks and small
towns.
Strange as it may seem, there is not a dancing ensemble throughout the entire picture.
Elimination of the dancers gives audiences a
rest from an over-abundance of this type of
entertainment besides materially speeding the
picture tempo throughout.
"Follow Through" is a filmusical adaptation
of the hit stage show of the same name, with
golf for the story background. Practically all
action takes place in and around a country club
and golf course, with a romance interwoven into the plot to provide motivation.
Charles ("Buddy") Rogers and Nancy Carroll carry the main featured spots, with Zelma
O'Neal and Jack Haley underlined. The latter
pair carry the major nortion of comedy and
score heavily in several roar sequences. Both
are newcomers from the stage and are slated
to stay in pictures for some time to come after
this. Eugene Pallette is grooved for another
comedy spot, and puts over his usual fine performance. Margaret Lee and Don Tomkins.
another comedy team, is limited in footage and
overshadowed by the O'Neal-Haley combination.
"Buddv" Rog-ers is canable in the lead. Ditto for Nancy Carroll. Both have various song
numbers to warble.
Laurence Schwab, part-author and producer
of the stage show, gets co-direction credit on
the picture. Schwab was teamed with Lloyd
Corrigan, Paramount writer, who had his first
directing opportunity
on show,
this one.
Schwab's
knowledge
of the staee
combined
with
Corrigan's picture ability, resulted in one of
the fastest-tempoed musical comedies that have
ever been turned out in picture form.
Technicolor was used throughout, giving the
production a chance to set off the scenery and
the parade of loud and colorful golfing ensembles.
(he cartoons and neu'srcel here.

Produced and distributed by Paramount -PubJix.
From musical comedy by De Sylva, Brown, Hendersi>n, and Laurence Schwab. Screen play by I.aurence
Schwab and Lloyd Corrigan. Directed by Laurence
Schwab and Lloyd Corrigan. Photographed by
Charles B. Boyle and Henry Gerrard. Length about
7.200 feet. Running time about 80 miniites. Release
date, not set.
THE
CAST
Terry Moore
Downes
"Buddy"
Rogers
Lora
Nancy
Carrol!
Angie
Tack
T. C.
Ruth
"Mac"
Mrs.
Bahs
Darcv
Martin

Howard
Martin
EfTingham
Van Tlorn
Moore
Bascomb
Bascomb
"Dinty"
Moore
Bascomb

.'

Zelma
O'Neal
Jack Haley
Eugene
Pallette
Thclma
Todd
Claude King
Kathryn
Givney
Margaret
Lee
Don Tomkins
Albert Gran

The Dude Wrangler
(.90)10

Art-JJ'orld

Wide— All

Talker)

Glorifying the Pansy

(Reviczved by Robert Flafje)
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Follow Through

Unholy Three
{M-G-M—All

on

N ews

Chic Sale influence has reached Hollywood, and the author of that famous .Amget
Specialist," should
erican classic, "The

some of the blame — or credit — for this picture.
The producers have injected chunks of raw,
earthy humor into it that shock — and rock the
theatre with laughter.
Sono Art-World Wide created comment by
advertising the picture as the story of a "pansy
cowboy" and the writer of the copy did not
stretch his imagination. In fact, an old cowboy, detailed to accompany the dude wrangler
to his ranch, objects with the protest: "Folks
will think he's made a pansy out of me, too."
It's a tough job to define the production.
In print, the scenario resembles the hallucinations of a bughouse inmate. But the treatment given it results in a succession of belly
laughs. And its appeal is not necessarily confined to the
the relished
old adage,
"a little
nonsense
nowlowandbrows
then ; is
by the
best
of men,"
holding
true in
this case.
It's a Thorpe,
throwback to the
primitive.
Director
Richard
taking a glance at the story and the cast, probably threw up his hands and exclaimed : "Oh,
what the hell. Let's have some fun."
Thorpe has taken a cue from revue blackouts and gets over his salty gags with a speed
that leaves the spectator gasping, clicking a
bigger roar thereby. When a woman questions
the dude's lack of judgment in fondling a pet
skunk he informs her that "Charley's had his
pockets picked." Another scene shows a city
couple entering a tent and then comes the woman's voice: "Oh, what a large cup. What is
On another occasion the hero, pursuing a
cow which, in some broad comedy titles prethat for?"
viously had been established as anticipating a
blessed event, shouted: "Don't run; remember
George Duryea is adequate as the effeminate
your condition."
cowboy.
Lina Basquette, playing opposite, is
merely excess baggage. Francis X. Bushman
puts over the heroics in wooden style. Clyde
Cook grabs the acting honors and his straight
comedy is a wow.
Burdened with the tag of "Western" and
without a big name in the cast, the picture probably will not reach the de luxe houses. But it
offering.
might go over as a "Take a Chance Week"
Add any type of shorts except comedy or
Western.
Produced by Mrs. Wallace Reid and QifF Broughton. Distributed by Sono Art-World Wide. Directed
by Richard Thorpe. From the novel by Caroline
Ijockhart. IMalogue and adaptation by Robert T<ee.
Length, 6,200 feet. Running time, 68 minutes. Release date, Tune, 1930.
THE
CAST
Helen Dane
Lina Basquette
Wally
McCann
George Duryea
Pinkey
Fripp
Qyde
Cook
Canby
Francis
X. Bushman
Aunt
Mary
Margaret
Seddon
Mattie
Ethel
Wales
Wong
K. Sojin
The "Snorer"
Wilfred North
Dude
Guests: — Alice Davenport,
Virginia Sale. Julia
Swayne Gordon. Louis Payne, Fred Parker, Aileen
Carlyle, Jack Richardson.

The Danger Man
(Cosmos — Part

Talker,

Effects)

Punk
(Reviewed by J- P. Cuningham)
IT'S nice to know that only occasionally do
we have to witness pictures as utterly hopeless as "The Danger Man." which first saw
light of day many years ago in serial form.
Trulv, it's an unbearable piece of screen fare
and patrons would be fully justified in accepting it as an insult to their intelligence. We do !
Immediately after they flash the main title,
a sub-caption informs us of the existence of a
prologue, necessitated, it is said, because the
liroducers had reversed the usual order and
tacked on the "happy ending" at the beginning
of the picture, rather than in the last reel. The
truth of the matter, however, rests in what
follows the prologue: A CHOPPED-UP
with musical
dubbed
amateurishly
SERI.AL,

M a\
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and cttccts in sound— and, y.iwd, how liic>
btjunded ! It's a mess.
The antiquity of the serial stuff is laughable.
.\nd rest assured the audience in tiic house
where this was caugiit took full advantage of
the opportunity to chuckle. The sound was
deafening, to say tiie least, although we appreciate the toughness of the synchronizers'
job in adapting a fast action serial negative to
music and sound.
It will undoubtedly get by at kid shows,
because they ram climaxes of at least ten serial
episodes into one picture, over-run with the
nld-time car chases over bridges and cliffs; airl)lane and yacht thrills, and the usual stock
motorcycle escapades which made Charles
Hutchinson so dear to the hearts of serialloving youngsters many years ago.
.■\ fine example of the old school of picture
making, wliich instantaneously develops a keener appreciation of the present trend in screen
attractions. The serial negative used, according to the distributor, is "Lightnin'
Hutch."
Strong double feature hill needed, unth
plenty of entertainment value in the support.
Produced
by ("osiiids
Pictures
theyreel).
refer to the short
iirolottuc
t.icl<ed(wc
on liolicvc
tlie first
Distrihuted, via .■state riKhts. by Cosmos Film Service. Story by Hiarles Hutcliiiison. Scenario by Bud
Pollard. Directed by Kud Pollard. Release date.
May 20. 19.10. Length, 6,516 it. RuuninK time, 82
minutes.
THE
CAST
Tom
Manning
,
Charles
Hutchinson
Blackmailers
Eddie
Phillips,
Sheldon
Lewis
.Mrs. Blair
Virginia
Pearson
Hetty
Blair
Edith
Thornton
Renee
Harold

N'iolet
Leroy

Wright

Schram
Mason

Roaring Ranch
( Universal — . (// I'alker)

Dandy

{Revieived

by

Robert

Hage)

HERE'Sing toafall
Western
that the
gofor hard.
Thewomen
Gibsonare male
fans will eat it up, too, for it's packed with
action they like, but Hoot in the role of a
foster mother to a baby will make a big hit
with the femmes. They rocked a Broadway
tlicatre with laughter as they watched the star
bathing the infant and making a masculine
mess of trying to adjust its most important
article of attire.
There is a plausibility and humanness to the
story generally lacking in Westerns. Many of
the sequences are devoted merely to Hoot performing the customary chores on his ranch,
with the baby propped up in a wheelbarrow
nearby, and pigs, goats, chickens, cows and
otlier live stock contributing to the sound effects. Hoot's monologue as he cares for the
child is delightfully natural and humorous.
The story itself is as old as the hills. The
\illain discovers that under Gibson's ranch is
an oil pocket "as big as the Pacific ocean."
and gets it in the customary crooked manner.
Hoot wins it back with his fists, becomes rich
and marries the girl. Sally Eilers is excellent as the heroine.
While the production values required by
Class A houses are lacking, the picture will
win new friends for the star. In running it
make a play for feminine patronage.
Spot in niusieal shorts of the ret-uc type.

Produced by Hoot Gibson. Presented by I niversal. Directed by Reeves Eason. Story and Adaptation by Reeves E^son. Photography by Harry Xeuman. Length, 6.094 feet. Running time. 67 minutes.
Release
date. April
27.
THE
CAST
Jim
Dailey
Ho6t
Gibson
Tune
Marlin
Sally
Eilers
Ramsey
Kane
Teddie
Tom
Marlin
Reginald

Sobieski

Wheeler
Oakman
Bobbie
Nelson
Frank
Clark
Leo
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The Runaway Bride
{Kadio

l'\il\i'cs — . ///
Will
Get By

{Reviewed

by

Robert

lalker)

Hage)

IT'S a case of a runaway story, too. Just
when one romance gets off to a good start
the director, Donald Crisp, throws in a handful of meltKlrama. When that peters out for
the nonce we lind a new affair of the heart
starting. Then the villains bust in again. The
|)icture is both nice and exciting, if you know
what we mean.
It opens with Mary .Astor and David Xewell
eloping and t(j pave the way for a more or
less consistent development of the plot, registering at a hotel before they have the knot tied.
The room has been occupied the day before
by a quick-shooting gentleman who, returning
via the fire escape after another killing, finds
Mary locked in by her bridegroom-to-be. Mary
had decided at the last moment, as women will,
not to marry her "heart" because she wants a
husband who just adores to work, instead of
idling his time away. So he's going to caveman her. The crook slips the diamond necklace in her bag. Then a cop appears at the
window, shoots and kills the bad guy — and discop.
appears from view. Sort of a Mack Sennett
A chambermaid, in league with the crooks,
liberates Mary for $300 and gives her a card
from an employment agency which she had
intended to use to get a job as cook for a
wealthy bachelor, who is none other than Lloyd
Hughes. Mary, afraid to go home because of
the compromising situation she is in, takes the
job. Just as Lloyd is falling in love with her
all the crooks and detectives in Hollywood
break in, and virtue and pure love triumph.
The characters are juggled about with little
regard for logic or plausibility, but on the
whole the picture is entertaining and should
please generally. There is nothing outstanding in direction or acting. It is fast in tempo
and as a program offering will get by.
Light comedy shorts or musical featurettes
for balance.

Produced and distributed by Radio Pictures. Directed by Donald Cri-sp. From play "Cooking Her
Goose" by H. H. Van Loan and Lolita Ann Westman. Adaptation and dialogue by Jane Murfin.
Photographed by Leo Tovar. Length, 6,234 feel.
Running time, 69 mins. Release date, May 4, 1930.
THE
CAST
Mary
Gra-y
Blaine
Dick Mercer
Clara

Mary
Astor
Lloyd
Hughes
DaWd
Newell
Natalie
Moorhead

"Red"
Dugan
Daly
Williams
Barney
Whitey
Shorty
Dr. Kent

Maurice
Black
Paul
Hurst
Edgar
Norton
Francis
Afc Donald
Harrv
Tenbrook
Phil
Brady
Theodore
Lorch

Sunny Skies
{Tiffany— All
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Raw! Raw!

{Reviewed by Robert Hage)
THERE'S going to be a riot when the
rah rah boys of the nation spot this "college'" story. The studes have registered many
a kick about Hollywoodian conceptions of
campus life, but when they lamp this one they'll
probably wreck the theatre. And — you're right
again. Our hero wins the football game in
the last moment although the day before he's
given a pint of his blood to save the life of
his roommate. Of such stuff are film heroes
made.
It's a curious picture. It's impossible to
figure out if the director intended his public
to take it straight or not. Just when you're
convinced that he is kidding the college cycle
he injects some laborious heroics and spoils all
the fun. However, paradoxically, there is so
little rhyme or reason to the tale that interest

is kept up solely because oi the uncertanity as
to what (jueer tack the story will take next.
Benny Rubin gets the top billing, but he belongs on the burlesque wheel. The few laughs
he gets are due to the situatifjns concocted by
the scenario writer. His grimaces and antics
arc painful and he was woefully miscast as a
college freshman. Marceline Day, as the
heroine, was given a lifeless role. Rex Lease,
as the football hero, gave a satisfactory performance and looked the part, while Marjorie
Kane was awful in her attempts to be funny.
The entire production gives the impression of
having been shot from the cuff, with Director
Norman Taurog and A. P. Younger, the author, splitting the responsibility. The less said
about the songs spotted in, the better.
The average audience may like it, but if
your house is in a college town see the picture
before you book it.
Add novelty or dramatic shorts.

Produced and distributed by TifTany. Story by A.
P. Younger. Continuity by Earic Sncll. Dialogue
by George Cleveland. Directed by .Norman Taurog.
Photographed by Arthur Reeves. Length, 6,994 fe«t.
Running time, 78 min.s. Release date, May 12, 19J0.
THE
CAST
Benny
Krantz
Benny
Rubin
Mary
Norris
Marceline
Day
Jim
Grant
Rex
I^ase
Doris
Marjorie
Kane
Isadore
Krantz
Harry
L.e€
College
Widow
Greta
Granstedt

The Burning Heart
{Terra-Berlin-Sound Effects)

Not So Hot
{Reviewed by Robert Hage)
THIS German production rates only as a
fair program offering due entirely to a
weak story and a loose continuity. It is saved
from utter mediocrity, however, by the acting
of Mady Christians and Gustav Froelich in the
leading roles. Both are personally attractive
and expert pantominists, and they evoke a
sympathetic response that keeps the audience
from walking out on the picture.
There is little coherence, and a lot of coincidences, in the tale. A musician-inventor not
only writes a symphony, "The Burning Heart,"
but makes a contrivance (you've read about
it) which produces music simply through "ether
waves" — by waving his hands in front of it.
The girl, a struggling singer, tries to land in
opera, fails and takes a job as a cabaret singer. For some reason she is ashamed of her
profession and the romance that has sprung up
in
a fewgoes
feet onof the
film rocks
throughwhen
scenario
writers'
license
he finds
out
that she is not a postofiice employe as she has
told him.
He throws a theatrical rage when he learns
about it, although he has a souse as a mother,
and when he gives his first performance of the
symphony he is unable to go on with the "ether
wave" portion. The girl saves the day by getting up in the audience and singing that portion of the symphony. More license. Then the
happy
It isfadeout.
s>-nchronized throughout, but contains
no dialogue. Mady Christians sings three
songs in English in a fair voice without an
accent, and apparently had no double for these
sequences. Other sound effects, however, are
dubbed in and in many spots do not synchronize
with the action. The subtitles are in English
and German.
The picture does not justify many promise*,
but it is as good as many American program
Comedy shorts {no cabaret stuff or reziie
pictures.
stuff) and cartoons are needed for balance.
Produced by Ludwig Berger for Terra-Berlin.
Directed bv Ludwig Berger. Photography by Curt
Courant. .\rt director, Rudolf Bamberger. A Terra
Production. Released by Harold .•\uten. Length
8.372 feet. Running time, 88 minutes. Release date.
May
10.
Dorothee
Claudius
Madr
Christians
Her father
Frederich Kayssler

Motion
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Station S-T-A-R, No. 11
{Tiffany Talker — 1 Reel)

Talker)

Moderately Pleasing
{Reviewed by Red Kann)
Photographically, "Bride of the Regiment," a
talker remake adapted from "The Lady in
Ermine" is beautiful. In point of acting, it
calls for no cheers. As a piece of entertainment, it ranks as pleasing stuff with a direct
appeal to women.
In big towns, the picture will probably be
met with a couple of yawns. In all others, the
romantically inclined will probably get a kick
out of it.
Those who look for hidden inferences will
get plenty from the major situation, wherein
the fair countess, played in so-so fashion by
Vivienne Segal, finds it necessary to sacrifice
honor and a few sleeping hours to save her
husband from death. Walter Pidgeon, as Colonel Vultow, is the fellow exacting the price.
He thinks he gets what he's after, but instead
falls asleep, dreams his plans in behalf of the
countess and himself are actual fact and rides
away in the morning, carrying out to the letter
his promise to free the husband.
Those in the opening night audience at
Warners' Hollywood in New York who caught
the drift, as well as the daring in the treatment^ looked at each other and laughed. There
were many who didn't, just as there will be
plenty throughout the country, who won't
interpret the slant as herein outlined.
The story is one of those things. It concerns
the Austrian invasion of Northern Italy, the
flight of the revolutionist leader on the night
of his wedding to Miss Segal and efforts of
the colonel to make the countess pay his price
for her captured husband's freedom. Hubby
does go free in the wind-up and that's that.
Injected into the story for comedy are Ford
Sterling, Lupino Lane and Louise Fazenda.
Sterling has amusing moments, but is permitted to overplay. Lane, as usual, comes through
with a nice performance. His song number
with Miss Fazenda is one of the best spots
in the picture, although a trifle long. Allan
Prior looks hardly the type for a hardy leader
of the revolting natives, but after all, this is
primarily a musical and Pryor was selected for
voice, not physique. Pidgeon strust all over
the screen as the military leader in strict accordance with the formula for villains in
operettas.
The producer, wisely enough, subordinated
the operetta formula to straight picture treatment with the limited number of song numbers
interluded where the action made it logical.
Myrna Loy, in a vamp part, gives a variable
performance. Some of it good and a lot of it
just ham stuff.
Stay away from color subjects; this is all
Technicolor and enough for any one program.
Try cartoons as companion piece.
Produced and distributed by First National. Based
on
the operetta,
"The Lady
in Ermine,"
Rudolph
-Schanzcr
and Ernest
Welisch.
Directedby by
John
Francis Dillon. Adapted by Humphrey Pearson.
Edited by Le Roy Stone. Photographed by Dev Jennings and Charles Schaenbaum. Length, 74 feet. Running time, 82 minutes. Release date, June 22.
THE CAST
Countess
Anna-Marie
Vivienne
Segal
Count Adrian Beltrami
Allan Prior
Colonel Vultow
Walter
Pidgeon
Teresa, the maid
Louise Fazenda
Sophie
Myrna
Loy
Sprotti, ballet master
Lupino Lane
Tangy,
silhouette cutter
Ford Sterling
Sgt. Dostal
Harry
Cording
Capt. Stogan
Claude Fleming
The Prince
Herbert
Clark

E. K. Head Goes Abroad
Inspection of the firm's European branches
is the purpose of the trip abroad of W. G.
Stuber, president of Eastman Kodak. He
says business is running at a favorable rate
as compared with 1929.
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Short Subjects
Her

Bashful Beau

( Universal-Silent — 2 Reels)

Average Comedy

GOOD comedy for the neighborhoods, with
plenty of slapstick. If they like this sort
of entertainment, we are sure they'll accept
"Her Bashful Beau" without disappointment.
Arthur Lake clicks at about the same pace
which marks his other shorts. In this one, he
rides into a jam with the girl friend when the
latter's competitor succeeds in vamping Arthur.
Running time, 22 minutes. Directed by S.
Newfield.
Average
comedy, suitable for light feature
bill. Use a dramatic sketch zmth both units.

Hot for Hollywood
(Universal-Sound — 1 Reel)

Nice Cartoon

LITTLE OSWALD journeys to Hollywood
for his debut in films. Only a card of
introduction from Will Hays saves him from
the bum's rush at the studios of Putrid Pictures Corp. It runs short — only six minutes —
but very snappy. The burlesque on Chaplin
is particularly funny.
Ideal for mixture
with a two-reel musical
comedy and a heavy feature story.

A Spanish Fiesta
{Vitaphone Varieties No. 3279—1 Reel)

Pleasing Enough

in the Roberto Guzman series.
ANOTHER
This one, "A Spanish Fiesta" is in Technicolor and in it Guzman sings "Te Quiere"
It is the
known, "La Paloma."
and the well that
will send this in for average
latter number
about.
excited
get
satisfaction. Nothing to
Running time, 6 mins.
0. K. Offset for heavy feature.

A Chinatown Fantasy
{Paramount

Talker — 1

Very Bad

Reel)

JUST another short subject and a poor one
at that. You get a jumbled mixture of
vaudeville bits tied together with a dream as
an excuse. The numbers don't mean a thing,
are indifferently presented and similarly performed. Directed by Frank Cambria. Running time, 10 mins.
.Soft pedal this if yon have to shotv it. Will
fit in with almost any type of feature.

Not by Design
Utica,in N.
There's
Columbia
Street
this v.—
town
and ita was
purely
by accident that Joe Goldberg, general sales manager for Columbia Pictures, found himself traveling over it
last week-end while visiting Harry D.
Goldberg (no relation) of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, Inc.
Harry insists he had nothing to do
with it and that the avenue is Columtown. bia Street even when Joe isn't in

A PA.RTICULARLY good number in this
■^* series, thanks to Billy Bevan, the "announcer." He tries to keep up a telephone
conversation with his wife while announcing
the presentation and the better half gets an
earful of hot stuff which sends her to Reno.
He clicks a lot of laughs. Bessie Love, singing
one song while playing her uke, and Blanche
Sweet, yodeling another number, are the high
spots, but evoke no cheers. Running time, 10
minutes.
IVill fit into any type
Peppofy program.

Who's Got the Body?
{RKO-Talker—2

Reels)

' ■*■
I ""HE
the Brock
"Nick and
and jammed
Tony" series
made first
by of
Louis
with
gags and comedy business that put it over.
Those who like slapstick will enjoy it. The
two Italian leads buy a garage and get in a
mess of trouble when a souse, sleeping it off
in a car, is for the dead man whose body is
being sought by the police. The drunk takes an
awful lot of manhandling. Directed by Mark
Sandrich. Running time, 21 minutes.
Play it with a drama.
Okay

All Wet

{Universal-Silent — 2

Reels)

KID SAYLOR
pleasing
concoction in whichoffers
gobs a on
shorefunleave
get
themselves disliked by sappy behavior with
their newly-found girl friends. Hits a pleasing
pace for fun. Running time, 20 minutes. Directed by S. Newfield.
Typical two-reel comedy material, offering
itself readily as supporting material on a bill
highlighting drama in its feature.

Battling Kid
{Universal-Silent — 2 Reels)

Usual Western Stuff

T ' GTS
enhance
the
■*—
value of
of fightin'
this oneandforridin'
the kid
market.
They'll go wild over it. But don't bank on the
elders, 'cause it has nothing more than is
usually found in the average short reel Westerner. Little Bobbie Nelson pleases. Running
time, 19 minutes.
Directed by Jack Nelson.
Good for. the Saturday show for kiddies.
Use light slapstick comedies and a cartoon.

Fast Work
{Clmse-M-G-M—2

Reels)
A Swell Comedy

A

wherein mistaken
comedy
SITUATI
identities ON
and an
escaped Itmatic supply

the laughs. Charley Chase, as usual, is after
the girl. She's ready to fall, but insists Chase
must get her father's permission to take her
out. Out after it, Charley goes, believes the
lunatic is the father and finds himself beautifully mixed up in a series of funny situations.
Well worked out and fast moving. Directed
Running time, 20 mins. _
by James Home.
A clean com^^dy, geared nicely for family
trade.

The Museum

IN

{JVitiklcr-RKO—l Reel)

This Is In

WHICH a new cartoon character, Toby
- the Pup makes an auspicious debut. This
is the first of a new series by Winkler for
RKO distribution and is very well done. Nicely keyed for laughs, the cartoonists did a fine
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animation job. In conception and timing, "The
Museum" clicks. Toby docs a lot of miraculous things, including bringing to life the various famous characters of history who do their
stuff to jazz time rythm. Keconuiicnded. Running time, 6 mins.
Go for this and tell the mob you've got it.
It's there, for any bill.

Danger
iVitaphone

Varieties

iVo.

Terrible

3529—1

Reel)

VITAPHONE
has turned out plenty of
bad shorts. Also a lot of good ones. But
this aimless, pointless number called "Danger"
hits about as low a level as this reviewer has
seen in the short subject field. That's covering plenty of ground.
The locale is Texas near the Mexican border. Seems a young lieutenant is off his post
making love to the girl in the piece, is seen,
attempts to escape, is caught and sentenced to
be shot. But the Spanish words of "Under a
Texas Moon" convince the colonel he is a
ranger, not the de_serting officer, thereby saving him from the firing squad. So to the girl
he goes, escapes the pursuing soldiers and out
of the picture. Also out of the minds of any
audience that sees it. Directed by Eddie Cline
and apparently in very much of a hurry. Running time, 8 mins.
Fortiet it. If you must shnzv it, sandu'ich it
i'n and make your support plenty strong.

Yes, We Have No Bananas
(I'leisilirr-l'araniouiit — 1 Reel )

Delightful

song cartoons continue to mainTHESE
tain an extremely high average. The words
and music of the well known popular number
lend themselves to clever animation. Joseph
Fleischer has done it again. It's all a lot of
nonsense, but so ridiculous, it's funny. This
will make any audience go in for chuckling on
a wholesale scale.
Running time, 8 mins.
A
fine
number.
Will
fit in anywhere, anytime.

Audio Review No. 22
(Pathe-Sound—l

Fair

Reel)

LY fine picture of Sweden's
REMARKAB
ul forests and the sturdy lumberbeautif
jacks who work them. It is sufficiently pleasing to redeem the remaining two uniniportant
units in this new "Audio" number, which as a
whole, is fair.
Second in the reel is a vocal pictunzation of
the old Mission San Gabriel, in California.
Parts of "La Paloma" rendition flop miserably.
This is followed by "Chemical Forest," a microscopic study of chemical reactions.^ It's
in keeping with Terry Ramsaye's yen
right
for fantastic designs— but not in keeping with
nt, we are sure.
the public's yen for entertainme
After all, what great value can there be in
which folthe pretty flowery designs
depictingtest
with ammonium chloride, sodium
low a
sulphide, or any other chemical for that matter? Running time, 10 minutes.
Light feature comedy aiui a musical short
A

Audio Review No. 21
{Pallu-Sound-A

Red)

Okay— But Too "Artbyy" ".Audios,"

mark made
averagepoint
the single
HITS
further does it go.
not a
There's a study of "busy bees," and a study of
mud."
ed "artful
, caption
geysersbut
Zealan
New mud
to recognize
we failed
isd there,
The
Next appears "Coal Belt .Art," by
the art.
other than negro miners of Carbondale.
none
111., who apparently formed a band while still
taking lessons from a music correspondence
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Kicked Right in the Neck
Hollywood— Marry Carr, while discussing (Jrt'ta (iarbo recently, mentioned (Jreta and the old days, when
it was about as easy to get chatty
with the Swede "as to run in and
have
But
since breakfast
the talkieswith
came,thewe I'<tpe."
look back
to the (ireta of the silent.s as a genial
and sociable soul.
"(ireta is only snubby to the great
and grand, however.
"She is taking lessons in tennis
from a Hollywood professional. She
shows up at the tennis court in a
sweater and a pair of pants that are
understood to have been white at
one time.
"The other day, another pupil of the
tennis teacher sat on the sidelines to
wait for (Jreta to finish her lesson.
He was of the terrible age of fourteen
" 'Well,' she said, when a stroke
years.
brought her over near where he sat,
'how do you think I play? Hey?'
" 'I think you are a lousy player,*
he replied with caador.
"'I tank you are right,' (iarbo assented gloomily.' "
school. Pathe should have waited until the
black Ixjys graduated. The Review quartette
closes the sea "chants," "Rio Grande." Running time, 10 minutes.
Strong supporting
shorts needed zcith this.

Red Heads
{Pathr-lalkrr

divorce cases. His mysterious and continuous
absence from home at night leads to the discovery of the old man at work — and the fight
starts. Well handled. Running time, 12 mins.
.Musical conuedy feature okay luith this, but
use a good cartoon for light cqjnedy.

Believe It Or Not
( I'itaphonc-Talker — 2 Reels)

Mighty Interesting

RIPLEY—dities
whose
Or Not"newsodappear in"Believe
several Ithundred
papers— has at last reached the talking screen.
Ills initial short fully lives up to expectation,
i'he material is a natural interest Ijuilder.
Just can't miss, and you might take advantage
of the newspaper
tie-up.
There's
exploitation angles which
should
click, some
particularly
on sports pages.
"Rip's" enunciation is not clear —
flaw in his first reel. The material
uses was well selected and some of
minutes. acters appear with him. Running

the only
which he
his chartime, 19

A crackerjack far a feature comedy.

Hooked
(Pathc-Tolker—l

Reel)
Just the Thing

QUITE APPROPRIATE for this time of
year, when the vast legion of Izaak Walton followers are all primed for lake and deep
sea water angling. It will appeal to the
women folk, too, because it very clearly depicts the "old man's" fight to land the brainfood which he promised to deliver for the
dinner table. Top-notch entertainment for any
house. A Grantland Rice "Sportlight." Runing time, eight minutes.
Fine ivith an adventure story and a good
sound cartoon.

2 Reels)

Pleasing Musical

ST.ACKS UP as an average girlie revue
having a fair amount of entertainment
\alue, much of which emanates from the
straight comedy lines by Nat Carr, who, as
the owner of an elaborate dress emporium,
finds himself the center of attraction among
a bevy of good looking red-headed models.
The girls hit the paces with some fast stepping. One number in particular is plenty torrid, led by Mona Ray — the half-pint blues
warbler who clicks as an entertainer in a
piece of this t.vpe.
In several sequences there is a pronounced
tinny, microphonic sound, which may have originated from the reproducing device. It was
terrible, and resulted in sending the entertainment barometer to lower depths than were
necessary.
All-in-all, it's just so-so.
Slip this in xcith a comedy drama and a
novelty short.

Hawaiian Pineapples
Corking
( Terrytoon-Educatio
nal — y^

Reel)

ANOTHER
topnotcher
in Paul
Terry's
series of musical
cartoons.
To the
accompaniment ofa quartette singing Hawaiian
melodies, native belles, tree trunks and whatnot do the hula hula. It's speedy and catchy
and will click anywhere. Running time, 7
minutes.
Spot it into a program that nteds light stuff.

Big Money
(Vitaphonc-Talker—l

Nicely Built UpReel)

ONE
Potters"situation
series, which
this sketch
boastsof of"The
a domestic
readily lends itself to hilarious comedy. "Pa," unknown to the folks, is a paid corespondent in

Universal Orders Changes
In Play Before Purchasing
Before purchasing the film rights to "The
Trimmer," stage play which will come to
Broadway following a try-out on the "subway circuit," Universal induced the producers. J.J. White and H. Clay Blaney, to
make a number of changes designed to add
to the exploitation value. The comedy
drama, by Michael Hagan, will be given
the title of "Reckless Daughters."

Films, Drama and Music
Used Together in Opera
Berlin — Films arc being used to aid presentation ofthe operatic biography, "Christopher Columbus," based on the life of the
discoverer of America. Some of the scenes
require the players to appear in person on
the stage, and in film scenes projected on
the back of the stage at the same time.
Singing, acting and the playing of the orchestra are in synchrony.

Eastman Slices Price
Of Kodacolor Stock
Rochester — Eastman Kodak Co. announced a cut in the price of its Kodacolor
film from $6 to $4.75 for a 50-foot roll.
It is now making the film in 100-foot rolls,
retailing at $9. Company executives said
that the lower prices are made possible because of the growing popularity of the film
which has increased production and cut
costs.
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High and Low
On Music Row
PROCLAIMING
Piantadosimanager
Week"
in honor of the "George
new professional
for Robbins, a group of orchestra leaders, including Abe Lyman, Irving Aaronson, George
Olsen, Fred Waring and Johnny Hamp, sent
the following letter to the New York offices
of the music company : "We, the undersigned
leaders, now playing in Hollywood and on the
Pacific Coast, take this opportunity to congratulate you on securing George Piantadosi
as manager of your professional department.
George Piantadosi's thorough knowledge of the
requirements of band leaders and the sincere
interest he takes in our welfare makes his association with J, our organization another progressive move in Jack Robbins' leadership of
the music world."
j^ ^ ,^
Since signing to write for Warners, At Bryan lias written 54 songs. At Ditbin is a close
second zvith 50 compositions, Joe Burke boasts
47 while M. K. Jerome is credited with having
composed the greatest numbers of songs for
I itaphone varieties. In the space of 18 months
Warners have had 308 songs especially ivritten
for Warner productions.
* * *
DeSylva, Brown & Henderson have added
another batch to their catalogue, which now
includes two hit numbers in "Cottage for
Sale" and "When the Little Red Roses Get
the Blues for You." The new songs are
"Washing the Blues from My Soul," by Willard Robison and Dave Oppenheim ; "Don't
Cry for Rover, Fido Is Here," by Lew Brown
and Albert Von Tilzer; "Go Ask Hannah,"
by Sidney Claire, Lew Brown and Cliff Friend;
"Are You Ashamed of Me?" by Sammy Lerner and Al Hoffman, and "When Love Finds
a Way to Your Heart," "Havin' You Around
Is Heaven" and "On a Little Street in Havana," by the two Als, Sherman and Lewis. We
have a sneaking suspicion that several of the
above numbers were written years ago.

* * *

Davis, Coots & Engel, who recently aligned
themselves unth Radio Music Co., have just
published another pair of tunes from the peiis
of Benny Daz-is and Freddy Coots, writing
team of the firm. The songs are "Sharing,"
which already is getting some great radio
plugging, and "A Little Bit of Happiness Will
Go a Long, Long Way."
* * *
Ziegfeld gForifies the American girl, scientists glorify prehistoric men and music publishers are glorifying the hobo, even glorifying
the noun with the result that the "Dusty
Rhodes" and "Weary Willies" are now Vagal)onds. Santly Bros, have published a hit song
in "Singing a Vagabond Song," from the
United Artists production, "Puttin' On the
Ritz," Mills has in its catalogue "When Vagabond Dreams Come True" and now Remick
has started to work on a new song by Joe
Young and Cliff Hess, "It's a Long, Long
Road I'm Travelin' On, But I Got Good
Shoes." Billy Baskette started something when
he wrote "Old Shoes"
* *about
* 15 years ago.
Lovers of the ballad type of song will find a
zvealth of beautiful songs included in the new
catalogue of Chas. K. Harris, whose firm is
knottm as "the house of ballads." Among the
18 nciU numbers are "Dancing in a Dream."
"A Memory at Darum," "Starlight, the Roses
and You," "Would You Tell?" and "You
Closed the Gates of Paradise (when you closed
your heart to m^) ."
Murray Mencher, writer of "Me and the Girl
Next Door" and "Ro-Ro-Rolling Along," for
Shapiro-Bernstein, has signed on the dotted
line and will write exclusively for that firm.
PINCUS.
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Vienna Houses
Close to Fight
American Films
Vienna — Times are tough in Vienna and,
starting June 1, 60 picture houses will go
dark two days a week in an effort to avoid
bankruptcy. Small theatres are backing tlie
move, which is part of a drive against
American .talkers.
They have been pleading for patronage on
the ground that they are giving employment to musicians and preventing exportation of large sums to America to pay alleged profiteering prices of "the American
electric monopoly."

Radio Music Controls
Davis, Coots & Engel
Radio Music Co., RCA-Photophone subsidiary, has acquired control of Davis,
Coots & Engel, New York publishing firm.
Like Leo Feist, Inc., and Carl Fisher, Inc.,
other Radio subsidiaries, the firm will continue as a separate unit. It was organized
about six months ago. Thirty per cent interest of Bobby Crawford, of the Warner
music department, was bought by the company, which then sold 51 per cent interest
to Radio.

Completes Music Deal
George R. Batcheller, president of Chesterfield M. P. Corp., has completed a deal
with Charles Lang, of Bibo-Lang. Inc.,
publishers, whereby they will publish al!
the music of Chesterfield's latest release,
''Ladies in Love." The songs to be published are "Big Boy," "One Sweet Song"
and "Oh, How I Love You."

Goldivyn Borrows Tours
Frank E. Tours, general music director
of the Paramount New York studio, has
been loaned to Sam Goldwyn to act as
musical director in charge of the forthcoming production starring Evelyn Lave.
Tours, accompanied by Mrs. Tours, leaves
for the coast Monday and will be gone
about three months.

Joe's First in Color
Hollywood — Joe E. Brown's first solo
starring vehicle on the screen, "High Life,"
will be photographed in Technicolor. This
First National picture is based on a play
by Rex Beach and Paul Armstrong.

After Shark Film
J. E. Williamson, a pioneer in underwater photography, is in the Bahamas on
the trail of picture depicting a fight between sharks and the natives.

Too Wet
Lynn, Mas.s. — Evidently Rudy Valee
doesn't moan a thing in the life of
Principal Frederick R. Willard of Lynn
English High School, who has restra'ned the senior class from adopting the tune
its class
ode. of the "Stein Song" for
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FRED NEWMEYER, director, who recently
finished "Queen High," the Schwab and
Mandell musical comedy, at the Paramount
New York studio, has hopped a choo choo for
the Coast, where he will remain for a couple
of weeks. Then back to the Big Town again,
where he is slated to do another flicker.

* *

*

Norman Taurog. noiv directing for Paramount, has been setting a rapid pace in the
short time that he has been here. He has already completed tivo shorts, "Dance, You
Singers," starring Puck and White; "Song Service," featuring Lee Morse, and is nozv preparing to shoot Willie and Eugene Howard in
"The Fatal Card." * * *
Zeppo Alarx is seriously thinking about changing his vocation and become an Alpine guide.
During production on "Animal Crackers," on
Paramount's New York lot, the junior member of the Clan Marx had to walk up and down
16 steps about 1,000 times — no, 100 times —
maybe it was 50 times — anyhow, it was at least
five times, so do us something if we're wrong.

* *

*

Harry M. Baldwin, formerly assistant to
Monta Bell, is now associated with James R.
Cowan, production manager at the Paramount
New York studio. When Bell resigned, Harry
'was zvithout a job *for* exactly
ten minutes.
*
The good ship S. S. Astoria, erected for production on "The Sap From Syracuse," starring
Jack Oakie, occupies nearly the entire lower
stage. Production is under way under direction
of Edward Sutherland.
.* * *
Murray Roth, director-in-chief at the Eastern I'itaphone studio, upon learning that the
Yacht Club Boys were one of the favorites of
the four hundred, decided to have these entertainers do a short so that even those who had
to w'ork for a living could enjoy the same
entertainment for the price of admission at
neighborhood theatres.
^
:fc
^
Edward J. Savin, comptroller of the Eastern
Vitaphone studios, has been made an honorary
member of Local 52 of the Theatrical Stage
Employees and Motion Picture Operators of
United States and Canada. Savin was presented with a gold membership card in recognition of his work in bettering relations between
producers and the union. Others who possess
the gold card are D. W. Griffith, Courtland
Smith, Sidney Olcott and George Stewart.

* *

*

And a versatile young man is he. Burnet
He'rshey, scenarist at the Warner _ Flafbush
plant, not only writes Vitaphone scripts in ye
goode olde English, but does them in French
or German as 'well. Don't be surprised to see
a Chinese laundry scene with native dialogue
o)ie of these bright rainy days.

* *

*

Ruth Etting, who scored a hit with the "Dime
a Dance" song in Ziegfeld's "Simple Simon,"
B. M. T.'d across the Brooklyn Bridge to make
a two-reeler for Vitaphone. Don Cook of Arthur Hopkins' "Rebound" and Frank Rowan,
recently of "Penny Arcade," supported her
Carroll, Nancy's sister, also did a
Terryvariety.
while
hit
in this

* *

♦

Up in Harlem, Eddie Green is considered
king of comediafis. They're beginning to feel
the same zmy over in Brooklyn, wh-ere he has
already completed his third Vitaphone comedy.
THE
STUDIO
S L E U T H.
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They Say That
(Linilinuiii jroin t'oijc 107)
tiired nictcur that llarcd for i\n instant and
then vanished. Lila had to start at the beginning, strngghng hopelessly in extra parts and
wondering if she were destined to be mute
and inglorious after limelight renown.
Talking pictures entered and Miss Lee was
no
longer mute. She beeanie popular.— .V. }'.
'Iclctliain

* *

♦

Without holding any brief lor the talkers,
we fnid it hard to imagine how their influence
can be so powerful as to destroy the national
culture or the national spirit of any nation in
the world.— A'. }'. I'ost

* * *

Dolores Del Rio is heitui squired liither
and you by John Farroxv, ivlio recently
split it'ith Lila Lee. A Holly-nvod zvisecracker opined that this is the height of
.devotion on the part of Dolores.- ccmsiderinp that John admits authorship of the
"Bad One," her current squawkie, not a
bad one, but probably the zi-orst one turned out in cincinaland this year. — N. Y.
News

* *

*

What this country needs is a merger between
the forces of Organized Virtue and tlie forces
of Organized Vice.
Organized Vice is too serious and Organized
\'irtue is too intolerant.
* ♦ — *A'. }'. .American
Does the average man or woman need a little
naughty
kick in his or her amusement?
Have the moving pictures been supplying this dash
of vicarious
living?
Has the race been stimulated by the spicy entertainment for its own good, for its own sanity and
safer balance?
If the answer to any of these questions is "yes"
the recent moral code for motion picture plays publicly outlined by Will H. Hays, guardian angel of
the world's favorite entertainment, will certainly put
a crimp in any vicarious thrill which may have lurked occasionally in the talkies.
In the elimination of these thrills, many pc-sons
profess to \'isualize a diminishing in the popularity
of certain lovely stars whose methods of making love
may be seriously cramped by the limits placed upon
them.
The average fan wants passion and a certain finesse
in his love-making. Old timers still recall with a
glow of pleasure the intense emotion which Theda
Bara put into her vampire . roles, and the present
generation is just as strong for human emotion. —
.V. y". Graphic

* *

*

Canada has as much right to control
her screens as her ncivspapcrs.
The United States is ever vigilant of
any foreign film encroachments upon
American territory.
If this is good for America, a Ca>iadian
Protective Film Trade policy should be
good for Canada! — Canadian M. P.
Digest, Toronto.

* *

*

Independent producers were slow to get into
.'itride in attempting costly production making,
being of necessity forced to watch the progress
of talking pictures in producer-exhibitors' own
theatres and their future statu? with the public. All they need is the whole-hearted support
of independent theatre owners. — Greater
A luuscmcnts, Minneapolis.

* *

*

Will Hays has forbidden the movies
to show torture of suspects by the
police, hut he offers no plan to preserve faith in Santa C'laus. — Los .Angeles Times.

* * *

Did you know that Mereille Perrey, a French musical comedy actress, is a dead ringer for Clara Bow
and may soon be seen in America? . . . "Honeymoon"
was really intended to he the last half of Eric Von
Stroheim's "Wedding March" but that would have
made the picture too long. . . . Nils Asfhcr and
\'i\-ian Duncan, according to the current gossip, will
never become one. ... It wasn't until Helen Chandler became confined in a Hollywood hospital that it
was learned she'd been secretly wed a fow weeks
before
to Cyril Hume,
the writer.
. . . Director
Al

Picture

N e iv s

Sanlrll is being lucd lor divorce, but he's away io
much on location that Mrs. SnntcH's having trouble
KetlinK it. . . . Clara Bow i» "lorry she was so darn
Irmprramcnial duriuR her recent slay in New York
:iii<l has apoloKiicd to the raranumiit execs. . . .
I'liivrrnal ami First Nati<inal both claimed the title
•Jaillirrak" until Will Hays ended the dispute by
llniluiK that I'niversal had the prior riisht. . . Norman Kerry didn't pay his garage bill and will have
to tell the judge why. , . . M-(.-.VI has its difticullirs
with Charles Bickford who is terribly tenipcr;imcnt.il.
. . Mary Miles Minter, who isn't half as fat as she
used to be, is planning a screen comeback. — Film Fun

* ♦

♦

".Modern man restores his lost individuality
when lie goes to the movies. Motion pictures
provide the substitute for adventure and excitement of which we have been robiied by
present day routine. The screen is a preventive botii of neuroses and crime. The film
nnist create the illusion of life itself to a high
degree, but it must also exaggerate life so as
to give us many things vvhicli the dullness of
life
hasJournal
eliminated." — Dr. Frans .lle.rander in
A'. )'.

* * *

"Nine out of ten ladies of the ensemble that I know have ne^er taken

*

Following hard on the heels of the granting
of Colleen Moore's divorce comes the announcement that Alma Fvubens plans to divorce
Ricardo Cortez. Those who knew them when
they ting
were
so happy
together
can't the
help way
regretthat this
marriage
has gone
of
the two others in which Miss Rubens has
figured.— A'. Y. World
*

*

*

The Gold Coast boys are so fascinated
Zi'ith their electrical toys, it seems to
make no difference to them what an ac-

*

Bert Lytell is back with his bride, who was
Grace Menken. She is Helen's sister. . . .
John Barrymore spends half his time admiring
his new baby, Dolores, and the other half
watching his new yacht being finished. . . .
Eddie Cantor makes the most indigestible waffles in floUvwood and thinks thev are good
—.V. V. Xeus

* *

*

Another thing the nen' movie ethical
code should forbid is indecent exposure
of directorial mentality. — N. Y. American
* * *
The great Fox Film battle is now over and
from the dust of conflict the enterprise will stagger
forward
under
new
auspices.
The figures disclosed appall one. At the end of
a list of other milions, it is stated that Mr. Fox —
who lost the battle — emerges wHth stock valued at
$18,000,000 and that he will serve on the advisory
hoard at a salary of $500,000 a year. There is
somewhere something immoral in this: something
that is obviously against the interest of the consumer.
I am not economist enough to say exactly where
the immorality of it comes in. but I do know very
definitely that there is not a man in the world who
is worth a salary of half a million a year to a business unless that business is conducted on a basis that
is against all reason and against all justice to the
consumer. — Vancouver Daily Province

*

*

*

Tf Edmund Goulding fails to be strikingly
original as a story teller he makes up for it
in his mastery of plot and construction and
his technical skill as a director. Both his
strength and his weakness are apparent in
everything he does. — A^ Y. Post
'The
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Y.

Is it not possible that the clue to the
secret of correct sound-lilm technique
may ultinuitely be found in a consideration of the rather misleading title of
"talkie" applied indiscriminately to any
film that is not silent.'' The necessity of
getting in as mitch dialogue as possible
seems to be assumed by every present
day director. Just so the less skilled
among early silent directors ovenvorked
the close-up, once Griffith had invented
it for them, until the public grew tired
of mammoth faces in ivhich every pore
of the skin and every detail of a not too
efficient make-up were painfully visible.
The close-up was an artistic advatice:
its misuse an artistic mistake; may it
not be the same with the reproduction
London
of
the human voice? — I'ilm Renter,

*

Exhibitors receiving summonses from exchanges,
having alleged claims, are up against a sort of an
expensive proposition in comparison to the former
Arbitration Hoartl days before Judge Thachcr made
his famous rulings which, temporarily at least, ilealt
a severe blow (o the credit system of the motion
picture industry. Many exhibitors, when quizzed as
to whether they would accejit voluntary arbitration,
have refused to abide by it. It is the.se men who are
forced now to either choose voluntary arbitration,
mediation, or be brought to court. In the metropolitan area, to date, not a single exhibitor has selected
the courts. They prefer to settle by mediation, and
the very able mediaotr (in X. Y.) is none other
than the attorney of the Film Board, acting as an
attorney for any film exchange or theatre manager
that retains
him
for service. — Film
Curb,
New
York

* *

tor has done — // he can't dance and sing
.a
salt.theme
— Judgesong he just isn't worth his

* *

$280,0(Kj
Journal

* *

in their lives." —
of liquor
a drink Ziegfeld
Florenz
in Life.

* ♦

Lupe Velcz, Mexican screen beauty, has bcti.
sued for $13,000 commission on her present

*

There have been all kinds of Hollywood
stories. But if this one doesn't take the medal,
I don't know what does. Incidentally, it is
Billv Newell who vouches for the tale.
Two female players, both on the same lot,
were extremely jealous of each other. Both
were being featured in similar roles and it was
only a question of time until one would be
tossed into the discard.
One of these damsels was — and is— of the
plump type. Give her the opportunity and
she'd eat Paul Whiteman right under the table. Worse than that, she has a terrific yen
for sweets of any kind. Show her a piece of
candy and she has a terrible time keeping
away from it.
Her rival knew this. She began a systematic method of placing sweets in front of
the plump one. Candy was sent to her home.
To her dressing room. To her table in restaurants. Everywhere. She even plotted with
friends to offer her candy the minute she
stepped on the lot.
The plump one finally grew wise to what
was going on. She visited the head man and
told him what was going on. The executive
sympathi^^ed with Anita — oh, pshaw, I almost
mentioned her name. Forget it, please. The
executive sympathized with the plump one and
investigated the matter completely.
As a result of that investigation the plump
lady is now the undisputed leading lady in her
particular roles. The other damsel has been
tossed oflF the lot. And all because of a few
pieces of candy! — Hellinger
« * * in A'. }'. Mirror.
"Kirk McGee, manager of Roxy's, and a sweet
Roxyette tagged Jones merge shortly. . . . Frances
Rees, the lass who shattered the parachute drop
record last week at Roosevelt Field, is really Sylvia
Rees of the United Artists' publicity forces. . . .
George Bancroft's pout with Paramount is due to
his yen to play romantic roles instead of thugs. . . .
Lillian (Paramount) Roth, the cinemabelle, and Herbert Oshins, former asst. director for t'niversal, are
in The
. . . Helen
Morgan's
departure for Throes.
Europe followed
a telephone
call sudden
to the weepy
gal from Arthur Loew in Paris. . . . Charles Bickford, of the legit and cinemas, rates fourteen grand
annu.-illy from a hog farm in Massachusetts and a
gasoline station in Hollywood. . . . With all but 100
feet completed, a new Marion Davies film has t>e<n
closeted until a satisfactory ending can be written.
. . . What former Shubert and George White coryphee who boasted she could get by on her own two
legs — and nothing else — is now a sales girl at Heam's?
. . . Al C^pone, hisself. took Clayton. Jackson &
Durante for a ride while they were in Chi — but it was
purely
social." — 5»obol in X. V. Graphic.
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$6,200 (230%) in
'Cargo's' Fifth
Week at "Chi"
Several Loop houses staged belated comebacks during- the \^eek, but the majority
held to their low levels established two
months ago.
The Chicago was the outstanding revivalist, coming back to the tune of $10,000
above its mark for the preceding week. The
Gaynor-Farrell team in "High Society
Blues" (Fox) gave the house a gross of
$52,800 (185%), its best tigure in six weeks.
McVickers, Roosevelt and Castle were the
other high spots. "Hold Everything" (W.
B.) grossed a nice $32,500 at AlcVickers —
enough to carry it five extra days, which
means plenty, since B. & K. inaugurated
its new profit line for the hold-overs. "The
Texan" (Paramount) showed similar
strength at the Roosevelt. Beamed on by
critics, it took about $28,000 for the week,
which also justified its being held over.
"White Cargo" (State Rights) turned in
its fourth week of prosperity at the Castle,
grossing $6,200 for a rating of 230% at this
small house.
"Captain of the Guard" ("U."), with
John Boles appearing in person, left the
Woods on its eleventh day of unimpressive
business. Replaced by "The Cuckoos"
(RKO), which opened in mid-week at a
$3,000-a-day pace. Critics went for it. StateLake, carrying a heavy overhead on an anniversary program, had a bad week with
S20,000.' "Murder Will Out" (F. N.) was
the feature. "Journey's End" (Tiffany) hit
a good stride near the end of its first week
and maintained it throughout the second.
Gross for the second week was $12,500
(185%).
Weather:
Fair, then cool and cloudy.
Opposition: "High Society Blues," stage show, Chicago; "Redemption," stage show. Oriental; "Captain
of the Guards," with John Boles in person (4 days, of
2nd week): "The Cuckoos" (3 days). Woods; "Murder Will Out" RKO raude, State-Lake; "Hold Everything," McVickers; "The Texan," Roosevelt; "Hell
Harbor," United Artists: "White Cargo" (4th week).
Castle: "Journey's End" (2nd week), Garrick ; "Across
the World with Mr. and Mrs. Martin Johnson" (2nd
week), Studebaker; "General Crack" (2nd time in
Loop), Orpbcum: "Blaze o' Glory," Monroe.
"WHITE
CARGO"
(State Rierhts)
CASn.E— (300). 50c-75c, 4lh week.
Other attractions: "Dailv News"- Universal
newsreel.
Sensational
business for this house. Gross: $6.M). Ratinir: 230%.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
CHICAGO— (3.910), 35c-85c, 7 rlays. Other attractions: Stage show, orchestra, comedy, novelty short,
newsreel. Nice business all week despite a calm
reception by the critics. Best figure for house in
six weeks. Gross: $52,800. Rating: 185%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
GARRICK— (1.200), 50c-$1.50. 2nd week. Continuing a nice pace set toward the end of its first week.
Gross: $12..5C0. Rating: 185%.

{Continued on page 123)
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Wabash Ave. — South
BRADY, Pathe Canadian division
TOM
manager, and representatives of the Regal
Co., Canadian distributors for Pathe, in town
for the Pathe sales meet here. . . . Universal's "All Quiet" into McVickers two days
ahead of original schedule, when "Hold Everything" (W. B.) fell below B. & K.'s new
profit requirements for "run" pictures. . . .
Frank Young, having sold everything United
Artists' exchange had on its shelves in his
own territory, was given a special sales mission into the country last week. First time in
a flock of years that Frank has made a country
sales trip. . . . Joe Wolf, one of
ace salesmen from Los Angeles, wasColumbia's
a visitor
on the Row while en route to New York
recently.
The Royal Theatre, Kansas City, just completed installation of a $10,000 Nu-Air cooling
system. . . . Jack Rubin, formerly at the
Harmony Theatre here, is now associated with
Thernv-O-Proof Acoustical Products Co., with
offices at 203 A^. Wabash. . . . Milton Krueger, former Fo.v salesman, now lined tip with
Educatioiial. . . . Oscar Hansen, owner of
the Jefferson at Goshen, hid., a visitor during
this zveek. . . . Joe Plunkett of RKO in
town looking over the local situation. Expect
an announcement of the selection of a site for
RKO's nezv loop house any day now.
Some more big shots who made the town
during the week : Joseph I. Schnitzer and
Lee Marcus of RKO ; Carl Laemmle, Sr.,
and Lou Metzger of Universal. . . . "The
Bad One" (U. A.) received nice comments
and an attendance of about 1,400 at its midnight pre-view at the United Artists last Monday. . . . Henri Ellman still hitting the road
with "Journey's End" (Tiffany) contracts in
both hands. Made Des Moines and Omaha
last week. . . . Saul Goldman landing "Dad
Knows Best" (Educational) at the United
Artists during Educational's convention week
here. . . . Pathe offices empty. Everyone
hitting the road on "Swing High." KANE.

The Sappy Ending
Two Loop managers, in the current
mood of disgust, were alib-ing low
grosses as they wandered back-stage
looking things over. Something very
sleek and polished burst out of a
dressing-room door and skipped past
them, leaving a heavily-scented atmosphere in its wake. The visiting
ingly.
manager pointed after it question"Oh, him?" scowled
before he was born
hoping for a boy and
her heart set on a
both satisfied." -

the
his
the
girl.

host. "Well,
father was
mother had
They were

May

24,
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Indies' SKck
Tricks Force
Tank Bookings
Independent distributors here have found
a new bludgeon to use on small town exhibitors who shy at booking novel and sensational product, according to reports from
the provinces.
The distribs, the story goes, select a prosperous farming town where the lone theatre gets a big play the year around. They
do some cheap but effective local exploitation on their product before attempting to
sell the exhib. If he refuses to make a
booking they show him an option on the
local school or village hall auditorium and
tell him they intend to show it themselves.
With local interest in the picture already
developed by the exploitation, that usually
settles it.

Exchanges Supply Free
Shows for War Veterans
Fox and Paramount exchanges furnished
several features for screening at the Speedway Hospital, Maywood, 111., as part of a
program given for disabled war veterans
there. A portable sound equipment unit
was furnished by Western Electric, which
made it possible for many of the bed-ridden
veterans to enjoy talking pictures for the
first time. The program was sponsored by
the Western Electric Hawthorne club.

Steagall and Quinlan
Get New RKO Posts
Changes were announced at two RKO
loop houses during the week. A. H. Steagall replaces M. H. Rosenthal as assistant
manager of the Woods. Rosenthal will take
over the management of the RKO Orpheum
at New Orleans. At the State-Lake, John
Quinlan replaces William G. Cole as assistant manager. Cole has been named assistant manager of the RKO Orpheum at
Spokane,
Washington.

Foxites Trek West
The

local Fox

exchange

will be repre-

sented by three members at the company's
annual convention in Los Angeles at the
end of the month — Clyde Eckhardt, manager, and Lou Dreher and Harold Loeb,
salesmen.
William Benjamin, manager

of the RKO

exchange, attended RKO's annual convention at Los Angeles last week.
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Cutting
Careers;

It's a Crime!
A salesman for ono of (he local exchanRes just in from his Wisconsin
territory will tr> to help you im:i;;ine
his anta/.ement when, on ropiiirinj; of
an evoniuK to one of those famed Wisconsin oases, he found it closed and
barred. This particular spot, he explains, is not onl> situated in a section which, to all appearances, no
word of prohibition enforcement has
penetrated, hut is also the property
of one of the most influential and
widely known operators in the territory.
Upon encounterinc this gentleman
on the street later, the lilni salesman
stopped to otTer him a few words of
sympathy.
"Too bad they closed you." he said.
"That stuiT you sold was the best in
the country."
"Veah," grunted the pub owner.
"IIow long before you can open? A
"Aw, no. Thirty days."
year?"
"Thirty days I I never heard of a
thirty-day closing for a prohibition
violation."
".Vw, I wasn't pinched for no prohibition violation. I stayed open after
twelve one night and Kd Simpson
pinched me for violatin' the town closing ordinance."

$6,200 Chicago Gate of
''Cargo" in Fifth Week
[Coiitiiiucti from piuir 122)
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(W. B.)
McVICKers— (2,2SJ), 35c-8Sc, 1st week. Other attractions: Comedy, newsrcel, musical short. I'ltasaiit
business and liked by critics. Gross: $32,500. Rating:
I.o%.
"BUA2E
C GLORY"
(Fox)
MONROE— (982). ?0c-r5c. 7 days
Other attractions:
Thirt.v minutes of news reel. (Ilross: S4.5(X). Rating:
70%.
"REDEMPTION" (M-G-M)
ORIENT.-\L— (3.193), 7 days, 35c-S5c. Other attractions: Stagfe show, organ. .Stepin Fetchit in person,
comedy, novelty short, newsrcel. Continued poor
business lor this house. Red for the week. Gross:

N e 7V s

Censors
Continue
in for a Century

'Pcrmanents" Hatuj on to Jobs
Five Members on Board
Ten Years
Producers, di.stributors and exiiibitors
wiio have been irketl in tlic past by the
vagaries and uncompronii.sing fronts of the
Chicago board of censors have little hope
of relief in the way of obtaining new and
more amiable membership in the near future. The present membership, a study of
llie confidential records of the board discloses, is destined to remain intact until
cither death or mental incompetency removes them.
Despite the fact that a civil service examination isbeing held May 24 to fill two
vacancies on the present board, there is
little chance that any but the temporary
ap[)ointccs who have been filling the vacant
pdsts for these many months will succeed to
tlic permanent board. And as for the replacement ofa permanent member, a glance
at the past record of such replacements
sliouid suffice to convince you how much
ciiance there is of that.
The

complete censorship board is composed of ten members. At present there

are eight "permanent" members and two
temporary apointees. The eight "permanents" are : Miss Effie Sigler, censor in
charge; William Foust, Edith Kerr, Anna
Victor, Cora Doolittle. Anna Costello, Helen
Bacon and Amy Adams. Of these, two
have been members of the board since it
came under civil service jurisdiction in
1914, another of these was appointed in
1917, another in 1918, another in 1919, another in 1925, and two more in 1928. Five
of the pre.sent eight "permanents," then,
have served on the board ten years or
longer.

In For Life
Little hope that any but the two temporary appointees will succeed to the vacancies
is given by an authority above that of the
censor board.

$26,500.

Rating : 50'"^ .
"GENERAL
CRACK"
(W. B.)
(Second
time in Loop)
ORI'HEUM— (751). 50c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Frdir N'itaphone acts.
Gross: $5,300.
Rating:
"THE
TEXAN"
(Paramount)
ROOSEVELT— (1..S28). 35c-85c, 1st week.
Other atHaby,"its comedy,
newsrcel.in weeks.
Critics
raved
and tractions:
house "Hello. did
best business

"It cannot be said to be a foregone conrUision that the two appointees are 'in',"
this authority said. "However, when they
t.ike their civil service exam they will have
behind them the distinct advantage of their
experience, which is rarely shared by any
other candidate.

Heid for a second week. Gross: $28,000. Rating: 160'~t.
"MURDER
WILL OUT" (F. N.)
ST.\TEL.\KE— <3.0ncn. 35c-7,=;c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Si.\ acts RKO
vaude. orchestra, novelty
short, ''Desert
\'ulture"
(12-ycar-oId
Security comedv with Tex Guinan
and
faked dialpgue).
Anniversary program. Gross: 520.000.
Rating: 80%.
"ACROSS
THE
WORLD"
fMr. aiul .Mrs. .Martin lohiison)
STIT^ER.AKER -(1.178). 25c-$l, 2nd and final week.
Died at the end of its second week. Gross (for 2
weeks I: about JS,.>(X). Rating: 45T.
"CAPTAIN OF THE GUARD" (Universal)
WClOl).-- ''.,I75>, .">5c-75c. l.ist -t days .it 11-day run.
Other attractions: Comedy, I'athc news. 4 daily appearances of Tohn Boles. Cross (for last 4 days):
Rating: Ooss
SO^r. (first
"The 3 Cuckoo"
replaced
inJ8.400.
mid-week.
days); (RKO)
$9,100.
Rating:

"As for the permanency of the present
iioard," he continued, "onlv an eventuality
can displace them. There are few changes

"HELL
HARBOR"
(U. A.)
UNITED .■\RnSTS-( 1,728). .V'^c-Ssc. Other attractions: Comedy, ncwsreel, musical short. Better than
a lot of pictures have done here lately, but not strong
enough under B. & K.'s new profit requirements to
get a second week. Replaced bv "(Vne Romantic
.Night" (U. .\.). Groas: $25,500.
Rating: 87%.

in this or any other branch of the city's
civil service. The object is to establish efficien(:y and reliabilitv through length of
service and experience."
Once in, they are, apparently, in until
death or the trial board gets them.
The position of member of the censor
board is a full-time occupation. The salary
of the censor-in-charge (Miss Sigler) is
$2,880 per vear. Members receive $2,040
their first year ; $2,280 the second year, and
$2,460 the third year and every year thereafter.
Women have predominated on the board
since its inception.
Only three men
(one

Singer Sliuuj
Mortimer II. Siniier, m-noral manager of the K-K-() Chicago offices,
annually dona(e.s a vahial)le pri/.e for
the amateur player whose diction is
adjudmdtheatrical
best in the
DramaheldLeague's
annual
contest,
at the
(Joodman
Theatre here.
In this year's contest, staged recently, the Singer pri/.e was awarded
to l{al|)h Schoolman, a member of the
cast of "The Tenth Man," a playlet
which was awarded the first prize —
the Kdith Rockefeller .McCormick cup.
In addition, Charles Freeman, stage
director for the prize winning play,
received the third and final award
given during the contest. Mr. Singer
was so impressed by this clean sweep
by the members of the same entry —
and by the merits of their plavlet —
that he booked "The Tenth Man" for
a week's engagement at the I'alace
here. Naturally interested in the winner of the prize he had donated, .Mr.
Singer sought him nut.
"Vou have remarkable ability," he
told .Mr. Schoolman. "^ Ou shouldn't
have been hiding yourself all the.se
years. You might be a leading man
today if you had started
earlier."
"Mr. Singer," smiled the prize winner sadly, "I have been trying to gain
an audience with you with just such
hopes in mind for the past ten years."

of them a negro; have seen service on it.
Most of the members have been unmarried
women of middle age.

Revenue Decreases
A survey of the annual reports of the
board of censors for the past two years
(.1928-1929) reveals some interesting sidelights. It is shown that the advent of talking pictures, with its increased projection
speed and lengthened features, has increased
the film inspected by more than 600,000
feet while, at the same time, it has decreased the revenue of the censor board by
nearly $2,000. The influx of talking pictures has also brought an accompanying increase in the number of films rejected by
the board.
The comparative
reports follow :
1928
1929
Xo. of feet inspected.... 7,554,000
8,147,000
Cuts made
6,470
4,416
Reels rejected
122
148
Theatres inspected
303
262
Violations
reported
46
84
Xo. of permits issued....
20.885 20,892
Total receipts
$72,425 $70,245
There was a verv high percentage of
"siients" on the 1928 list, while the 1929
was
practically
an all-talking
program.

Balaban Cans Managers
Harry Balaban, independent owTier of
the Windsor and Dearborn theatres here,
has dispensed with managers at both
houses and is now directin.g the two himself. Balaban was formerly associated with
the Balaban & Katz organization here.
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"A good old-fashioned snowball fight, staged
by Clarence Brown for scenes in 'Romance,' in
which Greta Garbo is starred, almost caused
the director a day's work when he hired a
group of newsboys to put on the battle. The
youngsters were supplied with 'prop' snowballs
for the scrimmage and Brown, with his camera,
was stationed behind a window, shooting down
into the street below.
"In the midst of the battle, one of the kids
hurled one of the 'loaded' missiles with wicked
aim, smashing the window pane and just missing Brown and his camera."
* * *
"It will be news to practically every
editor in the world — and to all press
agents — that the United Artists studio
gateman has never failed to recognize
Marv Pickford." * * *
"Buster Keaton, who will play a soldier in
his next M-G-M starring vehicle, has dug up
his old uniform, which he wore in actual service
in France, and will use it in some of his scenes
in his new talkie. 'I got kind of used to wearing it then, and it'll fit better than a wardrobe
uniform,' he says." * * *
"Ramon Novarro wonders, in these
days of foreign versions of talkies, if
they'll ever make Chinese versions of
pictures. 'Imagine singing "Free and
Ea.sy" or "The Rogue Song" in Cantonese,' he suggests. 'I guess it would
sound like stones being dropped into

* * *
a can.' "
"Harry Earles, the midget playing with Lon
Chaney in 'The Unholy Three,' has a pet dog
taller than himself. He is 'Rudolph,' a Great
Dane. The huge pet never jumps on his diminutive master, and can be led on a leash,
never pulling at it. 'It is something like when
a bigger guy leads a horse,' says the tiny
actor."
"Mott Shea, famous theatrical man
of New York, visited the M-G-M studios and, among other old friends
among ex-vaudevillians there met
Polly Moran. 'You fired me once,' she
laughingly informed him, 'But I'll bet
you couldn't hire
* me
* * now!'"
"Hey ! Come down ofT that ladder. What
are edyou
trying voice.
to do, break your neck?' shouta raucous
"Every pair of eyes turned toward the top
of a very tall, wobbly stepladder and there on
the top, maintaining a precarious seat, was
Lotti Loder, the German star who is now
making pictures for Warner Bros. She began
an ignominious descent.
"'If you want to kill yourself, wait until
the picture
finished,'
the concluding
remark of the isowner
of thewasraucous
voice. When
Lotti stepped off the bottom rung she had regained her composure. Anyway Lotti couldn't
be upset for more than a minute and it was
only the director speaking. Directors speak
that wav to stars in* Hollvwoofl."
* *
Salisbury Field, dramatic author and
writer of stage comedies, who often
has been called "the Columbus of the
bedroom," has been signed to a contract at the Paramount Publix studios
in Hollywood, according to an executive announcement today.

UNIFORMS

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES
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Stevens Acoustic
Firm Acquired by
Johns-Manville
Assets and patents of the Stevens Sound
Proofing Co., Chicago, have been acquired
by Johns-Manville Corp. The Stevens firm
manufactures patented structural products
for sound insulations in walls, floors and
ceilings and for constructing anti-vibration
platforms under machinery.
The deal adds to the present line of JohnsManville acoustical materials, Nashkote
felts in various forms, with both perforated
and plain covers ; Nashtile with a "plastic"
finish and Sanacoustic tile, the latter product being a perforated metal tile containing
rock wool.
The Stevens systems are designed for
theatres, studios, and other institutions.

Franklin*s Free Show
Ottawa — Joe Franklin, who

manages

taken nart in the societv's essay competition. The feature was "The Wagon Master," starring Ken Maynard, supplied by the
Film Board of Trade, and short subjects
were provided by the Canadian Government. Franklin is a director of the society.
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THEATRE
Construction
PROVIDENCE, R. I.— Ground was broken
this week for Samuel Domes' new house in
East Providence, to cost about $150,000 and to
have a capacity of 1,244. M. Davis Mason of
Great Harrington, Mass., is the architect.
WOODLAND. Cal.— Erection of a $200,000 theatre here, to seat 1,200, has been announced bji;L. R. Cook, president of the National Theatres Syndicate
of San Francisco.
LAKEVIEW, Ore.— The Marius will be
title of the new theatre to be built here by
two sons of the late Marius Miller, W. V.
Hobart Miller, together with M. E. Alger
R. E. Winchester.

the
the
and
and

ALBEMARLE, X. C— A. F. Biles and R.
L. Smith are to erect a theatre and lease it
to the Stanly Amusement Co., operators of the
Columbus.
It will seat 700.
BATON
ROUGE,
La.— Southern
ment Co. will build a theatre here.

B.

F. Keith's, this week staged his annual free
show^ for senior school pupils under the
auspices of the Royal Humane Society,
when 2,600 boys and girls crowded the
tlicatre, these being the scholars who had

24,

Amuse-

LUBBOCK.
Tex.— Mrs. G. T. Scales
spend $200,000 on erection of a theatre.

will

WINNIPEG — A syndicate of Winnipeg
business men has arranged for the construction of the Academy Theatre, an atmospheric
and wired house, to cost $150,000.

Fire Destroys Crescent
Pampa,
Tex. — An
early morning blaze
destroyed the Crescent, causing- a loss of
$50,000. For a time a number of adjoining
buildings were threatened. Defective wiring is given as the cause. The theatre was
recently
remodeled
for talking
pictures.

Equipment
Theatre Lobby Frames, manufacturer
to you. Low cost. Gem Frame Company, 2805 Brighton, Kansas City, Mo.

Qet This Vointl

"Your public is mighty critical
on sound — keep a step

Situation Wanted
Manager, experienced, desires position.
Furnish best of references. \\\\\ go anywhere. Apply Box 686, Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue, New
York.

ahead of them"

Sllman
Synchronous
Use
DISC POINTS
The

OCA. LI TE
BRILLIANT

PICTURESPERFECT SOUND

Clear, realistic pictures — Freedom from eyestrain— Natural tone quality — All these are
essential to hold your patronage and are
assured
by VocaUte
Sound
Screen.
THE BEST BY SCIENTIFIC TEST
Descriptive Literature on Application

B£4DED
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SCREEN COJRP

WeST
37^"STRttT
ROOSEVELT,
OiCW

FACTOB-V

COSTUMES
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VORK

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

^

only perfect point for
sound reproduction
No Surface Scratch . . .
More Natural Tone . . .

Clearer Voice Articulation
. . . Eliminate.s Blurry and
Raspy

Tone

appreciate
.ind you'll
themimprovement
Try ful
over the old
Send

TO-DAY

for

FREE

this wonderstyle needle
Samples

M a It lit lie t tire il l>\

Silman Distributing Co.
Sotiitil Eqiiipiiintf and Apparatus

620 Grant St.

BROOKS

Pittsburgh, Pa.

1437 B'way
New York
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MOTION PICTURE NEWS
Conducted

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

Good News!
Ts
ABOU
new

t hit of
j^rehates
tht' reac
our ears,
to

' c o in e s indirectly from
Harry Arthur, newly appointed
"chief" of all the Eastern I^ox
Theatres.
His i)lan is as follows: NO
MORE
RUNNING
THEATRES FROM THE HOME
OFFICE, THE HOUSE MANAGER WILL BE THE MAN
TO RUN
THE THEATRE
AND HIS DIRECT
AND
ONLY BOSS WILL BE THE
DISTRICT SUPERVISOR.
That's just what we have been
hoping" for rig-ht along-, and now
it's coming- to pass so that the
house manag:er on this circuit
will find himself divorced from a
couple of dozen bosses.
Mr. Arthur's idea of chain
management is by no means the
first of its kind, but it strikes a
new note here in the east where
''boss management" had reached
the point where the manag-er
could never learn who and how
many bosses he really had to
take orders froni.

It's high
that
ne
undertook totime
tnid out someo
whethe
r
the averag-e house manag-er is a
capable individual and suited
for
the responsibilities of handling- a
house togrether with its manv
important details.
If, and time will tell, most of
them can't make the g^rade without half a dozen or more sujjcr-

TABLE
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visors standing- behind them to
prompt their everv move, then it
is hig-h time that such conditions
were brought to lig-ht and men
capable of carrying the burden
be found.
The "boss control" from the
home office, making- the manager
follow every move according to
home office judgment, has made
robots out of real managers and
a lot of them might find it hard
to adjust themselves to the new
order of things. But no matter
how hard the adjusting process
is going to be, it will be well
worth the effort.

AN'hen a theatre owner engages a manager to run a theatre, they should at least allow
him to follow his own judgment
to that extent where he can demonstrate, after a reasonable period of time, whether he is the
right man for the job. Putting
him in charge and then making
him jump through hoops at the
command of a dozen different
bosses, all with separate and individual ideas can only end one
way. A poorly run theatre with
a
hundred loop-holes where pataway.
ronage and money are seeping
The right type of man likes
responsibility. He works harder
by reason of feeling that his su'•'Cliin
ick.his
periors have implicit faith
"
honesty
and judgment.

Our hats are oft" to Harrv
Arthur.
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With more and more Kiddie Clubs being organized by
theatre men, the latest Club
to come to our attention is
the one founded by Matt
Press, manager of the Saenger
Theatre in Hope, Arkansas,
with which he is securing plenty of kiddie business on his
Saturday matinees.
As the first move in his campaign Press put a proposition
up to the local Parent-Teacher association and the newspaper
whereby both organizations were to sponsor the Club and give
liim full co-operation. Securing their consent he made an announcement regarding the club to the junior classes. The
teachers then enrolled the pupils on payment of ten cents for
a three months membership. As there was one Parent-Teachers
association for each school in the town the enrollment fee was
presented to the respective organizations. Over five hundred
members were secured in a couple of days.
The membership cards carried the children's name and addresses as well as the birth date, with the address being filed
away for future mailing purposes. Through his newspaper
tie-up Press arranged that the paper give a present to the kiddie or kiddies whose birthday would fall in the week preceding
the Saturday matinee. Another activity was the securing of
space in the paper to be devoted to a column of club news.
He also promoted samples of merchandise for the kiddies from
the local merchants and obtained the dealers' promises that
whenever they wished to advertise a product it would be done
through the kiddie club.
As we have stated before the club meets every Saturday.
For an hour before starting time the kiddies sing songs, play
games on the stage and listen to announcements of coming attractions. Admission to the theatre is five cents, providing the
youngster is enrolled in the club.
The kiddies also have a theme song, the lyrics of which work
in the Publix organization and the Parent-Teachers association.
The song is sung at the opening and closing of each session.
The kiddie club is going along great and Press secures loads
of good-will from everyone in town. And when you can get
good-will the way he's getting it, you'll never have to worry
about the box office hitting a slump.
We
would
like to reveal at this time that Matt has iust

Pr ess Boosted His
Kiddie Biz. Plenty
With Showmanship
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been enrolled into the club and this is his first contribution.
We want to welcome him into the organization and let him
know that we believe he is going to be numbered among our
very active members. And listen, Matt, why not shoot us in
a piioto and a little dope concerning yourself so that we can
give vou a regular "intro".

With a fine showman like
S. H. Hinman operating up
around Medina, N. Y., it looks
as though a little dust will be
stirred up every now and then.
For with him handling
the
• Diana Theatre it's a cinch that
things won't stand still, by a long shot.
Already Hinman has pulled a nice angle in the traffic tags he
used in conjunction with his showing of "She Couldn't Say No."
The cards were regular baggage tag size and one side bore copy
which read: "Warning !"— You Are Violating A Very Important Law! — There Is No Reason For This And No Excuses
On Other Side Will Be Permissible— This Ticket Is The Last
Warning And For Your Own Good Read Reverse Side."
The other side of the card bore copy relating to the picture
and playdates and also set down seven excuses, headed by copy
which declared that none of the excuses would constitute a
sufficient reason for staying away from the picture. Another
angle Hinman uses to sell his show is a personal letter, signed
by an usher. The letter sets forth the pictures coming to the
house and closes with a paragraph in which the usher advances
the hope that he will seat the reader often during the "All Star

Auto Door Hangers
Proved A Good Bet
For Hinman's House

Festival
Month."
The letters
were inserted in envelopes and sealed. Ushers
carried them to the residences in town and deposited them in
the mail boxes thereby saving the cost of postage. Both of the
gags we have set forth here went over very well with Hinman's
patrons as this was the first time they had been worked in the
town, and even if we do say so, we know that the town is in for
a lot more treats in showmanship for the reason that when
"S. H." worked with E. E. Bair in East Liverpool, Ohio, they
certainly
put over
someanybody
fine stuff",
and knowing
way be"E.good
E."
has
of selling
shows,
working
with himthemust
too. work.
So hop to it "S. H." and let's have some more accounts of
vour
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One of Florida's live
terns.
wire showmen, Harold Kopplin, manager of the Capitol Theatre
in Miami, is responsible for these suggestions and since they are
a subject of interest among showmen to-day who are setting
their plans for the summer we decided to include them in our
Anniversary Edition.
As a street ballyhoo for his cooling plant he created a display which was placed on top of a truck. The display consisted
of cut-out boards made up to resemble a huge cake of ice.
Cut-outs of polar bears were placed on the top with icebergs
forming a background. Concealed under the icebergs were a
couple of loudspeakers, one pointing to the front of the car
and the other to the rear. .\ victrola record furnished tlic
music and sales talk on the plant and no matter whereabouts
in town the truck went it attracted plenty of attention. The
gag not only served a.-; a cooling plant plug but was also used
to plug the current picture at the Capitol. We have on hand a
picture of the display but unfortunately it turned out to be
too dark for reproduction and anyway we don't think that a
photo could have done justice to the very nice effect that wa>
acliic\r(l in this ballyhoo.
Another angle he used to get in plugs for the cooling plant
and the coming attractions may be seen in the blotter we are
reproducing. The blotters were made up in attractive colors
and distributed in almost every store in town. The angle of
including the month's attractions on the blotter also made it
of value since they were distributed in office buildings and
apartment houses as well as stores and were almost a certainty
to be held onto for a couple of weeks anyway. The cost of
making up the blotters, we believe, was nominal and should
any of the Club members care to use them to plug the cooling
plants we are sure that they will be found to serve the same
beneficial purpose as they proved to be to Kopplin.
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We want to thank him for passing these angles
time when they are most needed and since he is one
real active showmen, who keeps right in front with
the live-wire members of the Club located in his
believe that we will have more accounts of him
shortlv.

along at a
of ^Iiami's
the rest of
district we
to present

Taking time off from his very

Gives
J. AlbertSOn
The Low-Down On

atre
East
Indiana -Theat the Harbor,
busy mworkIndiana

f,

favors us with a little dope on

House

» k-\«^

fi

1

S Magnailhll

Chicago, Ind . Jack Albertson

Magna f^lm" which we think

-^
will prove
of value to his
brother members in the ROUND TABLE CLUB, and for that
reason we are shooting it along to you in his "own words."
■"Our hou>e." states Jack, "is a 1.220-seat house with 1,140
from
on the main floor and 80 in the Mezzanine with a throw
the booth to the stage of 110 feet. We formerly used a 16 x 18
ft. screen — a Daton-X Western Electric screen. We used 6-in.
lenses in the booth and had a mask pulled by the stage hand
for subjects that were on film, so vou see we lost the size of
the picture and the Movietone mask on the projector cut onlv
theleft side of the picture. That much for the former screen.

BACK

CLUB

i^

TO THE GRIND!

hi

With the AnniNorsary Edition off our
chest, ue tan now huckk' down to hard work
once more with this thouji^ht constantly in
mind: to improve the ("iuh activities and
pajfes more than ever before.
Ahiny interesting and valuable items, received too late for use in the Anniversary
Issue, or not used for lack of space, will be
presented during? the next few weeks, but
regardless of whether your item appeared
or when it w ill appear, we are deeply grateful for your splendid co-operation.
Many fine things have been planned for
the future of the Round Table Club and if
you were pleased with your organization in
the past, you will be doubly pleased with
what is going to happen in the future.
.Just one more word before we close this
little statement: If you contemplate a trip
to New York this summer, be sure to drop
us a line and by all means make the Club
your headquarters while here. We had the
opportunity of saying hello to pretty near
a hundred of the boys last summer and we
look forward to doubling that number this
year.

'Thick"

"Now, here is what we use for "Magnafilm." We bought an
18x24 ft. Sound Screen. We have a full size picture on the
screen no matter if the subject is Vitaphone or Movietone.
Four new Ross lenses had to be bought, one 4! 2-in. for Movietone and one 5-in. for Vitaphone, two of each for each projector. We have Motiograph projectors in our booth and the
Motiograph factory in Chicago. They supplied adapters for to
hold these lenses and each adapted has a small ring that can
be adjusted by little screws on the side. We pre-focused all
the lenses so that it is but a moment's time to open the thumb
screw and change the lensesi as you go from Vitaphone to
Movietone subjects. The new Movietone mask we have cuts
off the top and bottom and the left side of the picture, but
still we have a full size picture on the screen as we are using
the 4V2-in. lens. This is a very good thing as the public don't
see the mask on the stage going open and closed and have the
benefit of a full picture all the time. This is also a benefit to
the small house that can't afford a stage hand to pull a mask
on the stage but to me there is nothing more worse to walk
into a house and see a screen with a large portion of the screen
black as there is a movietone feature or subject on the screen.
"It is a rather hard job to fxplain ahout 'Magnafilm,' a.* it i>
a big move in the theatre, but I hope that you have .gotten the
drift of what I have tried to explain.
Oak Jack, we want to thank you for the interest you have
shown in writing this little article on your "Magnafilm" experience and we feel that it will more than be appreciated by
the CLUB.

NO\TLTY
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Since he hasn't been represented here in a couple of
weeks we feel that it is about
time to pass along an account
of the corking way that
George Shewell, exploitation
manager of the York Theatre
in York, Pa., sold the town on "Happy Days" and "Magnafilm."
In the past we have reproduced a good many of his newspaper advertisements so it is small wonder now that the ad
we are showing was bound to sell the town. Knowing his
work as we do we feel that he has put almost everything into
it that will appeal to his audiences and if you will study it
carefully you will get an idea of
what he is selling the picture
J New PACe
from.
wiPICTURC CnLorlammenL
Cashing in on the Grandeur
film angles (since the house has
a big screen) he played up the
Magnascope as "Giving the
characters the breath of life."
Another very profitable catchline he has adopted, and one
SOMETHING YOU WOi. ftEMCMBEJt ALL YOUR LIFETIMC
incidentally which a Round
Table member originated is the
I I.T^ Mar* j
"Something You Will Remember All Your Life Time" line. We
could point out many more fine
points in this ad but since we
feel that you are versed in playing up highlights in your adverA MUSICAL LOVE STORT SPARKUNC WITH STARS
tising it is unnecessary for us
to talk further on the layout.
A
hUCNlFICENT
kO^aBdni i
Incidentally, it was the Magnafilm idea alone which sold the
picture since the patrons are

More Views Of The
Work Being Turned
Out By G. Shewell

S Siia4*r •! ■udait* tat Om a
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film ku
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ta b* •ecu to Ik

HAPPY DAYS
nt

vwdiBf

N e zv s
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Vieto. McLmI'i

EJBnmtd

not
so to
partial,
Shewell's
houses,
screen inrevues.
So
you can see what showmanship
can do whenever you display it.
SUNDAY NIT^ MAIL I6T1H .
.\nother interesting angle on
his campaign for the picture
comes to light in the form of a
window tie-up he arranged in
ALL TICKETS - 50c
a local drug store. The store
window sold a display of candy
along with the picture lay-out
Vou'U Agree Those Days WiU Be "Itappv Dnyj"
M lini You Come Early To ^votd The Rush
J and it is certainly a pleasure to
pass along the story that the
display was so effective the dealer sold more boxes of candy
than ever before. Which again proves the value of real showmanship when properly applied.

MIDNITE SHOW

Assistant Managers
as Members!
In order that we may dispel a wrong impres.sion, we want
all as.sistant theatre managers to know they are eligible for
membership in the Round Table Club, PROVIDING their
manager certifies as to the position they hold.
Many assistant managers have important duties in their
respective theatres, such as publicity and exploitation directors, treasurers, etc. We therefore feel that their activities
are many times just as important to the Club pages as the
managers.
The reasons we make this one provision is that it is difficult
for us to know whether an applicant who calls himself an
assistant manager is really just that. We can check up on
the assistants and we would rather they expressed their
willingness before their assistants joined the Club.
M. R. T. C.

M ay
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As George is one of our very active members we know that
in the future we will pass along many more accounts of his
showmanlike work so we want to thank him for letting us in
on this one and wish him continued success.
Here's another young fellow
who seemed to be set in his
determination to make a name
for himself some day in the
show business. The young
man's name is Louis Glinnen
^
and he is the assistant manager of the Olympia Theatre in Chelsea, Mass.
As this is the first time he has been in the show game, Louis
has plenty to learn yet, but we think that under the able
tutelage of his boss, and house manager, Herman P. Claman,
lie will pick up many very valuable points on the why and
wlierefore of show merchandising. He has one point in his
favor though, he has worked at the
same theatre for two years, starting
there when he was sixteen years old, by
doing odd jobs as reel boy, usher, relief
doorman, etc.
With his installation as assistant manager he will really embark upon his
show career and we are of the opinion
that if he sticks to his dtermination in

Louis Glinnen Is
Breaking Into The
Racket Quite Early

a little while he'll be running a house
of his own and be a full fledged showman in every sense of the word. We
want to congratulate him for attaining
his present position so quickly and want
him to know that we will be very glad
to pass along any of the activities of Mr. Claman and himself.
So let's have a little note from you now and then Louis, so that
we can tell what's going on.

Bergmann Used
A Couple Of Good
Stunts On Picture

Some excellent showmanship was displayed by W. H.
Bergmann, manager of the
World Theatre in Kearney,
Neb., as part of his merchanRanger" dising for "The
Lone
Star

He promoted a lot of old guns from an antique dealer in
town and then arranged to display them in the window of a
store located in a central part of the town. The guns were
placed on a special display board and bore little explanatory
notes concerning their age and type. A card in the center of
the display carried copy and play dates on the picture.
As another angle to the stunt he arranged to insure the display for $2,500, through a local insurance agency. When he
received the policy he put in on display alongside of the guns
and this served to enhance the selling punch of the layout.
The window display attracted more than the usual amount of
interest and made mighty fine advertising for the picture.
To top off the campaign in good fashion, he used a ballyhoo
in the form of a street stunt. This stunt consisted of a real
cowboy attired in his regular regalia riding a horse which was
bannered on both sides carrying copy about the picture, theatre
and playdates. The cowboy also passed out heralds to make
the stunt more effective.

These few gags he used, completely sold the
picture and his show^man judgment was more
when he checked up the receipts at the finish of
are glad to note that Bergmann is continuing
showmanship he is so capable of doing and we
from him more often.
How about it "W. H."?

town on the
than verified
the run. We
that live-wire
want to hear
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very clever showmanSome
ship was exhibited by W. J.
Koesch, of the New Fifth
Avenue Theatre in Nashville,
Tenn., when he set out to sell
to the
"His First Command"
'
residents of the city.
riiroii^;!)
tii'-ui)
with tlioTcnnessiaii,
RO/l'l , oihetlui Imiif-I-'ogg
School
and athe
Nashville,
ottered
a prize High
of a
silver loving cu]) to the platoon making the best showing in a
drill to be held during the week. For a week before the pla> ,date. the cup was e.xhibited in the window of one of the largest
jewelry store in town, with a card alongside announcing the
playdate and contest.
Motion pictures were taken on the day of the review and
since seven hundred boy students appeared in them you can bet
they were down at the theatre when the film was run off On
the night of the presentation the school band played in front
of the theatre and also before and after the presentation of the
loving cup, which took place on the stage With over 1400 boy
and girl students enrolled in the school, only the winning
platoon, numbering fifty boys, were present as guests of the
theatre, but the rest of the student body, anxious to see movies
of the review and also the show, paid admission and boosted up
the box office receipts considerably all during the run of the
film.
In this manner plenty of interest was aroused in the theatre
and loads of good-will created. The newspaper came through
wonderfully and gave the stunt a good "break," both by pictures and by stories. The stunt was a complete success from
a box office as well as a publicity standpoint and the etiforts
expended in the tie-ups were more than rewarded.

W. J. Roesch Sold
Them On Mis Show
By Special Tie-Up

Lots Of Good-Will
Secured By Ken
Hoel On Free Show
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One way to boost good-will
in your community is to run
a free show for the kiddies

every bet
nowthatandthethen
and it's
safe
mammas
anda
pappas are going to feel okay
'
about
it. And
working
on
that theory Ken Heel, manager of the Harris Theatre in Findlay.
Ohio, decided to run a free kiddie show.

By looking at the photo we are showing below, you'll get an
idea of what the kids thought of the stunt. Some of them were
at the theatre hours before the house opening. In order to
give them a treat that they would remember for a long time
Hoel made a tie-up with a local candy company wherebv the
manufacturer agreed to donate a bar of candy to every child at
the theatre, and in addition, to give away a pair of skates to a
boy and a girl.

AN EXCLUSIVE

CLUB FEATURE

Calendar^^

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you
can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

Okay

Ken,

we're

glad

to hear

from

you

again.

i7^

MAY
May 21st

Lindbergh's
N.
Y. to Paris Non-Stop
(1927).

Flight —

!

May 24th

1844.
First Telegraph Message sent in
Brooklyn Bridge Opened.
Empire Day (Canada).
Ascension Day.
Memorial Day.

'

May
May
May
May

24th
24th
29th
30th

JUNE
June 2nd to 7th National Swimming Week.
June 3rd
King's Birthday (Canada).
June 3rd
Confederate Memorial Day — Tennessee.
June 3rd
JeflPerson Davis' Birthday
(Alabama, Arkansas, Florida, Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia).
June 6th
Nathan Hale's Birthday.
June nth
Kamehameha Day in Hawaii.
Flag Day.
June 14th
June 14th
Harriet Beecher Stowe's Birthday.
June loth
Pioneer Day (Idaho).
June 15th
St. Swithin's Day.
June 17th
Father's Day.
June 17th
Battle of Bunker Hill— 1775.
June 18th
Battle of Waterloo— 1815.
June 21st
Longest Day in Year.
June 21st
Children's Day.
June 26th
First American
Troops to Land
in France — H»17.

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
To make the town sit up and take notice of his house, Hoel
had the kids parade about the street for a block or two before
entermg the theatre. A couple of the kids carried banners
announcmg that the crowd was attending a free show at the
theatre and also got in a plug for the candy bar. Hoel's stunt
did wonders towards building up more good-will in the town
and though his box office didn't show much with the special
show, he more than made it up in good-will.

1

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ''The Showman's
Calendar '* £or an advance tip on
future holidays and events.
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PERTINENT PARAGRAPHS
CARRY A WALLOP!

THAT

The following, clipped and accumulated from various
sources, will make excellent material for theatre circuit
house organs, as well as others wanting to use same.
It should also fit nicely for theatre programs, etc.
— MORE NEXT WEEK —

* * *

Enthusiasm is confidence in
action; it is the spark plug of
any enterprise.
—Colgate Clock.

I don't
care to fool
any fooled
man;
when
he discovers
I have
him, he wiU do me more harm
than my cunning did me.
— E. W. Howe.

Theory
raise raises
a man's
hopes,
but may
practice
his
wages.
—The Sphinx.

A man is paid not for having
brains, but for using them.
— Anonjrmous.

* * *

Good-will is the disposition of
the pleased customer to return
to the place where he has been
well treated.
U. S. Supreme Court.

* * *

A small magnet never has the
power to drag after it big things.
— Lever Standard.

* * *

Idleness is the Dead Sea that
swallows all virtues. Be active
in business, that temptation may
miss her aim; the bird that sits
is easily shot.
— Franklin.
if!

*

*

You can't amass a batting
average without going to bat.
—Elbert Hubbard II.
He

*

^

A salesman who stands still
runs no danger of making a false
step. But he will have to watch
out that he doesn't get stepped
on by the hustlers who are out
after business.
— New England Pilot.

Browning Clicked
Again With These
ShowmanlikeStunts

* * *

* * *

Gettingtomerstheaway other
from fellow's
him is cusnot
nearly so important as keeping
your own customers safe and
satisfied.
— Provincial Papyrus.
The more one leaves things to
chance, the less chance there is
for success.
— Remprint.

* * *
The salesman preceded by advertising isan ambassador; the
one who must introduce himself
is a peddler.
—Eaglet.
Anyone can cut prices, but it
takes brains to make a better
— Armour.
product.

* * *

To kill a little time is to
murder a big opportunity.
— Brass Tacks.
Speed is often essential to
the laying out of show merchandising campaigns. This
is due to the many "productions" being turned out daily
and opportunities
for showmanship they offer. So here's
Metropolitan in Boston, Mass.,

■
why "Tod" Browning of the
is a "hustler."
To again give you some idea of the way he works we are
going to show you how many valuable tie-ups he engineered
in the short space of two weeks. When he played "Ladies
Love Brutes" he tied-up with one of the local newspapers and
promoted a contest in the sheet. A picture of Bancroft was
run daily, showing him in different poses from various pictures.
The contestants
were supposed to
guess the names of
the pictures he
played in and write
a short essay on
which they thought
his best picture
was. The stunt
went over big with
the residents of the
city and the thousands of replies
that came in more
than showed the
\ahic of it.
On "The Vagabond King" he promoted a number of tie-ups from various
stores and beauty parlors.
The beauty parlor ovvners were

24,
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allowed to conduct stands in the Met. lobby and the patrons
were invited to witness free demonstrations on beauty culture.
The stunt did a lot towards boosting good-will for the house
and a lot of valuable publicity was received. Some free newspaper space was obtained by inserting notice of the demonstration and the picture in the ads run by the dealers.
The photo we are showing in conjunction with this article
shows another phase of "Tod's" activity in which he cashed in
on lots of free space by offering free tickets to the theatre to all
persons guessing the winner of the recent Boston Marathon.
The newspapers alloted his plan space on the sport pages and
he followed this angle up by having a cameraman take shots
of the race which were projected at the theatre a couple of
hours later.
By offering scholarships totaling five hundred dollars, he was
enabled to tie-up almost every school in Boston on a drawing
contest. The scholarships were awarded for the five best drawings, showing actual scenes from pictures at the Metropolitan,
for four consecutive weeks. The pictures were all to carry the
title star and theatre plug in them. The gag went over like
wildfire and reams and reams of good-will rolled into the Met.
After securing the photos they were put on display in the
lobby and this angle enabled the house to drag in a little more
additional box-office in the form of relations of the artists, who
had come to see their prodigies' work.
If time and space would permit we could make up a couple
of more pages concerning
wouldn't be enough. But
be
carefully
limited
to
about
the work
turnedas out

"Tod's" work and even then that
since this edition must, of necessity,
space,
tell future.
you more
at the we'll
Met. have
in the tonear

At this time we would like
to introduce to you a showman from the state of Arkansas, in the person of R. W.
Van Hook, manager of the
Rialto Theatre in Morrilton.
■
As his first contribution, we
have on hand a copy of his house organ and an ad that he
used for "Sunny Side Up." We want to say, before going any
further ahead with this article, that he certainly did turn out
a good piece of work in the half page co-operative ad he used
on the picture. The local merchants bought space on the page
and tied-in the title of the picture with the merchandise they
were
And town
incidentally,
whenandyou're
locatedselling.
in a small
to make it's
up not
ads so
of easy,
this sort
it is

R. Van Hook Joins
And Boosts Our
Arkansas
Line-Up

for just that reason we think Van Hook deserves a compliment.
His house organ, too, is nicely made-up and no doubt does
a lot to sell his shows to the townspeople. It has only one
page, made up in miniature tabloid size, but it carries everything he is trying to convey. Since he knows his patronage
very well, it is safe to assert that they pay a lot of attention
to the program. This angle is one of the best used by Van
Hook to obtain a more or less "personal" contact.
We want to welcome this showman into the Club and we feel
sure that from time to time more will be heard of him concerning the way he sells his shows at the Rialto. Let's hear from
you, "R. W." and why not shoot us in a little "dope" about
yourself, and a photograph too.

JACK

STEWART

Says:

"A word about the MANAGERS' ROUND
TABLE CLUB in the NEWS. This section is the
most inspiring piece of showmanship ever conceived by a trade journal; it teems with ideas for
exploitation, and I am sure that the Managers
everywhere are most grateful to the MOTION
PICTURE NEWS for their constructive enterprise and foresight in giving them this key to
increased box-office receipts."
Manager, Capitol Theatre,
Peterboro, Ontario, Canada.
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Of course, in this number,
we couldn't forget the famous
Weiss-Perlberg team of the
P'lorida Theatre in Jacksonville, Fla., for without the
beaming
face of Jonas Perl\
^
berg, publicity hound
of the
house, there'd be no life in this story Just so that you may not
waste any too much sympathy on Jonas (though he is a hard
worker) we are giving you an idea of how he poses for the
sake of publicity and in the photo we are showing you can
readily see that he has put in a hard day's work as he is supported by a couple of young ladies. What a guy!
I'.iu tM K^t iliiwii to real business
and ti'll you wiiat Weiss and Pcrlborg are doins to put their shows
across it will be necessary to explain
the two photos beinf; run with this
article. They show part of the
kiddie party that was sponsored by
one of the largest department stores
in town about Easter time. The
store paid for all of the advertising
on the contest and tlicy did plenty,
puttinj^ readers in their regular department store ads, running special
boxes and making special displays.
During their shoppers broadcast
which was made every morning,
they plugged the special show.
Talent was recruited from among
the local youngsters to make up the
stage part of the program. A lot of
advance publicity w'as secured by
special one sheet cards placed in all
the windows of the store. Thousands of tickets were printed
and distributed free to children calling at the store with their
parents. On the day of the show, egg rolling contests and a
parade was held and the kids were also treated to candy and
novelties. The whole campaign was well planned and executed
and the house and the department store came in for a lot of
pul)licity and good-will.
Some fine work was turned out by the "incorporation" on recent pictures and as usual their record for street ballyhooing
remains unbroken. On "Ladies Love Brutes" a man was engaged to parade about the streets dressed in a costume, one
half of which was comprised of evening dress and the other

Weiss-Perl her ^ Inc.
Of Florida Still
Puttinj^ Them Over

half, a laborer's clothes A sign on the man's back read "Girls,
which do you prefer?" 'Ladies Love Brutes." As usual the
whole town was set to laughing at the grotesque appearance
of the man and it seems to us that whenever the team uses a
street ballyhoo of this sort it always clicks with the residents
of Jacksonville. Another stunt that met with great favor was
the tie-up arranged with a bath room fixture concern for "Puttin' On the Ritz." The company sent out ten thousand attractive heralds plugging the picture and announcing the display
of the colored bath fixtures which were placed in the Florida
lobby. To lend an atmospheric effect to the scene, a young
lady was engaged to sit at a dressing table. Through the tieup fifty window displays were secured by Weiss-Perlberg and
this, coupled with the display in the lobby did a lot towards
selling the picture

Before signing
thishouse
articleorgan
we'd they
like got
to hand
compliment
for theoffnice
out onthetheboys
thirda
anniversary.
The sheet was made up in the form of a tabloid
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*'IHI/)I)Y'S" ORGAN

SPECIALTY!

A.s presented l)y "IJiiddy" \Nebl)er ol the Capitol
Theatre in .Miami, I'ia., an or«:an spe(ialt> takes
on the form of a special holida\. His solos have
become
the l)\
raji:erequests
around for
the numbers.
Capitol and
"Hiiddv"
is
hesiej^ed
Proving;
the
popularity of orj^an solos. How does he do if.' The
answer is simple. Novelty plus.
As his first offerinK at the theatre, "IJuddy"
featured his now famous "Sinjjin' in (he Hathtub" number, where, jjaibed in a semi-bathinj^ suit
and seated in a tin bathtub, he rendered a solo
that delighted the hearts of the audience. In fact,
it lifted them from their seats. (So in<(uisitive were
they to see whether IJuddy had on a bathing suit.)
His latest oPferinjjs at the Capitol are "Why
Can't You Love That Way?* in which he poked a
lot of jjood fun at the local celebrities, and for
the last half of the week featured "Hu>; House
Blues," in which the lines "When I asked the
keeper how he ever ^ot a collection of nu\s like
those, he said he collected all that didn't sing with
the organ in movie shows." And that line pepped
them up and made them sinj;.
No question about it. You can't beat a cleverly
prepared organ solo and if you've an organ in your
house and you're not using it, why you're just letting a good bet go to waste. A solo peps up your
audience and gets them in a good mood for the
program following. So grab a piece of cheese cloth
and start wiping the dust off the organ, (iive your
organist a hand and help him arrange novelt>
numbers

and don't be afraid to plug them

either.

and carried many items of interest to the patrons of the house.
We want to thank the famed team for the interest they have
shown in the Club ever since they joined our organization and
we feel sure tliat the future will bring forth many more suggestions which we can pass along to the other members of the
Club.
Whenever it comes to plughouse plenty at no
Murdock Cashed In cost toging histhe
theatre you can
On Every Angle By trust J, E. Murdock, manager
of the Rowland Theatre in
Merchant Tie-Up on
Wilkinsburg, Pa , to be right
tap.
One of the local dealers in produce and groceries, the largest
store in town incidentally, has a mailing list of five thousand
names which they use to send a special weekly circular informing the patrons of the bargains to be had. Murdock tied in
with the store and persuaded them to run his weekly program
along with the circular.
For doing this, the store received two hundred passes good
for one admission apiece at any matinee. A note was inserted
in the herald informing the patrons that the passes would be
included every week and that perhaps they would be lucky
enough to win one. This gag clicked wonderfully with the
residents of the town.
-Another thing that he is promoting in the town is a community drive in association with the Chamber of Commerce
and the Business Men's Organization and though we haven't
the full and complete details on hand just now we expect to
very soon pass along the entire campaign. To date, Murdock
has promoted over a thousand dollars worth of merchandise
which will be awarded during the drive.
Oak "J. E.," we are looking forward to the rest of the dope
and since we know the kind of showmanlike work you turn
out, we feel that it will contain many interesting angles for us
to pass along to the rest of the Club.
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Take a tip from a couple of live-wire showmen
in Great Bend, Kansas. When they played "Free
and Easy," they innovated a "Scotch Day Matinee"
in conjunction with the picture. The gag consisted
of REDUCING THE RATES and the publicity and
good-will derived from the stunt more than paid
up for the matinee.
Here's a chance for you to do the same thing.
You don't have to wait for a special picture. Pull
it on anyone! And instead of a matinee you could
run it for a whole day. Give it a week's advance
plugging and you'll have them talking for months
after. Arrange some novelties. Tie up with your
local newspaper and give passes for the best Scotch
jokes. Place funny signs about your lobby tying
in the Scotch Dav Matinee. Copv on the cards could
read: "STANDING ROOM ONLY— FOR THOSE
WHO DON'T WISH TO WEAR OUT THEIR
CLOTHES BY SITTING DOWN," "WANTED TO
MARRY— A MAN NAMED BROWN SO THAT I
CAN USE MY FIRST HUSBAND'S SILVERWARE—(Signed) MRS. ANGUS BROWN" and
gags of like nature.
You can have a lot of fun with a stunt of this
sort and also help your stock of good-will in your
town. Pick out a day when business is not so "hot"
and then "shoot the works." The only thing to
remember is that a lot depends on your advance
campaign and the more novelty you inject into it
the better it will go across.

When we receive examples
of showmanship of the sort
turned out by Paul W. Kunze,
manager of the State Theatre
in Stoughton, Mass., it stands
to reason that we are going to
—^-^———————^——
use them for nothing more or
less than the Anniversary Edition, so if Paul hasn't already
guessed our intention, and is wondering why his fine stuff
didn't appear on the pages we forthwith offer the solution.
With such a raft of his material on hand we hardly know
how to begin, but since all of our members are showing a great
deal of interest in boosting their kiddie business we'll try to
tell you what Paul is doing to swell his box-office receipts on
Saturday. As his first move, he founded a State Theatre Kiddie
Club, the idea for which, he frankly tells us, was secured for
the Round Table pages.
He has added a touch of novelty to the gag by having a
young lady, called by the youngsters "Big Sister," chaperone
the kids. The girl meets them at a booth in the foyer and
listens to their stories as well as accepting new members and
issuing a membership card and pin. Occasionally free gifts are
given to the members. The gifts are promoted from the local
merchants. Every Saturday matinee the kids sing songs, play
games and listen to little talks by the girl or Kunze. The
parents like the idea of the Club, especially having the girl in
charge, as it gives them assurance that their kids are under
expert supervision.
To boost his stock with the local schools and also the parents,
Kunze arranged to conduct a spelling bee on Saturday afternoons on the stage of the theatre. The contest was run for five
consecutive weeks. Each week the school teachers, in classes,
ran a preliminary contest and the winners were privileged to
compete on the stage of the theatre. Between twenty and thirty
kids took part weekly. A silver loving cup was donated as first
prize. Kunze displayed some fine showmanship in having a
local radio personality conduct the bee. The radio star. Bob
Emery, had been doing the same stunt over the air and had
become very popular with the youngsters of the town. During
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the week he plugged the theatre's bee over the air and some
valuable publicity was received gratis. The stunt went over very
well and the house secured plenty of good-will and added business from schools and parents.
In the photo we are showing of the window display for "Rio
Rita" you
idea of
how center
he usesof showmanship
all
times.
The will
storegetis an
located
in the
the town and at
loads
of people pass the windows daily. The owner had been unable
to lease the place, so Kunze promoted the use of the windows
until such time as the owner should lease them. All he pays
is two dollars weekly phone and electric Hghts. For the "Rita"
gag he had two girls call every number in the phone book and
inform the residents about the picture. Whenever the girls
were not phoning, a radio was used to draw attention to the
window display. The phone gag is used about once a month
by Kunze and the display is changed weekly. Occasionally a
girl is used to stand in front of the store and hand out heralds.
The interior of the store is made up to resemble a drawing
room, with props from the theatre being used as furniture.
The idea has proven of great value and Kunze knows that he
has found one sure method of plugging and selling his shows.
In his lobby the theme songs from tlie coming attractions
are plugged by his organist. A piano was promoted from a
local dealer for this purpose and the only cost was a credit
line to the dealer. Through a tie-up with a local bank he
arranged a very profitable stunt on "Happy Days." The bank
agreed to feature a "Pot O'Copper" in the window. The gag,
of course, was a large pot of pennies. Persons were invited to
guess the amount in the pot and submit their guess to the
bank. As awards three bank books for five, three and two
dollars were given. The bank paid for the distribution of heralds and blanks and also tied the angle in their ad, along with a
"Happy Days" plug. The local newspaper also gave it some
publicity stories. And, talking about the newspapers, Kunze has
found that it helps to boost his stock considerably by offering,
every once in a while, twenty-five passes to the paper. The
paper inserts the names of local residents in all of the ads and
in this manner the advertisers are assured of their ads being
read, the paper comes in for good-will and Kunze comes in for
good-will and publicity. So what could be sweeter?

Showmanship Is On
Display When Paul
Kunze Starts Work

^Vtellfffffl
At Easter Time, as a good-will plug, he sent out over 100
telegrams to regular patrons. The stunt helped a lot, as nearly
every one who had received one stopped in to thank him. A
similar angle was used to plug "Anna Christie," only many more
telegrams were sent out. When the "Lost Zeppelin" played
the house he made a tie-up with the Life Saver Corp. and distributed samples of the confection, in pay envelopes plugging
the picture. As an added business booster he gave away a
radio that he promoted from a local dealer, and put the campaign across to good results and a minimum of cost, as the
dealer paid for the printing of coupons, and newspaper space.
Incidentally, Kunze is now working on a proposition to give
away an automobile and in A. little while we expect to pass along
the complete details to you.
We could probably go on and use a couple of more pages
for his work, but since space in this issue is rather limited we
have tried to pick out the ideas we believe would be most useful to his fellow Club members, and since Paul is one of our
very active members we will present many more of his livewire stunts in future issues.
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Ticklish propositions are of
ten encountered by showmen
and it's for the purpose of
showing you how they get
over them that we are passing
along the work
of Earl
N.
—
Willey, manager of the Bijou
Theatre in Savannah, Georgia, on "Hallelujah."
1 he picture, since it boasts an all-cnioreil ca>l was ratlier i
risky venture to be siiown down in the "old south" but Willey
telt that his showmanship was equal to the occasion. .\s a
result he opened up his campaijjn with newspaper ads which
read, "Hallelujah (big type) — .\ simple story of the plantation
darky of the old south (small type)." He followed this up by
inviting the local press, the mayor, and a group of civic iieaiU
to witness a preview showing. This proved to be a master
stroke as the press broke the next day with recommendations
from everyone (iresent. and the testimonials were certainly put

Earl N. Willey
Had A Trick One
To Exploit In This

CLUC

lilTZ PATTER
Manager

My .VDOM'H IMN( CS
l{il/ Ihi-alrc, l,>iulhur>l.

.\. J.

I This is the first ot a series of humorous "chats" UMed by I
' Pincus in his theatre's protcram. If they appeal to you, go r
t ahead
and use them
w.th
his compliments.
\

Why is it — a yountj >;irl will jjo to the thiatre with her sheik
to see some partieular picture that she has been waiting for
and then spend her evening wrapped up in the bo/.ct's arms —
having her neck partially broken — while lisleninj; to a lot of
mush and boloney that he has lold some other jjirl the nitjht
before— and «hen she mws home she will tell her folks that
everything was just (i-K-a-a-n-U.
¥
»
*
*
There must be a new thrill in having the ribs crushed s>nchronized with music and effects — one girl received so much
emhracint; through a live-reel feature that she had to have
her face lifted three times before she regained her former
appearance — just imagine >■if »it »had• been twehe reels.
The funny part of if all is, they forget that they are being
observed by the patrons who go to the theatre to be entertained and to be forced to watch a wrestling match — wonder
what the parents of the girl would say if they saw their oflf.spring being strangled through the comedy — bet her father
would kick her escort in the news and trailers.
« * *
When the usher flashes his searchlight in the faces of the
spooners to call their attention to the scene they are creating,
some of the excuses they offer are really humorous — some will
say that they paid their admission — one fellow said his girl
felt chilly — but the ace of them all is, it was the fault of
the picture that was showing, the name being "She Couldn't

He followed up his newspaper publicity with the street ballyhoo we are showing with this article. The cabin was built, as
you note, on a scenery truck, thirty feet long. On the floor of
the truck plows, hoes and spades were placed. A negro sitting
on a stool strummed a banjo and sang songs from the picture.
A live goat was also pressed into service to lend an added
touch of atmosphere to the display. The truck was sent through
the streets a couple of days before opening and in addition
was parked, night and day, in front of the theatre, during the
run of the picture, with a negro quartet being added to lend
more life to it.
The ballyiioo and the newspaper publicity proved very valuable to the success of the picture and persons were calling up
reserving seats for the special midnight showing which took
place at 12:01 on Sunday. We want to compliment Willey for
the showmanlike way he handled his campaign and were very
glad to include this in our anniversary section as we feel that
it more than merits passing along to the rest of the Club in
order that they may see what the Southern showmen are accomplishing.

We've given you so many
accounts of Stewart Tucker's
work that by this time it
must seem to you as though
he never gets to sleep. At
least that's the way it appears
to us, as most of his fellow
members know, Stewart is the manager of the Byrd Theatre
in Richmond, Va.
.\t this time we are going to set forth a few of his recent
activities, just so that the rest of the Club might know what
he is doing to sell his shows, and since we know there's more to
handling a house than just exploiting and publicizing, this little
article will mostly concern the organist Steward engaged to
give his patrons a little "rest" from an all-talking program.
The Bryd Theatre boasts the largest organ in the South, a
four manual Wurlitzer, so it was rather unfortunate that it be
covered up when sound came in. Taking a little tip from the
Round Table pages (pardon the bow) Steward decided that
there was no reason why dust should collect on the beautiful
instrument, so he engaged Karl Bonawitz as guest organist and

What The Southern
Showmen are Doing
About Organ Solos

well, love will find its way, but old boy ("upid would
be Oh,
doing
No." a wonderful thing if he would find a better place
Say love
for
other than an aisle seat in a theatre — if the boys
and girls must neck and be seen, why not pick out a more
fitting place such as Grand Central Station or the Yankee
Stadium.

set to work to wake up the town.
Many specialities were arranged by him and the guest
organist and the novelty songs, lighting effects and solos, after
the first recital, had the town sitting up and taking notice. The
engagement was a complete success and Stewart found that
when it comes to handing the audience something different in
these days of "talkies." the organ is just as good as ever.
To get away from the organ angle now, since we have shown
you what a help it can be to you providing you wish to
make it so, we want to tell you about a little stunt he engineered in his lobby that created a lot of talk and landed the
house in the newspapers. The lobby featured a large aquarium,
filled with fish, and people used to stand there almost by the
hour watching them swim around. To liven interest even more
than usual, Stewart sent to Florida for a number of small
alligators. The 'gators were deposited in the aquarium, from
which the fish had been removed, and what a sensation they
created. The tank was crowded from morning till night with
lookers-on. And just to show you what happened, when the
alligators began to multiply, the papers ran a stoiy and a picture on the
that which
gave the
an forth
"ace" form
publicity
Tiiese
few event
activities
we house
have set
hut a break
small
part of Stewart's work and since space w-ill not permit us, at
this time
future
date.to set down more, we'll have to hold ofif until a
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We have been trying so long
to secure some dope on the
past career of A. R. Nininger,
of the Fort Lauderdale Theatres in Fort Lauderdale, Fla.,
that Sherlock Holmes was an
■
amateur
compared
with our
sleuthing. But imagine after we had made a lot of inquiries
and what not Mr. Nininger himself gives us the low-down.
So here goes.
As we told you before he is a veteran showman, but now we
would like you to know that he has been in the game over
thirty years. He spent his first fourteen years as an actor in
dramatic shows, vaudeville sketches and opera, graduating from
the thespian class to that of director and manager.
Feeling that he needed
some Texas air (before Florida, of course) he entered
the picture business in El
Paso and sold films there for
a while, handling distribution
for the Southern states.
From there he went into the
managerial end of the business and ran houses in Texas and Georgia, until he located in Florida. He worked
for four years as manager of
the Publix house in Ocala
and then shifted over with
the Sparks theatres at his
present position, where he has been for the past two years.
And we don't have to go on any further at this point to tell
you what he is accomplishing at the Fort Lauderdale houses
since his name has been represented on our pages before.
However "A. R.," we look toward hearing from you real soon
so that we can tell what you are doing to bring in summer
business down there, or perhaps let us know what methods
you used to bring in big business on your winter campaigns.

Here's A Line Or
Two On The Career
Of A. R. Nininger

It's been quite a while now
since we last gave you an account of Ed. Hiehle's work,
but we are happy to state at
this time that Ed. has been
busy knocking them dead with
^^^^^^^^^^■^^^^^^^^^^^ his spring fashion revue which
he put on at the Midland Theatre in Newark, Ohio.
He rang in about five local merchants who furnished everything from models to wearing apparel. He also promoted a
full page ad in the local newspaper plugging the stunts. And
to show you what an effective ad it was we are reproducing it
here.
To give the men a break he arranged to feature the
latest in haberdashery
as
well as feminine attire and
this angle met with immediate favor.
As a measure of goodwill and also as a means of
putting across one of the
biggest style shows ever
seen in Newark, he secured
the co-operation of a local
dancing school and arranged to present the pupils
in conjunction with the
revue. This showmanlike

Fashion Show Put
Across By Hiehle
Had Them Talking

move on Ed's part resulted
of course in the mothers,
fathers, relatives, etc., of
the children being present
at the theatre. The entire
billing was presented in the
newspaper ad, with the
names of the children and
participants in the revde
being
And them
say the
paperalldidn't
Ed and
got
a vote published.
of thanks from
because
of the like
fondthis!
mothers
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fathers were buying the papers to save the offspring's name for
future years.
Tlie result of the fashion show, after the three nights it was
run, was very gratifying, and the work Ed put into it was more
than shown in the box office receipts. Besides plugging the
F"ashion Revue, he also put in a few plugs for his cooling plant
and the new wide screen the theatre installed for the purpose
of "effects" on the big productions and since we explained his
methods of plugging his cooling plant not so long ago we
won't repeat it. But we would like to say, or rather, remind
you, that if you haven't started to plug your cooling plant, it's
about time you started, because first thing you know summer
will be right here and then where will your patrons be?
An excellent campaign was
put over recently at the Royal
Theatre in Kansas City, Mo.,

Dangerous Paradise
Was Engineered To
Big B. O. Receipts

for the showing of "Danger,

The live-wire showmen
ous Paradise."
:;==i^=^=^^=^=^=;^
handling the campaign certainly tossed out some excellent angles. One of the tie-ups
with a local newspaper enabled the house to come in for a lot
of publicity. An ad was inserted in the classified section which
announced that all red heads appearing at the box office of
the theatre at a certain time were entitled to see the show free.
The stunt met with immediate approval from the titian-haired
beauties of Kansas City.
From the photos we are showing
with this article you can see what
nice work was done on the campaign in the way of window and
lobby displays. In the first photo
of the layout you see a tie-up made
with one of the leading stores in
town who agreed to feature a "Paradise Sundae" at the fountain. The
middle one shows an advance plug
with the catchline "Sweetie Goes In
For South Sea Lovin' " standing
out like nobody's business. While
on the bottom the picture shows
the selling layout arranged for a
display of flowers and drapes sold
by the department store.
Besides this, all of the restaurant
and soda fountain menus in town
were rubber stamped and special
invitations were sent to all persons
named Carroll. The front of the
theatre was very effectively done up
in a tropical atmosphere as the
photo we are running shows. The
large cut-out in the center drew a
great deal of comment from passersby and attracted plenty of
interest. To give the picture a good send-off a special week
called "All Star Appreciation Week" was innovated. With
a campaign so well planned and executed as was this one we
believe that we don't have to say that it went over, as anyone
liaving read this far knows it.
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SUMMER
IT CAN
Dont

BE DONE!

Delay I

With summer almost upon us, it is time
to take drastic measures to keep them com\un U|) to tlic bux-ollicc. lifaring this in
mind, vvc have secured, tiirough the courtesy
of Bohvar Hyde, Jr., nianager of the Polk
Theatre in Lakeland, P'lorida, a number of
summer suggestions, which have been tried
and proven by him and that we are passing
along in the event that you too may hnd
thcrn practical in boosting up your summer
business.
From Bolivar's list we selected four,
which wc believed would appeal most to
Club members. The four are, namely, Revival Week, Bathing Beauty Revue, Mammoth Fashion Show, and Independence
Week.

Revival Week!
Revival Nights are clicking all over the
country. If you think your patrons can
stand a week of revivals give it to them.
Find their views on the subject first. Send
out special cards through your mailing list
ri(|ucsting that they vote on it.
Here are a few pictures that might be
revived to big business! Look them over
and give them careful consideration. Valentino's Pictures should have them fighting
t(i get in!
FOUR HORSEMEX
OF THE APOCALYPSE
THE
HUNCHBACK
OF
NOTRE
DAME
THE BIRTH OF A NATION
THE
COVERED
WAGON
WHAT
PRICE
GLORY
THE
BIG
PARADE
THE
GOLD
RUSH
WAY
DOWN
EAST
OLD
IRONSIDES
THE
SEA
HAWK
BEAU GESTE
THE
SHEIK
Advertise them as being shown WITH
SOUND!
Your Non-Sync Operator can
take care of this.

In making up this list we have avoided
listing pictures where the costumes would
appear grotesque, on account of changing
modes. The pictures of Wallace Reid would
be good draws, but it wouldn't be wise to
select them, because most of them were
"straights." The style in men's and women s clothes, automobiles, etc., have changed
so much that it would be poor judgment to
show them.

In addition to your feature it might be
well to try and procure a couple of old
comedies of Charlie Chaplin, Harold Llovd
Ham and Bud. Lloyd Hamilton, etc Bv
plugging these along with your feature we
believe that it will pep up the show
a good
We.k'^'"

'"^''^

'^ ^

''"'

"Revival

Bathing Beauties!
The "Bathinu Beaut Revue" is one
that
always seems to come y out
a winner. Don't
have a stage full of girls in bathing
suits.
-Make a real show out of it. Arrange <!ome

B.

O.

Hv I50LIVAR HYDE,
Lakeland, Fla.
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Of course, in setlinf/ forth
these few stunts f(tr summer
business l)uildin(/ suf/f/eslions,
ue have been hampered, due to
lack of time and space, from
covering all of the angles we
would like to touch upon. Hut
since gou have often used these
gags, gou should know how to
handle them and our only object in passing them along is to
sort of brush up gour memorg.
as we feel that when gou lag
out gour campaign all of the
other ideas that go with these
things will be taken advantage of.
musical numbers and dances. Promote the
aid of one of your local bands and have
them come up on the stage. Make a Broadway show out of it at practically no cost at
all. Have a master of ceremonies.
The theatre can give gold as first, second
and third awards. Possibly through the cooperation of the local merchants a bigger
award, such as a trip to Havana, can be
made. Talk to them and see whether you
can interest them in the idea. Urge the
dealers or jobbers who co-operate with you
to carry newspaper advertising on their
product and mention the contest at the theatre. Help them arrange striking windowdisplays and don't be afraid to supplv them
with beautiful cut-outs. And if possible
a
couple of girls to pose for a short time
every day. Use a card in the window to
plug the time. A department store is vour
best bet for a thing of this sort.

A Beauty Parade!
Try to arrange a beauty parade. Tie-up
with a local auto agency and have them
lurnish cars to transport the entries about
the town and use plenty of banners to plug
the day of the finals. Endeavor to interest
your newspaper in running a ballot. Have
tlie newspaper sponsor the revue and call it
The Daily Blah-Blank Theatre Bathing
Beauty Revue." As this will help boost
circulation for the newspaper, thev should
be easily persuaded, for the voters would
have to buy the paper in order to clip the
ba ots Have all the ballots deposited in a
ballot box within your theatre.
Your Mammoth Fashion Show is another
good number. But don't put it on right
after a Bathing Beauty Revue. Wait
a
little while until the excitement from
the
revue simmers down and then shoot
with
this Kun it on the same elaborate scale
as he Beauty Revue. And instead of concentrating on the women's fashions give the
men a break too. Men nowadays are
interalmost as much as women, -n the
correct ested,
thing
to wear.
Make every effort with vour local newsHave them put out a special supplement
Hfvl »L° ^^^ ^^^''' co-operation
on this.a
da> or two before the Show opens— or on

GO OUT

AETER

IT!

the opening day. They should be glad to
work with you on this as it means more
money for them. And it's for the same
reason that your local merchants will advertise their products in the lay-out. The suppleriient should contain plenty of Fashion
Articles and Illustrations.
Permit your local merchants to work with
you in the staging of the show. You supervise and try to work out their ideas. Decide how much time can be allotted to a
revue and then assign each merchant so
much. Let each dealer select his own models and work out his own particular bit of
the revue. These various bits can then be
incorporated to form the complete show.

Independence Week!
And now for your Fourth of July special
"Independence VVeek." Here's one,' if properly handled, you can cash in plenty on.
You can work in plenty of tie-ups for this.
You might even be able to stage a parade.
Approach your local Chamber of Commerce,
War Veterans, Boy Scout Leaders, etc., on
this subject. .A.s a special feature for the
week you might also book the American
Legion Band or Drill Team. Use Red,
White and Blue Decorations for your front.
In your lobby try to arrange a display of
small cannons and other Revolutionary
Period
Exhibits.
You

could tie-up with your local newspaper and arrange to run a series of drawings to be colored by contestants. Award
free passes during the week. Run an essay
contest on any subject touching upon the
Declaration of Independence.
Tie-up with your local library and secure
a lot of books, of Revolutionary times and
put the illustrations in the books on display. Canvass your town and trv to get
pictures depicting Revolutionary' scenes.
If vou "are fortulobby.
your
in in
Put them
nate enough
these
days of
talkies to possess a stage you could arrange a little tableau with locals taking part in it.
On your
presentation of the feature don't
forget
to use
red, white and blue eflfects.
Keep the red, white and blue tone in all of
your display work. If you are using an
organist have him play a couple of stirring
march tunes. For your kiddie matinees you
might be able to give awav fake firecrackers
which contain candy. You could also print
up a lot of tickets and arrange to award a
lead of fireworks to some lucky kid.
The exchanges will probably have some
interesting shorts especially suitable for use
on a program of this sort. Secure a one
or two-reeler and don't be afraid to try to
inject a few special effects into it. Try to
make your program as timely as possible
without overdoing it.

Thanks, Bolivar!
For your kindness in getting this
material together for us so that we
could pass it along to your fellow
members in the .Managers'
Table ( lub and we feel sure thatRound
they
appreciate your efforts to help them
with their summer busine.ss as "luch
as we do.
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It's been the case, in the past, to do a lot of goodnatured kidding on the way persons confuse the
name of picture titles, but it remained for Adolph
Pincus to get a corker.
He was standing in the foyer of the hoUse one
evening when one of his regular patrons, an
Italian, came up and started to talk about the pictures. After a couple of minutes, the patron came
out with this, "And you knowa that talking-singing pitch you hadda last week that was a bootaful
"What picture do you mean?" inquired Pincus.
pitch."
AND THEN — touching his fingers to his lips in
the approved fashion and blowing a kiss into thin
air, the Italian breathed, "THE SUICIDE UP!"
This little story is intended
to introduce A. D. Resnick to
the Club. Not that Resnick is
a new member. Far from that.
But in the past we have presented many accounts of his
live-wire work at the Hamilton Theatre in Philadelphia, Pa ., and we never had a photograph of him to pass along to the Club, but now we stand
ready to remedy that deficiency.
The photo accompanying this article will serve to present
Resnick and if you look closely you will notice our famous
certificate occupying a prominent
place on the wall of his office. And
in his hand is the "X^oice of Showland," the one and only AI. P. News.
Those members of the Club who
file away their weekly copies of our
pages (and
who don't)
remember the Fashion
Show will
he put

Resnick's Program
Is Made Up In An
Interesting Form

over recently and many other activities which have characterized
him as one of the showman leaders
in Philadelphia. We have often
shown samples of the house organ
turned out by Resnick and this time
we are reproducing the back page
of one of his recent programs in
which he uses a gag that he believes
the rest of the Club would like to
look at.
The story "The Fable of the Palooka Who Gave Not Wisely
But Well," Resnick admits was picked up somewheres by him
because of the fact that it looked good to tie into an institutional plug for the house. In order that you may pass judgment on it we are reprinting it here:

THE FABLE OF THE PALOOKA WHO
GAVE NOT WISELY BUT WELL
Once upon a time there was a big-hearted guy who believed that
it is more blessed to give than to receive at Christmas time. So
he gave and gave and gave and then he gave some more and by
the time he got through remembering Aunt Exzema and Uncle
Ethelbert and Cousin Penurious on his wife's side and all the little
nephews and nieces on all sides, he felt like he was still holding
City Service at 68 and the left side of a nickel looked like a lifesized image of a buffalo to him. So instead of hiring himself a
twelfth-story window to jump out of, as is the custom these days,
this palooka calls a conference of friend wife and the family and
delivers himself of the following, to wit:

Look! He's a Santa Clans
You made me what I am today, I hope you're satisfied. I'm flat,
broke and busted. I've been a good Santa Claus and you'll admit
I've done well by my frau and progeny (which is lower Scandinavian
'for domestic gold diggers), and in return I have but one request
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to make: In the past it has been our custom to go downtown for
our movie entertainment, paying 75 cents a head plus a tax for
parking the wagon, plus the loss of two hours going and coming,
plus the wear and tear on our patience, jostling through crowds
and standing in line. From now on we go to the Hamilton Theatre,
whichas iscomfy
just around
agreeneck
is asof nice
and
a little the
sho.wcorner
houseandas which
there you'll
is in this
the
woods.
Their admission price is 25 cents for us grown-ups and 15 cents
for little Languid over there and all his little brothers and sisters.

'Bob' Hutchins Had
A Novelty Herald
That Clicked Great

Some excellent samples of
showmanlike work have
drifted into Club headquarters
from small town showmen

(by this we mean "big time"
showmen
located
in small
towns,
for all showmen
are
"big time" else they wouldn't be showmen). And to more
forcibly illustrate the point we are going to tell you about
R. D. "Bob" Hutchings and the work he does out at the
Portage Theatre in Portage, Wisconsin.
On "The Green Goddess," he turned out a very nice herald
that did a lot to sell the picture to the town.
In fact we
thought that this stunt was so
good that we are reproducing it
here in case you should care to
Free Theatre Tickets
use it as the idea may be put
into use on any picture at all.
ToSee and Hear the Picture of 100 Thrills
The herald, in the cut, measured
PORTAGE
eight by ten inches and was
THEATRE
printed in black on light violet
Sunday-Monday
My
paper. By studying the copy
vou will get what he is conveying under the head "Free Theatre Tickets," but in case you
GEORGE
don't get the full import of the
AKLI55
gag, it is simply that a head of
Arliss has been cut in half.
I K*«<
Ue
GR
Ttod tb« bolder of .
jTt'C: EEN
The holder of the herald on
•beet like thi»-»tMw
iag the other half
presentation of the completed
GdDDESS •ndofbe Ceo.ubnitted
bothArbw'
of jTMibead
ivtll
head, which he could secure by
FREE
to the matiiMse perfinding another herald showing
formance of tbi.
uttAzms picture.
the right side was entitled, to
free admission in the theatre.
With H. B. Warner
Alice Joyce RaJph Forbca
This stunt went over big in
the town and the kids and
grown-ups were chasing around trying to match their heralds,
and in this manner the picture secured some excellent publicity.
We would like to state that this is a very effective angle if you
are looking for a little novelty in your campaign and remember
it can be used on any picture.
Another angle that Bob puts to good use is his house organ.
The program is printed in attractive colors on good stock paper
and is well made up with scene mats and advertising slugs.
The program is paid for bv the local merchants who carry small
ads on all four pages. This angle has been found to be very
profitable for showmen located in small towns as it keeps the
house's nut down low through the elimination of printing costs.
We want to thank Bob for keeping us posted on the way he
sells his shows out there in Portage and we know he is going
to continue the active interest he has shown ever since he first
became a member of this organization.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.

Mav
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There's a rather broad state
ment
in this
ad that
we'd Club
like
to have
the rest
of the
look over. The occasion for
all the hilarity in the layout
is the arrival of "The Cuckoos" at the KKO
Orpheum
Theatre in Los Angeles, Calif., and the showman manager of
the house seems determined that the public be sold plenty on
the picture.
To tliat t'xtent ho has included a littlt- box in tiu' lower left
ui the aii which reads, "Bv the Wav — If there i^ not a thousand
laughs in 'The Cuckoos'" vou CAN KICK THK XEAREST
I'SMl'K
IX Till". SlIIXS!"
Xow, we ask you. is that nice?
I'rom what we understand,
every usher in the house
threatened to strike. But
then, since when have the
usiurs understood the urge
that makes a showman
name statements of the
sort we are touching: upon.
We know of a certain
showman in the Middle
West, called the Sid Grauman of Kansas City (got
his name yet?) who thinks
so much of his profession
that he dresses himself according to the atmosphere
of the picture, for instance,
in
a Western
a cowboy
uniform,
for it's
a South
Sea

This Cuckoo Ad On
"Cuckoos" Not As
Nuts As It Looks

island picture he's a native
and for a North Pole picture, he's an Eskimo pie.
Wait'll he plays "The Cuckoos"— what a bird he'll be!
But to get ^ack to this ad.
To say that it's oke, is alright. It's a fine ad and it sells. But what makes it sell? The
copy. And here's the lines: "A daffydill riot." "A thousand
dames to go wild over." "A juggernaut of Joy — Not a Revue."
In all of the copy you have something of value. As silly as
it seems, it nevertheless is serious stuff. It is a book in itself.
You learn that Wheeler and Woolsey slayed them in "Rio
Rita." That "The Cuckoos" is not a revue. That it's funny.
Tt possesses good song hits, dancing and magnificence of settings. And that's the reason why this ad is good. We don't
know what the ushers think about it, in fact as far as "The
Cuckoos" party goes they will probably claim that they'll tire
of the "shin-dig" carlv.
We might term this story
"From Musical Director to
Manager," the way Bob Soffer,
manager of the Hollywood
Theatre in New York City
hands it to us. but since space
will not permit us to reprint
his entire letter we shall endeavor to pick out the highlights of
his wide and varied career in the industry and in that way
present him to the Club.
Softer has been in the show game since the age of fourteen.
He started to work tor the Stanley Company in their first
X. Y. Theatre "The Xorth Star." He attended high school in
the afternoon and in the evenings did ushering, billposting, rewinding reels and relieved the piano player. Jules Aaronson
was the manager of the house at that time and he started
Soft'er off on his showman career.
At the age of nineteen he went to work for George Rotsky
in Montreal, one of the outstanding showmen in the business
at that time. Soffer worked with him for quite some time
studying his showman methods and he states: "I will say I've
never come across a man who was able to tie-up an entire city
exploiting a picture the way Rotsky did." Rotsky pulled off a
campaign
to night. on "Mickey" that had Montreal talking from morning

Police Re s e r \' e s
Had To Help Bob
Soffer On This One
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Congratulations are in order, the M.R.T.C. is celebrating its
second anniversary and I am indeed proud to be able to say
that I am a member of this progressive organization
As I recall the beginning of the M.R.T.C, it brings to my
mind the remarks of the skeptical, "Just another one of those
things," "It wont last long." "What good is it anyway," ".nd
many other such unkind statements coming from those who
thought at that time it was, "just one of those things."
Of course we know that almost every organization will meet
with such uncalled for criticism no matter how good the organization's intentions are. until it has proved itself worthy of
acceptance by the profession it is catering to it will always be
subject to slander and knocks.
It is interesting to note that the very ones who were the
"knockers" when we first started out, and the skeptical in the
days of our beginning, are active members of the M.R.T.C,
and have helped in a great measure to make it the "big thing
it is to-day.
Like Grapenuts, "there's a reason"
In my opinion the M.R.T.C fills a long felt want in the oper
ation of Motion Picture Theatres.
I wish we would have had
something like it when I started out in the "Game" about 17
years ago, it would have been a wonderful guide to me in building a showman's
career reasons the M R.T.C has appealed to
One
of the particular
me is because of its fair dealing with all its members and
theatre operators themselves have been deelt fairly with in all
the activities of the club's pages in the "Motion Picture News."
I personally have been aided greatly in my work by consulting the club pages weekly and I am sure that it will make
us all a little wiser if we read these pages which are always
filled with good material which we can put to use for the benefit
of the Box Office.
"Theit proof
the two
pudding
in the
when
startedof out
short isyears
ago eating."
required The
only M.R.T.C.
three or
four pages for its activities in the "Motion Picture
to-day it occupies over thirty pages, all crammed full
stuff, its reading was confined to a few localities, while
has become international, the club pages are being read
far away corners of the world and is helping to make

News,"
of real
now it
in the
better

showmen of us all, while promoting the good spirit of "one for
allAgain
and all
for one."
I say,
congratulations and best wishes for a continued
success, and if the M.R.T.C. keeps up its good work of the past
two years it cannot help but grow bigger and better. "Such
Popularity Must Be Deserved"
and How!
WILLIAM
A. LEVEY, Manager.
Beacon Theatre,
Port Washington, N. Y.
After four years in Canada, he returned to Xew York and
became an organist, working under the well known and then
rapidly rising Hugo Riesenfeld. He was the youngest organist
ever to work for the noted musician. He also studied Reisenfeld's famous color schemes, and was forever observing the
varicolored effects and novelties arranged by him.
The following years found him learning more and more about
the show business until finally he gave up organ playing and
embarked upon a career as a showman. He worked for Jack
Steinman, the Brandt Circuit, Blinderman and Stiener, Fox and
the M&S Circuit. He studied the methods used by the various
circuits and filed them away until he had a complete knowledge
of colors, display advertising, ballyhooing, publicity and all of
the other angles that go to make up the showman of to-day.
As an example of what he is doing at the Hollywood Theatre
we will quote from the Xew York Evening Graphic of Dec. I?',
1929. "It is sometimes dangerous too. to attend the theatre.
There is the famous case of a theatre on Avenue A. which seats
only 1400 people. The management decided that they would
fill all the seats, and gave one of their pictures a lot of publicity. The idea caught on — so well, in fact, that 5,(X)0 persons
milled about the entrance and more than a dozen patrolmen
were helpless to keep them in order. Three women were
arrested on a charge of disorderly conduct, it being alleged
that thev failed to 'move on' ivhen told to do so."
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No doubt you have on your desk many letters from our
brother showmen, with their plans of advertising, publicity
and exploitation.
But I believe that some tribute should be paid to the Club
at this time.
We are nearing our second anniversary. Starting with a
mere handful, this organization has grown like a mighty army,
advancing to every point of this country.
And even better, the attention of showmen in other nations
has been attracted.
The problems of sound advertising, equipment and other
difficulties have been solved through the Club pages. Our
stronger brothers have helped our weaker ones, like one big
family, all united we advance.
With all our minds concentrated on one big plan, a plan
that has promoted fellowship as a club, efficiency to the individual and an interest to promote the higher type of entertairmient for the public.
Our organization stands alone in its strive. And until all
of the theatre world has become united we must strive harder
to bring together our long lost brothers — many who still are
at sea and others in the fog.
But we are just like the industry, advancing with the times.
The problem of sound has been overcome, we are now standing on the threshold of a new era. With the fast development
of the wide film and with the third dimension film in its
infancy, it looks like more trouble ahead.
There is only one thing to do and that is to wait and see
what the big brother will have to say in the Club pages when
the time arrives. I am sure that at the dawn of this new
achievement the Club will be one of our biggest sources of
information.
As the old Statesman said: "In unity there is strength."
Let us stand united and conquer our problems when they
arise; and, be as our slogan suggests: "All For One and One
CURTIS A. BARTHELOMEW,
For All."
Manager, Post Theatre,
Oceanport, N. J.

Selling His Shows
A Specialty With
'
Sig.
(S. S.) Solomon
_^

News

Another real showman who
is located among the other
live-wires of the industry in
Youngstown, Ohio, is S. S.
Solomon,
manager
of
the
ci
ty.
in that
Theatre
Paramount

We have presented a number of his activities in the past and
we feel that they were well received by his fellow members.
We are going to give you a line now on how he put "Honey"
across to big box office. As the first move in his campaign he
ran a full-page co-operative ad in the Vindicator, one of
Youngstown's largest papers. A local grocery, a candy company and a local baking company worked in with the ad. A
iiead of Nancy Carroll was cut-up and incorporated as a puzzle
into it.
A special feature writer gave his campaign a lot of play in
his newspaper column and for an entire week the house received
loads of free publicity. As he was celebrating a "Pageant of
Progress" at the time, he came in for more publicity on that
angle. A special radio broadcast announcing the organ recital
at the theatre also gave him a good break. Since the grocery
store that he tied-up with was one of a chain he was enabled
to plug his feature in the entire sixty stores.
As a special stunt to draw attention to the picture he rented
four beehives containing about twenty thousand bees and with
an atmospheric background placed them in the theatre and
three ideally located stores. Special programs were made up
plugging "Honey" and the "Pageant of Progress." Another
stunt was the placing in the lobby of a huge honey cake
especially baked by a local dealer.
In the group of photos we are showing you can make out
the lobby stunt he used by having a girl distribute samples of
candy which he promoted from a local manufacturer. Another
girl played a piano in the lobby while a young fellow strummed
a guitar and hummed the song hits from the picture. The
candy company, incidentally, with whom Solomon made the
tie-up for thirty thousand samples, also furnished him with
miniature Postal Telegraph blanks containing a message about
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the picture, which were distributed by the company and theatre.
Another tie-up for a special "Honey Chew" candy netted him
a publicity break insomuch as the company printed thousands
of novelty heralds in the form of a miniature picture of Nancy
Carroll which was distributed with the samples. These stunts
helped him secure loads of good-will.

Lots of other angles were covered too, but as we want to
show you what he does on other pictures we'll have to sign off
on the "Honey" campaign now, since we feel that we have
enumerated the high spots. In the
rest of the group photos
illustrating this article, you can see the special display he made
for his tie-up with the newspaper feature writer, who also
helped on "Young Eagles." The other two photos show a
street ballyhoo in the form of an aeroplane on a truck that was
used to plug "Young Eagles" and received plenty of comment.
In the next photo you see how he secured more good-will bv
letting out, to the Naval and the Marine Recruiting offices two
vacant stores in the theatre building, and also furnishing the
display for them. This was greatly appreciated by the Government men and as we said before helped boost Solomon's stock
with them away above par.
The photo at the top of this article shows the very successful way he plugged "The
Locked Door." Over three
hundred dollars worth of merchandise was promoted from
the local dealers and inserted
into the chest. Heralds plugging the picture were then distributed. Each herald contained
a key. The copy on the herald
carried the playdates, credit
lines to the dealers, and the
notice that anyone holding a
key was entitled to try the lock
on the locked door in front of
the theatre. The sensational
way that this stunt was met
Solomon's
with mentproved
the
angle andjudgin using this
lobby was crowded from opening to closing with people eager to try their keys.
All of the activities we have set down here are typical of the
work Solomon turns out weekly.

The Real Club Spirit!
'All For One And One For All"
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METROPOLITAN
string of houses as "Merry May
Days." The occasion, for the
joyous sounding appellation, it
seems to us, may be laid to the
fact that fifteen managers on
the circuit received prizes for
their activities during "Promotion Month."* * *
David Silverman, Barnett Lazarus, and Yale
Greenhaus,
of
the Bronx-Manhattan Division,
are going around with great big
smiles on their faces. The reason? Easy. They led the division in merchandise received
free in the past montii.

* ♦

*

The bulge in the pockets of
Monty MacLevy, Erwin Gold,
and Sam Abrams, showmen
from the Brooklyn Division, is
not caused by an^- violation of
the ISth .\mendment (it's the
wrong pocket anyway), but is
due to the little windfall each
received as a result of their
work during "Grab Something
For Nothing"* Month.
* ♦
In Long Island out whore the
air is ircsh. Nat Ferber ot the
Crescent, Sidney Auerbach of
the Broadway, and Robert
Hutchinson of the Lynbrook
will .'-milingly nod assent when
asked whether they led their
division last month.

* ♦

*

While across the river, where
real estate is low. Charles Marm
of the Pascack. John Dunn of
the Apollo, and M. J. Neary of
the Tivoli (Remember their oictures a few weeks ago?i, are
receiving congratulations from
their brother managers on the
amount of merchandising they
secured bv the
Svstem."
* "Scotch
* *

seen any examples oi his present work, we know what he did

TO OITICIAL AM)
UNOlTICnL REPORTS

{CCOIiDIMi

the month.
played
ter luckduring
next* time.
* ♦

Bet-

And anyway, the runners-up
won't have to break in new suits
of clothes or new shoes. The
time is an awful time
summer
to do that too.

* *

*

notice that Sidney Auerbach, live-wire manager of the
in .'\storia.
Broadway Theatrenotice
because
L. I., rates a nice
of the fine work he turned out
We

on

"Happy Days." By engineering a double truck ad, in
co-operation with the local merchants, he did the seemingly impossible for his neighborhood.
Good showman*ship,
* » we calls it

And sez you, how about the
laundry tie-up that Jules Fields,
exploiteer for the Manhattan,
Bronx and Port Chester Division, engineered with the Mott
Haven Laundry? The laundry
company is to treat the children
in charitable institutions, such
as orphan homes, hospitals, etc.,
to Fox Met houses, defraying
all costs. The kids will visit
the theatre in groups. Uncle
Robert, well known radio personality, whose bedtime stories
arc known from coast to coast,
will act as host and you can
take it for granted that his
sunny smile and cheery voice
will never be forgotten
bv the
kids.
* * *

no doubt
past.
in the
but
that
they*Soare
good.
« there's
*

stop long enough to hand the
kind-hearted one a compliment)
we find that in Tom Olsen's colL'pstate
.\ctivities!umn concerning
* ♦ *
George Lampe, manager oi
the .\von in Watertown, is doing some effective exploitation.
He engineered some corking tieups recently for "Son Of The
Gods" and "Golden Calf." Every
shoe and hosiery shop w'indow
in the town was pressed into
service
to
sell "The
Golden

* *

♦

Bill MacFarlane of the Playhouse in Canandaigua (after the
first hundred mistakes the spelling is easy) gave away a Buick
car. Plenty of publicity and
Calf."
good-will
for the house on this
* ♦ *
one.
Manager Rose of the Oneonta
had a co-operative page on
"Happy Days" that sold his
show as well as the merchant's
goods. But the big kick comes
when it is known that Rose,
after five years of non-cooperation on the part of the local
paper, to other managers, broke
down their resistance and
crashed
through.
* * *

By the above tie-up Fields
displays showmanship and also

John Breslin is going along
fine with his Kiddie Klub Matinee which is held every Saturday. Twelve kids receive gifts
and are entitled to participate
for a grand
gift to be given
aw-av in the *future.
* *

And last but by no means
least. G. W. Lampe of the .\von,
in W'atertown. Wm. J. MacFarlane of the ]'la>hoti-~c in Canandaigua, and Al. Beckerich of the
Strand in Niagara, representing
the upstate go-getters, at last
reports were wishing that the
month hadn't closed so that
they could go out and promote
some more.

aofgreat
big heart. There's
opportunities
present plenty
ri.ght
now for showmen to spread a
little sunshine and if you want
to get an idea of how to chase
Old Man Gloom away with Kid
Joy we refer you to the column
entitled "More Blessed To Give
" in the May 10th edition of
the
Round FMcture
Table
Club Managers'
Section in Motion
News.

Bronx, Manhattan and Westchester, according to Jules
Fields, are stepping right along
and he says that:
Porte of the Parkway turned
out a very effective herald on
"Not So Dumb," which tied in
a local dress shop. Result — no
cost to the theatre for the heralds. Not So* Dumb.
* *

Max Farbish of the Granada
and Max Cooper of the Corona,
in the Long Island group were
the circuit runners-up and to
them niust go honorable mention for the hustling
they dis-

To get back on the subject of
reporting tlie activities of the
Met Houses (Examples of fortunate persons thinking of less
fortunate ones will always make
us deviate
from
routine
and

* *

*

JilU
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* *

*

Fred Dollinger of the Blenheim is up to his old tricks and
has the theatre lobby looking
like the front of a five thousand
seat de luxer. And they claim
his newspaper ads are packing
a

wallop.

Though

we

Barnett Lazarus of the Manhattan is having trouble with
the local merchants. It seems
that since Barnett showed them
how they could drag in extra
business by using co-operative
heralds, he's been pestered by
them on every big picture. The
merchants
pay for the heralds.
Poor Barnett.* * «
Thorns of the Kingsbridge
gave away a radio. As usual,
tube facetious, results were
loud-speaking. This radio giveaway stunt if properly handled,
has vet to fail.

* *

*

While "Over in Jersey," the
column parcnted by Jack Hobby
proclaims
Dan Lee that:
of Bound

Brook gave

away thirty potted plants during Easter Week. The horticultural (or flowery tributes) made
« « the» residents.
quite a hit with
A couple of new faces are to
l)e seen in the Jersey line-up.
Arthur Bergoffen is now handling the Palace in Bergenfield
and William Burke is doing likewise at the Rockland
* * * in Nyack.
Shroeder of the Plaza in Englewood, and Spencer Sladdin
of the Home Office exploitation
force are plotting a fashion
show which they claim will
eclipse anything yet offered as
an inducement to the Jerseyites.

* *

•

The Circuit has just added the
State Theatre in Jersey City to
its list of houses. Jack Keale,
manager of the State for the
former owners is retained. The
house comes under the supervision of Mr. Hal Sheridan.
Things should be stirring there
aiiv moment now.

* *

*

And on the back page of
"Progress" we find these words
of wisdom. "Good exploitation
consists in making the attraction fit the current needs and
desiresage.of
the theatre's
patron-is
In every
picture there
one selling angle that is timely.
The alert exploiteer finds that
angle and builds his campaign

* *
Which
down

*

after it is all boiled

comes

to this: "Know

haven't
your
patronage."
on it."

THE

WORLD'S

BEST SHOWMEN ARE
MEMBERS OF THE ROUND

TABLE

CLUB
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( Send Us the Blank — We'll
(Do
the Rest
for You!
TABLE

CLUB,

I would like to learn the whereabouts of

His last known address was
City

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on (date)
Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide
us in helping you locate this party.)

24,

1920

CLUD

town donated fifty dollars to the theatre, for which Madden
invited every kid in town to attend the afternoon show. He
booked in an all-comedy program and the funny part of the
whole thing was the fact that he played to more dough from
adults at night on the picture than any he had ever played in
the past with the same star. Incidentally, on the Free Matinee
he tied-up with a local ice-cream manufacturer and received a
number of bricks of ice cream, which was given to the children
as they came into the theatre.
Madden is also using the free radio stunt and it looks as
though it is going to prove a winner for him too. So with all
these activities to his credit we believe that when we state we
are going to hear more from him very soon and will be enabled
to pass along some more angles of this sort, he will see that
we do.
Right, Maynard.

George A. Miller
^ Richardson Put
Fashion Show--— —Over
^=^=^^^^^=^^^^^^^^—
-^^^^^^-^

In line with a story we ran
a while back concerning
Spring Fashion Shows,
George A. Miller manager of
the Smalley's Theatre in
Cooperstown,
to
feature one. N. Y., decided

To start the revue off with local interest he tied-up with a
girl's
in the This
town angle
and persuaded
some
of theboarding
teachersschool
to actlocated
as models.
was a corker,
since it stood to reason that the students would flock to the
theatre
clothing. to see their tutors showing off the latest styles in
Miller then persuaded the local ladies wearing apparel shop
to order some exclusive models to be used in the show. The
store got behind his proposition and boosted it in their newspaper ads and this, in addition to the publicity that the theatre
secured did a lot towards creating interest in the show.
To give you an idea of the effective setting that the Fashion
Show was run off in, we are showing a photo of the stage, all
set for the parade. The setting is the work of General Manager
Richardson of the Smalley Circuit and we most certainly must
hand him a compliment for the very pleasing effect he has
achieved. If you look at the picture closely you will note that
he has added a novel touch in the form of a picture frame, in
front of which the models pose before they walked about the
stage.

m

SIGNED
ADDRESS
CITY

(Note:

May

KOtND TADLt

LOST AND FOUND ! ! !
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

News

STATE

Unsigned

requests

May nard Madden Is
Very Popular With
Residents Of Town

will

receive

no

consideration.)

m

The gentleman we are introducing with this photograph is
Maynard Madden, manager of
the New Virginia Theatre in
Harrisburg, Va.
At this time we are goinp:

'•
— ^— — -^
""
to present a few accounts of
his work in order that you may see what he is doing to sell his
shows down in Harrisburg. The first account is that of tlic
stunt he pulled on "Disraeli." He sold the dean of women at a
local college on the educational value of the picture. She announced itat assembly and as a result an order for one hundred
and fifty reserved seats came through. The siinic stunt was
pulled later on "Green Goddess."
Madden promoted a Festival Week
that went over very well. A special cooperative newspaper ad was run, merchants contributed gifts, and many
other mediums were used and despite
the opposition of a carnival the week
went way over the one used the year
previous. He arranged with one of the
local schools to put on a little playlet in
addition to the regular show at his
house. Twenty-five children participated
in it. The show was run matinee and
evening and the results were excellent.
He gives us a little dope on a free
matinee he ran last year that proved a great good-will builder
as well as a box office sweller.
One of the big business men in

■

-

'^^"i

f-

"-^

Mi^

As this was the first time the town has been treated to so fine
a spectacle, a great deal of comment was current for a time and
this served as good publicity for the theatre as well as a tribute
to Richardson's production ability. The complete campaign
went over very successfully and we know that the publicity and
good-will, as well as the additional box office more than made
up
for the many hours of work turned in by Richardson and
Miller.
We want to thank Miller for passing this along to us and
want him to know that we are very glad to let the rest of the
Round Table in on what he is doing to boost box office business
up there in Cooperstown. Give Mr. Richardson a little comfor us work
George
his stage setting, and let's have some
more of pliment
your
vervon soon.
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Now for some of the activities of that live-wire group of
showmen who comprise the
New Jersey Division of Fox
Metropolitan Playhouses.
As a reward for his part in
•
ihc recent "Booster
Montli."
oliserved I)y tlie division, Maurice liroski, nianapcr of the
Franklin Theatre in Nutley, N. J., was presented with a week's
vacation. During the special month Broski led the division in
tile nuniher of stunts and otlier husinoss getting activities he
[•foinotcd.
One of his biggest activities was the promotion of five big
benefit shows which he ran in one week, and swelled up the
box-office considerably besides securing loads of good-will for
the house and the circuit. In the photos we are showing in
conjunction with this article you can see what he did to plug
"Hit the Deck " This stunt was one of the many he pulled
and it did a lot to put the picture across. The boys in sailor
suits are members of the Junior Naval Militia and they paraded
to and about the theatre during the showing of the film. Mr.
Broski is seen in one of the photos.
.\ stunt that proved of great benefit to tiie managers in
Jersey City was a tie-up with the Jersey Journal, promoted by
Jack Hobby, publicity director for the division. Hobby arranged to have the newspaper send out a cameraman to take a
picture of street crowds.
The picture was sliown in the paper
on the following day and persons having rings about their
heads were entitled to tickets to
any of the Jersey City houses
upon presentation of the paper
at the newspaper office. Another
angle that Hobby worked to
bigger box-office was his tie-up
with the local traction company
on "100% Month," a picture of
which tie-up we are showing
with this story. H you look at
the photo closely you can note
Hobby standing alongside the
banner on the trolley car. It
would also pay to note the well
chosen copy he used to secure
the tie-up. The other photos
show the way he plugged the
month by means of auto tire
covers and at the houses, by
using special cut-out letters.
He also secured a tie-up with
a local bakery that helped the
Jersey City houses considerably.
The bakery company agreed to
feature banners on their wagons
announcing the month, and in
addition conceived a plan
whereby the patrons of the
theatre and the bakery customers could secure free cake.
The other two photos we are
reproducing will let you see how many gifts were promoted by
E. W. Cadugan, manager of the Rialto and Al Unger, manager
of the Fulton Theatre in Jersey City. The left photos show the
display arranged in the lobby of Cadugan's house and the right
shows Unger's lobby (P.S. — Tha't Al with the cigar, in the

Some Examples Of
Ace Merchandising
By Jersey Showmen

N c 7U s

CLLD

THIS IS novel:
A novel plan, sprung recently by Hal Sheridan, KuperviHor
of the New Jersey Division of Fox .Met. I'layhouscs, seems
to he clickinK over on the shore. The idea, a "Square Deal
("luh," is one of the most unique idea.s ever formulated in
the annals of show business.
The "Square Deal Club," composed of manauers in the
Jersey Division, features a committee on "unfairness." Any
manaRer, deeming himself not being rightly treated, or harboring a grievance of any sort against his superiors, is
entitled to state his case before a committee. The committee, composed of Charles Mann of the I'ascack Theatre in
Westwood, Daniel F^ee of the Hound Brook in Bound Brook,
.M. the
NearyFulton
of thein Tivoli
in Jersey
City complaints
and .\l I'nger
of
JerseyTheatre
City, listens
to the
and
passes judgment. If the complaint merits the attention of
Sheridan, the offender is called upon to defend himself.
In a recent address to the managers, Sheridan is quoted
as having said, "This is to be a Square Deal Club in every
sense of the word. If any manager feels he is not being
treated fairly, he must take up his grievance with the committee. Iwant it understood that I am not immune from
criticism.
"If any of you boys believe I am not giving you a square
deal
any time,
come right
out are
withtooit. many
If I'mmasks
wrong,worn
I'll
rectifyat things
immediately.
There
in the show business. What we want to do is to remove the
masks, look everyone square in the face and put our cards
on the table, and not only look for a square deal but give a
square deal in return. We, on our side, expect the same from
Sheridan has been connected for seven years with Morris
Kutinsky,
our
men." division manager for Fox. The plan has met with
the approval
of Kutinsky.
It is has
said made
that him
Sheridan's
treatment of his men,
in the past,
a primefairfavorite
with theatre men throughout the country.

flesh, not a cut-out). These two displays combined constituted
a total of about nine hundred dollars worth of merchandise
secured absolutely free from local dealers and given away to
patrons of both houses. Similar tie-ups were effected by the
managers of the other houses on the circuit.

These activities constituted only a small part of what this
hustling
division
did onthem
"Booster
and "100%
Month."
and we want
to hand
a littleMonth,"
compliment
for their
work.
From time to time we have been keeping you up on their
activities and we know that it will continue because when these
showmen
to putinjected
anything
there's bound to be
a couple ofstart
noveloutslants
intoacross
the campaign.

WATCH

FOR THE WINNERS

The judges are now going through all
of the material submitted in the Columbia Prosperity Month Contest and the
decisions will be announced within the
next few weeks.
WATCH

FOR

THE

WINNERS.
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The reason why we are reproducing this photo on these
pages is to give you an idea
of how the residents of Birmingham, Ala., flock to the
"Early Bird" Show early morning shows inaugu~~~~~'~~~^~~~^^^^^'^^~~~
rated by Vernon Reaver who
handles the merchandising of the Ritz Theatre.
The group of gentlemen standing in front of the house are:
reading from left to right, Jack Clowdus, house artist; George
Steele, manager of the Trianon Theatre; Ben Sims, floor manager of the Ritz; Vernon Reaver (himself) and R. A. Buquor,
assistant manager. The Ritz theatre is the only house in town
boasting a stage show and features, in addition to the latest
films, RKO vaudeville. The house contains Western Electric
equipment and from the looks of the lines in the photo, the
show must be put on in a very showmanlike manner, to get

Vernon Reaver Does
Good Biz. On His

May

24,

1930

CLLD

persons up to the box office window at ten-thirty in the mornYou will also notice in the photo, the big banner which
Reaver uses to attract attention to the picture. The flag has
proven a great attention getter from passing autoists as well as
pedestrians and does a lot to sell the shows. Most of the Club
members are already acquainted with Reaver and Steele and
thus they know about the fine work turned out by these two
Southern showmen, and since we will no doubt hear some more
concerning their work in the near future we won't say anything about their past activities and the showmanlike stunts
they displayed, but will let the future tell the story.

CLUB
PIN!!!
Wear It All the Time!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
This Is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing ablue enamel background and the Inner
circle an orange background. TTie wording
Is In gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name of Member

Theatre

Address
City

State

Big Town Stuff!
What started out to become merely a convenience for
women patrons, turned out to be a big money getter for
the New York Paramount.
Eddie Hitchcock, publicity director for the big
^,
Times Square show
house, arranged with the
Helena Rubinstein beauty
^^'U
ibt
BEAUTY WEEK
salon to take over the
cosmetic room in the
ladies' lounge for beauty
PARAMOUNT Til 1 ■A'l RFS
demonstrations and lectures for one week. Lady
patrons were taught the
art of facial make-up and
the idea went over so big
that it was held over for
the second week. The
Helena Rubinstein Company distributed 50,0a)
samples of face powder
in addition to giving away
over $500 worth of cosmetics. First prize called
for $100 in free beauty
treatments at the salon.
Additional prizes consisted of expensive leather
bags filled Avith cosmetics.
The big si:rprise was that
women patrons repeated
attendance daily during
the two weeks to take advantage of free facial treatments
for the price of the theatre admission. An even bigger
surprise was the fact that the Helena Rubinstein people
sent out 50,000 expensive pamphlets to dealers, distributors
and the general public. These pamphlets carried a reproduction ofthe Paramount Theatre on the front cover with
the caption-"It's Beauty Week at the Paramount."
The
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EVERYBODY'S
DOING

ROUND

TABLE CLUB"
Ave^

I hereby
apply
the Club.

New

NEW

to sell it. And for that reason "W. E." we
expect to see some showmanlike activity
down around your district. So drop us a
doing.or two and let's know what you are
line

Application For
Membership In

Seventh

MOKE

Table, and there's no reason why that hustling town shouldn't be showing the showman intlucnce
on our pages
often,
and inwe're
depending
on Lashway
to keep
right
step
with the rest of the showmen. And listen
"A. L.," why not shoot us in a photo of
yourself when you send in your next contribution.
IVcar Your
Club Pin!
! !
W. E. STEWART manages the Pastime
Theatre in Concord, N. C, and with a pretty
little house like the Concord under his wings
we known that he does everything possible

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

729

POUND TACLt

on these pages "A. W."
be represented
must you
here
are.
IVcar Your
Club I'm!
! !
A. L. LASHWAY
manages the Olympia
Theatre in I,\iin, Mass. And unless we are
mistaken Lynn is signed up 100% Round

WHY
NOT
YOU—?

York

City

for membership

in

Name
Theatre
Addrets
City
Stale

Position
Wm. A. Johnston "Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chaurman Chairman

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank
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A. W. PINKHAM
niaii.igis the Miaiul
Tlieatrc in D./vtr, N. H., and as a recent
issue proved he certainly is a showman.
I'inkhain, if you recall, is the live-wire who
pulled
a stunt Sowith
"short"
that does
had not
the
town talking.
you a sec
he really
need an introduction of this sort as he has
won his surs already. But since everybody

IT—!

"MANAGERS'

Picture

Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
DA"VID SAMUELS is the house manager of the Windsor Theatre in Broowlyn,
N. Y. He is proposed for membership by
Lou Smith, who, incidentally holds court
around the Windsor, and with Lou sponsoring you, David, we feel that you must know
something about showmanship, and with
that in view we know you will turn out
some good work over there in Brooklyn.
—
—Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
WALTER
A. SMITH must be a busy
manager what with handling the New Fox
and State Theatres in Corning, N. Y., but
we feel that no matter how busy he is he
will want to let the rest of his brother members in on the methods he uses to fill the
seats in his houses. We know that he is
doing some good work up there and we
hope in the next issue or two to be able to
pass some of it along. How about it,
Walter?
■
Wear
Your
Club Fin!
! !
WILLIAM MICHALSON manages the
Capitol Theatre, in Port Chester, N. Y.
With a pretty little town like Port Chester
as a background for your house Bill, it
stands to reason that you adopt some novel
methods to sell your shows and we'd like
to pass the accounts along to the Club readers. In addition, it will only take you
another minute or two to enclose your
photo, and a little note about yourself.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
A. J. SONOSKY manages the Riviera
Theatre in St. Paul, Minn., that city that
is
famed Mr.
for showmanship.
W'eondon't
whether
Sonosky was in
the know
party
when the records were being busted a number of years ago, but we do know that
through good exploiting he can make a
tew records of his own. And there's no
better place to hang them up on view other
tlian the Round "Table Club's pages. So
what do you say "A. J." Let the rest of
the doing.
Club see what you mid-west showmen
arc
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !

CLliD

MEMBERS!

J. CLAAR is the A^■.l^tallt Maiiagir (;i
the
Theatre in
I'"lorida,
and
tiie I'^airfax
mere mention
of Miami,
the name
Fairfax
ought to conjure up ideas of showmanship,
lor nearly everybody knows that the house
is managed by Earle Holden, and when
Mr. Claar is working for a go-getter like
Karle it's a cinch that he is going to know
a lot when his training period is over and
he's set for his own house. Keep us up (jh
your
Claar,
vou're work,
comingMr.along.
* * so
♦ we'll know liow
BEN PRECIADO is the manager of the
Kialto Theatre in Calexico, Cal. .As Ben
is a California showman and knowing the
work fair
they tohave
turned
the past
only
state
that (jut
we in
expect
him it's
to
|)rove himself an Al theatre man too, by
sending us in a few of his stunts now and
then, for how else are we to pass judgment
on a man until we see his work.
What say.
Hen?
+

*

»

JOHN C. WHITE, JR.. is the Assistant
.Manager of the Capitol Theatre in Portsmouth, V'a. Welcome into the Clui) John
and we don't doubt but that your afliliation
with this organization, providing you prove
an active member, will help a lot towards
securing a house of your own some day.
Let's hear from you often so that we'll
know what you are doing to sell shows
around
your
vicinity.

* *

«

L. B. FORDAN manages the Star Theatre in New York City. Located in a swell
neighborhood for exploitation we think that
.Mr. Fordan will be turning out some good
.>tuff and sending it in so that we can pass
it along to the rest of the boys. Let us in
on what you are accomplishing at the Star
"L. B." and you might also send us a photo
and a little dope on your career in show
business.
«
MISS THERESA* *NIBLER
is the manager of the Electric Theatre in Springfield,
Mass. We are indeed glad to welcome
Miss Nibler into the Club, and to assure
her that we are proud to list her as the
latest woman manager to join, and if she
proves as active as the rest of our female
enrollment, some showmen we know had
better look out. How about a picture of
yourself Miss Nibler, and a few lines on
vour show career?

* *

*

ED. BENJII is the manager of the Oshkosh Theatre in Oshkosh, Wis. From Mr.
Beiijii's letter we deduce that he is a pretty
smart showman since he has had consideral)ie experience in the game. But in order
that the Club may also see what you have
done Mr. Benjii it will be necessary to forward us some of your latest work. And it
you
haven't
recent orcan.
on hand how
al)nut a look anything
at vour house

Photos of Members!
THE
Club is anxious to publish
photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.
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Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming
Attractions."
Running times on features and shorts are being ""
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
AMKINO
FEATURES
Length
Tltl«
Chtaa
Eipreu
Demra (f tht 8Mpp«>
Frigatit *t ■■ Empire
Man
Irom
the ReiUurant. . .
Old and
New

. Special
Cast
Star
.Nikolai
Saltykov
. Nltkln-Samtntva
. Tchekhov- Mjllnovskaya

Rel. Data
Feet
MIns. Reviewed
Mar.
8. ...5900. ..65. ..Mar.
15
.Jan.
18
6800. ..75
.Jan.
25. ...7000. ..78. ..Fab.
I
Jan.
4
6000 ...67... Jan.
IS
May
2.... 6800.... 76... May
10

Coming Attractions
Title
Jimmy
Hlgglnt
Kain and Artem
Living
Corpse,
The
Sell
Spring
Storm Over AiU
Transport el FIra
Tungas
Khenlchar
Turksib

Star
A. Buehma
E. Gall-N.
SImoRov
W.
Pudovin
S. Sva2henko
Educational
V. inklzhlnov
G. Kuznetsov
Educational
Educational

(Available sound-on-fitm and sound'On-disc}

FEATURES

Coming Attractions

Title
star
Revler-Matt
Moore
•tjcali of the West (A. T.)
tfFer
the Lava tl Lll
'Ilitzi
Oaughtara
•flLadies
Must
Pliy
'{Last
the Lena Wolf (A. T.). Bert Lytell
IParIa »f Nights
Joe
Cook
. . .
Rain or Shine (A. T.)
Royal
Romance,
A (A. T.).. Coilier-Starka
*t$Read
to Broadway,
Tha
•tSSIsters
(A.
T.)
. O'Oay-O'Nell
•tSSauealor,
The
(A.
T.)
•f§Sweetheartj on Parade (A. T.)
. Wiison-Gray-Percy
'tiTampUtIa*

:|

SOUND
Title
•tAutumn
'fCannibat
Caper*
*'|Cat'B
Meow.
The
*f§Contlnental
Evening,
A
•tOesert
Sunk
*t§Do
It Now
•iSHawalians
•ilLlttle
Friend el All Warld
•iSMarionettes
•♦lid
Flame,
An
*T§Radla-Tors
•Slow
Beau
• fSpookeasy
• SSpIke
Speaks
• IStage
Door
Knights
• I Stage
Doer
Pest
• sSummer
•tSTalking
Screen
Snapshots

Jan
I
Feb.
4ar. 26
Apr.
30
Feb.
22.

Length
Feet
MIns. ..May
..6356. ...71.
Reviewed3
..6371.
.103. ..Apr. 12
..9277.. ...71.
..Apr.
..6386 .
.Feb. 19
IS
..5400 . ..71.. . Feb. I
.70..
.60..
..6304 . .71..
.6383...
17
.Mar.
..6671 . ..70. ..May
.May 17I
..6160. ...68. . . Mar.
I

Rel. Date

Length

Rel. Date
. Apr.
Mar.
.Apr.
. Jan.

26
3..
5..
19..
25..

MIns.

Rel.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

Date
13
13
2
12
27
29
9

12
24
Apr.
26
Feb.
27
Feb.
30
Jan.
26
Mar.
23
Apr.
15
Jan.
16
Jan. r.'
. Ma

Star
Rel. Date
Title
23..
27..
Lambert- McPhail
Apr.
(A. T.).
>tS Bitter Friends
. —
Feb.
9..
iBIi Jewel Cua, Th* (A.T.).. Lambert- Kelsey-Garvin
7...
Pollard-Clyde-Beeb*
Mar.
•f (Bulls and Boars (A.T.)
Hamilton-Hlatt
Feb.
•ticamera
Shy
(A.T.)
Torry-Toens
Feb. 2.1...
*tCavlar
30..
Holmas-Boltan
Mar.
•tSDad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
27..
McKee-Smalley
Jan.
26..
•ilDrummIng
It I* (A.T.)
II..
Lloyd
Hamilton
Apr.
•tSFoilow the Swallow
(A. T.).. Boley-Colllns
May
•tlHali the Princeia
(A.T.)
23..
Burke-Beeba
Mar.
•+|He Trumped
Her Ace (A.T.). Beebe-Poilard
Apr.
13..
•TiHoneymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.) .
12..
Goodwin- Crane
Jan.
•tlHet aad
Ha«
(A.T.)
4..
Terry-Toon
May
••fHet Turkey
6...
Terry-Toon
,
.
..i.
Apr.
•flndian
Pudding
16..
Hagan-Dlegel
Mar.
•tfMateh
Play
(A.T.)
16..
Hodge-Podge
Feb.
•Mfuseum ef Art, A
Dover-McPhall-Peek
Feb.
•tJOh
Darling
(A,T.)
18..
...May
•fjPeace and Harmony
(A.T.)
.. Lambert-Collins-McPhall
9...
Lloyd Hamilton
Mar.
16..
•i|Po4ished
Ivory
(A.T.)
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•tPretzels
4..
Beebe-Duryea-Carewe
May
•1§Radlo
Kisses
(A.T.)
19..
20..
Terry-Toon
Apr• Roman
Punch
Clyde-Bevan-McPhall
Jan. 23...
• ISeatoh
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Mar.
16..
•Spanish
Onlont
Feb.
•'{Sugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.)... Clyde-Grlbbons
Raymond
McKee
Mar.
• iTrouhle
For Two
(A.T.)
20..
Lambert-St.
John-McPhall. . . Apr.
•iSWestern
Knight (A.T.)
9..

FIRST NATIONAL

Length
1 reel
I reel
I reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel
1 reel..
I reel..
I reel
1 reel
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
I reel
1 reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

Reviewed

.Dee.

7

Title
•tlBaak

Piy

*!HeanH

(A.T.).

synchronized

score.

Rel.
June

Length
..1609.
Feet. MIns.
1480..
..18.
.1838.. ..16..
..20..
1.1460..
reel. ..16..
...7.
.1840.
.1600. ..20.
..ig.
..18.
.1686.
.1573.
..1895.
.1976.
.1528.
1 reel.
1 reel.
..2002.
1 reel.
.1565.
.1660.

..17.
...21.

Kirby

22.

19
II
3

Ii
(
283

..78
^..
..92... Feb. •
.72.... May 3

.6501..
..5632. ,.71. ..Apr. 28
..6388..
..63. .May

Langtn

10

Rsvlewed

Not 'set'.". '.'.May' ' 24

I

(Reviewed

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

Reviewed
.Feb.
22
Feb. 22
.Feb.
.Feb
.Apr, 12
.Jan. 26
.Apr. 22
26

.Apr. 12
26
..22.
Apr.
...17. ..Jan.
10
.Apr. 26
..22.
22
.Feb.
.May
1
. .17. .Feb.
..18.
..18.
.Mar. ?9
.1642.
.Apr.
1.1891
reel. .. 8.
6
...21
Apr.
1 rvel. ...6.
76
4
..22.
.Jan.
1.1961.
reel.
1
.1932.. ..21.. ■ Feb.
.1527.
.Mar.
..17. ..Apr.
5
..1661. ...20.

...«.

Dale
I..

Length
Feet. .MIns. Reviewed
.5672

Date
25,,

under title of "Alask of Love"

•tSTemple
Tower
(A.T.)
•t53 Sisters (A.T.)

23 ..
Length
Feet
MIns.
6... .7450.
.6200. ..69.
Feb.
12.. 7400.. .82..
..83.
June
16..
.69.
Jan.
..6700.
..6171.
Feb.
Mar. 30.. .5800. ..64.
..74.
.5800.
Apr.
20.. .7422..
May
4...
..64.
...84.
..84.
16..
Mar- 19..
2.. ..7526.
.6552. ..73.
2.. .6295..
Mar.
Jan.
..70.
Mar. 30... .6750.. ..75.
.6442.
.6940.
Feb.
, 72,
5..
Jan.
18..
9..
Feb.
..66.
Mar.
.7774..
May
..86.
5600..
..62.
.6888. ..82.
..76.
Jan.
26..
1930 .7400.
Mar. 23..

May

(A.T.).

In Feb.

McKenna-Day
Dresser- Patricola

1. 13
Apr.

Apr.

Coming Feature Attractions
ritle
star
•t§By the Way. BUI
(A.T.). ... Will
Rogers
'tSCheer Up and Smile (A.T.) . . Lee-Lake-Baclanova
•t§Common
Clay
(A.T.)
'tSConnectlcut
Yankee
In
King
Arthur's Court
(A.T.)
•t§Fatai Wedding. The (A.T.) . . . Foxe-Churchill
•tfOIri
Downstairs (F II D)
O'Brlen-Moran
•tfeirl
Who
Wasn't
Wanted
(A.T.)
O'Brien-Chandler
•t§Good
Intentions (A.T.)
Lowe-Churchill
•tllf
I was
Alone
With
Y*u
*§tLlliom
(A. T.)
.A^iT.-' Singer,
/i- •-.,:•>
Gaynor. Farrall
•tSMad
The (A.T.)
•t§Not
Damaged
•tSOne
Mad
Kiss (A.T^)
(A.T.).
•f§Dregon Trail. The (A.
■t;Playmates
(A.T.)...
•t§R(iadhouse
(A.T.)
•t|Sea

Wolf

(A.

T.)

. Ijsue) ..58.
.5200. ..71.
9..
.6442..

Reviewed
..May
..Mar. 171
.May
18
..Dee.
7
..Mar. 29
..Apr. 19
.Mar. 29
.May
18
..Feb. 22
..Jan. 18
.Mar,
8
..Dee. 14
.Jan.
25
.Jan.
18
.Jan.

4

..D*c. 14

.Apr. 28
.May
17

20..

Rel. Date

Lantth

Moran-Byron-Ames
3*n
Jose
MoIIca
T.)

. Gaynor- Farrell
. Aibertson-Warner-Lynn

•t|SonB
0' My
Heart (A.T.)... John
•t§So This Is London (A.T.)
Will

MeGermack
Rogers

....

...8243.... 92... Mar.

IS

•tSWhIte P"rtical
!Iiy?,!7
Flame.
•t§Women

Jok*, (A.T.)
A (A.T.)
McKenna-Harrlngten
The
... Paul
Page
Everywhere
(A.T.). .. Murray-Dorsay-Klllard

INTERNATIONAL

PHOTOPLAY

DISTRIBUTORS

FEATURES
•♦After
Title the
Verdlet
•tICrlmson Circle, The
•flDark
Red
Roses
(A.T.)

. Olga Ttcheehowi
Stewart
Rem*
, Rome-DobI*
Star

29

only)

FEATURES
Itar
. ... Corlnne
Orlflltli

..7213.
..9277.
..7003.
..8344.

Apr.
69....Jan.
May
101
..69
.64... Jan.
.66... Apr.
.103...
..80... Dee.
May

Rel.

..Baxter- Marls

Lee-Caroi-Albertson
..Edmund
Lowe
> Terris- Murray
•t§City
Girl
(P.T.)
Farrell- Duncan
•t§Crazy That Way (A. T.)
Bennett-MacKenna
•tSDouble Cross Roadt (A. T.). . Ames-Lee
'tSFox
Movietone
Follies *f 1930
(A.T.)
Special Caat
•t§Golden
Calf
(A.T.)
Carol-Mulhall-Brendel
•tSHappy
Days (A.T.)
Special
east
•t§Harmony
at Hem*
(A.T.)
Collier. Sr.-Churchlll
•t§Hlgh
Society Blues
(A.T.)... Gaynor- Farrell
•
•tSLefs
Go Plaees 22 (A.T.)
Wagstall-Lane
•tSLone
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)
George
O'Brien
*t§Men Without Women (A. T.). MeKenna-MacDonald
*t50n
the Level
(A.T.)
Victor
McLaglen
•tSRoBoh
Romance
(A.T.)
O'Brien-Chandler
•t§Sky
Hawk
(A.T.)
Garrick-Chandier
•tSSuch Men Arc Dangerous (A.T.) Baxter- Owen
SfCamee

SHORTS

sound-on-disc

..6218.
..5800.
. .tOJOS.

FILMS

FEATURES

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc)

f Available

.70
..6664.
:>4::::::::::
.73...
Apr. 28
. 6606.
Dec. 21
..6336.
.Mar. t
..5979. ..68
..67
..6190.
.9108..
..6200.

Rel. Dtt*
June

Star

Title
•tSArlzona Kid. Th* (A.T.).
•tjBIg
(A.T.)...
•flBorn Party,
RecklessThe (A.T.)

EDUCATIONAL
SOUND

FOX

20.
II.
16.,
26.
5.
2.
S.
16..
13.
9..
19.
25.
12..
20.
IS..
9..
6...
13..
2.

(After August all releases sound-on-tilm and sound-on-disc)

Apr.
Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyee
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice a montli

July
May
Mar.
^ Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Apr.
June
Mar.
May
Apr.
Mar.

Star

•tJBad
Man,
Tha
(A.T.)
Huston-Maekalll
•tSBrlde ef ttta Regiment (A. T.).Segal-Pidgeen
•tSBrlght
Lights
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Mackalll
*t§Devil's Playground, The (A.T.) Blllle
Dove
•ffForever
After
(A.T.)
Young-Fairbanks,
Jr.
•tlGIrl
of Golden
West
(A.T.) . Hardlng-Rennle
•tlHeart
of the North
(A.T.). . Loretta
Young
•HLIttle
Caesar
(A.T.)
Fred
Kohler
•HMIIe.
Modiste
(A.T.)
Claire-Pldgeon
•t§Numbered
Men
(A.T.)
Nagel-CIaIre
•t§One
Night at Susie's
(A. T-). Dove- Fairbanks.
Jr
•tfotner
mens
wives
(A-T.)... Dove-Rathbone-Thompson
•tiRight of Way, The (A.T.). .. Nagel- Young
•flSweethearts and WIvea
(A,T.). Blllle Dove
•+*Sweet
Mama
(A.T.)
Alice
WhIU
•t|Top
Speed
(A.T.)
Brown-Clalre-Whitlng
•tSUnder
Western Skies (A.T.). Lee-Blackmer
•t§ Widow from Chicago (A.T.).. Alice
White

Reviewed

SHORTS

Star
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon...
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon...
Clark & Bergman

Jr..

Coming Attractions
Title

COLUMBIA
Title
tlArauU
tha Cariar... ,
Sidney-Murray
Star
Holland- Vain
tlGulIty?
(A. T.)
,
>iiLadle« of Leisure
(A. T.) . . . Stanwyck-Graves-Sherman
(Melody
Man.
The
(A. T.)... Collier. Jr.-Day-SL Polls
'fSMurder on the Roof
(A. t.) Revier-Livlngston
M§Persooaiity
(A. T.)
Starr- Arthur
*t|Prlnce of Diamond
Ian
Keith-Pringle
*1|Soldlers
and
Women
(A. T.) Pringle-Wilhers
•tiVenpeance (A. T.)
Halt-Revler-Straiga

Barthelmess- Fairbanks,
•t§Dawn
Patrol.
The
(A.T.)...
.Dorothy
Mackalll
•tiFllrtIng
Widow
(A.T.)
Warner- Wilson
•t§Furles
(A.T.)
Mulhall
*t§ln the Next
Roem
(A.T.).. .Jack
Grlfllth
•tSLItles
ef Field
(A.T.)
... .Corlnne
.Fairbanks,
Jr.-Young
•t§Loose Ankles
(A.T.)
. Muthall-Lee
•fSMurder Will
Out (A.T.)
•tSNo,
Na. Naiette
(A. T.)..., .Clalre-Gray
.
Bilile
Dove
•t§Notorious Affair, A (A. T.).,
.Blllle
Dove
'tSOther
Temorrew
(A.T.)
.White-Morrls
•t§Playing
Around
(A.T.)
•t§Road
Paradise, The (A.T.), , Young-Muihall
•t§Sally to
(A.T.)
.Marilyn
Miller
fSShow Girl In Hollywood (A,T,) . White-Mulhali
.Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr
•tSSin
Flood
(A.T.)
.Rich.
Barthelmeti
•tlSon of the Gods (A.T.)
.Gray-Claire
•^Isong ef the Flame (A.T.)... .Clalre-Gray
•tispring
Is Here
(A.T.)
. Derethy Mackalll
•tIStrletly
Moderi
(A.T.)

..Apr. 12

SHORT
Title
•tfAccl- Dental
Treatment
•tiAbble Mitchell & Sizzle 4

B'»me

Length
I....7Reels. MIns.
76 Reviewed
I.... 7
79. Jan.
II
I.... 8
67. .Mar.
I

SUBJECTS
Length
Reels. Mlaa. Re«U«*d

star

Song

Jii.
F*b.
Mar.

Program

^Means
sound effects
§;Vpoh.s voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T means Part-Talf<er. I) means disc. F means sound-on-film.

■2

A.T. after

17

■.

title means

145

May

24.

19 3 0

Picture

Motion

Coming Feature Attractions

•tAII»-0»
, Mtrlonittti
*tiClyd« DxiT & Su*»h*it
8t«t»t
Jul
PrDinia
Aalnil
Ntnlty
..
riFaad
th« Brut*
(A.T.)
Frialiy
4
Snltll.
•t»Mo«k
(A.T.)
SpMlal Cut
•tSJuUlot
(A.T.)
'tJLIttU Journtyt li 8*«|I*M
. Still 8«rlH
Brantby
Wlllltnil
•riMlter.
Th«
(A.T.)
Mirrlttt-Ottt
•tlMr. Binlth W>kM U» (A.T.).
•tiNlght
II OI>l«.
A (A.T.)... MltelMll-Hudaiai
Stii9
Prtgiim
....
'tlNori
Blia*y
N*.
I
8«ni
Prvgnin
....
'tiNor*
BI*D«y
N*. t
Mirlmittx
'tOpantll
Prognm
....
•ttRidl* Frtnkt 4 4 Biihaltrt. Song
Program
■tITsddy Brtwn & Hll Bind . . . till
FulUr ...
•f8Un«rltt«» Liw. Th« (A.T.)... Rtidlnd
'tiWhtn
th« Cloik
Strutk
Welch.
Twdv*
(A.T.)

.. I.
..I.
..I.
..}.
.. I.
.17.

..I.

.. I.
..2.

..•

.1*.
.11.

..•■

..2.
.. I.
..I.
.. I.
Ftk.

I.

GOLD W YNMA

..1.

.. I.
..J.
.. 1.

Nlli

METRO

.SO.

YER

FEATURES
TItU
•tSAnni
ChrlitU
(A.T.)
*tfBI«hii«
Murdir
CiM
(A.T.)
•MCtught
Short
(A.T.)
•tiChulif
RiUktwt
(A.T.)..
(Ko'lrwod
undor

Langth
Faet
Mint. Ravlawad
,.8700. ...74. ..Doe. 2<
.75
16
.7981..
10..
.ts. ..Nov.
S.. . 6873..
May
10
10.
19'J9.
2
.8100. . ..90. . .Na«.
Uauel
7..

Ral
May Data
, Jan.
Fab. 21

Star
.Qroli
Otrb*
Bitll
Rathbont
Drotilor.Moran-Paia
.Lava-Klai

Jan.

Id Not
a.
tula of "Koad
Show'
Fab.
Navarra
Raiaaa
T.j
(A.
M|Da»ll-M»y-Cara
.7533.
.8782.
Shcaror-Morrli
Apr.
•f^OivorcM. Tho (A.T.)
26.. .8413.
. Buitar
KtatOB
Mar.
•fiFrea and E«««y (A.T.)....
22..
.
Halaaa-Hyami
Mar
'tiOIrl Said Na. The (A.T.)
IS.. .8382
.Chattcrton-Forbol-Rathbana. . .May
•tlHIih
Raad.
Pia
(A.T.)...
. vilma Bonny
•ULady
to Lova
(A.T.)
Mar.
8. ...8142.
.
Jan.
.
TarryKalay-Rukli
•MLord Byran ot B'way (A. T.)
3128 ...7200.
Joan Crawford
•tiMaataaa
Moaa
(A.T.)
Mar.
29. ...7917.
(A. T.)
Davloa-Nugant
Jan.
17. ...76S0.
it' Not
8a Duoib
Ravlawad
uidar titia at ■'Duiay"
li Nav. 1. I(2f
•an
•tiRodonptlai
(A. T.)
Gllbort-NMal-Adaraa
.Apr.
5
May
10. ...6019.
Lawrenea TIbbatt.
(A.T.)
Tho
Song.
•tSRoguo
Juno
7.. ..6570...
•tSSoa
Bat.
Tho
(A.T.)
Blck(ord-MII|an-Torro»
•tiShlp
From Shaathal.
Tha
^ ... ,
i..
'•"•
NagalJohnion-WarhalB
.8225.
T )
Ja
■tSStrletiy ijiicanvontlonal (A.T.).AII»aa Shlawartb ,;,-,-v;k
^V
19. Iiiua
22,
Fob.
In
Rtvlowod undor tho title «t ■Tho CIrcIa"
Apr.
.8100..
Rathboaa-Jahataa
(A.T.)
Warld
Mad
•tJThli
•tiThay
Laarnad
About
Woman
Van
and
Seheiek.
(A.T.)
3t.. .8773.
Moore-Swaat
24..
Jan.
.6387.
•tfWaman
Ratkat
(A.T.)
, Jan.

. . Dee. 28
..Apr. 19
..Fob. 22I
..Feb.
..Jan. IS
..Fob. 8
..Nov.

2

.May 10
Fob. I
"s
..May
..Fob",3

Title
Up
Teed
•t§AII
•tlBaar Shaolora
MjBIg
Kick. Tha
•♦iBIott*
'tlBralJ
•tiCollego
Hound!
•t§CaUe«o
Remeaa
•tSFast Work
(A. T.)
•tlFKty
Million Husbands
Parse*
tIFIghtlag
Tha
Years.
Savon
•tS First
•rlawer Garden
Fevar (A.T.)
MjHay
•tlHaywIre
(A.T.)
- ,4Head Guy.
—
The
'TiHat Oaf
•tSMen
of War (A.T.)
•tjOld Man Trouble (A.T.)
'^(Nlght Owls (A.T.)
•tIPopular People (A.T.)
•tlRoal
McCoy
(A. T.) . . . .
•t58hlv«rlng
Shakaepaarp
•tIShrlaip. The
nsThey
Go
Boom
IITough
Winter,
A
•ttVodovllle
(A. T.)
•tlWhen
tho Wind
Blewa
•tSWhIsperIng
Wheope*

SOUND

.88. ..Apr.
..Dee.
..Doe.

19
14
14

Leigtb

Ravlawad

".■.■May^ ■ 3
.8100. ...80 ..Apr.
'.'.■.".■.■.■.■.■.'70

70.

.May

12

74

SHORTS
Reviewed
Length
?''• °Vn*
.2
reels.
..Mar. 20
Apr.
May
17.
.1881...
..Feb. 15
..Jan. 25
'H^f^« * ' ' 1827...
nee*
..Feb. 15
Feb.
8. ...2654
2 raels. . .. ..Apr. 5
.Mar.
29
.853.
.Jan.
25.
'.'.2 ireels.
..May 2)
reeU.
. .2 reels..
• .■•
..Mar. 29
Feb.
..1877...
...Dec. 14
. .2 reals. ,
Mar.
,..Apr.
5
J«n.

»»»'■
Chaie
Charley
Our
Gaai
....
narry
i.angaoB
Harry
Langdoi
Laural-Hird»
Laurel
Laurel -Hardy
Dogs
........
Blltmore Trie
Charlie
Chase
Charlie
Chase
Laagdo*
Gang
Our
..
Revue
Ch*M
Charley
Laurel-Hardy
Harry
Langdon
De«s
Laurel-Hardy
OavldsoB-Nlchals
Laurel-Hardy
..
Charley
Chase
Chase
Our
Gang
..
^
,
Harry
Langdeb
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Laurel- Hardy
Our
Sang =..
Charlie
Chase

■ •

2 raeli

Jan.

II.... 1878....
2 raels.

2 reels. .

Jan.

2 reals..
4.... 1895...
2 r«els..

Feb.
Ian.
May
..
Junp

21

Apr.

5

899.
25.... 1870...
3

2 rpals.
2 reel..
2 reels.
2 rpall.
1795...
.2 reels.

.Fab.
May
.Dec.

15
10
14

.Feb. 15
.Mar.
Apr. 29
19

.Mar. 29

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Length
MIns.
Star
Rel. Date
Feet
Title
Reviewed
4. ...7068.
Helen
Morgan
Jan.
..Oct. 26
12
...78
•tIApplause
(A. T.)
..71. ..Oct
..8364
Skolly-Wray-Pewell
Jan.
..5794.
>tiBehlRdtheMake-Up(A.T.)(D)
..Apr.
It
Powell-Pallette-Calvert
Apr.
.85.
.78..
MSBonson Murder Case. The(A.T.)
.6984..
Chevalier-Colbert
May
tJBIg Poad. Tbd (A.T.)
. .May 17
June
•tiBorder
Legion.
The
(A. T.) Arlen-Wray-Holt
..5251.... 58... Feb. 15
Arlen-Brlan
Feb.
•fSBurnIng
Up
(A.T.)
Kane
July
{Dangerous
Nen
MeGr«w(A.T.) Helen
.Feb. 22
Carrall- Arlen
Feb...75.
.5244. ...58.
*t|Daogerous
Paradise
(A.T.)..
.6743.
Carroll
May
•^{Devil's Holiday. Tho (A. T.) Nanev
.6701. ...74. .Feb.
.May 22
17
Nancy
Carroll
Mar.
•tSHoney
(A.
T.)
1 1.... 7273. ,..81.
Green-Brlan-Hamllten
Jan.
.Aug. SI
•tSKIbltier (A. T.) (D)
26
7177. ...70. .■.'6ctl'i9
G*orge
Bancroft
Apr.
*tlLadles
Love
Brutes
(A. T.)
Apr.
19
19
...6312..
Arlen-Brlan-Green
Apr.
•tJLIoht of Western Stars (A.T.)
18... 10061. ...70.
Jan.
MJLavo
Parade
(A. T.) (0)... Chevalier- MaeDsnald
..III. .Nov. 23
...61.
22
5500..
Mar.
•TiMen
Are Like That (A. T.) . Hal Skelly
.Mar. IS
8024. ..87.
..90. .Apr.
Gary
Cooper
Mar. 26 8... 9125..
•tSOnly the Brave
(A.T.)
t
17. ...6588.. ..73.. .Mar
Cast
Apr.
!•
•tSParameunt
on Parade
(AT.) Special
MSRetura
of Fu Manchu
(A.T.) Oland-Arthur
May
IS. ...6700. ...74.
•tiRoadhouse
Nights
(A.T.)
laaa*
Margan-Rugglea
......
ii-'^'i
21
Reviewed as "River
Inn'
ll Oe*. II. It28
Rooers
June
22
'tSSafety
In Numbere
(A. T.) . Charles
.77. .Mar
. Ruth
ChattsrtaP
Mar. 22.... 6868.. .68.
•tiSarah aad 8*a
(A. T.)
.Nav. 23
25
8100..
Jan.
•tlSeven
Days'
Leave
(A. uader
T.) . . Gary Cooper
ItZI.
laPM
14
Reviewed
th* title ef "Medal"
li Nev. June
XS,
•tSShadow of tho Law (A.T.).
. Powell-Schllling
.Jap. 25
Evelvn
Brent
22...
6402.
8..
tISIIghtly
Searlet
(A.T.)
. Feb.
.'.'UM
Feb. 7
Oakle-Brlan
•tisoelal
Lion.
The
(A.T.)
June
.8100. . .90.
Wm.
Powell
Dee. 28
*tSStreet
of Chanee
(A.
T.)...
10.. .7142. .68. .May
. May
17
Gary
Cooper
•t(Teian.
The
(A. T.)
.6396.
May
17
Clara
Bow
May 19.. .9412.
..71.
•tlTrue t* the Navy (A.T.)
105. .Jan.
'.Mar.' 22
II
31.
•flVapaband
Kins. Tk* (A. T.) . KIng-MacDenaM-Oland
Junp 21..
Apr.
•With Byrd af tho South Pole...
Charles
Rafors
.Apr.
•ttVevaa
Eaales
(AT.)
.Ak. h
S..
•tiYeung
Map
af Manhattan
.May
17... .7821.
Colbert- Ruggles
(A.T.)

*Meann

synchronized

score.

i.Means

sound

All-Talker.

effects.

Title
Star
•I^Anlmol
Craokers
(A
.T J
Man
Drolhers
. .
MIAaybody's
War
(A.T.)
Moran
4
Kack..
•tIBaikitago
Blaes (A. T.)
Mofan
4
M»e«...
•fiUi^ltrr
WIf".
Tho
(A.
T.)
Chatterlon-Brooll
'ttUuslaeo*
Is Pleasure
(A.T.J.
. Gee.
Banereft
•tiCave
Man.
The
(A.T.)
•|iiOanelna
Mothers
(A.
T.) .
•ftFeet
First
(A.
T.)
Cooper- (;arTell
Torroneo
Harold
Lloyd
'.
"tiFlghtIng
Caravan.
The(A.T.) .' Naney
. '.
.
•tIFIaak ef Cv* (A. T.)
*MFollow
Thru
(A.T.)
. Rogers-Carroll
. Hukton-Astor
•tJQenoral.
The
(A.
T.)
•({Grumpy
(A. T.)
Cyril Maude
. Jaek
Oakle
■tfHcads
Up
(A. T.)
Kogers-Moorr
•tlHIgh
Society
(A. T.)
. Eddie Dowling
.
•tiHoneymoon
Lane
(A. T.)
Jackie
Coogan
.
•flHuckleberry
Finn
(A.
T.)
Jack
Oakle
•({Kid
Boots
(A. T.)
•tSLadlos'
Man
(A. T.)
William
Powell
•ISLaughter
(A.
T.)
Nancy Carroll
•tlLot's
Qe
Native
(A.
T.I
. . MaeOonald-Oaki>
•fiLlttle
Cafe.
The
(A.
T.)
Maurice
Chovallpr
•t$M«n%laughtor
(A.
T.)
Colbert-March
•tSMerton
of the Talkies
(A.T.) Jack
Oakle
•f^Morocco
(A. T.)
Cooper- Dietrich
...
'tiMonte
Carlo
(A.
T.)
Chatlerlon-Brook
•t^Ncw
Morals
(A.
T.)
. Ruggles- Rogers- Morgan
■|§Queen
High
(A.
T.)
. Ruth Chatterton
•t^Rlght to Love. The (A.T.)
Arlen-Carroll
•t^Rodeo Romance (A. T.) . . . .
Gary
Cooper
't^Roso of the Rancho (A. T.) ..Frederic
March
•tiRoyal
Family,
The
(A. T.)
William
Powell
•t«Scarab
(A. T.)
. Arlen- Wray
•t|Sea
God.
The
(A. T.)
. Indian
Cast
•tISilcnt
Enomy,
The
•tisklppy
(A. T.)
. Gary
Cooper
•(5Spoiler,
Tho
(A.
T.)
.Clara
Bow
•riSutlon
8-E-X
(A. T.)
Jackie
Coogan
"tSTom
Sawyer
(A.
T.)
•tiTwo Black Crawa, Tha (A.T). Moran
4
Mack..
•tiiWith Byrd at the South Pole
•IIYeuth
(A. T.)
Hershelt-Wray

..Jan. 18
.Fab.
22

Cominsr Feature Attractions

TItIa
star
«•"• !>•*•
•tiBattle af tha Ladlai (A. T.) .
. Beory-Morrli-Hyania ...
•.jBIg
Hou»o.
Tho
(A.T.)
.. Halnai-Moylan-Buihman.
•t«Ea«y
Going
(AT.)
Jr.
Davlei-Gray
•tSFIoradora Girl. Tha
(A.T.) ..
tlOaad
Nawa
(A.T.)
...Special Cast
.
. . Ramon
Novarro
•tSIn
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
. Shearer- La
Roequi
...
•t$Lot
U> B« Gay
(A.T.)
...Reginald Denny
•tlMadaa* SaU*
(A.T.)..
. . . Weber
&. Fields
•f^March
of TImo
(Tent.)
Barbara
Leonard
•t«Monsleur
Lo
Fox
(A.T.)
•t§Our
Blushing Brides (A.T.) .Joan Crawford
tiRomat*
Control
(A.T.)
\t ,
^ \U.U
Klng-Lovo-Halnai-Crawfard
•tIRevuo of Revuoi (A.T.)
•tjRomaaea
(A.T.)
Grata
Garbo
...
•tSSInger of Sevlllo. Tha (A.T.). Navarro- Jordan-Adorea
•tlsinj af tha Chlldrai (A.T.)... Mann-Nugent
.luaa 14..
•tSSprIng
Fover
•■
•
•tlTrador
Horn
Harry
Carey
.Aug.
•tSUnholy
3. Tha
Chaney-Lee-Llnow

SOUND

News

^Means

voice

P.T. means Part-Talker.

.75.

Rel. OaU

Length
..Apr.
Revlowo* t

. N*t spt

.May

24

8000.... aa... May

17

NPlMt.

,

SHORTS

Title
Christie
Comedy
•tiBoarded Lady (A. T.)
starSeng
.Screen
•t§Bedelia
•t§Belle of the Nlgbt
Christie
Comedy
*t§Brown
Gravy
*t§Come
Take
a
Trip
Ip
Screen Song
Airship
Frances
Williams
...
*t§Oeep
"C"
Meledlet
Bert
Green
•t§Desperate
Sam
Christie
Comedy
•T§Don't
Believe
It (A. T.)
Arthur- Roach
•t§Down
With
Husbands
Christie
Comedy
....
•t§Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
Charles
Ruggles
•tSFamlly
Next
Door,
The
Talkartoon
•t§Flrebugs
•tSFer
Leve ar Malay
(A.T.>... CkrIstI*
Caniedy
•tfOettIng a Ticket
Eddie
Cantar
Christie
Comedy
•t§Hls
Honor,
the Mayor
•tSHot Dog
Talkartoon
Herman
TImberg
....
•t§l
Came
First
*t!l'm
Afraid to Came
Heme
Screen Song
the Dark
Screen
Song
'til'm
Forever Blowing
Bubbles.
•t§ln the Shade ef the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
Screen
Song
•tSLa Paloma
Christie
Ceesady
•t§>-at Me Explalp (A. T.)
Lee Morse
•tiMllllon
Me's,
A
•t§Me«n
Bride's Wedding,
The.. U. S.
Indian
Band.
•tSMountaIn
Melodies
Screen
Song
•fSPrlsoner'a Song,
The
•t§Radlo
Riot
Talkartoon
•tfSaM
Water
Ballads
Christie
Camedy
•tSScrapplly Married (A. T.)....
Fazenda
*T§So This Is Paris Graan
Christie Comedy
.
•tlStronger
Sex,
The
(A.T.)
•flVolces ef Lonely Men
Bruce Seaila
•ti.W«'«l«''l"«t
*t|Wee Bit 0' Seeteh
Screen
Song
'tlYes, We Have N* Bananas...

4..
Length
Revlewow
Rel. Date
Feb.
15..
Mar.
1..
.1794
Jan.
reels...
2.').. ..2
..804
.2 rails... ...Apr.
Apr.
ISB
1 reel....
Jan.
29.. ..901
26
Feb.
Mar.
.1832
18
...Mar.
..1872
Feb.
Mar.
.1850
. . . Mar. 22
..2rMls...
8.. .1381
4..
1.. .1870
Jan.
...Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
II.. .1 reel.... . . . Feb.
8..
22.. .948
19
22.. .1865
Mar.
.1 reel.... . . . Fab.
Mar.
12..
1.. ...814
29..
27
23
Apr.
4..
IS.. .651
Feb.
Mar.
..1 reel.... ...Jan. M
.Jan.
12..
IS
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
..1870
18
..1 reel
18.. ...752
2S
Apr.
22.. ...984
1.. ...894
...987
Apr.
....Jan.
26..
.Feb.
.Mar.
11
IS
■ 18.. ...987
...737
IS.. ...738
IS.
. . . . Fab.
8..
.Mar.
22.. .-1834
....Jan.
..1747
.1760
.Feb.
... May
..1 reel
Apr.
..1
rail....
.Jan.
Feb.
19..
5.. ..1022.... .... Fab
.Mar. 26..
8.. . .1 real....
Apr.
.Apr.

PATHS
FEATURES

Title
Star
*t{Bachelor's Secret, A (A.T.) (F)
Alan
Hale
•fSBeyond
Victory
(A.T.)
Boyd-Harding
•tSBIg
Shot.
The
(A. T.) (F)
*t§Clothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
•t§Crashing
Through
(A. T.)(F) . Wm.
Boyd
•tlGrend
Parade (A.T.)(D 4 F). Twelvetrees-Seatt
•tSHot and Bothered (A. T.) (F).. Eddie Quillan
t§0(Pcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd
•tfNegllgee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
•tSPalnted
Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
*t§Parachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong-Lomkard
•tlPlay Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
*tSSaratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett
•{§Swing
High
(A.T.)
Tweivetrees-Scott
•tSTreasure Girl (A. T.) (F)

June
July
June
May
June
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
May
May
July
June
July
Aug.

4
13....
21...
29....

Length
24
Feet. .Mine. Roviowad

24
2.... 7607..
23....
6740.
25
II
19
14
5

SOUND

IS

in!!! Nav. '30
.Hay 3
.73.

Coming Feature Attractions
Title
Star
•t§Up and Af Em (A. T.)(F).
•tlWar and Woman
(A. T.)(F).. Boyd- Harding- Armstrong
•tSWaman
Afreid, A (A.T.XF)

.84... Nav.

Length

Rel Date

SHORTS

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc )
(Note:
Pathe
does
not list running
time
In tha Important series, however, follow:
2 reel comedies
Pathe
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Paths
Audio
Review
Pathe Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Talking Topic*

en

Shorts.

The

running

time

I) means disc.

reals

8
10
7

Sportllghta
of tho Day

dialogue

af
20
10
10
II
11

.McNaughton-Knapp
TItIaStuck Up (A.T.)
•t§AII
•t«:Beauty Spot, The (A.T.). . Dawson-Carnay
.Sportllght
•t!Big Tap Champions (A.T.). .Sportllght
'tiBews
and
Arrew*.
Star
Shcan-Knapp
♦tSChills and Fever (A.T.). .
•tSCIothes Make tho Man (A.T.).. .Topics of the Day
*t§Cover
Charge
(A.T.)
.Reg.
Mervillo
•flCresby's
Corners
(A.T.)
.Buck
& Bubbles...
MIDarktewn
Follies
(A.T.)
•§tDeep
South
(A.
T.)
. Song
Sketch
.Aesep
Fables
•t§Dlxle
Days
(AT.)
.Sportllght
•tf Dogging
It (A.T.)
Matkanzl*
Wartf
..
•tiOaIng
Phil a Favar (A.T.)..

(including

apprexlmata

and

incidental

songs).

F means sound-on-film.

Rel Date19..
..Mar.
Mar.
. Jan.
Feb.
Feb.
. Jan.
Apr.
. Mar.
. Feb.
.Apr.
Mar.
.Mar.

A.T.

.Feb.

12..
30..
27...
23...
II...
29..
2 ..
9..
23..
20.
16..
30...

Length
. .22 reels.
reels. ..
. I real...
. . I reel. .
.2 reels. . .
.2 raels. ..
. . I reel. .
. .2 raels.
.2 reels..
reel
. I Ir**l...
. . I reel . . .
. .2 reels.

after

title

Rev leu
..Feb.
..Mar.

.Feb.
.Feb.
.Feb.
Feb.
.Mar.

means

146

Motion

Picture

May

News

24,

1930

4..
.1 reel

May
•t§F»lrw»y
Favorites
(A.T.).... Sportllght
bportlignt
Feb.
•tSFeline
Fighter
(A.T.)
Mar.
•tiFKtyMMestromBroadwaytA.T.). Watson- Mervllla
Sportllght
Apr.
•t§Flsh,
Fowl & Fun
(A.T.)
Hesop
Fable
Mar.
•fsFoolish
Follies
(A.T.)
George
Billings
'ISGettysburg
Address
Adv.
Series
May
■t§Glacier's Secret. The (A. T.). Vagabond
Adventure
Sarles. May
*t§Golden Pagoda. The (A.T.).. Vagabond
Fable
Mar.
•tGood Old School Days (A.T.).. Aesop
Sptrtllght
Jan.
•15Happy
GoU
(A.T.)
,Aesop
Fable
April
•<§Hauntid
Ship
(A.T.)
Noel Frances
Jan.
•tSHer
Hired
Husband (A.T.). . .
Geo.
LeMaIre
Mar.
•t§Hloh
and
Dizzy
Mar.
•tSiHIs
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.)... Herman-Green
"Buck
&. Bubbles"
Feb.
*t§High
Ton.d
(A.T.)
Mar.
•tSHome.
Sweet
Home
(A.T.)... Topics ol the Day
"Buck
& Bubbles"
Mar.
•tSHonesf
CrooKi
(A.T.)
Topics of the Day
Jan.
•tSin the Park
(A.T.)
"Aesop
FabiM"
Jan.
•tilron
Man.
The
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
Feb.
"tSLove's
Memories
(A.T.)
Topic* of the Day
Jan.
•t§On
the Air
(A.T.)
•t§Pathe Audio Review (A.T.)... Released Every Week
Released Twice
Every
Week
*rSPathe
Sound
Newt
Apr.
•f§Perfcct
Match,
The
(A.T.)... Butler Mayo
Agnew-Geraghty
•t§Pick
'Em
Young
(A.T)
May
*§tRanchhou,c
Blues
(A.T.)
...
Richard
Carle
•t§Rich
Uncles
(A.T.)
White-Carney
April
•tIRIde 'Em Cowboy
B. Watsoi
Jan.
•tSRubevllle
Night Club
(A.T.). H.
Aesop
Fable
Jan.
•tiship
Ahoy
(A.T.)
Aesopt
Fables
Feb.
•tssinging
s>aps (A.T.)
A^hite-McNaughten
Apr.
•tSSIxteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fables
Feb.
•t§Sky
Skippers
(A.T.)
Song Sketch
Feb.
*t§Songs
ot Mother
Sportllght
Apr.
•t§Sollls and Thrills (A.T.)
Feb.
•flSplashlng Through (A.T.).. . Sportllght
Adventure
Series. June
•StStrrets
o( Mystery
(A.T.)
.. Vagabond
LeMaIre
Feb.
ISTIght
Sgueezo
(A.T.)
Song Sketch
Jan.
•t§Trumptteer,
The
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
May
•t§ Voice of the Sea
(A.T.)
Aesop Fables
Apr.
•tlWestern
Whoopee
(A.T.)
Toplet of the Day
Mar.
•tSWhat.
No Baltl
(A.T.>

reel
16.. . .2. I reels
20..
9.. .1 reel
16..
.2..
19.
26..
27.,
12..
5.
9..
9..
36..

. . I reel
. I reel
. . . I reel
. . I reel
. . I reel
. . I reel
..I reel
.2 reels
. 2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels

23.. . I reel
23.. .2 reels
26. ..I reel
19.
12. ..I reel
16.. . I reel

. . I reel
. I reel
. I reel
. .2 reels
..2 reels

26. . . . I reel
13. ...2 reels
5..
20.
2...
16..
2..
23.
2. 2..
..

. .2 reels
.2 reels
I reel
, . .2 reels

. . I reel

..I reel
..I reel

..I reel
1

reel

6. ..2 reels
19... . I reel
13..4 ... I reel
. . I reel

. . . I reel

Feb.

8

Mar.
Feb.

t
IS

Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.

6
2S
8
4

Mar.
Feb.

I
3

Feb.

22

Jan.
Jan.

18
18

Jan.

II

Apr.
May

5
10

May
Apr.
Nov.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.

3
5
IB
II
8
19

Feb.

15

May
10
Apr. 12

Feb.

May
Nov.

15

3
23

May 3
Apr. 19

RKO
FEATURES
Title
Star
*t§Alias French Gertie (A. T.). . .Daniels-Lyon
*t§Beau
Bandit (A.D.)
Nagel-Kenyon
*t§Cate ol Sergeant GrIScha
Morris-Compson-Hertholt
•tSCuckoos,
The
(A.T.)
Wheeler- Woolsey
■t§Framed
(A.T.)
Brent-Toomey
•t§Glrl of Pert (A.T.)
Sally O'Nell
*t§Hawk
Island
(A.T.)
Comoson-Sherman
•flHe
Knew
Women
(A.T.)
Sherman-Joyce
■t|Hlt the Deck (A.T.)
Oakie- Walker
•tsLove Comes
Along
(A.T.)
Daniels-Hughes
*t§Levln' the Ladles
Richard Olx
't§Runaway
Bride. The
(A .T.) . Astor- Hughes
•tSSeeend
Wife
(A.T.)
Lee-Carr-Nagol
*t§Seven Keys to BaldpaU (A.T.)
Richard
Olx

Length
Apr.
Mar.
...Feb.
May
Mar.
Feb.
May
May
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
May
Feb.
Jan.

Feet..Mlns. Reviewed
..6202. ..65.
.Apr. 19
..6169. ,.69.
..8191. ..92. .Mar.
8
..8100. ,.90. .Apr.
5
..6136.
.Feb, 15
2..
..6174.
4
,,.60,
..BR. , ,Jan,
18.

2..
20..
4..
23..
16..

2..
5..
II6..
24 .
9.
12..

.6319. ,,70, ,Apr.
.9327.. .,85,. ,Dae.
..7038.
.Feb.
..8138. ..78. .Dec.
..May
..6058. ...69.
..6234.
.,«0. ..Feb.
..6579. ., 68. ..Jan.
...70.

26
21
22
21
24
15
4

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

Title

ate

SOUND
Title

Reviewed

Title
*t§Blg
Fight. The (A.T.)
•t<Cock 0' the Walk (A.T.)

*Mvanx

synchronized

Star
Wlliiams-Lans
....
J. Schlldkraut-Ley

score.

Feb
Apr.

June. .6200. .68. .May
6500
I

Length

Data
Rel.

. . 1 reef. . . .
5..
9.. . .2 reels. ..

Revleweil

2.. . . 1 reel....
9.. .2 reels. ..
.2 reels.
..2 reels
.2 reels

.1 reel

13.
12..
25..
II..

2..
30..
30..
2..
20..
17..
22..
5..
25.
27.,

•

.2 reel*
, . I reel
. . I reel

..2 reels

9.

Feb. 22
Apr.
19

..2 reels
.X
reel*... .N*v.
.1 reel
Feb.

15

.6138. ...68

. I
.2
.2
.2
.2

reel
reels
reels
reels
reels

.2
.2
.2
.2

reels
reels
reels
reels

Apr. 12

.2 reels

.2 reels
. 2 reels
.2reels
. I reel
.2 reels
. 2 reel*

Des.
Jan.

14
25

Feb.
D**.

8
7i

,.2 reels
.1 rael,,
. 2 reel*.

WIDE
Rel. Date
Sept.

May

I.

15.

Length
Feet.. Mlns. Reviewed
..5850
65. . .Apr.
19
..7200.... 80... Apr. 19

5

9500. .. 100. .Feb.
22
7000
79... Mar. 29

RIGHTS
Length
Feet
Mins.

Title
Star
•tSAsrost the World (A.D.)
Talk. Pie. Epics.
Asphalt
Froellch-Amann
...Allied
Film. Mar.
'tsBecause I Love You
Mady Christians
Amer. Gen. Film
*t§Behind
the Altar
Wllhelm
Dletarle
..Aff.
European
•tSBeyond
the Rio Grande (A.T.)
Jack
Perrin... Big 4
Black
Hills
Special Cast
Big
Three
Oist'r
•§tBlue
Angel,
The
(A.T.)
(F & D)
Emil Jannlngs
Ufa Films
•t§Bride 68 (P.T.)
Veidt-Brink
*t§Burning
Heart,
The
Christians-Froelich. . Harold Auten
•tSCall
of
Circus
(A.T.)
(O.F.)
Bushman Clayton
...Burr

Caught in Berlin Underworld. Fritz Kastner
•t§Clancy
In
Wall
Street Murray- Llttlefleld ...Aristocrat
(A.T.)
•I^Co-Optimists
Special
cast
New
Era
•t§Danger
Man,
The
Chas.
Hutchinson
..Cosmos
*t§Darkened
Skies
(A.T.)... Brentwood- MacDonaldBiltmore
Prod
*t§Escaped from
Dartmoor. . .Baring-Henning
... .Harold Austen. .
Farmer's
Wife
Thomas-Hall-Davis. . Allied
Figaro
Franco- American
•tSFemlnlne
Touch
(A.D.)..LIna
Basguette
Reld-Breughton.
•t§Heart's
Melody
(A.
T.)
(F & D)
Fritsch-Pario
Ufa
Film
Her Unborn Child (F & 0) .. Special
Cast
Windsor
•t§lmmortal
Vagabond (A.T.) Haid-Froelich
Ufa
Film
•tingagi
African Hunt
Jade
casket.
The
French
Cast
Cosmos
■t§Ladies
in
Love
(A.T.) Day-Walker
Chesterfield

.Not set 8860
15. . .8 reels...
Jan. 24 90(10. ..
6200
Apr.
155400
5000

Jan, 25
Reviewed
98. ..May 10
8
85. .Feb.
100.
69.
60
55.

Apr.
May

Jan.
Apr.
6
100. May
Feb.
108372. . .88. .

Jan.

155466

Western
•t§We*t

God

Honor
of Rockle*

Cornelius

Bob Steele
(A.T.)

Keefe

Mar.
Feb. 22 I
May
Feb. 8
Dee.
May
20 6516. .. .82. Jan.
..60.
Jan. .5400. ..70.
Apr.
.Apr. 11.7529.
..76.
..71. , Dee.
Jan. 4.6845.
Not Set. 6360. ..66.
.Jan,
Not
set. 5930.
Jan.

SOUND

7200
5800
17 6217

80.. .AprVie
,!May
3
64.
69,

5917

50.

18.'30. 6100.. , .68.

78.

State Cinema. Jar
l,'30.7650
Big
4
Mar.
15. ..6
judea Films
4000

85.
reels.

•StKlddle Cabaret
•tKlds and
Pets
Lincoln's
Birthday
•Liszt,
Franz
'tIMeet the Family
(F)
•tMlekey's
Ceneert

(A,T.)

Mickey Mouse
Mickey Mouse
Mickey Mouse
Color

Novelty

Music

Master

22
25
II

Mar.
Jan.
May 17
Jan.
Feb.

22

60..
Reviewed
7 reels...

6 reels...
7reels...
7 reels...
6reels..,
S reels.,.

7 reel*.,.

6714 feet.

3 Length
reels
, 2 reels
I reel
, I reel
, 2 reels
1 r*el

Elbee

Harry
Delt
Elbee
Mickey M*uSe Cartoon Celebrity
Pred.
•t§Monkey
Squawks
(A.T.).
Burr
•tPlane Doctor
Crazy (A.T.)
•tlOh
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
•tPlow Boy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod.
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebris
Pred.
•t§Shoemaker's
Romance
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Film*
•tSShould
I
Charles
Lawmer
..Advance Trailer
•tlSlgned, Sealed & Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
*t§8lxty
BroadwayMinutes From
Color Novelty ...
. Castle

.Judea Films ..

. Blophone
.Copley
Films.

■fMeans sound effects. ^Means
voice
(including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Tallcer. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

17

Length

Celebrity
Prod
Ellbee
Celebrity Prod
Gen.
Electric Co
, I reel
Castle
2 reels
Burr
1 reel
Cartoon Celebrity
Prod.. ..Feb.
I
I reel
CarteonCelebrlty
Prod
I reel
Cartoon Celebrity Prod. ...
2I reel
reels
Mayfalr
Castle
Fitzpatrick
Feb.
12. 350 feet
I reel
Series. FItz
Patrick

•tfStyle
and Harmonies
ClaSs (A,T,)... Marty Barratz . .
•fSSummer
Song Cartoon ...
•tTee
Time
Felix
the
Cat...

25
29
29

Date

star
Harry
DeH
Fitzpatrick
M Ickey Mouse Cartoon
..
Mickey Mouse Cartoon
Educational
Color
Novelty

29
21
I

66.

4849

7000

. Visuagraph

18

May

..UFA
Film*
International

SHORTS Rel,

25

85.

Title
Star
Rel. Date
'tSBurned
Evidence
(F)
Continental
Buying
a Wife..
Speelal
Ca*t
Aff. European
•tSClown,
The
(F)
Continental
•§tComeback,
The
(A.T.)
Majestic
*t§ Divorce
Question,
The
(A.T.)
Majestlo
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Aft. European
Exodus to the New World, The Lyon-Prevost
Pioneer
Full
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Asther
Aff. European
German
Underworld
Special
Cast
Aff. European
Great
Unknown.
The
John
Loder
Aft. European
''§tHall
the Woman
(A.T.)
Majestic
Her Viennese
Lover
Asther-Nolan
Afl, European
•t§Llfe
For Sale, A (F)
Continental
*t§Lost
Gods
Educational
Talk,
Pict.
Epics
Mllak of the Snowland*
Special
Cast
Allied
Our Dally Bread
Mary
Nolan
Afl. European
•t§Price
Mark,
The
(A.T.)
Majestlo
*t§Second Honeymoon,
The (F)
Continental
•+§Sentimental
Satan
(A.T,)
Majestlo
•t§Smart
Women
(A,T,).,,.,
Majestic
•t§Today
(A.T.)
Majestic
•t|Trap,
The
(A.T.)
Majestic
*t§Untorbldden Sin, The (F)
Continental
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Petrovlteh.. Afl. European
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Cast
Allied
Wild
Men
ot Kallharl
Denver African
Exp. Talk.
Pict,
Epics
•t§Worldly
Goods
(F)
Continental

'tIAnywhere
By Air
•tSAt(A. theT.) Photographer*
(F)
•tBeethoven
*tBarn Dance
*tSBring
On the Bride (A.T.)
•tChaIn Gang.
The
•tConquest of the Cascades...
•tlOown
Hawaii
Way
•tSFrlend
Husband
(A.T.),,
'tGallopIno
Gauche
*t
Jungle Mickey
Rythm
•tJust

19
7

107609

Crescent

Art. .Jan.
Autens

24
14
IS

Jan.

Syndicate. .Mar.
World
Harold

2419

61.

•tILast
The (A.T.) Veldt-Evans
(F & Company,
D)
Ufa
Film
•t§Last Dance, The (A.T.). . Reynolds-Robards
..Audible
Mar.
8.5825
65. Mar,
Lost
Patrol
Pro
Patrla
...Not
Sot. 5100
57. Dec.
Love at First Sight (A.T.),. Keener- Fester
Chesterfield
Feb.
15.6160
68. .Feb.
•tSLovo
Waltz
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
Harvey-Batten
Ufa
Film
Jan.
tSMade t* Order (A.D.)
Julian
Eltlnge
Jesse Well
6240
69.
..56.
•t§Overland
Bound
(A.T.) . . Perrln-Ray
Raytone
...Apr.
IS
5040
56
.Mar.
•t§Partlng of the Trails
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
..Mar.
I
4700.
.52. .Mar.
Passion
Song.
The
Olmsted-N.
Beery. . Excellent
5080.
Peacock
Fan
The
Dorothy
Dwan
Chesterfield
5400. ..60.
Jan.
Poor
Millionaire
Talmadge-Howard
.Biltmore
.Apr.
7
5200. ..58. .May
.May
Dec.
*t§Raropant
Age
(A.T.)
,.58.
(O.F.)
Murray- Kennedy
...Continental Jan.
155743.
..64.
8ea
Fury
Mildred
Harris-Tom White
Not
8et5200.
Smoke
Bellew
Conway
Tearle
First
Division
6605. ..70.
South
of Panama
Carmellta Geraghty. . Chesterfield
6300. ..80.
..73.
Stampede
Native
Cast
Harold Auten... Apr. 26 7540..
Strange
Case
of District
Mar.
Attorney
"M"
Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 6800
Jan.
•tiTake
the Heir
(A.D.)... Edward
Horten
....Big 4
jai.
It, 5700. .. .63. .Oct.
Three
Outcasts,
The
Yakima
Canutt
Waca
Mar.
7. 5 reels

Title

.2 reels

24

72. ..Apr.

Coming Feature Attractions

*t§Age of Innocence, The( A.T. (F). Paula Trueman
Jan.
•t§Before
Breakfast
(A.T.)(F)
Mar.
MIBobbed
Wire
(A. T.)
Dane-Arthur
'tSBridegroom,
The
(A.T.)(F) . . Marc
Connelly
Feb.
•tSCampus
Sweethearts
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mar.
•tiCash
and
Marry
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooke-Sargeit
Mar,
•tICIown
Topics
(A.T.)
(F)
•tSDear
Slayer
(A.T,)
Vaughn-Cooke
Mar.
•tiEvontually
But
Not
Now
(A.T.)
(F&D)
Vaughn-Cooke, . Apr,
♦tSFaIr
Deceiver.
The
(A,
T.)
(F&O)
Jan.
•tSGeneral Glnsburg (A.T.) (F).Nat
Carr
Apr.
•f§Qunboat Glnsburg (A.T.) (F).Nat
Carr
Jan.
•ffGuest. The (A, T,) (F&D).. Marc Connelly
May
•tlHot Bridge (A. T.) (FiD)
May
•t§Ja22
(A.T.)
(F)
Duke
Ellington & Orehestra. Feb.
•HJohannes
Brahms
>t§Land of the Sky Blue Daughter* Vaughn-Cooke
Mar,
•fSLost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
..Vaughn-Cook*
.. Jan.
•ffLovIn'
the Ladles
Richard
DIx
AP""•tSLow
Bridge
(A.T.)
(F)
■ . . .
•tiMagnate. The (A. T.) (F&D). Marc Connelly
Mar.
•tSMlckey's
Champs
(A.
T.) (F&O)
Mickey Yule
Feb.
•tlMlckey's
Luck
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey Yule
Mar.
•tlMickey's Master Mind (A. T.) (F&D)
Mickey Yule
Mar,
•tfMlckey's
Merry
Men
(A, T,)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
July
•tlMickey's
Strategy
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Jan.
•UMIckey's
Winners
(A.
T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Aug.
•tlMlckey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey Yule
June
•tSMIokey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.)(F&D)
Mickey Yule
Apr.
•tSMIekey
the Warrler
MItkey
Yule
May
•§tOfl to Peoria
(A.T.)
Nick & Tony
•tjOld
Bill's Christmas
(A.T.)
Feb.
*t§Old Vamps (or New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Ctok*
Feb.
•tIPalooka
Flying
School
(A.T.)
June
'tisettjng Son. The
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Coeke
Feb.
•t§8leeplng
Cutles
(A.T.)
AlberU
Vaughn
Jan.
•tSSong
and the Sergeant,
The
(A.T.)
May
*t|Strange
Interview,
The
(A.T.)
(F)
SherwIn-KnowU*
Mar.
•tSWhot
Next
(A.T.)
(F)
•tlwhlle Auto Walts (A.T.)(F)
Jan.
*t!Your Own Home T*wa (A.T.). . Russ
Br«wn

SONO'ART-WORLD

Apr. 14.
Apr
Feb

FEATURES

(D)
Art
Mix
•'t§Whlte
Cargo
Cast
•tSWhito
Devil (A.T,)
(P,T.)
(F Special
&
D)
Mosjukln-Dagover
Why Cry at Parting
Halm-Gralla
•tSWoman
Who
Wa*
Fargotten
(A.D,)
Belle Beanett
■t§Would
You
Believe
It?.. Walter
Forde
'tlYlddish Mama, The (A.T.)Mae
Simon

SHORTS

Star

STATE

Thunder

Feet.
Length
.Mlns.

•fSBunker
Bean
(A. T.)
.Olive
Borden
'tICompanionate
. Bebe Daniels
't^Dlxlana
•t§Escape
(A. T.)
•t§Fall
Guy.
The
(A.T.)
Brody-Mulhall
•t§Half Shot at Sunrise (A. T.) Wheeler- Woolsey
,
•flHeart of the Rockies (A. T.). Marshall-Daniels
•tSHIgh
River
•tSH unted
•;§lron
Trail.
The
(A.
T.)
'tILadles
ol the Past
Betty
Compson
•t§Law(ul
Larceny
(A. T.)
•t§Leathernecking
(A.
T.O
Foy,
Jr.-Rubin
»t§Old
Accordian
Man,
The
(A.
T.)
Joseph
Cawthorn
■t§Perfcct Alibi.
The
(A. T.)
*t§Radio
Revels
(A.T.)
Special
Ciist
■t§8ensatlon
(A.T.)
•tSShe's
My
Weakness
(A.T.). . Lake-Carroll
'tSSilver
Horde
(A. T.)
Brent- Wolheim
•t§Stalwart.
The
(A. T.)
Wolheim-Armstrono-Arthur.
*tStJpperworld
(A.T.)
•tSWIld
Heart
(A.T.)
Bebe
Daniels

■§tDude
W.-angler,
The
(A.T.) . Duryea-Basquotte
*t§Fighting
For the Fatherland
't§Hello
Sister
(A.
T.)
L. Hughes-Bordei)
•fSReno
(A.T.)
Roland-Thorason-Love
*t§Sembrai do Glerla (Spanish) . Special
Cast
n§What
a Man
(A.T.)
Denny-Segar

Rrvlewr'
May
17
Apr.

19

Nov.

I

Apr.

19

Jan.

II

Apr. 21
Apr.

•

I real.
,, 21800
reel*.
. I reel
I r««l
May

17

. I reel. ,
.2000...
, I reel ,
. I reel .

A.T. after

.Oct.
.Apr,

title means

May

24 . 19 3 0

Motion
I reel

'Thoughl (or
Wsihlngton'i
■tSWhon
My

Mother'] Day. . ril/patrlck
Pitrltk...
Blrttidiy
Dreamt
Com*
True
Trailer
Gene
& Glenn
Advinee
Mickey Meuie CartoonCelebrlty
Prwt.
■tWhtn tho Ctt'i Awty
■tWIld
Wi>*i
MIekey Meuu CtrtoenCelebrlty
Prod

.

Picture
May

10

.Apr.
iaii.

II

M.SSOtMt
I ntl

(Availahl*

sounJ-on-tilm

and

toand-on-dite)

CominK Feature Attractions
Rei.

SHORT

Data

.May

Symphony
Symphoiy
Symphony
Symphony
S-T-A-R

Rel. Data

Serial

SOUND
'tfFall of the Bastllla. Tha..
'tSGIorious
Vamp
..Bobby
•♦«Huskln'
Bee. The
•fSIa a Russian Cabaret
•tSLeve Cup.
The
•tSMuslcai
Marionette*
tINIghl la Madrid. A
'*§Tannhaussr
«(TlntvD«t
•§tWizards

12

24

Fab.
Revie
_
Dae.

.May

_
21

10

Watson

Rel. I 8..
May
Feb.
3 .
22..
Mar.
Jan.
18..
May
Mar.
3..

Length
.'5977. .
Feet
6f!73 MIns.
.8354..
.7533..

sano..
.8225..

Mar. 22
.77, Revlew»H
Feb. I
.84.
.84. ..Mar. 8
..Feb. 15
74 , M.-ir. 29
.91.
.70. .Feb. 22

Rel. Data
Sept.
28
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.

8
18
29

Aug.

16

Dee.

Langth
Feat
Mlns.

Reviewed

20

Jan.

Length

25.

952.

Apr.

Fangs

Olenn
Cast Tryea
Whiteman'a
Nalai
Tryai

Heit
John

Qlbsoi
Boles

Jahi

17

4

Apr.

26

.8724.... 97... Apr.

La

Planti

SUBJECTS

. May

Langth

Rel. Data
. Feb.
17.
. May
. Mar.
.Mar.

, Apr.
. Apr.
Mar.

8..
3...
8..

30..
22.

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.

.Mar.

Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.

. I reel
. 2 reels
. 2 reels
. 10 episodes
.2 reels
.1 nel

I

Jan.

II

. I reel
, .2 mil
. .2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. I rMl
.2
.2
.2

Apr. 26
Jan. 18

mil
reels
nils

Apr.
Dm.

..2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

Mar.
Mar.
Apr.

28
21
15
I
19

. . I reel
.2 reels'

Miy
it". II

Length
.2 reels
1 reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
3.. .2 reels
. .2 nels
3.. . . I reel
..22 reels

Revlewa*
Apr.
S
Feb. 15
Dee.
21
Mar. 29
Dae. 14
Jan. II
Mar.
8

20.,
17.

Apr. 26..
Feb. "l2.".
23.
28.,
Apr.
Mar. 28.
26..
17..
8..

n,,^
Mar.

31.,
6..
2S.
19.

7

. . 1 reel
.2
.2 reels
reels

Apr.
Apr.

I
12

.2 reels

Apr.

19

I reel

May

21

. I ml
Ntv.
3b
. 10 episodei. .Feb.
22
. . I nel
Jan. 25
10
.2
. 2
.2
.2
.I

episodes. .April
12
reels
Jin.
II
reels
Mir.
I
reels
Mar. 29
reels
Dec.
14
real
May

.2 reels
.2 nals

Jan.
Apr.

..22 reels
reels

Mar.
May

. 2 reels
reels
.2

Dae.
Jan.

. 10 episodes

.2

Jan.
Feb.

mil.

. 1 reel . . .
. . 2 reels. .

.Fik.

I*

..Mir. 29
. Fib.
I

. .2 nels. .
'.Feb. 22

only}
Rel. Date
....May 10..
Jan. 23.
Jan. 25..
June 14.
Mir. 8..
May
I.
Mar. I.
May 31.
May 24.
May
3.
Mar. 15.,
Jan
Apr.
May
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.

Coming Star
Feature Attractions
Rel.

Title

Bennett-Nlxon
Belle
Bennett
RIn-Tln-TIn
Claudia Dell

VARIETIES

LengthMlns.
Feet
.5200

..7152. ...79..
.9809... 109..
.7447
83..
.6653..
.7513..
.65.
.5814.. .74,
.6167..
.7570.. ..84.
.84.,
.4383.
.4410
49.
.49.
.68.

.Oet.
.Nav.

II
16

Apr. 12
.Mar.
.Apr.
.Apr.
.Feb.
.Apr.
.Dae.

295
12
8
12
28

.8000
(9.
4.
.6150. ...68.
26.. . 5268... 59 .
.May
10
.Feb.
10.,
Jan. 22
II
.6413.
...71.
15.
8
80. .Mar.
19. ..7185
..6878.... 76.
..7498....
83.
1.
.Apr; 12
.6341.
...71.
I..
.Mar. 29
Length

Data

June

7..

6630... 74.

Ravlaw*/(

.4280

(D)

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elllott-Davis

+»/pfrn« sound effects. ^Means
voice (includinq dinloqiie and incidental songs).
Alt-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

2«
7
28
21
I

Dm.

17.
20..
24..
26.
2...

Feb.
Jan.
Dae.

Fab.
May
On.
Dee.
Mir.

. , I reel

.2 reels
3. . .2
reels
14.
14.
14. . . I reel
reel
19 . ,

June
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.

19
II

Apr.

17..

Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.

sound-on-dise

VITAPHONE

..22 reels.
riali... .
reels.
.2 2 reels

31.
Rel. Data

BROTHERS

•tSDumbelli
In Ernlni
(A. T.) Armstrono-Gleason-Kent
Pauline
•tfEvldence
(A.T.)
Star Frederick
♦tIGeneral
Crack
(A. T.)
John
Barrymora
•tIGolden
Dawn
(A. T.)
WooK-Segal
•tSGreen
Goddess, Tha (A. T.).. George
Arllii
•♦§Hold
Everything
(A.T.)
Llghtner-Brown-O'Nelll
•tSlsle ot Escape
(A. T.)
BlueLey
•♦§Mammy
(A. T.)
Al Jolson
•♦§ManlromBlanklay'a. Thl(A.T.) John
Barrymon
•♦SMan
Hunter (A. T.)
Rln-Tln-TIn
•tSOn the Border
RIn-Tln-TIn
•t^Royal Box (A.T.)
(Garmin).. MolsJl-Horn
•♦iSecond Choice (A.T.)
•♦^Second
Flair Mystiry (A. T ) Dolores Costalli
WIthan-Younp
•t^She Couldn't Say Ni
Llghtner-Morrla
•t^Song of the West
(A.T.)
Boles-Seoal
•♦5Those
Who
Dane*
(A.T.)
Monte Blue
•♦sunder
a Texas
Moon(A. T.).
Fay-Torres-Ley-BMry
•tSWIde
Opin
(A. T.)
E. E. Horton

Oet.
.Apr.
...Jan.
Fab.
..Mar.
..Feb.

.. I2 reel
nals
. 2 neli
. I reel
.2 reels

May

SHORTS

Revlawid

.2
reels.. .
.2 reels.
2 reels. . .
.2 rails .

16... .2 reels
5.. .2 reels
II . . 2 reels

'.
Mar.'
Jan.
.June
23 .
Jan.
5..
Apr. 12..
2..
IS..
June
6..
Feb.
24..
Jan.
10 .
Mar.
Feb.
1..
21..
May
22.
Feb.
12...
Apr.
Mar
Mar, 24..
Jan.
18..
28.
May
IS..
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
7.
19..
May
Fab.
Apr.
12..
2..
7..
Jan.
10..
7...
May
15..
I..
Feb. IS..
Feb. 24 .
Mar.
May
27..
Jan.

Carson

(Auaitable

'tSCouraga
MsFame
(A. (A.T.)
T.)
•♦SRough
Waters
(A. T.)
•tISweat
Kitty Ballain (A.T.) ..

S

Bales

Laura

•ffArablan
Daze
*tSBawei> BlrnbMi
Oswald Cartun
•t$Brea(]way Follln
Oswald
Cartoon
•tSBrother for Sale (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
•t§Chine5e
Blues
(A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
'tSChrlstmns Cheer (A.T.)
Sunny Jim
'tChile
Con
Carman
Oswald
Cartun
*t5Fellow
Students
Sid
Saylor
•tSFlreburgs
(A
T.)
Archer-Dent
ItlFootlight Follies
(A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
•tSHaloween
Sporting
Youth
•t§Hash
Shop
....Oswald
Cartoon
•tSHell'i
Haeli
Oswald Cartoon
•t|Hls
Bachelor
Daddy
Sunny
Jim
•♦iHot
for Hollywood
Oswald Cartoon
•Hurdy
Gurdy
Oswald (Cartoon
•t§Jade Box. The
Lorraine- Perrln
*t Kisses
and
Cursit
Oswald
Cartoon
*t§Lightnlng
Express, The
(Serial)
Lorraine- Chandler
tfLlve
Ghesti
(F 4 D)
Ann
Christy
•♦SNelghbors
Sunny
Jim
•t§Mush
Again
Sunny
Jim
•tSOutdoor
Sportl
Sid
Saylor
•tPrison
Panic
Oswald
Cartoon
•t^Royal
Fourfluth
Sporting
Youth
'T§Sfhoolmates
Sporting
Youth
•♦^Seeing
Stan
Sparting
Youth
•t§Shes
a He
(A.T.)
Sunny Jim
"♦^Sister's
Pest
Sunny Jim
'♦SSteepiechase
(A. T.)
Sporting
Youth
s'Tarzan the Tiger (Sarlal)
Frank
Merrill
•tSTrafTIc
Troubles
- af•tSTerry
the Time* (Serial). . Howes-Thompioi
•t§Tramping
Tramps
. Oswald
Cartoon
*t|Up
and
Downstain.
•tlVernin'i
Aunt
. Dent-Anhar
..

Title
Absent
Minded
Alda.
Franeei
And
Wife

10

2.

Svial*)

Star

TItli

.M...Hiy

IS.

July

Band

Mary
Oleni

Ted

20

Star
Rel.
Title
May Date
Reviewed
William
Desmond
Mar.
30
Big
Timber
(Ra-lssua)
76., .Apr. 5
20 ...7519
. Apr.
Jan.
•tlCaptaln of the Guard
(A.T.) La Plante-Bolas
...5(115.
..es.
.
Mar.
.Mar. 29
26
Special
Cast
MlCllmax, The (A. T.)
...7401.... 82. .Mar. 15
*t$Cohens and theKellys InScotland .Sidney-Murray
-Apr. 26
25
.
.
Sor?i.il
Cast
8
.
Feb.
'.'.'. 5933. '.'.'.6(i.' .Feb.
•tICzar of Broadway
(A.T.)
2.
9.
.Glenn Tryan
•tlDames
Ahoy
.Mar.
9 ...6268... 69.,
Special
Cast
MSDevll's Reviewed
Pit. The under title al
In April 27. 1929 Issue
"Under the Southern Crott'
...5230.... 58. .June 29
Denny
Feb.
'tlSEmbarratting
Mament*
(A.T). Reginald
Kea Maynard
Apr.
6. ...6763.... 75. .Dee. 21
•tIFlghting
LaglaB,
Th*
Jack Hexle
Feb.
2. ...3852.... 43. .".Dee'ii
Flying
Hoofs
70.
Special
Cast
Jan.
5 ...6300
•StHell's
Heroas
30. ...5299.... 50. ..Apr. 19
Mar.
•t5Hlde-0ut
(A. T.)
, Murray-Crawford
2. ...5785.... 64. .Mar. 22
Ken
Maynard
Mar.
•♦Lucky
Larkin
17.
Hoot
Gibson
Aug.
•t§Montana
Kid.
Tha
IS.
12
June
'itMoonlight
Madnesa
(A. T)..- John Boles
4.. . . 5784.
Feb. 15
Hoot Gibson
Feb.
.64.
■tlMeunted
Stranger,
TlM
.6748.. .75.. Mar. 22
Ken
Maynard
May
•t;Mountaln
Juttle*
19. ...5609.
.Dee. 28
Schildkraut
Jan.
..62.
22.
•t«Nlght
Ride
...5900. .67.
..85. . Feb.
Ken
Maynard
Jan.
•tiParade af tha Watt
Hoot
Gibson
Apr.
27.
May 24I
10. . 6094,
•♦5Roaring
Ranch
(A.T.)
Joha
Boies
Aug.
31.
•fSSong of Passion
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
Aug.
•tSSong of the Caballero
22.
29.
Kan
Maynard
Jun*
•tISons of the Saddle
Special
Cast
June
•♦JStorm.
Tile (A. T.)
...6000.
..67... Mar. 29
Hoot
Gibson
Mar.
•tfTralllng Traobla
Hoot Gibson
June
•t§Trigger
Tricks
(A.T.)
23. .".'.50a.'.'.'.5«..'.'j*n.' 4
Nolan- Ellar-Brtwa
Fak.
•tSUndartPw

score.

In Leva
(A. T.)
Aoeldeit
(A.T.)
the
Law
(A.T.)

Glbsoi

.4541,

Walheim-Ayret-Wny

WARNER

FeetLength
Mlns.
...4388

si/nclirnni:rd

Frait

Title
Bobble
Nelson
Alias the Bandit
Ted
Canon
...
Badge
ef Braviry...
Ted
Carson
...
Croo\ed Trails
Tad Star
Cirsin
. .,
Crimson
Cauragi
..
Bobble
Nelson
Danger Claim, ThI .
Arthur
Lake
.,
Doing
His
Stuff
Freich Loava
Sid Saylar
. Arthur
Lake
. .
Follow Mo
Foul
Ball
Sid Baylor
Getting
the Air
Arthur
Laki
Her
B.nshful
Beau
Arthur
Lako
Keunty
Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobble
Nelson
Law in the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Expreta
(SarliO
Chandler-Lorraine
Make
It Snappy
Sid Saylar
Matter of Pelley
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
One
Wet
Night
Roaeh-Edwardi
Peekaboo
Arthur
Lake
■>ost of Honor
Bobbie
Nelson
Pronto
Kid, The
(Ralttua)
Edmund
Cobb
Queen
of Roundup
(Reissue)
Josie
Sedgwick
Restless
Rest
(Re-Issue)
Nealy
Edwards
Ropin'
Venus
Josie Sedgwick
Sid's
Long
Count
Sid Saylor
Bitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
Six
Gun
Juttln
Bobble
Nelson
8«mi
Show
Arthur
Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Saylor
Storm
King
(Ri-luni)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Charlie
PulTy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Under the White Robe (Re-ls>ue) Neely
Edwards
Way of the West
(Reltsua)
Neely
Edwards
Why
Walt
Slim Summervllla
Whin
Hand. The (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
Wild
West
Wallop
(Reissue) ... Edmund
Cobb
William
Tell

Real

Apprentice

.. June

SOUND

UNIVERSAL

'.Menns

Wntini

Title

Rel. Data

FEATURES

in

•tiScrub Oak
(A.T.)
'tiSareiade
(A.T)
•tfSignal
Tower
(A.T.)
'tiSlnglng
Caballara (A.T.)
•♦{virgin ef Slambeul
(A.T.)
•tSWeek-End
Qlrl

Wolf's

SHORTS

star

Novelty

.78... May

Length
I reef. . .
I_ reel..
2 raela
I raal
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
2 reels
I reel . .
I reel..
I reel..
I reel.,
I reel. .
I reel..
I reel..
Irael..
Irael.

.. Juni I..
8.
,.Juni
..May 25.

SHORT

ATTRACTIONS

Title
Star
•t^Abrah.im
Lincoln
(A.
T.).
.Waller
Huston
*t(Bride 66 (A. T.)
Moran-Dalton
•tsrity
Lights
'F)
Charlie
Chaplin
*t§Du Barry, Woman
of Passion (A.
T.)
Norma
Talmadge
•t?Eyfs
of the World
( A.T.) . . Merkel-Holland
•t^Forcvcr
Yours
(A.T.)
Mary
Pickford
•♦Hell's
Angels
(F)
Lyon-Nltsei
•t§Lotlcry
Bride
(A.T.)
MacDon.iid Garrlck
*t«Quren
Kelly
(A. T.)
Gloria
Swanson
t<Ra((les
(A. T.)
Ronald Colman
*t!Upttalrs and Down
(A. T.)
•ffWhat
a Widow
(A.T.)
Gloria
Swanson
•SWhonoM
(A
T)
Eddie
C»nlor
*t§Whispcrs
(A.T.)
Chester Morris
Title

. . Feb. 8
..Apr.
28
.Feb.
22

ARTISTS

star
Del
Rio-Lowe
Fannie
Brlce
Velei-Henhalt
Westover-Lyon
GIsh-Nagel.La
Rocgue
Harry
Rkhman

COMING

.6994.

12.

FEATURES
Title
•t5Bnd
On".
Thr
(A. T.)
...
>«Bo Yourself (A.T.)
(F)
•fSHell
Harbar
(A.T.)
•tSLummox
(A. T.) (F)
•tSOnr
Romantic
Night A. T.).
MiPuttIn'
ai tha RItz (A.T.)..

..Mar. 13
..Dae. Xl

Length

SUBJECTS

UNITED

•tILadles
•tiLlttle
't,tOul»lde

...1 1418... ISO... Apr.

star
. Color Symphony
Color Symphony
_
Celertena
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Clasile
Forbes
Randolph
Slngan
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony

■tSCoiiack'i
Bride.
t§ln Old Madrid
■tiJungle
Drunie
■l§Mclodl«
•tiMlnuette
•♦iModern
Cinderella,
A
•ffMountain
King.
Tha
No Women
Allowed
>t^On the Plantation
*t§Pharoah't
Daughter
•tfSacred
Hour.
Tha
'tISong o( India.
A
■tfStatlen
8-T-A-R
*t$Songt My Mother Taught Mi. .. Color
•tSToles
ot Araby
Color
•tiSTomple
Bells
Color
•tSVIennote
Melody
Color
*t|Vale*
a( HallywM4
Station

Hoot

Quilt

T.)

Flirt, Tba
•tiKIng af Ja/i Revui, ThilA.T).

star
Title
Arm Ida- Terry
"tSBorJer
Romance
(A. T.) .
'tiCyolone
Hiakey
'tlEnchanting
Mriody
<A.T.)
. Mao
Murray
■tSFaeelnatlon
(A.T.)
.Colin
Clivi!
'tlJourney'i
End
(A.T.)
'tiKathloen
Mavourneei
(A.T.)
ONellOelaMy
•15La>ca
•tILaft
0»er
Ladlet
•t^Lon.
Ll(».
Laughter
•tILuiury
Olrl
•flMareea- Maria
• ■■ ••■
•tSMedlflnc
M«n.
The
(A.T.).. Jack
Benny
•tjMy
Bruoder
Sylvett
Leo Carrlllo
.
•tjPaoer
Prodti
•tisatin
Strapt
^ ; ;■ •
•t^Siinnv Skirj
Benny
Rubin
•tlTarrent.
The
THIa

RIdw

(A.

Length
Star
R«l. Date
Feet
Mint.
6323.
Hume-GUI
M«r.
25
.69.
Heriholt-Boardman-Forbet
..Mar.
10
6183..
Doug
Falrbanke.
Jr
Jan.
I
0730.. .73.
u "Dangeroui
Builneu"
luu* Dae.
1. ina6060..
10
Mae
Murray
Jan.
Gleaion-RliHIIng-Wilkar
«l»r. 20.... 7040.. .87.
.78.
Leaie- Gulliver
Feb.
S. , ..7239 .. .80..

.7227.

All Star
Special
Cast
Jack
Hoile
Mary
Nolan

CominK Feature Attract ions
•tIAII

FEATURES
Title
•tSHIgh
Treaion
(A.T.)
'I^Mamba
(A.T.)
•fjParty airl (A.T.)
Rcvlawad
•tfPeaeeek
Alley
(A.T.)
•tSSweilhead
(A. T.)
•tSTroopere
Three
(A.T.)

•tlWhat
Man Wait
•tWhlte
Hell af Pill Pill
White Outlaw. The
(Reissue)
•tiYoung
Deslra
(A.T.)

Aea

TIFFANY

147

News

Length
882
10 RevliwiP
Apr.
12
, 523
6.. Feb.
8
971. ...II. .Apr.

A.T.

after

title

means

12

148

Motion

Picture

News

May

24,

1930
Mar.

At
Home
At
Your
Servie*
Battery of Songs. A
Believe It or Not
Benefit, The
Bernle,
Ben
Big Money
Broadway's
Like
Bubble
Party.
The That
Bubbles
Cave
Club.
The
Cheer
Leader.
The
Christmas
Knight
Collegiate Model, The
Contrary
Mary
Danger
Desert Thrills
Devil's in Parade,
The
Done
Oil

The
Potters
Landls-Halllgan-Blaekwood
Hoyt-Coots-Qulntelle
Robert
L. Ripley
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
The
Potters
Ruth Etting
Vitaphone
Kiddles
Leach, Merman-Plerlot
Tom
Douglas
Washburn-Eddy-Mlddleton
Ona
Munson
Bobby
Watson
Litel.Campeau-Merrlam
Edwin
Bartlett
Special
Cast
The
Potters

Ducking
Duty
Evolution of the Dane*
Faust
Feminine Types
Fight.
The
Find the Woman
Footnotes
Fore
Frame, The
Getting a Raise
Glee
Quartette,
The
Grand
Uproar
Gym
Jams
Head
HollandMan, The

Conklin-Morgan

Holiday In Storyland. A
Idle Chatter
Ill Wind,
An
In the Goed Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl,
The
Jazz Rehearsal
Keeping
Company
Letter?

*Means

synchronized

Duet
1st Act
Joan
Barrios
. Norman
Brokenshire
Hugh
O'Connell
Page
Sisters & Oscar
Ford- Lane
Boyd-Mlddleton
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan
Jim
MeWiltlams
Lew
Mayer
O'Connell-Kelly

1435... 16.. Mar.
7
633...
May
2 reelt.
2 reels.
May
928... .10. .Feb.
771...
9.. Apr.
1141... .12. .May
. i0..Mar.
865...
7
629. ..
89
688...
793...
I reel.
698...
2 reels.
.May
9
,.. 839...
8.. May
744...
725...

^

;

Grogan

Kane- Edwards
Eddie Buzzell
Pauline
Garon

score.

I reel. .
817...
519...
934...
1136...
552...
702
635....
796...

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Lou
Holtz
HIbbard-Lereh-Graham
Lew
Fields

17
5

1539
493...
1071
872...

15

10
248
19

2«
8

10
24

12. Feb.
16. Nov.

22
20

.May

10

13. .May
6. Feb.

10
15

,

6
7. Apr.
9. Apr.

19
19

799...
908... 10. Apr.
2 reels.

IS

694
I reel..
1746
800

10
in

19.
9

May
May

Let'a
Elope
Lobo. Dog of Degi
Lonely GIglo
Looney Tunes
Love Boat. The
Master Sweeper, The
Matter of Ethics.
A
Military
Post,
The
Money,
Money,
Money
Nagger,
The
New
Racket,
The
Nile
Green
No- Account,
The
Office
Steps
On the Ranche
Only the Girl
Operation.
The
PagiiaccI
Pa Gets a Vacation
Paqulta
& Chlqulta
Hanging
Paper
People
Versus.
The
Perfect Understanding
Pay
Off. The
Poor Aubrey
Reno
or Rhapsody,
Bust
Russian
A
Sinking
in the Bathtub
Sound
Effects

Betty A. Jerry
Lobo
LittI Loder

Herman Timberg
Chester Conktin
Earle-Oakland
Roberto
Guzman
Mason-Keeler
Mr. & Mrs. Jack

Norworth

Johnny Arthur
Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H. B. Walthall
Franklin Pangborn
Pangborn-Elllott
Kuzuetzoff
&
Nicolina
Buddy

Traps

BUYERS
Featuring

Recent

9

I reel

2 reels
739
I reel

Wedding
Belles
What
a Life
Who
Pays?
Window Cleanert
Yamekraw

Howard-Newton
»
Murray-Oakland
Brice-Edwards

GUIDE
Theatre
Works of

Architectural

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp
ARCHITECTS

I
8

.Mar.
Mar.

15

15

Feb.

8

Apr

''"
<2

| reel
Mar'"i
2 reels..
'May
10
1150.
704.. ...13'
8
I reel
IHaVlb
I reel
May
IS

Jack
Osterman
RichmondMoorhead
Ryan-Lee

Equipment

15
.Mar.
.Mar.

.. 7..
6 Mar.

14

Talking
It Over
Vengeance
Websterlan
Students

and

.
.10

832

Gaston Glass
Watson-Cameron- Mack
Dugan-Leonard
Lyons-Ear'e-Morne
Codee
&
Orth

NEWS

8.
10.
7
6.
9
10
9

1243

South Sea
Pearl
Stand
Up, The
Surprise
Suspicion
Taking Ways

PICTURE
Building

740
777..
874..
600.
580.
I reel

Will
&
Gladys
Ahern
Wattles-Minh
Edgar
Bergen
John Charles Thomai
The
Potters

In June
Theatre

754
904
62i
570
. I 876
reel
845

Broderlck-Crawford
Special
Cast

^Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-Rlm.

MOTION

" ""
.7 8
645
590
7.
922.... 9

Browne

2 reels
685

8

' Mav
"

10

M«v ' 'tn
■••■■""y
i«
AaVis

485 ""s"
955.
"'n
| peel
"Mir""iii
(reel
Anr
19
I reel.! ! .i'.'.'.Apr.' 26

A.T. after

title means

This film brings

SOUND

and COLOR

-with ECONOMY
SONOCIIIUOJVIE

expresses every mood

of

the pi<'liire ... or its dominaiit tone ... or its
prevailing lighting . . . hy means

of sixteen

delicate tints. And these tints are so adjusted
that they give faithful reproduction of sound.
Thus, Sonochrome
the modern

supplies two features of

motion pictin-e... sound and c<dor

... at the cost of ordinary black-and-white.

EASTMAN

KODAK

ROCHESTER,

COMPANY

i\E\^ YORK

J. E. Brulatour, icago
Inc., Distributors
NeM' York

Ch

H«»1I'* >» ooH

is the day
^hen the good news
comes to the happy
showmen
who
read

WORTH
WAITING
FOR!

what

FOX

HARLEY I
CLARKE
Prcudcnl

1^

FILM

CORPORATION
says

in an insert in

Motion
#

Picture Ne^s
of that date

#

Mil II. i<no

IF
Reg. U. S. Patent Offtct

fv(
\1\

joc<

\6 \0

M^^

\9)

110
19
16

16

30

lA
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RUSHING

THE

1-i

SEASON doesn't
make better pictures —
M-G-M is happily taking care o{ its
CONTENTED customers right now with
"DIVORCEE," Shearer's record-crasher
"CAUGHT SHORT," Dressler-Moran wow
AND a flock more coming
Our Annual Announcement xiill a/)/H'ar
in M. P. Netf.s tti'o treeks from today —
in Exhibitor's Herald nc.vt ncek

AND when M-G-M is ready to TALK
IT*S worth listening to.

\01. \ll.
Published

NO. //

mttrti u Mcond-eltts matter Apnl 22. 19?6. a
undtr act of March 3. 1679.

Weekly SJ.OO a Year

^'■'- '

Price

/O CenC%

Copynght. 1930. 6.v Motion Picture News. Inc.

ALL QUIET ON THE
WESTERN FRONT' is
a giant looking down on
pygmies. It is a picture
that will live forever,
says Pete Harrison, in
Harrison*s Reports, issue
of May 10, 1930.

UNIVERSAL FIRST!

J'JJ

>
n
r!l mDE DJ' 'J'il

ii]ysi!i)iyiyDJiJjj
^ Codes are iiiiporlant in the pieture business today. Guides to puhlie approval and suecess.
^ Sliownien need a code guaranteeing their box office prosperity in this Greater New Show
World of ours! The brilliant new era dawning with the approaching season of 1930-31. With
Paramount - perfected talking pictures flowering into the most amazing entertainment the
world public has ever known.

^ Here's the quality code governing these mighty monarch

hits of the coming year. Here's the code assuring you of record-breaking profits. Here's a
guide to showmanship for the new season and the reason the smart exhibitor is rushing
to sign a Paramount contract:

-m
M.m

III the Greater IVew Show World facing yon now, it taii^es great
hits weeli after weel£ to do consistently great business.
Paramount for 1930-31 meets the exacting demands of the hour with such fresh, up-tothe-minute smash hits as:

i

HAROLD LLOYD
in "Feci First"

Produced by Harold I.loyd
Corp. A raranioiint Release

"FOLLOW

THRU"

in "Anybody's \^'ar"

"MANSLAUGHTER"

with Buddy Rogers
and Nancy Carroll
All-Tech n icolor

I

THE TWO
BLACK CROWS
MORAN and MACK

with Claudctte Colbert
and Fredric March

"SKIPPY"

"HEADS

Percy
Crosby's
kid klassic

UP"

Buddy Rogers. Helen
Kane, all star

GARY

COOPER

in the mighty Drama

"THE

SPOILERS"

"ROSE

Gary RANCHO"
Cooper in big
Belasco Sensation

with all-star kid cast

FINN"

"SCARAB

with Gary Cooper
CARAVANS"

"MOROCCO"

"THE GENERAL"
with Walter Huston

with Gary Cooper
and the flaming
M«rlene Dietrich

MURDER

"THE

brand new kind of hit
starring Oakie, Jeanette
MucDonald

CASE"

TO

with incomparable

Ruth Chatterton
"RLOVE"
ODEO

"GRUMPY"
with Cyril Maude
Phillips Holmes

"QUEEN
HIGH"
Broadway stage hit
with all-star cast

"TOiM SAWYER"
with Jackie Coogan
and Junior Durkln

"THE SEA GOD"
with Fay
Richard
Wray Arlen

"KID BOOTS"
Ziegfeld ^ onder Show
with Jack Oakie

"WITH
"LADIES'
MAN"
William Powell

with Nancy Carroll
Richard
Arlen
ROMANC
E"

Thriller

"HONEYMOON

ROYAL

with FAMILY"
Frcdric March
Ruth Chatlerton

i^
^Am

RIGHT

LUBITSCH'^
"MONTE
CARLO"

Kay Francis

"LET'S GO NATIVE"

with William Powell
as "Philo Vance"

"Animal Crackers"

in "The Little Cafe" and
later in a LUBITSCH hit

"THE

OF THE

Stars of "The Coco«nut»" in

"FIGHTING

MAURICE
CHEVALIER

1
"HUCKLEBERRY

ERNST

THE MARX
BROTHERS

BYRD

THE SOUTH

AT

POLE"

Mighty natural drama

"THE

SILENT

"LAUGHTER"
with Nancy Carroll
Fredric March

famous musical hit
starring Eddie Dowling

%! road show ace

ENEMY"
1 type of
a new and m
LANE"star to do standont
It tnU.i 3S $ today
ore
pow^erfn
linsine s$
Paramount offers the greatest line-up of hit-guaranteeing celebrities in the business.
In addition to the super-calibre talent listed above, you get:

4 RICHARD ARLEN
2 GEORGE BANCROFI

3

^liorts

must

lie

greal

too in

3 RUTH CHATTERTON CLIVE BROOK
3 JACK OAKIE

Wm^

2 WILLIAM

POWELL

3 CHARLES
"BUDDY"
ROGERS

Greater ^ew^ Sliow World

Paramount for 1930-31 turns your shorts problem into a pleasure with this happy program:
101 PARAIMOUNi
SOUND NEWS

4

\ CLARA BOW
2 NANCY CARROLL

lot PARAMOUNT ACTS
26 PARAMOUNT
COMEDIES

18 SCREEN SONGS
18 lALKARTOONS

12 PARAMOUNT
PICTORIALS

It's more ini|iortaiii llian ever today for exhiititors to inqnire into
a conipanyN reputation, staliiiity, aind past record before bnying
111 ihcKC days of krrii theatre compel il ion and other coniplicalinnn, what )>lands behind a company's
product IN as vital us the product itself. ^ On <'an ha^o confidence in Paramount. The indu^^try's leader for
lit yearh. A trade mark that incans iiualil> and fair dealing to shopmen and public alike. A record during

CllKl5L%^^E)R

{.Pammount

NRW

AillO%V WORLD

ill*' pasi year for conliniiou.s money-makers Ihal i-an'l be equalleil. A grasp of class talking picture
pnidiKlion and a >liou manlike knowledge of the public's rapidly shifting tastes that you find nowhere else!

PARAMOUNT

II

i»Ait \>ioi XT 4iii :aiia\tkes YOI IIKiOltnBKi:\KI.Mi; m>ilXE.*>»»i llltillT TIIIIOI 4;ii
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ARE

"TOI 4^11" M .>I>IEK 3IO.\TIIS...IIEKE
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OE THE
HITS
FOK
JUXE!
I lie n«-w

;iii(l fjroalrr

< I.AK \ HOW
ill "Iriu- to tlio Nav>"
>»ilh Kr«'<lri«' Mart-li

l'>.{(>'s hri^titc^t imisical

(II \ltLI>
•111 nm " i{4m;i:k^
**Safoty ill NiinilxT^'*
Smash songs, lnsfi«)iis ladit-s

Coillill^ lo ihrill
ihc Avhoir

'•w irii 111 Ki»
d —
\iworl
Tin:

I lie <'<iiii<'<l\ cra/.f

J \iU

4»\kli:

ill ■■ I li«- S«M'iaI l.ioir*
Mar>

Mriar. Sk«<-I>. ( ^allauluT

of (Jianco'

*'Slr«-«-l
w I I.LI \n
row

BififitT than

"ShncloM

i:m.

of lh«' Law"

Drainatii'

lliriII«T

rii roLi:**
%oi
Stirring drama from
I he Ih>I loin of t IkII iiixcrst" I

NOTICE
The following producers have selected motion picture
film processing machines covered by patents owned by
the CINEMA PATENTS COMPANY, INC., as the best and most
efficient machines in the world today.
Paramount
Fox

Film

Publix

Corp.

Corporation

Universal

Pictures

Consolidated

Film

Ind.

Corp.
Inc.

Bell

Tel.

Eastman

Laboratories,
Kodak

Spoor - Thompson

Inc.

Company
Machine Co.

H. E. R. Laboratories,

Inc.

Bennett Film Laboratories, Inc.

Machines made under our patents operate at much greater speed and
produce a better, more even and uniform quality than any others.
Breakage and wastage are practically eliminated and nicked and
broken sprockets are precluded, thus effecting a large saving, in
addition to reducing operating costs.
Producers desiring to acquire or use Motion Picture Film Processing Machines covered by our patents may do so only under license
agreement with the undersigned. Fully equipped shops and technicians are maintained to furnish, install and service these motion
picture film processing machines.

W ARN ING!
Our patent attorneys advise us that our patents are basic
and it is our intention to prosecute to the fullest extent
of the law any and all who infringe our patents.

CINEMA PATENTS

COMPANY,

1776 Broadway, New York

Inc.
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Hollywood,

f

Californici

We have reached oui highest mar k in entertainment quality and in box-office attraction values in our talking pictures
to be offered to the public during the season of 1930-1931.
Fox Studio activities are nov^ at top speed and the efficiency of production is at the peak of Fox Film history.
Our principal artists — those popularly acclaimed by the
public and whose names spell box-office success — are all
under long-term contracts. So are our best known successful directors. Our staff of authors includes the best known
stage dramatists, novelists, motion picture scenario writers,
music composers and lyric writers. We have acquired
rights to more than 100 new stories. We have the fullest
confidence

that our releases comprising 48 stories of

widely different type and themes will return a fine commercial profit and good will to those theatres exhibiting
Fox product during the next season.
We

aim with our ambitious plans to present attractions

that will compel the public to patronize talking picture
theatres more regularly and to do so in larger numbers.
Our aim is to offer pictures that will amuse
tain every person in your audiences.

We

and enter-

are founding

our production policy on intelligent and high standards
yet with popular conception of human emotions. Our production plans are already made five years in advance.
We thank our friends for their expressions of confidence
and good will.

New

York, N. Y.

The good will of theatre owners is the most valuable asset any corporation possesses. Fox Film
Corporation during the season of 1930-31 will leave
no effort untried to further exalt the good will its
box office entertainments and service hove merited.

Cj. Vice

»
President and General Manager

This coming season more than ever before, exhibitors will find our organization embarked on a
year that should be resplendent with maximum profit.
Our course for the future is definite end secure.
With our incomparable

production resources. Fox

Film Corporation can be depended upon, at its inception of a new and greater era, for the delivery
to exhibitors of a product that will be superior in
entertainment quality and in box office magnetism.
Our sales policy is one that makes the product
stand on its own, a policy that in itself is conclusive
guarantee of the confidence we have in its drawing
power. We are perfectly content to be judged by
the product we will offer.
In planning and arranging for our 1930-31 program we have incorporated in each and every production those qualities sj>^'1r^ispensable to both box
office and eatertainmejsi-^i&cess.
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OK YOU It llMAl
with

RAYMOND
WHEELER
A

H.B.WARNER
HACKETT* MARION SHILLING
DIONE
OAKMAN'ROSE
and

RICH

IRENE

Million

Dollar

•

Fashion

Parade

From 2nd Avenue

r

to 5th Avenue's
Leading Modiste

Behind the scenes
with dazzling
models and playboy millionaires

From the colorful
Liberty Magazine
Story by
RITA

WEIMAN

I
GUTHRIE

McCLINTIC

with

WARNER

BAXTER

»

-

» '
CLAIRE

LUCE

y
\ J

V

"^^

V

.i*S«r**

Hand QUIRT __

By the same director who gave
you "The Cock Eyed World"
and "What Price Glory"

Rj peace on earth .^^tM

lEDMUND
■^r

LOWE

R A O U L
WALSH
by the same authors of those two
history making hits

Laurence
.^>j

^^•r.

Stallings

AND
'':^■

Maxwell

Anderson

IHIb

MUUbKN

VVUKLU

From the novel "Basquerie" by ELEANOR

MERCEIN

WARNER
BAXTER
LUANA
ALCANIZ
Dialog by

LYNN STARLING and
LAJOS BIRO
Directed by

ALEXANDER

KORDA

s of the scfrtuwomen cJiscBi so freely
nowadays

she iWds quite famnidr with; the

thrill of uncertainty, the glow of fulfillment.
• In the matter of kissing, being a modernist, she would have been ashamed not
to bear her full share. Her kisses had
heretofore

been

experimental.

But not

now. She felt for the first time her woman's
need of giving, as the strange Basque,
by

strength of
whelmed her

body

and

mind, over-

1
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th

BRENDEL

^

MAI.RJOF

JOYCE
DAVID
DIXIE

WHi

COMPTON
ROLLINS
LEE

directed by
JOHN

BLYSTONE

From the Collier's magazine story by Joseph Hilton
Smyth and Porter Emerson
Browne
Music and Lyrics by James F. Haniey and Joseph McCarthy
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IMMORTAL
Adaptation

and

EPIC OF THE PIONEER
diolog

by

RAOUL

WALSH

and

HAL

WEST
G. EVARTS

^41

FT BRIDGE

W I

(JOHN WAYNE
|EL BRENDEL
TYRONE

i

uirecTea

TTT

oy

RAO U L
WA LSH

MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
DAVID ROLLINS

POWER
IAN KEITH
TULLY MARSHALL
WILLIAM V. MONO
and
20.000
others

lys of empire-building — blazing the big trail to the new West. One
of the greatest chapters in American history depicted with amazing realism
•ts hardships, its humor and its romance. And through it all a glowing love story.* Never before
creen spectacle so crowded with thrills! Raoul Walsh's supreme achievement as a director!
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CONSTANCE

BENNETT

DOES ONE SLIP MAKE
A BAD WOMAN?
"When

lovely woman

stoops to folly and learns

too late that men betray/' is It possible that
she may be decent in spite of her mistake?
• "Common

Clay" was the stage hit of its season.

Capacity audiences wept when little "Ellen Neal"
found to her undoing thatwith many men a
pretty girl is a challenge and lawful prey. • Intensely emotional and highly dromatic/'Common
Cloy" goes directly to the heart.

.. AYRES

• TULLY

MARSHATT^^MATTY

KEMP

directed by VICTOR FLEMING
from

the

Harvard

prize

play

by

CLEV

•

turns square, goes
to the Spanish American
War

and Pghts for

the freedom

WARNER
EDMUND

of Cuba.

BAXTER
LOWE

FRANK ALBERTSON
JOYCE COMPTON

r^

J. M. KERRIGAN
'ANA
ALCANIZ
Dialog by

Tom Barry

They're
together
again,
Sergeant Mickey Dunn and The
Cisco Kid, with Edmund Lowe and
Warner Baxter reviving in these
further
lovable

adventures
of O. Henry's
bandit
their memorable

"In
performances Directed

R AOU

L

Old
by

WA

Arizona."

L S H

KEKECAIIEiP
WARNER

BAXTER

J.M. KERRIGAN
KENNETH MacKENNA
MITCHELL HARRIS
ALCANIZ
LUANA
From the novel "Le Renegat" by
ANDRE
ARMANDY
Screen play and dialog by
JULES

FURTHMAN
Directed by

VICTOR

FLEMING

V^S^y

w WW' '

0

li

II

Buddies in the Foreign Legion — four that were half mad, half f
devils, and ALL men. Four that were missing — deserters, buried

#*^>

in the Sahara's scorching sands, battling fierce elements, fiercer
tribesmen.* A Frenchman, on Englishman, a Russian and a German, with pasts they would never dare reveal. Till o woman,
beautiful and seductive, crossed their paths, bringing danger
and destruction. • Here is an amazing odventure-dramo,
breathlessly played in the blazing land of the RiflPs. Color,
pathos, pace, passion, comedy and immense characters portrayed bya cost which is o golden blessing to your box office.

THE PAINTED WOMAN
A movietone drama

of tem-

pestuous youth tossed into
a typhoon of passion and
adventure St
inorthe
y bySouth Seas

LARRY

With

VICTOR
McLAGLEN
FIF
DORSAY

EVANS

ARE
YOU THERE?
Ith

Y

vui

BEATRICE

LI L LIE

Sparkling Star of "Chariot's Revue" and other International Stage Hits

\

JOHN
GARRICK
<
OLGA
BACLANOVA
JULIAN SAND
^ LLOYD HAMILTON
- GEORGE GROSSMITH
HENRY VICTOR
' RICHARD ALEXANDER
*
ROGER
DAVIS
GUSTAV
VON
SEYFFERTITZ NICHOLAS SOUSSANIN

l

Beatrice Lillie making merry in a full length movietoneTalking,
I
singing, dancing, clowning as only the
world's favorite singing comedienne

knows how!

Here she is in her funniest role — an English detective posing as a famous
big game huntress, hunting
trouble and bagging laughs
i

C'ected by
l-KMILTON
A^cFADDE

O

at
an

i

U^)<iV|-''^'

2.

Lew Brown

TELEGRAM
HARLEY

L CLARKE
FOX

YOUR

AUDITORS

MAKER

BOWS

IMAGINE

OFFICE

THE

HAVE

SUNNY
AFTER

IS BIGGEST

MONEY

SAME

TO TUNE

TOLD

YOU

COMPTROLLER
MAKER
HAVE

SONG

HITS OUT

AND

BIGGEST

WE

WILL

INFORMS

OF 1930
A BETTER

BY EL BRENDEL

OUR

YORK

SIDE UP STOP

DIRECTOR

HEADED

NEW

DOUBTLESS

UNTIL

CAST

JUST TRY

/

CORPORATION

OF 1929 WAS

TAKING

WITH

PRESIDENT

FILM

MON

POSTP(
YOU Ji

WE'RE

WORK)

STORY

ABO)

NEXT

ON YOUR

SEPTEMft
RADIO
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Ray Henderson

d plenty on"What
• You can always bank on McLaglen pictures. You banke
Glory," "The Cockeyed World "and"Hot For Paris/'Your cash deposits are
as good as banked right now on"On the Make"and"5ezYou,Sez
Chasing charmers and chasing the blues— that's McLaglen as

Price

Me

they like him best. And they'll like him better than ever
in these new ones, cut to the same box office
lines as his greatest record-wreckers.
But with even cuter cuties and
louder laughs, to get you
even

greater

grosses.

I
I

<i
^k

^^

■

Cast includes

MONA
HUMPHREY
^

MARIS
BOGART

MRS. JIMINEZ

clemIn7s'rWy

ROBERT

EDESON

Screen play and dialog by DUDLEY

;o

Directed by

CAST INCLUDES

and SHARON
Screen play and dialog by

EDWIN
HrerteH

hy

BURKE
ALERED

NICHOLS

Adaptation by NORMAN HALL
and HENRY JOHNSON

ON THE MA
FIFl DORSAY

l
t
J

SANTFIl

LYNN

IRVING
CUMMINGS

^

CHARLES

FARRELL

has one of the most colorful
parts in his popular career in
the thrilling and exotic play

^<^^^ffl«^

by Jules Eckert Goodman

MAN
• Photographed

WHO

throughout in color— a

feast for the eye created by Joseph Urban,
color wizard of world renown. A drama
of love, self-sacrifice and regeneration,
depicting dives in San Francisco, dens in
Shanghai, plantation life in Hawaii— brilliant backgrounds of color.
directed by

FRANK

BORZAGE

Twice winner of the Photoplay gold medal for the best picture of the year
The cast includes LOUISE HUNTINGTON
Screen play and dialog by S. N. Behrman
HHieiOd — 4 n

1

I

and Sonya Levien

1

w
A CONNECTIC
ROLLICKING

fl
^

I

FRO

ROMANCE

Joseph Urban's magic of color brought to your theatre by nature
color, perfected by Eastman. • The cream of American humor enacted
by the prince of American humorists and favorite in every radio,
newspaper and screen. Gay comedy, dashing romance, and glittering
spectacle, with Will Rogers as the Yankee who yanks bold knights
off their high horses with a cowboy's lasso, and puts pep in King
Arthur's Court. A Tournament of Action and a Round Table of Laughs.
NOT

A "COSTUME"

PICTURE.

UP-TO-THE-SECOND

AS ROGERS'

OWN

WIT.

UT YANKEE
on ARK

TWAIN'S

fOLOR

SETTINGS

CELEBRATED

BY

JOSEPH

NOVEL

URBA

also

WILL
SEE
Screen

ROGERS
AMERICA

play and dialog by OWEN

in
FIRST

DAVIS, SR. and

HOMER

CROY

X u

rmmr

^.
V

'

"

»

«

From the internationally
noveltydramatic
by
successful
EDWARD

KNOBLOCK

Revealing the hidden
dramas that are woven
nto

milady's
with

dress

JOHN GARRICK
LOUISE HUNTINGTON
Directed by

ALEXANDER

KORDA

Color settings designed
and supervised by

JOSEPH

URBAN

SCOTLAKII
Y A It II
with EDMUND

LOWE

JULIAN
SAND
• J . M. K E R R I G A N
JOHN GARRICK • LOUISE HUNTINGTON

i

Screen
EDWARD

play

ond

CHILDS

dialog

by

CARPENTER

International stage thriller by Denison Clift

lie otiier main's f nee
lie otiier iiisiirs wife
His face the face of another by a scientific miracle. • Accepted as the
other by the other man's bank, and
even more significant, by the other
man's wife. • His motive the looting
of the bank. His purpose thwarted
by love for the woman and her love
for him. • Then the return of the
husband, thought to be dead! • Situation after situation where exposure
or the shame of the wife through the
revelation of the truth, hangs trembling inthe balance. • A story, a picture that will be the talk of the town.

DIRECTED

WILLIAM

BY

K. HOWARD

SONG
^^BP* _*

Directed by

FRANK

BORZAGE

■

EVERYWHERE, EVERY CRITIC
PRAISE!
THE SAME
SINGS
BOSTON

NEWSPAPERS

Greeted

An achievement of lasting memory.- BOSTON HERALD
As delightful a bit of entertainment as you could wish.
-BOSTON POST.

PHILADELPHIA

write about— a huge success. —Mordount
TIMES.
Here it screen progress —thoroughly
tive.—Richard WaMs, HERALD TRIBUNE
This picture will bring happiness
Gerhard, EVENING WORLD
I enjoyed John McCormock

John McCormock created wove
-PHILADELPHIA DAILY NEWS

after wove

It was of times difficult to remember

of applause.

that Mr. McCormack's

voice was not present "in person."— PHILADELPHIA
LEDGER.

with glee to

Hall, NEW

NEWSPAPERS

ingly fine recording of Mr. McCormack's voice.- PHILADELPHIA
ENQUIRER.
Mere words of praise connot commend its great appeal.
-PHILADELPHIA EVENING LEDGER

NEWSPAPERS

It is something from which a reporter bounds

by Fox Films.—

Excellent direction by Frank Borzoge and really astonish-

McCormack's part was to sing, and sing he did, gorgeously
and sotisfyingly. -CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR
Its unaffected naturalness is its greatest charm.- BOSTON
TRANSCRIPT.

YORK

and deserved applause. —Rob-

Harry Evans, LIFE.

John McCormack's "Song O' My Heart" is a picture pearl
of greet price.- BOSTON EVENING AMERICAN.
It is a splendid achievement, immense entertainment.
-BOSTON TRAVELER

NEW

with considerable

ert E. Sherwood, EVENING POST
The most charming picture ever produced

YORK

A film so real as to hardly seem
-PHILADELPHIA BULLETIN.

MORNING

a thing of the theatre.

touching and effec-

LOS

to millions. —George

via the Movietone

ANGELES

"Song
ANGELES

more than I

have enjoyed him in the flesh. —John S. Cohen, Jr. in THE SUN.
Rollicking comedy, heart-rending romance and superb
singing. — Irene Thirer in THE DAILY NEWS.
The noted Irish tenor's screen debut is excellent entertainment.—Rose Pelswick, EVENING JOURNAL
Something very near to triumphont in the recording and

NEWSPAPERS

O' My Heart" is a genuine
TIMES.

If "Song

accomplishment.— lOS

O' My Heort" hod nothing else to recommend

"Little Boy Blue" would
ANGELES EXAMINER

moke

it,

it well worth hearing.— lOS

McCormack's voice is one of the rare fine experiences thot
you will get from the screen. -LOS ANGELES RECORD
Rarely does one picture hove so many elements that ore
pleasing. If has the fascination of sympothetic direction by

projection of the voice of its illustrious star. — Quinn Martin
in THE WORLD

No doubt about it— a decided success— and see if you
must. —William Boehnel in THE TELEGRAM

Frank Borzage, who made"7th Heaven."- LOS ANGELES EXPRESS.
"Song O' My Heart" abounds with thrilling surprises for
the fan intrigued by fresh faces.— LOS ANGELES DAILY NEWS
It is written and acted with unfailing good toste ond a be-

Frank Borzage has done a splendid job. —Julia Shawell,
EVENING GRAPHIC.

coming air of reality and should please all McCormock
mirers.-LOS ANGELES EVENING HERALD.

Had its audience
AMERICAN.

in high glee.— Regma

YOUTH,
ROMANCE

LOVE

AND

BY THE

Crewe

in THE

COMEDY
GOLDEN

WOVEN
VOICE

OF JOHN

MYjHEART
^^^^^^^^■^^^^^^EHIMi

INTO

od-

A WISTFUL
McCORMACK

Story by
TOM

BARRY

with

MAUREEN 0'SULLiVAN«JOHN GARRiCK • J. M. KERRIGAN • TOMMY CLIFFORD
aiCE JOYCE
• FARRELL MACDONALD
• EFFIE ELLSLER
• ANDREAS DE SEGUROLA
EMILY FITZROY
• EDWIN SCHNEIDER
TRADE

PAPERS

THE MUSICAL

PRESS

A film that's going to reap credit to
everyone concerned in its making.
-VARIETY.

The best piece of recording to be
heard here at any time— a musical
treat. -MUSICAL COURIER.

A box office certainty— should moke
thousands of new talker fans. -FILM
DAILY.

Recorded with great fidelity. It will
exert o universal appeal.— MUSICAL
AMERICA

A significant conquest! Heart interest and a great deal of effective comedy.-EXHIBITORS HERALD WORLD.
"Song O' My Heart" has every element that goes to make a picture a box
office success. -HARRISONS REPORTS

Never was John McCormock greater
than in this picture. -TOP NOTES.
If there ever was a brilliant object
lesson in any department of art, it has
been furnished by John McCormock.
— W. J. Henderson,
NEW YORK SUN

Musical

Critic,

FOREIGN

PRESS

At no time has there been
voice so clear and

heard a

natural as John

McCormack's in "Song O' My Heort."
-JEWISH
MORNING
JOURNAL
A marvelous

talking ond singing pic-

ture, assured for a long run. — IL PROGRESSO
Mr. McCormock is more than o singer
and provides on extremely delightful
evening. -COURIER DES ETATS UNIS
In all our experience this is the one
picture most worthy of being seen.
-STAATS ZEITUNG

nrr^TO
The underground schemes of InternoHonol spies revealed in o breathless, modern drama of the Cheka,
the Soviet's all-seeing secret police.

MILTON
PAUL

SILLS

MUNI

MARGUERITE
CHURCHILL

Directed

by

BERTHOLD

VIERTEL

BLOND

"^dk. ^ DVT

th

OIS MORAN
UMPHREY
DBERT
AVID

BOGART

AMES
ROLLINS

JZABETH
ELEN

KEATING

KEATING
• Lois

Moron

lays the title
his movietone

Blondes make

role in
drama

who crossed the Atlantic to captivate one man
captivated two. The fun begins when

short story by
which
more

MOREHOUSE

was

by

2,000,000

readers of Collier'sWeekly
Directed by

and accidentally

she discovers she has

AVERY

acclaimed

than

history at your

box office. Here is the gay and fast-stepping story of a blonde

of mid -ocean
love
and
fast action based on the
STEPHEN

history— and "Blondie" will make

lost her heart to the one she wasn't supposed

to snare. And

when a blonde loses her heart on shipboard, things happen!
Adapted by MARION
Dioloq by EDWIN
BURKE

Ui

ORTH

UP

THE

A comedy - drama

So lon^ hoys - Back
the old Hotel - A roomto
With a river view/"

RIVER
of high

life

in

prison

"Up the River" is from the same brilliantauthor
who wrote the comedy smash "Chicago".
This time Maurine Watkins turns her shafts
of wit on prisoners and prison life. There's
a laugh in every line of her sparkling dialog. Love interest, too, and heart appeal.
It tells the story of what happens when a
new warden tries to clean up a prison where

Flo Ziegfeld/

convicts keep right on living by their wits —
"business as usual". And of what happens
when a pairofdecentyoung sweethearts, separated bythe law, are thrown into this nest.
Prison conditions are the topic of the day —
and "Up the River"
tells the real, inside
story
in language
that sells tickets.

Story by

Geez-1 wonder if
1 kin strike mesef out ?

.WATKINS

/ -\ccUn(^s/

The Cast
LOUISE
HUNTINGTON
CLAIRE
LUCE
HUMPHREY
BOGART
SPENCER
TRACY
WARREN
HYMER
ELIZABETH
PATTERSON
WALTER
McGRAIL
TYRONE
POWER
LEE TRACY
JOE
BROWN
SWOR
& BURNS
GOODEE
MONTGOMERY

you tack this unie
'What brqi^^bt
dyli?n' a Radio '
udea
BSt

Directed by

JOHN

FORD

On the bdnks of the U.S. A

!

The Hilarious Comedy of an International Six Day Bicycle Race
— continuous laughter on the track and behind the scenes
)j
V

a
:»*','

/

\
■V.

/^A
Pm
MARJORIE
W H I

/

■■

>/

9l

^if

It

\

\^5

JOYCE
COMPTON

V.

1

• What an idea for a movietone comedy! A six do/

f//

bike race produced with all the trimmings— laughs
and thrills, sprints and spills, and the big finish with
teams of all nations pedalling for dear life and the
prize money. • Can't you hear the screams as El
Brendel goes out to steal a lap for the fatherland

7'

and a pretty girl? And look at the rest of the cast —

7>

hand-picked for howls! If funny rhymes with money,
"Going Nowhere"

is going to click everywhere!
with

EL BRENDEL
MARJORIE
SAXON
^r

WHITE

- LEE

TRACY

• J. M. KERRIGAN

D p P M

A V

_A

• TOMMY

CLIFFORD

• BLACK & BLUE - WILLIAM
M

n

I r\ n.

o

V

- JOYCE

COMPTON

HARRIGAN
^

K.

r>

D

c VA/

- MA

• NAT PENDLET(
d

i

^

\

Is/LOVIETON

TING TWINS
IRE LUCE
CK & BLUE
E LEE
^ARD KEENE
4E DAY

FRANCES McCOY
GUS HOWARD
AAARIE SAXON
LEE TRACY
WILLIAM COLLIER, Sr
NANCY KELLY

and 500 beautiful Hollywood girls.
Dance numbers staged by

DirecteH by

ICNE^'

LAt^FIEID

P^X^"^ VMHEN ^^ Say
M/e MEAN ^OUP
Directed by BENJAMIN
Rube Goldberg drew this ad

Soup TO NOTS
TO N UTS !
STOLOFF

Dance numbers staged by

EDWARD

DOLLY

to draw attention to "Soup
to Nuts," his first full length
movietone feature, telling a
romantic story served with
gags and girls, songs and
dances, laughs and

more

laughs —everything and then
some! • Different in idea,
story and treatment, "Soup
to Nuts" is a rare feast of
entertair^ment. Like its celebrated creator, it's packed
with drawing power. • Taking candy from a baby is
hard work compared to getting the gold from Goldberg.

J

HIS
PRePAREti

Racketeer

HAS

<3LooH-cHASI MO CH^F,
RUBE GoUfc>BERG

e>Y "THAT

BILL
TECi HEALY

METsiO

TALKIH

OF

COMHt>T

style

^ i

^ Beauty a la
Lois moram
/

pIMe CHAR/\crrtR
ACTIhiQ
A LA
CHA^. VSJIMNIMCER

Fr.amces m*ccY

id^

C5)RL3

and
Lyrics

MARIE

GOODEE

'

SAXON

FRANK

MONTGOMERY

RICHARDSON

FRANK

ALBERTSON

and

GRACE
MOR

Music

by

HENRY
R IS

and
KAMI

LTON

A vivid drama tuned to the fast rhythm of today

THE DANCERS
w ith

LOIS MORAN
MONA

MARIS

KENNETH
MAUREEN

MacKENNA
O'SULLIVAN

What effect has dancing on modern morals?
Here's
the answer pictured in thrills and heart-throbs. Telling
the story of a girl who thought dancing was life — til
the tempo became too swift.
Action sweeping from
London ballrooms to Argentine dance halls.

UNEQUALLED
IN DRAMATIC
AND
DRAWING
POWER!
From the stage play by

Gerald Du Maurier and Viola Tree

Screen play and dialog by

Edward

Childs Carpenter

I

You'll hear and

\o

3

ALONE

see America's

oe^
WITH YOU
with

GARRICK

JOHN
Directed by

Borzoge

Frank

^

ONE NIGHT IN PARIS
with
KENNETH

MacKENNA

Directed by GuthrJe

McClintJc

BARCELONA
with

HUMPHREY
Directed

by

BOGART
John

Ford

favorite

;

Something
new in
talking
pictures!

A\I€HAI:L KAItlLET I
in

THE

BREAKER

HEART

Here's a prediction — this handsome

young

Adonis will be the screen's biggest sensation
within a few months!
Check Michael Bartlett now

as a voice that will

startle the world and double check the name
when you play the picture.
Hear this popular American
office success directed by
VICTOR

singer in a box-

FLEMING

:>UvV;.

MARJORIE

WHITE

FRANK

ALBERTSON

JOYCE

COMPTON

DIXIE
RICHARD
FRANK

LEE
KEENE

RICHARDSON

GEORGE

CORCORAN

LESLIE

MAE

GOODEE
MONTGOMERY
Dance numbers

EDWARD

staged by

DOLLY

REX BELL

SIDNEY
LANFIELD
Original story by Owei
Dovis, Sr. Screen play b>
Russell Medcraft. Music an<
lyrics by James Monaco

CliflF Friend.

an<

The drama of a girl who lived for love, but H
had to fight for happiness —^

IL

LIVIN«
LOVE

DOROTHY MACKAILL • MILTON SILLS
KENNETH MacKENNA* SHARON LYNN
ROSCOE

KARNS

Story by Ben Ames Williams

BERTHOLD

€' ^

>

JAMES F. HAT
JOSEPH Mc(
"You Got Nobody to Love*
(Sung by Dorothy Mockoill)
"Now I Ask You"
"You Do, Don't You?"
(Both sung by Sharon Lynn)

•■•
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Soi
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I

Directed by
VIERTEL

THE SEA WOLF
JACK

LONDON'S
Directed

by

GREATEST

ALFRED

SANTELL

^

STORY
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with

MILTON
SILLS
CLAIRE
LUCE
KENNETH
lAcKENNA
)ialog by RALPH
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COLO
as

applied

JOSEPH
in a new

R

by that internationally famous colorist

URBAN

and startling
alization on the screen

reof

nature's own spectral range.

FOX

COLOR

J
^

1
\

A new color method evolved
in the Eastman and Fox
laboratories.

\

Joseph
has

designed

the

Urbar
backgrounds

an

will supervise the filming in Fox Color c

THE
A

MAN

WHO
CAME
BACK
LUXURY
CONNECTICUT
YANKEE
ON YOUR BACK

These and other Fox

pictures will delight yov

audiences as they sense the first perfect fulfillmer
of the promise of a completely satisfactory fill
method

n nature's own coloring.

You'll wear a smile
when you play

SHE
WEARS
THE
PANTS
I

he perfect picture from every angle —

title, cast, director, story and production
values, and exploitation possibilities.
Can't miss!
with

FIFI DORSAY
KENNETH MacKENNA

JOHN GARRICK
WILLIAM COLLIER, Sr.
RUTH WARREN
NANCY KELLY
ALTHEA HENLY
Dance numbers
SEYMOUR

staged by
FELIX

Directed by

JOHN

BLYSTONE

Screen play and dialog by
Earle Crocker

PRINESS

THE
AND

THE

PLUMBE
From the story by

The princess was lovely and lonesome. The plumber was American and handsome. He came to her castle to repair the heating plant and lost his heart.

Alice Duer Miller
Screen ploy and dialog by

Howard

J. Green

Lyrics and Music by

William Kerneri

That's the start of this refreshing romance of Switzerland — one
of the most popular
serials ever published in the Saturday
Evening Post.

Millions are waiting

to see it on the

speaking

screen. Here it is, perfectly cast with Charles Farrell as
the plumber and charming Maureen O'Sullivan
"Song O' My Heart" sensation, as
the princess.
Story and players sold
in advance to
the public!

..-':

3 BIG
COLORFUL
MUSICAL ROMANCES
Handsome,

youthful, gifted both as actor and singer,

J. Harold Murray has become an outstanding favorite
of the movietone screen. Now he comes to you in
three big musical romances,

each with a stirring love

story and tuneful songs, especially written to give his
remarkable talents full expression.

WOMAN
with
What

CONTROL
MURRAY

J. HAROLD

a title for woman

appeal!

MONA

And

how you can exploit it! The story lives
^

MONA

HER KIND

up to the title — there's box-office "It"
in every
scene.
Bound
to be big!

MARIS

Screen play and dialog by Howard

OF MAN

with J. HAROLD

Directed by GUTHRIE

MURRAY

this a story of ab-

sorbing interest and constant heart-tug. Your
kind of picture!
Story by Sonya

Levien

LOUISE

HUNTINGTON

Directed by A. F. ERICKSON

THE RED SKY
with J. HAROLD
Screen ploy and dialog by

Tom

Barry

Music and lyrics by

JAMES F. HANLEY and
JOSEPH McCarthy
Directed by

LOIS MORAN

• SHARON

MURRAY
LYNN

• ROBERT AMES

J. M. KERRIGAN - FARRELL MACDONALD
Musical love-dramaof theNorthwestMounte
Police.
Screened under the technical direction of Major-General Perry of this famous
police

organization, "The Red Sky" is grip-

'/:/•

SHARON

LYNN

FRANCIS

FRANCES

McCLINTIC

She knew what she wanted — and he was her
kind of man How he found that she was his
too, makes

LUCE

MARIE

> LUANA ALCANIZ
LOUISE HUNTINGTON
CORCORAN
- GEORGE
IRENE DAY
NOEL FRANCIS

kind of woman,

CLAIRE
NOEL

J. Green

MAR!

•

!srJ

SAXON
McCOY

S

No need to sell you the team of Gaynor and Farrell! "Sunny Side Up" and
"High Society Blues" tell everything in terms of record grosses. • If there
ever was a "natural," it's Gaynor and Farrell talking, singing and loving
under the direction of the dependable David Butler. That's "Oh, for a Man!"
• The story concerns the turbulent troubles of impoverished nobility living
by their v/its. Miss Gaynor plays the daughter of a penniless prince employed byCharles Farrell, a young millionaire, as social instructor. • To save
Farrell from being victimized by his friends and titled servants, she masquerades as a boy and becomes his chauffeur. Imagine the beautiful love story,
the comedy complications, the love songs! • "Oh, for a Man" can't help being one of the high spots of the new season!

SUNNY

SIDE UP

CHARLES
America's favorite screen sweethearts together once
more in their only joint appearance of the new season !

JANET

GAYNOR
and

CHARLES

IIAN!

FARRELL

FARRELL

I

K

iiEviL wn
JvUJJ

with CHARLES
ESTELLE

FARRELL
TAYLOR

H WO A\E N
ROSE

HO

BART.

LEE

TRACY

DIRECTED

FRANK
From the stage play Ly FRANZ

MOLNAR

Dialog by S. N. BEHRMAN
Adaptation by SONYA
Music by RICHARD

LEVIEN
FALL

BY

BORZAGE

M
y
)
g
Y(

if^OJS

Mp.RAN

ALBERTSON
^R>^K
J\ M\/KE R R I G AN)

> An answer to the youth
that even youth will love
//

I'll make a man of the kid, if I have
to kill him to do it!"
And

the sto^y of the rich young wastrel's regeneration through strong arm methods is a knockout!
Combining dramatic punches, comedy jabs and a
heart-hitting love theme.
New York applauded the stage play for a solid year.
The elaborately produced screen version is the last
word in pictures of the whoopee-loving younger set.

^am

ELMER
Adoprollon

MAURINE

the ploy by

HARRIS
and dialog by

WATKINS

^AfiABA^ftiM^MMi*

I

i
Story by
AAAURINE

WATKINS

Directed by

MEN ON CALL
EDMUND
SHARON

LOWE

LYNN

LESLIE MAE
Screen

MAE CLARKE
ALTHEA

HE NLY

play and dialog by
Tom Geraghty
Directed by
JOHN

BLYSTONE

A romance of the hardy souls who
guard the coasts of the U. S. A.
Roaring adventure by land and sea.
Boys in blue equally ready for
fighting or loving.
A money cast with a money director famed for his successes.

The
first
sound newsreel in the field
is still the first
in performance
FOX

MOVIETONE

COVERS

THE

NEWS
EARTH

There's not an interesting
sight or sound in this world
of ours that escapes
Fox Movietone News

SOUND

UNITS
AROUND
THE
WORLD

Issued Twice Weekly

1

WYOaUIKIp
I

Directed

by A. F. ERICK50N

.

IVONIIEK
From

the story

by MAX

BRAND

with

WAYNE
JOHN
CLARKE
MAE
JOYCE COMPTON
WARREN HYMER
NIGEL BARRI E
TOMMY CLIFFORD
FRANCIS
NOEL

with
WAYNE
JOHN
DIXIE
LEE
FRANCIS
NOEL
WAR REN
HYMER
CORCORAN
Story by
FORD
LEICESTER

GEORGE
PAUL

ALFRED

Directed by
WERKER

Mil FAIMIKS

ASKEIi

GEORGE

In

O'BRIEN

Whirl>vind
Movietones
Outdoor

ZANE
GREY'S
thrilltale
packed
of the
Texas
Rangers

rni
rni

fll

with Myrna
I ^
James
^-

«l-

Filmed amid
the natural

..SMP-

beauty spots
of the West

TU

LAST OF
IMIAKES
Loy^ Lucile Browne/ Walter

McGrail

Bradbury^ Jr.^ Mitchell Harris
and Stella Adams

adaptation and dialog by ERNEST PASCAL
directed by ALFRED WERKER

FAIR WARNING
from
WARREN
DIITU

the novel
by MAX BRAND with
HYMER
• MARGUERITE CHURCHILL
WAPPPM

. IlirilP

RPOWMP

YOUR AUDIENCES DEMAND

JANET

Will

ROGERS

MARGUERITE

CHURCHILL

SHARON

HUMPHREY

LYNN

SOGART

RICHARD

NOEL

KEENE

FRANCIS

^

JOSE

MOJICA

VICTOR

HUNTINGTON
■m-,

JOHN

oARRICK

ROSE

HOBART

WILLIAM

COLLIER,

MclAGlEN

JOHN

McCORMACK

MARIE

SAXON

tn

^

OON

LOUISE

GAVNOR

FRANCES

McCOY

TED HEAIY

'NI

LUANA

ALCANIZ

UEORGE

-

%«}
V
^

^

\

^

KIATINO SISTERS
y M. KURIOAN

GEORGE

GROSSMITH

WILLIAM HARRIOAN

mmt^ M
^^
GOODEE

MONTGOMERY

iRENT

THESE TALENTED PLAYERS

EDMUND

lOWE

MtARJORIE WHITE

CHARLES FARREU

i /
J. HAROLD

MURRAV

JULIAN SAND

fRANK RICHARDSON

UATRICE

LILIIE

^
\
\

\
MONA

MARIS

/

^
KENNETH

MocKENNA

«

LOUISE

DRESSER

DAVID ROLLINS

FRANK ALBERTSON

^%1
TOM

HENRY VICTOR

LUCILE

SROWNE

f^

OEORGE

CORCORAN

i

ROIERT (URNS

II

f^^
CHARLES WINNINGER

PATRICOIA

ROXANNE

i^M

n.^

RUTH WARREN

WARREN

CURTIS

HYMER

MICHAEL

RARTLETT

GUS HOWARD

ALTHEA HiNCf

MITCHEU

HARnS

MILTON SILLS

NAHOf

OUT

X

WAITER CATLETT

THESE GREAT
DRAMATISTS NOW AT
FOX
STUDIOS
ARE
WRITING DIALOG FOR

FOX
PICTURES

IVNN STAHJNC

JUIES FUITHMAN

The authors and playwrights
whose works are the sources of
the Fox Pictures of 1930-1931
comprise the most distinguished
list ever presented in the industry.
Among them are the internationally known playwrights,
Franz Molnar, Denison Clift, Cleves Kinkead, Edward
Knoblock, Maurine Watkms, Gerald Du Maurier, Fulton
Oursler, Lowell Brentano, Felix Gandera,ElmerHarris,Laurence Stallings, Maxwell Anderson and Owen Davis, Sr.
Included also are the novelists and short story writers, Pau
Leicester Ford, Eleanor Merce!n,Max Brand, Edward Childs
Carpenter, Joseph Hilton Smyth, Porter Emerson Browne,
Hal G. Evarts, Andre Armandy, Larry Evans, John Flemming Wilson, Jules Eckert Goodman, Mark Twain, Homer
Croy, O. Henry, Stephen Morehouse Avery, Jack London,
Ben Ames Williams, Alice Duer Miller and Zone Grey.

I
««IMO

ROMtTSON

DUOUY

NtOKXS

II

DE SYLVA, BROWN

& HENDERSON

"Let me write the songs of a nation and I care
no* who makes

its laws."

These composers

of music and lyrics are cre-

ating melodies not only for the nation but for
the world.

Their songs, under the control
of Fox Film Corporation, ore
published by Red Star Music
Company, 729 Seventh Avenue, New York, under the
direction of Patrick J. Flaherty,
general manager

of Red Star.
GEORGE

LIPSCHOLTZ

CUFF FRIEND

WHl voocRy

THESE

are

the

' directors whose
genius and long experience contribute
so mightily to the
excellence of FOX
pictures. Their past
successes

are assurances of your

future profits.

K

HARLEY L.
CLARKE
President

these directorial geniuses
JOHN

IRVING

BLYSTONE

Girls Demand
Men on Call

Excitement

CUMMINGS

WILLIAM

The Painted Women

Sez You, Sez Me

Scotland Yord

A. F. ERICKSON

She's My Girl
She Wears the Pants

ALEXANDER
Luxury

Her Kind of Man

FRANK

BORZAGE

Alone With You
Devil With Women
The Man Who Come

Back

VICTOR

Just Imagine
Oh, For a MonI

SIDNEY

FLEMING

World

ALBERTSON

The Cisco Kid
Hot Numbers

Young

HAMILTON

MacFADDEN

Are You There?
The Princess and the
Plumber

JOHNBarcelona
FORD
Up the River

Luxury
Her Kind of Mon

She's My Girl

BAXTER

On

Renegades
The Spider
This Modern

World

Girls Demand

Excitement

The Big Trail
Going Nowhere
Just Imagine
New Movietone Follies
Renegades

CHURCHILL

The Big Trail
The Spider
The Spy

JOHN

GARRICK

Are You There?
Alone With You
Scotland Yard
She
Wears the Panf$
Luxury

Fair Warning

TOMMY

CLIFFORD

Going Nowhere
Wyoming Wonder
Song O My Heart

WILLIAM COLLIER, Sr
New Movietone Follies
She Wears the Pantj
Young Sinners
No Favors Asked

JANETAloneGAYNOR
With You
Barcelona

Young Sinners
Renegades

Oh, For a MonI
One Night in Paris

WARREN

HYMER

Song O' My Heart

Up the River
No Favors Asked
Wyoming

Wonder

Excitement

New Movietone Follies
of 1931
No Favor? Asked

LYNN

Living for Love
Men on Call
On the Moke
The Red Sky

EDMUND

Up the
The
Sea River
Wolf
Woman Control
New Movietone Follies

The Last of the Duanei
No Fovors Asked

Control

LOWE

Scotland Yard
Women of All Notions
The Cisco Kid
Men on Call

J. HAROLD
MURRAY
Her Red
Kind Sky
of
Man
The
MONA

Control

MARIS

Blondie
The
Dancers
The Red
Sky
Young

KENNETH

Sinners

MACKENNA

Renegades
The Dancers
The Sea Wolf
Living for Love
She Wears the Pants
One

MAUREEN

OSULLIVAN

The Princess and the
Plumber
Song
O' My Heart
The Dancers

WILL

ROGERS
A Connecticut Yankee

LOIS MORAN

DIXIE LEE

Girls Demand
Hot Numbers

of all Nations

Sez You, Sez Me
The Dancers
Woman Control

Scotland Yard

Woman

CLAIRE LUCE

Woman

GoingRedNowhere
The
Sky

SHARON
Song O' My Heart

Follies

J. M.The KERRIGAN
Cisco Kid
Bock

Blondie

of 1931

of 1931

FARRELL

Devil With Women
The Man Who
Came
Oh, For a Man!
The Princess and the
Plumber
She s My Girl

ALFRED
WERKER
Foir Worning

The Spider

KEENE

Hot Numbers
New Movietone

The Painted Woman
She Wears the Pants

CHARLES

EL BRENDEL

Bock

Up the River

the Make

WALSH

The Big Troil
The Cisco Kid
Women of All Nations

First

SPRAGU

VIERTEL

Living for Love

Sinners

CHANDLER

Women

The Man Who Came
Scotland Yard

RICHARD

Wonder

FIFI DORSAY

The Cisco Kid

MARGUERITE

Wyoming

BERTHOLD

office players:

LOUISE HUNTINGTON

JOYCE
COMPTON
The Cisco Kid
Girls De -and Excitement
Going Nowhere
Hot Numbers

Soup to Nuts
Young Sinners

See America

STOLOFF

Going
The SpyNowhere
Soup to Nuts

RAOUL

The Sea Wolf
of

BENJAMIN

SANTELL

On the Make

Follies

With these box
WARNER

ALFRED

LANFIELD

Hot Numbers
New1931Movietone

Common Cloy
The Heart Breaker
Renegodes

BUTLER

A Connecticut Yankee

FRANK

One Night in Paris
Woman Control

KORDA

This Modern

McCLINTIC

On Your Bock

Wyoming Wonder
The Red Sky

Song O' My Heart

DAVID

GUTHRIE

K. HOWARD

The Dancers

See America

FRANK

First

RICHARDSON

Soup
to Nuts
Hot Numbers

DAVID

ROLLINS

GirlsSpy
Demand
The

Excitement

The Big Trail
Blondie

MILTON

SILLS

The Sea Wolf
Living for Love

LEE TRACY
New

Movietone

Follies

of 1931
Up the Nowhere
River
Going
The
Spider
Devil with Women

Night in Paris

VICTOR McLAGLEN

Women of All Nations
The Painted Woman
Sez You, Sez Me
On the Make
The Lost O'BRIEN
of the Duones
GEORGE
Fair Warning

Big Trail
JOHNThe WAYNE

No Favors Asked

Wyoming

Wonder

MARJORIE
WHITE
Girls Demand
Excitement
Going Nowhere
Hot Numbers

^iM*f^

It will be our endeavor
standard

1930 1931 to maintain

the highest possible

of quality in our productions consistent with the changing

industry ond
production

Ihe taste of the motion

picture audiences.

Bearing

of motion pictures creolive genius is Ihe foundation

dealing with an element
I

during Ihe season

thai occasionally calls for changes

conditions in our

in mind

that in Ihe

With »his end solely in mind

we must naturally reserve the right to change

cost and director to furnish you with Ihe product that will sell of your box office, and '|
we therefore notify you that Ihe list of caslj story and

ot our efforts we are

in story, plot or characters

in order to obtain Ihe perfection in production which is our goal.

story, plot,

subject

lo change

designoted,

without

notice except

such designation will remain

director is only tentative, and

in such coses where
unchanged.

definite book or play is

THr

PAT

Hi

FOOK

OF

loso-lpsi

tor t\vcnty-si\ ^Ci.i/-,v I afhc /;a.N .\ntiudiily come beiore
the Anierican public d/7(/ inc Amusement

world with

a si^ninc-\nt .\rr,\\' of screen rroaurtioris ^

In this

most important year of tnis ^reat industry it is our
nonor to mAfce a signal departure from all traditional
practice. 1 nis year latnt s announcement

is made

in

a volume specially puolisned tor tne purpose with, a
^race and dignity as remarkaole and different as the
extraordinary pictures it presents ^

kJnly such a

volume so conceived and executed can present in the
printed VK'ord the story ol a new

concept and

new

ideals or s/jo\\rt?.\n<ihr'r> for fi?r f,\'lcf/)o picture screen.
^

Jo today lathe announces

nouncement—a

the publicatio/i or its a/7-

remarkable book of unparalleled pictures.

Ou*^

(3^^CJ^^^--*C^-nrr.^r <r.,A-v

iy,,,„,u.T /^r P.^r,':.'

THE PATHE

BOOK

in

presents
THE

STUDIOS

THE

policy

THE

EXECUTIVES

words

tnese stellar personalities
ANN

HARDING

WILLIAM

BOyD

CONSTANCE
EDDIE

BENNETT

QUILLAN

HELEN

TWELVETREES

FRED

SCOTT

A4ARy

LEWIS

ROBERT
JAMES

ARMSTRONG
GLEASON

tfz e crea tive contributors
WRITERS
DIRECTORS

the productions
BEyOND
THE

3*

SIREN

SONG

NIGHT

WORK

I TAKE

THIS

THE

li 11^

VICTORy

LAST

WOMAN

FRONTIER

OF
And

ipso^lpsi
pictures

HER
IN

A\AN
DEEP

TAKING

THE

SWING

RAP

HIGH

HOElDAy
NORTH

OF

ADAM

THE

yUKON

St EVE

LOOKIN'

FOR

TROUBLE

THE

GREATER

LOVE

THE

PRICE

ALL

THE

THIS

yMARRIAGE

OF

A

PART/

WAY
BUSINESS

RAWHIDE

ROMANCE

HARBOR

LAZy LADy
snort product
COMEDIES
GRANTLAND
AESOP'S

RICE

FABLES

VAGABOND
PATHE

SPORTLIGHTS

ADVENTURE

AUDIO

FOOTBALL

By

PATHE

SOUND

PATHE

NEWS

SERIES

REVIEW
KNUTE

ROCKNE

NEWS

(Silent J

Ik

THE PATHt

BOOK

OF

ipso^ipsi

II

THE

PATHf

POOK

OF

Ipso^ipSl
no'w puolisned

OiiKIf^

MAJESTIC
Announces
With Pardonable Pride
That

W. & F. Film Service, Ltd.
Have Arranged to Release the
Majestic Program of

Eight
Outstanding Box Office Attractions
in the United Kingdom
Territorial franchises for this country are
being closed fast. Live wire exchansemen
will communicate with us immediately

tic
uHHies
PICTURES

729 SEUENTH

COAv^PANY.

AUENUE.

NEW

LTD.

VORK. N. Y

Foreign Distribution Rights Controlled by AMERANGLO

.

CORPORATION

LEAD
...THE

TITAN
GOAL
mf=t

-■;«■, s

m%^

V.

SHIP

,t^

RIGHT

FIRST NA1
1
BARTHELMESS

NOW

RICHARD

IN
THE

DAWN

PATROL

I

With

Douglas Fairbanks, Jr.
Neil Hamilton
From the story "The Flight Commander"

by John

Monk Saunders, author of "Wings" and "Legion
Of Condemned". Directed by Howard Hawks.
Already the talk of Hollywood. Soon the talk of
the world. Mightiest air epic ever filmed.

MIGHTIESl
SONG
OF
THE
FLAME
With

Alexander Gray, Alice Gentle,
Noah

Beery, Bernice Claire

Exceptional business in Los Angeles and Isjew
York at $2.00. Directed by Alan Crosland. All in
Technicolor. Hailed by critics as one of the year's
outstanding screen contributions.

TIONS

THIS

INDUSl

.2^^

'VITaPMONE"

is the

registered

trade mark

of

the

VIIAPHONE

CORP

designating

IIS PRODI

m
TIONAL

r

IS DELIVERING
BRIDE OF THE
REGIMENT
Record

business

Hollywood
$2.00.

at Warner

Theatre

Roadshow

Broadway

bigness

in every

A

of the

duction entirely in Technicolor. One
most stupendous productions

has

ever

Francis

at

scene.

that

John

on

Brothers

graced

Dillon

a

Pro-

screen!

With
Vivienne
Segal, Allan
Prior, Walter
Pidgeon,
Ford
Sterling, Louise
Fazenda,
Myrna Loy and Lupino Lane

ATTRAC-

BOX-OFFICE

BILLIE DOVE

in

SWEETHEARTS
and
WIVES
with

rfL

Clive Brook, Sidney Blackmer,
Leila
Hyams, John
Loder,
Albert Gran
Capacity business in every single spot it has
played. Mystery, romance and strange doings in a

RY HAS

lonely hotel. Billie Dove's greatest role with a
double-draw box-office cast. A showman's picture!
Directed by Clarence Badger

EVER

SEEN!

PACENT

ANNOUNCES

A COMPLETE NEW LINE
OF REPRODUCERS
NOW, with over 1500 installations completed throughout the
world, Paeent presents an improved new line of reproducer
systems for theatres of all sizes. These new Paeent Systems
contain improvements and refinements in design and operation
which mark a new era in sound reproduction.
Features found in no other sound systems are incorporated in
the new Paeent line. First is PACENT TONE COLOR CONTROL,
a feature which compensates for varying acoustical conditions and
for differences in crowded and partially filled houses. Second is
the new PACENT OIL DAMPED PICK-UP supplied as standard equipment with all Paeent Disc
—■^■■^■i
STATEMENT BY
Reproducers. This wonderful new pick-up eliminates record jumping and adds a fidl octave to
L. G. PACENT, President
To ih© world's leading produ<-*Ts, v hrt
range of reproduction.
have made muny ntiicworthy advances in
HOund recording in the past year. I wish to
extend my thankn. These advances in the
recording art now enable our reproducers
to demonstrate their full efficiency and
future advances in recording are anticipated in our new HVHtems.
Talking picture recording, reproduction
and exhibition go steadily forward. To
producer and exhibitor should be given
great credit. The Paeent <!«»rporation
thanks both for their contributions. whi<-h
have proveil invaluable in perfecting even
better l'a<"ent Hcproducer Sjslenis.
I take this opportunity to thank the l^.'SOO
Paeent exhibitors throughout the Morhl
for their <-o-operation, for their interest,
and for their faith in Paeent equipment.
The n«»w Paeent equipments are liner than
the first. Ihit I am pleased to say that
every pr<-seiit o\* n**r <»f a Paeent System <'an
take immediate a<I\aiita«e of all basic iniprovcni4*nt» and make his system in every
way the equal of our nt-w systems, ^e
helieve, and alv^ays shall, in actively helping all our friends and buyers, old and iivw .

These are only two of a number of remarkable
and valuable new features introduced by Paeent.
Highly important to exhibitors who
Paeent Systems now is the fact that:

own

All important new features and improvements
found in the new Parent Systems are available
at low cost to present Parent users. It has always
been^ and always will be^ the policy of Paeent
Reproducer Corp. to make improvements and
refinements available to past purchasers. Infor^
mation on the new features^ as applied to equip'
ments in service^ will be furnished on request to
interested exhibitors.

PACENT

REPRODUCER

CORP.

FiJiii Center Bldg., 630 Ninth Ave., New York
S;il«vi and Servi*-*' R«'pr«>«entativt'<i in Principal Film Centers
Throughout the World

OVER I500 PACENT

REPRODUCER

SYSTEMS
(

NEW

FEATURESNEW QUALITY

-

0f PR/c^c

"^loosr

SOUNII - OX - FILM
TYPE
VDPF
VDPD
VDPFD

Disc
.
Disc and Sound-on-Film

$1395
2395

For il«>iisc!9 Up lo 500 Scats

SouikI on Film rrprofhiction, such as only Paornt equipment ran deliver, is noM aviiilahle lo !«mall theatres at the
surprisingly Iom priee of $1995 in this new series Paeent
Reproducer System I Paeent Sound-on-Film needs no
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The new Paeent line has everything; new quality, new
performance and new low prices.
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STOP KICKING!
Our desks are top-heavy with complaints from studio
executives and newspaper space czars.
We're too busy, and there are too many yells by mail
and wire, for us to answer in any way but this. We're
devoting that time to completing the only answer you
will understand and appreciate.
Studio executives are bothering the very devil out of our
Hollywood staff.
Newspaper photoplay editors are giving us blue blazes
here in New York.
It has been a big job, but we have finished it, so stop
beefing and within the next two weeks you will get your
copies of the 1930 Edition of Motion Picture News Blue
Book.
Compare it with the 1929 Edition. Note the increase in
total number of biographies---nearly 1,000 more---and
in the amount of advertising.
Significant!
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Move lo Cow Rebel Members Seen in
Hays Broadcast of Code Editorials
The Eagle-Eyes
Certain important chain interests
are understood to be watching with
keen interest all weekly reports of
the jjovernnient's new census takings
for the purpose of spotting localities
which show radical population increases, especially those towns where
an under-seated condition has been
discovered when comparisons were
made with the new figures.

Johnston Reveals
Studio Problems
In Satevepost\arn
An article entitled "Air Follies," by William A. Johnston, publisher of Motion Picture News, appears in the Saturday Evening Post for May 31.
The text describes the discovery of bo.x
office value of musical shows and the almost over-night reorganization of Hollywood production plans and talent to create
the new and, for a time, extremely profitable form of entertainmeiit.
Post readers are given the equivalent of
a personally conducted tour of the sound
stages, close-ups of giant camera cranes,
sets appalling in size, deep breaths of the
hectic ozone of executive offices at the studios, and an explanation of the frenzied but
shrewd search for talent with which to feed
the camera and microphone.
Full credit is given in the article to the
many individuals, including production executives, writers, directors, players, composers
and technicians, who have successfully
weathered the nerve-wracking test imposed
by the coming of musicals for speed, originality and cleverness under the burden and
strain of production costs higher than any
one in the closing days of silent production
flared dream, even in nightmares.

U. S. Firms to Quit Austria
As Result of Boycott
Vienna — Proposed boycott of American
sound pictures by small exhibitors here may
result in withdrawal of American distributors from the Austrian market. A boycott
on American reproducing equipment has
Ijeen declared, and the exhibitor association
here is undertaking to buy silent films for
its membership. The belief is that German
equipment will be lower priced and more
efficient than American apparatus.

Bulletins
Puzzle
Industry;
Criticized as Aiding Reformers Also
.\ barrage of newspaper editorial comHKiit on the new Code of Ethics has been
laid down by the Ilavs office in a series of
mimeographed bulletins captioned "This Is
What They're Saying," but the purpose of
the move gets no farther than a question
mark.
The fact that unfavorable and condemnatory, as well as laudatory, opinions of the
Code are included in the digest has caused
the industry to wonder about the motive
behind the stunt. Not only are they questioning the propriety of this procedure, because of the ammunition thus supplied gratis
to the reforming ilk, but they are speculating concerning the necessity of this defense
of the self-imposed restrictive measures.
While some attribute it to a sense of
fairness on the part of Flays, planting the
idea of giving both sides of the question
a hearing, others see in it an outgrowth of
the
processes
the General's mind.
Withpolitical
favorable
views ofpredominating,
it is
construed in some quarters as a whip to
lash recalcitrant members of the Hays organization, not in concord with the Code,
into line and to demonstrate to them the
"don'ts."
picture was
need ofofthethebulletins
urgent
The first
issued April
10 and No. 15 went out on May 15, each
containing two pages of single-spaced typing. A line on the identity of the persons
and organizations to whom they are being
mailed might inspire a close guess as to the
secret behind the Hays strategy, but this
information is not forthcoming.
ti

Mary*' Dumps 200 Grand
Overboard; Who'll Pay?

Hollywood — Pity the poor exhibitor who
probably will be called upon to pay the 200
grand expected to be thrown into the ashcan, as a result of Mary Pickford's dissatisfaction with work to date on "Secrets."
She stopped the picture with but a few
{Continued on t>age 92)

In the Can
Sales messages next year will come
to the sales force in cans, meeting.s to be held in exchanges where
executives will address the salesmen
from the talking screen, it is predicted. Pathe's success with its convention feature this year hinted at
the development.

Mysterious Mike
Hollywood — There's a .story current
of a player who resorted to a loud
outburst of profanity when a scene
went wrong. Although women were
present, no one took him to task. Hut
when the rushes were run off the
following day, the player found his
tirade on the sound track.
He's been quiet ever since.

Speed Boys But
They Travel in
Dizzy Circles
Hollywood — They're traveling at a fast
pace these days at Columbia, only it seems
to be in circles, so much so that the studio
is winning from some the nickname of
"merry-go-round." Henry King recently
was brought in to make a talker version of
"Tol'able David," but it seems there must
be a different treatment than King could
savvy, so the director who filmed the vehicle
to win the Photoplay Medal some years ago
bowed out of the picture. Now the matter may be patched up, but it's going to
take quite a bit more sugar if King is to
be persuaded to megaphone it.
Gerritt Lloyd is the latest to take a fling
at the story editorship, replacing Jo Swerling. In the publicity department, there is
something of a tangle, the reason being
that Alex Moss quit after a recent jam with
Jack Colin and Lon Young was brought in
to replace him. Came the dawn and reconciliation, and now Alex is back on the lot.
reported to have collected salary during the
interim to boot.
The situation somewhat parallels the
hullabaloo caused at the home office when
Joe Gallagher was brought in "to coordinate" the advertising, publicity and exploitation departments with Hank Linet continuing as advertising and publicity director with the merry-go-round in full swing
as members of the department tried to
figure just where they stood.

Ostrers Here to Thwart
Maxwell Sale to Warners
Efforts to maintain their hold as leaders
in British exhibition bv keeping out American companies is credited as the reason for
the visit to New York of Isidore and Maurice Ostrer of Gaumont British.
{Continued on page 92)
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THE WAR OF AGGRESSION
GETS BLOODIER
THIS is the picture business, yet week by
week you hear less of actual motion pictures
and more of theatres. Paradoxical, but, take
it from us, as true as any observation can be.
The whole industry is off on a new tangent.
It's gone exhibition crazy. The major companies,
almost to a man, have successfully whipped themselves into frenzies of foolhardy excitement over
bigger and better theatre circuits. Bigger, numerically— without argument. Better, in point of the
terrific investment and carrying load — a serious,
most serious, question.
Today, the kings who sit on thrones that rest
on cloud banks are plotting new moves, concocting new methods on how to capture the
theatre crown of the nation. As usual, and with
the same nondescript regard for the unfortunate
non-combatants who get in the way of the advancing machine, a lot of innocents are being hurt.
But that, if you like, might be ascribed to the
fortunes of war. Everybody regrets it, waxes
polite over its devastating consequences and turns
to other matters.
But make no mistake about the bellicose aspects
of the conflict that rages hotter and hotter as
nineteen-thirty grows older. If ever a war of
aggression has hit this industry, the set-to now
current is that. It's bitter, it's acrid, it's rough.
Vindictive, too, and smacking every bit of the
intolerance and mail-fistedness that ruled across
the pond in '17.

Swivel-Chair Strategy

Everyone is crashing in on everybody's territory. Cities and towns that are saddled beyond
business salvation with theatre seats arc facing
additional thousands. The reinforcements in this
bloody struggle arc theatres and more theatres.
Throw them up regardless of what is to come, but
throw them up. That seems to be the dominant
line of action.
Scouts are out everywhere lining up chain after
chain. When the circuits are gobbled up then
individual houses. Deals are being shoved through
on snap analysis and hurriedly to beat the competing aggressor to the post.
Price seems to make no diflference.
Potential-

ities and actualities, less. The battle is one of
numerical jugglery with generals who are expert
in mathematics, not strategy, in the saddle.

Shooting the Bankroll
In one section of the country, a producer, full
of Napoleonic hop, recently shot his offer for a
certain chain up $1,500,000 because word had
seeped through that a competitor was after it.
This producer got the chain. Also a headache
and a long, bitter experience before common sense
finally dictated a revision — downward — in the
terms.
Other executives, projected into the spotlight
by the wizardry of their press agents and the
gullibility of some trade papers, daily muddy
those vaunted reputations by theatre purchases
both indiscriminate and hasty.
It all looks well on paper. Twenty-two theatres
acquired there; sixteen here. A grand set-up on
a desk and the bankers are properly impressed.
But what about the money to cover them? How
much for repairs before those houses will return
in actual dollars what the estimates say they will
produce? How many more houses must be built
or annexed to protect them? And what's going
to
when a competitive chain sneaks into
the happen
situation?
Some of the steadier heads, where common
sense rides roughshod over visions of aggrandizement, are conjecturing plenty over this latest form
of insanity. Whether the conjecture will crystallize into action rests with the future. The
archives of industry history indicate full well that
no moves will be taken until the dollar parade on
the balance sheets changes its uniform from black
to red. Then action will be swift, delirious and
eventually effective.
In the meantime, the business, through lack of
cohesion, is being permitted to rush headlong
toward the brink of an economic precipice. Faced
with the danger of overextension, withdraw^al of
credit if the returns don't back up each venture
to the hilt, and the loss of confidence of the investipublic,
ng ^
the only known factor in the
entire picture is this persistent debauch in theatre
expansion.
K A N N.
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Showmen Fight Guarantees as 'Mill^ing'
Patrons; Demand that Losses Be Shared
And They're Hungry, Too
Hollywood — "If i'Mort-n/, Zit'^lold is
in Hollywood looking lor m-w faces,
he is K^'fiK
l>f disappointed,'"
predicts Screento Piny
Magazine, which
reports that "out of r)18 chorus jjirls
who have applied for work in his
screen version of "Whoopee", 380 have
appeared in his New York shows."

Sullivan Named
Film Buyer for
All Fox Houses

Distributors

Counter

With

s of '*C heating";
Charge
Employ Sleuths
With percentage slated to be the general
practice in the industry in sales plans now
completed or being formulated by major
companies, considerable agitation is in store
over the guarantee and overage feature of
percentage contracts.
l-'xhibitors generally contend that the
guarantee and overage system is unfair, insisting that percentage contracts should be
straight sharing agreements. By paying
overage, it is asserted, exhibitors are at a
disadvantage, for the reason that the percentage picture which garners overage
money "milks" patronage, to the great disadvantage of succeeding days or weeks.

Plenty of Cheating

Sectional film buying for Fox theatres is
out. Under the reorganization process to
which the company's holdings have been
submitted, the entire country will be weldotl into one buying group with Jack Sullivan
in charge and Abe Blumstein handling the
East under the former's control. Sullivan
is former Los Angeles exchange manager
for Fox and for some time buyer for Fox
West Coast.
A film booking department under the new
arrangement is in process of organization.

There is plenty of cheating in the matter
of percentage contracts, assert distributors,
who declare that this feature of the system
is raising the ante for exhibitors. Various
means to thwart this form of racketeering
are under consideration, among them the
employment of detectives and a system of
bonding exhibitors.

Fight on Credits Makes
Fox
Movietone
Drop 'Em
Title credits
for Fox Movietone
News

detective agency to check all future percentage runs.

cameramen have been relegated to the scrap
heap as a result of a controversy precipitated
by camera reporters in the field for Hearst
Metrotone News.
Full credit for Fox Movetone News men
was decided upon almost from the inception
of the release. When Hearst Metrotone
came into existence, the credit system was
not followed. In order to eliminate friction,
all names now are being dropped.

Dust Off Reports
Of Zukor Theatre
To Plug Realty
Hollywood — The regular annual report
that Paramount plans erection of a de luxe
theatre in Hollywood is dusted off at this
time apparently to assist a real estate boom
that just won't get started.
As usual, Paramount's Hollywood house
will be erected on property owned by the
company at Sunset and Vine, the site of the
old studios. Cost of construction has increased since last year — at that time it
would run to about $2,000,000, but now it
has jumped to $5,000,000, with the latter
figure including cost of stores and office
building. Paramount is said to own ten
acres of vacant property in two blocks, with
much of it yet to be sold to investors.

Burns Detective Agency to
Check
*U* Percentage Run
Universal has engaged the William Burns

Critical Cuss
Eddie Conrad and Jack Benny were
talking about rival comedians in Bollywood, confides Walter Uinclu-ll.
"HowzConrad.
Frank Fay doing out there?'"
asked
"Very good," wa.s the retort, 'but
not nearly so good as he thinks he's
doing."
Tank
Showmen
Crawfishing on
ERPI Payments
Small town exhibitors are reported seeking suspension of equipment payments from
""Erpi" during the dog days of summer.
They are understood to be advancing claims
that business is usually bad in the warm
weather, making it impossible to meet the
payments as per committments.
Western Electric is reluctant in discussing the situation. It is understood, from
other sources, that there is little likelihood
that exhibitor requests will be granted.

White"^"Not in Charge of
Shorts, Jr. States
There is no truth to report that Jack
White is to take charge of short subject
Laemmle,
production Jr.
for Universal, according to Carl

RKO Planning
Exchanges in
Uncle Sam Leaves
Great Britain
Establishment of its own exchange system
Coast Bad Chillun'
in England is planned by RKO, with Joseph I. Schnitzer slated to sail June 11 for
All Well Spanked
England. Schnitzer now is en route to New
York from the company's coast convention.
Radio already has a production unit in
England, under direction of Basil Deane.
Its contract with Ideal Pictures is to expire
soon. Sol G. Newman, who has been representing RKO in England working with
Ideal, recently returned to England, as did
Simon Rowson, head of Ideal.

The "ImmortaV* Charlie
Europe ha.s never heard of "Babe"
Ruth, of ".\1" Capone, or of "Ames 'n'
Andy." But it is real familiar with
Ford, Hoover, Pershing and Charles
Chaplin, who, in the order named,
topped the list of popular Americans
in a contest conducted by European
newspapers to establish the ten bestknown of the U. S.
Charlie ran away with Lindbergh in
the contest, and out-voted Edison.
Dempsey, Senator Borah, Colonel
House, and even John D. Rockefeller.

Hollywood — Another schoolboy prank has
been paid for, and Hollyw^ood once again
breathes easier, but feeling very much "in
the red" after the tanning which Uncle Sam
gave to certain bad little boys and girls for
telling big, black fibs.
It all came about several years ago, when
producers, directors, stars, cameramen, and
whatnot, suddenly became ill with receipt
of income tax blanks, and. calling in a few
tax "doctors," sought relief in the form of
an operation on their government pav-ments.
The surgeons were quite successful in most
cases, and, taking plenty-large fees, deRecently, however, eagle-eyed scouts of
parted. Sam, mailed a batch of pink slips to
Uncle
some of the biggest names in Hollywood,
telling them that the tax "doctors" were
nothing short of quacks and a bad job had
been made in filing the returns. A most
embarrasing situation to say the least, when
the film folk were all hailed into court and
ordered to pay up — or else. They paid.
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discord is on the
EXKCL'
.
againE
wing TIV
Fermenting in New York, the
pot will boil over in Hollywood, unless
the chain of circumstances linking the
facts together cracks.
The rumblings pertain to a man who
is considered rather an important gink
out
in the
they wnth
make a'em.
His
studio
has land
been where
identified
number
of successes in the past several years, a
fact which you might think would save
his scalp w'hen the political hcadhunters
hit the trail. Only in this case, the reverse may easily prove itself to be true.
This production executive's success
has little to do with the case. What appears more to the point is the fact that he
has politically crossed the man to whom
he is responsible and, in this business,
such a fatal mis-step is akin to business
hari-kari.
There are a few who know how vigorously the stew has been cooking, but to
most of the trade the severance of this
chap's official head from his official body
— if it does finally happen — will occasion
a few long whistles and a couple of
arched eyebrows.
At least.

Chains By Another Name
Furrowed brows in many New York
offices these days. Sam Katz is having
plenty to do keeping pace with the
Warner expansion. R-K-O is looking in
on the Warner moves in Wisconsin. Fox,
likewise, doesn't propose to allow Harry,
Abe and Jack have too much of their own,'
way in the Middle West. Then, you have
Radio invading the Saenger towns in the
South; that's something else for Messrs.
Zukor, Kent and Katz to ponder over.
Big mystery figure in the present picture is Harley L. Clarke, well known in
iniblic utility circles and not so well
known in picture circles. Nobody knows
which way his ambitions will persuade
him to jump.
Next is the box-office situation. Business is not so good. That's plenty of
cause for worry in itself. When
chains
are hooked up in mighty links as they are
today and business begins to slide even a
little, the effect on the treasury is anything but cheer-inducing.
Add to that the growing legislative antagonism against all forms of chained up
business, including theatres, and the
reason for those furrowed brows becomes
a trifle easier to understand.

May

News

31,

IPSO

Outlook

The resultmeasures
probably taxing
will be the
a series
of"
legislative
chains
controlled by corporations foreign to the
states in which they operate.
Like the foolish ostrich avoiding dan-

the suspicion that Hays is a bit disturbed over the independence in
thought and action that prevails in
Academy ranks. After all, he carries
the crown that dubs him head of the
organized industry, which makes his
slant on Academy affairs understandable, at least.
A few weeks ago, Empeenews ran
the inside yarn of the Wunder situation. The story created an explosion

And So It Goes!

in Hollywood. Anything- but a mild
one. It resulted in a general scurry
to cover. Star chamber sessions with-

Here and there, the sovereign states
are sheathing their fists with a coating of
steel, ready to grapple with the chain
problem. The argument for the independents in industry, as usual, carries
the emotional reaction for the underdog.

Floyd Gibbons was broadcasting a
portion of The Literary Digest prohibition poll wherein enforcement was
given the edge by several towns. Seeking comedy relief to climax the figures,
he told about a German director, imported to Hollywood last fall, who
loafed at his hotel through the winter, receiving his salary check from
the studio regularly each Saturday
by mail.
Discouraged with idleness, hurt by
apparent indifference excepting for
the checks, he packed and returned
to Germany without notifying the
studio. In Berlin his mother insisted
he had made a serious mistake. Attention, pictures, megaphones to the
contrary, the checks were big. Another few months and the family bankroll would be fat.
Persuaded, and rehearsing explanations and apologies every mile of the
return trip, he sneaked into the hotel
in Hollywood and registered, prepared
to taxi to the studio and use his
knees, if necessary, to emphasize his
plea for forgiveness.
As he signed the register the hotel
clerk handed him eight envelopes,
each bearing the studio address. In
each envelope was a check for a
week's
salary, including the week of
his return.

ger, the industry is burying its head in
sand and hopes to circumvent the situation by dubbing chains, circuits. Just
who will be fooled by such an obvious
procedure is something which The Insiders fail to get.

Wondering

Over

Wunder

The induction of Clinton Wunder
into the Academy of Motion Picture
Arts and Sciences — a move laid at the
doorstep of Will Hays— still rankles
out Hollywood way. The facts leading up to his appointment as director
of public relations—that's the title
thrown his way — persistently concern

in the Academy's portals were ruled
out as a result and so another relic of
mediaeval times finds itself relegated
to the limbo of the useless.

Codes and Latitudes
Not much talk on the coast regarding the code of ethics. There was
plenty in the beginning, but the conversationalists have ceased to chatter.
The reason might be traceable to the
growing opinion in Hollywood that all
the latitude required is embraced in
the provision of the text which lifts
the bars on banned material if it is
"done in good taste."
The Hollywood underground reports that writers and directors are
not worrying. They see ways and
means of doing what they think should
be done without stepping on anybody's
toes. In the meantime, the first crop
of pictures made under the new regulations should be ready for theatres
July 1 and thereafter. What they will
contain is a matter for subsequent
checking and should prove an extremely interesting commentary on
producer pledges and studio behavior.

We Wonder —

<

If a certain big league executive will
ever sign that contract binding him to
the company he now heads? Or will he
get a new hatrack for himself elsewhere?
Why Doug Fairbanks really made
that hurried trip to Yurrop?
Just who those "startling" players tobe-announced are on the Paramount roster?
If, now that Waddill Catchings has
stepped out of Goldman, Sachs & Co.,
he won't become a figure of even greater
importance at Warner's? Has done much
for the three musketeers, you know.
THE
INSIDERS
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W. E. Not Hopeful for Foreign Patent
Pact, Despite Zukor Efforts Abroad
A Chinaman*8 Problem
Did IM-(;-M wilfully lakf Shiihfrts'
"Shirt" and n'wv it to Lawn-nce Tibbett, thf l)iK uproar sinm'r from New
York? And. if so, what damam-s anLee and Jake entitled to for their
loss?
The Shuberts, like all good Chinamen, believe in that old ada^e. "No
payee, no shirtee," and with that
thought in mind, hied themselves to
the Supreme Court in search of an
injunction to restrain M-tJ-M from
continuing the showing of "The KoKue
Sonff," in whiih, it is claimed, M-tJ-M
pirated an old Shuberl musical number. The legit producers charge "The
Narrative," in the Tibbett film, was
taken from their "Shirt." used in lit21.
Robbns INIusic Co. is named codefendant.

Mayor Orders
Tear Bombs for
Sunday Shows
Dover, O. — Rather than ohcy Mayor
U'ilhain Stuckey's orders to use tear gas
bombs to stop Sunday shows at the Bexley, Police Chief William Byers resigned
the office. His successor removed the hinges
of the locked booth and arrested two operators and five other employes of the theatre
who pleaded not guilty to charges of violating the "blue" law. They were held in $100
bond each for the grand jury. A local electrician asserts that city officials requested
him to cut wires to the theatre prior to the
mayor's orders. The management intends
to carry the case to the state Supreme
Court, if necessary.

RKO Small Town Invasion
On With Ossining Lease
R-K-O's theatre acti\ities extended to
small towns is seen in reports that negotiations have started for a house in Ossining,
N. Y.
According to report, an Ossining resident
with business property on the main thoroughfare isnegotiating with Joe Plunkett's
staff at R-K-O on a plan whereby the owner
will build the house and lease it to the film
company for a term of years.
This direct invasion of a communitv
classified as a "small town" in contrast to
key points is held to be a definite indication of R-K-O's intention to get control of
a widespread and well-diversified chain of
houses.

Pontages Opening Delayed
Hollywood — The Pantages, slated for
premiere May 29, will throw open its doors
on June 4. Fox West Coast will operate.

Feels German Group Cannot
Deliver — Otterson Slated
to Sail Shortly
Even though Adolph Zukor is credited
with laying the groundwork in Berlin,
Western Electric is not i)articularly hopeful that amicable settlement of the patent
situation can be effected. Zukor returned
Wednesday
l-'.urope.
This is thefrom
inside
and official attitude of
"I>pi" officials, who still cast doubt on the
authority of the Tobis-Klangfilm groups to
deliver any deal which they say they can
make.
Zukor, who returned to New York on the
Europa yesterday, feels he has made considerable progress toward a solution of the
situation which has kept all American companies except Warners out of the German
market since the advent of sound. He went
abroad as the authorized representative of
all Western Electric licensed companies except the Warner organization to see what
he could do to iron out the troublesome and
complex problem. John E. Otterson has
been planning to sail for the other side in
a lew weeks, but won't until he has had
opportunity
Zukor'schief.
efforts face
to
face with tothediscuss
Paramount
In the meantime, Berlin opinion strengthens the reports published exclusively in
MoTio.v Picture News that the settlement,
if one is reached, will result in victory for
Tobis-Klangfilm and the barring of Western Electric from Germany, while American companies will secure the first wedge
in that market via a licensing arrangement
with the German patent owners.
W. E., on the other hand, takes the attitude that this slant is all wet.

German Circles Skeptical
Film "Peace'*
Over
Berlin — Sound
Film circles here are skeptical
over
a "sound
picture electric
peace" interests.
between
.\merican
and German
The patent fight is only one side of the
case, it is asserted, there still being the monopoly fight to be waged. The industry here
is fearful of a sewing up of the situation in
event the American Klangfilm-Tobis settlement is effected.
Under the terms of the agreement of the
German firms, Klangfilm is to manufacture
all apparatus, while Tobis will make only
recording equipment and produce pictures.

Steffes Adamant
.Minneapolis — Unless given a satisfactory explanation of the alleged
connection of the Hays organization
with published charges that he wanted
Publix to give him a theatre, W. A.
Steffes, chairman of Allied States
Ass'n's contract committee, insists he
will not participate in future conferences.
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Big Time Stuff
Paramount either put o\er a prize
publicity stunt or received a xreat
break in Siitcri-poHt, when Norman
Kockweir> paint inu showing (iary
Cooper lieinic made up for "The
Texan" appeared on the coNer of last
week's issue. The tie-up was complete,
even to the call board, on which was
scribbled the title and the name of
Director John Cromwell.
So far as the record shows, this is
the first time that the invulnerable
cover of the Post had ever >;one that
way. (Jossipers in the trade are still
wondering whether it was a deliberate
tie-up, or whether the editors of the
magazine had one slipped over on
them. The Post was asked for permission to reproduce the cover, but
turned down Motion Picture .\>if» on
the ground that this was never done.
Infallible rule and that sort of thing.

Electrics Urging
Overseas Films
To Sell Devices?
Ambitions of the electrics to sell reproducers abroad are seen a dominant factor
in influencing important producers to extend activities to foreign countries.
Since the extent to which they capture
markets abroad is contingent largely upon
the number of theatres installed, those in
the know are inclined to yj^lace considerable
credence in the inside reports that the big
electrical groups are swinging all the
weight at their command to get producers
started in their own or leased studios.

War of Multi Lingiials
Begins With Para. Plan
Ten foreign-language features and 71
shorts are included in Paramount's line-up
for 1930-31, with plans completed for production of multi-linguals in every European
country of importance. Pictures are to be
made in French, German, Italian, Spanish
and Swedish. The Hollywood and New
York studios will co-operate with the studios
abroad.
Foreign-language features in the new
line-up are: Three in Spanish, two French,
three German, one Italian and one Swedish.
Some of them are foreign-language versions
of English-speaking talkers, while others
are being made with original casts. The
shorts are: 52 in French, 11, Spanish;
three Italian; two German; two Swedish;
one Hungarian and one Japanese. Exhibitors in the United States who cater to a
foreign-language clientele, may book the
pictures also.

Jetta Goudal Recuperating
Hollywood — Jetta Goudal is recuperating
from a nervous breakdown at a sanitarium.
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Fox and R-K-0, Aroused by "U" Buy in
Wisconsin, Warring for Warner Scalp
Spirit Stuff
Hollywood — The hunt for story
material often unearths some funny
slants. For instance, all Hollywood
knows about the producer who heard
that Victor Hugo wrote great stories
and sent a scout to Los Angeles to
talk to Hugo who was reported running a restaurant as a sideline.
Eugene Walter at Pathe hit upon
a new one recently. A New York firm
of story brokers forwarded him a list
of available material. On it were the
names of two well-known authors who
had died during the year.
Walter wired East, asking where he
could communicate with the story
scribes. The agents replied:
"You might try Conan Doyle."

Paramount Victor
In Long Fight for
Canadian Chain
Deal of Paramount Publix for control of
the Famous Canadian Corp. has been declared operative, following deposit of more
than the required 2,500,000 shares and voting trust certificates under the stock exchange plan. Paramount is giving four of
its shares for every five of the Canadian
company. The Montreal Trust Co. has
been requested to issue as fast as feasible,
stock in exchange for the Canadian shares.
The deposit of the required number of
shares climaxed a bitter fight which has
been waged since Paramount first made its
olYer of acquisition. The matter has been
referred to the Canadian Parliament and
civil and criminal court action has been
jjromised by the Premier in event the combines law has been violated.

Tom Thumb Golf
Racket Socking
K. C. Business
Kansas City — Kansas City neighborhood
houses arc being faced with a new form
of competition this sunmier with the rapid
spread and popularity of the Tom Thumb
golf courses. With approximately seven
in operation within a radius of ten square
blocks and more being started nearly every
(lay, theatre managers are watching their
patrons heavily patronizing this new sport.
One circuit manager declared that Tom
Thumb links are hurting patronage and that
with the addition of each new course the
slump becomes more noticeable. More than
ten courses are now in operation on the
city's south side and each is packed to capacity whenever weather permits.

All

Three
Crashing
Each
Other's Towns — Plenty of
Sparks Coming

Milwaukee — With Warners assuming
much of the spotlight in theatre situation in
Wisconsin and L. K. Brin and Universal
fading out of the picture, Fox is determined to retain its control of the state with
R-K-0 also working to obtain a foothold.
The situation is pretty hot.
Universal's seven Milwaukee and four
state houses will swing to Warners June 15,
according to Spyros P. Skouras. Theatres
include the Downer, Venetian, Riviera,
Lake, State, Juneau and Kosciusko in Milwaukee; the Venetian and R'ialto at Racine;
Kenosha at Kenosha and Sheboygan at Sheboygan.
In addition to the Universal theatres,
Warners have purchased three theatres of
the L. K. Brin Enterprises at Appleton,
Neenah and Menasha.

Fox Digging In

Fox, it is reported, is dickering for the
Parkway and Eastwood in Madison. The
former is leased by Brin and the latter by
Madison business men. Warners are out of
that town, although Fox now operates the
Strand in that city.
R-K-0, operating the Orpheum in Madison, has taken a long-term lease on the
Capitol there. This theatre is controlled
by Oscar Bachmann, Walter Schroeder and
Thomas Saxe, all of Milwaukee. By this
transaction, R-K-0 attains control of almost half the theatre seating capacity in
the city, since the Orpheum and the Capitol
together contain approximately 4,500 seats.
Warners, through the acquisition of the
Milwaukee Universal houses, will have a
combined seating capacity of more than 15,000 in Milwaukee alone, including the new
theatre now under construction downtown.
It is also reported that Warners are contemplating the erection of a $350,000 theatre in West AUis, a Milwaukee suburb,
clusively.
which is now served by Fox's Paradise ex-

R-K-0 Gives Lihson Chain
To McCurdy; Ike Retires
Cincinnati — John L. McCurdy, district
manager for R-K-0 at Minneapolis, has
been transferred here in similar capacity.
He will look after the houses here, and in
Columbus and Dayton, recently taken over
from the Libson interests. McCurdy, who
ten years ago was local manager for an
independent film company, is studying the
situation under Ike Libson, retiring executive head. He assumes concurrently with
formal transfer of the properties. No
changes are contemplated in present personnel, McCurdy says.

Height of Smallness
A Singer midget with an inferiority
complex.

Well, He's a Producer

John Barrymore once took the script
of "Peter Ibbetson" to A. H. Woods,
the legit producer, according to Sid
Skolsky. Woods asked, "What's the
"O, you wouldn't like it," replied
John. "It's full of dreams. It's by a
guy
named
DuMaurier.
I'm to
play
Peter
and Lionel
is to play
Colonel
play like?"
"That's pretty good. I can see myself losing plenty. Can't you tell me
Ibbetson."
anything
about the
"Well, there's
one play?"
scene in which
Lionel calls me a b
, and I hit him
over the head with a club and knock
him cold. It's the end of the second
"You're on, sweetheart. I'll take it!"
shouted Woods,

Writers Turn to
Freelancing
to
act."
Avoid PoHtics
Hollywood — Latest gag among writers
here is to divorce themselves from studios
where politics and headhunting usually go
hand in hand in favor of offices or workwriting.
shops of their own in which to do their
contract
down
theThose
studiounder
shackles
and can't
have break
to continue
under the well-grooved, accepted system but
others determined to freelance which makes
them lone agents in determining when and
where they write their stuiY.
One of the disciples of the plan is Joseph
Franklin Poland who has just finished an
original
forown.
M-G-M and has opened an office of his

Newsreel Parade
Catches On in 3
Mid- West Houses
Milwaukee — Thirty-minute newsreel parades are meeting with success in the three
W"isconsin Fox theatres where they are being featured. The Wisconsin in Milwaukee
was the first Fox house to adopt this policy
and is since being featured by Fox theatres
at Green Bay and Appleton.
The newsreel parades are featured twice
daily and at the la^t show Saturday nights.
They are advertised in newspaper copy by
each of the three houses and the copy is
changed each day to make mention of some
topic treated in the parade.
Fox Movietone and Hearst Metrotono
are featured in the parades, which are shown
at 12 :30 noon and 5 :30 P. M. daily.
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"Hell's Angels" Packs Air Thrills bul
Story Disappoints at Coast Premiere
Big Budget
Hollywood — Nr>v season's program
of Radio I'ictures will involve an expenditure of $2(),00(),0()0. I'resident
Joseph I. Sihnit/.er declared in a
speech closinjj the R-K-() convention
here. In addition to its feature hudjjet.
Radio is to spend $2,01)0.000 on shorts,
accordinjr to Schnit/er. The R-K-O
president said that "Radio City." to
be built in New York, is to cost
$.{00,000,000. and be completed in about
two years.

Equity Hoping
To Force Entry
Into W, C. Studios
Actors Equity Ass'n has not abandoned
plans to bring about adoption of the Equity
Shop in film studios, President Frank Gillmore indicated at the annual meeting of
the organization in New York. The fight
may be reopened at an early date, it was
indicated, the association pointing to the
better working conditions on the Coast,
which were declared due to its efforts.
In connection with the agency fee agreement, the statement issued said :
"Except for personal representatives who
guarantee actors at least 20 weeks' work a
year over a period of years, the commission
remains 5 per cent a week up to the first
ten weeks of a play's run. If the actor desires special services in addition there is an
intermediate class of personal representatives who guarantee to give personal assistance to the actor in securing engagements,
negotiating
salaries and building the actor's
future.
"If these services are requested and the
salary negotiated is more than $125 a week,
these representatives may ask 5 per cent of
the actor's salary for the run of the play,
but in all cases these special services are
only to be rendered when the actor desires
them."
The following officers were elected : president. Frank Gillmore; first vice-president,
Arthur Byron : second vice president,
Florence Reed: third vice president,
George Fawcett ; fourth vice president,
Harley Sadler; treasurer, Paul Dullzell, and
honorary president. John Emerson.

Pettijohn Due Soon
Charles C. Pettijohn. general counsel of
the Hays organization, returns to New
York from Eos Angeles next week. While
there, he worked out a new zoning plan for
Southern California in conjunction with a
committee of distributors, exhibitors and
Film Board members.

Doug Returns from Europe
Douglas Fairbanks returned from his
European trip this week and after spending
a few days here will leave for Hollywood.

Outlook for Howard Hughes'
Ballyhooed Production
Seen as Dubious
By WALTER

R. GREEN K

Hollywood — "Hell's Angels," world-premicring here after thirty-eight months of
l)r()duction and an cxi)enditure of about
i;4.UU(),()0() in real money, looks dubious for
Howard Hughes, the producer.
i.oading men and women, who were playing juvenile and ingenue parts when "Hell's
Angels" tirst went into production, swarmed
to the opening at the Chinese. They saw
a fair story, laboriously long, as the overture to the one phase of the production
wherein Hughes got his money's worth and
set a peak for thrills that will be extremely
costly and difficult to equal.
The real entertainment in the production,
which for years has been a by-word in the
industry, is in the air sequences. They are
de luxe.
Within film memories no production has
equalled the Hughes creation in the amount
of publicity, printed and spoken, preceding
its onening. It has been the stock resort
of columnists, humorists, photoplay editors
and gossipers when copy or talk ran short.

Atmosphere Authentic
Hughes has a realistic story of the World
War from the air angle and has gone to
extremes in order to obtain authentic atmosphere throughout. But what was shown
on the screen justified neither expense nor
time spent in production.
Hughes crossed up the folks by giving
them a straightforward story of the war
with the air stufif interwoven. There is no
doubt of the eltectiveness of the air sequences, but these only consume about 20
per cent of the picture's two hours and fifteen minutes' running time. Undoubtedly
wholesale cutting will snap up the story
whereby it will run faster and smoother than
at the opening.
Introduction of the story consumed exactly 45 minutes before anything was shown
in the clouds with every one waiting anxiously for the air stufif to start. But when
Hughes takes to the air, he presents what
are admittedly the greatest thrills ever photographed above the earth. His sky introduction isa sensational air raid on London
by a Zeppelin, with the climax showing the
burning Zep dashing to earth.
After some time is given to story development again, Hughes presents his awe-inspiring and magnificently staged air battle
with 100 planes fighting it out in a sea of
clouds. That air battle is the last w-ord in
thrills, suspense and realism. It's going to
be a long time before any other producer
tops that one sequence in the sky.
The atmosphere and correct war background for production have never been
equalled, even down to the smallest details.
When Germans talk during several sequences, thev converse in native tongue :
with translation titles flashing on to inform
{Continued on page 118)

A Newsreel Birthday
Sound newsreels last w»-ek observed
an anniversary of their leap into a
leading place «)n theatre programs. It
is just three years ago that Lindbergh's epochal flight to I'aris wa.s
caught by Fox Movietone News. The
record of the start of the hop proved
what many consider to be the most
important individual rontrihution to
the quickened interest of the public
in sound as applied to new.sreels.

"U'' to Distribute
Tiffany, Gaumont
Films in Canada
Physical distribution of product of
Tiffany and Gaumont British Co. of Canada
is to be handled in Canada by Universal,
effective June 30, according to Oscar Hanson, general sales manager of Tiffany. Previously Educational has handled Tiffany's
physical distribution in the Dominion. Universal has been handling the Gaumont product's distribution and will continue to do
so, but sales are to be in charge of Tiffany,
which will maintain its sales organization.
fany.
James Foy, who headed the Gaumont sales.
is to be Toronto branch manager for TifGaumont's long-term contract for physical distribution in Canada through Universal was one of the determining factors in
the new arrangement, which places physical
distribution of Tiffany through Universal
in the Dominion. As Tiffany's contract
with Educational was expiring and the firm
wanted to consummate the deal to handle
Gaumont in the Dominion, the switch was
made.
Gaumont
End"in
in Canada,
which controls
also was "Journey's
a big factor
swinging the deal.

Wohher Quits Piiblix to
Head Para. Western Sales
San Francisco — Herman Wobber is not
out of Paramount, as first reported. He is.
however, severing duties with Publix to become general representative in all Western
States of Paramount's distribution.
Wobber, an old reliable in the Zukor organization, was coast chief for the distributing department for eighteen years. He relinquished those duties a year ago to become
director-general for Publix in this section.
The switch was announced by Sidney R.
Kent at Paramount's western sales convention. The 'Frisco session was a rehash of
the Eastern meetings.

Anna Nilsson Plans Return
Hollywood — Lying in a local hospital
with a broken hip held in a plaster cast,
.\nna Q. Nilsson is mapping plans for her
return to the screen next winter.
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Radio Films Being Broadcast by 30
Television Stations Throughout U. S.
Steady Development of New
Field Predicted to Rival
Radio
Thirty television stations are now in regular operation, broadcasting- radio movies
from 20 strategically located spots throughout the United States. This indicates a
steady movement toward the development
of this field, which, it is predicted, will occupy as important a niche in the air as that
now held by radio, boasting of an audience
of 52,000,000 in this country alone.
The country is overrun with radio broadcasting plants, it is indicated by copyrighteii
results of a survey made by the George F.
Cram Co., Indianapolis, which reveals the
existence of 623 stations in 438 U. S. towns,
77 Canadian stations in 42 spots, 14 in
Mexico operating in nine cities, and 13 in
five Cuban cities.
Columbia and National, only two units
operating coast-to-coast hook-ups, have a
combined total of 134 stations. Columbia,
owned and operated by Paramount-Publix,
now controls 60 in as many key spots, while
RCA's National Broadcasting system has
74 in 73 towns, the survey shows.
A complete compilation of the short-wave
television stations (standard television
scanning, 48 lines, 900 R. P. M.) follows:
r.ill
WIX.AE

Kilocycles Meters
2000-2100
150-143

Owner
WestinKhouse,
Springfield,
Mass.
AirMass.
Station,
Lexington,

WIXAY

4800-4900 62.5 61.2

WIXB

2750-2850

109-105

Gen.
Industries,
ville, Mass.

W2XBA

2100-2200
2750-2850

14.'i-136
109-105

WAAM,
N. J.

W2.XBS
\V2XBU
W2XBV
\V3XAK
W2XCL
W2XCO
W2XCP
W2XCR
W2XCW
W2XR

2000-2100
150-143
4800-4900 62.5-61.2
2000 2100 150-143
2000-2100
150-143
2000-2100
150-143
27,50-2850
109-105
2000-2100
150-143
2100-2200
143-136
2000-2100
1.50-143
28.50-2950
105-102
2100-2200 143-136
2750-2850
109-105
2100-2200
143-136
2100 2200
2850-2950
2000-2100

143-1.16
105-102
150-143

W4XE

2850-2950
2000-2100
2000-2100

105-102
1.50-143
150-143

W6XAM

2000-2100

150-143

W6XC
W7XAO
W8XAU

4500-4600 66.7-65.2
2750-2850
109-105
2750-2850
109-105

W8XK
W9XAA
W9XAG
VV9XAO
W9XAP
WQXAZ
\V9.\U

2100-2200
143-136
2000-2100
150-143
4800-4900 62.5-61.2
2000-2100
150-143
2000-2100
150-143
2000-2100
150-143
2750-2850
109-105
2000-2100
150-143
2650-2750
113-109

\V2XX
\V3XK

WPY
WRNY

2850-2950
2000-2100
1010-

105-102
150-143
297-

Inc.,

SomerNewark,

R. C. A., New York, N. Y.
H. E. Smith, Beacon, N. Y.
R. C. A., New York, N. Y.
Bound Brook, N. J.
Pilot Elec, Brooklyn, N.Y.
R. C. A.. New York. N. Y.
Freed- Eisemann,
N. Y.
Jenkins, Jersey City, N. J.
Gen.
Elec,
Schenectady,
N. Y.
Radio Pict., Inc., N. Y.
R.
F.
Gowen,
Ossining,
N. Y.
Jenkins, Washington, D.C.
W.

J. Lee,
Fla.

Winter

B. S. McGIashan,

Park.

Los An-

R. B. Parrish, Los Angeles
W. geles
Jerman, Portland, Ore.
Westinghouse,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.

Fed. of Labor. Chicago
Aero Products.
Chicago
Nelson Bros. Co.. Chicago.
Daily News. Chicago, 111.
Univ. of Iowa. Iowa
City
G. I.. Broadcasting Co.,
Chicago. 111.
Allwood, N. J.
Aviation
Radio.
ville. N. J.

Coytcs-

Param't Plans "Fighting
Caravan" in Wide Measure

Hollywood — Early in July, Paramount
will launch production of its first wide-film
Western
Zane
Grey. story, "Fighting Caravan." by

Television
Far Away,
De Forest

While practical television may be just around the corner,
"it's a mighty long corner and there's lots of wind blowing
around it, insofar as theatre owners are concerned," according to Dr. Lee DeForest, who told a group of Midwestern exhibitors recently that television for the home
is imminent, but he predicted that it will have little or
no effect on theatres.
DeForest believes that "within 10 or 20 years probably
we shall be sending motion pictures by wire instead of

by film."
Wide-Film Effect
With 35mm Stock
Makes Its Bow

Television to
Be Theatre Aid,
Declares Wizard

Wide pictures with 35 mm film is the
newest development to wrinkle the brows
of technicians who have been struggling
these many months to arrive at standard —
and industry.
economically sound — measurements for
the

Schenectady — Development of a new
technique of entertainment as the result of
successful television demonstration in Proctor's theatre here is forecast by Dr. E. F.
W. Alexanderson, General Electric radio
wizard, who developed the set used.
An orchestra conductor led the theatre
musicians from the screen, although he was
located in the laboratory a mile away, and
the singing of a vaudeville player was
broadcast to the theatre, synchronizing
from the screen with the work of his stage

Complete elimination of wide film's two
toughest problems — special-projector costs
and a general mechanical changeover — is
claimed for the new process, which, sponsored by Arthur Tobin, made a sudden and
unheralded appearance this week in NewYork, where Eastern film and technical
chiefs attended a demonstration.
Following the showing, Motion Picture
News made a poll of executives who witnessed the performances. Those interviewed were unanimous in their praise of the
process. They claimed it might offer the
solution to present wide film problems, one
executive stating "a careful study of the
device while in operation, from all angles,
revealed less distortion that is found with
most
widea film
processes."
Thepresent
processdayuses
special
camera and
standard 35mm. stock. A special lens is
the only requirement for the projector, and
a wide screen the only other equipment
necessary.

Newspaper Planning
Television Station
Washington — Permit to erect a television
station in Milwaukee was granted the "Milwaukee Journal" by federal radio commissioners, who authorized operation in the
2.800 kilocycle television channel, in the
continental short-wave band. The paper
now operates broadcasting station WTMJ.

Coast Executives Calm
On Television Progress
llollvwood — Developments of television
are being watched by eastern production
forces rather than Coast executives, who
still arc struggling with sound. The general feeling is that the introduction of television will be more orderly than the sound
onrush, which turned the industry topsyturvv.

"Whether the general public will be
partner.
enough interested or get enough satisfaction out of television to make it possible
to commercialize home sets for television
is still to be seen," said Dr. Alexanderson.
"A new technique of entertainment will be
required. As a supplement of broadcasting
it can make a reality of the radio drama.
Political and educational speakers may use
it as a medium and entertaining personalities like Will Rogers will tell the latest
wisecracks and comment on the news of the
day. It is likely that every moving picture
theatre in the large cities will have to be
equipped
to give
short television
act." foreVisualizing
the a future,
the inventor
cast the dav when an airplane with news
reporters will fly to see whatever is of interest, and theatre audiences will be able to
.see just what he sees.

Benefit to Industry Is
Visualized by Laemmle
"Not having seen the recent television
demonstration at Schenectady, naturally T
cannot comment upon it first hand." said
Carl Laemmle. "Until television is perfected
to the point where pictures of standard
screen size can be projected in theatres with
ab.solute clarity and the same efifectiveness
in every way that is now achieved through
present sight and sound devices, I would
regard it as a stunt— wonderful, to be sure,
but nevertheless a stunt.
"However, anything in the nature of a
great technical advance, such as television
may prove to be, cannot help but benefit the
motion picture industry as a whole."
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Rowland Heads Attack on Joe Kennedy;
Yates
Reported in on Proxy War

91

"Committee" Urges *'Neiv and
Able Leadership" in Surprise Maneuver
SAN I'RAXLISCC) Tli.it duuKhty Tuik.
Herb Mclntyre, was lieafl man at tlu- I'atlic
I'Visco convention. Herb won his division
managership by tlie way he put over the job
of Minneapolis nianaRer.
* * »
The boys patised in liihntr to Ihc lair Lrs
Weir, former di7'iston iiwinuirr, r»7u) 7C(is otuof the most pofnilar and regular executives on
the Pathc rosier.
* ♦ ♦
Al O'Keefe, who does his stuff at Salt Lake
City, opined that Frisco was nothing hke
Atlantic City. No blackjack games for the
g;mg this year. Al recently copped the Hays
ofHce good housekeeping prize for the best
kept exchange.
Hi

*

Hi's still riJiiui (I .-.■uDitT, obsen'ed C.
Theuurkaug,
Seattle manager,
n'ho used
be a racing jockey.
* * *

/..
to

.\ real regular is E. B. Derr, Pathe production chief, who came to the meetings witli
Ciiarley Sullivan and Donn McElwaine. Derr
receivi'<l plenty of congrats on his new i)ost
and the one which i t> c >"i - 'lis elevation
to the presidency of the company.
« * «
There were two Rcisiihiiis at the iiiecliiu/.
Phil and brother Ben. tvho is a salesman traveling out of Los Angeles.
* * *

ReiKjrted secret interest of H. J. Yates,
head of the lalioratory combine known as
Consolidated Film industries. Inc., in the
bomb-like fight which broke this week for
control of Pathe looms as an added mystery
in an already mysterious outbreak. Motion
Picture News learns reliably that Yates is
concerned with the i)lans and efforts of a
group headed by R. A. Rowland, former
general manager of First National Pictures,
Inc.. which is attacking Joseph P. Kennedy's management of Pathe, and calling
for proxies from preferred stockholders "to
provide new and able leadership of the cor-

*

H. L. (Portland) Percy regaled the gatui
li'ith some interesting info as lo why exhibitors are that way over
pictures.
* * Pathe
*
F. H. Butler, youngest Pathe manager, got
a great kick in hearing Phil Reisman telling
the boys that Pathe's new product would
knock grosses for a loop.

Jack Stout was one of the convention entertainers. Jack's always good for new gags.
* * m
C. E. (Dad) Corey rvas host to the conventioneers. "Dad" gets a real kick out of
ivelcoming the graduates of his sales force
~i'ho >in;c are managers
of various western

Last of Pathe
Merger of RKO,
Meets Wind up
Pathe, Denied at
In San Fran.
Sales Meeting
Chicago — Emphatic denial that there is a
(leal in negotiation for the merger of Pathe
with RKO was made by Pathe executives
to the company sales force at the convention here.
Rumors have been shunted about for
months that a merger was imminent. It is
definitely known that negotiations were conducted between principals for both concerns early in the year, but for reasons
which have not been made public or hinted
from sufficiently responsible sources to warrant publication, the plan was abandoned.

Pathe Considering Plan
To Make Talkers Abroad
San Francisco — Plans for production of
Pathe talkers in England and possibly on
the Continent are reported under consideration in discussions betw^een Thomas S. Delehanty. vice-president of P. D. C. Pathe's
English subsidiary, and E. B. Derr, executive vice-president of the Paramount company.

Threaten to Darken
Unless Given Reduction
Minneapolis — Unless given relief on rentals and wages of projectionists at a meeting
slated next week, a number of Twin City
independents plan to close from June 15 to
Aug. 15.

San l""rancisco — Pathe on Thursday concludes its fourth and final sales convention
of the series which began last week in New
York. E. B. Derr and Phil Reisman were
principal speakers, with J. H. Maclntyre,
division manager, presiding. Reisman. his
assistant, J. F. McAloon, and E. W. Ballantync, manager of exchange operations, attended the four sessions, which were featured by talks made in a convention film of
13 reels, offering means for the sales force
to get acquainted with the studio executives
and players.

Old Lasky Act to Be Made
As a Talker by Pathe
Hollywood — Talker version of "Lasky's
I^eauties." one of the acts produced by
Jesse I,. Easky before he entered pictures,
will be released as "The Beauties.'" second
Rainbow comedy on the Pathe 1030-31 list,
lohn C.
Fiinn has assigned direction to
I'rnnk
Davis.

6 North Dakota Houses
Planned as Sale Banned
Valley City, N. D. — Forbidden by his associates to sell his two theatres here to Paramount Puhlix, John Filler is planning six
additional North Dakota theatres.

Pathe's forty-nine percent ownership of
the stock of the DuPont-Pathe Film Manu[joration." facturing Co. is regarded in well-informed
• luartcrs as possible reason for Yates' reported interest. Added to this is the rumor
that Setay, an investment corporation headed by Yates, owns a substantial amount of
Pathe stock.
Summarized, the explosion, starting in
the form of an attack on the Kennedy regime addressed to preferred stock holders
of Pathe as paid advertising in New York
daily newspapers, was debated along film
row as a question :
Are Dick Rowland and Joe Kennedy being pitted against each other in a fight for
control of Pathe by two groups of bankers
battling with the usual financial weapons
of appeals for proxies?
The

question loomed as a quick aftermath to the opening gun in another stockholders' war, and found added cause for
bewilderment in the fact that some of the
ammunition was wet.
Information from reliable sources is that
the coiTimittee headed by Rowland is determined to make a fight to the finish, which,
if true, promises another orgy of laundryand-linen for the industry before the final
vote is counted.
New York dailies on Tuesday published
as paid advertising a statement signed by
Rowland, as chairman of a "committee"
which alleged, among other things, that "it
is of the utmost importance to the corporation Pathe)
(
and all its stockholders that
immediate action be taken to provide new
and able leadership of the corporation."
Other names signed to the statement as
members of the committee w;ere Robert W.
Daniel, chairman of the board of the Libertv National Rank & Trust Co.: Frederick
W. Ryan, secretary of McCombs & Ryan :
W. V. A. Waterman, of Waterman, Bonn
& Co., members of the New York Stock
Exchange, and Root, Clark. Buckner &
Ballantine, as counsel.

Inaccuracies in Ad
at

Surprise was expressed in many quarters
obvious
inaccuracies
in the committee
(Continued on page 120')
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R-K-0 Augmenting Circuit; Get Eastern
Chain; Dicker with W. & Y. and R. & R.
Just a Dirty Dig
The orchestra will now render "The
Love Parade," theme song of the motion picture, "The Love Parade," from
the play, "The Love Parade," based on
the song, "The Love Parade."— Judge.

Inventor Appeals
Technicality in
Stanley Co. Suit
Philadelphia — Appeal of the alleged technicality which prevented a monetary damages award has been taken by Mrs. Mary
Hallock Greenwalt in her suit against the
Stanley Co. for alleged infringement of
patents held by her in the employment of
light-color play in connection with music.
The case probably will be heard by the U.
S. Court of Appeals in fall. The district
could held that Mrs. Greenwalt is the inventor of the interpretation in colored light
of musical themes, but that a technicality
prevented award of damages. This latter
feature of the decision is being appealed.
Meanwhile decision has been reserved at
Wilmington upon suit for alleged infringement of sound reproduction patents by the
Stanley Co. This, in reality, is a suit against
Western Electric, whose equipment is involved.

Ostrers Here to Thwart
Maxwell Sale to Warners
(Continued from page 8.5)
Associated British Cinemas, second in
importance to the G. B. group and controlled byJohn Maxwell, may swing to the
Warners. The Ostrers, understood to have
been tipped off that Maxwell's recent visit
to New York was timed to discuss the possible sale to the Warners, came over ready
to guarantee the Warners proper representation over their English circuit without
the necessity on the part of the former to
buy a competitive chain.
Disposition of the deal is lianging fire.
The next step will jjrobably be taken when
Harry M. Warner arrives in London the
end of June.
London — The Warners are determined to
secure a slice of British exhibition. If the
deal for the Maxwell theatres, 100 strong,
fails to go through, other means will be
adopted, it is understood here.
Whether or not the Warners are behind
the theatre buying activities of Arthur
Clavering, managing director for the company in Britain, is not definitely established. It would appear logical, however,
that this is the case. Clavering has been
proceeding quietly in his purchases in association with Sir Gordon Craig, of New Era
Films.

Acquire 62 Houses in Past 14
Months; Expansion Program Continues
With 62 theatres added to the chain
throughout the United States and Canada
during the last 14 months, Radio-Keith(Jri)heum is continuing its expansion program. During the week aimouncement was
made of the acquisition of the BratterPollack circuit in New Jersey, New York
and Connecticut. Negotiations now are understood to be under way or completed for
the Wilmer & Vincent chain in New York,
New Jersey and Pennsylvania, and an interest in the Robb & Rowley circuit of
Texas.
Theatres of the Bratter-Pollack chain will
be taken over July 5. They are : the Railway and Empire, Railway; Rex, Irvington;
Lincoln, Arlington ; Ritz, Lyndhurst, in
New Jersey ; Embassy, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.,
and the Pickwick and Playhouse, Greenwich, Conn.
R-K-0 recently started its southern expansion through acquisition of the Interstate chain from Karl Hoblitzelle. Now a
part of the R. & R. circuit is declared being
sought.
Wilmer & Vincent have at various times
been reported dickering for sale of their
chain to Warners and R-K-O. This deal
now is regarded as set.

Tent Showings
Of
agi'Publ
' Set
To "Ing
Buck
ix
Minneapolis — Tent show opposition to
Paramount Publix throughout the Northwest is the answer of local distributors of
"Ingagi" to the alleged Hays association
ban on the picture. Publix and RadioKeith-Orpheum tried to book the picture,
it is said, but Congo Pictures cancelled
showings after May 10. Exhibitors here
]K)int to alleged faking in producer-distributor pictures such as "Weary River" and
others, in fighting charges of alleged faking
in this picture.

Cohn Expanding, Too
Hollywood — Sam Cohn. deiiiDii Hollywood
publicist, has moved into larger and more
comfortable quarters at the Roosevelt Hotel,

What a Gold Getter!
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
hangs up another record in its run
at the Central, New York, where the
"IT" war yarn will play to 23 performances for the current seven days.
Universal claims this to be the first
occurrence in the history of amusements of any kind, anywhere, for a
two-dollar attraction.

To

Quiz

Quizzers

Washington — Announcing that he is
anxious to ascertain if the Department of Justice has been negligent in
anti-trust prosecutions. Representative
Patman, of Texas, introduced a resolution in the House proposing an investigation of the department.

Trenton Blues
Run Wild; Axe
Swung at Films
Trenton,
N, J.— Advocates
"blue"
Sundays went cockeyed
thjs weekof and
brought
such pressure to bear on the police that all
available members of the force spent last
Sunday taking the names
lating" the law, passed in
be called before the Grand
nounced.
The previous Sunday,

of citizens "vio1798. They will
Jury, it was anrebelling at the

tyrannical restrictions of the "Sour Sabbath" law, passed when the New Jersey
capital was only a cross-roads tank town,
the merchants opened their shops and did a
brisk business. The eleven picture houses
followed suit in the afternoon. The police
did nothing, but the ministers went into
action during the week and served the public safety commissioner with a demand that
he enforce the law. So on Sunday the cops
got busy. However, instead of making arrests, they merely took names of those making purchases of any kind.
The lowdown on the motives of the ministers is tipped ofif in the following excerpt
from a story in the New York Tiims:
"It is generally understood that the ministers really have no objection to Sunday
sales by delicatessen shops, confectioneries
and similar establishments and that they are
not aiming to prohibit such pastimes as Sunday golf and Sunday tennis, although they
might do so if they carried the campaign
to extremes. The general opinion in Trenton is that they seek only to compel the motion picture theatres to remain closed on the
-Sabbath because they are a menace to
church attendance,"

''Mary" Dumps 200 Grand
Overboar
d;
(Continued

Who'll Pay?

from f^agc 83)
weeks to go on production, is having the
story completely rewritten, and is reported
to have given the air to Marshall Neilan
visor.
as director and Benjamin Glazer as superShe dismissed the cast, taking a chance
of getting them back when the picture is
restarted June 15. It is probable that most
of the film shot so far will be junked. The
revised story calls for a 22-day shooting
schedule.
chosen
vet. Her new director hasn't been
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Fox May Force Wide Film Issue, Order
For 40 Grandeur Cameras Indicates
Once is Plenty for Us
Hollywood — I)()rolh\ Maikaill once
told liuth Hiorry, fan Mrihhlt-r: "If
at first you don't succet-d in matrimony, there is no reason why you
should not try, try ajtain."
"Why?" Miss IJierry asked.
"Because niarriajie is a matter of
human nature — not love," replied Dorothy. "Vou can fall in love a do/.en
times — and fall out anain. Hut only
one time, or possibly twice, can you
find a nature so compatible with your
own that you can live with it forever.
There are few natures which, combined, spell contentment for more
than a short period!"

Revival of Allied
Theatres of Mass.
A Crack at Myers?
Boston — Revived activity by tlie Alliid
Theatres of Massacliusetts. Inc., alter a dormant period of several years, may be attributal)le to the influence of producer-owned chain orfjanizatit)ns moving against the
Myers affiliates in New Juishind.
Approximately
75 per
of the state's
houses
are declared
to cent
l)e members,
in
existence for several years, the opening
of offices at 60 Scollay Square with J. J.
McGuiness as executive secretary is the
first move to maintain permanent lieadquarters.
Heretofore occasional meetings have Ijecn
held. The organizaticjn has. however, been
of little interest to most of the exhibitors
as formerly operated.
With the establishment of permanent
quarters, there has been a decided increase
in interest and many new members have
joined. The association seeks the membership of both chain and independent theatres
and operates solely within Massachusetts.
It is not in opposition nor in conjunction
with any other, existing organization, according to statements of officers and members, biit wholly for the benefit of the exhibitors within the state. It is described
as a Chamber of Commerce for Massachusetts exhibitors, handling legislation and
making itself of value in everv way to the
exhibitor.

Seeks Repeal of Fight
Films Transit Law
Washington — .Abolition of tlie Federal ban
imposed upon interstate transportation of
prize fight films is provided for in a bill
introduced by Rep. Britten (111.). In introducing the measure, the congressman
called attention to the fact that the present
law does not prohibit showing of fight films,
banning only their transportation across
state borders.

Firm

Prepares
for 70 mm
Films Despite Alleged
Fact to Lay Off

I'Ox i> going ;dua 1 with p.;in- inr \\ ide
lilm |)ictures and is set on 70 nun as its
standard, in what may prove a coup to force
thai as the uniform size of wide film. This
is .--liowii l)y the manufacture at Syracuse of
40 (irandeur cameras in work at the J. W.
\\ .ill .Machine Co. here.
I're>um;ii)]y, there has been a truce called
on wide tilm. chiefly because its general introduction would involve an outlay of
$.?0,000,000 for the industry, now burdened
by the cost of sound installations. However, manufacture of the cameras, indicates
that Fox intends either to force the issue
or be on the ground floor when the wide
film development is ready for introduction.

First Batch Ready

The Grandeur process is controlled by
< leneral Theatres Equipment, Inc., which
also controls Fox. It is possible that the
parent company feels that with the 1,200
theatres under its control it can force the
general adoption of large-size pictures
through its strategic position. Competitors,
it is said, would be forced to go to wide
liim if Fox does, in order to successfully
compete with the Fox theatres.
Eight Grandeur studio cameras and four
(irandeur field cameras already have been
manufactured by the Syracuse firm.
Paramount Publix and other producers
have been experimenting with a 6.^ nmi film
and there is supposed to have been an understanding between producers to lay off wide
tilm for the present.

Reinbusch States
Hays Suit Aims
To kill Monopoly
Indianapolis — Suit for $2,744,250 triple
damages of F. J. Rembusch Enterprises and
Capitol .\musemcnt Co. versus the Hays organization and a number of its distributor
members for alleged boycott, is an efTort
to break "the monopoly which is seriously
injuring independent exhibitors of the country," Frank Rembusch told Motion Picttre
News over the telephone from Shelbyville.
The two companies involved control 11
theatres in Indiana, two of which are the
Capitol and the Rialto, both in this citv.
Rembusch for years has been a firebrand
where contracts with distributors are concerned.
Through the uniform contract system, and
because the Havs group controls 95 per cent
of the producing companies and 98 per cent
of the distribution in the industry, it is in
a position to dictate terms to the independent exhibitors. Rembusch said. If the Havs
group desires, he continued, it can virtuallv
close independent exhibitors' houses by refusing them pictures or demanding such
high forfeits that the exhibitor must close.
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And They Hang Pictures!
Irving Hoffman's latest (|uip, told
in the A'. >'. Dnilu Sewn, concerns the
case of the two bin Australian theatre
owners who iirri\ed in Hollywood recently. The purp()-.c ot their visit was
to arrange for the hooking of new pic
tures in their theatres.
On their second day ther«' they made
a tour of several studios. .Vt one they
were introduced to (he movie magnate,
from.
who asked them where they came
"From
.Australia," they replied.
The producer gazed at them in
amazement, "'^'ou've been here only
two days and speak (he language al-

Church Mag Turns
Deaf Ear on Plea
Of Carl MiUiken
ready!"

The attempt of Carl E. Milliken secretary of the Hays organization, to defend
charges against the industry which appeared in a series of articles in "Christian Century" proved unsuccessful when Charles
-Morrison, editor of the magazine, refused
to accept Milliken's lengthy statement in
defense of motion pictures.
Following a hostile "ex parte" attack by
the publication, Milliken authored a paper
in which he took exception to the points
raised against films by "Christian Century."
.Morrison returned Milliken's article, however, with a curt note in which he said that
the periodical's readers "are not interested
in the progress of the motion pictures, as
such"; this despite the publication of the
attacking articles over a period of many
weeks.

IJnited-Gaumont Merger
Held Up by Stockholders
London — .\ terrific battle by stockholders
to prevent United Picture Theatres from,
merging with Gaumont-British has resulted
in postponement of the final okay until a
committee of five stockholders of United
can meet and study other offers for the
chain. Associated British is also after the
circuit.

Crosland to Make First
Romberg Operetta Next
Hollywood — Upon completion of "Big
Boy," Al Jolson's final picture for Warners.
-Man Crosland will direct .Sigmund Romberg's first original screen operetta.

Banker Joins Technicolor
John McHugh. chairman of the executive
committee of the Chase National Bank, hasbeen elected a director of Technicolor,
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Lack of United Front in Chi Seen as
Reason for Censor Annovances There
Lawyer Who Handled ''AlibV
Case Says Trade Pulls
At Cross Purposes
Chicago — Negligence and lack of co-operation among picture interests are responsible not only for present irksome censorship difficulties, but for the recent adverse
decisions of the Illinois courts affecting pictures, it is charged by Myer H. Gladstone,
Chicago attorney.
This opinion might easily be one of those
things were it not for the fact that Gladstone represented United Artists in the
"Alibi" case, which created a lot of fuss
here and, therefore, presumably knows what
he's talking about.
(iladstone referred to a decision handed
down by the Appellate Court on May 1, in
the case of "Party Girl" (Tiffany), which
held that mandamus proceedings, not injunction, are the proper legal resort of distributors whose prociuct has been denied a
permit by the censors. Describing that decision asstated
"inconsequential,"
however,
stone
that it could never
have Gladbeen
rendered if a semblance of accord among
local distributors existed, since the state
Supreme Court had handed down an earlier
decision in the case of "Alibi" in direct
contradiction of the lower court's later finding. The Supreme Court held that injunction is the first and proper resort in the
exhibition of pictures denied a permit.

Takes Crack at Tiffany
"The Tiffany interests are at fault," Gladstone said, "in that they did not contest the
city's Appellate Court action in the 'Party
Girl' case. They had merely to call the
court's attention to the earlier finding of the
higher court in the 'Alibi' case and the
.Appellate Court would have ruled accordingly. As it was, all Tiffany had to answer
was a poor bill of complaint and the decisions which were discredited in the Su))reme Court case. Tiffany, however, filed
no brief when the case was before the
lower court. The city's case remained uncontested and the previous ruling of the
Supreme Court was not called to the attention of the lower court at all."
The Appellate Court's finding stands until a similar case is heard, when, Gladstone
says, the higher court's decision should prevail over the Appellate Court's ruling regarding mandamus.
The injunction, as a restraining order, is
effective immediately. Mandamus is a "last
resort" order compelling the authorities to
license a production denied a permit, and
as such requires time enough to kill a picture's earning power before it is finally obtained, ifat all.

Sees Organization Needed
Gladstone believes that an organization
of local distributors and exhil)itors would
solve censorship problems and prevent the
recurrence of just such court eventualities
as made the adver.se "Party Girl" decision
possible. In the latter instance, he said.
legal talent representing a hypothetical or-

Bureau
Addresses
Salesmen

"You are a good salesman because you are a success.
You have learned the invaluable lesson that falsehood
never sold any merchandise permanently. You have learned
that it pays to play square with your customers. You have
learned that temporary profits gained by concealing truths
or twisting facts are never permanent gains. You have
learned that
your your
best
interest.
You your
have customer's
learned thatbest
you interest
can bestis serve
employer by serving his customers. You have learned not
to knock your competitor, nor disparage his merchandise.
"That is why you are a good salesman and that is why
you applaud the Better Business Bureaus in their fight
against the salesman who has not learned these things."
— "An Open Letter to Good Salesmen" in the Bulletin of
the Better Business Bureau.

Miss. Exhibs
Washington Unit
Worried Over
Girds for Fight
New 10% Tax
On Tax, Censors
Seattle — Plans for combatting proposed
censorship and admission tax bills understood to be in preparation were discussed
at the meeting of the Allied Amusements
held here to inaugurate the monthly luncheon of the association. The legislature is
to meet in fall. President Leroy V. Johnson and Jim Hone, executive secretary, addressed the meeting.

Howard West for Parties
Hollywood — William K. Howard, Fox
director, after a quick trip East, returned
ahead of the convention special in order to
be on hand for social phases of the convention.
ganization of distributors would have called
the court's attention to the earlier ruling
of the higher court and made the "Party
Girl" decision an improbability. He, likewise, believes that the influence of such an
organization would be sufficient to "control
the political aspects regarding the appointment of a censorship board."
"It seems to me," Gladstone said, "that
the distributors in Chicago are not working
in accord. They should be well organized,
ever watchful of their interests before the
censorship board and the courts. The reform element is always on the job, and no
results beneficial to the distributors cau
be expected if their affairs are handled in
a slipshod manner as they have been in the
"The distributors, with their connections
among the exhibitors, ought to be in a popast. sition to control the political aspects regarding the appointment of a censorship board.
As it is now, the city has turned over the
censorship to a narrow-minded reform grou])
in the same manner that the Federal
government has turned over prohibition
affairs to the discredited Anti-Saloon

League."

Jackson, Miss. — With many theatres in
the state already suffering from seasonal
and general business depression, their owners are considerably upset over intake reaction which they expect will follow enactment of the new 10% tax law on all amusements, due to become effective Sunday.
The new measure, in addition, taxes all
gross sales and puts an added levy on chains.
Everybody operating amusement resorts
of any type are in line against the measure,
which taxes all paid admissions to theatres,
like.
public bathing places, dance halls and the
Report and payment for each ui )nth must
be made between the first and tenth days of
the succeeding mon*:h.
The sales tax is payable quarter'y within
10 days after the close of each quarter ; the
first payment, however, covers only the
month of June, 1930, and must be made on
or before July 10.
A deduction is permitted for all privilege
taxes paid to the State under the provisions
of the privilege tax law of 1930 or acts
repealed by said law, the deduction being
prorated by months in the case of taxes paid
prior to the enactment of the 1930 law. A
flat deduction of $5,000 for each year is also
permitted, which deduction may be prorated
to the quarterly payments.
Annual report adjusting the deductions
and any erroneous estimates in the quarterly return must be made within 30 days after
the close of the calendar year, or the taxpayer's fiscal year,
he has obtained permission
to useproviding
one.
Domestic corporations may not be dissolved and foreign corporations may not
withdraw from the State without a receipt
showing
tax
is due.the tax has been paid or that no
An additional tax is imposed in the case
of individuals, corporations, etc., operating
more than five stores in the State, at or
from which any tangible property is sold at
retail.
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Tight Spol lor
European Exhihs
In Sound Costs
Washington — llxhibitors throughout Europe find it dirticult to strurt* sufficient silents, and are hesitant about installing expensive sound devices until they can be sure
the additional revenue will offset the outlay, according to Director William L.
Cooper of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.
At the end of 1929, however, there were
1,670 European houses wired for sound
films, and several hundred more are planned
for 1930, Cooper states. Most of the apparatus installed is of American origin, but
European producers are turning out nuich
eciuipnient in that line, he said.
A gradual disappearance of the preponderant small-size cinemas was evident during tlic year, the trend being toward larger
and more modern houses. The new houses
were constructed purposely with a view to
the exhibition of sound and therefore
more intensive consideration was given to
acoustics.
It is estimated that 171 theatres were
constructed in England during 1929. An
average of about 1,200 new seats was installed in the new theatres, making a total
added seating capacity of approximately
200,000. This compares with approximately
70 new theatres in 1928 with an added
seating capacity of about 90,000. Approximately 250 theatres were reconstructed during the year in Great Britain.
Aside from the innumerable petty problems involved in the distribution of films,
censorship, music rights, and patent litigation, the chief problems of the American
film industry in Europe were the language
barriers and legislation inimical to the film
importer, it was said. This latter problem
is probably the more important, inasmuch as
it is impossible to foresee market conditions
when these indefinite restrictions remain,
just as it is extremely hazardous to make
financial investments in an attempt to
-frengthen demand for pictures.

Restrictions Invoked
In some instances, it was stated, it is felt
that existjng film restrictions have been invoked in order to compel, or at least attract.
American investments in local units. In any
event. American investments in Europe on
film projects, especially on the Continent,
are a hazard so long as the film quota or
contingent system, with its susceptibility of
alteration to the needs of local industry,
remains a factor.
There is very little doubt in the minds of
European film leaders that the United States
will eventually be able to furnish enough
satisfactory sound films for European audiences, though the question of production
cost of foreign-language films, in its relation to possible yield, induces the thought
that America will be unable to compete with
European production, it was said. This,
however, resolves itself into a matter of
bookkeeping and experiment. Attractive
play dates will continue gradually to expand, and as new distribution policies attended by reduced overhead expenses enter
into the situation, these should contribute to
profit in the continental market.
Viewing the outlook as a whole, 1930
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A Hollywood Legend
Laemmle, .Ir.'s. t'xit'llen(
In Carl
a version of "All (iuiet on the
I'hin-cm
VVt'stern I'ront," the grandest <»f the
speilbindinK thrillers, to hear Walter
Winchill tell the yarn, Kavmond (Jritlilh. one of the better Hollywoodnun.
ha>> a sniail part.
II,, plii>» the roll- of tlif clylnif Frcm-li
mihllir. .\ liK'iKl rr<>ni 111.- West ( <.ii«li liii"
It lliHl I.a.iiiiiil.-. Ir., N.iit f"r <.rllTilli «nil
Hlllll: 'it wiiilhl iih'ilsc illf cmill.v if .V"U
noiiltl pluy nil unimportant roll- In thin
tlini. I want >om Ixmiiiiho I know von will
l>la.\ It rlifht. Ilnw niiicli woiilil >on want
".Innt *';,.VM» a work." Hald <;ri(Titli.
lo ••oil,
<(o III?"
w<> Inul no such prirc in mind, Itii.v■nonii." Hiilil till' Hliinni-d prodiHiT; '•!
for a sniaii part."
mmli
roiildn't
••rin-ii |)ii.v
I'll that
do If fnr iiotlilnK." (irinilli
Ih HiiiiiMim'd lo hav<> eallantly annwcr.-ii.
to tlip tnlc-tn-llcrs, «,rilTllli
And, ac-«ordliiB
\vorkr<l
mihih trv.
Only lo xfTM' as tar(ri-t for the N«'W \ ork
critics, sonu- of llu-ni pointing onl thiit
'•|{a>niond (iriffilh. who \ory recently wan
a ureal htar. has slipped anil \h now pla.vill); minor
roles
In pictmres."
When almost anyone'll toll you thnt the
\ery line movie's out standiiii; few nionientN
are
tiiose supplied by the ilyiPK French
soldier.

Business Slated
To Improve This
Fall, Say Experts
\\ bile there has been a gradu.il improvement in general business conditions during
the past two months, the Conference of
.Statisticians in Industry, in its monthly report made public through the National Industrial Conference Board, Inc., "sees no
reason to expect any vigorous upswing in
business before fall." However, it adds,
"if the recent rate of progress continues, the
.general level of business activity should
return to normal by that time." The report continues :
"General business activity has been improving slowlv and irregularly during the
past two months, but continues below normal, considering the season and the usual
year-to-year growth, and far below the
levels of a year ago.
"General trade improved considerably in
April and early in May^ but hardly enough
as yet to offset the slackness in the e.irlicr
months of 1930 as compared with last year.
Distribution of goods by railroads still lags
considerably behind recent years. Genera!
business, as reflected in commercial loans.
check payments and currency in circulation,
is relatively low in value but not far bckiw
normal in volume because of the goev.illy
lower level of prices.
■'Current agricultural purch.ising powtr
is lowest in some years, but crop prospects
indicate that some improvement in agricultural prices is likely before fall. The mr-st
unfavorable influence on trade prospects at
present is the disturbed conditions and diu'inished purchasing power of forei.gn markets. The world-wide and drastic easing of
credit at primary sources, however, is a
favorable factor for eradual recovery."
.gives promise of raising the film business
to a new peak of prosperity in Europe. From
the American standpoint, Europe should
prove to be a distinctly better, though a
highly competitive, market, it was said.

liurp'(*e ill Color
Sought hy Fox; to
Train Own Crews
Hollywood — A special cdrjj.s
men for color photogra|)hy as
regular producing organization
the Fox
eers wereganized
told immediately,
here.

of camerapart of the
will be orconvention-

The move is seen as a part of a plan to
divorce the Fox organization from outside
f.ictors in the use of color. Practically all
other studios are using Technicolor today,
\\ hich means special cameramen have to be
brouftht on the lot to handle the work. Fox
apparently intends to do away with this.
The new color process, a development of
Kodachrome first developed some years ago
by Eastman Kodak, will be known as Fox
.Vature Color. Equipment to handle it has
.already been shipped from the East and is
being installed by a crew now here from
Xew York.
The camera is special in construction,
taking pictures at twice the speed of the ordinary camera. It makes use of two lenses
instead of one, and makes two frames simultaneously. The two lenses are colored, one
red and one green. The red and green
images which appear in the two frames,
respectively, are. in the final operation,
l)rinted on opposite sides of the color positivo.

Lonsdale to England
. Frederick Lonsdale has sailed for a short
visit to England, returning from Hollywood,
where he wrote his first original for Samuel
( loldwyn. Ronald Colman is to be starred.
Between now and his return in July, Lonsd.ilc will complete the dialogue and finish
I)roduction details of the play. On his return, he will direct the dialogue, scheduled
to begin late in July.

Kansas Exhibs to Meet
Kansas City — R. R. Biechele, president
of the M. P. T. O. of Kansas and Western
.Missouri, announced that the annual convention would be held some time in June.
Biechele is calling a meeting of the directors to set a place .and date. Salina, Kas.,
has been suggested for the convention city.

German Units Sign Peace Pact
Berlin — .\fter two years' negotiations between the German ^lusicians' Ass'n and
the Rcichsverband (exhibitors' Union), an
agreement was signed for general tariff
regulations and the institution of a court
of arbitration to deal with all economic
([uestions concerning the two organizations.

Ufa Opens New Studio
Berlin — Ufa's new sound-studio at Neubabelsber.g is completed. Four recording
sets are in.stalled in the centre and each
can be switched to any of the four stages.

Return from Europe
.\dolph Zukor, Joe Brandt. John Raskob
and Douglas Fairbanks arrived from Europe Wednesday aboard the Europa.
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Clarke Tells Convention Fox Will Not
Sell Holdings; Important Buys Planned
Franklin

Honored

San Francisco — .Motion pictures have
been oflicially recognized as one of
California's basic industries. They will
have a representative for the first
time on the directorate of the State
Chamber of Commerce, Harold B.
Franklin, president of the Fox West
Coast Theatres, being the new chief
director.

Walsh Hopes to
Nick Roxy for
New Automobile
1 li)llywo()d — VV'liethcr Koxy knows it or
not, he is in line to l)uy a new automobile
tor Raoul Walsh, according to Walsh. Some
time ago, when the Walsh-directed "CockEyed World" broke the Roxy Theatre record, Roxy waxed enthusiastic. In front of
several witnesses, he agreed to present
Walsh with a new car if the latter ever
gave him a picture to beat the "Cock-Eyed
World" gross at the house.
Walsh is now in Wyoming directing
■'The Big Trail" for Fox, with picture already spotted to open at the Roxy late in
August. Walsh figures the production will
easily top the present house record, and c.x|)ects Roxy to come through with his promise for the new machine.

Fanchon to Handle Vaiide
For Entire Fox Circuit
Los Angeles^Fanchon and Marco have
taken over presentations of all theatres in
the Fox string. This means the Fox Booking Offices will be amalgamated with the
F. and M. offices in Los Angeles with an
ofiice in New York maintained under Jack
Loeb.

Kutinsky Becomes Theatre
Scout; In Field for Fox
Morris Kutinsky has been relieved as
division manager for Fox in Northern New
Jersey and will hereafter act as theatre
scout for the eastern division.

Baxter in ''Renegades"

Ht)llyvvood — Warner Baxter will play the
principal role in "Renegades," an original
by Jules Furthman. Victor Fleming will
<lirect for Fox. Kenneth MacKenna, J. M.
Kerrigan and Mitchell Harris also are in
the cast.

Buckley Makes Coast Trip.
Hollywood — An enthusiastic visitor to
the Fox convention is Chris Buckley,
Harmanus Bleecker Hall, Albany, who plays
]-V)x product fir>t run.

Grainger
Increases
Gross 400%
in 5 Company's
Years;
Promotions Slated
Hollywood — Important purchases in various fields "to retain Fox leadership" is
planned by Fox Film Corp., President Harley L. Clarke told the sales convention here
this week in assuring his organization that
none of the company's assets will be sold.
"At no time and under no circumstances
will we sell or relinquish any branch or
subsidiary of the present Fox company or
its holdings," he asserted.
James R. Grainger, general sales manager, has increased the company's gross 400
l)er cent in the last five years, it was brought
out at the meeting, which winds up here
-Saturday, (irainger's plan during the coming year will result in promotion of seven
exchange managers to home office duties,
with conse(|uent stepping up of worthies
all along the line.

Chicago and New York
Regional Meets Planned
Hollywood — Regional conventions will
follow the annual Fox meeting. These are
scheduled at Chicago, June 4 and 5, and
.\ew York, June 6 and 7. The delegates
entrain Sunday night. James R. Grainger
and others will fly to New York after adf'ressing the Chicago meeting.

Balsly Gets Post
Hollywood — Lee Balsly, formerly with
Universal, has been placed in charge of the
Fox accessory department.

Roxy
and tothe
Switch
DayFox,
andB'klyn
Date
Roxy in New York and the Fox in
lirooklyn are now operating on a day and
date policy with all Fo.x pictures. The
switch started with "The Arizona Kid."

Money Names In
'29 Mainstays of
Fox 30-'31 Lineup
Hollywood — Mainstays of the Fox program of 1929-30 are to furnish the major
portion of the 1930-31 line-up. augmented
by a number of newcomers.
This is emphasized by the new list made
public at the annual sales convention of the
com))any here. It shows that Will Rogers,
Charles Farrell and Janet Gaynor, Victor
McLaglen, Edmund Lowe, Warner Baxter,
El Brendel and De Sylva. Brown & Henderson are to be called upon to furnish the
major portion of the program, with their
(Coutiiiui'il on /'(i,(/i- 111)

Switch Rogers* Next

Hollywood — Unconfirmed reports
state that Fox is again delaying "Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur Court"
as a Will Rogers starring talker and
that the comedian's next will be a
dialogue remake of "Lightnin'," stage
play of the late Frank Bacon.
Fox produced a silent version of
"Lightnin" " about six years ago.

Eastern Chain in
1 Group Under 6
Divisional M'g'rs.

Fox theatres from the Mississippi to the
.Atlantic have been consolidated by Harry
( '. Arthur,
general
manager
the
eastern half
of the
country.of houses in
The plan results in six divisions, divided
and managed as follows :
New England
... Herschel Stuart
New York State. . .Harry D. Goldberg
Brooklyn
Sanniel Rinzler
New Jersey
H. M. Kendrick
Bronx
Rudolph Kramer
Midwesco
H. J. Fitzgerald
The Brooklyn division has been revamped
to include all theatres in that part of New
York City with Long Island now thrown
in. The Bronx division embraces the Crotona, one of the original and first Fox theatres, the ^lanhattan and houses in Westchester county as far north as Ossining.
Goldberg's
New York
state division
embraces 33 houses
with more
to be added
shortly to ofYset activities by Warners and
Publix. .Stuart's division, as well as FitzRcrald's, remains unchanged.
As noted, the de luxe theatres in St.
Louis, Brooklyn, Detroit. Washington and
Philadelphia are to be handled by an advisory board composed of Oscar Oldknow,
John Zanft and H. C. Arthur.

New England and N. Y, to
Witness Fox Theatre Push
New Haven — .\n expansion splurge to
meet the activities of Warners and Publi.x
in its stronghold is to be launched shortly by
the New England division of Fox theatres.
Albany — Fo.x, according to Film Rowconversation, will not sit idly by while Publix and Warners dig into the theatre situathe northern and western portions
of thetion instate.
Harry D. Goldberg. New York state di\ ision manager for Fox, is busy surveying a
number of towns and is known to have forwarded recommendations for new acquisitions to Harrv C. .\rthur in New York.
Utica. N. Y. — New York state divisional
lie.idquarters for Fo.x will be moved to Buffalo shortK'.
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Fox lo Ilxprnd

So-Long

Hollywood SiM's
Fox Sales Clan

$30,000,000 on
Films and Planl

Work and l^lay

Hollywood — Twcnty-tive milli<jns will be
-pent on production of the 48 jjictures on
the new Fox program and $5,0(Xj,W0 on
plant expansion, according to President
Harley L. Clarke, who is here attending the
.mnual sales convention.

1 1<>11\ \v(hk1 -Tlie I'ox K^iiR (lid plenty ot
work wliilc convciitiuiiiiiK here, but it wasn't
all that way. The crowd arrived Monday
morning and was estorted from I*a?.a(lena into
Los by "Volunteer," the Goodrich dirigilile
which was, in turn, Hanked by a coupla planes.

* *

*

Monday night was held of>i'n for individual
wanderings on the part of th,- hoys. They
wandered.

«

*

*

Tuesday the delegates attended tiie boxing
bouts at the Olympic Auditorium. Ace Mudkins and Dave Shade were the sluggers.

«

«

*

Then Wednesday, tchich z<.vs designated as
Fox-West Coast Night at the Roosez'elt Hotel.
Harold B. Franklin was the daddy of this function. Formally, it zi.-as a dinner-dance.

* « *
Tonight (Thursday) is free lance night.
The boys will continue their wanderings
through Hollywood's* canyons.
* ♦
Tomorrozv (Friday) a zvozv party is slated
at George Olsen's club
* *in ♦Culver City.

And on Saturday the week approaches its
crescendo, or what have you. with a private
party at which Winnie Sheehan will be host.
Sol. M. Wurtzel will be lionorary reception
committee chairman, with duties composed of
this and that.

«

*

*

Sunday ti'ill be devoted to sleep and the continuation of individual rainbliiigs. The odds
have it the boys zc'iV/ speiul most of the day up
to 6snooces.
o'clock, Zi-hen the Fox special starts East,
in

* *

«

Not on the official schedule when tiie train
left New York, but very nmch present here,
was Joe Johnson, former commissioner of public works of New York, who is now a Fox-ite
bearing the monicker of executive secretary to
Sheehan.

* *

*

IVhen the east bound train pulled into Cleveland. Iccy Schmertz. Clczrland manager, and
Ira H. Cohen of Pittsburgh Zirre there, bags
packed for the trek zcest. Daz'id Davidsoti.
Sam Wheeler and Joe Hanna made up the rest
of that partv.

* *

*

Many of the boys from the Middle West
jumped rattlers from their respective cities and
joined the big party in Chicago. This bunch
included W. C. Bachmeyer of Cincinnati, Lester Sturm of Detroit, A. Knapp of the same
burg, B. L. Dudenhefer of New Orleans, J. H.
Huber of Winnipeg, George Landis of Indiatiapolis, ^L A. Levy of Minneapolis and
Harry Melcher of Milwaukee. All Clyde Eckhardt had to do v^•as make the hop from South
Wabash Ave. to the Dearborn St. station —
just a coupla blocks.

* *

*

When the section pulled into Kaycee on
Saturday morning, the foUozving zvere zi'aiting
to help aboard:
W. E. Scott and R. A. Higdon of Kansas
City. Clarence R. Bliibaugh of Omaha, H.
Gottlieb of Des Moines. C. E. Hilgers of Dallas. Stanley Mayer and H. Reigcbnan of Des
Moines and W. A. Ryan of Oklahoma City.

* *

*

At La Junta the same night. R. J. Morrison and Ben Dare of the Denver office joined
the party.

* *

Albany — As the Fox convention special
passeJ through en route to the Coast. Alec
Sayles, general manager of the C. H. Buckley Theatrical Enterprises, bidding his boss
good-bye. Buckley is cojivention-bound.
Jimmy Grainger is the middle
figure.

*

The boys heard a lot about Raoiit Walsh's
j/<-i' picture. "The
Big Trail."
They z^ere

told the company z^-as going to do this one on
a scale never before attempted, bearing in mind
"PVhat Price Glory'" and "The Cock-Eyed
ff'orld." Walsh expects to spend six months
shooting it.

* ♦

*

Lee Balsly got a break. Still fresh on the
job as head of the accessory dei)artinent and
almost before he knew it. he found himself on
the convention special, Hollywo<xl-l>onnd.

* *

*

Lots of excitement over the zcinncrs of the
S75,0O0 prize zchich goes to the record-smashing
exclmngc. Jimmy Grainger has the boys hopped up plenty. The competition closes August

* * *
16.
Joe Johnson, former commissioner of public
works in New York, and now executive secretary to Winnie Sheehan, certainly received a
big send-off when he left New York on the
Fox convention special. Among those who came
to the station to see him off were Charles
Brady,
Humbert
I'ugazy,
Frank
Prendcrgast.
his
veteran
secretary,
George
Butler,
and Joe
Deegon.

* *

*

Jaek Sullivan, in A'ezv York for his annual
buy of product for Fox West Coast, met the
gang as thev Zi'cre leaz'ing.
Other New York stay-at-homes were Oscar
Oldknow, wdio recently
man* *andbecame
'* Harry general
ager of Fo.x Theatres,
Arthur, new
operating head of l'"ox
in the Fast.
* * houses
*
Walter Green. National Theatre Supply Co..
vice-president. Zivs another enthusia.<;tie conventioneer at the take-off.
* * *
Roger Ferri, who was in charge of arrangements, was the busiest guy in the .gang, from
the time
until
the the
final special
curtain.pulled out of New

Own

\'ork

Reel in Australia

Holl\\voo(i — Au^tralian Movietone News
is the latest development of the Fox sound
newsreel. The subject is produced in Sydney.

"This is my first visit, since purchasing
the I'ox interests, to the capitol of the
world'- motion picture business," he said.
"Naturally, 1 have come to observe and to
learn rather than to talk and to direct. But
through long and intermittent association
with motion pictures I have lirni convictions concerning some of the broader aspect- of our work.
"I believe that the motion picture industry is the greatest of our public service
organizations uniting the highest standards
in quality, service and organization. The
products of this industry come closer and
closer every day to the hearts of the
.\merican people than those of any other
industry. It is my purpose that we may
always serve the American public with an
increasingly better type of amusement and
provide in one form of another all of the
aiinisements for all of the people. The
talking picture is only in its infancy and
properly nurtured will grow rapidly into
a giant economic force for good. .Seldom,
if ever has any industry been blessed with
an opportunity for directing a force of such
rare importance. This is a trust that we
will not take lightly.

Working on Improvement.s
"The Fo.x Film Corp. will spend about
$25,000,000 on next season's production and
about $5,000,000 in capital account for additions and improvements for plant structures. The laboratories of both the General
Theatres Equipment, Inc., and the Fox Film
Corp. are working full blast and in co-operation with others on many devices and processes for better projection, sound, lighting
and colors. It is my belief that the industry
is entering a new epoch and one in which
new heights will be attained in quality and
in economic values

of its pictures."

Another Legit Player to Films
Hollywood — Spencer Tracy will make his
screen debut in Fo.x's "Up the River,"
John Ford's next directorial assignment.
Tracy, a stage player, was appearing in
"The Last Mile" in New York when he
was signed by Winfield Sheehan, before the
Fox production chief came West.

Jane Keith Signed
Whopper from Fox
Milwaukee — Fox .Midwesco will build
a 4.500-seat theatre on Wisconsin Ave.
Work is slated to start at once, H. J.
PMtzgerald declares.
This will add plenty to the local
competitive situation and is another
indication how tough the strife between Fox. Warners and R-K-0 is
getting.

Hollywood — Jane Keith has been selected
by Alfed Santell, Fo.x director, for the leading
feminine
"Therole
Seawith
Wolf."
Milton Sills
has role
the intitle
Kenneth
MacKenna as the juvenile hero.

Green to Remain with Fox
Hollywood — Howard J. Green is writing
the continuity on Rube Goldberg's story,
"Soup to Nuts." Greens option was taken
up by Fox two months ahead of schedule.
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Hollywood Turns
Out En Masse to
Welcome Sheehan
— Winnie Shechan's homeconiinjjHollywood
!
And what a reception ! Staged in a .specially constructed rancho setting at the
Roosevelt Hotel. Everyone present the invited guests of Harold B. Franklin, Sol
Wurtzcl. Louis Mayer, Joe Schenck and
Irving Thalberg.
The setting cost over $5,000; just how
much will not be known for a v^^eek when
all the bills come in. It represented a California outdoor scene, with orange trees
loaded with fruit, massive palm trees, blue
sky overhead with a typical tropical moon.
Perhaps never before had Hollywood witnessed such a transformation. Jack Schulze,
Fox art director, transformed the dining
room with aid of 50 workmen.
The several speeches by outstanding figures in the motion picture and California
business worlds were highly laudatory and
brief. Schenck hit the keynote of the evening in his speech in which he said :
"I did not know, being 3.000 miles away,
ju.st what Sheehan did while in the midst
of the financial reconstruction in New York,
but knowing Winnie as well as I do, whatever he did was fair and just and for the
liest interests of both the Fox companies
and the motion picture industry."
Others pointed out Sheehan's reputation
a5 a square-shooter who is loyal to his
friends and workers.

Give Sheehan Jade Figure
Fred Niblo presided as toastmaster and
presented Sheehan with a beautiful jade figure indicative of sinceritv. Speakers were
Harold B. Franklin. Will H. Hays, Schenck.
Father Joseph Sullivan of Loyola University, Louis B. Mayer. Harry Chandler, Florenz Ziegfeld, and Joseph .Scott.
Rube Goldberg made his first public appearance in Hollvwood and scored heavily.
Rube encountered trouble in getting under
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A Dirty Crack
"You

sav

vou've

come

dean

from

"Yes, sir."
"Then
has"
: : :you're the only guy who ever
Hollywood?""

way, however, due to an argument with a
prop parrot used for atmosphere. The polly continually gave Goldberg the razz, and
Will Rogers later remarked that Rube was
the only speaker who had forethought
enough to bring a straight man along to the
party.
Goldberg provided plenty of laughs, opening with a history of his first picture story
which he stated had already been re-written
seven times with studio executives still liking it. He explained that he first told the
story to Sheehan in New York that the
latter liked it and put his okay on the yarn.
When Rube told it to Wurtzel the latter expressed his satisfaction but instructed Goldberg to re-write it. When the author explained he had not yet put the story on
l)aper, he claims that Wurtzel told him to
write it and then do a re-write !
As his offices were right next to the executive quarters, Goldberg explained that
he had heard nearly all conversations during the past few months and had discovered
there were only two expressions in Hollywood :the men all said "yes" and the women
always finished
said "no."
Goldberg
his Hollywood stories
with the statement that Fox was now producing "The Big Trail" in five different
states. The only trouble so far encountered
by Walsh, according to Rube, was the fact
that song writers walking back from Hollywood kept walking into the scenes of the
picture.

Collier Supplies Some Wit

William Collier, Sr., told the gathering
about his experience in supervising the dialogue for "Cock-Eyed World." At one time,
he
wasnotinformed
the phrase
gee"
could
be used that
on account
of the"Oh,
censors.
When

Collier

asked

for suggestions

on a

31,

1930

stitute.
change, they gave him "Oh, nuts" as a subAl Jolson brought his jubilee singers
along to accompany him in three song numbers. Jolson's first remark was "I want to
is in the room."
Jack W^arner
whether
know
He then explained
he had just finished
three years at Warners and was currently
under contract to United Artists. For this
reason, he did not intend to pay tribute to
Winfield Sheehan but would say something
Joe Schenck, which he proceeded to
about
do
aplenty.
Will Rogers
goaled
with
'Em
cs gathering
Panithe
Rogers
his few minutes. Rogers carried a sheaf of
to have been writprop telegrams supposed New
York to the
ten by Sheehan from
started with 1898,
Rogers
studio officials.
and gave a humorous history of the business. Everyone present rated the Rogers
turn as one of the greatest pieces of humorous expression about the business — and it
was later discovered that the cowboy comedian had ad libbed through his whole routine with blank sheets of telegraph blanks
for props !

invited guests around the banAmong
FranktheBaiham. Wesley Barr, Fred Beetson.
Dr.
Sam Berham. Sam Behrendt, Irving Berlin, Dave
Bershon E. M. Boody, Louis Bromfield. Frank BorButcher. Lew Brown, Harry
zage, Joe Brown, E. W. George
Bagnall, Ralph Block.
Brand, A. M. Bretinger,
W Christie, Harry Cohen, William Collier, Sr., John
Considine, Jr., Tack Conway, Harry Chandler. Owen
Davis, Cecil De Mille, Buddy de Silva, E. A. Dickson,
Allan Dwan. Charles Farrell. Seymour Felix, George
Fitzmaurice, John Flynn, Bruce Fowler, Harold B.
Franklin. T. J. Franklin, Sidney Franklin, Thornton
Freeland, Jack Francis, Eddie Grainger, Jack Gardner, Tom Geraghty, John Gilbert, Benjamin Glazer.
William Goetz, Rube Goldberg, Sam Goldwyn, Max
Golden, Ben Gould, Edmund Goulding, Sid Grauman.
Harry Green. M. E. Greenwood, James Hanley, Will
Hays, Rav Henderson, Arthur Hornblow,
Hartmann, Ben Jackson, William A. Johnston,Harry
AJ Jolson,
Dr. Maurice Kahn, H. G. Knox, Max Kravetz, Henrv
King, Jeff Lazarus, Abraham Lehr, Robert Leonard.
.Sol Lesser, Al Lichtman, Harold Lloyd, Edwin Loeb.
Buzz Lyons, Jules Levy, Joe McCloskey, Neil McCarthy, William Anthony McGuire, J. K. McGuinness,
.Vlarco, Ned Marin, Louis B. Mayer, George Middleton, Walter Moore, J. Harold Murray, Edward Mannix, Joe McCarthy, Fred Niblo, Marshall Neilan.
.\lbert Parker. C. C. Pettijohn, Walter Quinlan.
Hairy E.Rapf,
Rapt, Charles
Toe Reiley,
Dr. Hugo
Riesenteld.
C. Joe
Rhoden,
Rogers,
Will Rogers.
Howard Emmett Rogers, Al Rockett, Mike Rosenberg,
Baron de Rothschild, Alfred Santell, Joseph Schenck.
Joseph Scott, Victor Shapiro, J. Frank Shea, Howard
Sheehan, Winnie Sheehan, Miltort SiUs. William
Sistrom, .Sid Silverman, Chandler Sprague. Benjamin
-Stoloff, John Stone. Hunt Stromberg, Pete Smith.
Joe Shea, Herman Spitzcl, Irving Thalberg, William
Thompson. Joe Toplitskv. John Rolph, Frank Vincent.
Hal Wallis. Frank Whitbeck, Sol Wurtzel, Keith
Weeks. Lar'y Wcingarteii. Robert ^^>^t. Darryi
Zauuck. Florenz Ziegfeld.

Hollywood Notables Crown Winnie Sheehan

Hollywood
Witl H. Hays, Louis B. Mayer, Sam Goldwyn, Joseph M. Schenck,
Uving
Thalberg,
Cecil B. DeMille,
Flo Ziegfeld
and a good many
others
literally sat at Winnie
Sheehan's
feet at a dinner given that executive
upon his return to the Coast after his long-drawn battle for control of the Fox companien. The function was sponsored by Harold B. Franklin, Mayer, Sol Wurtzel,
Schenck and Thalberg and was attended by many of the film colony's great.
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Money Naiiu^s in
'29 Mainstays of
Fox '30-31 Linrnp
(C I'liliiiiii'ii front />(»(/<• 9'))

work to l)f huKvarked by J. Harold .Murray, Beatrice Lillie, Constance Bennett and
others. |ohn McC'orniack's picture, "Sou).;
o' Mv Heart," also goes into general release.
Headed l)y Raoul Walsh's "Bis Trail."
the list includes McC'^niack in one; Will
Rogers in two. one with Beatrice l,illie. one
co-starring Gaynor and Farrell, three others
starritig Miss Gaynor, four starring Farell, one co-staring Victor McLaglen and
Edmund Lowe in a Raoul Walsh production
by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, three starring McLaglen, in two of
which Fifi Dorsay plays opposite. Lowe
and Warner Baxter in a sequel to
"In Old Arizona," two starring Lowe, El
Brendel
in six, \\'arner
four,oneJ.
Harold Murray
in three Baxter
musicalsin and
De

Sylva.

Brown

and

Henderson

musicd.

20 Direciors to Contribute
Among

the directors who will contribute

the new schedule are : I'rank Borzage.
Raoul Walsh. John Ford, David Butler,
Victor Fleming. Irving Cummings, John
Blystone, Alfred Santell, Benjamin Stolofi'.
William
K. Howard, Borthold \'iertoI and
A. F. Erickson.
W^riters of the new vehicles include :
Franz Mplnar, S. N. Bohrman. Laurence
Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, Jack London, Mark Twain, O. Henry, Hal G. Evarts.
Owen Davis, Homer Croy, Tom Barry.
Maurino Watkins, Rube Goldberg, Ben
Ames Williams. Zane Grey and Ernest
Pascal.

Many

Newcomers

There will be nearly two score of newcon^er^ recruited from the operatic stage,
legitimate, radio and vaudeville. Among
them are a new- tenor, Michael Bartlett and
stage players headed by Beatrice Lillie.
Rose Hobart, Louise Huntington. From
vaudeville came Ted Healy, Luana Alcaniz,
Althea Henly, Leslie Mae and the Keating
Twins.
The list of 48 productions follows :
"The Big Trail," Raoul Walsh production,
written by Walsh and Hal. G. Evarts. The
cast is headed hv John Wavne, MarKuerite
Churchill. Tully ^larshall. El Brendel. David
Rollins, Tyrono
Power
and Ian Keith.
"Women of All Nations." with Ra'nil
\\"alsh directing Victor McLaglen and Edmund Lowe in a story by Laurence Stallings and Maxwell Anderson, with Claire
Luce and Luana .Mcaniz in support.
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iiKliidnig Jilliaii Sand. J. M. Kerrigan, John
Garrick and Louise Huntington.
"Kenegades," Warner Baxter heading a
ca>t including Kenneth MacKeniia, Mttcnell
Harris, Luana .Mcaniz and J. M. Kerrigan.
Dincted by N'ictor Fleming from screen play
.iiid dialogue l>y Jules l-urthmaii, ami novel
l)y ,\nrlre .\rinandy.

"
dead:'

"Oh, For a .Man," teaming Janet (iaynor
and Charles I'arrell, from tiie stage play by
b'eli.x (iandera, directed l)\- David
Hutlcr.

The Four Farrells
"iJevil With Women," starring Cliarle.>
h'arrell in a Movietone production ol Franz
Molnar's pla\ . "Liliom," directed by Frank
liorzage. S, X. Bohrman and Sonya Lovien
adapted, Richard Fall contributed the music,
and the players featured with Farrell are
Estelle Taylor, Rose Hobart and Lee 'rrac\ .
"The .Man Who Came Back," starring
Charles Farrell, with color settings by Joseph L'rl)an. from the stage play by Jules
l-'.ckert (Joodman. Frank Borzage is director.
Louise Huntington the lead. Screen play and
dialogue are by S. X. Bohrman and Sonya
Lovien.
"The Princess and the Plumber," Charles
Farrell and Maureen O'Sullivan in Alice
Duer Miller's story, with words and music
by William Kernell. Hamilton MacFaddcn
is director, and dialogue was written !)>•
Howard J. Green.
"She's My Girl," in which Charles Farrell
has a new lead in Joyce Compton. The story
is by Maurine Watkins, directed by John
Blystone.
"Alone With You." starring Janet Gaynor
with a new lead, John Garrick. Directed by
Frank Borzage.
"One Xight in Paris," starring Janet Gaynor, with Kenneth MacKetina playing opposite, and Guthrie
McClintic directinjj.
"Barcelona," in which Janet Gaynor is
directed by John Ford, with Humphrey
Bogart, stage player, opposite.
"Sez You, Sez Me." offering \'ictor McLaglen in a story by Clements Ripley, directed by Irving Cummings. with ^^ona Maris.
Humphrey Bogart, Soledade Jiminez, Robert
Edeson, John St. Polis and Mona Rico in
the cast.

Dorsay in 2 McLaglens
"On the Make," in which Victor McLaglen
again has Fifi Dorsay for a lead in a comcd\directed by Alfred Santell, with screen play
nnd dialogue by Edwin Burke. Sharon Lynn,
Nancy Kelly and Althoa Henly are in the
cast.
"The Painted Woman," in which Victor
McLaglen has Fifi Dorsay to play opposite
in a story by Larry Evans and adaptation
by
John Russell, directed by William K.
Howard.

Will Rogers in Two

"The Cisco Kid," which presents Edmund
Lowe and Warner Baxter in a sequel to the

"A Connecticut Yankee." starring Will
Rogers directed
in an adaptation
of Markwith
Twain's
novel,
by David Butler,
color
settings by Joseph Urban. Owen Davis wrote
the dialogue.
"See America First," starring Will Rog'-'s.
Alfred Santell is the director, from screen
play and dialogue by Owen Davis and Homer
Croy.

O. Henry of story.
(^Id with
.\rizona,"
under
direction
Raoul "In
Walsh,
dialogue
by
Tom Barry. Joyce Compton. Luana Alcaniz,
Frank -Mbertson and J. M. Kerrigan are in
the cast.
"Men On Call." with Edmund Lowe, in a
story written for him by Tom Geraghty and
directed by John Blystone. The four leading
women are Sharon Lynn. Mae Clarke. Leslie
Mac and Althea Henly.

"Song O' My Heart."' John McCormack's
first singing picture, directed bv Frank B'^rzage, with Maureen O'SuUivan, Toinniv Cbiford. .Mice Tovce. Tohn Garrick. J. M. K**'-'-''

"Scotland
in a screen
Carpenter of
Directed bv

Yard." starring Edmund Lowe
adaptation bv Edward Childs
the stage plav bv Denison Clift.
William K. Howard, with cist

IJaxter in "The Spider"
■ 1 he Spider," starring Warner iJaxter,
from the stage play by Fulton Oursler and
Lowell Breiuaiio. Chandler Sprague directing, wit'n Marguerite
and Humphrey
Gogart. Churchill, t.ee Tracy
"This Modern World," starring Warner
Baxter in an adaptation of Eleanor Mercein's story, with dialogue by Lynn Starling
and John Fatrow. Directed by Alexander
Kerda. In the cast are Luana Alcaniz. Jilliaii Sand and Ruth Warren.
"Just Imagine," which is DeSylva, Brown
and Henderson's follow-up on "Sunny .Side
Up." They have written the story, dialogue
and music ior this new musical, to be directed by David Butler. El Brendel will be the
chief comic and Ivan Linow will be seen in
a prominent
role.
"Up the River," directed by John Ford
from Maurine Watkins' story. The cast includes Louise Huntington, Claire Luce, Humphrey Bogart, Spencer Tracy, Warren Hymer, Elizabeth Patterson, W'alter McGrail,
Tyrone Power, Lee Tracy, Joe Brown, Black
it Blue and Goodee Montgomery.

Rube Goldberg's Film
"Soup to Xuts," a Rube Goldberg concoction, directed by Benjamin StolofT. Goldberg
wrote story, dialogue and gags. The cast
includes Ted Healy, Charles Winninger. Lois
Moran, Frances McCoy, Marie Saxon, Frank
Richardson, Frank .Mbertson and Goodee
Montgomery. Grace Henry and Morris Hamilton provided words and music. Dances
were staged by Edward Dolly.
"Common Clay," starring Constance Bennett in the play by Cleves Kinkead, directed
by Victor Flemine, with Lew Ayres. Tully
Marshall. Matty Kemp and Beryl Mercer.
"On Your Back," by Rita Weimaji. Directed by Guthrie McClintic, with Irene Rich.
H. B. Warner, Raymond Hackett, Marion
Shilling, Wheeler Oakman and Rose Dione
in the cast.
"The Sea Wolf," Jack London story, directed by Alfred Santell, with Milton Sills.
Claire Luce and Kenneth MacKenna. Ralph
Block wrote
the dialogue.
"Living: For 1 oce," presenting Milton Sills
and Dorothy Mackaill in an adaptation of
Ben Ames Williams' story. "A Very Practical Joke." Directed by Berthold Viertel.
from adaptation by George Manker Walters
and Marion Orth. Hanley and McCarthy
wrote the songs, and supporting players include Kenneth MacKenna and Sharon Lynn.

One from Beatrice Lillie
"Are You There?" in which Beatrice Lillie
makes her feature debut in a story written
for her by Harlan Thompson, with words
and music by Grace Henry and Morris Harnilton. Hamilton MacFadden directed, and in
the cast are John Garrick, Olga Baclanova.
Hamilton, George GrossLloyd Victor.
Sand.Henry
Jillian
smith and
"New Movietone Follies of 1931." with El
(Contintwd on page 1181
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Warners Refuse to Drop Score Charges;
18-Month Contract Omits Arbitration
10%
Cancellation
Clause Is
Eliminated Also; Prior Run
Rights Reserved
Atlantic City — Warners have no intention of abandoning score charges despite
exhibitor agitation on tiie subject, it is emphasized in new contract form drawn up
for the 1930-31 season. The firm's 35 new
season pictures will be sold on four separate
contract forms, the Jolson, Barrymore and
Romberg-Hammerstein pictures being sold
separately, and the remaining 30 on one
form.
The next contract does not provide for
arbitration, all claims arising under it slated
to be turned over to the legal department.
It also eliminates the 10% cancellation feature, and must be lived up to in its entirety
at full rentals. The contract is for 18
months, instead of being limited to one year,
as is the case with other contracts. Failure
of a prior run is not to be considered
grounds for refusal to run a picture, the
company reserving optional right to serve
the exhibitor ahead of prior runs in the
contract. This is to protect the firm where
the first run is not sold or dates cannot be
obtained.
These and other changes in the new contract were outlined at the annual Warner
sales convention which is winding up its
sessions here Thursday.

Continental Supply
Is Warner Subsidiary
Atlantic City — Continental Theatre Accessories islisted as a subsidiary of Warners in the list of 22 controlled companies
represented at the Warner convention here.
Others are : First National Pictures,
Inc. ; Vitagraph, Inc. ; Warner Bros. Theatres, Inc. ; Warner Bros. Pictures, Ltd.
(England); C'ontinental Lithograph Corp.;
The Vitaphone Corp. ; Warner Equity Theatres, Inc. ; Harms, Inc. ; De Sylva, Brown
& Henderson, Inc. ; Remick Music Corporation; M. Witmark & Sons; Skouras Bros.
Enterprises. Inc. ; St. Louis Amusement
Co.; Stanley Co. of America; Stanley Crandall Company of Washington ; Stanley-Davis-Clark Corp. ; Stanley-Mark-.Strand Corp.
Stanley-Fal)ian Corp. ; Brunswick Radio
Corp. ; Famous Music Corp. ; Warner
Bros. Broadcasting Station.

The Warner Lineup
Atlantic City — Fifteen roadshow pictures and 20 program offerings comprise the 19.S0-;}1 Warner line-up.
These are: One .lolson, "Big Hoy";
two John Barrymores, "Hamlet" and
"Moby Dick": two Homberg-Hammerstein operettas, one of which is
"Viennese Nights"; ten other roadshows, including "Fifty
Million
Frenchmen,
Phe Life of the Tarty,"
with Winn'e Lightner, and (Jeorge
Arliss in "Old Knglish." by John
Galsworthy,
and ten «)ther pictures.

Originals
From
''Scribes"

In an announced "effort to establish a new and fertile
market
for talking has
picture
Jacob Wilk
of Warners'
story department
sent scripts,"
to newspapers
throughout
the
land a bulletin asking reporters and other members of
editorial staffs to submit scripts and ideas. The request
leads off: "For years reporters have threatened to write
the 'great American Movie.' Here is their chance." The
time limit set is Nov. 22.
*

Warner Bros, to
Hold 4 Regional
Sales Confabs
Atlantic City — Beginning Saturday, sales
representatives of Warners and its 22 affiliated corporations will hold regional conventions. The following branches will be
represented at meetings to be held in New
York: Washington, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Boston, New Haven, Buffalo, Albany, New York and New Jersey.
The meetings in Chicago will be attended
bv delegates from Milwaukee, Minneapolis.
Detroit, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Indianapolis,
St. Louis, Kansas City and Omaha.
At San Francisco, Denver, Salt Lake
City, Los Angeles, Seattle and Portland will
be represented, and the New Orleans convention will cover the Charlotte, Atlanta.
(Oklahoma City and New Orleans branches.

Gleichman Leads Warner
Theatre Fight In Ohio
Cleveland — Warner expansion in this
territory is to be carried out under direction
of Phil Gleichmann, former Detroit showman. Gleichmann has been named district
manager for the Warner houses here and
at Akron, Canton, Youngstown, Lorain and
Mansfield. The company has purchased a
l)lot here from Lee Warren lames for more
than $1,000,000. A $2,500,000 theatre and
building will be erected.

Harms Sues Cincy Theatre
Alleging Music Violation
Cincinnati — J. II. McDonald, proprietor
of the Tripoli, also known as the Tip Top,
has been made defendant in suit filed in
United States District Court here by Harms,
Inc., of New York, who claim that a copyrighted musical composition was rendered
in McDonald's theatre without a license.
The music publishers ask for an injunction
and judgment for $250 as damages, in addition to attorneys' fees.

Warner Bros. Open New
Office in Porto Rico
.Atlantic Citv — Warners have opened a
new office in San Juan, Porto Rico.
Nat Liebeskind, Cuban manager, who returned to New York after opening the San
[nan office, is attending the convention
liere.

To Invade All
Spots for Outlet,
Warners Warn
Atlantic City — Warner pictures will not
be kept out of any territory in the United
States, with the firm prepared to buy or
build anj'where it may be necessary to secure an outlet for its product.
This was the defi sounded here by H. M.
Warner, company president, in assuring his
organization that the company intends to
continue the expansion program on which
it lias embarked, which has resulted in the
acquisition of theatres at an amazing speed.
His speech highlighted the convention,
which is winding up here on Thursday, with
announcement of the 35 pictures to comprise the new
A number
of theatre
deals season's
slated to line-up.
be announced
were
withheld because negotiations are not quite
complete.
Two hundred executives from Warners
and its 22 subsidiary corporations were on
hand for the sessions, which were held simultaneously with sales meetings of First National.

Display New Brunswick
Model at A, C, Meeting
Atlantic City — New combination model
of radio and phonograph manufactured by
Brunswick, which will be featured in all
theatres controlled by Warners, is on disl)lay here at the First National-Warner
conventions and is occasioning considerable
comment from the assembled forces.
The machine holds 18 records which play
automatically, supplying a total of one hour
and five minutes in music.

Warners Award Contracts
for Music Building
\\'arners have awarded contracts for the
erection of its new music subsidiaries building at 619 W. 54th St. to the White Con-^truction Co. Frank S. Parker is the architect.

Seek 4 at Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, Cal. — -Seeking to furtlier
entrench its holdings in this territory, Warners are now negotiating for acquisition of
the city's
houses the Mission, California, Rose four
and Cranada,

<
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Warners' Sales
Force Captures
Atlantic City
Atlantic City— Led by the iloutility Tlirce
Musketeers, Harry. Abe and Jack- U'arner. the
convention captured Atlantic City witliout a
strugsle.

* *

*

"The Evening Union" devoted its entire
front page to the affair, usimr layouts and
stories in the convention edition. The stunt
Zi'as the work of A. /'. ll'axnian and his gann
"/ go-getters.
* * ♦
Sam E. Morris, poijular vice ])resident and
general inanajier, was wreathed in smiles, as
lie thumbed fiRures of the Morris Month drive,
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Lh Goal
1,000

All; iiitic ('it> — One thousand
irners, il >\
th« goal
of W. . .\fter thai
at
convention
lu
insion
prog
tht
I'd,
the
exp
in
re
aeh
disconlinued.

i>.
the;>l

aled
figure
»illis
tr«>
rani

along the Jioardwalk
loere authorized by the
Chamber
of Commerce to celebrate the gala
occasion.

* «

«

The conventioneers came out of the West
on a special train wiiich started at Seattle
and picked up delegates at all important keys
en route.

* *

*

Max .Milder and J. /'. Allan, central and
southern and tcestern sates heads, respectiz'ely.
demonstrated their oratorical ability at Tuesdav's session.

* *

*

a practical testimonial frcim his men. It's an
annual Warner custom and \va\- the plaxdafcs
roll in.

Delegates were free to enjoy an evening <>{
leisure on Monday in preparation for the hard
wnrk wiiiili was to folk)W.

.V/'vroj Skouras, U'arner theatre chief, was
on hand to tell of his ambitious expatision
plans. Spyros has built up a real organization
since taking over the reigns. His scouts surely
are busy throughout the country.

I ue.'sday night, the gang got a load of "I'he
Sonq of the lUame."* shown
* * at the JVarner.

* *

* *

*

*

George E. Quigley. vice president and general manager of N'itaphone. promised a banner
year
for Vitaphone \'arieties in his message to
the delegates.
4<

*

«

. C. C. E::ell, sales vtanagcr, says that
IVamers' position in the industry tmll be enhanced and consolidated during the new season.

* *

*

M. Dreyfuss, who shares with llerman
Starr, First National president, in administrati<in of Warner musical enterprises says that
the finn next year will continue to scout for
the best the musical world has to offer.

* * *

Paul J. Szcift, Vitaphone sales manager, was
plenty busy during the sessions, extolling the
If
*
quality of I'itaphone* shorts.
There were 200 in attendance, representing
Warners antl its 22 subsidiaries from 45
branches in the United States and Canada and
57 foreign countries.

* *

.Special

festooning

of

*

lamps

anil

piKiters

* ♦

*

II. .\. liandy sp*)ke on the great record being made l)y the Warner sales force in the
foreign field. He is helping to work out i>lans
lor i>ro(iiKtion of luirt)pean talkers.

* ♦

*

./. /'. Il'iixiiuiit had plenty of figures to cite
as to the amount Warners is spending to help
sell pictures to the public.

* *

*

llerman .Starr, music chief, told of the tremendous strides being made in that field, where

* * songs
« to the nation."'
Warners is "supplying
Xatioiuil adz'crtising waj gone into in detail
/'V Mycr Lesser, president of Blaine-Thompson
Co., 7K'liicli has been handlina the firm's cop\.
What enthusiasm Albert S. Ilowson expected
to draw Thursday *when
* *he ■ outlined the new
season's product. H. S. Bareford was on the
same bill slated to analyze the new contracts.

* *

♦

ll'ord was receiz'cd from the Coast of the
namiuii of the tallest peak in the Hollywood
ininmlaiiis. Mount Warner, as a tribute to the
intrepid
business. hiiilhcrs. 'i'ho revolutionized picture

* *

X'itaphone

put

on

a

*

lot

of

dog

f()r

Hijjjlili<!:lits of
[hv Con\<Mition

]

the

Warner and First National conventions, with
12 shorts playing Atlantic City theatres durin;:
the week.

* *

*

Another radio hook-up also was under discussion. It is a Wednesday broadeast of
"Hollywood Songs," over 72 stations of the
Columbia chain. IVarners has a 45-stati(ni
.National liroadcasting
on .Saturday
*' * hook-up
»
nights.
*

*

4>

Ixwis Warner is being jjlaced in the theatre
<lepartment under Spvros .Skouras.
Harry L. Charnas, pinochle player (phooey I
tc'ho, between games, nuvuiges to manage th,
Warners' Greater .Vcif )'ork houses, drummcii
up a game en route from Sew York and, as
usual, took an awful socking — that is. if wi
can believe the hoys.

* ♦

*

George Balsdon, one of the Warners' division managers (New ^'ork territory), i~
"among those present," looking great after his
recent brief illness, *and♦ "rarin'
to go."
♦
Lou Brager, the rotund diplomat of Waxman's staff, ifho proceeded the conventionites
by a. feiij days, fust to see that everything tiv/.v
com-me il faut (there's a mouthful, mister), i.\
one of the busiest men around these parts. He'.-got plenty to zeorry about — press arrangemenl.i
and a million or so other details.

* ♦

♦

Joe Hummell. who. ne.xt to shooting, likes
yachting, drove down from New York witli
Jim Allen. Maybe they had a great time driving, but they didn't * brag
* ♦about it.
Max

.\filder, the minuti' he and Joe Hum-

mell got together, sold Joe an idea of a H'op
meal with trimmin's. The trimmin's (if you
knozi' zi'hat zee mean) zivre great, according lu
reports.
* * ♦
Bert Lyon. Warners'
Canadian
reprcsentati\e. is here( Continued
and rousin.g
the 120)
lK)y>' ire and
on page

Warner Theatre Aggression To Blanket Nation, Convention Told

Delegates to the \\ nrner annual sale.s contention at Atlantic City. In the /ir.s/ rote, sectind front left, is .S. Charles Htnfeld, of hirst
\ational; R. Hins of Washington. Harry Charnas of U arner Theatres, and Letvis W arner, son of //. M. U nrner. Thirteenth from the
left in the .same roic is .Max Milder, central sales manager of Warners, and directly to his left is Claude ( . Ezell. general sales manager. Sam E. Morris t'ce-nresident, is next, teilh .\ed E. Depinet, general sales manager of First .\ationa!, on his left. A. P. Waxman,
director of puhliciiy for Warners, and L. H. Brager are on the extreme right.
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First National to Have Shorts on New
Program to Be Produced by Vitaphone
I

Both F. N. and Warners
To
Sell Vitaphone Varieties,
Under New Plan
Atlantic City — First National will add
short subjects to its 1930-31 line-up, offering complete service to exhibitors. This is
the company's first excursion into short
subject distribution, the shorts supplementing the 35 features on the firm's program.
They will l>e Vitaphone Varieties. The
firm also will distribute Vitaphone trailers.
This was the highlight of the company's
annual sales convention, which is terminating Thursday with a banquet, at which the
First National force will join hands with
Warners in the Renaissance room of the
Hotel Ambassador.
Under plans formulated here by Warners,
parent company of First National, 400
Vitaphone V'arieties will be produced for
next season. Sales forces of both companies will sell these shorts, an innovation in
distribution.

Combine Annual

Drive

As part of a combination sales drive to
be launched in August, and to be held during that month every year thereafter. First
National will inaugurate a big push with
the Warners in what will be boosted nationally as the Warners-First NationalVitaphone drive.
Ned Depinet, general sales manager, delivered a two-hour address on Wednesday
and was followed by Gradwell Sears and
A. W. Smith, Jr., his territorial sales managers, after whom S. Charles Einfeld, director of advertising and publicity, spoke.
A. W. Schwalberg delivered a talk, as did
Sam E. Morris, general manager of Warners and mentor-in-chief for First National,
and Harry L. Charnas, who is in charge of
the Warner theatres on Broadway.
On Wednesday Jack L. Warner discussed product and the new policy which
calls for fewer stars and better stories.
H. A. Bandy, recently returned from a
European sales trip, spoke, as did R. W.
Perkins, head of the legal department, and
.Schwalberg did a repeat on his Tuesday
performance, devoting Wednesday's discussion to exchange management.

Lewis and Campeau Signed
Hollywood — George Lewis and Frank
Campeau have been signed by Warners for
roles in a forthcoming ])icturc. Julia
Swayne Gordon was also signed.

"Kismet** for Farnum
Hollywood — "Kismet," the Otis Skinner
starring vehicle, will have William Farnum
in the role of Jawan. Francis Dillon is directing at First National.

An off moment at tfie convention. Boardwalk stuff witfi these principals, left
to right: B. F. Lyon, Canadian sales manager for Warners; Earl Silverman, Vitaphone rep. in Cliicago; Grad Sears, Carl Lesserman, Doug Rathbone, Hank Hearn
and Luke Conner of First National.

11 Preparing
Aid to "Little
At First NatTs
Fellow" Ordered
By Ned Depinet West Coast Plant
Atlantic City — The small exhibitor must
be kept alive, and every possible break extended to him in order to keep him in business, Ned E. Depinet told the First National
sales force gathered in conyention here.
Depinet said the little showman is important to the prosperity of the business and
stressed the fact that his company will take
all measures in its power to carry out this
policy. Depinet's stand follows the one
taken bv S. R. Kent at the Paramount convention held here and the RKO meeting
held in Los Angeles.

First National Tripling
Capacity of Its Studio
Atlantic City — Tripling of the facilities
of First National .studios is scheduled, first
step in which is an appropriation of $3,500,000, according to Jack L. Warner.
Buildings to be completed by Jan. 1, raise
the studio total to 132, with an aggregate
floor space of 1,500,000 square feet, he says.
.'\ new administration building is to contain
500 oflfices. Several buildings will be for
\'itaphonc recording, a number of shops and
42 cutting rooms. Sixteen stages will be
.iddcd to the 12 now in use.

Jst NaVl Plans "College
Lovers'' as 1930-31 Special

Beaudine East for Warners

Hollywood — First National will film
"College Lovers," from a story by Earl
Baldwin as a special on next year's program. Grant Withers will be featured.

Molly vvcxKJ — Hariild I'tMudiiH-. film director
and brother of the elongated Bill Beaudine,
r"cs East to direct Vitiiplionc shorts for
Warners.

Ottawa — Vaudeville
acts
have
been
dropped for the summer at B. F. Keith's.

Drops Vaudeville Acts

Atlantic City — Indicative of an early
start ontional
newconventioneers
season's assembled
product. First
here Nafor
the company's sales meet were told that
eleven pictures are now in active preparation at the Coast studio and will go into
production within the next few weeks. The
first will be "Little Caesar," with Edward
G. Robinson. Otis Skinner's first all-Technicolor screen starring vehicle is also nearly
ready to start, as is Richard Barthelmess's
next picture, "Adios," which will be directed
by Frank Lloyd. And Jerome Kern and
Otto Harbach are supervising casting of
"Call of the East."
Four are in production this week. Two
will be finished within the next few days,
"Widow from Chicago," starring Alice
White, with Neil Hamilton; and "Bad
Man," with Walter Huston, Dorothy Revier
and others. "Queen of Main Street," with
Lila Lee, Ben Lyon, Louise Fazenda, Lucien
Littlefield and Emily Fitzroy, is about half
finished, as is "Broken Dishes," with Loretta Young, Grant Withers, O. P. Heggie
and Emma Dunn. The next to start will
probably be "Little Caesar."

Warner Music in One Bldg.
Warners' music publishing subsidiaries
will be housed in one ten-story structure,
contracts for which have been awarded to
White Construction Co, The site is at 619
W. 54th St., ruiming through to S5th St.,
New York. About $1,000,000 will be spent.

28 in Dickinson Chain
Kansas City — With purchase of the
.Auditorium at Slater and the Alamo at
Faj'ette, the
Glen W. Dickinson chain now
numbers
28 theatres.
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ATLANTIC dT\— Ned i:. iKpinit was on
hand early to greet the boys with his contaKious
smile. When these weary travelers checked
in at the Ambassador, tired from their long
train
journeys,
Ned's smile was certainly a
welcome
pep restorer.

* ♦
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.\nd >iju should have seen I'aid Krieger and
Luke Conner chatting about New (Orleans.
Paul managed the N. O. (office for a number
of years and many of his old exhibitor friends
sent their good wishes through Luke.

* •

•

*

There arc f>!t'nty of tall ntcn at this convention, but Andy Smith can alivays be picked out
of the crowd. He is tivo inches taller than
Defnnet, and Ned is six feet, one, in his stocking feet.
* * «

Floyd Broivn of Indianapolis ivas one of the
first men to arrive at the Ambassador. Floyd
seems to be in first place in other ivays, ton.
He Zi-as one of tlie first salesmen First National
hired back in the days of "There'll Be a Franchise Everywhere". He u-ears octagonal
</lasses just to be different.

One of the smallest men here is Tom S[ir.\of Boston. But what Tom lacks in IieiRht he
makes up in weight. Tom drove in from Situate
Beach, outside of Beantown, then made the 7
A. M. special for N. Y.. the 5 :20 limited for
Atlantic City Heandarrived
the 10at o'clock
sleeper as
to
Dreamland.
his destination

Charlie Kcmpke of the home office sales department was on hand to greet the men he
writes to every day in the week. He was the
only one of the h. o. sales department that
(li<lii't wear a straw hat.

spry as only Tom

Sprv can be.
*

'41

* *

Ned Depinet's glad hand that
conventioneers.

mitted the

«

Martin Keleher of Neiv Haven knon's the
latest Amos 'n' .tiidy story. He told it on- the
train and had all the boys roaring.
His ready
li'it zi'os in great demand.
* * *

ago he took over the bossing of the Albany
c.vchange, but he was right in the spirit of the
convention like a real old-timer.

Foreign business, according to H. A. Bandy,
has doubled in the last year. He is seeking
new worlds to conquer and predicts an even
greater increase this year.

Fred M. Jack says Atlantic City is all right,
but it doesn't beg'in to compare with the
weather down Atlanta way. N. H. Brower of
Los Angeles soon got into this argument with
a kind word about the Pacific Coast climate.
These two fellows went at it hammer and tongs
until they heard the dinner gong. They both
agreed, however, that Atlantic City chefs are
worth having around* in
kind of climate.
* any
*

*

4>

«

*

* * •

]'uu should haifc seen the reception IVilliam
Warner, Kansas City branch manager, received
from the hotel help. Every clerk and bell-hot
in the Ambassador thought he zvas one of the
Warner brothers, and boived accordingly. Bill
had a great time kidding them along.

* *

*

Walter J. Brandt comes from Cleveland.
He's young, good looking, and can be had on
a moment's notice by any exhibitor who desires
the finest in pictures, stars and .sound. CADX'. )

.is the conventioneers zvalked into the hall
on Tuesday morning, tnany kind words zccre
.uiid about the decorations. Too bad Joe Tisiiian and Bert Perkins, Charlie Einfeld's advance -men, were not on hand to hear the praise.
Joe had to hurry back to Netv York and his
poster brushes, while Bert was out telling the
mayor that only half the boardwalk was decorated with First National banners. "But the
otherMayor.
half has Warner Brothers' banner", said
the

* «

"Hello, Doug. How's business,*' says
H. D. Hearn of Memphis to Doug Rathbone of St. Louis (left) as they meet on
the boardwallf.

*

Buffalo was ably represented by Frank J. .\.
McCarthy. Mac blew in on a zephyr, stayed
nil through the gale, and wound up in a storm
of enthusiasm. He's a peppy guy, this McCarthy fellow.

* *

Carl Lesserman of Chicago says
'"howdy" to Lufte Conner from Soo
Orleens.

*

Carl Lesserman looks like the youngest man
Joe supervisors
\'ergesslich of
brought
his
three
withNewhim Jersey
— Harry
Hummel
(Winken), Howard Levy (Blinken) and Gus
Solomon (Nod). These three wise men of
Gotham are much wiser now. They've heard a
few new notes about the sales end of the pic* * won't
*
ture industry that thev
soon forget.
.{rtlnir Sa^hson, home office, kept mumbling
incoherently about a girl. Upon closer observation itwas discovered that Arthur was talking about his eight months' old daughter zcho
(according to Mrs. Sachson) is the brightest,
bcst-lookinp, cleverest
* baby
« « in the zcorld.
(Ine of the mysteries of this contention is
what A. W. Schwalberg's Christian name is.
This home office dynamo has never let the
secret out. George Bilson of the advertising
department was finally delegated to ask
Schwalberg point blank what "A. \V." really
meant.

"\\ hat's your Christian name," asked George
determinedly
.
"I have no Christian name. I'm a nice
Jewish bov", was the
* * reply.
*
Benjamin Kalmenson is one of the newest
First Xationcil managers.
Only a /nc zvecks

of the bunch, but he isn't. He's the manager
of Chicago branch and claims he has to run so
fast in the IVindy City that the exercise keeps
his Xi-eight doxi-n. "Gotta step in any city zvhen
you're in the motion picture business", remarked Paul Krieger of Cincinnati.

Hung around the convention hall were pennants reading, "Welcome, Mr. Soandso".
Through an error, the "L" in Charles Muehlman's name was omitted. "Nobody can knock
the "L" out of me and get away with it",
roared Charlie. The mistake was immediately
rectified.

* *

*

.1 lot of neics photographers -were ready
:i';7/i their cameras to photograph any man that
poked his head out of the hotel. George W.
Tnif of Omaha ■uvs their most desirous subject. One cameraman "shot" him no less than
three times, "ll'ait till they see me in a
Jantzcn" , said George.

Itm

1

* *

\Tlf

."

m

The first time he ever got the air.
Floyd Brown of Indianapolis in a boardwalk baby carriage.

*

.\nd talking of Jantzen, the tie-up effected
between these bathing suit manufacturers and
First National's publicity department has made
a hit with both salesmen and exhibitors. According to the men in the field, this, tie-up was
great stuff for the exhibitor. They cheered the
news that Loretta Young has been chosen as
the Jantzent Girl for 1931.
m * *
Charlie Einfcld arrived Monday nite — late —
tred out. The usual way to feel after pre-con(Continued on page 110)
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M-G-M Salesmen Warned One Sale To
Four Calls Average Must Be Increased
On and Off
Hollywood— A certain stage comedian who gained fame and fortune as
a blackface star won't stand for colored help of any kind at his Beverly
Hills shack.
Peculiar that way.

U. S. Firms Move
To Levy "Music
Tax" in Canada
Failure of the present Canadian Parliament to amend tlie copyright law repealing the section which retjuires that grant
of an interest in copyright either by assignment or license must be registered, does
not affect rights of American copyright
o\v*ners to enforce performing rights on
their own works in Canada, states the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers.
The American firm recently joined with
the Canadian Performing Rights Society,
Ltd. The latter was reorganized and the
following officers elected : Henry T. Jamieson, president ; Hohnes Maddock, secretary ;
Gene Buck, vice president, and Lx)uis Bernstein, treasurer. The first two are Canadians, the last two Americans. The plan is
to alternate the presidency between Canada
and America. The association will place
the Canadian firm in position to demand
music licenses from Canadian theatres, as
assignments of works are registered by the
American owners.
Canada is a member of the Berne copyright convention and unless she repeals the
present law on assignments by 1931, she
will lose her standing as a member of it.
Under terms of the convention, copyrights
are automatically registered in member
companies. The United States is not a
member, but Congress has pending the Vestal Bill, which provides for membership.

Stage Shows Needed to
Bolster Missouri B. 0.
St. Louis — Stage shows will again be a
part of the Missouri bill. The house was
one of the first in the country to offer presentations, and drojjped them at the first indication of a change to straight sound picture policies.
Harry Rose will probably start as m.c,
in an shows
attempt attothe
oft'sct
stage
Fox. heavy business with

Ayres, Rawlinson in Legit
.\gncs Ayres and Herbert Rawlinson have
gone legitimate and head the cast of "Jungle." which Bunyca-Beall Prod, has in rehearsal. It opens June 9 at Detroit. Fred
Herendon wrote the play which K. Marston
Scoville is directing.

30 Per Cent of Gross They Sell
Needed, Rodgers
Emphasizes
Assured that their services "always will be
required," M-G-M branch and sales managers have returned to their respective terthe drive on the new season's
gettingway.
product ritories
under
This assurance was given to the sales
force at Chicago by William F. Rodgers,
eastern sales manager, who declared that
while the salesmen turn in only 30 per cent
of the national gross, they are indispensable.
"This situation, and other present day
considerations, place new responsibilities on
the company's representatives, foremost
among which is production," Rodgers said.
This implies a sales efficiency which must
be evidenced in maximum results from a
minimum of sales calls.

Average Must Be Raised
"We cannot longer be satisfied with a
general average of sales in the ratio of
about one out of every four visits made,"
Mr. Rodgers told the sales forces. "Such
a method is too costly," he continued. "We
have an outlay of approximately $1,000,000
yearly in salesmen's salaries and expenses.
With new conditions demanding more work
in each situation than heretofore, our only
hope of keeping this cost within reasonable
bonds is to effect sales with fewer average
Rodgers advised salesmen to be sure of
appointments before traveling long distances
to visit a prospect, and to be fairly certain,
ascalls."
well, that the prospect can be interested.
"We want now, and will continue to want,
recognized producers of business," he said.
"There will be no need for a man who is
producing to be concerned regarding his
future with us. Your work .should be more
than just selling. It should be constructive,
as well. For every closed outlet, you are
expected
to endeavor to develop a new one,"
he
concluded.

Salesmen to Trap Unfair
Exhibitors on % Dates
.Angles from which salesmen can aid in
protecting the producer's revenue were discussed at the M-G-M convention in Chicago
by .\lan F. Cummings, manager of exchange
operations. Unscrupulous practices, he said,
can \ye detected by the salesmen frequently,
and the producer must rely on him to report
all instances of irregularities that come to
his attention.
"Percentage selling, in particular," he
said, "offers the unscrupulous exhibitor opportunity todefraud. Recent investigations
have disclosed that in some instances exhibitors are sending in bo.x office statements
for fewer davs than the actual engagement.
Also, on pretext of getting pictures for
rehearsal, unscrupulous exhibitors obtain
them a day ahead of engagement and play
them an additional day, pocketing the entire proceeds. Salesmen can do much to
detect this," he said.
Other instances in wliicli

the

'^.-ilesiiKin

In Chinese Role
Hollywood — "Red Dust," starring
Greta Garbo in the new M-G-M lineup, presents the Swedish star in the
role of a Parisian girl transferred to
the background of a Chinese rubber
plantation.

Indiana After
Admission Tax;
Theatres Oppose
Indianapolis — Fight against a proposed
state tax on theatre admissions has been
launched by the Associated Theatre Owners
of Indiana. Charles R. Metzger, attorney
for the e.xhibitor unit, and Frank J. Rembusch of Shelbyville protested against imposition of any tax on amusements at a
hearing before the tax survey commission.
They contended that entertainment offered "at reasonable prices" is not a luxury,
"but a necessity for the great majority of
our citizenship under the stress and strain
of the modern complex economic and social
Theatres pay a real estate and personal
property tax, license fee, county ta.x, special
industrial board license, and music tax of
ten cents per seat, and so should be exempt
from
further levies.
system."

Would

Force Closings

Imposition of the tax would force closing
of a large number of smaller theatres in the
state, Metzger said, since most of the theatres provide a return of only 5 per cent
on their investment. Approximately 200
theatres have been closed in Indiana during
the last three years, he said, and not 10 per
cent in the state have operated at a profit
during the last two years.
In place of the tax, theatre owners propose an income tax or a sales tax on sales
of all kinds. Metzger said that only about
45 or 50 theatres in the state, out of 550.
were. owned by out-state interests.
can be of assistance to his manager and
home office are in reporting changes of
theatre ownership that come to his attention, and urging upon new owners the
necessity of immediately answering the
Credit Committee questionnaire, Cummings
stated.
Such irregularities as an exhibitor who
owns theatres in deluxe and small classifications buying pictures for the .smaller house
and playing them in the larger, can also
be detected by the salesmen, Cummings
pointed out.

Busch-Holland Co-Stars
Holly wfxxl — ^fae Busch, former Goldwyn
contract player, will marry John Holland,
actor, next September. .According ti> Hollywood custom, that's a long engagement.
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Theatre Business on Coast Leading U. S.,
Declares Franldin; Off 1 1 % in the East
F<tx

(T^jf-^

.San Francisco — Theatre business is better on the Coast than anywhere in the
United States, according to Harold B.

Los Angeles — The committee which worked the intrtcate zonint; and clearance situation for
Los Angeles and Southern California, which all tjroups concede is the best yet evolved for the
territory. The ttroup includes N. H. Brower, William Knotts, R. D. Whitson^ Carroll Peacock,
B. N. Berinstein, Lola A. Gentry, E. Port Major, Harold B. Franklin, Charles C. Petti John
and Russell Rogers.

^Blues' Will Stand
In 2 Ohio Towns;
Dark on Sniiday
Nelsonville — Rev. C. C. I'ridgen, chief
agitator against Simday showings, declares
that he will drop all charges against theatre managers on a promise recently extracted that Sunday slunvings would he discontinued hereafter.
New Philadelphia — The Sunday closing
fight here is believed to have been ended
with announcement by F. L. Bowser, manager of the Union, under two indictments
by local grand jury for alleged violation of
blue laws, that he will hereafter keep his
house dark on Sunday.

Lila Lee Deserted Him Is
Charged in Kirkwood Suit
llollywootl — Desertion i> ciiarged in divorce bill tiled by James Kirkwood against
Lila Lee. He claims the actress left him
against his wishes July 13, 1928. and since
has refused to return. Kirkwood says a
financial arrangement has Ijeen made and
.Miss Lee has agreed that he is to have
custody of their six-year-old son, James.

Lid Ripped Off Chains
In Book by Rembiisch
Indianapolis — iMank J. Rembusch, wiio
has brought an anti-trust suit against the
Hays office and its mcmlicrs alleging boycott, is writing a hook titled tentatively.
'How Main Street Became Chain Street."
reciting what purports to be an inside story
of chain develo|)ments in the industry.

Inspiration Closes With
"U*' for ''Resurrection''
L'niversal will produce "Resurrection" in
talker form, securing rights to the old Inspiration silent story by Tolstoi, from Edwin Carewe and the latter's company. Lupe
\'elez will be featured.

\\ . C. Circuit Huildinf/
21 New Houses on
Pacific Slope

Albany Business
Tops Last \ ear.
Showmen Report
Albany — Business in the majority of the
(ir>t runs here is "away ahead" of the corres()()nding period last year and everything
points to an excellent summer. Just how
much the weather plays in the business thus
I'ar this
spring pictures
and justis what
part istheopen
booking of better
playing,
to
guess, but the fact remains that the houses
are jjlaying to within ten per cent of midwinter business and that in the face of daylight saving, which has heretofore proved
extremel}- costly. Some of the first run
houses last week were phiying to S.R.O.
i)usiness
at winter.
7:30 o'clock, which is exceptional even in
There is one thing that the exhibitors of
Albany are learning and that is that it pays
to i)lay good pictures throughout the entire
year rather than to give meager programs
(luring the summer months under the false
supposition that people will not come during
daylight saving and hot weather no matter
how attractive a program is offered. It was
not so many years ago that in Albany exhibitors played all their poor pictures during the summer months with results that
probably didn't meet the overhead. This
spring they are playing the best pictures
obtainable and plan to continue the policy
throughout the entire summer months.

Wilbur and M-G-M Part;
Disagreement Reported
Hollywood — Crane Wilbur, one of the
early stars of pictures who later gained
prominence as a playwright and author, has
cancelled his writing and directing contract
with M-G-M by mutual agreement. Wilbur
came to the coast nearly a year ago with a
term contract ^vith M-G-M, but it is understood he asked for his release to work on
several plays he has in mind. Disagreement between playwright and the studio is
reported, but imconfirmed.

I'ranklin, who
president
of l'"o.\
Westtheatres,
Coast
Theatres,
says that
six new
involving $4,5()U,(/UO, are to be built Jjy the
circuit in the Bay Region.
Business is off 11 per cent in the East,
but this percentage "gradually lessens as
one
moves
west and is not felt here,"
Franklin
asserts.
Fox West Coast is building here and at
Oakland, Berkeley, San Jose, Porterficld,
Bakersfield and Stockton. In addition, 17
theatresforniaare
being
in southern
Caliand four
in "built
the Pacific
Northwest.
Recent acquisitions, it is said, have
brought to 535 the total of theatres in the
company's chain, compared with 125 three
years ago, Franklin says.

No Suits in Northwest
Despite Threats Made
Minneapolis — .\lthough there have been
some threats of suits made, none have been
instituted in this territory by distributors
against defaulting exhibitors. The Northwest e.xhibitor unit is prepared to defend
actions involving its members where they
are not at fault.

Publix Quits More Small
Houses; Sells to Indies
Minneapolis — Publix is continuing to dispose of small theatres in the Twin Cities.
The latest sale concerns the Dale and F"aust,
St. Paul, purchase by Abe Kaplan and Louis
Rubenstein, who formerly operated the
.\rion. Minneapolis.

Walter Huston Signed by
Schenck to Term Contract
Walter Huston has signed a term starring
contract with Joseph M. Schenck of United
.\rtists as a result of his performance as
Abraham

Lincoln in D. W. Griffith's production. He is now working in Paramount's
"The General." His first for L'nited .\rtists has not been selected.

New Contract for Ruggles;
'Honeymoon
Hate' Is Next
Paramount has signed Charles Ruggles
to a new contract to play featured roles. He
is now on a vaudeville tour, but will arrive
in Hollywood on June 12 to begin work
on "Honeymoon Hate." playing with Jeannette MacDonald.

Read and Lee to Wed
Hollywood — Rumored for some time, definite announcement is now made that Luther
Reed will marry Jocelyn Lee. Marriage license has already been secured, but no one
knows the
It's the
the second
monialexact
venture date.
for both
directormatriand
actress.

Motion

Money Names In
'29 Mainstays of
Fox '30-^31 Lineup
(Continued from page 111)
Brendel heading a cast including Claire Luce,
Black & Blue, Dixie Lee, Richard Keene,
Irene Day, Frances McCoy, Gus Howard,
Marie Saxon, Lee Tracy, the Keating Twins,
William Collier, Sr., and Nancy Kelly. Directed by Sidney Lanfield, dances staged by
Seymour Felix.
"Young Sinners," with Lois Moran, Frank
.Albertson, J. M. Kerrigan and William Collier, in the play by Elmer Harris. Directed
by Alfred Santell from adaptation and dialogue by Maurine Watkins.
"W^iman Control," which has J. Harold
Murray in a musical romance based on
Mabel Wagnall's novel, "The Mad Song."
with screen plav and dialogue written by
Howard J. Green. Guthrie McClintic directed, and in the cast are Mona Maris, Claire
Luce, Sharon Lynn, Noel Francis, Marie
Saxon and Frances
McCoy.
"The Red Sky," with J. Harold Murray, in
a musical by Tom Barry, who wrote screen
play and dialogue. James F. Hanley and
Joseph McCarthy are responsible for the
words and music. A. F. Erickson is director.
"Her Kind of Man," with music sung by
J. Harold Murray and a cast headed by
Louise Huntington, Luana Alcaniz, Irene
Day, George Corcoran and Noel Francis.
Sonya Levion wrote the dialogue and A. F.
Erickson directed.

Lois Moran in One
"Blondie," with Lois Moran in the title
role of Stephen Morehouse Avery's story,
adapted by Marion Orth with dialogue by
Edwin Burke. Chandler Sprague directed
the cast, which features also Humphrey Bogart, Robert .Xnies^ Elizabeth Keating, Helen
Keating, Althea Henly and Nancy Kelly.
"The Spy," by S. N. Behrman, with Milton
Sills, Paul Muni and Marguerite Churchill
featured, under direction of Berthold Viertel.
"Girls Demand Excitement," from the story
by Joseph Hilton Smyth and Porter Emerson
Browne. Music and lyrics by James F. Hanley and Joseph McCarthy, directed by John
Blystone. El Brendel heads the cast, which
also features Marjorie White, Joyce Compton, David Rollins and Dixie Lee.

Urban Producing "Luxury"
"Luxury," Edward Knoblock's play, "My
Lady's Dress," in color by Joseph Urban.
Directed by Alexander Korda, with John
(iarrick and Louise Huntington playing the
leads.
"Hot Numbers," an original by Owen
DaVis, adapted by Russell Medcraft, with
music and lyrics by James Monaco and ClifT
Friend. Sidney Lanfield directed and the
players are Dixie Lee, Joyce Compton,
George Corcoran, Richard Kenne, Marjorie
White. Frank Albertson, Leslie Mae, Goodee
Montgomery and Rex Bell.
"The Heart Breaker," with Michael Bartlett, operatic tenor, in his firm film venture,
directed by Victor Fleming.
"The Dancers," from play by Gerald Du
Maurier and Viola Tree, w-ith screen play
and dialogue by Edward Childs Carpenter,
and direction by Irving Cummings. Leading
roles are played by Lois Moran. Kenneth
MacKenna, Mona Maris and Maureen O'Sullivan.
"Going Nowhere." with El Brendel. Marjorie White, Joyce Compton, Marie Saxon.
Lee Tracv. Tommy Clifford, Nat Pendleton.
Black

& "Blue. J. M. Kerrigan and William

Picture

News

6 Syllable Sails

Boston — They were ready to send
out an "S.O.S." to get Mike Simmons
off the boat when his steamer docked
here. Mike, en route to Beantown to
exploit "What a Man," sold attendants
the idea of inviting the 1,500 passengers
to the showing at the Park, via telegram blanks which were free. Then
he sniped a herald into each menu
and got a bridge tournament under
way in the cardroom, giving autographed photos of Reginald Denny as
prizes, as well as ducats for good
measure; In the bulletin board by the
purser's office headed, "What to do in
Boston," he inserted a bold "First
Visit the Park and See 'What a Man'."
He was expected to be put in irons
before he raffled the ship.

Lynch, Bob Welsh
Head Firm Making
Porter Pictures
Hollywood — American Motion Pictures
Corp. has been formed to produce talker
versions of Gene Stratton Porter novels,
and other series from popular novels. A. H.
Alexander organized the company with John
Lynch as president and Robert E. Welsh as
vice president and general manager. Leo
Meehan will supervise and probably direct
the Porter series.
Pictures to be made are : "The Girl of
the Limberlost," "The Keeper of the
Bees," "Laddie," "Freckles," "The Magic
Garden," and others. Six of the novels
were filmed for FBO as silents by Meehan
and chalked up some of that firm's biggest
grosses. Lynch formerly supervised for
Paramount, while Welsh w'as general manager of Universal City.
Harrigan. Directed by Benjamin Stolofif from
screen play and dialogue by Andrew Bennison.
"She Wears the Pants," with Fifi Dorsay,
in an original by Earle Crooker, and directed
by John Blystone. The cast includes Kenneth MacKenna, John Garrick, William Collier and Ruth Warren.

O'Brien in a Zane Grey
"The Last of the Duanes," starring (leorge
O'Brien in Zane Grey's story, with adaptation
and dialogue by Ernest Pascal, directed by
Alfred Werker, and a cast featuring Myrna
Ley, Lucile Browne, Walter McGrail, Frank
Campeau, James Bradbury, Jr., Mitchell Harris and Lloyd Ingraham.
"Fair Warning," starring George O'Brien
in a story by Max Brand. Ernest Pascal
wrote screen play and dialogue and Alfred
Werker directed, w^ith Marguerite Churchill
plaving opposite O'Brien.
"Wyoming Wonder," w'ith John Wayne in
the Ma.x Brand story, ".Mcatraz," adapted by
Willard Robertson and directed by A. F.
Erickson. Mae Clarke, Joyce Compton. Warren Hymer, Nigle Barrie, Tommy Clifford.
Noel Francis and Rex, the horse, are in the
cast.
"No Favors Asked." Paul Leicester Ford's
story, "The Great K & A Train Robbery,"
as a talker, directed by .Mfred Werker, with
John Wayne as the lead, and Dixie Lee, Noel
Francis. Warren Hymtr and George Corcoran featured.

M a Y
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''Angels" Packs
Air Thrills But
Story Is Weak
(Cuntuuicd from payc 89)
the audience of the dialogue going on.
Hughes was well repaid for engaging his
large staff of technical advisors and thereby
obtained real and authentic color of the
war background throughout.
Ben Lyon and James Hall are brothers!
Lyon
is a typical
ladies'
and plays
field without
reserve.
Hallmanis devoted
to the
his
sweetheart and spurns his brother's attempts
to get him out of the straight and narrow.
Then Lyon meets the girl, Jean Marlow,
and the pair fall heavy for each other. She
takes Lyon to her apartment for a rather
iiot sequence, just before the boys go over
to France. At the front Lyon shows his
cowardly streak with the entire squadron
1 ealizing it. Hall shields him at every opportunity. Then the commander calls for
two volunteers to take a captured German
bomber out to destroy an ammunition warehouse behind the German lines. Lyon steps
out, followed by Hall. They push of¥ at
dawn, successfully complete their job, and
start back. Richthofen's^circus gets on their
tail for thrilling running fight. The squadron escort picks them up and engages the
Germans
in a spectacular battle.

Climax Tragic
When the pair feel themselves safe they
are shot down in flames, with Hall making
landing, so the two escape from burning
plane. But they land in the German lines
and are marched to headquarters. The German general demands they talk, giving fifteen miinites to decide between that and a
firing squad. Lyon weakens, with Hall
finally stating he will talk to the general
and tell the British plan of attack. Hall gets
a gun with one shell and returns to Lyon.
WHien the latter still wants to squeal, Hall
shoots him and then tells the German that
he will not disclose British plans. He is
marched out for the firing squad, and finale.
Lyon gives a splendid performance as
the life-loving weakling, closely followed by
Hall, with Jean Marlow particularly fine as
the girl.
"Hell's Angels" is not the epic of talkers,
notwithstanding the fact it is thrilling, realistic and effective. It carries plenty of audience appeal and wealth of entertainment. At
the two-dollar scale it will enjoy plenty of
business. Likewise, later, when it hits the
regular price runs, it is certain to hit heavy
grosses at all box offices, but whether or
not Hughes gets back his tremendous investment is sorriething for him to worry
about, rather than exhibitors. In justice to
Howard Hughes, it must be stated that the
picture will be cut further and such cutting
should enhance the tempo and general values
100 per cent.

Freuler Back in N. Y.
John R. Freuler. president of Big 4 Film
Corp., has returned to New York, after an
absence waukee
of several
territory. weeks spent in the Mil-
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II Th( V Could

The Wild Waves
Spill the Dope
On the F. N. Crew

Soil Lik(* I 'i^T

9 X"4' «.

Can lloiup-

(Coiitimtcd from f>aiic 115)
rcntion cuth'itics on the pari of an adv. and
f>uh. manaijcr. Hut one look at the boys assemhled, Hirtd.v of Ji7i(>/;i Charlie knoti's after an
association of thirteen years, set him back in
his natural spirits, full of pep and vigor.

* «

*

"Wire Hair" Brimmer, the roariii', fast
ridin'. hard sellin' terrier from Miiiiieai)()hs, was
pagetl in 705 aiul 5(>4 constantly. When "Wire
I lair" wasn't givin' the boys tlie low down in
one rotim he was telHnR them the latest in
another.

* *

IT'

arrived Wednesday just to polish up acifuoinlances idth his First National tmn.

* *

Three big shots from the home office
doing the boardwalk stuff. Left to
right: Andy Smith, Eastern sales manager; Grad Sears, V/estern sales manager, and Ned Depinett boss of the whole
country.

*

•

It was too cold to go into the water Monday.
But when Afiss Atlantic City took her dip fourteen salesmen dived in with her holding contracts. (For the prosperity group).
Most theatres here are playing Warner and
I'"irst National i)ictures. They're all carrying
signs. Old Uncle Luckett from Dallas savs
they should change the name of Atlantic City
week,
anyway.
to First
National-Warner
* • *■ town. I'"or this
*

<ti

*

LcFifd Sakes — I' red Jack — .'Itlanta ace —
prime golfer al la his neighbor Bobl^' J. — just
ti-alked in and plumb took the convention by
storm.
Fred lit a feiv firecrackers just to let
folks knozi' zi'here he
* »stood.
»

Joe Ashby came in from Denver. And
started to talk about climate. Joe was next
seen betting out in front of the hotel that he
could climb it. Terrible!

Grad Sears can tell the latest story in
HEARTS! Grad is the youngest sales manager in the m. p. industry — and is the bright
spot
from on
theevery
ranks,manager's
you know.eye. He GRADuated

Ed Tilton from Des Moines was a daily
horseback rider. He's practising chasing exhibitors in a big way. Claims the prosperity
group is the best lariat
he ever threw.
t * *

«

*

♦

There was Tee! from Calgarv, and Hovt from
St. John.
And Gorman from Montreal to feast your eyes

* * *

On the porch at the Ambassador overlooking the wild waves. Right to left:
BenKalmenson of Albany, R. H. Haines of
Pittsburgh, W. J. Brandt of Cleveland —
all First Nationalites — and Max Milder
Southern and Western division manager
for Warners.

Ltvi.iiilH'

upon.
And Paynter from Toronto, and Archer from
B. C.
And Mathews came from Winnipeg to see what
he could see.

*

City is hot stuff, but can't ivait to get back to
Indianapolis. Reason: you can't keep a good
man far ait-'ax from* his
ground.
* selling
♦

* *

*

Aye Bane vant tall you from Olson — Minnea
— pawlecs mannagear. He banc knock convention for aye vallop. Aye vuss tallin' fran latest story but couldn't finish because zmss time
to eat.

* *

*

Tom Byerle said :
"Just wait till I get back and tell Mr. Talbot
in Tulsationalwhat
heard
be First
Nafirst in Iall
his here.
housesIt'll
when
he hears

* *

*

yv

r

Front and profile for the MOTION PICTURE NEWS CAMERAMAN.
Doug
Rathbone of St. Louis looking oceanward ;
Luke Conner of New Orleans indulging
in a bit of camera hogging.

1.1 %

»

Bob Haines from Pittsburgh showed the boys
a thing or two in snappy summer wear.
They're all taking the address of his tailor.
Bob was "what the well dressed man should
wear" — but doesn't. * « *
Herman Starr makes his big bozi' to the
boys this afternoon.
(Thursday)
But Herman

*

Warren C. Boothby, boss of the F.N. exchequer and F.N. Comptroller, found something here he couldn't control. That was the
enthusiasm of the gang. Anyway he looked
szi'cll in that Jantzen.
* * *
Al Oxtoby of Seattle says the boardwalk was
built of the tall lumber
* *that* grows out his way.
Diplomat Bob Smellier from Washington —
royal attache to the First National office in the
tuition's Capital — "says
* «the* inside on the lozcdoivn is that better times are here again.
Boh
gets the news way ahead of even the cetisors.
Sol Shernow

is the smallest dynamo here.

And the politest. It was he who said, "I beg
your bath.
pardon, sir", when disturbing a lady in
her

* «

*

Robert Perkins told the boys all about the
lazv.
Bob's smart, he is, and hails from, the
state zvhere "chiddlin's"
food.
* * means
m

this."
Omaha- sent George Taif to get the lowdoicn. And N.E.D. sure gave it to him. George
'wore a brozi.-7i suit just to give the ladies something to coo over.

* *

D. P. Rathbone of St. Louis was welcomed
at the station by the aznation committee. .Says.
"This is the regular thing for anybody from
iJndy's home town." When asked what he
thought of the future of his new Packard, Rath
Bill Gordon from Salt Lake — newlywed of
two or is it three summers — says married life
is great. First National conventions always
remind him of his honeymoons. Bill brought
his bride to one of *the* last
* conventions.

Floyd Brozim of Indianapolis thittks Atlantic

X. D. Hearn, new Memphis manager, was
here. First convention — first time manager —
first in the hearts of them there Tennessee
exhibs.

The boys welcomed Vete Stewart from Portland to the ranks. Vete is the new First National glad hand out in the Northwest — and so
far his name means a world of service to every
one of his accounts. 41 * *

answered, "Yes a>id *no".*

They came, they saw, they were convinced,
These fightin', hard-go-getters.
They wrote exhibitors postal cards.
Rut their wives were sent long letters.

* *

*

Fred North m^isses the Ford runabouts thai
mark his native Detroit. He's getting plenty
of run-a-bout here.

*

Frank Bryan from Charlotte way was seen
sporting the latest thing in zvalking sticks.
"They don't allozv these in the state zvhere vou
have to 'retch' and help yourself", said the
genial F. X. manager.

* ♦

* «

Hank Hearn, Memphis manager, discussing convention highlights with Grad
Sears.

Jerry Loeb, who tells the boys how to spend
their money or rather how to save it (purchasing agent), in in great demand. Boys want
requisitions for some of the beauties seen hereabout. Jerry says you can get anything
if
you'll onlv fill out an
* order.
♦ *
Jim Cunniff, zvho tells the branches hoxv to
keep their
story
about
bookingbooks,
is the says
best Ned
he everDepinet's
heard.
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Rowland Heads
Kennedy Attack
In Pathe War
(Continued

from

page

Picture

Max

N e zi' s

Preparing
Atlantic City — Warners is preparing
for advent of television through it.s
acquisition of an interest in the Nakken patents, covering electric transmission by wire and radio in the
television field.

(Continued from page

Pathe Contradicts
A statement by Pathe, signed by Lewis Innerarity as secretary, was issued late Tuesday, contradicting the information contained
in the circular prepared and sent earlier in
tlie day by the committee to preferred stockholders of Pathe, urging them to give
proxies to the committee.
Observors recall that Kennedy succeeded
Rowland when the latter resigned from First
National, and made a deal with the executive committee of that company to "reorganize" it. Certain of Kennedy's actions in the
very limited time he remained with First
National as an advisor were regarded then
as reflections on policies conceived and followed by the former management.
The published statement signed by Rowland and his committee associates says, in
part:

"Committee's" Statement
"At the annual meeting of the stockholders of Pathe Exchange, Inc., called for
April 29, 1930 (which meeting has been
adjourned to June 9, 1930) Mr. Joseph P.
Kennedy, the then president, described the
condition and prospects of the company as
highly unsatisfactory and stated that unless the board of directors procured sufficient funds to carry out adequate production and distribution programs immediately,
he would promptly resign as the president
of the corporation."
The foregoing is regarded as being based
on information supplied to members of the
Rowland committee by directors or others
present at the April 29 meeting. The statement issued by Pathe does not contradict
the alleged ultimatum from Kennedy to the
board, and avoids any reference to the present management by saying "While Mr. Kennedy's retirement from active management
of the corporation has been announced, he
remains as chairman of the board."

the company. Pathe affairs were administered entirely by Brown, with Kennedy
absent from New York a substantial part
of the time on trips to Europe, Florida and"
Hollywood. It was during that interval that
he become producer for Gloria Swanson.
From greatly
"April, improved.
1928, to April,
Pathe
affairs
At the1929,
end of
the
first Quarter of 1928 the company had a
reported loss of $400,000. At the end of
1928 the loss had been wiped out and the
companv had a net profit of appro.ximatelv
$250,000. The first quarter of 1929 showed
a further net profit of $250,000.

Executives Resign
In April, 1929, Kennedy stepped in and
assumed active management as chairman
of the board, with Murdock resigning that
office, but continuing as president. Between
April, 1929, and September of that year
there was a radical change in the executive
personnel under Kennedy. One resignation followed another by those who had
handled the company during '28 and the
early part of '29. Brown resigned as executive vice-president, William Vogel resigned
as foreign manager. Arthur Roussea resigned as assistant foreign manager, Harry
Scott stepped out as short subjects sales
manager, and the production staff at the
studio underwent changes with the resignation of William Sistrom, in charge of
Pathe's western studios, and Barney Glazer
and Paul Bern, supervisors.
The present situation presents several
surprise angles. Rowland has frequently
announced his complete retirement from the
picture business. Elisha Walker, head of
Bancamerica-Blair & Co., is a heavyweight
financier with a large interest in Pathe,
shared by Jeremiah Milbank and others.
Surface indications are that it is a fight
lietween two banking groups, one with Rowland as its film expert, and the other maintaining its allegiance to Kennedy. One point
of particular significance in the Pathe statement to preferred stockholders urging them
to ignore the call for proxies in the statement by the Rowland committee, is the
allegation that neither Rowland nor any
other member of the committee is a stockholder of record for any of the stock for
which they seek proxies.

Kennedy Makes Changes

A Slight Disagreement

Management history of Pathe has been
marked by a series of sweeping changes under Kennedy's direction. In February, 1928,
bankers with heavy financial interests in
Pathe engaged Kennedy as business adviser in handling the company's then-difficult position. This was less than a year
after J. J. Murdock had l>cen elected president and chairman of the board of the

Hollywood — Gerard Noonan, oldest
brother of Sally O'Neil and Molly O'Day.
picked up by the police on a three-year-old
grand theft charge, claims he made full
restitution to investors in stock deals that
resulted in the charges.

merged interests of Pathe and Producers'
Distributing Corporation.
In .April, 1928. Kennedy named Colvin
W. Brown executive vice-president of Pathe,
and from then until April, 1929. Kennedy
had no official connection or position with

All for a Song
] loUywood — Harry McCoy has filed an accounting and injunction suit in Federal Court
against Mack Scnnett, claiming infringement
of copyright. McCoy alleges Sennett used his
song mimher, "The Same Old Thing Called
nt"
.<; 100.000.
Love"
and has been damaged to the extent

1930

Warners' Sales
Force Captures
Atlantic City

91)

statement. One part of it referred to Kennedy as former president of Pathe, with
tlie industry generally aware that Kennedy
is chairman of the board of Pathe and has
never occupied the office of president. The
statement further referred to J. J. Murdock
as chairman of the board and as having
resigned that office. Murdock is president
of Pathe and has not officially resigned.

31.

113)

jealousy with his bragging about Canada's well
known popular libation.

* * *

Danny Finkelstein, grand mogul of the Warners' Atlantic City theatres, was kept busy welcoming the conventionites and smoothing things
out for them, at the same time keeping a
weather eye on his theatres and seeing that
everything is as it should be.

* * *

And while
we'reAtlantic
writing City
about
mention
the entire
staffDanny,
which let's
has
heen working 23 hours a day with him to see
that everybody in town knows that the Warnerites are here.
* * *
Ralph JVilk, Vitaphoning in the sales end.
is here, too. He has recovered from the illness
that made him limp for quite a it/hile.

* * *

Seen around the Ambassador

was Arthur

Brilant, formerly ^f the home office, but nowhandling exploitation for the Atlantic City
zone of Warner theatres. Arthur has a 42-foot
cabin cruiser which he sails up and down the
coast broadcasting news concerning the Warner
theatres to the visitors promenading on the
boardwalk. This stunt is a local sensation.
More of this anon.

Labor Trouble Holding Up
Warner YoungsVn House
Youngstown— Work on the $1,000,000
Warner theatre has been halted here because of labor trouble and refusal of Heller
Bros., general contractors, to meet wage demand of carpenters. Pay checks were $1
per day less than carpenters demanded, with
result that they walked out.

Warners in Dayton
Dayton — Warners has paid a reported
$1,000,000 for a site on which a $2,500,000
theatre and business project are to be
erected.

Lytell Admits Income Tax
Charge; Gets Time to Pay
Los Angeles — Bert Lytell is going to
work for the government. He is not forsaking picture work, however, but the old
U. S. is going to take a slice of his future
earnings because of Bert's carelessness concerning his 1925 income tax. He pleaded
guilty to a charge of having failed to pay
adequate taxes for that year, when his income was $66,000. Agents testified that he
paid $1,381, which was $3,582 less than the
required amount.
When Lj'tell pleaded that he expected to
sign a $3,500 weekly contract soon. Judge
William James delayed sentencing until Octolier. In the meantime, the actor promises,
he will settle his debt with Uncle Sam.

AMPA

Readying for Election

Nominating

committee

for the annual

Fall election will be named at today's weekly meeting of the A.M.P.A., New York.
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HITTING THE
HOLLYWOOD
HIGH SPOTS

K

ING VIDOR took his "Billy the Kid"
company over to the Xcw Mexico desert

storm rim.
!

It's a fact — they

*

*

♦

ran

into a snow-

U illiain Kcnicll, under term contract to Fox
studios, is the only musical composer ziflio
writes both ivords and music to his songs,
other than Irznng Berlin. Generally the lyricist atul melody num team up jar tite words and
music.

* *

♦

Xtil Hamilton leaves Paramount at end of
current option period next month, after being
with the company since "Beau Geste." Hamilton may be grabbed for a term contract by
Warners.

* *

*

The coast film colony is in the throes of a
tennis tournament to decide the champs in
sini/les and doubles. Tournament is an annual
affair, icilh Solly Biano, a set tnusiciaii, last
year's winner.
* * *
Philo McCullongh is recovering from an attack of pneumonia at the Osteopathic Hospital.
Hopes to be released soon.

* *

*

There tvas some pretty continuous shooting
on "Eyes of the World" zvhen Henry King
was on location la^t week. One cameraman
dreii' a check for $700 overtime, while an electrician walked to the bank with about $150 for
his we('k's -work.

* *

*

H. II. Van Loan, playwright and scenario
writer, will have to delay his marriage to Marjorie Ramheau until he is legally divorced from
his present wife. He filed divorce proceedings
last week in Superior Court.

* *

Bebe Daniels
getting married.
wed last week,
the studio. Ben
28.

*

and Ben Lyon seem intent on
They applied for a license to
then dashed back to zvork at
says he's 29 and Bebe admits

* *

*

William S. Hart had his tonsils lassoed at
St. Vincent's Hospital. Sue Carol lost both
her tonsils and adenoids, and Nick Stuart is on
schedule for the same stunt soon.

* *

*

Funny hoiv these boys leave various companies on account of ill health, atid then immediately jump over to another organization.
Monta Bell cancelled his contract tenth Paramount in New' York because of his health, but
seems to be in fine shape out this way. Maybe
the east zcas rather ivarm, especially with the
summer coming
on.

* *

*

Then Irving Cummings picked Palm Springs
as a location for his current Fox picture. To
the uninitiated, Palm Springs is on the desert,
with the thermometer hitting well over 100 at
this time of the year. During the dav^ the sun
* * the* flies get'vou.
gets you — and at night

Zella young, daughter of L. A. Young, financial backer of T Of any, is a script girl at the
local Tiffany studio.* * *
Harry Tierney, RKO composer took a trip
to Agua Caliente recently. The sights inspired
hmi to write a new song, "Galloping Domino
Blues," in 7-11 time!
* * *

It's a fact, there have been no
than 300
original song numbers composed less
for Warner

I' i c t It r c
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Cleveland Unions
Settle Dispnte
With SliownK^n
Cleveland — General average reduction of
$10 weekly for operators, on the basis of
seven niglits and one matinee, plus agreement tf) employ seven stage hands are embraced in the new working agreement made
between the local exhibitor association and
the operators and stagehands. This ends a
year's tight over employment of stagehands,
who have been out of members' houses.
Following the agreement, it is understood,
operators abandoned efforts to nullify the
jKjrmanent injunction against an operator
strike secured Ii\- loral exhibitors.
and

First

eighteen
Mel

\ational
months.

Brown,

pictures

during

the

pa^st

That's
* * a♦ lot, "Sonny Boy!"
RKO

director, is tripping back

to Chicago
to talk over story of Amos
'n'
Andy
initial picture venture.
Brown
returns
the middle of June to prepare for direction,
with the radio entertainers
due on the coast
sometime in July.

* *

*

William Beaudine zmll direct William Janncy in "Boy o' Mine" for First National under
title of "His Father's Son." Beaudine directed
theK.silent
production
of years
"Boy ago.
o' Mine" for
J.
McDonald
several

* *

*

I-Yed Kohler seems to be a popular target for
the robbers of Hollywood. Thieves paid their
third visit to Kohler's home within a few
months — and left no receipts for $300 worth of
merchandise.

* * *

Proud papas of Hollywood this week included Frank Perrett of the Fox Studio publicity department. It's
* * a «boy.
Then there's the director who states he actually cries every time he sees a talking picture— but another director says a lot of studio
executives wept when they saw the crying director's first talker feature.

* * ♦

Douglas
Fairbanks
is talking at least $50
worth to Mary Pickford every day during his
stay in London.

* * *

Polly Moran banked a $5,000 bonus check
received from M-G-M for her work in
"Caught Short." The stock brokers won't
get the dough, according to Polly.

* * *

"William Fox presents" was painted off all
billboards around the Fox studios within two
weeks after he sold out. Denial is made that
the paint was ready-mixed and waiting for the
assignment to cover *up * Fox.
*
Al Jolson folded up his belongings at Warner Studios, and moved them over to his new
quarters at United Artists this week. Al takes
a trip to Furope before making his first under
the United Artists agreement.

* * *

When neighbors complained of "barking
dogs" in his kennels, Harold Lloyd arranged
to move twenty
to "other Promquarters—leavingoffifteenthe
stillanimals
in the kennels.
ise was made, however, that sound-proof quarters would be constructed immediatelv.
* * *

Kenneth Harlan will say "I do" with Miss
Doris Hilda Booth within the next week.
Harlan's first wife was Marie Prevost, who
secured a divorce
some time ago.

Mkess II(.i:nt M

UFFS

"One of Jean Colbert's great anajslurs was
Colbert, minister of finance of Louis XIII.
Making two dollars grow where one grew before was his .strenuous task in order to meet
the extravagant whims of the I'Vench monarch.
"Now Jean is in the talkie movies, trying t"
make two fans spend their money for short
features where one had popped in hitherto.
"Miss Colbert has been signed to play the
lenmie lead in Louis Brock's Clark and McCullongh short feature, being directed by Mark
Sandrich.
"To let you into another dark secret, Miss
Colbert represents that vast army of school
teachers who teach the young idea to sprout.
She's a graduate (if I-Vench schools and Hunter
College and taught school. But she is not the
proverbial schoolmarm by any manner of
means. Not with them eyes, those hair, that
gesture ! Non ! Non ! Non !
"She has broken the hearts of press agents
by refusing to admit she is a countess, a duchess, or even a princess, despite her illustrious

* * *

"There was no mistaking Stcpin
ancestry !"
Fetchit's daily arrival at the Pathe
studio during his appearance in 'Swing
High,' the musical circus romance in
role.
which
he has an important comedy
"The colored star was preceded by a
shiny roadster
from
which
emerged
a liveried footman
to open the door
of Fetchit's imposing
limousine as it
* * ♦
arrived directly behind."
"George Sawley, chief of the property department of the Tiffany .Studios, was unloading big set.
bunches
the 'ParadiseIsland'
It of
wasbananas
fifteenonminutes
before
shooting time but Director Bert Glennon was
on the set, and so were eighty native players.
Kenneth Harlan, Marceline Day, Paul Hurst
and one or two other members of the cast had
arrived. 'Oh, kill that ugly spider !' screamed
one of the bronze-limbed extra girls, covering
three yards in one leap. Sawley slapped a flat
board on the insect with such venom that the
sound engineers objected to the unexpected
hard explosive noise. "That was an 'ugly
spider,' all right, lady, but in some places they
call 'em "tarantulas'."'

Resale of Story Rights
Boosts Ince Estate Value

Hollywood — A decided gain has been registered in the estate of the late Thomas H.
Ince, according to final accountings made
by executors in probate court. The estate
ing.
now shows a total of $930,732; a gain of
$57,790 over report filed at the last accountMuch of the increase is due to the sale of
story rights on material formerly produce<!
by Ince as silent pictures, and it is expected
that the estate will be further increased
through this revenue. Film rights resold
during the past vear include: "Anna Christie." "Those Who Dance," "Hottentot."
"Behind the Door." ".Moha," and numerous others now held on options by various
producers.

Sue Chatterton on Clothes
Hollywood — Ruth Chatterton will have to
explain in court her failure to pay S2,250 said
to be due on clothes she purchased in New
York from Frances and Co., in 1926. Suit
was filed against the actress by Laura Lindsay, assignee for the ni'xliste firm.
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Close Big Deal
In 11,000 Mile
Thone Confab
London — British International I'ictures
and Union Theatres, Ltd., Australian firm,
may join in production of talkers in Australia, under terms of a long-distance telephone agreement concluded by Arthur Dent,
managing director of Wardour Films, and
Stuart F. Doyle, managing director of
Union. The pair discussed the proposal at
a distance of H,000 miles. The deal, it is
said, would involve $300,000 yearly in rentals to the British company and covers 40
talkers.
Union is to take the entire output of
B.LP., including shorts, for a two-year
period. The pictures will be booked in the
100 Union theatres and about 80 Hoyt
houses, as well as a number of independent
theatres. Dent now is closing a deal for
playing of its product in another country.

S, F. Doyle Named General
Manager of Australasian
Sydney, Australia — Reorganization of the
company's laboratories at Sydney and Melbourne is well under way, following appointment of Stuart F. Uoyle as general
manager of Australasian films. While at
present, the company does not intend to
actively deal in handling of films, the firm
is to take over many of Union Theatres'
trading units. The sales department also is
being reorganized.

Theatre Owner Fights
Installation of Sound
Barrie, Out.— The Dreamland is to be
wired, despite the fact that the owner, R. G.
Garrett, had obtained an injunction restraining the lessee from making a permanent sound installation. An agreement has
been reached between the two whereby an
installation is permitted on the guarantee
that the theatre will be restored to its original condition at the termination of the fiveyear lease.

Canisteo For Sunday Shows
Rochester, N. Y. — Demand for action one
way or another on proposed Sunday shows
was made to the Canisteo, N. Y., Board of
Trustees in the shape of a petition, signed
by 104 backers of Sunday films, asking either
an ordinance legalizing the move or a
resolution looking to a referendum.

Princeton Prefers
Princeton senior.s prefer pictures to
other amusements and Greta Garbo
and George Bancroft are their favorite players, the annual balloting of
the graduating class of the university
reveals.
Runners-up to Greta are Ruth Chatterton, Norma Shearer and Joan Crawford, and to Bancroft, William Powell
and John Barrymore. Favorite pictures, in order, are "Disraeli," "Wings"
and "Women of Affairs."

Picture

N e zif s

The Stars Exit
"One year an actor — or an actress — may be
the idol of a national. The next year, without
warning, some one realizes they have outlived
their usefulness and they drop out of the pic
ture, moralizes Sid Skolsky in the N. V. Daily
"The screen actor is not to be envied," he
states, because "there is no fate more cruel
than being popular — knowing what fame is—
News."
and
then being thrown back into obscurity. Recall some of your former favorites. What
ever became of :
"Stuart Holmes, that green-eyed villain (remember what a bad man he was?) is still in
Hollywood. He refuses to believe that he is
through and is still looking for work. . . . Nita
Naldi who used to take men's hearts and break
them in parts, is now married to a wealthy
Frenchman and living in Versailles. . . . George
Walsh, who used to jump over fences as well
as Douglas Fairbanks, can be seen at the race
track almost every day.
/. Warren Kerrigan, whose last big thing
was "The Covered Wagon," sits on the porch
of his bungalow in the heart of Hollywood and
watches the monkeys go by. . . . Florence Turner (this is going way back), who was known
as "The Vitagraph Girl," lives with her mother
in Hollywood. She is another who refused to
admit she was through. With the money she
made, she went to England to produce her own
pitcures and went broke. . . . Ethel Clayton, another old time favorite, still wants to be in
pictures. She is married to Ian Keith and if
you looked close you would have seen her in
'Hit the Deck.' She had a small part.
Katherine MacDonald. She was billed as
"American Beauty." Today Miss McDonald is
Mrs. Christian K. Holmes and owns a wholesale cosmetic establishment in Hollywood. . . .
Thcda Bara, the lady who made the word
'vamp' famous, is married to Charles Brabin,
the director. Miss Bara is now making voice
tests with a view to a comeback. . . . Eddie
Polo, who was a red-blooded, fighting fool in
serials, when last heard from was touring Germany with a circus. . . . Carlyle Blackwell. who
made the feminine hearts beat a little faster
back in those good old days, made pictures in
England after he was through here. He is
married to the daughter of a man who owns
a diamond mine in South Africa. Mr. Blackwell has nothing to worry about. . . . Dorothy
Phillips (remember her
manity?") isliving in
daughter in her teens.
raised near the studios
her mammv's

in "The Heart of HuHollywood, and has a
The daughter is beiiig
so she can follow in

shoes.

Foreign Language Film
Previews on West Coast
Hollywood — Previews, in which new pictures are taken to outlying theatres to be
tried out on audiences; are complicating the
screen industry with the arrival of foreign
talking pictures.
Previews in Spanish, German and French
have been held by the M-G-M studios, and
an Italian preview is slated for the near
future.
The studio finds theatres in foreign sections of Los Angeles or nearby cities, and
uses these to obtain the foreign patrons
wanted. Interpreters are placed in the
audiences to get the reactions.
"Le
French
version
Banky,
Keaton,

Spectre Vert," Jacques Feyder's
picture : Victor Seastrom's German
of "A Lady to Love," with Vilma
and "Estrellados," starring Buster
are among the new foreign pictures. "Monsieur Le Fox" was filmed in
and will be previewed in five languages,
English, Spanish,^ French, German and
Italian.
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Positive Film
For Sound Tracks
Saves Thousands
Hollywood — By using positive film for
sound track negative, producers are effecting a saving of hundreds of thousands of
dollars annually. Positive raw stock costs
one cent per foot, as against fojjr cents a
foot for negative stock, which allows studios
to save three cents on every foot of negative
sound track.
Because of its highly sensitized qualities
for photographing, regulation raw stock
negative costs more than positive. But in
filming the sound track, the qualities of
positive film are capable of recording the
sound track just as clear as if negative
stock were used.

Pathe Preparing for New
Program; 2 Now All Set
Hollywood — Two plays by Eugene Walter are down on Pathe's schedule for early
production. First will star Constance Bennett in "In Deep," while Ann Harding will
have the top spot in "The Greater Love."
"In Deep" will be directed by Edward
H. Grififith, with Forrest Halsey assigned
to write the script and dialogue. Waldemar
Young is carrying the dialogue and adaptation assignment for "The
Greater Love."
Walter, former playwright, is now scanario editor at Pathe.

Four New Theatre Units
Formed in Massachusetts
Boston — New
corporations
Massachusetts include:

organized

in

Natick Amusement Co.. Inc., Boston. Capital 300
shares no par value. Charles F. Dunbar, Dorothy
T. Matthews and Mary
Havey, all of Boston.
Hippodrome, Inc., Riverside. $25,000. Harry C.
Baker.Raymond
68 Vine E.Road.
Larchmont, "N. Y., Meta Baker
and
Oviatt.
P. & R. Amusement Co.. Dennisport, Mass. $20,000.
Wm. C. Purcell, Wm. B. Reading, 21 Court St., Woburn, and Florence D. Purcell.
B. & S. Theatre Co.. Lowell. $25,000. Ira Brody,
Simon
.Silverbl.Ttt and Lucille E. Silverblatt.

Dorothy Divan Remarrying
Los Angeles — Dorothv Dwan, widow of
Larry Semon, and Paul N. Bobbs, Jr., son
of an oil executive, have filed notice of intention to wed. The date of the proposed
wedding was not announced.

Restores Picture Policy
Cleveland — The Uptown, one of the local
Warner chain, has discontinued vaudeville
over the summer and is playing a straight
picture policy.

Shades of Reichenbach
St. Louis — If local coppers were wise
to the ways of film exhibitors, they
would have ignored a certain emergency call which sent 20 of the force
at breakneck speed to the hotel where
a woman's voice had been heard to
say: "Help! Help! Save me! There's
a ferocious baboon at large! ! !"
Just a stunt for "Ingagi," but the
cops failed to indicate in their report
whether the woman was white or
black. "Ingagi's" rape subject is black.
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Triumph tops triumph with each new

release starring TECHNICOLOR.

On

Broadway —

and on the road — Technicolor pictures today are playing to "solid-capacity." They consistently attain Big Hit rating and record runs on a// Broadways,
Technicolor is the new big-money
millions. On

name

in all cities ... everywhere!

of the industry, a standout
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the screen — in The Saturday Evening Post — in the leading fan magazines
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Week

after week. Technicolor pictures smash

through to unprecedented Box-Office triumphs.
Box-Office after Box-Office learns and

re-

learns by repeated experience that Technicolor is a Box-Office Name.

Never in the

history of screen entertainment has a Star won
popular acclaim so completely and so fast.
From coast to coast, on Broadways and Main
Streets alike, come the same reports . . .
Another Technicolor "hold-over". . . more
"repeat-engagements". . . week after week of
complete Technicolor "sell-outs." In hundreds
GOLDEN
WALTER

WOOLF,

of theatres, every day, the Technicolor idea is

DAWN

star of noted operettas, heads a distinguished cast, includ-

ing NOAH BEERY ond VIVIENNE
musical play. A Warner

SEGAL,

in this gorgeous

and

thrilling

Brothers Vitaphone picture, entirely in Technicolor!

out-pulling, out-starring, out-selling the B. O.
standards of the old black-and-white days . . .
often bettering by double the best "S-R-O's"
of a generation. A rising tide of color!
In "On With The Show," sensational Warner
Bros,

y

success,

Technicolor's

nicQlor

"draw"

became

;«; a

evident overnight. A Broadway
it as revolutionary ! New

of show-wise critics hailed

York, and

the entire country,

went, saw, and believed I Natural color had "arrived".
fo stay! Then
"Show

come

of Shows."

Song," M-G-M's

Warner

One

and

newest, greatest and most stirring musical
King," Paramount's

sensational and

popular All-Technicolor success.

after another

Technicolor's appeal
for the more
"landslides"
Warner

Diggers"

"Sally," by First National. "The Rogue

feast. "The Vagabond
immensely

Bros. "Gold

..

these outstanding
to the populace

than one hundred
scheduled

proving

. . . paving the way

other all-color Box-Office

SOON,

among

Bros. "Song of the West"— "Golden

a Texas Moon".

hits ore

which

ore . . .

Dawn"— "Under

. . First National's "Bride of the Regiment" —

"Song of the Flame" . . . and Radio's hit of hits, "Dixiana."

^
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THE
DENNIS

VAGABOND

KING

KING, famous Ziegfeld sinj.ng star,

in Paramouni's All-Technicolor production of
this vivid song romance. With JEANETTE
MocDONALD.

THE
One

SONG

OF

THE

of the most specloculor

A Ludwig

Berger Production

FLAME
of oil Techni-

color productions is First National's musical
extrcvagonzo, "The Song cf the Flame " The
remarkoble cost is headed by ALEXANDER
GRAY,
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One hundred of the industry's most pretentious productions in 1930 will feature All-Technicolor or Technicolor
sequences. Here are just a few of the too "best-sellers"
on this record-breaking hit list:
BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT,

with Vivienne Segal (First National); BRIGHT

Dorothy Mackaill (First Notional); BROADWAY,

with Glenn

Tryon and

LIGHTS, wiih

DIXIANA

Evelyn Brent

BEBE DANIEIS, who triumphed in "Rio Rita," scores another mighty success in this delightful production from the studios of Radio Pictures, Technicolor plays on important

(Universe I), Technicolor Sequences; CHASING

RAINBOWS,

with Bessie love and Chories

King (Metro- Goidwyn -Mayer ), Technicolor

Sequences;

DEVIL

Ramon Novarro

(Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),

Daniels(Radio Pictures); GENERAL
nicolor Sequences; GLORIFYING
Helen

Morgan

BROADWAY,
(Warner

MAY

Technicolor Sequences; DIXIANA,

CRACK,

THE AMERICAN

lightner, Conway

Bros.); GOLDEN

DAWN,

slorring

with Bebe

.vilh John Barrymore (Warner Bros.), TechGIRL, with Mary Eaton. Eddie Cantor,

ond Rudy Vallee in revue scenes (Paramount); GOLD

with Winnie

CARE,

DIGGERS

OF

Tearle, Ann Pennington and Nick Lucas

wllh Walter Woolf

and Vivienne Segal (/Earner

port in bringing to life the beauty and lovishness of this tuneful love s'ory.

Sequences;
PEACOCK

PARIS, starring Irene Bordoni

LJP, ali-stor cast (Paramount); HELL'S ANGELS,

Hall, Jane Winton

with William Powell and Helen Kane (Paramount), Technicolor Sequences; PUTTIN' ON
THE RITZ, with Harry Richman (United Aftists), Technicolor Sequences;
Bebe

Daniels, Robert Woolsey

Polly Walker (Radio), Technicolor Sequences;

(Warner

Bros.j; SHOW

HOLD

HIT THE DECK,
EVERYTHINC,

Technicolor

GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD,
OF THE GODS,

Sequences;

('Warner Bros.); SONG

HOLLYWOOD

SONG

REVUE,

IN THE GAY

all-star cast IMetro-Goldwyn-Mayer),

NINETIES,

starring Marion

Mayer), Technicolor Sequences; IT'S A GREAT
Technicolor

(Universal ); MAMBA,
MAMMY,

LIFE, starring the Duncan
KING

Sisters (Metro-

Bros.);

Pidgeon

and

Jean Hersholt and Rolph Forbes (Tiflany);

Edward

THE SHOW,

with

Everett Horton (First National); NO,

PARAMOUNT

with Belly Compson,
ON

PARADE,

OF

TIME,

THE ROGUE

SONG,

OF JAZZ, starring Paul Whileman

with Bernice Clo ire and Alexander Gray I First Notional), Tec hnicolor Se-

quences; ON WITH

with Alice White (First National), Tech-

OF

THE

FLAME,

with John Boles and Vivienne Segal

with Bernice Claire and Alexander

KITTY BELLAIRES, all-star cast (Warner

Gray

Bros.);THE CUCKOOS,

Robert

Woolsey

Joe E. Brown and Louise Fozenda

all-star cost

and

Dorothy

lee (Radio);THE

DANCE

Carroll (Paramount), Technicolor Sequences; THE

Davies (Metro-Goldwyr-

starring Al Jol son (Warner Bros.), Tec hnicolor Sequences; MLLE. MODISTE,

NO, NANETTE,

(Worner

Sequences;

with Eleonor Boardman,

Bernice Claire, Waller

with 77 stars

Techn,-

MARCH

Goldwyn-Mayer),

SHOWS,

starnng Richard Borthelmess (First Notional )<

OF THE WEST,

OF LIFE, with Hal Skelly and Nancy
color Sequences;

OF

Carpentier and Joe E. Erown (Warner Bros.), Technicolor
with Bert Wheeler,

Sequences;

(Rodio), Technicolor Sequences;

SALLY, starring Marilyn Miller (First Nationalj; SHOW

(First Notional); SWEET
with Winnie lightner, Georges

and Bert Wheeler

RIO RITA, with

with Ben lyon, James

and Thelma Todd (Caddo), Technicolor Sequences;

with Jock Oakieand

Sequences;

ALLEY,starringMaeMurray(Tiflany), Technicolor Sequences;POINTEDHEELS,

nicolor Sequences; SON
Bros), HEADS

(First National), Technicolor

(Paramount), Technicolor

Technicolor

all-star cast (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer),
with lawrence

wyn-Mayer); THE MELODY
THE MYSTERIOUS
Goldwyn-Mayer);
MacDonald
UNDER
(Warner

MAN,

Tibbett and Catherine

Dole Owen

ISLAND, with Lionel Barrymore, Lloyd Hughes
THE

VAGABOND

MOON,

Bros.); UNDER

KING,

Nolionol); VIENNESE

starring Dennis

NIGHTS,

(Metro-Gold-

and Jane Daly (MetroKing with Jeanette

with Pauline Starke (Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer);

with Frank Fay, Noah

WESTERN

Sequences;

with Alice Day and William Collier, Jr. (Columbia);

(Paramount); THE VIKING,

A TEXAS

Technicolor

Beery, Myrna

SKIES, with Sidney Blockmer

all-star cast (Warner

loy and

Armido

and Lila Lee (First

Bros.).
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High and Low
On Music Row
B\\[-\)[\\\ Ic.ivuiK with till- l'\i.\ cuiitiiigeiit
lor tlic coast, Pat Flaherty, vice-president
and general manager of Ri;d Star Music Co.,
arranged for the release and exploitation of
several songs from lt)rtlu-uming i'ox productions. The new additions to the catalogue are :
"Whisper You l.ove Me" from "Not Damaged," "Beware of Love" and "One Day," from
"Women Ivverywliere," "Where Can You He?"
"The Scamp of the Campus," "When \'ou
Look in My Eyes" and "You May Not Like
It but It's a Great Idea" from "Cheer Up and
Smile," and another (|uartette of tunes from
"One Mad Kiss," "Lament," "Oh, Where Are
^'|>tI"■'" and "lU-hind the Mask."
* * ♦
.// Diibin ami Joe Burke, ii'/io gave Wilmark
'Taiittrng the Clouds With Sunshine" and
"Tiptoefavored
ThroughWitmark
the Tutips
have
again
withz>.'ith
a Me."
new tune.
"Dancing With Tears in M'y Eyes," zvhich is
undoubtedly headed for the hig tinu\ Kudy
Vallee (the felloic zcho wrote a book) is plugging this number, n'hich should mean a zchole
lot. Look what he *did♦ for* "The .S'tein .S\)ng."
Jack Robbins, just back from the coast,
makes no secret of the fact that his intentions
are of the best and that he means to publisji
bigger and better songs. Three Robbins numbers at present included in the list of best
sellers are "Moon Is Low," from "Montana
Moon," "Should I ?" from "Lord Byron of
Broadway" and "Blue is the Night." "Cheer
Up, Good Times are Coming," written by Ra\'
Klages and Jesse Greer, is rapidly coming to
the fore, according to (ieorge Lottman, RobIiins' director of publicity.
* * *
Lou Handman aiul Rernic Grossman are
busy on the Universal lot, H'riting the scores
for "East Is West." Ilandman, Kent & Goodman zi'ill publish the songs.
* * *
Sammy Fain and Irving Kahal, statT composers for Paramount, feel that Pete Wendling's song, "There's Danger in Your Eyes,"
hasn't as much appeal as it could have had had
it been called "There's Merger in Your F'yes."
Evidently they forget that "merger" sounds
too much like "murder" and that woukl "kill "
the song.
* * *
The catalogue of Eduwd B. Marks includes
songs from Cuba. Hazcaii and Europe, besides
the American type songs. "Song of the L^lands"
(Xa Lei O Ihra'aii) Zk.-as'\)riginally published
in Honolulu; "li'hen You Give Your Heart
Away" (give it to me) emanated from Germany: ''El Manisero," originated from the land
of cigars, Cuba, while "In a Different iVay."
"Lovin' You," "Dancing Butterfly" and "Toymaker's Dream" are native.
* * *
Pity the poor songpluggers. .\lthough their
way of chasing orchestra maestros is as hard
as the proverbial "way of the transgressor,"
science now bids fair to make things yet harder
for them. They run from radio station to
radio station, from there to hotels featuring
bands, then back-stage of theatres and back to
radio stations in quest of the ever elusive orchestra leader for a plug on their songs. Sometimes they are successful in locating their men,
but with television just around the corner, making it possible for the orchestra leader to direct
his orchestra, though many miles away, things
look black indeed for the boys with the orchestration envelopes.
FINCUS.
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News

i\. Y. Exhibitors
13 lick Carni\als;
Win 1 Victor\
.Mliaiiy — Motion picture exhibitors in a
number of cities and villages in Ncvy York
state are takinjj ;i decided stand thi.s year
.'ifrainst carnivals and as a result they will
probably (\\u\ themselves money in the pocket between now and next fall. These carnivals have long been a bane to the New
N'ork exhibitor, arriving
or so and then departing
Iv large sums of money,
is obliged to look on
nothing.

in town for a week
with comparativewhile the exhibitor
and say little or

But this vear things have started off differently. In Watertown, N. Y., the exhibitors have put up sucii a protest that a move
last week on the part of certain officials to
permit carnivals this summer fell fiat. Even
a proposition from the Northside Improvement League of that city, asking permission for a carnival lor the fore part of
August, got nowhere.
Similar reports from elsewhere in the
state indicate that carnivals will find it
rather difficult this summer to get licenses.
These carnivals have already started out
but it is said that their bookings are no
where near as large nor as extensive as
they were
last year.

Brings Back Picture for
Free Midnight Showing
Tampa. Fla. — Midnight shows arc going
over successfully here. Several pictures
have been started off lately with midnight
pre-views. the latest l)eing "Paramount on
Parade." This week the Tampa is putting
on a special free midnight showing of "The
Divorcee,'' which plaved the house recently
to good returns, and those who missed it
can now see it free bv attending the last
showing each night of "Redemption" and
then staying over for the showing of "The
Divorcee"'
at no extra
charge.

Bell Interested in Two
Forthcoming N, Y, Plays
Hollywood — Monta Bell, who recently resigned from Paramount's eastern
executive force, may return to New
for presentation of two stage plays in
he is interested. The play^ now are
hearsal. First, however, he plans a
tion at Palm Springs.

studio
York
which
in revaca-

Moon Estate to Daughter
Hollywood — Lorna Moon's estate, totaling $8,650 in cash and an unknown figure
in royalties on stories written by the deceased scenario writer, go to a young
daughter under terms of the will filed for
probate here.

New

Paramount

Exchange

Portland. Ore. — Mayor George Baker was
the principal speaker at the ground-breaking ceremonies for the new Paramount exchange. Robert Blair, northwest division
manager for Paramount Publix, attended.

s"
ioke
udMi
N, y.
theSt''
BeInfore
acquired an a(|uatic
complex
during
the
THE nelParamount
New ^'ork
studio
personpast week for three feature pr<j<luctions,
"Animal Crackers," starring the (), O, i), O
boys ((Jroucho, Harjx*, Chico and Zcppo),
"Ileads Up," starring Buddy Rogers, "Sap
From Syracuse," Jack Oakie's vehicle, and
even the short that Willie and Eugene Howard made, have nautical backgrounds, to say
nothing of "The Big Pond," which was recently ctjinpleted. .Since there must be a
theme song to every
struggiling songwriter
old standby, "Sailing,
*

situation we'll give the
a break an<l adopt the
Sailing,
etc."
« *

'There zcere flenty of doubles played over
at them thar studios in Astoria and we don't
have reference to Helen Wills Moody's favorite pastim-e. Of course, the Unchristened
Quartette had one each, ztrith Harpo's boy
frietid. Jack Cooper, also doubling for Eugene
Howard in the short subject, "The Last Card,"
Packy O'Gatty, who, eight years ago, zuas a
strong contender for the bantannveight championship of the world, doubling for Chico,
Tom Kelleher. ic'ho looks enough like Jack
Oakie to be his twin brother, and Henry Van
Bausen. 'n-ho has a part in "Animal Crcickers"
and is a dead-ringer for Milton Sills.
* * *
Margaret Dnnicmt, playing the wealthy society
"Animal
Crackers,''
fectly atmatron
homein in
the role,
having feels
lived perthe
part in real life as the wife of the late John
Miller, Jr., son of *
the * sugar
magnate.
*
Being shipwrecked and adrift in a stormy
sea on a raft in "The Last Card" wider Norman Taurog's direction held no terrors for
Willie and Eugene Howard. When they realized that they could find no succor (spelled
s-n-c-c-o-r) they m^crely hailed a taxicab, gavf
up the raft and ivent home. What would
* * *
yon do?
Freddy (iraf, hairdresser at the Paramount
New York studio, has his emporium wallpapered with autographefl photos of practically every star on the Paramount roster.
Some of the inscriptions are very interesting
and one of these days we promise to print a
few of them.
:<i

*

*

Production on "Heads Up" got wider Xx.<ay
last zveek and the unit became a flock of early
birds, having to report at the studio at 6 a. m.
in order to go to Port Washington Yacht
Club where quite a bit of shooting took place.
Victor Schertzinger is directing.
* * *
Remember the pa jama brigade which made
its appearance during last year's hot days?
Well. Hugh Cameron, Bobby Watson and
Nora Swinburne, over at the Eastern Vitaphone studio, went them one better by merely
wearing a Roman costume, consisting of nothing but a sheet, for the Vitaphone variety,
"Nay, Nay. Nero. ' Collaborating with Burnet
Hershey, Director Roy Mack provided these
ancients with a few modern conveniences, including telephones, cigarette lighters that
really worked
and radios.
* * *
Murray Roth, trying to do things bigger and
better, directed four outstanding personalities
of the day in "Round Table." There was
Mark Hellinger. the colyumist: De Wolf
Hopper, the actor; Damon Runyon. sports
-writer, and James J. Corbett. who used to be
in the leather business, remember.^
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Motion

Sues Velez Over
^^U" Deal; Wilson
Claims $13,000
Hollywood — Although Lupe Valez, Mexican "it" girl, has not yet been signed to a
long term contract, Harry Wilson figures
she should pay him for services rendered
in negotiating her deal with Universal.
Wilson has filed suit in Superior Court,
claiming that Lupe owes him $13,000 for
his work in getting her that contract.
When United Artists decided not to continue Lupe on contract, Wilson says he
entered into a verbal contract whereby he
would secure engagements for her on a five
per cent basis. Universal engaged the Velez
for the featured lead in "The Storm" at a
weekly salary of $2,500, and also took an
option on her services for three years on
salary ranging from $2,500 to $3,000.
Under this optional contract. Universal
would pay Lupe a total of $280,000 of which
Wilson would get $14,000, according to his
alleged agreement with the player. In his
suit, Wilson admits receiving $1,000, but
contends Lupe declines to pay him the
balance of $13,000.
It is expected that Wilson's suit will be
held up on depositions of attorneys that the
term contract has not yet been signed and
consequently no part of the $13,000 is due
until Universal has exercised the option on
that term agreement.
Wilson is well known in Hollywood as
a press agent. Ilis dip into the managerial
side of the business was a surprise to his
friends and others in the business.

May Borrow Wheeler for
Aunt"
in— "Charley's
Lead
Hollywood
The Christies are negotiat-

ing with RKO for the services of Bert
Wheeler to star in the talker film version
of "Charley's Aunt," which Christie will
produce for release through Columbia. Deal
will be set if Wheeler's schedule for appearances in RKO pictures can be re-arranged.

Germans Prefer Talkers
Berlin — Report of the Berlin Chamber of
Commerce shows a remarkable growth in
the popularity of talkers, despite the fact
that there are only 461 wired houses in
Germany. This number is to be increased
to 900 by fall. The organization reports
that "this popularization of the talkie has
already led to a very noticeable dearth of
silent films."

Daylight Saving Setback
Scranton, Pa. — Daylight saving throughout northeastern Pennsylvania suffered a
severe setback when the proposal was killed
here. Sentiment in the entire district was
lined up against the measure by the Comerford interests.

Page the P. A.
Congressman Sirovich legal representative for George Rancroft. had
never heard of George until a week
ago. — /v. Y. Journal.

Picture

News

Now It Can Be Told
Destructive sex magnetism! That is
what killed the beautiful Barbara
La Marr, the beloved Wallie Reid
and the fascinating Rudolph Valentino.
When they fell ill no expense was
spared to save them from the dread
destroyer — death. The best medical
talent that the country could boast
was called in, but all to no avail. They
were young, rich and happy, yet they
were .struck down by an insidious foe
and their lives went out as lighted
candles succumb to subterranean
earth-damp.
What destroyed them? D. S. M.— de
structive sex magnetism!
Every motion picture star projects
his or her aura on the screen. We
have all become star-addicts. How
many times I have heard, "Betty
Comp.son for me! I make a point of
seeing her in everything she does."
But Betty gives out light and airiness and does not stir the lees in
the hearts of men.
Janet Gaynor and Mary Pickford
have appealingness. This does not
mean that they are lacking in sex,
but their sex magnetism is sublimated
with .something else. With Mary Pickford it is a cool, clear brain that can
simulate anything. With .Janet Gaynor
it is a I'mpidity of soul that is greater
than she herself knows. She gives herself up to it, and therein lies her
greatness.
In Charlie Chaplin there will always
be a misfit of which his funny clothes
are a symbol. He has a forceful personality jammed into a small body.
Little hands, little feet, no materiality
to commandingly impress the eye with
the power he has within.
— iV. Y. Graphic.

Suit Halts Building
Of Bucyrus Theatre
Bucyrus, O. — New theatre construction,
which, when completed, will give the city
Q . combined seating capacity equivalent to
two seats for every citizen here, has been
lialted in part, at least temporarily, on account of litigation involving sponsors of one
of the houses. John Seifert, of Dayton,
Ohio, has filed suit against his partner, Arden Wisman, tills city, and John Hoover, a
Dayton contractor, engaged in building the
Moose Temple and Theatre. Seifert alleges
that the plans under which Wisman and
Hoover are proceeding will result in the
screen not being visil)ie from many of the
seats.
He further claims that the two defendants have let sub-contracts without his
knowledge or authority, and refuse to alter
their plans. Steel structural work Is already
In place, and the house was originally scheduled for September 1 opening.

Back to Grind
Cincinnati — Grand Opera House, devoted
to Erlanger legitimate attractions during the
regular theatrical season, after having completed atwo weeks' road showing of "Journey's End" at $1.50 top, has opened as a
grind house with admissions 30 cents until
1 o'clock, and 30 and 50 cents thereafter. It
is reported that Tiffany has the house for
the summer.
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Southwest Sees
Business Spurt
In Small Towns
Dallas — Small town business is on the
upward trend in this territory following
rains during the last few weeks which have
helped business generally. The result is an
increase in number of theatres being wired
for sound. A number of dark theatres of
the territory are planning to reopen. In
Oklahoma, particularly, business is on the
upswing.

Non Theat, Sound Units
In New Corporation Crop
Chartering of several new equipment and
theatre companies, and International Club
Pictures, Inc., of Devon, Pa., to operate in
the non-theatrical field, heads the list of
current corporate activities in Eastern
States. International was chartered in
Delaware.
Unbreakable Talking Disc. Corp., a New York City
firm, received okayed papers at Dover where the
secretary of state also granted charters to Parrish
Projection Co., of New York: Triangle Poster &
Printing Co.. of Chicago; Curry Neoli Lights, Inc.
and Dirox Portraits, Inc.

Hamilton Sound Chartered
In New York, the following companies filed charters: Merlin Amusements Corp., Beatrice Play Co.,
Projector-Tone Co., Autocinema Corp.. Hamilton
Sound Engineering Co., Mack Browne Corp., of New
York, Commercial Cinema Service Corp. of America,
Tiffany Music Co.. Thornton Theatres, of Saugerties:
and Paramount
Theatre Ticket Office.
American Piano Corp., of White Plains, N. Y., and
Manos Theatres. Inc., were additional Delaware
charters.

Radio-Victor Surrenders

Radio-Victor Corp. of .'\mcrica. a Maryland corporation, filed a certificate of surrender of authority
in New York state. Cort Amusement Corp., of
Brooklyn,
was dissolved.
Brunswick Radio Co., Bronx, changed its name to
Supreme Radio Corp., while Brunswick Radio Corp.,
a Delaware corporation, was designated to do business in New York state.
Dissolution papers were filed by Automatic Vaudeville Co., of New York. Heights Theatres increased
its capital from $200,000 to 2,000 shares, no par.
In New Jersey, Moorlyn Theatre Co., of Ocean
City, was formed with 125,000 shares, no par.

Bill to Provide for New
Fire System in Committee
Boston — House ways and means committee is considering recommendation of Senate bill No. 420, which provides for a uniform system of fire prevention throughout
the Commonwealth.

Ipswich house Damaged
■ Ipswich, Mass. — Fire damaged the Ipswich O. H. Thursday to the extent of $12,000. Talking equipment recentjy installed
was considerably damaged.

Changes in Dallas Territory
Dallas — The \'oluntecr Fire Department
Is the new lessee of the Ritz at Mt. Calm.

"Moronia

Wide Gags

thinks the new Grand
film should
cause
they be great for comedies
eur
so
can make
the
much broader. — Ted Cook in N. Y.
American.
gags
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Projectionists^ Round Table
*By John F. Rider i
this were not true then the electron at a
certain distance from a jjositive body could
not be attracted to the positively charged
body or repelled from the negatively
charged body. This leads us to the subject
oi the relation between charged bodies.
Coulomb developed a law which states that
the electric force i)etvveen two small charged
bodies varies inversely as the square of the
distance.

The Electric Field

Now. il theso two charged bodies were
connected or brought into contact with each
other, the excess electron upon B would be
transferred back to A and that motion of
the electron would represent a flow of current between B and A. Under the circumstances, we can appreciate that a force is
present between two unequally charged
bodies. If the body A displays an attracting power, that attracting force must be
present for a certain distance from the
body.
The same is true in the case of body
B, except that in this case the force surrounding the body is repelling instead of
attracting. This force which surrounds a
charged body which can display an electrical effect, be it positive or negative, is
known as the electric field. Experimental
investigation shows that the field surround-

Figure 5
The relation between charged bodies is
shown in l-'igure 5. Assume that the body
M exerts a certain force at the point X on
arrow O. Point Y in line with X upon
arrow O is three times as far from M as
X is from M. One would normally imagine that the force exerted at Y would be
one third that exerted at X because Y is
three times as far from M as X is from M.
The law quoted above and expressed as
M

Figure 4
ing a charged body at rest is of a definite
nature. First it extends in all directions
around that body as in Figure 5. where the
black dot represents the charge or the
charged body. The arrows show the direction of the field surrounding charge and
the circles show even distribution in a circle
at a certain distance from
the body.
Referring once more to the illustration in
Figure 4, the fact that the l)ody A will
attract the extra electron or that the body
B will repel other electrons shows that the
field surrounding the body is of a certain
value of electrical strength, since its attracting or repelling force is such that it acts at
a distance from the body. Now if the
quantity of electricity upon an electron represents a certain charge, it stands to reason
that the space surrounding a charged body
is also subjected
to a certain charge.
If
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the charges at these two points. The values
of charges in an electric field as mentioned
as electric potential and such differences in
values of charges are quoted as differences
is potential. One can readily imagine that
any such difference in charges at two different points in a field will tend to govern or
control the motion of electrons or the transfer of charges. The difference of potential
between two points in an electric field «s
a measure of the tendency of charges to
move or flow from one point to another.
The same is true in the case of two charged
bodies.
Suppose that we have the two bodies
shown in Figure 4. There is a difference
in charges equal to the surplus electron on
B and the deficient electron upon A. There
is, therefore, a difference of potential between A and B which would cause the
motion of the surplus electron upon B to
the body A. When this motion takes place,
the charge upon B is reduced and the
charge upon A is increased, so that both
are again equally charged. When two bodies are charged to the same potential there
will be no flow of electrons when they are
connected by wire. This explains the parallel connection of sources which develop
electric pressure and explains whv in such
parallel connections the potential of the
sources connected in parallel must be equal.

Induced Charges

The transfer of charges mentioned so far
have been associated with the use of a definite link, say wire between the two charged
bodies. It is possible, however, to transfer
charges by induction. Consider the electrostatic field of the charged body M shown
in Figure 5. (Incidentally, the term "electrostatic field" is applied to signify the electric field of a charge at rest to contrast it
with the reaction, to be discussed later, of
a charge in motion.)

Electric Potential

Let us now imagine that such a charged
body, say charged positively, is located in
the centre of such an electrostatic field. Let
us further imagine that the charge at the
point X in F'igure 5 bears
value of 9 and, according to
viously stated, the charge at
bears an arbitrary value of
therefore,
a difference
in the

an arbitrary
the law prethe point Y
1. There is,
intensitv
of

tujurc 6
We stated that a difference of potential
existed along points of the radii of the
various circles surrounding the charge. At
any rate a certain potential is present at
any and every point in that field. If we
now place an uncharged conductor into the
field of a charge at rest as in Figure 6, say
at Y in Figure 6, the conductor will assume

r"

lNd iliat all matter is elecRl'X'OC.Xl/.
trified, we can proceed to consider the
charged body. Suppose tliat we have
two atoms, both of like structure as in Figtire 4. Let us now assume that, due to
some form of agitation, an electron from
atom A is dislodged and moves to atom B.
Atom
have two different states.
now
We
A, because it is shy one electron, displays a
positive charge, since the positive charge
upon that body is in excess of the negative
charge. Atom R, on the other hand, displays a negative charge because the negative charge upon that body is in excess of
the positive charge present in the nucleus.
.■\.tom A will now exert an attracting force
upon a free electron, whereas atom B will
exert a repelling force upon such a free
electron and readily part with its surplus
electron.

This is Lesson Four in the Rider series on sound projection
Atoms, Electrons General Relativity and Reactions of Charged

Bod'es Are Vitally Important Factors in Control Analysi.s.
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Motion

the potential of fac iield at the point to
which it is brought. The intensity of the
charge at that point in the field will act
upon the uncharged conductor, altering the
the ilcharge in the conductor. Consider
lustration in Figure 7. Here an uncharged
of a
field
the
conductor is brought within
charged body. Apparently various parts of
the conductor are located in different parts
of the field that is subjected to different
potentials. Since the conductor as a whole
must have the same potential throughout,
there will be a flow of electrons from one
part of the conductor to the other until the
potential of the entire conductor is the same
throughout. Thus, we secure a transfer of
charges in a conductor placed within the
field of a charged body.
If the conductor is allowed to reniani at
rest, the moving charges will eventually arrive at a state of equiliijrium, but a difTerence of potential exists along. the rod during
the transit of the charges. If the conductor
is now moved, the action will be repeated
and a difference of potential will again exist
along the rod while the charges are in motion. The same condition may be secured
by keeping the conductor stationary and
moving the charged body or varying the
Thus, we can crecharge upon that body.
ate a transient state of potential difference
and a conductor
body
between a charged
within its field by continually moving the
conductor; moving the charged body with
the conductor stationary or varying the
charge.
It might be well to delve a littLe deeper
into the subject of induced charges and
explain the action within the conductor.
Refer once more to Figure 7. The charge
upon M is negative and we have the field
represented by the arrows and the parts of
equi potential circles. AB is the uncharged
conductor, so placed within the field that
its axis is along one of the lines of force.
Since the field is negative, the free electrons
within the conductor will be driven from
point A towards point B within the conductor. This means that the number of
electrons at A will be less than the number
at B. Hence one end of the rod. A, will
be charged positively and the other end, B.
will be charged negatively. Naturally the
excess of electrons at one end is equal to
the deficiency of electrons at the other end.
Now, the accumulation of electrons at the
B end of the conductor will produce in that
region an electrostatic field, which adding
to the field due to the charge M (which is
of the same polarity) will raise the potential of that portion of the field. On the
other hand the A end of the rod, which is
now positive will create an electrostatic
field (electric field) opposed to that of the
charge M and will, therefore, lower the
potential of the field in that region. The
consequence is that the difference of potential originally present because of the charge
M, is destroyed because of the establishment within the conductor of negative and
I)ositive charges which create their own
field to react upon the field of the charged
body M. Eventually there is a state of
equilibrium and further transfer of charges
does not ensue.
As was stated, there is an interval, short
of course, during which time the transfer
of electrons within the conductor represents
the flow of current. This ceases after the
state of equilibrium has been reached. Thus
we have induction
of current.

Electromagnetic Field
The electrostatic field is set up around a
charged body at rest. But what about an
electron in motion? What is the effect of
a moving charge? As the electron moves
from point to point it naturally changes the
electrostatic
example,
I-'igure
5, the circle field.
1 is For
in its
positionin because
the charge M is located as shown. The
same is true of the circles 2 and 3. If however the charge M is moved toward the
left, as shown by the dotted arrow line, the
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position of circle 1 will no longer be where
it is now shown. Such motion will change
the entire electrostatic field, at least, the
shape of the field. This action gives rise
to another phenomenon. Another field is
created around the moving charge, known
as the magnetic field, composed of imaginary lines of force, appearing in shape as
concentric circles surrounding the moving
charge.
One significant fact must be understood
and remembered because it is of importance
later. The magnetic field is set up when
the charge moves. It is absent when the
charge is at rest. Since a moving charge
is electric current, we have magnetic lines
of force surrounding
all conductors
which

Figure 7

are carrving current. (These lines of force
are frequently referred to as flux lines.)
Thus, the motion of the electrons in the
conductor placed within the field of a
charged body resulted in the production of
a magnetic field around that conductor.
Since such a field is produced around the
moving electron, it naturally is produced
around a conductor within which electrons
are moving under the influence of electric
potential. If we now recall the conditions
under which motion of electrons could be
secured within that conductor located within the field of the stationary charge, it
stands to reason that a magnetic field can
be created around a conductor when the
conductor is moved within an electric field;
when the charge is moved or when the intensity of the field (this is the same as the
intensity of the charge) is changed.
Continuing, since the motion of the
charge produces the electromagnetic field,
one electromagnetic field can produce another electromagnetic field because it will
cause motion of electrons in the conductor,
hence the production of magnetic lines of
force.

Magnetism

In line with the attracting and repulsing
properties of charged bodies, we find another form of attraction and repulsion phenomenon encountered in electrical circuits,
but this time making use of other than our
normal interpretation of charged bodies. A
l)ody which possesses the power of attracting iron is called a magnet and the state or
condition of a body by means of which this
attraction takes place is called magnetism.
The power of attraction is made evident at
certain points upon that body called poles.
One pole upon that body is called the south
pole and the other pole is called the north
pole. These poles are designed S and N
respectively.
Now, in line with what we shall discuss
later, we find that this property of magnetism is associated with certain metals and
further that in certain metals it assumes a
transient state, that is, the body is magnetic
or displays magnetic reactions only when
under the influence of electric current. In
addition, investigation shows that certain
metals which do not possess magnetic properties may be changed to possess this property and that the state of magnetism becomes i)ermanent. Such a body is known
as a permanent magnet. A body which
normally docs not display magnetic properties but does so when under the influence
of electric current is known as an electromagnet. We shall see later that such magnets play a tremendously important role in
all talkie circuits.
A few words about the difference between magnetic and non-magnetic materials
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will not be amiss. These materials, like
other forms of matter, consist of molecules
and atoms. Neglecting the molecule for
the moment let us consider the atom. Referring to Figure 3 in a previous lesson
(Lesson 3) we note that the electrons revolve around the nucleus in various directions. The difference between a magnetic
and non-magnetic material is the electronic
activity in the atom. If the number of
electrons revolving in one direction around
the nucleus of the atom are equal to the
number of electrons which revolve in the
opposite direction, then that atom is nonmagnetic. Such would be iron. However
when this type of atom is placed within a
magnetic field such as would be the case
within a field of a moving charge or flow
of current, the activity of the electrons is
changed and the atom becomes magnetized.
-Such would be a piece of iron within another magnetic field.
In some instances, a body which does
not normally display magnetic properties
may be changed to possess such properties.
Such is a piece of steel which has been subjected to magnetic lines of force. The atomic
structure of the body is altered without further influence of an external body or magnetic field.
So much for magnetism at this time. We
siiall consider it later at greater length.

Germans Invent New
Phonographic Disc
Berlin — Revolutionary development in
phonographic discs is claimed in an invention brought out here by two Berlin engineers, Alexander Newman and Joseph Suchomski. They have applied for patents on
the new apparatus.
The new invention, say its sponsors, will
render obsolete the amplifiers which use
valves. A plant for manufacturing the newapparatus is to be established in Germany
and will have a capacity of 5,000,000 discs.
The factory is slated to get under w-ay in
Observers here are watching possible effect of the new- equipment on other talking
picture interests, particularly American
firms.
June.

Daylight Saving Voted in
Canada After a Near -Riot
Cornwall, Ont. — There was a near-riot at
a meeting of the city council when the question of daylight saving came up. The chamber was crowded m ith opjjonents of the
measure who were armed wit^h petitions
against "fast time." Proceedings got out
of hand several times and there was an uproar when Mayor Horowitz cast the deciding vote in favor of daylight saving after
the councillors had split on the question.
The council chamber was cleared before the
meeting could continue with other business.

Starts Sunday Shows
Though Clergy Protest
Burt, Iowa — Organized church ()ppu>itioii
has been in debate witii X. I. Morness.
owner of the Belltone, over the showing of
pictures on Sunday. Mr. Morness put on
his first Sunday show last month and it has
proved a success from the beginning.
There is no city ordinance against Sunday shows here, but no attempt had been
made to put on Sunday shows previously.
Witli the introduction of the .Sundav shows
in all the surrounding towns, Morness found
it a good business move to inaugurate Sundav sho\\s at Burt.

.1/ (/ V -^ 1 , 1 '■> -•»' u

Frozen Out, Iiulpl.
Coinplains; Suing
Zukor's Company
Portland, Mc. — Aj,Mocinciu with ilistril)iitors that the firm imist 1)C jjivcii lirst choice
on product and the l)uyinR up of all wortliwliilo product to keep it away troni the
iunpire are chief allet^ations of a $1,{)(K).0()()
conspiracy action brought in Federal Court
liere against Paramount I'uhlix l)y Empire
Amusement Co.
When Puhlix acquired the Strand, State
and Maine last l)eceml>er, it is alleged, an
agreement was made with distributors that
product for Portland nnist lirst be offered
to that chain and that enough was and is
being bought to sew up the situation. That
enabled the defendant's theatre to fi.x admission prices and force the Empire into
the second-run class, it is claimed. A few
first-run films of poorer quality were offered
tile plaintiff, l)Ut at exorbitant rentals, tlie
charges allege.

Soldiers* Sunday Shows
Outside Virginia Ban
Richmond, Va. — Neither tlie sovernor nor
state authorities have power to stop Sunday
sliows on government reservations in the
state, as they are without jurisdiction in the
matter. There is some agitation throughout
the state on Sunday shows in various towns
and recently fines were imposed upon exhibitors at Hampton and Phoebus. Com])laints made to the governor have been referred back to the communities where alleged violations occurred.

Virginia Unions Oppose
"Canned Music" Shows
Petersburg, Va. — Opposition to "canned
music" and in favor of fnusicians in theatres is expressed in a resolution passed by
the Virginia Federation of Labor convention. Many musicians throughout the state
have been displaced by sound equipment.

Berger Shutter Being
Offered at Cut Price
Minneapolis — The lierger Shutter, designed to eliminate eye strain and which
opens and closes toward the center from
three sides, is being offered to exhibitors
via a special introductory sales offer by the
Globe Reliance Corp.

Hearing Off Until June 5
Hollywood — Failure of process servers to
locate three players delays until June 5 preliminary hearing of U. M. Dailey and V. M.
Barnett, film school operators, on eleven
grand theft charges.
Judge W. W. McConnell granted continuance at the request of Deputy District Attorney Grant Cooper, who declared testimony of Colleen Moore, Betty Bronson and
lohn Gilbert was necessarv.

Burnstine Contract Renewed
Hollywood — I'aramount Puhlix has renewed contract of Norman Burnstine, one
of the vounsrest of screen writers.
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EVEN POLAND WANTS "TALKIES,"

Now —

The government opposed them — "artificial art" — but the people said, "We
them."
want
Every
theatre owner in the U.S.A.
knows his public wants them — demands
them.

Only
Only

what turntable to buy.

Question

AnSWei
Buy the one with the
best reputation — the standard by which
all others are judged— SYNCRODISK.
When you hear "Just as good as Syncrodisk" it's a compliment to Syncrodisk
alone

$500

Look over some Syncrodisk installations— listen to what the owners say.
We'll give you a list of houses near you
where you can make any test you wish.
Remember, more than 1,200 sets in
operation every day.

TWO
TWO

SYNCRODISKS,
PICK-UPS
AND
FADER
Complete For Only

And

'SYNCRODISK JUNIOR'

150
PER PAIR

The Latest at the Lowest Price

IF you own a small house — operating Saturday
night and Sunday only; IF you need talking equipment for Town Hall, Grange Hall, School or anywhere that will support only the minimum investment—buy SYNCRODISK.
Remember the Weber reputation for quality assures you that this new tone-true, smooth, dependable, sturdy turntable for $150.00 per pair complete,
will meet every requirement or we'll take it back.

SYNCRODISK

JUNIOR

HAS TAKEN

HOLD

Twelve orders, with cash, and more than 50 inquiries were received
in five days after the announcement was made in one publication.
That's what the Weber reputation means. Syncrodisk Junior is
sold with the standard Weber guarantee, "Complete Satisfaction or
Money
If youBack."
want Syncrodisk Junior for $150.00 per pair, complete with
only.
Pick-Up and Fader, get in line NOW.
Orders filled in order of receipt

Export Dept
WEBER
MACHINE
CORP.
cable Address
15 Leight St.
ARLAB,
New York City 59 Rutter St.
Rochester,
N. Y.
New
York
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Chevalier Sends
N. Y. Rialto to
$50,800 Gross
New York box-offices were at an off keel,
except in a few spots where bill changes
sent the take soaring skyward. Chevalier's
"Big Pond" boosted the Rialto's figure to
$58,800, while "Ladies Love Brutes" clicked
at the KivoH with $49,800.
The Astor and Capitol were off, former
playing "Rogue Song," 17th week, and the
Capitol on a holdover with "Divorcee."
"All Quiet" continues a sell-out at the
Central, where the war yarn took $22,892.
They used 23 performances to satisfy the
crowds, a record for a two-dollar attraction.
Universal claims.
"The Texan" clicked at the Paramount
on a $74,500 take. Roxy was okay with
"Arizona Kid," which grossed about $81,000. The Strand doubled its last week's
figure with "Man from Blankley's," hitting
a healthy spot with $31,936.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1,120), 50c-75c-$]-$l.S0-$2, 7 days. 17th
week. Other attractions: Newsreel, overture. Gross:
$9,029, ofT.
"DIVORCEE" (M-G-M) (2nd Week)
CAPITOI.^(4.700), 35c-50c-75c-$1.5O, 7 days. Other
attractions: Overture, M-G-M comedy' ("Fast
Worker"), Capitol news, Hearst news, presentation
("Enchanted Forest"), organ. Gross: $72,830, drop
of $12,000 under first week.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
CENTRAI^(922).
50c-75c-$l -$1.30 $2.50. 7 days. .Sth
week. Other attractions:
None. Gross: $22,892, great.
"SILENT
ENEMY"
CRITERION— (850), 75c-$l-$1.50-$2, 6 days. Other
attractions:
Short
("Harvest
Revery"),
cartoon
("Wise Fly"). Gross: $10,800, 1st week.
EMBASSY— NEWSREELS
EMB.'\SSY— (598), 25c, 7 days. Straight newsreel
show, running continuously. Gross: $8,785, running
higher each of past three weeks.
"SONG
O" MY
HEART"
(Fox)
FOURTY-FOURTH ST— (1,478), $l-$1.5O-$2$2.50, 7
days, 11th week. Other attractions: Newsreel. Gross:
$7,980, punk.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
GAIETY— (808). $l-$1.50$2-$2.50, 7 days, 8 weeks.
Other attractions: Short ("Voice from Hollywood").
Gross: $12,100, a two-grand
drop under last week.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warners)
HOLLY \VOOI>-(l, 600), 50c-75c-$l-$1.50. 3 days of
5th and final week. Other attractions: "Yama Kraw"
(negro rhapsody short), "Wedding of Jack and Jill"
(technicolor short," Martinelli in "Celeste Aida" from
"Aida" (operatic short), "Motion Picture Headlines
from
1895"days
(newsreel
for three
only. cutbacks). Gross:: $8,661; fair
"THE TEXAN"
PARAMOUNT- (3.700), 4Oc-50c-65c-85c-$l,
7 days.
Other attractions:
Pathc review, Paramount
news,
Rudy Yalce in "The Blue Mill." Mr. and Mrs. Jesse
Crawford at the organ.
Gross:
$74,500;
great.
"BIG
POND
RIALTO— (1,904), 40c 50c-6.5c-85c $1, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Golf short, "Match
Play," Floyd Giband "Comenear Take
Trip house.
in My
Airship."
Gross: bons,$50,800;
top fora this
"LADIES
LOVE BRUTES"
RIVOLI— (2,103), 35c-50c-65c-85c$l.
7 days.
Other
attractions:
Short
("Fit to be Tied"). "(Chinatown
Fantasy"
(song cartoon), "Yes, We I lave No Bananas," newsreel. Gross: $49,800; splendid intake.
"ARIZONA
KID"
ROXY— (6,200), 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, 7 days. Other attractions: Movietone news, vaudeville ("Garden of
Dreams," "The Roxyettes," Carrillon, "Up Among
the
Pots").bettor
Gross:
okay; raised
figureChimney
is near $20,000
than$81,000;
last week.
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEY'S
STRAND -(3,0<)0),
3!;c-.50c-()Oc-7.5c-85c-$l,
7 days.
Other attractions:
Shorts:
"Spanish
Siesta,"
"The
Potters,"
"Danger,"
"Jack
Mcl-allcn,"
"Haunted
Ships."
Gross: $31,93f>; doubling last week's figure.
"SONG
OF THE
FLAME"
(Warners)
WARNF.R.S— (1,500). 50c-75c$l-$1..50-S2.50, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Looncy Tunes"), Eddie
Buzzcll in "The Royal FourfluSher," "The Standup,"
comedy
("111 Winds,
Gross: $11,668;
bad. or no Mother to Guide Her").
"SHOW GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD" (First National)
WINTER GARDEN— (1.493), 35c-.5l)c-6.Sc-8.Sc-|I, 7
days. Other attractions: The Potters in "Big Money,"
"Believe It or Not." "Jazz Rehearsal" (technicolor
musical comedy), "Military Post," "Window Cleaner,"
with Ann Edwards and Steve Brice; Robert Guzman,
Mexican singer. Gross: $r4,152; for iix days only;
miserable.
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This Explains Many Things
Hollywood — And here'f> how H. A.
Woodmansee explains "The True Hol' ly
"The
true Hollywoodite is an opporwoodite":
tunist to his finger tips. Forever he
has his ear to the ground and his eye
to the keyhole, waiting for, watching
for, fighting for a break. Believing in
his heart that nerve is more important than caution, his motto is not
'Stop, look, and listen,' but 'Look, listen, and leap.'has developed the great"Filmland
est race of opportunity leapers known
to history. They're as agile as mountain goats. And one does not have to
seek far for the reason. In movietown
one may be sure of perpetual change;
of sands shifting with every wind; of
positions of safety suddenly changing
to seats of peril; of opportunities unexpectedly flying open and snapping
shut.
"Stay cautiously on a safe perch, as
many a film celebrity has discovered
to his sorrow, and Old Man Necessity
will come along presently with a stout
barrel stave and knock one off'. Better
leap while the leaping's good.
"The powers of filmland are always
watching for the breaks; alert for
the opportune moment to switch their
style of production; vigilant as a
broker scanning his ticker tape; studying the rise and fall of public interest in plays and players. Those obscure
ones who hope to scale the heights,
as well as those who have arrived,
are wide awake, forever poised for the
leap that may make or break them."

Sono Art Executives
Confer on Production
Hollywood — Number and types of pictures to be included on the new season's
program are subjects
of conferences being
held between Harry
Thomas, vice-president
in charge of production ;Sam Zierler, production chief, and
James Cruze, supervisor, of Sono ArtWorld Wide Pictures.
The company recently launched expansion of its exchange
system which is to result in establishment
Harry
Thomas
of branches in additional cities. Sales
forces of other branches also are to be
enlarged.

Hoffman- Hal per in Unit
Ready to Start First
Los Angeles — Producing wide film features on 35mm. stock, as a licensee under
the Douglas process, Libertv Prod, will
make 20 talkers for 1930-31. the new company, headed by M. II. Hoffman, Victor and
l-'.dward Halperin and Herman Gumbiner,
of
Chicago, will market via the state rights
market.

Hoffman is due in New York soon to sell
franchises.
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Only Four Grand
For McCormack in
3-Day L. A. Run
Los Angeles — Exhibs here are blaming
the low weekly intakes at first runs on the
growing popularity of neighborhood stands,
which continue to make inroads on downtown grosses.
Practically everything along the line took
a severe nose-dive, with only two big houses
showing
figures.
"Divorcee"
clicked
for
$23,()00high
at the
Criterion,
which sent
the
M-G-M Shearer vehicle away with a 230%
rating, splendid for this house. Second
honors were awarded Universal's "All
Quiet" because of its $16,900 gross (135%),
taken at the Circle.
The flops were plentiful, Fox's "Song o'
My Heart," McCormack's song film, taking
the booby prize with a $4,100 gross for the
final three
days O* ofMYits HEART"
five-week(Fox)
run.
"SONG
HILLYWOOD— Grauman's Chinese— (2,023), final 3
days after 5 weeks, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Other
attractions: Sennett comedy. Movietone news. Gross:
$4,100. Rating: 40%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (U.)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle— (1,650), 5th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 75c to $1.50. Otlier attractions: .Abe Lyman and band. Movietone news. Gross:
$16,900. "DEVIL'S
Rating: 135%.
HOLIDAY" (Paramount)
LOS ANGELES— Paramount— (3,596), 7 days, 35c to
65c. Other attractions: Lloyd Hamilton comedy.
Topics of the Day, "Color Symphony," Paramount
news, Milton Charles or^an concert. Opposition:
"One Romantic Night," "Divorcee," "Which People,"
"Cuckoos," "High Treason." "Born Reckless," "Flirting Widow.""BORN
Gross: RECKLESS"
$18,500. Rating:
(Fox)747c.
LOS ANGELES— Loew's State— (2,418), 7 days, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Fancbon-Marco "Romance"
Idea, comedy. Movietone and Metrotone news. Opposition: "One Romantic Night," "Divorcee," "Rich
People," "Cuckoos." "High Treason," "Devil's Holi89%.
day," "Flirting Widow." Gross: $24,000. Rating:
"DIVORCEE" (M-G-M)
LOS
ANGELES— Fox Criterion— (1,652), 2nd week,
7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions:
Comedy,
Movietone news. Opposition:
"One
Romantic
Night,"
"Born
Reckless,"
"Rich People." "Cuckoos,"
"High
Treason," Devil's Holiday," "Flirting Widow." Gross:
$23,000.
Rating: 230%.
"LIGHT
OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's
Egyptian— (1,800),
7
days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions:
Fanchon-Marco
"Smiles"
Idea, Krazy Kat cartoon, Movietone new^s.
Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 100%.
"DUMB-BELLS
IN ERMINE" (Warner Bros.)
HOLLYWOOD— Warner
Brothers'
Hollywood—
(3,000), Varieties,
7 days, 35cnews.to 65c.
attractions:
phone
Gross:Other
$13,900.
Rating: V^ita99%.
"ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT"
(United Artists)
LOS
ANGELES— United Artists— (2,100), 1st week,
7 days, 35c to 75c. Other attractions:
Sennett comedy ("Fat Wives for Thin"), Bruce "Cords of Memory," Paramount news. Opposition: "Born Recklfss,"
"Divorcee,"
"Rich
People,"
"Cuckoos,"
"High
Treason,"
"Flirting
Widow."
Gross: $14,000."Devil's
Rating: Holiday,"
104%.
"FLIRTING WIDOW" (First National)
LOS ANGELES — Warner Brothers' Downtown—
(2,400), 7 days, 35c to 65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, news. Opposition: "One Romantic
Night," "Born
"Rich People,''
"Cuckoos,"
"HighReckless,"
Treason,""Divorcee,"
"Devil's Holiday."
Gross:
$14,000. Rating: 93%.
"RICH PEOPLE" (Pathe)
LOS .ANGELES— RKO— (2,700), 7 days, 35c to 65c.
Other attractions: RK() vaudeville and Pathe sound
news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "One Romantic
Night," "Born Reckless," "Cuckoos." "High Treason," "Devil's Holiday," "Flirting Widow." Gross:
(RKO)
$14,500.
Rating: "CUCKOOS"
91%.
LOS .ANGELES- Orpheum— (2.750), 2nd week, 35c
to 65c. Other attractions: Musical shorts, Pathe news.
Opposition: "Divorcee," "Rich People," "One Romantic Night," "Born Reckless," "High Treason.
Rating:
"Devil's 98%.
Holiday," "Flirting Widow." Gross: $15,000.

Compton to Coast
Betty Compton, who has been appearing
on Broadway, left this week for Hollywood
to appear in Warner productions. She was
given
swell send-off, with a band, flowers anda ever3rthing.
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Fans Turn Cards
On Chi Critics;
40% tor "Dr. Fu"
Chicaf^^ij — In a week featured by four
stand-out grosses, several red tallies and a
lot of average business, the little girls who
write about the pictures for the confusion
of local theatre patrons took it on the chin
again. That particular spot of their physiognomy, however, through constant shock
is becoming calloused and nearly immune
to pain.
The girls liked "One Romantic Night"
(U. A.J, but the public, apparently, was
distrustful. The United Artists grossed a
poor $16,500, for a rating of 55So, and then
took in "The Bad One" (U. A.). The girls
were cool about "Caught Short" (M-G-M),
but the Chicago held them out all week.
When it was over, it showed its best gross
in months— about $54,500 (205%), and the
picture, instead of going to the neighborhoods to be forgotten, as is the custom after
they leave the Chicago, went to the Roosevelt for an indefinite run.
"All Quiet on the Western Front" (Universal) was sensational in its opening days
at McVickers, coming in at a $6,000-a-day
pace for the first four days. "Journey's
End" (Tiffany) closed a three weeks' road
show engagement at the Garrick with indications of building, doing $12,800 (185%).
"White Cargo" bettered its fourth week
record at the Castle by more than $3,000
for the fifth week, taking $9,600 (320%).
Weather: Cool and cloudy, fair and warm, rain and
cool, titen fair.
Opposition: "IVhitr Caroo" (5(/i week). Castle;
"Caught Short," stage show. Chicago; "New Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu," stage show. Oriental: "One
Romantic Nioht." United Artists; "Hold Everytning"
(3 days of 2nd week). "All Quiet on the Western
Front'' (first 4 days), McVtckers; "Texan" (2nd
week). Roosevelt: "The Cuckoos" (2nd week).
Woods: "Alias French Gertie." 5 acts RKO vaude.
State-Lake: "Journey's End" (3rd -week). Garrick:
"Second Floor Mystery." Orpheum: "Men IVithout
Women"
(Ind time in Loop). Monroe.
"WHITE
CARGO"
(State Rights)
CASTT.E— (300), 50c 75c, 5th week. Other attractions: "Daily
Xews"-Universal
I'p $3,000
over week
;irece(iinp;
goo'l (or ncwsrcel.
at Ic.ist two
more
weeks.
Gross: $'i.«)l). Rating:: 330<:i.
"CAUGHT SHORT" (M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (3,910), 35c-85c. 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show, orchestra, comedy, newsreel,
novelty short. Best business house has had in
months, with another week of it in prospect with
"The Divorcee" (M-G-M) in on a "pink." Gross:
$54,500.
Rating: 205%.
"JOURNEY'S END" (Tiffany)
GARRICK— (1,200). 50C-S1.50, 3rd and final week
of road show policy. Bettered its second week
slightly, but through here until McVickers is ready
to take it at pop prices. Gross: $12,800. Rating:
r85%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
McNICKER.S— (2.283). 3.V-85c. first 4 days. Other
attractions: Comedy, musical short, newsreel. Critics
were lyric; sensational start with holdouts daily.
Gross (4 days): $24,300. Rating 200%. "Hold Everything" (\V. B.) finished the last three days of a
ten-day run with: Gross: $9,200. Rating: 70%.
"MEN (Second
WITHOUT
(Fox)
time \yOMEN"
in Loop)
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Eats with Show
ScatlU
.\t least
two
downtcwn
theatres eviclintly bt-iievf that patrons
must eat as well as see a show when
Ihcy come into the theatre.
For several months, Jensen and
Von Herberg have been serving free
tea and cakes to women patrons at
matinees at the Lil)erty. .Now they
have augmented their restaurant service to include gilts ol candy to kiddies under 12 years of age — nice
"crunchy" candy that will keep the
nearby patrons awake when the kids
start chewing.
The Seattle Paramount is not quite
that big-hearted. They have installed
a shiny, nickel-plated vending machine
in the lobby, so that patrons may drop
a nickel for their choice of gum or
candy bars in "noisy" paper wrappers.

Cleveland Picks
Up;
Business O.K.;
44
Divorcee'' Strong
Cleveland — l'"irst run theatres downtown

picked up considerably last week and all of
them
profit.
went showed
so stronga nice
in its
third "The
week Divorcee"
that it is
being held a fourth week, the first picture
to play four weeks at the Stillman since
"Hollywood Rcvuc" last October. "Dr. Fu
Manchu" and "The Arizona Kid" played to
bifj business, and the other first runs did
satisfactorily.
This week's
Cleveland
lineup
Heather:
Cool and
clear first
part is
of : the week;
clear and warm last half."
First Runs: "Divorcee" (ird week), Stillman; "Return of Dr. Fu Manchu," Allen: "Spring Is Here."
State; "Lovin' the Ladies." RKO Palace; "The .4ricona Kid." RKO Hippodrome; "Lord Byron of Broadway," Cameo, "The Bio Party," Keith's East 105//'
"THE
DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M
3rd week)
STILLM.VX— (1,900), 40c-75c. 7 days. Other
attractions: (Jorno's .Marionettes' (Standard Film).
"Song Writers Revue" (M-G-M) Hearst Metrotone
news.
Gross: about $14,000.
Rating: 94%.
"RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU" (Para.)
_ ALLIvN- (3.30(1), .;5c(>0c. 7 d.iys. Other attractions: "Desperate Sam" (Paramount) "Prisoner's
Song"
(Paramount,
song), "Chinatown
Fantasy"
(Paramount),
Hearst Metrotone
news. Gross:
about
$22,500.
Rating:
125%.
"SPRING
IS HERE"
(First National)
STATE— (3,400). 35c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions: "She's A He" (Universal), Cabaret Nights
(Fischer), Alice the Peacemaker (Fischer), Motoring
Through Cloudland
(Fischer), Paramount news.
St.'
"Color Rythn\" (Loew unit show with Dave Schooler). Gross: .ibout $21,500. Rating: 105%.
•LOVIN'
THE
LADIES"
(RKO)
RKO
PALACE— (3,600). 35c-75c.
7 days.
Other
attractions:
"Burning
Timber"
(Educational),
"The
duost'
(RKO).
-Red
Heads"
(Patbe).
P.itlie news.
Pathe Review.
Gross:
about $23,000.
Rating: 92%.
"LORD
BYRON
OF
BROADWAY"
(M-G-M)
CAMEO--(I,200), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: "Scrappily Married" (Paramount), "My
Pony Boy" (Paramount), Hearst Metrotone news.
Gross: about S4,200. Rating: 84%.
"THE
ARIZONA
KID"
(Fox)
HIPPODROME— (4,500. 35c.75c.
7 davs.
Other
attractions:
"Rich
Uncles"
(Pathe
Fox Movietone
News.
Gross:
about $30,000.
Rating:
150%.
"THE
BIG
PARTY"
(Fox)
KEITH'S KAST ]()5TH ST.— (2.200). 25c-50c. 7
days. Other attractions 'Palooka Flying School"
(RKO). "Mickey Whirlwind" (RKO), Pathe news,
83%.
Sportlight (Pathe). Gross: about $12,500. Rating:

MONROE— (982), 50c-75c, ~ days. Other attractions:
Thirty minutes ot newsreel. Gross: $4,200. Rating:
65%.
"NEW ADVENTURES OF DR. FU MANCHU '
(Paramount)
ORIENTAL— (3,193), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show, organ, comedy, novelty short,
newsreel. Another bad week for this house, but
due for a come-back with a fourth anniversary by
the spot's old draw, Paul Ash. and "Young Man
of Manhattan" (Paramount). New bill opened big.
Gross: about $21,500.
Rating: 40'";.
"SECOND
FLOOR
MYSTERY"
(W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (751). 50c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Three
Vitaphone
acts
and
L'niversal
newsreel.
Gross: $5,400. Rating: 80%.

display
$18,900.

"TEXAN"
(Paramount)
ROOSEVELT— (1,528). 35c-85c, 2nd and final week.
Other attractions: Musical short, comedy, newsreel.
Replaced by "Caught Short" (M-G-M). which came
in alter a big week at the Chicago with plenty oi

UNITED
,,^'JP^^ ARTISTS^(1.
ROMANTIC728).
NIGHT"
(U. one
A.) week.
35c-S5c,
Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel. novelty short,
loor and out; replaced bv "The Bad One" (U A.)
Rating: ^5%
Gross: About $16,500.

s|..icf
m ihc
Hearst
iicu spaiiers.
Gross:
Rating: 70%.
"ALIAS
FRENCH
GERTIE"
(RKO)
STATE-LAKE-(3.000\
35c--5c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Five
acts RKO
vaude.
Improved
over
preceding week.
Gross: $23,800.
Rating: 90%
"THE CUCKOOS"
(RKO)
\VOOpS-(l.l-5).
35c-75c.short,
2nd week.
Other
tions: Sporthght, noveltv
newsreel.
Niceattracbusiness for this house.
Gross: $17,200.
Rating: li0%

Hallo Biz. Oil;
^^Follies'"14
Grand is High
Baltimore — Three very hot days and
heavy rain Saturday hurt business considerably during; the week, with only two theatres Roing (jver 1(J0%, one hittiiifj normal.
Judj,Mnji
ratings,
"Follies
hif^h
honorsby with
a gross
of
rating of 140';,, at the New.
came the Little theatre with

of 1930" on
tooka
$14,(XJ0,
Next to that
its 267 scats,

which
took a inrating
about of
$1,250
This was
125%with
for "Applause."
that house.
At Loew's Valencia, "Murder Will Out"
did a 100% with gross of $3,500. The two
largest grosises for the week were taken in
by Loew's Century and Stanley. At the
former "Return of -Df. Fu Manchu" was
the attraction with a Loew stage unit; gross
estimated at $18,500, or a 79% rating. At
the latter, with "Song of the Flame," the
gross was $15,800, jyith a rating of 91%.
Weather: • Monday raw and rainy: then clear and
:iarm to clear and hot with change Saturday to heavy
rain and chilly.
Opposition: "All Quiet on the Western Front,"
Auditorium; "Return of Dr. Fu Manchu " (iirith "Russiantics" starrituj Dave Apollon). Loews Century:
"Sky Hawk." stanr show ("Co-Eds'") Hippndrome:
"Ingagi," Keith's "Applause," Little: "Mammy," Metropolitan and Rivoli "Follies of 1930," Ne-iv: "Song
of the Flame," Loew's Stanley: "Murder Will Out.
Loew's Valencia; " Vagabond King." Loew's Parkway
(after one week at Loew's Stanley). Stage: "Frenen
Frolics"
Cayety:
"Vo'/abond Players"
in
ttvn G. (hurlcsgne).
B. Shaw plays,
.Maryland.
"RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU"
(Paramount)
LOFAVS CENTURY— (3,221), 25c 60c. 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone, International news,
Bruce scenic ("Belle of the Night"), comedy; "Getting
in Dutch" (Navy reel), "Russiantics," starring Dave
Apollon (lyoew stage unit), orchestra, organ. Gross:
$18..''00. Rating: 79%.
"SONG
OF THE
FLAME"
(First National)
LOEWS STANLEY-(3.654). 25c-fflc. 6 days. Other
. attractions: Metrotone
news, Pathe '.Audio Review,"
"Wizard's
Apprentice"
(United
Artists'
featurette),
Rating:
91%. (M-G-M comedy), organ.
"Hot EKig"
Groes: $15,800.
"MURDER
WILL
OUT'
(First National)
LOEWS
VALKNC1.\— (1.500), 25c-35c. 6 days.
Other attractions: Pathe "Audio Review," "Fairway
Favorites" (Sportlight) "Don't Believe It" (Paramount-Oiristie comedy) Metrotone news. Grm:
$3,500. Rating: 100%.
"VAGABOND
KING" (Paramount)
(After One Week at the Loew's Stanley)
LOF.WS PARKWAY-(1,092), 15c-35c. 6 days.
Other attractions:
news, "Night" (cartoon). Gross: $4,200. Metrotone
Rating: 957c.
"MAMMY"'
(Warner
Bros.)
(Shown simultaneously with the Metropolitan uptown)
Rl\'OLI— (1,982), 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.
Other attractions: "Match Play" (Sennett-Paramount
comedy),
"Her latter
Relations,"
"JazzPathe
Rehearsal"
(Vitaphone
Varieties,
all color),
news,
organ.
Cross: $6,000.
Rating: 75%.
"MAMMY"
(Warner Bros.)
(Shown simultaneously with the Rivoli downtown)
METROPOLITAN— (1,500). 15c-50c, 6 days, beginning .Saturday. Other attractions: Kinograms, "Match
Play" (Sennett-Paramoiint .ill talking comedy), Vitaphone Varieties, organ.
Gross: $4,500.
Rating: 75%.
"SKY HAWK"
(Fox)
HIPPODROME^(2.500). 20c-60c. 6 days. Other attractions: Pathe news, Pathe Silent Review. "Red
Head" (Pathe comedy). "Hail the Princess" (Educational comedy), "The Co- Eds" (stage show), organ,
orchestra, chorus, acts. Ooss: $6,500. Rating: 65%.
"INGAGI"
(Congo Pictures)
KEITH'S— (3,016). 25c-50c. 6 days, plus late show
on Saturday previous to opening and midnight Sunday show. Other attractions: Pathe sound news.
"Voice of Hollywood." cartoon, "Peace and Harmonv" (Educational comedy). Gross: $4,800. Rating:
"FOLLIES OF 1930" (Fox)
NEW — (1,500). 25c-50c, 6 days, plus a Sunday midnight show. Other attractions: "Radio Kisses" (comedv),
140%. Fo.v Movietone news. Gross: $14,000. Rating:
"APPLAUSE"
(Paramount)
LITTLE— (267). 35c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:
Robert Benchly in "The Treasurer's Report" (Fox),
"The Brats" (Laurel and Hardy comerly). Gross:
$1,250.
Rating: 12.S%.
"ALL

QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
(Second week.)
AUDITORIUM— (1.600). 50c-$1.30, with tWo . reserved seat performances daily. No other attractions.
Gross: $5,200.
Rating: 65%.
...
60%.'
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Providence High
To "Redemption'',
Grossing $20,000
Providence — Despite the annual Shrine
Circus, baseball league openings and other
outdoor distractions, exhibitors here had no
kick with last week's business. _ The biggest
money was taken in at Loew's State with
John Gilbert's "Redemption," which hit
about $20,500 for 100%.
Through a novel publicity ballyhoo,
RKO's Albee likewise had a big week. In
connection with the vaude attraction, "Golf
Fiends," tie-ups were worked with golf
clubs and advice on problems of the links
were used in newspai)cr columns of "NewsTribune." Business was around $13,000.
"Under a Te.xas Moon," at the Majestic,
was good at $11,000, and RKO Victory likewise had a good week with "Arizona Kid,"
at $10,800.

Weather:
Clear, cool.
.
, ,,
Opposition: Carlton stock. Shrine Circus, baseball.
Films: "Arizona Kid." RKO Victory: "Under «
Texas Moon," Majestic; "Redemption," Loew's State;
"Double Cross Roads," five acts vaude headed by "Golf
Fiends." RKO Albee.
"REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'.S
.STATK- (.'.S<X)). 15c-50c, 7 clays.
Other
attractions: "Hot Doks," "WizardApprentice,"
Pathe
SportliRhl, Mickie the Mouse. Hearst Metrotone.
Joe
.Stove's orKanloKue.
Gross: $20,5(10. Rating: 100%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warner Bros.)
MAJK.STIC— (2,400), l.Sc-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Ben Bernie and orchestra, Mickey Mouse comedy ("The Karnival Kid"). Paramount news. Gross:
$11,000. Rating: 100%.
"DOUBLE
CROSS
ROADS"
(IFox)
RKO ALBEK (2,300). 2.=;c-75c. 7 days. Other attractions: "(iolf Fiends." and four acts vaude. "The
Magnate." Pathe news. "Mickey's Whirlwind." Gross:
$U,b00.
Rating: 10.';%.
"ARIZONA
KID"
(Fox)
RKO VICTORV-(1.600), 15c .SOc, 7 days. Other at"They .Shall
Not Pass."
Ship,"
Pathe news. tractions:
Gross:
$10,800.
Rating: "Haunted
100%.

ety"
Hi
s ci$6
,600
osseSo
Grgh
In Ottawa Run
Ottawa, Ont. — Mixed weather helped considerably to send crowds to local theatres
of Ottawa. "High Society Blues," at the
Regent, ran to 110%, despite panning of
newspaper critic.

Weather:
Occasional rain.
Opposition: "High Society Blues." Regent "What
a Man," five vaude. acts, Keith's; "Shanghai Lady."
Avalon; "Lord Byron of Broadway," Imperial;
" Mamha," Centre: "Ladies Love Brutes." Keith's;
"Taming of the Shre^v." Avalon.
"HIGH
SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
REGENT— (1.225). 25c60c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Orchestra.
Eddie (antoi
"Getting
Fo.n
Movietone news.
Gross: in
$6,600.
Rating:a Ticket,"
110%.
"WHAT A MAN" (Sono Art)
B. V. KEITH'S --(2.596), I5c-60c, 3 days. Other
attractions: Five RKO
vaude. acts, orchestra,
"Toot Sweet," Pathe news, scenic. Gross: $3,900.
Rating: 75%.
"SHANGHAI
LADY"
(Universal)
AVALON— (990), 25c-35c, i days. Other attractions:
Comedy $l.i(X).
("BullsRating:
and Bears"),
Fox Movietone news.
Gross:
80%.
"LORD
BYRON
OF BROADWAY"
(M-G-M)
IMPERIAL— (1,200), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions: "His Honor the Mayor". ".Marritil Wows,"
"Do It Now," Hearst Metrotone news. Gross: $2,700.
Rating: 75%.
"LADIES
LOVE
BRUTES"
(Paramount)
B. F. KEITIl'.S— (2..5y6), l.Sc-.50c, 3 days.
Other
attractions:
"MarchinR
to Georgia,"
"Hot
Dog."
l-'niversal news. Gross: $3,500. Rating: 75%.
"MAMBA"
(Tiffany)
CENTRE— (1,200). 15C-.50C. 6 days. Other attractions: Fox silent news, comedy. Gross: ^?,000.
Rating: 80%.
"TAMING
OF THE SHREW"
(United Artists)
AVAU)N— (990), 2Sc-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:
Fox Movietone news, "Our dang" comedy, cartoon
son^.
Crou: $I,07S. Rating: 85%.
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Bologna ! !
Buddy Rogers' younger day.s were
marked with continuous conquests, if
we are to believe the following excerpt
from a biography appearing in the
current issue of a fan magazine:
"WJien Budil.v Kojters wa.s born in
Glut he. KuniiHS, he embarked upon a boyhood tjpicul of aii.v red-blooded American
bo.v. .Some of his early lite was spent _ in
u desolate frontier town in New Mexico
where, at a tender year, lie had his first
love affair. The memory of that bo.vhood
swe<'theart is still poitjnantly fresh and
sneet with him. Ketiurning to Olathe,
Itudtly entered the public schools. Despite
his dislike for physical encounter, he be(■ame the champion listicuff battler of
Olathe when forced to fight for the riRlit
to show atdention to a little jfirl schoolmate. From earliest memory he possessed
a love for music-. Joininif a boys orchestra,
he achieved a reputation in the vicinity of
Olathe for his baritone solos. Liiter he developed awith
love
for jaz/,
proficient
drums
and and
traps.became
In college
his interest was divided l>eflween his work
with a Jazz orcliestr:i and his efforts to
establish himself as the best-dressed boy
ill school."

$9,070 in 3-Day
"Young Man" Run
At Des Moines
Des Moines — This town gave a warm
welcome to "Young Man of Manhattan"
at the Paramount, which during a threeday run did a 200% business. The requests
are said to have been legion for a return
of the picture, which might easily have been
put on for a record as an all-week feature.
Popularity of the original Satevepost story
was given as the reason for its success. Bad
weather cut into business in general, with
one day being very hot and the next very
cold.
"Song of the Flame" was taken off two
days early to start "Mammy." Several pictures were judged to be better than average
l)usiness getters were it not for the downpouring
Weather: rain.
Cold and alternating warm
weather.
Opposition: "Young Man of Manhattan," stage
show (3 days). Paramount; "Cay Madrid," stage
show (4 days), Faramcfunt: "Aviator" (3 days).
Strand; "Lady to Love" (4 days). Strand: "Song of
the Flame" (5 days). Des Moines: "Hello, Sister '
(3 days). RKO vaude.. RKO Orpheum: "Ladies of
Leisure," RKO vaude. (4 days). RKO Orpheum.
"YOUNG
MAN
OF
MANHATTAN"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT—
(1,700). 3sound
days, news.
2Sc-35c-50c.
attractions:
Paramount
Herbie CithienKoch
organ number, mystery act, Prince Ali, stage band,
vaude, (Fred Stritt Co. in "Goofiest Guv in This
Goofy Age"). Gross: $9,070. Rating: 200%.
"GAY MADRID" (M-G-M)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "U." news, Mr. and Mrs. Herbie Koch,
organs, Charlie Agnew band in "Hawaiian Echoes,"
M-G-M
("A Tough Winter"). Gross: $4,000.
Rating: comedy
75%.
"LADY TO LOVE"
(M-G-M)
STRAND— (1,100), 20c .30c. 4 days.
Other attractions: Paramount news. "U."
Felix cai luoii ("Tee
Time"),
Columbia
colortone
act ("Princess
I^dv
Hug")
Gross: "AVIATOR"
$3,200.
Rating:(Warner)
80%.
.STRAND— (1. 100). 20c-.30c. 3 days. Other attractions: Pathe sound news. Paramount talking act
("Getting a Break"), I'^dtic. ooniedv ("Hig Kick").
Gross: $3,200. Rating: 80';.
"SONG
OF
THE
FLAME"
(F. N.)
DES MOINES— (1,600). 25c-35c-50c, 5 days. Other
attractions: Paramount sound news. Paramount act
("Toys"), Educ. comedy ("The Constable"). Paramount song cartoon ("Come Take a Trip in Mv
.\irship").
Gross: $4,000.
Rating:
75'',.
"HELLO,
SISTER"
(World
Wide)
ORPHEUM— (2.000). 25c-.50c. 3 days. Other attractions: RKO vaude., Pathe news, RKO comedv
(•■.Micko>'s Whirlwind"). Gross: $()..50(l. Ratine:
100%.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
ORPHEUM-(2.000), 2.5c-50c, 4 days. Other attractions: RKO vaude., Pathe news. Cross: $8,000
Rating: 120%.
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$41,000 Gross in
'Frisco for "All
Quiet" Staggers
San Francisco — Three 'Frisco theatres
hit big business in the past week. Al. Jolson in "Mammy" at the Embassy grossed
$12,600 and a 120% rating. He also was
there in person.
Loew's Warfield Theatre, with "All Quiet
on the Western Front," did $41,000, rating
190%. The California did much more than
was expected with "The Bad One," grossing $17,500, and rating 115<>o for the week.
The Orpheum did a 100% business with
"Captain of the Guard." Credit was given
to tlie personal appearance of John Boles,
who came to 'Frisco to appear before some
soldiers, appearing at this theatre one night.

Weather:
Fair, good theatre weather.
Opposition: "Young Man of Manhattan," Paramount; "Bad One" California; "All Quiet on the
Western Front," Warfield: "Alias French Gertie,"
RKO vaude.. Golden Gate: "Mammy." F.mbassy:
"Hold Everything." Davies: "Paramount on Parade,"
stage show. St. Fraiicis; "Born Reckless," stage shozv.
Fo.r: ".S'/ic .'^tcps Out," stage show. Casino.
"YOUNG
MAN
OF
MANHATTAN"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2.700). 35c-50c-65c-$l, 7 days. Other
attractions: "The Paramounters" (music). Paramount
news. Ron and Don "Paramount Console." "Travelette in
Havana,"
comedv; "Follow
lair.
Gross:
$15,000.
100%.A.) the .Swallow"
"BAD Rating:
ONE" (U.

CALIFORNIA— (2,200), 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.
Other attractions: California orchestra. Paramount
song cartoon ("Take Me Up in Your Airship"), news,
"Sunset Number." Louis Glint, guest artist (presenting "Song Pirates"). Gross: $17,500. Rating: 115%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
WARFIELD— (2,700).
50c-65c-90c,
7 davs.
Other
attractions:
Newsreel.
Gross: $41,000.
Rating: 190%.
"CAPTAIN
OF THE GUARD"
(Universal)
ORPHEUM— (2.270), 35c-50c-65c. 7 days. Other attractions: Pathe review, Sound Flashes. Tack Sprigg
85%.
and his RKO-lians, organ. Gross: $10,100. Rating:
"ALIAS
FRENCH
GERTIE"
(Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,500), 30c-40c-S0c-65c. 7 days.
Other attractions: RKO vaudeville, organ. Gross:
.'jn.OOO.

Rating:
80'^,..
"MAMMY"

(Warner

Bros.)

EMBASSY— (1,400), 50c-65c-90c, 7 davs.
Other attractions: Music, news. Gross: $12,600. Ratmg:
120%,
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warner
Bros.)
DAVIES— (1.150). 35c-5Oc-65c-90c. (Moved from Embassy after 3rd week.) Other attractions: News.
music.
Gross: $7,100.
Rating: 90%.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400). 35c-50c-65c-90c-$l, 3rd week.
Other attractions:
"St. Francis
Ensemble,"
Paramount news, "Talkietoon"
("Five
Bugs"),
Pathe
".Audio Review."
Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 1207o.
"BORN
RECKLESS"
(Fox)
FOX— (5,000), 50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attractions: Orchestra. vi-x;al ensemble. Walt Roesner's
direction;
Fanchon
and 100%.
Marco's "Sparkling Ideas."
Gross:
$23,000.
Rating:
"SHE
STEPS OUT" (Fox)
(:ASIN0— (2,500). 40c-()0c. 7 days. Other attractions:
Will Kin,g's "Casino Company of Thirty," music.
Gross: $8,600.
Rating: 75';o.

Downtown Seattle to Be
100% Wired by June 1
Seattle — With scheduled closing of John
Danz's Winter Garden to install RCA Photophone, every downtown theatre in Seattle, including all first runs, vaudeville theatres, musical tab houses and second runs,
by June will be equipped for sound. The
Winter Garden will be dark for about a
week, during which time it will be redecorated, refurnished and will have new
projection equipment installed.

Wiring for Sound
.Springfield — The Hippodrome, seating
300, has been closed by Chakeres Theatres
Co., Inc., pending remodeling and installation of sound. The house has been playing
Westerns at 10 cent admissions.

Ma V n
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All Under Vav in
Mpls; "Bijr Poiul",
High at $:M>0()0
MiniK-apolis — The Minnesota, sliowinj;
"liij; I'ond." carried the l)iKKest gross for
the week. Chevalier hronjjlit the house $34,000, ahhouf,'li tlie ruUnir liit only 85%.
"Ihe New Aciventiues of Fu Manchu" was
fairlv heneticial to the State, the house regislerinjr $19,540, or 80%.
The Orpheuni. ballyhooinfi "He Knew
Women," was close on the heels of the
State. The picture grossed $17,900, which
gave the house 80%. A third rating of 80%
went to the Century, which housed "Hold
Kvervthing." The otTering did well, grossing $8,250.
Pantages registered 75% and a gross of
$7,500 on "Call of the West." In the secondary class, the Seventh Street (RKO)
showed "The Cuckoos," which had been
shown the previous week at the Orpheum.
On this picture, the house grossed $6,245,
or 7(Yc- The Lvric. boosting "Dumbbells in
Ermine." rang up $3,000 to a 90% rating.
The Aster showed "A IMost Immoral Lady"
to the tunc of a SO'^o rating and a $2,680
gross.
IVcathcr:
Warm
tzvo days: chilly rest of week.
Opposition: "Call of the tVest, five acts vaude.,
Pantages: "Bio Pond." "Tip Toppers" (Publtx staae
shoif) .Minnesota: "He Knnv IVomen, five acts vaude.
(headlined ftv Svh-ia Clark). RKO Orpheum:
"Cukoos." RKO Seventh St.: "Ne^v Adventurs of
Fu Xlaiichu," and "Radio Kisses," State;^^ Hold
Evervthina." enturv: "Dumbbells in Ermine."^^ L\ric:
"Most Immoral Lady," Aster: "Journey's End" (legit,
offering by stock company). Shuhcrt.
"HE
KNEW
WOMEN"
(RKO)
RKO ORPHEUM-(2.900), .V^c-50c-75c, 7 days. 3
■^hnws (lailv. Other attractions: Five acts vaude.,
headlined bv Sylvia Clark. Gross: $17,900. Rating:
80%.
"BIG POND"
(Paramount)
MINNESOTA -(4.02.>). 35e-40c-75c. 7 days, 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: Publix stage show ("Tip
Toppers Revue"'), overture presentation. Gross: $34,OOO. Rating: 85"^.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(Warner
Bros.)
CENTl'RV— (l.MO). 30c-.=iOc-75c, 7 days, 6 shows
daily. Other attractions: Mickev Mouse cartoon.
Grantland Rice ".Sportlight." Gross: $8,250. Rating:
80%.
"CUCKOOS"
(RKO)
SEVhVN'TH STRKF,T~(I.40O). 2.';c-50c-7.>c, 7 days, 6
shows dailv. Other attractions: None. Gross: $6,245.
Rating: 70%.
'CALX. OF THE WEST"
(Columbia)
PA\T.\GES— (1,6751. 25c-50c-73c. 7 days. 3 shows
dailv. Other attractions: Five acts vaude. Gross:
$7,500. Rating: 7?':.
"DUMBBELLS
IN ERMINE"
(Warner
Bros.)
lATilC—
(1,238). 15c-25c-0c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.
Other
attractions:
"Hunting
Wild
Animals
in
.\frica." newsrcel.
CU-oss: $3,000. Rating: 90%.
"NEW
ADVENTURE
OF
FU
MANCHU"
(Par.)
ST.\TE— (2,300). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days. 4 shows daily.
Other attractions: "Radio Kisses," "Fist, Fowl and
Fun." Pathe revue, news reel. Gross: $19,540. Rating:
80%.
"MOST
IMMORAL
LADY"
(First National)
.\STKK -(S12). 2iV- 35c. 7 days. 6 shows daily.
Other attractions:
News reel. Gross: $2.(i,Sl. Rating:

Talking Trailer
THE

R. K. O. SENSATIONAL
LAUGH
HIT

"THE CUCKOOS"
IS

A
GET

NATIONAL
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SERVICE
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YORK— 12S West
46th
Street
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gl« S. Wabash
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LOS
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News

iliclinian Clicks
In K. C. W till
13 Grand E\i4i

Han Disc Chaif/e
LiverpodI
— Han
payment
al.s
(or discs
has onboon
voted of"
byrentthe
northwestern branch of the Cinentalograph l!\biliilors' .^ss'n. The (Uses
should be supplied free, it is contended.

Kansas City — The week was average or
near-average for most first-runs. Midland

^Caught Short' a
Wow in Oiiialui;
Grosses $12,750
Omaha — "Caught Short" (M-G-M)
caught the dough here this week at the
I'aramomit, hitting 150% for $12,750. Best
week at this house for several months.
Looked like M-G-M week with "The
Rogue Song" at the State, which was good
for $5,225
(110%),which
and "In
Gav Madrid"
at
the World,
hrought
$10,500
(105%).
Orpheum had a forced "split week" on
pictures with "Ingagi" (Congo) jerked
after two days and replaced hy "A Notorious Affair" (F. N.). Result was a 100%
on seven days for $15,000.

IVcathcr: Rain tirst half, fair last.
Opposition:
"Caught
Short,"
Paramount;
"The
Rogue Song." State: "In Cay Madrid,"
World:
"A
Notorious Affair" ("Iniiani" tirst tzvo da\s) . Orpheum.
"CAUGHT
SHORT"
(M-G-M)
P.\R.\MOUNT— (2,900),
7 days, 25c-50c. Other
attractions:
"Chinatown
Fantasy,"
Para,
news,
orKan.
Gross: $12,750.
Rating:
150%.
"IN
GAY
MADRID"
(M-G-M)
WORLD— (2,500),
7 days,
25c-60c.
Other
attractions: Johnny Perkins topping five acts vaude;
Ted Mack & band. Para, news, shorts.
Gross: $10.500.
Rating:
105%.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
STATE — (1.200). 7 days, 25c-50c.
Other attractions: Para. news, comedv.
novelty.
Gross: $5,225.

"A NOTORIOUS
AFFAIR"
(F. N.)
(Congo)
Rating: 110'", and "INGAGI"
ORPHEUM— (3.000), 7 days, 25c-60c.
Other attractions: Harry
Webb's
headiuR$15,000.
four
.ict RKO
bill.
Pathe
news Entertainers"
cartoon.
Gross:
Rating:
100%.

HOW

^M

foR Your

TO

reported
100%which
on United
on
the Ritz,"
grossed Artists'
$15,000."Puttin'
Mainstreet did similarly on Columhia's "Ladies
of Leisure," which also grossed close to
$15,000. Pantages, plaving the "Fox Movietone Follies of 1930!" did 95%, with a
$7,100 stake.
The from
RoyalBlankley's,"
fell a little
withranWarners'
'Man
which
$3,800.
or 85%. The Newman kept at normal with
Paraniount's "Big Pond," grossing $10,000.
The Uptown, first-run suburban, went up
to
110% grossing
on "The$6,500.
Thirteenth Chair"
(M-G-M),
Weather:
Changeable, rain.
Opposition: "Puttin' on the Rits," five acts vaude..
Midland: "Ladies of Leisure," five acts vaude.. Mainstreet:
Newman:
"Man
f^nval "Big
"l-nx Pond,"
Mrivirlnue
Follies
of from
1930."Blankley's,"
Pantages:
"Thirteenth Chair," Uptown.
"PUTTIN"
ON
THE
RITZ"
(United Artuts)
MIDLAND
(4,000). 35c-60c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Hearst's Mctrotone
news.
M-G-M
International newsreel, five acts vaude.. headlining Al. .Shaw
and

Sam I.ee. Gross: $15,000.
Rating: KXT', .
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
MAIN.STREET-(3.0(»), 3.^c-60c, 7 davs. Other attractions: Pathe news, (Irantland Rice sp<jrllight.
five acts vande. headlined bv the Diamond Boys.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 1C0%.
"BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Sennett comedy ("Fat Wives for 'Iliin "), Paramount news, Ben Dova in "Chinatown Phantasy,"
screen song
Gross:
Sin.iXK).("Come,
Rating: Take
100%.a Trip in My Airship").
"FOX
MOVIETONE
FOLLIES
OF 1930" (Fox)
I'AXTAGKS- (2.166), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Edward Everett Horton in "Good Medicine," Universal sound news. Gross: $7,100. Rating:
95%."MAN
FROM
BLANKLEY'S"
(Warner Bros.)
ROYAI.— (900), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Educational comedy (Hamilton in "Gr«d MorninR
Sheriff'). Vitaphone short (Ben Bernie and Band),
Fitzpatrick's "May Horoscope." Gross: $3,800. Rating:
85%.
"THIRTEENTH CHAIR"
(M-G-M)
UPTOWN— (2,200), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attracSennett comedy
Kisses"),
Universal
caitonn. tions:
Universal
news. ("Radio
Gross: $6,500.
Ilating:
110%.

get!
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Motion

Opinions
Let's Go Native
{Paramount — All Talker)

A Honey

{Reviewed by Charles /-. Hynes)
THERE
are plenty of laughs in this new
Paramount comedy, which has a novel
story and fine cast. It has three names to
carry it, Jack Oakie, Skeets Gallagher and
Jeannette MacDonald, and is well done from
every angle. It's one of the new season Paramounts, and if it's a sample of the new line-up,
the company is going to have a big year.
George Marion, Jr., collaborated with Percy
Heath on story and dialogue and also wrote
the lyrics. He did a whale of a job, for the
picture has several catchy numbers which
should be hits. Jack Oakie has been mounting
the ladder of screen popularity steadily and
this picture should help him considerably. Leo
McCarey did a nice job of direction, getting all
possible out of the many funny situations.
The story concerns the love affair of a young
millionaire, whose father threatens to disinherit
him if he doesn't marry the daughter of a rival
soap firm, in order to effect a merger. The
youth, however, is in love and when his father
issues the ultimatum he sails for Buenos .A.ires
on the same ship as his fiancee is traveling,
only he goes as a stoker in company with a
friend and a taxicab driver, who had to leave
town on account of an accident. They are shipwrecked and make their way to a tropical
island, head man of which is Skeets Gallagher.
Skeets has taught the native girls to sing and
hoof, and how ! The island is fabulously rich
in pearls and oil. When the hero's father arrives on the scene, he sanctions the marriage
of his son to the girl, who since has come into
possession of the island. In addition, he arranges to buy the island, but after closing the
deal it sinks into the ocean.
This is comedy all the way and loaded with
typical Marion gags. There is real kick in the
casual way the riches of the island are brought
out. For instance, the gang begins laying out
a tennis court and drives a stake, with oil gushing out, or eats oysters only to find they are
full of pearls.
The cast is uniformly good, but the work
of Oakie and William Austin stands out. There
are some fine settings and photography is excellent.
Dramatic shorts with this.
Produced and distributed by
by Leo McCarey. Storv and
Marion, Jr., and Percy Heath.
tor Milner. Length, about 6.560
65 minutes.
Release date, some
THE
Ursula
Wood
Wally Wendell
Voltaire McGinnis
Jerry
Basil Pistol
Chief Officer Williams
Constance
Cook
Wallace Wendell
Creditors' Man

Paramount. Directed
dialogue by George
Photography by Vicfeet. Running time.
time in August.

CAST
Jcanette

MacDonald
James H-.II
Jack Oakie
Skeets Galligl'.-^r
William Austi.i
David Newell
Kay
jMancis
Charles Sel'on
Eugene
I'.iliettc

Midnight Mystery
{R.K-n^AU

Talker)

Novel Thriller
{Reviewed

by Edwin Schallert)

A

MYSTERY plot, wide open for the audience, but with the characters in the picture kept
guessing — and
that'shasa afairly
in film
melodramas
lot tonew
do twist
with

spreading fascination in "Midnight Mystery."
This picture would be better than it is if it
got away to a quicker start. There is much
conversation to begin with, atmospheric
chiefly, smart-cracking, and calculated to throw
the audience into the mood for the real story
and make them believe it. One can't exactly

May
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deny tliat these scenes aren't necessary and
clever, but they would benefit by pruning.
Locale of "Midnight Mystery" is Hawk
Island, a weird place near Cuba, during a
raging storm — the old dark and stormy night
idea ! The island home of Gregory Sloane is
the scene. He is in love with Sally Wayne,
writer of detective stories. Ambitious for a
career, she is slow about going through with
their contemplated marriage. So Sloane thinks
he'll try the ruse of sickening her with mystery pilots by pretending to be a murderer himself. And so he makes all the motions of
shooting a sheikish foreigner over a seeming
The two decide to carry the joke over to
quarrel.
the morning, Sloane letting everybody in the
house believe that he is a desperate man. The
girl, however, is told by Sloane that the murder is a hoax, and becomes furious about the
deception.
Meanwhile, there is one member of the
house party who sees a chance for a "perfect
crime" when he learns that the supposed victim of the tragedy is really alive, but that
everybody thinks that he is dead. Jealousy
enters into this situation, and the resultant
murder and the unraveling of it yield a fascination to the very end. Even the girl is in
doubt about who committed the crime because
she only has the hero's word that he didn't
do it, and naturally everybody else suspects
him. Because of this question about who is
guilty, the production is tense and clever in
all the later scenes.
In all of this Betty Compson. Hugh Trevor,
Lowell Sherman, Ivan Lebedeff, Rita La Roy
and Raymond Hatton figure very importantly,
and thev comprise a thoroughly efficient cast.
Sherman's performance is the top-notcher,
Trevor does competent work, while Miss
Compson is excellent in the amateur detecting
scenes.
Comedy and musical shorts with this.
Produced and distributed by RKO. Directed bv
George B. Seitz. Associate producer, Bertram Mifhauser. From the play "Hawk Island" by Howard
Irving Young. Adapted bv Beulah Marie Dix.
Photographed by Joe Walker. Length, 6,463 feet
Runnmg time, 72 minutes.
Release date, June 1.
THE CAST

Betty
Compson
Hugh
Trevor
Lowell
Rjta Sherman
Lg r
Jvan Lebedeff
Raymond
Hatten
Marcelle
Corday
j^ng
civde
d'Albriok
WilliamSidneyPresley
Burt

f/'^"
^<'^S^rs

Courage
{IV B— All

1930

Pictures

On

Sally
Wayne
Gregory
.Sloane
I"'" ,.A"sten
Madelme
Austen
Mischa
Kawelm
Paul
Cooper
Harriet
Cooper
Louise Holhster
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Warner's action in giving the screen part
legitimacy with Bill's spiritual parentage
credited to the man his mother really loved,
while his physical pater is Mr. Colbrook,
legally the father of the six others in the
brood.
Archie Mayo did well with the direction,
especially in holding his players to their
characters. They are human and believable.
The added dialogue by Walter Anthony is in
good mood, and his contribution of comedy
lines clicks for several good laughs well-timed
against the dramatic situations. One fault
which may be charged to Mayo or Anthony,
or both, or to the cutting room, is the absence
of over-lapping action in several earlier sequences which end abruptly on quick fade-outs.
There is nothing of story established in these
sequences to carry over the thread to succeeding sections or "acts." It savors of an attempt
at stage technique, but succeeds only in letting
the audience down and compelling it to grope
through the first hundred feet or so of each
new sequency to pick up the action, geography
and identification of characters. This, however,
does not detract from the general entertainment
excellence of the production as a whole. Once
the menace appears, in the person of Blanche
Frederici as Aunt Caroline, things move along
smoothly with plenty of overlap to keep up
the suspense and understanding of who, why
and where.
Marian Nixon does the seventeen-year-old
Murial Colbrook with enough realism to give
any doting mother or pa-pa chuckles and groans
at the dramatics of adolescence.
Richard Tucker as Jerome Rudkin, the
banker, does a small part with the fervor and
skill worthy of a principal role.
W^arner's have heralded other of their product
with more force than they have so far put back
of "Courage," and with much less reason from
an exhibitor angle. This one can be touted
for patron
women confidence
without risking
a scientist's atom
of
and goodwill.
Use good kid comedy with this. Oth-er shorts
not so important because feature is stroncf.
enough to carry the show.
Produced and distributed by Warner Brothers. Directed by Archie Mavo. From the stage play of the
same name by Tom Barry. Screen version by Walter
Anthony. Running time, 73 minutes. Footage, 6630
ft. General release date, June 7.
THE CAST
Mary
Colbrook
Belle. Bennett
Muriel Colbrook
Marian Nixon
Lynn Willard
Rex Bell
James Rudlin
Richard Tucker
Bill Colbrook
Leon Janney
Reginald Colbrook
Carter De Haven, Jr.
.A^unt Caroline
Blanche
Frederici
Colbrook Children — Dorothy Ward, Charlotte Henry,
Byorn .Sade, Son Marion.

Talker)

The Fall Guy

Splendid Woman's Show
TT HIS is excellent fare for women— only,
■■■ lonely — or with husbands past, present or
future.
It takes the much-used theme of mother-love
from angles sufficiently different and human to
make the production click wherever they want
gulps, tears and laughs. In short, "Courage"
IS an emotional outing for women, and men
won't be ashamed of the optical moisture
Belle Bennett, as the mother does quite as
much to make famous her character of Mrs.
Colbrook as the character of Stella Dallas did
to make Belle Bennett famous as a mother.
She troups a difficult role with impressive deftness and shading.
Second honors for providing top entertainment, if not equal division of first honors, go
to Leon Janney as Bill Colbrook, the youngest
son. (The part was erroneouslv credited in
Motion Picture News for May 24 to Rex Bell).
The screen version departs from the stage play
of the same name in one major point. In the
stage version Bill 'was an illegitimate
for
The Code of Eethics may be responsible child.

(Radio

Pictures— All

Fair

Talker)

{Reviewed by Robert Hage)
THERE

is very little box oflSce in this production, due to a threadworn plot and loose
direction, but it is saved from being a total loss
as entertainment by the wisecracking of Ned
Sparks and the sincere acting of Mae Clarke.
They deserved a better vehicle.
Jack Mulhall has the title role, but his voice
is not ideal for talkers and he exhibits a tendency to overact throughout. Perhaps this was
due to the fact that the story has little action
in it. Based on the play of the same name,
most of the footage is devoted to a living room
setting with the characters engaged in interminable talk. However, Miss Clarke's portrayal of the role of the nagging wife w-as a
adelight
laugh.to watch and Sparks' gags clicked many
The story is -that of a drug clerk, unable toi
find employment, finally agreeing to work for
a shady character whom he suspects of being[

f
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a bootlegger, lie docs not karn, until he is
arrested, that his employer is a dope peddler.
The arrest is made by the sweetheart of his
sistcr-iii-lavv while a dinner guest. lUit tlie
long arm of coincidence is again brought intu
play to enable him to clear himself of suspicion.
Treat this as an average program ottering
and don't make any promises about its appeal.
Seeds plenty of stipport in the ivtiy of fiooti
shorts.
Produced and distributed by Radio Pictures. Direct
ed by Leslie Pearce. From the stajse play by George
Abbott and James Glcason. Adaptation and dialogue
by Tom Wliolan. Edited by .Vrcliic Marshck. Photographed by Leo Tover. Length, 6,17.^ feet. Running
time, 65 mins.
Release date, June 1.^, 1930.
THE
CAST
Johnny
Quintan
Jack Mulhall
Bertha Quinlan
Mae Clarke
Dan Walsh
Ned Sparks
Charles Newton
Pat O'Malley
"Nifty"
Herman
Tom
Jackson
Lottie Quinlan
Wynne
Gibson
Mrs. Bercowich
Ann Brody
"Hutch"
Elmer
Ballard
Detective Kecfc
Alan Roscoe

A Royal Romance
a'olumhia—.lll

Talker)

Lacks Selling Angles
( Revicived by Charles F. Hynes)
THIS is fair as a program offering, but it
lacks selling angles. It has a fairly good, if
far- fetched, story, which wanders considerably
toward the clima.x, and a satisfactory cast that
lacks big names. Accordingly, it probably is
best suited for a double feature bill, or where
strong short subjects will get over the program.
Buster Collier and Pauline Starke are the
leads in this drama of a mythical Balkan principality. Buster is a struggling author who
inherits $200,000, half of which he spends for
a castle in Europe. He finds the place allegedly
haunted, due to the efforts of its former mistress to escape detection as the kidnapper of
her child, custody of which the courts awarded
her divorced husband. He befriends the wife,
an American, helps her to escape, is fined the
remainder of his inheritance and returns to
Xew York to win the girl.
There is some good comedy in this, supplied
hy the negro player, Clarence Muse. He is
Collier's valet and does good work. Ullrich
Haupt is good as Count \'on Baden, although
he hasn't much to do. and the rest of the cast
is adequate.
As a so-so program offering, this will get by.
but don't make any promises for it.
Musical shorts will help this.
Produced and distriltiitcd by Columbia. Directed
hv Erie C. Kenton. Scenario and dialogue by Norm'an Houston. Edited bv Gene Havlick. Photographed
bv Ted TetzlafT. Length, 6.,k=;9 feet. Running time.
62 minutes.
Release
date,
March
17, 1930.
THE CAST
John
Hale
William
Collier, Jr.
Countess von Baden
Pauline Starke
Rusty
Clarence Muse
Frau Muller
Ann
Brody
Mother
Eugenie Besserer
Hans
Walter P. Lewis
Mitzi
Betty Boyd
Count von Baden
Ullrich Haupt
Magistrate
Bert Sprotta
Gloria
Dorothy De Borba

Border Romance
(Tiffany— .III Talker)

Entertaining

{Reviewed by Robert Hage)

SEVERAL episodes and some of the dialogue in this picture indicate that the censors were caught napping or were too engrossed
at the time to spot the liberties with good taste
taken by the producers. However, the latter
was probably the reason, for the picture is
_
.
entertaining throughout.
It's a breezy ; omance, laid in old Mexico,
and is both colorful and appealing because the

Motion

Picture

News

Opinions

on

Pictures

director has not lakiii the plot seri()U>l\. lie
has given it a comic operetta touch, although
the story apparently called for straight dramatic trcatnuiit, -villi the result that the picture

.■.lire, strenuous elf<jrts to put il over will not
go unre\\arde<l.
Enlist the cooperation of school authorities
and leaders in historical and expl<jration fields.

is Don
delightfully
iicjnc'ialant.
Terry enacts
the role of the hero with
gusto. -Armida, playing opposite, is a satisfactory Mexican spitfire, although not overburdened with histrionic ability. Wesley Barry
displajs some ham acting, while Marjoric Kane,
playing a comedy role, works hard without
much success. Victor Potel, ideally cast, lands
many laughs. Terry and Armida sing several
songs passably.
Terrv, Barry and Potel, as American cowboys, travel to Mexico to sell their herd of
horses. Terry falls in love with the little Mexican girl and after killing a Mexican who tried
to shoot one of his pals, goes back to see her
again. The Rurales set out to capture him, but
he eludes them with opera bouffe ease, .^s
they ride along the countryside the Rurales
burst into song at every opportunity and the
effect is iinpressive. The scenic backgrounds
are gems of beauty.
One scene shows Potel going to the river for

Give rest,
themrecognizing
a special immediately
showing — andthethey'll
do
the
splendid
entertainment appeal and educational value of
the production.
Adult audiences, too, will be thrilled, what
with the numerous hair-raising episodes of the
trip, the beauty of the South Sea landscape,
the strangeness of animal and bird life, and —
the most important factor of all— the refreshing simplicity and honest naturalness which
stamps the entire record. There is absolutely
no doubt that second thought was given to the
commercial angles of the Pinchots' film. To
this can be attributed the sincerity of the effort. Other exploration films have resulted
directly from a desire to produce an expedition
record with one eye on the box-office. Pictures of the latter type, almost invariably, bear
all the ear-marks of having been staged. VVith
the new Pinchot picture, this phase of production isabsent and, we predict, it will live
longer as a result.
The black, sweaty wild men with the inevitable monotonous study of their social and
domestic capers, are missing from this record.
Thanks to the Pinchots. Every foot contains
something new, always of interest.
Howard Cleaves is to be highly commended
for his fine camera work. And to the Pinchots, a medal for their splendid handling of
material used to describe their mighty interesting trip, which they lightly elaborate upon
in dialogue.

a bath, not knowing it is "ladies' day.'" and
plunging into the midst of a group of naked
\iOmen. In another episode he explains that
he could not get a drink at the brook because
"the h^r5es were careless." Another censorable sequence cannot be described in print. "Border Romance" was the second picture directed
hy Richard Thorpe to be shown on Broadway
in a week, and in both he has overstepped the
hounds of decency. However, the Hays Code
of Ethics probably will get him later. .A. ficht
between two horses provides several thrilling
moments.
Re careful about playing this picture if you
family trade. It's okay for sophistito audiences.
cater cated
.'Jhot in .<;horts of the domestic type.
Produced by Tiffany. Directed bv Richard Tliorpe.
Sforv bv John Francis Xatteford. Supervi<;ed by LesScott." Edited
Richard
Gaboon.bv Photographv
hv ter
Harry
Zech. bv
Music
and lyrics
Will J.ison
and Val Burton. Length, 5.974 feet. Running time.
64 minutes.
Release date. May
18.
THE
CAST
Conchita
Cortez
\rmida
Bob Hamlin
Don Terry
\'ic Hamlin
Wesley
Barry
Nina
Maiorie Kane
Slim
Victor Potel
Gloria
Nita Martan
Buck
Adams
J. Frank
GI'-nHon
Capt. of Rurales
Harry von Meter
Lieut, of Rurales
William
Costello

In the South Seas With
Mr. and Mrs. Pinchot
(Talklna

Picture

Epics—Talker')

Mighty Interesting

(Revie^ced by J. P. Cunningham)
DELIGHTFULLY different from the runo'-the-mill celluloid records of exploration trips, easily adapted to a tremendous
ballyhoo, which, if intelligently presented,
should swell the coffers of almost any boxoflice. But, if presented cold without special
handling it will fall as flat as a pancake : not
that it deserves it, however.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Pinchot. a likeable old
couple, brought back from their exploration
trip to the South Seas one of the finest and
most interesting assortments of wild-life
camera shots ever gathered bv anyone. The
expedition, incidentally, was staged in cooperation with the natural historv societies of
Xew
York and Philadelphia.
Not a single school child, regardless of age,
should he deprived of seeing the wonders of
land and water life of this strange land. And
that's where your big exploitation possibilities
lie. You will have to work hard, but, we are

snappy
runA with
this.sound cartoon is just the thing to
Produced by Mr. and Mrs. C. Pinchot in the
South Seas. Distributed by Talking Picture Epics.
Photography by Howard Cleaves. Released Sept. 1.
1930. I..ength, 5,538 feet. Running time, about 62
minutes.
Xo

cast,

all

being

members

of

the

expedition.

Call of the West
(Columbia — Talker)

Stupid

(Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)
SLOPPY,
sappy sentimentality!
An unconvincingly
told cross between a
Western and a backstage yarn, stupidly dotted
with dialogue which is as meaningless and
trivial as any one studio could make it. And
acted as poorly.
A splendid example of factory type picture
making. Slowness of the first three or four
reels reaches the point of boredom. There is
relief for a few hundred feet, during which
an impressive sequence introduces a cattle raid
by a gang of hustlers, but this thrill is soon
over and the tempo immediately sinks back to
a pitch more boring than at first.
Harry Cohn produced, .Albert Ray directed
and
tured.Dorothy Revier and Matt Moore are feaSound job is okay. As a matter of fact,
it's too good. A little distortion might have
jumbled up the mess of banal dialogue, losing
for the film much of its amateurishness.
Run it on your regular double feature bill,
but be sure the support is e.rtra strong.

Produced by Harry Cohn. Directed bv Albert
Ray. Story by Florence Ryerson and Colin Clements. Continuity and dialogue bv Colin Clements.
Photography by Ben Kline. Film editor. Ray Snyder. Release date. May 10, 1930. Length, 6,500
feet.
Running time, about 1 hour and 12 minutes.
THE CAST
Violet
La Tour
Lon Dixon
i>a-,
Bull 'i'.xo"
Clarkson
.Maurice
Kane
Trig Peters
f
njoles
Mexicah
Mrs. Burns
Bud
Pnnte.xter

Dorothv
Revier
Matt Moore
Kathrin TomClareO'Brien
Ward
Alan Roscoe
Vic Potel
Ruii
Joe Nick
De Lade Cruse
Blanche
Rose
Ford
West
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Light of Western Stars
(l'(i>a:iio!(iil — All

Lady
of Scandal
,.l/.(;..l/_./// Talker) _

Talker )

Average Program Calibre

Great Entertainment

{Reviewed

{Revieived by Charles f. Hynes)

IT'S too bad that the policy of the Publix
houses on the main stem didn't permit this
picture to get a break, for then it would have
been launched under auspices in keeping with
its quality. It's a great piece of entertainment, a western with he-man stuflf, based on a
strong story and excellently done.
The Zane Grey story from which this is
adapted was a best seller and certainly will aid
the draw of the picture. Richard Arlen heads
the splendid cast which includes Mary lirian,
Fred Kohlcr, Harry Green, Regis Toomey,
William
LeMaire and George Chandler.
Peculiarly, Green, whose comedy work is
outstanding, is not included in the film billing. He deserves a big hand for his work as
Pie-Pan.
The story concerns the efiforts of a cowboy
to win back for a girl the claim of her murderetl brother and to solve the murder. He
starts left-footedly by insulting the girl while
drunk and then assumes the role of protector.
After a series of events, he finds that the gold
on the ranch was the motive for her brother's
murder.
Arlen is going to win a lot of new friends
by his characterization in this picture, which
should result in future films teaming him with
Mary Brian. Fred Kohler also does some
outstanding work.
Musical shorts with this.
PrcKliiced and distributed by Paramount Publix.
Story bv Zane Grey. Directed by Otto Brower and
Edwin H. Knopf. Adaptation by Grover Jones.
William Slavens McNutt. Edited by Jane LorinKPhotographed by Charles Lang. Length, 6,312 feet.
Running time, 70 minutes. Release date, April 19.
THE CAST
nick
Bailey
Richard
Arlen
Kuth
Hammond
Mary
Brian
)>i(. Pan
Harry
Green
T?ob Drexell
Kegis Toomey
Stack
Fred
Kohler
Grif Meeker
William
LeMaire
Slig
George
Chandler
Square Toe
Sid Taylor

Throw of the Dice
( lioUyivood

Made

Pictures — SyncIironi::cd)

in India — and Not Bad

(Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)

suggest that you see this yourself to
determine just how far it will get at
your box-office. If they appreciate an elaborately told story of India, made right on the
spot, where gorgeous pageantry plays no small
part in the picturization of a battle between
two Hindu kings for the possession of a beautiful girl, then this is the stuff for them. They
spared no expense in its production, employing many hundreds of natives, and what looked
like entire towns, for immense mob scenes ;
and all were well handled. In a few widely
scattered sequences, however, the action slows
down.
Probably the biggest flaw in the vehicle lies
in its synchronization. This mechanical factor, if corrected, will undoubtedly enhance its
merit tremendously. In the present state, the
musical accompaniment is ruinous ; and at
times nerve racking. It sounds like a victrola
sorely in need of winding.
Photography is commendable and the direction splendid. All told the production is
impressive.
Very light comedy needed to balance. A
cartoon aitd a good musical revue reel will go
well.
WE

Produced
by Pro Patria Films. Ltd., Ixmdon,
m
India.
Distributed
in U. S. by Hollywood
Pictures,
via states rights market.
length, 6,700 feet.
Running time, 73 minutes.
Release date, Dec, 1929.
THE CAST
Sunita
Seeta
Dvi
King Ranjit
Charuy
Roy
King Sohat
Himansu
Rai

by

Walter

R.

Greene)

ERICK LONSDALE'S play, "The
FRED
High Road," comes to the screen as a
talker under the title of "Lady of Scandal"
but there's little scandal in the lady and nothing of consequence in the picture itself.
\s a- program picture of ordmary strength,
audiences will accept it as mildly interesting.
to reach beyond that classificaIt cannot Thehope
tion. story has an English background,
and the rather slow and draggy stage tempo
has not been eliminated in the screen adaptation. But it is doubtful whether or not anythe
. done with
have been
could nd
materialthingatbetterha
.
Ruth Chatterton is spotted in the title role
on the otherand provides most of the sparkle
wise dull surface. Balance of the cast, including Ralph Forbes and Basil Rathbone, fit in
nicely into their characterizations. Sidney
Franklin had little chance to show anything in
direction bevond regulation formula of transplay to the screen, retaining the
s a stage
thereby.
stagineslating
The story concerns a popular English actress
who consents to marry a young nobleman. The
latter takes her to meet his family, who are
up in arms over his intentions. After piling
insults on the girl, an agreement is reached
six months before
y.
will wait
11
. mar.
bo
rying tileshe
whereby
The girl lives on the estate and graaually
puts pep into the staid members of the family.
afTair develops beIn so doing, a secret love
tween the actress and Basil Rathbone, cousin
is rather noted
who
m,
bridegroo
ijf the intended
for his wav with women. The girl discovers
Rathbone's'aiTair with the wife of another and
decides to forget him. But Rathbone makes
ardent love and declares he will give up his
current afifair. Discovery is made the woman's
n dehusband has died in Paris, and Chattertowidow
mands Rathbone make the trip to tell the
Rathbone
of his new and greater love. While
is writing instead of going, Chatterton gets
the widow on the nhone and has Rathbone
agree to come to Paris at once. Then the
" parting.
usual "it couldn't have been otherwiseyoung
son
Close comes soon after with the
engageher
from
actress
deciding to release the
ment; and she returns to her old life on the
stage as the reigning favorite.
"Ladv of Scandal" will probably reach those
week runs where Ruth Chatterton commands
drawing power. It is a weak programmer and
is better geared for the one and two day stands
where business stands up as a matter of routine.
Draw comedies are badly needed zvith this
one.
Produced and distributed, by M-G-M. From play
by Frederick Ixmsdale. Directed by Sidney Franklin. Scenario by Hans Kraly. D'alogue adaptation
by Claiidine West nnd F.dwin Tu-^tus MavCT. Photoprnrvhed by Oliver Marsh and Arthur Mil'er. Length,
r, 8=,9 foet. Running time. 76 minutes. Release date.
Mav

24.

THE

CAST

Ruth Oiatterton
B->=i' Rathbone
Ralph Forbes
Nance
O'Ned
Frederick
Kerr
Herbert
Bunston
Cyril Chadwick
Effie EUsler
Robert
Bolder

Plise
Fdward
John
'T.ady
Trench
Lord Trench
T/ord Crayle
Sir Reginald
Lady Minster
Hilary

So This Is London
(Fo.r—.4U

31,
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Talker)

Splendid Entertainment
(Rez'iczved by Red Kann)
FROM
face
reachesthethesecond
screen.Will
and Rogers'
as long homely
as he stays
<in it, "So This Is London" is first-rate enter-

tainment. When the story veers to other
characters, the drop takes on the speed of a
plumb line hitting the ocean bottom.
With its directorial shortcomings, the picture
is fine entertainment, replete with Rogerian
drolleries and punctuated with many laughs.
The witticisms of the comedian are, as usual,
inimitable and the production all the way very
much of a one man show. It follows that when
the
principal
isn't there
for you
see and
hear character
the proceedings
inevitably
sag. to
"So This Istravels.
London" Inis his
the first
second
in Rogers'
international
talker,
family
affairs and misadventures carried him to Paris.
This time, he is a cotton mill owner, a dyed-inthe-wool American and death on any and all
things British. When his business takes him
to London where an important deal awaits his
attention, he leaves Texas with considerable
loathing and distaste. On the boat, his son
meets an English girl, falls in love to his
family's dismay and determines to carry the love
match through to its inevitable conclusion.
Rogers objects. Ditto, his wife, played with
her usual charm by Irene Rich. At any rate,
the boy conspires to have his parents at a
week-end
and
Lady
In an
judgment

party
to meet the girl's parents. Lord
Worthing.
effort to prove to the boy that his
is askew, Rogers determines to live

up
to the savage
EnglishAmerican.
nobleman's Heconception
the
uncouth,
and Miss ofRich
do, ruin a perfectly good dinner and almost
break up the party and the match. But Rogers
gets
a peak atfeels
the he
girlhas(Maureen
instinctively
been allO'Sullivan),
wet in his
tactics and finally straightens out the rnisunderstanding. Interluded are a number of
charming and wholly laughable sequences
wherein Rogers, for instance, goes on a shooting match w-ith Lord Worthing, dabbles
humorously in international politics with him
and, in general, provides the audience with
many stretches of real entertainment.
Worthing (Lumsden Hare) is played in the
typical Hollywood conception of an Englishmen: bored, slow-witted, left-footed, et al.
The characterization is really ridiculous, practically a caricature, although it is entirely possible Director John Blystone insisted upon it
as an obvious foil for Roger's witticisms.
Miss O'Sullivan as the girl is plea.sjng
enough, but her voice registers stridently and
often, with displeasing resonance. The boy,
Frank .Albertson, comes through with a routine
performance, inocuous enough but entirely undistinguished. Owen Davis, Sr., is credited
with the dialogue, but all the way it is obvious
that Rogers, as is his usual wont, ad libbed.
Cartoons and musical numbers O. K. here.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From story by
Owen Davis, Sr. Directed by John Blysttme.
Adaptation and dialogue by Owen Davis, .Sr. Edited
by Jack Dennis. Photographed by Charles Clarke.
Length,
8,.10O
feet.
lease date,
June
8. Running time, 92 minutes. ReTHE CAST
Hiram
Draper
Will
Mrs. Hiram
Draper
Irene Roger".
Rich
Junior Draper
Frank
Albertson
Elinor Percy
Worthing
MaureenLumsden
O'Sullivan
Lord
Worthing
Hare
Lady Worthing
Mary
Forbes
Alfred Honeycutt
Bramwell
Fletcher
Lady Amy Ducksworth
Dorothy Oiristie
Martha
Martha
Lee Sparks
A
Nurse
"
Ellen
Woodston

Promotion for Hulan
A. G. Hulan, installation supervisor of
RCA Photophone, has been appointed assistant manager of the installation and service department in charge of installations,
being responsible for the activities of the detime the exhibitor's conpartment from the
tract is accepted
to one week following completion of installation. At the conclusion of
that period, the installation will be turned
over to C. L. Lootens, assistant manager in
charge of service.
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Fat Wives for Thin
(Mack

TheCI lihnr.
Enchanted
Poorest
I all c,
I Kc.h

Si'iiiii'lt-'l alk'i-r^ 2 A'..-/.?)

Only Kid Appeal

Fine

HI-.RM'S a mark for all producers of conifdy shorts to shoot at. It reveals more
iiitclligcucc tiian many features, is expertly
haiulled in all departments and is hifih-powered
entertainment, provini; that slapstick is not
nece.-isary to get laughs. The story centers
about a wife who can eat as much as a dozen
farm hands at a sitting, with the husband
registering his disgust. Mother-in-law butts
into the affair and helps the fun along. Complications are devclopetl naturally, and the situations net many laughs. Marjorie Bcebe,
Andy Clyde and Aggie Herring play the leading roles with a realism that is a credit to
them and the director. Running time, 22
minutes.
hookfil 0 'i<.rak jcalurc use this to
saxr// yoii'vt'
the shm</.

Station S-T-A-R, No. 12
{Tiffany— All

Talker— \ A'ccl)

Average

NOT as good as the majority of its torerunners. Lloyd Hamilton is the announcer in this subject and most of the footto showing him trying on strawdevoted
is
age
hats, a salesman having convinced him that
the public is tired of the pancake cap that is
his trade mark. And the audience gets tired
of seeing him try them on. Carlotta King
sings and Dorothy Burgess appears in a thin
little skit, but you forget them in a hurry, as
well as Walter Hiers' monologue. Leatrice
joy's rendition of a French song is the highlight of the subject. Rimning time. 10 minutes.
Satisfaetory filler for any f^rograni.

Office Steps
(J'itaplwne

I'arieties
OkayXo.

1002—1

Reel)

AP1^PP^'
novelty
shorti>
that willsinging
enliven and
anydancing
bill. The
setting
a modern office, with six. stenos in chorus girl
costumes doing a little typing and a lot of
singing and dancing, the boss dictating in
rhymed patter as he hoofs. Solo dancers, a
pair of doggers, and a ham actor rendering
"Singing in the Bathtub" the while he dubs in
Shakespearean lines keep things going at a
livelv pace. The players include Harry
McXaughton, the Phelps Twins, Billy Reed,
Lou Duthers, Jack Thompson and Gertrude
McDonald. There are four musical numbers.
Ruiming time, 10 minutes.
inil fit ill nicely anyu-liere.

HOTEL Bristol
. 10.9 WEfT^a+h

rTREET

Hearts and Hoofs
I rmhe— Talker— 1 Keels)

Weak

CORXLLILS KlCi;i-K makes a handsome
cowboy and Mona Rico an attractive
gypsy girl in the first of the new series of
Kodco itcomedy
but love
they're
not toso each
hot
when
comes shorts,
to singing
songs
other. The story is slight and the direction
haphazard. The cowboy woos and wins the
girl in short order, despite the obstacle of a
stiletto-wielding rival, and carries her ofT.
However, the subject is not intended to he
taken seriously and it's a relief from the stereotyped Western short. It contains one raw
piece of business — a boy shooting a squirt-gun
at the back of a character while a monkey is
perched on his shoulder. You can guess the
rest. Running time, 19 minutes.
L'se it 2citli a society
drama
or rez'uc
feature.

Paper

(iooil

the situation of an amateur
ALTHOUGH
papering his home has been done man\
times, this one clicked a lot of laughs, regardless. The frugal householder follows the usual
line of covering doors, pictures, etc., with the
paper, and then covering his handiwork with
pictures. It moves along at a lively pace,
Johnny Arthur having the lead. A youngster,
cast as his son, nets some chuckles on his own

Xo.

LOOO—2

Good Specialty

Famous
Table il'Hole Rotauraiils
l.uncheoD 5((c .... Dinner $1.00

liath. Single, 'i" - I>i>iil(le "S" I'rr Dmj

Reels)

TE

Screcin

PICTURESPERFECT SOUND

Clear, realistic pictures — Freedom from eyestrain— Natural tone quality — All these are
essential to hold your patronage and are
assured
by Vocalite
Sound
Screen.
THE BEST BY SCIENTIFIC TEST
Descriptive
Literature on Application

B£4DED
448

SCratN

CORP

WtST
37""STRCCT
ROOSEVELT,
NEW

FACTOR.V

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Reel)

ADS.

Exhibitors/
Use the NEW

Silman Synchronous
DISC
POINTS
Designed Special for
Electric Pick-Up
Reproduction

— FEATURING

—

No Surface Scratch
More Natural Tone
Clearer Voice Articulation
Eliminates

Blurr\' and

Raspy Tone.

4U*t A Im Caru- Srrrice

Doulile '.'t"!', t !>;.,

Entertaining
Heuren-Pathe
— Synchronized — 1

Equipment
Theatre LubLy Ir.iiiics. mamitacturer to you. Low cost. Gem Frame
Company, 2805 Brighton, Kansas Citv,
Mo.

•

and amuseniciil ceiilers— yi'l ipiirl

performances.

CLASSIFIED

JIM Mc Williams burlesques opera in this
number, which is good for some laugh?
and offers good novelty entertainment. First
he gags a politician's speech, then on the piano
he gives his interpretation of repetitious lines
of an opera. It's all very amusing and cleverh
done.
Running time, 8 minutes.
/('/'// fit anyivherc comedy turn needed.

OCA.LI

children's

and
appeal Picture.
of the short.
Billed
a \'agaI)ond
Adventure
Interest
hasasbeen
built up
in the ascent of the glacier by a dramatic epis<^)de, well-handled and efTective, centering about
a hermit who has lived on the glacier since the
day, forty years before, when his bride fell to
her death in a crevice. Her body, frozen in
ice, is his shrine. Running time, 10 minutes.
Use it unth a comedy feature.

The Grand Uproar
I'arieties

special

TOM
TICRKIS accompanies these shots
taken by him "near the south fx^le" with a
synchronized lecture which enhances the effect

hook by butting into papa's endeavors. Diminutes.rected by Carter De Haven. Running time. ')
Just the thing for a heavy jeature.

(I'ita phone

for

The Glacier's Secret
( I'an

Hanging

SoTiindL

Most convenient!) lo<aled— only u
few mintiles walk l<> all shoppini;

UNIFORMS

her and there's a sentimental ending. (<oik1
production values in this. Directed by Martin
Justice.
Running time, 10 minutes.

Amusing
I'arieties
.\o. 3972 — 1 Reel)

(I'itaf'lione

BRILLIANT

Room, Single. '2'"

AI'.\NT.\S^' in 1 echniolor that should
make a big hit with the younger children.
It relates the story of the daughter of a rich
mother, neglected by her s(jcicty-and-poodle
loving parent, who escapes from home and falls
asleep in a forest where, through double exposure, fairies and gnomes dance and sing for
lier. The mother, missing the youngster, finds

COSTUMES

Only by using them can you dpprtciate this uonderful improtrmrnl over the old style needle.

Manufactured by

Silman Distributing Co.
Sound Equipment and Apparatus

620 Grant St.

PitLsburch. Pa.

N.Y.

YORK

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437
New B'way
York
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Columbia Not Set
For '30-'31; Has 3
More to Decide
With three more vehicles to select, Coincludes : lumbia's 1930-31 program of 20 pictures
"The Criminal Code," "Charley's Aunt,"
"The Subway Express," "Rain or Shine,"
"Dirigible," The Last Parade," "The
Flood," "Madonna of the Streets," "The
Woman Who Came Back," "Tol'able David," "Brothers," "Arizona," "The Lion an4
the Lamb," "The Miracle W^oman," "Ubangi,' "Good Bad Girl" and "Fifty Fathoms
This year, the company will hold three
Deep."
sales conventions, the first in New York
beginning June 2 and the others in Chicago and Hollywood.
Jack Cohn will preside at the opening of
each and then turn the meeting over to
Joe Goldberg, general sales manager. Harry
Cohn and Sam Briskin .will take an active
part at the Hollywood convention. The advertising and publicity sessions will be handled by Joe Gallagher. In addition to
Cohn, Goldberg and Gallagher, the home
office contingent to cover the three conventions consists of Rube Jackter, Morris Safier and Hal Hodes.
Others to attend are :
J. A. McConville and Abe Montague, New England
division managrers, and J. F. Sharkey, eastern district
manager, will head the New York delegation. Representatives will include from Albanv : H. C. Bissell,
G. A. Woodard : Boston : T. F. O'Toolc,
H. Ro-

Picture

May

News

govin, S. Moscow, P. D. Fox, and E. H. Anderson;
Buffalo: Joe Miller, C. W. Johnson; Cincinnati: M.
White, W. McCabe, M. Spanagel, W. F. La Sance ;
Cleveland : H. Kaufman, L. C. Thompson, G. J.
Becker, R. Morris.
From New Haven : Louis Astor ; New York : Jack
Bellman, I. Grossman, S. Kulick, A. W. Weisman,
S. Trauner. B. Rappaport, M. Fraum, Joe Whitman;
Philadelphia : H. E. Weincr, .S. Sugarman, F. Shepard, M. Gillis, C. Martin; Pittsburgh: Joe Wolf, L.
T. Engel, J. B. Cohen, S. Jacobson, C. W. DickinIon, O.son;D.Washington:
Weens, S.A. Galanty,
H. Levy.J. B. Walsh, B. CapSouthern and Middle States divisions headed by
Phil Dunas, who will assemble at the Stevens in
Chicago are, Atlanta: L. C. Ingram, S. M. Berry,
J. R. .Selman, Ed. Heller; Chicago: L. W. Alexander, W. Bakjr, N. Provencher, E. W. Johnson, C.
Phillips, M. Hankinson and M. DeLano ; Indianapolis: A. H. Kaufman, Sid Gibbs, E. R. Slocum ; Charlotte: R. J. Ingram, D. S. House, C. B. West:
Dallas: J. Underwood, W. Young, R. D. Bauer, W.
Williamson; Des Moines: R. E. Peckham, A. B.
Seymour,
R. Green.
From Detroit: A. W. Bowman, S. Nathanson, W.
G. Sturgess, Sam Gerson ; Minneapolis: B. C. Mar
cus, S. Frank. J. H. Jacobs; Omaha: L. C. Durham.
C. J. Rig<Ts, D. L. Donelson, W. C. Wallace; Kansas City: L. G. Ross, W. Bradfield, C. A. Jones,
T. M. Flynn. H. Gould; Memphis: J. J. Rogers.
R. E. Jones. T. B. Haynes ; Milwaukee: J. A. Kraker.
N. A. Weinbaum, T. MacAvoy, H. Greenblatt ; New
Orleans: H. Duvall, J. J. Fabacher ; St. Louis: J. C.
Osserman,
E. Dumas.
The sessions at Hollywood will, in addition to
L. E. Tillman, western division manager, be attended
by the following: From Denver: J. R. Beale. A. A.
Bruce, K. L. Burk. B. T. Cale ; Los Angeles: W. C.
Riter, J, W. Drum. H. M. Lentz, M. J. McCarthy:
Portland : C. E. Tillman, Clyde L. White ; Salt Lake
City: J. F. Baker, G. H. Warren. A. W. Baron.
H. F. Matthews ; San Francisco : P. Weinstein. H.
T. Henrioulle, O. L. Olsen ; Seattle: Neil Walton,
\V. H. Bloom.

Morris Safier has been appointed circuit
sales manager. He first came into prominence as central division manager for
United Artists and later as Warners' sales
manager of long-run pictures.
Louis Weinberg, who has been associated
with Columbia as a special representative
for six years, has been placed in complete
charge of the short product.
Hal Hodes, w'ho has been in charge of
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Pictures Aid in
Mental Health,
Says Scientist
Washington
Viewing
helps a man's
mental
health.— Dr.
Fransfilms
Alexander,
psychiatrist of Berlin, declared at the W^orld
Conference on Mental Hygiene.
"Motion pictures must rank in first importance and helpfulness among the instinctive
measures of civilization to provide substitute satisfaction for adventure and excitement of which we have been robbed by the
present-day routine of economics and mechanical existence," Dr. Alexander says.
"Man finds his lost individuality in the
cinema," Dr. Alexander said, "if not in
reality in imagination, if only for a short
time nevertheless day after day and repeatedly. This makes for mental health, and
the scientist who studies the human mind is
grateful for the intensive development of
the film industry."

Felix Young Again an Agent
Hollywood — Feli.x Young returns to the
casting agency business, and has secured an
employment agency license from the Police
Commission. Young sold his former agency
to Myron
Selznick about two years ago.
sales promotion for the past year, has been
appointed manager of a newly created accessorv sales department.

THE R-K-0 SALES CONVENTION
with headquarters at this hotel was one of the most
successful "get-togethers" ever staged in the West.
The Hollywood Roosevelt is indeed proud of the
part it played in making the visit of the R-K-O
executives and salesmen enjoyable.
II Why not plan to hold your next sales convention
in the West — at the scene of production? We will
gladly quote special rates and give detailed information of the accommodations we have to offer upon
request.
a

We^ll be expecting you!"

ROOSEVELT
LYWOOD^S
HOL
•'IN HOLLYWOOD
ITS

THE

ROOSEVELT"

JOSEPH

HOTEL

FINEST
M. SCHENCK,

PRES.

HOSTELRY
FRANK

CUMMINGS,
Manager

Jr.
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Pathe Officials
Arrested! Same
Old P. A. Stuff
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Chicago Thc^alre
Books Tiiik' as
Policy Reversal

1

W hen Phil Reisman, J. P. McAloon and
E. W. Ballentine of tlie Pathc lionic office
>tepp€d off the Advance Century, on their
way to tlie company's regional sales meeting at the Blackstone hotel here last week,
they were placed iinder arrest and bundled
into a squad car before even the Pathe
News cameraiiion could start grinding.
With sirens shrieking, tiie squad car raced
across town while the Pathe trio protested
in vain. About the time they were beginning to get worried the car, with a final
blast of the siren, pulled up in front of the
Blackstone and was greeted by a bunch of
liooting sales delegates, here for the meeting.
The stunt was Dan Roche's, of tlie local
Pathe office, who arranged it with William
Russell, commissioner of police. It was
good for space in the straight news columns
of the dailies, getting a better break than
did I"ox that rated only
financial pages when its
town on their way to
and were joined here
president.

a paragraph on the
execs came through
the convention city
by Harley Clarke,

Gets Silent Print by
Mistake; Borrows Talker
The Adelphi was sent a silent print by
mistake for a Sunday program recently.
The manager, unable to raise anyone at the
exchange on the Sabbath when he discovered the mistake that had been made, appealed
to another manager of a near-by house to
share a feature with him in order to prevent
closing down entirely. The neighbor turned
him down cold. House was about to fold
when a third manager, hearing of the plight
of the first, voluntarily offered to relay feature reels to the unfortunate one. Offer accepted.

Talkers Kill Curfew
Curfew shall not ring at Quincy tonight, or any other nJRht, henceforth.
The ancient local institution for the
safeguarding
city's picture
youth goes
down before of
the the
talking
era.
Patrons of local theatres complained
that the curfew's blowing interrupted
downtown talking picture programs
and the city council abolished it. despite the protests of social workers.

Phil Dunas,
district manager
for Columbia, and Leroy Alexander,
newly appointed
Chicago
manager,
pose
for the MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS
photographer.

Rogers to Name New
Sono Art Chicago Mgr.
Bud Rogers. Sono .A.rt- World Wide sales
manager, spent several days here this week
()reparatory to the naming of a new Chicago
manager to fill the post left vacant b\' the
resignation of Leroy Alexander last week.
.Alexander became branch manager for Columbia, replacing C.
C. W^allace.
.■\nnouncement
of the
selection of a new
.Sono Art-World Wide manager will be
made, Rogers said, when Harry H. Thomas,
vice-president in charge of distribution, arrives here this week.
While here. Rogers completed local booking arrangements with RKO for his company'sallproduction,
Man." whichA
will play
RKO "W'hat
theatresA nationally.
similar deal for "Cock o' the Walk" is in
prospect, he intimated.
Rogersofficer
is making
a tour the
of the
company's
branch
throusrhout
cotmtrv.

Wabash Ave. — South
WX.

BE.\DELL, former Rockford exhibitor, named manager of the National
theatre by Sam .Abramson. . . . Percy Barr,
formerly with Educational, now selling for
First National. . . . Bill Brumberg. former Chi
manager for Sono .-Krt-World Wide, to New
York. . . Henri Ellman back from Des Moines
and Omaha with "Journey's End" contracts.
. . . Johnny Mednikow's interest in the Independence sold to Jake Gross. . . . Max .A.scher
to New York on a business trip.

Max Gumbiner reported to be taking back
the lease on the Harmony, and will operate it
himself. . . . Si Greiver has purchased the Chicago territorial rights for "The Primrose
Path." a Sidney Kent production. . . . Harry
Thomas, vice-president of Sono Art-World
]Vidc, in charge of distribution, through tozi'n
this Zi'eek en route to the coast. Returning in
about tti-o zi'eeks. . . . Bud Rogers, Sono-U'orld
(Continued on page 142)

Loop theatres opened the week with some
strange billing, but the public appears to
favor the departures from custom, with the
result that most houses are beginning the
seven-day period with some unaccustomed
prosperity.
The Chicago, recognized here as a family
institution, is showing "The Divorcee" (MG-M) in spite of the pink slip handed it
by the local censor board. This is the first
"pink" to play the house in a period that
can
years.since
Shubert's
Garrick, beon measured
a picturebypolicy
late winter,
brought "Ingagi," jungle sensation, back
again after three weeks' road-showing of
Journey's
End"
(Tiffany).
did
five weeks of
abnormal
business"Ingagi"
in the same
house immediately preceding the entrance
of The
"Journey's
OrientalEnd."
was on its way out of a
prolonged period of depression with its
fourth anniversary program headed by Paul
Ash, the old favorite at this spot. Ash was
met by a brass band and hundreds of local
members of a Paul Ash club on his arrival
in town. Here for one week. Feature is
"Young Man of Manhattan" (Para.), and
should help the draw.
The Roosevelt, a run house, took "Caught
Short" ( M-G-M) after it had played a week
at the Chicago. Pictures usually go from
the Chicago to the outlying houses, but the
Roosevelt was doing fair business with it
at the outset. The picture was helped considerably bylavish display ads in the Hearst
papers here.

Chicago Branch Heads
U, A, Clean-Up Drive

Cress Smith's mid-weslern sales forces
took first place in United Artists' annual
cleaii-up drive on old product, concluded
recently. The Chicago branch was third in
the same
drive to dispose of 1928-1930 product nationally.
The ten
managers
in Smith's
divisionbronze
presented their
chief with
a handsome
desk set as a token of esteem on the conclusion of the drive.

Showmanship!
.V South Side theatre installed a
cooling system and naturally advertised that fact in large letters in
front of the house. Yes. sir. right
next to the "Hot for Paris" signs.
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Windy CityThermometers Shoot Up and
es
Theatres Fold or Try PrizeSeasonalGagSlump Lur
Gets Early
Start and Exhibitors
Trim Sails

Pleading

The advance hot weather of recent weeks
has already been felt by the small neighborhood houses. Several have folded for the
sunmier ; more are on a week-end closing
policy, and still others are looking for new
business-getting
gags to combat the seasonal shmip.

Million Picture News Photo

The Thacher decree may have been a boon to exhibitors elsewhere, but, it appears, the Chicago
indie hasnt benefited mtich by it. The salesmen still hold the whip hand here, as is proved by
the MOTION PICTURE NEWS cameraman who caught Exhibitor Freddy Gilford on his knees
begging Salesman Al Hoffman for a break, while a group of apprehensive exhibitors await thet
outcome.

Chicago SMPE
Chapter Holds
First Meeting
The Chicago chapter of the S.M.P.E.
was formerly instituted at a dinner meeting
at the City Club. Joseph Dubray of Bell
& Howell was elected chairman of the
group, and J. Elliott Jenkins of Jenkins &
Adair, secretary. O. F. Sphar and Oscar
B. Depue were election managers.
The territorial limits of the Chicago
boundchapter were fixed on the west at a and
on
ary line 50 miles east of Denver,
the east, 50 miles east of Cleveland. No
north or south boundaries were fixed.
The following committees were named:
Dubray, B.l'"red
papers and
Kranz,
E. S.program,
Pearsall, Joseph
Jr.; publicity,
W.
be held on
will
meetings
Dinner
Depue.
the third Thursday of each month at a
place designated in advance of each meeting.
Eleven active members, 12 associate members and 8 guests witnessed the institution
of the chapter. A drive for a membershi))
of 200 will l)e inaugurated at once.

''Unborn Child" Cleaning
Up in Chicago Theatres
Louis Weiss, vice-president and treasurer
of Windsor Pictures, spent a week in ChiChild" do
Unborn
watching "Her
recordcago
business
at the
outlying houses.
Several big neighborhood spots, such as the
.Sheridan and Senate, are reported to have
grossed above $10,000 with the picture.
Usual gross for the liouses is around $4,000
wecklv. Dave Dubin reports that lie has
125 prints of "I'nborn Child" ready for
distribution.

Goetz Loans Movie-Phone
Saves ''Cargo*' Sale
And
L. E. Goetz sold "White Cargo" to the

Oliver at South Bend. The house was not
wired, so rather than lose the sale when the
exhib learned no silent prints were open,
Goetz took his own Movie-Phone equipment
and installed it in the Indiana house. Equipment comes out when the run is over.
The Davis theatre, Milwaukee, one of the
oldest legit houses in the city, was recently

wired and is taking "White Cargo" in the
near future, according to report.

Wabash Ave. — South
{CoonUnued from page 141)
sales manager, here in the course of an inspection tour of the company's branch offices
throughout the Q^untry. . . . Toivn looking
cinptv again after three conventions moved out
—Hr'-G-'M. Pathe and Educational. . . . RKO's
regional sales meet *at *the *Congress.
Fox

execs through town en route to the

company's convention at. Movietone City. Joined here by Harley Clarke, who is reported to
!)e interested in seeing what a movie studio
looks like. . . . The Palace at Danville, III.,
starting a midnight show policy May 31. . . .
'j"hc Sheridan held a boys' plane building contest, with exhibit of models in its lobby, during
the run of "Young Eagles". . . . Charles H.
I )arrell, manager of the Centre, back from a
California
vacation.
. . street
. Sidney
Sclig's closed
Gem,
one of the .South
State
landmarks,
indefinitely.

* *

*

Bob Knudson, manager of the Essaness Little theatre, back from a Michigan vacation.
. . . R. L. Campbell, Essaness advertising manager, looking at Canadian railway time tables
as the time for his ou'n vacation draivs near.
. . . Hair's Theatres, Indianapolis, starting their
annual bathing beauty contests, ivith final zinnner to be the state's entry in the Miss America
Ihinci later.
The wife of Ray Carsky, manager of the

The usual bathing beauty contests and
gift night gags are re-appearing, or continuing— as the case may be. Reduction of
]n"ices and withdrawal of stage acts are also
going into etfect for the summer. Decline
in theatre advertising in the dailies is already noticeable.
Numbers of the neighborhood houses are
co-operating with merchants in their vicinity in a two-way prize gag. The merchants
give coupons with every purchase made.
Lucky coupon draws a prize to be announced and awarded at the local theatre
later. During the period of the couponpassing, the theatre is running trailers calling attention to the store or stores at which
they may be secured. Some merchants are
donating the prize, but others insist on the
theatre sharing a part of its cost. Radios
or household utilities are the most popular
decoys, with the gag helping the neighborhood's business as well as the theatre's
appreciably.

Mechanical Circus for
"Swing High'' Publicity
A feature of the Pathe regional sales meet
held here last week was the miniature mechanical circus which had been set up in the
meeting room at the Blackstone, and which
is to be used nationally in connection with
exploitation
work on
"Swing
High."
The mechanical
circus
is the
work of a
patient inventor of Hamburg, Iowa, who
spent fifteen years building it. It is a complete reproduction of a "big top" in operation, and includes all appurtenances of a
circus, such as side shows, animal wagons,
ticket wagons, etc. Everything connected
with it is mechanically operated. When the
sales delegates entered the meeting room for
the first business session they saw it in
operation for the fii^st time, "synchronized"
by means of circus music and songs from
".Swing High" played on phonographs.
The miniature circus may be rented by
theatres plaving "Swing High" for exploitation purposes, it was announced.
Essaness Lakeside, died last week. . . . L. E.
Goetz on the road with "White Cargo" and
"Primrose Path" contracts. . . . The Universal
ofiice all pepped up over the fact that the local
critics couldn't find enough words to tell how
much they liked ".\!1 Quiet." And the business
that baby is doing at McVickers will almost
* * *
pay for the next war.
Bill Benjamin back from the RKO convention on the Coast wearing a big smile and
some nezc tan. . . . That nciv Film E.rchange
buildinq

is gettinq

places.

. . . WellKANE.
— .<t'loon.
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

"How Do You Look
At This?"

From Drug Topics we quote the
following :

"It is the biggest mistake in
the world to think that you are
working for some one else. Try
to realize that some one else is
paying you to work for yourself."
Now. there you ha\e a slant that
is certainly applicable to the showbusiness as well as another line.
Suppose you sit yourself down,
lean back, close your eyes and try to
analyze your own individual opinion of that quotation.
Are you plugging along with the
silly notion that you are working
for some one else? Or are you
taking the more sensible viewpoint
that some one else is paying you to
work for yourself?
After all it is a matter of individual viewpoint. But whichever
way you have sold yourself, that's
the way you are probably working.
Most men in show-business seem
to go out of their way to convince
themselves that they are just "employees." That they mean nothing
in the lives of the men who employ
them. Why? Can't you enthuse
over the idea that you are working
for yourself? Can't you figure out
that the work you are doing, if you
are doing it well, is a foundation
for the future?

Table of Contents
*^ Cummings
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•^ P. F. Schwie Sold "Younp Eagles"
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McGuirs
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•^ J. Ramon Wheeler's Street Ballvhoo
*[ Vincent and Landy Are Lobbv
Change Experts Too
r Ray S. Hits the Front Pages

It has become altogether too common to hear remarks such as "I'm
tired of working for somebody
else." Or, "I've been making money
for everyone but myself." These
are just snatches of the conversation you get here and there and
everywhere. But we wonder
whether these men have the proper
viewpoint.
True; there is nothing better
than a man being able to establish
himself in some business of his
own. But how many have the means
to do so? And since the great maiority of us must earn livings working for some sort of an outfit, the
least we can do is make the best of
our situations and instil into our
own feelings the latter part of the
phrase we have quoted.
It is rather difficult to figure out
the other fellow's situation, but the
best we have ever tried to do is express our own honest opinion and
let you dope the rest out for yourselves. Even in my own position.
now that I stop to analyze it. the
feeling that I am working for mv
own future towers head and shoulders above the thought that I'm being paid to work for somebody else.
The expression, "good men are
never out of work," is not without
foundation. They are never, or
rarely, out of work because they are
making a reasonable success of the
work they are doing.
''Chick."
Figure it out for yourself. Maybe it will show you some light.
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Harold Cummings
Takes Over Reins
At The Empress
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It was with pleasure that we
learned Harold G. Cummings
had been installed as manager
of the Empress Theatre in
Danbury, Conn., because the
well known "Hat City" has
become equally well known
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Some new slants were added
to a stunt that has been used
often by Club members, and
for that reason we are going
to pass along this idea that
P. F. Schwie, manager of the
Garrick Theatre in Duluth,

Schwie Flew High
With His Campaign
^^=^^^==^^^=^;^=^^^
For "Young Eagles"

as a "showman city."
While he was at the Capitol in Leominister, Mass., some fine
work was turned out by Cummings and it is interesting to note
that he is keeping it up in his new position. One of the first
stunts he pulled was in connection with "The Vagabond King"
whereby he invited all of the prominent city officials to witness
a special pre-view showing, and used their hearty endorsements
of the picture in his newspaper ads as testimonials. He also
gained a few days of free publicity by announcing that the
Mayor would be present at the pre-view. In addition to these
two stunts on the picture he also pulled a good one by arranging a tie-up with a local automobile dealer. The dealer bannered several new cars with a sign announcing that "The (Car)
Monarch of the Road had the privilege of escorting the 'Monarch' of the Screen' to the Empress Theatre." The stunt, as
it hadn't been worked to excess, created a lot of favorable comment that re-acted tov;ards the box-office.
When he played "The Texan," he gave a party to all the
newsboys of the city on the opening day of the picture and
managed to promote four days of advance stories in every
paper. The boys paraded from the newspaper offices to the
theatre and carried banners plugging the picture and announcing their destination. Another good angle he pulled with the
newsboys was on "Office O'Brien" when he imprinted 1200
papers with copy on the picture. The newsboys gave the papers
away free on the streets and hawked "Sensational gangster
capture at the Empress Theatre." And how they talked about
this stunt! In fact they talked to such an extent that business
on the picture took a jump over the ordinary.
With these few activities already under his belt in the short
time he has been at the house, it is our prediction that as soon
as Cummings gets the "low-down" on the town we'll have a lot
of interesting accounts of his merchandising to pass along.
So keep us posted, Harold.

Managers^

May

News

Minn., put into effect to sell "Young Eagles."
He tied-up with the local merchants and promoted a cooperative page from them. The ads in the page informed the
readers that on a certain date a number of balloons would be
dropped from an airplane. The balloons were to contain
passes, tickets to the amphitheatre, and many valuable gift
certificates. The certificates would entitle the holder to
permanent waves, chififon hose, men's socks, scarfs, dresses,
and other useful articles.
These bits of merchandise were promoted by Schwie from
the local merchants and placed on display in a huge store
window opposite the theatre. A card was placed alongside
telling of the stunt. On noon of the opening day a plane flew
over the city and dropped five hundred of the balloons and
the value of the stunt was seen in the number of persons who
were on hand to try and grab them as they came down. The
entire stunt, including the services of the aviator and his
plane, was arranged without cost to the house.
A tie-up with "The Sky Climbers," a local organization of
young air enthusiasts, enabled Schwie to secure some more
publicity for his house. He put thirty model planes on display
in a vacant store window adjoining the theatre. The planes
were built by the members of the organization. The display
was made of compoboard and intended to give the impression
of an airplane hangar. Stills from the picture were tacked
about it as well as art cut-outs showing "Buddy" Rogers and
plugging the picture. As Mr. Schwie is one of our latest members we certainly have to hand him a compliment for being
right on the job and represented in our pages. The only thing
lacking just at present, Mr. Schwie, is your photograph and a
little dope about yourself that we'd like to have in order to
give you a regular introduction to the rest of the bunch, so
we hope you'll remedy the deficit and shoot them along to us.
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On every picture that he
plays at the Polk Theatre in
Hyde's Show ni a n- Lakeland, Fla , you can de
ship Can Be Said to pend on Bolivar Hyde, Jr.,
manager of the house, to turn
Always Click Well out
a corking campaign.
Kolivar ;^cl uiit, recently, to
make the town conscious of "The Golden Calf" and the stunts
he used had them sold on the picture the minute they got a
flash at the gag. The group of photos we are running will give
you some idea of the
ways and means he
used to plug the picture. Tiie photo on the
top shows a display arranged in the window
of a local shoe shop.
Shoes and stockings
were placed on display
in the win<l(3w grouped
about a card which
liroclaimcd that any
woman possessing a
foot small enough to
fit a pair of silver slippers on display, would
l>e entitled to the slippers free of charge.
I'hc merchant whose
window was used furnished the slipper and
the stunt attracted a
great deal of word of
mouth
publicity.
The second photo
shows another example
of Bolivar's noted art
work. The piece was
painted in gold and
black and showed a
small slipper placed on
top of a silk stockinged dummy leg. The art
work was placed in the
shop of one of the leading shoe and hosiery
dealers in the town and
besides plugging the
free pair of slippers gag
plugged the picture
and proved a good
licity.
angle for securing pubThe tin can (pardon us, we mean model T flivver), in the
bottom photo was a knockout street flash. It was painted entirely in gold and carried appropriate copy plugging the picture and playdate. The "fliv" was driven about the main streets
of the town and also the suburbs, attracting a lot of attention
wherever it w^ent. In addition to the few angles we have set
forth above, Bolivar used many other mediums to sell the picture, but since we are rather limited as to space we endeavored
to pick out only what we believed the rest of the Club would
find practical. However, since Bolivar is represented frequently on our pages we, no doubt, will have many more showmanlike accounts of his activities to report.
A short time ago we showed you a photo of the kiddie
party Ken Hoel, manager of
the Harris Theatre in Findlay,
Ohio, used as an exploitation
and good-will
building stunt
in the town, so this showman
is not a stranger to you. However, we'd like to tell you about
a couple of more little things he has been doing recently to
boost business.

Ken Hoel Passes
Along Some More
Live -Wire
Stunts

When he played "The Vagabond King," since exploitation in
his town is necessarily limited, he decided that one of the best

"LOBBY

CLIJD

W

LAFFS"

Bv Dick Kirschbaum
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If we folloicfd all Huggestiona offered!
mediums he could use was the imprinted napkin gag. He made
up a few thousand of the napkins and imprinted them, in blue,
with an ad mat of the picture. The napkins were placed at
all of the soda fountains and all of the restaurants in town.
This angle did a lot towards establishing a more or less personal contact with the picture and most assuredly was of value
in selling the film.
On "Young Eagles" he secured a tie-up with a local aircraft
company and by giving them a break in his ad he was enabled
to have a number of heralds, plugging the picture and the airport company, thrown from a plane. A great deal of comment
was attracted by means of this stunt and the persons were well
aware that the picture was playing at the Harris. The cost
of the stunt was practically nothing and the publicity received
was more than shown in the lines that formed about the boxoffice on the opening day of the picture.
We want to thank Hoel for taking so active an interest in
the Club and we want him to know that we are always glad
to pass along his activities to the rest of the Club in the event
that they might secure one or two angles that would fit some
stunt or campaign being planned.
Giving
UnclewasSam's
takers
a hand
one census
of the
ways Gordon McKinnon,
manager of the Chateau
Theatre in Rochester, Minn.,
landed
some
good
word-of—
^
mouth publicity for his house.
The enumerators were just about finisliing tlieir task and
the city council was very anxious that they slip up on no one
as they wanted to make up their 20,000 quota. Thus, when
McKinnon erected a booth in the lobby and installed a couple
of census takers therein and offered a free ticket to anyone
who had not had their census taken you can bet that they felt
plenty kind towards him and the house. All persons having
their census taken at the booth in the lobby were admitted free.
The tie-up not alone proved to be a wise move for goodwill but also enabled McKinnon to crash the front pages of
the local newspaper with the paper telling all about his generosity and mentioning the picture that the unlisted persons
would see. Moves like these are done daily by alert showmen
and whenever the opportunity presents itself you'll generally
find that a live-wire is right there trying to help out the next
man. Incidentally, this is Gordon's first contribution and we
want to extend him a hearty welcome into the Club and let
him know that we expect to pass along some more of his fine
work in the near future because we feel that these stunts just
can't be kept in the background.

U.S. Census Takers
WereGiven Help by
Gordon McKinnon
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HOW!

Harry Marchand, manager of the Saenger Theatre, Mobile, Ala., has not overlooked the graduating class of the upper grade in high school in the
city of Mobile and the towns adjacent to Mobile.
Knowing that these young people were his greatest potential customers and would soon be out of
school, he sent the following letter to each of them,
and has already received sufficient replies to assure
him that the idea was successful and timely.
Dear Graduate:
Another year rolls by and we understand that you are
one of the fortunate graduates of the session 1930.
We note with pleasure that numerous parties are to
be given in your honor, and naturally presume that you
will want to entertain a few of your closer classmates ;
so we take this opportunity to suggest a theatre party
at the Saenger. A party at the Saenger Theatre, besides
being inexpensive, would eliminate all worries of decorations, etc., and we will be glad to reserve the boxes,
or, whenever possible, a section of seats, if you will
'plione in advance.
Can you think of any better way to entertain your
friends than to take tfiem to see any of the following
wonderful talking, singing, dancing attractions?
Starting Wednesday, April 30th, for four days: "Song
of t/ie West" with John Boles, the magnificent star of
"Rio Rita" and "The Desert Song," and Joe E. Brown,
and Vivienne Segal.

This letter was followed by his attractions which
listed the star, title, and a brief sales message for
the following month.
Some little time has elapsed
since last we published an account of the work turned out
by Paul E. Glase, manager of
the Warner-Equity Theatres
in Reading, Pa., but he has
been very busy putting over a
campaign on the personal appearance of a recording artist and
consequently we have had to bide our time until the campaign
was completed.
To his assistant, Clarence Latshaw and Earle Westbrook,
Glase passes along all credit, waiving the part he played in
laying it out. When Nick Lucas, who is known to many radio
fans and movie goers as "The Crooning Troubadour" was
booked into the house a campaign was planned that would
give Reading an eyefull. You all perhaps remember Lucas in
"Gold Diggers of Broadway," and since that picture made quite
a hit in Glase's house, the Astor, it was only proper that the
recording star be plugged big.

A Trio of Hustlers
Accomplished This
In Reading, Penna.

The first thing done in the campaign was to give him a big
two-weeks advance play by means of the house organs, and to
do this up well, almost every available bit of space was taken up
to plug the records, pictures and other things Lucas has made.
His picture was also inserted for two weeks in the programs.
In addition to this medium, a broadcast was given over the
radio and extra newspaper space was used. A week in advance.
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Latshaw and Westbrooke, promoted a Brunswick Panatrope
and used it in the lobby to plug the Lucas song hits.
When the star opened his engagement, he willingly consented
to go through with a bunch of publicity stunts in order that
the house, as well as himself, derive a lot of publicity. He
sang on the radio two nights during his week engagement. A
special reception was given by him, for ladies on Thursday
afternoon. Ten records were presented each day to lucky patrons. Lucas handed them out and autographed them. The
records were secured through a tie-up with the local music
stores. During the engagement a tie-up was made with a coffee shop and the lady patrons were served with free coffee in
the lounge room. Lucas (without much persuasion), was prevailed upon to shoot a couple of rounds of golf at the local
country club.
To give you an idea of the way the star came in for plenty
of publicity we are showing a couple of photos of tie-ups arranged by Latshaw and Westbrooke. In one you will note
the window display put out for one of the local music dealers
and in the other, the front of the Astor Theatre. The record
on the right of the box office was six feet in diameter. A cutout of Nick Lucas was placed in the center and around the
edges of the big record, twelve regular sized records were
placed. This front and the window display did a lot to attract
attention to the engagement as the handmade cut-outs made
it almost impossible to pass by without looking at them.
In order to plug the feature "Hello Sister" which was being
run in conjunction with the personal appearance of the radio
star, Glase made up a number of gummed stickers about the
size and shape of a silver dollar. The stickers carried copy
"Hello Sister" and were distributed about the various high
schools and other valuable spots in town where such things
would more than be appreciated. And when the students started to paste them on hats, coats, slickers, autos, and every other
thing that would stay still long enough to permit pasting, the
picture certainly received plenty of publicity.
The engagement of Lucas proved a feather in the caps of
Glase, Latshaw and Westbrooke for Reading had not been
treated, for quite some time, to so complete a campaign, and
since this one is only a sample of what is being done by them
down there we know that when we receive their next campaign
it is going to contain a lot of other valuable suggestions that
we can pass along to the Club members.

Local Popularity
Brought Lawrence
Back Again to Lima

Whenever a theatreman can
make himself so popular with
a town sence
thatfromafter
year's the
absaid a town,

townspeople request his reinstatement he's a showman.
■
The first example of this that
we came across was in the case of Bill Levey, live-wire of Port
Washington, N. Y., who after a brief absence due to a transfer,
found himself back at the house, upon the request of the residents. C. F. (Sid) Lawrence is the latest.
Nearly everyone in the Club is acquainted with Sid and his
peppy work and in the past we have shown a number of accounts of the way he merchandises his attractions. And we
guess its unanimously agreed that he knows his stuff. Well, to
make a long story short, while he was in Boston, there came
a request to Sid that he resume duties at the Ohio Theatre.
And since we happen to know that he thinks a lot of the town,
he agreed to go back there.
The locals gave him a great welcome and if Barnum's circus
had been playing near the town that too would have been called
into play to greet him. The local newspaper gave him a front
page story that was a corker and for a couple of days he shook
more hands than the President on an electioneering tour.
As his first contribution to the town, he featured a novelty
herald in the form of a calling card. The herald was used as a
plug on "Be Yourself" and carried copy, "Be Yourself," says
Fannie Brice! The only other thing carried on the card was
theatre and playdate in lower left hand corner. This made a
decided hit, particularly since it hadn't been used before in
Lima. And it was an inexpensive medium for getting in a
valuable bit of advance publicity on the picture.
We want to compliment Sid on the fine record he is making
for himself in the show business and we are sure that the future
holds a lot more treats in the way of novel stunts that will be
of value to his fellow members.
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Ray Peterson Made
Use of Many Gags
To Sell His Show
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A brief but intensive camNannette"
on "No,by No,
was putpaign over
Kay Peterson
of the Strand, Gulfport. Miss.,
when
recently.it played his theatre

l\U-i-.-,(jii, ill ;i(lilitiun to his
ruuliiit.' activities ol incrcliandiMiiij; such as trailers, lobby displays, etc., bad lie-raids distributed in all New Orleans papers
wliicii lia\c a larjje circulation in Gulfport. lit also effected
a tie-up witii bis local pastry shoj) to insert a herald into the
wrapjjcr ol each loaf oi bread (ieii\eii-(l aloiij,-^ the Coast.
In addition to the above he had the Gulfport Daily Herald,
which serves both Biloxi and Gulfport, run the ad-a line contest. (Manager Holscher of the Strand, Biloxi, also participated in this contest for his theatre.)
lusl to pla) sale. Peterson had window display cards placed
in twelve of the most prominent stores and the three best
hotels.
Thenradio
to topstation
oft' hisWCiCM
campaignandbe built
had announcements
made over
a sixteen-foot
illuminated shadow box, which was suspended in his lobby six
days in advance of opening.
We've shown a great many
Front Resembled a atmospheric fronts in the past
but here's one from J. H.
Skiffington and C. M. Hurley,
Ship After These
manager and assistant manShowmen Finished
ager respectively of the Fox
-__
Theatre in Springfield, Mass.,
that is worth more than passing mention.
When they played "The Shij) From Sbangiiai" these livewire showman decided that the front should carry an eiYect
that would have the residents of Springfield talking all during
the run of the picture. So they set to work to construct a
duplicate of a ship deck, that would be complete in every detail
even to the ocean and skyline. By examining the cut closely
you can get an idea of what the finished product looked like.
The display even featured doors of the style to be found on
the ships of to-day.

^^The ShoivmarCs
AN EXCLUSIVE

CLUB FEATURE

Calendar^^

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you
can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

JUNE
School Graduation

Tie-i'ps

This

Month

June 2nd to 7th National Swimming Week.
June 3rd
King's Birthday (Canada).
June 3rd
Confederate Memorial Day — Tennessee.
June 3rd
Jefferson
Davis' Florida,
Birthday
(Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia,
Louisiana, Mississippi, South Carolina, Texas and Virginia).
June 6th
Nathan Hale's Birthday.
June 11th
Kamehameha Day in Hawaii.
Flag Day.
June 14th
June 14th
Harriet Beecher Stowe's Birthday.
Pioneer Day (Idaho).
June 15th
June 15th
St. Swithin's Day.
June 17th
Father's Day.
June 17th
Battle of Bunker Hill— 1775.
June 18th
Battle of Waterloo— 1815.
June 21st
Longest Day in Year.
June 21st
Children's Day.
June 26th
First American
Troops to Land
in France — 1917.

JULY
July 1st
July 1st
Julv 4th

A special life-size cut out of the stars occupied a prominent
place in the center. Pennants, anchors and life-savers were
used to dress up the set. The beauty of the whole lay-out did
a lot to sell it to the residents of the town and anyone passing
by the theatre was sold on the picture just by looking at the
display alone. The special front was so constructed that after
play-date it could be taken down and stored away for use at
some future date.
We want to tliank Skiffington and Hurley for letting us see
this one in order that we might pass it along to the rest of the
Club. These two showmen need no introduction, as they have
been represented on our pages in the past and their fellowmembers know that they are very active, and for that reason
we're sure we'll hear more about their work in the future.

Battle of San Juan Hil!
Dominion Day (Canada)
Independence Day

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events thai
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.
|

Keep an eye on ^^The Showman^a
Calendar^* £or an advance
tip on
£uttu*e holidays and events.
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MARDI GRAS CARNIVAL A WOW!
Goldberg, Olsen and Starr Click

The New York State Division of Fox
Metropolitan Theatres is leading the pack.
In view of the May Movie Mardi Gras
Carnival now current who is there
hold enough to

ques.tion the
the
thenticity of auforegoing statement? Court is in
session, gentlemen,
and Tom Olsen, as
counsel for the Division presents his
case, a resume of
which follows.
During the month
of April, Mr. H. D.
Goldberg, General
Manager of the
New York State
H. D. Goldberg
Division, Herman
Starr, District Supervisor, and Tom Olsen,
Director of Publicity, plotted to inaugurate
in May one of the fmest campaigns ever to
be conceived by showmen in Upstate New
York. The Movie Gras Month campaign,
they agreed, must be unique. It must combine gaiety with quality. Quality with
quantity, and, above all, entertainment with
value. Thus was May Movie Mardi Gras
originated.
Each and every theatre in the Division
was supplied with lobby decorations which
consisted of canvas banners, thirty-six
inches in width with support and tassel,
and drapes nine inches long by three inches
deep, to be used as marquee decorations.
Copy on the decoration read "May Movie
Gras," and to enhance the effect they were
imprinted with a picture of a smiling clown
beating a big bass drum.
A check was made of all theatres to find
out how they stood in the way of stock
decorations. To those theatres not boasting
any surplus, a gala
display of extra
pennant streamers
was given. All of
the houses were
furnished with balloons which were
hung around the
theatres to carry
out the Mardi Gras
tones. The balloons
were in assorted
colors and bore appropriate copy.
Special sixteen inch,
string attached.
Tom Olsen
diamond
shaped
hangers were given
the houses. The hangers were made from
a wood-cut
and placed about
the theatre.

THE

WORLD'S

town.

Carnival Months will come
and Carnival Months will go —
hut it takes real showmen to
put them over with a certain
"smack" that resounds all over
the place.

We all recall Guy Kenimer's
great "Blue Ribbon Month" gag
that had all Florida talking
for many a moon. Now, along
comes Harry Goldberg and his
peppy side-kicks with another
"month" so carefully planned
and executed that it was a certain success before the opening
gun was fired.
If real showmen

are to be

judged by their accomplishments, then, in this article, you
will become well acquainted
with the kind of men worthy
of the reputations they possess.
Others were distributed throughout the
towns.
A life size cut-out of the official Mardi
Gras emblem, the clown, was supplied to
each theatre. The cut-out was to be displayed either on the marquee or in front of
the theatre. Concealed spots played upon
the clown and blended
in colorfully.
.'\s Olsen had arranged a tie-up with the
Postal Telegraph company he secured a
number of life size cut-outs of a messenger
boy holding a jumbo telegraph blank purported to come from the manager and proclaiming the special month. The cut-outs
were placed in every theatre.
For general advertising all of the houses
were supplied with several hundred cards,
bearing a cut of the clown and Mardi Gras
copy. Olsen wisely added, "Shop in Your
Home Town." The dealers were more
tiian willing to display them. The cards
measured
twenty-two by twenty-eight
inches.
Ten tire covers, bearing short and snappy
copy on the event were
allotted to each

The

SEND

name

THE

local theatre was
also included
on the covers.

A TELEGRAM

DIRECT

Favorite
FROM

of the

TO YOUR

Movie

LOBBIES

Star

OF THE

Fox Avon and Fox Gaiety
via Postal Telegraph Co.
DIRECT

WIRE

DURING

May Movie Mardi Gras

The diamondshaped
gars andhanthe
were
also used
toy balloons
as it
as outside vertising,adwas felt that

the local
manager knowing
his patronage would show good judgment
in the distribution.
From three to five thousand Postal Telegraph blanks were supplied to each theatre. The dummy blanks were signed by
the local manager, whose signature appeared
beneath copy plugging the big event and
the coming pictures. The-" were distributed
by uniformed messenger boys and made a
decided hit with the persons receiving them.
To help the managers with their newspaper advertising special thumb nail and
two-column mats were supplied. The special mats were to be used on all advertising
and inserted in any available ad space, especially ifthe local merchants should co-operate with their regular ads.
Gummed strips, to be used on soda fountains were supplied all of the houses. The
strips measured four by twenty inches and
were attractively colored. The copy read:
"Try Our May MOVIE GRAS Special." The
strips were met with open arms by all of
the drink and ice cream concocters in every
town.
Special parked car tags were given each
theatre. The tags were headed by the scare
line "Polite Notice" and bore copy on the
special month. The cards were slit at the
top
to permit hanging on the auto door
handles.
One of the biggest advertising gags that
Olsen pulled was the novelty herald he
made up in the form of combination railroad tickets.
The heralds
measured three
by twenty
inches and
were printed
in water stock
similar to the

MAY
MARDI GRAS

road tickets.
regular
railWhen folded
they looked
like uine
thearticle.
gen-A
catchline on

EXCURSION SPECIAL

the front proclaimed: "May
Movie Gras
Excursion

F.M. P. RAILROAD

ONE CONTINUOUS

TRIP

Through JOY LAND

Aboard
For
Special — All

BEST SHOWMEN ARE
MEMBERS OF THE ROUND

TABLE

CLUB
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liiy l.aiul,"
were
listed. etc. Inside the special features
A large quantity of two by two inch
Kuiiiined stickers, printed in blue and white,
on the same color scheme as the I'ostal
Telegraph uses, were given to each house.
The stickers were used on every telegram
delivered in the theatre neighborhood. Other
uses for the stickers was left to the discretion of the local manager.
The theatre cashiers, during the special
month answered the phone, "Good Morning.
This is May Movie Gras at the Fox Blank
ilu-atre." All of the stafT members were
furnished with attractive ribbon badges
plugging the event.
To sell the special month on the screen,
two teaser trailers were supplied each theatre for use from April 16 to 22. On April
23 a trailer, starting off with "We Promised
You a Treat, etc." and listing five or six of
ihe outstanding pictures went on the sheets.
The trailer ran until .\pril 30. On May 1,
a short lead to the standard Fox presentation was supplied. Copy read that the theatre was celebrating the Movie
Gras.
A ballyhoo
float built on an Oldsmobile
Truck chassis was put into use to make a
tour of the circuit from May 1 to May 14.
The float was flashily decorated with
care being taken to
HELP CELEBRATE
keep it from looking too cheap. It
was routed through
the circuit on a
rigid schedule with
every manager pre—At AU—
paring some means
of making the
FOX THEATRES
fl o a t ' s arrival a
local event. City
officials, bands and
auto parades met the float on its visit to
difTerent towns. Clown costumes, mummer
masks, confetti and serpentine, together with
a load of noise makers was carried for use
in the town through which the float passed.
A marvelous bell chime instrument, accompanied by a capable player, was used to
draw attention
to the display.
In addition to these the float carried
thousands of heralds, measuring eight by
twenty inches. The copy on the picture
was localized so as to play up the particular
picture in the town in which the float was
due to arrive. The heralds were numbered
and each theatre advertised that it would
display a special board in the lobby. On
the board was a list of numbers. Persons
holding corresponding numbers on the heralds distributed from the float were entitled
to free admission.
This stunt made a big

Such campaigns are by no
means new, but the thing that
makes this one outstanding is
the manner in which they kept
up interest by something new
all the time. In this way they
were able to keep the public's
eye constantly focused on everyone of the F. M. P. theatres
throughout their territory.
We are grateful to both Mr.
Goldberg and Tom Olsen, for
their co-operation and prompt
delivery of the items needed to
pass along this most interesting campaign.
M. R. T. C.
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hit with the residents of the various towns
and its peoples swarmed about the i)ulletiii
boards in the theatre lobbies.
A great aid in the cami)aign and one that
I'ostook showmanship to engineer was theOlsen.
tal Telegraph tie-up promoted by
thousand
hundred
one
supplied
Postal
blanks on which were imprinted a message of
May Movie Mardi Gras signed iiy each local
manager. A uniformed messenger boy was
placed on duty at all time to distribute the
messages.
In live of the larger cities of the circuit,
receiving and transmitting matypewriting
chines were placed on display in the lobby.
A young lady operated it. The machines
attracted a great deal of attention and
comment.
Postal was supplied with a list of stars,
pictures, theatres and managers names, all
of which were sent to the Hollywood representatives for the purpose of having the
movie stars affix their names to the various
telegrams carrying messages concerning the
showing of their pictures and announce
their pleasure at having one of their vehicles
selected for the Movie Mardi Gras.
Addition precaution was taken at the divisional office to prevent slip-ups by writing
the various studio publicity directors and
film executives requesting co-operation.
When the telegrams arrived, they, together
with star stills were mounted on a special
three sheet board. This angle proved a real
attention getter and was a great aid in
boosting business.
In the towns where there was a typewriting receiving and transmitting machine,
stickers were placed on the envelope of
every telegram delivered. The copy read,
"Send a telegram to your favorite Movie
Star from the lobby of the Fox Blank Theduring May
Movie
Gras."
In
other atretowns
a two
by Mardi
two inch
sticker,
made up in the conventional blue and white
of the Postal Company was stuck on every
telegram. Copy read, "Help Celebrate, etc."
A special tie-up was arranged with the
Association of Ice Cream Manufacturers of
New York State for ice cream parties to
be held during the month. As only three
or four were possible on each Saturday, it
was therefore found impossible to cover the
entire circuit but many of the managers
promoted similar tie-ups in their own towns.
Ice cream, in cup or bar form, was presented to each person attending the Saturday matinee. The ice cream company also
supplied between three and five thousand
11 X 14 inch cards for the dealers and the
schools, plugging the stunt and the Mardi
Gras.
To prevent any confusion a check up system was innovated and through this system
a complete check was had at all times on
whether or not every theatre had its aids
and accessories.
Through the medium of "From the Firing
Line," divisional publication, suggestions and
advice on how to get the most out of the
May Movie Mardi Gras were given. The
paper issues, from April 10 to April 30 were
devoted entirely to suggestions on the camThe result of this movie is to be seen
paign.
daily in the co-operative pages, proclamations of mayors, special parades,. May Kiddie Parties, presentations of enlarged passes,
Mother's Day stunts and hundreds of other
valuable business getting mediums, submitted from the live-wire managers.
Every conceivable angle has been covered
and recovered by the trio of alert showmen
and when the final returns float into the
office it appears as though the campaign
will be acclaimed one of the finest of its
kind ever attempted.

K/TZ PATTEIi
By ADOLPH PINCUS
Manager,
IJitz Theatre,
I.yndhurst, N. J.
This is one of a series of tiumorous
"chats" used by Pincus in his theatra't
program. If tliey appeal to you, go ahead
and use them with his compliments.

The Villajfe of Lynd hurst is
having a paint-up and clean-up
week, and what a >j;ieat thought
that is — naturally you would
have to clean up after heinu
painted up for a week — some of
the feminines have been painted
up so lonff, that a scrape off
would be more like it.
However

the board of commissioners are on the warpath
to rid the village of all discarded beds, ffarbaffe cans.
Fords and other rubbish, in
fact, if there is anythinji: around
the home that you would like
to be rid of, a wagon will call
to remove it — of course this
offer does not include mothersin-law or star boarders.
One of the first things that
should be removed is the pest
that chews the blubber gum,
and then lets it explode in your
ear — have you seen some of
those great big school boys, you
know those overgrown children
about six feet tall and nine
years in the same class — the
kind that have to marry the
teacher to get out of school —
well, they are the real gum
bubble blowers and every time
a bubble bursts it leaves a black
ring around the lips — by the
end of a chewing day they look
like they had been drinking ink
from a saucer.
Then there are the ones who
insist on talking with the talking picture and louder than the
actors on the screen — they seem
to be under the impression that
talking pictures means that
they must talk — and there is
the fellow who insists on singing tenor with Al Jolson — they
should be removed.
But getting back to the clean
up week, let's hope every one
offers the fullest cooperation in
this civic movement, for it sure
will make this a better and
healthier place to be in when
the summer rolls around.
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By II. E. WILTON,
Mgr.,
Strand Theatre, Hamilton,
Out., Canada
It has been our privilege, and pleasure, to present at various
times, brief articles from Mr. Wilton. In this, his latest contribution, he touches on a topic really deserving of your attention. Perhaps it will open up an entirely new line of thought;
so read every line—it is worth it.
"Chick"

Joe Buse Can Now
Be Found Active
in Brea, California

that hetronsdecided
a "pay
and give
pasmall sums toofinaugurate
money. The
idea night"
was carrietl
out his
in the
same vvav as the grocery gi\c-away.
Buse also tells us that he is going to put on a gift night and
will introduce a couple of novel ways in selling it to his patrons.
We want to thank him for passing along these accounts of his
work and also wish him the best of luck on his new job. Keep
us posted on what you're doing at the Red Lantern Joe, so
that we can keep the rest of your fellow members informed.
And if you display the same brand of live-wire work that you
have used in the past we know that the accounts are going to
make very interesting reading.

have on hand regarding Larned's career we learn that he is one
of the most popular managers ever to work in Tamaqua. And
besides being popular he is also recognized as a very smart
showman. He recently received an assignment that called for
more than ordinary ability, when he was pressed into service to
handle a couple of houses in Mahanoy City in addition to
his own.
He has been connected with his present employers, the Chamberlain Amusement Company, for some time now and
in the past handled a couple of houses
for them in Lansford. Besides selling
shows, Larned, like so many other
showmen, is quite skillful with the paint
brush and the displays he turns out on

^fii

h*^ attractions are so good that they
>^€^it space weekly in the local newspaper. The display he created for
caused
town.a
about the
of Broadway"
of comment
Diggers
"Cold deal
^^^^^J^G^^^^I
^^^^ i^W^^^^I good
Well, all that we can say at this time,
to use an expression coined by a manufacturer of a well-known
cigarette, "Such popularity must be deserved." So we look
forward to hearing more about Larned's work and we have a
hunch that he is going to send us a few photos of his displays.
How about it, Harold?
^'^\m^ -.y" ^^M
lUSE'^^^^B
.^^L
^^^L ^B^^^^H

And business still continues
to crowd the box office around
the Metropolitan Theatre in
Boston, Mass. The reason for
the foregoing statement is, of
course, due partly to the work
of Harry "Tod" Browning,

"Tod" Browning Is
Displaying Motor
Boats in Theatre

'1/

Due to the press of work at
Club headquarters we sort of
neglected to pass along an interesting item concerning one
of our members, but since we
have it on hand now, we'd like
you to know that Joe Buse,
former manager of the San Carlos Theatre in Los Angeles,
Cal., is now managing the Red Lantern Theatre in Brea, Cal.
Knowing tliat he did jjood work at the .San Carlos it conies
as no surprise to us to learn that he is perking up business considerably on his new job. Some of his stunts include a "free
groceries" night in which he buys a lot of merchandise from
local dealers and gives it away on Saturday evenings to patrons
holding ticket numbers corresponding to ones that he calls out
from the stage. Tliis stunt increased his business so mucli

Larned,toria
manager
the VicTheatre inof Tamaqua,
Pa., our roster from that state
grows a little larger.
■
From
the little dope
we

n

Smile, and the world smiles with youSnore, and you sleep alone.

Paper Commented
On Larned's Skill
With Paint Brush

With the enrollment into
the Club of Harold W.

■

There is nothing more pleasing to the live theatre manager, outside of big box office receipts, than compliments from patrons
regarding staff service.
It's a poor rule that don't work both ways, and I often wonder
if the average manager realizes what it means to himself and his
business,
and the
how situation
much good
will bea doing
other fellow"
by
reversing
and hepassing
word "the
of encouragement
along.
Every person knows that courtesy is one of the best business
assets, but if it is confined to the walls of your theatre it becomes
mechanical and the public soon learn that it is only business
camoflague.
Impressed recently with the splendid courtesy of a bright young
man who called at my residence daily on a bread delivery route,
I wrote a letter to the manager of the company expressing
appreciation.
One week later the employes of this company, to the number
of one hundred, held a theatre party at The Strand, and later I
received a nice letter from the manager of the company thanking
me for my letter in reference to one of his emoloyes, and for the
splendid courtesy of our staff on the occasion of the theatre party.
That's
building
up good
will by applying the good old Golden
Rule
without
one cent
of cost.
As managers we love to have patrons say nice things about our
entertamment and members of the staff because we realize it means
business foundation which vnll stand for all time.
Then why not pass it along?
Do unto others as we would have them do unto us.
The manager who makes that his business slogan, remembering
that courtesy, to be effective, must be permanent, not just a business effort confined to business hours, will soon build for himself
and his theatre a reputation which cannot fail to show results
through increased box office receipts, and personal influence in
his district.
There is a marked difference between natural and acquired courtesy, and the public is not slow in detecting it. There is no room
in the theatre business for men whose courtesy is forced or acquired, and the
manageror who
is becoming "grouchy"
should take
a vacation
get feels
out ofthat
the hebusiness.
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demon exploiteer of the house.
With spring in sight and motor boats beginning to appear,
Tod decided that the theatre could use some extra publicity.
So with spring to work from, he hustled out and tied-in with
one of the local papers who contemplated " running a Spring
I arranged to
Motor Boating Edition. Through the paper he
feature a display of the boats in the lounge room of the theatre.
The newspaper being behind it, he received loads
ofBM publicity
l^iHli
Ji
and the crowds gazing at the boats every night insured
his
getting plenty of vvord-of-mouth publicity. The display was
well done and the photo will prove the strength of our assertion.
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:i*picture we are showing in conjunction
#rother
The
with this
r-~"
MS he made
article is a corking window tie-up
for "Honey." He
secured the display with a local dealer in electrical appliances
—
and by 1-enlarging
a couple of stills he achieved an effect that
sold for a million dollars' worth. And another thing "Tod"
handled very successfully was the stage engagement of Borrah
Minnevitch. the harmonica player. He arranged special performances to be held at various charitable institutions throughout the city and Minnevitch and the other stage attractions
performed. The papers gave "Tod" a special play on this angle
and the house came in for plenty of good-will.
activities.
&■: for more of Tod's
Here's hoping we won't have to wait long
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Ideas come into Club headquarters from here, from there
and from everywhere.
Ideas
of all sort, shapes and sizes.
Ideas on how to sell shows,
cooling
plants,
organ
solos,
house service, projection and
everything else that goes to make up the merchandising trans
acted daily in the life of the average showman.
And then we
have those ideas on how to tie-up with
■
1 newspapers.
And what ideas. To Miss
Jean LaRoe, publicity director of J. Real
^^1^^
and the rest
Theatre,
Neth'sNethGrand
^^^^
^^H^B
the
Houses
in Columbus,
Ohioof
^^^^B
must
go credit for putting
across a

Meet Miss LaRoe
and Read What She
Is Doing
in Ohio

^fcjj^^
^^^^
JHH^^^

"Funny
Face
Contest"
that panicked
Incidentally we want to introthem.
duce you to Miss LaRoe via her photo

111 ordor to put the contest over
^^■^^^^^^^^^
tied-up vvitli the Columbus
^^^Bj^^^^^^^^
^^^Bi^^^^^^^^l
I'itizen.
Each
day the paper
ran a
'Funny Face" and gave away a dollar
prize for tiie funniest and most grotesque example of a distorted countenance (ugly mug).
Look at the photos we arc
reproducing
of some
of the entrants and
you'll get an idea of how seriously the residents took the whole afifair. The little girl
in one of these photos of the three victors
won grand prize that was awarded for the
faces adjudged the funniest of all.
The winning contestants were notified by
telegram that their presence was required
at the theatre on a certain evening.
This
angle gave the house a good break inasmuch
as everyone to whom a telegram was sent
was on hand.
The newspaper also gave it
a break.
Miss LaRoe displayed some fine
tact by offering ten additional
prizes, of
free tickets, as "Consolation Awards" due
to the fact that over a hundred photos were
received after the time agreed upon as a deadline.
The reason
for this being that many were submitted by out-of-town patrons.
In the event that any of the Club members wish to use a contest of this sort Miss
LaRue cautions about saying, "Enclose
stamps for return of photos." She advises
that the line "No Photos Returned" be
used, due to the fact that a great deal of
time and labor was entailed in the returning
of photos and often the address would be
wrong on some.
We want to thank this peppy little publicist for passing along these few accounts
of what the Ohio showmen are doing to sell their shows and
we also want to extend her a cordial welcome into the Club
and express the hope that she become as
active as the rest of our live-wires.
We might also add, that in view of the
shortage of real show-women in the theatre
racket. Miss LaRoe's activities should create
w-ide-spread interest in what, and how, she
is doing things.
And
IF anyone
should
doubt her high-powered ability, just ask her
folks out Columbus-way about her.
They
will probably satisfy you in every sense of
the word.
Incidently, Miss LaRoe, how about a few
interesting side-lights on the various folks
of the Neth
Circuit?
You
know
what
we mean.
All about those boys who are
managing
the theatres.
We
are always
anxious
to get the low-down
about
the
house manager and we rather feel that you
are in a position to give it to us first-hand. And unless Pete
Wood was kidding us, there ought to be some fine story material in a little article about J. Real Neth in person. It might
sound like taking advantage of ycu as soon as you enroll as
a member but someone has to do the asking and I suppose
you will overlook this request and give us what we want.
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This is bringing up an old subject, but
honestly, boys, it's of greater importance
than you may be willing, at this time, to
admit.
Spending an evening or two last week
going around to some of the theatres outside of the city gave me quite a surprise
(and a shock as well) when several of the
managers, in taking me through the different parts of their theatres, showed me
a mass of stuff ordered, paid for and never
used. This ran from advertising material to
supplies and accessories of all kinds.
What a waste. And what a shame.
Surely there is no excuse for a thing like
that happening if the man responsible for
the purchasing of such stuff was on the
job. It's a rotten waste of money and anybody guilty of such a thing ought to be
made head usher instead of manager.
We've plugged the angle of "spending
money
though itslants,
was your
own,"ideafrom
a dozen asdifferent
but this
of
getting all "hot" about something, rushing
out to order it and then, before it arrives,
grow cold and let the stuff rot in the storeroom or cellar, is all the bunk. If the idea
can't keep you enthused until you see it
through successfully and thoroughly, then
it must be a pretty rotten creation from
the start.
Stop wasting money. What difference does
it makesible forwhose
responit. Andmoney
it hasit is?
beenYou're
the cause
of
more dismissals than any other fault
that
''Chick"
we can think of at the moment.

G. E. Hoffman used a beehive and bees in his lobby
that helped to sell Paramount's "Honey" in a big
way at the Ritz Theatre,
Anniston, Ala.
The lobby display consisted
of a latticed shadow box seven feet wide, four feet deep and
eight feet high with indirect lighting. The lattice work was
painted white with backing of light green — front and inside
with artificial flowers and vines. The background for this
display was a scenic landscape with large painted old thatched
straw beehive.
A table placed in front of the display was covered with grass
mats — leading back to the landscape.
To make the display more realistic, Hoffman had two glass
exhibits of beehives with live bees actually making honey in
the combs. This was placed in front of the beehive painting.
And just underneath the bee exhibit was an emerald green
compoboard across the entire front of table at a 45-degree
angle with large cut-out letters silver tinseled, "Nancy Carroll

Busy Bees Buzzed
Boisterously But
Business
Boomed

display was placed in the lobby three days in advance,
in The
Honey."
remaining through the playdates — and attracted attention.
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We've all had a taste or two of the "hot" weather,
so it behooves us to lend a willing ear to a little
advice on the subject of "Cool" theatres and
advertising.
The unusually early heat wave certainly caught
New York and vicinity unawares, and that it
played havoc with the b.o. is still a topic of vital
interestAvenue.
around the famous "wailing wall" on
Ninth
Why be caught again, especially with summer
right with us? Have you dressed up your front
and lobby so as to give that impression of "coolness" so important on those warm days and nights?
Have you fixed your lights so that green or other
cool co'ors have taken the place of red, etc.? And
have you doped out a gag to greet the customers
with a refreshing breeze when thev enter the
lobby?
Talk up your "cool" theatre until it is firmly
impressed on everyone's mind. Then be sure that
the impression is carried out when they come to
the theatre for their comfort and entertainment.
BUT, if your house is cursed with a poor ventilating or cooling plant, and despite all your efforts
is a hot-box just the same, we strenuously advise
you to keep away from the subject of temperature
altogether.
"You can't fool the public" and no advertising
to the contrary will make them happy if they're
going to bake in your house. BUT, if your theatre
really is cool, cool enough to shout about, shout
it from the house-tops and then some.
Incidentally, don't fdrget to dress the staff in
summer-looking uniforms, even if you can only
afford white trousers for their present outfits.
Everything counts, so don't overlook a single bet.
When

Does
Earl Arnold
c-it •
■% If
Some More ohOO ting
XT
A 1* ^iin Arlington,
i>.
J.T
o

it comes to thinking
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give them any info he may have concerning the running off
of the matinees.
^

Take
Wally

a

Take

From
Tip
.
and.j^^Cash . in

it from Wally

Allen,

t^^ noted publicity man from
down
in Florida,
more than
one waythatof there's
work-

___^___^^— .
In order to secure publicity
for your house Wally states that all that is necessary is to go
up to your local editor and sell him the idea of running a coupon on the front page of the paper that will entitle free tickets
to the persons guessing nearest correctly the number of residents in the town or city. No judges are necessary, the Federal
Census figures being accepted as final.
To promote a contest of this sort it is necessary to ascertain
when the Federal census for your city will be announced and
run the contest about two or three weeks in advance. The
paper, it is true, might have some doubt as to running this
contest due to infringement of the Postal Laws, but since
certain papers in Massachusetts ran it, and if the word ESTIMATE is used instead of GUESS, this should eliminate any
objections or complications.
Here's one that you can grab a hold of and do something
with, and we want to thank Wally for passing it along as we
are sure that it is more than appreciated by the rest of the
Club.
From down around the
Southern states we have received many examples of fine
showmanship and in the past
have presented them on the
Club pages, feeling sure that
^=^-^==^-^^===^==^=^^== they were well apreciated.
Not the least of the activities we passed along was a number
of double truck newspaper ads whose novelty of make-up, we
felt, merited reproduction in these columns.
The example of newspaper advertising we are showing below was turned out by George Huffman, manager of the Arcadia Theatre in Wilmington, Del., when "Puttin' On The
Ritz" was booked into his house. Through a tie-up with the
leading merchants in town he secured their co-operation and
arranged for the special spread.

SXrent topicr^" *'^'"^

On Census Taking

George Huffman Is
Responsible for
This Double Truck

Tficsg Stores Are "Puttin' On
-| «"1t Sho(>»«M WUl

the Ritz"— Free Tickets

■■ v-f.-.^-^^ !H=^

Mcrchanu Otter

for Arcadia

"p "°vei gags to spring on
^^^ patrons you can be sure
that Earl Arnold will pick the
click.
^""^hisbound
t^^t of
^'"^ most
As
fellowto mem-

bers know Earl is the manager of the Lincoln Theatre in Arlington, N. J., and the perpetrator of the "Let's Shoot The Kiddies" gag which we showed on the pages not so long ago. Now he has followed this
gag up with another one of a similar nature.
He made up heralds announcing that a motion picture projector and a screen test would be given to some lucky kid every
Saturday matinee. A number was taken from a box on the
stage at the Saturday matinee and tlie youngster holding the
corresponding number was declared the owner of the machine,
and entitled to a screen test. When the kid was called up to
the stage he was invited to make some funny faces for the test.
After he had rehearsed for the benefit of the other kids making
up the audience fifteen feet of film was sliot of his funniest
faces. The pictures were shown on the following week and by
this move Earl was enabled to get the kids back again as well
as his friends and relatives.
According to Earl, when these contests are properly run off,
a good deal of extra business will result, and in addition there's
the always helpful good-will which is garnered along with the
biz. A Keystone projector is given away weekly. For the
screen tests, all that is necessary is a 1,000 watt lamp, film and
camera. The cost of shooting and developing fifteen feet of
film with the entire lay-out, was only about five bucks and a
quarter. Should any of our members care to try this angle in
their houses we are sure that Earl will be more than glad to

By examining the cut you will notice that the theatre occupies the most prominent part of the page with a special mat
of the stars in the picture catching your eye as soon as you
turn to the page. In all of the ads the title of the picture was
worked in, tying up the dealer's ad with the attractions. In
order to excite interest in the picture and also to stimulate sales
for the dealers, Huffman arranged to have the dealers give away
five pairs of tickets to the first five persons purchasing merchandise at any of the stores advertised.
Tlie double truck ad did a lot to put the picture across in
Wilmington and this, together with other novel stunts enabled
Huffman to turn out one of the finest campaigns seen in the
city in some time.
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In our recent "Anniversary
Edition" we carried a story
concerning the showmanlike
activities of J. Maxwell Joice,
publicity and advertising director of the Fox Theatre in
=Detroit. Unfortunately we received his photo too late for use in the special edition and we
decided that in order for the rest of the Club to meet him

There's
GoingFrom
To
Be Lots More
J. Maxwell
Joice

"face to face" we use it as soon as possible.
So here he is.
If you recall, u c ran a number oi Joicc'.s ail> in a pa>t issue
and commented upon the unusual angles he injected in them.
Along with his plioto he has been kind enough to include
another sample of his advertising which
we believe merits passing along. You
will notice the way he uses appropriate
cuts to get his attraction across and also
the variety he injects. A firm believer
111 institutional advertising, the word
Fox" is always spread across the heading of his ad. By examining the cut
closely you will notice the cleverly
worded copy, designed to liven interest,
wliich features the selling of tlie picture.
Advertising alone is not all that Joice
does well at the Fox. His numerous
tie-ups have all proven valued assets to
business getting and in the past he has
arranged some corkers.
On "Mother's Day" he tied
up with the Postal Telegraph and promoted a plan
whereby the patrons of the
theatre could send special
telegrams for the price of
ten cents. This stunt made
quite a hit with them and
let the house in for a lot
of good-will. Another stunt
he is using, in co-operation
with one of the largest furniture stores in Detroit and
the Detroit Daily Newspaper is a "Lost Melody
Contest," whereby the patrons of the theatre, readers
of the paper and customers
of the store are invited to
participate in a contest to
furnish suitable words to
the "Lost Melody." The
stunt, not yet ended, is
meeting with great success
and from the looks of things it appears that Joice is gomg to
cash in on another load of publicity and good-will. So keep
on these
eyes
your
how it
turned
out. pages and in a little while we'll let you know
In the past we have presented some very fine examples of
display work and street stunts
used by Anna Bell Ward, managing director of the Phoenix
Amusement Company in Lexington, Ky., and we are very
glad to to pass along her recent work in this special edition.
When "The Rogue Song" played the Strand Theatre recently
she promoted a lot of theatre parties from local business organiizations in the town. As a gag to ballyhoo the theatre parties
she used the "ace" we are showing here. She secured the street
car from the local traction company and it was run about the
town. If you look at it closely you will notice the way she
capitalized on Laurel and Hardy by playing them up big in the
banners which surrounded the car. This leads us to believe that
she knows what her patrons like and dislike and one of the
things they like is the team of popular comedians.
The other photo shows the "Hot for Paris" front which she
created by using cut-out figures. A great deal of attention was
drawn to the picture by means of this angle and it was cer-

CLtCl

ADVERTISING!
.Vlthouk'h in its earliest forms advertising was
a two-word notice of seven letters — "For Sale" —
modern advertising deals in ideas quite as much
as in commodities.
Advertising, essentially, is the awakening of
human desire. There is no stronger force in this
new world of ours.
If journalism is the little sister of literature,
advertising began certainly as the Cinderella of
selling. Now it is the great motive force in our
commercial life. It is the life blood of public demand. Our material civilization has been made possible by it.
The old kings and aristocrats have departed. In
the new order the mas.ses are master. Not a few,
but millions and hundreds of millions of people
must be persuaded. In peace and in war, for all
kinds of purposes, advertising carries the message
of this new king — the people.
Advertising is the king's messenger in the day of
economic democracy. All unknowing, a new force
has been let loose in the world. Those who understand it will have one of the keys to the future.
The advertiser contrives the picture and tells the
story, and the public behaves as he foresees it will.
He succeeds, however, only when he tells the truth.
Sincerity is essential.
No advertisement can be eloquent enough to induce people repeatedly to buy a shoddy article, or
to believe a lying story. Man is still a thinking
and deciding animal.
Piiblix.
tainly a cinch to attract the attention of passing autoists. The
display was held up by very thin wire which was strung along
the marquee posts. Special lights shone upon the cut-out letters
which were covered with metallics, and gave them a brilliance
that caught the eye of everybody within the vicinity. And the
biggest gag in the whole is the fact that the cut-out of the girl
was so arranged that it did a shimmy and so many people
crowded around on the opening day that one of the reforming
leagues requested it be discontinued because the girl's dance
was too realistic.

This One Was So
Good, Miss Ward
Had to Cut It Out

We

want to thank Miss Ward for passing
ples of her work along to us and we would
that it is always a pleasure to let the Club see
to sell her shows down in Kentucky, and we
future we'll have manv more accounts to tell

these fine examlike her to know
what she is doing
know that in the
about.

The Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"
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HAPPENED!

(Extract from the Regina Daily Star)

"Long distance records are being established almost daily in some parts of the
world and for different feats. Regina might
add one to the list. During the recent "Lapse
of Light" at the City Power Plant, the Capitol Theatre had a picture running. At the
time the lights went out a man was just
entering the bathtub. This was at 1:15 P. M.
He was unable to get out until after
7 o'clock.

^^'^

Some fine examples of showmanlike activity were turned
out recently by Les Shuler,
advertising manager of the
State and Plaza Theatres in
Sandusky, Ohio, on "Hit the
Deck."

To plug the picture in the lobby' he decided to make a flash
that would have the people talking about the picture long before playdate, so to that end he stepped out around the town
and rounded up a bunch of dealers in marine equipment.
From
the dealers he secured lifesaving rings, sailor hats and a
few other things. He then
ordered special uniforms to be
made up for the usherettes of
the house. After securing
these he made a valuable tieup with a local manufacturer
of motor boats and arranged
to have one of the boats displayed in the lobby. And by
looking at the photo we are
showing with this story you
will get an idea of the selling
effect it created.
Whenever the lobby became
crowded the boy and the girl
ushers, would climb into the
boat and sit there. A one-sheet
card, placed alongside the
boat carried copy reading:
"Into port with a cargo of tuneful joy comes this laugh laden
girl and song romance, etc." A special card was made up carrying a credit line for the dealer who supplied the motor boat.
As this was the first time this stunt had been used at the
theatre it made quite a hit with the patrons and did a lot to
sell the show.
Another angle that Shuler used to good advantage on the
picture was the distribution of a number of envelopes marked
personal, at various stores in the town. The two girls, in the
photo we are showing at the beginning of this story, carried
the envelops in small handbags labeled "Hit The Deck!" Upon investigation the envelopes were found to contain a plug
on the picture and signed "Nautically Yours, Jack Oakie."
This stunt too, had the town talking about the film and appraised them of the fact that they shouldn't miss it.
In all of Shuler's work his copy seems to be especially well
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chosen and it is for that reason we would like to give you a
line on how well worded copy enabled him to make a valuable
tie-up with a local laundry. On the picture "Devil May Care,"
he prevailed upon the laundry to insert heralds with every
package going out. The copy read: "We take extreme care in
the proper handling and delivery of your linen. The latest of
improved machinery, skilled operators and the absence of
Devil-May-Care methods. We also suggest that you see Ramon Novarro, etc." The point we want to bring out now is that
you don't have to have a "Devil-May-Care" to get a tie-up with
your
laundry, all you need is a little showmanship in your copy
wording.

R9

PETE EG AN EXPLAINS:
This actually happened when we played Stan Laurel and
Oliver Hardy in "The Brats": A scene in the picture shows
Oliver Hardy being pushed into a bathtub. Just as Oliver
went in, the lights at the City Power Plant went out, throwing the house in darkness. When they came on again, six
hours afterwards, Oliver was seen EMERGING FROM THE
TUB. What a chance to keep our house in the limelight —
and did we do it! The story above proves it and, besides this,
everybody in town was talking about it.

Shuler Has Some
Good Angles That
Should
Build Biz.

May
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We want to thank Shuler for passing these few angles along
to us as we feel they will be more than welcome to the Club.
As we happen to know
<*""""he■ is always engineering up-to-the-minute work of this type in Sandusky, and we hope that we won't
have to remind him that we want to hear from him more frequently. What do you think, Les?

We Gain Versatile
Showman When C.
Wheland Joins Club

Introducing another new
member from Ohio. Meet
C. E. Wheland of the Twin
City Theatre Company in
Uhrichsville.

Wheland owns and operates
the State and Vale Theatres
in Uhrichsville and the Lincoln Theatre in Dennison, Ohio.
With three houses to look after he must be pretty busy, but
we think that he is going to find time to shoot along some
stuff to us in order that the rest of the CLUB can see the
methods he employs to put his shows across and keep the
houses filled.
As a little "dope" on the personal side
we would like to inform you that he
has been in the theatre game ten years.
In this time he has operated a number
of houses. The first theatre he bought
was located in Newcomerstown, Ohio,
and after making a success of that
house he took over the City Opera
House, Vale and State Theatres in his
present town and the Pictorium and
Lincoln Theatres in Dennison. He
closed two of the six theatres, the Pictorium and City Opera House and operated only the three he now holds.
In addition to running theatres he also holds a position as
cashier of the Union Bank of Uhrichsville. He has evidenced
a great interest in aviation and this year was granted a private
pilot's license. He is also president of the Tuscarawas County
Aviation, Inc. So with all these things to look after we know
he's very busy, but since he has shown a great deal of interest
in the CLUB already we feel that he will continue it and let
us know what he is doing, for with his many activities to work
from he should turn out some novel stuff.
We want to thank Wheland for the nice sentiments he expresses concerning the CLUB and also let him know that his
contributions will always meet with a hearty welcome.
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If your looking to throw a
a birthday party in honor of
your house's anniversary, just
look at the way that enterprising showman, Morris
Rosenthal,
manager
of the
■Minn, threw his.
~
Lyceum
Theatre in Duluth,
He started off the campaign with a special trailer announcing
the event, which was shown in all the Publix houses. Special
souvenir programmes were handed out a week in advance.
These were also placed in the stores of merchants participating
in the anniversary campaign, as well as on every newspaper
on every lU'wsstand in town.
A special lobby trim was innovated for the occassion with
lattice work design and floral decoration. A novel three sheet
board announced the party. A unique front made like a huge
birthday cake was used to cover the entire box office. Mammoth
candles were placed in holes on the sidewalk. A display of
congratulatory telegrams from the Mayor and other prominent
civic notables was placed in the lobby, as well as a Postal
Telegraph wire machine.
Morris went out and promoted a special full page co-operative ad from the local merchants. This he tied-up with a local
men's shop on Bancroft and arranged to have a tuxedo given
away free in conjunction with "Ladies Love Brutes." He tiedup with one of the local newspapers and worked their Kiddie
Klub into the birthday party. For this he received free stories
and pictures for a period of ten days. He closed with a big
birthday party for the kids, on a Saturday morning.
The birthday cake, furnished free by a local baker,
was placed on display in a
downtown window. Special
window displays were obtained from all dealers participating inthe event. The
Postal Telegraph Company
also furnished a couple of
windows to plug the occassion. A huge candle was
lighted and placed in a
downtown store window.
Looker-ons were invited to
WEDNESDAY
participate in ascertaining
the length of time the
candle would burn. Napkins
THURSDAY
were rubberstamped in
every restaurant and soda
fountain in town, with
dishes and drinks plugging
FRIDAY
the anniversary being
featured.
On the opening night of
THE ■ KICK- OF THE PARTY
the gala week, the Mayor
GEORGE BANCROFT
was present to cut the first
•LADIES LOVE BRUTES"
slice of the huge birthday
cake, pieces of which were
given to all entering the
theatre. Concealed in the cake was fifty dollars in gold. And
say they didn't scramble to grab for pieces of the "golden cake."
By looking at the ad we are showing you'll get an idea of the
list of gifts, all of which were displayed in the lobby, that
Morris arranged to give away as daily features.
On Monday
was first
the 500
"Golden
Tuesday,
a candy
matinee
whereinit the
ladies Cake,"
attending
the show
were
presented with a box of chocolates. Wednesday, the first 40O
ladies received a freshly cut rose, and on Thursday the fair
sex was given autographed photos of George Bancroft. To
top off the party, on Friday, the ladies each received a bottle
of ginger ale (Yes we said ginger ale and nothing else but —
believe it or not it's really possible to drink ginger ale alone).
What a success that Anniversary Party was. It is our opinion
that
talking
nextas year,
Morristhey'll
claimsbe that
if itabout
remainsit until
as cold
it has and
been incidentally
in Duluth

Morris Rosenthal
Invited Duluth to
Anniversary Party
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he's going to give away Eskimo Pies for
make 'em himself during the winter).
low-down a complete birthday festival
little cost to the theatre. If you can use

.\' e zv s

the next party. (He'll
So there's the whole
in itself and at very
it in your town, you're
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TOO OLD TO LEARN!
'Twas a balmy summer's eveninjj (hotterinell, if
you want the truth) and we draji^jjed ourselves into
one of tained
liroadway's
movie off.
palaces to be both enteras well as cooled
Pretty hot picture, so business was hotsy-totsy
and it looked like a second week for that picture.
Plenty of customers back of the tapes and house
jammed to the doors. liut on with the "play" —
'smarvelous e.xperience we had.
Scene: Centre aisle.
Time: 9:30 P.M.
Cast: The usiiers.
Many patrons moving all the time leaving lots
of seats spotted all over the house. Some of the
customers in the rear of the house jumped to the
front seats; those back of the tapes had to await
the pleasure of a particularly arrogant usher who
took upon himself (without any advice or supervision from his gross of superiors) the office of
"Supreme Director of the Aisle."
Much grunting and squawks from the tape victims. Finally, "came the break."
Aisle cleared up and every tape line except the
center was opened and the "saps" were then
allowed to go find places to park themselves.
But the "Supreme Dictator" decided to hold his
gang of standees longer. Did they like it. Like hell
they did. Soon there were cat-calls, razzing, and
then plain ordinary abuse which gradually rose in
volume and numbers until it sounded as though
bedlam was let loose.
Then, and ONLY then, did someone with more
sense than the "Supreme Dictator" rush over and
open the tape so that the poor sufferers of the
center aisle could try to find what was left of all
those seats recently emptied.
This particular house has created quite a reputation during the last few months for overbearing
ushers, and for the life of me I can't figure out
why. Surely the big picture palaces on Times
Square should be setting the style and example
for extremely courteous treatment of the patrons.
In this same theatre I recently watched an usher
deliberately push an elderly woman into a row of
seats when she wanted to take a single seat
farther down front. And I could recite a dozen
other incidents of this nature, but I'm not trying
to pick the house to pieces. I'm more concerned
over the fact that the ijve of management we
expect to find in those houses should be blind to
such conditions.
We doubt whether there will be much mystery
about the theatre we have reference to, but just
the same I would suggest that they try one of
their famous drills and march themselves over to
Roxy's where they can learn a whole lot about the
way ushers should usher — and maybe the lesson
will do them good. Providing thev are not too old
to learn.

'

"Chicle'

welcome to it and we know that when properly handled it's
bound to click. We want to thank Morris for this and if he
can find time to put on his muffler, ulsters, rubbers, snowshoes,
red flannels, fur cap, bJanket,' gloves, toupee and mustache cup,
we know he'll battle his- way to the posbbox and shoot us
someDuluth.
more lines on what else he is doing to "weather the gale"
in
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The crowd

of unemployed

managers

>y

around

the

film exchanges pulling the "mutual admiration
society" stuff. This one tells that one how good
he is, was or could be, and Oofus tells Goofis how
much better he would be as a supervising manager than the bird who let him out. Since it's all
a matter of viewpoint, let them have their day
and enjoy it, too. But the sooner they get themselves jobs and stop hanging around the exchanges
bellyaching, trying to out-lie each other, the sooner
they will return to the "useful" class of the showman population.

Showmanship Is An
Important Factor
In Carroll's Work

In the past, as has been our
custom, we have frequently
passed along an account or
two of the work Charlie Carroll turns out in his daily
endeavor to keep the Stanley
Theatre in Jersey City, N. J.,

before the eye of the public.
One of the most active publicity men in the country, Charlie
turned out a campaign recently at the Stanley that was a
corker. Though the house had been in operation only two
years it was deemed necessary, due no doubt to competition,
to put in the latest improvements that the intervening two
years have brought. For this purpose the house was closed
for redecoration.
And that's where Charlie came in.
It was decided upon that when the doors were again thrown
open to the public, that the opening should be called a "rededication" and in that manner the house could secure a load of
publicity. So Charlie set to work to tie-up the town. One of
the first things he did was to inform the newspapers of the
fact that there was to be a new opening of the Stanley Theatre.
He sent out many invitations to celebrities. He sent special
invitations to the Mayor of Jersey City, the former Governor
of the State, the President of the Board of Education and
many other prominent locals.
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was one occasion where the soft pedal had to be pressed into
the work.
In the photos that we are using to illustrate this story you'll
get an idea of how successful the campaign was. The photos
show former Governor Harry Moore purchasing the first ticket
and the crowds storming the house. You can also see the well
known Charlie Carroll all set to tell the radio audiences about
the Stanley Theatre. This is one of Charlie's sidelines. He
promoted a tie-up with a local station and arranged to have
the show broadcast every Sunday evening. The radio station
plastered Jersey City and the outlying vicinity with twentyfour and three sheets, besides giving the program plenty of
publicity in other ways. All of the guest artists at the Stanley
are invited to broadcast over the air, and a good many of
them accept. Incidentally, though we don't know whether he
broadcast, Charlie persuaded Harry Richman to make a
personal appearance in conjunction with "Puttin' On the Ritz"
and this stunt did a lot towards selling the picture and
publicizing the house.
The other photos show the Stanley all decked out in its
holiday finery, ready to receive the distinguished guests at the
opening. Note the giant cut-out that was placed in the lobby
to plug "New York Nights." The cut-out, a huge cardboard
bottle, reached almost to the ceiling, and attracted plenty of
attention. Figures of dancing girls were grouped about it. Another angle that Charlie uses for keeping them up on the doings
at the Stanley is a sheet in the form of a tabloid called the
"Hudson Tab" and containing news of the coming pictures.
This stunt made a great hit with the residents and the house
received a lot of publicity from the source.

La Bar Used His
Head For A Fast
One;

You'll Agree

^=^^^^==^^==^=^^^=

Another one of those examples of fine showmanship
came to light recently in the
tie-up F. LaBar, manager of
the Plaza Theatre in Asheville,
N. C, used to get publicity
for his house.

The local newspaper had been running a cooking school once
a year for several years, and always used the Plaza as their
classroom but failed to give the theatre the publicity it
deserved.
So this year LaBar decided to change it.
He was bucking a rather difficult proposition, particularly
since the paper took it for granted that they didn't have to
give any publicity other than a notice that the school was held
at the theatre. Knowing this, LaBar tied-up with the other
local newspaper and let them have his house for their beauty
class. This paper came through with plenty of publicity and
when it had all appeared in print it was put together and taken
over to the first newspaper. Then LaBar made them a
proposition.
As a result of his arguments the paper consented to cooperate in every way possible to give him publicity. And to
that extent he was enabled to see the names of his attractions
and the playdates listed in every cooking ad that appeared in
the paper during the week the school was in session. The
house consequently cashed in on a little extra business due to
this showmanlike move on LaBar's part. We are glad to see
that this live-wire member of the Club is still as active as
usual and we hope he will keep us posted on his future doings
too.

Notice to Members
He secured valuable tie-ups with local establishments, made
up special paper, had special cards, banners and almost every
other thing that goes to make up a campaign on a high scale.
Everything that Charlie worked into the campaign was done
in a manner that kept away from "circus ballyhooing," as this

PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.
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As we have said before, in
fact we've said it many times,
when it comes to injecting
novelty into show merchandising campaigns you can trust
that Walter Morris, manager
'
"
of the Florida Theatre in St.
Petersburg, Fla., will turn out something of value.
When he playetl "Tlie Bij; Pond" recently lie pulled a couple
of stunts that had them talking. In the lobby he placed an attractive, miniature fish pond. Spots were trained upon it.
Within the "pond" fishing weights, with eyes on both ends
were placed. One eye of the fish weight was supposed to be
hooked by "fishermen.'"
The other eye bore a numbered tag.
.Small fishing rods were placed
around the pond for the patrons to
Ki:i;i* vol i{ ivi son N use. Cards about the display explained: "Try your luck in "The Big
THE TEXAN
Pond.' Win or lose see Maurice
LI \N>) KID
(lievalier in 'The Big Pond,' starting Tuesday. Fish for a pass. Two
CAPTURE

Fishing In Lobby
Is Morris' Latest
Publicity Stunt

chances only."
A special bulletin, posted alongside the pond carried a list of numbers. A patron, hooking a fish, was
supposed to compare his number
with the one on the board and if
they corresponded he was entitled
to a free ticket to see the picture.
The patrons were limited to two
chances, in order to decrease the
winning percentage of free tickets.
The novel display created a lot of
Sunday and Monday Only !
comment and went a long way
towards selling the picture. And
not only did Walter sell it from this
angle but he used another good one,
too. A large map (3' by 5^2') was
secured from the Postal Telegraph
Company and a display arranged around it. The Atlantic
Ocean was labelled "The Big Pond." A small ribbon running
from Venice, Paris, New York and Cleveland, led to small
cards on which was imprinted the lines: "He met her here." —
"He wooed her here."— "He slaved for her here." — "They spent
their honeymoon here." The unusual feature of such a large
map in a theatre lobby attracted considerable attention. After
opening date the map was placed in the downtown office of
the telegraph company and was accompanied by date cards,
etc. And with these few activities heralding the picture, is it
any wonder that business was good for its run?
In conjunction with the story \i;e are also reproducing a
sample of the novelty herald Walter turned out on "The Texan" in order that you may see what this showman can do in the
line of work of this sort. The herald was printed in black on
yellow and by studying the copy closely you can notice how
eflfectively it is made up. And you'll notice that Walter gets
in a plug for his cooling plant, also.
We want to thank him for passing along these sample of his
showmanship and we'd like him to know that we, in turn, are
more than glad to shoot them along to the rest of the Round
Table Club. Let's hear some more from you real soon, Walter.

Carlson Handled
Advance Campaign
In Showman's ,_
Way

G. W. Carlson played up
"The Grand Parade" showing
at the Peoples Theatre, Superior, Wis., as an old-time
minstrel show.

Teaser
ads
were
run
in
advance using copy, "Regular
old-time minstrel show with regular street parade Tuesday,
Wednesday and Thursday. .April 2^-30. Mav 1 — Peoples
Theatre."
In return for three theatre parties and their car fare, the
Superior Boys Band, dressed in minstrel costumes, paraded
each evening during the engagement of the picture.
To give the parade a more realistic minstrel touch, several
of the boys carrying banners were done up in blackface.
The nightly band parades seemed to stir the town up like it
had never been before; at least, not since the last minstrel
was in town. At any rate, the band parades certainly helped
to make the picture a most popular attraction.

'THEATRE
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OPE RAT ION IN INDIA'

By S. F. SUTARIA,
M^r..
Excelsior Theatre, Hyderabad, India

Mr. Sutarta i\ quite an *'old-timvr" i/i the Cluh and is writ
qualified to f «■// us ahout thi.i most interenting topic. If y<m
would like to learn ahottt showmanship in forri/{n countries,
start with this article.

ADVERTISING:
.\s a matter of fact India is
far behind your country in this
respect. Only cities like Bombay, Calcutta, Karachi, etc., are
using street ballyhoos. But
writing about all these stations
will cover up a number of
For the chain of eight theapages. tres that 1 am advertising we
use the usual lithographs, heralds, window-cards, trailers and
slides. Occasionally we pull
stunts suggested in campaign
books, i.e., we work up contests
ottering theatre tickets as prizes
and reach the patrons by mail.
Cutouts from posters are made
use of by mounting them on
decorated motor lorries. Newsare usually
iedpaper
from layouts
campaign
bookscopor
press sheets — throughout India
— and cuts supplied by rentors
are used for this purpose. As
we receive pictures long after
they are released in America,
I do not think you would like
to have photographs of our advertising. However, I am sending under a separate cover a
few copies of newspapers showing the advertising we make
use of. The entire first page of
this paper is reserved for the
eight theatres under one chain
— that of Mr. Jorawarmull Motilal — as the paper "The Hyderabad Bulletin" is owned and
controlled by Mr. J. Motilal
and is the only English daily
published in H. E. H. The Nizam's dominions of over 82,698
square miles.
During the years 1928-29 Mr.
J. Motilal had an agency of
-Studebaker and Erskine cars,
and at that time we were advertising these cars along with our
pictures as will be seen from
the handbills I am sending you.
PATRONS:
Regarding handling of patrons. In India proprietors of
theatres seldom mi.x with their
patrons. Managers also generally keep themselves aloof.
The patrons purchase the tickets at the box office and occupy
their seats. They do not care
to talk to the manager unless
they have any complaint to
make or any information to
gain. The majority of "managers" are poorly paid and
hence only a few of them can
be called men of good social
standing. Naturally, therefore,
the manager is looked upon as
a man of inferior social standard by the theatre patrons of
higher seats — whereas the lower
class patrons consider him as a

Did

You

Order

i)eing somewhat
of a higher
status than their own and are
afraid ti> ap[)roach him.
PRESENTATION:
Only a limited number of
theatres in India can boast of
having small theatre orchestras.
A piano is the only instrument
considered necessary for providing music, which consiste of
a few old compositions. Prologues are things unknown to
India. The piano or the socalled orchestra plays an overture, the third bell is given and
the picture is flashed on the
screen. Programmes usually
consist of a topical, a comedy
and the feature. Sometimes an
episode or two of a serial is
used in the programme in place
of the comedy. In some theatres an interval of about five
minutes
is given — in others it
is not.
THE THEATRE EMPLOYE:
In cities like Bombay and
Calcutta the theatre manager
does not write the newspaper
ads. Some business acquaintance of the theatre proprietor
is entrusted to do this work —
and he does it in his leisure
hours. Ticket sellers and door
keepers are paid from $3.00 in
small towns to $6.00 in big
cities, per month. They are
usually required to attend their
respective theatres in the evenings— hence they serve during
day time as office clerks, cashiers, bill collectors, etc. Ushers are not employed in Indian
theatres.
MANAGERS:
Managers here have seldom
any voice in the selection of
pictures. Proprietors contract
with rentors and distributors
for their entire yearly output
and the pictures are exhibited
just as the rentors supply them.
The chains of theatres in India— The Madan Theatres, Ltd.,
and The Globe Theatres, Ltd. —
are worked on a rather different basis. They contract for
sole distribution and exhibition
rights of selected output of producers like United Artists, Fox.
Paramount, British, etc., and
though their theatres are situated in different parts of the Indian Empire, programmes are
generally
fixed from their Calcutta offices.
Indian productions are much
in demand in India as they are
better understood by the
masses. A number of units are
working here on such productions but their output is much
shorter than the actual demand
by the exhibitors.

Your Club Pin?
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PERTINENT PARAGRAPHS
CARRY A WALLOP!

THAT

The following, clipped and accumulated from various
sources, will make excellent material for theatre circuit
house organs, as well as others wanting to use same.
It should also fit nicely for theatre programs, etc.
— MORE NEXT WEEK —
man's and
job feeds
is his his
bestwife
friend.
It Aclothes
and
children, pays the rent and suppHes them with the wherewithal
to develop and become cultivated. The least a man can do
is love his job.
— Senator Capper,

* * *

No person will have occasion
to complain of the want of time
who never loses any.
— Jefferson.

* * *

Soft jobs come to those who
have don'* hard jobs well, and
easy money is postponed payment that comes to the man who
has earned hard money.
— William Feather.

* *

*

There is always a premium in
business on the man who does
his work painstakingly, with
completeness and finality; he is
the man who will be trusted
with more and more responsibility, up to the limit of his
capacity.
— *J. Ogden
* * Armour.
Most men have more courage
than they themselves think they
have.
— Greville.

Diplomacy has been defined as
the art of letting someone else
have your way.
— The Kalends.
A failure is a man who has
blundered, but is not able to
cash in on his experience.
— Exchange.
Something to say is more imulary. portant than an extensive vocab— Atchison Globe.

* * *
Tact is the ingenuity which
removes
the sting
from
the
stinger without getting stung.
— Anonymous.
I):

4:

4=

Ability without enthusiasm —
and you have a rifle without a
bullet.
— Lord Dewar.
It is my belief that one makes
his best contribution to the
world when working at somealong the line of one's
greatestthinginterest.
— Rockefeller.

Lots of showmen have turned out some fine stunts in the
way of street ballyhoo for
their feature pictures, but we
are going to show you how J.
Ramon Wheeler, live - wire
■^^=^^=^^==^=^^===^=' manager of the State Theatre
in South Bend, Ind., plugs his shorts.
He recently booked in "King of the Kongo," a serial due to
run on Saturday matinees. The serial was booked as a booster
for the kiddie business. To ballyhoo the new attraction, Wheeler hustled around and secured an elephant. The elephant, bearing banners on his back, as the photo shows, tramped about the
streets of the town plugging the picture. To arouse further interest in the attraction, Wheeler arranged to have the elephant
perform tricks in the lobby, to the delight of the children. The
stunt came in for a lot of free space in the local newspaper, as
this was the first time a gag of this kind has been pulled in
South Bend, and all of this tended to draw kids to the boxoffice on Saturday afternoon and pack the theatre.
Here's a stunt now, that can't be beat, when you've a picture
with a title like "King of the Kongo." "Of course," you'll say,
"it's oke, but where am I going to get an elephant?"
You

There's Real Showmanship in This
Stunt of Wheeler's
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don't have to have an elephant. Wheeler is not passing along
this gag to show you that you need an elephant. He is showing you what a showman can do to exploit shorts. If he
couldn't get an elephant, it's safe to surmise that he would
have thought of having a couple of men dressed like cannibals
parade about the street. All you need for a stunt like that is
a couple of cans of paint and some straw. There's a lot more
angles you can use to plug your pictures eilong these lines and
we believe that a little thinking will show them to you. So,
if you're booking in a serial to boost up your kiddie biz, don't
forgetusethere's
more than one way to plug it. And all pictures
can
plugging.

Vincent and Landy
Had Lobby Looking
Like Real Jungle
^^=^=^^^=^=^^=^=^^^^^=

Here's atmosphere with a
big A. The load of photos
we are showing depict the
front turned out by George

Landy, RKO Divisional publicity director and Frank W.
Vincent, divisional manager,
at the Orpheum Theatre in Los Angeles.
The entire lobby of the Orpheum was turned into a jungle.

Painted scenic drops were hung at either end. Zulu huts, lions'
skins and cages of live leopards and panthers were placed
about. In one of the photos you can see the box office disguised as a native hut. The ushers and doormen are dressed as
hunters. They carried fire■■■K*. ^' *9B||HH|^n^lBIH^I
arms and wore kakhi shorts

Wi

and pith helmets. The lobby was replete with palm
leaves, used to cover the
pillars. The marquee also
featured a border of palm
IJMB^^K iA^.^vKS|^H^2J^^|
leaves, and a huge negro,
dressed in Zulu costume
paraded about the top.
Giant cut-outs were used
%-^— ^^mFmw
of gorillas and placed about
the theatre with spots playing upon them. The picture
Bji^iM^^^^K-^*#|Hf{y i-'^^^H
"Ingagi," the title of which
means Gorilla, gave the
showmen a wonderful opportunity to display some
creative work along the line
^
of atmospheric effects and
we feel sure that you will
agree with us that they did
a fine job. This is the second time so sensational a display has been used in Los Angeles.
The RKO Theatre broke the ice with "Vengeance" by break-

m

■Hm,

^

a^^l

^^hhIhhi

B|f^

ing with a lobby similar to this but not affording the sweep the
"Ingagi" production permits. The change in the manner of
lobby decoration came as the result of a new policy announced
by the two gentlemen whose names we are presenting in conjunction with this article and as the policy will be continued
we look to show a lot more of this type of work on future
productions, as we feel sure that the Club is more than interested inlooking at angles of this kind.

The Real Club Spirit!
"All For One And One For All"
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Though Detroit is noted as
an automobile center it looks
to us as though that famed
Michigan city will be known
shortly as a center of showmanship too, for judging by
-^
the work being turned out by
Joe LaRose and J. Maxwell Joice at the Fox and now these
examples of the showmanlike activity of Thomas McGuire of
the Hollywood Theatre, it's sure headed for that classification.
For the first number on the prof,'rani we want to tell you how
he put "Young Eagles" across to bigger and better box office
receipts by displaying some smart showmanship.
He tied up with the local airport and distributed 15,000 telegrams, a sample of which we are reproducing. 100 of the telegrams bore a postscript (as shown) purported to come from
"Buddy" Rogers, inviting the holder to witness the show as his
guest. The telegrams were distributed at the theatre.

Thomas McGuire
Gives Away Two
Fords Every Week

CLtC

''THE SMELUES''
(.The Star, Johannesburg, South Africa)
WHERE

CESSORSHIP

WILL

BE ESSENTIAL

After the movies and the talkies come the
smellies. The New York correspondent of the
Daily News states that a patent has been granted
John Leavell of Los Angeles to use an apparatus
synchronizing smells with scenes in talking? films.
Thus when a farm is pictured on the screen, the
scent of hay will be projected into the audience.
With sea pictures, audiences will sniff the brine.
Hospitals will be suggested by the smell of chloroform, and so on.

TELEGRAM
12AM

MAY

17 1930

DL 64
TO ALL DETROIT
YOULL BE THRILLED TO HIGH HEAVEN WITH
MY NEW ALL TALKING
PICTURE "YOUNG
EAGLES" AT THE HOLLYWOOD 4 DAYS START
ING SUNDAY
MAY 18 STOP THRU COURTESY
OF HOLLYWOOD THEATRE AND MATHEWSON
AIRWAYS
INC ALLEN
AND
GODDARD
ROADS
I
WILL GIVE AWAY 3 AIRPLANE RIDES AT EVERY
PERFORMANCE THOSE 4 DAYS AT THE HOLLYWOOD DON'T MISS "YOUNG
EAGLES" OR THIS
FREE PLANE RIDE
BUDDY ROGERS
BE MY GUEST AT THE HOLLYWOOD DURING
SHOWIN(i OF "YOUNG EAGLES"
"Huddv"
Free plane rides, 12 each day, were given to holders of special numbers. The airport owner's daughter, the youngest
licensed pilot in the world, handed out the rides at every performance. The newspapers gave this stunt a lot of publicity
and the theatre secured loads of good-will.

successfully that when the time of the klub, fifteen weeks, ran
out, he decided to start another one. He runs a Kiddie Klub
"Kontest" occassionally in which all members possessing any
ability at singing, dancing, or reciting are invited to participate
in a revue on the stage. The revue is run off in vaudeville
fashion, act after act, and the contestants are adjudged by
audience
stage
"Kontest"
created
lot of talk applause
about theand
town
and judges.
the kids The
all flocked
to enter
theira
names, whenever one was announced.
And now for the biggest gag of all. THE DONATING OF
TWO FORDS EVERY WEEK TO PATRONS. This stunt
has had them talking morning, noon and night in Detroit.
McGuire has been using it since January and in order that you
may learn from this showman himself just how the stunt goes
at his house we'll let him tell you about it.
"When we first started with this, as the enclosed herald
shows, we intended giving away just one a week, Friday only,
FREE!
but the found
first night's
arrival
over
free;
FREE!
a thousand at the
door an hour and a
NEW 1930 FORD COUPE
half before the reg%*4'J
.'.i.
Allk'.!4
ItMpt.i<iV4
All Umhinf
Mut<nii«>
Given Awky AtMokitrty Fr*v
ular opening time,
M\RV
ONE EACH FRIDAY NIGHl
PICKrORD
and with three
cashiers doing their
best, we had to call
the police reserves,
as the six officers
detailed at the theatre that night
RUSS MORGAN
uid the Hollywood OvdMttrm
could not cope with
JL
the anxious mob.
CoMpon Tiduls Cina E<rwr D«r
So, in self defense,
and in order not to
lose as friends the ones turned away that night we found that
we'd have to give two a week or stop the stunt. Therefore, the
two. And it's holding u^ so good that we may continue it all
summer. THIS MAY NOT HELP A LOT OF THE FELLOWS, AS YOU HAVE TO HAVE A BIG HOUSE TO
GET OUT OF THE BARREL FOR THE $540 EACH CAR

Pj&lijg^

When he played "Street of Chance ' McGuire decided that
he wanted to advertise the picture in a novel way. By tying up
with a playing card manufacturer he was enabled to secure
playing cards of the sort we are showing with this article. By examining the
cut closely you will notice the effective'WILLIAM
ly II ) ^''"" '^ worded copy that went a long ways
POWELL I / °'"''
towards
selling the picture.
Another
' '
--"-J
angle that proved of great help was the
Street
stage setting, a photo of which we are
running, that was used to plug the pic<^ Chance
ture. The playing card company furnished McGuire with giant playing
cards and a lot of other accessories and
Arifx fm

1

the result was a "wow" of a display.
The picture went over like wildfire with
the patrons of the theatre.
On his kiddie business McGuire started a Kid Klub
that went
across so

So there's the low-down on what this showman is doing to
COSTS."
keep
his house out of the red. And that's not all either. We
could go on for hours and tell about the many stunts he has
used to secure good-will for the theatre. One instance of which
was seen in the church services he ran at the theatre on Good
Friday. Every church in town was invited to hold services between twelve and three o'clock. Then there's his special nursery
room, equipped with talkies, which consists of a glass enclosed
room in the rear of the auditorium with the sound coming
through special monitors. And what a good-will asset this
turned out to be!
We want to thank Mr. McGuire for sending these things
along to us so that we might see what the rest of the Detroit
showmen are doing to sell their shows, and we hope he will
favor us with a photo and a little dope on himself in his next
letter in order that we mav introduce him to the rest of the
Club.
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That "Ace showman"

Secured
Johnson
TTT^ii
e ^-^
■r
LotS of Good 1 -Will
g^
nri^ • r-*
'^
KJn iniS Vxampaign

Picture

from

O'l city, Pa., our good Wend
Fred Johnson, formerly manager of the RKO Colonel
Drake Theatre is out promoting his double truck lay-outs

again. This time Fred cashed in on two attractions, showing that he's no slouch.
The Siamese Twins were booked recently into his house and
Fred decided to give the stage attraction a big plug along with
his regular picture merchandising, so to this end be promoted
a double truck ad from the local merchants that sold the town
on the twins as well as the picture.
The special lay-out was so well made up that we are reproducing it here and by examining it you will note that Fred
is also plugging a special children's matinee, an angle that
makes his showmanship stand out like a beacon light. Knowing how the kids would like to witness the twins, and also

31,

CLUB

anticipating record business in the evening, he decided to run
a special matinee show for their benefit and offer reduced prices.
He also reduced prices for the adults on the special show and
this made quite a hit with them.
On the top of the lay-out you will notice the prominent position the theatre's name commands, so that when anyone opened the paper to the page it would be one of the first things to
catch the eye. The merchants were more than pleased with
the lay-out and Fred's good-will stock with them went up considerably especially when it was found that business increased
because of the ad. This double truck is a bit unusual inasmuch
as it contains a number of testimonial plugs for the merchandise being sold by local dealers. The twins were given a car for
their use while they played the theatre and the car carried a
plug for the house.

TO-MORROW

DO SOT FAIL TO SEE THE

Friday and Saturday

WORLD'S FAMOUS SIAMESE TWINS

■iijir, ^
APPEARI/^Cin

rERSOftVmmv

FU)*TiWSimJlIH!

..KEITH-DRAKE THEATRE

GRAHAM

"QuokeT

Hos B«.n Select«d As

CLUE
EMBIjEM
PIN!!!

19 3 0

State'

The Officiol Cor

VE'ACH'Ji
THE SIAMESE T»IN5
-. HOTa
Dicberson-SnydcT A\otor Co.

SIAMESE rwiN*
CAMP

Mot Hikrd Him

Btl RS

ARUNCTON
THOMPSONS

Sh<pp»fd-(j(-(hc Hill

Wear

It All the Time!

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
Thu is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name

of Member

Theatre
Address
City

State

jy"'

STRANBURG

.MUSIC

HOUSE

Fred's entire campaign on this attraction, which included a
number of other stunts in addition to the special newspaper ad
went over very well and the town was completely sold on the
Drake's show.

Max Melincoft
Puts His House On
Paper's Front Page

We don't know whether
this "front page crashing" being indulged in by showmen is

contagious
lately
come across but
no less
thanwe've
ten
examples
in which
showmen
have
"planted"
newspaper
stories. Just a little while ago we showed you how Max Melincoff landed one, and then Olinto Accorsini crashed through
with one. Now it's Ray S.
This showman recently played "Ingagi" at the house he
handles publicity and exploitation for and feeling that he wanted to get some extra publicity out of the newspapers, decided
to take a chance and plant a story. Just how he framed it, we
haven't
the entire dope on. but we can give you an idea of what
was done.
A monkey, three feet in height had been placed in the lobby
of the theatre as a ballyhoo on the picture. During the daytime the monk, bearing a banner on his back, was walked
about the streets. At night he was secured in a cage. It seems
that during the night he broke loose from the cage, escaped
through a special door used by late employees, and emerged
into the street. From the street, he was supposed to have wandered into a room in one of the leading hotels of the town and
attacked a temporary guest, a woman, there. The screams
of the woman attracted the attention of the night clerk and a
few moments later twenty policemen, armed with bombs and
riot guns were on the way. But upon their arrival they found
nothing, except a gaping hole, in the window screen, which,
monkey.
the
terrified woman explained, was made by the escaping
The story, when it broke in the papers created a lot of interest especially since the name of the theatre was mentioned
and this was a big help in boosting up attendance during the
run of the film. As we have stated before, this business of
planting stories is sometimes very risky, but since Ray S. is a
showman of many years experience we surmise that he knows
just how far he can sjo with the local editors.

M ay

31.

19 2 0
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through there we'd see plenty of evidence
of showmanship because of the fact that
a large number of Minnesota live-wires are
displaying Round Table certificates in their
offices. And wherever that emblem is displayed there's bound to be a showman.
You've got one now George, so the rest
is up to you.
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
P. F. SCHWIE manages the Garrick
Theatre in Duluth, Minn., and being located in that city Mr. Schwie no doubt
has already made the acquaintance of Morris Rosenthal, another live-wire from that
city. So why don't you showmen get together "P. F." and let's have some friendly
competition. And just so that you'll be
even with Morris let's have a photo of
yourself so that you too can meet the rest
of the Club
face."Pin!
Wear "face
Your toClub
! !

OUTSTAND'
ING
GROUP OF
SHOWMEN!

G. W. CARLSON is the manager of the
People's Theatre in Superior, Wis. Well,
Mr. Carlson with Superior as a town, we
feel that your show merchandising too is
going to be "superior." And in order to
prove
our statement
we'd
like tothe
havestrength
a few of
examples
of the work

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank
APPLICATION FOR
MEMBERSHIP IN
"MANAGERS'

ROUND
TABLE CLUB"

Seventh

POUND TACLt
GEORGE P. IRWIN is tlic manager ot
the raraiiiouiU Theatre in Brainerd, Minn.
Thougli we have never been in Brainerd we
are sure that if we happened to pass

WORLD'S
MOST

Ave.,

I hereby
apply
the Club.

for

New

York

membership

City
in

Name
Theatre
Address

City
State
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
"Chick" Lewis
Honorary Chairman
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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Picture

you're turning out, because you know what
they say in the region of Missouri, "Show
Us." And then we pass it along to the
Club because
rest of! the
Wear they
Your areClubthe Pin!
! "Us."
PAUL BUCHHOLZ manages the Grand
Theatre in Mankato, Minn., and we take
pleasure in welcoming this Mankato showman to the Club because we have already
shown examples of the "ace" work being
turned out by the rest of the showmen in
that town and we believe that Mr. Buchholz
is going to prove just as active. And how
about a picture of yourself along with your
contribution Paul?
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
JOHN P. MASON manages the Hollis
Theatre in Hollis, Long Island, N. Y. Our
group of members from Long Island have
always proven themselves real showmen,
and since Mason is located in a district
that should allow for some good exploiting
we feel that he will more than want to keep
in line with the rest of the Islanders, and
will become a verv active member.
Wear
Ynur
Club Pin! ! !
URBAN J. SCHWARTZ
is the Assistant Maiiager of the Abowd Theatre in Findlay, Ohio, and from what we have featured
on the Club pages in the line of showmanship from his district we know that Urban
will have to do some tall stepping to keep
up with the leaders. However Urban, we
want to get a look at whatever you are
doing to help sell shows in your district, so
keep right in touch with us.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
M. TOMASINO is the manager of the
White Way Theatre in New Haven. Conn.
.A.S New Haven is C. J. Latta's "hunting
ground' we feel that any showmen in
that town must be real showmen to keep
stepping along with him. And as we happen to know, since we've done a lot of
exploiting in the town in the past, that
^fr. Tomasino has plenty of opportunities

CLUD

TO JOIN!
to turn
forward

out
to

some
corking
passing
them

stunts
along

we look
on our

Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
GEO. J. STEVENS is the manager of
pages.
the Norwood Theatre in Cleveland, Ohio,
out where many fine examples of up-to-theminute show merchandising has originated.
The Cleveland members arc still right in
front for being active and we hope that
Mr. Stevens will prove to be active also.
We think he'll fit into the picture like a
kid glove. And when you send in your first
contribution George, send us in a photo
of yourself too.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
GORDON
McKINNON is the manager
of the Chatteau Theatre in Rochester,
Minn., for the Publix Outfit. With so
many of his brother members represented
on our pages every week it is our belief
that McKinnon will also be presented with
them, because we know that he is capable
of live-wire showmanship and also that he
believes in passing it along.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
E. W. GOULD, who manages the Morningside Theatre in New York City, certainly needs very little introduction, for he
is the showman whose picture we ran a
while back and complimented on the work
he
has with
accomplished
since his
ten years'
service
the Consolidated
Circuit.
We
want to welcome you into the Club "E. W."
and we know you're going to be very active.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
MISS

JEAN LA ROE, the publicity director for the J. Real Neth Theatres in
Columbus, Ohio, by her application boosts
up our feminine enrollment one more. Miss
La Roe's work is known to her fellow Club
members and we are sure that this young
lady, who is making quite a name for herself out in Columbus will do the same thing
in the Managers' Round Table Qub. Welcome into the organization Miss La Roe.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
NORMAND
L. FRENCH is the manager of the Palace Theatre in Rockville,
Conn. Having been through his town on
one of our theatrical missions we have a
recollection that it was a pretty thriving
little place and we believe that some of
that activity is occasioned by the hustling
showmanship on display there. However,
since
it is
some little
timehowago,he we'd
to have
Normand
tell us
sells like
his
shows
we hope
himself and
in his
letter. he'll include a photo of
-Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !■
A. L. LOWENSTEIN
manages the Park
Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. In the past
this beautiful house has been the scene of
some corking showmanship displayed by a
certain Round Table member, and it is our
hunch that Lowenstein is striving to keep
up that record at his house. How about
it "A. L.-' Why not give us a little dope
on what
over
there?you are doing to pack them in

Note!
New members are urjjed to
send their photos in at once.
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RELEASE

21,

1920

CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming Attractions."
Running times on features and shorts are being
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
FIRST NATIONAL

AMKINO

f Available sound-on-dise only)

FEATURES
TItI«

ChlBi
Expreu
Otmon of th* StepMt
Fraimtat of in Emplr*
Man
from
tn» Reitaurant...
Old and
N«w

Star
, Special
Cast
.Nikolai
Saltykov
. NItkln-Sainenna
. Tchakhgv-Malinovskaya

THU
Jimmy
HIggInt
Kain and
Artem
Living
CorpM,
The
Sell
Spring
Storm Over Asia
Transport of Fire
Tungas
Khenlchar
Turksib

Length
Feet

Rel. Dat«

Revlawed

...Mar.
... Jan.

8
SSOO ...6S...Mar.
18. ...6800. ..75

li

...Jan.
. .Ian.
...May

25....7000...78...F«b.
4
snoo . ..67...J(n.
2. ...6800. ...76. ..May

I
It
10

Coming Attractions

Star
A. Buchma
E. Gall-N.
Simonov
W.
Pudovin
S. Svazhenke
Educational
V. Inklzhlnov
G. Kuznetsov
Educational
Educational

COLUMBIA
(Available sound'On-fitm and
'tVFEATURES
,
Title
*tiAraund
the Cernpr
•fSGullty?
(A. T.)
•IlLadles o( Leisure (A. T
•tfMelody Man, The (A. T. T.)
*fSMurder on the Roof (A.

•4|Per»onallty

(A. T.)

'tiPrlnce of Diamond
'ffRoyal Romance. A (A. T.
*T§Soldlers and Women (A
'tlVengeance (A. T.)
Title
TSi^ail of
01 the
in
*t§Call
West (A T.)
•tiFor
the Love
L
of Lll
ughtera
'fiJazz
Daug
*ust Ploy
■ilLadlet
Mu
•tSLast of the Lone Wolf (A. T.).
•tIParls
NIghU
•tfRaIn or Shine (A. T.)
'tSRoad
to Broadway,
The
•t§Slsters
(A.
T.)
•tSSouealer,
The
(A. T.)
•tSSweetheartj on Parade (A. T.)
'tiTemptatlen

Length
Rel. Date
Feet MIns.
Apr.
26
6356. ...71,
Mar.
3
6371. ...71
..Apr.
5
9277. ,.103.
...Jan.
25
6386. .71.
Jan.
19. ...5400. ..60.
.70.
Fob.
18
6304.
.71..
Aar. 26
6383
6359. . .63..
Apr.
30. ..6671.
..70.
Feb.
22. ...6160.. ..68.

Coming Attractions
Star
Revler-Matt

Bert

Rel. Date

Longth

MIns.

Moore

..May 3
Reviewed
...Apr. 12
..Apr. 19
..Feb. 15
. . Feb. I
. . Mar. I
..May 3117
.May
..May 17
..Mar.
I
Reviewed
May
I

Title
'itar
Corinne
Grifllth
•tSBaek
Pay
(A.T.)
Segal-Pldgeon
tiBrldo of the Reglnoat (A.T.). Bartheimess- Fairbanks,
•t^Dawn
Patrol,
The
(A.T.)...
Dorothy
Mackalll
•tIFIIrtIng
Widow
(A.T.)
Warner- Wilson
•tSFurlet
(A.T.)
Mulhall
•t§ln tho Next
Room
(A.T.)... Jack
Cerlnne
Griffith
•t§Lllle<
of Field
(A.T.)
....
•t§Loese Anklet
(A.T.)
Falrliankt,
Jr.-Young
Mulhall-Leo
•tlMurder
Will
Out (A.T,)
•tSNe,
No.
Nanetto
(A. T.).... CItlre-Gray
Billie
Dove
•tINotorlous Affair, A (A. T.)..
Biille
Dove
•t§Other
Temorrow
(A.T.)
White-Morrls
•tSPIaying
Around
(A.T.)
•t§Road to Paradise. Tho (A.T,). Young-Mulhall
•tiSally (A.T.)
Marilyn
Miller
tSShew Girl In Hollywood (A.T.) . White-Mulhall
•tISIn
Flood
(A.T.)
.Doug
Fairbanks,
Jr
.Rich.
Barthelmeso
•tlSon of the Gods (A.T.)
•fSSong of the Flarao (A.T.)... .Gray-Claire
.Claire-Gray
*t§Spring
Is Here
(A.T.)
. Dnrothv
Mackalll
•tSStrletly
Modera
(A.T.)
•t§SweethearU and WIvol
(A.T.) .Bllllo Oov*

..5672
Reviewed
Pel. Date
.May
Juno I..
Max 2419
.7418.... 82..
June 22..
Apr.
Jr, . July 20.. ..6664.... 74.. .May
May II..
6606.... 73.. .Apr.
Mar. 16.. ...6336
70..
.^ Jan. 26.. ..5979
67.. .Dee.
Jan.
Jan. 5.. ..6190
68..
21
69..
Feb. 2.. ..6200
8
Apr. 6.. .9108. ..101.. .Apr.
.Mar.
Feb. 16.. ..6218. ...69., Dee. 1 1
Apr. 13..
3
64..
Feb. 9.. ..5800
..6003
66.. .Apr.
Jan. II
Jan. 19..
28
May 25.. .9277. ..103..
Jan. 12.. ..7213.... 80..
28
78..
Apr. 20.. .7003
.May 33
June 15.. .8344.... 92.. , Feb. B
Mar. 9.. 6501. ...72...
May 6... .6386.... 71.. Apr. 26
Apr. 13.. .5632.... 83.
18
Mar. 2.. .7000. ...77.. May
June 15..

<

Coming Attractions
Title

Rol. Date

Star

Length

Reviewed

•tSBad
Man,
The
(A.T.)
Huston-Mackaill
. Jr.,
•tiBrlght
Light*
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Mackalll
•t§Devir8 Playground. The (A.T.) Bllile
Dove
•fSForever
After
(A.T.)
Young-Fairbanks.
*t§Glrl
of Golden
West
(A.T.) . Harding-Ronnie
•tSHeart
of tho North
(A.T.) . . Loretta
Young
•tlLittle
Caesar
(A.T.)
Fred
Kohler
•t§Numbered
Men
(A.T.)
Nagel-Claire
•t§One
Night at Susie's
(A. T.). Dove- Fairbanks,
Jr
'tfutner
mens
wives
(A.T.)... Dove- Rathbone-Thompson
•fiRlght of Way, The (A.T.).. . Nagol-Young
•♦VSweet
Mama
(A.T.)
Alice
White
•tSTop
Speed
(A.T.)
Brown-Clalre-Whiting
..
•t§Widow
from Chicago (A.T.).. Alice
White

Lytell
Cook

FOX

O'Day-O'Nell

,

FEATURES

SHORTS

Star
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman
Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyce
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice a month

SOUND

Rel. Date

, Feb.

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

Reviewed

Length

13
13
2
12

I
I
1
1

27

reel.
reel .
reel.
reel.

ntlo

1 reel.

29
9

1 reel.
1 reel.

12
24

I reel
reel
1I reel

26

.Dec.

7

1 reel

27
30
26
23
15
16

I
I
I
1
I
I

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

I

reel.

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

Title
Star
Rel.
Lambert-McPhall
Apr.
•tSBItter
Friends
(A. T.)
Lambert- Keisey-Garvin
. ...Feb.
•fiBIg Jewel Case, Tho (A.T.).,
Pollard-Clyde-Beebe
Mar.
•nSulis and Bears (A.T.)
Hamilton-Hiatt
Feb.
•UCamera
Shy
(A.T.)
Clyde-Beebe-Stuart
June
*t§Campus
Crushes
(A.T.)
Terry-Toons
Feb.
*tCavlBr
Terrytoon
June
•fSCodflsh
Balls
Holmes-Bolton
Mar.
*t§Dad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
McKee-Smalley
Jan.
*T^Orummlng
It In (A.T.)
Hamilton
Apr.
«t;Follow the Swallow
(A. T.).. Lloyd
Coillns-Boyd
June
•tf French
Kisses
(A.T.)
May
•tsGood
Morning, Sheriff (A.T.) . Lloyd Hamilton
, Boley-Collins
May
•|5Hall the Princess
(A.T.)
Terrytoon
I reel
'tHawaiian
Pineapploi
Burke-Beebe
Mar.
♦||He Trumped
Her Ace (A.T.). Beebe-Pollard
Apr.
•tsHoneymoon
ZeoDelin
(A. T.) .
Lloyd
H<imilton
June
•t§Honk
Your Horn
(A.T.)
Goodwin-Crane
Jan.
•tliHot end
He«
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
May
•tHot Turkey
Barncs-Collins-McPhall
June
•tfHoWs
My
Baby
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Apr.
•flndlan
Pudding
Hagon-Dlegel
Mar.
•tfMalch
Play
(A.T.)
Hodge-Podge
Feb.
•Museum
o( Art, A
Dover- McPhall-Peok
Feb.
•tlOh
Darling
(A.T.)
...May
•tfPeaee and Harmony
(A.T.)
.. Lambert-Colllns-MePhall
Lloyd Hamilton
Mar.
•tjPolished
Ivory
(A.T.)
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•tPretzels
,Beebe-Duryea-Carewe
May
•t§Radlo
Kisses
(A.T.)
Terry. Toon
Apr.
•fRoman
Punch
Clyde-Bevan-McPhall
Jan.
•JlScotch
(A.T.)
Terry-Toon
Mar.
•{Spanish
Onlont
Feb.
•t^Sugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.)... Clyde-Gribbons
Terrytown
June
•tISwIjs
Cheese
Raymond
MeKoo
Mar.
•tJTrouble
For Two
(A.T.)
, Larabert-St.
John- MePhall. .. Apr.
•f 5 Western
Knight (A.T.)

Rel. Date
23

SUr

•tIArizona
Kid. Tho (A.T.)
Baxter-Marit
•tlBlg Party, Tho (A.T.)
Leo-Carol-Albertson
'flBorn
Reckless
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
St'Camoo
Kirby
(A.T.)
Terris-Murray
•tSCity
Girl
(P.T.)
Farreil- Duncan
•t§Crazy That Way (A. T.)
Bennett-MacKenna
•tiDouble Cross Roads (A. T.). . Ames- Lee
•tSFox
Movietone
Folliot of 1930
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
•t§Golden
Calf
(A.T.)
Carol-Mulhatl-Brendel
'tlHappy
Days (A.T.)
Special
catt
llHarmony at Homo
(A.T.)
Collier, Sr.-Churchlll
•tSHIgh
Society Bluet
(A.T.)... Gaynor- Farreil
•tILot't Go
Placet (A.T.)
Wagttafl-Ltno
•tSLone
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)
George
O'Brien
•tSMen Without Women (A. T.). McKenna-MioDopild
•t§On the Level
(A.T.)
Victor
McLaglen
't§Roagh
Romance
(A.T.)
O'Brien-Chandler
•tisky
Hawk
(A.T.)
Garrlek-Chandler
•tlSuch Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) Baiter-Owen

May
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

...

May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
May
Jan.
Mar.

(Reviewed under title of "Maik of Love" In Feb.

SHORTS

•tSTemple
Tower
(A.T.)
•t§3 Sisters (A.T.)

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-disc)

Bynchronized score.

FILMS

(After August all releases sound-on-film and soand-on-dise }

Wilson- Gray- Percy

EDUCATIONAL

*Means

12

Feet.. Mint.

Joe

SOUND
Title
'tAutumn
'fCannlbal
Caper*
•teat's
Meow, The
•)§Continental
Evening,
A
•t Desert
Sunk
*t§Do
It Now
•tlHawallans
•tSLIttle
Friend of All World
•jSMarionettes
•♦lid
Flame,
An
•T$Radla-Tors
•tSlow
Beau
'tSSpookeasy
•t§Spike
Speaks
•tSStage
Door
Knightt
• JStago
Door
Pest
•iSSummer
'tlTalklng
Screen
Snapshots

sound-on-disc)

Star
Sidney-Murray
Holland-Valli
Stanwyck-Graves-Sherman
Collier, Jr.-Day-St
Polls
Revler-Livlngston
Starr-Arthur
Keith-Prlngle
Collier-Starke
Prinole-Wlthers
Helt-Revler-Stnnge

Length

FEATURES
Mint.

Date

23... 1480.... 16... Feb. 22
2.... 1838.... 20... Feb .22
9... .1480... .16. ..Feb. 22
15. . .2 reels.
23... I reel
7... Feb. 22
30.... 1840.... 20... Apr.

12

26
1600
18... Jan. 26
27.... 1686.... 19... Apr. 26
15. . .2 reels
25
II. ...1573... ,17

May 24
12
.1978
22... Apr. 26
2 reels
..1528.... 17... Jan. II

23. .1895.... 21... Apr.
13..
29..
12. . I reel
4.,
22..

,2 reels

6. ..Apr.
6.. I reel
16. ..2002.... 22... Fob.
le!! .1 reel
1565
17...
Feb.
18..
1660.
.May
18.. .Mar.
..1642..
4.. I reel . .
16..
.Apr.
9.. ,...1891.
..21.
..6..
20..
. I reel..
Apr.
19..
23.. .1961.. .22... Jan.

16..
I..
9..
20.

I reel..
..1932..
, I reel
. .1527
..1661

.21.

Apr.
Apr.

Reviewed
Mar. 17I
.May

25....7400....
6200....82..
69. May
6....
12
B700
74. .Dec
16. ...6171. ...69. ..Apr.
.Mar.
30.... 5800.... 64.
20
5800
64. .Mar.
.May
4. ...7422. ...84.,
.Feb.
16.... 6552.... 73. ..Jan.
2
7526
84.
19. ...6295. ...70.
Jap.
..Dec.
Mar.
30.... 6750.... 75..
25
6442
72. .Jan.
5940. ...66.
.Jan.
189. ...7774. ...86.
23...
5600.... 62.
26
6888
76.
9.... 7400.... 82.
1930. iKsue)

10
7
19
29
29
10
22
18
25
8
14
18
4

.Doe. 14

1, 13

5200
58.
20.... 6442.... 71.
.Apr.
.May 28
17

Coming Feature Attractions

Length
Feet. .MIns. Reviewed

27. ...1609.. ..18

15. . . I reel

McKenna-Day
Dresser. Patricola

Longth
Feet
MIns.
7450. ...83.

28
22

I

10
29
5

is

.Feb.

17.. .Mar. 29
30... Apr.
5

fitle
•t§Alone With You (A.T.)
•tIAro You There? (A.T.)
•tlBarcelona
(A.T.)
•t§Big Trail. The (A.T.)
*t§Blondle
(A.T.)
•tlBroadminded
(A.T.)
•tSBy the Way, Bill (A.T.)
•t§Cheer Up and Smile (A.T.) ..
•tICisco Kid, Tho (A. T.)
•tSCemmon
Clay
(A.T.)
•fSConnecticut
Yankee
In
King
Arthur's Court
(A.T.)

Rol. Data

Star

Longth

Rovlewo<

Gaynor- Garrick
Lillie-Garrick
Gaynor-Bogart
Wayne-Churchill-Marshall
Moran-Bogart-Ames
Victor
McLaglen
Will
Rogers
Lee- Lake- Baclanova
Lowe-Baxter

•tSDancers,
The
(A.T.)
Moran-MacKenna
•tSDevil
With
Women
(A.T.) . . . Farrell-T.iylor
•flFalr Warning
(AT.)
O'Brien-Churchill
•tSFatal
Wedding, The
Foxe-Churchlll
•tSGIrl Downstain
(F &(A.T,).
D).. . .. O'Brlen-Moran
*t§Girls
Demand
Excitement
(A.T)
. Brendel-White-Compton
. Brendci-White-Compton
•t|Goino Intentions
Nowhere
(A.T.)
•tfGood
(A.T.)
. Lowe-Churchill
"tSHeart Breaker. The (A.T.). , Michael
Barflett
•t§Her Kind of Man (A.T.)... . Murr,iy- Huntington
•tlHot Numbers
(A.T.)
. Lee-Compton-Corcoran
.
•tSIf
I was
Alone
With
You
(A.T.)
Gaynor. Farreil
•t|Jusf
Imagine
(A.T.)
Brendel-Llnow
•tSLast
o( the Duanes, The (A.T.) O'Brien-Loy-Browne
•ULIving
for Love
(A.T.)
Sllls-MackalM
•tfLuxury Singer.
(A.T.) Tho (A.T.)
. . Garrick-Huntlngton
•tSMad
•tIMan Who Came Back. The
(A.T.)

Farrell-Huntlngten

.

^Meana sound effects. ^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.

A.T. after

title means

May

31,

Motion

19 3 0

•tSMen
on Call (A.T.)
•tiMovlttone
Follitt
of 1931
(A.T.)
■l§Na Favors Aiked (A.T.)
*t§Nat
Damigod
(A.T.)
•t§Oh. For a Man: (A.T.)...,
•fSono
Night
in Parl»
(A.T.)..
•ffOn
tho Maki'
(AT.)
•flOn
Your
Back
(A.T.)
•tiOna
Mad
KUi
(A.T.)
•tsOregon Trail, The (A. T.) .
•f§Palnted Woman,
The (A.T.)..
•ttPlaymatti
(A.T.)
■tSPrlncots adn
tho Plumber.
The
(A.T.)
•ftRod Sky. The (A.T.)
•ilRoncgadej.
Tho
(A.T.)
•tiscolland
Yard
(A.T.)
•t§8ea
Wol(
(A.
T.)
•t§Seo America
Flrit (A.T.)
•tlso/ You. S«z Mo
(A.T.)
•}§Sh«'« My Girl (A.T.I
■if She
Wears the Panti
(A.T.).
•tIsouB
to Nutt
(A.T.)
•l§Sang
0' My
Moarl
(A.T.)...
•tSSo Thl$ It London (A.T.)
•llSplder.
The
(A.T.)
•flSoy. Tho
(A.T.)
•flThif Modern
World
<A.T.)...
•t§Tlm«
Out
(AT.)
•t§UD
the River
(A.T.)
•tJWhlto
Flame.
The
(A.T.)...
•tfwild
Company
(AT.)
•tlWoman
Control
(AT.)
•fiWomon o( All Nations (A.T.)
•iftWomen Everywhere (A.T.)...
•tfWyomlng Wonder (A.T.)... .
"tSYouno
Sinners
(A.T.)

Edmund

Picture

•tjAII

McLaglen- Marls- Bogart
Farrell-Compton
Rogers". '.■'.'. ■.■.■.'.'.
will
Dorsay-MacKenna
Healy-Wlnnloer
John
MtCorraaok
Will
Rogers
Baxtrr-Churchlll
Sllls-Muni-Churehlll
...
Btxter-Alcanl2

.8243.

.02...M«r.

IS

Huntington -Luce -Bogart
Paul
Page
s^
A Ibcrtson- Warner -Lynn
Murray-Marls-Luce
....
McLaglen-Lowc
Murray- Oorsay- Killard
Wayne-Clarke-Compton
Moran-Albertson

PHOTOPLAY

Blame

...
. . . Ftb.
Jaa.
...Mar.

SUBJECTS

under

....

. . . . 1, .
, ,. . 1 , .
2..

.... 16.

....2..
.... 1..

....!..

1..
Feb.

1..
....3..
....
I-.
2

....30.
li.

GOLDWYN-MA YER
FEATURES

title of

"Road

Show'

Id

Not.

Length
.74.
Ftet
Mini.
Rel Date
..6700.
Feb.
21
10..
3.. .7961.. .88..
Jan.
.90.
.6873..
.75..
1929,
May
10..
7.. ..8100..
Issue)
Jan.

a,

Rtvlewed
..Dec. 21
.Nov. 10
16
.May
. Nov.

2

.98. ..Dec. 28
26.. ..8782..
..7533..
.84. ..Apr. 19
22..
15.. ..8413.. .93. .Feb.
.Feb. 22I
.8382..
24.. .6858..
May
31
.90.
.Feb.
8
8.. ..8142..
28..
68.. ..Jan. 25
29.. ..7200.. ..80.
..Feb.
8
.88.
..7917..
17.
.7650.. .85., . . Nov.
2
.May 10
Feb. I
..May
3
..Jan. 18
. Feb.
22
..Apr.

19

.Doe.
.Dee.

14
14

Coming Feature Attractions

Title

star

•t§Ballyhoo
(A.T.)
*t§Battle ot the Ladlet (A.T.)
•.§Big
House.
The
(A.T.)
Beery-Morris-Hyarat
Billy
the
Kid
John
Mack
Brown
•tSBugie Sounds. The (A.T.)
Loi
Chane>
•t§Crisis.
The
(A.T.)
•tiDance.
Fools.
Dance
(A.T.).
. Marie Dressier
1§Dark
Star. The (A.T.)
•t§Dixie
(A.T.)
•tSOoing
That
Thing
(A.T.)
. Halnes-Moylan-Bushman.
•1§Easy
Going
(A.T.)
Halnes-Moylan-Bushman.
Jr.
•tSFIoradora
Girl. The
(A.T.) . . Davles-Gray
..Special Cast
•tiGeed
Newi
(A.T.)
.Joan
Crawford
•tSGreat Day. The (A.T.)
•tSGreat
Meadow.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Her
Fortune
(A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
•t5ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
•t§Jenny
Lind
(A.T.)
Grace
Mpnre
•t§Let
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
Shearer-La
Rocqua
■tSMadama
SaUn
(A.T.)
Reginald Denny
•tSMarch
of Time
(Tent.)
Weber
i. Field!
•tfMerry
Widow.
The
(AT.)
•tSMonsieur
Le
Fox
(A.T.)
..Barbara
Leonard
•t§ Naughty
Marietta
(A.T.)
•t5New
Moon. The (A.T.)
Lawrenc*
Tibbett
•tlOur Blushing Brides (A.T.) .. Joan Crawford
•t§Passion
Flower.
The
(A.T.)
•t|Ra2zlc-Da7zle
(A.T.)
Dressler-Moran
•tJRemttt
Ctntrol
(A.T.)
., ,
' A ' ' . U.•ttRevue of Revuei (A.T.)
Klng-Love-Halnet-Crawford
•t§Riche^t Man in the World.
Mann-Nugent
The
(AT.)
*tf Romance
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
•tlSlnger of Seville. The (A.T.) . Novarro- Jordan- Adoroe
•tSSonq
of India
(A.T.)
•tISpring
Fever

xynchronized

score.

Rtl. Date

2.

.70... May 74

Oatt
Mar.
Rtl.
Apr.
Ftb.

Ltagth
17ifl. . .2 reels
.1827
1881

..

Our
Gang
.Charlie
Chast

Feb.
Jaa.
Mar.
Jan.

..2 raali ..
n . ...8S3
..2 n»\t...

May
RtvlttPt*
20
....Mar. n
. .Feb.
25
....Ak.
...Feb. 15
. ...Jan.
f,
...Mar.

2S..

2rt«ls ..
..2raaU...
..1877
. . . Mar.
22.. ..2rMlt... ...Dtt.
■;'2'r»«ra'.'.'.
1
...Apr.
18..
4.

IS
10
M
5

■.■.'1878'. ■.■.'.:

Jaa.
May

II..

. .*>

1..

Ian.
Ftb.
Ian.

2J..
3..

Juaa

A»r.

21..
8..

..2 ratU..
. 2 rtels . . .
..2rMll...
.1895
.. 2 ratlt...
..I88S
..1870
..2raaU...
.2 rtal...
..2r«ili...
.. 2rttli...
..1795
..2rt«l(...

79
}l
19

. . . Fab.
...May

.

'.'.Vw.29
.... Dae.
14
. . . . Dtc
....Apr.
. . Ftb.
. . . Mar.

IS
29

...Mar.
14

May
Length
Jan.
Rel.
May
Jan.

12.I.

Mini.
,'.Ftb.

'.'.'.sisi'.

15

Heirn
Morgan
Reviewed
Oct. 26
4 . ..6364.,
12
•tSApplause
(A.
T.)
. . 70«« . ..78 . .Oct.
29
Skelly-Wray-Powtll
Apr. 19
II. . Feel
.71.
•tSBehlndthe Make-Up(A.T.) (D) . Powell-Palletto-Calvert
5794. ..65.
Date
star
Apr.
.6984..
July
Chevalier-Colbert
Ftb.
*t§Benson Murder Case. The(A.T.)
,
.78..
S..
Arlen-Wray-Htit
•tSBIg Pond. Tha (A. T.)
.May 17
J una 28.
•tSBorder
Legion.
The
(A.
T.) . Arlen-Brlan
22..
•HBurnIng
Up
(A.T.)
.May
Mar.
Helen
Kano
5
Ftb.
.5244.. .58.
'tCoangerous Nan McGrew(A.T.) Carroll- Arltn
.Ftb.
Aug. 27
24..
*T§Dangerous
Paradise
(A.T.)
.
.
.
29...
Carroll
.6743.. ..75.
17
■tlOevll's Holiday. The (A. T) . Nancy
II
... .6701..
. .F.b. 27
26..
•tSHoney
(A.
T.)
Nancy
Carroll
May
Groen-Brlan-Hamlltta
.7273..
..74.
..Apr.
•t§Klbltzer (A. T.) (D)
19
..
Jan.
.May
George
Bancroft
.81.
.6312
.
18.. .7177. .70.
19
*t§Ladles Love Brutes (A, T.) . .
Arlen-Brian-Green
, 70
•t§Llght ot Western Start (A.T.). . Chevaller-MacDtnald
Mar.
May
Jan.
10061. .61. ..Oct. 22
19
Apr.
Apr.
•tSLovt Parade (A. T.) (D)....
17... .5500..
6024.
.90.
Apr.
.Mar.
21
Hal
Skelly
•HMen
Are Like That (A. T.) . .
9125.. .III. .Apr.
22..
. Gary
Cooptr
8..
.67.
15
•t§Only the Brave
(A.T.)
28...
6588.. ..74. ..Mar
Special
Cast
.6700.
'tJParamount on Parade (A.T.). Oland-Arthur
.73..
'tjReturn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.).
Nov.
Ittaa
Mtrgan-Ruggit!
21..
15 .
■t§Roadhouse
Nights
(A.T.)
Feb. 22..
Rtvlewtd at "RIvtr
Ina"
li Ott. S>, , 1929
June 1929.
Rogers
May
•tSSafety
In Number!
(A. T.).. Charles
6100..
.Ruth
Chattertta
6868..
.Mar
14. . iMua
'tSSarah and
8tn
(A. T.)
..77.
.88.
23
. Gary Cooptr
22..
•tlStven
Days'
Leave
(A.
T.)..
Nt*.
23,
25
..
...
Reviewed oadtr
.Ntv.
... Jan.
Mar.
8,.
Poweii-Schiiiing
tha
titit tf "Mtdal"
li . . . Juno
•tSShadow of tho Law (A.T.)... ..Evelyn
Brent
..6402.
Feb.
..71. ..Jaa. 25
•tSSIIghtly Scarlet
(A.T.)
7
.
•tSSoclal Lion. Tho (A.T.)... .Oakie-Brian
SI
.8100.. ..9«.
a
Powell
.7142.
■tSStrtet
of Chanct
(A.
T.)... . Wm.
105. .■ Dai.' 17
...
Feh.
.68.
.Gary
Cooper
•tlTexan.
Tht
(A.
T.)
31...
...
May
10..
. . . June
.6396.. .71.
17
Clara Bow
•t§Truo to the Navy (A.T.)
. ... May 19...
Jan. II
•tiVagabond
King. Tht (A. T.) . King-MacDonald-Oland
21 . .9412..
... Apr.
'With Byrd at the South Pole...
5... 8405.
.
Charles
Rogeri
,
....Apr.
*t«Vouna
Eagles
(AT.)
.Mar. 22
■t§Young
Man
al Manhattan
... Juna
.85. .Apr. 2«
May
17.... 7821
(A.T.)
. Colbert- Ruggles

»

....17.
2..

..Auf.

■•

.... 1..

•tlDavll-May-Cara
(A.
T.)
RamtB
Novarra
Ftb.
•t§Dlvorceo.
Tho
(A.T.)
Shearer- Morris
Apr.
•flFree and
Eeasy (A.T.)
Buster
Keattn
Mar.
•tSGIrl Said
No. Tht
(A.T.)... Halatt-Hyamt
Mar.
•fSLady of Scandal
(AT.)
Chatferton-ForbeJ-Rathbont. . . May
•t§Lady
to Love
(A.T.)
Vilma Banxy
Mar.
■T^Lord Byron ol B'way (A. T.) . . .Ttrry-Ktley-Rubla
Jan.
•t§Monfana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan Crawford
Mar.
{t'Not
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davlet-Nugent
Jan.
Revltwtd
undar tItIt tf "Duley"
la Nav. 2. 1929 luat
.67
'tSRedemptltn
(A. T.)
Gllbert-Nagel-Adortt
Apr.
5
6019
•tSRogue
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Lawrence
Tibbett
May
.6570... .73.
•tSSea
Bat.
Tho
(A.T.)
Bickford-Miijan-Torret
June
'tSShip
From
Shtaghal,
Tht
.6225.
(A. T.)
Nagel-Johnton-Wtlhtia
Jan.
'tSStrlctly Unconventional (A.T.).A(l!aa
Shipwortii
May
3
69.
Rpvicwed under the title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22. 1929, Issue
68.
*tSThls
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbone-Jthntoa
Apr.
19
6100
'tlThey
Learned
About
Women
(A.T.)
Van
and
Schenck
Jan.
31
8773
97
•tSWoman
Racket
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
Jan.
24
6387
71

*Means

Revltwtd

1...

Jazz Program
Animal
Novttty
Frawlty
&
Smith.
Special Cast
Stng Stritt
. Bransby
Wlllitmi
. Marriott- Gott
. Mltehell-Hudglat
.
.Song
Progiam
....
*t|Nora
Blaney
No.
I
. Song
Program
'tSNori
Blanty
No. 2
. Marionette!
■tOperatle
Program
.. ..
*t§Radlt Frank! & 4 Baehelort . Song
Program
*tSTeddy Brown & Hit Band... ., Jazz
Rotallad Fulltr ...
•ttUnwrlttta La*. Tha (A.T.)..
•tlwhen
the Clock
Struck
NlItt
Welch
TwtUt
(A.T.)

(Reviewed

s.MIn!.

1..

TItIt
Star
•tSAnna
Christie
(A.T.)
GreU
Qarba
*t|Blshop
Murder
Cast
(A.T.). . Ba!li
Rathbone
•tlCaught
Short
(A.T.)
Dressier- Moran-Pago
'tiChasIng
Ralabowt
(A.T.)
Ltve-KIng

. Charley
Chast
. .
. Chase
. Our
Gang
. Harry Langdta .
. Laurel-Hardy
. . ..
. Our
Gang
. Laurel- Hardy
.. .

FEATURES

ReeLength

,
,
,
,

METRO

Charlie
Chase
.Charlie
Chast
..
. Langdea
Our
Gani
. Revue
, Charley Chata. ..
.Laurel-Hardy
Harry
Langdtn
,
. Dtgs
. Laurel- Hardy . . .
Davldson-Nlehtli.. .
.. Laurel-Hardy

PARAMOUNT

Length
Rtels. Mint. Revltwtfl
I.... 7
76
I
7
79. .Jan.
II
I
8
67. .Mar.
8
2

163

8.. .2854

Title

Star
. Olga
Tichechowa
Stewart
Rtmt
..
. Romt-Oobit

. Song
Program
, Mtrlonetttt

■tjColleoe
Houndl
MJBrats
'tICtlltgt
Rtmtn
•tSFast
Work
(A. T.)
•tjFllty
Million
Husbands..
tiFlghtlig
Partta
•flFlrst
Stvtn
Vt»r»,
Tht.
*Flowtr Garden
•tSHay
Ft»tr
(A. T.)
•t§Haywlre Ouy. (A.T.)
•t>Head
■tlHtt
Oti .
jHead
Ouy, Tht
ar (A.T.)
MSMen Man
of WTrtubit (A.T.)...
■t«Old
•^INIght Owie (A. T.)
*|§Popular
People (A.T.)
•tSReal
McCoy
(A. T.>
*ti8hlv«rlng
Shakttptar*
•flShrlmp. Tht
•tsThey
to
Boom
MSTough
Winter.
A
•tSVodevllle
(A. T.)
•hwhen
the Wind
Bftn
•tS Whispering
Whoopt*

DISTRIBUTORS

star

•tAlle2-0p
'tSCIyde Dotrr & Suophont
Sextet
rSFeed
tht Brutt
(A.T.)
•tSHoak
(A.T.)
•t§Justlct
(A.T.)
*tlLlttlt Journtyt In Sanfland..
•tSMIter.
The
(A.T.)
•tiMr. Smith Waktt Up (A.T.)
^INIght
In Dixit.
A (A.T.)..

Up

'tlBcar Bhtoten
■tlBIg
Kick. Tht

Forrell-O'Sulllvan
J. Harold
Murray
Baxter- MacKenni-HtrrIt
Edmund
Lowe

SHORT
TItIt
■tSAccI- Dental
Treatmtnt
•tSAbble Mitchell L Slizlt k

Teed

SHORTS

. Charley
Chtst
. Our
Oaai
. Harrv
Langdea
. Laurtl-HardT
star
.Laurel-Hardy

•flBlott*

FEATURES
TItIt
•tAlter
tht
Verdlot
*t§Crlmion CIrcIt, Tht
•tSOark
Red
Roses
(A.T.)..

SOUND

TItIt

McLnolen-Dorsay
Oaynor-Farrell

INTERNATIONAL

May

■tlTampIco
(A.T.)
*fiThai« Three
French
OlrIt
(A.T.)
Oog
'tlTradar
Htm
Htrry
Cany.
.,,
'tfunholy 3, The
Chanty- Let- LIngw
'flWar
Nurie
(A.T.)
■MWorld't
lllutlon.
The
(A.T.)

Lowe

Special
Cast
Wayne-Lee-Francia
Moran-Byron-Amai
Gaynor-Farrell
Gaynor. MacKrnna
...
McLaglt-n- Dortay
Rich-Warner. Hackttt
3tn
Jm*
MoJIm
.

N eiv s

Ltngtb

Rtvltwad

.8100.... 80... Apr.

12

■,» • .i
70. ..May

.
3

Coming star
Feature AttractionsRtl.
Title
•t§Animal

•nAnybody"!

Crackers

War

(A

(A.T.)

.T.)..

Marx
Brother!
Moran
&
Mack
Moran
i. Mack
Chatterton- Brook

•tSBackitage Bluet (A. T.) . .
•tJBetter Wife. Tho (A. T.)
*tSBu!lness
l! Pleasure
(A.T.)
. Geo.
Bancroft
M§Cave
Man.
The
(A.T.)
•tSDaneing
Mothers
(A.
T.)
•t§Fect
First
(A.
T.)
Harold
Lloyd
•tlFlghling
Caravan,
The(A.T.) . Cooper-Torrence
•tfFleth of Eva
(A. T.)
Nancy Carroll
•t§Follow Thru
(A.T.)
Rogers-Carroll
•t§ For the Defense
(A.T.) .. I. .. William
Powell
•tSGeneral,
The
(A.
T.)
Huston-Francis
•t^Grumpy
(A. T.)
Cyril
Maude
•tSHeads
Up
(A. T.)
Rogers-Kane
•t§Honeymoon
Lane
(A. T.).... Eddie Dowling
•t^Huckleberry
Finn
(A.
T.).
Junior
Coghlan
•t§Kid
Boots
(A. T.)
Jark
Oakie
•tSLadies'
Man
(A. T.)
William
Powell
•'^Laughter
(A.
T.)
Nancy Carroll
•t§Leave It to Lester
(A.T.)
't^Let's
Go Native
MacDonald-OakI*
«t§Llttie
Cafe,
The
(A.
T.).. Maurice
Chevalier
'tSManslaughter
(A.
T.)
Colbert-March
•tSMerton
of the Talklei
(A.T.) Jack
Oakle
•t§Molinoff (A.T.)
Charles
Rogers
•t^Morocco
(A. T.)
Cooper- Dietrich
•t§Monte
Carlo
(A.
T.)
•t§New
Morals
(A.
T.)
Chatterton- Brook
,
•f^Qucen
High
(A.
T.)
Ruggies-Rogers-Morgan
•t§Rlqht
to Love.
The
(A.T.).. Ruth Chatterton
•fSRodeo
Romance
(A. T.)....
Arlen-Carroil
•t^Rose of the Rancho (A. T.) . . Gary
Coooer
,
•tSRoyai
Family,
Tho
(A. T.) .. Frederic
March
'tlSap from Syracuse
(A.T.) ..
Jark
Oakie
't^Scarab Murder
Case
(A. T.) William
Powell
•t§Sea
God,
The
(A. T.)
Arlen-Wray
•tSSilent
Enemy,
The
Indian
Cast
•tSSkippy
(A. T.)
•t5Spoiler,
Tho
(A.
T.)
Gary
Cooper
•t<8tatloa S-E-X
(A. T.)
Clara
Bow
•t§Tom
Sawyer
(A.
T.)
Jackie
Coogan
•tITwo
Black Crows. Tho (A T). Moran
i. Mack
•t§With
Byrd at the South Pole
'SSYtuth
(A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

SOUND
Title
*t;Btarded Lady (A. T.)
M$Bedella
•t§Belle of the Night
•tSBrown
Gravy
•♦5Chin,itown
Fantasy.
A
*t§Come
Take
a
Trip
la
My
Airship
•♦?Deep
"C"
Melodiet
*t5Desperate
Sam
*t;Oon't
Believe
It (A. T.)
•tSOown
With
Husbands
*t$Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
•♦fFamlly
Next
Door,
The
•t5Flrebugs
*tSFor
Ltvt
er Meaty
(A. T.)...

Ltagth

Rtvltwa'

6750. . . .75. . . Apr.

Not let

Natut

Comedy

Screen Song
Frances
William!
Bert
Green
Christie
Comedy
Arthur. Roach
Christie
Comedy
rmrl»«
Ruggles
Talkartoon
Christie
Ctmtdy

fMeans sound effects
%!\teans voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
.\U-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means snund-on-film.

S

.May

24

.SS...May

31

8000.... 88... May

17

.Aug.

SHORTS

Star
Christie
Coeiedy
Screen Song
Christie

Data

Rtvlaa
Rel. Date
Length
Mar.
i
1794
Jan.
4
604
Feb.
15
2 reels.
2r(el(..
I.
reel..
.1I rati
.901
28..
Apr.
.1832
Jan.
25..
29 . .1872
Mar.
.2 reel!
8.. .1*50
Feb.
8..
Mar.
.1381
Feb.
II.
Jan.
__
I reel
Jan.
4.. ..1870

A.T.

after

title

May
Aar.

24
8

Mar. 22
Mar.
22
Ftb.
_
Apr

means

IS
19

164

Motion

Eddie
Cantar
•tteaning ■ TIcktt
Christie
Comedy
■t§Hls
Honor,
th« Mayor.
Talkartoon
•t§Hof Dog
Herman
Tlmlierg
•t§l
C»m«
FIrtt
*tll'in
Afraid to Como
Home
In
Screen Song
the Oork
Song
*t§i'm
Forever
Blowing
Bubbles Screen
'till the Shad* of tbo Old Apple
Screen Song
Tree
Screen
Song
*t§La Paloma
Christie
Comedy
•t§Let Ma Explain (A. T.)
Lee Morse
•t§Mllllon
Me'i.
A
U. S. Indian
Band
*t§Meon
Bride'i
WoddlRg,
The..
'tSMountaIn
Melodies
Screen
Song
•fSPrlsoner'i
Song,
The
Talkartoon
•tSRadIo
Riot
*t§Salt
Water
Ballads
'tIScrapplly Married (A. T.).
*T§So This Is Paris Qr««n
•tSStronger
Sex, The
(A.T.) .
'tlVolces of Lonely Men
•f I Wanderlust
*t|Wee Bit 0' Seoteh
*t§Yes. We Have No Baoanaa

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.

948

22. ...1665

Bruce Seanle
Song

Fob.

15

Jan.

25

Jan.

25

Feb.

15

1
15

Jan.

18

Jan.

25

Feb. IS
May

24

FEATURES
june
July
June
May
June
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
May
May
July
June
July

Feet. .MIns.

Reviewed

2
24

7607

84... Nov.

23
25
II
19
14
5

6740

73... Nov. 30

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel Date

15

Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Talking Topics

on

75....May

3

Length

The

approximate

running

Sportllghtt
of the Day

synchronized

score,

time

•( roali
..28
..10
..10
..II
..II
.. e
..10
. . 7

Rel Date
Title
Star
.McNaughton-Knapp
Jan.
19..
•fSAIl Stuck Up (A.T.)
Mar.
30..
•flBeauty Spot, The (A,T.).. . Dawson-Carney
Mar.
23...
•tiBIg Top Champions
(A.T,).. .Sportilght
.Sportiight
Jan.
12..
■TiBows
and
Arrow*
Shean-Knapp
Apr.
27...
•tJChills and Fever (A.T.)
Fob.
16...
*f {Clothes Make the Man (A.T.).. Toplu of th* Day
Feb.
29..
•ffCover
Charge
(A.T.)
.Reg.
Mervllle
Feb.
23..
•flCrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
.Buck
& Bubbles
Mar.
2...
MfDarktown
Follies
(A.T.)
.Song
Sketch
Apr.
20.
•ItDeep
South
(A.
T.)
.Aesop
Fables
Mar.
30...
•t§Dlxle
Days
(A.T.)
.Sportilght
Mar.
9..
•flDogglng
It (A.T.)
War4
Feb.
16..
*HDolng
Phil a Favor (A.T.).. .Mackenzie
May
4...
•tSFairway
Favorites
(A.T.)... .Sportilght
.Sportilght
Feb.
9..
•flFellne
Fighter
(A.T.)
Mar.
16...
•TSFIftyMlleslrom Broadway (A.T.) . Watson- Mervllla
Apr.
20...
•tSFIsh,
Fowl & Fun (A.T.)... .Sportilght
Aesop
Fable
Mar.
16..
•t§Foolish
Follies
(A.T.)
Billings
•tSGettysburg
Address
.. .George
Vagabond
Adv.
Series
May
19.
"tlGlacier's Secret. The (A. T.) .Vagabond
Adventure
Serial. May
5..
•t§Golden Pagoda. The (A.T.). .Aesop
Fable
Mar.
.2...
•tGood 0<d School Days (A.T.) .
Jan.
26..
•tSHappy
Golf
(A.T.)
,.Sportilght
.Aesop
Fable
April
27..
•tSHaunted
Ship
(A.T.)
Jan.
12...
•tiHer
Hired
Husband (A.T.). . .Noel Frances
.Geo. LeMairo
Mar.
SO...
*t§High
and
Dizzy
Mar.
9..
•t§Hl5
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.).. Herman-Green
."Buck
& Bubbles"
Feb.
9...
•t^HIgh
Toned (A. T.)
.Topics of the Day
Mar.
23...
*t§Kome,
Sweet Homo
(A.T.)..
."Buck
& Bubbles"
Mar.
23...
•t^Honest
Croaks
(A.T.)
. Sportiight
•tSHooked
(A.T.)
.Topics of the Day
Jan.
26..
•tSln the Park
(A.T.)
."Aesop
FabiM"
Jan.
19..
•tilron
Man.
Th«
(A.T.)
. Song Sketch
Feb.
16...
•t§Love's
Memories
(A.T.)
.Topic* of the Day
Jan.
12..
•t§0n
the Air
(AT.)
.
Ri-leased
Every
Week
•tIPathe Audio Review (A.T.)..
.Released
Twice
Every
Week
•tSPathe
Sound
News
Apr.
6..
•t§Per(ect
Match.
The
(A.T.).. .Butler Mayo
. Agnew-Geraghty
•t§Pick
'Em
Young
(A.T)
May
17 .
•§f Ranchhouse
Blues
(A.T.)
..
. Nat Carr
"t§Red
Heads
(A.T.)
.Richard
Carlo
•t^Rlch
Uncles
(A.T.)
.White-Carney
April
13.
•tSRIde 'Em Cowboy
26.
B. Witsol
Jan.
•tiRuboviilo
Night Cluk
(A.T.) .H.
20.
.Aetop
Fable
Jan.
■"Ship
Ahoy
2...
(A.T.)
. Aesops
Fables
Feb.
•nsinging
Saps
(A
5..
iA(hlte-MeNaughton
Apr.
2..
•t^Slxteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
16..
.Aesop
Fahtes
Feb.
•fSSVy
Skippers
(A.T.)
.Song
Sketch
Feb.
23.
*t§Songs
of Mother
. Sportiight
Apr.
•t§8piils and Thrills (A.T.).... S^DOrtllght
Feb.
•tSSolashlno Through (A.T.)..
Adventure
Series. June
z..
•5tStrect5 of Mystery
(A.T.)
. Vagabond
.LeMaire
Feb.
26.
•t5Tloht
Squeeze
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
Jan.
19.
•t§Trumpclccr.
The
(A.T.)...
.
.Song
Sketch
May
•f^Voicc
of the Sea
(A.T.)
.
Aosop
Fables
Aor.
13
•t§Wester«i
Whoopee
(A.T.)...
. Topic* of the Day
Mar.
I
•t§WhBt.
No Baltl
(A.T.)

Means

Sally O'Noll
.ShermanJoyce
Oakle-Walker
Daniels-Hughes
Richard Olx
Compson-Trevor
Aster- Hughes
Lee-Carr-Nagel
Richard
DIx

Title

Feb.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
June
May
Feb.
Jan.

star
Bean Double
(A. T.)Check
and

Length
Feet..Mlns.
Reviewed
..6202. ...65.
20.,
.Apr. 19
..6169. ...69.,
92..
2. ..8191
23. ..8100. ...90.. .May
.Apr. 315
4.. ..6175
65..
15.. ..6136
68.. .Feb. 15
16.. ..6174
60..
an.. 4
.Jpr
.6319. ...70.. .A
26
. 21
.Dec
2.
18.
.93 27.... 85..
. 22
eb
..7038....
78..
.F
2..
5..
.Dec. 21
.72.
6.
.69. .May 31
.6138... 68.. .Feb. 15
!.. .6463.
.May 24
24., . 6234.
.6058.... 60.
9.
4
.6579.... 70. .Jan.
12.

iMar.'s

Length
Feet.. MIns. Reviewed

ReL D

....

Amos
Richard 'n' DixAndy..
....
Olive
Borden
..,
Bebo Danleli ...

♦tllron
Trail,
The
(A.
T.)
*t§Ladles
of the Past
*t§Lawful
Larceny
(A. T.)

Betty

Man, T.)The Foy,
(A.

(A
T)
•t§Perfect Alibi,
The
(A. T.)
•tIRadio
Revels
(A.T.)
■t§8ensaticn
(A.T.)
•t§She's
My
Weakness
(A.T.)..
•tISilver
Horde
(A. T.)
•tSStalwart,
The
(A. T.)
•t§Upperworld
(A.T.)
•ti
•t§Wlld
Heart
(A.T.)

Compson

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
. I reel
. . I reel
.2 reels
reel*
. . I reel
. .2 reels
.2 reels
. . I reel
. I rael
. I reel
. .2 reels
. I rool
. I reel
.2 reel*
.1 roel
.1 reel
. I reel.
. . I reel
. I reel
. I reel
. I reel
.1 reel
.2 reels
. 2 reels
2 reels
2 reels
. I reel
.2 reels
i reel
. .1 reel
..I reel
I reel
.1 reel
. I reel
. I reel
, .2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels
. . . I reel
..2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels
I real
. .2 reels
. . I reel
. . I reel
..I rael
..I reel
I reel
.2 reels
. I reel
. . . I reel
..I reel
..I reel

all.
min.
mlr
all.
mIn.
BiB.
nil.
Pill.

Revlavel
Feb.
I
Mar. 22
..Jan.
.Feb. 15
.Feb. IS
.Feb. 22
Mar.
Feb.

IS
8

Fob.

8

Mar,
...Feb.

8
15

Apr.
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.

25
S
4

5

Mar.
Fob.
Fob.

I
3
22

May
Jan.
Jan.

2»
18
18

Jan.

II

Apr.
May

5
10

May
May
Apr.
Nov.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
May
Apr.
Feb.
May
Nov.

21
3
5
IR
II
8
19
15
10
12
15
3
23

May
Apr.

3
19

.

. Jr.-Rubin
_

Joseph

Cawthorn

Special

Ciist

...

Lake-Carroll
Brent- Wolheim
.• • v • •
Wolheim-Armstrong-Arthur.
•■
Bebe
Daniels

SOUND

SHORTS
Shorts.

Apr.
Mar.
...Feb.
May
June
Mar.

Coming Feature Attractions

•t§Old
Accordian
•f§LeatherneckinQ

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on-dise)
(Note:
Pathe does
not list running
time
In the Important series, however, follow:
2 reel comedies
Pathe Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe Review

193 0

•t§Half Shot
at Rockies
SunrVso'(A.
T.) .. Marshall-Daniels
Wheeler- Woolsey
*t§Heart
of the
(A. T.)
•tSHunted River
•t§Hlgh

Aug.

Title
Star
•t§Adam and Eve (A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
.
♦tiAII
the Way
(A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
.
•fSGreater
Love. The
(A.T.)..
.Ann
Harding
•+|Her
Man
(A.T.)
Helen
Twelvetrees
•tlHoiiday
(A.T.)
Hardino-Astor-Horton
*t§ln Deep (A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
•t§l Take This Woman
(A.T.).. William
Harry
Bannister
Boyd
•tILast
Frontier,
The(A
.T.)..
"
'
Constance
Bennett
•t§Lazy
Lady
(A.T.)
Eddie
Quiiian
. . .
tlLooking for Trouble (A.T.).
Eddie
(Quiiian
*t§Night
Work
(A. T.)
William
Boyd
....
•t§North of the Yukon
(A.T.).
Helen
Twelvetrees
*t§Price of a Party. The (A.T.)
William
Boyd
•tfRawhide
(A.T.)
♦flRomance
Harbor
(A.T.)
•fiSiren
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Mary
Lewis
*t§Taking the Rap (A.T.)
Robert Armstrong
•t§This
Marriage
Business
(A.T.)
•t§Up and At' Em (A. T.)(F)
•tSWar and Woman (A. T.)(F).. Boyd-Harding-Armstrong
•tlWoman
Afraid, A (A.T.)(F)

Daniels-Lyon
Nagel-Kenyon
Stor
Morrls-Compson-Hertholt
Wheeler- Woolsey
Mullhall-Clarke-Sparks
Brent-Toomey

(AT) (A.T.)
•t§Cimarron
■tlCompanionate
■t^Dlxiana

Length

*t§Bachelor's Secret, A (A.T.) (F) . Alan
Hale
■fSBeyond
Victory
(A.T.)
Boyd-Harding
•tSBig Shot, The (A. T.) (F>
•fSCIothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
't§Crashlng Through
(A. T.XF) . Wm.
Boyd
*t§Grand Parade ( A.T.)(D A F) . Twelvetreei-Seott
*t§Hot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie Quiiian
t§Ofllcer O'Brien (A. T.) (F) ... William
Boyd
•tSNegllgee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
*t§Palnted Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
•t§Parachutc
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong -Lombard
*t|Play Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quiiian
•tISaratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett
*t§Swlng
High
(A.T.)
Tweivetrees-Scott
•t§Trea5ure Girl (A. T.) (F)

SOUND

Title
•tIAIias
French Gertie (A.T.)..
'tSBeau
Bandit
(A.O.)
*t§Ca5e of Sergeant Gritcha
•tSCuckoos.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Fall
Guy,
The
(A.T.)
•t§Framea
(A.T.)
•t§Glrl of Port (A.T.)
•t§He
Knew
Women
(A.T.)....
•t§Hlt the Deck
(A.T.)
•t§Love Comes Along
(A.T.)
•tSLovIn' the Ladles
•tSMidnight
Mystery. The (A.T.)
•tSRunaway
Bride. The (A .T.).
•ISSeeond
WIto
(A.T.)
•tfSevon Keys to Baldpata (A.T.)

•flBunker
•fSCheck

Star

31,

RKO
FEATURES

651
I reel

PATHE
Title

May

News

29.... I reel
12
814

jan.
IS
752
Apr.
12
I reel
Jan.
4.... 1870
Apr.
26
964
Feb.
22
967
Jan.
II
994
Mar.
1
738
Feb.
15
737
Mar.
8
987
Feb.
22
1634
Jan.
18
1747
I5....I760
Mar.
19
I reel
Apr.
5
I reel
Apr.
8
1022
Feb.
I reel
Apr. 26

Christie
Comedy
Fazenda
Christie Comedy

Screen

22

Picture

Length
Reviewed

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel. Oat*
•tlAge of innoeenco, The(A.T.(F). Paula Trueraan
Jan.
5.
•tSBotor*
Broaktatt
(A.T.){F)
Mar.
9.
*t§Bobbed
Wire
(A. T.)
Dane-Arthur
*t§Brldegroom,
The
(A.T.) (F) .. Mare
Connelly
Fob.
2.
•tICampus
Sweethearts
(A.
T.) (F»D)
fjar.
9.
'tiCash and Marry
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Coaka-Sargait
Mar.
16.
•llClown
Topics
(A.T.)
(F)
♦tSDear
Slayer
(A.T.)
Vaughn- Cooko
....... ......Mar.
2.
•f§Eventually
But
Not
Now
(A.T.)
(F&D)
Vaughn-Cooka. . Apr.
13.,
*f§Fair
Deceiver,
The
(A,
T.)
(F&D)
Jan.
6.
•tSGenerai Ginsburg (A.T.) (F).Nat
Carr
Apr.
13.
•f§Gunboat GInsburg (A.T.) (F).Nat
Carr
Jan.
12.
tSGuest,
The (A. T.) (F&D)..Marc
Connelly
May
25.
•tlHot Bridge (A. T.) (FAD)
May
II.
•tiJazz
(A.T.)
(F)
Ouko
Ellington & Orchostra. Fob.
9.
•flJohannes
Brahms
V§Land of the Sky Blue DaughtorsVaughn-Cooke
Mar.
30.
•tILost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
..Vaughn-Cook*
.. Jan.
19.
•flLovln' the Ladle*
Richard DIx
Apr.
6.
•tSLow
Bridge
(A.T.)
(F)
•^- •■•;i•flMagnate. The (A. T.) (F4D). Marc Connolly
Mar. 30.
CMIckey's
Champs
(A.
T.) (F&D)
Mickey Yuia
fob.
2
iMIckey's
Luck
(A.
T.) (F&D)
Mickey Yule
Mar.
iMiokey's Master Mind (A.
Mickey
Vulo
Mar.
Mickey's
Merry
Men
(A. T.)
T.) (F&D)
(F&D)
T.) (F&D)
(F&D)
iMIckey's
Strategy
(A.
T.j
Mickey
July
Mickey Yule
Jan.
Mickey Yule
Aug.
Mickey'*
Winners
(A.
iMickoy
the
Romeo
(A.
Mickey Yule
Juno
.,
....(A.T.)
T.) (F&D)
(F&D)
Mickey Yule
Apr.
•t^Mlokey
the .- Whirlwind
•tlMlskoy
tha Wtrrltr
Mickey
Yul*
May
*t§ Museum.
The
Toby the Pup
•§t0ff to Peoria
(A.T.)
Nick & Tony
•tSOId
Bill's Christmas
(A.T.)
Fab.
•t§Old Vamps for New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Caokt
Fob.
•tSPaiooka
Flying
School
(A.T.)
Juno
•^tSSetting Son. The
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooke
Feb.
•t§8leeping
Cutios
(A.T.)
Alberta
Vaughn
Jan.
*t§Song
and the Sergeant,
The
May
II
(A.T.)
'ISStrange
Interview,
Th*
Mar.
2..
(A.T.)
(F)
Sherwin-Knowli*
•t§What
Next
(A.T.)
(F)
'.'.'.'.',. ik'a'."t2.'.
•tSWhIie Auto Walt* (A.T.)(F).
•tSWho's Got the Body (A.T.).. Nick & Tony
.
'tlYour Own Home Town (A.T.).. Russ Brawn

I

SONO-ART-WORLD
•tlBIg
Fight, The (A.T.)
>4SCack 0' the Walk (A.T.)
•§tDude
Wrangler,
The
(A.T.).
•fSFighting
For the Fatherland
•tSHello
Sister
(A.
T.)
•tfOnce
a Gentleman
(A.T.) ....
•fSReno
(A.T.)
*t§Sombras do Gloria (Spanish) .
*t§What a Man
(A.T.)

.2
.1
.2
.2

reels..
reel. .
reels.
reel*.
Fob. 22

..2 reels
.2 reels
..I
..2
..2
. .I
..2
.. .. II
..2
..2

reel
reels
real*...
reel
reels
reel
reel
reels
reels

Apr.

19

Nav.

•

..6138.... 68.
reels.
..2I reel
. .
.2 reels.

12
1.Apr.
Fob. "is

.2 reels.
.2 reels.
.2
.2 reels.
reels.
.2
.2
,.2
. I
,.2

reols.
reels.
reels.. .
reel
reels.

.May

24

. 2 reels.
.2 reels.,
. •. 2I reel
. .
..2 reel*.
reels.

..Jan.
.Dee.
..Feb.

25
14
8

2 reels.
.1 rael

.Doc.

21

.2 reel*
.2 reels.
.I

WIDE
Rel. Data

.May 24

rMl.

Length

Feet.. MIns. Rovlowod
Apr. 19
19
I ..5850.... 65... Apr.
I5....72()0
...80
June.. 6200..
68.. May
24

Wiltlams-Lano
star
J. Schiidkraut-Loy
Duryoa-Basquotta

Sept.
May
Apr. 14
Apr.
Feb.
Aug.
..

L. Hughes-Borden
Horton- Wilson
Roland-Thomson-Love
Special
Cast
Denny-Segar

STATE

. I reel . . .

Feb.
Apr.

..
I

22
.. !6566'.;;!72!!'.Apr."5
9500.. 100.. Fek.
.79... Mar. 29
...7000...

RIGHTS

FEATURES

Title

FeetLon

Star

•tSAeross the World
(A.O.)
Talk. Pie. Epic*. .Not **t 8R60.
Aophalt
Froalich-Amann
...Allied
Film. Mar.
IS. ..8 reel*
*t§Because I Leva You
Mady Christians
Amer. Gen. Film
Jan. 249000.
•tSBehind
the Altar
Wllhelm
DIetarlo
. . AfT. European
6200.
•tSBeyond
the Rio Grande (A.T.)
Jack
Perrln... Big 4
Apr.
155400.
Black
Hills
Special Cast
Big
Thre*
5000.
•§tBiuo
Angel.
Th*
(A.T.)
(F & D)
Emit Jannlnp*
Ufa
Film*
Dlst'r
•tIBrlde 68 (P.T.)
Veldt-Brink
Apr. 6
•t§Burning
108372.,
•tSCali
of Heart,
Circus The (A.T.) Christians-Froelich. . Harold Auten....May
(D.F.)
Bushman Clayton
Caught In Berlin Underworld. Fritz
Kastner
Chess
Player.
The
Jehanne-Blanchard
•tSCiancy
In
Wall
Street
•tsro-Oolimists
Soecial
cast
..c'^-'T;'
•,
Vlurray-Llttlefleld
:t§panaer ., ■Man.
The (P.T.).Chas.
Hutchinson

...Burr
Unusual

Jan.

Basguatta

.100.
.88..
Apr.
May
.Jan.
.Feb.

19
24
18
15

Pict

. .Aristocrat
. New Era
. Cosmos

Feb.

8

Franco- Amer lean Not Sot.fi.160,
.. . . Roid-Broughton. Not
«*t. 5950

i.Means sound effects. ^Means voice' (including dialoque and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film. '

,

155466. gth

.May
20 .5400
6516.
•t§Darkened
Skies Dartmoor.
(A.T.) . ...Baring-Hennlng
. Brentwood- MacDonaVd
BlltmoreAusten..
' Pro'd.'.'..Apr.
. . .Jan.
t§Escaped from
. ..Harold
11.7529
Farmer'.
Wife Jordan
Thomas-Hall-Di
)avis.. Allied
Jan. 4 6845
•iSFircbrand
Lane
Figaro
Chandler
June 15
,;ii. - ,-,• -i.-- •:■•,•:•;.•:
•TsHearts
(A.
T.)
tJFeminino Melody
"Touch
(A.D.)..LIna

MIns. Rovioweo
.Jan. 25
It
...98. ..May
..100. . Feb.
8
...85.
...60
,..69.
...55.

A.T.

after

, Mar.
Feb.
...82. ..May
...60.
.Dee.
...76. .Apr.
Jan.
...70.

I
22
24
14
18
19

. Dec.

7

...66.
...71.
.Jan.

25

title

means

165
M ay

31,

Motion

193 0

Picture

Ufa
Film
(F & 0)
Frit»eh-P»flo
..
.Jan.
10 7609.
.85.. Jan.
.Windsor
..
Har Unborn Child (F & 0) . . 8p«el>l
C»t
. Apr. 48S3
Hunted
Men
Bob
Steele
Syndicate
,.UIa
Film
't^lnimortal
Vagabond (AT.) Hild- Froelleh
Talk
Pict. Epict Sept. 1.5538...
In the South Sias with Mr. and Mr*.
PInchol
May
Congo
PIct.
Ltd
7200... 80...Atr.
*tlng«gl
Arrlon Hunt
iado
(;iiik«t. Tht
Fronch
Cut
. Cosmos
5HUU... b*
at
May
. Chetterdeld
May
17 6217.
■tSLadles
In
Love
(A.T.I Day- Walker
...
•t§l-«»l Company, Tha (A.T.)
. Ula
Film
(F &. D)
Veldt-Evant
. Audible
Mar.
8 5825.
.65.. Mar.
•tILast
Dance. The
(A T.). . Reynoldi-Robarde
Loit
Patrol
.Pre
Patria
...Not
Set. 5100.
.57. Dec.
Leve at FIrit Sight (A.T.) .KMMr-Fnter
.68.. Feb.
Chesterfield
Feb.
15.6160.
•f§Lov«
Wa.:2
(A.
T.)
(F & 0)
Harvey-Batten ....
Ufa
Film
Jesse Well
Eltlage
tlMade te Order (A.O.).. .Julian
.89. Jan.
. 6240.
Apr.
Raylone
PerrlnRay
Mar.
*tSOverland Bound (A.T.)
.58. . .Mar.
.5040.
Bob Custer . .
.4700.
Syndicate
.
•t^Pnrtlng
ol the Trall> .
Mar.
.52.
.56.
Excellent
.
Patilon
Son).
Tha
. Olmited-N. Beery.
Peacock
Fan
The
.. 5400
5080. . .60.
. Dorothy Dwaa
. . Chesterfleld
Poor
Millionaire
.
5200
.
.58.
. Talmadge-Howard
Blltmere
May
*t§RaRipanl
Age
(A.T.)
Apr.
(D.F.)
. Murray- Kennedy
Continental Jan.
15 5743... .84. Jan.
.
Porrin-Canutt
Big 4
Mayl2
•f^Ridln'
Law
Sea
f ury
. Mildred
Harris-Tor iWhIte
58. Dec
Not
«et .■>200 . . . 73
Smoke
Bellew
. Conway
Tearle
First
Olvlelea
6605...
.Carmellta
Oertghty.
South
of Panama
70
Chesterfleld
6300... 80
.Native
Cast
Stampede
May
Harold
Auten...Apr.
28 7540...
Strange
Ca^e
ol District
.Mar.
, Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 6800...
Attorney
"M"
.Jan.
•tilake
the Heir
(A.O.).. .Edward
Herteg
.
.Big 4
ita.
lb. 5700 ..
Three
Ouicaitt.
The
Yakima
Canutt. .
..Oct.
. Waca
Mar.
7.5reels.
Thunder
God
rnrn»llu«
Keete.
. Crescent
5917. ..
Weitern
Honor
Bob Steele
.Syndicate.. Mar
4849...
! May
*t§Wett of Rockies
(A.T.)
(O)
Art
Mix
.World
Art
18. '30 6100. . . .68. Jan.
.Harold
AuteasJai.
Mar.
•tJWhllo
Cargo
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
•tlWhitf
Devil
(P.T.)
(F
UFA
Films
tt Ol
MeijuklnDagover
Why Cry at Parting
Halm-Qralla
.International
7000.. .78. Feb.
•tSWoman
Whe
Wi*
Feriotten
(A.O.)
Belle Beiaett ...
.State Cinema. Jai
l.'SO. 7650. .. .85. . Jan.
■tt:Would
You
Believe
It?
Walter
Fordo
..
.Big 4
Mar.
15. .6 reels. .60
■tlYlddlsh Mama.
The (A.T.)Mae
SImen
4000
.;udca Films

IB

11
28
3

Star

Rel. Date

SOUND

•tILava.
Life.
Laughter
■tlLtnary
BM
*t|MarHa-Marlt
•tJMedlclne
Man.
Tha
•tJMy
•MPaper Bruddar
Profits Sylvtat

25
29
29

*t;Cossack's
Bride,
The
•tiln Old Madrid
■tSJunglo
Drums
•tjMelodle
•tJMinuetto
•t^Modern
Cinderella,
A
*tSMountain
King.
The

No

7
3
22
25

Women

Allowed

17

25

synchronized

score.

Sarlaa

COMING

6 reels
7 reels
7 reels
8 reels
8 reals

«,.

87l4faet...

19

Nov.

8

Apr.

19

Jan.

I'

Apr. 28
Apr.

8

May

17

Oct.
Apr.
May

8
5
10

Apr.
Jan.

5
II

..Ftk.
16
.Mar. 28
.Feb. 27

1..

Rel. Date
Sept.
28

Feat
LengthMIns.

Nov.
Oct
Nov.

8
18
29

Aug.
July

18
26

July
Sept.
Dee.

5
7
20..

Reviewed

May

Rol. Date
Jan.

May

Apprentice

31

Length

Itevlewtd

952.

25

24.

Apr.

Review*'
May
17
Apr.

Mar. 22
..Feb.
Revlawtd 1
..Mar.
8

SHORTS

star
Title
•tjFall ot the Bastlllt. Tht
*t§Glorlous Vamp
..Bobby
Watson
•t^Huskln'
Bee. Tht
*tSln a Russian Cabaret
•tSLeve Cup,
Tht
•tSMuslcal
Marlontttea
ISNIght In Madrid. A
't§Senond
Hungarian
Rhapsody
>STannhauser
Novelty
Real
'(Tintypes

•

4

.

Length
Rel.
Feet
MIns.
May
..'5977.... 77.
Feb. Date
18.. .6673... 74.
77,.
Mar.
3 . ..8354.... 84.
Jan.
..7533.... 84.
Apr.
12.. ..6592... 72.
Mar.
.7883... 88..

ATTRACTIONS

SOUND

7 reall

Jan.

ARTISTS

Title
Star
•t§Abraham
Lincoln
(A.
T.I
Waller
Huston
•t«Clty
Lights
(F)
Charlie
Chaplin
*l§Du
Barry. Woman of Passion (A.
T.)
Norma
Talmadge
•t§Eyes
of the World
( A.T.) . . Merkel-Holland
•tSForever
Yours
(A.T.)
Mary
Pickford
•tHall's
Angels
(F)
Lyon-Hall-Harlow
•t§Lottery
Bride
(A.T.)
Ma:Donald-Garrlek
t^Raflles
(A.
T.)
Ronald Colman
•;§Reaching
for the Moon (A.T.)Bebe
Daniels
•tSWhat
a Widow
(A.T.)
Gloria
Swanson
*tWhnopee
(A. T.)
Eddie
Cantor
•t§Whispers
(A.T.)
Chester Morris

•§tWizard'5

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES
TItIt
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
•tiCaptain of the Guard
(A.T.)
•ticifmax. The (A. T.)
•t§CohensandthoKellyslnSeotl*nd.
•t§Czar of Broadway
(A.T.)
*t§ Dames
Ahoy
•t§Devll's
Pit. Tha
Reviewed under title at
*t§Embarrasslng
Momenta (A.T).
*tSFIghtlng
Legion.
Tht
Flying
Hoots
•StHell's
Heroes
•tSHIde-Out
(A. T.)
•tLucky
Larkin
*tSMontana
Kid.
Tht
'StMoonlight
Madness
(A. T)...
■t(Mountr.d Stranger.
Tht
•t^Mountaln
Justlct
•tJNIght
Ride
•tIParade tf tht Watt
•tSRoarlng
Ranch
(A.T.)
*t§8ong
of Passion (A. T.)
't^Song of the Caballero
•t§Sons of the Saddle
•tSSform.
The
(A. T.)
•t§Tralllng TrtubIa
•ISTrigger
Tricks
(A.T.)
•tSUndertow
•■tSWhat Men Want
•tWhIte
Hell ef PItz Pain
White Outlaw. The
(Reissue)
•tSYoung
Desire
(A.T.)

Star
William
Desmond
La Plante-Boles
Speelal
Caat
Sidney-Murray
Special Cast
Glrnin Tryea
Special
Cast
"Under the Southerti Cross"
Reginald
Denny
Ken Maynard
Jack Hexle
Special
Cast
Murray-Craarford
Ken
Maynard
Hoot Gibson
John
Hoot Boles
Gibson
Ken
Maynard
Schlldkraut
Ken Maynard
Hoot
Gibson
John Boles
Ken
Maynard
Ken
Maynard
Special
Cast
Hoot Gibson
Hoot
Gibson
Nolan- Ellar-Brtwi
All Star
Special
Cast
Jack
Hoxie
Mary
Nolan

20.

FeetLeogtn
MIns.
Rel. I ate
17. ...4388.
...7519.
in
Mar.
..76.
20.
Apr.
..65.
...7401. ..82.
Jan.
...311
IS.
.7314..
Mar.
...5933.
25
. 81
May
.66.
9. .6268.
Feb.
Issue
28.
9.
69
Mar.
27. 1929 ...58.
In A
...5230.
2.
Feb.
Apr. irll
...6763. ..75.
..43.
..SO.
Feb.
4..
2. ...3852. ...70
i ...6300.
Jan.
30. ...5299. ..64.
Mar.
16. ...S785.
Mar.
17.
Aug.
...5784.
22
June
6.
Feb.
.84.
.75..
May
.6748..
...5609.
12.
Jan.
19. ...5900. ..67.
..65.
Jan.
..62.
27.
Apr.
2. .. 6094.
10
Aug. 31 .
Aug.
Junt

29

Mar.
June
Ftk.

23
I
23

8000
5025

56

June
May
June

I
25
15

7227
4541

80.

Revlowad
.Apr.
8
..Mar. 29
..Mar. 15
. .Apr.
Ftb.

268

. .Junt 21
21
..Dtc.
..Ota 21
..Apr. 22
It
..Mar.

.Feb.
.Mar.
..Dee.

15
22
28

. . Feb.
..May

241

67... Mar. 2S
.Jan.

4

.May

IS

Apr.

28

Coming Feature Attractions
soand-on'tiise }

Comine Feature Attractions

*Mean8

8-T-A-R

...I rati...
...I rttl...
...I raal...

FEATURES

Length

■.baa." 7
.May
10

... I raal...

Star
Del
Rio-Lowe
•t^Bad
One.
The
(A. T.)
. .Fannie
Brice
•5Bo
Yourself
(A.T.)
(F)
•tlHell
Harbor
(A.T.)
.Velei-Horsholt
•t5Lummex
(A.T.)
(F)
. Westover-Lyon
GIsh-Nagel-La
RocQue
M§One
Romantic
Night A. T.). . Harry
Richman
•tiPuttIa' an tha RItz (A.T.).

Star
Rel. Date
FeetLength
MIns.
Reviewed
Hume-Gill
Mar.
25. . . .6323. . . .69
Hersholt-Boardman-Forbes
..Mar.
10
6183
69. ..Mar. 15
Boug
Fairbanks.
Jr
.Jan.
1 . . . .6750. . . .75. . .Dee- 2i
as "Dangerous
Business"
Issue Dee. 21. 1920
Mae
Murray
Jan.
10
6060
67..
Feb
8
Benny
Rubin
May
12
.6094
78. ..May 71
Gleason-Shllllni- Walker
Mar.
20
7040
78... Apr. 28
Lease-Gulllver
Feb.
15
7239
80... Feb.
22

Title
Star
•t§Border
Romance
(A. T.)
Armida-Terry
•tfCyclone
H lekey
•t§Enchantlng
Melody
(A.T.)
•t5Fascination
(AT.)
Mae
Murray
•t§Journeyi
End
(A.T.)
Colin
Cllve
•tSKathleen
Mavournoon
(A.T.) . O'Nell-Dolanty
•t§Las«a
•tILtft
Ovtr
Ladltl

Slngan

Title

22

Fab.
22
Review*

Lenatk
. . . I raal . . .
...I rati...
...2r«*la..
...
...II raal...
raal...
. . . I raal . . .
...I raal...
...2raalt..
...I raal...
... I rati...
...I raal...
...I
...I rati...
raal...

Symphony
Sytnohosy
Symphooy
Symphony

.Stadon

18
I

FEATURES
Title
*1§Hlgh
Treason
(A.T.)
•t^Mamba
(A.T.)
•t§Party 8lrl (A.T.)
Reviewed
•UPeacock
Alley
(A.T.)
•t§Sunnv
Skie«
•t§Swellhead
(A. T.)
•tSTroopors
Three
(A.T.)

.Color
.Color
.Color
.Color

UNITED

TIFFANY
and

SUBJECTS

.Color
Symphony
star Symphony
.Color
■ Calortene
.Color
Symphony
. Color
Symphony
Color
Symphony
Color
Symphony
.Color
Classic
Forbes
Randolph
.Color
Symphony
.Color Symphony
.Color Symphony

. . . I rati

IS

SHORTS

sound-on-Hlm

Benny
Carrllla

■tJSatia
Straps
TItta
•tlTorrsnt.
The

•t^On the Plantation
•tJPharoah's
Daughter
•t5Sacred
Hour,
The
'tSSeng
of India.
A
•tiStatlon
S-T-A-R
*t;Songs My Mother Taught Me.
*t§Talei
of Araby
•tfTemolo
Bells
•♦^Viennese
Melody
•tiVoIco
ef Hollywatd

17
8

7 reels

Title
star
Ral. Oat*
Vlsuagraph
3 Length
reels
•fSAnywhere
By Air
*t§At
the Photagraphen
. 2 reels
(A. T.) (F)
Harry Delf
Elbee
.
I
reel
Fltzpatrlck
•fBeethoven
. I real
Mickey Meat* CartMn Celebrity
Prtd
'IBarn Danea
. 2 reels
Ellbee
•tSBring
On the Brid* (A.T.)
. I real
Mickey
Mouse
Cartoon
Celebrity
Prod
'tChaIn
Gang, Tht
Gen.
Electric Co
MConguest of tha Cascades... Educational
. I reel
Color
Novelty
Castle
•tJDown
Hawaii
Way
2 reels
Burr
♦fiFrlond
Husband
(A.T.)..
Mickey Mouse Cartoen Celebrity
Prod — Feb.
I 1 reel
*tGalloolng
Oaueha
I reel
Mickey Mouse CUrteoaCeiebrlty
Prod
*fJuDglo
Rythm
I raal
Mickey Mouse Cartoon celebrity Prod
•tJust
Mkkey
2 reels
Mayfalr
•§tKlddie Cabaret
I reel
Color Novelty
Castle
•tKids and
Pets
350
feat
FitzPatrick
Fob. 12
Lincoln's
Birthday
, I reel
Music Master Series. Fitz
Patrick
•LIsrt.
Franz
•t§Meet the Family
(A.T.)
2 reels.
(F)
Harry
Delt
Elbee
I rati.
Mickey MeuM Cartaon Celebrity
Prtd
•tMlekey's
Cancart
Burr
*tSMonkay
Snuawks
(A.T.).
1800
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
•tiOh
Doctor
(A.T.)
I reel ... .
Mickey Mouse Cartoen Celebrity
Prod
Jan.
•tPlane
Crazy
I rati.
Mickey MauM Cartoon Celebrity
Prtd.
•tPlew Bay
*t§Shoemaker'$
Romance
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films....
(Charles
Lawmer
..Advance Trailer
•tSShould
I
Burr
*t;signed. Sealed & Delivered (A.T.)
•tISIxty Minutes From
. I reel
Broadway
Color Novelty
Castle
.2000
Judea Films .
•t§Style and Class (A.T.).
. Marty Barratz
. I rati
Song
Cartoen
Blophona
'tiSummer
Harmonies
. I reel
Felix
the
Cat
Copley
Films
•TTee Time
• I reel
•Thought for Mother's Day.. Fltzpatrlck
. 350 feet
Fitz
Patrick... Feb.
Washington's Birthday . ..
•fJWhen
My Dreams
Come
I reel
True
Gene
& Glenn
Advance
Trailer.
I raal
Mickey Mouse CartoonCelebrlty
Prtd...
'tWhen tha Cat's Away
. I real
MIskay Mouse CartoonCelebrlty
Prod..
•tWIld
Warn

(Available

Jack
, Lee

(A.T.).

SHORT
29
21
I

Coming Feature Attractions

ri«4e

't§Burned
Evidence
(F)
Continental
Buying
a Wife
Special
Gait
Aft. European
•t^Clown,
The
(F)
Continental
•StComoback.
The
(A.T.)
Majestic
'rIDIvorc*
Question,
The
(A.T.)
Majestle
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
AIT. European
Exodus to the New World, The Lyon- Prevest
Pioneer
Full
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Asther
Aft. European
German
Underworld
Special
Cast
AtT. European
Great
Unknown.
Tha.
.
.John
Lodar
Aft. European
♦IfHall
the Woman
(A.T.)
Majestic
Her
Viennese
L«ver
Asther-Nolan
All. European
••t§Lady of the Lake. The. . Percy
Marmont
..
FitiPatrick
■fSLife
For Sale,
A (F)
Continental
•tiLost
Gods
Educational
Talk.
Pict.
Eplej
Mllak of the Snewlands
Special
Cast
Allied
Our Dally Bread
Mary
Nolan
All
European
•f§Price
Mark.
The
(A.T.)
Majestic
•rSSecond
Honeymean,
Tht (F)
Continental
♦+§Sentlmental
Satan
(A.T.)
Malestlo
•tjSmart
Women
(A.T.)...^
Majestic
•tifpday
(A.T.)
Malestlc
•tsTrap. The
(A.T.)
Majestlo
*t!Unforbldden Sin, Thn (F)
Continental
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Petravltth. . AH.
European
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Cast
Allied
Wild
Men
of Kallharl
Denver African
Exp. Talk.
Pict.
EpicS
•tfWorldly
Goads
(F)
Kirkwood- Kennedy
Continental

News

Rel. Data
May
18.

Length

.5974...

Aee
RIdtr
■tIAII
Quiet
tn
Weitara
Front
(/^
T)
The
Flirt
•t§Klng of Jazz Revue. The (A.T).

MILadles
•♦(Little
•§tOutside

(A. T.)
In Love
(A.T.)
Aceldent
the
Law
(A.T.)

Girl

65 ..May
Revliwad
21
12

fMeans sound effects. %Means
voice
All-Talker. P.T means Part-Talker.

Gibson

Alias
the
All
Badoe Wet of
Battling
Crooked

Bandit
Bravory
Kid.
Trails

The

July

Laura

2

Spaelal

8724

97... Apr.

S

Nolan
Tryon
Gibson
Boles
Boles

La

SHORT
Title

..Apr.

Mary
Glenn

Hoot
(A.T.)
•tSScrub Oak
•ttSerenade
(A.T)
John
•KsigntI
Tower
(A.T.)
•tSSlnglng
Caballero (A.T.)
John
•♦(Vlroln
•( Stamboul
(A.T.)..
•t§Week-End

II4IS...I30

Hoot

Wolhelm-Ayres-Wray
Glenn Tryon
Whifeman's
Band
L
Cast

Plants

SUBJECTS

star
Bobbie
Nelson
Sid Saylor
Ted
Carton

Ral.
May

Bobbie
Nelson
Ted
Carson

May

(including dialogue and incidental .song's).
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Feb.

Length
Data
. .2 reels
17..
.2 reels
8... .2
.2 reels
reels
3..

2 reels

.1.7*. after

title

Revlowad
Apr.
19
May 24
Jan.
11
May 24
Mar. 29

means

166

Motion

Crimson
Ctunii
Dangar Claim. Th«
Doing
Hit
Stuff
French Leave
Follow Me
Foul
Ball
Getting
the Air
Her
Bashful
Beau
Keuaty Fair
Last Stand
Law In the Saddle
Lightning
Express
(Sarlil)
Make
It Snappy
Matter of Policy
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
One
Wet
Night
Peekaboo

Tad Carun
Bobbia
Nelsan
Arthur Lake
Sid Sayler
Arthur Lake
Sid Saylor
Arthur
Lake
Arthur
Lake
Oswald
Cartoon
Bobble
Nelson
Ted
Carson
Chandler- Lorraine
Sid Saylor
Edwards
Charlie
Puffy
Roaeh-Edwardi
Arthur
Lake

Pest of Kid,
HonorThe
Bobble
Neis'on
Pronto
(Reissue)
.Edmund
Cobb
Queen of Roundup
(Reissue)
Josle
Sedgwick
Restless
Rest
(Re-Issue)
Neely
Edwards
Ropin'
Venus
Josle Sedgwick
Sid's
Long
Count
Sid Saylor
Bitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
8I«
Gun
JuttIti
Bobble
Nelson
Some
Show
Arthur Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Saylor
Storm
King
(Ra-lseu*)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Charlie Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Under the White Robe (Re-lsSue) Neely
Edwards
Way of the West (Reissue)
Neely
Edwards
Why
Wait
Slim Summervllla
Whip Hand. The (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
Wild
West
Wallop
(Relsiue) . ..Edmund
Cobb
William
Tell
Wolf's

Fangs

Ted

Carson

SOUND
Title

*t|Arablan
Daie
'tlBewery Bimbeat
Oswald Cartoon
*t§Breadway
Folllat
Oswald
Cartoon
*tSBrother for Sale (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
•t§Chlnese
Blues
(A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
't§Chrlstmas Cheer (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
'tChlle
Con
Carmai
Oswald
Cartoon
•t§Fellow
Students
Sid
Saylor
•tSFIroburgs
(A
T.)
Archer-Dent
lt|Footllght Follies (A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
•tlHalowe'en
Sporting
Youth
•tlHash
Shop
Oswald
Cartoon
*t§Heir«
Heala
Oswald Cartoon
*t|Hls
Bachelor
Daddy
Sunny Jim
•tsHot
for Hollywood
.Oswald Cartoon
'Hurdy
Gurdy
Oswald Cartoon
'tSJade Box. The
Lorraine- Perrin
*tKlsses
and
Curta*
Oswald
Cartoon
*t§Lightnlng
Express, The
(Serial)
Lorraine-Chandler
*t!Llve Ghasta (F & D)
Ann
Christy
't^Nelghbors
Sunny
Jim
*t§Mush
Again
Sunny
Jim
'tSOutdoor Snorti
Sid
Saylor
•tPrlson
Panic
Oswald
Cartoon
•tIRoyal
Fourfluth
Sporting
Youth
•tISfhoolmates
Sporting
Youth
'tSSeeIng
Start
Sporting
Youth
•t§She's a He
(A.T.)
Sunny Jim
•tISitter't
Pest
Sunny Jim
•t§Steeplechase
(A. T.)
Sporting
Youth
srTarzan the Tiger (Serial)
Frank
Merrill
'tSTerry of the Timet (Serial).. Howes-Thompson
•tSTraffir Troubles
•t§TrampIng
Tramps
Oswald Cartoon
•t§Up
and
Downstairt
•tSVernen'a
Aunt
Dent-Archer

(Available

Mar. 8 . ..2 reels
Mar. 22.. . . 2 reel*
. .2 reels
Mar. 19.. . . 2 reels
Apr. 30. . .2 reels
Apr. 16.. ..2 reels
Mar. 5. ..2 reels
June II.. . 2 reels
Jan. 6.. . . I reel
Jan. 2S., . . 2 reels
Apr. 5. . .2 reels
June 2.. ..10 episodes
Feb. 12.. ,.2 reels
Jan. IS.. . . I reel
Mar. 10. . . I reel
Feb. 24. . . I reel
May 21. ..2 reels
. . .2 reels
Feb. 12..
22. .2 reels
Apr.
Mar
I.. . .2 reels
Mar. 24.. .. I r«at
reels
Jan. It.. ..2
May 28. ..2 reels
reels
Jan. IS.. ..2
Apr. 19. ..2 reels
Apr. 2. ..2 reels
May
7. ...2 reels
Feb. 15.. .. 2 reels
Apr. 7.. . I reel
Jan. 7.. . .2reel>
May 12.. .1 ree I
Feb. I.. ..2 reels
Feb. 10.. . . I reel
Mar. 15.. ..2 reels
May 24.. ..2 reels
Jan. 27.. . . I reel
May: 31. . .2 reels'

sound-on-dise

Star
•ttDumballi In Ermine
(A. T.>. Armstrono-Gleason-Kent
Pauline
Frederick
•t§Evldence
(A.T.)
John
Barrymore
*t§General
Crack
(A.T.)
WooltSegal
•tSGolden
Dawn
(A.T.)
George
Arllat
•tSGreen Goddess, Th* (A. T.)..
•tSHoid
Everything
(A.T.)
Llghtner-Brown-O'Nelll
Blue-Loy
*t§Uie of Escape
(A. T.)
Al Jolson
•t§Mammy
(A. T.)
Barrymore
•tIManfrom Biankley'a, The(A.T.>. John
RIn-Tln-TIn
•t§Man
Hunter (A. T.)
RIn-Tln-TIn
•nOn
the Border
MoisJi-Horn
'tiReyal Box (A.T.)
(Garman)..
Dolores Costello
•tSSecond Choice (A.T.)
•tSSeeend Floor Mystery (A. T ) Withert-Young
Lightner-Merrls
•tSShe Couldn't Say Ne
Boles-Seoai
•tSSong of the West
(A.T.)
Monte Blue
•tIThose
Who
Dance
(A.T.)
*t$Under
a Texas
Moon (A. T.). Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery
E. E. Horton
•tSWIde
Open
(A. T.)

*Mean8

synchronized

Star
.Bennett- Nixon
.Special
Cast
.RIn-Tln-TIn
. Claudia Dell

score.

Feb.
May
Dee.
Dec.
Mar.

I
24
7
21
I

Jan.

18

Apr. 26
Jan. IH

Apr.
Dee.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Dae.

May

Rel. Date

Length
Mar. 3. . .2 reels
Mar. 17.. ..I reel
Mar. 3.. . .1 reel
. 2 reels
Mar. 31.. ..2 reels
Feb. 3. , . .2 reels
Feb. 3. ...I reel
..2 reels
Apr. 9. ..
2 reels
Feb. 3.
Apr. 14.,
Apr. 14.,
May 26..
May 14..
May 19...
Jan. 20..
Mar. 24..
Feb. 17.

26
21
15
I
19
7

It

Revlewea
Apr.
Feb.
Dec.
Mar.
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.

, . .2 reels
. .2 reels
Apr.
. . I reel
Apr.
. .1 reel
.2 reels
Apr.
. I reel
May
. . I reel
Nov.
. . 10 episodes. .Feb.
. . . I reel
Jan.

i
15
21
29
14
II
8
t
12
19
24
3e
22
25

June 2... . 10 episodes. .April 12
Jan.
II
Jan. 20.. ..2 reels
Mar.
I
Mar, 26.. . 2 reels
Apr. 23.. . .2 reels
Mar. 29
. 2 reels
O^e
14
May
10
Apr. 28.. ..i reel
Feb. 17.. ..2 reels
Jan.
95
Apr. 26
Apr. 28.. ..2 reels
Mar.
a
Mar. 17.. . . 2 reels
.2 reels
May
10
Jan.
25
Feb. 26.. ..2 reels
. . 2 reels
Dee.
14
Jan. 6..
Dae. 9.. . . 10 episodes
Mar. 12..
Mar. 31..
Jan. 2S
Feb. 19..

. 2 real*
. I reel
. 2 reels
.2 reels

Fab.
IS
Mar. 29
Feb.

I

only)
Rel. Date
....May 10..
Jan. 25..
Jan. 25..
June 14..
Mar. 8..
May
I..
Mar. I..
May 31..
May 24..
May
3..
Mar. 15..
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.

Rel. Date
June
7..
June

Length
Feet
MIns.
.5200
..7152
79..
..9809... 109..
..7447
83..
,.6653. ...74..
..7513. ...84..
..5814. ...65..
..7570.... 84..

.Oct. 19
.Nov.
16
! Feb. 22

.Apr.
.Apr.
.Mar.
..6167
68..
..4383
49., .Apr.
.Apr.
.4410. ...49., .Feb.
.Dec.
.8000
89..
91. .Jan.
4.. .8150..
May
26.. .5268..
15.. .6413.. .59.. Feb.
15.. .7185.. .71. .Mar.
..80.
..76.
.6876..
19..
I.. .7498.. ..83.
.Apr.
.71 . .Mar.
I.. .6341..

Coming Feature Attractions
•tSCourago
(A.T.)
•t§Recaotured
Love
(A.T.)
•hRough
Waters
(A. T.)..
..
*t§Sweet Kitty Betlairs (A.T.)

I
IS
19
8
S

BROTHERS

Title

Title

Feb.
Feb.
Get
Mar.
Apr.

SHORTS

Star

WARNER

Picture

7..

12
5
29
12
128
28
II
10
22
8
12
29

Length

.6830.... 74

RavlawafI
..May
31

May

News
VITAPHONE

VARIETIES

Star
Perklns-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Landis-Hailigan-Blackwood
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
Robert
L. Ripley
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
The
Potters
Olive
Shea
Arthur-Merriam
Ruth Etting

Find the Woman
Footnotes
Fore
Frame, The
Getting a Raise
Glee
Quartette,
The
Grand
Uproar
Gym
Jams
Head
Man. The
Heart
Breaker,
The
Her
Relatives
Holland
Holiday
in Storyland. A
Idle Chatter
III Wind.
An
In the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl,
The
Jazz Rehearsal
Keeping
Company
Letters

Hugh
O'Connell
Page Sisters 4. Oscar Grogan
Ford- Lane
Boyd- Middleton
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan
Jim
McWiiliams
Lew
Mayer
O'Connell-Kelly

865
629
688
793

Duet
1st Act
Jean Barrios
Norman
Brokenshire

KaneEddie
Pauline
Betty
Lobe
Lotti

I'll.

9
8

744
725....

8. .May
8

S^

May

10

9
24

1539
493

17
5

1071
872

12. .Feb.
16. .Nov.

22
20

May

10

9
6

934
1136
552
702
635
796
1315

10
13. .May
6. .Feb.
8. .May
7. .Apr.
9. .Apr.
15

10^
IS
ai
19.
19

Edward

Edwards
Buzzeil
Garon
&. Jerry

Browne

799
908
2 reels

9
10. .Apr.

694
I reel
1746
800

8

645..
590..
922...

Leder

754..

19

May
19.
9 .May
7.. Mar.
9

IC
10^
8

8.. Mar.

I

904
10.. Mar.
8
621
. 76.. Mar. 15
570... .10
.. 89
876... ..
845...
Mar.
15
I reel..
,.
740... .109
777... .. 6
. . 7.. Mar. 15
874 . . ...9
600..
580.
835..

Norworth

Will
&
Gladys
Ahern
Wattles-Marsh
Edgar
Bergen
John Charles Thomas
The
Potters
Johnny Arthur
Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H.
B. Walthall
Franklin Pangborn
Cavanaugh-Ridges-Schafer
Pangborn- Elliott
Eddie
Buzzeil
Kuznetzoff & Nicelina
Tom

826
696
2 reels
839

817
519

Broderlck-Crawford
Special
Cast

A

10. .Mar.
7
8
9

I reel

Vitaphone
Kiddles
Lou
Holtz
Hibbard-Loreh-Graham
Lew
Fields

Herman Timberg
Flint-Ridges-Foran
Chester Conklin
Earic-Oakland
Roberto
Guzman
Mason- Keeler
Mr. & Mrs. Jack

People
Versus,
The
PerfectOff. Understanding,
Pay
The
Poor Aubrey
Poor
Fish.
The
Reno
or Bust
Royal
Fourflusher.
The
Russian
Rhapsody, A
Shakespeare
Was
Right
She Who Gets Slapped
Sinkin' in the Bathtub
Social
Lion. The
Song
Paintings
Sound
Effects
South
Sea Pearl
Stand
Ud. The
Still Alarm. The
Strong
and
Willing
Strong
Arm,
The
Suspicion
Surprise
System
Taking Ways
Talking
If Over
Taxi
Talks
Temnle
Belles
Two Rounds of Love
Vengeance
Websterian
Students
Wedding
of Jack and
Wedding
Belles
What
a Life
Who
Pays?
Window
Cleaners
Work.
Milton
C
Yamekraw

Length
Reviewed
882
10. .Apr.
12
523
6. .Feb.
8
971
11. .Apr.
12
1435
16. .Mar.
15
633
7
719
8... May
10
2 reels
May
24
928
10.. Feb.
8
771
9. .Apr.
19
1141 ....l2..May
24

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Leach, Merman-Pierlot
Giovanni
Martineiii
Tom
Douglas
Washburn- Eddy- Middleton
Ona Munson
Bobby
Watson
Mary Louise Treen
Litel-Campeau-Merriam
Edwin
Bartlett
Special
Cast
The
Potters
Conklin-Morgan
Fieids-Teasdale
Rich-Standinq-Kaliz
Progress
of Motion
Pictures

Neely

19 3 0

(D)

Title
Absent
Minded
Aida,
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
At
Your
Service
Battery of Songs. A
Believe It or Not
Benefit, The
Bernie.
Ben
Big Money
Boys Will Be Girls
Bridal
Night
Broadway's
Like
That
Bubble
Party, The
Bubbles
Cave
Club.
The
Celeste Alda
Cheer
Leader,
The
Christmas
Knight
Collegiate Model, The
Contrary
Mary
Cry Baby
Danger
Desert Thrills
Devil's
Parade,
The
Done
in Oil
Ducking
Duty
Duel,
The
Eternal
Triangle,
The
Evolution
Evolution ot the Dance
Faust
Feminine Types
Fight.
The

Left
Elope
Lobo. Dog of Dogs
Lonely GIglo
Looney Tunes
Love Boat, The
Married
Master Sweeper. The
Matter
of Ethics.
A
Military Post. The
Money,
Money,
Money
Nagger.
The
New
Racket,
The
Nile
Green
No-Account,
The
Oftiee
Steps
On
the Rancho
Only the Girl
Operation,
The
PagliaccI
Pa Gets a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
Paguita
& Chiguita

31,

1243

14

832

9

548. . 1 ] .6!!! !!
! '
537
6
'.
1076...
12
2 reels
May
10
1150

13

704. ... 8... .......

Dugan
I reel
2 reels

Fox-Curtis
Ann
Sevmour
Buddy
Traos
Gaston Glass
Watson-Cameron-Mack
Webb-Allon
Trixie
Friganza

:...653
2 reels
685

LyonsDugan- Ear'eLeonardMorne
Clements-Knanp
Codee
&
Orth
Jack
Osterman
Tracy-Alexander
Green-Blackman
Rennie-Dixnn
Richmond- Moorhead
Ryan- Lee
Tli5. . Vitanhonc
Kiddies
Howard-Newton

1038

A.T.

after

10

i«ay
May

10
10

8

12. ..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

2 reels
739
2 reels

Murray-Oakland
Brice-Edwards

fMeans sound effects. ^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

7

May

May

10

819
801

9
9.. Apr.

19

485
955
942
637

5
II
10.. Mar.
7. .Apr.

15
19

857

9. .Apr.

26

8

title

means

POINT 5
In a scries showing
why the A. I*. Group
is unique in sales
opportunities for producers, manufacturers and distributors.

Reduclioii in Costs

X

HIl era of economy that was started in the motion

picture business some years ago with the merging of producing, manufacturing, distributing and exhibiting interests was directed toward the ehmination of duphcated
ASSOCIATED

EllA

PUBLICATIONS

Tiivm;

perfection.

CoveiiTi-'' '^ I '
' ' '. 1-os
AiiKoks. Scaiilc. I'uitlaiul,
Denver and Salt Luke Cily
territories.
TEa

E

Covering

Dallas and Oklahoma City territories.

lNto*'IE/\GE
Covering Minriea|ioli>. Milwaukee, Omaha and Des
Moines
territories.

lOURNAL.
Coverinvr
Kansas
City
St. Louis territories.

and

pt®X
Covri iiv-'- rhirni'o
and
diaiiaiM*Ii.s
territories.

ESI

Covei i t-

costs. And, while all of the benefits of this industry-change
have not yet been realized, it has moved gradually toward

In-

1 't ■

Covering Pittsburgh and Buffalo territories.

(U iL) " i'lril 1

Since trade paper advertising is a vital and necessary part
of selling effort in this business the film trade group of
the Associated Publications, Inc. was formed to further
along the economy program by serving its industry through
the reduction of advertising costs and the increased
efliciency and quality of regional trade publications, which,
naturally, brought about greater advertising results.
By printing all of the papers in our own plant in Kansas
City, the geographical center of the country, and by eliminating the duplicated cost of printing national and general
trade news, which runs throughout the entire group, we
have been able to make a saving in our production costs
that has been passed on to our advertisers using our entire
group, in the form of a liberal discount off the regular
rates of the individual publications. An additional saving
is afforded to our advertisers through the requirement of
only one printing plate. An advertiser can now reach
20,000 exhibitors and film trades people for almost half
the former cost and through papers that are immeasurably
of greater service to the industry than the regional trade
press of the past has ever been!

Coverinjr Clevoland. Cincinnati and Louisville territories.

wxm
Covcrint, L!u^loll, New Haven
and Portland
territories.

dliiMis:
Covering Atlanta, New Orleans, Charlotte and Memphis territories.

-^L,ocal in S^rvictL^

ASSOCIATED
PUBLICATIONS
BEN SHLYEN, President and Publisher
General Offices: Kansas City, Mo.
Xew York: 551 Fifth Ave.
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SAVE YOUR EYES FOR
THE "LOOK" OF THE YEAR!
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's 1930-31
Announcement will appear in this
magazine next week. It appears
in the Exhibitors' Herald this week.
JUNI
7. I910

Yort.

Copyrigtit

1930.

Price
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Cent*
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Current Sono Art-World
Wide Films Click at B-O
DUDE WRANGLER
ROCKED HOUSE
WITH LAUGHTER

''What A Man''
a Money Clicker
Says
ARTHUR

JAMES
Motion Picture News Review*
Picture as Succession
of Belly Laughs

Rl'.GlXALl) U1':NNV is likely to
stir the box office to the point
of heavy receipts in his new picture, "What a Man!" for Sono
Art-World Wide.
The play is smart, distinctive, of
the highest class and downright
absorbing. Watch this one for a
money
clicker !

"The Chic Sale influence has
reached Hollywood, and the author
of that famous American classic.
'The Specialist," should get some
of the blame — or credit — for this
picture. The producers have in
jected chunks of raw, earthy humofi
into it that shock — and rock the
theatre with laughter.
Sono Art-World Wide created
comment by advertising the picture

"ADDS PRESTIGE
TOPEBU
TE SIHANERRSSIS"—
ON
"What A Man !" is the type of
picture every independent producer dreams of producing but
usually fails. It is as good and
as wholesome entertainment as
one will find in the best pictures
made by the big producers, the
kind that add prestige to the picture business. The story is inspiring, laugh provoking, and holds
the interest well throughout. And
the hero is the type that could
be held as a model to the young
men of this as well as of any other
countr)-. There is subtlety both in
the construction and in the acting.
Reginald Denny has never appeared
to a belter advantage. His slight
English accent and his good delivery make his talk pleasant.
Miriam .Seegar is a charming heroHarvey Clark,
Lucille Norma
W'ard,
Carlyleine.Moore,
Anita Louise,
IDrew, Cliarles Coleman and others
are in the cast. The sound recording is good.

Reginald Denny proves "What A Man" he is
this week at Fox's new Brooklyn ace house.
(Adv.)

'Vock O' The Walk/' Fine
At Roxy — Exhibitors Herald
When
"Cock
O' The Walk"
had its world
Exhibitors Herald World had this to say :

at

the

Roxy,

"At the Roxy this week, Joseph .Schildkraut monopolizes the center
of the screen in a very enjoyable hour and fifteen minutes of good
comedy and better drama. Cast as
a c\iiical. egotistical gigolo, a role
Pleasant"
familiar to him, he gives a con- "Extremely
— Motion Picture News
\incing and capable performance.
There is enough story in this picAt last Reginald Denny is supture to make three ordinary productions. Myrna Loy gives a splena story. pleasant
"What a Man
makesplied with
extremelj'
enter-!"
did performance, with commendable
tainment. The treatment and the
restraint. Intelligent direction has
successful play for comedy values
helped
this a fine picture." get it by with a very comfortable
(Douglasmake
Hodges)
margin. The vehicle gives him a
chance to display his flair for
comedy. (Reviewed bv Red Kami.)

Tremendous Exploitation Set
For Reginald Denny Vehicle
."■^ tart in J,' in tlu' next issue of Film
i'lni. national monthly magazine of
wit and humor, and for two issues
thereafter, Reginald Denny will be
featured in a contest, in which 217
lirizes will be ofifcred to contributors
of the best captions to stills of
scenes from the picture "What A
Man!" in addition to i'ilni l-'im's
lire.sentation of the campaign, the
rest of the group of tlie l)ell publi-

premiere

cations, aggregating a circulation of
over 1,()0(),()00, will plug the contest
in
fullbroadcasts
i)age advertisements.
radio
will augment l'"our
the
promotion of this camjiaign, which
will have the announcements of the
winners in the October issue of
l-'ilm h'lni. In the meantime, that
means three months of stimulaleil
public intere>t in Reginald ]J|,eun\
.md "What
A Man!"

"IN THE
MONEY"
—FILM
DAILY
At a .special showing yesterday for exhibitors and
press, Sono Art sprung their
latest which is worthy of
a Broadway showing. The
comedy is clean, clever and
nicely acted and directed.
Denny, who is starred, gives
an excellent performance putling this picture "in the
money." (Arthur Eddy.)

as the
"pansy
and
the story
writerof ofa the
copy cowboy"
did not
stretch his iinagination. In fact,
an old cowboy, detailed to accompany the dude wrangler to his.
ranch, objects with the protest:
"Eolks will think he's made a pansy
The treatment given it results in
a succession of belly laughs. Thorpe
of me, too."
has taken a cue from revue blackouts and gets over his salty gags
with a speed that leaves the spectator gasping, clicking a bigger roaf'
thereby. . . . Clyde Cook grabs the
acting honors and his straight
comedy is a wow." The picture
features George Duryea, Lina
Bas(|uette and Francis X. Rushman. (Reviewed by Robert
Hage.)

BIG FIGHT, RENO,
ONCE GENTLEMAN'
BID FOR BIG DRAW
"The of
Big the
Fight,"
James Belasco
Cruzc's
version
sensational
play: "Reno," based on Cornelius
Vanderbilt's popular novel, marking
the return of Ruth Roland to the
talking screen: and "Once .^ (ientleman," a James Cruze production
starring Edward Everett Horton
and Lois Wilson — have recently arrived in Xew York, and loom up
large
on this
release
sehedide.
Ml company's
three productions
l)rovide rich and novel exploitation
angle.'* — aimed straight at any exi
bibitor's bo.\-office.

ve^H Only

One

IfKtO-tU

Annonm*enionl

This
Ueliind It!

Greater
Special Froduetioii^i
Harold Lloyd
Mora II and IVIack
'I"he Spoilers
Follow Thru
Marx Brt»thers
Monte Carlo
The Little Cafe
Manslaughter
Fighting Caravans
Tom Sawyer
Huckleberry Finn
Heads Up
Morocco
Tlie GenCT"al
The Sea God
Dancing Mothers
Rose of tht; Rancho
Scarab Murder Case
Skippyto Love
The Right
Lubitsch-Chevalier
Ladies' Man
kid Ikntts
Let's Co Native
Rodeo Romance
Laughter
With Byrd
atipSouth
Pole
Crun
y
Queen High
The Royal Family
Honeymoon Lane
The Silent Eneniv

New Show
star l*ro€liic*tioiiK
t
4
RICHARD

W

O R

Slitirt Feat tires

ARLEN

2
GEORGE

PARAMOUTST

4

PARAMOLT^T

CARROLL

3
CHATTERTON:i

JACK

PlCTORL\LS

NT ACTS

(/ reel each)

BROOK

2ti
PARAMOUnST COMEDIES
(2 reels each)

OAKIE

2

18•

POWELL

3
CIIAKI.F.S -HI i)nv"

NEWS

104
PARAMOl

•

WILLLVM

SOUND

12

BOW

2

RUTH
CLIVE

104

BANCROFT

CLARA

NANCY

L Iv

PARAMOUNT

StIREEN
(/ reel)

R(h;krs

At least 15 more specials and star hits will be
released — a mimmum of 70.

SONGS

18•
PARAMOl-ST

TALKARTOONS

(; reel)

PARAMOUNT

on
ACTUAIIB

FROM the bottom of the world, from the frozen
wastes of the mysterious Antarctic, two intrepid
showmen- explorers have brought back an amazing
drama of REAL daring, courage and adventure. Not
only are all the facts, the thrills, the comedy and the
dangers of Byrd's colossal race to the South Pole
spread before your astonished eyes — an entertainment has been produced that will enthuse every type
of theatre patron. Primarily here is A GREAT
SHOW! With TALKING and SOUND.

I Mjmi^:gkM K t i MPBHMiiMiliafilMlll

COME

HAS
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PHOTOORAI»HE»!

EVER

KAMA

Includiiig ACTUAL FLIGHT OVER
HE SOUTH POLE

BYRO
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KEAK ADMIRAL
RICHARD E. KYRD
whoseinmiortalachieveineiit is now preserved
on film for posterity
and for the lucky theatre-going millions of
the present day. Rear
Admiral B y r d lent

766V

'H'

every possiltle eo-operation to the production
of this picture.
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WARNING
We are advised that certain motion picture producers
and commercial film laboratories are using, and/ or
manufacturing, and/or selling, and/or offering for sale
without license from us Motion Picture Proccessing
Machines which infringe some or all of the following
patents:
ERBOGRAPH
Patent
Patent
Patent
Patent

SPOOR-THOMPSON

United
United
United
United

States
States
States
States

No.
No.
No.
No.

1,407,543
1,572,798
1,377,887
1,434,154

United

States Patent No.

1,362,146

Application No. 75,550 for U. S. Patent
Application No. 660,583 for U. S. Patent

LEON
United
United

States
States

GAUMONT
Patent
Patent

No.
No.

1,177,697
1,209,696

U.S. Patent Nos. 1,328,464; 1,299,266; 1,281.711;
1,260,595;
1,569,156;
1,587,051;
1,725,944;
United States Application Nos. 105,066;
174,989
Australian
Application
Nos.
19,746;
19,747
Belgian Patent Nos. 360,040; 360,041
Belgian Application Nos. 283,711; 283,712
British Application Nos. 1 1,620 1 1,62 I
Canadian Application No. 345,960
German Application Nos. 91,007; 91,008
Patent of Great Britain & Ireland, No. 123,168
Patent of the Republic
of France,
No. 494,379
Patent of The Dominion of Canada, Nos. 204,855
292.604

These patents for Motion Picture Film Processing
Machines are considered basic and are the sole property of the CINEMA PATENTS COMPANY, INC. and may
be lawfully used only under license with us.

It is our intention to prosecute to the fullest extent
of the law any and all who infringe our Patents,

CINEMA PATENTS COMPANY, Inc.
1776 Broadway, New York

UNIVERSAL
PICTURES

CORPORATION
ANNOUNCESTHAT each ol" its l-orthcoming pictures will be produced on the
highest quality basiS/from the standpoint of story, director, star, cast,
production value, dialog and technical perfection . . .

THAT each of its forthcoming pictures will be marketed individually
on its merit, and that each unit of

20
PRODUCTIONS
1930 - 1931

short productions will be sold in
like manner.

t)
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Every Name
a Box-Office
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ACARLLAEMMLE,
Jr. Production directed by LEWIS MILESTONE. With Louis
Wolheim, Lewis Ayres,
JohnWray. Addptation
and dialogue by Maxwell Anderson and
George Abbott.
Presented by
CARL

LAEMMLE.

ALL
QUIET
ON

THE

WESTERN

FRONT

'4

• Now electrifying New York at $2 top Central Theatre • Twenty million people
read the book and gloried in the courase
and bravery of youth gone to war • Twenty
"/ . \

o_.

million people thrilled to the mental picture
of a nation of rosy-cheeked boys playing
around with the business of war»Twenty million people laughed with them . . . cried with
them . . . fought with them . . . gave them their
love« And now the book is on the screen
in all its glory of youth and love and life*

JOHN
WRAY
BETTY COMPSON
JOHN HARRON

IN

OFB
• A hand-picked cast you would haave chosen
yourself • In a picture as thrilling as the wai
oi a police siren • The dramatic expose o
the inside secrets in the lives of the upper
crust of the underworld • Two great song
hits "That Homestead Steady of Mine" and
"Coll«giate
Love" • Deftly directed by
William James Craft • Cast includes John
Wray, Betty Compson^ John Harron^ Claude
Allister, King Baggott,
Wilbur
Mack,
Henry Herbert, George Byron, Duke Lee •

P"
I
i
p

CZAR

"

^-«>

JOHN
LUPE

BOLES
JEANETTE

VELEZ

LOFF

N

y p s y

t)

LOVE SONG

• Romantic, golden-voicedJohn Boles*
Fiery Lupe Velez • Gorgeous Jeanette
Loff • In d fidming story by the prince
of love story writers, Konrad Bercovici
• All blended into a bedutiful dnd
dramatic musical romance • The lure
of the nomad lover captured on the
screen • The color and spirit of gypsy
life — gypsy love and hate and revenge
and sacrifice — plus glorious songs and
music • Truly a treat for the world •

LAURA

A

LA PLANTE

,nd JOHN

BOLES

CAPTAIN

OF

GUARD

THE

• The fidming romdnce inspired by "Ld Mdrseillaise"* The
picture thdt packed em into the Roxy Theatre, New York,
for two big weeks •The tremendous dramatic operetta
thdt s drawing capacity crowds all over the country NOW
• The picture that's making fans hungrier and hungrier
for more and more of John Boles • A John Robertson
Production, with
nf

stirring songs

and

music

by Charles

^vC^akefield Cadman/Tro'Tn'the story by Houston W. Branch
• Its reco/d is its own best recommendation • With
these great songs • "Song of the Sword/

'For You,

"You, You Alone/' "Maids on Parade/' "Can It Be" •

%

LITTLE
ACCIDENT
• ANITA PAGE and DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS, Jr. will be featured in this darins
and hilarious adaptation from the outstanding Broadway success by Floyd Dell and
Thomas Mitchell • Based on a young man s
great love for his little son and his finding three prospective mothers who wanted
to marry him • Brilliant dialog and sparkling situations that had blase New Yorkers
screaming themselves tired • A real allstar cast directed by William James Craft •

71

TWO

JOHN
MURRAY
ANDERSON
PRODUCTIONS
• Two

musical marvels will be produced

by

the man who conceived and directed "King
of Jazz' • Won to the screen from outstanding
success in producing musical comedies^ John
Murray

Anderson

is destined to amaze

the

world anew in these two productions • Miracle of entertainment that it is/ King of Jazz is
just a sample of what
new

Anderson

beauty open
master —

you

can expect

productions • New
under

in the

worlds of

the magic touch of this

and the proof is in the box-office •

OREGON
L
T R A
• The first outdoor talking epic with a really allstar cast • Universal will sive the same careful
thought to the dramatization of the conquest of
a continent that it save to producing its astounding "All Quiet on the Western Front" • The unconquerable spirit of those bold, gay pioneers o
The stark tragedy and deep-throated laughter of
the men whose blood blazed the westward trail
• Caught in this production whose theme is as
sweeping as the plains, as majestic as the rugged
Rockies, as human as the pleading cry of a baby •

•3

- X
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EAST
EST
• Al luring Lupe Velez

in the role that

over-night made Fay Bdinterthe most talkedof stage star on Broadway and carried the
play to a three-year run • A
the fiery Lupe

role that Fits

as a diamond

does

its

setting • The exotic story of a geisha girl
who
^

rx

yearned

for a stranger from across

the seas and proved that love could weld
the ends of the earth«From
Samuel

Shipman

and

the play by

John

With gorgeous Technicolor

B. hHymer

sequences*

11

WHIT FN

With Ldurd Ld PIdnte, John
Boles, Glenn Tryon, Jeanette
Loff, Mernd Kennedy, Kdthryn
Crawford, Stdnley Smith, Grdce
Hdyes, Willidm Kent, Chdrles
Irwin, Twin Sisters G, Russel
Marlcert Ddncers, Wynn hlolcomb. Tommy Atkins Sextette,
Nell O Day, George Chiles,
Jdcques Cdrtier, Al Normdn,
Frank Leslie, Jeanie Lang.
Presented by CaRL LaEMMLE.
Entire production conceived •
and directed by John Murray
Anderson. Produced by

Carl Laemmle, Jr.

• Once in a lifetime a show like this • The new era in sound
and color entertainment • What sound did for the silent screen
this one does for the sound screen • JOh^N

BOLES

singing

the days two greatest song hits — "Song of the Dawn" and "It
Happened in Monterey" • JEANIE LANG, the screen s newest sensation^ overnight established as America s Personality Girl,
stopping the show as she croons I d Like to Do Things For You"
and "Ragamuffin Romeo" • Spicy, intimate comedy • The best
music ever heard in a picture, including the first dramatization of
Gershwin s "Rhapsody in Blue" • Held over at the Roxy -and

a

tremendous hit everywhere •Truly, the world's greatest photoplay*

THE WHITE HELL OF

PITZ
• How

PALU

did they do it ?• Where was the camera

when this was shot ^. • You'll wonder when you
see this astoundins new experience in screen
drama • Photographed in places never before
filmed by man • Shots of Germany's greatest
living ace zooming his plane through a 2000foot ice gorge • Lovers hurtling over bottomless chasms, clinging to perilous precipices •
hlow it was shot, Heaven only knows • Spectacularly produced by H. R. Sokal-Film ©The'
picture of a thousand and one thrills' •

i^

SAINT
JOHNSON
• Advance

printers proofs of tfiis marvelous

Western novel, to be published tFiis October,
place W. R. Burnett, its authior, on a plane with
Harold Bell Wrisht and Zane Grey • Mr. Burnett
stands out in the list of best-seller authors this
year with "Little Caesar" and "Iron Man" • "St.
Johnson' will be produced on an epic Western
scale • With Lewis Ayres and JohnWray of "All
Quiet on the Western Front," and a big cast •

■^ ' -I, V ^

Another story by *
the author of^
All Quiet on the
Western Front J
•ERICH MARlAREMARQUE'Ssequel
to the book that made the whole world
Sasp will soon be published serially m
Collier's Weekly— and shortly thereafter
will be presented to a waiting world as
a talking picture by Universal • Think of
the pre-sold audience waiting for this
one! •Twenty million people read his first
book • Millions upon millions more will
have seen "All Quiet" as a picture •
And everyone — and more — a potential
customer for the sequel •

• Handsome, dashing John Boles •
Dazzling Jeanette Loff • Stars of
Paul Whiteman s "King of Jazz"
in a colorful romantic operetta that
will have the fair sex fighting for
seats • A

pair of songbirds that

promises to eclipse any lovers the
screen has yet known

• A

bright,

modern, melodious vehicle insured
of smart direction by the master
hand of John Robertson •

*-i

THE
LADY
SURRENDERS
\{i

ANOTHER

SENSATIONAL

SOCIAL

DRAMA

j

• The first modern novel from the brilliant pen of
John Erskine, author of "Helen of Troy" • John
Stahl will direct this smart ultra sophisticated
story about a woman, tired of placid insincere
married life, who wrote a masazine article about
it which threw her husband and her dear friend
into a compromise • A big theme that strikes
to the heart of thousands of homes • To be
Vi .<

iU

produced by a specially selected cast, probably
headed by Rose hlobart, famous stage star, now
appearing in the play "Death Takes a Holiday

•

• Made

from the sophisticated comedy smash stage

hit by Rudolf Lothar and Fritz Gottwald • Produced
with a cast (probably headed by John Boles) and
on a scale in keeping with its tremendous value as
a show

property • A

spicy comedy

Directed by

William Wyler, who directed 'Hells Heroes" and
The Storm" • With piquant dramatic twists, exposing the love adventures of a handsome young
diplomat who was sent as envoy to a foreign
country and given a royal order to love so that his
country s purposes might be served • O-o-o la, la I •

I

JOHN BOLES IN-- LUPE VELEZ

RESURRECTION
•This immortar story by Count Leo ToL
stoy will

be

dramatized

and

directed
by EDWIN CAREWE, w,th John Boles
and Lupe Velez m the leading roles •
It is the deathless tale of love, deception, remorse, regeneration and renunciation on the part of two frail humans
a daring climax to their
who achieve
love • Strong, dramatic fare played
against the backgrounds of Russia s gayest capitals and of her grayest steppes •

I

r>

v^

STRICTLY
DISHONORABLE
JOHN
BOLES

IN

• New York s outstanding stage hit of this season,
now ending its First big year at the Avon Theatre •Pictured with the one and only JOhIN
BOLES in the starring role ©The Brock Pemberton
success by Preston Sturges that has all Broadway talking • The stage hit bound to be even
a bigger smash as a talking picture • Bought
at a staggering price, worth every penny •
Briefly, it concerns a beautiful, innocent girl,
and a man who
admits
that his intentions
are "STRICTLY

DISHONORABLE."

•

■f^

COHENS

A-»KELLyS'-

RELAND

• Cohen and Kelly in a musical farce*
There's the somethms new you crave
• A hundred million fans will want
to know what happens to Cohen on

Kelly's home srounds, the Emerald
Isle • They'll want to hearthe liltins
Irish airs •They'll want to see the stunnins Technicolor sequences • And
laush with the irresistible comedy pair
who have tausht a joy-loving nation
new tricks in the art of laughing •

\^*

• IMAGINE

MARY

NOLAN

and EDWARD

G.

ROBINSON m one of the greatest screen melodramas ofall time • Produced as a talking picture
under the direction of TOD BROWNING, the
man who wrote the story and who

directed the

silent version • Think of Robinson, the man who
has stolen the picture from the star in almost every
picture he's appeared in, playing the role that made
Lon Chaney famous! • And Mary Nolan, the
screens most beautiful star, interpreting the role that
brought fame to Priscilla Dean • A NATURAL'

•

I

OURANG
• A

startlins drarndtic romance

in the unexplored

filmed

wilds of Borneo •

Unique with almost unbelievable thrills
and Over-Flowing with virgin jungle
color •The picture tells an absorbing
tale of love and sacrifice in which

a

\A/hite derelict and a native girl find
the only road to happiness stemm-ing
the stampede of the fierce ourangutans • Filmed by an expedition
headed

by

Harrv

Garson •

GEORGE

SIDNEY
CHARLIE
MURRAY
IN 10 TWO-REEL

TALKING

• The world s most famous comedy
team m a talking series built for the
first runs • Ten pictures of two reels
each • Real FEATURE STARS in short
productions of FEATURE

CLASS

•

If there s one thing that George Sidney
and Charlie Murray

mean

to the

public it s LAUGEHS • Laughs mean
money • A real showman s proposition
Directed by Nat Ross, who gave you
"The Collegians"*

PRODUCTIONS

• The series that brought
Reginald Denny to stardom produced as talking comedies destined tohit the big-money class
• Ten releases, two reels each •
Short productions in which the
terrific action is not sacrificed
nor slowed up by the dialog •
Real short productions worthy
of featuring in lights on the best
theatres in the land •

\

r

• Oswald, The Lucky Rabbit • Who
doesn c know him and his comic
capers? • He will appear in a series
of twenty-six one reel productions •
A better mirth-provoker than ever
before • Oswald is en established
star

in thousands

dtres

•

His

new

season wi

with funnier

sound effects, better music, bigger
laughs than ever before • Oswald,
The Lucky Rabbit, is your lucky bet •

STRANGE
AS IT SEEMS
13

COLOR

REEL

ONE

NOVELTIES

• Truth is stranger than Fiction — and this
series proves it • Bringing to your screen
all the oddities of the world that the
camera can record • Giving your patrons
a birdseye view
things under

of the most unusual

the sun • NOVELTY,

gentlemen, NOVELTY

•An

interesting feature enhanced

absorbingk
by color

music^ dialog, sound effects • A

novelty

with a ' come-back" kick to every issue •

J

• Just as Oswald, the Lucky Rabbit,
has won

the approval of millions of

fans, so will Fanny, the Funny Mule,
carve a niche in box-office history •
A series of thirteen cartoon productions, one reel each • Synchronized
with the funniest sound effects you've
ever heard • Animated by the same
organization producing the Oswald
cartoons* A real tid-bit of fast cartoon
comedy for high-class programs •

' /■'

GRAHAM

^

M c N A M E E
^ j

Newscdsting as the talkins reporter in

NIVERS
A

^^-

L

K

I

E W S R
^^^^L'jiSi^iiifc
/t*->-

• The world's best known radio voice dramdtizins the news of the day for the only
talkins newsreel with a real newspaper tieup • The newsreel that has become one of
the bissest attractions in the first and subsequent-run theatres throushout the country • Graham McNamee newscastins by
special arransement with theNationalBroad•
castins Company • Two issues a week
Sound on film or disc • Produced under the
personal supervision of Sam B. Jacobson •

i^
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HANDMAN,
KENT
&
GOODMAN
announce that the songs they have lined up for Universal's
1930-31 pictures are packed with the same showmanship
punch as the pictures. Never

in history has a company

announced as fine a selection of pictures, and never in history has a music publisher been able to boast of such
wonderful musical material.
We

want every exhibitor to know that we

sre behind him

in putting over every Universal picture he plays. Therefore,
as soon as you book and date in any Universal picture,
get in touch with us at our hlome Office or through our
local representatives.
We

can help you through tie-ups with music stores, window displays, local radio plugs, phonograph

records,

player rolls, etc.

This applies to all of Universal's 1930-31 productions,
as well as to many of the current productions now playing throughout the country.

HANDMAN,
745

Seventh

KENT & GOODMAN

Avenue

New

York

City

Exclusive Music Publishers to Universal Pictures Corporation

THE

TITAN

RADIO'S
MIRACLE
BEGINS

SWING

SECOND
SEASON
WITH

MIGHTY
SHORTLY

34

SHOWS
TO

BE

ANNOUNCED.

. .
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THE

PENDULUM

The Pendulum

of Show

Swings Sharply Toward
Titans.

Business
the Radio

Radio initiative/ Radio Genius and
Resources Are Writing Another
Magic Chapter in the History of the
Motion Picture Industry.

■'>'^v-.

Leadership . . . Absolute and
Supreme • • • Is the Titan Goal.
.

.--,#

'=->0^.

Every Showman in America and Beyond the Seas Is Watching Radio
Pictures. Radio Is the Center of Interest Today Because the Titan Is
Swinging the Pendulum.

The BIG SWING
to the big circus special is on!
The big circuits are swinging

SWING
HIGH

into line on the greatest circus
picture ever put on the screen.
Following its sensational success in Columbus, Baltimore,
San Francisco and other key

HELEN TWELVETREES
• FRED SCOTT
DOROTHY
BURGESS and Chester

points, theatres in 56 key cities

Conklin ■ Ben Turpin • Nick Stuart

will show the BigTop spectacle.

Robert Edeson • Stepin Fetchit ■ Daphne
Pollard • Sally Starr • John Sheehan
Mickey Bennett ■ George Fawcett • Little
and William

These are covered by the fol-

• Directed by Joseph Santley
Produced by E. B. Derr

lowing circuits that have just

Billy • Bryant Washburn
Langan

swung into line:

HOSTETTLER
Omaha

CIRCUIT

and Des Moines^ Iowa.

BLANK

CIRCUIT

Chicago, Des Moines and Omaha.

FINKELSTEIN & RUBEN CIRCUIT
Minneapolis, Minn., and

PUBLIX-AFFILIATED

CIRCUITS

out of Denver and Salt Lake City territories.

OPENS AT WARNER BROS.
RIALTO THEATRE, NEWARK, N. J.
SATURDAY, JUNE 7th
Watch

for announcement

OTHER

BIG CIRCUITS CLOSEDI

PAT HE

VOF.UME
NUMBER
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Senate May Probe Entire Industry in
Searcli of Trade Practice Violations
Priming for the Battle
Important sound tniiiipment manufacturers have at last started the
battle for domination of the non-theatrieal field, a fight which, as forecast exciusivelv in MOTION I'lCTURE NI'::>VS several weeks ago. will
reach tremendous proportions before
the white flafr of truce is hoisted.
Literature is being sent out to
strategic non-theatrical centers, concentrating the sales argument on the
shortage of sound product for 1930-31,
and pointing out the approaching
death of silent pictures.

Hays Office to
Be Included in
Probe, Is Rumor
W'ashinjjton of
— Possibilities
a thorough
investigation
the picture of
industry
have
been reported in Washington at various
times, but it is not expected that any definite
step will be taken at tliis session.
Reports were that a senatorial investigation of the Hays' office activities would be
sought, but with all efforts now being directed toward bringing the congressional
session to a close in order that members
may return to their home states to participate in the coming congressional campaigns
it is not anticipated that any effort will be
made to rush the requisite resolution
through until next session.
That such an investigation will ultimately
be made has been the belief in Washington
for some time. There has been a steadv
stream of complaints regarding the industry, and control bills have been repeatedly
introduced in Congress, but the present session has been reluctant to take up a matter
of such controversial nature. Possibly the
matter mav be taken up next session, but
it is not likely that anv effort will be made
to secure an investigation which would carry
on through the summer in view of the exceedingly delicate political situation in many
states which will require the full attention
of members of Congress during the next
few months.

Laemmle on Way to Coast
Carl T.aemnilc. Universal president, is en
route to the Coast, following several weeks
in New York, where he attended the
annual sales convention.

Clayton
Act Amendment
Sought to Briny Films
Within Jurisdiction
Sweeping senatorial investigation of the
picture industry and amendment of the Clayton Act to bring films and a number of other
commodities under its jurisdiction as regards price discrimination are to be sought
at this or the next session of Congress.
The proposed i)robe would cover the industry in all its ramifications, it is understood, various trade practices coming under
scrutiny, together with charges of alleged
conspiracy, monopoly, restraints of trade,
boycott, chain operation and other phases
I if the business.

Brookhart the Sponsor?
Considerable pressure for such an investigation isdeclared being e.xerted through
complaints made by independent exhibitors.
.Senator Brookhart's name has been mentioned as the probable choice of independents for the probe, despite the fact that
the Brookhart bill has not been able to get
past committee.
The plan for amendment of the Clayton
Act, said to be gaining considerable headway at Washington, calls for bringing under its provisions any price discrimination
in sales to include product leased. While
not sponsored by exhibitors, this measure
would bring renting of films directly under
provisions of the law.
Senator Walsh has been unsuccessful in
efforts to secure passage of a measure calling for an investigation of the Department
of Justice's activities in prosecuting alleged
conspiracy and monopoly in the industry,
which would, in effect, have been a probe
of the industrv.

Doug-Mary Split, ''Lotta
Bologney" to Hollywood

Hollywood — fust a lot of boloney is the
wav Hollywood characterizes the reported
Pickford-Fairbanks split. Didn't Doug
phone daily from London at a cost of $100
per?
the locals query. And, if that isn't a
demonstrat
ion of affection, then what is?
.\ chatter writer is given credit for starting
the report. Miss Pickford. they say, had at
the start considered postponing her picture
to make the trip, but considered the nut too
high. There have been a lot of reports, but
Hollvwood says they're the bunk.
Pickford states officially she is holdingMiss
up
production to decide if certain scenes might
be better if retaken and to improve treatment of certain situations. Which is that.
41

Under the Towel
If two very well known e\c<-ulives
of a second string pr<iducing-distril)uting organization had used a little common sense, their keenest competitor
would not have in his possession some
highly valuable info, of future plan.s
and
deals to be worked out by the
former.
The moral is this: Never discuss
confidential company business from a
Times Square barber-chair. .\ friendly
enemy may be reclining under a hot
towel not far awavl

Dowling Spanked,
Cans ^Ritz' and
Heads New Unit
Formation of a million dollar film and
legit production unit by Eddie Dowling is
understood to be the outgrowth of a reconciliation between Dowling and his banker
friends, John J. Raskob, Mike Meehan and
others, who, it is said, pulled away financial
support from the Dowling enterprises, shortly after the sensational stock market crash,
when Eddie donned a high hat.
One yarn has it that Dowling's financial
return on his backers' investment in "Rainbow Man" and "Blaze o' Glory" swelled
Eddie's hatband to such huge proportions
that the star was given the ozone by the
Wall Street group.
.\nother inside yarn, however, credits
Eddie with getting tough because Eddie's
friends "took" him in the stock market crash
like Grant took Richmond. Dowling, so
the story goes, could not understand why
his bankroll, estimated to be near $2,000,000. took wings, especially when all of his
.^-tock trading was negotiated over the same
counter controlled by friends.
A few weeks ago, it is said, Dowling tied
aStreet
can allies,
to the took
ritzyhisspirit,
visited
spanking
andhisall W^all
was
forgiven. Xow Eddie intends to go ahead
with plans for Broadway stage plays and
more talkers.
Dowling's present contract with Sono
.\rt- World Wide calls for one more musical,
and upon delivery, he is expected to sever
all relations with that company. His future
distribution channel has not been set. There
are rumblings of a deal with Paramount, but
this
is scouted
in view
large report
holdings
in Warners,
and of
the Raskob's
Meehan
influence in Radio.
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SMALL EXHIBITORS MAY
BECOME BIG TROUBLES
THE
crushing- weight of circuit buying power
is being felt by a number of independent exhibitors as the selHng season whips into action.
The sales convention pronouncement of intention to
"give the little fellow a break" is getting its first
test. The spot is not a pleasant one for the sales
executives who sit between the theatre heads of
their organizations and the independent exhibitors
in competition with circuit houses.
Chain theatre men want the productions of their
companies for their own houses. Competitors want
some, if not all, of the same product. In certain instances part of such product is indispensable to the
life of the independent exhibitors. How it will be
divided ; how much the chain executives will concede
in the interests of policy and good will, and how
valiantly or strategically the one-house exhibitor
fights for what he needs combine to give the sales
managers' problems which go deep.
Now, as never before, the intent, purpose and
consequences of chain theatre buying power take
on significance which goes far beyond questions of
price, nms, protection and momentary policy. Little
men, as well as big men, fight desperately when their
backs are against a wall. In a life and death struggle,
weapons are employed which, in less serious contests for existence, would be considered unfair. The
most imminent, and beyond all doubt the most dangerous force which looms shadow-like back of the
small exhibitor if he is crushed, is political. It is but
a step from the political interest in a situation which
presents substance for action to the next and deadly
phase — legislation.
As the selling season progresses and local buying
situations are confronted, analyzed and decided
throughout the country, there must be no indifference to the ])light of the small exhibitor if he is not
given considerations merited by ability, investment
and his right to continued and profitable existence.
Certain keen-brained sales executives are fully
aware of the gravity of the problem, and they are
endeavoring to meet it fairly.

This Merger Has Merit
A merger having real merit is proposed by M. H.
Hoffman, former Tiffany executive.
His idea offers

a practical solution to the present disorganized condition of the independent exchange men and with
an important element of selling value in support of
product. pendent
Hoft'man
a consolidation
indeexchangesproposes
into a national
system of which
would offer worthy independents distribution.
The ambitious independent producer, and he continues to exist despite conditions of the most discouraging kind, now must make his picture and
then tour the country, a print under his arm, selling
it not once or twice, but twenty, thirty or more
times, only to discover, more often than not, after
completing his sales presentation, that he has
picked the wrong independent distributor, and has
to do it all over again in various territories to return
with cash or something more substantial than
alimony-notes. Under the Hoffman plan the independent producer would make one sale, to a central
office representing the nationalized independent exchangemen.
Many independent exhibitors need independent
productions, and the record is abundant in evidence
that the independent exchangeman needs a capable
source of independently made pictures.

We Told You So
An interloper, unseasoned, scarcely known as to
its anatomy or what makes it go, has given mature
Wall Street minds a much-needed jolt. Picture
stocks, figuratively babies in the family of securities which collectively give the New York Stock
Exchange its existence, have weathered the recent
bear move and held with bewildering firmness to
their levels despite a g-eneral falling oft" in price.
The Chicago Tribune, in a survey recently made
public, puts amusement stocks first in a report of
those industrials least affected by the current business situation. To Wall Street it all is very bewildering. To Motion Picture News it is creditable
and gratifying because it fulfils the prediction published months ago that film stocks would not suffer
in the general market depression then anticipated.
KAN N.
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California Zoning Plan May Be National
Protection
To Keep Hands of Gov't Off/nde pendents
on West
Coant
Guotci
^
.
ijySlCni
Dropped

Dislriljiitors u«'"*'riill> "re dropping the (jiiota system
on sales as the result of the swinj; (o pereentaKf.
With
most of them Koinn to a "pereentaiLCe only" policy, the
Now, instead of being
reason for the change is apparent.
jciven a ijuota to shoot at in their respective territories,
branch manajitTs will l)e judged by the percentage of possibilities that they close. Inder various plans, each situation is carefully analyzed, charted and the manager advised
just how many accounts he is expected to turn in, his job
depending
h()w close to the mark he hits.

Gate for Alice
White as Gross
Takes Nosedive
Hollywood — .\licc White is the latest ot
the First \ational stars to he let out. The
"whoopee" }jirl follows Billie Dove. Corinne
Griffith. Jack Mulhall, Colleen Moore, Dorothy Mackaill and others who were under
contract to First National when Warners
assumed control of the company. Richard
Barthelmess alone remains of the "old
guard" among the stars.
Decision not to renew option on Alice
White's
contract
Warner
had
arrived
in Newcame
Yorkafter
and Jack
discussed
the
matter with eastern officials of the company.
Sales reports, it is declared, showed a
swift dropping otY in popularity of the
White films. Widi the company having
two more for release up to December, and
averse to gambling further with the White
pictures, the star is said to have been given
notice that option on her services would
not be renewed and she is at liberty to
make other arrangements.
.-\bout a year ago. First National elevated
Miss W'hite to star rating, giving her a new
contract for $1,500 weekly in place of one
at $600.
It is reported that her salary for the past
si.x months lias been set at about $2,500
weekly, with new option calling for increase to $3,000. Company officials decided
not to renew at this figure.
Even though Alice White leaves First
National's salary list, the company has two
or three pictures finished and scheduled for
release during the next few months. "Sweet
Mama" and "Show Girl in Hollywood" are
current releases."

Carolina Exhihs Meet
Charlotte — The largest number to attend a summer session of the Theatre
Owners Ass'n of the Carolinas is expected to gather at Myrtle Beach. S. C,
June 8. .\mong the speakers will be
Mrs. .\nna Aiken Patterson, of Atlanta.

'Charley's Aunt'
Causes Christie

Get lireak Under New
Clearance Schedule

Proposal to make national the zoning plan
adopted by southern California distributors,
( hains and independents, was under discussion at a meeting of sales managers yesterday at the Hays office.
The California protection schedules, not
yet made public, give the independents there
a better break than they ever received before,anent
it is zoning
stated.
L'nder the
plan, a perm-to
committee
is established
rearrange zoning due to new theatres, closings and other changes, so that the schedules
will be flexible for a long time.

Concerned Over U. S. Threat

To Say ""Uncle'

Hollywood — Whether the Christie contract to make two features for Columbia
next year can weather the gafif or will go
the way of the .Stuall contract of a year ago
is a subject of speculation here.
The first picture under the Christie agreement is slated to be a talker version of
"Charley's Aunt." While the terms have
not been divulged. Harry Cohn is declared
taking matters in hand and trying to supervise things. This is a new and strange
experience to the Christie brothers, who
are reported discouraged somewhat already
at the turn things have taken. Just what
course they will pursue is problematical.

There is considerable concern over government activities with respect to protection, which have resulted in indictment of
West Coast Theatres, its officials and several distributors growing out of alleged
"freeze-out" of independent exhibitors. This
criminal conspiracy action is slated for trial
Tune 17.

Conspiracy Claim
Made hy Southern
Showman in Suit

Small's Experience
This situation parallels a similar one
which occurred a year ago. At that time
Fddie Small had a contract with Columbia
to produce four pictures. He started his
first, "The Broadway Hoofer,"' but Harry
Cohn continually interrupted story preparation with his ideas until Small wanted to
know who was doing the producing. Blowup came when Harry wanted his name on
the
credit
"supervised
— which
Sinall
wouldtitles
not asallow.
Contractby"was
cancelled, with Small producing and delivering the Belle Baker picture as the only one
of the contract. He sold Cohn the story
rights to "Broadway Hoofer." which was released under title of "Broadway Scandals."
and another picture was made to carry the
already-sold program title of "Broadway
Hoofer."

Wife Says Von Sternberg
Bounced Her from Home
Hollywood — Contemptuou> remarks she
says her husband. Josef von Sternberg,
made about her has led Riza Royce to seek
a divorce. He also was accused of evicting
her from their apartment May 11. With the
petition was filed a property settlement of
$1,200. alimonv for five vears and a lump
sum of $25,000.

.•\tlanta — Hearings will start October 6
in the conspiracy action brought against the
Havs organization, nine distributors and the
Atlanta Film Board, by W. H. C. Dudley.
Americus exhibitor, asking damages of
$31,500 under the Sherman law.
The suit attacks the standard contract
and compulsory arbitration, the defendant
alleging he was coerced into accepting films
he did noX want and into putting up additional bonds to insure his contract with the
defendant corporation. Distributors named
in the suit are: Educational. United Artists. Pathe, P. D. C, Film Distributing
(RKO).Famous Players-Lasky ( Paramount
Corp.
Publix), Associated Exhibitors and FBO

sion ''U**
Divied
Head
n Nam
dsorn
harthe
RicSou
W. M. Richardson, who has been Universal exchange manager at New Orleans,
has been promoted to southern division
manager. He will have headquarters in
New Orleans with supervision over Charlotte. -Atlanta. Memphis, New Orleans.
San .\ntonio. Dallas and Oklahoma City.
Richardson's work as southern division
manager is under Ralph B. Williams, southern sales director, whose headquarters are
at the home office.
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F( )R the first time in the fluttering
memory of The Insiders, something is going to be done about
something that needs doing. Protection is its name.

necessary since the business has, of
its own accord, cut out a cancerous
and growingly malignant infection.

A long time on the way, but nevertheless on the verge of going places.
Believe it or not, it's the truth.
Charlie Pettijohn is just back from
Los Angeles. While there, the southern California territory was re-zoned,
exhibitors and distributors uniting in
the move. The statement has been
subsequently made — and not denied —
that the complicated provisions of the
agreement give to the independents
the best break they have ever had.
Even Fox West Coast, which, by virtue of extended theatre holdings and
huge investments, champions extended protection for its houses,
thinks it's good.
The next scene properly belongs in
Washington where the Department of
Justice sits back and occasionally digs
up ways and means of exciting the
picture business. The solons there
have been getting themselves in readiness for a party beginning June 17. It
will be quite a function and important
enough to make several picture men
of prominence hop the train west, despite the heat.

Thus it comes about that, via the
Hays office, the plan is suggested.
How far it will get, of course, is tomorrow's story. On the face of matters, it would appear that distributors
and their circuit holdings are turning altruistic, when as a matter of
fact the trepidations over the future
attitude of the Justice Department are
responsible for the changed front.
After all, what difference? It is of
sufficient value that an onerous condition appears to be on the mend. The
afflicted ones won't care a hoot about
anything else.

Pot Boilings
Back of this solitary conspiracy action against protection as practiced in
the W^est is the genesis of a potential
move which might easily plunge this
business into oceans of grief. For it
is anything but far-fetched to draw
the conclusion that similar steps might
be instituted elsewhere by the government. In Chicago, for instance,
where Balaban and Katz are getting
away with a business imperialism that
would put the Hohenzollerns to blush.
This being the case, what happens?
Simply this : several of the wideawake among sales executives who
know what is going on, now determine that the California plan might be
applied nationally to this end :
To placate the despairing protests
of exhibitors who feel the increasing
pinch exercised by the powerful producer-controlled first run theatre.
To demonstrate to the Department
of Justice that ideas about a legal dis, section of the protection malady is un-

June
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Laugh at This One
Up and down the main stem all
through the week persisted the report
that A. H. Giannini, the "doctor" in
more ways than one, would retire
from the Bank of America, repair to
his house in Rye, or even better than
that, return to the California he never
tires of talking about.
"Doc", as his many friends call him,
is fond of that house in Westchester.
He pleads guilty to any ravings about
California that might be laid at his
doorstep. The story so far is entirely
correct, but unfortunately for the gabbers, there seems to be considerable
doubt about the retirement angle.
He'd like to do it, but doubts most
seriously if either his friends or his
business would stand for it.
That's that.
Except this :
The lie, planted cleverly here and
there where its sponsor was certain it
would be spread, appears to originate
in the business mind of a man, interested in a bank of his own, who is
using below-the-belt tactics in an endeavor to wheedle some of Giannini's
accounts away from him.

W. C. Boothby, treasurer of First
National, has resigned and thereby
earns an opportunity to take an extended vacation.
So the "hand-out" reads and everyl)ody goes for it in print.
Madame

0

Outlook

Some Altruists Appear

Meet Dame Rumor

7,193

Rumor, however, sizes up the inside
like this:
That Boothby, who properly rates a
rep as a wizard in corporate finances
ran into the snag that wrecked his
First National post because he insisted
upon doing certain things his way
while Harry Warner politely avowed
his was the better.
Believe may
it or have
not, been
that's right,
the story.
Boothby
but,
after all, Warner is Warner. So is his
company. At any rate, Boothby pulls
out of First National with a fine
record behind him. In those hectic
days when F. N. had a new president
every Tuesday and Thursday he manwhat was
industry's
football euvered
clear
overthen
the the
goal.
With
morale shaken and operating and
financial control hammered from pillar
to post, it was up to Boothby to get
the money that kept the wheels revolving. He did and Harry Warner
so recognized this capability when he
acquired the company. This was the
series of circumstances that propelled
Boothby into the big job he held until
the break came this week.

The Stars That Dwindle
Monkey shines from stars, real and
near, are passing out of the picture. Time
was — and not so long ago — when practically every studio bowed and scraped,
at some time or other, to the tune warbled by its big marquee attractions.
Today, the major companies class
themselves in the category of big business and what they determine is to go,
does. In the last six months, a list of
players which would have been considered rather formidable two years or so
ago, has been mowed down and out of
sight by studio orders.
The reason is directly traceable to
oroducers' heavy interest in theatres. Not
only do the Hollywood kingpins find cost
sheets placed on their desks daily for consideration and approbation, but also returns from their theatres which tell the
story of rise and fall in star values with
a deadly, unfailing accuracy. Against
the figures, no arguments are brooked.
The outlets are no longer many and
are dwindling as the days roll by. The
Hollywood crowd knows it, appreciates
the situation and is putting on its best
behavior.
THE
INSIDERS
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Outlawed Arbitration System lie turns
If Distributors Win in SupremeLow Court
"Why

■ hut

Meanwhile,
New
Contracts
Carry Reinstatement Clause

Success Formula
Thf
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direct
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diplomac) <i a Swedish a ^,'hter.
of
servility
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If System Is O.K.'d
J
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Salesman's Code
01 Ethics to Be
Made National?
Chicago — Whether tlie proposed code of
ethics for film salesmen to be voted upon
by the Film Board June 13 is to be made
the basis of a national code for salesmen
probably will be determined during the visit
of C. C. Pettijohn.
The code, designed to eliminate alleged
racketeering, is to incorporate ten proposed
standards of conduct. It was drafted by
Henry Herbel, Universal ; Eddie Grossman, United Artists, and Max Stahl, Educational.
The code will embody the old code of the
standard contract, regarding negotiating
with a competing exhibitor, after application for contract is taken. It also will call
for rigid adherence to credit rules, the elimination of side agreements, thorough reports
on exhibitor standing and on any attempted
bicycling or other forms of cheating, and
will call for respect of "the other fellow's"
contract application and contract.

Is the Industry
Awaiting a Gov't
'Monkey Wrench?'
Important film interests are said to be
preparing themselves for adverse decisions
in various governmental actions now pending, in the latest editorial bombardment by
■'The Churchman," Protestant Episcopal
mouthpiece, which periodically launches an
attack on Will H. Hays and the industry.
Strong charges are usually penned by the
publication, and the current accusation
would have you believe that "the continuing
activity on the part of the producers in acquiring theatrical properties indicates that
they are looking forward to adverse decisions" and these same film interests are 'preparing to make their mastery of the "industry." as Mr. Hays likes to call it, com-

I

Nothing short of a monopoly exists in the
plete."
picture business, believes "The Churchman."
But "whether it can maintain Itself in law
on
a squarely
laid issue orean.
remains to be seen,"
states
the Protestant

Washington — With distributors prepared
to re-establish the arbitration system if victorious in their Supreme Court appeal from
the Thacher decision and the government
fighting for outlawing of the credit system
on a similar aj)peal, the high court Oct. 27
will hear argument on both appeals.
The credit case, officially the United
States vs. First National, et al., will be heard
first and the arbitration case directly after.
The latter is the United States vs. Paramount et al., the Hays organization, its
members and 32 Film Boards of Trade are
involved in the action. Both cases were
heard and decided by Judge Thacher,
then sitting in U. S. district court, New
York.

Plan Retroactive Clause
In drafting the proposed new standard
form of contract, distributors intend to propose a clause that provides in event the
former arbitration system is held legal by
the high court, they will have the right to
reintroduce it in the industry.
The government motion to advance filed
by the arbitration case points out that the
petition alleged that the appellants distributed approximately 60 per cent of all the
motion-picture films in the United States.
It claimed that the appellants had agreed
with each other to coerce and require every
exhibitor of motion pictures in the United
States (a) to submit to arbitration any
question or dispute with any member of any
defendant film board of trade arising under any contract licensing the exhibition of
motion pictures, (b) to waive the right to
a judicial determination of any such question or dispute, and (c) to comply with any
award rendered against him in any such arbitration proceeding without recourse or
appeal to the courts.

Representation the Stumbling Block
The district court held, it is pointed out
in the motion, that exhibitors who were not
represented in the adoption of the uniform
contracts had been constrained by agreement of defendant distributors to accept the
arbitration provisions of these contracts
and to perform the obligations thus assumed
by the compulsory system of arbitration,
and that such coercive restraint was undue
and unreasonable and in violation of the
Sherman act.
The First National case was instituted at
the direction of the Attorney General, William D. Mitchell, to restrain the First National organization in an alleged conspiracy
in restraint of interstate trade by certain
rules and operations of credit committees
and film boards of trade. The district court
held that these practices did not constitute
a violation of the act as alleged.
Since the outlawing of arbitration in the
industrv last winter, there has resulted considerable confusion due to contract violations and the return of malpractices which
(Continued on Page 46)
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Britain Planning
50% Quota Law
Against U. S.
London — The friendly "hand3-acr(j.-,s-tliesea" attitude of England toward .\merica
threatens to become seriously funny if plans
now confidentially discussed to foist a fifty
per cent quota law on American pictures
should become a fact.
A handful of individuals here are familiar
with the deliberations. The scheme is entirely in the verbal stage, but the MacDonald government is known to have called in
a limited number of prominent British men
in an efTort to learn whether, in their opinion, a restictive measure as drastic as that
proposed would work too great a hardship
on the English exhibitor.
The government is more directly concerned with the efTect on the domestic entertainment business than it is with the effect
on American distributors operating here.
The impression is reported to prevail that
the present quota is far too generous to
American companies and not of sufficient
protective weight to the British producing
industry. The quota on distributors is now
10 per cent, or one British for every ten
foreign films released here, rising to 20 per
cent, or one in five, by March 31, 1938.
The theatre owner will, by September of
this year, operate under a 7j/2 per cent
quota rising to 20 per cent British by 1938.

Pathecolor Out
To Capture All
European Field
Paris — Ten million francs are being spent
on the first of a series of laboratory plants
for Pathecolor, which, it is understood, will
make a strong bid to sew up the. entire
European color field.
The company has decided on a policy of
low prices and large scale production to
cut out American competition, which will
be fought vigorously.

Doherty Heads Publicity Dept.
Dan Doherty. veteran Fox publicity man
and until recently news editor of Fox News,
is in charge of a newly-established publicity
department of Fo.x Movietone News.
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Theatre Building Truce Seen in Fox,
Paramount Reciprocal Franchise Plan
Publix Tie-Up
with Warner
Ended by Rivalry in
Closed Spots
In what is declared to be the first step
in a move for a truce in theatre building in
closed spots, a long-term franchise deal now
is being negotiated between Fox and Paramount Publix covering the Fox product.
The proposed franchise is to be for a
period of years, it is understood, and now
is being drafted by the Fox company. It is
understood that the proposed agreement was
prompted by Fox's strong position in the
West and Paramount's commanding position
in the Middle West and South. A reciprocal
booking arrangement is anticipated.

Paramount-Warner

Split

In connection with the reported new plan
of co-operation between the two companies,
a deal to give Fox product time over the
Famous Canadian chain is declared under
way.
Heretofore, Paramount and Warners have
co-operated closely but the two firms have
come to grips in the theatre field in a number of spots since the breakdown of the
proposed merger.

W under, Alleged
Hays Ally, Named
Academy Manager
Hollywood — Clinton Wunder has been
elevated to the post of executive manager
of the Academy of M. P. Arts and Sciences,
through action of the board of directors.
Wunder came west some time ago as secretary of public relations for the Academy,
with duties announced at that time to
broaden the scope of the association's work
to include the entire country.
The appointment of Wunder to the newly
created position caused much comment
among Academy members, especially after
many had figured Wunder as a protege of
Will Hays. In the new position, Wunder
becomes virtual head of the Academy staff,
taking over the business and financial management of the organization. His duties
will be entirely separate from those of
Frank Woods, executive secretary, who continues in that position as formerly.

Bratter & Pollak Get
$2,500,000 for Chain

Confirmation of the sale of their chain
of theatres in northern New Jersey to
R-K-O was made this week by Bratter &
Pollak, who said that the transaction involved approximately $2,500,000. Messrs.
Bratter and Pollak are dropping out of the
amusement field, they announce, and will
devote their time hereafter to their banking
and investment interests.

236 204
ri '.
'
Seats
in

L. A.. Area

in
of the 3,000-seat Pantages
^^^ Angeles — Opening
Hollywoodto has
increased
seatingto capacity
the the
city'stotal,
176
theatres
152,268,
according
a survey. of Of
in
Theatres
Hollywood.of 83,936,
are ain capacity
54,127, have
^^ theatres,
cities
around seating
Los Angeles
making
a total picture house seating capacity of 236,204 for the
Los Angeles area. This total will be increased by about
4,000 Dec. 1, when the $2,000,000 Fox theatre and office
building project is scheduled to be completed.
For graphic description of the neiv Pantages, Hollvu'ood,
turn to THE SHOWMAN, pages 70 and 71.

U. S. Scans Bill
Publix Truce Is
To Ban Writs in
Cue for Fox Dates
Labor Disputes
In Canada Chain
Toronto
W'orking
out and
of aFox
"truce"
between—Paramount
Publix
to forestall the impending theatre building and
acquisition threatened as a result of the
Paramount-Famous Canadian deal, is declared under way. Under its terms, Fox
product would be assured bookings over
the Famous Canadian chain, which has
passed to Paramount control.

Transfer to Montreal Seen
Montreal — Transfer of the home office of
the Famous Canadian chain to Montreal
from Toronto is anticipated here, following
a visit to the city by Sam Katz. Another
indication is the listing of 3,256,749 shares
of Paramount Publix common on the Montreal board rather than on the Toronto exchange. Also, Montreal is the home city of
I. W. Killam, whose support of the Paramount offer made consunmiation of the
deal possible.
The Paramount deal for control of the
Canadian circuit was declared operative
last week, when it was announced that the
required minimum of 250,000 shares of
stock in the Canadian firm had been deposited. Four shares of Paramount stock
were exchanged for every five of the Canadian firm.

Annual Convention Soon
The dividend situation is interesting.
Canadian shareholders who did not turn in
their stock have been notified that a quarterly dividend of 50 cents per share was
payable June 9. Those who gave five shares
of Canadian stock for four of ParamountPublix are receiving the current quarterly
dividend of $1 per share.
Formal announcement is expected shortly
of the annual convention for managers of
Famous Players houses in eastern Canada
and this is to be held at Montreal, it is
intimated. Last year it was at Niagara Falls
when N. L. Nathanson, then managing
director, telephoned from Germany, via
Atlantic wireless, to instruct the managers
to play up the fact that the chain of 200
theatres was Canadian owned and operated.

Washington — Attorney General Mitchell
is studying the revised anti-injunction bill
introduced by Sen. Shipstead (Minn.) following request by the Senate judiciary
committee for an opinion as to its constitutionality. Labor disputes in the industry
will be governed largely by the proposed
law, for the injunction has been the weapon
employed by theatres in preventing and
combatting strikes of theatre crafts.
The committee's action in referring the
bill to the attorney general means that it
will get no further consideration at the
present session either by the committee or
by the Senate, according to Sen. Norris
(Neb.), chairman of the committee. The
measure was framed by Sen. Norris with
Sen. Walsh (Mont.) and Sen. Blaine
(Wis.).

Desertion Charge Hit
In Lila Lee*s Answer
Hollywood — Lila Lee did not desert her

husband, James Kirkwood, as alleged in his
divorce complaint, she says in her answer.
She also indicated she would seek custody
of their six-year-old son, James, Jr. Miss
Lee was 18 when she married Kirkwood,
40,
July, 1923. They separated several
weeksin ago.

Arbitration Returns
If Distributors Win
(Continued from page 45)
distributors had been able to virtually stamp
out. under the arbitration system.
This has resulted in the 5-5-5 conferences
to draft a new contract. As the court had
held that certain exhibitors and exhibitor
groups had not been represented in the contract deliberations and so could not be
forced to accept the contract's arbitration
provisions, the plan for the proposed new
contract calls for submission of the pronew form
of agreement
to all exhibitorsposed
of the
United
States.
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Warners to Battle Paramount to End
As Brotliers Clear Decks for Tussle
.4 liuU's-eye
()iil> lw(» pii-lurcs finished the >t'ar
ahead of "The Lone Star Uanner." so
far as I'ox grosses are concerned, indicating a strong puhlic demand for
westerns. 'I'he picture, when reviewed
bv MOTION I'KTIKK NKWS, was
termed line entertainment, and the
fact decried that it was denied show inn in any of the FJroadwaj de luxe
houses.

700 Theatres iii
Warners Chain as
1,000 Goal Nears
Warners has approximalcly 7t)() tlu-atros
lined up in its drive for 1,000, with scores
of deals in various sections of the country
still pending. The firm has just closed for
the four I'arkershurg, W. Va., houses of
the Sinoot Enterprises chain, five at Roanoke operated by l^lnier Heinz, and has deals
set for the Nathan Appell upstate New York
chain of a dozen houses ; nine .Schine Ohio
theatres; and nine additional Ohio houses.
the Federated circuit of ten houses, and the
25 operated hy James Costen at Chicajjo ;
and six of the Midwest chain.
No set policy has been adopted in the
expansion program, the company consolidating its position in territories where it
operates, and then branchinsj out into adjoining territories. The Oklahoma City
deal, which is practically set, is the larg'est
single jump into an isolated territory.
Deals for 300 additional houses are expected to be closed in 60 days.

Cohen Retires as
^^U'' Theatres Are
Sold; on His Own
Louis Cohen, for 15 months in charge of
disposition of Universal theatres, has made
a settlement on the unexpired nine months
of his contract and proposes to operate as
a free lance theatre scout from now on.
There will be no successor.
With the exception of a partnership interest in the Griffith Bros, chain throughout Oklahoma and the Schine theatres
throughout Ohio. Universal is practically
washed up in the exhibition field, 100 properties having been
sold largely
through
Cohen's period of service with "U"
rounds out 16 vears in the theatre field beginning with Steve Lynch in the South, then
swinging to Paramount when the Lynch
houses went into that string, and later to
\\ est Coast and Universal.

Hidden
Attocks
Charf/ed
Hi/
//. ,)/. As He Stirs Soles
Force for Offensive
Warner mmsus rar.iinounl in a war to
the finish. .\t least this is the set-up msofar as Harry M. Warner is concerned.
Speaking for almost an hour at the ban(|uet whicli terminated the Warner- First
National convention in .Atlantic City late
l.ist week, the head of the various Warner
enterprises said plenty and left little doubt
in the minds of those who heard him as tr.
the identity of the inmamed company ai
which he directed his remarks.
"At another company's convention, the
men were told not to pay any attention to
w hat we were doing ; that we were a
nmshroom growth and that nuishrooiris
never last long," said Warner. "Let me
tell you that our company is built on a
foundation sufficient to carry any load
l)laced upon it. I have hear the stories,
inspired, that we are about to sell. My
brothers anfl 1 know the reason, but this
is neither the time nor tiie place to talk
a!)out

that."
Warner

Lets Loose

In iiinuendos ver\ lightly veiled, Warner
practically charged that hidden attacks had
been launched to break down the reputation of his companies and that these were
prompted By
by way
jealousy
of his organization's
success.
of evidence
he cited these
figures :
"Ninety six pictures of other companies
playing 14,112 days in our theatres last
year netted us a profit of $680,000. Fift\nine of our own pictures plaving to a total
of 13,000 days returned a profit of $1,800.000. The other fellow is afraid he won't
i)e able to get our pictures next year. .And
it is possible that he won't."
"This talk about selling out has been inspired, but let me tell you that you will
never see the day when we are so disloyal
to our stockholders and so cowardly to ourselves as to sell," he added to the cheers
of the five hundred men present.
Intimating strongly that more expansion
moves were on the way. Warner
told his
sales crews that, while the load they were
being asked to carry was a heavy one, the
(Continued on page 50)

In Battle Royal

Lover to Couboy
IIoll>Mood — "\ Man I- roni Wyoming." is the release title of (iary
('«»oper's current I'aramount picture
which carried the workinn title of
"Kx-Lover." Rowland \. I.ee, directed from stor> bv .loseph Moncure
March and Lew l.ipton. Cast includes
.lune .('olhi-r, Ke^is Toomey, Morgan
Farle\, K. II. ( alvert. Mary Foy, VA
Deerin^.
Hen Mall. \\'illiam It. l>a\idson and

Sistroni Named
Prochietion G.M.
At RKO Studios
Hollywood — Within six months after he
joined RKO as a production supervisor,
William Sistrom ha^ been appointed general manager of ijroductinn under Bill
Le Baron. In his new
position .Sistrom will
supervise all stories and
productions, with other
supervisors now on tb<
lot coming under hidepartment.
The appointment re
lieves Le Baron oi
nuich supervision detail, allow ing him inon
latitude for executi\i
duties and trips bad.
andLouforth Sarecky,
to New York.
who

formerly
is now

„,/^x,mm

sistrom

conhandled
siderable ofthe studio detail for Le Baron,
an associate producer.

Zvikor Pooh-Poohs
Story About Deal
For Sale to ll-K-0
Recurrent rejwrts of a proposed deal for
()urchase of F'aramount by Radio-KeitbOrphcum are without founfiation. ,\dolph
Zukor declared to Motion
Picture News.
Reports were in circulation soon after
the Paramount chief landed in New York
after his European trip, stating that an offer
of outright purchase of his company had
been made Zukor by David .Sarnoff, RCA
president.

Cruze to Make 4 for M-G-M

HARRY

M.

WARNER

ADOLPH

ZUKOR

Hollywood — James Cruze has signed with
M-Ci-M to direct a totaPof four pictures for
that company, with time limit spread over
a period of two years. Cruze will handle
the M-G-M assignments in between hi? production program for James Cruze, Ine
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Talent Turnover at Peak Proportions;
Fewer Directors Under Contract Now
TABLE A
Talent Under Contract, 1930

Hollywood
Stabilizing,
But
Talkers Still Cause of
Considerable Chaos
By

EDWIN

Special

SCHALLERT

West Coast Correspondent,

Hollywood — i'uniover of talent in the
picture colony continues at peak proportions.
More players and writers are under contract at the major studios, but fewer directors.
Hollywood is stabilized to some extent.
This is shown by the fact that a larger proportion of talent remains under contract
since this time last year, than for the preceding twelve months.
These salient facts are divulged by a comparison of personnel of nine leading organizations who are active in the employment
of long-term contract players. Adjoining
tables show the changes that have taken
place in approximately one year's time. They
pertain to the three leading branches of acting, directing and writing, and reveal some
surprising contrasts between 1929 and 1930,
the former year having been the most drastic in the changes witnessed in the history
of pictures.
It was determined at that time that approximately 33per cent additions have been
made to the three leading branches of talent
and that this was more than doubled by being augmented by entirely new branches,
such as musical departments and dance departments. These departments are not included in the present summation.
Since the summer of 1929 only six per
cent in additions have been made to the
regular list of talent. That is, only that percentage more of people are under contract
to the nine leading studios. But even this
increase is important, since, in all, there are
only 621 players, directors and writers under
contract to these studios.
The turnover of talent is shown in Tables
C and D captioned New Talent Engaged,
and Contracts Discontinued during the past
year. The turnover amounts to fully 60 per
cent in each instance, which reflects a remarkable condition of upheaval, since in a
single year probably the turnover in the
old days would not have exceeded 30 per
cent.
The steadying influence is visible in Table E. This shows 138 players, 78 directors
and 65 writers remaining under contract.
Last year the figures were as follows : 106
players, 56 directors, and 35 writers. This
stabilization is more apparent than real, because itis partly owing to the greater number of people now regularly under contract.
In actual percentage it is approximately the
same as last year.
Columbia and Tiffany are not included in
the totals, since they pursue a policy of hiring the majority of their people either by
the picture or for a series. Tiffany reports
three players under regular contract and
three directors and four writers under more
or less permanent contract, but their method
is to engage practically all people by the
picture. Columbia has 20 players, but only
eight of these are under long-term contract.

Players Directors
71
20
58
24
50
22
10
13
29
9
19
8
14
9
31
11
19
8

Fox
Metro-G(-)!d\vvn-.\laver
Paramount
Pathc
R-K-O
United
Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

301

Writers
27
59
31
28
7
7
16
13
8

Total
118
141
103
51
45
34
39
55
35

190

621

Writers
25
57
35
13
12
S
5
11
3

Total
117
143
106
49
35
30
27
49
32

166

588

Writers
20
34
12
26
3
5
15

Total
71
62
39
38
30
16
29

124

TABLE B
Talent Under Contract, 1929
Players Directors
56
36
55
31
48
23
21
IS
12
11
16
9
15
7
29
9
18
11

Fox
Metro-Goldwvn-Maver
Paramount
Pathe
R-K-0
United Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

270

152

TABLE C
New Talent Engaged
Players
46
2i
21
3
21
8
7

Fox
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Paramount
Pathe
R-K-0
United Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

Directors
5
5
6
9
6
3
7

20
13

3
2

8
8

31
23

162

46

131

339

Writers
18
32
16
11
8
3
4

Total
70
64
4^
36
20
12
17

TABLE
D
Contracts Discontinued
Fox
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Paramount
Pathe
R-K-O
United
Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

18
12

1
5

6
3

25
20

I,il

74

101

306

Writers
7
25
19
2
4
2
1
5
0

Total
47
79
64
13
15
18
9
24
12

65

281

TABLE E
Talent Not Affected by Changes

Fox
Metro-Goldwvn-Mayer
Paramount
Pathe
R-K-O
United Artists
Universal
Warner's
First National
Total

.■

Players Directors
31
21
20
12
19
7
14
11
4
8
5
4
8
5

Players Directors
25
15
35
19
29
16
7
4
8
3
11
5
6
2
11
8
6
6
138

78

This represents' players, directors and writers remaining imder contract with the
same organizations to which they were aligned last year.
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Colorful Battle for Control of Pallie
Expected [o Reach Climax In Courts
Hal to Houses
Branded as
Firetraps

lialtiinore — Uotirini; ;;ran<l jui> critifised tlu' exits of
several loeal theatres, in the report i;iven Judtit" Staunton
in Criminal Court.
Should a fire occur in an\ of tiie theatres involved,
patrons would he trapped: rear exits are reallj not exits
because openings on hiind alleys or those littered with
boxes obstruct, according to the report. These houses
.should be closed until proper exits can be installed, it
>*'as recommended, and regulation of number of standee-^
in back of houses was uri;ed.

20 New Films and
3 Supplementaries
On ^U' Schedule

John S. Robertson,
site.

Universal will have 23 pictures tor release durinjj^ the 1930-31 season. Twenty
of them will be new season product, of
which 17 have been selected with three more
to be announced, while three others will be
added attractions, not scheduled tor 1929-30
release, but which have been acquired by
the company and will be current durinjj the
1930-31 season. John Boles is to appear
in live pictures on the new list.
The 17 pictures of the new group of 20
are as follows : ".\11 Quiet on the Western
Front,'' Erich Maria Remarque's best seller,
produced by Carl Laemmle, jr.. and directed
by Lewis Milestone. The picture, which
now is being roadshowed, features Louis
Wolheim, Lewis Ayres and John Wray.
Maxwell Anderson and George Abbott did
adaptation and dialogue. In the cast are
Slim Sunimerville, Raymond Griffith. Russell Glcason, William Bakcwell and others.

"The Oregon Trail," a talker version of the picture
made as a siient by Universal some years ago. Eldward Laemmle
will direct.

A sequel to ".\ll Quiet on the Western Front,"
which Erich Remarque is completing:, will be made by
the comp.-iny. It will be published serially in "Collier's" this fall.
JohntheBoles
to star
in play.
"Strictly
Dishonorable,"
from
New is York
stage
Brock
Pemberton
and his assistant, who produced
aid in the picturizaiion.

the stage play, will

Anderson to Make Two
Two John Murray Anderson productions, designed
as musical
spectacles.
"Outside the Law," starring Mary Nolan, supported
by Edward G. Robinson, Tod Browning, who directed
the silent version which starred Prisciila Dean, will
direct the new
talker.
"Little
Accident."
by
Mitchell.
In the cast will
.Vnita Page,
Sally Blane.
ville. Roscoe
Kams
and
Craft
will direct.

Floyd
Dell
and
Thomas
be Douglas
Fairbanks,
Jr..
/Casu Pitts, Slim
Summer
Myrtle
Stedman.
William

John Boles probably will star in "Boudoir Diplomat," from the play by Rudclpli Lothar and Fritz
Gottwald.
which
will be directed
by William
Wyler.

Lupe Velez Starring
Lupe \'elez in "East Is West." from the play by
Samuel Shipman and John B. Hymer. Lewis Ayres
will appear
opposite.
"The Lady Surrenders" will be title of the adaptaErskine's "Surrender," which John M.
Stahl tionisof John
to direct.
Lewis Ayres and John Wray will appear in "Saint
Johnson." by W. R. Burnett. The picture will be
released next fall simultaneously with publication of
the book.
"Ourang," jungle film to be made in Borneo by
Harry Carson, assisted by Julius Bemheim. Dorothy
Janis has the feminine lead.
John
Boles
in "The
Love
Cavalier,"
directed
by

with Jeanettc I.ofT playing oppo-

"Hie Gypsy Song, ' a Kunrad Bercovici original, to
starfeatured
John Boles
in
roles. with Jeanette LolT and Lupe X'elez
Another of the Cohens and Kelleys films, this time.
"The Cohens and Kcilys in Ireland," to be produced
as a musical comedy with a number of sequences in
color. It is expected that the original Cohens and
Kellys cast will be reassembled for the picture, which
will be the fifth of the series.

Remaking "Oregon Trail"
John Boles and Lupe Velez co-starring in "Resurrection," based on Count Tolstoi's novel. Edwin
Care^ve, who directed the silent version, will direct
the talker.
Selection of the remaining three of the new season's
20 is being kept open for the present, to determ.ne
pictures best suited to the market as time advances.
The three suppicmentary pictures being offered lor
the new season are: "Czar of Uroadway." with John
Wray, John Harron and Betty Compson; "Captain of
the Guards," starring John Boles and Laura La
Plante."
and "The White Hell of Pitz Palu." made
in the Alps.

Five Series Decided Upon
To.^ixty-two
Date onefor
and Short
two-reeiers Prog'm
ha\e l)ecn
decided upon to date for Universal's 193031 short subjects program. These are:
George Sidney and Charlie Murray in ten
two-reel comedies with music. Three of
these, have already been completed : H. C.
Witwer's "Leather Pushers," made several
years ago in silent form, to be revived in ten
new two-reel dialogue versions : 26 Oswald
Cartoons, one-reelers ; a new cartoon series
of 13 one-reelers. under the title "Fanny the
Mule": another new series "Strange As It
Seems," by Cartoonist John Hix, to be issued in color and sound. There will be 13
one-reelers in this series also. The Hix cartoons are syndicated to 150 newspapers of
the v. S. and Canada.
The L'niversal Newspaper Xcwsreel plans
expansion during the year. Fifty cameramen are to be added.

On Merit
Each of IniversaTs pictures in the
l'):?0-:!l -iroup of 20 will be sold in
dividually on its merit, states Carl
Laemmle. Each of the short product
units wi'l be sold the same way. he
states. This is a new departure in
.sellinir for Universal, which has revolutionized 'ts production policy on a
similar basis. The company, he says,
will expend as much on production of
its ia'?0-:?1 outnut of 20 as went into
the makinji of .)0 under the old system.

lioicland, (liairmun of /Protective Committee, Hopeful of
Victory Monday
ihe struggle for contr<jl of Pathe may
end in the courts.
Regardless of the outcome of the adjourned annual meeting of the company on
Monday, at which time the proxy war
raging for the last ten days reaches its
climax, the protective conmiittee, which is
operating in opposition to the Kennedy administration intends to proceed further.
■\'ou never can tell about stockholders'
meetings," Richard .\. Rowland, chairman
of the protective committee, told Motion
PiCTURK News. "Sometimes, folks with a
set idea have been known to change their
minds. That may happen on .Monday, but,
regardless of what takes place then, we are
going further in this matter. The stockholders are entitled to efficient management
andThewe other
propose
theystory
shall isget
it."
sidethat
of the
this:
Joe Kennedy, apparently still in the picture business despite fanfares and statements of retirement, told The News that
his group, headed by Elisha Walker and
Jeremiah Milbank, has in the bag approximately 75 per cent of the 8.000 shares of
$100 preferred stock outstanding and committed to vote his way at the meeting. The
preferred, under the Pathe financial structure, elects eight of the 15 directors and,
therefore, swings control of the company.
Holders of common stock are entitled to
three directors and preference holders four.
Entered in the tussle for places on the
directorate are the following selections of
the protective committee :
Richard A. Rowland, Charles R. Rogers,
Walter Vincent of Wilmer & Vincent :
Robert W. Daniel, president of the Liberty
and National Bank and Trust Co., which
is reported controlled by Setay, finance
unit of which H. J. Yates is president :
Mark Hvman, president of the Standard
Cinema Corp.; Samuel Ungerleider, head
of the New York stock exchange firm bearing his name; Frederick R. Ryan of McCombs & Ryans,
attorneys:
and & W.
Waterman,
of Waterman,
Bonn
Co. \'. A.
The Pathe list embraces Richard C. Hunt
of E. H. Rollins & Son ; George Armsby of
Bancamerica-Blair Corp.; Elisha Walker,
chairman of the board of Transamerica
Corp., and also of the Bancamerica-Blair
Corp. : Lester D. Burton of Lyon, Pruyn
& Co. : Frank Callahan, of Chase Securities
Corp. ; Jeremiah Milbank, Huntington D.
Sheldon of Bancamerica-Blair Corp. : J. J.
Murdock, president of Pathe; Joseph P.
Kennedy, C. J. Scollard. E. B. Derr, Lewis
Innerarity, Stuart Webb and Paul Fuller,
the latter of Coudert Bros.. Pathe lawyers.
The behind-the-scenes presence of Yates
of Consolidated Film Industries, largest
"lab" combine in the business, in the protective committee move is linked with reports his interest centers in the 49 per cent
holding of Pathe in Pathe-Du Pont, which
markets Du Pont raw stock.
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Ad Men Take Own Code to Bosom, But
DopeTo Try Luck
Is 'Twill
Soon Be Forgotten
"Good Taste*' Requirement Left
Seek S.R.O. Ban
Hollywood — Robert Harris, scenario
editor at M-G-M for the past two
years, has resigned to go over to Columbia as story department head. Sam
Marks, imported from the East a few
months ceeds
agoHarrisas asan scenario
"idea man,"
headsucat
M-G-M.

Must Buy Warner
'30-'31 Films and
Discs Separately
Warners' 35 pictures for 1930-31 will be
sold as sound pictures only if there has been
executed at the time of signing the contract,
or prior thereto, a score contract with Vitaphone ; otherwise the contract is to be considered as for silent pictures only. The
company's decision to stick to its score
charge policy was announced exclusively
last week by Motion Picture News.
This means that exhibitors again next
year must negotiate two contracts for Warners' sound pictures, one with Warners for
the print, the other with Vitaphone for the
accompanying discs.
New contracts and product for next
season were outlined at the annual sales
meeting of the company held last week at
Atlantic City.

Four Separate Contracts
The 35 pictures, as stated by Motion
Picture News, will be sold on four separate contracts as follows : ( 1 ) one Al Jolson, (2) two John Barrymores, (3) two
Romberg-Hammersteins, and (4) 30 productions including 10 roadshows in addition to the pictures of the first three groups.
Life of the new contract is 18 months, com[)ared with 12 months of former contracts.
Following is a summary of the new
line-up :
"Moby Dick," by Herman Melville, will have John
Barrymore starring, and Joan Bennett. Hobart Bosworth, Lloyd Hughes, Walter Long, May Boley, Tom
O'Brien
and Nigel de Brulier supporting. Lloyd Bacon directs.
Al Jolson will star in "Big Boy," to he directed
by Alan C'rosland. .Supporting cast includes Claudia
liell. Lloyd Hughes, Lew Harvey. Gerjrge Harris, Eddie Phillips, Louise Closser Hale, John Harron and
Tom Wilson.
George Arliss will appear in "Old English," John
Galsworthy play. In the cast are Ivan Simpson, Betty Lawford, Keginahl .Sheffield, Harrison Reynolds,
Leon Janney, Barry Winton, Powell York. Al. Green
directs.
"Viennese Nights" is the first operetta written
for Vitaphone by Oscar Hammerstein 2nd and Sigmund
Romberg, Alan C'rosland directing a cast embracing
Alexander Gray, Vivienne Segal, Jean Hersholt, Walter Pidgeon, Louise Fazenda, Alice Day, Bert Roach,
June Purcell and Milton Douglas.
In Technicolor.
"Fifty Million Frenchmen," musical, entirely in
Technicolor.
Oscar Straus musical "Danube Love Song,"
in The
Technicolor.
".N'ancy in Naples", based on the play, "See Naples and Die", by Elmer Rice. Cast: Irene Delroy,
Charles King, Lowell .Sherman, Noah Beery, Olsen &
Johnson, Lotti Loder, Vivien Oakland, Lawrence Grant,
Charles Judell, Elise Bartlett, Gino Corodo. Direction by Archie Mayo.
A companion to "Viennese Nights" will be "Children of Dreams", for which Oscar Hammerstein 2nd
and Sigmund
Romberg have written the book, lyrics

to Individual Judgment;
Sales Code Next

Codification, of the industry grows apace.
To the producers' code now is being added
an advertising and publicity code, with a
salesman's code in prospect.
The advertising code is about set. In its
completed form it will contain about 12
provisions, as contrasted with the approximately 30 at first proposed. Signatures of
all advertising and publicity men are reported in.
The chief clause is general in its scope
and gives a wide latitude in advertising,
ft states that signatories are to be bound
not to use any copy or do any exploitation
which is contrarv to the canons of good
taste.
No proxision has been made, it is understood, as to who is to determine the matter
of good taste, that being left to the individual's judgment. This phase of it precludes any worry about the matter on the
part of advertising men. who decline to be
disturbed over the code.
The impression prevails in several quarters that two months from today the code
will be a fond memory.
and sungs.
Winnie Lightner will appear in three. The first is
"Life of the Party", which Roy Del Ruth will direct,
in Technicolor, cast including Irene Delroy, Arthur
Edmund Carew, George Bickel, Charles Butterworth,
Arthur
"Sit Tight",
and
will Hoyt,
have Jack
Irene Whiting.
Dtlroy and.Second
Joe E.isBrown
in the
cast.
Last of the trio is "Red Hot Sinners '.
Joe E. Brown and Joan Bennett top the cast ot
"Maybe It's Love". James Hall. Laura Lee, George
Irving, and Russ Saunders are in the cast. A feature is the inclusion of the allAmerican football team.
It will be directed by William
Wellman.
"Captain Applejtck" stage play with John Halliday,
Mary Brian, Alec B. Frances, Ray Strozzi, Louise
Closser Hale, Otto Hoffman, Arthur Edmund Carew,
Julia Swayne Gordon, William Davidson and Claude
Allister.
Direction by Hobart Henley.
"Maytime", by Rida Johnson Young, with melodies by Sigmund Romberg.
Sue Carol and Grant Withers in "Dancing Sweeties", based on "Three Flights Up ', by Harry Fried.
Direction, Ray Enright. In the cast are Edna Murphy, TuUy Marshall, Kate Price, Adamae Vaughn and
Eddie Phillips.
A FrenchFlorence
play, "Matrimonial
Bed",Gleason,
with Lilyan
Tashman,
Eldridge, James
Beryl
Mercer, Marion Byron, Vivien Oakland. Arthur Edmund Carewe and James Bradbury, Sr. Michael Curtiz will direct.
"Three Faces East", directed by Roy Del Ruth,
based on the play by Anthony Paul Kelly. Cast:
Constance Bennett. Eric Von Stroheim, Anthony Bushel!, William Courtenay, Craufcrd Kent, Charlotte
Walker, William Holden.
Vina Delmar has written an original, "Soldiers
Plaything". Lotti Loder heads a cast composed ot
Harry Langdon, Ben Lyon, Jean Hersholt, Noah
Beery, Fred Kohler, Otto Matieson, Lee Moran, Marie
Astaire, and Frank Campeau. Direction, Michael Curtiz.
Claudia Dell in "River's End", first talker to be
made from a James Oliver Garwood story.
"Gay and
Cabellero",
by StewartwillEdward
George
Lewis
Frank Campeau
appear White.
in the cast.
"Outward Bound", by Sutton Vane, will have in its
cast Leslie Howard, Dudley Digges, Beryl Mercer,
Alison Skipworth, Dougles Fairbanks, Jr., O. P. Heggic, Helen Chandler. Lionel Watt.s, and Montagu
Love. Direction, between Ray Enright and Robert
Milton.
Roles in "Steel Highway" are assigned to James
Hall, Grant Withers and Marian Nixon. Grant Withers will also appear in "Barber John's Boy", by Ben
Ames Wlliams.
Faith Baldwin, novelist, is on the list with "Office
Wife", which Lloyd Bacon will direct, and whose cast
will be composed of Dorothv .Mackaill. Lewis Stone,
Joan alie
Blondell,
Fuller.
Hob.-jrtand
Bosworth,
Moorehead,Dale
Blanche
Federici
Walter NatMerrill.
Robert

Hanna's
play, "Husband's
(CitiiliintrtI on poijc

Privileges",
51)
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Washington — Ban on sale of S.R.O.
admissions in the District of Columbia is provided for in a bill introduced
by Rep. Michaelson of Illinois. Violation of the act would be punishable
by fines running from $100 to $1,000,
or imprisonment, or both.

War to Finish vs.
Para. Looms
With Warners
burden
future.

(Continued from page 47)
would become greater in the near

Hints at One Big Company
The Warner chief who later said he had
planned to talk for only a few minutes apparently felt the occasion was ripe to let
himself go. Spilling additional inside facts,
he said the only reason why every important
company in the industry was not linked up
into one gigantic organization was because
of the fear that the Federal government
would not permit it.
"If the government would approve such
along
step,before
take my
it, it wouldn't
thatword
camefor about.
There be
is
room for only three companies in the industry as it is developing today. I would
rather be poor than not be one of those
three.
"If the day should come for the one
company plan to become fact, this is the
company which will be that one," he added.

Rift with Paramount

It has been reported for some time that
the Warners have been experiencing difficulties with Paramount-Publix. Several
Warner and First National sales managers
who refused to be directly quoted told a reporter for Motion Picture News at Atlantic City that Publix bookers had persistently bothered them with picayune affairs regarding theatre dates during important convention sessions. These men
openly charged the move was deliberate in
its attempt to cut into their morale.
On the inside it has been reported but
never confirmed that Warners and First
National have had increasing trouble with
the Paramount theatre department over
bookings. It is pretty much of an open
secret that the W.B.-F. N. group is considerably annoyed over the turn their business relations with Paramount have taken
in the last few months.
A Paramount official who declared he
was present at all major convention meetings in Atlantic City and San Francisco
yesterday flatly denied there was truth to
the report that any statements derogatory
to the W'arners had been made.
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''Gutter Copy" Out, Franklin Edict to
Division Heads, Hitting at Ad Liars
Resume Stage Shows
San FVancisco — StaKe shows have
been resumed at the I'aramount here.
They also are routed to I'ortland.
Seattle and other Coast cities. The
units are produced
Fublix on the Coast.

b>

I'aramount

MOTION IMCTl KK NKWS pointed
out several weeks aKo that all-talker
programs are flopping in man\ key
cities and that the return to fleshand-blood presentations was definitely
on the wa\.

(lean. Decent
Advertising
Is
E s s e n t i a I, West Coast
Head Emphasizes
I.o- .Angeles — Cleanliness
in advertising
and decency
in advertising
thouglits
was
ordered
for
Ko.x
West
Coast
Theatres
houses
by
President
Harold B. Franklin, at
the convention here of
division managers. Advertising, he said,
is
the "second
most
important consideration in
our business,"
coming
after
the
attractions

Sags Expansion /s Fair
I.fis Angeles — ".NO man has sufTered
through the expansion of Fox W e--!
Coast," Harold 15. I'ranklin. compan\
president, declared at the convention
of division managerN here. '!"he expansion, he said, "has been honest and
fair." There is nothing of monopoly
in the firm's business methods, he
stated, adding that "we encourage
competition because we recogni/e in
competition

a

stimulus

to

business."

On June 17, the government's action
against Fox West Coast and a long
list of distributors on a conspiracy
action revolving around protection
and zoning goes to trial in F.o- .\ngeles.

I)resented.
"Be trutliful in \<)ur

Paramount N. F. One Reel
Subjects in Three Groups
Three subdivisions of the Sf^Jup of 104
one-reel subjects to be made lor 1930-31
release by the Paramount New York studio
have been made. They arc the comedy, personality sketch and novelty units. In addition to the one-reelers. 26 two-reel subject-<
are to be made for the new program. Com"Taiii.edy is U) be tlie keynote of the two-reel pro-

Franklin Honored
San Francisco — Motion pictures have
been officially recognized as one of California's basic industries. They will have a
representative for the first time on the directorate of the State Chamber of Commerce. Harold B. Franklin, president o* the
Fox West Coast Theatres, being the new

advertising," was his
message. "Would yon
purposely lie to a
friendadvertising
?
Then lies
don't
tell
to
your patrons because

HAROLD
B.
FRANKLIN

they
l)usiness
friends."
He are
alsoyour
ordered
an anniversary
week for
eacli theatre of the circuit and the cutting
down of passes, and stated that Greater
Talkie .Season will be held in August.
Business conditions, he added, arc "not
good," in spite of all prosperity talk, calling
upon his staff to cut expenses and prepare
for li.'ird rimes.

Drug Poisoning Declared
Cause
Heroin
poisonofand Eagles'
not alcoliol Death
poisoning.
as originally recorded on her death certificate, caused the death of Jeanne Eagles, it
is declared in a copyright article in "The
New York Dailv ^lirror."

Must Buy Warner Films
and Discs Separately
(Continued from page 50)
become a Warner picture. So will "Father ^Iean^
Well", Hugh McXail Kahler story transposed to the
screen under the title of "Both Were Young".
John Adolfl will direct "Penny Arcade", from thr
stage hit by Marie Baunier.
"EggCrate Wallop", a comedy. "Handfull ol
Clouds", to be directed by .\rchie Mayo, will have a
cast composed of Lou Ayers. I^on Janney, James
Cagney. Elmer Bollard, Robert Elliott, Dorothy Mattliews, Charles Tudels. Edward Argus, Noel Madison,
Clarke Burroughs,
Eddie Moran
and Edward
Hart.
Roy Del Ruth is to direct "His Brother's Wife".
"Divorce Among Friends", Under ('over", and "Just
.\n Hour of Love", adapted from the novel "Ex-Mistress ", conclude the list.

Schader at Detroit
Detroit — I'reddie Schader has succeeded
j. Maxwell
Joice as publicity director of
the
Fox.

They Guide Destinies of Fox West Coast Circuit

Top row. left to right: Al Schulte. Will Stetge. Frank Whitbeck. Bruce Fowler. Mike Rosenberg. Harry Hartman, Earl Crabb, Elmer Rhoden. Howard
Sheehan.
Tom
Reid. Floyd Maxwell.
Albert Stetson. A. M. Bowles,
W. H. Lol Her.
Cenfer row (beginning with man in grey suit ) : M . B. Shanberg, Harold B. Franklin, J. J. Franklin. Al Rosenberg. J. Leslie Jacobs. Gus Kohn. Rick
Ricketson. H. G Delabar. E Forest Johnson
James Barr. F. W. McCulloch. Leo
Hungerford. Howard Jameyson. Howard
White. Irving Epstein. George
Topper.
Front row: E. Forest Johnson. James. Barr. F. W. McCullough. Leo Hunger ford. Howard Jameyson. Howard
White. Irving Epstein, George
Topper.
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"Little Fellow" in Danger of Oblivion
As Census Shows Movement to Big Cities
Decrease in Population of Villages and Towns Hurts the
Small Exhibitor
Chicago — Need for a "help the Httle fellow" policy on the part of distributors is
emphasized in the number of houses dark
this year, backed up by the census report
which shows that small towns are fighting
against the very real threat of diminishing
potential patrons.
There is danger, it is indicated by the
census figures, that small town and village
houses will follow the road to oblivion already traveled by a number of former rural
institutions. This, of course, would eliminate
some and imperil the position of other small
town showmen who depend upon surrounding villages for draw. Add to this the
strong competition of chains in the larger
nearby towns, and the situation presented
is a serious one.
In the eight states surrounding this center of population, a sharp drop in population of 60 per cent of towns counted was
noted. These drops range from 5 to 100 per
cent.

Films Contribute to Change
The population of the nation has increased materially since 1920, but the increase ismainly in the cities, due to the influx of rural Americans. This is attributed
to motor travel, the employment situation
and the broadened viewpoint of country
dwellers, due to the radio and pictures.
Illinois, with the largest number reported,
had 62 per cent of them showing decrease
in population, Iowa and Nebraska have a
slightly higher percentage of decrease, Indiana and Minnesota have 75 per cent, and
Missouri, 80 per cent. One instance is cited
in Illinois, where a hamlet was abandoned
and auctioned off as a deserted village.

'Indie'
Le
rmngto
Fixi
to nContinue
To Stand by Guns
Determining that the Phoenix Amusement Co., Lexington, Ky., will stay in business, Mrs. Annabelle Ward, assistant managing director of the firm's three Lexington
houses, left New York Thursday for her
home city. Satisfactory settlement of the
grievances which brought her to New York
are understood to have been ironed out at
conferences with Sidney R. Kent, Sam Katz
and C. C. Pettijohn.
The Phoenix firm, it is understood, experienced difficulty in securing product, due
to a Publix-operated theatre at Lexington.
Proposal to sell or to buy the Publix house
brought Mrs. Ward to New York. With
Radio-Keith-Orpheum also seeking to buy
the Phoenix houses, Mrs. Ward and associates have decided to stay in business.

Consolidated' s "Safety First" Plants in Work

Hollywood — Construction of a series of new laboratories for Consolidated Film
Industries, which will cojicentrate on "safety first" methods, in order to reduce to a
minimum the dangers inseparable from the handling of film in large quantities, is under
way here. Insurance and governmental authorities were presented with copies of plans
for suggestions to eliminate fire hazard.

Charge Showmen
With Squawking
To Get Bargains

50 Closings in
Phila. Zone Due
To Poor Trade

Squawks of exhibitors over poor business
are due to their alleged desire "to present
their current position and outlook in the
very worst light" for trading purposes in
buying new
product. analysis
Standard firm,
Statistics, Newseason's
York business
asserts. Exhibitors, the company would
have you believe, purposely encourage a
slump for trading purposes.
However, the company admits that a general survey shows that attendance at picture houses in many cities of less than
150,000 population, particularly in the agricultural states of the Middle West, is considerably below a seasonal normal. No further decline should be anticipated, it is said.
Depression is only slightly below normal
for this ofT-season, it is stated.
"The general feeling, even on the part of
the exhibitors, is that as soon as the fall
crop movement begins, present conditions
will be corrected and an optimistic feeling
concerning the outlook for next autumn is
quite apparent," the company states.

Philadelphia — High rentals without adjustments, increased overhead, general business conditions and lack of quality product
are cited here as reasons for the epidemic
of small town theatre closings. About 50
houses of the territory are dark, with the
number increasing rather than decreasing.

Constance
Bennett's
Operation
a Surprise
Hollywood — Constance Bennett is reported recovering at a local hospital from a
"surprise" operation. She had postponed
the operation several weeks so it wouldn't
interfere with her picture work.

Morhange in New York
Marcel H. Morhange, J. H. Hoffberg
Co.'s South American representative, has
arrived in New York. During his stay purchases of pictures will, be made for independent distributors in the South American
markets.

Council Panned Over
Emrich*s Hays Payments

Federal Council of Churches is again put

on the spot and severely trounced by "The
Churchman," national Protestant Episcopal
organ, because of the acceptance of "expense money" by Mrs. J. Emrich from the
Hays organization for delivering speeches
plugging the film industry while she was a
paid employee of the Council.
The publication questions the ethics of
the Council and flays it for "so lightly" dismissing "such practices as those indulged
in" by Mrs. Emrich. who is charged with
accepting "expense monej'" for "using her
influence to promote the movie industry."

"U*'n
one;Nola
Retakes
Order
Pleas
tss Don't
Resul
Hollywood — After Ernst Laemmle had
finished direction of "What Men Want" for
Universal, company officials decided the picture would be materially strengthened by
remakes of several sequences. Unlike the
usual procedure in retakes, Laemmle was
assigned to direct the new scenes.
"What Men Want" was started with
Mary Nolan starred, but it is reported
Laemmle could not handle her and that she
walked out after a few days' shooting, with
Pauline Starke substituting in the lead.
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Arrogance, Path to "Damnation," Kent
Declares, Stressing Duty of Chains
Dallas
Likes
Fans'

.SV///.S
Dallas
fans
show— Results
(hat: ol tin- Dnily .\cws poll anionn picturiKi>;ht\-f()ur out of 100 want vaudevilU-.
l"ilt>-t'iKht
out of 100 want screen drama in preference
to staite dranta.
NinetN-two out of every 100 want a human
orchestra.
Conrad Nanel and (live Hrook are the favorite actors.
Huth t'hatterton and Norma Shearer are the favorite
actresses.
The average Dallasite goes to the theatre about twice a
week.
Seventy-one out of every 100 thinks the stage musical
show has the screen musical show beaten.
"Uio Rita" was voted the year's best screen attraction,
with "Sarah and Son" and "Anna Christie" coming next.

Paid Valentino
Funeral Expense,
UUnian States
Hollywood — When Rudolph Valentino
died his estate was not large enough to
cover the funeral expenses of the film sheik,
S. George Ullman, his manager, testified
here before Superior Court Judge Albert
Stephens. Ullman is under suspension as
executor of the estate pending the hearing
of charges of mismanagement fiLd by a
brother and sister of the late star. They
allege that he made unwise loans, causing
a loss of about $100,000. The hearing was
postponed until June 20.
"When Valentino died in New York in
August, 1926, he owed much money and
had as assets only his personal effects," Ullman declared. "I personally paid the expense of bringing his body here and the
funeral costs.
"1 used every effort to keep from the
public knowledge of the unfortunate financial condition that Valentino was in when
he died."
In defense of one charge that he had made
a poorly secured loan of $40,000, Ullman
asserted that it was made at the request of
Valentino's sister, Maria Strada. Her
brother. Alberto Gugliemli, is co-plaintiff
with her in the case.

Otterson Joining Ross
For German Conferences
Although German circles continue skejjtical regarding "peace" in the sound patents
"war." J. E. Otterson, president of Electrical Research Products, is sailing Fridav for
Europe in connection with the situation.
Upon his return last week, Adolph Zukor
stated that he believed an amicable settlement would be effected and that the German
group would meet with W. E. and RCA
Photophone representatives in June. C. J.
Ross, executive vice-president of RC.\ Photophone, now Is in Europe.

Warning Sounded
On Chain Abuse
Of Buying Power
\\'a>hington — The chain operator cannot
with "safety and justice use his great buying power to the disadvantage of distributors and exhibitors," writes Sidney Kent in
the initial issue of "The Allied Exhibitor,"
house organ of Allied States Ass'n.
"Any selfish abuse of this power will redound to the detriment of the chains in that
it will aft'ect the income of distribution and
in turn imperil the quality of production."
he writes. "This is from a purely selfish
standpoint, quite aside from the matter of
injustice to the smaller exhibitor.
"Thirdly, the small, independent exhibitor must face the fact that with the coming
of sound pictures this business has undergone a radical change. With this change
has come also a change in the small man's
situation. It is the obligation of big chain
operators and distributors to help the small
man just as much as possible, but the small
exhibitor has got to face the fact that some
of these questions have been raised by the
natural development of business circumstances which nobody in this business could
control.

Should Get Together
"I think it is fairly apparent to everybody in this industry that the logic of business developments in this industry in the
last two years makes it imperative that all
sides try to get together and work out their
problems in a business-like manner. Speaking as a distributor, I know that distribution has been confronted by questions in
the correct solution of which we need the
help not only of the big chain operator but
also of the exhibitor who owns onlv one or
two small theatres. The chain operator, on
the other hand, cannot with safetv and justice use his great buying power to the disadvantage of distributors and smaller exhibitors."

(Ircuif

Opcralion

Be Made DangerouH If
Not Tolerant

Can

1 lollywood — Chain theatre operation can
be made dangerous, "unless we, through
the personality, the friendliness, the willingness to work
in
community
betterment
of our representative —
our theatre manager —
is manifest
in that
community," .S. R. Kent.
vice president and giti
eral manager,
told d
vision
executives
I""ox West Coast Tht.i
tres,
at their
tion here.

convin

Kent to san'
"it"Today,"
is dangerous
puli
up any old and well-set
roots in any community unless we put back

SIDNEY

R. KENT

the fresh roots of our own personality."
"Be awake to your opportunity and your
peril," was his injunction to the convention
delegates. "Humanize your company, your
circuit, through yourself. Be a pleasant
power in your city, be alive to the opportunity to serve. Let your neighbors judge
the fairness of your company by your own
fairness. Be a well loved and useful citizen— and your company will gain prestige
in that community.

Must Avert Arrogance
"As we grow, we of circuit operation," he
continued, "the temptation of arrogance
grows with us. This is a grave mistake.
Let us be humble. Let us be grateful and
thankful. Never can we be too kind or too
thoughtful, because in this lies our salvation
— in arrogance lies our damnation.
"Use your power wisely. Because you
are big. you must be tolerant. Never forrality.get to be a gentleman for the morale of
your organization depends upon your mo-

Avert Arrogance
"The talkies have made this a business
of style. The producers do know the taste
and pulse of your community. They must
know it better than you do. because they
must make the pictures to build for your
success.
"The advantage is off on sound pictures.
They are no longer a novelty. Now we
must go back to the essentials of showmanship, now we must intelligently and thoroughly merchandise our programs."

Clarke Week to Be Put
Over by Fox Force in Sept.
Sales force of Fo.x has set aside the week
of September 7-13 as Clarke Week, as a
gesture
to Harley L. Clarke, new president
of the company.
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FoxConventioners
Trek Home with
Sales Fodder
Kansas City — When the Fox convention
special, lunning as a section of the eastbound
California Limited, reached here Tuesday
night, copies of Motion Picture News, carrying the Fox product announcement, were distributed to the homeward-tx)und conventioneers
The stunt made a decided hit.

* *

* *

*

^ There is a lot of speculation as to which
P'ox managers and salesmen are slated for
promotion. With the pep the gang showed,
it's
cinch that
Grainger will have a tough
time adeciding
it, too.

* *

*

It lifos a great affair, but there still is
another to look forivard to, Ed Collins advised
the X'ew York gang. That's the home office
blozvont Jiuly 19 at Indian Point. The office
will be dark that day.
+

*

Pat Flaherty, head of Red Star Music Co.,
and John F. Coneybear, in charge of Fox
laboratories, remained on the coast. Pat for
a coupla weeks, Coneybear until August.

* *

*

Chester W. iritliington of Pynchon & Co..
financial sponsor of General Theatres Equip}nent, certainly was impressed by the studio
facilities and personnel and the sales organisation.

* *

*

It'll be about two weeks before the home
office gang is tipped off on just how manv will
share in
the sales
$12,000
out but
of how
the $75,000
'prize
melon
in the
drive,
those pencils
are being sharpened. Jimmy Grainger Week
is expected to .^how .SO per cent increase over
last year.

* *

*

Homecotning and homegoing conventioneers
will be glad to hear that Fred Voigt, San
I'rancisco w.anager, is coming along nicely.
Illness prevented him from attending the convention.

* *

All the wav

back

Statistics
Hollywood — Here's Roger Ferri'.s
estimate of the consuming proclivities
of a Fox convention:
Enough
Fish to feed the Scandinavian army.
Beef to feed all the natives of
Nicaragua for two months.
Butter to grease all the cars turned
out by Ford in a month.
Bread to fill up the Grand Canyon.
Cigars and cigarettes to smoke out
the African jungle.
Playing cards to sink a battleship.
Chips to outnumber all the marks
in Germany.

*

the bovs

talked of Kube

Goldburg's cartoon idea of relations between
the salesmen and exhibitors
. . . . Courtland
Smith's punchly convention tallk. . . . Will
Rogers' wisecracking. . . . Vic Shapiro's great
reception for the crowd.
. . . The efficiency of
Movietone City. . . . that talker in which the
sales force "starred." . . . the way Joe Reilly,
handles
studio
traffic'. ". . those
1 12 ex-copper,
photos posed
for bv
the delegates.
*

ij:

*

Ilarlcy Clarke. Walter Greene, Courtland
Smith a)id Walter Hammonds made an early
Thursday night on a special train
getaway
to Chicago.

* *

*

Nat Finkler, manager of the contract department, assumed charge of the special train
enroute East, replacing Roger Ferri who remains on the coast as editor and publisher
of the "Fox Dynamo."
* * *
Edgar Moss, Quaker City dynamo, received
a li'ire Saturday morning stating his wife
had been rushed to the hospital.. Edgar rushed
for a telephone to get* the
* details.
*
Walter Hutchison, managing director of the
British Isles, was the only casualty during
the convention. Hutchison went horseback
riding Friday, with the horse throwing him
for a probable fractured arm. Hutchison
claimed he never rode with the Prince of
Wales.
*

+

*

Jim O'Loghlin, Canadian sales manager,
celebrated his wedding atvniversary zvhile attending the convention. Nat\iraUy Mrs.
O'Loghlin
condolences. was at home but she zvired her

* *
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*

After readitifi about the hold-up . on The
Chief in which Ruby Kcelcr's {Mrs. At
Jolsons) screams ended by friqhtcniug tlic
bandit, Jimmy Grainger promptly sent out a
call for Edgar Moss and began questioning him.

*

P ic f u r c

*

A silver service set was presented to James
R. Grainger at the concluding sales meeting
Friday afternoon with appreciation from the
gang. Roger Ferri was remembered at the
same time with a Hamilton wrist watch upon
his promotion to coast headquarters.

1930

Franklin Ditches
Old Contract and
Signs for 5 Years
Hollywood — With 20 months to go on
his old contract, Harold B. Franklin has
signed a new five-year contract as president
and general manager of Fox West Coast
Theatres. He has been president of the
circuit for the last two years, during which
he has directed operation and expansion of
the chain.
Franklin's first theatrical job was with
Sullivan, Harrison & Woods, when he was
but 15 years of age. After being graduated
from college, he became manager of a house.
Later, he was booking manager for a vaudeville circuit of 40 houses, then organized
aiid operated stock companies in and around
New York. Becoming interested in pictures, he became manager of Shea's Hippodrome at Buffalo, where he attracted national attention. He left that post to become operating head of Paramount's chain,
from which he resigned to accept his present position.

Attorney Who Figured
In Fox Case Is Cited
Stanley M. Lazarus, attorney for a minority stockholder in receivership action
against the Celotex Co., has been cited to
the New York Bar Association, by Assistant Attorney General Watson Washburn.
The stockholder, David Adler, testified that
Lazarus had purchased 50 shares of Celotex stock for him before filing the suit.
Lazarus brought a receivership action during the false difficulty, for which he is said
to have been paid $25,000 to settle.

75 Grand in Prizes on
Fox Sales for New Year
.\nother $75,000 is to be awarded by Fox
Minis for outstanding individual and e.xchange performance during the 1930-31
season. Of the amount. $12,000 will go to
tlie home oftice executive staff.

The Fox Force Looks for the "^Birdie"

Hollywood — Obeying the photographer's instructions on the lawns of the .Ambassador, the Fox sales crew is "shot" to proie to the
wives at home that there really was a convention. The favored few occupying the seats are, left to right: Harry F. Campbell, Glen .Allvine, Pat Flaherty; Chris Buckley, .Albany exhibitor; Jimmy Grainger,
Joe Johnson,
John
\olan,
Jack Sichelman,
Bill Kupper
and
Clyde Eckhardt.

J II )l r
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Bolstering of Juvenile Trade Is Aim
Of Hays-Film Boards National Survey
Questionnaire Alfio Denif/ned to
Eliminate Demands for
CenfiorH/iif)
Jul'.
ItKAXDT,
jiisltlic
hack
irum
luiropc,
gut
a hJK
liaiul from
sales
Rang
and was
one of tlie busiest men at the sessions.

* *

«

J:>e .Miller and L. A. Johnston jot4nd Xew
Vork's heat much greater than that of their
lake-citv of Buffalo.
«

*

4i

Jack Cohn tried liis hand at directiiif/ zclicii
she official photo was taken. The picture tells
the story.

Irank
Price of the
a convention guest.

That K-K-O deal surely was a l)is; fcatlicr
in Joeager has
(loldberR's
cap.the The
sales manbeen hitting
ball jK-ppy
this year.

♦ ♦ to ifi«.
zehen he picked the *)'anks
Tlie circuit will l)e lined up early this .\ear.
>•> Morris
* *
judging by the pep of
Satier.

* *

* *

♦

* *

Kivoli,

Baltimore,

was

*

District Manofier Jack Sharkey </ol nicked

*

./«;/ he fiets real assistance from Ruhe Jackter, mho has been tfiV/i the organization these
many years.
* * *

// ccas a debut for Leslie Wilkes, for he zi'aj
appointed
southern district manac/er only recently.

Hal HiKles took the occasion to reminisce
on old times. Nothing like Los .Angeles, was
his comment.

Charley MacDonald of Walter lutter Prod,
was a popular host during the meetings.

* *

Hal

*

loaned his walkiny stick to Harry

^f

tt

* *

*

*

U'einer
of fifth
Philadelphia,
idw strutted his stuff
in
the best
A7 e. manner.

Maurice White, Cincinnati, ei'idently spends
plenty of time on the road, iitdqinq by the coat
of siinbnrn he zt'as z>.'earinc/.
* ♦ *

J. .-X. Montague and J. .\. McConville, veteran partners and now dixision heads in New
England, led that contingent which included
I. H. Rigovin. P'hil 1-ox. T. F. OToole, E. J.
.Vtiflerson. and S. M. Moscow.
Boston.

The convention took on an international fla\ or ( who tasted it ? I with the presence of L.
Iiiosenfeld. I). H. Caplan. Jules Levine and
H. Bernstein, not to forget Joe Eeiberman, all
(jf the Canadian office.

Tiffany to List
26 to 36 at Meet

Reported Warner
Buy Cancelling
Coston Bookings?

* *

*

June 23 at "Chi

Between

9?

26 and 36 pictures wliicii are to

comprise the new season's line-up will he
announced at the company convention, June
23, 24 and 25, at Chicago. It is the last
of the national sales conventions. Under
terms of its five year franchise, Tittany is
to release a minimum of 26 pictures.
Executives attending the convention will
be President L. A. Yoimg. Executive Vice
President Grant L. Cook, General Sales
Manager Oscar R. Hanson. .Assistant General Sales Manager Carl J. Coe, Advertising and Publicity Director A. L. Selig,
Comptroller Charles M. Steele, Foreign
Manager Arthur Lee.

Building for Warrters
Warners plan a new building at its
Brooklyn studio to house its newly-created
industrial and commercial, and a department for Brunswick research work and
recording. The company also is planning
a new wing to its New York headquarters.
The new industrial and commercial department is headed by A. Pam Blumenthal of
the Stanlev Advertising Co.. which is to be
the nucleus of the new department.

Gu8 Hill to Produce Two
Gus Hill, who has disposed of four .series
of short cartoons, will make two feature
talkers for State Rights distribution.

Chicago — Between 15 and 20 liieatres arc
reported to have cancelled booking arrangements with the Coston Booking Circuit during the last several weeks. Reasons advanced by several independents who formerly subscribed to the Coston service are
primarily wariness over reports of the sale
to Warner of theatres of the Co.ston circuit
which, they feel, may leave them out on a
limb if and when such sale is consummated.
Others professed minor dissatisfactions over
past bookings. The Coston office, until recently, has been booking about 68 houses.

Hoffman All Set with
Plans for Liberty
Practically concluding all arrangcnicnt>
for the launching of Liberty Prod., M. H.
Hofi'man
Hollywood shortly to
commence returns
work onto the
first of a series of
20 to be made under a new process which
gives wide film cttect with 35 mm. stock.
Eddie Kieine will have charge of Eastern
distribution activities, which are expected
to develop into a five-year franchise plan
for territorial exchanges buving Libertv

product.
Victor Halperin is vice-president, and his
brother. Edward, is secretary. H. M. Gumbin, a newcomer in films, becomes treasurer.

Bringing back the kids and removal of
alleged causes of criticism by organizations
habitually demanding censorship is the object of a survey being made by the Hays
organization via Film Boards of Trade.
Jvxhibitors are being callefl upon to answer
a tiuestionnjiire as to their part in the work.
The (juestionnaire asks data on kid matinees, whether special selections of picture^
.ire made and, if so, what type of films are
■-elected. It also asks whether any complaints have been received from parents or
any organization on the type of films shown
children and asks the exhibitor to specify
the nature of the complaints. Information
on family nights also is solicited, as well
as suggestions from the exhibitor as to
what kind of films are best suited to children and what kind to both adults and children.

Universal Weekly to
Suspend Publication
After 17 year> of conlinuou-- publication,
"Universal U'eekly" will be suspended ne.vt
week with Vol. 31, No. 20. Universal officials state that the growth of circuit buying and the elimination of the small exhibitor are responsible for the move and that
company house organs of the kind have outlived their usefulness. Its yearly cost is
re|)uted to have been $50,000.
Gertrude Warburton had active charge as
managing editor, with Paul Gulick's name
on the flag as editor. The "Weekly" broadca.st news about forthcoming "U" productions and bo.x-office records of released picMiss W'arburtons
.ictivitiestures.are
unknown.

plans for future

Jack Warner Receives
Emblem from U. of S. C.
Hollywood — In recognition of his services
to the University of southern California, J.
L. Warner, vice-president of Warners, will
be awarded a diamond emblem by the uni^'ork. versity at its fiftieth anniversary celebration. The presentation will take place on
the campus and will be made by Harold J.
Stonier, former vice-president and now vicepresident and educational director of the
.American Bankers' Association of New

Biechele Re-election Is
Seen at Topeka Meeting
Kansas City — .\nnual convention of the
Kansas and western Missouri unit is slated
to be held at Topeka Tune 24 and 25. Reelection of R. R. Biechele to the presidency
is forecast.

Services for Phillips
Los Angele.s — Henry Wallace Phillips. 60.
writer of western stories, died here after a
six months'
illness. Phillips was born in
New
York.
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Film Industry in All of Europe At a
Standstill

Except

Continental
Leaders
Believe
Multilinguals a Necessity
For Amortization
Washington. — Legislative difficulties,
patent litigations, credit stringencies and
a caution resulting from the uncertainties of sound are blamed by the United
States Government for checkmating the
progress of the film industry in all countries of Europe except Grat Britain.
This official disclosure was arrived at
following the third annual survey of European picture conditions made by the
Dept. of Commerce, M. P. Bureau.
In practically every country of Europe, sound films have been presented
and most communities give evidence of
sound duplicating the degree of popularity attained in the United States.

Unprepared for Sound in '29
Europe found itself confronted during 1929
with great difficulties in assimilating sound, the
report states. The silent film had not ceased
to provide satisfactory entertainment, and a
change was consequently unnecessary for economic purposes. In fact, sufficient headway had
been made in silent films during 1928 to inspire European producers to proceed during
1929 with plans for greater stability and a more
even level of production. However, the suddenness with which sound succeeded in the
United States threw the European picture business into an unsettled condition from which it
was only beginning to emerge at the end of
1929. The report continues :
Feature production decreased considerably
under the record figures of 1928; new theatre
construction lagged and was not so systematic
as in the immediate preceding years progress
in the wiring of theatres for the reproduction
of sound films was disappointing ; legislation
unfavorable to foreign interests further hampered film trade, because of both the general
effect of the Franco-American controversy on
quota and the growing European appreciation
that existing measures tending to restrict film
imports are not efficacious now that the sound
film is a factor.

Sound, the Future Entertainment
One outstanding feature of the European situation was the readiness with which British
film organizations grasped the significance _ of
the sound film as their possibility of achieving
a leading place in the industry, after a distinctly unsuccessful 1928 season, when an overproduction of silent features was quite sud(Continued on page 57)

Reports in Detail to Appear
in NEWS
Detailed reports of the Department
of Commerce on trade conditions in
Europe will appear, country by country, in Motion Picture Mews beginning
next week.
The analyses give a real insight into
the trend of the continental trade and
turn the spotlight of exhaustive investigation on the American industry's
most important overseas markets.

Bryson
Warns on
Wide Film

U. K., Gov't

Says

London — "I can see the handwriting on the wall: We
are going through another revolution during the next six
months or a year — and that will be — wide screen," stated
James V. Bryson upon his return from a visit in New York
and Hollywood in connection with the new Universal
program.
"The Hays organization and Western Electric are moving heaven and earth to keep back the coming of wide
screen as long as possible — realizing what it will mean
to the smaller theatres," according to Bryson.

Percentage and
Stop, Look and
Guarantee New
Listen Pow-Wow
In Music Field
F. N. Sales Policy
Guarantee and percentage only is the
policy under which the 35 features on the
1930-31 First National program will be
sold. In some instances, where the company is satisfied that it \vill be protected
for the period, five-year franchises will be
sold.
The Group.
year's program is known as the
Prosperity
First National's regional sales convention
started last Sunday at New York. They
will continue this Sunday at Chicago,
where a two-day gathering will be held.
Other regional meetings are scheduled at
San Francisco. June 14 and 15, and at New
Orleans June 21 and 22.
The regional meetings follows the annual
sales convention held last week at Atlantic
City where Ned E. Depinet, general sales
manager, outlined the new product, major
portion of which was outlined exclusively
May 24 by Motion Picture News.
He was assisted by his first lieutenants.
A. W. Smith, Jr.. eastern and Canadian
sales manager ; Gradwell L. Sears, western
sales manager; S. Charles Einfeld. director
of advertising and publicity, and A. W.
Schwalberg, sales and contract department.
The new season's product is divided into
two groups, the 15 de luxe attractions and
20 specials.
They are :

The De Luxe Attractions
"Sunny," starring Marilyn Miller, an adaptation
of the musical comedy star's stage vehicle, which
will mark her second appearance on the screen.
"Adios." starring Richard Barthelmess. Frank
IJoyd will direct. The second Barthelmess subject has
not yet been chosen.
"Kismet," starring Otis Skinner, from the famous
stage play in which he starred.
"The Bad Man," an adaptation of the stage play
in which Holbrook Blinn starred. Walter Huston
heads the cast, which includes Dorothy Bevier, Sidney Blackmar, James Rennie, O. P. Heggie, Marion
Byron and Guinn Williams.
"The Honor of the Family," starrmg \\ alter Hus"Bright Lights." with Dorothy Mackaill and Noah
Beary as the leads.
All color.
"The Girl of the Golden West." with Ann Harding
and prothe play written
From
Rennie.
and James
duced bv David Belasco.
.
"Toast of the Legion," an adaptation of Mile.
with Bernice Claire
Herbert, All
Victor featured.
Modiste,"
and
Walter bvPidgeon
color.
„ ,. , ,
"Mother's
Cry," based on Helen Grace Carlisle s

Bernice Claire
"Top Speed." with Joe E. Brown,
comedy success.
and Jack Whiting, from, the 'musical
Hungry," featuring Lila Lee, Fred Koh"Woman

To create an open forum of the music
publishing business, a meeting has been
called in New York June 10. Papers on a
number of subjects will be read and discussed. There is no attempt at concerted
action in tackling the matters under discussion, the purpose being only to interchange ideas, it is said, in view of "the
rumors and counter-rumors" now prevalent.
Subj'ects to be discussed include : Overproduction ofmusic : adequate and economic
methods of distribution ; the effect of the
mechanical invasion on the sheet music
sale ; the general conditions of business
which have led magazine publishers and
book publishers to radically readjust their
business, and other similar matters.
ler and Sidney Blackmer.
All color.
"Captain
Blood,"Lloyd.
Rafael Sabatini's novel, to be directed by Frank
"The Right of Way," based on Sir Gilbert Parker's
novel. Conrad Xagel, Loretta Young and Fred Kohler are in the cast.
Frank
Lloyd directed.

The List of Specials
"Numbered Man," with cast including Conrad Xagel, Bernice Claire and Ralph Ince.
"Broadminded," with Fred Kohler, James Rennie
and others.
"Little Caesar," in which Edward G. Robinson heads
the cast.
"Father's Son," by Booth Tarkington. Leon Janney, juvenile actor, in cast.
Gorilla," with Joe Frisco in screen version
of "The
the play.
"The Reckless Hour," based on Willa Gather's novel,
"The Lost Lady."
"The Hot Heiress," an original by Fields, Rogers
and Hart.
'The Lady Who Dared," with Billie Dove and
Conway
Tearle.
"The Way of All Men," with Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr.. Dorothy
Revier and Noah Beery.
"The Truth About Youth," with Loretta Young
and Conway Tearle.
"One Night at Susie's," starring Billie Dove, with
Louise Gosser
Hale in support.
"The Road to Paradise," with Loretta Young, Jack
Mulhall and Raymond
Hatton.
"Deep Purple." adapted from the play of that name.
"Broken Dishes," with Loretta Young and Grant
Withers
featured.
"Going Wild," taken from "Going Up." stage comedy, with Joe E. Brown
in lead.
"Queen of Main Street," from Juliette Wilbur Tompkins' novel, with Lila Lee and Ben Lyon.
"College Lovers."
a football story.
"The Naughty
Flirt." starring Alice White.
"The Widow from Chicago," with Alice White,
Neil Hamilton
and Edward
G. Robinson.
"Scarlet Pages." with Elsie Ferguson and Marion
Nixon.
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FEATURE
FILMS
CENSORED
FRANCE
AND
GRFAT

All Europe At
Standstill, Except

(■crniiiny
Item

U. K., Gov't Says
(C(>iiliiiiii-<l froiii /'(/(/f 5())

(Iciily faced \\itli a greatly restricted diitlct as
Hrst and secund-rnii cinemas were demaiidinR
SDund tiliiis.
Aiiotlier feature was tlic strunp; iiulica(ii>n
that tlie dissimilarity in the rcspccti\c tastes
generally (if tiic American and continental markets for the sound film, particularly concerning
the languaRC (lucstion was gradually heing overcome. Continental film leaders arc now of the
opinion that not only is the sound film the
entertainment of the future, but that the multilingual feature, for export purposes, is a necessity to amortization of jiroduction costs.

Production Suffered
Under conditions existing during the year,
it was natural that feature production in Europe would suffer materially. Primarily, Flurope lacked money for experimental purposes ;
its producers were compelled to await delinitc
signs of public approval of the sound film before launching into any .serious production
.schedule, and its exhihitt)rs felt the necessity
of biding their time before purchasing at great
expense equipment for the reproduction of
sound films until such time as a definite film
supply was obtainable. As a result, European
l)roduction fell from 521 features in 1928 to
412 features in 1929, drop of 21 per cent, while
liroduction costs declined from $24,260,000 in
1928 to $13,135,500 last year, a decrease of
approximately 38 per cent.
Many films were produced during 1929 with
both silent and sound versions, and, in the latter case, to a lesser extent reproduced multilingually. This obviously makes an exact determination of production cost impossible.
The table below, based on reports from Department of Commerce otTices in Europe, lists
bv countries the number of feature films produced during 1929, together with the estimated
production cost, as compared with 1928. It will
be seen that European production continues to
center in Germany. France, and Great Britain.
It is believed that the output of the other countries had very little, if any, first-run success
outside of their country of origin.

1928

,

Country
.\ustria
Maltic States
Fielgium
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
I)enm.-irk
Kinlaud
l.-r.ince
Ccrnuiiiy
Britain
Croat
(ireccc
Hungary
Italv
Norway
P,;iand'
Portugal
Rumania
Spain
.Sweden
Turkey
Miscellaneous
Total
*Xo

IN EUROPE

PRODUCTION

FEATURE

^-

1929

—^,

^

Feature Esti- Feature
films mated films
produced
produced cost
$350,000 19
23
5,000 6
1
45,000 4
3
-■•■
•»
...
19
200,000 23
6
240,000 2
4
50,000 4
94
3,750,000 52
221 11.000,000 192
7,610,000 40
95
....
7,500 2
3
75.000 4
2
8
320,000 4
60,000 3
3
14
150.000 12
1
4,500 2
3
27,000 4
150,000 20
10
8
216,000 12
..-.
1
3
*
..
521

24,260,000

412

r i (■ I It r (•

^

Estimated
_^cost
$275,000
14.500
60.000
3S^
^^-^
70,00r
,«■"«[
2.060.000
8.000.000
3,200.000
6.00<i
70.000
100,000
"S.On-)
18O.0OO
R.Wl
19.000
.^OO.OOn
325.000
S.OOO
15.135,500

record.

The following table shows the number of
feature films cen.sored during 1929 in Germany, France and Great Britain, the origin
of those reviewed in the first two, and the
change from 1928:

A^ r 7V s

IN GERMANY
BRITAIN
1939

1928

Percent
Nuni cliaiiRr
bcr irom 192K

Total
fralurcs"
.520 426
American
feature*
20S
142
Crruian
perctiit.ige
i>f market 42.50 45.1
.American i>ercentagc of market 39.42 33.3
Other
foreign
i>eil:entagc
of
market
18.08 21.6
France

-19.90
--30.90
-f- 2.60
— 6.39

Total
features
5&1
American
features
313
French
|>ercentage
of market 16.11
.American percentage of market 53.69
Other
foreign
percentage
of
market
30.20
Creat
Britain
Total
features
778

437
211
11.9
48.3

—
—
—
—

40.0

+ 9.98

7.5R

--2.58

+ 3.S2
20.SO
32.04
4.21
5.39

Theatre Construction
.\ gradual disappearaiue of the preponderant
small-si/c cinemas was evident during the year,
with their places being taken by considerably
fewer but larger houses in localities capable
of supi)orting such houses. These were constructed purposely with a view to the exhibition of soimd films, hence more intensive consideration was given to acoustics than heretofore.
It is impossible to state in detail the changes
in cinema construction during the year, .'\ccurate statistics have never been available and
no records seem to be kept systematically of
houses eliminated entirely from business, enlarged for purposes of better commercial possibilities, or converted to cinemas from other
The following table gives the estimated numtypes.
ber of new cinemas constructed. While only
a relatively small decrease is revealed for 1929,
it must be borne in mind that this was due
chiefly to the favorable British situation, where
cinema changes were hastened on account of
the popularity of the sound film. The Continental state of affairs was not nearly so encouraging.
ESTIMATED
CONSTRUCTION
OF
PICTURE
THEATRES
IN EUROPE
IN 1929
l'>28
1929
New
cinemas

CoiMitrv
Austria
.'
Baltic
Belgium States
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
Denmark
Finland
France
Germany
Great
Britain
Greece
Hungary
".
Italy
Netherlands
Norway
Poland
Portugal
Roumania
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Turkey
YugoslaWa
Total

...~.

3
2
10

Seats New
Seats
added cinemas added
3,200
2.300
14,000

....
40
53,000
2
2..500
15
6,000
35
30,000
157 105,000
70
90,000
8
35
2
10
50
1
2
11
12
18

484

4
10
1
50

3
1,800
30
20,0*1
123
80,000
171 200,000
1
45C

9.00e)
50,000 1
2.550 7
70.000 1
15.000
1.500 6
1.700 4
4.000 10
7.500 7
15.000 10
....
4
6
482,250

3.250
7,500
450
22,000

439

4.500
4.100
1.400
5.1;jO
3,000
15.000
4.000
6.000
3.000
2,000
38-',550

Market for American Films
Aside from the iimiunerablc petty problems
involved in the distribution of films, censorship, music rights, and patent litigation, the
chief problems of the American film industry
in Europe were the language barriers and legislation inimical to the film importer. The latter problem is probably the more important,
inasmiich as it is impossible to foresee market
conditions when these indefinite restrictions
remain, just as it is extremely hazardous to
make financial investments in an attempt to
strengthen demand for motion pictures. In
some instances, it is felt that existing film
restrictions have been invoked in order to compel, or at least attract, American investments
in local film units. In any event, .American
investments in Europe on film projects, especially on the Continent, are a hazard so long
as the film quota or contingent system, with
its susceptibility of alteration to the, needs of
local industry remains a factor.
There is very little doubt in the minds of

Lan<i;iiafj;e the
(^liiel Ameriean
1 llin Harri(^r
European film leaders that the L'nifcd State?,
will eventually be able to furnish enough satisfactory somid films for iuiropean audiences,
though the (|ueslion of production cost of foreign-language fihns in its relation to possible
yield induces the thought that America will be
unable to compete with European i)roduction.
This, however, resolves itself into a matter of
bookkeeping and experiment. Attractive playdates will continue gradually to expand, and
as new distribution policies attended by rcducetl
overhead expenses enter into the situation, these
should contribute to profit in the continental
market.
It seems to be an accepted fact that little
progress can be made in the immediate future
in the small European markets, on account of
the language difficulty. In the past, these markets have offered only small markets, at best,
for American feature films. Now, it appears
that the few wired cinemas in these countries
will provide more lucrative returns for sound
films than previously was the case with silent
features, provided that sound films are offered
(a) in the country's second language ; (h) as
synchronized with sound effects without dialogue, or (c) with a little foreign dialogue
film.
and domestic subtitles superimposed on the
The question
so-called
"medium"
markets,
which areofin the
themselves
desirable,
but
which for the time being do not appear to be
able to support talking films in their own language, is quite serious. They appear already
to be tiring of films in foreign dialogue and
are clamoring for a change.
While it is too early to prepare a guide covering present-day distribution, in view of indefinite plans of the various world production
centers, the following division of countries by
types of film that serve the best purpose is
submitted :
Group I. which can be supplied with films in one
of the leading languages (English. Spanish. German
and French) are Great Britain. Germany. France.
Belgium (French), .Switzerland (French and German),
Spain,
and
Austria
(German).
Group TT. whose territory is too small for economic production of films in the domestic language
and where the exhibition of films in the second language is ri<:ky. are Sweden. Norway. Denmark, Italy.
(Czechoslovakia.
Hungary
and Poland.
Group HI. small countries where films should be
released in the second language (indicated in parentheses) that are merely sound synchronized or have
native titles superimposed on the screen, are the
Netherlands (German). Portugal (Spanish). Turkey
(French). Greece (French). Bulgaria (French or German). Rumania (French). Yugoslavia (German), the
Baltic States
(German),
and Finland
(German).

Language Barrier Difficult
In the above consideration the second language was picked from the four languages that
seem to be preferred in the production of multilingual films. It should be borne in mind, however, that, in some instances, the second language, though readily understood, is unpopular
on accoimt of national sentiment.
-Specifically, the outstanding obstacles of the
American trade duria^ 1929 were the patent
litigation in Germany and the six-month recess
in sales activities in France on account of the
Franco-.\merican film quota controversy. Both
of these instances caused unfavorable indirect
reactions in other channels.
Patent litigation occurred in several different countries, but without serious effect or
annoyance to the .Xmerican trade except in the
case of Germany. There the Gerrnan sound
film interests secured a court injunction against
the use of American reproducing equipment a1{Contimicd on page 58)
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Sound Quality
Of European
Films Improved

Picture
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News

And Now the Headaches!
London — Maurice Elvey this week
launched production at British &
Dominions studio on the first alltalking, all-color English feature,
"School for Scandal," Sheridan's comedy. Elvey is using Raycol color
process, with Western Electric sound.

{Continued from page 57)
Icged to infringe German basic patents, and
later obtained a court decision sustaining the
original petition, which, pending an appeal to
llic higher court, seems to preclude the possibility, barring an arrangement outside the
courts, of the installation of adequate American sound film equipment in German theatres.
This situation caused reverberations in othee
directions. German cinema owners became hesitant about wiring their houses in view of the
closed doors to American equipment ; and the
apparent necessity of purchasing German-made
equipment or none at all failed to hurry them,
since there was a great lack of sound films on
the market and most of the American producers were refusing to release their sound
films for reproduction on German-made apparatus. Negotiations are now under way between the respective electrical companies involved for a settlement out of court.
Tn the Franco-American dispute, American
subsidiary companies in France found it necessary to suspend sales operations from the 1st
of April to the early part of September because the French Government proposed to raise
the existing film quota from 7 to 1 to 3 to 1
after October 1. As a consequence, American
business dropped very considerablv from the
1928 volume.

Sound Films
Although slow in starting, the principal European producing countries (Great Britain,
Germany and France) show, even in their
present small output, a standard in sound films
which compares very favorably with their
former production of silent films. The first
issues, naturally, were very crude, but subsequent features indicated an ability to overcome
technical faults previously apparent. Although
much depends on the development of directing
technique, it is believed that European producers' sound films with dialogue will more
nearly suit popular tastes of European audiences than their silent films did. Unquestionably, the idiomatic expressions and subtle humor
contained in the dialogue of domestically made
European feature films will be more appealing to the cinema-going public than those of
foreign manufacture.
It is evident that the European market for
recording equipment was limited during the
year to three major systems, two American
and the Tobis-Klangfilm of Germany. All
other recorders appeared to be inadequate.
The high cost of these instruments has necessarily retarded their sales in Europe, yet at the
end of 1929, 22 different European studios were
wired for the recording of sound films and 48
recording sets were employed. Of these, 25
were American manufacture, as shown by the
following table :
EUROPEAN
MOTION-PICTURE
EQUIPPED FOR RECORDING

Count rv
C.reat
Britain
France
Germany
Ttaly
Spam
Denmark
Poland
Austria
Total

STUDIOS
SOUND

[As of Dec. 31, 19291
Studios American
Foreign Total
wired
recorders recorders rcojrders
....
10
14
6
20
5
9
9
18
2
..
5
5
1
1
..
1
1
..
1
1
1
..
1
1
1
1
..
1
1
..
1
1
22

25

23

48

In addition, there are in Europe several
sound-equipped trucks that are used for location work. Some: of these are of American
manufacture.
Some American production com-

panics have their own sound trucks in Europe
engaged in "shooting" sound newsreels.
The European market is overcrowded with
different types of apparatus for the reproduction of sound films. The majority of these,
however, may be classified as distinctly inferior
and will not be able to stand the heavy competition of the few leading types. Lack of servicing alone will limit their market, and many
installations of this inferior type will have to
be scrapped in favor of more substantial systems. It cannot be denied that the present sales
prices of the leading makes are altogether too
high for the numerous small cinema proprietors, and consequently these exhibitors will be
obliged to disappear from the trade within a
year or two unless the cost of the leading types
of reproducers is reduced or satisfactory small
equipments within their purchasing power become available.
Available statistics show that 1,670 European
theatres were wired for the reproduction of
sound films as of December 31, 1929 of these,
936 involved American apparatus, and 734 foreign. The following table describes this situalinii by countries:
EUROPEAN
THEATRES
EQUIPPED
FOR
SOUND-FILM
EXHIBITION
[As of December
31, 1929]
American
Foreign
Cineitias sets
sets
Coinitfy
wired installed
installed
Austria
Z^
15
8
Baltic
States
^
..
3
Belgium
11
,
11
Bulgaria
Czechoslovakia
14
8
6
Denmark
18
15
3
Finland
4
4
France
16rt
92
74
Germany
22,1
..
223
Great
Britain
980
688
292
Greece
7
4
3
Hungary
10
6
4
Italy
51
2LS
86
Netherlands
57
5
52
Norway
7
5
2
Poland
8
8
Portugal
Rumania
3
2
1
Spain
1?
11
4
Sweden
45
16
29
Switzerland
10
8
2
Turkey
2
2
Yugbslavia
13
11
2
Total

1,670

936

734

Changes in Legislation
The sound film seems to have dislocated the
i)asis of most of the serious European legislative restrictions on film imports. Though the
British films act seems adjustable to new conditions, continental regulations are not. Either
the countries involved found it very difficult to
turn out sufficient product to maintain their
quotas, or, where a particular law or regulation
restricts imports, insufficient foreign films were
available to meet domestic demand. Yet changes
during 1929 were inconsequential.
Great Britain is entering upon the third year
nf its film control as prescribed in the law.
Germany, unable to cope with the present
state of affairs, decided to maintain its status
quo as an experiment, but with the reservation
that, if necessary, special provisions would be
issued in connection with the importation of
sound films.
After negotiations extending over six months,
already mentioned. France extended the ratio
of seven imported films to one French film
until October 1. 1930, with a possibility of a
further extension of one year.
Htmgary instituted a change in its decree,
which, in addition to a slightly larger tax for
merchandising by film importers, also affects
the short sound filrn.
Austria widened
its film quota just before

7 , 1930

Restrictive Laws
To Continue in
Some Countries
the new year to permit of some additional licenses for necessary features for exhibitor demand.
The liberal regulations of Italy continued
without change, though the government did
issue an order banning the exhibition of sound
films with songs and dialogue in a foreign
tongue. The prohibition relating to songs has
since been lifted.
The entertainment tax scale continues in Poland to the extent of practically destroying the
market for foreign films. Increased taxation
on amusements and a special censor tax of two
lei per
situation.meter further depressed the Rumanian
The Portugese regulation prohibiting the use
of foreign languages in titles is understood also
to become effective as regards dialogue in foreign languages, although no cinemas were wired
for the reproduction of sound films during the
From the American point of view, continued
success in Europe, while affairs are being adyear. justed to new conditions, would seem to depend
on the continuance of the British appreciation
of American sound films, a sufficient supply of
sound films adaptable to the readv continental
market, the clarification of the patent litigation which has practically closed the German
market to our product, the materialization of
the plans of leading American sound equipment
manufacturing companies in the wiring of European cinemas, the gradual liberalization of
European quota restrictions, and the normal
growth of fair-sized cinemas.

Outlook Difficult to State
In view of the rapidity of change in the
industry, it is quite impossible to indulge in
detailed prophecy for 1930. Intensive research
being made in technical developments foreshadows great progress, particularly in the production and servicing of sound recording and
reproducing equipment. The rationalization of
the European industry obviously requires both
the elimination of the weaker production companies and the addition of adequate cinemas in
key cities. The coming of sound films has, of
course, complicated the entire European situation, but with energetic European efforts being made to attract new capital and effect important mergers, there seems every prospect
that this new development will prove helpful
rather than harmful to European interests.
It is naturally supposed that the future movement of American films will be considerably
smaller than during the silent days, since fewer
units of American output will be adaptable to
European tastes and since also playdates will
be very much fewer through the small number
of wired theatres, together with the extended
runs of sound films in first and second-run
houses that are wired. This smaller movement
will, however, greatly reduce the number of
films that have formerly been merchandized
in Europe without profit.
Tn the matter of restrictive legislation, of
which the American trade is the chief object,
it appears probable that this will continue in
several countries as a protection to the local
industry, although there are signs of increasingly strong protests on the part of the public,
as well as the exhibitors.
Viewing the outlook as a whole. 1930 gives
promise of raising the film business to a new
peak of prosperity in Europe. The vear will
not be without many problems and difficulties,
but its general effect should be one of distinct
advancement. From the .\merican standpoint,
Europe should prove to be a distinctly better,
though a highly competitive, market.
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High and Low
On Music Row
Al'l !■ I\ til'.- gct-togctlicr of executives ol tlie
Anarit-aii Society of Composers, Authors
;iiul I'uhlisliers and the Canadian Pul)lihhing
Kiglits, Ltd., at Toronto, Louis Bernstein met
with an unlurtunate accidcTit. Customs cillicials
relieved him of a couple of hottles of the muchsought-after brine. Moral : 1 f at tirst you don't
succeed, try, try, try again. — Warner songs to
be broadcast weekly over a national hook-up
of 72 stations in new deal with Columbia
Broadcasting System. — Jack Robl)ins exclusively informed us that he intended riding the
waves of the big pond shortly, but now it looks
like he'll be scratched.— During Music Week
every music store in. Denver featured ShermanClay songs exclusively in their window displays, thanks to Harry Wilson.
*

4i

«

Lou Ilaiuliiuin of llanJttuin, Kcnl &■ Goodman, doing the scores for John Boles' lotest
picture, "(Jyt>sy Love Song." — Billy Moll and
Murray Mencher zvho draiv a weekly stipend
from Shapiro-Bernstein teaching Eddie
il'aJters, Columbia artist, their latest creation,
"J U'ant a Little Girl." — Just because a young
lady uvrbled "A Cottage for Sale" on the bus
en route from Boston to A'ezv York doesn't
mean that ive enjoyed the ride. — Do you know
the theme song of the Universal picture, "The
Cohens and the Kellys?" Don't try to guess
it; we'll tell you. "When They Merge Masellotf with the Wearin'
* *o' the
* Green."
Danny Winkler, general manager of De
Sylva, Brown & Henderson, makes another
prediction on "I Remember You from Somewhere," by Edgar Leslie and Harry Warren.
Was Danny right on "A Cottage for Sale"?
Dun't esk. — Aunt Jemima, formerly of Ziegfeld's "Show Boat," is probably the biggest
single act in vaudeville. Tips the scales
at
better than 300. — Red Star
big money songs with "I'm
You." — J. C. Rosenthal and
that whatever it was on top
tral steeple was Shipwreck

* ■t tf

^lusic Co. crashes
in the Market for
Gene Buck thought
of the Grand CenKelly.

Whenever a songivriter places a number with
a publisher he thinks that he will get immediate action. — Harold Sanford, who aided in
the Victor Herbert Memorial broadcast, is a
protege of Herbert's. — Julian Woodn'orth,
tenor, fort)ierly on the N. B. C. staff, has resigned to devote all his tim^ to songuriting. —
Charles K. Harris believes that Buddy Valentine is a good writer and Charlie oughta knx)iv.
— Jean Herbert, DeSylva, Broum &■ Henderson disciple, wants us to announce that he is
still trying to write a second verse to "Ramona." — Al Koppel is groiving a soup-strainer.
— Charlie Bayha is again back n'ith ShapiroBernstein. — Al Sherman and Al Leivis are
averaging about twelve s^ngs a week.

* * *

Just a couple of old favorites that are still
in demand, "After "the Ball," "Beautiful Ohio,"
"Ah, Sweet Mystery of Life." "Drifting and
Dreaming" and "Somebody Stole My Gal." —
There are two kinds of hit songs these days.
Those that sell and the other kind. — Santly
Brothers have been picking good songs ever
since they hung out their shingle. — "The Song
without a Name" has got a name. — Gene Austin has been taking off weight with ah eye
cocked towards the flickers.
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Ontario Censors
Hit ^^Lady Lies,"
"Hello, Sister"
'loroiito — The Ontario Censor Board
didn't think "Hello, .Sister" (Sono ArtWorld Wide) was nice enough to appear
before the public, and before approval was
granted drastic changes had to be made.
Then it took such a dislike to I'aramount's
"The Lady Lies" that it turned it down
definitely, although it has been passed by
the Quebec Board. "Evangeline," likewise, got the axe in Eastern Canada, despite the fact that it received an otficial
O. K. in British Columbia.

Gilbert, Tally to Mix It
Again; This Time in Film
Hollywood — M-G-M has apparently purchased the picture rights to the sequel of
the now-famous John Gilbert-Jim Tully battle, but will use the s^'enes to good advantage in Gilbert's ne.xt talker, "Way of a
Althougli the script probably calls for Gilbert to emerge from the encounter as the
Sailor."
conquering hero, there is still a good chance
that Tully will mix things up too strenuously with Gilbert getting dropped for a long
c^unt. Both battlers are now said to be
friends, but Gilbert can never forget his
Brown Derby defeat by One Punch Tully.

French A viator to Make
Talker on Ocean Flight
Paris — Dieudonne Coste plans a talking
picture of his proposed flight to New York
in June. The film will be called "ParisNew York." The aviator plans to give his
thoughts to the microphone while en route.
If the plane is forced down at sea, the film
record will be put afioat in a metal container. The film also will contain a song by
Mme. Marie Coste, wife of the flier.

Dick Talmadge Takes Bow
In Talkers; First Ready
Hollywood — Richard Talmadge, stunt
star of pictures up to two years ago, has
just completed his first talker production
"The Yankee Don." Supporting cast includes Lupita Tovar. Gayne W'hitman, Alma Real, Sam Appel. and Julian Riviero.
Talmadge is now making a Spanish version.

Cast Opposite Rogers
Hollywood — Margaret
assigned by Paramount

Breen has been
to play opposite

Charles ("Buddy") Rogers in "Heads Up."
It will be her first appearance in talkers.
The picture will be made in the New Y'ork
studio.

* * *

Horky to Produce at Prague

Things are so tough in the music bi: that
publi.<!hers are autosuqgfsting better times wnlh
a flood of "Cheer-up" songs. — Maceo Pinkard's
.<;ong. "JVith Pleasure." 7vas placed "vith two
other firmf before finally published hv Mills.
PINCUS.

Prague — Frant. Horky has founded a new
firm. Film-Produktion Frant. Horky, to
produce. The company has already started
production of its first talker, based on Poe's
novel, "Chantecler."

ikse"
"Mdio
N. the
Y. Stu
BeInfore
WHEN
"Believe
It or who
Not" can
Ripley
brought
Clarence
Willard,
extend
his
natural height seven inches, to Matbush to
make his third Vitaphonc variety, Murray
R(jth, director-in-chief, gave strict orders t<j
Marge,
the ofscript
at
the end
each girl,
sceneto sonote
thatWillard's
the film height
would
match.
Why
script girls * get* gray.
♦
Arthur Hurley, director at the eastern Vitaphone studio, is rapidly forging to the front
among child psychologists. Out of his last nine
directorial efforts, six called for important
scenes featuring children. His latest, "Five
Minutes L'rom the .Station," included in its
cast, Leila Lee, aged three months, whose
"skix.vclubi.xtne cazxwquatl zvrtpqle" was a
perfect subject for *
recording.
* »
Signing some of Broadway's most prominent
legit stars to appear in Vitaphone productions
has earned Murray Roth the sobriquet of "The
Wolf of Broadway." His latest victims are
Lynne Overman, Sylvia Sidney and Burton
Churchill while Bobbe Arnst, of "Simple Simon," is also slated *to ♦do *a short soon.
Announcing "The Proud Papa," featuring
Kitty M elver (Mrs. Phil Quinn), Phil Quinn.
a.isistant director at Warner's Eastern studio
and little Phyllis. Nor have we reference to a
song, book or Vitaphone Variety. Phyllis is a
nine-pound baby girl whom the stork delivered
to the Quinns. Kitty Mclver has edited many
of Allan Dwan's productions, Thomas M'eighhan and Gloria Swanson vehicles, "The Letter,"
zi'ith the late Jeanne
Eagels
an<i "Gentlemen
^f
-If
^
of the Press." Congratulations,
Harold Beaudine, who has been directing
for Christie and Universal on the West Coast,
has been signed by Sam Sax for the Vitaphone
staff at the Eastern studio. This move was
necessitated with the increased production
schedule giving Murray Roth three directors :
.■\rthur Hurley, Roy* Mack
* ♦ an<l Beaudine.
We're here to tell the cock-eyed world that
the ill wind that blew Nancy Carroll no good
last week nvy down east off the coast of Boston, was plenty I-L-L, ice, having been at the
time in Beantown and witnessed a tree felled
in a suburb and about a score of repeaters
floating in the lake in Boston Cotnmon.

* *

*

The Paramount restaurant lost quite some
business one day when the principals and about
30 members of the cast of "The -Sap From
Syracuse" took part in filming a dining room
scene aboard the good ship "S. S. .Astoria."
Of course, ye scribe arrived on the set too
late and would have none of the leftovers.

* *

*

Jack Oakie zuas reading a copy of th^ Motion Picture News containing the Paramount
announcement for the nezi' season. IVhen he
had to return to the set, Jack turned to an assistant director and chirped:
"Hold this for m-e and guard it with your
life : it has my name* in* it."
*
The set. erected for the love scene between
Buddy Rogers and Margaret Breen. in "Heads
I'p" under Victor .Schertzinger's direction, is
an artistic achievement and does credit to those
responsible for its construction.
•THE
STUDIO
SLEUTH
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'p TIE
wisetheword
Hollywood
thisofweek
was to
efifectaround
that before
the end
the
current year the w:hole industry, in so far as the
executive end is concerned, will be reorganized
to a point where the Hollywood production plants
factories.''
than "branch
less giving
norexec,
morefilm
nothing
areOne
sentient
his opinion,
said :

sau

"They've been working from the bottom up.
Starting with the extras, then going to the bit
people, then to the featured players and now to
the stars, payroll economies have been effected.
The studio chiefs are good at that, with their
years
ex])erience, program
but now themselves.
they're going
feel theofretrenchment
Whileto
the title
remain,
pretty soon
be no
such
thing will
in fact
as a producer.
Thosethere'll
who
carry the title will become nothing more nor
less than superintendents, carrying on the production work for the New York money interests the same as any superintendent of a
branch factory in other lines of business."
'{"he New York interests are reported to be
considering this their final coup in transforming an enterprise into a methodical business of
rationalized returns. They are said to feel that
tlie former type of producer,^ who operated as
a mogul, is an unnecessary middleman, and
one whose office gave him too ready an access
to dipping into the profits. Under the new system, they are declared to believe, the outlets
for income leaks can be stopped at their beginnings, as there will be no general swee"
of authority. The balance sheets will go in
for auditing and an immediate questioning on
items as regularly as a salesman's
dubiousaccount.
all
expense
With the change, it is expected the present
crop of producers will be gradually let go, and
new ones will be shipped out from the New
York
picture ofifices. — Inside Facts, Los Anqeles.
* * *
The common talk nowaday.s about
the dying opera may be due more to
bad singers
than to opera. — London
Daily Mail.

* *

*

One interesting censorship ((uestion that may
arise is this: Does a classic become a menace
to the community as soon as it is brought to
life,* whereas it is quite harmless as long as it
remains dull and academic?—
* * * A'. Y. Herald.
Walter Catlett is ivondering how much
longer he ivill remain in cineinalaiid.
The story is going the rounds that he is
all through at Fox. upon the completion
of his present contract.
* * *— N. Y. News.

Although they are no longer classed with
vagabonds and thieves, actors and actresses are
groups.—
still a race apart, living in segregated
Classic.
Gladys Hall in Motion
* * Picture
*
These children will grow.
We should not be surprised any time
now to read a safety razor indorseCoogan.—
ment by .Jackie *
* * A^. Y. Herald.

.^^^^^

Ice Man is Next
Duty and Pleasure Meet. — Kenosha,
Wis.
— "Necking
parties"
theatre
balconies
in Kenosha
have in
become
so
common that the police have been
asked to take a hand. — Lo.s Angeles
Eve. Herald.

THE
man Hollywood needs is an expert
diagnostician who knows the public mind.
Harried producers would know in advance how
much the public could stand of revues, of
problem plays, of tragedies, of comedies, of
adventure stories, of flapper idyls, of backstage
life, of war, of dreamy romance. They would
have a forewarning of when the public would
stay away from their cinema palaces rather than
see any more groups of smiling dancers waving their legs at the camera ; or stars who
cannot sing, but do; or night-clubs where otherwise bright young men drink and go blind ; or
actresses whose only excuse for being in pictures is that they know how to dress or undres.s — or some of the other things which repeatedly have been, or are in danger of being
overdone. — Motion Picture Classic.
Most of the trouble with talkies at
present is bad ■writing. — Lowell Sherman
in Motion
Picture Magazine.
The

consensus of the criticism leveled at

Will Hays since promulgation of his all-embracing decalogue seems to be that filmdom's
czar is suffering from a code in the head. —
Toledo Blade.

* *

*

Right and left, the movie stars are giving up tl:eir
palatial homes and moving into apartments. The
changes in salaries and positions wrought by the
talkies have given every one a keener appreciation of
money, and conservative spending has supplanted the
one-time expensive urge to build bigger and better
homes. — Screen Pllay Secrets.

* *

*

Young men by the dozens have been tried
and found wanting for the lead in Grace
Moore's picture. Reginald Denny was the last
one to be cast out. It now looks as if an unknown will get the role.— A'. Y. Ncuk';.

In the two years since talking pictures struck Hollywood most of the
energies of all parties concerned has
been concentrated on getting the mechanical devices perfected. Now that
that problem is out of the way, producers are realizing the human element is far from perfect. — N. Y. News.

Oh, No!

The influence of the movie was never better illustrated than by a recent incident cited by Mr. Will
"In strike.
one of The
our great
cities,"
said, "there
aIIa\s:
tlieatre
theatres
werehe close<i.
For was
two

"Life in Hollywood won't be very
from life here in New York,"
different
Joe Johnson told newspapermen just
before his departure for Hollywood
to assist Winnie Sheehan.
Joe, an old-timer in New York political circles, apparently has a lot to
learn about Hollywood.

7 , 19 3 0

* * *

nights 1, ()()(), 000 people milled about the streets, bereft of entertainment. The city authorities sent word
that the theatres would have to be reopeneil. It was
necessary for the well-being of the city that a place
of amusement and relaxation be provided for that vast
citizenry.
Andthatso inthe
weretheopened."
He
adds,
nistly,
one theatres
generation
motion pic
ture has become a public necessity. Attendance at
moving pictures last year increased by fifteen million
a week.
The pity of it is that the greater part of what these
millions of people go to .see and hear is such rot.
sucli a distortion of values, so destructive of goo*'
taste, a tiavesiy on h(i, — Judge.

utdni'

ONE of the romances which makes a 1930
bride of a prominent Hollywood star, had
a strange beginning. She and her husband-tobe announced their engagement more than a

year
when an
sweetheart The
of the
girl's
was ago,
returning
to old
Hollywood.
rejected
suitor has a bad reputation, and the girl, who
had suffered much through hitu, was afraid she
might still be susceptible to his charms, so she
immediately cooked up an engagement with one
of the flicker colony's juveniles.
She was in the habit of consuming considerable liquor, and he drank not at all, so as
the pseudo etigagement progressed, she turned
a new leaf and started taking orange juice and
ginger ale. plain. She was careless about her
appearance, usually, but through his suggestion and advice, she became well groomed and
more attractive than she had looked in years.
The old sweetheart remained in town for a
long time, and as the young lovers maintained
their masquerade, they grew to depend on each
other's coinpany and enjoyed being together.
Then the discarded one departed on a foreign
trip, but the pair learned, to their surprise, that
they had really fallen in love with each other.
It became one of the most ardent romances
in the movie crowd, and after all these months
of being engaged, they are planning to be married, with the good wishes of everybody, for
they are sincerely liked out there. — lY. Y.
Graphic.

*

♦

*

Certain out of town movie managers, in advertising Harry Richman, the
star of "Puttin' on the Ritz," call him
Mr. Clara Bow. — N. Y. Mirror.
Amos 'n' Andy will be Ziegfelded shortly. . .
Lili Danuta's immigration papers have been renewed
for another year. . . . Earl Carroll and Flo Ziegfeld are pouting again over the attempted thefting of
pulchritudionous lassies. . . . Jane Winton, the
flicker belle, excites you with Femme de Paris perfume and Estelle Taylor uses only Sweet Pea, while
Greta Garbo shuns scents of any kind. . . . Gilda
Gray hops out of retiretnent shortly for a return to
tTie stage. . . . Despite contrary reports, Lilyan
Tashman. the cinemabelle, and Edmund Lowe are
in The Throes pah-lenty.— 5ofcoZ in N. Y. Graphic.

* *

*

.4t the present time the m. p. industry
■ is looking ufith a little disdain and forbearance at stage producers entering into
motion pictures. — Filin Mercury,
Hollywood.

* *

*

"Very well, that's settled," said the producer,
as he blotted the contract. "But I warn you that
if you work for Perfection Pictures, Ltd..
you'll have to lead a life of strict morality."
"Oh, can't my understudy do that?" was the
reply. — London Tit Bits.

* *

*

The old school of writers, who can
do no more than re-hash and re-build
the old themes * * * may have to go.
Talkies require ideas, philosophy, constructive thought, and the power to
put that thought iAto dramatic form
with convincing success. — Daily Film
Renter, London.
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I.S I5Y .\() MI-:.\X.S certain that llollywoon
will retain Iter iiiiclialleiij,a(l monopoly in the
film industry of the nation.s. At the present moment she (|tieens it in jjreater splendor than ever.
Jier sound films arc believed in some quarters
to threaten the very existence of the livinj^ theatre. They have alrearly drawn to the Coast
much of the vocal actini,' talent of liroadway. Hut

IT

theThe
signstalkie
of a seems
reaction destined
art- at hand.
to restrict if not
quite to break up the unity of mankind established by the movie. The silent lilm is the most
universal single interest ever evolved by the race,
more comprehensive, when measured by range
and mass, than any one religion, emi)ire, language in history.
Now the universal brotherhcMjd of the sign

^PS tiffed
Tlll'Ilvl*" was a time in tlu- i)a>t wlicii Ixmkiiigs were made dm basis ol coiitidcnce. Exliil)itors paid top prices, expcctinij; an adjustment when results proved that these liKures
were too high.
Now, tlie situation is exactly tlie opposite.
(.)ne exchange manager recently received a
two-page telegram in which he was advised
that if any adjustments were retjuested to be
approved by the home office they would be
accepted as evidence that the manager was not
competent to conduct the exchange. Wording
was diplomatic, but essence of the telegram
was as above.
Truthfully, it places the branch managers,
who know their territories, much in the same
position as office boys.
Sales managers, spurred on by the bankers
in control of the him companies, are sacrificing
more than they can gain. While they show no
adjustments on their balance sheets, likewise
they have no rentals from houses which might
have remained open if a more sensible brand
of business policy were shown. Too. if adjustments are not forthcoming, more theatres will
close. — \ational Hxhibilor.
* "* * ]]'ashiii(iloii.
Tlw most popular stars of the screen,
with but jezi! exceptions, are those zvho
have been presented to the public in the
most unfavorable /i(//i/.— Motion Picture
Magazine.
4<
*
4t
A certain New York writer who has
lucrative Hollywood contracts will get
for tiie dialogue on a certain prixluction
in the near future.
rtroadwav
those
wise showing
New Yorkers who went out

one of those
screen credit
destined for
He's one of
to the Coast
just to show the movie makers what was wrong with
the industry, when as a m.itter of fact all he and
some of his brethren have done is to increase production costs and add to the burdens of directors.
He turned in what was a pretty poor script on a story
intende<l
for one of the he-man
featured
players.
Lonif-winded dissertations and soliloquies which

might "be all right in a footlights pastoral, But
cluttered
you
up dialogue and held up the action.
couldn't tell the imported writer his paper wasn t
and
late
hours
studio
the
at
arrive
He'd
perfect.
the
director would be tearing his hair as he tned
lets
"Come,
junk.
to wade through the typewritten
do something with this stufT." he ple.ided to the
writer, who would benevolently respond. "\ ou don t
know it, but I've Iieen working for you all morning;
I've been sending out good thoughts about you.
Which, as any director will tell you, is no excuse
when the box ofhce
to hand in to the powcrsthat-bc
grosses
flop.
,
And twentv-four hours before the film was to be
photographed the director went home, rewrote the
entire script and shot it according to his own ideas.
N'one of the original palaver remained and prev^iew
reports have it that the talkie is a knockout. The
writer has his hands open already waiting for the
bouquets. — N. Y. Graphic.
^f

*

*

Press agent, promised S30 weekly by
movie
outfit, suing for back salary.
told lawyer to sue for $(50 a week, as
that's what
his friends told him he
,was worth.— .V. ♦ Y. ♦ Journal.
*

That dismal dawn of censorship is close at
hand. The zero hour is near. Co-operation ui
everv department of the producing and exhibiting business is needed. National censorship
is tiot wanted — nor needed— and the advertising fellows can help a lot. Try and keep your
advertising clean. Make it attractive, arty,
but not suggestive.— .Uo/i()» Piclure Journal.
Dallas.

;

And the Hat Sizes.
In .show busines.s, reports Leo Heatley, .\l .lolson's si/e seven shoes are
smallest and Charles Chaplin's 121)1)
largest among men; (iloria Swanson's
2^'s compare with Billie Dove's
GJ^.\.A.\'s.

ND this evil (him salaciousness >
A
pictures are exploited rather than the

which
manner in which they are produced. The most
harmless screen concoctions today are presented
to the movicgoing public by means of billboards
and manpiees as daring, reckless and sexy adventures. ... It is false advertising in the
strictest sense of the word and whatever showmanship is connected with its presentation is
completely lost in the resultant revolt of public opijiion. — I'iltshurgh
I'ost-dacetle.
*
4<
*
What is needed is a ban on the f/rozifing tendency toivard the use of misleading, lurid, suggestive and sometimes salacious posters thai frequently misrepresent the plot and purpose of a film .<thoii'
and make the picture appear far ivorse
in imagination than it is in reality. —
Philadelphia Bulletin.
♦
*
*
Kx-President Calvin Coolidge barred news
reel photographers around the premises when
he and Mrs. Coolidge moved from Massasoit
St. to their new home, "The Beeches."
Mr. Coolidge again proved he is a smart
man. Had he given the moving picture men
an incli thev would
have taken the estate. —

* *

*

'
.S"i/»i.Oakic
Jack
believes the motion picture
.V. )'.
busit^ess is a fake. His credio is: "Save
your
and get out of it." — Skolsky
in N. money
Y. News.

* *

*

"To a great many people of the present day, the
very term "moral code' appears to have become abhorrent. . . . There is something very odd and
illogical about this. In many instances the very
people who object to a moral code would be the last
to accept sheer anarchy in politics, although the
limits to individual expression are as clear in one
instance as in the other. Every game requires rules,
and life is a g.ime involving many players for very
high stakes.
"A good many impulsive and expansive natures
object to moral codes on the score that they are
repressive,
that they consist
of "Thou
shalt nots.'
"In the history of the race there have been innumerable moral codes. A code has, of necessity,
to be somewhat generalizCTl. but every code of every
race has deeply imbc<lde<l in it lioth a sense of the
values of life and a realization of the complexity of
human
nature.
"Ethical systems and codes can guide us only '"
general. But to say that the systems can ^uide us
only in general is very different from saying that
thev can be scrapped
in toto.
"If we try to be moral,
we must
have
some code.
"In time, certain specific applications of the code
may come to l)e altered : but in order that the alteration may be wise and satisfying, it will have to be
consistent with the spirit of the code." — Adams tH
"The Forum."

language
is menaced
by the advent
of th(
sound film— the story of Babel Tower all over
The
again.

talkie is developing minor producing

centres abroad.
for foreign
themakes
l-'ord
plants
The markets,
nature ofeven
the like
talkie
such decentralization feasible t>ccause its plots
arc more of interiors than of the open air. To
that extent the talkies are independent of the
Califtjrnia sunlight. — A'. V. Times.
Marc Lachmann reminds us that the
actors who triumphed during the silent lilm era still detf'^l those who replaced them when the talkie vogue
began. So, when Kddie Fo> . Jr., wh(»
just signed with the talkies, passed
the Palace stage entrance >e>terday,
Kin-'I'in-Tin (who is playing there)
snapped at him. *— N.
♦ Y.
* Mirror.
It is now pos^ible for an orchestra leader to
direct his musicians by television — thereby when
playing vaudeville engagements, being able to
make those terrible wisecracks without fear of
* * «
retribution. — .V. )'. Herald-Tribune.
"Journey's End" . . . zcill combat
war, in the hearts of the millions who
will see it, ivilh overwhelming force. —
London Nation. « * *
"I toast you. Lewis Milestone, because . . .
you arrived in this country from Russia only
16 years ago with nothing but the will to succeed between you and starvation. Unable to
speak English, you handled a broom by day
and a book by night. You drifted to Hollywixid
and fought your way to the top while hundreds
of others, with more pull and greater educational advantages, were falling on the way up.
.\ toast to you. Milestone. You deserve it.
richlv. — Hellinger in* .V.* )'.
* Mirror.
.\nd they still shoot college scenes
when
they haven't
half finished with
the directors.
— Kansas
« * * Sour Old.
It was a resentful and somewhat envious
veteran who started the yarn that Carl I^emnile. pere. and junior, who at 22, is general
manager of Universal, were pouting. It seems,
and, of course you needn't believe it, that -Sohnl
young
Laemmle came home from school some time
ago with three "C's" on his report card. "If
"I'll
take another
the studio
you get
C." awav
fumed trom
the vou
cinemagnate.
i»i .V. )'. Graphic.

Why?
Byron Holliday reports he knows a
fellow who has unusually bad luck
with the girls he chooses to take on
automobile
rides out in the country.
"His name's O'Sullivan," explains
Byron, via the .Veir York Journal,
'•and the girls all call him the "heel
that

makes

walking

a pleasure.'!"
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What! No Movies?
Omaha — Nineteen counties of western Nebraska never had a picture theatre, according to the Chamber of
Commerce here. These counties are in
the sandhills and badlands, where
ranches are large and towns few.

Seidelman Makes Changes
In Para, Foreign Staff
J. H. Seidelman of the Paramount Publix
foreign department has returned from Europe, where he presided at the convention
in Paris of company representatives from
all European countries. The meeting was
attended by Adolph Zukor, John Cecil Graham of London, general foreign representative, and I. Blumenthal of Berlin, general
manager for Germany and Central Europe.
New releasing programs were outlined for
each country, consisting of suitable American pictures supplemented by the local language productions to be made in the company's Paris studios now in operation.
The following changes in the personnel
of the European organizations were announced by Mr. Seidelman in line with the
plans for increased distribution and exploitation of foreign language Paramount
l)ictures:
Gus J. Schaefer, formerly general sales
manager for Central Europe, appointed general manager of distribution for Continental
luu'ope, with headquarters in Paris.
David Souhami, formerly general manager of the Italian organization, becomes
general manager for France, Belgium, Switzerland and Egypt, succeeding A. Osso, resigned, with headquarters in Paris.
A. Aboaf, formerly manager of distribution for Italy, is appointed general manager for Italy, with headquarters at Rome.
E. J. Lipow, formerly special representative for Poland and the Baltics, becomes
district manager for Austria, Poland and
the Baltics, with headquarters at Vienna.
A. Ullmann, formerly manager of the
Paramount theatre in Paris, is appointed
general manager of all Paramount theatres
in France and Belgium, with headquarters
in Paris.

Producers Turning More
To Originals, Says Smith
Hollywood — The original story, as a
source of supply for the screen, is in the
ascendant, in the opinion of Wallace Smith,
novelist. Picture plays are derived from
stage plays, novels, or published stories
chiefly, but there has been a tendency of
late to give more recognition to the original screen plot, declares Smith.
Examples of recent hits on the screen that were
of writing for it," in the opinion of Smith, ".Screen
they are acquiring a better knowledge of the technique
attracted to the game than ever before, and because
"Tliis is largely because better writers have been
writing demands a special formula peculiar to itself
and the ordinary narrative form is not adequate for
screen purposes any more than the dramatic form for
use on the stage," he points out.
the product of a writer who prepared his script exclusively and expressly for that medium indicate that
writers are mastering the secret, says Smith,

Braunherger to Produce
i'ari.s — The Billancourt studios in the
suljurbs of Paris have Ijeen acquired by
I^ierre Braunherger, who intends to install
recording apparatus for sound-film production. Production is to start in two months.

Picture

News

Public Demands
Orchestra Return,
Says Union Head
The public is tiring of mechanical music
and will demand the return of orchestras to
picture houses, Joseph N. Weber, president
of the American Federation of Musicians,
predicted this week. Sound pictures will
not wane in popularity, he said, but are developing better tastes in music, he added.
"The trend toward mechanization of the
art appears to have suffered a setback," Mr.
Weber said. "By that I do not mean that
talking and sound pictures are losing their
popularity, but rather that millions are becoming articulate in their demand for real
music in addition to screen entertainment.

Union Continues Opposition
"Our union will continue the struggle
against the substitution of mechanical music
for real music with confidence in the
eventual outcome. We are not opposing industrial progress. We are not even opposing mechanical music except where it is
used as a profiteering instrument for artistic
debasement. Workers have often suffered
defeat in fighting the machine. This is a
different sort of fight. The usual function
of the machine is to enhance the value of a
product, while the machine we are opposing
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Snores?
Bellingham, Wash. —
ment of the wiring of
atre here the Morning
following headline:
DREAM GETS

In its announcethe Dream TheHerald ran the
SOUND

Lightner -Brown Expected
To Continue as W, B, Team
Hollywood — Warner Bros, will produce
a sequel to "Hold Everything" under the
title of "Set Right." Story is an original
by the scenario staff and calls for cofeatured billing of Winnie Lightner and
joe E. Brown.
The Lightner-Brown comedy team may
become a fixture on the Warner schedule
with three or four pictures from them
yearly.

Zierler Appoints Meyer
As G. M, of Cruze Prod,

Hollywood — Art Meyer has been appointed general sales manager of James
Cruze Prod, by Samuel Zierler.
Previous to joining the James Cruze organization, about a year ago, Meyer was
editor and publisher of the Motion Picture
BiiUetin, local trade paper.

Guarantee on Percentage
Booking Dropped Abroad

debases
a product."among musicians, due to
Unemployment
the advent of talkers, is still acute, according to the union president, but he predicted
that this will be alleviated to some extent
by the adoption next year of mixed picturevaudeville programs. He said that the
Music Defense League, sponsored by the
union, now has 2,500,000 members. The
Federation is to open its annual convention
in Boston next Monday.

London — Wardour Films has dropped the
guarantee feature of percentage contracts.
Exhibitors, generally, have been protesting
against guarantees. The big circuits, according to Arthur Dent, managing director
of the company, do not pay the guarantees,
so it is unfair to exact them from the smaller exhibitors. The acid test, he says, is the
picture, hence guarantees are unnecessary.

Meloton Closes Deal for
Sound-on-Film Attachmen

Lunnon in Tough Fix
Over Film Shortage

Berlin — An agreement was reached recently between Kinoton-Vertriebsgesellschaft and Nitzsche A. G., manufacturer of
the Nitzsche sound-on-disc apparatus,
Meloton. Meloton sets will be supplied to
German theatres seating up to 3.S0, and in
cities up to 5,000 inhabitants, with 500
seats, with Kinoton amplifiers (special construction for sound-film projection purposes).

London — Exhibitors here
dary for product, a shortage
from the quota law, which,
advanced,
automatically, to
tures.

U Buys ''Bullet Proof"

"Bullet Proof," a forthcoming novel by
W. K. Burnett, has been acquired by Universal as a vehicle for John Wray. It is
a gangster story.

Cooneys Form Hammond

Firm

Indianapolis — Caliinict Theatre Corp. of
Hammond has been formed here with 1,000
shares of no par coimnon. John J. Benjamin
and
Cooney are on the company's
boardCornelius
of directors.

Beck Back; at Tiffany
llollywood —

Arthur Beck, former producer-director ofLeah Baird features re-*
leased by Pathe, has been' added to the Tiffany group of production supervisors.

are in a quanhaving resulted
this year, has
50 British fea-

Only 40 domestic pictures, suitable for
will
be available.
showing
at the first run W^est End houses

*;
reak*
alize
Novarro
Strauins "Dayb
to Music
Los Angeles — An early Novarro talker
will
Arthur Straus
Schnitzer's
"Daybreak,"
for
whichbe Oscar
will write
all music.
M-G-M has assigned adaptation to Frances Marion, but the directorial assignment
will not be made for at least three weeks.

Daphne Joins Sennett
Hollywood — Daphne Pollard returns to
the talking screen again in the EducationalMack Sennett talking comedy, "Goodby
Legs." She is featured with Nick Stuart,
Andy Clyde and Ann Christy.

Akron House Closed
Akron, O. — Max I'ederhar, owner of
the Regent, Cameo, Waldorf and Peotheatres, hasperiod.
closed the People's
for an ple'sindefinite
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Tampa Ministers
Can't iVgree on
Midnight Shows
Tiimpa, 1-la. — It all started with the introcliiction ot a resolution at the bi-nionthiy meeting of the iainpa Ministers Assn.,
conclcmiiiuf;; Salurilay inidiiiKlit shows. No
M)oncr had the resolution Ix-en introdueed
ihau several opposed it as they felt the
iiui)ression would prevail that they were not
opi)osed to the regular Sunday i)erfornianccs but only to the two hours following
midnight.
.Addresses had been made eondemning
the midnight shows for the reason that they
kept the people out so late they would not
get up Sunday morning and attend services
and Sunday school. Tlie discussion brought
out the fact that several were in favor of
going after the whole Sunday lineup, but
the movies had a real friend in Dr. Willis
(i. Clark, rector of St. Andrew's Episcopal
church, who, though strong for the discontiiuiance of the midnight shows, said he
was Miot so much concerned about regular
.Sunday performances as it was better for
people to be in the picture shows "than
drinking licjuor and tearing around in automobiles." There was so much discussion
that no decision was reached at this meeting and it will be taken up at the next.

Milwaukee Legit Theatre
Swings to 1st Run Films

I

Milwaukee — Control of the Davidson, local legitimate theatre, has been assumed by
the Boston Store, owners of the property.
Sherman Brown, for 40 years connected
with the theatre, has relinquished management. Financial difficulties and failure to
meet rentals, are given as the reason for
the change.
The theatre will be conducted by L. K.
Brin, and actively managed by Henry Goldenberg. "White Cargo" is playing now on
for an indefinite run and, if business is
good, several other pictures will be in the
ne.xt several weeks.
Temporary sound e(juipment has been installed and the house will be closed this
summer to allow the installation of permanent equipment. Road shows and road show
pictures will be the policy during the fall
and winter season, according to Goldenberg.

Writ to Block Theatre Fails
Mansfield. O. — Work on rcliuilding tlie
Madison, recently destroyed by fire, is expected to get under way at an early date,
following victory of the Memorial Building
Co. in the court action brought by Ben
Schwartz, head of Empire Amusement Co.
Schwartz sought to prevent rebuilding of
the house, charging the proceedings of the
building company were illegal.

Ellenville Stays "Blue"

Ellenville, N. V. — -This town is not to
have Sunday shows during the summer
season, despite action of the town board
in niodifving Sundav closing laws. The
Shadnwiand was closed Sunday upon insistence of a group of local women that
the "blue" law be enforced.
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y of a "Mug"
The a Stor
"Take
tail and Rrow a dojj on

it.
"That was always one of my childhood ambitions, hut af last I can see
something similar to that happen, if
not that itself.
"Hollywood is taking its foreiRn
voices and growing bodies on them,
which is just as great a miracle.
"Tor a long time foreign artors have
been finding their only means of expression in strutting in night clubs
where F'ngiish is taboo.
•Then the voices oozed out like specters, disembodied, searching for a resting place. Often they came to rest in
uncomfortable Knglish-speaking bodies
and uave the body the power to speak
a strange tongue, and thus we had
synchronized foreign versions.
"Mut the voices wandered from place
lo place, singing and chanting their
native tongues from across the threshold through the medium of the different actors.
"Hut
finally—
and here's
— the voices
returned
hometheandtragedy
their
own bodies got onto the screen. .And
every one wished he'd stayed away,
because they'd been so long afield that
they
didn't the
evenvoice
resemble
And while
may bethemselves.
beautiful,
the face is just another mug."
— Neville Reay in Picture Play.

Spain Going Slow With
Sound Owing to Dialogue
W asiiington — Spain has made less progress than any other leading Continental
market in assimilating sound, according to
a report to the Dept. of Commerce M. P.
Bureau by Trade Commissioner George
Canty in Paris.
Canty's report points out that this is par.
ticularly reflected in the low number of
cinemas that have been wired — 38 as of
Mar. 15, of which about 20 may be said to
be of the 'bootleg" type that will possibly
be scrapped when competition increases.
This situation can not be ascribed to any
stringency of money or credits in Spain nor
to a lack of interest in sound. It is rather
due to the uncertainty of the dialect when
Spanish all-dialogue films come on the market in number sufficient to meet wired
cinema demand. Thus, whereas other Continental countries at present complain of a
lack of dialogue films in the native tongue,
thus retarding sound installations, Spanish
exhibitors are further crippled in their attempts to meet public demand by the bilief
that films in Spanish dialect, such as those
likely to be turned out in America, will meet
with certain failure in Spain.

Sundays for Smithtown
Smithtown.
T,. I. —henceforth
St. James.
Park
and Smithtown
are toKing's
have
-Simday shows under an ordinance passed
by the town board, over protests of local
ministers. Petitions signed bv 700 taxpayers were presented to the board, askinji:
a chance in the law.

Dickinson Adds Another
Marcclinc. Mo. — C.U-ti W. Dickinson Enterprises ofKansas City has leased the new
Cantwell here. The bouse is not yet completed. The name of the theatre has been
changed to the Dickinson.

Snnclay Shows
(faining (j^round
In Iowa lowiis
Des Moines — Although meeting with
stubborn resistance in some sectors, Sundays shows arc continuing their successes
throughout Iowa.
After fighting the issue for two years,
Montezuma elected a mayor who campaigned on Sunday pictures ; Lenox voted in favor of Sunday .shows after rejecting them
in March and Fontanelle and (juthric Center have dropfxid the "Sour Sabbath."
In a majority of towns which are swinging to Sunday shows the installation of
sound equipment is proving the determining
factor. Merchants, convinced that sound
pictures are essential to keep people in
town on Sundays, are backing moves for
Sunday shows.
At Bloomfield, la., H. E. Rehfield is prepared to fight charges of violating the
"blue" law. Last January, an injunction
prevented a vote on proposed liberalizing
of the Sabbath.

Local Censorship Looms
For Theatres in Madison
Madison, Wis. — Despite protests by local
theatre managers and Henry .Staab, executive secretary of the M.P.T.O. of Wisconsin, the city council license committee favors
a censorship ordinance.
The proposed measure would create a
Madison theatre commission made up of
five aldermen and five citizens, appointed by
the mayor. This commission would have
the power to recommend that the council
revoke the license of theatres showing offending pictures. The committee would be
empowered to act beginning July 1, 1930.
The ordinance would further provide that
each theatre be obliged to submit on the first
and fifteenth of each months, a schedule of
tentative bookings for the ensuing two
weeks. All that is now necessary is for the
city council to adopt the recommendation.

Another Goes Sound
Cincinnati — The Hyde Park, suburban,
has reopened after remodeling and installation of sound equipment. Reopening was
made a gala event, with Hyde Park Business Club in charge of celebration. Charles
Weigel is owner and manager.

Gores in Auto Game
Hollywood — The Gore Brothers, original
organizers of West Coast circuit with Sol
Lesser and others, have invaded the automobile business on a large scale. They
have organized their own company and acquired Southern California distribution of
the new Austin car, which makes its apmonth.
pearance on the market within the -nrxf

Historic House Passes
Winnipeg — One of the pioneer theatres
of western Canada, the National, is in the
hands of the wreckers and an office building is to go up on the site. The house was
a popular one in its day imder the management of M. T. Williamson.
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Stucky Socking
Sunday Shows;
Scorns Sanity
Dover, O. — Tlic major of this town, W.
1\. Stucky, is a whole army of righteousness
in himself wlicn it comes to closing picture
houses on Sunday, but, like other reformers,
he has no scruples about the legality .of his
actions or the weapons he uses.
When he ordered the chief of police, William E. Byers, to throw tear gas bombs
into the Bexley theatre, the chief promptly
resigned. The city electrician likewise refused to cut the wires supplying the current
for the house. Both pleaded that such measures would result in a panic. Thereupon the
mayor ordered the theatre closed and caused
the arrest of William E. Burton, manager ;
Martha Joyce, ticket seller Oscar Allman,
ticket taker ; Glenn Hiller, usher, and Robert Blackenhorn, assistant manager.
Burton refused to stop the show when so
ordered by Acting Chief Frank Javens. The
operators, locked in the projection booth,
refused the raiders admittance until they
forced open the door. The prisoners were
taken to jail and held for the grand jury.
This is another outbreak against Sunday
shows which has occurred sporadically during the past eight years. The Bexley and
Pike opened Sunday shows about six weeks
ago. Managers of both houses stated they
would carry the issue to the state courts.
Two years ago an effort was made to operate picture houses on Sunday. P. V. Groh,
then mayor, closed them under the blue
laws. The county grand jury threw out his
charges, but the theatres did not reopen
on .Sundays.

Newspaper

Denounces Act

The mayor's action aroused the indignation of the Columbus Dispatch which made
the following editorial comment :
"On the face of things, it looks very much
as if the mayor of Dover, Ohio, has nvide a
spectacle of himself in his single-handed war
on Sunday motion pictures in his town. His
scheme to resort to gas bombs and the cutting of electric wiring to stop a performance
in a picture show was as wild and woolly
as anything seen upon the screen of that
ini(|uitous place, we'll wager.
"Fortunately, there were some cooler
heads among the town officials. The police
chief threw down his badge and resigned,
rather than adopt such theatrical tactics, and
the electrician balked at cutting the power
wires and throwing the theatre into darkness. Neither had any desire to create what
might have been a disastrous panic, merely
to aid the mayor's moral crusade.
"The mayor now snaps his fingers at the
county's grand jury, which has refused to
indict the managers of picture theatres for
Sundav performances, and announces that,
regardless of any action by that body, he
will stop all future Sunday shows.
"The failure of grand juries to indict in
these Sunday theatre cases and the widespread patronage of the theatres on that day
would seem to indicate that it is the desire
of the majority of the community that such
entertainment be permitted. The Dover
mayor failed to defend successfully a recently enacted ordinance, which he sponsored, against a referendum move made by

Picture
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The Booster
Ottawa — Joe Franklin, of B. F.
Keith's, objected so emphatically and
so often in daily newspapers and
otherwise regardinff lack of civic advertising that a number of illuminated
signs are now being placed on highways and tourist information offices
have been opened in other cities.

Pacent Launches Twelve
New Reproducer Models
Pacent Reproducer Corp. has put on the
market a complete new line of reproducer
systems and had broadened its price scope.
This ranges from $995 to $12,500 for synchronous equipment, with non-synchronous
being offered for as low as $380.
Among the new sound-on-tilm models is
the type VSPF double projector, for $1,995.
While it has all the features of Pacent's
larger models, it is designed for houses of
500 or less. A new feature is the Pacent
tone color control to compensate for
acoustical differences in auditoriums. Eleven
other models are announced.

New Virginia Company
Appalaqhia, Va. — The Api>alachia Amusement Corp. has been chartered with authorized maximum capital stock of $10,000. Officers, directors and incorporators are: R.
W' . Holley, president ; H. H. Hull, vicepresident, and J. F. Richmond, secretarytreasurer, all of Appalachia. The purposes
of the corporation, as set forth in the charter papers, are to establish, maintain, operate, manage and control a theatre or theatres, a place or places of amusement and
to present various attractions, including dramatic, operatic, theatrical performances,
vaudeville, motion pictures, talking pictures
and intellectual and instructive entertainments.

''Father's Son" to Beaudine
Hollywood — William Beaudine will direct
"Father's Son" for First National, with
Leon Janney featured. The picture is a
talker remake of "Boy o' Mine," a silent
production made several jears ago, which
Beaudine directed.

Old Theatre Passes On
Pawtucket — The Star, one of the oldest
theatres in Rhode Island, which once was
a Masonic Temple, has bowed to the march
of progress and soon will be dismantled.
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Syracuse Exhibs
Fight Daylight;
Victory Assured
Syracuse^ — As a result of a heavy barrage engineered by theatre owners and
their friends, there is little likelihood of
daylight saving time being adopted here.
Hundreds of complaints against advance
time have been registered during the
past few days with the aldermen, and as
a result one alderman, at least, has announced that he will abide by the requests of his constituents and vote
against daylight saving. Theatre owners
of the city have played a prominent part
in the campaign and if they are successful in defeating the proposed daylight
saving it will mean thousands of dollars
additional in the way of receipts during
the coming summer.

A. M. Shows Out
Tampa, Fla. — With the change of policy
from three-a-week to full-week stands, the
Strand advanced its opening hour to 11
A. M., with a special price for the early
show, but the public failed to take advantage of the cheaper price in sufficient numbers to make it profitable. So after two
weeks' trial the house went back to the
1 P. M. opening, with the exception of Saturdays.

F. & M. Ideas in Pantages
Hollywood — When the new Pantages
opened on June 4, it presented a special
Fanchon and Marco Idea, featuring the
Sunkist Beauties as aerialists. Slim Martin, Fanchon and Marco musical director,
will m. c. the Ideas in the new house.

RKO Switches "Railroad" Title
Hollywood
"Record
Run" is
title
under
which —Radio
will release
the the
railroad
yarn previously called "The Stalwart" an<I
later "The Railroad Man." Having finished
scenes in Montana, the company is en route
to Chicago for additional shots.

To Test Ontario Operators
Toronto — Operators throughout Ontario
liave been notified to prepare for examinations provided for in a law recently passed.
All operators must pass the test, regardless of experieive.

First German Review

Van Praag Back

Berlin — Ufa is preparing the first German sound review. German film, stage and
vaudeville names will be seen and heard.
The nnisical supervision will probably be
in the hands of Rudolf Nelson.

M. Van Praag, former sales manager of
Universal, has returned to New York after
an eight weeks' rest and expects to announce new plans in a few days.

the theatre managers, and this referendum
now is relied upon to fiuMiish a true reflection ofthe community's sentiment in the
matter.
"No connnunity should bow humbly to the
will of small, despotic groups or individuals
in matters involving mooted moral questions, of which Sunday movies is one.
Where doubt exists concerning community
sentiment, there certainly should be a referendum.

Fire

Destroys

Pastime

Albany — Fire last week destroyed the
Pastime at Granville, N. Y., with a loss
of $30,000. Just how the fire started is not
known.

Speed Canadian Wiring

Montreal— More than ,10 theatres in the
Dominion were wired for sound pictures
last month, according to the ]\T. P. Distributors and Exhibitors Ass"n. of Canada.
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prcsi'iifing
CONSTRUCTION

TRENDS

On a plot large enough to accommodate a 4,000 seat theatre,
Michael Mindlin has erected a 436 seat house in Newark, N. J.
What he did with the rest of the ground makes an interesting
yarn, crammed full of ideas for showmen who arc on the hunt
for novelty.
The Pantages in Hollywood threw open its doors on Wednesday
night. How the impending battle in wide film will be met at
this new house is graphically described.
The originality of the German artisan is strikingly revealed in
a startling theatre in Berlin known as the Titania. A breathtaker, the pictorial stud\' in this issue of Tni SirovcMAX must
not be missed.

TFXEVISION

NEXT?

What is it and how will the theatre operator meet it?
and illustrated in this issue.

CARPETING

Described

ECONOMY

Some things the showman probably doesn't know, but should.
There are short cuts to carpeting economy and several of them
are analyzed in a specially prepared article by an expert who
knows.

PROJECTIONISTS'

ROUND

TABLE

Lesson Five in the John F. Rider scries. A whole course in the
practical side of sound projection. Nothing like it ever published in the industry.

The ShOum.ax sfition. a special dctarlmcnt devoted to the equipment, building and
operation of the theatre plant. i> published once a month as a reaular feature of
Motion- Pictvre .\ews, appearing in the first dated issue of each tnonth. Motion
I'iCTl'RE News Publication, Editorial and General Offices:
Seventh Avenue,
\e7c York City. Thomas C. Kenncdv, Manager of Equipment 729
Advertising. Chicago
Office: Harry E. Holquist, Central West Representative, 910 So. Michigan Avenue
Phone: Harrison 2431.
Los Angeles Office: Hotel Roosevelt, Holhu-ood.
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A 436 Seat Theatre
^ On 4,000 Seat Plot
Recreational Features United With Films
at Playhouse^ Newark

The dcioraitons
of the foyer are
black ivith red
b a c k g r o n n d.
T h e triangles
alternate in red
and sih'er, the
ceiling
silver
and the is
couches,
Completely zvltite, the auditorium of the Playhouse is carpeted in black ivith seats in black
and silver.
The ceiling is rcceased to insure
even sound distribution.

— With enough land at
NEWA
disposal on which to construct
liisRK
a 4.000-seat theatre, Michael
Mindlin limited the capacity of the Playhouse, recently opened on Broad Street,
to 436 and devoted the remainder of the
22,000 square feet of floor area to features usually associated with a social and
center.
recreational
The new house has a hallroom, ping
pong courts, billiard room, indoor golf
room, two lounges where coffee and cigarettes are served free, a card and game
room, and a foyer which can be converted into an art gallery. In addition
to these, he has set apart a room measuring 200 square feet whicli he expects
to employ as a television studio for the
reception of broadcasts over this mediimi,
when and if it becomes practical for
theatre use.
From top to bottom, the Playhouse is
visually and decoratively original. It is
cast in the bizarre restraint of advanced
modernistic design.
Noise Penetration Prevented
The auditorium occupies an area of
6,874 square feet for its seating ca])acity
of 436. In construction, it represents
an effort to obtain the liest possible reproduction of sound. When the sound
leaves the loudspeaker backstage, it is
projected upward toward the ceiling, so
constructed as to resemble a rectangular
megaphone. This has the efifect of distributing the sound evenly throughout the
theatre, and it is claimed that tho.se in the
front rows hear the sound no louder
than patrons .seated in the rear.
On either side of the aiulitoriinn.
arched columns have been constructed
parallel with the walls. This arrangement makes the aisles |0n both sides
tunnel-shapad, and to a great extent prevents the penetration of noise caused by

jade green.

patrons going to their seats or leaving
the theatre. This is declared to be an inn(jvation in sound theatre construction.
The decoration of this part of the
Playhouse is also unique. The walls and
the ceilings have been left in their original plaster-white color. This permits
the use of a "colorama" which can
"paint" the interior in any color the occasion may require. By mixing the
various colored lights, it is possible to
olitain about 15 different shade etTects.
The floor is carpeted in black, and the
chairs are in black and silver, with spring
cushion seats and backs. Provision has
also been made for larger-than-regular
size pictures. The screen is normally
20 l)y 25 feet, but can be enlarged to an
area of 40 by ih feet.

Main Loimge Rectangular
The main lounge, which forms the
entrance to the auditorium, occupies
2,800 square feet of space and is rectangular. This is the most impressive part
of the theatre and sets the motif for the
remaining

play

rooms.

Colorful,

soft-

Behns.' — Each Zi'all of the main lounge is treated
individually. The carpet is laid out in a directional line leading into the auditorium and
the ballroom iMch is on the right. Colorings
are blue, grey and black.

7 uur
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iii>lii()iuil cliair^ ami icnulus, a jet l)I;u'l<
inarhli' liar iDr the mtviiij^ of cutU'i-. am!
a corner hookcasf and writing (k'>k an
ft'aturos. The silver ceilinj,' is dividiMl
into tliree nnits in order to preserve an
intimate atniosplure. I .ijjjlitin),' tixturt's
are in chrome and aluminum to match
the decoration of tlie ceilinjj. Instead
of the carpet l)einj,' of one piece, it has
been cut into odd shapes, various colors
I)lendinfi -I'l"' "hluc iiotiui^" with one
another.
The carjjet, liowever, is not merely
decorative. It serves tiu- iKCuIiar fuiution of formiii;^' a directional line into
the audilitrium and also tiie ballroom.
Thus, hy follovvin<j a black strij) of carpet
from the entrance, a patmn will find himself at the iloiirs of the aililiti )riuni. 1 .eavinj^' the auditurium. and foUowiuj.;
black line ai^ain. lu- will arrive at
ballroom. The color ^elu-me ol'
louufie is turkev red, blue, silver
black.

the
the
the
and

7 he eoffee end of the lonni/e. I he coffee
bar is black, Iriinnicd unth silver.
The
stools hair black lec/s, red leather seals
and chromium trimmings.
Consequently green is the predominant
color. The lower half of the walls is
in green monk's cloth, and the up|)er
])art ill blue. The ceiling is white, with
dra])es in green, blue and tan mi.xture.
I'esides the j)Utting greens and the mechanical game, vari-colored awning chairs
and outdoor benches of pine comjjlete
the decorations.
In the card room, also located on the
mezzanine, there are eight tables, seating
M ])eo])le. Here the decorators have
sought a gayer mood. Again -silver has
been used for the ceiling, while the walls
are entirely in red. The chairs and
tables are of solid tubular aluminum,
covered in red leather.

Another slant on llic sotidi as/^cct of the I'layhoiisc.
The billiard room, -a'here
andienees may (/'•(>/> in before or after the f'erfonnanee.
The ballroom, just otY tlu- main loun<;e.
covers 1,500 sc|uare feet. The dance
f^oor, sunk one foot below the promenade which surrounds it, is lari^e enough
to accommodate 50 cou])les, and is tinished in ebony black, relieved by a red
strip at the base. Rejjinning as deep lavender above the silver ba^seboard, the
color of the walls graduate into an orchid
])ink at the ceiling. Couches of royal
purple satin are built into the four corners of the walls. Music is obtained
from concealed loudspeakers connecte<l
to a junior model of Orchestraphone.
On the main floor also is situated the
Iiing pong room, where four regulation
tournament tables are installed, (^n
either side of this room are galleries
capable of holding about 150 spectators.

.\Imo>t alongside is the ])ro])()sed television room, which is now awaiting completion as a minature theatre.

A Neutral Effect
The mezzanine floor houses the sections devoted to l)illiards. indoor golf
and bridge. In the billiard room.
e(|uip])ed with two tables, utility rather
than effect has been the object of the
decoratit)ns. Imjiorted French salubra
wall-paper has been employed to give
a neutral effect. The drajx^s are green
and yellow, reflected light creating that
mellow atmosphere essential in billiards.
.■\d joining this is the indoor golf room,
furnished with two putting greens and
a mechanical golf course. Here an effort was made to simulate the outdoors.

In outfitting the IMayhou.se. much use
has been made of chrome and aluminum.
Xot only are all of the lighting flxtures
made of these metals, but also radiator
covers, chairs, tables, couches and clothes
racks. In contrast, with the severity of
line resulting from their use. the decorators have surrounded them with the
most extravagant colors as can be noted
from the foregoing.
The policy of the Playhouse is American talking |)ictures only. Mindlin has
reached no definite decision as to whether
to present first or second runs, although
both have been shown. It is his belief
that the theatre oft'ers so many diversions
besides pictures, that the matter of run
is not important. The hou^e operates on
a grind jiolicy from 11 A.M. to 11 P.M.
The price scale is slightly higher than at
other Xewark theatres where no vaudeville is presented.
Since the opening of the Playhouse.
Mindlin has had plans drawn for additional features to include in his social
center ])icture theatre. These include
a radio
broadcast
station,
a Tom
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Thumb golf course, a tea room, a circulating library and special rooms
where women's clubs of Newark and
the suburbs can hold regular meetings.
The radio station, already assigned
the letter WNJ by the Radio Commission, will operate on a wave-length of
207 millimeters and 1,450 kilocycles.
It will be situated on the mezzanine
lounge and will be glass enclosed so
that patrons of the theatre may be
able to see artists during the broadcasts.
The roof of the theatre will house
the Tom Thumb golf course, which is
reported to be meeting with success
as an individual attraction throughout
the country. It will contain nine holes
and will be free to patrons at all times.

Tea Room

and Library

The tea room and library have been
a consideration since before the opening of the theatre, but due to many
obstacles encountered during construction these were temporarily neglected. The tea room will be situated
in a room midway between the entrance and the television room. Light
luncheon will be served. This is the
only feature of the house where patrons will be expected to pay. Xlie
circulating library, in the main lounge,
will be under the supervision of a
librarian. Patrons will be permitted
to borrow books without charge.
Two rooms, at present unused, will
comprise the clubrooms for women.
No charge will be made for their use,
although all members will be expected
to pay the prevailing scale at the boxofifice before being permitted to enter.
The decorations were designed to
"lead" the patron into the mood of
the entertainment. The lobby, in red.
silver, black and gold tiles, acts as a
bizarre "come-on." But on going into
the entrance lobby, which is really the
patron's first view of the interior of
the house, an attempt has been made
Another view of the lounge.
This is the
desk end, decorated like the rest of the
theatre with modernistic furniture.

Picture

News

to induce rest fulness. Grey is here
the ])redominating color, with t]ie
ceiling in a glowing yellow and silver
and black trim for the doors. The
carpet, while following the concepts
of crazy-quilt modern art, is never obtrusive and always in the mood of the
surroundings.
The entrance hall is really a continuation ofthe entrance lobby. Here
the effect of restfulness was also desired, but it had to be a step-up from
the preceding lobby. Consequently
green became the motivating color.
Starting at the baseboard, which is
dark green, the walls were divided
into three distinct sections, each separated by a stripe of chromium metal.
The lower panel was done in apple
green, the center panel a slightly
lighter green, and the top panel and
the ceiling were accentuated in yellow.
In the foyer, leading directly from
the entrance hall, the patron is given
his first introduction to the gay mood.
Reaching the entire height of the
theatre building which is two stories
its decorations include large gobs of
The golf room zuhere an effort imjs made
to simulate the outdoors.
Green
is the
dominant color motif.

J line
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red and silver, worked into triangles,
rectangjes and other geometric designs, cf.eating a startling effect after
the motiesty of the preceding passages.
Besides the two lounges already described,' still a third one is located on
the mezzanine floor. This is the ladies' lofinge. French wall paper reflects tlie purpose of this room.
Against . a delicate tan background,
there are figures of women at the seashore, lounging in the sun, playing
golf. These figures are in vivid tones
of orange, blue and green. The furnishings, taking a cue from the wall
paper, are in tan. Couches and tubular chairs are covered in materials to
match. Carpet is grey, with vivid red
borders. Mirrors with gunmetal glass
reflecting borders, consoles of chromium and black glass, and original-designed lighting fixtures complete the
surroundings.

"Social Cinema"
Mindlin's latest theatre is a logical
development of the ideas which he
embodied in the construction and design of the little cinema playhouse
which he formerly operated. Tracing
the inception of the idea, it will be
found that on taking over the Fifth
Avenue Playhouse in New York in
1926, he included a lounge where coffee and cigarettes were served to patrons without charge.
Later, in the St. George Playhouse
in Brooklyn and the Chicago Playhouse on Michigan Boulevard in Chi- ■^
cago, he expanded the idea to include
the exhibition of valuable books,
paintings and sculptures.
The Little Carnegie Playhouse on
57th Street, adjacent to Carnegie Hall
in New York again showed an expansion of the "social-cinema" idea.
Here, in addition to the things which
he had done previously, he added a
small ballroom, a ping pong court and
a card and game room.
The ladies' lounge.
Note the distinctive
flavor to the wallpaper and the charm of
the modernistic lamps and mirrors.
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Bcirrly UUls. Cal.
— Loii', roomy and
Spanish in motif,
the new Warner
theatre to be built
at ll'ilshire Bonle:vrd and Reeves
Drive, in fashionable Beverly Hills.
B. Marcus Pritcca
of Los Angeles
l>repared the plans.

Some New Fashions
In Theatre Concepts

Erie.sound
Pa. —in tnittd,
Built
iK'ith
this li'arner house

]ot(>uistozc)i, I'ino. — .1 study or liir fi'posed Wanier theatre Zi'hich zi'ill seat 2,600
and cost $1,000,000. The interior Zi-ill be
styled in modified French Renaissance. C.
ll\ and G. L. Raff arc the arcliitecls.

tion shortly from
goes into construcplans prepared bv
C. IV. and a. L.
-.■elopments in icide
Rapp. Future defilm, likexcise, are
being taken into
account.
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A House Built
For Wide Films

HoUywood Boiifc'
vard gets a neiv
temple dez'oted to
III otto n pictures.
Draii-'iiig of t h e
H('ci< Pantages
theatre.

HOLLYWOOD— Architectural ntrend
of the future in preparatio for
the wide-screen-large picture development is demonstrated in the new
Pantages which Wednesday was opened
by Lloyd and Rodney Pantages and Fox
W'est Coast Theatres. The house, which
was erected bv Alexander Pantages. has
0 and
ity ned
0, Marc
0,00a.
$L25
cost us
of '3,00
awascapac
Pritec
by B.
desig
This new wrinkle in theatre construction is evidenced by the low rear balcony,
height of which permits full vision of the
screen at any point. The downstairs rear
seats also have full view of the Grandeur
screen. The width eliminates the need
of distance from the stage in the seating

Oite man is reijuncd h

Both the exterior and interior carry
out the modernistic trend in a complete
but subdued manner. The color scheme
inside is mainly in black, gold, silver and
henna, while the outside is done in white
concrete trimmed with gold covered iron
grills. The outside measurements of the
theatre show it to be 250 feet long, 150
feet wide and 120 feet from cellar to
roof.
The vestibule is done in red Levanto
marble trimmed with Roseil. The ticket
booth has three windows and is of gold
and silver metal work with a marble
base. The grand lobby's walls and pillars
are of modern design and of contrasting
colors. On either side is a wide staircase
and on each side of these staircases are

stone .statues depicting achievements of
modern science, aviation and talking pictures.
Ofif the grand lobby are the lounges
and rest rooms. The wide foyer has a
ceiling done in mural paintings of the
modernistic trend. As in the grand lobby,
the ceiling is of acoustical plaster. In
the auditorium, the main floor of which
seats 2,000, the walls and ceiling are of
acoustical plaster, a special substance
which cuts down the sound reverberations to a minimum degree. The walls
of the auditorium are of modern design
and coloring.

Eight Panels in Stage Curtain
The main stage curtain is done in eight
panels, each adorned by a mural painting. Each painting shows the development of architecture in countries of both
eastern and western hemispheres. At
either side of the stage is a smaller stage
which can be utilized if necessary. At the
top of the proscenium arch are three
murals ornately done.
The ceiling is sky blue and beneath it
is a suspended false ceiling which leaves
only small portions of the upper part
showing through. Special lighting effects
have been installed in this ceiling. The
candelabra which weighs over 3j^ tons
is of aluminum and glass and is the
largest in any western theatre. Blinker

ipi-nilr till- liiuie siv'ilclihoard oj the J'anlciijes.
J lie hmird cost :i;45,(HM), is 11 jeei high and as long and ?i'(7.f designed by Cass Hayes, consulting engineer for the Pantages circuit
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Architect's study of the Paiitogcs. illuslratiiig the dccorathr scheme.

star lights have l)ccii placed in the cciHiig
and cloud effect machines also help to
give an open sky effect as seen through
the openings of the suspended ceiling.
The orchestra ])it is operated by hydraulic
lifts and can he slid onto the stage if so
desired. It will accommodate 30 musicians.
Scats of Three Colors
The seats are of three colors, red, blutand green and are of the latest design.
They have velour backs and mohair seats
and are placed in various designs to show
off the color effect. They are also placed
wide enough ajiart so that peoi)le coming
or going will not cause those seated to
rise. There are five seating sections on
the main floor. The floors are covered
with a special carpet which deadens the
sound. Mor than 7.000 square yards of
carpeting was necessary to cover the floors
of the theatre.
In the balcony the seats are divided int<i
two sections. The lower section of 500
seats comprises the loges and the second

balcony of 500 seats are the same as
those on the lower floor. Outside exits
from the balcony are on a level with the
street as are those of the main flcKjr,
due to the location of the house.
Oflf the balcony is the promenade
which is lined with a .series of arches
done in black and gold of modern design.
Off from here are the upstairs lounges
and rest rooms which are like thf)se on
the lower floor but somewhat smaller.
Thirteen horns have been placed on
the stage for sound re])roduction. Besides this a public address .system with
horns in various parts of the house have
been installed and if necessary can be
connected with the sound cqui]iment.
Three-Way

Screen

The screen which has a special masking device can be used for standard.
Magnascope and wide film as it is 56
feet wide and 27 feet high. The stage
itself is 145 feet wide, 70 feet deep and
50 feet high at the proscenium arch.

The heating jjlant which is located 40
feet below the stage has three hot water
boilers using oil for fuel. Two are for
use in cold weather while the other supplies hot water for the house.
Three Air Conditioiers
The refrigeration and ventilating plant
has three .separate air conditioning units
and dehumiclifiers. One for the auditorium in front of the balcony, one for
under the balcony, and the lobby and the
other for the balcony. This allows the
temperature to be regulated to the same
degree in any ])art of the house. Two
100 ton refrigeration machines, run by
synchronous motors are capable of melting 200 tons of ice in 24 hours. Remote
control wet and dry bulb thermometer stations, are located in various parts of the
house and enable the engineer to watch
the air and heat conditions from a control
l)anel at his station.
The ventilating fans are also controlled
from one station and one exhaust fan is
{Continued on page 96)
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Germany^s Newest
Contribution to
Theatre Architecture

One of the most unusual theatres, architecturally, in Europe. This is an
interior view of the Titania, a picture house in Berlin-Stcglitz. The sweep
of the building lines is designed to focus the attention of the audience zvhere
it belongs on the screen. The stage arch is fringed -with organ pipes
U'hich serve the double function of practicability and the striking in decoration.' Photograph reproduced by courtesy of the German Tourist
Information Office.

i5tributortV\brld^Best
Theatre E9uipment

SATISFACTION
COMPLETE
LIME Of*
THEATRE E.OUIPMENT

The modern department store, mammoth

in size and varied In scope, Is

but the natural outgrowth of a universal public tendency to concentrate purchases in one establishment instead of scattering one's energies and capital
in a shop to shop quest of needed Items.
The many conveniences of big store trading are so fully realized by the
buying public, that these great merchandise

marts continue to flourish and

prosper to the mutual advantage of buyer and seller alike.

rNSTALCATlONS
GUARANTEED

In its own particular field the E. E. Fulton Co. presents a parallel to the
great department stores of metropolitan cities. We have built up a departmentized institution specially organized to serve the motion picture theatre
industry in a many sided but completely satisfying way.
So, If you are in any way concerned with theatre planning, outfitting or
maintenance, let u^ show you how economically, promptly and efficiently we
EXPERT
ENGlNEtRlNG
SERVICE

can serve you — and in a way to prove our claim to the title, DEPARTMENT
STORE OF THE MOTION PICTURE TRADE.
Our all embracing, Single Contract, Single Responsibility plan simplifies
matters and gives you every protection. Remember
SATISFACTION IS THE FULTON PLAN OF ACTION.

that CONTINUED

C. H. FULTON
President.
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"SOUND" ENGINEERS

AND SOUND

INSTALLATION
who

EXPERTS

have contacted

the

Fulco Projector are unanimous in expressing approval

FULCO
PROJECTORS

of FULCO

PROJECTOR

Performance.

will satisfy you not only
from the standpoint of low
first cost and of economical

Naturally, they consider
projectors in association with
sound reproduction appa-

upkeep as well, but also because of Built-in Qualities
which guarantee unbeatable

ratus and determine projector rating on showing
made with sound hookup.

projection.

In the judgment

of these

men, no machine stands in
a higher

FULCO

class than the

PROJECTOR.

Fulco Projector
(Ernemann design)

FULTON
EXECUTIVE
C. H.

CO. Branches in key cities for your convenience
HEADQUARTERS— 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago
R

FULTON
President

A. VAN

HUSAN

V.-Pres. and Sales Mgr.

A. G. JARMIN
Treasurer

Branches
ST. LOUIS— 3232 Olive St.
INDIANAPOLIS— 340 N. Illinois St.
MILWAUKEE— 151 Seventh St.
LOS ANGELES— Film Ex. Bldg.
SAN FRANCISCO— 255 Golden Gate Ave.

CHICAGO— 1018 S. Wabash Ave.
NEW YORK— 115 W. 45th St.
BOSTON— 65 Broadway
PHILADELPHIA— 1337 Vine St.
ATLANTA— 146 Walton St.

FACTORY— 2001-2007 S. California Ave., Chicago
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E. FULTON
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ELECTRIC

Back Up Your Projectionist
Much is expected of the man behind the portholes. His
responsibihties are now greater than ever before. Machines
and apparatus under his control should be of the most
reliable kind to enable him to deliver perfect projection.
G-E motor-generator sets behave well and are always
dependable.
They require minimum

attention and always function

with quiet, smooth-running effectiveness.
Any G-E office or Fulton Company
literature detailing the line.

branch will send you

The Fulto)i Company is exclusive distributor of these sets in the theatre field,
as indicated by nameplate which these sets carry.

GENERALOELECTRIC

r

C^

150-9

JI <«COAST
E.E FUITON COMPANY,JRCOAST
DISTRIBUTORS

z

L
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PLEASING
DECORATIVE
SCHEMES

EOU
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are not necessarily expensive. But where
they don't prevail, popularity wanes.
Good taste and harmonious combinations
should dominate every theatre interior
and we can show you how your theatre
may be greatly improved at small cost.

WHY NOT
CONSULT US?
No matter where you are located,
there is a FULTON CO. branch
not far away.
Address
E. E. FULTON

CO.

at
CHICAGO
NEW YORK
BOSTON
PHILADELPHIA
ATLANTA

ST. LOUIS
INDIANAPOLIS
MILWAUKEE
SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES

Also Sales Representatives at

OMAHA
KANSAS

t

CLEVELAND
CITY

J. A. TORSTENSON
860-902 FLETCHER

r
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SEATING
THE
SPECTATOR
Properly — Comfortably — is a very important matter either in a l^iciiire
Palace or in just a modest movie show.
Wc can and do make seats for every type of playhouse and every seat produced in our factory is
manufactured and finished in the most approved
manner from selected material.
We know that we play a very important part in solving the
many new problems which the coming of talking pictures
has introduced.
Our engineers have shown not only that
sound is a factor to be reckoned with in connection with
correct seating,
but they
have demonstrated
also
what to do to make seating
harmonize
with
good
acoustics in the theatre. It
will cost you nothing for
this engineering assistance.
The acoustical scheme of
your theatre may be faulty
because of improper seating
arrangements and this is
something worth inquiring
into. Consult us.

Any office of the Fulton Co.
will give you complete information about the line of the

AMERICAN

SEATING CO.

<gFULC^
E.E FULTON COMPANY,

COAST ^oCOAST DISTRIBUTORS
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If Your Lobby

^

MAKE

TALKIE

MOVIE

Is Unattractive

FANS

You Are MoSurely Losing
ney

30,000 cu. ft. of Noiseless Air per Minute
ONLY

*160°°
FOR

The World's Best Theatre Ventilation
SEE
E. E. FULTON
CHICAGO,

CO.

BLIZZARD FAN CO.
Omaha, Nebr.

ILL.

Branches in all key cities

Up-to-Date lobby frames compel attention and
present photos and lithos to the best possible
advantage.
From a Dollar and Cents angle, they are worth
while.

Our

If Your Show
is a good one, don't keep it a
secret

ELECTRICAL

SIGNS

Lighting Engineers
Will Show You
how your theatre may be illuminated most effectively by the use

They will broadcast your message to more

of modern fixtures. Expert assistance in such matters means no

people than you have any idea of.

outlay or obligation.

are noiseless

but

powerful

E.E FULTON

announcers.
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ILEX

CHARACTER, DESIGN
and COLORING

Projection Lenses
GIVE WONDERFUL ILLUMINATION because of unusually large glass area.
GIVE REMARKABLE SHARPNESS because
they are corrected to the highest degree.
GIVE GREAT BRILLIANCE to projected
image because of optical qualities of glass used
and to our improved and refined methods of
manufacture and test.

rather than price determine the suitability of
CARPET or other covering in any given case.
Let us aid you in making right selection for your
needs at the most economical price.
Always at your scrr/rc.

LET US TELL YOU IN DETAIL about ou •
standard and also about our Dual Focus lens
for sound on film projection.

ILEX OPTICAL

Z

EQUIPMENT

THEATRE

WM.

COMPANY

SLATER,

316 N. MICHIGAN
CHICAGO

Jr.
AVE.

Rochester, N. Y.

FULCO
AUTOMATIC ENCLOSED REWIND
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Comprises
a well designed
cast aliiniinum
frame
into
which are built all the accurately built elements that make

1
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this the easiest and quietest running rewind on the market.
Complies with the strictest regulations.
It you show talking pictures, you of course want your
projection room free from noise making apparatus. THE
FULCO IS A NOISELESS REWIND.

lipfore biiyiiiK tlioxp new liii)i|is. no PHsi-nfiiil to the proper projwilon
of talking pi<tiireH todu.v. ('on<iiilt the man In your orKaniuit ion
l»estreeoniinrnd
infoniie<l on effirientt etiiilpnieiit — \onr projwtionist . lie's sure
lo

STRONG
For

Sale

THE

by

ArcDealersLamps
Trustworthy i^^^i^^^l.
Independent
Supply
Everywhere
STRONG ELECTRIC CORP.

2501 LAGRAN(;E
Export

ST.
Office:

U

WhitehaJl

TOLEDO,
St.,

New

York

OHIO

City

^FULC^
E.E FULTON COMPANY, COAST ^o COAST DISTRIBUTORS jL
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A/ ways a Box Office
Attraction ^ ^ ^
ACER

footsteps, searching for entertainment and diversion, follow the most
brilliant paths grooved through the
shadows of night by LIGHT.
Does such a path lead to your boxoffice ? Is the light you use sufficiently brilliant to
lure the crowd to your theater?
Good lighting is dependent upon good lamps.
When you use Edison MAZDA* Lamps you use lamps
that are of a known standard of quality.
A staff of engineers are available to assist you
in the proper lighting for your particular type
and size of theater. Address your communications to'the Engineering Department, Edison Lamp
Works^ of General Electric Company, Nela Park,
Cleveland, Ohio.
• Mazda — Ihe mark of a research service.

EDISON
MAZ
DA
LAM
PS
GENERAL/^^ ELECTRIC
1
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Watch Horns, Batteries, Rewinding
To Keep Your Sound Up to Snuff
Eqiiiiiment Is a Stern Master ""cl Requires Constant Attention,
Ex/KTt to /,5()() Theatres Declares
Hv DR. N. M. I. A FOR IK
Dirvctor, I'uhlix Dvpartntvnt
Tl souiul
I !•'. {)aranioiiiit
importance
f^ood
(listril)ution
in the oftheatre
auditorium is so obvious that it re(|uires no >upportinjj arijumont. This article will therefore he confined to a discussion of some of the major problems which
much be solved if satisfactory distribution
of volume is to be obtained.
Stranpcly enough a greater degree of perfection is expected by the audience when
mechanical reproduction is used than when
there are actual actors on the stage. For
example, patrons sitting in rear or side seats
at a legitimate stage production do not object when great dithculty in seeing or hearing the production is experienced, while
patrons in the same seats in a talking picture presentation expect to hear just as well
as they would in the best seats in the house.
The patron's ear is a much more severe
critic than the patron's eye. The ordinary
black and white picture on tlje screen is
actually very little like the original scene
with its color and depth, but the eye does
not object to this. The ear, however, readily notices and resents small differences between the reproduced sound and that which
is remembered as a real and familiar sound.
The average audience will not ol)ject to
poor light, scratched film, or other projection faults as much as they will con^plain
of slight unrecorded noises. System noises
must be eliminated bv unceasing attention
to the details of maintenance. Most distribution problems can be solved by the
proper pointing of the horns.

Correct Pointing
This article is altogether too brief to completelv outline the proi)er methods of horn
pointing, nor is it our intention that the
theatre personnel do this work. The correct pointing of horns to give good distribution re(|uires higlilv specialized training: we
plan to merely outline some of the fundamental principles and methods in order that
the theatre staff may have a better understanding ofthe work of the engineers, thereby fostering closer co-operation between
them.
The Western Electric reproducing system
uses for its sound production a type of horn
which is called "exponential." It is by
means of this type of horn that the sound
can be directed at will in a "beam" in much
the same way as a beam of light from a
searchlight would be pointed.

"Bcanr Property
Other types of loud speakers release the
sound into the auditorium without directing
it. It is because of this beam property of
the exponential tvpe horns that we may with
painstaking work point them so that all
seats receive approximately the same quantity of sound.
The loudness of the sound is greatest in
the center of this sound beam and gradual-

of Scientific

Jii'Hearcfi, Sound

ly decreases towards the eriges or sides of
the beam. The sound volume also decreases
as the listener moves further away from the
horn toward the rear of the house. Our
l)r(>t)lem of obtaining e(|ual amounts ol
M)un(l in all the seats can usually best be
obtained in the following way: point the
sound beam center at the rear seats and
let the edges of the beam take care of the
front seats.

Sound Tips
equipsoundution
care
PROPI*2Rment and
the ofdistrib
of
sound in the theatre auditorium
constitute one of the hij^tjest jm)!)Icms facing theatre managers to(lav. Tn the accompanying article,
Dr. X. U. La Porte, head of the
department of scientific research on
sound and projection of Publix
Theatres, gives .some useful pointers on the subject.
If this is done the \oluiiie at the rear
seats will not be too great even though the
center of the sound beam strikes them. This
is because they are relatively far away from
the horns. The volume at the front seats
\\\\\ not be excessively great even though
tlu'\ are close to the horns because the volume near the edges is not as great as in the
center of the sound beam.
In obtaining satisfactory volume distribution inthe house a "cut-and-try" method of tilting of the horns up and down will
finally result in a nice balance which give
approximately the same volume to the front
scats as is found in the rear. The distribution of the sound volume froin one side of
the house to the other is usually obtained
by a division of the house into sections or
strips of anproximately the same width.
There will be as many sections as there are
horns. Each horn is now directed to the
center of the respective section which it is
intended to cover. In doing this the vertical adjustment previously described should
not be disturbed.

Some Exceptions
To this general rule. like all rules, there
are exceptions. In fact, the exceptions appear to exceed the number of cases where
the rule mav be applied. The serious difficultv in following this general rule is found
in the fact that in some houses the beam of
sound so directed mav hit a reflecting wall
and result in a disturbing echo. If this
condition exists and the management is unable to economically accoustically treat the
wall, it is sometimes neces.sary to compromise by sacrificing the sound in a few
seats, in order to retain good sound in other
points of the house.

and

f'rojection
Each house presents a different problem
which must be solved in the light of its
particular conditions.

Watch Storage Batteries
There are three gocxl reasons why the
storage batteries used with sound reproducing systems should have most careful attention in ordpr that they will last a reasonable
length of time.
They are:
) the vital importance of batteries to
the( 1system,
(2) the difficulty of quick replacement;
and
I 3 ; the cost — both the original cost and
the installation charge.
The most common cause of battery failure is overcharging. In fact, in practically
all instances where there are failures in
theatres, the trouble is due to the impression
of the person who has the responsibility of
the batteries that a great amount of power
must be put into the batteries.
It must be borne in mind that the engineer servicing the ef|uipment has carefully
computed the amount of power that must
be returned to the batteries after the normal
run and carefully set the charging rate,
based on the time the batteries will be
charged. Of course, in most cases this rate
will be so set that if one set of batteries
are charged while the system is operating
on another set, the batteries will maintain
their proper condition.

Electrolysis

If the batteries are allowed to remain on
charge after the fully charged condition is
reached, the power going into the batteries
will be used up in electrolysis, which is the
breaking up of the water of the solution into hydrogen and oxygen. The positive
plate is made of peroxide of lead and it is
around this plate that the hydrogen collects and bubbles to the surface.
This is of
commonly
"gassing,"
pero.xide
lead of called
the positive
plateTheis
loosened by the resulting agitation and
small pieces drop to the bottom of the cell,
forming a layer of sediment. In this way
the amount of useful rnaterial in the cell is
decreased, reducing its capacity and shortening its life. Wet battery tops and the fact
that water in the cells must be frequently
replaced are symptoms of over-charging.
It is essential that the terminals of the
batteries be kept clean and free from the
oxide and sulphate deposits that tend to
coat them. This is particularly necessary
in the systems of sound reproducing where
four sets of six volt batteries are so connected"series-parallel"
f
arrangement) they
operate as a 12 volt group.
If the acidic fumes creep into the connections ahigh resistance is developed, resulting in less of the load being carried by a
particular battery and a consequent unequal
wear. There will also be ? resistance to
(Continued
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page
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Theatre Television Looms As New
Worry for The Showman to Defeat
Demonstration on Six Foot Screen Opens Up Floodgates of Speculation —
Q. E. Scientist See Commercial Use Near
SCHENECTADY— Theatre television as
an early development was foreshadowed here when Dr. E. F. W. Alexanderson, television expert of . the General
Electric Co., demonstrated practically a television show broadcast from his laboratory
to a six-foot screen at RKO's Proctor, one
mile away.
The feat has aroused a wave of discussion pro and con throughout the industry
as to the feasibility and practicality of television in the theatre. While there remains
a great deal of experimental work before
television actually can be counted a factor,
a description of the technical method employed in transmitting and receiving is of
interest.

48 Holes in Scattning Disc
The subject to be televised stands before
an incandescent lamp. Between the subject
and the light is a metal disc about the size
of a bicycle wheel and drilled with 48 holes.
The revolving disc covers the complete subject 20 times per second ; that is, there are
20 complete pictures made up of light and
shade. A large square frame contains four
photo-electric tubes, sensitive to light. The
tubes respond 40,000 times per second to impulses reflected back from the subject.
At the theatre the electrical impulses are
received and passed on to a light valve,
based on an invention by Dr. August Karolus of Leipzig, Germany. The light valve
is in the middle of an intricate lens system, in front of a high intensity arc lamp
of a type similar to those used for the projection of motion pictures.
The Ijght valve operates delicately and
accurately to permit the passage of light in
correspondence to the impulses received
from the television transmitter. These light
emissions are passed on through lenses to a

disc corresponding in size, number of holes
and rate of rotation, to the disc at the
camera or originating point. Additional
lens pass the light forward to the screen
where these light impulses, at the rate of
40,000 per second, become the living, active
image of the subject.

Projector 17 Feef Backstage
The arc lamp, with the lens system and
the light valve, the whole making up the
television projector, is placed 17 feet back
of the screen. Heavy black cloth from the
projector to the screen makes an effective
light tunnel which eliminates the possibility
of stray light hitting the screen. All the elements in the system, including projector amplifier and loud speakers, are mounted on
wheels to permit assembly and disassembly when used as part of a vaudeville program.
Many inventors and research laboratories
are experimenting with television. Dr. Herbert E. Ives of the Bell Laboratories demonstrated a system in color last June and
as far back as 1927 the Bell engineers had

Projector Lan»

5H5i«n

J

Industry Merely Watching

-Condans«.r
tans
-Oiophraqm

Projection
vision system. lens system

developed a direct-scanning system or portable radio camera which photographed outdoor scenes for reproduction on a distant
screen. Glaring incandescents under which
the individual to be televised formerly sat
were removed by this advance which also
opened the way to that type of broadcasting by daylight.
in England, John L. Baird has been televising for some time. In fact, he is operating a company engaged in regular business
to handle television programs and broadcasts to London audiences.
C. Francis Jenkins of Washington has
likewise turned television to practical use
and now operates a broadcasting station for
that purpose in Newark. Vladimir Zworkyin of the Westinghouse organization
claims to have touched upon an entirely new
basic principle, using a new type of cathode
ray tube.
In Boston, an organization known as the
Short Wave and Television Laboratories
is attempting to work out color television.
In its work is associated Station WEEI.
Elimination of the revolving disc through
application of a cone-shaped vacuum tube
device is the objective of still another television experimenter, Philo T. Farnsworth
of San Francisco.

in G. E. tele-

In the picture industry, it is generally admitted the subject of television is one with
which few executives, if any, are familiar.
There is general recognition that the development will some day confront the trade as
a major factor and one that will demand
serious consideration.
The consensus of opinion, as nearly as
the attitude of hesitant executives may be
cross-sectioned, is that television is not yet
ready for practical application.
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Pictures That Tell Tclciision's Story

In veil ted in 'SO

SclR'iicctadv — Tclfvisioii was iinciitol
al)()ut 50 years afjo by a Cierman. named
Xipkow, according to Dr. K. V. W. Alcxandcrsoii, \\\w successfully demonstrated a
television broadcast to a theatre here. This,
he said, is the nearot answer to the (luery
as to spon.sorship of the invention. Xipkow, however, he >aid. had no radio amplifier or neon lamp, so could not complete his
invention at the time. He did, however,
Alexanderson points out, explain clearly
the idea of scanning the |)icturc. line after
line, by a spot of liKht.
■■ Before we could produce the roulls seen
here, he had to make several tests with difproved to be t'ailwhich
ferent waveleiif,'ths
urcs because
one ray
followed the surface
of the earth, whereas the other was reflcted from a layer of electrons 100 miles above
the earth," Dr. .Mexanderson declared. "We
are now working with a wavelength of 140
meters in which the jjround wave is predominant. For lon^ distances, on the other
hand, we have found it advantageous to use
the sliortest possible wavelength so that the
bulk of the radiation leaves the earth and
only the lower fringe of it will arrive at the
receiving station. It is expected that the
tests that are now in progress are going
to throw much more light on the subject of
wave propagation. Television apparatus is
for this purpose an ideal working tool and
I venture to predict that we will soon see

Dr. [I. F. W. Alexanderson and Ihe projector.

a wave of activity in amateur television."
TelCii.^iiin

i-(iiiif'iii( III 'i.!-;i-il Hj- oil shiiir ,'f I'rihh'r's

Ihi-iilrr.

-^ ii, n,\ :,iiiy.

Experiment Makes Dent
On Albany Theatrenien
Albany — Many exhibitors in and around
Albany attended the television demonstration at Proctor's in Schenectady last week,
and were impressed by what they saw.
The demonstration was part of the regular bill and went over without a hitch before crowds that packed every inch of the
theatre.
Actual pictures without the aid of film
were thrown on a six foot screen of actors
a half mile or more away in the G-E
studio. Exhibitors watched the demonstration with a view of its possibilities later on
in the theatre. The only way that one
would know that it was a radio transmission was by a very slight swaying of the
images as they were thrown on the six foot
screen. Two years ago when tlie first demonstration oftelevision was given the image was confined to a three inch square.
An improved light valve intensifying waves
to a far greater degree permitted the more
recent showing to expand to a six loot
square.

Transmitter of Station U'Z.XCli' of>eratin(/ on 139.5 meters in sending out telei-ision
signals from the laboratory.
Left to and
rightrectifier.
the units are: Pozcer amplifier, modulator

Cole Sees Television
Supplanting Talkers
Dallas — Col. H. .A. Cole, president of
Te.xas M.P.T.O. and Manager Assn., stated
at a meeting here that talkies and pictures
may go into the discard soon, to be replaced
with tclephoto-phono pictures in which one
master picture will be reproduced simultaneously intheatres all over the world.

Iiuandescent lamp x^liich shines on face
of open
sid\ieet to be televised.
shon'ti

The lamp

case is
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anufactured Weather
in the
Fox Great Lakes . . .
will keep patrons cool and
this summer
comfortable
is another progressive theatre which will offer
HERE
patrons additional enjoyment this summer . . . which
will provide the healthful, quiet comfort of Manufactured Weather,
ing.as produced throug-h the Carrier System for
Air Condition
And not only in summer, but every day in the year, patrons
of the Great Lakes will breathe this ]u%t right atmosphere
. . . created and maintained regardless of outside weather
conditions or the size of the audience.
In hot, muggy weather, the air entering the Carrier conditioned theatre is cooled and excess humidity is removed.
In winter, the icy blasts drawn in are warmed and the correct
amount of humidity is added. Summer and winter, all air is
cleansed, set at the ideally comfortable condition of temperature and humidity and distributed uniformly and silently
throughout the entire theatre. Thus every part of the house,
from the first row orchestra to the last row in the balcony,
is equally comfortable.
This is the same system which is providing ideal conditions
of comfort at all seasons in many of the best known and most
prominent theatres in the country. It is the only system
guaranteed on a scientific Jb. basis as to sound level . . . that
is, guaranteed not to prcxluce the slightest sound disturliing
to recording or reproduction. It is increasing patronage and
building good will . . . not only in theatres, but in oftice buildings, banks, department stores, hotels, restaurants and public
and industrial buildings throughout the country in which the
health and comfort of occupants assumes a place of first
importance.
Manufactured Weather is the product of Willis H. Carrier
and his associates . . . pioneers and leaders in the air conditioning field for more than twenty-five years. Theatre
owners, architects and engineers are invited to investigate
the results accomplished by this complete, silent air conditioning system. A comparison with any other system will convince you as to its superiority.

Carrier Fnqineering Corporation
m:\vark, new jersey
OFFICES:
CARRIER

Nf:\v York,
Phil.\delphia,
Boston^
Detroit, Washingtox, Dallas, Los
KN-GINEERING

LO.NDO.N,
CALCUTTA.

CO..

I'AniS,
BOMBAY,
.lOHANNESBUBG

LTD.

Chicago,
Angeles

Cleveland,

CARRIER
LUFTTECHMSCHE
GESELI^^CHAFT
STUTTGART.

BERUN

Manufactured Weather jiiakes "Every day a good day"
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Theatre Carpeting Vital Element
In Color Scheme and Aid to Sound
Proper Floor Cot'crmj? Has Become Economic Necessity
In Theatres tilth Advent of Sound Pictures
FEW ycvrs aRo car|X'tiii}j: in theatres
was a luxury. Today it is an economic necessity.
I liis transformation has l)een Iirought
ahout by sound. Tlie composition tile and
linoleum tloorinj;!* and other resilient materials formerly used no lonjjer suffice.
Their sound resistinjj surfaces have given
way to the absorbent properties to be found
in carpeting. Some pertinent facts concerning- the selection, maintenance and use of
theatre carpeting are treated here.
A

I'he first considerations are inevitably
those which prexented general use of carpeting in theatres before the advent of talking pictures, namely, cost and sanitation.
The initial cost of carpeting is greater
than that of many .other types of floor covering ;its maintenance, however, is proportionately less. It docs not recjuire a crew
of scrubwomen to keej) clean. .\ good, highpower vacinun cleaner, u.sed daily, will keep
it in good condition at an appreciable saving of time and expense. The vacuum
cleaner is also your sanitary safeguard for
carpeting.

Red II re Katio of ArcitJciifs
There are further utilities of carpeting to
reduce its initial cost. One is the atmosphere of luxurious comfort it lends to the
theatre an atmo>pherc ine\ital)ly appreciated by patrons. Another is its reduction of
risk from injuries sustained by patrons from
falls. Almost all other types of floor covering suitable for theatre use have a greater
risk element in this connection than has
carpeting, which, because of its cushioned
surface, is practically "slip-proof." Even
in instances of actual falling, the risk element is lessened when carpeting is used
because of the natural softness of the material and its cushioning.
The qualitv of carpeting suitable for various conditions varies greatly, and can only
be detinitely determined by an authority on
theatre carpeting after a study of individual
re(|uirements. In the initial selection of carpeting, however, a good rule which is generally applicable is that standard, (|uality
material from a reputable dealer be chosen.
There is no economy to be effected in the
purchase of cheap carpeting, .\dversely.
foolish economy in this regard is inevitably
more costly tlian an initial outlay for reliable material. It is the mistake mo.st fre(juently made bv the operators of small theatres in particular. Seeking a bargain, they
buy price rather than material, and learn
later, to their dismay, that what they have
bought needs replacement in a comparatively short has
time.excellent
(^lood carpeting,
properly
maintained,
wearing qualities.
Moreover, one of the costliest items in
carpet furnishing is the labor charge for
installation. The better your grade of carpet, the less frequently will this cost have
to be met. The uurchascr's first rule should
be: Buv good carpet from a reputable
dealer who is equip))ed to install it properly.

By WII.MAM

SLATKR.

.IK.

Of the Slaler ('ttn)pan>. Chicauo

i'rotection of the wearing surface of carI)ets, particularly at entrances and at the
heads of aisles and stairways, is important.
Padding or cushioning should be given jiarticular attention, especially where carpeting
is used over concrete or e.xtra hard surface
flooring. Heavier padding caimot be used in
such instances, but good surface protection
can be provided through the use of heavy
rubber mats and scatter rugs at these points.
N'owhere should padding be less than j^i"
in thickness, and '^j" is best.

Carpets and Costs
yoindo about
you ems
do probl
?
AT nj::^
WH.carpeti
Do you merely potshot in tlie
(lark, take a chance on selections
without rt'g^ard to architectural lines
or the decorative .scheme of your
theatre, or do }ou spend your monc_\'
judiciou.sly ?
There's a lot to this busincs.s of
makinj;^ the proper choice, particularly since the coming of soimd.
^'()u may wonder what coimection
talkers have with sound, but read
this interestinsj and informative article for that answer and a whale
of a lot of interesting dope on car])ets and what they can mean to one
who under.stands them.

Selection of design and color is important and offers many possibilities for the
improvement of auditorium and lobby appearance.
The available designs and colors are almost unlimited. It can be said that there
is no restriction in these matters that would
interfere with the execution of any desired
decorative scheme in the theatre. Any conceivable color can be made in carpeting,
w-hile designs range from conservative Oriental patterns to the extreme Moderne. In
addition, for installations of 300 yards or
more, the theatre owner has the option of
designing his own carpeting if desired, although there are stock lines of carpet which
cover almost every conceivable arrangement of color and design that could be used.

Three Colors Required
It is important that the character of
colors, designs and textures be in keeping
w ith the qualitv or atmosphere of the house.
Is yours a citv or a country theatre? .\
de luxe palace calling for sophistication and
elegance, or a high-class neighborhood that
needs formal restraint to express its fitting
hospitality?
Or is it just a good-paying

country house that requires practical simplicity? There is a carpet for each type.
An auditorium, taken as a whole, needs
at least three emphatic colors for goofl balance— one to predominate, another to supplement, and a third in more brilliant values
lor em|)hasis. In this scheme your carpeting .should be the darkest part of every
auditorium. Lightness for ceiling and walls,
for an impression of space and airiness, but
dark hues for carpeting. It furnishes the
foundation and should give a color sense
of stability. A medium tone between floors
and ceilings can be struck in the use of
draperies and upholsteries of deeper color
than walls and ceiling, but lighter than
floors and carpeting. For emphasis, the
i)rightest and most intense colors should be
restricted to accessories. The gradations in
each of these should be close enough to keep
values related to every other value in or<ler
to make the auditorium
or lobby a unit.
Color means light and cheer. Small lobbies can be made to appear larger through
the use of small pieces of furniture and
plain, two-tone or jaspe carpeting. Dark
lobbies can be made to appear light through
the use of carpctings which harmonize w ith
light-colored walls and ceilings.
As for determining carpet quality, there
are several specific tests which can be made
by any carpet expert. Ihere are such authorities in practically every city of any
size. They know carpet and can recouuuend
without bias the best weave and (juality for
a given use. If vou are not a carjjct expert
and are not inclined to consult an authoritv,
a good rule to follow as a basis of judgment
before you buy even inex[)ensive or mediumpriced merchandise is to see the best there
is in that line, then select the nearest thing
to it at the price you can pay.

Pointers on Maintenance
Mechanical means of testing the wearing
qualities of carpet have been devised and
some of these may be worth employing if
your carpet purchase runs large enough to
ju.stify the expense of testing. It often pays.
Some helpful pointers in carpet maintenance are suggested herewith :
Protect the surface where traffic is
heaviest.
If you are selecting an expensive carpeting, the use of scatter rugs to cover the
carpet at points of greatest wear is advisable.
At corners of halls or stair landings, carpet should be butted, unless matching of
pattern necessitates mitering.
Runners should be fastened at ends to
prevent tripping.
To insure ma.ximum service, rugs should
be laid so that the seams or pile run in the
direction of the greatest traffic.
Use quality padding. Good padding undeniably makes carpet last longer. But don't
sacrifice the carpet to the lining. It doon't
(Continued on pane f'S)
pay.
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WITH
thirty branch offices, situated
in strategic parts of the country, the
National Theatre Supply Company keep in
personal touch with theatres and theatrical architects needing a mechanical advisory
service.
In an effort to round out our mechanical
service to theatres, we have made a connection by which we are now prepared to
offer a unique electrical display advertising
service.
We now have available a staff of expert
electrical advertising display men who understand thoroughly the basic principles of
securing the utmost in display values.
These men are at the service of all theatre
architects needing technical advice and cooperate with theatre owners who desire to
improve their display advertising.
Lustrolite changeable letter Display Advertising has attained a dominant place in the
display advertising world through sheer
merit. It has been developed from the
sound idea of making a display sign actually merchandise the product. The experience that has come over a period of years
is now at the service of theatres. These
engineers are available through the National
Theatre Supply Company.
To all responsible theatres interested in increasing the effectiveness of their advertising we offer a solution to their problem.
Send us a good commercial photograph of
the front of your theatre. We will make
up a sketch showing how the display can
be improved to the benefit of your box
office.
A Liisfrol/fe changeable letter Display which
ihowi the attractiveness, of the service.

No obligation involved. An opportunity to
improve the attractiveness of your display
today.
awaits you. Consult our nearest office
.^

NATIONAL

-^^^^

tL

THEATRE SUPPLY COMPANY
¥
\ Offices in all Prircipal Cities ^
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Equipping a theatre completely from one source is of
greater value than its decided convenience. The Exhibitor who buys National Equipment from start to finish
finds a v/ider range of theatre supplies, of drapery fabrics and carpet patterns, from which to make his selection. He is aflForded the counsel and advice of specialists
in every phase of theatre equipping. He profits by the
all-inclusive guarantee of satisfaction that is an integral
part of every National Purchase. He is protected by an
unequalled maintenance

service — always within his

reach. Every dollar that he invests buys a full dollar's
worth of merchandise . . . From every standpoint, it
pays

to

make

it a

complete

job — a

National

job.

This stamp of approval

theatre equipment

means

quality ... in

Any product with which it is linked

materials, in workmaniJ^
ship, in practicability.
Look for it in the advertisements of

has passed National's rigid tests of
excellence and is available at any
National Branch.

manufacturers.

NATIONAL THEATRE
SUPPLY
COMPANY

Branches in all Principal Cities

U\
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Illumination and
Projection Quiz
nation and projection
THEATRE illumi
offer a multitude of problems for the
manager, and continuous study of them
is essential. The following questions and
answers recently were broadcast to Publix
managers for their guidance.
0. In ordering lamps, ivhat jour essentials must be specified?
A. Type and shape of bulb, wattage, voltage, color-base type.
Q. What three factors determine the
quality of lamps?
A. Cost, life, lumen outfit.
Q. What is the average burning life of a

lamp?

A. 1.000 hours.
Q. To ivhat lamps does this average not
refer?
A. Spot lamps and projection lamps
which burn 200 hours and 50 hours respectively.
Q. What is the average color permanency
of the different colored lamps?
A. Natural colored most permanent. Dip
and sprayed lamps — poor permanency.
Q. Why is it not cheaper to itse lamps
zvhose life is longer than standard lamps?
A. Although the life of the lamp is
longer, more current is used giving less
illumination and lower efficiency.
Q. What lamps should not be burned base
up or at an angle?
A. All Mogul based lamps, spotlight
lamps, and projector lamps.
Q. What is the difference between
frosted, sprayed, dipped and natural colored
lamps, and in what colors are each available from the manufacturer?
A. Frosted : Sand blast — etched inside or
outside — clear — no color. Sprayed : Color
sprayed on at factory. Dipped : Lamps
dipped locally in analine dyes. Natural
color : Color inherent in glass, visible filament. Frosted available in clear, special
lamps in color ; spray — red, yellow, blue,
green, amber, orange ; dipped lamps available in any color. Natural color-s — red, blue,
amber, green.
Q. Are all natural and sprayed lamps of
the same standard type and color identical
in color?
A. No.
Q. Why is money wasted in using projector lamps for spot lights?
A. Shorter life at higher cost.
Q. What types of splices are defective
and why?
A. (a) Splices so wide that they cannot
follow the curve of the roller. .Splices with
this defect will be carried through the top
rollers and through the intermittent, but
will run off the bottom roller leading to the
magazine. Several frames will be damaged
before the idler will set the film back on
the sprocket. On the screen, the defect will
show up as a bad jump.
(b) Splices which have been scraped too
much, which have been fastened with too
much cement, or those having both defects.
The film will buckle resulting in the same
action described above.
(c) Splices which have been mismated so
that sprocket holes do not register. As the
sprocket passes over the top roller, the teeth
will enlarge the sprocket holes. The film
w'ill remain on the teeth as it passes over
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Projection Cure Near?
of an
Disco
AWA
OTT
ityvery
ental —impur
accid
which is
nsible for the sensilargely respo
tiveness of film and the eventual
possibility of improved projection
via its elimination is seen here in
the talk made by Dr. C. E. K. Mees,
director of research for Eastman
, Society.
before the Canadian ChemKodakical
The impurity, he explained, was
found in the gelatin from the skin
of animals and had been traced to
the consumption of plant life. It
is a compound containing sulphur.
While a film projected on the
screen appears smooth to the naked
eye, the surface of the projected
picture contains millions of microscopic crystals, Mees said. More
of these crystals are to be found in
a square inch of film than there are
human
beings on earth, he pointed
out.

the intermittent roller but there will be a
slight displacement resulting in a jump on
the screen. At the take-up it will run off the
roller causing damage to several frames. A
defective splice will break occasionally at
the intermittent interrupting the run of the
reel, and showing on the screen a flash of
burning film.
Q. What steps must be taken to insure
fire-safety in the projection room?
A. Pail of water and pail of sand must
be on the wall ready for instantaneous service. The Pyrene extinguishers should be
handy to each projector. The fire drops
and shutters should be closed every night
and tested periodically. Film when not in
use should be kept in metal containers with
air holes to prevent the accumulation of
explosive gases.
Q. What parts of the flasher need attention?
A. Make sure that the flasher motor is
properly oiled at all times and that worn
out brushes are replaced as soon as possible
Q. What points must be remembered in
the maintenance
of outdoor signs?
A. In general, signs should be cleaned
once a month and painted once or twice 'i
year depending on local conditions. Each
sign should be checked for burned out lamps
every day and these should be replaced a?
soon as possible. General repairs should be
made at the time of painting unless damage
is such that it requires immediate attention.

Penn. Exhibitors
Hit at ^Handouts^

Philadelphia — Practice of giving away
merchandise at local theatres is being
frowned on by the eastern Pennsylvania
and southern xVew Jersey exhibitor association. Although the practice is said to
boost business on given nights, grosses
suffer on others, it is stated. Some exhibitors have claimed that companies
which tie-up for the, "handouts" haven't
been living up to their part of the l)argain.
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Program Balance
Essential Factor
Variety and balance are the two factors
essential in properly building programs,.
Borris Morros, Publix music director recently told the Circuit's Managers' Training School.
"If you have five acts in a program and
four of them are comedy, the show will fall
flat," Morros declared. "If all four were
headliners, you would not help the program
in the least. But take one headliner and
precede him with three acts presenting contrasting types of entertainment, properly
routined, and you will have a successful
"Having variety, you must balance that
program.
variety," he continued. A good program
must not be too highbrow, and it must not
be too lowbrow. It must strike an average
which will appeal to everyone in your audience and not to distinct groups only.

Recognition Big Factor
"There are also two points which must
be kept constantly in mind in planning the
musical makeup of your program," continued Morros. "The first of these elements
is 'recognition.' Audiences like tunes which
they recognize. Each of your patrons subconsciously seizes every opportunity to
pridefully identify a tune.
"Therefore your selection of songs and
tunes must be guided by the ability of your
patrons to recognize them. Devotees of the
ultra-classical will go to concerts and the
opera for such music. Persons preferring
the 'hotter-than-hot' type of extreme jazz
will go to dance-halls and cabarets. In our
theatres we must present each type of music
the semi-classical, popular, and above all
familiar music which everyone enjoys.
"The second element in making your programs effective from a musical standpoint,"^
concluded Morros, "is simplicity. Even if
patrons do not recognize a number, they
will like it if it has a simple melody, easily
remembered. They will hum such tunes as
thcv leave vour theatre."

Theatre Carpet
Is Vital Element
(Conlinucd from patjc 85)
Clean carpets last longer. A daily cleaning for aisles and lobbies with a good
vacuum cleaner should be the rule. Dirt and
grit are easily ground into carpeting ancl
the traffic later cuts the pile, .giving the carpet a threadbare, shabby appearance.
Sweeping with brooms is unsatisfactory
and may result in damage to the carpet.
Broken hits of broomstraw are left in the
I)ile with the same result noted from dirt
and grit.
Dry cleaning, when practicable, is safe.
Low prices are quoted on thick pile carpets when they are made from synthetic
wools of doubtful wearing qualities. A good
rule is to buy the best. It is better to buy
a low pile of good ouality than to take the
lowest price — and poor cjuality — in a higher
The acoustical coefficiency of standard
theatre carpetings ( at the standard pitch of
.^12 vibrations per second) is .1.^ for plain
pile.
carpet,
.25 .20
for for
carpet
lining, and
loose with
rugs. Yz" of ozite
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HOT summer weather will soon be here again! And with it
comes an opportunity to every exhibitor — to make his
theatre the coolest, most attractive place in town! When
the temperature goes up to 90 degrees or more, the cool
theatre gets the crowds.
Plan now! Let folks know the first warm day that your
theatre will be crisply COOL and refreshing this summer.
Hot, close, sultry air is "a thing of the past" in theatres
equipped with

Cooling

and

Ventilating

System

*' Silent as the Sphinx*^
"The SILENT system for sound films." Its noiseless operation does away with all roar, rumble and other disturbances.
The 1930 Arctic Nu-Air has new exclusive features that
provide still better operation, closer control and greater
satisfaction.
Hot weather is coming! Prepare for it now, while there is
still time. Send in the coupon today for this new book —
"Cool Breezes for Hot Weather Profits."

ARCTIC

NU-AIR CORP.

210.'i Kennedy St. N.E.

Minneapolis, Minn. / /
/

/

^ ^
/

y

Name
Citv

ARCTIC

NT- AIR CORP..

2103 Kennedy St. N.E..

Name
of

Minneapolis. Minn.

Gentlemen:
U'ithout
obligition on my part, please
give me detailed information
about the ARCTIC
NU-AIR COOLING and VENTILATING SYSTEM.

Theatre

Address
State
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Choice Locations and Good Taste
Outdoor Advertising Requirements
Trailers Termed

Potential Business Builders, and Should Be Spotted
Ahead

of Feature, Says Expert

By FRANK

WHITBECK

Director of Advertising and Publicity, Fox West Coast Theatres

SINCE the beginning of show business
there has been outdoor advertising.
The first was the crude printing of
type posters that were hung in windows, on
the inside walls of the post office, in the
general store of the cross-roads town where
the little wagon show was to play that
night.
Later came the lithograph. The advance
agent made his own dates with paper borrowed, or stolen, from the store keeper ;
and a can of lampblack.
The job of that advance agent was to
"snipe" the barns of the countryside; to "hit
a daub" near the railroad station. In addition to this, some paper was given to the
local billposting company. The equipment
of the posting company was crude; their
boards, all running together, were mostly
of wood.
Today the billposting company plant is
regulated by the rules of a national organization. These rules govern the posting of
the paper, the building of the panels. City
laws regulate the material which is to be
used ; the zones in which billboards may be
erected.

Great Progress Made
The billposting companies together with
the motion picture producers and the theatre
operators, have progressed with the trend
of the times. They have kept abreast of
the changing conditions in the business
world. This condition, however, is not true
with the type of paper we are posting. I'm
not blaming this on the lithograph company: neither am I saying it is the fault of
the film company publicity chief who designs the board, but I am saying it to warn
you, to study the type of paper you are posting and where you are posting it.
We'll
with the posting — these are
our rules start
:
Xo sniping. By this I mean the indiscriminate posting of small paper, one, three
and six sheets, on the sides of barns,
fences, dead walls and the score of other
places that a snipe bill poster can find.

Buy the Biggest
No small paper highway hits or along the
road of a main boulevard where cars travel
at excessive speed. This is the age of
sf>€ed. The law allows from 35 to 45 miles
an hour ; statistics show that the average
car carries one and one-half passengers.
even on .Saturdays, Sundays and holidays.
The driver is watching the road. It's a
cinch he can't read a card tacked to a tre€
or a three sheet on a barn 100 yards ofif the
highway. If he has companv, will the passenger read billboards or will he be talking
to the driver or looking at the scenery?
If you do use billboards on the highway,
buy the biggest thaj you can — a 28 sheet
))anel and then figure the location for ap-

proach, readability and the side of the road
it is on.
"head-on and
shot"at
when
you The
can approach
read as for
you a advance
night your headlights will illuminate it. The
readability is the time that you have in
getting to the board and your chance to
read as you pass it. The side of the road
to choose is the side that you are traveling.
In the city pick your locations where and
when vou can.
Don't take a board that is

Analyzing Outdoor Copy
and trailer adverOUTDOOR
tising possibly are the outstanding standard avenues of advertising for the theatre. Frank
Whitbeck observes in offering the
accompanying article on the subject in "Now," house organ of Fox
West Coast Theatres. His analysis of billiard and trailer advertising isone of the most informative
ever published.
bunched with a half dozen others in a series
of panels running parallel with the street
they are on. Get junction points, locations
at traffic signal stops, where people transfer
from one street car to another, single locations with approach and vision. Try for locations near a high school, at the entrance
or exit of a big factory that employs large
numbers of people. Watch out for locations
tliat are good in the day time and not worth
a damn at night because of poor illumination or lack of traffic.
Remember that the billposting company

that I was ahead of in years gone by to
"Across the Pacific," "Only a Shopgirl,"
"Young
of better
the Wild
West''
and
a fewBuffalo,
more, King
we had
lithograph
paper than the exchanges are putting out
today. In this part of our business we
have
That's
Poster Cop
y why I say —
■>tudy not
the progressed.
billboard.
Here's an instance. A recent poster on
a certain picture had a girl stretched out
on a couch, was naked up to the hips and
down to her navel. If that poster sold
tickets it wasn't apparent in Los Angeles.
The picture did a flop. In another spot,
maybe it would sell tickets. But either way
that poster was damn dangerous for this
business of ours. It was offensive to good
taste. It must have been downright repulsive to the women who interest themselves in P. T. A., Women's Clubs and Better Films, not alone the fussy men in Better
Business organizations and the Civic Beauty committee of any town.
Remember this : In all your advertising,
there are a certain numlier of people that
are willing to believe the worst of any motive a manager may have to attract business
to his theatre. Don't give these people a
chance to vent their spite on you.

Watch Credits
Again you have the question of studio
credits and contractural obligations that
must be taken care of by the studio pressagent in the billboard paper. This covers
a great deal of space. We, the theatre
operators, are not obligated by those contracts. We can cover what we want on
the
paper
sell tickets.by new copy that we believe will

has two grades of boards — the "regular"
locations and the "illuminated" locations.
Chances are, if the location of a regular
was worth a darn it would be illuminated.
Many times it is penny wise and pound
foolish to buy 100 regular locations when
30 illuminated would give you a better showQuantity doesn't
in theing.
billi)osting
game.make for quality even

Any billboard, no matter what size, is
merely the "reminder" type of advertising.
We tell our story in the newspapers, on the
billboards we remind them of that story and
give the name and date of the theatre.
The less said, the more remenil)ered. This
tising.
should be your motto in all billboard adver-

We had an old expression, with the circus. It was this — "put a card where you
can't get a one sheet : a one sheet where you
can't get a three ; a three where a six won't
fit and a six where you haven't room to post
a 28 sheet." In other words, take advantage
of the full space.
If you use three sheets get them on the
side of small neighborhood stores where
woman go to trade — then they will be seen
and read. Don't hope to attract those riding in .street cars or automobiles by anything smaller than a six sheet — it just can't
be done.

If you do your t)wn printing, watch your
colors. Standardize those colors. .Stick to
them — week after week, .\fter a time your
patrons will come to accejjt black and orange
as the advertising of vour theatre and they
will look to it for the announcements of
vour programs.
Try to check through the i)rinter the
color your opposition may be using. If he
ha.-; black on yellow, then it's a cinch you
don't want it. Never give an order "blind,"
lay out your color scheme with your printer.

To get back to the style of billboard

Which sells the most tickets — the name
of the .star or the title of the picture ? Don't
leave this up to the printer.
Vou draw up

When
I)aper —

1 think back to those melodramas

Picking Selling Points

June

7 . V) .U)

M o ti0 n

tiu- layout of that piece of printinjj. \o\\
make the decision of how tiiat paper is
noma to read. Certainly, take suf^nestion^
from the ])rinter. He may know more about
his business than you do hut. you are the
judjre of what is Roinn to >jet the hijj line
on tliat printing.
Keep away from window cards and card
tacking unless you have an intelli^jent plan
for this distribution. The average card
that
a merchant'sMost
window
back goes
of someintomercliandise.
times goes
that
store keeper wants a pass.

The space that

P i (" lure

.V c 7i' .v

vou take up. the location that you get, isn't
worth the pa.->>. in card tacking, the man
doinn the work wonUhi't be so engaged if
he had ;iny advertising sense. ("onse(|uentlv
lie isn't giving you the best showing possible. On l)]ack streets, on the sides of buildings— half the time your 'live' card is Hush
witli a 'dead' announcement. 'I'hink. is card
tacking worth the money that you are i)Uttiiig into it?
\\ lien I posted bills with the Marnum and
iJailey circus, there were three advertising
cars aiiead of the show ; besides all the "box

91
brigades " and the "oppositicjn gangs " that
worked independent of the cars. In all,
better than 5.()<)0 sheets of paper would be
posted for a small one night stand town.
This posting covered everything, country
routes into the territory within 20 miles of
the town to be played. The town itself
would be plastered through the regular billposting company and the snipers, bannermen and lithographers with the circus.
The type of circus ()a|>er posted has never
l)een e<|ualied, either by another circus legil Continued on (<a<ii- 107)

Analyzing the Trailer
SL'PIHJ.SIl you said, to a national advertiser, "(jet nic up a trailer of 400 feet or better that 1 can use on my .screen.
Vou can put sonic .scenes of your factory in it, pictures of your conijiieted j)ro<iuct, price^, where your merchandise can he purchased.
In other words, give nie a pictorial sales arfjunient that will run ahfiut 5 minutes."
Would the national advertiser grab that opjiortunity ? Would he j)ut the keenest minds in his organization to work on
that trailer: would he plan and scheme and think about tiie sales argument that trailer would contain?
You can bet he
would and he'd pay you a handsome sum for the showing of such a trailer.
We pay thousands of dollars a year for advertising that isn't one-tenth as good as our own screen advertising, and yet
how many of us ever give a second thought to the trailers on our screen advertising our coming attractions?
Consider this: the advance trailer for a coming attraction can be a power for good or, through your own carelessness,
lack of thought or downright ignorance, it can do you even more — harm !

Deserves Best Place
The trailer for your next attraction deserves the l)est place you can give it in your program, ne.xt to the feature attraction. That place is just ahead of the current feature when your audience is seated — in a mood for entertainment, when
they will read — and remember.
If you put it on after the feature, what liajjpens?
The entertainment your audience paid their admission price for — the feature i)icturc — is over. They are either on their
way out of the theatre or their interest has drop])e(l down because they know the other attractions on the bill are of secondary importance. Position for your trailer is. therefore, of great importance.
The trailers supplied by the trailer companies are, in their o])inion. the best sales argument for the attracting of patronage. They do not always fulfill that jnirpose. The trailer maker, the workman actually engaged in the making of that
trailer has no understanding, nor appreciation, of your particular operation. Podunk, Mud Flats and Strawberry Point
are considered of the same intelligence and importance as New York, Chicago or Los Angeles. The one trailer, the same
appeal for the blase theatre-goers of the metropolis is expected to be equally attractive to the more i>rovincial movie lover
of the small town.
In the first place, the ideas for most trailers come from the Los Angeles studio press agent. They write the copy,
pick the
scenes
ship idea
to their
New York
of advertising.
Here the copy is either given an' okay or it is remade to the
NewandYork
or turned
over todirector
the trailer
coompanv.
Those trailers that do not follow this routine are handled about like this. The representative of the trailer company
secures different scenes of the production from the studio; these are sent to his office in New York, and then they, thV
trailer people, make up the sales argument from the press material that is furnished by the studio press department.
There are two styles of trailers, the silent and the talking or sound.

Length Called Drawback
The first sort, one or two scenes — some high-pressure sales talk, credit to the company, the director and the cast.
Many have scenes taken from the talking version : they are grotesque because the lips of the plavers move and vet the
theatre is in dead silence.
Others are actually superior to the talking trailers.
We have found that the chief cause for complaint with the talking trailers is their extreme length and the number
of scenes that are used. The smart theatre-goer gets too much of an idea of what the picture is all about inerelv through
watching the trailer.
Can you cut these trailers? Yes. Why not? If it is your idea that the trailer is not good and that it can be improved by cutting and your ojierator can re-asseinble it without hann or damage, then by air means cut it.
Silent Trailers Popular

.\ check of the Los Angeles division shows that out of 14 neighborhood theatres, ten of them favor silent trailer-,
two are using talking trailers and the other two can not make up their minds which is the better.
Silent trailers are best for certain pictures. For instance, the first talking i)icture that Lon Chanev will make. Y'ou
will not want to give away the voice of Chaney in a talking trailer— that is vour one big .selling argument— that is the
one thing that your patrons will pay their money for. Keep Chanev silent until he flashes on \our screen. Keep silent
any actor of reputation that may come from the legitimate stage to make their first talking picture. Keep silent the voice
ot John McCormack. until your audience has paid their admission to hear McCormack sing.
The following paragraph concerns those theatre with more than one change of program each week:
Do not use more than one advance trailer during anv on e performance. By this I mean on vour Mondav or Tuesdav
change use the trailer advertising the program on Wediie.sd av and Thursdav. If vou give your audience too much— if
you tell them too much, they'll remember nothing.
One trailer at a time.
Remember your patron paid good money to be entertained.
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Explanation of Lighting Terms
The Footcandle . . . The Lumen . . . Mean Spherical
Candlepower . . . Mean Horizontal Candlepower
THE

jnirpuse of this treatment is to provide a
foundation for the discussions of theatre hghting
that are to follow.
These few explanations of
important terms will provide a valuable reference background for other discussions.
In the beginning- when new light sources of real value
began to appear, they were quite naturally compared
with the ordinary candle which was at that time probably the only really {practical light source. At that time
it was decided that a candle of a certain size, made of
certain material, which burned at a certain rate, should
be called a unit light source, or a "standard candle,"
which gave off a certain definite quantity of light. At
first it was the practice to compare other light sources
with this standard candle, taking into consideration only
the light given off in one direction.

Mean Horvzontal Cafidlepowep
The strength of light in the
is, directly opposite the center
and by averaging the strength
around the light source, they

horizontal direction, that
of the flame, was chosen,
of light in this one plane
arrived at a term known

as "mean horizontal candlepower." It must be borne
in mind that candlepower, or mean horizontal candlepower, does not in any way indicate the total amount of
light which is given off by a light source, but rather the
.strength oi light in one direction.
If a lamp gives 100 candlepower in a horizontal direction, we do not know the total amount of light given
oft'
source,
but rather
strength
in
this by
one this
certain
direction.
To the
illiLstrate
this,ofwelight
might
put a lamp — say a standard candle — inside a hemisi)here. If the hemisphere is painted black on the inside, we know that the light going in one direction will
be absorbed; still if we took a measure of the intensity
in the direction away from the hemisphere, we should
find one candlei)ovvcr. We might even close the opening still more, and should still get a reading of one
candle])ower, but it is obvious that a considerable
amount of the total light must have been absorbed : still
our reading in the one direction would not be affected.

Mean Spherical Candlepower
As we come to the ne.xt term, we have an ajijiroach to
a unit or figure which indicates the total amount of light
given oft:' by light source. That is, if we average the
candlepower strength in every direction around the
light source, we obtain a figure designated as the "mean
si)herical can<llei>()wer" — that is, the average of the can-

dlepowers in every direction. The next two terms,
which are really the most important of all, are the "lumen" and the "footcandle." The lumen may briefly be
described or defined as the unit of measure of quantity
of light. The footcandle could be defined as the unit
of measure of illumination. At this point it might be
well to explain that there really is a great deal of difference between light and illumination — light being known
as the cause, and illumination as the effect j^roduced bv
this cause.

The Lumen Measure of Light
It is logical that we must have light before illumination can be produced. Therefore, we should consider
the "lumen" or measure of light before the "footcandle"
or measure of illumination. However, by jnitting the
cart before the horse, so to speak, it may be jwssible to
give in a few words just what we mean by these two
terms.
We are all by this time familiar with the ordinary
standard candle. If we place a piece of paper one foot
away from this standard candle, we shall have one footcandle of illumination on this paper. We know by
mathematical calculation that it takes one lumen of light
distributed over one square foot of area to i)roduce one
footcandle of illumination. One can easily get an idea
of the value of one footcandle, or just how much illumination isrepresented by one footcandle, by actually
holding the jiaper one foot awav from the standard
candle.

Use of the Footcandle Meter
These units of measure, no matter how abstract they
niay seem at first accjuaintance, have a definite concrete
meaning, and can be measured by actual instruments.
For the theatre manager the most useful of these
measuring" instruments is the "footcandle meter." This
is a handy, compact, portable instrument which
measures
surfaces. in footcandles the intensity of illumination on
Perhaps the most important use of the footcandle
meter in the theatre is in connection with maintenance.
Unless the lamps and reflectors or enclosing glassware
are cleaned regularly, dust collects and cuts off much of
the light, so that in some cases only one-half of the
amount of light that is i)aid for may be actually effective. The footcandle meter affords the best possible
means of determining how much the intensity of illumination has dropped off and con.sequently how often the.
lighting ecjuipment must be cleaned.
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Seats if

BOX OFFIC£

mCCESSi
THE
SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Bostoit, Mass.
Buflfalo, N. Y.
Chicago, III.
Los Angeles, Calif.
New York, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco, Calif.
Seattle, \S'ash.

talkies have ehanged

box office appeaL

Today, with hardly

any "presentations," "jazz bands,'' etc., the battle for palronaj^e is
based on good pictures, good sound equipment, and (X)MFORT —
especially in theatre seats where your patrons spend over 90% of their
time. That is why a practical investment in Heywood-Wakelield theatre
seats will help to increase box office profits. These luxurious theatre
chairs have been developed
to your patrons.

Publix, Warner

scores of other prominent
seats because

to give restful comfort

showmen

Brothers, West

and

enjoyment

Coast, Roxy, and

have specified Heywood-Vi akefield

they have patron appeal — l>ox office pull. For detailed

information, just drop a line to any of the Theatre
sales offices listed.

Seating Division

HEYWOOD -^W\KEFIELD
Theatre Seatmg Division
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Calculating Floodlighting Intensities
are many ways o/ lighting the front of
THERE
a theatre, varying with local conditions. One of
the simplest, as well as one of the most effective
methods, is by means of floodlighting projectors. This
method can be used in a large majority of cases. The
projectors may be concealed on the marquee, on buildings across the street or on street poles. If none of
these is available, ornamental street lighting poles have
been developed on which the projectors may be mounted
without detracting from the architectural effects of the
building.

(This figure is secured from projector manufacturers' data.)
It is always necessary to make a reasonable allowance for overlapping of beams so that a uniform illumination issecured. It is also necessary to have
enough projectors so that the beams cover the entire
surface. As a check on the calculated results it is desirable to make a sketch of the area, to scale, and from
the location -of the projectors measure with a protractor
the angle subtended by the area to be covered. Knowing the angle of spread of the projector (secured from

A floodlighting projector is a modified searchlight.
Different types of projectors give different spreads of
light. A projector with a parabolic reflector and a concentrated light source will throw a long, narrow beam

manufacturers'
data) it is at once evident whether sufformly.
ficient projectors are provided to light the area uni-

having a spread of approximately 10°. This type is
used when the unit is placed 150 feet or more away
from the l)uilding. It is obvious that one type of projector would not give satisfactory results under all the
dift'erent conditions to be met. If a projector giving a
narrow beam is used at a very short range, a spotted or
streaked effect is likely to result.
If it is desired to light a small area from a considerable distance (150 feet to 300 feet) a projector with a
narrow beam should be chosen. If the front of the
theatre is to be lighted from the marquee, it is probable
that a wide angle projector must be selected. Under
some conditions it may be desirable to spread the beam
more than normal or change the shape of the beam so
as to get a more efficient distribution. This may be
done by using a form of lens in front of the projector,
resulting in a more even distribution with a smaller
number of projectors.
The method of calculating the number of projectors
necessary to secure the proper intensity is very simple.
Find the area of the surface to be lighted and multiply
this area by the desired intensity in foot candles which
gives the total lumens. Divide the total lumens by the
lumens in the beam of the projector to be used and the
result is the numl)er of projectors necessary. Stated as
a simple formula :
AXI
N =
N =^- Number of projectors.
A = Area of surface.
I = Lumens in beam of projector.
ANCLE RCnXCTOB
WITH
COLORED CLAiS CXTJV*-y

There are many conditions where touches of color
will add materially to the artistic effects. Niches or deep
recesses thrown in shadow by the regular lighting may
well be lighted by a suitable color. A pftrapet above
a deep cornice would look well in color. These touches
of color usually are very pleasing and are often more
desirable than lighting the whole building in color.
Colored light and white light cannot be mixed very satisfactorily because the white light is usually so much
stronger that it. washes out the color and the effect is
lost.
The intensity required to make a theatre stand out
conspicuously depends to a large extent on the color
of the building and on the surrounding conditions. It
is obvious that a theatre on a brightly lighted street with
well lighted show windows and numerous electric signs
would require more light than a building set in dark
surroundings. The same is true of a dark colored or
a light colored building. As a general indication of the
intensities in foot candles necessary on a theatre the
following table is given :
Character of Surroundings
Building

Surface

Dark colored — red brick,
brown stone, etc
Medium colored — concrete,
granite, etc
Light colored — glazed terra
cotta, marble, etc

eA4A Of •"tueran

ft.

White Way

candles
20

Residence
10
ft. candles
15

15
10

5

Left — Diagram
showing method of floodlighting
with
projectors
marquee. on

\

KIM or
\ pROjEcron:,

Right— Method
light front
by
used to
floodprojectors
loon buildstreet. cated
ing across

i
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ibui* Theatre
TODAY, the theatre that does not offer coolness is decidedly
out of the running. Who wants to spend a sultry summer
evening where it is close, stuffy and "hot as an oven"? On
the other hand, folks are actually searching for heat relief —
eager to go where it is cool.
Scores of notable theatres, including the leading circuits, are profiting
by this dependable system —

K'^

A

^

poler -p^re
HEALTHFUL

nature's

refriger

at I O N

It lowers the temperature as desired and sends great, engulfing billows
of Pre-cooled, purified air throughout the theatre. The last word in
refreshing comfort.
"SILENT partner of the talkies.^' A masterpiece of soundless operation, due to many exclusive features.
Get ready now for the hot weather — find out all about this
proved equipment — the low initial outlay — the small operating
cost — our convenient
financing plan.
Write
^
I
^1 today for the Kooler-Aire book and complete
H^
I details.
KOOLER-AIRE
1912 FWRAMOUNT
SILENT

CCXDLNESS.*i
Kobler-Airei

ENGINEERING

BUILDING

Pacific Coast Distributors:

Seattle

B. F. SHEAR EK CO.
Portland
Los Angeles

NEW

CORP.

YORK. \. Y.
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A Theatre Built
For Wide Films
{Continued jroiii page 71)
used to carry off the impure air.
More than $125,000 in electrical equipment has been installed. Of this amount
$60,000 has been expended on the projection room and its equipment and $20,000
on the sound equipment.
In the projection room, the building of
which was supervised by Cass Hayes, consulting engineer for Pantages theatres, four
projectors have been placed. They are
equipped to handle both sound on film and
on disc and are adaptable to Grandeur film.
These projectors are run by two specially
designed generators, claimed to be the largest in use in anv theatre. These also are

Picture

N ews

made to handle Grandeur film.
The projection booth which is 50 feet
long and 16 feet wide has nine control stations. Beside the projectors there are three
spot lights, two floods and a special effects
machine. Next to the projection room is a
fireproof film vault, a room for the resistance Iward and a monitor room for the
public address s^'Stem.
Horns of the public address system have
been placed in various parts of the audN
torium, backstage and lobby. They can be
hooked up singly or all together.
For stage rehearsals the horns above the
switchboard, scene shifters, orchestra and
projection room as well as over the stage
proper are connected to the microphone
held by the stage director. Enabling him
to speak with each station in a normal tone
of voice, or to all of them simultaneously.
If desired the public address system can be
hooked up with the sound equipment to increase the volume.

June
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Sound Box on Mono-Kail
On the stage, hung from a mono-rail
track, is tlie sound box. This device carries eight horns and is moved off stage to
one side when the presentations are on.
Augmenting these are five extra horns, one
at each side of the proscenium arch and
three above the arch. This system will
enable the operator to throw the sound to
any part of the house with equal clarity.
In the electrical installation, one distributing board is used for the whole house
and one for the signs on the front. The
motors which supply the power here develop 1.000 horsepower. For the lights
alone over 800 horsepower is needed.
The largest sign which is on the front
i)f the building, is 70 feet high and five feet
wide. It is illuminated with incandescent
lights and the letters with Neon tubing. The
sign reads, Pantages Hollywood.
The marquis will be lighed with the Neon
system and the letters will be interchangeable. It is 50 feet long, ten feet wide and
11 feet high.

No Borders Used

Exit Signs

Sound Reproduction
Equipment
Stage Switchboards
Footlights
Borderlights

Spotlights
Service Boards
Panelboards

Stage Pockets
Emergency and Exit
Lighting Units
Cove Lighting

Flood Lights
Mobile Flood Lighting

Usher Signals
Directional Signs

Equipment

Hub Electric Company
offers a complete, perfectly coordinated lighting service for
motion picture theatres or selective service on the classifications
listed above.
Because of our long experience in designing, engineering, and
installing theatre lighting systems. Hub service is the most eco>
nomical of all.

Backstage is located the $45,000 switchboard which was designed by the Pantages
engineers and which can be operated by
remote control. One man is all that is
needed to operate this board which is 27
feet in length and seven feet high. In the
lighting of the stage no border lights are
used. Instead five bridges each carrying 20
lamps will supply the light. Spot lights are
also used. Lights on the stage will use
140,000 watts while those in the front of
the balcony will take 16,000 watts as will
those over the orchestra. With the remote
control system the lighting arrangement can
be
pre-set and operated away from the
switchboard.

RCA l^oU'Synch Records
Qo to Fultorif Stehhins
Lowell \'. Calvert, manager of recordings
operations of RCA Photophone, has made
arrangements with E. E. Fulton Co. of Chicago and the Stebbins Theatre Equipment
Co. of Kansas City for the distribution of
RCA Photophone Picture-Music library
records for non-synchronous equipment,
overture and exit records, records for talking picture turn tables and special shadowgraph needles. RCA Photophone has an extensive record library and claims the only
100 per cent shadowgraph steel needle for
sound equipment.

It will be a pleasure to show you specifically just what we can do
for your theatre.

HubElectricGomim
Complete

Theatre Lighting Equipment

i'actory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeley 6440-1-2-3
CHICAGO
Branch Offices in New York, Toledo. Milwaukee, Minneapolis

4 Territories Sold on
Tone-O'Qraph System
Several territorial distribution deals have
been completed recently by North American
Sound and Talking Picture Corp., manufacturer of Tone-0-Graph reproducer.
Jack Young, former Vitagraph manager,
has .secured distribution in the Detroit territory ;Theatre Sound Equipment Co., for
Arkansas and Louisiana ; Love B. Harrell
for Alabama. Tennessee, Georgia and Florida, with headquarters at Atlanta and Hall
& Belcher of Hellier, Ky., for Kentucky.
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B.&KSpruccsUp
Old Houses in Chi
new" cjis
es for
theatr
ng crv
ming a"Old
in Chicag
rallvi
i)ec()GO—
C'^. UKA
-^ and the Middle \\est.
I ircnits — large and small — have learned
thi^ spring, as perhaps never before, that
a crew of men who know their trade working under contractors familiar with the
irick> of their business can turn frayed and
iiilai)idated houses into theatres that shine
like neu .
Theatres don't stay froh uiiles> they are
kept that way. They re(|uire constant care
and
Miuff.peri)etnai attention to keep them up to
In Chicago, two recent instances of reluodelling illustrate the point. The hou>es
are the Divcrsey and the Belmont, both now
part of the F'nblix-Balaban and Katz group.
I'.ach is situated in a comparatively "closein" neighborhood, well built up and with established theatre trade. Neither offers much
inducement to new theatre construction.
Chicago — What the Century looked like
after B. and K. dressed up the front

New Equipment Goes In

Chicai/o — The Belmont in its new exterior
friinimnc/s.
\^ote light display

The Century, formerly the Uiversey, is a

Atmospheric Motif
In ISew York Houses
President

By BEN

SHERMAN

Manhattan

Playhoutes

of New

York

Atmospheric iieifjlil'orhood theatres are
the coming thing. And to pro\e I am right
I am spending thousands of doUars on one
of our theatres recently closed for alterations.
Not so long ago we completely renovated
and transformed the Harlem Grand in East
125th St. from a theatre of the old type into
a veritahle garden of dreams. This is one
theatre, the like of which will not l)e found
anywhere from the Flattery to 125th street.
It is atmospheric in design with a slight
Spanish motif, as far as the side balcony
boxes are concerned. It was an experiment
but one for which I am \ery much satisfied
with the results.
Neighborhood audiences have visited the
larger theatres in downtown sections and
know the beautiful when they see it. They
demand the best not only on the talking
screens but in comfort and convenience.
Courtesy fits in very well in any kind of a
theatre and the resident manager must impress this on his staff but in a theatre properly attractive for the ever changing likes
and dislikes of their patrons the Broadway
style of courtesy plus service plus audible
entertainment are at all times demanded.

Cites MoJcrnisfic Objection
I personally do not care for the so-called
modern art type of theatre. It is too detracting even though the lighting has been
planned and carried out by experts. When
I visit a theatre I am all set to enjoy a
show that is on the screen not to be detracted by fancy lighting and garnish or
outlandish fittings that detract from the
screen.
On Fifth Avenue we own a theatre that
will be opened early in August completely
renovated in real Spanish style and fully and
properly equipped for talking pictures and
stage shows. The policy will be straight
Spanish pictures and stage presentations.

,^,vWO-seat house, built' in 1925. Levy &
Klein of Chicago were the architects. Publix-B. & K. took it over from Ascher Bros.
in March of this year and spent $120,000
on alterations and improvements before reopening. New interior equipment included
sound and projection apparatus, acoustical
treatment, curtains and drapes, including a
stage curtain which takes colored lighting
effects in variegated form. There are but
three theatres in Chicago equipped with this
tyi)e of curtain, tlie third having been installed at the Chicago some time ago. Minor
stage alterations and replacement of certain
general equipment comprised the balance
of the interior improvements.
The exterior of the building was cleaned
down with acid treatment. z\ new marquee
was installed and improvements made in
the vertical street sign. General cleaning
of lobby and auditorium was also done.
The Belmont is a 3,300-seat house, originally built about five years ago for Lubliner and Trinz by Walter Ahschlaber, Chicago architect. It was being operated by
RKO when taken over bv Publix-B. & K..
early in May of this year, and $100,000
spent on improvements before reopening.
The interior replacements, as in the case
of the Century, were mostly with a view to
the improvement of sound reproduction.
New Western Electric equipment was installed. The interior received supplementary acoustical treatment. Minor stage alterations were made and the orchestra pit
was converted into a decorative stage foreground, giving the appearance of a flower
garden, which can be removed at will. Newcurtains and drapes were hung and a new
auditorium lighting system installed. New
carpeting was placed in the lobby, which had
been redecorated and renovated.
The exterior was cleaned with acid, a
new marquee erected, and the vertical street
sign revamped. The Belmont, under RKO
management, was a presentation house. It
now has lobby acts, but no stage show.
Both theatres have been made units of
the Publix-Great States Circuit. The remodelling operations were specified and supervised bythe maintenance and construction department of Publix-B. & K., of which
E. M. Glucksman is district manager. About
one week was required for completion of
the remodelling at both houses.

Wide Films Require
ISIew Type of Theatre
(ieneral adoption of the new "wide
film" will cost the picture industrv in the
ncight)orhood of S350,OfK),0(X), Campbell
.MacC ulloch declares in an article in the
current issue of "Motion Picture Maga-Most of the expense will have to be
borne by theatre owners, who have only
i>ist recovered from having their houses
wired for talkies, he says. Now some
fifty thousand perfectly good, modern,
zii>e."
and
costly projection-machines will either
l)e scrapped entirely or rebuilt. New
•screens will also be required. All o£
which runs into some sixty million dollars. But worse yet most theatres wil'
have to be entirely rebuilt for the newwide films. And that according to Mr.
-MacCulloch will cost at least two hundred million dollars. Finally, there is the
added expense to producers of new- cameras, double width film, new sound apparatus, etc.
Despite the prospect of such huge outlays the industry will be forced to adopt
the wide film, in the oi)inion of this
writer. It is the inevitable next step
after talking pictures, he thinks. "In the
silent picture days you could move back
to long shots, and for accent you'd simply
come up to a close-up: but with talkies
that won't work," he declares, "You
can't have a stentorian voice emanating
from a tiny figure on an ordinary screen.
It doesn't hitch with reason. And yet if
the voice is to reach the back rows, it
must have volume. The ordinary screen
figure in a long shot is probably two or
three feet tall. In a medium shot or
close-up. it reaches six or ten feet. In
a wide film, the figure may reach a height
of 18 feet. You can see that! And he
can have a voice you can hear, too !
New- houses. MacCulloch contends,
will be needed, first, because the screen
will have to be much further away from
the first row seats so that the eye can
cover it without any motion of the head,
and, second, because present-day stages
fortv feet wide.
are seldom
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Watch Horns to
Improve Sound

(Continued from page 81)
chargfing in the faulty set, resulting in a
"siilphatecl" condition, which is another type
of premature deterioration. The preventative for this trouble is periodic disconnection of the terminals and thorough cleansing of lugs and lead straps.
The lead should be scraped until bright
and then immediately coated with non-oxide
grease. The connections may then be remade and the ^ing bolts tightened firmly,
stjueezing out excess grease. A good electric connection will result because of the
crystaline structure of the lead, the crystal
peaks piercing the grease and connecting
with the adjacent crystal peaks.

Picture

J line

News

Finally, we must remember that in order
to obtain a faithful indication of the condition of the battery we must have a good
quality hydrometer and use it properly.
The hydrometer supplied with the equipment is excellent and in case of damage
should be replaced by one of the same type.
Where inferior hydrometers have been
used to replace broken ones considerable
trouble has been experienced by inaccurate
readings which led to improper conclusions
as to the state of the batteries. The daily
hydrometer readings must be carefully
recorded on the storage battery logs, because it is only by analysis of these readings that the service engineer is able to
maintain the correct charging rate and the
proper charged condition of the batteries.
The most common cause of faulty reproduction ofsound film is an accumulation
of dirt in the optical system. Dirt, dust or
oil can cause all manner of objectionable

IN GENERATORS
THE BEST BY TEST
COST NO MORE
THAN ANY OF THE REST

7 , 193 0

noises in the reproduced sound in addition
to causing a distinct loss of volume.
The first point of attack in preventing
such noises in the reproduction of sound on
film is obviously close attention to cleanliness of the film. Any mark on the film
which will vary the light intensity into the
photo-electric cell will cause a sound and
this mark may be either the original recording on the film or foreign particles of dust,
dirt or oil. The amplifying system will
magnify impartially all sound signals presented for that purpose, whether recorded
sound or film noise.

Stresses Care in Kewinding
If care is not exercised in the handling
of the film while rewinding or cleaning,
scratches may result which will produce
same effects as dust particles. Considering
that practically all of the foreign particles
that accumulate in the aperture of the sound
optical system are collected from the film
as it passes through, it is self evident that
to prevent film noises extreme care should
be taken in the handling and cleaning of
the film.
When film is kept free from oil and dust
less cleaning will be necessary in the optical
slit and pressure pad of the aperture assembly. An accumulation of dust vibrating in
the direct path of the light in the optical
slit will cause a flutter in the reproduced
sound. Dried oil or emulsion on the pressure pad will frequently cause the film to
pass through at an uneven speed which results in "flutter." New and untreated film
is particularly apt to cause trouble of this
type because the emulsion is soft.
Oil from the film lodged in the optical
slit has been known to boil or vibrate in
such
to result
in atheatre.
sort of "frying"
noise a inwaythe assound
in the
Dirt which remains stationary in the slit
proper results in a loss of volume because
of the decrease of light passed.

'^Over-Lubrication" a Hazard
SAMUELS

bTABILARC
MOTOR-GENERATOR
FOR YEARS HAS PROVEN
ITS SUPERIORITY
.#

^
c
V
^

IT
Ai"

IS DESIGNED SPECIFICALLY TO
INSURE PERFECT PROJECTION
DELIVERS CONSTANT VOLTAGE
AT EVERY ARC AT ALL TIMES

IT

"ONCE USED—
NEVER REFUSED"

AUTOMATIC
739 Hamilton Street
Also Manufacturers
Control
Equipment

jnp
A 1

REQUIRES FORNO THE
STARTER
EXCEPT
LARGER SIZES
IS SOLD AND SERVICED
BY RELIABLE DEALERS
EVERYWHERE

IT

DEVICES

COMPANY
Allentown, Pa.

of the A. D. C. Automatic
and
Silent
Steel
Curtain

Curtain
Tracks.

Care must be taken to clean this thoroughly daily with pipe cleaner and stiff
toothbrush and to inspect the pressure pads
and sound aperture plate. It would be well
to bend the pipe cleaner in a hairpin shape
before using to avoid scratching the sound
aperture plate.
One of the most prolific sources of trouble
is "over-lubrication." Over-lubricating, combined with neglect of cleaning, is bad in
the projection of silent pictures, but is positively disastrous when running sound film.
If the lubrication instructions for the projector head are carefully followed in conjunction with the lubrication chart and instructions given in the Western Electric
operating instruction book, much of the film
noise will be eliminated. Dried or gummy
oil from oily film will often cause the same
trouble that is experienced in unprocessed
film by making the tension pad or plate
stick}'.

Reising with Netschert

G. Reising, formerly of G. Reising Co..
Chicago, is now connected with Frank
Netschert, New York City, where he
will continue to specialize in service to
the architect and theatre owner in suggesting and planning floral decorations
and designs.

A Sound Slogan
Tampa — "Where Sound Sounds Right"
is the 'slof'Tn ndopted bv Manager Newman of th Strand.
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CINEPHOR
„ » LENSES
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UKENKKKT

KKl LECTOR

ARC

LAMP...

PRODUCT OF
PRECISION
PLUS
»
>»
rRECISION
almost unbelievable guarantees perfection in
.
'^ 'grinding Cinephor Lenses. Tested
by Light Ray Interference, one of
the most critical metFiods known to science, surface variations
to within millionths of an inch are noted.
As a product of America's Leading Optical Institution, Cinephor Lenses axz unequalled in critical definition, flatness of field,
illumination and maximum contrast between black and white.
Write for complete literature.

BAUSCH

& LOMB

OPTICAL

CO.

678 St. Paul St.
«
»
Rochester, N. Y.
Makcri of Orthoson Eycglaii Lcnict lor Better Viilon

BAUSCH 6 LOMB
Draperies

Settings

Decorations

Acoustical
Treatments

novELiy
/CEhIC
, VTUD ort

Magnascope
Screens
340 W. 4l8t ST.

BUILT on

MERIT

Users of low intensity lamps will obtain the utmost in increased light on
the screen by installing Brenkert Low
Intensity Reflector lamps. The up-todate design and construction of the
Brenkert lamp meets modern conditions
and requirements which are not the
same today as two or three years ago.
Brenkert low intensity lamps are sold
and serviced by progressive independent supply dealers throughout the
United States and Canada. See your
independent dealer or write us direct.

Acoustical
Banners
New

York City

ORL

Tlic

pl.int

tli.it Brenkert

qualit\built.

and

dependability

TICKETS
SIMPLEX TICKET REGISTERS
ARE A PERMANENT GUARANTEE OF
Service — A ecu racy — Quality
If^FRS
ARR
OUR
BEST
ADVERTIS

^JATiSFlFn

WORLD

EMENT

TICKET

& SUPPLY

1600 Broadway

CO., Inc.
New York

BRENKERT

LIGHT

St. Aubin at East

PRO.JECTIOX
Grand

Detroit. Michiean

Blvd.

CO.

June
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''Cool Comfort'' is
Netu Loew's Slogan
/r^^OMl'ORTAP.LY COOL" is the
I
slofjan decided upon by Loew's
V>_> to cmpliasize its cooling systems this summer. While pointing out
that the line, "^KXl.OOO cooling plant/' is
a good one to serve that purpose, the
circuit emphasizes that the slogan adopted will counteract complaints against
sudden draughts and chills.
Loew managers have been instructed
to map their campaigns for selling their
cooling plants to the public. The refrigeration systems are termed all-summer
headliners, "a star who'll play for you
all summer and who'll draw crowds to
your box office."
"In hot weather you sell cool comfort
to your patrons. And it's a great selling
argument," the company points out. "In
winter, comparatively few people go to
the theatre to keep warm. But in summer thousands go to shows to keep cool!
"Selling your cooling plant calls for a
high degree of salesmanship. Thoughtless, haphazard
selling
do the trick.
Careless
advertising
of won't
your cooling
plant
can do more harm than good.
"When refrigeration plants were first
installed in theatres, they were not properly operated. Theatres were too cool,
or seemed that way. Draughts caused
discomfort. The cooling plant got a
black eye.

Now Operated Right
"Now, however, theatre engineers and
managers know more about refrigeration
and control of cooling plants. And their
operation now provides really comfortable
and healthful coolness. SELL THAT
IDEA!
"Don't sell 'coolness' alone. Sell the
idea that temi^erature is only one phase
of your 'weather factory.' You do not
merely cool the air. You dehumidify it
(dry it!) and you purify it. Humidity
causes more discomfort than heat. Tell
your customers that you provide dry,
clean air — not just cold, clammy air.
"The old idea of advertising 'always 70
degrees' is wrong. Seventy degrees on a
100-degree day would cause discomfort.
.And a lot of people know it. 'The Coolest Place in "Town' is also worn out as a
slogan.
"Unfortunately, in the old days, before
refrigeration, theatres used advertising
slogans and displays telling how cool they
were. Almost every selling point which
could be legitimately used now was used
falsely then. So we must pick our publicity methods carefully. We must convince our public that we really have machinery lo control our interior 'weather.'
Sell Comfort

Idea

"Plant stories about the expert who
manufactures your weather. Use a
little space in your ads all through the
summer to sell your 'cool comfort.' Keep
reminding your patrons that they are
comfortal)le — by trailer copy. People take
things for granted if you don't impress
them frequently with the advantages you
offer.

Picture

Good Sound — Hon?
POOR sound, a bugaboo of the
incltistry. Good pictures, produced and recorded with meticulous care, often sound like a mess
of barking dogs when they reach
the theatre.
Why?
about
it?

And

what can be done

The answers are many, for the
problems involved are complex.
Reading The Showman will give
you important means of improving
reproduction
the theatre.
It's
worth
reading in
— and
rcmemliering.

Sound-Ahsorhing
Chairs Required
chairs
or mohair
— Velour
AGOtured
CHIC
n Seating Co.,
by America
manufac
have a sound absorption value of from
2.6 to 3.6 units each, contrasted with 1.3
units each for an imitation leather chair and
0.30 units each for a plain plywood chair.
This was determined in tests conducted by
Professor Watson of the University of Illinois.
"The average absorption value of the
human being has been determined at 4.7
units each,'' the company states. "Because of
this relatively high value, it is evident that a
theatre or auditorium having the proper
reverberation time when fully occupied, if
not equipped with a balancing factor, may
be poor acoustically when partially empty.
For this reason, upholstered chairs are found
to have the necessary absorption value to
establish them as a satisfactory balancing
factor, the absorption of the human body
l)eing replaced, when the seat is empty, by
the absorption of the seat itself."
Its absorbent quality, the company believes, will result in a sharp trend toward
upholstery such as mohair and other deep
pile fabrics.
Tests emphasized that absorption of sound
depends upon porosity and dependability,
which makes the pile of mohair and velour
superior to smooth imitation leather and
plywood.
10 Per Cent

Greater

7 , 19 J! 0
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Down

Absorption of a chair is about ten per
cent greater with the seat down than when
it is up. Prof. W^atson's test shows. The
reason is that there is additional surface exposed when tiie seat is down. However,
when not occupied and thus effective for
absorption, theatre seats usually are up. Accordingly,
Prof. Watson's
were units
conducted with
seats
up. The tests
absorption
were computed in four pitches and the
average given. These four pitches cover the
range of sound encountered under normal
conditions.
In determining how nnich absorption is
iihtained per sfpiare foot of floor space occii|)ied b\- .American theatre chairs, the following has been worked out on the basis
of three rows of chairs, six chairs to each
row. Taking the rows 34 inches apart, back
to l)ack. and leaving 16 inches more to include the edge of the upturned seat on the
front row. gives seven feet. Taking the
chairs as 20 inches wide, gives 20 times 6,
or which is 120 inches, or 10 feet. The area
covered by the three rows of seats is then
seven times ten, or 70 square feet. The absorption of 18 mohair No. 7080 chairs is
18 X 3.2 or 57.6 -^ 70 ccfuals .82 units per
sf|uare foot.

''Sound Isolators''
Meet Two Problems
-AIanville
acquired
Corp.,
])roducts
structural
tedby Johns
NEWthroupaten
gh acquisition of the Stevens
Sound Proofing Co.. Chicago, are designed
to meet two problems. The method of treating the first, which is sound installation, is
the literal breaking of solid contacts between finished surfaces and their subsurfaces, with "sound isolators" consisting of pressed steel or cast-iron chairs
lined with hair felt which retard the communication of vibration and sound from
one rigid member to another. Following
the installation of these isolators, floors
and ceilings are filled with fireproof rock
wool and the walls also solidly lined with
absorbent material.
The other development, and a no less
interesting one, is for the damping of
vibration set up by running machiriery,
preventing it from passing through the
floor into the steel members of the building and being transmitted to other parts
of the structure. Special anti-vibration
platforms supporting such machinery are
designed after careful study of the individual problem. The platforms contain
double stringers resting on a series of
the felt-lined sound isolators. The vibrations are broken up and damped by the
alternate layers of felt, metal and wood,
instead of being allowed to pass through
the building and set up sound waves in
other rooms. The enclosed platform is
entirely filled with rock wool to further
dampen
the vibration.
Weight Distributed
In all cases the design is based on the
weight of the machine and the characteristics of its operation. The weight is
distributed to the "chairs" by the double
series of stringers and each chair carries
an equal part of the load. Thus, the felts
remain soft and resilient and as no bolts
or other fastenings are used to tie the
platform directly to the floor, there is
little chance of vibrations being carried
by sucfi means. Only spot contacts exist,,
and these
eft'ectively
buffed with resilient,are
absorbent
felt linings.
The system is claimed to have demonstrated its effectiveness under many severe conditions, as for instance in successfully insulating bowling alleys over a.
theatre, printing presses and other machinery over offices,
broadcastingstudios adiacent
to one and
another.
Building

in Onawa

Omaha — Onawa. la., will have a new
$35,000 theatre of Spanish design, two
stories high, and with a seating capacity
of 600. Present owners of the Onawa
0])era House are financing the new project.
Ottawa — Pipe organ of the Regent is
once more in commission after a silence
of more than a year because of the
talkers, but it is being heard twice daily
as an advertising feature for the Regent
outside of theatre hours. Manager T. R.
Tubman is boosting current attractions
through this radio medium, concerts being given over Station CNRO.
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Minneapolis
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Theatre)

PROFITS by the Quality of
WRKiHT-DKCoSTKR

Rcprodiiccrs

iiir«'d in
NCrt- r»'t|
rHInatii
AS^the
of linlitink'
i'(|uii)nu'nt for sound motion
|)iitiirf production or i)holoijra|)hii- studios can hi' furnished hy Klit'Kl — lamps of
all kinds, arc and incandescent types; (loodliKhts, spotlights, overheadli);hts. side
lii;hts, etc. Also various
forms of wirinjj devices; portahle pluKKiiK hoxes; pin-pluK
connectors; floor pockets;
wall pockets, etc. — and special apparatus made to order.
PLUGGING

BOX

Write for our latent
lULLKTINS

=111; ih

CiENTURY

Universal Euctric Stage Lighting Co..

321 West 50th Street
CONNECTORS

NEW

THEATRE

YORK. NY.

.Minneapolis.
\\ riyht-?>cC'ostcf.
C'lcntlcnicn
St. I*anl, ;Minn.

Minn..

.M.i.v

20,

1930.

Inc..

\Vc wish to express our approval
of the installation
of your
M'Miel A instrument in our music sales department, and llic
very attractive speakers located in our rest rooms and lobb> .
It is very ifratifyintf to have an instrument of such excellent
tone
lobhy. quality. It not only has incrcasoi our music sales, hut
also has added a great deal of life in the rest rooms and

TRADE

May we. in closinR, state that the decorative beauty of the
instrument
is an asset to the theatre.
Vours very truly.

MARK

CONSISTIN(; OF ELECTRIC CURTAIN
OPERATOR AM) TRAVELER

II K

$150

'Si.'iK.ii
AK

fVrilr for

Details and

ir.\!U)r.D K.\i'r..\\,
\|.iiia«inK
Direci

Addrefa

of

S'earrsi

Sales

wright-decoster,
inc.
University
Avenue,
St.
Paul,
Minn.

TRAVELTROL
IS QUICKLY INSTALLED

2229
Export

Dept.,

M.

Simons
& Son Co., 220
Cable
Address, Siniontrice,

Broadway,
New
York

No adjusting to do. Simply place cable on
drive pulley; push button and curtain will
stop when either open or closed. Of course,
curtain may be stopped at any desired place.
Slipping cable does no harm because there is no timing? mechanism — no limit stops or switches.

Sales follow naturally
Price are right!
THE

ECGNOQl'IPMENT
.Vkron,

when
M.VM
Oh-'o

Product and

FACTIRING

Office

CO.

oiiuter .1withRerrodiiCT.
li'riolit-DeCosf,-'
-\'oJ,'I

New

York

City
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Projectionists^ Round Table
^By John F. Rider
ELECTRIC current will flow between
two bodies of different potential or
between two points of different potential ifthey are connected or joined with
a medium which will allow the flow of such
electric current or the flow of electrons.
How the two bodies acquire their charge
or how the potential is secured is of no
consequence. Whether this value of potential is constant, instantaneous or variable
is a matter of design. The fact remains
that the potential present or rather the difference of potential cause the motion of the
electrons and the flow of electric current.
The unit of potential difference is known
as the volt.
Now, we showed how it is possible to
have a difference of potential within an
electric field. It is just as simple to show
how, in an electric circuit, it is possible to
have a difference of potential between parts
of the circuit or any two points in the circuit. Imagine some devices which can create electric force, that is, a difference of
potential may be maintained constant. Such
a device is shown in Figure 2, wherein a
difference of potential of 10 volts is maintained between the — and the -|- sign. We
connect to this source of potential a conductor, with one part greatly enlarged. We
have a flow of electrons in the direction
shown by the arrow, the electrons being
indicated by the minus signs within the
large rectangle.
Point A is 10 volts positive with respect
to point B and point B is ten volts negative with respect to point A. Now we can
select two points in the conductor w-hich
will be of certain polarity with respect to
either A or B. If we consider A as the
starting point, all parts of that conductor
may be classed as negative with respect to
.\, since they are connected to B and function as if the point B had been extended to
point A and separated therefrom by an infinitesimally small distance. The same is
true if point B is taken as the reference
point, in which case all parts of the conductor are then positive with respect to
the point B because we can assume the
conductor to be an extension of the point A.
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Consequently, the point C midway between
A and B can be classed as positive with
respect to B and negative with respect to
A. If we select two other points, say D and
E. either or both may be positive with respect to B and negative with respect to A.
On the other hand, these two points D and
E bear some relation to each other. If E
is classed as an extension of A, then D is
negative with respect to E, since it is negative with respect to A. Continuing, E may
be classed as positive with respect to D,
just as E is positive witli respect to B.
Now if the points D and E represent two

Lesson Five
F) ATTERIES, dry cells and poten■^ tials and the part they play in the
conduct of sound apparatus are discussed by John F. Rider in this article
which is Lesson Five in his series appearing exclusively in Motion Picture News.

and frequently referred to as voltage. One
should distinguish between the volt and
voltage. Voltage, as is evident, is a force,
whereas the volt specifies the level or magnitude of this force.
Reference to voltage or emf., therefore,
refers to a force which causes the flow of
electric current. One should, however, understand that electricity is not a source of
energy. It is a medium whereby energy may
be transferred from one source to another,
from one form to another. That force, voltage or emf., may be produced in various
ways. In other words, devices may be developed which will provide a difference of
potential which can be utilized to cause a
motion of charges and a flow of electric
current. Such a force may be produced by
the following four means :
1. Friction.
2. Chemical action.
3. Thermal action.
4. Induction.
Of these four systems, the first is not
l)ractical.

sections of the conductor and we have a
flow of electrons within the conductor, a
difference of potential will be present across
the points D and E. The same is true between any other two points in the circuit.
This difference of potential may be of unit
value or may be a fraction of the unit value.
In view of the fact that decimals of the
unit of potential are encountered in electrical
circuits, it is necessary to apply convenient
values to represent the decimals. The following is the list of decimal designations :
1 volt.
1 millivolt = a thousandth )>.irt of a
volt = .001 volt.
1 microvolt = millionth part of a volt
= .000001 volt.
As one would imagine, other fraction
values are applied to represent some value
of voltage in excess of the above decimals,
yet less than the unit. For example, 49
millivolts would be .049 volt. Then again,
we have values of voltage in excess of the
unit value, in which case the regular numerical indication is used.
Voltage is, of course, present in all electrical circuits, l)ut as will be evident later,
it is not always constant in value. In some
cases it rises and falls and, to arrive at some
conclusion, it is necessary to consider the
instantaneous value. Therefore, when specifying voltage it is customary to use the letter
E (capital) to designate a steady or constant voltage and to the small letter "e" to
designate an instantaneous value of voltage.
In some cases voltage is designated with a
letter V instead of the usual E.
A difference of potential between two
bodies or two points cause a motion of
charges. The difference of potential, however, is merely a level for comparison to
determine the tendency of the charges to
move. The force which actually causes the
charges to move or drives the current
through the conductor (-circuit) is known
as the electromotive force, abbreviated emf.

Batteries

The chemical means of producing electromotive force is typified by the batteries we
know today. These reactions constitute a
conversion of chemical energy into electrical
energy, wherein the atoms of the elements
undergo a change ; a flow of electrons is
created between the elements, through the
electrohle, a difference of potential is set
up and electric current flows when a wire
is connected to the terminals of the battery.
Generally speaking, batteries in use today
are classified in two ways : one, primary
cells, and two, secondary cells. This distinction is present in order to distinguish
between cells of such type that the process
of energy conversion is one way and cells
of such type that two-way conversion, is
possible. After all is said and done, assuming a certain chemical constituency of a
cell, the chemical reaction necessary to produce the electromotive
force or dift'erence
potential
between the terminals
is definitelyof
limited by the size and mass of the elements. Once this cycle of chemical reac-
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tion lias boon complotod and turtlior How ut
charjjcs is iinpossiblo iK'causo tho oliomioal>
have deteriorated or changed, the cell must
be discarded it tho process of chemical reaction is not such that it may be reversed so
as to restore the chemicals to their original
condition. The structure of tho primary
cell is such that after exhaustion of the
chemicals by virtue of the interaction during the time that the correct electromotive
force is being developed, the coll must be
discarded, since it is of no further utility.
Such batteries are the No. 6 dry colls, the
regular B and C batteries and other units
bearing the designations of "dry cells."
The secondary coll. on the other hand, is of
different structure. The original action in
this form of cell is a conversion of chemical
energy into electrical energy. When the
chemical structure has reached its final
state and the battery is classified as exhausted because the electromotive force developed is not the correct value of the structure, it is possible to restore the chemicals
to their original condition by subjecting
them to an electrical reaction, so that electrical energy is converted into chemical
energy. This cycle is known as the "charging"' of a battery and is possible in the case
of "wet" or '"storage' types of cells. Recharging of dry cells has been attempted in
the past, but the results were very unfruitful.
Now, the subject of storage batteries is
of interest because they are to be found in
very many talkie installations. .-Xs a matter
of fact, the same is true of the dry batteries. We believe that it is possible to
combine practical data with the theory being outlined and this is a good time to start
such discussion.

Noise in Dry Cells
The electromotive force developed within
a dry cell by means of the chemical action
depends, if the potential is to be constant,
upon a uniform flow of charges within the
cell, or uniform decomposition of the elements.
This is much more easily said than done.
Any radical moment of excessive reaction
or decomposition will result in a momentary
increase in the rate of electronic flow,
thus momentarily increasing the difference
of potential and altering the status of the
entire circuit connected to the source of
emf. Such a condition produces noise. The
same, of course, is true if the decomposition
within the cell is such that there is sudden
decrease in the electronic flow and a conse-
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i|uent droj) in potential. The actual inter])rotation of electric current represented as
noi^o will follow l.itor in the text. In view
of the fact that actual rejuvenation of the
drv coll is impractical, it is needless to dwell
upon the chemical action witliin tho unit.
Such is not the case in tho storage battery. Here the chemical reaction is of interest because it is reversed and the successful maintenance of this type of cell dojKuds entirely upon careful reversal of the
chemical
action
within even
tho cell.
I?, the
work of the
operator
today,'I'his
although
it is doubtful if even a few of the men who
read these pages actually realize what is
trans])irinK in the cell. The lead acid tyi)o
of coll is most popular and shall be dealt
with first. This type of battery employs lead
l)late immersed in a solution of suljjhuric
acid and water, tho thiitl consisting of the
acid and the water being known as the
electrolyte.
The actual construction of tho active
plates is a matter of individual manufacture,
hut the constituency of these plates is generally uniform. One such plate is in the
form of a grid, just as in home ovens. The
plates are made of an alloy of lead and
antimony. Into the opening of these grids
is placed a paste consisting of lead oxides.
.Active plates made in this manner are
■■formed." that is, a chemical action is created by the application of an electrical potential from a certain source. During this
■■forming" process, the active filler is formed
into lead peroxide (PbOs). This set of
l)lates is known as the positive plate, and has
a dark brown color.
Another set of plates in the cell, functioning as the negative terminal and so connected during the "forming" process, is
changed from a combination of lead oxides
to sponge lead. The negative plates are of
dull gray color.
The actual assembly of the plates is somewhat more comple.x than herein described.
I-iach complete battery consists of a numlior of cells, freciuently indicated by being
individual jars interconnected with a heavy
load conductor, or when the individual cells
are not visible, by a pair of connections upon
a cover, these connections being connected
to others within the major container so
that si.x terminals may be visible upon a
complete battery consisting of three cells ;
two terminals being alloted to each cell.
The major terminals of the complete battery are frequently designated by certain
symbols or letters or color. The positive
plate is frequently marked with red paint,
bears the plus sign or'is marked POS. The
negative plate is marked with a minus sign
or bears the letters NEG. Since the construction of the complete battery may be
described by stating the construction of a
single cell, any statements relative to a single coll apply to all the cells in that battery.
Each cell, as we stated, has its own positive and negative terminals. A set of plates
comprise the active materials connected to
these terminals, and the complete set of
plates for each terminal is referred to as
the plate, although it actually consists of a
number of plates, separated by wood slats or
partitions of such nature that they allow
electrolytic conduction, yet function to separate one plate from the next. In some instances these separators are of hard rubber
instead of wood.
The following will give an idea of the
chemical action within the cell of the leadacid type of battery during the time that
it is producing the required electromotive
force or developing the required potential.

discharge.
I In-, Is the slate quoted as the period of
The electrolyte, as we stated, consists of
water and pure sulphuric acid. During the
period of diMcharge, the sulphuric acid combines with the sponge lead of the negative
plate, forming lead sulphate (I'bS04) and
with the load peroxide of the positive plate,
once again forming lead sulphate. This
action transforms chemical energy into electrical energy. .Supplementary tf) the above
reaction, the electrolyte gradually l>ecomes
weaker, since the sulphuric acid combines
with the plates and by tho amount of water
formed. In addition, the lead sulphate produced retards the flow oi acid through the
plates until such time when normal action
of tho acid is im|)ossible. The cell is then
>ai(l t(j be discharged, the difference of potential between the terminals is decreased
and recharging of the cell is necessary.
Now, in connection with the period of
<lischarge, it is necessary to remember that
the lead sulphate formed upon the plates
hardens with age and the longer the state
of discharge, or the longer the period between discharge and actual charging the
harder will it be to secure the proper reversal of chemical action, thus interfering
with the normal performance of the cell.

Action During Charge of LeadAcid Cell
During the period of charge, the chemical
action detailed is reversed. The sulphate
formed by the combination of the sulphuric
acid with the sponge lead and the load oxide
is returned to the electrolyte. The plates
approach their normal state and the electrolyte solution gradually becomes the pure
sulphuric acid diluted with water. After
the sulphate is removed from the plates
and the electrolyte is again normal, the acid
action becomes normal and the cell is fully
charged when no more suljjhate remains
upon the plates.
This process of charging consists of passing a direct current through the cell. (The
significance of direct current will be discussed in the near future.) Now, the period
of charge and the indication of charge depends entirely upon the cell in use and the
design of the cell. The combination of the
sulphuric acid and the water has a definite
specific gravity, a factor determined by the
manufacturer of the battery. Devices are
available for the determination of the
specific gravity of the cell, and this device
is far superior to the measurement of voltage developed by the cell, since the electromotive force or potential developed by the
cell is not the true indication of the slate
( Coiiliiiurd on f'af/c 104)
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Butterfield Building
20; Up to 100 by 1931
Detroit — One hundred theatres in Michigan, outside of Detroit, will comprise the
Butterfieid circuit by the end of 1930. under
expansion plans under way or completed.
Three houses are to be built in the upper
peninsula, invasion of which was begun with
l)uilding of a theatre at Saulte Ste. Marie.
Butterfield recently completed an inspection
tour of the peninsula. The year's building
program calls for 20 theatres in 15 cities
and towns of the state.

Joins Newark Firm
Newark — C. E. Stahl has b^en elected a
director and named general manager of the
Arcturus Radio Tube Co.

$25,000 for Canopy
Omaha — Twenty-five thousand dollars
is to be spent on a modern canopy, new
front lighting and electric signs for the
World, Everett Cummings, divisional
manager of I'ublix. says. Work is to
start at once.
The World canopy was removed five
years ago after litigation. The new one
will be of an entirely different type so
as to conform with city ordinances and
also to conform architecturally to the
building.

Picture

Providing proper parking space for
theatres is attracting the attention of
many showmen, who find the move
stimidates business. Leasing of vacant
lots for free parking space is the ideal
arrangement, but where this is impractical, hook-ups with garages are made.
Under some arrangements used, the
patron pays for his parking, and then
receives a stub good for admission to the
theatre. This blocks "ringers" from using
the theatre's parking space.
Outdoor parking spaces lighted with
floods offer a means for good publicity
for the theatre. In the case of a garage,
mention in advertising, on the screen and
possibly a lobby card often turns the
trick of securing reduced rates for theatre patrons.

Hard Usage for Roxy Rug
.Vmsterdam, X. Y. — Twenty-five million pairs of feet crossing over it in three
years, without any special outside attention or renovation other than the services of the theatre staff is the record
of the foyer rug of the Roxy in New
York, the Mohawk Carpet Mills has been
advised by C. W. Griswold, Roxy manager. The firm claims tlie rug is the
ing.
world's largest oval woven floor cover-

6.
force
then
7.

Is it possible to generate electromotive
by means of some chemical action and
to reverse the action in the chemicals?
What is the difference between a primary and a secondary cell?
8. What is the definition of a secondary
cell?
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{Continued from page 103)
of the cell unless the cell is so arranged that
an appreciable amount of electric current
is flowing from the cell. That is to say,
the electromotive force developed by the cell
is utilized to force current through some
external device.
One would naturally imagine that a storage battery or a bank of storage batteries
is prime for use right after charging, since
the voltage would be highest at that time.
Such is not the case. The batteries bubble
during the charging period and are very
noisy. Recharged batteries should not be
put into use until an appreciable period of
time subsequent to the charging, at least
not until all sign of bubbling vanishes. We
shall furnish more complete maintenance
data upon this type of cell in a later part
of this course. We shall at this time show
the formation of what is known as the diamond grid plate. This is shown in Figure
9. An idea of the structure of a cell made
by the Philadelphia Storage Battery Company is shown in Figure 10 and a complete
battery consisting of three cells with a
charge indicator in the middle cell (this
cell is known as the pilot cell) is shown
in Figure 11. Figures 9, 10 and 11 are by
courtesy
of the Philadelphia Storage Battery Company.

Questions — Lesson No. 5

Hertner equipment is internationally known for its quiet,
uniform operation .... its extremely long life and dependability, with freedom from repair.
•

Electric,

- By John F. Rider -

1. Docs the volt or the voltage cause the
flow of current through the circuit f
2. What is the difference between electromotive force and a volt?
3. Is it possible to Imve decimals and
multiples of the unit volt? Name some.
4. Is it possible to have a difference of
potential between two points in an electric
circuit when the two points are five inches
apart and the total length of the circuit is
25 feetf
5. Can any one point in an electrical circuit be positive a>id negative at the same
suit.
time? State a point not midzuay in the cir-

Generator Control Panels and Rheostats for Projection
arc circuits.

need Transverter
than ever before."

Rou
Tabl
ts'e
ectionis
Projnd

This does not conclude all that will be
said about storage batteries. Much more is
to follow in subsequent lessons.

that The Hertner Electric Company in addition to being
the exclusive Manufacturers of the Transverter ....
the leading motor generator for converting alternating
current into direct current .... also manufacture
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Equipment, more so today
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ace
York R-K-O's
The Palace,
its silent
has supplanted
house, New
vaudeville
picture apparatus with RCA Photophone
sound equipment. At the present time, due
to the fact that its vaudeville policy of the
past twenty years remains U3changed, only
sound news reels are presented at the Palace.
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New Carbon Jaw
For Refleetors

Says Equipment
Trade Improves
Des Moines— Arthur Tliielf. manager
of the Dcs Moines Theatre .Siii)ply Co.,
states that business is sliowin^ an increase of between 30 and 55 per cent over
last year. Ten per cent of tliis lie attributes to the introduction of sound and 25
per cent to ijeiieral better business conditions. He states, however, tliat collections are slow, and slower this month
than last. This he attributes to the fact
that sound equi()Mient payments causing
a heavy drain on some theatro. The
payments must be met or out tjoes the
e<iuipment. "■ Too many theatre men
must buy for their smaller houses the
tyi)e of equipment used by their big
town competitors. .\fter thirty days
time there is no greater value to them in
the more expensive equipment and the
payments are too big for tlie tyi)e of

Chicago — Designed lor use with the
Teerless high amperage reHector arc
lamj) a new carbon contact jaw has been
placed
on theC<j.
market
Engineering
The l>y
jawthewilll-'ogelberg
be sold
through independent >upply dealers.
The new carbon jaw is composed of
two castings and among the claims advanced for it are the fact that there is no
breaking point from the wire terminal to
the point of carbon contact. It is also
claimed that due to the "V" type design
contact the carbon jaw rides parallel with
the carbon facilitating keeping the positive crater at the focal point.

Junior Efec-Tro-Fone
Model on the Market
St. I'aul — Junior model of ICIec-TroFone has been placed on the market by
Fred H. Strom, veteran Twin City sound
equipment inventor and manufacturer.
The junior will sell at $2.^0 per pair, the

theatre."
Shelby ville. Ind. — Rembusch .Screen Co.
has added a new sound screen and silencer to its line of sound equipment,
which includes turntables, amplifiers,
mixers, lenses and i)ickui)s. The new
screen is perforated only where the sound
goes through, and the perforation is declared invisible during projection.

price
(le
luxeincluding
model isfader
doubleandthepickup.
price. 'J'hc
.^trom also is manufacturing a new
synchronous motor gear drive with Cieneral I-^Iectric motor.

Frees Electricians to
Discharge Other Jobs

Syncrodisk Junior for
Small Theatres Ready
Rochester — l)e^igned for smaller theatres, Syncrodisk junior model has been
placed on the market by the WcIht .Machine Corp.
The firm manufacturers Synchrodisk
turntables, sound-on-film reproducer and
other sound picture products.
The new junior model is a turntable
unit which sells for $150 per pair including pickups and changeover fader. The
purchaser has his choice of Audak or
Erla pickups.
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The Columbia at Davenport, la., equipped
;t'i7/i Lusirolite changeable letter sifin

ISJat'l Theatre Supply
Handling Lustrolite
Chicago — Distribution of Lustrolite
changeable letter signs has been taken
over by National Theatre .Sunph' Co.
Under the arrangement. Lustrolite engineers are to be located at key cities to
work in co-operation with National representatives. The Lustrolite company of
Davenport. Ta.. was formed eight years
ago. These engineers will aid 'theatre
owners and architects with advisory service on all electrical merchandising.

Milwaukee —
here now can
assisting with
stage routine

l-,lectrician of the I'alace
work on the stage floor,
making of sets ^nd other
as a result of the new

type ""remote dead
front."
W'estinghouse
switchboard.
Where
most
old type
switchboards necessitated constant attention of the electrician, the new board
releases him sufficiently to perform other
duties on the stage. The board eliminates the danger to safety of old style
switchboards with open knife switches.

Van Home Develops a
Neu' Radio Tube Checker
l'"rank.'in. O. — A new and simplified type
of radio tube checker has been developed
at the \'an Home Tube Co.. laboratory by
E. T. Flewelling. Dr. Van Home and
Flewelling have expanded research and dehere. \'an Home
velopmentsound
laboratories
devices.
tubes are used

New Model Rheostat

Vrtf junior Syncrodisk model for
small theatres.

Charles Bessler & Co., New York, has
introduced a new model rheostat for motion picture work to be marketed under
the trade name of Besco, and for which
the sponsors claim several special features, among which are the same coefficient operating hot or cold and proof
against rust. Milton Major is in charge
of distribution and sales of the new
Bessler product.

Two-scene
Xational-H'esliiiiihoHse
su'itchboard
installed in Palace Orpheum, Milwaukee.
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Here is the Answer to All Your Sound Picture Questions
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Every known trouble to sound recording and reproducing
equipment
is
listed in this book — with full explanation as to its cause and remedy

The whole question of Sound Motion
Pictures treated from a new angle.
Explains in detail the construction,
operation and care of sound recording
and reproducing equipment

OVER 100 PAGES OF SOUND TROUBLE SHOOTING INFORMATION
A Complete Library on Matters
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Dangcr toTheatrc
In Prize Contests
(Contiiuii'd from ('at/c ^>\ }
liiuaic attraction or the picture industry and
yet, what is haijpeuiii^ today ? The small
town that was >;iven a |)o?>ting of 5,00U
sheets is now fjiven less than 2,000. The
circus learned its" lesson, Ihe circus wasn't
too bip to learn. Indiscriminate hillpostinjf
wasn't worth the cost of the i)apcr. A concentrated, well tliouRlU out i)osting campaign did sell tickets.
Study your situation I .\re you postinj,'
enough paper? Are you posting too nuich
paper? Is it the right kintl? Is it going on
the best location oinaiiiable?

Contest Selection Inipor/niif
When and where? What kind of contests are good? Vou will fnid opinion
will differ as to the benefit derived by the
theatre from a contest. True it is there are
many that help. It is equally true many a
contest that got page after page of publicity, hurt the theatre more than it helped.
One thing you must remember, l-'or one
person tliat benefits through a theatre contest where |)rizes are given there are man\
hundreds that get nothing for their effort.
One person boosts for you, the others hold
a grudge because they did not win.
Here is an instance of iiow two contests
running at the same theatre with di liferent
newspapers may differ in their results. A
few years ago, in San Francisco, we arranged with an afternoon paper for a "masked player" contest sponsored by a Holly-

Motion

Picture

News

Say It in Print
II"ixing
it's set
worlh
.saying type,
its worth
in readable
is the
.substance of a letter to Fox showmen by (iabrici S. Yorke, director
of publicity of the Fox eastern circuit.
"Every eflfort is to be made to
get away from six-point type as
much as possible in newspaper advertising. Anything worth saying
should be printed in type large
enough vising
to be
read easily," he is admanagers.

wood studio. The prizes amounted to $200
each week. The trick was to guess the name
of the ()layer ; name three pictures in which
the player has appeared and coin an advertising sloiran for that player.
In a morning paper, a tabloid, we had
another contest. The prize was $1 a day
and the trick was a 10()-word story of your
most amusing experience.
The contest in the morning paper with $1
daily in prize money, ran 40 to 1 in replies
to the afternoon paper with a weekly prize
of $200,
Why?
Xobody knew the answer.
If you are going into a contest with a
newspaper, be sure that your contest rules
do not violate the state lottery laws.
If you have the choice of two or more
newspapers, which is best suited to the contest ? Some papers are poison on contests.
For instance tlie readers of the Los .Angeles
Times would not be interested in a contest
to tlie same degree as the readers of the lit-
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Show is Lure,
Not Premiums

tie tabloid, the Daily News.
.\ contest calling for a test of skill is always best.
Kssays arc good, when they can be landed (jn the woman's page of a paper.
Coloring contest for youngsters, the printing of an outline drawing of a scene from
a [jroduction with the kids competing in
the coloring of that scene and then the
originality in which it is arranged for entering the conter^t always draw big returns.
If you do land a contest of this sort you
can always tie it up with a local merchant
to make a window display of the entries,
with the winners featured, together with
stills of your attraction.
When .planning
a contest consider its pos>il)ilitieb
. .
1. Will it sell tickets?
2. Will the newspaper co-operate with
news page space ?
3. Has it possibilities for co-operative
newspaper display advertising?
4. Has it exploitation possibilities?
5. Is it fool proof?
6. Will it create good will?
7. Is it clear and understandable?
8. Does it offer merchant co-operation
tlirough window display?
9. Has it a general or class appeal ?
10. Has it been done before? If so what
was the result ?

Premiums Not Needed
A

theatre sells entertainment.
(Coiitiiuu'd on f>a(jc 108)

I f the

aof install
t asr well
numbe
tions, thestnewes
as the
THE greate
longest in service, and all the other
honors of lighting control systems
make thi'^ @ Major System ihe
one for any showmen who want
proven control equipment.
Send for hoohlet —

^anh c/Ldam
ELECTRIC

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS
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Play Up CoolnesSy
Qoldherg Slogan
Utica, N. Y. — Stress coolness in lobby
display and newspaper advertising, Harry
D. Goldburg, chief of the upstate division
of Fox Metropolitan Playhouses, has ordered.
"Have your lobby and theatre reflect coolness he has advised." Stay away from red.
Get into the greens and blues, grays and
straws for your display colors.
"Now, more than ever before, you should
have floral displays in your lobby and foyer.
Hanging baskets should work nicely into
every lobby.
"Have you ever tried hanging ribbons
over your open doors, spaced an inch or
an inch and a half apart and hanging a foot
or a foot and a half below the top of the
opening? They always create a cooling effect, as they are certain to be moved around
by the circulation of the air.
"Get thinking of a slogan that will carry
the thought of coolness Here are a few
samples
: 'Cool
as a mountain
Blank is
the coolest
summer top,'
resort'Thein
'Blanksville,' 'It's always cool at the Blank,
Doctors recommend the Blank for its clean,
cool air.' "

Claim Largest Sign
Providence — Tlie new Pulilix theatre,
which will open sometime in June, will
have the largest theatrical upright sign
in New England, the management says.
The display board is 38 feet in height.
The theatre formerly was the Strand,
downtown first run.

Picture

News

Slants Go Straight
NES— The kinks will
DESbe MOI
removed from theatre floor
of the Des Moines, which previously slanted to the center of the
e,
as part of a program of imhous
provements which will cost $100,000. The brushing up process will
embrace a new uj)right sign, a new
marquee similar to the l\iramount,
next door, and changes in the inner
lobby which will be carpeted and
equipped with lounges, like the
ti|)])er mezzanine. The theatre will
be carpeted and redecorated
throughout without necessitating
the closing down except for a few
days.

June
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] ShowmenOperate
Equipment Firm

Dallas — Allied Theatre Equipment Co.,
s])onsored by the Texas exhibitor association, now is operating. Members of
the board of directors subscribed in cash
to stock of the new company, which is
the first of a number of similar companies planned by units of Allied States

The Texas company is handling KapAss'n.
lan projectors,
V'ocalite
screens,
Electra Morelite
carbons, lamps,
American
fans
and air washer systems, generator units,^
rectifiers, acoustical wool and other lines.

Poor Loser Is Big
Element in Stunts

Dismiss Celotex Receivership
Wilmington, Del. — Receivership proceedings against tlic Celotex Co., Chicago, have l)een dismissed. David Adler,
who brought the action, through his
New York attorney, Stanley M. Lazarus,
notified bis local attorney to drop the
action. The Celotex firm had challenged
Adler's right to bring the suit and denied
all charges of insolvency and mismanagement. Lazarus was one of the attorneys who petitioned a receivership of
Fox Film. Lazarus has been cited to the
Bar Ass'n for his part in the Celetox action,
having allegedly purchased stock in the company for his client before starting the action.

(CinituiHcd from pai/c 107)
sales argument is proper, intelligent ; if
your schedules, prices and programs are
right — then you don't need premiums or
Does the leading merchant in your town
prizes.
give premiums? Will the best hotel give
you a bath if you buy sleeping accommodations ? Will your leading restaurant give
you the coffee if you buy doughnuts?
They will not !
You are selling entertainment. All the
crockery, silver ware and china ever made
won't do you lasting good if your entertainment isn't what the people want.

ASK WARNER BROS.— LOEWS—
FOX— R.K.O.— PUBLIX
Leading Chain and Independent Theatres, Prominent Hotels and Public Buildings have installed The
New Silent TYPHOON Cooling- Ventilating System.
It is suitable for large, medium or small theatres.
Write for Particulars

Typhoon Fan Company
Incorporated

Air Cooling or Combination Water Cooling
AND

WITH

SILENCE

Shrubs & Flowers
FOR

Auditorium, Lobbies
and Foyers
DECORATING OF
ORCHESTRA PITS
A SPECIALTY

Write for Catalogue No. 7

FRANK NETSCHERT. Inc.
61

BARCLAY STREET
NEW YORK. N. Y.

Ventilating
Cooling
Heating

Air Conditioning: Engineers
and Manufacturers
345

West

New

39th

Street

Drying
Dehumidifying
Refrigeration

York, N. Y.

MODERN THEATRES FOR
TODAY'S PICTURES
ilig'her standards ]^rt'vail today.
Quality projection, faithful sound
reproduction, liealthfid atmosphere, comfortable chairs, modern
liji-hting-, beautiful surroundings,
all requisite to box office profits.
Companies Mrhose advertisements appear in
MOTION PICTURE NEWS offer quality
products. They will be glad to assist you
with advice on how to modernize your
theatre economically.
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Watchful Jraiti}i}y M^ill Be More Than
Repaid IVhoi You Receive Your Copy of
Theatre

Building

^

Equipment

BUYERS
GUIDE
Featuri?tg

Architectural
C.

W . &

(jCo.

L.

Works

o\

Rapp,

Architects

Color reproductions of new styles in tlieatre design and Decoration. Illustrated discussion of the new type of theatre required for
sound and wide-screen presentations, prepared and written by
qualified authorities and dealing- with details of design and construction.

And Including

CONSOLIDATED
TALKING

CATALOGUE
OF

PICTURE

EOUIPxMENT

Complete descriptions of e([uipincnt now available — new models
and latest improvements in engineering and design : as well as
technical features dealing with projection methods and equipment
requirements
for i)resentation
of pictures on
Actual i)liotographs ot newest develo])ments.

enlarg'ed

screens.

Published by
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The Field^s Foremost Trade Paper
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Selected List of Important Trade Publications
Prepared for the Service of Theatre Owners, Managers and Theatre Architects
Important publications issued by manufacturers in connection with the subjects listed in these cdumns will be sent free
to readers upon request to this magazine.
For your conveni ence a number is used to indicate each subject and a request
blank provided.
To obtain copies of publications on subjects in which you are interested simply insert on line provided
in blank the number opposite that subject, fill in name and address and mail to Motion Picture News.
SEATING
AIR CONDITIONING
(22) Auditorium chairs, special designs illustrated, re-seat(1) General outline of systems with illustrated descriptions of apparatus
for atmospheric
conditions in
ing arrangements, etc.
theatres.
SCREENS, MOTION PICTURE
CARBONS— PROJECTOR. SPOT and FLOODLIGHT
(23) Various types described, diagrams, illustrations of sur(lA) Descriptive literature, list prices, etc.
faces, etc.
CLEANNG SYSTEMS
SIGNS AND MARQUISE
(24A) Theatre advertising signs, marquise designs illustrated
(2) Apparatus used in central cleaning systems for theatres.
SCREEN SLIDES & MATS
DECORATION
(24) ments.
Various tjpes for screen advertising and announce(3) Furnishings for auditoriums, lobbies, lounges — decorative furniture and fixtures, fountains, shrubbery, draperies, etc.
THEATRE POSTER AND DISPLAY DEVICES
(4) Finishing materials for wall and ceiling treatments.
(25) Materials and supplies for advertising and art work.
FILM PROCESSING AND CLEAJ4ING
TICKET VENDORS
(5) Descriptions of materials and apparatus used in proces(26) .Automatic ticket machines for inotion picture theatres,
ses for film renovation, preservation and cleaning.
change makers, canceling devices and registers.
HEATING AND VENTILATION
(6) Types of ventilating and heating systems with diagrams, illustrations and descriptions of apparatus.
LIGHTING, DECORATIVE
Sound Equipment
(7) Spotlight, effect projectors, automatic and remote control color and effect machines for atmospheric theatres,
cove lighting, lobby and rest room illumination, with
(26) ACOUSTICAL
MATERIAL, ENGINEERING AND
specifications for uses and operation.
CONTRACTING
LIGHTING FIXTURES
(27) AMPLIFIER UNITS
(8) Decorative chandeliers, wall fixtures, directional signs,
illuminated mirrors and fountains for theatres described
(28) HORNS AND SPEAKERS
and illustrated.
^29) HORN TOWERS
LIGHTING, PROJECTION
(30) NON-SYNCHRONOUS DISC REPRODUCERS
(9) Arc and incandescent lighting equipment, specifications
for use and operation.
(31) PICK-UPS
(32) RECORD LIBRARIES FOR NON-SYNCHRONOUS
LIGHTING. SIGN AND MARQUEE
DISC REPRODUCERS
(10) Flasher equipment, color devices, etc., for front effects
and advertising.
(33) RECORD CUEING SERVICES
(34) SYNCHRONOUS DISC REPRODUCING UNITS
LIGHTING, STAGE
(11) Spotlights, effect machines, borders, foot lights, etc.,
(35) SYNCHRONOUS
DISC
AND
FILM-TRACK
REand their uses in stage effects.
PRODUCERS
LIGHTING CONTROL
(36) TRANSFORMERS AND VOLTAGE REGULATORS
(12) Dimmer control, switchboards, panel boards, switches
of various types for stage and auditorium lighting
control.
(12a) Emergency Lighting Plants.
MOTOR-GENERATORS
(13) Various designs of motor-generators specially designed
for motion picture projection.
(14) Power control, transformers, etc., for projection, specifications and illustration of apparatus.

ORGANS AND ORGAN

EQUIPMENT

(15) Theatre organ of various types for large and small
auditoriums.
(16) Organ blowers, heaters, seats and accessories.

PIT AND STAGE ORCHESTRA EQUIPMENT
(17) Music stands, special designs for pit orchestras and
stage band acts.
PLUMBING FIXTURES
(18) Radiators, equipment for wash room furnishing, etc.,
illustrated.
PROJECTION
(19) Operating
instructions,
make and model).

parts

for

machines

(specify

RIGGING, STAGE
(20) Drapes, curtains, curtain control apparatus, automatic
stage platforms, elevators, etc.
SAFES
(21) Descriptive literature illustrating types of safes especially designed for theatre use.

Request Blank
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729 Seventh Ave.
New York City

Please obtain for me free copies of trade publications dealing with the folloiinng subjects:
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Tim»-ly

Project

School

COMMENCEMENT NEWS,
HONOR ROLLS, etc.

for

This will pirasc your patrons.
Easily and economically
done
with

RADIO— MAT

Ind ex

Advertisers'

Siiugrstion)
Local
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SLIDES
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isiHt iTATioNERY OF 7Ht Screen

Section for June 7
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The following lint of adiertisers in
The Showman
Section has been
pared for the convenience of readers
and while care has been taken to make
it correct
it cannot
be guaranteed
against possible errors or omissions.
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Electric

Arctic

Co., Frank

Seating

Nu-.\ir

107
pre• 99
112
89

Company

Corporation

^O/'

KML03I

ATS

No matter what rheostat you have been
using all these yean, if it isn't a Perfection
there's been lacking that superb quality which
distinguishes it above competition. The only
Union-Made rheostat.

HOFFMANN

&

SOONS

Large
theatre chains
have noticed a marked
decrease in thenumber
of attacks by burglars
on their theatres following the installation
of York Round Door
Chests.
Insurance
companies
grant it their lowest
burglary rate.

Bau.sch & Lomb
,

Blizzard

Fan

Optical Companj

Write your name and '■:■■
address on the marcw.
"^
i^( this advertisement
fi>r complete information.

99
78

York Safe 6? Lock
Company
|
York, Pa.
I

Brooks

Costume

Carrier

Engineering Corporation

Cameron

Company

104

Publishing Co., Inc.

Econoquipment
Mfg.
Edison
Lamp
Works
Electric
Company

Co., The
1
of Genera

Fulton Company, E. E.
General Electric Company
Hertner

Electric

73

Company,

Ilex

Color- Sound
Wide Screen
Presentations
Topics of vital importance to theatre owners.
l)uilders and architects specializing in theatre
clesiRn.
New dispensations to the art of motion
picture introduce new factors of influence
on the art of presentation — factors for which
provision must be made in theatre design
and equipment.
Disciisscd by Recognized Auihorities and
Illustrated With Pliotofiraf^lts and
Sketches in Color

GUIDE
1930

Electric
Optical

Kliegl
Stage

93
111
96

Company

79

Company

Engineering

Elec

SILMAN
— ■■■■
POINTS

' 10
1

The
Public
demands
the best — Keep
a step
ahead. There is no finer
Point
on
the
market
than
the
wonderful

.;, ... , ...

Xcw

SYNC

HRO.NOl

86
95
Supph

Novelty Scenic Studios
HadiO— Mat Slide Company
Silman
Distributing Company
Slater, Jr., William
Strong Electric Corp., The
Torstenson & Company. J. A.
Typhoon Fan Company, Inc.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.
Wright-DeCoster, Inc.
York Safe and Lock Company

111
87

S

DISC

POINTS

The only perfect Point for
Sound reproduction
Eliminates

surface

scratch. Clears

voice articulation. No blurry, rasp\tone. Let us prove it to you.
Send for FREE

Corp.

Lustrolite
Corporation
National Screen Service
National
Theatre
Company
Netschert, Inc., Frank

•'' ■

SILMAN

80
to 81
75
104

Bros.,
Universal
Lighting Company

Kooler-Aire

84
106
101

The

Heywood-Wakefield
Hoffman
& Soons
Hub

Qet this Point!
■'•'

Company

Brenkert Light Projection Co.
.
>
r
'^
^

FIRST
AVE.
NEW
YORK
CITY
Cnnlracting
Electrical Enriinecrs
M.-;i'i
I'u'turr
Thralrc
/:,',•,■/,:,,,.' Specialists
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Automatic Devices Company

Chests
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i*MLu5 TATS

387

.Vmerican

BUYERS

PERfP™ RHEOSTATS

Samples.

Silman Distributing Co.
Sound

Equijyttiiiit

jttJ

620 Grant Street

Appjratui

Pittsburgh. I'a.

. 108
99
111
111
79
79
76
108
99
101
111

TALKING

TRAILER

PARAMOUNPS
DRAMATIC SENSATION

"THE DEVIL'S
HOLIDAY"
is a Knockout
Get

it

fronn

National Screen Service
New
York— 126
West
46th
Street
Chicago — 810
S. Wabash
Avenue
Los Angeles — 1922 S. Vermont
Avenue
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Paramount Theatre and Office Building,
New York. Theatre equipped throughout
with comjortable, acoustically correct
American Seating Company Chairs.
C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects.

oo your patrons
may enjoy the
play or movie
infinitely more

...Reseat!

Illustrating Theatre Chair No. 7860
A chair of this type was installed
in the famous Chicago Civic Opera
House. Full upholstered back,
spring edge seat and Moderne
Standards. A triumph in building
into theatre chairs maximum absorption values. Only one of the
many American Seating Company
types and styles of theatre seating.

'/^AME THE TALKIES". . . sound reproV-/ duction to synchronize with photography. Theatres dressed up . . . another era
dawned. Beauty, harmony, comfort and
acoustical perfection. That is what the
public asked of theatres.
Electricity had wrought another miracle.
Architects made contribution. Sound to
be understood, must carry without reverberation, without echo.
So, American Seating Company saw a
modern problem. They undertook acoustical research. They found that chairs of
certain types have greatest sound absorption. That seats could aid the ear — as well
as make for comfort and beauty.
And soon the motion picture industry
found that chairs meant more than physical comfort — more than beauty to harmonize with the design and decorative charm
of interiors. That to attract patrons — to
keep them coming to the theatre, new
sound equipment was not enough. New
chairs were needed . . . chairs whose
acoustical properties brought to their
audiences the speaking or singing voice
— clearly and undistorted.

P^^
To many, reseating — the replacing of
old chairs with new — corrected sound
distortions, and brought the bigger box
office receipts that new sound equipment
failed to bring. New, acoustically correct
chairs paid for themselves in attracting
capacity crowds.
Free. . . This
Bookletto —Seating
"Acoustics and its
Relation
That correct seating has a direct bearing on the
number of people that patronize your theatre regularly is no longer disputed.
The facts are available. Just
use the coupon. It brings
you our interesting booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation
to Seating" — and places our
Reseating Engineering Service at your free disposal.
AMERICAN
SEATING
CO.<"-5)
14 East Jacksoii
Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois
Please send me, without obligation, your Booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" and the facts
about your Reseating Engineering Service.
T^ame
Address
Theatre

American Seating Company
Makers of Fine Seating for Churches, Schools and Theatres

General Offices: 14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois
Branch Offices in All Principal Cities
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Theatre Bankruptcy Perils Pointed
Out by New York Financial Expert
Pitfalls Leading to Failures in Business World Apply to Fields
of Exhibition, Says Col. M.acCormack
with its legal grave of bankURE,lurks
I'>AIL
( ruptcy,
in some theatre lobbies,
waiting for exhibitor victims.
Infrequent as such conclusions are to theatre ventures, they do occur. They can be
avoided in practically every instance if certain causes known to be general in almost
every retail business failure are taken seriously by theatre owners having trouble with
income and outgo.
The most commonplace reasons for bankruptcy are disclosed in a survey recently
made by members of the faculty of YakLaw .School, the field staff of the Yale Institute of Human Relations at Yale University, and officials of the U. S. Department
of Commerce.
Fifty-six individual cases were analyzed.
While not one of these was a theatre failure, they were in the retail field and thereby provide important data which may be a
key to the solution of financial problems
confronting individual theatre operations.
For this reason Motion Picturk Xkws obtained a copy of the advance reports.
Through the courtesy of Colonel \V. D.
MacCormack, head of the Receivership Department of the Irving Trust Co., and one
of the greatest authorities on reasons for
business failures, data was obtained from
Professor William O. Douglas of the Yale
Law School. Associated with Professor
Douglas in the study of the fifty-six cases
were : Dr. W. C. Phunmer and George W.
Robbins of the Department of Commerce ;
Dr. I. V. Riscock of the Yale Medical
School : Paul O. Ritter, S. R. Gamer, and
J. H. Weir of the field staff of the Institute
of Human Relations at Yale University, and
Judge William Clark.
Why Red Ink Flows
Following are those parts of the report
which have significance for exhibitors who
are wondering why they are unable to keep
the red ink in the bottle :
"Fifty-si.x individual cases were analyzed.
Twenty dealt in the primary necessities of
food, drugs and clothing, ten being food,
eight clothing, and two drugs. There were,
besides, four who supplied luxuries, two being jewelers, one a radio dealer, and the
fourth a garage service station.
"The investigation has been directed to
determining, first, the personal factors, so
far as measurable, which have contributed
to the failures; second, the business methods employed by the debtor: and, third,
the extent to which abuses in credit extension have influenced the collapse.
"Education — In only two instances had
the debtor graduated from a high school,
and only two, a teacher and a pharmacist,
had received any higher education. In fact,
in the majority of cases no graduation from
grammar school appeared. Perhaps allowance should be made for the fact that 14
were of foreign birth, 5 being Russians and
3 Austrians.
"Living

Expenses — The

average number

of children to be supjjorted was found to be
two. In only three cases were there five or
more children. In two of these the oldest
contributed. In only two cases did the
debtor "own his own home" free from mortgage. In all the other instances he either
paid rent or interest on mortgages which
seemed out of proportion to the apparent
earning capacity of himself or his business.
Ten debtors carried life insurance, the average amount beiiig $1,000. A more detailed
study of living expenses was not possible
because of the interesting fact that no
debtor reported the keeping of a family
hudget.
Speculation, a Nemesis
"Previous Experience — -•Ml but four of
the debtors had considerable experience in
the business in which they afterwards failed.
To reach any conclusion here the quality of
that experience would, of course, have to
be appraised.
"Speculation — Ten can lay their defeat
at the door of speculation. All of these
speculated in real estate. In addition, two
gambled with cards and lotteries. One
played the stock market and lost. In none
was speculation fairly incident to the business. But in each the business creditors paid
the price. Illness or incapacity seemed to
be a major factor as a cause of about ten
per cent of the business failures.
Business Methods
"Trade Associations — But three of this
group were members of trade associations.
"Inventory and Books — Ten took regular
inventories. But of these only six kept
books which could under any test be considered adequate. Two who kept books
never took inventories. Thus, for the fortythree zvho were in business only six were
in a position to know at any point of time
their exact business health.
"Previous Failures — Five of these individuals had previously failed ir similar enterprises.
"Fire and Burglary Insurance — Of the
retailers only ten carried any fire insurance,
and only one burglary insurance. Of the
builders only six carried fire insurance, and
only one paymaster robbery insurance
Thus, the percentage which had taken protection against well known business risks
was obviously small. In two cases where
there was no robbery insurance disastrous
losses were suffered because of that fact.
"In our opinion these cases prove conclusively that the application of the most easily
understood standards of personal and business conduct would have prevented 75 per
cent of the failures. A conservative estimate is indicated by the fact that the
debtors' own statements corroborate it. In
fact, the cases where the financial collapse
is properly attributable to misfortune rather
than fault are so few that they can be separately enumerated. We find six instances

of expensive illness, two of automobile accident judgments, two of robbery, one of fire.
one of change in the character of the neighborhood, and one of labor trouble. Of
course, it might even here be argued that
health, automobile, burglary and fire insurdent. ance are readily available and clearly pruPoor Bookkeeping Another
"The standards violated in the remaining
cases are so widely accepted that a stateficient.ment of the violation would seem to be suf"So gambling (10 cases) is generally considered incompatible with honest business.
Less ethically reprehensible for the business man, but surely equally detrimental to
his business efficiency, is a lack of an adequate inventory and set of books. // is surprising then to observe that in only six of
the forty-five business cases were any
proper inventories or books of account kept
by the debtors.
"Conducting an enterprise for profit without an accurate system for determining even
costs is foredoomed to failure. So serious
has this defect seemed to the government
that the Federal Trade Commission issued
a pamphlet in 1920, setting forth and explaining a simple system of accounts for
retail merchants. This interesting little
pamphlet (other similar ones have been prepared by private agencies) does not seem
to have come into the hands of the debtors

Say
Fader Changeover
studied."
Cuts Strain of Lamp
An exciter fader changeover device, developed by the Clarostat Manufacturing
Company of Brooklyn, is now being marketed. The manufacturer declares it serves
to fade or gradually dim one exciter lamp
while the other is brought Up to desired
brilliancy. It consists of a heavy-duty rheostat of special design, with micrometric
regulation of resistance. No switch points
or wire windings are employed. The exciter lamps are sulijected to nvnimum strain
as contrasted with sudden turning on and
off of filaments. The device is housed in
heavy metal box with knockouts for BX
cable or conduit, ventilated and said to comply in every way with underwriters' regulations.

Screen and Contracts
Philadelphia — Screen Advertising Co.
lias closed a contract for screen advertising with the eastern Pennsylvania and
southern New Jersey exhibitor unit.
Members are being asked to show at
least one ofllicial ad in lieu of cash dues.
Xo percentage is deducted on the theatre's share of copy used, except the official organization ad.
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Weather Paint
Tests by Bureau
Tests of weather eiYcct on outside paint
jobs and cleaning and painting metal on
building fronts have been completed by the
U. S. Bureau of Standards, which discovered that repeatedly, straight white-lead
paint has shown good durability. Likewise
lead-zinc paints, provided the zinc-oxide
content of the pigment does not exceed 30
per cent, have shown adaptability to long
and tough weather conditions.
On wood panels, increasing the zinc-oxide
content up to 50 per cent has resulted in
rather bad cracking and scaling of the
paint. On metal, the lead-zinc paints containing not over 30 per cent zinc oxide,
are more durable (prevent rust) than
straight white lead.
Coming to the newer type of outside
white paints on wood, the titanium-zinc
paints show good durability, provided the
zinc-oxide content does not exceed 30 per
cent. These paints stay cleaner and whiter
than the lead-zinc or white-lead paints.
In May, 1927, a variety of experimental
titanium-zinc paints were exposed. Some
of these included in the pigment a mixture
of titanox, zinc oxide, and white lead. After nearly three years of exposure, some
of these paints are showing unusually good
results. A mixture of about 45 per cent
titanox, 35 per cent white lead, and 20 per
cent zkic oxide is among the best. This
paint is free from cracks, and has simply
worn, by mild chalking, to a smooth, clean
surface.
Keeping the ratio of titanox and white
lead about the same as in the paint just
described, but increasing the zinc oxide to
30 per cent, resulted in a few cracks. Increasing the zinc-oxide content to 50 per
cent resulted in bad cracking. Straight
titanium oxide paints, straight calcium
titanox paints, and straight barium titanox paints were not successful, due to excessive chalking. The liquid in these paints
was 60 raw linseed oil, 20 heavy-bodied linseed oil, and 20 turpentine and drier.
Sandblasting is recommended as the best
method of cleaning metals. The painting
of durable non-metallic materials such as
brick or concrete should be discouraged.
When painted, however, the paint used
should preferably be more porous than paint
for metal. In discussing the causes of paint
failure on plaster the Bureau advised a return to the ancient process of painting with
water color immediately after the plaster is
laid, and before it has had time to dry.
Federal Trade Commission has affirmatively approved rules of business practice
adopted by the metal lath and crushed stone
industries.
Eight rules were approved by the Commission as condemning unfair methods of
competition in the metal lath business.
They relate to wilful interference with
contracts, misrepresentation of products,
misrepresentation of a comj)eting dealer's
prices, defamation of a comjjetitor, threats
of suit for patent or trade mark infringement, secret payment of rebates, selling
goods below cost, and discrimination in
price.
The rules approved for conduct in the
stone industry relate to wilful interference
with contracts, misbranding,
misrepresen-
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How to Display the Flag
I-JERE is a guide for the proper
-*■ display of the American flag:
When the flag is displayed from a
staff projecting horizontally or at an
angle from the window sill, balcony
o- front of the building, the Union of
the flag should go clear to the head
of the staff.
When the flag is displayed in a
manner other than being flown from
a staff, it .should be displayed either
horizontally or vertically against a
wall, the Union should be uppermost
and to the flag's own right, i. e. — to
the observer's left. When displayed
in a window it should be displayed in
the same way — that is, the Union or
l)lue shQwn to the left of the observe
i nthe street. When festoons, rosette
or drapings of blue, white and red are
desired, bunting should be used but
never the flag.
When displayed over the middle of
the street as between buildings, the
flag should be suspended vertically
with the Union to the north in an east
and west street or to the east in a
north and south street.
Use of bunting for decoration with
blue color in the bunting should invariably be at the top.
If the blue of the bunting should
contain stars, it would emphatically
indicate that the stars should be on
top. for if placed below, it would be
equivalent to placing the flag upside
down. — From "The Firing Line."
house organ of New York State Diinsion. Fox Metropolitan Theatres.

n

tation of products, secret prepayment of
transportation charges or secret payment of
rebates, discrimination in prices, defamation of a competitor, selling goods below
cost, commercial bribery, and enticement
of employes.
Four additional rules were accepted by
the commission as expressions of the trade.
They pertain to the offering or giving of
prizes or excessive entertainment to anyone
in connection with a sale, sales on an f. o. b.
factory basis, independent publication of
prices, and appointment of a trade practice
conference committee.

Tracy Wires Temple
Willard. O. — H. T.. Tracv has reopened his Temple, inaugurating a sound
policy. He has installed RC.\ PhotoI)Iiono equipment.
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Lighting in Color
Opens New Paths
"Stealing like moonlight over a great
hall" is the way one observer of the latest
step in modern lighting describes Colorama.
"Painting with light" is the way a practical observer describe it. And it all is
done by someone unseen in the remote control room pushing an electric button.
In the January issue of The Showman
a technical description of this new lighting
innovation was given as applied to the ballroom in the St. George Hotel, in Brooklyn,
where the first installation was made.
The system consists of a series of coves
or flutes, or color media from which emanate all manner of color lighting. So delicate does the color creep over the space
lighted that one is hardly conscious of the
change from soft greens to deeper reds.
Pastel patterns emerge from their cove
haunts and sidewalls, ceilings and about the
spectator in a harmony of color.
So varied are the shades that have been
worked out of this new system that even the
engineers in charge have been unable to
calculate just how many are possible.
The system consists of two controlling
factors : placing lights of various colors in
front and behind a series of verticallypleated flutes, these lights being then reflected on a cove, and the manipulation of
these colors so as to work out. at will, designs by cutting off light rays in the flutes.
The possibilities here are numerous.
Above all, the new lighting system has unlimited possibilities in the motion picture
theatre where color plays such an important part in building the program.
The system is made possible by the Major process in conjunction with the Ward
Leonard resistor dimmer plates and multivoltage system.

Granada Drops Stage Shows
Chicago — The Granada, Publix-B. & K.
de luxe north side house, enters upon a
summer policy of all-talking programs this
week. The elaborate stage shows which
have been coming here directly from Loop
houses will be discontinued.

Brown Succeeds Pensel
Baltimore — E. E. Pensel has resigned as
resident manager of Loew's Stanley and
has been succeeded by Ray C. Brown,
formerly with the Nixon-Nirdlinger interests in Philadelphia and then with the
Siherman interests in Ohio.

Lurie Turns Optimis
Buy Ohio Theatre
Middletown. O. — (ius and Theodore
Chifos, owners of the Strand, have just
purchased the Gordon from George Turlukis and Peter Chakeras.

Bell Joins Publix
Boston — Floyd L. Bell, formerly publicity purveyor for.Ringling Brothers and
Barnum and Bailey's circus, has joined the
Pul)!ix Theatres publicity staff.

Cleveland — Sam Lurie has re-opened
the Crown, which he closed three weeks
ago. up.
predicting that business has reached
and
its lowest ebb, and is now on the up

Get Meyer Theatre
Janesville. Wis. — With the transfer of
the Lloyd at Menominee, Mich., to the
Lloyd estate. R. C. Wheeler, formerly
manager of the house, and J. M. Thompson, also of Menominee, have taken over
the Meyer theatre in this city from
lames Zanias.
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Exhibitors Urged to Use Screens to
Fight "Bugs^^ Costing Them BilUons
Theatres Lose $2,250,000,000 Yearly Because of Disease
Qerins; Physicians Ea^er to Co-operate
Bl'dS
arc acosting
millions
of
dollars
week exhibitors
in receipts.
A geniroiis part of this loss can be stopped,
uithout costing a cent. To do it requires only
conunon sense, a few hours of time, and a
series of home-made slides. Further, exhibitor efforts to bring that added revenue
of millions of dollars weekly to the box
office will pay the theatre handsome dividends in good-will, a reputation for publicspiritedness, and unlimited cooperation from
local newspapers, with excellent publicity
values for the exhibitor and his house.
The bugs that are stealing huge sums out
of theatre tills are not visible to the naked
eye. But every one of them, with their
aunts, uncles, nieces, nephews and in-laws,
is known, named and on record in every
city, town and hamlet in the country where
exhibitor-victims are trying to make entertainment pay.
These bugs are not called such technically.
They are known to keep the theatre-goers
of the country away from screen entertainment for a total of 250,000,000 days anluially. They make it impossible for school
children to attend theatres for a total of
170,000,000 days a year. It costs the staggering total of $2,230,000,000 a year to overcome the damage they do.
Streptococci Is the Name
The sc lent itic term for these bugs broadly
is streptococci. They are the bugs of illness and disease, and it is estimated by no
less an authority than the United States
Public Health Service that they prevent at
lea^t two per cent of the population of every
conmiunit) from attending the theatre every
day.
Every exhibitor has a screen that compares favorably with any newspaper as a
force for propaganda and the moulding of
public opinion. Newspapers are doing far
more to fight the bugs, and with less chance
for direct personal benefit, than are exhibitors.
It is a matter of record that there are
about 130.000,000 cases of disabling illness
in the United States each year, and if nondisabling illnesses be added, this figure
would be more than doubled.
If this total of persons, unable to attend
theatres because of illness, could be reduced
by half, or even less, it is urged by stu-

Service
San Franci.sco — Charles Herbert
Jr^ Pacific Coast supervisor for KC.V
I'hotophonc. did some fast thinking
when he received an emergency call
from the Fox Virginia at Vallepo. By
boat, the trip is I': hours and by
automobile two hours, so he made the
trip by air in LI minutes, completing
the job at the theatre in five minutes.

dent^ oi the subject of theatre attendance
that the amount added to the recei])ts of any
theatre, any day in the year, would be more
than enough to encourage every exhibitor
to plan and conduct a campaign to accomplish it in every locality.
Medical Men Eager to Help
It is said on excellent authority that the
great majority of doctors in any city or
town would be more than willing to cooperate in the preparation of text for slides,
trailers, footnotes on theatre programs and
other mediums to help every exhibitor encourage the improvement of public health
and thereby increase the number of prospective patrons for his box office every day
in the week.
Estimating that every theatre has a minimum of five thousand prospective patrons
within reach of his advertising for every
picture, or within walking or transportation
distance of the bo.x-otfice. the established
fact that an average of at least two percent
of these are ill every day amounts to a
sizable total by the week, month or year.
That much of this illness is avoidable with
proper care and precautions is admitted by
medical authorities. Exhibitors who do their
part in broadcasting health data are certain to receive personal benefit from the
increased nimiber of people able to attend
the theatre
Seasonal figures run the daily average of
'those kept in bed or indoors by illness up
to twenty percent, and in some sections of
the country to twenty-five percent for weeks
at a stretch. This is particularly true in the
late fall and early spring, when sudden
changes in temperature causes colds, influenza, pneumonia and other ailments. Many
exhibitors recall vividly the etYect on the
box-office of the national influenza epidemic
which swept the country not so long ago.
That one wave of illness cost the exhibitors
many millions of dollars in receipts.
Co-opcratiou Easy to Get
Discussion with officers of local medical
societies, the leading physicians in every
community, officials of the Board of Health,
is certain to result in abundant cooperation.
To coordinate exhibitor eti'ort to reduce illness and increase the total number of people regularly well and able to attend theatres and the activities of local newspapers
is a simple matter. There is scarcely a
newspaper without some form of articles on
health, obtained from syndicates or locally.
Mention of such newspaper material in
slides or other forms of propaganda used
by the exhibitor induces greater reader interest and contributes that much more to
the profitable task of making every community increasingly health-conscious.
Health "don'ts" are the simplest and most
impressive anti-illness copy for theatre
slides, trailers or program paragraph^.
These can be obtained from any one, or all.

of the professional s(jurces named above.
They can be changed to correspond to the
seasons, including warnings against improper attire for cjuick temperature changes,
over-exercise, over-eating, improper ventilation in sleeping rooms, and countless other
jiractical warnings which every physician
has at his finger tips.
An intelligent, sustained war of health
propaganda by exhibitors against the bugs
of illness means millions of dollars more in
receipts each year to theatres.

Wide Screen Is
Used by Bard
(ilendale, Cal. — Wide screen is being
used by Bernie Roper, Jr., manager of
Hard's Glendale for Movietone News.
;icts and scenics. He uses a flat, white,
not perforated screen, about 16 by 28
feet and there is little or no grain to it,
he says, adding that surprisingly good
sound is reproduced.
"We use the same amperage as always.
SO amps., on Aschraft high intensity mirror lamp and there is plenty of light, as
the flat white screen has a better reflecting surface than our Trans Vox screen
lie says.
which we are using for regular pictures.''
"A 3H-inch lens is being used against
a five-inch lens. The aperture is a standard movietone masked top and bottom.
This keeps the picture from going up to
the proscenium and down into the orchestra pit, and likewise gives a better
looking picture"

Stage Shows Out as New
Summer Policy Adopted
Dropping of stage shows and reduction
of prices is the sununer policy at five of
the Greater New York Loew houses. They
are: King's, Flatbush : Oriental, Bensonhurst : Plaza, Corona, and Bedford, which
have
split changing
week policies,
Loew's Yonkers, now
thrice and
weekly.

Paradoxical
Detroit — That theatre business is at
first stimulated by business depression
was emphasized here during the shutdown of the Ford plant. When the
plant first closed, and for some months
thereafter, receipts mounted steadily,
dropping back to normal when the
plant reopened.
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The Showman^s
Question Forum
Arranging Medical
Office Suites
Center as Town's
Dear Mr. Rigaumont :
A recent article in THE SHOWMAN mentioned a medical center suite of ofRces above the
stores in a Schine theatre designed by you. I
like this idea and would appreciate a fairly detailed idea of how this layout is arranged. Also,
is the amount of extra work involved in excess of
that usually involved in the ordinary ofRce
construction?
I think the idea is perfect for making the theatre an institution in the community. — J. R. K.

Answering J. R. K. :
In a small town, such as the one you are
located in, the assembling of doctors under
one roof makes your renting proposition
more simple than if you were to sublet
it haphazardly.
Doctors are good tenants.
The fundamental idea is to permit the
doctors to economize on the overhead expense, and also centralize their various
equipment so that they may be able to assist
one another when the occasion arises. The
layout includes a general waiting room, in
charge of an attendant who takes all telephone calls and supervises the distribution
of patients. There is a nurses' room, a sterilizing room and a drug room or pharmacy.
Along the front of the building are located
the various offices of the doctors — subdivided into the amount of space that they
desire.
It is difficult to tell whether a dentist or
a physician will occupy an office and, therefore, the plumbing should be laid out so that
every office can accommodate a dentist.
This medical center idea tends to focus
considerable interest upon the theatre
property.
Investment possibilities of Art Theatre
Along Fireproof Lines
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
What is your opinion on building an art theatre in a residential neighborhood? We should
like to have about sik hundred seats, larger than
the ordinary capacity for these houses, and lots
of lounging space. Can a fireproof building be
built simply and inexpensively and yet serve as a
good theatre for a profitable investment, which
we intend to operate ourselves? — T. S.

Answering T. S. :
Community theatres are nice little things
for those who can afford to own them without profit. There are very few, if any, community theatres that are profitable ventures
and
merely
placing Ittheis name
"Artto Theatre"
is not sufficient.
difficult
imagine
what the name "Art Theatre" really means.
The real art of the theatre is on the screen,
or stage, and the various gyrations of decorations that from time to time have evolved
upon the walls of the auditorium have been
merely an attempt to balance the real attraction.
Yes, a fireproof building can be built
simply and with good ideals and comfort,
and the question of creating a good theatre
depends upon the architect who is a specialist in this type of construction. He is
one who knows the essential requirements
minus obnoxious gee-gaws. Theatre designing has just passed through a razzle-dazzle

Note :— This department is conducted as a general service to exhibitors and as an aid to them in solving
their various construction problems
(excepting those which relate to projection rooms). All correspondence
ivill be treated in strict confidence and
ansivers will be identified by initials
only. Address all communications,
Victor A. Rigaumont, in care of Motion Picture News, 729 Seventh
Avenue, New York City. Readers incur absolutely no obligation through
requests for advice on construction
addressed to this department.

stage and exhibitors are becoming aware of
the fact that the essential fundamentals of
theatre design are in harmony and comfort,
not gawdiness.
Solving Acoustical Problems Without
Changing Decorative Scheme
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
Having decided to have our house wired for
sound, we realize that we shall have to make
some alterations to improve the acoustics. My
partners thought the orchestra and balcony seats,
which are serviceable but are veneer seats, could
be reupholstered. We recently have had th«
the house redecorated and, dislike to hide this
decoration. Therefore, we are asking you for
suggestions which will help us to solve the
acoustical problems without changing our decorative scheme. — A. R. N.

Answering A. R. N. :
Upholstery and draperies oftentimes improve the acoustical conditions and it is my
suggestion that you consult with the drapery
firms and seating firms, who are responsible
and ailvertise in the Motion Picture
News.
Providing for Organ in New
Sound Picture House
Dear Mr. Rigaumont :
We an
are organ
in~a quandary
to whether
install
in a new astheatre
that
to build as a sound picture theatre.
appreciate your advice on this subject.

or not
to
we
intend
We would
— J. L.

Answering J. L. :
There is no reason why you should not
provide for organ. chambers now, together
with space for the blower and the necessary
pipes and conduits. When you decide to
install the organ, the only work necessary
is to put it in. You will not have all the
commotion that an alteration would create.
As to the cost, you would save money by
putting it in now.
Projection Room Changes Required
by Wide Screen Pictures?
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
Can you give us any information as to the
changes in the projection booth which have been
made necessary by the coming of the wide screen
pictures? — J. A. C.

Answering J. A. C. :
Yours is really a question for a projection

department to answer. However, when you
build a new building, it is very desirable to
make the projection booth big, commodious,
and have the various dependency rooms in
direct communication with it. There are
all sorts of things that are necessary in conjunction with a projection booth. Keep in
mind that the stage now^a-days is in the
projection booth, and that it is there to stay
for a long time to come. The reason for
making projection rooms big is that you or
I do not know what next mechanical contraption will be invented. It is wise to have
space as many exhibitors have discovered
when it came time to put sound equipment
in their old theatres.
Fireproofing Drapes Without Spoiling Them
— Complying with Law
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
Will you kindly tell us if acoustical drapes can
be made fireproof? We are also very anxious to
learn whether or not our present drapes which
are both attractive and serviceable can be treated
with some form of fireproofing. — W. C.

Answering W. C. :
Certain cities require the auditorium
draperies to be fireproof. This can be easily
done by a responsible firm without spoiling
your materials and, since you must comply
with the law, why not do it ?
Installing Escalator to Encourage
Balcony Business
Dear Mr. Rigaumont:
We experience considerable difficulty in convincing our patrons that the balcony is a fine
place from which to see the show. We find it
difiicult to get patrons to sit in the balcony even
when the main floor is filled.
Someone suggested installing an escalator from
the lobby to the mezzanine and from there they
could walk to the balcony. Do you think this
idea is practical? — W. J. P.

Answering W. J. P. :
The idea is very practical and it would,
unquestionably, make your balcony desirable
for the crowds.
There is only one hitch.
It is questionable
if the state authorities
would permit an escalator, because when it
is operating it is always going up. In case
of panic, it could not be used as a means of
exit.
Your crowd could never get to the
street quickly enough.
Perhaps,
if yoi'
would submit a scheme which would pa^^*
the
state's approval, vour idea would l^
"bullv."

Sound'Ori'Film
Held in Demand
Minneapolis — Ted Karatz, of Ultraphone,
disc reproducer, who recently placed on the
market a sound-on-film attachment, the entire equipment selling for $875, reports a
demand for the film attachment. There are
more than 80 installations of the disc reproducer in this territory. The machine
can be had with either belt or synchronous
motor silent chain drive.
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Talkers ^Troducers^ Rattles/' Says
Pioneer; ^^Sound Is No Improvement'^
Charfic's Talkers Arc To/) Heat'y and Wcif^hted
Doan
With Recdism; Dialogue Does Not Benefit
Hv J. S. O'C ONNELL
Managing Director, Vita-Temple Theater
T.>LI-".1)() — lia> the addition of diaomic proved
to he anpicture?
uiuiuah'fied
iienetit
to the motion
After close and careful study of audience reactions t(^ tlie talkers over a period af more than three years my answer
is an enii)liatic "No I"
I'or one thing, fans are not jjettinj; the
thrill out of the averafje audihie feature
that they did out of silents. Ask departinjj customers if they have enjoyed the
show and. wliiie they probahly will reply
in the attirmative. their response will be
made without enthusiasm. Even before
ihey are well out of the theatre their
minds have turned to something else.
They will concede that the picture they
have just seen and heard is a praiseworthy production, but nevertheless they
are vaguely unsatisfied. They are still
seeking the kick that nearly every silent
photoplay provided and that majority of
today's talkers can not offer.
What is missing? Xot only can they
see their favorites in action on the screen,
but now they can liear them as well.
When lovers" lips meet in the film drama,
that act of endearinent is not merely visible: the amplifying horns reproduce a
distinctly audible, synchronized smack.
Pistol shots and machine-gun volleys no
longer are so many taps by the trapdrummer; they are. so far as the ear can
tell,
the real thing. \'i-ually. too. realism
is becoming
a standard quality. The
film photographed entirely in natural
colors is as common today as pie-hurling
coiTiedies were a few years ago. In fact,
until some genius starts synchronizing
smells with his pictures we can't get much
closer than we are to a perfect simulation of reality.

F/ii(/s Talkers Top-Heavy
And right there, it seems to me, is the
answer. The talkers are top-heavv and
weighted dow n with realism. Thev' leave
practically nothing to the spectator's
imagination. Silent pictures did. and
therein lay their strength. Those movies,
crude as they may have been in some
respects, allowed each onlooker to daydream his own way through their action,
fitting his own words to the unheard
dial()gue when >ul)titles were lacking,
putting his own sentiments into the emotions of the characters before him.
The universal success of the silent picture was due in large measure to this
one thing, and here I credit a passage
in a letter which C. H. Rich wrote to me
nearly two years ago. The person in a
movie audience thinks in his or her own
language
puts into the mouth of that
character the language he or she believes would be most appropriate. What
a jolt it hands the poetically enraptured

feminine fan. hanging on the heroine's
words and prepared to hear a silken,
gracefully modulated ■^'es!" only to have
the amplifiers belch a robustious "Oh,
yeah I" Romance is shattered by a single
And romance, \icarious advent ure, fanphrase.
tasy are tlic things that have marie motion picture production the third largest
industry in the world. Are they, not
eminently
worth
preserving,
no matter

While Others Tarried
BAl K in the days when most
showmen .scoffed. The \'itarem])k' at Toledo was wired for
.sound. That theatre, with J. S.
O'Connell at the helm then as now.
was one of the first in the country
to swint; from silents to talkers.
O'Connell is, therefore, in a position to discuss the ])rohlem as a
jiioneer champion of the sound era.
wiiat

miraculous
mechanical
ments come along?

develop-

Babies and Rattles
Dialogue is being employed by many
producers today much as a baby plays
with a rattle. Delighted over the discovery that the screen can make a noise,
they can't allow it to be silent or simply
musical for so much as a second. They
Dumii "i.lk into a picture as energetically
and indiscriminately as though it were
solely up to them to demonstrate for the
first time that vocal films actually are
mechanically possible. They forget that
audible movies are an old story by this
time and they fail to realize that the
really astute producers have discarded
the clumsy, amateurish technique of pioneer talkers. It doesn't seem to occur
to these childish enthusiasts that here is
a new medium of expression to be perfected.

lalk can harm a picture in manv instances where a short scene played silently, or with significant musical accomI)aiiiment only, would tell all that is to
be told far more vividly than anv speech
could convey it. And what talk' it is we
.get in the average
picture! It must give
some of screendom's more intelligent
players a deej) and abiding pain in the
neck to deliver lines so idiotic, so out of
keeping with the mentalities credited to
tliem by their followers of ot*her days,
and so completely unsuited to the characters they are enacting.
Xor must it be forgotten that every
hue of dialogue put into a picture takes
Its toll m slackened tempo. The other
night I saw and heard a picture the first

five reels of which were silent and very
well done. The action kept to an invigorating pace — an easy, graceful flow that
was perfectly suited to the story's unfolding. Then came the dialogue. The resultant sensation was comparable to a
motorist's feelings when he has been
gliding over an open road at 60 miles an
hour and suddenly is compelled to slow
down and follow a truck.

Sees New

Technique

That i)icture. of course, was one of
those gbastl) hybrids which were dumi)ed
on the market with greedy haste as soon
as the master minds of this business
decided that a homeopathic dose of dialogue would make the sickest silent feature a wow at the box-office. But it
illustrated strikingly the tremendous differences between the two types of film,
l-urthermore. it proved conclusively that
a completely new- technique must be
evolved for the talking photoplay, which
is an entirely new^ medium of dramatic
expression no matter what may be said
or written to the contrary.
.Again, it demonstrated convincingly
that you can not take th« average silent,
add talk to it and have an artistic success. Such i)rocedure might sell one or
two pictures but that would be due more
to the lingering novelty of a new era
than to any merit of the production.
.Audible sequences of the film I have
mentioned also showed that a story originally written for presentation as a silent
loses rather than gains by dialogue treatably.
ment, that the two methods are poles
apart and can not be used interchangeThe industry, or the portion of it that
realizes this truth, also is capable of
making the mistake of leaning too far in
the other direction, that of transplanting
stage plays bodily to the silversheet. The
average footlight piece, its action bounded bytional
the
legitimate three
theatre's
and inescapable
walls,convennever
will satisfy the cravings of that vast motion picture audience accustomed to the
almost
limitless latitudes of the silent
screen play.

Perhaps you think, from all this, that
the writer is one of those die-hards who
are irreconcilably prejudiced against the
talkers and crying for a return to the
silent picture. Well, if you do you're
mistaken. I am a sincere, earnest and
hopeful believer in the future of the talking screen. But I certainly do not favor
removing from the art of making motion
pictures most of the fundamentals which
built up the world-wide prestige and
popularity it enjoys today.

/// a New

Form

I believe that the talking picture of the
future must{Contin
be ued
a complet
on pageely118)new form,
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Wilkes Sells Half Interest
In Theatres at Corsicana
Dallas — Leslie Wilkes, former Dallas exchange manager, who for the past year has
operated theatres at Corsicana, in partnership with Dent Theatres and lately with
Publix, has sold out to W. E. Paschall,
former executive with Dent and Publix.
When the Dent theatres were absorbed
by Publix, Paschall went with the Katz organization to supervise the newly acquired
houses.

Routing of Fanchon &
Marco Shows to Antipodes
Hollywood — With Fanchon & Marco acts
now playing between 65 and 75 theatres
in 60 cities from Coast to Coast, negotiations now are under way for the extension
of F. & M. time to Australia.
The Fox vaudeville office in New York
closed this week, being absorbed by the
New York branch of Fanchon & Marco
with Bert Adler in charge.

Mary Doran Cast
With William Haines
Hollywood — Mary Doran has been given
the chief feminine role opposite William
Haines in the M-G-M star's new vehicle,
"Remote Control," which Mai St. Clair
will direct. Miss Doran began her career
at the M-G-M studio as the hard-boiled
chorine in "The Broadway Melody" and
has since appeared in "The Richest Man in
and other
the
films. World," "The Divorcee"

Proctor's Drops Vaude
Policy; Only Pictures
Albany — For the first time since Proctor's Grand was opened back in 1913,
the theatre will now drop vaudeville acts
and show a straight picture program.
Talking pictures will be presented with
two changes a week. Announcement of
the new policy was made by Joseph F.
Wallace, manager.

Change in Rogers Talkie;
''Lightnin" to Be His Next

Hollywood — Unconfirmed reports state
that Fox is again delaying "Connecticut
Yankee in King Arthur's Court" as a Will
Rogers starring talker and that the comedian's next will be a dialogue remake of
"Lightnin'
", stage play of the late Frank
Bacon.

Fox produced a silent version of 'T.ight11 in' " about six years ago.

Dorland Heads Branch
Charlotte — Jack Dorland, formerly
with Paramount, has been appointed
manager of the local Sono Art-World
Wide exchange. He succeeds E. F.
Dardine.

Sign Lewis and Campeau
George Lewis and Frank Campeau have
been signed by Warners for roles in a
forthcoming picture.

Picture

'^Whoopee" Programs
Indianapolis— A "whoopee" program
which lasts a half hour has been inaugurated with evident success at the
Indiana to encourage Saturday morning attendance. Dess Byrd, organist,
plays a concert consisting of popular
es and semiold favorit
numbersl, number
s. Singing and fun
classica
making also feature the show.

Charges Talkers
Are Top Heavy
(Coiitiinicd
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its technique evolved through the judicious, intelligent combination of elements
from both the spoken stage and the mute
photoplays of yesterday. The concise,
economical speech of the one must be
fitted to the fluid movement of the other.
Talkers that will save the cinema from
bumping along to ruin over the same
rocky road that is fast wrecking the
legitimate theatre in all but the largest
cities, talking pictures worthy of the
name, will be the creation of trained
writers.
Each production will tell an absorbing
story spun out with thrilling action and
made vivid with living speech. But — its
dialogue will be an integral part of the
story and used only where it will aid in
unfolding the plot more effectively than
would be the case with pantomime alone.
There will be no perceptible let-down
when the spoken lines cease and the film
carries on with only a musical background. The action will lead logically
and inevitably up to those sequences
wherein the author has designated
speech. W^ith the amount of dialogue
reduced to a minimum, what there is will
be so written that it does not act as a
brake, slowing the tempo of the piece
down to a snail's pace and lessening its
grip on the audience. You will feel that
the characters should speak at that particular point and when they lapse into
silence again you will feel that they have
said everything that was necessary, that
there is no need for further dialogue in
that episode.
The screen no longer will be cluttered
with all-talking, shouting, singing, choking and gasping monstrosities that bewilder an astonished public ; it will return once more to its original purpose,
that of brightening drab, workaday lives
by providing a readily accessible escape
into the bright realm of romance.
Let's speed the arrival of that millennium by refusing to be smugly satisfied
with the toddling steps the talker infant
has made to date. That youngster still
lia-^ a Idi of growing up to do.

Universal Gets Rights
To New Cartoon Series
"."Strange as It .Seems," the cartoon series
by John HIn which appears in 150 newspapers, will be picturized in talker form by
Universal. There will be thirteen one
reelers in th( Hix series, and a radical departure will he made- by the use of color
throughout.

7,
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Ousted by Warner Deal
After 35-Year Stand
Rochester — Reis & Smith, for 35 years
operators of the Shattuck at Hornell, last
week announced the house would be closed
June 10 due to inability to obtain a lease.
Mrs. Charles .Smith, widow of one of the
founders, who has been acting manager,
and Moses Reis of New York head the
firm. The house will pass into the hands
of Warners, along with the properties of
the Genesee Theatrical Enterprises in the
Fall. The house is expected to be remodeled.

First of Halian Talkers
Is Started on Coast
Hollywood — Italotone Film Co. is producing the first Italian talker, "Georgette &
Company," an original musical comedy.
Louise Caselotti, recently in grand opera,
co-stars with Alberto Rabagliati, formerly
under contract to Fox. Other players are
Henry Armetta, Ynez Pelange, Alario Dominici, August Galli and Lugi Colombo. The
scenario w_as written by Guido Trento and
Alfred Sabato with the latter directing.

George Hill Signs
New M-G-M Contract
Hollywood — George Hill, who directed
"The Big House," has signed a new contract with M-G-M. Hill's productions include "Tell It to the Marines" and "The
Flying Fleet." He has spent several
months in work on "The Big House," a
prison story with a cast headed by Wallace
Beery, Chester Morris and Robert Montgomer}'.

Carey Slated for Lead In
M-G-M's ''Great Meadow''
Hollywood — M-G-M has acquired rights
to "Great Meadow," by Elizabeth M. Roberts, and
will produce
for probably
next season's
release.
Harry
Carey will
play
the
leading
character,
the
pioneer,
Daniel
Boone.

CLASSIFIED

ADS.

For Sale
The Columbia Theatre, Cove City, Ky.
Seating capacity, 410. All equipment necessary for running a first-class, silent movie.
The theatre is located in 11 miles of
]\Iominoth Cove proposed national park.
For particulars
lock, Cove City, write
Ky. to ]\Iiss M. D. Bul-

For Sale At A Bargain
One Audiphone Talking Outfit, complete
with daylight
screen. Lanett Theatre,
Lanett,
Ala.

Equipment
Theatre Lobby Frames, manufacturer to you. Low cost. Gem Frame
Mo.
Company,
2805 Brighton, Kansas City,
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Picture

News

Want to Pick Good Shorts from Bad?
700 "Boiled Down" Reviews Tell How
Thi> is the tir.st ol' a series of charts prepared for exhibilt)r guidance in the selection and
subjects.
Others will appear in Motiox Picture Nkvvs from time to time.
The current tabulation covers all short subjects reviewed by this publication from June
inclusive of this edition antl embraces a substantial i'. umber of pictures yet to be released.
release includes title, distributor, date of review and a "boiled down"' o])iiii()u of what The
thoiiulil of each.
Tbe chart co\ers approximately
700 pictures.
Reviewed

Till.

News

, Uiuvt

—A—
Absent

Minded

\ ilaplumc

A & I'. iJypsics..
\[itai>lionc
Ace III Sci'lland Vard. L'nivtrsal
Cliapleis
I-.'-.!
l"liaiilcis h 4-5
Chapter

\|ii.
serial

iv.vi.
1929.

July
AuR.
OcL.
Oct.

. just an old, old gag
, good novelty number

f\,
5,
12,
19,

19J9....a
money-maker
1929
hiyh-grade
serial
1929
continues to hold up
1929
serial still steps
along

29,
5,
2,
8,
\ itaphoiie
I'cb.
V'ltaphonc
Dec. 28,
Western-Universal
...Apr. 19,
Viiaphone
June 15,
1,
Le.Maiie-Pathe
Feb.
Koach-.M-GM
Mar. 29,
All
l"p
All Teed
Wet
I'nivcrsal
May 24.
And
Wife
\'itaphone
Apr. 12,
4,
Alpine
Love
Call
Columbia
Photocolor. Jan.
11.
Always
Faithful
X'itaphone
.lan.
And
How
8.
X'itaphone
Feb.
Visuagraph
May 17,
Anywhere by Air
Apollon, Dave & Ore. Vitaphone
Oct. 12.
April Showers
Fables-Pathe
June 15.
Armst,
Bobbie
8,
Vitaphone
Mar.
.As You Like It
9,
Darmour-RKO
Nov.
At
F.nd of Road.... Advance
Trailer
Jan. 18,

1929. ...
1929
1929....
1930....
1929....
1930
1929
19.10
19.i0
lo.m....
1930....
1930
19.50
1930
19.V1
I9J9....
1929
19,W
1929....
19.W

Rubin's
dialogue
and
dancing put this over
corking
burlesque
a laugh-maker
tiiiieiul and light
impressive
operatic aria well done
stereotyped
western
deci<ledly small time
inexcusable
above the average
okay
last divorce satire
color saves this
fair entertainment
pleasantly
diverting
rates a booking
falls flat
Induces laughter
personality
plus
wins
laughs
good singing short

1929
1930....
1929
1929....
1929
1929
1930
1930
1929
1930

slapstick affair
poor Western
makes old gags like new
fair comedy
amusing novelty
noisy and unfunny
not so good
usual
western stuff
fair aggregation laugh.';
''Our Gang" puts it over

Cliapleis
7-S
The
Actor
.After
Dark
Alter
Seben
Alter
the Show
.■\Ma,
Frances
.Alda.
Frances
Alias the Bandit
All
tiirl Revue
All Stuck
Up

Oct,
Aii({. .>1, 1929

Universal
I'athe
Paramount
I'athe

Sept.
Oct.
.Nov.

— B—
Baby
Talks
Universal
Badge ol Bravery — vVestcrn-Universal
Barber's
College
I.*Maire-Pathe
Barber's
Daughter. ..Sennett-Educ'l
Barber Shop
Chord.. Vitaphone
Barnyard
Melody
Fables-Pathe
Battery (»f Songs
Vitaphone
Battling Kid
Western-Universal
Beach
Babies
Variety-Pathe
Bear
Shooters
Roach-M-G-M
Beau Brummcl Comedians
Vitaphone
Beau
Night
Vitaphone
Beauty
Parade
Lake-Universal
Beauty
Spot
Pathe
Beethoven
FitzPatrick
Before
the Bar
Vitaphone
Belle of Samoa
Fo.x Movietone
Believe It or Not
Vitaphone
Benefit, The
Vitaphone
Bemie. Ben
Vitaohone
Berth Marks
Roach-M-G-M
Big Jewel
Case
Educational
Big
Kick
Roach-M-G-M
Big Money
Vitaphone
Big Palooka
.Sennett-Educ'l
Big Scare
Fables-Pathe
Big Paraders
Vitaphone
Big Time Charley. ... LeMaire-Pathe

\ug.
...Jan.
Nov.
Julv
Nov.
Nov.
Mav
. Mav
July
Feb.
,
June
Aug.
June
Mar.
Oct.
Apr.
Tune
Mav
Feb.
Oct
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Mav
June
.Aug
.Aug
Oct
Mar.
Big Top
Champions. Sportlight-Pathe
...
Nov.
Bits of Broadway.... M-G-M-M'v'tone Act, July
Black
Book
Pathe serial
Sent.
Black
Narcissus
Buck & Bubl's- Pathe
Feb.
Blotto
•T,.aurcl-Uardy-MGM., Nov.
Body
Budding
Sportlight-Pathe
.... Oct.
Border
Wolf
Western-Universal
.. Oct.
Boreo.
Emil
M-G-M
Act
go't'cs
I^emmle-Universal
.
Bowery
Bimboes
Oswald-Universal
.... Apr.
Aug.
June
Bows and Arrows
Snortlight-Pathe
Boy and Bad
M.in. .. Western-Universal
.,
Oct.
Boyhond
Memories.. Snortlight-Pathe
Jan.
Feb.
Brahms.
Johannes
RKO
Apr.
Nov.
gr?*'
Roach-M-G-M
".!!!!!!
Bnng on the Tiride. Delf-Ellbee
...
Feb.
Broadway
Folly
Osw.ild-Universal
Oct.
. . Mar.
B way's
Like That... Vitaphone
Dec.
Broken
Statues
Rubin-Universal
....
Brother
For Sale
Sunnv
Apr.
Tim-Univ .
Brown
Gravy
Nov.
Christie-Paramount
..
Brown, Terry & Band.Tntern'l
Photoplay.... Feb.
Buchanan.
T.ick
Vitaphone
. TmIv
Bug-ville College D.iys Pathe
.So'nd Cartoon. Feb.
Sennett-E.luc'l
Bulls and Bears

17,
11,
23,
20.
30,
16,
10.
24,
13,
15,

I. 1929
gaited for popular fancy
31, 1929.... will get by
7, 1930.... not so funny
22, 19.10.... same old stuff
12, 1929.... little by way of comedy
19, 1930
interesting
1, 1929
sound
novelty
24. 1930
mighty interesting
8, 1930
a riot
5, 1929.... Below Roach standard
19, 1930.... good band act
22. 1930
fairly good comedy
25. 1930
laughs a la Langdon
24. 19.W.... nicely built up
15. 1929
Carries many laughs
31. 1929
amusing
31. 1929.... will do nicely
5, 1929. ... Should
satisfy
IS. 1930....
9, 1930
20, 1929
14. 1929
15.1930
2, 1929
19. 1929
5. 1929
I. 1929....
5, 1930
II, 1930
17. 1929....
5, 1929....
15, 1930
5. 1930....
9, 1929....
l.->. 19.W....
8. 1930. ...
19. 1929....
21, 1929
5. 1930....
16. 1929
1.1. 1930.,..
20. 1929
22, 1930

Grantland
Rice— 'nuff
said
sure-fire audience appeal
should do average bus.
fairly humorous
great
comedy
stuff
extra fine featurette
conventional
audiences
won't
cheer
pleasant
and
lingering
good comedy
new attraction
will please
sure-fire
gem for music lovers
full of laughs
good audience stuff
Oswald fans will accept
not so hot
can get by as filler
Sunny Jim scores again
silly stuff
sterotyped band subject
amusing
ingenious and bright
a humbdinger

Buster's
Spooks
Busy
Fingers
Till,Buying a Gun
By Laud
and .Air. ...

Cabellos,
Larry,
Rev
Camera
Shy
Canned
Music
Caviar
Chile
Con
Carmen...
Chills and
Fever
Chinese
Blues
Chinatown Fantasy, A
Christmas
Cheer
....
Clancy
at Bat
Qose
Call
Qose
Call
Close Shave
Clowning the Game...
Cohen
on Telephone.
Cold
Turkey
College Hounds ....
Conquest of Cascades
Contrary Mary
Collegiate Model. The
Concentr.ition
Conditioning
Constabule, The
Contented Wives...
Cossack's
Bride
....
Cover
Charge
Crazy
Nut
Crimson Courage . .
Crinoline
Qassics
Crooked
Trails

.1

Stern-Universal
Columbia
L3ne-&lucational
Fables-Pathe

.Aug.

10, 1929.

June
Dec.
...July
July

1. 1929.
28,1929.
20. 1929.
13, 1929.

--C—

Vitaphone
Hamilton- EducT
Krazy-Kat-Columbip.

June
Feb.
Jan.

Terry
Toon-Educ'L. ...Jan.
. Feb.
Oswald-Universal
Pathe
.Mar.
Sporting Youth-Univ. May
Apr.
Paramount
Sunny Jini-Univ
Sennett-Educ'l
Universal- Western
Fables-Pathe
Sennett-Pathe

1, 1929, to date,
The data on each
News reviewers

Reviewred

Distributor

Comment

booking of short

Dec.
Nov.
..June
Dec.
July

N«rw»
comedy
. . mcl.incholy
. . good
..real

CofTunent
attempt

idea
ivory

. .. has
good
typically

at

tickling
gags
English

..pretty flat
.Hamilton gets laughs
diverting
, .. very
has laughs
22, 1930.. .. .. make
average
room (or this
4, 1930..
29, 1930..
1930.
11.
. not ba 1, not good
.very bad
24.
19, 1930..
1930..
, . timely Sunny Jim talker
a corker
14, 1929.. ,. .. not
so hot
2, 1929..
.. . corker
average
1, 1929..
21.
1929..
. . interesting and diverting
..crackles with laughs
1, 1929..
6.
1929. ..replete
with laughs
10.
1929.
. 14. 1V29., ..real
..chasernovelty
stuff ;heavy P.O
29. 1940.,
19, 1930. . funereal
7, 1930.. . fair short
1. 1929..
1, 1930..

Sportlight-Patbe
June
Universal
Aug.
Oswald- Universal
....Sept
M-G-M
Mar.
Gen.
Elec. Co
Apr.
Vitaphone
June
Vitaphone
.May
sound cartoca
Fables-Pathe
June 10. I9.?0.. ....amusmg
good
Sportlight-Pathe
June 15,
1. 1929.. . . good for laughs
Sennett-Educ'l
Aug. 24. 1929.. . . carries considerable snap
White-Eluc'l
Aug.
. flat
splendidly done
Tiffany
Feb.
3, 1930..
1929..
22,
Topics-Pathe
Feb.
White-Educ'l
June 15. 1930.. ..a laugh-provoker
Western-Universal
..Feb. 15. 1929.. ..up to standard
1. 1930.. . .go<xl song number
Vitaphone
Feb.
Rubeville-Pathe
Mar. 15. 1930.. . . clicks
..Feb. 29, 1930..
Crosby's Corners . . . Western-Universal
. . entirely
Cross Country Run. Collegians-Univ
grr-r-r-r satisfactory
June 15. 1930.. ..
. . obvious
humor:
fair
Cut-Ups
15. 1929..
Stern -Univcrs.Tl . . Inly 20,
1929..

— D—

Dad
Knows
Best
Dance of Paper Dolls.
Danger
Oaim
Danger*
Danger
Line
Dangerous
Days
Dangerous
Females..
Darktown
Blues
Day
Dreams
Day of Man of .Affairs.
Dear
Slayer
Dear
Teacher
Dear Vivian
Delicatessen
Kid
Diamond,
Carlena...
Dimples
and
Tears...
Dixie
Days

White-Educ'l
Apr.
Vitaphone
.\ov.
Western -Universal
..Feb.
X'itaphone
May
Western-Universal ..July
Western-Universal ..No\'.
Christie-Paramount ..Nov.
Buck
& B'bles-Pathe.Feb.
Universal
-Aug.
Columbia
Dec.
Darmour-RKO
Feb.
Paramount
Sept.
Christie- Paramount
..Apr.
Universal
Mar.
Vitaphone
Oct.
Gen'l
Talking
Pict...Feb.
Pathe
Cartoon
June

. . smart

fun

1930. . . good Xmas offering
1930., ...good
1929.
- terriblesilent Western
click
19.!0., .. .. doesn't
Western for kids
1929.
with
laughs
1929. ..packed
1930. .. .• good
number
fair short
1929.
1929.
1929.
1930.
1930.
1930.
1929.
1929.
1930.
1929.

Dogging
It
Doing His Stuff
Doing
Phil a Favor.
Do It Now
Doll Shop
Don't
Believe It
Don't
Be Nervous...
Don't
Get
Excited..
Don't
Get Nervous..
Double
Trouble
Down in Jungle Tow
Down With Husbanas
Duffers
and Champs.
Duke
of Dublin

Sportlight-Pathe
Oct.
Lake-Universal
Sept.
Pathe
Sept.
Columbia
Feb.
M-GM
Dec.
Christie- Paramount
..Mar.
Hamilton-Educ'l
July
Educational
Nov.
Vitaphone
Aug.
V
^rsil
June
''•o'_. lie
Oct.
Chrisi "-Paramount ..Mar.
Sporl'i rht-Pathe ... Sept.
Christit -Paramount
..Jan.

Early
to
Enchanted
Einstein's
Relativity
Enchanted

Stem-Universal
Fabi'S-Pathe

Tune
.Aug.

. I'''. .
1 , 19.V..

Red

Ian.

2.1930..

1929.
19.TO.
1929.
'.929.
1930.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1930.

..a fair novelty musical
..acceptable comedy
. . audience will enjoy it
. . carries
laughs
■. .. good
not sopiece
hot of work
. . a novel short
.. .• it's
fine okay
fun
. . rather forced
..weaker than weak
..boring'
..fine
holiday
weekGleason
subj't
..laughs
with Jim
..good
entertainment
. . new idea with old gags
. . not very hot
.. . excellent
good
one-reeler
novelty
it's
rhCTe farce
average
. . entirciv suitable

.>2V.

— E—
Wed
Flute
Theorv
Forest.

of

.Seal

The
Tiffanv
End of the World.... Pathe
Evening
at Home
With
HitchvBut
Eventually.
Not Vitaphone
Now
RKO
Evolution
of Dance.. Vitaphone

Mav .'I. l9.W. .
Oct.
'-: i929..
hilv 20. i')29..
Apr. 19. 1930..
Feb.
22.1930..

«
rough
.. laughs
isses lair

& tumble
number ci

liendid and diverline
. deserves big hand
•nly kid appea'
adults
will enjoy
. plenty

of

this

laughs

.real addit'n any prog'm
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Reviewed

Distributor

News

Picture

Laemmle-Universal
..July
6, 1929.. . creditable
Vitapnone
June
1, 1929., . rather tlimsy sturt
Gleason-Pathe
i>ct. 26, 1929.. . amusing golf comedy
White- EducT
Aug.
10, 1929.. . light and attractive
Vitaphone
Jan.
11, 1930. . . effective dram, sketch
\ iiapnone
June
8, 1929.. . good newspaper corned}
Chase-M-G-M
May
24, 1930.. ,a swell comedy
Paramount
Feb.
15, 1930.. . Rugglcs may
save this
it
i-o.ly- loathe
Oct.
5, 1929.. . little to commend
cartoon
Krazy
Kat-Columbia.Mar.
8, 1930. . . tunny
Scnnctt- EducT
May 31, 1930. . , fine
Vitapiione
Nov. 30, 1929.. . finely rendered
Sportlight-Pathe
Feb.
8, 1930. . . unusual thriller
Saylor- Universal
....Mar.
8, 1930.. . fast moving slapstick
Mar.
15, 1930. . . fair hick revue
SO .Miles From B'way. Kuoeville-Pathe
SO Million
Plusbands. Roach-M-UM
Mar. 29, 1930. . . amusing
slapstick,
but
there
\ itaphone
May
10, 1931 J. .
l-inht. The
Roach-MG M
I>ec. 14, 19..'9. . , good burlesque western
Fighting
Parson
Vitaphone
Dec.
7, 1929.. , corking comedy sketch
Finders Keepers
laugh cartoon
TaJkartoon-Param't... Apr. 19, 1930.. . good
F'irebugs
Fire Proof
Lane-Kducational
...Oct.
5, 1929. . . will click
Fish, Fowl and Fun.. Sportlight-Pathe
Apr. 19, 1930.. .clean sport stuff
First Seven
Years... CAir Gang-M-G-M
..Apr.
5, 1930. . . great stuff
Castle
Aug.
10, 1929.. ,. good
Flaming Canyons
short
satisfying
Vitaphone
Nov. 30,
Flattering
Word
1929..
Universal-Stern
June 15, 1929.. . sure to land laughs
Fly Cops
Collegian -Universal
..July
J), 1929.. . popular
stuff
F'lying
High
Lake- Universal
Apr.
5, 1930. . . just in-between
F'oUow
Me
Follow the Leader
brighten
any
Sportlight-Pathe
Oct.
5, 1929.. . should
Apr. 26,
Mar.
8, 1930. .
1930. .
Apr. 19, 1930.,
Mar.
15, 1929..
June 22,
F'ootwork
Sportlight-Pathe
Foul
Ball
Saylor- Universal
Dec. 21, 1930. .
Foul
Play
Buck & Bubl's-Pathe.
1929..
Foundations of Gold. Oddity-MG-M
June 15,
Mar.
8,
1, 1929..
French
Leave
Saylor-Universal
1930..
From
Granada
to
Nov.
16. 1929.
Toledo
FitzPatrick
From Valencia to
Oct.
12, 1929.
Granara
FitzPatrick
8, 1929.
Aug. 31,
Fruitful Farm
Fables-Pathe
6,
Nov.
2,
1929.
F'uzzy Knight
M-GM-M'v'tone
Act.
10,

. not so hot
program
. full
of fun
. fair musical
. interesting
.
,
.
.

filler

pretty good
colored
capers
O.
real short feature
slapstick
on army
interesting

first-rate
, amusing
cartoon
doubtful appeal

K.
life

Aug.
Garden
oi Katin'... Pathe
Gay
Caballero
Columbia-Victor
June
Gentle Alice
Vitaphone
Mar.
Gentlemen ot Evening LeMaire-Pathe
Oct.
Paramount
te\i.
Getting a Ticket
Stern
-Universal
July
Getting Buster's Goat Lake-Universal
Feb.
Getting the Air
Getting a Raise
Vitaphone
May
(Jiri With
Perfect
Voice
Vitaphone
Feb.
June
(ilacier*!. .Secret, The. X'itaphone
U. A. Featurette
Jan.
Glorious Vamps
Universal- Western
.. luly
Go Get 'Em Kid
\ an Beuren-Pathe
., Mav
< ioing Places
Golden
Pagoda
Vagabond- Pathe
.Xpr.
Gold Steel
Fables-Pathe
July
Golfers, The
Sennett- EducT
Oci.
Good
Medicine
Horton-Educ'l
Nov.
Good Old School Days. Fables-Pathe
.Mar.
Good Skates
Stern-Universal
Aug,
Gossip.
The
Vitaphone
j uiitGraduation
Daze
Collegians-Universal
Aug.
(irand Ooera
Gtn'l
Talking
Pict..,Sept.
May
(irand
Uproar, The.. Vitaphciiio
(irass
Skirts
Hamilton- Educ'l
Dec.
tlreece Thru a
Four Stars
June
Doughnut
Gridiron Glory
Sportlight-Pathe
...,l)ct.
fiunboat
Ginsburg
Ginsburg- RKO
Nov.
Vitaphone
Apr.
Gym
Jams

25,

1929.
1929.

l'/».

1930.
1929.

1929.
1930.
1930.

5. 1930.
6.
6,
31,
19.30.
193U.
8, 1929.
10, 1930,
1930.

a.

15.
14,
24,
31.
7.
9.

1929.
19.-9.
1929.
1930.
1929.
19J9.
1929.
1929.
IWO.
1929.

19,
2SI.
19,
i9:?9.

5,

1929.
1929.
1930.

.■;,

should
get by
, could have been better
. opera at its best
. fairly humorous
, Cantor
sends
it in
. gets nowhere
. good for kids

Hall,
Billy
"Swede"
& Co
Hall of Injustice
Hallowe'en
Happy
(Jolf
Hard-Boiled Hampton
Harlem
Knights
Harmony
Club
Hash Shop, The
Haunted
Haunted
House
Haunted Ship
H;iwaii;in
Pineapples
Head Man. The
He.irts and H<X)fs
Heidt,
Horace, and
Californians
Hello
Baby
Hello.
Thar
Hells
Bells
Hell's
Heels
Here Comes Showboat
Her Bashful Hcau...
Her Hired Husband..

Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Disney-Columbia
f>s\vald-Univer<al
Vitaphone
I^rix-ersal
Pathe

HerWomen
Husband's
He Trumped Her Ace.
High
Toned
High
Waters
Ifijnck and the Game
His Baby Daze
His Big Minute

Paramount
Sennett -Educ'l
Buck & Bubl's-Pathe.
Vitaphone
Snorting Youth-Univ.
Hamilton- Educ'l
Hamilton-Educ'l

His
His
His

X'itaphone
Vitaphone
Sporting Youth-Univ.
Sportlight-Pathe
Le.Maire- Pathe
Vitaphone
Columbia
Oswald Universal
Pathe
Disney
Fable-Pathe
T'rrytfvm- Kduc'l
....
Vitaphone
Pathe

. (Vt.
Dec.
Apr.
Jan.
June
Dec.
Jan.
Apr,
Aug,
Tan.
May
.May
Apr.
May

7^
3.
24.
31
19.
30.
I,
31

. don't fail to get this
. okay
good laugh potion
. up to par
. diverting
sketch
, usual Mike & Ike com
iauglis develop freely
, good
number
out of the ordinary
good
sj-ecialty
, good
comedy

Bachelor
Daddy
Siunny Jim-Universal. Apr.
Mar.
Blrthd.iv
Stuff.. Pathe
Luckv Dav
M-G-M-M'v'tone
Act. Nov.

19. 19.10.
1, 19.W.
2, 1929.

Jade
Jail
Jazz
Jazz
Jazz
Jest
Jingle

Terrytoon--Photocolor
Educ'l
Columbia
Fables-Pathe
FitzPatrick

, average rihtickler
real headline
act

falls

flat

. fair attraction
. a corker
. good comedy
.good
entertainment
. pretty good
. good
audience
stuff
should
cause
much
hilarity
Sunny
Jim snapped
. slapstick in extreme
, not much kick

bouquet

of

laughs

laugh-inuucer

good — buteat this un
. They'll
. another Sennett hit
3, 1930..
1929.. , ordinary
26,
society
slush
19, 1930.. . just the thing
24. 1930..
. fine little short
19, 1929.
. dull
7, 1930..
. Ught
en;ertaimn'nt
11,
1930..
19,
they'll go wild over this
15,
24. 1930..
19.!0. . . nice cartoon
goes
over
plenty
, lull of laughs
5, 1929..
will do nicely
10, 1929.. ■. rapid-fire
3, 1929..
IS,
.. weakly
humorous
lair
slapstick
25,
1, 1929..
IS,1.
1929.. . indifferent
26,
. crackerjack
2, 1929..
1929..
14,
29.
. good sound cartoonantics
30,
1929..
9,
6,
8.

Feb.
Aug.
Jan.
Oct.
Nov.
June
Apr.
Dec.
Feb.
Oct.

Sportlight-Pathe
Vitaphone
Topics-Pathe
Fables-Pathe

Box.
The
Breakers
Fool
Mammas
RehearsTl, The.
for a While. ...
Bells

Joy
Land
Jungle
Drums
Jungle Ffxil
T'lnele Rhythm
Junior
Luck
just in Time
Just the Tyi)e

Keejiiiig Company
,.
Keller Sisters* Lynch.
Kid Comes Through,,
Kiddie Kabaret
Kidnappel

lulv
Tan.

Universal
serial
Fables-Pathe
Disney
Sennett-Educ'l
Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Biophone
f.ane- Educ'l
Tiffany Colortone
Fabies-Pathe
Disney
Collegians-Univ
Western-Universal
Stern-Universal

26, 1930.
28,
31.
12,
18,

1930.
1930.
1929.

1929.
1930.
18. 1929.
1929.
1929.
1930.
1929.
1930.
1929.
1930.

Feb.
Jan.
July
Nov,
July
.Ma.v
Apr.
Oct.

iZ. 1930.
9.
6. 1929.
20, 1929.
10. 19.50.

5,
5.
July
Dec, 13,
Sept, 28.
14,
Jan.
n,
June
1.
liO.
..July 2,.
June

1930.
1929.
1929.
1929.,
1929..
1930,
1929.
1929.
1929,,

uxf

\'itai>hone
.Max Hi. 19;0.,
M-G-M-M'tone
Act. .Nov. 2.1929.,
Universal
Western
..O'ct. 5. 1929..
Mayfair
Apr. 26. 1930.
Fables-Pathe
Tune 15.1929..

Kisses and Kurses. . . Oswalf-Universal
Klee,
Mel
Vitaphone
Knife. The
Fox Movietone
Kounty
Fair
Oswald-Universal

Jan.
Oct.
Tune
. . . Dec,

1929..
1930..
1929,.
1929..

— L—

refreshing
novelty
, interesting

N'lv, 23. 1929.,
. , eye-fillingjazz combinat'n
May
4. 1930.. ..corking
. . could
be worse
Apr,
1930. . . has few laughs
8,
1929..
Nov.
... Tune
1930. . . weak
June 14, 1929,. . just fair
May 24. 1930, . . average comedv
some good comedy slants
Jan. 20,
12.1,

mo. .

Universal Bubbl's-Pathe,
Buck&

.a

. a wow
.blah

16, 1929..
2, 1930..
1929.,
22,
15, 1930..

Comment

funny
stulf
immensely
clever
.. odd
shouldcomedy
please short
real audience
stuff
. somewhere near good
. Terry clicks again
. mild diversion
good
cartoon
material
.. dandy
travelogue
. make
interesting
tales
. great
laugh
finish
above series' average
. good
sound cartoon

. great for serial fans
. has few chuckles
. lots ot laughs
. treat for the eye
(air
.. entertaining
very entertainment
good
. primarily
for kids
neatly done
tuned for laughs
.. aextremely
laugh-getter
satisfying
.. pretty
laugh

good Western
tonnage
quite

— K—

1930, . . . fine audience
stuff
1930. .
1929.. . . good attraction
. . mildly
funny
1929..
1930. . . novel
and entertaining
19.W. . . typical cartoon
stuff
1929..
fair-to-middlin'
1930. . . . good
cartoon subject
a cartoon
1930.
193(1, ., .. .. (what
orking
1930. . . has few laughs
. . weak
1930. .

Sept.
1929.. ,
1930.
.Apr. 2.'.
Feb. 24,
1930. .
July
1929,.
Nov.
1929..
1929..
Aug.
June
1929..

Vitaphone
Tiffany Color Symp'y.

.fair program
hiler
. a laugh
riot
. grab it
. just a Western
. entertaining

laughable
burlesquecourt-room
1929. . , .okay
12,
31,
4.
5,

—I—
Vitaphone
Apr.
faram t Screen Song.

Idle Chatter
. . .
I'm
Afraid
to
Go
Home in the Dark.
Impressions
In Chinese Temple
Garden
In and Out
Income
Tact
Indian Pudding
In Dutch
In His Cups
In Old Madrid
Interesting
Tails
Interview.
The
In the Park
Iron Man, The

News

sufficient

— H—
7,
4,
14,
8,
25,
12.
3. 1929.

Title
Nov.
Variety-Pathe
His
Operation
Nov.
Mar.
Hollywood
btar. A... Sennett
I'opics- Pathe
Aug.
-Educ'l
Home
Sweet
Home..
Honest Crooks
Buck & Bubl's-Pathe. Feb.
mmeymooniacs
. Apr.
Honeymoon
Zeppelin. White-Educ'l
Sennett- Educ'l
Honolulu
Vitaphone
.Apr.
Pathe
Oct.
Hooked
.Mav
Hook, Line & Melody. Sportlight-Pathe
Horace Heidt and His V'itaphone
Californians
. Jan.
Feb.
Hot- »'"< rtow
White- Educ'l
,.M-G-M
Oct.
Hot
Dog
■ Aug,
Aug.
Oswald- Universal
Hot for Hollywood.
Christie- Paramount
..Mav
Hot Lemonade
J nne
Hot
Sports
Whiteliduc'l
Fables-Pathe
Housecleaning Time
. June
Household Blues...
CameoEduc'l Act....
Paramount
Humorous Flights..
• June
. Sept.
Hunting the Hunter
White-Educ'l
.\ov.
RCA-Gramercy
Hunt
the Tiger. . . . Roach -Metro
. June
Hurdy
Gurdy
OswaldUniversal
.Nov.
Hurdy
Gurdy

7 , 1930

—J—
skit

^G-

12,
7,
l.S,
8,
1.
10,

Reviewed

Distributor

ConMocnt

Faces
fair Days
Fairways and
Foul..
Fake
Flappers
Fallen
Star
Familiar
Face
Fast Work
Family
.Next lloor...
F'ancy
That
Farm
Relief
Fat Wives For Thin.
Faust
.
Feline
Fighter
Fellow
Students

Follow the Swallow. .. Hamilton-EducT
Foolish
Follies
Fables-Pathe
Footnotes
Vitaphone

June

News

Lair of Chang- How
Lady
of Lions
Land of St. Patrick..
Land of the Sky Blue
Daughters
Last .Stand
Law
in the Saddle...
Lazy
Days
Letter
Box
Lightning Express
' illie.
Heatrice
Liszt,
Franz
Little
Friend
of All
World

19.50.
1929..

Nagab'd .\dv, -Pathe. Tune
Sporting Youth-Univ, Nov.
Emmett
Moore
Mar.

1930. ,

Darmour-RKO
May
Western-Universal ..Dec.
Western-Universal ..Mar.
Our
Gang-M-G-M. ...Nov.
Vitaphone
Feb.
Universal
serial
Apr.
Vitaphone
Mar.
FitzPatrick
Apr.
Bray-Columbia
Vitaphone
Universal
Vitaphone
Western-Universal
White-Educ'l
Rooneys-Universal
Vitaphone

Dec.
Nov.
Jan,
Mar.
..Aug.
Aug,
.Sept.
Mar.

LeMaire-Pathe
White-Educ'l
Rixmevst Universal
s..ng-Patlie

Dec,
Nov,
..Aug.
Tune

Little (jhosts
Miss Everyb'dy.
Live
I.oho. Dog of Dogs...
Lone
Rider
Look Out Below
Love
Birds
Love Boat
Love, Honor and Oh.
Baby I
' overs
Delight
I.x>ve Tree
Love's Memories
Low
Down

Vitaphone

Luckv
Breaks
I-unkhead,
The
Lyons.
George

White-Educ'l
Sennett-Educ'l
MGM-Mov'tone

Madhouse
The
Make It Snappy
Mand.Tlay
Man
Who
laughed
T.ast
Marching
Home
Marking
Time
Martinclli,
Giovanni..
Mask.
The

White-Educ'l
Dec.
Saylor-Universal
Tan.
V Buren Song Sketch. Dec.

1929.
1930.
1930.

— M—

Vitaphone
Vitaphone
Rooney-Universal
Vitaphone
Great
Arts

Sept,
Nov.
...Oct.
Feb
Nov

. ihrills-suspese-beauty
. fair material
good travelogue
. pip of a comedy
..hard-riding
ride 'em mountie
stock West'n
.. not
to standard
more up child
slush

1929.
. great for serial addicts
19.50.
1930. , . not
up to standard
1930.
interesting

1929.
1929.
1930.
1930.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1930.
1929.,
1929.
19.50.
1929.
1950.,

Feb,
Tulv
Sept.
Act. .Nov.

kick
. has
fair asinging
short
. old and familiar
. cute but dull
ment
, good cartoon entertain, don't miss
it
, fair offering
is sure to please
, amusing cartoon

18,
13.1929.
2.
14,
14,1929.
14.9.1929,

.
.
.
.
.
.,

O. K. for holidays
clever impersonations
good stuff
goo-1 trick stuff
usual western hash
pretty
good
laughs
and
thrills

. scintillating

fun

. monotonous
. some
good
fun
. h,ns many laughs
song jazz
novelty
.. fair
red hot
snapped
laughs up with lots d
. outstanding
. weak

audience appeal

12,
7

19.50
1929
IS.
1029
16. 1929
1929
1929
1930
1929

.. has
of laughs
lots plenty
of laughs
overdrawn, tiresome
. good
audience
appeal
. fine dramatic short
. gets over nicely
. a splendid duet
. high class entertainm't

121
Motion

1 V J 0

J u n
Titlr

Rcvirvnd

Distributor

Master
Sweeper
\ it.ii'li.iiic
Mar.
Match
Play
Seniieit-Educ'l
Feb.
Mawas
( a|>it')l
lime
McUillrii,
Jack
Vitai'litme
.fiiiie
Mcmorie!)
Columbia -Victor
June
Men of i>arinic
W eitiern- Univeraal
..Sept
.Men ot Wai
Roach .M CM
.May
Merry
IJwaris
Disney -Columbia
....Dec.
Mexican Tipca Orch.. V itaphone
June
Mickey's Uig Moment. Daumiur KKU
Dec.
Mickey's Chixj-Choo. . Uisncy
Oct.
Mickey's
l-'ollies
Uarnumr
KKO
Sept.
Mickey's
Luck
Uarmour-KK(J
Apr.
Mickey's
Midnite
. June
Follies
Darmour KKt7
Mar.
Midsummer's
Day
Fables- I'athe
Military
I'ost
Vitaphone
July
Million
.Me's, A
Paramount
Act
Jan.
Mill
I'ond,
I'he
Fables-l'athe
Oct.
Mixlern
Kiivihm
S|M>rlliKht I'athe
July
Moments
ol Mimicry \ itapbiMie
Dec.
More
Sinned
Against
Than
Usual
Vitaphone
Feb.
Movie
.NiRht
RoachM-G-M
June
Mov<nK
Show . Hi)weKduc'l
July
Museum. .\lovie
The
WinklerKKO
.May
Mush
A^am
Music
Fiends
Music
Hath Charms.
Music
Shop.
The
Musical Beauty Shop..
Musicalc,
The

Sunny
Jim-Univcrsal
fox
Movietcme
Vitaplione
Viiaphone
.Melody
Pathc
Vitaplione

My t>ld K'tuckyHome. Biophone
My
Hcopie
Vitaphone
.My
Wife
Columbia-Victor

Mar.
Oct.
Nov.
Dec.
June
Mar.
Oct.
Aug.
June

N«ws

Picture

8, IV.IU
iciiiie may
UiikIi at thl>
22, 19J0.... real stuti for Rolf fans
7, 19.U).... a wci»
7. 19.H)
prelly
iluiiib
8. iyi9. . . effective
14, 19£>... of the usual
type
10. 19.WI
not their f)esl
28,
8.
14,
IJ.
14,
li,

IV.'V. . , upholils
I'yJV...
a noveltyDisney stand'nl
1S>2V. .. rollickinK
kid comedy
1VJ9
lauKh, start to finish
19i9
splendid
comedy
19J0
kid program
comedy

22.
15,
.0,
25.
19.
iO,
7,

1929
fast movinR
comedy
1930
RiHid cartix.n
1V29. . . . K'oid musical short
19J0
pleasinK.
not unusual
1929
laiily rikkI cartoon
1929
nice little feature
1929. . . . RiKxl imitations

22,
8,
1.).
24.
29,
5,
30,
28,
7,
22,
5,
31,
15,

19J0
a wow
1929
has number
ol laughs
1929. ... light and pleasing
19.tl)....lhis is in
1930. . . . yes, mush
again
1929
replete with laughs
1929.... fil.ed with laugns
1929
corking entertainment
19.10
spleiiilid Hiitish subject
1930.... very good
1929
should please generally
1929
extremely good
1929.... laugh-getter

Neighbors
New
Hallback
New
Racket

Sunny
Jim- Universal. .Mar. 1, 19.W. . .. will
they'll score
like it
Sennett-Educ'l
.Nov 2i. 1929.
. a good
short skit
vitaphone
.Mar. 15.1930.
. should amuse
Nawlyweds'
Hesls. .. Stern-Universal
July 20, 1929.
. human
interest, plus
Niagara
Falls
Vitaphone
Feb. 15.1930.
Nichols,
Red,
and
3
|)athos
jazz orch.
Pennies
Vitaphone
Dec. 28,1929., . stereotyped
. better than usual Fable
Night
Club
Fables-Pathe
Nov. ,10,1929.
Night in Dormatory . . Patlic
Dec. 28, 1929.. .ipvue numbers are good
Night
in Shooting
smart
Gallerv
MGM-Colortone
Rev. Feb. 15, 1930.. . very
. gets over
nicely
Night
Owls
Universal
Aug. 24,1929.
packed
with laughs
Night
Owls
Roach-M-G-M
Dec. 14,1929..
laughs
Nile Green
Nitapbone
June 7. 19.50.. , lew
tare for kids and
No
Boy
Wanted...
Sunny
Jim-L'niversal Oct. 5, 1929.. ■ good
adults
fine cartoon
Noah Knew His Ark.Pathe
June
7, 19.10.,
Noisy
Noises
Roach-MG-M
July
6, 1929,. . fairly entertaining
.excellent
cartoon
com.
Nutty
Notes
Oswald-Universal
. >ct. 19, 1929,
okay

OHd

Bill's

....*....
fhristmav

Vitaphone
Whitc-Educ'l
Vitaphone
Oswald-Universal
rolumhia-Victor

May 31, 1930..
Feb. 1.1931.
Feb. 8.193!)..
.. Aug. 17. V)29. .
Dec. 14.1929.

Old Man
Trouble
RKO
Tune
Old Vamps
lor New. . Darmour- RKO
Ian.
O'Neal.
William
Metro-. Movietone
July
One
Man Quartette. . Vitaphone
Nov.
On the .^ir
Topics of the DayJan.
Pathi;
On the I.evec
Columbia
Jan.
On the Plantation .. Tiffany
.Ma.v
On the Rancho
Vitaphone
Mar.
On the Side Lines. .. CollegianUniversal
..Aug.
On
the Streets
Howe-Educ'l
Sept.
Ooom
Pah
Pah
.Xesop- Pathe
June
Operation, The
Vitaphone
Feb,
Orphan
Wagon
Trails Western- Universal
. Oct.
Outdotir
Sports
Saylor-l'niversal
...Dec.
Ozzie of Circus
Oswald-Universal
...Nov.

8. nv
.
1930..

25,
13.
30.
11,

1929..
1929..
1930..

11, 19,10..
10, 1910..
15. 1930..
10. 1929..
14. 1929..
7. 19.10...
8.
36,
14,
23,

19'0..
1929.
1929.
1929.

funny
situations
in between
Hits
laugh
nail
on head
some
humor,
tragedy

Audio
series:
7

recording very well done
. good
farce
. tor highbrows
. fine novelty
. fairly interesting
.. too
lules longBledsoe
fine
excellent
novelty
. Rates
passably
good
. fairly good
noveltv
cartoon — and a good one
. clever
.(). K. for kids
.has new
laughs
. amusing

Review,
I'athe

9
10
11

July
lulj
June
. hily
. Julv
•July
.Oct.
. Seot.
-Oct.
Oct.
.Oct.
Oct.

■ Oct.
Oct.

35
36
Audio Review,
series:
Pathe
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1?

13
14

• Nov.
■ Nov.
Dec.
. Dea
Dec.
Dec.

Feb.
. Feb.
. Feb.
.Feb.
. Mar
Ms
.Mar.
Mar
. Apr.

1929.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1929.
1929.,
1929.

.. .. fairly
attractive
. . okay
pleasing
. . certain to please
. . interesting

. . strong
one-reeler
. . suitable
. . fair release
. . diverting
. . nice number
1929.
1929. . . excellent
. . worth while
1929. . . ranks
high
1929.
.
. splendid
1929.
1929. . . fine for ball fans
stuff
1929. . . clever
fair
1929. . . merely
1929. . . diversified
1929. . . fits any bill
1929. . . unique, colorful
material
1929.. , . good
. not the best
25. 1929..
1.
15.
15.
8. 19.10. .
fop-notch
snlendid
19.W. . . entertaining
22. 1910. .
19,W. .
fifty-fiftv
acceptable
15. 19.10. .
19.10. . , fine
material
O. K.
1930. .
grmd enough
22. 19.10..
19.10. .
this is in
I9.W. .

right

some

-P—
Pat he
1929
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
Pat he
1930
No.
Na
\o.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

mildly

Title

Convncnt

— N—

O..CC
Steps
Oh. Darling
Oh, Sarah!
Oil's Well

News

diverting

No. 15
No. It
No. 17
No. 19
Pathe
Review,
series:
.\o. 2U
No. 21
No. 22
No. 23
No. 24
No. 25
No. 2b
No. 27
No. 28
.\o. 30
No. 31
No. i2
No. 33
No. 36
.So, 37
No. 38
No. 39
No. 40
No. 41
No. 42
No. 43
No, 44
No. 45
.No. 46
No. 47
No. 48
No. 49
No. 50
Pathe
Review.
No.
No.
No.

Heviawrd

Distributor

1929

.May
.May
May
June
June
June
June
Ju.y
Juiy
July
/\ug.
Aug.
Aug.
/\ug,
Sept,
Sept.
Oct.
(Jet.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.
.Nov.
Nov.
.Nov.
Nov.
Dec
Dec.
Dec.

10. 1930..
24. 1930..
24. 193<J..
I. 1929..
1, VJJ^..
15. 1929..
15. 1929..
6,1929..
6, 1929..
20, 1929..
3, 1929..
17, 1929. .
10, 1929. .
31, 19.9..
14, 1929..
14, 1929..
12, 19.9. .
26, 1929. .
19, 1929. .
26, 1929. .
2, 1929, .
30. ia». .
16, 1929.
30. 19^9. .
30. 19J>..
7, 1929. .
7, i929. .
14. 1929. .

(air
. okay
suitable
H^'d
; material
too "arty"
•■ au.iience
fairly goodfo Ider
. varica;
pleasing
■. delightful
fair
to middlin'
satisfying
reel
. off licaten track
. well done
under
par
.. okay
will get
by
n.ce
material
.. will
well get
up toby mark
. educational value
. very
good
release
. just average
. baseball
fine
interestingangle
. nice subject
. run-o'-mine
stuff
. up to standard
. usual line-up

Pathe

No.
No.
Paper
Hanging
Vitaphone
Pay Off, The
Vitaphone
t'eacelul
.Mley
Hamilton- Educ'l
Peace
and Harmony. Educational
Peek a -Boo
Universal
People
Horn in Nov. . FitzPatrick
People
Versus
Vitaphone
I'ertcct .Match.
A
DeMaire-Pathe
Perilous
Paths
tniversal- Western
f'crnianent
Wave
Oswald-Universal
Persian
Wedding
M-G-M-Oddity
Fetters, The
Topics-Pathe
t'ick 't.m Young
Pathe
Pilgrim
Papas
Universal
Pirates
of Panama. .. Universal
serial
F'lane

Cotnmrnt

Apt. 5,1930..
Apr. 19, 1930.. . iiiapt>>
revue
number
hits par
entertainment
Apr. 19. 193a.. . solid
May 10, 1930. .
.fine

Pathe

1930

• * HP
N«wa

Crazy

i^aylor-l'nivcrsal
Le.Maire- Pathe
V'itaphone
Hamilton- Educ'l
Vitaphone
Fablcs-Pathe
\'itaphone
Rubin- Universal
Western-Universal
Vitaphone
Terry-Toon-Educ'l
Horton- Educ'l
Oswald-Universal
Puckered
Success,.
.. Pathe
Purely Circumstantial Smitty- Pathe
I^nc- Educ'l
Paramount
Pusher-in- the- Face
Plumbers Are Coming.
Poet
and
Peasant..
Polished
Ivory
Poll..ck, Ben, & Orch.
Polo
-Match
Poor Aubrey
Pop and Son
Post
of Honor
Potters
at Home,...
Pretzels
Prince
Gabby
F*rison Panic

11, 1930
spot this one in
Jan. 25, 1930.... rates fifty per cent
Jan.
8,
1930
a
good subject
Feb.
8, 1930.... pleasing
Feb.
22, 1930
nice novelty
values
Fel).
Mav 31, 1930. . . , amusing
8.
1930....
hne
playlet
.Mar.
5, 1929.... good
stuff
Oct. 10,
1930.... low slapstick
May
Apr. 26, 1930... poor
9, 1929... interesting and amusing
Nov.
jokes in a jail
.Apr. 12, 1930
5, 1930.... something different
Apr,
15,
1929
fair picture
..June 14, 1929... gags
galore
...Sept.
1. 1929
interesting
June
9. 1929.... fairly funnv
Nov. 10.
1930. . . hash
...May
5, 1929
funny
Oct.
June
5, 1929. ...f-ntertainment
for
lunc
June
Nov.
.....Mar.
Nov.
June
May
Oct.
..Jan.
.Mar.
..Apr.
-Sept.
....May
June

7,
I,
30,
29.
2S,
1,
10,
12.
18.
15.
5.
14.
10.

juveniles
1930
tiresome
1929. ...gets
over
nicely
1929
excellent
overture
1930,,,. gets tiresf>me
1929. .,, lair music & song short
1929
splendid cartoon
19.10
some laughs
1929
above the average
19.10
typical
western
1930
has family appeal
1930
clever
1929
interesting
19.10... good

1. 1929. ... average
entertainmentjuvenile
carries
few laughs
amusing

Nov. 30. 1929. ..
Sept. 14, 1929..

— R—

Race
Riot
Radio
Riot
Ranchhouse Blues
Real
McCoy

Oswald-l'niversal
......\ug. 17, 1929.
Param't-Talkartoon
.Feb. 15,1930,
,., Rodeo- Pathe
May 17. 19.10,
Roach-M-G-M
r>ec. 14. 1929.

Red Heads
Pathe
Redciiat's
Code
Western-Universal
Red Rider
Western-Universal
Reno
or Bust
''itaphone
Revellers.
The
,M-G-M
Act
Revival
Days
Vitaphone
Rhythm
Sportlight- Pathe
Rhvth-s
Vitaphone
Rich
Uncles
Pathe
Ride
Em.
Cowboy ... Pathe
Riilin' Leather
Universal- Western
Right
Technique
Sportlight -Pathe
River
Driver
Sportlight-Pathe
Romance
De Luxe. . .. '^'hite-Educ'l
Roman
Punch
Terrytoon- Educ'l
Romany
Lass
Columbia
Room 909
Vitaphone

May
..Nov.
..Aug.
lune
Oct,
Dec,
Aug.
Oct.
May
Apri.
..iune
June
Aug.
'nn.
....Apr.
Dec.
Feb.

24. 19.10..
16. 1929.
17. 1929.
7. 1930.
5.1929.
28. 1929.
3. 1929.
H. 1?29.
3.19.10.
S, 1930.
15. 1929.
20. 1929.
10. 1929.
fl. 19.10.
36. 1930.
28.19^9.
15,1930.

Rosenthal. Harry. Ore.
Rov Sedlcv and Nighl
Club
Revue
Roval Four Flush
Rubbing It Tn
Rubeville
Rubeville
Nite Oub..

Vitaphone

Sept. 28.

Ruffo.
Tita
Rugel.
Yveite
Runaway
Train
Running
the Scales..

M-G M-M'tone
.\ct..Oct. 12.1929.
M-G-M-M'tmie
Act. .Nov. 9. 1929.
Howe- Educational
...June 15. 1929.
Sportlight-Pathe
...Oct. 19.1929.

Vitaphone
Tuly
'^-^rtinir Vouth-Univ. Tan.
White-Educ'l
'uly
Pathe
Nov.
Pathe
Nov.

Tita
Mates

Scotch
Scrappily

Married

13.19^9.
25. 19.10.
13.1929.
.10.1929.
16. 1929.

— s—

Santa's Toy Shop.. .. Pathe Novelty
Satires
Vitaphone
Saucy
Sausages
Oswald-Universal
Schipa.
School

1929.

Piramount
Universal
Sennett-Educ'l
Christie- Paramount

Dec.
Oct.
...Aug.

7.1929
26,1929.
3,1929.

Oct. 12,1929.
Apr. 36. 1930.
'an. 4.19.10.
..Jan. 18. 1930.

. -ihould please
., ■■ntertaining
very
amusing
comedy
. laughable

moonshine

. pleasing
contains musical
little punch
satisfactory
offering
. okay
lair
makeslaughs
good filler
.■ has
. first-rate

short

. good, despite its age
.snappy
stuff
, kiddie fare
,. rlean-cut.
Dandy
fareworthwhile
fact -action

comedy

. colorful
gypsy
good cartoon

subject

. real comedy
about
fins
. real entertainment

cof-

reel
.. aonlyjazzy
average
. fair appeal
• very
good
offering
. corking
sketch singing-dancing
. rendered
with
"kill
adult
programin this
filler
real action
lop
. has the goo Is

fairly
fuirny no\'elty
fine Xmas
, packs mean laugh
walrecording nicely done
, fair
, a rnarmg
bright
in

Sennett
spots only
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Motion

Screen
Screen
Screen
Screen
11
Screen
12
Screen
..13

Snapshots
Snapshots
Snapshots
Snapshots
Snapshots
Snapshots

Reviewed

Distributor

Tlda

News

Picture
Conunent

better
than
many
Dec. 28, 1929
July 13, 1929
good
sporting
subject
Nov. 23, 1929.... laugh- getter

Columbia
Columbia
Columbia
No.
•■■ Columbia
No.
Columbia

Jan.

4, 1930

Mar.

1, 1930....

up

No. Columbia
..Feb. 22,
1930
Sporting- Youth
Universal
Mar. 8,
1930
Vitaphone
Nov. 23, 1929
RKO
Feb. 8, 1930

Seeing Stars
Sending a Wire
Setting
Son
She
Who
Gets
• Vitaphone
June
Slapped
Sunny Jim-Universal. May
She's a He
Vitaphone
Aug.
Shelly,
Frances
Fables-Pathe
Jan.
Ship
Ahoy
Advance Trailer
May
Should 1/
Fables-Pathe
June
Show
Birds
Langdon-M-G-M
....Feb.
Shrimp,
The
Universal
Apr.
Sid's Long Count
Columbia
Nov.
Singing Brakeman
Fables-Pathe
Feb.
Japs......... Vitaphone
Singing
May
Singin'
in Bathtub. . Sunny Jim-Universal. Jan.
Sister's Pest
I.ake-Universal
Dec.
Sitting
Pretty
Western-Universal
..Mar.
Six Gun
Justice
Le-Maire-Pathe
Mar.
Sixteen
Sweeties
Pathe
Apr.
Sixteen Sweeties
Fahles-Path<.
Feb.
Sky
Skippers.
.Darmour-RKO
Dec.
Sleeping
Cuties
Vitaphone
June
Slick as Ever
Krazy
Kat-Columbia. Feb.
Slow
Beau
.Roach-M-G-M
June
Smart
Talk
Oct.
Smooth Guy, The — 1.^-Maire-Pathe
.Oswald-Universal
...Nov.
Snow
Use
Social
Sinners
White-Educ'l
Sept.
Krazy
Kat-Columbia. Feb.
Sole
Mates
Sole Support
.White-Educ'l
Aug.
. r.ake-Universal
Mar.
Some
Show
Vitaphone
Mar.
Song
Drama,
A
Tune
Son<: Plugger, The.. \^itaphone
Dec.
Song Writers
Revue .MG-M
\'an Beuren-Pathe
..May
Sones of Mother
Nov.
So This Is Marriage .Pathe
..Jan.
So This Is Paris Green .Christie-Paramount
Vitaphone
May
Sound Effects
Vitaphone
May
South Sen Pearl
May
Spanish Fiesta, A — ^'itaphone
Victor-Columbia
Mar.
Spike
Speaks
....Apr.
Spills and Thrills... Sportlight-Pathe
Feb.
Splashing
Through... Soortlight-Pathe
Collegians-Universal. .Sept.
Splash Mates
Spookeasy
Krazy Kat-Columbia. Feh.
"Sportlight-Pathe
....Tuly
Sport
Afloat
Dec.
Sport a la Carte — "^nortlight-Pathe
Tune
Sporting Brothers .. Pathe
Sporting Courage — Cnllegiaris-Universal .July
Springtime
Silly
Symphony -Co. Nov.
Auten
Mar.
Springrtime at the Zoo. Harold
Stage Door Pests... \'icfior-Columbia
Feb.
.June
Stage
Struck
Susie.. CTiristie- Paramount
Stamina
Sportlight-Pathe
Station
B-U-N-K
.. Victor- Columbia
Station
S-T-A-R
...Tiffany
Station
S-T-A-R
...Tiffany
Station S-T-A-R No.
9
Tiffany
Station S-T-A-R No.
11
Tiffany
Station S-T-A-R No.
12
Tiffany
Steeplechase
Sporting
Youth-Universal
Step
Right
Up
Saylor-Universal
Stepping
High
Universal
Still Alarm.
The. ...Vitaphone
Stimulation
Vitaphone
St. Louis
Blues
RCA
Gramercy
Stone
Age
Romance.
A
Fables-Pathe
Stop
Barking
Stern-Universal
Streets of Mystery ... Vagabond
AdventurePathe

Nov.
Norv.
Dec.
Feb.

audience

ma-

. Dugan saves it
mildly amusing
passable
usual Aesop short
good animated song
pretty
good
will please
lacks laughs
guitar
and song novelty
good
cartoon
hit cartoon
oneingreel too long
fair
comedy
mediocre
stale jokes, staler danc-

1929..
19"^..
1929..
1930..

24, 1930. .
31, 1930..

Dec. 14,1929..
19, 1930..
20, 1929..
7.1930...
26,1929..
31, 1929..

Aug. 17, 1929..
July 20,1929..
May

tip-top
terial

16,
9,
7,
22,

May

White-Educ'l
T„ne
Papa....Sennett Educ'l
Feb.
Silly
Symphony-Columbia
Feb.
Summer
Harmonies.. Bioohone
Oct.
Summertime
Fables-Pathe
Oct.
Sunday
Morning
Universal
Nov.
Sweethearts
Rooneys-Universal
..Aug.
Syncopated
Trial
Melody-Pathe
Sept.

fair

12,
15.
14,
1,
6,
7,
7,
fi.
2,
29,
1,
29,

May

Studio Pests
Sugar Plum
Summer

standard

1930.. .. snappy revue number
1930
fast-moving
and funny
1929
a laugh-getter
1930
loo long
1930
very
clever
1929.... <T wow
comedy
1929
should get laughs
1929
a laugh
spread
1929. ... more laughs than usual
1930
cartoon that tickles
1929
a dandy
funmaker
1930.... average
stuflF
1930. ...just
another
snort
1930
just fair
1929.... clever
novelty
1930. .. .passable
1929
fair burlesque
1930
clever
kidding
1930
diverting
1930
good
subject
1930
pleasing enough
1930. . . . not so good
1930.... thrills and
spills
1930
better
than ever
1929
no kicks
on this
19.30
a darb
1929. ... fun— in season
1929.... acceptable
19.30
fine sport
stuff
1929
good
collegiate
yarn
1929
a panic
1930
very
interesting
1930
just another
>!ound act
1929
satisfactory griggle
concoction

Apr. 19, 1930..

Apr.
July
T„ne
Oct.
Aug.

usual

peppy
two-reeler
has
belly
laughs
laughs
galore

7, 1930. . .
10, 1930
3, 1929....
11, 1930
17, 1930
1, 1929....
15, 1930
26, 1930
23, 1929
8, 1930....
10, 1930
25, 1930
21, 1929....
15, 1930....
15, 1930
19.
IS,
21,
7,
22,
22,
19,
2,
14,
8.

just

to

3, 1930..
15, 1929..
1, 1930..
1, 1930..
5,1929..
12, 1929..
2,1929..
10, 1929..
14, 1929..

.a crackerjack
.clever
and
amusing
.quite
funny
. splendid
short
entertaining
. okay
. average
.fair

short

. fair comedy
stuff
..small
theatre fare
. clever
..good
for grown-ups
, . rough
and raw
..should
gather
.has laughs

laughs

.unusually
fine
.sprightly
and
fast
.wow
of a comedy
..simply
grand
, . good novelty
..a treat
..lots of gags for
..not impressive

..a noisy

golfers

affair

Tajados

Tipica
Orchestra
Vitaphone
Off,

The

Nov.

.Sporting

Thought for Mother's
Day
J^it^Palrirk
Three
Game
Guys. . .Fables-Pathe
Ticklish
Business
...White-Educ'l
Tight

Squeeze

T^Maire-Pathe

May
July
Aug.
.Nov.

Time
to Expire
White-Educ'l
Tiny
Housekeepers. . .Oddity-M-G-M
Tiny Town
Revue
Vitaphone
Too Many
Women. . .Saylor-Universal
Toot
Sweet
Hamilton-Educ'l
Topical
Licks
Pathe
,
Topical
Nips
Pathe
Topical Pips
Topics-Pathe
Topical
Wits
Pathe
Topics of the Day. ..Pathe
Topics
of the Day... Pathe

Nov.
Tuly
June
Oct.
Nov.
Oct.
June
July
Sept.
Mar.
Mar.

Top

Tuly 13,1929..

Speed

White-Educ'l

Tough Winter
Our Gang-Pathe
....Mar.
Traffic
Muddle
Vitaphone
June
Traffic
Troubles
....Universal
Feb.
Trail of the Pack.. . Western-Universal
..Dec.
Tramping
Tramps
..Oswald-Universal
...Mar.
Trouble
for Two
Tuxedo- Educ'l
Mar.
Trumpeteer,
The
\'an
Beuren
Song
Sketch-Pathe
Jan.
Trusting
Wives
Horton-Educ'l
Tuly
Trying Them
Out... Pathe
Tune
Tuning
In
Fables-Pathe
Nov.
Turkey
for Two
.... LeMaire- Pathe
Aug.
Two
Gun
Ginsburg..RCA Gramercy
Two of a Kind
Vitaphone

Unaccustomed
We
Are
Uncle,
The
Uncle's
Visit
Underdog
Uppercut
Use
Your

16, 1929.. ..strictly

Spanish

appeal

..merely
average
..amusing slapstick

O'Brien
Feet

. .Sennett-Educ'l
Collegians-Universal

. timely subject
10. 19.W.. . .'vill draw laughs
20, 1929.
..haslocity
a high
laugh
ve24,1929.
slap- stick comedy
23, 1929. ..good

Dec.
.Aug.

News

Comment

.educational; that'snovelall
.average,
.O. K. for children
. just a humble
quickie
.Hamilton in good form
.fair, just that
.suitable
. good
novelty
.same old stuff
.will please 'em
.pleasing
.amusing and fast num.a ber
swell
comedy
. fun clicks
.old. but uproarious
.•'Oswald"
Clicks
.fast action
Western

4, 1930..
20, 1929..
7.1930..
9,1929..
17, 1929..

.clever piece of work
..should
book
itbe tuned out

— u—

July
Oct.
July
Mar.

7 , 193 0

29, 1930..
15, 1929..
15, 1930..
7,1929..
29, 1930..
29, 1930..

Sept. 14, 1929..
June
7, 1930..

Roach-Metro
Connolly-RKO
Pathe
Vitaphone

13, 1929.
12,1929.
6,
1929.
15,
7. 1930.
1929.
17, 1929.

.just
another
comedy
.effective
singing

.okay
encesfor average audiing entertainment
.fine
. poor

.loaded
.fairly

with
laughs
amusing

.jumpy;littlebad picture
contitiiiity
.fine
. a wow
comedy
.fast, moving

and pleas-

— V—
Vallee.
Band
Van

Rudy,

and
Vitaphone

and

,

Schenck...M-G-M-Movietone
Act

Vanity

Varsity Drag
Collegians-Universal
Vengeance
Vitaphone
Vernon's
Aunt
Voice
of Hollywood, Universal
No. 3
Voice of Hollywood
No. 8
Voice of the Sea

.June

15, 1929.

Nov.

9, 1929.

. Feb.

Vitaphone

.June
Feb.
Feb.

.strong featurette
any bill

for

.has three good numbers
.too much story for one
reel
.deserving of approval
29,1929..
thrill drama
8, 1930. , .good
.bushel short
of laughs
1,1930.
.real audience material
4, 1930.
8, 1930.

Tififany

Jan.

Tiffanv
Pathe

Apr. 26, 1930..
May 3,1930..

. good entertaiunieiit
.good

— W—
Waif
of Wilderness. Western-Universal
..5ept. 14, 1929. ...safisfying
Walking Fish
Our
World
Today. .mterestmg
mag.izme
Educ'l
Nov.
2, 1929 ..nice
photography
ami
Wanderlust
Bruce-Paramount ....Feb. 15,1930
dull
comedy
..fairly
amusing
cartoon
Wash
Day
Fables-Pathe
Aug. 10, 1929.
Watch Your Friends. Universal
Oct. 5, 1929.. ..pretty
comedy
..first-classgootl cartoon
Weary
Willie
Universal cartoon ....June 29,1929., dandy
Websterian
Nights.. .Vitaphone
Wedding
of Jack,

Apr. 19, 1930..

.a

laugh-getter

Jill
Vitaphone
Tune 7. 1930...
..don't
miss
this one
Western
Knight
....Educ'l
Apr. 5,1930.
miss
this one
Western
Whoopee
Van
Beuren-Pathe.. ..Apr. 19. 1930.. . don't
What
a Day
LeMaire-Pathe
June 15, 1929., ..laughs
, .all good aplenty
fun
What
a Pill
White-Educ'l
June 15, 1929.,
When
My
Dreams
Come
True
Advance
Trailer
....Apr
5, 1930
very
gooil
When
the Cat's
Away
Disney cartoon
June 8, 1929.
.good
for laughs
fair
two
reeler
Whispering Whoopee. Roach-M-G-M
Mar. 29, 1930. ..fast-moviiiij

..fair
. peppy

White,
Jack
and
Chateau
Madrid Entertainers
Vitaphone
Who
Pays?
Vitaphone
Who's Got the Body/ RKO
"Hio's
Who?
Vitaphone
Wild
Waves
Disney
Will You
Remember

Sept.
Mar.
May
Nov.
Jan.

14,1929,
15, 1930. ..skit well done
24, 1930..
crossfire
30, 1929. ..laugh
and
entertainingr
11, 1930. ..funny

Vitaphone

Nov.

.30.1929.

Vitaphone
M-G-M
Movieto.ie

Apr. 19, 1930..

Act
Fangs. The.. . Universal
Choppers
Fables-Pathe
Tours
of

Wolfs
Wood
World
Prince

of

Wales. ..Capt.

..well
rendered,
clownish
.above average
..average

but
patter

-^t.
26, 1929..
Mav 10,1930..
. horses, just
horses.
lioi"ses
aveiage
Uine 1, 1929. ..rates

Erard

..will please
. . funny
..out of bounds
..O. K. for laughs
..clever
stuff
. funny stuff
factory
..far-fetched,
but
satis-

2,1929.,
6,1929.,
8,1929..
12. 1929..
16,1929..
26, 1929..
1, 1929..
6, 1929..
14, 1929..
1, 1930..
22,1930..

As

Window
CTeaners
Wohlman,
Al

Youth-Uni- Nov. 30, 1929.
versal
Nov. 23,
1929.
Talkies. The
White-Educ'l
Talking Screen Snap1929.
shots
Columbia- Victor
....
1930.
Taking Ways
Vitaphone
Mav
1930.
Tee Time
Sullivan-Copley
Film. June
Apr.
Terrible Toreador
...Silly
Symphony-Co- Nov. 9, 1929..
lumbia
Mar. 22, 1930.,
Then
and
How
^■itaphone
1930. .
Thev Go Boom
Roach-M-G-M
Apr. 19.
Oct.
19, 1929.
Three
Diamonds
Rooney-Universal
Take

Reviewed

Distributor

Title

Me?

— T—

June

News

Feb.

8,1930.

. .WalpS puts this over

— Y—
Yamekraw
Ye
Shoppe
Y-s.Hcarte
We
Have
No
Bananas

Zip!

Boom!

Vitaphone
Photocolor-Columbia..

Apr. 26, 1930.
May
3, 1930.

— z-

Fiescher-Paramount

Bang!. ..White-Educ'l

.novel and different
. well done, but dull

.May

34, 1930.

, delightful

June

1. 1939

enjoyable

two

reeler
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7.
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Us If We're Wrong

R()i;i;i<l Mct.OWAX lia> cumplclcil lll^
OIK' liumlrcdtli comedy for Hal Koach.
It is just 8"/.. years since lie began direction of
the Our Gang comedies.

«

*

CL . K.MI'J-., oi K.iii>.i.s Lily, Alio riiLiuly
won the L'niversal national competition
as the outstanding exchange accessory manager,
has been promoted to accessory sales manager,
succeeding Lee I). Balsly, who resigned to
join Fox in a similar capacity.

«

George
Fitzmaurice
has been engaged
by
Sanmel Gotdxvyn to direct Er-clyn Laye, English priiim donna of *"Bittcrsiveet,"
in her first.
4i
«

* *

for Sono .Irt-U'orld Wide at Cleveland, having been transferred there from .Minneapolis,
'where
served his present company in a
similar he
capacity.

James VVliittaker has been assigned by Cohnnbia to prepare the adaptation, dialogue and
continuity of "The I^ist of the Lone Wolf,"
in which r>ert I. y tell is to be starred.

* ♦

Mono

* *

♦

Rico and John St. Polis have been

«

4>

*

Stan Laurel Zi'os (^resented H'ilh a son and
someone stole his flii-i'er — all on the same
night.

* *

*

Ivan Linow. Russian i-trong man, will play
the double role of Boko and Loko in "Just
Imagine" which DeSylva. Brown and Henderson are preparing for Fox. David Butler will
direct.

* *

*

Barbara .^tanxf^ck will be starred in "The
Miracle IVonian," one of Columbia's features
for next season.
* * *
Emil Jannings is to receive a unique lionor.
The town of Burgstein. North Bohemia, where
he started his theatrical career, is to erect a
memorial tablet on a tavern where he first
acted with a barnstorming troupe.

* * *

L. L. Lc2y has named his new theatre at
Kerens, Te.v.. the Iris. A local contest was
held, (>rizcs being given.
*

Arthur Edmund

i)t

*

Carew will have a featured

role
Hobartin Warners'
Henlev will"Captain
direct. Applejack," which

In Other Words, Hi Hat
Hollywood — "It is the fashion in
some circles to sneer at pictures, no
matter how much money you have
made in them, or how hard you
worked, or how long you struggled
for a chance to make good," reveals
Louise Walker in I'icture flay.
"You are contemptuous because pictures are not art. whatever that may
mean," and, she continues, "'V'ou sneer
at the implied lack of intelligence of
your employers — not in their hearing,
of course, ^'ou sneer at your own job.
indicating. I suppose, that you are
really much too intellectual a person
to be occupied with such puerile pursuits; and you also sneer at the people with whom you work— by way. I
take it, of proving your own .superiority.

"You hanker vociferously for NewYork and sophisticated com pan
v. You
are miserable, exiled and bitter. And
you have a lovely time being all these
thing.s."

The

kleptomaniac

climaxes

*

Lynn Smith of Luling, Tex., has succeeded
R. \I. Mints as the manager of the Crystal at
Gonsalez.

♦

Dorothy Knapp, star of several Earl Carroll
extravaganzas, has been signed by Samuel

signed by Fo.r for featured roles in "Ses You,
Sec Me." ti-hich <«'/// be directed by Irving
Cummhigs.

* *

*

J. .-J. Harris, formerly branch manager for
Pathe at Cincinnati, has been made manager

/ifs career,
— "Film

EDWARD
branch.

Fun.**

GOLDSTEIN
has
been
apsupervisor Lester
of Warners'
He pointed
succeeds
Adler. New York

* *David
-^
John i'rbansky
and
Schumann
of
Cleveland
have pooled
their L.
theatre
interests
and are now operating under a partnership.
Urbansky ozcns and operates the Jennings and
ozi'ns the building of the Lorain-Fulton theatre, 'which is teased to Schumann. Schumann
also operates the Mari'el
* ♦ ♦theatre.
Mary Astor has been signed by First National to play opposite Richard Barthelmess in
"Adios."

* *

*

Bob White, for many years a 'veil knoiL-n
e.rhibitor in Portland, Ore., is noiv carrying a
brief case for Columbia.

* *

*

Arthur Byron has been signed by Universal
to play opposite Mary Nolan in "Outside the

* *

♦

Leonore Coffee has been engaged by First
Xational to adapt and dialogue "Mother's Cry,"
from novel by Helen Grace Carlyle.
* * *
Law."
Having completed his second talker for Fox,
"So This Is London," Will Rogers is preparing to enact the star role in "See America
First," adapted from an original by Owen
Davis, Sr., and Homer Croy.

* * *

George Hill, director, and Frances Marion,
scenarist, are in Canada on a belated ivedding
trip. Immediately after their zveddinq some
iveeks ago Flill started direction of "The Big
House," 'which Mrs. Hill -wrote, and the honeymoon had to 'wait *
on *production.
*
William H. Post, author of a score of stage
l)lays. a veteran in the acting and producing
departments of the theatre, has aflixed his signature to a contract in the writing department
•)f Paramount.

* *

*

Lon Chancy has gone into the building business in a large xcay. He is erecting a nezv home
in Beverly Hills, and at the same time is buildZ'acations.
ing a fishing lodge mi the high ."Sierras for his

* *

*

Rav Hughes, vaudeville conedian. has been
cast in turing
the Ilarrv
Pathe
comedy, "Big Hearted," feaGribbon.
* :« *
Louella Parsons. I'niversal Service 'writer,
says that 200 actors, directors and 'wri'ers, recruited from the stage, "who figured on an
easy
killingto inXcwfilms,York.
are out of 'work and are
returninn

(jokKvyn
the Cantor
Indian Princess
in which as
Eddie
* * is *to star.in "Whrjopee"
James Scale, formerly salesman out of the
Portland office of Columbia Pictures, has been
promoted manager *of «the* Denver office.
Lucicn Littlefield, having completed the featured characterization in "She's My Weakness" for RKO, has been signed by Bill Beaudine for his next First National production,
as yet untitled.
* * *
Sidney OUott has been signed by Columbia
to direct

"Ladies Must
Play."
*
*
i^

John Boles' next production for Universal
will be "Gypsy
Song," an original by
Konrad Bercovici.Love
Lnpe Valez and Jeanette
I.off will be featured under Boles.

* ♦

♦

James Kirkzvood and Merna Kennedy are
featured in "Worldly Goods," a Continental
Talking production being directed by Phil
Rosen at Darmour .'itudios. Johnny Grey and
.'Scott Littleton zirote the dialogue and script
front story by .4ndre'w Soutar. F. SehumannShannon Day and Eddie Fetherston are
Heink,
in the cast.

* *

♦

Yola D'Avril has been signed by Larry Darmour to appear with the Dane-Arthur team in
their first Darmour-RKO comedy, "Men Without Skirts." which Lewis Foster will direct.

Ohmigoshl ! !
Credit ( Oleman (ioetz, who writes
songs, with this amusing varn, told
by Sid Skolsky:
A song plugger died and was laid
out in Campbell's. There he was reposing in grand style, with a lily in
his hand. All of Tin Pan .Mley jourhim.
neyed uptown to get a last look at
One of the many who went there
was a song plugger for a rival firm.
For many years he had admired the
departed man and he lingered long
after the others had gone, gazing at
him.
Then, after making certain that no
one was about, he took the lily from
the dead man's hands and threw it on
the floor. In its place he inserted a
copy of the latest song that his firm
had published.
And
to this song he
attached
a note. It read: "tJabriel
if you like this number we have a hot

trumpet part."
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Juries Raise Ante
Against Showman,
But Appeals Win
Albany — (ieorge Roberts, now a resident of Brooklyn but a former owner of
the Eagle in Albany, N. Y., is putting up
a strong fight these days in a court
action that was started back in 1927
when a person passing the Eagle fell on
the sidewalk and broke a leg. An action
for $10,000 was started against Roberts.
At the first trial an award .of $2,500 was
made in favor of the plaintiff. The case
was then carried up to the Appellate
Court, which declared the verdict excessive and directed a retrial. When
the case went to trial a second time, the
jury returned a verdict of $3,000. Back
went the case to the Appellate division,
which took the same stand as at first
in that the award was excessive. Then
a third trial uith the jury raising the
verdict to $4,0(X). Now Mr. Roberts is
appealing the case for another time and
the matter is scheduled to be threshed
out once more at the fall term of court.

Jury Socks Blues
Logan, O. — Opponents of Sunday pictures
received a solar plexus blow when C. J.
Juergcnmeier. manager of the Pythian, was
acquitted by a jury in Common Pleas Court
on a charge of violating the Sunday blue
laws. Juergenmeier is an officer of the K.
of P. lodge, and was arrested in connection
with four other lodge officers, whose cases
have not yet come up for trial.

Ask Theatre Receiver
Milwaukee— Alleged to be $13,000 in
default on a $25,000 bond issue floTted
May 5, 1927, a mortgage foreclosure
action has been started by the Arthur J.
Straus Co. against the Egyptian Realty
Co., operators of the Egyptian, local
neighborhood house. The Circuit Court
is asked to appoint a receiver for the
])roperty.

House Under Hammer
Rochester — The .Arnett. 711-seat neighborhood house, constructed two years ago
at a cost of $125,000, last week passed from
the Arnett Theatre Corp. to David Rosenberg for $50,000 at a public sale on the
Monroe County Court House steps. The
house formerly was managed by Alexander
Dunbar.

Collyer Opposite Boyd
Hollywood — June C'ollyer will |)lay opposite William Boyd in "Beyond Victory,"
now being directed by John Robertson for
Pathe. Others in the cast are Robert Armstrorig, Helen Twelvetrees, Fred Scott.
James Gleason, Rus.sell Gleason, Zasu Pitts,
"Purnell
Holden. Pratt., Bert Roach and William

P ic tu r e

N e zv s

Film Attacks Out
Ottawa — Newspapers here are turning thumbs down on advertising copy
of the Embassy. Some time ago Oscar
O'Shea, manager of the house, launched
an attack against films and picture
houses, copy of which was censored
by the newspapers.

Stage Shows Resume in
Three Weeks at Seattle
Seattle — As the first move in the reestablishment of Publix stage shows in this
city. Manager William A. Hartung of the
Paramount has introduced Paul Spor as
master of ceremonies and conductor of the
"Seattle Paramounters" orchestra. He assumes the direction of the band in the pit
for the next three weeks, when the first of
the new Publix units is slated to appear
and the band moves back to the stage. Spor
has been a master of ceremonies for Publix for the last five years and comes here
from the new Indiana at Indianapolis.
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Trenton Clergy
Inspire Police
Baseball Action
Trenton, N. J.— The ministers of this city
chuckled with glee last Sunday, for their
demand that the "Sour Sabbath" law be enforced caused the police to invade the baseball games being played in this city and to
take the names of the players for submission
to the Grand Jury.
The previous Sunday the cops had done
likewise with owners and operators of picture theatres and stores. What the Grand
Jury will do with the names cannot be forecast, but it is a foregone conclusion that
the present "silliLl procedure, as it is termed
here, will result in a return of sanity and
the routing of the ministerial blue noses.
The latter admittedly are aiming at the
closing of film houses. Lack of church attendance inspired their demand that the blue
laws be enforced to the letter, in spite of
the fact that they were passed more than
a century ago.

Tri'State Opens Studio
Cleveland — Jack Flanagan, president
of Tri-State Motion Picture Co., leaves
this week with C, H. Quackenbush to
open a studio in Hollywood where they
will make industrial, commercial and
miniature pictures. Flanagan will continue to keep his Cleveland office open
with Jerry Strauber in charge of the
plant, and Bol) Sable in charge of
photography.

Brauer Wins Honor
Cleveland — E. H. Brauer of the local
M-G-M sales force won the M-G-M
Legion of Honor button in recognition
for contracts secured. Brauer is the
fourth member of the local M-G-M organization to wear the Legion button.
The otiiers are Frank Drew, branch
manager; Louis Freiberg, office manager, and Jack Soglovitz, city sales.

New Seattle Theatre
Seattle — Projected erection of a 1650seat first run theatre in the University district was announced this week. It will be
built on the corner of University Way and
East Forty-second st. Identity of the builder and the cost of the project will not be
announced until final plans are completed,
according to H. A. M. Bonnar, member of
the local realty firm handling the transaction.

Brown in Crawford Opus
Hollywood — -Xs soon as he finishes the
lead in "Billy, the Kid," John Mack Brown
goes
into a Joan
featureil
spot inwill
"Great
for M-(i-M.
Crawford
star inDay"
the
filmusical version of the stage play. Erie
Kenton will direct.

Iowa Theatres Sold

Tracy Builds Another

Des Moines — Henry Killinger has sold
the Grand, at Dayton, to C. L. Mc.\ninch.
and the Cohen interests have purchased the
Jewel at BurlinKton from Joseph Miller,
who is retiring from the theatre business.

Platteville, Wis. — Building operations
are expected to start here June 15 on
the new $75,000 theatre to be erected by
W. C. Trac\ . present lessee of the
.Str.md
theatre.

Fay in— Frank
"GayFayCaballero"
Hollywood
will have to take
time off from his many benefit and masterof-ceremony appearances to star in "Gay
Caballero" for Warner's. Lotti Loder will
play opposite, with Alan Crosland directing.
Gordon Rigby and George Rosener wrote
the adaptation and dialogue.
Cast with Chevalier
Hollywood — Lillian Roth, erstwhile Ziegfeld "Follies" artist and Broadway blues
singer, has been chosen as leading woman
for Maurice Chevalier in "The Little Cafe,"
which is about to go into production at the
Paramount studios under the direction of
Ludwig Berger.

Remake ''His Last Race"

Hollywood — Tiffany will make a
talker of "His Last Race" with Richard
Thorpe directing. Pauline Garon will
have a featured role opposite WesleyBarry. Silent version was made eight
years ago by Phil Goldstone and released
independently.

Cincy Scribes Elect
Cincimiati — William Smith Goldenburg
was reelected president, Don Dearness, vicepresident, and E. J. Winters, secretary, at
the annual meeting of the Stage and Screen
Scribes. Others elected at this meeting
were : Rudv Benson, treasurer, and directors
Noah Schectcr, Carl B. .\dams, F. W^
\\'itte. F.lmer Dressman and Eddie Mayer.

Lick Daylight Saving
Albany — The residents of Rouses Point,
N. Y., registered themselves against daylight saving last week by a vote of 285
against 50.

Boleslavsky Re-Signed
Hollywood — Pathe has renewed contract
of Richard Boleslavsky, director and stager
of special effects.
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Trade Journal
Hits at British
Studio IJlunders
London — Tlic development of British stars
is a snl)ject tliat is worryiiii; the lilni industry liere, especially the Kiiutnatoffrapli
U'cckly. which, however, otters no suggestions to solve the ditliculty, although it intimates that the importation of one or two
])lavers from llolhwood proved too disastrous to look in that direction for new hlood.
triticism of hhnulering in studios is also
voiced.
I he article, entitled '"Xew Blood, or Importations. Must Hollywood Solve Our
Casting Dit'liculties?" follows:
"The hulk of British production enterprise
is in the hands of those who were self-confessed amateurs a year or two ago. They
are learning the husiness as they go on,
protiting hy mistakes that need not have
been made — mistakes that were recognized
ten years ago ; and, on the whole, considering their fairly recent complete ignorance
of studios, their results are certainly creditable.
"One thing they have yet to learn is casting and stardom. Thev have little enterprise
in discovering new blood; leaving fruitful
avenues unexplored : lending their prestige
to nonsensical and futile tihn-fan competitions; and devoting far too little of their
time and monev to the discovery, grooming
and
stars. exploitation of Britain's future screen
"At present >trong eti'orts are being made
to entice Hollywood players into British
films. This is a perilous experiment. Klstree, for example, should by now have hnd
plenty of experience of imported stars, one
or two of whom, I imagine, are hardly likely
to set foot in the B. I. P. studios again.
"The need for selling values in the American market is partly that of known American stars; though less than ever before. But
if a Hollywood name counts for anything,
it is hardly likely to be available for a British film — unless paid a good deal more than
it is worth."

Form Theatre Firm
Roanoke, Va. — A theatre holding corporation has been organized with William P.
Engel, Birmingham, Ala., president; Robert H. Angel, vice-president, and D. S.
Meyer, Birmingham, secretary-treasurer.
The maximum capital stock is 2,550 shares
conmion without par value and $127,500
preferred, to operate theatres and other
annisement places.

Sound vs. Silent Vote
Rochester — Still retaining its silent policy,
although ready to jump to sound at the will
of its patrons, the Little Theatre, closed
for several weeks, reopened here last week
under the managership of Arthur Morris.
It was announced at the opening that a vote
of patrons will be taken before the sound
policy is adopted.

Novelized

Talkers

Planned

Talking Picture Pulilishing Co.. organized recently to market books on plays written directly for talkers, has announced its
first. "Broken

Melody," by M. J. Spivack.

J' i c I It r c
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'No Smokinf/"
Cliicago— It takes >.«\en imn— six of
Ihfin
hired
siiiKHer^
1« permit
.lor
Montana. Jr.. to Kel awa.N with a
smokf III thf pick-up room at the
raraiiioiinl •■\» hange hcTf. Joe, who
is thf (»«IHT of thi- .\vonue Theatre
<m the West .Sidi-. is evt-n bettt-r
known as the son of Montana, Sr., a
has-lu'en hootiegjier-KanKstt-r. Young
Jof, laMint at the Paramount pick-up
room lor lilm. glancfd disdainfully at
thi- 'No Smoking" cards prominently
displayed thtri- while he lighted a
cinarclti'. lie was asked l)y Jack Hurman. a shipping clerk at the exchange,
to put out the cigarette. When he refused, Hurnian knocked it out of Joe's
mouth. .Montana left the odice. returning later with six hired sluggers who
heat IJurman severely. .\n hour later
Police Lieutenant (Jeorge Barker
arrested Montana at his theatre. He
was charged
with assault.
Several years ago, when Montana
was (miy 18. he shot and killed Policeman Lawrence Hartnett during a
policeraid
raid was
on the
"alky"to plant.
The
laterfamily
declared
have
been illegal, and Montana was acquitted of the murder charge as a
result.

Court Legalizes Dog Races
Indiana Exhihs Worry
Indianapolis — Theatre managers in Jeffersomillc and New Albany, Ind., and
Louisville, Ky., will have something to
worry about in the way of dog-race comI)Ctition this summer. A judge at Jeffersonville recently ruled that dog races in
that county, under the plan as outlined by
promoters of the track, would not be in
violation of any laws, and the track has just
started.
In this city, the same racket was tried
last summer, but arrests, court injunctions
and other legal moves efifectually rid the
theatres of this sort of competition. Just
why such races should be legal in one
county of the state and declared illegal in
another is w-hat is puzzling the managers
in the southern territorv.

Musicians Set
For Comeback in
San Francisco
San Francisco — Mechanical nui^ic \n theatres has produced a reaction here and there
is a tendency to return musicians to theatres. This is all tlie more surprising in view
of the bitter light which has been waged
with musicians since they were ou.sted from
theatres by sound films.
The dilliculties even antedated the sound
film era, so that musicians were dispensed
with as soon as houses wired. This precipitated abitter court fight involving the right
of theatres to remove musicians.

Deforest, Dowling and
Para. Units Incorporated
Current batch of new corporations highlights one of the most representative groups
ever chartered in one week. Paramount,
Warners, De Forest, Chester Hale, Publix
and Eddie Uowling were among those who
formed new companies.
In .Now York, the fnllowiiift papers were filed:
E;<ldie DowlinR Amuse. Corp.. to produce films and
legit shows, represented hv Hulbcrt & Heermanee,
5."il Sth Ave., N. Y. ; capital totals $I,000,nOO in preferred and 3,000 shares of ciinrnon. no par. Sound
System was formed to market equipment, capital
$2.S.flO0; attorney: \V. H. Adams. 5 K. 44ih St., N. Y.
Grcnol Tlieatrcs and Judca Thcairt-s. both of X, Y.,
each listing ■'>'X) shares common, were represented by
C. \V. Groll, 1440 Bway, N. Y.

Radio-Television Unit
Others in .New York incUide<l: Radio & Television
Co., attorney: J. T. P. Sullivan, 247 Park Ave.,
.\. Y.; Mt. Vernon Theatre Corp., by D. J. Marks,.
1545 Bway, N. Y.; Bobby Connelly Prod.. Ltd., b^
Thomas & Friedman, 11 W. 42nd St., N. Y. ; American Ballet Guild, by H. Emerson. 1540 Bway, N. Y.:
Granapat Theatre Corp.. by Phillips & Nizer, 1560
Bway, N. Y.; Victory Theatre Ticket Office, by S.
Strauss, 1540 Bway, N. Y.; Xew Music Press, publishing, by McLaughlin & Stern. 15 William St., N.
Y.;
Authors'
& Sound
Composers'
by M. by
L.
Arnstcin,
320 Bway,
X. Y.
: Barbfjur Guild,
& McKeogh.
Reynolds & Goodwin. 36 W. 44th St.. X. Y.: Bordonaro Bros.. Hastings, by Hornburg & .Andrews,
Oleon; World Public Address System, equipment, by
At. B. Chambers. 49 Wall St., X. Y.; Lyric Dayton,
by J. L Goodstcin, 21 K. 40th St., N. Y. ; Odin Enterprises, bv II. S. Hechheimer, 140 W. 42nd St.,
X. Y.

Erlanger Prod. Formed

Seattle *'Pan" Reopens
Seattle — The Follies, formerly the Pantages has reopened. Dunn of Portland is
heading the operating company, and Joe
E. Bradt of this city is house manager.
The shows include a talker and musical tab
show by Al Franks and his company, playing four times daily. Admission prices
range from ten to thirty cents. Bradt was
formerly manager of the Madrona Garden
here, where he has been succeeded by John
McGill. former exhibitor of Port Orchard,
WasJi.

Holmes Loaned to Pathe
Hollywood — Phillips Holmes. Paramount
contract player, has been loaned to Pathe
to play opposite Helen Twelvetrees in "Her
Man."
talker. which is Miss Twelvetrees' next

Enlarging Exchange Bldg.
Toronto — Principal Canadian offices of
United Artists and Columbia will be moved
to the Film Exchange when enlargement of
the structure is completed.

Listing motion pictures as its business, Erlanger
Prod, was chartered under papers filed by S. J.
Baron, 214 W. 42nd St.. N. Y. Matty Radin formed
athecamera
unit, and Chester Hale incorporated
existingsupply
company.
Additional new incorporations include Bayside West
Theatres, attorney D. Muss, 220 W. 42nd St., N. Y.;
Laskcr Amuse. Corp., by J. L. Giusti, Bayside;
Washington Square Theatres, by M. C. Ansorge, 23i
Broadway. X. Y. ; DcPorest- Randall Stercogr-iphic
Pictures Corp., non theatrical, by Zeigcr & Berliner.
44 Beaver St.. X. Y.; Brighton Theatre Corp., by
I. J. & X. J. Ginsberg, 26 Court St.. Brooklyn:
Zaiden Amuse. Co.. by E. I. Carver. Brooklyn.
Paramount Famous I^isky Corp.. formed in Delaware two weeks ago. was designed by the secretary
of state to business in X. Y. state.

Publix in Jersey

New Publix subsidiary was formed in Xew Jersey,
where the company filed a charter for Publix Asbury
Corp.. to operate the Walter
Rcade
theatres there.
Two other Jersey companies were formed, including Vo-GeBa Corp.. of Xewark. to /nanufacture
cameras and represented by Cohen & Klein. Xewark;
and City Amusement Co.. Union City, by William
Perils, of Union City.

Delaware Charters Total 6
Two out of six charters filed in Delaware were
Warner Companies. Warner Bros. Theatres, _ Inc.,
listing 100 shares of common, no par. and Warner
Bros. -1st Xat'l Pictures Porto Rico, a distributmg
subsidiary to operate a new exchange opened in San
luan.
I.ibcrtv Prod.. Ltd., play and story brokers, was
formed, and Victory Prod.. Ltd.. received a charter
designating
the same line of business.
Others in Delaware included Vitaglo Corp.. of Chicago, to manufacture and do research work m the
sound field; and All- American
Pictures, Inc.

(
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Arranging Outing
Albany — Employes of exchanges will
gather at White Sulphur Springs on Saiatoga Lake on June 23, for the annual outing. Ralph Pielow, local manager for
M-G-M, and chairman of the entertainment
committee of the Film Board, is already arranging details. He is being assisted by
Len Garvey, Pathe manager in Albany;
E. J. Hays, Tiffany manager. Invitations
will be sent to exhibitors within a radius
of 100 miles.

Cast with Ferguson
Hollywood — Marian Nixon, Grant Withers, John Halliday, Wilbur Mack, Fred
Kelsey and Charlotte Walker have been
selected to support Elsie Ferguson in First
National's "Scarlet Pages," in which she
will enact the role she created on the stage.

Saxton at Syracuse
Syracuse, N. Y. — William K. Saxton is
management of Loew's
here to take over Col.
Harry L. Long, reState. He succeeds
cently named division manager with headSaxton's sec. This is
quarters inBaltimore
He took charge
to Syracuse.
ond assignment
of the Loew house here shortly after it was
opened and directed it for about a year. He
to Syracuse from Loew's Pitkin,
came
Brooklyn.

Maxwell with P.D.C.
W. T. Maxwell has been appointed director of publicity of P.D.C, Ltd., Pathe distributors inthe United Kingdom, according
to word received from Reginald Smith,
managing director of that organization.
Maxwell formerly was associated with '"The
London Express," "The Daily Mail" and
"The Vancouver Sun."

"Wild Company" New Title
Hollywood
— "Wild
lias been
selected
as release
title Company"
for talker remake
of
"Road House," which Leo McCarey is directing for Fox. Cast includes Frank Alhertson, H. B. Warner, Sharon Lynn, Richard Keene, Jovce Compton and Frances
McCoy.

Making Fire Salvage Film
Hollywood — International Ass'n of Fire
Chiefs has closed with Metropolitan studios
to produce a two-reeler showing effective
measures for salvaging at fires. The reel
will be di.stributed nationally in conjunction with thfe Nat'l Board of Underwriters.

The Poor Dears
First Film Executive:
"Thi.s is a
workaday world we live in."
Second
Ditto: "Yes, work a day
Film Fun.
and play golf the other —six."
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Truck Service in Indiana
But That Was Long,
Long Ago
Pauline Frederick gave her age as
.33. Alice Brady refused to be definite,
but admitted she was in her middle
twenties. Bert Lytell said he was
"about thirty." Norma Talmadge supno foolin',
and celebrated
was twenty-two
and .MaryposedlyPickford
had just
her twenty-fifth birthday.
BUT that was eleven years ago; so
figure it out for yourself.
— Talking Screen.

New

California

Firm

San Francisco — Organized for motion
pictures, vaudeville, and other theatricals,
incorporation of San Francisco Theatres.
Inc., was filed with the secretary of state
last week. Directors named were Samuel
H. Levin, Jos. L. Levin, J. Samuels, and
L. C. Combs, all of San Francisco; M, C.
Stafford, Oakland, and A. D. Thompson,
Piedmont.

Rebuilding in Geneva
Rochester, N. V. — - Delayed for two
months of winter work on the $400,000 remodeling job which will transform the
Smith O. H. at Geneva. N. Y., into an upto-date house has resumed. Under present
plans, the building will be rebuilt, with the
exception of the front and rear walls. An
effort
fall. will be made to complete the job by

Indianapolis — Officials of the Film Truck
Service, a Michigan corporation, have filed
papers with the secretary of state here enabling the company to transact business in
Indiana. The company conducts a business
of motor transportation of films, theatre
supplies and similar equipment. Carl Senning, 120 West Michigan street, is named
agent for service of process. The company
has 800 shares of its capital stock represented in Indiana.

Theatre for New Town
San Perlita, Tex. — This city, but a year
old, is to have a picture theatre. R. L.
Vogler of Edinburg has plans for a modern
house to be built as rapidly as possible. The
city is located in Southern Texas in what
is known as the Rio Grande valley. It alings. ready has paved streets and 15 brick build-

Borg Heads K. C. Board
Kansas City — Russell Borg, Educational
manager, is new president of the Kansas
City Film Board. He succeeds Harry
Schiller, who resigned recently as manager of M-G-M. C. A. Schultz, Midwest
manager, vice-president of the board, declined the presidency because of business
reasons and Borg was elected to the post.
.Schultz remains as vice president.

Sears Heads Photographers

Remy in Oil

Boston — "Dick" Sears, cameraman for
the Pathe News in New England and a
former photographer on the Hearst newspapers, has been elected president of the
Press Photographers Ass'n. of Boston.

Dallas — Lou B. ("Uncle Lou") Remy,
one of the best known film men in the
Southwest, is now president of the Performers' Oil and Gas Co., which includes in
its holdings about 4,000 acres of land on
drilling leases. The new post does not affect
with Interstate
AmusementRemy's
Co., theposition
Hoblitzelle
chain, which
has

New Philadelphia, O. — F. L. Bowers,
manager of the Union, was arrested twice
within a week for operating his house on
Sunday. Both arrests resulted in his being
bound over to the grand jury by the mayor.

Exhibitor Arrested Twice

jii-^t been acquired by R-K-0.

Fox Gets Jersey Site
Hackcnsack, N. J.— Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, Inc., has acquired a site here
tor a theatre, planned to be the most modern in this section of the state. Thomas W.
Lamb is the architect.

RKO Buys "Conspiracy"

Hollywood — RKO has purchased talker
rights to "The Conspiracy," stage melodrama by John Emerson and Robert Baker.
Picture
schedule. will be made for next season's

Casey Players Continue
St. Louis. — Casey Players, dramatic
stock, will extend their season to present a
third week of "Your Uncle Dudley" at the
Orpheum, Ninth and. St. Charles Streets.

Weinberg, Safier Named
Louis \\'einberg has been placed in charge
of short subject sales and Morris Safier
of circuit sales for Columbia Pictures.

22,245 Seats in Chain
Montreal — Total number of seats now is
22,245 in theatres of the United Amusements chain, which has secured a site for
its 21st theatre at Berri and Rachel Sts.

Dent in Supply End
Uallas — L. L. Dent, former head of
Dent Theatres, is planning to enter
the supply business, it is reported.

I
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From Everywhere
A^. E. Theatres Change Hands

Lease Guild Theatre
M. C. Ansorse and J. K. Fliesler have
taken over lease of the Eighth St. Playhouse, 52 W. Eighth St., New York, as
the first of a chain of theatres they plan to
acquire in Greater New York. The liouse
was operated hy Film Guild Cinformerly Eliesler
will manage the house.
ema.

O'Brien

Adds

Another

Arnprior, Ont. — The Casino has become
the O'Brien since its acquisition by M. J.
O'Brien. Ltd., Renfrew, operating a chain
in Ontario. The structure is being rebuilt
and wired.

''Bad Man" Two Ways
Hollywood — First National is producing
"The Bad Man ' in English and Spanish.
Walter Huston plays the lead in the English version and Antonio Moreno in the
Spanish.

Grand Jury Okays Sundays
Lancaster. O. — lixhibitors here scored a
victory in their Sunday-closing fight, when
the grand jury ignored charges based on
.Sunday operation.

Nebraska

House

Broadway!
By LEO T. HEATLEY
street,
Broadwa
I like yit;is a wicked
To many it brings shame, defeat,
It'sI
It's
It's
I

like'it.
full of racketeers and such.
to make a "touch,"
always
best doesoutnot amount to much —
like it.

It is a lane to hell akin,
I like it;
The good ones lose, the bad ones win,
I like it.
If you're on top, with lots of jack.
It slaps you gladly on the back.
But fail, and you go on the rack —
I like it.

Acquitted
on "Blue" Charge
Terrell. Okla. — M. H. Gwynne, manager

of the Lyric, was acquitted on charges of
showing pictures in his theater on Sunday.

Erpi in, Pacent Out

Cleveland — Louis Isrcal has installed Western Electric sound in the Cinema, replacing
Pacent wliich he sold to Max Lefkowitz for
the Gaiety.

ches to "U"

Swit Ward, formerly with the
Ward
Clevlaiid
— Clarence
I'ox sales force, is now selling for Universal
out of the local office, covering the .Akron territory.
Osserman with Columbia
St. Louis — Jack Osserman. former manager
for Universal in Cleveland, has been appointed
local Columbia branch manager.

Daiey Goes to Detroit
Cleveland — Fred Davey has been transferred
from the local Universal sales force to Detroit.
by

Lax
Will Hays has forbidden the movies
the
to sh 3w torture of sus
but he offers
pects
police
CI lus. — Los
serve faith in Santa no
to
plan
Times.
geles
An-

pre-

Publi.x resumed control of the luupire at
North .\dams, Mass. ; Mrs. Merchant sold
Lyric at -Manchester, N. H., to J. A. Croutier ; Amy Markel sold the Porter at Cambridge, Mass., to I^. Markel ; T. H. Bearse
sold Orpheum at Chatham, Mass., to Moore
& Fitzgerald ; W. H. Buckley sold to George
A. Giles the Colonial at Laconia, N. H.

Publix Lynn House Ready
.Mass.to— open
Publix's
theatreseating
here
is Lynn.
scheduled
Julynew
4, with
capacity of 2.650. of which 2,000 seats are
on the main floor.

Writes Beach Scripts

It's scarlet flag is kept unfurled,
I like it.
"The
Heart,"
I like
it. they call it, "of the World,"

Hollywood — Wallace Smith has been assigned to write the adaptation and dialogue
for "The Silver ilorde," Re.x Beach novel
to be produced by RKO. He recently completed a similar assignment on another story

It's
For
But
I

by that author.

full of phoneys, sin and sham,
virtue it gives not a damn.
am I for it? Sure I ami —
LIKE it:

Sold

Tecumseh, Neb. — Max Shoemaker has
sold his theatre here to Harry Wolken of
Beatrice, who has taken over its operation.

Boston — Ownership changes in New
England : theatres recently include the
following

Omaha Chain Growing
Omaha — The Popular .\muscment Co.,
operators
of have
Omaha's
downtown
"jitney"
talker
house,
acquired
the Hamilton,
suburban theatre, which will be wired with
RCA equii)ment. The house will be renamed the Winn, after its former owner,
E. B. Winn, who has a large neighborhood
following.
Popular now operates the Moon, Princess and Muse here, the latter opening with
RC.\ sound next week.

"The

Iron

Trail."

New Okla. Corporations
Oklahoma City — Shidler Theater Corp..
-Shidler, capital, $5,000. Incorporators, C. L.
Shufeldt, C. A. Maxey and Wayne A. Frost.
Mid-Continent Picture Corp., Tulsa, capital,
S52. 000. Incorporators. Thomas J. Edgar,
F. H. Herrick and M. H. Olsen.

Fined for "Blue" Violations

Dallas — Roy Brockman, manager of R li
R Theaters in McKinney, Texas, after a trial
on seven charges of violating the Sunday
law.
case. was found guilty and fined $50 in each

Hornell House Changes Hands

"All Quiet" Set in Cincy
Cincinnati — 'J'hc Shubert. legitimate, is
iieing wired and will open June 8 for an
indefinite run of "AH Quiet on the Western
Front."' The sound policy will prevail
throughout the summer.

Portable Set Developed
Hollywood — Wni. Cameron Mcnzios has
developed a complete portable set at the
United Artists lot. By Menzies' arrangement, whole rooms, towering 30 feet high,
can be folded up and moved from one stage
to another. The set is built in sections with
concealed hinges and is being used in Norma
Talmadge's "Du Barry, Woman of Pas-

Director to Actor
Hollywood — Francis Ford, one of Unision."
versal's first serial stars, returns to that
company's payroll for a part in "The Indians .Are Coming." a 12 episode talker
serial starring Col. Tim McCoy and .Allene
Ray.
Henry McRae is directing.

Iloniell, N. Y. — Reis & Smith, operators
of the Shattuck theatres, have relinquished
control of the Strand to heirs of Mary Donelly, who own the building. The new
owners
will operate with Floyd E. Peckham as manager.

Biro at Work on Shubert Play
Hollywood — Lajos Biro, Hungarian playright, has completed his adaptation assignment at Fo.x on "Basquerie." a novel by
Eleanor Mercein. He is now finishing the
libretto for "Saint and the Scoundrel," Emmerich Kalman's operetta which is due to
be produced by the Shuberts next fall.

Safety Razors?
Extract from storv sent out bv
.V.MP.AS:
"Charles Barrell also mentioned
Russia as being an excellent field of
opportunity for press agents."

Motion
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When Beer Was a Nickel
The following appeared in the
New York Herald-Tribune just twenty
years ago:
"Lew Fields introduced at the Herald Square Theatre last night Miss
Marie Dressier and company in 'Tillie's Nightmare,' which was advertised
as a mixture of mirth and melody in
two acts. It is full of fun from curtain to curtain."

New Paramount French
Chief is David Souhami
Paris — David Souhami June 15 succeeds
M. Adolphe Osso as managing director for
Paramount in France. .Souhami, who
started his career in America, is 32 years
old and speaks six languages. Osso for
nine years held the post, which carries with
it chairmanship of the Paris Paramount
Theatre Co. and vice chairmanship of
Cine - Studio Continental, Paramount's
French producing company.

Montreal Showmen Try to
Ass*n.
Managers'
Revive— George
Montreal
Rotsky, manager of

the Palace, and B. M. Garfield, manager of
the Rialto. former officers of the Province of
Quebec Theatre Managers" Association, are
making an attempt to revive the organization which fell by the wayside when the
Quebec Provincial Government announced
its determination to enforce the law prohibiting the admission of all children under 16 years from theatres where pictures
are shown.

Fox Completing Outdoor
Hollywood — "The Last of the Duanes,"
which is the first of the "Great Outdoor
Romances" to be produced by Fox, is nearing completion. Director Alfred L. Werker
has returned to the studios with his comof 100, including
George O'Brien and
Lucilepany Browne,
the leads.

Buys Colored House
Cincinnati — The Roosevelt, colored neighborhood house, has been acquired by the new
Roosevelt Amusement Corp., which is also
negotiating for several other local houses
catering to colored clientele.

Warners Borrow Bickford
Hollywood — While M-G-M is preparing "I'ampico," a screen play to star
Charles Bickford, Warners have borrowed him for the male lead in "River's
End."
Claudia
Dell will
will direct.
play opposite
and Michael
Curtiz

Warners, Dallas, Move
Dallas exchange of Warner Bros, is now
doing business in its new building on Park
Avenue, two blocks from the main Film
E.xchange Building on Harvvood Street.
Truly B. Wildman is manager.

Picture
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Tiffany Rushes
Western Talkers
To Fill Demand
Declared to 'be in response to demand of
exhibitors. Tiffany has set ahead on this
season's schedule a series of all-talking
westerns,
31 release.which had been planned for 1930Titles of six pictures starring Trem Carr
have been announced, with the remaining
six soon to be announced.
.Si.x pictures announced are
bow's End," "Headin' North,"
Fool," "The Sunrise Trail,"
homa Cyclone" and "Land

"The Rain"The Ridin'
"The Oklaof Missing

Brown with Crawford
Hollywood — As soon as John Mack
Men."
Brown completes work in "Billy the Kid,"
now being made on location in the Southwest, he will be given the male lead in Joan
M-G-M.
Crawford's
new film, "Great Day," for

Thorpe Is Assigned
Hollywood — Phil Goldstone, chief studio
executive of Tiffany, has assigned Richard
Thorpe
direct "His Last Race," a Jack
Nattefordto story.

Sound Bringing Heavy
Dough to Foreign Houses

Paris — ^Despite the difficulties of obtaining
anything like a regular supply of native
language "talkies," practically every European theatre equipped for sound is showing
an increase in profits. A typical example
is the case of Norway, where receipts have
increased at least 15 per cent since the
coining of sound.

7
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Swiss Easing Up
Paris — Switzerland probably holds
the record for extra taxes imposed on
theatre and cinema tickets. It is now
proposed to submit to the Grand
Council a proposition whereby the
poverty tax, which has hitherto been
calculated on the gross receipts, shall
in future be calculated on the net.
This will result in a tax of 15 percent
being charged instead of the present
20 to 25 percent.

Filmcraft Withdraws
Merger Opposition
London — Paving the way to a merger of
International Talkies, British Screen, Argosy and British Filmcraft, directors of the
latter have withdrawn opposition to the
deal, which had halted negotiations for
many weeks.
It is understood that shareholders of
Filmcraft who fought the amalgamation will
likewise withdraw objections.

Miniature Golf Course
Gets Setback in Canada
Ottawa — "Tom Thumb" golf courses are
set to invade this town, in direct competition with picture theatres, but exhibitors
have allied themselves in opposition. The
would-be operators of an illuminated miniature golf course for night play applied to
the Board of Control for a lease on the
property, but it has been held up as a result
of the opposition.

National Prejudice Study
Urged by Richard Wallace

Vandals Cut Wires and
Ohio House Goes Dark

Hollywood — Whether or not American
talking pictures continue to enjoy the favor
and popularity they have won abroad depends upon how sensitive the producers are
to the peculiar prejudices that exist in each
country and how well they revise their pictures to conform to them. This is the conclusion which Richard Wallace, director,
has arrived at as he nears the end of his
world tour.

Mt. Gilead, O.— Some one who apparently
entered the house from the rear during a
performance cut the electric light wires at
the Kaypee and otherwise damaged the electric plant to the extent that tlie house v/as
compelled to remain dark until damage could
be repaired. Theatre employees are inclined
to suspect sabotage.

Lisbon — Portuguese producers have
persuaded the government to tax foreign films, exempting domestic product,
in an effort to stem the tide of American talkers.

Abbott Films ''Sea God"

"The Sea God," George Abbott's second
directorial undertaking for Paramount, has
just gone into production on an island in
the Pacific ocean. Richard Arlen has the
stellar role of a pearl diver who is venerated on a South Sea island. Prominent in
his support are Fay Wray and Eugene
Pallette.

Stewart Writes Dialogue

Hunter Plans Talker

Donald Ogdcn Stewart, humorist and
playwright, has been signed by the Paramount New York studios to write the

Hollywood — Glenn Hunter's first talker is
to be "Why Marry," which Tiffany will
produce. Vera Reynolds. Nita Martan and
Paul Hurst will be in the supporting cast.
Frank .Straver will direct.

dialogue for "Laughter," the original screen
story by H. D'Abbadie D'Arrast in which
Nancy Carroll will star under the direcD'Arrast.
will be
filmed tionatof the
Eastern . The
studio picture
next month.

Portugal Taxes Foreigns

Davis Succeeds Schram
Cincinnati — Victor Schram has turned
over his interest in Fowler Studios of
California to W. H. Davis, who has
Building. an office in the Broadway Film
opened

Galion Theatre Opens
Galion, O. — The State, occupying the site
of the old Royal, has been completed, and
formal opening held. The house is owned
by W. E. Wisterman, who has appointed
A. I. Paul manager.

Epstin Heads

United Studios

Hollywood — M. S. Epstin has been
elected president of the United Studios,
Inc., the biggest property rental house
on the coast.
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'All Quiet" nils
Record Gate in
N. Y. with $27,058
Allseventh
yuict week
on theat Wcsti-rn
Front,"
now
in its
the Central,
continues
to mount hi^lier receipts for this main stem
house, where the Universal lilni attracted
$J7.()58, in the last seven days, a record for
the theatre.
■■Ropuc Song" is still on the fence at the
Astor, clipping only a few hundred extra
hills over last week's low figure of $9,000.
At the Capitol, Colunihia's "Ladies of Leisure" sent the h. o. harometer downward to
the tunc of five grand under the ])revious
week.
Criterion, just getting under way with
"Silent Enemy." is clipping a fair pace,
while "Song o' My Heart" was turned out
of the 44th Street with a poor take of $9,205
in its twelfth week.
Kmhassy's figure mounts higher, this week
hitting a near hi.ch at $9,125. Other houses
hit fair grosses, with the exception of the
Rialto and Rivoli. each of which took a
terrific sock with "Big Pond" and "Ladies
Love Brutes." respectively. "Big Pond"
dropped 14 grand under its first week, and
"Ladies" halfed its $4<).80() figure of a week
ago.
"ROGUE
SONG"
(M-G-M)
AST(1R
!;Oc"5c-$l$1.50-$-.
7 <ia>s. Gross:
ISth
week.
Other (1.120).
attractions:
Newsrecl. overture.
$9.9.18; only so-sn; .nhout $9(H) better than l.Tst week.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Columbia)
CAHITOI
(4.700). 35c-50c-75c-Sl..>0, 7 d.-iys. Other
attractions: Overture. Pathc comedy ("Oom P.ih
r.nh"). Capitol ntivs. Hearst news, presentation
("Sinnins to the Stars"), organ. Gross: $67,125:
terrible; five grand drop under previous week. (Capi
tol's new attraction. "Florodora Girl." started the
week with a bang, takinif 40 prand. Friday '. > Monday.)
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (U.)
CEN'TRAI^-(9J2). !;Oc-75c-$l$1.50.S2..iO. 7 days. 6th
week. Other attractions: None. Gross: $27,058; sensational; one of the highest lik'uros yet grossed at
the Central.
"THE
SILENT
ENEMY"
(Paramount)
CRITI-:RION-(S50). 75c$1-$1..=;0$2..SO. 7 days. 2nd
week. Other attractions: .Short ('"Harvest Revcry").
cartoon ("Wise
Fly"i.
Gross: $12.n<X); pretty good.
EMBASSY— NEWSREELS
EMBASSY— (59S I. 25c. 7 d.iys. Straijiht newsret
show, running; continuously.
Gross: $9,125; great.
"SONG
O" MY
HEJVRT"
(Fox)
FORT\'-FOURTU ST.-(1.4r,^j. $1 $1.50-$2-$2.50. 7
days. 12th and tinal week. Other attractions: Newsreel. Gross: $9,205; not gixxi. but $2,500 better than
last week.
"BRIDE
OF THE
REGIMENT"
(Warners)
HOI.I.V\V()OD-(1,600). 50c-7,^c $I-$1.50. 7 days.
Other attractions: Shorts: "The Trade Mark." "Japanese Bow." Comedies: "Matinee Idol." '"The Xag
gcrs". .Newsrcel. Gross: $14,568. first week; jumped
receipts S6.000 ovtT last week.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVV
(Paramount)
PARAMCjCNT— (3.7a)). 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l. 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Fit to be Tied"). Pathe
"Review." vaudeville ("Horace Heidt and His Californians"). newsrcel. Gross: $68,100: fair: a drop of
$6,000 under previous weekly take of $74,000 made by
"Tlie Texan."
"BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
RIALTO— (1.904).
4Oc-50c ()5c-S5c-$l.
7 days.
2nd
week. Other attractions:
Golf short ("Match Play");
Floyd Gibbons.
"Come week
Take saw
a Trip
in grand
My Airship."
Gross:
S.Vj.200; second
a 14
drop.
"LADIES LOVE BRUTES"
(Paramount)
Kl\l>M (2.103). 3.^c 50c-65c-$l. 7 days. Other attractions: Short ("Fit to Be Tied"). "Chinatown
Fantasy" (song cirttxin), "Yes, We Have No Bananas," newsreeli. Gross: $23,700; away down, compared with the $49,800 take of last week.
"SO THIS IS LONDON"
(Fox)
ROXY— (6.200). 50c-7.5c-$l$l..=;0. 7 days Other attractions: Newsreel. vaudeville: A condensed version
of "("armen" in seven scenes. Gross: S99.700: pretty
good for this house; $19,000 jump over previous week's
take.
"GREEN
GODDESS"
(Warners)
STRAND— (3.000), 35c-.^>c 6iK:-75c S5c $1. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Enchanted Forest." "The Glacier Secret." comedy
"Paper
Hanging"
and Office
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PortlaiHl Top
t" d
"All 12Quie
ToWith
Gran
Portland, Ore. — With the hang of many
bomhs and spectacular rocket display, under
supervision of John Hamrick, "All Quiet on
the Western Front" jumped into first position here, hringing out long lines and heavy
hox-office figures, with prospects of many
extra weeks. Its gross of $12,575 rated
160*^^, with big bulk of attendance on Memorial Day stimulated with patriotic talks
and martial music via radio.
Second position was secured by "Born
Reckless," featuring I-'dmund Lowe, plus a
twenty-piece orchestra led by Harold Bayley, and another Fanchon & Marco. "Bells
and Belles" Idea, all of which hung up a
gross
of $1L850,
145'^;. qrosses.
Weather:
Clear and rating
coot stimulated
Opfosition: "Born Reckless," "Lady of Scandal."
"Sono of the Flame," "Devil's Holidav," 'Strictly
"ALL QUIET ON WESTERN
FRONT"
(Univ.)
IIAMKICK'.S "MfSlC ROX"-(1.835). 50c. 7 days.
Modern.'
Other
attractions:
\itaphone
acts.
l"'ox
Movietone
news. Spectacular exploitation stimulated box office.
Cross: $12,575.
Rating: 160^c.
"BORN
RECKLESS"
(M-G-M)
FOX HKOADWAV (1.912), 25c-60c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Twenty -iiiece symphony orchestra with
Harold Bayley conducting: Fanchon & Marco's "Bells
and Belles" Idea with Eddie Hill m. c. and Eva
Thornton. Dunbar Bell Ringers. Sunkist Ensemble,
Henri I.eRcl at W'uriiizer. ."Vew tree ^'ata^e service
with tickets hc'pocl box. Gross: f 1 1.850. Rating: US'7c.
"SONG
OF THE
FLAME"
(Para.)
PORTr.AXD PARA.\IOUXT-(3.085), 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Happy Phil I^mpkin and Paramiunters in popular band numbers. Sunny Dave
("Steps and How"), Tean Dahlgren (crooner). Con
Maffie at Wurlitzer. Professional golf instruction on
mezzanine and tie-<ip local Eastern Outfitting Co.
Cross: $10,655 "STRICTLY
Rating: 132'"r.
MODERN"
''jCO ORPHEl"M-(1.700), 2.5c-.50c. 7 days. 4 vaude.-_ stage shows daily. Other attractions: Ray Hauling and Seal. I>edova and 8 Colored Singers. Fred
I^ightner in "Hoi Am I Doing," "Reynolds &- White."
"mus'cal surprise," Catherine Custer at Wurlitzer.
Frank Potter and RKOlians pit orchestra. Gross:
$10,000.
Rating:
lin'7.
"LADY
OF SCANDAL"
FOX
UNITED
ARTISTS- (945 1. 2.>c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions:
Metro Acts. HoUvwood
Varieties.
Fox news.
Gross: S9.970.
Rating: <««^r.
"DEVIL'S
HOLIDAY"
PORTLAND RIALTO-(1.498).. 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Paramount shorts. Paramount
news.
Gross: S9.345.
Rating: 97%.
Note: .Sue Carol and Nick Stuart, making personal appearance at Jantzen Beach, famous amusement resort, with feature stories and advevtisin.g
drew heavily.
Steps."
figure.

Gross:
$31,432:
great;
e\enl,-i>t week's
"SONG OF THE FLAME" (Warners)
WARNERS— (1,500). 5CV- 75c-$l-$1.50-$2.50. 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Looney Tunes"). Eddie
Buzzell in "The Royal Fourflusher." "The Standup."
comedy ("111 Winds or No Mother to Guide Her").
Ciross: $14,109; not bad. An increase of about $3,0(X)
over last week, plaving the same attraction.
"COURAGE" (Warners)
WINTER GARDEN- (1.493). 35c-.50c-(i5c-85cSl, 7
days. Other attractions: Monologue by J. McWilliams, "Grand fproar." "Contrary Mary." technicolor musical comedy. Ona Munson in "Nile Green,"
He'en Broderick in "Collegiate Model" and "The Sultan's Jester," technicolor musical comedy. Gross:
$18,808; so-so; the film switch at this house jumped
the receipts about $4,000 ovr previous week.

New Soviet Film
The Amkino Corp.. representing the
Soviet film industry in this country, is about
to release "Turksib."

^Divorcee's' :}0()%
Brings 12 Grand
In 4-Day
Run
Des Moines — 'Uivorcee" was the sensation of the week playing the Paramount
for the last four days to a gross of $12,000,
estimated at 300*7^. The picture was a winner partly because of the success of the
novel, but chiefly for the way it was handled.
It will be held over at the .Strand next week.
John Barrymore's
from of
Blankley's,"
playing
for the first "Man
three days
the week
at the same house, also pulled big with a rating of 200',/. "Mammy." completing a 10day run, grossed $12,300 in the last week.
Other pictures did average business or
thereabouts.
lyeather: Cool.
Opposition: "Lummox," (4 days) Strand; "On the
Border" (3 days). Strand; "Arizona Kid," RKO
vandc, (4 days) Orpheum; "Temple Taiver," RKO
taudc, (3 days), Orpheum; "Man from Blankley's,"
stage shojv, (3 days). Paramount ; "Mommy," Des
mount.
Moines;
"Divorcee," stape show, (4 days), faro"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
r.\R A.MOL'NT (l,7(iOi. 2.5c -35c- 60c . 4 days. Other
attractions: News.
E/luc.
c .medv
("Uppercut
O'Brien"),
-.tage band show
T'Kid
D.ivs";.
Gross:
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEY'S"
(Warner)
S12.000.
Rating: .'OO'",
.
PARAMOCNT—
(1.700).
25c-35c-W)c. 3 days. Other
attractions: Paramount news, stage band, show and
\;nia(Gross: "MAMM'V"'
$8,000. Rating:(Warners)
200^.
DKS
MOINES -(1.60(1). 25c .i5c-.50c. 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Paramount
act
("Poise").
Vita,
act
(Regan
and
comedy Rating:
("C. .nstablc").
Paramount news.Lee),
Gross:Educ.$12,300.
200%.
"TEMPLE
TOWER"
(Fox)
ORPHEt'M (2.000). 2.5c-50c. 3 days. Other attractions: RKO vaude.. Pathe news. RKO romcdv
110%.
("Mickey's Master .Mind"). Gross: $f).60f). Rating:
"ARIZONA
KID" (Fox)
ORPHEUM- (2.000). 25c .50c, 4 days. Other attractions: RKO vaude., Pathe news. Gross: $7,000.
Rating: 110%.
"ON THE BORDER"
STRAND (1,100), 20c-30c, 3 days. Other attractions: Memorial Day short, Columbia special ("Around
the World bv Graf Zeppelin"). Gross: $2,000. Rating:
"LUMMOX"
(U. A.)
75%.
STRAND-(l.lOO). 20-30. 4 days. Other attractions:
Paramount news. M-G-M act (George Lyon, harpEduc. comedv
$3,600. ist). Rating:
90%.("Good Morning. Sheriff"). Gross:

Paramount and Western
Electric Units Chartered
Formation of Paramount and Western
Electric subsidiaries highlighted an active
week of corporate acth'ities in Eastern
states, which also included a capital increase
of from LOOO to 2.000 shares, no par, by
Brunswick Radio Corp., a New York company, with a Delaware charter, and owned
by Warners.
Charters were granted at Dover to Parainount Famous Laskv Corp.. listing 10.000
shares of no par connnon : and to Western
Electric Co. of Asia, capitalized at 50,000
shares to distribute Western Electric equipment in the same country.
Fanchon & Marco Corp. was chartered at Albany.
Saul Rogers. Fox legal chief, represented the company in formation of the subsidiary. Recorded Radio Corp.. a record and broadcasting company, was
another New York corporation listed. In the same
state. Johnson .Xmusemcnt Corp.. Brightrm Theatre
Corp.. and Zaidel Amusement Corp.. all of Brooklyn,
were also chartered.
Liberty Production Co. was formed at Delaware.
The company
will handle books, stories and plays.
.Secretary of state at .\lbany also granted papers
to (lermania Records International, which will engage
in the recording field; Rame Films, a proiluction unit,
and Jonica Corp.. to operate theatres.
Standard Cinema Corp.. New York, increased its
capital stock from 5.000 to 5.500 shares, of which
2.500 are preferre dshares of $100 par value, and
3,000 common,
no par.
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"Chi" B. O. Draws
Blow the Tops
Off Money Tills

Picture

Nifty Caricature

Weather : Cool and cloudy, rain, cool and fair.
Opposition: "White Cargo," 6th week. Castle;
"Divorcee," stage show, Chicago; "Ingagi," 7th week
of interrupted run, Garrick; "All Quiet on the Western Front," 2nd week, McVickers; "Such Men Are
Dangerous," 2nd time in Loop, Monroe; "Young Man
of Manhattan," stage show. Oriental; "Son of the
Gods," 2nd time in Loop, Orphcum; "Caught Short,"
2nd week in Loop, first week at Chicago, Roosevelt;
"Around the Corner, RKO vaude., State-Lake; "Bad
One," United Artists: "Cuckoos," 3d week. Woods.
"WHITE
CARGO"
(State Rights)
CASTLE— (300), 50c-75e, 6th week.
Other attractions: "Daily News
(Universal)
newsreel
Up $100
over fifth week.
Good for one more week and possibly longer. Gross: $9,700. Rating: 323%.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
CHICAGO— (3,940), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions: Stage show, orchestra, comedy, newsreel, novelty short. Third week of important money for this
house.
Picture,
running
herethe asOriental
a "pink,"
good enough
to be
sent to
fromconsidered
here for
another Loop week. Gross: $56,.S00. Rating: 210%.
"INGAGI"
(State Rights)
GARRICK— (1,259), 50c-75c, 7th week of interrupted
run. Picture still good after coming back following
three weeks'
of "Journey's End." Gross:
$7,200.
Rating:road-showing
110%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
McVICKERS— (2,284), 35c-85c, 2nd wVek. Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel, novelty short. Hold-out
business, with an extra midnight showing in midweek to accommodate crowds. Gross: $41,200. Rating:
215%.
"SUCH
MEN
ARE DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
MONROE— (962), S0c-7Sc, 7 days. Other attractions: Thirty minutes of newsreel. Gross: $3,900.
Rating: 72%.
"YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN" (Paramount)
_ORI^;\TAl. (3,900). 3,Sc-8.ic, 7 days. Other attractions: .Stage show headed by Paul Ash and original
members of his band who brought prosperity to this
spot in the old days; organ, comedy, newsreel, novelty short. Fourth anniversary program, and first
time in weeks house has been out of the red. Holdout business most of week. Gross: $48,400. Rating:
205%.
"SON
OF THE GODS"
(F. N.)
(Secmd time in Loop)
ORPHEUM— (762), 50c 75c. 7 days. Other attractions: Three Vitaphone acts. Gross: $5,600. Rating:
85%.
"CAUGHT SHORT" (M-G-M)
ROOSEVELT— (1,591), 35c-8!ic, 1st week here, 2nd
week in Loop. Moved here after a big week at the
Chicago, but got only moderate business in spite
of big ad spreads in the Hearst papers. Replaced
at end of week by "Mammy" (W. B.). Gross:
$19,700.
Rating: 75%.
"AROUND
THE
CORNER"
(Columbia)
STATE-LAKE-(2,776),
.3Sc-75c, 7 days.
Other at-
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''South Sea Rose,

^J

Only Run to Hit
100%inMpls.
Minneapolis — Business conditions not being the best in this city, one would be led to
expect that the theatres would suffer in
proportion to other business houses. This,
however, is not exactly the case. Houses
here are not making fortunes, yet they are
holding their own in most cases. Best gross
of the week was registered by the Minnesota, which rang the bell at 80% to bring

Chicago — Combination o£ some good boxoffice draws and cool weather improved
Loop business generally, bringing several
houses back into the prosperity group.
"All Quiet on the Western Front" was
a honey for McVicker's, taking $41,200
(215%) in the last seven of its first ten
days, but proved a hazard to the boys who
do the ushering there. Several of them were
reported lost in the balcony, an area into
which they had not penetrated for a long
time.
The Chicago, with "Divorcee" (M-G-M),
the first "pink" the house has harbored in
ages, maintained its big stride for the third
consecutive week. The take was $56,500
(210%). The Oriental, with an anniversary
program headed by its old guarantor of
profits, Paul Ash, and with "Young Man
of Manhattan" (Paramount), came out of
the red on a skyrocket. The week's business
hit about $48,000 (205%). "White Cargo"
continued its sensational pace in the sixth
week at the little Castle, going up $100 over
the fifth week's gross for $9,700 (323%).
"Cuckoos" continued strong at the Woods,
taking $14,400, or 125%, for the third week.
"Ingagi" came back to the Garrick, where
it played six weeks before the house took
"Journey's End" for three weeks of road
show policy, and did $7,400 (125%). Other
spots were less prosperous, but showed improvement over the trend of recent weeks.

June

News

in $28,450 on "In Gay Madrid." The Orpheum took second by giving Edmund Lowe
plenty
of ballyhoo
in "Born
Reckless."
The
house clicked
a rating
of 90%,
or a gross
of $18,896.
Third honors went to the State. Gene
Fox, press agent, went out to put this film
across. Comparison with opposition offerings show that he did nobly. The house registered a rating of 75%, taking the gross to
is

Hollywood — No, Erno Rapee is not suffering front a sudden attack of cramps. This
flow tie appears
to Cugat,
caricaturist.

Omaha Top to
"Divorcee" on
$15,785 Gross
Omaha — Norma Shearer's "Divorcee,"
plugged as "Ex-Wife," took the bulk of
theatre business to R-K-O's Orpheum. It
boosted box office reports for the week to
$15,875, rating 125%.
Paramount, with Al Jolson's "Mammy,"
dropped to last place with returns of $7,750,
rating 90%. World grossed second high returns with "The Texan," revenue amounting
to $10,000, 100% on this. "Golden Calf"
opened split-week at the State with $2,250
and "Lost Zeppelin" closed it with $2,500
for a 100% week.

Weather : Fair.
Opposition: "Divorcee.' Al Trahan. Orpheum;
"Mammy." Paramount : "The Te.ran" and Young King
troupe. World "Golden Calf" {first half), "Lost Zepbelin" {second half). State.
"THE
DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
ORPHEUM— (3,000), ,35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions: Al Trahan, headlining stage show. Gross: $15,785. Rating:
160%>.
"MAMMY"
(Warners
Bros.)
PARAMOUNT— (2,783). 25c-65c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Laurel and Hardv
comedy
("Haywire"),
Paramount
news.
Gross: $7,750. Rating: 90%.
"TEXAN"
(Paramouiit)
WORLD— (2,100), 25c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Yoimg King troune, stage show, Ted Mack, masterof-cerenionies; Paramount news. Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 100%,..
"GOLDEN CALF" (Fox)
STATE — (l.O.SO). 2.5c-50c split week. Other attractions: Lloyd Hamilton comedy ("Good Morning,
Shpriflf"), Universal news. Gross: $2,250. Rating:
100%.
"LOST ZEPPELIN"
(Tiffany)
STATE—Second lialf. Other attractions: Rrown
Gravy.
Gross: $2, .500. Rating: inir; .
tractions: Five acts RKO vaude. Ooss: $23,800.
Rating: 90%..
"BAD ONE" (U. A.)
UNITED
ARTI.STS
(1.700).
3.5c-8.5c,
1st week.
Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel, musical short.
Good for five more days; then house gets "Paramount on Parade." First picture, other than a Unitcil
Artists procluct, to land here in a lung time. Gross (7
"CUCKOOS"
days): About $23.0no.
Rating: (Radio)
•W'^;.
WOOD.S
(1,1()6), 35c 7,5c. 3rd week. Other attractions: Sportlight. novelty short, newsreel. House
maintaining a nice pace established '.0 weeks ago.
Picture has four more days to play, when it will be
replaced bv "While Hell of Pitz Palu" (Univ.).
Gross: $14,400.
Rating: 125%>.

$15,600. The Pantages showed "Undertow"
to a 90% rating and a $9,000 gross. "Journey's End" occupied the hot spot of the
week. Fay Tyler, press agent for the Century, had his hands full. The Shubert, a
local stock company, had been presenting
the play six days before the theatre opened
with the film. The Shubert's closing day
was Saturday. This was also the Century's
opening day. The play had been shown locally at the Metropolitan by a good company. The local legit company at the Shubert had been murdering the play for nearly
a week. Tyler, by clever advertising, shoved
the offering over to an 80% rating and a
gross of $8,000.
The Seventh Street, offering "Clancy in
Wall Street" and "Up the Congo," galloped
home with a 75% rating and a gross of
$7,400. The Lyric, presenting "Loose Ankles," registered a gross of $4,000 for a
rating of 90%. The Aster led the list in
rating. It rang up a 100% score on "South
Sea Rose," which brought $3,250 as its
Weather:

Warm.

Opposition: "In Gay Madrid," "Red Rhythm,"
Publir stage show, Minnesota; "One Romantic Night,"
gross.
State; "Undertow, 5 acts vaude., Pantages; "Journey's End," Century; "Born Reckless." 5 acts vaude.
{headlined by Bob Murphy"), Orpheum; "Loose Ankles." Lyric; "Clancy in Wall Street" and "Up the
Congo," Seventh St.; "South Sea Rose," Aster.
"BORN
RECKLESS"
(Fox)
HENNEPLN
ORPHEUM
(2,900),
35c-50c-75c,
7
days, 3 shows daily. Other attractions: Five acts
vaude. (headlined by Bob Murphy), newsreel. Gross:
$18,896.
Rating: 90%,.
"IN GAY MADRID"
(M-G-M)
MINNESOTA
(4,025), 35c-45c-75c, 7 days, 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: "Red Rhythm" (Publix
stage show), overture, organ. Paramount news. Gross:
$28,450.
Rating: 80%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
CENTURY— (1.640), S0c-75c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.
Other attractions:
None.
Gross: $8,000. Rating: 80%.
"CLANCY
IN WALL
STREET"
(Aristocrat)
and
"UP THE CONGO"
(State Rights)
SEVENTH
STREF.T-(1.400), 2.=;c-35c-60c, 7 days, 6
shows daily.
None. Gross: $7,400.
Rating:
75%. Other attractions:
"UNDERTOW"
(Pantages)
PANTAGES— (1,(.75). 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 4 shows
daily.
Other
attractions:
Newsreel.
Gross: $9,000.
Rating:
90%.
"LOOSE ANKLES"
(First National)
LYRIC— (1.238). 15c-25c-40c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.
Other attractions:
"Desperate Sam" (comedy). Paramount news. Gross: $4,000. Rating 90%;.
"ONE
ROMANTIC
NIGHT"
(United Artists)
ST.ATE— (2.300). 2,5c-35c-f>0c. 7 days. 6 shows daily.
Other
attractions:
"The
(General"
(Benny
Rubin
comedy),
newsreel,
"May
Horoscope."
"Killing the
Killer" (Jungle short).
Gross: $15,600.
Rating: 75%<,.
"SOUTH
SEJ\. ROSE"
(Fox)
1(10%.
ASTER— (812). 15c-20c-30c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.
Other attractions:
Newsreel.
Gross: $3,250. Rating:
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Sheriff's Sale
London — Two years ajjo K. ('. Sheriff
offered to sell "'Journey's Knd" for
$300. after a member of the (iarritk
Cluh refused to pay that amount for
an option on the vehicle. The play,
which has been adapted into picture
form hy Tiffany, has just closed its
run after more than (>00 performances,
havinK grossed an estimated Sd.OOO.OOO.

2iid Week Finds
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■All Quiet" on
Top in 'Frisco

San I''ranci>co — While the week was not
as good as is usually recorded in 'Frisco
liouses, fairly good business was rolled up
in lour theatres, very good in two and exceptionally good business with the second
run of "All Quiet on the Western Front" at
the Warfield Theatre, where a $31,000 gros>
clicked for a 125% rating. This is considered remarkable business for a picture
shown a second week at Locw's Warfield.
The Fox theatre hit very good business
with "Florodora Girl" at $41,000 and 110%.
Advertising
helped.week
"Paramount
on Parade,"
shown a fourth
at the St.
Francis,
which

reported 100%

rating and $7,000

gross.
IVealhcr:

Fair and uindy.
Opposition: "Ucviis Holiday," Paramount : "Floradora Girl," personal appearance of Nils Asther,
staac shozv. Fox: "Paramount on Parade," ^th week,
static shozv, St. Francis; "All Quiet on the Western
Front." 2nd week, Warfield; "Bad One," 2nd week,
California: "Mammy," 2nd week, Embassy: "Second
Floor Mystery," Davics: "Swing Hiijh," stage show,
Orpheum; "temple Tower," vaude. and stai,: show.
Casino.
"DEVIL'S
HOLIDAY"
(Paramount)
PAR.'\MOU.\T
(2,700),
.^5c-50c-65c-$l.
"
days.
Other attractions: Paramount news, "Hawaiian Pineapples"
(Tonytoon
comedy),
organ.
Paramount's
Personality Pair Layne
and
Gordon.
Gross:
$17,500.
Ratincr': 957c."BAD ONE"
(United Artists)
CALIFORNIA— (2,2tX)), 35c-5Oc-65c-90c, 2nd week.
Other attractions: California orchestra (".\ Musical
Toast"), news, "Take Me Up in Your Airship" (Paramount song cartoon), scenic novelty ("The Sunset
Hunter"); Louis Flint, guest artist presenting "Song
Pirates." Gross: $18,000.
Rating 95%.
"MAIVIMY"
(Warner Bros.)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 50c-65c-90c, 2nd week. Other
attractions: News, music. Gross: $11,600. Rating;:
95%.
"ALL QUIET ON WESTERN
FRONT"
(Univ.)
WAKKIKLD -(J.7001. 5()c-65c 90c, 2nd week. Other
attractions:
.None.
Gross: S.M.0«O.
Rating: 125%;.
"SOLDIER
OF FORTUNE"
(RKO)
GOI.UK.N (i.\TE— (2,500). 30c-40c-50c-65c, 7 days.
Othev- attractions: "Spring Is Hero" (comedy), vaudeville. Gross: ?14.0ilO. Rating: 75%.
"TEMPLE TOWER"
(Fox)
CASINO— (2,400), 40c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Hearst news. Will King and 20 assistants in vaudeville. Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 105%.
"FLORADORA
GIRL"
(M-G-M)
FOX— (5,000). ,50c-65c-75c-$l, 7 days. Other attractions: Nils .\sther. M-G-M star, in person; Fan
chon S: Marcos Idea ("Good Fellows"); news Gross:
$41,000
Rating: 110%.
"PARAMOUNT
ON PARADE"
(Para.)
ST. FRANCIS— (1,400), 35c-50c-65c 90c, 4th week.
Other attractions: St. Francis Spring Ensemble. Paramount sound news: "Fire Bugs," a talkietoon; Paramount Convention,
on the Screen."
Gross: $7,000.
Rating: "Surprises
100%.
"SECOND
FLOOR MYSTERV
(Warner Bros.)
D.WIES— (l,150t. 35c-50c-65c-90c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "The Man Hunter," an adventurous melo
drama; organ recital. Gross: $7,500. Rating: 80%.
"SWING
HIGH"
(Pathe)
ORPHEUM— (2,300), 25c-35c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Sixteen stars in a special feature, orchestra. Gross: $8..=;00. Rating: 75%.
(C\

'Why Marry?" to Strayer

HoUvwood — Scott Darling has completed
the story, "Why Marry?" for TifTany
which Frank Strayer will direct. Production is slated to start in two weeks.
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lil Short''
aug
^^C
Takes Lonjj; I^ihI
Ol Balto (in)sses

Fn Jail Again
ll<)ll>«<i<>d — ( herr\ I.awe><, '.(-Nearold dauKlit«r «f \Narden Lewis I, awes
of Sini; .Sinn, born within the prison
walls :ind edutated hy prisoner tutors,
has arrived to play the role of a
warden's daughter in "I p the Kiver,"
J<»hn Ford's l'o\ .Movietone production

I'.aitimore — An ideal week for mcnie pairoii>, with weather clear and cool during
(he entire seven days.

The high spot was hit by Loew's Stanley,
where "Caught Short" was shown, accompanied by a large slice of advertising in the
national camjiaign. and other stunts arranged byJunior Mclieelian, Loew pubiicjst
_at $29,250,
gross a was
The" house
liere. this
of 167%.
ratingfigured
giviiiK
■{"lie gross piled up on the second week of
Applause" at the Little, with 267 seats, was
a .surprise. The take was estimated at
$1,350, giving it a rating of 135%,
"Mammy," starring Al Jolson, slumped
badly during its second week, showing simultaneously at the Metropolitan and Rivoli
theatres.

Norma Shearer, a great favorite in Baltimore, piled up heavy sugar in "The Divorcee," shown simultaneously at the Valencia downtown and the Parkway uptown
after one week at the Stanley. Gross at the
\'alencia was about $3,300, or 94%, while
gross at Parkway was around $5,200, a
118% rating.
Keith's took a wallop with
including "Sunny Skies" and
mance." Lasted four days,
Gross estimated around $2,200
of 30%.

a double bill,
"Border Rothen pulled.
with a rating

Weather: Clear, cool and beautiful throughout the
week.
Opposition: "All Quiet on the We.':tern Front,
}rd week. Auditorium; "In Gay Madrid" (with
"Broadway Stars," LoewCapitol unit), Loew's Century; "Behind the Make-up," vaude.. Hipf<odrome:
'."TKtinv Skies" and "Border Romance," Keith's: 'Applause," second week. Little; "Mammy,' 2nd week
jointly at the Metropolitan and Rivoli: "Follies of
1930," 2nd week. New: "Caught Short." Loeiv's Stanley; "The Divorcee," jointly at Loew's Valencia and
Parkway after one week at Stanley. Stage: "Beauty
Reinie," burlesque at the Gayety and Jewish company
one dav at the Palace.
"IN GAY MADRID" (M-G-M)
LOEWS CENTURY— (3,221), 25c-6Q.'-, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news, "A Tough Winter"
(Our Gang M-G-M comedy), scenic, navy reel, LoewCapitol stage unitorgan.
("Broadway
Stars" Rating:
with Bonny
Davis), orchestra,
Gross: $20,250.
97%.
"CAUGHT
SHORT"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S STANLEY— (3,654). 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news. Pathe "Audio Review,"
"Come Take a Trip in My Airship" (Paramount song
reel). "Hungarian Rhapsodv" (musical novelty reel),
organ.
Gross: $29,250.
Rating: 167%.
"THE
DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
simultaneously with Parkway uptown after
one week at the Stanley.)
I.OEWS VALENCIA— (1.500). 25c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news. "Belle of the
Night" (Paramount comedv), "The Wizard's Apprentice" (United Artists' featurette). Gross: $3..W.
Rating: 94%.
"THE DIVORCEE" (M-G-M)
(Shown simultaneously
Valencia do'untown after
one weekwith
at Stanley.)
T.OEW'S P.VRKWAY- (1.092), 15c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news. "In the Old Apple Tree" (Paramount song reel). Harrv Langdon in
■The King" (M-G-M comedv). Gross: $5,200. Rating:
118%.
(Shown

(Second

"MAMMY"
(Warner Bros.)
week simultaneously
with
the Metropolitan
llftOZi-ll.)

RIVOLI— (1.9S2). 25c-50c, 6 days, starting Saturday.
Other attractions: "Match Play" (Sennett-Parainount comedy). "Her Relations." and "The Jazz Rehearsal" (Vitaphone Varieties, latter all color), Pathe
news, organ. Gross: S4.800. Rating: 60%.
"MAMMY" (Warner Bros.)
town.) with the Rivoli down(Second week simultaneously
METROPOI.lT.\N— (1..^00). 15c-50c, 6 days, beginning Saturday.
Other
attractions:
Kinograms,
"Match
Play"
(Sennett-Paramount
comedy).
Vitaphone \'arieties, organ.
Gross: $3,600,
Rating: 60%.
"BEHIND
THE MAKE-UP"
(Paramount)
HIPPODROME— (2,500). 20c-60c, 6 days. Other attractions: Pathe news, "Peace and Harmony" and
Lloyd Hamilton in "Good Morning, Sheriff" (Educa-

adapted
Maurine Watkins'
story.
Ford --awfrom
the \oun>;s(er
during; his
recent inspection of Sini; Sinn.

^Texas Moon'llake
Only $3,600 in
3 Days at Ottawa
Ottawa — Exhibitors of Ottawa were enthused by lively streams past bo.x office windows during the week, a stretch of wet
weatiier being all in favor of theatre patronage while various features also proved real
attractions.
"Paramount on Parade," Regent; "Girl
.Said No," Centre ; "Temple Tower,"
Keith's, and '"-Song of Love," at the Avalon
all registered 100 per cent. Helping "Temple
at Keith's was the last vaudeville Tower"
of the season.
Weather:

Rain

and

cold.

Opposition:
"Paramount
Parade," (3Regent;
"Girl
Said
No," Centre;
"Templeon Tower,"
days) B.
F.
Keith's; "Song of Love,' (3 days) Avalon; "High
Treason." Imperial: "Under the Texas Moon," (3
days)
Keiths.
' .liiiiu Christie,"
(3 days)
.Hvalon.
"PARAMOUNT ON PARADE"
(Para.)
REGE.NT-( 1.225), 25-60c, 6 days. Other attractions:
"Hot Dog" comedy; Fox Movietone news; orchestra.
Gross: $6,200.
Rating: 1007c.
"GIRL SAID NO" (M-G-M)
CENTRE— (1.200),
15-50c, 6 days.
Other
attractions: "Cossack Bride";
Eannie
Ward
sketch;
Fox
silent news.
Gross: $4,300.
Rating: 100%.
"TEMPLE TOWER"
(Fox)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,596), lS-60c, 3 days. Other attractions: Five RKO
vaude
acts; comedy,
("Tight
Squeeze"); ("Festival of Bagdad"); Pathe silent news;
scenic; orchestra.
Gross: $4,900.
Rating: 100%.
"SONG OF LOVE"
(Columbia)
AV.\LO.N— (990), 25-35C, 3 days. Other attractions:
Comedy, Charlie Chase in "Crazy Feet"; "Haunted
House"; Fox .Movietone news, (^oss: $1,200. RatTREASON"
(Tiffany-Oumont)
ing: "HIGH
M<r; .
LMPERL\L-(1,200J, 15-50c. 6 days. _ Other attracHearst Aletrotone
Mermaidtions:
Western
comedy. news;
Gross:"Kat's
$2,800. Mcuuw
Rating:";
75%.
"UNDER
THE TEXAS
MOON"
(Warner Bros.)
KEITHS (2.596,i, 15-50c. 3 days. Other attractions: Comedy, ("Chills and Fevers") ; Pathe "Audio
Review"; Universal news. Cntaa: $3,600. Rating:
75%.
"ANNA
CHRISTIE"
(M-G-M)
AVALON— (9901. 25-50C. 3 days. Other attracFox Movietone news; "Screen Snapshots '; Charlie
Chase comedy.
Gross: $1,025.
Rating: 807.

tional comedies), Pathe

"Review."

Gross: $3,500.

"SUNNY
Rating:

SKIES"
(Tiffany)
and
"BORDER
ROMANCE" (Tiffany)
S;' .
(Double Feature Program.)
KEITH'S
(3.016), 25c-50c, 4 days, plus a midnight
show Sunday. Other attractions: Universal news.

Grvss:

$2,200'."FOLLIES
Rating: .■OF 19»" (Fox)
(Second consecutive week.)
NEW
(1,500), 25c-50c, 6 days.
Other attractions:
Fox Movietone news, selection from "Carmen" by
RichardS9.0l>t.
Boncili
(Fox).90%."Radio Kisses" (comedy).
Gross:
Rating:
"APPLAUSE"
(Paramount)
(Second consecutive week.)
LITTLE
(267), 35c-50c, 6 days.
Other attractions:
Robert Benchley in "The Treasurer's Report" (Fox),
"The Brats" (Laurel and Hardy M-G-M oomedy).
Gross: S1.350. Rating: 135%.
"ALL

QUIET (Third
ON THE
WESTERN
(U.)
consecutive
week.) FRONT"
.•\UDITORIU.M— (1.6001, 50c-$1.50, with two reserved
seat performances daily. No other attractions. Gross:
$5,200. Rating: 65%.
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^"^ Angels" Breaks
L. A. Record with
$40,500 Gross
Los Angeles — The tremendous intake of
16 grand for the $ll-top opening performance of "Hell's Angels" sent the b. o. receipts of Grauman's Chinese soaring to new
heights, passing the house record by at least
10 grand on the sensational gross of $40,500,
rating ance
250%.
performlikewise Saturday's
influenced midnight
the healthy
gross.
Ted Healy's personal appearance helped
"Arizona Kid" to run up a 145% rating on
a $39,200 gross at Loew's State, which followed "Divorcee" $18,500 (185%), "Big
Pond" $26,000 (193%), and "Caught
-Short" $14,600 (146%), in the line-up of
current big money makers. From present
indications, "Divorcee" and "All Quiet,"
which clicked at $15,400 (128%), are strong
enough for four more weeks.
Warner's house, the Downtown, continues
in the slump, this week reaching the low
figure of ten grand (only 67^/) with "Sweet
Mama," a First National picture. Several
other stands were noted to fall far below
par.

"HELL'S ANGELS"
(Caddo)
HOLLYWOOD— Ciraiiiiian's
Chinese— (2,023),
7.Sc$1.50, 1st week, 7 days, twice dailv. Other attractions:
Sid Grauman prologue. Gross: $40,500.
Rating: 250%.
(Note:
Opening
night scaled at $11 per seat.)
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
LO.S ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle-(1,650), 75c$1..50, 6th week, 7 days, twice daily. Other attractions:
Abe Lyman and band, Movietone news. Gross: $15,400.
Rating:
128?!..
"SAFETY
IN NUMBERS"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELE.S—Paramonnt— (3,596), 35c-65c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Jack White comedy ("Bitter
Friends"). Paramount news. Rice Sportlight, song
cartoon, Milton Charles organ concert. Opposition:
"Divorcee," "Big Pond," ".Soldiers and Women,"
"Cuckoos," "Arizona Kid." "High Treason," "Sweet
Mama." Gross: $19,800. Rating: "f.%.
"ARIZONA
KID"
(Fox)
LOS ANGFLES— Loew's State— (2,418), 35c-65c. 7
days. Other Attractions: Ted Healy in person, talker
conied>'. Meirotone and Movietone news. Opposition:
"Safety in Numbers." "Divorcee," "Big Pond," "Soldiers and Women." "Cuckims," "Sweet Mama,"
"High Treason." Gross: $.W,20O. Rating: 145%.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criterion— (1,6.52), 35c-65c, 3rd
wcik. Other attractions: Comedy, Movietone news.
Ooposition: "Safety in Numbers," "Arizona Kid,"
"Big Pond," "Soldiers and Women," "Cuckoos,"
"Sweet Mama," "High Treason." Gross: $18,500.
Rating: 185%.
"CAUGHT SHORT" (M-G-M)
HOLLYWOOD
(IrauuKins
Egyptian— (1,800),
35c65c, 7 days. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco "Brunettes" Idea. "Streets of Mystery,"
Movietone
news.
Gross: $14,600.
Rating: 146%.
"BRIDE
OF
THE
REGIMENT"
(First National)
HOLLYWOOD— Warners' Hollywood— (3,000), 35c65c, 7 davs. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties,
news.
Gross: $17,000.
Rating:
121%.
"BIG POND"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELES-rnited Artists-(2,I00), 35c-75c,
1st week, 7 davs. Other attractions: Tack White
comedy ("Oh, Darling"). Paraniount news, Gaylord
Carter organ concert. Opposition: ".Safety in Numbers," "Divorcee." "Arizona Kid," ".Soldiers and
Women," "Cuckoos." "Sweet Mania." "High
Treason."
Gross: $26,000.
Rating: 193%.
"SWEET
MAMA"
(First National)
LOS ANGELES— W.irners' Downtowu-(2,400), 35c65c, 7 days. Other attractions: X'itaphone Varieties,
news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Safety in Numbers,"
"Arizona Kid." "Cuckoos," "Big Pond," "Soldiers
and Women," "High Treason." Gross: $10,000. Rating:
67%.
"SOLDIERS
AND
WOMEN"
(Columbia)
LOS ANGELE.S-RKO (2.700). .3.5c-6.5c, 7 days.
Other attractions: KKO vaude.. Pathe ne\vs. Opposition: "Divorcee." ".Safety in Numbers," "Arizona
Kid." "Big Pond," "Sweet Mama," "Cuckoos," "High
Treason." Gross: $14,500. Ratin?: 91%.
"CUCKOOS" (RKO)
LOS ANGELES Orpbeum f2,750), 35c-65c, 3rd
week. Other attractions: Musical shorts, Pathe news.
Opposition: "Divorcee," "Safety in Numbers," "Arizona Kid." "Soldiers and Women," "Big Pond,"
"Sw^ect Mama," "High Treason." Gross: $1.'.000.
Rating: 81%.
"HIGH TREASON" (Tiffany)
LOS ANGET,ES--California (2,000), 2.5c-50c._ 2nd
wccl<. Other attractions: Comedy news. ^Opposition:
"Oivorcec," "Safety in Numbers." "Arizona Kid.|^
"Soldiers and Women," "Big Pond," "Cuckoos,"
"Sweet
Mama."
Gross: $7, .500.
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'^Caught Short" on
Long End of All
Providence Runs
Providence — Three smashing hits boosted
business to high figures in the downtown
theatre belt, the bills being so strong that
attractions incidental to Memorial Day
could not cut in appreciably. Topping the
card was "Caught Short," Loew's State attraction which clicked $24,000.
Weather, eool, pleasant.
Opposition: Fro wrest ling. Carlton stock. Films:
"Ladies Love Brutes," RKO Victory, "Roadhouse
A'ifjhts," Majestic: "Cauglit Short," Loew's State;
"Midninht KKO
Mystery,"
raudcvillc,
Alhce. and Charles Runoles headitui
"LADIES LOVE BRUTES"
(Paramount)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Red Heads," Audio Revue, Pathe news,
-Marc Connolly in "The Guest." Gross: $9,500. Rating:
95%.
"ROADHOUSE
NIGHTS"
(Paramount)
M.\JE.STIC— (2,400), 15c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Burning L^p*' (Paramount),
supplementary
attraction; Fox news.
Gross: $11,000.
Rating: 100%.
"CAUGHT SHORT"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE— (3,800), I5c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Saturday Afternoon" (Our Gang), "The
General," Hearst Metrotone, organlogue. Gross: $24,000. Rating: 120%.
"MIDNIGHT
MYSTERY"
(RKO)
RKO ALBEE— (2,.«)0), 2.Sc-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: Five acts vaude. headed by Oiarles Ruggles. Gross: $11,000.
Rating: 100%.

Salesmen Should Be at
Annual Meets — Marcus
Salesmen as well as managers of RKO
will attend future general sales meetings of
the company, it was indicated by Lee Marcus, distribution chief, at the regional meeting in New York this week, which concluded the series of regional sessions, which
followed the general convention held at Hollywood. Regional meets were held at New
Orleans and Chicago. Charles Rosenzweig,
general
sales manager, conducted the New
^'ork meeting.
Yesterday's meeting was adjourned for
the day at 12 noon, due to. the news of the
death of Sydney Katz, brother-in-law of
los. Schnitzer.

Smith Succeeds Kurtzman,
Who Joins Fox in East
San Francisco — Edward Smith, formerly
an executive of Publix, has been named division manager of the western group of
Paramount Publix houses, succeeding
Charles Kurtzman, who goes to New York
as assistant to Harry Arthur, head of Fox
houses in the East. C. C. Perry, veteran
Publix executive, is head of operation of all
western Paramount houses.

Signs for 5 Years
Hollywood — Loretta Young has signed a
five-year contract with First National.
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"Ingagi's''
31
Grand Shatters
Record in K. C.
Kansas City — "Ingagi" drew crowds to
the Pantages this week to the tune of $31,300, or 300%, a record for this house. The
big take was made possible by extra owl
shows at 11:30 P. M. At the Midland, the
biggest business in months was done by
"Divorcee,"
500,
or 190%.which shot b. o. receipts to $28,What looked like a good week at the Newman, with Tiffany's "'Journey's End," fell
off in the latter half making the week's rating only 80%,. on a gross of $8,000. "The
Texan" (Paramount) at the Royal did a
good week's business, with a rating of 110%,
grossing $5,000. The Mainstreet, playing
First National's "Song ot the Flame,"
grossed $13,500, or 90%. The Uptown,
with Fox's "She Steps Out," reported 90%
of average business, or a gross of $5,400.
Weather:
Fine.
Opposition: "Divorcee," vaude, revue. Midland;
"Song of the Flame," five acts vaude, Matnstreet,
"Journey's End," Newman; "Te.ran," Royal; "Ingagi," Pantages; "She Steps Out," Uptown.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)

_MIDLAND'-(4,e00),
35c-60c,news,
7 days.
Other attractions: Hearst Metrotone
vaudeville,
revue
("Blue Gardens"), headlining Allen Rogers. Gross:
$28,500.
Rating: 190%.
"SONG OF THE FLAME"
(F. N.)
MAI.NSTREET— (3,067), 35c-bOc, 7 days.
Other attractions: Pathe news,
Grantland
live acts vaude.,
headlining
FlorenzRice and "Sportlight,"
Marion
in
"INGAGI"
(Congo)
"Tempest and Sunshine." Gross: $13,500. Rating: 90%.
PANTAGES— (2,166), 25c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Station S-T-.X-R,
the Voice of Hollvwood,"
news.
Gross: $31,300.
Rating: .!0n%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
NEWMAN— (2.000), 25c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Paramount's "Toys," with the Ormonde
Sisters;
Paramount
("Wise
Flvs");
Paramount news.
Gross:talkertoon
$8,000.(Paramount)
Rating:
80%.
"TEXAN"

Pathe

ROYAL— (900), 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions:
Paramount news. Pathe cartoon, X'itajihcine act ("People
Paramount
den Versus"),
Doll"). "SHE
Ooss:
$5,000. shorts
Rating:("Rube"
110%. and "DresSTEPS
OUT"
(Fox)
UPTOWN— (2,200). 2.5c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Our Gang in "Lazy Davs, cartoon ("Barnvard
Gross: $5,400.
Rating: 90%.

Battle").

Critic's Knock Causes
Manager to Pull Film
Baltimore
Although
"Ingagi"
probably
would
have — been
held for
a second
week
at Keith's, the very unfavorable review
given the production by Donald Kirkley.
picture enced
critic
for "TheSchanberger,
Morning Sun,"
influT. Lawrence
manager,
to wind up its engagement at the end of the
first week.
Kirkley said in part: "Ingagi," the jungle jumble
now as
being
exploited at picture,
Keith's
theatre,
is billed
an unbelievable
and, believe this department, it is. Where
truth ends and fiction begins is a puzzle
which has aroused the curiositv of many
who have already seen it. ... If a motion
picture can do any harm (a fact by no
means proved) to the weak people in whose
behalf censorship theoretically operates,
here is a perfect example of where censorship should operate. One may pause to ask
by what logic the Maryland censors, so
ready to mutilate certain artistic pictures,
permitted all this monkey business to be
The taken
last 1,500
film inofCalifornia,
"Ingagi"
were
in the feet
Seligof Zoo
according to information Kirkley received
shown."
and
that much of "The Heart of Africa,"
was used for it.
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Top Boston Spot
To ^^King'' on a
Take ol $27,(H)()
Bo>tt)ii — Had it not hei-ii tOi tlu- (l()nl)lf
holitlay wtik-i-iul, tlieatres would doiil)tlt'»
have siitTcn-d a terrific slump, liut grosses
for the holidays made up for vacant seats
early in the week.
"kinK of jazz" at the Keith Memorial
was the shinin;; liRht for the week, with a
^ross of $27,01)0. or 125' '(, surpassing previous week's husiness and rolling up the
best gross in weeks.
Metroi)olitan held its own witli "New Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu," although the
early week husiness was nothing to brag
about. Rin-Tin-Tin "in person' brought up
the ligures at the Keith-Albee, while both
Loew houses showed a good week's business.

\(ari.>iirll»^

(Stanilardi,

llraril

Mrtrotone

newi

GroM:
JU.iWI.
Rating: MADRID"
H«,' ;
"IN GAY
(M-G-M)
.ALLK.V
(J,J0<)), M>c tiOc, 7 day^. Other attractions:
•Fast
\V(irk" (M-O-.M),
"Fire HuK-"
(r..rani.iunl),
Hearst Mrtrotnnr news.
Gross: H7,it»i.
Rating: 97";,.
"NOTORIOUS
AFFAIR"
(First National)
Sr.XTK
(,i.4(Kli, ,U)c Wlc. 7 day>.
Other attractions:
"\rs.
We
Have
No
Bananas"
(I'araiii'junt
sonj!),
".Mush
Again"
(I'niversal), "Peace
and
Harmony"
(Kducational),
"Kallin(f
Waters'
(Fischerl, ".Mice's
i.ittlr Parade"
(Fischer),
Paramount
news,
"Days
..f Yore
Revue"
( ( j)CW
unit with
Wesley
Kddy),
Gross: $17,000."ON Rating:
85'",.
THE LEVEL"
(Fox)
KKO
P.\LA(K.-(J,«JU), J.5c-75c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Harnum Was
Riwht"
(RKO).
"(otton
Pickin'
Time'
(Fischer).
"Hawaiian
Pineaiiples"
(Kducational),
Pathe news. I'aihe "Review,"
vaude"CUCKOOS"
ville. Gross: $21,000,
Rating: (RKO)
8-t''; .
llll'I'ODRO.MK
(4,500), .tSc 7.5c, 7 days
Other attractions:
't'nwritten
Law"
(Standard
Filmi,
Fox
.M.ivirtone news.
Gross: $15,500
Rating: 77'"
"CASE OF SERGEANT GRISCHA"
(RKO)
('.\MKO
(1.200). 2,5c-.50c. 7 da> s. Other attractions:
"(io.Hl
MorniPK,Hearst
Sheriff"Metrotone
(Educational
Tree"
(Paranioiiiit).
news. I, ".\ppliGross: $6,000,
Rating:

Clevdand Fc^ars
For End of Small
Town Exlui)itor
Cleveland — With about 150 houses in this
territory dark, due to poor economic
conditions, unemployment and the drift of
population to the larger towns, passing of
the small town theatre is feared. Business
is decidedly below previous summers and
indications are that these theatres will be
closed indefinitely.
In Cleveland, the situatifin is aggravated
l)y high overhead due to labor conflitions.

120'"c.

Out of town business was reported as
much above the average with suburban
theatres
doin.e one of the best week's business in months.
Wealhir fair and cool.
Opposition: " S nf Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu,"
Metropolitan: "This Thinn Called Love," Keith-Albee
where Rin-Tin-Tin in person drew well; "Kinq of
Jac:." Keith Memorial: "In Gay Madrid," Loew's
Stale; 'Puttni' on the Ril:," Loew's Orpheum;
"Those Who Dame," Scollay Square; "C:ar of
Broadway."
Pari:
"NEW
ADVENTURES
OF
DR.
FU
MANCHU"
(Paramount)

\lKTKOI'Ol.rr.\.\ (4..i50), 25-eOc, 7 days. Other

attractions: Revue "Lanterns," new ()r«an with Martell .It CMii^^Kle. cartc«in. ParaniiMiiit nfw<. Gross;
$J5.0i>i.
Rating: l.V, .
"THIS
THING
CALl-ED
LOVE"
(Pathe)
KKITH .\T,BKK-(2,5(X)), .'5-o<)c. 7 lUtys. Other
attractions: Rin-Tin-Tin "in person," vaudeville,
omeih . I'athp news. SportliRlit. Gross: $20,000.
Rating:
11)5',
"KING OF JAZZ"
(Universal)
KKITH MKMOKl.AI. (.'.,S()0). 30-65c. 7 days Other
attractions: ( anion. I'athi- news, cnnicdv. Gross:
527,0011. Rating:
12'',.
"IN GAY MADRID"
(M-G-M)
l.OK.Ws .<T.\TIi (J.700), .!0-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Stan Laurel comedv, Hearst Metrotone
news.
Gross: S2J,iXX).
Rating: 120^r.
"PUTTIN"
ON THE
RITZ
(U. A.)
I.OKW S ()RPHF.fM^(3.100l, 2.> 50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: I arl Shaw and ompany. vaudeville.
Hearst .\lctri.ion<- news, dance ontf-t. Gross: $23.000.
Rating:
115';
"THOSE
WHO
DANCE"
(Warner)
.SCOI.L.W Xaudrville,
SQL"ARE-(1,800),
attractions:
Paramount25-50c,
news.7 days.
Gross: Other
$15,000.
Rating:
115'"r.
"CZAR
OF BROADWAY"
(Univ.)
PARK (800i, 25. .50c. : l.i>~ Other attractions:
Cartcxm. fni\ rrs.il news
Gross: <4.'J«)
Rating: 98*^.

'Grischa's' 120%
($6,000) is Top
In Cleveland
Cleveland — First-run business held up to
a fairly good average, due no doubt to continued cold weather. "Case of Sergeant
Grischa" made an especiall^v good showing.
"Divorcee " brought a four weeks' engagement to a happy conclusion, holding up well
to
the
}^)erformance.
"In Gay The
Madrid"
was welllastliked
and well attended.
other
theatres did fair summer business.
Weather:
Quite cold, with occasional showers.
Opposition:
"Diorcee.
Ath week. StUlman; "In Gay
Madrid," Allen: "Notorious Affair," Stale; "Case of
Str.ieaut
tiristiia."
Cameo:
"Cuckoos."
Hippodrome
"On
the Lr-.ei ' KKO
I\iUr,-. .State: "Little Accident," stock. Ohio.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
STII.I.MAN"
(L900),
40c-7Sc,
4th week.
7 days.
Other attractions:
"Song Writers' Revue" (M-G-M),

"... a continuously curved line,
all points of which are equidistant
from a certain point within called the
center . . ." Thus we used to chant at
our geometry teachers. In industry,
however, the circle becomes complex.
The infinitesimal accuracy demanded
of cinemachinery for the production of
good motion pictures depends greatly
upon precise placement and centering
of all circular parts. In this Bell &
Howell cinemachinery excels.
Standard Cameras, Perforators,

parts to within 20 seconds of an arc.
From "location" to projection
booth, the results of Bell & Howell
accuracy are concrete values. Precise,
clean-cut, dependable operation of all
Bell & Howell cinemachinery contributes agreat share of the technical wellbeing of the industry today.

Printers, and Splicers require microscopic measurements in manufacture,
and microscopic tests in final inspections. Here is illustrated a Bell &
Howell engineer checking the lens
carrier plate of a Bell& Howell Standard Camera by means of an Optical
Dividing Head. Typical of Bell &
Howell precision instruments, the dividing head measures circles and their

BELL

&

The Bell & Houell Engineeririg Research
Laboratories stand ready to aid you in any
phase of motion picture technique. Consultation
on sound moiies is especially invited.

HOWELL

Bell & Howell Company, Dept. R, 185 2 Larchmont Ave., Chicago. Illinois
New York, 11 West 42nd Street. Hollywood, 6324 Santa Monica Blvd.
London (B.&: H. Co., Ltd.) 320 Regent Street. Established 1907

M
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Heirs Angels
(Caddo— All Talker)

Air Stuff Superb; Story Fair
{Revieived by Walter R. Greene)
"Hell's Angels" opened at Graii)iia)i's Chinese
theatre, Hollywood, on May 17. Motion Picture News' review was telegraphed to Xezv
York and, because of the tvidespread discussion
which has revolved around the picture, was
published in the issue of May 31 as a straight
news story.
It is now reprinted in the reiiczving section
for records kept by e.vhibitors and others.
44 TT ELL'S ANGELS," world-premiering
il after thirty-eight months of production and an expenditure of about $4,000,000 in
real money, looks dubious for Howard Hughes,
the producer.
What the production has is a fair story,
laljoriously long, as the overture to the one
phase of the production wherein Hughes got
his money's worth and set a peak for thrills
that will be extremely costly and difficult to
equal.
The real entertainment in the production,
which for years has been a by-word in the
industry, is in the air sequences. They are
de luxe.
Within tilm memories no production has
equalled the Hughes creation in the amount
of publicity, printed and spoken, preceding its
opening. It has been the stock resort of columnists, humorists, photoplay editors and gossipers when copy or talk ran short.
Hughes has a realistic story of the World
War from the air angle and has gone to extremes in order to obtain authentic atmosphere
throughout. But what was shown on the screen
justified neither expense nor time spent in production.
Hughes crossed up the folks by giving them
a straightforward story of the war with the
air stuff interwoven. There is no doubt of the
effectiveness of the air sequences, but these only
consume about 20 per cent of the picture's two
hours and fifteen minutes' running time. Undoubtedly wholesale cutting will snap up the
story whereby it will run faster and smoother
than at the opening.
Introduction of the story consumed exactly
45 minutes before anything was shown in the
clouds with every one waiting anxiously for
the air stuff to start. But when Hughes takes
to the air, he presents what are admittedly the
greatest thrills ever photographed above the
earth. His sky introduction is a sensational air
raid on London by a Zeppelin, with the climax
showing the burning Zep dashing to earth.
After some time is given to story development again, Hughes presents his awe-inspiring
and magnificently staged air battle with 100
planes fighting it out in a sea of clouds. That
air battle is the last word in thrills, suspense
and realism. It's going to be a long time before any other producer tops that one sequence
in the sky.
The atmosphere and correct war background
for production have never been equalled, even
down to the smallest details. When Germans
talk during several sequences, they converse in
native tongue with translation titles flashing
on to inform the audience of the dialogue going on. Hughes was well repaid for engagmg
his larire staff of technical advisors and thereby
obtained real and authentic color of the war
background throughout.
Ben Lvon and Tames Hall are brothers. Ly^n
the field withis a tvpical ladies' man and plays his
sweetheart
out reserve. Hall is devoted to
him
attempts to get Lyon
his brother's narrow.
snd spurns
Then
out of the straight and

Picture

On

X e zv s

When the pair feel themselves safe they are
shot down in flames, with Hall making landing, so the two escape from burning plane. But
they land in the German lines and are marched
to headquarters. The German general demands
giving fifteen minutes to decide bethey talk,
tween that and a firing squad. Lyon weakens,
with Hall finally stating he will talk to the
general and tell the British plan of attack. Hall
gets a gun with one shell and returns to Lyon.
When the latter still wants to squeal. Hall
shoots him and then tells the German that he
will not disclose British plans. He is marched
out for the firing squad, and finale.
Lyon gives a splendid performance as the
life-loving weakling, closely followed by Hall,
with Jean Marlow particularly fine as the girl.
"Hell's Angels" is not the epic of talkers,
notwithstanding the fact it is thrilling, realistic
and effective. It carries plenty of audiencee
appeal and wealth of entertainment. At the
two-dollar scale it will enjoy plenty of business.
Likewise, later, when it hits the regular price
runs, it is certain to hit heavy grosses at all
box offices, but whether or not Hughes gets
liack his tremendous investment is sornething
for him to worry about, rather than exhibitors.
In justice to Howard Hughes, it must be stated
that the picture will be cut further and such
cutting should enhance the tempo and general
value 100 per cent.
Comedies by zvay of relief are suggested.
Produced bj' Howard Hughes. Story by Marshall
Neilan and Joseph Moncure March. Directed by
Howard Hughes. Dialogue by Joseph Moncure March.
Adaptation and continuity by Howard Estabrook and
Harry Behn. Staged by James Whale. Edited by
Frank Lawrence and Douglas Biggs. Musical arrangetnent by Hugo Riesenfeld. Technical eng^ineer,
E. Roy Davidson. Photographed by Gaetano
CFaudio, Harry Perry^ Harry Zech, E. Burton Steene,
Dewey
Wrigley. Elmer Dyer.
THE
CAST
Monte
Rutledge
Ben Lyon
Roy Rutledge
James
Hall
Helen
Jean Harlow
Karl Armstedt
.John Darrow
Baron von Krantz
Lucien Prival
Lt. von Bruen
Frank
Clarke
"Baldy"
Roy Wilson
Captain Redfield
Douglas
Gilmore
Baroness von Krantz
lane Winton
I-ady Randolf
Evelyn
Hall
Staff Major
William
Davidson
.Squadron Commander RFC
Wyndham
Standing
C.retchen
Lena
Malena
Zeppelin Commander
Carl von Haartman
1st Officers Zeppelin
F. Schumann-Heink
Elliott
Stephen
Carr
Marryat
Pat Somerset
Others:
Marilyn
Morgan,
Thomas
Carr. George Berliner, J. Granville Davis.

High Treason
A "Hopped-Up"

7,

19 3 0

Pictures

meets the girl, Jean Marlow, and the pair fall
heavy for each other. She takes Lyon to her
apartment for a rather hot sequence, just before the boys go over to France. At the front
Lyon shows his cowardly streak with the entire squadron realizing it. Then the commander
calls for two volunteers to take a captured German bomber out to destroy an ammunition
warehouse beliind the German lines. Lyon steps
out, followed by Hall. They push off at dawn,
successfully complete their job, and start back.
Richthofen's circus gets on their tail for thrilling running fight. The squadron escort picks
them uptacularand
battle. engages the Germans in a spec-

(Ti/tany—All

June

Talker)

Fantasie

(Rez'iezved by Don Ashbaugh)
THE
box office is due for a jolt when
"High Treason" is shown at the theatres
of the United States. It's either due to knock
'cm cold or drop off flat. If the audience is
in the mood for a triental jag this is it. If it
craves some saccharine romance, this isn't.

"High Treason"' is a British made picture,
based entirely upon present scientific and political tendencies and forecasts. The film attempts to show how we will love, live and
fight in the not far distant year of 1940. This
seems the weakest part of the picture. Audiences are going to refuse to believe that so
many changes can be wrought in ten years. If
the producer had dated the him 1950 it would
have stood a better chance of winning believers.
An exceedingly sketchy plot furnishes the
excuse for the introduction of numerous novel
and spectacular effects.
The ultimate culmination of efforts toward
world-wide i>eace are cc>nceived by the director
of this picture. The marvelous machinery
which has enrolled half the people of the
world in a movement to insure universal peace
is shown at the zenith of its development.
On the other side, one sees the machinery of
war; the organized armament manufacturers
who find peace unprofitable.
Then what is evidently an attempt to show
how futile peace efforts are against the flaring temperament of human beings, hostilities
between the two great divisions of the world,
the Federated European and the Atlantic states
are kindled through a poker game between
guards on the international boundary.
Rum runners in a queer looking highpowered car aid in causing more of a breach.
At this point excitement becomes heated.
Radio stations send forth rings of aerial
waves from powerful stations. Air liners glide
to landings in city rivers. Dirigibles flit past
a few feet above house tops. Heliocopters
settle down upon roofs. Frantic television conversations are held by those affected. Buildings crumble to dust. Gas and fire destroy by
radio waves. And in general, there are hot
times on earth again.
Mobilization for the great war actually
starts, but is halted when the president of the
^^'orld's Peace Federation prevents the broadcast of the official declaration by killing the
prime instigator, the president of the Federated States of Europe.
He announces that the difficulties will be
settled by arbitration, declaring that "if this
is treason make the most of it," and, despite
the fact that he saves the world, he is convicted and sentenced to die.
Although the war isn't fought, there are
plenty of horrible scenes, perhaps the most
stupendous being the terrific explosion which
wrecks an express train in the Channel tunnel
l)ctween Calais and Dover. A very effective
piece of processed photography shows the
water of the channel pouring into the wrecked
coaches of the stricken train.
While changes have been many since 1920
the makers of this picture depict to us a considerably different world when the 1940 census
is taken. Women will wear trousers on the
streets and practically nothing at all in the
evening.
Berets will be the mode for all heads.
Dancing will be to mechanical music with
all of the instruments being played by one
man pressing electrical buttons. Doors will
work automatically. Television conmiunication
will have replaced telephones but radio announcers ^ill remain much the same.
Maurice Elvey directed this fantastic affair,
displaying the hand of the artist in some of
the technical workmanship. The photography
is likewise splendid.
The romance in the story is between Benita
Htmie, daughter of the peace federation head,
and Jameson Thomas, soldier and lover.
Tlie picture 'will need strong comedy support to reliezr the tension.
Produced by Gaumont-TiflFanv. Distributed by Tiflany. From the play by Pemberton Billing. Directed
by ^raurlce Elvey, Length. 6.210 feet. Running time,
(>9 mnuitcs.
Release ilate not set.
THE CAST
Evelyn
Seymour
Benita
Hume
Michael
Dcane
Jameson
Thomas
President of Europe
Humberston
Wright
Ur. Seymour
Basil Gil)
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Dumbbells in Ermine
ill\i>iu-rs-

III

Snappy Program

lalk.-r)

Entertainment

{Revieived by Walter R. Greene)
ALTHOUGH
based on the rather risque
play, "Weak Sisters," this Warner picture contains little more than a slight >-unf;estion of the stape opus. Nevertheless, it is a
snappy and interesting romance — ihon)u;;hl>
clean — bubbling with comedy lines and situations— and can Ik- cla<M(l as siib-.tantial program entertainment.
The boxer-mananer team of Robert Arnistronp and James (ileason carries much of the
comedy, but the humor is rather balanced between practically all memljcrs ol the cast.
Fast tempo of the screen version and capable
direction by Jdin Adolfi, provide a highly enjoyable picture of program calibre for week
runs and succeeding bookings.
Armstrong and Gleason are teamed again —
Armstrong the fighter and Jimmy the hardboilcfl and wise-cracking manager. AMiile
training for a light, Armstrong meets and falls
in love with Barbara Kent, a sweet and innocent miss whose family stands among the
socially elite of the town. The girl's mother
wants her to marry Arthur Hoyt. a spellbinding missionary and reformer, but Barbara
throws him over for Armstrong. Grandmother Beryl Mercer spots the Kent-Armstrong romance and helps it along at every
opportunity. After the usual lovers' spat and
"I never want to see you again" attitude, tlie
girl becomes reconciled to her marriage to
Hoyt. _ But the latter invites a group of "weak
sisters" to a revival meeting, and is washed
out wiien one of the girls accuses him of lur
downfall.
This eliminates Hoyt, with the girl then
easily getting family permission to marry
Armstrong after the reconciliation. Gleason
wanders in and out of the story with his -wisecracking attempts to (hssuade Armstrong from
falling in love. Finally he tries to help the
rigliter with advice on cave man tactics.
Slat'stick comedies alid iniislcals 'will tit here.

Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed bv
John Adolfi. Adapted from play, "Weak .Sisters,"
by Lynn Starling. Adaptation by Harvev Thew.
Dialogue
James 6..'00
Gleason. Photography
Jennmgs. by length.
ieet. Running
mmntes.
Release
date
May
10, 1930.
THE

CAST

i^"l
^'=''one
Faith
Corey
C.randma
Corey

L^y^f
ncle

' by De\time, 70

Robert

Armstrong
Barbara
Kent
Beryl
Mercer
James
Gleason
Claude
Gillingwater
J"''" Swayne
Gordon
Arthur
Hoyt
Mar,,
^ov
Charlotte
.Merriaiii

i,Roger

llh^^'^S
Siegfried
Strong
Mrs.
Strong
'-='""la

Safety in Numbers
{Farainoun:—

HI J of leer)

Excellent
(Reviewed by Robert Hope)
HKRF"S
thatbrilliant
rare combinatio
of intelligent
direction,
dialogue n— and
rich humor. The result is a picture that is entertainment plus. Showmanship brains made this
production and it is destined to be a box-office
clean-up.
The lion's share of the honors should go to
the director, Victor Schertzin
ger. and the authors, George Marion. Jr.. and Percy Heath.
Their labors would have put the picture over
with any kind of a cast, but an excellent roster
of players has been enlisted and adds to the
box-office appeal. "Buddy" Rogers is decorative and an adequate hero, if somewhat juvenile in his emoting; Kathryn Crawford is con-

on

N e 'c s
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wncing as the heronie, but it is Koscoe Karns,
playing the role of a taxiaib chauffeur, who
nets
fire. most of the laugiis. His comedy is sure
"Buddy" loses his job as an employe in the
.*>an Francisco office of his uncle, because he
turns the establishment into a dancing school,
and is sent to New York, in care of three
ri-latives who are to teach him the social graces
during the three months before he receives his
l.atriniony of $25,(X)0,(K)0. The three turn out
111 be Foilies beauties and "Buddy" learns plenty about women from them. Another chorus
dame tries to make "Buddy" and his millions,
.111(1
manner
his isthree
"guardians"
re^cuethehim
from in
herwhich
designs
a riot.
He falls
in love witii one (Kathryn Crawford) but the
customary plot requirements make the going
t'lugh until the happy ending.
The story is light fare, but that is its chief
asset. It travels at a fast tempo, clicking
laughs without end, most of them <Iue to the
exceptionally clever dialogue.
Rogers' singing voice will never win any
medals for him, but neither will it disturb
the neighbors. He renders three songs, but
the lyrics are unintelligible and the music hackneyed and trite. That portion of the picture
is a dead loss.
Will stand plenty of boosting as a laughgetter, but plug the romance to get in the
women folks.

of ratlier weak roie>. Ueniard Durkui, as the
young son, has lines much in advance of his
age but handles them well. Dorothy Burgess
as the charmer plays the role in great style,
while (ieorge Bickel and Richard Tucker ably
handle smaller parts.
The Sisters G, of foreign fame, and the
Earle Wallace dancers do some lively stepping
in the night club sequences.
While lacking in subtleness and more repressed comedy, the "take it big" attitude of
the cast will probably appeal to most audiences and go over. Name draws, except possibly Belle Bennett, are weak aiul nvol strong
support.
(Jood shorts are needed to fill here.
Pro<luccd and distributed by Warners. From story,
"Misdeal," by Basil Wo</n. Directed by John Adolfi.
Screen adaptation and dialogue by Charles Kenyon.
Edited by Jimmy Gibbons. Photographed by John
Stumar. Length, 6,120 feet. Running time, 08 minutes. Release date not set.
THE

Brooks
Bernard
Earle

THE
William
Butler
Reynolds
Jacqueline
Maxinc
T'auline
( leo Carewe
Bertram
Shipiro
Phil Kempton
.Mma
McGregor
E. Carstair
Reynolds
Jules
Ccmmodore
Brinker
Messaline

Charles

"Buddy"
Rogers
Kathryn
Crawford
Josephine
Dunn
Carol
Lombard
Geneva
Mitchell
Roscoe
Karns
Francis McDonald
Virginia
Bruce
Richard
Tucker
Raoul
Paoli
Lawrence
Grant
Louise Beavers

Recaptured Love
Ul'aruer's—.ll!

1 nlkcr)

About Average
(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)
upKC'APTlRFD
is a burlesque
r^ on sophisticated LOVE"
comedy drama
of marrie<l life. Utilizing broad comedy and slap•-tick situations. Director John Adolfi provides
mildly interesting program entertainment from
a rather antiquated story background.
The picture rates as average program
material for the week runs and subsequent
bookings.
Story introduces the happily-married tired
business man. John Halliday, who is vamped
by Dorothy Burgess, night club entertainer.
.\fter his If^ years of married life, Halliday
steps out and installs the girl in an apartment,
with the wife finally wising up and departing
for a Paris divorce.
Halliday marries the "whoopee" girl. Meanwhile the ex-wife returns from abroad and
steps out herself. Tired of the wild life of his
youthful mate, Halliday seeks rest and seclusion at the country home of his former wife.
.After much pleading by Halliday and his
son. the ex-wife consents to start all over
again without the husband's knowledge: exwife buys oft Burgess for $100,000 and then
makes Halliday pay the freight. Climax finds
the family happily reunited.
Halliday and Belle Bennett make the most

Parr
Parr
Price
Crofts
Kawlings
Dancers

Benedict
Durkin
Wallace

"Pat"
Henry
' Dancers

( /' nuinoiiiil —

Directed by VicMarion, Jr., and
Dix. Lyrics and
Richard Whiting.
Length, 7074 feet.
date. June 7. 1930.

CAST

Helen
Brentwood
Peggy

Shadow of the Law

A nctvsreel and noirlty shorts of a serious
/y/'c Jinll fit in.
Produced by Paramount Publix.
tor Schertzinger. Authors, George
Percy Heath. Scenario by Marion
music by George Marion, Jr., and
Photographed by Henry Gerrard.
Running time. 79 minutes.
Release

CAST

Belle
Bennett
John
Halliday
Dorothy
Burgess
George
Bickel
Richard
Tucker
-Sisters G

///

Tiilker)

A Powell Program
(Reviewed

by

Drama

Hill Crouch)

A \ERy good program picture that, despite
•'* two or three impos.sible situations and a
sudden and somewhat dissatisfying ending, will
please most audiences. In communities where
William Powell has a good following the picture will go over satisfactorily.
Built along the "Jimmy Valentine" order,
this talker has action and tight situations galore. Paul Hurst, as the prison pal of Powell,
gives a fine performance and his comedv is
sure fire.
Powell, as an innocent victim of circumstances, is sent to prison for murder. He
escapes and after many dramatic situations
proves his innocence to Frederic Burt, the hardboiled detective. The high spots of the picture are Powell's escape from prison, and his
method of avoiding having his finger-prints
taken. Xatalie Moorhead is excellent as the
gold-digging
femme who is the cause of Powell's misfortunes.
A love story is carefully woven into the
drama with Marion Shilling serving as the
appeal. Regis Toomey, George Irving and
James Durkin have small roles which are handled well.
Some patrons may squawk about the too
sudden ending but for the most part the
picture will be accepted as good program
entertainment.

this. shorts and cartoons will qo -ii-el!
with^fusical
Produced and distributed by Paramount-Puhlix
Mory by Max Marcin, from the novel "The Ouarry "
.Nforoso.by Directed by Lou's "(Jasnier
A. dialogue
by John and
^enario
John Farrow. Photographed
by Charles Lang. Edited by Bob Bassler. Running
time, 68 minutes. Fooiage, 6.120 feet. Release date,
I J, 1930.
June
John
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Jim Montgomery
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CAST
^a,,,;^
Marion
Shilling
William Moorhead
Powdl

(^.onei^Wen;wo;th:::;;:;;::;::::::::Rtfris
:::Ge^ Toomey
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Richard
Tucker
wkrden
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James
Walter Durkin
James
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Beyond the Rio Grande
{Big 4 Prod.—S. R.—All Talker)

Unimpressive

{Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)
A BORDER romance — bordering on the edge
of feebleness in direction and performance,
slightness of plot, dialogue and even the silent
titles interspersed throughout the six reels to
explain time lapses. Out for keys and better-grade houses, but passable for smaller
houses in neighborhoods where theatres play
westerns and adventures stuff for kids.
Numerous sequences are very obviously
forced, whereas more intelligent handling would
have greased the ways to allow for a more
natural treatment, thereby speeding the action
to a faster clip than the monotonous pace at
which the director allowed the story to travel.
The feeble handling is more pronounced in
the fistic encounters between Jaok Perrin and
two bad men. and again where attempts were
made to inject comedy.
Both very poorly done.
Sound is good, and the photography commendable, but these two factors are not of
sufficient strength to serve as saving graces.
Performances of the entire cast are nothing
to write home about, despite the strong line-up
of players well known in westerns. Jack Perrin is supported, weakly, by Franklyn Farnum,
Buffalo Bill, Jr., Edmund Cobb, Pete Morrison and others.
The story is a concoction of western, drama,
and light Spanish "operetta." Hash!
A good sound cartoon, newsrcel and a hilariously funny tzvo-rccl slapstickcr are needed
with this. But make sure thaf the support is
plentv strong.
Produced by Tnhn R. Freuler-Biltmore Prod. Re
leased (on the States Rislits market I by Big 4 Prod.
Directed by Harry Webb. Photography by Wilbam
Noble Scenario bv Carl Krusada. Story by Carl
Krusada. Released! April 15. 19.W. Running time.
52 minutes. length. 5.400 feet.
THE CAST
Bert Allen
Jack Perrin
Joe Kerop
Franklyn
Farnum
Betty Burke
Charlme
Burt
Mrs. Burke
Emma Tansey
Bill
Buffalo Bill, Jr.
^1 '"
Pete Morrison
Sheriff ' '.'.'.'.".'.'.'. '.'.v. '.'.'. . . .'.
Henry Edmund
Roquemore
Loon
j)i(.l{
The Doctor"!!!.'.'.'
Starlight

Henry
By

Taylor
Himself

Back Pay
(}-irst Xntioiuil — . /// Talker)

w

Lukewarm

and Less

{Reviezird by Robert Hage)
ITH this production Corinne Grifhth
bows out of P'irst National, due, it is
reported, to the failure of her voice to register
satisfactorily. While "Back Pay" justifies
trithis criticism, the star's picture is not a and
umphant one, thanks to an implausible
mechanical story, poor direction and weak
support. No one connected with the picture
seemed to have taken much interest in it.
At times Miss (Griffith's voice carries well,
but it dies out at intervals and a number of
her lir.es were unintelligible. She went through
her performance without a show of enthusiasm,
iltiiough the rok- did not offer many opportunities. Grant Withers, playing opposite, was
a wooden hero and lacking in facial expressions. Montagu Love made a rather unsuccessful attempt to portray an asinine characterization. Hallam Cooley made the most of
a small hit as a wisecracking salesman.
The star i- cast as Hester Bevins, a
saleswoman in a small town deiJartnient store,
who, tiring of her humdrum life and hick
friends, and deaf to the proixisal of (ierald
Smith, a small salaried bookkeeper, flees to
New York. The next se(]uence shows her
ensronced in a luxurious apartment provided
by Wheeler (Montagu Love) a war profiteer,
and api>arent1y having the time of her life. On

On

7,1930

Pictures

a motor trip she again visits her home town
and again falls for the blonde hair and blue
eyes of the bookkeeper, but seems to get over
it. Gerald goes to war and returns gassed
and blinded. Hester pleads with her paramour
to be allowed to marry Gerald, who has not
long to live, and the profiteer with unusual
magnanimity,
consents.
After
Gerald's
death,
however,
Hester
refuses to
resume
her forrner
relations with Wheeler. There is no indication
as to what Hester is to do thereafter. Very
sugary and noble, if entirely lacking in logic.
The continunity is choppy and lacking in cohesion. Sequences are broken off abruptly and
lapses of time are bridged without explanation. Newsreel shots of the Armistice Day
celebration in New York have been injected
and the battle scenes prove laughable, with
the artillery fire stopping conveniently to allaw the audience to hear the dialogue between
the boys in the trenches.
This picture rates only as a fair programmer and does not justify much exploitation.
Needs good comedy support. Give them
Produced
and distributed by First National. Based
peppy
shorts.
on story by Fannie Hurst. Screen version and dialogue by Francis Edwards Faragoh. Directed by William A. Seiter. Photography by John Seitz. Length,
5,67J feet. Running time, 57 mins. Released June
1, 1930.
THE CAST
Hester
Bevins
Corinne
Griffith
Gerald Smith
Grant Withers
Wheeler
Montagu Love
Sol Bloom
Hallam Cooley
Kitty
Vivian Oakland
Babe
Geneva Mitchell
Ed
William Bailey
Wheeler's
Secretary
Virginia Sale
Aggie Simms
Dee Loretta
Judge
James
Marcus
Masseuse
Louise Carver
Hester's Maid
Louise Beavers

In{M-G-M—All
Gay Madrid
Talker)
Charming:

June
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Women's Stuff

(Rez'iriced by "Red" Kann)
f^ .AUGHT
in an out-of-town theatre at an
^^ afternoon showing with an audience plentifully besprinkled with women, Novarro's latest singing-talking opus clicked strong.
The locale and all that the feminine imagination can read into it, unquestionably had considerable to do with the reaction. Spain, Madried, mantillas, sleek-haired sheiks and guitars
— or maybe they were mandolins — soft skies.
That's the type of background that runs through
"In Gay Madrid."
The production itself is charming, handled
with nice touches and directed deftly. Credit
Bob Leonard for that. Novarro, carrying further his proclivities for comedy as evidenced
in "Devil-May-Care" here displays much adeptness at light roles. His manner is tongue-inthe-cheek all the way, consequently never serious and usually delightful.
The story is lightweight. Novarro, a lion
with the women and the hero of many escapades, goes to the small town of Santiago to
continue his studies. There he meets, flirts with,
and then falls for Dorothy Jardon who looks
more Holhwood than Spain and talks the same
way. Novarro serenades her and gradually
makes the grade despite the feigned indifference on the part of the girl. Then that old
reliable — the rejected suitor — gets in his dirty
work by reporting to the girl's father that La
Goyita, former bosom companion of Novarro,
is in his quarters. Ramon denies. Of course,
he's wrong and the engagement is broken. To
add drama,
the and
girl'swounds
brotherhiin
challenges
Novarro to a duel
as the latter
fires his pistol into the air. This clears the path
to the reconciliation.
The cast is generally good, although it does
seem a bit peculiar that the only accent in the
Spanish yarn should fall from Novarro's lips.
7V.V a Laurel and Hardy comedy zcith this.
.S'hoidd make a .m'ell combination.

Produced and distributed by M-G-M. From novel.
"La Casa de la Troya," by Alejandro Perez Lugin.
Directed by Robert Z. Leonard. Adaptation and dialogue by Bess Meredyth. Salisbury Field and Edwin Justus Mayer. Edited by William S. Gray.
Music by Fred E. Ahlert, Xavier Cuga, Herbert Stohart. Lyrics by Roy Turk and Clifford Grey. Photographed by Oliver Marsh. Length, 7,654 feet.
Running time, 85 mins. Release date May 17.
THE CAST
Ramon
Ramon
Novarro
Carmina
Dorothy
Jardon
Goyita
Lottice Howell
.Marques
De Castelar
Claude
King
Dona
Generosa
Eugenia
Besserer
Rivas
William
V. Mong
Dona Concha
Beryl Mercer
Jacinta
Nancia
Price
Octavio
Herbert
Dark
Ernesto
David Scott
Enrique
George
Chandler
Corpulento
Bruce Coleman
Carlos
Nicholas
Caruso

Sweethearts and Wives
{First

National— All

Talker)

Billie Dove's Best
{Reinewed by "Red" Kann)
FUNNY
Hollywood custom. On her way
out of First National, Billie Dove is slipped
just about the best yarn she has had since stepping foot on the Burbank lot. The result is
a nice piece of entertainment.
Not heavy, by a long shot, but diverting.
The reason is directly traceable to the vehicle
itself, a mystery comedy drama with several
surprise
thatwho
won't
prove
of doping
a surprise totwists
any fan
is on
his much
toes in
out final close-ups. As a matter of fact, the
story is well-knit enough to carry itself and
is so geared that run-of-the-mill performances
would have been sufficient to carry it.
While Miss Dove goes through with average work, it is, nevertheless, her starring vehicle and, therefore, the credit goes to her.
The good,
old which
diamonds
piece itself.
d'resistance
around
the are
tale the
unfolds
They constitute the one piece of evidence required by Crauford Kent to divorce his wife.
Miss Dove, as the sister of the wife in the case,
is hotfooting after the rocks in order to keep
the household from breaking up. Into the picture enter Sidney Blackmer and Leila Hyams.
The pair on the verge of an affair, reach a
French country hotel and walk straight into the
jewelry menace. Clive Brook, posing as a
divorce detective but really a crook after the
gems, gives the threesome plenty of run. Miss
Dove, to protect the reputation of the married
Miss
Hyams, becomes
poses astheBlackmer's
and
Miss Hyams
inaid. Sowife
it goes,
sometimes fast, more often slow, until the final
piece of strategy clears away the entanglements and leads to the clinch between Blackmer and Dove.
Miss Hyams' role outdistances the star's by
plenty. It's a fat comedy part that gets many
of
the laughs
and,thewhile
won't
knock
anybody
stiff with
meritLeila
of her
work,
the
obvious nature of the character proves a cinch
for her to handle.
Brook is suave, neat and debonair as the
psuedo detective — too much so, as a matter of
fact. But for that the director, Clarence Badger, should be taken to task. Albert Gran, who
gets
nicely.no billing, is in the reckoning for a short
part as the French iwlice inspector. He does
Musical shorts ivould provide the balance.
Produced and distributed by First National. Based
on "Other Men's Wives", stage play by Walter
Hackett. Directed by Clarence Badger. Adaptation
and dialogue by Forrest Halscy. Edited by Jack
Rollins. Photographed by John Seitz. Length. 7,003
feel. Running time, 77 mins. Release date, June 15.
THE
CAST.
Femme
de Chambre
Billie Dove
Anthony
Peel
Sidney Blackmer
Reginald DcBrctt
Clive Brook
.Vn^cla Worthington
Leila Hyams
Maitrc D'Hotcl
..Fletcher Norton
.Sam Worthington
John Loder
Sir John Deptforn
Crauford
Kent
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The Flirting Widow
( lirst

V,i/i.M„//

I//

Amusing: Sometimes
( /vr.'/.Ti Tl/

/'V

"l\',-(l'

lalk,-<

I

Draggy

KdlHl)

IT'S ull been iloiu' bi-l(iri' in various forms,
yet this Dorothy Mackaill vehicle conies
throuuli tile priidnctidii mill as a pleasant, innociiiiiis eiionnh attraction.
N'othinj; heavyweight about "The Mirtinn
\\ iilow" t'roni any aiinlc The mob ]>robably
won't renieniber imicii alioiit the tilm except
that it .-itTorded an hour or more of linht entertainment, <)Ccasionally weighed down bv skimpy
situations, stretched thin over foota«e that has
trouble carrying the load. For warm weather
patrona^t'. however, this production is nicely
tenipoed and bids fair to nive general satisfaction.
The yarij is F^nnlish and is based on
Stockinps" by .\. K. W. Mason. Miss
aill plays the part of the oldest of three
ters. the others beinn the attractive Leila

"Green
MackdauRliHyams

and I'"l(Ta Hramley. Leila, the middle daughter,
is married. ITora isn't, but wants to and would
if Claude (iillin^water didn't adhere to the oldfashioned idea atH)ut marryinR otT the (jldcst beft)re the youngest takes the step. Dorothy is
eaycr
leap, but upit seems
hasn't met
anyone fiir
whothe measures
to her she
standard.
But
when l-lora and her beau, .\nthon> Hushell, attempt to palm her otT on William .Vustin, Dorothy hurdles the situation by ileclaring she is
in love with a Colonel John Smith, British army
officer then Arabia-bound to fpiell a native rebellion. The family, tickled into several shades
of pastels over the news, makes her write a
letter and mails it when Dorothy is trying to
trump S(Miiebody's ace. The obvious hapiKiis,
of cour.-e. There is a Colonel Smith, smartly
as well as suavely played bv Basil Rathbone
who gives a lot of women this scribe knows
chilly shivers of excitement whenever his celluloid physi(|ue fills the screen.
Smith, or Rathbone, reads through the gag
and
makesHe updoes,
his mind
to milk in
it for
all the
it's
worth.
is successful
giving
audience a number of laughs and in making
Mackaill go for him.
Storywise, that's all.
Miss Mackaill's pertoriiiance is workmanlike, but unmarked by either high or low spots.
Just an ex|K'rienced troui)er going through an
easy role. Kathtx)iie, as note, does very nice
work. Flora Bramley's ancestry must have
made its mark in oil ; she's that gushy. Emily
I-itzroy has little to do and does tiiat wa\ .
Austin is often amusing as the danifool Englishman, but is permitted to overact heavily.
Sound cartoons O. K. here.
Pro<lucnl and distributed by First .Vaiioiial. From
"Green Stnckings" by A. K. \V. Mason; directed by
William A. Seiler. .ydaiitatioii and dialogue by John
F. Gixxlrich. I'liotugrapned by Sid Hickox. length.
(1.444
feet. Running tunc, 74 mins. Release date May
11.
THE
CAST.
Celia
Dorothy
Mackaill
Cohmel Smith
Basil Rathbone
Evelyn
I.eila Hyams
.lames
Raleigh
William
Austin
Faraday
Claude (lillingwater
Aunt
Ida
Emily
Fitzroy
Phy 'lis
Bobby
Martin

F'lora Bramley
Anthony
Bushcll
Wi frcd Noy

Numbered Men
(First

Salvnuil

Program

-All

I'alkcy)

Prison Drama

(He-.-iiZi\-il I'v ll'iilter A', (irrrnr)
ffVjrMBFRFD
MEN'"
presents
plentyof its
of
i ^ exploitation possibilities
because
timeliness after a series of jailbreaks in various sections of the country. But the picture
has been so loosely put together, with dramatic
episcxles failing to impress to any great extent
that it will apjieal mainly to those audiences
that are not too particular aNiut story interest.
The picture will get by in the week stands
and subsequent
split week bookings, and can

Pictures

i>i (It vcl(>])e<l into .1 sulot.iutial .ittraction
through circus exploitation of the jail angle.
.\lthough attempt was made to create a melodramatic romance, hai)ha/ar<l direction a|)pareiitly failed to lift the punches to their jiropcr
levels.
Story oi)ens inside the prison walls, with
Raymond llackett in for a term after being
Ir.imed for counterfeiting. The warden has an
honor system, allo\»ing good conduct prisoners
certain freedom and the men guard this privilege. Then llackett, Nagel and others are
transferred to a road gang, with Kal[)h Ince
and Ivan Linow staying behind. Ince u.ses
l.iiiow as a tool to start a jailbreak which
proves unsuccessful. But Ince makes his escape
in the turmoil.
Bernice Claire, sweetheart of llackett, is
pursued by Maurice Black, gang leader responsible for framing llackett. .She eludes Black
.'ind gets work at a farmhouse near the road
camp. I'"inal se(|uences bring all principals togetluT at the farm house: Black persuatles the
uirl to have llackett escape: the warden and
searching party arrive to recapture Ince; the
latter sneriks into the house and attacks the
girl. Warden and party return, and are held
back by Incc's strategy. When the warden is
locked in a closet, Ince starts away, hut sees
Black outside and kills him. Ince is then shot
down. Only Black and Ince are aware of
Hackett's innocence, hut Xagel steps up to
clear the boy with confession that he reallv
made the plates a long time ago. even though
he will get ten more years for talking. This
clears llackett. who is able to look forward
to an early release and happiness with the girl.
Outstanding dramatic nuiiches are lacking in
the nicture. with story developing in a matterof-fact manner. The cast did as well as could
be expected under the circumstances.
Good comedicx are needed to helf this one
over.
Produced and d-str-bnted bv First
stag*- play. "Tai'break." bv Dwight
by Mervyn I.^ Roy. Screen version
M C'lii) and Herirv McCartv. Phot
P"'it'-. r.cngtb. 6 4R0 feet Running
Kil-ns,- dale. Sept. 7. I9.!n.
THE
"•T^l-'f
Mary
Dane
Bud
Leonard
Lemuel
Barnes
Kmg Call-'ghan
r "U R naldo
Wir<ler,
I.nnsing
Mrs, Mdler
B'bv
Fac"
"Happy"
IfowarH
liminy
Martin
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National. From
Taylor. Directed
and dialogue by
-graphed by Sol
tme. 72 minutes.

anuisenuiit. '1 he
of the da\, beer
gallants did their
where the chief

swinging with (jne's lady love ; the early horseless carriage,
of Come
the dayHome
and the
"L'ather,
Dear songs
L'ather,
withgirl's
Mc
Xow" act, certainly carry a kick. Ilka Chase,
as
the aswisecracking
L'loradora
dirl, I lardy
l^wrence
Ciray
the male leJtd,
and Sam
arc
outstaiKliiig in the cast. \\'alter Catlett and
Claude .A Mister get some laughs, and Nance
O'Neil is effective as the mother.
Marion Davies is a Floradora 'jirl, t<x) man
shy tf; cop off a millionaire husband. Her sister troupers take her in hand and she has an
affair with a young millionaire, falling for
him har<i. In the words of oiie of the troupe,
"His intentions weren't honorable," and he disdains marriage. .After realizing he loves her,
he proposes, but their marriage is opposed by
the boy's mother when the youth loses the family fortune. The girl makes the sacrifice, but
the youth finally makes good in the budding
automobile business, and comes to carry her
away in the middle of the Floradora act.
The final scene shows the boy trouping on
to the stage in the preoccupation of trying to
win back the girl and is effectively <l(jne in
color, even though far-fetched.
' jood hokum.
Draniatie shorts iK-ith this or a enmedy for
ali-eoniedx bill.
Produced and distributed by M-G .M. Story and
dialogue bv Gene -Markey. Directed by Harry Beaumont. Edited bv Carl L. Pierson. Phiitographcd by
Oliver T. .Marsd. Length. 7,260 feet. Running time.
«t mins.
Release date. May
Jl, 19.!il.
THE

The (M-G-M—.W
Floradora
Girl
Talker )
Great Audience Stuff
( h'e7ie-icrd by Charles F. Hynes)
A N'V audience will get a whale of a kick out
^* of this picture, which is a mixture of comedy and meller of the naughty nineties. What
laughs there are in the costumes, the gallivanting of the young bloods of "the good old days"
presented against the background of the quaint
romance of the show girl and the voung millionaire! This is great entertainment and a
picture that has a lot of the so-called big ones
backed off the map.
There are times when it appr<Kiches burlesque,
with its now ludicrous costumes and wisecracks : others when it reaches out for tears.
But it's
all the
never
for a mo-of
ment pleasing
losing interest
and way,
has an
abundance
heart laughs. There is even a horse race for
thrills.
.Add to this a fine cast, headed by the alwaysable Marion Davies. and you have a picture
which will please anv kind of audience.
Director Harry Beaumont has adopted a
tongue-in-his cheek attitude in filming this and
his treatment of what was considered faststepping in the nineties provides
plenty
of

CAST

Daisy
Jack
De Boer
Hemingway
Fanny
Maud
Old .Man Dell
Rumblesham
Fontai.ie

Marion
Davies
Lawrence
Gray
Walter
Catlct
L.ouis John
Bartcls
Ilka Chase
Vivian
Oakland
Jed Prouty
C.audc
.Mlister
Sam
Hardy

.Mrs. Vibert
Comniotiore
Constance
Mrs. Caraway
Georgie
Smith

Nance
O'Nc'.l
Robert
Bolder
Jane Keithly
Maude Turner Gordon
George Chandler

CAST
Conrad
N'agel
Bernice Claire
Ravmnnd
Hackett
Tul'v
Marshall
Ralph
Inc
Ma^r^ce
Black
William
Holdei
B'ance Frcderici
Ivan
Linow
Geiirge Cooper
Frederic
Howard

outlandish bathing costumes
drinking picnics where the
stuff with great gusto and
diversion was singing and

Vibart

Children

I
}

.Mary
Jane
.....Anita

Irving
Louise

Baltimore Exhibitor
Produces Short Film
Baltimore — .\ short tilm Mibjcct entitled
".A City Symphony," which is an abstract
study of impressions of the movement in a
city without the human element having any
part to play, has been finished by Herman
G. Weinberg, manager of the Little
Theatre.
Parallel motion is illustrated, tor instance, by the movement of trains, rivers,
etc., while vertical movement is symbolized
by raindrops falling, skyscrapers rising and
the movement ot elevators outside buildings
under construction.
The picture cost about $80 to make. Mr.
Weinberg did all the photographic, developing, printing and assetubling nork. From
the 2,500 feet of film shot he selected 900
to be used. It runs 0 minutes and will have
a synchronized musical score. It resembles
"Berlin, the

Symphony

of a City."

"All Quiet" in Day and
Date Runs in London
London — "All Quiet on the Western
Front" Thursday began day and date runs
at the Regal and .Alhambra. This is the
first day and date showing in England, it
is stated.

June
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Reno or Bust

Memories

(Vitaphone

(Pathe-Songs—lVz Reels)

Fair Song Novelty

Short

A

SAPPY blonde throws cold water on what
might have been ace-high entertainment.
Her over-acting reaches the pinnacle of distaste. Aside from that, the reel is not half bad.
Elaborate sets help build entertainment value
of the piece, a song novelty featuring several
pretty good voices. Running time, 14 minutes.
Book a short-reel comedy sketch and a feature comedy drama with this.

Varieties

CleverSo.

1625^-1

ONE of the most entertaining skits in "The
Little Show" (musical comedy) has
been transplanted bodily to talkers with Clifton Webb and Fred Allen, two of the stage
principals, in the leads.
It's a polite take-off on a fire in a hotel,
eleven floors above the street, and is so foolish it's funny. Webb entertains the firemen
while the blaze rages, gives one a cigar while
the other, with a penchant for the violin, plays
"Keep the Home Fires Burning." Nonsensical,
but there. Directed by Roy Mack. Running
time, 9 mins.
Bill it in ad copy.
Rates it.

Contrary Mary
(J'itaphonc

J'arietics

Xo.
Funereal

3753 — 1 Reel)

ALL Technicolor, all flat. Bobby Watson
gets feature billing in this e-xample of
what not to do in musical shorts. It seems
that he is the producer of a show and is in
love with Sally. The latter's country sister
lands backstage and, although you have to
guess it, you finally gather she is angling for
Watson. The fmale, and presumably the kick,
comes when Watson announces he has married
Sally after all. After which, the sweet country girl drops the sugar, spots a couple of
hard-boiled "damns" and the picture fades
out. So will you. Running time, 9 mins.
Bolster it as strong as you knoiv how.

Two of a Kind
{Vilaphone

Varieties

Poor

No.

945—1

Subjects

NO

bill should be without a cartoon, and
this reel belongs to that group which can
be depended upon for a few minutes of refresliing mirth. Running time, about 8 minutes.
Fine for a feature drama.

Slick as Ever

A Fairy Godfather
Hollvwood — Publication of a yarn in
a recent issue of MOTION PICTURE
NEWS telling of Paramount's big publicity break in capturing the front
cover of Satevepost with a Norman
Rockwell painting of Gary Cooper at
work on "The Texan" set, brought to
light the interesting visit of Rockwell
to the Paramount studio, made many
months ago.
Rockwell was being escorted through
the plant by Arch Reeve and, noticing
what he declared novel material for
a Post cover, begged Reeve's permission to use Cooper and a part of the
set in a cover drawing. Reeve almost
passed out with sheer joy, but gave
his "consent" to Rockwell before
fainting.
.\nd what Paramount would have
gladly paid for a break like that!

Long
No. 1015-16—2

Reels)

VAN
BEUREN'S
"Aesop Fables"
to click
as laugh getters.
This newcontinue
reel is
as funny as many of its predecessors, nicely
timed to musical and song synchronization. A
German brass band — the old street type — furnishes the action.
Running time, 6 minutes.
Splendid light entertainment to offset heavy
feature stuff.

She Who Gets Slapped
Varieties

No.

3900—1

Reel)

THE boys are at the club playing cards.
Their respective wives start raising the
devil over the telephone and so the poker orgydraws to an end. Tommy Dugan finds himself afraid to go home and is persuaded to
cough up fifty bucks for a course in instruction on how to beat browbeating wives into
line. He sees the teacher sock the other half
to a fare-ye-well and then ambles home.
There he attempts the same procedure. Only
it doesn't work. Dugan is the one bright spot
in the picture, which is pretty flat stuf?. Running time, 9 minutes.
Cartoon
comedies
and musical shorts wilt
provide good balance.

The Wedding Dandy
of Jack and Jill
{Vitaphone

A

Varieties

No.

3826—1

Dull

No.

908—1

Reel)

A
BAND act that falls flat with the exception of a sequence in which Lobo, a police
dog, performs a few tricks. The selections
played are routine jazz tunes that annoy, and
the solo specialties of the members of the band
are childish. Then the entire band makes
things worse by singing. Heidt himself does
not get his personality across. Running time,
7 minutes.
.'^pot il into a hcai y program.

Trying Them Out
(Pathe-Talkcr—2 Reels)
last, we have something different in the
comedy line, thanks to dear 'ol John Bull.
Yep, he has sent over a delightfully refreshing

Reel)

Dugan Saves It

Varieties

AT

Cartoon — and a Good One

(J'itaphoiie

Horace Heidt nians
and His Califor-

Book It!

Oom Pah Pah
(Pathe-Sound—l

Reels)

few too
goodmuch.
gags and
lines time,
in it, 13
butminutes.
it's padded
out
Running
Jl'ilt prozide balance for a melodramci.

{Vitaphone

recorded
S vande
CONLEY'
HJ.
16 minutes deThe sketch
celluloid.
• in talking
voted to it are too long and tough on even
indulgent audiences. The sequences are strung
together in horse play fashion, lacking both
rhyme and reason. Conley makes it a oneman show, and while some of his stuff is
funny, too much of him is asking a lot to
sit through. Looks as if the principal fault
here is length coupled with poor material.
Running time, 16 mins.
Needs .strong support if you run it. Try a
cartoon reel.

Reel)

Tom F'ant in a vauBILLY LYTELL
explains why vaudeville
deville turn that and
Falls flat in every particular, their
is dead.
attempts at humor being particularly atrocious.
Running time, 8 minutes.
Needs strong support.

Too
I'arieties

3942-3—2

dered husbands," but the satire is lost sight
of in an attempt to blend slapstick with
straight situation comedy. A couple, seeking a collusive divorce, go to Reno where he
is to give her grounds for a separation by hitting her, in the presence of a physician. The
doctor gets the blow on the chin and both flee
to save hubby from being sent to a nuthouse.
Then they clinch and make up. There are a

{Pathe — Sound— I Reel)

{Vitaphone

No.

THIS
billed
as "a satire
Reno,
the
Meccais of
dissatisfied
wiveson and
bewil-

Fine Cartoon

Reel)

Varieties

Fair

Noah Knew His Ark

The Still Alarm
(I'itafhoHc

7 . 19 3 0

A' e iv s

Reel)

CAST of clever youngsters in an allTechnicolor fairy tale fantasy that will
make a big hit with the kids and appeal to
adults at the same time. The settings and
costumes are sjilendid and the small actors and
actresses have been well drilled. Their hoofting and singing would do credit to many
grown-up entertainers. Running time, 8 minutes.
Good in any kind of a spot.

two-reel
getter
— and near
how London.
it gets 'em —
from his laugh
Ellstree
studios,
The entire action takes place in an old Liverpool
Night"
— an institution intheatre
the on
now"Amateur
antiquated
variety
houses.
Antics of the performer and the tough riverfront audience develop hilariously funny comedy. Running time, 17 minutes.
ture.
Just the thing for that heavy dramatic fea-

Audio Review No. 23
(Pathe-Sound—l

Reel)

Hits Two Out of Three
THREE
units are included in the new
"Audio" compilation ; two are splendid and
the third is terrible. In the latter class is
"Mandy Lee," sung by the Review quartette.
The hartiionizing is fair, but Pathe's Coloratura

Quick, Tar-and-Feathers!
The movies, as you can see by the
pictures, look to all sorts of sources
for their material. The latest yarn
has it that one talented author
thought mythology would be good. He
went to a prominent producer with
the story of Diana.
The producer read the script with
great interest and asked: "Diana —
The isauthor,
who
she?" amazed, replied: "Diana,
goddess
the achase."
"Well, of
she's
pretty fair looker,"
came back the producer, "but with
these new talking pictures, it's pretty
—N. Y. News.
hard to make chase pictures."
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Opinions
process is as l)a(l a> the ino>t ainatt-iirisli of
color photography
and laboratory
technique.
Fathe's
new
stereoscopic
process
was
tn
filiu a tropical island. The results are used
perfect.
"Colunihus". synchronized with nuisic, follows.
This unit depicts the last restinR place of
America's
ninc;
time, discoverer;
10 minutes. rather impressive. KunOkay for a jcoturc comedy; use a siui/'py
roriooii, too.

Song Painting
( I'llaf'hoiu-

I \i>:.Pip
■!!.■<. .V.>. 1011 )
.1

JL'ST
Ann she
Seymour
in a over!
couple of
—
but how
puts them
Notsongs
much
of a singing voice, but she's chuck full of
personality, and the second of the songs is a
scream from start to fmish. All about the
mistake God made when he created man and
the fine job he did when he made the female
oi the species. The lyrics are a riot and will
keep any audience roaring from start to finish.
Running time, 7 minutes.
A'loi it 7i'ith atiy kind of hill, hut run it!

Hay-Wire
{Laurel & Hard\—M-G-M—1

A Wow

WE

Reels)

don't
believethan
theythis
can one.
make Once
comedies
any
funnier
the

audience starts laughing it can't stop. Laurel
and Hardy start to put up a radio aerial on
Hardy's home — and then the fun begins.
Twice Hardy rolls off the roof and drops into
a pool in the yard. Then he ties himself to
the chimney and shortly afterward both land
in the water, pulling down the chimney on top
of them. Next comes a thrilling ride in a runaway I-'ord. with Hardy perched on top of a
ladder in the flivver. Full of good gags. Running time. 21 minutes.
./ lifesai'cr for n xceah feature.

Sporting Brothers
{Pathe— Talker— \ Reel)

Fine Sport Stuff

ATHRILLY
study of the three pigskin
games : soccer, English rugby and football, showing the close relationship to each
other, as least in so far as hair-raising plays
are involved. Of course, the football sequence
will receive the most plaudits because the other
two games are so little known in this country.
The subject rates a booking anywhere. Running time, about 8 minutes.
// you have a siia{>py feature coiuedy, use
this tor the novelty anc/le.

Musical Beauty Shop
(Fothe— Talker— 2 Reels)

Splendid British Subject
ASX.XPPV

little musical effort which hails

straight from dear ol' Lunnon, where Gordon Bostwick is producing a series of shorts
forThe
Pathe's
"Melody factors
Series."arc as successfully
mechanical
treated as in American shorts of the better
type, with pleasing sound, and steppy jazz
tunes accompanying a bevy of high steppers.
Photography is dark in some spots, but this in
no way interferes with the entertainment value,
which rates pretty highly.
Several specialty acts are incorporated in the
revue. They're all splendid, with a performance by two fancy-skaters highlighting the
group — a cracker-jack pair for some enterprising booking agent to tie up for the States.
Running time, 18 luinutes.
Tine musical entertainment for a bill with
heavy feature stuff.

I' i (" / II r f
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Pictures
Going Places

Grab It!

(Vitaphone

.Vnyone who doubts that theatre
patrons want slapstick, in preference
l<i the rait of so-called sophisticated
comedies which have been coming all
too frequently, should get a load of
"Hay-wire," I-aurel & Hardy comedy
riot, while it's being shown in a theatre. It's hoke all the way, some of it
as old as the hills, some of it new,
but how the laughs do come. Here's
hoping that it proves a strong selling
argument for the return of good,
clever slapstick and the boost for
comedies
generall>
that they need.

I'anelics

\'o. 1,027-2 Reels)

A Laugh liiot

SHAW
AND LEE in a number that will
send patrons into spasms of laughter. It
has a load of funny lines and gags of the broad,
though clean, variety. Kids and grownups will
get plenty of belly laughs out of this uproarious
comedy. Feature it in your billing. Running
time, 8 minutes.
For any kind of bill anytime.

The Song Plugger
(Vitaphone Varieties S'os. l.OPJ—20—2

Just Fair

Reejs)

Hyrtea

Mawas
(Capitol Prod.— Part Talker)
(3H Reels)

A Wow!

A\\E-I.\SPIR1\G gorillas, vicious cobras,
mammoth elephants, ferocious tigers and
bleary-eyed crocodiles are but a few of the
"characters" in this thrilling subject, taken in
the naked wilds of the Malayan jungles, where
a misstep means certain death, as evidenced by
the gruesome end which befell a native when
he strayed from the hunting party.
They hit the right length with 3'/^ reels, each
one packed with wallops aplenty, and well timed
with
niment.effects and atmospheric musical accompaThe

introduction is made

by way

of a

camper's circle on a trip in the California
Sierras, where a group of "Hollywood hunters"
are assembled to hear the tale of a friend's
East Indian expedition. The next sequence
finds the explorers on their way to the jungles, and before the initial reel is ended we
are met face to face with wild man-eating creatures who are ever on the alert for intruders.
From there on it's all action, every foot holding
at least one sure-fire thrill.
.\lthough the cameraman apparently felt no
fear, his work suffers because of faulty stock
or laboratory work. Running time. 37 minutes.
Splendid material to balance coniedy-drania
feature.

Lair of Chang-How
(Pathe— Talker— 2 Rccl.i^

Thrills — Suspense — Beauty
ONE of the most interesting series on the
market, Tom Terris' "Vagabond" group,
beats all of the old fast-action adventure and
serial subjects to a frazzle. His newest release
is as entertaining as its two predecessors.
Mysterious and picturesque Hongkong is
vividly pictured, to the strains of Oriental
tunes and Terris' pleasing British accent. It
grips you tensely for 18 minutes.
Book it I
Comedy-drama feature will po best zi'ith this.

Beauty Parade
( Universal-Silent — 2 Reels )

Not So Funny

P ERHAPS there are persons who can laugh
*■ at "comedies" in which the entire cast
imitates jumping jacks, but this latest .\rthur
Lake opus leaves us sad. .Arthur takes part in
a bathing beauty contest with a pair of toy
balloons stuck in front of his bathing suit
and another serving as a bustle. His "shape"
is ruined by a boy with a slingshot. Xow go
on with the story. Directed by S. Xewfield.
Running time, 20 minutes.
.May get by on small time.

JOE FRISCO hasn't a great deal to offer
in this number which will get by, but that's
about
There number,
are a few
laughsbyandtheI-'risco
does aall.
dancing
induced
publisher to come up to his office to hear a new
song which he is to plug. The picture has
some plugs for Witmark. Running time, 16
minutes.
// needs a strong supporting bill.

Plane Crazy
( UniversdI-Silcnt — 2 Reels)

Tiresome

A

XV one who will call this a comedy is
isn't a shred
of
real plain
humor crazy,
evidenttoo.
in it,There
the situations
are shot
from the cuff stuff and the contortions of Sid
Sayler and his fellow conspirators are painful
to watch. Sid is shown as a plumber's assistant and later as the accidental pilot of an airplane. The situations are not built up and the
result is an incoherent jumble. Directed by
Van Renkel. Running time, 18 minutes.
Give it exceptional support. Reel)

Hell's Heels
Weak — 1
(Universal-Sound
THIS is one of the poorest of the (!)swald
cartoons we've ever seen, and for the
'steenth time within a month we've watched
the ribs of an animal carcass being used as a
xylophone, together with human skeletons taking part in the action. That gag should be
buried. There are only one or two good laughs
in the offering. The rest is routine stuff. Running time, 6 minutes.
Use it zvith a strong feature.

Jack McLallen
(Vitaphone I'aricties Xo. 946—1 Reel)

Pretty Dumb

NOT much to this vaudeville skit in celluloid
form. Jack McLallen is successful in getting a few laughs, but the running line of dialogue is generally dull, uninspired and unfunny.
Xo story, just gags and most of them very,
very sad. Running time. 10 mins.
Xeeds loads of support.

Nile Green
(Vitaphone Varieties Xo. 9S7—1 Reel)

Few Laughs

BRODERICK wisecracks her way
HELEX
through this short, playing the role of a
regulafed upmanon tothesltf)w
in Egypt.
tourist
tion tours,
so inducesShe's
a young
her
around. She gets a few laughs by her sallies,
but on the whole this is just fair. Running
time. 8 minutes.
Build up around.
It needs it.
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Central Leased
For High Brow,
Foreign Films
Plans for tlie conversion of the Central playhouse, independent legitimate
theatre here, into a motion picture house
were announced this week with the leasing of the property to unidentified interests for a term of years. The term
rental is reported to be in excess of
$300,000, and $150.(X)0 will be spent in
remodelling and installation of sound
equipment, it is said. The house will
be reopened about September 1 as the
Punch & Judy Theatre.
Tlie theatre is located in the Chicago
Musical College building on east Van
Buren street, just off Michigan avenue.
It seats 700 persons and was originally
designed as a concert hall for the school.
Tt was operated for a time by the Shuherts and more recently by Harry Minturn. The new lessors will rebuild and
refurnish the auditorium throughout, in
addition to installing sound equipment,
it was said. The house will cater to the
"more sophisticated tastes in motion
pictures," according to Avery j. Bernstein of Rol)ert White & Co., realtors,
who negotiated the lease.
It is generally conceded that the operators will be the Chicago Cinema Art
Cuild. Inc., ovsners of the Cinema Art
Theatre on the near north side. The
officers of this organization are: Louis
Smilansky, president; Robert F. Bogatin. secretary and treasurer, and Louis
Smachal, vice president. The same policy in effect at the Cinema, in all probability, will govern the operation of the
Punch & Judy, except that the latter wiii
use sound pictures, it is believed. This
would mean that foreign productions
will pla\ a prominent part in the house's
hooking.s.

Sex Picture Booked
In Majestic Theatre
The Majestic, 2,000-scat Looj) legit house,
after droppins; its stage curtain for the summer, took in the hoakum picture, "Unguarded Cirls," The picture opened with a "For
Ladies Only" teaser at popular prices, .^n
inning for the saps of the opposite sex is
scheduled to follow as soon as the femme
trade drops ofif, with two weeks in all for
the picture's run hoped for by the management.

i«

The picture is acconiDanicd bv a "medical" lecture with live models and aiiditoriuni
sales of pamphlets of a sensational nature.

Motion

Picture

Wabash Ave. — South
former Sono .\rtBILL
manager here, has been
Wide RG,
WorldRRUMBE
named short subject buyer for Warner theatres in New York. ... Ed .Safier, formerly a salesman for United Artists, and more
recently with Warners, is now selling for
Educational. . . . Xate Wolf's Biltmore,
which was bombed last week, is reported about
Carl
. .
to be taken over by B. & K.
Laemmle, Jr., here on his way back to the
Coast from New York. John Wray in
Laemmle's
party.

* *

*

Loii I'Vciss, vicc-[>residcnt and treasurer of
Windsor Productions, on a trifi to St. Louis
with Dave Dubin. . . . Morrie Salkin,
Chicaf/o c.rhibitor, heffinninc) his sales career
i\.':th Dc Forest, sounds like a zvhirhmnd. Five
installations lun'c been credited to him already.
They were at the States, Lincoln, Harmony,
Palace and Home theatres. . . . Henri Ellman back from the Mihvaukee opening of
"Journey's End." . . . Charlie David. Tom
Malloy and George Broume to the I. A. T.
S. E. coirrrntioii at Los Angeles.

* *

*

Dave Mendelssohn, assistant manager of the
Pantheon, pinch bitting for M. L. .Sparr, manager r)f the Essaness Oak Park theatre, while
the latter is vacationing. . . . Betty Compton ard Hedda Nova, the German actress, getting a break from the dailies while here en
route to the Coast. . . . Louis Wolfe,
manager of the Keystone, vacationing. . . .
Joe I'isher helping Al Blasko advertise Essaness since the departure of R. L. Campbell,
former advertising manager, who is returning
to the retail furniture trade.
*

+

June

News

*

The Cafitol and Avalon claiming big his on
the-ir new summer policy of all talking programs at reduced prices. Stage shows out.
. . . Bill Baker, former St. Louis manager
for Columbia, is hack in toiini as short suhjecl manager for Columbia here. Jack Ossertnan, former Unii'ersal manager at Cle7-ela>td,
has taken Baker's place at St. Louis. . . .
Bill IVendell. an old time Chicago film man,
has been named assistant manager of the
Fashion. South State street spot. . . .
]]' alter Johnson, who zvas manager
the first
theatre owned I'y Carl Laemmle — a of
Milwaukee

Chi Palace, Last
Of Vaude Houses,
Turns to Films
The RKO Palace, last of the two-adays in the city, began its career as a
picture and vaude house this week. The
innovation was heralded by plenty of
display space in the dailies and a fourpage insert with red ink banners in The
Tribune on opening day. Columbia, Tiffany, General Electric and RCA were
the big contributors to the financial end
of this latter expensive exploitation,
each taking liberal inside and back page
space in the insert.
The vaude-film policj- at the Palace
is on the same basis as at the StateLake, the other RKO Loop vaude-film
spot. Performances are continuous at
prices ranging from 35c on week days
to 85c on Saturday nights and Sundays.
Smoking will be permitted on the mezzanine floor. The only other Chicago
house okaying this is the United Artists
(Publix-B. & K.). The opening feature
was "On
the Level"
(Fox).
.ivcnuc
sp('l in tins city — is no-w maiujging
one of the rni:rrsal * houses
* * in Milicaukee.
\\'alter Redell, formerly manager of the
Capitol at Rockford. is now assisting Sam
.\brams at the National. . . . The Ideal
theatre has re-opened under Goldson management
The Family theatre has installed De I'orest sound equipment. . . .
The Adelphi is the first Chicago neighborhood
house to install ear phones.
*

Rob

Chicago

House

Epics Firm Moves
Talking Picture Epics completed transfer of its offices from the Universal Exchange building here to 810 ."^outh Wabash
-\venue todav.

*

+

Neil Agncv.' back from Paramount's San
Francisco sales meeting to be greeted by the
pleasant sight of the new Paramount e.vchange
building, rapidly rising at \3th and Michigan.
. . . Bill ll'einshenkar looking at home in
his >i-ew office as Sono Art-World Wide manager. . . . Carl Lesserman and Tom Gilliam back from First National's Atlantic Citv
convention.
. . . Neil Moray and H. F.
.ia)ne city.
.\eil back from ifarner's convention in the
*

Bandits held up the box office of the
.'-lyniijhonv and after forcing Harry Willard,
the manager, to lie on the floor, escaped
with $600, the week-end receipts.

7 , 193a

*

+

.Simansky i!v: Miller adding office space to
their quarters in the .Standard Oil building
after taking over the Americus. The theatre
will be operated by Simansky &• Mdler and
Sicgel : Ludwig Siegel being one of the new
owners. . . . The Sheridan (Fo.\). which
has been serving coffee and cakes to patrons
in its lobby on a promotional deal with the
Del Monte iK-ople, is -(witcbing allegiance,
with the ad\(.nt of hot weather, to the Sunkist
folks. Hereafter, lemonade will be the handout. No change in the cookie deal, however.
K.\NE.
. .'\n(! that's that.
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Ushers Carry Gats in This Chi House;
Marksmanship, Not Showmanship, Rule
Such
Is
Fame

John \N rav, "llininu'ls(o>.s" in I'niviT^ars "All (iui»'l <>"
llu' Wt'sti'rn I'Vont," wanted to soe the flahoratf cut-outs
that dross the front of McN'icker's, where the pielurj- is
|)la\in.i; here, while in town on his way back to the Coast
recently.
"Let's mt inside," he suK^ested to Charlie LoewenberR,
Cniversal e\|)loitati4)n man, who accompanied him, after
tlie\ had inspected the theatrt- front.
Ticket, please." the doorman halted him as he started in
"Hut I'm .lohn \NraN. I'm in the picture."
"Sure," smiled the lad. "And I'm Lewis Milestone. Hut
I'll ha\e to Ket a ticket from >ou anyhow."
Loewenl)er>;, who had been luKKinj; behind, appeared at
this moment
and vouched for the actor's identity.

Chicago Women
Hail "Divorcee"
As Slap at Men
The reception acconlcii " 1 lie Divorcee" considerable
(M.-Cj.-M.) by Chicago
women
lias caused
comment
and
speculation in widely varying circles
here. .-Vt all performances of the picture during its week at the Chicago theatre observers noted tliat women patrons
greeted the feminine lead's outburst
against the single standard with enthusiastic api>roval. Commentators deduced
that either local women were in a rebellious mood, similar to "E.x-Wife's,"
or that Chicago has more than its share
of cheating males. The picture played
to tremendous business as a "pink" at
the Chicago, and was then given a second Loop week at the Oriental an unusual procedure in the Publix-B. & K,
Loop houses here.

Windy City Bandits
Nick Theatre Profits

Big Exploitation
Campaign Puts
Over 'All Quiet'
One of the best exploited pictures to
liit the town in some time has been
Universal's "All Quiet on the Western
Front," now doing sensational business
at McVickers (Publix-B. & K.). The
theatre front and lobbies are furnished
with plenty of attractive cut-out material and a gigantic reproduction of the
well known book wrapper showing the
youtliful German soldier hangs over the
street above the box office. In the early
days of the picture's run a ballyhoo
truck, on which a large reproduction of
the same cover was mounted, paraded
the Loop and outlying streets. .V book
tie-up with the Boston Store, large
downtown department store, netted a
promiscuous State St. window display.
.\mong numerous other tie-ups were
those with Oscar Mayer's sausages, Del
-Monte coffee and the Hershev chocolate
people.

Crime week in the Chicago sliow business established some sort of record
with three hold-ups and a theatre bombing in the last seven-day period.
Floyd Jackson, cashier of the Cinema
Art Theatre, was kidnaped by bandits
as he alighted from a street car on his
way home late at night and forced to
return to the theatre and open the safe,
from which the thugs took $L200 in cash
and checks. Sitner's gave up §179 to
stick-up men. and the Langlev, $36.
The Biltmore, owned by Nathan Wolf,
was bombed while 500 patrons were
seated inside. No motive could be advanced by the manager, Michael Kramer.

rile toughest theatre patronage in the
world is the dubious rlistinction that
might well be claimed by a local house
situated
fringe
of Chicago's
Italy, on onthethenear
northwest
side. Little
Kiots start at the drop of a hat; disturbances are frequent, violent and bold.
To cope with the situation, ushers and
other attendants are armed both with revolvers and with fla^hlights supplied with
special ends loaded with lead. And they
are frequently used, according to veteran
theatre men here who have studied the
situation in this particular house for
The code of the district demands that
the police must never be called by the
management to put down the frequent
years.
disturbances. .\ny means the manager
himself may resort to, so long as they
have to do only with inside self protection, are considered legitimate. Hence
the guns and loaded flashlights are not,
strictly speaking, outlasv resources. But
to summon the police would be a measure in direct violation of the code of the
district, and would he to invite the worst
wrath of the hoodlums. It was done
once, and the manager was later waylaid
and would have suffered a brutal beating
had not an intermediary put in an appearance at a vital moment.
Employees of the theatre must be gorillas tiiemselves. A husky negro, an exprize fighter, was once hired for balcony
ushering duty after disturbances had
grown more frequent in that section of
the house. The hoodlum patronage resented the discharge of the old usher,
■ganged" the negro, took his gun and
fiashlight away from him and threw him
out of the theatre.
Another employee, a doorman, asked
for his salary check in mid-week at one
time. Pressed for an explanation, he
admitted the police were looking for him
and he was anxious to leave town.
what do they want you for?" he
was■ liut
asked.

"Election frauds." he said. "I was a
judge at the last election and the opposition caught me using the short pencil and

Weinshenker Head of
Sono Art Chi, Office
William Weinshenker. Chicago film
and theatre man of many years experience, has been named manager of the
Sono Art-World Wide branch here, Bud
Rodgers,
sales
manager,
announces.

More Action
in Theatre than
On Screen; Hell Popping
Every Minute

Charles Lotwenberg. Universal exploitation
man in the Chicago territory.

Managers change more frequently at
this house than any other in the city.
They
can't
up under
squealed
strain of
." stand
conduct
ing
business under the
such handicaps or else they incur the ill will of the
hoodlums and are warned to get out
under threat of bodily harm.
Insurance companies refuse the house
theft insurance. It is frequently held up.
but extreme precautions are taken and
losses seldom amount to much. Most of
the receipts are carefullv guarded and
removed before the total becomes very
large. The house is frequently broken
into and subjected to acts of vandalism
And college town exhibitors think thev
have troubles!
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prologues

* *

returned

Harold Lloyd's prize Great Dane dog was
poisoned last week during the canine show at
the ambassador. Lloyd has posted a $500 reward for conviction of the poisoner.

* *

to

*
*

Bernie Hynian, M-G-M producer, returned
from abroad with another foreign player to be
groomed for stardom.

* *

*

Noiv tfiat Hyman is back, production ivill he
resumed on "Trader Horn."

* *

*

Don Eddy, RKO publicity purveyor, is
spending three weeks attempting to catch fish.

* *

*

Cecil De Mille's dcfughter, Kathcrinc, is seeking picture experience as an extra.

* *

*

*

John J. Giusti, died
lastRoy
weekD'Arcy's
after a father,
brief illness.

LAWRENCE
TIBBETT
has the biggest
telephone bills in Hollywood.
Every day
the opera star phones his wife long distance
from New
York, while she is in California,

Al Jolson, Eddie Cantor and Frank Fay arc
running neck and neck on totals of benefit
perfortnames participated in during the past
month. Jolson has an edge so far.

waiting for his arrival at the M-G-M studios.""
"*Mr. Littlefield, will you stand by

* *

* *

*

*

Carl Laemmle, proudly referred to by many
friends ss "Uncle Carl," is slated to become a
grand-daddy. Stork is on the way to home of
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Bergerman, ivith arrival
scheduled for September. Mrs. Bergerman is
Laemmle's daughter.* * *
Ina Claire and John Gilbert celebrated their
first wedding anniversary last week, and both
laughed at repeated rumors of their separation.

* *

Joseph Moncure March
of "Hell's Angels" last
wrote the dialogue to the
ed to the hospital for an
fore the opening.

*

* *

*

Then there's the actor under contract to a
producing company because the player assists
the
wife.social climbing ambitions of the producer's

* *

*

The Tiller dancing troupe iiozv working at
RKO studios has an official chaperon ivho must
file reports every three months with both the
British and United States governments. Stunt
is necessary as the girls are in the country on
passports.

* *

*

Clarence Brown is flying to New York alone,
taking along a print of his recently completed
picture, "Romance," starring Greta Garbo.
First time a director flew his own picture east.

* *

*

After two false starts, Iledda Hopper is
en route to New York for a vacation.
player was called back for retakes after
ling half liray across the continent the
time.

* *

now
The
getfirst

*

Harold B. Franklin, F'ox West Coast Theatres' head, is riding in one of those new 16
cylinder Cadillacs these days. Franklin is now
figuring on buying a boat.

* *

*

Stanley Smith ivas under contract to Pathe
for eight months zvithout appearing before the
camera. Then Paramount took him under term
contract, and in his first six months' period
Smith was featured in seven pictures.

* *

''Hollywood Magazine"
Acquire
Hollywood — Fawcett Publications have
acquired control of Hollywood Magazine,
fan publication, and will soon swing it
into the Fawcett group of magazines. C.
E. Hartwell, owner and publisher of the
fan monthly, retains an interest in the property, which will be scaled for national distribution and advertising immediately.

*

After a case of blood poisoning in his hand
caused by the cxplo.uon of a bo.x- of watches,
Dimitri Tiomkin bought an automatic lighter.
* * ♦
Since Warners wrote a clause into Arthur
Caesar's contract that he was to make no w-ise-

Gets Operatic Role
Hollywood — Paramount has signed David
Percy, baritone, for an operatic role in
■'Monte Carlo," Ernest Lubitsch's new production starring Jack Buchanan and Jeanette
MacDonald.

''Bunker Bean" to RKO
Hollywood — RKO has bought the rights
to "His Majesty Bunker Bean" and will
make a talkie of this Harry Leon Wilson
novel with Arthur Lake in the starring role.
A silent version was made 14 years ago.

Comedies in German
Hollywood — In addition to the Spanish
and French versions. Laurel and Hardy are
now making their comedies with a German
version. Their first comedy in which they
speak German

is "Brats."

Hume Writing for M-G-M
Hollywood — Cyril Hume, author of prominence, has signed a term contract with
M-G-M to write original screen stories.
Starts immediately on agreement.

Dix Film Now "Dead Game"
Hollywood — "Dead Game" has been set
as the release title for Richard Dix's current production for RKO. formerly called
"Square Dice."

Another M-G-M

"Barkie"

Hollywood — Zion Myers and Jules White
have started work on their fourth "barkie"
short for M-G-M. It is called "Dog Way

*

the
misunderstood
'hams'
and setthought
Brown the
was word
indicating

* *

*

"Never dare a comedian. Buster Keaton was
walking by a tank on a set at the M-G-M
studios, and Edwin Justus Mayer, the playwright, offered him $50 to dive in. Keaton
them."
promptly
'Pay me
!' said
Buster,
never
daredid.
a comic
when
he has
his 'and
old

* *

*

"William Haines, who practiced footclothes on'
ball," baseball, golf and other sports
for his pictures, had to practice revolver shooting and quick drawing until he mastered the art of shooting
from the hip, to play in his new
M-G-M Western, 'Easy Going,' which
Fred Niblo is directing. He says it
took more time to master than even

* ■*. *
" 'Going to Hollywood' has come to mean a.
verybaseball."
dignified and necessary process — not the
freakish procedure once attributed to those
words.
" 'Unless a New Yorker can go Hollywood,
he had better remain in the east,' Erno Rapee
declares. 'This is no place for the up-stage
actor who refuses to become one of the picture profession with its hard work, informality,
long hours and intense desire to get good results, regardless of what the actor or director
is "The
called famous
on to do."conductor from New York
arrived in Hollywood some weeks hence, io
take charge of the musical department of
Warner's and First National. Did he stand
on his dignity? Did he allow the remembrance
of his prestige as a conductor to set him apart
from the remainder of the picture profession.
Not Erno Rapee. He jumped in and became a
part of the great industry, and likes it."

Austria's Film Library
Washington — The National Library of
Austria has created a "Cinematheque," in
which will be conserved copies of the most
important films judged from an artistic and
documentary point of view, according to information received by the Department of
Commerce. Already 15.000 photographs and
500 film placards have been catalogued and
stored. The principal object in view is to
prevent the loss of such films after a short
period of projection in the cinemas.

New Players* School in Paris
by

Melody."

*

"This simple request almost caused
these hams?'
a riot during the filming of 'She's My
Weakness,' Radio Pictures' all-talking
romantic comedy drama.
"The request was made by Melvilfe
Brown, director of Lucien Littlefield,
character player. The scene was
charity bazaar, and the hams were
hanging in one of the booths.
"The diflSculty arose when several of
the hundreds of extra players used on

Joe Frisco comes back to Hollywood at a fat
salary for First National. Seven years ago
Joe spent several months in Hollyn'ood attempting to crash, and returned East, disgusted
with film producers.

*

missed the premiere
week. March, ivho
air picture, was rushoperation the day bC'

*

Marion Nixon w-as a victim of a holdup
when the Santa Fe Chief pulled out of Los
Angeles. Miss Nixon lost $7,500 worth of
diamonds, while Ruby Keeler (Mrs. Al Jolson) saved her valuables by locking her compartment door against
* *the * thief.

Johnny Hines is entangled with the law on
a charge of driving while intoxicated.

* *

7 , 19 3 0

fact, itatis \\'arncr
reported studios.
that Caesar is the best "yes
man"

Charles King will vacation in Europe this
summer.

* *

J line

News

cracks about executives of the company, the
great Caesar has been completed tamed. In

HITTING THE
HOLLYWOOD
HIGH SPOTS
SID

Picture

Paris — A cinema school is to be opened,
Victor \'ina, French
star.
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

Politicians and
Managers !
the
FROM somewhere out of
distant past I quote a paragraph which so impressed
me. that I kept it in my scrap
book :

. "It is the experience of politicians that they win their elections on their platforms and
lose them on their achievements."
\'ou can probably recognize this
same condition right in the showgame.
You have probably had, at
some time or other, the opportmiity of listening to someone
running for public office and
noted, particularly, how they
promised to do everything under
the sun. They would do so and
so and this or that and so many
other things that you marveled
at their ])romises.
Well, I've heard the same
thing from managers looking for
a job. They would absolutely do
this, that and the other thing.
They would increase patronage
Avithout any question of doubt.
They would operate that theatre
better than it was ever operated
before. They would cut the overhead and so on for words and
words.
We can distinctly recollect that
the showmen who promised
nothing more than their best
were the ones who succeeded
most. The farthest thev would

TABLE

OF CONTENTS

*!, John R. Peters Joins Club
'Em
• KislinRsbury's Sandwich Tie-up
•" Borland's Institutional Gag
• Wellman Engineered a Fine Campaign
«: Whitbeck

Analyzes "The Trailer"

• Lashley Sold "Hallelujah"
' Bill Conners — Peppv as Thev

Make

• Max Cooper Sold Them Well
• I'ete Egan Working Hard
T Solomon

Still Promoting

' "Graduation Time"
*[ Browning's F"Iower Show
•y Press's Matinees Go Over
•" Bassin Received a Ticket
" Kenimer Back in the Field
• Whitacre Cashes in on (iraduation
" Hendricks Shows Value of Showman
Calendar
' Display by Hall and Harting
• Weiss, Short and Allen— "The Tampa
• O-scar Treats Them to Showmanship
'' .Miss Nibler Knows Her Business
«: "Cliflf Gill Clicks"
Trio" McDonald's Novel
•^ Teddy
Herald
' Different Advt. Angles
• Summer and the Kiddies
''' Hello, Reading.
Personalities

Pa.

' Latta and "The Golden Rule"
• .Meet John C. Rundell

• Laby Staged a Minstrel Parade
' Miller and Tschauder Put This One
Over

' Dollinger Talks .Showmanship
•^ Jack Albertson's Idea for Ushers
'' Glass Promoted Tin Can .Matinee
' Gaddis Tells Us About "Solos"

bind themseKcs in con\ersation
was to do their utmost to analyze
the situation they found when
they went on the job and then
(1(1 exerything possible to put the
house over.
Which is a darned sight better
than a lot of api)le.sauce.
It is far better to promise little
and accomplish a lot. than to
promise a lot and accomplish
\ery little. And if the man you
are talking to happens to know
men, you are just talking yourself out of a job when you try to
impress him with a lot of useless and foolish conversation.
"Selling" yourself to get a job
or a promotion does not mean
making ridiculous and impossible
claims. It should mean telling why
you feel confident that you can

handfacti
le the
satis
on. job to everybody's
The more impossible things
you promise, the more you will
have to live down, especiallv if
the breaks are not so good.
P)efore a man can really start
to show his ability in a new
position he must have sufficient
tune to get the "lay of the land."
This
should take anywhere from
Then if you know your business,
you can start out to do all those
things that so many men make the
mistake of talking about first.
Let your accomplishments
speak for themselves. They
don't sound so hot when you

"Chick"

talk about them in advance. '
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Here's a showman from Indianapolis, Ind., who has been
in the game for a goodly nurnber of years and still he is
quite young. We would like
you to meet John R. Peters,
manager of the Ritz Theatre
in the famous speedway city, and a brand new member.
Peters started in the game at the age of six years. (One for

John R. Peters Of
Indiana Has Been
In Game Long Time

Ripley's book.) In order to make this statement clear we'll tel!
you how his induction into the show business came about.
.\ picture house near his home went into the hands of a receiver and as his family happened to be friends of the lawyer
in the case, he became ticket, taker of the house, the Cozy, by
name. This was back in the days when electric bells furnished
the music for the pictures.
His only recollection of the shows he saw during those days
was the "Birth of a Nation," and he
still remembers that they stood them
up on it. When competition started to
build in the town, the house was sold
and Peters, then about nine years old,
went to work for the new firm. He
stayed there until his family moved to
California, where he went to school and
worked outside of show business. It
wasn't until the family moved back to
Indianapolis and then went back again
to California that he re-entered the
show game, by working as an usher in
the Ebell and States Theatres in Long
Beach. Just in the blood, we guess.
When he was seventeen he found himself back in Indianapolis
and went to work at the Egyptian Theatre, shifting from there
to the Palace and the Indiana. Since advancement was necessarily slow, he seized upon an opportunity to become chief
usher in a suburban house. This he did and a little while later
found himself assistant manager of the house. Just two months
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And see what marvellous benefits you
derive from this organization!
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ago he was made manager of the house he started in as chief
And he holds that position at the Ritz to-day.
usher.
We want to welcome Peters into the Club and since he has
been in the game for so long we feel that he is going to turn
out some good work down there. So we wish him the best of
luck and hope he'll keep us posted on his work.
When it comes to getting
'F. F. Kislingsbury in an advance plug on a picture you can bank on it that
F. F. Kislingsbury, manager
Made Dough With of
the Melba Theatre in Dallas, Texas, is going to be
Sandwich Tie-Up
right up in front with the
leaders so chalk up another for the Oil State.
When "Light of the Western Stars" was Looked into his
house he decided that he wanted to step out and get in an
advance plug that would pretty near sell the picture completely.
He tied up with a local merchandiser of sandwiches, a Mrs.
Drake, whose tasty creations are known all around Dallas. A
plan was arranged whereby coupons were to be inserted in
each sandwich sold. The coupons were self-explanatory and
read: "All during the week of (week advance of playdate) a
coupon is being inserted in Mrs. Drake's sandwiches. Each
coupon will carry one letter of the word DRAKE. Save these
coupons and try to complete the set of five different letters.
Mail before midnight (playdate) to the Contest Editor, Melba
Theatre and receive a free pass to see 'The Light of Western
Stars' starting (playdate)."
Sixty thousand coupons were inserted in the sandwiches, and
with so many of these heralds around loose it's no wonder
that the house did a good business on the picture, and it, as
well as the sandwich shop, came in for plenty of word-ofmouth publicity. We want to thank Mr. Kislingsbury for
passing this one along to us and since we know that the showmen in Dallas are very active, we hope that he will keep us
posted on what he is doing to keep in step with his brother
show merchandisers.

A great many showmen (we know) have been
just
the verge
of joining
the Managers'
Round
Tableon Club,
but have
neglected
to do so largely
through oversight.
We suggest that YOU get full information about
this great army of showmen and then decide once
and for all whether you want to join.
The mere fact that so many live-wire showmen
already belong to the organization — that they
represent the cream of the show-world — every
branch of theatre management — that not a single
one was induced by a salesman or any other sort
of solicitation other than through the actual activities of the Club and the word-of-mouth praise that
has spread from one end of the world to the other
— but joined after simply reading the facts about
what the Club does for its members — all these are
indications that it is worth your while at least to
get these facts as quickly as possible, and then (if
you want to) join and get the benefits that such
association with fellow showmen is bound to bring.

IT HAS ALMOST REACHED THE POINT
WHERE IT IS NOT A QUESTION OF WHO
BELONGS
THE CLUB— BUT, WHO DOESN'T
BELONG TOTO IT!

'All For One And One For All "

\
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A great institutional gag
that netted his house some
good-will was used recently
by Hugh S. Borland, general
supervising manager of the
Calo Theatre in Chicago, 111.
He ticd-up with a manufacturer of novelties and secured a midget thermometer wliich was
placed on a card measuring four by seven inches and carrying
a picture of some well known screen player. Space was left
on the card for the insertion of the name of a local merchant
and also, on the bottom, a plug for the theatre.
The merchants, we believe, paid for the cost of making up
the cards and since thirty merchants, all in different businesses
came in on the idea you can see that the house came in for

H. Borland Gave
Thermometers
As Special
Stunt

some institutional plugging of value. Incidentally, while we're
talking about show merchandising we'd like to say that Borland
gets out some very nice heralds, on his coming attractions.
By the judicious use of scene and ad mats, coupled with effective copy he is enabled to turn out work that packs a punch
and should certainly sell his shows.
We want to thank him for passing these few ideas of how he
works along to us and we hope that he will continue the active
interest he is showing. What do you say Hugh, can we count
on you to keep us posted?
The residents of Seminole,
Oklahoma,
were
treated reWellman's Camcently to an example of showpaign Featured
manship in the form of a balfor "Light of Western
A Wagon
Parade Stars" lyhoothat
had them sitting
~~
up and taking notice.
The ballyhoo, which was engineered as a parade, was the
work of Roy L. Wellman, manager of the Rex and Ritz Theatres in the above named town.
He secured sixteen horses and
hired sixteen riders, three of them ladies. Through a tie-up
with the local high school he was enabled to secure the use
of the school band which be used to lead off the procession.
In the group of photographs we ar» showing, you will notice
a covered wagon that was also used in the parade. This wagon
attracted plenty of
attention, particularly as Seminole,
was, we believe, a
town on the original wagon trail.
The parade was
started on the Saturday of the picture's opening and
through the co-operation of the local
police a 1 1 traffic
was stopped. The
procession marched
through the main
streets of the town
on their way to the
theatre. Arriving at
the house, they
stopped while the
band played a few
numbers. As a novelty, a trick horse
did several stunts.
The photos will
give you a little
idea of the parade
and you will also
see the unique window displays Wellman turned out by featuring a board on which
was attached a number of relics of the "Old West." The campaign went over very well and the house, as a result came in
for plenty of extra business and publicity.

I l'i.'r^®. ^k^^^^^^Hi
icaji:<^ii
.-..
B .

.\s this is Wellman's first contribution, since he has just
joined the Club, we feel that he is going to be a very active
member. So let's hear from you again real soon Roy, and you
might include your photo and a little dope about yourself along
with your next contribution.
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AN EXCLUSIVE

CLUB FEATURE

\

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you
can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

JUNE
School Graduation Tie-lps This Month
June 14th

Flag Day.

June 14th
June 15th
June 15th

Harriet Beecher Stowe's Birthday.
Pioneer Day (Idaho).

June 17th
June 17th
June 18th

Battle of Bunker Hill— 1775.

June 21st
June 21st
June 26th

St. Swithin's Day.
Father's Day.
Battle of Waterloo— 1815.
Longest Day in Year.
Children's Day.
First American Troops to Land
in France — 1917.

JULY
July
July
July
July
July
July

1st
1st
4th
13th
17th
17th

July 18th
July 21st
July 24th

Battle of San Juan Hill
Dominion Day (Canada)
Independence Day
Gen. B. Forrest Birthday (Tenn.)
Munoz River Day (Porto Rico)
Sherman's March to Sea — 1864
America's Successful Counter-attack at Chateau Thierry
Battle of Bull Run— 1S61
Pioneer Day — I'tah

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town, 1
county or state.

Keep an eye on ''The Showman^s
Calendaf *^^ £or an advance
tip on
£uture holidays and events.
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THE TRAILER!

WHITBECK'S

"HERE'S HOW"

advertiser, "Get me up a
to a national
youfeetsaid,
Suppose
trailer
of 400
or better
that I can use on my screen. You
can put some scenes of your factory in it . . . pictures of your
completed product . . . prices, where your merchandise can
be purchased. In other words . . . give me a pictorial sales
argument that will run about 5 minutes."
Would the national advertiser grab that opportunity . . .
would he put the keenest minds in his organization to workon that trailer; would he plan and scheme and think about the
sales argument that trailer would contain? You can bet he
would . . . and he'd pay you a handsome sum for the showing
of such a trailer.

We pay thousands of dollars a year for advertising that isn't
one-tenth as good as our own screen advertising, and yet —
how many of us ever give a second thought to the trailers on
our screen advertising our coming attractions?
Consider this — the advance trailer for a coming attraction
can be a power for good ... or, through your own carelessness,
lack of thought or downright ignorance — it can do you even
more — harm !
The trailer for your next attraction deserves the best place
you can give it in your program . . . next to the feature attraction. That place is just ahead of the current feature . . . when
vour audience is seated — in a mood for entertainment . . . when
they will read — and remember.
Tf you put it on after the feature . . . what happens?
The entertainment your audience paid their admission price
for . . . the feature picture ... is over— they are either on their
way out of the theatre or their interest has dropped down
because they know the other attractions on the bill are of
secondary importance. Position for your trailer is, therefore,
of great importance.
The trailers supplied by the trailer companies are. in their
opinion, the best sales argument for the attracting of patronage.
They do not always fulfill that purpose. The trailer maker,
the workman actually engaged in the making of that trailer,
has no understanding, nor appreciation, of your particular
operation, Podunk, Mud Flats and Strawberry Point are considered of the same intelligence and importance as New York.
Chicago or Los Angeles. The one trailer, the same appeal for
the blase theatre-goers of the metropolis is expected to be
equally attractive to the more provincial movie lover of the
*"* * *^
small town.
In the first place — the ideas for most trailers come from
the Los Angeles studio press agent. They write the copy,
pick the scenes and ship to their New York director of advertising. Here the copy is either given an Okay or it is re-made
to the New York idea or turned over to the trailer company.
Those trailers that do not follow this routine are handled
about like this — the representative of the trailer company
secures different scenes of the production from the studio :
these are sent to his office in New York, and then they, the
trailer people, make up the sales argument from the press
material that is furnished by the studio press department.
There are two styles of trailers . . . the silent and the talking
or sound.
The first sort . . . one or two scenes — some high-pressure
sales talk, credit to the company, the director and the cast.
Many have scenes taken from the talking version ; they are
grotesque because the lips of the players move and yet the
theatre is in dead silence. Others are actually superior to
the talking trailers.
We have found that the chief cause for complaint with the
talking trailers is their extreme length and the number of
scenes that are used.
The smart theatre-goer gets too much
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11. Lrasnley S Work
segregated sections in the
.
Southern
cities, had to be
handled with care, for according to the opinions offered us
by a number of Southern showmen it was a bit unusual for the
South. But realizing the entertainment value of the production
they set about to find ways in which to sell it. Their first and
most important move was to run a preview on the picture and
secure testimonials to be used in newspaper ads. And that's
exactly what H. T. Lashley, manager of the Victory Theatre in
Salisbury, N. C, did.
I.asliley ran a preview of tlie film and invited negro ministers,
negro college heads, prominent white people and
newspaper men to attend.
KtRE
:N ii
After the showing, the enthusiastic testimonials were
laittiaafaaaitttttttaaiiiiii* used in the newspaper ads
.•••••*•*
and house organ. Three
thousand special heralds
were sent to the colored
sections of the city and to
those in nearby towns. The
herald plugged
Colored
Cast Inthe
All"First
History" and the special midnight show. The midnight
show was held on the Friday preceding the Monday opening and was the means of securing some valuable word-of-mouth publicity over the weekend, especially in view of the fact that an unusually large crowd
attended the theatre.
From the photo we are showing you'll get an idea of the
special front Lashley made up for the picture. The display
was made to represent a negro cabin. A bale of cotton was
placed on the side-walk and a negro singer engaged to sit on
it and croon tunes from the picture. This stunt, coupled with
others Lashley used, enabled him to sell his public completely
on the film and prove that no matter what a showman bucks
up against in the way of local conditions, he'll always find a
way out.
of an idea of what the picture is all about merely through
watching the trailer.
Can you cut these trailers? Yes why not? If it is your idea
that the trailer is not good and that it can be improved by
cutting and your operator can re-assemble it without harm or
damage . . . then — by all means cut it.
A check of the Los Angeles Division shows that out of 14
neighborhood theatres, 10 of them favor silent trailers, 2 are
using talking trailers and the other 2 can not make up their
minds which is the best.
Silent trailers are best for certain pictures. For instance, —
the first talking picture that Lon Chane}- will make. You will
not want to give away the voice of Chaney in a talking trailer
— that is your one big selling argument — that is the one thing
that your patrons will pay their money for. Keep Chaney
silent . . . until he flashes on your screen. Keep silent any
actor of reputation that may come from the legitimate stage
to make their first talking picture. Keep silent the voice of
John McCormack, until your audience has paid their admission
to hear McCormack sing.
The following paragraph concerns those theatres with more
than one change of program each week —
Do not use more than one advance trailer during any one
performance. By this I mean ... on your Monday or Tuesday
change use the trailer advertising the program on Wednesday
and Thursday. If you give your audience too much — if you
tell them too much . . . they'll remember nothing.
One trailer at a time . . . remember your patron paid good
monev to be entertained.
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We had a hunch that Bill
Conner, manager of the St.
Helena Theatre in Chehalis,
Washington, was pulling off a
couple of stunts, because we
hadn't heard from him in quite
some time.
Sure enough. Bill
was busy and as we know from past experience when he's busy
there's bound to be some good showmanship displayed.
I'l-i'liiij; that tlic town lucdi'd a taste ot lii;;h powered showinan>liip, he decided to stage a i)ul)lic wedding. After securing
those two absolutely necessary persons, the bride and groom,
lie set to work to put the stunt over in a big way. lie promoted gifts from all of the prominent merchants and in this
manner picked up over eight luindred dollars worth of merchandise that included among it furniture, clothes, rings, and
even the marriaj,e license. Special pictures and stories were
given the atYair by the local newspapers and a couple of weeks
of valuable advance publicity was secured. He also promoted
a couple of double truck ads in the newspapers.
On the night of the wedding, which was held on the stage of
the theatre, a unique stage setting was used. The staff artist.
Cyril Sims, designed and built a huge Bible as a background
with a beaver board cut-out of a wedding ring in front. This
was mounted on a set of steps, cornered by a lighted plaster
candle. A local farm organization called the "Grange," furnished a drill team of twenty men and women and they constituted a colorful stage ensemble. After the wedding the
bride and groom were "wined and dined" and sent off on their
honeymoon via air express. The photos, which are running
in conjunction with this article, will give you some idea of the
gifts received and also give you a peek at the bride and groom
just before starting off. Incidentally, the smiling fellow in the
derby is the promoter de luxe. Bill Connor, and from the looks
of things Bill is having a very happy time, and from the way
he handled the entire arrangement he should be happy. As he
himself says, "The only thing lacking was a few hundred seats."

This Is What Bill
Connors Is Givinj$
Them At St. Helena

N r zv s
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DIFFERENT!

Oh.servlng (he mass ol cii {•ulars, ho raids, tircus (lyt'is and throw a ways Ihat are being; used
in so many
nei^^hhorhoods , we often wonder
whether the\ are
really worth the
money and elTort
to make them up
LOOK AT THIS
and distribute.
LINE-UP
I'eihaps (and this
is
harping hack to
<,|(>l(.l MONEY m4 <HACll-% MVUAV
our
men taj;o)
s of
somea r«:u
months
COIIINS* KtUYS IN wonASir

if you would try
something a little
'IHf-

PHANTOM

ROiNALO

Of

THh

OPtHA"

COLMAN

"CONDEMNED"
M'MtAI

STATE

KIODIU

MATINEE

THEATRE
OZONE

FAIE. t- L

different,
results would (he
be far
more noticeable. .As
witness

(he reproduction of a () by 9

inch circular (urned out by the State
Theatre in Ozone
Park, L. I., N. Y.
First, keep in

mind that this thetre had been usinj^ a wide variety of mateiial
for distribution and throwaway purposes. Second, they had never attempted to work out any
form of a herald that was out of the ordinary.
Naturally, the result was never really effective. Then they happened across, what appeared
like, an unusually fine line-up of pictures and
the special circular was brought into play. The
cost was -SIO for five thousand, printed on j;ood
coated stock and handled as follows: 1,.50() in
the theatre's regular mailing list. 1.000 distributed to the children at several of the local
schools and the balance, 2,500, deposited, in a
well-laid-out campaign, through house-to-house
distribution.

Don't ttiink liill stn()pe(l workin.u when tlie weddin.i; wa> finished. That was just anotiicr days work to him. lie recently
promoted a Chehalis Community Spring ()i)ening that went
across to big success. Every merchant in town co-operated with
him. Ten stores had fashion shows in their windows, and all
of the other stores had some kind of stunt to attract attention
to the special week.
A fashion show was lined up by Bill for the theatre and
was put on as a finale to the week. On the night of the show
a large banner was hung under the electric sign with floodlights playing upon it. He tied up with the local band master
and secured an eighteen-piece boys' "pep" band. The boys
stood atop the marquee. At nine o'clock a bomb was set off,
the banner was unfurled and the band began to play. As a
result the people on the crowded streets, celebrating the last
night, flocked over to the theatre. After each number a "ballyhoo" was given from the marquee by a barker. The stunt
clicked so well that almost everybody in front of the theatre
marched up to the box office and laid down their dough.
For his Easter campaign he worked in his kiddie angle and
received a lot of publicity by instituting a Mickey Mouse Matinee. The kids were very enthusiastic about it and their laughs
and chortles of merriment resounded throughout the theatre.
Before starting the show Bill gave them a little talk, the Chief
of Police, the Mayor and a couple of more local celebrities
said a few words, and a few of the kids gave recitations. The

Try putting the same "pep" and originality
into your circulars and heralds as you do into
your newspaper advertising or any other part
of your exploitation and publicity work. It will
be well worth the effort and time as well as the
cost and the returns will be far greater than
"Just another circular" which gradually becomes
a nuisance wherever received. If you can inject
something "different" into your advertising of
this nature you will create interest as well as
added business.

youngsters then joined in community yells and singing.
Immediately after the matinee the kids were taken to a vacant
field near the theatre and participated in an Easter egg hunt.
About eight hundred kids scrambled through that field for the
colored "hen" fruit," which was donated by a local association.
The papers played the stunt up in their pages and in addition
to this Bill secured plenty of good-will from lots of sources,
especially the youngsters' parents So. with all these things to
look after, it is small wonder that Bill didn't write, but we'll
excuse him this time if he promises to be sending us in these
showmanlike gags more often, because when a fellow pulls off
stuff
way Bill
it's aif cinch
the purpose
rest of the
wants the
to know
aboutdoes
it, and
it will that
fit their
they Club
are
going to make good use of any angle they can grab ahold of.
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Theatres located in communities where tie-ups
with the newspaper open the door to double
truck merchant advertising should try to inject
some novelty into such advertising tie-ups,
otherwise there is a grave danger of killing this
great angle.
Running a straight co-operative group of ads
in conjunction with the picture you are plugsufficient to make it a valuable tie-up
ging is not
concerned.
for all
You must work out something novel and
different if you want them to ride along with
you on future double truck ads.
There are, of course, many ways to inject
such novelty. The prize angle, in conjunction
with the newspaper, or the advertisers is one.
Dressing each and every ad to tie in with the
product being advertised as well as the picture
is another. Splitting up the stars faces so that
it is necessary to cut out all the pieces and
paste them together (with free passes for the
first fifty) is still another.
The title of the picture may suggest some
such angles. Or scrambled words, scattered
throughout the various ads might be a good
slant.
We could go on for the rest of the page airing
our thoughts in this connection, but the most
vital point is the necessity for novelty, which
means making every prospective advertiser
anxious to get into the next co-op page you start
to promote.
And, in closing, don't forget that the picture,
the play dates and your theatre are not to be
treated as step-children on those double trucks.

It has been some time since
we recounted Pete Egan's
but we found that our
Pete Egan's Live- doings
regional
chairman for Westwire Activities Inern Canada has been busy as
clude Hockey Team they make them the last
couple of weeks with the
Capitol Theatre in Regina, Sask., Canada, to look after and his
local hockey team to be handled through a championship
playoff.
Pete, besides managing the theatre, is president of the local
Pats Club, the Dominion Junior Hockey Champions, and by a
coincidence the team that Pete's charges played against is
under the presidency of Jimmy Lynch, the manager of the
Runnymeade Theatre in Toronto. Through his team's winning the championship, Pete was enabled to secure a lot of
publicity for the house by having motion pictures taken of the
team and projected at the theatre. Another angle he worked
was by having the team, when they arrived from the championsliip play-off, parade down the streets and stop at the theatre
where they were greeted by the Premier of the Province and
tlie Mayor of the city. The newspapers gave it a big play and
you can bet that the house was mentioned plenty.
A stunt that Pete used during the hockey season was having
four sandwich men go around the rink between periods with
signs advertising the show at the Capitol. In this manner over
six thousand persons were reached almost by direct contact and
all for a cost of six dollars. Incidentally that nhoto we are
showing is one of Pete's well known street ballyhoos. This,
one was used to plug the picture "Hit the Deck," and as you
will note it certainly has selling points.
Anyone seeing this

7 , 1 930

sort of ballyhoo on the streets was bound to look at it.
Pete also is doing some radio broadcasting direct from the
theatre. From 10:00 A.M. to 10:30 A.M. sacred music is played
on the organ and broadcast over the air. At noon a popular
concert is put on and later on in the day a few of the theme
songs are played. The variety of the program has made it
appeal to all classes of music lovers and Pete has secured some
good results by using it.

Oak, Pete, we want to hand you our compliments too, both
your work in helping the Pats to the championship and
for
your showmanship.

Max Cooper Says
That Honesty Is
The
Best Policy

No matter where you go
you'll find showmanship in
evidence and when a showman hastraction
a thatpicture
or an
athe wants
to put

over
to good
receipts
generally
find that
he you'll
clicks
by using stunts that sell.
One of the managers on the Fox Met. Circuit, Max Cooper,
of the Corona Theatre in Corona, L. I., N. Y., a charter member of the Club had always been an opponent of misrepresentation in newspaper ads or any other form of medium of that
sort to sell his shows So when he read in the Motion Picture
News that "Party Girl" was handed an unfavorable slip in
Chicago and children were not permitted to see it, he decided
to do something about the picture because it was booked into
his house.
Rather than risk having any adverse comments he made up
a special trailer which said, "WE DO NOT RECOMMEND
"PARTY GIRL" TO CHILDREN ON ACCOUNT OF THE
SENSATIONAL EXPOSURE OF THE PARTY GIRL
WHOOPEE RACKET." The trailer was run for some time
before playdate and made such an impression on the older
members of the community that by the time the picture opened
the advance interest that had been aroused was tremendous.
And despite the fact that on the playdates both days happened
to be very hot, business was a knock-out, necessitating a lobby
delay and standing room the entire two days.
This example which Cooper so kindly passes along is but one
of the many encountered by showmen throughout the country,
who, rather than risk the good-will of the house, tell the truth
concerning pictures that do not appeal to children, and often
find themselves with record breaking days on their hands.
Why, we don't know. The public is prettv hard to tieure out
and if you tell them that a thing isn't fit for kids they're bound
to flock in. However that's one of the freak things of a showman's life and for that reason, since it brings in biz. why worry
about it.

NOVELTY

SOUVENIRS

Make friends with your patrons

New profits In your box offlea nctlpU.
Give
kiddies
"Brazel
NoveUlei"
and . win
them as
Boosters
for your
show bouio
. .
Inexpensive attractlTs noTeltlei terr* ti r«tl
business ffett«rs alw&yi.

BRAZEL NOVELTY MFG. CO. TL^A
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Solomon stocked
of
to the value

S- ^- chest with mer^^3"^'his
treasure
chandise
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$301.50 in connection with the

from

Dealers

advertising of "The Locked

—

Door" playing at the Paramount Theatre, Youngstown, O.
Several liiindrcds ot cards containing a key were given an
effective distribution. The card carried copy saying that if this
key opened the treasure chest in the Paramount lobby, it would
entitle the possessor to its contents — merchandise wortli ?301.50.
The card also listed the merchants, their gifts and the value
of each. And then at the bottom of the card appeared copy,
"The doors of the Paramount Theatre will be wide open starting Saturday April 12th to see and hear THE LOCKED
DOOR."
The list of valuables consisted of:
Slumber
Chair
( jold wrist watch
Ladies wardrobe, dress, stockintjs, liiiijerie. i-tc
X'acuum
Cleaner
Tenor guitar, pearl inlay
Pair of Ladies' Shoes
Ladies' Hat
DeLuxe box candy
Beauty Treatment, Facial, Scalp, etc
Two tires and tubes
Stetson Hat

Effective
Proved
•
J r>
r« T^
for
lod. nrOWning

GRADUATION

$57.50
25.00
50.00
47.50
25.00
14.00
15.00
7.50
15.00
35.00
10.00

As usual "Tod" Browning's
a success.
latest stunt was
This gag consisted of a tie-up

with the Farm and Garden
of the Boston
Department
Post and a number
of the

^^^Massachusetts city's florists in
connection with a "Spring Flower Show" held at the Metropolitan Theatre in which house "Tod," as his fellow-members
are well aware, is the director of exploitation.
Through his newspaper tie-up, he was enabled to secure a
total of seven full pages of publicity with special stories, photos
of the show and tie-up advertising with the florists and the
flower-growers. In conjunction with the Spring Flower Show
he promoted a "Tournament of Roses." A girl was selected to
represent "The Rose of New England." She was awarded an
eight-day expense tour to Havana, accompanied by her mother,

TIME!

There is none too much time left to enj^jneer
and execute those dradualion tie-ups and jja^s
which all live-wire showmen lake advantaj^e ol
at this time of the year.
If you have been keepint^ a scrap book of the
Club paffes. reference to the issues of last \ear
will reveal some miiihty inlerestinjj and profitable stuff.
As we recall,
while poundinj^
(C n n y r a t u 1 a f i 0 n s

The value of the merchandise was in itself enough $301.50
of an attraction to warrant people coming to the lobby and try their
keys.
And invariably, they purchased tickets to see the picture, too.

Tic-Up

CLIJB

With the aid of several mer-

i^ree

(^Qj-^gjj
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this on the typewriter, Johnny
Scan Ion's Card
ConKratuiation
in the issue of
May iSth. 1929.
and how the
other boys

jumped at the
opportunity to
cash in on it. Look it up, it will "click" anywhere.
Then, perhaps, the limited seating capacity of
your local school auditorium makes it necessary for the Graduation Exercises to be held
elsewhere. Why not YOUR theatre? It will
cost you mighty little and what a whale of goodwill and attention you attract to your theatre.
A letter of congratulation as published in last
week's issue of the Club pages under the heading of "Timely— And How!" It will be a foundation for the suggestion at any rate. Look it
over,
it
came from Harrv Marchand in Mobile.
Ala.
A little thought will bring to mind a dozen
practical stunts that tie right in with the
Graduation Ceremonies in your local grammer
and high school. Get busy while there is still
time.

paper came through with publicity and stories on the contest.
To give you an idea of how beautiful the lounge room looked
when decorated with plants and flowers we are reproducing a
photo showing a section of the display. The flower tie-up was
especially timely as it broke about Mother's Day and enabled
the florists as well as the theatre to benefit. The entire campaign was, as we stated in the opening sentence, a complete
success and much of it was due to the showmanlike way "Tod"
handles the publicity and exploitation for the house.
Incidentally, it might interest you to know that as a coming
plug on "The Big Pond" he put his well known selling copy to
use again and framed copy that enabled him to tie-up with a
manufacturer of cheming gum and secure samples which were
distributed in pay envelopes at the theatre. The copy on the
pay envelopes read: "Maurice Chevalier in 'The Big Pond' at
the Metropolitan next week wins the girl with the aid of chewing gum! See 'The Big Pond' and learn the secret. Chew
(Stikko) gum and further your own romance." This angle of
using appropriate copy enabled him to make the tie-up.

ALWAYS
WEAR
YOUR
and with all expenses paid. The Boston Post co-operated on
the contest. The tour was obtained free, through a tie-up
"Tod" engineered with the steamship company and the news-

CLUB
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''TREASURE

HUNT"

Always a popular gag, especially if handled
right, the "Treasure Hunt" is again ripe for
live-wire showmen to grab plenty of free publicity for their theatre.
Frank Boucher engineered one recently down
in Hagerstown, Md., and it brought more good
returns than even he hoped for.
The local merchants, if solicited along the
right channels, will gladly donate the gifts.
Make them help on the plans for the "Hunt."
See that the hunt ends up in or near the theatre.
The various caches need not, necessarily, contain the gifts, just leave a letter instead making
it compulsary for the finders to present the
letters in the theatre on a specified night. In
this way you can attract added interest and b.o.
receipt for the night on which the gifts will be
presented, admitting the winners free, of course.
There are a hundred and one good sidelights
and slants to the "Treasure Hunt" idea, and if
you only give it serious thought you will soon
find many ways of working it out to everybody's
satisfaction. Don't overlook the grammer
schools and the high schools for special or
separate "Hunts." Even the school authorities
will co-operate if approached with the right kind
of suggestions.
Anyone looking for a man
to answer to the title of active
showman would, if he were in
Hope, Arkansas, be referred
immediately to Matt Press,
manager of the Saenger Thea-•— ^
;tre.
There doesn't seem to be a moment when he is not taking advantage of some angle to get a lot of good-will or publicity for
his house. For instance, he promoted a bridge party not so
long ago that swelled the box office receipts considerably.
Sixty tables were placed on the stage of the theatre and to
these the ladies of Hope, after paying the full admission price,
wended their way. And with sixty tables being filled it stands
to reason that the matinee was bound to be good. At the conclusion of the bridge games the players witnessed a showing of
the feature picture.
Merchants in Hope and a nearby town kicked in with enough
prizes so that someone at each table was sure of winning one.
And since the party was sponsored by a prominent ladies club,
Press had no trouble in securing numerous tie-ups on the event.
The local merchants displayed cards in their windows playing
up the bridge party and the week's atttractions at the theatre.
Even the score sheets and tally cards were supplied Press by
the local merchants as they more than felt that the splendid
publicity they derived from the scheme, repaid them in no small
measure.
Press shows that he has the interests of the house at heart by
permitting the use of his pet bulldog "Publixity" for a ballyhoo on some attractions. The dog is especially talented and one
of his best tricks is carrying a pipe in his mouth. A special
blanket plugging the picture and theatre is placed on his back
and he roams about town, looking for all the world like something that stepped out of "Alice in Wonderland." The dog,
since he is seen frequently on the streets, always comes in for a
fair amount of attention and this all tends towards helping get a
few more dollars into the box-office.
When he played "Gold Diggers of Broadway" a while back
Press gave the town a treat in the form of a number of gold
bricks which he distributed as a herald on the film. The blocks,
measuring 2x4 inches, were cut from wooden salvage stock,
gilded and labeled. The lal)el read, "You won't fall for this BUT

.

'.meiSSt^^^

you will fall for "GOLD DIGGERS OF BROADWAY." The
bricks were sent to nearby villages accompanied by the Boys'
Band of Hope, which by the way, is an organization founded by
Press, who organized all of the musical and dramatic talent in
the town and occasionally grants them performances on the
stage of the Saenger. A lot of laughs greeted the distribution
of the "Gold Bricks," but true to the saying "he laughs last
who laughs best," Press chortled with joy when he saw them
line up at the box-office during the picture's run.
Okay Matt, with things like these being engineered by you
all the time it is no wonder that the town wou'd point you out
as a real showman. Keep up the good work and remember all
of your fellow members are waiting to see what else you are
doing, to sell them.
^^^^ A stunt that hit the front

S. BaSSin
Charles
-iMT-i
1
ttn-««
TIT
Was
llCketed
rOr
-tTiT1
J
A •
1
W recked
Airplane

P^ges of the local newspapers
successfully
engmeered
^^^
by Charles S. Bassin, manager
of theMaine.
State Theatre in Portland,

When he played "Young
Eagles," Bassin arranged to transport a folding wing plane
down the main street to the theatre, and just as the plane
reached the front of the house one of the wheels on the landing gear came off and it was impossible to move the plane for
several hours. The stunt, of course, was pre-arranged by Bassin, since he knew that the police department would not permit the plane to be parked in front of the theatre, especially
as the plane carried a three-foot banner plugging the picture.

Bridge Matinees
One of the Mediums
Used By Matt Press

From the photo we are showing with this article, you'll get
an idea of how the newspapers worked in the story. The cop
in the picture is handing out a ticket to Bassin. The tagging
was covered by both newspapers in the town and pictures and
stories broke on it. As long as the plane remained in front of
the theatre, traffic was blocked and this created a lot of commentcame
from in
theforpublic
ture
a bigwith
play.the result that the theatre and picSince newspaper story planting is a risky thing
results in the shoe being on the other foot, we must
sin a compliment for the showmanlike way he put
across man's
andwork.we hope tiiat we will hear more of this

EARLE

F. OSCAR

and often
hand Basthe picture
live show-

Says:

"Sure getting a lot out of the ROUND TABLE.
It keeps a fellow pepped up to read all the good
stunts our fellow members are Manager,
doing."
Ritz Theatre,
Athens, Alabama.
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GUY KENIMEirS
BACK ON THE JOB
We guess almost everybody remembers Guy Kenimer when
he was city manager for Publix down in Tampa, Florida. And
no doubt you all recollect the great things he accomplished in
that position.
(iu)- was hittiiij,' aloiijr on all .six uiicn suddenly \vc lost track
of him and now he turns up as one of the live-wires on the E. J.
."^('arks circuit, handling the Palace Theatre in Jacksonville,
I'la., as well as supervising four other houses on the circuit.
Having known him for a good while, we happen to know what
a fine showman he is and in order tliat the members who have
not met liim may get a line on his work we are passing along
the campaign he engineered successfuly on "The Cuckoos."
Following along the lines suggested in our Exploitation Review of "The Cuckoos," which appeared in a recent issue, Guy
decided that cuckoo clocks were absolutely essential to his
merchandising campaign on the picture. So he set out to get
them. By being wide awake he got a break that enabled him
to crash the local papers for plenty of publicity and indeed, in
one paper he was represented for almost a week. He noticed
on the sporting page of one of the newspapers that Schmeling,
the German boxer had landed in America, on the same day as
the picture opened, with a half-dozen cuckoo clocks in his
baggage. Kenimer shot out a wire to the boxer requesting one
of the clocks, as an entry in a contest he planned to promote,
in which he intended to give awards for the three best examples
of unique design and history in this special sort of clock.
The local newspaper took care of all the wires and as tlic
answers came back they would insert a story relative to the
pursuit of the clock, in their columns. Imagine their surprise
when the fighter's manager demanded five hundred dollars for
one of the clocks. This gave Kenimer a good break — so good
that the papers kidded the five hundred dollar request until
the day the picture opened, at the same time carrying entry
blanks for all of the residents who wished to enter clocks.
The stunt went over with a bang and the photo we are showing will give you a view of the winners. Kenimer, himself.
may be seen on the left, holding one of the prize exhibits, a
baby cuckoo clock. The Mayor of the city is the second man
from the left of Kenimer and he acted as one of the judges.
This "Cuckoo Clock Gag" was only one of the things that
went into the selling of the picture. Plenty of other stunts
were also put into play. One of the first moves was the distribution of a novelty herald, which bore copy, "Blow on the
spot and see if it will turn blue — if not — see "The CUCKOOS."
The heralds were placed in luncheonettes, restaurants, hotels,
drug stores and at the theatre and did a lot to work up interest
in the film.
For a street ballyhoo, an ancient Ford, bannered with copy
advertising the picture was pressed into service. A man and
woman were hired to enact the role of a couple of cuckoos
and at street corners they would stop the car. get out and commence hollering at each other with the result that traffic jams
were the order of the day for the three days the stunt was
used. The flivver may be partly seen in the photo we are running with this article. .Another ballyhoo was the use of one
liundred and fifty boys, who paraded about the streets blowing
cuckoo
whistles.
morning business
of the picture's
openingonthey
marched
about On
the the
downtown
and shopping
sections, coo-coo-ing as they went. .After three hours of this
they marched back to the house and were admitted free to the
theatre.
Kenimer got in a valuable radio plug by having the announcer
state over the air, at the time the show started that "It is now
Cuckoo Time at the Palace Theatre." This was preceded by
the blowing of a cuckoo whistle. Some of the other special
stunts used, included a "Cuckoo Sundae" featured at leading
downtown restaurants and luncheonettes; a "Cuckoo Sandwich" also featured in the most patronized dining places ; and
last but not least, a "Cuckoo Donee." The special dance was
given at the leading dance pavillion on the last night of the
picture's run. A parade of decorated cars, containing patrons

SUMMER
Won't
summer
course,
elijfible
What

AND

THE KIDS!

be UmK before the schools close for the
(won't the kids be sorry'.' ?), and, of
that means all the youngsters are ajjain
for patronaj^^e in the theaties.
are ^Ol doinj; to attract them to ^ Ol K

How about a "Rain\
.Afternoon Club'".*
(Jet the slant'.' Kiddies meet at the theatre
house'/rainy afternoon. Admit them for a speevery
cial reduced rate. Have some son^ slides always
on hand for just this emergency. Keep a supply
of inexpensive novelties. .\ few thousand of
them won't cost you more than a couple of dollars. If you don't know where to }^et 'em. shoot
us a line and we'll slip you all the dope.
Make it a corkinjj pood time, and then watch
them flock to your house every time it rains
and keeps them out of the parks and playgrounds.
Just a sugs^stion. Hut maybe it's not so bad'.'
What do you think'.' I*erhaps you have a suj,'gestion of your own along these lines. Send
it on.
and
the
secret.

we'll let the rest of the gang

into

of the dance establishment, was the means used for letting the
town know about it. Awards were given for the most original
and most cuckoo dances. All that the stunt cost the theatre,
was eight passes, and for these the dance hall advertised the
contest, in the paper for three days as well as plugging it over
the radio.

Incidentally. Kenimer used a novel advance plug on the picture by supplying his ushers w-ith ribbons which were worn
across the front of their sheets and carried copy stating that
the ne.xt week was "Cuckoo Week." And in the lobby he had
a V'ictrola ballyhoo, playing a special cuckoo record. So, is it
any wonder, in view of all these angles that he didn't go
"cuckoo" when he looked at the receipts. .And if he does the
same on every picture (and we have a hunch that he will),
something tells us he is going to throw a bottle of red ink
out of the window. Listen, Guy, now that you're letting the
rest of the world know about the Sparks enterprises, we hope
that your future work will be right up here on these pages,
because that's the only way you can square yourself with us
and
the rest
of the Club for remaining in hiding these past fewmonths.
Oke?
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LOST AND FOUND ! ! !
(Send Us the Blank — We'll
(Do the Rest for You!
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.
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I would like to learn the whereabouts of

His last known address was
City

N e zi s

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on (date)
Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide
us in helping you locate this party.)

June

7 , 1930
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In the past we have recorded a good many activities of
our Texas members and now
with the acquisition
of another showman from
that
State it appears to us that we
^^^^^^^—^-—^— —————— -————•
wall present
more
accounts
than ever, since Heinie Johnson, exploitation man for the
R & R Theatres in Big Spring, Texas, has enrolled in the Club.
To give you an idea of his activities about the theatre, we
are reproducing below a number of the fronts he created for
the various attractions, and, like so many other managers and
exploitation men, this exploiteer certainly knows his paints.
The front on "The Virginian" was done with an eye toward
out-door effects and to that extent trees and foliage were
painted with the panels being transparent through the medium
of a light concealed in the center. Cut-out letters stood in bold
relief against the green background.
The "Hot for Paris" front was a corker and attracted plenty
of attention. Miniature cut-outs of dancing girls, done in natural colors, formed the foreground for the red and white lamps
used as atmosphere for the picture. Cut-out letters, electrically
lighted constituted a very effective flash, while the thermometer, used as a gag, created a lot of comment. The other two
photos on "The Love Parade" and "Sally" show the excellent
work turned out on those pictures. In "The Love Parade" a
special effect was achieved by having a sun-burst effect flashing around the head of the star in the picture, and proved a
good attention getter.

Heinie Johnson Is
House Artist As
Well As Exploiteer

SIGNED
ADDRESS
CITY

(Note:

STATE

Unsigned

requests

will

receive

no

consideration.)

This little article is intended
to report the re-opening of
the Strand Theatre in Lynn,
Mass., which house is managed by John J. Scanlon, as
the Warner Theatre.
■
Scanlon has been very busy
with
the
new
opening
and
that's
why
we house
haven't isheard
him for a little while but now that the
all setfrom
he
promises to get right back in the active fold again and when
he's active there's certainly going to be some showmanship
uncovered. He did some good work on the opening of the
house that had the town talking.
He tied-up with the local newspaper and the merchants and
promoted two double truck ads which went into a special section of the newspaper. A little novelty was injected into the
ads of the merchants and the theatre ads by inserting a slug
showing the upright sign on the Warner house. The slug
served to keep the new name fresh before the residents of Lynn
and began the process of institutionalizing the name. On his
advertising campaign Scanlon turned out some hand-drawn ads
that for novelty in lay-out were very effective, especially so was
the one he used on the opening night.
Since he has always been one of our real active members
we know that we can count on him to continue the good work
he is doing down at the Warner and remember to pass along
his stunts to his fellow members. We want to wish him luck,
and tell him that our pages are always open to tell the rest of
the world what he is doing to pack them into his house.

John J. Scanlon
Is Now At Warner;
HouseNameChange

We want to thank Johnson for passing these along to us
so that we could show the kind of work being turned out down
in Texas. And incidentally, we want to take this opportunity,
since this is his first contribution, forwarded with his application, of welcoming him into the Club and we feel sure that
we'll hear more of his work in the near future.
Two novel stunts were used

C. W. Peterson Gave
Away Candy Kisses
As "Big Party" Ad
=^=^==^===^=

by C. W. Peterson for the engagement of THE
BIG
PARTY at the State Theatre, Cedar Rapids. 15 pounds
of home-made candy kisses
were promoted and distributed
in printed packages to advertise this Fox film. The copy on the
candy bags read, "Here's a kiss in advance from Sue Carol. She
wants to see you at THE BIG PARTY at the State Theatre
For the Saturday engagement of THE BIG PARTY, Peterson arranged a marble matinee to attract children, figuring that
each child would be accompanied by one or more adults. A bag
of marbles was given to each child who attended the theatre Satnow." urday afternoon, and this resulted in announcements by the
playground supervisors of the public schools and a story in the
News. Announcements were carried on the screen and in the
theatre ad.

"All For One And One For All "

I
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In line with our special
stories on the necessity of
taking advantage of the Graduation Exercises and Commencement Days which will
be held shortly in your town,
we would like to pass along
another idea that will do much towards securing good-will and
publicity for your house via this angle.
riic card wo are rciiroduciiif;, wliicli measured four by two
and one quarter inches, printed in black on wliitc, was used

Whitacre Cashed
In On This Stunt —
Ho\v About
You?

C. C. W'bitacro, manas;er of the Romina Theatre
X. (.\
after the Commencement exercises at the local
invited the Senior Class to be his guests at the
theatre, for a party entirely
for them. He secured a supply of paper hats, confetti,
Mat; ><" >'<><' <>'>• »|>H>"tiiiiil>; li< r<ltiil> «iii
(iMiiiraliililiiiii* fur ijniir .icroiiiplivhinriittt itiiiiiiit iitiiit
serpentine, etc., and handed
Inftl Instil achitul (ir.iK Rntt tiiisit |tnii t(ll1llltl■r^ •iirrr**>
it out as the Seniors came
>ii ^iniir fillurt rll^l'JlltllT».
PIrncr jirrruL tiMth niir tiMiudiiitrnU tin* ^:t»*
in. Through a tie-up with a
l.illir liomiii.i C/Mlir Mini iOnXl I •! t>< JImiu r>ll'
local soda shop he was enabled to secure drinks for
the occasion. The house was
turned over entirely to the
Seniors.
Upon
leaving the
house, after the showing of the films, they were presented with
the special card which entitled them to admission to the theatre
once during the next two weeks.
llie i,'()od-will derived troni tliis stunt was of great value
and it will be more than seen at W'hitacre's box-office in the
iuture. This stunt of his is a "natural"' for you to use. If you
feel that local conditions will not permit you to procure free
drinks, candy, confetti, etc., or arrange a special showing at
the house. TRY SliXDIXCi TUKSK C.VRDS TO THE
TEACHERS IX CHARGE OF THE ORADUATING
CLASSES FOR DISTRIBUTIOX AMOXd THE STUDENTS! This mea>ure alone should let. and will let, your
house in for some of the finest publicity and good-will you
have ever received. And while yor.'re about it. it wouldn't
hurt to hand the faculty a couple of tickets, either.

Hendricks Keeps
Eyes Trained On
Showmen 'sCalendar

A THOUGHT

CLIJC

HELLO, READING,

PA.

\\\uv,\nK niNseif to a niii(h needed hit rtf rela\ati(in, plus i;(ilf
(some (lay I'll break a hundred and then ^;^) inti) a coma). I
stole a«ay to the hills of i'ennsylvania, and since these hilN
were hut a short distance from Keadini; it was only natural
that I would run in and see some of the hoys.
Well, I K"t i's far as renewing old friendships with Harry
Stearn and ".Nephew" l''leef Itohinson at the Capitol Theatre
and then stayed on to see the show. It is <-ertainl> a pleasure
to say that .Stearn is demonstrating sonu- ma^^elous showmanship and ability in the operation of the NV. vV \'. Theatres
in this city, and if he don't make a ijreat name lor himself
we'll eat out last year's hat. His front and lobh) are on a par
with the best houses on Tinu's St|uare or the I.cMtp and <'\i'r>thing wa.s in tip-top shapj- from fr<int to hack.
IManned to spend Saturday visiting the rest of the nani;, but
a touffh sunburn, plus a plain everyday bellyache, kept me
under .Mrs. ("hick's personal supervision for the balance of
my stay up there. So this will have to serve, for the present,
as a sort of greeting to all our friends in Reading,■ includin)^
"TT .Morton
of course, Paul (;iase, I.ew Carrol, Kay Nowit.sky,

successfully by
in Forest C"it\.
Immediately
high school he

There's many ways in which you can work this angle to good
advantage, and though we could sit down and hand you a detailed list of tie-ups, such as having the local photographer on
hand to snap a picture of the entire class, for insertion into the
newspaper (providing you invited the class in a group), etc.,
we feel that a little showmanlike thinking on the subject will be
productive of some slants that will more than put it across.
A showman who
keeps an
eagle eye trained upon
our
"Showman's Calendar" is William A. Hendricks, managing
director of the Capitol and
Olympic Theatres in Steubenville, Ohio, and whenever he
comes across anything that looks like a good shot for his town,
he uses it. All of which is by way of saying that he cashed in
on "Music Week."
.\s Ills houses are not permitted to show pictures on Sunday,
he decided to get a lot of good-will, and to that extent he arranged to present a band concert on Sunday afternoon and
another one on Sunday night.
In order not to' conflict with the

TACLt

Shankman

and

Hobby

Suits.

"Chick"

cluirch services on .Sunday evening, Hendricks arranged to present the concert after the service and if you've seen the layout of ads you'll see that he has put in a notice to that effect.
The special musical prologues ran for the whole week and included jazz bands as well as orchestras. The Sunday evening
concerts were free. The stunt did a lot to boost up good-will
for Hendrick's houses and there's no question but that valuable
publicity was secured. So you see it pays to keep your eye on
the "Showman's Calendar" because as the name implies, it's
there for "showmen" to take advantage of.

m-[

Your Capitol . . Monday Eve. Only
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Hendricks pulled a novel stunt recently that has them talking
yet in Steubenville. He was slated to act as master of ceremonies at the weekly Kiwanis meeting but was called to Pittsburgh. However, rather than disappoint the members, he arranged to broadcast via telephone and radio from Pittsburgh.
And what a hit it made with the members! We want to thank
Hendricks for the active interest he is showing in us and we
know that it will be continued. And incidentally, he wishes
H. W., the originator of the Confederate Soldier Gag, in our
laugh-of-the week, to know that the mailman who figured so
prominently in the story might have been mistaken for a Tory.

FOR EVERY

REAL

SHOWMAN!

"It seems,
day, as though the theatres go more and more into the
merchandising each
busiFiess, and
the manager who is in with his merchants can
certainly capitalize on this particular item"
Frank Boucher,
Maryland Theatre,
Hagerstown, Md.
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W. GRIFFITH
MITCHELL
has gone tu Middletown, N. Y.,
to manage the new Paramount
Theatrt. * * *
LEOi^ARD A. DUNN is the
new miinager of the Salem Theatre, Sulem, *Mass.
* *
W.
FRANK
HARRIS
has
been appointed manager of the
Crewe Theatre, Crewe, Va.
* * *
MRS.
EDITH
PAUL
is the
new managress of the Cameo
Theatre at Palmer, Mass.

* * *

PAT McGEE, manager of
four Publix houses in Oklahoma
City, has also been given active
supervision of the Cooper Theatre at St. Joseph, Mo., and the
Lincoln at Nebraska.
* * *
HAROLD
CUMMINGS is
the new manager at the Empress Theatre in Danburj',
Conn.
* * *
DENNIS SEALING, formerly i)f Plainview, Texas, has succeeded HUGH PLATH as manager of the Criterion Theatre in
Enid, Okla.
BEN GREENBERG has been
promoted from house manager
to managing director of the Paramount Theatre, Springfield,
Mass.
* * *
JAMES LAUDER has assumed management of the Aztec
Theatre, San * Antonio,
Tex.
* *
"LES" MOUNTAIN has been
appointed executive manager of
the San Diego Division of the
Fox Theatres.

Picture

KOLND TADLt

CLUE
The

Pass
Trio
Tampa
Along
The
Latest
^
.
f^e -j^T■,
ACCOUntS
(Jl Work
—
J. T. HUGHES, late of Ranger, has arrived in Paris, Texas,
to assume his new duties as
manager of the Grand Theatre.

* * *

HARRY WATTS, formerly
manager of the Paramount,
Rialto and Strand Theatres in
Omaha is now manager of the
Fox in Brooklyn, N. Y.
^ ^ ^
STANLEY
CHAMBERS,
city manager of the Fox Theatres in Wichita, has been promoted to managership of a
downtown
Los
Angeles,
Cal.,
house.
* * *
NAT

HOLT has been transferred to Wichita to handle the
house Mr. Chambers
formerly
took care of.

* * *

BEN
Theatre,
C. R.
resigned
Seventh
Wash.

HOOK has been appointed manager of the Murphy
Wilmington, Ohio.
* * *
CHRISTENSEN
has
as manager of the Fox
St. Theatre in Hoquiam,

* * *

MAURICE B. SMITH succeeds MR. CHRISTENSEN as
manager of the Fox Seventh St.
Theatre.
:K
^
*
REX MOSHER, former manager of the Fox Trail Theatre
in Bridgeport, Neb., has been
transferred to the Fox Rialto in
Bayard.
* * *

* * *

FLOYD A. VOGT has resigned as manager of the Rockland Theatre, Nyack, N. Y.
H:

H:

*

LOU SMITH will become
manager of the Princess Theatre, Treaer, Iowa, when it is
completely remodeled and redecorated.

M. E. REMLEY, formerly of
East St. Louis, has taken over
the managerial reins of the Publix Paramount Theatre in Marion, Ind.

ARTHUR SMITH, former
manager of the Paramount in
Marion, Ind., has resigned and
will enter business for himself.
* + +
FLOYD
PECKHAM
has
taken over the management of
the Strand Theatre in Horncll,
N. Y.

MRS.
JAMES
WEBB,
who
for the past si.xteen years has
managed the Cozy Theatre in
Union, Ore., has sold that house
to Reginald Menegat, who will
install sound and manage the
house himself.

* ♦ *

* »

J line

News

*

CHARLES N. STERN is the
new manager of the Palace and
Kcx Theatres * in* Fallon,
Nev.
*
RAY MEYERSICK has left
Walla Walla to take charge of
the Liberty Theatre in Kennewick. Wash.

A L W A Y S
WE A R
YO

+

*

-^_

trio

who

7 , 19 3 0

put

over

are at it again.

Harry Weiss,
King" in Tampa
"Vagabond
city Manager for Publix in
Tampa, Fla., Paul Short, manager of the Tampa Theatre

gj^^

Wally

Allen,

Publicity

supervisor engineered an "Identification Contest" at the Tampa
Theatre that p;ave the residents of the city a treat.
Shorts of two screen stars were shown at each change of
program for three weeks, and patrons were supposed to identify
them. The stunt was run for twelve weeks. The trio of showmen promoted a lot of gifts from a local jewelry establishment
and presented them to persons guessing nearest right the correct identities of the stars.
The gifts were placed on display and made a considerable
flash, especially the fifty-six pieces of silver and the wrist
watches that formed part of the "promotions." Heralds and
contest cards were given out at the jewelry store, and they
paid for the printing of all advertising matter on the contest.
The special heralds were made-up in a showmanlike manner.
In addition to guessing the identities of the stars, contestants
were also required to answer the questions, "Why is the Tampa
Theatre your favorite amusement center?" and "What does
the 'Pirate Girl' in the Tampa Theatre lobby represent?" All
answers were sent at the conclusion of the contest, the participants being requested to hold the answer blanks until then.
The jewelry company was more than pleased with the results of the contest and consequently w^ere open for propositions on their other stores located in prominent Southern cities.
Of course, the house came in for plenty of publicity and the
trio of live-wires who engineered this gag again proved their
right to the title of showmen. In conclusion we'd like to state
that if you're in one of those communities where the residents
are rabid movie fans a stunt of this sort is just made to order
for you. as any merchant should be glad to tie-up with you on
it. .So hop to it if you think it'll fit your case.
Live lobby displays are new
in the South and decidedly
unique in the smaller communities, as talented persons
are difficult to secure for
""
this form of public entertainment.

Hall And Harting
Used Live Models
To Sell Picture

It remained for W. Hall, manager of the Saenger Theatre,
and Frank Harting, Dist. Publicity Dir., to surmount this
obstacle to their plans by personal etTort and ingenuity. The
fact that Frank Harting possessed the talent of Lon Chaney
was an undisclosed secret, which was divulged only to demonstrate that a live lobby display could be put over in a town
the size of Pine BlufY, Ark.

*

* * *

L. B. SOLETHER of Toledo
has been made manager of the
new Falls Theatre in Shagrin
Falls, Ohio.

* * *

PETER TENDER, former
nianager of the Tivoli Theatre
in Columbus, Ohio, has purchased that house. He plans to
have sound installed.

U R
CL UB

PIN

Mr. Harting can also qualify as a scenic artist in an emergency, as he donned the artist's smock and knocked out the
oriental lobby display which was used as a background for the
scene above, which shows the Publicity Director in the role
of a Chinese Mandarin, extolling in Chinese the merits of the
Richard Barthelmess latest production, "Son of the Gods."

f ti It c
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In a recent issue we gave
you a line on the way Earle
K. Oscar, manager of the Kit/
Theatre in Athens, Ala., sells
his shows, and reproduced
some photos of window displays he created.
To-day we'll
tell you how he keeps them talking about
his theatre.

Earle Oscar Has
Given Athens Some
Fine Showmanship

W'luii ho i)layo(l " I'lu- I'lyini: I'Mi-ct" lio .secured a number oi
tlie red. white and hhic envelopes used for air mail purposes.
In the envelope he inserted a plug for the picture in the form
of a herald measurinjj five by three and one-half inches. The
copy was well ma<le up aii(l was fashioned about the catch line "The 'Flyinjj l""leet' is l-'lying Your Way." The front of
the envelope was addressed to "Mr. Athenian, Athens, Ala.,
\'ia .\ira Mail."
Whenof the
envelopes
evoked
jj;reat deal
comment
fromwere
the distributed
patrons of they
the
t licit re
Another gag Oscar used to good advantage was a special
herald in the form of a subpoena which requested that the
reader be present at the theatre to witness "Marriage By Con
tract" and decide whether trial marriage cheapened women.
The copy carried the required punch and the novelty of the
herald did a lot to sell the picture. We would like to state
at this time (perhaps you've already noticed it), that while these
gags are not so new we are passing them along because we knowthat they can be used on any picture. So if you come across
one that strikes your fancy, file it away until such time as you
can use it to good advantage.
.\n anisic tliat he finds of threat value in the town is a personal
letter and whenever he i)lays a picture that merits such a form
of contact, Oscar uses it and always to good results. For a
novel stunt on "The Love Doctor" he made up a lot of capsules
containing a miniature herald pluRginij the picture that proved
very effective. A midget advertising mat was imprinted on a
sm.ill >(|u;iri' piece of jiaper ami in-~i'rti'(! into tiic capsultv
We want to thank Oscar again for passing these stunts along
to us for, as we said before, they can be used on a good many
pictures and we are sure that some of our members will find a
spot in their show selling campaigns for them, particularly as
no great cost is involved in their use. At present Oscar is
rather busy installing sound but we know that when he is all
set with his new policy that we will be in receipt of a lot of
ideas on how he put across the opening. So let's hear from
you real soon, Earle.

McDonald Created
A Herald That Set
TheTownLaui^hin^
__

Here's one that clicked as
an institutional plug. Read it
over and see whether it would
be of help to you. The stunt
is the creation of Teddy McDonald, publicity director for
the Rivoli Theatre
in West

'
'
■
Haven, Conn.
He made up a card measuring six bv four inches. The card
was folded to resemble a four-page booklet. The first page
carried copy. "Why John Doe Doesn't Go To The Rivoli Theatre." Upon opening the card the two center pages greeted vou
with "He Is Dead" (In big black tvpe: "He Is" on
one line
•Dead' on the other
The back page
devoted to the time ofline).
shows and the prices.of the booklet wa^
McDonald's gag made quite a hit with the residents of the
town and from what we are given
to understand New Haven
thought so much of it that a couple of showmen in that town
used It to plug their houses. The card was printed in black
and white throughout, with a heavy black border on the center
page. So if you think you want to use this stunt as an institutional plug
use.your house the cost is small and it wouldn't be a
bad idea to for
Incidentally, the originator of the idea. Teddy Mc Donah'
IS a twenty-two-year-old publicity director and verv
with the patrons of the Rivoli. He started in the showpopular
business as an usher at the Broadway Theatre in Springfield Mass
about eight years ago and since then has worked in
various
theatres in the New England district. We want to thank
William Hrown. the manager of the Rivoli in West Haven
for
passing this idea along to us as we think it will meet
with aoproval trom the club members
^
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Vou all no doubt remenibei' (HIT (mII. that
hustling: showman who handled the pul)lieit>
and exploitation I'oi- the Fox .Metropolitan Circuit's New .Jersey division not so lony; a^o. And
if you remenibei- that niiuh. you certainly recall
the work he turned out as some ot the most
outstanding bits ol showmanship e\er displayed
on that side of the river.
It is our pleasure at this time to announce that
ClifT is now connected with the I'ublix outfit
and sports the title of advertisinjj nianauer for
the district around central .Minnesota. From
the reports drifting into Club headquarters, he
is making a wonderful succe.ss of it and
threatens even to surpass the work he accomplished in New York. \W understand he is
working: with a group of manatjers that, to quote
his own words, are "wide-awake and every one
deserving of mention in the columns of the
Managers'
Round
Table Club."
That's oke with us CHIT, and if you say they're
peppy, why they simply must be. Hut in order
that the rest of the Club can meet them more
intimately they'll have to shoot us in a bunch
of stuff as well as their photos. Being an active
Club member yourself, it's up to you to act as
contact man and keep them on the go. Then
we'll probably be able to take in .some of that
marvelous fishing out your way.
Theresa Nibler used the
night club effect in the lobby
to emphasize the theme of
"Roadhouse Nights," playing
at the Electric Theatre,
Mo.
•^^—^^■^—^^——^—^^— Springfield,
I in^. lubliy
was
equipped
witli chairs and tables and countless numbers of Coca Cola
l)ottIes.

Miss Nibler Shows
Us, By This, That
She Knows Her Biz.

With every purchase of a ticket, patrons were entitled to
submit their tickets to the hostess of the night club and they
in turn would receive a drink of Coca Cola.

The Coca Cola people furnished the drinks gratis in return
for publicity they derived from the stunt. Coca Cola signs
and banners about the lobby advertised the drink as well a>
skiving credit to tlio beverage concern for tlieir donation.
The stunt caused a lot of favorable comment which in turn
helped to sell the picture to satisfactory receipts.
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LATTA

PROVES

KOUND

"THE GOLDEN

Despite the fact that running a
large theatre is a man-sized job calling for practically all of his time,
C. J. Latta, managing director of the
W-B Roger Slierman Tlieatre in New
Haven, Conn., demonstrated how a
manager can think of the human side
of life just as well. The publicity
which resulted was, by no means, what
he was aiming at. But lie was entitled
to every bit of the credit for what he
put across. Mr. Latta is deserving of
a vote of thanks for this piece of work
and tite New Haven Evening Register,
the paper which published the following story can well be proud of its fine
standing in Connecticut, for tlie marvelous manner in which it was presented to its readers.

RULE'

BED-RIDDEN YOUTH HEARS
TALKIE FOR FIRST TIME
(From New Haven Evening Register)
Roger Sherman and Phone
Company Stage Show
in Home
come nto
MET
IFtheMAHO
n, thecan't
mountai
the mountai
must come to Mahomet.
Fred Dahl, Jr., 11-year-old paralytic, who has been bed-ridden in
his home at 221 Tyler Street, East
Haven, for more than three years
with spinal trouble, yesterday was
given the thrill of his young life
when he saw and heard his first
talking picture.
But PYed didn't go to the theater; the theater came to him! Talk
about your kings and emporers,
with their command performance.
Those boys didn't have a thing on
Fred yesterday afternoon.
While an audience in the Roger
Sherman sat and watched Joe E.
Brown and Winnie Lightner in
"Hold Everything," the Warner
Brothers big comedy sensation of
the year, Fred in his captive bed
in East Haven saw and heard the
big show exactly as it was being
reproduced on the silver screen
five miles away in the College
Street movie palace.
It took a lot of money, time and
thought to bring "Hold Everything" to Fred's home in East
Haven. Incidentally, according to
C. J. Latta, managing director of
the Roger Sherman Theatre, it
was the first time in the history of
the industry
"stunt" of this
kind
has everthat
beena done.

Looked Impossible
Fred, who needs no introduction
to Ne,w Haveners, for his pluck
and courage in fighting a disease
that has kept him an invalid nearly
all the years of his life has made
him legions of friends here and
throughout the nation, had always
expressed a desire to see a talking

picture. But to do that he wruld
have to be taken to a theater, and
Fred can't be moved from his bed
so much as an inch.
It looked, then, very much as if
his wish would not be indulged, at
least, not until he got on his feet
again and was able to go himself.
But as good luck would have it,
Mr. Latta, manager of the Roger
Sherman, heard about Fred's wish,
and right then and there conceived
the ingenious idea of taking a
talkie to the lad's home in East
Haven. Then the big, burning
question arose like a giant interrogation mark on a blank page.
How was it going to be done?
Provided you've got a screen, a
projecting machine and a print it's
easy enough to show a silent picture anywhere but when it comes
to a "talkie," with its maze of
sound appurtenances and what not,
the shoe is on the other foot.
Latta did a lot of thinking. The
idea was to show the picture in
Fred's home with the old type
silent portable projectors and take
the sound over a telephone wire
from the theater. He called on
R. B. Bush, representative of the
Southern New England Telephone
Company, and Herbert W. Sundius, assistant engineer, and explained the plan to them. Both
immediately offered their cooperation.
Nextj L. Phillips, manager of
the National Theatre Supply Company, was approached and he
agreed to furnish the two projectors required. Frank Perry, Nickolis, Thomas Miller and A. Nelson
Farzier, operators at the Roger
Sherman, fell quickly into line and
made a number of tests at the
theater to make sure the plan could
be carried out.
Finally, all arrangements having
been completed, the several parties
concerned went to work. The
telephone comnany opened a direct
telephone line between Fred's home

TACLt
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PERTINENT PARAGRAPHS
CARRY A WALLOP!
If time be of all things most
precious, wasting time must be
the greatest prodigality, since
lost time is never found again;
and what we call time enough
always proves little enough. Let
us then be up and doing, and
doing to a purpose; so by diligence shall we do more vdth less
— Franklin.
perplexity.
On
the great clock of time
there is but one word: Now!
— Shakespeare.

The man who's afraid to do
too much for people he does
business with needn't be afraid
of having too much
to do.
— Rotary
Raye.
Business
is like a battlefield
and the men who win are those
armed
writh
knowledge,
new
ideas, and superior methods.
— The Guaranty Messenger.

* * *
Never give up. The world is
big, but it has no place for
quitters.

THAT

The man who only half tries
Farrington.
doesn't even half — make
good.

It is action that counts.
— President Hoover.

It is better to wear them out
than to rust out.
— Bishop Cumberland.

Do

something you are intensely interested in and show youi
interest in every
of your
work.
— '^haminute
uncy Depe
w.

In all things do your best.
The man who has done his best
has done everything. The man
who has done less than his best
has done nothing.
— Charles Schwab.
No man should
than employment;
given, it is up to
rest.
—

ask for more
when that is
him to do the
Samuel Rea.

— Joseph P. Day.

and the projection booth at the
Roger Sherman, making it possible
for the operators to work in harmony. The telephone company also
connected to the output of the
Roger Sherman power amplifier
with a repeating coil, thence to the
input of the Exchange Building
and Beacon office in East Haven.
At the other end of the circuit an
amplifier and loud speaker were
installed to deliver the sound of
the program. The circuits were
then equalized so the voices would
not be distorted.
With this hookup and two silent
projectors
set in was
placein in
Fred's
room
everything
readiness
to project the big show on a sixfoot screen set up against the wall.
Fred, a few of his young friends,
Mr. Latta, Mr. Bush and Mr.
Sundias of the telephone company,
Mr. Frazier and Mr. Miller, the
two operators, Mr. Phillips of the
Theatre Supply Company, and
Fred's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Dahl, were crowded into the young
invalid's room, now transformed
into a miniature motion picture
theater. Shortly before two o'clock
when the
the wire
word from
"Let's the
go" Roger
came
over
Sherman, and the big show started,
to the edification of the patient
invalid to whom a cruel fate had
denied the simple pleasure that millions in this broad land enjoy every
day and night of the week.
For exactly an hour and 17 minutes, the time it took to unfold the
storv of "Hold
Evervthing"
in

sound and natural color on the
screen, Fred lay in his bed enraptured with the novelty of Joe E.
Brown and Winnie Lightner and
Georges Carpentier and a host of
others talking from the screen like
real live people.
"Gee, it's great !" he kept repeating. "It's got the silent picture
beat a mile. I didn't think it could
be Fred
done. nearly
Honestly,
I didn't."
split his
sides laughing over the antics and funny lines
of Joe
Brovra
and Winnie
Lightner, while
his eyes
nearly popped
out of his head when the musical
numbers with their lilting airs
came on, and a bevy of beautiful
chorus girls gave Fred an idea of
what a Broadway musical comedy
looks like.
"When I get well I'm going to
Hollywood," Fred then volunteered. "I wanted to be an aviator
once ; but I think now I want to
be When
a movieat actor."
length the show was
over, and Mr. Latta and the operators and the telephone company
were getting ready to leave, Fred
told them they had given him the
treat of his life but he thought
they had gone to a lot of expense
and trouble all on his account.
Maybe they did. But when a
youngster in Fred's condition, who
has been lying flat on his back for
more than thre.e years able to move
only his hand and feet, without
ever letting a word of complaint
pass his lips, he deserves to have
him.
people go to a lot of trouble for

"All For One And One For All"
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made the famous
kneeling pose. The
ushers, as you will
grim uniforms and
and theatre.

Ir

Jolson gestures and also
rest of the band members
note from the photo were
carried banners plugging

the well-known
and a group of
outfitted in Pilthe star, picture

We've helped many a man find his
"lost" friends and acquaintances through
our "lost and Found" department; an
Exclusive Club Feature.
Don't be backwards. If you are trying to locate someone whom you've lost
and P^ound"
use the "Lost
of, just
trackwhich
box,
is published
elsewhere in the
Club Section, fill it out and send it along;
we'll do the rest.
Oak?

"

Step

up

and

meet

another

showman who keeps his town

TIiG
Gives
Rundcll
lOWn
Many
Novel

pepped up on the latest meth-

ods of show-selllng,

John

C.

manager of the KaufRundell,
1. man
A u
11 About
GT*
in Montpelier
Theatre
agS 1 O T*1 alK
=.
Ohio.
As his first contribution he gives us a couple of angles on
what he is doing to keep them coming to his house and it is
from these that ue were able to deiluce that he is always activ:
in his town.
One of his recent activities was an "Open Week" at that
theatre. All of the patrons were invited
to stop in at the projection room and
see what made the "talkies" talk. This
move made a decided hit with the residents of the town and a large number
of them took advantage of the invitation. Another stunt that clicked well
with them was the "Revival Week,"
engineered by Rundell, in which he "rethe talking
andat sound
pictures
that hadvived" made
a hit
the Kaufman
since the house had been wired.
Wiien a lie
played
"Young
ivigies"
he
worked
stunt
in his
newspaper
ad by
inserting a personal endorsement. Since
.Montpelier is not a large town, it was only natural that the
residents would pay attention to this unusual method. And
so
did on
theythethink
of Rundell's
word a that
a house
wasmuch
broken
picture.
And when
showman
canrecord
stick
a three line message in his ad and get results like that he certainly must stand well with liis patrons.
Judging from this contribution we feel that with a start of
this sort he is going to keep it up and from time to time let
us know what he is doing to sell them in Montpeher. Right,

1 he stunt went over very well with the cru>su oi i<euplc
awaiting the finish of the marathon and the house received
plenty of publicity. We are glad to note that Laby is continuing the brand of showmanship that has characterized his
work in the past and also that he is becoming very active again
as
had you
been more
wondering
happened
him.
hearwe from
often what
in thehad
future
George,to so
thatLet's
we
can keep up with .vour doings.
The

Miller & Tschauder
-

^^

!•

T t r\t\

Are Credited lOO^O
^1
\
r> ^ J
17^^
1^
or Broadca
st J.Angle

—

Rivoli

Theatre,

Bea-

trice, was recently closed for
redecorations.

The

opening

picture was "Honey" and
Manager Max Tschauder and
District Advertising Manager
■ Rowan Miller made arrange-

■
^— — ■
ments to have Mitzi Green, who was making a vaudeville
appearance in Omaha, personally greet the audience in Beatrice
on the opening night through a little broadcast all their own.
fhe telephone company in Beatrice ran a line to the stage
of tlie Rivoli Theatre and hooked it up with a \'ictor radio.
A longdistance call from Omaha to Beatrice was put through
at 8:4.T, Mitzi Green in Omaha spoke to the audience in
Beatrice and sang "Sing. You Sinners" for them.
The only cost for the stunt was the price of one long dis
tance call between Omaha and Beatrice. Manager Tschauder
reports that the surprise stunt was just the thing for his openmg show and that it went over well with those assembled in
the theatre. The novelty of the stunt caused the Beatrice
Daily Sun to give it space in its news columns, all of which
helped at the Box Office.

John?
A corking stunt was engin-

GeO. Labv
A* -%yr«
Minstrel*i
»

As

4tTV/r

Mammy

-r*
1
r arade

^^""^^ recently by George Laby,
manager
of the Olympia
atre
in Boston,
Mass.. Thethat

'» r*

tied-in

Staged
A.

Boost

well

-Mammy-

with

his

picture

and the Boston

==^
■ —
Marathon Race.
On Patriots' Day (A Massachusetts Holiday), every year, the
Boston
Marathon
The /narathon
miles
■)ut
of the
city andis staged.
ends in Boston.
Some starts
fifteentw'enty
minutes
or
so before the runners are due in, the police rope off and clear
the streets so that nothing will molest the athletes. Thousands
of people jamming
the sidewalks
make
this move
necessary.
Being aware of the above, Laby secured permission from the
city authorities to stage a parade just prior to the conclusion
of the race. A band was recruited from the local Veterans of
Foreign Wars and a man was engaged to don a black face
make-up and imitate Al Jolson. The man, leading the band.

"ACTIVE

MEMBERS''

Being an Active Member in the Club
merely consists of taking the little time
necessary to write and explain how you
put over the various pictures; what new
slant you have on theatre operation; what
local angles you have found profitable in
creating good-will, etc.
Items of this nature, together with
any photographs you can send us, are
what the Club members and readers of
our pages like to follow. M.R.T.C.
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INITIATIVE
Tom Fortenberry of the Capitol Theatre, Monroe, La., used a very clever age-revealing numerical chart in merchandising the local engagement
of "The Benson Murder Case." The chart met with
such popular appeal that many called at the
box office requesting additional copies. The outline
of the chart is shown below:

You Can Reveal the Mystery
of A Person's Age!
....
Ask the person to point to all the columns in which
his age appears. As the person does so, you add together the figures at the top of each chosen column —
the total sum is the age. For example, Bill's age is in
columns 2, 3 and 4. The age is 14.

1
3
5
7
9
11
13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
2,2,

4
5
6
7
12
13

?

3
6
7
10
11
15
14
18

28
17

28
23
30
29

30
31

29
31
30

31
36
i7
38
39
44
45

34
35
38
39
42
43
50
But

15
24
26
25

14
15
20
21
22

2i
22
19
26
27

35
Z7
39
41
43
45

8

here's

12

19
20
21
23
22

12,
34
35
2>7
36
38

24
25
27
26
28
30

40
41
43
39
42
44
50
45 •

49
.50

45
44

a mystery

"The

10
17
18

29
48
31

41
40
42
43

nut

so easil\

BensonStarring
Murder

A

solved 1

Case"

most thrilling and baffling mystery
of the remarkable series by
S. S. VAN DINE
Paramount

ALL-TALKING

CAPITOL

Frederick
a Theme
r^,

.

Giving

^

Got in

OOng
A

Away

.pj,

r lug

T>

KOSeS

CLIJCM

niouth reports travel rapidly, so it was
stunt clicked well for Frederick. We are
showman is continuing the same brand of
always turning out there, and we hope to
in the near future.
The

Harry
Turned
SI
peCial

1

IVTcWilliamS
Lobby
Into
T
1 1
T

-r-y r, • u • J.
JbXniDlt
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no wonder that the
glad to see that this
live-wire work he is
hear more from him

photo we

are showing

^^^^ ^^^^ article is not a view
store,
its the
inner
lobbynt'sof
a mercha
r of
°^ *^^ interio

the Palace
Theatre
Texas,
and is
part of intheDallas,
monster tie-up arranged by Harry
K. McWilliams, publicity director of the house.
The tie-up was arranged with the McKesson-Crowdus Drug
Company of Dallas, a large chain organization. McWilliams
submitted a plan whereby a drug and cosmetic show could be
held in the inner lobby, for one week during the showing of
"Ladies Love Brutes." In return
for the space in the lobby the owner of the drug chain purchased an
eight-page section in the Dallas
Journal as the opening gun in the
campaign. This excited a lot of interest in the city and the people
refrigerated
flocked to the theatre to get a look
TONS'
of
at the unique arrangement.
A large part of the space bought
by the chain dealer was used by
McWilliams to plug the Palace
Theatre, especially the cooling plant
since it had begun to get warm
about that time. And by looking at
the sample we are reproducing of
one of his ads. you will see the
paramount importance he attaches
to the cooling system. In addition
to the newspaper space the chain
store man paid for the printing and
distribution of heralds, window
streamers, and counter cards. All
of the printed matter was distributed through and displayed at the
eighty-seven stores run by the company in Dallas.

per hour-

S McKesson!
Service Drug Show
"^
Al R

George Bancroft
,n '•LADIES LOVE BRUTES"
ARE NOW PUVYING-BE

SURE TO SEE

I PACK ACE LINE
MtKCSSON
HEALTH
HELPS
MfKliSSOM SOAPS
WNOERBII.T TOILETBIES

■UUtmA

FRICtDAIRf

In addition to all of the above,
the house came in for some radio
publicity by having a couple of the
merchants, who were represented in the lobby, plug it on their
radio time. The entire cost of the advertising,, the decorating,
and the building of the booths was divided among all of the

WILLIAM
POWELL
as Philo Vance
The

J line
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THEATRE
Showmanship
was certainly
evident in this stunt that was
engineered

by

C.

Frederick,

manager of the Capitol Thea-

tre in Pittsfield,

Mass.

He ascertained who was the

'•—
most popular girl employed in
the town's largest department store. With that knowledge
known, he arranged to have a uniformed messenger deliver a
bouquet of Howers to the girl just before quitting time, when
there was a large assemblage of girls to watch the proceedings.
A card, purported to have come from Dennis King, was attached to the bouquet and carried copy to the effect that "Only
a Rose" was just one of the lovely tunes to be heard in the
picture. The card also plugged the theatre and playdates.

The bouquet in this instance was red roses because of their

to the
appropriateness
The flowers came
as aX'^agabond
complete King.
surprise to the honored girl
as well as her co-workers. And naturally, all the girls crowded
around her to learn the details — who was the donor, etc.
The stunt created lots of talk and you can bet that word-of-

merchants represented. Free candy, cold drinks, perfume, face
powder, etc., were distributed to the theatre patrons and there's
no question about it, they certainly got more than their money's
worth. And the house got publicity and good-will that proved
to be of great benefit.
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Glass Knows The
Value Of Running
Tin-Can
Matinees
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How many showmen are
taking; advantage of local
■Clean Up and Paint Up
Week" in their town? It is
too late now to participate in
National Clean-Up Week but
it's nc er too late to have a
own
atkd stage a TIN
CAN

little clean-up
week
of your
MATINEE.
()ui III McCook, Nebraska, O. F. Glass, live-wire manager of
tlic Fox Theatre, took advantage of iVational Clean Up and
Taint Up Week to promote his tin can matinee. And did it
go over! He tied up with the city, the local newspaper.
Chamber of Commerce and schools. Then the fireworks
l)i\i;an. The newspapers gave several front page stories
iinnoinicing the show. The Chamber of Commerce ran ads
in the pai)er and furuislicd two one-dollar hills to be given
to the boy and girl bringing the largest number of tin cans.
TIk' .school aiuiouiiccd tlic contest in tiie clas.srooms.
The day dawned bright and cK-iar, but despite the broad
daylight stealthy forms were to be seen poking about midst
rubbish bags and ashcans. Early risers in the town perceived
these unusual signs of activity but displayed no trepidation,
neither did they turn in police alarms, for they knew that it
was the yoynger element of McCook already foraging for
stray tin cans.
1 he kids were to be seen emerging from the dark, damp
recesses of cellars, from the inner regions of ashcans, the
contents of which were of doubtful origin; on the vacant lots
they trampled, poking here and there, leaving no stone, no
piles of rubbish, no rusted fenders from dilapiilated, discarde(\
I'ords, unturned. A little foot could be seen being cautiously
hoisted over a fence, closely followed by the other foot — then
the innocent, mischievous face of a child, smiling grimly, seemingly bent on a mission of great import, would appear. The
youngster would lower himself carefully into the backyard of
"Old Maid Smiths." scan quickly the flower-covered surface
of the immaculately kept backyard, then, disappointed or perhaps perceiving a sliglit movement of the snow white curtain
adorning the kitchen window, would beat a hasty retreat back
to the fence and clamber quickly over, mumbling in childish
treble. "Xnpc."

Boys were admitted to the show for twenty tin cans and
girls for ten. The largest number of cans brought by a single
boy totaled 2,980, with the feminine representative, aided by
a string of kids, submitting 1,720. The sum total of all the
cans received was 39,000 and if you'll look at the photos closely
you can see what a portion of them looked like. Three trucks
were on hand to take them away. It is said that after the
clean-up campaign all of the goats in the town were seen to
go into a huddle and decide to hibernate until such time as
tin cans could once more be found in McCook.
(^1 coursf. (llass received Io;i(l> of publicity and good-will
on this one and in view of that fact it wouldn't hurt anyone
to try a stunt of this kind as it is more than certain to pav
for itself sooner or later. But make sure you have enough
trucks on hand to cart away the cans. We know of one
instance where a showman. Adolph Pincus of Lyndhurst, N.J..
had to have a truck made ten trips to cart away the cans.

ALWAYS

WEAR

YOUR

CLUB

PIN

M.
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Says:

"\ol onlfi do I Hiink Ihal llic hoi/s in Ific field
slunild f/iic i/oii a risiiifj role of Ifidiiks for (he
splendid edition of i/our Annirersari/ \ umber but
Ihey will of/ree uitli me, especiallii the old timers,
that such a mint of exploitation ideas teas never
thought of beinf/ a possibiliti/ uithin the reach of
any one man a few years af/o.
"I have watched the fjroirth of this depfirtment
since its inception, and the whole-hearted support
that the boys have tendered must surely make you
feel that the iv(trk is well u-orth-uhile.
"So here's to a biyger and better Anniversary
for next year and a membership that irill encircle
the globe.
Manager. Li/ceum Theatre,
Duluth. Minn.

An Organist Gives
Us His Views On
The "Solo" Problem

In the past we have run a
number of boxes and special
stories on making use of the
organ Too many showmen
have decided that as long as
they had sound pictures they

— ■
didn't
need
the
any
longer, so forthwith they covered it and proceededorgan
to forget
about It. Not so good. We have found that the public, in
most cases, likes a cleverly prepared organ solo. One that is
put on in a manner that will liven interest. Such solos are put
on weekly at the Drake Theatre in Oil City, Pa., by Gerald
Gaddis, solo organist.
.\ol only al Ciaddis' house are these soio> jjut on well but in
many houses throughout the country.
We could relate stories
of the novelties created by Paul Glase. C. M. Maxfield, Jack
Marpole, Ken Hoel, Hal Kojiplin, and many other Round
I able showmen that would fill an entire edition. However, our
purpose at this time is to let an organist himself tell you how
ins solos go over and the kind of work he puts into them. Bewe present
says : Gerald Gaddis's views on the subject, about
whichlow he
"... I find lots of opportunities for an organist in a sound
house Solos, short subjects and
radio work fill up my time.
My solos I vary; sometimes a straight standard classic with
no slides and played in a legitimate way, then a slide novelty
I write myself is used occasionally. Now and then I employ a
singer off-stage to good results. A few weeks ago I used a
male plant in the audience who interrupted my playing and
after some talk back and forth I finally invited him up on the
organ platform to show how good he was. He then sang two
numbers with some talk and comedy between us. It is an old
idea, but always works if the element of surprise at the interruption iscarried out and your plant can really sing. It went
great here.

"I plug theme songs for coming pictures, making medleys
of them, interwove
n with a short classic of similar nature.
f never try to do anything serious when we have a picture
tliat draws the kids. Then I either use comedv stuff or community singing. The latter is not so hot in the smaller towns.
I have a "mike" for audience use and it helps out a lot. During trailers if the sound is in tune with the organ I play along
with them. Also any other spots where the organ is the same
pitch as the film or disc I "horn in" usuallv to good results.
I always play a few minutes before the matinee while they are
coming in. and a chaser always. In short, an organist can
find lots of things to do in a sound house if he wants to. I
really take more interest in my work now than formerly when
you
to play a lot of silent pictures and were worn out from
actualhadfatigue.
"I hope all this will be of some interest to you and the rest
of your peppy organization. Sound pictures are here to stay,
and so are theatre organs. It is up to we organists to hit the
ball harder than ever."
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TRY THIS ON YOUR
USHERS!— IT'S O. K.
T-^
■
AlK^ki-ic
Albertsrkti
on

That

This

Will Work

Perhaps
you
those showmen

dliiim«j

^^laims
System-

are
one
of
located in a

^^^^j^ j^^.^^ house that boasts
want
a big usher staff and you
the best

to give your patrons
possible service, but you find
it hard to be continually on

Wonders

the watch that your ushers, by some careless move, don't break
down everything that you worked so hard to build up. If such
be the case it would be well for you to look over this idea used
by Jack Albertson, of the Indiana Theatre in Indiana Harbor,
East Chicago, 111.
Feeling that he was too busy to be always paying attention
to his ushers Jack decided to put them on their honor. To that
purpose he made up this set of ushers' instructions which we
are reprinting below in hopes that it will be just what some
of our members might be looking for.
USHER'S

INSTRUCTIONS

The purpose of these instructions is to set before you the standards
of action which will be of service to the patron, the theatre and your
fellow employees.
1.

Be on time. Do not chew
always
be neat.

gum

Be dignified in your behavior.
unnecessary
talk.
3.

and
No

a short or "smart"
Never give
answer.
Don't
have
a grouch
on.
4. Always
stand
erect— walk
snappy
5. Never lose your temper— keep cool.
6. Never argue with a patron, if anything is beyond you, see your
superior.
7. Remember — quietness must be always kept in house.
8. Never be discourteous, even to
grouchy people.
9. Try to please and satisfy every
patron as if you owned the theatre.
10, Remember — we .sell good service as
well as shows.
11
Always— "Yes Sir" or "Yes Madam," or "No Sir," etc. "This
Way,
Please," "Thank You,
Kindly," etc., are other phrases
you must use.
12. Mothers with noisy or crying
babies must l)e politely asked to
kindly step to the foyer till child
becomes quiet. Use polite language.

June

News

Remember, improper talk and conduct on your part can drive people
away from here, and the proper
sort make them like to come here,
because business is like friendship.
It goes where it is best treated and
stays where it is served.
Take your responsibilities seriously.
We spent hundreds, yes thousands,
of dollars to get people into this
theatre, you, with a surly look or
a sulky or cross word can drive
them away never to come back.
Notify all roughnecks or hoodlums
(as this is what a person who does
not behave in a public place is)
that the talking loud or over backs
of seats, flirtations or making noise
are not allowed here. Do this in a
firm, but polite way. If not successful at first attempt, notify
Chief or Manager at once.
No spooning, heads on each other's
shoulders, etc., allowed in this Public Theatre. Anything of this nature
must be referred to Chief or Manager as the situation must be handled with tact and care.
Always familiarize yourself with
programs and schedules as much
as possible, don't be afraid to ask
questions
of Chief
or 'Manager.

18. Make an immediate
lost articles.

etc.
20. Be considerate to children, keep
them quiet, but do not rough house
them or be unduly cross with them,
but they must be quiet and not
run around from seat to seat. Do
not allow children to play in aisles.
If with parents call attention that
child may be hurt. etc.
21. Report to Chief or Manager any
complaint you may overhear or
made to you by a patron, as to
quality of show, comfort of theatre
as to temperature,
etc.
22. Remember that your success as a
good usher is good basic business
training for the business of life
soon
before
you.
Meeting
people

I WILL
To
To
To
To
To
To

TO THE

CLUCj
and knowing how to handle and
talk to people properly is an asset
of great worth to you, worth more
in fact than the salary you receive,
as you will find out and remember
when
you
grow older.

effort to find

19. At
once
askand
a patron's
preference
as to
seats
try to place
them,
if not possible, show them what
seats are available and explain that
they are the only good seats left,

7 , 193 0

23. Each

member of our force is valuable to us only in proportion to his
ability to serve our patrons.
34. We would regret such action, but
repeated violation of these rules will
mean dismissal.
_'5. In closing there are seven fundamentals that you as a member of
the usher force in this theatre
should
remember:
1. LOYALTY
2. HONESTY
}.. COURTESY
4. SERVICE
5. EFFiaENCY
6. CLEANLINESS
7. RESPONSIBILITY.

USHER'S PLEDGE
VERY BEST OF MY ABILITY,

TRY:

be a gentleman.
render 100% service.
be courteous to PATRONS and to fellow employees.
work willingly and cheerfully.
be pleasant and wear a smile.
be alert to anticipate PATRON'S desires and to surprise them with
service and attention they do not expect.

To speak pleasantly, to say "yes sir" and "no sir," and "I thank you,"
and "please," in a pleasant way.
To obey our rules because I realize that rules are necessary in a business organization.
To interpret intelligently the policy of our organization.
To practice headwork and heartwork because I know that these virtues
are indispensable to success.
To strengthen myself by study, observation and practice.
To keep my temper.
To avoid arguing with PATRONS.
To make every PATRON satisfied and happy.
Ushers Signature.

We believe that when you hire your ushers, or if your chief
usher hires them, it would be well to have either you or him
talk to them and stress upon them the importance of their
position and if, after you've told them about the work, they
still feel that they would like the position then let them look
over the application and sign it. Jack's method in case any
usher breaks any of the rules is to reprimand him, give him
back the pledge and allow him a few days off to think about
his mistakes. And it has generally turned out that when the
boy knew he was at fault he'd come back and ask for another
chance, which was given him. There's the whole gag and if
you think you can use it you're more than welcome to it.

Use This Blank:

CLUB

Managers* Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York

PIN!!!

Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Nemie of Member

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER

OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

Theatre
Address
City

State
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We figured that when Fred
Dollinger, was assigned to the
Dollin^er e Making* position of manager at the
Blenheim Theatre in the
With
The Grad
Bronx, N. Y., he would bring
Exploitation into play some of the stunts
Good
he has become known for of
recent years. And sure enough he set out to treat the Bronx
to some real showmanship.
Local conditions prohibiting liim from doin},' tliinfjs on what
and knowing that '"flash"
a dignified
termed
inislit
was hisIn-most
valuable
bet in -^calCj
bringing them to his house, he
arranged a few gags for his lobby that
had them talking. On "The Wide Open
.Spaces" he erected the contraption that
we are showing in one of the photos. A
box -like efTect was achieved by spreadiiii; a drape over four boards. Upon looking in the holes marked "For Men Only"
and "For Women Only," the inquisitive
l)erson was greeted with a blank wall to
>yinl)olizo the wide-open spaces.
The other photo shows the street ballyhoo he arranged for "The Lost Zeppelin"
by
covering
car car,
withplacing
"zep" aballoons
and on top ofa the
display

»^
\

L-l^

^^^^^^^^^ '/

-_

)MtftK^

The young man wlio>e i)iclure ue are reproduciui; at tiie
top of this article is
Leo LaFontaine, assistant manager of the
house, who has been
assisting Fred in planning and executing the
campaigns. Breaking in
with a showman of
Fred's calibre is to us a
pretty fortunate thing
for Leo, as we know
when the "Prof"
that
gets finished
showing
him the ins and outs of the industry, he can quality as a fullfledged house manager. We want to welcome him into the
Club and let him know that we look towards hearing lots more
about what he is doing to help Fred sell them on the shows.
■^^
It's too bad that we didn't
receive this gag in time to

Put This One Away
In Your Files For
Future Reference

M

StunVs The Thinsi''

^

[£

CLtC

a

to represent a wrecked zeppelin. On "Honey," a victrola, concealed behind a cut-out plugged the theme song of the picture.
All of the stunts met with immediate favor with the patrons
of the house and they were more than sold on the shows. '^

11

10 1

r ic t u r e News

pass it along for "Mother's
Day" as we feel that it would
have been met with open
arms. However, it pays to file
stunts away and this one comin Clarksville, Ark., deserves a

ing from the Dunlap Theatre
place in your files.
The cut was attractively colored in a gravure tone and
by examining it closely you can get an idea of the good-will
plug the theatre got with the local churches by adding the line
■'.■\ttend Church On Mother's Day."
It is not only on Mother's

The develop the wronjj:^ impression
Don't
that the exph)itation stunts described on
these paji^es are married to the pictures
with which they are used.
When we set forth the details or photog^raphs on an exploitation stunt we do not
tfive it the space because it is on that particular picture which is beinji: exploited.
Rather, our idea is to set forth how the
different members and readers are selling their pictures to the public with the
distinct idea that you will take the exploitation idea and use it on any picture or
pictures which you have booked into your
theatre.
Please try to keep in mind the fact that
the name of the picture in connection
with the exploitation stunt is of very little importance. The chief idea which we
are passing on to you is the exploitation
idea itself.
Members will find it a very valuable
and profitable pastime to see how many
exploitation ideas they can take and convert for use on attractions playing their
houses.
MANAGERS'

ROUM)

TABLE

CIA'/i.

Day that your liouse organ should carry a special cover or
some special notes. Use novelties on every holiday. We know
of course what you do on Christmas, but how about the rest of
the holidays? A nice red firecracker, against a background of
white would draw attention to your house organ. Or a red.
white, and blue lay-out. Of course, not everybody has these
things available, but we believe a little ingenuity will show you
liow to m'l M)me noNclty into \nur house oriran.
The program we are talking about now, reaps benefits from
and for the local dealers, inasmuch as they advertise in it
weekly. And one of the first to sign up was the local drugstore
and you can bet that their ad carried a plug for buying a box
of candy. If, as so many small town showmen do, you solicit
ads from the local merchants you will find that by presenting
a program that has pep and keeps up with the times, that they
will be more than anxious to be represented on your pages.
And after all, when you stop to figure it out. it's well worth the
little added expense you may go to in having to buy a couple
of mats from a big city. A house organ is a very important
part of your merchandising and should have plenty of pep, for
how else can a house lock "alive"?
T«OT-un

'*Th« Vagaboo' Mas"

•TtrnWrnrwrnttramr

"TWj ■■« M (M TmV

1 93 0
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BIRDS
OF A
FEATHER
FLOCK

JOHNSON really needs no introduction here as we have already shown
you what he can do. However, since everybody must he represented here at some time
and as there might be a couple of members
unacquainted with him we'd like you to
know that Heinie is the exploiter for the
R. and R. theatre in Big Spring, Texas,
and
he'sallsothehandy
with for
a paint
brush
that that's
he does
art work
the house.

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank
Application For
Membership In

729

ROUND

CLUB"
TABLE
Ave^ New York

Seventh

I hereby apply
the Club.

for membership

City
in

Name
Theatre
Addres*
City
Sute
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?

J II )i

KOIJND TACLt CLtC
MORE NEW MEMBERS:
HEINIE

TO-GETHER!
HOW ABOUT
YOU?

"MANAGERS'
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And it's darn good too, as recent photos
we have reproduced have shown.
JVcar Your Club Pin!
! !
R. W. VAN HOOK, manager of the
Conway Theatre in Conway, Arkansas, is
another showman who has already been introduced to the Club via a stunt or two.
However "R. W." all must pass through
these portals at some time during their
membership in the Club. So now that
you're represented you can keep tight ahead
with those live-wire show slants that you
are always engineering and thoughtfully
shooting along to us.
Wear
Your CJiih Pin!
! !
HERMAN
BAMBERGER
is the manager of the Kentucky Theatre in Lexington, Ky. Located right in the heart of the
South as Mr. Bamberger is, he probably
intends to keep right in step with the rest
of the Southern showman and the way to
do that is to be very active. So right as a
starter we would like to have one of his
pictures along with his first contributions
so that we can give him a real introduction.
■
JVcor Your Qliib Pin!
! !
J. W. CROCKETT manages the Y. M.
C. A. Theatre in Carney's Point, N. J.
With such a local undertaking on his hands
Mr. Crockett must be using some mighty
fine slants to put his shows across and
vve'd like to get a look at them if he'll be
kind enough to favor us with a few lines on
his work. What do you say "J. W." Keep
us posted will you?
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
JULIUS LAMM is the manager of the
Fox Theatre in Sheybogan, Mich. As we
know that a small town offers more opportunities for real showmanship than any
place else wc feel that Lamm is ideally
situated to turn out some good stuff. So
listen Julius, how about giving us the lowdown on your work, and you might also
include a photo of yourself so that we can
introduce you to the rest of the Club.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
WILLIAM J. RUSSELL is a student
manager at the Codman Square Theatre in
Dorchester, Mass. And as his present position is fitting him for enrollment in the
Publix Managers' School we feel that in a
little while we'll be reporting him as having his own house and all set to start packing them
we hope he"ll keep us informed ofin,
his and
progress.

Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
W. H. MAHONEY
manages the Strand
Theatre m New Orleans, La., for the Publix Outfit. With so many of your brother
members in the Club "W. H." who are being represented often on our pages, you
too will want to keep right in step with
them. And you know the best way to do
this is to shoot us in some news of your
merchandising so that we can pass it along
and let the rest of the world see it.

C. B. WILLIS is the manager of the
Strand Theatre in Meridian, Miss., out
where showmanship i,; displayed often.
And we know it is Mr. Willis because we've
covered a great deal of territory in your
state and seen some work turned out by
the showmen there. In fact, it wouldn't
surprise us to find out that we even passed
through your town too. Why not give us
a couple of photos of yourself and your
work so that we can introduce you to the
Club and pass? along some examples of your
showmanship
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
E. FORESTER
manages the World
Theatre in Kearney. Nebr. Our pages in
the past have carried a number of accounts
of what the showmen in Forester's town
have
we're glad
to
enroll been
this accomplishing
showman as aandmember
of the
Club because we know it will mean that a
few more good things will be forthcoming
from his vicinity, for when friendly competition isstuff.
aroused you're bound to see
some great
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! '
JOHN C. RUNDELL, Manager of the
Kaufman Theatre in Montpelier, Ohio,
really does not need an introduction of this
sort since he has already had one on our
regular pages, but it has been an iron clad
rule that all members must at some time
or another be presented here and now that
he has been "properly" presented there's
nothing to prevent him from sending us in
some more of his ideas. Right. John?
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
R. C. ROGERS manages the Senate
Theatre in Detroit, Mich., and by his enrollment comes pretty close to making Detroit a hundred percent Round Table city.
We want to welcome this showman into
the Club and feel that he is going to be
just as active as his fellow managers in the
auto city. And you might send us in a
photo so that we can run it with your story.
Wear
]'our
Club
Pin!
! !
ROBERT C. FROST is handling exploitations for the Publix Theatres in Birmingham, Ala., and his enrollment boosts
up our Southern bunch of showmen one
more. Working with the other live-wires
makes us think that Frost too is displaying
that same kind of hustling that keeps his
fellow managers on our pages often. Why
not drop us a line or two. Frost, and let's
know
what you are doing to merchandise
your shows.
-Wear
Your Club Pin!
TED EMERSON is the Manager of the
Strand Theatre in Des Moines, Iowa, and
from what we know about this showman
he has certainly displayed some fine examples of showman
in his town. We'd
like to have a photoship
of him and a little dope
on his career to date
■
JVear Your Club Pin!
! !
MOE FARBER is the Assistant Manager of the Hollywood Theatre in New
York City. With Bob Soffer handling the
house. It seems to us as though Moe is
gomg to get a "liberal" education in show
merchandising for who doesn't know what
Bob is doing down at this Manhattan Playpredict that 'if
theatre.
house Group
Moe pays
attention
and We
listens
carefully to
Bob's teaching that in a little while he'll
be running a house of his own.

June
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RELEASE

COMPLETE

IM

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a shortcut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
Running times on features and shorts are being
Attractions."
assigned, are listed in "Coming
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
. May

AMKINO

■t&Hot
and
He*
(A.T.)..
•tHet
Turkey
•t^How't
My
Baby
(A.T.) T.)

FEATURES
Title
Chlat
E<pr>M
DMntn
of th« 8t«**M
Fraimtit t( ■■ Emttn...
Man (rom the Reitaurent.
Old and
Ne«

. Statlil
Cut
star
. Nlkelal
Saltykov
. Nltkln-Samanm
. Tcliakhtv-Mallntvikiyi

Rel. Dat*
Mar. 8.
Jan. IB.
Jan. 25.
Ian. 4..
May
2..

.

Lanith
Feet

Mint.

..5100... 75.
65.
..6800...
..7000 . . .78.
. .8000 . . .67.
..6800
76.

Coming Attractions

Title
Jimmy
HIgglni
Kain and Artem . . .
Living Corpee, The.
Sell
Spring
Sterm Over Atla
Transport el Fire
Tuagai
Khenlchar
Turktlb

't^HungarianPuddinoGoulash
■tfndian
•tIMatch
Play
(A.T.)
•Museum
o( Art. A

Reviewed
Mar.
It
"
Jan.

It

May

10

FVb'.'i

Star
A. Buehma
E. Gall-N.
Slmoaev
W.
Pudovin
. S. Sva2henke
Edueatlonal
V.
Inklihlnov
G. Kuinettov
Educational
Educational

sotind-on-film

and

FEATURES

. Terry-Toon
.Hagen.Dlegel
. Hodge-Podge
Dover-McPhall-Pe«k
•tSOh
Darling
(A.T.)
't^Peace and
Harmony
(A
. . Lamben-Colllnt-MePhall
..Lloyd
Hamllten
•t§Pollshed
Ivory
(A.T.).
•tPretzels
. Terry. Toons
•tfiRadlo
Klsset
(A.T.)..
. .Beebe-Duryea-Carewe
....
*tRoman
Punch
. Terry-Toon
■tiSceteh
(A.T.)
.Clyde-Bevan-MePhall
*tSpanlsh
Onloni
. Terry-Toon
.Clyde-Qrlbbont
•T^Sugar
Plum
Papa
(A.
•tSSwIis
Cheese
Terrytown
McKaa
•t§Trouble
For Twe
(A.T. T.). .Raymond
•t§ Western
Knight
(A.T.)
. . Lamberl-St.
John-McPhall.

t

May

Length
Feet
MIns

Rel. Data
Apr,
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
.Apr.
Feb.

Star

26..
3..
10..
25...
195...
IS .
26
17
30

22
Rel. Data

.Reviewed
May 313
71 ..May

.6356
. 6500
.6371.
..9277.
.6386.
5400 .
6383
6304
6359

..Apr. 12
..Apr. 15
19
..Feb.
..Feb.
I

..Mar.
..May 17I
May 31

6160
6671

Lanttti

May
Mar.

Mint.

17I

Reviewed

.<

Lytell

Title
•♦Alaska
Knights
'TAutumn
'tCannibal
Caper*
'tCat'i
Meow.
The
*l§Continental
Evening,
'IDesert
Sunk
*f$Do
It Now
*tGalloping
Fish
*t§Hawaiians
•tSLIttle
Friend al All
•tiMarlenettes
•♦^Id
Flame.
An
*r$Radla-Tors
•*Slow
Beau
•t§Sneokeasy
•tISpIke
Speaks
*t§Stage
Door
Knighti

A

..

Rel. Date
May
22
13
Feb
13
Mar.
2
Jan.
12
Feb.
27
Mar.
29
Jan.
8
May
9
Apr.

Tony Sarg
Krary
Kat
Kartoon
Utiea
Jubilee SIngert
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle

Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar,
Apr.

Boyeo Symphony
Combe
Silly
Released
twice

Jan

Star

Length
1
1
1
1
1
1

reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel.

1 rMl.

12
24
26
27

I
II
I
I

reel
real
reel
reel
reel

26
23
15
16

I
1
I
I

reel
reel
reel
reel

I

reel.

30

manth

I reel

.Dec

Feb.

Mar.

Feb.
Feb.

7

I

I

I
I

SHORTS

•tfBltter
Friends
(A. T.)
*HBIa Jewel Case. Th« (A.T.).
*t(Bull«
and
Bears
(A.T.)
•♦ICamera
Shy
(A.T.)
•tJCampus
Crushes
(A.T.)
'Iljavlar
•IJCodflsh
Balls
•if
Dad
Knows ItBestI* (A.T.)
MCDruniinlng
(A.T.)
•'§Fat Wives (or Thin (A.T.)
*t§Fellow the Swallow
(A. T.)
•+5French
KIsies
(A.T.)
■t^Good
Morning. Sheriff (A.T.)
•♦SHall the Princess
(A.T.)
*tHawaiian
Pineapples
♦fJHe Trumped Her Ate (A.T.)
•tlHeneymoon Zeppelin (A. T.)
•t§Honk
Your Horn (A.T.)

*Means

synchronized

score.

Rel. Date

Sept

-disc)

Rel.
Apr.
. ...Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Feb.
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Apr.
June
May
May
I reel
Mar.
Apr.
June

Laagth
Feet.
Mint.
.1609. ..18.
23.. . 1480.. .16,
.1838.. .20.
9.. ..1480.. ..16.
15..
2.. .2 reels.
1 reel..
23.. 1 reel.. ...7.
22
15..
.1840.
.20.
30..
..1600.. ..18.
26..
25 . .1980. ..19.
..1(88..
27.. .2 reels.
15..
II.. .1735. ..17.
25..
.19.
..IS7S.
23.. .1895. .21.
..1978.
..22.
13..
29 . 2 reels

Data
27..

and

May
Feb.
June
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

22
12
..Apr, 22
Jan.
.Apr.

n
26

..Apr.
..Apr.

26
31
?i

•t^Brsadmlnded

(A.T.)

Lengtn

June
May

247

June
Apr.
.Mar.
Apr.
Dec.
.May
.Jan.
Apr.

7
28
8
12
21
3
II
19

.Jan. II
.Dec.
2935
Apr.
May

May
3
.Apr. tS
.May
19
June
7
!Feb.' 6
Reviewed

72

title ol "lilask ol Lore"

tn Feb.

McKenna-Day
Dresser-Patricola

Apr.
Apr.

Coming Feature Attractions
Ral

FeetLength
Mint.

23 ...7450.
6200.
625
7400..
12
6700.
16
6171.
30
5800.
20
5800.
.7422..

June

.69.
.83.

7

Reviewed
.May

1,

.6888..
8300
.7400..
1930.
iMue)
13
5200...
20...

Data

17

.82..
May
Mar. 197I
.69. ..Dec.
..64.
..64.
..74.

..Mar.
..Apr. 29
19
Mar. 29
.Feb. 22
.May 19
IS

.8552. ..64. ..Jan.
.7526. ..73.
..84.
..70.
,6295. .75.
.6750.
.Mar.
.6442. ..6«.
, .Jan.
Jaa.
. .»IMO.
Dec
..72.
.86.
. . 5600.
7774 . .62. .Jan.

May
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
J»n.
Feb.
Mar.
May
J»n.
June
Mar.

Star

•t§Alone With You
(A.T.)
•tSAre You There?
(A.T.)
•tiBarcelona
(A.T.)
•tlBIg Trail. The
(A.T.)
•I^BIondle
(A.T.)

Mar. 29
..Apr.
2«S

sound-on-dise)

•tSAriiona
Kid. The (A.T.)
Baxter-Marli
•tSBIg
Party.
The (AT.)
Lee-Carol-Albertton
•tlsorn
Reckless
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lo»e
St'Camee
Kirby
(A.T.)
Terris-Murray
•tSCIty
Girl
(P.T.)
Farreli-Dunean
•tfCrary That Way
(A. T.)
Bennett-MacKenna
•tiDouble Cross Roadt (A. T.) . . Amet-Lee
•tSFei
Movietone
Folllat el 1930
(A.T.)
Special
Catt
'tSGolden
Call
(A.T.)
Carol-Mulhall-Brendel
•t§Happy
Dayt
(A.T.)
Special
eatt
•t§Harmony
at Heme
(A.T.)
Collier.
Sr. -Churchill
•tfHIgh
Seilety
Bluet
(A.T.) . . . Gaynor-Farrell
•t§Let't
Go Plaeet
(A.T.)
Wagstaff-Lane
•tSLone
Star
Ranger
(A.T.)
George
O'Brien
•tSMen Without Wemea (A. T.). MeKenna-MatDenald
•t§On
the Level
(A.T.)
Victor
McLaglen
•t§Roagh
Romance
(A.T.)
O'Brien-Chandler
•t5Sky
Hawk
(A.T.)
Garrlek-Chandler
•t§So This II London
(A.T.)
Wi|i
Roqer>,
•tfSueh Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) Baiter. Owen

Cltle
Reviewed
.Feb.
22
.Feb 72
May 12
.Feb.
Feb.

21
4
22
1

FILMS
sound-on-Hlm

FEATURES

under

1
II
5

Apr.
Feb.
.Apr.
.Jan.

7.

Rel.

•tSTemple
Tower
(A.T.)
"M
a
(A.T.)
•153 ySisters

(Available sound-on-film and sound-on
8tar
. Lambert- McPhall
. Lambert-Kelsey-Garvla
. Pellard-Clyde-Beebe
.Hamllton-Hlatt
Clyde-Beebe-Stuart
Terry. Taant
. Terrytoon
. Holmes-Boltaa
. McKee.Smalley
. Beebe-Barraud-Clyde
. Lloyd
Hamilton
. Coll Ins- Boyd
.Lloyd
Hamilton
Boley-Colllns
Terrytoon
Burke-Beeb*
. Beebe-Pollard
Lloyd
Hamilton

all releases

Feb.
Mar.

Faat.Mlns.

Rel.

Jr..

.Fab. M
.May
.A«r.

.21.
22.
.20

10

uengUi

8Ur

I Reviewed

EDUCATIONAL
Title

August

ritia

Krazy
Kat Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krary
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman
DIeney
Cartoon

SOUND

.18.
..18.
8
..8.
.21

Jan.

.17.

Date

SHORTS

a

..«..

June
.7418
82. .
16..
June Data
5672 .
July
6664
.74
May
2.. 6608.. .73. .
Mar.
.70.
.6336.. ,67.
Jan.
.6190.. .88.
5.. .5979..
Jan.
6200..
Feb. 26..
9..
101..
6.. .9108.. .69
13..
Apr.
.66
.6218..
Fab.
16..
.69.
Apr.
.5800..
.6003..
12..
Feb.
Jan.
.80
.64.
19..
25..
20..
May
.7213..
77... 103.
15 . ..92
Jan.
.7003. . .92
Apr.
June 6...
2.. 8344.. , 78
9..
Mar.
.72.
650 1 . .
May
.C38«.. ..71.
Apr.
.7000
Mar. IS.. .5632.
.63
77
June
15..

Coming
Attractions
Star

FOX
(Alter

World

"jStage
Pest
ISummer Door
*t§Talklng
Screen
Snapfheti

. Mar.
. Apr.

only)

•t§Bad
Man.
The
(A.T.)
Huston-Mackaill
•tf Bright
Llghta
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Mackalll
*t§Devil't Playground, The (A.T.) Blllle
Dove
Jr
•tSForever
Alter
(A.T.)
Young- Falrbankt,
•t§Girl
ol Golden
West
(A.T.) . Hardlng-Rennla
•t§Hearl
el the North
(A.T.) . . Loretta
Young
•tf Little
Caetar
(A.T.)
Fred
Kohler
•tfNumbered
Men
(A.T.)
Nagel-Claire
•fSOne
Night at Susie's
(A.T.) . Dove-Fairbanks.
Jr
'liutner
men i wivet
(A.T.) . . .Oove-Rathbona-Thompian
•tfRlght ol Way, The (A.T.) . . . Nagol-Young
•♦feweet
Mama
(A.T.)
Alice
White
•tSTop
Speed
(A.T.)
Brown-Clalre-Whltlng
•t§Widow
Irom
Chicago
(A.T.) . .Alice
White

•tjParlt
Nlgkta
•tfRaln or Shine (A. T.)
J»e
Cook
'IfRead
ta Broadway.
The
•tJSIitere
(A.
T.)
D'Day-O'Nell
....
•tSSquealer.
The
(A.
T.)
•tSSubway
Express.
The
(A.T.)
•tSSweethearti on Parade (A. T.)
MITeaiftatiea
Wllson-Gray-Percy
•tSTol'able
David
(A.T.)
't§Ubangi
(A.T.)
MSWoman
Who Came
Back.
The (A.T.)

SOUND

sound-on-disc

FEATURES

. Corlnne
Grlllltk
Title
•tIBaek
Pay
(A.T.)
Segal-Pldgeen
MiBrlde el the Roglneit (A.T.). Barthelmots- Fairbanks.
•tSDawn
Patrol.
The
(A.T.)...
Dorothy
Mackalll
•tjFllrtIng
Widow
(A.T.)
Warner- Wilson
•tSFurlot
(A.T.)
Mulhall
•tjin
the Next
Ream
(A.T.)... Jack
Carlnne
Griffith
•tSLIIIet
el FleU
(A.T.)
....
Fairbanks,
Jr.-Yaung
*t§Leeie Anklet
(A.T.)
Mulhall-Lee
•tlMurder
Will
Out
(A.T.)
Clalra-Oray
•tiNe,
Na,
NaMtta
(A. T.)
Dove
•tSNotorlous Affair, A (A. T.).. Blllle
Blllle
Dove
•tlOther
Temorraw
(A.T.)
Whlte-Morrli
•tiPlayIng
Around
(A.T.)
*t§Road te Paradise, The (A.T.). Young-Mulhall
.Marilyn
Millar
•tSSally (A.T.)
tiShew Girl In Hollywood (A.T.) . White-Mulhall
.Doug
Falrbankt,
Jr
•ISSIn
Flood
(A.T.)
'tlSon ol ttie Godi
(A.T.)
. Rich.
Barthelmatt
.Gray-Claire
•tISong el the Flana (A.T.)... .Claire-Gray
•tSSprIng
It Here
(A.T.)
. Oeretby
Mackalll
•t§8trlctly
Modem
(A.T.)
Dave
•tfSweethearU and WIva*
(A.T.) .Blllle

Title

■t§Good
B.ld Girl
(A.T.)
'tiJao
Daughtara
•♦iLadlet
Mutt
Play
•t§Last
Parade.
The
lA.T.)
*t;Latt el the Lone Well (A.T.)
Bart
•tfLion
and the Lamb.
The
(A.T.)
it§Madonna
ol the Streets
(A.T.)
lt§Miracle
Woman,
The
(A.T.)

.17.
.22.

(..

..May
Apr.
.. Mar.
. Jan.
Mar.
.. Feb.
. June

itar

sound-on-disc

Coming Attractions
Title

. Feb.
. . May
. Feb.
.Mar.
. Mar.

. 17.

FIRST NATIONAL

) ..f Available

Title
Star Murray
tiAreua^
ttia Caraar
Sidney•tlCall o( the West
(A. T.)...
Revier-Mati
Moore
•t56ullty7
(A. T.)
Holland-Valli
•tSLadlei of Leiiure
(A. T.) . . Stanwyck-Gravoi-Sherman
•tSMelody
Man.
The
(A. T.) ... Collier. Jr.-Oay-St. Pelli
■tlMurder
on the Roof
(A. T.) Revier-Llvingston
•nPer«onallty
(A. T.)
...Starr-Arthur
*t§Pnnce of Diamonds
(AT.)
Ian
KelthPrlngle
•tiReyal
Romance.
A (A. T.)
Colllffr-Starke
•tlSofdlen
and
Women
(A. T.) Pringle-Withers
'tiVengeance (A. T-)
Helt-Rovler-Straate

■t§Arliena
lA.T.)
•t§Brother< (A.T.)
•tSCharleys
Aunt
(A.T.)
•tSCrlminal
Code.
The
(A.T.)
■tlDlrigible
(A.T.)
•t§FI(ty
Fathoms
Deep
(A.T.)
•tSFIood, t)ia TheLeva (AT.)
tIFar
el Lll

1528
12.
1 reel..
4
16. .2 reelt.
22..
29
4.
.1 r««t..
.2002..
.1
raal..
.1565..
18.
18. ..I860..
16. ..1642..
. 1 reel . .
...1891.
23.. .1 real..
20..
9 .
.1961..
. 1 1661..
r*el..
1 reel. .
16. .1932..
1..
19.
9 .1527..
20

. Jaa.
June
..Air.
June

.

...

COLUMBIA
( Avaitablt

. Goodwin-Crane
. Terry-Toon
Barnet-Colllnt-McPhall

."76.'
92
.82.
.71.
58.

8442...

May
Oac.

i
25
14
18
4
31
14

.Apr.
28
.May
17

Laaith

Gaynor-Garrick
Lillie-Garrlck
Gaynor-Bogart
Wayne- Churchill -Marshall
Moran-Bogart-Ames
Victor
McLaglen
Will
Roger*
Lee- Lake- Baelanovi

•t{By
the Way,
Bill (A.T.)
•tSCheer Up and Smile (A.T.)
•*5Cisco
Kid.
The
(A. T.)
Lowe-Baxter
•♦<Cemmon
Clav
(A.T.)
Bennett- Ayers-Marshall
■♦^Connecticut Yankee.
A
•♦^Dancers.
The
(A.T.)
(A. T.). Will
Rogers
Moran-MarKenna
•♦SOevil
With
Women
(AT.)
Farrell-Taylor
O'Brien-Churchill
•♦§Fair
Warning
(A.T.)
O'Brlen-Moran
•t^GIrl
Downstairs
(F & D).
•tSGIrls
Demand
Eicltement
(A.T)
. Brendel-White-Compten
••t|Golng
Nowhere
(A.T.)
, . Brendel-White-Compten
•♦iGood
Intentions
(A.T.)
,.
Lowe-Churchill
•tSHeart Breaker, The (A.T,)
. Michael
Bartlett

...

+Means sounti effects
^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
.All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

.A.T.

after

title

means

164

Picture

Motion

... Murray-Huntington
•f§Her Kind ot Man (A.T.)
Lee-Compton- Corcoran
.
•t§Hot NumBers
(A.T.)
•Till
I was
Alone
With
You
Gaynor-FarreH
(A.T.;
•
Brendel-Linow
*t§Just
Imagine
(A.T.)
O'Brien-Loy-Browne
•t§l-asf of the Duanes, The (A.T.) Sills-MacKalll
♦tSLlving
for Love
(A.T.I
■
Garrick-Huntington
nlLunury
(A.T.)
•tSMaa
alnter. The (A.T.)
•t§Man
Who Came Bacl(. The
Farrell-Huntington
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
•t§Men
on Call (A.T.)
.
•hMovietone
Fellies
of 1931
Special
Cast
(A.T.)
Wayne -Lee -Franc is
•t§No Favors Asked (A.T.)
Moran-Byron-Ames
•t§Not
Damaged
(A.T.)
Gaynor-Farrell
•t§Oh.
For
a Manl
(A.T.)
...
•-t§One
Night
in Paris
(A.T.).. Gaynor-MacKcnna
McLaglen-Doriay
•flOn
the Make
(A.T.)
R i ch - Warner- H ackett
•tSOn
Your
Back
(A.T.)
Oen
Jose
MoJIca
•tSOne
Mad
Kits
(A.T.)
•tlOregon
Trail,
The
(A. T.) . .
•t§Painted Woman. The (A.T.).. McLaglen-Dorsay
Gaynor-Farrell
•tSPIaymates
(A.T.)
•fSPrincess and the Plumber,
Farrell-O'Sullivan
The (A.T.)
J. Harold
Murray
•tIRed Sky, The (A.T.)
Baxter- MacKenna-Harrls
•tlRenegades.
The
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
•t§Scotland
Yard
(A.T.)
Sills-Keith-MacKenna
.,
•tISea
Wolf
(A.
T.)
Will
Rogers
•t§See America
First (A.T.)
McLaglen- Maris- Bogart
•tISez You. Sez Me (A.T.)
Fiirrell-Compton
•tiShe's My Girl (A.T.)
•tiShe
Wears the Pants
(A.T.) . Dorsay-MacKenna
Healy-Wfnniger
•t§Soup
to NuU
(A.T.)
John
McCormack
>l§Song
0' My
Heart (A.T.)., Baxter-Churchill
•t§SDider.
The
(A.T.)
Silis-Muni-Churchill
•tSSpy. The (A.T.)
•tSThis Modern
World
(A.T,)... Baxter-Alcaniz
•t§Time
Out
(A.T.)
Huntington- Luce-Bogart
•t§UD
the River
(A.T.)
Paul
Page
v.
•fSWnito
Flame,
The
(A,T.)..,
Albertson- Warner-Lynn
•t§Wild
Company
(A.T.)
Murray-Maris-Luce
...,
•t| Woman
Control
(A.T.)....
.
•tlWomen of All Nations (A.T.) McLaglen-Lowe
•tS Women
Everywhere
(A.T.),,. Murray -Oorsay-Killard
•tSWyoming
Wonder
(A.T,),.,
. Wayne-Ciarke-Compton
Moran-Albertson
•+§Young
Sinners (A.T.)

INTERNATIONAL
Title
'tAtter
the
Verdict
*t§Crlmion Circle, TiM
>t§Dark
Red
Rosei
(A.T.)

PHOTOPLAY
FEATURES

Star
Olga Ttcheehowa
Stewart
Roma
Rome-Doble

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
SUr
•tJAcel- Dental
Treatment
•t§Abble Mitchell & Sizzle &
Blame
Song
Program
*tAllez-Op
Marionettes
'tSCIyde Ooerr & Suophone
Sextet
iazz Program
r§Feed
tbe Brute
(A.T.)
Animal
Novelty
•tlHoak
(A.T.)
Frawley
&
Smith
M§Juitle«
(A,T,)
Special Cast
*tlLlttte Jeurneyi In Stnolind. . Song Series
•tJMIser,
The
(A.T.)
Bransby
Wiillami
•t§Mr, Smith Wakei
Up (A,T.) . Marriotf-Gott
^SNIght
in Dixie.
A (A.T.).., MItchell-Hudglnj
*t|Nori
Blaney
No.
I
Song
Progiam
'tlNora
Blaney
No. 2
Song
Program
'tOperatli
Marionettes
M§Radlo
Franks & 4 Baeheltrt. Song
Program
'tCTeddy
Brewn & His Band
Jazz
Program
•flUnvrlHon Law, The (A.T.).,. Rosalind Fuller
MiWhen
the Clock
Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Nlles
Welch

METRO

GOLDWYN-MA
FEATURES

Title
Star
■t§Anna
Christie
(A.T.)
GreU
Garb*
*t§Blshop
Murder
Case
(A.T.). , Basil
Rathbone
•tlcaught
Short
(A.T.)
Dressier- Moran-Page
'tiChaslig
Ralnkows
(A.T.)
Love-King

•tSRavue of Revues (A.T.)
King-Lovo-Haln«». Crawford
Mann-Nugent
•tlfiichest Man in the World,
The
(A.T.)
. Ureta
Garbo
'tiRomance
(A.T.)
Marion
Davies
•t§Rosalie (A.T.)
Novarro- J ordan-Adoree
•tSSinger of Seville, The (A,T,).
•tisong
of India
(A.T.)
•fSSprIng
Fever
*t§Tampico
(A.T.)
•t§Those Three
French
Girls
(A,T.)
•fSTrader
Horn
Harfy
Carey.
..
•tSUnholy
3, The
Chaney-Lee-Linow
•t§War
Nurse
(A.T.)
*tlWay for a Sailor (A.T.)
John
Gilbert
•t§Way
Out West
(A.T.)
Haines-Hyams
...
•t§World's
Illusion,
The
(A.T.)

SOUND

.92. ..Mar.

IS

synchronized

score.

7, 19 3 0

2

70... May

SHORTS

Star
Charley
Chase
Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy
Dogs
Biltmore Trio
Charlie
Chase
Charlie
Chase
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue
Laurel-Hardy
Harry
Langdon
Dogs
Davidson-Nlcholl
Laurel-Hardy
Chase
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
(A.T.)
Our
Gang
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Charlie
ChaM

Rd. Date
Length
1881.
Apr.
19
2 reels.
17...
.1827...
May
,2654....
8.
Mar.
2 reels.
Feb.
2853.,,
reels.
25
29.
28.... 1866...
Jan.
1846...
June
.1877...
May
24...
Feb.
22... .2 reels.
Mar.
I...
Jan.
18...
1775....
May
Jan,
Jan.
Feb.
Ian,
May

29

,1878....

22 reels,.
raeli.
4.... 1895....
I
1899
II.
25
1870...,
3
2 reels..

June

21

Apr.
Mar,

5
8

2reels..
2r«eU..
1795
1907

24

Reviewed
..Mar. 20
..Feb.
15
..Jan. 15
25
..Feb.
..Apr, 5
, ,Mar,
29

.Mar.
29
.May 24
.Apr.
5
.Dec. 14
.June

7

'.Mar.' 29
.Dec
.Dec.

14
14

.Feb.

15

.Fab. "is
. Mar. 29

FEATURES

DISTRIBUTORS
In.
Feb.
Mar,

I.,
I..
I..

Length
.7Reels. MIns.
76 Revlewee
.7
79.. Jan.
Ii
.8
67. .Mar.
8
Length
Reels. M ins. Reviewed
.17
.
2

Feb.

1
1

8
6

I
I
1
2
1
I
2
2
1
1
1
1
I
I,.,. 3

t
I
9
17
9
8
18
15
9
9
9
8
9
30

2

18

YER
Rel Date
Feb, 21
Jan.
3
May
10
Jan.
10

Feet
Mins.
..74.
6700 ngth
..88.
7961..
Le
6873.. ..75.
,.90.
8100..

Coming Feature Attractions

*!Uean8

Title
•t§AII
Teed
Up
•t§Bear Shooters
•t§Blg
Kick. The
MlBlotto
•tsBrats
•tIColiege
Hounds
*t§College
Romeos
•t§Fast
Work
(A. T.)
*t§Fifty
Million Husbands
t§FightlDg
Parson
>t|Flrst
Seven
Years,
The
'Flower Garden
•t§Gems
of M-G-M
(A.T,)
*t§Haywlre
(A,T,)
*t§Head
Guy, The
*tSHot Dog
*t§Old Man Trouble (A.T.)
"t§Nlght Owls (A.T.)
•fSReal McCoy
(A.T.)
*t§Shlv<iring
Shaketpear*
•tSShrlmp. Th«
*t§Song
Writer's
Revue.
The
•ffTough
Winter.
A
•t§Vodeville
(A. T.)
■tiWhen
the Wind
Blows
•t§Whispering
Whoopee

■ Aug.

June

PARAMOUNT

Reviewed
.Dec, 21
.Nov. 10
16
.May
, Nov.
2

(Reviewed
under title of "Road
Show"
In Not. 2, 1929. Issue) ..98. .Dec. 28
tlDevll-May-Cart
(A,
T.J
Ramon
Novarr*
Feb,
7
8782..
.Apr. 19
•t§Divore*«.
The
(A.T.)
Shearer- Morris
Apr.
26
7533.. ..84. .Feb.
22
•t§Free and
Eeasy
(A.T.)
Buster
Keaton
Mar.
22
8413.. ..93. .Feb. I
•tSGIrl Said
Na, The
(A.T.),.. Halnes-Hyams
Mar.
15
8382.. .68..
•tlLady of Scandal
(A.T.)
Chatterton-Forbes-Rathbon*. . , May
24
6858... .90. .Feb.
May 318
•HLady
to Love
(A.T.)
Vllma Banxy
Mar,
8
8142.. ..80. .Jan. 25
■ntord Byron of B'way (A. T.). ,, Terry- Kaley-Rubll
Jan, 28
7200.. .88.
.Feb. 8
*t§Montana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan Crawford
Mar.
29
7917..
in
2
it'Not
8o Dumb
(A.T.)
Divles-Nugent
Jan.
17
7650.. .85., . Nov.
Reviewed
under title of "Dulcy"
in Nov.
2, 1929 issue
May 10
*t§Redemptlon (A. T.)
Gllbert-Nagel-Adoree
Apr. 5
6019..
I
*t§Rogue
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Lawrence TIbbett
May
.6570.. .73... Feb,
.May
3
•ffSea
Bat,
The
(A.T.)
Blckford-Millan-Torres
June
•tfShIp
From Shanghai,
The
7.. ...6225. ...69. .Jan. 18
(A. T.)
Nagel-Johnson-Welhelm
Jan. 3, ,
Feb.
22
'tIStrlctly Unconventional (A.T.).A!lson
Shlpworth
May
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle" In Feb. 22, 1929, Issue
.68. ..Apr.
19
'tiThI*
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbone-Johnsen
Apr, 31.
19.. ..6100.
..97.
*t§They
Learned
About
Women
(A.T.)
Van
and
Schenek
Jan. 31.
..Dec. 14
.8773.
..Dec. 14
•t§Woman
Racket
(A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
Jan, 24.
.6387. ..71.
Title
star
•t§Ballyhoo (A.T.)
■I^Batile of the Ladles (A. T.) .
. Beery-Morrls-Hyams
•.§Blq
House.
The
(A.T.)..
..John
Mack
Brown....
•t§Billy the Kid
(A.T.)
. . Lon
Caney
*T§Bugle Sounds. The (A.T.)
•ilCrisis.
The
(A.T.)
•tiDancC.
Fools.
Dance
(A.T.) .
. Marie Dressier
•tIDark Star. The (A.T.).
•tiDixie
(A.T.)
•t«Doing
That Thing
(A.T.)
•tSFIve O'clock Girl, The (A.T.) Marlon
Oavles
•tkFloradora
Girl. The
(A.T.).
Davles-Gray
Special Cast
(A.T.)
News
•t§Good
Crawford
Joan
•tSGreat D.iy, The (A.T.)
•t§Great
Meadow.
The
(A.T.)
_■;■•;
•♦KHpr
Fortune
(AT)
Joan
Crawford
Novarro
(A.T.)....... Ramon
•lIlnGarMadrld
•4Sif>nnv
ilnd
(AT)
Grace
Moore
Rocqu*
. Shearer-La
( A.T.) .. .
Us Be Gay
♦tlLet
Reginald Denny
(A.T.)
8»Un
•t$Madtm*
& Fields
Weber
(Tent.)
of Time
•t^March
•t§Merry
Widow.
The
(A.T.)
■■
Leonard
..Barbara
(A.T.)
Fox
Le
•tjMoasleur
•f§ Naughty
Marietta
(A.T.)
i.;/; :.
Tibbett
Lawrence
Moon. The (A.T.)
•t§New
•tSOur Blushing Brides (A.T.).. Joan Crawford
■ . .•
(A.T.)
The
Flower.
•tSPasslon
•tSRazzle- Dazzle (A.T.)
Dressler-Moran
Garbo
Greta
(A.T.)
Dust
•tfRed
(A.T.)
Central
MlRaBtl*

News

Rel. Date

May

Length

Reviewed

•
....
...June
8100. .. .80. . .Apr.

,
^
12

17. . . .7654. , , .85. . .June

7

70.. .May

3

Length
Feet
MIns.
Title
Star
Rel. Date
..7066.... 78. ..Oct
12
.Oct, 26
Reviewed
•tSApplause
(A, T,)
Helen
Morgan
Jan,
4., ..8364
.5794
65.
71., .Aor, IS
•t§BehlndtheMake-Up(A,T.)(0).Skeily-Wray-Powell
Jan. II.
78..
•tIBenson Murder Case, Tho(A,T.) Powell-Pallette-Calvert
Apr. 12. .6984
*t§Blg Pond, The (A.T.)
Chevalier-Colbert
May 3..
Feb. IS
•t§Border
Legion,
The
(A. T.).Arlen-Wray-Holt
June 28. ..5251,... 58... ,May
17
■t§Burnlng
Up
(A.T.)
Arlen-Brlan
Fob.
I.
•fgCivilian
Clothes
(A.
T.)
Cooper-Collyer
July 12 .. .5244.... 58.
*f§Dangerous
Nan
McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
July
5... .6743.... 75. .Feb. 22
'riDangerous
Paradise
(A.T.). . .Carrall-Arlen
Feb. 22...
•tlDevil's Holiday, The (A, T.). Nancy
Carroll
May 24... .Not set
.May
.May 24
17
22
•t§Follow Thru
(A.T.)
Rogers-Carroll
July 26
,6701.... 74., .Feb.
•t§Honey
(A.
T.)
Nancy
Carroll
Mar. 29.., 7273. ...81..
•t§Klb!tzer (A. T,) (D)
Green-Brian-Hamlltoi
Jan. II.,. .7177. ...70.
31
*t§Ladies
Love
Brutes
(A. T.). .George
Bancroft
Apr, 26... 6312. ...70.. .Aug.
.Apr. 19
.May
31
•t§Llght of Western Star* (A.T,). Arlen-Brlan-Green
Apr. 19...
'tSLove
Among
the Mltlionaires(A.T.) . .Bow-Smith
July 28 ..
Mar.
15
10061...
II I. ..Oct.
19
...61,
'tSLove Parade (A. T,) (0)
Chevaller-MaeOonald
Jan, 18.. .5500.
.Nov. 23
•tlMen Are Like That (A, T.)..Hal Skelly
Mar. 22... .6024... 67.
•tlOnly the Brave
(A.T.)
Gary
Cooper
Mar.
8...
.Apr. 5
•tSParamount
on Parade
(A.T.) Soeclal
Cast
•.
Apr. 26
9125
90.,
19
•tSReturn of Fu Manehu
(A.T,) Gland- Arthur
May 17
6586
73,. .May
'tIRoadhouse
NIghta
(A.T.)
Morgan- Rugglat
Feb. 15.
Raviewad at "River Ini" li Dea. St, 1929 liaua 7074.... 79... June
7
•tSSafety In Number!
(A. T,).. Charles
Rogers
June 7
.Mar
22
•t§Sap from Syracuse (A.T.)
Jack
Oakie
July 19
•t§Sarah and Sen
(A. T.)
..Ruth
Chatterto*
Mar. 22
6868
77.
•tSSeven
Days'
Leave
(A. T.)..Gary Cooper
Jan. 25
6100
68. .Nov. 23
Reviewed under tha titia of "Medal"
ll Nav. 23, 1929, Ittu*
.June
7
*t§Shadow of the Law (A.T.).. . Powell-Schilling
June
4
6800
68.
't§Sllghtly Scarlet (A.T.)
Evelyn
Brent
Feb. 22
6402
71.
.Jan, 25
•t§SoclaI
Lion,
The
(A,T.)
Oakie-Brian
June 7
•tIStreet
of Chance
(A.
T.)...Wm,
Powell
Feb.
8 ....8100.
Dec, 28
•tiTexan.
The
(A. T.)
Gary
Cooper
May 10
105,, .May 17
.90.
....6396..
....7142. ..71.
•t§True to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Bow
May 31
.68. .May 17
•tSVagabond
King. The (A. T.). King-MacDonald-Oland
Aor. 19. ...9412..
.Jan, II
•With Byrd at the South Pole
Juna 21
•t«Young
Eagles
(AT.)
...Charles Rogers
Apr.
5
8405
71. ..Mar. 22
•tSYoung
Man
ef Manhattan
..
..
.„,
„
.
„
(A.T.)
Colbert- Ruggles
May 17
7621
85. ..Apr. 28

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
Marx Brothers
•t§Animal
Crackers
(A .T.)..
•fSAnybody's
War
(A.T.)
Moran
&
Mack
Moran
&
Mack
•tSBackstage
Bluet (A. T.)...
Star
•tSBetter
Wife,
The
(A,
T.)
ChatterfonBrook
Emil
Jannings
itlBlue Angel. The (A.T.)
*t§Buslness
It Pleasure
(A.T.)
MlCave
Man.
The
(A.T.)
. . Geo.
Bancroft
•tSOancing
Mothers
(A.
T.)
,
•t§Feet
First
(A.
T.)
Harold
Lloyd
'tSFighting
Caravan. The(A.T.) . Cooper-Torrence
•t5Fleth of Ev* (A. T.)
Nancy Carroii
•tSForeign
Defense
(A.T.)....
William
Powell
•tIGeneral,
The
(A.
T.)
Huston- Francis
*t§Grumpy
(A. T.)
Cyril Maude
"tSHeads
Up
(A. T.)
Rogers-Kane
•t^Honeymoon
Lane
(A. T.).... Eddie Dowling
•tlHucklebcrry
Finn
(A.
T.) . Junior
Coghlan
•t§Kid
Boots
(A, T,)
Jack
Oakie
•tSLadies'
Man
(A. T.)
William
Powell
•t§Last
Company.
The
(A.T.) . . Voirft-Evans
•tSLaughter
(A. T.)
. Nancy Carroll
•t§Leave It to Lester
(A.T.)
*t^Let's
Go Native
MacDnnald-OakI*
•t5Llttle
Cafe.
The
(A.
T.).. Maurice
Chevallar
"t^Manslaughter
(A.
T.)
Colbert-March
•tIMerton
of the Talkies
(A.T.) Jack
Oakie
•tSMollnoff (A.T.)
. .Charles
Rogers
"tSMorocco
(A. T.)
Cooper- Dietrich
•flMonte
Carlo
(A.
T.)
MacDonald-Buchanan
•tSNew
Morals
(A.
T.)
Chatterton- Brook
"tSQueen
High
(A. T.)
Ruggles-Rogers-Morgan
•tSRiqht
to Love,
The
(A.T.).. Ruth Chatterton
•tSRodeo
Romance
(A. T.)
Arien-Carrotl
•t^Rose of the Rancho (A, T.) . . Gary
Cooper
•t§Royal
Family, The
(A. T.) .. Frederic March
•t§Scarab Murder
Case
(A. T.) William
Powall
•1§Sea
God,
The
(A. T.)
Arlen-Wray
•tISilent
Enemy.
The
Indian
Cast
•tSSklppy
(A. T.)
*t§Spoller,
The
(A. T.)
Gary Cooper
*t{Statlon S-E-X
(A. T.)
Clara
Bow
•t§Tom
Sawyer
(A.
T.)
Jackie
Coogan
•tSWlth Byrd at the South Pole
•SiVauth
(A. T.)
Hersholt-Wray

SOUND

••

Title
itIAccidents Will Happen
(A.T.)
*t5Artist's Reverie. The (A.T.) . .
*t§At
Home
(A.T.)
't§Barnacle
Bill,
the
Sailor
(A.T.)

Rel, Date

Length

Review*!

6750. .. .75. . .Apr.

„. July 26

Aug.

.

.6560.... 65... May 31

8000.... 88... May

17

SHORTS

Star
Smith
and
Dale
Ash- Washington
Lulu
McConnell
Talkartoon

iMeans sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-Mm.

Rel. Date

Length
2reels..
I rael. .,
I reel
I rael

A.T. after

title means

June

7 . l^SO

Motion

I'icture

Nezvs

U)5

In June
MOTION
Theatre

PICTURE
Building

BUYERS
Featuring

Recent

and

NEWS
Equipment

GUIDE
Theatre
Works of

Architectural

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp
ARCHITECTS

r

166

Motion

Picture

June
16..

News

7 , 1930
.2 reels

•tfWee Bit 0' Scotch
*t§Yes.

We

Have

No Bananas..

Screen

.1794
..604
. .2 reels

Mar.
Jan.
Fe"-

Cemedy
Christie
M§Beardeil Lady (A. T.)
•tsBtdelia
Screen Song
•t§Belle or the Night
•t§Chinatown
Fantasy,
A
•fiCome
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Song ....
&. Caverly
(A. T.) ... Haymond
Interest
•fSConfounded
•t§Dance, You Sigers (A.T.).... Puck & White
• SDtep
"C"
Melodies
Frances
Williams
Green
Bert
Sam
•tSDesperate
t^Diizy
Dishes
(A.T.)
Talkartoon
.
Comedy
It lA. T.) .... Christie
Belle.e
•TSDont
Arthur-Roach
Husbands
With
•t5Down
•tSDuke of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
Ruoqles
Charles
The
Door.
Next
•Uhamily
•t§Fatal Card,
The
(A.T.)
W. &. E. Howard.
•t§Feelin'
Blue (A.T.)
Ash-Washington
•t^Flrebugs
Talkartoon
•t§Fit to Be Tied (A.T.)
Burns
& Allen
Cemedy
i « l.». . Chrlttia
Love er MeM»
•fSFor
•tiFood for Thought
(A.T.)
Allen
&
Canfield
Cantpr
Eddie
•tiGettlng • Ticket
Song
Screen
•t§Glow Worm. The (A.T.)
Talkartoon
(A.T.)
Uproar
•t§Grand
Ward
(A.T.) .. Solly
The
Hand.
•t§Helping
Gray
(A.T.) .... Gilda
Man
Her
Was
•t§He
Comedy
Christie
the Mayor
Honor,
•tSHis
Talkartoon
•t§Hot Dog
it§Hot
Time
in the Old
Town
Tonight,
A (A.T.)
Sreen
Song
•t5l
Came
First
.
.Herman
Tlmberg
lt§l'm a Wild Woman
(A.T.)
Boydell-Ash
*tirm
Afraid to Come
Home
In
the Dark
Screen Song
*t§rm
Forever Blowing
Bubbles. Screen
Song
*tSla the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
't§Jaz2 Preferred
(A.T.)
Zelaya
•fSKandy
Kabaret
(A.T.)
Children's
Ballet
•t6La Paloma
Screen
Song
•f§La Schnapps.
Inc. (A. T.).
Smith
& Dale
•t§Lady. You Slay Me
(A.T.)... Perkins-Hillpot
•t$Let Ma Explain (a. T.>...
.Christie
Comedy
..
"tSLovers'
Lane
(A.T.)
.Arthur
&
Morton
Havel
-t^Many
Moons
(A.T.)
•tIMeek
Mr. Meek.
The
(A.T.)
Jimmy
Barry
•tiMllllon
Me's,
A
Lee Morse
>t§Moon
Bride's Wedding.
The.
U. S.
Indian
Band
•t«Mountaln
Melodies
•t§My
Gal Sal (AT.)
Screen
Song
•tSNcighborly
Neighbors
(A. T.). Lulu
McConnell
•t§Ole
Man
Whoopee
(A.T.) . . . Art Frank
•tiPrnoner's
Song.
The
Screen
Song
•tSRadin
Riot
. .
Talkartoon
•tlResolutions
(A.T.)
Billy
House
•f§S8ll
Water
Ballads
*t;Scrapolly Married (A. T.).. . Christie
Comedy
*t$So This Is Paris Graan.
.
Fazenda
"t§Story
Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's
Ballet
•t?Stronoer
Sex.
The
(A.T ).. Christie Comedy
*t§Twentieth
Amendment.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Voices of Lonely
Men.
.. Bruce Seenle
•♦5 Wanderlust

. I reel

May

26.
,,
•«
ini
Jan.
".....Ml
29.... 832.
Mar.
c.h ' ' i' ' ' «79
«---872
Feb
8. . . . 660
Mar.
Feb.
.... 850
1381
II
Jan.

May-.

24

. I reel .

Apr.

10.

.Apr.

,V.- • ' ' V • ' ' iB^n
870.
4
Jan.
^ ■■■■,,■
'ilS
22. ....948
Mar.
reel
ree
I ree
reels
.2
.......
1?65.
22
Mar.
29.... I reel
Mar.
Apr.

12

reel
814
I reel

KeefeRico
(A.T.)
Hoofs
it§Heafts and
•t§Haunted
Ship
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fable
•tSHer
Hired
Husband (A.T. )... Noel Franceo
.._.
HermanGreen
•t§Hlgh _....
and
Dizzy-..
Geo.
LeMairo
•t§His
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.) .
"Buck
&. Bubbles"
•t^Hlgh
Toned
(A. T.).
Topics
of
the Day
•t§Home,
Sweet Homo
(A.T.).
"Buck
& Bubbles"
•tSHonest
Crooks
(A.T.)
Sportlight
•t§Hooked
(A.T.)
topics «l the Day
"
•tSIn the Park
(A.T.)
...
"Aesop Fablas"
•t§lron
Man,
The
(A.T.)
Vagabond
Adv.
Series
•tSLair of Chang-How (A.T.)
Song Sketch
•tiLove's
Memories
(A.T.)...
•t§On
the Air
(A.T.)
Topic* et the Day
•'t§Musical
Beauty
Shop
(A.T.)
•fSPathe Audio Review (A.T.). .. Released Every Week
'tiPatha
Sound
News
Released Twice
Every
•t§Perfect
Match,
The
(A.T.) ... Butler Mayo
•t§Pick
'Em
Young
(A.T)
Agnew-Geraghty
•§tRanchhouso
Blues
(A.T.)
•t§Red
Heads
(A.T.)
Nat Carr
•;§Rich
Uncles
(A.T.)
Richard
Carle
•t§Ride 'Em Cowboy
White-Carney
•t§Royal
Flush.
A (A.T.)
•TIRubevlllo
NIflit Cluk (A.T.).H.
B. Watioi
•tSShIp
Ahoy
(A.T.)
Aosep
Fable
•issinging
Saps
(A.T.)
Aesops
Fables
•t§Sixteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
iVhite-McNaughten
•t§Sky
Skippers
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fabloi
•tSSongs
of Mother
Song Sketch
•t§Spills and Thrills (A.T.)
Sportlight
•fSSplashing
Through
(A.T.)..
Sportlight
'§tSporting Brothers (A.T.)
•StStreets of Mystery
(A.T.)
..Vagabond
Adventure
•tJSwell
People
(A.T.)
Marcia
Manning
. LeMaIre
n§Tighf
Squeeze
(A.T.)
. Song Sketch
•t§Trumpeteer, The (A.T.)...
.Song
Sketch
•1§ Voice of the Sea (A.T.)..
. Aesop Fables
•tSWestern Whoopee (A.T.).
. Toplel of the Day
•t§What.
No Baltl
(A.T.)...

iliiar 22
Mar. 22
mar. a
irihis
Feb. 15

I reel . .
.704.

19

F.Wis
Feb. 15

I

Feb.
Mar,

I
15

651
1 reel

Jan.

18

Apr.

12

752
I reel
I reel
574

25

I

reel
4.... 1370

Ian.

I reel
' 8. I. reel
.
964
967
994
I reel
2 reels
I reel .
.738.
.737.

Apr.
Feb.
Jan.

26
22
II

Mar.
Feb.

15...

Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

22...
IS...

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

Song

Jan.

Jan.

TItIo

•t§Alias
Title
•t§Beau

French Gertie (A.T.)...
Bandit (A.D.)
*t§Case of Sergeant Gritcha
•t§Cuckoos.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Fall
Guy,
The
(A.T.)
•tlFramed
(A.T.)
•tSGIrl of Port (A.T.)
M§He
Knew
Women
(A.T.)
•t§Hlt the Deck (A.T.)
*t§Love Comes
Along
(A.T.)
■tSLovIn' th* Ladies
*t§Midnight Mystery, The (A.T.)
♦t^Runaway
Bride, The (A .T.).
•tISaeond
WIf* (A.T.)
tISovon Ktyt to Baldpat* (A.T.)

.Feb.
.Jan.
.Jan.

2 reels.
. I rael. .
. I reel . .
5.. .1022...
I reel.

19..

Star
June
July
June
May
June
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
May
May
July
June
July
Aug.

21
13

..Feb.

Star

29

a.......
2
24

7607

84... Nov.

25
23
II
19
14
5
3

6740

73. ..Nov.

Rel Date

75

May

Length

*f§Adam and Eve (A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
•t§AII
the Way
(A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
•tSGreater Love.
The
(A.T.)
Ann
Harding
•tlHer
Man
(A.T.)
Helen
Twelvetrees
•t§Holiday
(A.T.)
Harding-Astor-Horton
..
•T§ln Deep (A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
•t§l
Take This Woman
(A.T.) .. Harry
Bannister
•tILast
Frontier.
The(A
.T.) ... William
Boyd
*t§Lazy
Lady
(A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
•fSLooking for Trouble (A.T.).
. Eddie
Quillan
•tSNIght
Work
(A. T.)
Eddie
auillan
•tINorth of the Yukon
(A.T.) ... William
Boyd
•t§Pardon
My
Gun
(A.T.)
•tSPrice of a Party. The (A.T.) . Helen
Twelvetrees
*t|Rawhide
(A.T.)
William
Boyd
•tlRomance
Harbor
(A.T.)
•tSSiren
Song,
The
(A.T.)
Mary
Lewis
■•tSTakino the Rap (A.T.)
Robert Armstrong
•t§This
Marriage
Business
(A.T.)
M§Up and At' Em
(A. T.)(F)
•»5War and Woman (A. T.)(F)..Boyd. Harding-Armstrong
•t^Woman
Afraid, A (A,T.)(F)

SOUND
(Available

(Note:
Rathe
does
not list running
time
In the important series, however, follow:
2 reel comedies
Pathe
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Paths
Audio
Review

Pathe

on

and

Shorts.

•»IWIId

aporoximate

running

S ■!■.

10 mil.
7 all.
Star

synchronized

reolt

II BlB.
II min.

•t§AII Stuck Up (A.T.)
McNaughton-Knapp_
Oawson-Carney
•UBeauty
Soot.
The
(A.T.).
*t58lg Top Chamoloni
(A.T.) . . Soortllght
•ttBows
and
Arrowa
Sportlloht
•t§r,hill5 and Fever (A.T.)
Shean-Knapp
•tSCIothes M«ke the Man (A.T.)
^.
»t§Cover
Charge
(A.T.)
Topics of the Day
•Ucrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
Reg.
Mervlllo
•tfDarktown
Follies
(A.T.)
Buck*
Bubbles
•iitOeep
South
(A.
T.)
Song
Sketch
•t^DlxVe
Days
(AT.)
Aesop
Fables
•t§Dogolng
It (A.T.)
Soortllght
•t?Oolng
Phil a Faver
(A T.) . . Maekenila
War*
■•tiFalrway
Favorites
(A.T.)
Soortllght
•tSFellne
Fighter
(A.T.)
Sportlight

* Means

of

10 mlB.
10 nil.

Sportllghts
of the Day

Title

time

28 bIb.

Review

Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Talking Topics

score,

Rel Date

■

Daniels-Lyon
Nagel-Kenyon
Star
Morris-Compson-Heroholt

Wheeler- Woolsey

Heart

(A.T.)

Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.

27
19
30

12..
23...
16 ..
29..
23..
2...
20..,
9...
4. ..
30...
16..
9...

Length
.2 reels
.2 reels
. I reel
. I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.1 reel
.2 reels
.2 reels

. I reel
. I reel
. I reel

.2 reels
. I reel
. I reel

Reviewed
Feb.
I
Mar. 22
Jan.

11

Feb. 15
Feb. lo
Feb. 22
Mar.

Feb.

Feb.

Apr.
Mar.
...Feb.

May

Mullhall-Clarke-Sparks
Brent-Toomey

June
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.

Compson-Trevor

June

Astor- Hughes
. Lee-Carr- Nagel
Richard
DIx

Bebo

IS

8

8

.Apr. 35
.Mar.
Jan. 25
.May 318
.May
.Jan.
4
. Feb. 3
.Mar. I
.Feb.

26..
13..
5.
20..
2..
16..
2..
23..
6..

2..
19..
4.
13..

(A.T.)
•t«Whlle
•tSWho's

Nick

18

.Jan.
.June

18
7

May
.Apr.

105

May 243
.May

. I reel. .
.2 reolt.
, .2 reels.
.2 reels.
..2
reel.
. I reel. .
.1
.2 reel..
reels.
. I reel . .
. I reel..
. I reel. .
. I reel . . .
.1 reel..
.2 reels.
. I reel . .
.1 reel..

.Apr.

5

Nov. 18
.Jan.
II
.Feb. 8
.Feb.
.Apr. 15
19
.May 10
.Apr. 12
.Feb. 15
.June 7
.May

3

.Nov. 23
May
3

..II reel
reel .. . .

.Apr.

May
Fob.
Jan.

Rel. D

Feet. .Mins.
Length
.6202.... 65.
.6169. ...92..
...69..
.8191.
.8100. ...90.,
.6175
65..
.6136
68..
..6174
60.
.6319. ...70..
.9327.... 85..
2.. .7038.... 78..
5..
24..
.6463.... 72..
,.6138...
68..
.6234.... 69.
60.
9.. .6058
.6579.
...70.
12..
S..
9.
23..
2..
15..
2.,
16..
18.
I..

19

Revlawod
.Apr. 19
pr. 31S
.Aay
.M
.Feb. 15
an..
.Jpr
.A
.Dot.
.Feb.
.Dec.
ay
.Meb
.
.F
.May
.Jan.

4
26
21
22
21
31
15
24
4

!MarV°8

Length
Feet.
Mins. Reviewed

Daniels

Length

SHORTS

. . I reel . . .
Title
Star
Rol. Date
•t§Age of Innocence, The(A.T.(F). Paula Trueman
Jan.
5..
•t§Be(ore
Breakfast
(A.T.)(F)
Mar.
9.,
reels. .
.,.2
. I reel
•tlBobbed
Wire
(A. T.)
Dane-Arthur
*t§Bridegroom.
The
(A.T.) (F) .. Mare
Connolly
Feb.
reels
9. ..2
•t§Campus
Sweethearts
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mar.
..
2
reels
16.
13. ..2
*t|Cash
and
Marry
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cookt-Sargoit
Mar.
reels
2. .2 reels
*t§Dear
Slayer
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooke
Mar.
'fSEventualiy
But
Not
Now
(A.T.)
(F&D)
Vaughn-Cooko. . Apr.
13.. ..I reel
•t«Falr
Deceiver,
The
(A.
T.)
(F4D)
Jan
..2 reels
■t$General GInsburg (A.T.) (F) Nat Carr
Apr. 12.. .2 reels
•t§Gunboat GInsburi (A.T.) (F) .Nat
Carr
Jan.
2. . I reel
•tSGuest. The (A. T.) (FiD). .Marc
Connelly
May
reels
25..
■t§Hot Bridge (A. T.) (FtD).
II.. . .2
May
Jan.
•tfJazz
(A.T.)
(F)
9. .1 reel
Duke ■ Ellington
Feb.
" & Orchestra
Mar.
30. ,..2
reelt
*t§Land of the Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn-Cook*
.2 reelt
Mar.
19.
•t§Lost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
..Vaughn-Cooke
. Apr.
July
6. .6138. ...68
. I reel
•tSLovin'
the Ladles
Richard
Oil
Mar.
•t^Magnate. The (A. T.) (FAD). Marc Connelly
•t§Men
Without
Skirts
(A.T.) .. Dane-Arthur
.2 reels
Mar.
•HMIckey's
Champs
(A.
T.) (F4D)
Mickey Yule
.2 reels
.2 reels
•tlMickey's
Luck
(A.
T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Jan.
.2 reels
•tSMickey's Master Mind (A. T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
•HMickey's
Merry
Men
(A. T.) (F4.D)
Mickey
Yule
.2 reelt
-t§Mlckey's
Strategy
(A.
T.) (F&D)
Mickey Yule
.2 reelt
*t|Miekey't
Winners
(A.
T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Auo
.2 reels
•tiMickey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yule
June
.2 reals
•t§Mlckey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.) (F&D)
Mickey
Yulo
Apr.
.2 reelt
•tiMlekey
tha Warrior
Mickey Yul*
May
•t§Muscum.
The
Toby the Puo
. I reel
•§fO(f to Peoria
(A.T.)
•t50ld
Bill's
Christmas
(AT.)
•t§Old Vamps for New (A. T.). .
•t<Pelooka
Flying
Seheel
(A.T.)
•t5Settlng Son. The
(A.T.)
•tSSIeenIno
Cuties
(A.T.)
*t§Son<i
and the Sergeant.
The
(A.T.)
*t;strange
Interview.
The

22

.Jan.

4..
20..

Sally
O'Nell
ShermanJoyce
Oakie-Walkor
Daniels- Hughes
Richard DIx

SOUND

sound-on-disc)
The

Mar.

Title
Star
•t§Babes
in Toyland
(A.T.) .... Special
Cast
•tSBunker
Bean
(A. T.)
■t§Check
and
Double
Check
.Amos
'n' Andy
(A.T.)
Richard
Dix
*t§Cimarron
(A.T.)
15
't^Companlonat*
Olive
Borden
Love -Trevor -Sparks
■fSConspiracy, The (A.T.)
.May'
30
■t§Dead Game
(A.T.)
Richard
Dix
'tIDIilana
Beba Danlolt
•tSEscape
(A. T.)
''t§Half Shot at Sunrise (A. T.) . Wheeler- Woolsey
*t§Heart of the Rockies (A. T.) . Marshall-Daniels
•t§Hlgh
RIvor
3
•t§Hunted
•1§lron
Trail.
The
(A.
T.)
't§Ladles
of the Put
Betty
Compson
•t§Lawful
Larceny
(A. T.)
*t§Leathernecking
(A.
T.)
Foy,
Jr. -Rubin
*t§Old
Accordian
Man,
The
(A.
T.)
Joseph
Cawthorn
•t§Perfect Alibi. The
(A. T.)..
'tiRadio
Revolt
(A.T.)
Special
Ciist
■tSSensatlen
(A.T.)
•t§She's
My
Weakness
(A. T.). . Lake-Carroll
•t§Silver
Horde
(A. T.)
Brent- Wolheim
•t§Stalwart,
The(A.T.)
(A. T.)
Wolheim-Armstrong-Arthur.
't§Upperworld

SHORTS

sound-on-film

Series. June
Feb.
Jan.
May
Apr.

Coming Feature Attractions

Length
Feet. Mlns. Reviewed

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

May
April

RKO

25

PATHE
*tSBachelor's Secret. A (A.T.) (F). Alan Hale
'tlBeyond
Victory
(A.T.)
Boyd-Harding
•tSBIg Shot. The (A. T.) (F)
'tICIothes
(A. T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
*t|Crashlng Through
(A. T.)(F) . Wm.
Boyd
*t§Grand Parade (A.T.) (D fc F) . Twelvetrees-Seatt
'tSHot and Bothered (A.T.) (F).. Eddie aulllan
tlOincar O'Brien (A. T.) (F)... William
Boyd
•t§Negligee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
•t§Palnted Desert (A. T.) (F).. William
Boyd
•tiParaehute
(A. T.) (F>
Armstrong -Lombard
•tlPlay Boy (A. T.) (F)
Eddie Quillan
*i|Saratega
(A.T.)
(F)
Constance Bennett
•t§Swing
High
(A.T.)
TwelvetreeJ-Scott
'tSTreasuro Girl (A. T.) (F)

Apr.
May
May

Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.

.Mar. 3
.May 31

. I reel
. .2 reels. .
. .2 reels. .
.2 reels.

Wook

FEATURES

..987...
.1634...
.1747 ..
..1760...
I reel . .

FEATURES

20...
reel . . .
2.. ..1. I reel....
16..
19.. . . I reel . . .
5.. . .1 reel...
. I1 reel ..... . .
27.,
26.. . .2 reels. .
12..
, .1 reel
.2 reels. ..
April
reels. ..
SO.. .2.2 reels
Jan.
Mar.
9.. .2 reels.. . .
IMar.
9.. . I reel
Feb.
Mar.
23.. .2 reels. ..
Mar.
. 1 reel
...
..I
reel...
Jan.
23.. . . I reel . . .
jju
Jan.
. .2 reels. .
. . I reel . . .
Feb.
. . I reel. . .
...2I reelreels.

•tIFIttyM lle»lromBroadway(A.T.). Watson- Mervllle
Mar.
•1§Flsh,
Fowl & Fun (A.T.)
Sportlight
Apr,
Mcsop
Kable
..
Mar.
Vagabond
Adv.
Series
May
•fSFoolish
(A.T.)
't§Glacier's Follies
Secret, The
(A. T.). Vagabond '^' Adventure
Series. May
•t§Golden Pagoda, The (A.T.).. Aesoo
Fable
Mar.
'tGood Old School Days (A.T.).
Sportlight
Jan.
"tSHappy
Golf
(A.T.).

&

Tony

Vaughn-C»*k*
Vaughn-Cooke
Alberta
Vaughn

(F)
Sherwln-Knowlo*
Auto Walts (A.T.) (F)
Got the Body
(A.T.).. Nick & Tony

i Means sound effects. %Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Tallcer. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

.2 reels

Feb.
Apr.
Nov.

,

Apr. 12

May 24

"
rlh
Feb
jime
Feb
Jan.

reelt
.22 reelt
. I reel
.2 reelt

Dec.
Jan.

May

reolt
. .2
2 reolt

Dee.

Mar.
Jan.

Feb.

.1 r**l

.2 reels

.A.T. after

14
25
8
*'

May 24

title means

"

Feb.

\(^7
June

7 , i *'' } (f

M

SONO-ARTWORLD

I' i (■ / II >' c

WIDE

'tiBIg
Fight.
Tha
(A.T.)
Wllllimiaint
•ttCock 0' the Walk (A.T.)
i
Schlldkr>ut-L*y
'itDuda
Wranglor.
The
(A.T.) . Ouryoa-Baiqueda
•tiFlghtIng
For the Fatherland
•tSHello
Sljter
(A.
T.)
L. Hughei-Bordah
•liiOnco
a r.nntlcman
(A.T.)
Horlon-WIUon
'ttRena
(A.T.)
KolanU- Thaniaon-Lo««
'tiSambrai
de GUrli (Sginlak) . Spatial
Citt
•fJWhat
1 Mm
(A.T.)
Denny. Segar

STATE

o I i 0 II

8«»t.
M*y
JuM
.*?''•
Fib.
.
Aug.
Fib.
A»r.

Ltnglh
Feat. Mini. Reviewed
. .SaSO
. 8S
Apr.
19
720U
BO Apr 11
Vo'o.
.' 22
.62«0
fid. ..Feb
. May
:>4
.9900.
. (500... 100
Fab
22
..7000.... 79... Mar. 28

RIGHTS

FEATURES

TItl*

Length
Feet
Mini.

Stir

Ravleweu
Talk. Pie. Epiei. . Nat aal 8860. . .83. Jan. Tj
•tiAaraia the Warltf (A.O.)
..May
10
Allied Film. Mar. IS..8reela.
Aiphalt
Froilleh-Amain
. Feo
0
Amer.
Jan. 249UUU.
. .89
lUU.
■laUceaute
I Levi YlU
MaUy
Chriillani
Olit'r Gen. Film
Apr.
6200.
*t§Behind
the Altar
Wllhelm
DIetirli
..AIT.
Eurepean
60 May
•t^Beyond
the Rio Grande
(A.T.)
Jack
Perrin
. Big 4
15 5400
Black
Hlllt
Speelil Cut
Big
Three
100.
*t§Brlde 68 (P.T.)
Veldt-Brink
Apr,
.SOOO. .
■t§Burnlng
Heart,
Thi
Chrlitlant-Froellch
. Harold Aulin
May
10 8372..
Apr.
55
•tSCall
ot
Circui
(A.T.)
.......
6.
(D.F.)
Bufhman
Clayton
.. Burr
JM.
ISMOO..
Feb.
.Jin.
Kattner
Caught in Berlin Underworld. Frit/
Chess
Player.
The
JehinneBlanchard
Unusual Plet
*tiClancy
In
Will
Street
(A.T.)
Murray. LIttlefleld
...Arlitlcnt
Mar. I
Feb. 8
*i tiCo-Optlniists
Special
casl
New
Era
Fib. 22
"tSDanger
M.in. The (P.T.).Chai
Hutchinson
. . Cotmoi
May 24
May Jan.
2II65I6
'tiOirkened
Sklet
(A.T.) . . . Brenlwood-MacOonalilBiltmor*
Prod
5400.
.Die. 14
.Apr.
19
*t§Esciped
from
Dartmoor. . .barlng-Hennlng
Harold Austen. . .Apr.
1 1 . 7S29
Jin.
18
Allied
Jan. 4 B845
it
. rhemai-Hall-()
Lane
Chandl<^r
Big
4
•t5Flrebrand
Jordan
Muncu-Amiricin Nit Sit. 6360
7
Figaro
.Oil
•t^Heart's
Melody
(A.
T.)
Ufa
Film
(F & D)
Fiitseh-Parlo
..
Her Unborn Child (F & D). . Spielil
Gilt
.Windsor
Jin.
10 7609. ..85.. Jan.
18
Hunted
Men
Bob Steele
Syndicate
Apr. .4853
.UI.1
Film
*t§lniiiortal
Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froellch
..
T.ilk. PIct. Epics. Sept. 1.5538.
In the South Seas with Mr. .ind Mrs.
PInchot
.May
31
7200. ..80, ..Agr.
28
•tinogi
African Hunt
Congo
PIct.
Ltd
.69
Jade
Casket.
Thi
French
Cut
Cosmos
May 3
t§Ladles
In
Love
(A.T.) Oay-Walker
Chpsterfleld
May
17 58U0.
G2I7. ..64.
*tiList
Dance. Tha
(A.T.) . . Reynolds-Robirdt
..Audible
Mar.
8 5825. .65.
..57. Mar. 29
Lost
Patrol
Pro
Patrli
...Not
Sit. 5100.
Dec. 21I
.Feb.
Lite at First Sight (A.T.) . . Klinir-FMtir
Chesterfield
Fib.
15.6160.
•t§Love
Wa::i
(A.
7.)
(F & D)
Harvey-Batten
Ufa
Film
100 I iins
Mystery
at thr Villa
Rose
Trevor. Baring
Harold
Auten
May
31 9000..
*t90verland
Bound
( A.T.i . . Perrln-Ray
Raytone
...Apr.
15
5040..
29
.56.. .Mir,
.Mar. 29
•t§Partlng
of the Trills
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
.Mar.
I
4700. .56.
Pisilon
Song,
The
Olmsted-N.
Biery. . Exeellent
5080.
.52.
—
-Dorothy
..
-..-..
j.,jg
Puciek
Fan
Thi
Dwi*
...Chesterfield
..60.
.5200 .
Poor
Millionaire
Talmadge-Howard
.Siltmore
Apr.
..58. .May 17
■tiRinipait
Age
(A.T.)
Jan.
155743
64. Jin. 8
(D.F.)
.
Murny-Kinnedy
. . . Conflnentil
.
..Mayl25600
62.
•tSRidIn'
Law
Perrin-Canutt
Big 4 ...
Not
I«et5200
58.
S«a
Fury
.
...Mildred
Harrli-Tom White. .
Doc.
7
Big
4
June 15
•t§Secret ot the Pueblo
First
Divlllin
6605
73.
Smoke
Bellow
Conway
Tearla.
South
of Panama
Carmellta Genghty
Chesterfield
6300
70.
Harold
Auten... Apr,
2S 7540
80.. Miy
Stampede
Native
Cast
3
Big
Strange
Case
of District
.Mar, 22
Unusual Photoplay .Mir, 6800
Attorney
"M"
July 15 5700 . .
Jan. 25
•t§Take the Heir (A.D.)
Edward
Morton
. Wica
Oct.
It
Three
Outeaita.
Thi
Yakima
Cinutt
. Mir. 7. 5 reels.
Thunder
Qod
Cornelius
Keitl..
50..
, Syndicate..
Crescent
Western
Honor
Bob Steeli
5917...
4849...
May 17
•tiWeit
of Rockloi
(A.T.)
18
Jan.
(D)
Art
Ml«
World
Art
I
JlR,
I8.'30. 6100.
.Mir,
'tiWhlti
Cirgo
(A.T,)
Special
Cilt
Harold
Autili
•tSWhite
Devil
(P.T.)
(F
&
D)
. . . Moijukln-Oagover
. UFA
Fllml
.78.
.7000.
Why Cry at Parting
Halm-Grilli
International
.
Feb.
22
•tiWomia
Whi
Wu
Fir.Jan.
It
gittii
(A.O.)
Bille
Biiiitt
Stiti
CInemi.Jil,
I.
'30.
7650
85.
Vronderful
Lies of Nina
Petrowna
Helm-Ward
•t§Would
You
Believe
It? . Walter
Forde
•t§Ylddlsh Mima, The (A.T.)Mae
Simon

..

Allird
Films
May
Big
4
Mar.
Judea Films

30
8 reels
15... 6 reels.
4000

June

7

60

Coming Feature Attractions
TItli
Rel. Diti
Stir
Continental
't§Burned a Wife
Evldenci
(F).
Buying
. Spiclil
Cut...
An.
Earopeiii
Continental
•t«Clown.
The
(F)
Majestic
•§tComebaek,
Thi
(A.T.)
Big
4
Sept.
•t^Dangerous
Trails
*t$Olvorci
Quiatlon,
Ttii
(A.T.)
Milestle
Duty to b« Silent
Mirli Albim
Aft
Europim
Pioneer
Eiodus to the New Warld. Thi Lyon-Previit
Full
Dressed
Thievit.
Nils
Asthir
AIT
European
Girmin
Underworld
Spetlil
Cist
AfT. Europein
AfT
Eoropem
Greet
Unknown.
Thi.
.John
Loder
Molestic
•§tHall
the Woman
(A.T.)
Her
Viennese
Lover
Asthor-Nilii
.... A ft E urooeio
Fit/Patrick
••t§Lady
of the Lake. The . Percy
Marmont
. .
Continental
•tSLIte
For Sill. A (F)
Talk.
Pict.
Epics
♦t§L05t
Gods
Educatlonil
Allied
Milak of the Snowlands
Speclil
Cut
Big 4
. . .Aug. 15
•t^Night
Hawk
The
Europe!!
Our
Dally
Broid
Mary
Nilll
, Aft
Majestic
•t§Prite
Mark.
The
(A.T.).
r^ontinental
'MSecond
Honeymu*,
Thi (F)
,
Ml estio
•+5Sentlraental
Satan
(A.T.)
Ml estle
•tSSmart
Women
(A,T,)
Ma estic
•tSToday
(A.T.)
Ma estIo
•t§Trap.
The
(A.T.)
Continental
•tjUnforblddon
Sin. Thi (F)
Unholy
Love .
Wegener- Pitnvltch . Aft. Eurepiil
Allied
When
Duty
Cills
Special
Cast
PIct. Epict
Wild
Men
of Kallharl
Denver
African
Exp Talk.
rnntinental
*t;Worldly
Goods
(F)
Kirkwood-Kennedv

SOUND

Title

*Mi'nns

•<iin'hromzed

Rel
Visuagraph

Date

Elbee
Oelf
Fitipatrick
MIckay Mouse CirtMBCelebrlty
Prid

Harry

7 nelt
7 nelt
8 reili
S rieli

8714 tut.

Feld

Judea

Oelt

Elbee

^cnre.

3

Leno»l<
reeli

2 reels
I reel
I reel.

Films

^Mentis sound effects
.All-Talker. P.T means

and

2 rmlt

R.vi.we'
May
17
Apr.

Apr

19

Jan.

M

Air. 28
Apr

8

Oct.
Apr.
May

I
S
10

Apr,

(

Jii.

II

Mound'On^dtMcJ

12
Stir
Rel.
Armida- Terry
May Data
Hume-Gill
Hersholt- Boardmafl- Firbli
..Mir
, 10.1.
Ooug
Fairbanks,
Jr
Jan,
"Dangerous
BuslMU"
lum Du. 21.
10.
Mae
Murray
Jan.
Benny
Rubin
May . 20.
Gleason-Shlllino- Walker
... Mar. 15.
Lease-Gulliver
Feb

Comingstir
Feature Attractions
Ril,
Title
■tiCyelone
HIekiy
■tiEnchantIng
Melody
(A.T,)
•tIFaselnatlen
(A,T,)
(Kit
•tSJourney's
End
(A.T.)
•tSKathleen
Maveuraeen
•tJLitt
0»ir
Lidlil
't^Love.
Life.
Laughter
•tILuiury
Girt
I Las
•tiManea-MarIa
*t;Medlclne
Man.
The
*t|My
Bruddir
SylVKt
•tSPaper
Proflta
•♦ISitli
Stnpc
•tjTorreat,
The

Mae
Colin

May 31
Length
Feet
MIns.
Reviewed
.5974...
65.
. 6323
.69
June
7
..Mir,
15
...8183. ...69.
...6750... 75. ..Oic 21
..Feb.
8
...6060.
.67.
.. 6194...
78
May
24
in«
..Apr.
2«
...7040.,,.7«.
22
.7239... 80. .Fib,

Oiti

Liigtb
.11416.,, ISO,,. Apr.

Murray
Clive

12

(A,T,) . O'Nell-DiliBiy

(A.T.),, Jack
Leo

Benny
Cirrllli

SHORT

Title

SUBJECTS

Color

Symphony

Color
Symphony
Stir
Cilirtoni
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Symphony
Color
Classic
Forbes
Randolph
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Color
Color
Color
Stitlin

Symphony
Symphoiy
Symphony
Symphony
S-T-A-R

UNITED

i nil. . .
I reel . . .
I ml.,,
t mb,.
Iml.,,
Iml...
Iml..,
Iiel.,.
i .-»ol
2rceli..
Iml...
Iml....
Iml
I ml...
Iml
Iml
Iml
Iml...
I reel...

Slnfin

«erlu

May

31

.Miy

10

.Dm.

7

ARTISTS

FEATURES

Title
•t§Bad
One.
The
(A. T.)
...
'5Be
Yourself
(A.T.)
(F)
•tSHill
Hirbif
(A,T,)
't§Lummoi
(A.T.)
(F)
•t|0ne
Romantic
Night A. T.).
•tIPuttiB'
li tbl Rlt2
(A.T.)..

Feb »
Review*

Lenith

Rel. Oiti
•♦§Cossack's
Bride.
Tha.
•t§Enchanted
Forest. The (A.T.)
*t§ln
Old
Madrid
'tsJungle Drum
•t§Melodle
•tfMlnuette
■tiModern
CIndirelli,
A
*t§Mountaln
King,
The
Ne
Womm
Alliwed
•t§On the Plantation
•tSPharoah's
Daughter
•ffSacred
Hour,
The
*t§Song of Indli,
A
■«§Statlon
8-T-A-R
*t§Songs My Mother Taught Mi. ..
•tjTales
ot Anby
•t§Temple
Belle
•♦SVIennete
Melody
•t;Volce
It HallywMd

•ItWizard's

Fllhee
.
■>f r»eU
Judea
Films
reel
relebntv Pred
i ml
Gen.
Electric Cl
rn.ite
I reel.
Fitzpatrick
Burr
? reels
MIekev Meuserertnnn felebrltv
Pe«d...Fcb.
I I e..i
Mickey Mouse CarteeiCelebrlty
Prod.
I reel
Mickey MeuM Cirtoen'-.lehelty Prod
i e«.l
Miyfilr
2 reili
Color
Novelty
raatle
...
I reel
FitzPat-ifk
. . Feb. 12 IW '^t .
Music
Master
Series
Fit?
Pitrlek
Iml

Harry

TItli
•t5Border
Romance
(A. T.) ....
t§Hlgh
Treason
(A.T.)
'•^Mamba
(A.T.)
•tIPirty airl (A.T.)
Rivliwtd 11
•tIPeaeook
Allay
(A,T,)
•tlsunny
Skies
*t§Swellhead
(A. T.)
•tSTroopers
Thni
(A.T,)

Length

Stir
Del
Rio-Lowe
Fannie
Brieo
VilM-Hmhilt
Westovsr-Lyon
Gish-Nagrl-La
Rocaue
Harry
Richman

Feet
MIns.
Rel. Date
May 3... . 6673
74 ..Feb.
.Mir. 22I
Fib. 8., .5977.... 77. ..Mir.
Reviewed 8
Mir, 22..
84. ..Feb.
Mir. 2«
Jan. 18.. ..8354....
15
..7533
84.
Apr. 12.. .6592... 72.
Feb. 77
I.
7883...
88.
18
Mar.

ATTRACTIONS

SOUND

7 mil

Sadie
Banks
MIrkev Mouse Cirtion
Educitlonal
Color
Novelty
.

Harry

aound-on-fitm

COMING

8 riili

17

FEATUUES

f Available

TItli
Stir
•t§Abraham
Lincoln
(A.
T.).
Walter
Huston
•♦SCIty
Light!
<F)
rharlle
Chaelln
*t§Du
Barry, Woman
of Passion (A,
T.)
Norma
Tilmadgi
*t§Eye5
of the
World
( A. T.).Merkel- Holland
•t§Forever
Yours
(A.T.)
Marv
Piekford
•♦Hill's
Angels
(F*
Lyon-Hall-Harlow
•*§Loftery
Bride
(A.T.)
Ma.Oonald-GarrIek
'^Raffles
(A. T.) . .
"nnald
Cnlman
•tSReaching
for the Moon (A.T.I Bebe
Daniels
■tSSmilin'
Through
(AT.)
.
Joan Bennett
't§What
a Widow
(A.T.)
Gloria
Swanson
■^WheitDM
(A
T >
..
Eddie
Cantor
•tfWhispers
(A.T.)
Chester Morris
Title
stir
'tiFill of thi Bistllli. Thi.
*TSGIorlous Vimp
Bobby
Witson
•t^Huskin'
Bee. Thi
MSli 1 Russlin Cabint
•tiLovi Cup. Thi
•t§Muslcal
Mirlonittik
MSNIght li Midrld. A
*t§Serond
Hungarian
Rhapsody
■fTannhauser
Novelty
Reel
■STlntvoet

15

May

TIFFANY

7 reelt. .

SHORTS

Stir

•tIAnywhere
By Air
*tiAt
the Photognphen
(A. T.) (F)
•tBeethoven
'tBirn Dinci
'tIBrIno
On the Beld* (A T.)
•■tSBroken
Doll. The
(AT.)
'tChilB
GiBg.
Thi
•tConiuest of the Cascades...
'•tSDowB
Hawaii
Way
•tSFourth
of July
•ttFrliBd
HusbiBd
(A.T.)..
'tGilloplBo
Gauehi
•tJuigle
Ryth»
•tJusf
MIrkav
'§tKlddle Cabaret
♦tKlds and
Pets
LIbciIb's
Birthday
•LIsrt.
Franz
*t§Mai-Ko
Mashma-Lou
(A.T.)
•tfMeet the Famllv
(A T.)
(F)

Length

A (•

■TMIekiy't
Cineirl
Mickey MiuM Cirtion Celebrity
Prid
I ml
MtMonkey
Squawks
(A.T.)
.Burr
••',0h
Doctor
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
1800
MPIane
Craty
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Pn<
Jin. i nil
*t Plow Bey
Mickey Mouse Cirtion Celebrity
Pnd.
I rail
* I 'tShnrniJker's
Romince
lA T ;
Special
Cut
Judea
Fllmi
1900
•t^Should
I
Charles
Lawmir
., Advance Trillir
.
'tisigned. Sealed & Delivered
(A.T.)
Burr
Broadway
't^Siity
Minutes From
Color
Novelty
Castle
I ml
Marly
Barrat/
...
Judea
Film*
2000
*t%8lyle and Class
(A.T.) .
.Song
Cartoon
Blophoni
I ml
'tisummer
Harmonies
•tTee
Time
.Felli
the
Cit
Copley
Fllmt
I ml
18
. Fll/palrick
I nil
'Thought for Mother's
Day.
Washington'*
Birthday
FIti
Patrick. .. Fib,
21.S50tMl
'tSWhen
My
Dreams
Comi
True
Gene
k Glenn
Advance
Trillif
I rcil
'tWhen
tha Cit'i Awiy
Mickey Mouse CarloonCelebrlty
fnt
I ml
'tWIld
WavM
MIekiy Miuu CirtunCelebrlty
Prod
I ml

SHORTS

Apprentice

28..
Sept. Datl

Aug.
July
'..Jib.
July
Sept.
Dec.

26.
5
7
20.

Jan.

25

Miy

24.

Length

20

Rel. Data

TItli

Length
Feet
MIns.
. 4388
.7519
76.

Mar. 30
.Apr.
Apr. 20.
Jin. 26
.7401... 82.
Mar.
Mir, 17.
.Mir.
Aug.
3
Apr.
Miy 25
7314... 81..
. Fib.
Feb.
9. . .I'lll
K6. .
.58.
Mar.
9
6268
69..
Creti" In April 27, 1929 Issue
Feb.
2. ..5230
..Jam
Apr.
6. ...6763... .75. ..Dm.
.43.
Feb.
2.
...3852...
Ian.
5 '.'.'i7M'.'..'u.
6300
70
...5299... 50. ...Dm
Mar. 30.
..Apr
64. ..Mar.
Mar.
2. ...5785
June 22.
Feb. 16. .6748
...75.. .Mir.
.May 4..
62 . Dee
JlB. 12. ...5609
..5900
. 65
Jin. 19.
! Feb
Feb.

^Meann
voice (including dialogue and incidental sonqi^).
Part-Talker.
P means di.tc. F means sound-on-film.

25

!!'952!!
Reviewed

Rel. Diti

Apr.

William
Desmond
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
Li Plinte- Boles
Cut
■tlCaptain of the Guard
(A.T.) SricIiI
•tICIImix, The
(A. T.i
..
Stir
SIdney-Murny
*t;Cohens and theKelIvs InSrntliBd. Hoot
Gibson
•t^Concentratin'
Kid
lA.'iT.^l
*t|C2ar of Ahoy
Broadway
(A.T,),,.. Special Cast
•♦60ames
Glenn Tryii
•♦^Devil's
Pit. Thi
Speclil
Cist
Reviewed under title of "Under the Southern
Reginald
Denny
*t§Embirritilng
Moment*
(A.T)
KeB
Maynird
't^Flghting
Legion,
Thi
Jick Heila
Clying
Hoofs
•^♦Hell's
Heroei
Soeclil
Cast
Murriy- Crawford
•tSHIde-Out
(A. T.)
•♦Luckv
Lerkin
Ken
Mavnard
lohn Boles
'(tMoonlight
Madness
(A. T) . . . Hoot
Gibson
•Meue'-H
8te«"0e»
Tbl
Ken
Maynard
•♦5Mountiln
Justice
-•«Nlght
Ride
Sehlldkriut
■
Nnv
Ken
Miynird
•tIPiredi If thi Wilt

Reviewed

Rel
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.

UNIVERSAL
FEATURES

LengthMIns.
Feit

A.T.

after

title

S
IS
2«>
2S
n

24
21
71
l«
27
22
28
'^
I

means

168

Motion

*t§Roarlno
Ranch
(A.T.)
•tSSonu ot Paislon
(A. T.)
*t§Sono of the Caballero
•t§Sons ot the Saddle
•t§Spur
(A.T.)

Hoot
Jonn
Ken
Ken
Hoot

Gibson
Boles
Maynard
Maynard
Gibson

Aor.
Aug.
July
June
July

•t'sSiorm.
(A. T.)
•t§Tr«lllng The
Treut)l(
•nTrigaer
Tricks
(A.T.)
•t§Undertow
•t§What
Men Want
.
•tWhIte
Hell ot Plt2 Palu
While Outlaw. The
(Reissue)
•t§Young
Desire
(A.T.)

Special
Cast
"uul
Gibson
Huo;
Gibson
Nolan- Eller-Brown
All Star
Snicial
Cast
Jack
Hoxie
Mary
Nolan

27..
<l..
20..
29..
2..

6094

Picture

67... May

July
Mar. 27..
23.. .60DU.
07..
Mi.'. 2a
June
►•b
'.5025. '.'.'.56. '.'.Van.' 4
Julv 13...
23.
July 13..
May 25..
June 8.,

^ ,
.
Wolhelni-Ayre»-Wr«y
Glenn
Tryeo
Bole5-Velez-Loff
Whiteman'i
Band
&
Cast
Mary
Nolan
Fairbanks.
Jr., Page

.Apr.

Speilal

.8724.... 97... Apr.

26

5

•♦^Ladles
In Love
(A. T.)
*t§Llttle
Accident
(A.T.)
•StOutslde
the
Law
(A.T.)
•tSScrub Oak
(A.T.)
Hoot
Gibson
'Tit>erenade
(A.T)
John
Boles
•t§Slgnal
Tower
(A.T.)
■tSSInging
Cabtllere (A.T.)
John Boles
•ttvirgin ot Stambeul
(A.T.)...
•t§Week-End
Girl
Laura
La Plante

SHORT

SUBJECTS

Title
Star
Alias the Bandit
Bobbie
Nelson
All Wet
Sid Saylor
Badge ef Bravary
Ted
Careen
Battling
Kid.
The
Bobbie
Nelson
Beauty
Parade.
The
Arthur Lake
Benjamin
Franklin
(Reissue)
Boundary
Line,
The
(Reissue) .. Fred
Humes
Crooked Trails
Ted
Carson
Crimson
Courage
Ted
Carson
Danger Claim. Tha
Bobbie
Nelson
Doing
His
Stuff
Arthur Lake
Freach Leave
Sid Saylor
Follow Me
Arthur
Lake
Foul
Ball
Sid Saylor
Getting
the Air
Arthur
Laka
Her
Bashful
Beau
Arthur
Lake
Kounty
Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobbie
Nelson
Law In the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Express
(Serial)
Chandler-Lorraine
Make
It Snappy
Sid Saylor
Matter of Pollev
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
One
Wet
Night
Roaeh-Edwardt
Peekaboo
Arthur
Lake

(Available

Feb.
June
July
June
.July
May
Mar.
Mar.

8..
14..
2..
30...
5...
3...
8..
22.

Feb.
Apr.
Mar
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Feb.
Apr.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
May
>'<>.
May

16..
5..
II...
5..
25..
6..
2..
12..
13..
10..
24..
21..
22.
I..
12...

. .2 reels
19.. . ..2.2 reels
reels
. 2 raels
7... . 1 reel
IS..
2. . 2 reels
12..
. I ree I
7.. .2 reels
24.. . . 1 reel
.2 reels
15
.2 reels
, . I reel
...
27 .
..2 reels'

Rel.
Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
June
May
May
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.

..

17..
3.,
25.
31.
3.
3.
9.

3.
14.
14.,
2.
14.
19..
24..
20..
17.
2..

Mar.
Feb.
Feb.

Get.
Mar.

29
I
15

198
i

Feb.
May
Dee,
Dee.
Mar.

1
24
7
21
I

Jan.

18

Apr. 26
Jan. 18

Apr.
Dee.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
Dae.

May

Length
. .2 reels
. . I reel
. . 1 reel
. .2 reels
. .2 reels
'.
..2lO'.
reels
. . I reel
. .2 reels

26
21
15
I
19
7

It

Revlewea
Apr.
Feb.
Dec.
Mar.
Dec.
Jan.
Mar.

5
15
21
29
M
II
<*

. .2 reels
..2 reels
Apr.
. .1 reel
Apr.
. . I reel
June
. .2 reels
Apr.
. I reel
May
. 1 reel
Nov.
. ID episodes. .Feb.
. . I reel
Jan.

&
12
7
19
24
3k
22
25

. . 2 reels

Fob.
Jan.
Dee.

. 10 episodes. .April
2.1. . .2 reels'.
Jan.
. .2 reels
Mar.
20.
2R . . . 1 reel
. 2 reels
Mar.
17,, . . I reel
28.
n»r
9. .. I2 reels
23.
real
rMay
. .2 reels
Jan.
. .2 reels
Apr.
28..
Mar.
17.. . .22 reels
reels
May
. .2 reels
Jan.
26.. . 2 reels
Dee.
6..
9.. . , 10 episodes

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

12..
31..
2S
19.,

June
Jan.
Apr,
June
Mar.
June
Apr.
^eb.
Apr.
Mar.

only/

•t5Mantr'om
Blankiey'i.'riia'fA.'TJ.lohn
Barrymore
•t! Man Hunter
(A. T.)
RIn-Tln-TIn
•t^On the Border
RIn-Tln-T n
•tSRnuoh
Water«
fA. T.)
Rin. Tin-Tin
•t^Royal Box (A.T.)
(Oarman) . . Molsji-Horn
•tSSecond
Choice
(AT.).
..
Dolores Costelle
•tSSecond
Fleer Mystery (A. T ) WIthere-Young
•t«8he Couldn't Soy Na
Llohtner-Morrit
•t«8ong
of the Wnt
(A.T.)
Bnles-Seoai
•♦?Thoie
Who
Oanoe
(A.T.)
Monte Blue
•t«Under
a Texas
Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Loy-Beory
•tSWIde
Open
(A.T.)
E. E. Horton

May
May 24..
3.
Mar. 15..
June 7..
^■■
Jan. 4..
Apr. 26..
Feb. 15..
Mar. 15.
Apr. 19.
Apr. 1.,
Feb. 1..

score.

Apr.

7. ..22 reels
15..
reels

R*'- "'^o
June 7..
May 10..
Jan. 23.
Jan. 25..
June 14..
Mar. 8..
May
I.,
Mar. I.
May 31..

synchronized

.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels
. I reel
.2 reels
..2 reels
. 10 episodes
.2 reels
. 1 reel
. 1 reel
. I reel
..2 reels
. .2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels

28..
28. . I reel
24..
18.. .2 reels

Title
^"'
•tSCourage
(A.T.)
Bennett-NIxon
•t«Oumb«lls
In Ermine
(A. T.) . Arnntrono-Gieason-Kent
•t§Evldence
(A.T.)
Pauline
Frederick
•t§General
Cracl*
(A.T.)
John
Barrymore
•tSGolden
Dawn
(A.T.)
Wooif-Segai
•tSGreen Goddess. Tha (A. T.) .. George
Arllts
. Llghtner-Brown-O'Nelll
•t5Hold
Everything
(A. -■
T.).
.Blue-Ley
•tSlsle of Escape
(A. T.)..
. Al Jolson
•tSMammv
(A. T.)

*Meang

Reviewed
Apr.
19
May 24
Jan.
Ii
May 21
June
7

19.. ■ ! reels
30.. . 2 reels

Date

BROTHERS

sound-on-dise

Length
. .2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
, I reel
.2 reels
.2 reels
.2 reels
. 2 reels

31.

SHORTS

Title
Star
•t; Arabian Daze
*t|Bewery BImboes
Oswald Cartoon
*t(Breadway Follies
Oswald
Cartoon
•t§Brolher tor Sale (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
•t§Chinese
Blues
(A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
•tSChrlstmas Cheer (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
■tChiie
Con
Carmea
Oswald
Cartoon
•t5 Fellow
Students
Sid
Saylor
•terirrhiiroi
'A
T.)
Archer-Dent
ItSFootllght Follies (A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
•tSHnlowe'en
Sporting
Youth
•t§Hash
Shop
Oswald
Cartoon
'fSHell't
Heelt
Oswald Cartoon
•t|His
Bachelor
Daddy
Sunny Jim
•tlHot
for Hollywood
Oswald Cartoon
•Hurdy
Gurdy
Oswald Cartoon
•tSJade Box. The
Lorralne-Perrin
*t kisses
and
Curse*
Oswald
Cartoon
*t§Lightnlng
Express,
The
(Serial)
Lorraine-Chandler
MSLlve
Ghosts
(F li D)
Ann
Christy
•1§Mush
Again
Sunnv
Jim
•t5My
Pal Paul
Oswald
Cartoon
•tiNelghbort
Sunnv
Jim
•t§Not So Quiet
Oswald
Cartoon
•tSOutdoor
Snorts
Sid
Saylor
•tPrison
Panic
Oswald
Cartoon
•t? Royal
Fourflush
Snorting
Youth
•t§Srhoolmates
Sporting
Youth
•tfSeeing
Stars
Sporting
Youth
•tSShe's a He
(A.T.)
Sunny Jim
•tSSister's
Pest
Sunny Jim
•tSSteeplechase
(A. T.)
Sporting
Youth
.rTarzan
the Tiger
(Serial)
Frank
Merrill
•T§Terry ef the Timet (Serial) .. Howes-Thompson
•tSTrafflf Troubles
.•
•t§Tramplng
TramnJ
Oswald
Cartoon
•t§Up
and
Downstair*
•t§Vernon's
Aunt
Dent-Archer

WARNER

Date
17.

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
June
Jan.
Jan.
Aor.
June
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
May

Pest of Kid.
HonorThe
Bobble
Nels'on
Pronto
(Reissue)
Edmund
Cobb
Queen of Roundup
(Reissue)
Josie
Sedgwick
Red Coat's Roman:e
Ted
Carson
Restless
Rest
(Re- Issue)
Neely
Edwards
Ropin'
Venus
Josle Sedgwick
Sid's
Long
Count
Sid Saylor
Sitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
Sli
Gun
Justlee
Bobble
Nelson
gome
Show
Arthur Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Saylor
Storm
King
(Re-lsiua)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak Easy (Reissue)
Charlie Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Under the White Robe (Re-lsSue) Neely
Edwards
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Neely
Edwards
Why
Walt
SHx) Summervllle
Whip Hand, The (Reissue)
Billy Sullivan
Wild
West
Wallop
(Reissue) ... Edmund
Cobb
William
Tell
WolCi
Fangi
Ted
Carson

SOUND

Rel.
May

7 , 1930

Coming Feature Attractions

24

Coming Feature Attractions
•tSAll
aulat
an
Western
FroBt
(A. T.)
•t§Boudolr
Diplomat
(A.T.)
Flirt, The
•tSGypsy
Love Song
(A.T.)
*ts>M"ii ot Ja^' Kevue, The lA.Tj.

June

I\ c w s

12
2•6i
29
10
I
'4

a
10

.2 reati
Feb.
15
. I2 reel
reels. , . . , . Mar. 29
14
.2 reels
Feb.
I

2.'i
Reviewed
'.'.Fiei). 2?

Length
Feet
Mlns.
.6830
74
.June 7
.7152. ..79,
.5200.
..Oct. 19
May
21
.58
.Nov.
16
.9R09.

.7447.... 83
.109.
.6653.... 74 ..Apr. 12
.7513
..65.
.84. ..Apr. 5
.5814.
.7570.
..84,, ..Mar. 29
.6167. ..68.
..Apr. 12
.4383.
Apb.r. 128
.Fe
.4410
49. ..
..49
.4280.
.8000
89., .Dec.
.'Apr. 2812
.8150
91.. .Jan. II
10
Feb. 22
.5288
59.. May
.6413. ...71
8
.80. .Mar.
.6876
78..
.7185.
.7498
83..
.6341. ...71.. .Mar. 29

Title
Star
•t§Barber
John's Boy
(A.T.)
Grant
Withers
*t§Big
Boy
(A.T.)
Al
Jolson
•t§Both
Were
Young
(A.T.)
'tfCaptain
Applejack
(A.T.)
... John
Halliday
•tlChildren ot Dreams
(A.T.)
•§tDancing
Sweeties
(A.T.)
Carol- Withers
'T§Divorce Among
Friends (A.T.)
•t§Egg Crate Wallop, The (A.T.)..
't§Gay Caballero, A (A.T.)
*t§Hand(ul
of Clouds
(A.T.)
't§His
Brother's Wife
(A.T.)
■t§Just an Hour of Love
(A.T.)
•§tLife of the Party. The
(A.T.) Winnie
Lightner
•tSMatrimonial
Bed,
The
(A.T.) Lilyan
Tashman
''t§Maybe
It's Love
(A.T.) .... Brown-Bennett
•t§Maytime
(A.T.)
*t§Moby
Dick
(A.T.)
•t§Offi(»
Wife.
The
(A.T.)
"tloutward
Bound
(A.T.)
"t§Penny Arcade (A.T.)
•t§Red Hot Sinners (A.T.)
•tSRecaptured
Love
(A.T.)
•t§River's
End.
The
(A.T.)
♦tISit
Tight
(A.T)
*t§Soldier's
Playground. A (A.T.)
•tISteel
The
(A.T.)
•tusweet Highway.
Kitty Belial"
lA.T.). .

John
Barrymore
Mackaill-Stonc
Howard-Mercer
Winnie
Lightner
Special
Cast
Claudia
Dell
Winnie
Lightner
Lotti
Loder
Hall-Withers-Nixon
Claudia
Oell

•t§Three
Faces
East
(A.T.)
•t§Under Cover (A.T.)
•StViennese
Nights
(A.T.)

Bennett- Von
Stroheim
...................
Gray-Segal-Hersholt

VITAPHONE
Title
Absent
Minded
Alda,
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
At
Your
Service
Battery of Songs. A
Believe It or Not
Benefit.
The
Bernie.
Ben
Big Money
Boys Will Be Girls
Night
Bridal
Broadway's
Like
That
Bubble
Party, The
Bubbles
Cave
Club.
The
Celeste Alda
Cheer
Leader.
The
Christmas
Knight
Collegiate
Model. The
Contrary
Mary
Cry Baby
Danger
Desert Thrills
Devil's
Parade,
The
Done
in Oil
Ducking
Duty
Duel.
The
Eternal Triangle. The
Evolution
Evolution of the Oanca
Faust
Feminine Types
Fight. The
Find the Woman
Footnotes
Fore
Frame. The
Getting
a Raise
,
Glee
Quartette,
The
Grand
Uproar
Gym
Jams
Head
Man.
The
Heart
Breaker,
The
Her
Relatives
H olland
Holiday
in Storyland.
A
Idle Chatter
Ill Wind.
An
In the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl,
The
Jazz Rehearsal
Keeping
Company
Letters

■"i

VARIETIES

Still Alarm.
The
Strong
and
Willing

Webb-Allen
Trixie
Friganza

The

Yamekraw
Work.
Milton

Jill.

24

22
20

May

10

. 6.
.8. .Apr.
... 7.
9.
.15., Apr.
9
10.
Apr.

19

694.... 8 I'O.'.'Mar.
I reel. . . . . . .May
May
10
1746.
800. .
645..
590..
922..

,

'

15

8.. Mar.

754..

I

7
Mar.
904. '.'.'.". Uar.'
621.
570. ..10.
876. .. 9
845...
.. 8
I reel..
740... ..
..10.
9 .May
T'T . . .
Mar.
874... . ... 7..
6
600...
580.., ...9
835...
1213.
I reel
832...
5<8...
537...
1076...
2 reels

.May

3r

.May

10
10

1150
(3... ..'.',
704. ... 8. ......

Dugan

ClementsCodee
4 Kn-inp
Orth
lack
Osterman
Tracy- Alexander

What Pays?
a Life
Who
Window
Cleaners

8. .May
8

Feb.
10
13. .May

799
908
2 reels

PangbornElliott
Eddie
Buzzell
,
Kuznetzoff & Nicolina

Dugan- Leonard
Lvnn5-Ear'".Morne

System
Taking Ways
Talkino
It Over
Taxi
Talks

10

9

I reel
817
9
519.... 6

Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H. B. Walthall
Franklin Pangborn
Cavanaugh- Ridoes-Schafer

Tom

24
May

12.. Feb.
May
16. .Nov.

Browne

Fox-Curtis
Ann
Sevmour
Buddv
Trans
G;iston Glass
Watson-Cameren-Mack

9
8

1071
872

Kane- Edwards
Eddie Buzzell
Pauline
Garon

Reno
orFourflusher.
Bust
Royal
The
Russian
Rhapsody, A
Shakespeare
Was
Right
She Who
Gets Slanoed
Sinkin' In the Bathtub
Social
Lion. The
Song
Paintings
Sound
Effects
South
Sea
Pearl
Stand
Uo. The

8
in
24

17
5

934
1136
552...
702..
635..
796..
1315. . .

8
19

10. .Mar.
7
8
9

1539
493

Edward

Will
&
Gladys
Ahorn
Wattles-Marsh
Edgar
Bergen
John Charles Thomas
The
Potters
Johnny
Arthur

. 9. .Feb.
.12.
.10
.Apr.

865
629
688
793

Vitaphone
Kiddles
Lou
Holtz
Hibbard-Lorch-Graham
Lew
Fields

Office
On the Steps
Rancho
Only
the Qlrl
Operation.
The
PagliaccI
Pa Gets
a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
Paquita
& Chiguita
People
Versus.
The
Perfect
Understanding.
Pay
Off.
The
Poor Aubrey
Poor
Fish.
The

7

Feb.
.Apr.
Reviewed
.IH
.10.
.11.
12
,K, .May
8
..8. .May
.Apr.
15
.Mar.
..May
7

744
725

Herman
Timberg
Flint-Ridnes-Foran
Chester Conklln
Earle-Oakland
Roberto
Guzman
Mason- Keeler
Mr. & Mrs.
Jack
Norworth
Cameron-Watson
.
,
Broderlck-Crawford
Special
Cast

A

Length
882...
ill-971...
'iil- ■ ■
fi^3...
719...
2 reels.
928...
771...
1141...

826
696
2 reels
839

Duet
1st Aet
Jean
Barrios
Norman
Brokenshire
Hugh
O'Connell
Page Sisters & Oscar Grogan
Ford- Lane
Boyd- Middleton
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan
Jim
McWilllams
Lew
Mayer
O'Connell-Kelly

Betty 4 Jerry
Lobo
Lotti Loder

Temple
Bellesof Love
Two Rounds
Vengeance
Websterlan
Students
Wedding
of Jack and
Wedding
Belles

(D)

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Leach, Merman-Pierlot
Giovanni
Martinelli
Tom
Douglas
Washburn- Eddy- Middleton
Ona
Munson
Bobby
Watson
Mary
Louise Treen
Litel-Campeau-Merriam
Edwin
Bartlett
Special
Cast
The
Potters
Conklin-Morgan
Fields-Teasdale
Rich-Standinq-Kaliz
Progress
of Motion
Pictures

Neely

68... June

12

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Landis-Halligan-Blackwood
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
Robert
L. Ripley
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
The
Potters
Olive
Shea
Arthur- Merriam
Ruth Etting

Let's
Elope
Lobo. Dog of Dogs
Lonely Gtglo
Looney Tunes
Love Boat. The
Married
Master Sweeper. The
Matter
of Ethics.
A
Military Post, The
Money,
Money,
Money
Nagger,
The
Nay, Nay, Nero
New
Racket,
The
Nile
Green
No-Account.
The

Arm.
Strong
Surprise
Suspicion

.6094

1 reel
2 reels
| reel...
653
7
2 reels.. . .
685.
8

...

.'■
1038

'. ..

Green-Blarkman
.Rennie-Dixfn
Richmond- Moorhead
Rvan-Lee
Tho .. Vifanhnno
KWldies
Howard-Newton

..819..
801..
...701
485

f .Means sound effects. ^Means
voice (inchtdintj dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. meant Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

.4.7.

after

10

8
!*.!'..'.'.
..9.. Apr.
Mar. 19

.857.
637
.■..'.'.■."■

7
10
10

".'.' '.'."
May

955
912 ' '

Murrav-Oakland
Brice- Edwards
C

. . 12.

.'..'.
2
reels'.
739
2 reels

May
June
May
May

Apr.
.9. Apr.

title

means

26

Strange but True
It seems aliiiosl ineredihie ihal
soiiiul and eolor, a eombi nation nsnally assoeiated Mith high eost in
motion pictnres, can be ol)tained
without paying a premium price.
Yet, Eastman Sonochrome Tinted
Positive Fihns give faithful sound,
atmospheric color, at a cost no
higher than that of ordinary black
and white.
EASTMAN

KODAK

KO( HKSTKR,

NEW

COMPANY
YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors
New York

Chicago

Hollywood

WORN OUT
and DEFECTIVE
PROJECTORS
Cause Damage to Prints
Increase Fire Hazard
Handicap the Projectionist
Lessen tlie Enfoyment of Patrons
and

Greatly Reduce
Box Office Receipts

BETTER
PROJECTION
PAYS
TRADt

THE INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL

MARK. RECD.

PROJECTOR

PROJECTOR

90 Gold Street

CORPORATION
Kfew York, N. Y.

If. I<U0

MINI

Reg. U. S. Patent Office

''PARDON

MY

B

ACKlo
!'ok
' ing at the
'M'm
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
Announcement inside
this magazine."

Mn. Ml. ^o. /i

hntereo at ncond-cUui matter A»rU 21. 1926. at tki Pott Olhci at Sew
undiT act oi ttarck 3. 18/9.

Published Weekly $3.00 o Year

York, .V. Y

Price

/O

Copyright. 1930. by Motion Picture News, Inc.

ClkiCAgO

Hotel Roosezelt. Holiwvooa

720

?«ri««<ii

^t,^^.AM

QMt

C

MirUtn/j^,
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SHORTS
\

' <,

book
'"Shorts
Heard
ABOVE:
M-G-M's
'Round the World."

NOTE:
The actual
size
of
M-G-M's
r r o ■ page
''Lucky Star"
hook I"; r r /'•»
inches Z?;)' 15'+
inches.
Illus-

trated infull colors
u ith photographs
suitable {or framing

MAIL THE COUPON
BELOW NOW!
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
1540 B' way New York
Please send me the big "Lucky Star" book
and "Shorts Heard Round the World".
NAME.
THEATRE.
ADDRESS
CITY

THESE TWO BOOKS
ARE OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO YOU!
Above are reduced photographs of the
celebrated no-page ''Lucky Star'' bool
and the "Shorts Heard 'Round The
World" book of Metro-Qoldivyn-Mayer
Write for them today!

THE GIANT THAT
CANT BE BUDGED
i

1»

E

nr

'•*■;•

f

that hovers over all
GIANT
THE
^\inliulizes the great anuiscnient industry.
MOUNTAIN
THE
maintaining irs position on the mountain top is METRO-GOLDWYN-M AYER.
Tugging at the
are those forces whose one ambition for the past six years has been to
colossal figure THE PYGMIES
dislodge the Clianr. Ihit their efforts are futile for time only strengthens theGiant'shold on the mountain top.

Bringing You
ii

YOUR

LUCKY

THERE IS mighty good reason why
exhibitors await with keenest interest an
annual announcement from MetroGoldwyn- Mayer.
Experience ov^er six years of our existence
has demonstrated to the trade that
M-G-M

has the goods.

[t is pretty generally conceded that
making great product is no accident. It
takes organization and stability to make
a habit of success. It takes resources and
personnel to produce and present to the
public fifty pictures of a high standard
in one year.
M-G-M SPONSORSHIP of a product
means that behind it is an organization,
mighty, efficient and proven.
Allied to this organization are starring:
personalities under long term contracts.

STAR!

jf

marquee names that mean money.
As well as personalities groomed
for the stardom of tomorrow. And directors and writers of importance.
M-G-M

never rests on its laurels. It

pushes forward ever. It builds for the
future as it sweeps onward today. By
this policy M-G-M has become a
veritable Rock of Gibraltar of the
industry.
SOON a Metro-Go]d\\"\n-Ma\cr sales
representative will come to \ ou with a
publication the like of which this industry has never seen. This book merits
your careful attention. It is fittingly
called "Your Luckv Star." It has a most
important message for you and your
theatre.
Read and relv on "Your ivUckvStar."

"BEFORE I TALK ABOUT
NEXT SEASON"

A

S FAR as the public is concerned there's no
such thing as "this season" or next ''season."

THE PUBLIC

distribution but they are concerned with making
each of their pictures a complete and splendid
entertainment.

demands good pictures no matter

what time of the year it is. And the MetroGoldwyn-Mayer

studio strings along with the

THAT

accounts for the fact that while many

other companies are concerned only with presenting an ambitious front for next year M-G-M
troes merrily on giving you great product right //ow.

public.
Our great showmen-producers in California aren't
concerned with the seasonable arrangements for

Again Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer

Tells the World!

Jf> - ^
LON
CHANEY^

TALKS!

THEY'RE

OFF TODAY!

The gav F/orodora Se.xtettc —
T/ic \\m and the songs —
The Imld, had, charming, gay 90's

DON'T

MISS

MARION
DAVIES
in the delightful picture

THE FLORODOKA
Lust Tiiius Today

■^ou

kiiiiw

hnu

M-i,r-M

Lic.trilic.l

iIk

GARBO TALKS ,n ANNA CHRISTIE".
i ycHi tell them "LON CHANEY TALKS

.iinusi.-mciit

world

u itli "GRETA

Box office history will repeat when
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comparing it to "White Shadows in the South
Seas" and "I'he Pa<j;an." .\s in the case ot those
two, M-(i-.M sent a complete company and

follows through w ith another

winner "l.ct Us J]e (iay" ot which .Motion l*icture Xewssavs:

OTION PICTURE NEWS d^scnhes "The
Sea IJat" as a "corking adxenture picture"

"From

an audience standpoint it

'Lalking equipment to a distant locale in Mazato, to tilm the stor\ . 'Lhe result was
lan,
it!
worth Mexic

will he rated one ot the hest talker screen t'arces
to liatel It will enhance the popularit\- ot Norma
Shearer as a hig name het."
''THE

BIG

HOUSE"

has set the West Coast on

tire! Hv the time these lines appear .M-d-.M's
thrilling romantic drama will ha\e opened tor an

"OUR

BLUSHING BRIDES'* 1 rings Lan Crawford in vet another peppv picture ot youth arlame!

"Our Dancing Daughters" great! "Our .Modern
Maidens" swell ! "Blushing Brides" does it again!

THEN

COMES

GRETA

GARBOlThat

s music

to a showman's ears. Her second Talkie is
"Romance" the famed stage love-drama.

given theatres the big names for the house-front.
A STAR

in electric lights in front of your theatre

MARION DAVIES sweeps in on a cyclone of
national advertising and promotion with a grand

is half the battle. Your public delights in personalities. While other companies wavered in

comedy, "The Florodora Girl."

policy, M-G-M was consistently the "Star" outlit. And year after year, M-G-M has developed
its million-dollar galaxy of popular stars, building

Ruth Chatterton heads a distinguished cast in
"The Lady of Scandal" based on that most successful Broadway hit, "The High Road."

CAPITOL
BROADWAy

AT flu STREET

LL of the foregomg — and
more to be announced
— means that between now
Goldwyn-Mayer
is crashing
through

GORGEOUS

GRETA

GARBO

has swept into a

national acclairn accorded few people in all show
history.

The phrase "Greta Garbo Talks!" — was

A^

and the new season Metro-

up its star-names by putting them in great productions, byreaching into far parts of the world for new
personalities to electrify the amusement world.

with

pictures

of

power!

AND

Greta

Garbo
Talks!
The screen's most fascinadng personalitv
in her first all-dialogue picture. It is an
attraction destined lo give New York
its greatest thrill since talkies began

EUGENE

O'NEILL'S

ie
christ
anna"

CHARLES BICKFORD. GEORGE F MaRION
MAAIE ORESSLER—(M.«H<<^, Clarence Brown

THEN

I 9 3 o - I 9 3 I
looms
ahead
with

M-G-M

geared for the
most ambitious

Greta Garbo

program of its entire history.
And that's some history!

TRUE TALK ABOUT
M-G-M'S GREAT STARS!

buyers came in droves!

HAS

been true to that
slogan known to
the entire world:
''More Starr
Than There Are

beginning
Marioyx Bauc

M-G-M

Miss Garbo's new Talking picture, "Romance"
is destined to overshadow "Anna Christie" by far.
There is no figure in all studioland whose screen
activities are of such widespread interest. Long
before a Greta Garbo attraction reaches the screen
the magazines of the nation are heralding its approach, the public is breathless with anticipation!
IT'S NICE to have a Greta Garbo under contract

in Heaven!'
the

blazoned from thousands of theatres. And ticket-

Already the word comes out of Hollywood that

M-G-M

From

William Haines

very
of
Wc'vC

to your theatre! In 1930-193 i the first of her
three vehicles will be "Red Dust."
And now Lon Chaney Talks!

[..■n Cha':i%

'/;j i healer

No question but he will duplicate the stir and
excitement caused when you advertised (ireta

Riiiutjii S'i.utff.

to the vast audience, and after all that's where the
big money comes from.

Garbo's first Talkie.
Everybody liked "The Girl Said Xo" and Hames

LON CH AN EY TALKS!

THAT

Your public, is intently awaiting the initial
Talking

appearance

of Lon

Chaney

WONDERFUL

1

tOMETNIN6

.^ JOAM

in "The

|li'-l,''":'iii"'"ii

Unholy Three."
AND it's an
event! Chaney is
a sensational

showed he could be serious-as well as comic in it!

llis uniqueness as
a screen figure is
increased by an

There's a happy chap to sell to the public. They
like Bill Haines! They'll like him best in next
season's "Remote Control."

mystic

of diaquality
loguc. VVatch for

next season's "The Bugle Sounds."

WATCH

HITS!

MARION

DAVIES!

HITS!
No

other actress

in pictures has swept forward to clinch the

Davies hit the bull's -eve with
"Marianne" and has been clicking

"The Divorcee!" Naturally an increasing public will watch for what
is to follow in months to come.

regularlv. "Florodora Girl" gives
.Marion a big opportunitv tor tun.
Her next season's vehicles are celebrated stage successes including

has never made a

"Rosalie" and "The Five O'Clock

flop in his entire career! That's a
record for any star. Haines is downto-earth, understandable. He appeals

HITS!

top positions more surelv and
steadily than merry Marion. Miss

NO STAR has benefitted by the
audible screen more than Norma
Shearer. What work she does in

BILL HAINES

P/%G/%IV

Talk personality,

alluring,

Lmrour TMiit

THE

Dreaitr-Sluran

Girl." Each Davies picture is
backed bv a national ad and publicity Cosmopolitan campaign.

RAMON NOVARRO'S recent radio
broadcast was a great success and its
celebrated sponsors declared it was
their most successful presentation.

MOORE
GRACE

Novarro has a following as steady as

%

Lind

anyone in pictures.

^- lil^

It is a known fact that those who
have seen Novarro's first offering of
the new season "Singer of Seville"
predict that Novarro will top the
starring procession.

Grace Moore

line 'em up at your shop ! You'll hear more
about it later, but — leave it to M-G-M!

WATCH NOVARRO IN
SINGER OF SEVILLE"

DRESSLER
The public

Few

CRAWFORD
stars have ever

crashed through with
one box-office success
after another as Joan

"Have you heard the one

made Marie

There's a production to make a note of and handsome
Ramon Novarro by virtue of it becomes a name to reckon
with in the amusement world!
JOAN

- MORAN !

D r ess 1 er PollyMoran
!

about - ?"

into a starring comedy
V/1

te a m — a n d
M-G-M is
to give the

POLLY MORAN

- MARIE DRESSLER

A s .™,.. , CAUGHT

SHORT

;, ,,,

^'""':r\.

■ starts FRIDAY
CAPITOL

Crawford has. "Our

public those

Dancing Daughters"
"Our Modern Maid-

happy-golucky gals in wow Comedies. "Caught
Short" is just the beginning of- box-office
history. Laughs bring business — no mistake!

ens," "Untamed,"
"Montana Moon,"
Joan CrciMJord

"Our Blushing Brides"
— all great audience pictures.
her biggest!

And now "Great

Day"

that there's a show worth seeing.
JOHN

GILBERT!

"Way For A Sailor" is
a John Gilbert you've
never seen before!
M-G-Mknowsitsbusiness! We've given
handsomejack Gilbert
a two-fisted narrative,
brimming with action,
breathless with story
johi Giiheri

There's nothing like a hilarious comedy to
send word-of-mouth talk through a town

values that's going to

Marie Dressier has had a solid year of success, singled out of every picture for praise
and attention, oftentimes "stealing theshow"
according to critics. You've got a ready
public for the next Dressler-Moran comedy!
AND it's important to remember that the
company which buildsmoneyattractionslike
Dressler-Moran is ever on the job creating
new box-office names. Every year M-G-M
comes through with additional ones !

THE LION THAT
LAUGHS UP HIS SLEEVE
that this "parrot
Here is Leo, the Metro-Cioldwyn-Mayer Lion surrounded by his imitators! It seems
a sincere form
is
fever" is everywhere. One company originates, the others copy. I5ut while imitation
thing in pictures!
ofrlatterv it can onlv approximate, never approach the real, original thing, l.c'. the real

Wait till you see Lawrence Tibbett in the
production M-G-M

is making for him next

season. One of the year's most ambitious
Talkies for Tibbett ! The American public

Construction activity never ceases at the
jamed M-G-M studios in Culver City, Cal.
6g acres of highly organized production.
Sound stages, laboratories, mills, factories.
The M-G-M studio is a model of perfection,
a tribute to the glory of a towering industry.

has never given such a welcome to a new
type of star ever before and they're going to cheer him louder now. It's seldom
that a singer of love songs looks the part.

•^

.^
Wallace Beery

Tibbett's not only got the greatest voice on
the screen, but he's he-man and regular,
strong and romantic. "New Moon" is big
enough without a Tibbett. Imagine its size
with him.

t ?l t.M
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—
Barbara Leonard

Edwina Booth

Harry Carey

\

I

lledJa Hopper
Raymond Hacketl

INTRODUCING TWO
NOTED STAGE STARS !
Again M-G-M

acts fast (in your interests)

and comes through with a pair of names that
are going to mean big things in pictures. To
M-G-M's roster of celebrities add the names^
of Jack Buchanan and Grace Moore
Baiit Ralhtont

Guien Let

your list of what's electric-light 1

to

The

"Star

Maker" — that's

M-CJ-M.

Always

grooming the appealing new faces, the personalities with sparkle.
You'll timi more "stars-of-tomorrow" in M-U-M's
vast company of players than in
anv other similar group, because
we've made it our business to
build them, subtly, intelligently,
J

•■
CUulifrine

Andre Ijipiet

Bessie Love

C.^..;.'.-j

Dale

spotting
Owens

them

in proper

roles,

plugging them for your public.

/-)';. .«'\-;

Jack Buchanan, shining light of the entertainment world, musical star lA the 5 6.60 class, hand-

Robert Montgomery, for instance! There's a comer at the
box-office. The fan magazines

some lover ot the stage — we've got him !
Grace Moore, foremost beauty, one of the greatest

and newspaper writers always

voices of the world, an alluring sensation in the
Music Box Revue and thereafter operatic heroine— we're bringing you this gorgeous actress!
Stars! Stars! Stars! No one can give you names to
equal the solid phalanx of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
stars !
As in the very beginning, so now again in 19301931 depend each week on a shining light on your
marquee, the beacon for business!

him 'A hand. He's got that
certain M.n,sron,ny
something give
that points
to
stardom.

His popularity is reflected not
only in tremendous fan mail at
the studio, but in the fact that
publications report incessant inquiries about him from their
readers.

BUILDING A GREAT
ROSTER OF STAR
PERSONALITIES

Montgomery delivered unforgettably romantic performances
in "Untamed," "Their Own

T

Desire" and "The Divorcee,"
just to mention a few. A chap
to watch!

How

HE designation "star" is given to those who
are already on top !
about those coming up so fast?

Eilwnrd \iigeril

And when you scan the whole
list of M-G-M featured personalities, many of whose pictures
are shown in these pages, you

J II J ia Fuy

CUS

Si:

realize what a wealth of popular
John Mack Brown

players are under Leo's banner
Clitf Edwards. Charles Bickford. Kay Johnson. Anita Page.
Bessie Love. Lawrence Gray

LueiHe Powers

-H

y?^

^\

4\^
Cal/teriiie Sloylan

Karl Dane

Dorolhy McSuily

Charles King. Karl Dane. Those
are all big names to your public,
alwavs welcomed in a cast.

a>S E.I wards

HIS MASTER'S

VOICE

Heaps of apologies to J'ictor Talki>ig Machine

There is only ojie voice that Leo listens to — and that is the ^^)ice of the Box- Office!

The public be

served is his idea, and that's why Metro-Cioldwyn-Mayer studios deliver pictures that please with greater
consistency than any other company.

^sfinyoo
.l'H":.i

Ko'Jf

Harriett hike

I.ot:i>,- n>n„-:!

Jiihn Miljaii
J. C. Siiger,

Jcihn Alack
been

Hrown

coming

has

up fast.

"Montana Moon" helped
tremendously. Watch him
in "Billy the Kid."

Not a season passes without really important starcontributions by M-G-M.

Ernest Torrence

In the past year we shouxd
your public a grand comedy

team, Marie Dressier and Polly Moran, as well as
a new type of singing star, Lawrence

Tibbett.

Next season watch particularly for Jack lUichanan.
And

likewise Grace Moore

They're going to mean

in "Jenny Lind."

great things for you.

Watch for a shooting star named Dorothy Jordan.
She's coming

in support of Ramon

Novarro in

"The Singer of Seville."

Keep your eye on

Gus Shy

in "Good News."
He's an important

M-G-M wins the highest honor the industry can gi:e ! Academy nf
Motion Picture Arts and Sciences awards M-G-M the trophy /or

acquisition from the
stage to the
Karl

Dane,

Rathbone,
Torres,

yictor Senslrom

the years greatest picture, "The Broadway Melody."

screen !
Basil

Raquel
Roland

DIRECTORS WHOSE NAMES
GUARANTEE OF SUCCESS!

Metro-Gold\\yn-Ma)cr
directors
represent
aristocracy of the directorial world!

"\'oung. That's the

That describes the men

type of n a m e i n
M - G - M casts.

who

M-G-M

ductions at M-(i-M's
celebrated studio.

has person-

ality-power that isn't
duplicated anywhere
else.

ARE

Names

direct the big pro-

that

are

world-

r,e.i S:

the

famous, because their entertainments have thrilled
the soul of humanity.
Cecil B. De Mille, King Vidor, Lionel Barrymore, Clarence Brown, Sam Wood, George Hill,
W. S. Van Dyke. Those names are backed by
successful achievement in behalf of your theatre.
Fred Niblo, Charles Riesner, Sidney P'ranklin,
Mai St. Clair, Jack Conway, William De Mille,
Robert Z. Leonard, Edward Sedgwick, M-G-M's
staffof directors reads
like a Who's Who
in Filmdom.
Every director at the
M-G-M studio is a
proven

producer

of

successful
ment.

entertain-

In every phase of production that's true of
Metro - (joldwyn Mayer insistence on

expertness ! Filmdom's notables, the names that
are recognized and respected !
M-G-M's Giant
to such hands !

ILiny Eeaumniil

Ceorzf ll'il

America

pictures can be entrusted

only

GOES

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER !
CJiiii It-s Rrahin

Film Daily's Annual Poll of
400 Leading Film Critics
Qives Metro-Qolduryn-Mayer

FOUR OUT OF 10 BEST
PICTURES

IN 1929-

Jack Coiiwtiy

r '^•^ ^
400 Leading Newspapers with 27,000,000 combined circulation are giving
front page space to Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's 4 out of 10 triumph!

Sidiifv I'l.nikliii

Rdhni /,. l.fini,ir,t
^liili ';.'m .Sf. (.'Iiiir

//'. S. Ian D\kf

NO WONDER
This is tlic artist's conception

THEY CHEERED!

ot the scene he recenth

witnessed at the Drake Hotel, C hicatro, durin*'-

the Metro-Cjoldwyn-Ma) er sales con\ention.
The announcement
next season that the hoys were to present to cxiiihitors.

had just been made ot" the line-up for
Xo wonder thev cheered!

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER PRESENTS
50 ''LUCKY STAR'' HITS IN 1930-31
MARION DAVIES in
THE FIVE O'CLOCK GIRL
This play by Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson
with a score by Kalmar and Ruby ran one year

the play by William Cary Duncan, John Wells,
Vincent Youmans. Lyrics by William Rose and
Edward Eliscu. Adapted for the screen by James
Montgomery. Directed by Plarry Pollard.

in New York and was a big hit on the road. It's
just the thing for Marion Davies. Full of fun,

The second JOAN CRAWFORD
picture
will be HER FORTUNE
by James Mont-

frolic, songs and romance. They'll love Marion
as the mannequin who poses as an heiress debu-

gomery.
There -ucill be four Joan Craxvford Pictures

tante. Here's a Big Time vehicle for a Big Time
star! It will be widely promoted with a Cosmopolitan-size addrive.

GRETA

The most unusual part she has ever played ! On

MARION

a Chinese rubber plantation — her past in Paris
forgotten — gorgeous Greta Garbo gives the

DAVIES

in ROSALIE

Based on the Ziegfeld musical comedy by William Anthony McGuire and Guy Bolton with a
score by the great George Gershwin and Sigmund
Romberg. "Rosalie," adapted by Gene Markey,
comes to talkies with a reputation that's countrvwide! Imagine Marion Davies as Princess ot a
mythical kingdom to which comes a handsome
American Trans-Atlantic flyer. He's bashful —
but she's not! The result is grand. This one gets
that million-dollar promotion, Cosmopolitansponsored.
There will be three Marion Da-vies productions

JOAN

CRAWFORD

in GREAT

DAY

This elaborate musical drama of the river country
ot Louisiana was six months in road tryouts before
reaching Broadway and represented a fortune in
theatrical investment. Vincent Youmans, composer of "Hit the Deck," and many other successes wrote the score, admittedly his greatest,
containing such positive numbers as "More I'han
You Know," "Without A Song," "Cireat Day,"
and "Happy Because I'm In Love."
Based on

Ce,U II. DrMulc

GARBO

in RED

DUST

talking screen a performance such as you've never
witnessed! This stage play by Wilson Collison
has the power of "Sadie Thompson."
to be There
one ofwill
thebe year's
greatest
!
three Garbo
Pictures

WILLIAM HAINES
CONTROL

Remote

It's going

in REMOTE

Control — a rollicking romantic melodrama! Broadway gasped at the stage play. The

Talking picture takes you into a radio broadcasting room with Bill Haines as announcer! Just
his style ! Bill unknowingly thwarts the Ghost
Gang operating l)y radio. And
a girl in the story. She's his!
by Clyde North, Albert C.
Nelson. Directed by Malcolm

ot course there's
Based on the, play
Fuller, Jack T.
St. Clair.

There -uill be ^ William Haines pictures

LON CHANEY TALKS
THE BUGLE SOUNDS

in

A powerful story of the Foreign Legion, "The
Bugle Sounds" by Major Zinovi Pechkotf, Chaney
plays the part of a hard-bitten sergeant, cruel,
ruthless — until Love enters his life! Much of

Lionel Hat ryniore

Ciarcntf /iioun

y ^ fpgpf^MW^

Trudir lluDi, the must ioluijul
tharacUr of our lime, li:es to $((
his wonder book on the screen!

MM IP II LJ

•• M.iuhnj I line : :■ . : ■: :i; r'.:,i .'.,::. ,:;ri.r
Utterly different from anslhin'f^ wJiicMiis gone before. Glamorniis! Sttir-stiidded! .ItridvBigQde!

•• M.iJ.iiiii Siil.iii" is Ccid R.DiMidi's tiiuiirr
to a public hiDi^rv for the exotic, a//iirinx, dramatic spectacle. It's his most iimbilioiis fdm !

"The I^ugle Sounds" was photograplied in actual
locations in Africa while the tamed Forei<rn Legion was under fighting orders. Cieorge Hill who

Nance O'Neil, b^rncst Torrence. Directed by
Gharles Brabin. Story by Dorothy Larnum. Dia-

directed Chaney in "Tell it to the Marines" does
it again. That means a big picture.

a young
loves broken
a convent
torn
from Spanish
his armssinger
and with
heartlass.
he She's
sings

JOHN GILBERT
SAILOR

to a great fame. Jealous ri\'als harm him and
with his lite in the balance the kind nuns send

in WAY

FOR

A

back the girl be loves. Novarro surpasses every-

M-G-M knows its business ! We have a world of
confidence that the great (Jilhcrt public w ill react
to this rugged story with an enthusiasm expressed
in receipts. Sam Wood, director of box-ofHce hits
is making it. Laurence Stallings of "Big Parade,"
"What Price Glory," "Cock-eyed World" fame
wrote the dialogue from the thrilling book by
Albert Richard Wetjen. Gilbert's role is powerful. Salt of the sea, adventurer in far ports, tighter
and romancer, he runs the gamut of human experience in one of the most absorbing narratives
you've ever been gripped by !

'J'/iere -'ui// be t\io John Gilbert Pictn/rs

TWO NORMA
PICTURES

SHEARER

No star of the talking screen has delivered with
the consistency of Miss Shearer. Her four talking
pictures "The Trial of Mary Dugan," "The
Last of Mrs. Cheyney," "Their Own Desire"
and "The Divorcee" have all been perfect performances. "The Divorcee" at present is breaking
records everywhere. Also watch for "Let Us Be
Gay." You can rely on the two 19^0-31 Norma
Shearer pictures.

RAMON
SINGER

lotjue by John C'olton. In the story NoNarro as

thing he's ever done. This picture is in the bag!

RAMON
O F

NOVARRO

I N D IA

in The SONG

(Three Novarro Pictures)

A sure-tire box office title Based on the tamous
melody, "Song ot India." The Story by Achmed
Abdullah is ideally suited to Ramon Novarro.
India — quaint, bi/arre, strange, exotic streets,
hea\ily veiled women, snake-charmers, takirs —
rajahs and ranees . . . An c[)ic ot tiiis land ot
mystery and romance. An unparalleled musical
score incorporating not only the "Songot India,"
but the exotic and well known "Pale Hands,"
"LessThan the Dust," and "The Temple Bells."
And through these songs is wo\cn the story ot a
young Prince, ot his Ranee and ot a white woman
the story of an undying love and ot a passion
that burns like fire and dies out like a rocket.

MARIE DRESSLER AND POLLY
MORAN IN RAZZLE-DAZZLE
Consistent with Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's policy
of star-making, the team of Marie Dressier and
Polly Moran is destined to provide the kind ot
comedy that the screen public demands in well-

NOVARRO in THE
OF SEVILLE

prescribed portions. Coming on top ot "Caught
Short" the new riotous talkie "Raz/le-Dazzle"
brin<rs this mad duet to new heights ot mem-

A production already finished, already previewed
and already talked about in Hollywood as one of
the biggest pictures in all the history of pictures!
What a cast ! Dorothy
Jordan,
Rcncc
Adoree,

ment. \'ou will make a great deal ot money on
these well-promoted laugh-clocked comedies.
T/iere ici/I be 2 Murie D re i^ler- Polly
Moran Pictures

^

■((r

YOUR

"LUCKY

--

SEVENTH !"

Ilappy Birthday Leo! 1930-1931 is your "Lucky Seventh" Year! ^'ou've logged this old business out
of its complacency Ironi the minute you crashed into it! Everybody keeps one eye peeled on Leo,
They know you're up to something all the time. And this time it looks like you've topped the held by
a wider edge than usual. Some product, kid! "Lucky Seventh" for M-G-M exhibitors!

LAWRENCE TIBBETT AND
GRACE MOORE in NEW MOON

CECIL B. DeMILLE'S
SATAN

Lawrence TiMiett having hceii [lopiilari/cd liy
Metro -( ioklwyn - Mayer will ap[K'ar in the
theatrical success ot a decade, none other than

A wite, who is too good tor her o\Nn good,
masipierades as Madame Satan to win hack her
hushand trom a designing woman. Drama, come-

"New Moon," the Schwah and Mandel, Oscar
Ilaninierstein, 2nd, Siy;inund RonihePLi, trunn[ih.
Supporting him in a stellar capacity will he (irace
Moore ot the golden voice whose performance

dy and the spectacular etfects tor which Dc Milkis famous, including a n()\elt\ in the way ot a
grand hall on a Zeppelin w hich is wrecked, forcing the revelers to seek safety in their parachutes,
will make this one of the higgest pictures ot the
year, [canie MacPherson wrote it. Antl she
knows ho.v-office! The dialogue is hv (iladys
I nger. The music hy Jack King and Herhert
Stothart and the lyrics hv Clittord (irey and
Elsie Janis. Kay Johnson, Reginald Dennv, Rol-

in lr\ing IJerlin's "Music I)o\ Revue" hrought
her operatic recognition. Imagine Tihhett and
Moore singing "l,o\er Come Hack To Mc"!
"New Moon" is a vehicle tor which every producer has put in a hid. It, in itself, is as great a
title as one could hope tor. bolstered with such
star talent and hacked hy M-G-M enterprise it
\\ ill pro\e an outstanding attraction of the season.
Director Jack Conwav. Dialogue hv Charles
iMacArthur. Adaptation hy Sylvia Thalherg and
Frank Butler.

and Young and Ahe 1 ,\-man's hand are outstanding
in the large cast ot this production.

BILLY THE KID
The one big, stirring, outdoor storv of the great
West, based on the real lite of a notorious "bad
man." As romantic as it is thrilling! With a love

There \iill be tuo L(i\vre/ice 'I'ihhetf Pictures

4 COSMOPOLITAN

story of surpassing power. Directed by King V'idor
and starring John Mack Brown, this W estern is

PRODUCTIONS

a stirring picturization of Walter Noble Burns'
popular biography, "The Saga of Billy the Kid."
Dialogue by Faurence Stallings, author of "The
Big Parade," "What Price Glory" and "The
Cock-Eyed World." Included in the cast are
John Mack Brown, Wallace Beery, Karl Dane
and Fucille Powers.

The first production xci/I he

GRACE

MOORE

in JENNY

LIND

\\^ith Reginald Dennv ! I'ollowing the alreadvassured success of "The New Moon" Grace
Moore will appear in a pet creation ot the MetroCioldwyn-Mayer Studios. And with it a new^ star
appears on the horizon — Grace Moore. It is none
other than the drama ot the Swedish Nightingale "Jenny Lind."A story ot her great love
tor a penniless musician, their trials, rise to fame,
visit to America, reception hy P. T. Barnum and
all the episodes ot an exciting career. Directed
hy Sidney Franklin. Scenario hy Hans Kraly and
Claudine West. Dialogue hyjohn Meehan.
Original music hy Herhert Stothart, Arthur Freed
and Harry Woods. This is the first (^f four
Cosmopolitan productions, which, as you know,
are backed hea\ilv hy Hearst promotion.
There -ici// he three more Cosniopolitcui Prodiictioris

MADAME

TRADER

HORN

The great Metro-(joldwyn-Mayer expedition
into the heart ot Africa has returned and what
an amazing picture they have brought back with
them! Here is the picture that will be one of
the very biggest sensations in years. 'Fhe Ivory
C(jast of Africa . . . jungles Voodoo charms and
witchcraft, and an orphaned w bite girl regarded
as a goddess. A ruby worth a king's ransom, and
escape from death by torture. I>ove's awakening
for this lovely white girl and a splendid P^nglishman, and their thrilling escape from the fana-

Sammy Lee
Arthur Robinson

Harry A. Pnilard

Cluirlfs Rusiier

Eiigar J. McGrigor

The true, stiiriiig story of BILLY THE
here in a Vidor production

KID

The bc,t i„..s of all— GOOD

MJCS

Edward Sedgwick

the

uiitsicdi comedy you've waited for

tical nati\es and terrible jungle. Authentic!
thrilling ! Based on the book by Ethelreda Lewis.
Directed by W. S. VanDyke with Harry Carey,
Duncan Renaldo and Edwina Booth.

rection, Edgar J. McGregor.
Nick Grinde.

THE MARCH

Young. Vic tor Flerbert's
Johnson
by RidaWith
Theplaysuccess!
the music that only that
great
composer could write! Licluding "Sweet Mvstery
of Life," "Fm Falling in Love W^ith Someone"
and "Italian Street Song." Full of the atmosphere
of old New Orleans when France ruled her; the
thrill and romance of an outlaw pirate and a
daring, strong-willed French girl, who knew
what she wanted. Tender humor, devil-may-care

OF TIME

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer again proves its claim
of being the biggest-leaguer in the entertainment
industry, by offering "The March of Time"
— an all-star production that means ALL STARS
— and plenty of them ! "The March of Time"
promises to cap the most glamorous spectacle
that has come out of filmland to date. Featured
among others are: Weber and Fields, DeWolfe
Hopper, Fay Templeton, Marie Dressier, Louis
Mann, Josephine Sabel, Barney Fagan, William
Collier, Sr., Ramon Novarro, Carlotta King,
Benny Rubin, Dodge Sisters, Cliff Edwards,
William Collier, Jr., Betty Flealy, Albertina
Rasch Ballet, Duncan Sisters, Clyde Cook, Gus
Shy, Polly Moran, Karl Dane, Raquel Torres,
and more! Directed by Charles F. Riesner.

GOOD

NEWS

An all-star production of the Schwab & De Sylva
musical that gave the nation such song hits as
"The Varsity Drag," and "The Ijest Things in
Life are Free." The daddy of all collegiate
plays and pictures, and still holds the palm for
youth, speed and customer appeal. The dance
numbers surpass anything that has been done to
date. The fastest picture ever screened. Based on
a musical comedy by Lawrence Schwab, Lew
Ikovvn, Frank Mandel, B. G. De Sylva and
Ray Henderson that ran over one year on
Broadway and a hit in every city in the country.
Bessie Love, Mary I^awlor, Gus Shy, Cliff
Edwards, Dorothy McNulty, Stanley Smith and
Lola Lane head the cast. Scenario, Frances
Marion.
Dialogue, Joe Farnham.
Stage di-

NAUGHTY

Screen direction,

MARIETTA

adventure, and the lilting songs of America's
best-loved composer.

THE MERRY

WIDOW

Imagine "Merry Widow" music! Imagine Franz
Lehar's intoxicating "Merry Widow Waltz" and
"Velia" ill Talkies! It's the best news yet to your
public that this dashing romance is coming to the
talking screen! A glamorous, breath-taking film
will greet them. Based on that most beloved
romantic operetta of all time. By Victor Leon,
Leo Stein, Franz Lehar. As produced by Henry
Savage. Watch for the great personalities who
will bring this wonder picture to the screen. A
Big one among Big Ones!

THE PASSION

FLOWER

Kathleen Norris' best-selling novel is coming to
the Talkies! Everybodv's reading this absorbing
book! M-G-M which l)rings audiences the latest
and best in novels is making it into a soul-stirring
Talkie. And what a story. The heiress who gives
up wealth, social position for a husband's true
love. But when the husliand meets his "passion
flower" her sacrifice seems wasted. Then a gripping climax! You'll love this one! Adaptation
and dialogue bv Martin Flavin. Directed by
William C. de Mille,

''TRADER HORN" IN TALKIES IS
THE BIG NEWS OF 1930-1931
It's just o?ie of the Dicunouds

in

the

Metro -Goldwyn- Mayer

Heaven I

I

THOSE

THREE

FRENCH

BALLYHOO

GIRLS

(C/ia>'n?aine, Diane a)id Marianne )
What a title! . . .What an angle! Three American
youths, one a millionaire, the others paupers,
leave a trail of glory throughout provincial
France, as they proceed to Paris to make good tor
the three French girls they had met. An irate
guardian seeks to suhdue the young millionaire.
They accuse him of heing a lunatic and then
complications! Something that will startle even
Paris A laugh a minute. Full ot mirth, gusto
and hot-blooded romance. A great exploitation

Beth Brown's best seller novel of circus life,
"Ballyhoo." There have been circus pictures before, but never has the "behind-the-scenes" of
circus life been exposed so frankly, so realisti-

picture.

Jacob Wassermann, Europe's most gifted writer
of soul themes comes at last to the Talking
Screen. What did she seek this beautiful dancer,
possessed ot every wealth and luxury, adored by
men? A nurning, unquenchable restlessness in
her soul sent her across the tace of Europe into
strange places and torbidden experiences! A great
modern novel, best-seller on two continents,
yields its powerful story to the screen!

DOING

Bv Dale ^'an Every and Arthur Field.

THAT

THING

Laughs and Music by Jimmy

McHugh

and

Dorothy Pields who wrote "I Can't Give You
Anvthing But Love, Baby" and the music of
•'The Blackbirds." What a plot! Boss brings
shipping clerk to country club. Society adventuress thinkshim
the she
boy's
millionaire
and marries
him. Tells
tooka him
for his money.
He
confesses he has no money. It's a happiness treat,
full of laughs and studded with a flock of gay
songs! Wait till they hear "Go Home and .Tell
Your Mother," "Doing That Thing," "Love
Magician" and others!

TAMPICO
Joseph Hergesheimer and Bartlett Cormack paint
the drama of the Oil Fields in this great play of
theirs! Never such a narrative as overpowering
as this romance of an oil baron in Mexico. He is
the strong master ot destinies and human souls.
Strong — until a beautiful woman without principles crumbles his kingdom. The color, the
romance, the intrigue of the oil tields have been
re-created for you on the Talking Screen. Watch
for "Tampico."

GREAT^ NOVELS

so thrillingly
in "Ballyhoo."
Beth
Brown cally,
told
it all in a as
novel
that reached thousands of excited readers. Now Metro-GoldwynMayer has been privileged to bring this romance
of the "Big Top" to you on the Talking Screen.

THE WORLD'S

ILLUSION

THE CRISIS
Winston Churchill's Civil War Drama will be
"The Birth of A Nation" of the Talkies! Look
lorward to one of the most dramatic and soulsearing productions of all your days of exhibiting
pictures. The throbbing love story of the Southern girl and the Northern boy as told in Winston
Churchill's immortal novel of Civil War days
is to be one ot the things they'll wa'tch for on
the talking screen this coming season. A truly

MONSIEUR

LE FOX

ofBigallOne!
the ^ dramas that have come out of the
great, silent Northwest, there is none to compare with this exciting tale that hammers out
thrills like a machine gun! A handsome, reckless payroll robber of the lawless north, an aris-

BECOME

GREAT

PICTURES!

i^

[■ORs

«#

^'"^ilsi^
-AS^^K

fe

^

s^
SNA.""

;|H'<';

niwi

tocratic white u;irl and a fair scjuaw ul the North
Woods arc the central hi^ures. And then — the
relentless Northwest Mountetl! Storv hv W'illard
Mack. Directed hv Hal Roach. To he made
in I'lnulish, Spanish, i'reiich, (iennan, Italian.
Featured in Knglish cast Ciilhert Roland,
ikirhara Leonard, Arnold Korfi. Ireiu h cast
Andre Liiguet, IJarhara I,eonard, Arnohl KorH-.
Spanish cast (iilhert Roland, Rosita Rallesteros,
Pahlo Alvares. Cierinan cast John Reinhardt,
ijarhara Leonard, Arnold Korft'. Italian cast
Franco Corsaro, ILarhara Leonard, Paul Porcasi.

THE

DARK

has!) Doroth\- [ovdan (the girl the\'ll rememher in "The Singer ot Seville") and Rohert
Montgomerv (he's popular!) Directed liv Cieorge
Hill. Adaptation hv Frances Marion and Marion
Jackson. One ot the tenderest love stories told
in our time. The girl w ithout a lover, suddenly
whirled into a dramatic romance with a hero ot

MEADOW

The hook, now in its ioo,oooth, that is thrilling
America. Py Llixaheth Madox Roherts. Lhcre
Iras appeared on the horixon of the hook world
a new romantic novel that is holding America
.spell -hound. A tale ot frontier days, ot a girl
who !)ra\ed Lulians and urd-;no\vn dangers! A
story out ot the hed-rock ot .\merica, out ot its
struggles, sacrifices and glories. It is to he tlie
Epic Drama

DANCE,

STAR

Lorna Moon's jjreat novel. The hook thev're
all talkintr ahout. Featurin<j; Marie Dressier
(what a role this talented and popular actress

her dreams!

THE GREAT

ot the 'I'alking ScreenI

FOOLS,

DANCE

Here's the (Jreat Talkie ot" Martin Flavin's stage
play "Cross Roads" — What e\er\- ^'oung Couple
in J, o\e should know'. Ilere's the age-old prohlem written hy the master plavv\right .Martin
Fla\'in in a drama as gripping as anvthing vou've
ever encountered on the screen or on the stage!
The h()\' and girl ot "f)ance, I-'ools, Dance" solve
their dithculties in a unique and daring way, and
pass through the danger zone to happiness.

A great audience picture.

DIXIE, THE DARK
WAR

NURSE

M-G-M's

'Lhe true storv ot a woman who lived, loved
and suffered on the Western Front. Now it has
heen told! 'Fhe woman's side ot" the World
War! The hig story — hitherto onlv whispered
— ot the heroism, the romances, the passions ot
heauties under hell-tirc! .\ famous authoress has
w ritten anonymously the w hole storv and Metro(ioldwyn-Mayer is the one to give it to you in
a masterful talking picture.

A VAST

PUBLIC

f.

<

•^ij^l^*-

going to make

HORSE
the prize of racing

stories in talkies! Liiagine the thrill ot' it, the
hoot-heats, the color, the atmosphere of the
track! And what a yarn is this!- A colorful drama
of the Old South when horse-racing, the sport
of kings, quickened the pulses of fair ladies and
sporting gentlemen. A great exploitation picture
to he produced on a large scale with a cast of
names that you can feature. Llere's the Dark
Horseseason!
that's f
iroin";to
to he the tiash too
"-old-better tor
next

FOR THESE

BEST-SELLERSl

I

The gigantic production actii-ities uj M-G-M are possible only in a
studio oj such Jabulous resources and ever-growing facilities.

A visilor to the M-G-M studios today would see the World' s
Greatest Studios vastly incre.ased in size atid Jacilities. It is
more thayi e-^er the Metropolis of the films.

TOP-NOTCH WRITERS ON
GREAT M-G-M STAFF

LAURENCE

The men who wiyte for our pictures are skilled
craftsmen, men and women with brilliant
records.

P. G. WODEHOUSE

is a recent addition.

He's doing a great story for jack Buchanan.
W'odehouse is a talent knov\n the world over,
a smart dramatist, a concocter of great stories,
a writer of sparkling dialogue.
WILLARD MACK has a background of show
experience that few can point to. Me knows
audiences.

'author of -The

Big Parade", *'What Price Glory", "The Cock
Eyed World" is writing the dialogue for a
powerful yarn for Jack Gilbert based on Wetgen's "Way For A Sailor."

JIM TULLY

you take into consideration how
WHEN
M-G-M has combed' the world for
talents in every department you realize what a
tar-seeing, powerfully intrenched organization
is behind the M-G-M product.

STALLINGS,

writes with a pen steeped in the

heart's blood of folks in all walks of life. He's
been a soldier-ot-fortune and now is a bestselling author.
JOHN

COLTON,

creator of "Sadie Thomp-

son", is one of the great living dramatists
and raconteurs.

JEANIE

MacPHERSON

has written most of

the great Cecil DeMille triumphs. "Madame
Satan" is her most colorful and gripping story,
produced by DeMille for next season!
Broadway's greatest playwrights have been
brought to the Talkies by M-G-M. Charles
MacArthur, co-author of "Broadway", Edwin
Justus Mayer, author of "The Firebrand",
Arthur Richman, Ernest Vadja, Samuel Shipman, William Hurlbut, Martin Flavin, John
"JS ■«£• ^

John Colton

Jeanie MacPherson

dene Markev

Edwin "Jiiitui Mayer

'John U. Ijiwson

It'iUiam Hurlhui

John B. Hymer

Frances Marion

Bess MeredMh

B. IlyiiKT, fohn II. La\^'soIl — that's jubt a
tew ot tliis most cclchratcd group.

l.H, :IIe Sfurmirk

II ■ I i:

iM-(i-.M knows

that the louiulatioii ot a suc-

cesstul entertainment is its power to grip tlic
mind tirst ot all with luirrative!
\\'e'\e got tlie hest of all the writing elan,
the Trances Marions, the iJe^s MerecKths —

M,hlr!ei)ie Kiitlrjeu
II.,; A'v

li..:,'.

.v..

scan the aina/ing list ot .M-C»-.\I writers
pulilished in these pages.
It's a great feeling for a theatre owner to
know that hehind his product are the e.\perts,

ZfU,i Sf.i

the highest talents that can he tound in the
amusement world !

IT'

tl'anda Tuihock

DnU Van E-jer\
CUitidine 11' til

THESECELEBRATED
WRITE
SCENARIOS
DIALOGUE

CriDie ll'iILur

Jack Nfjille

FOLK
AND

AT M-G-M

Hans Kriil\

I>hilip J. I.cddy

Stuart
Beatrice.Anthony'
Ban yard

Josfjih Fanihati

J. C. Xiigtn'

F.rit C. Kfnloit

a:

Frtd y,Uo, Jr.

k\\\
LauToice E. Julnuun

Alfred Block
Al Boasberg
A. P. M. Brandcn
Neil Brandt
Frank Butler

Buikv GiirJiiier

Rolen Uopki»s

Edith Kills

B fair ice Banittrd

Joseph Farnham
Edith Fitzgerald
Martin Flavin
Robert Hopkins

Edith Fitzgerald

Mitzie Cummi)izs

JIfred Block

Cyril Hume
John B. Hymer
William Hurlbut
Marion Jackson
Laurence E. Johnson
Erie C. Kenton
Hans Kraly

hilhony

John H. Lawson
Laurence

Ruth

Ciimmiiigs

Frank Bull'r

Jeanie MacPherson
Frances Maricjn
Gene Markey
Edwin Justus Mayer
Sarah Y. Mason

John
ton
MitzieColCunimiiigs
Becky Gardiner
Willis Golcibeck

"John Mtehan

Wilhu-d .Mack
Charles Mac.Arthur

.■// Bonsl/en.

John
Meehan
Bess Meredyth
Lucille Newmark
Fred Niblo, Jr.
Jack Neville
J. C. Nugent
Samuel Ornitz
.Arthur Richman
George
O'Hara
W. L. River
Madeleine Ruthven
Don Ryan
Harry Sauber
Richard Schayer
Zelda Sears
Samuel Shipman
Stallings

I
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TH^REE AND EASY"

8UT M

M-G-M's NATION-WIDE HIT
SONGS PLUG YOUR SHOW
ETRO - GOLDWYN

- MAYER

tioni/cd the s()n<r business.

has

rc\(jlu-

dff'^rJ r,r

.■frt/nir /rrr J

Dorothy Fields

Morc hit songs ha\c conic from .Mctro-(joKl\\"vnMavcr pictures tlian all the [pictures in the rest ot
the industrw
This is clue to two factors — that the songs are
great and that tliev are pro[K'rl\- proinoteil.

Howard Johnson

Jimmy Mcllu^h

Joseph Meyers

you are told that there will he scjngs

|iinin\ Alcliugli and Dorothy fields are the 1\ ric

in Metro-Cjoldwyn- Mayer [Mctures ycju can rely

writers for the sensational "lllackhirds" w hit h ran
over a vear on Broadwav which contains such hits

WHENEVER

on the fact that thev will he ;''/7V// songs.
All vou have to do is to look up the line of song

as "I Can't Give \'ou An\'thing l>ut J,o\e U-An"

writers under Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer contract.
All that you have to do is to have your usual faith in

and "I Must Ihue That Man".
for M-(;-M now !

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer — on Metro-Goldwyn-

NOT

Mayer performance.

Herbert Stothart and popular song writers like Joe

AMONG THE b^^"^^ recent acquisitions h)' MetroGoldwvn-Mayer are ^'^incent Youmans, composer
of "Hit The Deck", "Wild Flower" and "Great

Myers (remeniher "California Here I Come")
and Harry Woods ("When The Red, Red Rohin
Comes

TO

MENTION

Al(jng" — "A

Tliex 're writing

the great operetta composer

Fittle Kiss Each

Morning

A Little Kiss Each Night"); Clifford (irey who

Day".
He is doing Joan Crawford's next picture.

Miller in "SalK "'.
wrote the songs for Marilvn
And of course not to mention the greatest p(;pular
musical genius of our time, the one and only Oscar

AMONG
MUSIC
MAKERS
OF
METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER
COMPOSERS

Dorothy Fields
xArthur Freed

Reggie Montgomerv
Oscar Strauss

Clifford Grey

Herbert Stothart

Howard Johnson

George Ward

Jimmy McHugh

Harry Woods
Vincent Youmans

Joseph Meyers

Strauss, composer

of "The

Chocolate

LDWYN-MAYER
METR
and
on O-GO
the air.

Stddier".

^^^^ ^^e in the air

Your theatre is the best music box of all w hen you
play Metro-Goldwyn-Maver

pictures with songs.

CONDUCTORS

Dr. William Axt

Sam Wineland

Frederick Srahlheru:

Charles Drurv

Reggie Montgomery

Oscar Strauss

ARRANGERS

Arthur Lange
Charles Maxwell
VOICE

Rav Heindort"
Larrv Shav

DIRECTION

Dr. P. Mario Maratioti
Fincent Youmans
Harry /foods
George Jf'ard

T/ie Capita/, \. Y- I'ke all other iix houses features
Laurel-Hardy comedies ui the ads.

M-G-M's "Dogville Comedies" in electric lights on
Broadway. You'll jeature them tool
HAL

ROACH

PRODUCT
SHORT
GREATEST
THE
LINE-UP M-G-M HAS EVER OFFERED!
M-G-M

Short Subjects '30-'31

SPECIALS
6 M G M DOGVILLE COMEDIES
b LAUREL & HARDY COMEDIES
( Two Reels

HAL ROACH

M-G-M

Eiiih)

STAR COMEDIES

8 M-G-M

Eaih)

COLORTONE

REVUES

This coming season we step out as never before!
Never such a diversity of subjects.

(Two Reels E.iih)

NOVELTY

GROUP

••Song Wnrcr
••Copy"

BURTON

s Revue"

( Two Reels

••The Rounders"

Each)

••Geiii^ ot M-(;-M"

WE'VE

HOLMES
12 AROUND

THE

WORLD

WI IH

BURTON

(One Reel Each)

CARTOON

HOLMES

ADDED some new elements to our program, a remarkable series of Talking Dog pictures,

"Dogville Comedies" a unique cartoon series,

COMEDIES

12 FLIIMHE

has always attached a feature importance

to this part of your program that has resulted in
sh(jrts becoming a very definite factor in the
building of receipts.

8 CHARLEY CHASF COMEDIES
H OUR GANG COMEDIES
« YOUNGER SET COMEDIES
( 'i-d^o Keels

but that Metro-GoldwynQUESTION
Mayer
has raised the standard of short
subjects throughout the industry!
NO

•'Flip The Frog", Burton Holmes Travel-Talkies
and other diversified units.

FROG

(One Reel Each)

NEWSREEL
104 ISSUES HEARST METROTONE
(One Reel Each)
1

NEWS

THESE

FACTORS

added to Hal Roach Come-

dies, Laurel-Hardy," Our Gang", Charley Chase

ami "The

Woy

I' i"ifiuls" (a swfll iww

iiici!)

means that .M-(i-.M lias plaiiiifil a \ car ot slnti't^
uncquallcci in its liist()i'\ .
Together with .M-(;-M t'caturc stT\icc, (uir shmt
suhjcct line-up makes a year ot nnmati haMc
shows!

''DOGVILLE COMEDIES"
ARE LATEST BOX-OFFICE
SMASH!

A Siiue frum 'll,,, ,, .

HIS LAST
DOGVILLE

COMEDIES

inn.

their ^c,y

riist lonLL" run test on a 5^ MroailwaN' madshow

program

/// Riirkic in hijlory.

signs are correct he's doped out another fast one
— "The Bov Friends."
You're going to hear plenty
about this personable group of

no\-elty lias clicked in years!

young men
Gertie Messenger

and Noung women.

The)''re youngsters ot the adolescent age, and their comedies
are human

Seeing and hcar'uig is believing! Don't take our
word lor it, hut he sure at your first opportunitv
to prexiew these remarkable little laugh-getters

It's a B'j- -; — '

prize was I ,aurel-liard\ and \\ all

this Spring clicked as no other

"Hot Dogs" pla\ed the I^arl Carroll 'Theatre on
J)roadwa\' and the\' ra\ed! It mo\ed to the C"olon\
and e\ery critic in town went into h\sterics!

. . _,

The

hap[n audience stutl.

one

first

Ei^ht
t^

Orders". s
„ , ii-!
,,. , Da>i
Mickey

is "Doctor's
in

the

series.

yourself.
A whole

stock company

ot ama/ing dogs has

been gathered and the\' TALK!
Zion Myers and Jules White direct them.

The

tirst ones are *TIot Dogs", "College Hounds"
and "Who Killed Rover?"
Six in all.

HAL ROACH'S NEW SHOWMAN IDEA ''THE
BOY
FRIENDS"
HAL ROACH has brought
out more new ideas in
short comedies than any one in
pictures.
Every year that smart showman

Dorolh\ Grninger

through

with a swell notion that de\'elops into a moneymaker.le
1 realizes that showmanshij) means keepin<'- them comint: with a different slant all the time.

Graiiv Sittlon

LAUREL-HARDY ARE SET
FOR BIGGEST SEASON YET!
DIAMONDS in the comedy heavens! They're
magnets
for a nation
that would
rather
laugh than eat!
LAUREL-HARDY

get feature billing in the

newspaper ads of America's de luxe theatres.
They get it because they mean extra business.
HAL

ROACH

comedians
comes

Mar\ Kornman

is prepared to give these grand

the greatest production impetus of

their career in the new
tinues to build their name

season. M-(i-M

con-

value with specialized

promotion attention and tie-ups of nation-wide
\alue.

Laurel-IIardv gave your folks a heap of happiness this past year. "Bh)tto," "Brats," both of
which played the
Capitol, N. Y. and
other hig ist runs are

Every theatre should make

successes. "Haywire"
is coming soon and its [^
better than their best!

every "Our

Not only because

jects these kids have yet delivered!

makes consistent successes, and as a result,

he's built up a following that must be carefully
^ ,^
considered in making up a
program.
His tine comedies of the

past season, "Whispering
Whoopee,"

"All

Teed

Up," "The Real McCoy"
and all the others have had
ot building

Chase

into

a

sure-tire draw !
is "P'ast Work"

picture

Eight "Our Gangs" next season, and the stories
lined up for them assure the most enjoyable sub-

NOTICE
the regularity with which
Charlie
Chase clicks in his talking comedies!

His latest comedy

Gang" comedy.

of the best qualities that the motion
can give.

CHARLIE CHASE IN 8
HAL ROACH <<CLASS"
COMEDIES

the cumulative value

it a habit to show

they're delightful entertainment but because
America considers them a splendid representation

Six Laurel-Hardys
next season!

j/fiw\

lished trade-mark in all picture business. Typical
of America, they have become part of our nation, and are so regarded the world over.

just two of a year of

He

"Our Gang" is probably the widest known, the
longest-advertised, the most completely estab-

and it's abscv

M-G-M'S COLORTONE
REVUES HAVE WON
AUDIENCE FAVOR!
DIVERSITY of short subjects is vitally important for the well balanced program and
M-G-M
matter.

has given intelligent thought to the

In the Colortone Revues

you give them

necessary change of pace that makes for good
showmanship.
These gorgeous little subjects, entirely in Technicolor, have established themselves with audiences. They've made
draw business !

a real success and they

lutely a scream! That'll help Chase more than
ever for next season when he comes through with

M-G-M

a tiock ot laughs tor his tans.

see in the biggest musical features. Each
has name

HAIL! HAIL! ''OUR GANG"
IS SURE-FIRE ALWAYS!

the

puts quality into these Revues that you
value

among

the

one

entertainers, lavish

handling of sets and
good songs.
Colortone Revues like

THERE are only a few things in pictures that
rate editorial mention.
Occasionally some
feature picture breaks into an

editorial column.

Never a short subject — with the exception ot "Our
Gang" which has become

a national institution.

"Climbing theGolden
Stairs," "Mexicana"
and the others, featured names such as
Charles King, Armida,

(his I'',d\\ar(1s, Renin' Riihin and inanv more of
importance Sainnn I-ee ^a\c' them the same
(lance direction that maile him famous with 5^).^)o

HEARST METROTOME
NEWS PLAYS EVERYWHERE
M-G-M

Rroa(i\\a\' musicals.
Once \ou plav C'oh)rtone Re\ues \()u'll keep a
spot open tor others to toHow .
experience ot all exhihitors.

That's heen the

s Talking newsrcel has taken its place

on the screens r)t all leading theatres. It's worthy
ot the M-G-M tradition tor aggressive, ceaseless
striving tor perfection. It's a great newsreel,
always interesting.
Hearst .Metrotone News is recognized by Broadw a\ as the authoritative newsreel, playing exclusively at the F-.mbassy Theatre in New 'S'ork with
I' ()\ Movietone News. With a program made up
cntireK of these two newsreels, the I'^mbassy is a
continuous sell-out.

INTRODUCING

"The
Doll Shop
Colorinnr
played leaditig theatres.

Rr'ur

Rroadwav paeki the Embassy Xewsreel
Theatre from morning to midnight

M-G-M's NOVELTY GROUP
FOUR GREAT IDEA SHORTS!
Four tahloid film treats. Kach

U

is the noted cartoonist whose cartoon

comedies ha\e heen
giving jo\ to audiences tor years. His
fertile imagination

IS a distinctive entertainment tar
from the hcaten

"FLIP THE
CART
amFROG,
OON STAR
.B'' "IWER
KS

has established the ^

track!

cartoon comedy as a bright spot on the program.

"7'HK ROUNni^RS" presents
Jack Bennv, Dorothy Sebastian,

Now

he's stepped out w ith w hat he considers his

greatest cartoon character, "Flip the Frog. "

George K. Arthur in a hilarious

M-G-M

comedy sketch ot" lite's embar"COI^V" is
rassing moments
the
behind
drama
a powerful

comedy and it's got it all over anything you've
ever seen. Twelve ot them coming. One reel each.
•Song II 1 1 1(1 i Re:i,e '

scenes
of a great newspaper.
" 8 () N G

BURTON HOLMES COMES
TO THRILL AUDIENCES!
has thrilled thousands
who
MAN
THE
listeners talks at last from the screen.

WRITERS'
RK\^U V/'
the
features
leading

has screened the first "Flip the Frog"

wri•Gems of M

ters of popu-

G XI

The man for whom crowds pack theatres at advanced prices — your patrons can hear him no\\!
All the wonders ot a

lar song hits in a unique idea, with |ack Rennv

Burton Holmes travel-

G-\\'

ogue are on the way!
I 2 unique and utterly

master of ceremonies.

"GEMS

OF

M

brings you the Bro.x Sisters, Benny Rubin, Marion
Harris, the Belcher's Kiddie Ballet in a different
revue idea, l^vo reels each and solid, diversified
entertainment!

ot.

d i fterent short subjects! More thrilling
than fiction!

THE PROMOTION
IDEA BEHIND THE
-G-IVI LUCKY STAR PRODUCT 1930-31
ALLYHOO

in the

Metro-

Goldwyn-Mayer manner means
a type ot promotional activity
based on common

IMAGINE when you hand these out to your patrons! Fifty pages, brimful of interest about
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer's

world's greatest motion

sense and ap-

plied where it's to do the most
good directly -iX your box-office.
No waste motions. Every effort, every expenditure has got to show results in stimulating attendance at your box-office.

pictures!
Something about each picture. Photographs of
the stars. Interesting data on every page! Printed in
two colors and profusely illustrated.
It's like button-holing each one of your customers
individually and selling him solid on your show-

The line-up of M-G-M product for the new
season is of giant stature and the campaign behind

shop tor a year's worth of loyal patronage!

it is geared to represent the Bigness of it.

M-G-M's "Lucky Star" booklet is going to be an
important factor in your town.

WE'VE

GOT

a product that will make

amuse-

ment history. And we're telling the public about it.
M-G-M stands squarely for selling pictures to the
public at the spot where the picture plays.
THAT'S WHY we've got the most intensively
organized press service in the entire industry, a
service built along newspaper lines and recognized
by all editors for quality and efficiency of cooperation.
We keep a large staff engaged solely in checking
hundreds of newspapers, studying their needs, and
giving them what they need. Our check-up
reveals that M-G-M garners nation wide publicity
space far beyond that of any other company.
IN THE national magazines you'll find that
M-G-M stars and pictures lead in representation.
Editors merely express the wishes of their readers.
M-G-M's edge in publicity space is the reflection
of the supremacy of M-G-M stars and attractions
with your public.

50 PAGE "LUCKY STAR" BOOKLET READY FOR DISTRIBUTION
ON

THIS page is reproduced M-G-M's attractive "Lucky Star" booklet.
Get one immediately and look it over.

It's going to help a lot of folk make up their
minds where they're going to buy their tickets
next season.

"DIVORCEE" CAMPAIGN
M-G-M COOPERATION
AS AN c\ani[ilc cf
' direct - to - tlu[HiMic scllinjj; there
lias ne\er heeii a more

CAREFULLY

WHAT

hitpfK'U'i to

Hi* ilN WAS
OiATm
IHAN

NORMA

S.

-'^&

of all hehind "Jennv l.ind ' next
season, selling (/race Moore to the

......0,....

i\merican puMu , telling ahont this

'^

'''^^DIVORCEE
i ■'■■O

And each adtlitional Cosmopolitan
on "-Di'corcet"

sing story values, attracti\elv presented — these full
page newspaper smashes in prominent centers
Divorcee"

great picture.

Full Page ads from
Kalional Campaign

Production ami Marion Da\ies picture will likewise be backed
bv the^e inten^i\e

ned adxertising, stres-

THAySjust

There will he the higgest campaign

SHEARER

pin

helped "The
records it did!

million dollar Hearst drives, "^'ou
couldn't
fortune! l)u\ such campaigns for a

NO
Hit

<=•

puhlu it\ spreads, press

stories — these, too, are part ot the

LOVE?

/^\

successful cainpai;j;ii
than the barrage ot
adxertisiiiu; lu'himi
Norma Shearer's
"llie l)i\.)rcee."

SERIALS,

advertising and puhlicitx' drix'es!

to hreak the manv

the start. That campaign selectively

presented is just the heginning. It's just a sample
of the kind of localized promotion M-Ct-M plans
for 1 930-3 I .

RADIO PLAYS BIG PART IN
M-G-M's PROMOTION
PROGRAM
OUTSTANDING was the i o- .veek Tasty i^read
tie-u[') over the Columbia chain, coming
trom the M-G-M studios. These star-broadcast^
were heavily advertised nationally bv Tastv IJread.

MILLIONS OF DOLLARS IN
NATIONAL HEARST AD DRIVES!

LAWRENCE Tibbett sanu- overX. 15. C. network
in A t\\ ater-Kent hours. Ramon N o\ arro sang
o\ er the Columbia network. These are just a few

THE POWER "t a national Cosmopolitan and
Marion Davies campaign in the Hearst newspapers has proxed itself time and again!

of manv

The sheer weight ot tull pages, halt pages, quarter

railio tie-ups.

AND don't forget that everv week in the \ ear
.M-(»-M Radio Moxie Clubs, the pioneers of this
acti\'itv, continue to broadcast from 22 cities.

pa<j;es running a week in advance ot opening and

THE

LIVING

BILLBOARD

n Broadway

dail\' during the engagement is stupendous!

in I .OS Angeles for "I lolhwood Re\ue"; previews
on ocean liners; Chamber of Commerce Good-

LITERALLY millions ot dollars in space has heen
[loured into these newspapers in cities scattered

will tie-ups -these are just a sample of M-CJ-M
li\ e-wire exploitation.

trom coast-to-coast. And space used with showmanship wisdom, presenting the allurements ot
the entertainment in dramatic style. Cosmopolitan
newspaper adxertising is a model for the industrv.

M-G-IVl alone ot all companies maintains a vearround e\[">loitation force in the field cooperating
w irh exhibitors.

COirrentlv these huge campaigns are he][Mng to
make "Cau>rht Short" a sensational success. And
thev're tellin*! the world ahout Marion Davies in
"The Florodora Girl."
Soon the smashing adxertisements on M-(j-M's
"The Big House" will hreak in Hearst newspapers heralding the arri\'al ot one of the vear's
greatest hits.

and

Uncounted millions ha:e Lien thrilled by Leo
in his motor tour oj promotion !

SUMMARY
44

Your Lucky

Star**

50 METRO - GOLDWYN - MAYER PRODUCTIONS
1930-1931
FOR THE SEASON
CONTINUED)
STARRING PRODUCTIONS (30) DOING(SPECIALS
THAT THING

MARION

DAVIES(3)

ROSALIE
FIVE O'CLOCK

GIRL

A)iJ One More

JOAN

CRAWFORD

GREAT

(4)

DAY

HER fortunj:

And Two Afore

GRETA

GARBO

RED

DUST

(3)

And Two More

RAMON

N0VARR0(3)

SINGER OF SEVILLE
SONG OF INDIA

M-G-M

And One More

NORMA

SHEARER

(2)

Two Productions To Be Announced

JOHN

WAY

BUGLE

SOUNDS

A SAILOR

And One Mare

LAWRENCE

TIBBETT(2)

NEW
MOON
And One More

((iRACI'; Mt)ORE)

COSMOPOLITAN
JENNY

LIND

And Three More

WILLIAM
REMOTE

(4)

((iRACE MOORE)

HAINES(4)
CONI'ROI,

And 'Three More

DRESSLER
& M0RAN(2)
RAZZLE DAZZLE

1930-31

SEASON

PROGRAM,
SPECIALS

HAL ROACH

STAR COMEDIES

8 CHARLEY
CHASE
COMEDIES
8 OUR GANG COMEDIES
8 YOUNGER SET COMEDIES
Two Reels Each

8 M-G-M

COLORTONE

REVUES

Tzvo Reels Each

NOVELTY

GROUP

"Song Writers Revue"
"The Rounders"
"Copy"
"Gems of M-G-M"
T:vo Reels Each

BURTON

HOLMES

12 AROUND THE WORLD
BURTON HOLMES

WITH

0>:e Reel Each

And One More

SPECIALS

FEATURE

Tivo Reels Each

GILBERT (2)
FOR

SHORT

6 M-G-M DOG COMEDIES
6 LAUREL & HARDY
COMEDIES

LON CHANEY(l)
THE

TAMPICO
THE CRISIS
MARCH
OF TIME
PASSION FLOWER
MONSIEUR LE FOX
DARK STAR
WAR NURSE
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
(Charmaine, Diane and Marianne)
BALLYHOO
WORLD'S ILLUSION
DANCE FOOLS DANCE
THE GREAT MEADOW
DIXIE, THE DARK
HORSE

(20)

GOOD
NEWS
MERRY
WIDOW
NAU(;IITY MARIETTA
TRADER HORN
BILLY THE KID
MADAM
SATAN

CARTOON

12 FLIP THE

COMEDIES
FROG

One Reel Each

NEWS
104 ISSUES HEARST
NEWS
0)ie Reel Each

METROTONE

LOl kS H. MA\

HARR^-

RAP

LAURENCF,
VVEINGARTEN

K

1

MANMX

i.R

III NT

1K\ING

STROM

BKR(;

('.. Ill AI.HI'.KU

BERNARD

HVMAN

WHEN THE LION
ROARS!
The World Listens !

sTi It) I'lii iM(n MS

iWiH

Mi:\ I IUKH\

III,- trull, „f

,111,1 hum

litis fur yniirsflf.

\(:i:-

ish y,n,r ,'M-hiiuil,'

'or y,ntr ,<>i>\ . if ynii liiii,-ii'l mil it yet.

''A 1009?; BUXKLESS
BOOK'
AXXOUNCEMEXT
That's What Delighted Showmen Call PARAMOUNTS
New-Style^ All-Business Presentation of 1930-31
Product.
Here Are Reasons:

n 111 PARAMOUNT'S
bv ADOLPH ZUKOR
CALL

by JKSSE

aniiounrement you find: (1) A CLEAR-CUT ANALYSIS
on where this business is goinj:, and why. (2) A ROLL
L. LASKY of the mighty PARAMOUNT pro^hiction forees

and this company's exceptional record at the box office during the past
season. No exaggerations; you can check every detaih (3) A NEW 1930-31
SALES POLICY DEVISED AND DESCRIBED BY S. R. KENT. Exactly fitted
to changed conditions in the industry and of enormous benefit to exhibitors.
A year ahead of every other company. (I) \ DEFINITE LIST Ol
DUCTIONS, with details of casts, <lirectors, el<-. Many of llicni (inislu-d.

PRO>l(>st

of them in work. No phonies. (5) A DEFINITE

PROMISE

OF AT LEAST

15 MORE, making a minimujii of 70. Casts given. (6) A LINE-UP OF
REAL, MONEYMAKING STARS, DIRECTORS, WRITERS, etc. (7) THE
INDUSTRY'S FIRST BIG, PRACTICAL PROGRAM OF SHORTS. Set after
a careful analysis of the shorts requirements of over 1,500 theatres. ^ ON
THE BASIS OF PARAMOUNT'S UNCHALLENGED LEADERSHIP IN
QUANTITY, QUALITY AND FAIR DEALING PLUS THIS DEFINITE
INFORMATION, WE INVITE BUSINESS MEN TO SIGN A 1930-31
PARAMOUNT CONTRACT!

Two Big 1930-31
Paramount Productions

Start Triumpliant

Box Office Careers!
\
DRAMA

OF HUMAN

WITH

DARING

AND COURAGE

AT THE

BOTTOM

OF THE WORLD/

yRD"«SOUTH POLE

mmi

f?

The Silent Enemy

9?

Daringly different type of hit that
gets the important money today.
'•'Should get the Pulitzer Prize as
the greatest motion picture of
1930!" says editorial in New York
Evening Post. DOING STANDOUT
BUSINESS AT $2 AT CRITERION
THEATRE, NEW YORK.

"With B YRD

at the SOUTH

POLE"

Coming on mighty wave of world-wide publicity as
Rear Admiral Byrd returns to America from epochmaking achievement ! The one picture everybody w ants
to see! World Premiere at long run Rialto Theatre,
New York, on June 20th. The one great 8-reel feature
picture, in talk and sound, produced with Byrd in the
Antarctic, including actual flight over South Pole.

PARAMOUNT'S

GREATER NEW SHOW WORLD
The ROOK of the Year! The RlJYof tlie\^ar !

oung Jimerica
HIMSELF

EDDIE

QUILLAN

is the personification of Young America himself.

His breezy personality and carefree, spontaneous humor in THE
SOPHOMORE made that production a comedy sensation that swamped
the box offices with a flood of dollars. Hard-boiled critics and preview audiences acclaim NIGHT WORK an even more hilarious

eddie
illan

qu

comedy than^THE SOPHOMORE.
It is one long riot of laughs, zippy action, rollicking fun, with a
wholesome sprinkling of heartthrobs. There are spectacular cabaret
sequences with specialty dance numbers and corking song hits, and

m

a snappy number sung by Eddie Quillan and Sally Starr. And through
it all runs a story that is human and compelling in its naturalness.

NIGHT

WORK
With

Sally

Starr

Directed by Russell .Mack.

and

Frances

Upton

Produced by E. B. Derr.

OTIS

THAT

IS

SWING HIGH
The greatest outdoor show on earth brought
to the screen in a mighty spectacular drama.
With HELEN TWELVETREES, FRED
SCOTT, DOROTHY BURGESS and a brilliant cast. Directed by Joseph Santley. Produced by E. B. Derr.

CLICKING

three

BIG

HOLIDAY

Ik

A gripping romantic drama of present day
society — an outstanding stage success. With
ANN HARDING, MARY ASTOR, EDWARD EVERETT HORTON, ROBERT
AMES and HEDDA HOPPER. Directed by
E. H. Griffith. Produced by E. B. Derr.

THAT

Ik
ARE

ON

THE

WAY

HER MAN

Ik
j TO

CASH

A poignant drama of a woman who offered
body and soul on the altar of sacrifice for
the love of a wastrel. Featuring HELEN

IN

H
EXHIBITORS

Ik

FOR

TWEtVETREES, MARJORIE RAMBEAU, RICARDO CORTEZ, PHILLIPS
HOLMES, JAMES GLEASON. Directed by
Tay Garnett. Produced by E. B. Derr.

BEYOND
VICTORY
A war picture revealing the spiritual awakening of man at war. ALL STAR CAST
including: William Boyd, June Collyer,
Robert Armstrong, Helen Twelvetrees, Fred
Scott, James Gleason, Zasu Pitts, Laura

IN
THE GREATER PATHE
OF 1930-31
t PROGRAM
Hope Crews. Produced by E. B. Derr. Directed by John Robertson.

i
)

OUT

TODAY
f

BOOK

OF MIRACLES

BIGGEST
IN SHOW

THING
BUSINESS

COLOSSUS OF SHOWMANSHIP
BESTRIDING THE INDUSTRY. .
RADIO HURLS A CHALLENGE
TO THE SHOW WORLD
. . . .

mm
S.«.>*«:4- -

DESTINY LIFTS THE
TITAN SYMBOL
TO
THE
SKIES

I

from

ABBOTT,

GEORGE

ZUKOR,

ADOLPH

he facts and important personal data about the outstanding figures in the industry are complete and now
available in the 1930 Edition of Motion Picture News

y^

Blue Book.
Copies are now in the mail for every executive of production, distribution and exhibition, for every photoplay editor of daily newspapers and magazines and
directors of all radio broadcasting stations.
The only publication in the industry devoted exclusively to biographical data, achieving the thoroughness
possible only to specialization, is

Motion Picture News

BLUE

BOOK
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Coming to You June 28th
Theatre

Building

& Equipment

BUYERS
GUIDE
Featuring

CONSOLIDATED

CATALOGUE
OF

SOUND AND WIDE SCREEN
PRESENTATIONS
Complete descriptions of equipment now available — new models
and latest improvements in engineering- and design ; as well as
technical features dealing with projection methods and equipment
requirements for presentation of pictures on enlarged screens.
Actual photographs of newest developments.

And
Architectural
C.

W.

&

Geo.

L.

Works

of

Rapp,

Architects
•

Color reproductions of new styles in theatre design and Decoration. Illustrated discussion of the new type of theatre required for
sound and wide-screen presentations, prepared and written by
qualified authorities and dealing with details of design and construction.

Published by

MOTION

PICTURE

The Field's Foremost Trade Paper

NEWS

VOLUME
NUMBER

NEW

XLI
24

VOKK

JINK

( ITY

II. 19:W

Harmony Between Zukor and Schenck
To Lead To Paramount-Fox Tie-Up?
Just How Do You
Mean That, Mister?
Producers arc said to have given up
the idea of filming "Kli/al)eth, the Virgin ({ueen," in Hollywood, due, as one
New York newspaper writer puts it,
to difficulties in casting the title role.

Operettas Out
At 1st National;
Cost Too Much
Hollywood — First National is discontiiuiing production of musical operettas, according to local report. Company figures this
t_\pe of picture very expensive to produce,
and audience reaction has not been sufficient
to justify costs.
One more operetta. "Stolen Dreams,"
from an original by Jerome Kern and Otto
Harbach. remains on the schedule. Others
may be made to take care of contract obligations.
It is understood that First Xational will
go in for more musical pictures with comedy
predominating and similar to "Hold Everyand "Going comedies.
Wild." Joe E. Brown
featured thing"
filmusical

Gaynor-Farrell
In One; Fox to
Save B. O. Drag
The Gaynor-Farrell combination will be
saved from the way of all celluloid teams,
according to production plans made for
them next season.
Winnie Sheehan has the team scheduled
for one picture, "Oh, for a Man." to which
Dave Butler has been assigned, and that's
all. Miss Gaynor will make three other
pictures with John Garrick. Kenneth MacKenna and Humphrey Bogart as her leading men. Ivirrell is down for "The Man
Who Came Back." "Devil with Women,"
"The Princess and the Plumber"' and "She's
My Girl." Number three will have Maureen O'.Sullivan as the fcmme lead and the
last of the Farrell group. Joyce Compton.
Both will be pictures of the Gaynor-Farrell
type.
;—
Hollywood — Fox is grooming Joyce
Compton for stardom.

Rift Over M-G-M Sale to Fox
Healed, Thus Paving Way
to Mutual Co-operation
.^trained relalicjns engendered between
Adol]))! Zukor and Nicholas M. Schenck
l)y tlie Fox-Loew deal are declared to have
been dispelled and the long friendship l)etween the two comj)any heads renewed.
Whether this personal development has
a significance so far as their respective
companies is concerned, is not ajiparent.
although there have been repeated reports
that a working deal between Fox and Paramount is in the wind.
This arrangement ostensibly covers bookings, but in some quarters, as pointed out
by Motion Picture News, it is stated that
a theatre acquisition truce between the two
firms is being developed.
The Zukor-Schenck controversy dates
back to Fox's purchase of Loew stock, when
the former was declared to have been offended by the deal Schenck made, taking
the position that his long friendship witli
the late Marcus Loew and the close working arrangement between the companies
entitled him to first bid if the stock was up
for sale. This operating arrangement had
been so close, that for some time it was
felt that a pooling of interests of the two
firms was a practical certainty.
Since that time, the Zukor favor has gone
to Warners. At one time, merging of the
companies was regarded as but a matter
of ironing out of details. When the hitch
developed, relations Ix^came strained, culminating at Atlantic City in what is regarded as an open declaration of war against
Paramount by Harry M. Warner.
With Warner and R-K-O now seen drifting toward close friendship, by virtue of
the DuPont-Raskob holdings in both firms,
a Paramount-Fox liaison is being anticipated. Fox is the dominant factor on the
Coast and in Wisconsin, in two of the very
few sections where Paramount does not
occupy a commanding position or one of
parity. With Warners expanding at a rapid
pace in these territories, a Fox-Paramount
coalition is seen in some (juarters as particularly advantageous to Paramount, which.
in turn, could extend concessions to Fox
in other territories.
This may be the purpose of reported
droi)ping of plans for a Fox circuit in
Canada, which Paramount dominates, and
Paramount's reported decision to stay out
of Milwaukee, a Fox stronghold. It also
may be the cause of reported delay in getting the Paramount theatre drive under way
on the Coast. Paramount was at .grips with
Fox when William Fox was in the saddle.
Any coalition then was declared impossible,
because of Fox's desire to play a lone hand.
The new president, Harley L. Clarke, is

News to Laemmle
Hollywood — "There is not a word of
truth to these reports and there are
no negotiations as far as I know," is
Carl Laemnile's statement to Motion
Picture .\<'us in answer to reports
that I niversal is about to be sold.

10 Year Contract
Protects Junior
If ^^U" Sells Out
Back of the new ten year contract signed
by Universal with Carl Laemmle, Jr., as
general manager of the studio is reported
the desire of Laemmle pere to protect the
future of his one and only son regardless
of which way the company jumps.
It is now an open secret that Laemmle
is willing to dispose of his company and
that A. C. Blumenthal, who whipped many
deals into shape for William Fox, including the Loew and Gaumont British buys, is
acting for the Universal chief.
Several weeks ago, it is understood the
Warners looked like possible purchasers of
"U," but this deal has now cooled off.

Andy Doffs the Whiskers,
And Becomes an Unknown
Educational's billing of Andy Clyde in a
new short, "Fat Wives for Thin," developed into somewhat of a mystery, with
several exhibs and many fans demanding an
apology for what was described as highway robbery in mentioning .\ndy's name
wasn't a trace of him in the
when there
two thousand feet.
entire
Hurrj'-calls were made to the home office
and they screened a print to see what it
was all about. They found that the kickers
were right. Yep. Andy was among the
missing, and so a big squawk was sent to
Coast studio powers for their carelessness
in forgetting to turn the camera at the
proper angle so as to catch Andy and his
sloppy makeup.
The return note from Holl_\-\vood. however, solved the mystery. Andy is in the
picture short, but sans baggy trousers, and
without the soup-strainer whiskers. They
found him to be a smartly polished "Colman." with white ducks and all that which
.goes to make a "sheik" out of a "heel."
said to have the opposite view about operation, and may be ready to subscribe to a
coalition.
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FOREIGN TROUBLES MEAN
DOMESTIC TROUBLES, TOO
far wiser for executive heads now furrowing their
brows in New York to make up their minds that
the gold-rush days are gone insofar as income
from abroad is concerned. The realization w^ill be
difficult to reach after so many years of dependence
upon foreign business for profits.
That this observation bears the earmarks of the
final outcome is conceded to be true by export
managers who discuss their worries in private. If
they were willing to unlock their lips, these men
would tell you that there appears to be no other
way out.
What they won't admit is that the antipathy
which exists all through Europe, in particular,
against American pictures finds its origin and its
growth in American methods. Had a semblance
of reciprocity been instilled into dealings on the
other side, rather than a dominant desire to milk
those markets until they ran dry, today there
might exist an appreciation of the problem facing
this industry and perhaps a desire to help.

THE final chapter of the story that talkers are
writing- overseas carries all of the suspense
of a Van Dine thriller. Nobody quite knows,
yet everybody is guessing.
Perhaps the industry went haywire when its business structure took form by depending for thirty
to forty per cent of the world gross from foreign
markets, but reflection along- that line won't help
in the face of a revenue that persists in dwindling
steadily as the weeks slide by.
What is of the moment is that New York executives are worried to a point far beyond comfort
by the unexpected twist imparted to their export
trade by the growing popularity of talkers in
Europe and South America. The circumstance is
boomerang-like in its effect because the language
barriers thus thrown up are breaking down the international saleability of motion pictures.
Well-established star values are crumbling overseas, despite the vogue developed for them through
years of intensive and widespread distribution, for
the appallingly simple reason that few Hollywood
celebrities are linguistic enough to talk in any
other tongue but their native Americanese.
Those stellar commodities are. consequently,
outside the pale for foreign distribution. That, in
itself, is threatening enough, but when it is realized
further that American producers have nobody with
which to replace them, the complexity of the problem becomes easier to grasp.

Where the Load Belongs
The domestic exhibitor figures in this international complication more deeply than he realizes.
This is why: If producers continue to find their
foreign markets slipping away from them, the inclination will be to make up differences in rentals
by foisting the additional tariff on the backs of the
American showman. Exactly what the unorganized exhibitor cap do about it but squawk is one
tough question to answer.
What the producer must bear in mind, however,
is somewhat easier to fathom. He should not make
the mistake of switching cargo in the middle of
the stream. He should understand that rentals are
heavy enough for his native customer to carry
without inflicting more freight on a sadly bent
back. If he insists, the consequences might easily
prove disastrous.
Too many exhibitors are now facing- a dubious
future. Too many are being forced out of the
running by the drift of the small town population
to the larger centers.
If the day arrives when this extra burden must
be carried, let the producer tax his own theatres.
That's where the load properlv belongs. K A N N

Quotas, Taxes and Patents
Add to that situation irksome quotas and, where
quotas do not exist, high and excessive taxation.
Also the involved patent situation centering in
Germany and reaching into border states which is
further narrowing down the outlet for American
talkers.
And the entire picture is before you.
Producers eventually may be successful in turning out pictures for overseas consumption. Certainly, they will make the effort. How the costly
venture will pan out is something for future events
to accurately foretell. The one experience to turn
to for a harbinger of what may come is the experience of the past. Not a single major company
ever has made a go of foreign production and that
applies clear down the line.
It seems to this commentator that it might be
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Du Fonts Soon in Control of Warners
Tlirougli StocliBu}s;Raskob on Board?
Does This Explain Coesor's
Quick Exit to Hollywood?
"AmonK the Kt-ntlemen we miss
aIon(; Broadway these days is Arthur
Caesar, whom the movies lured to
Hollywood some weeks a^o," pens
Mark Hellinjiier. "Arthur," states Mark,
"is a chap who speaks a jjreat deal
about nothinK- But he says nothing
in such an enRajjinK way that you
must grow to like him.
"Arthur owed a great deal of money
around New York before he left and
never made any bones about it. As a
matter of fact, his various loans were
always a matter of jest with him. He
laughed at his creditors — and most of
them laughed with him."
There were some, however, who
couldn't see the thing in Caesar's
light!

Fox Wins Out
In Milwaukee
Theatre Fight
Milwaukee — ju?t when Milwaukee was
sitting back to enjoy a rip-roaring, tourcornered fight in the first-run situation here,
through invasion of Paramount-Publi.x, Fo.x
stepped in and closed a deal for the theatre.
And Milwaukee is trying to figure what it
is all about.
The "deal" between Paramount and Fox,
which will give the latter operation of the
opposite R-K-O's
house directly
$3,000,000
Palace-Orpheum,
and diagonally across
from Fo.x's Wisconsin, may mean a number
of things,
in viewwest
of Fox's
to
build a particularly
house two blocks
of the plan
site
where the Paramount was to go up. It is
probable this latter project will be abandoned.
Warners, which now has the former Universal houses, and R-K-O are the other corners of the local triangle. Both are sponsoring new first-run projects.

Summer Trek to Continent
Under Way with Bang
They're ott for London, Paris, Deauville,
Le Touqet and points East,
En route to Europe are Will H. Hays.
Joseph I. Schnitzer. Jules Brulatour, Hope
Hampton and Ambrose Dowling as the advance guard of picture people who will vacation and conduct business on the other
side this summer.
Harry M. Warner cancelled passage on
the Bremen due to a sudden heart attack
suttered by his father, but it is expected
the W^arner family will go abroad later.
Joe Schenck will make the trek later, unless plans undergo a last-minute change.

Raw Stock Interests Becoming
Dominant in Film Firm;
Seeking Others
.More aggressive participation in the industry by the DuPont interests is being
forecast in financial circles as the result of
their steady ac(|uisition of ^tock in Warners.
This stock acquisition is said to be reaching a point where the DuPonts shortly will
have operating control with the Warner
Bros, continuing management of the firm,
which they have brought in a few years
from the verge of bankruptcy to a commanding position in the field.
Recurring reports that John J. Raskob
is to be made chairman of the board of directors of Warners are pointed to as supporting the contention that the DuPonts
are becoming dominant factors in Warner
atf'airs, Raskob has admitted the heavy
l)urchases
in W'arners,
theyfeltwere
made because
he and his stating
associates
the
>tock was a good investment.

Raw Stock Big Factor
The DuPonts own a 51 per cent interest
in Pathe-DuPont", which distributes the DuI'ont raw stock. A union of the WarnerDuPont interests would provide the necessary link to make the Warner organization
entirely self-contained. Recent Warner
moves in the music, radio, phonograph and
sound film equipment fields w'ere made with
this object in view and the raw stock source
would round out the cycle.
Plans of the DuPonts involve probable
taking over of other companies, it is learned.

Catchings to Retire as
Head of Warner Finances
Retirement of Waddill Catchings as head
of the Warner finance committee is being
forecast, following his resignation as president of the Goldman-Sachs Trading Corp.

Hands Off Policy
By President on
Injunction Bill
\\'ashington — Placing the Administration
in a somewhat embarrasing position, the
.Shipstead anti-injunction bill has been referred back to the Senate judiciary committee, with the attorney general's office declining to pass upon its constitutionality as requested.
The bill has the backing of organized labor and is opposed by the National Ass'n.
of Manufacturers. It seeks to prohibit the
use of the iniunction as a weapon in labor
fights, and directly affects controversies in
the film industry. The measure was the
subject of recent cabinet discussion.
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A Yes-Man's Holiday!
Leo Heatley, local scribbler, telK
the week's best \arn, which has its
setting on the Atlantic ("ily boardwalk. Crowded with delegates attending the convention of the radio manufacturers' association, suddenly, from
.\llantic avenue, there burst a man
wearing white flannels, and all the
doo-dads which go with them. His
face was flushed and he was taking
long shouting:
strides. .And in a loud voice he
was

"No:: .no::: no:::: noii!!!"

.At the foot of Tennessee avenue a
mo\ie man from Hollywood was strolling with .A. .At water Kent when the
boisterous one came along, still veiling ".no: .\o:
no:"exclaimed Kent.
"tiood
Lord:"
"What's that, a crazy man?"
"Oh, him?" said the movie man.
"That's one of Cecil B. DeMille's assistants— on vacation:"

INow Clubwomen
Would Make the
Pace Dizzier
Toledo — Plan to put clubwomen of the
nation into the picture business as producers and exhibitors, conceived by Prof.
Walter B, Pitkin, head of the school of
journalism at Columbia University, New
York, was presented to the Toledo M. P.
Council by Mrs. C. E. Farnum of Dallas.
The plan calls for the organization of a
producing company with studios in New
York, financial backing to be supplied by
New
York thecapital
and Ifwomen's
clubs
throughout
country.
groups in
50
towns will subscribe to the stock it is believed by sponsors that New York financiers can be interested in the idea sufficiently to put it into operation.
Civic organizations lining up with the
proposition would rent at their e.xpense a
local film house for one performance a
week, playing films supplied at a low rental
price by the production group. If no theatre
could be rented, the local club would furnish a selected exhibitor with the film for
a weekly program and guarantee receipts
up to a certain figure. The organization
would handle the ticket sale, keeping any
receipts above the guarantee.
.-\s planned by Pitkin, all stock in the
venture would be of one class and it i>
understood that salaries of the producing
staff would be considerably under those prevailing in the industry today.
The Toledo organization has taken no
definite action on the proposition, pending
correspondence with Pitkin and consultation with local exhibitors.

Motion
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business is due for a surprise," he added,
cautiously.
In the interim, the advisory board at
the Fox offices which Fox was himself
to head for five years, continues a phantom. That committee is destined never
to meet and was brought into existence
on paper merely to give Fox a graceful
out when Harley L. Clarke purchased
control.
Whether Fox, under the deal, can resume activity in the industry for the next
five years has been the subject of considerable speculation, since the new regime stepped in. The preponderance of
opinion, g,s closely as it can be cross-sectioned, isthat Fox cannot under provisos
of his selling arrangement.
There are those who fail to see how
Clarke could have made the buy without
assuring himself that competition in the
form of another company bearing the
same name as the one he had purchased
would be eliminated.
That may lie that. There are others
knowing Fox, who likewise fail to see
how the aggressiveness in the man can
I)c battered down sufficiently to keep him
out, either as an operator on his own or
through agents.

Figures and Headaches
Hollywood

theatre on

Time : Matinee on 1 uesday.
Track : Wet.
The Sad Story: At 2:45, a count of
the audience ended at 41 occupied seats.
As the lights dimmed for the shorts,
seven more straggled in. During the
shorts, the total jumped three.
One man and two women who ])urchased balcony seats found themselves
escorted into the orchestra, discovered
what they thought was a mistake, and
so informed the usher.

"Anything
usher.

wrong,

June

News

Insiders'

over future acbigtivitiesmyste
HEAP
of BillryFox,
the former
head of the companies bearing
Lis name, is now back in New York following a seven weeks' sojourn in Atlantic City, where he combined a rest with
what is described by one close to him as
"considerable business."
This spokesman furtlier narrates that
Fox has a number of deals on the fire,
some of them in the picture business,
some of them out of it. "If one move
goes through as anticipated, the film

Locale. The
Broadway.

Picture
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Outlook
sir?" asked the

"Yes, we bought balcony seats and
aren't entitled to sit down here," remarked the honest patron
"Sorry, sir, but you see the balcony
is closed today."
To this minute, the dazed individual
probably doesn't know what happened.
An extremely attractive theatre, its
program blazoned forth in myriads of
mazdas, backed up by display advertising in New York dailies and 41 admissions— granting all were paid — to fill it.
It was the saddest, and at the same time
most significant, spectacle this particular member of Tlic Ijisiders had seen in
some time.
Bad, because of reasons that are most
obvious. Significant, because it is the
unfortunate reflection of a condition
])re\alent in many theatres throughout
the nation.

It's Getting Hotter
The Warner-Zukor fracas grows in
intensit}'. During the week, two choice
Chicago houses, the Avalon and the
Capitol, were annexed, thereby projecting the brothers into the most jealously
guarded situation in the whole li'aramount
Publix line-up. And just so that there
won't be any mistake, it is well to note
that the Avalon and Capitol, acquired
from Jimmy Coston, are on the South
Side of the W^indy City and direct — ver}'
direct — competition to B. and K. in the
same zone.
But that isn't all. The Warners are
after other theatres there and are confident they'll get them. Now. It cost
Paramount many millions to acquire B.
and K. and it follows, therefore, that
additional millions will be spent to safegard the original investment. In other
words, Adolph Zukor should not be expected to accept the Warner invasion
into territory predominantly Paramount
without firing a few guns of his OAvn.
Considerable interest was voiced during the week over Empeenews' exclusive
on the rift between Warner and Zukor.
The yarn was read avidly and pondered
over plentifully in many offices. Particularly when time was — not long ago —
that Adolph and Harry exchanged plans
and confidences with a freedom that indicated one eventuality : a merger of
their interests.
As a matter of fact, one di.scerning

individual inclined toward skepticism and
regarded the Warner stand as a camouflage to draw a red herring or two across
the trail. That is well within the realm
of ])ossibilities, but, in the light of what
is taking ])lace, plus many markers which
indicate the feeling between the two organizations, hardly probable.

Yes, Mr. Zukor?
Up from the menacing canyons of
W'all Street come the confidential tips.
That Zukor is ready to sell Paramount.
That the deal will have to be in cash.
That the Paramount chief is about
ready to withdraw from business, feeling
confident — and properly so. of course —
that he can rest on his record.
The counter-weight to these oft-heard
reports is Zukor's latest retort, prompted
by the yarn David SarnofT stood ready
to buy on behalf of R-K-O, that there
was nothing to it.
And yet, that downtown
persistent echo.

rumble has a

Looking Ahead
man named
Clarke
hasn't
been
in Young
the industry
long, yet,
by his
business
deeds, he already demonstrates his appreciation for the value of manpower.
Let's see. It's only a handful of months
since the utilities magnate assumed control of the Fox and this is what he has
done to bulwark his personnel :
Five year contracts with Winnie Sheehan, Louis Mayer, Irving Thalberg, Jimmy Grainger and Bob Rubin.
That assures him the services of the
man who put the Fox jilant on the entertainment map and of the man who
backed up the studio by cutting fancy
sales capers.
Sheehan and Grainger.
The same control that has been turning out M-G-M product for years likewise stays on the job. Mayer and Thalberg. Here in New York, as liason officer between sources of material and the
production
plant, is Rubin, INIayer's partstanding.
ner and business associate of many }-ears'
It should be said for Clarke that it
didn't take him long to find out how
essential it was to keep key men functioning in the jobs where they belong.
Obvious, you say? Granted, but how
manv other executives in this business
do it?
TIM-:
INSIDERS.
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Ad Men Come Into Their 0\\ n as Swing
To Percentage Usliers in Big Campaigns
Unison of
Writers
Surprising

Advertising
Appropriations
He Increased to Boost
Theatre Intake

lli>lly» ood — Tliis hurj; is "pii/zlcd li> the manner in wtiicli
(hi' press of the CDuntrv has aecepted the new Havs selfimposed censorship code for film producers," if we are to
believe Taniar Lane, who, writing in "Film Mercury," says:
"'I'he concensus of opinion seems to he that it is an utter
impossibility for producers to abide l)> the Hays code and
still turn out entertainment. This is not news to Hollywood,
which lon<i ajjo came to the same conclusion, but scenarists
and producers are surprised to lind editorial writers a^reeinK

With a general swing to percentage
-chedule for next season, the advertising

with them."

Paramount Moves
Blackmailers in
_v
In Canada Eyed
Hollywood
Ask Con Conrad
By Government
OniiKusli ! ! !
A sinister gang of heartless blackmailers
operating in Hollywood.
Can it be true?
Well, ask Mark Hellinger, who, writing
in the Xczv York Mirror, states that we all
"should really visit Hollywood, that dear
old town on the West Coast, if you enjoy
your blackmail served hot and heavy."
"I knew vv^e had plenty of shyster lawyers in New York," writes Hellinger, "but
the phoney attorneys in the movie town
make our boys look like pikers.
"There are several lawyers out there, for
instance, who actually pay girls by the week
in order to dig up blackmail cases. Five
of them are hired, let us say, at the rate of
$50 each per week. If they each bring in
but one case a week and the thing is settled
for $500, the lawyer splits with the girl and
turns a very neat profit for himself.
"Blackmail is a pretty familiar cry in
Hollywood. Even so gallant a gentleman
as Mr. diaries Chaplin arose in his wrath
some three years ago and charged Lita Grey
Chaplin with blackmailing him. That wasn't
very nice of Charlie. But he did say it,
you know.
"If you have any tloubts about the blackmail racket in the movie town you might
ask Mr. Con Conrad, expert songwriter and
the ex-husband of Francine Larrimore,
about it the next time you see him. They
took Mr. Conrad last Summer — and they
took
workedhim
: beautifully. Here's how

it was

"Con was on tl)e Fox lot one atternoon when
two girls passed his bungalow. Two pretty
girls, too — although that doesn't make such an
awful difference to Con. They gave Mr. Conrad the big eye and Con looked at them in
surprise. Two pretty girls on the make for
him? He should have known right then and
there that it wasn't on the level.
"At any rate he invited them into his bungalow. They came. \'ery willingly. And not
more than thirty seconds had elapsed when one
of the little ladies requested a drink.
'"Not on the lot," said Con cautiously.
"That's bad business. However, if you kids
want to take a little spin out to my house in
"
hills
theSome
thirty minutes later the damsels were
(Continued on f'Ofie 62-A)

Ottawa — .\ny widespread replacement of
Canadians as a result of the ParamountFamous Canadian Corp. deal will be followed by action on the part of the Dept. of
Labor. The alien labor act, which serves
the same purpose in a conmiercial way as
the quota law, would be invoked if Canadian managers are replaced by "aliens."
The labor department some time ago
launched an investigation of sale of the
("anadian firm to Paramount to determine
it the comI)ines act was being violated.

Ottawa — The sale of Famous Players Canadian Corp. to Paramount Publix is not
a closed incident as far as the Government
is concerned. There was an echo of the
deal in the Canadian House of Commons
when, during the closing hours of the session, W. L. Mackenzie King, Prime Minister, made further announcement that the investigation into the corporation was proceeding and that action would be taken
if it were found that the company could
be classed as a combine. The inquiry is
being conducted bv the Department of Labor under Peter Heenan.

Brown Goes to Europe
Clarence Brown, M-G-M director,
route to Europe for a vacation.

is en

The Chiseling Scotch
London — Sandy, who owned a theatre in Dundee, came to London to
get some ideas for advertising, and.
to hear Answers tell it, "while walking through the great city, he saw a
notice outside a movie to the effect
that all persons over eighty years of
age would
be admitted free.
"•Just the thing,' he told himselL
"The following day Sandy returned
to his native town and the first thing
he did was to put a notice outside his
own theatre which read:
"'.All persons over eighty vears of
age will be admitted free . . . if ac-

companied by parents.'"

to

man in the industry will "come into his
Dwn," projected into a position of new importance as a result of the percentage devci<)])ment.
Distributors will supplement the swing
to percentage by greater stress on the advertising appropriated for pictures, made
necessary by the sharing arrangements.
Right now, distributors are "going into
huddles'" on the percentage development,
realizing they must play ball with exhibitors on advertising if they are to get their
money out of ))ercentage runs. With the
rental depending upon intake, distributors
will see to it that pictures are presented under the most favorable auspices, so far as
advertising is concerned.
National advertising, through magazines
and radio, and co-operative newspaper advertising, will be in order ne.xt year so
distributors can reap the full benefits on
percentage runs.
Lord & Thomas and Logan, advertising
agency which has been doing considerable
work for the Radio-Keith-Orpheum family,
is installing a projection room for sound
pictures in its New York offices.

Placed on Blacklist for
Sun. Shows; House Dark
Grantsburg, Wis. — Sunday shows proved
disastrous for Mrs. Jessie I. Whipple, forcing her to close the Burnett. The house.
running silent, was declared doing a good
business until Sunday operation was started. .\fter that, it is said, church and school
authorities attacked the theatre, the former
holding evangeli-st meetings in front of the
house Saturday nights, the latter forbidding
.students and teachers to attend the playhouse.

Fox Lets Page Out, Then
Hires Him at More Kale
Hollywood — Paul Page was under contract for some time, but was let out at an
option period three months ago. But Page
is now back on the Fox lot, this time freelancing on a higher weekly stipend for one
of the featured
spotsis indirecting
"Soup tofrom
Nuts,"
which
Ben Stqloff
an
original bv Rube Goldberg.

Paramount Deal for N.W,
Opposish Houses Dropped
Gr;uid Forks. N. D. — Inability to agree
on terms has led to dropping of the deal of
Paramount Publix to take over the Bennie
Berger circuit of theatres, which has its
headquarters here. The firm is opposition
to Paramount here, at Sioux Falls, S. D.,
and Bemidii.
Minn.
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Kennedy Forces Ready for C ourt Fight to
Protect Pathe-DuPont Raw Stock Plum
Rowland Committee Attack Is
Dud at Stockholders' Meet;
Administration Okayed
\\'ith the Pathe-DuPont raw stock affiliation generally declared the plum, administration and opposition forces of the
company are preparing for the second round
in the fight for control of tlie company,
which will be court action charges of mismanagement and dissipation of funds.
Joseph P. Kennedy and his administration forces stood by their guns Monday in
the first round of the fight, when the threatened heavy artillery of the opposition
proved pretty much of a dud at the annual
stockholders' meeting. As a result, stockholders gave the administration a vote of
confidence and elected its directors, making
a love-fest of what had been promised in
advance as "a can of dynamite."
Behind it all loomed the shadow of Consolidated Film Industries, alleged Eastman
Kodak ally, which was declared sponsoring
the fight to obtain control of Pathe. The
latter has a 49 per cent interest in DuPont-Pathe. Inroads being made by DuPont-Pathe in the raw stock field are declared causes of the alleged Consolidated
move.
Richard A. Rowland, former general
manager of First National, led the fight
of the opposition, with C. J. Scollard, treasurer, and Lewis Innerarity, secretary and

Guiding

Victorious in the fight to retain control
of the company, new Pathe directors elected
a "Kennedy slate" on Tuesday. E. B. Derr,
who has been serving as executive vicepresident, was named president of the company. Treasurer C. J. Scollard was elevated to the post of executive vice-president,
and Arthur B. Poole, comptroller, succeeded him as treasurer. Lewis Innerarity, for
many years secretary and counsel of the
company, was named vice-president and
secretary. T. S. Delehanty, vice-president
and general manager of Pathe International,
was named assistant treasurer and assistant
secretary. Joseph P. Kennedy continues as
chairman of the board of directors.

Destinies

of Pathe
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counsel, directing the administration's fight.
Cries of steamroller and gagging characterized the meeting when Scollard shut off
discussion of mismanagement charges, and
the two slates of directors named. At one
point, there was considerable discrepancy
between the number of votes claimed by
each side and the number of shares of stock
outstanding.
With the administration's directors
named by overwhelming vote, Sydney S.
Cohen, former president of the M. P. T.
O. A. and owner of a large block of Pathe
stock, called for a vote of confidence in the
management, stressing the obstacles overcome by Kennedy and his associates and
emphasizing the position occupied by Pathe
in the industry, so far as goodwill is concerned.

Kennedy Slate Elected
By Pathe Board

the

.^B^l^ '^'
^
j^'^K

k

JOSEPH P. KENNEDY
Chairman of Board

ARTHUR B. POOLE
Treasurer

Rowland Charges "SteamRoller'*; Fight to Courts
Declaring that "stockholders will not permit their rights and interests to be disregarded by the management," and alleging
steamroller tactics at the annual meeting,
Richard A. Rowland told Motion Picture
News that a court fight on the issue is
planned. This line of procedure was exclusively forecast in this publication last week.
Following the meeting, Rowland made
(Continued on page 62- A)
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T. S. DELEHANTY
Asst. Treas.-Secy.

$66,431 Net Loss Listed
By Pathe for 16 Weeks
Net loss of $66,431 for the 16 weeks ended April 19, 1930, is reported by Pathe.
Gross sales for the period were $5,188,688.
cost and expenses, $5,181,867. The figure
does not take into the profit and loss account a surplus credit of $73,056, representing income on pictures which previously
were the subject of charges to surplus.
This compares with a net profit of $334,232 for the corresponding period of 1929.
in which quarter $508,547 was charged
against special reserve or surplus.
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American Domination in Foreign Field
Threatened: Hays Sails to Investigate
"Holiday"
Has Real
Merit

Headed yi»ur way as one of Pathe's early releases for
the now season is "II()lida>." We recommend it as a talker
distinguished alike h\ hrilliant dialogue, line performances
from a cast headed l)\ ca|)al)le Ann liardinK and a delinite
appeal for women. It's smart, clever and a delight to listen
to as well as watch. Many talkers have made their bid
for up front honors. "Holiday" nestles close to the linishing mark as iiri>t across the w inning line.
K A N N

Warners Will
Retain Present
Disc System
Chicago — Although the company soon
will market sound-on-fihn pictures, Warner theatres will stick to discs, it was emphasized at the regional meeting held here
as an aftermath to the national sales meeting. This is evidence of the company's
conviction that disc recording is superior
to sound-on-film.
The sound-on-film system to be marketed
was developed by Brunswick. Its adoption
marks a reversal of the traditional Warner
policy, which has favored discs since inception of sound pictures. Managers at
the sessions here were told to make an
immediate check of reproducing systems in
theatres of their respective territories.

200 Theatres in Two Weeks
Since the Atlantic City convention, it
was stated here more than 200 theatres
havea been
added
the1,000.
company's
for
total in
excessto of
By thechain
end
of the summer, it was stated unofficially,
the number of houses will total 1,500.
In attendance at the meeting, at which
policies evolved at the Atlantic City convention were discussed and new product
reviewed, were all salesmen and bookers
of Mid-W'est branches and the following
branch managers : M. J. Comer, Omaha ;
M. A. Raymon, Des Moines ; L. E. Coldhammer, Slinneapolis ; R. T. Smith, Milwaukee X.
: J. Avers, Detroit ; C. E. Almy,
Cleveland: N. H. Moray, Chicago: R. F.
Cloud, Cincinnati ; D. Williston, Indianapolis; H. F. Neill, Chicago; M. Solomon,
St. Louis, and M. C. Sinift, Kansas City.
C. C. Ezell, general sales manager, presided at the meeting. Other e.xecutives in
attendance included Max Milder, central
division sales manager ; J. \'. Allan, southern and western sales manager, and Albert
Howson, scenario editor.

Irving Berlin Story Is
To Be Doug's Next Film

Hollywood — Douglas Fairbanks will star
in '"Reaching for the Moon," an Irving
Berlin story, for United Artists. Bebe
Daniels is to be featured opposite. John
Considine, Jr., is to direct, it is understood.
William Anthony McGuire will direct dialogue.

Academy Takes
Spnrt as Wunder
Assnmes Charge
Hollywood — The suspicious attitude of
members of the Academy of M. P. Arts and
Sciences first displayed toward Clinton
Wunder has undergone a change in his
favor. Impressed by his ability and what
they admit to be his sincerity in the conduct
of his job as executive manager, activities of
the organization have
taken a decided spurt
forward under Wunder's regime.
W under, who was
first appointed
secretary of public relations
by the board of directors, recently was elevated to the post of
executive
manager
of
the organization. In his
new
position,
he as^umes
charge
of the
business affairs and
Clinton Wunder
management
of
the
Academy.
This move
was made
in view of
Wunder's
past experience in successful
direction
of business
affairs for various associations and firms he
was connected
with during the past ten
Since joining the Academy staff about
years.
two months ago, Wunder has delivered a
number of addresses on pictures before various civic and welfare organizations in
Southern California and there have been
many requests for talks by organizations
in i)ractically all sections of the country.
Before Wunder assumed the position of
executive manager, it was planned to have
him make a speaking tour of the East, but
this will be delayed indefinitely until various expansion plans of the Academy are
launched.
The growth of the Academy during the
(Continued on page 61)

Single Tax Looms for
U, S. Firms in France
Paris — Abolition of double ta.xation is
provided for in an agreement soon to be
signed by France and the United States.
This will afford relief to a number of
American firms in France, who have been
compelled to pay tax here and in the U. S.

Quotas, Larif/uaf/e /iarriers and
Patent Lit if/at ion Cause
Plenty of Worry
The .\merican industry's hold un foreign
markets is in serious jeopardy. The major
comjianies in New York, appreciating the
truth of the situation, have imparted their
tears to Will H. Hays with the result that
the latter is now en route to Europe to dig
in in an attempt to find out what can be
done about it.
The situation is complex. Widespread antagonism toward American films is rampant
all over Europe and ordinarily takes the
form of restrictive legislative (|uotas.
England has one and is privately discussing an increase to 50 per cent. Germany operates under the so-called "kontingent" system, which is another manner
of describing a quota. In Austria and in
Hungary such laws are in effect, while
Italy and Roumania are discussing similar
legislation, and France has sidetracked its
quota in favor of a high import tax. But
quotas or no quotas, foreign governments
are aggressive in their efforts to make the
course of the American film increasingly
difficult, resorting to taxation when other
methods
fail.

Riddle Faces Americans
The vogue for talkers, spreading rapidly
in foreign language countries, is making the
going extremely rough for American companies, which today are groping in an effort to solve what is generally conceded
to be a difficult riddle. Paramount has
broadcast generously its plans for production in French, German, Spanish, Swedish,
Hungarian and Italian, activity to be centered in Paris. Warners, First National
and M-G-M are making foreign language
talkers on the coast. Fox is following the
same procedure, but is feeling its way
cautiously.
To date, the reception accorded foreignlanguage talkers has been very spotty. Berlin critics razzed "The Royal Box." German talker made by the Warners in Brooklyn, without mercy. The Spanish version.
Hollywood-made, of "Blaze o' Glory" was
pulled
after
American
city.a few days in a big South
The pros and cons of production abroad
are regarded as many. So far. Paramount
is the only major company set on an overseas schedule. It would, therefore, follow
that, numerically, at least, the preponderance of producer opinion leaned toward
Hollywood.
A third factor is the patent situation
caused by contention of Klangfilm-Tobis
that it controls basic rights in Germany and
surrounding countries, a stand refuted unsuc es ful y sofar by Western Electric.

"Peace Conference" Set
The recent affiliation of \\"arners and the
Klangfilm group is regarded as having put
an even more tAvisted slant on the situation
than existed before.
Warners acted inde(Continued on page 61)
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Warners Gunning for Zukor in Chicago
Sector; Battle Raging on Many Fronts
Dirt For a Nickel
The inside track on stars, their personal habits, likes and dislikes, are
slated to be hawked along Broadway
shortly at a nickel or a dime a throw
and in the form of a single sheet
broadside. The racket will be similar
to the theme song plug which was
bandied up and down the main stem
until the Music Publishers' Protective
Ass'n stopped it, via the legal route.

Paramount Steps
Out on Theatre
Expansion Plan
Paramount Publix is doing some stepping
out on its own in its expansion program.
The firm this week completed deals for six
New York houses of the Ben Bernstein
chain and the Goldstein Brothers' houses in
western Massachusetts. The E. M. Loew
Massachusetts houses now are being sought,
it is .said. The Goldstein deal, effective
Sept. 3, embraces : Springfield, Greenfield,
Westfield, Pittsfield, Northampton, Chicopee, Ware, Holyoke and Palmer, in Massachusetts, and Utica, N. Y.

Warners Buy Five More
Houses in Connecticut
Hartford, Conn. — Increasing to ten the
number of theatres acquired in Connecticut
during the last month, Warners have taken
over five suburban houses in and around
Hartford from the Schuman-Dolkin chain.

Warners or R-K-0 Building?
Horncll, N. Y. — Either Warners or Radio-Keith-Orpheum will operate a proposed
theatre here, it is understood. The Shattuck, formerly operated by Reis & Smith,
is dark for remodeling and reopens in fall
as a Warner house.

Three More Added
Lawrence,
Mass. — Warners
chased the Empire, Palace and

here
purBroadway.

Six Equity Houses Dark
Philadelphia — .Six houses of the WarnerE(|uity chain are dark for the summer.

Special Dep't at ''V" for
Shorts; White in Charge?
Hollywood — Universal will create a separate short subject department under direct
guidance of an associate producer to be appointed. The idea of Carl Laemnile, Jr., is
that the regular production channels of the
company should not be saddled with responsibility for short subjects, but should confine activities entirely to specials to be made
for the coming year.

Offensive Campaign on in B.
& K. Stronghold; Penetrating South
Offensive of W'arners against Paramount
in the open warfare declared at the Atlantic City meeting by Harry M. Warner was
this week carried to the Chicago front,
where Paramount-Balaban & Katz long has
been the dominant factor.
Decision of Warners to take over the
Coston and Federated circuits in the Illinois
city, as a first step in a Middle West drive
with the firm's newly-acquired Wisconsin
holdings as a base, brings the two organizations to grips in that section. Other deals
in Chicago are understood pending, carrying the battle
to one of Paramount's most
formidable
strongholds.
As exclusively reported by Motion Picture News, Harry M. Warner has taken
up the gauntlet of battle he said had been
thrown down by Adolph Zukor's organization and an offensive campaign on a number of fronts has swung into action.

Comerford Deal Started Row
The two firms had come to grips in negotiations for the Comerford circuit. Warners, figuring
it was
the company's
backyard,
wanted
the in
Comerford
chain, own
but
Paramount stepped in and made the deal.
This was an open thrust to the W'arner
position in Pennsylvania, and the two chiefs,
who had nearly come to terms for a merger
of their companies,
drifted further apart.
This was followed by several skirmishes,
notably vasioninis said
Virginia,
the W'arner
into have where
engendered
more bad
blood. Now the Warner drive has penetrated as far south as Tennessee and the
firm is continuing its southern march with
proposed acquisition of the Tony Sudekum
and M. A. Lightman chains. This would
give Warners a strong foothold in Tennessee. Kentuckv. Arkansas and Alabama.

Oklahoma City in
Cross-Fire of New
Theatre Skirmish
Oklahoma City — Warners will be projected with both feet into new Paramount-Publix territory if the deal for the Midwest
Theatres circuit of six local houses is coml)leted July 1 as scheduled. John Sinpoulou,
president, and Tom Boland, general manager of the chain, recently returned from
New York. The Empress, Eolly, Liberty.
Orphcum and Palace, and the Midwest,
Hearing completion, are included in the deal.
Meanwhile, Paramount is entrenching
here through its ally, Joe Cooper, who operates the Criterion, Capitol, Victoria and
Ritz. Cooper is completing negotiations for
a site for a $3,000;000 house, which is to
be.ir his name.

Marking Time
Warner's expansion in Greater New
York will be resumed when conditions
are better in the realty mortgage
market, according to information given
Motion Picture News. A number of
deals are in prospect in the metropolitan area, it is stated, but these are
being held in abeyance, while the expansion is carried out in other sections.

W-B., Paramount
Invasion of Cincy
Gets Under Way
Cincinnati — This closed situation bids
fair to become pretty much of a free-for-all,
according to plans of Paramount-Publix and
Warners. These firms are preparing to invade this key city, now dominated by RadioKeith-Orpheum through acquisition of the
Libson holdings.
Paramount has acquired a site at Gilbert
Ave. and McMicken St., and Warners are
understood to be negotiating for a location
at Sixth and Vine, a strategic location in the
business section, and separated only by an
alley from the Erlanger Grand Opera
House, where legitimate bookings during
the past season have been none too plentiful, and which has been pinch-hitting with
pictures. Gossip along the Cincinnati Rialto is that Warners have their lines laid
for acquisition of the Erlanger Grand in
case the present deal materializes, and that
they will build the most pretentious house
in the state. They are reported, however,
to be considering two other downtown locations, but the report lacks confirmation.

(7. C, Ezell to Preside
At Regional Meetings
Claude C. Ezell, general sales manager
for Warners, will attend both the San Francisco and New Orleans regional conventions, to be held respectively on June 14
and June 2L He will act in the capacity
of chairman. J. V. Allan, southern and western sales manager, also will attend.

Warners at Yakima, Wash,
Yakima, Wash. — Warners' expansion activity in Pacific Coast states may result in
a house here. A proposed theatre to cost
$250,000 is declared under consideration.
Business men are dickering with a Seattle
financier for erection of the house.

4 Added at Santa Barbara
Santa Barbara, Cal. — W^arners have
acquired
thisBarbara
city's four
theatres,
in headed
a deal
with Santa
Theatres,
Ltd.,
by Louis Kaplan.
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Automatic Copyright of Ail Literary
Creations Assured b\ New Vestal Bill

2J

International
Protection
for
Screen Writers Granted
in Copyright
Act
Hiuhliiu-iit of tin- I 'csUil bill l^nn-idiin/ for
III! auloiiuitic copyright looms as a strong f>rohahility. The measure, )iox<.> before the House
of Ref'reseutatii'es in Washinglon. ts of consideruhle importance to the icriter and is dissected 'in the accoinpanyiutj article for the
guidance of the industry.

By sa:muel s. spring
Member^
New
Counsel,

York
First

Bar,
and
Former
General
National
Pictures^
Inc.

The raw product nt the entertainment industry, obviously, consists of the creations of
authors and comfM)sers upon whose ingenuity
and creative genius the entire anniseinent world
depends. Despite the recent gigantic advances
in the varieties and methods of entertainment,
the basic law which controls and establishes
the rights in this raw material has remained
unaltered in America for over twenty-one
years. In l'>09 the present inadequate and
anticjuated copyright law was enacted. Thus,
those who create this raw material for entertainment and the industry which flourishes or
declines from season to season according to
the amount and quality of usable raw- material
at hand, have been retarded by tlie necessity
of operating under an old and outdated law.
Tiie new proposed copyright act (.H. R.
12549), which has been introduced in the
House of ofRepresentatives
by Mr.
\'estal.
Chairman
the House Committee
on Patents,
after exhaustive and repeated public hearings
during the last five years, seeks to bring the
copyright law of America up to date The
EuroiK-an nations, backward though they are
in machine technique, have been far more
progressive than America in copyright matters.
They have constantly been improving their more
modern copyright acts. It is high time, therefore, that America do likewise and it is hoped
that the new copyright bill will promptly be
enacted by Congress.
Naturally, all interested in the entertainment industry will be interested in the most
important new features contributed by this
modernization of the copyright law. But. at
the outset, it must be suggested that the fundamental aspects of copyright law depend more
upon court decisions than upon Congressional
enactment. The Constitution of the United
States grants Congress exclusive power to secure "for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive rights in their respective
writings and designs."
The most difhcult phase of the copyright law,
however, is to determine just what it is that
the author obtains a monopoly of under a Congressional statute. No author can copyright an
idea alone. The number of possible plots for
stories, according to experts, is limited to
around thirty basic plots. The possible musical
combinations constituting the elements of melodies are likewise extremely small in number.
Much of the musical and literary material available has been used in the past and is. therefore, in the public domain and free to anyone
to use as needed. The courts have held diat
what can be copyrighted is : "A set of intellectual ideas or modes of thinking" or "the
order of words .... not the words themselves .... nor the ideas expressed in the
words."
Just what is included within such a set or
combination and where infringement begins and
ends always has been, and probably always will
be, a matter for the courts to determine. Congress has never attempted to codify the law
as to just what constitutes infringement.
What

liingre>> il«>i> >\<: !>> li,m>l.ili"i>. l^ l>. Iix tinprocedure and the metliods iiy which an author
can secure his rights, whatever they arc, in
copyrightaiile material, leaving to the court^
to determine the broader questions. This determination of procedure and methods, how'ever, is,
from a practical operating angle, of as vital
importance as the judicial definition of what
is copyrightable.

Automatic Copyright
One of the niij.-t unporlant proposals «i the
new law is to grant an automatic copyright
to the author. Under the existing law an
author has what is called a valid common law
property in his manuscript so long as he does
not publish it. When he does, however, make
it public, by way of printing and release to the
public or by other forms of publication, unless
he complies with certain formalities, he loses
all rights in his material. He must scrupulously observe certain formalities. The formalities
require, among other things, first, a registration of the material at the Copyright Office in
Washington ; and second, the attachment of a
notice to the copyright material to the effect
that it is copyrighted.
This procedure forces most authors to register their work so soon as they create it. Under
the new law', an author does not have to comply
with any formalities, before or after publication, to retain his copyright and thus the
authors are adequately and fully protected. The
mere creation of the work automatically gives
the author a valid copyright.

International Copyright
The chief reason for making this change
in our law, aside from convenience, is that in
order to obtain an international copyright it is
necessary for American copyright procedure
to be brought up to date by providing for
automatic copyright. The EuropeaiT nations
for many years have all given the author an
automatic copyright. International copyright of
late has become of tremendous importance,
with the rise of international broadcasting and
the increased circulation of motion pictures,
phonograph records and literary material. One
of the main objects in passing a new- act is to
make it possible for the American author not
onlj- to get an automatic American copyright,
but an automatic
international
copyright.
The law of international copyright has been
governed by certain physical limitations. No
nation can enact a law which is elTective beyond
its own territorial limitations. Literary material does not stay within territorial limitations
of any nation. Like migratory birds, literary
material spreads over the entire world. An
author of one country is. therefore, dependent
upon the laws of other countries for protection beyond the territorial limitations of his
own land.
Such a situation, obviously, can be covered
legally ony by an international agreement and
treaty between the various countries. Since the
making of separate treaties between the various nations is cumbersome, all the civilized
countries
the world,
excepting
the L'nitedin
States, gotof together
at Berne.
Switzerland
1887 and entered into the international Convention of Berne.
L'nderandthis
procedure
they agreed
to give
mutual
reciprocal
protection
to copyrighted
material of every nation signing the treaty.
The Treaty of Berne has been subsequently
changed by later meetings, the last of w-hich
was held at Rome last year. The United States
has never been able to get into the Treaty of
Berne because of the fact that the present
cop>right laws do not grant automatic copyright : and also because of certain printing
clauses which require foreign books to be
printed in this country if they are to receive

Passage of Measure \oic He
fore House Expected Soon;
U. S. in Berne Pad
copyright protection. L'nder the new proposed
copyright
the toL'nited
the first
time, will law,
Ik.- able
enter States,
into thefurTreaty
of
Pierne, and thirs American material will be
jirotected by an international copyright.
In the past, .American authors have gotten
into the Treaty of Berne "through the back
door." that is, by registering their work in one
of the nations that adheres to the Treaty cii
Berne, usually England. This cumbersome anfl
exjiensive procedure
would ii,,\\ he avoided.

Innocent Infringement
To protect the users of copyrighted material
the new law provides that although an author
can get an automatic copyright without registering his w-ork in the Copyright Office at
Washington, nevertheless if he does not do so.
an innocent infringer, not knowing that he is
using copyrighted material, can be held subject
only to limited damages. To get full damages
for any infringement, the authors will have to
record their work in Washington, so that users
of material will know just what is copyrighted
and what is not.

Divisible Copyright
Simply because of legal technicalities under
the
existing
law, copyright is legally an undividable
right.
As a practical matter literary material has
various uses, such as publication in a magazine, publication in novel form, use on the
dramatic stage, use in motion pictures, etc.
Since the rights in copyrightable material are
used in so many forms by different people,
the fact that the copyright itself caiuiot be split
into parts has made the legal rights of motion
picture producers insecure. Under the new act
each copyright can be split into various parts
corresponding to the various uses, and thus
each user can buy a separate copyright covering the particular use he desires. The old
system of cumbersome licenses will, therefore, be abandoned.
Many minor imnrovements in the law are
made. Regisfation in the Copyright Office at
Washington is improved. The conflict between
musical publishers and phonograph record
makers as to compulsory licensing for phonograph uses is ended. The present difficult provisions as to renew-al of copyright is ended by
extending the period copyright from twentyeight
fifty necessary
years afteramendments
the author'swhich
death. will
Withto the
probably have to be added before the law is
in final form, the new- copyright bill when
enacted should give America a thoroughly up
to date copyright law as clear and as flexible
as that possessed
by any European
country.
With these imorovements the legal aspects of
American entertainment industry will be
brought of
up popular
to date entertainment
and the world's
creator
will greatest
have a
law adequate to its needs.

Governor Leaves Film
Reviewing to Censors
Richmond — \'irg;inia ceiisurs are empowered to pass upon films submitted for
showing in the state, Gov. John Garland
Pollard declared in declining to review "All
Quiet on the Western Front," as requested
by California parties. The objector pointed
to parts of the dialogue as calling lor a
careful scrutiny of the film.
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One Mile Protection Radius for Towns
Of 3,000 and Up, New Illinois System
Agreement
Covers Doivnstate
Situations — Now Working
Out Chicago Zone
Chicago — Scrapping of the protection
system in this territory, sometimes called
the most excessive in the United States,
and substitution of a system which, it is
promised, will eliminate all riiajor complaints of independents, is provided for in
an agreement now being worked out. Final
action on the new zoning schedule is expected on Monday. Circuits and independents are meeting with C. C. Petti John in
drafting the schedules.
Concessions by Jules Rubens, general
manager of Publix-Great States, and E. E.
Alger of LaSalle paved the way for an
agreement on the downstate situation. This
agreement, already adopted, provides for —
Elimination of the exclusive sale of
pictures in any given county of the
state.
Designation of towns of 3,000 and
over as key cities, entitled to protection of one mile radius for each 1,000
of population.
Establishment of a scale of playing
time which forces an exhibitor to use
his specified playdate or forfeit his
protection.
Availability of films to ten cent
houses, 13.3 days after first run release. The old agreement
kept ten
cent houses waiting a year.
The downstate situation, conceded in advance of the meeting to offer the greatest
obstacles to solution, was, oddly enough,
the first to announce that its representatives were prepared to make the essential
concessions necessary to the formation of
a new protective system.

Downstaters Get Breaks
Under the new key city plan, a 3,000
town would be entitled to protection within
a three-mile radius, a 10,000 town within
a ten-mile radius, and so on. The significance of this system to the downstate exhibitor isapparent when it is recalled that,
under the old order, it was possible for circuits and large houses to buy "exclusive"
rights not only in certain towns but in entire counties as well, which meant that the
small e.xhibitor in those territories waited
nine months or more for some pictures, and
occasionally found that other pictures were
never available to him at all. A 50-mile protection radius was a commonly purchased
privilege for downstate circuits.
Serving on the downstate committee, in
addition to Rubens and Alger, are Eddie
Grossman, United Artists Chicago branch

Same Old Boloney
"One of the greatest disillusions of
talking pictures," believes Life, "is
to discover that those mysterious
things screen lovers whisper to their
sweethearts is the same sort of mush
the rest of us dish out."

Hughes
Invests
In Color

Hollywood — By the end of the week, announcement is expected of the deal under which Howard Hughes, head of
Caddo Prod., will acquire a "substantial holding" in Multicolor. The deal was tipped ofif two weeks ago by MOTION
PICTURE
NEWS.
Hughes' advent will be the signal for activity, it is stated,
for the multi-millionaire producer and oil man is declared
ready to invest plenty of sugar in the color firm.

manager ; Alex Manta, Whiting, Ind., and
John Anderson,
Morris, 111.
The protection situation in Chicago and
the metropolitan area, which includes the
balance of Cook County and adjacent
northern Indiana counties, supposedly offered fewer difficulties than the down-state
situation. Fewer complaints from metropolitan exhibitors are on record here, and
it was generally felt that few changes
would be necessary. For this reason an
early revision of the metropolitan protection plan was looked for.

Outlying Situation Complicated
However, complications were afforded
by the problems of individual outlying theatres, and as a result it was doubted
whether the metropolitan committee would
agree on a plan before the end of the
week. An example of these complications
is afforded in the case of the Capitol and
Stratford, south side Federal playhouses,
whose representative, James Coston, asked
for
day and
date privileges
withthat
B. of
& K.'s
Tivoli.
Another
example is
the
Biltmore, which heretofore followed the
Royal, both northwest side playhouses.
B. & K. will purchase the Biltmore in the
near future, and representatives of that
circuit announced their intention to purchase protection over the Royal for it when
it becomes a part of their circuit.
It is doubted whether any significant
changes in the metropolitan protection system will be made, though it is regarded
as possible that all theatres in the territory may be moved up one week on releases
if the distributors agree to a plan that was
submitted by representatives of the circuits.
This committee, also, is expected to submit
day.
its report to the combined meeting on MonMembers of the metropolitan committee
include Jack Miller, Chicago Exhibitors
Ass'n ; Aaron Saperstein, Illinois Independent Exhibitors ; James Coston, Coston
Booking Circuit ; Arthur Schoenstadt,
.Schoenstadt Theatres; Floyd Brockell. Publix-B. &K. ; Max Balaban, Publix-B. & K. :
Emil Stern, Essaness Theatres : Eddie
Grossman, Roy Alexander, Sidney Meyer,
Harrv Lorch, and others.

Eipht Jersey, 21 New
York Fox Houses Dark
Closing of the Cameo and State, Jersey
City, and the Leonia and Bogota houses,
brings to eight the number of Jersey Fox
Metropolitan houses now dark. Twenty-one
others in the Metropolitan area are closed.

Sono-Art-British
Releasing Tie-up
Being Abandoned
Dissolution of the releasing arrangement
between Sono-Art-World Wide and British
International is understood completed, with
the former prepared to handle only American-made talkers next year. Eighteen pictures are called for in the schedule, details
of which are to be mapped out on the Coast
by George W. Weeks, Samuel Zierler and
James
WeeksCruze.
left for the Coast this week to
confer on the new program. The company
has two pictures completed for the new
year, "The First Fight" and "Once a Gentleman." It has been producing at the
Metropolitan and Educational studios, but
production work has been held up pending
the outcome of the Weeks conferences.

Rogers Back From Trip
Budd Rogers, director of sales for Sono
Art-World Wide, has returned to New
York from a three weeks' trip to exchanges.
"Once a Gentleman." the company's second
picture, is to have its premiere Friday at
the new Pantages, Hollywood.

L, A, Trade Drops; Stage
Shows New Policy
Los Angeles — With local theatre trade
way off in most of the first runs, it is expected that many of the houses will swing
back to policy of stage shows to bolster up
the screen attractions. Paramount resumes
a stage show policy with its features within
the next three weeks, and it is likely that
both Warner houses and the Orpheum will
follow.
Indications locally point to the fact audiences are tiring of the all-sound programs

A Break for Ed
St. Louis — Mayor Victor J. Miller
proclaimed this week "Ed Lowry Happiness Week." which means a big
break for Ed, who was honored because of his 4,000th performance on
the stage as m. c. at Skouras Bros.'
Ambassador.
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Bicycling, Print Holdovers, Faking of
Returns, Hays Bureau Campaign Targets
1

Fraternizing
Fraternalism was the keynote of
Thursday's meetinR of the AMl'A
which was, to use the words of Secretary .Martin J. Starr, "bereft of
celebrities," the idea being a get-together to cement relations between
members.

Academy Spurts as
Wunder Steps In
(Conlinni\l jroin ['iific i7 )
past year made it necessary to select a
business manager of the association to direct its financial affairs. At the present
time, thezationpaid
of the organiincludesexecutive
Wunder staff'
as executive
manager; Frank Woods as secretary; Lester
Cowan as assistant secretary ; William
Conklin, actor-producer relations: Don
Gledhill and Daniel Berman as technical
assistants; besides a clerical staff.

Plans National Conference
Lined up in Wunder's program of expansion of the Academy and its activities is a
proposed national conference in 1931 on the
arts and sciences of motion pictures. If
plans for this are finally approved, the conference will be held in Hollywood. The
board of directors also has authorized appointment of a special building committee
which will consider construction of a oroposed building to house the Academy offices,
projection rooms, technical research department and meeting rooms. Wunder also will
assist this committee in devising a plan of
financing the proposed building when and
if it is finally decided upon.
W^under also is meeting regularly with
both the board of directors and the executive committee of the Academy, counseling
on all matters of policy, business management and future growth.
The growth of the Academy, not only in
importance in the industry at large, but
among those engaged in production, is
shown by the present membership total of
over 600. Besides this fact, substantial additions to membership in each of the five
branches are being reported at each meeting
of the committee in charge.
During the past two weeks. Wunder was
contact man with Harry Rapf and Fred
Beetson on the program and dinner staged
Tuesday night for the visiting foreign publishers. This dinner was given the publishers jointly by the producers association
and the Academv.

Made Wampas

Life Member

Hollywood — Mary Pickford has been
made
life member
is the a second
woman oftothebe W'ampas.
accorded She
the
honor. Nellie Revell was the first.

Lollier in Politics
Los Angeles — W. H. (Bud) Lo'lier, executive of Fox West Coast Theatres, is a
candidate for the state legislative assembly.

Exhibitors'
"Shady
Dealings"
Bared;
Michigan
Site of
''Startling Conditions"
Print holdovers, bicycling, filing of false
returns on percentage engagements and
"side" agreements are on the death list of
the Copyright Protection Bureau, Hayssponsored organization, which is waging a
national campaign against exhibitors who
go in tor these violations of the l)usines>
code.
Distributors maintain that thousands of
dollars in additional revenue are dissipated
annually through shady dealings on the part
of exhibitors. To stop the practices by invoking laws on the statute books, the Copyright Protection Bureau was originally organized.

Find "Startling Conditions"
A campaign against offenders just completed in Michigan has unearthed conditions which those familiar with the bureau's work in that territory describe as
startling. Prints booked for one day have,
in some instances, been held two and three.
Reports on percentage bookings have been
falsified, it is charged, and instances of
bicycling have been unearthed.
The Bureau, organized August 10, 1929.
blankets the country and employs a nationally-known detective agency to check on
contractual activities of every exhibitor in
the L'nited States. The system further encity.
tails the services of attorneys in every key
For the year ending August, 1929, which
represents the first twelve-month operating
period, the bureau collected over $110,000.
In its annual report issued in November,
the bureau declared it "has adhered to its
policy of promoting a feeling of friendliness and goodwill toward the hundreds of
exhibitors it has come into contact with."
Exhibitor organizations, on various occasions, have formally voiced their opposition to the l)ureau and its tactics.

R-K-0 Manager Hails
Vaiide as Film Mainstay
There is no lack of opportunity for vaudeville, declares Charles J. Freeman, general
booking manager for Radio-Keith-Orphcum,
who says combination policies have made
the burden of the variety portion of the bill
more important.
Vaudeville is the companion and contributes
the contrasting element to pictures, he declares. Everyone in show business knows,
he declares, that a theatre cannot play a
drawing picture every week which, he says
is why 'a good show' should be the weekly
headliner, as support to a drawing picture
and a mainstav with a picture that does not
draw. The good show, he says, thus becomes the balancer. Vaudeville stands a
much better chance of being a good show
week in and week out than to rely solely
upon the untested picture. Freeman believes.
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Hays to Investigate
Foreign Situation
" '■
(Cuntuuicd from page 57)
pendcntly of the Hays office and made its
deal at a time when other distributors were
staying out of Germany with sound films,
due to the litigation over Western Electric
equipment. .Adolph Zukor recently was in
Germany, where he paved the way for a
patent peace.
As a result of these varied moves, a
"peace conference" has been widely publicized for St. Moritz, Switzerland, which
leaders of the American industry are slated
to attend, including Hays. The Swiss conference is dependent largely on the deliberations conducted in Berlin by John E.
Otterson, president of Electrical Research
Products, Inc., with the Ck-rmans. The fact
that C. J. Ross, executive vice-president of
RCA Photophone, is also on the other side
lends further significance to the impending
confabs.

Continued Strife Feared
Berlin — Settlement of the patent controversy between Klangfilm-Tobis and American distributors will not mean the end of
the matter, it is pointed out here, for there
still remains the fight of German independents against the alleged monopoly of
Klangfilm-Tobis.
now
are pending. A number of patent suits

Marjorie Ramheau Back
To Screen as Pathe Star
Hollywood — Returning to motion pictures after a lapse of over ten years, ^Ia^jorie Rambeau has been signed by Pathe
for a featured role in "Her Man." Pathe
carries an option with the player providing
for a term contract for featured and starring billing at salary reported starting at
S2,500 and ranging up to $5,000 weekly for
the final year.
Miss Rambeau. a stage star of many
years' standing, was originally starred in
pictures by the old Robertson-Cole company
about twelve years ago. but upon completion of the starring contract with that organization, returned to the stage.

Holt Signs Exclusive Pact
Hollywood — Jack Holt has signed a longterm exclusive contract with Columbia. His
previous arrangement was for a Columbia
series, but the agreement allowed him to
accept outside engagements.
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N.W. Showmen Threaten Copyright Law
Action in Minneapolis Protection Jam
Oh! Oh!
Kansas City — Here's one for the
book. Recently "The Freiburg Passion
Play" played at Convention Hall here
and the advance publicity man placed
some advertising on the side of the
Gayety theatre, now dark for the summer. Most of the advertising paper
has been torn down but the following
fragment brings a laugh: "Mutual
Burlesque" is stenciled on top of the
board and under it is "Original Passion Play."

Warner Demand
For Protection
Extension Fought
Philadelphia — Threatening to invoke Federal aid if Warners carry out reported intention to demand extended protection for
their theatres in the state "above and beyond the time accepted as fair business
practice,'' the M. P. T. O. of eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware met here Thursday. Counsel has been
retained
to protect independents' interest,
it
was stated.
Elimination of score charges and guarantee on percentage contracts, a call for
longer features and adjustments in oversold situations were other chief topics of
discussion.

Schnitzer Goes Abroad to
Launch U, K, Exchanges
Establishment of a system of RKO exchanges in England is the chief purpose of
a visit abroad of Joseph I. Schnitzer, president of RKO, who sailed Wednesday for
Europe. Ideal Films, which previously
handled the product in England, could not
agree to RKO's new and "stiffer" terms
vi'hen Simon Rowson was in New York
several weeks ago. Sol Newman, RKO representative in England, returned there recently after confereiices with Schnitzer.
While abroad, Schnitzer may attend the proposed conference in Germany over sound
patents.

Theatre Earphones to Be
Used at Legit House
New use for the Western Electric audiphones, which are being employed in about
50 theatres throughout the country to make
talking pictures audible for the hard of
hearing, will be demonstrated Monday at
the Avon, New York. Coincidently with
a convention of the hard of hearing in New
York at that time, the New York League
for the Hard of Hearing is arranging to
equip twenty seats at the Avon where a
stage play, "Strictly Dishonorable," is being shown, with these audiphones.

15 and 20 Cent Scale at Publix
Theatre Brings Suit Against
Chain and M-G-M
Minneapolis — Invoking of the copyright
law in the protection fight under way here
is threatened by the Northwest exhibitor
association, which is studying the law to
determine upon a line of action. The fight
centers around the showing of pictures at
15 and 20 cents admission at the PublixPalace prior to their showing in other
houses of the zone and before expiration of
the protection period allegedly granted
these houses, which have contracted for the
product.
Suit to restrain the showings already has
been instituted by Gateway exhibitors,
through the Northwest association. It is
against the circuit and M-G-M. The exhibitor unit contends the Publix-Palace runs
are in violation of the copyright law. W. A.
Stef¥es, general manager of the association,
is directing the protection fight.
When the Publix-Palace recently switched
to a picture policy. Gateway and suburban
exhibitors notified exchanges they would
not follow the Palace on pictures, as most
of these outlying houses are charging 25
cents admission. The Palace previously was
a stock and musical tab house.

Fight Called Unique
The situation is somewhat unique, in that
usually independent exhibitors are the ones
who squawk on protection, but in this instance, they are protesting against a lowerpriced showing on the part of an affiliated
chain. The suburbans contend that the
Publix-Palace should have its protection
and run based upon its zone and classification, rather than upon the fact that it is
part of the local Publix chain.

Wisconsin Unit
Asks Cutting of
Score Charges
Milwaukee — Reduction of film rentals
through elimination of score charges is declared essential to rural exhibitors by State
.Senator Henry A. Staab, secretary of the
Wisconsin exhibitor unit. Small theatres
are paying more for films than they can
gross, he charges. He blames business conditions and a lack of human interest films
on the situation. Most current films are
suited only for the cities or else feature
some star that either has a foreign accent
or does not speak the language of the country, he asserts.

To Seek Damages
Minneapolis — Service of pictures
under contract by Gateway houses
to the Publix Palace, ahead of their
showing at the former, violates the
copyright law, in the opinion of
W. A. Steffes, general manager of the
Northwest exhibitor association, who
is preparing Federal action against
M-G-M and other distributors.
Damages under the law will be
sought by the association attorneys,
StefFes declares, pointing out that
minimum damages are $250 for each
violation.

Gateway Exhibs
Base Fight on
Contrast Clause
Minneapolis — Action brought by Gateway
exhibitors against Paramount Publix and
M-G-M to restrain showings of pictures at
15 and 20 cents top, ahead of Gateway
houses, is based on paragraph six of the
standard form of exhibition contract. This
reads :
"Sixth: During the life of this contract
the Distributor agrees not to exhibit or
license the exhibition of any such photoplays in conflict with the "run" or "protection period," if any, in the Schedule
specified. Unless otherwise provided herein,
such "protection period" shall be computed
from the last date of exhibition of each
photoplay
fixed herein.
is granted as
hereunder
againstIf a'protection'
specified
theatre
theatres
'protection'of shall
indicate orthat
it waswhich
the intention
the
Distributor to grant such "protection"
against all of the theatres in the immediate neighborhood or vicinity of the Exhibitor's theatre, then, unless otherwise provided
in the Schedule,
'protection'
shall be deemed
to apply tosuch
and include
any
theatre that may hereafter be opened in such
neighborhood or vicinitv."

Sono Art Hooks Up to
New York Fight Craze
Timing "The Big Fight," James Cruze's
latest production, so that it arrived in New
York at the time when the public was being made "fight conscious" by the SharkeySchmeling encounter, Sono Art-\\'orld Wide
Pictures gave a fistic atmosphere to its presentation of the picture at the New York
Athletic

Club W'ednesdav.

Spanish Players Here

Swenson
"Last
Word"
Joel
Swenson, on
formerly
attached
to Fox
Movietone News, has been transferred to

Franco Mar. baritone, and Esjianolita,
musical comedy soubrette, have arrived in
New York to enter, pictures. A. L. Godoy
is managing.

tht theatre department and will edit "The
La.st \\'ord." house organ of the eastern division. vision under Gabe Yorke's general super-
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Steamroller"; To
Fight hi Court
(Ci'iitiiiiird from

page

50)

public the .stalcmont made at tlie session
by Sen. Ehvood M. Kalienold. representiiifj
the protective cunnnittee, and pointed out
that the statement wa.s nut iKTmitted to be
made until after the election of directors.
The senator said in part :
"In 1921 Pathe Exchange, Inc., was one
of the largest and oldest concerns in the
United States engaged in the motion picture industry. In four years, from 1923 to
1926 inclusive, the net profits of the company exceeded $4,500,000. In 1927, the
present interests took over the Pathe company The management was at once
changed.
Before
the
end
of
the
year
1927 dividends which had been previously
paid on preferred and common stock were
discontinued. In the tirst year of its management the present control of the company
lost ;f2, 15 1.882.29. The results were announced as "very disappointing,' but the
company was stated to have "turned the
corner' and anticipated a satisfactory year.
The loss in the second year, 1928, increased
to $2,354,692.43. In two years all the profits
made by the company from 1923 to 1926,
amounting to $4,500,000, were lost. In 1929,
tlie banner year of the moving picture industrv, the companv suffered a loss of
$487,476.68.

Cites Surplu.s Reduction
"In April, 1927. the consolidated balance
sheet showed a surplus of $4,175,105.82. In
one year, 1927, under the present control of
the company, this surplus was reduced from
over $4,000,000 to $902,873.90. In 1928, it
suffered a further reduction to $805,446.94.
in 1929 the surplus was increased bv about
$1,000,000 in that year.
"Tn 1925 the gross sales of the company
were $18,151,827.12. The cost of sales were
$16,614,945.85. showing a profit of more
than $1,400,000. In 1929, under Mr. Kennedy'sidentical,
management, namely,
the gross
sales were
practically
$18,166,877.07.
The difference is about $15,000; but the cost
of sales in 1929 was $1,976,242.44 in excess
of the cost of doing the same volume of business in the year 1925.
"In the year 1928 the gross sales amounted to $17,265,321.46. It cost the company
$19,548,710.04 to transact this business. In
the year 1927. just prior to Mr. Kennedy's
connection with the companv, the gross sales
were $17,553,528.18. or about $300,000 more
than 1928. The cost, however, in 1927 was
over $1,400,000 less than the cost for transacting the same business in 1928. In other
words, comparing the same volume of business under the present control of the companv. we find an increase of cost in one
year of over $1,400,000.
"The years under discussion, 1927. 1928
and 1929. were unusual ones in the motion
picture industry. Paramount, Warner Bros..
Fox Film and Loew's shows an increase of
profits in 1929 over 1927 ot from 40 to 80
per cent. In that same period the management of Pathe Exchange. Inc.. had succeeded in wiping out practically the entire surplus accumulated by the corporation."
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/twite M.P.T.O.A.
.Myrtle IJeach. S. C— Invitation to
the M.P.T.O.A. to hold its next annual
convention at I'inchiirst, .\. ('., was
extended at the convjulion here of
North ( arolina and South ( arolina
exhibitors. The resolution lited the
lad that onl> one convention has been
held on southern soil. Charli-s \V.
I'i<|uet of I'inehursI has received
assurance that the Carolina Hotel,
I'inehurst. will open a week in advance of the rcKular season, for exelusive use of delegates during the
convention.

Copyright Union,
Music Tax Pact
Action Speeded
Washington — Final action upon the Vestal copyright bill is seen as assured at the
next session of Congress, as a result of consent of the rules committee of the House
to issuance of a rule to bring up the measure before adjournment.
This will enable bringing up of the measure in the Senate at the next session, when
final disposition can be made. Were it not
for the House rule, the bill would have
little chance for action at the three months'
session starting in December, for there
would not be time for consideration of it by
both houses.
Representative Vestal, author of the.
measure, and other members of the patent
committee had requested early action, pointing out that the time for adherence of the
United States to the International Copyright Union will expire August 1. 1931, so
that only by having the matter disposed of
by the House at this session would it be
possible to secure enactment in time to permit the United States to join.
The bill contains the divisibility of copyright and compulsory music license clauses,
which have been the subject of great controversv.

Clarke Off for London;
Utilities f Not Films, Aim
Harley L. Clarke, president and controlling factor of the Fox enterprises, sailed for
London Thursday on business pertaining to
his public utilities interests.
Reported purchase by Fox of the remaining interest in Gaumont British is declared by a Clarke spokesman to have nothing to do with the trip. "As a matter of
fact." said this informant. "Clarke's trip
to England has no bearing on motion pictures."
Sec page 59. tliis issue, for a comprehensive
analysis of the copyright situation, zcritten by
Samuel Spring.

Coincidence?
It may have been just coincidence,
hut the statement of Richard .-\. Rowland, made following the Pathe stockholders' meeting, was issued by the
Alenken advertising agency, which
also handles the Con.solidated Film
Industries account.

Bhickinaih^rs in
HollvMood
?
Ask Con Conrad
{Continued from

page

55)

seated in Conrad's
home.
One of the girls
drank nothing. The other poured three straight
ryes into herself.
And then the fun iKg.ui.
"TIh' drinking gal began to act as though she
was plenty stewed. She begarf to talk loudly
and worry.
knock over a chair or two. Conrad began
to
"Look, honey," he cried. "Take it easy. Take
it "The
cas). girl
Calm
downat ahim.
bit."
glared
"Who arc jou calling dirty names?" she
screamed as she knocked over a lamp for good
measure. "I want you to know I'm a lady !"
"This was l)ad business. Conrad promptly
apologized for nothing and asked the girls to
leave, .\nother five minutes and they were on
their way. .'\iid Conrad heaved a great big
sigh of relief.
"In the morning came a letter from an attorney. It notified the songwriter that he had
committed e\ery crime on the calendar upon
the person of the gal who had been in his
home the previous afternoon. Furthermore,
the letter said, the client was under eighteen.
(That's an old story. Every woman in Hollymothers.)
wood is under eighteen, even if they're grand"Did Conrad want to settle? If he did, it
could be arranged. Otherwise, there would be
a suit for $100,000.
"Could Conrad tight this rat attorney and his
client? Not much. One such story in the
papers and Conrad would be oflf the Fox lot
before he knew what had happened.
"So he paid the blackmail toll and charged
it up to experience. Now, if a young lady
passes his bungalow on the lot and gives him
the eye, Conrad jumps into his piano and yanks
down the lid."

General Register Corp,
Opens Service Stations

The (ieneral Register Cor[).. headed by
J. C. Enslen, formerly president of the
World Ticket & Supply Co. for many years,
is establishing service stations throughout
the United States in connection with the
distribution of Automatic Gold Seal Registers and Simplex Ticket Registers.
Sales offices have been opened in the Paramount Building with J. C. Enslen in the
capacity of general sales manager. The
offices will be open to the trade beginning
Monday, June 16. and the General Register
Corp. extends an invitation to all exhibitors to visit the new headquarters. The
corporation w-ill specialize in mechanical
devices and all types of ticket registers.

^ya}•ners Get Lancaster Site
Lancaster, Pa. — Announcement is made
of the sale to Warners of the old railroad
station here, which was abandoned when
the new $1,000,000 depot opened. A large
theatre will be erected on the site. Under
an old contract, formal transfer of the prop;
erty was made by the railroad company tp
the city, represented by D. Bernard Heflfer^nan. who in turn will transfer the property
to \\'arners.

•

Ordered to Rest
Hollywood — Bradley King is to take a
four months' vacation from writing acttviities, upon order of her physician.
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Mary Signs New
Talent for Fresh
Start on Film
Hollywood — Calling in Edgar Selwvn to
rewrite the script and dialogue for necessary changes, IMary Pickford is slated
to re-start production on "Forever Yours"
within the next two weeks. When the picture gets under way, Sam Taylor \\ ill he
found in the director's chair.
The production was originally launched
with Benjamin Glazer as supervisor and
Marshall Neilan directing. After three sequences were finished. Aliss Pickford decided to ahandon production entirely in order to have the story revised. At that time.
the entire staff and cast were dismissed,
with the exception of Kenneth McKenna.
leading man, who was borrowed from Fox
for the role. McKenna stays in the new
cast, with majority of other player> being
replaced.

Buckley Gets Real Slant
On Thing Called Overhead
Albany, X. Y. — Chri> Buckley of the
Harmanus-Bleecker Hall has a ditt'erent
slant now. He has just returned from
Hollywood where he attended the Fox convention and visited the company's studio
as guest of James R. Grainger.
"Every e.xhibitor ought to go to California and see the time, trouble and money
spent in the production of pictures," Buckley opines. "It's a revelation."
Eight pictures were just about getting
under wav when Buckley arrived. He had
had an idea that running theatres ran up
the nut. but now that his jaunt west is
over, Buckley reflects in his cooler moments
that the exhibitor's life isn't so bad.

Kalmar and Ruby to Write
'^Amos 'n* Andy'' Music

Bert Kalmar and Harry Ruby, authors
of more than 100 musical songs, including
the scores for such hits as "The Ramblers,"
"Animal Crackers," "Five O'Clock Girl"
and "The Cuckoos," have been signed to
write the book, lyrics and nmsic for the
forthcoming
Amos 'n' Andy musical production.
Kalmar and Ruby are now in New York
conferring on material and specialties
with
Amos Lee
and Marcus
Andy, Schnitzer.
\\'ill!am
Le Baron,
and Director
Mel
Brown.

Jumps to Featured Spot
Hollywood — With only two pictures to
her credit, Maureen O'Sullivan, Irish ingenue imported by Fox, will play one of
the leads in "Just Imagine." The part is
considered a plum on the Fox lot.

A "K.Or Sock
Ted Cook, commenting in the .V. Y.
American on Kdwin Carewe'.s new contract to collect garbage in Dallas, finds
"it certainly mu.st be irritating to scenario writers to see a director go over
their heads for source material."
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More Rogues
"The Big House," prison yarn produced by M-G-M, will follow "The
Rogue Song" at the Astor, New York.

Panning Better
Than Praise, Is
De MiUe Idea
Hollvwood — Take it from Cecil B. De
Mille, 'head of the Ass'n. of M. P. Producers and producer-director for M-G-M,
criticism, rather than praise, is what this
industry doesn't need nothing else but. Furthermore, when a paf
I
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it starts a "vicious cycle" which
results in
a picture,
praisesof
thetronleader,"
game
"follow
the
which
producers
are
wont
to

'Tis better, far betplay.
ter, he wants you to
know, for a patron to
severely pan a picture,
so that OHt of the bulk
of such criticisms on a
single picture or star
Cecil B. DeMille
can come "very valuable central comments as to what the public
doesn't
want."
Accordingly,
when your patrons come
out of your show shop and roundly applaud,
asking for more pictures of the kind they've
just seen, have a care and cup your hands
over your ears ; otherwise you'll be a contributing factor to that dangerous element
of repetition, which often has caused producers to be referred to as sheep, and other
kindred uncomplimentary remarks. But let
De Mille give you his slant :

New Fields Profitable
"To strike out into new fields is a hard and danserous thing: to do. but in the end it is more profitable. A star or a director with a reputation for doing- 'new' things may not always make a success;
but when he does, his satisfaction and that of the
public is greater than if he had followed the safer
route of riding along under the banner of some one
else's initial thought."

That "Vicious Cycle"

Consider a moment the danger of praise, as De
Mille sees it. First, he says, the patron raves about
a picture.
"The theatre manager, flushed with a big night's
business, passes on to the exchange this message,
'Why can't you fellows give me more pictures like
so-and-so?' And the exchange in its turn wires to
the home office for relay to the studio: 'So-and-so
smashed all box office records in this territory. Can
we have more like it on the new program?' And a
competitor, seeing this activity, wires in turn to his
studio. 'Blatz Company's '.So and So' tremendous
money niaker stop suggest we make 'This and That,'
which is a similar story.'
"And in just two or three moves you have started
what always turns out to be one of those much talked
about 'vicious circles.'
"\o one person in such a circle is to blame for
the situation, except that it is succumbing to the
universal human
tendency
to 'take the easiest way.'
"It seems to be simplest to cash in on a proven
success, by presenting more of the same, but is it?
"Certainly one can't blame a pleased patron for
saying to his local theatre manager. 'Give us more
like that onel' but in the end he is the first to resent
too many repetitions of the idea that so pleased him
when it originally came along."
De Mille cites the wisdom of striking out along
new lines, pointing to his various pictures as proof
the public will resixmd to new themes and treatment.
He also calls attention to other directors' pictures to
emphasize the wisiUuu of avoiding the pitfalls presented by the "follow the leader" game.
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Johnston Lists 16
Syndicate Films
For New Season
Sixteen talkers will be produced for 193031 by Syndicate Pictures, one of the units
of W. Ray Johnston attractions.
Three producing units will combine to
produce the group, George Durlam being supervising director on eight and Charles A.
Post supervising director on the other eight.
Duke Worne, J. P. McGowan and J. J. McCarthy are the three directors who have
joined the directorial staff and will each
direct a group of the new Syndicate talkers.
Charles Delaney has been borrowed to
star in the first picture. Virginia Brown
Faire, Louise Lorraine. Tom Tyler, Buzz
Barton, Bob Custer and Al St. John are
other stars signed for various pictures.
A musical tie-up has been made between
Mr. Johnson, Shapiro. Bernstein & Co. and
the Brunswick Phonograph Co.
The series will be sold on a special franchise through independent exchanges. The
first release goes into production June 15
for Aug. 1 delivery and subsequent releases
will follow one every three weeks.
Pictures which will comprise the line-up
are: "Lender Texas Skies.'' "The Lonesome
Trail," "West of Cheyenne," "Beyond the
Law," "Riders of the North," "Song of the
Plains," "Westward Bound." "Rose of the
Rio Grande," "Frontier Days," "Phantom
of the Desert," "Last of the Pawnees," "Red
Coats of Canada," "A Boy of the Plains,"
"The Texas Ranger," "God's Country and
the Man" and "The Code of Honor."

Eight from Continental;
Gaumont in Deal for Series
Continental Pictures, headed by W. Ray
Johnston, will produce and distribute eight
talkers in 1930-31 on the State Rights market. "The Fourth Alarm" starts the group,
to be followed by "Air Eagles," "Defenders
of the Law," "Streets of Shadows," "Rose
of Chinatown," "The Hellion's Last Cruise,"
"Sea Devils" and "The Mystery Train." Phil
Rosen will direct the initial release at the
Darmour
studios on the Coast.
Johnston has sold United Kingdom rights
on
the new Continental eight to Gaumont,
London.

Gets Syndicate Franchise

Melvin Hirsh and Bert Kulick of Bell
Pictures, Inc., this week concluded negotiations with W. Ray Johnston for the release
of the si.xteen Syndicate melodramas in
Greater New York and northern New Jersey. Charles Delaney will be starred in the
first release.

Tee! Hee!
Washington — George Richardson, advertising manager of the Paramount
exchange, was laid up for several days
at his home recently due to a sprained
ankle he sufifered while practicing golf
in his yard at home.
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Hollywood — Old - liishioiu-d cattle
opora with sound. IMayers, hoadcd hy
Anil llardinjf. are all excelleiit hut
miscast. The plot is cut, dried and
«»ld, and the appeal of this First National release depends on whether or
not your audiences
like westerns.

INotre
Out Dame''
ol Game

ASHBAUGH.

Warners Install
Booking Oifice
For All Units
A talent l)urcau to haiullc houkini^s for all
\ ita[)lioiic pictures, vaudeville, stajje prestj'utations. radio broadcasts, electrical trauscrii)tions and musical comedies produced
hy Warners has just been instituted l)v |. I..
\\'arner, vice-president in charge of production.
The new bookin"- office, under the supervision of WaUer Myers, will act for all the
at'tiliated companies of Warner Bros, and
will facilitate the placing of talent for every
form of stage and picture production in
which Warners engage. A comprehensive
system of hooking, devised by J. L. Warner,
will be in operation, so that at short notice
stars may be recruited for cither stage,
screen or liroadcasting engagements.

Fox Cut Prices to Go
Unchallenged in St. Louis
St. Louis — .\mbassador. Missouri ai.il
Grand Central, important Warner first runs
in this town, will not reduce tiieir prices to
conforiu to the new cut sale inaugurated
bv Fox at the Washington Blvd. theatre.

Seek Sunday Shows
Forest City, la. — Petition has l)een circulated asking for a special election on .Sunday shows. The last vote was taken March,
1927, and resulted in a victory for opponents of Sunday shows. Since then, however, there has been a considerable change
of sentiment and proponents believe that
thev will be able to carrv the dav easilv.

ii

s klEnd'
Joturne
and
ony'Co
Pu
Lasts Only Week
\^f

Minneapolis — Paramount Publix put
"Journey's End" on cold at the Century
here, it is claimed, with result that the
picture did but one week. Only three days'
of advance advertising was used.
Business conditions here are ascribeil as
a contributing factor, although business at
the firm's houses in the Northwest is said
to be but nine per cent below normal. The
circuit's
nationallv.business is declared oti' 30 per cent

Hollywood — " TcjplitEky of Xotre Dame"
is not going to vie witli "Broun of Harvard" for a niche in the cinema hall of fame.
" roi)litzky" has been yanked out of the
game by Paramount, having been ruletl ineligible bythe scholastic authorities of the
institution of learning noted for its football
heroes. Cieorge .Marion, Jr., had written the
story and Paramount had spent a considerable sum in tilming the Army-Xotre Dame
and other football ejjics in preparation, but
production officials bumpecl U]) against a
stone wall when they asked permission to
shoot scenes on the Xotre Dame campus.
They were informed that Notre Dame doe^
not desire itself celebrated for football prowess ; that it prefers recognition for its —
ahem ! erudition, instead. So Paramount
has cancelled the picture.
It ma\' be merely a coincidence, but Knute
Rockne, coach at Notre Dame, is tied up
with Pathe for a series of football shorts.
There is also a suspicion that the Xotre
Dame players, who glory in the appellation
of "The Fighting Irish," even if they include Germans. Swedes, Poles and a nummuch

ber of other nationalities, didn't think so
of the title selected for the picture.

Warners Sign Up Ben
Lyon for Feature Roles
Hollywood — .\fter appearing in "The
Queen
of Main
Street"placed
for I-'irst
Ben Lyon
has been
underNational.
a term
contract by Warners for featured spots in
both Warner and First National productions. Lyon's first assignment under the
new agreement will be a featured role in
"The Hot Heiress," which Clarence Badger will direct.
Lyon was
to h^irst
National
up under
to two term
yearscontract
ago, when
his
contract option expired. He had been with
the company about five years previously,
during uhich time he rose from a contract
pl;i\er tn feature billing.

Charles Kurtzman Aide
To Harry C. Arthur
Personal representative to Marry C. Arthur, general manager of Fo.x Theatres, is
title of Charles E. Kurtzman, brought to
New York from the Coast, where he was
associated with Publix. .\nother appointment is that of Harrv Woodin. formerly
on the Coast, to division manager of Fox
houses in the Bronx.

Frisco Showman III
San Francisco — Ma.x Weiss, veteran San
Francisco exhibitor, is ill at a local sanitarium.

Seeks Slogan
Paramount Pul)lix this week was
rounding out a drive for a slogan for
its theatres, among members of the
staff. Short, snappy slogans, employing the full name. "Paramount Publix," were sought.
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I'hi- I nited Stales has sued the
Radio Corp.. (General Kleclric, \Nestinghouse, .\. T. & T., (General Motors
and (ieneral Motor Uadio Corp., and
if it wins, the .Seiv York Sun expects
us "to Ko hack to the magic lantern.
the horse and buggy and the vaudeville ventriloqui.st for diverHion."

Vi^estern Eleetric
Plant in Cieero
To Fire 10,000
Chicagcj — It is reliably reported here that
Western i-"lectric will lay off between 10,000 and 14,000 employees' at its large Hawthorne plant in Cicero, where the company's
new type, small-sized sound equi[)ment is in
production. Xormally, the jjlant employs
about 32.000 persons.
.\iiother measure, already officially announced by the company, will be the early
designation of two mid-summer weeks for
a complete shut-down of the mammoth
Hawthorne plant. .\t that time, probably
either in late July or early .August, all employees will take vacations simultaneously.
Those (jualified to receive the regular vacation period will be paid for the two weeks,
but employees not eligible for vacation will
receive no pay during the lay-ofif.

Tiffany Lease on Gaiety
Ends
June 29; Off B'way
"Journey's End" closes its run at the
Gaiety
29 andshow
with window
it Titi'any's
lease ononitsJune
Broadway
likewise terminates. The company will be off
the luain stem until pictures for the new
season that rate a $2 run. in the oi)inion
of the comijany, come aloni;.

12 Pacent Equipments
Operating in Europe
There are now 12 Pacent reproducers
operating in European theatres, the company states. Tore Lundahl, chief engineer
for the company, has been abroad since
March of last year, overseeing installations.

Showmen Debate
Summer Closing
In Twin Cities
Minneapolis — Except for some curb discussions, no steps have been taken on the
proposal to close Twin City independent
theatres for the summer unless concessions
are forthcoming in the way of reduced film
rentals and operators' wages.
Opinion is divided on the proposed plan,
some declaring it would make residents
"picture hungry-," others declaring it presents great danger in alienating patronage,
which might not be won back in the fall.

Motion
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Not Clean, But New
There's the silly yarn about the
well-known movie ham who had just
been married, and, to hear Walter
Winchell tell it, craved a honeymoon.
"He had just returned from a vacation, however, and his studio boss
couldn't see things that way. They
were all set to start shooting a new
flicker, so the argument was plenty
loud.
" 'All right,' he was sarcastically
told, 'go on your damned old honeymoon. We'll use your double until you
see fit to return I'
"At which the hambo reflected:
'Ah, well. Art is Art. . . .'
"So he sent his double on the honeymoon."

Germany Plans
To Send Expert
To W. C. Studios
Hollywood — Deciding that the manner
and customs of Germany should be correctly
depicted in motion pictures, the German
government is considering the appointment
of a special representative to be stationed
in Hollywood for the express purpose of
advising producers on technical matters for
pictures that might present sequences with
a German background.
Through its Hollywood representative,
the German government will ofTer film producers the fullest cooperation in the matter of correct details of manners and customs ; and the government itself will assist the producers by obtaining special photographs of any location in Germany for
duplication in the local studios.
Services of the German representative
will be offered to producers gratis, with
salary being provided by Germany. The
special representative of the Berlin government will not interfere in the slightest
with either plot or story construction as
provided for by the script. His duties will
be solely those of an expert technical advisor for proper settings depicting German
habits, customs and locations.
It is hoped that this method will eliminate all difficulty in production of pictures
with either German background or sequences where customs or locations are
misrepresented through lack of sufficient information bythe producers.

Stage Shows Brought
Back to Houston Publix
Houston, Tex. — Stage shows are being
resumed at the Metropolitan de luxe Publix house, Friday, after a lull of three
months. Reasons for returning to the stage
and picture policy, after trying out an allsound schedule for three months, were given
E. E. Collins as "in reby City sponseManager
to public demand, and to provide
light entertainment for the summer months."

Two More Paramounts
Paramount Thursday was slated to open
the Paramount, Middletown. N. Y. The
Paramount at Peekskill is to open June 26.

Picture
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Rehearse Talkers
To Avoid Kicks,
Says Sydney Abel
Rehearsals of sound picture programs are
insurance against inferior reproduction,
poor changeovers, interruptions caused by
defective tilm, improper volume levels and
losses of synchronization particularly as
regards disc prints, in
the opinion of Sydney
E. Aljel, general sales
manager of RCA Photophone. He strongly
urges rehearsals as a
"wise investment" for
any exhibitor.
"The advisability of
rehearsing each show
can not be over-emhe declares.
More now phasized,"than
ever
before the projectionist is a very busy man.
He must, in addition
Sydney E, Abel
to running the show,
check his entire equipment frequently. Arc
lamps, projectors, sound head attachments,
turntables, amplifier and auxiliary devices
such as batteries, charging equipment, etc.,
must receive attention.
Film must be rewound and inspected after
each run. Being in the booth during the
presentation of a picture the projectionist
is not in a position to judge the volume ^-f
reproduction in the auditorium. Rehearsals
permit the theatre manager to determine
the proper volume levels for each subject
and even for each scene, as is sometimes
necessary.
Scientific tests have shown that definite
fatigue is suffered by listening to sound that
is either too soft or too loud. To obtain the
desired effect it is necessary to maintain
volume at a normal level.

Cites Volume Changes
"In this case normal denotes that particular level which sounds most natural for
each subject. A close-up should be somewhat louder than a long-shot, etc. Too frequently in movie theatres the shouts of i
mob or the roar of a cannon are barely
audible, while the voice of a little girl
booms forth with terrific intensity. Conditions like these cause much unfavorable
comment and the impressions given are that
the management is slip-shod and very much
at fault.
"At rehearsals the projectionists are able
to cue their change-overs properly. In many
cases, change-overs must be made at the
proper instant to avoid cutting part of the
dialogue. Inspection by screening and listening at a preview is far better business
than trusting to fate that the print and
sound track or records will be in good con-

Dividend
Is Passed by
dition."
American Seating Co,
Regular 50 cents a share dividend on the
common has been passed by directors of
American Seating. The firm reported loss
of $108,460 after charges for the March
quarter, compared with net of $41,645 in the
same period last year.
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It's June
Hollywood — Cupid is working overtime these days on the TiflFany lot,
four couples having announced wedding plans within a week. They are
Edna May and Arthur Hagerman,
studio publicity man; Rex Lease and
Betty Pierce; Harry Mancke, assistant
director, and Hazel Lee of the music
department; Buddy Myers, sound engineer, and Theresa Allen, dance
instructress.

Exhibitors of
Carolinas Join
At Convention
Myrtle Beach, X. C. — Combination of
North and South Carolina exhibitors into
a single organization was completed at the
midsummer meeting of the two state groups
here. Theatre Owners of North and South
Carolina, capitalized at $20,000, is the name
of the new unit. Twenty thousand shares,
priced at $1 each, not more than one of
which is to be issued each theatre member,
w-ill be issued. President Charles W'. Picquet presided at the sessions.
Willard L. Dowell of Raleigh, executive
secretary of the North Carolina Merchants'
Ass'n., high-lighted the meetings with an
outline of existing and proposed taxes in
his state and explained the general sales
tax being advocated, which is expected to
be an issue at the next legislative meeting.
"Community Co-operation and Goodwill"
was the subject of an address by Anna
Aiken Patterson, former publisher of "The
Weekly Film Review," who stressed the
importance of well-planned, consistent effort to raise the exhibitor's standing in his
community. Col. Willard C. Patterson was
toastmaster at the banquet.

List of Delegates
Among the South Carolina exhibitors
participating in the convention were: AlIjert Sottile and J. C. Sherrill, both of the
Pastime Amusement Co., Charleston; f. N.
O'Dowd, O'Dowd, Florence; M. F. Schnibben, Colonial, Florence ; H. R. Berry, Hartsville; T. S. Rogers, Marion; H. W. Anderson, Dillon ; and George Parr, of Lancaster,
The exhibitor group from North Carolina
included : Charles W. Picquet, Pinehurst ;
Warren Irvin. Charlotte ; U. K. Rice, Winston-Salem; E. W. Street, Greensboro; H.
E. Buchanan, Sylva ; H. F. Kincey, Greensboro; Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Thompson, Graham ;E. L. Hearne, .-Mbemarle ; Montgomery Hill, Greensboro; Frank Stough. Davidson George
;
Hughes, Albemarle ; C. A.
Matthews, Charlotte; Don Nichols, High
Point ; J. U. McCormick, Charlotte, and
W. G. Enloe, of Raleigh.
Other exhibitors in attendance included
Rcbert B. Wilby of Atlanta, who is interested both as a chain affiliation and an independent theatre owner; J. A. Koerpel, New
York, divisional director for Publix in the
Carolinas; and Willard C. Patterson, district manager for Publix in Atlanta and
Birmingham.
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Wisconsin Republican Party Demands
Curtailment and Regulation of Chains
Kansas City — Kansas City's lilm row was surprised when
DubinsJcU
„
*
it read in "Liberty" that the late Jeanne KaKlfs had been
Komance
married to the late Maurice
Dubinsky.
The five Dubinsky
HcVCOlcd
brothers have lonu bi-en identified with the show l)usiness
in Kansas City and Middle West, but very few seemed to
have been aware that Maurice had married the famous star
when she was a member of the Dubinsky tent show many
years ago.

Music Business

Louisiana Taxes

At "Lowest Ebb,
Paine Declares

9^

The imi.sic business is "at tlie lowest clih
in music history," declared John G. Paine,
chairman of the board of Music Publishers'
Protective Ass'n., at an open meeting this
week at the Astor and attended by more
than 100, representing both members and
non-members of the M. P. P. A., music
jobbers and retail dealers.
Several factors concerning the present
slunij) in music business were discussed, including questions of over-production, high
cost of sheet music and lack of musical interest in the home, although no definite conclusion was arrived at.
Louis Bernstein of Shapiro-Bernstein &
Co., Inc., and president of the M. P. P. A.,
in his speech favored a general reduction
in the price of sheet music to 25 cents per
copy as a direct aid to sales promotion, but
was opposed by others, who maintained that
the smaller dealer could not possibly find
it profitable to sell at that price.
Paine admitted that, since the meeting
was originally called merely to openly discuss various ways and means of increasing
music sales and not to adopt any measures,
it was a success in that various problems
confronting music men were brought to the
fore which would be taken into closer consideration in the near future.

Hit by Curtain, Sues
Fort Wayne, Ind. — Because, it was
claimed, a curtain at the rear of a theatre
conducted by the defendant firm, in some
manner happened to descend on him while
he was sitting beneath it last April 26, and
struck him on the head, John \V. Lewis
has filed suit against the Riley .Vmusement
Corp. here for $2,000 damages. The curtain, which it was said had been rolled up
and was hanging a few feet above Lewis,
had an iron bar approximately one-half
inch thick extending along the bottom, according to the complaint.

Original Title Retained
Montreal — .\fter French residents complained the picture is not in accordance with
historical fact. Universal resumed title of
"The Captain of the Guard." The picture
was shown here as "La Marseillaise."

May Kill Off
Small Houses
Xew Orleans — Many small theatres in
Louisiana are threatened with extinction if
the proposed 15 per cent amusement tax becomes law. The measure was introduced
last week in the legislature and is one of
three bills affecting the industry. The other
two call for a ta.x of 3 cents per square
foot on billboards and a tax of from $1 to
$5 on each billboard.

Addison Goes to Pittsburgh
Rochester — H. M. Addison, former manager of Loew's Rochester, biggest film house
in Rochester, left for Pittsburgh last week
with a new diamond Shrine pin sparkling
from his lapel, the gift of the Rochester
Shrine Club at a fete in his honor. Addison, who will become managing director of
Loew's Penn in Pittsburgh, has been here
two years. David Nolan of Akron, O., is
his successor.

Bancroft's Next Set
Hollywood — "Rolling Down to Rio" will
mount.
be
George Bancroft's next picture for Para-

Ha-Ha-HaH
Speaking of Hollywood and ridiculous sums of money, a motion picture
fan publication in India tells us that
"it's no .secret that Harold Lloyd is
pretty well fed up on his grand Benedict Canyon estate, with its lagoons,
lakes, water-falls and Kolf-course."
And
here's why, according to the publication:
"When Harold got the place completed— as much as such a vast demesne can ever be finished — he discovered that it would require, day in
and day out, a staff of 16 gardeners
and 19 house servants, exclusive of
his four chauffeurs and his personal
and studio staff. The upkeep is about
Dollars .3,000 weekly. Which only leaves
Harold a measly Dollars 37,000 a week
for cigarettes and pocket money."
Yes, and Harold would be satisfied
with 50 per cent of that press agent's
fairy story figure of 40 grand.

Plank

('urhing AclivitiiH
Circuits in Platform
Adopted in Oshkosh

of

Oshkosh, Wis. — Chain theatre operation
may be drawn into the campaign i^^ue of
■-tate 'administration" Republicans, who.se
I)latform contains a stinging attack on chain
theatre operation, it was indicated at the
party's convention here. Strengthening of
laws licensing out of state or state corporations to permit revocation for unfair
trade practices is demanded in the platform.
The Repul)licans want chain operator.^
"amenable to state regulation" and existing
liandicaps to independents removed. They
also ask imposition of license fees "to jjay
for maintenance of regulation, and prcjinpt
investigation of practicability of tax amendments to equalize present tax burdens."
The rival La Follette progressive Republican group has put forth chain stores as
a chief issue in the campaign.
Chain operation was the subject of a
heated controversy in Racine last year, when
independent operators threatened to close
their houses, alleging they were prevented
from obtaining quality product due to chain
competition.
At the time, the mayor of Racine made a
trip to Washington to confer with Wisconsin
senators, the Federal Trade Commission and
Abram F. Myers, president of .Allied States
Ass'n. With a heavy tax on chain-operated
theatres in Racine threatened, concessions
were made by distributors, so threatened
closing of the independent houses was
averted, as well as any proposed probe of
chain activities in the state.

Levee Robbed of Jewels
Hollywood — M. C. Levee, executive manager of Paramount Studios, was the victim
of a jewel robbery last week when thieves
entered his home and walked olY with gem^
valued at $25,000. Insurance covered about
half of the loss. This is Levee's second los-via thieves. Several years ago the producer
and his party were held up when returning
from a hotel banquet, and lost about SIO.O'X)
worth of valuables at that time.

Jack Grant Resigns
Hollywood — With Fawcett Publications
taking over control of "Hollywood Magazine," Jack Grant, editor of the latter fan
magazine, tendered his resignation. Ruth
Biery w^ill represent "Hollywood Magazine"
with the other Fawcett fan publications on
the Coast.

"^" Buys "Big Four"
Hollywood — Carl Laemmle. Jr.. has purchased film rights to "The Big P\iur." novel
by F'ainder Dalleng, which is a current best
seller in England. The story is a railroad
melodrama.
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M-G-M Rushing
New Pictures;
12 Under Way
Tlollywood — M-G-M is further ahead on
its advance production activities for the
coming year than in similar periods in other
years. Twelve pictures are under way at
the Culver City studio, most of them in
tinal stages of production. All of these are
new season films, and it is expected that at
least ten other new season productions will
he completed during the sunmier.
Between June 14 and August 9 the following nine remaining productions on the
1929-30 schedule will be released: "The
Big House," "One Embarrassing Night,"
"The Richest Man in the World." "The .Sea
Rat." "The Unholy Three," "Way Out
West," "Romance," "Our Blushing Brides"
and "Let Us Be Gay."
Pictures now being completed by M-G-M
are :
"Madame Satan," Cecil B. De Mille's second
M-G-M production with cast headed by Kay
Johnson, Roland Young, Reginald Denny and
Lillian Roth.
"Good News" is being co-directed by Edgar
MacGregor and Nick Grinde with a cast headed
l)y Bessie Love, Mary Lawlor, Stanley Smith,
Cliff Edwards and Gus Shy. This is an adaptation of the Broadway musical.
King \'idor is on the last lap of his new
production, "Billy the Kid." with John Mack
Brown. Lucille Powers, Wallace Beery and
Karl Dane.
Buster Keaton's new film is tentatively called
"Forward March." Sally Eilers plays opposite
and Edward Sedgwick is directing.

Reisner Working

on Two

Charles Reisner is putting final touches on
"The March of Time," revue starring Weber
& Fields, De Wolf Hopper and othe roldtiniers, along with a host of present-day celebrities. Reisner also has commenced work on
a new comedy with music titled, "Like Kelly
Can." This is an adaptation of the stage show,
"Spring Fever," and its cast includes Robert
Montgomery, Dorothy Jordan, Benny Rubin
and Catherine Moylan.
Hal Roach is completing "Monsieur Le Fox,"
which was produced simultaneously in five languages :English, French, .Spanish, German and
Italian.
Malcolm St. Clair is directing William
Haines in "Remote Control." This is an adaptation of the Broadway stage show. Mary
Doran has the chief feminine role.
"Trader Horn," which has been in preparation and production for the better part of two
years, is near completion. W. S. VanDyke
is the director and Harry Carey, Duncan Renaldo and Edwin Booth head the cast.
John (Gilbert is working in "Way for a Sailor." which Sam Wood is directing from Albert
Wetjen's book. Jim Tully has a featured part.
Grace Moore is starting work in her first
M-G-M talking film. This has not yet been
titled, but the story was suggested by the
career of Jenny Lind.
Joan Crawford is beginning work in "Great
Day." Harry Pollard is the director and the
story has a musical score by Vincent \n\\mans.

50 in New

Line-Up

M-G-A'I's new season schedule calls for the
release of feature productions, which are listed
below :
Marion Davies in "Rosalie," "The Five
O'clock Girl" and one other picture ; Greta
Garbo in "Red Dust" and two other pictures ;
John Gilbert in "Way for a Sailor" and one
other : Ramon
Novarro
in "The
Singer of

P ic t u r c
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New Color Work Halted
Technicolor ha.s served notice on
producer-distributors pointing out the
inability of the company's Hollywood
and Eastern plants to handle new contracts on color work, because of expanded plans of companies now under
contract to Technicolor.
Companies planning a number of
elaborate all-Technicolor films have
postponed production until later in
the season, the company claims. The
congestion is in the relief print department, where, it is said, LlOO are
now working day and n'ght to keep
pace with a 700 per cent increase in
plant capacity in one year.

Seville," "Song of India" and one other ; Lon
Chancy in "The Bugle Sounds" ; William
Haines in "Remote Control" and three others ;
Norma Shearer in two pictures, as yet untitled ;Joan Crawford in "Great Day," "Her
Fortune" and two others ; Lawrence Tibbett in
"New Moon" and one other; Grace Moore in
"Jenny Lind" and three others.
'"Madame Satan," directed by Cecil B. De
Mille; "Razzle-Dazzle," co-starring Marie
Dressier and Polly Moran; "Billy the Kid,"
directed by King Vidor; "Trader Horn," "The
World's Illusion," Jacob VVasserman's novel;
"Dixie," "War
Nurse."
"Ballyhoo," Beth Brown's novel ; "Dance,
Fools, Dance," an adaptation of Martin Flavin's
stage play, "Cross Roads" ; "The Great Meadow," Elizabeth Madox Roberts' story of the
days
of
Daniel
Boone;by "Doing
Thing,"
with lyrics
and music
Jimmy That
McHugh
and
Dorothy Fields ; "Tampico," Joseph Hergesheimer's story ; "The March of Time."
"The Crisis," Winston Churchill's novel of
Civil War days ; "The Passion Flower," by
Kathleen Norris ; "Monsieur Le Fox" ; "The
Dark Star," by Lorna Moon, with Marie Dressier in the central role ; and "Those Three
French Girls."

Warners Using Blimps
In Eastern Studios

The camera blimps which have replaced
the booths at the Brooklyn Vitaphone Studios
are expected to speed up production, give
more leeway for difficult camera angles and
make the shooting of exterior shots comparatively simple. This apparatus, designed
by Vitaphone experimenters, consists of a
fireproof composition hood which fits over
the camera mounted on a tripod and is said
to be better than the booths in eliminatnig
grind noises.
It is rumored that Warner Bros, will
manufacture and market this type of blimp.

/ eos Vacationina, Joe to
Report Back to Fox Aug, 1
jack G. Leo. former vice president of Fox,
and Joe Leo, head of Fox Metropolitan
Playhouses, are setting their vacations. Jack
is aboard the Bremen bound for Europe,
and will return in October. Joe's going to
Wisconsin for his rest, but reports back to
the home office Aug. 1.

Pantaaes Wins Release
On Bail of $100,000
Los Angeles — His contention that iail
confinement was endangering his life has
won release on bail for .Mexander Pantages,
who has been in custody since last October
for an alleged attack on Eunice Pringle.
voutbfnl dancer. Pantages is annealing hi<
conviction. Bail was set at $100,000.
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176 Shorts for
M-G-M in New
Season; Up 30%
Hollywood — Addition of 12 "Flip the
Frog"' cartoon subjects to AI-G-M's short
feature line-up for next season brings to 176
the total of shorts for 1930-31, an expansion
of about 30 per cent, in this company's
short product activities over last year.
The new season group of 176 releases
includes 22 Laurel-Hardy, "Our Gang" and
Charley Chase comedies; 12 Burton Holmes
travelogues; 12 colortone revues and other
two reel novelty subjects; eight Hal Roach
"Boy Friends" comedies; six dog comedies;
and 104 issues of Hearst Metrotone News.
Among the group additions to the short
feature program for next season are 12
Burton Holmes travel subjects and eight
Hal Roach "Boy Friends" comedies. The
12 Holmes subjects will be titled "Around
the World with Burton Holmes."

Roach's New

Series

The sents
Halan idea
Roachin "Boy
preshortFriends"
feature series
comedies
which Roach has had in mind several years.
The average age of the "Boy Friends"
players is from 15 to 19. Members of the
troupe are Dorothy Granger, Mary Kornman, Gertie Messinger, Grady Sutton, David
Sharpe and Mickey Daniels.
Total of the Laurel-Hardy, Charley Chase
and "Our Gang" comedies planned for the
coming year is the same as the number of
last season's releases. These comedies are alldialogue films, and are to be produced in several foreign languages as well as in English.
Three of M-G-M's talking dog comedies
have been completed. They are : "Hot Dog,"
"College Hounds," and "Who Killed Rover?" —
all directed by Jules White and ion Myers.
These three and three others will be released
during 1930-31.
Eight colortone revues are planned for the
new year.
No titles have been announced.
In the novelty group of new season shorts
are two features with music : "The Song
Writers' Revue" and "Gems of M-G-M," towith two
sketches,
"The and
Rounder,"
comedy gether
with
George
K. Arthur
Dorothya
Sebastian,
and
"Copy,"
a
short
newspaper
drama.

Color craft Develops New
Chemical and Dye Method
New quantitative chemical and dye method for developing color pictures has been de\eloped- by Colorcraft Corp., which claims
the process converts the silver image to the
dye image without any loss of definition,
and without bleeding or fuzziness. Black
and white definitions may be reproduced in
red. orange, yellow, green, blue and violet,
nsintr artificially or naturally lighted scenes.
Focal depth is said to be the same as in
b'ack and white, and the company claims
direct lab expense will not exceed one cent
per foot over the cost of positive raw stock.

Bryan Foy Signs Long
Term F, N, Contract
Hollywood — Bryan Foy has signed a Ions:
term contract with First National and will
tHrcct ♦eat"rc length pictures. He w ill direct
"The Gorilla" as a talker.
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The Naked Truth
"Times S(|iiart'," acrortliiiK to Jtidfji-,
"is the most overrated aiul oxerpul)litized district in the world. I"ilt>
per cent of all movies and newspaper
columns deal with it constantiv, simplv because WKITKUS. DIUIXTOUS
AND COUMMSTS
AKKN T I AMIl,
lAK WITH ANY OTHKK I'AUT OF
THK (OINTKY."

Europeans Would
Combine Against
U. S. "Invasion"
Brussels — Formation of an intcniaiional
bureau at Geneva to defend European tilins
against ttie rvniencan ' uuasiuu i,-> proposed in a resolution adopted here by an
international congress of exhibitors. Elimination of amusement taxes in all countries
was called for in another resolution adopted.
Ways and means for tlie carrying out of
the anti-U.S. resolution were not di\iilged.

No Suspended Payments
From W. E. This Summer
A contract is just that at "Erpi." W hich
means that all requests from exhibitors to
suspend payments on reproducers during the
summer will be turned down by the company.
\V. E. declares, via Fred B. Warren,
eastern district sales manager, that only
three such requests have been received, any
way, and adds that reports published by
Motion Picture News that exhibitors
were clamoring for the suspensions a la
wholesale are completely and thoroughly
wet.
That covers the East. The company says
the western division has not reported.

Four-Serial Program Is
Confirmed by Universal
Universal this week contirmed the exclusive Motion Picture Xews announcement
of May 10 that the company is to have four
talker serials for release in 1930-31. Only
the title of the first, "The Indians Are Coming,'' which Henry McRae is directing, was
announced. Tim McCoy and Allene Ray
are co-featuretl. It will be in 12 episodes.
The others slated are "Big Circus." ten
episodes; "Fingerprints,'" by Arthur B.
Reeve, ten episodes; "Mutiny," a sea serial,
12 episodes. Pathe is to produce five talker
serials and Mascot Pictures about the same
number.

Wiring of Shubert House
Puts St. L. in Tough Spot
St. Louis — Downtown tirst run stands.
already troubled with unhealthy economic
conditions and the normal summer depression, now have a new competitor in the
nature of Shubert's Rialto. which has been
wired for sound. Initial screen show in
the legit stand is set for Sunday, when the
house starts a local run of ".A.11 Quiet on
the Western Front." Stage attractions will
not be wholly discontinued, however.
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Tncrp'ts PaniH^cl
IXhihilors'
For Laek
ol Faith
F.xliibitors, e.Kchanges and the trade in
general look upon indei)en(lent jjroducers as
being a brother-under-the-skin to the old
"con" men of the shell and pea game era,
in the opinion of C'harles A. Stimson, of
Big 4 Corp., an indei)eiident j)ro(luction(listribution unit rA-asing a series of Wseterns, and others, who charges that "lark of
confidence in the independent producers ma>
be traced directly to these producers them"Time has shown that almost without
exception,
the independent has l)l<nvn a
selves."
loud horn about his new product, onl\' to
fall down badly in delivering." "The result
of each procedure," states Stimson, "is keen
disappointment to the exhib" who counted
on the product, and large losses to exchanges which h.id contracted for the releases.
".■\s a consequence of this procedure the
theatres hesitated to do business with the
independent producers and the exchanges
which represented them. Vet it has been
admitted even by some of the largest producers that the independent man is essential to the industry.
"This matter of keeping faith with the
exchanges and exhibitors is of the utmost
importance to the independent man who
wishes to build up the good will of his
organization. I know for a fact that there
is a definite place in the motion picture industry for the independent and I feel that
it is up to him to make that position secure
by never pledging his word unless he can
see his way clear to keep it," advises Stimson.

"Merry Go Round'' to Be
Made as Big "V' Talker
L niversal has obtained dialogue rights to
"Merry Go Round." which F>ic von Stroheim wrote and directed for the company
as a silent with Xorman Kerry and Marv
Philbin featured. The talker version will
feature John Boles and Jeanette LotY. Xo
director has been selected. Handman, Goodtings. man & Kent are working on musical set-

Salesmanship
Credit Kmanuel Cohen and his Paramount I'ublix short subiect department with putting over a real piece of
-selling copy. It is the trailer made by
Floyd Gibbons, noted war correspondent and "headline hunter," to announce "With Hyrd at the South I'ole."
Gibbons, who has a larjje radio following throughout the nation, makes
his picture debut in the trailer, and
certainly puts over a vivid yarn about
his friend. Rear Admiral Byrd. and
the South Pole conquest. The runn-ng
description has been so successful that
Cohen has announced that (iibbons
will describe the flight in the H^'NES
picture.

A li(Kly /How
1,0s

ost it.s
fourth
as .America's slat have
ionK
tabu
with
ol <-ensus
the return

Angeles — I'his

bid for position
city,
incomplete
show.
.SudicienI

cil\

has

been tabulated to insure I)«'troit's retcntion
of
lourth
po>^itiiin. ed
-till and
to
l..{.'i(),<(00 persons
alreadv
count
an estimated 200,1)00 additional
be tabulated.

Mayer, 15 Olliers
FrcM^cl in Julian
Stock Usury Case
Los Angeles — Louis B. .Mayer and 15 codefendants were exonerated in Superior
C Ourt of conspiracy to commit usury in the
Julian Petroleum case. The defense rested
its case without introducing a word of testimony, after the special prcjsecutor admitted
the impossibility of proving a case of con"Not guilty
was the spiracy.
formal
verdict.for lack of evidence"

Group Advertising for
Boston Publix Houses
Boston — Publix downtown theatres this
week tried out grouping all of their theatres
in one double column spread advertisement
instead of bidding for attractive positions
for each of the theatres. Flach theatre was
given its customary design and heading
wMthin that space. In the group adv. were
included the Metropolitan, Scollay Square.
Olypmia and Uptown which play day and
date, F""enway and Modern which also are
now playing day and date, and the Beacon
and Globe on another day and date schedule.
This is a new arrangement on the day and
date booking, for heretofore Modern and
Beacon have played day and date for years
while the Fenway has been grouped with
either the Uptown, Oh-mpia or both.

No Successor for Stein
Planned by "f/" in Paris
Resignation of Alex Stein as managing
director for Universal in France and Belgium on August 1 will leave that post vacant unless the company changes present
Stein was in charge for "U" in Belgium
for
two years before elevation to his present
plans.
job. which he has occupied four years. Universal figures French and Belgium business can be handled by supervision from
Xew York with A] Szekler, general European representative, keeping an eye on activities in both countries from
Berlin.

Paramount Would Buy 20
Montreal Chain Houses
Montreal — Paramount Publix is seeking
to take over United .Amusements. Ltd.,
which operates 20 local theatres. The firm
owns a block of conmion stock of L'nited.
officials of which have intimated that control would not be sold. The deal is being
sought by J. J. Fitzgibbons of Paramount,
and Arthur Cohen, managing director of
Famous Players Canadian Corp.

|
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Will Laemmle Buck Consolidated with
New Developer^ Is Question on Coast
Deal

Curtis Asks
Patriotic

Between
Firms
Seen
Likely Due to Finance

Week

Aid to "^"
Hollywood — Initial demonstration of Universal's new developing machine for negative and positive film presents a situation
which may develop into a battle between
Consolidated Film Industries, captained by
H. J. Yates on the one side, and Carl Laemmle and his "U" contingent on the other.
Marketing plans of Laemmle probably will
be the deciding factor. If the Universal
chief disposes of rights, wholly or in part,
to Consolidated, threat of a battle will have
been eliminated. However, if Laemmle decides to market independently to companies
whose laboratorj' work Yates has been fighting for over a long period of years, a stifif
tilt is likely to follow, say the wiseacres.
It is believed, however, that in view of Consolidated's friendly financial gestures to Universal in recent months, Laemmle will give
serious consideration before assuming the
lone-eagle role.
Universal's machine is said to be fully
patented and, it is claimed, does not infringe
on any patents owned or controlled by Consolidated or anyone else.
Inspection of the machine by a Motion
Picture News reporter disclosed the fact
that the apparatus first unwinds the positive
from reels, the film then going through a
developing bath trough at a slow rate,
passing over a couple of rollers to another
trough below which contains the hypo. The
bottom trough has the water solution for
cleansing chemicals off the film. From the
bottom trough the film passes up to the top
of the machine, where it goes through a drying cabinet.

Can Carry 12 Film Strands
The Spoor-Thompson (Consolidated's device) can only accommodate one roll of film
at a time and the film passes through various chemicals vertically. In comparison, the
Universal outfit can carry 12 strands of film
at one time, passing through the chemicals
in a horizontal manner. If the film should
break in the Spoor-Thompson machine there
is said to be much delay in fixing it and
re-threading, while Universal's device permits the film to be tied together without
stopping its movement for a second. The
slower developing of prints allowed by the
new machine is said to result in a better
quality of sound track because the chemicals
and silver are more thoroughly washed off
the positive.
The "U" machine is adjustable to wide
film within a few moments through the interchange ofrollers. Instead of handling 12
rolls of standard size film at one time, the
wide film change-over, of course, would cut
to four or six rolls of 65 or 70 mm. In
addition, the machine can be split so wide
film and 35 mm. may be accommodated at
the same time in one machine.
Universal claims clarity of sound is one
of the machine's most important factors. It
is the invention of C. Roy Hunter, director

Co-operation of the industry in the campaign to prolong the observance of the Fourth of July to a full
Patriotic Week has been asked by Vice-President Curtis
in a letter to Hiram S. Brown, Radio-Keith-Orpheum
president.
Brown has pledged his company's
for the plan
and is forwarding the Curtis letter tosupport
other circuit heads,
explaining that only the limited time available prevents
the entire amusement industry from organizing a national
committee to put over the campaign.

Yates Priming
For War on Lab

Sound Improved
ver
By Uni
salper
's ?
New
Dev
elo

Tatent Stealers'
H. J. Yates, head of Consolidated Film
Industries, is understood by insiders to be
training guns of his Cinema Patents Co.
for a stiff tilt against important lab and
production-distribution interests over alleged
patent violations.
Columbia and its William Horsley Lab,
Hollywood, are the first two organizations
to be "put on the spot" with
actions to prevent the use of
fringed developing machines.
legal steps were taken by Yates
court on the Coast.

injunction
alleged inThe initial
in Federal

Yates, so the insiders say, has been concentrating on the acquisition of numerous
patents over a period of many months, for
the purpose of "sewing up" the lab field by
controlling the rights to developing ma-v
chines. He was successful in purchasing
five U. S. patents covering Erbograph, and
two applications for Erbograph patents; two
others on the Leon Gaumont apparatus, and
12 U. S. and foreign patents on SpoorThompson, besides six patent applications
for the latter.
Having amassed this group of rights,
Yates, it is said, organized Cinema Patents
Co., Inc., headquartering in New York, to
operate independently of other Yates interests in the handling of legal actions against
various alleged violators, many of which are
doing their own lab work.
of sound and head of the photographic division of Universal City, and Robert Pierce,
superintendent of the "U" lab. Each machine has a capacity of 1,000,000 feet per

week.

Laemmle Silent on
Marketing Plans
Carl

Laemmle

told Motion

Picture

News that "the new^ developing machine is
still in the demonstration stage, and until_
we can determine from present demonstrations and from those we are still to make,
how far the new machine will supersede
present processes, it is impossible to announce any selling or leasing plans. Everything will be determined by these demonstrations," hesaid.

By WALTER

R. GREENE

West
Coast Representative,
MOTION PICTURE NEWS

Hollywood— Sound seems destined for improvement by development of the sound track
via Universal's new developing machine.
Smaller lines can be developed than heretofore,
due to slower processing and the fact that the
retarded movement of the film through various
baths eliminates the slipping of the emulsion
of the film, which moves at the rate of ten
feet per minute thus permitting the development of frequencies as high as 12,000 per second. Thirty minutes from the time a frame
of action goes into the machine it is out completely developed and dried and on a reel ready
for projection.
The machine itself is SO feet long, three feet
wide and eight feet high, exclusive of the air
drying system on top. This space is divided
into four compartments. There are three trays,
50 feet long by three feet wide. The top trav
contains developing fluid, the center tray coiitains hypo or hardener and the bottom tray
contains distilled water for rinsing.
The film is run through this as a continuous
ribbon, being taken off reels at one end, passing over metal rollers and into the baths in
the order named. After the washing, it is
led over rollers to the fourth compartment
which is on top and which is dust proof. Here
the film is drawn back and forth through filtered air kept in motion by a vacuuni ventilating
system, the air passing over the film being alternately warm and cold.

Handles Film Up to 100 Mm.
The film is led from this compartment and
automatically wpund on 2000 ft. reels. When
a reel is nearly full, the operator cuts the film
at the end of a scene and starts a new reel.
The motive power for the movement of the
film is furnished through a single sprocketed
roller just ahead of the final reels. The machine isso finely calibrated that very little pressure is needed for the movement. Twelve
strands are run through the baths at one time
giving each machine a capacity of 7,200 ft. of
film per hour. Universal is now building two
more of these machines which will be housed
in a new laboratory building.
The Hunter-Pierce machine is built largely
of white pine with very few parts and a minimum of metallic parts. The machine handles
all widths of film from 16 mm to 100 mm;
it developes either negative or positive; is
claimed to be less expensive than present apparatus : can be run with one-third the man
power.
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High Taxes and Shortage of Silents
To Sound Dealhknell of French Exhil)s
All Small Houses Must Wire
Now or Close Down, U. S.
Gov't Report States
\\ a^hiiij^ton — Morale of tlu- I'lincli industry is so low because of litirdciisoine
taxation that it is ditlicult to raise money
enough to keep pace witli sound tdni devilopnients. As a result, France i^ tailing
by the vvayide in the free-for-all-light lor
sujireniacy of the European field. This
revelation is contained in the official (kjveriinient report of conditions in Europe,
coniiiiled by tlte Dept. of Coniinerce,
tion Picture Division.

Mo-

The majority of French theatres seat less
than 500 each, and, because of the tax
])nil)lem. it is questionable whether hundreds of them will ever be in a position
to wire. If they don't wire there is a more
serious problem to face, that of a radical
shortage of silent product in l')30-31, a
situation with which American exhibitors
must contend this year.
Great Britain, on the other hand, is reported to be far ahead of all other European countries in film activities, although
news of the rapid development of wide him
and color has been sufificient to disrupt
plans for the future. It is argued that difficulties to financing installations for soimd
is considerable and that the possibility of
additional outlays for wide screen so dis<|uieting that the consensus of opinion has
it concerted action is necessary to bring
about a postponement until the industry has
recovered from disruption brought about by
talkers.
In this second installment of the government report to. appear in Motion Picture
News, conditions in both Great Britain and
France are discussed in detail.

Great Britain
By

Martin

H.

Kennedy,

American
missioner, London

Trade

Com-

The

British film industry during iyi9 suffered from several industrial reverses, and it
is confronted at the threshold of 1930 by many
momentous
problems.
Prior to 1927, owing to the inroads of foreign films, the film industry of Great Britain
reached a crisis which was met by Parliamentary intervention in the form of the quota
act. Under the stimulus of this act the beginning of 193; found confidence in the future
of the film industry restored, and it was
claimed tint a market for British films was
assured.
.\s a resuh of this protective measure, numerous British film comi>anies were organized
and public subscriptions to their flotations
reached huge totals ( figures placed hv some
at f35.0(X),0()0 and £4().n(X).(X)0V Maiiy new
studios were erected, and numerous silent
films were produced. So great were the activities in the industry, however, that it was generally predicted that large quantities of silent
films beyond the requirements of the quota
act would result. .-\t tiiat tme several thouact would result, .^t that time several thouwere doing gtwd
business.
In the meantime the British industrv did
not realize the rapidity of the progress being
was not fully pre"andthe
film of
made by
pared
fortheitssound
invasion
Britisii market.
.\s anticipated,
1929 closed with a large sur-

18 Nations Covered
Survey of the Kuropean markets for
1929 just completed hy the Motion
Picture Divi.sion of the Department of
Commerce covers 18 naticms. (Jreat
Britain and France are discussed in
this Installment,
second
of a series.
Next
week, Germany
and
Ilal>.

jiliiv ^)(i(k i.r sik'ut tilnis aiul a demand for
scuiul iiictures wiiich the l!ritisli industry was
nut prt-pared to supply.
.\ large number of companius whose activitiis were devoted to the production of silent
films were not financially able to change over
to sound production and were forced into liquidation. .Several thousand cinemas in Great
Britain which find their receipts diminishing
because of the demand for sound pictures are
confronted with the necessity of installing
sound equipment.
In face of this, the news of the rapid development of wide screen and color has been sufficient to disrupt plans for the future, and the
consensus of the cinema press and industry is
that concerted action is necessary to bring
about a postponement of the introduction of
the wide screen until such time as the industry
has recovered from its disruption resulting
from the invasion of sound, and tliat a powerful gfiverning body to control, advise, and
direct the industry under the direction of a
competent leader should be organize*! in the
meantime.

171 Houses Built in 1929

It is estimated that 171 theatres were constructed in England during 1929. An average
of about 1,200 new seats was installed in the
new theatres erected during the year, making
a total added seating capacity of appro.ximately 20<X00O. This compares with approximatelx- 70 new theatres in 1928 with an added
seating capacity of about 90,000.
It has been roughly estimated that about
250 theatres were reconstructed during the
year in Great Britain. In considering this
(|uestion, however, it has been found difficult
to determine the meaning or limit of the term
"reconstruction." Reconstruction is so general
and varied and between such wide limits that
no accurate idea can be given of the actual
number of theatres in which the changes can
be dignified as reconstruction. There are, furthermore, no records now available b>- which
it can be determined how many new seats
were added by reconstruction.
During the past year about 980 cinemas
were supplied with sound equipment. Of this
number 693 have American equipment. 177
British Talking Pictures. 21 Edibell, 20 Electrocord. 18 Melotone, 14 Filmophone. 13 .Svntok. 4 each Xew Era and Celebritone, 3 each
Klangfilm CGerman) and Classitone. 2 each
Xaturetone and .Syncro, and 1 each Brooks.
Clarion. Coroncl. Majestone, Marshall* and
Own
Make.

Production Takes Slump
.Approximately 40 feature films were actually started during the vear. .Silent versions
were made of all of tlie.se and. in addition,
about 35 of them were eventually svnchronized in one manner or another. This compares with a 1928 production of 95 films.
The best opinion seems to indicate that the
cost of the average silent film ranges between

yoO.OOO)
and
$25,000
(roughl
™^x^".l.^^This -^
IS somewha
t y
below
the cost
of the sound films, as it is figured that the
average
setting
for the silent film, cost of

Knuland
As Well Confronted
liy Many Problems as \W
Reaches Half Way Mark
artists, etc., are ies> than the co>t connected
with the soimd
film.
In view of the fact that >ound films are produced on a more elaborate scale than the silent
films, the average cost of a sound film is considered to be from £12,000 t.) £20,0(K) ($/)().000
to $1()0.(K)0). It has been estimated that such
sound

pictures as "Blackmail," "High Treason." an<l ".Atlantic" c<ist £24.(K)0. £,1().(K)0. and
£40,000 ($120,000, $150,(K)0 anrl $20f).fKtO),
resi)ecfively.
.Statistics collected from English studios and
published in an F.nglish film trade magazine
show that when a picture costs il5,0f)0 the
amounts iK'id are approximately as follows:
.'. . . £3,000
To actors,
director 5upcrs, and staff
1.500 (($15,000)
$7,500)
To his assistants
1,750 ( $8,750)
To the scenarist
1,000 ( $5,000)
To the photographers and operators.. 1,000 ( $5,000)
The 40 films referre<l to were prorluced by
the following companies:
British
International
Pictures
(Ltd.)
21
Gaumont
Co
5
GainsborouRh
Pictures
6
New
Era
Pictures
1
British
Instructional
Pictures
1
British and Dominion
Films Corp
4
Welsh
Pearson-Elder
Films
2
There is little evidence of great progress
being made in short sound subjects. The
British International Pictures is said to be
making one a week, while Gaumont is accredited with two per week. The former, however has plans to make about 12 pictures,
while the latter has plans to make about eight.
Gainsborough and British Sound Films are
contributing to the number of short sound
films at irregular intervals, but no definite report as to their production is at present
available.
The cinema press is authority for the statement that at the present time there is little
real competition in the sound short field being
encountered from the Continent. i)ut that the
foreign market has been increastxl by .American short comedies some 300 per cent, and
that the volume is increasing rapidly. It is
believed that the possibility of further business
is brighter than it has been, particularly as
shorts seem to lend themselves much more
readily than lengthy productions to the multilingual plans and to the emplovment of foreign
talent.
Ten studios thus far have been equipped for
sound-film production. Five of the studios are
equipped with .American recording apparatus.

American Films Gain

.According to the Kinematograph Year Book,
there were actually released in the United
Kingdom^ during 1929, 663 feature films, of
which 495 were .American, 87 English, 60 German, and 16 French. Of the .American films
released. 53 were sound films, of which 36
also had silent versions. The following table
contains an analysis of this situation :
Films Released in the United Kingdom
in 1929
Month
January
February
^•■•rfh
AP"'
^^y
J","«
J"ly
.\ugust
September
October

? :

■.=

.^j u
.lg f,
-'1
7
i9
7
-tfi 7
29
4
'
43
3
.34
5
» 46
g
(Continued on page
' 4S
9

=

~

^

^
4
g
,
j
5..
6.'..1

_
y
55
44
?4

4
1
1
59
3
1 .. 37
6
1 .. 53
2
1 M
43
5
eg
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American Films
Strengthen Hold
In English Field
{Continued
November
December

from

° 56
'50

7
10

1
1

..
..

According to these figures, the American
share of the market for 1929 was 74.66 per
cent as against 71.72 per cent in 1928, when
558 out of a total of 778 films distributed in
the United Kingdom were American. The
British siiare of the market also rose, from
12.21 per cent in 1928 to 13.13 per cent in 1929,
while the other foreign participation declined
from 16.07 per cent to 12.21 per cent.
The opinion of the local press and writers
on cinema subjects, as expressed by one of
•their number, is in substance as follows:
Owing to the advent of the sound films, there
was more or less of an upheaval in the British
film industry, and, as was the case in America
when talking pictures arrived, chaos ensued :
but after the first few months, when it became
evident that the pul)lic was taking to this new
form of entertainment, there gradually came
about a more organised state of afifairs.
British film companies sufl^ered by reason of
the fact that they were almost unprepared and
had a number of silent films, upon which a
great deal of money had l)een spent, relegated
practically to their shelves. Those exhibitors
who were fortunate enough to get their houses
wired immediately showed an increase in revenues.
The British pul)lic's reaction to sound films
was exactly the same as that observed in America. They probably were not exactly tired of
the silent film, but interest was undoubtedly
waning.
The new type of entertainment has acted as
a tonic, and there is not the slightest shadow
of doubt that it is "going strong," not so much
on the novelty value but on general entertainment value.
That American prestige held up remarkably
well is evidenced by the fact that, with the exception of some half dozen British sound pictures, the majority of the pictures shown were
.'\merican, and it is generally conceded that
the type of American pictures shown has adde<l
greatly to the prestige of the American film
producer.
Exhibitors are definitely imjjressed with the
necessity of making sound installation and believe that sooner or later they must provide
for sound films. This situation confronts about
3,000 exhibitors whose theatres are not yet
wired, but it is thought that within a year or
so almost all cinemas will have some sort of
sound apparatus.
Plans for production in 1930 are still somewhat indefinite, but companies like the British
International Pictures, (Jainsborough, Gaumont. British and Dominion Film Corporation,
Welsh Pearson Elder Films, New Era, Associated Sound Films, and one or two small
concerns all have a number of pictures scheduled for production, and although no accurate
estimate can be made, production plans for
1930 provide for about 75 pictures.
The (jnly legislation inimical to the interests
of American films in prospect is that which
has been suggested in several quarters which
has to do with a possible aim'ndnicnt to the
film c|uota act, to provide for a 25 per cent
(|uota of British films distributed. It is claimed
by those who are sponsoring
the amen<iment
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compared
table.
Share

of

with
French

1928 is shown

that the quota act, which was designed to
foster and stimulate British production, in
reality has the opposite effect. It is argued
that the minimum cost of a picture should be
£15,000, and that this would have the effect of
compelling the superior product, on the theory
that distributing concerns would find it a ])rofitless task to attempt to carry 25 per cent of
inferior films and would insist upon the higher
grade of production. There is a growing
feeling, however, that the quota act is an artificial protection to the industry and therefore
uneconomic, and that any amendment to the
act will not aid the industry but accentuate
the diftkulties it is now experiencing, and that
the chances of any amendments Xo the act are
remote.

France
R,

Canty,

Trade

Commis-

Feature
Motion
Picture
Films Censored in France
Country
of origin
1924 1925 1926 1927
1928 1939
France
68
73 55 74 94 52
Semi- French*
.. ..
7
2
United
States
589
577 444 368 313 211
Cermany
20
29 33 91 122 130
Italy
9
13 14 10
7
3
England
7
2
8
23 24
Austria
6
2
4
2
1
Russia
1
..
1
10
2
9
Denmark
..
6
5
1
3
Sweden
2
5
2
4
1
.Spain
1
..
2
4
Belgium
..
1
..
3
Poland
2
1
Czechoslovakia
.. .. ..
1
1
I'kraine
.. -. ..
2
China
.. .. ..
2
India
1
Armenia
•■ ..
1
■•
1
Miscellaneous
..
1 . ..
2
693

704

565

581

583

438

"Pictures taken on French territory and under
French ilirection. but with not less than 50 per cent
or more than 75 per cent of the leading roles filled
by

French

per

artists.

The table shows a market consumption decline of 145 features, or 25 per cent, from
1928, a condition which was due chiefly to
fewer exhibition dates being available on account of longer runs of sound films. The
total market supply for the year, however, is
the lowest since 1919.
The decline was absorbed fully by French
and American producers, since other gains or
li>sses were relatively insignificant. French
production declined 44.6 per cent, and the
.\merican supply decreased 32.6 per cent. German producers continued their progress since
1924, with an increase of 6.5 per cent. The
British supply held its 1928 prestige, despite
the lowered consumption of feature films.
The share of the French feature-film market
sui;i)lic<l b> the leadiiV^ ci)ntribut(irs in 1"29 as

Acquired

Change
from 1928

48.3
Tar/
Share

1928
53.7
20.9
16.1
4
5.3

-fl.3

1929

f

Country
I'nited
States
Germany
France
England
Other
Countries

by

-1-8.8

cent]

11.9
4.8

The French loss is ascribed to difficulties en5.3
countered in readjusting production to soundfilm output and to caution in silent-film output
in view of uncertain demand. The American
loss is due entirely to nonparticipation in the
French market from March 30 to September
25, when the quota controversy was being discussed. The German and British gains were
due to unexpected demands for feati:re films
while American features were off the market
and not to any material improvement in quality or popularity.

Production Way

American
sioner, Paris

During 1929, depression in the French film
industry reached the lowest level in a decade.
Chief factors underlying this state of affairs
were the abrupt change from silent to soundfilms and the protracted film-quota controversy
which kept American films out of France for
six months. Domestic production of feature
films slumped 44.6 per cent under 1928 figures,
total motion-picture consumption fell 25 per
cent, the .\merican supply of feature films
dropped 32.6 per cent, while German films
continued their steady increase since 1924 with
a 6.5 per cent jump.
The supply of feature films censored for the
I'Vench market since 1924. by countries of origin, is shown in the following table.

Total

in the following

Feature-Film
Market
Leading Suppliers
fin

George

1930

—t-0
,2.5

'Lottery
Bride' statistical
to 'The Lottery
Will some
hound Bride'."
please
figure out how much the change will
cost in electric current for marquee
signs?

By

14,

U. K. Production
Still Flounders,
U. S. Agent Says

From the United Artists' publicity
department comes the following announcement:
"The title of the Arthur Hammerstein picture has been changed from

74
71

Total
M95
87
60
16
5
663
' 3 of these were silent versions of sound films.
= A film entitled
"The
Romance
of Runnibede,"
produced in Australia
by an Australian
company.
■' 7 were silent versions of sound
films.
* 5 were silent versions of sound films.
'A film entitled
'".Shiraz"
produced
in India
by an
Indian
company.
" 11 were silent versions of sound
films.
• 9 were silent versions of sound
film's.
" Including- 53 sound films.
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Domestic production by companies in 1929 as
compared with 1928 is brought out in the following talile.
Production
of Feature
Producer
Franco- Film
Cineromans
.Aubert
Albatros-Armor
De Venloo
Pathe-Natan
Erka
Isis Film
Films
Celebres
I, oca Films
\icea
Films
Ftraunberger
Ste. Films Historiques
Mercanton
Louis Nalpas
G. C. P. C
Distributeurs
Reunis
De
Merly
Sofar
Ste. Generale des Films
Petit

Motion

Pictures 1928

France

8
9
9
4
4

8
7
1929
M
4

Mappemonde
Etoile
Filiu
Vandal
et Delac
Total
1 Aubert
Reine.

-■>!
produced

I sound

film. La

3-

Collier de La

- Tobis process. De Venloo produced 1 sound tihu.
process.
^^ •
La Xuit est a Nous, in England under an American
■' Pathe Natan produced a sound film. Les irois
process.
under Tobis
in Germany
Masques,
' Braunberger produced a sound film. La Route est
process.
an American
under
Belle, in England

No production costs are available, but it is
generally estimated that the average was
$40,000 a picture. Many productions, to be
sure, cost considerably less than this amoimt,
the other
but a few so-called "supers," on This
would
hand, attained very high amounts.
slightly
of
cost
n
indicate a total pr<xluctio
more than $2,000,000, as compared with $3.750,000 during 1928.

Quota Agitation Hurt

Distribution

of feature films during
1929,
segregated 'v>\ companies and countries of origin
of the films involved, is detailed in the following table :
France in 1929

Distribution of Motion-Picture Films in
Distributors
.\mer.
Ger.
Kr
Knx.
Ku.«. Other
American
companies. 133
..
2
.^
..
1
Aubert -Franco- Film
.11
11
13
3
2
.'Mliance-Cinc- European
..
10
Armos-.Mbatross
1
4
De Venloo
2
3
1
Distributeurs Reunis..
7
5
1
Er-ka
17
■■
-'
•
Film
Elite
I
•<
•
■'
Grands
Spect.
Cinema
h
<>
.•
■•
1

{Continued on /'Ui/r 691
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American Sales
Nosedive 42. 1%
Because ol Quota

Radio V8. Filmn?
Washington — Forty-three percent of
all families in the U.S. have radio
set.s, with half of the entire population representing the present listenl''ederal
audience, according
Uadio ingCommissioner
Haroldto I.afount.

{L onliniicd from ffaijc ()H )
'
i

l.anzin
I^)c:i Kilin
l>iina Kiliu
Mai>iH-mon(le
Mt-ric
MctroiKile
Omt-Ka
fiiicKiimans
Pax- Film

Scyta Film
Sotar
Super
Film
\'ictoria Film
Wilton
Bruckliss
Other
Total

r I c I II r

y
8

y
4
->
"
?
.'
2
H"
H'

10
6
21!

1
26
1.W

.'

..

..

1

1
••
1
1

■•

1

1
•;
7
..
1

4
••

■
'
'

•U.

5

2

4

52

24

9

IJ

AltlicHis^h 211 American features were distrit)ute<l during 1''-'^ as ctniipared with 31,?
duriiii; tlie previous year, only 133 were handled by American companies niaintainini; tiu-ir
own, subsidiary organizations in France. This
latter figure compares with 231 tor 1928, a
loss of 42.4 per cent, wiiich resulted from
.•\merican inactivity during tlie quota negotiations. The remaining 78 .American films distributed in France during 192'-). as comi>ared
with 82 during 1M28, were handled by independent agencies. Incidentally, .-\merican exchanges in France distributed but three foreign films during V>19 as against 17 during
1928.
Much is being published concerning new recording processes in France, but very few of
tlie etiuipments have actually been manufactured.
The Gaumont companx has equipped two of
its three Paris studios with Gaumont- PetersonPaulsen sound recorders. The Tol>is studio,
at Epernay, has three Klangfilin installations.
The former Cineroman> studios at Joinville,
now controlled by Pathe Xatan, have installed
seven .American apparatus and one Klangfilm. Tlie Haik studio at Courbevoie has
three Cinevox Haik installations. The Natan
studio, rue Francocur, F^aris, has two American truck- recorders.

Sound Still Speculative
It is evident that it will take many months
before France will be able to produce even
satisfactory dialogue films beyond the (janmont, Tobis, and Pathe-Xatan studios (Joinville and Paris). Therefore, the tiia.iority of
the sound versions of F'rench feature films will
undoul)tedly have to be produced in Germany
and England in order to meet exhiliitor demand during 1930. It should be borne in mind
that but four "talkies' were turnetl out by
French companies during 1929, and three of
these were produced
outside of France.
Many different types of reproduction apparatus are said to be available in France; 17
distinct types are announced as on the market
exclusive of American makes. It is quite probable that this number includes several on
which prompt delivery of orders can not he
inade.
The installation of rcproducng equipment in
French cinemas during 1929 was rather slow,
partly because of the scarcity of S(juiid films,
already' inentioned, and partly because of a
general tigiitness of money and the great predominance of small houses that have been unable to shoulder the expenses of available reproducing equipment. It is this predominance
September l9 sanctioned, with the approval of
the Undersecretary of State for Fine -Arts, an
agreement between the president of the Chambre Syndicate and the representative of the
American organized industry to maintain a
status quo of seven to one until October 1,
1930, or, if necessary, until October 1, 1931,
if an ac ■ "rd ha-' not i)ee'i reaidiefl between the
two parties involved by May 1, 1930.
During

this extended period the Cbambrc S\ndicale
plans to evolve, with the cooperation of the
(iovernment, some new system of protection to
the native industry which does not savor of
the present contingent
system.
The morale of the hVencii film industry is
low on accoimt of the continuation of bur<lensonie entertainment taxes. N'atnrally, with
this handicap, it is difficult to obtain funds to
initiate a concerted movement to keep ]>ace
with world sound film developments. The vast
majority of the French motion picture theatres
have a capacity of less than .SOO scats each,
and it is a serious question whether most of
them will ever be in position to reproduce
sound films. On the other hand, just where
tlie\ will find, after next year, sufficient silent
films to fill their play dates profitaldy is also
a serious question.
The leading motion picture theatres, however, are rapidly being wired with substantial
reproducing ei|uipment. .Actually, the progress
made in 1929 in this direction was not good,
as explained previously, but already there are
indications that the country's film leaders are
generally "sold" on sound filins.

Taxation a Heavy Burden

During the latter part c)i V)!'-) the brench
industry came closest to an alleviation of the
entertainment ta.xes. This is an indication that
the forces favorable to this movement are getting stronger, and that the Government gradually is seeing the situation from the viewpoint of the exhibitor. Trade magazines are
continuing their energetic efforts for a general
reduction of taxes.
During 1929 there was a general tendency
toward much-needed consolidation of leading
C(>mi>anies. The potent Cineromans production company of Jean -Sapene, heretofore the
recognized leader of the French industry, was
absorbed by the new Pathe-Natan concern,
which will confine its production activities to
the Cineromans studios at Joinville and the
Xatan studio on the rue Francoeur, Paris. In
addition, this company has deveIope<l the
str mgest chain m France by securing control
over the cinemas of the O. P. C. L. circuit,
the Oiunia theatres, and the Marivaux first-run
iiouses on the Paris boulevards. The Pathe
Xatan company now controls some 60 houses.
The second largest chain in France is the
.Aubert-Franco film group. This concern is
composed of afxiut 40 houses that include the
.\uliert chain, the Franco Film chain, and the
Gaumont houses. .A smaller chain is a group
of nine motion picture theatres throughout
France controlled by an .Kmerican company.
There do
are not
several
small
F""rance,
but
these
include
morechains
than ineight
or nine
cinemas at the most. In tlie aggregate, however, they will play a prominent part in di.stribution if and when their houses become wired
for .sound. Obviously, the purpose of these
cinema chains is exhibitor-buying power.
.As time oasses, it is expected that there will
develop many joint production companies for
the turning out of dialogue films in ditTerent
languages. .Already signs plant to the formation of Franco-German companies to supjily
the French and German markets with diflferent
versions of the same film, and it is generallv
accepted that this type of production will sooii
involve Spanish versions to supplv the verv
wide market for Spanish dialogue films. Italian
versions also offer some ix)ssibilities to the
IVench producers, it is claimed.
^\■ith such an unsettled state of atTairs, it is
difflcult to forecast accurately
1930 results. .As
I)reviousIy stated, substantial progress
should

Fulur(M>l Sound
In Fri^icli Trade
Hangs iu Balance
be made in the wiring of theatres, and those
houses wired with adecjuate e<|uipinent should
enjoy unprecedente<l success. .Available silent
films will command considerably higher rentals than heretofore, owing to the probable
small supply of this type of film and the great
number of unwired houses re<|uiring it. On
the other hand, unwired-cinenui owners face
a situation that should iruluce them to wire
theii theatres or to withdraw from the trade,
that causes the general feeling am<jng reliable
sources that the I'rench film situation will continue unsettled during 1930. but it is felt generally that the larger wired theatres will enjoy
a successful year.
.As of Dec. 31, 192*^ !(/> theatres were
wired for the reprtxluction of sound films.
.American etjuipment is use<l in 92 of them.
Ideal Sonore, (iaumont, in 10, Tobis-Klangfilm in 1, Melovf>x in 18, and .Sonovision (Cierardot) in 45. In addition, it is understood
that 1 1 .American reproducers are installed in
studios, exchanges, etc.
These figures do not take int<j account the
small theatres which have been equipped with
so-called "Ixiotleg" installations, since they are
really noncompetitive with .American e(|uipnient and will very probal)ly be scrappe<l if
and when the houses involved can afff)rd ade(|uate e(|uii)ment.

Theatre Construction Slumps

During
V)2^> new as construction
in I-'rance
lagged
C(jnsiderably
compared with
former
years. It is estimated that 20 new houses
made their appearance, adding nearly 20,000
seats to the country's capacity. The fol|r)wing
list shows their names, location, and seating
capacity :
Seating
Cttpacity
Cinema du (Jrand
Hotel, Ste. Marie .\iix .Mines,
Stra.>ibourfr
60f|
Cinema du Palace, Bettemlxjurgr, Straslwurg. . 400
Moulin
Rouge,
Paris
Plage
(Pas
de Calais),
Ulle
400
l-e Normandy,
Paris
Plage
(Pas
de Calais).
Lille
500
Le Familia. Rousier (Pas de Calais). Lille
400
1^ Casino.
Arras
(Pas de Calais),
Lille
1.000
De Grenay.
C/renay
(Pas
de Cilias).
Lille
700
Le
(N'ord).
Lille Lille
Le Cameo.
Casina. Estaires
St. Quentin
(Aisne),
Le Palace.
Charleville
(Ardennes).
Lille
Eden,
Rhcims
(.Marne).
Lille
(jallia Palace,
Agen.
Bordeaux
Gallia Palace,
La Rochelle,
Bordeaux
Theatre
Eldorado.
Lvon
(Rhone),
Lyon
Le
Capitole.
Algiers
Le Rialto,
Philippeville,
Algiers
1/ Empire.
.Mgiers
Cinema
Magnan.
Nice.
Marseille
Ocine.
.Ste. .Marguerite.
Marseille
Cinema
Marceau.
Cxjurbevoie
(Seine).
Paris

800
1,000
700
750
900
900
1,500
1,800
1.300
3.500
600
600
1.059

The Eldorada, at Lyon, is a conversion to
motion pictures; and the Capitole. at .Algiers,
had not been opened at the end of 1929.
During the early part of 1929 it became
quite apparent that the French quota restrictions were inefficacious, and tliat the domestic
market was overflooded with censor licenses.
In other words, licenses had little or no market value because of the excess of supply over
demand. The Chambre Syndicale de la Cinematographic Fran^aise. the organize<^l French
film trade, therefore recommended to the governmental Film Control Commission that the
quota for the following film release year, commencing October 1. 1929. be tightened from
the award of seven of these licenses for each
domestic feature film produced to three to one.
This obviously would have the effect of cutting
down the number of available licenses to be
used against the imiKirtation of foreign features and should increase their worth to
French owners.
These recommendations were made just at
the time when .American exchange managers
were preparing their plans for the coming re{Continucd on ffagt- 92)
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T"* HERE'S a certain young actor in the film
-'■ colony who, if it weren't for his powerful
family influences, would not be tolerated in that
community. He was once a good actor, but his
excesses and riotous living took up so much of his
time he didn't give his career much attention and
he hasn't been on the screen for a long period,
latest report on his condition is that what he
actually needs now is an alienist. His health is
gone, his nerves are shot to pieces and recently
there have been intervals when his mind was not
functioning properly. The loyalty of one of his
relatives is all that keeps him out of some kind of
an institution.
He and one sister have been sorry problems to
the family, but he has made life miserable for
so many girls there is little sympathy to be
wasted on him. He has more than one ruined
career on his conscience, but he has such a
fascinating manner that even the so-called wise
stars of Hollywood have fallen for his line. He
drinks himself into a stupor and when under
the influence of drugs has done terrible things.
But there's one member of his family who
has stuck by him and the movie colony is waiting to see just how long her influence is going
last or how much good it will do. — A'^. Y.
to
Graphic.

New York popular song-writer faces
life imprisonment under the Baumes
law. The name of his fourth song
Gazette.
was not given. —* Arkansas
*

closing
affairs
fad
the talkie
until H'wooil
Britain his
for closing
shelve us is
will Fairbanks
andDoug
Hoyt, s
Jean Kerry
s sister,
Bankhead'
. . . Tallulah
out.
dies
has her Renovation papers and is Norman
current heart-thumper. . . . Lila Lee, whose husband,
James Kirkwood, is telling a judge about it, is being
adored again by her old sweeten-hearten, Roland
Drew . . . Lois Moran and Victor Fleming, the
. . Sally O'Neil isn't
director are That Waying it. .free
lancing. — Wmchell
K. Vallee's girl at all. She's
in -V. 5'. Mirror.
* * *

Tliat television production of a complete
vaudeville show was so realistic that the
images took two more bows than the actual actors.— ti. Y.* Sun
* *

Producers should consult their exhibitor customers on what their public wants in the way
of picture entertainment.—
* * *il/. P. Times.
turns
the exploiter,
Al Feinman,
producer in the fall, the damphul.—
iV. J'. Graphic. * * *
In the near future, we are told, we will not
only see the motion pictures, and hear them,
appropriate to each situabut' will smell odors
tion. I await with interest the filmmg of
"Hamlet," particularly the scene where a character says, "There's something rotten in the
state of Denmark."—* Detroit
* * News

Another great advantage of modern husi
lUcd
iiess methods is that a panic is now
Judge
—
a period of readjust
* ment.
* *
to enforce
One Tampa preacher wants to use guns the
morals
prohibition; another takes a wild shot at Associat
ion
ial
Minister
the
and
of high school girls,
he
1
of that city wants to stop Sunday movies. gone hot
to
have
must
days
few
past
weather of the
(Fla.) Lhromclc.
their brains, if any.— Inverness

Lousy!
If you're to believe Benny Holtzman,
who relates the yarn via Louis Sobol,
one of our better thespians was upset
no end when he was notified that he
had flopped in his cinemachirpie test.
His speech wasn't clear, he was advised, his postures were artificial,
and, photographically, he had laid an
egg, too. Chagrined, but with true
courage, he immediately dispatched a
wire: "Plea.se send more details. How
did my tuxedo fit?"

Picture
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He's Funny That Way

A young Russian film director was
addressing a recent sales convention
of a large movie corporation at Atlantic City, states the Baltimore Sun,
which described the director's speech
as being full of such terms as "cultural pictures," "intellectual cinemas"
and "the art of the motion picture."
"All these were alarming words to
men who have to sell the Hollywood
product," stated the publication.
"As he went along he sensed the
coolness
of his audience.
"And with his most ingratiating
smile, then he closed on a reassuring note.
" 'Don't let my long hair mislead
you,' he said. 'I can still direct a picture for Clara Bow.'
"The Russian is Serge M. Eistenordered
been
view
with a
to mcreasmg general company prestige rather
than building stellar reputations for the concerns' contract players. * * * The big idea behind this new dictum, it is learned, is the determination ofthe film chiefs to establish their
comoany trade marks in the minds of theatre
goers as the important factor in deciding upon
the possible entertainment quality of a production.— Film Mercury, Hollywood
ULLYWOOD
studios have
H ste'n."
to lay out their productions

* *

♦

Eugene V. Brewster, one-time millionaire mag. publisher, who spent
most of it on Corliss Palmer, is now
submitting
manuscripts
here
and
there. — A^. Y. Mirror.
* * *
Mary Nolan is back again with a nice long contract and some nice exciting stories to play. Having
had her say and taken her punishment — exile and
silence — she has been received back into the fold, and
chances are her tactics will come up to Studio Emily
Post in future.
.Studio Emily Post means take orders and keep
silence. Such gay notions as informing your producer
exactly what you think of him are out of studio
conventions entirely.
Charles Bickford does a little light producer-baiting,
but methinks it is part of the Bickford picture, and
since it is well done and man-to-man business, he
gets away with it. — .V. *}'. *Evening
World.
*

Famous Last Words :

HOLLYWOOD
saw, heard, felt, craved, abhored, loved, hated, needed, rejected, embraced change. . . . Terrified performers mingled their wails with the happy shouts of victorious invaders. There was suave war in Hollywood. Outlanders were storming the golden
turrets.
It was as dramatic as any battle field, where
the cries of the vanquished blended with the
bellowing of the conquerors.
A vogue passed . . . the movies were dead
. . . the talkies had come to stay.
The revolution was bitter. Fine people vanished. But the effect was healthy. Great silent
actors went into limbo, but actors as great,
with the added richness of voices to contribute
to pantomime, shot the quality of drama skyward.— Screen Mirror, Los Angeles.

This is no time when the producers and distributors can say, "Exhibitors must take care of their
own
problems. Weexhibitors,
have plenty
ourselves."
can
the independent
if they
are to Nor
survive,
say: "We resent any suggestions which you can
make day ittois us.
Please
mind
own business."
"Toa case
where
the your
distributor
and exhibitor
must work in close co-operation, must "Pump like
Hell or we'll all go down!" — M. P. Journal. Dallas.

Hollywood has learned that pictures can be
made profitably without the lure of long-established stars. The studio figures indicate that of
the 50 most profitable films produced within
the last year or so, four-fifths of the casts were
Libertv. to Hollywood early in 1928. — Muir in
unknown

*

*

*

Clara Bow — that reckless, ravishing,
red-headed bundle of "IT." — Sunday
Transcript, Philadelphia.

They are selling theme songs in the Paramount (N.Y.) lobby these days. Records will
come next, and after that we can expect
novels, magazines, cosmetics and two-pants
suits. Fifteen thousand customers a day should
be worth more than the price of admission, as
Ringling discovered years ago. — Judge.
.4 writer complains that nowadays popular times get on the wireless, on the
gramophone, aud on the talkies. (And,
added, on the iier7-es). —
he might have
Humorist,
London.

I'm afraid the Hays office imn't stand
for that, Mr. DeMille. — N. Y. American.
In chalking down the brain list of the industry's best bets, don't forget . . . Leo Cahane
because he has ever sho.wn himself, in his position as studio manager of Metropolitan, to be
one of those all too-scarce individuals who sets
about to do every job in a thorough manner
and always finishes in the same spirit — modestly.— Sound Waves,* Hollxivood.
* i
The change m fan taste — o demand that
an actor have something more than good
looks — is noticeable. — Syracuse
Herald

Wanted: A Husband
Ottawa— Add strange requests to the
list of appeals received by local showmen. Joe Franklin of Keith's has been
asked by a woman in London, England,
w'ho is
to help locate her husband,
somewhere in Canada. As slides no
longer are used on the theatre's
screen, Franklin has turned the request over to the newspapers.
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T"*!!!-: .AMICRICANS have proved themselves
>inj(ularly inejit and clumsy in handling the
vocal film. The reason is not far to seek. .\ yoimj^
aiul ardent i)eoi)le, they were at once at their ease
in front of the camera, and ahle to exteriorize by
gesture their sim])le and inj,'enuous mentality. But
they are ill at ease when com[xlled t(j >^ive ii|»
fjesticulating and to use articulate lan)i,'uaj{e to
express their thoughts and feelings, .\merica is
not a country of dramatic authijrs and lecturers.
Their line athletic young men anrl pretty girls,
with tlieir pure lines and graceful figures. lose all
their assurance when called upon to make a
speech. Then, again, these charming girls are
often endowed with characteristically nasal and
raucous voices. W'c have seen and heard some
amusing specimens on the music-hall boards.
Thus the Xew World, that was expert in handling the view-recording apparatus, is seriously
handicapped in the presence of the sound recording one.
By TED COOK
Europe, on the contrary, has long been accustomed to self-analysis and to expressing it(Press Agent Proclamation): "(Jirls
self in dialogue. Its theatrical and literary
have played but little part in (Jary
culture permits it to evolve freely in a domain
Cooper's life. Cowpunchers, Indian
that intimidates the Hollywood scene-makers.
trappers and frontiersmen are his
The Latin nations in particular ought to find in
the new film immediate and brilliant scope for
associates."
their natural gift of eloquence. — Internotinnal
(Interview): "Short skirts really
Review of Cinematography, Rome.
originated in pictures, and until
* * *
actresses begin to wear longer ones
for their characterizations there will
E. Barrymore will play a 16-year old
be
colored gel in the first act of "Scarlet
man.no decided change." — Lilyan Tash* * *
Sister .Mary." . . . It's a good trek
even if she doesn't do it. — Wine hell in
(Interview): "Most of my girls live
N. Y. .Mirror. « * «
quiet family lives at home with their
parents. .After work they go home
The big musical productions in vogue at presand sit down to supper with mother
ent are almost perfect in their mechanical arand dad and little brother and sister."
rangements. The sets are as shiny and neat as
— Pear Eaton, director of dancing and
a row of dynamos. However, there is no feelsinging productions.
ing of life or color. The technicians are so in
love with their machinery they forget about
the customer in the excitement of handling
THERE is plenty of propaganda — and what
their toys. — Judge.
propaganda I— in many an .American movie,
* * *
hopelessly puerile in theme, but staged with such
cunning and sorcery and such lordly self-conSidney Kent is ivorking to insure a
fidence, that the simple of all countries Hock
continuance of the 5-5-5 conference, but
to it to learn lessons in the ways of the world.
at th^ rate at n'hich the small cltains are
— hiternat'l Review « of * Cinematography,
Rome
being absorbed by the larger ones, it
*
looks as though presently it would not
Mr. V'allee's stein song may be all
be possible to locate ten crhibitors to
right, but in the old days you never
supply two of the sides of the triangular
saw a man crooning into his beer. —
conference. — Exhibitor.
Philadelphia.
.v. ) . Post.
♦ * ♦

^PS Sifted
CRI'.DIT
of will
everysoon
thcatre-ovviicr
the entirerating
country
be determinedin
when a very thorouKh and exhaustive survey
is completed. The repc^rts are being compiled
by the Will Hays organization . . . and the
tindings arc said to be based upon performances
of each exhibitor during the past several years.
Thus the sins of the fathers are to be visited
upon the sons. — l-Um Curb, X. V.
Max
would

(iendei thinks Jimmy Durante
be ihe world's greatest reporter if he had a nose for newsIII —
Hentley in \. Y. Journal.

U. W. Grirtith, the "old master" of the movies,
remains to this day a genuine Southern Gentleman.
In order to remain one in the fullest sense of the
word, it costs him a cool million dollars a year. He
lives in a suite at the Ambassador Hotel, paying
many times as much rent as the finest Beverly Hills
home could fetch. He throws ten and twenty-dollar
bills around to waiters and doormen as if it annoyed
him to have the things in his pocket. Everything
is done on a big scale — very much to the beau geste.
He has probably made more money and spent more
money than any other director in the movies; and
he is as scornful of money as a woman is of hairpins. -M. P. Classic.

Even
usuall>
studios.
(|uently

the best of movie director^
are at the mercy of their
Hard-earned reputations fresuffer setbacks because misguided higher-ups decided that they
can make good pictures of poor
stories. — Baltimore
Sun.

Just as Wallace Smith was getting ready to wonder what he would do with a million dollars, he
received a cablegram from London solicitors telling
him that he had the wrong grandfather, and that he
need not worry any longer. The excitement started
a couple of months ago, when Wallace R. Smith,
whose grandfather, an Englishman, had gone to India, became a cotton planter and had died there.
Wally did have a grandfather who went to India
and who thereafter wandered to an unknown destination, and he told the English attorneys so with much
enthusiasm.
.V. )'. Daily Xc'us.

Most talkie stars seem to be suffering
from inflammation of the ■ivwels. — X. Y.
.American.

* ♦ *

South .American countries are protesting against
Hollywood Spanish. They don't savor that dish.
Can't
them.
If suchto trash
imported
us
and blame
we were
expected
spend were
our money
on toit
we would object, too. One South American country
. . . even proposes to bidbid their showing entirely.
— Snund
H'a~cs. H oil y-.iood .

BULL-etins

There are so few Chevaliers, something
ought to be done about getting hold of a decent
story for him. But if the Paramount company
isn't
I'm not. — Quinn
.Martin in
A'. V. interested,
World
*

tf

tf

Among other things. Dough Fairbanks,
doubtless, ivas moved to take a trip to
Europe in order to be spared the embarrasement of bumping into his former ivife,
noli' in HoUyivood ivith her youthful husband, Jack IVhiting. — N. Y. Telegraph

* * *

Nelson, Neb. — One vote was the narrow margin by which Sunday shows
won at a special election here. Two
hundred and one votes in favor of a
liberal Sabbath were cast to 200
against. This is the fourth time the
matter has been voted upon, the antis
winning heretofore. The town has a
population of 902.

Come

Sign on a movie theatre

"She
Couldn't
No"
Thursday
and SayKrida>
Early
and .\void the Crowd.
— Ted Cook in .V. Y. .inter icon.

Selecting the high spots from each of a dozen, or
so, best sellers and incorporating them into one plot
is the latest gag in the story stealing racket. Studio
high mucky-mucks now are beginning to practice
wholesale plagiarism, some obs*;rvers claim, by assigning their old seasoned writers to the job of reading the season's best selling novels, discovering what
mahes
them
a best
that particular factor from
the seller,
book and
to be"lifting"
incorporated
into a

For many years scoffers have pointed to movie
advertising as proof enough of the low character of
the movie producer. Lately the pants pressers have
been sold down the river to the utilities. By some
strange error the advertising is still full of sex and
headlines. — Judge.

Film
Hollvuood.
screenMercury,
script with
other ideas similarly "lifted "^

The movies are said to do the impossible: but they have attempted the
limit in trying to make a singer out
of a prizefighter.
— * Tampa
Tribune.
4i
«

Sol Violinsky has been in Hollywood
for three months without getting a
break. He left his wife in New York,
according to Sid Skolsky, telling her
that the minute he clicked he would
send for her.
The other day, tired of waiting, she
wired him: "Miss you. Send for me

* * *

Majority of One

(OmigoshI
says)
:

.\11 the quarreling between George Bancroft
and Paramount has been very nicely patched
up, with no hard feeling anywhere. It looks
though, as if Bancroft won't take up his "Caveman" role where the film was stopped, some
severalon weeks
the star's voice went
back
him). —ago.V. (when
Y. Xczcs

And Enclose Return Fare!

wired
back: "I miss you, also.
andHe I'll
come."
Send for me and I'll come to you."
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Camera for Both
35 and TOmin Is
Declared Ready
Syracuse — Development of a new selfcontained camera, which is in two styles,
both for 35 mm. and 75 mm. film has been
completed by J. j\I. Wall, head of the J. M.
Wall Machine Co., which has in production
40 Grandeur cameras, using the 70 mm.
width film. This new camera has as yet
not been turned over to producers.
The motor of the new camera is built
in the case, and there are said to be refinements in focusing, in automatic film
tension, automatic fadeout, which may be
set at any required distance, in the vignettinj" device and in the intermittent unit.
Vibration is declared eliminated in the camera said to be practically noiseless in operation.
Wall began making cameras about four
years ago when Fox-Case was seeking a
means of overcoming the noisy camera. He
solved the problem and in succeeding years
developed some 15 different models of cameras. Today 55 of one model are said to
be in use. 32 of a second, eight of a third
and four of a fourth.

Chatterton and Brook
In ''The Better Wife"
Hollywood — Ruth Chatterton and Clive
Brook, who appeared in "The Laughing
Lady," have started their next co-starring
vehicle, "The Better Wife," at Paramount.
The director is Dorothy Arzner. "The Better Wife" is from a story by Gouverneui
Morris, adapted by Zoe Akins.

Publix Managerial Changes
Des ^loines — Willard Moore, Publix musical director for this district, has been appointed manager of the Paramount, Bob
Gary being transferred to the Des Moines.
George Bickford, formerly manager of the
Des Moines, will manage the Rock Island,
111., house.

Pathe Western Finished
Hollywood — "Pardon My Gun," western
production, has been completed at the Pathe.
Robert de Lacy directed and in the cast are
(ieorge Duryea, Sally Starr, Mona Ray, Lee
Moran, Robert Edeson, Hank MacFarlane,
Tom MacFarlane, Harry Woods, Stompie,
Lew Meehan, Ethan Laidlaw and Abe Lyman and his band.

"The Spoilers" in Work
Hollywood — Edwin Carewe. has started
shooting on "The Spoilers," Paramount
special on next year's program. Cast includes Gary Cooper, Betty Compson, Kay
Johnson, William Boyclj "Slim" Summerville and James Kirkwood.

Hohlitzelle Still in Charge
Dallas — Karl Hohlitzelle remains in operating control of the seven theatres of the
Interstate group, under terms of the sale
to Radio-Keith-Orpheum. The deal for
seven houses in Texas and Alabama is reputed to involve $7,500,000.

Picture
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The Payoff
Hollywood — The payofif has materialized for Dolores Salazar, Spanish
dancer, who says she has collected on
the $17,000 breach of promise judgment awarded her against Ferdinand
Pinney (Affinity) Earle.

Minister Flays Films
For
''Immoral Character'*
Columbia, Mo. — Rev. Carl Agee, retiring

pastor of the First Christian Church, who
recently was elected associate dean of the
Missouri Bible College, assailed modern
motion pictures in a bitter address before
the seventy-ninth commencement of Christian College here.
Last year Dr. Agee was the leader in the
fight to stop Sunday shows in Columbia.
In his speech Dr. Agee said "The immoral
character of motion pictures today is an
international disgrace" and added "pictures
are producing the combined effect of alcohol
and narcotics in annihilating moral con-
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Hays Censorship
Used to Exploit
Legitimate Show
Cleveland — Robert McLaughlan. manager
of the Ohio, legitimate last week exploited
Will Hays in behalf of the stage production
"The Little Accident," by placing in the
outer lobby, for all passersby to see, the
following announcement in large letters :
"Poor Mr. Hays, the movie czar, evidently
is having his own troubles taking all the
naughty situations out of 'The Little Accident' to make it safe for pictures. See it
now in its original unexpurgated form before it is slashed bv the censor's knife."

65 Newspapers
in
"U" NewsreelNow
Combine
Sixty-five newspapers now are co-operating in production and presentation of the
Universal Talking Newsreel, following

science."
100,000,000
Ft, Yearly
For Non-Theat Field

signing up of "The Portland Journal" and
"The Denver Evening Post."

Picture companies and industrial concerns
producing and distributing industrial films
now turn out 100,000,000 feet annually.
Will H. Hays told a gathering assembled
on the Coast for the National Foreign
Trade convention.

Hollywood — Biltmore Prod, have started
shooting
on "Bar bvL Harrv
Ranch,"
an and
all-talker
Western directed
Webb
with

"The primary purijose of the theatrical motion
picture is to entertain,'" Hays told the assemblage,
and, continuing,
stated:wholesomely,
"When a producer
accomplished this purpose
he has has
performed
his major responsibility. I would not want any
producer, either here or in any other country, to
make entertainment pictures with the remotest idea of
any commercial promotion or propaganda.
"No advertising, per se, can find a place in our
entertainment films. Xo propaganda will be permitted
wilfully to be instilled into pictures. Entertainment
films are as unpurchasable as the front pages of the
world's greatest newspapers,"
he said.

Academy in New Quarters
Until Own Home Is Ready
Hollywood — Moving its executive offices
to the entire second floor of the Hollywood
professional Building, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences will get
along until provision is finally made for
construction of its own building some time
in the future.
The lounge, projection room, and meeting hall will be retained at the Roosevelt
Hotel for meetings and screenings.

"U" Organizes Road
»
Sho
Dep
for
"Qu
iet
t,
w
.
Universal has organized a special road-

show department to handle engagements on
"All Quiet on the We.stern Front" outside
of the Shubert theatres where it is now
I)Iaying key city runs to standout business.
The new department is under the direction of Henry Siegel, former managing director of the Colony. It will specialize in
runs at summer resorts and in other situations which will not conflict with the Shubert engagements.

New Providence House
Providence — The Publix Strand will
open June 18, according to the latest
plans of the management. The tallest
movie sign in New_ England now is being
I)laced in position.

Start ''Bar L Ranch"

Buffalo Bill, Jr., Wally Wales, Yakima Canutt and Betty Baker in the cast. It will
be released in July by Big Four.

"Vet" Indiana House Wires
Indianapolis — Long expected opening of
the American, Terre Haute, with sound occurred this week. The theatre is one of the
pioneer picture houses in that city and one
of the last to install sound.

Storms Joins Bureau
Frank H. Storms, formerly in the business department of the Hearst newspapers,
has
joined
the stafY
of Authors'
Alotionis
Picture
&. Radio
Bureau,
Inc. Storms
a graduate of Harvard and has had
theatrical interests for a number of vears.

German "Olympia" Ready
Hollywood — Heinrick Fraenkel has finished the German dialogue on "Olympia,"
for M-G-M, which Jacques Feyder is directing. Feyder also directed the French talker
version which was released and made here
under John
the name
"His Glorious Night"
with
Gilbertofstarred.

Profanity

Hollywood — "Like Kelly Can." based on
the musical comedy, "Spring Fever," has
gone into production at the M-G-M studios
under the direction of Charles F. Reisner.
The cast is headed by Robert Montgomery
and Dorothy Jardon.

Fire Damages Theatre
Cedar Falls. la. — Fire caused damage
estimated at between $30,000 and $40,000 to the Regent. The balcony, stairway and projection room were destroyed. Jay and Allen Beck of Mason
City. la., are the owners. Origin of the
blaze was undetermined.
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Projectionists^ Round Table
*By John F. Riden
Tlli;i\l-'. arc hattcrics of types other than
tlie iirimary and the seconclar\- discussed in
the previous lesson. Such hatteries are, however, supplementary and need not be considcre<l
at this time. Our interest may be devoted to
items of greater import.
If we consider the battery as a unit, we have
a definite item whereby we can produce an
electric force. In other words, we have a
source of emf or voltage, a source which may
be utilized to cause the How of electric current
and to do work in various forms. .As such, it
is necessary to rate such sources of emf. This
is done with voltage specifications supplemented
by another
which will be
dealt
with aterm,
little "ampere-hour"
later in this lesson.
if a com])lete battery, as stated, consists of
a number of cells and a complete battery bears
a certain voltage rating, it stands to reason
that each of the cells in the battery, likev.ise
bear a voltage rating. This hai)peiis to be
the case. If a complete battery consists of
three cells connected in a certain manner,
which detail will be considered in a subsequent
paragraph, each one of the cells is in itself a
source of voltage, and its exact value depends
upon the design of the cell.

Use Standard Voltage
It is customarv, however, to construct cells
with a stan<lard voltage. It might be well,
however, to state at this time, that whatever
data is applicalile to a complete battery as a
structure of a number of cells is applicable to
a single cell emploNtni as a battery. While the
latter arrangement does not find universal application in sound work, the types of batteries
to be mentioned find utility at various times.
\Ve are referring to the primary type of battery known as the Xo. 0 dry cell. This unit
is a single cell of the "dry'' or "non-rechargetype, and,
in physical
is inches
about
three able''
inches
in diameter
andstructure,
about si.x
tall. The voltage rating of this cell is about
1.5 volts. Hence a single cell is a battery,
in this instance, of 1.5 volts rating.
.Such single cells as batteries are to be found
in the storage or "wet" type of battery, utilized in innumerable sound systems. .\s we
stated in the jireceding lesson, such cells are
employed in tandem with others and. when
interconnected in one container, are classified
as batteries. A number of batteries utilized
as a unit would !)e classified as a "bank." Thus.
we have cells, batteries and banks of batteries.
At this time one is apt to wonder about the
application of a number of cells to form a battery. Is there but one method of connecting
such cells or are various systems available?
The answer to the question is to the affirmative, relative to the latter half. Cells may be
connecte<l in sundry fashion, the exact system
depending upon the proposed utility of the
complete battery. Despite this leeway, one
system of connection is standard. This is
known as the series. W'e shall repeat this
statement because it is apt to confuse the
reader when a subsequent statement is made.

The cells in a battery are usually connected
in series fashion. This brings up the question
of series connection. Just what is meant by
a series connection? Before we answer the
(pioted (|uestion we take this opportunity to
remind the reader that we are speaking about
<('//.f employed to constitute a single battery.
This dfies not mean a single cell, but instead

Lesson Six
In this lesson, .Mr. Rider discusses
the functions of batteries, how to hook
them up and defines what is meant by
the coulomi). the ampere, connections
in series.

a number of cells which are arranged to form
a single battery. This differs from a number
of Each
batteries
a "bank."and the
cell arranged
by virtue to
of form
its structure
conversion of chemical action within the cell
into a source of electric potential is a unit
wherein is existent a difference of potential
between its terminals. Let us say that this
"wet" cell is rated at two volts. This means
that the negative terminal is two volts negative with respect to the positive terminal and.
conversely, the positive terminal is two volts
positive with respect to the negative terminal.
.\t this time we wish to remind the reader of
what was said in lesson 5 and to refer to
Figure S and the associated explanation of
relative polarit\ . .A certain magnitude of
electric pressure is present between
the two

Fiiiiirc \2A

terminals of the single cell shown in Figure
12. This is the cell referred to earlier in this
paragraph. This pressure is two volts. If we
now arrange another cell capable of pro<lucing
a like value of electric pressure in such fashion
that the electric pressure available from one
cell aids that in the other cell, the electric
pressure available from the two cells will be
equal to twice that available from one cell.
Expressed in another manner, we connect the
cells in such fashion that the two cells function as one and that the chemical action taking
place within the two cells aid each other and
the two cells function as one. This is accomplished by connecting the positive terminal of
one cell to the negative terminal of the other
or by connecting the negative terminal of one
cell to the positive terminal of the other. Either
of these connections, as shown in Figures 12A
and I2B will result in two open terminals.
The positive of one and the negative of the
other, or vice-versa.

of its connection with the negative ternunal
.5 of cell XI, this last mentioned terminal (3)
although it is negative with res])ect to the positive terminal 4 of cell XI, is positive with
re.spect to the negative terminal I of cell X.
Thus the flow of charges in these two cells is
such as if they were one and the difference
of potential present between the terminals 5
and 6 is the sum fif the difierence <jf iHjtential
across 1 and 2 aiifl across ,? and 4. This is a
series connection of batteries. If we recognize
for the present that two open terminals must
be had in all battery circuits and the remaining terminals are connected as shown, that is
terminals of opposite polarity are interconnected, the .system is series connected.
It is evident from the foregoing, that a
series connection always increases the voltage
or electric pressure available from a number
of cells and the total voltage in a series system is equal to the sum of the voltages available from the individual sources of potential.
Under the circumstances it is possible to
form several conclusions. First, that like magnitudes of voltage sources are not necessary in
order to arrange a series system. While the
structure of a battery is such that a number
of like emf producing cells are connected in
series, say three cells of two volts each to
produce a battery of six volts, it is possible
to connect a cell of two volts in series with a
cell of four volts in order to produce the required six volts. This, of course, is not carried out in commercial battery construction,
hut the data is nevertheless of interest because
it is applicable in another form. The second
conclusion we may develop, is that the failure
of any one cell or source of voltage in a battery will naturally reduce the total voltage
available from that cell. These two conclusions should be remembered for future use.
It is possible to summarize a series connection of such cells or battery sources of voltage with a mathematical expression as follows :
E - EI -I- E2 -(- E3 + E4. . . . where
E is the total voltage
El is the voltage of one cell in the series
E2system
is the voltage of another cell in the series
system, etc.
Now if the above is true in the case of
cells, and a number of cells constitute a battery, it must be true in the case of batteries.
The total voltage of a bank of batteries connected in series is the sum of the voltage output of the batteries in that bank. If each battery in the bank consists of three cells of two
volts each connected in series, the voltage output of each battery is six volts and. if five
such batteries are connected in series, the total
voltage output of the bank Ts 30 volts.
-As a point of information, all storage batteries are not designed in such fashion that
three cells constitute the complete battery. In
many instances ten or twelve cells may lie
c(»nnected in series to constitute a battery
rated at 24 volts.
.Such are the units classi-

How Series Work

Figure

12

If we now refer to Figure 12A. the positive
terminal 2 of cell X bears a certain relation to
the negative terminal of that same cell. It is
obviously positive.
At the same time, because

Figlirc

\2B
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electric circuit were the same in both cases,
the tendency of electric charges to move would
be greater in Figure 14A, assuming that the
voltage of the individual batteries illustrated
is the same. The greater rate of_ electronic
flow in Figure 14A would be due to the greater
difference of potential established between
points 1 and 2.

Coulombs and Amperes

Fill" If 13

fied as the storage "B" or "plate" batteries in
a system. In addition to storage batteries,
dry cells smaller than the No. 6 cells mentioned
earlier in the text are arranged in series to
form "dry" plate or "B" batteries of 45 volts.
Such batteries are frequently employed to supply the voltage retiuired for the photoelectric
cells.
The time is perhaps right for the discussion
of another important item associated with the
connection of cells and batteries, but we shall
forego this discussion until we have completed
the statements about the various connecting
systems used to provide various voltage ratings.

Now we stated that electric current is an
electron in motion. Furthermore, the flow of
charges is the flow of electric current. Thus,
each electron represents a certain quantity of
electricity or a certain electric charge. If 6.4 x
10'' electrons move past a certain point in a
circuit, a Coulomb of electricity has been conveyed past that point. The unit of the quantity of electric current is the Coulomb. This
should not be confused with the rate of electronic flow. There is, of course, a definite
association between the quantity of electricity
and the rate of flow. If the rate of flow is
increased the quantity of electricity is increased.
If the rate of flow is decreased the quantity
of electricity is decreased. Normal practice
dictates the use of terms descriptive of the

Parallel Connection
The increase in voltage output of a number
of cells connected in series is due to the effect
of the connection upon the motion of the electric charges during the chemical action within
the cell. It is possible to so arrange cells that
the flow of charges in each cell is independent
of the flow of charges in another cell.
This is accomplished by arranging tlie polarity of the cells in such fashion that the flow
of charges is not continuous through all the
cells. In other words, the difference of potential between two points in one cell is not additive to the difference of potential between two
points in another cell. This is arranged by
placing several points at the same difference
of potential, so as to preclude a flow of
charges between these points. Such an arrangement is improvised by connecting the
positive terminal of one cell to the positive terminal of the other and the negative terminal
of one cell to the negative terminal of the
other.
This is shown in Figure 13 and is known as
Parallel connection of cells. It is evident that
terminal 4 of cell XI bears the same relation
to terminal 1 of cell X as terminal 2 of cell X
bears to terminal 1 of cell X. Therefore, the
voltage or potential difference between leads 5
and 6 is the same as the potential difference
between 1 and 2 and between 3 and 4. Thus,
in a Parallel connected system, the sum voltage or total voltage is the same as the voltage
of any one of the cells in the system.
As in the case of the series system, if the
voltage relations stated in connection with cells
is true, the same relation holds if the cells are
complete batteries. Thus, ten 30-volt batteries
connected in parallel, that is the positive terminals of all the batteries connected together
and the negative terminals of all the cells connected together, will constitute a voltage source
of only 30 volts. If these same ten liatterics
were connected in series the total voltage would
be 300 volts instead of the 30 volts available
in parallel fashion.
At this stage one caimot help but wonder
about the reasons for such connections, particularly the parallel arrangement. One can
readily appreciate the series system when a
voltage higher than that available from one
cell or battery is required. But why the parallel system?
.•\ difference of potential I)etwec'n any two
points represents, as has been stated, a flow
of electric charges. 1"hat is, the tendency of
these charges to flow from one point to another. If either the parallel or the series sequence of batteries is connected to an electric
circuit, there would be a flow of charges
around that circuit. This is illustrated in
Figures
14.^ and B. If the structure of the

eLECTR.IC CIRCUIT

EUECfRIC CIRCUIT
Figure

14

rate of flow rather than the quantity of electricity. This rate of flow is, therefore, the
quantity of electricity which moves past a certain point in a given period of time. If we
state a definite rate of flow, it may be interpreted in quantity of electricity, since there is
a definite relation between the two. A term
is applied to denote rate of flow and it is the
Am/ycre. Thus, if one coulomb of electricity
is conveyed past a certain point in one second,
the rate of electronic flow past that point is
one ampere.
The term ampere is generally applied in
connection with electric current rather than
electronic flow, although both are one and the
same. All future reference to the ampere will,
therefore, be in connection with electric current. Now before we progress further, this
discussion of the coulomb and the ampere is
not intended as a detailed discussion of current, but is made in order to explain a certain
point allied with the rating and utility of batteries. Unfortunately such an explanation is
necessary in order to expedite comprehension
of the details which shall follow.
Referring once again to the coulomb, it is
lX)ssible to express electric current as coulombs
per second. The letter representative of the
term coulomb is a capita! Q- Thus
I = —Q where
t
/ is the current i;i amperes
Q is the coulomb
/ is the time in seconds.
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and the expression for the number of coulombs
would then be
Q-=lXt

Ampere-Hours
Now let us go back to the batteries for a
continued discussion. Referring to Figure 14A,
one continuous path is provided for the flow
of charges or current in that circuit. The same
flow must traverse both batteries and since
the tendency of the charge to flow is a matter
allied with the total potential difference between the points 1 and 2, the chemical decomposition is the same within both cells. Considering the two cells as one, it is obvious
that the total amount of electronic activity
takes place in both cells.
Now the amount of chemical action which
may take place in a cell is naturally limited.
In the "non-rechargeable'' cell, the unit must
be discarded after it is discharged. In the
"storage" cell, the unit may be restored after
discharged. In either case, however, a period
of total discharge is reached. This period of
discharge is a flow of charges within the cell
in the form of chemical decomposition. There
must, therefore, be some relation between the
action flow of charges and the time. Expressed in another manner, there must be some
specification relative to just how long the battery will provide the correct voltage difference.
This term is quoted as Ampere-hours, signifying the rate of discharge or the quantity of
electricity which may be secured during the
discharge period. This ability on the part of
the cell is known as the "capacity" of the cell
and is quoted as .impere-hours.
The "capacit)'" of a cell in Ampere-hours
is a matter of design, and represents for what
period of time the cell will discharge in amperes, or how many amperes of current may
be available in a specified period of time. .A.
cell rated 120 Ampere-hours means that it
will discharge at a rate of one ampere for
120 hours or supposedly at 120 amperes for
one hour. 71ie latter relation is not absolutely
true, but may be quoted for explanation purposes. If we now convert the rate of flow into
quantity of electricity, we can state that a battery rated at 120 ampere-hours and discharging at a rate of 10 amperes, supplies 36,000
coulombs of electricity, and will supposedly
continue to do so for a period of 12 hours.
The value of 36,000 coulombs is secured as
follows :
1 ampere per second = 1 coulomb
1 ampere for a minute = 60 coulombs
1 ampere for an hour = 3,600 coulombs
10 amperes for an hour = 36,000 coulombs
Now if each of the cells in Figure 14A is
rated at a certain number of ampere-hours and
the use of the series connection causes the
flow of one ampere, the same rate of flow takes
place in both cells. If, however, the parallel
connection shown in Figure 14B is used, the
current divides between the two cells and, if
the total current is one ampere, each cell
provides only .5 ampere or half of the total.
If three such cells were used in parallel, each
cell would discharge at only one-third of the
total rate: viz.: with a total current flow of
3J600 coulombs, each cell would provide only
1,200 coulombs per hour.
Thus, parallel connections are used to increase the ampere-hour capacity of a battery
or of a bank. Since the discharge rate represents in the case of the non-rechargeable batteries, normal operating life, parallel connection is used to provide longer operating life.
In the case of rechargeable batteries, it means
longer operation prior to total discharge.
(Continued on pope 79)
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Pantages Opens
And Grosses in
L. A. Tnnihle

They passed right by John (iilhcrt and
his "Redemption," which flopped with an
86^ rating on $23,200. Even "Divorcee,"
big money-maker heretofore, was far from
natural. This grossed $12,200. meaning
122^;^.
"Cuckoos" took the week's low, turning
in $9,800 for its fourth week. Verv weak
at 6\%.
"HELL'S
ANGELS"
(Caddo)
HOLLYWOOD— Graum.in's CliiiKse-(2.02,n. 7.'!cSL30, 2nd week. 7 (I.tvs, twice daily. Other attractions: Sid Graiiman prologue. Gross: $,'.'.200, Rating:
208%.
"ALL QUIET
ON
THE
WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle— (1.650). 73c$1..30. 7th week. 7 days, twice daily. Other attractions: Abe Lvinan and band. Movietone news.
Gross:
$I2..Sir».
Rating:
KXr; .
"TRUE
TO
THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
LOS
ANGELIvS—raramount— (3,596). j5c-65.. 7
days. Other attractions: "French Kisses," Talkartoon. Paramount news. Milton Charles organ concert. Opposition: '"Divorcee." "Redetnption," "BiK
Pon<l." "Cuckods/' "Mamba." "Golden Dawn,"
"Around
the Corner."
Gross:
$27,000.
Rating:
1087o.
"REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES -I.<x\v's State -(2,418), 35c-65c, 7
days. Other attractions: Ben Bernie ami band. Panchon Marco's ".Sceinc Double Idea," Metrotone and
Movietone news. Opposition: "True to the Navy."
"Divorcee," "Big Pond," "Cuckoos." "Mamba,"
"Golden Dawn." "Around the Corner." Gross: $23,200.
Rating:
86%.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES-Kox Criterion -(1,632), 35c-65c, 4th
week. 7 days. Other attractions: Cartoon, Movietone news. Opposition: "True to the Navy," "Big
Pond," "Redemption," "Cuckoos." "Mamba." "Golden
Dawn."
"Around the Corner." Gross: $12,200. Rating:
122%.
"LADIES
LOVE
BRUTES"
(Paramount)
_HOLLY\V(X)D-Grauman's
35c65c.
7 days. Other attractions: Egyptian—
Tetl Healy (1.800).
and revue,
Movietone
news.
Gross:
$8,500.
Rating:
85'''^.
"BRIDE OF THE
REGIMENT"
(First National)
HOLLYWOOD -Warners' Hollywood-(3.000). 35c65c. 2n<l week. Other attractions: N'itaphone shorts,
news. Opposition: "Floradora Girl." Gross: $13,000.
Rating:
93%.
"BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELE.S— United Artists-(2,100). 35c-75c.
2nd week. 7 days. Other attractions: Jack White
comedy c'Oh. Darling"). Paramount news, organ concert. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Golden Dawn."
"Redemption," "Around the Corner." "Mamba."
"Cuckoos," "True to the Navy." Gross: $18,000.
Rating:
133%.
"GOLDEN
DAWN"
(Warners)
LOS ANGELF^S— Warners' Downtown-(2,.^00), 35c65c, 1st week. 7 days. Other attractions: Vitaphonc
Varieties, news. Opposition: "Divorcee." "True to
the Navy." "Redemption." "Mamba." "Big Pond,"
".•\round the Corner." "Cuckoos." Gross: S15,0()0.
Rating:
100%.
CORNER"

(Columbia)

LOS attractions:
AXGELES-R'KO(2.700).
.'5C-6.5C.
days.
Other
RKO vaude.,
Pathe
news. 7Opposition: "Divorcee." "True to Navy," "Golden Dawn,"
"Redemption." "Big Pond." "Cuckoos," "Mamba."
Gross:
$13. .500. Rating:
84%.
"CUCKOOS"
(Radio)
LOS
ANGELES— Orpheum— (2,7.30). 35c-6Sc. 4th
week Other attractions: Pathe news, sound shorts.
Opposition:

"Divorcee."

"Golden

Dawn,"

"True

N c w s

Unique

figures
in mates,
a heavy,
ileej)
red.the'Twa>
asawhectic
week,
with
what
new
Pantages taking 30 grand of what usually
goes into the old stands, aiul ideal weather
for the beaches drawing like a heavy magnet from theatres.
Grauman's Chinese was one of the few
exceptions, clicking another high figure with
its take of $33,200, rating 208^"^.
"All Quiet" could not get higher than
l)ar. Clara Bow was away ott at the Paramount, in comparison with expectations.
Her opus drew $27,000, wliich rates only

THE
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.\ iini(|ii(> ofTeriiiK in l<)l>l>\ entertainimiil ;it the .New \ Ork raraniouiit ma>
be found in the music room on the
me/./,anine. There Kalph Wolfe, newspaper cartoonist, will draw any visitor's caricature or any favorite comic
strip chiiracler.

\a)<. .\nKolcs — A h\g local rim cm the
hromo bottles gave only little relief to exhibs here when they ])i|)e(l the books and

"AROUND

i o It
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!^8,000 and 120%
To 'Cuckoos' and
'Devil's Holiday'
Des Moines — Bad weather affected business here — rain and more rain.
"Cuckoos" at the Orphcum and "Devil's
Holiday' at the Paramount held the best
records, each rating of 120%. "True to the
Navy" did 100% for a nine-day run when
"Mammy" was taken off after a week, having itself been set in ahead l)ecause of a
weak sister in the week before. Business
at the Strand was fair with the split pictures rating 90%.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
MOI.XES— (1.600). 23c-50c.
7 days.
Other attractions:
Paramount
comedy
("Let
Me 100%.
Explain"),
r.iramount
news.
Gross:
$6,500.
Rating
"ONE ROMANTIC NIGHT"
(U. A.)
I'AR.\.\I()l \T (1.700), 4 days, 25c-35c-60c. Other
attractions: I'.ir.tinount news, vaude.. Bob Hamilton,
organist.
Gross:
$'..1)10.
Rating:
100%.
"DEVIL'S
HOLIDAY"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (1,700), 25c-3,3c-60c, 3 days. Other
attractions: M-G-M comedy ("Haywire"), Bob Hamilton (organist). Charlie Agnew and band in original
DES

stage show ("The Court of Chop -Suey"), featuring
120%.
"Jazz Version of Mikado." Gross: $8,000. Rating:
"CUCKOOS"
(RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,000). 23c-50c. 7 days. Other attrac120%. tions: Pathe news, RKO vaude. Gross: $8,000. Rating:
"BE YOURSELF" (U. A.)
STRAND— (1,100). 20c-30c, 4 days. Other attractions: "U" cartoon ("Prison Panic"), Paramount allcolored ("Brown Gravy"), Paramount news. Gross:
$3,500.
Rating:
90%,.
"BEHIND THE
MAKEUP"
(Paramount)
STRAND— (1.100), 20c-30c. 3 days. Other attractions: Pathe news, C!x)lumbia colortone ("Alpine Love
Call"), Columbia cartoon ("Carnival Kid"). Gross:
$,?,800. Rating: 90%.

Drinking Scenes in Films
Are Hit by Ministers
Des Moines — Drinking scenes in films
showing the use of intoxicants as "'attractive, adventurous and fashionable" were
protested by ministers attcndin.? the seventysecond general assembly of the United Presbyterian Church of North America. The
protests were incorporated in a report of a
committee on reform, headed by F. Scott
McBride, general superintendent of the
*n^i-Saloon League of America.

*'Jack*' Enslen Is Sales
Chief hasofbeenGen
Regise
*l general
r
J. C. Enslen
named
sales
manager of the General Register Corp.,
New York, manufacturer of ticket registers.
He is a veteran of the equipment field.

/3

^All Qiiief Still

Leads New York's
Long lliin Films
( iMitiniied hea\ y take by "All <juiet," and
lairly healthy grosses by the Cai)il()l, with
"I'lorodora Ciiri," the I'aramount playing
".Safety in Numbers," and Koxy's Will
Rogers film, "So This Is London," were the
^'ork's
mainof stem.
highlights
theatre activities along New
The Universal war story brought 24
grand, maintaining its house record figures
of seven weeks. At the Paramijunt and
Capitol there was a difference of only four
hundred bucks, with the latter taking $70,f)2i<. Other houses e.\|)erienccd about an
average week.
"ROGUE SONG"
(M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1,120),
50c-73c-$l $l,50-$2.
7 days.
19tb
week.
Other attractions:
Ncwsrccl, overture.
Gross:
ST.OW), which
is terrible;
M-G-M
pulling this run on
the 22nd, opening
"The
Big House"
two days
later.
"FLORODORA
GIRL"
(M-G-M)
CAPITOI^-(4.700). 35c-50c-75c-$l,50. 7 days. Other
attractions— Overture, Hearst Metrotone news, M-G-M
comedy ("Hay Wire"). Capital news presentation
("Russian Echoes"), Mrs. (irawford at the organ.
Gross: $70,628: started the week with a bang, then
dropping heavily.
"ALL
QUIET
ON
THE
WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
CENTRAL- (922). .30c-75c-$l -Jl.,^0-$2,5i). 7 days,
7th
week.
Other attractions:
.Nciic. Cross: Ab.jut $24,000;
great for the 7tli week, and a healthy fii,Tire for any.
"SILENT
ENEMY"
(Paramotmt)
CRITERION— (850), 7.3c-$l-$1.50-$2.50. 7 days, 3rd
week. Other attriu:tions: Short ("Harvest Reverie"),
cartoon ("Wise Fly"). Ooss: $7,100; not so hot; five
grand
under
previous
week,
EMB ASS Y— N E WSRE ELS
EMBASSY— (39S). 23c, 7 days.
Straight
ncwsreel
show,
running
continuously.
Gross:
$7,875; fair, but
a heavy drop of two grand under
last week.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
GAIETY— (8ftS). $l-$1.50-$2-$2.5O. 7 days, 10th week.
Other
Gross:

attractions: Short ("Voice from
$8,500; run doses
on the 29th.

Hollywood").

"BRIDE
OF
THE
REGIMENT"
(Warners)
H0LLYW001>— (1.600), 50c-75c-$l-$1.50, 7 days. 2nd
week. Other attractions: Shorts: "The Trade Mark."
"Japanese Bow," "Matinee Idol," "The Naggers."
Newsreel. Gross: $11,788: pretty good for the house,
but a decline of about $3,000 under last week.
"SAFETY IN NUMBERS"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (.t/OO). 40c-50c-65c-85c$l, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Fit to Be Tied"), newsreel, vaudeville ("Horace Heidt and His C^lifornians"). (^oss: $70,200; okay; betters last week by
more
than
two thousand.
"BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
RIALTO— (1.904). 4Oc-50c-65c-85c-$l. 7 days, 3rd
week. Other attractions: Golf Short ("Match Play").
Floyd Gibbons,
"Comewhat
Takea figure
a Trip asin compared
My Airship,"
Gross:
$35,100: wow!
with
ilie fiftv grand
take of the first week.
"ONE
ROMANTIC
NIGHT"
(U. A.)
RIVOLI— (2,103). 35c-50c,65c-$l, 7 days. Other attractions: Comedy ("Revolution"), song cartoon ("In
the Good Old Summer Time"), over ("The Wizard's
.Apprentice"), newsreel. Gross: $39,500; house needed
this after the $Z3.000 gross last week by "Ladies Love
SO
THIS
IS LONDON
(Fox)
ROXY— (6,200). 50c-75c-$l-$I,.50.
7 days.
2nd week.
Other
attractions:
Newsreel,
vaudeville
(Condensetl
version of "Carmen" in seven scenes).
Gross: $92,750;
okay here, but a drop of $7,500 under previous week.
"BACK
PAY"
(F.
N.)
Brutes.''
STRAND— (3.000). 35c-50c-60c-85c-$l. 7 days. Other
attractions: .Shorts. "Anchors Awav." "Wedding of
Jack and Jill." "Reno or Bust." "Noah Knew His
Ark." Horace Heidt and his "Califomians." Gross:
$28,100; onf\- so-sn; off three grand from last week.
"SONG
OF
THE
FLAME"
(Warners)
WARNERS-(I.500). 50c-73c$l-$l,50-$2.iO^ 7 days,
3rd week. Other attractions: Comedy ("\jOonty
Tunes"). Eddie Buzzell in "The Royal Fourflusher."
"The Standup." comedy ("III Winds or No Mother
to Guide Her"). Gross: $10,598: just fair; dropped
four thousand "COURAGE"
from previous (Warners)
week's intake.

Navy." "Redemption."
"Around the Corner." "Mamba," "Big Pond," "MAMBA"
Gross:
$9.80).
Rating:
61%.
(Tiffany)

WINTER
GARDEN— (1.493). 3.=;c-5iic-65c-85c-$l. 7
days. 2nd week. Other attractions: Monologue by J.

LOS ANGELES— California-(2.000). 25c-50c, 1st
week. Other attractions: Comedy news, O;^>osition:
"Divorcee." "Golden Dawn," "True to Navy." "Big
Pond." ".Around the Corner," "Cuckoos^" '"Redemption." Gross: $<!,n00.
"FLORADORA
GIRL"
(M-G-M)
HOLLYWOOD-Pantages' Hollywood— (3,000). 20c90c, 7 days. Other attractions: Fanchon and Marco,
"Rose Garden" Idea. Disney sound cartoon. Metrotone
news. Opposition: "Bride of the Regiment," Gross:
$.W.0O0,

Mc Williams; "Grand Uproar," "Contrary Marv."
technicolor miisical comedv; Ona Munson in "Nile
Green"; Helen Broderick in "Collegiate Model" and
"The Sultan's Jester." technicolor comedy. Gross:
$20,886;
fine figure here, better first week's
two grand.

run by

Remodeling at Winnipeg
^^'innipeg — .Mterations at the RKO Capitol are to cdt an estimated $200,000.
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Boston Has Nice
Flopless Week;
3 in Tie for Top
Boston — Apparently folks flocked into refrigerated theatres to escape extreme heat,
for the past week, despite hot weather, saw
sjrosses boosted at almost every theatre,
I)]ugging receipts at all stands over par.
Universal's "All Quiet on the Western
Front" opened at the Majestic as the city's
only road show and it went to $6,500, or
1159c.
"Caught .Short" at Loew's State was the
brightest light of the week for a $24,000
gross, or 125%, while "Born Reckless" at
keith-Albee also netted 125% for $27,400.
"New Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu" at
the .Scollay Square, to which house it was
moved from the Metropolitan, came pretty
near equalling the percentage it showed at
the latter, with $15,000 gross. Metropolitan's "True to the Navy" with an unusually
good surrounding sliow, kept the gross at
$26,000 for 125%.
Weather:
Warm, fair.
Opposition: "Trne to the Navy," stage show. Metropolitan: ".'inch Men Are Danqerous." Keith-Albee:
"Born Reckless," Keith Memorial: "Caught Short,''
Loew's State: "Hell Harbor." Loew's Orpheum: "Fu
Manchu," Scollay Square: "What a Man," Park: ".ill
Quiet on the ll'estern Front." Majestic.
"TRUE TO THE NAVY" (Par)
METROPOLITAN (4..i50). 2.v60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: StaK** revue ("Coney Island"); Lillian
Kiitli in iierson (oart of week): orean spec'alties.
c'l'tcon.
Paramount news. Gross: $26,000. Rating
l-'.ST, .
"SUCH
MEN
ARE
DANGEROUS"
(Fox)
KEITH-ALBEE (J,5nO). _>.i-60c. 7 days. O'her
attractions: I'eter Ilii^^ins. C^lianiherlin & Hirnes and
other
RKOiians.
Pathe news. ".SportliKht."
Gross: vaudeville;
$20,500.
Rating:
110%,
"BORN
RECKLESS"
(Fox)
KEITH
MEMORIAL
(2.800). .W-65c. 7 days Other
Gross;
attractions: Rating:
("arti 12.^%.
. n. I'atlie news, comedy.
$27,400.
"CAUGHT
SHORT"
(M-G-M)
Othe
LOEW'S
STATE
(,!,7iK)).cotnedv.
.TO-50c. Hearst
7 days.Metrotone
attractions:
.Stan Laurel
Xews.
Gross:
$24,000.
Rating: 125%.
"HELL
HARBOR"
(UA)
LOEW'S ORPHEUM (3,1IX)), 2.S-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Laurel \- Hardy in "Brats," vaudeville.
("Eaton Days' and other acts): Hearst Metrotone
news, amateur dance contest. Gross: $23,500. Rating:
118%.
"NEW
ADVENTURES
OF FU
MANCHU"
(Par)
SCOLLAY SQUARE (1,800). 25-50c. 7 days. Other
attraction!:
N'auileville.
Paramount
news.
Gross:
$15,000.
Rating:
115%.
"WHAT
A MAN"
(SA-WW)
PARK-(800).
25-50c.
7 days.
Other
attractions:
Doulile feature bill with "I'd the ConRo";
Univers;d
Xews.
Gross:
$4,7.50.
Rating:
105%c.
"ALL OUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (Univ)
MAJESTIC (1.800), .50c-.$2. 6 davs. Gross: $6.,500
Rating: 113%.

*' Judge'' Vause in Tough
Spot Over Theatre Suit
W. Bernard Vause, who resigned county
judgeship in New York under fire for alk'ged ([uestionable business practices, is
plunged into further difficulties by a foreclosure suit against his Brooklyn theatre
venture, which was organized to operate the
Fort Hamilton Parkway theatre. The house
was later leased to Fox,
Vause and his associates borrowed $580.000 to build the hou.se. and. it is claimed.
financial entanglements which foUowed
while under operation have resulted in a
mortgage foreclosure suit. The compaiiv
may come under scrutiny of civic authorities who are involved in tin- cx-iudyc'v
])rosccution.
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Novel Gag
Hollywood — Xavier Cugat, portrait
artist, ha.s been retained by Fox West
Coast Theatre.s to paint 80 facial portraits in full colors which shall become part of a curtain which Harold
B. Franklin has ordered for the Chinese. The portraits will be of screen
players and will supply the audience
with the diversion of identifying the
stars while awaiting the performance.

F. N. Sales Policies Up
At Regional Chicago Meet
Chicago--New sales policies and a re\iew
of the forthcoming First National product
occupied the business sessions of First National's regional sales meeting here. Ned
E. Uepinet, sales manager, and G. I^. Sears,
western sales manager, presided at the meeting. In attendance were salesmen and
bookersandfrom
company's
West :
offices
the the
following
branchMiddle
managers
Floyd Brown, Indianapolis ; F. E. North,
Detroit: E. J. Tilton, Des Moines: C. K.
Olson, Milwaukee: W. C. Brimmer, Minneapolis: George W. Taif, Omaha: D. P.
Rathbone, St. Louis : William Warner, Kansas City : Carl Leserman, Chicago, and Tom
Gilliam, Chicago.

"t/" After Milestone for a
Series; One Is Scheduled
Hollyvvcjod — Lewis Milestone will direct
at least one more production for Universal
this year. Verbal agreement was made between the director and Carl Laemmle, Jr..
for the single picture upon completion of
"All Quiet on the Western Front." It is
understood Universal is negotiating to tie
Milestone up for a series of at least three,
with the deal now under consideration.
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$19,000 Take of
''Caught Short'' in
K. C. Rates High
Kansas City — M-G-M's "Caught Short"
went over in a big way at the Midland, with
the assistance of Little Jack Little on the
stage, grossing approximately $19,000. The
Mainstreet, with First National's "Wedding
Rings," had a good week, taking in $18,000
or 120%. The Newman dropped to 80%
with Warners' "Mammy," which grossed
only $8,000. Paramount's "Young Man of
Manhattan," at the Royal, had a $5,000 take.
The second week of "Ingagi" at the Pantages dropped down to $13,300 from last
week's high mark. At the Uptown, where
M-G-M's "They Learned About Women"
played, the rating was 100% and the gross
Weather:

Good.

Opposition: "Caught Short," Hve acts laude. Mid$6,000.land: "Wedding Rings," live acts vaudc. Mainstreet :
"Mammy."
Newman: "Young Man of Manhattan,"
M'owen."
Vpto7vn.
Royal: "Ingagi," Pontages: "They Learned .-ibont
"CAUGHT SHORT"
(M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4,000), 25-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: .M-("i-M's "Manhattan .Serenade," Hearst .Metrotone news, five acts vaude, headlining Little Tack
Little.
Gross: $19,000,
Ratir.-j: 125%.
"WEDDING
RINGS"
(F.N.)
MAINSTREET— (.1.067). 35-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Grantland Rice Sportlight, five acts vaude.
Gross: $18,000,
Rating: 120%.
"MAMMY"
(Warner
Bros.)
NEWMAN— (2,000, 25-60c, 7 days^ Other attractions:
Educational
Sennett
comedy,
("("ampus
Crushes");
Vitaphone
act, ("O, ,ce Steps"):
\'itaphone
short,
("Gym
Jams").
Gross: $8,000. Rating:
80%,
"YOUNG
MAN
OF MANHATTAN"
(Par)
ROYAL— (900), 25-50c,
7 days.
Other attractions:
Educational
comedy,
("French
Kisses");
N'itaphone
short, ("Office Steps"):
Paramount
short. ("Getting
a Break"),
Gross:"INGAGI"
$5,000, (Congo)
Rating:
110%.
PANTAGES— (2.166). 25-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: "Station S*T*A*R.
the Voice of Hollywood."
$l,i,.VX),
Rating: 125%,

Gross:

N. Y.Aide
Attorney
JoiningGeneral's
Sheehan
Albany — To take over an executive position with Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and general manager of Fox. Vincent
G. Hart of Buffalo, confidential assistant to
.\ttorney (ieneral Ward, was scheduled to
leave Mondav for Holivvvood.

Nixon Suite Up This Month
Philadelphia — b'red ( i. Xixon-Xirdlinger's suit against the Stanley Co., in connection with the operation of the Nixon
under an old cf)ntract, is expected to come
up for trial in Common Pleas Court soon.
It is one of a score of suits which Nirdlinger has instituted against the old Stanley
organization, alleging breach of contract.
One of the suits alreadv has been settled out
of court and, it is said, in\-olved pa\'ment
of more than $150,000.

Masthaum Estate Appraised
Pliiladeli)hia — The personal estate of Jay
J. Mastbaum, pioneer in the industry in
Philadelphia, who died May 3, has been
appraised at $190,714. Mastbaum was associated with the Stanley Co. until his
retirement about a year ago.

Vote Sunday Shows
Humeston. Ta. — \'otcr> here ai)proved
Sunday shows in overwhelming fashion
when they ca.st 248 .votes in favor of Sund.iy shows and only 101 against them. G.
L. Wellemyer operates the local theatre.

'THEY
LEARNED
ABOUT
WOMEN"
(M-G-M)
UPTOWN -(2.200), 25-50c, 7 davs. Other attractions: V'itaphone comedy. (Chester Conklin in "The
Master Sweeper"); Educational news. Gross: $6,000.
Rating:
100%.

Samuel Pinanski Is Feted
By Associates at Boston
Boston — Samuel Pinanski. vice president
in charge of the New England division of
Paramount-Publi.x, founder and part owner
of Publix-Netoco theatres in New England,
was feted by producers and exhibitors at a
dinner.
A moment of silence was observed as
tribute to the late Judge David A. Lourie
of Boston, and the late Oscar A. Grosberg.

Cecilia Loftus Signs
Fox Term Contract
flollywood — Cecilia Loftus. known on the
stage as "Cissie" Loftus. has been signed to
a long-term Fox contract. She is now appearing in "Lost Sheep" on Broadway and
will go to Hollywood at the termination of
the run.

New Fox Plan for M. C.
Switching in Work
Fo.x Theatres'
plan launched.
to rt>tate masters
of
ceremonies
has been
Fox will
switch each m.c. after four weeks in a key
house.
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Top Pla(*e in
"Chi" to -Quii t"
With 35 Gruiul
C hicago — A week thai dpi-iud uiicly in
all l.ooj) houses was ruined hy iliree ilavs
of scurchiujj heat, i'lo>ely followed hy a cold
rain tiuale.
"All yuii't on the \\ e>tern r'ront" ap[)eai"ed to he lea>t alYected hy the weather,
despite a $6, ()()() drop from the preceding
week's gross. The picture uas still strong
at $35,600 (\70';'(). and given a good
weather hreak it may huild. '"The Divorcee"
(M-Ci-M) had a satisfactory week at the
Oriental, taking $38,200 (^O^c ) after seven
days of knockout husiness at the Chicago
the preceding week. This was the seconti
consecutive AI-(j-M picture to get a second
Loop week after leaving the Chicago, a
rare i)rocedurc in the routine of B. & K.
houses week
here. at"Caught
Short" after
Svas its
given
second
the Roosevelt
sevena
days at the Chicago. Pictures usually go
from the Chicago to the neighlxjrhoods.
"The Cuckoos" (^Radio) closed a three
weeks' run with $4,900 (100%) for the last
three days. "White Hell of Pitz Palu"
(Univ.) replaced it at the Woods in midweek, received the best of notices and triumphed over the heat with $10. 000 for its
tirst four days (150%). The State-Lake
took the skids with the Palace starting on a
vaude-tilm policy. The house took only
$18,500 (70%), Its lowest figure in months,
largely as a result of the new vaude-lilm
competition, though the heat uiuloul)tedly
helped
decline. "Born Reckless" ( Lo.x )
was the the
feature.
"The Bad One" (U.A.) dropped oti'
badly in the last live davs of a twelve-day
run at the United Artists, taking onlv
$11,200 (40%). "Paramount on Parade"
replaced in mid-week with advance radio
broadcasting of a portion of the sound score
from B. & K.'s projection room. "Parade"
got
notices
$10,600 (105%)
its
tirsttine
three
days.and'
Favorable
weather inmay
help this one to build during the week.
''Mammy'' (W.B.) was okay in its first
week at the Roosevelt, taking $23,600
(115%) and was held over. "Tnie to the
Xavv" (Para.) onlv so-so at the Ihicago
with $45,500 (85%). The Palace was satisfactory in its first week on vaude-fihu policy, considering the weather and com])etition. "On the Level" ( Fox) was the feature.
"White Cargo" (state rights) dropped
$5,000 in its seventh week at the Castle
and left. Replaced by Martin Johnson |)icture. ".Across the World." "Unguarded
Girls" ( Indie) was sour at the Majestic
on a "women only" policy. $5,900 (35%)
for the week, but held over, regardless.
"Tngagi" (state rights) dropped a little at
the Garrick in its eighth week of an interrupted run. but still good at $6,400
(90%).
li'i'athcr: Hot. tlii'n rain and cool.
Opposition: "U'hite Cargo" (7th week). Castle:
"True to the Xai'v," staae shoti\. Chicago: "Ingaai"
(Sth U"-ek). (jarriek: "Vnouarded Girls." Majestic:
".■III Quiet on the Western Front" (3rd !eeek).
Mcl'ickcr's: "Liaht of ]i'estern Stars." Monroe:
"The Divorcee" (2nd Loop week), stage show. (Oriental: "Under a Te.ras Moon" (2nd time in Loop).
Orpheum: "Mammy." Roosevelt: "On the Level"
vande;ille. Palace: "Born Reckless." vaudexitlc.
State-Lake : "Paramount on Parade." United Artists;
"White Hell of Pitc Pain." Woods.
"WHITE CARGO"
(State Rights)
C.VSTr.E
(300). fiOc. rth aii.l riiial week. Other at-
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News

What About Vallee, Hoys?
The doxni of (he he>-hfy >;irl i.s
sounded when the collegians hand her
the raspberry, reports the .V. Y. Telef/rnpli. Over in i'riiu-eton. (Jreta (iarho
and Kiith Chatlerton h-d the seniors'
annual pool this year, with such prime
e.xaniples of (laminK youth as Clara
Bow and .Mice White not even in the
runninK^
Look.s like curtains for the red hot

Dog Fight Developing in
hidiana Over Dog Races

77

TlorcKloraMuiiips
Porllaiul IJiz lo
$12,200 alBway
I'ortland. (^re. — Marion Davies in "'Ihe
I'lorodora (iirl," Fanchon & Marco's "Milky
Way Idea" and return of the popular
( leorgie .Stoll. master of ceremonies f«)r one
wt-ek, brought $12,220 an<l a percentage of
1.^2%, to Ko.x's Broadway.
The week marked the return of the full
stage show at Portland Paramount, and
.Manager McKeown also provided a miniature Kolf course on the mezzanine to offset
the Tom Thumb golf courses. These at-

Jeltersoii\ ille, hid. — While state and
county oftici.'ds, exhibitors and ministers in
this section are busy with the dog racing
problem here, racing continues, backed by
the .American Legion. Following up the
offer of the county prosecutor to prosecute
any charge filed by op[)onents of the track,
the ministers countered with a letter to a
local newspaper urging the sheriff to raid
the race track, arrest the operators and
confiscate the e(|uipnient. Tlie prosecutor
has returned from Indianapolis where he
conferred with the attorney general of the
state. A delegation of more than 200
Legionnaires and citizens, headed by William (Navy Bill) Ingrani, navy football
coach, went to Indianapolis to protest
against the closing of the track.

FO.X'S BR().\DW.\V (1.912). 25c-6<)c. 7 day^. Other
attractions: (ieorgic .Moll, with Broadway Stage Hand:
Fanchon iV .Marco's "Milky Way Idea." including
Verii.m Stiles, tenor: Fox news: Herman I.cHel at
Wiirliizer. Cross: ?12.3>"i. Rating: 152^;.
"NEW ADVENTURE OF DR. FU MANCHU" (Para.)
l'OIM|,.\NI) l',\kA.\I<>l\T (3,085). 25c-5iX-. 7
days. Other attractions: Return of stage shows, "Keep
.Moving," including M Xorman. stepper, Clyde Hager,
comedian, Marie Sweeney, aerial gymnast, Peggy
(urtis and 12 Locke stepiiers; Con .\fafTie at VVurlitzer; Happy Phil Lampkin and Paramounteers;
131%.
.\rthur Clausen, orchestra. Cross: $11.76^ Rating;

tractions: liii\. iuu.,iecl. Dropped $5,000 ami ..ul.
Replaced 1)> .Martin Johnson picture, "Across the
World," Picture was sensational, the average gross
tor the seven weeks heing .^0^;. Final week. Cross:
S4.6C0. Rating: 1^0';
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Para.)
CHK.\(;<)
(.i,94(]). .!5c-85c. 7 days. Other attractions: .Stage show, orchestra, ncwsreel, comedy, novelty short. Grass: $45..i00. Ratini;: 85%
"INGAGI"
tState Rights)
GARRICK (1.259). 50c-75c. ,><th week. Down a little,
but still good for this house. Gross: $6.-«)(l. Ratine:

"MIDNIGHT
MYSTERY"
ORPIIEC.M- (1.700). 25c-.50c, 7 days. Other attractions: "Sunkist" Eddie
.Nelson.
Zclda
Santlcy.
.AnmI'richard
and
Her
Boys,
St. Claire
Sisters
.111.! (>'l).i%. Gross: $10,645. Rating:
120%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (Univ.)
Il.\.\ll<l( K S .\USIC HO.X (l,8.!5i, .^Oc, 7 days.
Other attraction: IV-te .Ashe at Wurlitzcr. Second
week. Gr\>ss: $10.liOO. Rating: 105%.
"HIGH
TREASON"
(Caumont-TifTany)
RIAI.TO (1.498), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Paramount sound shorts. Paramount m\s ~ Gross:

"ALL
QUIET ON (J.284).
THE WESTERN
(Univ.)
.McVICKKKS
,{?c-,x5c. .ird FRONT"
week. Other
at-

tractions: Comedy, newsreel, novelty short. Down
$6.0(X) in the heat, but still strong and good weather
may buifd it again. Beginning to get a play from
the women. Gross: li5,600. Rating: 170%. (Percentage
rating is based on 4.! shows per week, as compared
with this house's usual .SO.)
"UNGUARDED GIRLS" (Indie)
MAJE.STIC-(1.9V0).
5Cc. rtrst week
"W.-men onlv"
policy. Lecture with bathinf girl nn.dels accompanies
I)icture. Cress: SS.iXXj. Ratiii?: IS'";
"LIGHT
OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Fox)
.MO.NROE
(962). .50c 75c. 7 davs. Other attracUons:
.'0 minutes of newsreel. Up a little over recent weeks.
Gross: f4..5()0. Ratine:
90%.
"DIVORCEE" (M-G-M)
OKlKNTAr.--(,1.900). 55c-85c. 2nd U)op week. Other
attractions: Stage show, organ, comedy, newsreel,
novelty short. Picture moved here after a big business week at the CTiicago. Gross: $.?8,200. Rating:
*
90%.
"UNDER (2nd
A TEXAS
(W.B.)
time in MOON"
Loop)
()RPHEIM
(7(iJ). 5i)c-75c. 7 ,|.iy<
Other attracticns:
acts. fniv. newsreel. Gross: *5 100
Rating: i Vitaphone
85%.
"MAMMY"
(W.B.)
ROO.SEVELT-(].591). 35c 85c. first week. Other attractions: fomedv. newsreel.
noveltv
short. Cross:
Only fair at S2.1.60O. Rating:
110%
"ON THE LEVEL"
(Fox)
PALACE— (2.509). .^5c 85c. 7 days Other attractions:
.;; acts RKO vaude. comedv. musical short. First week
1i
r
this house
policv. Gross: S31 200
Rating:
125%. on a vaude-film
"BORN
RECKLESS"
(Fox)
.ST.\TE-LAKE-(2.776).
,^.Sc-75c. 7 days. Other attractions: .■> acts RKO
vaude. cartoon, noveltv short
I alacc competiti<.n felt a little. Ooss:
$18..50O Rating: 70%.
"PARAMOUNT ON PARADE" (Para.)
UNITED ARTI.ST.S -(1.700i. ,>5c-8.5c. first .^ davs
Good notices. Decent weather mav improve this oiie

yi?"\
S'O.fiOO.
mid-week,
■the Had
One" Rating:
(f.A). 105%.
last 5 Picture
davs ofin'12-dav
run
Gross: *II..'ni1. Rating: 40%
"WHITE HELL OF PITZ PALU" (Univ.)
\\OOD.S--(l.l«,). .!5c-75c. first 4 davs. Other attractions: Conicdy. newsreel, cartoon. Splendid notices
Mav build with gix)d weather. Gross: $9,900 Ratingl.V)%. Replaced "The Cuckoos" (Radio) in mid-week
List 4 .lays of three-week run for "Cuckoos." Gross:
$6.,H)0. Rating: 100%.

tractions, plus "The N'ew .\dventure of
Dr. Fu Manchu,' brougiit the gross to
$11,765. rating 131%.
Weather: Pair and warmer, slightly Imeered grosses.
Opposition: ".\'ew Adi'enture of Dr. Fu Manchu,"
"High Treason," "Midnight Mystery," "All Quiet on
the Western"FLORODORA
Front " " I ngagi."
GIRL" (M-G-M)

RKO

$9,855. "INGAGI"
Rating: 98'";.
(Congo)
(Return
Engagement)
HUE .MOISE (845). 25c-35c. 7 days. Other attractions: \itaiihone shorts. Fox Movietone news. Gross:
$8,765. Rating: 97%.
Note. Fox Alder Theatre. 1,000 seats, showing
subsequent runs, closed May 31st for tlie summer
months and reopens in September.

Wire First
Hanna Run
for Opposition
'All Quiet'
Now
Cleveland — First-run theatres in this city
are slated to encounter stiffer competition
hereafter owing to the wiring of the Hanna.
local Shubert house, for the showing of
"All Quiet on the Western Front," in accordance with the Shubert deal with Universal. The war picture opens on June 15
for an indefinite run at roadshow prices, and
while it will be the only film to be exhibited
at the Hanna this sea.son. the house, being
wired, will show other pictures in the future, furnishing more opposish to the present first runs. Ansle\- W'hittendale is manager of the Hanna.
"Ingagi," reputedly barred from producer-owned theatres by Hays edict, opened
June 1 at the Cinema, the front of the
house being transformed into a jungle to
exploit the gorilla picture.

Blystone Heads Unit
Hollywood — John Blystone headed the
"Men On Call" Fox unit to first location
at Monterey. The cast making the trip includes Edmund Lowe. Mae Clarke. William
Harrigan. Warren Hymer, George Corcoran, Marie Saxon and Althea Henley.

Motion
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Plop! Go Balto
Grosses When
Circus CKcks
Baltimore — Two beautiful sunshiny days
ior the Ringling-Barnum-Bailey circus and
clear but hot weather throughout the week
gave an awful wallop to picture business
here.
Not one of the large theatres registered
100% and the highest gross and rating was
obtained at Loew's Stanley where they had
•■Paramount on Parade," gross. being figured
at $16,500, giving it a rating of 94%.
The low for the week was done at the
Auditorium with the last four days of "All
Quiet on the Western Front" in its fourth
week. This house now starts its program
Fridays. The gross was estimated at $2,135,
while the rating was 40%.
Even though Richey Craig, Jr., was master of ceremonies in "Varieties," with "A
Notorious Affair," at Loew's Century, the
rating only came to 77% and the gross was
figured at $16,100. Craig is a favorite in
Baltimore.
The Hippodrome dropped considerably
following the release of the Bert Smith
Players and with other obstacles to business. The gross was estimated as $5,000,
meaning a 50% rating. This house is running comedies after the New and Keith's,
which may have some effect on the fall-of?.
"The Man from Blankley's," with John
Barrymore, proved a distinct flop at both
the Rivoli and the Metropolitan where it
was shown simultaneously. Besides it being
hard to understand the dialogue, the comedy
was greatly overdone, according to the consensus of opinion.
Weather: Clear and hot throughout the week except Saturday which was cloudy and cooler.
Opposition: "All Quiet on the Western Front."
four days of its fourth week, Auditorium; "Notorious
.4 If air." with Varieties starring Richey Craig, Jr..
Loew's Century; "Hide Out." with vaudeville in tab
.ihow, Hippodrome; "He Knew Women." Keith's:
"Men Without Women," Little after being shown at
numerous residential houses; "Man from Blankley's."
Metropolitan and Rivoli simultaneously: "On the
Level." New; "Paramount on Parade," Loew's Stanley; "Spring Is Here," Loew's Valencia; "Return of
Dr. Fu Manchu," at the Parkway after one week at
at Loevifs Century. Stage: Jerri McCaulcy in burlesque at Gayety and Jewish play one evening at
the Palace.
"NOTORIOUS AFFAIR"
(First National)
LOEW'S CENTURY— (3,221). 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news; "Varieties," Ixiew-Capitol stage unit with Richey Craig, Jr.; orchestra,
organ; "Old Time Movie Show" (comedy); "Sportlight,
scenic, "Navy Reel." Gross: $16,UX). Rating:
77%.
"PARAMOUNT ON PARADE"
(Paramount)
LOEW'S STANLEY— (3,654), 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news; "Alaskan Nights" (cartoon); organ. Gross: $16,500. Rating: 94%.
"SPRING IS HERE"
(First National)
U,)E\V'S VALENCIA— (1,500),. 25c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news; "Hungarian Rhapsody (short with music, no talk); "Night" (cartoon);
"Hot Dog" (M-G-M dog novelty comedy). Gross:
$1,950. Rating:
56%.
"RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU"
(Paramount)
(After having been shown one week at Loew's Century)
LOEW'S PARKWAY— (1,092), 15c 35c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news; "Hot Dog" (M-G-M
dog novelty comedy); cartoon, review. Gross: $3,500.
Rating: 80%.
"MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S" (Warner Brothers)
(Shown simultaneously with the Metropolitan uptown)
RIVOLI— (1,982), 25c-50c. 6 ilays, starling Saturday.
Other attractions: Pathe news; Lupino Lane in "Evohition fif the Dance" (comedy); "The Fight" and
"His Bridal Night" (Vitaphone Varieties); Herman
Timbcrg in "I (Tame First" (Paramount act); organ.
Gross: $3, .500. Rating: 45%.
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEY'S"
(Warner Brothers)
(Shown
simultaneously with the Rivoli downtown)
.METROPOLITAN
(l,.5O0). 15c-5()c, (, da_vs. beginning Saturday. Other attractions: Kinograms;
Lupino
I-ane in "Evolution
of the Dance"
(comedy);
Vita-

Picture

News

Simile
Lonesome as a new tune in a Theme
Song Department. — A'. Y. American.

Providence Slow;
Clara Takes High
Grossing $12,800
Providence — Having the opposition of a
heat wave that left them gasping on the
pavement and shattered temperature records,
Providence houses had a fair week, nevertheless. Beaches drew a big percentage of
matinee crowds the last three days.
Film men here, however, say that with
cooling systems working perfectly, biz will
soon be on the up-grade.
Loew's State hit around $18,500, 90%,
with "In Gay Madrid." "The Benson Murder Case" at the RKO Victory was fair,
and Clara Bow in "True to the Navy,"
Majestic, proved strong.
Weather:
Clear, foiling.
Opposition:
Carlton stock, cycle races, beach openings. Films: "In Old Madrid."
Loeii/s State; "Benson Murder Case," RKO Victory: "True to the Navy,"
Majestic: "Alias French Gertie," RKO Albee.
"IN OLD MADRID"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S STATE^(3,800), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other
attrcictions: Laurel and Hardy in "Brats," Krazy Kat
Kartoon,
ing: 90%. Joe Stoves organlogue. Gross: $18,500. Rat"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
MAJESTIC— (2,400), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: "Honeymoon Zeppelin," "She Who Gets
Slapped," Paramount news. Gross: $12,800. Rating:
105%.
"BENSON
MURDER CASE"
(Paramount)
RKO VICTORY— (1,600), 15c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Pathe news, cartoon. Gross: $9,000. Rating: 90%.

June
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Bow Takes Mpls.
High Spot with
$33,580 Intake
Minneapolis — Clara Bow was not only
"Trueboxto office
the Navy,"
she was "ok"
the
at the but
Minnesota.
The with
film
brought in a gross of $33,580 t<j give the
house a rating of 80%. "Under a Texas
Moon," the State picture, ran second, high,
bringing in $21,200, but rating 90%.
The Orpheum, featuring "Double Cross
Roads," grossed $17,890 to register 80%.
Pantages rated 90% and a gross of $9,000
on "What a Man."
"King of Jazz," Century picture, did not
go so good. It grossed $7,200 to a rating
of 70%. The Seventh Street took it on the
nose plenty by showing "Ten Days That
Shook the World." There was not much
change shaking into the box office. The
picture grossed $5,500 to rate 60%. The
Lyric,
"This
Madon World,"
grossed presenting
$3,542 to ring
the bell
a 100%
rating. The Aster tied the rating and
V/eather: $3,000
Fair tivo
rest Home?"
of week.
grossed
on days;
"Why chilly
Leave
Opposition: "True to the Navy," ".ice High"
(Publix stage show), stqge, Minnesota: "Under a
Te.ras Moon." State; "Double Cross Roads. "Honorable Mr. Wu with "Chinese Showboat." heading variety bill, Orpheum: "What a Man." 5 acts vaude.,
Pantages; "King of Jazz," Century: "This Mad
World," Lyric; "Ten Days That Shook the World,"
Seventh Street: "IVhv Leave Home." .•ister.
"DOUBLE
CROSS
ROADS"
(Fox)
RKO
ORPHEUM— (2,900), 35c-50c-75c,
7 days.
3
shows
daily.
Other attractions:
Five acts vavide.,
headlined
by "Honorable
Mr. Wu"
and his "Chinese Showboat." Gross: $17,890.
Rating: 80%.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
MINNESOTA— (4,025), 35c-40c-75c, 7 days, 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: "Ace Hie;h" (Publix stage
show), orchestra,
"Haunted
comedy;
Paramount stage
news.band,
Gross:
$33,580. House."
Rating:
80%.

, "ALIAS FRENCH
GERTIE"
(RKO)
RKO ALBEE— (2,300), 25c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: Five acts vaude, headed by De Marcos.
Gross: $9,500. Rating: 85%.

"KING
OF JAZZ"
(Universal)
CENTURY— (1,640), .TOc-50c-75c, 7 days, 6 shows
daily. Other attractions: None. Gross: $7,200.
Rating: 70%.
"TEN DAYS
THAT
WORLD"
(Sovinko SHOOK
Pictures)THE

Rebuilding at Fort Wayne

RKO SEVENTH STREET— (1,400), 25c-50c-75c, 7
days, 6 shows daily. Other attractions: None. Gross:

Fort Wayne, Ind. — General contract for
rebuilding the Grand Theatre building at
BlufTton, Ind., near here, has been awarded
to the B. & B. Construction Co. of Berne,
Ind., by Everitt I. Brown, local architect,
who drew plans. The old building was
burned several weeks ago. The new house
will have a capacity of 800, larger than
the
old building, and will be modernistic in
design.

"WHAT
A MAN"
(Sono-Art)
$5,500.
Rating: (1,675),
60'-'r.
PANTAGES—
25c-50c-75c. 7 days, 3 shows
dailv. Other attractions: Five acts vaude. Gross:
$9,000. Rating: 90%.
"UNDER
A TEXAS
MOON"
(Warner Bros.)
STATE— (2,300), 25c-35c-60c, 7 days, 4 shows daily.
Other attractions:
"Prince
Gabby,"
comedy.
"Memories," short, newsreel.
Gross: $21,200,
Rating: 90%.
"THIS
MAD
WORLD"
(M-G-M)
LYRIC— (1,238), 15c-2Sc-30c, 7 days, 7 shows daily.
Other
attractions:
"A
Hollywood
Paramount
news.
Gross:
$3,542. RatingStar."100%.comedy:
"WHY LEAVE HOME"
(Fox)
ASTER— (812), 20c-30c, 7 days, 6 shows daily.
Other. attractions: News. Gross: $3,000. Rating:
100%

phone

Varieties: organ. Gross: $2,700. Rating: 45%.
"HIDE OUT"
(Universal)
HIPPODROME— (2,500), 20c-60c, 6 days. Other attractions: Pathe news; "Bitter Friends" (Elducational comedy); Pathe silent review; "Tip Top
Revue," with master of ceremonies, and acts, orchestra, organ. Gross: $5,000. Rating: 50%.
"HE KNEW WOMEN"
(Radio)
KEITH'S— (3,016), 25c-50c, 6 days, beginning Friday, plus a midnight Sunday show. Other attractions:
^'Getting
Ticket" (Eddie Cantor Paramount act) ;
"Campus aCrushes"
(Paramount Sennett comedy);
"0)m Pah Pah" (Pathe cartoon); Pathe news; "Gla-.
cier's Secret" (Vagabond Adventure Series). Gross:
$4,000. Rating: 50":^.
"ON THE LEVEL"
(Fox)
NEW— (1.500). 25c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:
"Mickey's Whirlwind"
(comedy);
"Snapshots of Hol(Fox);
Fox
Movietone lywood";
news. "Kentucky
Gross: Jubilee
$7,000. Singers"
Rating: 70%.
"MEN WITHOUT WOMEN"
(Fox)
LITTLE— (267), 3.5c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Robert
Benchlcy
in "The
Spellbinder"
(Fox act);
Laurel and Hardv in "Below Zero" (M-G-M comedy);
"Oberammergau."
Gross: $700. Rating: 70%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (Univ.)
(Four days of the fourth week of its engagement)
AUDlT(miUM-(],600r. 50c-$l..=;0 with two reserved
seat performances daily. No other attractions. Gross:
$2,135. Rating: 40%.

U, 5. Films Rapped by
New Zealand Leader
London — American films were attacked in
a speech by Sir James Parr, high commissioner for New Zealand, at a meeting of
the British Empire Film Institute in the
House of Commons.
"It is horrible," he said, "to think of the
British Empire receiving its education from
the place called Hollywood. A child once
asked me if England had been in the war,
such is the preponderance of .American war

"U" starts Another
Hollywood — Universal started this week
pictures."
on "Outside the Law." with Mary Nolan,
starred and Edward G. Robinson, featured.
Tod Browning is directing.
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After "Skippy"

ts'
ectionis
Projnd
Rou
Table

lioll\N\()<id — I'araniounI is scouting
the country in an efTort to find an
eight-year old lad to play the title
role in "Skippy" a talker to he based
on the
I'erc\
Crosbv
cartoons.

_ liy John F. Rider (Conliiiut'd from p^iyc 74)
One must now face the situation of greater
(ipirating life with parallel connected batteries
and higher voltage with series connected batteries for the same number of unit. In the
case of the former, the operating life is longer
but the available potential is lower. In the case
of the series connected batteries the voltage
is greater but tiie operating life is shorter.
What is to be done when both are necessary,
that is, long operating life and liigh voltage
are necessary ? This requisite calls tor a different f(irni of connection, Series-parallel,
wherein the fact that the batteries are connected in series provides the high voltage and
the parallel connection provides the increased
ampere-hour
rating.
This means that additional batteries must
be used. To be e.xact, twice the normal amount
if the higii voltage is to be obtained and the
ampere-hour capacity is to be doubled. .Assuming the correct number of batteries to
provide the correct voltage, the rate of multiplication of the capacity of the cell determines
tlie increase in the number of batteries. That
is. in the number of unit series connected.
Thus, in Figure 15, we show a number of batteries connected in Series-parallel. The scries
bank provides the required voltage and the
fact that two such banks are connected in
parallel increases the ampere-hour capacity of
the entire structure.
In connection w-ith this increase in capacity,
one must remember that this increase is relative to time. Only a change in design would
increase the actual rating of each cell or battery. The increase in capacity is secured because two such series combinations contribute
to the total flow and each discharges at half
the rate, thus doubling the life of the complete unit. The series parallel arrangement is
nothing but a combination of the series and
the Parallel systems.

Voltage Uniformly Important
It is now possible to make certain statements relative to parallel connection of cells
or batteries. W^hercas a defective cell in a
series combination will reduce the total voltage, a similar defective cell in a parallel combination will have very little if any effect
upon the voltage, but will reduce the amperehour capacity of the parallel combination because that cell will not supply the refjuired
amount of current. Expressed in another
manner, the other cells will be subjected to
heavier loads.
Furthermore, uniformity of voltage rating is
important when cells or batteries are connected
in parallel. This is in contrast to the requirement for series connection. The flow of
charges between the batteries themselves in a
parallel connected system is due to the like
potential difference and polarity of the batteries. If, however, one battery has a greater
voltage output than another, a difference of
potential will be present between the batteries
and current will flow between the batteries.
Thus, current is wasted and is of no utility
and defective batteries are harmful in either
series or parallel structures.
More data relative to batteries will follow.
.\ certain portion of the course must be completed to comprehend the significance of charts
and curves associated with the rate of discharge and the actual action of the batteries
in work.
QUESTIONS LESSOX 6
1. IVhat is the effect of a series comiectiou
of batteries/
2. How must batteries be connected in order
to be classified as in series^
3. What is the total voltaye of three 4--olt
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All Quiet" Only
Dra>v at Trisco;
Clips 38 Grand
San I-'rancisco — San Francisco theatres,
with but two exceptions, did poor business.
Loew's W'arfield, with its third week of
"All Quiet on the Western Front," did another big week's business, the largest ever
reported for a third week here, taking
$38,000 with a rating of 150%. The Fox
reported good business with "In Gay
Madrid,"
rated
105%.where it grossed $24,000 and
California Theatre, uhicli played "Bride
of the Regiment," clicked at a fairlv good
rating of 80% and $12,000.
Weather:
Good, but windy.
Opposition: "Bride of the Regiment," California;
"True to the Xavy." Paramount ; "Across the IVorld,"
stage sho-.v. St. Francis: "He Knew Women," KKO
vaude, Golden Gate; "In Gay Madrid," stage show.
Fo.r ; "All Quiet on the Western Front," tVarfield;
"Man from Blankley's," Embassy: "Those Who
Dance." Davies: "Lord Byron of Broadivay, Casino;
"Stvino Hioh." Orpheum.
"BRIDE
OF THE
REGIMENT"
(First National)
CAI-IFORXI.X — (2.200), 35c-50c-65c-9Oc, 7 days.
Other attractions: California orchestra ("Songs of
Days (lone By"); California news: "The Trumpeter"
(cartoon fable): "Ooni ! Rahl Rah!" (comedy): "Good
Morning-. Shenff." Cross: $12,000. Rating: 80%.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
P.XR.AMOC.VT— (2,700). .^.Sc-50c-63c-$l, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Overture.
Paramount
news,
organ
recital, cart(Xjn ("Kra::y
: "Keep
Moving"
lain production).
Gross: Kat")
$13,000.
Rating:
80%. (Gour"ACROSS
THE
WORLD"
(Feature)
-ST. FRANX1S^(1.41X)), 3.=;c-50c-65c-90c-$l. 7 days.
Other attractions: "St. Francis Spring Ensemble,"
Paramount news, comedy ("Honest Crooks"), song
cartoon ("In the Good 0\A Summer Time"). Gross:
$11,0(X). Rating: 75%. Cage of a bear and an owl in
front of theatre drew crowds.
"HE KNEW WOMEN"
(Radio)
GOLDEN GATE— (2,500). 25c-.35c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions:
RKO
vaude
and
"Tiny
orchestra. Gross: $10,500. Rating: 70%. Town Revue."
"IN GAY MADRID"
(M-G-M)
FOX— (5.000), 50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days. Other attractions: Concert orchestra
presenting
"Schubert
ReFanchon Rating:
& Marco's105%,
"Box of C!andy Sweeties."
Grcss: view,"
$24,000.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (Univ.)
WAR FIELD— (2,700). .S0c-65c-90c. 3rd week. Other
attractions: Organ recital. Gross: $38,000, Rating: 50%,
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEY'S
(Warners)
EAfU.\SSV (1,400), 50c-6.^c-90c, 7 days. Other attractions: Vitaphonc Vauilcville \"arieties: Milton
W'ork, bridge rx[>ort, in sj-ecial feature; Universal
news. Gross: $lili««). Rating: 05%.
"THOSE WHO
DANCE"
(Warners)
D.AVIES^(1,150).
7 days.
Other
attractions: Vaudeville35c-50c-65c-90c.
Varieties. Universal
news.
Gross:
59.0(X). Rating:
100%. Exhibition
in front of theatre
"LORD
BYRON
OF BROADWAY"
(M-G-M)
90%CASINO— (2,400). 40c-60c. 7 days. Other attractions:
"Rolv-Polv
Revue";
news.
Gross:
$9,200.
Rating:
"SWING HIGH" (Pathe)
ORPHEUM-(2.300).
25c-35c-50c. 2nd week.
Other
attraction: Organ, Gross: $10,000. Rating: 80%.

batteries cov.nected in series icitli a ,i tc// and
an 4.18-ffl//
Is the unit.''
series connection of batteries limited to batteries of like potential/
5. Is the parallel connection of batteries limited to batteries of like potential.^
6. Ho^i• is it possible to increase the capacity
of a bank of batteries of any one z'ahte of
7. What is the effect of a defective battery
potential
.' cobinationf In a parellel combinain
a series
tion/

s"h
pt.J{()Gua
"Ca$r>,
0 isrd'
Hig
Of Ottawa Runs
Ottawa — .\ hut spell administered a sock
to bo.\ offices here during the we-ek, although
a couple of showers gave receipts a momentary boost. Not one film attraction attained
business par for the week. Exhibitors themselves admitted that business was slow but
humidity.
more or less e.xpected it on account of the
tl''eather:

Warm,

with

showers.

Opposition: "Captain of the Guard," Regent;
"Happy Days" (i days), Keith's; "Song of the
Flame," Centre; "Rogue Song" (3 days), Avalon.
"Young Man of Manhattan," Imperial; "Craay That
Way" (3 days), Keith's: "Bishop Murder Case" (J
days), Avalon.
"CAPTAIN
OF THE GUARD"
(UniverMi)
REGENT— (1,225). 25c-6(Jc. 6 day^. Other attractions:
"Sugar Plum I'apa." Fox Movict<jnc news. rjr< hf^lra.
Gross: $5,800. Rating:
.
"HAPPY W,DAYS"
(Fox)
KEITH'S— (2.5%), IJc-.SOc, 3 days. Other attractions:
Pathc news, "\S'bi<[itriiig Who'ipee " (Krazy Kat cartoon). Gross: i^.i'i'i Rating: 85%,
"SONG OF THE FLAME"
(First NatJonal)
CENTRE— (1,200), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions: Lloyd Hamilton in "Follow the- Swallow,"
"Lesson $3,350.
in Golf,"
"Voice
Gross:
Rating:
85%,of Hvllvw'x.d." Vox news.
"ROGUE SONG"
(M-G-M)
AVALON— (990). 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractioos:
Rating:
"Haunted 70%,
House," Fox Movietone news. Gross: S950,
"YOUNG
MAN
OF
MANHATTAN"
(Paramount)
I.\IPERIAI^(1,200), 15c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions: "When the Wind Blf,ws." Hear'^t .Metrotom
news, "Tony
Sarg's .Marionettes. ' Gross: V-.V*'Rating:
80%,
"CRAZY
THAT
WAY"
(Fox)
KEITH'S— (2,596;, 1.5c-50c. 3 days. Other attractions: "Hail the Princess," Grantland Rice Si>f.rtlight, "Princess Lady Bug," Universal new>. <^ross:
$3,100. Rating: 70%,.
"BISHOP
MURDER
CASE"
(M-G-M)
AVALO.N — (990). 25c-35c. 3 days. Other attractions:
Rudy Vallee and his Connecticut Yankees, Fox
Movietone
news.
Gross: $1,030.
Rating: 80%.

Good Vaude Bill
Pnts Orpheum at
Omaha on High
Omaha — Orpheum took the money last
week, but Olsen and Johnson, vaude headliners, were accountable and not the picture,
"Runaway Bride." The house topped the
week's receipts with $21,000, hitting 140%.
The World took second money with "Party
Girl," averaging
$10,000.
(100%.) a normal week to gross
Clara Bow played to many empty seats
with "True to the Navy," bringing in only
$7,750,
averaging 90%, at the Paramount.
Weather: fair.
Opposition: "True to the .\avy," Paramount; "Younq
Man of Manhattan," "Dumbells in Ermine/' (split
week). State; "Runaway Bride," Olsen and Johnson
topping three z-audc acts .Orpheum; "Party Girl,"
Ted Mack stane band, -.audez-ille. World.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT— (2.900), 7 days. 25c to 50c, Other
attractions: "Man Higher Cp," Para. news, organ.
Gross: S7,750. "PARTY
Rating: GIRL"
90%,
(Tiffany)
WORLD— (2,500). 7 days. 25c to 60c. Other attractions: Johnny Perkins (for return engragement)
topping five acts vaude. Ted Mack
and band, Para,
news, shorts.
Gross: $10.niX).
Rating: lOOn ,
"RUNAWAY
BRIDE"
(F. N.)
ORPHEUM— (,;,iwn, 7 days. 25c-&'c. Other attractions: Olsen anil Johnson, topping three act vaude.
Pathe news.
Gross: $21.0ilO.
Rating: 140%
"YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN" (Paramount)
STATE— (1,200), 3 days, 25c-50c. Other attractions:
Universal news, comedy, novelty. Gross: $2,^10.
Rating: 90%.
"DUMBELLS
IN ERMINE"
(Warners)
ST.'\TE-(4 days). Other attractions: Comedy,
nov^'ty, Pathe news.
Gross: $I.J^'>5. Rating: 90%.

M 0 tio n
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Stop
PLENTY of deals still popping for the Warners. Amopg exhibitors who recently have
visited the company home offices for chats with
Dan Michalove were F. Smoot of Parkersburg,
W. Va. : Mike Naify of San Francisco: Roy
Hunt of Riverside, Calif. Leo Keiler of Paducah, Ky. : E. Silverman, Jimmy Coston, the
Schoenstadt brothers of Chicago; J. M. .Schine
of Ciloversville. N. Y. : Tom .Smith of Milwaiil-ee ; \\'illiam M. Shirley of Schenectady,
and William Rafferty of Syracuse.
*

Hi.

*

News

June

Allee Samee Melican Movie
Bombay — Get a load of this from a
local fan magazine.
The.v have titles on pictures in .lapan
Just as in America. And when a made-inJapan Him was recently exported to New
York, it arrived with the Nipponese titles
politel.v translated into the .lap idea of
Kni^Iish, like tihis:
'At K.voto Is many Htud.vu vvhi«'h are
like Hollywood
of Japan."
"-Many star Is to make feature here and
vice-versa."
".Scene like this <'Ost million .yen — like
is aceustom
in Holl.v wood."
".\I1 latest trick pliotoerapher defei'ts is
found
in K.voto."
"Great star called by name which are
Kudy
Valenshinia."
"I.,ady
sttir are much fond of b.v pub-

almost cat it. "The funny part," comments
Sally Eilers. his leading lady, "is that the
fellow seems to actually
* * like
* it!"

lics and dire<-tor."
"K.voto studyo hope very sudden
make
honorable
si'ree<'hie picture."

Richard Wallace, Paramount director, endinii
his four months' trip around the i^uvld. has
returned to Hollyzi'Ood.
Owen Moore has l)een added by Director
Tod Browning to the cast of "Outside the
Law." I'niversal feature in which Mary Nolan
will have the leading role.

Tom Patricola has been added to the cast of
"The Better Wife," co-starring Ruth Chatterton and Clive Brook, now in production at the
Paramount IVest Coast studio.

* *

* *

*

*

.41 Lyons has been installed as master of
ceremonies in the Fox, Brooklyn.

* *

*

Paramount is transferring two of its writers,
Herman Mankiewicz and Paul Gangelin, from
Hollywood to the New York studio.

* *

*

"Doc" Hoive is in I\'ezv York to install the
Panchon and Marco system in the tnetropolitan
headquarters. He li'ill spend six or eight iveeks'
on the task and in the future K'ill divide his
time betivcen Xe7v York and Los Angeles.

* *

*

perhaps, but here's congratu.\ bitlationsbelated,
to Floyd Maxwell,
director of publicity
for Fox West Coast houses at Portland, on the
birth of a daughter.

Just a Critical Cuss
Wallace Kimball, writing in the
"V^oice of the People" column of the
New York World, gives his interpretation of motion pictures in this
manner:
If He «IT»' to iiiulcrtuke a serious eriti(•imn of movies it would be (lireetMl
iiKiiinst flieir unnulurulness. their iufl<leliti.v to tile f uudaiiientul impulses iin<l
uii('lianKe!il>le se<|ueiues of real life, and
the talse eduealiou of audiences resultiuK
therefrom. Too often rasenlit.v and <rime.
lust anil laek of inteKrity are rewarded
with haiMiiness after a MU|>erfleial and
obviously impossible repelllanee In the
last aet. The convict turns intiii a hero,
the lilierliiie beeon>es a moral model, the
vampire aeiiiiires ama/luK virtue. the
wicked hushaiid or wife has » saintl.v
JInish.
Such things do not often hnppen in
life; the.v occur so freiiueiit I.v in the
mo\ies thali .voimik men and icirls are in
danger of receiviuK anil a<<ept Iuk wholly
falsi' Ideas of human relations with irre\o4*ahle and inescapable moral laws. Too
many utterly bad (hiiiKs are condiiueil on
Ihe screen. The result, so far as immature minds and e\en adult mlnils are concerned, can be only a distorted and untrue <'oncepllon of the values of life and
eondiieti

IQ 3 0

* * *

Educational kept up its consistent
ance when KX) per cent endorsement
ceived on all comedies reviewed in
the public relations groups affiliated
Hays organization. * * *

performwas reMay by
with the

Mack Scnnett aki.'ays is quick to capilalicc
current events. His new comedy deals with the
return of long skirts aiid is titled "Goodbye.
A

JL'XE
big switch-about
in Fanchon will
and witness
Marco a leaders
and masters
of
ceremonies. Frank Jenks opens in the Fox,
St. Louis : Eddie Peabody goes to the Fox,
Detroit; Mel Ruick to the Fox, Atlanta; Don
Wilkins jumps all the way across the continent to the Fox Broadway, Portland, Ore. :
.Sam Jack to the Fox, Washington, D. C,
and Georgie inStoll
opens aOre.
special two weeks'
engagement
Portland,

* * *

Providence theatre men are getting many
free feeds. Next Monday evening the Tozi-n
Criers ivill give a dinner for Edward HL Fay
and on June 17 Harry Storin, youthful manager of the RKO .Albee, newly appointed, zcill
be
feted by a number of his buddies at the
Biltmore.

* *

to

WILLIAM
BANKER, famous half-back
of Tulane University and a member of
the AII-American, has been signed to a term
contract by Warners. Banker, together with the
other ten members of the Ail-American team,
appears in "Maybe It's Love." He is the only
one of the group, however, to win a contract.

* * *

14 .

Us If Were Wrong

It's mostly water and mud for Buster Keatoii
these days. In his army comedy, "Forzi'ard
.March." at the M-G-M studios, he has to
march in mud. fall in it. zcallozv in it. and

"Life is one Swedish role after another,"
onincs George Marion. Following his Swedish
role in "Anna Christie," he is now playing the
Swedish innkeeper in the new M-G-M vehicl-of fJrace Moore, Metropolitan opera star.

Picture

*

George Werner, formerly assistant
the Fox exchange in Baltimore, has
Mrs. Sarah Young as booker. H.
formerly with the Lust Theatres,
over

Mr.

Werner's

booker at
succeeded
M. Clark,
has taken

*duties.
* *

George O'Brien's next for Fox will be
"Fair Warning," the star's third consecutive
picture laid in the great open spaces. .Al
Werker will direct, n'ith .Mitchell Harris and
Ruth Warren assigned to the cast.

* *

*

Besides engaging Jack Laughlin to produce
forthcoming Fowler \"arieties, Herman Fowler is securing some of the outstanding vaudeville talent on the coast for his short musicals. Cliff Nazarro, the Four Kovans, Harry
Cody, and Paul Howard are featured in
"Minstrels
a la Carte," produced
last week.

* *

*

Joseph CaZK'thorn ivill have the title role in
RKO's "The Old Accordion ifan." from
original story by Samson Raphaelson. Picture scheduled for production
next month.

little thing like Friday the 13th as an

opening day holds no terrors for Universal's
Legs."
"All
Quiet on the Western Front," which gets
under way Friday at the Hanna, Cleveland.
With the draw the picture so far has shown,
there's little wonder that "L"' is not afraid of
the proverbial jinx.

* * *

John Miller, general manager of the Brunswick-Balkc-Collender Co., and Col. Titchenor.
general superintendent of the Brunswick plant
at Muskegon, Mich., were visitors to Warner
Brothers' offices in Nezi' York last zvcek.
Eddie Lambert, piano comedian, who has
been making Vitaphone shorts, returns to the
New York stage Friday in a Boris Petroff
Publix revue at the * Paramount.
* *
Tathe has signed Dorothy Burgess for a
featured
role in "Beyond
J'ictory."
John William
Robertson is directing
with a cast
including
Boyd, Robert Armstrong, and Helen Txi'cli'Ctrees.

* *

*

Albert Lewis, New York representative of
Fox Film, is in Hollywood, where he will remain for alK)ut ten days to confer with Wintield
Sheehan.
* *
+
Prank Norton has been succeeded as manager
of the Ghent-Paramount community theatre.
*
Xorfnlk. I 'a., bx Q.* L.* Bonnev.
Dorothy Mackaill has been assigned the leading feminine role opposite Charles Bickford in
"River's End," Warner production, an adaptation of James
OliverXeilan.
Curw(xid's novel, with
scenario
bv Marshal!

In Hollywood they're passing the word
along that a real surprise is in store for the
industry ivhcn D. W. Griffith's "Abraham
IJncoln" is released. D. W.. 'tis said, has
tacked an entirely nezc slant on the life of the
Great Emancipator.

The Working-Boys' Pal

Blame Sid Skolsky for this yarn:
Some one. who has observed the liiiversal bookkeepint; department at work,
has dubbed the "Kine of .lazz" — "The
Khapsod.v In Ked." That wasn't what we
started out to n ritie. When I'niversal first
started to make this picture they se.iri'hed
liiKh and low (and medium) to find a story
suitable for I"aul M'hiteman. Kverybixly
who ever \vr€>te a line submitted a sti:»ry.
In the end, .you know, they det'ided to do
a revue.
One da.v, however, a dope fiend entered
the studio and said he had a jrri'at idea
for
Hti>ryimmediately
for W'hiteman.
A conference
was acalled
and the
dope fiend
was ushered
into .lunior l.aenimle's
olTice.
"Now my idea is this." he said with
greati
enthusiasm.
"The
farmer's
daughter
is flghtine for her honor with the hired
man when there is a knock on the door.
The" 'It's
farmer's
daiiurhter
asks:
'Mho
is it'.*'
me,
I'aul
Whiteman.'
"Well." continued the ilo|ie fiend, "after
this nothine much happens. The cirl tights
for her honor and Whiteman knocks on
the door for eiKliti reels and they don't let
They didn't use the story, but
thought the dope fiend had talent.
him
in." to let him learn the motion
decided
ture business from tlie botiiom— so
made
him a supervisor.

they
They
picthey
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American Talkers
Stirring Enrojxs
Declares Hy man
Hollywooci — Americaii-inadt.' toroif^ii laiiKiiafjo i)ictures are briiifiiiig about a switt
uplu-aval ill ICuropi-'s (.MittTtaitiinoiU tU-ld,
according to Ik-rnard Hyiiiaii. .M-(i-M producer, on his rt'turu troni a tlircc-inontli
visit al)road.
Ilynian, wlui >tiiihcil ilic talkmj; picture
situation in lOuf^land, i'rancc. dcrniauy and
Italy, said that (haloguc features have
greatly increased tiini theatre attendance in
all nations and that silent pictures have
almost
entirely vani>lie(i troni the screen.
"The wiring ol liou>es tor sound
throughout Kurope has been slow in conil)arison with the exi)ansi()n witnessed almost
overnight in the United States," he said.
'Theatre owners have discovered, however, that sound equipment means immediate hox-otHce increases and are acting
accordingly. No silent pictures are being
shown profitably in large cities, with the
possible exception of Italy, where no
English-speaking
films are permitted.
"Theatres of legitimate policies are greatly harrassed by the general trend toward
the talking pictures. .\s in this country,
the foreign talkies are rapidly taking starring material from the stage. Many foreign
stars are now in Hollywood or soon will
be on the way. While in Germany I signed
Theodore Shall. Berlin stage favorite, who
speaks both (ierman and I'>ench. .Shall returned to Hollvwood with me."

University for Picture
Training Is Forecast
Hollywood — A university, teaching the
art and science of pictures, is a development of the not far distant future, predict^
Roy Del Ruth. Warner director. Hel Ruth
finds the speed with which the industry is
conducted too rapid to allow for training
people properly for the profession ; and he
sees such a demand for trained workers
that a specialized college, devoting itself to
all the branches of the work, is inevitable.
"The technical field is so large and so
complex, and is becoming so peculiarly a
part of film production that some means
must be provided for supplying experts in
the future,'" said Del Ruth. "The studios
themselves are doing this to an extent, but
the pace is tecoming so fast that the student will be shoved aside.
"There is also the artistic side — acting,
writing and directing — which requires diligent and painstaking study. Therefore just
as civil engineers, physicians, geologists
and business men are trained in universities,
so should the man or woman ainbitious to
succeed in the motion picture industry be
specially equipped in a school devoted solely
to its various branches," concluded Del Ruth,
who has devoted years of study to film production and is now regarded as one of the
most successful megaphonists in the industrv.

Green in ^'Spoilers"
( Ireen has been

Holly wooil — Harry

as-

signed to a featured role in "The Spoilers."
and will he assisted in the comedy line by
Slim Summerville. lanky comedian of ".\il
Quiet on the Western Front."

I' i ( / /( ;■ c

A c ii' .<

HITTING
THE
HOLLYWOOD
HIGH SPOTS
J()SI".l' VON STI-:KNl{KK(i was divorced
111 record time troni Kiza Royce voii Stcrnlior^. I'roperty settlement was arraiiKcd before
action went into court.

* *

*

I rank Horzayc boiu/ht sonic more real cslatc last uvck.' Latest property cost $li(XO()0
and isHoiileiard.
located in hiisincss-coned section of U'ilsliire

♦

*

*

.Artlnir i.>iin>, head n\ the l.yi)ii> \- Lyoii>
.\gency, made a (juick trip east this week.
Kxpected back in ten tlays.

* »

*

Ralph Spence it/as named defendant in suit
filed in Superior Court by Jesse Weil, producer. Weil claimed Spence did not deliver
story, "Mr. Mulligan and Mr. Garrity," as
contracted for. Weil only iK-ants $50,()()0 for
loss of possible profits aiul $2,500 allcf/edly paid
to .Spence on the contract.

* *

*

After heiiiR delayed by illness. Harold Lloyd
and his staff t;ot away on their trip to Honolulu. Scenes for Lloyd's current comedy. "Feet
I'"irst." will be made on the boat trip between
San Francisco and Hawaii.

* *

*

Ale.vander Korda, Fox contract director, is
en route to Europe to gather material for his
ne.vt production, "This Modern
will feature Warner Ba.vter.

* *

*

World," ivhich

Slim Summerville has had varied luck in
pictures for many years. His part in ".-Ml
Quiet on the Western Front" revived interest
in the lanky comedian, and he now finds it impossible to fill all engagements offered him
In the stiKlii>s. lust another Hollvwood break.

* *

*

Phyllis Haver, who retired from the screen
to assume a marriage role, is visiting Hollywood for a fezv weeks. Miss Haver has no
desire to re-enter pictures.
* * *
Jack \\'ariier has been elected an honorary
member of the Alumni Ass'n. of the University
of Southern California. Warner Rets the honor
for his development of sound pictures and his
recent establishing of an educational department
for production of sound pictures for schools
and educational institutions.

Warners Enter Row Over
Building at Mansfield
Manstield. O. — When local taxpayers recently instituted a friendly suit to restrain
Memorial Building trustees from rebuilding
the fire-razed Madison. Common Pleas
Judge P. E. Wilkin ruled in favor of defendants, who have since planned to proceed
with construction work. The suit was to
te.st the validity of contract under which
builders had authority to finance the project
with funds secured through pre-rental arrangement with Sacred .-\niusement Co.,
lessees.
However, another plaintiti' has come into
the pictures, acting on behalf of Warner
Brothers Theatre Co., requesting authority
from Judge Wilkin to carry the case to the
Court of .Appeals. Judge Wilkin overruled
the motion, but attorneys for Warners Co.
assert that the case will be ap|)ealed regardless, and that the Court of .Appeals will be
asked to reverse decision of the lower court.
Meanwhile all proposed work on the building has been indefinitely postponed.

Fon^ign Falker
Tax l{(K)!:^l<^(l in
linenos Ay res
Bueiio-. .\yres — Although it has no
domestic industry worth the name, the city
council here proposes to create a monopoly
for .Argentine film pnKlucers Iiy taxing foreign pictures out of exi>tence. The move
is directed principally at .\merican films,
with both talkers and silents hit by the prop(jsed measure.
The measure would increase by 2(X) per
cent the tax on theatres sho\jinK foreign
pictures exclusively. Theatres showing
sound films, synchronization for which is
produced in .Argentina, would be subjeclrd
to an increased tax of but 50 per cent.
Iheatres which show Argentine-made
films exclusi\ely would be exemin from tax.
House> which show two Argentine-made
films a month would be subjected to an increase of but five per cent. These must be
of not less than 45 minutes' duration and
must have been taken on .\rgentine soil
with Argentine efi'ects and be made entirely
in domestic studios. At least 50 per cent
of the cast, including one star anrl 75 per
cent of the extras, must be native-born.
Argentine
Ass'n.,
known among Cinematograph
leading distributors
here,un-is
backing the measure. The association advances a long series of arguments to support its contention, including the untrue
statement that American films have been
barred in Great Britain.

Writ Against Title
Causes Booking Jam
Los Angeles — W hen Suj)erior Judge \\ alter Hanby granted an injunction last week
restraining Fox from using the title, "The
Arizona Kid," on a picture, his decision upset the booking plans of Fox West Coast
Theatres. The picture had just completed
a week's run at Loew's State and was slated to move over to the Boulevard for another week. But the court's decision made
it necessary for the circuit to rush in
"Rough Romance" to replace "The Arizona
Kid" at the second run house.
.A])plication for injunction was brought
by Attorney William Bronsten on behalf of
J. Charles Davis H, who produced a silent
Western starring Art Acord about a year
ago. For this reason, he claimed he was
entitled to the exclusive use of the title for
a motion picture.
It is understood that I*"ox will appeal the
decision, as it was pointed out that the
stories of the two pictures are entirely different, and hold no relation or similarity to
each other.

Series of Shorts with
Mclntyre & Heath Set
Frank McCoy, former stage manager for
K. Ray Comstock and Morris Gest and now
-Stage director of the Greenwich theatre.
Xew A'ork. plans to produce independently
a series of shorts starring Mclntyre &
Heath. The first will be "Waiting at the
Church," followed by "The Man from Montana." "Flying to Jail" and "The Outlaw."
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View Show All
Day, Ask Refund,
New Chi Racket
RKO theatres here have solved the toughest angle of the effect of unemployment on
the b. o. Managers were aware that many
of the job hunters parked in the theatres all
day, but the situation, they felt, presented
no serious problem — that is, until demands
for admission refunds began to grow alarmingly, with most of the demands coming
toward the end of the afternoon. Seeking
a solution, patrons were requested to retain
their ticket stubs, on which the serial number of the ticket appeared. Their suspicions
were justified. Most of the stubs presented
for refunds in the late afternoon had been
sold that morning. Now the racket has been
practically eliminated and once more
cashiers' lives go on in their quiet, wellordered way.

RKO

Salesmen and
Bookers Get the Dope

Picture

N c zc s

Wabash Ave. — South
THE
nifty summer garb being sported by
RKO ushers. . . . Ann Pennington getting
a play at the Oriental during her week there in
person from the collitch fellas home on vacation. . . . Alma Rubens getting the salesmen's
trade during her appearances at the State-Lake.
. . . Frankie Masters, in town from the Tivoli,
m. c.-ing at the Oriental, where B. & K. may
spot him if he's liked. . . . Charlie Grulke,
IDick Beck's assistant at the Castle, wearing a
peach of a shiner. Helping to install the swell
new wall lights at the Castle, someone yelled,
"Look out below !" Grulke looked up and a
workman's hammer landed in his eye.

* *

*

The projection room in the Lindy destroyed
by fire. . . . Chi censors refused a permit for
the Willis Kent production, "The Primrose
Path." Si Greiver, who has the Cook County
distribution rights, hoping, now, for a "pink."
. . . RKO Milwaukee theatres getting the passion trade on a thrcc-zvay tie-up zvith Midzuest
Airzvays and the Milzvankee Leader during the
run of "Alias French Gertie" (Radio). One
of those lucky ticket gags zvith a new prise
idea — zvinners zvill be chosen in couples and
given {get this) a "Moonlight Szveethearts'
Airplane Ride" over the city.

* *

*

RKO's Midwest salesmen and bookers received their first official line-up of the com-

Hal Young back from a business trip to
Gotham. . . . Jack Warner here en route from
the Coast to New York, but in too much of a

pany's new product when home office executives, returning from the national convention
at Los Angeles, stopped off here for the
RKO regional sales meeting at the Congress Hotel. Lee Marcus, vice-president,
and Charles Rosenzweig, general sales manager, presided at the meeting, outlining to
the branch office men sales policies and distribution plans affecting the new product as

hurry to wait over for the company's regional
sales meeting at the Drake. . . . There's plenty
of space in that new Warner exchange building for office quarters for Chicago theatres
management. . . . Wonder what Louie and
Meyer Marks will be doing a year from now.
. . . And Jim Coston. . . . Carl Laemmle, in
town on his way back to the Coast, was dined
at the Chicago Club by D. F. Kelly of The

they were presented at the company's national convention. Cleve Adams, Midwest
sales manager, and Jerome Safron, eastern
sales manager, also addressed the branch
ofifice men at the Chicago regional.

Seek Film Impostor
A man representing himself as a salesman for National Screen Service has been
cashing worthless checks with various film
and business men of Milwaukee whose confidence he has gained through promises of
various favors. Hal Young, manager of
National Screen's Chicago office, has issued a warning against the imposter, who.
he says, has no connection with his cornpan v.
The man claims numerous friendships
among exhibitors and wins the confidence
of business men by purchasing theatre
tickets which he presents to them as passes.
The worthless checks are presented them
later.

Fair. Laemmle
had planned^
return
Canada
and the Pacific
Coast to to
dodge
the via
inland heat, but a wire from his daughter, Rosabelle Bergerman of Los Angeles, sent him home
the direct route via the .Santa Fe Chief. Mrs.
Bergerman, Coast news despatches reported
recently, is expecting a new arrival in her
family.

* *

*

Henry Herhel in a kindly mood inspired by
Univcr.wl's tzm current "four-star" pictures in
the Loop — "All Quiet" at McVickers and "White
Hell" at the Woods: both in the money. . . .
The local Fox gang, headed by Clyde Eekhardt, trying to get settled dozvn again after
a Coast convention and a pct'py regional meetinq at the !^tevens. . . . To say nothing of
Moray and Neill and Silzrrnian at Warner's,
Leserman and Gilliam at F. N., zvho just returned from their conz'entions on the other
Coast in time to check in at the rcgionals at
the Drake.

* *

*

B. & K. doing a lot of
in the theatrical sectiohs of
cooling svstems exclusively.
at the Granada
with the

display advertising
the dailies on their
. . . Reduced prices
elimination
of the

June
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Coston Circuit
Sale to Warners
Set for Friday
Next step in the threatened internal dissension in the Coston Booking Circuit was
being awaited as the deal for sale of the
Coston holdings to Warners neared consummation. Dan Michalove, Warner executive, who handles most of the theatre deals,
was to close the Coston deal on Friday. He
was
expected back at his office in New York
on Saturday.
Last week it was reported that between
15 and 20 theatres had cancelled their booking arrangement with Coston, figuring if
James Coston sells out to Warners, they
will be left out on a limb. There also is said
to be instances of dissatisfaction among
members of the buying combine. About 68
theatres were banded together for co-opton.
erative buying of films through James Cos-

Films and Burlesque
The Haymarket, well known Chicago burlesque house, shut down for two months,
will reopen in the Fall with a picture program in the a. m. and straight burlesque
p. m.'s, according to report.
stage show — 30c gets a seat now. . . . Jesse
Lasky and Walter Wanger, general manager
of production for Par, escorting Diana Ellis,
California's promising gift to the movies, from
train to eastbound train, during the week.

* *

*

Joe Cook making a transfer the .mme day.
"rain or shine." . . . J. R. Grainger leading the
Fox contingent through the regional and on
home. . . . Radio Pictures making some final
location shots for "The Iron Trail," railroad
pitcher,
in the UnionandDepot.
Louis Jl'olheim.
Robert Armstrong
Jean Arthur,
part of
the cast, responsible for a lot of open mouths
and zcide eyes. George B. Seits megaphoning it.

* *

*

Publix-B. & K. taking advertising men's tips
on selling a show by giving a story teaser, now
broadcasting parts of the music and dialog
from productions about to open as they arc
screened in the B. & K. projection room on the
sixth floor of the Chicago Theatre building.
"Paramount on Parade" was the first "teaser"
broadcast, with what results we have yet to
learn.

* *

*

Fire in the neighboring American Express
OrBldg.
prevent the
notIVarner's
but did to
zvater damage
from minor
pheum caused
folthe
time
usual
the
at
opening
house
lozving from
morning.
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Chi Film Board
Sales Code Gets
National Tryoiit
I'.xlciukil test of the Code oi luhics lor
film salesmen, drafted here by tlie Fihii
Board, will l)e made to determine its value
from a national standpoint. If the code
proves successful here, it probably will be
made the basis of a code to he drafted for
national use.
Adoption of the code at the board meeting
Mondav will do much to remove "racket"of
practices in the territory, in the opinion
oxchangemen. Salesmen whose skirts are
clean in their dealings with exhibitors have

nothing to fear from
is pointed out. The
of conduct designed
and better relations
distributors.

the coilc's workings, it
code embodied ten rules
to eHminate trade evils
between exhibitors and

Hits Canceling

(ias

One of the conditions which managers
iiope to remedy by the code is the not infreexhibquent practice of salesmen in inducing
itors to cancel or disregard playdates on
competing proiluct in favor of their own.
"instances of this kind have been common
in the past," said an exchangeman. '"They
have helped to place the local film business
in the racket classification, from which we
liope. by these general rules of conduct, to
rescue it. This and other examples of unfair and unethical practices have frequently
made it necessary for an exchange to sell
an exhibitor twice on the same picture,
therebv doubling sales costs. We believe
that all irregular tactics can be eliminated
by such a code with benefit to the reputation
of the industry here and to the business of
the exhibitor and the exchange."
He added that not only salesmen but
bookers and managers as well would be
subiect to the new code.
The ct)nduct committee was comprised of
Henry Herbel, manager of the Universal
exchange, Eddie Grossman, United Artists
manager, and Max Stahl, Educational manager.

Tiffany's

Convention

Tif'fany's national convention will be held
at the Congress Hotel here June 23, 24 and
25. Executives of the company are scheduled to arrive here a day in advance of the
convention, at which the new Tiffany lineup and sales policies will be announced.

Too Much Beef
The Gem Theatre, a South State
street spot in the well populated two
blocks, was doing well for years with
its burlesque-film policy. Then along
came the talkies and business started
to drop oflf. The house was wired and
the business came back, but — the
sound horns took up so much room
on the stage they cramped the girls'
style and obstructed the side-seat
view of the strip stuff so that patrons
complained. House has closed down
for interior remodeling, the crux of
which will be construction of a stage
large enough for both horns and girls.

I' i c t 11 r c

Tenants Hun Theatre
The owner of the \ernon here is
also owner of the store buihiing in
which it is located. Hot weather canu'
along and the Vernon folded, supposedly for the summer. A few weeks
later the theatre was found to be
operating on a week-end schedule,
reopening Fridays and closing down
again on Sunday nights. Inciuiry revealed that the tenants of the building, business men, found that the shutting down of the theatre put such a
dent in their trade that they, too,
would be forced out of business if the
show remained closed. Rather than
lose his tenants, the owner compromised by reopening the theatre on
the week-end schedule, determined to
make the best of a tough situation.

Ten More Theatres Closed
In Chicago Territory
The Film Board of I'rade's monthly report gives the following closings not previously announced by Motio.v Picture
News: the Garden, 1221 VV. Taylor St.;
Bishop, 1814 Ogden Ave. ; the Ogden, 2936
Ogden Ave., and the Grant, Cicero. All
closed indefinitely.
The following out-of-town closings are
reported: the Majestic, Bluffs, 111.; Opera
House, Camp Point, 111.; Central, Danville;
Delavan, Delavan, 111. ; Peart, Livingston,
111., and the Opera House, Orion, 111. The
F"ilm Board of Trade reports the Lion at
Hanunond, Ind., reopened.
The following changes in ownership not
previously noted by Motion' Picture News
are reported: Jack Rubin's Harmony to the
Paul-Stone Amusement Co, ; W. W. Blue's
Langley to the Langlcy Corp. ; Clay Metzger's Rialto, Plymouth, Ind., to George
Sottos; W. O. Noble's Ritz, Gary, Ind., to
J.
W'oytinek
Wm. Ind.,
Murphy
Peterson's
Cedar,
Cedar &Lake,
to R,; G,
Nelson
& George F. Klimowicz.
Completion of construction and opening
of the Hub Theatre. Rochelle, 111., is announced bythe Connnunity Amusement Co.
of Rochelle.

Carson
Joseph

Handling

''Inferno"

F. Carson, Chicago exploitation
man, has in preparation here a synchronized
version of "Dante's Inferno." A dramatic
and explanatory lecture by Charles E. Ellis,
Chicago author and lecturer, and musical
accompaniment will feature the sound release of the old Italian film, Brunswick disc
recording will be employed. Prints will be
ready for release by the end of summer, and
a press book is now in preparation by
Filmack,

Martin Joins Educational
Fred Martin, formerly in charge of De
Forest sales in Chicago, has been named
city salesman for Educational by Max
Stalil, manager, completing the reorganization of Educational's local sales staff. Morrie Salkin, a Chicago exhibitor, replaces
Martin at De Forest. The appointment of
Milt Krueger and Ed Safier as country
salesmen for Educational was previouslv
announced by Motion
Picture News.

Way Paved lor
B. &K. DrLuxe
4,000-Seal-l louse
Difficulties

in the way of ac<|uisition

<ii

the luxe
iMiglewood
site forto B.be & clearing
K.'s 4,0f)(J-seat
de
house appear
up. <
W . & (ieorge L. Rapj) have jjlans in prepar
ation and only minor details of the ])roijert>
transaction have yet to be agreed upon, ac
c(jrding to P, T. Barrett, representing tin
Chicago
&
Western
Indiana
railr<jad.
owners of the projKjrty.
The site includes a 500-foot block in
Sixty-third .Street, between Wallace Street
and Union Avenue, with a 601-foot frontage on Englewood Avenue. I'arking ;>pacv
for 1,500 cars will be provided on this frontage if the re-zoning of Englewood .\venue, a resirlential thoroughfare, can be secured. Three other smaller lots in the same
vicinity are included in the option held by
B. & K., it was stated. The site is withni
one block of the Stratford, a 2,400-seat
house recently acquired by Warners from
the Federal Theatres Co.
Six weeks ago a B, & K. official denied
that new construction was contemplated
here by the company.

RKO

Sales Changes

The following changes in the sales force
of the RKO branch office here were announced by William Benjamin, manager :
Eddie Rosecan, transferred from country
territory to Chicago sales ; Lester Rosenfeld, former RKO St. Louis salesman, on
country sales for Chicago oflice, and Herman Okun, formerly Columbia salesman at
St. Louis, on country sales for Chicago
office.

Fore-Gone
official
tournament
for Chicago's
filmXo men
will golf
be held
this summer,
the managerial committee, composed of Clyde Eckhardt, Henry Herbel and Carl Lesserman.
have announced. Too many summer conventions and sales meetings are on schedule
this year to make the event practicable, they
explained.

Heads Filmack Sales
Herman .Stern, a brother of iunil .Stern,
general manager of Essaness Theatres, has
been named sales manager of F'ilmack, Chicago trailer house, Irving Mack, president,
announces.

The Idea Was Great
The Chicago, an ancient South State
street house, was feeling the pressure
of hot weather and neighborhood competition (there are nine show houses
in two blocks on South State street)
and decided a little publicity might
help matters. The owner entered suit
for damages against Publix-Balaban &
Katz, claiming infringement in naming
their de luxe house, at the polite end
of State street, the "Chicago." Piling
of the
the papers,
but
the suit
hot didn't
weathermake
continued.
The
Chicago — the South State street one —
folded last week.
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Briefly Told ISSews

Sloane to Direct Dix
Hollywood — Paul Sloane will direct Richard Dix in Radio's special production of
"Big Brother." Sloane wrote the screen
adaptation of the Jack London story when
it was produced six years ago in silent
form. Before starting "Big Brother," Sloane
is directing Bert Wheeler and Robert Woolsey in "Half Shot at Sunrise," a successor
to "Cuckoos," the comedy team!s first laugh
feature.

Stardom for Withers
Hollywood — Grant Withers will be elevated to star rating by Warners and his
first picture on that basis will be "Barber
John's Boy," from the story by Ben Ames
Williams. Archie Mayo has been assigned
to direct, with adaptation and dialogue being prepared by Joseph Jackson. Withers
started under contract with Warners about
two years ago without previous stage experience.

Plans Pittsburgh Office
Third in the national chain of offices
planned by the company, a Pittsburgh
branch soon is to be opened by Continental
Theatre Accessories. The other two offices
are at New York and Los Angeles. President Harold Rodner now is completing arrangements for the new office.

Lease Replaces Hunter
Hollywood — Rex Lease has replaced
Glen Hunter in "Why Marry?" which
Frank Strayer is directing for Tiffany. Illness forced Hunter's withdrawal from the
cast, which includes Vera Reynolds, Paul
Hurst, Nita Martan, Sam Hardy and Dorothea Wolbert.

Affiliates with Famous
Toronto — Harry Alexander, veteran independent, has affiliated his Park with the
Bloom & Fine chain, Famous Players Canadian Corp., subsidiary. Alexander was
vice-president of the old M. P. Exhibitors'
Protective Ass'n., and later vice-president
of the Canadian M. P. T. O., which later
became the Exhibitors' Co-operative Society.

Pauline Garon in Tiffany Cast
Tiffany has signed
"His Last Race," being
Thorpe with Wesley
Dover as leads. Jack
story.

14.

Pauline Garon for
directed by Richard
Baxry and Xancy
Natteford wrote the

One for the Census
Hollywood — The .stork is getting
popular in Hollywood circle.s these
days. Reported to be ready to light
at the home of King Vidor and
Eleanor Boardman. King hopes it
will be a boy!

Coppock Goes to N. Y.
A $6 Insult
Hollywood — Judge Guy Bush received
a rude jolt in traffic court when Vincent Barnett appeared in answer to
three traffic violation offenses. Barnett
told the court, "You can't tell me what
to do, judge
— you're
my wife."
Before
hissoner
could not
sentence
Barnett for life, a court attache explained
that Barnett was a professional insulter at Hollywood parties. The judge
assessed Barnett a total of $6.

Rockdale Goes Liberal
Rockdale, Tex. — This city has joined the
larger cities of Texas having Sunday shows.
After several years of Sunday closing, city
officials issued a decree allowing theatres
to open on the Sabbath. The decree was
issued by the city fathers on petition of a
majority of citizens. Under Texas' "blue
laws," nearly a century old, most of the
cities and towns are closed Sunday. San
Antonio, Dallas, Fort Worth and Houston
always have ignored the law without opposition.

ng "Lightnin"'
Rogers
Hollywood —Starti
Will Rogers starts work soon
on the talker version of John Golden's stage
play, "Lightnin'," according to decision of
Winfield R. Sheehan, vice-president and
general manager. Samuel N. Behrman will
adapt the dialogue to the screen. Sonya
Levien will write the continuity. Henry
King will direct.

26 Magnascopes in Ontario
Ottawa — Ambrose Nolan, who controls
Magnoscope, has installed the device in 26
Ontario theatres and is preparing a trip
through western Canada. The device consists of a lens attachment for the projectors
and an installation on the stage which permits full stage effect.

Arnold at Terre Haute
Washington, Tnd. — H; J. Arnold, manager of the Indiana here since he came
from Crawfordsville a few months ago, has
left for Terre Haute, where he will manage
the Indiana and Liberty, two of a string
of five Terre Haute theatres owned by the
Fourth Avenue Amusement Co, Louisville.

Steel Adds Another
Amherst, O.— The Empire, operated by
.S. B. Chuna, has been taken over by John
.Steel, who owns the Rex and Apollo at
Oberlin, O.

Radio Signs Rita Chevret
Hollywood — Lita Chevret, former stock
bit player with RKO, has been given a
term contract. RKO intends to develop
Miss Chevret as a featured player.

Kansas City — Word has just been received
that E. S. C. Coppock, for several years
manager of the Royal here, has been promoted to the Paramount- Publix home office
in New York. Coppock will be a member of
the newly organized program construction
department, a line of work in which he has
been interested for some time. Jerry Zigmond, from Grand Junction, Co!., is to be
tlie new manager of the Royal.

Completing Tiffany Film
Hollywood — Roy McNeill is completing
direction of Tiffany's "Just Like Heaven,"
which will be released as "Mimi." In the
cast are Anita Louise, David Newall, Gaston Glass and Yola D'Avril. Adele Buffington wrote the story and script. Miss
Louise has been cast as lead in "The Third
Alarm," which Emory Johnson will direct
for Tift'any.

Ruggles Goes to Coast
Charles Ruggles, who recently completed
a featured role in "Queen High," left for
Hollywood Wednesday. He is scheduled
to play in "Honeymoon Hate" with Jeanette MacDonald. Upon completion of this
talkie. Ruggles will return to the Paramount New York studio to resume work
under a contract recently renewed.

Williams In New York
J. D. W^illiams is in New York from
London in connection with the World Center studios near London. The plant is
being developed as a production clearing
house for foreign language talkers.

Starts Outside the Law
Hollywood — Production has started at
Universal City on "Outside the Law," starring Mary Nolan and featuring Edward G.
Robinson. This is the story by Tod Browning which he made as a silent several years
ago.

RKO to Film "The Quest"

Hollvwood — "The Quest" bv Lee Owen
Snook "will be filmed by RKO. It will be
made under the title of "The Pursuit." Paul
Schofield is writing the adaptation.

Pathe Signs Cody
Hollywood — Lew Cody has been signed
by Pathe to play a featured part in "Beyond
Victory," Pathe's all-star special talker.

Revamped
"The Command to Love," purchased
some time ago by Universal and since
the buy on the Hays objectionable
list as undesirable material, will be
producedis asunderstood
"Boudoir Diplomat."
The
story
to have been
cleaned
up.
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Opinions
Dancins^ Sweeties
Refreshing Program
(Rcvicii.'cd

by

Pon

Fare

. Ishhaiii/h )

S().\11:THING fine and luinian lilts •'Daiuinj; Swerties" ahovc tlic iirdinary run of
prdgrani pictures. Woven about unimportant
|K.(iplc. in cheap surroundings, tlie story can
never he more than a program picture hut
there is a reahty to the liumorous, pathetic,
and sturd>- tale that (|nite won (he preview
audience at which tins was caugiit.
Sue Carol and (>rant Withers are cast in
tlie leading roles of two average yoUng people
who love dancing. They meet just before a
contest in a dance hall, desert the partners
with whom they came, dance together and
are awarded the cup. When the couple who
are to be principals in the free wedding which
features the evening's program run out on the
proposition, they take their places.
Miss Carol as Molly, older for her years
than her young husband, learns the values to
be regarded as important for matrimony as
well as happiness, but young Bill, played by
Withers long considered as the best dancer of
them all, has a more difficult period of adjustments. The partners whom the pair deserted
add complications to honeymoon, chiefly through
Bill's pride in winning cups for his dancing.
There is a refreshing sincerity and humanness about the impersonations of the principals that is very winning. The supporting
cast gives satisfactory performances. The
other roles are played by Tally Marshall, Edna
Murphy, Eddie Phillips, Margaret Seddon, and
Sid Silver. The latter deserves credit for
especially good work in the minor part of
Jerry, the orchestra leader.
This is a good family picture, well done
em .ugh to hold the interest of a fairly critical
audience. Sue Carol and Grant Withers are
thoroughly likeable in their roles in "Dancing
Sweeties."
A program icith ihis as tlic feature should
hieludc musical shorts.
Produced and distributed by Warners. Storv by
Harry Fried. Directed by Kay Enright. Scenario
and dialogue by Gordon Kigby and Joseph Tackson.
Photographed
by Robert
Kurrle.
Length,
set.
Running
time about
75 minutes.
Release
date, "not
not set.
THE
CAST
Bill Cleaver
.Molly O'Neill
Needles Thompson
Jazzbo Gans
Jerry Browne
?? Cleaver
Mrs. Heaver
Mrs. O'Neill
Ted Hoffman
Emma
O'.Xeill ..
Nelhe ONeill
Onions
"t
B>'<'
Barnett and Qark

Grant

Withers
Sue
Carol
Eddie Phillips
Edna
Murphy
Sid Silvers
Tully Marshall
Margaret
Seddon
Kate Price
Vincent
Harnett
AdamaeDora Vaughn
Dean
Eddie Oayton
Joe
Young
Billy Bletcher
Dancers

On the Level
i Fox—. I a

Talker)

O. K.; Occasionally Rough
(Reviezved by Shfrzvin Kaue)
THERE

is a lot of lightweight entertainment in this, which makes it acceptable to
almost any type of audience. The story is a
familiar one, but properly done in the ruling
spirit of comedy. Victor McLaglen, with a
supporting cast that would be hard to beat,
garners most of the laughs and carries the
bulk of audience attention, not alone because
of his role but because of his hearty, honest
good-nature.

On

Pictures

In tiiis, he is Biff Williams, a rowdy iron
riveter, the pride of his trade and with a
weakness for dames. A double-barreled love
interest is introduced when he, with his pal,
l)anny Madden (William Ilarrigan), find
lhcm-.ci\is living in Mom Whalen's ( Eeila
.\Kliityri' ) rooming house. l)anny loves Mom's
daughter ( .Mary McAlister), but believes she
is in love witii Biff.
Hiff, however, has fallen for a glamorous
blonde ( Lilyan Tashman). She happens to be
a decoy for a racketeer gang who have an
option on property they intend to sell before
the option expires. She tells BifF of her
father's plan to sell lots to working men at
cost, and makes him an unwitting agent for
the gang in order to dispose of the property to
the iron workers.
Which he does.
The show-up comes in time for BifF to tnertake the racketeers before their train pulls out
for Montreal. Fie returns witli the money to
his fellow workers, and with his heart to Mimi
(Fifi D'Orsay), whom he had been giving the
go-by for the blonde. Danny and Mary likewise
come to an understanding of the same sort
before the fade-out.
I-"ifi D'Orsay appears to have been injected
into this as something of an afterthought :
probably to provide a finale clinch for the
otherwise uncomforted riveter who was so unkindly treated by the blonde. There was
noticeably little background provided for her
in the picture and when, finally, she comes
fortli derstowhy.help the picture to a close, one wonI-ots of the standard vulgarisms are given
an opportunity in this to prove that they are
still good for a laugh. Even the holding of
the supposedly wet baby is with us. .\ little
of the dialogue borders on bad taste. The limit
of suggestion is reached when McLaglen, on
the make for the blonde, asks if she is keeping
company with anyone. "You know," he says.
"Any one special" — stroking her thigh — "with
good
The intentions."
cast is uniformly good : everyone working together like a bunch of lodge brothers.
Photography and sound, too, are okay.
this.
Xovcltv and musical shorts u'ill go nrll icith
Produced and distributed by Fo.\. Directed by
Irving Cummings. Associate producer, James K.
McGuinness. Story by William K. Wells. Adapted
by Dudley Nichols. Dialogue by Andrew Bennison
and William K. Wells. Photographed by L. W'.
O'Connell
Dave Ragin.
Length.
ning time, and
62 minutes.
Release
date. .^600
Mar. feet.
23, Run19.TO.
THE

CAST

Biff Williams
Danny
Madden
Lynn Crawford
Mimi Bradley
Don
.Mom Whalen
Mary
Whalen
Buck
Dawson
Professor

Victor McLaglen
William
Harrigan
Lilyan Tashman
Fifi D'Orsay
Arthur
Stone
Leila McTntyre
Marv
McAlister
Ben Hewlett
Harry
Tenbrook
R. O. Pennell

Holiday
t'Pathe-.Ul
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Distinguished ; Made for Women
(Rc'i'iciccd by Red Kaiui)
THE
fine hand of the skilled craftsman
sticks out all over "Floliday." Philip
Barry, one of the outstanding playwrights of
the American stage, unquestionably deserves
major credit as the author of the stage play
from which the picture was adapted. So closely,
in fact, that only one stretch of dialogue was
altered for production purposes.
The cast assembled by Pathe for the screen
version is practically gilt-edged.
Headed
by

.\nn I larding, aKvas.'i capable and ahvuvs to
be depended upon for a good performance, the
principals include Robert .Ames, Mary .\stor,
William IloUlen, EdwartI Everett Morton and
.Monroe Owsley. ( ollectively aiui individuallv.
tlie\ deliver their histricjiiic giKKls.
"Holiday" should carry a wide appeal for
women. It's got the sort of stulT that gets
under the female epidermis and stays there.
The picture moves through surroundings oi
lu.xury and sophistication, yet this reviewer
believes it hits close enough to the ground
to have the mob appreciate it.
^'ou see tw^o sisters and a brother reared
in an atmosphere of great wealth. Holdeii, the
father, is a financial giant whose word in his
home, as in his business, is ironclad. While the
mother of the family is never shown, the iiiifoldment of the yarn conveys the idea that
when she died humanness and warmth left the
household with her. One girl, the younger
(Mary .^stor), meets Robert Ames at l-ake
Placid, falls in love with him as he does with
her, and brings him home to break the news to
her self-satisfied father. The other si>ter (.\nn
Harding) capitulates to his charm and determines to aid the engaged girl win over the lord
of the house.
But the head of the family find> himself
more interested in the boy's people, hi> social
background and the status of his bank account
than in Ames' make-up. He digs in, finds matters to his satisfactic)n and sanctions the engagement. Everything proceeds like clockwork. The boy is offered a partnership in a
progressivein law
firm. where
He is to
girl's
relatives
London
he visit
can the
combine
lioneyniooning with a slant on British business
operations. Ditto, in Paris.
The boy can't see it. He wants a mental and
physical holiday, a surcease from the cares
of business while he is young and in accordance with the dream he had built up for himself all through the bitter years of his early
struggle. The family, with the exception of
Linda (Ann Harding) and the brother (Monroe Owsley) look upon him as an idler and
fail completely to appreciate or understand his
point of view.
Gradually, revolt wells up in lii> mind
coupled with the realization that the girl he
chose to be his wife is lacking in complete
understanding of his slant on their future and
that it is Linda, the other sister (Miss Harding .) who appreciates what he is after.
Hurdling the barrier proves impossible. Vou
see the complete break, the ultimate realization
on the part of both Miss Harding and .\mes
that they love each other and vet can do nothing
aiiout it until there is forced from the engaged
girl's
the the
admission
love
the
boy.lipsThus,
path is that
clearedsheanddoesn't
off Linda
and .\mes go for their holiday in Europe.
The dialogue sparkles. It is easy to understand how it was that Barry's play made such
a hit when it ran in Xew Vprk. Nliss Harding
easily tops the cast, with E-dward Everett Horton, in a secondary lead, well night stealing the
picture in a gorgeously handled part.
Sound cartoons suggested with this.
Produced and distributed by Pathe. From play of
same name by Philip Barry. Directed by E. H.
Griffith. Adaptation jiy Horace Jacks.m. Dialogue
by Philip Barry. Edited by Dan Mandell. Photographed by Norbert Brodine. Length, 8,870 feet. Running time. 97 mins.
Release date, not set.
THE
Linda
Julia Potter
Nick
Johnny Case
Susan Potter
Ned
Edward
Seton
Laura
Mary
Jessup
Pete Hedges
Seton Cram
Mrs. Pritchard

CAST
Ann Harding
Mar>- Horton
.Xstor
Everett
Robert Ames
Hedda Hopper
Monroe Owsley
Wm.
Ho!den
Elizabeth
F'lrrester
Mabel
Forrest
Creighton Hale
Hallam
Cooley
Marv
Elizabeth Forbes

E<lward

Ames

m
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Hungarian Nights
(Aiwr.

Gen' I Syti.)

Only a Fair Programmer
( Rn'icurd by J. F. Cunningham)

ITS lifeless tempo shackles "'Hungarian
Nights" to a millstone which proves much
too heavy to permit its ascendancy to the realm
ot good program material. And it's too bad,
because the elements contained therein — while
pure unadulterated hokum — could have been
made to click convincingly if the director had
but given more effort to the acceleration of the
plot.
The picture was produced in Germany by
Aafa Films. Berlin. Lil Dagove'r is the only
familiar member of a cast which fails to register even near par. They are all grossly misplaced, or perhaps it is their lack of ability
which is responsible for the unconvincing performaiice of everyone but Miss Dagover. The
male lead needs a good shaking to loosen him
of a stiffness which closely borders on unnaturalness.
Synchronization of music and sound effects,
particularly the latter, is excellent. The
effects sound true and are placed in most advantageous spots.
The story — a heavy triangle — involves
the love of an Austrian officer for his commander's wife, and the emotional incidents which
later pave the way for the re-uniting of the
two voung lovers. Old stuff, but good for the
Strong support unit put this over. The shorts
should
b. o.'all he comedies.

Produced by Aafa. Distributed by American General Film Co. Story by Guide Kreutrer. Scenario
by Franz Rauch. Directed by Victor Janson. Photographed by Guide Seever and Edouardo Laraberti.
Length. 8 reels.
Release date. Aug. 5, 1929.
THE CAST
Kalmann
Bartok
Wilhelm
Giegelmann
Irona Arpad
Daisy Stuewe
D'Ora
Capt.
Bartok
Hans
1st Lieut.
Bezeredi
Harry
Hardt
Col. Elemir Rekoczi
Alexander Murski
Coraly
Eil Dagover
Zortan Batman
Dieg Harlan
Major
Karl Elver
Mariska
Margot Girow
Waiter
Paul fleneckels

Not Damaged
(Fox— AH

Talker)

Diverting

{Reviewed by Robert Hage)
ONE

oftionshlmdom's
most impregnable
tradihas been shattered
in this picture.
The rich, cocktail-imbibing, man-of-the-world
suitor of our heroine turns out in the end to
be the clean-minded, pure-hearted chap, while
the penniless fiance is shown up in his true
light as worse than a cad. The producers
evinced great courage in thus double-crossing
their public, who believe that only the lower
classes can be sterling in character, but they
have turned out a picture that is swell entertainment.
They shattered another precedent by casting
I.ois Moran in an ultra-sophisticated role. She
tried hard to make a go of it, but it was difficult to accept her in the characterization and
she herself appeared to be bewildered at times.
However, her appeal and her excellent voice
serve to gloss over any deficiency. Of the other
players, Walter Byron, Robert Ames, Inez
Courtney and George Corcoran were particularly well cast and turned in fine performances.
Chandler Sprague, the director, and Richard
Connell, author of the revolutionary theme,
are entitled to the major credit for a picture
that moves swiftly, is punctuated with many
laughs and that is not insulting to the intelligence of the audience. It is hardlv suitable
for juvenile trade, but its sophistication is not
over the heads of the average adult.
Gwen Stewart and Maude Graham, roommates, are clerks in a department store, Gwen
n.ois Moran)
in the shirt dei)artment
and
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Maude (Inez Courtney) at the music counter.
Kirk Randolph (Walter Byron) sees Gwen,
falls in love with her and manages to see her
regularly by purchasing several dozen shirts
a day. He arouses the ire of her sweetheart,
another store employee.
In an adventure-seeking spirit, Gwen visits
Kirk's luxurious apartment, but she is quickly
convinced that his intentions are not honorable,
and flees. From there she goes to the apartment that her fiance is preparing for their
home, and the author reverses the usual order
of things by having him make advances to
her. So she returns to Kirk and theatrically
announces that she wants to have a wild time.
He obliges by taking her to a Greenwich Village studio. Here the director burlesques the
denizens and posers of that section in delightful manner.
Gwen becomes beautifully cock-eyed on red
ink and when she awakens the next morning
she is horrified to find herself in Kirk's bed.
There is a suspicious dent in the other pillow,
but Kirk comes in later and explains that he
has slept in another room that night, thus appeasing the censors, but not adding to the
plausibility of the plot. And so they get
married.
(iood box-office for sophisticated audiences,
although local censors may swing the axe on
portions of it.
Musical shorts and newsrecl are sufficient to
fill out your hill.

Produced and distributed by Fox. Story by Richard Connell. Directed by Chandler Sprague. Adaptation and continuity by Frank Gay. Dialogue by
Harold Atteridge. Edited by Alexander Troffey.
Photographed by Chet Lyons. Length, 6.500 feet.
Running time, 72 mins.
Release date. May 25, 1930.
THE
CAST
Gwen
Stewart
Lois Moran
Kirk Randolph
Walter
Byron
VP="'''«
^Tones
Robert
Ames
Maud
Graham
Inez Courtney
t""^.''
i*'""',^
l^'"<''i'<'5

Turksib

George Corcoran
Rhoda Cross
Ernest Wood

(Vostok-kinn — Synchronised)

Impressive

(Reviewed by Robert Hage)
tJTERE'S a picture without a storv, a scenAJario
or a cast, but it grips the" attention
from start
to finish and, although it is not
classified by its Russian producers as an "epic,"
It justifies that anpellation more than matiy
others ballvhooed thusly.
While the film is a record of the Soviet's
mammoth undertaking to connect Turkestan
and Siberia by railroad, all semblance of propaganda has been avoided scrupulouslv, and the
result is a hurnan document of man's indomitable courage in battling with adversity and
his will to conquer the forces of Nature.
The work of Director Viktor Turin is outstanding and worthy of the highest praise.
He has taken a cameraman and gone in search
of the primitive to record a simple drama of
life in the raw that becomes powerful through
its simplicity. The characters that flit across
the screen very obviously were not paid players ;in fact, one suspects that the camera was
hidden. For example, in one instance a tribe
of Mongolians ride up on horses, steers and
camels to behold the miracle of the "iron
horse" penetrating the mysteries of the Turkestan desert. A shot of steam sends the animals
bolting in terror.
No faking there.
One terminus of the railroad is in the desert,
the other in icy Siberia. Yet it is onlv 897
miles in length. Taying roadbeds in shifting
sands and across snow-covered mountain passes,
building bridges over turbulent rivers, hammers being used to drive home the rivets —
these were some of the obstacles faced bv the
engineers in constructing the Turkestan-Siberian Railroad.
The director first takes us to Turkestan,

J u lie

14.

1930

where the struggles of Asiatic tribes to eke
a living out of the country are often frustrated
by the lack of water for the cotton fields;
then complicated by the tremendous difficulties
in transporting their wares to market. One
striking shot shows a caravan numbering hundreds of humans and thousands of head of
stock wending their way through mountain
Later, in an exceptionally gripping sequence,
passes.
the caravan is engulfed by a sand storm. Every.thing in the path of the storm is carried along
at a terrific speed and man and beast huddle
together in an effort to save themselves from
being swept to destruction. Here, however,
Turni strikes a false note by shooting a mound
after the gale had subsided and intimating in a
subtitle that the entire caravan had been buried
in the sand.
With the railroad come tractors and laborsaving devices and the peasants are freed from
their heart-breaking manual toil and factories
ity.
spring up to convert the raw materials into
manufactured products. Progress and prosperThe cameraman should share the honors with
Turin for practically flawless and distinct
photography. Some sound effects are dubbed
in, but are not authentic. As one in the series
of cinematographic glimpses into life in faroff lands which are in vogue, "Turksib" is good
enough for any type of theatre.
shorts.
Balance with peppy comedies and musical
Produced by Vostok-Kino. Distributed by Amkino.
Directed by Viktor Turin. Length, 4.900 feet. Running' time, 60 mins.
Release date. May 24, 1930.

Wonderful Lies of Nina
Petrowna
( Ufa-Film — Silent-Syn.)

Splendid Programmer
(Reviewed by J. P. Cunningham)
ERICH
masterly
touch drama
gives
an idealPOMMER'S
box office slant
to a tense
convincingly told by writer, director and players. All of these production elements are to
be commended for working in such close unison, delivering an impressive program attraction which is well suited to the tastes of those
picturegoers who insist upon a natural and inlife.
telligent handling of the problems of evervday
There is but one flaw in the production and
that lies in slow handling of a few unimportant
sequences.
The story beautifully relates the tale of a
strong love between a young Russian lieutenant,
a part ably portrayed by Franz Lederer, and
Nina Petrowna, splendidly played by Bridgette
Helm, who sacrifices luxury and a high position in St. Petersburg military circles as the
fiancee of Lederer's commanding officer, for the
love, and inevitable poverty-stricken existence,
ofl'ered by the young army man.
Fians Schwarz directed under Pommer's supervision. Both turned in a splendid piece of production work, paying keen attention to the inost
minute details. There is no dialogue, a welcome
relief froiri the constant humdrum of spoken
parts. Mechanical delivery of lines will never
lie missed becouse of the tense interest and
sympathetic understanding which Lederer and
Miss Helm are bound to cultivate.
Synchronization was well done and the photography is nearly flawless.
Slap.<!tick
and a neivsreel will go zvell with
this
one.
Produced
Erich
Prod, Story
for Ufa.
Distributed bvby
Allied
FilmPommer
Exchange.
by Hans
Szekoly. Directed bv Hans Schwarz. Photographed
bv Carl Hoffmann. Length. 8 reels. Running time,
afjout 1 hr., 20 mins. Release date. May 30, 1930.
THE CAST
Nina Petrowna
Bridgette Helm
The General
Warwick
Ward
The Lieutenant
Franz Lederer
Other Players: Harry Hardt, Michael Von I.ewlinski, Lya Jan.
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Women

Everywhere

(loxAll

Good
{I ox

I iilkcr)

Mediocre

(Ri-Z'ie-uril hy A'(-(/ Khiih)
MAYBIC the producers' code uf ethics liatl
uotliiiiK to do with tlie case, yet it's aiiythiiii; hut (hrticiilt to see how trec|ueiitl> the
\vhiti-\va>h was applied to "Women F.\er\w liere."
The opening sliots <j1 liti I )orsay show the
French gal going through some ri her wiggles
to the tune of a near-naughty song called
"( mod Time Fifi." The locale is a low caba'et
jointoninthe
Casai)laiu-a
where F'rench
Legionnaires
are
hunt lor women
and licpior.
It doesn't take long alter J. Harold Murray,
gun-runner and devil-may-care sort of guy,
breezes in for I-"if"i to become chaste and full of
ideas about marriage. Ditto with Murray, despite the fact that he tells you he has been
everywhere and has done everything.
As a niatter of fact, the story can be slK)t full
of holes. It's that inconsistent. Orchestras
from nowhere swing into accompaniment as
Murray sings in the desert fort of the Legion,
.^nd in her dressing room Fifi later turns pensive enough to burst into song. .And again the
obliging orchestra is on hand. Dramatic license
— or rather musical license — is permissible, hut
even a good thing can l>e overdone.
Murray, running guns to sell to the A'abs, is
overtaken by a I-Vench destroyer through a
tip-off planted with the authorities by Michel,
generally played bv Ralph Kellard. The crewis arrested and breaks aw'ay while being
escorted through the town, Murra\ making his
way
dressing
She doesn't
turn into
him Dorsay's
over to the
police,room.
naturally.
There
might have been no story if she had. Instead,
she decides to save him, outfits him in a Pagliacci costume, makes him sing to the assembled
rabble while the police conduct their search and
later arranges for him to escape. However, he
is caught in a Legionnaire's uniform and sent
into the desert to bump off a few surplus Arabs.
In the interim, the counterplot has Fifi about
to marry Michel. Rut Murray returns some
months later when everything goes according
to Hoyle.
\'ery convenient, very tame.
Miss Dorsay's wx)rk is as usual: considerable
pouting, chest heavings and heap big French
accent. One of the redeeming features of the
picture is the robust singing of Murray whose
voice is recorded very well indeed. Clyde Cook
is in and out for some laughs and gets them,
although
it is regrettable he wasn't given more
to do.
This has plenty of singing. Stick to comedy
shorts and be certain to pick good ones.
Produced anil distrihiued by Fox. From story by
Georffe Grossmith and Zolton Korda. Adaptation
and dialogite by Harlan Thomjjson and Lajos Biro.
MiLsic by William Kernell. Photop-aphcd by Ernest
Palmer. Length, 7,500 feet. Running time. S-' mins.
Release
date, June
1.
THE
CAST
Charlie Jackson
I.ili I. a FIcur
Aristide
Brown
Sam
Jr.nes
Michel
Kopulos
Zephyrine

J. Harold Murray
Fifi
Dorsay
George
Grossmith
Clyde
Cook
Ralph
Kellard
Rose
Dione

The Critic Pays
Hollywood — Leave criticism of histrionic ability to the critics might well
be the moral of Joseph Schildkraut's
excursion into the divorce court, which
resulted in a decree against him and
in favor of Elsie Bartlett. She testified that, among other things, he
called her a "rotten actress," that it
was too bad one so talented as he
"was bound to one of such meagre
ability." Schildkraut, who did not contest the suit, will pay $250 alimony.

Pictures

Intentions
.III

I alkc, )

Clever Crook Melodrama
A

t;

He makes all of the characters likeable. Even
Foxe, the heavy, under careful handling, never
appears particularly vindictive. The solitary
character who approaches the usual conception
of the crook
is played
bv F'ddie
Gribbon.
others
are all
apparently
gentlemen
and The
no
strangers to sw-allow-tails and high hats. This
naturally fits Gribbon in like a misfit and makes
for plenty of laughs.
Shrewd story building.
Lowe gives a nice performance and builds up
plenty of sympathv for himself. One of the
best drawn roles in the picture is that of the
butler, played efTectively by Henry Kolker.
Foxe. as the menace, does capable work and
Miss Churchill, filling a spot that never called
for anything further than a good-looking girl,
was satisfactory.
Since "The Valiant." she hasn't had anything
that even approximates the opportunity that
was then her's.
Too bad.
She's a trouper.
Gribbon's part proves a rather fat one : he
played it for plenty. The demands upon
Toomey weren't much, but whatever he had to
do, was nicely handled.
Sound cartoons and comedies acceptable here.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From original
story by William K. Howard. Directed by William
K. Howard. .Adaptation by George Manker Walters.
Dialogue by VV'attcrs and Howard. Edited by Jack
Murray. Photographed by George Schneiderman.
I-ength, 6,340 feet. Running time, 70 mins. Release
date, June 29.
THE CAST
David Cresson
Edmund Lowe
Helen
Rankin
Marguerite
Churchii!
Richard
Holt
Regis
Toomey
"Flash"
Norton
Earle
Foxe
Liberty Red
Eddie Gribbor.
Cyrus
Holt
Robert
McWadc
Miss
Huntington
Georgia
Cainc
Bud
Finney
Owen
Davis,
Jr.
Babe
Gray
Pat
Somerset
Charlie
Hatrick
J. Carrol
Naish
Rutler
Henrv
Kolker
Franklin
Graham
Hale
Hamilton

I Sd'rknui-

S \>i< lirani-'edj

Junk

(Reviewed by Robert Hage)

{ Re-i-iewed by Red Kann)
CROOK melodrama, but not merely another.

"Good Intentions," despite its nondescript
title, is extremely satisfactory box-office because treatment and temiK> are novel.
Here are crooks, coppers, a bank robbery
and an automobile stick-up and yet the only
time the guns hark or are actually seen for
that matter — is in the closing sequence when
Kddie Lowe and I-^arle h'oxe shoot each other
to death. William K. Howard wrote the story
to begin with and had the added advantage of
watching his own brainchild take form. There
\ou have one explanation of why the results
click. But far and above that in importance is
the freshness of the directorial plant, and its
ingenuity.
In point of actual story value, the picture hits
it off along more or less conventional lines.
Lowe, once again the head of a gang of crooks,
falls for Marguerite Churchill, whose family
wtalth th-,-se gentlemen gunmen originally set
out to capture. This complication, added to
which is the jealousy of F'arlc Foxe toward
Lowe eventually leads to the latter's undoing
and a gin duel in which the two crooks kill
each other.
Regis Toomey as the young society idler,
provides Lowe's comi>etition for the hand of
the girl and, of course, in strict accordance
with the celluloid doctrine that the righteous
individual conqners the wrongdoer, finally wins
the girl.
Nothing to create excitement there, as you
can see. But by virtue of the dressings which
go with the plot and the cleverness by which the
situations are developed, the picture at once becomes engrossing and entertaining. Contrary
to the run-of-the-mill crook mellers, here there
are no villains leering over fair heroines, no
gun-play to clutter up the theatre with a lot of
sound.
Howard's
deft, smooth touch is apparent all the
way.

Cain and Artem

ideni
show
loudl
in m
of a

IF best, if somewhat ungrammafical, criiiism of this offering was voiced by an unified man who arose at the end of the
ing in a New York theatre and announced
y : "This is the worst picture I ever seen
y whole life." The audience applauded.
ain and .\rtem" resembles the hallucinations
diseasefl mind. There is no excuse (or it.

It is nauseating and revolting. While Soviet
propaganda has been injected into it, es|)ecially
in several scenes ridiculing the church, the picture is likely to prove a boomerang and instill adislike of all things Russian in the minds
of persons who see it. Maxim Gorki may
have written the story, but he's no best seller
The story is negligible, the action consisttodav'.
ing of episodes in a dirty Russian village. The
central figures are Cain, a Jew whf) is subjected to many ]x.'rsccutions from the Russians:
.Artem, a bully; Elena, a fish-peddler in love
with .Artem, and her husband, (ieorgy. .Arteni
has no use for Elena, getting his fun out of
life by mauling the populace. However,
Georgy hires four friends to kill him. They
think he's dead when thev dump him into the
river, but he survives and hides in Cain's home
until he is recovered. Then he goes to the
village cabaret and starts tossing his enemies
out of the window. After which, looking at
the setting sun, he r^-marks to Cain : "It will
be a nice day tomorrow."
The audience is treated to shots of fish stalls
covered with crawling vermin ; a butcher smelling the meat he's selling and grabbing for his
nose ; to a succession of incredibly repulsive
humanweak
faces.
It's not a picture for persons
with
stomachs.
This reviewer had to sit throughout the production in the line of duty, but others were
more fortunate. Scores were seen to take seats,
look at the screen for ten to twenty minutes, and
then hurry out. Others, obviously devotees
of "arty" and foreign films, sat enraptured and
also delivered a volley of applause during the
showing of the Russian newsreel. which was
packed with Soviet backpatting.
Don't sho-M it if you want to stay in business.
Produced by Sovkino. Distributed by .\mkino.
Based on story by Maxim Gorki. Scenario and directed by P. P. Petrov-Bytov. .American titles by
Shelley Hamilton. Photographed by Nikolai Ushakov. Length. 7.000 feet. Running time. TH mins.
Release
date.
Tune
6. 1930.
THE
Cain
Artera
Woman
in the
Her
Husband

Market-place

CAST
Emil
Gall
Nikolai
Simonov
Elena Egorova
Georav
t/varov

Lubitsch'sIrks''Silent
Wife Policy'*
Hollywood — Ernst Lubitsch still favors silence so far as his home life
is concerned, his wife alleges in her
divorce complaint, declaring that for
a month at a time he would refuse to
converse with her except in scolding
manner. This and his alleged insults
of family guests and friends, "opprobrious" language and habit of staying
out nights constitute mental cruelty,
she insists. .\ property settlement has
been reached out of court.
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.S'/i'/' it into a program that's strong otherwise.

The Devil's Parade
(I'itaphone

Varieties No. 992—1 Reel)

Unusual

SOMl-: inside stuff on hell, in the manner
of a revue, showing how various pests on
earth get their just desserts from old man Satan, dressed in a Tuxedo. Two choruses, white
and colored, furnish some snappy stepping, and
that don't mean a
there are a couple of songsoriginalit
y makes it
thing. On the whole, its
entertaining. Directed by George Hale. Running time. 10 minutes.
Okay any place.

For Sale
(I'itaphone

Varieties Xo.

Punk

3355 — 1 Reel)

"super salesman" butts into an
A BRASH e's
executiv
office and tries to sell him
evervthing from life insurance to a revolver
with which to commit suicide. The executive
does nothing but register extreme nausea at
he's got nothing on
the salesman's efforts, but
Running time, 6 minutes.
the audience.
play it. do so -when the .uirroundyou ismust
strong.
in<i// hill

Matinee Idle
(Vitaphoite

J'arieties No.

(Vitaphone

Reels)

AXOTHER in th(.- "Xick and Tuny" series,
the two Italians in this instance puttingover some wild slapstick on a sleeper. Nick
loses everything down to his B. V. D.'s to a
couple of gamblers on board and swipes a
woman's dress for protection. A brooch is
stolen by the sharps and the conductor orders
that all be searched. Xick is crowded into the
women's dressing room with a dozen females
in deshabille and there's a riot when they find
out his sex. They're easily satisfied if they
laugh at this one. Running time. 15 minutes.

1.021 — 1 Reel)

Nice Little Short

THE final fade-out twist sends this one over.
Henry Hull, well known stage actor, appears
as a matinee idol, visiting his playwright friend
ht's new
to listen to the big scene of playwrigfinds
best
opus. Husband returning home
to shoot,
s
threaten
and
wife
of
friend -in arms
calls it oldis the supposed kick. Hull laughs, the
situation
fashioned until the author makes
on.
Whereup
wife.
own
applicable to Hull's
Hull pulls the very line for which he ridiculed
playwright. That, of course, sends the play
over and Hull departs believing he is the victim of a writer's trick. Then wifie actually
emerges from her hiding place behind the
screen and goes for the playwright in a clinch.
Directed by Arthur Hurley. Kuiming time, <S
minutes.
Since this is slightly different from general
run of shorts, fry mu.ucals as a balance.

Will Please

aft'air
ill-fate
oi sethe girl
then sad
IT'S
her lover,
andd love
Japane
thestory
betwee
etc.
etc.,
match,
the
with papa frowning on
All Technicolor and pleasing in a mild way.
Won't elicit cheers or groans. An indifferent
short for indifferent audiences. Running time,
8 minutes.
Sound cartoons or straight comedies necessary for surrounding shorts.

Varieties No. 995-6 — 2 Reels)

Has Merit; Too Long

Short

Subjects

Let's Elope
(With Jerry and Betty Broicne)
{I'itaphone

J'arieties

No. 970—1

Fair Comedy Stuff

Reel)

SAPPY dialogue, with but a few light
chuckles, is redeemed in the last few hundred feet by a nicely rendered popular tune
sung by Jerry and Betty Browne, and the saving grace of this reel, which concerns an elopetwo young collegiates. Running" time,
about ment9 of minutes.
Usetureamaterial.
good cartoon

Musical

reel and dramatic

fea-

Moments

(RKO-Talker—\

Ordinary

Reel)

FELIX FERDINANDO and his orchestra,
dressed in Spanish costumes, render several
stale selections in an uninspired manner, and
make several puerile attempts at comedy. A
pair of Spanish dancers are better than average.
Running time, 11 minutes.
Spot in zvifh a bill that needs musical difertissement.

The Nagger
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1,01-4 — 1 Reel)

So-So Stuff

HENPECKED
husbands— there must be
some left — ^may get a kick out of this
bedroom line of chatter between Jack Norworth and wife. It's the old wheeze of the
jealous wife suspecting husband has been playing around with another woman and her efforts— successful — at keeping him awake. Not
very funny. Running time, 10 minutes.
Strong shorts essential to buhvark this dud.

23 Skiddoo
(Vitaphone

J'arieties No.

1017—1

Lew Fields Amuses

Reel)

BACK

to the days of lager and Lillian Russell, "23 Skidoo" takes place in one of
these beer gardens that used to be. The bustles
of the women and the sideburns of the men
supply the background and Lew Fields, of the
famous Weber and Fields combination, the
comedy. Generally amusing, often draggy, this
short will get by to average satisfaction. Running time, 10 mins.
Cartoon

comedies n'ill go

ivell w'lth this.

What a Life
(I'itaphone J'arieties No. 995-6—2 Reels)

The Japanese Bowl
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 3,899—1 Reel)

1030

Taxi Talks

Off to Peoria
(RKO-Talkcr^l

If.

Pictures

On

Opinions

N e ic s

Clever

A

SATIRE

on prison life and prison reformers that's novel and funny all the
way through. On the threat of a bunch of reformers that they would complain to the governor if he did not treat the prisoners "humanely," the warden goes all the way, allowing the inmates to play golf, have stock tickers
in their cells and <lress in swell togs, with the
keepers "yes-siring" them. It clicks a bunch of
laughs. Running timd, 14 minutes.
Will help a iveak feature.

HA.S merit and too nuich footage. Fifteen
minutes of running time stretches the
values pretty thin. Opening scene shows a ta.xi
driver under a third degree. He tells his story
and by flashbacks the action is told. First episode shows a college boy and a fiapper with
the boy on the make, secondlv is the gold digger and the southern colonel, and lastly, a dramatic episode between a gunman and his moll.
Shoot-'em-up wants to rid himself of sweetie
who knows he has fallen for another gal.
Finally, she stabs him and orders the driver
to take her to the police station. Treatment and
idea
a bit different;
is this short's
value.areRunning
time, 15 therein
mins.
Good short for light feature.

Holland
(J'itaphone

J'arieties No. 3,897—1

Reel)

Repetitious
DON'T
I Thissong
Vitaphoner
is built
up
aroundshoot
a theme
that warbles
about
lips that meet in tulip time. .\n all-color release and nicely photographed at that. The
number is pleasing enough, but becomes tiresome due to the persistence of Jack Haskell,
the director, in repeating the song. Will get by.
That's all. Running time, 8 minutes.
Don't forget
theComedies
neztfsreel. and cartoons here.

Screen

Snapshots

(Columbia-']Mild
a I ker — 1 Reel)

ARTHUR is "master of cereJOHNNIE
this issue,
intimate
oft'-thelot shots aremonies" inshown
of and
Douglas
Fairbanks,
Mary Pickford, Hobart Bosworth, Alexander
Grey, Bernice Claire and Raymond Hatton.
The Doug-Mary sequence evidently was taken
from a newsreel. The rest of it is rather
amateurish.
Running time, 9 minutes.
Okav for an\ tvpc of bill.

Ardent fans 'cill

Ryan and Lee
(Vitaphone J'arieties
FlatNo. 1029—1 Reel)
like if.' still they come. Another vaudeville
AND
sketch transferred to celluloid. Ryan and
Lee are the principals in this dull affair which
has something or other to do with failure to
pay the rent and complications that follow.
The only laugh in the picture is the sequence
where a stray dog, for which the couple thinks
a reward has been offered, undergi^es a washing, loses his black ears and the reward with
it.- Running time. 9 mins.
Bolster it heai'ily. Requires loads of support.

Done in Oil
(J'itaphone J'arieties No. 3881—2 Reels)

Wholesome and Amusing

NICE, wholesome amusement in the Potter
series. "Done in Oil," latest of the group,
will register with the rank and file because it
will hit close to home. Lucien Littlefield, fine
as usual as Pa Potter, this time gets himself
messed up with a couple of oil promoters,
finds he can't invest his own modest funds because his wife won't let him, takes the plunge
on behalf of the church athletic association
and sells out later to find out the sharks have
really struck oil. Running time, 17 mins.
Worth a plug. Talk about it in your ad:ertisina.
(Continued on next page)
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I he pure heart, the rascally villain who holds
till- inortgaRe, the sawmill from which the
i;irl is snatched at tlu- last iniiint-nt and all
the ntiicr standbys of the 10-20-30 days. Packed
with lannhs and sure fire lor any audience.
Running time, 11 minutes.
Idciil for a society drama.

The Artist's Reverie

The Royal Fourtlusher

( I'liriiilliiuiil

Wittiflionr
THIS

I'liricliiw

.V<>.

A Pippin

975-0 — 2

Reels)

short has more laughs in it than nian.\

a feature comedy and they're almo>t continuous, h'.ddie Buzzell is a riot, the idea hehind the opus is refreshingly original and the
gags, with one or two exceptii)ns, new stu(T.
The setting is the throne rooiu of a castle,
with the king and queen being entertained by
Kddie as a radio announcer. He cops a beautiful blonde with whom the king has a date,
then has a rendezvous with the (jueen in her
boudoir, getting her garters as souvenirs of a
pleasant evening. It is all sheer nonsense, bu^
delightfully entertaining. Running time, 17
mins.
Here's a lifesairr for a ztvak feature.

Stop That Noise
(, L iinersal- Tiiiker — 2 Reels )

Slow

A

I

l\',-,l I

Pretty but Dull

\\ KLL done fantasy, showing an artist's
painting come to life. Frank Cambria produced, and it's somewhat on the order of a
Ntagc presentation. I'.radford Hunt is the
artist and Gamberelli plays opposite. A costume subject that will get by as a pretty affair, but without anv kick. Running time, 10
minutes.
Good balance for comedy bill.

Good Morning Sheriff
{/idiicatloiuil-T'ilkrr — 2

Fine

Reels)

Lloyd Hamilton gives a performance which
will get a laugh from the most frozen-faced
spectator. "Xuff said. The yarn is a Western
burlesque number in which Lloyd, as sheriff,
is i)itted against the town's bad man. Suitable
for any playhouse. Running time, about 18
minutes.

"Al iJoaslxTg, C(jnic(l\ expert at the M-(j-M
studios, is responsible for this one: 'The other
day I. on Chancy made himself up as Irving
(i. Thalberg, went into the accounting office,

* *"
and raised his own •salary.'
'■.\nita I'age is letting no gra»> grow
beneath her feet while climbing the
ladder to movie fame. The popular
.M-(i-.M player is developing a natural
talent for sketching and painting and
plans to stud> abroad at the conclusion of her film• career."
» •
"Lou Chancy, making his first talkie, 'The
Unholy Three,' treats the stage crew at the
M-G-.\I studios to soda-pop every aftern<xjn.
Between scenes he can be seen fastening bottles to strings let down by the electricians in
the grid above the stage. They haul 'em up
and drink his health."

Six Dane- Arthurs Set
As Darmour Prod. Starts
Hollywood — Swinging into his production
schedule of two reel c(jmedies for RKO's
program next year, Larry Darmour has outlined the series of six comedies co-starring
Karl Dane and George K. Arthur. The

one, it's only rein thisSunny
comedy
much deeming
feature being
Jim, one of
the screen's best actors. His parents are unable to find an apartnunt because of the ban
on children and Sunny Jim has to pose as a

Use anythinq hut a Western xi'ith this: coiiicdv drama ti'ill go nicely.

iuist's dummy. It's laborious and
ventrilo<
forced and will
produce yawns instead ol
laughs. Director, Sam Newfeld. Running
time, 21 mins.
Will get by if the other units on the bill
have strength.

Fine Cartoon

first has been completed under title of "Men
Without Skirts." with others of the series

THKRE are quite a few laughs in this Max
Fleischer cartoon. It has some novel gags,
and for those who enjoy these exaggerated
affairs, it has lots of laughs. The kids will
pronounce it a wow. The spider and the fiv
fable here is given the funny t'^eatment that
only these cartoons can provide. Running
time, 7 minutes.
For any kind of program.

including "Broken W edding Bells." "Dumbbels in Derbies,' "London Dry." "Dizzy
Dates" and "Knights Before Xmas."
Louise Fazenda's initial Darmour comedy.
"Pure and Simple." is slated for ])roduction

NOT

The Stand Up
(Vitaphone

Varieties

Xo.

3,762—1

Reel)

Fair
BOBBY \V.\TSOX beads the cost of this
little drama, which is well done, if filled
with implausibilities. .-V rich broker, staging a
party for a dame on New Year's
dinner
little gets
mad when she tails to show up on
eve.
time and tells his butler to go out and bring
in any person to be his guest. He brings back
a bum who, believe it or not, turns out to be
one of the dame's suckers. He bows out with
a $20 bill, telling her, when she appears, that
once she won't get his roll. Running time,
7formins.
Okay for a feature comedy.

Reels)

Extremely Pleasing
Combining all those elements which go to
make up a well balanced two reel subject with
a high entertainment \alue and plenty of class.
It has color— Mack Sennett's own process — of
the best ; love and comedy interest, intelligent
dialogue and a well placed cast. Songs and
music are tuneful. Xeed you ask for more.'
Sennett produced with Marjorie Beebe and
George Duryea featured : both render splendid
performances.
Running time, about 19 minutes.
Ideal viusic and comedy number to use icilh
a dramatic feature.

An III Wind, or No Mother to
Guide Her
(Vitaphone

I'arieties

Xo.

Good

Reel)

Come TakeAirship
a Trip in My
(Paramount-Screen .S'ong — % Reel)
THE
bouncing ball again in a community
song number that has some novel effects
and laughs. Krazy Kat gets a piano and starts
the ball rolling, or rather bounding. It features the title song, a hit of several years ago.
and there are some funny drawings to illustrate progress of the trip. Running time, 7
minutes.
Spot in anyTvhcre.

Radio Kisses
{Educatwnal-Talkcr—l

Wise Flies
{Paramount -Talkartoon — ^

41W7-8— 1 Reel)

of the old-time meller. done
A k-inBURLESQUE
the style recently made famous in Hoboken. with the audience hissing the villain,
wildly applauding the hero and heroine and
giving the razz to the dirty work. It's got the
"papers," the poor but honest lad, the girl with

Roger's Film Follows
''All Quiet" at Carthay
Hollywood — Will Rogers' second starring
talker, '"So This Is London," has been set
into Fox Carthay Circle for a Los Angeles
run starting June 19.
Universal's "All Quiet on the Western
Front" is currently in the house and will
round out a total of ten weeks before it
moves out.

Del Rio-Lowe Run Switched

in July, to he followed by ".A Fall to Arms."
"Too Hot to Handle." "Treat 'Em Handsome," "Second Hand Kisses" and "Blondes
Prefer Bonds." Eight Mickey McQuire
comedies are on the schedule for direction
by Al Herman ; with Lewis Foster and Phil
\Vhitman slated to handle the two other
starring
series.

''B'way Revel" on the Ether
Paramount's

broadcast this week will be

a musical
Revels,"
going
over presentation.
the Columbia"Broadway
network Saturday
at 10 P. M. Paul Ash is scheduled to act
as m.c.

Canadian Landmark Passing
Toronto — The Regent, first house of the
Famous Players Canadian chain, is to be
dismantled. The house was opened 14 years
ago by X. L. Xathanson.

Newmeyer Back in Astoria
Preliminary production plans for "Best
Peoi)le" were launched at Paramount's Flastern plant by I^'red Xewmeyer. who returned
earlier in the week from a brief Hollywood
vacation.

Golf Tourney Monday

"The Bad One " was premiered Tluirsdav
at the Rivoli, New York. Original plans
called for first presentation at the Rialto.
Dolores Del Rio and Edmund Lowe are
teamed.

Des Moines — Annual golf tournament of
distributors and exhibitors is to be held
here Monday atid Tuesday. More than 200
entrants are expected.

Explorer Returning

Pioneer Showman Dies

Connnander G. .M. Dyott. who made
''Hunting Tigers in India" for Talking Picture Epics, returns Sunday from his latest
expedition to India.

Fairmount. W . \ a. — Robert E. Fisher,
pioneer theatre operator of this city, died
recently at the State Tuberculosis Sanitarium, Homemount. W. \'a., aged 47.
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High and Low
On Music Row
WITH
"Mysterious Mose" and "Dancing
with Tears in My Eyes" already in great
demand with our dear music buying public, M.
VVitinark & Sons has augmented its catalogue
with several new numbers, "In the Good Old
Sun-Sunshine," by Al Lewis and AI Sherman ;
"Wasn't It Nice" and "Next to Your Mother,"
by Joe Young and Seymour Simon ; "Things
That Money Can't Buy," by Irving Caesar and
Seymour Simon, "and "Along the Highway of
Love," bv Tommy *
Christian
* * and Blaine Stone.
Miracles liappen right under people's noses
and are unnoticed. Of the nine sonc/s zvhich
ncnv grace the catalogue of Leo Feist, not one
has the word "Love" in its title. Here they
are : "Around the Corner," by Gus Kahn and
Art Kassel; "Doimi the Rii'er of Golden
Drcanis," by John Klenner and Nat Shilkret;
"If My Friends Find You They'll Steal You
From Me," by Gus Kahn and Seymour Simons; "It Happened In Monterey," by Billy
Rose and M'able Wayne: "Where the Golden
Daffodils Grow," by Gus Kahn and Harry
Archer; "The Song Without a Name," by
Renec Russell; "Alone icith My Dreams," by
Gus Kahn and Harry Archer; "You're the
Szueetest Girl this Side of Heaven," by Gus
Kahn, Carmen Lombardo and Harry Archer,
and "If I Had Are
a Girl
McDermott.
we Like
right fYou," by Louis W.

* *

*

Rudy Vallee seems to have taken a liking to
Max Rich's new song, "My Bluebird was
Caught in the Rain," published by Irving Berlin, the famous wielder of the megaphone having crooned aforesaid number several times in
the past few days. Moishe the Gonnif says,
"Vv not? It's a goot
* sonk,
* * too."

Picture
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U. S. Conspiracy
Trial on Coast
Slated Aug. 18
Los Angeles — Trial of the government's
conspiracy action against Fox West Coast
Theatres, Harold B. Franklin and a number of distributors is scheduled to start in

Pat Flaherty, general manager of Red Star
Music Co., has fully recovered from his operation and is rarin' to go after receiving icord
from his Nciv York office that representatives
of mechanical companies, at a preview of
"Cheer Up and Smile," ivere het up over the
possibilities of the Klages-Greer score, which
includes "Where Can You Be?" and "The
Scamp of the Campus."
* * *
Over 40 years ago, Chas. K. Harris wrote a
song entitled, "When the Sun Has Set." which
he placed with Witmark. On receiving his
roxalty check for the enormous sum of $.84
(eighty-four cents), Harris wrote a letter to
Isadore Witmark, saying: "I have framed your
check, it being the lowest royalty check I've
ever received." Isadore wrote back. "We have
framed your song, it being the only song w-e
have ever published that didn't sell."
P I N C IKS

WITH
Lillian Roth starred, "The Picnic,"
the launched
first of the
newParamount
"personality
has been
at the
New series."
York

the musical hits of Maurice Chevalier's "The
Love
and hit
composed
zcas a Farade"
tremendous
several "Marquita,"
years ago. which

San Francisco — Police here are seeking
the vandals who placed a time bomb on
the roof of the Royal. The culprits apparently sought to wreck the projector, but
failed in their objective. The bomb ripped
a hole in the roof and scattered bits of
steel about the booth, but failed to damage
the sound reproducer. The bomb was timed
to explode after the show.
Reward of $1,000 has been offered by
the Theatrical Federation of Unions, which
is co-operating in trying to locate the culprits. Racketeers are suspected of the
outrage.

Larry Williams, photographer at the Paramount New York studio, is now at work shooting "The Sap From Syracuse," starring "I
Get It Kid" Jack Oakie. Larry has recently
added "Leave It to Lester" and "Y'oung Man
of Manhattan" to his string of pictures.

Staging of Pictures
Before Audience Planned

be "Dancing Fathers," to he followed bv
"In Oklahoma."

*

Infore
N, thY,e St''udMiiokes''
Be

Frisco House Damaged by
Bomb Planted on Roof

Shapiro-Bernstein will publish two songs
from "Night Work," forthcoming Pathe production starring Eddie Quillan. "Deep In My
Heart," the theme song, is sung by Eddie Quillan and Sally Starr, while Margery "Babe"
Kane warbles a novelty called "I'm Tired of
My ris
Tired
May."
wrote the
tunes.Ted Snyder and Mort Har-

* *

1930

studio under Norman Taurog's direction. The
entire series will be one-reelers and will star
featured contract players of this company, including Ginger Rogers, Frank Morgan and
Charles Ruggles, the latter already havmg been
featured in several two-reelers.

Hollywood — In planning production of
Liberty Pictures, M. H. Hof¥man and the
Halperin Brothers intend to stage the rehearsals ofeach individual picture in front
of a regular theatre audience. Arrangements have been made with Loring Kelly
of the Manhattan Players to present the
rehearsals in various small theatres in vari-

*

14.

Federal Court here August 18. The indictments grew out of alleged agreement of
defendants to freeze-out independent exhibitors through long protection.
Fox West Coast and distributors have
hastened adoption of a new set of zoning
rules, in what is regarded here as a move
to forestall further government activity
with respect to protection. The zoning
schedules adopted here may be made the
basis of a national zoning plan.

Talking about Rudy Vallee reminds us that
the crooner's decision to enter politics looks
like a scheme on the part of megaphone manufacturers to introduce into Congress the most
modern and up-to-date method of speaking,
'Aa the megaphone. Rudy Vallee is ivithout
a doubt the most logical choice to become standard-bearer for the M. M., having already
made a successful debut in the Capital as guest
artist of the First Lady of the Land.

* *

June

ous southern California towns. Liberty's
first picture to be made in this manner \vill

Inspecting Cooling Plants
George Skouras, of Warners' theatre department, Herman Maier, chief of construction, and Joe Hornstein, general purchasing agent, are touring New England states
to inspect refrigeration plants in Warner
theatres. Following their survey, installation of cooling systems, whicli was announced some time ago. will begin in the
New England theatres.

All Is Not Quiet
Lou Handman and Bernie Grossman,
staff composers for Universal, have
written a song, "All Quiet on the
Western Front," which is the theme
song of the war epic of the same
name, although not synchronized.
Handman, Kent & Goodman are the
publishers.

* *

*

Director Victor Schertsinger, now at work
on "Heads Up," starring Buddy Rogers, has
again given way to the urge and has composed
two nezv songs for this vehicle, one to be sung
by Buddy and the other by Helen {Boop-boop-a
doop) Kane. Schcrtzinger is responsible for

// Heywood Broun, colymnist for tlie New
York Telegram, had seen the lineup outside
Fred Graf's hairdressing emporium at Paramount's Astoria lot last week he would have
thought that he ims again going the rounds at
the little church around the corner. But stay
your fears. It hkis merely 68 extras who had
to submit to the regulation haircut called for
in the military scene of "Heads Up." Next!
Lulu McConnell and Sydney Aylesworth
have recently completed a hilarious comedy
short, "Red, Green and Yellow," under Mort
Blumenstock's direction. Mort is all set to do
"Let's Sing," featuring Tom
Howard.
About 15 years ago two unknown struggling
song zcriters decided to collaborate and wrote a
song, "When You Want 'Em You Can't Get
'Em and When You've Got 'Em You Don't
Want 'Em," which zvas published by Harry
Von Tilser. The aforesaid struggling songivriters are George Gerslnvin, composer of the
famous "Rhapsody In Blue," a}id Murray Roth,
director-in-chief at the Warner eastern Vita* * *
phone studio.

Flatat Warner's
writer of
staffauthor
Stanley
five Vitaphone
is the
plant,Rauh,
bush
varieties appearing simultaneously on Broadway last week. Thev are "Absent-minded,"
"Nile Green," "The Collegiate Model." "The
Devil's Parade" and "Matinee Idle." Since
first hanging his hat at the Vitaphone factory
across the Brooklyn Bridge last January Rauh
has completed 20 varieties.

* *

*

Phoebe Foster, leading lady of "Topase,"
has joined "the big parade" of Broadwayites
who seemingly head for Coney Island but later
prove that their destinations haz-e been reached
zi'hen they alight at Avenue M. zi'here the
Eastern Vitaphone studio is located. She is cofeatured ztfith Ernest Glendenning of "The
in "Grounds for Murder,"
Strange Interlude"
a comedy written by Wallace Sullivan and
Burnet Ilershev. Harold
* * *Bemtdine directed.

Levy, musiBeginning next Sunday, Harold
cal director at the eastern Vitaphone studio,
will conduct the Eastern Vitaphone Symphony
Orchestra, consisting of 55 pieces, in a series of
concerts every Sundav afternoon at the Beacon.
SLEUTH
STUDIO
THE

June

14 ,

19 JU

Telegraphon Wins
Patents Victory
In German Conrt
Berlin — Rfgarded as far-reaching in importance, so far as manufacture of sound
tilm records in Germany by any other linn
is concerned, is the victory of Tobis' ally,
Telegraphon A. G. over Artiphon Record.
As a result, Artiphon has been forbidden
to use the electro-niagneting process in
making other than ordinary phonograph
records, and is held liable for damages for
sound tilm records declared illegally manufactured. Artiphon in I'^iS was licensed to
make phonograph discs, but subsequently
made sound film records.

W, E. "Propaganda'' Is Hit
By Writ of German Court
Kerlni — Westerr. I'.lectric has been furbidden to spread alleged propaganda in connection with claims of installations declared
to be untrue in a decision handed down by
District Court No. 1 in an action brought
Appeal
by Tobis.
ordered
to pay
costs.was denied and W. 1"..
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Syncr()di>k
Junior Turntable
attiu-hfd
Simpb'x

Poor Business in Paris
Starts Selling Movement
Paris— No less than ten theatres changed
hands recently in Paris, three in the suburbs and seven in the provinces, because
of poor business.

Mexico Would Knife U, S.
Talkers by Double Tax
Mexico City — In an attempt to encourage
Spanish talkers, and stop importation of
talkers in English, the government has decided to double the tax on the latter.

British Exhibitors
Again Attempt Co-op
London — Formation of a buying combine
to preserve the independent exhibitor in
Great Britain now is being studied by a
committee of the London and Home Counties C.E.A. A previous booking combine
failed two years ago.

Warner and Kolorgraph in
Deal for Nakken Patents
Kolorgraph will produce non-theatrical
shorts under the Nakken sound patents, a
license having been secured from Warners,
who control.

to

IVdjoctor

The Swedes
Bane Very Different
Over 90' , are dead set against the talkies — comes the
word from Sweden.
But here, at home, in the U. S. A.
90% vote the other way;
For the Talkies?— YEA! I !

*'3rd Alarm** to Be Remade
By Johnson as Tiff, Talker
Hollywood — "The Third Alarm," one of
the most widely distributed silent pictures
ever made by an independent company, is
to be remade as a talker with Emory Johnson again directing it. The picture, produced some years ago for FBO by Johnson,
played in 9,124 theatres of the United
States, it is claimed.

N e iv s

For all you hard-pressed small theatres; for all you
"part time," Saturday and Sunday movie halls; for
churches, lodges, clubs, schools —

SYNCRODISK
$150 per pair complete with

JUNIOR
l*ick-ups and

Fader

— Wherever the capacity is small; wherever it's unwi>e or impossible to
pay $.'>00 for Syncrodisk I'niversal equipment

SYNCRODISK

JUNIOR

$150 per pair complete with Pitk-ups and Fader
— Wherever quality and dependability are in your specifications here is
just exactly the thing

SYNCRODISK

JUNIOR

$150 per pair complete with Pick-ups and Fader
Mfide by Meher in the Weber plant with the same skill, care and accuracy
known well by l.SOO owners of" the "big" Syncrodisk.
Spring
is here. Suspension — that famous Weber feature, mark of engineering skill,
Silent, smooth, even, vibrationless operation.
Tone-true reproduction.
.1// Attac/iments to projector are supplied.
Sold with

Weber

(Juarantee, "Complete Satisfaction or .Money

Back."

Order Syncrodisk Junior Today
15 Export
L.eight Dept.:
Street
New
York
City

WEBER
.„ „
jS Rutter

Machine
St.

Corp.

Rochester,
„
,

N.
».

Cable
1.
,.

Address:

New York
ARLAB.
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''Wedding Rings'^ Ban Is
Lifted by Ohio Censors
Toledo, O. — Fickleness of the Ohio censor board has again been demonstrated in
connection with the First National picture,
"Wedding Rings." Passed as okay b}- the
Ohio board, the picture, heavily exploited,
opened at the Pantheon here just before
Christmas. It was taken out on one hour's
notice after the board decided that it was
not a proper picture for the Ohio public,
and has meanwhile been lianned. It has now,
however, again been released and is being
shown at the Pantheon with practically no
change from the original script and dialogue.

Future for Sound in
French Trade Dubious
(Continued from page 09)
lease season, and when they were getting ready
to send their salesmen throughout France and
to hold trade shows in Paris of their 1929-30
product.
Fearful of the and
adoption
of the chamber's
recommendations
consequently
of being
unable to estimate the number of licenses which
would be available on the market for the 19293(1 season, especially since it was impossible
to forecast the quantity of French feature film
production with the advent of sound, the
.American exchanges decided on March 30,
1929, to make no more contracts for the release of their films until such time as the
recommendations of the chamber were settled
and the situation clarified. This involved the
withdrawal of salesmen and the cancellation
of trade shows. In addition, the American
wiring companies decided it was futile to attempt to sell recording and reproducing equipment with no American sound films on the
market, so they, too. decided to remain out
of the market until some settlement was
reached.

For Sale At A Bargain
One Audiphoiie Talking Outfit, complete with daylight screen. Lanett
Theatre, Lanett, Ala.

Equipment
Theatre Lcjbby Frames, maniifactiu'er to you. Low cost. Gem Frame
Company, 2805 Brighton, Kansas City,
Mo.

News

June

Projectionist wants position, Western Electric Sound. Married man. Go
anywhere. Address Box 687, Motion
Picture News, 729 Seventh Avenue,
Xew York.

For Sale

14 , 1930

Three Iowa Towns Cast
Votes for Sunday Shows

Papa Benny Rubin
Hollywood — Ever since Benny Rubin
became a "pop" he has spent half of
his time playing with the youngster
and the other half talking about it.
The climax came last week when
Benny wrote an article for Motion
Picture Magazine, telling "how to care
forPlace
a baby."
Here's
theicehox
low-down:
hpr milk
in tlie
so that it
keeps
untiltooid'shot,
warm.
Cool itcold:
off HOthen
thatheat
it isit not
hut
he sure it is warm enoueh. Rini; a Kong;
three times to warn bab.y that) the food
Is coming. She will arise to the occasion
by civing three .veils in answer. Repeat
ever.v four hours.
"It is advisaible to bathe bab.v. Take a
broiling pan. la.v the bab.v on top of it
and turn hose, especially constructed for
tilie use of fathers, upon her. The water
will hit her and go through the broiling
space to the re<'eiver beneath. You can
save mone.v by using this overflow for
the next bathing.
"The influence of toys is important. 1
have already given her one little cash
register and an adding machine. Never
give a child an.ything wlii<'h subtiracts.
r^ikewise. ne\ er giA'c her one rubber l)all.
Give THREE, keeping her in a business
mood. I am now getting together a group
<>f pictures for her nurser.y. I luive, alread.A', those of Lon rhane.v, Liiuis Wolheim, Ernest Torrence. Wallace Beer.y and
Victor Mcl^aglen. This is to give her an
impression, early in life, that her father
Is good-looking."

Loew*s London Theatre
Gross Jumps 19 Per Cent
London, Out.— An increase of 19 per
cent in gross revenue during the past year
is shown in the financial statement just
issued by Loew's London Theatre, Ltd.,
the total gross being $278,794. Operating
costs were higher, due to the adoption of
talking pictures, but the net profit was also
higher,
comparative
257
and the
$80,962.
Commonfigures
stock "oeing
earned$86.46
cents per share after dividends of $23,619
were paid on preferred stock. After writing
oflf $3,621 on the talking equipment, the installation added $20, .^18 to physical assets.

Des Aloines — Humeston, la., which had
never before put the question to a vote,
favored .Sunday shows by a vote of 248 to
101 in one of the heaviest votes ever polled.
( 1. L. Wellemyer, manager of the theatre
there, paid the costs of the election.
Lenox reversed a previous decision and
gave a favorable vote to Sunday shows. The
March 31 election saw the issue lost by a
scant 4 votes. At the last election, with a
vote of 336 to 281, practically every voter
was out at the polls. H. E. Hobbew, manager of the only house at Leno.x, paid the
election costs.
-At Favette, the new city council approved
.Sundav films and also started to license pool
halls. ■

Higher Court Reverses
Sunday Violation Cases
McKinney, Texas — Declaring the complaints were defective, a higher court here
has reversed convictions of Roy Brockman,
Eddie Nix and Marshall Padgitt, jr., who
-Sunday.alleged to have operated theatres on
were
Brockman for several years has been city
manager of R. & R. theatres. For the past
few months he has clashed with local courts
on the Sunday problem. In several cases
he was given a $50 fine.

Heineman New "V Asst,
Sales Manager in West
William Heineman, San Francisco Universal manager, has been named assistant
western sales manager. He will have supervision over the Los Angeles. .San Francisco, Portland, Seattle, Butte. Salt Lake
City and Denver offices.
Heineman succeeds G. E. Rosenwald, who
has been ill and has been granted a leave of
al)se'ice.

Baltimore Theatre's Wide
Screen
via Magnify' g Lens
Baltimore — A big screen has been installed in Loew's Stanley, upon which the
newsreel is being projected. The size is
28 by 40 feet and the enlargement is done
by means of a magnifying lens which can
be used for ordinary film. All pictures
presented at the Stanley can be shown on
the big screen if the management desires
to do so.

hotelBristol

Situation Wanted

♦ 129 werr 48*1 XTREET •
Most conveniently located— only a
few minutes walk to all shopping
and amusement ccnttTS— yet quiet
Famous Table d'Hote Restaurants
Luncheon 50c .... Dinner $1.00

A Step Aheadl
You will marvel at
the perfection of
tone reproduced by
these NEW Points.
The only Perfect
Point.

S ILM AN
SYNCHRONOUS
DISC
POINTS
Eliminates Surface Scratch
Clears Voice Articulation
No Blurry, Raspy Tones
Send for FREE

Samples

Alttt A Lit V.nrlr Service

For sale or lease, Ritz Theatre,
central located Main Street, Elizahcthton, Tenn. Rayon factories located here. Write
F. E. Perrvman.

UNIFORMS

Picture

FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Room, Siii-jlc. '2'" - Double '3" Per Da,
Bath. Single, '.J"* - Double •.S" frr Day

COSTUMES

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

Silman Distributing Co.
Somitl

Equipment

620 Grant Street

and

Apparatus

Pittsburgh, Pa.

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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Ch^vb^le^ E.Lewis
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Conducted

By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

The Human Side!

TABLE
Maxfield

ag'o in Caniso long"
NOThridg^e.
Mass., a very eminent yoiincr physician was
told that he had an incurable
malady and that death was certain within eighteen months.
He adjusted his mode of living- and prepared for the inevitable; and at the same time began
a 1)Ook which he was determined
to finish before he died. That
book was finished, he ])assed on.
and the contents of the l)ook are
known to almost every doctor of
medicine and surgery in the
country.

Considering what that youngphysician was going- through,
you niig-ht come to the conclusion that the title of the book
would, naturallv. be "The Cure
Of The J'atient.'"
But your g-uess would be
wrong-. The title was "The
CARE Of The Patient."
The imi)ortance of this theme
was recently emphasized still
more when I attended the Commencement Exercises of a well
known Medical College the other
evening. The speaker of the
evening- laid great stress on the
patient's point of view- instead
of the doctor's.
And stopping long enough to
analyze the above, your mind
should easily swing into the entire truth of the matter.
The human
imagination
is a

OF CONTENTS
Has Saturday Song

Fests

No
Hlues
at Georpe
Irwin's
H.O.
' "Lobby I^afTs," by Dick Kirschbaum
Treece Tied Up the Hall Park
(Jreenberg's
New
Slants

Party

Productive

("rowther Sprang Some
Dempsey
O.K.'s
for
.McKinnon

of

Odd Ones

Instead

of

K.O.'s

Cokain's Advertising Good
Dashkin Jacking Up Jamaica
"Rudy" A. Kuehn
Landy's \A a Corker
B. L. Kearney States the Community (iood-Will Is Important
Ken
Maynard
Club
Was
Oke
for
(Jingell
McGeachie Knows Advertising
E. E. Bair Does Too
Rosenthal's Pictures .\rrive.'
Co-operation Received by McKoy
Samuel Rinzler Master Showman!
Nell is Does Plenty of Work
"Anna Bell Ward Goes .\-Visiting"
F'age a Bra.ss Band for Hendricks
Karle Oscar
Hakes
Tie-Ups
That
Count
Karle
Holden
Selling Tips
Chris
Ad.

Georgas

Gives

Some

Show

Turned

Out

a Good

"Newspaper Readers." by E. Holden
Jump
Carlson's Good Will Stunt
C. H. Stewart
h; .Always
On the
Banniza Rates More Credit
Give Louis Orlove a Hand
Bolivar Hyde Promoted
Fred Johnson Shifts to Latonia, Oil
Citv
Tschauder Keeps Them Chuckling
Tom Kane's Riot Call
Bert
Levy
Grabs
a Seat
at the
Round Table
Sydney
Oshrin
Sold
Son"
to the Bronx
Seel Aided Newspaper

"Sarah

"The F'aramount Pepsters"
Short Shows Them Plentv

and

mighty elastic one. Impressions
are formed (juickly and from
reasons hard for the "other side
of the fence" to appreciate or
understand.
shouldn'troom
the
doctor
in theWhyoperating
take into consideration the feelings of the man about to be
operated on ?
Is it not important from the
l)atient's viewpoint that his
mind be made as much at ease
as ])ossible?" Ts it not true that
in addition to the worry and
strain of the operation that there
might be other things worrying
him and making his battle for
life all the more dif^cult? Maybe he is worrying about his
family. Maybe about financial
matters.
Who knows?
In every walk of life and in
every field of endeavor the human element angle must be
paramount, otherwise you have
built up a wall that will be hard
to scale. When working out anv
I)roblem or situation never fail
to take into consideration the
other man's viewpoint. Put yourself, momentarily, into his place
and see if the picture looks the
same.
* * *
We wonder whether in all of
the above you — showmen of the
world — can't find a decided parallel as applied to our business?
Whether it doesn't strike home
as far as contact with patrons,
employees and others are concerned. Think it over
"Chick."
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Cashing in on his organ
solos enabled C. M. Maxfield.
manager of the Colonial
Theatre in Hartford, Conn.,
to boost up his kiddie business on Saturday matinee.
—
It came
about
like this.
Max uses the organ for about ten minutes on the beginning
of each show and one Saturday afternoon while the organist
was playing a popular number the kids were all humming
under their breath. Then came the idea. Being handicapped
as to organ slides, he decided to fashion some home-made ones.
So during the week he made up some typewritten slides and
printed tlie choruses of a number of popular tunes.
Fifteen minutes before show starting time he got up on the
stage and asked the kids whether they would like to sing. The
response was a unified chorus of "yesses." The kids went after
the plan in great style and as Max says, "It's done more to
keep up the attendance of the kids than anything I've done yet."
The angle enables him to bring them in early, thus giving the
show a clean break and keeping the youngsters out of the
mischief they indulge in by running all around the house
before starting time.
The new idea met with favor with the kids' parents and the
reason they knew that something was going on inside the
house was the fact that when 1,200 kids start bellowing "The
Stein Song" at the top of their lungs it's bound to be heard
for a mile or two away. So when a stunt will meet with the
favor this one has why not give it a trial, especially if you
have an organ and you're not using it. If you can't secure
the regular organ slides, the typewritten ones will do fine and
we don't doubt but that the business you do will more than
repay for the time spent in putting this idea across.

Maxfield Another
To Recognize Possibilities Of Organ
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CLLD
Your

"Box-Off ice-Blues"
Don't Stand Chance
With George Irwin
picture presents to you.

14,

box-office will never

get
the blues
you're P.
as
wide-awake
as ifGeorge
Irwin, manager of the Paramount Theatre in Brainerd,
Minn., when it comes to cashing in on slants that your

When he played "High Society Blues" Irwin
here
was one that needed some dififerent plugging infeltthethat
line of
window display so he tied up with a local ready-to-wear store
and arranged to feature a display of clothing, entirely in blue.
There were blue hats, blue coats, gloves of blue and scarfs of
blue, blue dresses and blue blouses. And to top it off, a blue
gelatin was used to lend a blue tone to the lighting. The unusual shading of the window drew people from the other side
of the street over to look at it and with the picture and playdate being plugged by a sign reading "FASHIONS IN BLUE
FOR MILADY SUGGESTED BY 'HIGH SOCIETY
BLUES' AT THE (THEATRE)" it's small wonder that they
started to line up early at the box office on the opening
day.
In addition to his tie-up in the window, Irwin also persuaded
the dealer to lend him a complete blue outfit to be worn by
the theatre's personality girl, who stood in the lobby greeting
the guests and telling them about the picture. When a showman puts over activities like these it is the logical thing for us
to conclude, since he is a new Club member, that he is going
to be a very active one. Now that George knows our views on
the subject we hope he will take heed and when he sends us in
his next contribution he'll include a photo and a little note
about his career in show business so that we can give him a
regular send-off.

MIGHTY FAST a

We hit a new "high" a few week's back when the Club section ran to thirty-eight
pages. Not bad for a "baby" only two years old.
Maybe those dyed-in-the-wool pessimists will finally admit the Club is really all
that our boosters claim it to be.
And who put the Club and the section where it is today?
Me?
HeU, No!
The credit goes to you members who keep us supplied with the material to make
these pages so doggoned interesting that when, a subscriber misses a copy he lets out a
rave like
N. Y. for
rived . .
blame it

this: (*) "Some one copped
back editions." Or one like
. business went rotten last
on the failure of the News

my M. P. N, twice in succession and I had to
this: (*) "My regular issue of the News has
week and started off worse this week . .
to arrive so that I could have checked up

send to
not ar. and I
on the

attractions booked for this house . . . and would have known they were 'weak sisters.' "
Keep it up, boys, because as "Mammy" Jolson says: "You ain't seen nothin' yet" and
we don't mean maybe. We've dozens of novel gags coming along that will constantly key
up more interest than ever in our own Club pages.
(*) Names of these exhibitors on file here.

"Your Chairman**
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Almost every showman likes
to take in a baseball game now
and then but we guess that
when they look at all the advertising space on the billboards located at various parts
of the field, their attention is
momentarily devoted as they muse on the possibility of plugging their theatre before the eyes of thousands upon thousands
of people. But it usually happens that the rates are so high
that it would be impractical to attempt this medium of advertising. But it is not so in small towns Newt Treece, manager
of the Sherman Theatre in St. Cloud, Minn., has proven that.
His local ball team plays once a week at home and so Treece
arranged to erect a twenty-four sheet board along the right
field fence. To stimulate interest he offered a pair of tickets
to any slugger hitting the theatre attraction while the game
was on. The stunt met Avith immediate favor and it was to be
noticed that the more accompllslied place hitters were lining
their drives in the direction of the right field wall. And every
time the pellet whizzed towards the twenty-four sheet, many
eves wore trained upon its fliglit.
We want to hand a little compliment to Mr. Treece for his
alertness and for bringing this angle up before the Club as we
know his fellov/ members will be very glad to make use of this
stunt if they happen to have a ball team representing their
town or city. Listen. Newt, how about sending us in a photo
and a little dope on yourself so that we can give you an introduction to the "boys," because from what Cliff Gill has to say
around his district, there's plenty of showfellows
about youmanship
being displayed?

Newt Treece Has
A Baseball Slant
That Sounds Good

The
heard
The
that's

Talkie Producer — Excellent! Excellent! I have never
Miss La Hotte's voice reproduce so well!
Director — Good Lord! That isn't Miss La Hotte —
the parrot! — Imlgc.

Anniversary parties as presented by showmen have
proven to be knockouts so far
as "ace" merchandising is concerned. And the best part of
all the Anniversary stunts we
received has been that nearly
all of them have introduced a couple of new angles that we
could pass along.

Theatre Birthday
Was A B. O. Party
For Mgr. Greenberg

When Anniversary time rolled around at Harry Greenherg's
house in Eau Claire, Wis., he tied-up with the local dealer and
promoted a number of valuable gifts that ranged from kitchen
utensils to wearing apparel, jewelry and practically every other
thing that would appeal to the residents of the town. The gifts
were placed on display in the darkene/1 orchestra pit and as the
trailer announcing the dealers participating in the celebration

ASSOCIATION!

and their donations was flashed on the silver sheet A BABY
.sI'OT PICKED OUT THE VARIOUS GIFTS IN THE PIT.
W'liat a word-of-mouth builder this one turned out to be!
Ihe patrons were telling others to go into the theatre and get
a look at this bit of showmanship and when they talked like
that, is it any wonder tliat tlie affair pro\ed successful?
Of course, the well-known double truck co-operative newspaper ads were not omitted in the campaign and they, too, did
a lot towards the success of it. Another angle that created
plenty of comment was arranged through a tie-up with a local
taxi company. THE COMPANY AGREED THAT ANY
PERSON GOING TO THE THEATRE IN ONE OF THEIR
CABS WOULD BE TRANSPORTED HOME FREE OF
CHARGE! And take it from us — that is showmanship. We
could probably go on and set forth a few hundred more details
that went into the complete campaign but since we feel that
Mr. Greenberg will want to let the rest of the world know what
he is doing through these pages we will have to cut this short
until the next account of his activity And we hope to find a
photo in the mail, too. Right, Harry?
Another thing about night baseball, which they are now
playing in the West, is that night is a swell time for what
the umpires
usually get away
with. -X. V
KvcniiiR Post.

Odd Angles Worked
Fine For Crowther
In W. Palm Beach

We don't know whether you
would call this angle that Ted
Crowther used to plug "Party
Girl" at the Stanley Theatre
in West
Palm
Beach,
Fla.,

"auto-suggestion"
"
suggestion"
but reador it"bottle
over
and decide for yourself.
For three days in advance and continuing through run of
picture, the entire front of the theatre from the marquee back
to the auditorium was dressed in a gala effect with banners and
pennants to conform with the theme of the picture.
In one of the corners of the lobby was a table for two — containing a tablecloth, empty bottles, etc., together with a card
announcing the gaiety of the picture and playdates.
.A prominent down-town window was dressed in much the
same fashion as the lobby, using the table, bottles, streamers,
etc.. as well as card announcing the picture, theatre and playdates.
Taken all in all. it's atmosphere and atmosphere without
showmanship wouldn't be so hot. With Ted holding the title
of showman it's no wonder the picture clicked and its success
was due in no small measure to these angles.

"All For One And One For All"

Motion
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BASEBALL!
Have you a local team?
Is the game popular in your town or city?
Then why not sponsor the donation of a cup, to
be on display in your lobby, which is to be awarded
to the most valuable man on the team. And select
or suggest a committee of judges that will make
the gag still more interesting-provoking? Making
sure, of course, that the local papers are in on it.
You might help them by exploiting the home
games and distributing appropriate circulars, with
a heavy head reading —
The

"A REAL DOUBLE HEADER"
Blankville
Giants Play Ophustown
This Afternoon at the Civic Oval
and

June

News

Yanks

Joe Whizzeltiif in "Came the Applesauce" at the
Blank Theatre Tonight
Its only a rough suggestion. Some may think it
rougher than others, but its worth a thought or
two. Maybe it will suggest an idea to j^ou. People
will go to ball games, and if the team is popular
and the weather right, you cant keep 'em away
from the ball field anyway.
And if you do get in right with the team, they
may even be promoted for a personal appearance
at your theatre.
Lots o' angles if you want to investigate. But
it is up to YOU.
We recall that not so long
ago a story appeared in our
pages which credited a Canadian showman with asking a
competitive
showman
in his
town what he thought of a
picture the competitor had
just been previewing at his house. The showman stated that
it was the best picture he had ever seen. The next day the
questioner's ads carried statements to the effect that the manager of the other house' thought a lot of the film. The stunt
clicked and the picture went over to big box-office. Of course,
before running the ad permission was asked to use his testimonial. This was freely given as the showman is a very good
friend of the other.

Jack Dempsey Gave
O.K.To Put Picture
Over For McKinnon

Our point in citing this example of live-wire work is to
bring out what Gordon McKinnon manager of the local Publix house in Rochester, Minn., did with a testimonial that was
given him by no less a personage than Jack Dempsey, the noted
pugilist. When he played "Hold Everything," McKinnon got
a break by finding that Dempsey had purchased a ticket to
watch his pal Georges Carpentier perform in the picture. As
Dempsey was leaving the theatre he was asked for his opinion
of the picture. He endorsed the film most heartily and the yarn
was broadcast by the United Press and carried on the sport
pages of hundreds of papers throughout the country.
Publix certainly got a break on this one and McKinnon deserves abig hand for being wide-awake to take advantage of
the opportunity. We would like to hear more from this showman. And by the way, he has already cashed in on Vacation
Time by tying up a local travel agency and securing a free
cruise around the Great Lakes to be given away in connection
witk a business building contest he was promoting. This timely stunt is eliciting a lot of comment and though it hasn't been
awarded yet we know that it is going to prove profitable, and
we hope that he will keep us in touch with the final result.
What do you say Mac, keep us posted on it, will you, and how
about obliging us with your photo and a little dope about yourself?
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Many Good
Slants
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News-

^^

^^^

been

wondering

^^out the whereabouts
pf
Ralph Cokain, manager of the
Indiana Theatre in Marion,

"^^'^■''^^^^^^^^^^^^1^^^^-

rived
at Club
headquarters
and found out that he has
been very busy pulling some stunts that had the town gazing
and gaping and for that reason remained sort of out of touch
with his fellow members. However, Ralph assures us that in
the future he will resume his active contributing and not cause
us so much anxiety about him.
When lie played "Hold Everything," he arrived at the conclusion that the picture should be sold and sold well.
So to
that extent he started stepping and promoted a full-page cooperative page from the
Read E««T tui Cvcfulr "1 See "Hre Show For a Few Minutes Work! ha ViHt IKem Don
local merchants in
Ten P«in <A Tictrts Will Be Gisen li
town. And since a page
t Lctten That .M^v
of this kind is no easy
matter to secure in his
town we decided to let
you see what sort of
thing he turned out.
In order to stimulate
interest and also to
find out the drawing
power of the special

paper

Activities

HOLD

EVERYTHING

page,eltyhe
novinto itinjected
in the form
of a contest. In case
you cannot discern it
from the reproduction,
we'll tell you that it
was
stunt.a "Missing
A letter Letter"
or two
was missing at some
place in all the ads and
the readers were invited to find them and
correct them. The completed letters, when orderly arranged, spelled "Hold Everything." The success of the ad was seen in the number of replies received at the theatre, with Ralph being almost swamped
by mail. And with so many people interested, it stood to reason that the picture would click, and click it did. Incidentally,
should you decide to use this stunt on any picture you're playing don't overlook the fact that "Hold Everything" is the one
thing that predominates on this page and if your picture's title
will fit in a running head it will pay to work it in.
Having the interest of his fellow showmen at heart and knowing a good gag when he sees one, Ralph passes along a stunt
that he picked up in Indianapolis and used at his house, during
the sliowing of Chevalier's latest opus "Tlie Big Pond."
He tied-up with the local newspaper and arranged to have
the staff photographer snap people on the street. When the
group picture was published in the paper, rings were drawn
about the heads of certain persons (men). The men, who were
thus catalogued were invited to call at the local hat store and
receive, free of charge, A NEW STRAW HAT. Here's an
idea that at this time of the year is a corker for you. Your
newspaper tie-up should be easy and a little persuasion on your
part ought to convince your local haberdasher that the publicity resulting from a. stunt like the above will eventually mean
added business for him. Go after this one, hook, line and sinker and you'll find that it's good business building bait.
With his starting off like this, wc believe that Ralph is more
than sincere in his determination to once again enter our active
fold and pass along accounts of his live-wire work.

C. E. WHELAND

Says:

"/ have been kept busy digesting the many and
helpful suggestions and campaigns of my fellow
members. I have found your Department very
helpful."

Manager, Twin City Theatre Co.,
Uhrichsville, Ohio.
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Railroad Tie-Up
Went Over Bi^ For
Bolivar
Hyde,
Jr.

We figured it would be only
a matter
of time before
a
couple
of brand
new
ones
would
be forthcoming
from
Bolivar
Hyde's
stronghold
the Polk Theatre in Lakeland,at

Fla., and for that reason we
sat back to see what this live-wire was going to pull. Imagine
our surprise when we heard that he crashed the railroads for
publicity.
I lore's how it came about. Through a tie-up he arranged
witli tlie Atlantic Coast Line R. R., he was permitted to place
banners on the engines stopping at Lakeland and the adjoining towns.
The stunt
banners
"Theseen
Vagabond
King."
Inasmuch as this
had plugged
never been
before in
Lakeland
or the other towns the natives paid special attention to it and
as a result eventually hit the theatre and slapped down their
ilough at the box-otVice.
Here's something that perhaps you too can use. There may
be a trunk line, or some other branch line running along
through your town. And if so it will pay you to use a stunt of
this kind and the little delay you might have to go through in
placing the banners will more than be paid for later on. We
want to thank Bolivar for passing this one along to us, and say

CLIJC
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Calendar^^

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you
can turn them into "money dates" f»r your
theatre.

JUNE
School Graduation Tie-Ups This Month

that
if hehow
gets heanydoes
more
find out
it. new ones we'll have to investigate and
Archaeologists are in doubt about the use of a strangely
shaped
jar which
was found
recently in a tomb
at Luxor.
It was probably a bridge prize. — Dublin Opinion.

Ten days straight run on a
picture, according to Irving
Dashkin, managing director
of the Savoy Theatre in Jamaica, New York, is a mark for
the rest of the Jamaica houses
~~
to shoot at. For that's the
record his house hung up on "Disraeli," and it may have been
due in considerable extent to his A number one publicity campaign, which, to
though
haven't
on hand at this time, we
will endeavor
pass itwealong
in theit future.

Dashkin Bids Fair
To Create A Fine
Name For Himself

However, on his merchandising of "Across the World With
Mr. carried
and Mrs.
Martin
Johnson,"
he
over
a few
of the
stunts he used on "Disraeli" and
by these you can see what he did
to bust records. The first exploitation stunt he used was to
place a quantity of bookmarks
in all of the public libraries
around the theatre. The bookmarks were placed in every book
leaving the library and gave the
picture some great publicity. To
secure this tie-up without any
trouble, the bookmarks were so
made up as to suggest books on
Africa and in this manner the
library benefitted, too.
He then tied-up the local Willys-Knight agency, due to the fact that the
the Johnson's on their trip, and they loaned
which he covered with banners and pennants
In one of the windows of a large department

car was used by
him a new model
plugging the film.
store he arranged
grouped
of the explorer's books,
and a numberpicture.
a display of stillsplugging
A special morning show
the
around a card
was arranged for school students. Obtaining the co-operation
of the local Boy Scout troops, he was enabled to have the
scouts hand out, at the schools, over ten thousand special discount tickets.
All-in-all the campaign clicked from the minute it started
and when Dashkin counted up his receipts at the conclusion
of the run he knew that he had hit upon the right angles in
merchandising the film. We would like to hear more about
what this showman is doing to sell his shows in Jamaica, because we are well aware that competition around his neighborhood is very keen, and for that reason he has to keep stepping.
How about it, Irving, keep us posted will you? And remember, we're going to hold you to your promise to tell us about
the ■■Baby Contest" stunt you are engineerintr now.

June
June
June
June

17th
17th
18th
21st

June 21st
June 26th

Father's Day.
Battle of Bunker Hill— 1775.
Battle of Waterloo— 1815.
Longest Day in Year.
Children's Day.
First American Troops to Land
in France — 1917.

JULY
July
July
July
July
July

1st
1st
4th
13th
17th

Battle of San Juan Hill
Dominion Day (Canada)
Independence Day
Gen. B. Forrest Birthday (Tenn.)
Munoz River Day (Porto Rico)

July 17th
July 18th

Sherman's March to Sea— 1864
America's
Successful
Counter-attack at Chateau
Thierry

July 21st
July 24th
July 25th

Battle of Bull Run— 1861
Pioneer Day— Utah
Occupation
Day (Porto Rico)
Rico)

July 27th

Dr.

Barbosas'

Birthday

(Porto

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?

And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ^^The Showman^s
Calendar^* Cor an advance tip on
future holidays and events.
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When ever you start out to list those showmen whose
ahiHty lias carried them way up to the top in the showracket, don't overlook "Rudy" Kuehn, General Manager
for Lawrence S. Bolognino's Consolidated Circuit.
Kuehn first startled the show business when he was
born in Milwaukee, — -but of course no one will hold that
against him, — but when he finally decided to make this
game
life'sthe
work
he, atofleast,
startedhisfrom
bottom
the

who was pushed to the top without the much-needed experience
and background so essential for
iiis present job.
To prove that Milwaukee was

"Do
And
"No,

we

"^^"-m
^^^'^1^^
^^^ ^Y,?ager
of the \;
Palace
Theatre
Ashtabula, Ohio, strives to
bring it to his house, it is a cinch that his box-office receipts,
at the end of the year, are going to show a profit.
Ashtabula harbors a good many local organizations, such as
a High School Band, Industrial Art Club, Hi Y Club, Y. W.
C. A. and others of tlie sort that almost any local town possesses. Ithas been Kearney's method in the past to co-operate
to the fullest extent possible with any of these local organizations needing help. He rents out the theatre to them on a plan
that would be of mutual benefit to both and it has never failed
to bring good results. Consequently, the High School Band,
when they needed money, hired the theatre and came clear
with a profit. As did the Y. W. C. A. and a few more of the
local clubs All of these organizations hold only the friendliest
feeling towards the theatre and we imagine that the gopdwill the house has received since these plans wore put into effect has reached proportions that would gladden the heart of
"^

When you stop to consider
the amount of advertising
brain power that is now on
the West Coast of the United
States, it immediately becomes
a Herculanean
task to say
just which is the finest, the
greatest or which is the most outstanding.
We have shown more than we can recall at this writing,
dozens of newspaper layouts, some from Frank Whitbeck, some
from Eddie Fitzgerald and many others too numerous to mention, so we can be pardoned this little outburst of enthusiasm
if we say that for the moment George Landy cops the honors
for doing something decidedly unusual yet mighty effective.
Lest you be confused,
permit us to inform you
that Mr. Landy is the
>I CUCKOOS.
mtl 19 tha
Chief of Advertising and
I CUCKOOS.
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good
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people to I
Landy will keep us posted
people to
14 I
on future stuff of this kind.
I low aI)out it, "c;. L."? You can answer this one better than
we can, and it would seem to us that the activities of the RKO
outfit on the coast ought to be presented to the industry a
whole lot more than they are right now. No sense keeping
good things a secret, because if we all took that attitude, there
would be darn few of us who would get far in the world. .And
that would put the racket in a rotten spot.

ih:o

Good- ^^v'e stressed time and time
Community
• |i
T
T
J
. again, is an invaluable
asset
Will
IS
important in any community and from
•^
B. L. Kearney
Says

you
retire a eyed
loan?**
the wistful
one replied rather sleepily:
I sleep with mamma,'* — El bene ws.

Have You Ever Seen
An Ad Like This?
Credit Geo. Landy

But, here, we don't want to keep this up too long, so
we'll just say : "Hello 'Rudy,' glad to know you and it's a
pleasure to number you among our friends." "Chick"

as

CLUCM

A inew clerkf dictating a letter a few days ago, was in
doubt as to the use of a certain phrase, so he said to the
stenographer :

a magnet, "Rudy" returned to his
home town as managing director
for the (then) new Alhambra
Theatre. What he accomplished
along the lines of perfect theatre-management plus a decidedly progressive style in advertising and exploitation,
is now history, but the kind of history that puts him in
the proper light when one starts talking about his past
experiences.
Feeling that neighborhood theatre management was a
highly specialized phase of show-business, Kuehn fulfilled his ambition to take hold of just such houses when
he tied up with the Consolidated outfit over two years
ago, and the fact that he still retains that position, in a
city where hiring and firing and switching and changing
predominates, is the finest tribute we can possible pay
to his fine ability.
Kuehn numbers among his large group of friends
many outstanding figures in theatrical circles and long
before we had the opportunity of meeting him personally we felt that we knew him for years. As a matter
of fact, the first time we mentioned him on our pages
we were surprised to have several dozen showmen from
all over the country mention his name in their next
letters.

building,

19 3 0

judging from this showman's activities that we have just set
forth, it seems to us that we are going to hear more from him.
So what do you say "B. L.," are we right? You know when we
come across examples of work of the sort you turn out nothing
gives us more pleasure than to pass them along to the rest of
the Club.

ladder and therefore he does not
lit into that class of executive

Good-win

TACLt

14 ,

any showman It pays always to try and help the other fellow
in your town because you're bound to get back that time you
expend, in a lot of good-will and subsequent business.
On his show merchandising proper, Kearney has contacted
with the two hotels in the city and they permit the printing of
the theatre's program on the back of the menus. The manager
of a local music store, being wide-awake, allowed Kearney to
build a marquee over his music stand and the song hits from
current and coming attractions are plugged on it. An interesting item of note is the fact that the dealer's music sales have
almost doubled since the tie-up. To plug his shows about the
town, a special advertising truck is used by Kearney and care
is taken to see that the truck is on the street at all times.

''Rudy" A. Kuehn

^
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Broken; "Swing
High" Hit The Sky

departure from CtuI) methods in handlinq such matters; hut to tell the truth,
liutf/ers \eilson <jot us so
pepped up that we threw discretion to the winds and
said we would "shoot the ir<nks" if he'd send us the
dope. Therefore, if you like the waif the details of the
following campaign are set forth, credit Rutgers and

We are tiyinj" lo piesent all graduation suujjestions as fa.st as lhe> come in. hut there is no
reason why you should wait until it is too late to
work up some interest in this idea.
Surely there are some uaji:s which will just suit
youi' local situation and re<|uirements. JJut ><»u
can't alwa\s expect them to come to >()u. (iet l)us\
and j^o alter them yourself.

those responsible. If, by any chance, you don't like them,
don't blame us, 'cause we DIDN'T write il. — Oak?
Aided by one of the bigjjest advertising exploitation and publicity canipaiijiis seen in Baltimore, l\-uhe's S\\1N(J HIGH had
its premiere at Keith's Theatre in tiiat city Sunday night, May
(til. Laurence Schanberger, manager of the hou^e and Joe Rivkin, I'atiie exploiteer, engineered the campaign under the direction of Ciar O'Neill, director of advertising and imhlicity who
also went to Baltimore for the ojtening.
Every radio station in Baltimore was supplied with orchestrations and piano arrangements of the five hit songs. Numerous
dance hall orchestras were also given music.

Every jjraduate oC youi* local jjiammar and hiuh
school should receive some sort of a conj^ratuiation
from your theatre. Tie in with the schools in any
possihie way. Help them put on their exercises.
Possibly your theatre will solve the seatinj^ capacity problem which most schools have to contend with every >ear.

A special SW'INCi llKill programme was broaelcast over StationWCBM. Sunday afternoon with a variety of entertainment, the theme songs being plugged, of course. A novel contest was arranged on this radio hour, whereby all listeners were
requested to send in the titles of the pictures in which they remembered seeing each of the sixteen stars who appear in
SWING HIGH. A goodly number of answers came in and $25
was given \o the prize winners.
At the Pennsylvania Station terminal the largest sign ever
seen in Baltimore — 10x70 ft. — was on display, as you will note
on the group of photos tying up the SWING HIGH showing
at the Keith Theatre with the recent T.A.T.-Maddux-P. R.R.
Coast-to-Coast air-rail trip made by Helen Twelvetrees with the
film.
bor street ballyhoo, a character well known in Baltimore was
engaged to parade the streets on stilts, garbed as an old time
circus clown, carrying sign on his back announcing the showing
of SWING HIGH
This stunt proved a splendid attraction.

If you have foll<)wed the advice of leading sh(»wmen, you ou^ht to have a corkinj^ batch of j^iaduation suggestions in your "tickler" file.
Time Is Short So Don't Fall Asleep!
The decorations in Keith's Theatre were put up some days
before the opening and consisted of several large clown cutouts,
four cutouts made from the pictorial three-sheet — these were
hung on the marquee — oil paintings representing scenes and
principal characters; and special frames showing telegrams
trom screen stars, film directors and executives.
The posting throughout liic principal thoroughfares of Baltimore included fifty (50j 24-sheets, one hundred (lUU) 6-sheets,
one hundred (100) 3-sheets, one hundred (100; l->heet and one
hundred (100) half sheets. With such an amount of posters it
would be rare to find someone in Baltimore not knowing about
SWING HIGH. Special dispay cards were distributed among
leading hotels, cigar stands, etc.
In the newspapers, SWING HIGH received far more publicity than the nearest competitor, including front page stories
and large headlines on the movie pages. Advertising on a large
scale was done in the newspapers.
Pedestrians must now obey the red-and-green traffic
lights, and what Etn^er Twitchell wants to know is whether
he \.can V. beSun.arrested
for standing
too long near a hydrant ?
—

Some good work was turned
out by R. Gingell, assistant
manager of the State Theatre
in Bethesda, Md., on kiddie
biz building that merits passingAsalong
in thesearccolumns.
Westerns
a big
lavorite with the kids on Saturday shows, he decided to take
their most popular star and form a club to be named after him.
riie actor selected was Ken Maynard and so was formed the
"Ken Afaynard Club." Enrollment was open to all children
under fifteen years of age. and they more than flocked to join.
A special bulletin board of one-sheet size was placed in the
lobby and on it was tacked all items of note regarding the club
and the coming attractions. Special buttons plugging the
organization were given to all of the juvenile members and
in this manner the house received a lot of publicity since the
buttons also carried the name of the theatre. This is a slant
on the kiddie business angle that it would pay you to look
into. Of course, we have passed along similar ideas many
times, but it may be that a club formed after the name of a
certain Western star will be just the medium you are looking
for. In the past we have given you accounts of Mickey Mouse
Clubs, Tom Mix Clubs. Rin-Tin-Tin Clubs, Joy Clubs and all
of the other ideas used by showmen throughout the country
to boost business, so you should know just how to go about
putting an idea of this sort across.
We want to thank Mr. (lingell for letting us see what he is
accomplishing down there in Bethesda in the lines of show
merchandising and we are sure that his kindness is more than
appreciated.

Gingell Organized
The Ken Maynard
Club For Kid. Biz.
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MANAGERS and PROJECTIONISTS
Co-operation Will Pay
If there was ever a time when working together
was more important than now, to the manager
we can't recall it at this
projection
and
fact is, perfect harmony is a
the then
But ist,
moment.
vital necessity in this era of sound pictures. Fact
is, perfect harmony is a vital necessity in this era
of sound pictures.
The slogan of the Projection Advisory Council
nding," and alis, "Progress Through theUndersta
Council were organized
though the slogan and
primarily for the projectionists, it behooves the
managers to take notice of the same things.
Managers should know many things about the
sound equipment in their theatres. They should be
acquainted with the major causes for trouble,
where to look first if the sound goes dead, what it
is all about, etc. And they should, likewise, know
something about projection. A good manager is
a man who knows enough about everything in his
theatre without necessarily being an expert in
anything.
Working together properly with the men in your
booth brings about a closer feeling between you.
It will prompt the men up there to do their utmost,
and then some, to make your theatre and their
booth the finest in town.
"Chick."
Again we have to hand it
to those Canadian showmen
for turning out ads that would
make a mummy throw off its
swaddling clothes and proceed
to the theatre. From the way
~
these showmen are progressadvertising it looks as though it won't
ing in their
be long
beforenewspaper
they occupy a lot of space held by some of our
go-getters in the States.
The ad we are reproducing here was turned out by W. P.
McGeachie, manager of the Algoma Theatre in Saulte Ste.
Marie, Ont., Canada, and take it from us he knows his onions
when it comes to selling them along this
line. The white space
in the center of the ad,
when held up to the
light was seen to contain the words "The
13th Chair." He has inserted so much novelty
in his ad that he decided even to leave out
the name of the theatre. Study this ad carewe'll you
guarantee fully
that and
when
have
a chance to use it in
connection with a fu-

J line
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an ad in the newspapers which carried a heading stating that
"The Princess Theatre Speaks" and underneath carried ^1
the
testimonial of the rival manager. This, of course, was done with
the consent of his rival, with whom he has always carried on
the friendliest relations. Another line that he used in an ad
"Crowds Tell The Story Of A Good Show" will, we believe,
be found useful by some of our members so we hasten to pass
it along.
When he turns out work like this we don't doubt but that
he wants to pass it along to his fellow showmen all over the
world. So what better medium can you use "W. P." than the
Managers' Round Table Club and for that reason we look
toward receiving a lot more of your novel work. And by the
way, him
slip to
our inject
regards
to Jack
and in
tellhishimdistrict
we'd
like
a little
pep Allan
juice will
into you,
anyone
who doesn't seem to be keeping up to tap.
Boss — "What does this mean?. Your brother just called
up and said you were sick and wouldn't come to work
Office Boy — "Why the big boob! He
to call up until tomorrow." — Stimulator.
today."

Here's A Trio Of
N'spaper Ads From
Bair's Collection

wasn't supposed

Holding back on E. E.
Bair's work is like keeping

quiet on a hot tip on a goldplated stock, but the press of
work at Club headquarters in
getting the Anniversary Edition off to press necessitated
our eliminating a number of good stunts from our live-wire
members until such time as we had room for them.
So here's
what "E. E." has been doing.
Being an expert in making up advertising copy, it is only
fitting that when we receive examples of this showman's work

Raise Your Hats
To McGeachie For
This Novel Advt.

ture picture
you'll
be more
than that
surprised
by the interest it causes.
Then when a showman can use an endorsement from his
competitor i n town,
MMMMMMMMMMM«!M!M!MMiM*««M#M«!«M«MMn
that, too, is showmanship. McGeachie did it
on "Sunny Side Up." The manager of the local house witnessed
apicture
preview
and told
that it was broke
the finest'
he of
had the
everpicture
seen. The
next him
day McGeachie
with

along these lines we pass them on. There is no use in our
making a lot of explanations on the ads and picking out the
highlights because we know that if you study them closely you
can see how well "He" knows his town. Especially is this seen in
the "Big Time" ad where he uses the line "Stepin Fetchit Has
Charge dian.
ofAll the
also uses
a cut of
comethis Seals."
tends toHe make
us aware
of the
the colored
fact that
the
sepia entertainer has clicked before in the town.
In the
ads, too, for
"HE"showmen
has followed
out located
the same
angle.
This
slantother
is invaluable
who are
in towns
or communities where they come in daily contact with their
patrons. We don't doubt but that Bair can tell you who Mrs.
Smith's favorite actor is and who Mr. Smith likes along the
actress line. And if he knows one or two, he knows them all.
And that point is evident in the ads. It would pay you, too,
to study your patrons' likes and dislikes. It's no task that will
take a lot of special labor or anything. NOTE YOUR AUDIENCE'S REACTIONS TO PLAYERS IN YOUR PICTURES AND NEXT TIME YOU PLAY SOMEONE WHO
CLICKED IN A FORMER PICTURE PLAY HIM UP IN
THE NEW PICTURE.
We

want to state that Bair's ads are certainly to be commended. And we're also of the opinion that his newspaper
editor thinks so too, because ads of this sort are a credit to
any well run paper. Before closing this little story, since we
know we'll hear more from "E. E." concerning his showmanlike work in a little while, we'd like to say that the "teaser"'
one-sheet that he turned out for "Hold Everything" was a
corker. The sheet was printed in red and white and carried
copy which read, "Hold Everything, Folks, Hold Everything."
'I'he angle created a lot of comment and worked up plenty of
interest in the picture, so that when Bair was ready to release
the rest of his cami)aign he sold them hook, line and sinker.
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With praise of the fine anniversary party he turned out
Lyceum

the

3t

Theatre

in

Duluth, Minn., still ringing in
^'^ ears, Morris Rosenthal is

due
for
another
story
on
these pages, because of the
fact that the photographs we are showing here did not arrive
in time for us to use in conjunction with the complete story
of the anniversary.
On tlic left you see the special front he created for tlic occasion. The bo.\ office had a cut-out beaverboard cake built
around it and was painted in attractive colors. This attracted
a good deal of attention from passersby and was the subject
of a lot of valuable comment. The other plioto is the lobby
that we endeavored to describe in our issue of May 30, in which
we recounted Morris's work. By referring back to this article
you can <)!)tain a description of it.

The cake in the center of the special display was promoted
from a local baker. The first slice was cut by the Mayor of the
city, and besides this it was a "golden cake" for the reason that
concealed in it were a number of gold pieces. We'd also like
you to note the telegrams displayed on the bulletin board,
which got in plugs for the anniversary.
They were purported
to have been sent from Hollywood,
with noted movie stars congratulating the theatre on its ninth birthday.
,^^ ^
^.^
\ Y""^ r'A/irkA/ ^^*(l' iC
-^ '^'-' beauty of Morris's work lies
'" the fact that he did not have to
\5l
LEl'^GOI
mj
rJT^
'
jrnQ! dig down and throw up a lot of
well
His
for the displays.
J:.fat:,, fjp jack
\U
111 nmn
•■«»*%
A
mr
iO|
known
ingenuity
was called into
BIRTHDAY
PARTY
playfrom
and us,
tliat's
it
he the
has result.
turned And
out take
one
of the prettiest lobbys of its type
Anniversary
seen in many a day. Another thing
we want to call your attention to is
the corking front cover he sported
on his anniversary program. It
LYCEUM
would pay you to note the copy on
May lOlh Thru May I6lh
it and also the cut, for to our eyes
it seems to pack a punch that will
sell in any part of the country.
It s Out Birthday'
The program was simply printed
YouT Part)'
ill black on w'hite, but seemed to be
much more than just a program,
due no doubt to the dignified tone
it carried, and the special features
it contained on the inner pages.
And the next time he holds us back on photographs, we intend to spell his name wrong. So you'd better be good, Mawruss, and see that the "whole works" arrive intact at Club
headquarters.
As

ed
J. McKoy i • Receiv
^->
T->
Co-operation
trom
T oPiil

IVTf^rr^Viinf c

usual

McKoy.
Olympia

when

manager

Theatre

James
m
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Miami,

Fla., sets out to put a campaign
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across he does it in a

from the moment he starts.
So it was only natural that his campaign in celebration of the
fourth anniversary of the theatre should also click.
He dressed up the lobby, the marquee and theatre front with
a bunch of flags and pennants that seemed to shout out the
fact that it was .Anniversary Week.
A big birthday cake was

"ALL FUZZY

KDdEir

We recall the story about the school teacher who,
bccominji: provoked because one of the youngsters
in the class K^ive repeated wronjj answers, shook
the younj>:ster for several minutes and then told
him to Ko fo his seat and "liy to see things a lillle
more
And. clearly."
so the story jjoes. as a result of that shaking, everything; the kid looked at for the rest of
that day had a fuz/y edge. The words on the
black-board, the printing; in his speller, the i)roblems in his mathematics book, and everyone of the
other children in the class.
And, this poor youngster must have thought:
"If shaking me for five minutes produces a fuzzy
edge to everything I look at, how can I be expected
^

Hr.

*

*

^

to see things clearer''"
Which is typical of the way some of our esteemed
bosses are inclined to do things when they set out
to make their divisions the "best" on the chain.
Kinda funny, thought the kid, and damned
peculiar think we.
Instead of showing a person the right way fiom
the wrong, they start out to shake everything, including our enthusiasm and pep, and then expect
us to do things better and with fewer mistakes.
Seems to us that men

:(:

of that kind are always

seeing
fuzzy clearer
edges, else
why can't they
see the things
truth with
and facts
themselves?
Or perhaps they are suffering from a constant
case of Superiority Complex. They have so sold
themselves that they are smarter than the next
man. that they begin to believe it, too.
In their cases the opposite results might be
achieved by using the same "shaking" methods. It
may clear the fuzzy edge that follows them around
all the time, so that they will see clearly their
own shortcomings.
Sez We!
placed in the center of the inner lobby all dolled up with candles and fancy icings.
• In addition to this cake, one of the local bakeries baked a
special four layer one and placed it in their spacious windows
together with a sign announcing that slices of it would be given
away at the theatre. Another card informed the readers that
tickets to the theatre would be given to those estimating, nearest correctly, the weight of the cake. The estimating contest
was also announced on slips of paper which v/ere wrapped
about every loaf of bread sold. The papers plugged the anniversary pictures and playdates, also.
Ihrough a tie-up with a candy manufacturer McKoy was
enabled to have them make up a special Anniversary Week
l)ackagc which they plugged with the announcement that every
ciyrhth box would contain a ticket to the theatre. This tie-up
netted him special window displays in the stores selling the
candy and he certainly made good use of his stills to plug the
picture^ and the week.
All of the florists in town were represented in the foyer of
the theatre in the form of baskets of flowers. The baskets were
placed on tables and carried credit lines for the florists as well
as congratulations to the theatre. The newspapers came through
nicely with stories on the various angles and the complete success of McKoy's work was seen in the crowds of people during
the week.
Being one of our real active members it is needless for us to
request that this showman keep us posted on his future activities because we know he is more than interested.
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SHOWMAN!

Gives "His Boys" All the Breaks—

By proving he was not too old to
learn himself, Sam Rinzler convinced,
without lecture or dunning, every man
on his division that they too could
learn and they were keen to prove it
to him by actions and not alibis.

What I want to know is: — what kind of
a spell did Sam Rinzler cast over everynian
in his division? You can't tell me otherwise. Or perhaps, he gives 'em something
to drink that makes 'em that way. And
then head
again, this
yes, time:
I thinkHEI'veKNOWS
hit the nail
on
the
AND
UNDERSTANDS
MEN.
And how
^!
What's that you ask? Who is this guy
Rinzler?
Well, as far as my memory serves me at
this moment, he started way back in the
old Nicklcodeon days when theatres were
more of a gag than a business. That, immediately, makes him an honest-to-goodness pioneer, and we have so many making
a claim for that distinction, and so few
deserving of it, that it really constitutes a
revelation when we uncover someone actually in that class.
And he kept at it, not as a fad or a fancy,
but as a business, and if you doubt his success in the small circuit racket, just ask
anybody about the chain he and an associate operated in Brooklyn. I can remember several of them and they were all successful money-makers long after, so-called,
competition came into the territory and
started to murder the community. What
could be called their crowning achievement
was the erection and operation of the beautiful Congress Theatre, and you would have
to travel far to beat it from every angle.
But, we'll risk the charge of being a
rotten story teller and jump the clock to
the time when he sold out his circuit to
Fox and, although entitled to a well-earned
rest and vacation, consented to take over
the supervision of the entire Brooklyn division. If my guessing apparatus is not too
far out of gear, I think there were some
forty houses
under
his charge.
Back about a year ago when the Metropolitan Circuit started actually functioning,
many strange things were happening, and
to this day I can't for the life of me understand why they pulled some of the funny
things they did pull. But then, they were
in a position to know and I was not, so
that's that. At any rate, things kept humming along with a word or a whisper dropping here and there, and finally some of
the boys whom I knew rather well started
to stop in and tell me about the outfit the\
were working for. But what they told me
was not nearly as interesting as the constant expressions: "Rinzler is certainly a
peach." Or, "Gee. Chick, it's a pleasure to
have a man like Rinzler for a boss.'''
You know, after a while those lines begin
All criticism and no praise, not only
makes Jack a dull boy, but takes valuable brains and padlocks them to the
loss and detriment of the whole organization. Give a man a break and
he'll give you results.

Any outfit operating today with liappiness and peace-of-mind among their
manpower will almost of a certainty
click with profitable results. IT MUST
SURELY FOLLOW THAT WHERE
A MAN ENJOYS WORKING, HE
WORKS BEST.

moment, forgot "his boys" and kept right
on planning for the continued success of
his division and the happiness of the manager's frame of mind. Now hold on to
your seats; he just put the finishing touches
to a plan whereby every manager on the
circuit will get a week's vacation with full
pay. Now that statement may not sound
nearly as important as it looks, but take it
from me, and we are in a pretty good position to know, it means putting over a tough
idea because we doubt whether any thought
to crawl under your skin and especially so
here in New York where many a theatre
executive could well afford a little schooling in the art of running theatres and men.
Then I heard about a fellow who needed
a little encouragement, maybe down in the
mouth from some trouble or other, or perhaps he was discouraged about his house
not going over so well in spite of his best
efi'orts. Those were the boys whom this
guy Rinzler played around with. Gave
them a chance to prove their mettle in
houses where they were better fitted.
Slapped them on the back, so to speak, and
made them feel that they had nothing to
worry about so long as they gave their
best and stuck to their guns.
ft lias been proven,
shadow of doubt, that if
man like a human being
you everything he lias in
ther the interests of his
his circuit.

beyond all
you treat a
lie will give
liim to furtlieatre and

In other words, he gave as much attention to the individual as he gave to his
division and the result was inevitable; they
were for him to a man. And he managed
to instill the same ideas into his immediate
assistants. They too were working under
him with the same thought in mind; give
the manager every break possible. No
wonder he built on a solid foundation a
structure and organization that would be
hard to beat anywhere. It spelt success
from every angle.
The more recent reorganization and
shake-up (if you want to call it that) ended
with Rinzler taking over the Queens and
Long Island division, so that at this moment he has over eighty houses under his
wing and we don't believe we are divulging
any Masonic secrets when we say that
those eighty are the biggest profit-makers
of the whole Metropolitan Circuit. They
deserve to be with every man in the outfit
so thoroughly sold on the circuit and their
boss that they work like Trojans for him.
But I'll hop the cycle of time again and
which
come up to the more recent incidents

prompted me to tell this story.
Despite all the changes taking place in
the outfit, and the excitement for a while
he never, for one
has everyone guessing,

was further from the minds of the "big
shots" than giving the hired help a vacation.
But that was not all, after breaking the
good news to the "gang"' he told them that
for a start-off this year, every assistant
would be allowed an abbreviated week,
meaning from Monday to Friday, after the
house manager returned from his vacation.
And again we say that as simple as it all
sounds, it really represents a master move
on behalf of the men behind the guns. They
sure need a week of rest and relaxation
even if most of them spend it sitting in a
theatre looking at the screen. At least the
responsibilities of their work will be off
their shoulders for one solid week and they
don't have to worry about their jobs either.
They can enjoy that week absolutely assured that their jobs and theatres will be
there awaiting them on their return.
And, before we bring this little tale to a
close we would have you know that Sam
Rinzler put into active practice a phrase
that has become rather crummy. Namely,
the old baloney about "promotion in the
ranks." Yes, I know, you've heard it before, and it always ended up with this boss
or that boss' friend or relation getting the
good houses or jobs. But in this case it is
in actual practice and working so well that
a recent attempt to pull one of Rinzlcr's
boys away to another outfit at more money
brought
an policy,
emphatic
"NO,
thank
you."is
The present
so far
as his
division
concerned, is: assistants to managers, manager to supervisors, etc., etc.
Our editorial this week features "The
Human Side'' of life and we must be frank
enough to say that Sam Rinzler rates the
classification of being a man among men
and a leader of manpower not excelled by
any individual in show-business today, and
one who knows "the human side." We
deem it both a pleasure and a privilege to
dedicate this unsolicited little story about
him and can only re-echo the words of the
boys working under him:
"More Power to That Master Division
Supervisor,

Samuel

Rinzler."

Try showing appreciation instead of
constantly complaining and finding
fault and you will notice an immediate
turn for better operation of the tlieatre. It's a plan that has rarely failed
and the exceptions are mighty few.
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Pageant Committee sponsors for
all the revues.
The ca>t of the
revue was selected from local entrants and they
were outfitted
from head to foot by local merchants. In addition to this the
merchants ran three pages of co-operative ads announcing that
they would furnisli the winner with a complete wardrobe.
The special ads made a hit with the newspaper and as a con-
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year

when style and beauty revues
are
all the rage managers
and many who
upto-the-minute

f"' that ther house is special,y ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ presentation
of one of these revues
are
hastening to take advantage of the stunt.
One of our showmen from Indiana enjjinccred one recently
that went <)\er to bijj liox otTicc receijits. The showman under
discussion is none other than R. L. Xellis, mana^tT of tlie
\'on-Ritz Theatre in Bedford Indiana.
He tied-up with the local newspaper and they agreed to cooperate to the
fullest extent with
him in putting the
[^^
gltfg gfMiMrli Bailj} Stmfa
revue across, as a
local girl was to
b e selected t o
represent Miss
Bedford at the
final state event
to be held in Indianapolis during
June. Nellis then
promoted sistance
theof the
asman handling the
revue for the
state. The expenses of everything were borne
by
the Beauty
Indiana
State

Pf»r»nv
IV^llic' rt;pp>
INeillS
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sequence they came through with more publicity. As an added
attraction Xellis arranged to have Miss .America of 1929 presented on the stage of the theatre. .All of these angles tended
to complete the success of tlie campaign and it is small won-

No story about Mr. Rinzler would l)e complete
without mention of his capable assistant, Freddie
Stein, but we'll reserve our comment about Fred
for another issue in the not too distant future.
Maybe a little tale about assistant division managers could reveal other interesting sidelights.

ANNA-BELL

GOES

A-VlSiriNGI

.Among the most welcome — and when we sa>
welcome, we mean irclconic — \isitors lo Club head(|uar(eis was none ()thei' than one of the ( lub's
most valued members, .Miss .Anna lU-il Ward.
.Assistant .Managing Director of the Phoenix
.Amusement Theatres of Kentucky.
The gieatest tril)ute we can pay the fraternal
spirit of the Hound Table Club is the friendly and
interesting manner in which the membeis fr<»m out
of town slop in to say hello. They always make
it a point to visit us regardless of how short thistay or how busy they may be.
We feel that Mi.ss AVard will continue as an
active member and booster of the Club, and we
look foi'ward with keen pleasure to some of the
information she wUl convey to us via the Club
-And how we would like to take advantage of
pages.
that hospitable invitation to visit hei' in Kentucky
is nobody's business. Maybe we'll get a chance
and drop in. What a surprise that's going to be.
but we won't say for whom.
It was a decided privilege to meet Miss Ward
personally, and if any of you male contenders for
the title of "showmen" want some live tips, just
watch what this "showoman' has to sa\ about running theatres and advertising them.
(ier that new records lor business were created. .And the cut
will give you an idea of how tlie local pa]>er came through
with i)ublicity on it.
Promoting beauty revues are only a side-line though for Nellis.
He even finds time to give away a radio free and engineering a
campaign that was a knockout, complete in every detail. As
most of our members are aware of how these radio stunts are
worked we won't attmept to go into a description of it. However, Nellis used a new slant as a follow up that we are sure
the Club members would like a line on. After the radio had
been presented to one of the patrons he made up a special
letter and sent it out through the mailing list. The theatre
expressed regret because the reader of the letter did not win
the radio but stated that a consolation prize in the form of an
offer of a forty dollar discount on the same model could be had
through the courtesy of the local dealer. We are reprinting a
copy of the letter that was sent out so that you may file it
for future reference, because this will eliminate that ever present evil whereby giving away the radio to one there's a lot of
people disappointed.
Dear Patron:
Last week we presented a Model 92 Majestic Radio to Mr. Earl Bell,
170S S. Street, Bedford.
Indiana.
This naturally meant disappointment to you and our several thousand
patrons, who, tike you, felt sufficient interest in the beautiful instrnment
to hand in their names
ant addresses.
We have this much good news for you, however:
Throunh a special
arrangement
with C. <fi B. Electric Company,
Greystone
Hotel Bldg.,
Bedford,
Indiana,
we are enabled
to distribute
a limited numhe*•'
aluable favors somewhat in the nature of consolation
prizes.
Fortunately one of these favors has been allotted to you, and w^
. 'n make it a lot easier for you to own a Model 92 Majestic Radio.
The enclosed coupon accepted by the C. & B. Electric Company of
this city will be considered as a credit of $40.00 on the purchase of
that particular model Majestic Radio in accordance with its terms.
We hope you will avail yourself of this advantage.
Please permit us to add here that we have appreciated your
patronage during the Majestic Radio Contest and solicit your further
patronage, and at the same time we will use every effort possible to
present to you only clean and up-to-date programs that will entertain
every patron of our theater. Of special interest to patrons of the
Von-Ritz Theater will be the coming of the All-Talking, Singing and
Dancing Stupendous, Spectacular Wonder Show of the season, "HIT
THE DECK." starring Jack Oakie and Pollv Wnlher. A flaming
Pageant of Song and Dance with scenes in Technicolor.
Very truly yours,

liiis angle is a
proved its worth to
We are very glad
as we had somehow
getting set but now

great good-will het. .\n<\ it more than
Xellis.
to hear from this hustling showman again
lost sight of him during the time he was
he will be represented more than ever.
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In last week's issue we carried an article "Analyzing The Trailer" from Frank Whitbeck's,
"Here's How." In view of the fact that the article
created so much comment we want each and every
member and reader to understand our position
regarding, not only this particular article, but
any others which may appear.
The pages of the Round Table Club are open for
discussions of every subject pertaining to the operation of theatres. One man's opinion is as valuable
and important as the next. If Whitbeck tackled
the trailer situation from his viewpoint, then anywith that
is sit
at liberty
have one
hisdisagreeing
say whenever
they s'ant
want to
down andto
put it on paper for publication.
Instead of trying to sidetrack these differences
of opinion, we would much rather encourage them.
Such debates, thru our pages, are bound to bring
about a better understanding of the manifold
problems encountered in show business.
One of the things that keeps
the Capitol Theatre of Steubenville, Ohio, in the limelight is that good-will that
the house secures through the
__
efforts of William
L. Hendricks, the managing director.
An annual event at the Capitol is the extending of invitations
to the inmates of a Home for the Aged, requesting their presence at the theatre. This year the film was "Light of Western
Stars," so Hendricks decided to give it a plug along with the
publicity he was certain of receiving in connection with his
annual stunt.
He received the co-operation of the local Rotary Club and
was enabled to secure a number of cars to be used for transporting the inmates of the charitable institution to the theatre. He then promoted th? services of the local high school
band. The band numbered sixty musicians and all were uniformed. Banners were placed on the cars in the procession,
and a police t:^cort accompanied the cavalcade. The photo will
give you an idea of the flashy parade that was the direct result
of Hendrick's promotions. They marched through the entire
business section of the town, and stopped at the city hall, where
the band rendered a couple of numbers to the enthusiastic approval of the Mayor and then proceeded to the theatre.

We Say That
Deserves
To 'W.L;
Have
A Band Of His Own

1930
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handbills on his picture, and assist him in any way possible.
Hendricks retaliated by flashing a special slide, plugging the
circus, on the screen. Incidentally, on his Sunday show, the
circus owners insisted that they be permitted to defray the expenses involved by operators, etc.
Showmanship of this sort would click in any part of the world
and we must certainly congratulate Hendricks on the work he
is doing out in Steubenville. And say, "W. L.," we published
Howard Waugh's "facial blueprint" not so long ago, and from
rumors that have drifted into Club headquarters he has received a number of movie offers, one to act as "spokes"-man
in "The Wagon Trail." So when you shoot us in your picture
include a resume of your show career to date, just in case Oke?
Small Boy — "What
is college bred, pop?"
Pop
(with
son
in college) — "They
make
college
bred,
—Two
Bells.
my son, from the Hour of youth and the dough of old age."

Though
picture of him weon haven't
hand we a want
to introduce Earle F. Oscar
to the Club. Oscar is the
manager of the Ritz Theatre
in Athens, Alabama, and just
how much of a showman he is
we are going to show you in this article.

Judging By This
Oscar Could Tie-Up
Almost Anything

When the theatre played "Glorifying the American Girl," he
set to work and tied-up the local merchants on a full-page ad
in the newspaper, that was a corker. The layout was made
very attractive by the insertion of stills which plugged the
various
stars inpage,
the picture. The theatre's name predominated
on the entire
there being a
streamer on both
top and bottom.
The entire makeup was constructed
so as to sell and
we have no doubt
])ut
(lid, that it certainlv
A few more of
his activities may
be seen in the
photographs which
accompany
this one
article. The first
shows the cut-outs
he used in front of
the theatre to plug
the picture and the
other photo shows
a window tie-up on
"Sweetie." Oscar's
showmanship
comes into view
when it is learned that due to the absence of a candy store in
the town, he secured a lot of lump sugar from the local bakery
and arranged his display around that idea, with the ultimate
lesult
everyone looking at it expressed a "sweet" desire to
see
the that
picture.
We want to welcome Oscar into the Cluli and we feel that
since he has shown us by his first contribution that he is going
to be active it is unnecessary for us to say more about him at
present. However, Earle, we would like a photograph and a
little
"dope" on yourself so that we can give you a real introduction.

The added toucii of showmanship, in the form of the parade,
was the subject of much comment during the run of the picture and the local newspaper devoted sonte valuable space to it.
Hendricks displayed some corking showmanship in another
angle that he used. A circus came into town on the opening
day of the picture and it looked like tough sledding for Hendricks, but instead of regarding it as opposition he took the
bull by the horns, went over into enemy territory and was able
to effect a tie-up whereby he agreed to run a s[)ecial show on
Sunday evening, (Theatre ticket selling prohibted on Sunday)
for about five hundred of their personnel. In return for this the
circus gladly offered to place Itanners about the "lot," hand out

A WHIZ

IN A WEEK!

That's the record of Ben Sperber of the exploitation staff at the Fox Brooklyn Theatre, and we'll
tell you a little about him and his interesting jump
into the show game

NEXT

WEEK
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If medals for atmospheric
fronts were being awarded
we believe that every showman around Florida would
be in line for one. It seems
to us that the live-wires down
South have been represented
enough times to fill a couple of books of their own. No matter
what the picture is there's bound to be a good front made for it.
We could <iame a large number of showmen around Miami, Palm
Beach, Tampa, Jacksonville, etc., who are "aces" at turning out
knockout displays but just at present this article is to be devoted to Earle Holden, manager of the Fairfax Theatre in Miami,
Florida, who is one of the showmen in line for a medal.
The corking front we are showing with this article was created hy Earle's house artist, (Phil (lunn. we believe) under the
siiownian's expert sujjervision. Since I'.arle did not want the
war motif predoniinating, it was kept down as much as possible. The photo on the left will show you the "symbolic figures" of soldiers
that were
usedthem.
to attract
attention.
catchlincs
were worked
around
The walls
of theSellitig
inner
lobby were covered entirely by beaverboard, depicting the desolation of the battle fields. No attempt was made to show action scenes.
The inner lobby was used as an advance plug as well as a
current one. Inside the theatre, a machine gun nest was erected on the foyer. The guns, borrowed from the local American

Show Selling Tips?
This Story Is Made
To Order For You

Legion, were
grouped
aboutDuring
a onethesheet
the critics"
comments
on the
picture.
run carrying
of the picture
these
machine guns were placed on the sidewalk.
.\ncl incitlentally. the <and l)ags placed about the front of the
theatre happen to be cement bags filled with .sawdust, borrowed
from a local cement factory and turned inside out so that they
could he returned "clean." A trip to a saw mill supplied the
"fillintrs."
filled
bags gave a realistic effect and
were e.f-ier The
and sawdust
cleaner to
handle.

An angle that did a lot toward selling the picture to Miami,
was the special preview that Earle arranged for local notables,
the press, American Legion heads, consuls of all countries, and
war veterans. A card was handed them for their comments,
and these were pasted on a large display board which was
placed on the main street of the city. ALL NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING WAS DEVOTED TO PRESS COMMENTS
AND THE COMMENTS OF LOCAL PEOPLE.
1 lie n()\elty
m across
Earle's atcampaign
way
toward
putting injected
the picture
his house went
and awe long
are sure
that our members, after reading this article, will agree with us
that he knows showmanship from A to Z.
ff the natian's plumbers are wide-awake they'll get together and hire Chic Sate to write a book that wilt do for
their profession what his first two volumes did for the smalt
town lumber
business.
I-itc.

Every once in a while we
have passed along samples of
the advertising turned out by
our Canadian members and
we have come to regard this
phase of their work as a very
important part of their show
merchandising due to the care that is taken in layout. To-day's
contribution for high honors in the newspaper advertising field
comes from Chris Georgas, manager of the Classic Theatre in
Owen Sound, Ont.

Another Canadian
ShowmanTurnsOut
An Ad That Sells

For his showing of "Honey." at the Classic, Chris turned out
this classic of advertising that merits reproduction here. That

CLUB

••^ -^" ^^4

TIIIM< THIS ()\ i:ii!
When a man quits a jol) and .starts all
over at some new place, he sacrifices his
seniority and loses months or even years.
It seems to me that many a youn^^ fellow,
worried over some incidental sli>::ht or some
transient prohlem, quits a Job just when it
is l)eji:inninji: to offer a real opportunity to
him. If he could only see the matter from
the company's point of view! If he could
only restrain his impetuous temper and wait
for thinjis to develop normally!
Rome was not buiU in a day. Promotion
does not come all at once. No company that
is worth much acts hastily; always advancement comes deliberately. Why not have
faith in this principle?
— The Trumpeter.

he knows his public is
evident in the way he
has taken considerable
care to plug both
"Honey" and "Come

"COME OUT OF THE KITCHEN" AND SEE "HONEY"

Out latter
Of theis Kitchen."
The
the wellknown popular farce
comedy of recent years
that met with the public's cordial approval,
and from w li i c h
"Honey" was adapted.
.\ tie-up with local
dealers was the means
of securing ads for this
page. of
As this
is usual
stunts
sort, ina
contest was run with it.
This consisted of a
"Piroken
Letter" gag.
"H" wasin
cutThe
up letter
and inserted
all
ads,
both of asthe andealers'
assurance
of having the ads read and to stimulate interest. Free tickets
were awarded to the first twenty correct solutions submitted.
In the ad you will also note a medium designed to attract the
women, in the form of a recipe for "Honey Date Pudding,"
found in a cook book used by local housewives. This is the
first example of this sort that we have seen in some time and
we want to hand Chris a compliment on it. And by the way. he
received a very nice letter of commendation from the manager
of the Paramount Exchange in Toronto commending him for
his "Honey" campaign. Though the real news lies in the fact
that his showmanship was proven by the capacity business the
house did during the run of the picture.
Hy pa>sing along this account to us. Chris automatically
elevates himself to a top position among the active Canadian
members and we know that he is going to make his future
work so good that he will remain among the leaders.
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M. HOLDEN,

Mgr.,

Publix-Fairfax Theatre
Miami, Fla.
Earle Holden has furnished us with many important and
interesting articles. In tliis, his latest contribution, he
touches on a subject not generally looked upon as important
by many showmen the world over. Follow Holden's logic and
see if you don't adopt a different slant on your newspaper
readers.
"Chick."

Take Time and Care
As much time and care should be devoted to the selection of the
proper reader for your newspaper publicity, as you spend on laying
out your advertising. Because it must be taken into consideration
where people will skip your ad they will probably read your news item
of the day. I do not think that the term "reader" should be applied
to a story in regards to your theatre, if you are situated in a city, whose
papers co-operate to the extent that they give you daily space.
Any little item about patent medicines can be a reader, and each and
every article that you place in a newspaper in regards to your attractions or to your theatre should be real live news and written as such.
The average newspaper reader tires very quickly of reading amusement news dail\' that is of a stereotyped nature, and articles that carry
the sameness day in and day out with the results that many of them
do not bother to look at the items on the amusement page, or theatre
items should they be published under a heading in the newspaper.

Write Them Yourself
For this reason the press sheet should be gone over very carefully
before you grab up a pair of scissors and snip out any old thing.
A good plan to carry out would be to cast aside the press sheet entirely
and plan and write your own news story. I have found this plan the
best in the long run.
And there are several reasons why this should be done. In many
instances the press sheet from the exhibitor is often prepared and
printed even before the picture has been released and in many times
before the final scenes have been made. This means that many items
find their way into the press sheet that would lead a reader into getting
a wrong impression on the type of story pertaining to that particular
picture. For instance, just this week I had occasion to glance very
carefully over a press sheet on a coming attraction and selected one
story in particular which was read very carefully. This press sheet
story stated that "there were hundreds of scenes in natural colors."
Prior to the time that I read the story I had the opportunity of seeing
the picture in question and there were just two scenes in natural colors.
The average reader would have interpreted the story, had it been
published in the papers, to have meant that almost the entire picture
was in natural colors, as to their way of thinking "hundreds of scenes"
would have covere dquite a lot of ground.

Screening Is Important
Much benefit can be derived in the preparation of your theatre stories
for the newspapers if you get the opportunity of screening j'our picture in advance. By doing this you will have first hand information
in regards to your picture and you should then be able to sit down to
a typewriter and knock out an accurate message for the public, one
that will tell the truth and not mislead them.
Besides, much good can be accomplished for you if in your news
story you put some institutional copy and also be sure and make mention of the added attractions on the same program, but all this must be
written in a snappy newsy manner, and not as you would write copy
for an advertisement. The time of performances is also very important.
In other words, place in your news item everything that you would
carry in your ad, but take great care in preparing it, so that it will
not find it's way into the editor's waste basket, but instead in a prominent position in the paper.

Watch What You Print
If time does not permit you to sit down and think out your own
story and you must use a story from the press book, that particular
story should be closely analyzed, and all material that might mislead
the public should be crossed out. The time when you think you can
bluff the public with some hot news about something that is not in the
picture, has passed, and the public wants the truth just as much in your
theatre news as they would expect to find in any other story of timely
interest that paper might publish for the day.
You can still go another step towards the proper preparation of yournews story by typing it out on paper, this even applies if you use an
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Some

fine good-will was secured for his house recently
by G. W. Carlson, manager of

the Peoples' Theatre in Superior, Wisconsin.
^
Carlson
tied-up
with
the
~~ local paper, the Evening Telegram, and the paper agreed to publicize and sponsor a special
matinee to be given to all of the Gold Star Mothers in the vicin-

Stunt

of Carlson's

ity, a plug for "Seven Days Leave."
The as angle went over very well in
reaping benefits too. The front page
a big story extending an invitation to
well
dates.as mentioning the title, theme of

the town with the paper
of the newspaper carried
the war hero mothers as
the picture and the play-

This stunt is only one of the many that Carlson has pulled
successfully out there in Superior, for he is by no means a
.stranger to us, and we know tuat the future will bring more
accounts^ of his work that we can pass along. How about it,
"G. W."? You know we're always interested in seeing what the
other live-wires all over the country are doing.
Manager — "So you think you are qualified for a job as
floorwalker?
What
experience
have you had?"
Applicant — "/ have a pair of twins at home that have
just finished teething." — The Kablegram

Stewart Tells Us
That He Likes To
Keep
Front
Alive

Here's another fine front.
This one is the work of C. H.
Stewart, manager of the Rialto Theatre in San Antonio,
Texas,
and
when
we
get
through describing it to you
(since the picture from which

the reproduction is made was small) you'll see why Tucker is
one of the leading showmen in the city.
Being well aware of the necessity of stressing action in his
work, since he has found that by doing so his patrons and passersby pay lots more attention to what he is merchandising,
Stewart arranged to place special marquee
"dancing with
dolls"which
under
the
to plug
the picture. These "dancing dolls" we believe are
operated by wires concealed
near the doorman or in the
cashier's booth. Another
form of "dancing doll" is
the cut-outs of featured
players, usually in musical
comedy pictures or farces,
that are mounted along the
side-walk in the style we
showed you not so long
ago with a story and picture concerning Miss Anna
Bell \\'ard's use of the
stunt.
Piano wire is used to effect the animation of these.
On some of his shows, Stewart endeavors to keep his whole
display animated and as his house is the only one in San Antonio to use this as a regular feature, persons come for miles
around to get a look at it. With a contribution like this coming from his district we feel that "C. E." is going to keep it
up and become a very active member and contributor of the
Round Table Club and we hope that when he sends along his
next activity he'll include a photo of himself.
item frtim the press sheet. Type it neatly and double space it. The
editor of any paper appreciates copy handed in in this manner, and it
will save many an eye strain for the linotype operator when he places
your copy into type. Any copy clipped that has already been printed
is hard to read, and it is items of this kind that many times end up in
the waste basket.
Most any editor of any paper realizes that motion picture news is
valuable news, provided of course that it is real news. This is evidenced
by the fact that motion picture magazines have the largest circulation
on magazine stands, and any timely items in the daily press are always
welcomed by motion picture fans, especially women readers. But it is
up to the individual exhibitor to keep his news real news and not just
a lot of hash that might be clipped from some press sheet which was
prepared by a press agent who probably wrote the same story for
some other picture, merely changing a few words.
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Every
picture
that isTheatre
booked into the
Princess
in Decatur, Ala., is sure to be
in for a plug of some sort due
to the fact that G. P. Banniza
handles the exploitation cam
paigns as well as the house.
From time to time \vc have shown you many photos of what
he is accomplishing down in his neck of the woods and we are
sure that you will agree with us that wiien it comes to showmanship he is right in front wiUi a big bag of tricks that will
be found to he productiNe of Ixith gooii-wii! and publicity.
In the photo layout that accompanies this article will be
seen some of the most recent stunts engineered by him on attractions at his house. On "The Virginian," an atmospheric
street ballyhoo in the form of an old-fashioned stage coach
was used to excite public interest in the production.
Men,
arrayed in cowboy attire of frontier days were drafted into service
to drive the coach and Banniza
added more atmosphere to the
angle by having the stage coach
carry passengers, who too, were
costumed in the dress of the days
when Buffalo Bill was a synonym
for frontier heroism.
.Most all of ilie Club members
know Banniza by his stunt of running a special banner across the
street in front of his house. In
one of the photos you will see that
he is still using tliis all-important
angle and giving "Rio Rita" a plug
that would sell it to anyone coming along the street whether they
be motorists or pedestrians. On
"Untamed" he made up special art
work for the front of the house
and endeavored to keep the jungle
effect before the public by having
his display conform to the jungle locale of the picture. This
angle was found to be an excellent
slant for attracting more than
passing interest.
In another photo you can note
what he did to sell Greta Garbo's first talking picture in Decatur. Where he gets his pull to erect signs like this is still
a mystery to us but we know that this was the first time that
advertising matter of any sort had been placed in the small
park. The sign board, itself, was so big that the park was
dwarfed by comparison and anyone, no matter from what part
of the town they approached the park were sure to be hit
with "Garbo Talks!"

G. Banniza Chalks
Up A Couple More
Valuable
Angles

If space would permit we could go on and tell you of the
many other marvelous ballyhoos he created for various pictures but for the present we will have to content ourselves
with this brief account as we know that "G. P." will be represented here again with some more of his up-to-date work.

Ri'introducinf/ Our Charter Members!
In response to many requegtM over a ptriod ol monthn, wm
finally got around to compilinfi a list of our Cfiartmr MemfitrB,
toiiether witfi f/ie city and state in wfticfi they were located at tfim
time tfiey were enrolled. Many of them fiave changd poaitiona
or locations, so this list is not correct front the angle of addresses.
It will be uratifying to note that almost everyone of these Charter
Members are still omr most active and interested contributors, which
in itself speaks mighty liigh for our organization. If by any
chance we liave overloolted anyone who feels their name belongs
on this list, start your kicking now and we'll correct the error
it your vitwpoint and ours jibe,
"Chich"

Archie Aldman,
New York City
Harvey "Doc" Arlington
Muncie, Ind.
W. H. Bergman,
Freemont,
Nebr.
J. T. Besler,
Yorkton,Bliss,
Sask., Canada
Maurice
New York City
James H. Cochrane,
Flint, Mich.
C. T. Chapin,
Jacksonville, Fla.
Ralph Cokain,
Marion, Ind.
George F. Evans,
Kingston, Jamaica, B. W.
A. Z. Freedman,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
G. H. Foster,
Marion, Ohio
B. B. Friedman,
Astoria, N. Y.
Lorenzo
Gelabert,
San Juan, Porto Rico
Geo. C. Goethals,
Detroit, Mich.
Samuel Goldblatt,
Chicago, 111.
F. C. Goldquist,
Savanna, III.
O. Fred Glass,
McCook, Nebr.
Frank P. Harpster,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Don W. Hoobler,
Bloomington, 111.
Samuel G. Harris,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
S. A. Haymah,
Grand Island, Nebr.
Wm. L. Hendricks
Steubenville, Ohio
Thomas Kane,
Redwood City, Calif.
Douglas S. Kimberley,
Portland, Ore.
C. F. Lawrence,
Lima, Ohio
Byron R. Linn,
Bloomsburg,
Pa.
J. D. Marpole,
Tokay, Calif.
C. M. Maxfield.
Hartford, Conn.
E. R. Medd,
Clarksdale, Miss.
C. W. Nebel,
Milwaukee,
Wis.
R. L. NeUis,
Washington,
Ind.
Sydney Oshrin,
Bronx. N. Y.
Albert C. Oliver,
Arlington, Mass.
O. B. Olsen,
Richmond, Ind.
Fred Putnam,
Port Arthur, Tex.
Lew Preston,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

Thomas
Roberts, Jr.
"Tim" Roberts,
Mansfield, Ohio
Mansfield, Ohio
George G. Steele.
Birmingham,
Ala.
Montague
Salmon,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Jack
So. Sanson,
Manchester,
Conn.

I.

Lloyd M. Townsend,
Oakland. Calif.
W. H. Whyte,
Hartford, Conn.
J. C. Wodetsky.
Mich.
Ed.Detroit,
T. Zadra,
Manistee, Mich.
E. J. Myers,
Chillicotbe, Ohio
L. A. Wallis.
Fort Worth,
Texas
F. C. Smoot,
Parkersburg,
W. Va.
Ray C. Hickman,
Marietta, Ohio
Joseph W. Frunk,
Youngstown, Ohio
A. C. Himmeloin,
Sandusky, Ohio
Edward
J. Hiehle,
Newark,
Ohio
C. C. Bippin.
York, Pa.
M. M. Brodewski,
Nicholsville, Ky.
Frank S. Mickley,
Allentown,
Pa.
William E. Ewing,
Washington,
D. C.
Irving Berhan,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fred E. Johnson.
Cambridge, Ohio
Herman
A. Schwahn,
Chippewa
Falls, Wis.
Ernest
C. Lackey,
Vancouver, Canada
Ben Muller,
Santa Rosa, Calif.
Harry Sandeler,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Max Tschauder.
Beatrice, Nebr.
F. M. Boucher.
Winchester, Va.
W. E. Belcher,
Rochester, N. Y.
Paul O. Klinger,
Lewistown, Pa.
Matthew F. Anysh,
San Diego. Calif.
Randall Jarabeck,
Chula Vista. Calif.
Ohio
JackToledo,
O'Connell,
Martin A. Morrison,
JunctionA. City,
William
Levey,Kansas
A.

Port Washington,
E. Worden,
Cortland. N. Y.

N. Y.
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It has been some little time

RITZ PATTER
By ADOLPH PINCUS
Manager Ritz Theatre, Lyndhurst, N. J.
This is one of a series of humorous "chats" used by i
Jncus in his theatre's program. If they appeal to you, go >
head and use them
with his compliments.
)
{ah

Every one you meet these days has a cold in
the head, and if there is anything that is annoying it is just that, particularly the sneezy kind.
But there seems to be a significance in the
various kinds of sneezes one hears, and you can
almost tell the type of an individual by the
sneeze.
Now, for instance, there's that "TZZ" sneeze,
like a worm, well that's the shy retiring little
damsel that is often seen but never heard from,
and the "GRUFFF," that the type of a man, big
and fat and plenty of money — and when you
bear "Who Is She," you can bet it's some cake
eater, with a French Beret stuck on his head, a
leather jacket — the shirt open at the neck — no
tie on, and out of work for two years — the
"Kerchoe" sneeze generally emanates from the
poor sucker that has to get up at seven in the
morning no matter how he feels and go out and
earn the family needs — he's too busy to develop
a high-class sneeze.
Have you ever sat in a restaurant opposite a
hay fever patient, while eating a plate of soup,
and have him burst forth in a series of nose
detonations that rock the walls, and when you
leave you look like a leopard — it's a pleasure.
And advice — every one suggests a different
remedy — you take so many pills, that when you
walk around they rattle so loud, you sound like
a crap game.
The safest way to cure any ills is to forget
them — get a change of mind — and the surest
way to do that is See a Good Talking Picture
amid
wrong comfortable
at the RITZ. surroundings — you can't go

Current events and timely
topics often furnish showmen
with mediums whereby they
can tie in the attraction they
are selling.
And so when H.
of the
C. Sullivan, manager
^
"
Palace Theatre in Gary, Indiana played "The Sky Hawk" at his house he decided to cash in
on Captain Frank Hawk's recent cross country glider flight.
Jle promoted the one and only glider obtainable in that section of the country from a local aircraft corporation, and assembled it in the theatre lobby. He then set out to make a
display that would enhance the selling power of it. He secured
a lot of stills and grouped them about the glider, together with
printed matter which heralded the progress of aviation and by
the time he finished he had a display that could well be placed
in a museum.
The display created a lot of interest and comment and it even
brought people into the theatre for the express purpose of seeing what kind of a plane Hawks made his flight in. Once in
the theatre lobby they were as good as sold. The lobby dison "The Sky Hawk," other than the glider, were bound
to sell playsthem.

Sullivan's Glider
Display Created A
Lot Of Interest

It was only a short time ago that we showed you the fine ballyhoo this showman used for "Three Live Ghos^ts" and it looks
to us as though he intends to continue the good work. Oke
"H. C." and remember we want you to keep us posted on what
you are going in Gary.

BeenoReDelis •1Has
1
T>
Sponsible
ror
J^Ome
t ine £> X plO nation
inn
Finfk

F Yr»loi+nf

of the
heard out
last weturned
George a. Delis,
manager by
of
benville,
Ohio,
and wein Steuwere
^^^ Olympic Theatre
since bemg
work

wondering what had happened to him but now that we have this account of a stunt he
used on "Vagabond King" we know he's still on the job displaying his regular brand of showmanship.
He inserted a large ad which was made up in the form of
a quiz in the local newspaper. The ad was directed to the boys
and girls of the town and contained questions on the picture.
The questions were inserted in the ad. The plugs for the picture were on the title, stars, technicolor, playdate, dialogue,
cast, theatre, etc.
The ad was very cleverly worded and if the correct answers
were submitted it was a sure thing that the boy or girl submitting them would know a lot about the picture. This stunt
made a big hit with the kids in the town and nearly all of
them could be seen going to school with the ad tucked under
their arms. For correct answers the contestants received free
tickets to the house. The stunt waa for children only but
there's no doubt but that the parents read about it, too, in
an effort to help the kids out.
We would like to point out at this time that this stunt can
be used on almost any picture and will be found of great value
for securing a lot of word-of-mouth publicity and good-will.
We want to thank Delis for passing this along and also to
let him know that we are glad to note he is continuing the
activity which characterized his merchandising in the past.
From all over the world we
give examples of the way
showmen are merchandising
their attractions. And not the
least of these is Pedro Gelabert, one of the showmen who
makes up the theatrical part
of Porto Rico in the West Indies.
Though rather handicapped as to exploitation and publicity,
they nevertheless turn out some very fine work. In the past
we have shown you some examples of the work done by Pedro
at the Teatro San Jose as well as that of some of our other
members. In the photo we are reproducing below you can see
the Spanish pandereta which was used as part of the campaign
on "Rio i^ita," at the Teatro Broadway.
The pandereta was made of wood, wire and cloth and painted
in very attractive colors. Though we are not sure whether
pandereta is the Spanish name for tambourine, nevertheless we
feel that it is what it is and so far as the stunt goes it can't be
beat. As a good many cars pass the theatre the value of the
gag as an attention getter was more than proven.

Some Examples Of
Showmanship From
The West Indies

Since we have found that our Porto Rican representatives
are very active showmen we know that they will have more accounts of their work presented on these pages in the future.
We are always glad to pass along the ideas they use to sell
their shows because we feel that the rest of the Club are mighty
interested
are
doing. in seeing what the showmen from other countries
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Starting at 17 years old as
an electrician's helper and rising ten years later to the position of purchasing agent for a
chain of fifty houses is the
enviable reputation established
by Louis W. Orlove, of the
Uptown Theatre in Milwaukee, Wis.
Ill I'MS lu- ueiil to work tor tin.' Saxc circuit. The circuit
was just lirancliiui,^ out and so CJrlovc came in for a break.
He worked liard and taitiifully as an electrician's helper for five
years. Then ."^axe, himself, owner of the circuit, decided that
he wanted him as a purchasing agent. He made good at tlie
job and was assigned the purchasing jjosition for all of the
houses. .\l)out twenty skilled craftsmen came under his direction. Organ repair men, handy men electricians and painters.
Their efticieiicy depended u|)on Orlove. Only results counted.
Tlie\ woidd be cliarged up to him.
He set to work to vindicate Saxe's faith in him and came
through with flying colors. Not so long ago Saxe sold out to
Fox Midwesco and Orlove went to work for the same outfit.
The group now contains fifty houses distributed through Wisconsin, and he is still stepping along giving his circuit the best
he can. Not only is he a skilled electrician and purchasing man,
but a darn good showman. He handles the Uptown, a big
deluxer, in a showmanlike manner. The stage settings and
lobby displays that he makes for the houses are considered
some of the finest pieces of work in the Middle West and we
hope to show you some in the near future.

Orlove Deserves
A Great Bi^ Hand
For His Rapid Rise

CLtD

"//.17'.S" OFF TO in DE"
It !•- «illi urtal pleasure thai we l)ri>;i(l( ast the nhul lidiimllial |{()li\ar Il.\<h', .Jr., tornifrlN manager «l the I'olk Tlualreto
in I.akelaiHJ. I la., ha>. been promoted In the Tuhlix ( iriuit
( it\ Manager lor Monl>;on)er> , .Ala.

it up, ll>(le, >()u've «ol the 'MufT' and can deliver
theKeep
udods.
It came

^Another
Johnson,

r^ifx'
0,*1ll <^lty

,
, , s
To
Shift
House
In
<^OngratS.
r^/^-ki-irffofc

as quite a surprise

JohnFredposition
his
resigned
hadto hear
to usmanager
asson
ofthat the R.K.O.
Oil
in the
Theatreafter
Colonelp^ Drake
^.^^y
However,

"^
first surprise
was
over,
we
learned that Fred would remain in Oil City as manager of the
Latonia Theatre.
As most of the members of the Club know, Fred has always
been a live-wire showman and active member of our organization and with a new house to look after we feel that he is
going to uncork a lot of novelty angles and examples of showman>iiip that will prove of mutual benefit to all.
He has followed the show business ever since his 18th birthday, spending many years in the management of theatres in
various parts of the country, and also served as manager and
advance agent for legitimate shows. He is a native of Kent,
Ohio, and it was in that city that he began his career at the
old opera house. Before going to Oil City last year he was
general manager of the Marietta Amusement Company, handling the circuit houses in Marietta and Cambridge, Ohio, for
three years. Previous to that he handled the Weller Theatre
at Zanesville for a few years.
.'^ince he has been in Oil City, Fred has been very prominent
in church work and club activities and this no doubt will be
continued at the new house. One change in policy that will
become effective when he assumes charge will be the presenting of two matinee performances instead of one as Fred feels
that his showmanship is more than equal to bringing in extra
business and the new policy will give shoppers an opportunity
to witness an early show.
We want to congratulate Fred on his new job and wish him
the best of luck. We know that he is going to continue the
fine work that has characterized his show merchandising in
the
Club.past and also the very active interest he has taken in the
Having silenced firearms. Mr. Maxim announces that he
will next endeavor to eliminate noise in industry. And
when he finishes that, he might tackle politics. — San Ditgo
Union.

In order that you may meet this
are showing a photo of the persons
theatre. Mr. Orlove may be seen on
assistant is on the right. We want

showman and his staf^ we
who maintain the Uptown
the left of his cashier. His
to e.xtcnd this showman a

welcome into the Manager's Round Table Club and hope that
he will prove a very active member and kcei) us i)Osted on his
work.
Oke Louis?
Edwin Carewe, Hollywood movie director and capitalist,
was awarded a contract for exclusive rights to buy all wet
garbage collected in Dallas by the city. Carewe agreed to
start work within ninety days. — Los .Vngrelcs Kxamincr.

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.

Laugh-A-Minute Is
The Record Made
By Max Tschauder

Whenever

we

present an

account of Max Tschauder's
work there's bound to be a
laugh or two concealed somewhere in it, for ever
since he's
been handling
the affairs
of

the Rivoli Theatre in Beatrice, Neb., his fellow members in the Club have seen some fine
examples of showmanship.
Thi> time it was on 'toliens and Kellys" that Max let Beatrice in for a "belly laugh." He engaged a young man dressed
in kilts and wearing a vivid red beard to parade the streets of
the town. The ballyhoo man carried a Gladstone bag upon
which was lettered the plug for the picture and the theatre.
Before sending the young man out on the street. Max provided him with a hundred pennies. Imagine the hilarity occasioned when the McGregor made purchases at various stores in
the town and paid for the merchandise with the coppers. Kids
followed him wherever he went and this too helped to attract
attention.
It they
medalsbe or
securities,
it's a
cinch
that were
this dealing
showmanoutwould
in gilt
line edge
for the
one awarded
for the best laugh gags pulled. He has so many to his credit
now that it would take a couple of years to recount them (or at
least two hours.) But listen Max, just the same we want to pass
along the new ones and even if we have to make a special page
out of them it's oke with us.
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Tom Kane's Riot
Call Netted Him
Front Page Space

Kane still plugging

in Redwood City? You'd think
so if you had witnessed the
American
Legion not
"riot"
call
that
he engineered
so long

ago. According to reports, in
~^
"'-— — - — — — — -^
order to secure another member to the local post. Tommy "accidentally" happened into the
office of a local doctor and a little while later thirty-five legionnaires stormed the doors and demanded admittance. The doctor
was
taken
to the post and immediately inducted into membership.

When the local newspaper heard of it they picked it up and
used it as front page news and Tom in this manner secured
quite a publicity break. And he received another great one
on his ballyhoo for "The Arizona Kid." A stage coach was
secured from some place about the town and wonder of wonders was found to be the same one that Brete Harte wrote
about in his book.
And to top all of this off, Tom managed

CLUB
PIN!!!
Wear

It All the Time!

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York.
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name of Member

Address
City

State

19-3 0

CLUB

to secure the services of Dan Woods the very same driver that
the author wrote about in connection with the stage coach.
This was newspaper stuff de luxe and Tom more than took
advantage of it. In the near future we expect to pass along a
photo of this stage coach and the driver in order that you
may see the very effective way the stunt was engineered. So
for the present we'll have to sign off until we have the photo.
Rest assured Tom, that we will be in to see you when we make
our contemplated trip to the Coast in a little while and once
more breathe some more of that California air.
Well, we've another director
of publicity on the rolls. This
time it's Bert Levy, who tells
the world about the Spreckels
Theatre in San Diego, Cal.
Bert has been in the game
for a good many years so he
knows his stuff when it comes to laying out ads and things like
that. But in order to prove to those members who declare that
"seeing is believing" we are showing a lay-out of the work he
turned out for "King of Jazz."
As he played the picture day and date with the Roxy in New
York, the press books had not yet been made up and he was handicapped right there. He had absolutely nothing to work from
in the way of mats or anything, had to make up his own ads,
twenty-four, three sheets and other paper. The black reverse
idea in the ads was also carried throughout the lobby display. All
boards were in black with white letters and silver flitter. The

Bert Levy Takes
A Seat Around The
Round
Table-Oke?

words, "King of Jazz" were in silver flitter and the word "Colored" in varicolored paint.
You will notice in the ads that stress has been laid in the ads
upon John Boles with Whiteman leading. Bert explains this by
telling us that Boles is more or less or a local favorite, and that
with a true showman's eye toward the future, he is getting in
plugs for Boles. Another angle that went across well with the
patrons was the program Bert turned out for the picture. It
was printed in a "Rhapsody Blue" tone throughout and carried
the various num,bers in the picture. We are reproducing a photo
of it in conjunction with the ad layouts. The programs were
sent out in sealed envelopes to a special mailing list, distributed
in all of the music stores, copies being inserted with every piece
of sheet music or records sold, and were also placed in the mail
box of each guest at the local hotels. It also served as an advance herald.
The campaign went over to a big box office smash and the
work turned out by Levy did a lot toward swelling the receipts.
We want to welcome him into the Club and since he knows Eddie Hitchcock and Sammy Cohen, a couple of other publicists
who are on our rolls, we believe he will prove as active as they.
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MANAGfRJ'
*Sarah And Son' Got
A Corking Send-Off
From Syd. Oshrin

Picture

ROUND TACLt

Showmen in neighborhood
houses, bucking close opposition, find it necessary often to
step
out
and display
some livewire work
that would
do

credit to any attraction holding a record for merchandising. Such is the case with Sydney Oshrin, manager of the
Allerton Theatre in The Bronx, New York.

He found that in order to put "Sarali and .Son" over he would
liave to display some showmanship of tiie highest calibre and
this he did by taking adv.intage of some recent ideas of the
Managers' Round Table Club. As be is rather limited as to
tlie amount of exploitation he can do, considering wliere his
house is located, he decided that a well made cut-out placed in
the lobby would do a lot to attract attention. We are showing
this cutout in the lay-out of photos we are using.

He introduced a new angle for his house, in the form of a
bulletin board carrying the reviews of the New York critics on
the picture. The board was headed "Read the Raves," and
made a decided hit with the patrons of the house as the crowds
stopping to read them attested. On the outside of his house,
Syd hung a banner plugging the picture and you can see this
banner in the photo, together with his well known street ballyhoo which consists of a large truck drawn by a couple of horses.
And you can be sure that when the residents around the vicinity saw the "flashy" twenty-four sheet they more than paid attention to the picture.
As Syd is one of the veteran members of the Club, and one
who is always on the alert, it is indeed gratifying to know that
his latest efforts met with complete success at the box-office and
we are sure that his future ones will too. Keep it up, Syd, and
don't forget you're an active member.
Incidentally we had a photo of him which we intended to
use in order that the newer members of the Club who haven't
met him may see what he looks like, but it was too blurred for
reproduction.
However, we know that
Custoinei
"To what do you owe your extraordinary success as a house-to-house
salesman'?''
Salesman— "To the first five words I utter when a woman
opens the door — 'Miss, is your mother in?'" — Tit-Bits.

Alertness enabled Henry
Seel, manager of the Majestic
Theatre in Jackson, Miss., to
cash in on some free newspaper publicity, to the extent
of securing a three column ad
free of charge.
It seems that the newspaper had been offering for sale a book
titled, "How I Broke Into the Movies" or else one can procure
tills book by securin;^ tliree new subscribers to tlie newspaper.
Inasmuch as Seel knew that one of the sixty life stories of as
many movie stars appeared in this book, he sold the newspaper
on the idea of a huge ad which might prove mutually beneficial
to both concerned.

Seel Helped His
Newspaper To Sell
Book Via Co-op Ad.

Current with the showing of Xancy Carroll in "Honey," tlie
three-column by 9 inch ad appeared, reading, "XAXCY CARROLL is only one of the nianv outstanding
figures on the

Richard L. Moss says:
"The CLUB'S pages are getting more interesting and instructive each week, with always a
!ouch of freshness."
Manager, Raymond Theatre,
Pasadena, California.

THE

CLtD

PARAMOUNT

PEPSTERSI

The latest dope we have on hand concerning the
jfioup of live-wire showmen who operate under the
title of the New p]n>,'land Division of I'ublix Theatres, informs us that the stafT who will comprise
the merchandising^ end of the new Paramount
Theatre in Providence, Rhode Island, is composed
of Kddie Reed in the capacity of manager, with
A. .1. Siner, formei" assistant mana)^er of the Imperial in Pawtucket. as his assistant; Lea Duhamel,
Keith-Albee publicist for seven years at the Providence house, takes over the assignment at the new
Publix house. Bunny Hryan. publicity director
for South Eastern New p]nsland. will handle the
publicity for the official opening of the Rhode
Island "ace" house. The I'aramount is the first
Publix house in Providence.
We want to extend our conjjjratulations to the
showmen who will maintain the house, and we
know that they will keep the Publix pennant fluttering high over the box oHice. Let's give them a
big hand and hope to hear a lot about their work
in the near future.
screen who will tell you the story of her experiences in rising
from an extra to a star in the remarkable book 'How I Broke
Into the Movies' — The life stories of sixty famous movie stars,
signed
together awith
full of
sizeMiss
photos."
The by
ad them
also showed
photo
Carroll. And it had
a decided effect in popularizing the picture throughout its
entire run.
This exploit of our representative from Jackson is only one
of the many things he engineers up there and we know that our
future issues will carry more accounts of the way this live-wire
merchandises his attractions.
"Many budding poets are to be found in our prisont,"
declares a chaplain. Most of them, however, art still at
large. — Humorist.

Short Will Never
Run Short On His
Live-Wire Ideas

When a showman can make
tie-ups with radio stations and
persuade them to plug his
theme songs as a special feature he sure must have a drag

way
seems Attolease,
us, for
the
that'swhen
in hisittown.
Paul
Short
played
"Puttin'
on
the
Ritz"
at
the
Tampa
Theatre
in Tampa, Fla., he effected the stunt.
Two weeks in advance he arranged for an Irving Berlin hour
on the radio. The opening of the hour carried the former hits
of the fashioner of popular songs and led on to the rendering of
his latest song numbers with announcement, relative to the fact
that they were featured in "Puttin' on the Ritz."
The radio hour went over very well and Short knew that
the house had benefitted along the publicity angle because numerous people informed him that it was one of the most entertaining hours they had heard in a long time. And when this
was conveyed to the radio station they too were more than
pleased. Which makes it look as though Short is going to cash
in along this slant on every production he cares to use it on.
Anotlier angle that he used to sell the film was the placing
of a girl inside a shadow box which was so constructed as to
give a silhouette effect. The girl in the shadow box took off
and put on smart clothes, promoted from a local ladies' wearing apparel shop. The stunt was plugged by a card reading,
"You should always wear smart clothes when 'Puttin' on the
Ritz.' " The people crowded around this unique display during
all of the busy hours when it was used and by the time the play
date rolled around the film was on every one's lips.
With Paul one of the most active showmen in Tampa, and a
co-worker of Wally Allen's he knows the value of passing these
ideas along to his fellow members and for that reason he holds
the distinction of being one of our very active members. Keep
it up, Paul.
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MANAGtrJ' KOLND TACLt CLUC
LA TES T NEW MEMBERS
THE
ORIGINAL
^^IDEA
EXCHANGE
OF THE
INDUSTRY!
LEO LA FONTAINE is the Assistant
Manager of the Blenheim Theatre in NewYork City and working under the showman
wing of that past master in ballyhoo. Fred
Dollinger. If we don't miss our guess Leo
will be able to go out and handle anything
from a circus up by the time he finishes
his course of instruction with Fred. Remember Leo, we're counting on you to keep
us up on what you and Fred are doing
to pack them in at the house.
•
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !

DAN A. REYNOLDS manages the Avenue Grand Theatre in Washington, D. C.
This city boasts some darn fine showmen
and we believe that if we looked back in
our files that Dan would have his name
listed there. However, just to show the
rest of the Club, what you're doing, Dan,
how about shooting in a line or two on
your recent exploitation campaigns. And
if you have a photo include that too.
JVcar Your Club Pin!
! !

TRY IT!
WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
Application For
Membership In

"MANAGERS'
729

ROUND

TABLE CLUB"
Seventh Ave^
New
York

I hereby apply
the Club.

for membership

City
in

Name

^'

Theatre
Address

r/\

\-

City
State
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

MILTON GREENE, the Assistant Manager of the Fortway Theatre in Brooklyn,
N. Y., seems to be in for a lucky break,
not only because he is working with a
showman like Ben Friedman but also because Ben gives him a boost that should
help him a lot. So keep up your good work
Milton and before long you'll be writing
manager under your signature.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
LOUIS H. ULFFERS, Manager of the
Glen Theatre in Glen Cove, N. Y., can laj'
claim to being a real old time showman and
is also one of the charter members of the
famous Anti-Misframe League, now extinct,
sponsored by the Motion Picture Xews a
number of years ago. Well, Louis, with
such wide and varied experience as yours
to draw from you should be able to dig up
a few good
ones for
forward
to seeing
them.us and we're looking
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
BERT LEVY handles the affairs of the
Spreckels Theatre in San Diego, Cal., and
you need only to consult this issue of the
Motion Picture News and read what he did
on the "King of Jazz" in order to know
that he is a live-wire showman. Bv the.
way, Bert, we could have used your photo
in conjunction with the article. Why don't
you slip it to us now together with a note
about your career so that we can give you
a regular tribution ?"intro" along with your next conWear
Your Club Pin!
! !
HARRY
MARCHAND,
managing the
Saenger Theatre in Mobile, Alabama, is
another representative showman from the
-South who really needs no introduction here
as his Graduation Day gag has been passed
along and used by his fellow members. But
you know, Harry, that all must pass through
these portals and so there you are. Which
of course doesn't mean that you're exempt
from continuing your active interest.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !— — — RUDY BORN is the Manager of the
Coronado Theatre in Rockford, III. He has
been represented on our pages before in
connection with his live-wire work and we
are of the opinion that he will be represented
many more times. Especially since we know
that he is anxious to keep right in front
with the leaders of his outfit. So let's hear
more from you, Rudy, in order that we can
report your progress.

THOMAS McGUIRE is the manager of
the Hollywood Theatre in Detroit, Alichigan. He has already shown that he is going to be very active by including a number
of his activities along with his application.
W^e published an account of his work recently and since you know what he can do.
then 3-ou also know that the future will be
productive of some good slants.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !

BILL SOUTTAR is the Assistant Manager of the Midland Theatre in Coffeyville,
Kansas, and working with a showman like
Mr. Carroll, who we understand has been
in the game a number of years, he ■ should
pick up enough points to enable his running
a house of his own some day. 'Keep us
posted on your work, Bill, so that we can
know

what you are doing.
*
JVear Your Club Pin!
! !

GEORGE D. BICKFORD manages the
Des Moines Theatre in Des Moines, la., for
the Public outfit. Working with a snappy
bunch of managers such as comprise that
organiation and the same type of men as
comprise this organization, it appears that
George is going to be a very active member.
How about that, George, have we hit it
right?

Wear

Your

Club

Pin!

!

!

WALTER
GOLDSTEIN is the assistant manager of the Stadium Theatre in
Brooklyn, N. Y., and his enrollment enables us to chalk another one up on our
fast growing line-up from this section of
the "Big Cit}^" As a good manj- stunts
have originated in Walter's part of the
world we expect to hear from this new
member very soon and with Mr. Goldfarb
as his tutor in showmanship it should make
interesting reading.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
J. E. KELLY manages the Regal and
Attucks Theatres in Norfolk. Va. Mr.
Kelly shows that he has already grabbed
a hold of the real Club spirit by applying
for a pin along with his membership certificate. All of which leads us to believe
that this showman doesn't do things halfway by any means and we know that he
is going to prove a very active member.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
CHICKIE RINALDO is the Assistant
Manager of the College Theatre in College
Point, L. I., out where it takes showmen
to sell them right. And knowing the vicinity around where Rinaldo is located he
should be turning out some pretty good
stuff. Let's have a few accounts of what
vou are doing to help Mr. Korbel boost the
box-office, Chickie.

Photos of Members!
THE
Club is anxious to publish
photographs of every member
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
photo at once.
Thank you.
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CHART

RELEASE

COMPLETE

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
are
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on picturesMty that
,
been
not
have
dates
release
which
to
but
work,
in
are
or
finished
coming. Features which are
Running times on features and shorts are being
Attractions."
are listed in "Coming
assigned,
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
May

AMKINO
FEATURES
Tltl«
Chlni
EiprtM
Oeman of tha Stappaa
Fngmeit at in Enplr*...
Man troni the Raataurant.
Old and
New

Lanith
Rel. Data
Fe«t
Mln».
Revlawed
..65...
Mar.
IS
Mar. 8. ..5900
Jan. 18. ..6800. ..75
..7000
.
.
.78...Ftb.
I
. Jan. 25.
Jan. 4.. . .6000 . ..67... Jan. II
May
2.. ..6800
76... May
10

. Spatial
Cait
Star
. Nlkalal
Saltykov
. Nltkln-Samanavi
. Tehakhov-Mtllnavikiyi

Coming Attractions
7000. .. .78. . .June

BuHiTa
A.E. Gall-N.
Slmonov
Pudovin
W.
S. Svazhenko
Edutatlonal
Inklzhlnov
V.
G. Kufnetsov
Educational
Educational

llJmJ'HIggln,
Artem
and
Cam
The
CorpM.
Living
Soil
Spring
Storm Ovar Ada
of Fire
Transport
Khenlchar
Tunoas
Turksib
.
.

May

24

. .4900. .. .60. . Jane

and

FEATURES

16

14

Length
Rel. Date
Feet MIns.
Apr. 26... .6356. ...72.
May
10... .6500. ...71.
.6371
. ...71.
Mar.
3...
..Apr.
5... .9277. ..103.
...Jan. 25... .6386.
.60.
.5400. .71.
Jan. 19... .6304.
Feb. 18...
..70.
Mar. 26... .6383. ...71.
.6359. .63.
Mar. 17... .6671. ...70.
Apr. 30...
Feb. 22... .6160. ...68.

'Available
..May
Reviewed3
..May 31
..Apr. 12
..Apr.
19
.Feb. 15
..Feb.
1
..Mar.
1
..May 17
..May 31
..May 17
..Mar.
1

Coming Attractions
Title

Rel. Date

star
•t§Ari2ona
(A.T.)
•t§Brothers (A.T.)
•t§Charley'5
Aunt
(A.T.)
■t§Criminai
Code.
The
(A.T.)
•tSDirigibie
(A.T.)
•t§Fifty
Fathoms
Deep
(A.T.)
•t5Flood.
The
(A.T.)
•tIFor the Love of Lll (A.T.)
•t§Good
Bad
Girl
(A.T.)
•tlJazz
Daughters
(A.T.)
•t§Ladies
Must
Play
(A.T.)
•t^Last
Parade.
The
(A.T.)
'tSLast ot the Lone Wolf (A.T.)
Bert
Lytell
...
•t§Lion and the Lamb.
The
(A.T.)
(t^Madonna
of the Streets
(A.T.)..
if§Miracie
Woman,
The
(A.T.) Barbara
Stanwyck
•tjParli
NIghta
•t§Raln or Shine (A. T.)
Joe
Coek
'tiRoad
to Broadway.
The
•tSSIitere
(A.
T.)
O'Day-O'Nell
....
•tf Squealer,
The
(A.
T.)
•tf Subway
Express.
The
(A.T.)
•tSSweetheartj on Parade (A. T.)
•*§Temptation
Wilson-Gray-Persy
•tSTol'abie
David
(A.T.)
♦t§Ubangl
(A.T.)
•t§ Woman
Who Came
Back.
The
(A.T)

SOUND
Title
•♦Alaska
Knights
•TAutumn
•tCannibal
Caper*
•teat's
Meow,
The
•t§Contlnentai
Evening,
A
•♦Desert
Sunk
•t§Do
It Now
•tSailoping
Fish
•t§Hawalians
•tSLIttie
Friend ef All Werld
•fSMarionettes
•tOld Flame. An
•T5Radla-Tors
•tSlow
Beau
•ffSpookeasy
•tjSpIke
Speaks
*t§Staae
Door
Knights
•JlStage
Door
Pest
•flSummer
•fSTalklng
Screen
Snapshots

Length

Mini.

Reviewed

SHORTS
Rel.
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Jan
May
Apr.

Star

Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee Slngere
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyce
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice
a month

Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

Data
22
13
13
2
12
27
29

Length

9
12
24
26
27
30
26

23

1
1
I
I
1
I

reel..
reel..
reel. .
reel..
reel..
reel..

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

1 reel

15
16

I

I reel
I reel
reel

Reviewed

Dec.

7

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

EDUCATIONAL

Title

*Means

synchronized

24

21
Apr. 12
.1978.. .22.
Apr. 26
1 reel
12. ...IS28..
.17.
.2 reels.
..JlS.
4
16.

Jia.
June
June
Apr.

sound-on-disc

itar
Corinne
Grlfllth
Segal-Pidgeen
Barthelmess. Fairbanks.
Dorothy
Mackalll
Warner-Wilson
Jack
Mulhall
Corinne
Griffith
Fairbanks.
Jr.-Young
Mulhail-Lee
Claire-Gray
Billle
Dove

•tSBack
Pay
(A.T.)
•tSBride ef the Regiment (A.T.) .
•tSDawn
Patrol.
The
(A.T.)...
•t§Fllrtlng
Widow
(A.T.)
♦t§Furles
(A.T.)
•t$ln
the Next
Reen
(A.T.)...
•tSLllles
ef
Field
(A.T.)
....
•tILeose
Ankles
(A.T.)
♦t§Murder
Will
Out
(A.T.)
•t§No,
Ne,
Naaett*
(A. T.)....
•tINotorlous Affair. A (A. T.)..
•tlother
Tomorrow
(A.T.)
Biilie
Dove
Whito-Morrls
•t§Playlno
Around
(A.T.)
Yoiing-Mulhail
•t§Road to Paradise. The (A.T.)
•tSSaliy
(A.T.)
Marilyn
Millar
tSSh«w Girl in Hollywood (A.T.) White-Muihaii
.Dnuo
Fairbanks.
Jr
•tSSIn
Flood
(A.T.)
Rich.
Barthelmess
*t§Son of the Gedi
(A.T.)
>t§Song ef the Flame (A.T.)... .Gray-Claire
Claire-Gray
•tSSoring
Is Here
(AT.)
•t^Strletly
Modern
(A.T.)
. Oorethy
Mackalll
Dove
•tSSweethearts and Wive*
(A.T.) Biilie

29.

16.
8..
22

.2 reels.

.Feb. M

..8,,
.1
rMl.. .22.
.2002..
.Apr.
.18
.
.1565.. . 17.

18.
..I860 .
..1842..
9 . ....1891.
1 reel .
29

22
1

.May
Feb.

.18.

Mar. S
...6.
6..
20.. .1 reel..
Apr.
Jan.
16.
4
19 , 1 reel . . 72
73
Apr.
.Feb.
.1961..
.1932.. .21.
1 .1 reel..
.17... Mar. 29
.1527.
.1661
20.
Apr.
S
21
16.

»

'

only}

Jr..

Title
Star
ilSAdios
(A.T.)
Richard
Barthelmess
't§Bad
Man.
The
(A.T.)
Huston- Revitr
•t§Bright
Lights
(A.T.)
Dorothy
Mackalll
*t§Broadminded
(A.T.)
Kohier-Rennie
•t§Broken
Dishes
(A.T.)
Young-Withers
•tSCaptain
Blood
(A.T.)
•tICoilege
Lovers
(A.T.)
•fSDecp
Purple
(A.T.)
tSDevll's Playground. The (A.T.) Billle
Dove
•§t Father's
Son
(A.T.)
•tIForever
After
(A.T.)
Young- Fairbanks.
Jr
•tSGirl
of Golden
West
(A.T.)
Htrdlng-Rennis
•t§Going Wild (A.T.)
Joe E. Brown
•t§Gorilla.
The
(A.T.)
Joe Frisco
•tSHeart
ef the North
(A r V . Loretta
Young
•tlHonor
of the
Family,
The
(A.T.)
Walter
Huston
it§Hot
Heiress.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Kismet
(A.T.)
Otis
Skinner
•t§Lady
Who
Dared.
The
(A.T.) Dove-Tearie
•tlSLitlle
Caesar
(AT.)..
Edw.
G. Robinson
itSMother's
Cry
(A.T.)
•tlNumbered
Men
(A.T.i
.
Nagel-Claire
•t§One
Night at Susie's
(A.T.)
Dove- Fairbanks.
Jr
•♦SUtner
went
wive«
(A T ^
Oove-Rathbone-Thompsan
*f§Queen
of Main Street
(A.T.)
Lee-Lyon
•t§ Reckless Hour (A.T.)
•tSRIght of Way, The
(A.T.).
Nagel-Veuna
•♦§Scarlet Pages
(A.T.)
Ferguson- Nixon
•t§Sunny
(A.T.)
Marilyn
Miller
•♦VSweet
Mama
(AT*
Alice
White
itIToast
of the Legion
(A.T.) . Clare-Pidgeon
•tSTop
Speed
(A.T.K.
Rrown-rialre-Whltlng
i*§Truth
About
Youth
(A.T.)
. . Young-Tcarle
•t§Way of All Men. The
(A.T.) . Fairbanks.
Jr.-Revier
•'SWidow
from Chicago
(A.T.) . .Alice
White
•tSWoman
Hungry
(A.T.)
Lee-Kohler-Blackmer

FOX

SHORTS

Star

Rel.

Lambert-McPhaii
Lambert- Keisey- Garvin
Poilard-Clyde-Beebe
Hamilton-H iatt
Clyde- Beebe-Stuart
Terry-Teens
Terrytoon
Holmei-Bolton
McKee-Smalley

Apr.
...Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Feb.
June
Mar.
Jan.

score.

May

4.

FEATURES
Title

(After August all releases

(Available sound-on-film and tound-on-dise)
•ffBltter
Friends
(A. T.)
•tlBIg Jewel Case. The (A-T.)..
•t|Bulls and Bears
(A.T.)
*T5Camora
Shy
(A.T.)
•tSCampus
Crushes
(A.T.)
'<Cavlar
•tSCodflsh
Balls
•fiDad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
•tlDrummlag
If ii (A.T.)

13.

Mar.
I reel
June
Apr.

II
10

.19.
.17...

Length
23. ■
Data
Fe«t..Mlns. Reviewed
I....5672
. 53 . June
7
22
7418
82. ..May
24
20
II
6S64
74 ..June
7
18... 6608
73. ..Apr. 28
26
6336
70. ..Apr.
12
S
5979
67. ..Dec. 21
2. . . .6190. . . .68. . Mar.
8
6
6200
69. ..Apr.
19
16
9108. .. 101 .. .Jan.
II
13
6218
69. ..May
3

Rel.
June
June
July
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Jan.

9
19

5800
6003

64. ..Jan.
66. ..Apr.

I'
5

Jan.
Apr.
June
Mar.
May
Apr.
Mar.
June

12
9277.. . 103. . .Dec 28
20
7213
80... May
3
15
7003
78
9. . . .8344. . . .92. . . Feb.
•
6
6501
72
May
3
13
6388
71. ..Apr. 26
2
5632
83. .May
Ii
15
7000
77
June
7

Coming Attractions

Krazy Kat Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark & Bergman
Disney
Cartoon

SOUND

2 reels.
23..
..1735..
II.. ..IS7S..
.

IS..

FIRST NATIONAL

sound-on-disc

Title
Star
Sidney-Murray
the Cerner
•tIAraund
•t§Call ot the Wast
(A. T.)
Revier-Matt
Meore
't5Gullty?
(A. T.)
Holland-Valli
•HLadies
of Leisure
(A. T.) . . . Stanwyck-Graves-Sherman
•fSMeiody
Man.
The
(A. T.) ... Collier,
Jr.-Day-St. Polis
•tSMurder
on the Roof
(A. T.) Revier-Llvlngston
•HPersonallty
(A. T.)
Starr-Arthur
**5Prince of Diamonds
(A.T.)...lan
Keith-Prlngle
•tJRoval
Romance.
A (A. T.) ... Collier. Starke
•'ISoidiers
and
Women
(A. T.) Pringle-Withers
■tSVengeance (A. T.)
Helt-Revler-Straage

25..
22
May 31
.1688.. . .11... Apr. 26
27., ..1980.

May
Apr.
June
May

•fSMatth
Play
(A.T.)
Hagan-Dlegel
Mar.
•Museum
of Art, A
Hodge-Podge
Feb.
•t§Oh
Darling
(A.T.)
Dover-McPhail-Peck
Feb.
•ffPeaee and
Harmony
(A.T.)
. . Lambert-Colilns-McPhall
...May
•t§Polished
Ivory
(A.T.)
Lloyd
Hamilten
Mar.
•fPretzels
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•URadio
Kisses
(A.T.)
Beebe-Duryea-Carewe
May
•tRoman
Punch
Terry-Toon
Apr.
*T§Sceteh
(A.T.)
Clyde-Bevan-McPhall
Jan.
•tSpanish
Onions
Terry. Toon
Mar.
•nsugar
Plum
Pipi
(A.T.). ..Clyde-Grlbbons
Feb.
•tSSwiis
Cheese
Terryfown
June
*t§Trouble
For Two
(A.T.)
Riynend
McKn
Mar.
•tlWestern
Knight
(A.T.)
Lambert-St.
John-MePhall. . . Apr.

COLUMBIA
( Availabie sound-on-film

t§Fat
Wives for Thin
(A.T.) . . Beebe-Barraud-Clyde
rsFollow the Swallow
(A. T.).. Lloyd
Hamilton
t^French
KIsies
(A.T.)
Coillni-Boyd
'.(".riudby Legs
(A.T.)
Pollard-Stuart
fiGood Morning. Sheriff (A.T.) . Lloyd Hamilton
tsHall
the Princess
(A.T.)
Bolcy. Collins
tHawailan
Pineapples
Tcrryloon
UHe
Trumped
Her Ace ( A.T.) . Burke-Beebe
UHonoymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.) . Beebe-Pollard
Lloyd
Hamilton
•t§Honk
Your Horn (A.T.)
Goodwin-Crane
•t&Hot and
Hew
(A.T.),.
•tHot
Turkey
Terry-Toon
Barnes-Collins-McPhall
•t§HoWs
My
Baby
(A.T.).
. Terry. Tnons
Terry. Toon
*t§HungarianPuddinq
Goulash
•flndtan

■■.'|8M.'.

Date
27..
23..
2..
9..
15..
23..
15.
30...
26..

LengthMini.
Feet..
..1609.... 18.
. 1480... .16..
.1838.... 20..
.1480... .16.
.2 reels
1 reel
7.
1 reel
.1840.... 20.
..1600. ...18.

Reviewed
.Feb. 22
.Feb .22
.Fob. 22
Feb. 22
.Apr.
.Jan.

12
26

Rel. Data

...

Lanitn

,

.72... June

Sept

7

. .

FILMS
sound-on-film

FEATURES

and

soand-on-Jise >

ritle
Star
•tIArizona
Kid. The (A.T.)... , Baxter- Maris
Lee-Caroi-Albertson
•tSBIg
(A T.).
.
..Edmund
Lo>*e
•♦§Born Party.
RecklessThe (A.T.)
. Territ- Murray
$t*Camee
Kirbv
(A.T.).
•tSCity
Girl
(P.T.)
Farrell- Duncan
•t§Crazy That Way
(A. T.)
Bennett-MacKenna
•tiDoubie Cross Roads (A, T,) .. Ames- Lee

iMeans sound effects. §Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
.All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Rel. Date
FeetLength
Mins.
23 ....7456... 83.

May
Feb.
June
Ji

Feb.
Mar.

Apr.
A.T.

Reviewed

..May
25...
6200.. .69. .Mar.
6 ...7400... 82.. .May
12....
67 00...
74.
16. ...6171.
..69.

17
191

30.... 5800.... 64. .Mar. 29
19
20... .5800. ...64. ..Apr.
..Mar. to

. after

title

means
..Det

■>

Motion

114
•tSFox
Movlet»n«
(4 J \

•tSGilden
•tGHaanv

Folllai tf

1930

(A.T.)
(AT)

Cilt
Davi

, , « .
Special
Cait
Carol-Mulhall-Brendel
Special
cast

„,„
May
Mar.
Mar.

. ""reny"".*' H»m>'iA.T.) .. . . Collier.
Sr.^Churchlll
(A.T.) .. . Gaynor-Farrell
BluM
Society
•tSHIgh
Wagstaft-Lane
(A.T.)
Go Plaoei
•tiL.t'i
OJlrlen
George
....
(A.T.)
Ranger
Star
•nLone
(A. T.). McKenn.-MaeDon.ld
Without Wome•t§Men
Moran-Byron-Ames
(A.T.)
Damaged
•t§Not
McLaglea
Victor
(A.T.)
the Le»ol
•flon
er
(J'Brlen-Chand
(A.T.)
Romance
•tlRoagh
...
Garrlek-Chandier
(A.T.)
Hawk
•tlskv

Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
J«n.
F^.
May
Mar
May
Jan.
June
Rogers
Will
(A.T.)....
London
I.
•tlso^Thls
............... Mar.
•tSSuch Men Are Dangerous (A.T.) Baxter-Owen
TSbUcn '"<^"'^\\^,^^^^
under title of ' Ma.k of Lore" In Feb
1.
Apr.
McKonna-Day
(A.T.)
Tower
•tSTamole
Apr.
Patncola
Dresser.
•tlrsister. ( A T.)

4.... 7422.
16
6552.
2. ...7526,
19
6295.
30. ...6750.
2. ...6442.
3
a!l4U.
9 ...7774.
25
6500
2318
5600.

Picture

...84.
...73.
...84.
...70.
...75.
...72.
.. .86.
...72.
...86.

.May 10
.Feb.
.Jan. 22
18
.Mar.
.Dee. U8
.Jan. 2i
.Jan.
18

.June 14
...62. .Jan. 4
.June 14
26.... 6888.... 76. .May 31
.Dec. 14
8
8300... 92.
9
7400
82.

IViO,

13
20

ihsuel

5200
8442

58.
71.

.Apr.
.May 26
17

Rel. Date

Star

ntl.
•tSAIon. With You (A.T.)
(A.T.)
•tsAre You There?

Length

Ravlewe*

???,"°'barrTck
Liliie-uarricK

: Marshaii ■•:::::::::::
:::%'^yZ:ESSflu
Moran-Bogart-Ames
....
:
T ) f.) :: ::
ond^e (A \M-U
•nal?;"{°r"ati
McLa.len
. . . . .... Victor Rogers
(A.T.)
oSdmlnded
Will
Bill (A.T.)
tnii Way
tsHv
••IIb
Lee-Lake-Baclanova
(A.T.) . . Lowe-Baxter
ur and
••\|chee?
tsrisrn
Kid
The Sralli
(A
T.)

. . . - • . Be.n'-ett-Ay
•d..I'"(A.T.
RM*" ers.Marshall
mln
.;|c
A (A.T.).Will
Yankee, ),:!
ut
•tSConnectic
<A.T.) .. ....... Moran-MacKenna
The
•tloancers.
• ■ ...••■■••■••■•■•■;•
F?rr«M-Taylor
(A.T.) . . . O'Brlen-Churchlll
women
.With
•tiOevil
•t§Falr Warning
(A.T.)
. O'Brien-Moran
•tSGirl
Downstaira (F & D).
•tSGIrls
Demand
Excitement
Brendel- White- Compton
(A.T)
Brendel-White-Compton
•t§Golng
Nowhere
(A.T.)
Lowe-Churchlll
J line ' 29. '.'.'.6340 . '. ..70. ..June
14
•tsGood
Intentions
(A.T.)
Michael
Bartlett
•tlHeart Breaker, The (A.T.)
Murray-Huntington
•tlHer Kind of Man (A.T.)..
.
.
Lee-Compton-Corcoran
.
•tlHot Numbers
(A.T.)......
You
•t§lf
I was
Alone
With
(A.T.)
Gaynor-Farrell
Brendel-Linow
♦tIJust
Imagine
(A.T.)
y-Browne
of the Duanes, The (A.T.) O'Brien-Lo
•tSLast
Sills-Mackaili
•t§Livlng
for Love
(A.T.)...
Garrlck-Huntington
n§Luxury
< A.T.)
......... ••
•tSMad Sinner, The (A.T.)....
•t§Man Who Came Back, The
. Farrell-Huntington
(A T.)
.Edmund
Lowe
...
§Men on Call (A.T.).......
ilMovletoBO
Fellies of 1931
. , _
»
(AT)
Special
Cast
...
Vl^ayne-Lee-Franci
•t§No Favor* Asked (A.T.)
.,
(A.T.) .... Gaynor-Farrell
a Man!
For
•tloh.
Gaynor-MacKenna
...
(A.T.)
Night in Paris
Hione
McLaglen-Dorsay
...
•tion
the Make
(A.T.)
Rich-Warner-Hackett
•t§On
Your
Back
(A.T.)
Jose MoJIca
•tSOne Mad KIM (A.T.).. .. . 3en
•t§Oregon Trail, The (A. T.)
...
•t§Painted Woman, The (A.T.) , McLagien-Dorsay
. Gaynor-Farrell
•tSPIaymates
(A.T.)......
•tlPrincess and the Plumber,
Farreli-O'Sullivan
The (A.T.)
....-•;
J. Harold
Murray.
•t§Red Sky, The (A.T.). ... . . .
Baxter- MacKenna- Harris
•tSRenegades.
The
(A.T.)
Lowe
•tispotland
Yard
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
Sills- Keith- MacKenna
(A. T.)
Wolf
vllea
....■••
Rogers
First (A.T.) .... Will
•tlsee America
McLaglen-Marls-Bogart
•tlsez Yon, Sez Me (A.T.)
•tSShe's My Girl (A.T.) ....... Farrell-Comnton
....
•tishe Wears the Pants (A.T.) . Dorsay-MacKenna
Healy-Winniger
(A.T.)
•tisoup to NuU
.8243.'.'. .92. ..Mar.
15
---•
MeCormack
(A.T.)... John
Heart
0- My
•ISSenB
Baxter-Churchill
*t§Soider.
The
(A.T.)
Sills-Muni-Churchill
..
•tiSpy. The (A.T.)
•t§This Modern
World
(A.T.)... , Baxter-Alcaniz
•tlTlme
Out
(A.T.)
•t§Up
the River
(A.T.)
. Hiintington-Luce-BOBart
Page
•t§Whlto
Flame.
The
(A.T.).. . Paul
•tSWild
Company
(A.T.)
. Albertson-Warner-Lynn
Murray-Maris-Luce
•tlvyoman
Control
(A.T.)
•tlWomen of All Nations (A.T.) McLaglen-Lowe
.83... June
14
(A.T.) ... Murray- Dorsay-Klllard
Everywhere
•tSWomen
Wayne-Clarke-Compton
(A.T.)
Wonder
•t§Wyomina
•t§Young
Sinners (A.T.)
Moran.Albertson

^

INTERNATIONAL
Title
Verdict
the
•t Alter
•t§Crlmson Circle, Tha
•t§Oark
Red
Roses
(A.T.)

OPLAY
PHOT
FEATURES
Star
Olga Ttcheehowa
Stewart
Raraa
Rome-Doble

SHORT

DISTRIBUTORS
Length
Reels. M Ins. Revleweo

Jaa.
feo.
,.Mar.

7

76

7
8

79.. Jan.
67.. Mar.

SOUND

•t§Gems
of M-G-M
•tlHaywire
(A.T.)
't§H*t
•tlHead Dog
Guy. Th*

■tJOId
Man Troubl* (A. T.).
•fSNIght Owl* (A. T.)
•t§Real McCoy
(A. T.)..
Shivering
Shakelpear*
'TSShrlmp, Th*
*t§Song
Writer's
Revue.
The
'rlTough
Winter,
A
■tSVodeville
(A.T.)
'fSWhen
the Wind
Blow*
*t§Whispering
Whoopee

II
8

Song
Program
Marionettes
Saxophone
Prnaram
Ja«
Sextet
Novelty
Animal
(A.T.)
t§Fced the Brute
& Smith
Frawley
(A.T.)
t§Hoak
t§Justice
(A.T.)
f"""^'^' '?'**
in Songland. . Song Series
Journeys
t§Little
Williams
Bransby
(A.T.)
The
t§Miser.
t§Mr. Smith Wakes
Up
(A.T.) . Marriott-Gott
Mitchell-Hudgins
in Dixie, A (A.T.)
it§Night
Jt§Nora Blaney
No. I
Song
Program
•t§Nora Blaney No. 2
Song
Program
•t§Operatic
Marionettes
*t§Radio
Franks 4. 4 Bachelors. Song
Program
••■
Program
Jazz
Brown &. His Band
*t§Teddy
Feb.
Fuller
•t§Unwritten Law. The (A.T.)... Rosalind
•t§When the Clock Struck
Niles Welch
(A.T.)
Twelve

tAllez-Op
t§Clyde Doerr

&

Reviewed

"
„
»
»
•»
o
»

,
I

I
7
i

....16.
....15.
2[
9.
9.
'
'
j
*■
•»■
•
•
30.
I.... 3
,
,.
16Z

METRO-GOLDWYN-MATER
FEATURES
Star
Greta
Garbo
•t§Anna
Christie
(A.T.)
Basil
Rathbone
•flBlshop
Murder
Case
(A.T.)
.
Dressier.Moran-Page
•t§Cauaht
Short
(A.T.)
.Love-King
'■
•■
•tfChasing
Rainbows
(A.T.)
. „,.
, In
(Reviewed under title of "Road Show'
•t§Devil-May-Care
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
Shearer- Morris
(A.T.)
The
*t§Divorcee.
•t§Free and Easy (A.T.)
Buster
Keaton
•t«Floradora
Girl, The
(A.T.I.
Davlet-Gray
..
(A.T.) . . . Halnes-Hyams
No, The
Said
•tIGirl
Title

"Means

synchronized

score.

Length
Feet
Mins. Reviewed
Rel. Data
Feb. 21. . . 6700 ... 74 .
Dec. 21
88.
Jan. 3.. ..7961
.Nov. 16
75. .May 10
issue)
May 10.. .6873.
.8100.
90. . Nov. 2
10..
Nov.Jan.
2, 1929,
.98..
.Feb.
7.
.84.. Dec. 28
,..8782.
..7533.
Feb. 22
Apr.
.93.. June
Apr.
197
..8413. ..81..
Mar.
,..7260.
I
...8382. ..93.. Feb.
.. May
Mar.

.Laurel-Hardy
. Harry
Langdon
, Dogs
. Davldson-Nlchal*
.Laurel-Hardy
.Chase
Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
(A.T.)
Our
Gang
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Charlie
Chase

80.

.Apr.

12

.Mar

3

70

...70... May

24

..

.'.'.Frt.' ■is

June

,.22 reels
reel*

Apr,
Mar.

.1907

Mar. 29

Length

15

Title
Star
Rel.
•tSApplause
(A. T.)
Helen
Morgan
Jan.
*tSBehind the Make- Up(A.T.)(D).Skelly-Wray-Powell
Jan.
*t§Benson Murder Case, The(A.T.) Powell-Pallette-Calvert
Apr.
■tSBIg Pond, Th* (A.T.)
Chevalier-Colbert
May
•tiBorder
Legion,
The
(A. T.) . Arlen-Wray-Holt
June
•t§Burnlng
Up
(A.T.)
Arlen-Brian
Feb.
'tacivilian
Clothes
(A. T.)
Cooper-Collyer
July
•flDangerous
Nan
McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
July
•t|Dangerous
Paradise
(A.T.) ... Carroll- Arten
Feb.
•tiDevll's Holiday. The (A. T.). Nancy
Carroll
May
•t§Follow Thru
(A.T.)
Rogers-Carroll
July
•tlHoney
(A.
T.)
Nancy
Carroll
Mar.
•t§Klblt2er (A. T.) (D)
Green-Brlan-HamlltOR
Jan.
*t§Ladles
Love
Brutes
(A. T.).. George
Bancroft
Apr.
*f§Llght of Western Stan (A.T.) . Arlen-Brlan-Green
Apr.
•fSLove
Among
the MIIIionaires(A.T.) . .Bow.Smlth
July
•nLove
Parade
(A. T.) (D)
Chevalier-MaeDonald
Jan.
•+§Men Are Like That (A. T.)..Hal Skelly
Mar.
•fSOnly the Brave
(A.T.)
Gary
Cooper
Mar.
•tSParamount
on Parade
(A.T.) Soecial
Cast
Apr.
'tSRefurn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.) .Oland-Arfhur
May
*t§Roadhouse
Night*
(A.T.)
Morgan-Ruggle*
Feb.
Reviewed
as "River
Inn"
In De*. 28, 1028
•tSSafety
in Number*
(A
T.).. Charles
Rogers
June
•t§San from Syracuse (A.T.)
Jack
Oakie
July
•fSSarah
and Sen
(A. T.)
Ruth
Chatterton
Mar.
•fSSoven
Days'
Leave
(A. T.)..Gary Cooper
Jan.
Reviewed under th* title of "M*dal"
In Na*. 23,
•t§Shadow of the Law (A. T.).
. Powell-Schilling
lune
't§Sllghtly Scarlet
(A.T.)
Evelyn
Brent
Feb.
•t§Soclal
Lion.
The
(A.T.) . . ..Oakle-Brlan
June
•t§Street
of Chance
(A.
T.)...Wm.
Powell
Feb.
•tSTexan.
The
(A. T.)
Gary
Cooper
May
•t§True to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Row
May
■t;vagabond
King, Tke (A. T.). KIng-MacDonald-Oland
Apr.
•With Byrd at the South Pole
June
MSVniino
Eagles
(A.T.)
Charles Rogers
Apr.
't§Young
Man
•! Manhattan
Colbert. Ruggles

fMeans sound effects. ^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-Rlm.

Mar. 29

.1795
4.

PARAMOUNT

(A.T.)

8100

Length "!.
Reviewed
Rel. Date
'Ma
Mar.y'2
204
19.. .2 reels
Apr.
17.. .1881
Fob. 15
May
Jan. 25
29.. .1827
Mar.
.2654
Feb. 15
.2 reels..
Feb.
.Apr. 295
..853
.2 reels.. ...Mar,
May
8.. .1866....
June
.1846....
Mar. 29
Jan.
.1877...
.2 reels. .
Feb.
....Apr.
5
Dec. 14
Mar.
.... Jan,
May
1775
...June
7
. ... Jan.
.1878
, 2 r**l*,.
. 2 reel*..
Dec. 14
.1895....
Jan.
.1899....
Feb.
.1870....
Dee. 14
Ian.
.2 reels
Feb. 15
May

FEATURES

Reels. Mins.
2
17
.1.

&

(A.T.)..

Length

SHORTS

TItIa
Star
*t^AII
Teed
Up
Charley
Chase
't§B«ar Shooter*
Our Sana
•tl Brats Kick, Th*
't§Blg
Harry
Langdon
*t|Blotto
Laurel-Hardy
..Laurel-Hardy
*t§College
Hounds
Dogs
Biltmer* TrI* .
*t§Coll*ge
Rome**
,
•t§Fast Work
(A, T.)
Charlie
Chase
Charlie
Chase
•t§Fifty Million Husbands
Langdon
tS Fighting
Par*«n
Our
Gang
Revue
'Flower Garden
'tlFlrst
S*ven
Year*,
The...

SUBJECTS
star

1930

Coming Feature Attractions

Rel. Data
•t§Ballyhoo (A.T.)
■r^Battie of th* Ladles (A. T.) .
star
. Beery-Morris.
Hyams
•.§Big
House.
The
(A.T.)
,. John
Mack
Brown
Lon
Caney
♦t§Billy the Kid
(A.T.)
•tSBugle Sounds, The
(A.T.) . .
•i§Crisis,
The
(A.T.)
•flDance,
Fools,
Dance
(A.T.)
. Marie Dres«Ier .
•t§Dark Star, The (A.T.)
Novarro
it§Daybreak
(A.T.)
Ramon
•f§Dixie
(A.T.)
't§Doing That Thing
(A.T.)
•t§Five O'Citck Girl, The (A.T.) Marion
Davies
*tSGood
News
(A.T.)
Special Cast
•tSGreat Day, The (A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
•tSGreat
Meadow,
The
(A.T.)
•t§Her
Fortune (A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
•t§Jenny
LInd
(A.T.)
Grace
Moore
■t§Let
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
Shearer-La
Rocqu*
*t§Like
Kelly
Can
(A.T.)
Montgomery. Jardon
*tSMadam(
Satan
(A.T.)
Reginald Denny
•tfMarch
of Time
(Tent.)
Weber & Fields
•t§Merry
Widow,
The
(A.T.)
*t|Monsieur
Le
Fox
(A.T.)
..Barbara
Leonard
•t§Naughty
Marietta
(A.T.)
•t§New Moon. The (A.T.)
Lawrence
Tibbett
*t§Our Blushing Brides (A.T.).. Joan Crawford
*t§Passion
Flower.
The
(A.T.)
•ilRazzIe-Dazzie (A.T.)
Dressier- Moran
•fSRed
Dust
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
*TSRenigta
CoDtrol
(A.T.)
Haines- Doran
*tS Revue of Revuet (A.T.)
King-Love-Halnes-Crawford
•t§Richest Man in the World,
The
(A.T.)
Mann-Nugent
'tiRomanee
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
*t§Rosalie (A.T.)
Marion
Davies
'flsinger of Seville, The (A.T.). Novarro- Jordan-Adoree
•tISong
of India
(A.T.)
*t§Tampico
(A.T.)
•tlThose Three French
Girls
(A.T.)
•tSTrader
Horn
Harry
Carey
't§Unholy
3, The
Chaney-Lee-Linow
Aug.
2
•t§War
Nurse
(A.T.)
«t§Way
for a Sailor (A.T.)
John
Gilbert
•t§Way Out West
(A.T.)
Haines-Hyams
•t§World's
Illusion,
The
(A.T.)
,

Length
Title
t§Aci-Dental
Treatment
t§Abbie
Mitchell & Sizzle
Blake

14,

June 7
.85..
.80..
't§ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
May
.7654..
May 31
.6858..
•t§Lady
of Scandal
(A.T.)
Chatterton- Forbes- Rathbone
.May
.Feb.
8
.tiS..
.90.. .Jan. 25
•t§Lady
to
Love
(A.T.)
Vilma
Banky
Mar. 28.
.7200.,
.8142.,
*t§Lord Byron of B'way (A.T.) ..Terry-Kaley-Rubin
Jan.
29.
.Feb.
8
•tiMontana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
Mar.
.7917.
17.
.7650..
■t§Not
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davies-Nugent
Jan.
Nov.
2
Reviewed
under title of "Dulcy"
in Nov.
2, 1929, 5 issue6019.. .67... May
.Apr.
10
•t§Redemption
(A.T.)
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
10
.73. ..May
3I
•t§Rogue
Song.
The
(A.T.) .... Lawrence
Tibbet;
May
Feb.
"tlSea
Bat, The
(A.T.)
Bickford-Miljan-Torres
June
7.... 6570.,
*t§Ship
From
Shanghai,
The
(A.T.)
Nagel-Johnson-Wolheim
... Jan.
31
6225... .69... Jan.
18
Feb. 22
•t§Strictly
Unconventional
(A.T.)Alison
Skipworth
May
3
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle"
in Feb. 22, 1929, Issue
.Apr. 19
•t§This
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbone-Johnson
Apr.
19
6100..
•t§They
Learned About Women
(A.T.)
Van
and
Schenck
Jan.
31
8773.. .97. ..Dec.
14
.71. ..Dec. 14
*t§Woman
Racket
(A.T,)
Moore-Sweet
Jan.
24
6387..
Title

Coming Feature Attractions

June

News

May

Feet
Mins.
Date ..6364.
..7068 ...78. Reviewed12
12.. .5794.
3...
.Oct. 26
11
..71. ..Oct.
28..
...65.
..78.. . .Apr.
.May 19
17
.6984..
.May
19
1..
...58. ..Feb.
..5251.
125 .
19
...75.
22..
...58. . .May
22
24..
.May 23
..6743.
. .5244.
17
II.. ..Not set.... ..Feb.
.Aug.
26..
.Feb.
26..
29..
22
..6701.
..74. ..Apr. 18
..7273.
..7177. ...70.
..70.
.6312. ..81. .May
19..
8..
..Oct.
18..
22
17.... ..5500.
.10061. ..Ml.
28
22.. .6024. ...61.
IS
...67.
.Apr. 245
26.. .9125.. ..90.. ..Mar.
.Nov.
I**M .6586.. ...74.
25
SI
15.. ..6700. ..73..
19..
7
7.. .7074.. ..79.. .June
22..
22. ..6868. ...77.
.6100. ..68.
75
.Nov.
luu*
IB28
.Mar
8.,
14,. ..6120. ...68.
..6402.
..May
to..
7
..June
...71. ..May
..Jan.
...68. . Dee.
...90.
..8100.
..6396.
..7142. ...71.
.IDS.
19..
21
31.... .9412.
..8405.
.Jan.
..7821. ...85.
..Mar.
...71. ..Apr,
17..
J..

A.T. after

23
7
31
28
17
II

28

title means17
22

115
June

14,

Motion

1930

Picture

Coming Feature Attractions
MarxStar
Brothere ..
•tSAnlmal
Cr»ck«ri
(A .T.)... Moran & Mack..
•f«Anybotly'»
War
(A.T.)
Moran & Mack.,
■tiBackitaaa Bluai (A. T.) . . .
Chatterton-Brook
•t^BelliT Wife. The (A. T.).
Jannlngt
..
itSBlue Anofl. Tho (A.T). .. Emil
•tiBullneti
II Plaaiura
(A.T.).
. Geo.
Bancroft
•t§Ca»«
Man.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Danclng
Mothari
(A.
T.).
•t§Feel
First
(A.
T.)
•llFlohllno
Caravan.
ThB(A.T.)
•ttFltih 01 Eva
(A. T.)
•tSFor
the
Dolcnso
(A.T.)
•tSGonaral.
The
(A.
T.)
•UGrumpy
(A. T.)
•tlHeads
Up
(A. T.)
•t§Honeymoon Lane (A. T.) . . .
•tlHucklobcrry
Finn
(A.
T.).
•llKId
Boots
(A. T.)
•tlLadles'
Man
(A. T.)
•t§Lasl Company, The (A.T.).
*t§Laughlng
Lady,
The
(A.T.) .
M^Lauohtcr
(A.
T.)
•t§Leave It to Lester
(A.T.)
•tSiLef';
Go Native
"t^Llttle
Cato.
The
(A.
T.)..
•t^Manslauohter
(A.
T.)
•tSMerlon
of the Talkies
(A.T.)
•t§Molinof(
(A.T.)
. .
•tSMorocco
(A. T.)
•fSMonle
Carlo
(A.
T.)
•fiiNew
Morals
(A.
T.)
•tSQueen
High
(A. T.)
•t§Rloht
to Leve.
The
(A.T.).
•tSRodeo
Romance
(A. T.)...
*t§R9se of the Ranche (A. T.).
•tiRoyal
Family.
The
(A. T.).
•t^Scarab Murder
Case
(A. T.)
MlSea
God,
The
(A. T.)
•t^Sllent
Enemy,
The
,
•t^Sklppy
(A. T.)
•fiiSpoller,
The
(A. T.)
•tiStatlon 8-E-X
(A. T.)
•t^Tom
Sawyer
(A.
T.)
•t^Wlih Byrd at the South Pole
•$5Yeuth
(A. T.)

Cooper-Torrence
Harold
■Lloyd
".'.
Nancy
Carroll
William
Powell
Huston-Francis
Cyril
Maude
...
Rogers- Kane
Eddie Dowling .
Junior
Coghlan
Jack
Oakle
....
William
Powell
Veldt-Evans
. ..
Chatterton-Brook
Nancy Carroll
..
MacDonald-Oakle
Maurice
Chevalltr
....
Colbert-March
Jack
Oakia
Charles
Rogers
Cooper-Dletrlch
MacDonald- Buchanan
Chatterton-Brook
Ruggles- Rogers- Morgan
Ruth Chatterlon
Arlon-Carroll
Gary
Cooper
Frederic
March
William
Powell
Arlen-Wray
Indian
Cast

•tl Wee
*t$Yes.

Amendment.

The

. . ~ July 2t

.Aug

eSI)0....65...Miy

31

SOUND

8000.... 88... May

17

Rel. Date

Lengtti
2 reels...
I reel
I reel

I reel
I
1794
4
604
15... 2reeli
I reel
.....
Apr.
26
I reel
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

J«n.
Mar.

25
29.

Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

May

10

Jan.

4

Mar.

Mar.
Mar.

22
29

■^- • ■ l.
May 24

Mar. 22
Mar. 22

1381

Fab.

15

.Apr.

19

I reel,
704..
I reel.
1870..
I reel .
948..
I reel .
I reel .
I reel.
2 reels
1665..
I reel.

22

Revlawev

901.
1832
I reel
1872
1660

1850

I

Apr.

12

reel.
814 ..
I reel. .

Feb.
Mar.

1
15

651...
I reel..

Jan.

18

752...
I reel..
I reel..
574...

Apr.

12

Jan.

4

Apr.
Feb.
Jan.

26
22
II

Mar.
Fob.

I
15

Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

8
22
18..

Mar.

15..

(A.T.)
Apr.
Aor.
Feb.
Apr.

I

.Jan.

25

reel..
1870...

I reel...
I reel..
964...
967...
994...
Ireel..
2 reels.
Ireel.
I reel . .
2 reels.
I reel . .
I reel..
I reel. .
738...
737...
987
1634
1747
1760.
Ireel.
.2 reels. .
I reel . .
I reel. .
.1022 ..
. I reel . .

FEATURES
Star

M«Bachelor'i Secret. A (A.T. )(F). Alan
Hale
•tIBeyond
Victory
(A.T.)
BoydCollyer
•tSBIg
Shot. The
(A. T.) (F>
•tSCIothei
(A
T.) (F)
Constance Bennett
'tiCrashlng Through
(A. T.)(F)
Wm.
Boyd
•t^Grand Parade
(A.T.) (D * F) . Twelvotrees-Seott
•♦«Hot and Bnthored (A T.) (Fl
Eddie Qullla*
•t§Ofticer
OBrlen
(A.T.)
(F)
William
Boyd

'

'Means

synchronized

score.

(Note:
Pathe
does
not
In the important series,
2 reel corned le>
Pathe
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Pathe
Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Talking
Topics

.Jan.

25

May
Miy
July
June
July

25.
II.
It.
14.
5.

Aug.

S.

7S....M«y

I

iune
July
June
May
June
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.

21
13

list running
time
however,
follow;
. .

on

.Feb.

IS

Jan.
Jan.

Ill
25

.Feb.

15

May

24

Length
Feet. . MIns. Reviewed

29
4
8
2... 7607... 84... Nov.
IS
24
23
.5740 . .73... Nov. ?0

Ral Olto

Not

LtnfUl

Rtvlewtd

.8870.

Set.

97.

June

time

ef

14

SHORTS

sound-on-film

and

Shorts.

sound-on-disc)
The

apprailmate

running

rMis

28 als.
10 ■!•.
10 ■!■.
Mala.
1 1 Ml*.
' •!*•
10 gila.
7 gira.
Reviewed

Sportllghts
of the Day

Title
•tSAII
Stuck
Up
(A.T.)
•t§Beauty
Spot,
The
(A.T.)
MSBig
Hearted
(A.T.)
*t§Blg Top Champions
(A.T.)...
'tiSows
and
Arrows
•t§Chills and Fever (A.T.)
■tiClothes Make the Man (A.T.)..
•tICover
Charge
(A.T.)
•ffCrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
•fSDarktown
Follies
(A.T.)
•StDeep
South
(A.
T.)
•tSOlxie
Days
(A.T.)
*t|Dogglng
It (A.T.)
■tSDoIng
Phil a Favor (A.T.)..
•tJFalrway
Favarltes
(A.T.)
•tiFellne
Fighter
(A.T.)
■tCrirtyMlleslromBroadwaylA.T.).
*tSFIsh,
Fowl & Fui
(A.T.)....
•tSFoolish
Follies
(A.T.)
•tSGIacier's Secret, The (A. T).
•tSGolden Pagoda. The (A.T.)..
•tGood O'd School Days (A.T.)..
"t§Happy
Golf
(A.T.)
it§Hearts and
Hoofs
(A,T.)
•tSHaunted
Ship
(A.T.)
*tSHer
Hired
Husband (A.T.) .. .
•t§Hlgh
and
Dl«y
•t§Hls
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.)...
•t§High
Toned
(A. T.)
•tlHome.
•tiiHonest Sweet
Crooks Home
(A.T.)(A.T.)...
•tSHooked
(A.T.)
•tSIn the Park
(A.T.)
•t§lron
Man,
The
(A.T.)
•t§Lair
of Chang-How
(A.T.).
'tlLove's
Memories
(A.T.)
•t50n
the Air
(A.T.)
HSMusical Beauty Shop (A.T.)
lt§Noah
Knew
His Ark
(A.T.).
•t§Oom
Pah
Pah
(A.T.)
*t§Pathe Audio Review (A.T.)...
•tiPathe
Sound
News
•tIPerfect
Match.
The
(A.T.)...
•tSPick
'Em
Young
(A.T)
•SfRanchhouse
Blues
(A.T.)
...
•tlRed
Heads
(A.T.)
•ilRich
Uncles
(A.T.)
•tlRide 'Em
Cowboy
•tSRoyal
Flush.
A (A.T.)
*tiRubevllle
Night Cluk
(A.T.).
•tlShlp
Ahoy
(A.T.)
•tlsinging
Saps
(A.T.)
•tSSIxteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
•t§Sky
Skippers
(A.T.)
•tISongs
of Mother
•tSSpllls and Thrills (A.T.)
•tSSolashlng
Through
(A.T.)..
•§tSportino
Brothers (A.T.)
. ...
•^tStreets
of Mystery
(A.T.)
..
•tSSwell
People
(A.T.)
tSTIoht
Soiiee^e
(A.T.)

Star

Rel Date

McNaughton-Knapp
uawson-Carnav
Harry
Gribbon

Jan.
Mar.

Sportllght
Sportllght
Shean-Knapp

Mar. 23..
Jan. 12.
Apr. 27.
Feb. 16
Feb. 29.
Feb. 23.
Mar. 2..
Apr. 20.,
Mar. 30.
Mar. 9.
Feb. 16
May
4
Feb. 9.
Mar. 16..
Apr. 20..
Mar. 16.
May
19.
May
5.
Mar. 2..
Jan. 26..

Topics ef the Day
Reg.
Mervllle
Buck
& Bubbles
Song
Sketch
Aesop
Fables
Sportllght
Mackenzie
Ward
Sportllght
Sportllght
Watson- Mervllle
Sportllght
Aesop
Fable
..
Vag.ibond
Adv.
Series
Vagabond
Adventure
Series
Aesop
Fable
Spartlloht
Keefc-Rico
Aesop
Fable
Noel Frances
Geo,
LeMalre
Herman-Green
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
Topics
of the Day
"Buck
A
Bubbles"
Sportllght
Topics of the Day
"Aesop
Fables"
Vagabond
Adv.
Series
Song
Sketch
ToplM af the Day
Aesop
Fable
Released Every
Released
Twice
Butler Mayo
Agnew-Geraghty

Week
Every

April
Jan.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Jan.

We«k
Aor.
May

19
30

May
May
April

H.
B. WatMl
Aesep
Fable
AesoDs
Fables
Afhile-McNaughten
Aesep
Fables
Song Sketch
Sportllght
Sportllght

Jan.
Jaa.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.

Vagabond
Adventure
Marcia
Manning
LeMalre

Series. June

...

Feb.

Day

Jan.
May
Apr
Mar.

Length
reels
22 reels..
..I reel..
. . I reel . .
.2 reels
reels
.. .2
. . I reel . .
.2 reels
. . .2
. I reels
reel
. . I reel
.. . 2I reel
reels
reel
... ..2II reels.
reel . ..,

. r-b. I
..Mar. 22

Feb. IS
Feb. 22
Feb. 15
1.^
Mar.
Feb.
8

Mar.

3

May
Apr.
Jan.
Mar.
May
.Miy

31
S
258
31
S

. I reel.
.1
reel . ..
. . I reel
. . I reel. .
. . I reel . .

. . I reel . .
. .2 root..
reels.
..I
27..
12.. .2 reels. ,
SO.. . 2 reels.
9..
reels. .. .
9... .22 reels.
23.. . I reel. . .
23..
.1 reels.
reel . .
.2
26.
reel..
19. ..I
.. .2
. I reels
r«el . .
16. ..I reel .
.
.
I
reel
.
12.
. .2 reels
.. I reel .
. .2 reels
.1 r*«l...
. I roel...
..2 reels.

Nat
Carr
Richard
Carle
White-Carney

•tSTrying
Them
Out
(AT.)
Song Sketch
•fSTrumpeteer.
The
(A.T.)...
. Song
Sketch
•tf Voice
of the Sea
(A.T.)
AesoD Fables
•tSWestern Whoopee (A.T.) .
Topics ef the
•t§What,
No Baltl
(A.T.)

PATHE
Title

Constance
Bennett
..
Eve (A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
Ann
Harding
•tJAII
the Love.
Way
(A.T.)
Star
•fSGreater
The
(A.T.)..
•t4Her
Man
(A.T.)
Helen
Twelvelreet
Harding-Astor-Horlon
■t|Holiday
(A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
..
•f|ln Deep (A.T.)
Harry
Bannister
....
•t§l Take This Woman
(A.T.)
William
Boyd
•t§La»t
Frontier,
The(A
.T.).
"tSLa/y
Lady
(A.T.»
Constance
Eiennett
•tiLooking for Trouble
(A.T).
. Eddie
Oulllan
•t(Nlght
Work
(A. T.i
Eddie
Quillan
•tSNorth of the Yukon
(AT.)
William
Boyd
.
•t§P.irdon
My
Gun
(A.T.)
•fJPrlce of a Party, The (A.T.)
Helen
Twelvetrees
•tSRawhlde
(AT.)
William
Boyd
...
•tSRnmonee
Harbor
(A.T.)
•tISlren
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Mary
Lewis
•t^Taklng
the Rap (AT.)
Robert
Armstrong
•t§Thi»
Marriage
Buiiness
(A.T.)
•t«Up and Af Em
(A. T.)(F)
-lardlng-Armstrong
■t$War and Woman
(A. T.) ( F) . . Beyd-H
■tSWoman
Afraid. A (A.T.)(F)

f Available

SHORTS

Lonely
Men
Bruee Seiale
Bit 0" Scotch
We Have Ne Bananas. .. Screen
Sono

Ina Claire
William
Ueyd
.
Armstrong. Lombard
Eddie Quillan
ConMancK
Bennrll
Twelvetreei-Scott

Coming Feature Attractions

Hersholt-Wray

Title
Star
it§Accidents Will Happen
(A.T.) Smith
and
Dale
•t^Artists Reverie. The (A.T.).. Ash- Washington
•t§At
Home
(A.T.)
Lulu
McConnell
•tSBarnacie
Bill,
the
Sailor
(AX)
Talkartoon
•tSBoarded Lady (A. T.)
Cnriitle
Comedy
■tSBedella
Screen Song
•tIBelle of tho Night
•tlChinatown
Fantasy. A
•fSCome
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Song
&. Caverly
(A.T.) . . . Haymond
Interest
•tSConfounded
&. White
(A.T.).. Puck
Singers
You
•tSDance,
'^
•"C"
...Frances
Wllllami
tfDeep
Melodiee
.Bert
Green
•t§Desperate
Sam
Talkartoon
•tSDIizy Dishes
(A.T.)
Christie "
Comedy
•TSDont
Believe
It (A. T.)
•tSDown
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
•tSDuke of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
harles
RuQQles
•t'^Famlly
Next
Door.
The
W.
i E. Howard
•t§Fatal
Card.
The
(A.T.)
Ash-Washington
•tlFeelin'
Blue
(A.T.)
Talkartoon
•tSFIrebugs
Burns
&
Allen
•t§Flt to Bo Tied
(A.T.)
Chrlitle
Comedy
•tSFor
Leve er Mean
lA.l.i
Allen
&. Canfleld
•t§Food for Thought
(A.T.)...
Eddie
Cantor
•tJGettlng a Ticket .
Screen
Song
•t§Glow Worm, The (A.T.)
Talkartoon
•tSSrand
Uproar
(A.T.)
Solly
Ward
•fSHelping
Hand,
The
(A.T.)
Gilda
Gray
•t§He
Was
Her Man
(A.T.)
Christie
Comedy
•t§Hls
Honor,
the Mayor
Talkartoon
•tSHot Dog
•t§Hot
Time
In the
Old
Town
Tonight,
A (A.T.)
Screen
Song
•t§l Came
First
. .Herman
Timberg
•*§lm a Wild Woman
(A.T.) .. . Boydell-Ash
>til'm
Afraid to Come
Heme
In
the Dark
Screen Song
•!§l'm
Forever
Blowing
Bubbles Screen
Song
•tSIn the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
•t§Ja22
Preferred
(A.T.)
Zelaya
•t§Kandy
Kabaret
(A.T.)
Children's
Ballet
•tSLa Paloma
Screen
Song
•t§La
Schnapps.
Inc. (A.T.) .... Smith
&. Dale
•t§Lady.
You Slay Me (A.T.)... Perkins. Hillpot
•tJLet Me Explain (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
..
•fSLovers'
Lane
(A.T.)
Arthur
&
Morton
Havel
•tsMany
Moons
(A.T.)
•t§Meek
Mr. Meek. The
(A. T.). Jimmy
Barry
•tSMllllon
Me's.
A
Lee Morse
•t;Meon
Bride's Wedding.
The..U.
S.
Indian
Band
•tSMounfaIn
Melodies
•t§My
Gal Sal (A.T.)
Screen
Song
•t^Neighborly
Neighbors
(A. T.). Lulu
McConnell
•t§Ole
Man
Whoopee
(A.T.)
Art Frank
Acts
•t§Paramount
Comedies
•t^Paramount
Pictorials
• + §Paramount
Screen
Songs
•T§Paramount
Sound
News
•§tParamfiunt
Talkartoons
•'§Paramount
The
Screen
Song
•fSPrlsoner's Song
Talkartoon
■tSRadIo
Riot
•tIResolutlons
(AT.)
Billy
House
•tSSal«
Water
Ballads
'tlserapplly Married (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•tfSo This Is Paris Graen.
Fazenda
..
•t|Story
Children's Comedy
Ballet
M5Stronger BookSex,Parade.
The The
(A.T (A.T.)
>
Christie

MiNegllgee
(A. T.) (F>
•tIPalnted Desert (A. T.) (F)..
'MParachute
(A. T.) (F)
MlPlny
Boy
(A. T.) (F)
>i§S>ratogn
(A.T.)
(F)
•HSwlng
High
(A.T.)
♦tITreaiure
Girl (A. T.) (F)

Tlllr
*t(Adam and

Gary Cooper . .
Clara Bow . . .
Jackie
Coogan

SOUND

•tSTwentieth
'tfVolces
of
Mi
Wanderlust

Rel. Date
Length
Revitsw
,'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.. '.'8750.. '..75... Apr.
5

N e vu s

. .2 reels.

Jao.
Feb.

4S

. Feb.
22
Mar.'
I
Jaa. II
Jan. IB
.June
7

Jan. II
June 7
June
June 77

Apr.
5
May 10
May
May 243

. .2 reels.
,..2
. I reel
reels. .
26..
5.
2..
20..
16..
2..
S..
23..

. .2 reels.
. .2 reels
reel
reel..

Apr. 5
Jan. II
Feb. 8

reels.
reel , .
reel
rael..

Feb. 10
15
Mav
Apr.
19
Feb. 15
Apr. 12
June 7
May 3

, .2
.1
. .2
.I
.1
..I

. I roel. .
..II reel
reel . . . . .
.2 reels.
.2 reels
.1 reel . .
I reel..
. Feet
I reel . .

Nov. 23
May
June

3
7

Apr. lil19
ovi'l's

. I reel , ,

RKO
FEATURES
Title
•t5Allas
French Gertie
(A.T.)
't^Beau
Bandit
(A.D.)
.
•♦SCese of Sergeent
Rrlscha
•HCufkoos.Guy. TheThe (AT.)
•tSFall
(A.T.)
•♦SFramed
(AT.)
•♦SRIrl «f Pert
(A.T.)
M?He
Know
Women
(A.T.)...
••eHIt
the Deck
'AT.)
•tElevin' Comes
the Ladles
•tSLovo
Along
(A.T.)...

Daniels-Lyon
Nagel-Kenyon .
Uorrls-Compson-Hersholt
Wheeler. Woelsev
Mullhall-Clarke-Sparks
Rrent-Tnomev

Sally
Sler O'Nell
Shermanlovce
Oakle-Walker
Daniels-Huohes
Plehard
Oil
••tSMIdnight Mystery, The (AT ) Compsnn-Trevor
•t«Runaway
Pride.
The
(A .T.). Astor- Hughes
Lee-Carr-Nagel
**«8eeend
Wife
(A.T.)
,
Oil
't$Sevea Keys to Baldpate (A.T 1 Rleherd
Title

Apr.
Mar.
Feb.
May
June
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
June
May
Feb.
Jan.

Coming Feature Attractions
«t»r

■t§Babes
•tSBunker
*t§Chrck

in Toyland
Bean
(A
and
Double

(AT.)..
T.)
Check

Special

, 6202.
Length
.6169.
.92.
.90..
Apr. B
. «I9I
. .69. RevleweX
. 6S
b. 15
Apr.
19
Fe
.8100
.
May 31
.6175.. . 68
6136 . ,65..
Apr. 2«
Feb. 22
Ml>
. 8.119.. ..70..
.85.. De
n. 214
Iae.
..9327
RI74 .
70ia
. . Kn.
.6<63
.8138.
.72.. Fee.
b. 15
21
De
y 31
.68., Ma
..69.
..6234..
snsd , ..70
.
4
Jan
,78
. S579..
May ?4

.60

Mar'.' 'a
Feet.. M ins. Reviewed

Cast

iMenns
sound effects
%Means
voice
(including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Leneth

A.T.

after

title

means

116

Motion

Picture

Stranaa
Case
of District
Attorney
"M"
•t§Tak6 the Heir (A.D.)
Edward
Horton
Three
Outcasts,
The
Yakima
Canutt
Thunder
Ood
Cornelius
Keofe
Western
Honor
Bob Steele
*t§We<t of Rockies
(A.T.)
(D)
Art
Mix
'tSWhIte
Cargo
(A.T.)
Cast
•t§White
Devil
(P.T.)
(F Special
&
D)
Mosjukln-Dagover
Why Cry at Parting
. . . Halm-Gralla
'tSWoman
Who
Wat
Forgotten (A.D.)
Belle Bennett
Wonderful
Lies of Nina
Petrowna
Helm-Ward
•tSWould
You
Believe
It?. . Walter
Forde
•tSYlddish Mama. The (A.T.)Mae
Simon

(A.T.)
Amos
'n' Andy
•t§Cimarron
(A.T.)
Richard
Oix
*t§Companional>
Oliva
Bordan
•ticonspiracy, The (A.T.)
Love-Trevor. Sparks
•t§Dead
Game
(A.T.)
Richard
Dix
•t§DI>lana
Babe 0«nlaU
•t§Escape
(A. T.) •
•t§Hal( Shot at Sunrise (A. T.) . Wheeler- Woolsey
•t§Heart of the Rockies (A. T.) . Marshall-Daniels
•t§Hlgh
River
•tSHunted
•tllron
Trail,
The
(A.
T.)
■t§Ladie8
ot the Past
Betty
Compson
•tSLawtuI
Larceny
(A. T.)
•tlLeathernecking
(A.
T.)
Foy,
Jr.-Rubin
'tlOld
Accordian
Man,
The
(A.
T.)
Joseph
Cawthorn
♦t§Perteet
Alibi.
The
(A. T.)..
•t§Radio
Revels
(A.T.)
Soecial
Cnst
■t§Record
Run
(A.T.)
Wolheim-Armstrong-Arthur
't§Sensation
(A.T.)
•t§She's
My
Weakness
(A.T.).. Lake-Carroll
•t§Silver
Horde
(A. T.)
Brent- Wolheim
•flUpporworld
(A.T.)
•t§Wlld
Heart
(A.T.)
Bebe
Daniels

SOUND
Titlr
•t§Age of Innocence. The(A.T.(F)
•tIBefore
Breakfast
(A.T.)(F)..
•t§Bobl)ed
Wire
(A. T.)
•tSBridogroorti, The (A.T.)(F)..
•tSCampus
Sweethearts
(A.
T.)
*tSCash
and
Marry
(A.T.)
••t§Dear
Slayer
(A.T.)
■t§Eventually But Not Now (A.
♦t^Falr Deceiver, The (A. T.)
•tSGeneral GInsburg (A.T.) (F).
•t§Gunboat GInsburg (A.T.) (F).
•t§Guest. The (A. T.) (F&D)..
•tlHot Bridge (A. T.) (FiD)..
•t§Jaz2
(A.T.)
(F)
>t§Land of the Sky Blue Daughters
•t§Lost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
•tlLovln' the Ladlet
•t5Magnate. The (A. T.) (F&D).
•t§Men Without Skirts (A.T.)..
•tfMickey's Champs (A. T.)
•tiMlckey's Luck
(A.
T.)
•t§Mickey's Master Mind (A. T.)
•TSMlckey's Merry Men (A. T.)
-tlMickey's Strategy (A. T.)
•t§Mlckey'» Winners (A. T.)
♦♦sMlckey the Romeo (A. T.)
•t§Mlckey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.)
•♦«Mlekey
the Warrlar
•t§Museum.
The
•§TOff to Peoria
(A.T.)
•♦§Old Bill's Christmas (A.T.).
•tSOId Vamps for New (A. T.)..
>t;Palooka
Flying
Sehoel
(A.T.)
•t§Settlng Son. The
(A.T.)
•t§Sleeplng
Cutles
(A.T.)
*t§Song
and the Sergeant,
The
(A.T.)
*t§Strange
Interview,
The
(A.T.)
(F)
•«;While Auto WaItt (A.T.)(F).
•tSWhos
Got the Body
(A.T.)..

Dane-Arthur
Marc
Connelly
(F&D)
Vaughn-Ceoke-Sargeit
Vaughn-Cooke
T.)
(F&D)
Vaughn-Cooka..
(F&D)
Nat Carr
Nat
Carr
Marc Connelly
,.
Duke Ellington & Orchestra.
Vaughn-Cooke
(F&D)
..Vaughn-Cooke
..
Richard
DIx
Marc Connelly
Dane-Arthur
(F&D)
Mickey Yule
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
(F&D)
Mickey Yule
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
(F&D)
Mickey
Yulo
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Mickey
Yule
Toby the Pun
Nick
& Tony

Sherwin-Knowles
Nick

&

Rel. Date
Length
Jan.
5.. , . 1 reel . . .
Mar.
9., ..2 reels. .
Feb.
2..
Mar.
9..
Mar.
16..
Mar.
2..
Apr.
13.
Jan.
6.
Apr.
13.
Jan.
12..
May
2S..
May
II.
Feb. 9.
Mar.
30.
Jan.
19.
Apr.
6.
Mar. 30..
Feb.
Mar.
Mar.
July
Jan.
Aug.
June
Apr.
May

2.
30.
2.
20.
5.
17.
22.
27.
25.

Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Jan.

9.
2.
22.
IS.
S.

May

II

Mar.
Jan.

2.
12.

Tony

SOISIO- ART-WORLD
Title

Title
•f§Bar
L Ranch
rJBurned
bviuence
iF)
Buying
•tSClown. a Wife
The
(F)

Star
Paula Trueman

Vaughn-Cooke
Alberta
Vaughn

Star

'tSBIg
Fight. The (A.T.)
Williams-Lane
*t§Cock 0' the Walk (A.T.)
J. Schildkraut-Ley
*§tOude
Wrangler,
The
(A.T.) . Ouryea-Basquette
•t§Fighting
For the Fatherland
*t§Hello
Sister
(A.
T.)
L. Hughes- Bordeii
•tlOnce a Gentleman
(A.T.)
Horton- Wilson
•tiReno
(A.T.)
Roland-Thomson-Love
'tISombras
de Gloria (Spanish) . Special
Cast
•+5What
a Man
(A.T.)
. . . Denny-Segar

STATE

. . I reel. . .
.2 reels. .
. .2 reels. .
..2 reels. .
.2 reels. ..
. I reel . . .
. .2 reels. .
.2 reels. .
. I reel . . .
.2 reels..
. . I reel . . .
. .2 reels..
.2 reels. .
.6138...
. I reel . . .
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
.2 reels.
reels.. .
..2I reel
.2 reels. .
2 reels.
.2 reels. .
. I reel .
..22 reels.

..Feb. 22
.Apr.
19

.Apr.

12

2 reels.

.1 reel..
.2 reels.

.May

24

WIDE
Length
Feet.. M Ins. Reviewed
1... .5850. ...65.
..Apr. 19
15. ...7200. ...80. ..Apr.
19
6200. ...68. ..May ?.4
.Feb.
22
9500. ..100.

te
Rel. Date
Sept.
May
June
Apr.
Feb.
Aug.
Feb.
Apr.

■.'.■.■.■.■ '9566! i'.ioo!

'.Feb ■ ■ 22

1.... 7000.... 79. ..Mar. 29

RIGHTS
Feet

star
Mins.
Len
.Not set 8860.
... 98 . .Jan. 25
•ttAcross the World
(A.D.)
Talk. Pic. Epics.
10
IS.. .8 reels ...85. ..May
Asphalt
Froelich-Amann
...Allied
Film. Mar,
.Feb.
8
Jan. 24 9000
DIst'r
..100.
'ijBecauso I Love You
Mady Christians ... .Amor. Gen. Film
't§Behind
the Altar
Wllhelm
DIetarle
..All.
European
6200 . . . 69 .
...60.
gth
•tSBeyond
the Rio Grande (A.T.)
Jack
Perrin... Big 4
Apr. 15 5400. ...55.
Black
Hills
Special Cast
Big
Three
5000.
..100. .Apr.
•t§Brlde 68 (P.T.)
Veldt-Brink
Apr. 6
19
.May
24
•t§Burning
Heart,
The
Christians-Froeiich. . Harold Auten
May
10 8372.
•t§Call
ol
Circus
(A.T.)
.Jan.
(D.F.)
Bushman Clayton
...Burr
Jan.
155466.
.Feb.
Taught in Berlin Underworld. Fritz Kastner
Chess
Player.
The
Jehanne-Blanchard
Unusual Pict
*t§Clancy
in
Wall
Street
(A.T.)
Murray-Llttlefleld
...Aristocrat
.Mar. 1
.Feb. 22
•ttCo-Optimists
Special
cast
New
Era
Feb. 8
. May 24
•t§Danger Man. The (P.T.).Chas.
Hutchinson
..Cosmos
May
2ii6516.
.Dec. 14
•t§Darkened
Skiee
(A.T.). . .Brentwood-MacDonaldBiltmore
Prod
Jan. .5400.
.Jan.
16
•flEscaped
Irom
Dartmoor. .. Barlng-Henning
..Harold
Auten
..Apr.
II 7529
Apr. 19
Farmer's
Wile
Thomas-Hall-Davls. . Allied
Jan. 4.(i845.
'tSFirebrand
Jordan
Lane
Chandler
Big
4
'.
.71. Dec.
Figaro
rraoco- American
Not Set. 6360.
•tSHearts
Melody
(A.
T.)
(F & Di
Frrtsch-Parlo
.. .. Ula
Film
Her Unborn Child (F & D) .. Special
Cast
Windsor
Jan.
10 7609.
Hunted
Men
Bob Steele
Syndicate
Apr.. 4853
•t§lminortal
Vagabond (A.T.) Haid-Froellch
Ufa
Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs.
Pinchot. . . . Talk. Pict. Epics. Sept. I 5538.
..May
..Apr. 31
26
•tintaol
Alrican Hunt
Congo
Pict.
Ltd
7200. ..80.
...May 3
Jade
Casket.
The
....French
Cast
Cosmos
5800.
.69
•1§Ladies
in
Love
(A.T.) Day-Walker
Chesterfield
....May
176217
.64.
.Mar.
29
•tSLast
Dance, The
(A.T.) . . Reynolds-Robards
..Audible
Mar.
8.5825. ..65.
Lost
Patrol
Pro
Patrle
...Not
Set. 5100. ..57. .Dee.
211
.Feb.
Love at First Sight (A.T.).. Keener- Fetter
Chesterfield
Feb.
15.6160. ..68.
•t§Love
Wa;;z
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
Harvey. Batten
Ula
Film
Mystery at the Villa Rose.
Trevor-Baring
Harold
Auten
May
31 9000.. .100 mins
Perrln-Ray
Raytone
Mar.
.5040.. .56.
•t§Overland Bound (A.T.).
..Mar.
Apr.
Custer
Syndicate
..Mar. 29
29
•tSPartlng
ol the Trails... .Bob
..4700.. ..56.
..52.
Pasilon
Song,
The
, Olmsted-N.
Beery. . Excellent
7..
Peacock
Fan
The
. Onrothv
Dwan
...Chesterfield
., .. 5080
.
.
5400
.
.
.filltmore
.
Apr.
.5200..
Poor
Millionaire
Talmadge-Howard
..May .85.'
17
May
*t!Raropant
Age
(A.T.)
(D.F.)
Murray- Kennedy
...Continental Jan.
I5S743.
.Jan. 8
.62.
•t§Rldin'
Law
Perrin-Canutt
Big 4
Mavl25600., ..84
Sea
Fury
Mildred
Harris
. Tom Wliite
Not Set 5200
•tSSecrel of the Pueblo
Big
4
June 15
.■.'73.'
58.
Smoke
Bellow
Conway
Tearle
First
DIvltlen
6605.
.70.
Seuth
of Panama
Carmellta
Geraghty. . Chesterfinld
6.^00. ..80.
Stampede
Native
Cast
Harold
Auten. ..Apr. 26 7540.

•Means

synchronized

score.

Star
Bill, Jr.-Wales
Special

World
Harold

Art. Jan.
Autent

Cinema

..66.
..SO.
.Jan.
May

18. ...6100.

7000.
15.7560

..Jan.

...78.
...85.
reels.

Allied
Films
May
30 15. ..63
...Mar.
Big
4
;udea Films .

reels

Feb.

22

Jan.

25

.June
.60

14

4000

Length

.... Big
Rel. Date
4
Continental

•§fComeback,
The
(A.T.)
*t§Dangerous Trails
*t§ Divorce
Question,
The
(A.T.)
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Exodus to the New World, The Lyon-Prevost
Full
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Asther
German
Underworld
Special
Cast
Great
Unknown,
The..
.
.John
Loder
•§tHall
the Woman
(A.T.)
Her
Viennese
Lover
Asther-Nolan
"tSLady
of the Lake, The.. Percy
Marmont
....
•tILlfo
For Sale, A
(F)
*t§Lost
Gods
Educational
Milak of the Snowlands
Special
Cast
•tINrght
Hawk.
The
Our Dally Bread
Mary
Nolan
•tSPrice
Mark.
The
(A.T.)
'tSSeeond Honeymoon,
The (F)
•f§Sentimental
Satan
(A.T.)
•tf Smart
Women
(A.T.)...^
•tfToday
(A.T.)
•t§Trap, The
(A.T.)
•t§Uitforbldden Sin, The (F)
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Petrovlteh.
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Cast
Wild
Men
of Kaliharl
Denver African
Exp
■t§Woridly
Goods
(F)
Kirkwood-Kennedy

17
I

.Mar.

..UFA
Fllmt
International
State

1930
. Mar. 22
.Jan.
.Oct. 25
II

Unusual Photoplay .Mar. 6800..
Big
4
Jan. 15.5700.
Waca
Mar.
7.3 reel
Crescent
5917.
Syndicate.. Mar
4849.

Cast

SOUND
...May
.June 24
14
.Dec. 14
..Jan.
25
. . Feb.
.Dec.

FEATURES
ritle

14 ,

Coming Feature Attractions

SHORTS

Vaughn-Cooke

June

N e zv s

Afl. European
Continental
Majestic

Reviewed

7 reels.

Big
4
Majestio

Sept.

Afl. European
Pioneer
Afl. European
Afl. European
Afl. European
, Majestic
Afl. European
FitzPatrick
Continental
Talk.
Pict.
Epics
Allied
Big 4
Aug.
All. European
Majestic
Continental

15
6 reels. . . .
7 reels ... .
7 reels. ...
6 reels . . . .
S reels

15

Majestic
.Majestic
M ajestic
Majestio
Continental
Afl.
European
.
Allied
Talk,
Pict.
Epics
Continental

7 reelt. . .

6714 leet.

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel. Date
3 Length
reels.
•tSAnywhore
By Air
Visuagraph
•tSAt
the Photographers
2I reels.
reel . .
(A.T.)
(F)
Harry
Dell
Elbee
•fBeethoven
Fitzpatrick
1 reel.
'tBarn Dance
Mickey Mouse CartoenCelebrlty
Prod
2 reelt.
•t§Bring
On the Bride (A.T.)
Ellbee
I reel . .
•t§Broken
Doll, The
(A. T.). Sadie Banks
Judea
Films
i nal.
'tChaIn
Gang.
The
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity Prod
*tConguest of the Cascades. . .Educational
Gen. Electric Ce
reel.
*t§Down
Hawaii
Way
Color
Novelty
Castle
•tSFourth of July
Fitzpatrick
2
reelt. .
•tIFrlend
Husband
(A.T.)
Burr
I reel . . .
'tGallopIng
Gauche
M ickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod
Feb.
I 1 reel . . .
*TJungle
Rythm
Mickey Mouse CarteoiCelebrlty
Prod
reel . ,
'tJust
Mickey
Mickey Moute CartoenCelebrlty Prod
2 I reels..
•§tKlddle Cabaret
Maytalr
I reel. . .
•tKids and
Pets
Color Novelty
Castle
Lincoln's
Birthday
FitzPatrick
Feb. 12. 350
feet.
I reel
. . .
•Liszt,
Franz
Music Master Series. Fitz
Patrick
•t§Mai-Ko
Mashma-Lou
...
(A.T.)
Harry
Fold
Judea
Films
3'/2 reels.
*t§Mawas
(P.T.)
Capital
Prod
•t§Meet the Family
(A.T.)
(F)
Harry
Oelt
Elbee
2 reels.
'tMlokey'i
Concert
Mickey Moute Cartoon Celebrity
Pred
*t§Monkey
Squawks
(A.T.)
Burr
real..
I reel.
't§Oh
Doctor
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
*tPlane
Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod
Jan. 1800 ..
*tPlow Boy
Mickey Moute Cartoon Celebrity
Pred
•t§Shoemaker's
Romance
I reel.
1900
.
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Fllmt
•t§Should
I
Charles
Lawmer
.. Advance Trailer
I
reel . . .
•fSSigned. Sealed & Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
*t§Slxty Minutes From
Broadway
Color Novelty
Castle
2000....
I reel . .
*t§Stylo and Class
( A. T.). .Marty Barratz
Judea Films
1 reel . .
'tfSummer
Harmonies
Song
Cartoon
Biophone
I reel . . .
•♦Tee
Time
Felix
the
Cat
Copley
Films
•Thought lor Mother's Day. . Fitzpatrick
350 leet
Washington'!
Birthday
Fitz
Patrick. . .Feb.
22.
•t§When
My
Dreams
Come
1 reel . .
True
Gene
& Glenn
Advance
Trailer
1 reel .
•tWhen the v^at'i Away
Mickey Mouse CartoenCelebrlty
Prod
*tWIId
Waves
Mickey Moute CartoonCelebrity
Prod
I reel . .

..May

17

R»vl«w*«<19
.Apr.

.Apr.
19
!nov'. " «
.'.Apr.' 28

Jan.

II

.Apr.
..June

8
7

May

17

Oct.

8

.Apr.

S

..May

10

.Apr.

TIFFANY
FEATURES
f Available

sound-on-film and

sound-on-disc)

Len
Mins.
Star
Rel. Dati
...69. ..May 31
...65.
Armlda-Terry
May
18
Reviewed
Feet
...5974.
...69.
..
6323.
Hume-Gill
Not
Set ...6183.
Hersholt-Boardman-Forbet
..Mar,
10 ...6750.
.June 7
...75.
..Mar. 15
Doug
Fairbankt,
Jr
Jan.
I
..Dec. 2l
at "Dangerous
Butlnett"
Issue Dec. 21, ...6060.
...67. ..Feb. 8
Mae
Murray
Jan.
10
...78.
Benny
Rubin
May
12 ...6994.
...7040 ...78. ..May 24
Gleason-Shillino-Walker
Mar.
20 ...7239.
..Apr. 2(
...80.. .Feb.
Lease-Gulliver
Feb.
15. 1929
22

Title
•t§Border
Romance
(A. T.)
-t§High
Treason
(A.T.)
•t-§Mamba
(A.T.)
•tSParty airl (A.T.)
Reviewed
•tfPoacock
Alloy
(A.T.)
•tSSunny
Skies
•t§Swellhead
(A. T.)
•tSTroopers
Three
(A.T.)

Coming Feature Attractions
yi.|.
•tSCyclono
H Ickey
;:-i\
(A.T.)...
Melody
•t§ Enchanting
(A.T.)
•»5Fasolnation
■tlHeadin'
HHis
Last North
Race (A.T.)
(A.T.)

•tijourneyt

End

(A.T.)

Mavourneen
n
;t|Kathleeol
••t§Land
t S Lett
Over Missing
Lad let Men
•♦^Love.
Life,
Laughter
•tJLuxury
Qlrl
•tSMareea-MarIa
The
Man.
•tSMedirlne
Sylvett
Brudder
•tIMy

biar

„•■••■
Murray
Mae
Carr
Trcm
Garon-Barry
(:iive
CoMn

Rel. Date
nei. uaie

gth
Length
uenutn

Reviewed

ilWi' ' ' \~k- ' W " V*
11416. ,.130.. .Apr. II

(A.T.) . O'Nell-Oelaney
Carr
(A.T.).Trem
•

, ■■ • »

Benny
(A.T.).. Jack
Leo Carrlllo

voice"7 (including dialogue and incidental songs).
fMeans sound effects. ^Means !bec'.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

A.T. after

title means

117
June
'l50klnlioma

14.
Cyclone

1930

Motion

( A.T.) . . . . Trent

Picture

I'^Salnt
Johnson
(A.T.)
Ayrr%
Wray
.. .
•tiScrub Oak
(A.T.)
Hoot
Olbioo
ttMreoadi
(A.T)
John
Bolai
•tisignal
Towor
(A.T.)
M(8lnglno
Caballoro (A.T.).
.Joha
Boloi
il'.SInitly
Disliiinoraole
(A.T.)
John
Boies
■•«vlroin
ol Stamboul
(A.T.)...
•t^Week-End
Qlrl
Laura
La PlaoU.

Carr

•tlPtDer
Profit!
(t^Hainhowi
End,
The
(AT.)
Trem
Cnrr
•t^Rlilin'
Fool,
The
(AT.)
.
Trcni
Carr
■tiSitln
Strapi
f^Sunrlsi.
Trail.
The
(A.T.)
.Tren
Cnrr
•tUhirri
Alarm.
The
(A.T.)
•tlTorrenf.
The
•I^Why
Marry
(A.T.)
Hunter- Reynolds

SHORT

SHORT

SUBJECTS

T'***
Stir
■*;co>iack'i
Bride
The.
.Color Symphony
•t>! Enchanted
Forest. The (A.T.)
•t|ln Old Madrid
Color Symphony
''§Jungle
Drumt
Colortone
'•^Mrlodle
Color Symphony
•t§Mtnuette
Color
Symphony
*t§Modern
Cinderella.
A
Color
Symphony
•t§Mountnln
Kino.
The
Color
Symphony
No
Women
Allowed
Color
Claiile
't^On the Plantation
Forbei
Randolph
Slngon
'tfPharoah'i
Daughter
Color
Symphony
*t§Sncred
Hour.
The
Color
Symphony
*tjSong
of India,
A
Color
Symphony
•t§Stnllon
8T-A-R
•tSSongs My Mother Taught Mo. .. Color
Symphony
•t^Tnloj
ol Araby
Color
Symphoay
"t§Temple
Belli
Color Symphony
•t§ Viennese
Melody
Color
Symphony
*t;volee
of Hollywood
Station
S-T-A-R
Korloi

UNITED

Ral. DtU
LenotI
Lenoth
...I roof
I reel
I reel
2 roali
I rool
I rool
I reel
I reel
i .-ool
2 roolo
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel
I reel

Revie*
Feb.
May
31
0*0.

2t

Mty

10

Dei.

?

ian.

'

ARTISTS

FEATURES
Rel. Date
8..
3..
May
Feb. ??,.
Mar.
18.
Jan.
12..
Apr.
1..
Mar.

Title
Star
•t^Bad
One.
The
(A. T.)
Del
Rio-Lowo
■«Be
Yourself
(A.T.)
(F)
Fannie
Briee
•tlHell
Harbor
(A.T.)
Velo2-Horoholt
•tSLummoi
(A.T.)
(F)
Westovor-Lyon
•t§One
Romantic
Night A. T.) . Gish- Nagel- La Rocque
•tSPuttln'
00 tha RItl
(A.T.). . Harry
Richman

COMING

Title
Star
•tIAbraham
Lincoln
(A.
T.).
.Walter
Huston
tSCIty
LIghta
(F)
Charlie
Chaplin
■t§Du Barry, Woman of P.ission (A.
T.)
Norma
Talmadge
tfEyes
of the World
(A.T.) . . Merkel-Holland
"
-- -Hnry
Pickford
•t5Forever
Yours
(AT.)
Lyon-Hall-Harlow
•tHoll'i
Angels
(F)
MacOonald-Garrick
•t§Lottery
Bride
(A.T.)
Runaid
Cnlman
♦ SRaflies
(A.
T.)
Bebe
DanlcU
•t5Reaching for the Moon (A.T
Joan Bennett
•tSSmilin' Through (A.T.) . .
Gloria
Swanson
•t§What
a Widow
(A.T.)
..
Ertdle
Cantor
»5Whnno«e
(AT)
Chester Morris
•tSWhispers
(A.T.)

Title
'tiFall of the Baitllla. The.
'tlciorlous Vamp
•tlHuskln'
Bee. The
*tiln a Russian Cabarat
•flLovo Cup.
Tho
•t§Muil(al
Marionette*
IJNIght In Madrid. A
•t^Second
Hungarian
Rhapsody
»STannhauser

>5Tlntyoe»

•§tWi2ard's

Rel. Date
Sept.
28
Nov.
Oct.
Nov.

8
18
29

Aug.
July

16
26

July
Sept.
Dec.

Length
Feat
MIns.

Reviewed

June

7

Jan.

May

Rool

Apprentice

Apr.

•jti

Length
!!'952!!

25.

24.

20
15

synchronized

Attractions

Wolholm-Ayroi-Wray
(A.T.)
Lupe
Velez
Glenn
Tryoa
Boies- Veiej-Loff
Whiteman'i
Band
Cast

tSLadlej
In Lovo
(A. T.)
Mary
Nolan
■t§Lady
Surrenders.
The
(A.T.)
•tILIttIo
Aeeldent
'A.T.t.
Fairbanks. Jr.,
•t§Love
Cavalier.
The
(A.T.)
Boles- Loft
•t§Oregon
Trail
(A.T.)
•tlOurang
•StOutsldo
tho
Law
(A.T.)
Nolan-Robinson
•t§Resurrection
(A.T.)
Boies-Velez

*Menn8

Length
Feet
Mins.
Reviewed
Mar.
...4388..
20. ..7519.. ..76. .Apr.
5
Apr.
30.
£5
Jan.
17. ...7401..
...on IS. ..82.
Mar.
3
.Mar.
Aug.
.Mar
..7314.. .66.
May
26.
.81 .. -Fob.
2.
8
Fob. 25.9. ...5933.. .69..
15
.6268.. Issue
. . Mar.
Apr.
Cross"
In A
.58.
26
.Juno
27.
1929
Feb. irll ...5230..
Apr.
..4.V
9. ...6763.. ..75.
.Dec.
2
Feb.
..3B52.. ..50. ..Apr
.Dee
5 ...6300.
Jan.
...70.
19
30.
6. ...5299.. -.64.
Mar.
29
2. ...5785..
.Mar. 21
Mar.
Juno
4
.
...5784..
.
64.
16.
Feb.
21
Feb. 22
May
.6748... .75.. .Mar.
.May
Dec. 2,1
31,
12 ...5609.. ..62.
77
Jan.
Feb. 22
1
19.
Jan.
...5900..
27. ..
6094.. ..67.
Apr.
.65
Aug.
20.
July
29
June
21
2
July
--67.
?3
27
July
...6000.
29
Mar.
1
Juno
-Mar
23.
i
.5025- ..58. ..Jan.
Fot.
July 13
July
13
May
25
June
8
Rel. Date

Coming Feature
•♦5A1I
Quiet
OB Woitora
Fro*t
(A. T.)
..
..
•tSBoudoIr
Diplomat
(A.T.)
•tiBuiiet
Proof
(A.T.)
•*§Cohens
& Kelleys
in Ireland
•tiEast
15 West
(A.T.I
Flirt. The
•t§Gypsy
Love Song
(A.T.)
*t§King of Jaz2 Revue. Th* (A.T).

score.

Apr.

&

8»o*l*l

SOUND
*t§Arablan
Daze
■TiBowery BImboo*
'ttrBroadway
FotliOO
•t5Brnther for Sale
(A. T.)...
•t§Clilnese
Blues
(A.T.)
'tSChrlitmai Cheer (A. T.)
•fChile
Con
CarmoB
. .
Fanny
the Mule Cartoons...
•tSFeilow
Studentj
•tSFlreburqs
(A
T.)

•t§His
•t5Hot
•Hurdy

FEATURES
Star Desmond
William
La Plante-Boles
Special
Caat
Sidney-Murray
Hoot Gibson
Wray-Ciimpson-Harron
Glenn Tryon
Special
Cast
"Under the Southern
Denny
*t§Embarra<ilno
Momenta
(A.T). Reginald
Ken Maynard
■tlFlghtlng
Legion.
Tho
Jack Hoxle
Flying
Hoofs
Special
Cast
•5tHeir»
Horooo
Murray-Crawford
•t5Hlde-0ut
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
•fLueky
Larkin
John
Bole*
'§f Moonlight
Madness
(A. T) . . . Hoot Gibson
'*SMnunt*>d
Stronger,
Th*
Ken
Maynard
•tSMountaIn
Juatic*
Schlldkraut
•tSNIght
Ride
Ken
Maynard
•t§Parade of tho Woat
Hoot
Gibson
•tJRoarlng
Ranch
(A.T.)
John Boles
•fSSong of Passion
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
•t5Song of tho Caballoro
Ken
Maynard
•tSSons of the Saddle
Hoot
Gibson
•t§Spur
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
•tSStorm.
The
(A. T.)
Hoot Gibson
•tSTralllng Tr«ub)*
Hoot
Gibson
•t§Trigger
Tricks
(A.T.)
Nolan-EMor-Brown
•tlUndertow
All star
•*5What
Men Want
Special
Cast
•tWhite
Hell of Plt2 Palo
Jack
Hoxle
White Outlaw. The (Reissue)
Mary
Nolan
•t§Young
Desire
(A.T.)

SUBJECTS

TItIt
Star
Alias
tho Bandit
Bobble
Nelton
All Wet
Sid Saylor
...
r.Hiior of Bravory
fed Caroo*
Ballilno
Kid.
The
Bobbie
Nelson
Biauty
Parade.
Tho
Arthur Lake
Beniamin
Franklin
(Relttue)
Boundary
Line.
The
(Reissue)
Fred
Hunt**
(.luukud
Traill
Ted Carson
Crimson
Courage
Ted
Carian
Danger Claim.
Tha
Bobbie
Nelion
Doing
Hli
Stuff
Arthur
Lake
French Leave
Sid Saylor
Follow Me
Arthur
Lake
Foul
Ball
Sid Saylor
Geltino
th« Air
Arthur
Lak*
Her
Bashful
Beau
Arthur
Lake
Kgunty
Fair
Oiwald
Cartoon
last Stand
Bobble
Nolton
Law In the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Eipreii
(Serial)
Chandler-Lorraine
Make
It Snappy
Sid Saylor
Matter
of Policy
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
PuHy
One
Wet
Night
Roaeh-Edwardi
PI.HU'
Cra/y
Sid Saylor
Peekaboo
Arthur
Lake
"•ost ol Honor
Bobbie
Nelion
Pronto
Kid. The
(Reissue)
Edmund
Cobb
Queen
of Roundup
(Reissue).
.. Josle
Sedgwick
Red Coat's
Romance
Ted
Carson
Restless
Rest
(Re-lituo)
Neely
Edwardi
Ropin'
Venus
Joile Sedgwick
Sid's
Long
Count
Sid Saylor
Sitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
Six
Gun
Juitle*
Bobble
Nelson
Some
Show
Arthur
Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Saylor
Storm
King
(Ro-liiuo)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak
Easy
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
Trail
of the Pack
Ted Carson
Under the White Robe (Re-lstue) Neely
Edwards
Way of tho West
(Reissue)
Neely
Edwards
Why
Walt
Slim
Summervltio
Whip
Hand. The (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
Wild
West
Wallop
(Relstuo) ... Edmund
Cobb
*iillam
Tell
Wolf's
Fangi
Ted
Carson

lt§Footllght
Follies
•t^Halnwc'en
M§Hash
Shop
•t^Hell'o
Heal!

UNIVERSAL
Title
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
•tSCaqtain of the Guard
(A.T.)
•ilCllmax, The
(A- T.)
•f ICohens and theKellys InSeotland.
•t§Concentratin'
Kid
(AaT.-S)....
•t§Czar of Broadway
lA.T.)
*T$Oamet
Ahoy
MSDevll'i Reviewed
Pit. Tho under title of

May

Rel.

Data
17.

Fob.
8.,
Jun*
14.
July
2..
Jun*
July 30..
May
Mar.
30.
Mar.
IS..
5..
S..
Mir. 22..
Apr.
Apr.
Mar. IS..
Juna 25..
8.
Jan.
sV.
Jan.
Apr.
5.
10.
12..
13..
2..
Juno
Feb.
24..
jao.
5.
Mar.
Fab.

SHORTS

Rel.

8724.... 97... Apr.

28

5

(A.T.)....

Bachelor
Daddy
for
GurdvHollywood
.

■f^lnriians
Arc
Coming
(A.T.)
•tSJade Box. Tne
'♦I<lsses
and
Curto*
't^Leather
Pushers
Series
*t§Lightning
Express,
The
(Serial)
*•tfLlvo
+ ^Mush Ghoiti
Again (F
•tSMy
Pal
Paul
•t«Nelg
hbort

II

D)

18..
24..
28.

*t5Royal
Fourfluth
•T§Sfhoolmates
•tISeeIng
Start
•t§She's
a He
(A.T.)
•t§Sliter'i
Pest
•♦SSteenlechaso
(A. T.)

Sid Saylor
Archer-Dent

Apr.

Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Oswald
Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
Sunny
Jim
Oswald Cartoon
Oswald Cartoon
McCoy-Roy
Lorralne-Perrin
Oswald
Cartoon

Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
June
May
May
Jan.

Lorraine-Chandler
Ann
Chrlity
Sunny
Jim
Oswald
Cartoon

June
Jan.
Apr.
Juno

Oswald

June

25 .

14..
3.

14..
3.
19...
3.
14..

Mar.
Fob.

Mar.

Apr. 28..
Feb. 17..
Apr. 28..
Mar. 17..

Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth

Feb. 26..
Jan. 6..

(Available

Mar. 28
Fob.
I
Fob.
IS

.1 roolo

Ool.

. 2 roolt
.2 r*oli
.2 roeli

Mor.
Apr.

I*

8
«

.. .2rooli
2 reels

Feb.
May

21i

. I rool
. 2 roolt
. .2roeli
. 10 apltodot

Doe.
Dei.
Mar.

7
21
i

Jan.

II

.2
. I roeli
rool

. . I reel
. I rool
2 reeli
-2 r*«l«

June
7
Apr. IS
Jan.

lb

. I r»ol
.2
.2
.2

reoli
roolt
r*«li

Apr.
0**.

28
21

Mar. 15
Mar.
I
Apr. 19
0*0.

1

M«y

IS

.2 Longtti
roolt
. I reel
. I reel
.2 reels
.2 reelt
.2 reelt
. . I reel
. I reel
.2 reoli
. 2 roolt
.2 reelt
.2 roeli
. I reel
reel
.2. I reelt
I reel
. I r*«l

Rovlewo*
Apr.
5
Fob. 15
Dec. 21
Mar. 29
Doe. 14
Jan. II
Mar.

8

Apr.

t

Apr.
June
Apr.
May
. . . . N*v.

19

12
7

. 12 Episodes
lO'.'. . Fob.
2017... . 10 opisodei.
22
. I reel
Jan. 25
.2 reels
2.
24.
2... 10 episodot. .April
12
20..
24
3»
Jan.
<I
23.. .2
.2 roolt
reeli
Mar. 29
9.. . I reel
26.. . 2 roolt
Mar.
I
23.. . I reel
1 reel

Sid
Saylor
.
Oswald
Cartoon
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Youth
Sporting
Sunny Jim Youth

WARNER
Title

3.

31 ..

•t^Strange
As It Seems
Novelties
•♦^Talking
Newsrci-l
Merrill
j'Tarzan the Tiger
(Serial).... Frank
•tSTorry of the Time*
(Serial).. Howei-Thorapion
•♦STratflc Troubles
•f§Tramping
TramoS
Oswald
Cartoon
•t§Up
and
Downstairt
•fSVornon'i
Aun<
Dent- Archer

.2 r(*li
. .2r**li
. 2 r*oll

II
24
7

Dat*
27 .
17..
3..

Cartoon

Ravlowod
Apr.
Ig
May 24
J*a.
May
Juno

.2 r**lt
7... . I reel
IS..
12..
. 2 reeli
7.. . I rool
.2 reoli
. I reel
24.. . .2
reeli
.
.
5
1
.2 reelt
, . I reel
31. .2 reelt-

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Feb.
Feb.

Jim

.2r«*l*
.2 r**U

r**li
..2
I r*«l
. 2 r**ls

15.. ..2 r*olt
19..
roolt
2.. ..2
7. . .2 reeli

Oiwald Cartoon
Star Cartoon
Oswald
Sunny Jim
Sporting
Youth
Sunny Jim
Oswald
Cartaan

Sunny

•t5Not
So Quiet
' ■ ^Oswald
Cartoons
•t§Outdoor
Soorta
•♦Prison
Panic

Length
. .2 reels
.2 reoli

I ..
21..
. .2rooli
22. .2 roolt
roolt
28.. .2
12...
.2 reoli

May
Fob.
Apr.
Mar
June
Mar.
Jan.
May
Jan.
Apr.
Apr.
May
Fob.
Apr.
Jan.
May
Fob.
Feb.
Mar.
May
inn.
May

Title

5
7
20

Rel. Date

Watson

Novelty

MIns.
. 6673. ..74. .Mar. 22
..Feb.
1
..5977. ...77.
...84. Rfvlewen
..Mar.
f
..8354.
15
.7533. ...84. ..Feb.
.72. .Mar. 29
.6502.
.7883. ..88.
.Feb. 22

SHORTS

star
Bobby

Feet
Length

ATTRACTIONS

SOUND

News

.12 roolt
r«*l

D»e
May

.2 reels
.2
realt
. 2 roolt
.2 reels
.2reoli
2 reels
..1I reel
reel

Jan.
Apr. 75
28
Mar.
I
May
fO
Jan.
25
Dee.
14

0*0.

. 10 epltodot

Mar.
Mar.

.2
rtolt
2 reels
. I reel

Feb.
Jan.

.2 reels

I4
10

F*b.
IS
Mor. 29
Feb.

I

BROTHERS
sound-on-disc

Star

•t§Courage
(A.T.)
Bennott-Nlxon
*t«Dumb*<ili
in Ermine
(A. T.) . Armstrong-Gleason- Kent
•15Evidenco
(A.T.)
Pauline
Frederick
•t§General
Crae«
(AT.)
John
Barrymoro
•tSGolden
D6wn
(A.T.)
Woolf-Segal
•t^Green
Goddess. Tho
(A. T.).. George
Arllti
•♦§Hold
Everything
(A- T.)
LIghtner-Brown-O'Nelll
•t§lsle of Escape
(A. T.)
Blue-Loy
•t^Mammy
(A.T.)
Al Jolson
•t^Man from Blankloy'i. ThotA.T.). John
Barrymoro
•t§Man
Hunter (A. T.)
Rln-Tln-TIn
•tSOn the Border
Rln-Tln-TIn
•tSRonoh
Waters
(A. T.)
Rin-Tln-TIn
•t5Royal Box
(A.T.)
(Qormaa) . . Moissl-Horn
•t§Second Choice
(A.T.)..
..
Dolores Costollo
•tSSecand
Floor Myitory (A. T ) WitherO-Young
•t§8he Couldn't Say N*
LIghtner-Morrli
•t§Sono of the Weit
(A.T.)...
Boles-Segal
•♦6Th«<f
Who
Dance
(A.T.)
Monte Blue
•tSUndor
s Texas
Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery
MSWide
Ooen
(AT.)
E. E. Horton

only/

Rel. I

late
June
....May
75
Jan.
75
Jan.
14
Juno
8..
Mar.
May
1
Mar.
May
31 .
May
3
May
74 .
Mar.
15..
7
June
..
4
Jan.
26
Apr.
IS
10
Feb.
15
Mar.
I9
Apr.
AP'1..
Feb.

Reviewed
FeetLength
Mint.
.6830...
C300
.7074
June
..Oct.
.7152. ...79.
..9809... 109.
Nov.
..7447.... 83.
..Feb.
May
..Apr.
..6653.
..7513. ...74.
...84.
.5814. ...65. ..Apr.
..Mar.
.7570... 84.
..6167. ...68. ..Apr.
.Feb.
..4383... 49.
49. ..Apr.
.4410....
.4280
..Doe.
.8000.... 89. .Jan.
.8150. ...91.
Feb.
.5268. ...59. .May
.6413. ...71.
..7185.
...80.
Mar.
..6876... 78. ..Mar.
..7498.... 83. ..Apr.

II7
IS
2?
;■
12
5
29
12
8
12
28
II
22
10
291
1?

.6341. ...71.

Coming StarFeature Attractions

Title

Page
■.
,
:

•t^Barber John's Boy
(A.T.)
•tSBig
Boy
(A.T.)
•UBoth
Were
Young
(A.T.)
*<§Captain
Applejack
( A.T.)
(A.T.)
' t§Children of Dreams

Grant
WIthort
Al
iMion
...
... John

Rel. Date

Loagth

Rovlo«»/l

Halliday

■^.Means sound effects. ^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. meant Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T.

after

title

means

118

Motion

Carol-Withers
*§tDancing
Sweeties
(A.T.) .
*<§Oanube
Love Song
(A.T.).
•t§Divorce Among
Friends (A.T.)
•t§E0B Crate Wallop, The (A.T.)
•fIFitty
Million
Frenchmen
(A.T.)
•t§Gay
Caballero. A (A.T.)
•t5Hand(ul
ot Clouds
(A.T.)
•t§Hi5
Brother's
Wife
(A.T.)
"tIJust an Hour of Love
(A.T.)
•§tLife of the Party, The (A.T.) Winnie
Lishtner
•tIMatrimonial
Bed,
The
(A.T.) Lilyan
Tashman
•ffMaybe
It's Love
(A.T.)...
.Brown-Bennett
•tlMaytime
(A.T.)
•i§Moby
Oiek
(A.T.)
John
Barrymore
■t§Nancy
in Naples
(A.T.)
Delroy- King-Sherman
•t§Offlce
Wife.
The
(A.T.)
Mackaill-Stonc
'tSOId
English
(A.T.)
George
Arliss
*t§Outward
Bound
(A.T.)
Howard-Mercer
•'§Penny Arcade (A.T.)
•♦§Red Hot Sinners (A.T.)
Winnie
Lightner
•t§Recaptured
Love
(A.T.)
Bennett-Halliday
•t§River's
End.
The
(A.T.)
Claudia
Dell
*t§Sit
Tight
(A.T.)
Winnie
Lightner
•f§S«ldier's
Plaything,
A (A.T.)Lotti
Loder
•tfSteel
Highway.
The
(A.T.)
Hall-Withers-Nixon
'tisSweet
Kitty Bellairs
'A.T.) . Claudia
Oell
•t§Three
Faces
East (A.T.)
Bennett- Von
Stroheim
•tlUnder Cover (A.T.)
•ItViennese
Nights
(A.T.)
Gray- Segal -Hershoit

VITAPHONE

Not Set. . Not Set

VARIETIES

Evolution
Evolution of the Dane*
Faust
Feminine Types
Fight.
The
Find the Woman
Five
Minutes
From the
Footnotes
Fore

Progress
of Motion
Duet
1st Act
Jean
Barrios
Norman
Brokenshire
Hugh
O'Connell

Pictures

Page
Sisters & Oscar
Ford- Lane

Grogan

Frame, Th«
Getting
a Raise
Glee
Quartette.
The
Going
Places
Grand
Uproar

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Leach, Merman-Pierlot
Giovanni
Martinelli
Tom
Douglas
Washburn-Eddy-Middleton
Ona
Munson
Bobby
Watson
Mary
Louise Treen.
Litel-Campeau-Merriam
Edwin
Bartlelt
Special
Cast
The
Potters
Conklin-Morgan
Fields-Teasdale
Rich-Standinq- Kaliz

(D)

"

Length
Reviewed
.10. .Apr. 12
882.
.6. Feb. 8
523.
.11. .Apr. 12
971.
.16 .Mar.
15
1435.
.7
R33.
719.
2 reel
..8.
ii
928
10.. ..May
Feb.
24
771.... 9.. May
Apr.
19
1141
12. .May
24
865
10. .Mar.
629
7
688
8
793. ... 9

744.
725.
888.
1539.
493,
1 ..!..! !

9
8

May
9. .June

8. .May

in
7

24

'.'!.'.'"
I07(
|2 .Feb.
872. ...16 .Nov.

519....
934
II3S
552
660
702

McWilliams

8

. 10. June
. 17. June
. 5

I reel. ... .. . May
817
9

Boyd-Middleton
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan
Jim

68.

826
696
2 reels
839

June

N e zc s

Gym
Jams
Head
Man. The
Heart
Breaker.
The
Heidt and His Californians
Her
Relatives
H olland
Holiday
in Storyland,
A
Idle Chatter
III Wind,
An
In the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl,
The
Jazz Rehearsal
Keeping
Company
Letters

June

"

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
..,
The
Potters
Landis-Halligan-Blackwood
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
Robert
L. Ripley
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
The
Potters
Olive
Shea
Arthur-Merrlam
Ruth Etting

Station

75.

6094

Title
Absent
Minded
Alda.
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
At
Your
Service
Battery of Songs. A
Believe It or Not
Benefit.
The
Bernie,
Ben
Big Money
Boys Will Be Girls
Bridal
Night
Broadway's
Like
That
Bubble
Party. The
Bubbles
Cave
Club.
The
Celeste Aida
Cheer
Leader.
The
Christmas
Knight
Collegiate
Model, The
Contrary
Mary
Cry Baby
Danger
Desert Thrills
Devil's
Parade.
The
Done
in Oil
Ducking
Duty
Duel.
The
Eternal
Triangle,
The

"■

Picture

10

Lew
Mayer
O'Connell-Kelly

Vitaphone
Kiddies-.Lou
Holtz
Hibbard-Lorch-Graham
Lew
Fields
Kane-Edwards
Eddie Buzzell
Pauline
Garon

Herman

Featuring

Recent

Timberg

■

Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H. B. Walthall
Franklin Pangborn
Cavanaugh-Ridges-Schafer
Pangborn-Elliott
Eddie
Buzzell
Kuznetzoff &
Tom
Ougan

and

Buddy
Trans
Gaston Glass
Watson-Cameron-Mack
Webb-Allen
Trixie
Friganza
Dugan-Leonard
Lvons-Ear''i-Morne
Clements- Knanp
Codee
&
Orth
Jack
Osterman
Tracy-Alexander
Green-Blackman
Lytcll-Fant

Rennie- Dixon
Richmond- Moorhead
Ryan- Lee
TI15. . Vitaphone
Kiddies
Howard-Newton
Murray-Oakland
Brice- Edwards

NEWS
Equipment

Architectural

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp
ARCHITECTS

694
I reel
1746
800

8. .June
May
1 9.. May
9

14
10
10

645
590...
922

7. June
7. .mar.
9

14
8

'

8.. Mar.

I

10. .Mar.
7
June
6. .Mar.
10
. 9.
9 .June

8
7
IS
14
7

.. 7..
6 Mar.

..9

874...
600..
580..
835..
1243..
| reel
832...

19

.10.. May
June
Mar.

I reel
740
777..

.14

. 9.

May

31

.May

ID

...6...

548..
537...
1076...
2 reels

12.

1150..
784

31
'.'.".■.■.

8

13!! May
Jiiiie '?
10

I reel
2 reels
2 reels
I reel
1390
653
2 reels
685
I reel

June
16
June
7. .May
May
8 .
June

1038

12. .'.'.'.'.■.'.'■.

2 739
reels
1346
1346
| reel

May "16
8
I5..jun.
14
15..
14
10. June
.Apr.
June
7

gig
goi
701
485.
955.
942
537
857

GUIDE
Theatre
Works of

Nicolina

H. J. Conley
Fox-Curtis
Ann
Seymour

14

904
621
I reel
570
876
845

Norworth

People
Versus.
The
Perfect
Understanding.
Pay
Off.
The
Poor Aubrey
Poor
Fish.
The
Reno
or Bust
Royal
Fourflusher.
The

Jill.

7

733
8. . June
799
S
908. . . . 10. . Apr.
2 reels

754

Will
&
Gladys
Ahem
Wattle»-Mar$h
Edgar
Bergen
John
Charles Thomai
The
Potters
Johnny
Arthur

PICTURE

BUYERS

Browne

OfBce
On
the Steps
Rancho
Only the Girl
Operation,
The
Pagliacci
.
Pa Gets
a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
...
Paqulta
& Chlqulta

Two Rounds of Love
Vengeance
.
Websterian
Students
Wedding of Jack and
Wedding
Belles
What
a Life
lo'
...'.'...'.
13. .May
in
Who
Pays?
6
Feb
15
Window
Cleaners
Work.
Milton
C
June
7
8
May
'^IV imekraw

Building

Jerry

Loder

Roberto
Guzman
Mason-Keeler
Mr. & Mrs.
Jack
Cameron- Watson
•
Broderick-Crawford
Special
Cast

In June
Theatre

&

.

Flint-Ridges-Foran
Chester Conklin
Earle-Oakland

Surprise
Suspicion
System
Taking
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In a series showing
why the A. 1*. (J roup
is unique in sales
opportunities for pro(lucers, manufacturers and distributors.
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territory that is of vital interest to every exhibitor
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Okla( It > I. 1 ritories.

tributor and buyer — champion of the exhibitor
cause; champion of the industry in combating
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Just multiply that by ten and you have the important part that is being played in the progress

111-

Kwm

Covering

crisis, many

of this industry every week by the ten Associated
Publications — the trade papers with the allpowered local appeal, but as a unit national in
strength.
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('(iM'rin'.v Pitt ?-lnir,u'h and Buflalci tiiiitories.
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BEWARE!
FALSE PROPHETS!
NEWSPAPERS quote other
COMPANIES
to the effect they are
ELIMINATING STARS!
SENSIBLE showmen know better!
AMERICA loves its idols— Tunney, Sharkey,
DEMPSEY,
Babe Ruth, Bobby Jones, etc.
STARS are drawing cards in all fields —
M-G-M believes in Stars for pictures.
IN 1930^31 you'll get 52 M^G^M hits
OF which the major part will star:
MARION

DAVIES

GRETA

WILLIAM

HAINES

JOAN

GARBO

NORMA

CRAWFORD

SHEARER

LON

CHANEY

JOHN GILBERT
RAMON NOVARRO
DRESSLER-MORAN
LAWRENCE TIBBETT
BUSTER KEATON
GRACE MOORE

>OI.

\ll. NO.
I'lihlishcd

Price

/-i

W

lorlc
>

Hotel

Rooieteit

Hnilvffnnti

770

K.

^O

CfkiCAJO

Cent«

Beatrice
Lillie

1
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VERY
CHILD
SHOULD

MAN, WOMAX AXII
IN THE WORLII
SEE THIS PICTURE

99

A StalettiPiit bv S. R. KEXT

1 refer to "WITH

BYRD

AT THE

SOUTH

POLE."

CI 1 make this statement calmly and sincerely, after seeing the pictnre
with an audience of Paramount
buyers from other companies.

home

office people, guests and circuit

CI The statement was echoed by every man and woman

with whom

I talked

after the showing. You will endorse it yourself when you see the picture, as
will the countless millions who will see and praise "WITH
SOUTH POLE" before it has run its course.

BYRD

AT THE

CI Rear Admiral Byrd accomplished one of the greatest exploits in world
history in his conquest of the Antarctic. The faithful motion picture record
of this achievement, secured and presented with incomparable skill and
daring, is one of the outstanding achievements of this industry.

liVITH BYRD
AT THE
SOUTH POLE

'^WITH BYRD

AT THE

SOUTH

POLE"

can

be compared to no other motion picture ever
made, because there has never been another
picture like it.

Cf The picture will be a tremendous box-office success. Nobody who watched
that hard-boiled audience at the Criterion Theatre, New York, hang tensely
on every scene can doubt that.
CI It is drama, stark and gripping. It is a glorification of human

daring

and courage that pulls you proud and cheering out of your seat. It is down
to earth, so packed with humor and pathos that the flapper will vie with
the business man in honest praise of it. And it is REAL. Everything actuallv happened, making it ten times more moving than fiction.
q "WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH POLE" is more than a motion picture.
More than the record of an epochal event that has held the world's interest
for over two years. It is an invigorating tonic for all mankind at a time
when we need it most. It is a renewal of faith in humanity, an inspiration
for men, women

and especially children.

C|| Paramount owes a sacred duty to distribute this great picture to every
nook and corner of the world. We propose to discharge this duty.
O Theatre owners everywhere owe it to their business, to their standings
in their communities

and to humankind

picture in such a manner
attracted.

in general to play this

that the widest possible audiences will be

^ I urge every theatre man to see "WITH BYRD AT THE SOUTH
at his first opportunity.
Then you will agree with this statement.

POLE"

Del Rio-Lowe Hit Rams Thru Hot Weather
Resistance for
"Good

ent^rtoinment.

Stunningly mounted.

CI«v«Hy hvnorov*

dialogue ond leverol fine performoncet."

Smashing Attend- 1
ance in Nev^ York 1

"Dolorei

~-Oait/ N»wt

Del Rio Big Hit. 'The Bod One' is a good

one. A

colorful picture, experlly tailored to fit Mi» Del Rio'i vivid
perionalily. Her voice recordi effectively. There i> plenty of
romance

and plenty of comedy,

well put over." — Eve

Journal

" 'The Bad One' Hold Screen Thrills. The loughs come in quick
succession. Film above the overoge level. Both Mr Lowe and
Miss Del Rio contribute fine peilormances. Miss Del Rio is ol
her

Critics Enthuse
Over New CrowdDrawing Thriller
Romance
r r

best. She

is equally

fine in comedy

and

sequences."

emotional

—

Americon

" 'The Bad One' is pleasantly and unsliltedly romantic. Miss
Del Rio is charming. It is hard to imogine an actress more
visually effective.'.'

—

Morning

World

"A good picture, plausible, well knit, interesting and enter
lalning. Both Dolores and Lowe contribute excellent bits of
octingi will appeal to oil who like these actors — which is most
af us."
— Eve World
"This picture should prove its value in any theatre.
elements that go to moke interesting screen fare.
Fitzmaurice has done

his best."

—

All the
George

fe/egroph

"An unusually cleverly staged production, with competent
direction and able acting. Miss Del Rio does exceedingly
well.

Lowe is at his best."

"Dolores
White

Del Rio Hits New

Tempo

—

in 'Bod One.'

Times

A good pic-

ture. Plenty warm. She's a hot mamma
Clara Bow, Alice
and Joan Crowford moy have been dynomite to the

soilors, but dynamite

is whipped

crebm

to the kind ol conduct

and dialogue Doloes Del Rio inspires in 'The Bad One'.
Dolores looks lovely and flashes the trimmest figure on the
screen. She gives a deft, convincing performance. Edmund
Lowe almost steals the picture. There are some great laughs
in 'The Bad One.'

Its daring comedy

is entertaining." — Mirror

"Dolores Del Rio in her First Talking Picture; Attractive as
Ever."
— Telegroni
"An interesting story, snoppy dialogue
onces, an excellent production. Amusing
the best roles of her Tilm career.
Lowe.

and clever perform
and exciting. One of

She teams

excellently with

Her voice is charming."

—

Grophic

"Miss Del Rio looks thoroughly olluring. She plays her role
with genuine charm and skill. It is amusing. Miis Del Rio is

JOSEPH

M. SCHENCK
excellent."

DOLORES

DEL RIO

presents

in a Ten Strike Knock-Out
▼

THE

EDMUND
A GEORGE

BAD

ONE

vviif/l

FITZMAURICE

▼

LOWE

BOOK THESE WINNERS
AND GIVE YOUR
BOX-OFFICE A TREAT!
LILLIAN

production

"ONE

GISH

ROMANTIC

In

NIGHT"

with Rod La Rocque, Conrod Nagel
Marie Dressier and O P. Heggie

Another Big One From

UNITED

..

i^\ ARTISTS

HARRY

RICHMAN

in

"PUTTIN'r^Mt RITZ"
with Joon Bennett, James Gieason,
Lilyon Toshman ond Aileen Pringle
Mutic and l/nct by Irving Berlin
Inspirotion Pictures presents
HENRY KING S

"HELLVELEZ.
HARBOR"
with LUPI
Jean Hersholl.
John Holland and Al St John

BIGGEST THING I

,

SHOW

BUSINESS

lAJATCH for the Titan Section
^ ^ in The News Next Week . . .
Greatest Merchandising Sweep of

all Show Ages . . .Thrill to the New
Miracles of Entertainment Radio's
Dauntless Showmen are Bringing
to the Peoples of the World!

**THE
Distributed by Sono Art-World Wide, by Arrangement With Harry H. Thomas and Samuel Zierler
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the

Sharkey - Schmeling

which

ended

in an

unsatisfactory

Fight
foul!

BUT
JAMES

CRUZE'S

masterly production of

'THE BIG FIGHT''
from every
a knockout
standpoi
— the
tremblin
t! gIt'stender
love theme;
the
knockou
a clean
ends in nt
smashing dramatic action ; the vivid colorful characterizations, and the whirlwind climax in the roped arena!

BELASCO'S

DAVID
Adapted
noted
Broadwayfrom
play, and
featuring "Big Boy" Guinn
Williams, Lola Lane, Stepin Fetchit, Ralph Ince and a
galaxy of others. Read how "The Big Fight" bowled
over the hard boiled press at its New
York review.

. . . one of those things that any audience should
eat
of Film Daily, said: "^ natural
Jack. .Alicoat
lip
. has e,a Editor
couple of twists that will surprise the
most

picture wise.

Big enough for any man's theatre."

while entertainment with a punch."
nd -in
Robert Garla
Worth
exhibitors Daily Review said: "^ knockout!
the Evening Telegram, under an eight column head, said :
"A good deal better on the screen than it was on the
stage.
Stepin
Fetchit comes
a little below
Charlie
Chaplin, and a little above Lillian Gish !"
"The Big Fight", now ready for pre-release and
being booked by leading circuits everywhere, is the
first of the 1930-31 program.

"THE

WORLD'S

GREATEST

ADVANCE

INFORMATION

SHOWMANSHIP
EXTRAORDINARY

IL II ID IE IR T y
IPII2€IDIUCTII€NS

CC,

LTD.

PROGRAM
1930-1931
With sreat pride LIBERTY announces
irWIELYlE

"'IBICCAVIDWAVy IPILAVyiH€llJSC"
IPIICTiLICIZATICNS
« « « of world famous Stage Plays » » »
Proven, Tested Hits
AND

lEI'GIHT **YIICT<OII3y"" SIPIECIaVILS
Suitable for Extended Runs
Each a Box-office Epoch . .
GREAT STORIES, GREAT STARS, GREAT DIRECTORS
100% DIALOGUE - WESTERN ELECTRIC RECORDING
Produced for Normal Screen and ror the Wide
Screen - at Your Option - On

CIIaKNT Scirieien Stctiem
Every Theatre Can Play LIBERTY "GIANTS" without chanse of
projectors - nominal cost. Standard width Film used. Vou supply the wide
screen. We supply the patent GIANT lens and print.

LIBEPTV

PPCDUCTIOM/

CO.. LTD.

SCOOP

//

-Ready

TWIE1.YC

and WAITING

*' ICIC'DaVIDWaVT IPILAVriU'OUSIE"'
iPiiciniJKiZAViri'DNS

of Famous, Current, Stage Plays . . . Only Proven, Tested, Audience
1. "MOTHER'S

MILLIONS"

7. "EVERYBODY'S

GIRL"

8. "THE MIDNIGHT

2. "EAST OF ASIA"

NOT

ALARM"

by James W. Harkins, Jr. Screeching sirens, clanging
bells, flying wheels — FIRE! Our favorite melodrama
reenacted for the benefit of your money till.

by Kay Clerneiit. tpic Drama of the tropics. Combine
"Rain," "White Cargo," sex and sensation — you will
never forpet it I

SHALT

Successes

by Richard Barry from his New York, Princess Theatre
success, "Barefoot." Vital drama of a pirl deceived. Ultramodern. Sure-fire winner.

by Howard McKt-iit Barnes. Record-breaking, comedydrama classic of Hetty Green's life — plus porpeous love
story. ^ ith MAY RORSON, who immortalized play on
st;>.;a\

3. "THOU

for YOU

9. "THE WORST

SQUEAL"

WOMAN

IN PARIS"

l)y .Mcxaiuitr Kosorotov. InUrnatioiial stage sensation.
Stunning, swift-movinp play of sex and emotions — of
Parisian morals and fascinating women. Tremendous.

by Leslie Burton Blades and Harry Clay Blaney. First
conunaiKlment of the crook world — with suspense and
punch thrills. Compelling crowd-getter,

4. "THE APE"

10. "DANCING

FATHERS"

5. "EAST LYNNE"

11. "BODY. SOUL AND

by May Sheldon and Lorinp Kelley. Popular play with
appeal to all ages. Packed with sentiment, humor and
plitterinp showmanship.

by Adam Hull Shirk. The most startling mystery play
ever written. Now the international rage. Hair-raising,
screamy, yet replete with laughter.

DRESS"

by Olenin-Volgar. Imperial prize continental play. Start
led blase Europe — took it by storm. Box office smash.

by Mrs. Henry Wood. Enduring classic heart-drama. Perfect woman's picture. Like "Way Down East" — perennial, polden draw.

12. "RED KISSES"

6. "IN OKLAHOMA"

by Charles E. Blaney. Fierce love and adventure in the
tropical diamond mines of Brazil. Breathtaking entertainment.

by May Sheldon and Loring Kelley. Spectacular outdoor
melodrama of national fame.
Vibrating entertainment.

CieiHT

IEIPCCH/HaVII^IN© **YIICir€l3y"" SIPIECIaVILS

I. "DAVY JONES

LOCKER"

By the great American playwright, Richard Barry. New Broadway stage success —
acknowledged greatest sea melodrama ever written. Modern pirates, sunken treasure— the fight for millions in gold on the bottom of the sea — a beautiful aviatrix —
romance, heart throbs, thrills as never before. Master entertainment — packed
houses!

IL "THE ROMANTIC

SCOUNDREL"

Prize novel by Victor Cherbuliez. Booth Tarkinpton says, "Greatest story of a social
adventurer in all prose literature." Marking new era in showmanship — a romantic
comedy
"Jekyll-Hyde" hero worshipped by women, spurninp all. A gorgeous,
musical — background.

a pledge of box-office freedom •

Six more "VICTORIES" to be announced from time to time.

Each VICTORY IS a "special" — individually, specially produced. Unlimited as to
expense, reflecting sky-peak of showmanship.

Each "VICTORY"

Home

Office:

1040

is a VICTORY

Los

Palmos,

for LIBERTY and for YOU!

Moiii^wooJ, Col.

f^

LIBERTY EXECUTIVES

Mew York Office:

M. H. HOFFMAN
VICTOR HALPERIN
EDWARD HALPERIN
H.M.GUMBIN

6 E. 45ll. St.. Mrw Vorl, Gift

On Its Way From
The Presses To Bring
The Entire Market For
Theatre Equipment
Your
Desk
Right
I
i
Delivered to you with your copy of
IVIOTION PICTURE NEWS next week
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Zukor- Clarke, Warners -SarnolT, Gird
For 1930 Fray in New Theatre Line-Up
Coast War on "Spicks?'?

Hollywood — Spanish "experts" who
sell their "services" to producers mak
ing Latin versions are on the pan, so
much so that the strong verbal condemnations of these fakers might easily lead to at least a war with Spain,
Mexico and half of South America,
With most of their knowledge of
Spanish customs and language gleaned
in chile con carne beaneries, their
advice on Spanish versions is causing
no end of embarrassment to producers. Take the case of Mack Sennett,
for instance. This comedy producer
paid big dough to a "spick expert."
And, according to Cedric Hart, the
writer, here's what happened:
"If Mack only knew Spanish, he
certainly would never have produced
the synchronization we saw at his studios recently. Of course it won't be
shown. The exhibitors don't cherish
any more 'revolutions' down there.
But how a man of Mack's showmanship can fall for such stuff as his
'Spanish expert' gave him is only
proof in itself that we all make mistakes. It's these so-called authorities
on Spanish who are hurting the market. Hollywood needs a general weeding-out of these birds."
Doesn't Cedric mean BULLS and
not BIRDS ? ? ?

Will Retire, Says
Kennedy But He
Still ^^Presents"
Retirement or not? That's the question.
By liis own pronouncement, Joe Kennedy
is pulling up tilni stakes in favor of banking. Evidence to the contrary, however,
appears in the product announcement book
which United Artists is distributing among
first run exhibitors in whicli Kennedy will
"present"' Gloria Swanson's two-picture
contribution to that program for 1930-1931.
The first is "What a Widow" and the second is to be announced.
Kennedy still is chairman of the board of
directors of Pathe, his forces having successfully overcome an effort of minority
stockholders to dislodge him. E. B. Derr,
l)rought into the company by Kennedy, was
elected president. Other Kennedy choices
also were named bv the directors.

Warners Join with RKO in New
Booking Combine Against
Paramount and Fox
The battle of 1930, raging on a front
that extends* from Maine to Florida and
from New York to San Francisco, is about
to break out.
Allied on one side are the Paramount and
I'^ox forces marshaled under the generalshij)
of Adolph Zukor, Sidney R. Kent, Sam
Katz and Jesse L. Lasky for the former, and
I larlcy L. Clarke, Winnie Sheehan and
jimmy Grainger for the latter. Opposing
them are Warners and R-K-0 with Harry,
.\be and Jack in command for the company
bearing their name, and David Sarnoff,
Hiram S. Brown, Joe Plunkett and Joe
Schnitzer issuing the orders that will swing
the R-K-O forces into line.

Booking Contract Closed
Fox, as first intimated in Motion Picture News several weeks ago, has closed a
booking contract which will carry its product into all Publix theatres, roughly 1,600
strong, with the exception of the de luxe
theatres on Broadway, where Fox has the
Roxy. The deal was closed Tuesday afternoon.
Warners and R-K-O have closed a reciprocal booking deal to play each other's product throughout the nation, despite the fact
executives at both organizations are either
to
out,say.
denying the telephone or have nothing
This move, held in the strictest of confidence and actually unknown to some of the
executives in both offices, swings Warners
and R-K-O into one camp for the 19301931 melee and further bears out the in(Coiitiuucd on page 32)

Richman Out, Clara Has
Doctor Sweetie in Dallas
Los Angeles — It's all over but the shouting in that alleged and oft-panned Clara
Bow-Harry Richman romance and the
screen may lose Clara. She admitted this
herself when she declined to guarantee performance of her contract with Paramount
and will be 25 grand poorer as the result of
her decision. Clara is sweet on a Dr. Pearson of Dallas, and would have been named
co-respondent in his wife's divorce action,
she said, only that she paid her off. Some
of the money, she said came from the fund
set aside by the company which held out
$500 weekly under terms of the contract, the
money to go to Clara when the contract was
completed. Her rival's alleged demands
made it necessary to drain the trust fund.

Omigosh

t t

San Francisco — Filing of a wage >uil
by the "ferocious gorilla" who is featured in a certain wild .Vfrican film
was the cause of many gag knocks
along newspaper row, all involving the
"ferociousness" of gorillas doing picture work.
The best story of the bunch, concerns the Bengal tiger in a circus who
died very suddenly. He had been headlining and the loss threatened the successful run of the outdoor show, .so
much so that the big boss hired a
man to get into the skin and do the
best he could in the cage.
It was mostly a sleeping part and
all went well until the African lion in
the next cage began to shake the bars
and roar. The tiger trembled and at
la.st in sheer fright shouted to be
taken out of his cage and out of his
skin.
"I've a wife and six children,"
pleaded the Bengal tiger.
"Don't be afraid," whispered the

African lion, "I'm a married man m\-

Warners Reach
For Legit to Save
The Hollywood
self."

Warners will become straight legit producers in the Fall, a move which is understood to be prompted in an attempt to salvage what remains of the flop of their pet
baby,
Hollywood theatre on NewYork's the
mainnewstem.
The town's big time dopesters have speculated over the bouse ever since construction plans were announced last year. The
theatre was opened only two months ago.
Many voiced the opinion that Warners were
takinga long shot in building within a few
feet of the Winter Garden and Warners,
the chain's "vet" Broadway stands. In addition, they claimed that the nearby Capitol
was too strongly entrenched.
Spotty box office performances at the
Hollywood proved the accuracy of the
main stemmers' predictions. The house will
open around Labor Dav with a musical.
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PULLING THE FIRE BOX TO
SEE THE ENGINES RUN
MILLIONS for the first pa^e and not one
cent for the truth. J^Yom Hollywood, more
often than otherwise inspired by the dictators of the studios themselves, press agents flood
newspaperdom with exaggerated yarns of production costs. An old custom which seemingly can
never be interred and a constant red flag waving
before reformers and legislators who stand on the
sidelines ready to throw more trouble in the industry's face.
Every year there is fresh talk about cutting it
out. And every year the same old procedure strides
the boards unbridled. It's a dangerous and costly
pastime the industry is countenancing merely to
aggrandize its personalities. For all the world like
a mischievous boy who pulls the fire box to bring
the engines out. And just about as sensible.

Music Has Charm When New
LOUD wailings from medium and small town
operators. Musicals with current song hits
are reaching their theatres so late that the
public won't go for them. The songs are old and
new ones have replaced them. Aside from the
banality of the operetta and musical comedy formula, producers might well consider this other point
if they are anxious to learn why filmusicals are
writhing in death agony all over the country.
Producers' own theatre affiliations, preferential
bookings and extended protection over second and
later
crack. dates are responsible. Here's another nut to

The Shoe Pinches and Hurts
scramble is on. Make pictures for "children" is now a Hollywood by-word. Producers, analyzing their theatre patronage,
have finally discovered what any casual observer
could have told them months ago: That kids were
being kept out of picture houses by c|uestionable
themes, dubious treatments and dirty dialogue.
Now the realization in the form of spotty theatre grosses has struck home and, to a man, the
run to cover has liegiui. .Some day. those who
guide this business will anticipate trends instead
ot' follow in^- them.

THE

stage shows, Suncourses,
MINIATURE
day concerts,golf
bargain
matinees, the revival
of contests
in avalanches — what
next to
maintain the level of business?
Sound pictures, once novel because they spoke,
are no longer that and the question on every side
is what to do now? Sam Katz thinks stage shows
may be the way out. So it is that Publix theatres,
once stripped of all flesh and Wood entertainers,
are putting them back in a rush. Maybe Katz is
right.
The one known factor in the picture is the realization that the situation is serious. All others
are pure speculation.

Protection That Protects
THE

the Southern
that handled
committee
California zoning plan performed a service
for which full recognition is yet to come. The

system adopted in Los Angeles will be the nation's
model.
Among
other clarified points it sets in
automatic playdates and provides this:
Reduces the autocratic power of first runs and
gives subsequent runs a measure of the rights to
which the}' are entitled.
Cuts distribution cost and makes it theoretically
possible at least to sell pictures cheaper.
The plan looks sensible, but the test of practicability isbeforewill.
it. Yet
even if this
doesn't
work, another
Protection
thatsystem
protects
the
upper as well as the under dog is on the way at
last.

And in Troublesome Europe
THE guns are turned toward America. Europe
is all het up. Added to quotas, taxation and
the high wall of unfriendliness which confront American pictures on the continent is the
resentment against the tariff legislated through
Congress this week.
The cousins across the sea won't take this latest
wallop without retaliating. The danger to American exhibitors, we point out again, takes the form
of higher rentals to make up for the slack, present
and future, in European grosses. Producers must
be far-sighted enough not to attempt this. Nothing but trouble can result if they are not.
K A N N
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Allied Members Not Selling Out; Will
Be on Hand When 5-5-5 Meet Resumes
ByM Film
Thrills and
Impresses

A permanent contribution to the archives of motion pictures, a satia of adventure in Antarctica and an epochal
lilm.
"With I$yrd at the South I'ole" thrills and impresses
as it weaves the authentic narrative of the tjreatest exploration expedition of the century. As an attraction, it's
mannet that will draw jjold. Different and novel and the
topic of the hour, H\ rd and his lilm have as much chance
of missing out as Lindher^h on a Paris flight.
KANN

Myers Body to
Ignore "Libelous
Haysite Attaek''
Washington — While Allied States Ass'n.
is "indignant at the libelous attacks on its
delegation appearing in certain trade papers
and inspired by an unidentified Haysite,"
it will not withdraw from the 5-5-5 conferences on the proposed new contract.
This is made clear in a statement issued
here by Abrani F. Myers, president of Allied. He says to withdraw now would be
j)laying into the hands of "the undercover
agent who is apparently bent on wrecking
tlie conference."
"The association," says Myers, "has submitted concrete proposals which are still
on the conference table and for which it
hopes to obtain tlie favorable consideration
(if the conferees.
"W'e do not think," he contiiuies, "that
we would be justified in withdrawing, so
long as any hope remains of getting the
relief which the exhibitors represented by
this association so urgently need."
-S. K. Kent of Paramount, who sponsored
the conferences, "has made it plain that in
negotiating with his committee we are not
dealing
with the Hays organization," Myers
>avs.

Blank Swells Chain with
Purchase of Two More
Des .Moines — .\. H. Blank interests took
over two houses at Centerville when the
Kitz and the Majestic were sold by Leo
.Moore. The new management takes charge
on lulv 1.

Mickey's Lifesaver

Hollywood — Marshall Ne-lan is said
to have been all hot and bothered
when he was handed the rap by Mary
I'ickford after the star called a halt
on her new picture. Mickey was let
out, and, of course, the coincident
c'idn't help him any.
The Christies, however, jumped to
the rescue and handed Neilan a honey
assignment, "Sweethearts on Parade,"
de.scribed as a big one for the Christie?, and a swell break for Mickey.

Clarke Sails to
Get U. K. Break
For Fox Product
Harley L. Clarke, delayed in sailing for
London last week by pressure of Fo.x business in New York, left Wednesday on the
Europa for the Continent and a discussion
with Gaumont British of what is going to
be done about a better break for Fox product in the British company's theatres.
The Fox company owns a considerable,
but minority, share of G. B. and, it is understood, feels it is not getting either the
rentals or the representation whicii that
financial interest should command. This,
London reports, is attributable to the fact
that Will Jivans, one of the two managing
directors of G. B., is insistent that his company pick the pictures it feels will make
the most money without regard to partners, while Fox doesn't agree that this is
quite as it should be.
Officially, Clarke's trip concerns his public utilities in England, but it is practically
certain he will meet the Ostrers, bankers
and backers of G. B. in London, in an effort to straighten out the muddied situation.
In London, C. M. W'oolf, Evans' associate
as managing director of the English company, has emphatically denied reports published there that Fox has acquired full control of G. B. The Associated Press sent
the .story out over its press wires a few
days ago.

London — Denial of a report that Gaumont British has "passed into the hands of
Fox" was issued by Lord Lee of Fareham.
The Metropolis & Bradford Trust Co., Ltd.,
of which he is permanent chairman, owns
more than 3,000.000 of the 5,000,000 ordinary shares of the company, he said, and
thus holds control by a substantial voting
niajoritv.

Schenck En Route East
Hollvwood — Joseph M. .Schenck is en
route East and is due in New^ York on
Saturday. A European trip is in the offing.

Arrested in Fight Films
Detroit — Benjamin W'ray is at
on $1,000 bond on a charge of illegalLiberty
transportation ofSchmeling-Sharkev fight films.

Original Conferees
Are Still
Qualified to Attend,
Says Myers
There will be no sui)stitutions of independent exhibitors when the 5-5-5 c(jnferences arc resumed June 30 at Atlantic City.
Motion Picture News learns exclusively.
It has been reported at various limes that
the sale of their theatres would preclude
>ervice on the committee of various of the
.Allied members.
Abram F. Myers, president of the .Allied
organization, says there will not be any
substitutions, unless some oj the members
find they cannot attend.
W. A. Stet^'es,
manager
the
Northwest
exhibitorgeneral
unit; Col.
H. A. ofCole,
Iicad of the Texas unit; Jim Hone of the
Washington association, and Nathan Vamins of Fall River, Mass., still are eligible
to
serve on the committee of independent
I'ublix.
showmen. Yamins is reported dickering to
sell his Fall River houses to Paramount

Biechele, Miller, Harwood,
Picquety Lightman Named
.Memphi> — M. A. Lightman has appointed c(Hnjnjttee members who will serve on
the 5-5-5 conferences. They are R. R.
Kansas
Biechele,
Jack' Miller,
ChiCity; Cleveland;
cago: Jack
Harwood,
Charles
W. Piquet, Pinehurst. N. C. ; and Lightman. This means retirement of Frank C.
Walker, New York, from the committee.
.Allied States Ass'n. will have the same
committee it started with, it is stated.

Rogers Negotiating with
RKO; May Make a Series
Charles R. Rogers who sold his interest
in the Stanley Advertising Co. when that
organization was absorbed by Warners as
the nucleus of its non-theatrical department, is dickering with R-K-O to make a
series of pictures. Rogers, who is a veteran
independent producer, was slated for a high
executive post with Pathe. in event that the
move of Richard A. Rowland and his associates to gain control of the company was
successful. Rowland is said to have been
acting for Consolidated Film Laboratories
in the Pathe move, but denied this to Motion- PicTLRE News.

Tra-la-la
"The film director may derive the
bare bones of h's stories from any
source whatever," according to "Bob"
Sherwood, "just as Shakespeare derived the bare bones of 'Hamlet' from
fables that were available for everyone's use. Shakespeare covered those
bones with the flesh and blood of his
own ageless poetry. So may the film
director cover them with the moving
lights and shadows of his own imagi-

nation."
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Insiders^

seers of this business sat back
THE
long ago and doped out what they
thought the future held in store.
Some foresaw three big companies left.
Others, two. And a few souls, just one.
The twos, this week's biggest development proves, are edging the others out
of the running.
Gazing into its pet crystal ball a couple
of weeks ago. The Insiders tipped off
a business which slightly scoflFed that Fox
and Paramount were doing a lot of flirting. On Tuesday, this business of arching the eyebrows at each other gave way
to the dipping of pens in conveniently
])laced inkwells and, as a result, the Fox
product plays the Publix chain everywhere.

Meet the New Team
In at least two offices, it was realized
that Empeenews' original yarn was quite
correct. Or who knows? Maybe they
read and learned. At any rate and, fast
on the heels of the Paramount-Fox deal,
a deep affection between Warners and
R-K-O springs to the fore. Each coml)any is to run the other's pictures in as
fine a fraternal spirit as this business
has seen in many moons.
Lovely idea.
It may be — indeed is quite probable —
that John J. Raskob, who owns a lot of
Warner and a lot of R-K-O stock, might
have had something to do with it.
Not actually with the booking deal, you
understand, but by way of suggestion
that the mutuality of interest, plus the
alliance made by Fox and Paramount,
might prove weighty enough factors to
induce dealings between the brothers
three and Hiram Brown.
Naturally the gang over at Fox is
wearing the smile that won't wipe off.
Jimmy Grainger carried on the negotiations with Sam Katz and Harley Clarke
has been seeing a bit of Adolph Zukor
lately. It isn't hard to figure it out from
that ]ioint on.

With Bill Fox

Picture

Out

As a matter of fact, the relations between (irainger and Sheehan with the
chaps at Paramount who count have been
friendly for some time. Kent and Katz
have conducted considerable business
with the Fox executives since the day
the Fox expansion began to dazzle the
industry.
The personal contacts would undoubtedly have crystallized into tangible business form more frequently had it not
been that Bill Fox's penchant was for
fighting the battle single-handed. But
l'"()x is out of that picture now and the

significant booking deal which Ijecame
fact this week may easily be the prelude
to something even more substantial in
the future.
For instance, now that the gross will
jump some millions as a result of the
arrangement with Paramount, it becomes
obvious for Fox to recognize that wherever considerations may properly be
shown the Zukor organization, those considerations should be forthcoming. On
the West Coast, for instance, where Fox

Shifting Hollywood
'em
.
Holltywoo
in abou
abou
to dmoveagain
Y t are
THE
The latest shift concerns a
couple of production executives
who, reports would have it, are
to shake present allegiances
from their bootstraps, get
themselves bigger desks, and
do their lording at new studios.
If the upset does come, the
cartographers will have to busy
themselves revamping the
Hollywood map. For the men
involved are major in their
activities.
The move is of interest to the
exhibitor, since it would have
a bearing on the quality of
product originating in the two
studios concerned — up or down
remains to be seen.
All slightly nebulous at the
minute, but on the wing nevertheless.

cracks the
and when
is cleared
actually a
impossil)le

theatre whip. In England, if
the Gaumont British muddle
up. A theatre truce, if not
halt, in this country is not an
step.

Two-Ply
Of the greatest significance in this latest of strategic moves is the uncomfortable realization that the step practically
parcels the industry into two groups.
Paramount has an M-G-M franchise
covering many situations. Also with
United Artists as well as an "in" there
via a $3,000,000 loan arranged with Joe
Schenck some time ago. Now the Fox
outiit becomes an ally. Fox, on the other
hand, has M-G-M and Paramount to
count on.
The other side of the picture looks like
this : Radio with its own product, a book-
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Outlook
ing deal with — if not control of — Columbia, and now Warners which, of course,
embraces First National.
On the outside, and in grave danger of
becoming
awfully lonesome, sit Universal and Tiffany.

Run, Sheep, Run
". . . but the cartoon was a pip" has
been the out for many an exhibitor stuck
with a punk program. That was in the
silent days and those animated mice, rabbits, jackasses and whatnot packed a
healthy draw at the box office. They
contained ideas and clicked generally.
Then came sound — and confusion. The
artists were commanded to dope out action that could be synchronized with
some weird noises, applicable or not.
They tried hard to please and in the
scramble they lost sight of ideas and
humor.
of laughs.The public got bedlam instead
old game
of "follow
leader"
wasTheworked
to death.
One the
artist
conceived abrilliant piece of business — using
the ribs of an animal carcass for a xylophone. It went great the first time, but
in a few weeks every cartoonist was using
the idea. This Insider saw it on the
screens of six Broadway theatres in one
week.
Give the old bones a rest, boys.

Star Dust
In Hollywood, Jack Warner is credited
with the statement that no star is bigger
than either Warner Brothers or First
National and that, if a star or player is
dissatisfied it's oke with the company to
pull out. Another way of putting it :
Warners don't propose to be annoyed by
complaints, temperament or the kicking
up of star dust.
Jack, the good old scout, surprises because he should know better. This business, like it or not, is cornerstoned on
personalities and, again, like it or not, will
always so be. In Hollywood, all major
studios have the star and temperament
to counter with.
They don't like to, but they go througii
the pain of it all realizing correctly that
the marquee headliner is the boy or tlu'
gal who brings in the kale.
The Warners had their experience with
Al Jolson. All of the mal-de-mer disguised as sound through which the business has been laboring is traceable to
the Jolson personality in "The Jazz
-Singer." And the starring equation, if
it clicks, doesn't count?
Hooey, me lads. Just plain hooey.
THE
INSIDERS
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Katz Launches Program-Building Move;
Plans to Bolster Patronage of Kids
Mary Had a Little Nerve
Hollywood — Newshounds in this (own
were thrown into excitement the
other day when Mary Pickford phoned
the boys to come over to her house
for an important announcement.
The writers broke dates, and most
of the office furniture in their haste
to be there on the dot. Speculation
was rife, to say the least, with the
preponderance of opinion expectinj;
Miss Pickford to announce her retirement from the screen.
With a score or more assembled,
she got up and, with the greatest
poise, made her big announcement: —
Mr. Tinstein had been appointed supervisor of her next picturelll
The reporters were so provoked that
Mr. Tinsfein's announcement has not
yet appeared in print.

35,700 Seats in
Construction for
Katz to Operate
Paramount Publix is building 25,600 seats
to add to its chain by the end of 1930 and,
on the basis of theatres now in construction and witliout proviso for additional projects, an additional 10,100 in 1931. The
latter is expected to be increased considerably.
Twelve theatres in as many cities and
towns will throw open their doors between
now and January 1, all of them to l>e known
as "Paramount" with the exception of the
2,400-seat Gateway in Chicago. Thev arc :
CITY
OR TOWN
Chicago. Ill
Teckskill. N. Y
Hammond.
Ind
Denver.
Colo
l.vnn. Mass
Kl. Paso, Tex
Kt. Wayne. Ind
.^^tapleton, N. Y
Nashville, Tenn
Lynchburg.
Va
Hamilton. O
Helena, Ark

CAPACITY
2.400
1.70n
2.000
2,100
2.400
2,800
2.100
2.300
2,000
1..500
l.SOO
1.500

OPENING
DATE
June 19
June 28
July
3
July 15
July 15
Aug. 15
Aug. 15
Sept. 15
Oct. 15
Nov.
1
Dec.
1
Dec.
1

The 1931 program, embracing houses
actually in work, includes :
CITY OR TOWN
.\shianH. Kv
.Middlctmvn. 0
Hristol. Tenn
Cincinnati. 0
Oakland. Cal.

CAPACITY
1,100
1.9(10
1,100
2..S0O
3.500

OPENING
DATE
Tan.
1
Ian.
I
Feb.
1
March 1
June

Basqnette-Marley Love
Boat Hits a Few Rocks
Hollywood — Lina Basquette, film player
and dancer, admits her romance with Pevcrcll Marley has hit the rocks, and they are
defmitely separated. Marley, former cameraman for Cecil De Mille, left his position to
become a vaude performer with his wife
several months ago. Miss Basquette's first
marriage was to the late Sam Warner.

Theatre Managers Ordered to
Make
Play for Children;
Kelly Heads Department
Establishment of a program-building department and the launching of a circuitwide campaign to "bring batk the children"
to theatres of the circuit have been completed by Sam Katz, following a tour of
company theatres.
F.very Publix house has been ordered to
direct a summer campaign for patronage of
children from 10 to 15 years old. Katz
calls attention to the new production policy
of the company, outlined at the Atlantic
City convention, which calls for the winning back of kid patronage through a series
of pictures headed by "Tom Sawyer" and
"Huckleberry Finn."
The new program-building department
has been placed in charge of Burt Kelly,
who has been associate buyer for the circuit. Katz's inspection tour of Publix
houses is said to have revealed an unsatisfactory condition, so far as program construction isconcerned.
Kelly's appointment is to be the first step
in the new program, with appointment of a
nnmher of other executives slated to be
made.

Philly Indies
Allege 'BetrayaF
In Stanley Sales
Philadelphia — Independent exhibitors are
talking Federal action at what they angrily
describe as their betrayal by Fox. M-G-M
and R-K-O in selling the Stanley here, thus
virtually sluittmg off product to indepetidents.

Chiseling
Hollywood — Stars who have gone
through the humbling process of recent years have nothing on certain
directors. One of them, now eager to
say "yes, sir," once produced independently for a large distributor and
he made life miserable for the home
office executives. On visiting New York
he would insist that all the paper, including 24-sheets, on his pictures be
tacked up on the wall and he would
carefully measure the billings with a
ruler to see if he had received the
proper percentage. If there were any
discrepancy, he would march into the
general manager's office and, in the
presence of that factotum, would dictate a letter to his attorney complaining of the slight. Upon receiving the
lawyer's complaint, the general manager dictated an apology and the director was satisfied.
He
doesn't
need a large ruler these
days !

Greasing the Breaks
Hollywood — Before "The King of
Jazz" was publicly shown it was
privately i)reviewed by critics. Reviews were prepared in advance for
publication simultaneously with the
premiere. Jeanie Lang — a newcomer
— sang one song. Hut, to hear a local
writer tell it, the trained eyes of the
reviewers spotted a personality glittering with Stardust. They wrote
raves
aboutmeantime,
the '"discovery."
Fn the
studio executives
eliminated Jeanie from the film. When
it opened in the theatre, hers was the
face on the cutting room floor. HUT
— when the reviews appeared, her sequence was hastily put back again,
and the ads carried her picture above
those of the stars:
"Jeanie Lang New Cinema SensaThe breaks.

Lack
of Pictures
tion."
Tough for R-K-0
In Minneapolis
Minneapolis — Pictures are declared to
be the big problem of Radio-Keith-Orpheum in bucking Paramount Publix in
the downtown situation here. The R-K-O
Seventh Street already has folded and
the Hennepin-Orpheum is declared having hard sledding due to the lack of picture attractions.
This leaves the Hennepin-Orpheum
bucking the Minnesota, State, Century.
Lyric, Aster, Grand and Palace, all
Paramount houses. The tough session
at the theatre is said to have been eased
somewhat by the draw of the Olsen &
Johnson act and of "The Di\'orcce."

Pour V Amour de I'Art
Et "La Belle France'
Hollywood — The auditors will have a

hard

time doping this one out.

The French version of "The Unholy
Three." which, in English, is Lon Chancy"^
first^ talker, cost M-G-M approximately
$135,000 to produce. For the studio crowd,
that's a mere pittance to spend on a feature,
but it is understood here the executives
of the foreign department in New York,
from Arthur M. Loew clear down the line,
are still trying to figure out how the French
market can be juggled to eke out production cost.
Translated into French currencv, the
$135,000 negative costs totals 3.375,000
francs. Which is a lot of francs for any
picture to gross across the pond, those who
know that market point out.
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Production Budget $126,500,000; Fox,
Paramount, M-G-M to Spend Nearly Half
Million Dollar Supers Are Few;
No Roadshows on List of
Paramount
Hnllvwood — The adding machines total
$126,500,000 as the budget covering the 345
features to be released by eleven major companies during the coming season. Of this
amount, almost half appears in the estimates of Paramount, M-G-M and Fox.
With an announced program of 60 features, Paramount ranks first in production
budget with $20,000,000. The Fox budget
is set at $18,000,000. while M-G-M will play
around with $17,000,000.
On the Paramount line-up, as already announced, there are many specials listed, but
not one that can be considered in the million dollar negative-cost class. This situation is unusual with Paramount, which generally makes a bid for road show classification each year with at least one high cost
super. It is reported that the company
policy for the coming year will be to spread
costs over the entire program to bring up
the values and. production standards of the
regular program releases.

Fox and M-G-M

Splurging

Both M-G-M and Fox, on the other hand,
each have current specials in work that
carry actual budgets of over a million. Fox's
"The Big Trail," which Raoul Walsh is
directing, is expected to cost at least $1,600,000 and will be geared for roadshows.
M-G-M has about $1,500,000 already in
"Trader Horn," with at least another $100,000 to go before the picture is finished.
Fox's "Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur's Court," when produced, will come
pretty close to the million mark and the
same is true of three M-G-M productions
li.sted for next season: "Mme. Satan,"
"Merry Widow" and "March of Time."
Los Angeles estimates always look good
in local papers, no matter what business is
being ballyhooed. The picture industry is
a particularly juicy morsel for the enthusiastic business leaders of southern California and practically any sort of "figures"
are accepted and broadcast.

All Budgets Are Variable

I

.Studio executives and publicity men have
come to realize the front-page banner line
value of each additional million tacked on
to production budgets and the system works
accordingly. As a result, several Los Angeles papers printed the story of a financial
authority so-called in which he stated that
a total of $163,715,000 would be spent by
various producers in Hollywood during the
coming year. Not being interested in what
Pathe and M-G-M would expend because
of their location in Culver City, these two
firms were ignored in his publicity blurb,
even though their combined budgets total
$24,000,000.
On announcements of current season budgets, neither Paramount nor M-G-M released total figures except to point out that
(Continued on page 32)

All for Entertainment's Sake
1928-29
BUDGET

COMPANY

Columbia
First National
Fox
M-G-M

$10,000,000
$17,600,000
$25,000,000
Not mentioned

Paramount

Not mentioned

Pathe

:

R-K-0
Tiffany
United Artists
Universal
Warners

$12,500,000
$20,000,000
$17,500,000
$17,000,000
$20,000,000
$20,000,000

1929-30
BUDGET

NO. OF
FEATURES

$5,0(K),{X)0
....
$10,000,000
$18,000,000
$17,000,000 for features. .
$1,500,000 for shorts
$2,000,000
approximately for foreign
versions
$20,000,000
(not including foreign
versions )
$7,000,000 for features. .
$1,500,000 for shorts
$14,000,000
$4,500,000
$12,000,000
$8,000,000
$11,000,000 for features.
$2,000,000
for shorts

20
35

60
20
34
26
19
20
32

Fox Expanding
New Reproducer
Said to Cut Out
Theatre Plans
Ground Noises
In All Sectors
Theatre expansion plans of Fox are
being developed rapidly by General Manager Harry C. Arthur, the program in
the East chiefly concerning the replacement of present houses in Greater NewYork and northern New Jersey with
newer and larger theatres.
In Philadelphia Major John Zanft announced that work on the new 5,000 seat
theatre at Market and 16th Sts. will be
resumed shortly, while Divisional Manager Herschel Stuart in Boston declared
that plans for expansion in New England are progressing at a fast pace.
W^ork started this week on the construction of the Midwesco 4,500 seat
house in Milwaukee, to be the largest in
Wisconsin, while Harold B. Franklin,
head of the West Coast chain, said that
the next large house to be opened by the
circuit is the one now under construction
at .Stockton, Cal.

Fox

Bad

Luck

Continues

Bad luck which has followed William
Vi)\ was emijhasized Tuesday at Woodmerc,
L. 1.. when his 60-foot cruiser went on the
rocks with an estimated damage of $5,000.

N.W. Expansion On
Seattle — Twelve Oregon and eleven
Washington theatres are called for
in expansion plans of Fox West Coast
Theatres. There now are S.'i theatres
in the Washington division, division
manager of which is Earl L. Crabb.
He is turning over Oregon houses to
Port Major, who is to headquarter at
Portland and direct operation of the
company's 18 Otegon theatres.

Brant Rock, Mass. — First public demonstration of a new type of sound reproducer
was to take place here Saturday at the
Brant Rock Theatre.
The new system employs only one photoelectric cell which is mounted in the amplifier unit located between the two projectors, thus isolating the electrical system
from the projectors. The new reproducer
is known as the Saf-Ray system and is the
development of A. Des Biens, Boston inventor and head of Simplimus, Inc., manufacturers of sound devices.
It is claimed that this method of rejiroduction eliminates all ground noises due to
mechanical vibration in the projector. .\
light beam reflected from the sound head to
the photo cell unit is used in place of wires
and leads employed in the systems now on
the market. A lens assembly is mounted
in the place of the photo-electric cell as
used in other systems. The light from the
sound track is picked up from this lens and
focused on a peroscopic unit located in front
of the head. This unit reflects the light
and focuses the beam on a mirror facing the
photo-electric cell. By means of a pivoted
mirror noiseless change-over can be made
from ouQ i)rojector to the other.
The only electrical element of the sound
system that is located in the projector is
the exciter lamp. There are no wires or
mechanical connection between the projector and the amplilicr rack which also contains the photo cell. Patents covering the
new system for light ray sound pick-up have
been applied for by the company building
the device which now is under production
and will be available to the market gencrallv.
National
hasss*'
acciuired
istre
F. N. Buys "Ex-M

Hollywood — First

screen rights to "Ex-Mistress."
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No Trend Toward Lower B. O. Prices,
Despite Summer, News Survey Reveals
Local
C^OrCWC's
Hollywood — Kdwin
farewe
(ijjures the last weok
in May
Y
I
must
be his lucky period.
Week
started
olT with (Jarewe
LjGtty
briiiKin^ in a deep well at Santa
Fe Springs,
which
rates
liUCk
"i profit of at least S.IOO.OOO before it dries up. This was followed by another business deal that involves profit of $250.000. The climax came at the IMayfair Club, when ("arewe
won the drawinjj conducted by the .M. I*. Relief Fund for
a Cord car. Eddie held the winning ticket out ()f the book
of 20 he had purchased. In takinj; delivery of the machine,
Carewe sat down and wrote out a donatign check to the
Fund for $1,000: the only sizeable expenditure he had during
the week.

Silent Versions
Off M-G-M List
For New Season

Girl Planned to
Frame Pantages,
Is New Charge

Hollywood — There will be no silent versions of M-G-M talkers for the coming
year. This decision was made by company
officials, and previous intentions of re-cutting talker productions to hatch silent pictures for the benefit of unwired theatres in

Holhwood — Grand jury subpoena has
been issued for Eug,one Mozier, following
his statement that Miss Eunice Pringle, 17year-old dancer, had told him of a plan to
"frame" Alexander Pantages. The latter
was convicted of criminally assaulting the
girl. District Attorney Buron Fitts and
Miss Pringle have branded the affidavit

this country and abroad have been abandoned.
This year M-G-M delivered a silent version of practically every talker produced.
A separate department was maintained for
this purpose.

Chicago Court Approves
Acoustical Insulators
Chicago — Court approval of Wcstlclt and
balsam wool as acoustical insulating materials was given here in four test cases instigated by the Chicago Fire Prevention Bureau. The Lynn, employing Westfelt, and
the Sheridan, ^larquette and Savoy theatres,
using balsam wool material, were the houses
given a clean bill by the court.
It is believed that the decision means
that additional cases pending against local
theatres using acoustical materials not approved by the Fire Prevention Bureau will
be dismissed.

Bebe and Ben Go Into
Hiding on Honeymoon
Hollywood — The whereai)()Uts of Mr.
and Mrs. Ben Lyon, the latter being the
former Bebe Daniels, have not been discovered by interested parties in Hollywood. Following their sumptuous wedding ceremony .Saturday they started
northward by motor, but their destination was kept secret. It is believed that
they are seeking a secluded spot where
they will not be recognized.
It was revealed at the wedding that
Bebe and Ben had been engaged for a
year, the bride explaining the length of
the betrothal by saying that she "wanted
to be sure."

made by Mozier as "false, foolish and ridiculous."
Keaton
Signs with M-G-M
On Four Comedy Contract
Hollywood — With his current starring
comedy practically finished. Buster Keaton
has signed a new contract with M-G-M
providing for four comedies to be made in
the next two years.
Keaton, who switched over to M-G-M
about three years ago after expiration of
his releasing agreement with United Arti.sts, made several silent pictures for the
first named organization. His first talker
was "Free and Easy," released a few months
ago.

Selznick "Talkie
Contest" Under
Bureau Scrutiny
Lewis J. Selznick is "on the spot" at the
hands of the National Better Business Bureau, which is querying a contest advertised
by the Selznick Recording Co.. Albanv. Inquiry at the Albany address failed to disclose any knowledge of Selznick or his
whereabouts, stating he was unknown there.
The "national talkie contest." applicants to
which would use records made by the company, wa.s advertised in a Xew York newspaper. Xo certificate of assumed name for
the
company
office.

was on file at the county clerk's

( onditions
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Cut ft, Xalional Theatre
Poll Discloses

1 licn.- i> no general tendency to cut admission prices, either by affiliated or independent exhibitors, a national survey just
completed by Motio.n PiiTirkE News emphasizes. Cuts made in a few of the keys
were dictated by local conditions, and are
not part of any national trend or demand
for a lower bo.\ office tariff.
Even in face of the summer busines> decline, there is no drift to lower prices.
Changes of policy or keen competition have
influenced reductions in a few spots. Here
an; the detailetl results of the survev :

New York Admissions
Held to Steady Level
New 'S'ork admissions are holding to a
steady level, despite sununer weather. The
neighborhoods, most of them double-featuring, are not making reductions. In Brookdrop.
sion lyn,
the Fox took the lead in a stiff arlmis-

No Downward Trend in
Minneapolis Region
Minneapolis — Except in small town> of
the territory, some of which are cutting
their minimum to 35 or 40 cents, there is
no move to lower prices in this territory.
Locally, there is terrific competition between
Kadio-Keith-Orpheum. Publix and PanLoop. tages. with Publix having pretty much the
upper hand, by virtue of its grip f)n the

Price War in St. Louis;
Fox Slash Raises Hob
St. Louis— 1 ox may hold a goodly portion
of Loew stock in its vaults, but that doesn't
prevent the companies" theatres from indulging
in a price war here.
Recently the Fox trimmed its prices to 50
cents top. Now Loew's State up and declares
its peak figure will be 40 cents as of June 20.
The .Embassador and Missouri, operated by
the Skouras- Warner interests, and the St.
Louis, an R-K-O combination house, have not
reduced their prices.
.\ slant on the price reduction is the complaint of some exhibitors that the slash at
the Fox with its 5.200 seats will affect their
business when Fox pictures are shown in subsequent runs and as a result they have expressed the belief they should get some relief
in the way of lower rentals. They will experience the same situation with M-G-M when
the new scale is put into effect at Loew's State.
The price war has brought about a rearrangement of release schedules in all of the
big houses. The first runs plan to spot in their
best pictures, some of which were scheduled
for the fall.

Omaha Business Okay;
Scale Is Maintained
Omaha — .Admissions are remaining as
in Omaha.
There hasn't been a change
the Paramount
dropped
from a 60 to
cent top two(Continued
months ago.
.At 30)
the same
nii pafic

were
since
a 50
time
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Tariff Seen as Retaliatory Weapon in
European Campaigns Against U. S. Film^
New Measure Expected to Add
To Handicaps Faced by
American Firms
\\ asliington — Stiff handicaps imposed upon American hlms in toreign countries may
be mcreased turther as a result of the neu
tarirt rates on commodities imported into
the United -States which have just gone into enect, and officials in Waslhngton are
v\atcning ciosely de\ehjpinents
in Europe.
I'ihns, however, will not be the only product utilized lor retaliatory action by toreign
governments whicn see their export affected by liigher barriers in the United States.
Automobiles are in as parlous a situation
in France today as motion pictures ever
were, are practically barred from Italy and
are the subject of much agitation in other
countries. Other manufactures of American origin also are suffering under handicaps, as country after country raises its
high
higher.
Thetariff'
new walls
tariff,still
despite
the hue and cry,
is far less onerous than are the tariff's of
many foreign countries. Ever since the
war, Europe has been engaged in a race to
see which country could make it hardest for
other nations to get their products in. Canada has a three-way tariff, with every commodity carrying three rates, the lowest of
which applies to British goods and the
highest to products of the United States.
Spain has probably the highest tariff' wall
in the world ; all the other European nations have high tariffs, almost without e.xception. And all are aimed chiefly at the
United States. It is practically impossible
for an .\merican concern to sell its shoes in
Argentina because of tariff; other South
American countries also are beginning to
build up their tariffs in an effort to stimulate domestic production.
Just how much real resentment there is
against the new tariff is difficult to estimate.
Naturally, with a tariff' bill pending, foreign
governments whose industries found American trade a big factor registered protests.
That is done every time a tariff bill is introduced. Itwas done in 1922. But after
the 1922 tariff went into effect, there was
little change in the foreign trade situation;
the increased rates did not stoj) the flow of
goods into the United States, and it is not
])elieved that the 1930 rates will keep out
foreign products to any great extent, except
in one or two lines.
Now that the tariff is an accomplished
fact, it is a question as to whether foreign
countries will attempt "retaliation." We
have some retaliatory provisions in our own
tariff' bill, and most countries would rather
sell their goods to us, even at high tariff
rates, than be prevented from entering our
market at all. Talk of retaliation is likely
to die a natiiral death, for with the American market closed to them more than one
European industry would find it necessary
to restrict operations materially.
Films, however, in recent years have been
fair game throughout all 12 months. It
was not tariff that stimulated France to attempt to bar American pictures a few years

The Height
of
Pessimism

"From the headlines and the shouting on the financial
pages one could believe that the movie factories are
working day and night. As a matter of fact, almost a
thousand theatres have closed this year; several chains
have been forced to reinstall orchestras in the pit. Vaudeville is more and more needed to help the movie bring
in the nickels. The independent exhibitor is in a bad way.
The only progress the movies are making is in Wall Street,
where they are playing checkers with voting stock." — Judge.

American Firms
Schnitzer Due
Plan Merger of
In England to
French Interests
Install 'Changes Paris — Merging of United States inLondon — Joseph I. Schnitzer, president, and Ambrose Dowling of RKO
were slated to arrive
here Tuesday in connection with plans for
establishment of a

system of British exchanges, first reportedture
by News.
Motion PicSol G. Newman, it
is expected, will handle the proposed new
exchange system.

mw^^.^'i

ft"

fQ,-e
RKO lias
product
heretobeen handled

/. /. Schnitzer by Ideal Films. Ltd.
Seven exchanges are to comprise the
British .system, it is stated.

End of Blind Booking
Is Sought by Germans
Berlin — Abolition of blind booking is
advocated by the German exhibitor association. The group recently called upon
its membership to back such a program
at the Brussels film conference. The
■Holland delegation withdrew from the
conference in jnotest against high film
rentals and exploitation methods.

Maxwell Heads New Chain
London — .Xssociated Cinema Properties, headed by John Maxwell, has been
formed to operate a British theatre circuit. Five houses already have been purchased. The new chain plans to work in
association with .A.. B.C. and British International Pictures.
ago, nor was it tariff' that led several nthcr
countries to attempt restriction. Foreign
governments do not like the "Americanization" effects of our films upon their people,
but their people prefer our films to the native product. I'uture agitation against our
pictures
attributed
the tariff', but.
accordingmay
to be
observers
in to
Washington,
the
real reasons will' be the same that have pre\ailed for a number of vears.

terest in France is declared being contemplated. The series of resignations of
French representatives of American firms
is regarded as presaging a switch to the
merger i)oiic\. The latest resignation is
that of M. Schloss, Warner-First National representative in Paris.

Australian Musicals Held
Killed by Talking Films
San Francisco — American-made talkies
have "killed" musical comedies in the
Antipodes, according to John A. Shaw,
director of a picture theatre at Sydney,
Australia, who arrived in San Francisco
industry.
on
a tour of America to study the film
"Musical comedies are almost unknown
in Australia," Shaw said. "The .American
films are extremely popular. In fact 50
per cent of the people enjoy your talkies
and say so, while the other 50 per cent T?
enjoy them apparently, but later give
them the 'razz,' as vou sav."

London Showmen Meeting
London — E.xhibition of new dexelopments
in the e(|uipment field will feature the meeting at Blackpool Monday of exhibitors of
this section. The sessions will continue
from June 23 to 28.

Wardonr Films
To Handle Ufa
Sales in England
London — Wardonr

Films, Ltd.. has

taken over distribution of the I'fa product in Great Britain. Some 12 I'fatone
talkers will be released during 1930-31
under terms of the deal. The average
production cost of the films is said to he
$1I)().(X10. .Arthur Dent and llerr von
Theobald closed the deal. One of the
earl\- releases will >tar l-'mil

1,•innings.
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Threat of Industrial War Stalks Meet
To Settle U. S. American Patent Battle
Opeiiiiiff "Hell's Angels"
Sid (H-auman. Hollywood impresario,
plans to come to New York, followinn
San Francisco presentation of "Hell's
Anuel>," Howard Hughes production,
which he plans to open within the
ne\t few weeks.

Grainger Wins Spur as
A Producer on Fox Lot
I li)ll\ u o()(l — Edimiiicl, prido ol tlie Grain.i^cr clan and only son ot James R. of Fox.
is out ol' the assistant director classilication
and today bears the title of associate pro(hicer.
Grainger's duties
concern foreign talker
versions which Fox is
dipping into more actively after exercising
extreme caution and
consideral)le watchful
waiting before the leap
w as made. He liJis Ix'cn
EDMUND
GRAINGER

rector>

on

the

I'ox

assisting
Bertholda V'iertel for about
year
and, prior to that, was
assigned
to other dilot.

Nelly Wants $200,000 for
Al's *'Yoser Yodling
Al Jolson's yodling of "Vosel" may cost
Warners exactly two hundred grand.
Nelly Cassman. a little Jewish girl who
spends part of her time fishing for die Roumanian government, and the rest writingsongs, has taken on a new sideline, eti'ective
tiiis week, when counsel was retained by
Xelly to prepare a complaint against Warners in a suit for accounting on profits of
"Jazz Singer." in which Jolson sang the
"Vosel" song.
Xellv wants to show Warners th.it she's
entitled to about $200,000 profits.

Confab

Under
Way at Paris
With Will Hays As
Its Chairman

I'aris — I'ossibility of an industrial war if
I here is no reciprocal patent agreement in
Germany stalks conferences on the subject,
which got under way here yesterday, with
Will H. Hays presiding. Hays said he was
.serving as arbiter at urgent request of the
American and German groups.
Both forces are geared for a battle on the
issue. The Americans, John E. Otterson
of I^Iectrical Research Products, C. J. Ross
of RCA I'hotophone and John C. Graham
of Paramount, want the German market
open to all films recorded by their respective systems. The Germans, Milton Diamond of Tobis and Fritz Lieschen and
Dr. flniil Myer of A. E.G. (German General
F.lectric), are holding out for a reciprocal
deal for their films in America and demanding a straight three per cent cut of
German grosses of films of the companies
concerned.
The conference. Hays said, he hopes will
result in a sympathetic understanding '"and
promote the will to co-operate." The best
interests of those involved dictate an American-German accord in the matter, he
added. The situation has been complicated
by Warners' coup in closing a deal for exclusive rights to show Warner and First
National product in Germany.

Second of Series of Suits
In Lab Patent War Starts
Wilmington — Declared to be the second
of a series of patent suits. Cinema Patents
Co.. a Consolidated Film Laboratories subsidiary, has brought patent infringement action against the Craft Film Laboratories of
Brooklyn. Steve Devoe. Harry Glickman
and Nat Saland are named co-defendants.

Will H. Hays

London — .V naturalist has recorded
the utterances of an accomplished
parrot for a talking film. Which
prompts one of I^unnon's fan sheets to
chirp: "If you close your eyes, it is
difficult to believe you are not listening to a leading star."

5 Serial Line-up Is
Confirmed by lieisman
Confirming the exclusive .Moiion I'kTL'RK Nkws announcement during the XeAv
^'ork Pathe convention that five serials are
to be made for 1930-31 release by Pathe.
Phil Reisman, general sales manager. Iia<
returned to the home
ufiice, following windup of the series of sales
meetings held by the
company.
The comi)any now is
completing 25 per cent
of the 20 j)ictures on
the 1930-31 line-up. he
said. Production is tmder supervision of E. B.
Derr, who last week
was elected president
of the company.
PHIL REISMAN
Plans now are being
completed for the first serial on the program,
which will be ready for release in -September. Reisman expects that Pathe will remake "The Perils of Pauline" as a talker
serial. Detective, animal, railroad and outdoor serials are contemplated.

Dream Shattered, Bristol
Dead in New Haven at 70
New Ha\en — After spending more than
$1,000,000 to develop Bristolphone, disc device, only to have it flop after a head start
over most other inclependent sound projectors in the field, William Bristol is dead
here at the age of 70. He began working
on his sound device in 1915.

30 Per Cent Tax Against
U, S, Firms in Australia

Rowland Committee Sits
Tight on Pathe Tangle

Canberra. Australia — The government on
Thursday passed a law taxing remittances
and gross earnings accruing from exhibition
of American pictures 30 per cent. About
$2,500,000 is expected to go to the government under tJie impost.

I he protective committee of I'atbe stockholders headed by Richard A. Rowland has
not abandoned its tight to secure control of
the company, but is marking time while
plans for a new line ot attack are formulated. This is expected to take the form
of a stockholders' suit charging mismanagement of the company's afifairs.

Photophone Maps Drive
For Small Houses in U. K.

Mannix Gentle^ Ask the
Wife; She Claims Plenty
Hollywood — Edward j. Mannix is a gentle cuss, if you can
his wife's charges
made in her bill forbelieve
divorce. She savs her
husband beat Iier. kicked her and slapped
her in their Beverlv Hills home, wherever
that is.

Jealousy?

Arbiter in the discussions now under way
in Paris out of which settlement of the
sound patent war in Europe may be reached.

London — V. Lulbert has l)een named
managing director of the British subsidiary of RCA Photophone. C. J. Ross,
executive vice-president of the American
company, recently was here to map a
sales campaign for small house equipments. Ross was en route to the conference on sound film patents scheduled
at Geneva.
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Increase in Deposits to Be Result of
Chicago Conference; Code Is Adopted
Branch Managers to Be Held
Responsible for Credits
to Exhibitors
Chicago — Extension of demands for deposits from exhibitors is slated as a result
of a general meeting here of branch managers, their assistants, salesmen and bookers. New credit rulings of Film Boards of
Trade were outlined at the sessions. Exchangemcn at the meetings agreed upon a
single interpretation in order that credit
rules may be enforced uniformly throughout the territory.
Branch managers were agreed that this
interpretation means more deposits. The
new rulings throw responsibility for credit
directly upon the shoulders of the managers.
If credit is granted an exhibitor who is
rated "C. I." and this exhibitor does not
live up to his contract, the responsibility
for the infraction is the manager's, the film
men were told. In consequence, any exhibitor having a poor credit rating will be
required to make a deposit in the future.
At the same meeting, the exchange men
adopted a proposal submitted by a Film
Board committee which incorporated rules
of conduct for film salesmen designed to
increase the effectiveness of the Credit

trade action
Restraint
Philadelphia
ion exhibitors
Protect
™ .,
is —planned
by aof member
of theagainst
M. P. T.certain
O. of
oMlt
eastern Pennsylvania, southern New Jersey and Delaware,
contemplated action of sellreported
theirfrom
*^ ^ ingresult
Forecast
product ofaway
his theatre. The move is part of
the protection fight planned by the exhibitor association.
An internationally-known attorney is being engaged to
prosecute the association's fight on protection. His name,
for the present, is being withheld.

63,507 Playdates Tiffany Clan in
Chi for 3 Day
Piled Up as Sam
Morris Tribute Sales Convention
Warner branches piled up a total of
63,507 playdates during Morris Month in
May, a check-up
shows. The observance is an annual tribute to Sam E. Morris,
liead of distribution
for the company. Nat

Committee's rulings and to eliminate the
"cutthroat tactics which have been used
here in the past." Primarily, the conduct
catechism is an effort to command respect
among salesmen for the other fellow's contract. Only in this way, the exchange men
say, can film selling be elevated to a straight
business plane.

Stress Contract Sanctity
In this respect, salesmen are requested to
discourage any and all contract violations.
Frequent instances of salesmen encouragingtractexhibitors
conin order toto jump
make a acompetitor's
sale have been
brought to light. Adherence to the rules,
film men believe, will not only reduce the
number of shows left on the floor for this
reason, but will also tend to reduce the exchanges' selling costs. They point out that,
in cases of contract violations in the past,
it has been necessary to sell the exhibitor
two or more times on a picture which he
has failed to pick up.
Critics of the salesmen's catechism point
out that no provisions are made for the enforcement of its rulings and that, in consetiuence. its potential value depends solely
upon the degree of seriousness with which
it is accepted by the salesmen and exhibitors. It is highly improbable, these critics
declare, that a salesman with a good production record behind him, found guilty of
an infraction of the rules, would be subject to any very severe penalty from his
manager. At the same time, they say, it
i'; obviously impossible to impose any penalty whatever upon an exhibitor responsible
for an infraction.
Nevertheless, the conduct code is to be
given a fair tryout locally and, in the event
it proves successful, local film board memliers believe it may be adopted nationally
by the Hays organization.

Sam

E. Morris

Baier, Albany manager, won the playdate trophy, while
Charles Gilmour, Denver, was awarded the
Sam E. Morris tro[)hy for the greatest
^^^^^
amount
May York
busijj^^of ^^^

branch won the Claude Ezell trophy and
the Minneapolis branch the Max E.
Milder trophy. The Allen Trophy, for
the best record in Canada, was won by
Charles Osborn of Montreal.

Northwest Competition
Is Narrowing Down
Aberdeen. S. D. — Narrowing down of
competitive situations is being continued by
Paramount Publix, which has taken over
the Orjjheum, State and Lyric, heretofore
operated by H. L. Walker. The city was
one of the few semi-keys remaining in this
territory where Paramount has opposition.
Others are Sioux Falls, S. D., and Bemidji.

Up to Field Force
Film rentals are to be payable four
days in advance of shipments under a
provision of the new standard contract, tentatively agreed to at recent
meetings of the contract committees.
Under the interpretation, the advance
payment is to be required unless exhibitors have established a credit rating with the home office of the company concerned. Establishment of this
rating will be largely up to the branch
managers and salesmen, who will recommend or disapprove to their home
offices such leniency to the exhibitor.

Chicago — Tiffany home office executives,
division and branch managers from all sections of the country and Canada are arriving
here for
the company's
annual
sales
convention
which
opens at the
Congress
Hotel on Monday. Final convention arrangements were completed in the early part
of the week by Henri Ellman, Mid-West
division manager.
Home office executives scheduled to arrive a day in advance of the meeting are
L. A. Young, president ; Grant L. Cook, executive vice president ; Oscar L. Hanson,
general sales manager ; Carl J. Goe, assistant general sales manager ; Arthur Lee, foreign manager; A. L. Selig, advertising and
publicity director, and Charles M. Steele,
comptroller. About sixty representatives
will attend.

Famous Canadian May
Meet at Niagara Falls
Toronto — Annual meeting of eastern
managers of Famous Players Canadian
Corp. may be held in Niagara Falls, Ont.,
again this year, it is declared. Executives of the circuit are declared averse to
holding it at Montreal as suggested, feeling there are too many counter attractions in a citv that size.

FitzPatrick Produces
Short for the Fourth
James A. FitzPatrick has completed a
short,
for use
on
the entitled
Fourth "Independence
of July. The Day.'"
clay carvings
feature reproductions of Benjamin Franklin. Thomas Jefferson, John Hancock,
Roger Sherman, John Adams and others,
and there is a background of colonial
melodies.

Fazenda Starts July 5
Hollywood — Larry Darmour launches
production of the Louise Fazenda series of
talker comedies on July 5 when "Pure and
Simple" goes into work. Start of the series
has been delayed pending completion of
Miss Fazenda's engagement at R-K-O in
"Leathernecking."
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Exhibitor Knows Where He Stands On
Films Under New Protection Scliednle
Los

Angeles
Clearance
Flan
To Be Used as Nation s
Model

Los Angeles — Ushering in what is expected to be a new era of understanding in
booking conditions among exhibitors and
(bstributors of this territory, and for the
tirst time supplying exhibitors with delinite
information on when pictures are availal)le
to liim, tiie new zoning schedule adopted by
distributors and exhibitor has been put into
effect here.
The new schedule was drafted upon recent visit to the Coast of Charles C. I'ettijohn. Its adoption is expected to eliminate
alleged causes of government action in its
criminal case against Fox West Coast and
a number of distributors, on a charge of
excessive protection which had the efifect
of freezing out independent exhibitors. It
also is expected to mark the end of overbuying in this territory.
The schedule of clearances adopted here
is to serve as a model for the United States,
marking the first time there has been any
standardization
of zoning.
Under the plan, the committee which
drafted the schedule is being continued, so
that changes may be made in the system, as
needed. The continuing committee consists of Carroll Peacock, L. L. Bard and
Jack Sullivan. Alternates are Jack Brower.
R. D. Whitson and Port Major. Lola Gentry. Film Board secretary, is secretary of
the committee.
Full text of the new agreement follows :
ZOMXG AXD CLEAR.WCE
for
LOS ANGELES AND SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA TERRITORY AS ADOPTED
AND APPROVED MAY 20, 1930.
Using various present cxistinp; zoning
plans and suggestions as a basis, and taking
into consideration several principles agreed
upon at the first meeting. May 12th, we
submit the following as a fair Zoning and
Clearance nlan for all parties concerned.
A CONTINUING ZONING COMMITTEE has been established for the Season
l'',i(t-,il composed as follows:
REGULAR: C. N. Peacock. L. L. Bard,
f. 1. Sulliv.in.
ALTERNATE: N. H. Brower. R. D.
Whit-on,
]",. I'ort Major.
Lola .Adams Gentry, Secretary of the
Committee.
The above Committee will meet at stated
periods hereafter to be determined by that
Committee, to hear any complaint or complaints of any exhibitor or distributor in
this territory, with reference to this Zoning
and Clearance Schedule; and to determine
what is a proper and fair Zoning or Classi-

Special Privileges Out?
The end of special privilege in the
industry, so far as affiliated houses
are concerned, is being interpreted in
the protection schedules now being
drafted for adoption in a number of
key cities throughout the country.
Chicago and Los Angeles already have
agreed upon the new zoning plans.

Adoption Expected to Kliminate

Equality in Zoning
Los Angeles — Equalization of the
zoning of every theatre without regard t<) aililiations is provided for in
the protection schedule put into effect
here. The schedule is i-xpected to be
used as a nu>del for the nation. I'nder
the new plan, every e.xhibitor knows
just when he will play any given picture, because he is on the same clearance basis as a similar house in another zone.
fication of any theatre not covered herciii or
that nia>- be constructed dnrini,' ^luh season.
ANY THEATRE
OWNER
NOT AFFILIATED with any organization shall
have tile right to designate any other nonafliliated theatre owner to act with this
Continuing Zoning Connnittee with reference to the determination of a classification
or a coiiiplaint , with power
to \dte.
ALL FIRST RUN ADMISSION PRICE
CLEARANCES of Los Angeles City Zone,
must complete their run within 14 daj's of
availability.
In any given Zone there is a minimum of
7 clays' clearance between first and second,
or second and third run, or any subsequent
runs, regardless of admission price charged,
except those theatres non-competitive one
with the other, as indicated throughout this
Schedule 1>\- an asterisk ("i.
DEFINITION OF WHAT
SHALL BE
CONSIDERED
ACTUAL
ADMISSION
PRICES FOR DOWNTOWN
HOUSES:
Downlown admission prices for other
than first run houses shall be determined by
averaging the day and evening prices, by
adding both together and dividing by two;
and the result shall be the determined admission price. In any event where the resulting figure is a fraction of 56, the larger
figure prevails.
ALL PLANS OR DEVICES TO AVOID
A TRUE ADMISSION CLASSIFICATION by an\- theatre by the issuance of a
ticket or tickets, or anv other device to
admit one or more persons; or by the giving of premiums, etc., such plans or evasion
may call for reclassification of such theatre
by the Continuing Zoning Committee, an<l
the actual value of each such admission shall
fix such classification.
IT IS SUGGESTED
BY THE
ZONING
COMMITTEE
THAT
THE
FOLLOWING CLAUSE BE INCORPORATED
IN
CONTRACTS WHERE
DEEMED
NECESSARY FOR THE
1930-31
SELLING
SEASON:
If prior to the expiration of the terms of
this License .'Kgreement, a Zoning and Protection Plan for the territory in which the
exhibitor's theatre is located, shall be generally adopted by the Distributors and Exhibitors in said territory, then and in such
event and from the time of the adoption of
such a plan, the protection
period, if any
herein specified for the exhibitor's
theatre,
shall be substituted
for the protection
period hereinabove granted the exhibitor, with
the same effect as if herein fullv set forth.
DE
LUXE
ZONE— Any
theatre
running
on a two-a-day
policy — the clearance
to
be left to the discretion of the Distributor
and Exhibitor.
ZONE 1 — First run Los Angeles.
To have
protection over all towns within a radius
of 25 miles.
Those towns out of the 25
mile radius to be played as Zoned hereinafter.
.\

niininunn

of

21

days'

clearance

over

Alleged
of (iov't
Act Causes
in Fox Suit
secoiul run theatres charging an aclmission of 65^ outside of the same zone
where first run played, this run to be
completed within 35 days after first run
closing.
50<? theatres shall be privileged to play
immediately following ()5e run, but must
complete
run closing.run withni 42 days after first
In the event that a picture does not receive a 65<; second run, it shall be available for 50(f houses 28 days after first run
closing, the run to be completed within
42 days after first run closing.
40(? houses
to play 42 days after L..^. first
run closing.
iSC houses
to play 56 days after L.A. first
run closing.
30<? houses
to \)\ay 70 days after L..\. first
run closing.
25t houses
to play 84 days after L..-\. first
run closing.
20c houses
to play 105 days after L..\. first
run closing.
15C houses
to play 140 days after L..\. first
run closing.
\0d houses
to play 175 days after L.A. first
run closing.
Paramount
Warner's Downtown
United Artists
Criterion
Warner's
Hollywood

Loew's State
R K O Orpheum
R K O
Boidevard

Any other theatre playing a picture or
pictures first run.
ZONE 2— Second Run in the City of Los
.Vngeles. Theatres charging a general
admission of 65i can play not sooner than
21 days after first run closing, but must
complete
the run within 35 days after first
run
closing.
ZONE 2-A— Fox Palace, Tower, Million
Dollar. Bard's 8th Street, Rialto, Albanihra.
ZONE
2-B — Cameo, Arcade, Broadway,
Bard's Hillstreet.
NOTE: To determine admission price classification of theatres in Zone 2-A and 2-B
see definition of admission prices for
downtown houses on Page 1.
ZONE
sador. 3— Uptown, ♦Forum, *Wilshire, Victoria, Arlington, Gem, *Parisian, AmbasZONE
4— Belmont, Ravenna, *Melrose,
Kanipart. *Parisian.
mont. 5— Ritz, La Brea, Fairfax. LarchZONE
ZONE 6— Westlake. Alvarado, Playhouse,
Chotiner's Parisian, Ambassador, Empire,
De Luxe.
ZONE 7— *Georgia. Pico, Sun, Washington. *Roval.
ZONE

8— Egyptian,

Hollywood,

Iris,

A Model for Nation
While the Southern California zoning schedules made public exclusively
by MOTION PICTURE NEWS concern
only that territory, their fundamentals
will be used as the basis for clearentire isI'nited
States. ances
Workthroughout
on the the
schedules
under
way in a number of cities.

Fil-

^-^
niarte, Marcal. Carmel, Marquise, Sherman, Granada.
ZONE 9— Hunley's *Vista, Sunset, Apollo,
Paramount. *Marcal.
ZONE
10— Hollywood, Garden, Alpine,
Rex, Owl, Riverside, Rampart.
ZONE
11— Figueroa, **Rcgent (McKinneii's), New Palace, **Vermont, Mission,
Lyric, La Tosca, New University, Union
Square.
^Strand, Rainbow,
Dreamland.
ZONE 12 — Temple, Colonial, Astor, Vermont.
ZONE 13 — Manchester, Madrid, Florence,
Broadway-Mecca, Castle, Cairo, Gloria,
Balboa.
ZONE 14— Balboa, Madrid, Alamo, *Temple, Castle, Broadway-Mecca, *Knoll,
Manchester.
ZONE
15 — Manchester, Circle, Moneta,
I'rincess, Ma\'.
ZONE
16— Highland. *Vork, *GlasselI.
ZONE 17— Rivoli, Carlton, Western, South\ve>t.
ZONE 18— Carlton, *Temple, Astor Colonial. *Knoll, *Rivoli.
ZONE 19 — Fox-Adams, Adams, Rimpau,
Riviera, (*Honie, St. Andrews), (*Gem,
Arlington).
ZONE 20— Starland, San Carlos, Lincoln,
.•\rroyo. Division.
ZONE 21— Crystal, Joy, Meralta.
ZONE 22 — Jewel, Unique, Belvedere Strand.
ZONE 23 — Garden, Belvedere Gardens, Red
Mill, Teatro
Bonita.
ZONE
24— Brooklyn, Wabash, Meralta,
New
loy, Keystone,
National.
ZONE 25— Mesa, Seville.
ZONE 26 — Rosebud, New Lincoln, Gaiety,
Hub, Merryland.
ZONE 27 — Tivoli, *Savoy, Avalon, Beacon
*\"ernon.
Elite.
ZONE 28— Florencita, Nadeau.
ZONE 29— Clearances in Zone 29 to be left
to discretion of Distributor and Exhibitor.
Central, Cozy, Arrow, Art, Moon, Banner, Burbank, Estella, Hippodrome, Lark,
Lyceum, Optic, Regent Triangle, Electric, Hidalgo, Mexico, Novelty. Rosslyn,
Wonderland, Muse.
SAN DIEGO— Available with Los Angeles
first run, but must complete the run within 28 days thereafter, with the exception
of one picture per month which is extended to 35 days, unless otherwise agreed
between first run Exhibitor and Distributor.
Second run — privilege of playing 35 days
after San Diego first run closing, but
must complete the run within 49 days
thereafter, providing a general admission
price of ii)^ or more is maintained.
Third run — privilege of playing 7 days
after San Diego second run closing, but
must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter, provided a general admission
price of 25(? is maintained.
Fourth run — privilege of playing 7 days
after third run closing with 14 days to
complete the run, i)roviding a general admission price of 25(f or more is maintained.
Not sooner than 91 days' clearance nfter
San Diego first run closing but not sooner
than 28 days after 25(^ house closing, providing a general admission price of 20^
is maintained.
Not sooner than 119 days after San Diego
first run closing, and not sooner than 28
days after 20(J houses first run as long as
a general admission of 15(? is maintained.
Not sooner than 154 days after San Diego
first run closing, and not sooner than 35
days after 15c houses as long as a general
admission
price of 10«^ is maintained.
OCEANSIDE, ENSENADA, CARLSBAD,
ENCINITAS, ROMONA, ESCONDIDO
— 14 days after San Diego first run closing, but must complete the run within 14
days thereafter.
OCEAN
BEACH, CORONADO,
NATIONAL CITY, CHULA VISTA, PACIFIC BEACH, SAN YSIDRO, EL
CAJON, LA MESA, LA JOLLA--28
>lays after San Diego
first run closing.
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Discuss Protection
Milwaukee — Distributors and exhibitors meet Monday and Tuesday in connection with the drafting of protection schedules here and in the balance
of the state. Independents are particularly concerned over showings in
subsequent run houses of affiliated
circuits prior to their first runs in the
suburbans and at lower prices. This
practice is cutting into suburban
business considerably.
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
LONG
BEACH— Immediately following
Los Angeles first run closing, but not over
28 days thereafter, excepting one picture
per month which is extended to 35 days,
unless otherwise agreed between first run
Exhibitor and Distributor.
Second run — privilege of 42 days after
Long Beach first run closing, as long as
a general admission price of 25(? or more
is maintained, and must complete the run
within 14 days thereafter.
Third run — privilege of 7 days after completion of second run, but not sooner than
49 days after first run closing, as long as
a general admission price of 25^ or more
is maintained, but run to be completed
within 14 days thereafter.
20(f houses available not sooner than 9S
days after Long Beacli first run closing,
and not sooner than 28 days after completion of 25^ runs.
15(? houses available not sooner than 126
days after Long Beach first run closing,
and not sooner than 28 days after 20V
houses.
10^^ houses available not sooner than 161
days after Long Beach first run closing,
and
not sooner than 35 days after 15(*
closing.
NOTE: Oriental Theatre, Virginia City
(No. Long Beach) and Belmont Theatre,
Belmont Shores, both to be considered as
a part of Long Beach and to be governed
by admission price zoning.
AVALON — Privilege of 7 days after Long
Pieach first run closing, but must complete
the run within 14 davs thereafter.
SEAL BEACH— Privilege of 7 days after
Long Beach second run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 davs thereafter.
PASADENA — Immediately following Los
.Angeles first run closing, but must complete the run within 21 days thereafter,
except one picture per month which is
extended to 35 days.
Second run — privilege of 42 days following Pasadena first run closing as long as
a general admission price of 304 or more
is maintained, but must complete run
within 14 days thereafter.
Third run — privilege of 7 days following
second run closing, as long as a general
admission price of 25«? is maintained, but
must complete run within 14 days.
i'"ourth run — i)rivilege of 7 days following
third run closing, as long as a general admission price of 2S<f is maintained, but
must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
20<f houses available not sooner than 98
days after Pasadena first run closing, and
not sooner than 28 days after completion
of 25(^ run.
]•><} houses not sooner than 126 days after
Pasadena first run closing and not sooner
than 28 days after 20^ houses.
](H houses not sooner than 161 days after
Pasadena first run closing and not sooner
than 35 days after \S<} closing.
LAMANDA
PARK (As a second run)—
PriviKge of 42 davs after Pasadena first
r\m closing, providing a general admission
price of 30(* or^ more is maintained, but
must complete the run within 14 jlays
thereafter.

ALHAMBRA— Privilege of 7 days following Pasadena first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
Second run — 63 days after Alhambra first
run clo.sing, as long as a general admission )jrice of 25i? or more is maintained.
133 days after Alhambra first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
20f is maintained.
168 days after Alhambra first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
15^ is maintained.
210 days after Alhambra first run closing,
as long as an admission of \0f is maintained.
SO. PASADENA, EL SERRENO, EL
MONTE, BALDWIN
PARK— Privilege
of 7 days following Alhauilira first run
closing, but must complete the run within
14 davs thereafter.
MONTEREY
PARK— Privilege of 14 days
after Alhambra first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 davs thereafter.
SAN GABRIEL— Privilege of 60 days after
-Mhamljra first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 davs thereafter.
MONROVIA— Privilege of 7 days following Pasadena first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 davs thereafter.
GLENDORA, AZUSA, COVINA— Privilege of 7 days following Monrovia first
run closing, but must complete the run
within
14 davs thereafter.
SIERRA MADRE, ARCADIA— Privilege
of 7 days after Monrovia first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
GLENDALE — Immediately following Los
-Vngeles first run closing, but not over 21
days thereafter, excepting one picture per
month which is extended to 28 days.
Subsequent runs — Glendale proper.
Second run not sooner than 63 days after
Glendale first run closing, as long as a
general admission price of 25c or more is
maintained.
91 days after Glendale first run closing,
and not sooner than 28 days after 25c
houses, as long as a general admission
price of 20(f is maintained.
126 days after Glendale first run closing,
but not sooner than 35 daj-s after 20('
houses, as long as a general admission
price of 15(? is maintained.
168 days after Glendale first run closing,
but not sooner than 42 days after \5C
houses, as lone as a general admission
price of 10(* is maintained.
COSMO GLENDALE, BARD'S GLENDALE, GATEWAY, GLENDALE— 28
days after Glendale first run closing, but
must complete the run within 21 days
thereafter, providing a general admission
Virice of 25c or more
is maintained.
BURBANK.
VAN
NUYS, LANKERSHIM, SAN FERNANDO, OWENSMOUTH— Privilege of 14 days after Glendale first run closing, but must complete
• the run within 14 daws thereafter.
TUJUNGA,
MONTROSE,
EAGLE
ROCK— Privilege of 42 days after Glendale first run closing, but must complete
the run within 14 da\-s thereafter.
SAN BERNARDINO— Privilege of playing
day and date with Los Angeles first run
closing, but must complete the run within
21 days, except one picture per month
which is extended to 28 days.
Second run not sooner than 63 days after
San Bernardino first run closing, as long
as
admission price of 25<' or
more a general
is maintained.
91 days after San Bernardino first run
closing, and not sooner than 28 dax'S after
25<f houses, as long as a general admission of 20^* is maintained.
126 days after San Bernardino first run
closing, and not sooner than 35 days after
20(1' houses, as long as a general admission
price of (Coiilitnird
Lit* is maintained.
on fcgc 26)
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New Downstate Illinois Protection
Schednles Sought After Deadlock
Revenge Is Sweet
They say that Mr. Dt- Millo was
lorced to
say the
"^ os"
einhl
census
taker
other
dav.times to the

Tough Job Ahead
Educating Exhibs
Los Aiifjclcs — A survey of cxcliangcs and
exlu'hitors in this torritory reveals tlie fact
thai perfect operation of the new zoninsj
plan is aciniittcdly hard to accomplish due,
for the most part, to fannliarity with and
custom built around the old zoninjr plan.
There are many showmen who are not satisfied with their present classifications, hut
the s,^eneral feelinj,"- is that the i)lan is a step
in the rifjht direction.
It is practically unanimously agreed that
the plan is a ste[) forward and that responsibility rests with the continuing committee
to clarify and change minor points for betterment of the situation.
-Mapping of the zoning plan was a herculean task. The continuing committee has
already accomplished the rezoning of about
15 Los Angeles houses when the original
plan failed to work out in practice as it
appeared it would on paper. The committee will continue its meetings regularly for
consideration of all complaints and requests
for rezoning because of peculiarities of individual cases.

Seattle Working
On Protection
Los Angeles — Seattle. I'ortlaml and then
San Francisco, in the order named, will
work out new zoning arrangements similar
to the plan covering Southern California.
Lola Gentry, secretary of the Film Board
of Trade here, is now in Seattle aiding
exhibitors and cxchangemen to draft the
new form for that territory. Following
its completion. Miss Gentrv will .stage repeaters inPortland and 'Frisco.

Illinois Exhibs in
Co-operative Combine

Chicago — .\nother unit of .Allied States
Ass'n. the Illinois Independent Theatre
Owners, has formed a co-operative to buy
pictures for it membership. The buying
combine will operate as Illinois Co-operative
Theatre Service Corp. At a future date,
the new company may undertake co-operative buying of supplies also. Twentv-three
exhibitors are initial subscribers to the
booking service.

Meetings
to Continue
Till
Accord
Is Reached,
Pettijohn Says
Chicago — Rezoning
was lieing attempted
second meeting, called
the deadlock, which

day's meeting rejected theules,proposed
schedtentatively agreefl
upon last week.
.Submission of the
original downstate plan
of protection based on
the population of key
cities met with immediate and violent objections from the independents, despite the
fact that it had been
announced in advance
that representatives of
the faction had agreed
CHARLES
C.
on major points of the
PETTIJOHN
I)lan. which was interpreted as a vast improvement over the old order of protection
in the state.
Major objection to the downstate plan
centered about the maximum protection territory proposed by it
:md the handling of
o\erlapping protection
territories. The new
plan advocated one mile
r)f protection for every
1.000 of population in
key cities (those of
3,000 or over), with a
iiaximum protection
territory of 40 miles.
Representatives of the
independents declared
tjiat this radius was
too large and defeated
JACK MILLER
its own purpose by giving too liberal protection to the larger cities in their overlapping
territories.
Few changes, except in consideration of
uidividual outlying theatres, were suggested
in the present metropolitan protection system. However, a proposal to prohibit double or triple feature programs unless all of
the features are over

^^. ^,
p^'""'^^^ j

Circuit for Stock Shows
Planned by Equity Head

Development of a four-town circuit, over
which stock plays would appear simultaneously, and establishment of 28 one-night
stands is provided for in plans of Frank
Gilmore. president of Actors' Equity Ass'n..
he declared at a meeting in New York
of
the Producing Managers' Ass'n.

of down>tate Illinois
here Thursday, at a
in an elTr)rt lo break
resulted when Mon-

AARON
SAPERSTEIN

one year old met with
strenuous
objectionsof
from
representatives
the Chicago independents.
The
double
feature
program
is both common and popular here
at all seasons.
Many
of the small exhibitors
regard it as their sole
i"ld on paying busiKss.
The double feature bill, they protested,
uould be rendered impotent by presentations

Keiusa
^ .
over a onyearthisold.issue inl to compromise
( Continued on page
Z2)

Drafting Schedules
Philadelphia — Protection schedules
are being drafted by exhibitors and
distributors here.

M, P, T. (). Squawks
Over Two Points
Los Angeles — "I'air and ecjuilable to all,"
is how exhibitor leaders de.-.cribe the z(»ning protective agreement to Motion Pictire Xews. although Lou Hard. .M. P. T. O.
chief, takes exception to two "major faults."
"It is the best thing that could be gotten
up for a starting point." R. D. Whitson
told MoTio.v I'ktikk N'f.ws. Whitson,
who is an ex-president
of the exhibitors'
association,
stated.
"It's as fair as could be drawn with the
interests of all parties involved considered.
The basis of continuing committee operation provides means for settling future difficulties and complaints, besides changes and
readjustments deemed necessary in view of
rapid
changes
in conditions."
Harold
I""ranklin
said he believes the new
zoning plan meets with every requirement
and is fair and equitable to all.

Committee an Important Factor
I'uiidamentally. I believe in a zoning
liroposition as a fair method." declared Lou
Hard, president of the Theatre Owners
Ass'n, "as far as individual theatres are
concerned.
"The zoning plan is better than no zoning at all. Time will have to allow for
functioning so defects can be discovered and
steps taken to remedy them. One important
factor for smooth operation of the plan is
the power of continuing committee to
straighten out individual cases that arise as
a whole. The plan should work out, and
success is assured if the representatives of
distributors and Fox West Coast theatres
circuit approach problems with a fair attitude for conmion good.

Charges Discrimination
"Continuing conmiittee adjustments allow
more time for consideration of individual
cases of zoning than could have been given
when the plan was originally formulated.
Some exhibitors are not satisfied, but most
of these cases will be adjusted satisfactorily
through individual and careful consideration
by the zoning committee. I feel that second, third and fourth runs downtown are
being discriminated against through the
clause in the zoning plan which fixes admission price classification on the average
of matinee and night prices, whereas all
other zoning is based on night prices only.
"The 14 differential for subsequent first
runs to book available product, together
\\\\h a seven-day clearance of another similar price house in the same zone, appears
too heavy protection and penalizes certain
houses. If these two major faults are corrected, together with minor individual zonings on account of local conditions prevailing, the plan will be practically perfect and
operate as desired."

I
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L. A. Clearance
Plan to Be Used
As Nation Model
{Continued from page 24)
168 days after San Bernardino
first run
closing, and not sooner than 42 days after
15^ houses, as long as a general admission
price of 10^ is maintained.
REDLANDS— Privilege of 7 days after
San Bernardino first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
BEAUMONT,
BANNING — Immediately
following Redlands first run closing, but
must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
COLTON,

I;

it

RIALTO, FONTANA, ARROWHEAD, PINEKNOT— Privilege of
28 days after San Bernardino first run
closing, but must complete run within 14
days thereafter.
RIVERSIDE— Privilege
of day and date
with Los Angeles
first run closing, but
must complete the run within 21 days
thereafter, except one picture per month,
which is extended to 28 days.
Second run — 105 days after Riverside first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25(f or more is maintained.
133 days after Riverside first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of 20(f is maintained.
168 days after Riverside first run closing,
as long as a general admission of 15^ is
maintained.
210 days after Riverside first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
10^ is maintained.
CORONA, HEMET— Privilege of 7 days
after Riverside first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
ELSINORE— Privilege of 7 days after Corona first run closing, but must complete
the run within 14 days thereafter.
ARLINGTON— Privilege of 90 days after
Riverside first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
POMONA — Privilege of day and date with
Los Angeles first run closing, but not
over 21 days thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Pomona first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25^ is maintained.
133 days after Pomona first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
200 is maintained.
168 days after Pomona first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
150 is maintained.
210 days after Pomona first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
100 is maintained.
ONTARIO— Privilege of 7 days following
Pomona first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
UPLAND, CHINO— Privilege of 14 days
followed Ontario first 'run closing, but
must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
CLAREMONT— Privilege of 90 days after
Pomona first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
BAKERSFIELD— Privilege of day and
date with Los Angeles first run closing,
but must complete the run within 21 days
thereafter, except one picture per month,
which is extended to 28 days.
Second run privilege of 63 days following
Bakersfield first run closing, as long as a
general admission price of 250 or more is
maintained.
91 days after Bakersfield first run closing,
and not sooner than 28 days after 250
houses,
as long as a general
admission
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Limit Protection?
Chicago — Overlapping of protection
is the big point of diflference in the
zoning committee conferences. It now
is being proposed by independents to
limit protection to a maximum of 40
miles. This would give towns of 3,000
and over a radius of one mile of protection for each 1,000 of population.
price of 200 is maintained.
126 days after Bakersfield first run closing, and not sooner than 35 days after 200
houses, as long as a general admission
price of 150 is maintained.
168 days after Bakersfield first run closing, and not sooner than 42 days after
150 houses, as long as a general admission of 100 is maintained.
TAFT — Privilege of 7 days following Bakersfield first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Taft first run
closing, as long as a general admission
price of 250 or more is maintained.
133 days after Taft first run closing, as
long as a general admission price of 200
is maintained.
168 days after Taft first run closing, as
long as a general admission price of 150
is maintained.
210 days after Taft first run closing, as
long as a general admission price of 100
is maintained.
FELLOWS, FORD CITY, MARICOPA—
Privilege of 14 days after Taft first run
closing, but must complete the run within
14 days thereafter.
ARVIN, MCFARLA.ND— Privilege of 28
days after Bakersfield first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
VENTURA, SANTA PAULA— Privilege
of day and date with Los Angeles first
run closing, but must complete the run
within 14 days thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Ventura or
Santa Paula first run closing, as long as a
general admission price of 250 is maintained.
133 days after Ventura
or Santa
Paula
first run closing, as long as a general admission price of 200 is maintained.
168 days after Ventura
or Santa
Paula
first run closing, as long as a general
admission price of 150 is maintained.
210 days after Ventura
or Santa
Paula .
first run closing, as long as a general
admission price of 100 is maintained.
OXNARD— Privilege of 7 days after Ventura first run closing, but must complete
the run within
14 days thereafter.
OJAI — Privilege of 14 days after Ventura
first run closing, but must complete the
run within 14 days thereafter.
FILLMORE, MOORPARK— Privilege of
14 days after Santa Paula first run closing, but must complete the run within 14
davs thereafter.
SANTA BARBARA— Privilege of day and
date with Los .\ngeles first run closing,
but must complete the run within 21 days
thereafter, except one picture per month,
which is extended to 28 days.
Second run privilege of 63 days after
Santa Barbara first run closing, as long as
a general admission price of 250 is maintained.
91 days after Santa Barbara first run closing, and not sooner than 28 days after 250
houses, as long as a general admission
of 200 is maintained.
126 days after Santa Barbara first run
closing, and not sooner than 35 days after
200 houses, as long as a general admission price of 150 is maintained.
168 days after Santa Barbara first run
closing, and not sooner than 42 days after
150 houses, as long as long as a general
admission
of 100 is maintained.

J line 21 , 19 30

Coast Now Set
On Status of
Protection
CARPINTERIA— 14 days after Santa Barbara first run closing, but must complete
the run within 14 days thereafter.
MONTECITO— Privilege of 90 days after
Santa Barbara first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
SANTA
MARIA,
SAN
LUIS
OBISPO—
Privilege of day and date with Los Angeles first run closing, but must complete
the run within 14 days thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Santa Maria
or San Luis Obispo first run closing, as
long as a general admission price of 250
or more is maintained.
133 days after Santa Maria or San Luis
Obispo first run closing, as long as a
general admission price of 200 is maintained.
168 days after Santa Maria or San Luis
Obispo first run closing, as long as a
general
tained. admission price of 150 is main210 days after Santa Maria or San Luis
Obispo first run closing, as long as a
general admission price of 100 is maintained.
LOMPOC, LOS OLIVOS, SOLVANG—
Immediately following Santa Maria first
run closing, but must complete the run
within 14 days thereafter.
ARROYO
GRANDE,
GUADALUPE,
ORCUTT— Privilege of 14 days after
Santa Maria first run closing, but must
complete the run within 24 days thereafter.
PISMO BEACH— Privilege of 14 days
after San Luis Obispo first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
ATASCADERO
(Overlapping Territory).
EL CENTRO— Privilege of day and date
with Los Angeles first run closing, but
must complete the run within 21 days
thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after El Centre
first run closing, as long as a general admission price of 250 or more is maintained.
133 days after El Centro first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
200 is maintained.
168 days after El Centro first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
150 is maintained.
210 days after El Centro first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
100 is maintained.
CALEXICO, BRAWLEY— 7 days after El
Centro first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Brawley or
Calexico first run closing, as long as a
general admission price of 250 or more
is maintained.
133 days after Calexico or Brawley first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 20c is maintained.
168 days after Calexico or Brawley first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 150 is maintained.
210 days after Calexico or Brawley first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 100 is maintained.
HOLTVILLE,
IMPERIAL, CALIPATRIA, WESTMORELAND— Immediately following Brawley first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14
davs thereafter.
SANTA ANA— Privilege of day and date
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Await Re port
Kansas City — Ueport on (he proposed new /onin;; schedules for
Kansas City was to have heen issued
Friday.
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as long as a general admission price of
15^ is maintained.
210 days after V\hittier first run closing,
,1^ long a-- a general admission price of
Htf is maintained.
MONTEBELLO— Privilege of 21 days
after \\liittier tirst run closing, but must
ciiiiipKic the run within 14 days there-

No Action in N. C.
('Iiarli)lt»' — Nr)thing definite has heen
«r»rked out on /<»ning for this territory. Kxhihitors want some kind of
protection schedules, it is said.

allcr.

with Los Angeles tirst run closing, but
must complete the run within 21 days
thereafter, excei)t one picture per month,
which is extended to 28 days.
Second run— 105 days after Santa .\na
first run closing, as long as a general admission price of 2S<f or more is maintained.
133 days after Santa Ana first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of 20< is maintained.
168 days after Santa Ana tirst run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
\5(f is maintained.
210 days after Santa Ana first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of lOC i-i maintained.
LAGUNA BEACH, SAN JUAN CAPISBEACH—
TRANO, HUNTINGTON
Privilege of 7 days after Santa .\na tirst
run closing, but must complete the run
within 14 days thereafter.
ANAHEIM— Privilege of 7 days after
Santa .Vna first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
Second run— 105 days after .\naheim first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25<? or more is maintained.
133 days after Anaheim first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
20^ is maintained.
168 days after Anaheim first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
15^ is maintained.
210 days after Anaheim first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
]0<f is maintained.
FULLERTON— Privilege of 7 days following Anaheim first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Fullerton first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25^ or more is maintained.
133 days after Fullerton first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
20c' is maintained.
168 days after Fullerton first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
\5<i is maintained.
210 days after Fullerton first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
lOc is maintained.
ORANGE, BALBOA, NEWPORT— Privilege of immediately following Fullerton
first run closing, but must complete the
run within 14 davs thereafter.
BREA, LA HABRA, PLACENTIA, BUENA PARK — Privilege of 7 days following
Fullerton first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 davs thereafter.
GOLDEN
GATE, WARNER'S WHITTIER — Privilege of immediately following Los Angeles first run closing provided a general admission price of 30(t or
more is charged, and run must be completed within 21 days thereafter; with
14 days Drotection over each other.
WHITTIER— Privilege of playing 14 days
after Golden Gate or Warner's Whittier.
Whitplaying
Any tierpicture
or GoldennotGate
which Warner's
are played first
run in Whittier proper, to be available 14
days after Los Angeles first run closing.
Run must be completed within 21 days
thereafter with 14 days clearance over
Golden Gate and Warner's Whittier.
Second run — 105 days after Whittier first
run closing, as long as a general admission
price of 25<f or more is maintained.
133 days after Whittier first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
20tf is maintained.
168 davs after Whittier first run closing.

SAN PEDRO— I'rivilege of immediately
folhjwing Los Angeles first run closing,
but must complete the run within a period
of 21 days, except one picture yer month,
which is extended to 28 days.
Second run — privilege of 63 days after
San Pedro first run closing, as long as a
general admission price of 25^ or more is
maintained.
91 days after San Pedro first run closing,
and not sooner than 28 days after 25<t
houses as long as a general admission
price of 20^ is maintained.
126 days after San Pedro first run closing, but not sooner than 35 days after
20^ houses as long as a general admission
price of 15^ is maintained.
168 days after San Pedro first run closing,
and not sooner than 42 days after 15^
houses as long as a general admission
price of 10(* is maintained.
WILMINGTON— Privilege of 7 days following ."^aii Pedro first run closing, but
must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Wilmington
first run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25^ or more is maintained.
133 days after Wilmington first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of 20^ is maintained.
168 days after Wilmington first run clos»
ing, as long as a general admission price
of lS<f is maintained.
210 days after Wilmington first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of 10c is maintained.
REDONDO— Immediately following Los
Angeles first run closing, but must complete the run within 21 days thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Redondo first
run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25(? or more is maintained.
133 days after Redondo first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
20(J is maintained.
168 days after Redondo first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
15(f is maintained.
210 days after Redondo first run closing,
as long as a general admission price of
Klo is maintained.
TORRANCE— Privilege of following 7 days
after Redondo Beach and San Pedro first
run closing, but must complete the run
within 14 days thereafter.
LOMITA— Privilege of 7 days after Torr.ince first run closing, but must complete
the run within 14 davs thereafter.
EL SEGUNDA— Privilege of 7 days after
Torrance first run closing, but must complete the run within 14 davs thereafter.
OCEAN
PARK, VENICE— Privilege of
immediately following Los Angeles first
run closing, but must complete the run
within 14 days, except one picture per
month, which is extended to 28 days.
Second run — privilege of 63 days after
Ocean Park first run closing, as long as
a general admission price of 25^ or more
is maintained.
91 days after Ocean park first run closing,
and not sooner than 28 days after 25(?
houses, as long as a general admission
price of 2(V is maintained.
126 days after Ocean Park first run closing, and not sooner than 35 days after
20^ houses, as long as a general admission
price of 15(? is maintained.
CULVER CITY, PALMS— Privilege of 14
days following Ocean Park or Venice first
168 days after Ocean Park first run closing, and not over 42 days after 15<? houses,
as long as a general admission price of
lOf is maintained.

SANTA MONICA— Privilege of 14 day.s
following (Aciu Park first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
.Seconci run — 105 days after Santa Monica
first run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25(J of more is maintained.
133 days after Santa Monica first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of 20^ is maintained.
168 days after Santa Monica first run
closing, as_ long as a general admission
price of 15<J is maintained.
210 days after Santa Monica first run
closing, as long as a general admission
price of 10(* is maintained.
SAWTELLE, WESTWOOD— Privilege of
14 days after Santa Monica first run closing, but must complete the run within 14
days thereafter.
BRENTWOOD— Privilege of 7 days following Sawtelle first run closing, but must
complete the run within 14 days thereafter.
INGLEWOOD— Privilege of immediately
following Los Angeles first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
Second run — 105 days after Inglewood
first run closing, as long as a general admission price of 25(J or more is maintained.
133 days after Inglewood first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of 20^ is maintained.
168 days after Inglewood first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of 15^ is maintained.
210 days after Inglewood first run closing, as long as a general admission price
of lOc* is maintained.
HAWTHORNE— Privilege of 14 days following Inglewood first run closing, but
must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
BEVERLY HILLS— Privilege of 14 days
following Los Angeles first run closing,
but must complete the run within 28 days
thereafter.
HUNTINGTON
PARK, BELL— First run
privilege of immediately following Los
Angeles first run closing, but must complete the run within a period of 28 days.
In the event a picture plays first run at
Bell, it may be played at Huntington Park
immediately following or vice versa.
(Walnut Park in this analysis is to be
considered a part of Huntington Park.)
Second run — 105 days after Huntington
Park or Bell first run closing, as long as
a general admission price of 25^ or more
is maintained.
168 days after Huntington Park or Bell
first run closing, as long as a general admission price of 15? is maintained.
210 days after Huntington Park or Bell
first run closing, as long as a general
admission price of lOd is maintained.
BELLEFLOWER.
SUNBEAM, DOWNEY, NORWALK. WATTS, COMPTON
— Privilege of 7 days after Huntington
Park first run closing, but must complete
the run within 14 davs thereafter.
MAYWOOD— Privilege of 7 davs after Eell
and Huntington Park first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
LYNWOOD,
GRAHAM. SOUTHGATE
WILLOWBROOK— Privilege of 14 days
after Huntington Park first run closing,
but must complete the run within 14 days
thereafter.
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Stage Shows Growing in Popularity;
Paramount Gathering Units on Coast
Rarin' for Garyn
Pat (Jaryn and his sales force at
National Screen Service are being
brought closer together through the
medium of a house organ recently
started. "The En-Ess-Ess Family" is
the name of the new publication, four
issues of which have been published.
The latest issue is devoted to Jack
Fier and his Californians.

Publix Restores
Stage Shows to
Fight Depression
San Antonio — Publix has extended its
stage shows to the South. Because of a flop
in box-office receipts, which most theatre
managers believe is due to the business depression, but which the higher Publix officials attribute to elimination of stage
shows, it has been determined to return to
them.
Officials of Publix theatres in the four
ke}' cities of Texas — San Antonio, Dallas,
Fort Worth and Houston — have been notified that stage shows will be resumed. The
Texas in San Antonio is advertising the
resumption of stage shows, starting Friday.
The Empire in this city, an independent
house, also hit by the business depression,
has installed a symphony orchestra. It is
composed of Mexican musicians, a number
of them having been former members of
the Mexican national orchestra.

Fox 17 -Week Earnings
Leap Nearly $2,000,000
For the 17 weeks ended April 26 Fox
Films report net earnings of $5,722,000,
before interest and charges, compared
with $3,904,000 in the corresponding period of last year. Net was computed
after writing ofif $6,966,000 on negative
and positive film for the vear 1930.
against $4,765,000 in 1929.

Byrd Shots to
Be Used in New
Bancroft Fihn
Paramount
is jjlanning to utilize the
overage on the H yrd .South Pole film. There
are some 70,000 feet of film left over, it is
stated, following editing of the picture by
This footage probably
Julian Johnston,
will be used in G
eorge
Bancroft's new talkcr. Because of reported
story difficulties,
the picture will be a story of the Arctic.
rather than the Antarctic, where it was
filmed.

Botsford Finds Tendency
Toward
Flesh Draws
on
Tour of Western Houses
San Francisco — Return of stage shows to
popular favor is a tendency being noted
throughout the country, A. M. Botsford,
])ublicity chief for Paramount Publix theatres, declared on his visit here. The publicist, accompanied by Charles C. Perry,
new western director of company houses,
was on an inspection tour of Coast theatres.
At present, Botsford said, but four theatres are getting Publix stage shows, but it
is expected that further additions will be
n)ade. Under the plan, units are to be produced on the Coast for showing in western
houses.
Perry, a veteran of the Saxe and Finkel^tein & Ruben circuits, replaced R. E. Crabill as head of the western houses of the
chain. E. A. Smith, another Twin City
showman,
has been appointed Perry's division manager.

Publix Officials Watch
Stage Show Resumption
Seattle- — In ad\ance of the return of Publix stage shows to the Paramount theatres
in Pacific Coast cities, seven executives of
the Publix Theatres Corp. visited this city
to be present at the Seattle Paramount
tiieatre's opening stage show next week.
Included in the group were C. C. Perry,
newly appointed Coast division manager ;
J. W. Eraser, division director of maintenance;Maxwell Shane, Pacific Coast director of advertising ; A. M. Botsford, General director of advertising and publicity;
.\. C. Ackerman. Pacific Coast booking
manager; Ed. A. .Smith, Pacific Coast division manager ; and Harry Rubin, general
manager of projection.
The visiting executives conferred with
Robert Blair, Pacific Northwest division
director; William A. Hartung, manager of
the Seattle Paramount ; and Robert Armstrong, manager of Publix's local Metropolitan theatre.

Monte Blue Flies to
Indiana for Exercises
Knightstown, hid. — Making the trip by
airplane from Hollywood, Monte Blue, film
actor, attended commencement exercises at
the Indiana Soldiers and .Sailors orphans'
home here. The actor, who is a graduate
of the home, arrived in the morning for the
commencement and remained during the entire exercises. He also visited Indianapolis.

Bader Bets
"The Newsy News" is the way Dave
Bader, veteran Universalite, describes
it in dropping a line about "winning
a couple of bob" on the English derby.
He attended with John Drinkwater,
who is to write the biography of Carl
Laemmle.

Fear Kontingent
Berlin — Conferences now are under
way to determine the new German
kontingent regulations. Exhibitors are
declared almost unanimous in demands
for free trade, so far as films are concerned. Despite this, there will be restrictive measures, the new-regulations
scheduled to become effective bv Julv 1.

s "Ve
Gen'
hint"es
SoulndJiltMac
For New Devices
General Talking Pictures will no longer
sell the DeForest clinic models, the "Special," "Challenger" and "Monarch," junking
these types in favor of new machines.
The "Hollywood Junior" is made available under the new plan for theatres seating
up to 1,000. selling via three plans, a no
down, $37.50 weekly, two-year proposition
as the initial offer, or lO^c partial payment
with order, 15% upon installation and the
rest spread over 52 weeks. The third offer
is
cash, 25% at' signing and balance when
installed.
For houses over 1,000 seats, the "Hollywood Standard" is to be sold on a no down
proposition, charging additional where disc
is required.

Collins, Sullivan and
Duffy in Agency Field
Hollywood — Collins, Sullivan and Duffy, Inc., are latest agents and representatives to open offices on the coast, with
quarters in the Roosevelt Hotel. Collins
was associated with the New York RKO
vaude booking office ; Sullivan was a
New York agent and Duffy has owned
various night clubs in New York, besides
being the manager of Primo Camera,
Italian heavvweight.

Cut in Rentals
Seen in Canada
As Permanent
Toronto — Film rentals are being decreased by distributors, independent exhibitors report. They say that rentals
liave been cut one-third in recent weeks,
with a pronounced easing off in second
and third run rentals.
.Short subjects have decreased appreciably in price, it is stated. Exhibitors
are enthusiastic over the lowering of
prices and feel that rentals will not be
boosted to former levels in fall.
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Sudekuiii Deal
For 61 lloiist^s ill
South ConliriiuMi

\\ ariH^r I5iiv ol
DurlviH^ Circiiil
NoM Dropped
JO

X;i>li\illt' — L'resccnt Amusement Co.,
which oiJtrate^ 61 tlicatres in Tennessee,
Kentucky and northern Alahama, lias been
taken over by Warners, states Spyros
Skouras. Deal for the circuit, headed by
Tony Sudekuni. was announced exclusively
last week by Motion Pictl-kk N i:\vs. The
deal includes leases and fees to 45 of the
properties. Sudekum is to be general manager of the houses.
In addition to the Crescent houses. Warners have ac<iuired a site at Church St. and
Filth Ave., on which will be built a 3,000seat theatre, which will be part of a \2story office building project.
Nine theatres comprising the Sudekum
group are located here : four are at Bowling
(ireen. Ky. ; three at Huntsville, Ala. ; three
at Hopkinsville, Ky. ; three at Dyersburg.
Tenn. ; three at Decatur, Ala. ; three in
Gadsden. Ala. : two at I'lorence, Ala. ; two at
Favetteville, Tenn. : two at Madisonville,
Kv.; two at Columbia. Tenn.; two at Cleveland. Tenn. : two at Murfyville, Tenn. ; two
at Union City, Tenn. ; two at Alabama.
Ala. Other houses are located at Sheffield,
Athens and Tu^cumbia, Ala. ; Tullahoma,
Winchester, McMinville. Pulaski. Shelbyville. Lewisburg. Clarksville, Harriman.
Murfreesboro. Springfield, Morristown and
Kidgely, Tenn.
Other acquisitions by Warners included the Appell Chain of 12 houses in
Pennsylvania, the Manos Circuit in
( irecnsburg. Pa., numbering the Manos,
Strand and Grand, from Manos Bros.,
and the Middlesex and Palace of Middletown. Conn. The company is now in
complete control of amusements in Middletown.
The Appell circuit includes the following theatres: In York, Pa., the Strand,
Capital. Rialto. York and Scenic; in
Hanover. Pa., the State. Opera House
and Strand ; the Majestic in Gettysburg,
the Lion in Red Lion, the Dallas in Dallastown and the Seltzer in Palmyra.
Warners have also purchased six lots
adjoining the Apollo in Washington, D.
C. It is planned to raze the old theatre
and construct a new one.
Philadelphia — Warners is reported buying the Seville and Third St., Easton, and
to have acquired an option on the Wil-Bor
at Wilson Borough. Auditors now are
going over the books, it is stated.

25 Per Cent of New Fox
Line-Up Ready Sept. 15
Hollywood — Twehe pictures of the 48
on the Fox program for 1930-31 will be
completed by Sept. 15, under the production schedule of Sol M. W^urtzel. Five
new year pictures have been completed,
eight are in production, three are ready
for starting and six more will be under way
within three weeks.

Daylight

Saving Opposed

Syracuse. X. Y. — Theatre managers here
are putting up a strong campaign against
a proposed daylight saving ordinance.

I'altimore — Deal ni Warners for the
Durkee circuit here, which was bclieve<l
to be closefl, has fallen through, it is understood, due to reported failure to agree upon
terms. This is being eviflenced by the lact
that the Durkee houses are buying product
for next season.
Warners is not planning to acquire or
build houses in .Maryland, says a statement
issued by the company.

Marks Bros, to Operate
Warner Chicago Theatres

Slider Slatc^d
To Resign at

N. J. Meeting

.\tlantie City — With President Joseph M.
Seider determined to carry out his intention of resigning. Xevv Jersey exhibitors
are slated to hold their convention here
Sunday. Protection is expected to be the
highlight of the discussions.
Last year, the New Jersey unit instructed
its leaders to launch a Federal suit to determine the legality of extended protection. This move was forestalled by the government's investigations into the situation.
The Department of Justice is reported to
have requested the association to hold off
its suit, ernment
pending
inquiry. the outcome of the gov-

8 Merit Awards Decided
Upon by M, P. Academy
Hollywood — After first deciding to
widen the distribution of annual awards
of merit for outstanding achievements in
the field of production, the .\cademy
board of directors reversed itself by limiting the total yearly awards to eight.
Achievements to be voted on by .Academy members comprise actor, actress,
director, art director, cinematographer.
writer,
outstanding
production
and "the
most valuable
scientific
contribution
to
the industry." The latter award is added
to the list as voted on last year.
Limitation of the number of awards
for each year was decided upon after it
was pointed out that wide distribution of
the trophy presented for an outstanding
achievement would tend to lessen the
value of the awards.

Select "Miss Indiana"

Indianapolis — Miss Lorraine Wolf of
Evansville was named "Miss Indiana" at
the pageant of beauty held in the Indiana
theatre here. She will appear in Galveston, Tex., in August. The new Miss Indiana will appear as a special feature of the
Indiana stage show for one week.

Chicago — .Marks iiroiliers .ne re>iramed
from buying and building Chicago theatres
under terms of their contract with PublixBalaban & Katz. but there is nothing in the
reported agreement to prevent them from
operating theatres for some one else, so
Louis and Meyer Marks are joining Warritory.
ners as their theatre operators in thi> terWarners are lining up a number of theatres in this territory, including the Cotton
and Federated circuits, and the appointment
of
the Marks
brf)thers
the company's
<jperators
here is
in lineaswith
this pr<jgram.
The Markses .demonstrated in the operation of the Marbro and Granada just how
well they know the local situation. These
two houses caused plenty of discomfiture to
Publi.x-B. & K. while under Marks management. At the time they sold out to I'ublix. it was reported. Meyer Marks was to
go to the Coast for Publix.

Warners Plan De Luxe
Theatre for Newark
Warners have announced plans to erect
a de luxe house, constructed e.xpressly for
talkers, in Xewark. It will cost approximately $2,500,000 and will seat 4.200. according to the plans drawn by Architect
John Eberson, who has chosen the .Austrian-Baroque style of architecture. The
site is Broad and Lafayette Streets.
Twenty-one inch seats, and unusually
large space between rows, will be an important feature of the proposed theatre,
which will be one of the most spacious in
the Warner chain. .Acoustical plaster, for
the complete absorption of sound, will be
placed in all electrical fixtures, and the
shape of the auditorium will automatically
eliminate sound bounce-backs.

Right Again
Considerable discussion wa- caused
throughout the industry by announcement by Warners that the company is
planning to produce sound-on-tilm
pictures. It was last !Mav that
MOTION riCTlRE NKWS tipped off
the industry that the Warners were
planning such a step.
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No Trend Toward
Cut Prices, News
Survey Reveals
(Coiitiinted from

page

19)

and tied in with a policy change, the World
hiked its scale to 00 cents with vaudeville
rounding out the film end of the show. At the
State, the 40 cents top is often boosted to 50
cents when the picture warrants it.
Business generally is holding up satisfactorily. No slashes are under consideration.

Matinee Drop Only
Change in Baltimore
Baltimore — One change in admissions and
that tells the story for Baltimore. The theatre
is the Hippodrome, which, as it dropped vaudeville, dropped matinee prices to 25 cents for
all seats. The evening scale is 40 cents for
the run of the house.

Business Skids in
Seattle; Hold Prices
Seattle — Despite the fact that grosses generally are below normal in both chain and independent theatres in the Seattle territory, there
have been practically no cases of reduced admissions for several months.
In January, the Fox Coliseum went to a second run policy and reduced top prices from 50
to 35 cents. In Februar}', matinee prices were
cut from 50 to 25 cents at Hamrick's Blue
Mouse and Music Box. In March, Publix's
Metropolitan dropped its top from 60 to 50
cents with no increase in business as a result.
In April, the Orpheum reduced its top price
from 75 to 50 cents under the guise of a new
summer policy. Since that time no further
changes have been made by any theatre of
importance, indicating that local prices will
remain as is throughout the summer.

Picture

Squawking in Dallas,
But Cuts Only in Spots

Milwaukee Showmen
Ban Price Slashing

Status Quo to Rule
In Providence, R. I.

Milwaukee — Price slashing is not being considered by local showmen. The only move that
savors of such a step is the 25 cent scale prevalent at R-K-0 Palace Orpheum, which has been
featuring 1,000 balcony seats at that price for
matinees.

Providence, R. 1.— Exhibitors here have not
and do not intend slashmg admissions. Business
here is regarded as normal for this time of
the year.

Heat Hits Canadian
B.O., But No Cut Due
Ottawa — There has been no trend toward
lower admission prices among the Canadian
theatres because of business depression. Dominion exhibitors have been more or less congratulating themselves that trade conditions are
no worse than they are.
Intense heat waves have socked bo.x-office
receipts, but theatres are crowded on cool
days. The solitary instance of reduction in
admissions is the case of B. F. Keith's, where
the policy had been to show five acts of vaudeville three days a week. When the vaudeville
was dropped for the summer, which was a
regular procedure, prices were cut 10 cents to
conform with the scale for the picture half of
the week, the top price becoming 50 cents.
Patronage has dropped, but the weather is
held responsible.

Business Seen Holding
Up in Oklahoma

Spokane, Wash. — All first-run houses in Spokane have reduced their nrices about 15 cents.
Individual theatres have trimmed more than
that, but in averages, the 15-cent figure holds
true.

San Fran Showmen
To Maintain Scale

Tacoma Stands Pat
Tacoma, Wash. — No change planned
along the Tacoma front. Chain theatres and independents will stand pat
on prices. The sliding scale that
changes with the hours of the day has
considerable to do with the decision.
Admissions are lowest from 11 to 1
o'clock, after which matinee prices
prevail until five. Then the night
scale goes into effect. The Blue Mouse
is the only exception which tried the
sliding scale, reverted to the straight,
fixed admission policy and isn't sorry.
Patronage is off, but summer is
held responsible.

Local Conditions
Governing Cuts,
Poll Discloses
out the country, but no such move is contemplated here, a reporter for Motion Picture
News discovered after a survey of the city.
Business is described as normal in view of
general economic conditions.

Spokane First Runs
Cut Scale 15 Cents

Philadelphia— It's difficult to tell which way
the situation will jump. The Stanley Company has trimmed admissions in several theatres
because of poor business. Independents are
standing pat at the minute and no price reductions on their part have been made.
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Dallas — Squawks everywhere in this neck of
the woods. Box-offices are suffering from
financial anaemia and, to hear exhibitors describe it,the disease is virulent.
Robb & Rowley have cut prices in several
lemon spots, but reductions are not general.
Smaller circuits and independents have standardized on 35 cents from a former scale topped
at 50 and 60 cents. Publix and the Griffith
Bros, have made some cuts, but these date back
sonic weeks. These two circuits have taken
no new action along these lines.

Oklahoma City — Oklahoma seems to be free
of any move to trim admissions. Conditions
being what they are, it is nevertheless the
ing up. opinion that theatre business is holdgeneral

Stanley Trims in Philly;
Indies Standing Pat

J une
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San Francisco — They recognize that general
business conditions are not good in this city,
but exhibitors propose to keep admissions exactly where they are. This applies generally
to theatres in San Francisco and the bay cities
as well.

Theatres Hit by Golf
And Heat in Portland
Portland, Ore. — Chain and independent
houses are, in some cases, lowering prices. In
others, the lure to attract patronage is taking
the form of increased shows at the old scale.
Theatres are feeling the slump what with warm
weatlier and competition from miniature golf
courses, which are drawing heavily afternoon
and evening.
Hamrick's Blue Mouse, a first run, is closing,
while some suburban theatres have trimmed to
three-day weeks. Others are putting in Tom
Thumb golf courses adjacent to their theatres in an effort to keep business going. Vacation time has sent thousands to the seashore,
a factor which is contributing its share to the
unsatisfactory
condition now prevailing here.

Normalcy in Houston;
No Slashes Planned
Houston, Tex. — Exhibitors may have slashed
or plan to cut admissions elsewhere through-

Charlotte Reports
Average Business
Charlotte, N. C. — "Average business" is the
consensus of opinion of conditions in this territory. Theatres are not cutting prices and, so
far as surface indications tell the story, none
will.

Double Features, But
No Drop in Albany
Albany — Xo theatres here have cut admissions. The Ritz, Warner first-run, is swinging
into a double feature policy for the summer at
no change in admissions, marking first time this
house has changed from its policy. It is a
week stand.

Reach Only Talking
Stage in Kansas City
Kansas City — There have been discussions of
price cutting here, but no action has been taken,
as yet.

No Cuts Planned
In Salt Lake City
Salt Lake City — There will be no reductions
of admissions here. None has been made or
planned.

Eddie Cantor Appears
In "Cock-Eyed News''

The first of a series of novelty one-reel
pictures,
News."
in which called
Eddie "The
Cantor Cock-Eyed
appears, has
just
been completed by Paramount. This short
feature is a take-off on the regular Paramount Sound News, with a variety of travtag.
esty scenes, each one ending with a comedy

Business Near Normal
— Important'
in Harrisburg,
this section,Pa.both
chain and houses
independent, ^re maintaining winter admissions. This holds true for Reading and vicinity, too.
Theatre managers here declare there
is no indication admissions will be cut
as the summer progresses. The State,
Harrisburg's largest house and operated by Wilmer & Vincent, was closed
all of last summer but is operating
this year with no shut-down in sight.
General theatre business is only
slightly under last year.
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Attacks Vestal
Copyright Bill
As Monopolistic
Washington — Un-Aniorican and monopolistic arc charges leveled against the Vestal copyright hill hy Rep. Bushy of Missismenihcr of the patents comsippi,mittee.minority
He contends the measure will hring
the United States under domination of other
nations with respect to copyright matters.
The congressiTian is opposed specially to
the divisible provisions of the copyright
measure, under which, he contends, there
might be a copyright divided among as
many as 28 people, affording opportunity
for e-xtortionate demands. Despite this opposition, the bill is expected to be passed
by the House at the current session and by
the Senate next winter. The United States
has only until next August to exercise its
privilege of joining the Berne copyright
convention.

Paramount Shorts On
30' Day Advance Schedule
A production schedule for 30 days in advance of current production will he maintained constantly by the short subject department under the direct supervision of
Larry Kent, it w-as announced after a meeting of executives of Paramount's New York
studio.
Scheduled for early appearance on this
new program are Willie and Eugene Howard, the Rythm Bell Hops, Willie West and
a number of Paramount featured players,
including Ginger Rogers, Charles Rug^'es,
Frank Morgan and Marion Harris.

Television Feature of
N, Y. Amusement Center
Television is to be provided for and developed in the new amusement center to be
built lor lease to RCA by John D. Rockefeller. The buildings are to run from 48th
to 51st Sts., between Fifth and Sixth Aves.,
New York. The center will represent a reputed investment of $250,000,000 and will
contain four theatres, chief of which will
be a 7.500-seat picture house, which will
be in charge of S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel.
The building is to be completed by the fall
of 1933.

Allied-Sentry
Co-op Deal Is
Declared Off
Deal for the co-operative buying of Sentry Safetythrough.
device byUnder
Alliedits States
has fallen
terms. Ass'n.
Allied
members were to receive an appreciable reduction on the cost of the fire prevention
device, in exchange for urging its membership to use the equipment. Allied units also
were to receive a cut to help finance organization work.
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True at That
■"What
makes
a ^rt-at dirfctiir?"
someone asked Kdmund
(iouldinK.
"His hist picture," replied (ioulding
rynicall>.
— Los AnqvlcH /hrald.

Attack ''Solvency'
Verdict Favoring
Clianiherlin Chain
Scranton, Pa. — X'erdict that the Chamberlin Amusement Co. is solvent is not in accordance with evidence introduced at the
trial of receivership proceedings against the
company, is alleged in a petition for a new
trial filed by three creditors of the circuit.
The petitioners are the Horlacher Delivery
Service. Triangle Poster and Printing Co.
and William C. .Vlexander, the latter for
the Pcnn Show Print Co.
The petition contends that witnesses were
not properly qualified in the jury trial of
the issue at Williamsport and that the trial
judge erred when he permitted counsel for
the stockholders to say that the jury should
"hand back" the property to the stockholders, some of whom are widows and orphans.

Fay and the Warners Bid
Each Other Fond Farewell
Hollywood — Frank Fay will leave Warners upon expiration of his present contract within the next few weeks, Motion
Picture News learns. Fay, stage comedian and master-of-ceremonies, was brought
to the Coast about 18 months ago for feature comedies and musicals.

Censorship Gets
Editorial Slams,
Hays Digest Shows
Opposition to censorship is shown in a
digest of editorials printed by 200 newspapers throughout the country. -All are opposed to governmental regulation of films
in any form, states the Hays association,
which made the survey. The editors believe such regulation unconstitutional, impractical and undemocratic, and point out
the industry's regulation from within is
more effective than legal interference.

Air Circus to Exploit
''Heirs Angels'' in N. Y.
Wayne Pierson, handling "Hell's Angels" for Caddo Co., is preparing to stage
an air circus over New York City as an exploitation stunt for the forthcoming metropolitan opening in July. During the
week of the premiere the circus will perform various stunts over Manhattan,
some of the aviators to perform being
among
the "8 pilots used in the air scenes
in the picture.

31
lloss Sues for
PubHx Deal on
^^Unborn Child"
Minneapoli.s — .Suit against Windsor I'ictures has been instituted by Mark Ross,
who owns 75 per cent of distribution rights
to "Her Unborn Child" in this territory.
His action follows a national deal on the
picture with Paramount Publix.
This deal, it is alleged, made necessary a
settlement of Ross' claim against the circuit for $5,300 as Ross could not prosecute
lor alleged violation of copyright without
authority from Windsor. Ross is seeking
the difference between the settlement figure
and $12,600. Meanwhile, he is holding
Windsor's 25 per cent of the receipts from
the local run in escrow, pending settlement
of the suit.
.Some time ago it was stated that Paramount was due for a battle over "Her Unborn Child" at Minneapolis, due to alleged
failure of the circuit to post the paper for
the picture, under terms of its sharing contract. This was said to be due to reported
action of the Hays office in frowning upon
runs of the film in theatres of its members.

Anderson Returns to
"f/"; Handling Newsreel
V. (Dick)TheAnderson
"back
home"
at R.Universal.
veteran issales
executive
is taking over charge of distribution of Universal's Newspaper Newsreel. Until recentl}' he was sales manager of M. P. Congress, company formed by Frank J. Rembusch, Indiana exhibitor, which has not released any pictures, although in operation
since last fall. Anderson formerly was sales
manager for International Newsreel, when
that subject was released through Universal.

Cincy Critic III
Cincinnati — William Smith Goldenburg,
dramatic editor of "The Cincinnati Enquirer," recently re-elected president of the
Stage and Screen Scribes of America, is
absent from his desk on account of illness.
Part of his time is being spent at a nearby
health resort.

C. E. A. Planning
BookingConihines
In Great Britam
London — Federation of booking combines
among member units of the Cinematograph
Exhibitors' Ass'n is reported planned. Exhibitors Booking Ser\ ice, Ltd., has been
organized to buy product on a co-operative
basis for British exhibitors.

Fifty in Combine
London — Fifty exhibitors are declared to
have joined in E.xhibitors' Film Service,
Ltd., booking combine. Present activities
are confined to Lancashire and adjacent
counties.

n
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Stage Shows for
Warner Houses
In Hollywood
Hollvwood — Stage shows go into both
Warners' Hollywood and Warners' Downtown theatre next month. Larry Ceballos
will have charge of staging the revues and
dance numbers that will be presented at the
two Warner houses locally.
Ceballos introduced his particular revue
routine at the Warner Hollywood when it
first opened two years ago, and the stage
show was given much of the credit for
putting the house over at that time. When
business continued at a phenomenal gait
with talker productions, the Ceballos stage
show was discontinued without apparent
effect on grosses. Ceballos was switched
to the studio at that time.
At the present time, practically all Los
Angeles first runs are feeling the slump in
business, with general attitude to revive the
stage performances to regain patronage.
Ceballos shows go into Warners' Hollywood on July 4, with the stage revue being
inaugurated two weeks later at the Downtown.

Picture

News

Eastern Film
Industry Golfs

21, 19 3 0

Million Dollar
Supers Are Few
On New List
{Continued from page 18)

Harry Richman, Al Lichtman and
Wm. Brardt watching the "pilV* at the
sesni-annual **Film Daily'* Golf Tourney.

Paul Greenhalgy Emil Jensen, Wm.
Wolff and Charles Goetz *'on the sidelines" atthe
the big
Glentilt.
Oaks Country Club,
scene of

Films at N. Y, "U" Branch
Motion pictures, silent and sound, will be
used by N. Y. University during the ne.xt
academic year in conjunction with the
course cluded
on in the
"Manufacturing
curriculum ofIndustries,"
the School inof
Commerce, Accounts & Finance.
During 1929-1930, a number of advertising and industrial films produced by Visugraphic Pictures were shown as an aid in
illustrating different subjects of a commercial and merchandising trend.

,.^^^&^

they would reach considerable totals. Paramount's budget for last year was set in advance at $20,000,000, but production expenditures topped that amount by $2,000,000.
Runover was due to sound readjustment
thereby.
and unforeseen developments in expense

M-G-M's budget for the new season is
increased by $1,000,000 over previous vears.
In addition, about $2,000,000 will be expended for foreign versions of Spanish.
French and German talkers.
Similarly, estimated budgets in the accompanying table do not include cost of
any foreign talkers, which will undoubtedly
be produced in Hollywood. Authorization
for negative cost of each foreign version
is made individually by practically all companies until foreign production becomes a
settled proposition that can be scheduled
in advance.
Although United Artists will release a
total of 19 features, estimated budget is liable to considerable change. This is occasioned byfact that most producers making
pictures for United Artists work with flexil)le production budgets, which are determined by progress of the picture in most
instances. For example, "Whoopee." currently in production, has passed the $1,500.000 mark, and Sam Goldwyn himself does
not know what his final cost will he.

Newsreels Film Premier

Aint That Sumpin'?
Hollywood — Amos 'n' Andy arrive in
Hollywood July 14 for their RKO engagement. Mel Brown will direct the pair in
"Check and Double Check" (tentative title).

June

Wm. German
and George Blair pose
for Bruce Gallup, the unofficial camera-

Ottawa — Paramount Sound News,
Hearst Metrotone News and Fox Movietone News seat sound trucks to North
Ottawa to film Premier W. L. M. King,
who spoke with an eye on the Federal
elections julv 28.

New Downstate IlL
Protection Schedules

Big Chains Gird
For Theatre Fray

(Continued from page 25)
troduced some bitterness and at least one
instance of near violence into this week's
sessions.

(Continued from page 13)

Pettijohn. who returned to New York
following the failure of Monday's meeting
to bring about an agreement on any major
issue, returned to Chicago today prepared
to assist a second time with a settlement.
"The committees will continue to meet,"
he Serving
said, "until
an downstate
agreement committee
is reached.''are :
on the
Alex Manta, Whiting, Ind. ; John Anderson, Morris. 111., and Jules Ruben of Publix. On the nictroi)olitan comtnittee are:
Jack Miller. Chicago exhibitor unit head:
Aaron Saperstein, Floyd Brockell and Max
Balaban of Publix : James Coston of the
Coston circuit; .Vrthur .Schoenstadt of
Schoenstadt Theatres ; Sidney Meyer of
Fox; Emil Stern of Essaness and others.
Distributors are : Eddie Grossman, United
Artists; Roy Alexander, Columbia, and
Harrv
l.orch of Pathe.

side tip which appeared in this publication
some weeks ago that the Raskob interest
in the two companies might be expected to
bring them together on a co-operative working basis if not something more substantial.
Harry
Richman
sneaking
ball for a long shot.

up

on

the

**PaV
Garyn
watching
Al Lichtman
pose in golf togs (for a sports ad).

Zukor, Warner Rift Widened
It further emphasizes how wide is the rift
between Adolph Zukor and Harry M. Warner and, by the same token, stresses the
coalition which has sprung up between Paramount and Fox. Last sea.son. Warners and
Paramount worked hand in hand on theatre
deals and split booking time all over the
United States. This year, b^ox replaces the
Warners as a result of the ileal closed during the week. Exactly how much is involved is being held as closely as a secret
of state, but one keen observer of trade
developments figures the transaction will
shoot
the I'ox
gross up $5,000,000 on the
1930-1931
line-up.
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Tangle Over Palenls Cripples Germany;
Theatres Wiring Slowly, Business Off
American
Films
\ol Farinc/
Well — (ietieral ( 'ondi lions
There Worrisome
\\'a>liinf4tt)ii — The Gcniiaii market is in
tlie throes of turmoil. Bickeriiifjs oxer
patent rij,Hits ix'tween Kianj^lilm-Tol)is and
I'.lectrical Research are staguatini^ tlic in(histry there.
.American sound films, with the exception
ol Warner product, are consequently not
availai)Ie and Germany has made very few
oi her own to date. As a result, those exliil)iti)rs who have wired their houses are
having;- a dlticult time. Others are now
l)laying silent films booked as far hack as
two years ago.
These are the highlights of the Department of Commerce's report on conditions in
("lermany
covered inmarkets
an exhaustive
survey
of the continental
for 1929.
In
some instances, names of specific companies
are not mentioned, hut any student of trade
developments will tiiid it easy to read between the lines.
The Germany analysis, prepared jointly
by Douglas Miller, Assistant Commercial
Attache in Berlin, and George R. Canty,
American Trade Commissioner with head(|uarter> in Paris, follows in full :
The delay in settling the patent controversy between German and .American electrical concerns is having a stagnating effect
upon film conditions in Germany. Obviously, the German industry is falling far
behind unrld progress in sound film developments, and, as a consequence, silent and
sound film exhibitor demand are so disproportionate that market conditions are in a
state of flux.
German first and second run cinemas are
but slowly being wired with German reproduction e(|uipment, the patent controversy
precluding sales of American equipment.
On the other hand, unwired houses are in
so great a majority in Germany that a supply of quality silent films would seem to be
necessary for the coming year if profitable
demand is to be met. The situation would
seem to affect the first and second run
houses more than the others, principally
because of the lack of sound films and
because provincial houses are now receiving
films which were arranged for during the
past two years, thus making their bookings
secure for some little time to come.
German wired theatres are finding it difficult to secure sound films. With one exception the American companies are not
releasing their sound product, domestic
sound product is slow in making its appearance and other foreign sound films are
hardly yet marketable.
The German market is thus restricted to
silent features. However, there is a distinct dearth of quality silent films. The
Anicricans have very few of these available,
while the German and other product seems
to be inferior and are not much in demand.
The (German situation continues peculiar.
Many .American successful silent films, a
talkie made in New York in the German
tongue and featuring recognized German
actors, a doubled version in German of an

Selllemenl Soon?
Ilerliti— Dilemma of American talkers in (Jorman.N may he solved l)\ conferences of I'luropean and Tniled States
producers to he held soon at St. Morltz,
S« itzerlaiui. Thrre has been strong sentimt-nt here against .\merican talkers,
culnniiatiiiK i" court action against
Western Klectric by the Klangfilni- Tobis group, on charges of infringement
of patents. This action has blocked
showing of talkers recorded by the
Western Klectric system, with the
exception of (ihns made by Warners,
who negotiated a separate deal with
Klangfilm-Tobis.

American all-talkie, and several costly domestic prcjductions, have proved dismal failures, while on the other hand, certain cligap
domestically made silent features have attained exceedingly great financial returns.
Ihe consensus among the American film
leader> in Germany is that the silent film
will have no profitable future once the patent
troubles are settled and that its demand now
is merely due to the inability of exhibitors
to make satisfactory headway in the installation of reproduction sets, together with the
exclusion of American features recorded
with American processes. The gradual
technical improvement shown in the few
(lerman-made films so far exhibited, using
Tobis Klangfilm equipment, is a sign that
the future German sound-film output will
stand competition from foreign sources, at
least in its own and neighboring markets.
The American problem, therefore, will be to
furnish a superior product, which should be
solved in part by the successful use of color
in films.
There were 123 motion-picture theatres
(exclusive of reconstructions or renovations) with approximately 80,000 seats built
in Germany during 1929, as compared with
157 theatres with 105,000 seats in the previous year. This slackening of cinema construction is due to a glut of small-sized
cinemas holding favorable sites in many of
the larger German cities. Of these 123 new
theatres, six have a seating capacity of 2,000
or more, these being the Lichtburg and
Stella Palast in Berlin, the Emclka Palast
in Dortnmnd. the Thalia in Ell)erfeld, the
Ufa Palast in Hamburg, and the Capitol in
Cologne. Five have a seating capacity of
1,500 or more; the Eisenhof Lichtspiele in
Aachen, the Luxor Palast in Chemnitz, the
Schauburg in Gelsenkirchen-Buer, the
Schauburg in Hamburg, and the Ufa Palast
in Stettin. In addition. 27 have a seating
capacity of between 1.000 and 1,500, 6 between 750 and 1.000. and the rest under 750.

223 Wired by End of '29
According to a German trade publication,
only 223 cinemas in Germanv had been
wired at the end of 1929 for tlie reproduction of sound films. This represents but
four per cent of the cinemas in the countrv
and only 10.5 per cent of the number of
daily operating houses.
Quite naturally, the number and propor-

Onli/ 22 o (ivrman Houses Wired
/>*// FndIs ofStdf/nalinf/
Iff 29; /nduslri/
tion of sound-film cinemas vary in the different German districts. For example,
eastern Germany possesses the largest number of wired cinemas, with 58, while northern Germany boasts of the highest proportion of such houses, with 13 per cent. In
central Germany, which has a total of 453
cinemas, the ratio of wired houses is lower
than in any other part of the country. This
is probably due to the fact that most of the
theatres there are small ones which can not
afford to gamble on the purchase and amortization of the sound apparatus now on the
market. As the size and seating capacity of
a cinema is an important factor in the purchase of this expensive installation, it is interesting to note that of the 714 theatres in
Germany seating less than 300, only nine, or
1.2 per cent, are wired. Of the 678 with
300 to 500 seats, 32, or 4.7 per cent, are
wired: of the 383 theatres seating from 500
to 750, 48, or 12.4 per cent, are wired: of
the 199 theatres with seating capacity of 750
to 1,000, 60, or 31.3 per cent, arc wired;
while of the 132 theatres with seating capacity above 1,000, 74, or 56 per cent, are
wired. These figures include only the
houses operating daily, as those operating
irregularly can not, in general, be considered as prospects for sound equipment.
The following table shows, by districts,
the wired German theatres.
GERIVIAN

Eastern
Central
Xortliern
Southern
Western
Total

THEATRES FILMS
WIRED

District
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany
Germany

FOR

SOUND

I inenias
Dai'y Wired lor
Total
Operating
Sound
Cinemas Houses Number
Pet.
1,1US 575
58
10.9
1,460 453
44
9.8
658
277
36
13.0
1,195 413
41
10.0
849
388
44
11.3
5.367

2.106

223

10.5

The group comprising theatres with less
than 300 seats each has the largest number
of cinemas and smallest proportion of wired
houses (1.2 per cent) — principally the original and now rapidly becoming inadequate
Tobis installations — while the group comprising theatres with more than 1,000 seats
each has the smallest total number of cinemas and the largest ratio of wired houses
(56 per cent). The smaller houses, unable
to support the expenditure for an adequate
reproduction system, generally purchase an
inferior type because of the price factor,
whereas the larger ones, first and second
run houses especially, will gradually become
wired with better equipment.

Big Town Houses Equipped
Of the total number of 3,136 German
cities having cinemas, only 93, or about
three per cent, possessefl wired houses at the
close of 1929. Obviously, the best prospects
for an increase in the sound film theatre net
are in the larger cities. Of the cities with
a population of 100,000 or more. 95 per cent
have wired cinemas. These 47 cities have
1.234 daily operating houses, of which 168
{Continued on fiagc 34)
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Only 4 Talkers,
4 Synchronized,
Made Last Year
(Continued from page H)
were wired at the close of 1929. Of the
cities with 50,000 to 100,000 population, 50
per cent have theatres equipped for sound
films, while only one per cent of these less
than 10,000 have such houses.
The ratio of wired houses to the total
number of daily operating cinemas also decreases according to the seating capacity.
Of the total number of . wired houses
throughout Germany, 168, or 75 per cent,
are in the group of 47 cities with a population of 100,000 or more.
On the other hand, of the total number of
daily operating theatres (1,234) in these 47
cities, only 13.6 per cent are wired. In this
first category of cities, the largest number
of wired houses is in the eastern part of
Germany, where 51 of the total of 168
wired, or 30 per cent, are located. Western
Germany, with 17 large cities and 198 cinemas, has 34 wired houses. Southern Germany, with 12 large cities and 228 cinemas,
has only 27 wires, while northern Germany,
with six of the larger cities and 156 cinemas,
has about the same number wired. Northern Germany lias a greater number of cinemas with over 1,000 seats more than the
southern part.
Eastern Germany maintains its leadership
in sound-equipped theatre development
chiefly because it includes Berlin and four
other large cities. Of the total of 488 cinemas in the district, 382, or 78 per cent, are
in Berlin, while of the total of 51 soundequipped houses in eastern Germany, 42, or
82 per cent, are in Berlin. Of the 2,106
daily operating houses in Germany, Berlin
has 382, or 18 per cent, and of the 223 wired
houses throughout the country, Berlin has
42, or 18 per cent.

Four Talkers Made Last Year
There were 192 films produced in Germany in 1929 by 92 separate production
units. Ufa, with" 13, produced the largest
numl)er of films ; Aco followed with 8 ; and
three companies — -Homfilm, Aafa, and the
German producing branch of an American
company — share third place with seven each.
Werofilm, Hcgcwald. Emelka, and Albo
show 5 eacli, and Terra produced four.
Thirteen companies produced three films
each, 18 companies two eacii, and 48 companies one each.
Only four sound films and four with
synchronization were produced. Of these
Ufa produced one in each category ; F. P.
"^•. Froelich, and Aafa each produced one
sound film and Greenbaum, Terra, and
Eichberg each produced a film with synchronized musical etTects.
There were 130 German films with a total
length of 313,285 meters produced in the
first nine months of 1929, and 90 sound pictures with a total length of 23,353 meters,
or less than one reel average length. Three
short silent films with a length of 379 meters
were produced in the entire year, and 728
cfhicational films with a total length of 412.803 meters ; most of the latter were industrial or advertising films of various types. Of
the sound films only a comparatively small
number, probably not more than 10 or 15,
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News

Canadian Schedule Set
Toronto — Regal Films has completed
distribution arrangements for the
Pathe and M-G-M product for 1930-31.
In addition, the company will handle
a number of independent films.

German Market
For U. S. Films
Shows Decline
6.1 per cent, and the other foreign share
increased 3.6 per cent over 1928 figures.

were dialogue films ; and hardly any of them
could be called standard talking pictures.
With the beginning of 1930 the Ufa
brought upon the market five sound features
with German dialogue and English and
other foreign versions, which are of a much
more ambitious nature and correspond
roughly to the sound features produced by
the American companies.
The average cost of the silent features
was very low and could be estimated at not
more than 120,000 marks. The great majority of the sound films were also made
cheaply and would probably not average
more than this figure. However, the Ufa
sound features previously referred to are reported to have been made at a total cost of
$2,000,000, or an average of $400,000 per
picture, the most expensive one being "The
Blue Angel," which is reported to have cost
$700,000.
As stated" above, the production of sound
shorts has not yet begun in Germany. Only
three silent shorts were made last year, and
sound shorts aside from educational films
will also be unimportant in German production. The German film industry has never
had much success with comedies or animated cartoons.
Only two German studios are now
equipped for the production of sound features, the Ufa studios at Neubabelsberg and
Tempelhof. It is true that attem.pts have
been made to produce sound pictures elsewhere, notably the efforts of the Tobis g^nd
some shorts produced by the Klangfilm in
their laboratories for experimental purposes.
At the present time, however, no other firstclass studio exists in Germany outside of the
Ufa. The Neubabelsberg studio is the
larger and better equipped. It consists of a
large building divided into four units with
the machinery and control apparatus regulated from the center. These studios have
all been constructed entirely for sound-film
purposes. In addition, four other studios in
Neubabelsberg have been converted to
sound production, but they are not so satisfactory. The Tempelhof sound-film studios
are smaller and much less important.

American Hold Props
During 1929, 426 feature films were censored in Germany, as compared with 520
during 1928, 521 during 1927, and 515 during 1926. Of those censored during 1929,
192, or 45.1 per cent, represented domestic
production, as compared with 221, or 42.5
per cent, during 1928 and 241. or 46.3 per
cent, during 1927. American films censored
during this period totaled 142, or 33.3 per
cent, as against 205. or 39.4 per cent, during
1928, and 192, or 36.8 per cent, during 1927.
Other asforeign
filmswith
totaled
or per
2*1.6cent,
per
cent,
compared
94. 92,
or 18
during 1928 and 88, or about 17 per cent]
during 1927. Thus the German share of the
total market supply for 1929 increased by 2.5
per cent, the American share decreased by

FEATURE

MOTION-PICTURE FILMS
CENSORED IN GERMANY
Country of Origin
19J9 1928 1927 1926
United
States
142 205 192 229
Czechoslovakia
20
10 12
7
England
17 15
2
2
France
16 24 2/ 22
Austria
16 20 15 22
Russia
10 10 14
8
Japan
4
Denmark
3
4
6
7
Italy
2
5
6
8
Sweden
2
3
5
5
Hungary
2
2
1
2
Estonia
1
Germany
Brazil
Total

192

22!

24i
\

202
"j

426

520

521

515

This table reflects a gradual decline in the
American supply which is a result of the
German film-control decree, yet slightly
more than 78 per cent of the market supply
in 1929 was furnished between domestic and
American production. Czechoslovak films
seem to be gaining in strength in Germany,
but these are seldom shown in first-run
houses and are imported more or less on exchange agreement between the professional
trades of the two countries, much similar to
the manner by which Austrian features get
showings in Germany. British films are
slightly on the ascendancy in Germany because of German-British joint-production
eflForts of the past few years. The French
film showed a slight decline as compared
with previous years. The Russian film has
a small but enthusiastic appeal in certain
parts of Germany.
The total of German-made features decreased 19, or 13.1 per cent, under the
domestic production of 1928. The American
total of 142 features reflected a decrease of
63 films, or 30.7 per cent, under 1928 figures.
Other foreign films more or less hold their
own with the previous year.

Feature Supply Under 1928
The following table shows the total number of features censored during the year by
months as divided among German-made,
American-made, and other foreign, together
with the German monthly percentages.
FEATURE

PICTURES CENSORED
DURING
1929

IN GERMANY
Percent

Ger- AmerGerman can
Other Total man
January
13
8
11
i2
41
February
14
7
3
24
58
March
12
13
8
ii
il
Total, first quarter 39
28
22
89
45
April
12
6
3
21
57
May
9
16
8
3i
27
June
9
6
11
2C
35
Total, second quarter 30
28
22
80
38
Total, first half
69
56
44
169 41
July
14
26
6
46
.W
August
24
17
8
49
49
September
28
12
11
51
55
Total, third quarter 66
55
25 146 45
October
16
9
14
39
41
November
16
12
5
a
6>
December
25
10
4
39
70
Total, fourth quarter 57
31
2i 111 51
Total, second ha\i..\2i 86
48 257 48
Grand
Total
192 142 92 426
45
Month

It is interesting to note that the German
feature supply for the first six months of
the year was 54 films less than during the
second half. This may be explained bv the
fact that, during the first half of the year,
producers were
hesitant
in view
( Cniiiiniiecl
on pape
32) of the in-
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Talker Advent
Brought Loss to
German Theatres
(Continued from page 34)
(k'tinitc- (lomand for silent features, and by
their inal)ility to produce sound features. At
the end of the half year, liowever, it became
apparent tliai tlie Gernian-Anierican patent
litiy;alit)n w^^ hindering sound-tihn developments, and producers, consequently were
forced to renew their previous silent-film activities, a situation which should continue
until more German cinemas are wired.
So far as actual distribution is concerned,
the number of films distributed is somewhat
hitrher than the number of films censored,
since it represents certain carry-overs from
films censored the previous year. The total
number is 439 as against 426 films censored
in l'>2<); 237 films were of foreign origin
and 202 of German make. This total compares with 314 films distributed in Germany
in l')28, of which 217 were German and
297 foreign.
Xo less than 79 companies distributed
pictures in the German market in 1929. Of
these, si.x distributors handled 20 or more
features each, three from 15 to 20 features,
five from 10 to 15 each, eight from 5 to 10
each, three handled four features each, nine
handled three features each, 13 handled two
features each, and i2 one feature each.

Theatre Business Slack

The general film situation in Germany
was discouraging during 1929. The number
of films produced was less than the preceding year. Imports also fell ofif, and exports
of German films showed a very bad slackening. The total box-office receipts of film
theaters in Germany were decidedly less.
The main reason for this state of affairs is
the introduction of the talking pictures.
\\'ith the market practically barred to
American talking pictures by the patent
litigation already discussed, there was little
incentive for German theater owners to install reproducing ajjparatus, because German
talkies have expanded slowly and only at
the beginning of 1930 is there evidence that
talking pictures will be produced in the
German language which will be able to fill
German theaters and do a profitable business. Accordingly, the year was practically
lost so far as the German film industry is
concerned. While the local apparatus companies, Klangfilm and Tobis, have been
making some progress in the manufacture
and sale of their equipment, their progress is
slow because they can not sell many machines to German exhibitors until it becomes evident that there will be a steady
supply of good German talkies available.
Trade opinion in Germany has been
some what adverse to the sound film. One
reason for this is that the market has been
barred to most of the American productions,
and judgment of the trade in Germany is
based upon those few pictures which they
have seen and which are long out of date in
America.
Certainly only a small number of Englishdialogue pictures can be shown in Germany
profitably. When the novelty wears oft,
only German dialogues will be financially
possible. It is highly doubtful whether
German versions of the English-dialogue
films made in the United States will be sue-
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Chains Conil)all(Hl
The Smalli'Ht?
Stt'ptrc. Sask.— This prairie town
claims to he the .smallest in Canada
which has talking pictures. Western
Klectric equipmenl is installed at
(icorKC
Kidier's Talace. The population is 20.}.

cessful, as the public is quick to detect any
flaws in the pronunciation or speech of the
actors.
It seems doubtful also that the Germans
will be able to export German-dialogue films
very far outside their own boundaries, even
to small neighboring countries where German is well understood. Local pf)litical feeling may bar the use of the German language
in such countries. Under these circum.stances, it will be seen that the export prospects for German-dialogue films are not too
l)right, although if they are made on a
modest scale and do not cost over $500,000,
they can possibly recover their cost under
present conditions and show a little profit.
The Klangfilm syndicate is going ahead
with wiring German theaters in the coming
year. The Ufa theaters are all being wired
with this system, and considerable progress
will be made in all the other larger cinemas,
which will not be able to obtain silent features simply because they arc not being
made, although many of them would prefer
to keep on with the silent films.
The small country theatres will probably
be extensively wired with cheap disc !v\'stems ; for example, the Kinoton, which is
claimed to sell for around $1,500. Whether
the German film audiences will be satisfied
with the reproduction on equipment of this
character remains to be seen.

To Produce 60 to 80 Talkers
Production plants for 1930 call tor a
ma.ximum of between 60 and 80 sound ieatures, of which 20 or 30 will be made by the
Ufa, according to present plans, and the
others divided among such companies as
Emelka. Terra and the smaller producers,
with a number financed by foreign companies. One American firm is now going
ahead with plans to produce some six to 12
talking features in Germany next season.
There is no likelihood that American apparatus will be allowed to enter Germany
in the near future.
On February 1, 1929, the German government announced that the present import
regulations on motion picture films would
be prolonged for one year — that is, up to
June 30, 1931. This allows 210 foreign
films to come in, of which import permits
for 160 are given to German film renters in
proportion to the number of German films
they released during 1928 and 1929. The
remaining 50 import permits are distributed
among companies which have exported
German films in the last two years.
The film commissioner, in issuing these
regulations, made the reservation that
special regulations might be issued at any
time regarding the importation of talking
pictures. At the request of the office of the
American commercial attache, a promise
was given by the film commissioner that up
to June 30 1931, sound features would be
treated just the same as silent features in
the handling of import permits, but the
reservation still applies on sound shorts, and
it is possible that special regulations may be

By ln(l(^[)(M)(l(Mit

Theatre Owners

Milwaukee — Tendency of the independent
llieatre owner to combat chain coin|)etition
is well exemplified in tie-ups being made
here
by independent theatre operators, with
merchants.
The Zenith, neighborhood house manaKed
by E. F. Maertz, has advocated patronizing
its theatre because of the fact that it is
owned by Milwaukee peojile. This fact has
been featured in its news[)aper advertising
from time to time.
Recently the theatre, which is a member
of the Lower Hopkins Street Advancement
Ass'n., offered the use of its house for the
appearance of "Snippy" Doodle, stage actor,
who spoke on chains and chain store comIK'titicjn. A series of 12 lectures were given
by Doo<Jle on successive Saturday nights,
treating of the various phases of the chain
problem. Merchants

(iive Prizes

In addition, each merchant donated a merchandise prize of $1 value each week, which
was given away at the Saturday perfcjrmance. These prizes each week totaled approximately $50. Numbered coupons for
the prizes were distributed by the merchants to their various i)atrons.
A drawing was then held on the night of
the show and talk at which time the winners received their awards. Tickets and
literature in connection with the weekly
event were furnished by Doodle. The speech
is offered in addition to the regular photoprogram. also was staged in connection
Theplaytie-up
with the Vliet Street Advancement .Ass'n.,
and the weekly lectures held at the Colonial,
another neighbor independent house, operated by Ernest Langemack.
The chain problem in Milwaukee has assumed considerable importance and merchants over the entire city are striving to
combat them.

Desormeaux Adds Another
Madison. Wis. — The Majestic here has
been taken over by Arthur Desormeaux on
a 15 year lease from Michalson .Amusement enterprises. Desormeaux will remodel the house into a fire-proof, soundequipped, modern theatre. He also manages the Eastwood here.

Mitchell Publix Manager
Waukegan, 111. — John L. Mitchell has
been made manager of the Publi.x theatres
here, operating three houses. He succeeds
B. D. Hooton, resigned.

St. Louis Grand Dark
St. Louis — Grand Opera House has closed
for the summer, reopening in September.
made regarding their importation. These
regulations, will not come for several
months, however.
Italy. Belgium, the Netherlands and Denmark
are the next countries to be discussed in the
Government report on European film conditions.
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"Officer O'Brien"
Cops K. C. High
On $21,000 Take
Kansas City — The Mainstrect landed first
place this week, with a $21,000 intake, or
140%. The picture was Pathe's "Officer
O'Brien," although much of the credit must
go to the stage performance of Olsen and
Johnson. Next in line was the Newman,
celebrating its anniversary week, and drawing $13,500, or 135%, with Paramount's
"Devil's Holiday." The Uptown, playing
M-G-M's "His Glorious Night," was up to
110%, or $6,600.
At the Midland, where "The Florodora
Girl" (M-G-M) played, box office receipts
were $14,200, or 95%. The Roval dropped
to $3,375, or 75%, on "Mamba" (TilYany).
while the Pantages stood at 75%, or $7,600,
on Fox's "On the Level."

Weather:
Changeable.
Of position: "Florodora Girl," five acts vaude, Midland: "Officer O'Brien," vaude, Mainstrect; "His
Glorious Nipht." Uptown: "Devil's Holiday," Newman; "Matnha," Royal: "On the Level," Pantages.
"FLORODORA GIRL" (M-G-M)
MIDLANI>-(4,000), 35c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Laurel and Hardy in "Below Zero"; Hearst
Mctrotone news, five acts vaude, headlining Alex
Hyde and his "Modern Maidens." Gross: $14,200.
Rating: 95%.
"OmCER
O'BRIEN"
(Pathe)
MAINSTREET— (3,067). 35c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Pathe news, three acts vaude, headlining
Olsen and Johnson.
Gross: $21,000. Rating: 140%.
"DEVIL'S HOLIDAY"
(Paramount)
NEWMAN--(2,000),
2.Sc-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Paul Ash with Jean Boydell in "I'm a Wild
Woman";
Bums
and Allen in "Fit to Be Tied";
screen song ("Hot Time in the Old Town").
Gross:
$13,500.
Rating: 135%.
"MAMBA"
(Tiffany)
ROYAI^-(900).
25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions:
Paramount news; Vitaphone act ("Evolution"):
Paramount cartoon ("Good Old Summer Time"). Gross:
$3,375.
Rating: 75%.
"ON
THE
LEVEL"
(Fox)
PANTAGES— (2,166),
25c-60c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: "Station S-T-A-]^," Universal news. Gross:
$7,600. Rating: 75%.
"HIS GLORIOUS NIGHT"
(M-G-M)
UPTOWN— (2.200), 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Universal news,
Oswald
cartoon
("Prison
Panics").
Gross: $6,600. Rating:
110%.

Providence High
To ^Journey's End'
On $9,000 Gross
Providence — Following the hot spell
which hurt business badly, local exhibitors
found things much ])ettcr last week, Victory
reporting fine business with "Journey's
End," which clicked for $10,300, as good as
any week this year. Loew's State hit
around $20,000 with "One Romantic Night."
Majestic w^as O. K. at $10,800 and the
R-K-O
Albee
cleared better than $9,000.
Weather:
Rain: warm.
Opposition:
Carlton, stock. Films:
"One Romantic
Night." Loeti/s State : "Mammx," Majestic : "Journev's
End," R-K-O
Victory: "Mamba."
R-K-O
Albee.
"ONE
ROMANTIC
NIGHT"
(UA)
LOEW'S
STATE— (3,800). 15c-50c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Lanprdon
in ".Sl^irt Shy":
Mickey
the
Mouse
cartoon. "Fiddling- Around":
Hearst
Metrotone, Joe Stoves.
Gross: $20,000.
Rating: 1007c.
"MAMMY"
(WB)
MAJESTIC— (2.400). l.Sc-.50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "The I'ayoff.
Hie House
Addition,"
"She
Who
GetsGross:Slapiied,"
Vitaphone
comedy;
sound
weekly.
$12..mO.
Ratine:
100%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
R-K-O
VICTORY— (1.600), 15c-.S0c. 7 days. Other
attractions:
"Musical
Beauty
.Shop,"
Pathe
news.
Gross: $10,300.
Rating:
105%.
"MAMBA"
R-K-O
ALBEE— (2.300),
25r-7.5c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Five acts vaude headed by Peter HigSins. Gross: $9,000. Rating: 85%.
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Florida Confession
The fact that "Hell Harbor" was
made here, and was a d
good picture, brings up the question, "why
can't they make pictures in Florida?"
They CAN make 'em here and they
did, BUT, pretty much everything
used in the picture was sent from
Hollywood and all film had to be sent
to New York for development. So,
there is the answer; we haven't got
the "things" —"Scot
they t's,"
need. Tampa
, Fla.

cks 'em
ers atKno
Rog
Dead
Portland;
Clicks $13,450
Portland, Ore. — Entering into the Mardi
Gras spirit of Rose Festival week, and emphasizing the advantages of the cool interior of the Fox Broadway in contrast with
outside temperatures. Manager Floyd Maxwell again managed to bring out long waiting lines and was obliged to hold midnight
matinees to accommodate crowds who desired to see and hear Will Rogers in "So
This Is London." They piled up a new
high gross of $13,450, rating 168%.
The second week of stage shows at Paramount emphasized good judgment, the new
principals plus Charles Buddy Rogers in
"Safety in Numbers" brought out a still
greater number of patrons which hung up
$12,115. rating 154%.

Weather: Fair and 7varmer. Annual Rose Festival
hraiiglit in hravy suburban and out-of-town btisiness
that helped all houses.
Opposition:
"Safety
in
Numbers,'
"Courage,"
"Spring Is Here." "Bin House," "Back Pay."
"SO THIS IS LONDON"
(M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY— (1.912), 25c-60c. 7 days, extra
shows. Other attractions: Fanchon & Marco's "Good
Fellows Idea"; Lucie Pake, dancer: Bud Averill and
his songsters, Helen Burke. Harrison and Elmo:
Herman LeBel at Wurlitzer: Georgie .Stoll. m. c. and
Fox Broadwav band. Gross: $13,450. Rating: 168%.
"SAFETY
IN NUMBERS"
(Paramount)
PORTLAND PARAMOU.XT— (3.0S5). 25c-50c, 7
days. Other attractions: "Get Happy" with "Happy
Phil Lampkin and his Paramounters," Emerson &
Baldwin: the Four Covans, Cora Walsh, Bob Carlson, Bob Bonnie, sinper and eccentric dancer, Con
Maffie at Wurlitzer; Arthur Clausen, conductor;
Locke Steppers. Gross: S12.115. Ratine: 154%.
"SPRING
IS HERE"
(F. N.)
R-K-O ORPHEUM-(1,700). 2,=;c-.S0c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Babe Egan and "Hollywood Redheads,"
Grace Barrie, blues singer, Grace & Marie Eline,
Catherine
Custer, Wurlitzer. Gross: $11,345. Rating:
134%.
"COURAGE"
(W. B.)
HAMRICK'S
"MUSIC
BQX"— (1,935),
25c-50c.
7
days. Other attractions: Vitaphone acts. Fox Movietone news. Pete
Ashe,
organist.
Gross:
$11,000.
Rating:
126%.
Prize letter contest stimulated
bo.x.
"BIG
HOUSE"
(Fox)
FOX
UNITED
ARTISTS— (945). 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Metro acts. Hollywood
Varieties.
Fox news.
Gross: $9,975. Rating: 115%.
"BACK
PAY"
(F. N.)
RTALTO— (1,498), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Paramount sound news. "Dresden Doll" (Paramount singing- novelty); "Chinese Pagoda," "Red
Heads," musical comedy; tied in with book stores
on Fannie Hurst's novel. Gross: $9,450. Rating:
100%.
NOTE: Rivoli Theatre reopened with Mack-Bell
Plovers plus first run selected screen fare. Prices,
10c-20c-30c.

Booking Co-op Rules
Agreed to in England
London — Rules of procedure for the
booking combine planned by British exhibitors have been agreed upon. A subcommittee isbein'g appointed to work out
details.
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"You
The ngBigDesir
Thin
In S. F.-$12,500
San Francisco — Stage presentations in
picture houses are doing a come-back, drawing a larger attendance at the Paramount
than pictures. The Embassy is scheduled
to offer presentations for the first time beginning June 25.
The week in San Francisco has been a
very poor one, with but two theatres doing
good business. The Casino had a rating of
135% and gross receipts of $12,500. The
picture, "Young Desire," was considered
excellent, as was the manner in which it
was displayed. The fourth week of "All
Quiet on the Western Front" continued to
draw. Its gross for the week was $21,000
and its rating 110%. The other houses doing an average
ll'eatlwr:
Warm. rating of 85%.
Opposition: "All quiet on the Western Front,"
IVarficld: "Young Desire," stage show. Casino; "Man
From Blankley's," musical review. Embassy : "Hello,
Sister," Davies: "Midnight Mystery," Orpheum;
"Around the Corner'' vaude. Golden Gate: "Her
Golden Calf," stage show, Fo.r; "Across the World,"
St. Francis: "Border Leoion," California: "Safety tn
Numbers," stat/e show. Paramount.
"SAFETY
IN NUMBERS"
(Paramount)
P.^R.\MOU\T— (2.700).
35c-50c-65c-$l,
7
days.
Other
attractions:
Harry
Gourfain's
"Paraniounteers"
: Fox Rating:
news, 90%.
"Four
Covan's"
comedy.
Gross:
$14,000.
"BORDER
LEGION"
(Paramount)
CALTFOR.XIA— (2.2n0).
35c-50c-65c-90c,
7
days.
Other
attractions:
Bvrd
exhibit,
orchestra,
Paramount news. Gross: $12,000.
Rating: 85%.
"ACROSS
THE
WORLD"
(Martin Johnson)
ST. FRAXCTS— (1,400). 35c-50c-90c, 2nd week. Other
attractions:
Comedy
("Honest
Crooks"),
Paramount
news, song cartcxin.
Gross: $8,500. Rating: 85%.
"HER
GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
FOX— (5,000). 50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days.
Other attractions: Fox Movietone,
musical
delights,
overture,
Fanchon
and
Marco's
"Lilv Device Idea."
Gross:
$20,000.
Rating: 85%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
110%.
WARFIELD— (2.700). 50c-65c-90c, 4th week.
Other
attractions:
Fox news, music. Gross: $21,000. Rating:
"YOUNG
DESIRE"
(Universal)
CASINO— (2.40.1). j5c-50c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: "A Stage of Fun," music, revue ("Fun and
Frolic."
Gross: «12..S00. Rating:
135%..
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEY'S"
(Warners)
EMBASSY— (1,400), 30c-40c-50c-65c. 2nd week. Other
attractions:
News,
musical
review.
Gross:
$9,000.
Rating: 90%.
"HELLO, SISTER" (Warner Bros.)
D.-X VIES— (1,1501. 35c-50c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: X'ews. organ.
Gross: $6,400. Rating: 75%.
"MIDNIGHT
MYSTERY"
(Radio Picture)
0RPHP:UM— (2.275). 25c-35c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Live and I, earn"), Pathe news,
Feli.x cartoon ("Life of lieethovcn"),
RKOlians,
organ novelties. Gross: $9,000. Rating: 75%.
"AROUND
THE
CORNER"
(Columbia)
GOLDEN
GATE -(2.400). .TOc- 40c -50c -65c. 7 days.
Other
attractions:
"June
Joy
Show,"
music.
Gross: $13,000. \"audeville.
Rating: S07c.

"All Q J lief Premieres
In Two London Theatres
London — Universal's ".Mi Ouiet on the
Western Front" had two premieres here
June 14, when the war picture opened
simultaneously at the Regal and .\lhambra, the event arousing considerable inRegaltheisAlhambra,
London's big
downtownterest.
houseThe and
in Leicester Square, formerly a well known vaudeville theatre. In the Regal the picture is
shown on a wide screen w'ith a new process of colored light effects. Admission
is $2.50 top in both.
The idea of the dual openings was
conceived by the owner, John Maxwell,
while attending the premiere in New
York. Capacity houses are the rule in
both houses, it is said. British press
opinion
was extremely
favorable.
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"All Quiet" Leads
On $25,000 Take
C'liicapo — Mediocre business all around
the Loop last week, with "All Quiet on
the Western Front"' (Univ.) at McVickers retaininsr the profit lead with $25,100
near the wiud-np of its fourth and final
week. i'he picture was replaced in midweek by ".Vrizona Kid" (Fox). The only
other real money picture was "Paramount on I'artide," which dealt the
I'nited .\rtists a nice gross with $24,700
(112'r) in its second week and was held
over.
The Palace, with "Fox Movietone Follies of 1930" and RKO vaudeville, maintained a Rood pace with $24,200 (100%)
for its second week of vaude-film policy,
but its competition continues to be felt
at RKO's other vaude-film spot, the
State-Lake, which managed only $19,800
(73',)
with and
"Runaway
the
feature,
Alma liride"
Rubens (Radio)
in the
flesh.
"Ingagi" (State Rights) dropped to
$5,600 (75%) in its ninth week at the
Garrick and was jerked. The house
takes the hokum picture, "Unguarded
(_!irl^." on a men-only policy after the
picture's two unimpressive weeks for
women only at the Majestic. Ann Pennington gave the Oriental a moderatelv
profitable week with $40,900 (96%). "In
GayIVcathcr:
ALadrid"
(M.G.M.) was the feature.
Cool with occasional shoivers; then uarw.
Opposition: "Across the World," Castle: "Devil's
Holiday," stage shotv, Chicago: "Ingagi" (9th week),
Garrick: "Unguarded Girls" (2nd week), Majesfic:
"All Quiet on the Western Front" (4th week),' Mcyickers: "Hot for Farts" (2nd time in Loop), Monroe: "In Gay Madrid," stage show. Oriental: "DumbBclls in Ermine.' Orphcnm: "Fox Movietone Follies
of 1930." RKO vaude. Palace: "Mammy" (2nd week),
Roosevelt: "Runaway Bride," RKO z-audc, StateLake: "Paramount on Parade" (2nd week). United
Artists:
"IVhite
Hell
of Pit: Palu"
(2nd week),
"ACROSS
THE
WORUy
(Martin
Johnson-S.R.)
CASTLE--(300). 60c. 7 days. Other attractions:
Universal ncwsreel. Columbia novelty short. Re100% . placed bv "Mamba" (Tiffany). Gross: $3,300. Rating:
"DEVIL'S
HOLIDAY"
(Para.)
CHICAGO— (3.940). 35c-85c, / ilays.
Other attractions: Stape show, orchestra, roniedv, newsreel. novelty short. Gross:
j:-l4.«K1.
Rating: 80%.
"INGAGI"
(State Rights)
GARRICK— (1,259). 50c-75c. 9th and final week.
Gross: $5,600. Rating: 75%. "Cnguarded Girls"
(Indie), which played two weeks to "women only"
trade at the Majestic, comes here as a "men only"
program.
"UNGUARDED
GIRLS"
(Indie)
MAJESTK-(
1.990). 50c.slightly
-'nd weekover
on its
"women
basis.
Picture imprwed
first only"
week
but still poor. Moves to the Garrick where it will
show to '"men only." Lecture, with chorus girl models
on the stage, accompanies picture. Gross: $6,400.
Rating: 40%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U)
MiAUKERS— (2.284). 35c-85c. 4th week. Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel, novelty short. Took a
nose-dive but still good considering house gets 7
shows less per week than with normal program.
Will be replaced in mid-week bv "Arizona Kid"
(Fox). Gross: $25,100. Rating: 120%. (Percentage
rating on basis of 43 instead of house's usual 50
shows per week.)
"HOT FOR PARIS"
(Fox)
(2nd time in I,(X>p)
MC>XROE— (962). .SOc-75c, 7 days. Other attractions:
30 minutes of newsreel.
House
shtnving a little improvement. Gross: $4.,S00.
Rating: 90%.
"IN GAY
MADRID"
(M-G-M)
ORIENTAL— (3.900). 35c-85c. 7 days. Other attractions: Stage shows headed by Ann Pennington,
organ, comedv. newsreel. musical short. Gross: $40,900.
Rating: %%.
"DUMB-BELLS
IN ERMINE"
(W.B.)
ORPHF.r.M— (762), 50c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: ,' Vitaphone acts. Universal newsreel. Gross;
$5.noo.
Rating: 85%.
"FOX MOVIETONE FOLLIES OF 1930" (Fox)
r.\I..\CE— (2..>09>. 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions: 5 acts RKO vaude. comedy, novelty short.
Okay
for house's 2nd we<.k of vaude-film
policy.

l\\\ ()<)(! — Mac Murray has I)een in
!l<> so iiiatn tiiDcs on (l.-aN ; nd
that
tracts (inriiij; the pa>l
ront
such cases
no longer two >»■; V
eets.
irs
copy
for local sh
conprovid
pane

Rogers lloekets
Boston Take to
36 Graiid-130%
Boston — Business was rather spotty and
had it not been for heavy rain during the
early week the seashore exodus would have
dropped Boston theatres to considerably
lower marks than were reached. Commencement programs were in full swing at
almost all colleges, adding to the dulness.
In spite of these conditions, the larger int(),wn houses showed up remarkably well.
Metropolitan,
Holiday,"
rated
$36,500 for with
130%, "Devil's
but the film
itself
l)r()bably was not so much responsible for
this high as was the appearance in person
"On the Level,"
Fcjx's
Rogers. may
of Will
Keith
Memorial,
be said to have been
the best "BO" film of' the week with $25,000,
or 1129t, to its credit.
Keith-Albee with "Around the Corner,"
Loew's State with "Lady of Scandal" and
Loew's Orpheum with "In Gay ALadrid"
bare])- pulled above average for a week,
which trails along at the end of a highly
successful
spring's
business.
Weather:
Rain: warm.
Opposition: "Devil's Holiday," with Will Rogers
in person, Publix's Metropolitan: "Around the Corner." Keith-Albee: "On the Level," Keith Memorial:
"Lady of Scandal," Loew's State; "In Cay Madrid,"
vaude, Orpheum: "Ladies in Love." as half of a
double feature bill with "Ingagi," Park: "A^l Quiet
on the Western Front." road show in its third week.
Majestic.
"DEVIL'S HOLIDAY" (Paramount)
METROPOIJTAX— (4.,^50), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Eddie Lambert in piano specialties: Will
Rogers in person; Paramount news. Gross: $36,500.
Rating:
1,W%.
"AROUND
THE
CORNER"
(Columbia)
KEITII-.ALBEE- (2..S0O). 25c-6(>c.
7 days.
Other
attractions:
Margaret Schilling. R-K-O "Radio Girl"
in
person;
RKOlians.
comedy,
"Sportlight."
Pathe
news.vaudeville,
Gross: $19,500.
Rating:
103%.
"ON
THE
LEVEL"
(Fox)
KEITH MEMOKIAI^(2.800). .Wc-65c. 7 days. Other
attractions: "Alaskan Nights." "Mickey's Warriors."
"Sportlight." Pathe news. Gross: $25,000. Rating:
112%.
"LADY
OF SCANDAL"
(M-G-M)
T.OEWS
STATE— (3.700). 30c-50c. 7 days.
attractions:
("harlry
Chase
comedy.
Hearst
tone news.
Gross: $21,000.
Rating: 105%.
"IN GAY MADRID"
(M-G-M)

Other

LOEW'S ORI'nErM-(3.100). 25c-.50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Billy Glason and other vaudeville,
Metrogirls' dance contest. Hearst Metrotone news. Gross:
$21,500.
Rating:
105%.
"LADIES
IN LOVE"
(Universal)
P.ARK— (,S00), 2.5c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Double
feature.
"Tngaei"
(Congo).
Universal
news.
Gross: $4.^00
Ratine: 95%.
"ALL OUIET
ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
M.\.TESTIC- (1.800). .50c-$2. 6 days. Gross: $4.,500.
Rating: 80%.
Gross:

$24,000.

Ratine:
"MAMMY" 100^. (W.B.)

ROOSEVELT— (1.591), 3.5c-85c. 2nd ?nd final week.
Other attractions:
Comedy,
novejtv short, newsreel.
Replaced
bv "King of Tazz" (Univ.) Gross: $17,600.
Rating: .'!0%.
"RUNAWAY
BRIDE"
(Radio)
STATE-LAKE-(2.776).
3.=;c-7.ic. 7 days.
Other attractions: acts
5
RKO vaude headed bv .\Ima Rubens,
comedv,
carti->on.
Gross: S19 .'OO. Rating: 75%.
"PARAMOUNT ON PARADE"
(Par.)
UXITKn
ARTISTS-d.TOO).
.V5c-,S5c, 2nd
week.
Other attractions:
Cartoon, newsreel. noveltv short,
comedv.
Gross: «24,70O
Rating:
112^.-.
"WHITE
HELL
OF PITZ
PALU"
(Univ.)
WOODS
-(1.166"(. 3.5c-7.5c, 2nd week.
Other attractions: comedy, newsreel. cartoon.
Slated to he replaced in mid-week.
Gross: $11,500.
Rating:
100%.

Ail Oiiialui llif^h;
^'Cuckoos" Leads
With 16 Grand
Omaha — "Cuckoos" sent the Orpheum receipts up to 125% on strength (jf the picture
alone, unaided by the re^t of the vaude
bill, grossing $16,500 for the week as
against the World's $10,500, brought by
"New Adventures of Fu Manchu," which
was held only six days instead of seven
due to an opening day change.
The Paramount took third position with
$9,350,
or an
110%,
on "Safety
in Numbers."
State had
average
week with
a sevenday
of "Hell Harbor" instead of cus100%.run tomary
split week. Grossed $4,750 for a
Weather:

Fair

Opposition: "The Cuckoos," .\'atacha Xattoia, <jrpheum : "Safely in .\' umbers," H'esley Lord. Para
mount: "Hell Harbor," "Around the World with the
Graf Zeppelin," Slate: "Xrtii .■\d- rnturcs of Dr. Fu
Manchu," vaude. Ted Mack and band. World.
"THE CUCKOOS" (R-K-O)
ORPHEUM-(3,a)0). 35c-65c, 7 days. Other attractions: N'atacha Nattova headlining vaude bill. Gross:
$16,500.
Rating:
125%.
"NEW
ADVENTURES
OF
FU
MANCHU"
(Pau-amount)
WORLD— (2,100).
25c-65c.
6 days.
Other
attractions: .\l Traban
and
dogs
heading
\aude
bill.
$1 0.5^10. Rating: 105%.
"SAFETY
IN NUMBERS"
(Paramount)
PARAMOU.NT— (2,783). 25c-65c. 7 days.
Other attractions:
Wesley
Lord,
organist;
shorts.
G.-o»s:
S9,350. Rating: 110%.
"HELL HARBOR"
(U. A.)
STATE— (1,050).
25c-5'V.
Other
attractions:
"Around Rating:
the World
$4,750.
100%. with the Grai Zviipelin. " Gross:
Gross:

Okla. City Hits
Fair Week; Top

To ^'Lady Scandal"
Oklahoma City — Mixed weather helped
1). o.'s here stand up to an average week,
all houses running between 90% and 1 10%
of par, with the high mark .?oing to "Lady
of Scandal" on a $7,000 take for the week.
Weather:

Mixed,

warm,

cool, rain,

clear.

Opposition:
'Se~^v Adventures of Dr. Fu Manchu."
Capitol; "Lady
of Scandal."
Criterion: "Mamba"
(4
days).
Liberty:
"Framed."
Empress:
"Soldiers
and
Women." R-KO
vaude. Orpheum.
"ADVENTURES
OF DR. FU
MANCHU"
(Para.)
CAPITOL-( 1.200), 25c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: "Mctr, news; "In the Good Old Summer
Time" (Paramount screen song), Param*)unt nc\\s.
Gross: $6,000. Rating: 95%.
"LADY
OF SCANDAL"
(M-G-M)
CRITERION— (2.000), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions: "The General" (a colortone revue); "Wise
Flies" (Talkartoon
comedv); (Tiffany)
Paramount news. Gross:
$7,00C.
Rating: "MAMBA"
110%.
LIBERTY— (1,800), 25c-50c. 4 days. Other attracRating: tions:
90%. Vitaphone short subjects Gross: J\'V»>.
"FRAMED"
(R-K-O)
EMPRE.SS (1.200). 2.5c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: Universal news. Educational comedv. Gross:
RaUng:
90%.
"SOLDIERS
AND WOMEN"
(Columbia)
OR PI I El" M—( I. .500). 25c-.5(V-. 4 days. Other attractions: R-K-O vaudeville. Pathe news and ( )rpheum
movievents.
Gross: $3,000.
Rating: 95'"^.

$4,000

Indicted on Fraud Charge
Kilw ardsviile. 111. — Cliarged with diverting $143,000 of the bank's funds to finance
theatrical enterprises here and at Wood
River. Frank B. Sanders, cashier of the
Bank of Edwardsville, has been indicted by
the Grand Jury. He has restored most of
the monev. it is stated.
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Baltimore Top
To ^Big Pond' on
Take of $26,000
Baltimore — This was a spotty week for
business at big houses. Some did far better
than expected, while others dropped way
down. If anything, despite two days of rain
and a hot Saturday, the Firemen's Convention should have helped business during
the
four-day
session from Tuesday to Friday.
In grosses the high spots were Loew's
Century and Stanley, with the former taking
$20,600, rating 98% with "The Big Pond"
and "Frolickers of 1930," and the latter getting about $16,000, making a rating of 91%,
with Clara Bow in "True to the Navy."
"Across the World with Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Johnson" went over big at the Little
Theatre (267 seats) with a gross of $1,300
and a rating of 130%. Animal pictures always go well at this house.
Three houses in particular struck very low
averages, each with an estimated rating of
40%. They were the Auditorium, with
"Cuckoos," and the Metropolitan and Rivoli showing "Golden Dawn," simultaneously. Perhaps the $1 top price for
"Cuckoos" had something to do with the
small business, but with "Golden Dawn"
it appears that audiences did not seem to
like this style of operetta, although finely
done.
The Hippodrome came back with a good
week, doing a $8,500 gross, or 85%, with
"Light
of Western Stars," and four acts
of
vaudeville.
Weather: Monday and Tuesday, rain; then clear
and coot to hot on Saturday.
Opposition: "Cuckoos," Auditorium: "Big Pond,"
with "Frolickers of 1930" (Loew-Capitol stage unit),
Loew's Century; "Light of West Stars," five vaude
acts. Hippodrome; "Be Yourself," Keith's; "Across
the World with Mr. and Mrs. Mariin Johnson," Little; "Golden Dazvn," simultaneously at the Metropolitan and RivoH: "Alias French Gertie," New; "True
to the Navy," Loew's Stanley; "Caught Short," sinvultaneously at Loew's Valencia and Parkway after
one zveek at Lcew's Stanley. No stage attractions.
"BIG POND"
(Paramount)
LOEW'S CENTURY— (3,221;^ 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news, "Frolickers of 1930"
(Loew-Capit&l stage unit with Jack Sidney), orchestra, organ. "His Honor, the Mayor" (comedy), "In
the Good Old Summer Time" (Paramount song novelty). Gross: $20,600.
Ratinsr: 987t>.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Paramount)
I.OEWS STANLEY— (3,654), 2.Sc-60c. 6 days. Other
attractions: Metrotone news, "Manhattan Serenade"
(M-G-M colortone revue), "Fast Woik" (Oiarley
Chase M-G-M comedyj. organ. Gross: $16,000.
Rating: 91%.
"CAUGHT
SHORT"
(M-G-M)
(.Shown
simultaneously
tmth
the Parkway
Uptovm
after one week at Loew's Stanley.)
LOEWS VALENCIA— (1,500), 2Sc-35c. 6 days.
Odier attrckctions: Metrotone news, Pathe "Audio
Review," Sportlight. "Down with Husbands" (Paramount comedy). Gross: $3,2()0. Rating: 92%.
"CAUGHT SHORT"
(M-G-M)
{Shown
simultaneously
with the Valencia Downtown
after one week at Loew's Stanley.)
LOEWS
PARKWAY— (1,092), 15c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news, "Tough Winter" (Our Gang M-G-M comedy), Krazy Kat cartoon. Gross: $4,600.
Rating:
105%.
"GOLDEN DAWN" (Warner Bros.)
(Shown simultaneously with the Metropolitan Uptown.)
(Shown
simultaneously
with the Rivoli Downtown.)
RIVOLI— (1.982), 25c-.';0c. 6 days, starting Saturday.
Other attractions: Pathe news, "Fat Wives for
Thin" (Scnnett Educational comedy), Ben Bernie
and orchestra and "Married" (Vitaphone Varieties),
organ.
Gross: $3,200. Ratintr: 4091 .
"THE
LIGHT
OF WESTERN
STARS"
(Para.)
HIPPODROME— (2.500), 20c-60c, 6 days. Other attractions: Pathe news, Pathe silent review. "Good
Medicine" and "Radio Kisses" (Educational comedies), four vaudeville acts, orchestra, organ. Gross:
$8,50. Rating: 85%.
"BE
YOURSELF"
(United Artists)
KEITH'.S— (3.016). 25c-50c. 6 days, beginning Friday plus a midnight show .Sunday. Other attractions:
''Campus Crushes" (Scnnett Educational comedy),
"Chinatown Fantasy"
(ParaTiount novelty reel), Uni-

Picture

Sound Ratio
Philadelphia — Six hundred and three
of the 834 houses of this territory now
are wired for sound picture reproduction. Of the number, 93 houses have
disc equipment only, while ten have
the sound track system exclusively.

Ottawa Swelters
In Heat; All Runs
Fall Under Par
Ottawa — Old-man heat put a real nick
into box office receipts during the week,
and the fans fought shy of screen entertainment in spite of "cool talk" on the part of
managers. What helped to kill business at.
the Imperial, too, was the poor print of
"Puttin' on the Ritz." Manager Ray Tubman put in a rush order for another print,
but it was not available and patronage fell
off after the first two days.
Weather:
Fair and z'ery warm.
Optosition: "Cuckoo^," Regent: "True to the
Nai'y" (3 days), Keith's: "Green Goddess" (3 days),
Avalon: "Divorcee," Centre; "Puttin' on the Rdtz,"
Imperial; "Let's Go Places" (3 days), Keith's; "Chasing Rainbows" "CUCKOOS"
(3 rfav.t), Avalon.
(R-K-O)
REGENT— (1,225), 25c-60c, 6 days. Otiier attractions: Laurel and Hardy in "Night Owls," Fox
95%.
Movietone news, orchestra. Gross: $5,950. Rating:
"TRUE TO THE NAVY"
(Paramount)
B. F. KEITH'S— (2,5%), 15c-50c, 3 days. Other
attractions: Comedy. "Bitter Friends"; Pathe sound
news; Douglas Stanbury in songs. Gross: $3,400.
Rating:
70%.
"GREEN
GODDES6"
(Warners)
AVALON— (990). 2Sc-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:
"He Trunjped Her Ace," "Song of the Island," "FaMelodies," Fox Movietone news. Gross: $1,225.
Rating: vorite
90%.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
CENTRE— (1,200). 15c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions: Sennett comedy; Arnauf Bros.' novelty, "Voice
of Hollywood."
Gross: $3,600. Rating: 90%.
"PUTTIN'
ON THE
RITZ"
(United Artists)
IMPERIAL— (1,200), 15c-50c, 6 days. Other attractions: Comedy, "Skirt High"; Hearst Metrotone
news.
Gross: $2,600. Rating: 70%.
"LET'S
GO PLACES"
(Fox)
•B. F. KEITH'S— (2.596), I.5c-50c, 3 days. Other
attractions: "Travellin' Alone"; Universal news;
scenic.
Gross: $3,900. Rating: 80%.
"CHASING
RAINBOWS"
(M-G-M)
__ AVALON— (990), 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:
"Mickey
Mouse" cartoon; "Around Town
Rambles";
Harry Langdon comedy; Fox Movietone news. Gross:
$1,175. Rating: 88%.

New British Formed to
Handle Multi-linguals
London — Louis Zimmerman, who recently resigned from British International, ishead of D. & H. Prod., which
plans to produce si.x British pictures during the new year. In addition, the firm,
under title of Sterling Film Co., will handle six Continental and six American
pictures during the year. The company
is planning production of multi-linguals,
sending units to the Continent for the
purpose.
versal
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news.
Gross: $4,400.
Rating: 55%
"ALIAS FRENCH
GERTIE"
(Radio)
NEW— (1,500), 25c-.50c, 6 days. Other attractions:
Fox Movietone news, Oark and McCuUough in
"Hired and Fired" (Fox), Hodge Podge. Gross:
$7,500. Rating:
75%.
"ACROSS
THE WORLD
WITH
MR.
AND
MRS.
MARTIN
JOHNSON"
(Epic)
LITTLE.-(267). 35c-,5()c. 6 days. Other attractions:
Color picture. "Napoleon's Barber" (Fox). Gross:
$1,300.
Rating: "CUCKOOS"
130%.
(Radio)
AUDTTORIUM-d.eOO). 50c-$l. Starting Friday and
having two reserved seat performances daily. Gross:
$3,200. Rating: 40%.
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L. A. Runs Fall
"AngeFs"
Behind
32 Grand
Intake
Los Angeles — Local exhibs are casting
envious eyes in the direction of Grauman's
Chinese
whereto "Hell's
still
flies
high,theatre,
this week
the tuneAngels"
of $32,700,
rating 204%, one of two attractions playing
appreciably above par.
The State, with its nineteen grand take
on "Not Damaged," fell to the lowest figure
in many moons. Universal's "Captain of the
Guard" embarrassed the boys over at the
Orpheum — and how ! The picture flopped
on a $9,200 gross, finishing the week with
a measly 58% rating.
Only other run to show plenty of black
on the books was the musical, "Paramount
on Parade," sending $11,000 into the cofture
fers of 147%.
the Egyptian, which rated the pic"HELL'S

ANGELS"

(Caddo)

HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's CTiinese- (2,23). 3rd
week, 7 days, twice daily, 75c-$1.50. Other attractions:
Sid Grauman prologue. Gross: $32,700, Rating: 204%.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle— (1,650), 8th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 75c-$1.50. Other attractions: Abe Lyman and band. Movietone news. Gross:
$12,850.
Rating: 1037c.
"SOCIAL LION" (Paramount)
LOS ANGELES— Paramount— (3,5%), 7 days, 35c65c. Other attractions: Terrytoon comedy. Paramount news, Milton Charles, organ concert. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Not Damaged," "Beau Bandit,"
%%.
"Hearts in Exile," "Big Pond," "Strictly Modern,"
"Captain of the Guard." Gross: $24,000. Rating:
"NOT DAMAGED" (Fox)
LOS ANGELES— Loew's State— (2,418), 7 days, 35c65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco "Country
Club" Idea, Laurel-Hardy in "Haywire," Metrotone
and Movietone news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Social
Lion," "Beau Bandit," "Hearts in Exile," "Big
Pond," $19,500.
"StrictlyRating:
Modern."
Gross:
72%. "Captain of the Guard."
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criterion— (1,652), 5th week.
7 days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Cartoon fable,
Movietone news. Opposition: "Not Damaged," "Social Lion," "Beau Bandit." "Hearts in Exile," "Big
Pond," "Strictly Modern," "(captain of Guard."
Gross: $9,500.
Rating: 957r.
"PARAMOUNT
ON
PARADE"
(Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD -Grauman's Egyptian— (1,800), 7
days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Ben Bernie and
band, Sennett comedy. Movietone news. Opposition:
"Once a Gentleman," "Dancing Sweeties." Gross:
$11,000.
Rating: 147%.
"DANCING
SWEETIES"
(Warners)
HOLLYWOOD— Warners' Hollywood— (3,000), 7
days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: "Royal Fourflusher," Vitaphone Varieties, sound news. Opposition: "Once a Gentleman," "Paramount on Parade."
Gross: $15,000.
Rating: 107 7o.
"BIG POND"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELES— United Artists— (2,100), 3rd week,
7 days. 35c-75c. Other attreu:tions: jack White comedy ("Oh. Darling"); Paramount news, organ concert. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Social Lion," "Not
Damaged," "Beau Bandit," "Hearts in Exile,"
".Strictly Mt>dern," "Captain of (Juard." Gross:
$11,300.
Rating: 84%.
"HEARTS IN EXILE" (Warners)
■ LOS ANGELES— Warners' Downtown— (2,400), 7
days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, sound news. Opposition: "Divorcee." "Social
Lion," "Not Damaged. " "Beau Bandit," "Big Pond,"
"Strictly Modern." "Captain of Guard." Gross:
$15,000.
Rating:
100%.
"STRICTLY
MODERN"
(First National)
LOS ANGELKS-R-K-O— (3.700), 7 days, 35c-65c.
Other attractions: RK-O vaudeville, Pathe news.
Opposition: "Divorcee," "Hearts in Exile." "Social
Lion," "Not Damaged." "Big Pond," "Beau Bandit,"
"Captain of Guard." Gross: $16,200. Rating: 101%.
"CAPTAIN
OF THE
GUARD"
(Universal)
LOS .ANGRLES—Orpheum— (2,750), 7 days, 3.5c-6Sc.
Other attractions: Sound shorts. Pathe news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Hearts in E.xile," ".Social Lion,"
"Not Damaged." "Bit Pond. " "Beau Bandit,"
"Strictly Modern."
Gross: $9,200.
Rating: 58%.
"BEAU BANDIT"
(R-K-Q)
, ' ,i /
LOS ANGELES— California— (2.000), ^ d'ay^, '5Sc-S0c.
Other attractions: Darmour comedy ("Setting Son");
news. Opposition: "Divorcee." "Hearts in Exile,"
"Social Lion." "Not Damaged," "Big Pond,"
".Strictly
Modem,"
"Captain of Guard." Gross:
$5.01)0.
Rating:
66%
"ONCE
A GENTLEMAN"
(Sono Art)
HOLLYWOOD -Pantaees llollywootl— (3,000). 7
days, 40c-65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco
"Romance" Idea. Disney cartcxni. Movietone news.
Opposition: "Dancing .Sweeties," "Paramount on
Parade."
Gross: $20,000.
Rating: 125%.
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Only a Few N. Y.
lliins Hold Up As
Big Group Wilts
Lonj^ run attractions playing Xcw York's
main stem were walloped to bits, with but
few exceptions, while three of the big time
continuous runs, Capitol, Roxy and Paramount, hit an even keel in the ever-hot race
to bag the sheklcs offered by Broadway's
throngs for picture entertainment.
Astor suffered with "Rogue Song" taking
only nine grand (approximate), pretty low
ancl indicative of the approaching end of a
long run. "Journey's End,'' likewise nearing the last few days of a stand at the
Gaietv, fell down to $8,000.
The Capitol took $68,945 ; Roxy, $97,296,
and the Paramount a healthy seventy-three
grand. Temporary darkening of two Warner $2 houses, Hollywood and Warners, is
expected to grease the ways for stronger
takes at nearby stands.
"ROGUE SONG" (M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1.13)1.
50c-75c-$l-$l.SO-$2,
7 days,
20th
wctk.
Other
attractions:
Newsrcel
and
overture.
Gross: Approximately
$9,000, and plenty low.
•'IN GAY MADRID" (M-G-M)
("APITOL --(-t./OO). 35c-50c-75c-$1.50. 7 days.
Other
attractions: Overture,
Hearst Metrotone
news, Capitol news presentation
("Steel Blues"); organ. Gross:
$68,945.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
CK.\TR.\l.-<9.':>. 50c-75c-5I-$1.5O-$2.50, 7 days, 8th
week. Other attractions: .None. Gross: $20,251; still
clicking on hijjh.
"SILENT
ENEMY"
(Paramount)
CRITERION— (S5t)i. 75c-$l-$l..S0-S2.50.
7 days, 4th
week. Other attractions: Short, ("Harvest Reverie");
cartoon, (."Wise l'"ly">. Gross: $7,000, running badly.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
GAIETY— (.^MM. $1-$1.50-S2.50. 7 days.
11th week.
Other attractions: Short. ("V'oice from Hollywood").
Gross: S8 I>X1, ialling- off as end of run nears.
"BRIDE OF THE REGIMENT" (Warners)
HOLLY W(X)D—(1.6<J0). 50c-75c-Sl-$l.?0. 7 days, 3rd
week. Other attractions: Shorts, "The Nagger"
"HollancL" "The lapanese Bowl," "Matinee Idol,"
newsreel.
Gross: $1(1.413, so-so.
"SHADOW
OF THE LAW"
PARAMOUXT -- (3.700). 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.
Other attractions: Overture, selections from "CHiocolate Soldier" directed by Paul Ash; vaudeville,
("Lanterns."
all star Chinese review); newsreel.
Gross:
$73,300, an^reat.
"THE BIG POND"
(Paramount)
RI ALTO— (1.904). 40c-50c-65c-&5c-$l, 7 days, 4th
week. Other attractions: Golf short, ("Match Play");
Floyd Gibbons ("Come Take A Trip In My Airship"). Gross: $19,000, miserable.
"ONE ROMANTIC
NIGHT"
(U.A.)
RIVOLI— (2,103), 35c-50c65c-$l, 7 days, 2nd week.
Other attractions: Comedy ("Revolution") ;song cartoon ("In the Good Old Summer Time"); overture,
("Thefloppy.
Wizard's Apprentice") ; newsreel. Gross: $23,200,
"BORN
RECKLESS"
(Fox)
ROXY— (6.200). 50c-75c-$lS1.50, 7 days. Other attractions: Newsreel. vaudeville, overture ("Dieschoene
Galatea").
stem
slump.Gross: $97,296, great — considering the main
"MAMMY" (W. B.)
,STRAND-(3.000).
3?c-50c-60c-S5c-$l.
7 days. Other
attractions: Shorts. "Let's Elope." "Absentminded,"
"The
People
Versus."
Max
.SchmelinRshort,
and
"Streets of Mysterv."
Gross: $19,934, bad, very.
"SONG
OF THE
FLAME"
(Warners)
W.ARXERS— (l..i00). 50c-75c-$l-$1.50-S2.50, 7 days,
4th week. Other attractions: Comedy ("Loony
Tunes"): Eddie Buzzell in "The Royal Fourflusher";
"The Standup." comedy ("Ill-Winds or No Mother
to Guide Her"). Gross: (for eiprht days), $11,501, fair.
"NUMBERED MEN"
(F. N.)
WINTER GARDEN-(1,493), 35c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7
days. Other attractions: Comedy. ("For Sale"); the
Potters in "What a Life"; shorts "Taxi Talk."
"Devils
Parade."
short. G.ross: $26.774.
splendid
for Max
this Schmeling
house.

Puhlix in Deal with Dalite
Chicago — F. F. Sturgis, sales manager
of Dalite Screen, has returned to company
headquarters from New York following
conclusion of negotiations under which
Publix has designated Dalite screen as
standard throughout the circuit.
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Fox Units Centered
In Movietone City
illlll^\^ (tod — Kx(lu^iv»' prediction of
.Motion riclurc .News that Fox would
concentrate all production at .Movietone (ity has been conlirnu-d by W infield Sheehan, vice-president and general manauer of the company. The
lirm,
he says,
will spend
in
the ne.vt
si.\ months
to .S.'),Oob,Oll()
develop the
studio property.

""Lady of Scandal'
Clips Mpls. High
With 31 Grand

Uogers' 200%
lops Other lluns
At Ues Moines
Des Moines — Heavy matinc-e performances at the Orpheum, playing Will Rogers'
"So This is London" helped roll up a halfweek with an average of 150%.
The Paramount continued doing very
good business with the original stage shows
which VVillard Moore has been directing
lor the past 22 weeks. The latter part of
the week the minstrel show, with Buddy
200%.
Rogers' picture, "Safety in Numbers" hit
Ruth Chatterton in "Lady of Scandal"
with a big stage show did 150%. "The
Texan"
was enthusiastically received with
150% rating.

Minneapolis — With a list of big screen
attractions making competition close, the
Minnesota managed to shove into the lead

"Wide Open," at the Strand, was reported good entertainment but the stars were
not so easy to put across.

for the week's highest gross. '"Lady of Scandal" brought the house $31,200 and gave
it a 90% rating. Closest money competitor
was the State, which brought in a 100%

Weather; "LADY
{• airly OF
-warm.SCANDAL"
(Para.)
P.ARAMOU.NT— (1,700), 3 days, 25c-35c-60c.
Other
attractions:
Para,
news,
Bob
Hamill(.m,
organist,
stage band, vaud., CTharlie Agncw and band,
(^rtws:
$10,000.
Rating:
150%.
"SAFETY
IN NUMBERS"
(Para.)
PARAMOU.NT— (1,700), 4 days, 25c-35c-60c.
Other
attractions:
"U."
ncwsj
Bob
Hamilton,
organist,
Johnny
Perkins Rating:
and his 200%.
"Hot((Para.)
Chocolate
.Minstrels."
"TEXAN"
Gross: $12,000.

rating on "Young Man of Manhattan,"
grossing $20,190.
The Orpheum, making its big attraction
"The Divorcee" over five members of the
Roxy Gang headlining their vaude program,
grossed $20,000 for a rating of 95%.
Leading the class "B" field, the Century
managed to ring up 90% on "Big House."
The gross was $9,400. The Pantages, offering as its last bill of the summer Marjah,
the mystic, and "Temptation" as a screen
presentation, put $8,500 into the sack to
check an 85% rating. The Lyric lost ground
on "Free and Easv." The picture grossed
$2,700 to a rating of 70%. The Aster made
"Men Are Like That" bring the house the
coin. The picture did $2,950 to a rating of
90%.
One of the most significant features of
the week was the type of pictures shown.
This is the first week that Nletro-GoldwynMaver stepped into the fore. Of the seven
theatres doin.g business, five showed Metro
pictures. The Panta.ges, as a result of poor
business, closed its doors Thursday. The
house may open in the fall. No definite
plans, however, have been mentioned.
Weather:
Warm.
Oht'osition: "I.ad\' of Scandal," "Aladdin's Rei'rls"
(Puhlix stage j/iotr), Minnesota: "Bin Hmise," Centura: "Divorcee," live members of Roxy Can/j headlininn vaude, Ort>heum: "Younn Man of Manhattan."
State, -• "Temptation," (Mariah m\stic), headlining
vaude, Pantanes: "Free and Basv," Aster.
"LADY
OF SCANDAL"
(M-G-M)
MTNNESOTA-(4,025). 35c-4;c-7.^c. 7 shows daily.
7 days. Other attractions: ".Maddin's Revels" (Puh90%. lix staj^e show), overture. Gross: $31,200. Rating:

"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
R-K-O ORPHEUM— (2.900), 35c-50c-75c. 7 days. 3
shows dailv. Other attractions: Five members of
the Roxv Gansr headlining vaude bill. Gross: $20,000.
Ratingr: 9.i^r. "BIG
HOUSE"
(M-G-M)
CENTT"RY-~(1.(V10). 5nc-7;c. 7 days. 6 shows daily.
Other attractions: T..->iiril-IIardv coniedv. "Relow
Zero."
Gross: $9 jro
Ratine: "0%.
"TEMPTATION"
(Columbia)
PANTAGES— n.67!;). 2.=;c-3=;c-60c. 7 days. 4 shows
daily. Other attractions: Marjah the mystic, headlininsr 5 acts vaude.
Gross: $8 ?00. Rating: 8^^%.
"YOUNG MAN OF MANHATTAN" (Paramount)
STATF-(3.,-!n0). 25c-3.5c-60c, 7 days. 6 shows daily.
Other attractions: Charlev (Thase comedv. "Fast
Work." Short: "Glorious Vamps." newsreel. Gross:
520.190.
Ratine:
100^..
"FREE AND EASY" (M-G-M)
LYRIC— fl.2.'!8). i;c-2.';c-40c. 7 days. 7 shows daily.
Other attractions:
Harry
Langdon
comedy.
"Head
Guy": Paramount news.
C-oss: $2,700. Rating: 70%.
"MEN
ARE
LIKE
THAT'
(Paramount)
ASTER— (812), 15c-20c-30c. 7 days. 7 shows dailv.
Other attractjons: Shorts and news. Gross: $2,950.
Rating: 90%.

DES
MOINES— (1,600), 7 days. 25c-35c-50c.
Other
attractions:
Para,
news,
Columbia
cartoon
("Jazz
Fool"); Para, short ("Million Mc's");
Exluc. comedy
("Trouble
for Two").
Gross: $8. WO.
Rating:
150%.
"HE KNtW WOMEN"
(RKO)
ORPHEUM— (2,000). 4 day>,( J5c-5iJc.
Other attractions: I'athe news, Pathe comedv,
("Crosby's
Corner"), RKO vaud.
Gross: $7,300.
Rating: 100%.
"SO THIS
IS LONDON"
(Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000), 3 days, 25c-50c. Other attractions: Pathe news, RKO vaud.
Gross: $9,500.
Rating: 150%.
"DUMB-BELLS IN ERMINE"
(Warner)
STR.A.ND- (1,100), 4 days, 20c-30c.
Other attractions: Para, news,
Pathe
Sgortlight
("Hooked"),
Educ. cartoon {"Hot Turkey") ; Educ. comedy
("The
Golfers").
Gross:
907o.
"WIDE $4,500.
OPEN"Rating:
(Warners)
STR.AXD— (1,100). 3 days, 20c-30c.
Other
tions: Pathe news,
M-G-Sl
color
novelty
Shop"),
Columbia
cartoon
("An
Old
Flame").
$3,200.
Rating: 80%.

attrac("Doll
Gross:

Lust Heads New Firm
Front Royal, Va., June 18 — Sidney B.
Lust, of Washington, is listed as president
of the Front Royal Theatre Corp., which
has just been chartered with authorized
ma.ximum capital stock of $25,000 to operate
theatrical and other amusement places.
Other officers are : Jacob Goldenberg, of
Laurel, Md., vice president and treasurer;
David Wiener, of Washington, secretary.
The officers and Celia C. Lust, of Washington, and Bessie Goldenberg, of Baltimore,
comprise the Board of directors.

Joining Paramount
Petersburg, \'a. — Miss Lee Lavenstein. of
Petersburg, who was among the June graduates of Columbia University, has accepted
a position in the Paramount play department in New York, it is learned. She recently received the degree of bachelor of
literature. Miss Lavenstein is spending the
summer in Petersburg, but will return to
New York in September to assume her
duties.

Mexico Plans Censorship
Me.xico City — Censorship of all talkers
is planned by the Mexican government as a
move against the English language in films.

II
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High and Low
On Music Row
GIVING vent to an uncontrollable charitable complex, your chronicler is going to
give away — no, not an option on the Brooklyn
Bridge nor the Woolworth Building, but a
legitimate — be patient — we're going to give
away a song title. That's what we said, a
song title. To the first songwriter who shows
proper credentials and identification we will
present the title which we believe would be a
great sequel to "A Cottage ' for Sale." The
title is "Sold."
The line forms on the right.
At last the urge to merge, which is always
responsible for the "and they lived Jiappily ever
after" gag in most of our contemporary literature, has been glorified in song. Blame Mack
Gordon and Abner Silver. The song is entitled "Let's Get Married" and despite the fact
that therein we find the hortatory subjunctive
{professor, thank you for the en — ency — encycl
— azv — than/is for the dictionary) the song imll
be published by Irznng
* *Berlin.
*

And that's that.

The addition of "Love You" to the Witmark
"Black and White Series" automatically bestows upon Sydney Green the honor of being
the youngest composer in this group. Green
is 24 years of age. Bon Walker, well-known
radio artist, wrote the lyrics.

* *

*

Bill Jacobs, sales manager for Red Star
Music Go., has just returned from a coast-tocoast business trip and reports that "there is as
much activity in the trade at present as in the
good old music days." That's fine. Now, Bill,
just take a trip along music roiv and tell that
to some of the other publishers.

* *

*

We noticed One-Eyed Connelly swaggering
along tin-pan-alley t'other day (he was here
for the fight, you dope) and we pulled a Pinkerton act on him. He walked past the Cunningham building, the new home of M. Witmark & Sons, then along Broadway past Irving Berlin, Inc., past the Hilton building, housing several publishers including Donaldson,
Douglas and Gamble, Bibo-Lang and Denton
& Haskins, and then continued towards Times
Square without once attempting to crash one
of the aforesaid publishers. Some songwriter
must have informed him beforehand that it
was impossible to place any songs these days.

* *

*

Music publishers forgot the woes of publishing the nation's songs and "outinged" to Briarcliff Lodge, where they played golf, both versions, international and African, winding up
with a baseball game between the dealers and
publishers which ended in a tie, both factions
diplomacy to the 'nth degree. Phil
displaying
Davis of Bibo-Lang was master of ceremonies.

* *

*

At the convention of the General Federation
of Women's Clubs, held in Denver, it was
unanimously decided that the music robot c^uld
never replace the living musician. Which reminds us of the song we heard last year which
went something like this : "The refrigerator
can never take the *place
* of* the ice-man."
And noiv, to get back to our subject, Santly
Brothers have started to get some real action
on "Rollin' Down the River," written by
Thomas (Fats) Waller and Stanley Adams,
and "Promises," which promises to make itself popular. We won't pull anything like that
again. We promise.
PINCUS

Picture

June

News

Clubwomen Sore
Because Officers
Hired By Industr)^
Denver — Employment of past or present
ofificers in "lucrative positions" by film companies is protested in a resolution prepared
at the twentieth biennial convention of the
General Federation of Women's Clubs. This
is regarded as directed against Mrs. Thomas
G. W^inter, who had joined the Hays organization on the Coast to aid in bettering
film standards.

Eastman Makes Bid for
Small-Salaried Patrons
Rochester — Prompted in part by a secret
ballot showing that the percentage of smaller
salaried patrons of the Eastman, downtown
3,2()0-seat Publix house, was negligible,
Publix last week cut prices for its summer
schedule.
The new scale: Monday to Friday, 11 to
1, all seats 25 cents; 1 to 6, orchestra 35
cents, mezzanine 50 cents, balcony 25 cents ;
6 to closing, orchestra 60 cents, mezzanine
75 cents, balcony 35 cents; Saturdays, 11
to 1, all seats 25 cents; 1 to closing, orchestra 60 cents, mezzanine 75 cents, balcony
35 cents ; Sunday, 2 to 3, orchestra and balcony 35 cents, mezzanine 50 cents ; 3 to
closing, orchestra 60 cents, mezzanine 75
cents, balcony 35 cents. Features change
Fridays.

M'G-M May Produce in
England, Eckman States
London — M-G-M is considering production of multi-linguals in Europe, and
if the program is determined upon the
company w-ill make pictures in England,
Sam Eckman, managing director of JuryMetro-Goldwyn, Ltd., declared on his
return from the M-G-M sales convention
at Chicago.

Making Antarctic Film
Dr. Robert Cushman Murphy of the
American Museum of Natural History, explorer and scientist, will be seen and heard
in "The Bottom of the World," a talking
picture of the Antarctic, being produced by
Talking Picture Epics. It shows the territory near the base of the Byrd expedition.

''Moonlight Madness" for Laye
Hollywood — "Moonlight Madness" has
been selected for the title of Evelyn Laye's
first singing picture for Samuel Goldwyn.
George Fitzmaurice will direct from Louis
Bromfield's story. Sidney Howard
ing it.

is adapt-

Indiana Incorporation
Indianapolis — Articles of incorporation
have been filed with the secretary of state
here by the Theatre Corporation, having a
principal place of business in South Bend,
Ind. The corporation has an initial capital
stock of 1,000 shares having no declared
par value and is formed to do a general theatre business. The first board of directors
is composed of LeRoy M. Richey, Lenn J.
Oare and Nathalie Hofifman.
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WTH
the announcement
that production
n Varieties
is to be concentrated
at the
Warner eastern Vitaphone studio, Sam Sax,
general production manager, and Alurray Roth,
director-in-chief, are preparing what is claimed
to be the largest short subject schedule of any
production plant in the world. Accessibility to
Broadway stars and writers is one of the main
reasons tor prompting this move.
The boys over in Warners' Brooklyn plant
zvere given the air — }w, we don't mean fired,
not by a long shot. Sam Sax sent out three
companies to shoot exteriors for forthcoming
I 'arieties. Roy Mack took street scenes for
"The Jay Walker," Arthur Hurley took the
"Emergency Case" unit to Owls Head Park
and Harold Beaudme osoned out to direct a
few 7iews clips for *"The* Snooze
Reel."
*
Appropriately enough, the title of the variety
shot on Friday the 13th at the Eastern studio
is "The Emergency Case," featuring doctors,
nurses, cops (blue-uniformed guardians of the
peace and nurse-maids) and patients. Hugh
Cameron, "Simple Simon" comedian, who was
last seen in "Nay, Nay, Nero," another Vitaphone short, is the star.
Now that Stuart Stewart,
ing director, is back from his
Shatf is again enjoying his
sistant to Sam Sax. During

Vitaphone castvacation, Monty
vocation as asthe absence of

Stczmrt, Monty interviewed 'steen hundred
boop-poo-pa-doop girls, child prodigies, offstage noises. Times Square hams and actors.
The foUoiwng will prove hozv hard was the lot
that befell Shaff. Before Stewart left Monty
weighed 165 pounds. When Steivart returned
Monty's weight had shrivelled to a mere 164^.
A Harry
Revier
production,
"The Convict's Code,"J.has
recently
been completed
by
W. Ray Johnston at the Metropolitan Fort Lee
studio, where a reproduction of one of the
State prisons was built. This picture marks the
return to the screen of Cullen Landis, who has
been featured in Broadway plays during the
past two seasons. Alabel Z. Carroll and Vincent Valentini wrote the story.
Louis Brock, producer, and Mark Sandrich,
director, have left for the coast, where they are
to make all future RKO short subjects.
We B.M.T.'d over to Paramount in quest of
scandal and, noticing that Phil Cohan was extremely busy, wentHolmes
in. (Isn't
that the adopted?)
procedure
which Sherlock
invariably
Where were we, my dear Watson, oh yes, in
Phil Cohan's office — and the noise emanating
from the courtyard below (Paramount exterior
lot) resembled hearty laughter, a hurried three
paces to the window proving conclusively our
suspicions. Then, down two flights of stairs,
through the carpenter shop, out into the aforesaid court and— the casus belli— Willie and
Eugene Howard making another short, "Simply
Killing." for Paramount, under Norman Taurog's direction.

*

*

*

The heat wave zms only superceded by the
of apprehension which engulfed the entire
zvave
unit each time that one of the soldiers, tipping
the scales at about 370 pounds, rumbled towards
the -water tank. At that the ten gallons were
equally divided with the 370 pounder imbibing
remainder of the unit getting
5 gallons
ge,and the
, considering
^^^ STUDthemselves
lucky
IO SLEUTH.
the other 5 and
to act that. Report ends.
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JACK W'ARXl'.R probably will be giving
orders to brotlu-r. Albert. The latter is a
major and Jack just has been commissioned a
colonel on the staff of Governor
Sampson of
Kentucky.

* *

♦

"Doc" GaUup, veteran Marquette. Mich.,
slion'iiwit. and K. P. Leahy of Detroit, 7i'ere
visilor.s to the Warner home office last zveck.
*

*

^L

Jacob Wilk, Warners' scenario chief, states
that since the company has called upon newspapermen to submit original scenarios, 850
scripts have been received.

* *

*

Ruth Roland, zvho returns to the screen in
"Reno," Sono Art-World Wide production, ivas
star of a Coast-to-Coast radio hookup Wednesday, singing a group of songs, including the
theme song of the picture.

* *

*

Pathe comedies these days seem like a mixture of brand names, what with Daphne Pollard and Harry Gribbon, former big guns of
the Sennett lot. now doing their stuff under the
rooster trademark.

* *

*

Jimmy and Russell Gleason offer a father^
and son combination in "Beyond Victury."
Pathe picture noiv being directed by John
Robertson.

* *

*

George O'Brien visited the barber the other
day for a haircut — the first in ten months. For
that period he's been playing outdoor roles
which necessitated long locks, but now, having
finished "The Last of the Duanes,"
Fox has
okaved the shears.

* * *

Ginger Rogers has been borroived from Paratnount by Irving Berlin for his initial picture,
"Reaching
for sttidio.
the Moon," to be filmed at the
United Artists

* * *

Fox has given the lead in "Just Imagine"
to Maureen O'Sullivan. DeSylva, Brown &
Henderson are producing.

* * *

Don Clarke of Emgeeem

is getting a hand
these days on his story, "Louis Beretti," zvhich
Reckless." and
adaptedat as
Fox has
ivhich
is current
the "Born
Roxy.

* *

*

W'infield Sheehan has exercised the Fox option on Director I.eo McCarey's contract, as a
result of his work on "Roadhousc," and has
signed him on a long
* term
* * contract.
Zasu Pitts has
"River's End."

been

cast

by

Warners

in

* * *

Accompanied by Winnie Lightner, Irene Delroy
o*f the company.
Del and
Ruthothers
has departed
for AguaDirector
CalienteRoy
to
film exterior scenes for a new picture based
on an original by Darryl Francis Zanuck.

I' i I t ti r e

The Perfect Yes-Man
Hollywood— Cecil H. DeMille wanted
a chair. He didn't ask for one, yet one
was shoved under him by a stranger.
"How did jou know I wanted a
chair?" he asked. "Are you an as"\o," sistant
the director?"
man replied.
"You should be," De.Mille told him.
Later, the director learned that the
chap was Harry Shark, vaudeville
mind reader. Yes, Mr. De.Mille, Harry
would make a fine aide-de-camp.

A couple of wise boys were talking
in Heartbreak Town the other day.
"Say. there's an awful lot of bad pictures around." said one.
"Yeh." replied the other, "if they
don't get better ones, a lot of theatre.s
will change their names to Tom Thumb
Golf Courses." — Los Angeles Herald.

WILLIAM
DARLING. Fox art director,
has arrived in New York from llollyw(jod to consult with Joseph L'rban, recently
signed to create settings for Fox pnxluctions.
Crban's first work will be on "The .NLin Who
Came
featured.Back," in which Charles I'arrcll will be

*

♦

♦

George Arliss us another expected tn make
the trek eastzvard. He has been zvorking in
Warners' "Old English" and is due soon in
\ezv York for a vacation.
* ♦ *
Joe Silverman, who has been in New York
for ten days, has returned to Dallas. He closed
a deal with W. Ray Johnston for the Syndicate
Pictures franchise for Texas, Oklahoma and
-Arkansas.

* ♦ «

ANDREWager forJ.Technicolor
CALLAGHAN,
business manin Hollywood,
has
been sticking out his chest of late owing to the
athletic prowess of .Andrew, Jr., 16 years old,
who has been shattering swimming records and
looms as one of the real contenders in the
coming Olympia, to be held at Los Angeles.

* *

*

Another "athletic note" from the Coast states
that Rhoda Cross, 17-year-old daughter of
Leach Cross, p-ugilist, has been signed by Fox
for a role in "The Red Sky," in zvhich Lois
Moran and J. Harold Murray appear.

+

*

♦

Rubin Frels, owner of a chain in Te.xas, is
to build a modern theatre in Victoria, in that
state.

* *

*

Glenn Anders has been signed for one of the
principalNancy
roles Carroll.
in Paramount's
"Laughter,"
starring
It icill be made
in the
Nen' York studio.

* *

William
Lafayette
Cleveland,
tor of the

*

Raynor, formerly manager of the
in Buffalo and the Hippodrome in
has been appointed managing direcFox in Detroit.

* * *

Edzvin Knopf, Paramount director, is in A^ezv
York for a vacation, follozving the completion
of "The Border Legion." Upon his return to
Hollyzufood he zcill start zvork on "Fighting

Litcile Brozvne lias returned to Hollyzvood
from location near Flagstaff, Ariz., zvhere she
had been playing opposite George O'Brien in
Fox's "The Last of the Duanes," and zvas im'To Xuts." mediately assigned *
*
to a♦ featured
role in "Soup
Margaret Schilling, who played the lead in
"My Maryland," has been signed for a featured
role in the Romberg-Hammerstein romance,
"Children of Dreams."

* * *

Another Hollyzvood romance has been revealed in the marriage of Luther Reed, director, and Jocelyn Lee, actress.

* «

*

And another card from good Old London
advises that Dave Bader is doing his stuff for
Carl Laemmle.
Dave is conferring with John
Drinkwater on the Laemmle biography.

If ■*.
A highlight
theif party
operators'
and atstagehands'
convention
wasof the
staged
tlie First
National and \Varner
* *studios.
*
Mrs. J. H. ilcLaughlin, cashier of the Tampa, in Tampa, Fla., Publix house, celebrated
her tenth anniversary handing out ducats and
* * * presents.
receiving many handsome

* * *

William {Pathe) Boyd got a big kick out
of a birthday party he gave to members of the
cast of "Beyond Victory." Among the guests
zvcre liamJune
H olden.Collyer, Dorothy Burgess and Wil-

* * *

Edward Bresendine, director of publicity for
Rochester Publix theatres, and Miss Jane Laidlow of San .\ntonio, Tex., were married last
:^ * *
week.

Caravans."
Warners have signed Mary Astor to appear
in "The Steel Highway," the cast of which to
date includes James Hall, Grant Withers and
ilarian Nixon.

* * *

Xorman Taurog, zvho has been directing
shorts at the Paramount Nezc York studio, is
slated to return soon to Hollyzvood to make a
feature production. * i^ K

F. C. Wcskil has started zvork on his nezv
theatre at Colfax. Wash.

Kenneth Thompson has been signed by Warners for a feature role in "Handful of Clouds."

Earl Balfman has become manager of the
Granada in Boise. Ida., succeeding W. B. Shuttee, who has been transferred to Denver.

*

Whatsay
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*

* * *

i^

Vic Shapiro made a big hit with the special
issue of Movietone News he supervised during
the recent Fox convention.

* * *

Fox branches, by the zvay, are pointing to
increase in ad sales as presaging a banner summer. Eight branches report distribution increases ofaccessories of from 125 to 269 per
cent.

* * *

S. L. (Roxy) Rothafel played host during
the li-eek fo 150 Rotarians, en route to Chicago,
zchere the Silver Jubilee of the organisation is
being celebrated.

Making It Clem-

Eddie Cantor was explaining the
mysteries of diet to one of his young
daughters who was visiting on the
"Whoopee" set. "You've got to eat lettuce because of vitamins." he instructed. "You know about vitamins — Warner Brothers have been making them
for years." — Los Angeles Herald.
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Opinions
Three Faces East
(IVaniers — Ail

Talker)

Interesting Spy Drama
(Reviewed
by Waller R. Greene)
THERE
is plenty of suspense and many
thrills in "Three Faces East," a melodrama of the workings of the German and
English espionage systems.
This is a good melodrama that should hit
substantial grosses in the week run spots and
prove popular entertainment in the split weeks
and smaller towns.
Eric Von Stroheim and Constance Bennett,
both well cast, provide plenty of conspiracy
that keeps suspense at high pitch. The story is
somewhat complicated, with many mistaken
identities, until the final fadeout which comes
rather fast without clearing up several loose
ends.
Von Stroheim is a German spy who has won
a commission in the Belgian army for bravery.
After recuperating from wounds he returns to
his former position as butler for a vice admiral
of the British navy. Here, with Constance
Bennett, an English spy who is a member of
the German intelligence corps, the plans for
movement of the American convoy to Europe
are discovered. Just before they are sent to
the German government by Von Stroheim,
Bennett discloses her real identity and kills
Von Stroheim, thus saving the American fieet
from being torpedoed.
William Courtenay as the suspicious friend
of the admiral, William Holden, precipitates a
number of tight situations by his investigations
and helps to increase story suspense.
A love story is woven into the plot and
counterplots, but is neither convincing nor
plausible.
Anthony
Bushell,
as Holden's
son,
is in love with
Constance
Bennett.
She, in turn,
loves Von Stroheim, who returns her affections.
Love, however, is surplanted by duty and when
the test comes, duty wins and Von Stroheim
dies, a victim of the girl's gun. On his deathbed he tells her she did what was right and
that her deed proved her love. All of which is
rather trite.
Von Stroheim is his usual teutonic self and
Miss Bennett is most capable in the part of
the English operative. Anthony Bushell and
Crauford Kent do small bits ably, as does
Charlotte Walker as Holden's wife.
Good sound cartoons and musical novelties
are needed here.
Produced and distributed by Warners. Directed by
Roy Del Ruth. From the stage play by Anthony
Paul Kelly. Adaptation and dialogue by H. P.
Garrett and Arthur Caesar. Photographed by Chick
McGill. Edited by Bill Holmes. Length, 6,120 feet.
Running time, 68 minutes. Release date, not set.
THE CAST
Valdar
Eric Von Stroheim
Frances
Constance
Bennett
Arthur
Anthony
Bushell
Chamberlin
William
Holden
Yates
William
Courtenay
Lady Chamberlin
Hewlett

.".

Charlotte
Crauford Walker
Kent

Once a Gentleman
iSono Art-World Wide— All Talker)

Pleasing Comedy

(Reviewed by Bill Crouch)
EDWARD in EVERETT HORTON is presented another mistaken identity story
that nevertheless loses none of its charm
through the splendid portrayal of the star and
most capable direction of James Cruze. "Once
a Gentleman" is a clean, entertaining picture
that is brimful of laughs and humorous situations. Rates attention as a strong program attraction for the week runs and following bookings, having definite values for all classes of
audiences.
Horton, butler to the rich Mr. Van Warner,
is mistaken for Colonel Carmichael of the
secret service, while he is on a vacation, and is

Picture
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entertained royally at the home of a millionaire, Francis X. Bushman. Here he falls in
love with Lois Wilson, the housekeeper, and
becomes a helpful companion to Emerson
Treacy, Bushman's somewhat wayward son.
Highbling spot
the story
in the instock
inarketshows
and Horton's
his plans dabfor
spending the first million he makes from the
investments. Then he loses everything and his
real identity is disclosed. Instead of ridiculing
Horton for the masquerade, the society folk
take the entire affair as a good joke on themselves and admire Horton's ability to play the
role of a gentleman.
Horton's acting and his hesitating style in
delivery of lines add materially to the humor
of the situation build-ups. This fact, combined
with the excellent direction by Cruze, provides
a fast tempo comedy with plenty of entertainment.
Lois Wilson as the feminine lead shows up
well and is appealing as the sweetheart of Horton. Emerson Treacy, Francis X. Bushman,
George Fawcett and King Baggott are well
cast and carry their parts with sincerity.
Musical and cartoon shorts will go well here.
Produced by James Cruze Prod., Inc., Ltd. Distributed by Sono Art-World Wide. From the story
by George F. Worts. Directed by James Cruze.
Adaptation by Walter Woods. Dialogue by Maude
Fulton. Photographed by Jackson Rose. Length and
running
time, not set. Release date, not set.
THE
CAST
Oliver
Edward Everett Horton
Mrs. Martin
Lois Wilson
Bannister
Francis X. Bushman, Sr.
Col. Breen
George Fawcett
Van Warner
King Baggot
Jarvis
Cyril Chadwick
Junior
Emerson
Treacy
Dolly
Gertrude Short
Wadsworth
Frederick Sullivan
Wuggins
Charles Coleman
Natalie Wadsworth
Evelyn
Pierce
Gwen
Estelle Bradley
Timson
Drew
Demarest
Gov. Ogelthorpe
William J. Holmes

James Rennie as the hero road agent who
seems to lack verve, and Harry Bannister, who
is gorgeously convincing as the sheriff. Like
the star, however, Bannister and Rennie might
appear to better advantage in a dramatic story
rather than a melodramatic yarn.
Others in the large cast are J. F. McDonald,
Bert Roach, Johnnie Walker and Arthur Stone.
Miss Harding adds some humor with her occasional profanity, which even the nice old
women in the audience accepted with grace
because it seemed so natural under the circumstances.
Her "Hell" was a masterpiece of expression.
Unless this reviewer has the wrong hunch, it's
a safe gamble she did some during the filming
of the picture.
The settings are beautiful and appropriate.
The scene in which the girl and the sheriff
gamble for Ramerrez' life is well played.
Use comedy shorts.
Produced and distributed by First National. Directed by John Francis Dillon. From story by David
Belasco. Screen adaptation and dialogue by Waldemar Young. Length, 6,750 feet. Running time, atx>ut
75 minutes. Release date not set.
THE CAST
Minnie
Dick Johnson
Jack Ranee
Handsome
Charlie
Sonora Slim
Trinidad Joe
Nick
Jim Larkins
Joe Castro
Sidney Duck
Happy Holliday
Jake Wallace
Ashby
Pony Express Rider
Wowkle
Billy Jackrabbit

Ann Harding
James Rennie
Harry
Bannister
Ben Hendricks,
Jr.
J. Farrell MacDonald
George Cooper
Johnny
Walker
Richard Carlyle
Arthur Stone
Arthur Houseman
Norman
McNeil
Fred Warren
Joe Girard
Newton House
Princess Noola
Chief Yowlache

After the Verdict

Talker)
(International Photoplay Distributors — All

Very Dull

Girl of Golden West
(First National — All Talker)

Old Western with Noise
(Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)
**(~^
of theNational,
Golden isWest,"
produced
Vj IRL
by First
one ofasthose
enigma pictures — anybody's guess is good. It's a
sure-fire plot — one of the old westerns with
villains being confounded and the usual fadeout of the hero and heroine riding off into the
sunset. The name will attract and, if your
audiences like westerns, they'll go for this one.
An excellent group of players have been definitely miscast in this picture. Ann Harding
plays the one feminine role, the part of the
girl goddess of a mining camp. She plays it
delightfully and with humor, but the delicate
poise and classical sophistication of the blonde
star can not but seem out of place. The girl
is the type who keeps all the rough men at their
proper distance and who understands the niceties of life, while at the same time admits
"having only about thirty-two dollars' worth
of education." This, one gathers, isn't a whole
lot of learning when it is considered that eggs
sold across Ann's bar in mixed drinks cost
fifty cents each.
All through the cut-and-dried old plot, of
the girl falling for the good-looking stranger,
who turns out to be a road-agent, until the lad
is saved from a lynching at the hands of the
irate fellow citizens because Ann prays over
him, one gets the idea that the entire group of
characters is attempting to make the best out
of nothing much. Just a little more stress and
we might suspect they were playing the good
old tale with their tongues in their cheeks.
John Francis Dillon directed the story and,
in addition to Miss Harding, the cast includes

(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)
ENGLAND will have to do better than this
if it wants to make a dent in the talking
picture market. The film is another one of
those things, containing little of merit or interest. It is dragged out and the story has
plenty of loopholes and absurdities.
The story is about the love affairs of a young
Englishman who had been intimate with a
countrywoman in India. She follows him to
London, and when he refuses to give up his
fiancee for her she commits suicide. He is
tried for her murder and acquitted when the
woman's husband, foregoing vengeance, gives
the court his wife's confession of suicide.
In the murder trial the accused adopts a
policy of silence, refusing to give any testimony on the supposed murder. His course
proves an almost-disastrous one until the introduction of the dead woman's confession of
suicide.
The cast of the picture is negligible, none
of the work being outstanding. It is headed
by Olga Tschechowa, Russian player, and Warwick Ward. The story is by Robert Hichens.
As a double feature offering this may get
by, but there are so many better American
films on the market that this hardly merits a
play. It's recorded by Phonofilm.
This needs plenty of short subject help.
Produced by British International Film Dist. Distributed by International Photoplay Distributors. Directed by Henrik Galleen. Story by Robert Hichens.
Adaptation not credit. Dialogue not credited. Photographed by Theodor Starkhul and J. Rogers.
Length, 8,900 feet. Running time, 73 minutes. Release date, Jan. 1, 1930.
THE CAST
Vivian Denys
Clive Baratrie
Jim Gordon
Mrs. Sabine
Unknown Man
Lord Dartree
Lady Cardridge

Olga Tschechowa
\Varwick
Ward
Malcom Tod
Betty Carter
Henry Victor
Winter Hall
Annie Esmond
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Popular B. O. Card
(Reviewed by Red Kami)
THE opener on the l-'ox program for 1930M and a good one for box-oHice.
It's quite a iiuinber of years now since Cleves
Kinkead wrote the play tliat won him a Harvard prize, and, wliile the situations have been
done time and time again in pictures, tiiey will
still ring true for women patrons up and down
the land. The yarn is made U> order for the
housewives, clerks, stenos and all the other
species of the gentler sex that tlock to picture
shows.
The sophisticates will probably guffaw at the
story of "Common Clay" and mark it down as
old stuff. It is, but unquestionably the type of
material that enables women to get busy with
their handkerchiefs. That's enough info for
any showman.
Constance Hennett is the young girl who gets
off to a checkered career at the early age of
eighteen and finds herself rounded up one night
when the police raid the speakeasy at which
she is a hostess. She is booked on the blotter
for vagrancy and frequenting a disorderly
house, yet the treatment of the story would
have you believe she is still pure. At any rate,
the judge evinces an interest in her and points
out the short life that faces her if she persists in following up her hectic beginning. She
determines to start anew, secures a position as
maid in the house of the Fullertons, w'hcre
everybody tries to make her, from the butler
clear up the line to house guests and the son
of the family, played by Lew Ayres. But Constance explains she is on the level now and
the boy falls for her. They have an aflfair
which culminates a year later when the baby
is born.
By this time, the socially-elite Fullertons ^re
.panicked lest the situation finds its way into
the court and determine to make a settlement.
But where they offer money, Miss Bennett
merely wants to see the father of her child.
Her police record is dug up and the girl,
spurred into action, determines to fight. In the
court room it develops her mother is not her
mother at all, but that the girl was the daughter of an unmarried woman who had committed suicide rather than stand in the way
of the child's father, later established as Fullerton's lawyer and the defamer of the Bennett character. Finally, the boy comes through,
admits his mistake and the couple walks off.
There are several punch scenes, in both of
which Miss Bennett gets her only chance to
perform. She does nicely. Beryl Mercer, as the
girl's foster mother, crashes through with a
fine sequence in court and establishes herself
as the best trouper in the cast. Ayres is satisfactory.
Lighten your program since feature is heavy.
Use comedies and cartoons.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From play of
same name by Cleves Kinkead. Directed by Victor
Fleming. Screen play and dialogue by Jules Furthman. Edited by Irene Morra. Photographed by Glen
MacWilliams. I^ngrth. 7,%1 feet. Running time, 88
mins. Release date. Aug. 1,^ 1930.
THE
C.^ST
Ellen Neal
Constance Bennett
Hugh Fullerton
Lew Ayres
\V. H. Yates
Tully Marshall
Arthur Coaklev
Matty Kemp
Richard Fullerton
Purnell B. Pratt
Mrs. Xcal
Beryl Mercer
Edwards
Charles McNaughton
Judge Samuel Filson
Hale Hamilton
Mrs.
Fullerton
Genevieve
B!inn
Hugh's Sister
Ada Williams

Warner Club Picnics
h. crew of cameramen and two jazz bands
will accompany the members of the Warner Club on their third annual boat ride to
Indian Point Saturday.

On

News

Pictures

Cherchez La Femme
Roger Ferri looking for a .secretary
. . . she must be handsome . . . smart
. . . clever . . . plenty speedy on the
typewriter . . . used to cuss words
. . . acquainted with commas . . . and
l)eriods . . . he good to her mother
. . . continually say that New York is
.America . . . have no set schedule to
work on . . . but expect plenty of work
. . . must neither smoke, drink nor
chew gum . . . not take more than an
hour for meals ... at last reports the
location scouts were hunting for a gal
of that kind ... in San I'edro . . .
there are none in Hollywood.
— Fox Dynamo

The Medicine Man
(Tiffany— All

Talker)

Good Program

Fare

{Reviewed by Charles F. Hyncs)
JACK BENNY does the hero role in this
and does it well. He's the shiller in a
medicine show and as such has opportunity
to get off a rapid fire line of patter. Betty
Bronson is the heroine, and has plenty of it
as the country girl who falls hard for the
itinerant showman.
The picture has a trite story, but has an
abundance of laughs, supplied by Benny and
Tommy Dugan. The latter is a medicine salesman and card sharp who takes in the natives,
only to be forced to give a costly demonstration of the honesty of the game for the benefit
of the sheriff.
The story is about a country girl who finds
romance in the principal attraction of a visiting medicine show. Her dad, who runs a general store, nurses a strong prejudice against
show people, and seeks to force his daughter to
marry a farmer friend when it becomes apparent she is in love with the medicine man.
."Mthough the sheriff is on his trail, the medicine man risks arrest to marry the girl, outwitting the farmer in doing so.
Scott Pembroke directed this production and
did a good job of it, in spite of the story
handicap.
The cast is a well-balanced one.
Sell this on its comedy value, oflfering it as
a fair program picture. As such, it will please.
Musical shorts with this.
Produced and distributed by Tiffany. From the
play by Elliott Lester. Directed by Scott Pembroke.
Adaptation by Eve Unsell. Scenario by Ladye Horton. Edited by Russell Schoengarth. Photographed
by Arch Reeves and Max Dupont. Length, 7.839
feet. Running time. 87 minutes. Release date,
Tune 15. 1930.
THE CAST
Dr. John Harvey
Jack Benny
Mamie
Goltz
Betty Bronson
Goltz
E. Alyn
Warren
Hulda
Eva Novak
Buddy
Billy Butts
Peter
Adolph
Milar
Steve
Georgie Stone
Charley
Tommy
Dugan
Gus
Vadim
Uraneff
Hattie
Caroline
Rankin
Sister Wilson
Dorothea
Wolbert

Trigger Tricks
(L'nizrrsal—.lll

Talker)

Hoot at His Best

(Reviewed

by J. P.
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Cunningham)

P RODUCED
as a western
programmer
*
should be — intelligently and divorced
of
obvious blah.
Not a single Gibson follower should find
disappointment, even to a limited degree, in
Hoot's new opus, in which is effectively fused
a likeable style of outdoor romance into six
reels of unmistakable
entertainment
of that

sorely needed b<jx olbcc-pulling variety. (Jf
course, the "tony" downtown first runs must
cross it from their list of possibilities, but
ing.
surely not so with the neighborhood and second run stands, where outdoor sjufif has a callThe story has been done many times before,
but no more intelligently than on this occasion,
thanks to the commendaljle directorial twists
by Reaves Eason, the splendid support of a
well picked cast, all of which is enhanced by
clarity of sound and voice, adding a realistic
touch to the entire presentation. Pliotography
is of a high rating, particularly the long shots
on the deep plains where hundreds of cattle
and sheep are grazing.
Betty Dawley, played by Sally Eilers, is
fighting a tough tilt against Joe Dixon (Jack
Richardson), cattle owner, who is intent upon
ousting the Dawley interests from the west.
Hoot steps into the picture at this spot and,
by clever maneuvering, bests the Richardson
gang of 26 bad hombres. Comedy relief by
Walter Perry and Max Asher is splendid.
A two reel slapstick yarn, a soutul cartoon,
newsreel and you have a tip top show for
Hoot's fans.
Produced and distributed by Universal. Wrected
by Reaves Eason. Photography by Harry Neuman.
Story and dialogue by Reaves Eason. Length, 5462
ft. Running time, about 57 minutes. Release date,
THE
CAST
June 1.
Tim Brennon
Hoot Gibson
Betty Dawley
Sally Eilers
Thomas Kingston
Robert Homans
Joe Dixon
Jack Richardson
-N'ick Dalgus
Monty Neal
Montague
Sheriff
Hart
Ike
Walter
Perry
Mike
Max
Asher

Beau Bandit
(R-K-O—AU

Talker)

Just So-So

(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)
ROD
LA order
ROCQUE
as aplayed
Mexican
bandit
on the
of the role
by Warner
Baxter is
in not
"Theso Arizona
Kid."
La lines
Rocque's
dialect
hot. Some
of his
are
terrible.
Doris Kenyon is the heroine and does fairly
well with the role, with her characterization enhanced by a song, "Just a Little Kiss," composed by Harry Tierney. The song has an important part in this western offering.
Thehard
storyforisa about
a "gentleman
who
falls
girl when
he hears bandit"
her singing,
so much so that he neglects to carry out the
bank robbery on which he is engaged. When
he finds that the girl is engaged, he devotes his
energies to helping out her and the boy friend.
He forces a renegade banker to supply the
needed funds for the couple's honeymoon, after
a series of adventures and escapades.
There isn't a lot to sell this on, for it hardly
measures up as a fair program oflFering. From
the outdoor angle, it may get by without difficulty, but otherwise it hasn't much to recommend it. Mitchell Lewis' work is good.
Needs plenty of short s\d}ject support.
Produced by Radio Pictures. Distributed by R-K-0.
Adapted from "Strictly Business," by Wallace Smith.
Directed by Lambert Hillyer. Edited by Archie F.
Ntarshek. Photographed by Jack Mackenzie. Length,
6.169 feet. Running time, 59 minutes. Release date,
.March 2. 1930.
THE CAST
Montero
Rod La Rocque
Coloso
Mitchell Lewis
Helen Wardell
Doris Kenyon
Perkins
Charles B. Middleton
Howard
George Duryea
"Bob Cat" Manners
Walter Long
Buck
Jim Donlon
Slim
Charles Brinley
Logan
Barney Furey
Texas
Bill Patton
Sowhands— Kenneth
Cooper.
Bob
Erickson,
Hank
Potts. Gordon Jones, BufI Jones, Walter Bobbins,
Ben Corbctt.
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Rough Romance
{I'ox— Talker)

For Outdoor Fans
(Revieiecd

by

Robert

Hage)

IF your patrons like outdoor dramas filled
with action, grab this one, for it's shot full
of thrills, blood and thunder, fights and villainy.
There's nothing original about it, but it steps
along at a fast pace and will satisfy those who
like their screen fare raw.
Director A. F. Erickson didn't seem to take
the story seriously and fiero George O'Brien
and Villain-Chief Antonio Moreno breezed
through their roles in ;> hope-yOu'11-like-us manner, smearing the heroics all over the landscape.
They don't make heroes any better than George,
for, although shot in the chest, he fights and
disarms Antonio, finishes him by pushing him
into a river, then swims for half an hour
through a log-filled stream to rescue the heroine. There must have been hop in that bullet.
Helen Chandler, as the heroine, was pretty,
but miscast and failed to convince. Noel Francis gave a good performance as a dance hall
hostess. Eddie Borden got a few laughs in a
slim comedy role. He had some good lines, but
his voice does not register well and many of
the words were indistinguishable. The rest of
the cast was adequate for a Western. Three
songs are spotted in, but they miss fire badly.
Neither O'Brien nor the rest of the yodelers
can qualify as singers.
The shots in the forest were exceptionally
good, showing the felling of giant trees. The
story was stereotyped, with the sheriff picking
on George and letting the villains get away with
murder. George eventually kills iDoth of them
and then grabs the girl for the clinch fade-out.
You can fill in the .rest of the story from the
formula.
The picture may get over in the better houses
as a relief from society stufif, but its appeal is
chiefly to the devotees of action dramas and
kids.
Needs good comedy shorts and musicals for
balance.
Produced and distributed by Fox. From the novelette by Kenneth B. Clarke. Directed by A. F.
Erickson. Dialogue by Donald Davis. Scenario by
Elliott Lester. Sonps by George A. Little and John
Burke. Photographed by Daniel Clark. Length, 4,800
feet. Running time, 60 minutes. Release date. Tune
IS, 1930.
THE CAST
Billy West
Marna
Reynolds
Loup LaTour
Flossie
T.aramie
Chick Carson
Sheriff Milt Powers
Dad Reynolds
Pop Nichols

George O'Brien
Helen Chandler
Antonio
Moreno
Nqel Francis
Eddie Borden
Harry Cording
Roy Stewart
David Hartford
Frank Lanning

Top Speed
(First

National— All

Talker)

Laugh Comedy

(Rcviezved

by

Walter R.

Greene)

WfTH
plenty of spicy lines and clever
comic antics, this is a filmusical with
plenty of vim, vigor and vitality. Catchy songs
and dances, of which there are not too many,
also add to the entertainment qualities.
Director Mcrvyn Leroy kept the story moving in tempo with the title and even the few
songs in the picture are shortened to keep the
action fast. The speed of the tempo is mainly
responsible for the success of the comedy.
Joe E. Brown takes top honors in the acting line and gives his oversized mouth all the
leeway possible. Brown's mode of delivery in
songs and dialogue will get many laughs. Jack
Whiting. Brown's pal, has a good voice and his
songs with Bernice Claire go over okay. Laura
Lee, a girl somewhat on the Winnie Lightner

On

Pictures

order, teams well with Brown and the laughs
they get when together are plenty.
The story, while slight, is filled with action
and thrills. Brown and Whiting are a couple
of bond clerks out on a vacation. They decide to spend a night at a ritzy hotel and here
they run into a pair of rich debutantes, Claire
and Lee, who fall for Brown's line that the
boys are Wall Street sensations. Whiting is
not keen about the deception but thinks it best
to let it pass. He is asked by Claire's father,
Edwin Maxwell, to drive his motor boat in the
big race the next day. Whiting agrees, but
before the race is bribed by Edmund Breese
to lose. However, love conquers and he wins,
exposing the bribe plot and clearing up other
entanglements.
The boat race is matched in thrills by a wild
boat ride which Brown and Billy Bletcher take
while under the influence of too much champagne. This incident is perhaps the high spot
of the picture. Other amusing scenes are
Brown's fishing at a government hatchery and
a sheep counting episode which is done in the
typical Brownesque manner.
"Top Speed" rates even better than Brown's
recent comedy, "Hold Everything." It's a surefire audience picture and rates consideration
for top price runs in the key cities.
Small roles are ably handled by Edmund
Breese, Frank McHugh^ Rita Flynn and Wade
Boteler.
Novelty shorts and dramatic sketches required here.

Produced and distributed by First National. Directed by Mervyn LeRoy. From the musical comedy by
Harry Ruby, Bert Kalmar and Guy Bolton. Adaptation and dialogue by Humphrey Pearson and Henry
McCarty. Edited by Harold Young. Photographed
by Sid Hicko.x. Length, not set. Running time,
about 75 minutes.
Release date, not set.
THE CAST
Elmer Peters
Virginia Rollins
Gerald
Brooks
Tad Jordan
Babs Green
Spencer
Colgate
Daisy
Ipps
J. W. Rollins
Vincent Colgate
the Sheriff

Joe E. Brown
I5ernice Claire
Jack Whiting
Frank
McHugh
Laura Lee
Edmund
Breese
Rita Flynn
Billy
Bletcher
Edwin
Maxwell
Cyril King
Wade
Boteler

Golden Dawn
{Warners— All

J line 21 , 193 0
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Talker)

Another Operetta
{Reviewed by Bill Crouch)
SHOWING jungle life in song and color,
"Golden Dawn" is another operetta adapted
to the screen with ordinary results. As a
screen operetta it is average, but a flimsy story
fails to impress through constant interruptions
of song numbers which. hold up teijipo and action too long.

"Golden Dawn" grooves into ordinary program classifications, with chances far above
average appeal in large cities where audiences
have heard about the stage show. Otherwise
it will have to depend upon the name draws
and production values. Technicolor is well
above average and the colorful jungle settings
carry an eye appeal.
The action takes place in Africa during the
World War. The Germans take control of a
Briti.sh camp and have all they can do to keep
a native uprising from becoming a reality. The
natives plan to marry Golden Dawn (Vivienne
Segal) to the Moon God, a tribal custom. This
is done but not before Walter Wolff states his
love for the girl and attempts to take her
away with him. Failing in this, he is sent back
to England with other English prisoners in
exchange for German prisoners. Later he returns—just at the right moment— for the natives are planning to sacrifice their goddess in
order that the Moon God will send immediate

rain. Drought has swept the country and
famine confronts the tribe. Wolff saves Segal
by establishing her identity as a white girl
which allows for final clinch.
Production value and the musical entertainment are the assets here and make the picture.
The voices of Noah Beery and Alice Gentle
are especially apjiealing, but Vivienne Segal
fails to go over as well as in previous productions. Walter Woolf has a delightful voice and
his song numbers are the best received of the
many musical offerings.
Lupino Lane with a song and dance number
had a fine bit which was well executed. Noah
Beery as Shep Keye, African leader of the
natives, is particularly menacing and helps hold
up story interest by a fine performance.
Novelty
and dramatic shorts zitill go well
here
if strong.
Produced and distributed by Warners. From the
musical play by Otto Harbach and Oscar Hammerstein H. Directed by Ray Enright. Music by Emmerich Kalman and Hubert Stothart. Adaptation
and continuity by Walter Anthony. Length, 7,447
feet. Running time, 83 minutes. Release date, June
14, 1930.
THE
CAST
Tom
Allen
Dawn
Shep Keyes
Mooda
Pidgeon
Comedian
African Piper
Captain Eric

Walter
Woolf
Vivienne
Segal
Noah Beery
Alice Gentle
Lupino Lane
Dick Henderson
Sojin
Otto Matieson

The Social Lion
(Paramount — All Talker)

Plenty of Laughs

(Reviewed by Charles F. Hynes)
JACK OAKIE has been traveling at a rapid
pace since Paramount picked him as stellar
material, and this newest offering has plenty
of laughs. Oakie surely will add to his following by his work in this.
Jack starts out as a ham fighter who gets
knocked for a row when his opponent tells him
his shoelace is untied. He's wild about a society bud who is playing him for the laughs
she and her friends can get out of him. However, it develops that he is a wizard at polo,
so the society gang drafts him for a place on
their team. The popularity goes to his head
and he rides for a heavy fall, learning that his
real love in the hat girl at the country club.
When the latter is fired for telling the society
bunch her thoughts for stringing Jack along,
he walks out on the polo team. However,
rather than be labeled a quitter, he goes through
with the game, giving a dazzling exhibition of
prowess. Then he tells the gang his opinion of
them.
Straight comedy selling will help put this
over, for it sparkles with many laughs. It has
plenty of production values, which include a
first-rate cast. Mary Brian plays opposite
Oakie, and Skeets Gallagher provides plenty of
comedy. Olive Borden, Charles Sellon and E.
H. Calvert are among other members of the
capable cast. Direction is uniformly good.
Sell Oakie and use musical shorts zcith this.
Produced and distributed by Paramount. From
story "Marco, Himself," by Octavus Roy Cohen. Directed by A. Edward Sutherland. Adaptation and
dialogue by Joseph L. Mankiewicz. Scenario by
Agnes Brand Leahy. Edited by Othp Levering. Photographed by Allen Siegler. Length. 5.403 feet. Running time, 60 minutes.
Release date, June 21, 1930.
THE CAST
Marco
Perkins
Jack Oakie
Cynthia Brown
Mary
Brian
"aiick" Hathaway
Skeets Gallagher
Gloria Staunton
Olive Borden
Tim Perkins
Charles Sellon
Ralph Williams
Cyril Ring
Henderson
E. H. Calvert
Howard
James Gibson
Smith
Henry
Roquemore
Schultz
William
Bechtel
McGinnis
Richard Cummings
"Knockov'" Johnson
Jack Byron
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Terry of the Times
( 10

(UarmnurKKd-

( i'niversal
Episode
Serial,— Sound)
Each 2 Reels >

A Fast-Action Serial, Well Done

' I " 1 1 E comedy team of Dane and Arthur put
A over plenty of laughs and howls in this,
their second for Darmijur. In the rules of
radio installers they bust up the vs'edding night
of a newly wedded pair, through delivery of

TlllvII.I.IXCi advciuiircs ol coldrliil iH'U>
pupiT life, its reporters atul the enemies
tluy meet in their daily routine while combating crime is a minhty strong backbone lor a
serial story. And that's exactly what Universal
has in "Terry of the Times," a yarn which
packs interest aplenty.
There isn't a single doubt in our minds but
that serial followers will keei) on the trail of
tills one, fighting the fights of Terry, feeling
the horrible grip of the "Mystic Mendicants"
who are the leeches on American journalism —
the racketeers, cutthroats, gamblers, ever on
the alert to put an enemy on the spot.
There isn't any dialogue, but apjiropriatc
musical synchronization, and well timed sound
effects go hand in hand with the thrilling action
to uphold interest, which rates high. In each of
the first three episodes which this reviewer
previewed there is a fair amount of repetition,
however, aside from this, it's splendid serai
tare. Mai Ikxles wrote the story.
A good job.
llcnry MacKae is to be commended for direction, and the well-placed cast, centering
around Reed Howes and Sheldon Lewis, turned
in a fine performance. Lotus Thompson. John
Oscar, Wm. Hayes, Marry Grant, Norman
Thom and Kingslcy Benedict — many new names
- — help Howes put it over. Running time, each
episode about 20 minutes.
Sf^ot this with a feature comedy, or an outdoor rovtanec.

Egypt, Land of Pyramids
{Fitcratrick— Talker)

Interesting

THF-v lure of far-off places makes this travel
subject attractive. The audience at the
Capitol, New York, where this short was
caught, thought so much of it that the final
fade-out elicited a generous smattering of applause.
James A. FitzPatrick supplies a line of dialogue describing and divulging interesting historical facts about various world-famed sights
such as the pyramids and the Sphinx, while
the camera has been successful in catching many
beautiful photographic studies. Running time,
8 minutes.
Sound cartoons and fivo-rcel comedies will
go ivell here.

Celeste Aida
U'ilaphone

rarietlrs

\'i'. 953)

Good
Gl ( )\' A \ \ I MARTI X X LLLI, operatic
tenor, sings the famous aria from "Aida"
in such a splendid manner that he evokes applause from the audience. Preceding his apIiearancc on the set, a reproduction of one of
the scenes from the opera, .\ida is carried
through on the shoulders of slaves, with a procession of maidens leading and following. All
are in costume. Technicolor would have doubled
the appeal of this subject. Running time, 9
minutes.

Evolution
(Vitaphone Varieties No. 1,022)

Will Click

Tlllv e\olution of the mution picture is depicted in this short, starting from the little
book which one thumbed to get the illusion of
action to the all-talking production in color,
and the contrast is amazing and entertaining.
(Jne wonders how the early movies, with their
spotty photography and jerky acting, could
have appealed at all. Many of the old-time
favorites, such as John Bunny, Flora i-'inch,
Maurice Costello and Wallace Reid, are shown.
'I'hen there's a flash of Norma Talmadge in a
bit and a scene showing Anita Stewart as the
mother of Dolores Costello. Interspersed are
the old-time slides, "Ladies will plea.se remove
their hats" and "One minute to change reels,"
and later scenes from present-day pictures are
shown. A synchronized spiel, filled with gag.s,
gets lots of laughs. Running time, 10 minutes.
Spot
like
if. it into any kind of bill. Evervbodv will

Audio Review No. 25
(Pathe — Sound)

Raivther Arty!

{}\ithc-~Talkcr)

ART personified. And mighty interesting,
at that. Several minutes are spent with
•inike" and camera on Albert Payson Terliune's Jersey estate. Terhune,
a dozen fine dogs, many of them surrounded
the heroes by
of
Terhune's
popular stories, makes interesting
screen
material.

DRPKXD upon drantland Rice for thrilling
sport reels. Very seldom does he fail to
click with his "Sportlights." This new subject
upholds his reputation admirably.
Track stars, boat crews, the New York
Giants and California "L''s" crack football
sf|uad are seen in the course of training. Very
timely, and mighty interesting. Running time,
10 minutes.
Book this with a feature comedy and a tworeel slapstick.

Fiddlin' Around

(Columbia-Disney — Sound)

Fair

America or Bust
U'allir

him, giving an effect of depth unusual in cartoons. Running time, 7 minutes.
Use it zc'ith a mclodratnatic feature.
FOR HOUSE
ATTACHES

Supporting this highlight are shots of an
old castle in France and an oddity by Nicholas
Cavaliere, who has secured some unusual sky
material. Okay for a booking. Running time,
10 minutes.
Suitable for a comedy bill.

Son of Courage

quite a few laughs. She starts out from
an English pub and contributes plenty of Cockney gags to get laughs. Her Ellis Island experiences are greatly overdone, but they're funny, serving the purpose for which this is intended. Miss Pollard is pretty much the whole
show. Running time, 26 mins.
Particularly good for musical bill.

Audio ( ['itthe
Review
No. 24
— Sound )
Finely Constructed
E.\C\[ of the four units embraced in this
new Audio Review has an appeal for as
many types of theatregoers, so that none should
find a lack of interesting screen material.
The first is of Niagara, suitably keyed to
music, and with a refreshing touch of coolness
in this torrid weather. EoUowing appears a
camera study of garden estates at Bermuda,
well done, but just a trifle boresome in those
spots where the cameraman concentrated on
closeups of the structures of leaves.
Third in the short is an interesting array of
shots taken in Washington, and the night stuflF
made on the new "Infra D" sensitive stock has
a particular touch of beauty and naturalness.
The closing section is for women only ! In it.
Marguerite Agniel interprets motions suitable
for
reducing time,
and shapely
curves. They'll like
it. Running
10 minutes.
Novelty stuff for a light musical comedy bill.
RuK a cartoon, too.

Screen Snapshots
(Columbia
— Talker)
Interesting
BETTER
than average in this series of
shorts and containing more than the usual
number of screen personalities in off-stage settings. Among those appearing are Frank Fay,
Betty Compson, William Boyd, William Beaudine, Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Leo Diegel, Buddy Rogers and Little Robert Coogan, brother
of the famous Jackie. Fred Kelsey is the
master of ceremonies. Running time, 7 minutes.
Okay anyzi-here.

Bugville
( Pathe— Romance
Sound)

Kid Stuff

r>OBBIE NELSON in the usual line-up of
U Western action, shooting up the hills and
countryside in a fight with the bad hombres
who are trying to oust the sweetheart of voung
Bobbie's pal from a rich stake in the mountains. Running time, 20 minutes.
(7/iY them a slapstick comedy, a sport
and a light cottwdy feature.

COSTUMES

1 Kc-I,)

Quite a Few Laughs

( Universal — Silent i

Tlll-'REvery little
this devoted
Mickey
Mouse is
cartoon,
most action
of it inbeing
to close-ups of Mickey playing classical music
on a trick violin. The clever cartoon work,
however, makes up for the deficiency in ideas
and Mickey's
shadow, thrown
the backdrop by the spotlight,
moves upon
in unison
with

UNIFORMS

a radio
the but
wrong
house.
sticktocomedy,
a tyin;
whichIt's
is broad
certainslapfor
continual laughs. The picture is geared at a
fast tempo and rates attenti(jn where a surefire laugh-getter is required on the program.
It is a suitable attraction for the first run
houses because of its merit, with the added
factor of the drawing power of Dane and
Arthur for lights and advertising.
J-ine balance for dranujtic feature or where
droit.' comedy is needed.

DAI'llXh: POLLARD tries to crash Ellis
Island in this come<ly, which contains

Ideal -cchcn playing a comedy drama.

Champion Makers
Great Sport Reel

.ill I alker)

Funny — and How!

reel

A Pip of a Cartoon
TL'NEFUL songs and musical synchronization, coupled with ace-high pen-and-ink
work, go to make this reel crackerjack cartoon
fare, with a continuous round of hearty laughter running from end to end. Running time,
6 minutes.
Nice light stuff for relief of a heavy feature.

FOR STAGE
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

1437 B'way
New York
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Chicago Theatre
Tax Levies Get
The Once Over
Two more Chicago theatres have come
under the scrutiny of state tax auditors who
are examining reductions in assessed property valuations made by the Cook county
board of review. The Manor and Tiffin,
jointly owned, are the latest to receive attention. Previously, the building housing
the Regal was cited as an instance of unwarranted assessment reduction by the
auditors.
The Manor, the auditors find, was assessed originally at $97,160, based upon a
measurement of 608,820 cubic feet at a unit
price of 40 cents. On complaint, the board
of review decreased the measurements to
446,012 cubic feet and the unit price to 35
cents per cubic foot. The assessment on the
theatre was thus reduced to $66,753.
The auditors later found that the correct
measurement of the building is 635,763 cubic
feet, which, even at 35 cents per cubic foot,
gives the building an assessed valuation of
$100,908.
The Tiffin was given an original assessed
valuation of $128,060, based on a measurement of 883,872 cubic feet at a unit price
of 40 cents per cubic foot. The board of
review later decreased the measurement to
818,352 cubic feet and the unit price to 35
cents per cubic foot, thereby reducing the
assessed valuation to $110,521.
After a check-up the auditors declared the
correct measurement of the building to be
911,540 cubic feet, which, at a 35-cent unit
price would make the assessment $129,007,
instead of the reduced assessment of $110,521.
Both reductions were granted, the auditors state, in spite of the fact that the owner, V. T. Lynch, did not appear before the
board of review for the hearing in either
case.
Assessment reductions by the board of
review are receiving close scrutiny here due
to the fact that the current financial straits
of both the city and county originated with
the reassessment of property values in 1928,
no taxes having been collected for the past
two years.

Opening of Gateway Set
For June 27 by B, & K.
B. & K.'s youngest — the Gateway theatre
— will be opened June 27. The circuit
claims the most advanced acoustical ideas
are incorporated in this house.
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Industry Plans
Exhibit at 1933
Chi World's Fair
Fox

Movietone

News

began its celluloid

recording of the Chicago 1933 World's Fair
with its shots of the ground breaking at the
Administration Building site, the first construction work to be undertaken in connection with the Fair. Shots will also be made
of subsequent construction work and other
significant evidences of progress in staging
the Fair. The footage in its entirety will be

Dave
who is
acquire
through

Brotman, young Chicago exhibitor,
running a theatre as a sideline to
enough money to pay his Way
college. He is studying to be a

physician.

A
"COLLEGIATE
youth
held up the State- APPEARING"
box-office and forced
Mrs. Florence Farrer, cashier, to hand over
$81. The description, it is said, was based on
the fact that the youth was hatless and gave off
an aroma of drug store gin. . . . Harry Schoenstadt and son will summer it in Europe.
* * *
RKO nwde a bid for the fight fans' patronage by offering radio accounts of the SharkeySchmeling affair as part of the evening's programs at both the State-Lake and Englewood
theatres. . . . Lou Holts dropping cigar ashes
on the stage at the Palace this week. . . . Tom
Gilliam says if the Chicago and Illinois reconing isn't completed soon it won't affect First
National until next year, as he has only three
contracts left to be sold in the territory.
* * *
Frankie Masters failed to register as m. c.
at the Oriental and goes back to the Tivoli.
Meanwhile, the search for the answer to the
flapper's prayer goes on apace with Mark
Fisher being moved in from the Paradise for
a week's tryout. The girls in the B. & K. office are of the opinion that Les Dally could fill
the bill perfectly. . . . Pathe is making shots
at South Bend for the Knute Rockne football
series soon to be released.
* * *
Charles Ruggles, Tifith nary a stagger or a
hiccough, changed trains for the Coast, where

a complete record of the 1933 World's Fair.
Motion picture exhibits depicting the development of the industrial art from its inception are being planned for the 1933 Fair,
its sponsors state. Carl Laemmle, during a
recent visit to the city, pledged his assistance in obtaining the co-operation of the
industry's leaders in making such exhibits
representative.
The Chicago Historical Society relates
that a talkie exhibit comprised the only motion picture exhibition at the Chicago
World's Fair of 1893. An Edison kinetograph was exhibited in conjunction with a
phonograph at that time with a synchronized sequence reproducing conversation.

Lundgren Named Pathe
Sales Manager in Chi
Charles Lundgren, Chicago film salesman, has been named sales manager of the
Pathe exchange. He will be in charge of
city and country sales, working under the
supervision of John Clarke.
he 'will begin work on "Honeymoon Hate" for
Paramount. . . . Ralph Bradford, F. N. salesman, on the vacation list. . . . JVill Rogers will
collect ten grand for his week at the Chicago,
they say. . . . Phil Reisman, J. McAloon and
E. Ballentine, returning to Nczv York from
Pathe' s final regional at San Francisco, were
joined here by Harry Lorch, mid-zvest division
manager, and Harry Graham, central division
day.
tnanager, who pullmaned with them as far as
Cleveland and returned to Chicago the next
* * *
Walter Brown of RCA back in town. . . .
.Ann Pennington getting a second Chicago week
with B. & K.'s third anniversary celebration
at the Marbro. . . . Fire on Film Row early
Saturday morning resulted in minor damage to
the interstate bus depot adjoining the Y. M. C.
A. building. . . . Paul Sitner, manager of the
Criterion for these many years, has thrown up
the key. The rough house on Sedgewick street
(about which we wrote two weeks ago) is now
being operated by one McCoy, the landlordKANE
owner of the building.
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Name Draws Weapons in B. & K. Battle
Witti R-K-0 For Domination of Loop
A

Long

Shot

of

Peeping Toms* Chance to
See ''Unguarded Girls"

Shubcrt's (.iarrick licrc, with cunlidence
inspired by the highly profitable nine weeks'
run of "Ingagi," just closed, has taken the
teaser picture, "Unguarded Girls," and
opened it on a "men only" basis. The picture, which is accompanied by hokum medical lectures with chorus girls for stage illustrations of physical types, previously
played tv/o weeks at the Majestic for
"women only." Its business there was decidedly unimpressive, but the Peeping Tom
population of the city is reported to be considerable.

Free Air Ride Contest
Elgin. 111.— The Pui)li.\-Great States
Crocker theatre here is offering a round
trip aeroplane ride to St. Paul in a lucky
ticket contest. The tie-up is with Northwest Airways, Inc.

The Thinker
A local exhibitor'.s favorite story,
perenially told, concerns the overenthusiastic salesman who came into
his oflice and raved for ten minutes
without pause about one of his company's new releases.
"Veil," interrupted the exhibitor at
his first opportunity, "how much do
you vant for it?"
"Can't you wait," the salesman rebuked him, "until I finish telling you
about it?" Whereupon he proceeded
with added eloquence and unrestrained
superlatives to delineate the picture's
merits.

"V'ot's de name of it?" the exhibitor
inquired when the salesman finally
paused for breath.
■"Something to Think About'," the
hiph pressure man told him.
"Hmm. Dot's a goot title. How much
do you want for it, did you say?"
"Three thousand dollars."
"Oi: Even better iss dot title. Dot's
someding to dink about, all right."

Chicago's

Film

Row

Chevalier's Leading Lady
Chicago College Girl
Frances Deane, recently signed by Paramount to play opposite Maurice Chevalier,
is the latesc addition to the ranks of local
girls who made good in the hill section of
Los .Angeles.
"Frankie's" real name is PVances Dee.
She is a graduate of Hyde Park high school
and attended the University of Chicago for
two years. At Hyde Park she was prominent in dramatic activities, while, after her
freshman year, beauty and popularity contests were discontinued until after her graduation. .-\t the Midway institution she was
featured in all the activities of Mirror, the
girls' musical comedy organization. About
a year ago she left for Hollywood and was
given "bits" in a number of pictures. Her
recognition came, it is said, after she had
survived exacting screen tests on the Paramount lot.

"Frankie" is now 20 years old. and the
daughter of F. M. Dee, a civil engineer of
this city. Her mother and a sister are with
her in California.

Theatre Gold Spilled
The streets of Brookfield. a southwest
suburb, were paved with gold one night
this week. A Brink's money express truck,
making the rounds of the west suburban
theatres, including Balaban & Katz outlying
houses, was struck by another automobile
at a busy intersection and knocked over on
^rs'stde. -Money bags were strewn about
and a number of them burst open, scattering their contents over the street. .\ near
riot ensued, but the entire Brookfield police
department — seven in all — arrived quickly
and soon had the situation well in hand.

Films Reporter's Funeral

Pathe Sound News has joined with newspapers the nation over in paying tribute to
-Alfred J. Lingle. Chicago reporter slain by
an assassin's bullet. The current issue of
the newsreel contains scenes of the last
rites to the Chicago reporter, as well as a
commendation bv the newsreel.

New Palace Vaude-Film Policy
Cue for Fifjht; Penninqlon
And Rogers Si (pud
With the Palace on a vaudc-film policy, R-K-O has a new lever on Loop
business. B. & K. is meeting the new
competition with flesh name draws in
t)()th the Chicago and the Oriental, making up for the added expense by reductions in the stage shows in outlying
houses. Paul Ash was first on the name
list at the Oriental, where feverish tryouts to find a new m. c. who will prove
a draw have been in progress for the past
Ncveral weeks. .Ash was followed by Ann
i'ennington. The Chicago gets Will
Rogers this week at a reported price of
ten grand. R-K-O retaliates with .Alma
Rubens at the .State-Lake and Lou Holtz
at the Palace.
B. & K. denies, however, that the bookings are in answer to the new competition. The Oriental, admittedly, has been
one of the circuit's biggest worries for
some time and the flesh draws, a representative of the company stated, are regarded as essential in keeping the house
out of the red. Name draws at the Chicago, it was said, are designed to offset
a hot weather slump.
Nevertheless, the Palace, with a series
of average programmers and unimpressive name draws, has been playing to better than average business despite weatiier
handica[)s and strong competition
throughout the Loop.

Lost in Chicago
Ann Pennington, billetl here for a week
at the Oriental, arrived in town and taxied
to the Chicago by mistake. The little lady
was distinctly shocked, upon alighting from
her cab. to find her name missing from all
marquee and theatre front advertising. Fortunately, there was someone handy to rectify her mistake before she regained breath,
■pennie" was held here for an e.xtra week
to assist B. & K. in observing a third anniversarv at the Marbro.

A Wise Guy
Someone, apparently, is playing the
superstitious to put over a boost for
"All (Juiet on the Western Front."
which is the subject of an endless
chain letter now in circulation.
The communication contains a plea
for outlawing war. and asks the recipient to help the cause along by
seeiuR the picture and urgently persuading others to see it.
The film, it is declared, "will serve
as a potent influence in dissolving
those prejudices, antipath'es and
hatreds that have caused these periodic orgies of human destruction."
-And. curiously enough, the letter is
tagged
Damn "Yours
clever, for
thoseIniversal
Chinese. peace."
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Daylight Saving
In Milwaukee in
Spite of Squawk
Milwaukee — After a six months' campaign
by the Civic AlHance, representing a number of Milwaukee's outstanding organizations, daylight saving will be inaugurated
June 29, despite strenuous protests by Milwaukee theatre owners. Theatres, however, will operate on standard time, according to Fred S. Meyer, president of the local
organization.
Both Fox and RKO theatres flashed
trailers on their screens attempting to discourage the adoption of the plan. A law
was passed by the state legislature in 1923
prohibiting cities, villages, counties and
other governmental units from adopting a
daylight saving plan and from setting official clocks ahead an hour. There is, however, no penalty for disobeying the law.
Coupled with the daylight saving announcement, warm weather and only fair
business, two other theatres, one a legitimate house and the other a burlesque theatre, have been showing pictures in recent
days. The Davidson played "White
Cargo" under the management of Albert
Dezel, while the Gayety showed the sex
picture,
Both
already
week.

"Why Girls Go Wrong."
these pictures tended to lighten
slim box-office receipts for the
The best bets of the week were

"Journey's End" which opened at the Garden May 30, and "The Big Pond," at Fox's
Wisconsin. Neighborhood houses for the
most part have also been playing to slim
crowds and operators predict still lower
receipts after the daylight savings plan
goes into effect.

Risso, Film Tennis Champ
Hollywood — Johnny Risso, former University of California tennis star, won the
men's singles in the fifth annual motion picture tournament defeating last year's champion, Salvini Baiano, 6-3, 6-3, at the Los
Angeles Tennis Club.
Baiano and Theodore Von Eltz won the
men's doubles from
Risso, 6-3, 8-6.

Cedric Gibbons

and

Mexican Showman Killed
Laredo, Tex. — Injuries received when a
rope, dangling from a post upon which he
was hanging a sign, became entangled with
a passing automobile caused death of Encarnacion Mauricio, Nuevo Laredo, Mexico,
exhibitor.

Texan Opens Soon
Sanger,
Tex. — R. L.
open his Texan here.

CLASSIFIED

Jones

will

soon

ADS.

For Sale At A Bargain
One Audiphone Talking Outfit, complete
with daylight screen. Lanett Theatre,
Lanett, Ala.

Picture

HITTING THE
HOLLYWOOD
HIGH SPOTS
ERNO
RAPEE has provided the musical
arrangements for 14 Warner and First
National pictures since coming to Hollywood
several months ago.
Bebe Daniels has appeared in a total of 288
pictures since her entry into the film fracas
nearly 15 years ago. Many of these were one
and tii.'o reelers ivith Harold Lloyd starred for
Roach. Miss Daniels' feature contracts during
more than 10 years have been with only two
companies — Paramount and RKO.
Another daughter has arrived at the King
Vidor household. Latest permanent resident
at that mansion is an eight pound baby girl.
Mother Eleanor Boardman is receiving congratulations, while Vidor is probably paying off
his bets that it would be a boy.

* *

*

IVilliam Watson, director of many former
Christie talker comedies, returns to that company to direct a group of the new comedies
which
cational.Christies will make this year for Edu-

* *

*

Ernst Lubitsch and his wife have separated,
with Mrs. Lubitsch tiling the papers.

* *

*

Renee Adoree, former M-G-M feature player,
ivho has been seriously ill for several months
with a throat ailment, is rapidly recovering and
expects to get back in front of the cameras
zi'ithin a feiv months.

* *

*

Marion Davies is East. Upon her return,
she starts "Rosalie" under direction of Robert
Leonard for M-G-M.
* * *
Joe E. Broztm, First National comedian, has
a clause in his term contract stipulating that lie
is not to wear either a beard or moustache in
any production, says the press agent.

* *

*

Mary Pickford was conferred with a life
membership in the Wampas at a meeting of the
press agents' association. Honor was given in
view of the star's work on behalf of the Motion Picture Relief Fund, charity organization
of the industry.

^

^

^

Spencer Tracy, player in the "Last Mile,"
Broadway drama of prison life, has been drafted for pictures by Fox. Tracy's first assigiiuient will
a featured
"Up melodrama.
the River,"
which
Johnbe Ford
directs.spot
A in
prison

* *

Greatest Talking Trailer
Ever Produced

First

GIBBONS

Appearance
on the Talking
Screen
Announcing

"WITH BYRD AT THE
Order
From
POLE"
SOUTH

National Screen Service
Chicago

New

York

Los

Angeles

21 , 19 3 0

Circuits Seeking
Control of Kas.
Missouri Unit
Kansas City — Chains will be given additional voting power in revision of the Kansas and western Missouri exhibitor unit's
constitution, scheduled for the meeting to
be held June 24 and 25 at Topeka. This
will place the affiliated houses in practical
control of the unit, it is stated. Heretofore,
each chain has had but one vote in organization affairs. The clause has been in the
association's constitution for several years.
Whether R. R. Biechele, veteran president, will be permitted to carry out his annual determination to resign is problematical. Vice-President Charles Burkey has
declared he will not be a candidate, but
there is possibility he will be drafted for
the office if Biechele carries out his announced plan. The association, he told
Motion Picture News, needs new blood so
far as officers are concerned.

Para. Collars Thompson
Hollywood — Keene Thompson will write
for Paramount under a term contract.
Thompson has been free lancing and recently finished "Love Among the Millionaires," the Clara Bow vehicle now in work.

Signs Radio Four
Hollywood — Bill Nestell, Everett Cheetham, Drew Stanfield and Peewee Holmes,
known to radio fans as the "Trail Herd,"
will be
heard
in Big 4's "Bar L Ranch,"
their
first
picture.

Parr Building Theatre
Norman, Okla. — A. \V. Parr will start
work July 1 on a $50,000 house, which
will ))e managed by Harry Britten.

Samples Convince
the Most Skeptical!
Words

cannot

prove

the superiority of Silman Points. Send for

*

A press agent claims that Alexander Gray
lias established a precedent in Hollywood by
engaging servants to assist him to learn various foreign languages. It is claimed Gray recently fired his Spanish help to engage Germans, and so on.

FLOYD

June

News

Samples — try them.
You'll marvel at the
wonderful
ment whenimproveusing

S ILMAN
SYNCHRONOUS

DISC

POINTS
The only perfect Point for
Sound reprixliu'tion
No surface scratch. Clears voice articulation. Eliminates blurry, raspy tone.
Send for Sample Package

Silman Distributing Co.
Sound

Equipment

620 Grant Street

and Apparatus
Pittsburgh, Pa.

June

21. 1930
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By Atv Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

"The Other Fellow"
low is

the other fel
WHAT
(loin.^ constitutes a most
important topic for every
live-wire showman the wn^rld

over. Thing-s hapi)en and change
much too fast for any one man
to exist solely on what he can
think of and do in his own limited area.

The day of "one man's ideas"
ceased when the chains started to
blanket the country, bringing into
the business a class of show-merchandising and high-powered exploitation never heard of before. It
put every man on' his mettle and
compelled him to keep stepping at
a pace that required fast thinking
and acting, or else he would be left
far behind in the race for a future
and advancement.
Glancing through some of the
very first issues of the Club pages
from over two years ago we came
across many items pertaining to
this phase and we marvel at the fact
that today, more than ever, they are
of such great importance. You
boys who have kept your copies of
our ])ages since we started need
only turn to them for proof of
this statement.
But the point we started to stress
is just this
: Can't
you possibly
manage
to visit
the theatres
in surrounding towns and cities? It
doesn't have to be done every time
you can get away from your own
house, but surely you can so arrange your affairs to allow you to
make these little iournevs occasion-

TABLE

OF CONTENTS

f Honey for Harry Herman
Silverman Invited the Fleet
.VIcKenna IMuRped "Reducing Tips"
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"The Showman's

Calendar"

Zigmond Sold "Young Eagles"
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: Robert Hicks I'ulled a Good One
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' Leon Mumford Sold This One
i Trailer Tip from .McKoy
\ Meet Ben Sperber!
'■ Paul Short's "Green (Joddess" Stunt
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Rosenberg and Allen Turned Out a
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Tom McDonald Waxes Poetical
"Westward Ho"
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; Boucher's
"Mammy"
Campaign
a
Wowl
\ Walter League Moves Upstate
Matt Press Tells How to Use Old
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Merritt Knows His Selling .Angles
Watkins Displayed Showmanship
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INIcGeachie's .Advertising
"Theresa Nibler Joins"
Advertising in India
Egan Knows His Window
Displavs
"Uitz Palter" by Adolph Pincus '
Irving Alexander's Birthday Party
: Osborne Still Selling Them by Ads
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Kennebeck Explains Who. What and
Where I
Lawrence Grabs Good-Will
Swanson's Original Front
Field's Gag (Joing Over Great
"Economy"
Swanson's Snappy Front
"New Members"

ally. Often enough to see what
"the other fellow is doing'' and how
you can im])rove your own work.
The achice is certainly right in
line with the policies of the outstanding cliain organization today.
Tlu'ir h(juse organs constantly
preach the doctrine of keei)ing your
eye on the other men in the field and
try to i)rofit by their activities and
experiences.
Then there is another, and important, side to this suggestion.
The much-needed change of scenery, if for only a few brief hours.
It gives you and your mind a
chance to relax and puts you in a
more receptive mood for ideas that
ought to prove mighty valuable.
Sitting down and chatting with
another manager will broaden your
point of view. It will surprise you
to learn how many slants you may
be passing up. It will reveal dozens
of angles that you never gave a
thought to. It will permit you to
store away a vast amount of knowledge. Drawing from that reserve
fund whenever the proper time and
condition presents itself.
We know what it means to be
buried away in some spot. P.ut
just as fast as we realized this condition we set about to correct it.
and were so tickled with the added
pep it g-ave us after each little
trip to visit some other showman, that we never let ourselves get
into the rut again.
Try it yourself and see if you
don't fall for the idea too.
"Chick."
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KODND TACLt
And All The Gobs
Came Out In Mobs
Ahoy Dames! Ahoy!

When Harry Herman sets
out to put over an exploitation campaign at the Paramount Theatre in Cedar Rapids, la., it is so complete that
if it were all put down on pa• per it woud take a couple of
trucks to cart the layout to us. He bombarded the town with
an avalanche of exploitation material on "Honey" that had them
sitting up and taking notice.
4,000 heralds were distributed to girls, daring them to bring
their honeys to see HONEY on Monday night, at which time
each girl could buy a regular admission ticket for herself and a
10c ets
children's
ticket
her beau, provided she bought the ticklierself at the
box foroffice.

All Was Honey For
Harry Herman On
"Honey" Campaign

Just a little while ago we gave
you an example
of the way
David Silverman, manager of
the Belmont Theatre in New
York City sold his shows and
so well did he sell them that
reserves were called
watching the parade
another.
its visit, it happened

that Silverman was playing '"Dames Ahoy" which film deals
with the adventures of three gobs. He decided to cash in on
the fleet, so he wrote to the commander of each ship and informed him that he was showing the film at the Belmont. He
invited every gob on the ships to bring a lady to see the show.
The lady was admitted free.
Well, to make a long story short, on the opening night the
sailors started to come in, accompanied by their lady friends.
They came in parties of threes, four, sixes, eights and nine and
a halfs by nautical time and two heave hos! They walked in
the theatre, were dragged into the theatre, dragged by females
and walked in by females. The handsome gobs sported two of
the latest models (one on each arm). The less handsome ones
sported three. This deviation from the usual order of things
being due no doubt to the well known sex appeal possessed
by all tars and the equally noted "lure of the blue" (uniform).
By the time the last show started the interior of the house
resembled a sailors' convention. As the actor-sailors would
attempt to hitch their trousers in the true and approved nautical style, snickers of derision from the "salts" witnessing the
procedure would greet them. And "Spike" McGurk, gunner's
mate on the "Holdfast" would whisper hoarsely to Mamie LaVere (Mazie Lavery, late of the Columbia Wheel) "Dat guy's
enjoyed themselves immensely and it is safe to
gotTheno sailors
technique."
say that Silverman found that despite the free admission for
the ladies that business jumped up a bit during the showing
of the picture. And the stunt meant too, that the sailors would
remember the house the next time they put in port at New
York and perhaps go up there again. We want to thank him
for passing this along laecause we are sure that the Club is
interested in knowing how the New York showmen sell their
shows.
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' the police
into action to keep the crowds, who were
(Dave's stunt), orderly. And now he has
When the fleet arrived in New York for

To build up Monday night's receipts even more, a Lane Cedar
Hope Chest, donated by a co-operating merchant, was given to
the person holding the lucky number in the theatre. The basis
of this tie-up was the song hit, "In My Little Hope Chest,"
heard in the picture.
A tie-up was also made with a local photographer whereby a
coupon was given to the mother of every child between the ages
of 1 and 6, who attended the Paramount Theatre during the
showing of the picture. This coupon entitled each child to a
free photograph at the local studio.
100 cards measuring 11x14 were placed in grocery store windows. The copy on these cards read, "Honey Week — buy your
honey today and see Nancy Carroll at the Paramount for four
days starting Saturday, March 29." 75 cards of similar size
were used in all drug stores in Cedar Rapids, advertising the
Honey Sundae and the motion picture.
A tie-up was arranged with the largest department store in
Cedar Rapids, the Killiam Company, whereby they included in
10,000 April letters going to their accounts an insert of the coming attractions at the Paramount Theatre, among which was included the Nancy Carroll picture, HONEY. The only expense
the theatre incurred was the cost of printing the inserts.
There were many more angles covered along with this but it
would take a couple of extra pages to set them forth. However
we'd like you to know that Cedar Rapids was treated to one of
the finest campaigns it has ever been its pleasure to witness
and, by the way, they witness some showmanship. Right, Harry?
You should know, you give it to them.
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John McKenna Was
Wise; He Gave Women Reducinji Tips
'
chant for reducing to good use.
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If you're looking to cash in
on business from the ladies
then it's up to you to read
this account of how John
McKenna, manager of the
Lyric Theatre in Jackson,
Tenn., put the feminine pen-

I'o plu.i; " riiev l.i'ariicd Al)()ut W'oiiu-n" lie Ijiouj^lit Bessie
l.ovo's l')30 lU-auty I'"orm Chart into play. Tlic chart carried
copy which infonncd the patrons that the cclel)ratc(l star of
"Mroadway Melody" and "Chasinc: Rainbows," wlio was noted
for her youthful viRor and vitality, had evolved the set of rules
listed, for the purpose of hclpinjj other women retain their
vim, viijor and vitality.
The chart went on to say that the star, who was appearing
with Van and Schenck in "They Learned About Women," was
a strong advocate of physical culture and deemed it necessary
for women to exercise daily in order to retain the "perfect
figure," omitting all weekly diets and similar fashionable methods. A listing of the chart then followed for women from
five feet in height to five feet six inches.
\o (juestion al)out it. the women just ate it up. and if there's
one sure way of jj^etting them interested in your shows, this
one mijilit easily be it. We think we're drawing a ])rctty close
conclusion when we say that McKenna sure knows his showm.inship, for only real sliowmen take advantage of these surefire opportunities to cash in on business and good-will such
as he does. .And so, Mr. McKenna, as long as we know you're
a very capable showman, there's no reason why you shouldn't
pass along your work so that the rest of the Club can look it
over.
What do you say?
Let's hear from you real soon.
There is always a premium in business am the man who
does his work painstakingly, with completeness and finality;
he is the man who will be trusted with more and more
responsibility^
up to the limit of his capacity.
— /. Ogden Armour,

How many showmen know
that they can crash the society
page of a local newspaper at
a very small cost?
Al Smith,
the manager of the State Theatre in Winona, Wis., did it
on "High Society Blues," and
the results were so good that we felt the stunt merited representation on these pages.
In connection witli this article we are running the ad that
lie inserted on the society page of one of the local newspapers.
The cost of the ad
was only ten cents a
line and when you
Announcement
figure tiie number of
persons who read it,
.Miss .laiiot (lavnor and Mr. Charles
tlien
realize
l-'arrc'l! will entertain their many
wiiat ayou'll
break he
got

Al Smith Crashed
Society Page With
This Corking Idea_

friends and admirers at the State
Theatre. Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday May 13, 14 and 1,5 — with
their latest musical success entitled
"Miuli Society Blues," superb succesmenl. sor to "Sumiy Side I'p." — .Vdvcrtise-
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in the way of securing publicity for the
picture. VVe would
like to state that if

you
haven't
for this
gag any
just use
at
present, that you file
it away until such
time as your booking will i)ermit its use. What we want to point out, though, is
the fact that here's a new line for you to work on. If Smith
hit tlie society pages with this sort of ad, why can't you work
it on tiie
sport page
or the women's
page.TODON'T
FORCIET —
THE
STUXT
IS NEVER
M.\RRIED
THE PICTURE!
We would suggest that you take this and give it a break, as
the results will more than prove its worth, and it's a certainty
that you're not going wrong on it. We want to hand Smith a
compliment on his use of the stunt and we know that it will
meet with favor in the Club. Keep up the good work, Al, and
don't forget that we'd like to know what else you are doing to
keep them coming up to the box-office. P.S. — How about your
picture, Al? We're sure that the Club would like to meet you
"Face to Face."

^^The Shoivman^s
^^
CLUB FEATURE
Calendar

AN EXCLVSIVE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
can turn them into "money
you
theatre.

dates" for \oiii

JUNE
June 26th

First American Troops
in France — 1917.

to

Land

JULY
July
July
July
July

l.st
1st
4th
13th

July 17th

Battle of San Juan Hill.
Dominion Day (Canada).
Independence Day.
(Jen. B. Forrest Birthday (Tenn.).
Munoz River Day (Forto Rico).

July 17th
July 18th

Sherman's March to Sea — 1861.
Counter-atSuccessful
America's
tack at Chateau
Thierry.

July 21st
July 24th
July 25th

Battle of Bull Run— 1861.
Pioneer Day— Utah.
Occupation Day (Porto Rico).
Rico).
Dr.
Barbo.sa's
Birthday
(Porto

July 27th
Julv 27th

Julv 31st

Wireless between Japan and
United States— H)l. 5
1777
Lafavette arrives from Fiance —

July is a jfood month
to promote
Klub.s" and other kiddie gags!

"Rainy

Day

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on ''-The Showman^s
Calendar ^^ Cor an advance
tip on
future holidays and events.

!
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YOU CAN'T SINK A FLEET
WITH ONE BROADSIDE!
If there is any branch of business where
determination, pertinacity and plain everyday stick-to-it-ive-ness is needed, it is in
advertising.
The business man who goes into advertising with intentions of firing a salvo and
returning to port is all mixed up in his
battle plans. It takes more than one broadside to sink a fleet!
Advertising, to be successful and profitable, should be prudently planned, designed
to fit the business, backed by good merchandise and service, and the whole carried out
— Fame.
faithfully and continuously!

The town of Grand Junction, Colorado, certainly went
up in the air over the balloon
stunt that Jerome Zigmond,
manager of the Avalon Theatre, pulled in conjunction with
"Young Eagles."
Mc released over eig-ht hundred balloons, some of which contained passes, on the morning of the picture's
day.
The stunt had been advertised through newspapersopening
and wordof-mouth to such an extent that tliere was a huge crowd on
liaml — hoi)ing to get one of tlie balloons containing a pass.
Every one of the 800 balloons carried the imprint about picture, theatre and play-dates.
■file top of the marquee housed a locally-made glider as well
as a loud speaker which emitted aeroplane motor noises from
a special recording record. Both the sound of the apparent
motor running and the sight of the glider on top of the marquee
proved an excellent attentif)ii-getter.
These few stunts, which are so typical of the showmanlike
work Zigmond turns out, helped a lot towards putting the picture over and it's a cinch that the house came in for plenty of
good-will on the various angles. Good work Jerome, and listen,
when you pull any more of them don't forget to keep us posted
so that we can pass along the results to your fellow members
in the Club.

Zigmond Featured
Novel Slants On
His Merchandising

I!
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don't you give us a little more dope on it, "E. L.," so that we
won't be all wet with any predictions or surmises? Drop us a
line now and then and let the rest of your fellow members see
what you are doing to sell them in Waterloo, because from
what we know of your showmanship you have yet to meet your
"Waterloo."
This next is, in our opinion, an example of beautiful salesmanship. It concerns a young man who was proposing to
best girl.
"And, sweetheart," he finished, "I'll lay my whole fortune at your feet."
"It isn't a very big fortune," she reminded him.
"I knew, dear," he replied, "but it'll look awfully big
Grocer.
beside your little feet!' — I'roKrcssive
his

HicksShowedThem
How They Put On
Ritz 25 Years Ago

Using four very attractive
ways to inform the people of

Atlanta,
Georgia,
On The Ritz"
was that
to be"Puttin'
played
at the Paramount Theatre,
Manager Robert Hicks was
well rewarded with much free
space on the feature pages of the Atlanta Georgian.
A classified ad contest was held, offering cash prizes for the
readers iinding the "ritziest" ad in the classified columns. The
three best ads, meaning those with the essential clarity and
detail, to be returned to the contest editor, won the first prize,
while there was also a second cash i)rize and forty guest ticket
[irizes to see the picture.
A 1905 model Buick was paraded up the main avenue containing two hayseeds, dressed appropriately, and the sides of
the car carried banners reading, "Puttin' On The Ritz In 1905."
Immediately behind followed a new flashy model Buick containing aliveried chauffeur, and a very dignified looking person
in full dress clothes, white gloves, walking stick, monocle and
all. The sides of this car bore, "Puttin' On The Ritz in 1930."

In all things do your best. The man who has done his
best has done everything. The man who has done less than
his best has done nothing.
— Chas. Schwab.

They are still laughing out
in Waterloo, la., at the way
E. L. Kidwell, manager of the
Strand Theatre, cashed in on
the Literary
Digest wet-dry
poll idea and pulled a stunt
■
"
in connection
with
"Roadhouse Nights" by tying up with a local drug store.
The tie-up was with a drug store which offered free beer to
every one presenting a ticket stui) signifying tliey had seen
"Rftaflhonse Nights."
The drug store announced the free beer stunt by printing
and distributing 3,000 heralds at their own expense. The theatre also helped the stunt along by running a trailer on the
screen.
Many comments were heard on tlie beer stunt, and from tlie
consensus of opinion, Waterloo is wet. The stunt not only
helped decide the wet-dry issue locally, but it proved an excellent medium in advertising the picture as well.
Of course we don't know what the town drys thought of the
plan, but our opinion is that they realized Kidwell's showmanship, and for that reason could appreciate the stunt. Why

So Near And Yet
So Far Away — But
Beer Too Was Near

Reproductions were made from a page in the Liberty magazine of March 29th, which had a splendid review and a picture
of Richman and Joaij Bennett. The margin on the bottom of
the page was used for the theatre and playdate, and one page
was inserted in each of the current Liberty magazines.
In the busiest section of Atlanta, a man in evening dress,
bearing a "Puttin' On The Ritz" sign on his back, walked up
and down the streets. To add to the attraction, the studs on
his shirt were replaced by tiny bulbs, which flickered on and off.

AIN'T IT THE TRUTH?

B. L. KEARNEY

Says:

". . . There is usually some special way to advertise certain pictures through ideas obtained from
Manager,
the MANAGERS' ROUND TABLE
CLUB."
Palace Theatre,
Ashtabula, Ohio.
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McNeill Painted
Town All Colors
As Picture Plu^

When
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we remarked a while

back that "Stan" MacNeill,
manager of the Capitol Theatre in Smith Falls, Ontario,
Can. was f'oing to be active
it was because of his Hare for
pulling
novel ideas.
ot
Wlu'ii ho played ■■ll.i|>i)y Days" he went to work and i)aiuted
llu' town — not red. but well —
\ can of paint and a brush
local dealers ni a manner
eiialili'd him to tie-up a l)uiu-Ii
t li a t bos])oke showman>liip. 'i'boush the photo we
lire >lio\\ins: was rather
poor for re])ro(luction, we
tjuess you can make out tink-tterinj;: he painted on the
windows. Fof the jewelry

stores it read, ■"IIAIM'Y
D.-\Y,' if you wear a Bell
Diamond." Tlie same idea
was carried out in all ot
the other stores. After
playdate the paint was
wa>Iied olT tlie windows.
To tie up the local automobile dealers he secured a number of window stickers which
stated that it was "'HAPPY DAYS'— if you own a new
"Chrysler." This was changed so that it would fit all of the
other makes of cars, too. The slant proved very valuable
towards building up business on the picture and was met with
favor by the auto dealers. Oke, Stan, and no one can tell us
that business isn't going up by leaps and bounds around your
territory, because when a showman works the way you do,
results are sure to be good. Let's hear more from you, and if
they're any of our boys around your way who seem to be "on
the lax" show them why they belong on these pages.
We have presented many
Horse Race Scene lobby tions
plugs on coming attracthrough the medium of
In Lobby Proved
these pages and we know that
every one agrees that they
Good For Wallace
were pretty clever examples of
showmanship.
We
have had
stage settings, animated displays and many other forms. Now,
to Hugh Wallace, manager of the Kitsilano Theatre in Vancouver, B. C, we have to hand a compliment for the corking
display he created for "The Hottentot."

CLtC
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CIVIC CONTACTS
(I'rom
LKSTKK

While

l'o\

J. I'Ol NTAI.N,

\NCst
District

Coast

".\ou'")

Mana-jer.

prestige and goodwill j;o hand

.San

Diet'...

( alit.

in hand, there

is a difl'iMiMice. IT (he.\ aro not handled jiidicious|\ and
intellij>ent ly a manager will find he i> ()l)li<.iat in« hiniseir beyond his capacity, laying himsell open to imjjositions and an unieasonahle demand (»n his time and
the resources of his orj^ani/.ation. (ioodlellowship is
often confused with this elusive item. That u(»od old
hand-shake, slap on the back and honeyed w(»i(l> ol his
y^reatness is a t.\pe ol yood-wili that does not always
carry with it that other necessary adjunct. I'iesti>i:e.
And the others forj»^et this type ol jiood-wili when the
manager finds himself in a position where he has no
alternative but to refuse some
unreasonable
lequest.
Many times I have heard the name (►f some indi\idual
or business or^i^ani/ation mentioned with someone cuttinji in and putting them on the j^rease, when the individual or business mentioned was really a powei' in the
community interested and active in all affairs of importance, occupy inj»- positions of trust and responsibility, their names solicited for important diiectorates
and committees and quoted in the papers for the wi.sdom and aulhoritativeness of their lemarks. Their
names are a synonym of Prestiye. but as foi- (ioodwill it
mifjht be hard to reconcile their names with the accepted
meaninj> of the term. Still with all this not leally considered, builders of (ioodwill through not ji^iviny; Cheerful Consent or permittinji; exploitation of their time and
resources to become a Custom with every spasmodic
affair to which the least identity of charity (»r civic
interest can be associated.
The point I am endeavorinji^ to brinj; out is that a too
ready and willing- response to the multitude of contacts
and requests made of the theatre for gratuitous participation and contribution of its time and resources
brin}?s about the condition of an endless chain which
tends to cheapen the effectiveness of its operation and
participation in the affairs of a community. Creating
a lack of respect and propei" consideration of the
theatre's Prestige and cooperation, event uatinji into a
habit of taking advantajje of OCR (ioodwill.
The day is past when we should feel in the position
of a suppliant when asking" consideration of any official
or orjiani/.ation to which we are .justly entitled, but that
mistake is still too often made. We are repiesentatives
of the third largest industry — a part of the largest
theatrical organization in the world, holdinj; membersh-ips in Chambers of Commerce and should take an
active interest in them — make the classificaticms in the
various Service Clubs command respect upon our merits
as a reputable business, cont ributini": substantial payrolls and purchasiny- power to the community — Ihrouuh
these classifications cultivate the real Trestiue personalities of the community — see to it that we are included
in the important affairs the papers aie talking about —
know the official family and the strings that count.

a six-sheet
he made
a cut-out
of a jockey
and a ahorse.
.\ h'rom
tiiree-sheet
furnished
another
cut-out.
He nainted
race
track scene on the wall of the lobby and built a race track on
the floor; 11x36 frames were placed on both sides of the display and above the
entire work
was completed
and assembled
the horse.
result W'lien
was a the
knockout
duplicate
of a race
track witli a horse rider unseated, thundering down the homestretch. Though the photo we are reproducing is small, we
are
sure
that
if you examine it closely you'll he able to make out
tiio finislied product.
Patrons filing in and out of the lobby would stop for minutes
at a time and gaze at the special display and when they took

Above

all cultivate the Women's Club.s — they wield influence not alone in the public eye, but at the honu'
councils around the family table.
the
no question
but that
the way,
picture
was time
goingto torubberneck,
be sold to there's
them good
and plenty.
By the
the
results of Wallace's campaign were really shown in the subsequent business boom on the picture. We are glad to see that
Hugh is still keeping right up in front with the rest of the
Canadianhe showmen
and we know that he'll continue the active
interest
is showing.
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"FOURTH-OF-JULY''
Whatever it is that you intend doing for the Independence Day Celebration will have to be polished off mighty soon or it will be too late. We are
assuming that you have planned some sort of a
tie-up with your local American Legion Post,
Chambers of Commerce, etc.
Details of theatre gags for this holiday are
sorely needed by other showmen all over the country and if you have your arrangements all planned,
why not shoot us the "dope" so we can pass it
along. Some of the stuff received in response to
our written request to a few dozen members has
already been forwarded to those who requested
information for this particular holiday.
By all means, see that the Flag is prominently
displayed and the front appropriately decorated.
Trailers for the occasion are available at every
trailer service office. Special screen attractions can
be secured to work in with the spirit of the holiday.
More than ever before,
sound and talking picture productions of to-day offer showmen opportunities for displaying work that will have the
public gasping. By this we
mean that in the general trend
of productions, both of yesterday and to-day, certain professions are being concentrated on and presented via the audible
screen. For instance, take the railroad man, glorified by Lon
Chaney, in "Thunder"; the aviator in "Flight" and "The Flying Fleet," the Navy in "Submarine," the Army in "West
Point." As a matter of fact almost everything is being elevated
to stellar heights by the movies. The latest is the School
Teacher, who is being immortalized on the screen by the title
"The Woman Who Was Forgotten."

Mumf ord Uncorked
Some Showmanship
Selling This One

The Roth-Strand Theatre
Al Alt Tima tndtavoni to
tNT flCrUREi LNDORSU)

News

BY

Clergy — E^uctilore — Welfare AiAOciations
^ ,
Women Clubs, Etc
"The Three Si»tere"
•The Woman

Who

Was Foriotltn"

-mcmLWODNo-

As is only natural, it was to be expected tiiat when Leon
(!). Mumford, managing director of tlic Roth-Strand Theatre
in Summit, N. J., bouked the picture into his house he would
engineer a campaign on it that would cover, in every detail,
all phases of the picture, lie concentrated first on the schools
and planned an American Kducators' Week at the house. For
one of his moves he made up an advance herald that, so far as
make-up was concerned, proved a whiz. Feeling that he had
to get away from the regular run of theatre iieralds, he made
this up in black and wliite, in the form of a four-page booklet.
The front page, carried a message "SIGNIFICANT! Every
i'-ducator — Every Student and Every Public Spirited Citizen
In y\merica Should See And Hear — (The two middle pages
were devoted to copy on the picture.)" And what copy it was!
Mumford compared the film to "Humoresque" and "Over the
I lill." He stressed the fact that the picture was a tribute and
an ef)ic. The copy had to sell them, it was Ijound to.
On the last page he put lots of class on by reprinting Henry
Van Dyke's "A Tribute to the Unknown Teacher." In case
any of the Club members
who, having this picture booked

June
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would hke to know more about this angle they need only to
go to the Public Library and the librarian will give them some
dope on it.
The herald was only one of the stunts. He next printed up
three thousand special tickets which invited all teachers to
witness the show at half price. The tickets were mailed to
every school within a radius of 25 miles, and from the number
that came into the box office it was seen that they were more
than appreciated. This stunt was followed up with a newspaper campaign the like of which Suinmit had never before
seen. We are reproducing a lay-out of some of the ads and
you can note how he made use of the testimonials he received.
His showmanship is very evident in the testimonials which are
dated a couple of years ago. It seems that the picture had been
pre-viewed by some of the country's leading educators and they
forwarded their endorsements to the producers. Mumford
remembered this and made use of the testimonials.
We would like to call your attention to the ad plugging the
theatre, that works in "Blaze of Glory." By studying it closely
you will note how he followed up his past week's triumph with
this masterpiece of showmanship. In the ad heading he states
that the theatre at all times endeavors to present pictures endorsed by prominent persons. And if you don't think that
this means something in a small town you're "singin' in the
rain." The ad carried testimonials on "Blaze of Glory" from
many prominent persons.
A couple of pages wouldn't suffice to set forth the many
benefits Mumford has reaped by using the showman angles he
displays on every attraction he is selling. So the only way we
can let you in on what else he is doing is by having Leon's
work talk for itself and we certainly like to hear loud shouting
of this sort, Leon.
Soft jobs come to those who have done hard jobs well,
and easy money is postponed payment that comes to the
man
who has earned
hard money.
—Wm.
Feather.

We've constantly hammered
away at the idea that when
you use a trailer to plug an
attraction that you think will
be of special interest to your
patrons, it is advisable to work
'
in a couple of extra effects.
To this extent has James H. McKoy, manager of the Olympia
Theatre in Miami, Fla., worked as witness the way he plugged
"Young Eagles."
A very soft blue medium was used on all air scenes during
presentation of the trailer with light red medium on opening
and closing titles.

McKoy Passes On
A Trailer Tip Of
Especial
Interest

Immediately at the close of the trailer twice a day, twentyfive balloons were released from the top of auditorium to float
all over the theatre. Attached to each balloon was a tag selling
"Young Eagles" and Buddy Rogers. The house lights were
brought up a little at this point to put over this stunt better.
The trailer stunt was used for a week in advance and caused
all sorts of favorable comments and made excellent publicity
for the picture.
Thanks for passing this along "J. H." as we are sure that it
will be of more than ordinary interest to the Club members.
Let's have some more like it. (Or perhaps, since you are an
active member, we don't even have to ask for it.) Right?

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.

J HHC

Motion

21 . 1030
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To the old dyed-in-the-wool
exploitation men, this is going
to sound rather entertaining
and maybe just a wee bit farfetched. But, "believe it or
not,"
Ben
Sperber
jumped
into the show business in just
une week.
How this all happened and what he is now actively
engaged in doing, is what we are starting out to tell you.
lien is a close friend of Lou ( iol(ll)eri^.
whose high-powered publicity stuff has
,t;iven Brooklyn plenty to talk about, and
throui^h Lou he first became interested
in the show racket. Having plenty of
s])are time on his hands while engaged
as Vice-President of the National Ojitometric Ass'n, Sperber devoted most of it
U ' '■*• J"
In acting as a sort of "silent" publicity
li'iund for (joldberg, and with that as a
^^^^^^^^jj^^^
the ropes
^^^^^B|^|^^H|

Here He Is! Ben,

Sperber, Bklyn's
Newest
Exploiteer

^^HQH^P^^^^^I

to get

^^B '^F ^BiW
Feeling that such work fitted his style
of doing things, it was only natural he
should seriously consider tackling it on his own hook. (No
pun.) And once he made up his mind that way it was just a
case of finding the means to that end. (Not meaning finis.)
Such means came about through another great friend of Ben's,
Bob West by name, and as Sperber describes him : "a great
showman at the organ."
West took him in hand and after deciding that exploiteers
of his type were needed he hauled him before Mr. Watts, manager of the Fox Brooklyn. Result: he is now Director of
Promotion and Exploitation. An imposing title, sez we, but
lien must he living up to all that it implies, else, how could he
l)e getting to where he is at so fast a gait ?
His very first efforts
resulted in some mighty
fine stunts and right
then and there it was
the unanimous opinion

with
stage
Club,
from
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of
that be"
at the
the"powers
Fox Theatre,
that Sperber belonged
to that crowd and that
work. As witness the
attached photo showing how he engineered
a meeting between Al
Lyons, reigning Master
Of Ceremonies at the
Fox house, together
some of the current Fanchon & Marco girls from the
show, at Ebbets Field, the home of the Brooklyn Baseball
where they met right on the field of battle (not so far
right at that), none other than the nationally famous

Babe Herman, champion slugger for the Dodgers, and "Dazzy"
Vance, star pitcher and strike-out artist for the same Club.
It might be well to say, at this time, that Sperber has had
a fitting background for his present work by reason of his
liosition as Assistant Salesmanager for a great business-builder
publication, "System." In his last connection, before going
into the Fox Theatre, his chief work consisted of complete
charge of all sales work. These jobs fitted him for now selling
theatre attractions to the public. He is now twenty-nine years
of aire, married and (surprising) happy.
We feel confident that in Ben Sperber we have enlisted and
enrolled the type of member whose activities, when recounted
on the Club pages, will attract widespread interest and comment. That it will also serve as a basis for other men's exploitation promotion remains to be seen and whatever recognition such results will bring should be a source of great satisfaction to Ben as well as the Club as a whole.

The Real Club Spirit!
''All For One And One For AW

CLIJD

THFJ SHOWMAN'S

MISSING

LINK

'I'hi'ie is no .sinjjie lexl-book for the .shopman.
The husines.s i.s developing: so rapidly and Ihe
public's pieferences are so fickle Ihat a machinemade routine is a failure. However, there are
certain principles which will always ai)pl\, and.
fortunately, this business has une(|ualed up-to-lheminute heli)s in the form of a .Manaj^^ei's Round
Table Club, meetinj^ in .Motion Picture News every
week for mutual benefit and projjress. Trul\ a
great service is heijig rendeied to the industry,
In any issue,
anyone striving foi' perfection will
find an idea which,
when
applied,
will pay
biy
dividends.
Successful
showmanship or amusement nieichandisini*
is n()t the sale of tickets l() leyularcustomers, hut the real profit comes from holdini,^
these and selling other new patrons. I have found
The Round Table Club an indispensable aid. and
would think no more of beinj>: without Motion
Picture \eics than I would to write tomorrow's ad
without pen or pencil.
It has been said, "The successful man in any
business is the man with the most information,"
and in line with this Ihouf/ht I frankly admit I
don't know where I could hope to find a greater
wealth of information than I find each week in
The Round Table Club.
In striving to measure up to the responsibility
entrusted to me I find the Club a great help anil
agree that it is the most helpful department ever
sponsored by any trade papei-. I am glad to see
it an outstanding success and extend heartiest conversaiy.
gratulations on the Club's recent second anni-

(It has been moved
1 second the motion.
and get all steamed

C. J. Latla,
Manaf/ing Director,
Roger Sherman Theatre,
\ew Haren, Conn.
that we hold a convention —
Let's get this gang togetheiup for the coming season.)

Hindu Was Used By
Short As Stunt On
**Green Goddess"

The casual observer looking
at the lobby of the Tampa
Theatre in Tampa, Florida,
would have thought that a
Hindu cult or some other sect
was in session, for Paul Short,

'■
the manager, had hired a man,
dressed him up as a Hindu and was using him as a plug on
"The Green Goddess."
This man liad iiad some experience at playing character parts
on the stage and was particularly adept in putting over the
lobby stunt. He was dressed as a Hindu with all the trimmings
and sat in a miniature temple with oriental background reading
the crystal — and stoi)ping and telling the patrons who entered
the theatre
how it.
intensely interesting "The Green (Goddess" waand
not to miss
During the showing of the picture, this man worked on the
streets, passing out teaser envelopes on which was printed
in bold type, "Are you superstitious?" Inside the envelope were
25 reasons why one should see "The Green Goddess."
I 'aid is one of the live-wires who tigure.^ prominently in the
Tampa show merchandising, and with so many of the up-to-theminute Round Table members in his city, the friendly competition that is aroused is always productive of showmanlike angles
and we would like to announce that by watching our pages
closely inyouTampa.
will observe from time to time who is leading the
"aces"
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Everybody in town certainly
was happy when R. K. Fulton,
manager
of the
Broadway
Theatre in Council Bluffs, la.,
promoted a jazz band as part
of his ballyhoo for "Is Every"
body
Happy?"
As Ills first move he s'atHered tosjetlier five Hisli Scliool hoys
who pla\ed ;i piano, drums, clarinet, trombone and cornet.
Next he promoted a new Ford truck for the newly-formed
orchestra to ride in, and bannered the truck with signs reading,
"Ted Lewis and His Band in IS EVERYBODY HAPPY?"—
Broadway Theatre Thursday and Friday." The truck cost nothing inasmuch as there was a small banner on the rear giving
credit to the Ford dealer who furnished the truck.

Fulton Recruited
High School Jazz
Band For Ballyhoo

'I'liea cl.arinet
ulioas was
suiijjosed
to the
represent
TedTheLewis
wore
tail silk jilayer
hat such
Lewis
wears in
picture.
hat
was promoted from a clothing store for passes.

LOST AND FOUND ! ! !
Hundreds

June
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A small cabaret piano was used on the truck — this being
promoted
from a music store who had tied up on the theme
songs.
Arrauf^ements were then made with every music store of
prominence that tlie truck would stop and play a few numbers
in front of their stores at a certain time during the day. The
l)and would also play in front of the theatre at different times
during the day — then after a few trips up and down the main
streets would parade the residential districts, taking in all
p;irks, etc.
The band was used one day in advance and during the twoday engagement of the picture.
The cost of tlie stunt was very trivial — four passes being
given to each musician. They rather enjoyed the ballyhooing
and also figured tiie practice and the ()ul)licity they derived was
well worth tlie task.
And, by the way, "R. K.," we'd like a photo of yourself and a
little dope on your career in the business. You know we have
a great many of your fellow managers on the Publix circuit
and they all sport the membership certificate of the M. R. T. C.
on their office wall. Let's have the photo so that they can meet
you via a regular "intro." Oke?
A man's job is his best friend. It clothes and feeds his
wife and children, pays the rent and supplies them with the
wherewithal to develop and become cultivated. The least a
^Senator Capper,
man can do is love his job.

of readers write to ask us for informa-

tion about friends in the show business whom they
are anxious to hDcate or correspond with. So we
have decided to incorporate this angle into the
Club pages as a regular feature.
Use the blank (please type or print) and we will
do the rest.
MANAGERS' ROUND
729 Seventh Avenue,
New York City.

TABLE

CLUB,

I would like to learn the whereabouts of

His last known address was
City

State

He was last employed by
I last corresponded with him on

(date)

^

Xie-Up ,
-r»,

rlumber

~

W^ith
T^ rr Local
.
i
Lliected

With SO many screen revues

scheduled
for that
the this
summer
season, we felt
stunt
engineered by M. E. Rosen-

This Novel

Display
^'h?a.™"?„"
' a^s'^Tnt
Gene Allen, of °hls
Oakland,
California, would bear reproducing on these pages, as it will probably fit in with some scene in a future picture.
The tie-up was a plug for a theme song, "Singin' in the Bathtul)," wliich was featured in "Show of Shows." The local
plumbing and supply house furnished the tub and the accessories and helped erect the display in the lobby. The display
itself, as you will note from the photo, consisted of a bath-tui).
tile effect background, pedestal wash basin, water heater,
shower and all attaciied plumbing fixtures. A very life-like
beaverboard figure graced the inside of the tub. The fixtures
were of a beautiful pink designed to attract tlie feminine eye.
Concealed behind the tile background, a loud speaker, mounted on a baffle, was connected with the manager's office. In the
office the record, "Singin' in the Bathtub," was played on a
portable victrola, then amplified by a regular radio set and
broadcast through the display. THE KICK OF THE
WHOLE AFFAIR WAS THAT A MALE VOICE SANG
THE SONG WHILE A FEMALE FIGURE WAS IN THE

Remarks (Include here any other information that will guide
us in helping you locate tliis party.)

SIGNED

■

ADDRESS
CITY
(Note:

Unsigned requests

STATE
will

receive

no

consideration.)

TUB. The radio hook-up was arranged by the local radio man
with the only cost to the theatre being the art work plugging
the song, picture and dealer.
What
(In you
s.iy. hoys — how
;il)oul
delegation
of the C'lul) in aclixitx?

le;i(lin<;

tlie

( )akl;in(l

./ I, II ,J
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All over the country, show
men are taking advantage of
the approaching Graduation
Days to secure puhlicity and
good-will for their houses, and
are making school tie-ups by
■
the thousands.
\\ lu'M \-a\ llioiile, ni;iiiaL;c'r oi tiu' Midl.ind liuMtrc in Xc-wark, Ohio, road in tlu' .Mana;4crs' Round Table Cluh that "now
is tlic time- for all i^ood sliownion to cash in on fjraduation," he
put on his Panama and walked over to the local schools. Over
lluMf he arraii.D^ed a stunt wiicrchy the various classes would
select I)> hallot the most courteous member and the winner

Ed. Hiehle Also
Takes Advantage
Of Graduation Day

would be
entertained
by to
I"".da asclose,
the he
theatre's
As just
the
school
season
is drawing
worked guests.
this slant
in time and it might bo well also for you to try it before the
school session is finished.
As a surprise for the Graduating Class. Ed is planning
to send a telegram to each member congratulating them on
the conclusion of their school studies and inviting them to attend the theatre at the most convenient time. This stunt, need
we say, will more than pay for itself in the subsequent goodwill and publicity that will follow and we would advise that if
you haven't planned anything of this sort that you start on it
now. Of course, if you wish to keep your nut low it is not
necessary for you to send* a telegram, but the telegram gag does
maintain a dignity all its own, just send them a card congratulating them and inviting them to the theatre.
Oko, l-'.d.. we- tii;uri(l that >()u'cl do >()nietliinsi' along this
angle and we are very glad to pass along what you have done
aiKl are i)lanuing to do. Let's know what the final results are
will you, and we hope to be tramping over the greens with you
early this summer, so you'd better practice up on those eagleeyed eighteen-foot putts of vours.
Busines?
is like
those
armed
with
methods.

a battlefield
knowledge.

and the men who win are
new
ideas. and
superior
— Guaranty
Messenger.

Wc predict that a new name
will flash across the poetical
horizon in a little while ; and
then will the Bard of the
Westlake Theatre, Tom McDonald of Los Angeles, Calif.,
■
come into the front ranks of
the verse fa-^hioners, like Shakespeare, etc.
As one of his many contributions to the recent Harold Franklin Moth, Tom and Miss Natalie R. Yeo composed the splurge
that we are rejirintiniL: belnw :
THERE'S EVERYTHING IN A NAME
{Words and Music hy aMiss Natalie R. Veo and Tom I'. McDonald.
1-ox Westlake Theatre)

And Song Writing
Is Only One Of McDonald's Sidelines
^^—^^

Now Shakespeare said "What's In .1 Xaiiic?"
And We Can't .Say He Was To Blame ;
However 1/ .Might Have Been That He Was Wrong,
For Though
HaveWith
To Admit,
That
He Was We'll
A Bard
Wit,
We've Found A Name With "lii'crythinci In It."
That's Why We Sing This Song.
(Clionis)
"H"
Is The "Heart" Of The "Head of Our Gmnc."
"A"
Is "Attainment." "Ambition" and "Aim."
"R"
Stands For "Ruling' With 'Reason' and 'Riqht.'"
"O"
Is For "Outivard" and "Open" In Flight.
"L"
Is For " 'Learning,' The 'Light' To Proceed."
"D"
Is "Determined. Decision."
"B"
"F"
"R"
"A"
"N"
"K"
"L"
"I"
"N"

?7

.V c Ti" .T

Is The "Brains" That It Takes To Succeed.
For The Doing Of Things With Precision.
1s
1 s The "Faith" That He Has In Our (lame.
1 s The "Record" Which Holi)ed Him To Fame.
Is For "Author." "Accomplishment ," "Art."
Is For "NOW"' Which He Helped Us To -Start.
For "Kindness." And
Is
Is "Loyalty."
For "Ideas" of Fame.
Is
For "Noted." It's Easy To See.
"There's Everything In A Name."

CLUD

m

WKSTWARD-IIOI
Roalizinj; (he iinporlance of uainin<; every slant in showluiiirusN, Million I'idiire News just infiirintd me that i( would
he (). K. to take a trip to the cost this suninuT.
To vour chairnian, (his is naturally a source of plia-urc.
not only because of the trip and the enjoyment it will y.\\v us,
but because it affords us the muih-needed opportunity of
studyinu conditions first hand out in the .NOrlhwtsl. thiPacific Coast and as much of ( anada as our limited lime will
allow.
For over a year we have looked forward to tnakinu a cross
country journey so as to visit as many thtatrcs and me»t as
many showmen as such a trip would permit, but lo allempl
it at this time on so complete a co\eraue would entail man>
months and this beiuK out of the (juestion we shall make tin
trip out to Los Anu(des as direct as possible.
lU'Uirnin;;, we shall stop al .San I'rancisco, Portland. Seattle,
\ancou\er, ffeuina, \\ innipeji, Dululh, and othi r points, jjumping back into Canada lo take in Kitchener. Toronto .ind Montreal.
Our many, members and readers have paid us the compliment of f()llowin(j our opinions and suufrestions as beintr written by one who knows the different conditions that exist
throuuhout the (ounlry and this trip will L'ive us plenty of
anules to discuss in future issues of the Club pa>;es.
There are, no doubt, many slants which apply to the east
which do not lit in as far the west is concerned and as it was
many years since we last visited out there, we can brinn our
ideas riyht up to date.
We shall ;;rasp every opportiniity of meetini; those hundreds
of boys whose letters have been the source of inspiration to
the Club paues and our only regret is Koinj; to be the impos ibility of meelinjj them all.
Our observations shall be incorporated into a series of articles, interviews and stories dealing; with show-angles in
every si)ot we visit and we feel certain that the Club pa«es
will benefit greatly by thi.s trip.

*

*

*

It ought to be interesting for an exhibitor to visit Hidlyw(»od and the various studios to see what is fioinjj on al the
production centre of the industry. That it will onen the door
to things that we never considered before will, no doubt, be
true. Hut at any rate, we shall see for ourselves what it is
all about.
"Chick"
We don't doubt but that this was well received and for that
reason we made the prediction in our opening paragraph. And
while we are about it we want to state that the birthday party
Tom pulled not so long a^o went over very well. Listing among
his friends many celebrities of the stage and screen, Tom knew
their birthdays, so when his
rolled around, he found that a
number of his friends were
also celebrating the occasion,
as their natal date was the
same. A party was arranged ;
and what a party it was.
In the photo we are showing
you will see the immense cake
that was especially baked for
Tom, by Henry, one of H<dlywood's leading restauranteurs.
The guests numbered among
them Charlie Chaplin. I. Farrell McDonald,
Claire Windsor and many
other
film
celebrities.
The party was a
huge
success
and from
the
way it went over it appears
like it is going to be an annual
event.
Well, Tom, with summer rolling right along and our car
nosing in the direction of Los Angeles we hope to drop in and
see you before long.
Congrats on your Franklin Month stunt
and do't forget we're always glad to hear from you.

Did You Order Your Club Pin ?
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ASSOCIATE

MEMBER

Introducing: Max Herschmann. Here is a man
who, though not actively engaged in theatre operation proper, has been in the
show business for a number of
years, and in view of his fine
record in the past we have enrolled him as an associate
memberTable
of Club.
the Managers'
Round
He was connected with the
Loew organization for many
years, being assigned to the
home office. At present he is
putting new life in the trailer
business
by
applying
the
showman principle to all his work. His connection
with a local concern right here in New York has
enabled him to turn out some good work.
Okay, Max, we're glad to welcome you into the
Club, and we know that when any ideas come your
way that will prove of benefit to your felloM members you'll
pass themto along,
because
member
is supposed
be active,
too. an associate

Fox N. J. Division
Is Still Showing
Plenty Of Activity

With the advent of summer,
we find that there is no let-up
on the work being turned out
by the hustHng showmen on
the New Jersey side of the
river.

This group of live-wires,
representing a part of the Fox Metropolitan Theatres have had
their efforts chronicled on our pages many times in the past
and now we present a few more pictures of what they have
been doing recently. The first photo shows a display that Al
Unger, manager of the Fulton Theatre in jersey City,
used as an institutional plug.
Al promoted a number of
sample packages of LifeSavers from the manufactures and placed them in
the window of a local dealer. A card announced that
anyone guessing nearest
correctly the number of
packages would be entitled
to free tickets to the theatre, and from the thousands
of answers received the
value of the stunt was
proven.
The other photo shows
what Charlie Mann, manager of the Pascack in
Westwood, N. J., did to sell
"High Society Blues." He
promoted window space in
a local department store
and prevailed upon the
owners to feature a special "Janet Gaynor High Society Blues"
dress. The display was worked about attractive stills and cutouts of the stars in the picture and did a great deal to arouse
interest. Another stunt he used that helped him boost goodwill for the house was a tie-up with a store selling cameras
along with other merchandise. The dealer agreed to give away
twenty cameras to all Westwood children whose twelfth birthday occured in 1930. The stunt was a whiz. In fact, the dealer
liked the idea so well that he threw in ten more cameras to
cover the other ten kids who applied.
On Fox lOO^r Month, Meyer Cohen, manager of the Strand
Theatre in Jersey City, secured a cake from one of the local
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bakeries and gave it away to a person holding a special number
on tickets that were distributed at the theatre and bakery. The
cake was placed on display in the lobby together with a sign
announcing what it was for, and plugging the bakery and the
special month. The photo of it, which we are showing, will
give you an idea of what it looked like. We want to thank
Jack Hobby, the wide-awake publicity man for the division,
for keeping us up on what the "gang" is doing and we know
they will more than continue the big time showmanship they
are displaying.

Carios

FriaS

Introduces

Theatre,

Frias

of

E1 Paso,

Ellanay

Tex.,

re-

ceived splendid newspaper co'T^i
T J
TVT
AA
INeW
Idea
Ihat
operation in publicizing "ParaThe mount
El on Parade."
Paso Post ran a
• sixty-inch ad on the picture;
at the same time announcing how 25 free tickets to see the
picture could be obtained. Scattered throughout the classified
pages, five of the song hits from the picture appeared. The
first 25 submitting correct answers received a ticket to see the
picture. This large ad was run three days in advance of opening of picture.
The night before picture opened, Frias secured an hour of
solid "Paramount on Parade" song hits being broadcast in the
nature of a contest. The contest consisted of radio listeners
phoning in their telephone numbers and at the end of the
broadcasting, twenty lucky phone numbers were picked — entitling those persons to tickets to see the picture. There were
318 telephone calls during the hour and the station reported
that three phones were being answered constantly the minute
contest was announced.
.\ special horseshoe cut-out with stars all around it and
heads of the Paramount stars in center with electric lights as
border was placed in the lobby two weeks ahead of playdates.
This display was very attractive and was the cause of many
comments.

You Can Use Too

PRACTICAL

PATRIOTISM

An example of constructive patriotism of the
type that asks no reward for sacrifice other than
accomplishments, was set by the Palestine R & R
Theatres in the recent Help-the-Census campaign.
A total of 394 admittances to the theatre worth
50 cents each, were given away in an effort to get
out a full census count for Palestine. This represents adonation of merchandise worth $197 in
this campaign. And the people who received the
passes are mostly all regular theatre goers who
pay their money to be entertained.
But the result of the campaign is worth this
sacrifice, for the census shows a gain in population
rather than a loss. If the census had shown a loss
in population, Palestine would have been stigmatized. People would have said, "The town is going
backward." Enterprises would have felt a hesitancy in locating here because no one desires to
live in a town that is losing size rather than growing.— Palestine (Tex) Press.
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"irauk ImiucIk'V. lu-ad man at llic Maryland llR-atn.-, i> iicrcljy
awarded the crocheted soup silencer for being the greatest press
agent we know of, next to Dexter Fellowes. of circus fame.
There may be others quite as good, and if there are we want
tlii-ni {(.) acci'iit our apologies, l)Ut we have never met tliem.
"Frank brought Al Jolson's latest hit, 'Mammy,' to town,
and so that everyone would know that America's premier blackface comedian were here in a talkie, he put on one of the
biggest ballyhoos that this old city on the Antietam has ever
seen. And when Frank puts on a ballyhoo, he does it right,
make no mistake."
riu' stor\ tlun went on and told what l->ank did to sell
"Mammy" to the town. But since we are in receipt of everytiiint,' thai was called into plav to sell the film we felt that our
members would rather have it presented to them in tlie approved Clul) style. The campaign we are presenting below is,
of course, in addition to the usual weekly advertising, newspapers and billboards, which take in a radius of thirty miles,
co\ering the surniuiiding towns.
A tie-up with one of the local papers enabled Frank to secure
special copies and imprint the front page in red with a message
that "Mammy" was coming to the theatre. A note underneath
advised the reader to watch out for the big street parade that
was to form part of the campaign. The parade was a corker.
The photos will more than prove what Frank did to make it a
success. He promoted the aid of the local National Guards,
fife and drug corps, boy scouts and nearly every other faction
he could tie-up with. Banners proclaiming the worth of
"Mammy" were carried. A car, transporting a man in blackface,
made up to resemble Al Jolson, headed the procession. Police
were pressed into service to keep the lanes clear and the whole
effect was that of a trans-oceanic f^yer returning to the homeland.
In addition to the photos, we are reproducing a sample of
the full page co-operative ad he secured from the local merchants. Since so
many
fine
pictures
WARNER BROS.
BLUE
BLUE
were booked into
RIBBON
RIBBON
WEEKS
Hrrs
Maryland Theatre
the house, he decided that he
IRIBBON
m
would accomplish
He.:
two things at once
PAUCE
SHOPSWETT
and to that end
Tic NEFF SIGN CO.
he labeled the
THt«TU

^^felW.
Hoffman - Bainluil
i&dClopper

McCRORY'S

S

^.

'^^

jree^ -

AL JOLSONT'

S.

TALUMCtltCHIKEl
RADIO SOVKE

a Wk

K-B Music
House Inc.

THE N£W

events "Blue Ribbon Month" and
presented "Blue
Ribbon Hits" in
the ensuing "Blue
Ribbon Weeks."
With the first picture "Mammy" as
the month'sresentative rephe felt

the campaign had to be
good in order to
'Hold Evcrythingexcite the interest
Hagerstown Motor G).
Cjirffnao'i Col R«le
of the town.
S<ort
Instead of using
window cards on
\\ alch For the Uic Strt-rt Parade .Monday Kveninc fi:.!0 I». M.
the picture, he
secured a number of special blackout faces of Jolson and distributed them to the dealers. This new form of window plug
was greeted with open arms by them and they were more than
glad to put it in their windows. Tire covers were distributed
to all taxicabs in the city. Small stickers plugging the picture
were stuck on cars, trucks, poles, etc. Small cards, impressed
with cut-out letters and made in black and white were placed
to good advantage in the dining rooms of the leading hotels.
FORD

-MAMMY-

^..::o.^

/v^
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Rather than tell you our
selves
about Frank Boucher's
'Mammy' Was Son|:» showmanship
we decided that
to
start
this article off we
Of Joy When Frank
let the Hagerstown
Boucher
Sold
It would
Globe, one of the dailies published in Hagerstown, Maryland tell you what they think about his work. The story was
published
under the heading, "Hagerstown Day by Day,"
and
ran:

K UOv
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A SUGGESTION!

Maybe if you analyzed and rid yourself
of some foolish prejudices, you wouldn't
have to rid yourself of some excellent coworkers.
— Personal Efficiency
I'rank tiuiursed the picture and voiceti lus apprusai in llie
newspaper ads and on the screen. Horns were placed on the
marquee and wires were connected to the non-sync in order
that the theme songs could be plugged. Flowers, flags and
l)ennants decorated the lobby and the whole tone throughout
was one of minstrelial gaiety. The completeness of the camI)aign was seen in the crowd of standees packed at the back
of the theatre during the run of the film.
We would like to go on and tell you about another campaign
he engineered on "Hold Everything," that, too, was one of the
most compact examples of creative showmanship which has
ever been presented to the people of Hagerstown, but since you
know what he did on "Mammy" we are sure that you will agree
with us that his campaign on the other picture must have been
good. Some of the highlights included personal telegrams to
the residents, special heralds, special tie-ups and newspaper ads
all of which tended towards bringing them to the box-office.

.\ short time ago we presented an account of Frank's special
"i'nh Night" that he tells us was one of the best stunts he has
ever engineered. Now he has another in the form of a "Treasure Contest" that is run off along the same lines. If you wish
more complete details we would recommend that you refer back
to the article under discussion and vou'll get an idea of how
he is putting his latest one across. That he knows his patrons'
likes and dislikes is evident, for his showmanship proves that
this follow-up is what the people want and so long as it brings
in extra business we know that Frank is going to give it to
them. And whenever he puts over these stunts you can be sure
that he is going to let his fellow Club members in on them.
Right, Frank?
On

the

great clock

of time

there

•^Shahespeare.
is but one
word:
Now!

This is intended to inform
his many friends that Walter
League Shifts To League is now managing the
Avon Theatre In Fox Avon Theatre in Utica,
N. Y., having transferred from
Utica, New
York the
Japanese Gardens in New
York City to his present position just a short time ago. As he has been in the show game
for a number of years, and, being thoroughly versed in the
racket, it is only fair to Walter to state that we believe he will
make a record for himself and his house while in Utica.
.\s we now recall, he was the first manager of the Century
Circuit's Sheephead Bay House in Brooklyn, N. Y.. and prior
to that he had been connected with another well-known theatrical organization. We want to congratulate him on his new
position and state that working with men like Tom Olsen and
the business executives who guide the functionings of the
' 'p<tate Division of the Fox house-; he is Itonnd tn forge ahead.
Give our regards to the many friends we have in your outfit
Walter and don't remain a stranger to these pages.
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^The Stiint^s the Thing^^
Don't develop the wrong impression
that the exploitation stunts described on
these pages are married to the pictures
with which they are used.
When we set forth the details or photographs on an exploitation stunt we do not
give it the space because it is on that particular picture which is being exploited.
Rather, our idea is to set forth how the
different members and readers are selling their pictures to the public with the
thought that you will take the exploitation idea and use it on any picture or
pictures which you have booked into your
theatre.
Please try to keep in mind the fact that
the name of the picture in connection
with the exploitation stunt is of very little importance. The chief idea which we
are passing on to you is the exploitation
stunt itself.
Members will find it a very valuable
and profitable pastime to see how many
of these gags they can take and convert
for use on attractions playing their
houses.
M. R. T. C.

CLUC

town we are reproducing a photo of his lobby display on "The
Vagabond King." On the week before opening, a request was
made at the Kiddie Klub meeting that the youngsters bring live
roses to help decorate the lobby for the showing. The response
was great and all during the week fresh roses replaced the faded
ones. The lobby attracted a great deal of attention and the
picture also came in for an additional plug when the kids went
home and stated that they wanted the flowers for "The Vagabond King."

Being no stranger to our pages. Matt has given us many fine
accounts of his work and from what he is accomplishing daily
out in Hope we know that he is going to continue his interest
in us. Congratulations, Matt, for the nice showing you are
making out there and remember to keep us posted.
The Young Man:
May I ash you, sir, if you think that
your daughter
would
make
a suitable wife?
Lawyer McNab:
No, sir, I don't think she would.
Five
^Lafayette
Lyre.
dollars, please.

Combining an advance plug

Press
Matt TN*
rr»

edi
Manag
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Merritt Sold Show
In Fine Style To
Good B. O. Receipts
^-^^^^=^^^^^^^=^=^-=^^^=^^^=^^

is one of the finest in the country. An announcement was made
at the meeting one Saturday matinee that on the Saturday
prior to "Mother's Day" the members would be presented with
a Mother's Day card to be carried home and given to their
parent. This Saturday was five days before the opening of
"Honey," so Matt tied them both in. And here's a slant that
went with it. He had on hand a large quantity of the old style
envelopes used before Publix took over the houses. Rather
than
he imprinted
them with:OF"TOTHE
MOTHER
FROMwaste
HERthem
HONEY!
A MEMBER
PUBLIC—

theatre
to witness
the
film.
He secured the services of local talent in the form of a colored tin-pan orchestra, composed of a homemade drum contraption, harmonica, ukelele and two dancers, and erected a
special platform on top of the marquee, where the performer^
can be in full view of everyone. Their so-called act proved to
and entertaining, and became the source of conbe very clever
siderable attention.
He also displayed some crackerjack showmanship when he
set out to merchandise "Lummox." His work on this picture
proves how easy it is to get window tie-ups whenever appropriate copy is used This particular window tie-up was engineered with the Birmingham Electrical Company who furnished
one of their large windows which was devoted to plugs on the
picture and their household appliance products. The copy on
all of the products read "Don't Be A 'Lummox' And Wear
Out— Let Electricity Do The Work For You." The
Yourself
articles in the window were connected with the stills and catch
line by means of ribbons, and the whole effect was one
that would sell products in the most forceful manner.

Day" greeta "Mother's
with ^as
one of the latest
^"S
stunts that Matt Press, manager of the Saenger Theatre
in Hope, Arkansas, used recently.
As most of the members know, Matt has a Kiddie Klub that

SAENGER KIDDIE KLUB," and in this manner was enabled
to get rid of them in a manner that would do credit to any
man's showmanship. And below we reprint the copy on the
card, so that you may file away the stunt for future reference.
To give you an idea of how he pulls with the kids in the

iMothi^r
It is the dearest name that mortal lips have spoken.
Glad symbol of love so strong
It never can be broken ;
The name that's first upon our lips.
The last we murmur, too —
God keep me worthy of the love.
Mother, I've had from YOU.

With lujah"the
"Halleat theplaying
Strandof Theatre
in Birmingham, Ala., Manager
D. Merritt chose a most appropriate means of heralding
the feature and at the same
time attracting people to the

NOVELTY SOUVENIRS
Make friends with your patrons
\>\v
live
ihi-ni

proflls
In your
hoi
oflioe rfrplpii
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for your
show housf
Imslncss
ihvoys nnveltli'n serve «< rei'
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The only trouble with this
account which we are setting
forth of the atmospheric front
turned out by V. D. Watkins,
manager of the Empire Thea
tre in Montgomery, Ala., for
"Honey" is that we haven't a
photograph in order to illustrate more clearly what this knockout display must have created in the way of a novel effect.
All the lattice work used in the front display was made up
by the boys in the art shop and the engineer.
In making up
this elaborate display was a case of smilax, 300 artificial wa.xed

Watkins Displayed
Fine Showmanship
On Recent Picture

roses of dit'ferent colors — and on the outside, by tlie tlircc aicliways in the opening;', were 1(H) artificial wisterias.
The total cost of the smilax and the 400 flowers was $15.00.
The banners, seven pieces in all, were lettered in red and
green against a white background with a scalloped border worked in tliree shades of blue.
The lattice work had two pillars on each end extending from
sidewalk to marquee and another double set of pillars in front
of theatre extending almost to the curb. All pillars were arched
with more trellis work on which was entwined the flowers and
on which appeared cut-out heads of Nancy Carroll.
The cut-out letters of Nancy Carroll above the marquee
carried electric ligiits. The box on top of the marquee under
the Nancy Carroll letters was a shadow box made up in three
complete sections. One section carried stationary lights shining through yellow transparent cloth. The drops underneath
the title of picture were made up in two sections with electric
lights behind them. The bottom rows were hooked up in series
with the flasher board of tlie vertical sign. The effect was a
perfect illusion of dropping honey.
So with work like this on display, is it any wonder that
Watkins had the town talking for weeks after? And it's not
only on "Honey" that he turned out fronts like these. We
happen to know that he turns out "honeys" on every new show
and we hope that in the future he will favor us with some
photos so that we can pass them along to his brother members.
What atdothem
you as
say much
"V. D.,"
you would?
know that they'd like to get a
look
as we
Our New York correspondent tells us that Rudy Vallee
has taken a new lease on life and is singing through the
left nostril now!
— Michigan
Gargoyle.

These Three Ads
OfMcGeachiesMay
Aid Your Layouts
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That representative showman from Canada, W. P. McGeachie, manager of the Algoma Theatre in Saulte Ste.
Marie, Ontario, is again with
us. Some time ago we passed

GIVE GUY

CLtD
A GREETING!

His many friends will he j^iad to know that
(iuy Kenimer is i)ack in the field aju'ain.
When he ielt the Puhlix oi t^ani/ation not so
Ions ago, with which outfit he had been acting
as
city Consolidated
manager of houses,
'J'ampa, we
supervising
the
Publix
sort of lost
track of him, but now he turns up as manajjer
of the I'alace Theatre in Jacksonvil'e. Da., and
supervisor of four other K. .1. Sparks houses.
Knowinfj: what he did with the I*ul)li\ organization itis only fair to state that if he continues the same brand of showmanship he will
go far with this new position that he so richly
deserves. The first example of what he is doing
to pack the five houses he has under his wing
may be seen in the campaign he engineered on
"The Cuckoos" that had Jacksonville laughing
and gasping for a whole week.
Working along with showmen of the sort that
Jacksonville harbors (there's Al Weiss and
Jonas Perlberg, Bob Mitchell and Wally Allen,
for instance), it's certain that the feeling of
friendly competition which will be aroused will
be productive of some corking showmanship.
We want to compliment Guy on his new assignment and let him know that we look for a lot
of good things from around his way.

scrted a bunch of news items along with the ads and by scanning the layouts closely you can make tiieni out.
In the second full-page spread on "The Locked Door" you'll
find an idea that might be of value to you on your next cooperative tie-up. Note the line heading the page: "Telephone
Orders Open THE LOCKED DOOR to Quick Delivery. The
Following Merchants Solicit Your Trade by Telephone Orders."
By running it like this McGeachie injected an angle into his
ad that proved of great value to the merchants and enabled him,
as a result, to get away from the regular run of ads. The merchants' phone numbers were placed around the picture plug.
::i:ri:. the locked door u^^^

— — -— — "
along some of his advertising
layouts and showed you what he turns out in the way of newspaper work, and promised you some more accounts in the
future. McGeachie has obligingly dug out a couple of full-page
co-operative ads that he used to plug past productions and
shot them to us for the rest of the Club to look at.
When

you consider that this showman hasn't all of the metropolitan resources to call upon and in view of that fact has
managed to achieve the "happy medium" in the form of copy
of the most friendly intimacy, you will appreciate more fully his
showmanlike knowledge of the public. For his first venture
on the co-operative page idea he decided that a little novelty
would go good with "Glorifying the American Girl," so he in-

JOHN

C. RUNDELL

Says:

"/ think my scrap book is the greatest asset I
have, and most of it is filled iiith pages from i/our
SECTIOX of the MOTION PICTURE \EWS."
Manager, Kaufman Theatre,
Montpelier, Ohio.

■CLORIFYINC - SOO GIRL'
TKL II »I*«C. (WITTX T»»P TO*
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We're certainly glad of the opportunity to pass this work
along,
bet thatmetropolis,
first chanceandwethegetofficial
we'll
take the"W.timeP.,"to and
visityou
yourcanthriving
"Who's Who" of the town, the Algoma. As you infer that
you will treat us to hunting, fishing, and WH.'VT THIS COUNTRY HASN'T GOT, how can we resist the temptation to go
HUNTING AND
FISHING'
And listen "W. L.," we are going to let you in on something
confidential and tell you that in the race to determine which
of you go-getters who merchandise attractions in Canada is
deserving of a place in the front ranks, you've got a pretty
good foot-hold; but in order to stay there you'll have to keep
us up on the rest of your ads because your fellow-managers
in the Dominion are hot on your trail.

Motion
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what these showmen have to buck up against in the way of selling their shows. And sell their shows they have to. We can

JOINS!

Meet the latest showman to join our organization. Miss Theresa Nibler, manager of the Electric Theatre in Springfield, Missouri.
Coming from the "show me" state, we could
say that we'd like to see some of Miss Nibler's
work. But how are we going to do that, especially when she has already shown us what she
can do. And with a real Club spirit like that,
is it any wonder that we make the declaration
that she is going to make a lot of showmen look
to their laurels?
We want to welcome this peppy show-woman
into
the Managers'
Round
and let
her know
that we are
more Table
than Club
interested
in

say that there is no place at all where a show musn't be sold.
We are very glav^ of the opportunity of passing along this work
in. we feel that all our members will agree with us that despite
and
working under handicaps these showmen manage to bring them
If we owned a jewelry store
and were handing out cups for
every piece of showmanship in
the form of window displays
created by members of the
Round Table Club, we know
that amono; the showmen receiving the silver mugs would be found Pete Egan, hustling
manager of the Capitol Theatre in Regina, Saskatchewan, Can.

Don't You Agree
That The Canadian
ShowmenKnowBiz?

hearing about her activities. Her enrollment
swells our feminine contingent still more, and
working with Miss Anna Bell Ward, Miss Jean
LaRoe, Mrs. C. E. Ledford and a couple of
others of like calibre, it stands to reason that
they present a pretty formidable aggregation.
The attractions at local
playhouses in far off India
seem to be of such importance that they are granted
space
P^S^ advertising
^^^^^
Pncfpvi
Frnnf
TVipif
lllCir
rruilt
J^ *tS^^
on the local newspapers.
In
order that this statement may
not seem far-fetched to you we are reproducing herewith a
couple of pages of advertising from the Hyderabad Bulletin, in
Secunderabad, India.
It is a cause for rejoicing when these showmen are enabled to
get a hold of any mats to lend more life to. their advertising.
That they know how to inject "life" into their ads is seen in the
full page ad on "Show Boat" that some live-wire turned out.
Remember that an ad of this sort is a rarity and you can fully
appreciate what those fellows are doing and the struggle they
have to use methods away from the usual routine in their advertising. This ad was run on one of the back pages due no doubt
to the fact that the rest of the theatres in the locality occupied
the front page space.

Newspapers In India Carry Ads On

I. Tbiir*4*j ), April 1(30

TBI
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On the front page of the paper there are seven houses
grouped together and each house is plugged in .solid type.
There's no opportunities either for any one of them to "steal
the page" bicause they are all handicapped by lack of material. So when you start to kick because a compositor makes a
little mistake in your ad, perhaps leaves a dot off the i, think

Not only for window displays would Pete be the recipient
of an award, but also because of what he is doing to keep the
Capitol Theatre before the public's eye and "day by day. getting better and better." One of the most difficult problems
which Pete encountered was that of window tie-ups in the
larger stores, especially the music shops. But was he discouraged? We'll say no! And the way we can prove that is to let
you look at the window display that he fixed up for "Paramount
window was secured from the largest music dealer in
on This
Parade."
Western Canada and it was certainly a feather in his cap when
he received the store's consent to "pep up" their window. Feeling that a different touch was necessary, and also diplomacy,
he arranged the entire back of the window to be devoted to a
display of the sheet music song hits from the pictures. In the
foreground he placed a cut-out plugging the feature and the
song hits and if you'll look closely you will note that Pete does
not try to have the theatre steal the window, but just the same
no one can look at the display without knowing what feature
the Capitol is offering for the week.
Tn closing we stand ready to tell the world tliat this display
certainly knocked them for a loop as far as selling power was
concerned, and unless we miss our guess Pete is going to be
plugging the Capitol in the window many more times.

M. E. Rosenberg says:
"Have been following the Managers' Round
Table Club religiously since its inception and
Manager,
have found many valuable tips in every issue."
Dimond
Theatre,
Oakland, Calif.
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WORK!

./. A. IVIacDonald tells us that his lohby woik is betler, or at least as .q:<)()d, as those found on Hroadway
or the Loop and .judyint; from the two photos we are
reproduciny, his statement is certain l> (). K. "Mac",
l)v the way, is the manauer ol" the Hanis I'heatie in
McKeesport, Pa., and doinn a miuht\
(ine jol) of it too.
Hut to net hack to what we started to tell >()u. The
Harris Theatre recently came across a new type of
poster art service, wherein the theatre receives two designs on every picture released. These desijjns can then
be made up into beautiful art posters at a cost far
smaller than the ordinary lettering on plain card
board. He is quite sold on the idea and the type of
work they are turninj» out appears, beyond all shadow
of doubt, to be marvelous. What particularly struck
us as forcibly was the likenesses of the stars. Something rarely found in theatres outside of the bisser
cities, and when you do find work of that sort it generally is difficult to recof>nize who the stars are.

We would like to know a lot more about MacDonald
and his modern ideas for making- his theatre as attractive as those in the key cities. It sure takes a live-wire
man to find out what is new and then capitalize on it
for his house. In this respect "Mac" need not take a
back seat for anyone. What's that you ask? Where
can one find a poster service of that kind? Well, you'll
have to drop "Mac" a line to the theatre and we are
certain he will give you whatever dope you would like.
Tell us some more MacDonald. We like your stuff.
And how
1

PATRONS

GET A FREE
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KISS

Tampa. Fla. — A pretty girl in the lobby of the
Prince Theatre, backed up by the startling announcement that the young lady would give each
male customer a good-bye kiss after the show,
caught the eye of the passers and brought excellent
business. This little stunt was cooked uo bv
manager Ramos during the showing of "The (loodBye Kiss." and every man got his kiss. too. a nice
candy one all dolled up in waxed paper.

CLIJD

''TIP IS OFF'
There is no finer news than an announcement of
advancement for any showman in this business and
when such an event takes place >ou should, by all
means, drop us a note so we can cair.\ the news
on these pages.
Remember, not onl.\ the members and readers
of these pages want to know about it, but >ou»
personal fiiends and acquaintances in difTerent
parts of the country will be equally a.s delighted
to hear such good news.
Personal publicity of this sort is far from "blowing your horn." It is just as consistent from the
publicit\ angle as a news announcement from the
heads of a national theatre chain oi- distributing
organization. 'I'hey use just such means of lettinu
the industry know what is happening in their outfits, so you, too, should avail yourself of this method of passing along good news of your ow n doings.
F. V. Kennebeck of the
Le Claire Theatre, Moline,
'Who-What-Where'
111., obtained excellent results
Is An Ideal Stunt with a "WHO, WHAT.
Sez F. V. Kennebeck WHERE CONTEST."
The
following
give and
you what
the
idea
of thewill
contest
Manager Kennebeck did to put it across.
A four page newspaper, a bit smaller tiian tabloid size, called
the LE CLAIRE THEATRE XEWSETTE was published
containing short articles (average 120 words) about different
merchants in town. Eacli of these articles contained the good
points and features of each business. For example, "On FifteenthThis
St. aconcern
little above
Fifth your
is located
furrier.
will store
furs Moline's
while theyleading
are being
repaired, and this alone is an inducement well worth considAt the What
end of is
eachourarticle
three lines
Who are eration."
we?
room these
number?
Whatappeared.
is our
phone number? In some cases otlier questions were asked, —
Who is the proprietor? \\'hat is the name of the store? Where
are we located? ( Tliis question when no addrc>> wa> s:iven. '
Two issues of this Newsette were published. 8,000 copies of
the first were distributed. Ten days were allowed for answers
to come into the theatre. On the 11th day 3,000 copies of the
corrected issue giving the answers were distributed at the theatre and homes. The first issue carried the coming attractions
for the next three weeks. The second issue stressed the feature and other attractions which were to appear the following
week.
Prizes offered for these giving the greatest number of correct
answers were 1st $25.00, 2nd 515.00. 3rd SIO.OO. Xo employee
of the LeClaire Theatre or any member of their family was
eligible to enter the contest. All answers were to be in by
midnight on a set date, those coining in later were not counted.
Answers were sent in by mail.
Manager Kennebeck is confident that this idea can be worked
in any theatre at no cost whatsoever. Each merchant was
charged $10.00 for entry. A man was hired who could write
the articles and sell them, giving him as a salary all above the
cost of printing, prizes, distribution and trailers or any other
incidental expenses. All money collected in advance or on
day of first issue.
Presentation of the prizes took place on three consecutive
nights the week following the close of the contest and much
publicity was obtained by the theatre and the entire expense
was covered by the money collected from tlie merchants in
town.
are many
to this idea
Kennebeck's
and
we There
certainly
would fine
like points
every member
and of
reader
of our pages
to look it throurrh. Maybe the entire layout mav not appeal
to you or your local situation, but then again, there may be
many fine slants that would just work out to perfection for
your house. But you'll never know it if you don't follow these
things through a little more thoroughly. Let's hear some more
from you "F. V." We rather like your style!
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RITZ PATTER
By ADOLPH

PIXCUS

( This is one of a series of humorous "chats" used by Pineus
in
program.
If they appeal to you, go ahead and
usr his
thtmtheatre's
u/ith his
eomplitnents.)

II

li

This is the time of the year when the topic of
conversation turns to the subject of day-light
saving.
The government makes us all push the clock
ahead one hour, just to be sure that we lose an
hour of sleep, and then it stays light so long at
night that we can't go to bed early, and no one
knows v\hat becomes of all light that's saved.
There has always been a question as to which
was more beneficial to mankind the sun or the
moon, and the consensus of opinion is that the
moon comes out at night and gives us light, while
the sun
need
it. comes out in the day time when we don't
You never heard of a fellow spoonmg with his
lady fair in the sunlight — it isn't romantic, and
then again he would get such a heavy tan on one
side of his face that when he got home his wife
would know it in a minute — so it's very evident that
moon-shine is the thing.
Of course that extra hour of day light does some
good, it keeps the cows more contented and the
chickens lay more eggs but there is no harm in an
e^g that's layed an hour earlier, and you don't
need day light to tell if the egg is bad, that can
be done just as good in the dark.
However, please bear in mind, that if you miss
our first show because you have been fooled by the
day light in the evening, you still have time to see
a complete performance by getting to the theatre
as late as 8:45 P. M.
he celebrated Anniversary Week at the Rivoli
Theatre in Boston, Mass., recently, Irving P. Alexander,
live-wire manager of the house
made
a real birthday
party
^^^^^^^^^^^^^■^
—
out of it by tying up all the
local merchants he could find who would lend an ear to his
propositions.
By securing the do-operation of the Necco Sweets Company
he procured 10,000 pieces of their latest confection and distributed itto his patrons in a small pay envelope which besides
carrying a credit line for the candy company, bore a notice on
the anniversary week and the pictures playing the house at
that time.
As a treat for the first 1,500 ladies attending the matinee performances during the week he handed out telephone indexes
which bore a front page plug for the theatre. The indexes were
very attractively made up and carried a number of pages devoted to ads solicited from the local merchants. The kids, too,
were not forgotten and they received autographed photos of
movie stars. Another thing Alexander gave away was free
drinks, promoted from the bottler of a popular drink and this
stunt certainly made a hit with the patrons attending the evening performances.
Eifside^ the^e tie-ups he had many other surprises in store for
his patrons in the way of screen novelties, lobby displays,
window displays and other things. The whole week went over
great and the house was certainly let in for a lot of ijood-will.
Fine work. Irving, we're glad to see you keeping right in step
with that hustling bunch of Boston showmen who make up
our delegation from that section of Massachusetts and we know
that you are going to continue your activities.

Irving Alexander
Puts Birthday Party Over With Bang

When

June

News

21, 1930
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A symphony m bold display
type and novelty lay-out would
be an appropriate caption for
the type of newspaper advertising being turned out by the
Lima
Ritz Theatres
for the
■—
various houses
they operate
in that prosperous and beautiful Ohio city.
The top line above the Sigma name slug on the full page ad
for "Sally" is used with good judgment regardless of whether
the line is original or picked up by them elsewhere.

Carl M. Osborne
Is Still Turning
Out Ads That Sell

Carl M. Osborne is one of the men responsible for this type
of stuff and in passing
it along we feel that
we are rendering
a
service to our many
other
members
and
readers because, undoubtedly, these layouts will suggest
to
the many
angles to
which they can pep up
their own
newspaper
The Most Important
advertising, as well as
Screen Event Since Advent oi Talkies!
j
business.
Carl has been one
of our
most
active
members
and
his
contributions
to the
CLUB pages embody
many original as well
as novel ideas.
That
this is a fact
was
demonstrated to us on
many occasions when
managers all over the
United
States
made
,^ml;i
use of successful ideas

SALLT

OENNIS KING

engineered and exeOUVEBORDE.N
cuted through his engineerine.
With the big chains
rapidly absorbing all
of the small independent groups, it seems
to be only a question
of time before men
like Osborne will find
themselves in a marvelous position to demonstrate their ability
to organizations who are constantly on the look-out for manpower and brain power capable of filling responsible positions
with a much better scope and a far broader future.
It has been unfortunate in the past, that these small independent groups were not giving the house manager the breaks
they were entitled to, and in many instances they were the
losers, because they would discourage the originality and pep
of men who were destined to become outstanding figures in
the «hovv business.
We are very grateful to Mr. Osborne for keeping us posted
on his more recent activities and we sincerely hope that he will
continue to keep up his active membership by posting us
further on what he is doing. We are rather proud of the fact
that the ROUND TABLE CLUB is so well represented in Lima
and between men like Osborne and Sid Lawrence, we know
that things theatrical must be mighty interesting for the
theatregoers in that city.

MATT

PRESS says:

"Permit me to say at this time, the combination of
ideas gleaned from members of the MANAGERS'
ROl'SD TABLE CLUB thru the columns of your invaluable publication are a regular 'Open Sesame' to
increased box-office receipts."
Manager, Saenger Theatre,
Hope, Arkansas.
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Sid Lawrence Made
A Play For Goodwill Of Schools
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All of the dust being kicked
up around the vicinity of
Schine's Ohio Theatre in
Lima, Ohio, can be laid to the
activity displayed by Sid Lawhouse. rence, manager of the local

As nearly everyone in the Club knows Sid, and the work he
is doing, it will not be necessary to launch into a graphic
description but we would like you to know that in the brief
time he has been back in Lima, he has certainly put over some
great stuff. One of the first of his activities was a tie-up with
a local laundry whereby he plotted a "Blue Monday" campaign.
He made up a herald of four pages, printed in blue and white.
The herald plugged tlie laundry and the theatre and on the
back page stated that upon presentation of it at the box-ofiice,
the holder would have their laundry called for at home and
a discount
of twenty-five
percent given on the first bundle.

CLUB
EM[jBIj£M[

PIN!!!
Wear

June
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It All the Time!

IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!

Tlie space reserved for the name and address of the prospective
customer
laundry. was also put to use as a mailing plug hy Sid and the
For graduation time he sent out personal telegrams to each
graduate,
copy on YOUR
which read,
"HEARTY CONGRATU1.ATIONSthe UPON
GRADUATION.
YOU ARE
NOW STARTING OUT ON YOUR REAL LIFE'S WORK
WE SEND YOU OUR BEST WISHES FOR YOUR FUTURE SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS AND AS A TOKEN
OF GOOD-WILL WE WILL HONOR THIS TELEGRAM
AS ADMITTANCE WHEN PRESENTED AT OUR DOOR."
The stunt met with unanimous approval from both the teachers
and students and Sid found that his house secured plenty of
good-will from it.
When he played "Caught Siiort," he felt that a little novelty
in the form of a herald was needed so he imprinted a lot of
envelopes (letter size), with "CONFIDENTIAL! TIPS ON A
SURE THING BY ONE WHO KNOWS." Upon being opened the envelope was found to contain a number of "xA.dvance
tips to investors" which finished up with a plug for "Caught
Short." Five DO NT'S were enumerated and they were all oil
the style of the last ones which read, "DON'T Forget the market is a forerunner for business conditions — therefore always
read the financial pages of the newspapers. DON'T Overlook
The Greatest Amusement Investment Of The Year, etc."
The above stunt was followed up with another laugh herald.
This time on "Gay Madrid." Sid distributed a number of cards
about the town which read: "NEW PARKING LAW (The
copy then went on) Section 611, Article 22 Made Necessary
By Sudden Hot Weather. On Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday, May 18-19-20-21, young ladies, young men and all
classes will change their parking places from street corners,
lonely country roads, parlor chairs, etc., to the (Theatre and
Picture Plug)." When these heralds first made their appearance
they were the subject of a lot of comment until closer scrutiny
and it was noted that they were plugging a theatre attraction.
These few activities that we have set forth here are typical
of all the showmanlike work that Sid turns out daily in Lima
and as he is one of our most active members, the future will
no doubt bring many more of his showmanlike slants.
No man should ask for more than employment ; when that
is given^ it is up to him to do the rest.
— Samuel
Rea.

AN

ORIGINAL

FRONT!

This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold with the outer circle containing a blue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background. The wording
is in gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name

of Member

Theatre
Address
City

State.

Here is an example of smart font display work as
created and turned out by Bill Wolf son, progressive
manager of the Paramount Theatre down in Montgomery, Ala. We doubt whether anyone will deny the novelty or attractiveness of this fine display and if, in
reproducing it, we are passing along a good suggestion,
then we have not worked in vain to let you see what
Bill is doing. Shoot us some more, we have a weakness for good front work of this type.
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Here's another angle on the
that
City" slant have
Us
Tells
so"Guest
many to the
showmen
Fields
adopted. The stunt, as most
Is
Plan
This
Xhi\t
,
everyone
knows
consists
of
Gomj^
Over
Great
learning who the new arrivals
to the city are and presenting
them with a free ticket to the theatre. E. P. Fields, manager
of the Capitol Theatre in Moose Jaw, Sas., Canada has eliminated the free tickets from his personal greetings and from what
he says we manage to deduce that his plan is proving extremely
successful.
The letter th.it ui- ;ue reprinting l)elovv is sent to all visitors
to the city. Their names are ohtaiiied from the hotel registers
every evening and the letter is despatched so as to reach them
in tlie morniiiir.
Dear Mr. Doe:
Hearinii' that you are on a visit to Moose .kiw,
may we be permitted to j>ive ourselves the pleasure
of according you a warm and hearty greetinjj to
the city.
We trust that while you are here, you will fee!
that you are most welcome in our midst, so that
should the opportunity arise in the future you
will have a desire to come amongst us again.
Should you have the leisure time at your disposal you will find entertainment at the Capitol
Theatre, where only the pick of the world's best
talking pictures are shown. For today we are
showing a new miracle of the talking screen,
Lawrence Tibbett. a Metropolitan Opera star, in
the immortal singing masterpiece. "The Rogue
Song." and, knowing that nothing is good enough
for us but the best, we are sure that this entertainment will be to your satisfaction.
We should also like to mention that if you
require any information, concerning the business
or industrial establishments or public institutions
^ of the city, it will be gladly given you on inquiry
at the otHces of the Board of Trade. 5.{ River
Street E., telephone 4243.
With the heartiest of welcomes, we are
Yours very truly,
CAPITOL THEATRE, MOOSE JAW,
E. P. Fields, Manager.

>»
(Note: ThtM box is heim; n-prtntcd at the urgent requenl of
the head of a large chain of theatres. Ha feel* that the advice
tori.'iined in the little story is important
for every manager. t

If tlierc i.s aii\- sign of narrow -niindedncss in a
llieatrc manager, it i.s that gentleman who claims that
liis outfit is so "stingy", tliey cbj not let him spend a
rent for tills, that or the other thing.
First; ci'aving your humble pardon, we would
sa'' to you: "You're all wet."
I'lconomy, |)roperly jjractised, is one of the first
signs of efficiency. It does not follow, because your
superiors keep a check on you, that they are stopping
you from six'iuliiig money for nccessar\' purposes.
We have tried to insti;l, into our many members
and readeis. the thought that they ought to do
certains things without waiting for the "bosses" to
come along and tell them what to do. A manager-,
with thebeproper
intereston inthe
his alert
theatre's
overhead.
sh;)uld
constantly
to save
every
penny possible because those pennies amount to a
vast sum at the end of a year Just for his one
th";>tre alone.
We arc compelled to bring out of dead storage an
old ex])ression, but, nevertheless a timely one: "It's
not how much you spend, it's how intelligently you
spend it." That's what counts every time and if you
are keeping your "showman eye" peeled to hold that
"nut" down to the bone, you will guard every cent
as though it were your own, and here is what we
want to get into your systems so that it won't seep
out again :
Before i/ou spend atiij money foolishly, suppose
you hesitate just long enough to ask yourself the
very same question: "Is the spending of this nwney
absolutely
essential?"
theconrince
answer is
"Y'es," then
you hare at
least triedIf to
yourself
that
you are doing the right thing. If the ansuer happens to be "\o, I can do so and so and sare this
money," then you are not only a showman but an
executive. And it's from such stuff that Honestto-God executives are made.
The men who have succeeded in this business and
are continuing to succeed are men capable of proving
that they know the value of a dollar and it takes a
smart man to do that.
"Chick"

Perhaps
you haven't
even itbeen
usingandthisif stunt
at all.
your
opportunity
to give
a play
you feel
thatHere's
free
tickets would help it along — give them away. We want to
thank our Canadian member for letting us see what he is doing and when we receive so fine a stunt as this we take great
pleasure in presenting it to the rest of the Club. Keep us posted on your other work too "E. P." because we happen to know
that you're turning out some mighty fine stufl.
No person
will have occasion
time who never loses any.

Swanson's Front
For 'Tree & Easy"
Had Them Looking

to complain

of

the want of
— Jefferson.

Here's the whole low-down
on the construction of the ace

lobby front for "Free and
Easy" that R. M. Swanson
of the Hippodrome Theatre
in Miami, Fla., built.
-— -—
-^-^ Swanson
used Atlas i)oard
supported by lx2's to build box front covering the front of the
theatre and extending halfway back into the lobby. The pieces
against tiie lobby wall were about ten feet high; also being
boxed in the box (jiVice.
Upon this beaverboard was applied craftex covering the entire
display and while it was still wet. broken pieces of mirrored

glass were placed about an inch to two inches apart. When the
craftex dried the artist tinted the entire display, shading ofi
from one color to another which gave a beautiful effect.
On tlie front part of the display facing tlie street was placed
large cut-out stars of beaverboard on which was painted the
star's name, punch copy, short subjects and cut-out title of
picture in nietaiiics.
On the pieces extending along the lobby walls was placed
more cut-out beaverboard stars with the centers taken out and
stills of stars mounted from behind.
In the center of each lobby piece was i)laced a huse beaverboard star about seven feet high with the name of the picture.
"Free and Easy" cut out of the center with tracing paper
mounted from behind. And behin.d each star was a different
colored li,i.rlit flickering on and off.
Each beaverboard star carried a border of silver metallics and
with different colored lights flickering on and off from the
marquee, the effect was dazzling. For flash purposes, a large
crystal ball w-as suspended from the center of the marquee that
would slowly turn now and then with the wind — throwing
reflections in all directions.
(iood work, "R. M.." but the only thing we lacked and a most
imi)ortant tiling it was too, was the photograpii of tiie front. We
hope
tlie nextcantime
send finished
one along
to looks
us so that
fcliow that
members
see you'll
what tiie
effect
like. your
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Seventh

apply
I hereby
the Club.

for member«hip

City
in

Theatre
Address
City
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Position

the
"Show
us,"Club,
and too,
the
best old
way saying,
to showDuane,
the rest
of the
is through the pages. Incidentally, when
you send in your first contribution, how
about your photo?
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
DON W. DAVISON is the assistant
manager of the Miller Theatre in Manhattan,
Kansas. Don is the other showman who
makes up the merchandising force of the
house and, working with Mr. Allingham,
we believe that the combined power will be
productive of many showman slants. What

and when you
photo and a litthat the rest of
meet you "face

IV ear Your Chib Pin!
! !
to face."
LESTER DAVIS manages -the Magnet
Theatre in Barre, Vermont, and though we
don't want to appear too humorous, with
a name like the Magnet to draw them in,
Lester should be able to turn out some
mighty f^ne slants along the show selling
angle. Keep us posted on your work, Lester,
as we are sure that your brother managers
of the Publix circuit are just as interested
as your fellow Club members in know;ing
how you are selling them, especially since
rolls boast a couple of "ace" showmen
our
from
right around
your neighborhood.
.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
R. F. FELKER is the manager of the
State Theatre in Omaha, Nebraska. We
want to welcome Mr. Felker into the Club
and let him know that we expect some
good examples of showmanship from his
district, as in our investigations we have
found that he has made the residents sit
up and take notice of his theatre a number
of times. Now that you are in the Club,
"F. R.," you've got a big audience to pass
your
often stunts
Oke? along to, so let's hear from you
Wear

Your

Club

Pin!

!

do
you ofsay
about and
it, Don?
Let's have
photo
yourself
your views
on thea
subject
so
that
we
can
give
you
a
send-ofT
on the regular pages.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
WILFORD J. ROESCH is the manager
of the New Fifth Avenue Theatre in Nashville, Tenn. He is no stranger to our pages
as we have shown you in a past issue how
he tied up with a local military school and
effected a stunt that sold the show completely for him. As you no doubt know,
Wilford, all members must be represented
on these pages at some time or another, and
now
you have
we
look that
to hearing
morehadof your
your "initiation,"
work.
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
JOHN W. GRAY is the advertising manager of the Princess Theatre in Columbus.
Miss., and being in the advertising end of
the business, he is aware that we have some
cracker-jack layout men on our rolls. For
that reason, Mr. Gray, we'd like to have you
shoot us in some of your work in order vhat
we may let your fellow members see how
you sell them in Columbus. And you might
also include your photo and little story
about yourself so that we can make it a real
introduction.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !

!

the Saenger TheJONES manages
A.in Pensacola,
J. atre
Fla. As we have declared
many times, this state boasts showmen that
are corkers, and any man that sets out to
keep among the leaders must know his
showmanship. We'd like to see your name
right up in front, too, Mr. Jones, and the
best way to do that is to keep us informed
on what you are doing so that we in turn
can inform the rest of the "world's best
Wear
showmen."

paigns.

Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

DUANE A. ALLINGHAM manages the
Miller Theatre in Manhattan, Kansas, and
in order that he start off right, enclosed his
assistant's name and proposed him for membership. From what he tells us, he is going
to be a regular contributor. Well, you know

Your

Club Pin!

!

M. LYNN DICKINSON manages the
Astoria-Grand Theatre in Astoria. L. I., N.
Y. In our travels about Long Island we
have often had occasion to visit the many
beautiful houses situated on it, and one of
the places w-e remember stopping in was
the Astoria-Grand. We feel that Mr. Dickinson can do something along the exploitation lines with this house and we hope that
the future will show us how he breaks records. What do you think about it, Lynn?
You know you're right out there in the field.
Let's hear vour views on it.

!

ALLEN MOORE is the assistant manager of the Uptown Theatre in Milwaukee,
Wis., and his enrollment makes the Uptown one hundred per cent Round Table,
since the manager, Louis Orlove, is also a
Club member. We want to welcome Allen
into the Club and let him know that we
'expect to hear some good things concerning
the way he assists Mr. Orlove on his cam-

Name

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
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work very soon, "D. F.,"
shoot it in to us, include a
tle dope about yourself so
the men on your circuit can

FOR

729

June
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D. F. McSWINNEY is the manager of
the Paramount Theatre in Needham, Mass.,
and, judging from what the New England
Division of the Publix outfit has been doing in the way of show merchandising, we
believe that any showman coming from that
district we
must
the toropes.
that
reason
look"know
forward
hearing For
of your

MEETING
PLACE

"MANAGERS'

P i c t u re

Wear

Your

Club

Pin!

!

!

BENJAMIN H. SPERBER, believe it or
not, has i)een in the show game no less than
a month, but what a name he is making for
himself as publicity and exploitation director
for the Fox Theatre in Brooklyn, N. Y. As
we hope to pass along his work through
our pages, we know that you will watch his
career with more than usual interest to see
how he is making out. Go to it, Ben, and
let's see what you c^n do.

Photos of Members!
•

publish
is anxious
raphs
Club
of everyto member
photog
THE
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
Thank you.
photo at once.
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CHART

RELEASE

COMPLETE

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed inadded
"Coming
Attractions."
Running becomes
times on available.
features and shorts are being
as rapidly
as the information
.May

AMKINO
FEATURES
Tltl»
Cain
and
Artem
cnina
E&prsii
Demon
ol tl>« SUpMt
FraamtPt •( in Emplr*...
Man
iniip
the
RMtPuriPt.
Old and
New
Turksib

Rel. Data
. . June 6. .
. Mar.
8.
. Jan. 18.
..Jan.
Ian. 25.
4..

. E. Gall-N.
SImonov
.
Star
. bpaelal
Ca>t
. Nikolai
Saltykov
Nllkln-Samentva
.Tchakhav-Mallnovsktya

..May
..May

. Educational

2..
24..

Ltnith
Fe»t Mint. Rovlawi
..7000.. .78. . June 14
..5900... 65... Mar.
. . 5800 ... 75
..7000 ...78...F*b.
It
. .Kono . ..67... Jan.
IS
.6800.... 76... May 10
. 4900. . .60. June
14

Soil

Hlgglns
Corpse.

A.
Burhma
Star
W.
Pudovin
S. Svaihenko
Educational
V.
Inklztilnov
G. Kuinetsov
Educational

Tha

Spring
Storm Over Asia...
Transport of Fire..
Tungas
Khenlchar

COLUMBIA
(AvaUabl€ sound-on-film

and

tiAraund
tiM Caraar
MSCall
o( the Wast
(A
T.)...
•tSGullty?
(A. T.)
*ULadies
o( Leisure
(A. T.)..
•tlMelody
Man.
The
(A. T.)..
•fJMurder
on the Raof
(A. T.)
•HPersonallty
(A. T.)
*t§Prlnce of Diamonds
(A.T.)..
•fSRoyal
Romance.
A <A. T.)
•ISSoldiers
and
Women
(A. T.)
'tSVengeance (A. T.)

Star
Sidney-Murray
Kevler-Mati
Moore
Holland- Vain
Stanwyck-Graves-Sherman
Collier.
Jr.-Oay-St.
Polls
Revier. Livingston
Starr- Arthur
Ian
Kpith-Prlngle
Collier-Starke

Apr
May
Mar.
.Apr.
..Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
.Apr.
Mar.
Mar.
Feb.

Pringle-Withers
Holt-Revler-Straiia

10.
26.

f Available

Length
Feet
MIns . . May 3
71.
..6356.
Reviewed
...6500
..72. ..May 31
..71.
.6371
9277.
.6386..
.5400.

.103.
.71.
.60.
..70.
..71.
.63.
..70.
..68.

25..
3.
19.
IB.5. .6304.
26. .6383.
17.
.6359.
.6671.
22.
30.
.6160.

SOUND

Rel. Date

'tAlaska
Knights
*1Autumn
*<Cannibnl
Capert
•fCafs
Meow.
The
'^^Continental
Evening,
A
•tOesert
Sunk
•nOo
It Now
'tGallopIng Fish
't^Hawaiians
•'f Marinneltes
'told Flame. An
*i«Radla-Tors
•tSlow
Beau
•t^Snookoasy
•USpike
Speaks
••sstaae
Door
Knights
•JfStage
Door
Post
•nSummer
*t§Talklng
Screen
Snapshots

Title
•t§Baek
Pay
(A.T.)
*1§Brlda ef tha Raglmait (A.T.).
•t^Dawn
Patrol.
The
(A.T.)...
•tSFIIrtIng
Widow
(A.T.)
•tSFurlet
(A.T.)
*tSln
the Nent
Roam
(A.T.)...
•tILIIIet
of
Field
(A.T.)
....
•t§Looie
Ankles
(A.T.)
•t§Murder
Will
Out
(A.T.)
*t§No.
Na.
Naaetta
(A. T.)
•t§Notorlous Affair, A (A. T.)..
*t§Other
Tomorrow
(A.T.)
•t«Playlng
Around
(A.T.)
•t§Road to Paradise, The (A.T.)
•tSSally (A.T.)
tSShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.)
•tSSin
Flood
(A.T.)
•t^Snn of the Gods
(A.T.)
*t;Song of the Flame (A.T.)...
•tiSpring
Is Here
(A.T.)
•♦5Strlctlv
Modern
(A.T.)
*t§Sweethearts and Wives
(A.T.)

.Feb. I
..Mar. I
..May 17
. .May 31
..May 17
..Mar.
I

Length

Mint.

Reviewed

Rel
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
)nn.
May
Apr.
Mar.
Apr.
Feb.
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
Apr.
Jan.
Jan.

Tony Sarg
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Dovie
Bovce
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice
a month

Date
22.
13
13
2
12
27
29
8
9
12
24
26
27
30
26
23
15
16

Length
I
I
I
I
I
I

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel
reel

Reviewed

Feb.
Mar.

I
I

Feb.
Feb.

I
I

Title
•t§Bltter
Friends
(A. T.)
*t(Rlo Jewel Case, Tha (A.T.)..
•t§Bulls and Bears
(A.T.)
•nr.mrn
Shv
(A.T.)
•t§Campus
Crushes
(A.T.)
♦ r«vl«r
..
•t§Codflsh
Balls
•tSDad
Knows
Best
(A.T.)
■T§Drummlng
It ll (A.T.)

'Means

synchronized

Star
Lambert-MePhail
Lambert-Kelsey-Garvin
Pollard-Clyde-Beeba
Hamllton-Hi»«
Clyde- Beebe-Stuart
Terry-Toens
Terrytoon
Holmet-BoltoB
McKee-Smalley

score.

. Juna

.It7t..
..IS2t.
2 reels.
.'.IBM.'.
. I real . .
.2 reels.

19... June
14
.17
May 24
.21. ..Apr.
12
.22... Apr. 2«

29..
t.. I raal.. ..6. ..Apr. n
22..
.22.
Feb. 22
. 2002..
.. I.1565.
reel. ..
..Feb. I
..1660..
.Mar.
..May 29
ID
I reel . .
..1642..
..Apr. 6
19.
. . 1891 . .
4. I real..
..Apr.
June 2t
14
23..
20..
I.I9CI.
raal.. .
. .1932..

..Jan.
...Feb.

16.
I.. . I reel. .
20.

only)

Jr..

Blllle Mnrri.
Dove
WhiteYoung-Mulhall

..1527..

..1661.

sound-on-disc )
.

Rel.
Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
June
Feb.
June
Mar.
Jan.

Data
27..
23..

(After
Length
Feet. .MIns. Rsvlewed

1 ..
Date

Rel.
June
June
July
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.

16..

May
May

Feat.

Jan.
Apr.
Juna
Mar.
May
Apr.
Mar.
June

12

Length
.Mint.
.53.
.82..

5672
.7418.

II.. .6664.
22..
2 . . 6606.
20. . .6336.
26..
5. . . .5979.
.6190.
16...
.6200.
16..
13.. .6218.
12 . .9in8
..6003.
15 . . .wnn .
19..
..7213.
.9277.
..7003.
6 ..
9.. . 8344.
20..

Reviewed
June 197
May

..74.. .June
Apr.

ritla

August

2I reel
reels.
I reel

16.

20... .Feb .72
.Feb. 22
7.

23...
15...
30.. .1840

20.

.1600

18.

.Apr.
.Jan.

12
26

7
28

...73. ..Apr.
...70.
. Dec.
..67 . Mar.
Apr.
.69.
Jan.
Dec.
. 69.
...66.
.. 6B .Jan.
.64
.
..103.
.101
Apr.
...80. ..May
.May
.Feb.
...92.
...78.
..72..
...71.

13..
..6386.
2 .650
1 .
. 5632
15.. ..7000.
...77.
.. S3.

.Apr.
June

•
24
4
II5
3

*

3
28

21
II
Ral. Date

Lenain

2«

.75..

June

21

Otis
Skinner
Oove-Tearle
Edw. G. Robinson
Nagel-Claire
Dove- Fairbanks.
Jr.
r)nv> Rathhnn^Thnmnv
Lee-Lyon

Sept.

7.

...72... Jute

Naoel.Voiina
. . .
Ferguson-Nixon
Marilyn
Miller
ilirr
vvhil.
. Clare-Pidgcon
n''nwn''l<ilr». Whiting
. Young-Tearle
. Fairbanks. Jr.-Revler
4lir'
Whit»
Lee-Kohler-Blaekmer

all releases

FILMS
sound-on-Hlm

and

sound-on-dtxc )

:»

FEATURES

. . 1609
18
1480. ...16. ..Fab. 22

.1838
. unn
15..
9..
2...

26..

4

.17. ..Mar. 29
.20. ..Apr.
S

9.

Fob.
Jan.

Marilyn
Miller
White-Mulhall
.DnuQ
Fairbanks
Jr
. Rich.
Barthelmatt
.Gray-Claire
.
.Claire-Gray
Dorothy
Mackaill
. Billie
Dove

FOX

SHORTS
and

13..
29..
12.
4..

. A»r.
Juna
. Jia.

sound-on-disc

itar
Corinne
Grifflth
Segal-Pldgeon
Barthelmess- Fairbanks,
Dorothy
Mackaill
Warner- Wilson
Jack
Mulhall
Corinne
Griffith
Fairbanks.
Jr.-Young
Mulhall-Lee
Claire-Gray
Blllie
Dove

•UKIsmet
(A.T.)
*{|Lady
Who
Dared.
The
(A.T.)
•"I itti.
ca»«!<r
'ATj
.
itSMother's
Cry
(A,T.)
•♦^Numbered
Men
lA T.i
•t§One
Night at Suite's
(4 T.)
■♦Hltti»f
mr" ' «».v«>
14 T •t§Oueen of Main Street
(A.T.)
•tSReckless
Hour (A.T.)
•tSRiohi
n' Way.
Th.
(AT )
•tSScarlet Pages
(A.T.)
•t§Sunny
(A.T.)
••fcSw..t
M»m»
>> T- \
ItSToast
of the Legion
(A.T.) .
•♦tTnn
Spi-ert (4 T '
I'STruth
About
Youth
(A.T.) . .
•*§Way ol 411 Men. The
(A.T.)
•'^Wirtnw
'-nm
rhimt"
fA.T.I.
•tSWoman
Hungry
(A.T.)

EDUCATIONAL
(Available sound-on-Hlm

. Mar.
I real.

Title
Star
l+§Adios
(A.T.)
Richard Barthelmess
.
•tiBad
Man.
The
(A.T.)
Huston-Revier
♦♦§Brloht
Lights
(« T.)
n.iminv
MarkalM
•tSBroadminded
(A.T.)
Kohler-Rennle
•tIBroken
Dishes
(A.T.)
Youno- Withers
•i§Caplain
Blood
(A.T.)
•tICollege
Lovers
(A.T.)
•tSDeep
Purple
(A.T.)
'tCDrvil's Playground
The (A T i Billie
Dove
•§t Father's
Son
(A.T.)
,
•t^Forever
Alter
(A.T.)..
Ynung-Fai'-hankk
n
•tSGIrl
of Onlden
West
(A.T.)
Hurdinp Rrnnlo
•tSGorng Wild (A.T.)
Joe E. Brown
•*§Gorilla.
The
(A.T.)
Joe Frisco
•♦SHeart
of the North
(A '' >
Loretla
Young
•t§Honor
of the
Family,
The
(A.T.)
Walter
Huston
lt§Hot
Heiress. The
(A.T.)

SHORTS

Krazy Kat Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Fay
Marbe
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
r.lsrk t, Beroman
Disney
Cartoon

SOUND

.■.'l'7.'.'.Ja«. 11

..1735..
.IS7S..

Coming Attractions

Star

Title

izsV.
as..
II..

FEATURES

..Apr. 12
..Apr.
19
.Feb. 15

Coming Attractions
Title
star
•t§Arl2ona
(A.T.)
•t§Brothers (A.T.)
•t§Charleys
Aunt
(A.T.)
•tSCriminal
Code.
The
(A.T.)..
•t§Dlrigible
(A.T.)
•t§Flfty
Fathoms
Deep
(A.T.).
•tSFIood
The
(A.T.)
•t§For the Love of Lll (A.T.)..
•t§Good
Bad
Girl
(AT.)
. Sebastian- Holt- Graves
•t§Hell's
Island
(A.T.)
•tIJazz
Daughters
(A.T.)...
•t§Ladles
Must
Play
(A.T.)
•fjLast
Parade.
The
(A.T.)
•tJLait
of the Lone Won I A.T.)
Hort
Lyn-H
•t§Lion and the Lamb.
The
(A.T.)
It-'Madonna
of the Streets
(A.T.)
it§Miracle
Woman,
The
(A.T.) .Barbara
Stanwyck
•t«Parlt
Nlghta
•t^Raln or Shine (A. T.)
Joe
Cook
,
•fSRoad
to Broadway.
Tha
•t§8lstert
(A
T.)
O'Day-O'Nell
•tfSouealer.
The
(A.
T.)
•t§Subway
Express.
The
(A.T.)
•♦ssweethf arts on Parade (A. T.)
•t§Temptation
(A.T.)
Wilson-Gray-Percy
•t'Tolable
David
(A.T.)
•t§Ubangl
(A.T.)
•t§Woman
Who Came
Back, The (A.T.)

.22. ..May 31
.It... Apr. 2t

.2 raals.

FIRST NATIONAL

sound-on~dise t

FEATURES
Title

..IBM..
..1980..

A*r.
Juna
May

't^Hungarlan
Goulash
Terry-Toons
June
•tfndian
Pudding
Terry-Toon
Apr.
•tIMatch
Play
(A.T.)
Hagan-Dlegel
Mar.
•Museum
o( Art. A
Hodge-Podge
Feb.
•tJOh
Darling
(A.T.)
Dover-MePhall-Petk
Feb.
*t§Peace and
Harmony
(A.T.)
. . Lambert-ColMns-McPhall
... May
•tSPollshed
Ivory
(A.T.)
Lloyd
Hamlltan
Mar.
•tPretzels
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•tIRadIo
Kisses
(A.T.)
Beebe- Duryea-Carewe
May
•tRoman
Punch
Terry-Toon
Apr.
'tSScatch
(A.T.)
Clyde-Bevan-MePhall
Jan.
*tSpanlsh
Onions
Terry-Toon
Mar.
*HSugar
Plum
Papa
(A.T.). .. Clyde-Gribbons
Feb.
*t§Swlss
Cheese
Terrytown
Juna
•tSTrouble
For Two
(A.T.)
Rayiaand
McKaa
Mar.
*t|Western
Knight
(A.T.)
Lambert-St.
John-MePhall. . . Apr.

Coming Attractions
Title
Jimmy
Living

. May

*t§Fat Wives lor Thin
(A.T.) . . Beebe-Barraud-Clyda
■f$Follow tha Swallow
(A. T.).. Lloyd
Hamilton
't^French
Klsiet
(A.T.)
Colllnt-Bovd
'tSGoodby
Legs (A.T.)
Pollard-Stuart
•t§Good
Morning.
Sheriff (A.T.)
LIsyd
Hamlltan
. Bot«y-Collins
..
"tlHall
the Princess
(A.T.)
Terrytoon
'tHawallan
Pineapples
Burke-Beeba
. . .
•UHe Trumped
Her Ace (A.T.)
•tiHoneymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.)
. Beebe- Pollard
•t§Honk
Your Horn (A.T.)
Lloyd
Hamilton
Goodwin-Crane
*t|Hot
and
Haw
(A.T.)
•fHot
Turkey
.Terry-Toon
....McPhall
Barnes- Cell Ins•tSHow's
My Baby
(A.T.).

•t( Arizona
Kid.
Tha (A.T.). ... Baiter- Maris
Lee-Carol-Albertson
•t5Bia
"* T.)
.
•'5Born Party
RecklessThe (A.T.)
...Edmund
Lowe
5»'C«meo
Kirbv
(A.T.)..
. . . Terr Is- Murray
•♦tntv
Qlrl
(P.T.)
... FarrellStar Duncan
•♦srrazv That Way
(A. T.)
Bennett-MacKsnna
•tiDoubie
Cross Roads (A. T.). . Ames-Lee

fMeans sound effects. ^Means
voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. meant Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

May
Feb.
Juna
Jan.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.

A.T.

Reviewed
}ata
Feet
Mins. ..May
17
23 ....7450... 83.
23
Mar.
1
25... R2no... fit.
8 ...740n Length
...82.. .May
It
..Dot.
7
12....
6700...
74.
16. ...6171.
..69.
..Apr.
It
30.... 5800.... 64. ..Mar. 29
20.... 5800.... 64. ..Mar. 2a

after

title

means

Motion

70

Picture

..
June. "634 21,
1930

News

ue

•t!Fo«
Movietone
Folllet of 1930
(A.T.)
Special
Cait
•tIGood
Intentions
(A.T.)
Lowe-Churchill
•tSGolden
Call
(A.T.)
Carol-Mulhall-Brendel
•tSHappy
Day»
(A.T.)
Special
cast
•t§Harm«ny
at Heme
(A.T.)
Collier.
Sr. -Churchill
(A.T.) ... Gaynor-Farrell
Blue*
Society
•tSHIgh
•tSLofi
Go Places
(A.T.)
WagstafJ-Lane
O'Brien
George
(A.T.)
Ranger
Star
•tSLone Without
•tSMen
Women
(A. T.) . MeKonna-MaeOonald
•tINot
Damaged
(A.T.)
Moran-Byron-Aroes
McLaglen
Victor
(A.T.)
the Level
•tSOn
O'Brien-Chandler
(A.T.)
Romance
•t§Roogh Hawli
•t«Sky
(A.T.)
GarricK-Chandler
Rogers
(A.T.).... Will
•t§So This Is London
♦tSSuch Men Art Dangerous lA.T.) Baxter-Owen
.........

(Reviewed

under title of ' Mank of Love

McK«nna-Day
(A.T.)
Tower
•tSTempie
Dresser- Patricola
(AT)
•tl3 Sisters
(A.T.) ... Murray- DorsayKeiiard
Everywhere
•tlwomen

May
June
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
May
IMar.
May
Jan.
June
■ ■ ^";

4... .7422..
29. .. . 6340. .
.6552.
16.. ..7526.
19...
.6295..
2..
.6750..
30...
2...
, .6442.
. 3!I4U .
9 ..
25... .7774..
.6500. ,
23..
18.. .5600.
26..
8...

Apr.
Apr.
June

. .June 14
..Jan
'
. .June 14

.6888..

I.. ,
20..

8300..
. 7400 . ,
.5200..
.6442..
.7500..

10

14
22
18
14
8

..Jan. 26
18

ft..

1930
9...
1 , 13...

In Feb.

.64... May

.70 ..June
..73. ..Feb.
.84. ..Jan.
.Dec
..Mar.

.May
Dec. 3114
Feb.
I

.58... Apr.
May 28
17
.71...
.83... June
14

Coming Feature Attractions

INTERNATIONAL

Chaney-Lee-Linow
Meore-Sweet

.92... Mar.

DISTRIBUTORS

Star
Olga Tscheehowa
Stewart
Rem*
Rome-Dobie

Length
.7Reels. M
.7
.8

Jan.
Feb.
Mar.

ins.
7d Revlewea
79. .Jan.
II
67. .Mar.
8

Title
•tIAll
Teed
Up
't§Bcar Shooteri
•tSBIg
Kick, The
'tSBIotto
•t§Brats
*t§College
Hounds
*t§College
Romeot
•tIFast Work
(A. T.)
•t§Fifty Million Husbands
t§Fightlng
Parson
*T§Flrst
Seven
Years.
The
•Flower Garden
♦t§Gems
of M-G-M
(A.T.)
*t§Haywire
(A.T.)
•t§Head
Guy, The
'tSHot Dog
•t§Old
Man Trouble (A.T.)
*^§Nlght Owls (A.T.)
•tIReal McCoy
(A.T.)
•t§Shlv«rlng
Shakelpeare
*t§Shrlmp. The
•tISong
Writer's
Revue.
The
't^Tough
Winter.
A
•tSVodeville
(AT.)
't^When
the Wind
Blows
•t§ Whispering
Whoopee

METROGOLDWYNMA
FEATURES

Rel.

.Greta
Garbo
•tSAnna
Christie
(A.T.)
Rathbono
•tSBishop
Murder
Case
(A.T.) .Basil
.
DressierMoran-Page
•t§Caught
Short
(A.T.)
.Love-King
•1§Chasing
Rainbows
(A.T.)
(Reviewed under Ramon
title of Novarro
"Road Show"
•t§Devil-May-Care
(AT.)
. Shearer- Morris
•tlDivorcee.
The
(A.T.)
.Buster
Keaton
*i§Free and Easy
(AT.)
. navies- Orav
...
•tfFlorarlora
Olrl, The
(AT).
•|§Girl
Said
No, The
(A.T.). . Haines-Hyams

Feb.
Jnn.
May
Jan.

*Means

si/iichronized

score.

in

.

.1.
.1.

»
»
-9
17
»
I... .....8
16
-2
^l^
j
»
9
I
»
8
-9
I
30
3
.
16
2
1

I
2

•
I

YER

Star

Title

Reviewed

Nov. Feb.
2,
*pr.
Mar.
May
Mar.

Length
Feet
Mins.
.6700.

21.
10.
3.
7961..
10.
1929,
7. .6873..
.8100..
Issue)

...8782..

.75..
.90.,
.98.
.84.

Reviewed
Dec. 21
.Nov. 16
.May 10
.Nov. 2
.Dec. 28

26. . . .7533 . .
.Apr. 19
.Feb. 227
22. ...8413.. .93. .June
31. ...7260..
1
.93. .Feb.
...8382.. ..81.
15.

103
1

19

..70.

Dec.

14

.71.

.May
Dec.

7i
14

Length

Reviewed

'

...70... May
Aug.

3

9

19..
17..
Rel. Date
Apr.
May
29..
25.
Mar.
Feb.
28..
Jan.
June
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

24.,
22.
I.

..Feb. 15
..Apr. 9
..Mar.
29

.2654....
.2 reels.
.853...
.2 reels.
.1866....

.Mar. 29
.May 2«
.Dec. 14
.Apr.
5

.1846...,
.2 reels.
..1877...
1775
1878

May
Jan.

Reviewed
..Mar. 20
..Feb. 15
..Jan. 25

Length
.2
reels. ,
.1881....
.1827...

...June

7

...Feb.

21895
reele...
2 reels. . .

Ian.
Feb.
Ian.
May

. . . .Dec.
1899
. . . Dee. 14
1870
2 reels. ..
15
2 reels. . . ...Feb.
. . Mar.
1795
2 reeli. . .
79

June

1907

Apr.
Mar.

IS
...Mar.

FEATURES

Length
Reels.
Mins.
2
17

Laurel-Hardy
Harry
Langdon
Dogs
Davidson- NIchell
Laurel-Hardy
Chase
Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
(AT.)
Our
Gang
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Charlie
Chata

31
8
25
28

!6387.'.

SHORTS

Star
Charley
Chase
Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy
Dogs
Biltmore Trls
Charlie
Chase
Charlie
Chase
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue

127

14

PARAMOUNT

SUBJECTS

Title
•t§Aci-Dental
Treatment
Star
•tSAbbie
Mitchell
& Sizzle &
Blake
Song
Program
*tAllez-Op
Marionettes
•t§Clyde Doerr &, Saxophone
Jazz Program
Sextet
Novelty
Animal
(A.T.)
•tSFeed the Brute
Smith
f''''"'.'^/
(A.T.)
•t§Hoak
fl'^'^'a' past
(A.T.)
♦t§Justice
Series
Song
.
in Songland.
Journeys
•t§Little
Williams
Bransby
(A.T.)
The
•t§Miser.
(A.T.) . Marriott-Gott
Up
•+§Mr. Smith Wakes
♦tSNigiit
in Dixie.
A (A.T.) . . . Mitcheil-Hudgins
*t§Nora
Blaney
No.
I
Song
Program
•t§Nora Blaney No. 2
Song
Program
*t§Operatic
Marionettes
•t§Radio
Franks
& 4 Bachelors. Song
Program
• .•
Program
Jazz
Brown &. His Band
•t§Tcddy
Feb.
Fuller
Law. The (A.T.)... Rosalind
•tSUnwritten
*t§When
the Clock Struck
Niles Welch
(A.T.)
Twelve

2...
24...

Rel. Date

SOUND

8243.

Aug.
Jan.

Coming Feature Attractions

•t§Ballyhoo (A.T.)
■ I Seattle of the Ladles (A. T.)
•.§Blg
House.
The
(A.T.)
Beery-Morris-Hyams
♦tSBiliy the Kid
(A.T.)
John Star
Mack
Brown
*t§Bugle Sounds. The (A.T.).... Lon
Caney
•t§Crisis,
The
(A.T.)
♦t§Dance,
Fools,
Dance
(A.T.)
*t§Dark Star, The
(A.T.)
.Marie
Dressier
it§Daybreak
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
•HOixie
(A.T.)
•t§Doing
That Thing
(A.T.)
*1§Five O'clock Girl, The (A.T.) Marion
Davies
*t§Great Day. The (A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
•flGreat
Meadow.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Her
Fortune (A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
*t§ienny
Lind
(A.T.)
Grace
Moore
•tiLet
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
Shearer-La
Roque
*t§Liko
Kelly
Can
(A.T.)
Montgomery-Jardon
*tSMail*m(
Satan
(A.T.)
Reginald Denny
•tIMarch
of Time
(Tent.)
Weber
& Fields
•t§Merry
Widow.
The
(A.T.)
•t§Monsieur
Le
Fox
(A.T.)
..Barbara
Leonard
•tSNaughty
Marietta
(A.T.)
•tINew Moon, The (A.T.)
Lawrence
Tibbett
•tlOur Blushing Brides (A.T.).. Joan Crawford
•t§Passion
Flower.
The
(A.T.)
*t§Ra2zle-0azzle
(A.T.)
Dressler-Moran
•t§Red
Dust
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
MSRomoi*
Cootrol
(A.T.)
Haines-Doran
•tSRevue of Revuet (A.T.)
King-Love-Halnei'Crawtoril
*t§Richest Man in the World,
The
(A.T.)
Mann-Nugent
'tlRominee
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
*t§Rosalie (A.T.)
Marion
Davies
*t§Singer of Seville, The (A.T.). Novarro-Jordan-Adoree
•tISong
of India
(A.T.)
■.
*t§Tampico
(A.T.)
•t§Those Three
Frenrh
Girls
(A.T.)
*t§Trader
Horn (A.T.)
Harry
Carey.
•t§War
Nurse
(A.T.)
•t^Way for a Sailor (A.T.)
John
Gilbert
*t§Way
Out
West
(A.T.)
Haines-Hyams
•t§World's
Illusion, The
(A.T.)

PHOTOPLAY

SHORT

3
The.
Racket
(A.T.)

Length

FEATURES
Title
•tAfter
the
Verdict
•t§Crlm«on Circle. Th«
•tloark
Red
Roses
(A.T.)

*t§Unholy
*t§Woman

Title

Rel. Date

star
ntie
•t5Alone With You
(A.T.). . Gaynor-Garrici(
....
^
Liliie-Garrick
(A.T.)
There?
You
•"Are
•tSBarcelona
(A.T.)
Gaynor-Bogart
Wayne-Churchill-Marshall
(A.T.)
The
•tllirTrail.
....
Moran-Bogart-Ames
(A.T.)
•tSBIondie
McLaglen
Victor
(A.T.)
•tlBroadminded
Rogers
Bill (A.T.) .... Will
tno way.
•t4By
•tSCtieer Up and Smile (A.T.) . . Leo-Lake-Baclanova
Lowe-Baxter
Kid. The (A. T.)
•IliCisco
.
Bennett-Ayers-Marshall
(A.T.)...
Clay
•tSCommon
.'....
Rogers
•ticonnecticut Yankee. A (A.T.).Will
Moran-iMacKenna
(A.T.)
The
•tSDancers.
(A.T.) . . . Farreli-Taylor
Women
With
M§Devii
O'Brien-Churchlll
(A.T.)
•t§Fair Warning
D'Brlen-Moran
(F A. D)
•tsGirl
•tSGiris Downstairs
Demand
Excitement
•• .. Brendel-White-Compton
(AT)
n
(A.T.)
n§Going
Bartlett
Michael While-Compto
(A.T.) ... BrendeiBreaker. The
•tlHeart 'Nowhere
Murray-Huntington
Kind of Man (A.T.)
4|Her
..
Lee-Compton-Corcoran
(A.T.)
•tSHot Numbers
You
With
Alone
I was
•tSIt
(;^ T )
Gaynor-Farrell
♦tlJtist
Imagine
(A.T.)
Brendei-Linow
*t§La5t of the Duanes, The (A.T.)O'Brien-Loy-Browne
...
♦tSLiving
for Love
(A.T.)
Siils-Mackaill
•tsLuxury
(A.T.)
Garrick-Huntington
•tSMad SIneer, The (A.T.)
•t§Man
Who Came Back. The
,. l.
.,
.
(/^ X )
Farreii- Huntington
♦tlMeii
on Call (A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
•tiMovietone
Follies
of 1931
. . „ .
(AT)
Special
Cast
•t§No Favors Asked (A.T.)
Wayne-Lee- Francis
Gaynor-Farrell
(A.T.)
For a Man!
*t§Oh.
(A.T.) . . Gaynor-MacKenna
in Paris
Night
M§One
McLaglen-Dorsay
•t§On
the Make
(A.T.)
Rich-Warner-Hackett
•t§On
Your
Back
(A.T.)
Jose
Mojica
•t§One Mad Kiss (A.T.).. . . Oon
•t§Oregon Trail. The (A. T.)
McLaglen- Dorsay
•t§Painted Woman. The (A.T.)
•t§Playmate5
(A.T.)
.. , Gaynor-Farrell
♦t§Princess and the Plumber,
The
(AT)
Farreil-O Sullivan
. . . .
IMurray
J. Harold
•tSRed Sky, The (A.T.)
Baxter-MacKenna-Harris
(A.T.)
The
•tiRenegades,
•t§Scotland
Yard
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
^
•t§Sea
Wolf
(A.
T.)
SiMs-Keith-MacKenna
.
♦t§See America
First (A.T.) .... Will
Rogers
........
McLaglen-Maris-Bogart
*t§Sez You. Sez Me (A.T.)
*t§She's My Girl (A.T.)
Farreli-Compton
•tIShe
Wears the Pants
(A.T.) . Dorsay-MacKenna
Mealy- ..
Winniger
..--...
(A.T.)
to
•tISoup
John
McCormack
*t§Sona
0' Nuts
My
Heart
(A.T.) .
Baxter-Churchill
*t§Soider.
The
(A.T.)
SillsMuni
-Church ill
•tISoy. The (A.T.)
Baxter-Alcaniz
*t§This
Modern World
(A.T.)..
*t§Time
Out
(A.T.)
Huntington-Luce-Booart
•t§Up
the River
(A.T.)
Paul
Page
•t§Whlte
Flame.
The
<A.T.)..
Albertson- Warner-Lynn
*t?Wild
Company
(A.T.)
Murray- Mar is- Luce
•t^Woman
Control
(A.T.)
*t§Woraen
of All Nations
(A.T.) McLaglen-Lowe
•t^Wyoming
Wonder
(A.T.)
Wayne-Clarke-Compton
•t§Young Sinners (A.T.)
Moran-Albertson

.8100
.
Not Set.
.June
*t§Good
News
(A.T.)
Special Cast
Apr.
17..
24..
*T§ln
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
May
*t§Lady
uf ocandal
(A.T.)
Chatterton- Forbes- Rathbone
.May
.6358.
.
May
8.
..Feb.
♦t§Lady
to
Love
(A.T.)
Vilma
Banky
Mar.
. .Jan.
28.. ..8142.
.7200..
•t§Lord Byron of B'way (A.T.) . .Terry-Kaley-Rubin
Jan.
.7650.. .
.Feb.
Nov.
29.
..7917..
*t§Montana
Moon
(A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
Mar.
*t§Not
So Dumb
(A.T.)
Davies-Nugent
Jan.
17.. .6019..
Reviewed
under title of "Dulcy"
in Nov.
2, 1929
.May
May
10.. .9372.. .104.
..67. . Feb.
*t§Redemption
(A.T.)
Giibert-Nagel-Adoree
Apr.
5
..73.
*t§Rogue
Song.
The
(A.T.) .... Lawrence
Tibbet:
May
7.. .6570.. .69.
't§Sea
Bat,
The
(A.T.)
Bickford-Miljan-Torres
June
*t§Ship
From
Shanghai,
The
31..
(A.T.)
Nagei-Johnson-Wolheim
... Jan.
4970
issue. . ,
3
.6225.. .55..
•f§Strictly
Unconventional
(A.T.) Alison
Skipworth
May
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle"
in Feb. 22, 1929,
.6100.. .68... Apr.
*t§This
Mad
World
(A.T.)
Rathbone-Johnson
Apr.
19...
•t§They
Learned About Women
(A.T.)
Van
and
Schenck
Jan.
31... 8773.. .97.

19
15
Feet
Length

Title
•tSApplause
(A. T.)
HelenStarMorgan
Jan.
•t§Behlnd the Make-Up(A.T.) (0) . Skelly- Wray-Powell
Jan.
•t§Ben5on Murder Case. The(A.T.) Powell- Pallette-Calvert
Apr.
•t5Blg Pond, The (A.T.)
Chevalier-Colbert
May
•tIBorder
Legion,
The
(A. T.). Arlen- Wray-Holt
June
•t^Burning
Up
(A.T.)
,. Arlen-Brian
Feb.
♦fgCivilian
Clothes
(A. T.)
Cooper-Collyer
July
•t§Oangerous
Nan
McGrew(A.T.)Helen
Kane
July
•tiDangerous
Paradise
(A.T.) . . . Carroll-Arlen
Feb.
•tSDevil's Holiday. The (A. T.). Nancy
Carroll
May
•t§Foliow
Thru
(A.T.)
Rogers-Carroll
July
•t§Honey
(A.
T.)
Nancy
Carroll
.
Mar.
't^Klbitzer (A. T.) (D)
Green-Brian-Hamilton
Jan.
•tILadies
Love
Brutes
(A. T.). Georoe
Bancroft
Apr.
•»SLIqht of Western Star. (AT.)
Arlen-Brlan-Grcen
Apr.
•tSLove
Among
the Millionaires(A.T.) . .Bow-Smith
July
't^Love
Parade
(A. T.) (0) . . . . Chevalier-MacDonald
Jan.
•t§Men
Are Like That (A. T.)..Hal Skelly
Mar.
•tlOnly the Brave
(A.T.)
Gary
Cooper
Mar.
•t?Paramount
on Parade
( A.T.) Soec iai
Cast
Apr.
•tSRffurn of Fu Manchu
(A.T.) O'anrt- Arthur
May
•tSRoadhouse
NIghte
(A.T.)
.Morgan-Rugglei
Fob.
Reviewed
n "River
Inn"
Id Det. 2t. IS29
•♦ISafety
In Number*
(A
T.)
rharle«
Rogers
June
•t§Sap from Syracuse (A.T.)
Jack
Oakie
luly
•t^Sarah and
Sen
(A. T.)
Ruth
Chatterton
Mar.
•tISeven
Days'
Leave
(A. T.) . . Gary Cooper
Jan
Reviewed under the title of "Medal"
I* Nov. 25,
•tSShadow of the Law
(A.T.) ... Powell-Schilling
lune
•♦SSKohlly
Scarlet
(A.T)
Fvplvn
Brent
Feb
•fSSocial
Lion.
The
(A.T.)
Oakle-Brlan
June
•♦^Street
of Chance
(A.
T.)...Wm.
Powell
Foh.
•tSTexan.
The
(A.
T.)
Gary
Pnooer
May
•t5True to the Navy (A.T.)
Clara Row
May
*««Vaaabond
King, The (A
T.) King-MacDonald-Oland
Apr.
•With
at the'ATI
South Pole ...Charles
June
•♦tvoimo ByrdFioles
Rogers
Apr.
•t§Young
(A.T.)

Man

»1

Manhattan
Colbert- Ruggles

^Means sound effects
^!yienns voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Tnlficr. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

May

A.T.

Mins.

7<)
12
...7066.... 78, ..Oct
.Oct. 26
.Apr. 19
17
..6364....
71. Reviewed
, 5794... 65.
.6984. ...78..
..58.
22.. .5251.. .75
21..
125 . .5244..
,58,
29.. .6743..
..Not set...
26...
26..
II . .6701..
.70.
.7177... .74,
18.. .7271
..70.
19...
.6312...
8..
28 .. 6024.. .61.
.10061..
22.. .9125...
.5500.. .III.
17...
.73..
.6586...
26...
.90
.81
7...
.74.
Iiiui
. K7
22
15..
1928,
.0700..
19..
.7074...
22..
.79..

, .May

17

. . Feb.
.May

23
. .May
. May 24
.Feb.
. .Aug.
.F.h
..Apr.
. . Oct. 19
2?
22
.Apr.
IS
.May
. .Nov.
Mar 225
Dec.
.June

28
31
7
17

.6868..
.6100..
,68,
,68
llfUa
.Mar
May
.77.
1*7
.. .6120..
■ Nov.
Inr
31
1 . ..May
.5403...
.June
10.. . Kit2.. 60 . .June 21
..7142..
..8100..
8..
31..
.6396.. .68
71.
19.. .9412..
10.1,
. Jan.
Oe.
II
21..
14..
25

"

21

.6405.... 71.
..7621...., 90
85.

after

title

.Mar. 22

means
Apr. 28
2S

Motion

/ It lie 2 1 , 19 .^ 0

Picture

. July
., .Miy

Coming Feature Attractions
TItU
•1§Aninial
Crackeri
(A .T.)...
•fHAnybody'l
War
(AT.)
•tJBtcktUge
BluM
(A. T.)
•1; Belter
Wile.
The
(A.
T.).
ifSBlue Angel.
The
(A.T.)
*f$Buiine»
l> Pleasure
lA.T.).
•t^Cave
Man.
The
(A.T.)
•t^DancIng
Mothert
(A.
T.).
•t!;Feet
First
(A.
T.)
•liFlghllng
Caravan.
Tha(A.T.)
•i«FlDin 01 tva
(A. T.)
•tSFor
the
Delenso
(A.T.)
•tIGenerol.
The
(A.
T.)
•t^tirumpy
(A. T.)
•ti;Head»
Up
(A. T.)
•nHnneymoon
Lane
(A. T.)...
•t^Huckleberry
Finn
(A.
T.).
M^Kid
BootJ
(A. T.)
•tUadles'
Man
(A. T.)
•'Hast
Company,
The
(AT.)
•t§Lnughing
Lady,
The
(A.T.) .
■'daughter
(A.
T.)
•♦SLoave It to Lester (A.T.)...
■t^pfs
Go
Native
(AT.)
•tSLIttle
Cale.
The
(A.
T.)..
^SLov.Walti.
The
I AT.)..
't ^Manslaughter
(A.
T.)
•fSMerton
of the Talklet
(A.T.)
•t§Molino(t
(A.T.)
•t^Morocco
(A. T.)
•t^Monle
Carlo
(A.
T.)
•f!;Nrw
Morals
(A.
T.)
•t^Queen
High
(A.
T.)
•t^Right
to Love.
The
(A.T.) .
•t§Rodeo
Romance
(A. T.)...
•t(!Ri)se of the Rancho
(A. T.)..
•t^Royal
Family.
The
(A. T.)..
•t^Searab Murder
Case
(A. T.)
M!;Sea
God.
The
(A. T.)
•t(;Silent
Enemy.
The
•USkippy
(A. T.)
•tiiSpoiler.
The
(A. T.)
■tiSntloR S-t-X
(A. T.)
•t§Tom
Sawyer
(A.
T.)
•t^Wlth Byrd at the Soutli Pole
*iSYoutn
(A. T.)

MarxStar
Brothers . .
Miiran ^ Mack .
Mornn A^ Mark . .
Chatttrlon- Brook
Emtl
Jannings
. .
. Geo.

Rel. Date
Leaglh
Review*
.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'..675()....75. . .Apr.
5

William

Powell

MacOnnald-Oaki'
Maurice
Chevalier
....
Harvey. Batten
Colbert- March
Jack
Oakle
Charles
Rogerj
Cooper- Dietrich
Mac Dona id -Buchanan
Chatterton-Brook
Ruqgies- Rogers- Morgan
Ruth Chatlerton
Arlen-Carroll
Gary
Cooper
Frederic
IMareh
William
Powell
Arlcn-Wray
Indian
Cast

.Aug

31

(Note:
In the

2 reel
17

SHORTS
Rel. Dale

Mar.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.

26.

Jan.
Mar.

25
29

Feb.
Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

8..

I reel
i?»4.
.6U4
. 2 reels
. I reel

901..
1832..
I reel.

.1872.
.1660.
.1850.
.1381.

. I reel
..704
. I reel
.1870

22.

. I948
reel .

Mar.
Mar.

22
29

I reel .
I reel
I reel
2 reels
1665
I reel

Apr.

12

Feb.
Mar.

I
651
15. ...I reel

Jan.

18

Apr.

12

-Jan.
Mar.

Apr.
Feb.
Jan.

4

26
22
II...

Mar.
Feb,

I..
15

Mar.
Feb.
Jan.

8
22
18

Mar.

IS

...Apr. 19.
., Apr. 5.
... Feb. 8.
....Apr. 26..

May

14

24

.Mar. 22
.Mar. 22
..Feb. 15
Apr.

19

.Feb.

15

Jan.

25

Jan.

25

I reel
814
I reel

752
I reel
I reel
574
I

...Jan.

Re>lewe<.
June

. I reel

10..

May

reel
1870

I reel
I reel
964
967
994
I reel
2 reels
I reel
I reel
2 reels
I reel
I reel
I reel
.738
737
987
16.11
1747
1760.
I reel.

.2 reels.
. . I r«al. .
. . I reel . .
.1022..
.1 reel.

Star
june
July
June
May
June
Feb,
Aug,
Feb.

,7S...,Miy

3

,.

Not

8«I....U70....97,,,JuiM

14

Constance
Bennett
Eddie
Ouillan
Eddie
Quillan
William
Boyd
Helen
William

Twelvctreet
Boyd

SHORTS

sound-on-film

Pathe
does
not list running
time
important series, however, follow:

on

and

Shorts.

sound-on-disc >
The

appreiimate

15

Jan.
Jan.

i«
25

..Feb.

15

Lenpfti
Feet.. M Ins. Reviewed
21
13
29
4
8
2..., 7607
84... Nov.
IS
24
23
6740
73... Nov. 30

running

time

comedies

el

reels

26 mIk.

Pathe
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Paths
Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Sportllghts
Talking
Topics of the Day

10
10
II
II
8
10
7

aila.
■l«.
■!■.
mia.
alB.
bIb.
bIk.

Reviem*
Star
Rel Date
Length
TitleStuck U« (A.T.)
•tSAII
. McNaughton-Knapp
Jan.
19.
..Feb. I
.2
reels.
, Harry
uawson-Carnev
Mar.
30.
Gribbon
•tSBeauty
Spot.
The
(A.T,),.
.2 reels. .
..Mar. 22
•t^Bio
Hearted
(A.T.)
Mar. 23.. . I reel...
'tSBIg Top Champions
(A.T,).,, Sportllght
Sporillgni
Jan. 12.. . . I reel . . .
'tiBews
and
Arrows
Shean-Knapp
Apr. 27,. .2 reels .
•t§Chills and Fever (A.T.)
Feb. 15
*t$Cloines Make the Man (A.T.) . .
Feb. 16 . .2 reels .
Topics of the Day
Feb. 2n.. . . I reel . .
Feb. 22
I?
Feb.
•llCover
Charge
(A.T.)
Reg.
Merville
Feb. 23..
reels
•fSCrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
Buck
& Bubbles
Mar. 2.. .2
.2 reels .
•fiOarktown
Follies
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
Apr.
20..
, . I reel . .
•stDeep
South
(A.
T.)
Aesop
Fables
Mar, 30.. . . I reel . . .
•t§Olxi«
Days
(A.T.)
Feb,
8
Sportllght
Mar, 9.. . . I reel . . .
.Mar. IS
•tSDoggIng
If (A.T.)
Mackenile
Want
Feb.
16..
. .2 reels. .
'tSDoing
Phil a Favor
(A.T,)..
Sportllght
May
4.. . I reel.
•tlFalrway
Favorites
(A.T.)
reel.... .
bportlignt
Feb. 9.. ...I
.2 reels. .,
•tSFeline
Fighter
(A.T.)
Mar. 16...
•t 5 r Ifty M lie jirom Broadway (A.T,), Wation-Merville
Mar. 3
Apr, 20... .. .I I reel.,,
•tJFIsh. Fowl & Fun (A.T.)..., Sportllght
reel . . ,
.sesop
Fable
Mar. 16..
•t^Foolish Follies (A.T.). ...
.May 31
Vagabond
Adv.
Series
May
19.. ..I reel..
•tSGIacier's Secret, The (A. T.). Vagabond
Adventure
Serloi. May
5.. ..I reel...
•t§Golden Pagoda. The (A.T.)..
Fable
.Mar. 2.. . .1 reel...
Apr,
May 31S
*tGood O'd School Dayi (A.T,).. Aesop
.Mar.
Jan. 258
Sportllght
Jan. 26.. . . I reel . .
•t^Happy
Goll
(A.T.)
Keefe-Ricn
.May 8
..2
reels.,
it§Hcarts and
Hoofs
(A.T.)
Aesop
Fable
April 27.. . . I reel . . ,
•TSHauntfd
Ship
(A.T.)
Noel Frances
Jan. 12.
.22 reels.
rerls. .. .
•tlHer
Hired
Husband (A.T.) .. .
.Jan.
4
Feb.
Feb.
Geo.
LeMaIre
Mar. SO ..
*t§High
and
OUzy
. .
2 reels. . .
Herman-Green
Mar,
9..
•tSHis
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.)...
.Mar.
"Buck
&.
Bubbles"
Feb,
9...
•t§High
Toned
(A. T.)
.2 reels. . .
Topics
of the Day
Mar, 23.. . I reel . .
•t§Home,
Sweet
Homo
(A.T.).."Buck
t Bubbles"
Mar. 23..
•fSHonesf
tronns
(A.T.)
.2 reels. . .
Sporllight
•t^Hooked
(A.T.)
.1 re«l
reel...
Teples of the Day
Jan, 26.. .1
•tlln the Park (A.T.)
.Jan. 18
"Aesop
FabiM"
Jan, 19..
♦t§lron Man, The (A.T.)
.Jan.
18
June
7
Vagabond
Adv.
Series
,
.
I
reel..
•t§Lair
of Chang-How
(A.T.)
.
.2
reels.
,
Song
Sketch
Feb.
16..
..I
reel.
.
•t§Love's
Memories
(A.T.)
•fSOn
the Air
(A.T.)
ToplH ef tlio Day
Jan, 12,.
Jan.
II
. . I reel . .
.June
l^§Musical
Beauty
Shop
(AT.)
June 777
. .2 reels. . R5 . June
it§Noah
Knew
His Ark
(A.T.).
. . I reel .
Aesop
Fable
May
II.. . I reel
•tbOom
Pah
Pah
(A.T.i
Released
Every Weak
, I real...
•t§Pathe Audio Review (A.T.)... Released Twieo
Every Weak
•t5Pathe
Sound
News .
. I reel...
Apr.
6. . .2 reels.
Apr.
5
•t§Perfect
Match.
The
(A.T.)... Butler Mayo
May
10
•t§Pick
'Em
Young
(A.T)
Agnew-Geraghty
May
4. . .2 reels.
May 24
•ItRanchhouse
Blues
(A.T.)
...
Nat
Carr
May
3
May
17.
•tSRed
Heads
(A.T.)
.2 reels.
•^§Rich
Uncles
(A.T.)
Richard
Carle
May
II.
.1 reel .
•tSRIde 'Em
Cowboy
White-Carney
April
13. . .2 reels,
.Apr.
5
•fSRoyal
Flush.
A
(A.T.)
. .2 reels.
•tIRubevllle
NIglit Cluk
(A.T.). H.
B,
Watiol
Jan, 26..
reel. en
Feb. II
158
Aosoi
Fable
Jaa.
5. ,.2
.2 reels.
Jan.
•t§Shlp
Ahoy
(A.T.)
Feb.
Aesops
Fables
Fob. 2.. .1 reel..
•t^Singing
Saps
(A.T.)
*hite-McNaughten
Apr. 20..
Apr, 19
•t5Slxteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
.2 reels.
Aesop
Fables
Feb. 16.. . I reel . .
•tSSky
Skippers
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
Feb. 2.- . I reel , .
•tISongs
of Mother
Feb. 15
Sportllght
Apr. 6,. . I rMl,,
.May 10
•tISnIlls and Thrills (A.T.)....
Ayr. II
Sportllght
Feb.
23.. . I reel, .
•tSSolashing
Through
(A.T.)..
May 37
.June
..II reel
*§tSporting
Brothers (A.T.)
.... Vagabond
reel . . . . .
Adventure
Series. June
•StStreets
o( Mystery
(A.T.)
. Marcia
Manning
•tSSwell
People
(A.T.)
tfTloM
Snner/e
'AT.)
.Nov,
23
LeMaIre
Feb,
.2 reels.
May
.2 reels.
June
73
•♦^Trying
Them
Out
(AT.)...
.1 reel..
Song sketch
Jan, 19.
I
reel
.
.
•t§Trumpeteer,
The
(A.T.)
Snog
Skeirh
May
4.
•nvoire
of the Sea
(A.T.)
'
F-hl..
Apr. 13..
.Novi'l's
. I reel . .
•t§Western
Whoooee
(A.T.)...
Apr. 19
.1 reel..
Mar. 9.
•t§What,
No
Baltl
(A.T.)
, TppIrt of the Day

RKO
Feb.

.May "24

FE.ATURES

score.

I
4
15

Length
2 reels
I reel
I reel

S,.

. Aug,

Helen
Tweivetrees • . ,
Hardlrni-Aslor-Horlon
Constance
Bennett
Harry
Bannister
. . . ,
William
Boyd

SOUND

8000.... 88... May

. . June

•tlSlren
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Mary
Lewis
't^Taklng
the Rap (AT.)
Robert
Armstrong
•t§This
Marrlag.Business
(A.T.)
•t;Up and At' Em
(A. T.)(F)
*tSWar and Woman (A. T.) (F) . . Boyd-Hardlng.Armstrong
•t§Woman
Afraid, A (A,T,)(F)

Hersholt-Wray

•tSBachelor's Seeret, A (A T.)(F)
Alan
HaU
•t§Beyond
Victory
(A.T,)
Boyd-Collyer
•♦5Bio
Shot.
The
(A
T.) (F)
•»ICIothe,
(A
T.) (Fl
ronsta"'* Bennett
'»«Crashlna Through
(A. T.UF»
Wm.
Boyd
"SGrand
Parade
( A.T.) (0 t F) . Twelvetrees-Seott
••5H«' and Bothered (A T.) (F^. . Eddie Quilla*
•t§Officer
O'Brien
(AT.)
(F) . William
Boyd

Convtance
Bennett
Constance
Bennett
Ann star
Harding

(Available

PATHS

synchronized

6560.... 65... May

Gary Cooper . .
Clara Bow . . .
Jackie
Coogan

Title
Star
itIAccidents Will Happen
(A.T.) Smith
and
Dale
•t>; Artist's Reverie. The (A.T.) . . Ash- Washington
•t§At
Home
(A.T.)
Lulu
McConnell
•ISBarnacie
Bill,
the
Sailor
(>^ X.)
Talkartoon
•ts boarded Lady (A.T.)
Cnristie
Comedy
*ttBedelia
Screen Song
•1§Belle of the Night
•tSChinatown
Fantasy.
A..
•tiCKme
Take
a
Trip
In
My
Airship
Screen Sono
..
•tIConfoundcd
Interest
(A.T.) . . . Haymond
&. Caverly
•li;Dance,
You
Singers
(A.T.).. Puck
& White
•iSUiep
"C
Meiodiee
Frances
Williams
•t§Desperate
Sam
Bert
Green
•t§Dizzy
Dishes
(A.T.)
Talkartoon
•TSOont
Believe
It (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•tIDown
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
•t§Duke of Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
■i^Family
Next
Door.
The
Cnarles
RuQQies
•tSFatai
Card.
The
(A.T.)
W.
&. E. Howard
•t§Ffelin' Blue (A.T.)
Ash- Washington
•t^Firebugs
Talkartoon
•tSFit to Be Tied
(A.T.)
Burns
&
Allen
' '
.Cnnatle
Comedy
■fIFor
Love
er Mem
lA.t.).
Alien
&
Canftcid
•♦§Food for Thought
(A.T.)
.
Eddie
Cantor
•14Gelting a Ticket
Screen
Song
•t§Glow Worm.
The (A.T.)
, Talkartoon
•t^Grand
Uproar
(A.T.)
.Solly
Ward
•tlHelping
Hand.
The
(A.T.) . . Gilda
Gray
•t§He
Was
Her
Man
(A.T.).
•t^His
Honor,
the Mayor
Christie
Comedy
•♦SHot Dog
Talkartoon
•t§Hot
Time
in the
Old
Town
Tonight.
A (A.T.)
Screen
Song
"♦61
Came
First
Merman
Timberg
•film a Wild Woman
(A.T.) . . . Boydell-Ash
■ijirm
Afraid
to Come
Home
In
the Dark
Screen Sono
Mfim
Forever
Blowing
Bubbles Screen
Song
■tSiB the Shade of the Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
't§Jazz
Preferred
(A.T.)
Zelaya
•t§Kandy
Kabaret
(A.T.)
Children's
Ballet
''SLa Paloma
Screen
Song
•flLa
Schnapps.
Inc. (A.T.)
Smith
i Dale
•tfLady. You Slay Me
(AT.)...
Perkins-H iilpot
•♦§Let Ma Etplaln (A. T.)...
.Christie
Comedy
.
•♦SLovers'
Lane
(A.T.)
Arthur
&. Morton
Havel
•t5Many
Moons
(A.T.)
•t§Meek
Mr. Meek, The (A. T.). Jimmy
Barry
'MMiliion
Me's,
A
Lee Morse
••5Moon
Bride's Weddino,
The.U.
S.
Indian
Band
••^Mountain
Melodies
•f§My
Gal Sal (AT.)
Screen
Song
•^Neighborly
Neighbors
(A. T.). Lulu
McConnell
••50le
Man
Whoopee
(A.T.)
Art Frank
•'§Paramount
Acts
•t§Paramount
Comedies
•t§Paramount
Pictorials
•*§Paramount
Screen
Songs
•§ + Paramount
Sound
News
•'§Paramount
Talkartoons
•'tWrijonerA
Song.
The
Screen
Song
••«■>, rti„ Pint
T«lk«rti>on
•t§Resolutions
(A.T.)
Billy
House
•t^KHll
W;,i,.r
Ballad*
•♦IScrapplly Married (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
•♦'S" This It P«rls GrMn
Farenda
•t§Story
Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's
Ballet
•tfStronoer
Sex.
The
(A.T)
.. Christie Comedy
•t§Twpntieth
Amendment.
The
(AT.)
•♦SVolces of Lonely
Men
. . Bruce Scenic ....
MS Wanderlust
•♦5 Wee Bit 0" Scotch
*t$Yes. We Have Ne Bananas... Screen
Song

*Means

. .
,,
*tSAdam and Eve (A,T.)
. .
•tSAII
the Way
(AT.)
•tSGreater
Love,
The
(A,T.).
. .
MiHer
Man
(A.T.)
, .
•ffHollday
(A.T.)
•f|ln Deep (A.T.)
•tSl Take This Woman
(A.T.).
•llLast
Frontier,
The(A
,T.)..
•tSLazy
Lady
(AT.)
•tSLookIng
for Trouble (A.T,),
.
•t^Nlght
Work
(A. T.)
•fSNorth of the Yukon
(A.T.)..
•f§Pardon
My
Gun
(A.T.)
•tiPrlce of a Party. The (A.T.)
*t|Rawhlde
(A.T.)
•tlRomance
Harbor
(A.T.)

.July 26

Huston-Francis
Cyril
Maude
Rogers- Kane
Eddie Dowling
Junior
Coghlan
Jack
O.iklr
William
Powell
Veidt-Evans
Chatterton-Brook
Nancy Carroll

. . July

CominK Feature .\ttraction.s

Title

Cooper*Torrenca
yii '■.'.'.".'.'. '.'.'.
Nafloy
Carroll
Hardl'dLii

II..
25..
19,.
14,.

,. May

'tiNsgllgee
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire
•tIPalnIrd Orson
(A. T.) (F). William
Boyd
•tiParachute
(A. T.) (F)
Armstrong- Lombard
•tiPiay
Boy
(A
T.) (F)
Eddie
Ouillsn
*t(baratoga
(A.T.I
(F)
Coniiance Bennett
.
'tiSwing
High
(A.T.)
Twelvetrees-Scott
..
•tJTreasure
Girl (A, T.) (F)

Banerott

SOUND

Title

71

N e zv s

4

FEATURES
•tSAIias
French Gertie
(A.T,)
Title
•♦5Beau
Bandit
(A.D.)
•♦SCase of Sergeant
Gritehi..
•f§Curkoos.
The
(A.T.>
••srall
Guy,
The
(A,T.),.,.
•♦KFrameo
i A.T. I
•»5nir| of Part
(AT.)
•tSHe
Knew DeckWomen
••SHIt
th.
(AT.)(A.T.)..

•♦t| eviii- Comes
(he L»fl
•fSLove
Along

(AT.).

Midnight Mystery. The ( AT.)
t'Riimwav
Pride. The
(A .T.) .
♦ 5Seeond
Wife
(A.T.)
't§Seven Keys to Baldpata (A.T.)

Daniels-Lyon
Naael-Kenyon
Morris.Compson-Hertholt
Wheeler- Wnnlsrv
Mullhall-Clarke-Sparks
B-.nl
Tnom.v

.

18.
70..

anr,
Mar.
...Feb.
May
June
Mar.

Sally
O'Nell
Sherman.
Joyce
Oakle-Walker
Star
Daniels-Huohes
Piehar,)
niT

Feb.
May
Feb,
Jan.
Ape,

Compson-Trevor
Astor-Hughes
Lee-Carr- Nagel
Richard
Olt

June
May
Fib.
Jan,

Cominsr Feature .Attractions

ate
•*§Babes
"SBiinker
•tSCheck

in Toyland
(A.T.) ... Special
Bean
(A. T.)
and
Double
Check

ll

.May
g.
Apr,
23.. 6169Length
15..
2.
69
June
16.. , <!?n2
. 8igi .
..6175.
725
M ,,
,.65.
. .02
1. .
.Feh.
.70
1^
.85..
.
6319.
Aor
2. .6136
1
..8inn
.9327,, ..9n
. RI74
.Feb. 78
2..
.Doe.
. .68 . Ina
..6IM.
h..
..May 71
246. , ..70.HS
. 7n.
..6<63. .72
.Mav wed
12.. ..6234.
,6579. ,.70. . . Feb.
An..
. , K8.
4
. . Rn.lli
MIns. ..Jan.
.De-. 71
Feel
.69
. ,«n

Cast

f.l/can.s sound effects. ^Means
voice (includintj dinloqup and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-nim.

Revie

11
31

Lenofh

A.T.

after

title

means
74

Motion

72
(A.T.)
•t§Cimarron
(A.T.)
*t<)Companionat.
•tlConspiracy. The (A.T.)
•t^Dead Game
(A.T.)
't^Olxlana
•t§E$cape
(A. T.)
•tlHaIr Shot at Sunrise (A. T.)
*t§He3rt of the Rockies (A. T.)
•tSHIoh
Hiver
•tlHunled
•t§lron
Trail.
The
(A.
T.)
*tiLadie$
01 the P«it
•t§Lawful
Larceny
(A. T.)
•tfLeathernecklns
(A.
T.)
*t|Old
Accordian
Man,
The
(A.
T.)
•t§Perlect
Alibi,
The
(A, T.)
•»«Radio
RKvels
(AT.)
•t§Recorri Run (A.T.)
•fjbensation
lA.f.)
•t§She's
My
Weakness
(A. T.).
•tSSilver
Horde
(A. T.)
*t§Upperworld
(A.T.)
■t§Wild
Heart
(A.T.)

. Wheeler- Woolsey
. Marshall-Daniels

Betty

Compson

Foy,

Jr.-fiubln

Joseph

Cawthorn

Coming Feature Attractions

Soeeial
Ciist
Wolheim-Armstrong-Arthur

Title

. Lake-Carroll
Brent- Wolhelm
Bebe

•t§Bar
L
fStturneu

SHORTS

SUr Trueman
Paula

Dane-Arthur
IMarc
Connelly
(F&D)
Vauohn-Cooke-Sargeot
Vaughn-Cooke
T.)
(F&D)
Vaughn-Cooka..
(F&D)
Nat
Carr
Nat
Carr
•t§Guest,
The
(A. T.) (F&D).. Marc
Connelly
•tSHot
Bridge (A. T.) (FtD)..
Duke
Ellington & Orchestra
•t§Jaiz
(A.T.)
(F)
■t§Land of the Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn-Cooke
•tSLost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F&O)
Vaughn-Cooke
..
•■tiLovfn'
the Ladles
Richard
Dl«
•t?Magnate. The (A. T.) (FAD). Marc
Connelly
Dane-Arthur
•t§Men Without Skirts (A.T.)..
(FS.D)
Mickey
Yule
•t§Mickey's Champs (A. T.)
T
T.I
•tfMlckey's Luck
(A.
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
Mickey
Yule
•t§Mickey'$ Master Mind (A. T.)
T.) (F&O)
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
*T§Mickey's Merry Men (A.
(F4.D)
Mickey
Yule
-fSMickey's Strategy (A.
T.) (F&.D)
Mickey
Yule
•tSMIckey's Winners (A.
(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
•TsMlckey the Romeo (A.
Mickey
Yule
•tIMlckey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.) (F&D)
Mlikey
Yule
•♦<Mlekey
the Warrior
Toby the Pup
*t§Museum.
The
Fernando
Orch
•t§Musical
Moments
(A. T.).... Felix
Nick
& Tony
•§iOff to Peoria
(A.T.)
•t§Old Bill's Christmas (AT.).
•tfOld Vamps tor New (A. T.).. Vaughn-Cook*
•tSPalooka Flying Sehoe! (A.T.)
•t§Settlng Son, The
(A.T.)
... Vaughn-Cooke
Alberta
Vaughn
't§Sleeplng
Cutles
(A.T.)
*i§Song
and the Sergeant,
The
(A.T.)
•tSStrange
Interview,
The
(A.T.)
(F)
Sherwln-Knowles
•tSWhIle
Auto Walts (A.T.)(F)
•tSWho's
Got the Body
(A.T.).. Nick & Tony

SOl^UART

WORLD

Star

•rSBIg
Fight, The (A.T.)
Williams-Lane
•t§Cock 0' Ihe Walk (A.T.)
. ..J.
Sehildkraut-Loy
•ItOude
Wrangler,
The
(A.T.) . Duryea-Basquette
•t§Fighfing
For the Fatherland
•t§Hello
Sister
(A.
T.)
L. Hughes-Borden
•tlOnce
a Gentleman
(A.T.)
Horton- Wilson
"tiRono
(A.T.)
Roland-Thomson-Love
'tisombras
de Glerla
(Spanish) . Special
Cast
•t§What
a Man
(A.T.)
Denny-Segar

STATE

Rel. Dit*
Length
Jan. 5.. . . I reel
Mar. 9., ..2 reels
. . I reel
.2 reels
. .2 reels
, .2 reels
.2 reels
. I reel
. 2 reels
.2 reels

Feb.
Mar,
Mar.
Mar,
Apr.
Jan.
Apr.
Jan.
May
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.
Aor.
Mar.

2..
9..
16..
2..
13..
6..
13.
12..
25..
II..
9.
30.
19..
6.,
30..

Feb.
Mar,
Mar,
July
Jan.
Aug.
June
Apr,
May

.2
2..
.2
30.. .2
2., .2
20..
5.. .2
17.. .2
22.. .2
27.
.2
25. . .2

July

13...

Feb.
Feb.
June
Feb.
Jan.

9..
2..
22.
16.
5.

May

II.

Mar,
lan,

2.
12.

Aug,

3..

Feb, 22
Apr,
19
Nov,

. 1 reel

.2
. .I
. .2
.2

9

reels
reel
reels
reels

..6138

. I reel

..I
1
.2
2
.7
.I
.2

Revleweif

...68

reels
reels

reels

Apr,

12

reels
reels
reels
reels
reels
reels

star

reel
reel
reels
reels
reels
reel
reels

2 reels
. .2 reels

.2 reels

May 21
June
14
June
14
Dec
i*
Jan.
25
Feb.
Dee.

May

8
•'

24

WIDE
Length
Feet.
MIns. Reviewed

Rel, Dat*
Sept.
May
June
Apr.
Feb.
Aug.
Feb,
Apr.

I
15

5850
7200
6200

65
.Apr.
80. ..Apr.
63. ..May

II
19
?4

. .Apr.
June

5
21

9500... 100
Feb
22
.7000
79. ..Mar. 29

RIGHTS
Length
Feet
Mins.
Revlewea
Net tet 8860
98. .Jan. 23
15...
8 reels. .85. .May
10
Jan, 24 90UU.. .luu . Keo.
0

■tSAeross the World
(A.D.)
Talk, Pie. Epics.
Asphalt
Froelich-Amann
...Allied
Dlst'r Film. Mar.
•!9Uecause
I Love You
Mady Christians
Amer, Gen, Film .
.
6200
69
*f§Behlnd
the Altar
Wllhelm
DIetarle
.,Afl.
European...
Apr, 15 5100
60.. June
7
•t§Beyond
the Rio Grande
(A.T.)
Jack
Perrin... Big 4
. .5000
55
Black
Hills
Special
Cast
Bio
Three
.Apr,
19
•tSBride 68 (P.T,)
Veidt-Brink
Amer.
Anglo
. . . ,Apr. 6
100. ,May
24
*t§Burning
Heart,
The
Christians-Froellch. . Harold Auten
May
10 8372. ..88. .
•tSCall
of
Circus
(A.T.)
(D.F.)
Bushman
Clayton
...Burr
Jan.
155466
61. .Jan.
.Feb.
Caught in Berlin Underworld, '^ritz Kastner
Chess
player.
The
Jehanne-Blanchard
Unusual PIct
♦t§Clancy
In
Wall
Street
Mar, 1
(A.T.)
Murray. Llttlefleld
...Aristocrat
Feb, 22
•f M',o-0nlimi5ts
..
Special
cast
New
Era
Feb. 8
.May 24
•t§Oanger Man, The (P.T.).Chas.
Hutchinson
..Cosmos
May
2U65I6
82.
.Dec.
14
*t§Darkened
Skies
(A.T.) . . . Brentwood-MacDonaldBlltmore
Prod
Jan. 5400
60.
"tlEscaped from
Dartmoor. .. Barlng-Hennlng
..Harold
Auten... Apr.
II 7529... 70. Apr.
Jan.
IB
19
Farmer'*
Wife
rnomas-Hall-Oavls. . Allied
Jan. 4.ui)4o
70.
•tSFirebrand
Jordan
Lane
Chandler
Big
4
Figaro
rranco- Amer lean Not Set. 6360
71 . Dec,
•t§Heart's
Melody
(A.
T.)
(F & D)
Fritsch-Parlo
.. .. Ufa
Film
Her Unborn Child (F & D) . . Soeclnl
Cast
Windsor
Jan.
10 7609
85.
Hunted
Men
Bob Steel*
Syndicate
Apr.. 4853
•tSlmmortal
Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froellch
Ufa
Film
In the South Seas with Mr, and Mrs.
Pinchot
Talk. Pict. Epics. Sept. 1.5538
.May
,Apr, 31
283
•tiniagi
African Hunt
Congo
Pict,
Ltd
7200
80, ..May
Jade
Casket
The
French
Cast
Cosmos
5H00
64
•t§Ladles
in
Love
(A.T.) Day-Walker
Che5terfleld
May
17 6217
69 Mar, 29
*t§Last
Dance,
The
(AT,) .. Reynolds- Robards
..Audible
Mar,
8 5825.
Feb.
I
Lost
Patrol
Pro
Patrla
...Not
Set. 5100.
Dec. 21
love at First Sloht (A T.) . . K**n*r-F*«ter
Chesterfield
..Feb.
'S filfiO.
mins
Mystery at the Villa Rose
Trevor-Baring
Harold
Auten.
May
31 9000..
Perrln-Ray
Ravtone
...Apr,
15
5040.
.Mar,
•tSOverland Bound (A.T,)
.Mar, 29
29
Bob
Custer
Syndicate
..Mar.
I
4700.
•tSPartlng
of the Trails ,
Passion
Song.
The
, Olmsted-N.
Beery. , Excellent
5080.
Peacock
Fan
Th*
nnrnthv
Dwan
. . . rh»«terf)e|d
hill.
.Blltmore
.Apr,
7
5200.
..May 17
Poor
Millionaire
Talmadge-Howard
'tSRampanI
Ag*
(A.T.)
Jan. 18
(D.F.)
Murray-Kennedy
...Continental Jan.
155743 ...01
•t§Ridin'
Law
Perrln-Canutt
Big 4
Mavl25600
62
7
(tea
Fiirv
Mildred
Harris
Tom White
Not Set 5200
58 , bee.
•t§Secret of tho Pueblo
Big
4
June 15
Smoke
Bellew
Conway
Tearle
First
Division
6605
73
"Snuth
i>t Panama
'■.armellla
Geraghty. . Chesterfield
630(1
70
3
Stampede
Native
Cast
Harold
Auten. ..Apr.
M 7540
80. May
Strange
Case
of District
.Mar,
22
Attorney
"M"
Unusual Photoplay .Mar, 6800

*Means

synchronized

score.

Star
Bill,

\tt

Jr,-Wales

R*l. Dtt*
Big
4
i/eutinental

Length

Aft.
European
Continental
Cast, !,.'!,'!,'
Majestio
Big
4
Sept.
Majestle
(A,I.)
Duty to be Silent
Maria Albana
Afl. European
Pioneer
Exodus to the New World, The Lyon-Prevost
Full
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Asther
Afl, European
German
Underworld
Special
Cast
A!T, European
Great
Unknown.
Th*
Jonn
Loder
Afl
European
Majestic
•ItHall
the Woman
(A.T.)
Her
Viennese
Lover
Asther.Nolan
Aft. European
FitzPatrick
**t§Lady of the Lake. The.. Percy
Marmont
Continental
•tSLite
For Sale,
A (F)
Talk,
Pict,
Epics
•i§Lost
Gods
Educational
Allied
Milak of the Snowlands
Special
Cast
*t§Night
Hawk.
The
Big 4
Aug. IS
Our
Udily
Bread
..
Mary
Nolan..
..
Att.
European
Majestle
•tIPrice
Mark,
Tho
(A,T.)
Continental
•fSSt-cond
honeymoon.
The (F)
Majestic
•flSentimental
Satan
(A.T.)
.Majestic
Majestic
•t§Smart
Women
(A.T.)....
Majestic
•fSToday
(A,T,)
Nagel-Owen
•t§Trap, The
(A,T.)
Continental
♦t§Uniorbldden Sin, Th* (F)
Unholy
Love
Wegener- Petrovlteh. . Aft. European
When
Duty
Calls
Soecial
Cast
Allied
Pict.
Epics
Wild
Men
of Kaliharl
Denver
African
Exp Talk.
■t§Worldly
Goods
(F)
Kirkwood-Kennedy
. Continental

SOUND

FEATURES
rule

Ranch
evidence

Revlewad

7 reels.

•ISCIown,
The
(F)
Buying
a Wife
Special
•§tConieback,
The
(A,T,)
*t§Dangerous Trails
'tsDivorc*
Question,
The

Daniels

SOUND

June 21 , 193 0

News

.Oct. 25
II
.Jan. 15.5700
63.. Jan,
•tITake the Heir (A.D.) .... Edward Horton
Big
4
Mar.
7. & reels
fhiee
Uuicatts.
Til*
Yakima
Canutt
Waca
...
Thunder
Gnd
Cornelius
Keef*. ... Crescent
Western
Honor
Bob Steele
Syndicate. .Mar,
.
5917 ...50,,
66., May 17
4849.
■t§We*t of Hockle*
(A.T.>
(O)
Art
Mix
World
Art
Jan
I8.GI00.
*tSWhlte
Cargo
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Harold
Auten
•t§White
Devil
(P.T.)
('
4
D)
Mosjukln-Dagover
..UFA
Flint*
.68.
Whv Cry at Parting
Halm-Gralla
International
.Feb.
22
•tSWoman
Who
vKa*
For.
7000.
...78
gotten
(A.D.)
..
Belle Beanett
State
Cinema
Jan,
15.7560.
...05.
.Jan.
25
Wonderful
Lies of Nina
Mar. ' i
Petrowna
Helm-Ward
Allied
Films
June
14
MayMar. 30..8reels..80.
15... 6 reeli. ,60
•tlWould
You
Believe
It?. . Walter
Forde
Big 4
>t§Ylddish Mama.
Tho (A.T,)Mae
Simon
Judea Films
.4000

Amos
'n' Andy
Richard
Dix
ulive
Borden
Love-Trevor-Sparks
Richard
Dix
Btbi Otnleli

Title
•t§Age of Innocence, The(A.T.(F).
•tSBefore
Breakfast
(A.T,)(F)..
•tIBobbed
Wire
(A. T.)
•tlBrideoroom, The (A,T.)(F)..
•tSCampus Sweethearts (A. T.)
*tiCash
and
Marry
(A.T.)..
T.)
•|§Dear
Slayer
(A.T.)
'tlEventually
But
Not
Now
•tSFalr
Deceiver,
The
(A.
(A
•tSGenrral
Ginsburo (A.T.)
•t§Gunboat
GIniburg (A.T.) (F).

Title

Picture

15
6 reels. . . .
7 reels
7 reels
6 reels....
S reels

,

7 r«el*

•

6714 feet.

SHORTS

Title
Star
Rel, Oat*
Length
•t§Anywhere
By Air
Visuagraph
3 reels.
"TSAt
the Photographers
(A, T,) (F)
Harry
Delf
Elbee
2 reels..
• t Beethoven
F itzpatrick
I reel . . .
'tBarn Dance
MItkey Mous* Cartoonceieority
Prod
I reel..
•t^Bring
On the Bride (A.T.)
Ellbee
2reels..
•t§Broken
Doll, The
(A.T,). Sadie Banks
Judea
Films
I reel...
'tChaln
Gang, Th*
Mickey Mouse Cartoon i.eltbrity
rrod
j reel..
•fConquest of the Cascades. . .Educational
Gen.
Electric C«
I reel
•t§Down
Hawaii
Way
Color
Novelty
Castle
I reel...
•tfFourth of July
Fitzpatrick
•fSFrlend
Husband
(A.T.)
Burr
2 reels..
'tGalloping
Gauch*
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod
Feb.
I
1 reel . . .
*tJungle
Rythm
Mickey Mouse CartooiiCelebrlty
Prod
I reel. ,
•tJust
Mickey
Mickey Mou** Cartoon Celebrity Prod
2 reels,.
■§tKlddle Cabaret
Mtytelr
TKids
and
Pets
Color
Novelty
Castle
I reelfe«t.
Lincoln's
Birthday
FitzPatrick
Feb. 12. 350
1 reel...
•Liszt,
Franz
Music Master Series. Fitz
Patrick
•t§Mai-Ko
Mashma-Lou
,.,
(A.T.)
Harry
Feld
Judea
Films
3'/2 reels.
•t§Mawas the (P.T.)
Capital
Prod
•t§Meet
Family
(A.T.)
(F)
Harry
Delt
Elbee
2 reels.
'tMlckey's
Concert
Mickey M*ut* Cartoon Celebrity
Pr*d
I reel.
•tIMonkey
Squawks
(A.T.)
Burr
•t§oh
Doctor
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
JSOOT,.
'•Plane Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod
Jan. i reel...
*tPlow Boy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebris
Pr*d
I r**l..
•1§Shoemaker's
Romance
(AT.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
1900
.,
•t§Should
1
Charles
Lawmer
.. Advance Trailer
•t§Signed, Sealed & Delivered (A,T.)
Burr
*t§Sixty Minutes From
Broadway
Color
Novelty
Castle
I reel...
•fSStyle and Class
(A.T,).
.Marty Barratz
Judea Films
2000
•ftSummer
Harmonies
Song
Cartoon
Biophon*
I reel . , ,
•tTee
Time
Felix
the
Cat
Copley
Films
1 reel.,
"Thought for Mother's Day.. Fitzpatrick
I reel .
Washington's
Birthday
Fltz
Patrick.. .Feb.
22,350 feet
•t§When
My Dreams
Com*
Tru*
,..,
Gene
& Glenn
Advance
Trailer
Ireel...
•tWhen the cat's Away
Mickey Mouse Cartooncelebrlty
Prod
I reel,.
'tWlId
Waves
Mickey Mouse CartoonCelebrity
Prod
Ireel..,

..May
ftvvlewee17

.Apr,

19

.Apr,
.Nov."

IS
t

.Jan.

II

,.Apr. 28
,Apr,

(

..June

7

May

17

Oct,

I

,.A*r,
.May

10S

,Apr.

TIFFANY
FEATURES
f Available
•t^Border
Title
1§Hlgh
•IMambe

Romance
(A. T.)
Treason
(A.T.) (A.T.)

•tIParty

81rl

(A.T.) Reviewed

•t§Peacock
Alley
•fSSunny
Skies
•tSSwellhead
(A.
•tSTroopers
Three

(A.T,)
T.)
(A.T.)

sound-on-film and sounJ-on-disc)

Length
Feet
Mins,
Star
Rel, Date
Armida-Terry
May
18
5971
65
Hume-Gill
Not
Set
...6323
69.
, Hersholt-Boardman-Forbes
..Mar,
10
6183
69.
Doug
Fairbanks.
Jr
Jan,
I
6750
75.
as "Dangerous
Business"
Issue Do*, 21. I02g
Mae
Murray
Jan.
10
6060
67.
Benny
Rubin
May
12
6994
78.
Gleason-Shiiling-Watker
Mar.
20
7040
78
Lease-Gulliver
Feb.
15
7239
80.

Reviewed
May 31
..Mar.
.June IS7
..Dec. 21
..Feb.
8
..May
24
. .Apr,
2(
Feb,
22

Coming Feature Attractions
Rel. Date

Title
•tICyolone
H lekey
•t5 Enchanting
Melody
(A.T.)
•♦(Fascination
(A.T)
•t§Headin'
North
(A.T.)

Mae
Murray
Trem
Carr
Garon-B.->rry
(A.T.)
Race
Last
•tSHIs
•tiJourney'*
End
(A.T.)
Colin
Cliye
•tsKathieen
Mavourneen
(A.T.) . _
0'N*I1-O«l*ney
•♦SLasra
•t§Land of Missing Men (A.T,). Trem
Carr
•tSLeft
Over
■
'♦dLovp
Life. Ladles
Laughter
*♦< Luxury
Olrl
•t^Mareea-Marla
•♦«Mertl'lne
Man.
The
(A.T,).
Benny-Bronson
June
••«Mv
Rrudder
Rvlvest
... < '" C»"-lllo
'tSOklahoma
Cyclone
(A.T,)
Trem
Carr
•♦5P«oe'
Profit!
it§Rainbow's

End,

Tho

Length

star

(A. T.). Trem

Carr

^Means sound effects. ^Means
voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

11416... 130.,, Apr.

15

6211

4.T. after

69

June

12

21

title means

Motion

/ (( uc 2 1 . 1 y 3 0

Picture

ItJStrlctly
Dlshonoraole
-•svirgin
el Btambeul
•tiWaak-End
Girl

•tSRIdIn'
Fool,
The
(A.T.)
Trem
Carr
*tl8*lla
Strapt
.
...
...
t*§Sunrl«o
Trnir.
The
(A.T.) ... Tram
Carr
....
•tSThird
AInrm,
Th«
(A.T.)
•♦•Tarrent
Tha
•t5Why
Marry
(AT.)
Huntsr-Raynolda

SHORT

Title
Alias
the Bandit
All Wet
Anthony
& Cleopatra
(ralisua).

SUBJECTS

Star
Color Symphony
Color
Symphony
Colortana
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Symphony
Color
Symphony
Color
Classic
Forbes
Randolph
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Color
Color
Color
Station

Ral. Data

I reel
2 r*al(
I real
I reel
I reel
I *eel
I reel
2 reels
I reel
I reel
I real
I real
I reel
I reel
i reel
I reel
I real

8erlei

Title

Dae.
10

May

Oea.

7

Jan.

4

Length
Feet
MIns.
Rfl.
Data
3 . .6673. ..74. .Mar. 22
May
Revlewfil 1
Feb. 22.. ..5977. ...77. ..Feb.
...84. ..Mar
8
Mar.
IR. ..8354.
.7533. . . . 84 .
J.in.
12.. ..6592. ..88. .Mar. 29
Apr.
1 . . ..7883. .72
.Feb. 22
Mar.

«..

Title
Star
•t§Bad
One,
The
(A, T.)
Del
RIo-Lowe
•5Be
Yourselt
(AT.)
(F)
r.>nnie
Bnce
•tlHell
Harbar
(A.T.)
Velei-Heraholt
•tSLummon
(A.T.)
(F)
Westovor-Lyon
•t§Onr
Romantic
Niohl
A
T.).
GIsh- Nagcl- La Rocaue
•tJPuttln'
an tha Rlt2 (A.T.).. Harry
Richman

•fSAbraham
Lincoln
(A.
T.) .
•t^rity
Lights
(F)
•t§Du Barry. Woman of Passion
•UEyes
of the World
(A.T.) .
•tlForcver
Yours
(A.T.)
•tHells
Angch
(Fl
•tSLottery
Bride
(AT.)
»5Rat1lo5
(A
T.)
•t^Reathlng
for the Moon (A.T.)
•t§Smilin'
Through
(A.T.)
•t§What
a Widow
(A.T.)
• tWhnnooe
(A
Tl
•tiWhIspers
(A.T.)
..

Re>lew»
Fab
2?
M ay 31

ARTISTS

FEATURES

COMING

Length
I reef

I reel

Slngan

Symphony
Sympho ly
Symphony
Symphony
S-T-A-R

UNITED

Feb !■

ATTRACTIONS

Rfl Date
Star
.Walter
Huston
Sept. 28..
Charlie
Chaplin
...
<A.
T.)
Norma
Talmadga
Now.
18.
. Merkel-Holland
Oct.
29.
Mary
PIcktord
Nov.
Lyon-Hall-Harlow
MacDonald-Garrlck
Aug.
16
Ronald
Cniman
July
26
Bebe
Daniels
Joan Bennett
Gloria
Swanson
July
5
Ertrtif
C«n<n.
Sept.
7
Chester Morris
Dec.
20

SOUND

Feet
LengthMln:

Reviewed

June

7

Ral. Data

Star
*tSFaM of the Bastllla, Tha..
'tlGlorlous
Vamp
-.Bobby
Watson
•tfHuskln'
Bee, Tha
'tiln a Russian Cabaret
•t|Lo»e Cup.
The
■tiMusl<al
Marlonettak
•tSNIght In Madrid. A
•nSei-ond
Hungarian
Rhapsody
•STannhausar
Novelty
Reel
'(Tintypes
•§tWizard$
Apprentica

Jan.

!!'952!!
Length

25.

May

24.

Apr.

20.

FEATURES
Length
Feet
Mlns.
15
ate
17. ...4388.
Mar.
Reviewed
20. ...7519. ..76. .Apr.
B
Apr.
30.
Jan.
. Mar.
...S.TS.
..Mar.
Mar. 20. ...7401.
..82.
?l
Aug.
25. ..7314.. .81 . .Apr. 26
May
2. ...5933.
9.
8
Feb.
. 66. ..Fab.
9. .6268
..69.
Mar.
15
Issue
Cross" In April
27
...58.
,..5230.
I<I29
Feb. irll 27.
. .June 19
..Dee.
21
Apr.
...6763. ..75
..43.
Feb.
2.
...6300 ...50.
5 ...3852.
Jan.
...70 . .Dee
16
30
..Apr
Mar.
...5299.
4.6.
2. ...5785. ...64. ..Mar. 29
22
Mar.
June
19 ...5784. .. 64.
Feb.
21
22
..Mar.
Feb.
May
..6748.. ...62.
HI.
. . 75 . . ..May 2a
12. ...5609.
??
Jan.
.Dee
t
Jan.
...67.
27.
24
Apr.
.. 6094.
. . snnn ...65 ..Feb.
Aug.
June 29.
Aug.
3
July 20.
July
27
.6000.
. .67... .Jan.'
Mar. 29
'4
Mar.
I
...Juno
23.
23....S025....56.
^ab.
3
July
I. ...7727. ...SO. ..May
June
25. ...4541
May
June
Rel.

Title
Big
Timber
(Re-Issue)
•tSCaptain of the Guard
(A.T.)
•ilCllmax, The
(A. T.)
•tiCohensand theKellys InScotland.
•1§Concentratin'
Kid
(A.T.)....
•tSCzar of Broadway
lA.T.)
•ifDames
Ahoy
(A.T.).
•tlDevll's Reviewed
Pit, The under title af

Star Desmond
Wlliiam
La Plante-Bolas
Special
Cast
Sidney-Murray
Hoot
Gibson
Wray-Compson-Harron
Glenn Tryan
Special
Cast
"Under the Southern
Denny
*t§Enibarrasslng
Moments
(A.T). Ri>glnald
Ken
Maynard
*t§Flghtlng
Laglon.
Tha
Jack Hoxle
Flying
Hoots
Special
Cast
•itHell's
Heroes
Murray. Crawford
•tSHIde-Out
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
•tLucky
Larkin
•ItMoonllght
Madness
(A. T) . . John Boles
Hoot Gibson
•niMounied
Strenger.
Tba
Ken
Maynard
*t§Mountaln
Justice
Schlldkraut
•tJNIght
Ride
Ken
Maynard
MSParado of tha Waat
Hoot
Gibson
•t5Roarlng
Ranch
(AT.)
John Boles
•t^Sono
of Passion
(A. T.)
Ken
Maynard
•t^Song o( the Caballero
Ken
Maynard
•t5Sons of th» Saddle
Hoot
Gibson
•tSSpurs
(A.T.)
Cast
•ftiStorm.
The
(A. T.)
, Special
Hoot
Gibson
•tSTrallIng Traubia
Hoot
Gibson
•tfTrigger
Tricks
(A.T.)
Nolan- Eller-BrowR
•tSUndertow
All Star
MSWhat Men Want
Snoclal
Cast
•fWhlte
Hell of PIti PalB
Hoxle
White
Outlnw. The
(Reissue)... Jack
Mary
Nolan
•t§Young
Desire
(A.T.)

Coming Feature

Nolan-Robinson
Bolei-Velez
Ayres-Wray
Hoet
Gibson
John
Boles

•♦(Signal
Tower
(A.T.)
•tSSIngIng
Caballera (A.T.)

Jahn

*Means

score.

sunchronized

fi%

Attractions

Wolhelm-Ayrei-Wn>

•♦(Ladles In Love
(A
T.) . . .
•t^Lady
Surrenders.
The
(A.T.)
*t«Llttle
Accident
(A.T.).
•t§Love
Cavalier.
The
( A.T.) ..
•tfOregon
Trail
(A.T.)
•tlOurang
•ftOutslde
the
Law
(A.T.)
•t^Resurrection
(A.T.)
lt§Salnt
Johnson
(A.T.)
•tSSerub Oak
(A.T.)
■♦(Serenad'
(AT)

Mary

Apr.

&.

SpatUI

8724

97... Apr.

Nolan

Fairbanks.
Boles- Loff

Boles

Jr..

Ll

Pliato..

SUBJECTS

fad Caraoa
Bobble
Nelian
uadge
of Bra»ert
Battling
Kid.
The..
Beauty
Parade.
The
Arthur
Lake
Benjamin
Franklin
(Reissue)
Boundary
Line.
The
(Reissue) .. Fred
Humes
Columbus
&
Itnbella
(relsaue)
Cruuked
Trails
Ted
Carson
Crimson
Csuraga
Tad
Caraan
Danger Claim.
Tha
Bobble
Nelson
Doing
His
Stuff
Arthur
Lake
French Leave
Sid Saylar
Follow
Me
Arthur
Lake
Foul
Ball
Sid Saylor
Getting
the A|r
Arthur
Laka
Her
Bashful
Baau
Arthur
Lake
Kounty
Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobble
Nelson
Law In the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Express
(Serial)
Chandler- Lorraine
Make
It Snappy
8ld Saylor
Mmier
of Pollcv
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
One
Wri
Night
Roach-Edwards
Plane
Crazy
Sid Saylor
Peekaboo
Arthur
Lake
"est of Honor
Bobble
Nelson
*.
Pronto
Kill, The
(Reissue)
Edmund
Cobb
Queen
of RounduD
(Reissue)
Josle
Sedgwick
Red Coats
Roman e
Ted
Carson
Restless
Rest
(Ke-lssue)
Neely
Edwards
Ropln'
Venus
..Josie Sedgwick
Should
Poker
Players
Marry?
Sid's
Lang
Count
Sitting
Pretty
Six
Gun
Justlea
dome
Show
Step
Bight
Up
Son of Courage
Storm
King
(Re-lsaue)
Speak
Easy
(Reissue)
Trail
of the Pack
Under the White Robe (Re-lsjue)
Way of the West
(Reissue)
Why
Walt
Whip Hand. The
(Reissue)
Wild
West
Wallop
(Reissue) ...
William
Tell
.
Wolfs
Fangs

Sid Saylor
../
Arthur
Lake
Bobble
Nelson
Arthur
Lake
Sid
Saylor
Bobbie
Nelson
Edmund
Cobb
Charlie
Puffy
Ted Carson
Neely
Edwards
Neely
Edwards
Slim
Summervllla
Billy
Sullivan
Edmund
Cobb
Ted

Carsor

SOUND

UNIVERSAL

(A.T.)
Lupe
Velei
Rl'nn
Tryen
Boles- Velez-Loff
Whlteman's
Band
Cast

Boles

star
Bobble
Nelson
Sid Baylor

TItIr

SHORTS

Title

•ffAII
Quiet
an Waatarn
Front
(A. T.)
•t§Boudoir
Diplomat
(A.T.)
•t§Bullet
Proof
(A.T.)
•tSCohens
i Kelleys
in Ireland
•t§East
is West
(A.T.)
Flirt. The
•tSGypsy
Love Song
(AT.)
nsKing of Jazz Revue, Tha (A.T).

(A.T.)
John
(A.T.)...
Liun

SHORT

Tha
■tS(^o«iaek'i
Brida.
•t§Enchnntcd
Forest, Tha (A.T.)
•tf In Old Madrid
'ilJungIa
Oruma
•tSMelodIa
•fjMlnuerte
'tlModern
CInderalli,
A
*tSMountaln
King.
Tha
No
Womaa
Allowed
•1§0n the Plantation
'ttPharoah'i
Daughter
,
•t5Saer(d
Hour,
Tha
'tJSong
of India,
A
•tSStatlon
S-T-A-R
'tSSongs My Mother Taught Ma
•t|T«lo!
of Araby
•tlTemple
Bpllt
•fSVIrnnese
Melody
'tSVolte
e( Hallywaad

News

Page

28

5

SHORTS

Star

•t|Ariblan
Daze
■t;Bowery
BImboes
Oswald
Cartaan
■t^ Uio^idway
Follies
Oswald
Cartoon
't^Brother for'9 Sale (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
•tIChinese
Blues
(A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
't^Chrlslmas Cheer (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
•tChile
Con
Carmen
Oswald
Cartaan
Fanny the Mule Cartoons
•t^Fellnw
Students
Sid
Saylor
•♦(Flreburgs
(A
T.)
Archer-Dent
lt§Footllght
Follies (A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
•tSHalowe en
Sporting
Youth
*t§Hash
Shop
,,,. Oswald
Cartoon
•t^HeH'a
Heala
Oswald Cartoon
*t|His
Bachelor
Daddy
Sunny Jim
*tlHot
for Hollywood
Oswald Cartoon
•Hurdy
Gurdv
.f>«*ald fartoon
"t§lndians
Are
Coming
(A.T.) .. McCoy-Roy
•t(Jade Box. The
Lorraine- Perrin
•t Kisses
and
Curses
Oswald
Cartoon
*t§Leather
Pushers
Series
*t§Lightning
Express.
The
(Serial)
Lorraine-Chandler
•tfLlve
Ghesta
(F 4 D)
Ann
Christy
•t§Mush
Again
Sunny
Jim
"tSMy
Pal Paul
Oswald
Cartoon
•tiNelghbori
Sunny
Jim
'fSNot
So Quiet
Oswald
Cartaon
•tlOswald
Cartoons
•tiOutdoor Soerta
Sid
Saylor
•t Prison
Panic
Oswald
Cartoon
•♦(Royal
Feurfluah
Snorting
Youth
•tiSrhoolmates
Sporting
Youth
'♦(Seeing
Start
Sporting
Youth
•♦5She's
a He
(A.T.)
Sunny Jim
••6Sist»r's
Pest
Sunnv Jim
MISpooks
Oswald
Cartoon
si.fiii. -h«sf
(A
T.)
Sporting
Youth
•tSStop
That
Noise
Sunny
Jim
•tSStr.mge As It Seems Novelties
■flTnlking
Ncw^rcel
,r Tar/an
the Tloer
(Serial)
. Frank
Merrill
•♦(Tprrv
ef the Timet
(Serial) .. Howes-Thompson
•♦?Traffl' Troubles
•f^TrampIng
Tramps
Oswald
Cartoon
•t5Up
and
Dnwnslairt
•t^Vernon't
Auo4
Dent-Archer

WARNER
(Available
Title

Length
Ral. Data
May
17. ...2 reels
.1
rati
..2 raala
faD.
May
14..
. .2raals
Juna
..2 raali
. . I real
July
2.. . .2 reals
June 21
reals
. .2
. I reel
July
June
9...
,..2
.2 reals
May
reals
Mar.
raala
30.
5.. . .. 2I raala
19
Mnr.

«..

Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Mar.
Juna
Jaa
Jan.
Apr.
Juna
Feb.
Jan.
Mar.
tn.
July
May
Feb.
Apr.
Mar
June
Mar.
...Jan
July
May
Jan
Apr.
Apr.
May
July
Fab.
Apr.
Jan.
May
Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
May
I'n
May

sound-on-dise

Star

•♦(Man
Blank (A.
ley's.
Barrvmora
•♦(Man from
Hunter
T.)Tha( A.T. ). John
Rln-Tln-TIn
Rln-Tln-Tln
•♦50n
the Border
Rin. Tin-Tin
•tSRnuoh
Waters
(A. T.)
Moissl-Horn
•♦(Royal Box (A.T.)
(Garman)
Dolnrps
Costella
•t§Serond
Choice
'A. T.) .
♦ (Second
Fleer
Mystery (A. T ) Withers- Young
♦ (She Couldn't Rev Na
L lolitner. Morris
KSono
of >hp W.St
(A. T.I..
Roles. S'osi
♦ SThos.
Who
Danp«
(AT.)
..Mont.
Blue
♦ (Under
a Texas
Moon (A.T.)
Fiv Torres. i.v.Baary
♦ (Wide
Ooen
(AT.)
E. E
Horton

V.

(A.T.)..

•♦(Both Were Young (A.T.)..
••(Captain Applelack (A.T.)..
•♦(Children of Dreams (AT.).
•StDancing
Sweeties
(AT.),.

Al
John

Mar.
Fab.

n

Fab.
Oat.

I
19

Apr.
Mar.

..2 raals
..2rMls
. 2 raals
. . I real . .

I
I

Fab.
May
.Oaa.
.Das.

.2 reels

I
1

If

June
247
Apr. 2i
Jan. 21
la

21.. -.2 raals
.2
. 2reels
reals
1522.. .2 reels
1228..
. .2 reels
1 raai

. I 2reelreala

Ma*
Apr.
29
'
Dae.
Va.'. 21
IMar. 1;
Mar. 191
Apr.

247 . . .2
raals
28.
.2
reals
19. . .2 reels
.
.2
reels
. 2 reels
7. .2 reelsrl
12 7...
2 raals
12..
I.. . I reel
7.. . 2 reela
.1 real
. .2 reals
15.
10.,
15..
2. . . I reel
24..
. .2 reels
. .2 reels

2731.
1 ..

D*«.

7

.May

II

17..
Date

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
Juna
Mar.
Fab.
Fab.

23.
2...

June
Jan.
Apr.
June
Mar.
lune

10 episodes. .April

7 reels
.1 reel

Feb.
July
Jan
July
Dae

14

25

■> -eels
.2 reels
. . I reel
. . I reel
10 epitadae

n»r
June

••
14

ion

a

Fak.
IS
Mar. 29
May
Feb.
12I

0009
75
Feet

Mlns.

.6830.
Len
7.i. ..6300. ...70.
...79.
.7152
14
...74,
8
.7447.
1 .7513.
.6653. ...74
.83
...65.
31 ,
74,.
10
IS.. ..7570.
...84,
..5814.
3 ..4383. ...68.
14
..6167. ...49.
...84.
7
...49.
..4280.
..4410.
4
26 , .8150. gth
. .8nno.
15
1.. .5268. ..59.
...ni.
..6413. ...80.
..6878. .80
..7IB5.
..71.
.7498. ...83.
...78.
..71.
.6341.

12
Reviewed
Feb.
..Oct.

7
19

21
. .June
June 27
Apr.
Nov

105

..Apr. 12
..Mar.
8
..Apr. 12
..Feb. 29
..Dec.
II
.May
. Ian.

29
22
8

.Feb.
..Mar.
..Apr.
.Mar.

28

Wifhera
Jolson
Halliday

Length

Star
'. Carol -Withers' ' '...'.'...'.'.'.'. .' Not Set!

iMenna
sound effects
^Menns
voice (incliidinq dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talfcer. P.T. means Part-Tallcer. D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T.

I

Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
May
Jan.

Rel. I)ate
7

Apr.
Feb.
Mar.
Apr.
Apr.
Feb.

10

, .2
.2 reels
reals
. 2 reels
. .2 reels
2 reels. . .
. I reel

.2 reels

only)

Jan.

D»e
May

2 raala
. I2 reel
reels

Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

May
Mnr.
June

Mar.

. I reel

30.. . I reel

Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Mair.

Juna
May
Jan.
Ian.
June
Mar.
May
May
Mar.
May

12
II
ts
Jan
'1
Mar. 29

20.. . ..2
.2I reels
reels
reel
16.. . 2 reels
26..

1^
Rel. Date

, Grant

11
2t
If
7

18..
aplsedai..
22 reels.
5. . .. .. 10
12.
reels
10.
IS..
2.. .2 reels..
Jan.
I
real
...
I.. .. . . . II real
924.
reel, .

Comine Feature Attractions
•♦(Barber John's Boy
Title
•♦§Bio
Boy
(A.T.)•

. .2
. 2 reals

jan
May
June

Length
Revlei
.2 reels
. I reel
Apr.
I2 reel
Feb.
reels'.
.2 reels
Dee.
25..
.2 reels
Mar.
. .2 reels
Dae.
. . I reel
Jan.
31.. .1 reel
3.
,..22 reels
Mar.
Apr.
14..
.2 reels
14..
3.
.2
reels
Apr.
Feb.
14..
Apr.
. I reel
Apr.
3.
Apr. 19... . . I reel
Juna
2.
3. .2 reels
Apr.
June
I reel
May
May
. I real
Nov.
May
Jan.
. 12 Episodes
20 . . 10 apitades. . Feb
28
Mar.
. . I reel
Jan.
Feb.
.2 reels
Rel.

BROTHERS

•tSCourage
(A.T.)
Bennett-Nlxon
•t«numbKlls
in Ermine
(A. T.) . ArmstronoGieason- Kent
•♦(Evidence
(A.T.)
Pauline
Frederick
John
Barrymore
•♦(Genrral
Crack
(A. T.) .
•♦(Golden
Dawn
(A. T.)
Woolf-Segal
Grnrge
Arllts
•KRreen
Goddess. Tha
(A. T.)
•♦(Hold
Everything
(A. T.) . . .
Lightner-Brown-O'Nelll
•♦(Isle of Escape
(A. T.)
Blue-Loy
•♦(Mammy
'A-T.)
Al Jolson

J. .
It..
II..
5.
25..
8.
6..
22.

Revlavad
Apr.
19
May 24

.75. Juna

after

title

14

means

Motion

74
•s§Danube
Love Song
(A.T.)
■-§Divorce Among
Friends (A.T.)
•t§Egg Crate Wallop. The (A.T.)
•t§Filty
Million
Frenchmen
(A.T.)
•tSGay
Caballero. A (A.T.)
•i§Handful
of Clouds
(A.Tl)
•t§His
Brother's
Wife
(A.T.)
•t|Just an Hour of Love
(A.T.)
•§<Life of the Party. The (A.T.) Winnie
Lightner
•tSMatrimonial
Bed.
The
(A.T.) Lilyan
Tashman
•t§Maybe
It's Love
(A.T.) .... Brown-Bennett
*t§Maytime
(A.T.)
•*§Moby
Dick
(A.T.)
.John
Barrymore
■*§Nancy
in Naples
(A.T.)
Delroy- King-Sherman
M§0(fice
Wife.
The
(A.T.)
Mackaill- Stone
•i^Olcl
English
(A.T.)
George
Arliss
•tsoutward
Bound
(A.T.)
Howard-Mercer
•1 §Penny Arcade
(A.T.)
•t§Red Hot Sinners (A.T.)
Winnie
Lightner
•t§Recaptured
Love
(A.T.)
Bennett-Halliday
•t§River's
End.
The
(A.T.)
Claudia
Dell
•tISit
Tight
(A.T.)
Winnie
Lightner
•t§Soldier's
Plaything,
A (A.T.) Lotti
Loder
•t§Steel
Highway ~ "■
The
(A.T.)
Hall-Withers-Nixon
"". .. Claudia
Dell
ttSweet
Kitty Bellelrs
lA.T.).
Bennett- Von
Stroheim
•I^Three
Faces
East
(A.T.)....
•t§Under Cover (A.T.)
Gray-Segal-Hersholt
"StViennese
Nights
(A.T.)

VITAPHONE
Title
Absent
Minded
Alda.
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
At
Your
Service
Battery of Songs. A
Believe It or Not
Benefit.
The
Bernie.
Ben
Big Money
Be Girls
Boys Will
Bridal
Night
Broadway's
Like
That
Bubble
Party, The
Bubbles
Cave
Club.
The
Celeste Aida
Cheer
Leader.
The
Christmas
Knight
Colfigiate
Model. The
Contrary
Mary
Cry Baby
Danger
Desert Thrills
Devil's
Parade,
The
Done
in Oil
Ducking
Duty
Duel.
The
Eternal
Triangle,
The
Evolution
Evolution of the Dane*
Faust
Feminine Types
Fight.
The
Woman
FFind
ivc Mtheinutes
From the Station
Footnotes
For Sale
Fore
Frame. The
Getting
a Raise
Glee
Quartette,
Going
Places
Grand
Uproar
Gym
Jams

The

6094

VARIETIES

7

'. . .
21

(D)

Duet
1st Act
Jean
Barrios
Norman
Brokenshire
Hugh
O'Connell

Length
882...
523...
971...
'J^S...
633...
719...
2_reels
928
771
1141
865
629
688
793

Ford- Lane
Boyd-Middleton
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan

826
696
2 reels
839
744..
725..
888..
1539..
493..

1071
872

519
523

.8. ..May
May
10.. Feb.
9. Apr.
12. .May

n
24
8
19
24
•
8

9
8
May
9.. June

in
7

..8 8. May
June
June

24

.17.
.10.
. 5

20
12. .Feb.
16. .Nov.

22

May

10

9
0
6. .June

,. 934
1136
552
660
702
635

.

10. Revlewfttf
Apr.
12
6.. Feb.
8
11. Apr.
12
167 .Mar.
15

10. .Mar.
7
8
!)

I reel
817

Sisters & Oscar Grogan

McWilliams
Mayer

68. ..June

June

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Leach. Merman-Pierlot
Giovanni
Martinelli
Tom
Douglas
Washburn-Eddy-Middleton
Ona
Munson
Bobby
Watson
Mary
Louise Treen
Litel-Campeau-Merriam
Edwin
Bartlett
Special
Cast
The
Potters
Conklin-Morgan
Fields-Teasdale
Rich-Standing- Kaliz
Progress
of Motion
Pictures

Jim
Lew

June

N e zv s

Head
The
Heart Man.
Breaker.
The
Heidt and His Californians
Her
Relatives
Holland
Holiday
in Storyland.
A
Idle Chatter
III Wind.
An
In the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl.
The
Jazz Rehearsal
Keeping
Company
Letters

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Landis-Halligan-Blackwood
Hoyt-Coots-Quintelle
f?obert_ L. Ripley
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
The
Potters
Shea
Olive
Arthur-Merriam
Ruth Etting

Page

P i c t u re

10
13.
6.

May
Feb.
June
8. May
7. .Apr.

in
15
7
SI
19

Ncely

796
1315

Office
On the Steps
Rancho
Only the Qlrl
Operation,
The
PagliaccI
Pa Gets a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
Paquita
& Chigulta

Will
&
Gladys
Ahern
Wattle>-M«rth
Edgar
Bergen
John Charles Thomas
The
Potters
Johnny Arthur

People
Versus,
The
Perfect
Understanding,
Pay
Off. The
Poor Aubrey
Poor
Fish.
The
Reno
or Bust
Royal
Fourflusher,
The
Russian
Rhapsody, A
Shakespeare
Was
Right
She Who
Gets Slapped
Sinkin' in the Bathtub
Slick
As Ever
Social
Lion. The
Song
Paintings
Song
Plugger
Sound
Effects
South
Sea
Pearl
Stand
Up. The
Still Alarm. The
Strong
and
Willing

Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H. B. Walthall
Franklin Pangborn
Cavanaugh-Ridges-Schafer
Pangborn- Elliott
Eddie
Buzzell
Kuznetzoff & Nicolina

Jerry

Browne

Roberto
Guzman
Mason- Keeler
Mr. & Mrs.
Jack
Cameron- Watson

Tom

Lytell-Fant
RennieDixon
Jill.

Richmond- Moorhead
Ryan- Lee
Tho. . Vitaphone
Kiddies
Howard-Newton
Murray-Oakland
Brice- Edwards

Yamekraw

Theatre

PICTURE
Building

BUYERS
Featuring

Recent

and

NEWS
Equipment

GUIDE
Theatre
Works of

Architectural

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp
ARCHITECTS

'

June
May
May

14
ID
10

645
590
922

9. .June
7. .Mar.
9

14
8

8. .Mar.
.Mar.
June

8I
14

. -June 7
.Mar.
15

9

874
600
580
835

June

14

Mar.
8. .June

15
7

10.
7...May
Mar.
6
9

1243
I reel
832

14

548
537
1076
2 reels

6
6
12

1150
1556
704

13. June
17. June
8

9

I reel
2 reels
2 reels
| reel
1390
16.
653..
7
2 reels.. . .
685.... 8
| reel...
]][.1038

. . 12

2 reels
739 ..

3115

May

31

May

10
7
14

8

May
June

ID
7

June
June
May
May
June
.June

7
7
10
10
14
7

May

10

.

.15.
.June 14
1346
I5..jun»"i4
1346
. 9. .June 14
14
' 756
.June
7
854... .10. .June

Ryan Fields
&. Lee
Lew

of a Kind
Rounds
of Love

8.

19

19.
9

I reel
740
777

Buddy
Traps
Gaston Glass
Watson-Cameren-Mack
Webb-Allen
Trixie
Friganza
Dugan- Leonard
Lyons- Ear'e-Morne
Clements- Knaoo
Codeo
&. Orth
Jack
Osterman

Vengeance
Websterian
Wedding
of Students
Jack and
Wedding
Belles

14

Dugan

It Won't Be Long Now
MOTION

Norworth

H. J. Conley
Fox-Curtis
Ann
Seymour

A

8. .June
!i
10.. Apr.

904.
621
685...
I reel.
570...
876...
845...

Tracy-Alexander
Green-Blackman

Tangle,

19
7

-694
I reel
1746
800

754

Broderick-Crawtord
Special
Cast

Taxi
Temple Talks
Belles

What
a Life
Who
Pays?
Window
Cleaners
Work.
Milton

&

Loder

Herman
Timberg
Flint-Ridges- Foran
Chester Conklln
Earle-Oakland
Henry
Hull

Strong
The
Surprise Arm,
Suspicion
System
Taking Ways
Talking
It Over

Tenement
23
Skiddo

733
799
908
2 reels

Kane- Edwards
Eddie Buzzell
Pauline
Garon
Betty
Lobo
Lotti

A

159. .Apr.
June

Edward

Vitaphone
Kiddies
Lou
Holtz
Hibbard-Lorch-Graham
Lew
Fields

Let's
Elope
Lobo. Dog of Dogs
Lonely GIglo
Looney Tunes
Love Boat. The
Married
Master Sweeper,
The
Mattel
of Ethics.
A
Matinee
Idle
McLallen,
Jack
Military Post. The
Money,
Money,
Money
Nagger.
The
Nay. Nay.
Nero
New
Racket.
The
Nile
Green
No-Account.
The

Two
Two
14

O'Connell- Kelly

21 , 193 0

*.'.*.*.'.'.*.. I reel
'

g'lg
' ' jqi
701
jrs

g
9 8 Apr
June

197

5

.857.
955
'11
iiinnTj
942"
in
iw^r
it
••' i.'i.' .'!.". 637!.' !!..9..
."i .Apr
19
Apr.
26

rue
I'
t
bu
e
ng
ra
St
rl' seems almost incredible that
sound and color, a combination usually associated witli liigli cost in
motion pictures, can be obtained

without paying a premium pi'ice.
Yet, Eastman Sonoclirome Tinted
Positive J^ilnis give faithful sound,
atmospheric color, at a cost no
higher than that of ordinary black
and white.
EAS r MA \ KODAK
ROCHESTER,

COIVIPA \Y

NEW YORK

J. E. Brulatour, Inc., Distributors
New "^'ork

Chirajio

'1

Hollywood

|

We want
THE CIRCUS!
The Circus is the greatest money-making institution
in the history of the show business because it appeals
to the greatest number of people of all classes.

We want to see the circus!
That's the Public Demand
GIVE THE PUBLIC
WHAT THEY WANT IN

Elementally, all human beings are children in their
craving for entertainment with the carnival spirit
of fun and frolic rampant. Children from six to
sixty want to see the circus — the young for the unalloyed delight and thrill of the Big Top; the mature
because they want to be lifted out of the dull routine
of life — to park their conventional dignity and ritzy

i

high hats on the outside and let themselves loose.
SWING

HIGH

is The Greatest Show On Earth

brought in all its glamor, excitement, color, thrills
to the audible screen. And it carries a gripping story
of its own that the outdoor circus never had. It's
the Big Top Show

with all its graphic realism,

plus the back-of-the-tent drama that circus patrons
do not see. It's dramatic — colorful — spectacular—
with HELEN

TWELVETREES

• FRED

SCOTT

DOROTHY BURGESS and Chester Conklin • Ben Turpin
Nick Stuart • Robert Edeson • Stepin Fetchit • Daphne
Pollard • Sally Starr • John Sheehan • Mickey Bennett
George Fawcelt • Little Billy • Bryant Washburn • William
Langan • Directed by Joseph Santley • Produced by E, B. Derr

actionful — and packed with song hits galore!

*^*PATHE

I

N

T»0

«FCTION%

^». 19)0

JUNr

Kci. r.

v. Patent O/fiVr

»L. XLI. NO. ^6

Pb'p<o ^O

I'lihlishcd IVrekly $3.(X) o Year

New

Work

ChicA^o

Cent^

BIGGER

I

ThanWeSaidltWasy,
P REVIEWERS

are wild in their praise

of this one... "Intensely dramatic''...
"certain box-office". .."a peach". . ."hotter
than 'Flaming Youth'" . . .That's the way
their comments run . . . They're all talking
about the wonderful cast . . .They're all commenting on the superb direction . ..They're
all sayingthat Universal certainly does mean
business... They're all agreed that this one
is bigger by far than any claims made for
it before previews . . . And it's a moneygetter just waiting for you to grab it for
a quick date -NOW

11!

Wa/meft^MStarVi

WITH

PAULINE

STARKE
BEN LYON
Barbara Kent, Hallam Cooley, Robert Ellis. Direct- /^^
ed by Ernst Laemmle. Produced by Carl Laemmie, r/^^'
Jr. Presented by Car! Laemmle. Songs: "What WxX^v

a Perfect Night for Love," "My Baby an" Me."

^<Z}^

Universal first//

"ADMIRAL BYRD
COXQrER!^ THE SCREEX
— h'xlux

Daily

^r>
??

WITH

BYRD

AT THE SOUTH

POLE' off on

triumphant premiere long run at Rialto^ N. Y.^
ranked by audience and reviewers
with greatest hits of all times!

I

•*0:\E OF THE SI PUEME
ACHIEVE>IE>TS
OF
THE
MOVIES."

-v. V. American

"The visual record of the feat accomplished by the
American hero and his intrepid followers is more impressive than any volume conlaininji the printed story.
The film is liberally besprinkled with the glimpses of
human interest, human drama, and pathos, all of which
are so essential to entertainment."

I

^^FICTION

FADES

"The picture, beautifully photographed, satisfyingly
complete, deftly cut and well titled, is worthy of its
subject. Even if it were not the opportunely offered

AND

IMAGIXARESIDE

HOLLYWOOD
TIOX
PALES

OFFERIiXG."
— A'^. y. Graphic

THIS

^'l AGREE
MOrXT
—
SHOULD

WITH
PARAEVERYRODY

SEE

IT.''
— ;V. y. Morn. World

pictorial history of Byrd's important

venture, it would

still be a great film."

**It is a vivid and comprehensive record, photographed
by experts and projected with clarity and coherence. Of
the technical excellence of the camera work, it may be
reported that it is flawless. The pictures are destined to
impress audiences with the glamor of the expedition,"

''^A

GLORIOUS
WE

ME.NT.
OF

EFFORT,

SIJPERR

A

ACHIEVEARE
PROUD

IT."

— N. Y. Daily News

"It is a fast-moving, beautifully photographed, admirably edited and excellently titled film of a brave and
worthy adventure, and into the most powerful sequence
— that shows the actual flight above the southern polar
regions — is synchronized

Admiral Byrd
— conquers the screen
^By JACK ALICOATE=^
WE HAVE just witnessed the
most unusual and powerful cinema document of all time. "With
Byrd
at the South
will
live forever.
It is aPole"
priceless
production jewel to add to the
Paramount P u b 1 i x treasure
chest, a daring- and fearless photog-raphic achievement on the
part of the cameramen, Joe
Rucker
X'anderVeerit
and lastandbutWillard
most important,
is the most significant historical
contribution to date by the motion picture industry of America to the peoples of the world..
To this generation, as well as
posterity, it jjives an honest and
inspiring picture of the humor,

the voice of Floyd Gibbons."

heartaches, trials and hardships
of that intrepid band, led by the
courageous and colorful Admiral Byrd in his two years' conquest of the South Pole. "With
Byrd
the South— Pole"
noble —at tremendous
unforget-is
table.
Should Play Everywhere
IT SHOULD l)e seen by every man,
woman and child in America. It is
already backed by the most farreaching and legitimate publicity and
exploitation campaign the amusement business has ever known. It
should be played as a special and
have the enthusiastic backing of
every organization in your town or
city. "With Byrd at the South Pole"
is an unusual opportunity for the exhibitor, a compelling feather in the
cap of Paramount, a decided achievement for the motion picture industry
and a vivid and dramatic summary
of a tremendous accomplishment in
which every red-blooded American
may well join with .Admiral Byrd in
pardonable
pride.

Editorial from Film Daily — June 20th

^^THE
MOST
ING HUMAN
THE

CAMERA

FILMED."

HEARTENDOCUMENT
EVER
— A^. Y. Telegram

'*The picture presents a very clear idea of the perils and
the hardships overcome and the unflagging courage
displayed. There are some sharp flashes not to be
equalled in the motion picture camera's recordings of
actualities. There are human
touches too, and comic
ones.

I

MOBS

PACK

RI ALTO

THEATRE

DESPITE

RUSTERiyC

HEAT

OF BROADn AY!

"^'ilh Byrd at the South Polo" is doitifi the hippcst husincss on New York's Main Stem.
On wave of front pajre publicity herahlinj^ Achniral Hyrd's triumphant return to America,
this picture is soaring to the GREATEST SUCCESS
OF THE YEAR!

PICXrnE

MAKIXG."
— 1\. Y. Evening Post

"One shares the gayeties of the men as well as their
perils and privations. There is a thrill in the mere sight
of Little America, with its snow-covered huts antl its
tall radio towers, the only human community in the
vast Antarctic area."

'^ P R O B A K LY
CiiKEATEST
3IOVIE
jM ABE.*'

T II E
EVER

— Editorial, Washington Star

*'They left the Auditorium a band of rabid movie fans.
They had the honor of witnessing the preview of what
is probably the greatest movie ever made. One easily
could have witnessed miles and miles more of it. The
Byrd expedition has brought back a real movie! And
the movie men, as well as the explorers, certainly knew
their stuff!''

WITH

BYRD AT THE
POLE"
SOUTH

Edited by Etnantiel Cohen

Titles hv Julian Johnson

PARAMOIJ
NEW
SHOW

!\nrrative of Polar Flight by Floyd Gibbons

r GREATER
WORLD-REATER

WIMMMIMMIIIMIMIMIMIMIM.

)ililiJllJl!Jll!iiJAiiii|ii!liliyM!li)iyiiliiililil!lilll!l!|ilili|il!M^

STILL

ASHING THRU
ALL BOX
IN THE

OFFICE RECEIPTS

STICKS,

IN THE

EVERYWHERE

TOWNS,

IN THE

CITIES

The One INDEPENDENT That Can't Be Stopped

m

by fire or flood, or other obstacle thrown across its path by opposition organizations.
The one Independent that will live when other organization jungle pictures with
which it interferes are dead.
The one Independent that got away on a swift take-off that caught the combine unprepared.
The one Independent that is grinning and laffing in true Gorilla style at all organized
rivals.

More Than

$ 1 ,000,000.00
In a Bare 14 Weeks
Chicago — Sliubcrt, Garrick
Detroit— Slnibert, Detroit
Los Angeles— Orpheum

in But Twenty 'Seven Play Dates

9 weeks $ 95,407.25
7
"
69,103.00
5
"
102,000.50

San Francisco — Orpheum
San Diego— Spreckles
Washington, D. C.— RKO

5 weeks $105,233.25
2
"
21,300.00
2
"
21,109.75

UGAd
THE WONDCR HLM

„

(GOR.ILLA)
Phila., Pa.— Chestnut St. Opera House
Atlanta, Ga.— Fux
Toledo,
O.— Pantheon

4 weeks
1
"
1
"

St. Louis, Mo.— St. Louis Theatre
Kansas City, Mo. — Pantages

1
1

$ .52,221.00
19,000.00
10,275.00

"
"

22,000.25
19,000.50

Equally Sensational Grosses in Portland, Ore.; Minneapolis,
Minn.;
St. Paul, Milwaukee;
Oakland,
Cal.; Dallas, Tex.;
El Paso, Tex.; Portland, Me.; and Other New England Centres
So Far Played, $86,254.50

CONGO

PICTURES
OUR

For

SKIRBOLL, BROS.
Cleveland,
O.
Ohio, Kentucky,
West Virginia, Western Pennsylvania.
GOLD
MKDAL
FILM
CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Ifor Eastern Pennsylvania.

CONGO
PICTURES,
LTD.
American Theatre BldgKoanoke, Va.
For Virginia,
North
and South
Carolina, and Tennessee.

N. H. SPITZER, Pres., 1105 N. Western Ave^ Hollywood, Cal.
Wm. ALEXANDER, Vice-Pres., 729— 7th Avenue, New York

DISTRIBUTORS

CONGO
PICTURES,
LTD.
56 Piedmont
St., lioston
For New England.

SYNDICATE
PICTURES
CORP.
For Missouri, Texas.
Oklahoma,
Alabama,
Louisiana.

CONGO
PICTURES,
LTD.
831 S. Wabash
Ave., ChiraKO
For Illinois and Wisconsin.

LEE GROVES
Colorado Hotel, Denver
For Colorado.

CONGO
PICTURES,
LTD.
Minneapolis, Minn.
For Minnesota, North and South
Dakota.
CONGO
PICTURES.
LTD.
DalhiN,
Kans4i8
City,
Okhihoniu
City.

For

BEN
WESTLAND
Bt-nJ.
Franklin
Hotel
Seattle, Wash.
Oregon. Montana.
Washington,

New Jersey Being Booked from New York Offices, 729 - 7th Ave.

BiiiiMiMiiiiiiiiiffliiiMii^

FRANK
ROGERS
Empress
Jaolisonville,Theatre
Fla.

For

and

For Florida.
MIKE
NEWM.4N
1928
S. Vermont
Los Angreles,
Cal.
California, Arizona. Nevada.
W. ,1.Film
DRUMMOND
.Star
Exchange

449 Glisan St., Portland, Ore,
.r. W. SPEAR
Monarch
Film Exrhange
3419 2nd Ave.,
.Seattle, Wash.

Phone Brvant 8047

Fabulous

Resources Co-ordinated

Wide-Flung

Promotion

Machine

Speed Up Your Box-office!

in
To

»

TO PUBLIC IN DINGDONG CAMPAIGNS
TITAN
JUNIORS
IN GRAND SHORTPRODUCT PROGRAM

MIGHTIEST
STARS OF ALL
CREATION IN
GREATEST
A L L T 1 M E
ATTRACTION

GREATEST
ATTRACTIONS
SINCE THE WORLD BEGAN!

AMOS N ANDY
IN THEIR FIRST ALL TALKING
FEATURE MOTION PICTURE
Radio

Pictures

and Amos V Andy have

joined forces in the most stupendous
prise of all time.
The Amos
boundless

show

enter-

'n' Andy show, backed by Radio's
resources, is utterly staggering in its

money-getting

possibilities.

In the sweep of all show ages there has never been
on attraction like them . . . never an attraction to
compare

with their fabulous box-office values!

They came overnight from humble obscurity to
seduce a world steeled to sentiment and steeped in
cold sophistication.

f^m
K^i.

io.^i

fee

m

It is a conquest so amazing, so without precedent,
so frenzied and so devastating that only cosmic vision
might grasp its import . . . The world is content to
give itself in spellbound rapture ... to listen • • • and
to marvel!

^H,

AND NOW YOU GET THEM IN
THE PAGEANT OF THE TITANS

^

]^mii HWlC^i
At^'^'HiCiK

I r
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^^^/

%^
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CHfcC<-
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m

IT/

Gt>/V^A
VMJ

Wsr>j^^

yp^
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^

ROARING

EMPIRE

OF
COMMERCE
HURLS
RESOURCES
METEORS
IN
HUGE
CAMPAIGN
Amos 'n' Andy bring something new
to Show Business. Never before hove
stars offered such tieup possibih'ties.
RCA SHOW

FAMILY

—The

RCA

Enterlainment Family will back itJ star attraction to

the limit of its far-reaching power. Commercial leaders in every line of endeavor flock to their support.

^2_____— Radio backing of unprecedented magnitude is assured. The ninety millions of American
listeners will follow their idols without interruption on the two Pepsodent broadcasts every night.
Using the tremendous resources of NBC,RKO will fling another sensational Radio message from
coast to coast upon completion of the picture.
The measureless selling power

of the two weekly RKO

. , ."air-$elling"these show monarchs

hours will hammer

its messaqe home

till the world rings with their story.

V Iv I Vi/K —Thousands of Amos 'n' Andy records are already sold. Victor announce
their greatest record bet . . . are backing them as they have never backed stars before.
MORE
showmaniy

RECORDS

TO COME

them as

... in direct tie-up with the show . . . backed all along the line with

dealer co-operation.

"^^ ^ ^^ ' '^^ — Greatest novelty set-up of all time. Surefire tie-ups with a dozen leading
novelty houses.
Aleady set or in preparation.

MINIATURE

FRESH

already sold. Louis Marx,
means

AIR

TAXI-CAB_Mi||ion,

of this sensational novelty

manufacturer, eager to tie in with smashing exhibitor support that

news-stands and department store co-operation throughout country.

AMOS

N' ANDY

CANDY

BAR

-Amos 'n'Andy Candy Bar to be manufactured
and released in conjunction with the show by the Williamson Candy Company of Chicago. The

whole tie-up and release of candy planned to take advantage of exhibitor aid and picture publicity

DISPLAY

MATERIAL
_N,t|o„^iJe ,^1^35^ backed by advertising and
dealer displays. Display material from Pepsodent, Victor, Williamson, Marx Toy Company, and RKO provides unprecedented tie-up facilities.

RADIO

MUSIC COMPANY

unparalleled man-power

NATIONAL
weeUy, will lead

-Radio Music Company wi

and radio resources into action behind the sonqs in

ADVERTISING
_S,.,d3v Evening Post, w
in a clamorous campaig
an array of national publications

Andy section in Post will set a new " high" in institutional advertising.
Fan and News publications to lend smashing support.

PUBLICITY

The
companies, alert to take
set-up of all time, promise
read. Story to be carried

publicity forces of the co-operating
the utmost from the greatest publicity
front page stories wherever papers are
by international syndicate.

Special Note to Showmen:
Mel

Brown

has been engaged to direct Amos

'n'

Andy... Harry Ruby will write the music and Bert
Kalm.ir the story. The

entire production

under the personal supervision of Wm.

will be

Le Baron.

This is an array of production talent that guarantees
beaucoup

sensations.

BEHIND

AIR

AIR CHANNELS THROB
RADIO SHOWS AND
VOICE OF THE TITAN
ECHOES DOWN THE
PATHWAYS OF THE SKY!

V \

'Jti

b:^,

Resources of the Great National
Broadcasting Company, Flung
Out Across a Teeming Nation,
Put Smash in Your Box-office!
NBC literally harnesses the air
we breathe for showmen who
play Radio Pictures.
No company in show business
quite matches Radio in air selling
its attractions.
Two splendid R K O hours a week
are broadcast by NBC over 50
stations that tower into the
clouds like Gods of flashing
steel and concrete.

/

NO OTHER SHOW OUTFIT GIVES YOU AS
MUCH IN GUARANTEED
RADIO
BACKING!

ITH DRAMATIC STORY OF
CONQUESTS
EW TITAN

12 MIGHTY HOLLYWOOD

HOURS

The atmosphere of the Radio studio . • . Miracle City of Hollywood . • •
will be carried to every city in America in 12 big hours . . • one air smash
a month . . . with the start of the new show season.
All the Radio Pictures stars, bands, choruses, embracing upwards of
2,000 performers, will pour their genius into mikes planted inside the
Titan plant in Hollywood.
For that intimate, homey, man-to-man, woman-to-woman selling flavor
these 12 hours will quite excel anything ever flung across the ether from

J
Radio air experts, representing every
unit in the Great Family of Electrical
Entertainment, are planning new surprises with which to tell the dramatic
story of Radio Pictures to the millions
of American listeners. Radio Pictures
literally will own

the air when

Amos

'n' Andy's big show swings into action.
"Dixiana^ ''Cimarron'', "Babes in Toyland" and all other Titan Attractions
will ride the air currents to popularity.

SHOW

WORLD

SALUTES M

Grand-scale Productions For the Q
DWARFS

RADIO GIANT

RIO RITA

Bebe Daniels, Everett Marshall
Bert Wheeler,
Robert Woolsey
* Sensational Star of Metropolitan Opera Company
Score by Harry Tierney
/

Book
by Anne
Caldwell.
Directed by Luther Reed,

2 Personally
who createdsupervised
'Rio Riteby"
Wm
Le Baron
Musical
direction Victor BaravoHe;
Dance
ensembles Pearl
Eaton; Sets and costumes
Max Ree.

MOST
COLOSSAL
OUTDOOR
OF ALL SHOW AGES . . .

ATTRACTION

CI MARRON
EDNA
EPIC

OF

FERBER'S
EMPIRE

YEAR'S GREATEST

NOVEL

Wild Pageantry otRushing
Thousands in the Grand
Climax . Produced on
FabulousScale... Direction
Wesley Ruggles Screen
Play Howard Estabrook

GHTY TITAN ATTRACTIONS
'eatest Shovsr Palaces in

America
SWEEPING EXTRAVAGANZA BURSTING WITH LAUGHS
HALF SHOT AT SUNRISE
BERT

WHEELER,

ROBT.

WOOLSEY

Radio's Bounding Nit Wits Paint Paris Red! Score by Harry Tierney
. . . Book and adaptation by James Creelman and Cyrus Wood . . .
Henry Hobart supervision!

VICTOR

BABES
Immortal

Music

IN

HERBERT'S

TOYLANP

in Mammoth

Carnival

of Youth!

BERT WHEELER, ROBERT WOOLSEY, Joe Cawthorn, Irene Dunn,
Dorothy Lee, Ned Sparks, Marguerita Padula, Edna Mae Oliver,
Tiller Sunshine Girls, and 2000 others. Directed by LUTHER REED;
Musical Direction by VICTOR BARAVALLE ; Costumes and Sets by
MAX
REE; DANCE Ensembles by PEARL EATON.

THE

REX

BEACH'S

SILVER

HORDE

Epic Romance of the Great Alaskan Salmon Run! Evelyn Brent, Louis
Wolheim, Joel McCrea, Raymond Hatton. Directed by GEORGE
ARCHAINBAUD. Supervised by WILLIAM SISTROM. Filmed on Actual
Location in the American Northv/est.

LEATHERNECKING
Rampaging Round Creation with the Fightin' Fools of the Marine
Corps! Eddie Foy, Jr. Irene Dunne, Ken Murray, Benny Rubin,
Ned Sparks, Edna Mae Oliver, Tiller Sunshine Girls. Directed by
EDDIE CLINE. Music by ROGERS, FIELD & HART . . . Produced under
supervision of LOUIS SARECKY . .. Sets and Costumes by MAX REE;
DANCE Direction by PEARL EATON... Musical Direction by VICTOR
BARAVALLE.

HEART OF THE ROCKIES
BEBE DANIELS

EVERETT

MARSHALL

An Empire in the Clouds Dramatized in Pageantry, Song and Story.
Score by Harry Tierney... Book by Anne Caldwell .. .Directed by
Luther Reed under personal supervision of William LeBaron.

BEACH'S

REX

I RON
The Titan
Yukon.

BERT

-^

T

Power

Produced

WHEELER

of Beach

Poured

into a

R

A

Heroic Drama

under supervision of WILLIAM

I

of the

SISTROM.

ROBT.

. . . WOOLSEY

World's Greatest Comedy Team in TWO Titan Fun
Shows! Grand Scale Productions! Spectacle of Towering Dimension! Jammed with Girls! Tunes! Laughs!

HOLDING ALOFT THE TITAN
BANNER IN MARCH TO PEAK
HERBERT

BRENON

Two

great Brenon attractions . . . backed by show-wise selection . . . will load a golden harvest into the pockets of showmen
during the coming year!

.W

RICHARD

D

I

Three iron-fisted shows hewn from the soundest dramatic timber
this hell-roarin' age can produce
"Cimarron" stature.

...

In every

role a Dix of

BETTY

COMPSON
Radio brings this supreme. trouper to you in TWO blood and steel
dramas aimed at the heart of the world. ..titles announced shortly.
L^

<•

BIG SHOWS AIMED WITH UNFAILING
AT THE BOX-OFFICES OF THE WORLD
3 ASSOCIATED

r

RADIO

JOHN GALSWORTHY'S

ZC'^

<V'

Stage Hit

With Sir Garoid

Du Maurier,

AND

Marker, Horace Hodges,

4

ONE

PERFECT
ALIBI

Edna Bast, Lewis

line Carroii, Jean Cadeil and many

Made-

others.

OTHER

RADIO

SOON

TO

•L

BE

SELECTED

SUPER-SPECIALS

First Great Railroad Melodrama In Novel Sound
and Burning Dialog...

• ♦v

PRODUCTIONS

ery
E'S Show
MILN
Differen
A. t A.Myst

ESCAPE
Cassen, Gordon

V

BASIL DEAN

EYE
. . •

RECORD

RUN

Samson

Raphaelson's

4
Heart Smash

Louis Wolhelm
Jean Arthur
Robt. Armstrong
Direction by George Seltz : Story, James Creelman

OLD ACCORDION
MAN

AND

TO

TWO

OTHERS

SOON

with

Joseph Cowthorn

BE

ANNOUNCED

NEW
OFF

VICTORY
WITH
A

NINE
RUSH

SHE'S MY WEAKNESS
NIFTY CLICKER LOADED
WITH B. O. DYNAMITE
//

//

NINE Victory Attractions for swift and
decisive assaults on the box-offices of
the world. Framed to fit all houses . . .
geared for blazing dramatic action . . •
FIRST

OF

SHE'S
ARTHUR LAKE

THE

MY

SUE CAROL

VICTORY

OTHER

RADIO

^

zbroadway
Oheadliners
W.C. Fields, in "The GoK Specialist";
Bobby Clark and Paul McCullough, current
rage of B'way in "Strike Up The Bond" and
four other smash hits. Produced by Louis
Brock.

DAN

E-ARTH
Without

U R
Skirts

is a Smash.

Comedies ^^.7 ""''■.^^"
LOUISE
FAZENDA

Louise, all set
to hurl brand new laughs at a funhungry world. Lorry Dormour Production.

Comedies

«

COLLIER, Sr.

BUNKER

By HARRY LEON WILSON
TITLES
AND
CASTS
WILL

BEAN

LEE WILSON DODD
BE ANNOUNCED
SHORTLY.

BLAZES NEW TRAIL IN
SHORT PRODUCT

NAMES!...
A^r ACTION!...
>^"^

WEAKN
ESS
LUCIAN LITTLEFIELD

WM.

HIS MAJESTY

NINE

;''"'"p°';bi«

BIGGEST
MODERN

BOX-OFFICE NAMES
SHOW WORLD.

IN THE

BOUNCING TEMPO MAINTAINED BY
TOPNOTCH DIRECTORS AND SURE-FIRE
FILM EDITORS.

NICK

and TONY

^^J
Wop
bounce
laughs comedy
all overteam
the who
landscape.
With
Henry
Armetta and Nick
Basil creating the inimitable
characters.
Louis Brock production.

Q

MICKEY

McGUIRE

^J
By popular
demand
8000 Showmen . . . fastest
and ofcleverest
of
juvenile comedies . . Same casts.
Produced by Larry Darmour.

19

HUM

19

TOBY

ANETTES

I ^r

Single Reel Novelties.
Produced
by Frank Newman.
Real scoop
for showmen, seeking the uniauc
and novel.

I ^r

the

PUP

Best produced
all cartoons.
Brisk
box-office of
action
. . . new
gags . . . Invincible cartoon character. Produced by Chas. Mintx.

ORGANIZES
AND

SWINGS

INVINCIBLE
IT BEHIND

TICKET!
YOUR'

The RadioTitan works shoulder
to shoulder with the showmen
of the world in a monumental
drive to sell tickets.
New and more vital exploitation help will be given
this season by Radio Pictures.
Last year the Titan tore the
lid off time-worn exploitation
and kicked moss-grown tradition all over the lot.
His first season of operation
proved conclusively he knew
his showmen's onions. Now,
with all the units of the Radio
Family snugly co-ordinated
and surging with the spirit that
spells success. Radio Pictures
will utterly swamp all competitors in the vigor and
volume of promotional aid it
gives exhibitors.

SELLING POWER
SHOW . . .
TITAN SHOWMANSHIP
LINKS EVERY PHASE OF
AMERICAN BUSINESS IN
PROMOTIONAL SWEEP
Not only will the resources of the RCA
Family be harnessed to the service of
Showmen, but the leaders of many
fields of commercial endeavor will be
arrayed behind the Titan shows. RCAViCTOR bring their years of brilliant
salesmanship

to the support

of the

Radio Musical attractions. The greatest
campaign

of Victor history will sell

Amos 'n' Andy Records. The Saturday
Evening
Post
will hurl its message
from

coast to coast . . .

NATIONAL

MERCHANDISERS

are eager

to tie-in with the Titan product. Show
campaigns soon to break with ''Cimarron/' "Dixiana/' "Silver Horde/' and
"Babes

in Toyland" . . . CIVIC ORGANIZATIONS, CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE

throughoutthe
lANA"

South will support "DIX-

in grand scale drive . . . International packing house in million-window

tie-up with "SILVER HORDE." A hundred
other big tie-ups soon
announced.

riTAN TOPS THE
FIELD IN SMASH
MERCHANDISING

TITAN PROGRESS

IS YOUR

PROGRESS

iinNriiEw

Ti,l.l4ING

nilCEL

IN TWO

COMEDIES
ANNOUNCED

roil THE

I930I93I
SEASON

I4AI1E
O/^r^E

GEORGE

14

-AnTlltli

EOUISE
FAZE^DA.

"«LF)
CG
'"RE
Y(UI
CI4E
MIfI
COIMBUIES

THE TWO WORLD FAMOUS
COMEDIANS IN THEIR FIRST
APPEARANCES IN TWO-REEL TALKIES

IN

A

SERIES

OF

SIX

It Iki 0
DISTIIIBLEING
CORPOIIiriO^

THE
SUPER-COMEDIENNE
AND
PROVOKER
EXTRAORDINARY

I N

SERIES

OF

^^DARMOLR
Produced

MIRTH
♦
.

CONTINUING WITH THE TOP-NOTCH KID
TALKIES BASED ON THE FONTAINE FOX
TOONERVILLE
CARTOONS

SIX

SHORTS

ARE LO^G

by LARRY
DARMOUR
PRODUCTIONS,
for STANDARD
CINEMA
CORPORATION,

OW

LAUOHS^

HOLLYWOOD,
NEW
YORK

CALIFORNIA
CITY

SMALL INDEPENDENT OR
WORLD-WIDE
CIRCUITS

\

In titles, Casts, Stories and Direction
Fox Pictures for 1930-31 are again the
Showman's

Big Opportunity

\LL WANT AND NEED
FOX BOX OFFICE PICTURES

Waureen J,^"^^".

Janet

i^"*"^-

-our J; '*'«P-four d,n^''"^«'"e aj.

"The

/'"g
and

r■tiecteon
e
LiiJie

Moi

<PHN

^olli.

u Th
es Of 1 931

New
ere 5

VX

BIG BOX-OFFICS

NAMES IN PATHE*

first five features
SWING HIGH

k

Helen Twelvetrees, Fred Scott, Dorothy Burgess, Chester Conkli I
Ben Turpin, Nick Stuart, Robert Edeson, Stepin Fetchit, Daphne Pc
lard, Sally Starr, John Sheehan, Micky Bennett, George Fawcet 1
Little Billy, Bryant Washburn, WilUam
Din'cieil hy Juscjtlt Sdiitlcy

Langan.
I'rudiicrd hv ]■:. li. I),

.......

NIGHT WORK
Eddie Quillan, Sally Starr, Frances Upton, George Duryea. John ''.
Murray, Robert McWade, Tom Dugan. Babe Kane, Arthur Hoy
Ben Bard, Charles Clary.

31
PATHL

Produced by K. B. Dt

Directed by Kiissell Mack

HOLIDAY
Ann Harding, Mary Astor, Edward

offers fifty outstanding box-office

Everett Horton. Robert Ame

Hedda Hopper, Monroe Owsley, Creighton Hale.

personalities in its first five features on

Directed by Edicnrd II. (Griffith

1930-31 program.

Produced by E. B. Dt

BEYOND

President E. B. Derr has not been eon-,

VICTORY

William Boyd. Helen Twelvetrees. Fred Scott. Jiuie Collyer. Doroth

tent to have one star name carry a picture.

Burgess, William Holden. James Gleason, Zasu Pitts. Lew Cody

In every instance he has surrounded the

Rockcliffe Fellows, Helen Baxter, George Stone, Ed. Dearing.
I>ire<led by Jolui Hoberlsvu

star, or stars, with an array of person-

.

:

Produced by E. B. De^

HER MAN

alities whose collective box-office appeal
is tremendous.

Helen

Twelvetrees,

Marjorie

Rambeau.

Holmes, James (ileason. Mathew

Here's an array of big names that spell
Box-Office Draw:

Ricardo

Belz, Thelma

Corte/,

Pliillip

Todd, Ruth Hiatt

Franklin Pangborn.
Diretted iiy Tuy (Harnett
Produced by E. B. Per

And other great pictures
CONSTANCE

BENNETT, ROBERT

with

other great

ARMSTRONG

Pathe Personalities

and MARY

to ro///^l"

LEWIS are great stars il\

productions on the way ^supportedby brilliant casts in their respective featurei

BABE

RUTH

AND IN
PICTURE
BUSINESS

«

BILL TILDEN

AN EMPTY
MARQUEE
MEANS an
empty house!
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BUT WHEN
YOUR MARQUEE
TALKS, the folks listen!

^

M ETRO-Goldwyn-Mayer
LAUGHS right out loud
WHEN other companies
ANNOUNCE they are
ELIMINATING STARS!
NEXT season M-G-M
BRINGS you
32 STAR PICTURES
OUT of its 52 TOTAL!

MY
PLATFORM

"than, ~tl\iA/i'

cCeo

<rf

ETRO

- GOLDWYN

52 "LUCKY

MARION

- MAYER

STAR" PRODUCTIONS

DAVIES (3)

big stage vehicles to begin with! "ROSALIE"
Two Ziegfeld
musical comedy by William Anthony
the
McGuire and Guy Bolton. Music by George Gershwin
and Sigmund Romberg. Lyrics by P. G. Wodehouse
and Ira Gershwin. And "THE FIVE O'CLOCK
GIRL" by Guy Bolton and Fred Thompson which
ran a solid year in New York, and was a winner on
the road. Kalmar and Ruby's swellcst rnusic. Big
Time vehicles for Marion — and backed by million
dollar Hearst ad drives!

LON CHANEY(l)
THE BUGLE SOUNDS is a powerful story of the
Foreign Legion by Major Zinovi Pechkoff. Chaney
has a hard-fighting role such as he had in "Tell it to
the Marines" with the same director, George Hill.
Much of the picture has already been photographed
in actual locations in Africa while the famed Legion
was under fighting orders. Chaney's marked success in Talkies, as shown in the completed "Unholy
Three" means a Chaney bigger than ever!

GRETA

PRESENTS
FOR '30-'31

GARBO

(3)

RED DUST, the play by Wilson Collison is strong in
theme as "Sadie Thompson." The great Garbo
who has hurdled the stars to a height of her own,
portrays the Parisian woman of the world, cast on
a lawless Chinese rubber plantation, moving amidst
the brutal passions of this frontier corner of the
world. The star of "Anna Christie" and "Romance"
(her new sensation!) is to be more than ever your
money star.

WILLIAM

HAINES (4)

REMOTE CONTROL, the rollicking, romantic melodrama which enjoyed a successful Broadway run is
perfect for Bill Haines. The play by Clyde North,
Albert C. Fuller and Jack T. Nelson takes you into a
radio broadcasting room with Haines as announcer.
He unknowingly thwarts the Ghost Gang operating
by radio and wins a girl in the bargain. Haines is
surefire always and his merry manner is just right for
this one. Mai St. Clair directs!

<?*«■-•

NORMA

SHEARER

(2)

No star of the talking screen has delivered with the
consistency of Miss Shearer. Her four talking pictures, "The Trial of Mary Dugan", "The Last of Mrs.
Cheyney"," Their Own Desires" and "The Divorcee"
have all been perfect Talkie performances. The recordbreaking career of "The Divorcee" has put Miss
Shearer right at the top, and "Let Us Be Gay"
another big one now follows. You can rely on the
two 1930-31 Norma Shearer pictures!

JOHN GILBERT

(2)

WAY FOR A SAILOR, brings you a Gilbert you have
never had before. M-G-M knows its business! We
have a world of confidence that the great Gilbert public will react to this rugged story with an enthusiasm
expressed in receipts. Sam Wood, director of hits,
is making it. Laurence Stallings oi "Big Parade",
'What Price Glory", "Cock Eyed World" fame
wrote the dialogue from Wetjen's book. This picture has power!

RAMON
THE SINGER

OF SEVILLE, already completed and

previewed is in the bag. It's great! In the cast:
Dorothy Jordan, Renee Adoree, Ernest Torrence.
Nance O'Neil. Directed by Charles Brabin from
Dorothy Farnum's dramatic story, with dialogue
by John Colton. Novarro surpasses himself as singer, comedian, lover — one of our greatest actors! In
one of the next year's Biggest! SONG OF INDIA by
Achmud Abdullah follows.

JOAN

CRAWFORD

(4)

GREAT DAY, is Vincent Youman's outstanding
musical dramatic success. Ready-made hits in it:
"More Than You Know," "Great Day," "Without
A Song," "Happy Because I'm In Love," etc. Joan
Crawford builds with every picture Watch "Our
Blushing Brides!") and "Great Day" is the biggest
vehicle she ever had. Harry Pollard, director. HER
FORTUNE by James Montgomery is another bigtime Crawford role. Joan gets the jack for you!

DRESSLERMORAN
RAZZLE

DAZZLE

(2)

is their new riotous talkie that

comes in on the heels of "Caught Short" success!
Metro - Goldwyn - Mayer is consistently the starbuilder, and this haf'»py pair's stardom has been
celebrated with rousing box-office cheer. DresslerMoran supply the kind o{ laughs the public wants
in large gobs and you're going to make a great deal
of money with these well-promoted, laugh-cocked
comedies.

BUSTER

KEATON

(2)

The box-office is M-G-M's guide always, and the
box-office reports on "Free and Easy" demonstrate
gratifyingly that this clever comedian is a great bet in
Talkies. Within a short time his second talking comedy
"Forward March" will be convulsing your audiences.
It's a marvelous laugh-getter and Keaton will bt- all
set to enter 1930-31 as a prime contender for the top
af the comedy field.

LAWRENCETIBBETT(2)
THE NEW MOON with Grace Moore co-starring with
Lawrence Tibbett will find Tibbctt clinching the top
spot that he reached overnight as the screen's greatest
singer! This Schwab-Mandell show, with the OscarHammerstein,2nd-Sigmund Romberg songs, is a vehicle
th at every producer bid for. In itself, a great property, it's
road-show-size with the Tibbett-Moore combination,
backed by M-G-M enterprise. Imagine those two singing "Lo\'cr Come BackTo Me'' Dirtxtor, Jack Conway.

COSMOPOLITAN

(4)

Jenny Lind's
in a ofstory
MOOREis one
GRACE career
Gianton Cosmopolitan
Fourbased
dramatic
Productions. The golden- voiced beauty from the
Music Box Revue and Operatic worlds is destined to
be the new screen sensation. Recent Cosmopolitan
productions were of the size of "Caught Short,"
"Broadway Melody," "The Big House" — so you
know what to expect. Backed by the heavy, national
advertising of Hearst I

Jjck Buchanan

Conrad Nagel

Anita Page

Roland Young

Lewis Stone
Lawrence Gray

Kay Johnson

Bessie Love

Andre LuRuef

Basil Rathbone

Dorothy lor Jon

PRODUCTIONS

STAR'
Y
20 LUCK
with Star-Studded Casts
Gwcn

Lee

Harriett Lake

GOOD

PASSION

NEWS

Completed and previewed. It will outshine
the stage success!

THE

MERRY

Wallace Berry
Raqiicl Torres

NAUGHTY

TRADER

i

The

Charles, King

f

li

^

THE

KID

LIKE

Haclcett

SATAN

KELLY

CAN

THE

CRISIS

Winston Churchill's
Civil War famed
days! novel of

MARCH

OF TIME

A million dollars worth of up-to-theminute showmanship!
Torrcnce

Catherine
Dale Owen

Robert Montgomcrv

John Mack Brown

Lucille Powecs

THREE

FRENCH

GIRLS

Beth Brown's successful novel with a
new circus angle!

MADAM

TAMPICO

trnest

THOSE

Cecil B. De Mille knows box-office.
Here's a Giant Show!

Joseph Hergesheimer writes a thriller
of the oilfields!

Gilbcri Kolnnd

NURSE

Arxonymous novel of a beauty on the
Western Front.
Charmaine, Diane, Madelon)
A laugh, a kiss a minute!

Jimmy McHugh and Dorothy Fields
of ''Blackbirds" fame wrote the music!

Raymond

STAR

King Vidor's greatest. It challenges
his "Big Parade."

Harry Carey

HcHdn f loppcr

DARK

WAR
world

LE FOX

Lurna Moon's best-seller, with Marie
Dressier in big cast.

HORN

picture that the whole
is waiting for!

BILLY

MONSIEUR

Willard Mack's Northwest Mounted
story of 1,000 thrills!

MARIETTA

Victor Herbert's greatest music comes
to your house

'^^-

EJwiiia Bootfi

WIDOW

The Talkies were invented for ]ust such
a vehicle.

FLOWER

Katharine hJorris' best-seller is what
your public wants!

BALLYHOO

THE

WORLD'S

ILLUSION

Wassermann's tremendous book comes
to the talkies!

DANCE,

FOOLS,

DANCE

An original treatment of
Youth's romantic problems.

THE

GREAT

MEADOW

Elizabeth
Robert's copy!
frontier
novel inMadox
its loo.oooth

DIXIE,

THE

DARK

HORSE

The prize of racing stories in a big
thrill- picture!

blliott Nugent
hdward Nuycrtt

Duncan

Renaldo

Catherine Moylin

2,
John Miljan

METRO-GOLDWYN-MAYER'S "SHORTS HEARD
AROUND THE WORLD"— SEASON 1930-1931
c, Jj
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M.

DOGVILLE
COMEDIES

The pair that draw like a

From their very first test on
a $2 Broadway roadshow
program they clicked as no
other novelty has done in
years! An amazuig stock
company o{ dogs and they

Laurel - Hardy are the lifesavers o( many a show.

COMEDIES

)

He's raised the standard of comet! y
shorts and made them important
factors on programs!

LAURELHARDY (6)
feature! They get prominent hilling in de luxe house
ads. They get it because
they mean extra business;

T

ROACH

STARRING

(6)

Talk! "Dogville Comedies"
arc next season's Wow!

CHARLIE
OUR
CHASE (8) GANG
Consistent
comedy success!
Chase is a name
that's been built
into a sure draw !

THE BOY
FRIENDS(8)

(8)

Hal Roach has a
brand new idea
for the ever popular Gang. The
folks lo\e these

Hal Roachdopes
out the big new
comedy ideas.
Here's his latest
and it's swell.

'3A
*
}ji^

kids'

!23l!lfV'

COLORTONE
REVUES (8)

NOVELTY
GROUP (4)

BURTON
HOLMES

M-G-M puts quality into
these all -color subjects that
you see in the biggest musical shows on Broadway.

Four

"Around

They've
favor!

won

audience

HEARST
METROTONE
NEWS (104)
Playing all leading theatres the M-G-M talking
newsreel represents the
combined efforts of Hearst
and M-G-M

aggressiveness.

tabloid fijm treats.

"The Rounders", "Copy",
"Gems oi M-G-M" and
"Song Writers Revue." Two
reels each and each one dis
ti

(12)

FLIP THE
FROG
(12)

The World With

work
"Ub"
audithan

Burton Holmes" bringsyoiu
patrons the man who has
thrilled thousands at legit

whose
the man
Iwerks
by
series
A cartoon
has been giving joy to
ences for years. Better

prices. Unique! More rlirillthan fiction !

s I seen in
you've
anythi
cartoonngcomedie

DID YOU GET THESE
TWO BOOKS YET?
M-G-M's no

page ''Lxicky Star''

hook aiul "Shorts Heard 'Round the
World" book. Write for them toda\'.

\

\^

v^

^1 congratulate you —
if youVe got ^em^^

52' LUCKY STAR'
PRODUCTIONS
from
IMETRO -GOLDWYN

- MAYER

MARION DAVIES (3)
JOAN CRAWFORD (4)
GRETA GARBO (3)
RAMON NOVARRO (3)
NORMA SHEARER (2)
LON CHANEY (1)
JOHN GILBERT (2)
LAWRENCE TIBBETT(2)
BUSTER KEATON (2)
COSMOPOLITAN (4)
(GRACE

MOORE)

WILLIAM HAINES (4)
DRESSLER & MORAN (2)
Lucky Star Productions
OOOn NRWS
MKRRY WIDOW^OftN
NAUGHTY MARIETTA
^^J
BILLY THE KID
. TRADER HORN
MADAM SATAN (Cecil DcM ./If I

LIKE KELLY CAN
. TAMPKXl
THECRISIS
. MARCH OF TIME
PASSIONFLOWER . MONSIEUR LE FOX
DARK STAR
. WAR NURSE
THOSE THREE FRENCH GIRLS
BALLYHOO
WORLDS ILLUSION
DANCE FOOLS DANCE
THE GREAT MEADOW
DIXIE. THE DARK HORSE

SHORT

SUBJECTS

6 MG-M DOGVILLE COMEDIES
6 LAUREL 6.. HARDY COMEDIES
8 CHARLEY CHASE COMEDIES
« OUR GANG COMEDIES
8 "BOY FRIENDS' COMEDIES
M-G-M COLORTONE REVUES (8)
NOVELTY GROUP (4) ,
BURTON HOLMES (12)
FLIP THE FROG (12 CARTOON)
HEARST MFTROTONE NEWS (104)

METROGOLDWYNMAYER
"Your Lucky Star**

Nl'.MHKK 26

MsiMn DteMK^Mw?^

NKW
YORK
CITY
JUNK 2K, 19;{0

Depression Blues Drowning Oiil Merger
Music; Public Is Slock - Unconscious
Optimist
\N'ashinKtc»n—
in the shows,
industry is normal, a Husinoss
national survey
Adolph Zukor told President Hoover.
He said the industry is better than
at any time durinji the last ten years,
with the exception of last year which
was abnormally K*>"d. Business in certain localities still is abnormally good,
he said.

Epic of Alamo
Slated as Next
Griffith Film
Hollywood — U. W. Griffith's next is likely
to be an epic ot the early days of Texas,
with the Alamo tiguring prominently in the
story.
The producer-director has practically decided to accept the offer of a group of San
Antonio oil millionaires to finance the picture on a big scale. It is reported that the
Texans are ready to put up $1,000,000 for
production of the picture if Grithth will consent to make it himself.
It is understood that only a few minor
details remain to be adjusted before contracts are signed. Such a deal would make
Griffith entirely independent of United
Artists financing on his next production, but
releasing arrangements would undoubtedly
be made through that company.
Griffith has not been entirely satisfied with
the supervision of United Artists on his
current Lincoln production because of that
organization's
complete
of the picture. The Texas
deal, financing
under consideration
for more than a year, would give him full
scope on production, and without interference of any kind. It is understood he will
retain his financial interest in United regardless of who puts up the dough for his
future pictures.
"D. W." is now in Texas to complete
negotiations for the new outdoor adventure,
and Albert Grey has just left to join him.

Warners, RCA Seeking
British Sound Device
Both Warners

and RCA

are reported

viewing
withrecently
interest brought
the \'ivagraph
sound
reproducer
to America.
The device, made in Britain, is for both
sound-on-fihn and disc reproduction, it is
saitl. and can be made for marketing at
between $750 and $1,000. An early demonstration isscheduled.

Rumors So Dear to the Heart
Of the Industry Stilled
By Cold Facts
It's all off so far as merger deals are concerned for a long, long time, according to
close observers, who see in the current
industrial situation and stock market slump
a formidable obstacle to any proposed amalgamations.
The usual reports of impending mergers
continue to be circulated, but these are
spiked by a study of the current financial
set-up. For instance, considerable circulation has been given a report that Adolph
Zukor and David Sarnotf were approaching
an agreement which had for its object the
sale of Paramount to Radio-Keith-Orpheum.
This oft-repeated — and denied — yarn
about an impending merger of the two companies is pooh-poohed because of the tight
money situation, plus the element of friction declared existing between the two companies. This is declared due to theatre
activities of R-K-O in general and the Libson deal in particular.
Paramount is said to have had the deal
all set for accjuisition of the Cincinnati
chain, when R-K-O stepped in and grabbed
oft' the Libson holdings. .Another reported
element in the situation is the .\nios 'n'
.\ndy contract. In this instance, too. Paramount was all set on a deal, it is said, when
R-K-O. through its National Broadcasting
System hook-up, turned thumbs down on the
contract, and declared that if the broadcasting team was to work for any picture
company it should be for R-K-O.
The closing of any deal of magnitude in
the industry would necessitate a public
stock issue and the public at present hardly
is in any frame of mind to consider buying
such stocks. A deal involving a company
like Paramount would involve a figure estimated between $125,000,000 and $150,000,000, it is stated.

Dot's Too Bad, But the
Polkas Spurn German Ties
Chicago — Polka brothers, who operate
seven theatres in this district, also have
business interests in Germany. A brother,
each in his turn, spends one year in Germany conducting the family's foreign affairs. \\'hen his year there is up, he returns to .\merica and is replaced abroad by
the ne.xt brother in line.
Martin Polka, who did the last stretch in
Germany, recently returned to this country
on the termination of his year abroad. It
now appears that the brothers have arrived
at an impasse. Each denies that his turn to
work in Europe has arrived, with only Martin, who retained his last passport, able to
prove it.

A

'Bum Steer"

VVashinjfton — "Some one has jjiven
you a bum steer," Abram F. Myers,
president of Allied States Ass'n. told
MOTION l*I( TIKK .NKWS when
queried on report the Sentry Safety
( Ontrol co-operative deal has fallen
through. "If Sentrys are not beinK
sold, it is because e.xhibitors, not
relations, are busted."

Oh, Yes, Louella
Helped Exploit
Marion; Read On
Hollywood — When Marion Davies' latest
talker, "The Floradora Girl.'" was slated as
the opening attraction for the Pantages
Hollywood Theatre, Louella Parsons figured
she would assist with the exploitation of the
picture outside of her sj'ndicated columns
in the Hearst newspapers.
So the columnist went to work — deciding
that she could easily put over some corking
exploitation for the benefit of her close
friend, Marion. Final result of Louella's
sincere efforts was two window tie-ups for
the picture in Hollywood Boulevard stores !

Harry Green and Joe
Schenck Plan 2 Films
Hollywood — With his one-year contract
with Paramount expiring Nov. 1, Harry
Green will move over to United Artists to
be featured in two productions, "The Shyster" and "Papa."
The Jewish comedian, former stage actor
and producer, purchased the two properties
in partnership with Joseph M. Schenck, who
will make the pictures under the Feature
Productions banner. Green will get a salary
of about $3,000 weekly for his two featured
roles, together with a percentage of the
profits of the pictures.
Green w-as offered a long-term contract by
Paramount following his "Close Harmony"
a year ago. but decided he would not tie
himself up for more than one year. Agreement was finally reached for a contract covering that period, with Green getting a salary of $2,500 weekly over entire term of
•^2 weeks. In the meantime, he promoted the
two picture deal with Schenck to follow his
Paramount contract.
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CROCODILE TEARS MAY FILL
BUCKETS BUT NOT TILLS
NINETEEN TWENTY-NINE was a wild
year. Perhaps one of the wildest in the
latter day history of American business.
Profits ran amuck and ended the year at figures
which surprised the most optimistic.
Nineteen thirty marks a change, a gradual
return to the normal. Yet widespread are the
complaints. Up and down the land, cries of
despair and ruin are rampant. If yOu would, believe
a fraction of the stories bandied about the streets,
the conclusion must inevitably be that the country
is tobogganing toward collapse.
Snap judgment opinions are raising havoc with
organized business. Aiding the bearish tone are
newspapers that don't stop to analyze and individuals who, parrot-like, repeat what they hear for
repetition's sake.
* * *

Why the Talk Turns Loose
THE truth of the matter is easy to understand.
This is it:
Business is off by comparison with 1929,
but last year should be no criterion, no marker of
business prosperity. Compare 1930 with the sanity
that prevailed in other years and then draw your
The picture will be different.
conclusions.
For instance. The myth has been circulated
over the nation that the motor industry is shot
to pieces. As a matter of fact, there is evidence to
support the statement that 1930 is on a parity
with 1926, peak year but one in that field.
The exception is 1929. But, after all, this applies
to most other businesses. Banks are beginning to
understand this and are, therefore, leaning toward
the sound belief that 1929 should be marked down
on the industrial calendar as a freak.
*

*

*

And in the Film Industry
realization must sleep into the consciousness of the picture business for its own good.
The element of novelty in sound has dissipated itself. In 1929, it was a factor in favor of
heavy grosses. The box-offices of the nation
proved it. With that gone, what has happened
is this :

THIS

The level of the industry has settled down somewhere in the region of the peak business enjoyed
when silent films were in their hey-day. No more
could have been expected from sound and, in their
rational moments, clear thinkers will concede this
to be true.
Why then the complaints?

Music Warranties Spell Trouble
ON

Monday, tributors
theand exhibitors
5-5-5 meetings
Diswill resume.
have a tough
nut to crack in the proposed "music tax"
warranty. Distributors say they are forced by
their recording contracts with the electrics to
insert the clause in contracts. They further admit
their sympathies rest with the exhibitor in the
question.
Exhibitors claim the clause is the bunk, hint at
a test of its legality and make it clear that its automatic enforcement will weaken their fight against
the tax. Therefore, objections.
There you have a dilemma and a situation that
calls for the most delicate handling. The various
"5's" of the tri-cornered session will require Atlantic City's cooling breezes to keep them out of
temper.
* * *

Into the Record It Goes
advertising code a fact at last and our
THEoriginal
observation of what to do to keep
Yet
exhibitors in line remains unanswered.
it is the really serious knot in the entire tangled
afifair.
Granting that showmen

should have enough

sense race
to doforso,business
we argue
furtherkeenly
that competitive
they won't.
The
in these
days is too tense.
Offenders in the ranks of advertising men
reserve the right of two committee appeals and,
finally, the Hays directorate. Even if disputes are
cleared away in a hurry — if you can imagine the
industry's headline names meeting to pass judgment on advertising copy — who is to judge what's
offensive or no?
'
KANN.
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Violators of New Advertising Code to
Have "Attention Called" AndIfThenNaughty
Lots of Appeids to
Holding
Up the
Works

raramounts Now ^ Ork openinjj of the Hyrd South Tolo
film
with in
the New
RreatYork
explorer's
return as
to
New simultaneously
York was received
show circles
heinK a smart exploitation stunt. What most of the main
stem theatre execs don't know, however, is the matter
of a little deal which is understood to have been secretly
made between Hyrd and I'aramount when the original
contracts were sij^ned. It provided that IJyrd and most
of his party hold out down at I'anama until Paramount
had whipped the picture into shape, and then make their

glorious

return

to New

'^'ork.

Rivals Outbid
Keep Ads Clean,
Franklin Edict
$4,500,000 in
To His Managers
Fox Buy of Poli
New Haven— Fox paid $4,500,000 more
for the Poli circuit than the Stanley and
Keith-Albee interests offered, it was indicated in trial of the $1,000,000 suit of the
Hancock Co., of New York and Massachusetts, against Sylvester Z. Poli. The chain
was sold to Fox for a reputed $26,000,000.
A. F. Hancock testified that Louis M.
Sagal, Poll's chief lieutenant, told him that
E. F. Albee must have refusal of the properties before any sale be completed because
of his assistance in booking \audeville at
low cost over the Poli chain for many \'ears.
Hancock said he arranged the sale involving Albee, but that Sagal told him Poli was
arranging a sale to another customer who
offered $4,500,000 more for the chain. Sagal told him he didn't "have to worry"
about his commission, Hancock said.

Smell Time Had by All;
Skunk Thrown in Lobby
San Antonio — Bombs have been a source
of worry to theatre managers and police
here for the past two months, but it developed for a local vandal to originate a
new idea.
Just as the Rialto, downtown house, was
closing its doors on Sunday night, two
Alexican boys hurled a can containing a
dead skunk into the lobby of the theatre as
they drove past.
Without much ado, the manager of the
hou>e carried the can to his auto and drove
to police headquarters, where there was a
general exodus.
Experts are at work endeavoring to trace
the vandal through finger prints on the can.
In the last 60 days, stink bombs have been
thrown into the lobbies of seven local theatres. In every case the bombs were hurled
after the close of the day and after the audiences had left.

Huston Under U. A. Contract
Hollywood — Walter Huston has been
loaned to First National for several pictures, but he still is under contract to
United Artists, which has prior rights on
his services.

Los -Vngeles — Clean copy is the order to
all members of the circuit issued by Harold
B. Franklin, president of Fox West Coast
Theatres. Calling attention to The Motion
Picture News editorial comment on the
code of ethics drafted
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"It should not be necessary for the producers, or the Hays organization, to give
to Fox West Theatres a code of ethics to
follow in the proper and decent advertising
of our own business. Our own sense of
decency, of business deportment and proenterprise should guide us in our
advertisinggressive
.
"The day is past when questionable illustrations orimplied suggestions will draw
a crowd to a box office. When we have to
resort to this type of malicious and dangerous copy writing, then we will close
that theatre and get out of the show business.

"A smart showman is entitled to use
every honorable means at his command to
attract business to his theatre, but he must
not insult one single person, no matter how
thin-skinned or sensitive that person may
be. The dollar gained by cheap and unclean
advertising will cost you many times its
value. You may get away with misrepresentation the first time. Do you think you
can fool the public the second or third time?
"Keep clean, keep honest. Be decent and
f-T>r in your advertising."

Eat Up Time Until Copy
Is
Moribund

Advertising and publicity men hereafter
must toe the mark in so far as "clean copy"
is concerned — or they will have their "attention called." And if they don't like that,
they can start a merry-go-round of appeals
that may end after the spicy bit of publicity
has long outlived its value.
This is the interpretation put by some
observers on the new advertising code
of ethics recently adopted by the ad men
at the instigation of the Hays office and
designed to inject "good taste" into film
advertising. The signatories solemnly
pledged themselves to carry out the 12 articles contained in the code, but whether intentional y or otherwise, no penalty is provided for infractions of the code.
The agreement stipulates that when the
code is transgressed "the association shall
call the attention of the advertising and
publicity director to the infraction of the
code." However, if he does not agree with
the association's viewpoint, he may present
his case to a committee of three of his
colleagues. Should they turn thumbs down
on his slant, he can appeal further to three
directors of the association, whose findings
shall be final.
Without time limits set on the various
steps in the procedure, it is possible that
before a final decision is reached the offender isworking on next year's announcement and doesn't care a whoop about the
and
outcome
of the case. However, the boys
took precautions not to cramp their style,
for they killed a suggestion that campaign
and press books be pre-censored. They
termed the idea "unfeasible and impractiThe agreement provides also that when
questions "involving good taste" arise the
ad man shall confer with the association ;
that press books and all advertising accessories be sent to it immediately upon completion ;that the advertising and publicity directors assume full responsibility for the
matter turned out, and that use of copy shall
be discontinued in case of a violation.
cal."

What the Code Provides

The articles of the code follow :
1. We subscribe to the Code of Business
Ethics of the International Advertising Association, based
on "truth,
and integrity."
2. Good
taste
shall behonesty
the guiding
rule of
motion picture advertising.
3. Illustrations and text in advertising shall
faithfully represent the pictures themselves.
4. No false or misleading statements shall
be used directlv, or implied by type arrangements or by distorted quotations.
5. No text or illustration shall ridicule or
tend to ridicule any religion or religious faith ;
no illustration of a character in clerical garb
shall be shown in any but a respectful manner.
6. The history, institutions, and nationals
ness.all countries shall be represented with fairof
7. Profanity and vulgarity shall be avoided.
8. Pictorial and copy treatment of officers
(Continued on pane 54)
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Insiders^

are the ways ol mergers.
FUNNY
A new move on the consoHdation
checker-board finds its excuse for
being" in the desire of one organization
to secure the production head of another
and wilhng to bear the whole load in
order to get him.
That load is rather considerable. The
about-to-be-acquired outfit has a number
of bosses. You can tell that by the way
they scrap among themselves. It was a
long struggle, the fight to keep their economic nose out of water, and it must
be said on their behalf that they have
succeeded. Now they are wealthy, use
Rolls Royces, play golf, continue to slam
desks and win arguments by out-yelling
the other fellow.
As for the organization that stands
willing to make the buy, it seems the
current production regime isn't doing
(|uite so well as it all sounded on paper.
Therefore, the itch to make a change.
The new white-haired boy is in the position to know this and, if he runs at all
true to usual form, his price is soaring
up as the dissatisfaction in the other camp
grows.
Those who know the executive admit
he makes good pictures cheaply. Specially, he makes the grade — largely by
indulgence. A few individuals in Hollywood like him, but they constitute a considerable minority.
The production mogul whose decapitation is talked about has nothing to
worry about financially. His fat fourfigure-a-week contract carries- plenty of
comfort. Prestige-wise, the blow would
l)e disastrous.
The most ironic slant on the entire
situation is the smug satisfaction which
exists in the minds of the new Moses'
associates. They think the merger stunt
revolves around their services.
Nothing could be funnier.

Yes, in 1930
In a certain theatre chain, headquartering in a city not so far from New
York and important because of its strategic value, racial differences slowly, but
surely, threaten disintegration.
Coupled with that condition, cancerous
and bigoted as any broad-minded individual must concede it to be, is another exhibition of the ancient and honorable
])ractice of firing competents and hiring

June
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Hollywood
timeclock
brains, — You
but can't
Hollywood
thinks and does otherwise.
At one of the big plamts here,
the latest gag is a time-clock for
w^riters and <3irectors. They
punch in and they punch out.
And, in case they have forgotten
what constitutes a working day
in this factory, little slips have
been passed around advising the
day begins at nine and ends at
five.
TTiat's all the gang here required to develop a new line of
folklore about this particular
studio.
The latest is this:
That on Tuesday, a studio
w^orker ran breathlessly to the
street yelling for the police. The
bluecoats arrived pronto for once
and asked what the trouble was
all about. Imagine their surprise
when told by said employee that
he had just seen a writer plugged
as he emerged from the studio's
sacred portals.
It seemed he had walked out
at 4:45 and was shot dead by the
gateman.

remedial measures that w^ould end the
foolishness sit by and, in their ignorance
or indifference — it's hard to say which —
permit a perfectly good property to rub
chins with the bow-wows.

Fox

Staging

19 3 0

Outlook

relatives to fill big jobs. It's raising a
]»rticular mess of hell and the procedure
is beginning to leave its mark.
Yet those who can put through the

15 Minutes

2 8,

Come-Back?

Is William Fox coming back to the
picture biz? Mebby so, for an inside
report is that the former chief of the
concerns bearing his name early next
year will head a $25,000,000 venture. The
ing.
informant does not say the project will
be in films, but that is the understand-

According to reports at the time he
sold his holdings Fo.x was said to have
received a five year contract to continue
with the company as an advisor. The
gag was, it is said, to keep him from
starting a rival organization during the
life of the contract.
Since that time, he is reported to have
been flirting with Universal and Columbia. One never knows what Fox will do.

Hatchets

Flying

Nice quiet business.
This is the yarn of a producing company torn asunder by as many factions
in the ranks as it has units. The internal
bickering has been cleverly held in check
until now. Only occasionally has it
flared
into the
but clear
it won't
now before
the open,
lid flies
off be
the long
top
of the caldron. When it does — well, it
will be just too bad.
The trouble is narrowing down to two
groups. One is seeking control. The
other has practically had it until now.
But the aggressor rides high in the saddle
while the one-time power is slipping more
rapidly than its adherents appreciate.
When the balance shifts, as it appears
it will, there will come with it an entirely
new set-up bringing nobody can quite
figure what. It is entirely possible that
as the one faction bows out and the
other in, the decks may at the same time
be cleared for a merger. Sounds like a
riddle, is supposed to be and that's that.

Some Reasons for Cheers
Because "Holiday", cleverly acted by
Ann Harding, dialogued by Philip Barry
and produced by Pathe, gets the break
it deserves on Broadway. The ])icture
plays extended run at the Rivoli.
Because Paramount had the vision and
the guts to take a chance on filming the
Byrd Antartic Expedition and because
the picture comes through its two year
period of uncertainty as one of the finest
contributions to the celebrated history of
motion pictures.
Because the Fo.x employees clear
down the line from highest to lowest
were paid back dollar for dollar their
investment in Po.x stock and l^ecause
it demonstrates
many don't believe:
this
business haswhat
a heart.
THE
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"Music Tax'' Knot Offers Big Problem
For 5-5-5 Confabs Resuming on Monday
Lubitsch Loves Little
Hollywood — Ono por ci'iit of his love
was not enough for lli'U'iu' I.. I.ul)itsrh,
so she ohtaincd a divori-i- from Director Krnst Liiliitsch. Ilcr hushaiul, she
said, was ■!»!• per cent in love with
his work and had no tune for homo."
A property settlement was made out
of court.

Edison Is Not
Movie Inventor,
Crawford Says
"tidison is the commercial and exploiting genius of the motion picture, but he is
not the inventor. The 'tirst movie' was not
made by Edison in 1888 or any other year,"
states Merritt Crawford in a verbal bombshell thrown at mythical lore around which
is woven the belief that "Thomas A." is
directly and solely responsible for motion
pictures, from the inventive standpoint.
Crawford's bomb was hurled at a letter
by David L. Hardenbrook and printed on
the editorial page of the iVt'zc; York Sun.
"Although generally credited with being
the 'inventor' of the motion picture," Crawford states, "Mr. Edison never inven^^ed'
anything connected with it. He merely
popularized it and helped importantly to
make it commercially possible."
Delving deeply into the history surrounding
the first days of the industry's technical progress, Crawford points out that "the United
States courts already have determined that
point and have awarded priority over Mr. Edison in the invention of 'step photography' to
Dr. J. E. Marey, Louis A. A. Le Prince and
William Friese-Greene and to Du Cos du
Hauron and others as anticipating him by many
years in devising the essential parts of the
camera, and projector.
"Judge Wallace in 1902, writing the unanimous opinion of the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals, for the Southern District
of New York. Judges Townsend and Lacombe
sitting with him, in the case of Edison vs. The
American Mutoscope Company for infringement of his camera patent (see Federal Reporter, No. 114, 1902), stated that Mr. Edison
was in no sense a "pioneer" in the invention
of the film, the motion picture camera or projector and that all he contributed to the art
'required but a moderate amount of mechanical
ingenuity' and not inventive genius. On this
basis every claim to originality by Mr. Edison,
which had been maintained in the lower courts,
was disallowed.
"The first true movie on celluloid film was
taken with Dr. Marey's camera, with one lens
from one position, in the Champs Elysees,
Paris, in 1886. Before that he did it on a
sensitized paper band. Le Prince and FrieseGreene accomplished the same thing.
"Regarding Edison's 'talking movies,' while
he experimented in this field from the year
1886, when the great Muybridge called on him
in the hope that he might link up his chronophotographic glass plates with the newly invented phonograph, it is history that he never
succeeded in making them successfully."

There Must He a lleasnn

Arbitration,
Protection
Other
Bifi Issues — Mo Score
(harf/e Act ion 1^
Ettorts to untie the knot of the "music
ta.x" warranty are expected to highlight
meetings of the 5-5-5 contract conferences
which arc to be resumed Monday at Atlantic City. The dilemma presented by the
proposed warranty, arbitration, protection
and score charges are chief among the remaining points to be settled on the contract.
Preliminary draft of the contract was completed, except for the aforementioned points,
at meetings in New York of a subcommittee consisting of two members of each
group.
Representatives of distributors, the'M.
r.T.O.A. and Allied States Ass'n., are
parties to the conferences, with affiliated
exhibitors represented without vote.
Distributors, under terms of their licenses
to record sound, are required to lease their
films only to houses licensed by the American Society of Composers, Authors and
Publishers. They declare their hands tied
in the matter, and that they have no other
choice than inserting a warranty in the contract. Exhibitors protest against such a
clause, declaring it automatically will force
payment by every theatre of tlie ten cents
l)er seat license fee, and prove injurious in
their fight to secure repeal of the tax provision of the copyright law.

Not Tackling Score Charge?
On the matter of score charges, exhibitors
are making efYorts to have the charge made
part of the rental. Distributors are expected to decline to act upon the matter, holding that the subject is a matter of individual
company

policy, and so not within the committee's jurisdiction. At a later date, a
general meeting of distributors may be called to consider the exhibitors' contentions
in the matter.
-Ml parties are agreed upon arbitration,
hut its nature and the machinery necessary
to make it effective remain to be determined
upon.
The protection question is regarded as
having been started toward solution through
the zoning committee work now under way
throughout the country.
Conmiittee members scheduled to attend
the meeting arc: For distributors — S. R.
Kent. Phil Reisman, Felix Feist, Al Lichtman. Lou B. Metzger. For the M.P.T.O.
.\. — M. A. Lightman, R. R. Biechele, Jack
Miller, Jack Harwood, Charles Piquet. For
.Allied — W. A. Stefifes, Nathan Yamins,
H. M. Richey, Jim Hone, Col. H. A. Cole.
For affiliated exhibitors — Sam Dembow,
Publix; E. A. Schiller, Loew's; Harry Artluir. Fox : Spyros Skouras, \Varners ; Joe
Plunkett, RKO.
Frank Walker, a member of the original
M.P.T.O. A. conmiittee, who has sat at all
sessions, is to attend in an advisory capacity
at the request of M. A. Lightman. He withdrew from the committee after Paramount
bought control of the Comerford circuit of
which he is general manager.

Hollywood — "The trouble with hoy
friends is that they all want to make
you over again into something el.se.
It burns me uj) — espec-all> when it's
me, as I am that lh»\ fall for.
Wouldn't
it you?"
Clftra How
npeaking.

Music Warranty
Clause Is Ra[)[)ed
At K, C. Meeting
Topeka, Kan. — Memlx^rs of tiie Kansas
and western Missouri exhibitor unit are
opposed to incorporation of a warranty
clause on the "music tax" in the new standard contract, they made clear at their convention here. The convention elected a new
slate of officers, after R. R. Biechele had
declined to run, and revised its constitution
to give the chains a vote for each theatre.
This, in effect, will enable chains to control.
One hundred and fifty exhibitors attended the sessions. The name of the organization was changed to M. P. Theatres
Ass'n. of Kansas and Western Missouri.
Tlieatre owners formerly was incorporated
in the name. Ben Andres, Kansas legislator, was toastmaster at the banquet.
The convention endorsed the code of
ethics adopted by producers, called for repeal of the "blue" labor law and called upon
producers to give attention to juvenile appeal in pictures. Discussion of admission
taxes emphasized that the majority are
against any price cutting.
New officers are : Earl Van Hyning,
lola, Kan., president; Barney Dubinsky,
Jefferson City, vice-president; Jay Means,
Kansas City, treasurer. The directorate was
increased to 14, composed of seven exhibitors from each of the two states. Directors
are : Kansas — Harry McClure. Topeka ; R.
R. Biechele, Kansas City; W. R. Robertson,
Pittsburgh ; C. L. McVey, Herington ; J. C.
Hartman, Wichita; E. E. Sprague, Goodland; A. R. Zimmcr, Dodge City. From
Missouri — J. C. Staples, Rockport ; Frank
Weary, Richmond; C. R. Wilson, Liberty;
Charles Burkey, Kansas City; Lloyd Linhart, Clinton; Barney Dubinsky, Jefferson
City; A. F. Baker, Springfield.

({

Explanation'*
Made, Meet
So
Steffes to Attend

Minneapolis — "Satisfactory explanation"
has been made of the published allegation
attributed to "a Haysite" that he wanted
Publix to give him a theatre, and W. A.
Stefifes. chairman of the Allied States Ass'n.
committee will sit in on the 5-5-5 conferences w^hen they resume Monday at .Atlantic Citv.
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Protection Tlireat Used as Sandbag to
Force Sale of Indie Houses to Cliains
Kick About Footage
London — Exhibitors here, as in the
United States, are concerned over
short length of talkers. As a result,
they are asking distributors to state
the footage of pictures they book, so
they may gauge their programs
accordingly.

2-Man Demand
Of Operators
Gets Showdown
Minneapolis — Unless operators comply
with the demands of Minneapolis independents that only one man be required
m the booth, their services will not be required after July 5, they have been notified,
following a meeting of exhibitors. The theatre operators want helpers. The proposed
helper would not be a member of the operators' union. St. Paul indeoer-dcnts are expected to take a sini'Id stand.

Locations Chosen by HKO
For Rex Beach Pictures
Seattle — After selecting locations in
Alaska for the filming of two forthcoming
Rex Beach film dramas, four production officials from the RKO studios came here
by airplane from Ketchikan.
George Barthelon, E. Conjager, Thomas
Atkins and H. Wellman are the film men
and they chose sites near Ketchikan for
the filming of "The Silver Horde" and a
site near Cordova for shots of "The Iron
The men, with a party of about 50 screen
Trail."
stars, directors, camera men, and technicians, will return to this city later in the
summer to embark for Alaska.

Ask Daylight Repeal
Huntington, Ind. — The City Council at
its last meeting referred to its ordinance
commission a petition asking the repeal of
the daylight savings time ordinance, passed
hiwriedly at a meeting in May. Backers of
the repeal petition packed the council chamber and voiced their disapproval of the fast
time vociferous! v.

Bishell Buys Theatre
Spokane — A. J. l^ishell, who has been
manager of the Uptown in Seattle, has purchased the Empress here and has arrived
to take personal charge.

To Raze Patterson
Baltimore — Grand Theatre Co., associated
with the Durkee Theatrical Enterprises, has
purcha.sed the Patterson, residential house,
from Harry Reddish, who will relinquish
control July 7 when the theatre will be
razed so that snother may be built there.

Will Be Put Out of Business,
Exhibitors Told in New
Racket
Clubbing of independents to force sale of
their theatres is being resorted to by several big chain operators, through enforcement of extended protection. Motion Picture News has been advised. The system
is a surreptitious one and is being employed
in a number of spots.
As an instance, representatives of a certain circuit are working the gag of going
into various towns and telling exhibitors
that they either must sell to the circuit or
be saddled with a protection restriction
which will put them out of business.
Unless they peddle to the circuit, these
independents are reported being told, protection ranging up to one year will be demanded by theatres in nearby towns, where
the circuit operates.

Club Declared Effective

Favor Arbitration
Des Moines — Return of arbitration
is desired by a number of Iowa exhibitors, according to Miss McGrevey,
secretary of the Film Board. The procedure was abandoned late last year,
due to the Thacher decree.

Double Feature
Gag Adopted at
Syracuse House
Syracuse — Double featuring is being instituted atWarners' Strand, the house playing two pictures every third week. Reaction of other first runs here is being await-

The racket is said to be working, with
prices of independent houses being beaten
down by its use. An instance is cited of
a circuit representative interviewing an independent who had no desire to sell his
houses. He was alone in his particular town
and both of his theatres were making money.
To his disinclination to sell was answered

ed, particularly since Loew's State has
dropped stage shows for the summer. The
move will shave $4,500 weekly off the theatre's net, it is estimated.

that if he didn't it would be just too bad
for him, because the circuit intended to get
such a long period of protection over his
town that the pictures would be past history
before he was given a tumble. Subsequently,
his houses were sold to the circuit.

Nat Levine's Mascot Pictures will again
produce serials for release on the state
rights market. Three are planned immediately, with silent and talker versions on
two subjects.
A new wrinkle, according to Levine, will
be incorporated in the initial release, starring Rin Tin Tin. In addition to sound
and silent serial versions, there will be duplicate versions in straight feature form.
Second on the bill is a Tom Tyler Western
episode yarn, with the third, a wild animal
film, likewise available in four forms.

Exhibs Protest
Talker Showings
In N. W. Schools
Seattle — Exhibitors here are aroused
over showing of talkers in schools throughout the state, which are charging admissions for the shows. This unfair competition has caused a protest by the Pacific
Northwest exhibitor unit to Electrical Research Products, Fox and the Film Board.
The protest specifically mentions North
Bend, where "The Romance of the Rio
Grande" was shown over Western Electric
equipment.

Vote on Daylight Bill
At Baltimore in Fall
Baltimore — Voters are to pass upon the
proposed daylight saving ordinance at the
Novemlx;r election, under a ruling of Attorney General Thomas H. Robinson.

Frels Sells Normanna
Cuera, Tex. — The Normanna has
purchased from Rubin Frels by the
interests, operators -of a chain in
Kingsville, .Sinton, Beeville and other

been
Hall
Taft,
cities.

Levine Set for Comeback
In the Serial Field

Take Over Exchange
Milwaukee — Celebrated Players Film
Corporation's local exchange has been turned over by J. S. Grauman to V. F. DeLorenzo and William Scharun, booker and
cashier of the exchange, respectively. Both
of the latter have been connected with the
exchange for a number of years and are
well known to exhibitors in the northwest.

Tickets for Cans
Lakeland, Fla. — A city-wide clean-up
campaign was conducted here this week,
with the city authorities handing out a free
theatre ticket to each child turning in SO
tin cans. The kids put it over hot, with
over 100,000 of the tin containers passed
over for tickets.

Iowa Houses Wire
Des Moines — Universal sound-on-film
equipment was installed at two more Iowa
houses this week. E. A. Parrish installed
the equipment at the Opera House at Cambridge, and an installation was made at the
Opera House at Woodward for W. A. Belt.
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National Home for Television, Mystery
Behind Construction of ^Radio City'
See Tough Fight
Charlotte — Exhibitors here are facing a touKh fijjht in their efforts to
combat a proposed (en per cent tax
on admissions. A measure providing
for the ten per cent levy is slated to
be introduced at the next session.

Brock Transfers
Units to Coast;
May Return East
While RCA Photophone officials still are
divided on plans for improvements at the
Gramercy
studio
in New
York,
Louis
Brock is transferring his production
activities to the RKO studio in Hollj'wood.
Present
plans
call
for the making
at
Hollywood of some
of the series he is
under
contract to
produce
for RKO,
but it is problematical if he will remain on the Coast.
This is due to the
fact that he plans a
series of "Headliner" shorts, with
B r o a d w a 3' stars,
who would
not be
Louis Brock
available
on
the
Coast.
Mark
Sandrich,
who
is directing the
'"Nick and Tony'' series, leaves soon for the
Coast.
Brock is expected to start production in about three weeks.
As soon as a
final okeh is secured upon plans for the
Gramercy
plant, work will be rushed to
completion, which is expected to take between 60 and 90 days.

G. Currier, Joe Kennedy's
Sponsor, Dead in Boston
Boston — Guy W. Currier, prominent lawyer who died here this week, was the man
who sponsored Joseph P. Kennedy in his
picture debut.
Currier arranged the finances by which
Kennedy purchased FBO from Graham's
of London several years ago and also interested David Sarnoff and the Radio Corporation in the Keith holdings.
The Currier-Kennedy alliance, it is further understood, hit the rocks many months
ago as a result of which the former withdrew his support from Kennedy's activities.
In the settlement of labor troubles at Hollywood studios recently. Currier played an
important part as mediator acting on behalf of the industry.
While his name was rarely discussed in
print within the industry, Currier was well
known to S. R. Kent and Nicholas M.
Schenck.

i\ at ion-Wide
Programs
Seen
When RCA FiFushes Big
Amusement Center
Cloaked with mystery induced by statements that gracefully avoid definition in
fact, the big story behind "Radio City" to
be built by John U. Rockefeller, Jr., and
tiie Radio Corporation of America does not
hinge on the several theatres which will
decorate the huge plot running from Fifth
to .Sixth Aves. and from 48th to 51st Sts.,
in New York.
Those houses will be important. Roxy
will stage, direct and operate one. A second will be the home of RKO vaudeville
and a third will house dramatic and musical plays. But the closely-held secret of
the $250,000,000 development revolves
around television.
'Radio City" will be the national home of
television. Ten or twelve stages equipped
with television broadcasting apparatus will
be built into the structures that will comprise the RCA (le\elopment. This entertainment center will take several years to erect.
But by that time, television, as an entertainment factor, is expected to be ready for
the American public.
Just how RCA will market the programs
remains to be seen. There are approximately 10,000,000 radio sets in the United
States and many thousands of miles of
telephone wires which may be fitted into
the television reception and transmission.
There are over 500 radio broadcasting
stations operating today throughout the
United States and the potential value of all
of them in building up national television
hook-ups is reported a subject of study by
RCA engineers.
Those familiar w^ith their subject state
television will be made availalile for the
home exactly like radio and that the entertainment programs will eventually be as
varied.
How theatres will fit into final marketing
plans is a matter to be worked out on the
basis of revenue. It may be that home television sets will prove the greater revenue
inducer or a combination of television
broadcasting to both theatre and the home
developed as a middle ground solution.

Tough Times Ahead
In Australia With Tax
Trouble ahead for American distributors
in Australia is seen as an aftermath of the
30 per cent tax levy enacted last week at
Canberra.
The impost taxes, remittances and gross
earnings accruing from American pictures
are expected bv the Australian government
to return
$2,5'00,000
The general economic
situationannually.
on the ^island
continent isheld to be responsible for the move.
■Resurrection." will be done bv Finis Fox.

Fox
to Adapt "Resurrection"
Hollywood — .Kdaptation and continuity of
'Resurrection." will be done bv F"inis Fox.

What a Sentence!
Hollywood — Sally Fillers and Hoot
(iil)son, who are about to become
newlyweds, are understor)d to have
hit upon a plan whereby they steer
clear of the Keno vation process for
at least live years.
They have promised each other, so
the story Koes, to weather the storm
for that period.

Fanchon & Marco
Booking Office
BucJiing Puhlix
A Fanchon & Marco presentation circuit
totalling 60 weeks and rivalling Publix in
bookings will be in operation by the winter.
Fo.x houses in the East will supply 20 of
the 60 weeks and the rest of the country,
the difference. At present, the Crotona in
New York is the only house running
the "Ideas," because opening days, as they
stand ings.
at present,
allow for
the will
bookHowever, itdon't
is probable,
these
be
changed in the fall to permit the introduction
of F. & M. units and vaudeville in additional theatres.
M. D. Howe, carrying the title of general
booking manager, is in command of the
Fanchon and Marco companies, of which
there are two. Fanchon and Marco, Inc.,
of California is the parent company and
Fanchon and Marco Corporation of New
York, a subsidiary. The former owns half
the New York company and Fox Theatres
the remainder. These companies have absorbed the former William Fox Vaudeville
Booking Office.
Jack Loeb as vice-president of the California conipanj- will serve as talent scout,
dividing his time between New York, California and the Continent.

Jersey Exhibs
Charge Apathy
On Protection
Atlantic City — Asserted inactivity of the
government in dealing w-ith the protection
situation in New Jersey, after it had requested the exhibitor unit to postpone its
court fight on the issue, was scheduled to
highlight the convention of the association
here Friday. Advance indications were that
association members would have considerable to say over the contract situation.
At the sessions here. Joseph M. Seider,
veteran leader, will withdraw as president,
iiisisting that his name be kept off the ballot. He will call upon members to supply
funds for the employment of paid operating
heads of the association.
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Picture Industry One of Few to Show
Boost in Earnings, Despite Depression
National Survey Reveals Film
Business in Healthy State;
Mergers
Predicted
Surface structure
appearances
of the
financial
indicate
that industry's
the field
will be one of a very small group of industries which will show higher earnings
in 1930 than in '29, it is revealed in a surby Moody's Investors'
vey justa completed
Service,
Wall Street stock analytical organization.
Stock decline of blue chip leaders in films
is attributed to a sympathetic movement
with the trend of the whole market.
Earnings for the second quarter will be
considerably lower than the first, chiefly because of the usual seasonal decline, it is
said, although the figures will surpass those
of the June period last year.
Operation of all companies with full steam
ahead in the talker field is not given entire
credit for healthy intakes of last year, despite the new blood recruited to box offices
by sound. Increased efficiency in all three
branches is recognized as a correlated factor
which helped to skyrocket 1929 and early
'30 earnings. Concentration of activities,
owing to mergers and absorptions of numerous small units, brought about the new
high rate of efficiency, the report points
out.

3,000 Installation Possibilities
Although installation costs of sound equipment presented a serious obstacle for small
independent theatres and chains, it is stated
that this difficulty has been largely surmounted by now. The survey revealed 55
cents as the average admission price in key
35 cents as the country's average.
and thousand
spots,
Seven
houses, of the 22,000 accounts operating, are said to be permanently
or temporarily darkened, or showing on a
short part-time basis. Of the remaining
15,000, 64%, or 9,500, are wired, according
to the survey, which reveals the fact that
2,500 of the present silent group of 5,500
will never be wired, leaving only about 3,000 full-time possibilities for wiring.
Future installations must depend on the
natural growth of the number of theatres
constructed.
"This year will offer the final test for
sound pictures," states the survey. "Some
producers are already stressing the quality
of pictures in work, believing that this
will be the important factor from now on
rather than the mere presence of sound.
The question also is being raised, what will
happen when the current interest in talking pictures begins to show signs of flagging?" To this question, the company offers color as an answer, pointing out that
the big companies have thrown a halter
around color to checkmate its speed in development, loosening the reins only when
necessary as a means of increasing attendance. "Color production is more costly
than plain black and white, and current expansion with coincidental remodeling and
construction costs imposes an important
burden on producers at this time."
High cost of wide film, insofar as techni-

Sees German Truce
Paris — Reopening of the German
market to American producers is forecast by George Canty, American film
commissioner, representing the Dept.
of Commerce here. He is optimistic
over the patent situation, declaring
that an early settlement will be
reached.

cal and equipment changes aje concerned,
and an increase in negative costs will force
a slower treatment than sound, it is stated.
"It will constitute an important stimulus to
increasing attendance," however, when the
industry is set to accept double width pictures.
In its study of television, the survey found
that "it is probable that its possibilities will
become more clearly defined as further technical developments are made and other factors, like cost, become estimable."

Chain Holdings Up 50 Percent
"So rapid is the expansion at present that
accurate appraisals of theatres held by the
largest producers cannot be made," states
"Moody's" in commenting on the "phenomenal" growth of theatre activities of the
big units. It is estimated that Paramount,
Loew's, Warners, Fox and RKO have, on
the average, increased theatres owned or
controlled by over 50% since the close of
1928.
"Warners and Stanley controlled less
than 500 theatres at the close of 1928, but
now have approximately 825 or a gain of
65%. Loew's had 125 early in 1929 and
now controls 190, a gain of over 50%.
Paramount has a similar gain, from around
800 to 1,300. The Wesco division of Fox
alone has increased about 80% to 450.
"Concentration of theatre ownership
seems to be following the trend production
has taken. Independents still outnumber
the leaders who probably control around
35% of active exhibition outlets compared
with 60% of production.
"Construction is the more advantageous
and sound way of building a chain," believes
"Moody's" due to the great amount of
"dcadwood" which usually goes along with
a chain deal. Delay in construction is, however, an argument for the purchase of theatres already built.
"Undoubtedly some theatres bought are
discontinued entirely, because of a noticeable tendency in recent years of audiences
to be drawn from a wider area to the larger,
newer theatres, the result of greater use of
automobiles and generally better roads. This
point is emi)hasized by the sharp drop which
has been seen in construction of small, exclusively-theatre buildings since 1927. According to F. W. Dodge Corp., 545 such
buildings were erected in 1927, onlv 458
in 1928 and 299 in 1929, a drop of 45 per
cent, from 1927 to last year. The cost also
declined around 50 per cent, per unit. Unfortunately no separate figures are available in regard to construction of combination theatre-office buildings, but the fore-

*'Over
Expansion
in Short
Space of Time
Is the Greatest Difficulty
going figures are probably much larger
numerically though representative of a much
smaller value and seating capacity.
"The greatly accelerated attendance over
the past year has enabled absorption of expansion costs to a certain extent, although
the ultimate expense has not been taken care
of in many cases and purchasing of theatres
continues at breakneck speed. Over-expansion in a short space of time, we think,
is the greatest single difficulty motion picture companies face. But reflection of this
in lower earnings because of higher costs
and increased capitalizations is not yet due,
and may be avoided by shrewd and careful
management.
"Serious competition for the motion picture industry from the legitimate stage is
almost negligible, the more so with the advent of sound and talking pictures, and
primarily because of the great difference in
admission prices. Lively discussions of the
possibilities of television as a cause of lowered motion picture theatre attendance are
possible, but great refinements, technically
and in price, are still required before home
television sets attain widespread usage. It
is also likely that employment of this invention for the benefit of the screen trade
will be evolved, because television broadcasts may eventually be possible as a means
of transmitting performances or events
from a central spot to numerous screens.
Competition from abroad appears very
slight, as attested to by the great predominance of American films in foreign
markets, and imports will probably continue to be films with limited appeal.

The Merger Mart
"The distinct tendency in this industry in
recent years has been, as indicated before,
toward grouping of the main interests. Will
this trend continue? In part the answer
lies in the extent of future governmental investigation ofthe industry and decisions in
the matter of large companies dominating
the field. Besides the actual consolidations
mentioned there have been many more rumored that did not go beyond the preliminary stages. There remain a few companies
outside the largest but of considerable size,
and of possible value to further pooling of
concerns : Universal Pictures, Pathe Exchange and Columbia Pictures. The last
two are strictlv producers, the first at present gradually liquidating its holdings of exhibition facilities. Outside the movie field
is Shubert, which may yet be included in
a combination. Radio Corporation of America has considered acquiring Columbia
Graphophone. Ltd. Granted freedom from
authoritative restraint, we feel the tendency
in the field will be toward further concentration of control in all branches of the industry. It would not l>e surprising to see,
within a reasonable length of time, even
fewer dominating factors in the industry
and further submergence of the more specialized concerns."
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Selling Stops in Illinois Pending New
Protection Scliedules;Exhibs MarkTinie
Wild and Woolly
St. Louis — "Hlood is precious
spill
yours Charles
I Leave Chastain,
town now." of the
When
n't
State Theatre, East St. Louis, Do
read
the above in a note handed to him
by a mystery man, his blood pressure
jumped skyward. A second note followed and ("hastain K<>t in touch with
local police, who are still running
down clues for the apprehension of
the writer. And, in the meantime, the
exhib is keeping under cover.

Mayer, Tlialberg,
Schenck, Rubin,
In Chi Confab
Hollywood — Indicating tiiat there is a
good chance for IM-G-M to launch production of foreign talker versions abroad, Louis
B. Mayer and Irving Thalberg, production
heads of M-G-M studios, are in Chicago.
They will meet and confer with Nicholas
M. Schenck and J. Robert Rubin, president
and
talker secretary
situation. of Loew's on the foreign
Immediately after the conferences in Chicago, which may last for several days, it is
reported that Rubin w ill return East and depart for Europe to put whatever policy is
decided on into effect without delay.
M-G-M has gone into production of
foreign talkers and dialogue versions rather
extensively during the past eight months.
A special department was organized overnight at the local studios, and several Spanish, French and German talkers have been
turned out successfully. Whether or not this
type of foreign talker, with linguists imported from abroad added to those picked
up locally, will get the decision over special
foreign versions produced in various European countries, depends upon the current conferences in Chicago.

Relsman Promotes Nine
Members of Field Force
Nine new tield promotions were made this
week by Phil Reisman, general sales manager of Pathe, making a total of 25 such
promotions during the last year. The new
advancements are: Charles Lundgren to
city sales m.anager at Chicago; Floyd Heninger to assistant manager and head booker
at Salt Lake City: and El Windward to
salesman ; James Lewis as a salesman at
Kansas City with Joe Mazetis succeeding
him as head booker and office manager ;
Nelson T. Powers as a salesman at ^Iemphis. succeeded by T. T. Brown as booker
and office manager ; James Stapleton to the
post of salesman from that of cashier at
Portland. At Denver, Leon Abrams, formerly at Kansas City, has been made booker.

Convention
"Pep"
Oozes
as
Film Salesmen Wail for Command to Swing into Action
Chicago — Film selling here is at a standstill, ijcnding adoption of new protection
schedules. I'-xhibitors of the territory are
averse to singing new contracts before finding out just what they are entitled to under
the proposed new zoning arrangement.
These exhibitors are expecting a better
break under the new schedules, so will not
sign contracts until ascertaining just what
this break will be. Meanwhile, new films
are lying on the shelf, and local exchanges
are smarting under the curtailment of business on new season product.
Agreement has been reached on principles in proposed rezoning of Cook County
and downstate Illinois and a sub-committee
is endeavoring to apply these conditions to
general and local situations. Pending completion of the committee's work, the Film
Board is guarding closely news of the major agreements w'hich are to govern the
metropolitan area, despite the fact that sales
practically are at a standstill.
The committee frankly admits that it has
not the slightest idea when its work would
be completed. Members interested enough
to hazard a guess fixed the time at anywhere from two weeks to a month, depending, they said, upon the length and intensity
of controversies. The committee is composed of Jack Miller (Chicago Exhibitors'
Ass'n.. chairman; Jack Rose (Coston Booking Circuit), Max Balaban (Publix), Felix Mendelssohn (Film Board), Sidney
Meye (Fox Theatres) and Norman Moray
(Warners).

Salesmen Chafe at Bit
Pending the deliberations of this committee local film salesmen remain, for the most
part, inactive. The clean-up sales drives are
over and the salesmen who, fresh from their
companies' conventions, were champing at
the bit two weeks ago are now sitting idly
at their desks wondering when they will
be at liberty to work on the new product.
The final deliberations of the downstate
committee seeking agreement on major considerations ofa new protective system will
result in earlier availability all along the
line. Originally, it had been proposed to
make pictures available to the 10 cent houses
in 133 days. The later revision of that
protection schedule will bring availability to
the 10 cent house 29 days earlier. The
maximum protection limit of the largest
downstate cities (on the basis of one mile
for each 1,000 of population) remains 40
miles, but a revision of the regulations governing overlapping protection areas reduces
the number of instances in which the full
40-mile protection radius may be claimed.

To Define Second Runs
Other considerations
of the downstate
plan which still await approval are : Small
towns adjacent to and within a radius of
three miles from a larger town should be
(Continui'd on page 54)
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Time!
Chicago — I*lent\ of arguments have
marked the re/oniiig < ontCrfnccs hut
progress is being made. A near-battle
between Max IJalahan and Arthur
Schoensfadt, representing respectively
I'ublix-U. & K. and the Schoenstadt
circuits, has proved one of the highlights. C. V. I'ettijohn of the Hays
office is taking no active part in the
discussion, remaining in a room apart
from the commiltee and joining the
meeting only when asked for advice.

Hughes Controls
Multicolor; Erects
$500,000 Plant
Holljrwood — Immediate construction of a
$500,000 laboratory for quantity production
is planned by Howard ("Hell's Angels")
Hughes, following his purchase of control
of -Multicolor, as exclusively reported by
Motion Picture News.
Hughes will be the first customer, planning all his future films in color. The new
plant is scheduled to have a weekly capacity of 1,000,000 feet of positive.

Showdown Due in Twin
City Operator Squabble
Minneapolis — luin City independents are
declared standing* pat on their threat to
close their doors for the summer or employ non-union operators if their demand
for one operator is refused. The union insists upon two operators in the booth. The
exhibitors have made a compromise offer
of one operator and a non-union helper in
booths where disc equipment is used. Twenty-three exhibitors have agreed to give
union
operators the gate if their demands
it
are
refused.

Big Fighf' Scheduled
To Play RKO Globe
Marking the second outside picture to
play the house since it was taken over by
Radio-Keith-Orpheum. "The Big Fight"
opens a week's stand at the Globe, New
York, Friday. The deal, states Harry
Thomas, Sono Art-World Wide distribution chief, follows the preview held recently
at the New York Athletic Club. This special showing was arranged for 2,000 guests
by Michael L. Simmons, director of advertising and publicity.

Another in All-Color
Hollywood — Warners have purchased
talking picture rights to "His Brother's
Wife." Plans call for production in allTechnicolor.
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Fox West Coast Bucks Tom Thumb Golf
Racket By Opening Own Courses in L. A.
1,600 Miniature Links in County
Hit Box Office and Spur
Circuit to Action
Los Angeles— With a total of 1,600
miniature golf courses operating in the
county of Los Angeles, and with others
springing up like mushrooms in every
vacant lot, Fox West Coast Theatres have
definitely decided to invade the field with
a dozen layouts as an initial experiment.
This policy was decided upon by Fox
West Coast officials after it was found that
the miniature courses were cutting into the
business of neighborhood theatres at an
alarming rate, and there seemed to be no
let-up in the popularity of the putting
courses.
In order to study the inside of the golf
racket immediately, the Fox West Coast
Circuit completed deals last Saturday to
take over three courses already in operation, with each one acquired located
within a half block of a large suburban
theatre. The trio of experimental layouts
include the Bantam Course, close to the
Alexander, Glendale; the Ritz miniature
layout opposite the Ritz theatre ; and a
newly constructed course adjoining the
Golden Gate in East Los Angeles.
Besides this group, Fox West Coast have
started construction of the most picturesque
layout so far planned in the city. It is
situated next to the Fox Belmont and will
compete with a nearby course that is
reported to be netting $500 daily.

Operation an Experiment
An official of Fox West Coast denied
the report that the circuit had appropriated
$500,000 for the construction and purchase
of miniature golf courses. He stated that
the organization was conducting an amusement business on a large scale ; and Fox
West Coast intended to stay in that field
for many years to come. He further stated
that the acquisition of the three courses
was in the nature of an experiment, and if
it was discovered that the golf course
brand of entertainment presented itself as
a permanent brand of entertainment for the
public, the circuit would undoubtedly take
recognition of that fact.
The purchase of the trio of miniatures,
together with the expected addition of at
least nine more to bring the total up to
twelve, is primarily a move on the part of
the circuit to make an exhaustive study of
the golf racket at first hand.

First Exhibitor in Field
The sudden move of Fox West Coast to
acquire and build the miniature courses
marks the first attempt of any theatres on
the Coast to enter the golf game to compete
with the hundreds of courses that have
sprung up practically overnight. Although
it is reported that the courses to be operated by Fox West Coast will not cut their
prices in order to cut into the heavy profits
being made by the layouts conducted by
independents, it is expected that the circuit
will eventually make some tie-up whereby

After Part of
Money
Bag
Tom Thumb's

Legislative steps to tax receipts of Tom Thumb golf
courses, keen competitors of picture houses, are expected
to materialize shortly in several key towns where the
new outdoor game has caught on like wildfire. In St. Louis,
a proposed city ordinance would take $50 yearly from each
coarse, and the chief of police has promised to arrest
proprietors who allow patrons to become too noisy after
midnight. The games have eaten heavily into theatre
receipts.

Omaha Bows to
Fox, Loew, Price
Tom Thumbs and Cut in St. Louis
Socks Other Runs
Baseball
Night
Omaha — Between night baseball and
miniature golf, both downtown and neighborhood houses here have run into some
stif¥ competition. The freak attractions
seem to thrive on hot weather and the town
is getting plenty of it.
Western League baseball brings Omaha
here for games two weeks out of the month.
Since the lights were strung up on May
29, the average nightly throng in the stands
has been 2,500, except Saturday and Sunday when 4,000 attend. Afternoon games
previously did well to draw 200 although
Saturday games were usually good for 1,000 and Sunday about 3,000.
The ball games undersell the theatres as
males are taxed 75 cents and women only
two bits, making a couple for a dollar.
Movie houses are $1.20 a couple, except
the all-sound places. Ladies are admitted
free to the games Saturday night, but are
charged the male scale on Sunday night.
The ball park has a 5,000 capacity.
A dozen Tom Thumb courses are packed
from 7 p. m. till 1 a. m. and later. Afternoon business is mediocre, however. All
the houses in town are squawking, the golf
being the bigger gripe of the two.

One from Wynn for Para.
Simultaneously with acquisition of talker
rights to George White's play, "Manhattan Mary," Paramount signed Ed Wynn to
star. Wynn was secured by Jesse Lasky
through a special arrangement with Florenz
Zicgfeld.
patrons of their theatres will receive
coupons or stubs enabling them to play the
circuit courses at lesser fees than are
regularly charged.
Although denied that Fox West Coast is
going into the miniature golf course game
on a big scale, it is reported that the circuit
has imported the best builder of this type
of course from the East, and he will supervise construction of the Fox West Coast
layouts throughout the West. It is further
understood that he has a patent putting
surface that is not afTected by either rain
or water, and this has many advantages
over the putting surfaces being installed in
independent courses:

St. Louis — Reduced admission scale by
Fox and Loew has done more damage along
the big row than was at first anticipated.
The long b.o. lines no longer crowd front
doors of other important keys. Now they
scurry toward the 50 cent shows at Fox
and Loew's, where both houses are playing
tory.
to more fans than ever before in their hisThe

Ambassador

continues its steady

plugging
of Ed Lowry's
result, attendance
holds up units
there, and,
but atasthea
Missouri it's a dififerent story. The Skouras theatre has hit a terrific slump, chiefly
because of its higher prices, without any
stage show. On July 4, however, Skouras
will open with an elaborate presentation
policy at the Missouri as the answer to the
uptown cut rate policy. Charley Skouras
announces
chain's policy to continue
with uncut the
prices.
The Municipal Opera at Forest Park is
also an unhealthy blotch on the local scheme
of amusement activities. Playing to upwards of 10,000 nightly, the civic venture
is breaking all attendance records. In addition, Tom Thumb golf courses keep many
away with their long session which starts
early
A.
M. in the evening, continuing until 4

Christies Enter Non-Theat
Field Through Wilding
■ Detroit — Wilding Pictures Prod., Inc.,
non-theatrical producer-distributor, has become a subsidiary unit of Metropolitan Sound
Studios, Hollywood, of which Al and
Charles Christie are the controlling factors.
The new division will continue in the industrial field under direction of N. E. Wilding. The company makes talkers under a
Western Electric license.

Doorman Beaten Halting
Theatre Gate Crashers
Gouverneur, N. Y. — Six boys who tried
to crash the gate of the Gralyn beat up the
doorman when he stopped them. They fled
when another employee, attracted by his
shouts,lagecame
to the
authorities
are doorman's
seeking therescue.
culprits.Vil-
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Government Sees Fertile Field lor U. S.
Equipment
New
Equipment
Fields

in Far

East and Africa

The I'nitod States Department of Commerce sees "a
lar^e and fertile field of exploitation" for American e(|uipnient in the l"ar and Near Kast and in Africa. In a Trade
Information IJuilelin co\erin>j thirty-one countries, these
possibilities are discussed in minute detail.
The full text will be published in the regular editions
of MOTION I'H TlUK NEWS as well as in The Showman section, out Julv 12.

Depkin in Charge Tobis Syndicate
Of Warner Houses
Seen as Next
In Wisconsin Zone
Emelka Owners
Milwaukee — Expansion plans and operation of Warner theatres in Wisconsin are
under direction of Bernard Dapkin, Jr.,
formerly in charge of company houses in
New York state. Theatres under his control are : the Downer, Juneau, Riviera,
State, Kosciuzko, Venetian, Lake and
Granada here, the Appleton at Appleton,
Sheboygan, Sheboygan ; Venetian, Racine,
and Kenosha, Kenosha. David Flam, formerly with Fox Metropolitan Theatres, New
York, is here as publicity director.

Kahn Completes New 16m
Sound Camera Mechanism

Berlin — Tobis Syndicate is now mentioned by insiders as the likely successful bidder for control of the powerful Emelka
interests.
At the recent Emelka directors' meeting,
held at Munich, no plans were made known
concerning the company's future, further
strengthening the report that the government will dispose of its holdings in that
concern.

Photocolor to Make
20 More for Columbia

Samuel Kahn, a mechanical engineer, will
market a new 16mm. sound-on-tilm portable
camera, which may be made reversable into a projector. The camera, Kahn told
Motion Picture News, can take 100 pictures per second and is suitable for slow
motion work.
Kahn is negotiating for manufacturing
and plans to dispose of a complete unit, including camera,
a small "mike" and amplifier, at $250
or $300.

Twenty Photocolor subjects will be made
for the 1930-31 Columbia program, it is
understood. Common stock of the color
firm has been admitted to trading on the
New Y^ork Produce Exchange.
Capitalization of Photocolor Corp. consists of an authorized outstanding issue of
100.000 shares of no par value non-particij)ating preferred stock, and an authorized
issue of 600,000 shares of no par value
common stock of which approximately 350.000 shares are distributed among some 881
stockholders.

Iowa Exhibitors to Hold
General Meeting in Fall

Artkino Guild Planning
Film Theatre in Boston

Des Moines — General meeting of the
Iowa exhibitor unit is scheduled for this
fall, at which time the new contract is expected to be submitted. Discussion of the
proposed new contract featured a recent
meeting at which President E. P. Smith was
chairman.

Artkino Guild has aflfected a working
agreement with the Little Theatre Ass'n.,
which operates the Little Theatre in Newark, N. J., whereby it will aid in establishing a permanent art film theatre in Boston,
to be known as The Screen. Under the
leadership of Stuart I. Whitmarsh. a membership campaign, along lines similar to that
conducted in Newark, is to be started at
once.
Boston. Offices are in the Pierce Bldg..

Back to Hollywood
Hollywood — After a year's contract at
the Paramount Long Island Studios, Alice
D. G. Miller has returned to the M-G-M
lot to write an original story for a Joan
Crawford starring talker. Miss Miller got
her first start as a scenarist with M-G-M
about seven years ago, and was under contract to the organization for five years.

Goulding Guiding Powell
W Hollywood — Edmund Goulding will direct
'illiam Powell in "Ladies' Man" for Paramount.

Paramount

Signs Ina Claire

Ina Claire, erstwhile Pathe star, has been
signed by Paramount for the feminine lead
in "The Royal Family." She
slated to
arrive at the New York studio inisAugust
to
start work in the picture. Frederic March
is the only other member of the cast so
far assigned. Previously, it had been reported that Ruth Chatterton was to appear
in the film.

Time
llipe for Replacements
in Hundreds of Theatres,
Report Points Out
Washington — Countries of the Far East,
I ar East and .Africa arc developing into
important markets for equipment of American manufacture, according to an exhaustive
bulletin to be released here today by the
Department of Commerce.
Hundreds of theatres in these markets
are using old and antiquated projectors, the
bulletin ])oints out, and the field, therefore,
is wide open to development. The survey
is based on information gathered by representatives ofthe Departments of State and
Commerce and compiled by Nathan D.
Golden, assistant chief of the Motion Picture Division of the former.
Golden, in discussing the possibilities
abroad for American equipment, said to
Motion Picture News :

U. S. Equipment "Last Word"
"In the Far liast, the exhibitors of Australia New Zealand and Japan regard our
American equipment as the last word in
quality of performance and construction.
In the Near East the major part of the projection equipment used is that of German
and French manufacture. This is primarily
due to the failure of American equipment
to be introduced on any large scale and the
considered high cost of our equipment.
"Sound and talking pictures are being introduced to the markets of the Far East
Near East and Africa on a larger scale.
This should open to American manufacturers alarge and fertile field of exploitation, since new equipment is invariably installed in a theatre which has changed to
sound pictures.
"There are hundreds of theatres in the
above-mentioned market whose projectors
are old and antiquated. Most of them have
outlived their usefulness and are ready for
replacement with up-to-date equipment.
There are also as many theatres using but
one projector.
"Since price is the determining factor in
the purchase of new equipment, .Ymerican
manufacturers must compete with those of
(lermany, F'rance and the few minor manufacturers ofAustralia and Japan to gain a
foothold in these regions. However, the
sui)erior quality of American equipment is
fast overcoming this price barrier wherever
our equipment has had an opportunity to
display its performance over that of foreign

Projector Exports Drop
During 1929, there were exported to all
makes." countries 4,180 projectors of 35 and
foreign
16 mm. gauge, valued at $805,266. This is
a drop of 773 projectors exported over the
1928 period, at which time 5,953 of both
types were reported with a value of $950,202. A breakdown of exports to the Far
East, Near East and Africa shows that 474
standard or 35 mm. projectors of American
manufacture valued at $143,016 and 1,280
(Continued on page 48)
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Small Town Showmen Pruning Prices;
Swing to 35 Cents Top Is Spreading
Novelty
of Talkers Out as
Draw, Second NEWS Survey
Brings to Light
While admissions in key cities are holding to an even keel, many smaller towns
are feeling the necessity of pruning their
prices, it is shown in the second instalment
of a national survey made by Motion Picture News.
These small towns jacked up their prices
when sound came into popularity, getting a
50 cents or 60 cents top for talkers. These
levels are being lowered in a number of
instances throughout the country, with
many small town houses reverting to a 35
cents top. The move is declared prompted
by present industrial conditions plus the
fact that the novelty equation of sound has
worn off, coupled with the tendency of their
patrons to seek entertainment in larger
nearby towns, where for the same price they
can see a more elaborate show.
Additional key cities covered in the second instalment follow :

Chicago Suburbans Follow
Usual Summer Reductions
Chicago — Normal summer policy and not
the general business depression reduced admissions at most neighborhood stands, including
de luxe circuit houses in outlying districts. The
loop houses maintain the usual scale. Matinee
cuts bring prices from 30 to 20 cents, and
nights are now 20 instead of 35 cents.

Bargain Prices, But No
Slashing in Iowa Houses
Des Moines — Price scale throughout the state
remains normal during the summer, averaging
35 cents top. In many spots, however, exhibitors are holding bargain nights, mostly on
Tuesdays when all scales hit the low of 10
cents. Week pictures are booked, with prizes
of aluminum, dishes, etc., being used by practically all the smaller theatres. This policy
is new in Iowa.
John Anderson's Princess, at Boone, draws
from 1,200 to 2,000 with 10 cent prices on
Tuesday nights, representing close to one-fifth
of the town's entire population. His regular
top is 40 cents, and 50 cents on week-ends.

New Orleans Theatres Continue
Scale Despite Slump in Business
New Orleans— Although box-offices are
slumping houses in this town refuse to cut
pricey although the Orpheum, Saenger and
Loew's State give bargain matinees occasionally. Night prices at all runs remain as usual.

Los Angeles Area Holds
Firmly to Old Price Scale
Los Angeles — There is not a single instance
in Hollywood or Los Angeles where admission
prices have been reduced, either independents
or circuits.

Two-for-One in Cleveland
To Keep the Fans Coming

Cleveland— While local admission prices have
remained unchanged, maintaining an average
of 25 cents, more than 35 per cent of suburban
houses around Cleveland are offering two admissions for the price of one on nights when

Chaplin
Q'
Irp O Oing

Hollywood — Hold everything! Charlie Chaplin is reported
be any grand
Not that
to talkers.
be capitulating
to
plunge
from pantomime
to talk,
but it's
he's toreported
plan-

Own

had planned
absolutely
reported
"'"^
**• '^^^'^ as
three
songs invoiceless.
his "CityCharlie
Lights,"is which
he
practicing, which means that he is considering singing at
least one of the songs himself. He has written the words
and music for three numbers scheduled for the picture.

Songs

no premiums are offered, so that the
practically identical with a price cut.
This policy has been adopted more
picturegoers in the habit of attending
than to increase profits. First runs,
hold firmlv to the normal scale.

result is
to keep
theatres
however,

Bum Business in Atlanta,
But Cuts Are Ruled Taboo
Cleveland — Although box office receipts have
dropped to an alarmingly low level in this territory, neither chains nor independent, are
slashing admissions. In the judgment of exhibitor leaders, only a drastic cut would reflect
at the box office, pointing out that a small price
cut has never been known to bring larger
grosses. Admissions generally in the Atlanta
territory are reasonable and no house could
afford a drastic reduction.
Severe price slashes last year not only failed
to improve grosses, but actually hurt theatres
where the new policy was adopted. Exhibitors
are redoubling their efforts to build stronger
programs and merchandise them more aggressively. They are building up to present prices
rather than risk the dangerous policy of building down to lower scales.

Cuts Admissions
Washington — Admission prices have been
slashed at the Fox and now are 25 cents until
1 P. M. ; 25 cents for balcony and 35 cents
for mezzanine and orchestra until 6 P. M.
35 cents for balcony and 50 cents for mezzanine
and orchestra
until 11 P. M.

Ten Cleveland Houses
Under Hammer Friday
Cleveland — Offered as a circuit, in groups
of five and separately, ten theatres, operated
for the last year by Frank X. Shaut, receiver for the Ohio Amusement Co., are
being sold at auction here Friday. The
deal will require the buyer to carry out
Shaut's contract for installation of RCA
Photophone equipment at the Knickerbocker,
Jewel, Savoy, Southern and Dennison
Square. The Garden and Lincoln some time
ago installed sound equipment.

"Blues** Victorious in Iowa
Des Moines — Sunday movies went down
to defeat at Grundy Centre. The vote was
430 to 220. P. A. igo, manager of the local
theatre, paid costs of the election. The
movement was opposed by several ministers
of the town.

Houston House Loses to Robber
Houston — Seventeen hundred dollars,
representing Saturday receipts, were taken
by a lone masked jobber who obtained admittance to Publix'
Metropolitan.

Kansas Houses
Hard Hit by Bad
Crops and Slump
Kansas City — Theatres of Kansas have
been hard hit by the industrial depression,
according to a survey just completed. Within two months, 219 theatres of the state have
closed their doors, with another 175 expected to go dark within the next 60 days.
Relying principally on wheat and corn,
Kansas has been hard hit by torrential rains,
damaging the corn crop considerably. Because of the price of wheat, there is speculation as to whether the crop will be harvested. Another damaging factor has been
a Supreme Court ruling on the labor law,
which has resulted in darkening of many
houses on Sunday.

Plot Charged in Alleged
Ban on Film, *'Ingagi
Hollywood — Prepared for an expose of

ff

film making, particularly as concerns the
use of action and voice doubles, miniatures,
glass shots and studio "foreign" and other
trick views, Nat H. Spitzer, president of
Congo Pictures, has brought suit for
$3,365,000 damages in Federal Court here
charging an attempt to ruin his production,
"Ingagi." Named as defendant are the Hays
organization, Carl E. Milliken, National
Better Business Bureau and others.

Banned in Ohio
Cleveland— "Ingagi" has been banned by
Ohio censors, who revoked its license on
the ground of alleged faking. Louis Israel,
owner of the Cinema, advertised that the
distributor had an injunction forcing him
to
continue
run,hisbutcontract.
the censor's action
relieved
him the
from

Eaton in West
With plans for four or more Grantland
Rice Sportlights, Jack Eaton, editor and
director of the Sportlight, which is produced
\\'yoming.
by
the Van Beuren Corp. and released
through Pathe, has gone to Colorado and

McElwaine in N. Y,
Donn McElwaine, veteran director of publicitv at the Pathe Coast studios, is in New
York.
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Filinusical Vogue Wanes as Producers
Pay Out Heavy Dough to Idle Composers
The Trouble Source
"F'auUy sound is no lon^or in the
theatre, but rests in the picture,"
IMOTION PICTURE NEWS was informed by an authority in the et|uipment field, who stated that theatre
reprodufinjj is quickly reaching the
staRO of perfection, while many obstacles are still to be overcome in
recording.

Nate Bluniberg
Shakes Up RKO
In Pacific N. W.
Seattle — Several changes have been made
in the line-up of Raclio-Keith-Oiphcum executives in the Pacific Northwest. The
changes were made public by Nate Blumberg, assistant general manager of the circuit, who presided at a local conference of
managers.
Homer B. Gill is new northwest district
manager, succeeding James Carrier, who
goes to the New York territory. Ellis C.
Bostick, for several seasons manager of the
former Pantages here and more recently in
Milwaukee for RKO, becomes manager of
the local New Orpheum, succeeding Henry
Sommers, who is transferred to the Keith
Memorial at Boston. John Rogers, recently
in the Chicago theatre field, will succeed
Walter Fenny as manager of the RKO at
Tacoma.
At the session here, in addition to the
men involved in the above changes, were
Ted Gamble, Portland manager ; J. Knox
Strachan, Spokane manager ; and Joe Cooper, publicity and exploitation director for
the Northwest territory. Following the
meeting here, Bluniberg, Gill and Cooper
left for Portland. Blumberg will continue
his tour of RKO houses throughout California.

Paine & Moran Promoted
When Heineman Moves Up

Stuck with Contracts
While
Public Spurns Revues
and Operettas
i lolly wood — With filmusicals on the skids
— if not already out — producers find themselves loaded up with term contracts calling for heavy weekly sums to composers of
musical comedies and operettas.
The burning question right now is just
how these contracts will be adjusted without stiff "pay offs" to holders of the agreements. It's causing plenty of worry to producers, especially since most of the composers were unloaded on coast executives
I)y
eastern officials of their own organizations.
With Warners deciding to soft pedal film
operettas and filmusicals on programs of
both their own and First National for the
coming season, the organization finds itself
carrying plenty of overhead via term contracts with Jerome Kern, Otto Harbach and
Oscar Hammerstein H. The trio was originally imported to write original operettas
for the two companies. Two of the compositions still have to be produced, "Call of
the East," written by Kern and Harbach,
and "Children of Dreams," by Hammerstein
and Sigmund Romberg.

One Trio that Clicks
In view of Warners' stage efforts during
the last year, when "Fifty Million Frenchmen" and "Top Speed" were produced on
Broadway, it is entirely likely that the company will switch Kern, Harbach and Hammerstein to the writing of stage operettas
to prevent losses on those contracts.
De Sylva, Brown and Henderson holding
contracts with Fox for three and United
Artists for two productions — to be produced
alternately — conmiand what is reported as
the top dough for composers with stipend
of $200,000 per picture besides percentage
of gross after negative cost. In addition,
the trio has complete approval on story,
cast and director, according to inside information. With "Sunny Side Up" and
"High Society Blues" their two pictures for
Fox, hitting heavy, it looks as if the De
Sylva, Brown, Henderson combination will
remain as permanent fi.xtures in pictures.

At Jolson Starts Work
on "Sons o' Guns'* at U. A.

Oklahoma City — R. I. Payne, former San
Antonio manager, is in charge of the Universal office here, succeeding W. P. Moran,
who has been named manager at San Francisco. Moran succeeds W. J. Heineman,
recently named assistant western sales manager. L. C. Baxley, erstwhile Dallas salesman, has taken over management of the
San Antonio office.

Hollywood — Al Jolson has moved over
to the United Artists studio to start work
on "Sons o' Guns." Lily Damita will play
opposite him in the role she played on the
stage. She was loaned by Samuel Goldwyn
to Joseph M. Schcnck. who is producing
the Jolson film.

Handling Continental Ten

Eason Megaphoning Boyd

Hollywood Pictures, headed by Adolph
Pollak. is handling the 10 pictures comprising the line-up of Continental Pictures in
the New York territory. Continental is one
of the units of W. Ray Johnston's enterprises.

Hollywood — Reaves ("Breezy") Eason
will direct William Boyd in the "Painted
Desert" instead of "Rawhide." The former
has been on the shelf at Pathe for over a
year
has been dusted oft' to be made
into a and
talker.

The Breaks
Budd KoKers, .Sono .Art -World Wide
Sales chief, has reason for his enthusiasm over "The \V\v. I'iuht," for
it's been (jetting real breaks, so far
as timeliness is concerned. It drew
2,000 persons to a preview the ni^ht
before the Sharkey-SchmelinK encounter, and now a return bout assures
extension of a hi^h level of popular
interest in bo-xinj^.

ii
k Set^
Weeby
Day
As Per
Saved
New
Studio Slate Gag
Declared to add a full working day per
week, a new time-saving appliance has been
installed at the Paramount New York
studio. It is a new type of slate for numbering scenes and takes. One slate, it is
said, equipped with automatic name slides,
now does the work of three slates under the
former system. By this means there is
utilization of formerly wasted film which
passes through each camera as the synchronized motors gradually attain the speed desired.
Heretofore, each scene in each different
camera was numbered at conclusion of the
action, necessitating delay while the foreground was cleared, additional current, holding up of the succeeding scene and services
of three or four men with as many slates.
The new method saves time for the necessary tasks, and enables the camera crew to
prepare for the next scene within a few
seconds.

New Fox Building Nearly
Ready; Arthur Moving In
The six-story building, supplementing
Fox headquarters at 10th Ave. and 55th St.,
will be ready in about a month. The Eastern division of Fox Theatres, generated by
Harry C. Arthur, will be the first to move
in, vacating present quarters at 1600 Broadway in favor of the fourth floor of the new
structure in a few daj's.
James R. Grainger and his executive
sales force, now occupying the second floor
of the headquarters building, will take over
the sixth floor of the new building. Claj-ton
P. Shcehan, now in Europe, will find his
foreign staff on the fifth floor when he returns from abroad sometime late in the
summer.
On the third floor will be offices for
Harley L. Clarke, S. R. Burns, W. C.
Michel, Oscar Oldnow and other executives.
Glen Allvine, heading the publicitj' and advertising department, will also be quartered
there.
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Films to Make Kids Picture Conscious
Spur Hollywood Producers Into Action
Major Companies
Scheduling
Pictures Aimed Squarely
at Juvenile Trade
Hollywood — Kiddies patronage must be
brought back to picture theatres. Producers
now realize it and are making plans accordingly. This accounts for the inclusion
in 1930-1931 schedules of major companies
of pictures designed with particular appeal
to children.
For years western and outdoor dramas
provided attractions for chilclren. But an
over-production of westerns made that type
of picture unprofitable to release. With
the advent of sound, sophisticated drarnas
vi^ere produced in abundance, with resulting
loss of patronage from the children who
sought other fields of amusement. Executives with close theatre contacts now see
the gradual loss of kid patronage and have
decided to recapture the young folks as
steady theatre-goers.
A survey
next number
year's of
production
schedules
shows ofa liberal
features
planned with special appeal to children.
Paramount is in the lead with a total of
three kid pictures. This company will produce talker remakes of "Tom Sawyer" and
"Huckleberry Finn" with Jackie Coogan and
Junior Durkin featured. It is likely these
two pictures will be followed by "Huck and
Finn." Paramount will also make a feature
based upon the cartoon strip "Skippy" drawn
by Percy Crosby. The company is now
searching for a youth to play the title role.

"Penrod" as Remake
First National is preparing a talker remake of "Boy O' Mine," which was produced in silent form several years ago. The
talker version carries the title, "Father's
Son." This company has also scheduled for
early production talker remakes of "Penrod" and "Penrod and Sam" both from the
stories by Booth Tarkington.
Warners are planning a talker remake of
"Schooldays" from the Gus Edwards vaudeville act of that name. When made it will
carry an all-child cast.
"Babes in Toyland" a musical operetta,
will be RKO's chief bid for kid patronage.
This organization will also produce about
four program pictures with Arthur Lake in
the role of a high school or colleijc youth.
Universal meets the situation with a series
of comedies and an all-talking serial called
"The Indians Are Coming." They will also
remake the "leather Pusher" series in talker
form.
Columbia with the Frank Capra production, "Rain Or Shine," has a circus story
with distinct kid appeal.
Pathe, with the youthful comedian, Eddie Quillan, offers a series of features the
kids are expected to go for strong. His
called "Night Work."
just completed,
first,
Charlie
Chaplin is isalways a distinct draw
with the kids of all ages. His picture "City

TjOwdown
^
(Jn

"Nobody in the movie industry really wants to do away
with censorship," according to Judge, which believes that
"the customer, when he hears about it, feels that he is

Censorship

stufif. his works really need censoring.
three-starbelieves
"The producer
getting
Only the censor knows that he is fooling the public. If

the producer really wanted to be sophisticated, he could
do what Caball has done — talk over their heads."

Lights" is likely to be finished this season.
Haroldother Lloyd
is making
"Feet
First"is ankid attraction.
Buster
Keaton
another whose comedies are held to be particularily enjoyable to the young folks.

Western Back with Rush
Besides these pictures which are distinctly of the juvenile type, studios are planning
many which will appeal to the young and
old alike. Westerns, railroad stories,
comedies of a slapstick nature, underworld
and adventure stories are found on practically every program. Among some of the
productions of this type are : "The Spider,"
"Scotland Yard," and "The Spy," mystery
and underworld adventures ; "The Big
Trail," "Cisco Kid," "Last of the Duanes,"
"Wyoming Wonder" and "Fair Warning,"
westerns ; all from Fox. For comedy, Fox
will have, "The Connecticut Yankee" and
"Lightnin'," with Will Rogers and "Soup
To Nuts" written by Rube Goldberg.
Paramount's adult-child attractions will
be "The Spoilers," "With Byrd At The
South Pole," "Anybodies War," with Moran
and Mack, "Animal Crackers" with the
Marx Brothers, "Fighting Caravans," "The
Silent Enemy," with an all-Indian cast,
"Rose of The Rancho" and "The Scarab
Murder
Case."
Warners
will appeal to kids through the
comedy angle with such pictures as "The
Egg Crate Wallop," and "Maybe It's Love."
"Steel Highway," "Three Faces East," and
"Rivers End" will also be a type popular
with juveniles.
First National plans "Dawn Patrol" and
"Going Wild" air pictures. "The Bad Man"
and "Adios" bandit adventures ; "Kismet"
and "The Widow From Chicago," melodramatic productions that are also good for
getting young folks to the box office.
Caddo, with "Hell's Angels" finally released, which it feels has been anticipated
by youngsters all over the country.

Outdoor Angle Counted On
RKO with Wheeler and Woolsey in "Half
Shot at Sunrise," have a comedy offering
with
child
appeal.
"Cimarron"
the
Richarda Dix
special,
will carry
outdoor and
adventure
a railroad appeal
story. as does "The Record Run"
M-G-M. lists as features attractive to
juveniles, "Billy The Kid," a western;
"Caught Short" and "Razzle Dazzle,"
Dressier and Moran comedies ; also "Trader
Horn," "The Unholy Three," "March of
Time" and "Way Out West" all of which

are pictures which the studio says should
attract the young folks.
Aside from these features there are
numerous companies producing comedies
which, as always, have been made with kid
interest in mind.

Gov't Sees Fertile Field
For U, S, Equipment
{Continued from

page
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amateur or 16 mm. projectors with a value
of $106,394 were exported during 1929.
The leading market in the geographical
territories is Japan, importing 130 35 mm.
projectors valued at $22,876 and 883 projectors of 16 mm. gauge with a value of
$70,268. British South Africa is second,
purchasing 72 American 35 mm. projectors
with a value of $22,679 and 11 projectors
of 16 mm. gauge valued at $1,928. The next
largest market is Australia.

University Degree for
Anna Aiken Patterson
Atlanta — In recognition of her work at
the Tallulah Falls Industrial School, where
she served as teacher, and in the general
field of education, Mrs. Anna y\iken Patterson, founder and former editor-publisher of
"The Weekly Film Review," has received
the honorary degree of Doctor of Letters
from the University of Georgia. Mrs. Patterson is a graduate of the state normal
school and the University of Chicago.

Cukor and Gasnier to
Co-Direct "The General"
Hollywood — George Cukor and Louis

Gasnier have been assigned to co-direct
"The General," in which Walter Huston
will return to the Paramount fold. He
has
been appearing
"Abraham
Lincoln." in D. \N . Griffith's

California to Pass Upon
Daylight Saving in Fall

Hollywood — Daylight saving is to come
up this fall in California. Theatre interests
throughout the state are opposing the proposed change in time.

Warned Against Impostor
Winnipeg — Exhibitors ii a v c been
warned against an impostor selling theatre equipment, who has been posing as
the son of P. J. Nolan, president of
Nolan Theatre Enterprises, Ottawa.
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Tiffany to Revamp Production Schedule
As Result of Sales Department Protests
Conslriictire Criticism of Field
Men, Voiced at Convention,
Heeded by C hie fa

The Tiffany Executive Line-up

Chicago — Tiffany will revise its production plans for the 1930-31 season on a
wholesale scale as a result of dissatisfaction on the part of the company's sales representatives over proposed feature productions decided upon in advance of the company's convention here.
The new production schedule, it was decided at the closing session today, will comprise 26 features, 12 westerns and 50 shorts.
The features will include six special productions and 20 program pictures. It was
the feature group of 26, a part of which
was tentatively decided upon in advance,
that left the sales managers cold, and which,

GRANT
Executive

in consequence, will be revamped by company executives on their return to New
York this week.
Six of the westerns received the okay of

L. A. YOUNG

L. COOK
Vice-President

OSCAR

President, Tiffany Productions

General

R. HANSON
Sales

Manager

the convention. They are: "Near the Rainbow's End," "The Ridin' Fool," "The Oklahoma Cyclone," "The Land of Missing
Men." "Headin' North" and "The Sunset
Trail." The remaining six have not been
decided upon as yet.

New Animal Series
The 50 shorts will include a new animal
series to be known as "Tififany Chimps."
The series will be comprised of six tworeel pictures. Trained chimpanzees and
monkeys will carry out the stories with
synchronized sound and dialogue. The balance of the shorts will include 26 new
CHARLES

ARTHUR

M. STEELE

Manager.

Comptroller

On

the

A. LEE

Foreign

Convention

A. L. SELIG

Dept.

Director, Advert' g-Publicity

Side

Lines

Chicago — Oscar Hanson took the stand to
tell the convention that Tiffany did not want a
single feature on its new schedule that could
not be sold eveo'where, and then invited opinions from branch managers on the sales prospects of the tentative product in the territories
of each. So many responded that all day Tuesday was given over to hearing criticism and
suggestions relative to new product. The result was that numerous changes in the feature
list were made.
tf

\

If

i>i

Henri Ellman, as Mid-West manaqer. found
himjelf in the role of unofficial host to the conzcntioneers.
They kept
* * that
♦ Henri bus\.
L. A. Young came by airplane to open the
convention. A brief address and some convention business done with, he returned to Detroit the same day. He was back on the job
again early Wednesday morning for the windup, however.

* * *

Phil Goldstow. without blushing, set $20.000,000 as the minimum figure he ivanted the
»i('K" product to return zcithin the year.

George Caldares of Los Angeles had the
local fashion experts gasping. Even J.
("Ham") Lewis, Chicago's acknowledged sartorial authority, turned in his tracks on Michigan Avenue for a second look when Caldares

* * ♦
passed.
The Canadian contingent, headed by Harold
Pfaff of Toronto, Dominion superz'isor for
Tiffany, began negotiations zcith the Union
Stock Yards for a meeting place in one of the
mammoth refrigerators at the Yards as the
thermometer passed 95. By the time it had
reached 97, negotiations had been completed
but the Canadian delegates ivere noivhcre to be
jou)td. It dcz'elopcd that Jim Foy of Toronto
had struck up an acquaintance zcith the Congress Hotel's head Janitor icho had inr-ited him
to his quarters, thirty feet below the street
level. About the subterranean card table besides the janitor, Foy and Pfaff, zi-ere .\faurie
Davis of Montreal, H. T. Long of St. Johns.
H. D. Buckley of Calgary, atui Charlie Lindau
of Chicago ic/m nas waiting for a street car.
(^Continued on page SO)

Voice of Hollywood releases, six new Jubilee Singer releases and six new Musical
Phantasies.
The production budget was not fixed
line-up.
pending final decision on the new feature
The decision to revamp the company's
new schedule, agreed on in part in advance
of the convention, came as a result of the
resolve of Tiffany executives to produce
features which would have uniform sales
possibilities throughout the country. All day
Tuesday was spent in going over the proposed feature list, with district and branch
managers being given an opportunity to
register criticism and suggestions with Oscar Hanson, general sales manager, and
Phil Goldstone^ production manager.
The result of these conferences was the
decision made during Wednesday's closing
sessions to revamp almost the entire list
of 15 features that had been submitted to
the convention. Objections to the proposed
list ranged all the way from varying sectional tastes to dissatisfaction over titles.
Recommendations for a new choice of story
material to replace the discarded ones were
also invited.
The convention ended three days of conferences with a banquet Wednesday night.
Oscar Hanson presided at both business sessions and banquet. President L. A. Young
commended the conventioneers on the showing made by the company's field force* duryear and pledged them an even beting theproduct
ter
for the coming year.

Motion
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L. COOK believes Chicago must be
GRANT
full of good breeders. What else, he asks,
in view of the recent census figures, could offset the town's expert marksmen?
Car Harthill and B. Edelman of Chicago
tipped off a jew of the delegates that they could
show them some of the plain atul fancing shooting for which the town is famous. They were
taken to the Military Tournament and War
Show current at Soldier Field in Grant Park.
A prominent triumvirate spotted in Peacock
Alley at the Congress earlier than breakfast
time on Tuesday was composed of Charles M.
Steele, comptroller of the company ; S. H. Wilson, manager of the contract department, and
Phil Meyer, eastern district supervisor.
M. A. Brown of Los Angeles trying to sell
J. E. O Toole of Mihvaukee on the climate stuff.
"But no beer goes iinth it," pointed out O'ToolcAnd ivhat good is climate zvithout beer?
Things noted: H. W. Fitelson, general attorney of the company, "in conference" with
Arthur Lee, foreign departament manager, at
the Detroit Coffee shop.
Some of the fight faius who followed the
sport Tuesday night ivere: Harry Brown of
Washington, Mark Goldman of Cincinnati.
Henri Elhnan, C. H. Hill of St. Louis and S.
Tewksbury of Tortloiid.
"Why bother with the fireworks at t^ie War
Show?" inquired Jerry Marks of Denver,
"Tiffany is staging plenty around the Con-

* *

*

gress."
Roy Avey of Oklahoma City,
toivn population as a standard,
defects in the local femmes.
immediate movement started
year's
that is. conveition at Oklahoma

* *

*

using his home
found plenty of
There iikls an
to stage next
City, zvhcrever

Picture
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FIRST at the banquet table Wednesday night
and last to leave was W. C. Gehring of
Buffalo, reports Henri Ellman. He added that
the same performance held true at the business
sessions during the convention, so perhaps the
habit isn't such a phoney one, after all.

Convention Sidelights
of the Tiffany Meet

Allan Moritz of Clei'cland denies that the
popularity of " J ourtvey' s End" in his territory
can be accredited to its theme song — " J ourney' s
nTEVE MONTGOMERY,
recently made
O head of the company's Indianapolis office,
related that business in that city is in the
doldrums. Publix's Paramount Theatre there,
one of the largest in toivn, Steve said, has
closed for the .mmmcr.

Three of Tiffany's six specials this year,
predicted Carl Goe, assistant sales manager, will
surpass "Journey's End" in box office possibilities.

Bill Adivell of iV' Aivleans has proof that
Chicagoans are imcivili::cd. They take one hour
for lunch. In his home tovtm, he says, it's a
good way of passing an afternoon.
Ralph
reported
belt last
product
there.

Morrow, southern district supervisor,
swell business throughout the cotton
year with every indication that the new
would hang up an even better record

Al Selig crashed the local prints for sonii
good space on the convention happenings.

End, I Love You."
Ben Lourie of New

Haven is all pepped up

over Tiffany's forthcoming westerns — 12 in all.
They'll go big in his district, he says, as the
Yale undergraduate in particular is strong for
"foreign pictures," and everyone in New Haven
know that America ends just the other side of
the Alleghenys. That guy Lourie must be a
Harvard man.
R. C. Hill of Salt Lake City was just as enthusiastic over the promised westerns. People
out his way, he said, are as interested as any
one else in seeing what a cowboy looks like.
Figure that out.
* * *
J. Lefko of Pittsburgh, in spite of a perfectly clear conscience, said he was afraid to go
home until he had rid his clothes of that
Peacock Alley scent.
M. A. Hulling of Seattle it-as among
farthest from hom^, but from his decorum
might have imagined the ivhole family
traipsed along with him. But, then, zvhat

the
you
had
can

you do in Chicago you can't do in Seattle. Or
anywhere else for that matter?
W. D. Shapiro of Boston and E. H. Strickland of San Francisco had to be restrained
from hitting a man who greeted them as
brother Rotarians. The Rotary International
Convention was in session at the Congress and
Stevens Hotels during the Tiffany meeting,
which contributed plenty of confusion along the
south end of Michigan Avenue, what with
15,000 Rotarians all looking for the same Thing
up and down that thoroughfare.

"The Rotarians," moaned Carl Shalit of Detroit, watching the patrol wagons pull away
from the Hotel Tnesday night, "are having a
better time in Chicago than we are."

Al Blofson of Philadelphia took it on the
chin when the local ball club handed a couple
of defeats to the Phillies.

/. S. Groves of Dallas and Charles A. Gibh.<
of Charlotte patronizing the rubber-neck buses.
. . . L. J . Miller of Omoha reported to have
purchased an interest in the Chicago subzi'ay
svstem.

E. J. Hayes of Albany and J. B. Fields of
Washington
sessions with sat
theirthrough
feet in Monday
a pail ofafternoon's
ice water
and their handkerchiefs ditched in favor of
sponges.

E. S. Olsmith of Kansas City making a bus
driver's
holiday of it by attending the movies
while here.

*

*

*

/. W. Mangham of Atlanta was awarded two
pairs of flannel undenvear for being tlie only
man at the convention who failed to complain
about the heat.
George Almon of Memphis, the gossips say,
will ask for a transfer to the company's Chicago office presently. The reason — idoesn't like
Memphis.
Abe Fischer of Minneapolis and H. I. Goldman of Boston
the aconvention's
casualties.
Each zvere
dislocated
jaw during only
the
screening
one of Tiffany's
nezi' animal picture shorts.of Laughing,
not yawning.

Tiffany Clan Gathers on the Shores of Lake Michigan

Chicago— The last of the national sales

conventions

was held by

Tiffany here

this weeh.

Plans

for next season

were outlined and sales policies

discussed.
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New German '"Kontingeiit" Discussions
Imperil Settlement of Patent Tangle
WItal the H-—?
"If matches are made in heaven, how
come the brimstone on one end."
VValthill queries in '"Vitaphone News."

RCA Invades Canada with
Small Theatre Equipment
With RCA Sound liciuipincnt, Ltd., a new
corporation, as olllicial distributors in the
Eastern provinces, RCA Photophone has
hiunched a campaign for the introduction
of its small tiicatre type of sound reproducing equipment in Canada. RCA Sound
I'',i|uipmont will establish headquarters in
Winnipeg, with George H. Wiley, former
district representative in the Buffalo territory, in charge. A branch ofhce will be
opened in Vancouver, B. C., which will be
under the management of G. M. Dickman,
who has been transferred from the Seattle
territory.
Electrics, Limited, which is a subsidiary
of the Canadian Westinghouse Co., w^ill
operate in Ontario. Quebec, Nova Scotia,
New Foundlan,d. Prince Edward Island,
New Brunswick and Cape Breton.

Rogers Seeks Stars for
Series of Four Features
Services of several stars are being negotiated for by Charles R. Rogers for the
series of four features he is to produce for
R-K-0. His affiliation with R-K-O was
exclusively announced last week by MoTio.\ Pictures News. The pictures will be
made on the Coast.

Syndicate Pictures Lease
Phil Goldstone Studios
Hollywood — Syndicate Pictures Corp..
of which W. Ray Johnston is head, has
leased the Phil Goldstone studio on Santa
Monica Blvd. for the production of the
Syndicate westerns and to house the new
Powers Cinephone recording equipment.

Fire in Cleveland House
Cleveland — Fire in the Heights theatre,
caused by defective wiring, damaged the
house to the amount of about $1,000. The
fire occurred in the afternoon when no performance was being held. The Lleights belongs to the Washington circuit, of which
M. B. Horwitz is general manager.

Errol Cast for ''LillV

Hollywood — Leon Errol has been signed
by Samuel Goldwyn as the comedian in
Evelyn Laye's first singing picture, "Lilli."
which goes into production under George
Fitzmaurice's direction on the arrival of
Miss Lave from Europe.

Plan Jewish Talkers
Jerusalem — Hebrew talkers now are being prepared for production in a Paris
studio.

German-Talkers-for-Germauy
Plan, Geneva Conference
Debacle Cause Hitch
Paris — German legislative activity seeking to ban all talkers but those made with
domestic capital and the breakdown of the
Geneva economic conference threaten the
peace of the international patent conference
under way here.
I'ollowing four days of preliminary skirmishing, the meeting of German and American representatives, gathered under the
chairmanship of Will H. Hays, terminated
Thursday to.be resumed on Monday. In the
intervening three days, the German representatives returned to Berlin on private
business, the nature of which has not been
officially revealed. That it concerns the new
"kontingcnt" regulations has been established by Motion Pictures News.
The preliminaries resulted in a promise
requested by the German delegates that
statements to the press be withheld until
accord has been reached. It is learned, however, that no propositions looking toward a
settlement of the patent muddle which is
keeping American talkers out of Germany
have been advanced to date.
The American group, including Hays,
John E. Otterson of Electrical Research
Products, Inc. ; Charles J. Ross of RCA
Photophone, Inc., and John C. Graham,
Paraniount's European representative, who.
in this instance, is representing his own
company as well as United Artists, M-G-M,
Fox, Educational, Universal, Pathe, RKO,
and other producer members of the Hays
organization with the exception of Warners, is understood to be considerably disturbed over the new legislative turn which
has cropped up in Berlin.

See Patent Accord Nullified
This move would bar out of Germany all
talkers except those either produced in Germany or elsewhere w-ith German capital,
players and technical staffs. If the lawshould be enacted, the impression prevails
that there would be little gained by settlement of the patent angle. Until now, Warner talkers with German titles super-imI)osed on the action have been playing
throughout
virtue and
of Warners'
defiance of Germany
Western by
Electric
a direct
licensing arrangement made with TobisKlangfilm.
The Reichstag now is considering a ban
of this type of hybrid talker, thereby efYectively shutting the market to all but German-made talkers.
The Geneva economic conference, designed to eliminate all forms of artificial
trade barriers, originally embraced 19 signatory nations. This week, Poland and
Czechoslovakia withdrew and Germany immediately followed. Whether or not the new
-American tariff is responsible is a question, but indications are that this is the
reason.
During the many months that the conference deliberated, the American film in(Coiitinucd on page 54)

This Editor Knows
Closing
the movies wouldn't
help
church attendance. — Ttinipa Tritium'.

Seattle Meeting July H
To Map Zoning Schedules
Seattle — l-.xliibilori ol this terriicjry have
been invited to meet here July 8 under auspices of Allied Amusements of the i'acific
Northwest, to discuss plans for zoning of
this territory. At the meeting a committee
will be named to work with a committee to
be chosen by the Seattle Film Board to set
ing.
schedules
for the territory. Miss Lola Gentry, Los Angeles Film Board secretary, was
here in connection with the proposed meet-

Color Firm Formed to
Handle Sennett Films
Hollywood — Mack Scnnclt plans to install a color printer at his Ventura Blvd.
studio to turn out product of Mack Sennett Color Film Co., Ltd. The printer is
to have a capacity of 280,000 feet weekly.
His new company is capitalized at $225,000
and has been authorized to issue $78,000
worth of stock.

"Swing High*' on a Grind
Policy at Geo, M, Cohan

Pathe has leased the George M. Cohan,
New York, for three weeks for showing of
"Sw-ing High," which opened Thursday,
running
picture,
has been continuous.
set in at theItsRivoli
for "Holiday,"
a run.

25 Grand Being Paid By
'U* for Eddie Cantor Yarn
Hollywood — I~ddie Cantor i> reported receiving $25,000 for a comedy original, "Sell
at theUniversal.
Top," based on the stock market,
from

Writing Rogers Script
Hollywood — Having finished the dialogue
and adaptation of Paramount's "Easy Come
— Easy Go," which will feature Leon Errol', Joseph Mankiewicz is writing the adaptation for a collegiate musical comedy for
Charles "Buddy" Rogers. The original for
the
filmusical was written by Herman Mankiewicz.

Enright Stays with W. B.
Hollywood — Ray Enright has signed a
new term contract to direct for Warners.
His first picture under the agreement will
be "Red Hot Cinders." comedy starring
Winnie Lightner. Enright has been with
\\'arners for several vears.

Plan Toronto Office
Toronto — Tone-0-Grai)h is to open an
office here, according to Lean Rudd.
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Co-Op Movement
In Screen Field
To Halt Battling
Important manufacturers in the screen
field will band together in a co-operative
sales movement, if negotiations now under
way to relieve that branch of the industry
from a chaotic condition are successfully
consummated.
When sound opened new markets for
screens, the field became overrun with fabrics allegedly perfect for sound, and a cut
throat competitive war soon developed. As
a result, it is understood, old time manufacturers were forced to slash prices beyond
actual costs, and those who held to former
price levels were near doomed.
The new plan would place sales responsibility in the hands of a new corporation,
which would cover the country with single
representatives handling the screens of member units, instead of the present plan which
now sends at least a half dozen salesmen to
distant points to battle for one sale.
Each organization will maintain their
separate identities and continue to manufacture the same brand of screen which
they now market. Exhibitors will benefit,
it is pointed out, by securing the expert advice of the sales representative who would
advise on the proper screen for his house.
Beaded Screen, Raven Screen Corp. and
others are understood to be favorably inclined toward the new plan.

"RIO
"HIT

Picture
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Rushing the Ax
Trenton, N. J. — Thirty policemen
walked
of Prosecutor
English's
chambers out
downhearted
and di-sgusted.
And all because city authorities threw
into the ashcan 800 summonses for
"blue" law violations against local
theatres and others, after the coppers had been urged to slap every
violator hard with a summons.

Sheridan Moved Up; Now
Jersey Chief for Fox
Hal Sheridan, a veteran in theatre operation in northern New Jersey, has been appointed district manager of that division
for Fox Theatres. The promotion was
made by Harry C. Arthur and returns
H. M. S. Kendrick,
whom Sheridan succeeds, to the home office in New York
where he will act as an
assistant to Arthur.
Following a period
of war service, Sheridan served with Proctor and Walter Reade
circuits as a manager.
In 1925, he took over
management of the
Tivoli, Jersey City, for
Morris Kutinsky, then
operating as the New
Hal Sheridan
Jersey Theatrical Enterprises and was ^eneral manager of that
circuit when Fox Metropolitan acquired it.
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Loop Is Arena
Of Warner-Fox
Theatre Battle
Chicago — Invasion of the first run field
here by both Fox and Warners is being anticipated. However, the reported truce on
theatre building between Fox and Publix,
following a five-year booking deal on Fox
product, may result in dropping of plans for
a loop house by the latter.
Warners will gain a strong foothold here
in August when theatres of the Coston and
Federated circuits are taken over. Coston
is to be general manager of the theatres,
it is understood, and probably will be in
charge of future Warner expansion here.

3-Cornered Ohio Fight
Centers at Steubenville
Steubenville, O. — The three-cornered
fight for supremacy in Ohio is centered here
for the time being. Warners have taken
over the Olympic and Capitol. Publix has
exercised an option on what is known as
the Floto property, a strategic location, and
intend to erect a theatre building to occupy
the entire block. RKO has taken an option
on two prominent business locations for
theatre purposes.

Abbott Comes East
George Abbott, stage and screen director
now under contract to direct Paramount is
en route to New York from Hollywood.

RITA"
and
THE
DECK"

ARE
GROSSING
MORE
THAN ANY OTHER TWO
SUCCESSIVE PICTURES

BY ONE

DIRECTOR

"DIXIANA"
coming soon
All of them

Adapted

SCENARIZED
and
\

DIRECTED

by

LI JTHER

REI iD
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Canadian Government Not to Interfere
With Paramount-Famous Deal Is Belief
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Gov't vs. Chains
Raleigh, N. C. — If the decision of
the lower court holding the chain
store tax law valid is reversed by
the state supreme court, before which
the matter is now pending, the state
will he forced to make refunds of all
collected taxes, according to a decision
by the commissioner of revenue's department.
Chain store taxes and penalties
amounting to $63,Mri have been collected to date under the 1929 act
(revenue act, section 162), under
which a tax of $50 is imposed on
each store under the same management and operation, after the first.

Liberty Prod, to
Open 20 Offices;
PoUakN.Y.Head
Liberty Prod., headed by M. H. Hoffman and the Halperin brothers, will open
20 exchanfjes throughout the United States.
In some keys, the company will maintain
its own offices and in others arrange for
physical handling of
product by existing exchanges.
.\dolph PoUak, who
handled Columbia under
franchise in the New
\'ork area for several
years and later sold out
when the Brandt organization became a national distributor, will head
LilK'rty's exchange in
New York, which will
be located in the Film
("enter Building. He alAdotph Poiiak
^^ ^^.jii supervise offices
at Buffalo, Albany, Philadelphia and Washington.
Hollywood Pictures, a local exchange in
the metropolitan district, continues as a
Pollak enterprise. Liberty will produce 20
talkers for 1930-1931, centering activity on
the coast.

SMO'Seat Theatre to
Be Built at Davenport
Davenport, la. — United Realties will operate the 3,000-seat theatre which is to be
part of the theatre and hotel project planned
here. The house will 1)e built at Third and
Bradv Streets. The project involves about
$2.00().000.

Loew's Manager Drowned
Cleveland — John Higgins, 23, manager
of Loew's Alhambra, was drowned when
the boat in which he and three companions
were sailing on Lake Erie capsized.

Decision
to Keep
Dominion
Firm, Personnel hitact
Precludes Action

If you want
to lake Ihrl) ( ruiklank's word for it, this happened at
a Hollywood party, relates Sid Skoisky. \ group of picture stars were
tellinghood what
they did in their childdays.

Ottawa — With Paramount intending to
keep the identity anil personnel of the Canadian chain intact, there is little likelihood
of any molestation from the government in
connection with the purchase of Famous
Players Canadian Corp. Arthur Cohen,
managing director of the Canadian firm,
has said there is to be no disturbance of

During the
John (Jilbert
saying: "'^'ou
but my early
farm. Why, I

voting to take place July 28, and the political leaders have something else to think
about than the activities of a commercial
enterprise. The discussion in the Canadian
House of Commons, toward the close of the
last session, regarding the so-called menace
of an American film invasion, is now largely regarded as political eye-wash from party
leaders with a view to catching the vote of
the rank and file of franchise-holders in the
Dominion.

Minority Stockholders Silent
There has been no furtiier pronouncement
from the Minority Shareholders' Protective
Association, with headquarters at Toronto,
since the Paramount-Publix deal was consummated and the minority group has indicated by its subsequent silence that it is
willing to accept the inevitable. There is no
further talk of film (juota laws for Canada,
of the enforcement of the ,\lien Labor Act

lull in the conversation,
started things going by
boys wouldn't believe it,
youth was spent on a
got so that I could do

practically anything around a farm."
"Yeh," queried one of the wise listeners, "can ><)u lay an egg?"
"Sure," came back (iilbert. "Did you

the company's set-up.
Further, the Dominion is in the midst
of a Federal election campaign, with the

see my last picture?"

Fox Gross May
Reach New Total
Of $45,000,000
James R. (Jimmy) Grainger, Fox general sales manager, is well on the way to a
new record of sales for his company, according to official estimates which anticipate
a gross between $45.000,000 and $50,000,000
for the 1930-31 season.
Of this total, a substantial amount will be
contributed by the foreign sales department,
which has representation in practically all
countries of the globe.
Clayton P. Sheehan is
head
of "^this depart'"^

nor of the continued promotion of the inquiry into the affairs of Famous Players
Canadian Corp. under the Combines Investigation Act. J. J. Fitzgibbon, new director
of theatre operations for the Canadian chain,
visited Ottawa, following the hot rumors,
and found all serene.

Byrd and His Aides to.
Help
PlugByrdParam't
Film
Read Admiral
will aid Paramount

James

R. Grainger

The

in lining up customers for his South Pole
film, now playing the Rialto, New York.
The explorer will make a personal appearance at the house on Saturday, to be followed later by appearances of key members of
his crew.

O'Reilly

Farmer John

sh

Premieres

Charles L. O'Reilly opened the Queensboro. Queens Boulevard and Grand St.,
Elmhurst, L. I., Thursday night. The theatre has been remodeled.

Fox sales department was put well along on the road to
a new record for the company through closing of a 100 per cent
contract by Paramount
Publix.
For the 17 weeks
ended April 26, net
earnings amounted to
$5,722,000 as compared
with $3,904,000 for the
same period of 1929, or
an increase of 46 per
cent. The company
points out
increase wasthat
madethisafter
liberal write-offs of ap-

Vic

Clayton P. Sheehan
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on negative and positive films for the year 1930.
The Fox gross this year is being swelled
appreciably by the deal with Publix, which
has booked the Fox product for all of its
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Rosenwald

situations.

Transferred

Cleveland — Ben Rosenwald. formerly with
the M-G-M sales force in Pittsburgh, has
been transferred to the Cleveland territory.
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III Exhibs Mark
Time Pending
New Protection
{Continued jrom page Ai)
considered as second run situations. A key
center town (population of 3,000 or over)
shall have 14 days' protection over towns,
smaller than itselt within a 10-niile radius;
10 days over those within a 20-niile radius ;
seven days for 30 miles and live days for
40 miles. This schedule shall apply only
to theatres charging the same admission
price as those of the key center town.
One extra day of protection shall be afforded the key center for each live cents
lower admission price in the smaller town.
Second run houses charging the same admission price as a first run theatre may
play a picture 14 days after the first run.
An admission five cents less than the first
run's plays 21 days after. A 30-cent house
plays 45 days after; 25-cent plays 63 days
after; 20-cent plays 81 days after; 15-cent
plays 95 days after, and 10-cent plays 104
days after first run.

Unfair Advertising Banned
Smaller towns shall not be permitted to
advertise a protected picture in public print
until the engagement of that picture in the
larger town has ended. Second run theatres
shall not advertise a second run picture,
either inside or outside of the theatre, until
the first run engagement has been completed. If this clause is violated the second run
theatre will be set back 30 days on the advertised picture without interference with
subsequent runs.
In computing protection, two-for-one
tickets shall be considered as half the admission price regularly charged and the
permanent Chicago zoning committee may
re-zone any theatre at any time in instances
where this policy is either adopted or abandoned.
Double or triple programs shall not be
permitted unless all features on said program shall be over eight months old. (The
original proposal stated that such pictures
should be one year old. This was later
modified by approximately 16 weeks.)
Application of these principles to individual localities and theatres is now being
undertaken.
Following the example established by the
California re-zoning board, this state, too,
will have a permanent zoning committee
empowered to re-zone whenever closings or
the construction of new theatres alter the
existing situation.

Fire at Camera Exchange
Considerable excitement was caused in
the Godfrey Building, New York, Monday,
when fire broke out in the Ruby Camera
Exchange. Considerable damage was done
by the blaze, which was of brief duration.

Beaudine Gets Assignment
Hollywood — "iN'ithcr's Son," adaptation
of the Booth Tarkington play, will be directed by William Beaudine. Leon Janney
will play the lead. Julian Josephson adapted
the play.

Picture

News

Atta Boy, Nils
Hollywood — Nils Asther is taking
his art quite seriously these days, according to Florabel Mu-r. studio scribbler, who nominates Nils as being
"one of the handsomest lads in the
racket, if one yearns for his style of
"I believe there is a big future for
beauty."
me in the movies," Asther is credited
with saying, "but I'm not going to be
in a hurry about cashing in on it.
I'm not going to be miscast any more.
No more slick-haired parts for me. I
The Scandinavian Valentino declares
hate 'em."
stoutly
that the best thing that ever
happened to him was to be freed from
his M-G-M contract. "They wanted me
to come back for some retakes of 'The
Sea Bat'," Nils stated. "My contract
had expired and I told them nothing
doing. My part was bad enough and I
couldn't see how all the retakes in
the world could make as bad a picture
as that any good."

50 Theatres Under Wing of
Louis Marks in New Jersey
Newark — Fifty theatres in northern New
Jersey will be under jurisdiction of Louis
L. Marks, new general manager of Warner
theatres in New Jersey. Marks, with his
brother, Meyer, formerly operated the Marlbro and Granada at Chicago. He succeeds
Dave Weshner, who becomes director of
advertising and publicity for all Warner
theatres. Weshner will remain here about
two weeks before establishing headquarters
in New York.

Melville Brown Hails
Revival of Stage Plays
Hollywood — Revival of past successes of
the stage is one of the boons of the sound
film that is just beginning to be appreciated,
according to Melville Brown, R-K-0 director, who has just returned from New
York where he had an opportunity to scan
the list of available plays. Opuses of 10
and 20 years ago, which were thought to
have passed into the limbo of yesterday,
are being brought out for screen showing,
now that the new film medium is able to
present them in suitable form, he points out.

Series of New Tie-ups
On Paramount Films
Paramount has completed a new deal for
tie-ups on I'hilco radios. The arrangement
calls for a hook-up on one picture a month,
starting in August. The hook-ups began
with "The Love Parade" and continued on
several other pictures. A new 24-sheet
posting arrangement, calling for posting in
200 cities by Aug. 1, has been arranged.

Company Formed to Make
English, Italian Films
Sacramento, Cal. — Italio-American Pictures, Los Angeles, has been incorporated
to make talkers in English and foreign
tongues. The company, which is capitalized
at $100,000, has as its directors Alberto
Guglielmi Valentino, Victor R. Hansen,
Fred C. Windermere and George H.
Bowles.
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Breakdown of
Patent Confab
Is Threatened
(Continued from page 51)
dustry was sanguine that the move would
become fact, thereby eliminating the burden
of quota laws. That dream is now shattered.
In some inside circles in New York,
Erich Pommer, Ufa production executive in
Berlin, is regarded as the behind-the-scenes
figure in the proposed German legislative
restrictions.
Pommer, long head of the Ufa studios at
Neubabelsberg, was brought to this country several years ago as a producer for
Paramount. At a Paramount sales convention held following his arrival, Jesse L.
Lasky lauded Pommer and his producing
capabilities to a point, which, it was then
reported, Ben Schulberg, head of the coast
studio for the Zukor organization, resented.
Regardless of the truth or otherwise of
the report, it is a fact that Pommer's tenure
as associate producer was short-lived, and
that, after an association at M-G-M, he returned to Ufa and Berlin.
Those who are familiar with the situation
now are inclined to place credence in the
report that Pommer is moving in retailiation against the American industry and is
taking
about. the legislative by-lane to bring this

Towne Comes East
Hollywood — Having disposed of his fifth
original story in three months. Gene Towne,
author-scenarist, has gone to New York to
confer with Otto Warnack, regarding the
presentation of a stage play. The latter
is a newcomer to Broadway's producing
ranks.

Witmark Plans Rest
Jay Witmark has resigned as vice-president and general manager of M. Witmark
& Sons, Warner music publishing subsidiary. He is planning an extended' rest.

Lasky Goes to Coast
Survey of production activities at the
Paramount studio is planned by Jesse L.
Lasky, who now is on his customary summer visit at the studio.

Appeals to Kill Time
In Ad Code Procedure?
(Continued from page 37)
of the law shall not be of such a nature as
to undermine their authority.
9. Specific details of crime, inciting imitation, shall not be used.
10. Motion picture advertisers shall bear in
mind the provision of the production code that
the use of liquor in American life shall be
restricted to the necessities of characterization
and plot.
11. Nudity with meretricious purpose, and
salacious postures, shall not be used.
12. Court actions relating to censoring of
pictures, or other censorship disputes, are not
to be capitalized in advertising.

100 Feature Productions
in 1930
. . . .
53 Million Color Pages
in O months
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comes to town it's the exhibitor's
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Receipts
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Technicolor full-color advertisements that Technicolor's smashing national advertising campaign has circulated among the
drawing population in the area.
In The Saturday Evening Post,
in all the large-circulation fan
magazines, in the leading trade
periodicals. Technicolor is blazing a trail of color — smash after
smash — that is the topic of current interest wherever
are shown.
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WiliLikosB.&K.'s
,000 Per Week;
INeeds Polo Pony

Salesman's Code
Now OpcM-aling in
Chicago llegion

Los Aiigclcs — "i haven't jjot any alil)i tor
l)oin' here except tlie money." declared Will
Rogers as he stepped off the Twentieth Century this week to till a seven days' engageiiKiit on the stage of B. & K.'s Chicago
theatre. Tliis is reputed to be the first time
Rogers has ever appeared in person at a
movie theatre.

t hicago — Film salesmen here "are being
governe<l now by the corlc of ethics drafted
by the Film Board, in what is expected to
prove a model plan for the nation. The
experiment is being watched with interest
by distributors with a view to possible adoption in other territories.

"Look," he continued. "They're goin' to
pay nie $9,0()0 for one week here." He
paused, mentally tasting the amount. "Gee!"
he smiled, "that's a lot of money."
His sailor straw hat was pushed to the
hack of his head. He chewed a liberal
helping of spearmint ( ?) with evident satisfaction.
"Tell you the truth, though, 1 need that
money. The wife said I couldn't have a
new polo pony and I said, 'Like fun I can't,
I'll go earn some money of my own'."
"What do you think of the Chicago gangsters?" some one asked.
'"Tell you," Rogers frowned. "I ain't goin'
to talk about Chicago gangsters because I
once wrote a piece for the papers myself and
Ikind
don'tthey
want furnish.
any free Like
transportation
of the
1 used to
say
when I was in the South, 'I'll joke about
Coolidge and the senate but I never say
anything about the Ku Klux Klan because
I don't fancy being massaged with tar.'
"But it's nice to be appearing here instead of Boston, where I just was. I had
to keep thinking about the \\'atch and Ward
society every time I opened my mouth."
Rogers stroked a shock of hair that
drooped across his forehead as the interrogation switched to politics. Would he be a
presidential candidate in the next election?
"No," he replied. 'T ain't figurin' on runnin' for president at the next election and
neither is Morrow from all I can gather.
But if we both do, I'll withdraw in favor
of the senator. I was just over to see Morrow yesterday. He's a lovely little feller
and deserves all his popularity. Say, he's
so popular he could have run as a Democrat
and won the election. He could of won as
a dry atheist.
"The tariff?" he replied to a question.
"Don't know much alDout the new tariff'
except that it ain't in favor of me because
I ain't got anything to sell. I don't think
any of the senators know anything about
it either, except what they read in the
papers. It was just a good day for passing things so they decided to pass it.
"Well, say. fellers, write me a letter. It's
gettin' late and I have to go over to the
Sherman and change my gum before the
show. I wanta see Gen. Dawes, too. If
he's in favor of the World's Fair here so
am I. Dawes is a swell feller and treated
me royal when I was in London."
Rogers, it is now apparent, will get his
new polo pony. The Chicago was grossing better than $9,000 a day during the
early part of the week, a sensational pace
for the house.
With him, on the Century, was George
Jessel, Hollywood-bound for some picture
work.

Advance Trailer
To Expand; Van
Praag Sales Head

Following are the ten rules of conduct
drafted for salesmen of the territory :

-Advance Trailer is about to launch an
expansion campaign.
New offices to augment divisional headquarters in New
Orleans, Chicago, Los Angeles and New York
and a drive on talking trailers are planned.
Alorton
Van
Praag,
former general
sales
manager
for Universal,
has
signed
with
I.
Schwartz,
president
of
Advance, as sales manager and under his regnne the expansion
move will get under way.
In addition to its trailer business. Advance is
in the market
with an
animated song series on
a two-a-week basis and
with a Master of Ceremonies series, released
Morton Van Praag

ong ^ week, wliilc a ncw

group tentatively called
in the making.

Song

Choruses

is

Diinnellon to Vote
On Sunday Shows
Dunnellon, Fla. — A petition, carrying the
required number of registered voters, has
been presented to the city council asking
repeal of the ordinance which prohibits
Sunday shows. The petition caused heated
discussion but in the end the city attorney
was instructed to draft an ordinance providing for an election on the subject.

Color-Music Suit Will Be
Appealed to Circuit Court
Wilmington — Her suit against the Stanley Co. for alleged infringement of copyright in use of a color-music combination
is to go to the Circuit Court of Appeals,
for Mrs. Mary Hallock has been granted an
order allowing the appeal. The trial judge,
who decided against her in the action, granted the appeal.

Silverstone Returns
Maurice Silverstone. managing director
for United Artists at London sailed Wednesday for England, after conferences in
New York with Joseph ^L Schenck. president, and Arthur W. Kelly, vice president
of United Artists.

Lalumiere Here for Product
C. Lalumiere has arrived in New York
from Montreal to line up product for his
Art theatre. Lalumiere will continue the
silent policy of his house.

Respect and
your api)roved
competitor's
application
for1.contracts
contracts.
By
doing so you are respecting the contracts
of your own company.
2. Do not discuss legal phases of other
distributors' contracts with an exhibitor.
3. Remember that you are representing
the third largest industry in the world.
Conduct yourself acc(jrdingly.
4. Do not be a scandalmonger.
5. Observe the credit committee rules to
the letter. The days of trickery are over.
6. Remember that a contract today is a
legal document that must pass the approval
of a court.
7. Under no circumstances enter into any
oral side understandings. If a written agreement must be made other than contained in
the contract, be sure to keep a copy for
your
8. manager's
Remember approval.
that we have a copyright
bureau and no verbal agreements should be
made concerning additional exhibition dates
or towns other than specified in the contract.
9. Report to your manager any case of
bicycling by an exhibitor, whether it be
your
company's
or that ofof business
another
distributor.
It product
is a violation
ethics not to report the same, and it is for
the best interests of the industry that it be
reported.
10. These rules are made to protect your
future in this business and their observance
will benefit you.

Business Tonic Sought
By Seattle Exhibitors

Seattle —
grosses at
down-town
patronage
trons.

As a tonic to stimulate weakened
local box offices, two first run
theatres attempted to lure extra
by sponsoring contests for pa-

John Hamrick. Music Box, offered $200
in prizes for the best 100- word letters from
amateur
critics after
they saw
at his theatre.
The picture
ran "Courage"
only one
week and it is a question whether or not
the contest brought enough added business
to the theatre to warrant the $200 expenditure.
At the Fox Fifth Avenue a more elaborate contest was being staged through the
co-operation of "The Seattle Po.st-Intelligencer" and the American Mail Steamship
Lines. Each week six varied still photographs are being flashed on the theatre
screen and the person who identifies correctly the six pictures each week for four
weeks will receive free a 55-day trip to the
Orient on an .American Mail Liner. The
pictures shown weekly include Oriental
scenes and one film star.
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Sound Censorship Halts Development
Of Industry In Italy And Belgium
Mussolini's Eagle Eye Watches
Dialogue in Italy, Where
Foreign Talk Is Taboo
Washington — Mussolini's dictatorship has
all but killed the film industry in Italy,
where II Duce has posted an iron ruling
prohibiting many types of pictures from
entering the country. Sound is unable to
make a foothold because of a general veto
which extends to all talking films in languages other than Italian.
The U. S. Dept. of Conmierce M. P.
Division, in its survey of European film
conditions, fourth installment of which
appears herewith, points out that efforts
are being made to get around the language
bar by superimposing Italian on certain
films.
Censorship of sound is a great obstacle
to future development in Belgium, too,
according to the survey, while conditions
are at a standstill in the Netherlands,
because of sound, it is stated.
In Denmark exhibitors have found no
material increase in attendance after sound
installations, an unusual condition and one
which is contrary to the general rule
throughout Europe. Norway is awaiting
further sound developments before proceeding to expand, states the government
report.
Full details of the survey covering these
five countries follow :

ITALY
By MOWATT M. MITCHELL
American
Commercial Attache, Rome

One of the handicaps on the Italian film trade
is the severity of the censor board in dealing
with practically every class of film. The general veto which extends to all talking films in
any language other than Italian and which
extended at one time also even to song in
foreign-language films has, to some extent,
discouraged theatre owners from installing apparatus for the projection of such films.
Films dealing with modern Russian life, no
matter where produced, which tend to extol
communistic theories are absolutely taboo, and
in the case of certain Russian films which
eventually were projected, they were so cut as
not only to have eliminated all objectionable
matter, but also to make even the plot entirely
garbled. This ruling has recently been somewhat modified.
An effort is being made to get around the
regulatien proscribing talking films in a foreign language by superimposing Italian on
certain films, but opposition is being raised
even to that, it being claimed that the Italian
language is made ridiculous when evidently
uttered by a foreigner masking as an Italian.
However, certain of the more tenacious importers are arranging for this superimposing
of Italian on such films and, in the case of
a rather unusual British film, hope to prevail
upon the censor board to pass that particular
picture.
It would appear that during 1929 only one
new cinema was erected in Italy. This particular theatre is situated at Milan, has a seating
capacity of 2,500, and is called the Odeon. No
information is available regarding reconstructed
cinemas during the year.
From reliable information it appears that 51
theatres have been equipped
with sound ap-

Theatre
Building
Checked

Washington — In most European countries, except key
centers such as London, Paris and Berlin, construction of
new theatres has been practically halted, due, chiefly, to
a desire to determine just what trend should be followed
with sound.
In Italy, there was one new house erected in all of
1929; Belgium built only ten, the Netherlands four, none
in Denmark and not a single house in Norway. Sound
installations progressed comparatively as slowly as construction.

BELGIUM
paratus, although their location and seating
capacity are not known. American apparatus
is installed in 25 of them, Melovox (French)
in 18, Gaumont (French) in six, and Pio Pion
(Italian) in two. The Italian apparatus sells
at about 60,000 Hre ($3,152).
With the present lack of organization and
the general unpopularity of Italian films, it is
not surprising that production should be on
an exceedingly small scale. In fact, during
1929 only four films were produced in Italy,
all silent. The average cost of these was
about $25,000. Augustus Films produced 1,
A. D. I. A. (Association Direttore Italiani)
1, .and Supreme-film 2.
The Cines studio of Rome is the only studio
equipped for the production of modern films.
During the year, 806 films were presented
to the censor board. There were 244 American
feature films, of which 47 were with sound;
and 207 foreign features, all silent. Of the
news reels, comics, etc., not over 500 meters,
157 were American, of which 103 were with
sound; and 98 were foreign, all silent; of those
from 500 to 1,000 meters, 80 were American,
of which 10 were with sound, and 20 were
foreign, of which one was with sound. In no
case was a silent version presented with the
sound production.

American Films Dominate
American films dominate the Italian trade ;
in some cases American films run for two or
three weeks, which is not true of foreign films.
Beyond the difficulties touched upon, caused
by the zeal of the censor board, no regulations
appear to be proposed which will injure or
affect American films in Italy.
It will probably be some time before most
of even the larger Italian cinemas are equipped
with sound equipment. The general dislike of
the public for dialogue or song films and their
general continued preference for the orchestra
and its music keep the installation of such
#3und apparatus from being an imperative
necessity. Before the taste of Italian audiences changes, it is thought that better and
less expensive machines will be put on the
market.
The introduction of sound apparatus in Italy
naturally created a certain stir, mingled with
curiosity. It is now some time since the sound
film was first presented to an Italian audience. While it was a great attraction at the
beginning, it would not be true to say unreservedly that sound films are liked or appreciated by Italians. American engineers and
others who have installed sound apparatus arc
perhaps too inclined to the statement that
Italian theatre owners do not know how to
present the new pictures. There may be some
truth in this, but the general criticism, on the
part of Italians, as a whole, is that sound films
are unnatural, the voice reproduction poor,
and the musical effects unsuited to the taste
of Italians.

Sec'y

By LUCIAN
to Commercial

PUTNAM
Attache, Brussels

During 1929, ten new cinemas were constructed in Belgium, thus increasing the number of existing seats by about 7,000, and two
were improved, adding about 1,000 seats. It
is announced that the Olympia of Brussels will
be transformed into a picture house during the
course of 1930. A rumor is also spreading that
offers have been made by an important filmproducing company to buy the Alhambra, also
the
city.
of Brussels,
which is the largest theatre in
During 1929 the following motion picture
houses were equipped with sound apparatus :
Coliseum
(Brussels)
Cameo
(Brussels)
Trianon
(Brussels)
Victoria (Brusse.sj
Mormaie
(Brussels)
Agora
(Brussels)
Scala (Brussels)
Eldorado
(C^arlenoi)
Rialto (Ostend)
Coliseum
(Liege)
Palace (Liege)

Seats
1,200
800
450
700
800
2,000
1,000
],](X)
1,000
1,I(X)
2,000

The sound equipment in these theatres is of
American manufacture.
Five films were made in Belgium during
1929 ; only one was a sound film. The total
cost of the films produced is estimated to be
around 2,000,000 francs (about $278,000). The
four silent films produced are mostly on patriotic subjects.
The principal producer in Belgium is Lux
Films (G. Schoukens), whose studio is located
in the Boulevard de Nieuport, Brussels. The
films produced are of no importance on the
world market and are of local interest only.
However, the sound film produced, called "La
Famille Klepkens," may be projected in FVance.
This film is the first sound film produced in
Belgium and was shown for the first time at
the Coliseum on Jan. 17, 1930, in the presence
of members of the royal family. The principal
item of interest is the language spoken by the
actors, a mixture of so-called Belgian-French
and Flemish, which limits the market for the
picture to Belgium and certain parts of France.
The picture was taken partly in Belgium and
partly in Paris, and the sound version was
made in a Paris studio. This film will have
three versions — a silent one, one in French, and
one in Flemish.
There was no production of sound short subjects in Belgium during 1929. There are no
Belgium studios equipped for sound film production.
During 1929 approximately 700 new films
were censored for release in Belgium ; 70 per
cent of them were American, 15 per cent German, 10 per cent French, and 5 per cent BelDuring 1929, 17 sound films were projected
in Belgium. Of these 16 were .American films,
the other one being "Les Trois Ma.sques," a
gian.
French film produced by Pathe-Natan. The
.\mcrican films also appeared in silent versions. {Continued on page 61)
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B(4giiiiii Exliihs
Peeved Over
High Taxalion
{Continued from f>agc 60)
The motion picture business in Belgium was
satisfactory during 1929, although the people
operating cinemas complained bitterly al)out
the ta.xes levied. The prestige of .\merican
production was well maintained tiiroughout the
year, particularly for the sound tilm, which
was the outstanding feature of the market.
Up to the present time, sound tilms have met
with great success in Belgium. However, many
Belgians do not understand English, and sound
versions in English may be less popular when
the tirst curiosity craze is finished. The American distributors very much fear the competition of French sound lilms in 1930. It is reported that 18 I'rcnch films are in preparation
and will undoubtedly be projected in Belgium.
The .American distributors also fear that if
American firms do not produce French sound
films, nnich ground will be lost on the Belgian
market. They think that 1930 will not be as
favorable for silent films as 1929, as the demand
for sound films is steadily increasing. However,
in several centers of the Flemish part of the
country the market for silent films will not
sutTcr greatly, as Flemish sound films arc not
likely to be produced, and neither French nor
English can be understood by the people.

50 Installations Expected
It is estimated that iluring 1930, 50 more
cinemas will be equipped for the projection
of sound films.
The trend toward e(iuipping cinemas in the
provinces with sound film apparatus is becoming marked. Charleroi and Ostend each have
one theatre now equipped for sound films^ Liege
two, and plans are under way whereby Antwerp will have several in the near future.
However, any great development of sound film
projection appears to be hampered by the high
price of .\merican equipment.
There are no indications of studios being
fitted with sound equipment in the near future.
There is no legislation inimical to the interests of American films in view. New legislation, principally for reduction of taxes paid by
the theatres, may be expected in 1930, since
such reductions have been proposed in the general tax programs submitted at the end of
1929.
The film distributors are starting a campaign
against the censoring of sound films on the
grounds that children of 14 years of age can
go to any legitimate theatre where no censorship exists as long as the plays are not essentially objectionable on moral grounds. They
also state that because of the fact that certain
picture houses project their films with discs
obtained from other sources, the distributors
can not undertake any responsibility if such
discs are not irreproachable. The distributors
claim they will start a press campaign if they
do not receive favorable treatment in this connection from the censor organization.

THE
Acting

NETHERLANDS

By PAUL
Commercial

S. GUINN
Attache,
The

Hague

The outstanding development in the Netherland motion picture situation in 1929 was the
advent of the sound film. Sound apparatus was
ficst installed in a theatre in Amsterdam in
May, 1929. and a tabulation made early in December showed that 57 theatres in most of the
principal cities and towns are now so equipped,
while it is anticipated that installations in
provincial theatres beyond first-run houses will,
in the near future, considerably increase this
total.

I' i c t H r c N e iv s

Jirilish Firms

Combine

Loiuloii .\ii(lil)U' I'ilimraH, I. Id., has
bi'cn lornu-d to coinliiiu- Intt'inatioiial
Screen I'nxl. and l{rilish Screen Trod.
Argosy, toandji»inItrilish
I'ilnicrall will
he
invited
the conihiiialion,
states
fieorye Pearson.

Four new theatres, with a total capacity of
2,350 seats, were constructed in 1929. These
arc Watergraafsmeei, Amsterdam, 300; Over
t IJ, .\msterdan, 400; Van Oss, Nijmegen,
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By
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P. H. PEARSON
CommtBtionmr,
Copenhagen

Sound ai)paratus of domestic production
dominates the market, accounting for 45 out of
the total of 57 installations. Of these 45, thirty
are I^etafoon, 10 Nillson, three meulkens, one
Kesslerphone, and one Asta National. In addition, there are five of American manufacture,
live Tobis (German), one Naturetone, and one
Rommofone, the two latter being English.
The Netherlands does not have any welldeveloped motion picture production industry,
only two feature films having been produced
during the year by local enterprises, dealing
primarily with the Netherland East Indies.
The first of these, known as "Maha Cyclus,"
was put out by the Polygon company at Haarlem, and the other, "With Willy Mullens
Through the Netherland East Indies," was
made by Willy Mullens of The Hague. They
were both silent films.
Little or no progress has as yet been made
in the production of sound short subjects, although it is rumored that the Willy Mullens
concern is planning a sound studio.

The outstanding (kveloi)ment in the Danish
motion picture industry during 1929 was the
introduction of the sound film, llcjwever, the
expectations and hopes linked to this development were not fulfilled, and despite the advent of this innovation, the year can be characterized as a rather unsatisfactory one for
the Danish industry.
Only meager statistical material covering the
entire year is available as yet, but from tht
data on hand it can be seen that the earnings
of the Danish motinn picture theatres during
1929 registered a decrease compared with the
earnings during 1928. The income of the Copenhagen cinemas during the first half of 1929
amounted to 3.200,000 crowns ($857,600). while
during the corresponding period of 1928 the
receipts totaled 3,700,000 crowns ($991,600),
a decline of about 13.5 per cent. This drop in
revenue was caused to some extent by the fact
that several of the largest houses were closed
for some time to permit the installation of
sound equipment. These installations have been
very e.xpensive. a feature of which the saving
occasioned by the fact that an orchestra is no
longer needed has made
little impression.
Furthermore, the trade states that the newfilms have not been the causes of any material
increase in attendance. Also, owing to the fact
that it has been ditTicult to book a sufficient
number of sound-film releases, the wired theatres have been forced to show silent films intermittently and thus at times have been burdened with the additional expense of orchestras.
The result is, therefore, that while the receipts
have registered a decline, the expenses of some
of the houses have registered an increase. This
circumstance, on top of the burdensome taxes
which are exacted, makes the financial pro.blem a difficult one. .As no sudden change is
expected,
the outlook for 1930 does not appear
bright.

U. S. Films in Lead

Theatres Seat 140,000

The number of feature films censored in the
country during 1929 is placed at around 700,
out of which about 600 were .\merican. About
80 feature films with sound were censored, and
a silent version accompanied most of these.
Nearly all of the sound films were produced in
the United States. According to the Central
Film Censorship Committee of the Netherland
Government, 3,003 films, totaling 2,255.350 meters in length, were censored during 1929. The
division of these by* country of origin is not

There are about 400 motion picture theatres
in Denmark, of which only about 270 operate
(lailv. The total seating capacity of the houses
is estimated at 140,000. In Copenhagen there
are 37 theatres with- a total seating capacity in
the neighborhood of 30,000. No new^ houses
1929, nor were any reconduring
were opened
structed during
the year.
There are 18 theatres equipped with sound

000;
and ofF'eijcnoord,
Rotterdam,
1,050. One
cinema
400 seats
(1 lecrengracht,
The
Hague) has been converted from a legitimate
theatre, while reconstructed theatres account
for an a<lditional 40<J seats, so that the total
seating capacity has been advanced by 3,1.50
seats. These reconstructed theatres are the
Koxy, Amsterdam, of 550 seats; the De Kroon,
Zw'oUe, seating capacity of which was increased
from 300 to 550; the Palace, Haarlem, seating
capacity of which was increased from 600 to
750; the Veendam of 300 seats; and the Helmond and Assen, also of 300 seats each. These
two latter were damaged hv fire and were rebuilt.

Home Production Ni!

As a whole, the year was favorable for the
given.
film trade, although the summer season was
particularly bad. Trade opinion considers that
the sound films already shown have been favorably accepted by the public, more especially
the singing, dancing, and talking type, and are
generally well understood with the aid of superimposed titles. While the sound film is still
somewhat of a novelty, the trade is generally
confident of its future. Higher prices are obtained for these films, and it is anticipated that
they will account for considerable financial returns in the future. Practically all houses in
the country w-ant sound equipment, and it is
believed that even the provincial theatres will
soon be wired.
As far as can be ascertained, there are no
particular production plans for 1930, although.
as indicated, one concern is reported to be
'•emplating a sound studio.
No legislation inimical to American films
was passed during the year.

apparatus, of which nine are located in Copenhagen and nine in the larger provincial towns.
Fifteen of the wired houses are fitted with
apparatus of American origin, w^hile three of
the systems are of Danish origin, the Peterseri
& Poulsen equipment. The installations are all
adaptable to svnchronized as well as nonsynand thus can be employed for
chronized films',
the creation of sounds in connection with the
The following list
silent films.
projection of
on page 62)
(Continued

'^Killing'' of Talkers Is
Amusing to British Trade
London — Considerable amusement was
manifested by the British trade over publication in da'ily newspapers of stories purporting to show that the talker boom has
passed, and that theatre patrons are deserting this type of film entertainment.
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Germany Offers

(Continued from page 61)
gives the names of the wired houses, their
location, seating capacity, and origin of sound
equipment :

Name

THEATRES

City

WIRED

FOR

Seating
Capacity

Paladsttatret .. . Copenhagen.
Kinopalaet
. Copenhagen.
Grand
Teatret. . Copenhagen.
Colossaeum
. . . . Copenhagen.
Aladdin
. Copenhagen.
. Copenhagen.
Roxy
Kinografen ... . . Copenhagen.
Rialto Teatret.. . Copenhagen.
Det lille teater. . Copenhagen.
Valby Teater .. .Valby
. Odense
Kinografen
Paladsteatret .. . Odense
Palaeteatret ... . Horsens
. Horsens
Kino
Regina Teatret. .Aarhus
Slotsbiografen . . Hillerd
Paladsteatret .. .Vejle
Aalborg

1,600
1,200
600
900
884
1,000
200
700
594
600
800
800
420
400
940
275
520
600

SOUND

J line

News

FILMS

Type of
Equipment
Atnerican
American
American
American
Ajnerican
American
Petersen & Poulsen
American
American
American
American
American
American
Petersen & Poulsen
American
American
Petersen & Poulsen
American

Little Production Last Year
Danish production of silent films during 1929
was small, as was also true of earlier years,
and was confined to two features, both of which
were produced by the A. S. Palladium of Copenhagen. The production cost of each of these
films is estimated at approximately 200,000
crowns ($53,600). No extensive production is
planned for 1930.
The Danish sound film industry at present is
not very far advanced, and production to date
has been confined to a few one-reel subjects
consisting of songs and short talks in whioh
only local artists appear. The future of this
branch of the Danish industry is not thought
to be particularly promising, as the domestic
market is not of sufficient size to warrant the
expense involved in the production of feature
films, and there is little demand for Danishdialogue films outside of Denmark. It is expected that Danish sound film production during 1930 will be limited to a single feature
and a few one-reel subjects.
The only Danish film company which possesses a studio equipped for sound film production is the A. S. Nordisk Tonefilm, Mosedalsvej, Copenhagen, which was organized shortly
after the Nordisk Film A. S. discontinued operations in 1928. The new company, which
recently increased its capital to 2,000,000
crowns ($536,000) in order to extend its activities in the field of sound film production,
has rented the vacated studios of the Nordisk
Film A. S. where the Petersen and Poulsen
system- of recording has been installed. This
system is based on the disc principle.

Germany Close U. S. Competitor
The statistics of the Danish censor's office
are compiled for fiscal years ending March 31.
According to the records of that office, there
were 1,656 films, of a total length of 1,654,194
meters, exhibited during the fiscal year 192829. Of the total, 46 were sound films and, of
these, all feature sound films were Americanmade. There were 545 feature films shown and
959 sketches. The United States is far ahead
as regards both the number of films supplied
and their total length, and during the fiscal
year accounted for almost 58 per cent of the
aggregate number and approximately 8 per
cent of Jhe total meterage.
The domestic industry, although it ranks second in point of the number of films exhibited,

[^ondon — Final draft of the
contract of producer-artists
way. The uniform agreement
sponsored by the Federation
ish Industries.

standard
is under
is being
of Brit-

with 27 per cent of the total to its credit,
is not of great importance as a supplier, as the
aggregate length of the Danish films exhibited
amounted to but 69,079 meters, or only four
per cent of the total. Germany ofifers the most
important competition to the United States in
the Danish film trade, and for the reported year
its share represented slightly over six per cent
of the total number and 14 per cent of the total
length. France followed, with a little over four
per cent of the number and six per cent of
the length. The table which follows indicates
the country of origin of the films shown in
Denmark during the fiscal year 1928-29, their
number, length, and the percentage of each
supplied by each country.
FILMS
Country

CENSORED
of O'rigrin

United
States
Denmark
Germany
France
England
Russia
Sweden
Norway
Italy
Total

IN DENMARK

Number

1928-29
Percent

Per cent
Meters of Meterof Totid
age

955
452
106
71
27
16
14
10
5
1,656

IN

57.7 1,123,625
27.3
69,079
6.4
238,445
4.3
101,535
1.6
57,115
1.0
41,515
.8
15,925
.6
3,945
.3
3,010
100.0

1,654,194

2 8.

19 3 0

Construction at
A Standstill in
All of Norway

British Standard Contract

Competition to
U. S. in Denmark

DANISH

P i c t n re

67.9
4.2
14.4
6.6
3.4
2.4
.8
.2
.1

100.0

Very little statistical material is available for
the period since April 1, 1929. However, 424
films were distributed between April 1 and
.\ugust 31. Of the total, 237 were American,
69 Danish, 67 German, 28 French, 15 English,
four Swedish, two Norwegian, and two Russian. During the same five months 27 sound
films were shown, 17 of American origin. During the remaining four months of 1929 an additional 73 sound films were exhibited, making
a total of 100 sound films shown from April
1 to Dec. 31, 1929.

1929 a Year of Depression
The Danish motion picture situation in 1929,
as already mentioned, may be characterized as
rather depressed. Owing to the high entertainment tax, amounting to 40 per cent of the
gross income, in addition to a license ta.x and
the usual governmental taxes, such as income,
etc., profits of the theatres have not been as
large as might be desired, and some theatre
owners are said to be faced with financial
difficulties. American films continue to be preferred by the
and the American
has been
the public,
most important
feature "talkie"
of the
year. However, local . exhibitors state that
while the sound film met with favorable reception when first introduced, attendance has
fallen ofif, as the curiosity of the public has
been satisfied and their interest has waned.
The foreign talking films are handicapped by
the fact that only a small minority of the public understands English. Although the soundwithout-dialogue films have no linguistic difficulties to overcome, the trade states that there
is a noticeable preference for music furnishetl
by regular theatre orchestras as opposed to the
music accompanying a sound film.
The fact that only 18 out of 270 theatres
so far have installed sound equipment indicates
that the development of this innovation is
rather slow. A factor contributing to this slowness is the common belief that the purchase
price of the installation is much too high and
will soon decline. Those that have fitted their
theatres with sound equipment state that thev
have not received the monetary benefits which
were expected. Among the reasons advanced
for the unfavorable returns is the fact that
it seems to be rather difficult for local motion

picture theatres to book a sufficient number of
s Hind film releases. This means that they must
show silent films intermittently, which necessitates engaging an orchestra and thus incurring
an expense which the installation of the sound
equipment should have saved them.
No legislation inimical to the interests of
American films has been passed, but the .\merican sound apparatus, since its introduction,
has been the object of a good deal of comment. Local press articles at first devoted their
complaints solely to the price question, and
Danish cinema owners and others expressed the
belief that the price involved an unreasonable
profit to the American manufacturers. .A.fter
the introduction of the Danish machines, additional articles appeared in which it was
clainied that the American sound film producers
were attempting to keep Danish machines out
of the market by stipulating as a condition that
American sound films must be projected by
American machines, and at the present time
this question is the subject of controversy.

NORWAY
By
American

MARQUARD
H. LUND
Commercial Attache,
Oslo

No new cinemas were constructed in Norway
during 1929. The old Admiral Palads in Oslo,
with 900 seats, was reconstructed for sound
film equipment and the seating capacity increased to 1,400. It is now called the Eldorado.
Four American sound installations were made
during the year, two of which are in Oslo — one
in the Eldorado and the other in the Coloseum,
with a seating capacity of 2,200. In addition,
the Verdensteatret in Trondhjem, seating capacity 1,200, and the Bibliotek in Fredrikstad,
seating
capacity
800, were equipped with Amerisan sound
apparatus.
The German Klangfilm equipment has been
installed in the Paladsteatret in Oslo : this is a
trial installation, subject to approval. It is
not being operated at present, owing to mechanical difficulties. A German engineer is expected to remedy the trouble. A Bergen theation. tre has also purchased a Klangfihn installaNordisk Tonfilm, a Danish concern making
the Poulsen and Petersen eniiipment, has made
an installation in the Parkbiograf in Skien.
Another is to be made in the Boulevard, Oslo,
on a trial basis. The Nordisk Tonfilm equipment is said to be particularly well suited for
theatres of small size. Its approximately cost
is 12,500 crowns ($3,350).
The Glomen Komune has installed an apparatus of American make in its Rode Molle
theatre.
Three feature films were produced in Norway
during 1929— "Laila," "Froken Statsadvokat"
and "Selvigs Norgesfilm." These are silent
films. The cost of "I^ila" is estimated at 290,000 crowns ($77,720), the cost of the other
two is not known. "Laila" was made by Lundefilm, and the other two privately. No short
sound subjects were produced during 1929, but
it is expected that a beginning along this line
wnll be made in 1930. A short sketch was produced in Copenhagen during December with
Norwegian artists, which was scheduled to
have its premiere in Oslo about Jan, 15. 1930.
"Froken Statsadvokat" is now playing_ in
popular. "Laila"
very Norway,
proven
not run
Oslo, a but
and is
all over
vervhasbig
had
"Selvigs
also.
States
to be shown in the United
Norgesfilm" is purely a scenic film, intended
partly for publicity purposes in foreign countries.
There are no studios in Norway for either
silent or sound film production.
The Statens Filnikontrol censored 825 films
during 1929. Of these, 337 were released for
actual" showings, 216 of which were .American.
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High and how
On Miisic Row
IV

omens mean anything, Robbins Music Corp.
should find at least one "■natural" included in
the first contribution of Jimmy Mel luKh-lJorothy i'ields songs to M-G-M's forllicoming
riicker, "Like Kelly Can." This pair of tunesters has written seven (which in itself is a

"natural," ask dad ; he knowsj songs which
are, "Opening Chorus," "I'm Learning a Lot
from You," "I'm Doing That Thing," "(io
Home and Tell Your Mother," "Like Kelly
Can," "One More Waltz" and "Dance, Fool,
Dance." Elmore \Vhite has recently relinquished the general managership of Davis,
Coots and Engel and a lOVt share in the business, to succeed George Piantadosi as professional manager of Robbins.

* * *

Pat lUahcrty, at a previctv of "Man Trouble" at Movietone City, became so enthused
over the l>ossibilities of several songs in the
score that he promptly called Charlie Harrison
at the New York quarters of Red Star Music
Co. to put on the rave. "Pick Yourself Up,
Brush Yourself Off," "What's the Use of Liviny" and "You Do, Don't Youf" written by
Joseph McCarthy and Jimmy Hanlcy, are responsible for the expensive tete a tcte.
Professor Jean Richtera of Paris has discovered that vegetables vocalize and that by placing various vegetables before a sensitive microphone one can hear real symphonic-like music.
The lads, frequenting the balconies of our theatres in the dear departed past, must have
known this because now it can readily be seen
that their missiles of the garden patch were
just another way of saying "Hey, Ham, listen
to these and hear real music."
M. IVitmark & Sons
IValtc" and "Hullabaloo,"
Burke and O'Keefe and
for the Warner comedy',
Sam Serzcer says, "Keep
baloo.' It's in the bag."

zi'ill publish "Miss
written by Dubin and
Dolan, respectively,
"Dancing Sweeties."
your eyes on 'Hidla-
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•W ell Get the
nl"
Film—s MrWe Wa
s. Wiiiler
Denver — "What we really want, we shall
liave," is tlie mutto for chibwonien advanced by Mrs. Alice Ames Winter, a member of the public relations committee of the
producers' association and liaison olTicer
between the Hays organization and the
nation's clubwomen, told the General Federation of Women's Clubs at its meeting
here.
"W'e, tlie mass, arc the judge, jury and
dictator," Mrs. W^inter declared. "The producer, by the very terms of his business, is
obliged to fall in step with us and give us
what we want — if we make him understand
what we want." Fluidity, she said, is the
most remarkable thing about the industry.
"Sound and color and new camera inventions jostle each other every day," she said.
"They are changing everything while we
talk. They are not mere additions to an
art, plastered on its outside, but they are
changing the kinds of topics that can be
filmed and every detail of how they shall
be filmed."

Indiana Endorsers Plan
Fourth of July Pageant

IndianaiJdlis — I'lan.-. have Ijccn started for
the annual Fourth of July celebration sponsored each year by the Indianapolis Indorsers of Photoplays. The party this year
will be held in the morning at the Palace
here. Mrs. Clarence Finch is general director. Patriotic organizations will decorate
the theatre. The affair is given for all
school children and their parents, war veterans, members of the G. A. R. and all
patriotic organizations. A pageant will be
shown and a motion picture viewed.

SpecialAt Women's
PricesRun
Toledo First

udMiiokes*'
N, Y,
theSt''
BeInfore
ITtime
LOOKS
likemore
Nancysea Carroll
will not
have
for any
adventures,
at least
nut for another couple of months. Productions on "Laughter" got under way Monday
at the Paramount New Y'ork studio, with
l-'rederick March, l-'rank Morgan, Diana Ellis
and Glen Anders featured under the direction
of H. D'.\bbadic D'.-\rrast, who also wrote
the story. George Folsey, who recently shot
".Animal Crackers," is handling the photoi»
«
*
graphy.
Y'oughta pipe the pajamas Frank Morgan
flashed during his Santa Claus act. (He gave
Nancy a bracelet.) Gettin<i back to those pajamas, it's a good thing that the pajama fad
is not in vogue this summer. Yeh, they were

* * *

green.
And so down to the restaurant for our noonday repast and our first reports of the Silver
Lady. "What lines," said one of the assistant
directors. "What a figure," said another.
".Some baby," sighed Joe Ruttenberg. Well,
enough is too much, so we ups to the main
stage to take a look at this creature. What
we saw made us yell "Foul." Instead of a
chicken we learned that the .Silver Lady was
the name of the yacht featured in Buddy
Rogers' new picture "Heads Up" under Victor
Schertzinger's direction.
* * *
George Deivcy Washington, colored -warbler,
is slated to make another short under the direction of Ray Cozine. Cozine has recently
completed "While the Captain Waits," starring
Armida, turingthe
Mexican,Casino
and "Neiv
Rylhm," feathe Havana
Orchestra.

* * *

Xcii.' arrivals at the Paramount New York
studios are Howard Bretherton, director, who
zc'ill zuork on a production not yet announced,
Carol Lombard, the wise-cracking lady of
Buddy Rogers' "Safety In Numbers," zuho is
to appear in the cast of "The Best People"
under Fred Ne'wmeyer's direction, and a trio
of scenarists, Flerman Mankicwicz, Sid Silvers
and Paul Gangelin.

* * *

When it comes to getting radio plugs, we
take our hat off to Al Woods, Gene Austin's
"crooning song plugger." Due to Al's activi"Be Carefulwaswith
Thosein Eyes,"
Austinties,number,
included
the lista ofGene
the

Toledo — The Vita-Temple has organized the Business Women's Club, with an
enrollment to date of around 10,000, composed of workers in local factories to

Found. A husband who can dictate to his
wife as to w-hat to do and how to do it. Lost.
The illusion that such a man never lived. We
have reference to Arthur Hurley, director at
the Eastern Vitaphone studio who directed

ten most frequently played songs on the air for
the past seven weeks. Nuf sed.

whom Manager Jack O'Connell issues
membership cards entitling holders to
admission to his theatre-after working hours
at 25 cents, which is one-half of the regular admission charge.

Irene Shirley, stage actress, in "Lost and
Found." Even a Philo \'ance could see that
Miss Shirley was none other than Mrs. Arthur
Hurley.
Wallace Sullivan and Stanley Rauh
wrote this variety.

«

*

*

Sammy Leriier and Burton Lane are responsible for "My Real Ideal" from Shubert's "Artists and Models," published by Harms, ana
"As Long as You're Near Me," which Reniick
is exploiting. Lerner is manager of the organ
slide department at DeSylva, Brown & Henderson.

* * *

Joe Davis is all het up over Andy Razaf's
"On Revival Day," a negro spiritual which already has clicked with orchestra maestros.
Davis has also issued a new-priced dance folio,
containing 20 songs and retailing at 20 cents.
Other publishers are planning price reductions
in order to stimulate music sales.
We ran into Al Bryan this 'week and he did
not seem to be enthusiastic about the theme
song situation on the Coast. He is glad to be
back and intends to free lance. Before leaving
us lie said, "There are plenty of contracts that
icill never be renewed on expiration."
P IN C U S

Brewer Manages Connollee
Eastland. Tex. — J. E. Brewer of Oklahoma City has taken over the management of the Connollee here.

Rialto Reduces Prices
Crowell, Tex. — The Rialto has reduced
Friday and Saturdav night admission
prices from 2> and 50 cents to 15 and
35 cents.

Urling Building Another
Steubenville, O. — \V. B. Urling. operating the Rex here, is building a new^
house which is to have a seating capacity
of 800. Completion is scheduled for
middle of August.

* * *

Believe it or not, there is one fellow who
does not crave "a big hand." He's got a big
enough pair, as he demonstrated by picking up
t'welve regular-sized biliard halls icith one hand.
"Rubber-face" Sulliz'an and the man zvho can
coa.t music from tree leaves are the others
ZL'hom Robert L. Ripley, the cartoonist, introscries.
duces in the fourth of his "Believe It Or Not"

* * *

Leo Donnelly is singing a new song. "Tonsorial Blues." Leo shaved bright and early one
morning and headed for the Eastern \'itaphone
studio where he was to make "Stepping Out."
Upon arriving there after a hectic rhulti-stop
flight on the subway, he was told to step out
and shave again. When he learned that several scenes were to be shot on Riverside Drive.
Donnelly wanted to know if he'd need a haircut
bv the time the unit got there.
THE STUDIO SLEUTH.
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Kelley to Operate a Chain

Bostick Quits Pantages

St. Louis — Community Theatres, Inc., was
formed to operate a local circuit. George
W. Kelley, Gertrude A. Kelley and N. H.
Hartenbach are incorporators.

Minneapolis — E. C. Bostick, for four
years manager of the Pantages here, and
before that at the head of the New York
Pantages office, has resigned to manage
RKO's new Seattle house. Nick Piersong
has returned to Minneapolis to replace him.

New Link in Midland Chain
Hutchinson, Kans. — Boiler Bros., of Kansas City, are drawing plans for Midland
Circuit's new house here, to be built at
East 1st Ave.
It will seat 1,550.

Fox Switches Capitol to N. E.
Fox's Capitol at Portchester, N. Y., will
be operated by the New England division,
having been taken from the New York office.

Shannon Starts with Para.
Hollywood — Robert Terry Shannon, former newspaper editor and fiction writer,
begins work under his new Paramount contract immediately, writing a Clara Bow
original as his first.

Myers
on Para. Writers* Staff
Hollywood — Henry Myers augments the
writers' staff at the Lasky studio, having
been recruited by Paramount from the
Broadway stage.

Holmes Reversing Roles
Hollywood — Taylor Holmes has been engaged by RKO to direct Arthur Lake in
"His Majesty, Bunker Bean," a talker.
Holmes played the title role in this on the
stage 15 years ago.

Hildehrand

Promoted

Washington — W. F. Marshall, formerly
office manager and head booker of the Pathe
Exchange, has been succeeded by Russell
Hilde brand, assistant booker, who has been
with the exchange for ten years in various
jobs.

An Uproar on Opera
The big productions of the future
probably will be grand opera. Take
this tip from "Judge," which warns
that "the grand opera talkie will be
hard on the customer, but it will destroy forever the romantic sanctity
that has frightened the public away
"Theopera."
opera libretto is much sillier
from
than the ordinary movie story" (which
shows
much "Judge" knows about
motion how
pictures).
"The Metropolitan tenors rank with
the most wretched actors in the
world," (and again we take exception
to the publication). However, this
sheet charges the movie customer
with being "dumb," but "he will prefer a Chaliapin and a Jeritza to a
Martinelli or Galli-Curci."

End'*

s has been
in **River'
Torrenc—e David
Hollywood
Torrence
cast in Warners'
"River's lead.
End." Dorothy
Mackaill
has the feminine
Haines Title Changed
Hollywood — "Way Out West" has been
set as release title of William Haines' latest
picture directed by Fred Niblo. Working
title was "Easy Going," from original story
by Byron Morgan and Al Block.

Seek Henigson Device

LeRoy to Direct "Gorilla"

forMerwyn
First National.
Le Roy will direct "The Gorilla"

Gardner Votes Sunday Shows
Gardner, la. — Sunday shows were victorious in a referendum here. A 400-seat theatre now is under construction.

Grossman Seeking Another
Nevada, la. — W. P. Grossman, who sold
the Palace here to L. F. Martin, does not
intend othertohouse.
retire but, instead, is seeking an-

New Onawa, la., House
Onawa, la. — Frandsen & Weeks, operators of the Opera House here, are building
a 600-seat house.

New Pathe Director
Hollywood — Ray McCarey, brother of
Director Leo McCarey, has been named a
director for Pathe. He previously was assistant director.

Bacon Gets Assignment

Hollywood — H. F. Lalley, former manager of production at the Pathe eastern
studio, which was destroyed by fire, has
been named production manager of two reel
comedies at the Coast studios, working under supervision of John C. Flinn.

Richmond, Va. — The National and Lyric,
of the Wilmer & Vincent Chain, have closed
for the summer.

Closed for Summer

Pathe Filming Erskine Novel

Lynchburg, Va. — The Gaycty, recently
take nover from the Casey Chain by Paramount-Publix, has been closed for the summer.

Hollywood — John Erskine's story, "Adam
and Eve," will be filmed by Pathe. Sada
Cowan has written the screen adaptation.
Constance Bennett has been assigned to play
the role of Eve.

Lalley Gets Coast Berth

Pacent's Turkey Agent
Elie Gelaki, company representative in
France and Belgium, has been appointed
representative
of Pacent Reproducer Corp.
in Turkey.

Coast Regionals Combine

Liberty Starring Robson
Assigned to "Silver Horde"

Hollywood — May Robson has been signed
for a starring appearance in Liberty Prod,
by M. H. Hoffman and Halperin Bros.,
heads of that company.

-George Archainliaud has liccn
Hollywoodassigned
the direction of RKO's
"Silver

G-r-r-r!

Horde." Griffiths Add Two
Chandler, Okla. — Griffith Amusement Co.
has taken over the Odeon and H. & H. theatres here.

Phil Baker's crack in "Artists and
Models": "Warner Brothers and the
National Biscuit Co. have formed a
merger to produce talking animal
crackers."

ture, "Adois."

Hollywood — Several studios are declared
dickering with Henry Henigson for use of
his enclosing device for cameras, developed
at Universal under supervision of Carl
Laemmle, Jr.

Hollywood — Warners have purchased
"Ex-Mistress" and will produce it as "Just
An Hour of Love." Lloyd Bacon will direct, with Charles Kenyon writing the adaptation.

Two Houses Close

Again with Barthelmess
Hollywood — Marion Nixon will be Richard Barthelmess' leading woman for the
third time in his next First National pic-

Publix Opens Another
Abilene, Tex. — The Paramount here has
opened.

San Francisco — "The Pacific Coast Exhibitor-Bul etin" isthe name of the combine "The Pacific Coast Exhibitor" and
"Motion Picture Bulletin." Thomas D. Van
Osten is publisher and editor.

Shame!
Shop
Assistant:
"TheseI can
are assure
excellent stockings,
Madame.
vou that manv actresses wear nothing
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Geography Puzzle
Hollywood — Conchita MontencKro,
Spanish dancer and shiRc actress, has
been imported by M-tJ-.M for spots in
Spanish versions which (hat company
will produce in the cominjj year.

Delmar Directing Comedies
1 loUywood — Harry Delmar has been
signed by John Flinn, Pathe production
chief, to direct a new series of comedies.
His first will be "All for Mabel."

Liberty Buys Vehicle
Hollywood — Liberty Prod, has purchased
the stage play "Davy Jones Locker," written by Richard Barry and will produce
via its new wide screen system. Barry will
do the adaptation and dialogue.

Hatton in "Silver Horde"
Hollywood — Raymond Platton has been
added to the cast of "The Silver Horde"
Re.x Beach's Alaskan story which RKO
w-ill make in talker torm. Others in the
cast include, Evelyn Brent, Joel jNIcCrea,
and
George Archainbaud
will Louis
direct. W'oiheim.
-

Spence on RKO

Lot

Hollywood — I Living finished writing additional dialogue for the talker version of
his stage play "The Gorilla." Ralph Spence
has moved over to RKO to contribute additional dialogue for "Half Shot At Sunrise,"
a
Wheeler-Woolsey
co-starring comedy.

Finske Gets Division
Denver — Louis J. Linske, former district
manager, has been named division chief for
Paramount Publix with headquarters here.
C. Clare Woods, Colorado district manager,
will serve under Finske.

Judilh

V ossein Cast

Hollywood — Judith Vosselli, who appeared in "The Rogue Song," has been given a
part in (irace Moore's first picture, a story
suggested by the career of Jenny Lind. Sidney Franklin is directing at Al-G-M, with
a supporting cast that includes Gilbert
Fmerv and General Theodore Lodi.

Tom Moore in "Rainbow"

Hollywood — Tom Moore will head the
cast of "Rainbow," from the story by
F. McGrew Willis. Lola Lane will play
the feminine lead. Russell Hardie, Roscoe
Karns, Wheeler Oakman, and William Davidson have been signed for prominent
roles. Walter Lang will direct for James
Cruze Prod.

Plan Dollar Opera
Chicago — Plans for a dollar opera for the
masses now are being worked out by a subcommittee of the recreation committee of
the city council.

Schines Plan Another
Bellelonlaine, O. — John H. May, Gloversville, N. Y., has purchased several lots here
on which it is said a $175,000 theatre will
be erected. The purchase was made by
May as an individual, although he is a representative ofSchine, Inc.

Plans Springfield House
Springfield, O. — Phil Chakeres, operating
the Regent-State, has negotiated purchase of
downtown site on which a new house will
be built, according to announcement.

Named Photophone Distributor
Montreal — Electrics, Ltd., has been appointed distributor in eastern Canada for
RC.\ Photophone.

Cohen Adds Another
Burlington. L'l. — Re-christened the Iowa,
the Jewel theatre has been opened under
new management. Jake Cohen, head of the
Strand Theatre of Ottumwa, has bought the
house. The theatre was remodelled and
equipped for sound. K. C. Thompson, formerly of Chariton, has been made manager.

Armstrong Turns Gangster
Hollywood — Robert Armstrong steps into
a gangster role again to play the lead in
"Taking The Rap," a Pathe talker which
goes into production immediately.

\ Hollywood actress is suing for
$1,000,000 damages to her reputation
and even if she didn't have much of
a one before she filed (he suit she
ought to succeed in getting one now.
— Coxsackie CN. Y.) I iiiori-.Xrnn.

Arranging Spanish Version
Tampa, Fla. — Philip D']'>(.(j, former in;i>ter of properties for Inspiration- United Artists studios, is in Tampa arranging for the
leasing of Rocky Point, the location where
"Hell Harbor" was made. D'Esco says that
he is now negotiating for the Spanish
rights of the picture and if he is successful
he will come here and make the picture,
drawing
great Latin population
for
most onof Tampa's
the players.

Conducts Training School
Tampa, Fla. — Harry Weiss, general manager of the five Tampa Publix houses, has
established a training school for the service staff of the company theatres. .AH details of theatre operation will be taught by
J. C. Shivers, who will be in charge of the
school under the supervision of Weiss.

Supporting Marjorie
Hollywood — Thelma Todd. Franklin
Pangborn and Mike Donlin have been added to the cast of Pathe's "Her Man" which
directing.
stars Marjorie Rambeau. Tay Garnett is

Virtue Bows Out
Hollywood — Universal has selected title
of "The Lady Surrenders" for the film verdirect.sion of "Sincerity" which John Stahl will

Business Men Seek Theatre

Five Close in Kansas

Whiting, la. — Local business men have
interested themselves in efforts to secure a
sound theatre for this town.

Kansas City — Kansas theatres recently
closed include the Opera House. McLouth : Isis. Omaga : Royal, Ottawa ;
Isis, Soloman. and Idle Hour. Wilsev.

Sign Starr and McCoy
Plollywood — In preparation for production of a group of Christie Comedies
which will be produced for Educational
release, the Christies have added Jimmie
Starr and Harry McCov to their scenario
staff.

Getting a Rep

From the Rear
Hollywood — Stuart Erwin, Paramount contract player, has been assigned to an important role in Chevalier's latest starring talker for Paramount. "The Little Cafe."
But since the picture got under way,
Erwin has been parading around the
studio with a trick hair-cut. It's a
distinctive cut from ear to ear, with
an apparent high water mark above
his sunburn.
The gang tried to figure it out for
.some time, and finally someone asked
Erwin why the haircut.
"You see, it's this way," he replied.
"In most of my scenes in the picture
I have my back to the camera, and
naturally I have to register personal-

ity some wavl"

Warners Change Title
Hollywood — "Women in Love" is the
new title of "Penny .Arcade," W.arner
picture adapted from the stage play. It
will be directed by John .-Vdolfi, with
Grant Withers. Evelyn Knapp and Lucille La \"erne in the cast.

Theme Song for "All Quief
Hollywood — .A tlicme sonsr for ".All
Quiet On the Western Front" will
shortly make its appearance via sheet
music and records. A song of that title
has been written bv Lou Hanflman and
Bernie Grossman, both on the musical
staff at Universal. Handman. Kent and
Goodman
will publish.
It is intended to use the song number
as an exploitation plug for the picture,
as the song is not used in the picture
itself.
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HERE'S a dark shadow hanging over the
sunny town of Hollywood, threatening the
happiness and existence of every one in pictures,
casting terror into the hearts of even the elect.
It's the fear of being blacklisted.
To be blacklisted may be as pernicious, as far
as a career is concerned, as to be "spotted" by
gangsters.
Many an actor, director, and writer has taken
his slide to oblivion via the blacklist route. He's
found it to be a one-way street, with "Out of
the Picture" marked in capital letters at the end
of the trip. Some few have made comebacks up
this tortuous path ; more have not.
The fear of being banned by Hollywood is the

more insidious, because one seldom can prove
that he is or isn't on somebody's list of condemned. And only the rashest of souls dare
to break with protests, the deadly silence which
surrounds their banishment.
There's many a homeless player wandering
from studio to studio unable to find a berth,
watching his depleting bank roll and feeling as
though he must be accursed with a plague.
Hollywood's black list is no neat scroll sent
out from headquarters upon which the names
of the doomed are written. It's an unwritten
list, seldom official. — Picture Play
"Lovin' the Ladies" — all of them — is
characteristic in real life of Richard
Dix, handsomest bachelor in filmdom.
. . . Archie Mayo * * * in face and
figure is said to be strongly reminiscent of photographs of Honore de Balzac. Like the famous prototype. Mayo
possesses that contradictory combination of qualities — a keen sense of humor and a genuine feeling of tragedy.
— Houston (Tex.) Chronicle.

Popularity of the Hays' Code of Ethics for
the movies is unbounded in Hollywood. It is
so popular that none of the directors or producers will permit anybody to shoot anything
that is in the meaning of the code. Every week
is "Kindness to the Code Week" in Hollywood.
The Code shall not be harmed. It shall not be
touched. It shall not even be read or talked
about. And a good code is a dead code. —
A''. Y. Press.
She was behind a Hollyivood lunch
counter serving pork and beans to a
neivspapcr man. She was pretty, young
and even beautiful, and had a certain
class. The man asked a very original
question — every one did. "Why don't
you try for the movies?"
"Naw," she flashed, "I'd —rather
cat." Sun
Baltimore

Overheard at a showing of "General Crack" :
"John Barrymore hasn't a face like you and
profiles pasted together."
only two
His is
—me.Motion
Picture
Magazine.

In His Brother*s Footsteps
Robert Coogan, brother of the famous Jackie Coogan, makes probably his
first screen appearance in the current
Columbia Screen Snapshots, being
shown on a golf links with Douglas
Fairbanks, Jr., taking lessons in the
game. Although the club is bigger
than Bobby himself, he smacks the ball
without any difficulty and delivers an
aside in a voice that registers well.
He also resembles Jackie and no doubt
will some day emulate his career in
the films.
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Beautiful — But Dumb!
She's a flapper. A foreigner. Very
blonde. Very cute. Not too wise. And,
writes a sob sister, she doesn't know
our language well. Although she's a
movie fan, she isn't yet familiar with
our stars. Asked which actor she
likes best, she responded that to her
"Warner. Bros, is the most wonderful
of all." Warner Bros.? "Oh, yes," she
explained, "he is in great demand. His
name appears before ever so many
theatres.
"Warner Bros, beats Lon Chaney for
disguises," she insists. For, despite
her admiration, she can seldom recognize him.
Good old Warner Bros.

L]NLESS
reports from Hollyv^wood are in' correct, "Back Pay" is Corii
swan song. The case of Miss 3rinne
Griffith Griffith's
and the
talking pictures is a sad one. One of the most
glamorous and beautiful stars of the silent
pictures, Miss Griffith has lost practically all of
her appeal in the transference from silence to
sound.
All of her audible ventures have been failures in comparison with her work in the silent
films. A good deal of the blame falls upon the
star because her voice is rather colorless, with
little or no shadings, and her work has been
ineffectual and lacking in subtlety.
But a good deal more of the blame must be
charged against the selection of the star's
stories and direction.* — *-A^. * Y. Telegram.
May we take back any nasty things
we may have said about Marion Davies'
talking ability? We discovered in "The
Florodora Girl" that it hasn't been
Miss Davies tault if her first talkies
were somewhat of flops. What she has
needed is a proper vehicle. — Hunt in
Portland (Ore.) *Journal.
* *
Aileen Pringle will shortly start a newspaper coliimii of cinma chatter. Miss Pringle rates ab" quite
a literary person. We understand that, like Fred
Allen,
shelf. she has about four feet of the five-foot book
Miss Pringle seems rather proud of this fact,
judging from the brand of talking she revealed in
the few talkies in which we have heard her. She puts'
on a lot of dogma, a lot of oh-my-dear, if you know
what we mean. She gives the inipres.sion of being
terribly swell. — Baltimore Sun.

* *

*

This magic light of television will receive its
greatest welcome from the high-pressure boys
who are ever on the alert for some new idea
upon which to base a stock-selling campaign.
There "will be millions in it for them and nothing in it for the public. Certain types of stock
frauds are epidemic and television is certain to
be one of these. — A^. Y. .Mirror.
The rumor of that Douglas FairbanksMary Pickford tifl" is persistent. — N. Y. Journal.

JOHN DRINKWATER, it seems has been
«>' hired by Carl Laemmle to write Mr. Lammle's biography. And, it first glance, it must
be admitted there is a certain incongruity about
this. Mr. Drinkwater, as a dramatist of some
eminence, has chiseled his name on a pretty
high tower. Mr. Laemmle, as a moving-picture
producer of perhaps greater eminence, has chiseled his name on a hot-dog stand. Thus you
can see why Mr. Laemmle might be hired to
write Mr. Drinkwater's biography, but you have
a hard time seeing why Mr. Drinkwater should
A^.
Y. World.
be hired
to write Mr. Laemmle's biography. —

Speaking of Gus Edwards recalls
the gag that was current when Edwards was touring the country for
child talent. It was said that when a
mother saw him coming she would
warn others by shouting: "Pull in
—N.
Y. News.
your kids;
here comes Gus Edwards."
Lon Chaney
Talks!! — .ibout Himself!!
"I care nothing whatever about fame. The less I
have of it, the better for me^ personally. I work for
money and I work because I am interested in the
things I do. . . .
"I never read. For what I need I go to life, direct.
I have never been in the home of a motion picture
actor or actress. I have never had an actor or an
actress in my home. Not because I am not fond of
the people I work with, but because I want to forget
my work and everything connected with it when I am
through for the day." — Motion Picture Magazine.

When Will Rogers sprang that chewgum adguilty.
in "Happy
he looked
and ing
acted
No! Days"
the movies
are
NOT

paid for such ads. — Scott's.

The Trenton, N. J., drive is directed particularly at the Sunday movies. That shocks us a
little. We had thought that under the benevolent and moral rule of Will H. Hays the pictures would be at least as edifying as church.^
.V. Y. Herald-Tribune.

* * *

You probably know that Ginger Rogers and Jack
Pepper are telling it to a judge but her new heartthumper is Jack Oakie. . . . Willie Howard calls
it "VVall St. WTiiskey" — one drink, and you get a seat
on the curb! . . . The Dolores Del Rij>-John Farrow combination is' hotter than fire. . . . There is
great distress in the King Vidor-Eleanor Boardman
dwelling because the second born is a girl, too. . . .
J. Von Sternberg, the nioom pitcher director whose
real tag is Joe Stern, and Marlene Dietrich, the German Garbo. are pashing it. . . . Adolph Menjou,
who roastfd all the cinema impresarios when he went
to Yurrop that time, has apologized in person. . . .
The Al Christies have foundered. — IVincliell in iV. Y.
Mirror.

Very Possible
"Is it true," queries a reader of this
column, "that the yesmen in Hollywood have become nod-men since the
Harrison Carroll in
coming of the —talkies?"
Los Angeles Herald.
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TALKIX'i jiictiir
own, arc more pregnant with ixUcntialities
than anythinjj I have seen in any iield uf art. in
my lifetime, taking into consideration the size of
ped so rapidly
po'ssihle aiuliences. Talkies develo
that the pr<.)ducers were f(jrced to turn to some
good manuscripts for lack of anything else and
had a chance to key their producbefore they
tions down to their i'lea of what the public
wanted. They were als(j forced into hiring s(jme
good actors, and the results were line.
The talkies are going to force the screen toward more intelligent effort, since it is harder
to blulT the micr()])honc than the old silent screen.
A lot of gush which went all right in pantomime,

,

^PS tiffed
LAYMEN who liavi; never been in the land
of the muttering snapshots regard Hollywood's residents as consisting of but two general classes, this belief having been well nurtured by sob sisters and viewers-with-alarin.
One class consists of stars and directors who
live in purple mansions, eat caviar for breakfast, change wives and shirts simultaneously,
and are carried to the studios on the backs of
Nubian slaves to collect their $30,000 a week.
The other class — according to popular legend
— consists of hollow-cheeked, starving extras,
who exist on two meals a day, mourn for their
happy homes in Kansas, and lurk about the
studio gates begging crusts of bread and drugstore gin.
The popular idea of both classes is remotely
near the truth.^Gra/ia;» i>i Picture Play.

«

*

*

Luncheons to the press, it is admitted, never result in kinder reviews of
new films. In fact, a prominent studio
executive is seriously considering; the
possibility that his firm may be driven
to make better pictures. — Picturegoer,
London.

* *

»

Three years ago Mary Brian had about as
much sex appeal as an oyster. She w^as but a
chubby child who was trying hard to become a
motion picture actress. But, since then, something has happened. She has developed into a
charming young woman. — Talking
delightfully
Screen.

* *

*

The latest sport of filmdom, inaugurated at a recent
Ilollvwood outdoor party, is the Highball Handicap.
The swimmers race across the pool to one end, where
a row of highballs awaits them. They toss these oft
and race back across the pool to where another relay
of highballs is arranged on the edge of the tiles. The
one who survives without drowning in the race gets
Magaci»c.
the prize — a highball. — :^ Motion
* Picture
if

I hear from her intimates that Constance
Bennett is all in a flurry because Claire Windsor is being shown around New York by none
than Phil Plant, who used to be Connie's
other
husband. What burns Connie up the most is
the diamond bracelet which Claire is sportmg.
— Muir in N. Y. Nezvs.
if

*

*

The Git^ Edii'ards TImatrical Enterbeen organized in Hollyhas just
the stock is ca/ned by Gus
All
ivood. prises
and Mrs. Edzcards, 'with Gus on margm.
— N. Y. Press.

* *

*

and to the accomiianiinent of soft music, is going to sound just like that when the words are

Hollywood is being forced to a new fidelity
spoken.
art. — Don Herold in Plain Talk
to

wood's Credo
Holly
By II. I. WoodmaHiee
The criTil of IIiill.vuoocI is tlie erred
till' .>'eH-iiiaii.
.\Kree
with
the 1>«n».
I'i>lh>\v the crowd.

* *

of

I'hitler, and, iit «ny cost, avoid giving
off**n>e.
It's
pretty
g
I Mifety
inmiriiiiee
in n
spot vvliere eritiiisin and iii>n-eonfi>rMiit.v
are often dnistieally puni-.lied. Thafs
why I lie eroali of ■•ye» . . . yejt . . . yex"
wells ii|> from Holly wmxl like a elioruw of
bull-frok's
in the old mill pond.
.And yet
theretake
is ciiuraKe
in Ves-^lan's
I>aiid.
A few
their Jobs
and even
their eareers in (heir hands and dare to
say and do what seems best to fhen>.
Here and there an aetor. diri>«t<>r or other
studio ilgure. famous or ohseiire. shatters
the .Alovietown ealni with a loud anil en>phati<' ".No!" I*art i<'ularl> is this tru«' in
the new
talkie
era.

*

BULL-etinl
(Interview)
"Give me a rote tn a special production— a production which has a strong
and fundamental story behind it— and
you can bury my name amid the others
credit sheet," Bebe Daniels.—
tlieAmerican.
on Y.
N.
When Jack Gilbert was making Olympia he rebelled
Owen the length of a terat carrying
race becauseCatherine
she weighedUalc117 pounds.
He demurred loudly until they found him a double
weighing 98 pounds'. So if you ever have dreams of
being rescued from a heavy sea, or other peril by this
dashing star, begin your baiting now — his limit is 98
'ITiat lets a lot ot us out.— Mollie Merrick
Eve.
World.

piece of cheese was w'ished on
tine\\S!
This L.-\.
BLL'K
us by fanatics who hung witches, tortured, beat
those who did not follow their
and abused
stringent rules.
Down through the years these laws have
remained because we failed to elect representatives with "guts" enough to repeal them.
Fanatics combine and work. Our lawmakers
fear to offend them, so we, the liberal minded,
are the goats who passively take what they
shove down our throats.
There is only one way to beat it. We must
T.ALK, and when we talk loud enough men will
hear and repeal those un-American laws. Never
vote for a "refawmer." Elect liberal men and

get rid of these Blues.
* —* Scott's.
*
The modern talkie protagonists
neither have nor need talent. In our
day, we had to be able to act. Nowadays, if a girl has a good pair of legs,
she can he starred overnight. — Joe
Weber in .Motion Picture .Magazine.

* *

*

Renee Adorec is fighting a game battle for
her life. For the past several months she has
been in a sanitarium, a victim of tuberculosis,
but physicians note an improvement. — Talking
Screen.
* * *
IK'eics.
Lew

Cody looks as if he has forsworn the flesh pots for good. — .V. Y.

* * *

in N. Y.

As a composer of popular songs, Irving Berlin is a recognized success, but as an author
of film stories his status is dubious, to put it
too flattering evimildly. Tangible andin none
this field may be seen
dence of his efforts
*
if
*Enquirer.
in "Mammy." — Cincinnati

The Radio Corporation of America
will omit its regular quarterly report to
stockholders by special permission of the
Stock Exchange. It will give autographed photos of Amos 'n' Andy inthe shareThe Radio Corporation says
holders ifill have to zvait until the end
of the first stx months, at which time it
tha complete report with telenujy give
vision pictures. — N. \. Sun.
stead.

Gene Buck's favorite piece of music is Hello.
•Frisco." He wrote it himself. . . . Pola Negri, before she took to the movies, ans-\vered to the name ot
Erich von Strobeim. beAppolloni Achlupez. . . . ,
was a flypaper salesfore he discovered Hollywood
man, a deputy sheriff, a lifeguard, a riding master,
caie and a dishw-asher. .is. a.
a singer in a German
And on the Gay lion farm in Hollywood there
it in pictures) which wears bridgelion (you've seen
or
work so that it will look fierce when it yawns
teeth have
so old that all its
growN. The lionit is
as
is really as tame
fallen out, and
Skolsky in .V. Y. Xcws.
kitten. —

A Hollywood expert explains that many talking pictures are written round a theme-song.
It seems a pretty poor excuse. — Punch, London.

Nice Divorcee
Hollvwood— Perfectly friendly is the
way Hollywood describes the divorce
of Ernst Lubitsch. So much so that
the missus is declared to be arranging hotel and eats for her erstwhile
director husband.

Phil Baker^a splendid comedian and an extremely
likeable guv. Most comics are dizzy in one way or
another.
Baker is not like the rest. IS'ot quite like
them,
anyhow.
Phil's greatest fault is that he loves to gamble. In
this respect, he has reformed quite a bit of late. But
every once in so often the fever crops out again. —
Hellingcr in .V. Y. Mirror.

* *

*

A foreign supervisor submitted a
French script. The producer told him to
get a college professor to look it over.
He did. The "Prof." o. k.'d it, collected
the money, split with tlte supervisor, and
returned to his history class. He didn't
Play.
know French from Siamese. — Picture

Check and Double Check
.4mos 'n' Andy haven't a monopoly
on twisted words. It was only the
other dav when Jesse Lasky, himself,
"interpolated"
of the stories
we started
spoke
But what
his pictures.
bv
a cutie in
there's
that
is
say
to
out
"curdled"
she
that
says
who
loves to
Hollvwood
she
that
lap;
her
a kitten on
boys go ofintothea "hovel"
see the
picture
the heroine
thatfootball
and
the
across
"prostitute"
herself
threw
bed.
— Screen Book.
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"Chi's" Average
Prograiiiiiiers
Lower Grosses
Chicago, June 21. — Another uneventful
week in the Loop, with a preponderance of
average programmers and few flesh name
draws the explanation.
The Palace maintained a good pace for
its third week of vaude-film policy, taking
$24,600 (102%), with "Women Everywhere" (Fox) the feature and Lou Holtz
on the stage. The State-Lake, RKO's other
Loop vaude-film spot, otYset its friendly
competition by climbing to $23,900 (90%),
its highest figure since the policy change
at the Palace. "Rough Romance" (Fox)
was the feature and Al Trahan heading the
vaude line-up. Credit is given the picture
of the Schmeling-Sharkey fight for swelling
the house's gross.
"All Quiet on the Western Front"
(Univ.) finished a four weeks' run at McVickers with $13,500 (130%) for its last
four days. The war picture was replaced
in mid-week by Fox's "Arizona Kid," which
was only fair in its opening days. "Paraon Parade"
(Par.) on
finished
two
weeks atmountthe
United Artists
the down
grade, getting only $11,200 (85%) in its
last four days. "The Big Pond" (Par.)
replaced it in mid-week. "King of Jazz"
(Univ.) showed no strength in its first week
at the Roosevelt, taking only $22,500
(105%). "With Byrd at the South Pole"
(Par.) will replace it after the twelfth day.
The Oriental, with "Safety in Numbers"
(Par.) was a worry at $31,500, with no
name draw on the stage. The Chicago, with
"Shadow of the Law" (Par.) was also off
at $39,000 (70%).
Weather: Rain and cool, then warm and fair.
Opposition: "Matnba" (2nd time in Loop), Castle,
"Shadow of the Law," stafie show, Chicago: "Unguarded Girls" (1st week of "men only"), Garrick .
"The Arizona Kid," McVicksrs; "High Society Blues"
(2nd time in Loop), Monroe; "Safety in Numbers,"
stage show. Oriental; "The Man from Blankley's,"
Orpheum; "Women Everywhere." vaude, Palace:
"King of Jazz," Roosevelt; "Rough Romance," vaude,
State-Lake: "The Big Pond." United Artists; "Midnight Mystry," "MAMBA"
Woods.
(Tiffany)
(Second time in Loop)
CASTLE— (300), 60c, 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Universal
newsreel.
Gross: $4,100.
Rating: 138%.
"SHADOW
OF THE LAW"
(Paramount)
CHICAGO— (3,940), 3Sc-85c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Stage show, orchestra, comedy, newsreel, novelty short. Gross: $39,000.
Rating: 70%.
New program with Will Rogers on the stage and "Lady of
Scandal"
(Paramount)
opened
at
better
than
$9,000
a day with holdouts (for every performance.
"UNGUARDED
GIRLS"
(Indie)
GARRICK— (1.259), 50c-75c, 1st week.
In here on
"men only" policy after two weeks of "women only"
at the legit Majestic.
Stage models
and
lecture.
Doubled its take at the Majestic, proving there are
more males than females in this town who are interested in girls with s. a. and no canoe paddle. Gross:
$8,200. Rating: 13,S%.
"ARIZONA KID" (Fox)
McVICKERS— (2,284), 35c-85c, 1st four days. Other
attractions: Comedy, newsreel, musical short. Replaced "All Quiet on the Western Front" (Univ.)
in mid-week. Gross (1st four days): $12,300. Rating:
1(X)%.
Last
four Rating:
days of four
Gross: $13,300.
],W%.weeks' run, "All Quiet."
"HIGH

SOCIETY
BLUES"
(Fox)
(Second time in Loop)
MONROE— (962), 35c-50c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: Thirty minutes
of newsreel.
Gross:
$3,600.
Rating: 80%.
"SAFETY IN NUMBERS" (Paramount)
ORIENTAI^(3.900),
35c-85c. 7 days. Other attractions: .Stage show, organ, comedv. newsreel. novcltv
short.
Gross: $31,500.
Rating: 72'/'i. "The Floradora
Girl" (M-G-M)
succeeded this one and. despite fullpage ads in the Hearst papers plus plenty of advance
exploitation, opened to verv moderate business.
"MAN
FROM
BLANKLEY'S
(W. B.)
ORPHEUM— (762). 50c-7Sc. 7 days.
Other attractions: Three Vitaphone
acts and newsreel.
House
begins tryout of second-run policy.
Will use evervbofly's product duririg trial period.
Formerly
nothing but Warner
pictures
booked
in this W.
B.

P ic t u r e
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Tough on John
Hollywood — With both Wallace Beery
and Polly Moran spotted for prominent
parts
"Way of will
a Sailor,"
it looks as
if
Johnin Gilbert
have competition
from the pair of comedy players. A
tough spot for Gilbert, who is attempting a comeback in talkers after an
inauspicious start.

AMPAS to Choose Judge
For Texas Beauty Contest

The AMPAS are struggling with a
weighty problem these summer days- —
that of selecting one of the seven judges
whose pleasant duty it will be to give a
bundle of once-overs to the entrants in
the Galveston Pageant of Pulchritude
and vote for their favorites. Edward L.
Klein, president of the publicity men, has
appointed a committee, headed by Martin
Starr, assistant managing director of the
pageant, to select the lucky judge.
This committee consists of Leon Bamberger, Paramount Publix representative; Joe Fine, of Fox Films; Eddie Finney, of United Artists ; Tom Gerrety,
of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer ; Paul Gulick
of Universal; G. O'Neill of Pathe; Bert
Perkins for First National and Warners',
and Charles Lewis, of Motion Picture
News.
This committee will proceed immediately to recommend to the body the name
of one distinguished personality of the
motion picture industry who will sally
forth to Galveston as their representative
in the great campaign. This cinematic
luminary can be either a male or female
star, a director or a producer of renown
and reputation.

Baby Sun Arc with Noise
Removed Claimed in L. A.
Hollywood — A baby sun arc lamp,
claimed to be entirely silent while lighted,
has been developed by Creco, Inc., local
manufacturers of sun arcs. Since the introduction ofsound, studios have been using
incandescent spots and lighting, on account
of their silent operation, and sun arc manufacturers have been casting around for
aance.
silent lamp to overcome this sales resisthouse. '|The Divorcee" (M-G-M), which played to
big
the Loop for two weeks pre.viously, in100%.biz in augurates
the new policy. Gross: $6,200. Ratine:
"WOMEN
EVERYWHERE"
(Fox)
PALACE— (2,509), 35c-85c, 7 days. Other attractions: Five acts R-K-O vaude headed by Lou Holtz.
newsreel, comedy, fight picture. Gross: $24,600.
Rating: 102%.
"KING OF JAZZ"
(Universal)
ROOSEV£LT-(1,591), 35c-85c, 1st week. Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel, novelty short. Failed
to show much strength and will leave after twelve
days; "With Byrd at the South Pole" (Par.), replacmg.
Gross: $22,500.
Rating: 10=:%
"ROUGH
ROMANCE"
(Fox)
STATE-LAKE-(2.776). 35c-75c, 7 days. Other attractions: Five acts R-K-O vaude headed by AI
Trahan, and Sharkey-Schmeling fight picture. Best
week since Palace went vaude-film, with much of
the credit to the fight picture. Gross: $23,900. Rating:
"BIG POND"
(Paramount) .
-B
- ■*-first
UNITED ARTISTS-(1.700). 35c-S.Sc,
90%.
4 days.
Other attractions: Comedy, newsreel. musical
short.
Gross (4 days). $15,800. Rating. ' 110%. For last 4
days of two-week run. "Paramount on Parade" (Par.),
which precede.! "Pond." Gross: $11,200. Rating: 85%.
(Radio)
"MIDNIGHZ MYSTERY"
WOODS-(1.166V 35c-75c, fir.st 4 davs. OtJier attractions: Comedy, newsreel. Sharkey-Schmeling fight
picture. Gross: 4 days, $9,690. Rating: 1.50%.
replaced
Hell of.. Ooss
Pitz Palu"
which
was
in "White
two weeks.
(last 4 (Univ.),'
days): $6,500.
Rating: for
1007o.
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Names Fail to
Make Impression
At Roxy, Capitol
"All Quiet's" continued healthy gross at
the Gaiety, and a few light spurts here and
there along Broadway were the only outstanding activities at box-offices of New
theatres.
York's group of big downtown
The Universal war opus again clicked
nearly 21 grand, a splendid take for the
Gaiety. The last week of "Rogue Song" at
the Astor drew only about eight thousand, a
figure plenty low for the Astor, where
M-G-M sent in "The Big House" on Tuesday night to bolster up business for the
warm period.
Capitol, Paramount, Rivoli and Strand
all faired well, with the Paramount rating
higher on its $71,900 gross made by "Social
The week witnessed the usual number of
flops, "Silent Enemy" catching only $2,000
for the last three days of its five-week run
and Rialto showing $17,800 for eight days
of Molly
its fifthPicon,
week of
"Big Pond."
appearing
at the Capitol,
Lion."
offset
to a considerable degree the appearance of Mme. Schuman-Heink at the Roxy,
which did not benefit greatly by the latter's
plug,
visit soaring
to the
Capitolalthough
failed toMiss
send Picon's
the receipts
skyward at that house either.

"ROGUE SONG" (M-G-M)
ASTOR— (1,120). 50c-75c-$l-$1.50-$2, 7 days, 22nd
and final week. Other attractions: Newsreel, overture. Gross: $7,909, an extremely low figure for this
house, although the length of its run must be taken
into consideration.
"LADY OF SCANDAL" (M-G-M)
CAPITOL— (4,700). 35c-50c-75c-$1.50. 7 days. Other
attractions: Overture, cartoon ("Night"); Capitol
presentation, "Dance Dreams"; Hearst Metrotone
news, Molly Picon in person. Gross: $70778, fair figure for warm weather; two grand better than "In
(jav Madrid." which plaved the previous week.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN FRONT" (U.)
CENTRAI^(922), 50c-75c-$l-$1.5O-$2.5O, 7 days, 9th
week. Other attractions: None. Gross: $20,104; an
unusually fine performance, particularly with warm
weather and the fact that the run has reached its
ninth week.
"SILENT
ENEMY"
(Paramount)
CRITERIO^^— (850). 75c-$l-$1.50-$2.50.
7 days,
5th
week and final week.
Other attractions:
"Harvest
Reverie;
cartoon, "Wise
Fly."
Gross: $2,000 for 3
days and plenty low for the short closing period.
"JOURNEY'S END" (Tiffany)
G.METY— (808). $1-$1.50-$2..S0, 7 days,
12th week.
Other attractions:
Short, "Voice from Hollywood."
Gross: $7.6(!0.
"SOCIAL LION" (Paramount)
PARAMOUNT (3.700). 40c-50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 days.
Other attractions: Vaudeville, "Moonbeams"; overture, "Slavische Rhapsody/' with Paul Ash conductJesseThin";
Crawford
at the
organ; Gross:
comedy.$71,900;
"Fat
Wives ing;for
"Feline
Fighters."
a splendid take.
"BIG POND" (Paramoimt)
RIALTO- (1,904). 40c-\50c-65c-85c-$l, 7 daysi 5th
week. Other attractions: Golf short. "Match Play";
Floyd Gibbons. "Come Take a Trip in My Airship."
Gross:
$17,700 for eight days, whjch is plenty miserable.
"BAD ONE"
(United ArtUts)
RIVOLI— (2,103). 35c-50c-65c-$l, 7 davs.
Other attreu:tions:
Short, "Jazz Preferred";
"His Honorable
the Mayor";
cartoon. "Barnyard."
Gross: $.i4,700. a
"MAMBA"
iump of about 11
grand over(Tiffany)
last week when "One
Romantic
Night"
was on the boards.
ROXY— (6.200). .SOc-7.Sc-$l-$1.50, 7 days.
Other attractions: Newsreel and personal appearance of Mine.
Schuman-Heink.
Gross:
$81,764, a drop
of $16,000
under previous week, although
the current gross is
not not
bad click
considering
a general
Schunian-Hcink
did
as lieavilv
as was s'unip;
expected.
"HOLD EVERYTHING" (Warners)
STRAND— (3.000), 35c-50c-60c-85c-$l. 7 days. Other
attractions: Shorts: "Evolution"; Martinelli in "Celeste Aida" from .\ida; ".Vnd Wife"; "The People
Versus." Gross: $27,257, much better than last week,
but not to<i good.
"NUMBERED MEN" (First National)
WINTER GARDEN— (1,49,5). 35c-.^Oc-6.5c-S5c-$l "
days. 2nd week. Other attractions: Comedy, "Foi;
Sale"; the Potters in "What a Life!"; shorts, "Taxi
Talk," "Devil's Parade,'" Max Schmeling short.
Gross:
least five$21,332,
grand.lowering previous week's take by at

t
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''Journey's End''
Socked Down to
35% in Balliniore
Baltimore' — Hiisincss at a number of big
tlicatres licre took a wallop cliinng the week,
due principally to the hot spell and many
heavy showers. Even at those theatres with
refrigeration, business barely held up.
Up on Howard street near Loew's Stanley, the Auditorium and the Little, a miniature golf course has been constructed and
while this may help business at those houses
rather than hurt due to people wanting to
rest after a game, it pulls some attention
from the theatres.
It is open day and night.
Even though "Florodora Girl," had reams
of advertising in the Baltimore "News" and
Sunday "American" (Hearst papers), this
did not put over that picture strong with
the public although shown in the refrigerated Stanlcv. The gross was $16,300, rating 93%.
Then there was the John Gilbert picture
"Redemption," shown at Loew's Valencia
which grossed about $3,100 giving it a
rating of 89%. It is usual for a Gilbert
picture to be shown at the Centurv which
has a normal 100% rating of $21,000.
The worst business of the week was done
at the Auditorium with "Journey's End."
Gross was estimated at $2,800, rating 35%.
Here again is illustrated the fact that running a picture as a road show attraction in
Baltimore with two reserved seat shows
daily and the top at night $1.50, will not be
accepted by the public.
With the elimination of vaudeville at the
Hippodrome and the lowering of prices,
"Three Sisters," fared rather badly, the
gross being figured at $3,500 with a rating
of 50%. The high spot for the week was
WillNew
Rogers
in "So This Is London," at
the
Theatre.
Weather: Clear and hot all iveck with intermittent
showers all day and all night Tuesday.
Opposition: "Journey's End." Auditorium: "Hell
Harbor," with Loew-Capitol unit {"Japanites." headed
by Ted Claire), Loew's Century; "Three Sisters." Hip^odrome : "They Learned About Women," Keith's:
'This Mad World." Little: "Second Floor Mvstery,"
Metropolitan and Rivoli; "So This Is London.'' New:
"Florodora Girl." Loew's Stanley: "Redemption,"
Loew's
Gay Madrid."
Parkway after
one week Valencia.
at Loeitfs "In
Century.
.Vo stanc attractions,
but
Carlin's Amusement Park qoinn full blast.
"HELL
HARBOR"
(U. A.)
LOEW'S CENTURY— (.5,221). 2.ic-60c. 6 d.iys. Other
attractions: Metrotone news. Loew-Capitol stage unit
("Jaoanites." headed bv Ted Oaire) ; Educational
scenic ("Be.irdod Ladv"); organ, orchestra. Gross:
$17,250.
Rating: 82'"^.
"FLORODORA
GIRL"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S ST.^NLEY— (3.654). 25c-60c, 6 days. Other
attractions:
Metrotone
news.
laurel
and Hardv
in
"Hay Wire," (M-G-M comodvl:
"Killine- the Killer"
(novelty);
oriran.
Gross: $16.,50n
Rating: 93%.
"REDEMPTION" (M-G-M)
LOEWS V.ALEXaA— (1.500), 25c-35c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news. Charley C^ase
in "Fast Work." (M-G-M cornedy);" "Manhattan
Serenade,"
Rating:
89%.(M-G-M colortone revue). Gross: $3,100.
"IN GAY MADRID"
(M-G-M)
T.OEWS P.\RKW.\Y— (I.092V 15c-35c. 6 days.
Other attractions: Metrotone news. Pathe Audio Color
Review; CTiarley Chase in "Fast Work," (M-G-M
comedy).
Gross: $4,300.
Rating: 98%.
"SECOND
FLOOR MYSTERY"
(Warners)
(Slinrrit simultn-.\ni <lv -rith tlir .\f •trot'ol'tan I'ptoxvn')
RT\''OLT— (1.982). 2.>c-.';0c. 6 days starting Saturday.
Other attractions: Pathe news, "Musical Beauty
Shop." (comedy): "Rarnvard Concert." (Mickey
Moii<;e cartoonl; "Holiday In Storyland," and "Evohttion."
Varieties); organ. Gross: $4,000.
Rating: (Vitaphone
50%.
"SECOND FLOOR MYSTERY" (Warners)
(Sh^w<
simullaitro-.ishrfith the Rivnii
Dmuntown)
METROPOLTTAX— (1.500). 15c-50. 6 days beginning
Saturday.
Other attractions: Kinograms, June Horoscope, "French Kisses," comedy:
Holiday in Story-

Motion

Picture

News

Just Under the Line
\Vashing((»n— More than :5,,">()0 fiiid
|)altnl ap|)li(ali(»ns in Ihi- last wt-t'k
l)«f(»r»' llu- rati- was a(l\atu-t-d to $2.'),
almost dtiiibling the luimbiT <»l averagf
weekly rc(|uesls for pattnl rights. .An
uniisuallv large number of motion picture patents. eml)0(l>ing practically all
phase.s, were in llic group.

$7,000 Take Sends
"Hold Everything"
To Oklahoma Top
Oklalioma City — There was spirited competition among first runs for top honors,
with Warners' "Hold Everything" copping
the prize by several points. The gross at
the Criterion touclied $7,000, rating the
musical 125%.
"Rorn Reckless" tied for the percentage
honors, taking in $5,000 at the Liberty,
Lively streams passed practically all local
b.o. windows, a welcome relief from the
tougli slump with which the downtown
stands have been visited in recent days. A
stretch of wet weather sent would-be outdoorhouses.
funsters scurrying to shelter in picture
Weather:
Wet for most nf the week.
Opposition:
"FHrtinn
Widow."
E)npre.^s'
"Born
Reckle.<!s." Liberty: "He Knew Women." RKO vaude,
Orpheum
(4 days'):
"Hold
Everythina."
Criterion:
"True
to the Maw"
Cat'<<nl: "Near
the Rainbow's
End," Fanchon
& Marco
"Idea." Orpheum
(3 days)
"FLIRTING
WIDOW"
(F.N.)
EMPRESS— (1.200),
2.5c-SOc.
7 days.
Other
attractions: l"niver<;nl news. Our Gang comedy.
Gross:
S4,.500.
Rating: 110%.
"BORN
RECKLESS"
(Fox)
LIBERTY— n son). 25c-.50c.
Other attractions: Fox
news, Clara McCul'ough in "All .Steamed Up." Gross:
$5,000.
Ratine:
125%.
"HE
KNEW
WOMEN"
(RKO)
ORPHET'M— (1..500). 25r-50c.
4 dnvs.
Other attractions: Patlie r.cws. RKO
vaudeville.
Gross: $3,200.
RaHng:
100%.
"HOLD
EVERYTHING"
(W. B.)
(^1TERTOV~-(2.000).
2.5c-50c-75c.
7 davs.
Oi*er
attractions:
Paramount
news.
Lew Maior
in "Gvm
Gems."
Ann
Sevmour's
song
"Painting."
Gross:
$7.000.
RaHnr:
P5%.
"TRUE
TO THE
NAVY"
(Para.)
C.'\PITar^"fl.200).
25c-50c.
7 davs.
Other attractions: "Manhattan Serenade" with Ravmonrl
HarVett
and Marv
Doran. Afetro news.
Gross: $6,000.
Rating: 100%.
"NEAR
THE
RAINBOWS
END"
(Tiffany)
ORPHEUM— (1.500^. 3 days. 2.^c-50c. Other attractions: Fanchon 5: Marco's
"Let's
Pretend"
Ideas.
Pathe news.
Gross: $.3,000. Rating: 98%.
land." and "Evolution."
(Vitaphone Varieties): organ.
Gross: $3,000.
Rating: 50%.
"THREE
SISTERS"
(Fox)
HIPPODROME (2.500). 20c-60c, C> days Oth^r
attractions: Pathe news. Synchro Song "This Ts
Heaven"; "His Babv Daze" (Educational comedv);
"Trouble for Two " (Educational comedv) ; Pathe Review. Gross: $^'.500. Rating: .';0% .
"THEY
LEARNED
ABOUT
WOMEN"
(M-G-M)
KEITH'S— r3.016). 25c-50c, 6 days beginning Friday
with a midnight show Sundav. Other attmctions:
Pathe cartoon, Pathe news. Gross: $5.2(X). Rating:
65%.
"SO THIS
IS LONDON"
(Fox)
NEW— (1.500). 2.5c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:
Fox Movietone news. "Mickey the Romeo." (Mickey
McGuire comedv): "Snapshots of Holhwood," "Palooka Flving School," (Radio act). Gross: $9,500.
Rating: 95%.
"THIS MAD WORLD"
(M-G-M)
LITTLE— (267), 3Sc-.S0c, 6 davs.
Other attractions:
"Business
Iii Great Waters,"
"Jungle Driims."
CTiffany color): "Glorious Vamns."
(I'nited Artists Featurettc).
Gross: JfiOO.
Rating: 60%.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
.'\UDITORTU>T— (1.600). .50c-$l..';o, 6 days,
starting
Friday and havinc
two reserved
seat performances
daily.
Gross: $2,800.
Rating: 35%.

"All i)u\v{" Di'iils
The Tills al K. C.
DoMiilowii Houses
Kansas City — "All (Juiet on the Western
Eront" was in line for the blue banner at
the close of its sixth day when it had $15,000 in the till. The Shubert, which has
been closed for some time, was reopened
to house this picture as a road show.
At the Vantages, receipts went up to $17,500, or 175%, on Eox's "So This Is London," The Mainstreet, playing Radio's
"Midnight Mystery" with "Up the Congo"
as an added attraction, took in $15,000, or
100%. The Midland had normal business
with Metro's "In Gay Madrid," grossing
$15,000. Warners' "Aviator" at the Uptown brought $6,000, which was normal.
The Newman stood at 75%, or $7,500, with
Paramount's "Safety in Numbers," and the
Royal was also 75%, or $3,375, playing
"Dumb-bells
in Ermine," (Warners;.
li^rathrr:
Warm.
Opposition: "All Quiet on the Western Front," Shubert; "In Gay Madrid," live acts vaude. MidlanJ:
" Midninht Mystery." five acts xjaudc, .\Iainstrect ; "So
This Is London," Pantages; "Aviator," Uptown:
"Safety mine."in Roxal.Numbers," Se-^cman; "Dumb-bells in Er"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
SHUBERT— (1,600), 50c-$1.50, 6 days.
No other
attractions.
Gross: $15,000 (Road Show), no rating.
Shubert
not open regularly.)
"IN GAY
MADRID"
(M-G-M)
MIDLAND— (4.000),
25c-60c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: M-G-M Charley
(Thase comedy,
("Fifty
Million
Husbands");
Hearst
Metrotone
news,
five
acts vaude,
headlining
Buck
and
Bubbles,
colored
comedians.
Gross: $15,000.
Rating:
100%.
"MIDNIGHT
MYSTERY"
(RKO)
MAINSTREET— 13,067), 35c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Up the Congo,"
(Sono-Art);
Pathe news;
five acts vaude.
Gross: $15.00().
Rating:
100%.
"SO THIS
IS LONDON"
(Fax)
■ P.\XTAGES— (2,166), 25c-50c,
7 days.
Other
attractions: "Station S-T-A-R," Universal news. Gross:
$17,500.
Rating:
175%.
"THE
AVIATOR"
(W. B.)
UPTOWN— (2,200), 25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: M-G-M colortone revue ("Shooting
Gallery");
Mickey
Mouse
in "Oprv
House;
Universal
news.
Gross: $6,000.
Rating:
100%.
"SAFETY IN NUMBERS" (Para.)
NEWMAN— (2,000), 25c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Harry Langdon
in "The
Fighting
Parson";
Frank
Cambria's
".\rtists'
Reverie";
screen
snapshots; Paramount news.
Gross: $7, .500. Rating: 75%.
"DUMB-BELLS
IN ERMINE"
(W. B.)
ROYAI^-(900),
25c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Columbia
short, "Noah
Knew
His Ark";
Paramount
scenic,
"The
Tide
Rises";
Paramount
news;
Jazz
Rating:
talkomedy, 75%. "Musical
Beauty
Shop."
Gross:
$3,375.

German- American and
Arabian Firms Formed
Hollywood — German-.\merican Pictures,
Ltd., and Pan-Arabian Pictures Corp., Ltd,,
have been organized here. The first is
headed by Trem Carr.
Directors, all of Los Angeles, are Trem
Carr, Gustav A. Earth, Charles A, Post,
George H. Bowles and Victor R. Hansen.
Stock subscribers included the directors and
F. Schumann-Heink, O. K. Hunsaker and
Fern Andra.
The Pan-.Arabian Company was capitalized at $200,000,
Directors are Edward E. '
Gillett. Tom
Davis. J. Haick, Dr, Alexander Mulkie and Charles Andrews,

100 Foto-Voices Installed
Ncirfolk, \'a. — Complelion of iiistallalions
at Palace. Saxis ; Strand, Cheriton : and
Standardsville, .Standardsville, Va.. brings
the total number of installations of FotoVoice sound equipments to over 100. Installations are mainlv in this section.
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Good Show Sends
^^Social Lion'' to
Rating of 170%
Des Moines — "Social Lion," while it
scored as good entertainment and won many
laughs can not be held entirely responsible
for the box office report of 170% at the
Paramount for the last half with a gross of
$8,000, since the stage show, with a farew^ell appearance of the band director, Charlie Agnew without a doubt was a great
draw. Weather was O. K. for all of the
houses except the Strand which has not
yet finished its new ventilating system.
"Journey's End," showing at the Des
Moines received much favorable comment
and drew a rating of 150%, grossing $8,500. "Movietone Follies," playing the Orpheum, grossed $5,473, rating 120%.
Weather : Cool.

Opposition: "Journey's End," Des Moines; "Shadow
sf the Law (3 days), stage band, Paramount; "Social
Lion," staae band (4 days), Paramount; "Crazy That
Way," RKO vaude (4 days), Orpheum; "Movietone
Follies," RKO vaude (3 days), Orpheum;^ "Mamba"
(4 days). Strand; "Strictly Unconventional" (3 days).
Strand.
"SHADOW OF THE LAW"
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT— a.700), 3 days, 25c, 35c, 60c. Other
attractions: Para, news, Bob Hamilton, feature org>anist, stape band, vaud. with Jack and Jane McKenna, Bonita Frede and "Gordon's Dogs." Gross:
$4,001.
Rating: 98%.
"SOCIAL
LION"
(Para.)
PARAMOUNT— (1.700). 4 days, 25c, 35c. 60c. Other
attractions: "U." news. Bob Hamilton, org-anist,
t narlie Agnew farewell show in "Pied Pipers,"
Educ. comedy ("Fat Wives for Thin"). Gross: $8.000.
Rating:
170"/^.
"JOURNEY'S
END"
(Tiffany)
DES MOINES— (1,600), 7 days, 25c, 35c, 50. Other
attractions: Para, news. Para, song cartoon ("Good
Old Summer
Time");
Para,
comedy
("Honeymoon
Zeppelin").
Gross: $8,500.
Rating:
150%.
"CRAZY
THAT
WAY"
(Fox)
ORPHEUM— (2,000). 4 days. 25c, 50c.
Other attractions: RKO vaud., Pathe
news,
Pathe comedy
("Hollvwood
Bride").
Gross: $4,672,
Rating: 100%.
"MOVIETONE
FOLLIES"
(Fox)
ORPHEUM-~(2.000), 3 days, 25c, 50c. Other attractions: RKO vaud., Pathe news. Gross: $5.47P.
Rating: 120%.
"MAMBA"
(Tiffany)
STRAND— (1,100), 4 days, 20c, 30c. Other attractions: Para, news, "U." Sporting Youth ("School
Mates");
musical
Gross:
$2400.Para,
Rating:
95%. ("CThords of Memory").
"STRICTLY
UNCONVENTIONAL"
(M-G-M)
STRAND— (1.100), 3 days. 20c, 30c. Other attractions: Pathe news, M-G-M comedy ("Skirt .Shy");
Columbia95%.
cartoon ("Desert Sunk"). Gross: $1,900.
Rating:

Talker Western Monthly
On
Big 4's New Program
At least one talker western a month will
be released during 1930-31 by Big Four
Film Corp., states its president, John R.
Freuler. Two series of six each are planned.
iSlational Players, Ltd., another enterprise
headed by Freuler, will make a minimum of
six of the 12 westerns planned.
One and possibly two series of melodramas also are planned. Freuler is leaving New York in a few days to go to the
Coast.

Motion

Picture

J line

News

2 8.

1930
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Writes Finis to
Theme Songs
Hollywood — Hugo Uiesenfeld sounds
the deathknell of the theme song,
which he claims has outlived its usefulness because it served merely as
an accompaniment to silent pictures.
Now in talkers it is replaced by one
of several song numbers, either the
"hit" number or a selection that has
a definite relationship to the main
story situation, states Riesenfeld.

Cool Weather
Saves Cleveland
From a Slump
Cleveland — A fairly cool week, with occasional showers was of material benefit to
local theatres, with the result that several
of the houses had big weeks, and the others
reported better than summer average. "All
Quiet on the Western Front" did almost
capacity during the first week of its road
show engagement at the Hanna, and
"Caught Short" was a decided hit at the
Stillman. Al Jolson in "Mammy" and Will
Rogers in "So This Is London" also pleased.

Weather:
Comfortably
cool with occasional showers.
Opposition: First Runs: "All Quio^ on the Western
Front," Hanna; "Caught Sliort," Stillman; "One Romantic Night," Allen; "Back Pay," State; "So Thi\Is London." Palace; "Mammw" Hip: "The Aviator,"
E. 105^'• Si.
"ALL QUIET ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
HANNA— (1,500), 7 days. 50c-$1.50. Gross: $14,000.
Rating: 93%.
"CAUGHT
SHORr'
(M-G-M)
STILLMAN— (1,900), 7 days,
40c-75c.
Other
attractions: "Manhattan Serenade"
(M-G-M);
"Killing the Killer" (Talking
Picture Epics, Columbia);
Hearst Metrotome news.
Gross: $22,500. Rating: 85%.
"ONE ROMANTIC
NIGHT"
(U. A.)
ALLEN— (3,300). 7 days.
30c-60c. Other attractions:
"The General" (M-G-M); "In The Good Old Summer
Time"
(Paramount
song);
Hearst
Metrotone
news.
Gross: about $15,500.
Rating:
85%.
"BACK
PAY"
(F.N.)
STATE— (3,400), 7 davs. 30c-60c. Other attractions: "Here We Are" (Standard Film): "Mr. Smith
Wakes
Up" (Standard
(Educational);
ParamountFilm);
news.Campus
Gross:Crushes"
$17,000.
Rating: 85%.
"SO THIS
IS LONDON"
(Fox)
RKO PALACE— (3.600), 7 days. 35c-75c. Other
attractions: "A Bird in the Hand" (Paramount);
Patlit: news, Sharkev-Schmeling fight pictures( State
right).
Gross: $23,500.
Rating: 86%.
"MAMMY"
(Wamere)
RKO HIPPODROME— (4,500). 7 days. 35c-75c.
Other attractions: "Musical Beauty Shop" (Pathe);
.-Xesop's Fables (Pathe); Fox Movietone news, Sharkey-Schmeling fight pictures (State right). Gross:
$16,800.
Rating:
84%.
"AVIATOR"
(Warners)
KEITH'S FAST 10.5TH- ST.— (2,200), 7 days. 25c50c. Other attractions: Sportlight (Pathe); "Mickey
the Warrior" (RKO comedy); Sharkey-Schmeling
fight pictures (State Right); Pathe news. Gross: $12,700.
Rating: 84%.
"INGAGI"
(SkirboU
Bros.)
CINEMA— (800), 7 days. 25c-50c. Other attractions: Mickey Mouse cartoon (Columbia); "Pay Off"
(Vitaphone); "Voices from Hollywood" (Vitaphone) ;
"Rono"
ing: 72%.(Vitaphone); Fox news. Gross: $1,800. Rat-

Sunday Show Ban Feared
In Drive at Montreal

Fleet of Trucks to Show
Warner Industrial Films

Montreal — Exhibitors here are fearing
the Sunday closing drive recently inaugurated may be extended to theatres. The
new civic executive committee recently
made a round-up of storekeepers who
kept open on the Salihath and 33 prosecutions resulted.

Warners will maintain a fleet of trucks
carrying projection equipment, in connection with its new industrial department. A.
Pam Blumcnthal heads the new department. The trucks will make the films available on .street corners, at fairs and other
places where desirgd.

Courage"
Sends
B.
O. Barometer
Down to $6,100
Minneapolis— The Alinnesota, showing
"Safety in Numbers," drew the big gross
of the week, $35,500, which gave the house
a 90% rating. The State ran second in the
money by clicking $19,350 to give the house
an 80% listing.
ThethatCentury,
took
just
to show showing
the film. "Courage,"
It grossed only
$6,100 to a 60% rating. The saddest story
of all was unfolded at the R-K-0 Orpheum
where "Rough Romance" took in only $14,000 to register the house a rating of 60%.
The Lyric,
"Those
WhothatDance,"
grossed
$3,000,playing
which is
90% for
house.
The Aster was the only house in the Loop
that clicked the bell at 100%. They showed
"City Girl" to a gross of $3,000.
Business is unusually bad in this town.
The summer slump and the disordered condition of the times makes people pause before shoving their coin through the box
office window. This town supposedly has
16,000 men out of work and there seems
to be but slight prospects of any improvement before next spring. Therefore, the
boys who keep the lights lit in the Minneapolis Loop are going around with a worried look upon their brows.
Weather:

IV arm.

Opposition: "Rough Romance." "Scooter" Lowry
heading variety bill, Hennepin Orpheum: "Safety in
Numbers, Pubtix stage show, "Rivers of Romance,"
Minnesota; "Golden Calf," State; "Courage," Century; "Those Who Dance," Lyric; "City Girl," As"ROUGH ROMANCE"
(Fox)
ter.
R-K-O
ORPHEUM— (2,300),
35c-50c-75c,
7 days,
3 shows daily.
Other attractions:
Five acts vaude
60%.
headlined by "Scooter" Lowry.
Gross: $14,000. Rating:
"SAFETY
IN NUMBERS"
(Para.)
MINNESOT.A.— (4.025). 3.Sc-40c-75c. 7 days, 4 shows
daily.
"Rivers$35,500.
of Romance,"
lix stageOther
show,attractions:
overture. Gross:
Rating: Pub90%.
"COURAGE"
(W. B.)
CENTURY— (1,640), .Wc-50c-7.5c,
7 days, 6 shows
daily. Other attractions:
"Mickey Mouse" song cartoon. Paramount news. "Campus
Crushes,"
talking
comedy.
Gross:"GOLDEN
$6,100.
Rating: (Fox)
60%.
CALF"
STATE— (2.300). 25c-.k5c-60c. 7 days, 4 shows daily.
Other attractions:
Laurel-Hardy
comedy,
Pathe revue, newsreel. Gross: $19,350.
Rating: 80%.
"THOSE
WHO DANCE"
(W. B.)
LYRIC— (1.238). 15c-25c-30c. 7 days, 7 shows daily.
Other
attractions:
"Our
Gang"
comedy.
Gross:
$3,000. Rating: "CITY
90%.
GIRL"
(Fox)
ASTER— (812), 20c-.30c, 7 days, 7 shows daily. Other
attractions: Newsreel.
Gross: *J.000.
Rating: 100%.

Add Two Directors to
Cleveland Exhib, Ass*n

Cleveland — The Cleveland M. P. Exhibitors' Ass'n., has increased its board of directors from seven to nine members and
have added to the board Fred Desberg. .general manager of Locw's Ohio Theatres, and
J. E. Firnkocss, R-K-0 district manager.
The Loew and R-K-O houses have only recently joined the local and state exhibitor
associations. The other board members of
the directorate are Paul Gusdanovic, Henry
Greenberger, John Kalafat, Albert Ptak,
Jules Schwartz, H. E. Horwitz, M. P.
Brown, J. J. Harwood, president, and
George Palda, vice-president.

New

Victor Studio

Hollywood — RCA-Victor will spend
$250,000 on erection of a recording studio
here. It will be built by the Austin Co.,
wliich has constructed a number of picture
studios.
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Top Oiimlui Spot
To Da vies Film;
Grosses $16,675
Omaha — Big money went to "Kloradoia
Girl" (M-G-M), which brought the Orl)heiim $16,675 for a 115% week. Lots of
iree .si)ace from "Bee-News" (Hearst)
lu'lped.
l-'ox's "So This Is London" was good
for $10,450 at the World (110%), while
tlie Paramount had a normal week of $8,000 with "The Devil's Holiday
(Par).
-Spring's Here" (F. N.) did $2,100 at
the State (100%) for the first three days.
-Lummox" (U. A.), the last half, hit 110%
for $2,475.
Il'eatlicr: Harm and clear.
Opposition'So This Is London,"
Piiblix vaudeville, World,- "Devil's Holiday,"
Paramount.
"Floradora
Girl,"
RKO
vaudeville,
Orplieum:
"Sprintt's
Here," (first half) and "Lummox"
(lust half). Slate.
"SO THIS IS LONDON"
(M-G-M)
WORLD— (2,500). 25c-60c,
7 d.-iys.
Other
attractions: U. S. Indian band, three other .-icts, Paran)Ount news, comedy.
Gross: $10,450.
Rating: 110%.
"THE DEVIL'S HOLIDAY"
(Par.)
P.-\K.'\MOUNT— (2,900). 25c-.50c, 7 days.
Other attractions: "Below Zero"
(M-G-M).
"Byrd's
FliRlit"
(I'ar.), Par. news and ortran.
Gross: $,s,0(X). Rating:
100%.
"FLORADORA GIRL"
(M-G-M)
ORPHELIM— (,i,(V)0). 25c-W)c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: Nan Halperin and 3 other KKO acts, Pathe
news, shorts.
Gross: $16,675.
Rating:
115%.
"SPRING'S
HERE"
(F.N.)
STATE— (1.200). 25c-40c, 3 days.
Other attractions:
Universal news, shorts.
Gross: $2,101
Rating: 100%.
"LUMMOX"
(U.A.)
STATE— (1.200). 25c-40c. 4 days.
Other attractions:
Universal news, shorts.
Gross: $2,475. Rating: 110%.

Providence B. O.
Figures Hold As
Theatre Opens
Providence — Despite the palpitation incident to a new theatre opening, Publix
staging the premiere of its new Paramount
exhibitors found last week's
Thursday
business night,
sHghtly better than average.
Beaches called forth mighty attendances
during the afternoons but the show houses
reaped a golden harvest at night.
Loew's was near average with $19,000
for "Floradora Girl" and near normal business likewise was recorded at the Majestic,
which hit $10,200 with "Ladies of Leisure."
RKO Victorv reports $9,000 with "On the
Level" and the RKO Albee a bit over $10,000Weather:
with Clear,
"Not warm.
Damaged."
Opposition:
Carlton stock and the beaches. Films:
Loexvs State. "Florodora
Girl"; KKO
Victory, "On
the
Level";
RKO
Albe'e, "\'ot
: Majestic,
Campbell.
Gross: $10,000.
Rating:Damaqed"
50%.
"Ladies of Leisure."
"ON THE LEVEL"
(Fox)
RKO
VICTORV— (1.600). 15c-50c.
7 days.
Other
attractions: "High
Tones."
animal cartoon ("Mickey
the Kotnco");
news.
Gross: $9,000.
Rating: 90%.
"LADIES
OF LEISURE"
(Col.)
M.\.TESTIC--(2.400),
15c-5nc.
7 days.
Other
attractions: "Fat Wives for Thin." Fitzpatrick "Travel
Talk," Fox News.
Gross: $10,200.
Rating: 95%.
"FLORADORA
GIRL"
(M-G-M)
LOEW'S
ST.'XTE— (3.800). 15c-50c. 7 days.
Other
attractions:
"Killing
the
Killer."
"Real
McCoy."
"Mickev the Mouse." ".\udio Revue." Metrotonen cws.
organloRue.
Gross: $19,0<'0.
Rating: 95'^.
"NOT DAMAGED"
(Fox)
RKO ALBEE— (2.300). 2.5c-7?c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Five ac's vaude headed hy Morris and
Campbell.
Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 90%.
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ScandaF'
"Lady
Climbsol to 160%
In 'Frisco Run
San Francisco — The week proved to be
much better than the previous one. The Fox
did hi.eih business with "Lady of Scandal."
Here
160%. the gross was $39,000 and the rating
Maurice Chevalier drew thousands to the
St. Francis, which reported excellent business all week. The picture grossed $14,000
and rated 125%. His acting was well liked
by all. "King of Jazz" drew fairly well at
the Warfield, but not as well as contemplated. Itgrossed $22,000 and rated almost
100%. The Golden Gate reported 100%
andOther
a grossing
a Man."
theatres$18,000
came with
closer"What
to 100%
than
they have for some time. The weather was
foggy and some days cool and windy. A
little cooler than usual this year.
Weather:
Cool and windy, then heavv fop.
Oppositions .Slane rei-uc. Fanchon & Marco "Idea."
"Lady of Scandal," Fox: "Bin Pond." St. Francis:
"Border Lepion." California: "Shadow of the Law."
Paramount : "Kino of Fashions." Warfield: "What a
Man," RKO vaude. Golden Gate: "On the Level,"
Orphcum; "Conraiic." Embassy: "Sunny Skies,"
Davies.
"COURAGE"
(Warners)
EMP.\SSV^(1.500). 50c-65c-90c. 7 days. Other attractions: Universal newsreel, Vitaphone Varieties.
cartoon.
"Evolution of the Movies." Gross: $10,000.
Rating: 95%.
"SUNNY
SKIES"
(Warners)
DA\aE.S— (1.150). 35c-50c. 7 days. Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties, Universal newsreel. Gross:
$6,000. Ratini?: 90%.
"REDEMPTION"
(M-G-M)
CASINO— (2.400). 40c-60c. 7 davs. Other attractions:
State revue, news.
Gross: $9,000. Ratine-: ,S5%.
"LADY OF SCANDAL" (M-G-M)
FOX— (5.000). 50c-65c-75c-$l. 7 days.
Other attractions: Concert overture, on the stage "Smiles Idea,"
by Fanchon-Marco.
Gross: $39,000. Rating: 160%.
"BIG
POND"
(Paramount)
ST. FR.\NaS— fl.400). 3 5c -.50c- 6.5c -90c. 7 days.
Other attractions: \ews. "Campus Crushers." "Dresden Dolls." Gros,s: $1-1.000. Rating: 125%.
"BORDER
LEGION"
(Paramount)
CALTFORXIA— (2.200). .3.5c-,50c-6,5c-90c. 2nd week.
Other attractions: "Fat Wives for Thin." Paramount news. Gross: $12,500.
Raring: 85%.
"SHADOW
OF THE
LAW"
(Paramount)
P.\K.\M()r\T— (2.600). 35c-50c-65c-$l. 7 days. Other
attractions: Paramounteers. Lurette Stenpcrs. comedv ("Number. Please"). Gross: $14,000. Rating:
90%.
"KING OF JAZZ" (Universal)
WARFTELD— f2.700). 50c-65c-90c. 7 davs. Other
attractions: "VaRabond Travel Talk." "The Gla98%. zier's Secret." news, fashions. Gross: $22,000. Rating:
"WHAT
A MAN"
(First National)
GOLDEN G.\TE— (2.400). 30c-40c-50c-6Sc. 7 davs.
Other attractions: R-K-O vaude. Gross: $18,000.
Rating: 100%.
"ON THE LEVEL"
(Fox)
ORPIIEUM- (2.250). 25c-3.5c-,50c, 7 days. Other attractions: Comedy ("Mickey's Whirlwind"). Pathe
news,
revue, orean
Gross: novelty
$9,000. Rating:
76%. novelties, "Friendship."

Miggens Honored
Ben Mi.ggens o\ tlic Fo.x-Hearst newsreel organization was honor guest at the
Park Central, his associates feting him on
his departure Tues^day for Paris to take
charge of the two companies' newsreel business in Europe. Truman H. Talley, head
of the Fox newsreel activities, attended the
affair.

Slage Slio>s Aids
Portland Piihlix
To Click ^12,000

P(jrtlaiid, Ore. — In spite of niimertjus
outside attractions and the return of
>ummer weather, which brought ftjrward
the mo<lcrn refrigeration in the first run
hou^,es, grosses stood at normal, with
in;magers increasing their shows, giving
all
pf)SsibleParamount
value ffjr
the with
customers'
half-dollar.
Publix,
their
liiird stage show to back uj) William Powell
in ".Shadow of the Law," mounted to the
top to $12,000, and 125%. Fox Broadway,
.showing "Not Damaged," however, was a
close second, $11,650 gross and percentage
of 115%.
Big House"
Unitedover
Art-a
ists drew "The
sufficiently
well toat hold
second week, with gross of $10,450, 105%,
also followed closely by R-K-0 Orpheum
showing "The Fall Guy" with a gross of
$10,000 and 100%. Matinee business was
away off.
Weather:

Fair and considerably warmer, affected

Opposition: "Not Damaqed," Broadway: "The Big
grosses.
House," United Artists; ''The Fall Guy." Orpheum:
"Ladies
of the Evening," Music Box; "Mamba,"
Rialto.
"SHADOW
OF THE LAW"
(Paramount)
PARAMOUNT PUBLIX— (3.085), 25c-50c, 7 dayi.
Other attractions: "Number, Please," Harry A. Gurfain's "Idea" with "Happy" Phil Lampkin and his
Paramounteers; Kerr & Weston, Anna Chang, Norm
Anderson, Elise 12 Steppers, Jean Dahlgren, Voice
of Paramount, Con Mafifie at Wurlitzcr, Paramount
news.
Gross: $12,000.
Rating:
125%.
"NOT DAMAGED" (M-G-M)
FOX BROADWAY— (1,912), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: "Bo.x o' C!andy Idea," Laurel & Hardy
short ("Haywire"): Herman Kenin and his Fox
Broadway
comics:Gross:
Fox Mo^-ietone news; band;
Henri Jones
LeBel and
at Hull,
Wurlitzer.
$11,650.
Rating: 115%.
"THE
BIG HOUSE"
(M-G-M)
FOX UNITED ARTISTS— (945), 2.5c-.50c. 7 days,
midnight extra show. Other attractions: Metro acts.
Hollywood Varieties, Fox news. Gross: $10,450.
Rating:
105%.
"FALL GUY" (First National)
R-K-O ORPHEUM— (1.700). 25c-50c. 7 days. Other
attractions: Landers Bros.. Geo. Andre & Co., Palm
Beach Frank
Ni.ijhts.Potter
Welchandsong
bird. SybilCatherine
V'ane; Pathe
news,
R-K-Olians,
Custer at Wurlitzer. Gross: $10,000. Rating: 100%.
"LADIES
OF THE
EVENING"
H.\MRICKS "MUSIC BO.X"-(I.8.l5), 25c-50c. 7
days. Other attractions: Vitaphone acts, Pete Ashe
at Wurlitzer.
Movietone news. Gross: $9,875.
Rating:
98%. Fox
"MAMBfA"
(Tiffany)
RIALTO— (1,498), 25c-50c, 7 days. Other attractions:
Paramount news. Chinatown fantasy ("Peace and
Harmonv"). comedy ("Pretzels '), cartoon. Gross:
$9,785,
Rating: 97%.
NOTE: Week marked closing of Hamrick's "Blue
Mouse," and opening of Studio TTieatre, 450 with
stock company,
amusement
park. and opening "Lotus Isle." a third

Theatre Bandits Get
Long Prison Terms
Terre Haute, Ind. — Three bandits, specializing intheatre and automobile holdups,
were given heavy sentences in the Circuit
Court here. Edward Shouse got 25 years
and Clarence Hollingsworth and William
Bohn 10 years. Shouse was convicted of
holding up Zella Tuttle, cashier at the
Grand and taking approximately $200.
Bohn also was connected with this robbery,
but had pleaded guilty to another robbery.
Hollingsworth had a part in the theatre
holdup with the others, but pleaded guilty
to another crime.

Sono Art Signs Tom Moore
Hollywood — Tom Moore has been signed
for "Rainbow," which James Cruze is producing for Sono Art-World Wide Pictures.
Liola Lane plays opposite.
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"Swing High"
Flops in L.A.
Taking $7,500
Los Angeles — One of the worse performances at local first runs in many weeks was
the 47% rating knocked off by Pathe's
"Swing High," which grossed only $7,500
for a full seven-day period at the Orpheum.
The exploitation was heavy, but not effective, despite the big dough spent on a
circus ballyhoo and other stunts.
The high was again hit by "Hell's Angels," the Hughes air epic taking $32,300
for a 202% rating at the Chinese. "So This
Is London," in its first week at the Carthay
Circle took $20,200, rating 162%. The
weather was fine and warm.
"LADY
OF SCANDAL"
(M-G-M)
HOLLYWOOD— Gra.umans Egyptian— (1,800), 7
days, 35c-65c. Other attractions: Ben Bernie and
band, Movietone news, talker comedy. Opposition:
"Show Girl
Rating:
116%.in Hollywood," "Te.xan." Gross: $8,700.
"SHOW
GIRL IN HOLLYWOOD"
(First National)
HOLLYWOOD— Warners' Hollywood— (3,000), 7
days, 35c-->:. Other atj-actions: Vitaphone Varieties,
news. $12,000.
Opposition:
Gross:
Rating: "Lady
86%. of Scandal," "Texan."
"BIG POND"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELL.S— United Artists— (2,100). 4th week,
7 days, 35c-7Sc. Other attractions: Jack White comedy, "Oh, Darling": Paramount news; organ conGay Madrid," "Back Pay," "Swing High," "Alias
cert. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Border Legion," "In
French 70%.
Gertie." "W'hite Cargo." Gross: $9,500.
Rating:
"BACK
PAY"
(First National)
LOS ANGELES— Warners' Downtown— (2,400), 7
days, 35c-65c, Other attractions: Vitaphone Varieties,
news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Big Pond," "Border
Legion," "In Gav Madrid," "Swing High," "Alias
French Gertie," "White Cargo." Gross: $12,000.
Rating: 80%.
"ALIAS
FRENCH
GERTIE"
(RKO)
LOS ANGELES— RKO— (2.700), 7 days, 35c-65c.
Other attractions: RKO vaudeville. Pathe news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Bijf Pond," "Back Pay,"
"Border Legion," "In Gav Madrid," ".Swing High,"
"White Cargo." Gross: $'l5,500. Rating: 97%.
"SWING
HIGH"
(Pathe)
LOS ANGELES— Orpheum— (2,750). 7 days, 35c-65c.
Other attractions: Talker comedy^ Pathe news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Border Legion," "In Gay
Madrid," "Big Pond," "Back Pay," "Alias French
Gertie," "White Cargo," Gross: $7,.';00, RaUng: 47%.
"WHITE CARGO"
(Congo)
LOS ANGELES— California— (2,000), 1st week, 7
days, 25c-50c. Other attractions: Talker comedy,
sound news. Opposition: "Divorcee," "Border Legion," "In Gay Madrid," "Swing High," "Big Pond,"
"Back Pay." "Alias French Gertie." Gross: $7,000.
Rating: 93%.
"THE
TEXtAN"
(Paramount)
HOLLYWOOD— Pantages— (3,000), 7 days, 40c65c.
Other attractions: Fanchon- Marco "Seeing Double"
Idea, Mickey Mouse cartoon, news. Opposition: "Show
Girl
119%. in Hollywood," "Texan." Gross: $17,800. Rating:
"HELL'S
ANGELS"
(Caddo)
HOLLYWOOD— Grauman's Chinese— (2,023), 4th
week, 7 days, twice daily, 73c-$1.50. Other attractions:
Sid Grauman prologue. Gross: $32,300, Rating: 202%,
"ALL QUIET
ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle— (1,650), final
3 days after 8 weeks, twice daily, 75c-$1.50, Other
attractions: Abe Lyman and band. Movietone news.
Gross: $4,.300, Rating: 90%,
"SO THIS
IS LONE>ON"
(Fox)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Carthay Circle— (1,650), 1st
week, 7 days, twice daily, 7Sc-$1.50. Other attractions:
Abe Lyn'an and i»and. Movietone news. Gross:
$20,000,
Rating:
1627o,
"IN GAY
MADRID"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— Ixiew's State— (2,418), 7 days, 35c65c. Other attractions: Fanchon-Marco "Cadet" Idea,
comedy, Metrotone and Movietone news. Opposition:
"Divorcee," "Border Legion," "Big Pond." "Back
Pay," "Swing High." "Alias French Gertie, " "White
Cargo."
Gross: $25,000,
Rating: 93%.
"BORDER LEGION"
(Paramount)
LOS ANGELES— Paramoimt— (3,596), 7 days, 35c65c. Other attractions: (THristie comedy, Aesop fable. Paramount news. Milton Charles' organ concert.
Opposition: "In Gay Madrid," "Divorcee," "Big
Pond," "Hack Pav." "Swing High." ".'\lias French
Gertie," "White Cargo." Gross: 829.000. Rating: 116%.
"DIVORCEE"
(M-G-M)
LOS ANGELES— Fox Criterion— (1,652), 6th week,
7 days, 35c-65c. Othe'- attractions: Cartoon fable,
Movietone news. Opposition: "Border Legion, " "In
Gay Madrid," "Big Pond," "Back Pay." ".Swing
High,"
$8,500. "Alias
RaUng: French
85%. Gertie," "White Cargo." Gross:
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Slump Hits Theatres
San Francisco — Reverses sufifered by
the stock market have an almost immediate effect on theatre attendance
here, although generally theatre business is last to be hit by slumps. The
paying customers give the preference
to seats in brokerage offices, due to
their desire to be on the ground for
quick action on trading.

'Society Blues"
Only Ottawa Run
To Reach 100%
Ottawa — Business in Ottawa during the
week was inclined to be spotty, both with
regard to patronage for individual days and
for individual pictures. For instance, at
Keith's "The Texan" failed to do more than
summer average for three days, but "The
Golden Calf" during the last half proved a
real magnet. "High Society Blues" at the
Avalon
100%,
"Hello,
Sister"
did
not attained
have much
lure.butWet
weather
for
three days also made a difference. The
Sharkey-Schmeling fight pictures at the
Centre caused a jump in receipts there.

Wcaihcr:
Some days hot, others wet.
Opposition:
"Return of Dr. Fit Manchu."
Regent;
"Texan"
(3 days),
B. F. Keith's: "High
Society
Blues"
(3 days), Avalon;
"Aivful
Truth,"
Centre;
'Double
Crossroads,"
Imperial;
"Hello,
Sister"
(3
davs). Avalon; "Golden Calf" (3 days), B. F. Keith's.
"RETURN OF DR. FU MANCHU"
(Paramount)
REGENT— (1,225), 25c-60c, 6 days.
Other
attractions: Charlie Chase in "Fast Work"; Mickey Mouse
cartoon;
Fox
Movietone
news;
orchestra.
Gross:
$5,100. Rating: 80%.
"TEXAN"
(Paramount)
B.

F. KEITH'S— (2.596), 15c-50c, 3 days.
Other attractions: Comedy, "His
Birthday
Suit";
"Million
Pathe
news.
Gross:
$3,750.
Rating:
75%,
"HIGH SOCIETY BLUES"
(Fox)
AVALON— (990), 25c-35c,
3 days.
Other
attractions:
"Sugar
Papa";$1,350.
"Nights
in Venice";
Fo.x
Movietone
news. PlumGross:
Rating:
100%.
"AWFUL
TRUTH"
(Pathe)
CENTRE— (l,3lX)), ;5c-50c. 6 days. Other attractions:
Sharkey-Schmeling
fight pictures;
"Station
Star";
"That
Red-Headed
Hussev";
Arnaut
Bros,
screen
act. Gross: $3,800,
Rating: 95%,
"DOUBLE
CROSSROADS"
(Fox)
IMPERIAL— (1,200), 15c-50c, 6 days.
Other attractions: Hearst Metrotone news; comedy. Gross: $3,100.
Rating: 80%.
"HELLO,
SISTER"
(Tiffany)
AVALON— (990). 25c-35c, 3 days. Other attractions:
"Hoose $975.
Gow": Rating:
Mickev 70%.
Mouse cartoon; "Do It Now."
Gross:
"GOLDEN
CALF"
(Fox)
B.
F.
KEITH'S—
(2,596),
15c-50c,
days.
Other
attractions:
Mickey
Mouse
cartoon; 3Universal
reel;
comedy.
Gross: $4,750, Rating: 90%.
Me's";

Powers to Study Sound
Prof. W. P. Powers is en route to Hollywood, by automobile, where he will make a
study of sound recording and its effect on
reproduction for Pacent Reproducer Corp.
Powers, who is Pacent's technical research
director, will return to New York Sept. 1.

Conquest in Foreign Deal
Porto Rican rights to "Dancer of Bercelona" have been purchased by Conquest
Pictures, which recently secured U. S.
rights
to "The
Rendezvous,"
a Spanish silent
made Last
by Rene
Huet.

Filisti to Europe
L. P. Fillisti, who heads Arc Film, distributors of Religiqus Films, is en route to
Paris and Rome.
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Davies Knocks Lid
Off Boston House
Taking 31 Grand
Boston — Loew's State blew the lid off
with a new high mark for the year of
$31,000 for 150% with M-G-M's "Florodora Girl." It was the one really bright
spot in an otherwise dull week for Boston
theatres.
•
For at least two weeks prior to announcement of "Florodora Girl," Loew's State,
with a clever tie-up with Hearst newspapers, conducted contests relative to the
merits of musical comedies and styles of a
score of years ago with the present. Add
to this some clever "buggy rides" about
Boston by Floradora girls and full-page
newspaper advertising with the arrival of
the show, the box office receipts jumped
skyward.
"So This Is London" at the Keith Memorial touched $24,000 for 110%, while
"Safety in Numbers," helped by Will
Rogers in person, for a second week and a
midnight show on Monday, kept the Metropolitan on its usual plane of the year with
$34,500 for a rating of 120%. "Shadow of
the Law" did average business. The rest
of the houses fell below average, which is
not to be wondered at as the week was generally observed as Commencement Week
at Colleges and schools near Boston.
Weather:

Fair, warm.

Opposition: "Safety in X umbers," Will Rogers in
persmi, Publix's Metropolitan: "Devil's Holiday,"
vaudeville, Scollay Square; "Shadow of the Law,"
flaying day and date at Publix's Olympia and Uptoivn; "South Sea Rose," Keith Albee ; "So This Is
London," which probably would have grossed better
had Will Rogers not been playing in person at the
Metropolitan, at Keith-Memorial ; "Florodora Girl,"
Loew's State standing 'em up at every performance:
"Caught Short," vaudeville, Loew's Orpheum; "Cock
o' the Walk," Park, and "All Quiet on the Western
Front," for a third week road sho'w at the Majestic.
"SAFETY IN NUMBERS (Paramount)
METROPOLITAN— (4,350), 25c-60c, 7 days. Other
attractions: Will Rogers in person with extra midnight show Monday, new org;an, cartoon. Paramount
news.
Gross: $.?4.500. Rating:
120%.
"SOUTH
SEA
ROSE"
(Fox)
KEITH-ALBEE— (2,500). 25c-60c, 7 days. Other attractions: Vaudeville. RKOlians, comedy, Pathe news.
Gross: $17,500.
Rating: 90%.
"SO THIS
IS LONDON"
(Fox)
KEITH-MEMORIAI^(2,800).
30c-65c,
7
days.
Other attractions:
Comedv.
Sportlight, Pathe news.
Gross: $24,000.
Rating: 110%.
"FLORODORA
GIRL"
(M-G-MJ
LOEW'S
STATE— (3.700), 30c-50c. 7 days.
Other
attractions:
Laurel-Hardy
"Haywire";
Hearst
Metrotone
news. Gross: comedv,
$31,000. Rating:
150%.
"CAUGHT
SHORT"
CM-G-M)
LOEW'S
ORPHEUM-(3.100),
25c-50c,
7 days.
Other
Vaudeville,
girls' dance
Hearst attractions:
Metrotone news.
Gross: $19,500,
Rating:contest,
95%,
"COCK
O' THE
WALK"
(Sono Art-World
Wide)
PARK— (800), 2.5c-50c, 7 days.
Other attractions:
Double
feature, "Dude
(Sono Rating:
Art-World
Wide), Universal
news. Wrangler"
Gross: $4,500.
95%.
"ALL QUIET
ON THE WESTERN
FRONT"
(U.)
MAJESTIC— (1. 800), 50c-$2, 6 davs.
Gross: $9,945.
"DEVIL'S HOLIDAY"
(Paramount)
SCOLLAY SQl'ARE-(l,800), 35c-50c, 7 days. Other
attractions:
.'^even acts vaudeville; Paramount news.
Gross: $13,000.
Rating: 95%.
"SHADOW
OF THE
LAW"
(Paramount)
(Shown
da\ and date with Uptown)
OLYMPIA— (2..S0O). 25c-50c. 7 days.
Other attractions: Specialty with Floyd Gihbiijis. com_edy, cartoon. Paramount news.
Gross: $13.(«10. Rating: 95%.
"SHADOW
OF THE
LAW"
(Paramount)
(.9/ioj('i' <in]ulta'tcous'\ with (,),'vi)i/'ici Powntoicn)
UPTOWN— (2.000). 25c-60c, 7 days.
Other attractions: Flovd Gibbons specialty, comedy, cartoon. Paramount news. Gross: $12,500.
Rating: 100%.

Will a Flapper Magnet?
For the first time in the history of the
house a flapper following with 30 per cent
of the audience made up of the younger set,
crowded Fo.x's Brooklyn to see Will Osborne, radio crooner, who has been making
a series of personal appearances.
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Nighl Baseball,
Dog
Tracks Add
rt^
fc) Exliibs' W oes
liuliaiiapolis — J'he worries of exhibitors keep on mounting. (Ireyhound racing and niglit basel)ali are resi)()nsibie.
The greyhound racing, as practiced at
a jetTersonville dog traciv, lias been held
to be legal l)y a jnry, and night basel)all
has been tried here by tiie in(hanai)olis
American Association basel)all club with
phenomenal results. Judging from the interest of club owners in other cities of
the association, which include Toledo,
("olumbus, ()., Louisville, Kansas City,
Milwaukee, St. Paul and Minneapolis, the
idea is certain to spread to these cities.
In fact some of the club owners wiio
were here for the first games said they
would try the experiment at once. That
it will create competition for the theatres
is certain. Paid admissions for the first
tour games at night showed an increased
attendance of about 600 per cent over
corresponding games played in the daytime and on the same week days. That
increase certainly comes from some place
and the theatre is the most logical place.

Dog Auction Dodge
The JetTersonville jury found the
owner of the track and four of his aids
not guilty of operating a gaming house
at the track. Defense attorneys contended that the racing plant is run in
strict accordance with a dog auction plan
held legal by Judge George C. Kopp.
Under this system, $2, $5 and $10 interests in the racing dogs are sold at auction and the certificates are redeemed
after races at value fixed by a board of
appraisers. All the certificates have value,
the track operators assert.
The prosecutor of the county argued,
together with a representative of the
state attorney general's office, that the
dog auction is a subterfuge and that the
defendants were guilty of gambling.
Failure of the state to make its case
against the operators apparently leaves
the kennel club free to continue its race
meetings.

Night Baseball New Form
Of Competition on Coast
Hollywood — With midget golf courses attracting thousands nightly all over southern
California to the detriment of theatre attendance, exhibitors now are confronted
with regular night baseball by the Coast
league and semi-pro aggregations. Special
lighting was installed at the Sacramento
ball park, with attendance increasing 400
per cent at the league night ball games.
The experiment was so successful that club
owners in San Francisco, Oakland and Los
Angeles have decided to make similar installations immediatelv.

Dog Racing Continues
St. Louis — Although indictments have
been returned by the Grand Jury at Edwardsville. 111., dog racing tracks there are
continuing operation. The races are a matter of concern for exhibitors there and in
nearby towns.
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The Fickle Public
"A movie star's carci-r is not one to
he envied. Those who li\e h> popularity (lie l)> the lack of it. It nuisl he
toiiuh to know thai one day a nation
will wait in line outside ol a cinema
palacj- and the next (la\ voii <-ouI(1m"I
Kct them in — even if the admission
were
free.

"Fameovernight,
in the theatrical
world ol'ten
comes
.^nd disappears
just
as rapidly. A star is uetlinu a hi^
salary. Sonie one realizes he has outlived his usefulness and he drops out
of
the
That'stheallaudience
there ishas
to
it. In a picture.
short time
forgotten his name and is applauding;
a newcomer." — \ew York A'fH's.

Holdover Warning
Sounded ior Ohio
Unit Membership
Colum])us, O. — Warning to exhibitors
against holdovers and a lesson in keeping
books are contained in P. J. Wood's latest
communication to his membership. Holdovers, he warns, violate the copyright law,
stressing the importance of having in writing anyhibitor
arrangement
and exchange. made between the exIn his dissertation on bookkeeping. Wood
says he is astounded to learn that there
still are many exhibitors who do their bookkeeping "on the back of an envelope or the
front cover of Motion
Picture
News."
Wood also points out that Warners and
I'irst National are making sound-on-film
pictures, and advises members against installation of any disc equipment whatsoever.

Jack Hoxie Now in the
Dude Ranch Business
Jack Ho.xic plans to enter the dude ranch
racket, having organized the Jack Hoxie
Sunshine Ranch cS: Pictures, Inc., a Delaware charter listing 50.000 shares of common, no par.
In the latest batch of new corporations
and changes in the corporate field, there
is a preponderance of theatre units, with
sound equipment companies following:
New charters filed at Albany include the
following,
listed with in
attorney's
name, City
and
all having each
headquarters
New York
except where indicated otherwise :
Mantell Sprinkler & Fire Prevention Apparatus Corp., C. Novcllc, 320 Bway. ; Edmund
.■\nnisc Corp., S. Brand, 347 5th .\ve. ; Renaissance Casino, W. B. Dessncr, 60 E. 42nd St. ;
Hippodrome Ontical Co., M. J. Greenberg,
2804 3rd .Ave. Z. Roe, theatres, J. W. Scarles,
55 W. 42nd St. : Park Circuit. L. E. Hirsch, 44
Court St., Brooklyn : C. D. S. Music Co., L.
Scherr. 1560 Bway.; Fides Sound Films, W. J.
Didonato, 220 Bway. : Alfred Music Co., Gould
& Gould, 277 Bwav. ; Tooker Lithograph Co.,
N. .'\t
Vidaver.
."Mbany. 25theW.'43rd
secretarySt.of state, has granted
a charter to Puhlix News Reel Corp., of which
I. G. Berkman, of Hempstead, L. I., acted as
attornev. Others formed in the same state include: Bar wall Corp.. T. Frank. 130 W. 42nd
St.; Gordon Prod.. S. J. Baron. 214 W. 42nd
St. ; Robert W. Bergman Studio. .\. H. Moran,
90 Wall St.; lungle Film Corp., Photo- Voc,
H. Maver, 347 5th Ave.

K-lv-O Planning
Big Expansion
Al Cineinnali?
Cincinnati — Persistent reports, which John
L. McCurdy, R-K-O divisional manager
here, will neither confirm nor deny, have
it that R-K-O is about to launch an extensive building campaign in Cincinnati.
Concurrently with the final and official
transfer in New York of the Libson properties, recently acquired by R-K-O, it is reported that the latter will build two theatres,
one, a 4,500-seat house to be erected at a
cost of around $4,0(J0,000 on a prominent
downtown site, the location of which has mjt
been disclosed. This house, it is said, will
be known as the R-K-O Ohio. Another
house, to be known as the R-K-O Rarlio
theatre, is sai'd to be included in the plan.
The properties of the Libson interests recently taken over represent a purchase price
of approximately $8,500,000, according to
those in the know. Theatres included in the
deal are the Albce, Palace, Lyric, Capitol,
Keith, Strand and Family here and the
Colonial, Keith, State and Strand at Dayton, Ohio; Keith-Alhee-Regent and KeithAlbce-Empress, at Grand Rapids, Mich, and
Keith at Columbus, Ohio.
A real estate mortgage executed by R-K-O
to secure a bond issue for $4,375,000 has
been recorded here, the bonds bearing six
per cent interest, payable semi-annually in
May and November. The first National
Bank of Cincinnati is named as trustee for
the bondholders.
The mortgage covers the theatre properties mentioned above, as well as adjacent
buildings, in some instances. In addition,
it covers 7,948 shares of stock in the Ohio
Theatre Company, and 9,000 shares of stock
in the B. F. Keith Columbus Co. All of
the bonds are subject to redemption on any
interest-paying date at the election of the
mortgagor.

Educational Lining Up
Staff for '30-'31 Films
Plollywood — Following closely on the
heels of completion of 1929-30 shorts. Educational isreadying its staff for production
of 1930-31 material. Nine comedy writers,
three directors and 15 players are already
under contract for the new group which
will be made at the Sennett, Metropolitan
and Educational studios.
Earle Rodney and Vernon Smith are in
the new scenario department, working for
Sennett. Walter Weems and Jack Jevne
will also write for the same unit, wdiile
Harry McCoy, James Starr and \Valter DeLeon are the first to be signed at Metropolitan. John Lockert and George Coogan will
work at Educational.

Lyon Signed by W. B.
Hollywood
— Upon with
Ben Behe
Lyon's
return
from
his honeymoon
Daniels
he
will start with Warner Brothers under a
new long-term agreement.

New Trailer Dept. at Warners
Lou Lusty
willdepartment.
direct Warners'
newly
panded trailer
Product
of exthe
new department will continue to go through
Vitaphone exchanges.
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Opinions
With Byrd at the South
Pole
{Paramount Publi.v — Fart Talticr)

Epochal; Stirring; Box-Office
{Retiezved by Red Kami)
U XI QUE in the history of motion pictures,
the pictorial record of Richard E. Byrd's
saga of adventure in Antarctica etches itself
into the memory with a permanence that time
will not erase.
Never staged for drama, it is nevertheless as
breath-taking a piece of dramatic realism as
has ever been caught on celluloid. It shames
the plotted pictures of Hollywood so far into
the background that their emergence will merely demonstrate how weak-kneed staged drama
can be.
Here is an action record of the greatest exploration venture of the century, shot by the
pioneering cameramen of a pioneering band of
intrepid adventurers who gave up two years of
their lives and associations to discover with
and for Byrd the secrets of the South Polar
basin.
Drama in the raw and impressive because
you know that every foot of the 82 minutes
that the Byrd picture takes to run its footage
is part of the authenticated document recorded
on film by Willard Van der Veer and Joseph
Rucker, ace Paramount cameramen who accompanied the expedition
to Little America.
"With Byrd at the South Pole" opens with
a short address by Rear Admiral Byrd who
sketches in highlights some of the conditions
and hardships confronted by his men in the
ice wastes. Then, a shot of the bark "City of
New York" which carried the party South
and a series of impressive, danger-filled sea
shots which graphically indicate the perils of
the southern waters through which the boat
plied from New Zealand to the Bay of Whales.
The camera takes you then to the Ross
Barrier, guardian of the Antarctica, and picks
out the dangers of all unknown — that faced the
band of 42 men left on the ice to carry forward
the objectives of the exploring party. .Shelf
ice that crashes without warning into the sea,
crevasses that cover blind dangers and terrific
storms that sweep up from nobody knew where
without a moment's warning.
The construction of the camp, dubbed "Little
America," is picturized in a quick, but selfexplanatory, series of sequences ; the life of
the rnen, the blotting out of the sun for 125
days, the assembling of the aeroplanes, the
wireless room via which the party kept in constant tjjuch with civilization — step by step the
camera carries you along until the objective
of the trip is ready : the flight of the threemotored plane over the South Pole.
Then into the plane, the picture carries the
spectator further, showing the mechanics of
the flight, scenes of the barren icelands below
and a memorable, thrilling insert of Byrd's
famous message when his calculations convinced him that he was actually over the Pole.
When he takes the American flag, w^eighed
down by a stone from Floyd Bennett's grave,
drops it through the floor of the plane and
stands stiffly at salute in honor of his dead
companion, right then and there enough kick
reaches out from the screen to electrify any
audience.
For reviewing purposes, space limitations
forbid a more detailed description. The safe
return to the base is followed in quick order
by the return of the "City of New York" and
the breaking of camp on a six-hour schedule
to permit the expedition's return to civilization before the ice pressure closes in on them
for another year.
There are many shots of great charm, such
as those in which the dogs and a baby seal
figure. There are many that are awesome in
their audience reaction, such as the parade of
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Hot Pups
Hollywood — "The fiery horses of the
Ku KIux Klan that pounded the midnight lanes of the South after the
Civil War, that leaped to the bit again
in the filming of D. W. Griffith's
'Birth of a Nation' sixteen years ago,
are
again."
Thisloose
is how
Heath Cobb press agents
the revised edition of "The Birth"
which is now being synchronized to
sound and music.
Heath, incidentally, pulled another
nifty in the same press story when
he said that D. W. gets ten thousand
smackers per day to supervise synchronization of his old masterpiece.

overdone and how he overdoes it ! The story
concerns a pair of youths seeking the hand of the
girl. Collier, as the uncle, tries to help .\rthur
win the girl. Arthur, in the meantime, becomes
so annoying with his eccentric muscularities
that you hope he gets the girl and becomes a
henpecked husband.
It's a sad, sad comedy.
If j'ou've booked it pray for the breaks.
Needs plenty of good support.
Produced and distributed by Radio Pictures. Adapted
from stage play, "Tommy," by Bertram Robinson
and Howard Lindsey. Directed by .Melville Brown.
Adaptation and dialogue by J. Walter Ruben. Length,
not set. Releas'e date, August 24, 1930.
THE CAST
The
4'ie
The
The
The
The

Girl
Boy
Rival
Mother
Father
Lncle

Sue Carol
Arthur Bunce
Lake
Allen
Helen Ware
Lucien
Littlefield
William
Collier,
Sr.

Temptation
whales in the ice-choked waters and the panorama of majestic, desolate mountains.
Considerable credit must go to Julian Johnson for his titles. His appreciation of the
epic qualities of his theme were patently displayed in the execution of his end of the job.
During the flight, Floyd Gibbons maintains a
running fire of dialogue, tries hard and, in a
measure, succeeds in whipping up enthusiasm
for the deed. But the simplicity of the drama,
it seems to us, is sufficient without injecting
the spoken narrative. The pictures tell the
story and the lines, therefore, become redundant.
Photographically. Van der Veer and Rucker
did a masterful job. Their values are superb
and remarkable in view of the atmospheric
conditions and the constant battle against unknown odds which was theirs.
Historically, the picture has a worth upon
which no valution perhaps can be placed.
Scientifically, the contribution remains to be
determined, but that it will be of definite proportions goes without argument.
Commercially, "With Byrd at the South
Pole" is an attraction which can't flop. This
is the one picture which, in this reviewer's opinion, is clear of the usual trade difficulties involving first run and protection. First, second,
third or any run, the picture stands alone and
apart from anything the screen has offered to
date. That should be enough guarantee for
any showman.
Song cartoon or two-reel comedies zvill make
a nice balance.
Produced and dislributed by Paramount Publix.
Photoprraphed by Willard Van der Veer and Joseph
Rucker. Edited by Emanuel Cohen. Music score
by Manny Baer. Titles by Julian Johnson. Narrative of flight by Floyd Gibbons. Length, 7,411 feet.
Running: time, 82 mins.
Release date, June 28.

She's My Weakness
{Radio— AU

Tallcer)

Weak
{Rez'icuvd by Robert

Hage)

THE silly season has arrived and this picture
will help to make it sillier. The indictments against it are many. It has a foolish
story that runs around in circles ; the direction
is lackadaisical ; the leads, Arthur Lake and
Sue Carol, are about as romantic as dill pickles.
But the most glaring of all is the appallingly
bad
performance
W'illiamseen
Collier,
Sr. Not
in years given
has thisbyreviewer
such
amateurish work on the screen, bar none. Collier is camera-conscious every moment; his
lines are delivered in a maddening monotone ;
his gestures are awkward in the extreme; at
no moment does he seem aware as to what he
is expected to do next.
Lucien Littlefield if, the best trouper in the
cast, but his specialty can become tiresome if

{Columbia — All

Talker)

Ordinary Program
{Reviewed by Don Ashbaugh)

T UST ordinary is the only verdict that can
"Temptation," Columbia's pic•J betureapplied
featuring to
Lois Wilson and
Lawrence Gray.
Its mediocre story is redeemed by capable performances of the principal characters besides
many humorous and pathetic touches with the
real human quality.
The hero, played by Gray, has served a year
in prison on a frame-up when he is paroled.
He plans to go straight, but is ordered back
to the gang. He is not particularly bad, nor
particularly weak, but a drifter. He encounters Julie, the role taken by Miss Wilson, when
he comes to New York, instead of going to
Syracuse to report to the parole commissioner.
Julie is the cashier in a cafe and a girl set
on having all the comforts and luxuries of living— in contrast with her youth of hard work.
She becomes engaged to the likeable Sam,
played by Billy Bevan. The director, E. Mason
Hopper, and Bevan both deserve credit for
making Sam likeable and intelligent in spite of
his quarter million dollars— a refreshing change
from the usual unpleasant heavy. Bodil Rosing,
in a brief appearance as his mother, gives one
of the most delightful performances of a
mother recently encountered.
Near the finish the picture takes on something
of the quality of the usual gangster picture —
the cabaret, the plot to rob a bank when the
hero, whom Julie refuses to love, knowing what
it will mean in poverty and sorrow, determines
on that means to buy her things she has declared she wants above all else.
In the end Julie and Larry, hand in hand,
go to meet the police she has summoned to keep
the hero from gangsters — he will serve his
other year and tlien, strangely enough, one is
led to believe there will be a wedding. Completing the cast are Eileen Percy, Gertrude
Bennett and W. L. Thorne.
"Temptation" cannot graduate out of regulation program classification, rating for double
bills and daily changes.
Name comedies needed here.
Produced and distributed by Columbia. Directed
by E. Mason Hopper. Adaptation and di.ilogue by
Leonard Praskins. Photographed bv William Marshall. Edited bv Dave Berg. Length, 6,279 feet.
1930.
Running time, 70 minutes. Release date, June 6,
THE
Julia
Larry
Sam
Babe
Mame
Warden
Shipping

Department

CAST

Manager

Lois Wilson
Lawrence
Gray
Billy Bevan
Eileen Percy
Gertrude
Bennett
Robert
T. Haines
Jack
Richardson
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Danj?erous Nan McGrew
( I'ai ainouiil — . ///

I alkcr)

Nultij

(Rcvicived by Robert tlayc)
must have been the heat in Hollywood.
Xuthiiijj; else can explain why this picture
was made. It ])roduces a hunch of laughs at
the start, hut after that the audience is so busy
trying to figure out whetlier it is being kidded
or insulted that it forgets to laugh at the fgnny
spots. Looks like a bad case of delirium
tremens.
The suspicion that it may have been intended
as a burlesque of the "Shooting of Dan Mc(irew" school of heroics is quickly allayed by
the injection of soiue ham pathos and sapny
romance. .\11 in all, it's humanly impossible to
classify this production.
Dangerous Nan McGrew (Helen Kane) and
Doc Foster (Victor Moore) operate a medicine
show, but haven't sold a bottle of the nostrum
in five years. Bob Dawes (James Hall), a
desperado with a price of $10,(X)0 on his head,
joins them against their wishes. They hit a
small town where the goofy son (Stuart Erwin) of a rich local family falls for Helen.
On Christmas Eve Doc a"'1 Dawes get stewe;d
and decide that it would be a great idea if
Dawes would surrender himsdf and they could
split the $1(),()00 reward. They proceed to
smash all the windows in town and knock down
lamp posts, but no constable shows up and the
se(|uence is abruptly ended.
Xext Dawes is depicted as the Santa Claus
at a party given the next night by the goof
and he pads out his costume with silverware,
crockery, alarm clocks and other bric-a-brac,
instead of pillows. Eventually he is exposed
and Xan and the goof clinch.
This vehicle is \'ictor Moore's debut in
talkers and he grabs the honors. His voice
registers perfectly and he is destined to stage
a big comeback in comedy roles. Helen Kane
makes the best of a freak role and clicks a
number of laughs. The others in the cast are
so-so.
Don't make any promises for this picture. It
is so loose and jerky that it appears to be the
work of amateurs throughout and the story
itself is a brainstorm. However, it will get by
if audiences are not critical.
Bolster with musical shorts and a neivsrecl.
IT

Produced .nnd distriinited bv Paramount. Story
hv Charles Bealinii and Garrett Fort. Directed by
Malcolm St. Clair. I'hotoRraphed by George Folsey.
Length. 6,571 feet. Running time, 71 minutes. Release date, July 5, 19.^0,
THE CAST
Oangcrouj
Nan
McGrew
Helen
Kane
Doc Foster
Victor Moore
Bob
Dawes
Tames
Hal!
F.ustace Macv
Stuart Erwin
Muldoon
. . .'
Frank Robinson
Morgan
Clara
Benson
Roberta
.Mrs. Benson
Louise Closser Hale
Godfrey
Crofton
Allen Forrest
Grant
John Hamilton
SheritT
Bob Milash

Sisters
iColunihia—AU

Good Program

Talkrr)

Fare

{Rcviczvcd by J. P. Cunningham)
F.-\\'ORABLE audience reaction bears out
our belief that "Sisters" is good entertainment as a prograiTi attraction, particularly suitable for neighborhood stands. It might even
get by at twice-weekly change houses, stacking up in the same class with "true life story"
fiction which has such wide appeal with the
masses. The comedy touches are well timed
and dramatic sequences splendid.
Sisters plav "Sisters" in this, with Sally
O'Xeil and Molly O'Day efTectively portraying
the leads, strongly supported by Jason Robards,
MorganRussell
\\'anace,
John as Fee
dale.
Gleason,
the and
youngCarl
chapStockfrom
a small town who arrives in Xew York to cash
in on the big dough, overacts.

On

Ihe >tiir\, whdi- mm

Pictures

iiicitiKly tnld, lia> Ixcn

given strong twists for the sake of convenience.
The action seldom lags, however, and snaiipy
chatter lined up from the first to last reel
greatly enhances its value as a piece of popular
screen fare.
Young Gleason, while taking the census,
meets Molly, a model in a ritzy gown shop, who
apparently depends on sugar daddy Wallace for
money to maintain her elaborate apartment,
although Gleason, being "green," doesn't recognize this situation. Molly's sister, Sally, oppressed with the weight of poverty and domesticity,
steals Molly's
boy friend,
a stiffhard
tilt
follows between
the sisters,
Mollyand
fighting
to keep Sally from deserting her baby and husband for the no-good Wallace. Action follows
at a fast clip bringing Wallace to the cops as
a bad hombre from Chicago. The $5,000 reward on Wallace's head goes to Gleason, giving him sufficient funds to buy a country newspaper and live happily ever after with Molly.
The tight jam taught Sally her lesson and she
reforms.
Sound cartoon and a two-reel slapstick are
jake with this for a nice light summer bill.

Prinluced by Harry Cohn. Distributed by Columbia
Pictures. Directed by James Flood. Story by Ralph
Graves. Adaptation and dialogue by Joe Swcrling.
Film Editor. Gene Havelick. Photography, not
credited. Released, June 15. Lengthy 6,284 ft. Running time, about 70 mins.
THE
CAST
Sally
Sally O'Neil
Molly
Molly Gleason
O'Day
Eddie
Russell
John
Jason Robards
Tully
Morgan
Wallace
Johnson
John
Fee
Jones
Carl Stockdale

Riders of the Rio Grande
( Syndicate — Syiiclnoniccd )

A Poor Western

{Reviewed by J. P. Cpnningham)
NOT

the least bit unlike the Western feature of the cut-and-dried cattle rustling
variety, suitable for the double feature day
when youngsters must be served outdoor adventures. The locale is the most pleasant element of the entire production, with a cast
headed by Bob Custer contributing little to its
entertainment value, and direction by J. P. McGowan never rising from the depths of mediocrity. Synchronization is only average, and
photography very spotty in parts. The story is
consistent with the old far-fetched hokum
policy of juvenile outlaw yarns.
It concerns a ruse used by a secret service
man to round up the outlaws, who, not satisfied with cattle stealing, do a little counterfeiting on the side line. The love interest is
brought into play when Custer gallantly aids
Edna Austin and young Kip Cooper from the
hands of Martin Chici, a tough hombre.
Use this only ivith a double feature bill, or
plenty of -irry strong shorts.
Produced by J. P. McGowan. Distributed by Syndicate Pictures, via State Rights market. Direction
by J. P. McGowan. Photographed by Hap Depew.
Story by Sally Winters. Running time, about 58
minutes. Length, 5,223 feet. Released. September.
1929.
THE
CAST
Jack
Beresford
Bob Custer
Barbara
Steelman
Edna Aslin
Dan Steelman
H. B Camenter
lohnn Steelman
Kip Cooper
Pinto Ouantrell
Bob Erickson
"Snakcv"
Sniilev
^lartin Chici
"Tough"
Hawkins
.Merrill
McCormack

The
Big House
(M-C-M—.-Ul
Talker)
Powerful Melodrama
(Reviewed by Red Kann)
WITH

a love yarn and a few other embellishments thrown in.
"The
Big
House" is the recent break at Auburn prison
corralled and turned into picture form.
As a piece of entertainment
it is usually

gruii, oitin humorous, and al.\a>^ luuiLhy.
Through most of its ffjotage, the prfxluction
continues on its relentless way, but givir.g way
siifllciently tf) the concessions demanded by
box-uflice to send it over with the mob.
Purely as a piece of dramatic construction,
therefore,
i)icture
sometimes
the angle the
of the
crowd
that paysfalters,
to findh'rom
out
what it's all about, the middle course is un{luestional)ly sound. "The Big House," as a
consequence, will appeal where they like 'em
strong and with much of the saccharine eliminated.
It is entirely possible, of course, for an apparently nice girl like Leila Hyams to fall in
love with a shady character like Chester Morris, but it does appear to stretch the credulity.
.\t
rate, that happens.
for any
it determines
Morris toIt'sgoimportant,
straight too,
and
later i)aves the way for the clima.x in the prison when the break takes place.
Ivobert Montgomery, as Miss Hyams' brother,
finds himself facing a ten-year sentence for
manslaughter : it was a case of killing a jk-destrian while d-unken brother was driving.
In prison, he is quartered with Morris, a gentleman crook, and Wally Beery, who comes
through with an impressive performance as
Butch, machine gun expert, hirerl murderer,
poison dispenser
and all-around
bad man.
The unrelenting hardshi|)s of prison life are
displayed from the overcrowfling of cells clear
down the line to the rotten food and the
brutality of solitary confinement. The director,
George Hill, did a very good job in building
up to the revolt that brews
in the -ranks.
Morris manages to escape through the mortuary, taking the place of a convict about to
be buried and makes at once for the bookshop
run
by between
Montgomery's
inance
them sister.
begins. There
Later the
he ro-is
caught and returned to prison, where he learns
the details of an impending break and attempts
to discourage Butch, as ringleader, from going through with it. His efforts unsuccessful,
the plan develops as prearranged, but the warden, a small part ably played, as usual, by
Lewis Stone, is prepared through Montgomery's double-cross.
The climax, a wow for suspense, comes in
the pitched battle between the jailbirds on the
run and the prison guards. Tear bombs and
tanks finally batter down the resistance, not.
however, before Montgomery confesses he
stool-pigeoned and Bennett and Butch shoot
it out to a finish.
For his services on behalf of order. Morris
secures his pardon
and returns to the girl.
Beery is superb as Butch, the killer, who
cries when he learns his mother is dead. It is
unquestionably his finest work since "The Sea
Hawk," and will send audiences out talking.
Morris is extremely effective as the gentleman
crook. Montgomerv plays the weak-kneed
brother in workmanlike fashion. Others in the
cast are satisfactory, with Karl Dane played
down to fill an extremely inconspicuous niche
in the prison scenes.
Light shorts required. Feature plenty heavy.
Produced and distributed by Metro-GoldwynMayer.
From story by Frances Marion. Directed bv George
Hill. Dialogue by Miss Marion with additions by
Joe Farnham and Martin Flavin. Edited by Blanche
•Sewell. Photographed by Harold Wenstrom. Length.
7.901 feet. Running time. 88 mins. Release date.
June 21.
Morgan
Butch
Warden
Kent
Anne
Pop
Mr. Marlowe
ClUen
Wallace
Gopher
Mrs. Marlowe
Donlin
Uncle Jed
-Sandy
Dopey
Putnam
Oliver

THE

CAST
Chester Morris
Wallace
Beery
Lewis
Stone
Robert Montgomery
Leila
Hyams
George F. Marion
J. C. Nugent
Karl Dane
DeWitt
Jennings
Mathew Betz
Claire McDowell
Robert Emmet
O'Connor
T"m
Kennedy
Tom
Wilson
Eddie Foyer
Rosco
Ates
Fletcher
Norton
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News

Night

Drums of Fear
{Pathe— Talker)

Great

TOM
TERRISS" "Vagabond Adventure"
series grows more interesting, more exciting
with each release. It is one of but a few
groups of short subjects now on the market
which may be always depended upon to hold
its audience breathless while the tale of some
mysterious country is unfolded colorfully by
Terriss with his pleasing English accent.
In "Drums of Fear" the "Vagabond" takes
us deep into the land of cannibals, into their
innermost hideout, where the camera caught
a witch doctor in a death performance, gruesome among the skulls of many dozen subjects
who crossed his path. This subject apparently
necessitated plenty of nerve, to say nothing of
camera skill. Splendid for any type of audience, young and old. Running time, 10 minutes
Ideal for a comedy drama. Do not use it
with South Sea or mystery feature stuff.

Campus Crushers
(Sennett-Educalional — Talker)

A Riot

ONE
of the funniest and fastest-moving
comedies we've seen in many a day and a
sure laugh-getter from start to finish, thanks
to a good story, a rapid succession of original
■^jags and a dandy cast, including Andy Clyde,
^arjorie Beebe, Nick Stuart and Lincoln
Stedman. Andy Clyde, as usual, stirs the
risibilities the most, but all of the cast have
been furnished with opportunities to click
laughs — and there's no let-up. Mack .Sennett
sure knows his comedy. Recommended heartily for. all types of theatre-goers. Running
time, 21 minutes.
Plug it in your advertising.

My Pal Paul
( Universal- — Sound )

(Silly

Short Subjects
His Girl's Wedding
( Universal — Silent )

Fair

THERE are some good situations in this 2reeler, but they have not been developed
with any degree of skill and most of them fall
flat. Arthur Lake, as usual, is called upon to
leap about like a flea and interrupts the progress of the story. The punch scene in this one
shows Arthur acting as best man at the wedding of the girl he loves. Innocently he uses
muriatic acid to remove stains from the tuxedo
of the bridgegroom, whose clothes fall of? during the course of the ceremoney. The groom
then is exposed as a professional bigamist and
Arthur gets the girl. Has a number of laughs.
Director, H. Edwards. Running time, 19 min.
IVill get by on the average program.

(Paramount — Talker)
WHICH
demonstrates beyond all argument
that even the best of them have rough
sailing if the material is bad. Exactly that
happens to Eddie Cantor in this short. Most of
his gags are bearded with age and few of them
carry any laughs. The background of the skit
takes place in a doctor's office, where Cantor
comes for treatment. Running time, 9 minutes.
Bolster mith cartoon comedies and tworeelcrs.

BELIEVE it or not, Paul Whiteman and
Oswald the Rabbit are co-starred in this
cartoon and they make an ideal team. The
king of jazz and the bunny make melody out
of all portions of the scenery, with heavy emphasis on "It Happened in Monterey," one of
the songs in "The King of Jazz." The artist
has been most kind to Paul, trimming down his

(Paramount
— Talker)
Amusing
BROCK and Sully in a rather clever comedy
skit. Pair play part of hick vaudeville performers who get a break in a big New York
show. Complications leading up until the
"break" form the nucleus for this piece, which
has some good laugh lines. Recording is only
average. Running time, 10 minutes.
Okay for average bill.

Deep South
(Pathe — Songs)

Honk Your Horn
Talker)

Satisfactory

LLOYD
HAMILTON goes through his
paces in the customary manner, getting
over a satisfactory number of laughs through
the bits of business provided for him. Those
not critical about the comedy fare served them
on the screen will enjoy it, and it will please
generally. Directed by Alf Goulding. Running time, 19 minutes.
Okay wherever comedy is needed.

Kandy Kabaret
(Paramount — 7 alkcr)

Extremely Mediocre
LOUIS McDERMOTT wrote the business
for this musical sketch and split directorial
credit — if any — with Mort Blumenstock. The
players are all kids who do their jazz stuf?
well enough, but appeared so d
d precocious
to this reviewer that his first and final inclination was to walk up to the screen and spank
them until they acted as regulation youngsters
should. For doting parents, this is "in." For
all others, out.
Time, 10 mins.
Use strong shorts around it. Requires them.

Clever

A LOT of fun in this nonsensical cartoon.
^* (3wls performing jazz steps on water
lilies ; wasps turning collegiate ; and even tlie
man in the moon going in for the shimmy.
Nicely synchronized and extremely diverting.
Fine for any bill and particularly adaptable for
hot weather entertainment. Recommended with
no reservations.
Running time, 7 minutes.
Two-reel comedies suggested and, of course,
the newsreel, as usual.

Okay

A Romeo Robin
(Pathe— Sound Cartoon)

CLICKS at par, which means good cartoon
comedy and appropriate musical synchronization, with occasional voice. Well done, but
not sufficiently different from the general run
to lift it out of its class. Running time, about
7 minutes.
Proper with a dramatic feature in need of
light musical material.

Big Hearted

Insurance

Getting a Break

(Educational —

Symphony — Columbia)

Eddie inCantor

Novel

figure so that he doesn't crowd out the rest
of the landscape, and has made him an attractive actor instead of caricaturing him. Running time, 7 minutes.
F-ine for building up any program.

2 8, 19 3 0

Well Done

A PICTURESQUE song-tale finely flavor^^ ed with old Southern melodies, all popular
tunes and rendered in a colorful setting with
darkies, a plantation, the "colonel" and his
pretty daughter. Sound and camera work is
commendable.
Running time, 10 minutes.
Just the thing on a feature comedy bill. Use
a dramatic
zvell
rounded playlet
show. and you're all set for a

^^/^^

(Pathe— Talker)

Funny Domestic Comedy
LAUGHABLE
slapstick, with plenty of
laughs and no end of slapstick of the
house wrecking variety. Ray Hughes makes
some real spills while forcefully entertaining
his new next-door nervy neighbors. The plot
is stale, but Robert DeLacy brushed it up a
bit, giving expert directorial twists which
bring the story out of the rut. Running time,
15 minutes.
Spot this one
where
the latter

after the feature, using
contains dramatic stuff.

CLASSIFIED

it

ADS.

i

For Sale
The

Columbia

Theatre, Cave

City, Ky.

Seating capacity, 410. All equipment necessary for running a first-class, silent movie.
The theatre is located in 11 miles of
Mammoth Cave proposed national park.
For particulars
to Miss M. D. Bullock, Cave City, write
Ky.

For Sale At A Bargain
One Audiphone Talking Outfit, complete
with daylight screen. Lanett Theatre,
Lanett, Ala.

■ to

I An Editor-Manager for the Society of Motion Picture Engineers. Applications are hereby invited for the combined position
of business manager of the Society and editor of the Society's
Journal. The editor-manager will be supplied with capable editorial
and clerical assistants, and his duties will be (a) to edit the Journal
under the jurisdiction of the Board of Editors, (b) to transact the
routine business of the Secretary and Treasurer and the various
committee chairmen, and (c) to assist the President in co-ordinating
the various activities of the Society. Desirable qualifications of the
applicant include a pleasing personality, managerial and technical
editorial ability, and a broad knowledge of the motion picture
industry.
The salary will be not less than S6000 per year.

Applications should be forwarded to J. H. Kurlander,
Secretary of the
Motion Picture Engineers, 2 Clearfield Avenue, Bloomfield, N. J.

Society

of

.ix

June
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HITTING THE
HOLLYWOOD
HIGH SPOTS

/' i c I u r c

Seallh^ Exiiihs
Comhal Daylif^lit
\\ illi Lale Shows
Seattle — With the coming of summer

SUWl. one rciiuiik.^ lli.il Will RugcLs iias
bci'ii writing liis \vi(lcly-.s\ lulicatcd daily
newspaper ciiiuinn while seated in the dentist's
chair. Wliicli niigiit be a case of "What's one
man's pleasure is another
pain."
* * man's
«
I he regidar popular crop of divorce actions
and reported intentions are with us in the
merry month of June. Settlement is in the air
in the action of Mrs. Ruby Porter Brown
against her melody-composing husband, Nacio
Herb Brown. Billie Dove's divorce action
against her director-husband will not be contested, according to reports ; while latest rumors state there is a good cliance of early
divorce proceedings
in the Douglas
MacLean
household.

* * *

While Clarence Brown has parked his airplane in the East during a European vacation,
Wallace Beery, one of the most enthusiastic
birdmen in the film colony, stepped out with
the purchase of a six-passenger Travelair monoplane.
* * »
May Allison and James Quirk have arrived
in town for a brief stay. Mrs. Quirk may accept a picture engagement.

* * *

Marion Davies is expected back from New
York within the next week, and many actors
will start eating again.
* t *
When Al Jolson goes to the local fights he
takes his wife, Ruby Keeler, along so she can
become an expert if any family quarrels might
develop in the future.
«

4i

*

Nancy Carroll's younger sister, Theresa, has
arrived in Hollywood with intentions of breaking into pictures.

* * *

Jack Gilbert shaved ofif his moustache for
his current M-G-M production, "Way of a
Sailor." .\ Hollywood wisecracker remarked
Jack would have to lose more than the moustache to get rid of the lisp.
1^

*

*

Thornton Ereeland, young director of United
Artists, seems to be smitten with June Clyde,
R-K-0 feature player. At least they go around
together pretty regular.

*U* Gets Kaufman as
Comedy Supervisor
Hollywood — Setting plans for production
of the limited number of short reel comedies to be protluced during the coming
year. Universal has engaged Eddie Kaufman as editorial supervisor for comedies.
Kaufman was former assistant and title
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and

daylight that lasts "far into the night," picture theatres here are advertising late perevery night
in the
accomodate formances
locid
residents
whoweek.
enjoy 'i<>a
game of golf, tennis, a swim or a motor
ride during the daylight hours after supper,
theatres have arranged their schedulesthe accordingly.
Jensen & XDii 1 lerberg al their Liberty
advertise a complete ijerformance beginning
nightly at 10 o'clock for those who wish to
stay up late. Admission after 10 P. M. is
25 cents, instead of the regular evening
charge of 35 cents.
The Paramount and the Fox Fifth Avenue, both ottering stage shows in addition
to tlieir picture program, present a complete
I)erformance beginning about 9:45 and ending about midnight. At the Fox, the feature attraction is never screened for the
last show until after 10 o'clock. The RKO
New Orpheum this week arranged schedules so that their last complete performance does not begin until 9:30 or shortly
after.
These late performances mean added cost
to the theatres in overtime, salaries to musicians, operators, stage hands, etc., but the
local managers feel that the late shows are
the only way to combat the competition of
long daylight evenings, and believe that the
added operating expense is more than offset by the business received from late attendance.

Plans Mapped for Annual
Rochester Exhih Outing

"l>f)uglas Fairbanks is an ardent 'Mickey
-Mouse' fan. He believes that these Disney
creations released by Columbia are the last
word in rhythm, sound and animation. In a
recent interview given to the Los Angeles
Times, I'airbanks is (|u<jte<l as saying that
Mickey Mouse gave him the idea for his

* * »
fMrlluoiniiig i)rnrlu ■tinii."
"The name «»f Charles Uugglcs has
been ()(iiciall> changed hy Paramount
to Charlie Kugglo. This change in
the nonienclal ure (»l the l>us> comedian,
who has nuide a reputation for him-,
self with his screen drunks, was effected \irtuall\' hy popular request.
It was noted by Paramount executives
that filmgoers invariably refer to
Kuggles with the friendly name of
"Charlie," s oit was decided to denote
him thus in the hilling.
"Kuggles, who is now in Hollywood
preparing to appear in a screen
musical with Jeanette .MacDonald
after having completed his new role
in '(^ueen High,' wired his approval
of the change. He's known as
'Charlie' to all his friends, as well
as everyone around the studio, where
he is one of the most popular players.
* * new to him."
So the name was» nothing
"Did you ever see cowboys kicking footballs
in their distinctive high-heeled boots? John
Mack Brown gave the members of the King
V'idor "Billy, the Kid' company this treat recently when M-G-M sent the troupe to New
Mexico.
"Brown, ex-All-American star, took a football with him and inveigled a number of the
neighborhood cow wranglers to join in a little
spring practice."

Meyer Gets Quarters
In Metropolitan Studio

Jules Greenstone, president of the Rochester group, is in charge of arrangements.

sound etYect department, research and reference library ; together with complete synchronization ofproductions.

He is being assisted by John J. O'Neil,
games and transportation ; William Tishkoff, prizes and entertainment ; Max Cohen,
commissary ; Alexander Dunbar, sports and
reception ; Russell Carew, refreshments ;

Meyer's accounts include Christies, Lloyd
Hamilton productions. Metropolitan Studios' Industrial Department, Rogell productions, Halperin productions, Brown-Nagel
productions, Phil Ryan productions and
Robert C. Bruce.

Paul exhibitors
I*"enyvessy,will
tickets
The
take and
theirarrangements.
families for
the first time.

Popular Flappers Sought
In Oklahoma City Contest

C hicago — RC.\ and
gaged in establishing
phase of the radio art,
man of the board of

i

|J I FFS

Hollywood — Abe Meyer, head of the
Meyer Synchronizing Service, has established headquarters at Metropolitan Sound

writer for Jack W'iiite when the latter was
producing head of Educational Studios during the past five years.

thug store, where Max's disguises are sold.
Ticket stubs are exchanged for ballots at
ilie drug store and the winner gets a free
vacation trip to Hollywood.

llcKNI

Rochester — With a tug-of-w-ar between
downtow-n and neighborhood men as the
chief feature, members of the Rochester
exhibitors unit shaped final plans this week
for their final outing at Coburg, Ont., July
1. They will be accompaniedi by delegations of exhibitors from New York, Buffalo and Syracuse.

Radio Association Hit for
Stand on RCA Trust Suit

Oklahoma City — The Publix theatres
here are conducting a contest for the most
popular flapper in town and the girls are
all e.xcitcd. The tie-up is with Max Factor,
1 Follywood face painter, and the local Crown

WkKSS

its associates are ena monopoly in every
B. J. Grigsby. chairthe Grig.sby-Grunow

Co.. has announced the company's resignation from the Radio Manufacturers' .Ass'n.
He says RC.'\'s activities are preventing the
association from taking an active stand on
issues of importance to the radio industry.
The resignation is the result of the association's stand on the anti-trust action
brought by the government against RC.\.
General Electric and W'estinghouse.

Studios. Meyer's service includes publication and exploitation of original music,

D. W. Handling Addition
Of Sound to ''The Birth"

Hollywood— D. W. Griffith has decided
to supervise the sound ettects, music, .synchronization and added dialogue for the
silent version of "Birth of a Nation," which
is being handled by Triangle Film Corp.
Present plans provide for both a prologue and epilogue to be staged with Griffith and others talking for the necessary
scenes. Regulation scenes of the picture
will not be voice-dubbed, as w-as expected.
A synchronized version was completed
several weeks ago. but this was discarded
when
make. Griffith consented to supervise the re-

Motion
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Court Ruling in
Censorship Fight
Kills Injunction
Attorneys liere are arguing over the interpretation ofthe State Supreme Court's
most recent ruling in regard to "Alibi," the
United Artists picture which was denied
a permit by the local censor board but played Chicago theatres under a writ of injunction restraining police from interfering
with its showing. This injunction was
later dissolved in an action brought by the

Picture

THE
M & M Film Co. doing a land office
business during the past week with its
pictures of the Schmeling-Sharkey argument.
. . . RKO theatres first in the Loop with the
fight pictures, after which everybody in town
seemed to be supplied with a print. . . . United
.'\rtists will preview "Raffles,' the first of the
company's new season product to hit the town,
June 30 at the United Artists theatre. . . .
L. V. Kuttnauer, formerly Chicago agent for
Phototone sound equipment, is now on country
sales for United Artists. . . . Louie and Meyer
Marks are now associated with Warners, as
Empey News recently stated.

corporation counsel's office which, at the
same time, sought to show that mandamus
and not injunction was the proper legal
procedure to distributors whose pictures
have been denied a permit. At that time,
the Supreme Court upheld the distributors ;
approving the injunction procedure. Later,
however, the Circuit Court in a similar case

Al Blasko nearly ruined his ankle flipping
a bus the night his town car broke down. . . .
D. H. Finke back from an extended business
trip in the East. . . . Mr. and Mrs. George
(Disraeli) Arliss train- changing during the
ivcck, east-bound. . . . Charlie Locivcnberg
still missing from his office. Last heard of
in M'ih^'aukcc. . . . Dick Beck solving the
Tom Thumb golf competish by buying one of
the damn things and running it himself. If

brought on by "Party Girl" (Tiffany) ruled
that mandamus is the proper procedure.

they're not in the Castle, Dick figures, they're
paying to monkey around his coursette.

Loopholes in Decision?
Following the later ruling of the lower
court, the corporation counsel's office filed a
petition with the Supreme Court for a rehearing of the "Alibi" case. This petition
was denied, but the Supreme Court last
week modified its earlier decision in several
particulars. The modification is interpreted
by some attorneys to mean that injunction
proceedings will be supplanted by mandamus in the future. Others, however, believe that the modification leaves plenty of
loopholes by which injunction may still be
in order.
James V. Kearns of the corporation
counsel's office here states that he has not
received a copy of the modified ruling from
the Supreme Court and does not know what
it implies. Kearns instituted both actions
against "Alibi" and "Party Girl" but said
he had no knowledge in advance that the
Supreme Court would give reconsideration
to
the "Alibi" ruling which resulted in the
modification.
Accurate interpretation of the modified
ruling, he said, will not be possible before
receipt of the report containing the new
decision later this week.
Distributors here are anxious to maintain
the injunction procedure as it is operative
immediately. Mandamus, on the other hand,
requires lengthy court actions which sometimes take months before they are even
placed on court calendars.

B. & K. houses co-operating with the Chi
Association of Commerce on a "Boost Chicago"
campaign in the theatres. Trailers being used
to depict the city's growth from a cowpath
stop-over to the new census figure, ringing in
all our individual prides and joys that the
farmers come miles to see and no real Chicagoaneven
knows
anything
about. space
The "boost-it"
stuff
being
given display
in B. &
K.'s advertising in the daihes.

* %
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News

*

Add the carnival season and the tent roller
skating rinks to the miniature golf courses and
you have the three major horrors of this toum's
small exhibitor. . . . Chi Civic Opera stars reported to be lining up for picture work at the
Tox West Coast studios are skeptical. Jose
Mojica, the only one of their number who has
gone Hollytvood to date. lias never been heard
from since. . . . B. & K. getting ready to put
vaude back into the Belmont, giving it about
the same policy on which it ivas run by RKO.

* * *

B. & K. plugged "The Floradora Girl" (M.
(].M.). current at the Oriental, with an ancient
Cadillac maneuvered by a couple in linen dusters and goggles. Even that "last horse left in
the Loop" smiled. . . . The Orpheum and Crystal theatres, Jolict, 111., have closed for the
summer. . . . Ralph Cummings named manager
of Publix's Nebraska and Iowa theatres.

* * *

The Riallo, Elgin, III., closed for the summer. . . . Essaness has taken over the Chateau
ami Madison Square theatres. . . . They counted them by thousands at the testimonial dinner
to Tom M alloy, business agent. Local 110, at
the Stevens last Sajurday. The gross, at ten
snmcks a throiv, zvas estimated at more than

2 8, 19 3 0

Work Stopped on
Exchange Bldg.,
Lessees Worried
Work on the Film Exchange building at
13th St. and Wabash Ave. has been discontinued with only the first floor foundation completed. No explanation has been
forthcoming from the backers of the project on the inactivity at the site, though
workmen have not been in evidence at the
building for more than two weeks nor have
the heavy tarpaulins covering the construction equipment been removed during that
time. Leaseholders who were to go into
the building October 1 are beginning to
worry

about what will become of the deposits they put up at the time of signing
their leases, with the prospect that newleases and new deposits with another holding company may be the outcome in the
event the halt in work is due to financial
difficulties, as has been rumored.

Crack C, & N, W, Trains
Equipped for Talkers
The Chicago & Northwestern Railroad
will inaugurate talking picture entertainment in specially equipped theatre coaches
on four of its crack Pacific Coast trains as
a result of successful tests conducted by the
railroad this week.
The theatre coach test was made this
week on the Northwestern's California Limited, with railroad officials and Chicago film
men comprising the audience. With the
train traveling at 55 miles per hour between Chicago and Milwaukee sound reproproduction was distinct and projection successful, itwas reported. A full, all-talking
program comprised the test. "Second
Wife" (Radio) was the feature, with Educational furnishing a variety of short subjects. R.C.A. Photophone equipment was
used.
50 grand.
Tivcnty-five of that ivas presented
to Malloy for his London trip as an American
delegate to the International
Trades
Conference a)id as an evidence of esteem.

* * *

The .\cademy at Waukegan and the Washington at Chicago Heights, Publix-Great States
houses, closed for the summer. . . . B. & K.'s
Chicago api)r()aching a new all-time record
with Will Rogers standing them out on State
.Street for a couple of consecutive shows daily.
The gross was hitting better than $9,000 a day
da v.
at the start, with Will's salary paid the first
K A N E.

June
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Exhibs Prolil ])y Booking Conihiiics;
To Get Lower Prices Buying On Own
Fast Worker
The publicity director for a local circuit also operates a trailer business
here.
It isparticular
the publicity
director's
duty,
in this
circuit,
to oversee
trailer copy and order it as required.
This publicit> man writes his own
trailer copy (ajjainst which the critiC'snj of verbosity is frequently made),
puts through the orders for the trail
ers (needless to say with whom they
are placed), sets the price for them,
okays the order and the invoice and
walks lects
into
an adjoin'n^ ofiice and colthe check.

Warner Invasion
Of South Side
Spurs on B. & K.
Aiiiuninccnicnt ul Warners' south side
theatre buy is behcved to have hastened the
ciusmg ot tlie deal last week which formally gave B. & K. its Englewood theatre site.
Plans for acquisition oi the site had been
progressing leisurely up to the time of the
vVarner buy. Inmiediately thereafter the
l)reliminary dickermg over terms of the
transaction came to an abrupt halt, the
deal was made and B. & K.'s architects
instructed to rush completion of their plans
for the theatre. The house will be a 3,200seater and will be named the Paramount.
The site of the theatre is at 63d St. and
Union Ave., and comprises only a part of
the property involvecl in the transaction.
I'he Chicago & Western Indiana railroad,
owners, specified that the parcel of land
had to be sold in total or not at all. It was
tliis pronouncement, according to report, at
rthich B. & K. balked. The abrupt closing
of the deal, however, gave B. & K. title to
four acres of property, the entire parcel.
The deal involved purchase of the unexpired portion of a 999 year lease held by
the Wabash railroad. The unexpired term
is 971 years, and is believed to set a Chicago realty record for the purchase of long
term leases. The consideration is said to
be far in excess of the $340,000 specified
in the deed.
In the same block is the Stratford, recently acquired by Warners, and the RKO
I^iglewood. \Varners, Capitol and Jetfery,
likewise, are not far removed from this
location.

Spanuth Heads New
Bell & Howell Unit
H. A. Spanuth, well-known Chicago film
man, has been placed in charge of a new
production department at Bell & Howell
here. No public information of the character of the new department is available
yet, but it is understood that it will have
to do with the production of coin-operated
picture machines for home and public sale.

Windii

City
Showmen
Co-ops as School to
Learn
Huyinf/

Use

Buying combines are serving as a training school in film bocjking, at least as far
as a number of Chicago exhibitors are concerned.
The exhibitors subscribe to a booking
service for a year or more and then drop
(lilt, feeling that they have learned enough
and ac<|uired enough confidence to profit
by their knowledge. The odd part of it is,
most of them have, h'or instance, an indie
who has been paying $50 for a picture joins
a booking service and gets his pictures for
.S35. .\fter a year or so, he withdraws
from the service and begins once more to
buy his own film.
"$50," IS the salesman's pronouncement.
"You're crazy," the exhibitor retorts.
T've been getting pictures for $35 for the
last year and $35 is all I'll |)ay. Take it or
His proposition usually is taken.
leave it."'

Chicago Warner Club
Forms Buying Combine

\\ holcsale purchasing of all and sundry
merchandise will be made available to members of the Chicago W^arner Club if a proposal to be made at a meeting of the club
this week carries. The proposal provides
for the establishment of purchasing rights
with various merchandising houses which
would give members of the club the benefit
of wholesale prices when bought through
the club.
At the same meeting permanent club
quarters will be chosen. In all probability
these will be on the sixth floor of the new
Warner exchange building here. Part of
this floor will be occupied by the Brunswick offices, while the remainder, and the
roof where a garden and solarium may be
installed, will go to the Warner Club, it is
expected.

Laskers Develop New Chi
Chain; Acquire Their 5th
The Laskers added a fifth theatre to their
local chain this week with acquisition of
Lubliner & Trinz's Ellantee, a 1,500-seat
house at Clark and Devon. After alterations
and installation of sound equipment the
house will be re-opened about September 1
as the Roxy.
A 10-year lease dating from October 1
at a term rental of $135,500 has been signed.
It provides for an annual rental of $11,000
the first year; $12,000 annually for the next
two years; $13,000 annually for the next
two years, and $14,500 annually for the
next five years. Provision is also made for
extending the lease an additional five years
at an annual rental of $15,000.
The operating company will be known as
the Devon Amusement Co. Jacob Lasker
is president, and Benjamin Lasker secretary of the company, which now controls,
in addition to the Roxy, the Music Box
and Bertha in Chicago; Ritz in Berwyn and
the Villa in Cicero.

War Is Hell
Lloyd l,ewis, \i. H K.'s literary advertising man, is now working on a biography of (ieneral Sherman, in pursuance of which most of his time outside
of office hours is spent in research and
accumulation of data on the rni<in
leader's life and times.
"I" June I'rovines reports .Mrs.
Lewis as saying, "am go'nn to demand a pension of the Rovernment
for a husband

lo'-t in the Civil War."

Publix Scrapping
Historic House
In Aurora, 111.
Paramount-Publi.x will scrap the largest
theatre in Aurora, 111., the hox, to make
way for a new $1,000,000 house on the site.
Razing of the building will begin at once
and will deprive Aurora of one of its most
historically interesting structures.
The theatre building originally was the
Temple of Music at the ButYalo Exposition
in which President William AIcKinley was
fatallj' wounded on Septemlx'r 6, 1901 by
Leon Czolgosz, the anarchist. Following
the Buffalo E.xposition, a group of Aurora
business men planning the erection of a
Coliseum journeyed to Butialo to purchase
one of the fair buildings. They chose the
roof and framework of the Temple of
Music and shipped it to Aurora, where it
became a municipal auditorium. It was
later replaced by a larger municipal structure and the old building converted into a
show house and named the Fox theatre,
after the Fox River on which the Illinois
city lixisseveral
situated.
years It
ago.was taken over by Pub-

Committees Appointed by
Chicago S.M.P.E. Chapter
New committees named by the Chicago
chapter, S.M.P.E., at the regular monthly
meeting here were: membership and subscription committee: E. J. Couer, chairman ;M. W. La Rue, Robert Matson, Detroit;E. A. Bertram and Michael Ellison.
Progress committee : L. P. Langford.
chairman; D. F. Tattenham, R. H. Ray
(St. Paul), Robert Matson (Detroit), and
E. J. Couer.
These, with the committees previously
announced, complete the orj^anization of the
Chicago is
chapter.
The tolocal
meeting
scheduled
take society's
place at next
the
-Adler Planetarium in Grant Park at an
early July date, to be announced later.
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Hollywood Cast
Numbers 153,294
Counting Extras
Hollywood — Population of Hollywood
now totals 153,294, according to new census figures. This compares with 19,996 in
1910 and 50,000 in 1920. This is divided
as follows : Beverly Hills, 17,421 ; Beverly
Hills township, 35,927; Santa Monica, 37,190; Culver City, 5,669; Venice township,
8,819.

New Omaha Chain Has
Six Theatres in Line-Up
Omaha — The North Star, acquired by the
Popuar Amusement Co., is the sixth theatre
to be added to this string since spring.
J. Earl Kirk has been named manager of
the theatre, which was renovated and redecorated. RCA Photophone equipment
has been installed.
Theatres now operated by this organization include the Moon, Princess, Muse,
Hamilton, Lothrop and North Star. It is
understood the company, organizers of
which were formerly executives of the
World Realty Co., are negotiating for the
purchase of five houses they sold before
reorganization of the new company.

Hearing Devices Launches
Public Stock Development
Coleman & Co., Inc., New York brokers,
are offering 4,000 share units of Hearing
Devices Corp. at $50 per unit of one share
of cumulative preferred and one share, no
par common.
Hearing Devices is marketing DeForest
Audiophones, an instrument for the deaf,
and is j)lugging for an opening in the theatre field.

Samples Convince
the Most Skeptical!
Words cannot prove
the superiority of Silman Points. Send for
Samples — try them.
You'll marvel at the
wonderful improvement when using

SILM

AN

SYNCHRONOUS

DISC

POINTS

The oiily perfect Pohit for
Sound reproduction

No surface scratch. Clears voice articulation. Eliminates blurry, raspy tone
Send for Sample Package

Silman Distributing Co.
Sound

Equipment

620 Grant Street

and

Apparatus

Pittsburgh, Pa.
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News

After the Gold Strike
Hollywood — Word came from Raoul
Walsh, via Wyoming, where he is on
location, that he had been having a bit
of trouble with his sound apparatus —
strange noises were creeping in. Later
he reported that the trouble had been
discovered. It was caused by song
writers walking back to New York and
humming their theme songs.

Inventor of Time Lapse
Camera Dies at Capital
Washington — Howard Greene, 55, technical research engineer of the Dept. of Agriculture and inventor of the "time lapse"
camera used in photographing the development of plant life, died at his home here,
Sunday, following a sudden illness.
Greene was widely known in the film
industry through his work in the office of
motion pictures of the department. His
"time lapse" camera was so constructed
that a growing plant could be placed before
it ; at specific intervals, a bright light would
flash on, a motor would start and the camera would take a picture. Usually these
pictures were taken at intervals of a few
minutes, and when the work was completed
the full life history of the plant could be
witnessed.

Stench Bombs Thrown
In Three Texas Houses
San Antonio, Tex. — Police here are having a hard time rounding up stench bomb
vandals. While they have been working
spasmodically for months, the vandals Sunday night threw bombs in the Highland
Park, Harlandale and Sam Houston Theatres, community houses.
The bombs were hurled through the front
entrances of the theatres unknown to the
managers until they were repelled by obnoxious odors Monday morning as they
opened their houses.

Collegiate Closes
Fayette, Mo. — The Collegiate here has
closed, lack of sufficient patronage being
given as the reason.

New House for Amarillo
Amarillo, Tex. — A new neighborhood
theatre will soon be opened here by the
Tex Theatre Corp.

Jenkins Leases Theatre
Marionville, Mo. — Harold H. Jenkins
has leased the Electric from C. T. Bastin,
tiie owner.

"Ingagi" Panned,
Toledo Theatre
Jerks Out Ads
Toledo — Advertising on "Ingagi" was
jerked summarily from the Toledo NewsBee when the picture was rapped by the
newspaper as a phoney. The newspaper replied with a box, headed "Concerning Theatre Reviews," prominently placed on its
theatre page a few days later and reading
as follows:
"The Pantheon theatre has canceled all
advertising copy in The News-Bee, giving
as the reason an unfavorable review of the
current film attraction "Ingagi."
"The News-Bee offers no apology for
the review of the picture carried in all editions last Monday in which Ernest R.
Moorefield, motion picture editor, branded
"Ingagi" as a fake.
" 'Ingagi,' under scrutiny of better business bureaus throughout the nation, has
been banned by Will Hays to all members
of the Motion Picture Producers and Distributors' association.
"The News-Bee told the truth about 'Ingagi' and will continue to tell the truth
about other pictures playing at the Pantheon and other first-run Toledo theatres,
regardless of advertising contracts.
"The theatregoing pubLc is entitled to
know what to expect in a film before paying money at the box office and it falls
within the province of any news paper to
prevent infringement upon that right."
The Blade reviewer gave the film a kidding, but apparently without drawing blood.
The Toledo Times notice was in serious
vein, even remarking of one episode in Sir
Hubert Winstead's extravaganza: "It's so
Local wisecracker discussing the jungle
real it hurts."
opera was
heardgettosteamed
say: "I upcan't
why
anyone
should
overseeseeing
women consort with gorillas. That's part
of the free entertainment in any night club."
Nevertheless "Ingagi" stayed two weeks.

Ab'd
Finds
Lang
os
d U,Soun
5. dStudi
Lags anBehin
Hollywood — John Langan, former Paramount director, has returned to the Coast
after a three months' trip to Europe. He
reports that Ufa, under the supervision of
Erich Pommer, has developed a high standard of sound reproduction, but the other
countries of the Continent have not yet
approached the average sound results being obtained by American producers.

•
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25c
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Nanov Carroll. .Tancl Oaynor. Charles
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Holes. Marilyn Miller. Clara Bow.
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Rudv Vallee. Richard Dlx. Richard
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White. Joan Crawford, Norma
Shearer.
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By An Exhibitor For Exhibitor^

Swivel Chair Managers"

()X"T be a "swivel chair
manager' ", shout several
of the large chains. "You
.should not ])ermit yourself to be
tied U|) with detail and office work

it yon know your job." "A good
manager is a man who gets out
around the town, meets people.
make's friends, interests himself in
all sorts of conmiunity enterprises." "At night he should be
right on the tloor and around the
theatre. luc. . . . ICtc. . . .
Etc. . . . !
\\ liich i> pretty good cojjy for
any circuit house organ ox a meeting of the managers. And, no
doubt, those who create these slogans, flowery phrases and lots
of other baloney, really beliexe it
will work out.
BUT. . . .!
We know of a manager on one of
those large chains who received
five separate letters from five different men in the home ofifice, all
dealing with the same subject, l)nt
coxering individual viewpoints.
Each one of those letters had to
be answered. And proiuptly. And
each required a little thought before writing so that the manager
would not be contradicting himself
by saying something to one man and
reversing his answer to another.
And then there are those half a
luindred reports on everything going on in the theatre, from hiring
and firing of helj), to how many
lines of free space he was able to
promote.
Reports of shows.
Let-

Table of Contents
K. Mason Hall Joins the Club
Oscar I.s Now AH Set
.Matt I'ress Gives Us Some Dope
Louis Levine Moves to Athol
Hill Levey Turns Aviator
"Lobby Laflfs"

ters pertaining to revamping of
certain programs bookied into the
house. And, — well if you work
for one of the big chains you know
all the rest of the details which
must be sent in regularly.
The riddle, as we see it, is, —
how the devil is a manager going to

Borland Plugged "Roadhouse Nights"
Mumford
Knows How to Bring in
Female Trade

avoid all
being
a "swivel
chair"
man
with
the mass
of stuff
he must
answer from every conceivable department inthe organization, to the
gross of reports called for by
home office orders ?
Of course one way out for the
manager would be to work twentyfour hours a day. But then, he
might fall asleep on the floor and
that would be a violation of Rule
126,449. Then again, he might try
hiring a flock of assistants for the
sole purpose of answering home
office puzzles, l)nt again he would
find that such a procedure was an
infraction of Article 365. paragraph 178P,, year 1929-30.
Efficiency men seem to grow on
every hat tree in chain home offices,
so maybe they will discoxer one
efficient enough to dope out ways
and means of curtailing fool letter>. and duplication of orders

Theresa
Trick

from
liomeof office
"chiefs." and one
Shorn
its thousand

"Civic Contacts" by Gerald Baker
Urban J. Schwartz Is a Versatile Assistant .Manager
Henry Santos Knows

His Business

Richard Hoice Wasn't Asleep!
Ken Hoel Had a Wow!
Wilbur Werthner Is a Live-Wire
Detroit CampaiRn Was Great
Solomon's Live Ballyhoo
1 Moss Oflfers a Couple of Suggestions
Beautiful Art Work at Short's House
Hod Degener .Making (iood
Holden Has Another
1^ Creamer Makes Local Contacts
Lake's Tie-Ups Were Profitable
Brown Received Plenty of Publicity
Carroll Had a Good Graduation Gag
Frost's Tie- Up Was Profitable
Walter .Morris Uses Displays Twice
Latta's Telephone Hanger Stunt Going Over

Nibler Had

a Fine

Lobby

Sherred's .Ads Carry Pep
"'Ray For Randall"
Sid Lawrence Is Original
Ma.\ Farbish a Veteran Showman
.\dam's Herald Created Interest
E. N. Prendergast
Talks
on Merchandising
Noble

Features a Special

"Club Index for May"

Program

unnecessary
a manager's
job
is by no details,
means too
much for
any competent man to handle. But
if you load him down with red tajje
It will tie him up into knots
when he should be out and around
the community with a free and
clear-thinking mind.
"Chick"
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"LOTS OF LUCK

Picture

KOUND

TO SHERIDAN'

If you've heard rumblings and mysterious noises
from over Jersey way, we'll relieve your mind of
all misgivings and let you in on the good news
and glad tidings that Hal Sheridan, popular District Supervisor of that portion of the Fox Theatre chain, was just appointed by Harry Arthur
to the office of Division
Manager for Jersey.
Among the visitors to
Club headquarters are
many men from the Fox
Jersey division, and for
months we have listened
to them sing the praises
of Sheridan and his
method of giving the boys
every possible encouragement and help. In these
days of over-efficient chain
management (not a pun,
either), it's music to our
ears just to sit back and hear those boys rave
over someone, instead of eternally kicking about
this, that or the other thing.
We know of mighty few men enjoying the popularity among the house managers as does Sheridan and with that kind of a foundation we can
only see the greatest success for both Hal and the
division now under his command.
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ever want, and the scenery is all that the pen of John Fox
depicts it to be. As we are unacquainted with this showman's
town we do not know what the possibilities are for exploitation
but we do feel that whatever they are he makes the best of
them and that he will prove an active member. We want to
welcome him into the Club and hope to hear more from him in
a little while. And if we ever hit that trail towards your region
Mason, we're going to find out for ourselves just how good
that fishing and scenery is. Oak?
The reason that Earle Oscar hasn't been mentioned on
our pages for the past few
weeks has been due to the fact
that he was very busy supervising the installation of sound
at the Ritz Theatre in Athens,
Ala., but now with that over with and his new policy well under way, he promises to be more active than ever.
Though we haven't his complete campaign on hand showing
what he did to plug the opening, we managed to get hold of
one of the double truck ads he promoted and we are reproducing ithere. Bear in mind the fact that Athens is not a city;
it's just a town, and you'll appreciate the work Earle put in to
get this ad up. He hasn't everything to draw from that the
bigger houses have and consequently must do the best he can
with the material on hand, and you can take it from us that this
special ad went over big in the town.

Sound Installation
At Oscar's House
Is
Now Completed
^^^^^^^==^^^^^==^=^^^^^^^-^^^^
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If we may lift a well-known slogan, we would
say, "Such popularity must be deserved," and in
this
case we
in spades.
Here's
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Sheridan
andsayhisit entire
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Pass out a fist-full of fingers

a"d meet R. Mason

Hall,

manager of the Lyric Theatre

in Norton, Virginia.
This

that

he

new

had

member

been

states

following

our pages with interest for a
long time now and he decided that in order to start the month
of June off aright he would have to shoot in his application.
So much
for that.
We want to say that it was certainly a
bright June day when he became a member of the most alert group of life-wire
.showmen in the country. Hall has been in
the show game for thirteen years and
boasts the record of having worked for
only four corporations in that time. For
seven years he handled five houses for a
southern amusement company, two years
he was in business for himself oi^erating
theatres, three years were spent in Bristol, W. Va., with another corporation,
and a year with the Publix organization,
where he decided to resign in order to
accept his present position, which affords
him an opportunity to be out in the open and getting plenty
of fresh air.

His present house is located right along "The Trail of the
Lonesome Pine," and from what he tells us the air twenty-four
hundred feet up can't be beat, the fishing is the best you can

Another fine piece of showmanship was evidenced in the
picture that he landed on the front pages of the local newspaper when the equipment arrived at the theatre. He called
up the paper and had them send over a photographer to take
a picture of the cases. The photo met with a lot of approval
and persons were seen walking over to the front of the theatre
to look at the boxes. This caused word-of-mouth comment and
gave Earle a break even before he started in to work.
Xovv that lie has this all set, and with so many fine productions scheduled for next season, it leads us to helieve that he
is going to furnish us with some corking slants on merchandising. Keep us posted. Earle, so that we can tell how things are
going with you.

GUY

A. KENIMER

Says:

"/ take a great interest in your Department of
MOTION PICTURE NEWS and rarely a week
passes that I do not find some valuable medium
Manager,
of exploiting and advertising some attraction".
Palace Theatre,
Jacksonville, Florida.

You re BUYING Pictures Now/
HOW WILL YOU SELL THEM/
/IQNTMC
DIVIDEND
COUPON
BtLOW/

^X^TaatltiaiPopular
nqlrailPrice
ersf!
Exhibitors, you've waited a lonj? time for this. Now, here it is I Ana
naturally Ad-Vance brings it to you! AGAIN AD-VANCE HELPS
SAVE YOU MONEY! THEY CUT YOUR OVERHEAD — AND
BUILD
YOUR
BUSINESS!
That's what we all want these davs!

a— THE
SMALLEST
THEATRE
CAN AFFORD THEM!
b— THE BIGGEST THEATRE CAN
BE PROUD OF THEM!
c — They
are short and punchy
and
practical !
d — They are real seat-sellers !
e — Novel, different — like a personal
chat w^ith your patrons !

One Talking Trailer per week
$3.50
8 Talking Trailers
per week $10.00
(Special rates, combination silent and
talking trailers.)

125 feet of ticketselling trailers!
Service includes
synchronized
ings, closings,openday
title combinations.
(Sound on Film)

Real, intelligent selling copy, plus synchronized music, PLUS intensive sales TALK!
Hardly seems possible at that price! But wait'll you see and hear them. No more
six to ten minute trailers that reveal too much of the picture; no more timewasting, monev-burning trailers. These mightv little "talkers" do the work! Ask
the circuits that use 'em! Sign the coupon below — IT'S AS IMPORTANT AS THE
FILM
BUYING
CONTRACTS
YOU'RE
NOW
MAKING
FOR
THE
SEASON!

^AdVanceTrdilex/ervice Corporation
CHICAQO

SASSoM^AsuAvi.

LA£>OI{ATOI{IES
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AD-VANCE
Gentlemen:
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1928 JoVeipont Ave.

111 WESTCHESTE\JQUAPX,N.Y.

DIVIDEND

COUPON

N. Y.

talking trailer service at common- sense prices. Send me full particulars.
trailers per week.
This inquiry plau:es me under no obligation.
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Here at last is the first authorized version of the show
career of Matt Press, manager
of the Saenger Theatre in
Hope, Arkansas, whose exploits have been recorded
•===^====^=^
many times on these pages.
A hurry call to Matt netted us his photo and a load of dope
on his life, and since we know that our members are always
anxious to learn when the other fellow broke in and what he
did in the years leading up to his immediate position, we hasten
to present it as a guide to AtMatt's
advancement.
the age
of twelve. Matt made his
debut into the show business when he
was engaged to make balloon jumps at
Home-Coming and Fair Celebrations,
with the poster paper proclaiming in
screaming
type that
the "Boy
Marvel WouldredMake
A Death
Defying

After a rainstorm, one finds no footprints on tf\e sands
of Time. Good deeds, alone are indestructible monuments.
Tlie foundation is laid and construction goes on forever.

It is certainly an item of interest to learn that Louis
Levine, former manager of the
Regent Theatre in Worcester,
Mass., has been offered the

Louis Levine Moves
From Worcester To
Capitol In Athol

opportunity to handle the new
Capitol Theatre in Athol.
We know that many of our members are personally acquainted with Louis and there's a good many more who know him
through the Club pages. He went to Worcester from Boston
where for more than fifteen years he was prominently identified in many branches of the show business, handling straight
picture and combination houses. He acquired a host of friends
during his two-year stay in Worcester and they, as well as we,
know what a successful job he made of handling the theatre.
His new house, the Capitol, was rebuilt, after it was destroyed
by fire last year and since its reopening has been conducted by
the G. B. Theatres Corp. With Louis stepping in and taking
over the reins it's safe to remark that he will no doubt have
that house hitting on all six cylinders and in the smoothest
possible manner. Incidentally, he continues working for the
same men who owned the Regent Theatres, which were sold
to another corporation.
We want to extend our congratulations to him and wish
him continued success on this new venture and with him displaying the same brand of showmanship that has marked his
many years in show business it makes it definite that he will
chalk up another success to his credit.

Leap From An Upheld Balloon Afternoon and Evening." After a number
of years around the "lot," and when
he had grown to manhood he
was installed as agent and manager of
the carnival. The off-months, during
which the crew was in winter quarters
found him employed in various theatres working in the capacity of bill-poster and on up.
His labor in the theatre enabled him to acquire a knowledge
of projection and realizing the value of the movie, he deserted
the carnival with which he had spent many years and entered
into association with the Brownie Amusement Company who
in 1912 were acclaimed as the pioneers of the "movie under
canvas" shows and one of the first outfits to carry electrical
equipment on the road for projection and lighting.
The advent of the embroglio of 1917 necessitated his resignation from the Brownie company and his entry into Uncle Sam's
service as a buyer of hay to be used for export purposes. After
the melee he rejoined the Brownie forces and was put to work
establishing store-room picture houses in the smaller Louisiana

Round
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towns, where he operated a string of eight of these theatres
until his association with Publix the first of this year.
From what Matt has been doing with Publix it seems to us
that his service with them is going to be both pleasant and
profitable. We want to thank him for the active interest he
is taking in the Club and we know he will continue because his
fellow members as well as ourselves are plenty interested in
hearing about his work at Hope.

Matt Press Gives
Us Some Dope On
Show
Experiences

Managers^

Table

Club

Section

A publication within a publication devoted exclusively
to the interests of the

♦

♦HOUSE

and

MANAGER

♦♦

all others participating
in theatre management,
exploitation, publicity and advertising.

The Industry's Clearing House For Ideas!
A GOLD MINE OF VALUABLE "DOPE" EVERY
WEEK FOR THE LIVE-WIRE SHOWMAN WHO
SEEKS TO GET AHEAD IN A BUSINESS WHERE
"YOU HAVE TO GO LIKE HELL TO STAY WHERE
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Showmen are taking daily
the air. The reason is
Hill Levey Joins to
obvious. Being good showmen
The Ranks Of The they believe in keeping abreast
of the times, and where formerly abucket of paste and a
"Flying Showmen"
lot of colored paper were the
sole mediums (outside of curiosity, of course), that were used
to bring them in, today these have been replaced by the most
compact and concentrated form of show merchandising ever
displayed.
All over the country, showmen continue to apply high power
metiiods to tiieir merchandising. Small towns and big cities are
applying alike, whenever possible, the same form of showmanship. Though located in a small towin. Bill Levey, big town
showman, who handles the Beacon Theatre in Port Washington, Long Island, decided, long, long ago that when he set out
to sell his shows they would be sold in a manner befitting the
merchandiser of today. Past issues of the Motion Picture News

CLUD

"LOBBY LAFFS

99

By Dick Kirschbaum

Managers'
Table resolution.
Club section have proven the possibilities of hisRound
determined
With the booking in of "Young Eagles," he felt that the
picture deserved to be sold in a manner that would have them
talking about it long before it opened. Working on the principle that an interested person would ultimately mean a satisfied
patron, he tied-up with one of the local newspapers and prevailed upon the editor to grant him a headline on the special
edition, to be devoted solely to the Beacon.

\zM'-\ The Port Washington News

I--SS.-I

SPECIAL AEROPLANE EDITION
Horn Loc«l«d B Port WMhmtloo|

AcrofiUn* EdftiM) , Comes to You frao*
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"The Patron Is Entitled To Service!!!"
OCR OITN UNDY

ta^;-^:^^^5.

"Flying Manager," and joining the fast growing ranks of other
showmen who have become "Flying Managers." The papers
were dropped about Port Washington and the surrounding
towns and plenty of attention was drawn to the attraction being
mcrcliandised.
To further his friendly relations with the flying school, Bill
showed them the
\_^#tr».Wrt^

fV^

(n

d % SupliM

the opcnof

Scnica •»<»■"

School » Pen W^-niuy.

. He then went out and tied-up with the Curtiss-Wright Flying
School, a branch of which is located in Port Washington. From
the airport heads he secured a plane which, together with a pilot, was placed at his disposal. This much done, he secured the
co-operation of the newspaper editor and obtained thousands
of copies of the special edition. The cut will show you what
the paper looked like and from it you will be able to estimate
the tremendous publicity value of a stunt of this sort.
In order to present properly the large amount of publicity he
received we deemed it necessary to make over the front page
and place Bill's publicity stories on it. The page originally contained the "scare head," a picture of Lindbergh, the story of the
theatre manager's flight and a picture of Bill, himself.
The papers were carried aloft in the plane. A number of
copies were signed by the pilot. Persons securing the signed
copies were entitled to free tickets to witness "Young Eagles"
at the theatre. In order to supervise distribution Bill himself
went up in the plane, earning by his action the sobriquet of a

LEONARD M. O'NEILL is the new manager of the
Regent Theatre, Salem, Mass.
JACK SANSON has been appointed manager of the
new Strand Theatre in New Britain, Conn.

FW«^
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CURTISS-WRIGHT
(lYlNG SEiVia

value of imprinting a plug for
his house and
picture
on the
stock circulars
that the air school
uses. We are
showing one of
these circulars
with this article in
order that you
may see how it is
done, and if the
occasion
presents
itself to you,
your

showmanship will be called into play and you'll come through
with another win; or perhaps you can do it right now.
Bill gut a corking break (one of those things that happens
once out of a million times), by having "Buddy" Rogers, star
of "Young Eagles," drop into the house to see his pal, Gary
Cooper, perform in "Only the Brave." This served to get him
a little more publicity in the local papers and the "made-over*
page will show you what he received. Flying high as he did,
is it any wonder that the picture received merchandising of
the sort that couldn't be equalled in any of the metropoUtan
"de-luxers," and we feel that Bill is one more deserving of
Iionorable mention in the ranks of showmen who are always
doing something, and we know the future doings of the Century
Circuit's first
showman
slants."Flying Manager" will be productive of many
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(From Fox West Coast "Now")
By GERALD BAKER
Manager Charleston (111.) Theatres
When I first took up the duties in Charleston last October, my
first thought and objective was to establish only the most pleasant
relations with the newspaper. In the newspaper lies a power that
makes or breaks you! Through this medium only is one able to
immediately place himself into the proper limelight. After that it
is solely up to this man to prove all that the newspaper says
about him.
My first encouragement came through the Chamber of Commerce.
Accepting an invitation to join, I attended a meeting soon after
I came. During this meeting I was given the privilege of saying
a few words about the Fox Theatres policy. Naturally, to a small
town, the word Fox meant much. It seemed as though they were
then going to enjoy a source of amusement never before even
dreamed of, and with the assurance that the Fox Theatres not only
meant a better and bigger entertainment to the city, but an organization that desired a fitting place with the progress of Charleston, made quite favorable impressions on the boys.
My first contact was in advertising. Here I had the chance to
meet my friends in business. A trip pass here and there assured
me that I would see them at the theatre soon. Next came the opportunity to give Charleston its first midnight show, incidentally falling on Hallowe'en.
The entertainment policy of Fox West Coast theatres was established first, followed by the express aim to reach into the schools.
I'll admit the school superintendent received a season pass, and it
didn't do any harm. Then, at regular intervals the teachers of the
several schools were invited as my guests to attend pictures I was
certain would meet with approval. This gave me an entrance not
only to the schools but into the school room. My teacher-friends
then advocated and even advised their pupils and students to attend
the school kiddies' Saturday morning matinee which followed.
Here probably is an example of Mohammed and the mountain.
It's two to one that the churches will not come to you. Therefore
one must go to them. Before entering the managerial field my
profession was theatre organist. I knew how the organists in the
churches longed to feel the pulse of a h'gh-wind-pressure organ.
I contacted the organists, inviting them down to try the organ.
This automatically invited me to try their organs. The chance to
play a solo in their churches rolled around, and anyone can vouch
for the thrill a "movie-organist" can give some of the old sisters
when they hear a professional touch on the old groan-box.
Neighboring towns: Here again I have been able to publicize the
Fox theatres through "musical contact." The little city of Oakland,
111.,
justof14a miles
distant,
was and
stag'ng
a home-talent
for the
benefit
citizen,
crippled
in need
of money toplay
submit
to
several operations. Hearing of this, I offered my services in pre
sent ng this play for them. I secured five musicians and we supplied all the necessary music.
My first contact with the P. T. Associations organization was in
connection with a benefit show for the high school. Tickets were
sold by the students. They received 50 per cent of the amount of
tickets sold. I then discussed pictures with the president of the
local district. She gave me the names of all the pictures that were
endorsed by the National Congress, mention of which I carried in
my advertising. As soon as I received new bookings I would call
her and get her endorsements. This resulted in the exhaustion of
m,Mch valuable time but it paid big dividends.
A move to build a Kiddies' Wading Pool has just come about.
Applying to Mr. Reid, my division manager, for a donation, he suggested, with perm'ssion to donate a cash amount if desired, that
we give another benefit show and donate 75 per cent of the receipts
to this cause. I got a front page break in the leading newspaper
which also carried propaganda "that the show was always willing
to enter into any civic project," etc. Along with this show we have
installed a small pool outside for contributions from the grown-up
passersby. One merchant unsolicitedly donated his regular display
advertising space of three columns 15 inches for our copy.
Charleston Progressive Citizens Association: This is an association organized recently to qu'etly but effectively stage the Sunday
movie light. I contacted with a few of the live business men of
the town — influential citizens — to fight for me.

The Real Club Spirit!
''All For One And One For All''
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Urban J. Schwartz
Composes Songs In
Addition To Work
^
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Meet a versatile Assistant
Manager, Urban J. Schwartz,
of the Abowd Theatre in
Findlay, Ohio. In addition to
learning the show game he
seems to be headed for a spot
in the song writing firmament

for we are in receipt of one of his songs entitled "Just Let
Me Call You Sweetheart," which, according to what we have
Findlay.
heard about it has become a favorite with the residents of
On the back page of the song copy,
Urban's showmanship was displayed in
the way he sold advertising space to the
local merchants, and it is interesting to
note that the theatre's ad was placed in
a prominent spot. Distribution, we be
lieve, is elTected at the stores of the advertisers and at the theatre, and if they
are using the organ at the Abowd another valuable plug is received.
If we checked up on our rolls we'd
probably find a lot of showmen who are
skilled in a great deal of other lines as
well as the show business, as witness the
number of artists, piano players, organists, ex-circus performers, actors and writers we have. With Urban's contribution
we now have what seems to us to be an organization of the
world's
it
fellers?most versatile craftsmen. What do you think about
Have you ever noticed that the man who has always extended a helping hand, never had occasion to complain about
the other one being empty?

Knowing that Henry G.
Santos, manager of the Tip
Top Theatre in Lihue, Kauai,
Hawaii, was pretty busy installing sound in his house we
did not expect to hear from
^'
him for a little while, but now
that he is all set and has the house running along like a million
dollar or so de luxer we feel that he is going to show his Club
spirit and jump back again into the active fold.
In order that you
might see that he is
stepping on the gas out
Opening Announcement
in his neighborhood we
are showing you a full
Tuesday, May 13
page ad he used to plug
his first sound and talkHju-old
Lloyd
"Welcome
With Two Showt:
Or)«criin6 JO
p m.. Second Show,Danger"
8 30 p. m.
ing pictures, and we
guessfulthat
after careexamination
you

Here's How a Showman From Hawaii
Boosts
Business

will agree with us that
it is a pretty nice excliandising.
ample of show merAnother slant that
proves how he is entrenched in good-will
with his local paper is
seen in the front page
space that his house
rated on the talkie
opening. The paper
came through with a
whole column on it and
gave the programs for
the week as well as
describing the inner
workings of the sound system. We want to compliment him
on the excellent way in which he handled the campaign on the
opening of the sound policy at his house and we hope that since
a more fertile exploitation field is now open for him that he
will keep us posted on what he is doing to bring them into
his house. What do you say Henry, can we count on you to
pass along what you and the rest of the showmen in your part
of the country are doing?
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Excavation work in front
of their houses has often been
cause for a lot of showmen to
wear a harassed look, but it
remained for Richard Boice.
manager of the State Theatre
in Mankato, Minn., to put

the work of the "ditch diggers" to use as an aid to his house.
\\ lien tliey dug up tlie street in front of the theatre they
ilug deep. As a result there was a gaping hole that looked as
tiiough it reached to Australia, and as an illustration of it we'd
like you to know that the pile of dirt heaped alongside the
excavation reached as high as the marquee. It looked like a
"dirty" trick to Boice — But.
He called showmanship into play. Since it was practically
impossible to feature any sort of a front display, due to the
dirt, he hit upon the idea of planting a huge banner on top of
the baby mountain. And what he lettered on the banner has
the whole town laughing yet. The copy read: "BEHIND
THIS MOUNTAIN THE STATE THEATRE IS SHOWING JOAN CRAWFORD IN 'MONTANA MOON'."
1 low's that lor sow nuuishii) ? It sold so well in the town
that tiie picture seemed to do more business than would ordinarily have been done had the street been in prime condition.
We want to hand Boice a little compliment for his alertness
and we know that this stunt that we are passing along will
more than meet with a hearty reception from the rest of the

CLUE

^^The Shoivman^s
^^
CalendCLUB
ar FEATURE

AN EXCLrSfVE

Check up on these dates each week and see how
you
can turn them into "money dates" for your
theatre.

JULY
1st
1st
4th
13th
17th

Battle of San Juan Hill.
Dominion Day (Canada).
Independence Day.
Gen. B. Forrest Birthday (Tenn.).
Munoz River Day (Porto Rico)

/ don't care to fool any mem;
when he discovers I have
fooled him he will do me more harm than my cunning did me.
— £. W. Howe.

July 17th
July 18th

Sherman's March to Sea — 1864.
America's
Successful
Counter-attack at Chateau
Thierry.

When we made a declaration that Findlay, Ohio, was
in for a lot of fine showmanship due to the alertness of
Ken Hoel it was no surprise
to hear that Ken pulled a
stunt recently that had every
factory worker in town looking twice.
It happened this way. Feeling that "Paramount on Parade"
deserved a boost, and knowing that a lot of his patronage was
secured from the workers in the many factories around and in
the city, he created the card that we are showing in conjunction witii this story. The card measured
eight by three and one-half inclies.
TO ALL EMPLOYEES
Through an arrangement he made
with the factory superintendents, Ken
was enabled to put this in the racks
where the time cards are placed. When
inserted, all that could be seen were the

July 21st
July 24th
July 25th

Battle of Bull Run— 1861.
Pioneer Day— Utah.
Occupation Day (Porto Rico).
Rico).
Dr. Barbosa's
Birthdav
(Porto

Club and consequently they'll want to hear more about him.
So how about it, Richard? Keep us posted on your work, will
you ?

And They Looked
More Than Once
At Ken Hoel's Gag
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^=^^=^'^^^=^

Three Day

NOTICE
or THE COMIN6

or

THE FESTIVAL
OF THE STARS

Paramount
on K^r 306 '
U^|,_ J_"j
MUW
TEAM'S BICCEST REVUE

words printed in red, "TO ALL EMPLOYEES A THREE-DAY
NOTICE." And maybe the factory hands
didn't leap over to the time rack to see
what the meaning of the notice was.
Many sighs of relief were breathed when
the purpose of the gag was found out,

and though we're sure we don't know,
^^^ since Ken says the time-keeping
department
expressed no unwillingness
THE
to have the cards put in the rack, there
SO-FAMOUS STARS-50
may be a moral in it some place and
Beginning SUNDAY EVE
some fellows who had been "slowing
JUNE 1st, Continalng
up" may have looked upon the gag as
ALL DAY MONDAY
not so hot. However, that's neither
here nor there. This stunt went over
very well and a good many of the factory employees were seen to smile when
they entered the theatre.
Perhaps there happens to be a couple
of factories near you. If so, here's your
oi)no'-«-Mnity to secure some publicity that is reallv the equiv>lent of a personal contact and, handled right, will bring you
in some extra box office business. Thanks, Ken, for thislatest
gag of yours and remember to keep us posted on the rest.

HARRIS

July
July
July
July
July

July 27th
July 27th
Julv 31st

Wireless between Japan and
United States— 1915
Lafavette
arrives from France —
1777

These are good months to promote "Rainy Day
Klubs" and other kiddie gags!

AUGUST
Aug. 1st

Beginning of \Vor!d War — 1914.
Colorado Day (Colorado).

Aug. 2nd

President Harding's Death— 1923.
Birthday
of Queen
Mother
(D. E. I.).

Can you tie any of the above events into your
theatre's activities?
And don't overlook the many local events that
are constantly turning up right in your own town,
county or state.

Keep an eye on **The Showman's
Calendar '' £or an advance
tip on
Suture holidays and events.
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WHAT

ABOUT

GIFT NITES?

Now we're stumped. We've always had an aversion for "giving" things away in order that theatres do business. We were not unlike many others
in adopting the slogan: "Good pictures — good business."
But we are fooled. Apparently we're wrong. At
any rate, in justice to those who place stock in
what we have to say, we must tell the truth — even
if it hurts. And in this case it don't hurt at all.
We are official adviser to a friend in the business
of running some theatres who pestered us until we
could not get rid of him without saying O.K. for
alittle
certain
type than
of "nite."
We China
will admit
it was
different
the old
or Silver
Nitea
gags; but when we finally consented, we felt like
the kid who had been trusted to look after the
candy store for a few moments and then ate some
of the sweets.
We were not even interested in finding out what
the results were on the night they started the gag.
And we had mighty little faith in what the result
would be.
Imagine our surprise when the "cluck" house of
the little outfit doubled their receipts the first
night. But we withheld comment. The second week
they stood them in the lobby. The third week they
had them out to the curb. What the succeeding
weeks will bring we don't know. But, despite our
prejudices against this sort of thing, it is really
responsible for the "cluck" coming out of the red,
and right during the time when everybody else
seems to be crying about "bum" business.
This may sound like "backing water" to those
who knew our previous opinion of such stuff, but
facts are
about
it. facts and we don't mind telling the world
Canada is represented again
this week along the new member line with the enrollment
of Wilbur Werthner, manager
of the Crown Theatre in Toronto, Ont.
Having
been in the show
game for a good many years, Werthner is fully equipped for
the position he now holds. He started a long time ago as an
usher and gradually worked his way up until he was given a
house of his own to handle. The first house he managed was
the Classic Theatre and since then he has handled the Gerrard
and another house in Toronto. The house at which he is now
located has been open but a short time and consequently he has
been very busy making contacts for future use, but in order
to show us that he is going to be a very active member, he
shoots along a stunt he used in connection with "Flight."
A number of cards were inserted in the heralds that plugged
the picture. The cards informed the reader that on the follovving Saturday a plane would fly over the city at a certain
altitude. Patrons were invited to write down on the card the
altitude at which they thought the aviator had reached. Space
was left for the name, address, and estimate of the height, and
the persons coming closest to the right amount were rewarded.
The results were announced from the stage of the theatre, and
since all of the cards had to be given in to the box office a
special mailing list was secured that was sure to prove very
valuable.

Wilbur Werthner
Engineered A Stunt
That Clicked Well

Well, Wilbur, from the way you have started out i! appears
that you intend to keep right in front with the rest of the livewires who make up our Canadian enrollment and you know
the best way to do that is to keep us posted on how you are
merchandising your attractions.
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The recent shake-up at the
Fox Theatre in Detroit, Mich.,
seems to have some marked
effect on the new men in stalled. The managing director
and publicity man in the short
^^-^^^
time they have been in the
city have been burning up the town at breakneck speed. Special
shows, previews, stage shows and knockout publicity have featured the work of the reigning showmen to date. The latest
to come out of the city is an eight-page model of a tabloid
(pink color and all)
to plug the new
edition of the Fox
FOX THEATRE SPECIAL EDITION
Movietone
Follies
fOUB
and the price slash.
POtUES
EXTRA
EXTRA
Competition
in
the city has been
keen,
with
all
of the ace houses
digging
deep and
throwing up dough.
Anything
to drag
in the biz. and cut
out the next guy.
We are showing a

Campaign For The
Price-Slash At Fox
Detroit
A Corker
=^^^^-^^====^^^^

wsi m m
BCGESl

page
the tabloid
turned of out
by the
enterprising
press
agent of the house
and also a sample
of one of the ads
showing
the price
slash. They engineered a campaign
on the price slash
that
had
Detroit

i!*j|IUILii!^
500
L^
two
Fox
^rw^^_
250
and
eight page tabloids. The local dailies ran eight
theatre with pictures of the special decorations.
handed out at all the big auto factories as well
as at the theatre. On the
WOODWARD
opening night of the price
AT COLUMBIA
slash, batteries of Kliegs
FOPlNfoPMATION
CAllCHEmrr7700
played
upon the persons
C 4livaiit CooIpU fo I lour Conttort/_
entering the house. The
hokum
clicked from the
THE BIGGEST SHOW IN DETROIT
start and the house has
6000 SEATS 6000
THE RIOT OF FUN STARTS FRI.
been packing them in ever
since.

going
250 ga-ga.
stands,
car cards, 1000
sheet
snipes,
three
sheets
150,000 of the
stories of the
The tabs were

^m^

WORLD'S
^f/.-iELBpENOEL

NOEL FRANCIS
FQANKRICHAQOION

PREMIERE
MA£J0(?IE WHITE

WILLIAM COLLICQ JR .
MlQIAM
SEEGAQ

;W^

'FOLLIES

°f 193 O
low Till itaEF

m

rAN{H(IN''.MAIi(OS''EyES"ll»EA
AMOREVA

BRO

PALPL OLStf* on^ (LARA BOW-Zl
-KEO. TOKI >aa YOKl and
t ChetMt oi SUfiKIST SWE£Tll%

the latest results of the showman

EVANS

Competition looks so hot
around there that we expect to pass along some
revolutionary s t u'n t s in
showmanship as it's a sure
thing that the rest of the
houses are going to hit
back and from the livewire members we have on
our rolls, who operate de
luxers in the Auto City all
that we have to say now
is to watch our pages for
battle in Detroit.

H. DAVIS

Says:

"/ have followed the CLUB for the last year and a
half and found it of great value and a lot of help in
this managing business."
Manager, Rialto Theatre,
East Rochester, N. Y.
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From all indications, at least
On
Ballyhoo
Live
Marquee bold bllOW
C I
**C*wr"
j^
r or
Olft
CiOlOniOn
—
—

thinkway ofleadmg
to a showman's
mg,
one of Chios
cities, Youngstovyn, boasts
some showmanship that ranks
with the best being turned out
in the largest cities in the

country.
startweto are
talk going
about toYoungstown,
you'll
no
doubt get When
an ideawe that
say something
about
S. S. Solomon, city manager of the Publix houses, with headquarters at the State Theatre.
You'll have the right idea.
Solomon's activities have always furnished us with something that would be
of value to Round
Table members, and
whenever we receive
accounts of his work
we hasten to pass
them along. We are
reproducing a photo
here of the ballyhoo
lie arranged for
"Devil's Holiday,"
and
it wasn't
one
of theif most
effective
pieces of showmanship ever turned out
in Youngstown we'll
wear last year's straw
hat next year. The
large calendar in tlie
center of the marquee was illuminated
so as to show the
play dates. On each
side of the mafquee
five - foot-c u t - o u t
heads of Nancy Carroll were placed six inches away frorn the
circular backgrounds. On each end of the marquee, two men
dressed in devil costumes were posted. The men remained on
the marquee from opening to closing with half-hour periods off
for relief. What a stunt this proved to be, and it was all done
at a total cost of forty-five dollars.
The State Theatre is so situated in the city that it can be
seen from either end of the main street and the star gazing
and jay walking indulged in by the residents when they had
their eyes focused on the unusual display afforded ample proof
that they were being sold on the picture. The newspapers
picked up the stunt and gave it a free play in their columns,
with one feature writer going to the extent of devoting his
daily column to a description of it.
We also had on hand a layout of newspaper ads that were
used to plug the picture, but lack of space would not permit
however, we hope that it w-on't
in this article;
them shooting
our
stop using
him from
in another batch to us.
With "S. S." numbered among our active contributors, we
know that the future issues of the Round Table Club are going
to hold some more of his showmanship de luxe and all we can
there's
them tobecause
for made
is to
say
boundnowto be
an keep
angle your
or twoeyes
thatopen
will be
order for you.

S. H. HINMAN

Says:

"/ have just lately become a member of the best
darn thing that ever happened in the picture
racket . . . the membership certificate is right by
me and the button is on the lapel. I'm proud of
them both."
Manager,
Diana Theatre,
Medina, New York.

WE'RE
.Just about

ON OUR

WAY!

the time the ink will dry on this

week's edition, your ("haiiman will be enroute tor
the I'acitic Coast, with a few slops in between,
where he will feather at first hand many interestinfj and important angles as applied to show business out in the West and
Northwest.
As mentioned in last week'.s issue, we wish we
were able to meet everyone of the thousands of
boys who have made our job so pleasant b> leason
of their man> fine letters and contiibutions for
the Club pa.ues. Hut we will take ad\anlaue of
every
to say
"Hellol"
and be
hope
in the spot
not we
too hit
distant
future
we will
ablethat
to
cover the entire country.
Between .July 7th and 2Ith, those wishinj; to
communicate direct with me on matters other
than Club stories can address their mail to Hotel
Roosevelt, Los Angeles, Calif. Regular mateiial
for the Club pages should be sent to Cliil) headquarters same as usual, where it will be bandied
in the usual way and with as much speed as is
possible to get the stories into print. Kverythinu
el.se pertaining to regular Club routine wiil continue during my absence and prompt attention will
be given to all communications.
"Chick"

Moss Passes Along
A Couple Of Hints
That May Help You

There's two things that
Richard L. Moss, manager of
the Raymond Theatre in Pasadena, Calif., raves about. One
is his job and the other the

California sunshine. We'd like
^^to inform
him that when
a
showman does his work well, there's bound to be sunshine in
any part of the country, and, especially so, if he loves to do it,
as does Moss. Anyway, we didn't set out to start a discussion
of the relative merits of sunshine as applied to the showman
principle; what we want to relate is what Dick is doing to
keep business rosy.

"

When he booked in "The Case of Sergeant Grischa," he
decided that what the film needed more than anything was a
good advance campaign. To that end he started his teaser
ads running. The teasers stated: "Grischa is Coming," "Grischa is Powerful," "Grischa had no fluff or frills," etc. Cards
of like nature were placed about the lobby. A day or so after
the first teaser appeared people began to get inquisitive and
ask themselves what it was all about. As a result, when play
date arrived business went up wav higher than usual. As a
"Showman Tip" Moss advises that "MOST OF THE SCENES
IN THE TRAILER SHOULD BE CUT OUT AS THEY
ARE DEPRESSIVE AND GIVE THE IMPRESSION OF
A WAR PICTURE. THE MORE MYSTERY THAT SURROUNDS THIS PICTURE THE BETTER IT WILL
In addition to this bit of ace show merchandising he also
pulled a couple of other stunts that went over very well. One
SELL."
of
these was in conjunction with "The Sky Hawk," when he
announced that any Pasadena boy appearing with his mother
at the theatre would be admitted free by paying his mother's
admission. The newspapers picked up this stunt and arranged
to have a photographer take a few pictures of it, which were
later inserted in the paper. Another stunt that met with immediate favor was promoted with one of the newspapers and
consisted of offering free tickets to the persons submitting the
best reviews on "Anna Christie."
Moss reports that he is working on a couple of new stunts
and as fast as the mails can carry them through to Club headquarters we will present them to you. We would like Dick
to know that we intend to get some of that California sunshine soon, and we hope to drop in and see him.
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DISPLA YS!
PATRON'S

EYE—

The displays pictured on this page
were created by Louis Sylvester, artist
for tlie Tampa Theatre, Tampa, Fla. A
complete description accompanies each
display and should prove immensely
valuable to other theatre artists anxious
to improve their work or seeking new
ideas. We are grateful to Paul Short,
manager of the theatre, for furnishing
us with this fine material.

Background — Worked in greens with
lighting effect. Circle shadows box in red
and silver metallics.
Figure — Face of Arliss in greens.
Foreground — Dark green.
Lettering — Mr. George Arliss, silver
with crimson metallics. "The Green Goddess" raised cut-out in green metallics.

Sunburst in red and gold metallics and
clouds in blue tones outlined in silver. Revolving globe in green and blue with green
and silver metallic letters. Background in
silver and black with figures in metallic
costumes. Side panels and top panel in
brilliant colors outlined in silver. Silver
metallic star heads and contrasting
panels.

Background— dark blue with illuminated
orange
moon.
Figure— Lillian Gish in lavender dress,
face in flesh tints.
Foreground — Veranda and house iin stucco effect, made realistic by fountains and
pathway .
Lettering — "Lillian Gish" and "One
Romantic Night" in silver metallics.
Panel in light green with dark blue lettering.

Background — worked in reds with black
outline.
Silver and gold stars.
Figures — Oakie in brown and red chair.
Face of Oakie in flesh tints. Girls in silver
and red metallic costumes.
Foreground — Dark blue and black.
Lettering — In red and silver.

Background — Orange tones and piece with figure,
dark blue with illuminated orange circle. Metallic
notes and hearts.
Figure — Flesh tones and costume of varicolored
metallics.
Foreground — Black with silver border.
Lettering — "Nancy Carroll" in silver metallics.
Panels green
red hearts
with white
light
illuminated
cutoutlettering.
letters "Honey"
with whitein
border. Green
lights.
This display is made in four divisions
with lighting effect behind each. Brown
and blue tones are used throughout. A
realistic effect is created by the use of a
real cactus, skull and rocks.
Used as a teaser a few weeks in advance
of the show.
This was a little different than the usual
run of Sylvester's work.

Background — Worked out in blues. Sunburst in
orange and reds bordered with silver and crimson
metallics.
Figure — Head of Gilbert in striking colors.
Foreground — Yellow with black Russittn eagle.
Lettering — "John Gilbert" in crimson and silver
cutout metallic letters. "Redemption" in orange
and white cutout letters. Orange lights. Panels in
dark blue with light lettering.

Background — Buildings painted in pastel
colors with cut-out illuminated windnws.
Figures — Girls in metallics. Head of
Buddy
Rogers
in colors.
Foreground — Money bags in tones of
brown.
Stocks of cut-out gold money .
Lettering — "Buddy Rogers" on green
metallics
outlined
with
purple
metallics.
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Upon taking over his new
position at the Palace Theatre
in San Leandro, Calif., Rod
Degener, who formerly managed the Golden State in
San Pablo, Oakland,
set to
work
to introduce
the town

to his showmanship.
As lie is now located in a place where the drawing power is
much greater than his previous position, he was enabled to
arrange a tie-up with a local school of aeronautics that helped
him to put "Flight" across to bigger and better box-office
receipts.
The building wherein the aeronautical school is located, being adjacent to the theatre, he arranged to have their street
window plug the display that we are showing in the accompanying photo. This display comprised such parts as the strut, rudder, casing for Wasp engine, crank shaft, testing compass, altameter, tecrometer, speed indicator and the many other things
comprising the "entrails" of the big mechanical birds.

CLUD

A HELPFUL

HINT!

Knier,uenc>' calls havo lonjj: l)cen a problem with
showmen. ()ne of the forms of the "emergency
calls" is the lady who wants to know why you
can't flash a notice on the screen that she wants
hei' hoy to come home to eat hecause he's heen in
the theatre for five hours. And so they run. Hut
a necessai\\ emeij.jency call and one that no real
showman ever ignores is for a doctor. I'he medicos
like to see shows as well as most people, but unfortunately, while they are in the midst of the
performance, a hurry call comes in for them, and
they're forced to leave.
In the old days a manager didn't mind Roinj^ up
on the stag'e inquiring whethei* a doctoi- was in
the theatre. A nod to the organist, oi- a wave to
the orchestra leader, and the house would he silent ;
hut with talking pictures, not so good. A manager
can't very well stop the picture, especially on a
disk show — so there he was. He could either make
a .Joe Humphries out of himself or ask eveiy person seated whether they happened to he a doctor.
Joe Campbell, assistant manager of the Capitol
Theatre in Miami, Fla., has solved the problem.
WHEN A DOCTOR IS REQl ESTPJl) AT THE
CAPITOL HIS NAME IS TYPED ON A RADIO

He also arranged to have heralds placed on the Western Air
Expresses operating through the town and also at the local
airport at Oakland. With this stunt to his credit already, and
him just starting, it seems to us that Degener is going to
pass along some interesting accounts of his work. What do
you say, Rod? You know that you've got a million more opportunities now to pull some corking stunts and we know you
can do it.
Angle after angle comes to
Club headquarters on the new
stunts that Earle Holden puts
over at the Fairfax Theatre in
Miami, Fla., and the only
thing we can do is to look at
them and pass them along to
the Club members because we feel that ♦;hey are bound to fit
in some place. Where Earle finds all the time to dope these
out is still a mystery to us, but then when we stop to figure out
that showmen always work along these lines it's not so mystifying.
This latest of Earle's was used in connection
with "The
Cuckoos," but as we have been stating for a long time tliat no

Earle Holden Has
One That May Also
Help Your Business

Notice to Members
PLEASE be sure to notify
the Chairman of any change
of address.
—THANK YOU.

MAT AS: "DR. DOE WANTED
AT THE BOX
OFFICE." THE SMALL SLIDE IS FLASHED
FOR A FEW
SECONDS
AT THE LOWER
RIGHT HAND CORNER OF THE SCREEN IN
FULL VIEW OF THE AUDIENCE AND WHILE
THE PICTURE IS ON. Thus no noise is made and
the man paged cannot help but see the call.
Letters were sent to all of the doctors in the
community advising them of the Capitol's innovation and the doctors' cards that later reposed in
the box office proved the power of the stunt.
PERHAPS
YOU'VE BEEN
LOOKING
FOR
SOMETHING
LIKE THIS AND HERE IT IS;
WITH JOE CAMPBELL'S COMPLIMENTS.

stunt must necessarily be used with a certain picture, you can
use it on any. He secured a number of cards measuring eight
by six inches and printed in black and white. The cards carried copy on the top reading: "FREE ADMISSION TO
SCHOOL CHILDREx\!" The Publix Fairfax will admit free
to any performance from Friday, May 30, to Friday, June 6
(after school) any boy or girl of school age who secured the
written signature, address, and phone number below of twenty
adults who promise to see the year's comedy sensation. "The
Cuckoos," with Robert Woolsey and Bert Wheeler at the Fairfax Theatre TPlaydatf).
Underneath the heading, space was left for the names, address and phone numbers of twenty adults. The bottom of
the card carried a note, "SCHOOL CHILDREN!" When completely filled out, present this form at the FAIRFAX THEATRE Friday, May 30, to Friday. June 6 (after school), and
see the comedians of "Rio Rita," Bert Wheeler and Robert
Woolsey, in "The Cuckoos," absolutely free.
The stunt went over like wildfire. The kids were chasing
all over town getting names, and the wisdom of Earle's showmanship isseen in the way this stunt helped to boost up his
mailing list to a few thousand or so more names. The kids also
had their interest in the house pepped up. There are manv slants
that can be worked in connection with this idea that Earle has
so kindly passed along and we are sure that if vou give them
a httle thought you will find that a good many 'angles will be
seen.
Oak, Earle;
thatyou
thishave
one furnished
is going" tous be
just
as
welcome
as the we
manyknow
others
within
the past and will be filed away with the others that the showmen are waiting for the opportunitv to use.
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Eddie Hitchcock's famous "promise book,"
wherein he has created a standing record
of all the promises he must make to keep
everybody happy.
Most of the promises (we are told) are
never kept, but a good time is had by all
listening
for
Eddie. to the postponement alibis. 'Ray
M.R.T.C.
The

C\^T\n

Af<a

Features

Regular

^''^

special story that we
in conjunction
showing

we had intended to use in our

but
editioItn was
y ight
* Anniv
throu
''f''^"gh
someersar
overs
' placed in the wrong department and as a result we were out of luck so far as using it
was concerned. As generally happens, somebody brought it in
and threw it on our desk a week or so ago and we felt that
we'd better rush it through.
In the March 8th edition of the Club we ran a story about
the advertising turned out by John W. Creamer, manager of
the Palace Theatre in Muscatine, la., and mentioned the fact
that the composing room of the
Motion Picture Ad in
local paper showed they knew
Journal is Praised by
something about make-up by
Managers Organizaton
following Creamer's directions
to the least little dot. The paper
got hold of our story and as a
result Creamer landed this
break absolutely free. It is
certainly a pleasure to see the
whole-hearted co-operation that
he receives from every one in
Muscatine and we know that
it's the things like this that
make him work all the harder
e=^ILLER
to keep his theatre one that the
town can well be proud of. And
to give you another example,
we'll cite the case of one of the
local clergymen whom Creamer
assisted.
It seems that Creamer was invited to give a talk at one of
the church meetings and he chose for his topic, "The Movies
and Religion." To drive home our point more clearly we will
quote a paragraph or so from the letter of appreciation the
clergyman sent to Creamer: "Just a line," the letter read "to
thank you on behalf of the Men's Class of. the 1st Congregational Church, Muscatine and in my own behalf for the interesting and helpful talk you gave use recently on "The Movies
and Religion." We were all pleased to have you with us, and
I'm sure we shall all appreciate a return visit.
". . . I feel sure that you personally would prefer to show
more pictures of a wholesome,
elevating type, and if the church
people will support such pictures, we shall iiave more of them
and less of the other sort."
The letter then went on to express thanks for Creamer's
efforts in trying to keep the house running on a high levevl.
And when you can get letters like this one in your town then
it's a sure think that you are going to do business. Though
we have never
had the pleasure of being in Muscatine, we are
sure that if we should go there we would hear everybody in
the town handing out a word of praise for Creamer and the
work he is doing.
Not only does he go about town and deliver addresses on
the movies but he is alwavs on the watch to pick up good-will
in every way possible. When he played "Song of the West",
he invited a good many of Muscatine's oldest residents to wit-
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ness the picture. The local paper sponsored the event and he
found himself with some front page publicity in the form of
stories and pictures.
This showman has long been an active member of the Managers' Round Table Club and those of you who have followed
his work during the time he has been located in Muscatine
have noticed how he has steadily gained the good-will of the
town and as a result has been seeing business boom at the
house. As we know he will continue his active interest we look
forward to seeing some more of his work in the very near
future.
^^===^====
When
Clinton
E.
Lake,

ary
/VnniVers
l ime
A-nnitrf'-rciirv Timp

Theatre,
Chattanooga
TivoHcelebrated
manager of,theTenn.,

Gave

his theatre's
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Lake a Chance

anniversary

re-

J. ic *J y J^caici &
standmg promotional
work
*^^"*^y' ^^ "^^^ ^^ *^^ °"*"a
TiV-TTr» Dpiilprc. tie-up
with eight of the leading merchants of the city which resulted in the distribution of
10,000 contest cards and eight special window displays. The
contest was so arranged that contestants had to guess the correct list of articles donated to the Tivoli theatre by the contributing merchants, each merchant having signs and leading
information in his window which made the contest fairly easy
and compelled contestants to visit each of the windows.
A handsome cedar chest was offered as first prize and a dozen
other varied articles were also awarded. The 10,000 cards were
distributed by the co-operating dealers.
A large cake, donated by a friendly bakery and other stunts
were used to put the TivoH's anniversary over to excellent receipts for the week.
The anniversary also gave Lake an opportunity to prove how
good tion
a he"drag"
had inthethelocal
town merchants
and the marvelous
receivedhe from
establishedco-operahim as

one of the most popular showmen
tre's attractions in Chattanooga.
— —

to ever merchandise a thea-

The many bank tie-ups pro-

Arrang
ement
A.A. J
1 TVT
T»
-1 bank
T
Local
JNettea

are alla
our members
moted by
us atthat
to fact
of interest
source because
times
of the

Brown
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With

Publicity

them always ready to co-operate providing your plan will benefit both.
When he played "Street of Chance," Gilbert C. Brown, manager of the Paramount Theatre in Wheaton, 111., saw in the
picture an opportunity for a bank tie-up and he hastened to
take advantage of it.
In keeping with the idea of the picture, he suggested to one
of the local banks that they "give" away two hundred safety
deposit box spaces to winners of a contest he was going to
conduct at the Paramount in connection with "Street of
The bank agreed, and one hundred boxes were awarded to
holders
Chance." of winning numbers at the theatre each night during
the engagement. Besides giving the space, the bank put in a
window display and paid for a large newspaper advertisement
describing the tie-up.
According to Brown, there was much interest in the contest
and fine comment was general, which statements are borne out
by the fact that the picture had an excellent attendance.

BATHING

SUIT GAGS!

Just a thought, but maybe you can work it up
to something interesting and profitable for your
theatre.
Tie up with a local dealer to give away bathing
suits — either for youngsters, adults or both. You
can make your own arrangements, but with a little
showmanship it should not be hard to help boost
a poor night or an off-picture.
What do vou think of it?
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The raft of stuff that has
been pouring into Club headquarters lately leads us to believe that our men in the field
are certainly determined to
cash in with their Commence
ment Week stunts that have
been featured for the past few weeks on these pages. From
Maine to California we have had examples of the way ingenious showmen put this slant across and our latest one comes
for L. W. Carroll, manager of the Majestic Theatre in Burlington, Vt.
Carroll printed an invitation
card that was a corker. In fact,

Graduation Gags?
Here's One Used
By L. W. Carroll

the cut doesn't do it justice, because you would have to have
one in your hand to see the
simple make-up that makes it an
AS » Cr»du»iion Gift from ihe Msjesiic
outstanding card. It is plainly
C
I wani you lo use ihis c&rd as a lickei
printed in black and white and
during "Commencement Week,"
its beauty lies in the layout and
Your friend,
quality of the stationery used.
L W. CAP^KOLL
The cards were sent to the local
schools and high schools and
created a good deal of comment from every student and
graduate.
Included in the envelope, which measured the regular size
for formal invitations, was the letter that we are reprinting
below. The copy on this is exceptionally well written, and for
that reason we are passing it along, in the hope that it reaches
you just about Commencement Time in your town. If you
find that you are unable to use it this year grab your tickler
file and put it away until next year.
Dear Graduate:
Next week is "Commencement Week," and the Majestic
Theatre extends to you, as a member of the class of
1930, hearty congratulations upon the successful completion of your High School studies, and invites you to be
their guest.
During the week you will review, with a great deal of
satisfaction, the many happy days of your school life and
although secretly thrilling at the thought that you have
completed your school studies, wrill leave reluctantly your
Alma Mater. The old study hall, the class rooms and your
instructors you must leave behind; yet in the years to
come you will fondly cherish these memories.
However, there is one institution in your school life
that will continue — the MAJESTIC. Here, too, you have
spent many happy hours with school pals and the theatre
wrill in the future revive many
school-day memories.
In addition to extending our congratulations, we vnsh
to present you with the enclosed graduation gift as an
expression of our sincerity. This card will be honored as
an admission to the Majestic any day during "Commencement Week."
Most sincerely,
L. W. CARROLL, Manager,
MAJESTIC THEATRE.
At this time we want to thank all of our members for the
splendid spirit of co-operation they have shown in the passing
along of the various ideas they adopted to secure good-will for
their houses via the Commencement Week angle. We want
also to thank Carroll for shooting this one into us as we feel
it is going to meet with an open armed reception. Now listen
"L. W." from what we hear of your work up there we know
that we should hear from you more often. How about it?
Let's have some of these live-wire stunts so that we can pass
them are
along
and at the same time we'll be keeping tabs on what
you
doing.
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THE KIDDIES?

Kiddies can be brouji^ht back to any theatre that ha.s lost this profitable trade.
There should be no cause to worry about
^etting^
them, house.
providing you want them
back
in vour
The kids liked westerns? They "ate up"
serials? Slapstick comedy and cartoons
brought forth roars of laughter? And for
the life of me I can't see why you should
be losing out with the kids.
Are kiddie angles so difficult to create?
Is it impossible to secure any westerns at
all? You know they don't have to be talkies.
Silent cowboy stories with musical synchronization will answer the purpose. Slapstick comedies are available, and always
have been. Serials, both synchronized and
talkie, are yours for the buying. Cartoons
aj-e a thousand per cent better from the
kiddie point of view than ever before.
And how about those Kiddie Klub gags?
Candy Matinees? Novelty Shows? Rainy
Afternoon Clubs? Ice Cream Matinees?
Good Lord, all you need do is read our own
Club
pages business
regularly stunts
and you'll
dozens
of kiddie
and find
suggestion.
Not made up out of thin air or imagination,
but actual stuff that has been successfully
put across by live-wire managers all over
the country.
If you will pardon our saying so, we think
that the matter of kiddie business is solely
a problem of management and showmanship. If you want to go out after it, you
will succeed, but letting cobwebs form in
your brain
won't helpTHE
the situation one mechanism
bit. GET AFTER
KID
BUSINESS NOW.

Bakery Distributed
Heralds In Bread
For Robert
Frost

We

have presented many

examples of special tie-ups arranged with local bakeries by
showmen
throughout the

country and this time the tieup has a new angle to it that
was engineered by Robert C.
Frost, manager of the Alabama Theatre in Birmingham, Ala.
The bakery agreed to enclose slips of paper with each loaf
of bread sold. The slips carried the names of twenty-five of
the stars appearing in "Paramount on Parade." The customers
of the bakery were entitled to compete in a plan to decide how
well known the various stars were.

^^=^^=^^^^^=^^=^^^^^=^

carried
copy reading:
nameof
of The
each slip
starofispaper
a space
into which
you are "Opposite
to fill in thethetitle
a recent picture in which this star has been featured. After
your list is completed present it to the doorman at the Alabama
Theatre and to the first 25 that are correct each day during
the week's run of the picture will be extended a guest privilege,
compliments of the American Bakeries Company apd the Alabama Theatre."
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TRAILERS AGAIN!
Visiting theatres during the past few
weeks impressed upon us, more than ever,
the importance of attention to your institutional trailers.
More care MUST be brought into play if
you want those house announcements to get
across in keeping with the dignity of the
theatre.
No matter how well made a trailer is, if
the wording is bad, the impression it leaves
on the patrons will be equally bad.
All the trailer companies have specialists
on the job whose time is at your service.
Tell them what you want and let them, if
necessary, suggest the wording as well as
the way it should be made up.
Morris Makes His
Display Do Double
Duty
At
Theatre

Once more, Walter Morris
is responsible for some fine
outside display stuff suitable
for any kind of a good theatre. Walter, in the event

you don't happen to know it,
^ii^^i^i::ii^^^-^==;i=^i^i;;^^^^ is the high-pressured manager
of the Publix-Florida Theatre in St. Petersburg, Fla., and if
you follow your Club pages with some semblance of regularity,
then you ought to know him 'most personally. His various
suggestions and contributions have been a source of great interest and value to other showmen the world over.
In the two photos we
are reproducing with
this story, you will note
first the top one and
focus your attention on
the marvelous centerpiece which tops off
the entire front. Incidentally, this same centerpiece was used as an
advance lobby display
for two weeks prior to
the opening date.
(Good idea that.) You
will also note from the
photo, the various other advertising pieces
standing in front of the
house which will give
you some idea of the
variety of material used
by Morris in plugging
a coming and current
attraction.
The lower photo is
a close-up of a beauty

"Dr. Fu
°" the new
.
, „ picture.
,,
Manchu
Note carefully every detail of this display
and how effectively Walter assembled the various portions
that go to make up this piece. This type of stuff, invariably,
attracts considerable attention from theatre-goers and regular
patrons of a theatre. There is something unusual and eyearresting about it and creates a certain amount of interest
among the patrons, in that they are always looking to see what
the latest creation of the house manager is going to be.
We well recall a certain tlieatre up in New England that
was blessed with a large lounge room off the main lobby. They
made it a practice of setting up some sort of an unusual display
for every big attraction and after a month or two of this it
was quite a habit for the customers to walk the sixty odd feet
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tlirough the lobby just to see what the latest display was.
Think it over boys. The idea is not so bad after all. Select
a spot or corner in your lobby or foyer and try the same gag.
It's not at all expensive if you handle it right.
Oak, Walter, shoot along more stuff and we'll gladly pass it
on to the other boys who are anxious to grab good ideas.
Even the bees in the New
Haven suburbs are buzzing
Telephone Hanger with accounts of the work
turned out by C. J. Latta,
Idea Is Working
manager of the Roger Sherman Theatre in the ConnectiGreat
For
Latta
^^^.^^^^.i.:^^:^^^^^^^^^^;^;:^^^^^^^^^:^^

CUt

city.

One of the most active showmen in this part of the country,
Latta, by reason of his showmanship has been represented on
the Round Table pages many times. He, like the rest of his
fellow members, doesn't claim that all his work is original.
He gives the Club pages full credit for any stunt he gets from
them and to-day he passes credit
along to John Scanlon and his assistant at the Warner Theatre in
Lynn, Mass., for this gag that we
are reproducing.
The stunt was worked in the
form of a telephone guest card.
Patrons were given a card measuring six by three with a hole in the
top to hang it over the telephone
mouthpiece. The copy on the card
WARNER
BROS.
stated that at some distant date
ROGER SHERMAN
the theatre would call and anTHEATRE
nounce the number on the card.
70 Collece Stmt.
New Ha*en
This would then entitle the holder
Phone 5-6135 — 5-6136
TELEPHONE
to bring the coupon on the bottom
VISIT THE SHOW PLACE OF NEW ggQQ
HAVEN
of the card to the theatre and rea* the gaeit of the m*iUE«n)an( — Fill in the
coupon
below and return to the Ro^cr
Box
Office.
^ rtSherman
«. «
ceive free tickets. The best part
r':s"'.■■^'r..'-:■.:^ 8900
of the gag was the fact that the
name of the theatre would always
be before the patron, as the card
ROGER
SHERMAN
Thum
was supposed to be returned to
GUEST
CARD
the phone again in the event that
another call might be made. The
gag met with great success in the
RINT NAME
AND ADDRESS)
city and the suburbs and Latta
secured a corking institutional
publicity plug for his house.
For a teaser herald on "Courage" he made up a novelty in
the form of a card and placed it in a pay envelope labeled
"What I Know About Women." Upon opening the envelope
the card was found to contain the plug, in capital letters "IT
TAKES COURAGE" (then in small type, the players, playdate, etc.) and in big type on the bottom (TO TELL — small
type — "How A Mother Braved The World's Scorn For Her
Children"!) At first glance the card would seem to state the
answer to "What I Know About Women," as all that would
hit the eye would be "IT TAKES 'COURAGE' TO TELL."
This stunt went over with a big bang in the town and the picture received a lot of valuable word-of-mouth comment.
We have yet to hear of an instance where Latta's showmanship wasn't equal to putting any picture across and we are very
glad to represent his work at the Roger Sherman on our pages.

"SHOWMAN

EARLE

TIPS"

HOLDEN

Says:

successfulbetter
selling
of 'JOURNEY'S
con"The
be obtained
by leaving
out as much END'
war
angle as possible and tell the people this is not a
flag waving picture. They will appreciate it more
Manager,
and won't be fooled either."
Fairfax Theatre,
Miami, Fla.
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Dave Horland Gave
Roadhouse Nights
A Good
Send-Off
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As we have stated many
times in the past, when a

showman knows his patrons'
likes and dislikes he is helped
tremendously in his newspaper advertising and exploi;
tation campaigns. To illustrate this point, we are going to tell you a little bit about the
way Dave Borland, manager of the Metropolitan Theatre in
Regina, Sask., Canada, sold "Roadhouse Nights" to his patrons.
Feeling that it was time for a new star to he introduced to
the patrons, he decided that he would plug jimmy Durante, the
Broadway comic, and to do this he made up a bunch of teaser
ads, some of which we are reproducing below. Unfortunately
the first ad of the catc
seriesofwas
in transit,
but exception
it was a dupli'the lost
second,
with the
that
the hottnin line read: "Wait and Sec."
DO YOU KNOW WHO
I AM?
When the playdate arrived Dave made up
a cut-out of Durante and placed it on the
wall of the theatre. As the side wall runs
along the main car line and a great deal of
traffic is run by daily, it is to be seen that
this stunt is
very valuable. / -.^
In the photo
that we are
Here I Am
showing you
At Last,
will see how he
uses the wall
Folks!
Nun» b JiraDf Durand also the
anlr luid Im tn ItiU
You [1 Know Tomorrow
cut-out letters
blj( «Rirpiiw> WDJwUoa
It Wont Be Long Now!
plcUuT of 1930.
that plugged
the picture.
From what we have heard,
Dave's campaign on Durante
went over very big and when
"Schnozzle" was introduced to
iiis Canadian audiences he was
given as cordial a reception as is
generally accorded him in the
^OADHOUSE
States. We would like to ask
at this time that you bear in
NKiHTS
mind the fact that, as Dave says,
HELEN MORGAN
CHARLES RUCOLfS
FREO KOHLEa<~l
a side-wall is sometimes a pretty
CUYTOH. JACKSON
good spot to plug a picture on.
M DURANTE
Perhaps you too have a space
that faces a lot of traffic and can
Quramount Qictmt
STARTS TODAY
use it; so note the way he uses
his and go to it. Thanks Dave ^^_
for shooting these along to us ME T K vPwLITAI
Keep up the good work, and remember to keep us oosted.

And while we are about it we would like to tell you how
Dave grabbed off some more free publicity. It seems that the
City Editor of the Regina Daily Star happened into Dave's
office and noticing a copy of the News on the desk ran through
it and came across a story we had written on the advertising
at the Met., and in which we also mentioned the fact that the
paper's
"stuff." composing room staff and make-up men knew their
The editor was so pleased that he ran a special story about
It and used it as an advertising plug . In this manner the house
secured
some
excellent
publicity absolutely
free of charge.

CLUB

FOR A RAINY

-Jt--

DAY

Chalk this oiu' u|) for tho shownu'n who handle
the Fairmont and \ iryinia theatre.s in Fairmont.
West \'ir.trinia. In order to secure some free publicity and «:ood\vill for the house, the theatres announced that a "Rainy Day Matinee" would be
held at the houses on the first rainy afternoon in
the month of June.
The special stunt was enj;ineered for the benefit
of the IJoy and (iirl Scouts in the town as well as
the 1,500 members of the Saturday Matinee Kiddie
Club. The newspaper picked up the j^ap and played
it on their movie pa^e. The idea of the plan, accordInfn; to announcement, was that so lonj^ as it rained
all of the kids and Scouts would be admitted to
the theatre absolutely free but as soon as the rain
stopped so did the admission.
If you haven't tried a plan of this sort in your
town, here's an opportunity for you to get some
free publicity. Lay the plan before the editor of
your newspaper and we think he'll more than cooperate with you. It might also be a good plan, if
you go into the stunt on a big scale, to run a little
contest in the paper requesting estimates as to
how long the shower would last. Nearest correct
answers could be rewarded with free tickets.

If you'll pardon our pride, we would like to state that this all
goes to prove that plenty of people outside of the industry also
get a kick out of the News and the Managers' Round Table
Club.
If awards were being given

Mumford

Had

Eye

On Female
Trade
When He Used This

showhit busifor new
ness thatangles
were in
being
upon by showmen, you could
count on Leon O. Mumford,
managing director of the
Roth-Strand Theatre in Sum-

mit, N. J., to receive one.
Being very popular out around Summit, Mumford is able to
procure almost anything from the merchants in order to help
sell his shows. He gets window displays, merchandise, etc.
So when he decided to pull a May Festival Week it was only
natural that he tie up with one of the local merchants on a
stunt that would be of mutual benefit.
In order to secure the good-will of the ladies of the town, he
arranged a tie-up with a local milliner that was a corker. The
milliner arranged to print cards entitling the holder to a cash
discount of thirty cents on every hat purchased. The cards
were distributed at the theatre and carried a credit line for the
house. As an added measure of good-will, Mumford arranged
to give away free tickets to the matinee to every woman who
bought a hat at the millinery store. A notice of this was put
in the program, and from the number of cards presented at the
milliner's, it was seen that plenty of people paid attention as
to what was going on at the theatre.
Here's a stunt that will probably be just what you are looking for. Why not take a run around to the millinery shop in
your town and see what can be done along this line, for as
any showman knows, getting and holding the good-will of the
ladies means a lot? There's a number of other angles may
also be used in connection with this stunt and a little concentration on the subject will show them to you. You might be
able to work something in that will fit every member of the
family. Or perha;>s get in a plug for kiddie business. At any
rate give it a little thought and see what you can do with it.

"All For One And One For All"

^

Motion
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GAG!

A prologue stunt that had the whole town talking was used recently by Rudy Born, manager of
the Coronado Theatre as a plug for his showing
of "The Benson Murder Case."
In advance and during the engagement of the
picture he supplied his ushers and doormen with
black masks. Upon being questioned as to the hiding of their identities, the staff, in hushed tones,
would answer to the effect that at present nothing
could be disclosed as the entire theatre staff was
under suspicion for the murder of Anthony Benson. It was further added that William Powell as
Philo Vance was due to arrive shortly at the
theatre and the mystery would be solved.
Besides giving their brief talk, the staff also
passed out special heralds which carried a brief
sales talk on the picture. The stunt proved to be
one of the best ever used by Born and from indications it will be repeated again at some future
date. Here's one that ought to inject pep juice
into any box office, and if you feel that it will fit
with your campaign we would say — use it. And
remember, you don't have to be playing a "Benson
Murder Case" to do it, either.
The words, "I forgot," have made many
the day he uttered them.

a man

News

remember

Manager
Theresa
Nibler
gave her lobby a corral effect
to exploit "Light of Western
Stars" playing at the Electric
Theatre, Springfield, Mo.
Some old rails were secured
'
which were used in building a
corral. The floor was covered with straw and a dummy horse
and a dummy man were placed inside.
The dummy horse had a real saddle and blanket and the
dummy man was dressed in togs to represent a cowboy.
To serve as a background to the corral display, was a banner
cut out of the 3-sheet which showed principal characters and
gave name of author, title of picture and leading man.
The display was really quite lifelike and attracted lots of
attention. It undoubtedly helped to sell the picture to splendid
receipts. And lest you forget or overlook the fact, don't forget boys, Theresa is one peppy show-woman. Watch her dust,
and how !

Dummy Horse And
Rider Were Used
By Theresa Nibler

Sherred Putting
Plenty Of Pep In
His
Newspaper Ads
■=^==^=^^=^=^=^^^^^==^^^
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Since he has been located
at the Mishler Theatre in Altoona. Pa., Carl B. Sherred
has been turning out some
good work along the lines of
newspaper
ups
that advertising
have done and
a tielot

towards selling his shows down there in Altoona.
Through his connections with one of the local papers he was
enabled to arrange with the editor to run a serialization of
"Ladies of Leisure," which picture he had booked in for a
future date. The paper agreed to run the story in seven installments, using a cut with it each day. This gave the picture
a valuable plug and at the close of the week, Sherred who had
beenTo plugging
film of
in how
his daily
ad "gaveoriginality
it the works."
give you the
an idea
he injected
in his
newspaper ads we are reproducing one of the many which
made up his fine campaign.
LAST TIMES
MISHLER
AMUSEMENT
FOR
ALL
TO-DAY
You will note that by the judicious use of mats he has arranged alayout that seems to
The Old Wed
be very effective from any
WARNER
TW-CtaM'SM
ARIZONA
kind of a selling angle. The
L^UBU roQMU
BAXTERS
stars are all represented in it
and by using a black and
Starting To-morrow At 11 a. m.
white tone he had an ad that
A Brilliant GAl&xy ot Famout Start
would steal the page on any
paper the way it did in this.
Another angle that made a
hit with the townspeople was
the special note he inserted in
the ad to the effect that he
would not invite the patronage of children under sixteen.
When the residents of the
town read this they felt that
Sherred had
their and
youngsters'
interest
at heart
besides
they decided that they wanted
to see the picture. And from
what we know about it, the
picture clicked with more
than usual success at the boxALL HER
A SENSATION
SHE
HAD
office.
IN NEW YORK,
PHILADELPHIA,
CLE\'ELAND,
AND NOW
PITTS Rl'RC.
This is but one of the many
A TRIE
THERE
CAME
activities that Sherred uses to
CLEAN LOVEr
CHICAGO
LrFE—
SINNED—
TO HER—
put his pictures across and
OWING TO ITS ABSOLUTE FRANKNESS THE PATRON.
since we know him of old and
AGE OF CHILDREN UNDER 16 NOT INVITED
know his reputation for showmanship, itseem§ to us that he is going to be presented a lot
more times on our pages.
And besides this, we have further proof of his showmanship in the send-off that Larry Jacobs, publicity demon of Pittsburgh gives him when he (Larry) was out there working in
advance of "Ladies of Leisure." Incidentally Carl, we want to
thank you for the help you gave Howard Barnes in planning
his Kiwanis Week, thus proving that we are "ALL FOR ONE
AND ONE FOR ALL."

lADIB^UISllM

'RAY FOR RANDALL

!!!

Shhh — it's a secret, so don't let on that
we passed it along.
She also worked out a neat little stunt with the boys who
distribute and sell Liberty Magazines that reacted very favorably for the Electric Theatre.
The boys carried on their sacks, the name of theatre, title
of picture and playdates. And to make certain that everybody
knew about the picture, the boys would tell each of their customers about the picture, theatre and playdates — urging them
to be sure to attend.
This little stunt on the part of the boys helped to advertise
the picture in a way that was totally different from anything
that had ever been done before. It also seemed to make quite
an impression on many of the people to have these kids seljing the picture.

Not realizing what he let himself in for,
Randall
BUT— J. Jerabek took the marriage vows
on June 10th, out in Chula Vista, California.
Seriously, we want to extend our bestest
to the couple and wish them lots of luck
and
happiness,
in which
friends
and members
will Randall's
surely joinmany
us.
M.R.T.C.
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Showmen who keep up with
the times are the fellows who
are right up on top when it
comes to bringing in additional business to their houses.
The
successful
merchandiser
of clothes must be up on the
styles or he will not be in a position to dispose of his goods.
Last year's automobile doesn't look half as attractive, to some,
as this year's model; but when a sale of a used car is to be
made, the dealer will generally try to add a couple of "new
touches"
old showmen
boat for and
the their
purpose
of selling it. That's
the way itto isthe
with
advertising.

Originality Always
A Feature Of Sid
Lawrence's
Work
—
^_

In advertising, the luiulaniental principle is the same, but it
often becomes necessary, in fact very necessary, to dress up
the old stuff with new trimmings. Sid Lawrence, manager of
Schine's Ohio Theatre in Lima, Ohio, has been in the show
racket a good many years, and when it comes to laying out
newspaper ads he is right there with the old pen and pencil.
But then, does the ad of yesterday compare with the ad of
today? Not by a long shot; at least, judging by appearances
it doesn't. To-day's ads express more pep, life, pack a selling
punch, and drive home a message. But the principle or the
theory is the same. The eye must be attracted and an appeal
made to the senses. This can only be done by keeping up with
the times. .>\nd that is why Sid was able to make up the ad
for "King of Jazz" that we are showing here.
As Modern as
Tomorrow /

^ r^<'S>^

/

PALL
ami hu btDui.m

TECHNICOLOR
ML

IT<iOST * MILLIOIl AHD WORTH EVERY DIME!

Mf^'^

In the ad you will notice that he has put in everything that
he believes will be read by the readers of the local papers. He
knows his patrons and that gives him one of the best breaks he
can ever have along the merchandising line. All of his copy
carries something that will appeal to the readers. Looking
closely you will notice that he has even inserted his plug for
the cooling system and, you might even notice that he is using
a Round Table Club idea, in the Jack Frost cut.

"/rs A GREAT

LIFE"!

(Extracts from a Showman's Letter)
. . . I don't mean job, I mean position because
when you have a position you explain how it should
be done but when vou have a job you go out and
do it yourself. I HAVE A JOB!
. . . I can do and have done everything in a
theatre except play piano and sing illustrated
songs.
. . . sit down at the old square table that you
clipped off the corners and made round so that
all of the boys could get their feet under it.
. . . there isn't a secret in the world nowadavs except the place where I get my beer.
R. A.

CLUD

To SUCCEED in business you must icarn
how to deal with human heinj^s. It is not
only that which is within you that gives
success, but that which is in others — and
you must learn to understand it and, so far
as you need it, you must learn to get it.
Business success is the art of persuasion,
the art of making friends, the art of producing a good impression.
These arts you must learn.
— Krager Magazine.
Today's magnificent movie
palaces are a far cry from the
store room nickelette of yesterday. "The king is dead! Long
live the king!" might well apply to the rise of the motion
"'
picture.
The
old days
are
passed. Today, instead of the silent picture, we have the talking
picture. In the old days silent figures moved across the sheet.
Today they talk and sing. The old days are fast being forgotten, but to one showman they will live forever, for Max Farbish
has been in the game since the movies first started.

Movies Were In
Infancy When Max
Farbish Started

His career began when the city's theatre district throbbed
and pulsed below Thirtieth Street, in the days when the Casino
Theatre was considered pretty far north. The first position
that Farbish held was that of advertising agent in the old Fifth
Avenue Theatre, located at Twenty-eighth Street. It was in
this house that Madame Duse, De Wolf Hopper, Fanny Davenport, Joseph Jefferson, Mrs. Fiske and Maurice Barrymore
made their phenomenal successes and gathered the large following they held in those days.
While at the old theatre he found himself with a job on his
hands that, while it was perfectly legitimate, was anything but
an advertising agent's job. It seems that Maurice Barrymore
was wont to stroll over to the bar, between cues, and at times it
also seemed as though Mr. Barrymore was inclined to forget
all about the show as, foot on rail, he quaffed of the nowprohibitive brew, and, arrayed in full costume, he would discourse on the merits of the pugilists of the day.
Farbish was well read up on sports and to him fell the job
of keeping the great Barrymore in the wings and ready for his
cue. For five weeks they discussed fistic abilities of the season's
K. O. Kaisers and Mr. Barrymore never missed his cue during
that time.
Farbish stayed with the theatre for some time after it was
turned into a vaudeville house by Proctor. Among the stars he
advertised on the first week's vaudeville bill was Little Elsie,
now the well known Elsie Janis. In fact, he remembers being
raked over the coals by Elsie's mother for not putting enough
pictures of her daughter in the lobby of the theatre.
During the years tiiat followed he saw tlie complexion and
character of the theatre district change. He saw the Manhattan
and other old theatres come down in the Thirty-fourth Street
district and vast department store go up in their place. He saw
the new theatre steadily carrying the gay white way northward
and leaving such famous houses as Tony Pastor's and the
Academy of Music isolated relics of former grandeur. He
worked as advertising agent for theatres in Brooklyn and Philadelphia and then took to acting as advance agent for road
shows and ten, twenty and thirty-cent melodramas. Among
these were the shows of Charles D. Blaney, who was the only
rival of Al Woods in the production of melodramas. Later
he managed shows on the road and became what was known
in theatre parlance as "the head and back of shows." He managed actors who since have become famous screen stars. Two
of the actors he managed are now in the millionaire class of
screen directors, James Cruze and Robert Vignola.
Today he is handling the Granada Theatre in Corona, L. I.,
N. Y., for the Fox outfit and we know is making quite a success of it.
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A neat little card that created a lot of comment was
turned out by K. L. Adams,
manager of the Liberty Theatre in Sunnyside, Washington

as a plug for "Hot for Paris."
~
He tied up with a local auto
service company and for space on the card they agreed to cooperate with him on the printing and distribution of the cards.
As the service station does a great deal of business, a good
many of the trick cards were given away.
The card measured 3^4 by 2^^ inches and was printed in black
on brown. The copy read: Licensed Operator! State By Way
Department. This Certifies That The Countersigned Has Been
Licensed As A BACK SEAT DRIVER Of All Motor Vehicles
Subject To Rules Regulating Rear Seat Operation NOT
TRANSFERABLE— Carry This Card With You And Present

CLUB
EMBIjEM
PIN!!!
Wear It All the Time!
IT WILL IDENTIFY YOU AMONG
THE WHOLE SHOW WORLD AS A
MEMBER OF THIS GREAT ORGANIZATION AND A REAL LIVE-WIRE
SHOWMAN!
This is the actual size of the pin. It is made
of rolled gold vnth the outer circle containing ablue enamel background and the inner
circle an orange background, llie wording
Is In gold letters.

Use This Blank:
Managers' Round Table Club
729 Seventh Avenue, New York
Kindly send me, postpaid,
Club pins,
for which I enclose payment at $1.00 per pin.
Name of Member
Theatre
Address
City

State.

News
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Same When Authority Is Requested.
1930.
The other side of the card carried a plug for "Hot for Paris,"
and the local dealer. We would like to bring to your attention
again, the fact that this stunt can be used on any picture at all.
The only thing necessary is to see that your copy ties in well
with the picture and the dealer who co-operates with you.
We vVant to thank Adams for passing this one along to us as
we feel sure that it will be put to use by some members of the
Club. As he is located with the Senior and Junior Mercy group
of live-wire showmen we know that the future will bring us a
lot more ideas from his vicinity. Give our regards to the rest
of the boys on the circuit "K. L." and let's hear from you again.
This is the way E. N.
Prendergast, manager of the
Lyric Theatre in Port Maria,
Jamaica, British West Indies,
opens his house nightly. Feeling that the rest of the Club
would be interested in learning how showmen from other countries do this, we inquired
of Mr. Prendergast the methods he uses. So in answer to our

Prendergast Talks
On Merchandising
In Br. West Indies

query he states:
"In my present case, the procedure is very simple. I
use two Box Offices which serve three sections of seating. The highest grade of tickets are sold from one Box
Office located at the eastern section of the Lobby, and
the other Box Office serves the two lower sections. The
Patrons, after purchasing their tickets, proceed unaided
to the respective entrances attended by the Gateman, who
in some cases may advise the Patrons respecting their
comfort, etc., and then on to their seats.
"The Theatre doors are opened at 7.30 p.m. and tickets
are sold from that moment. The lights are cut off at
8 o'clock sharp, when our Orchestra plays suitable preludes, while at the same time our Commercial Advertising
Slides and picture advertising slides are screened. Immediately after the last slide is projected we screen a
News Reel or two Comedy Reels, followed in quick
succession by the main event, the Picture.
"In another letter which I hope to forward you soon
I shall inform you of some methods which I employ
in my publicity
work, alsoforscreen
Thanks,
Mr. Prendergast,
your competitors,
kindness in etc."
letting us
pass along the above, and we want you to know that we, as
well as the rest of the Club, are looking forward to your next
letter, because if there's anything we like to look over it's the
publicity methods displayed by other showmen.
A program that has them
sitting up and taking notice
is distributed by the Arkansas
Amusement Corporation in
Little Rock, Arkansas, and
through the kindness of Ralph
^==^=^=^^=
Noble, advertising manager of
the circuit we are enabled to tell you about it.
The house organ is called "The Talkee" and contains sixteen pages. The make-up of it would do credit to any house
in the country. The cover designed by Fay Coy and Wardell
Jukes, staff artists, is a knockout and shows a parrot, in color,
perched upon a futuristic or modernistic setting. The interior
of the program contains ads from the local merchants that are
made up in the most approved style. This no doubt helps to
defray expenses in printing the program.
From the news angles, the book is chock full of breezy bits
concerning the coming attractions and the fads and foibles of
the stars. Special space is given to explain the making of sound
pictures. Then there's a little column entitled "talkie dictionary." Another very nice arrangement is the lay-out of the page
devoted to "Paramount on Parade." On the page every scene
is set down, together with a brief synopsis.
We regret that we cannot do sufficient justice to the program
in this article and we are unable to reproduce a picture of it
due to the coloring on the front cover. However, if you would
like to get a look at it we are sure that if you'll drop a line to
Mr. send
Nobleyouat athe
address given above, he'll be more than glad
to
copy.

Special Program
Made Up By Ralph
Noble Is A Winner
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CL UB INDEX FOR MONTH
y

^

CLUD

OF MA Y

We are listinff heloir a aiimmarii of the rarioim items irhich appeared in the Club section diirinfj
the month of Mail. Besides serrinf/ its purpose as an index for l/iis particular numth, it can be filed
away and used in conjunction with other indexes which will be published once a month corerinfj the
17th, mif/htf/
previous month's material. We are certain that this new slant to our Club pages will prore
31st,
"Chick"
valuable to every live-wire showman on the lookout for specific material.

American Legion Tie-up
Anniversaries — Theatre

Issue

Anniversaries — Sound
Automobile Tie-Up
Aviation Tie-Up
Beauty Contests
Benefit Shows
Cooling Plant Plugs

Door Hangers
Double
Trucks

"

...

Family Night Gags
Fashion Shows
Feature

Campaigns

Festival Week
Fronts

Funny Face Contest
Gift Night
Heralds
House Organs
Invitations
Kiddie Stunts

Library
Tie-Up
Lobby Displays

FILE
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CLUB

May
"
"
'•
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
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"
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"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
■'
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
"
•'
"
"
'•
"
'■
"
"
"
"
•'
••
"

10th. IWO page
3rd, ■• "
10th, •• '■
31st, '■ '•
3rd, •• •■
17th, •• "
3rd. " "
17th, " "
24th, '■ "
24th, " "
17th, " "
17th, " "
17th, " "
17th, " "
24th, " "
31st, " ••
24th, " '•
10th, " "
31st, " '■
10th, " "
24th, " "
24th, " "
17th, " "
24th, '• "
24th, " "
24th, " "
31st, " "
31st, " "
31st, " "
31st, " '•
31st, " "
31st, " "
24th, •' '•
3rd, " ■'
3rd, " "
10th, " "
17th, " "
31st, " '•
31st, " "
31st,
31st, " ••
3rd, " "
17th, " ••
3rd, '• '•
17th, " "
24th, " '•
17th, " '•
17th, '• '•
24th, •• "
3rd, •• •■
3rd, ■■ ■■
17th, •• '•
17th, " "
24th, " "
24th, " "
31st, " '•
10th, •■ •
3rd, " '•
3rd, '• ••
3rd, '• ••
3rd, " '•
lOth, " ■■
17th, " ••
17th. •■ '•

74
102
77
155
107
81
106
78
135
141
67
72
73
74
127
152
126
75
151
73
Ui
140
87
128
134
138
144
145
146
157
159
160
140
112
115
71
91
147
153
158
151
105
69
113
68
136
62
84
136
114
116
84
85
126
132
152
63
105
107
lOS
112
62
77
83

INDEX IN
A SPECIAL
FOLDER
TO

Lobby Displays

(Cont.)

Magnafilm
Mardi Gras

10th,
10th,

Marquees
Meal Check Gag
Merchant
Tie-ups

31st,
31st,
24th,
31st,
3rd,
31st,
3rd,
10th,

....

10th,
10th,
17th,
10th.
17th,

\.

r
151
92
154
157
148
127
149
109
115
90
73
67
74
70

3rd,
31st,
24th,
10th,

Naming House
Newspaper Tie-ups

10th,
10th,
17th.
17th.
1 7th.
17th.
1 7th,
17th.
17th,
24th.
31st.
31st,
3rd,
10th.
24th.

65
150
131
72

76
91
66
112
67
61
80
63
71
76
81
85
87
160
137

17th,
Openings
Organists
Parking Space Gag .
Popularity Contest . .
Postal Telegraph . . .
Program Advertising
Premiere Openings .
Radio Tie-Ups
Season Pass
Sound Installation . .
Street Ballyhoos . . . .

31st,
10th,
17th,
3rd.
3rd.
17th,

66
156
133
117
62

17th,
10th,
3rd,

65
147
88
lOS

3rd,
17th,
10th,
10th.
10th.
17th.
24th.
10th,
31st,
3rd,
3rd,
3rd.
10th.

Telephone Co. Tie-up
Trailers
Window Displays

10th,
17th.
17th,
17th.

AS A KEY
SUCCESS AND

80
89
117
88
103
60
69
107
70
133
70
63
79
68
158
113
114
60
114
75
86
90
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LESLIE F, LARSEN is the manager of
the Screenland Theatre in Wilson, Kansas,
out where the wide-open spaces allow ample
opportunity for showmanship. We have been
in a number of cities and towns in Kansas,

EXCHANGE'
OF THE
INDUSTRY!
TRY IT!
WHAT ARE YOU
WAITING FOR?
Application For
Membership In

"MANAGERS'
729

TABLE

ROUND

CLUB"
York

Seventh Ave^ N«w

City

I hereby apply for membership
the Club.

in

Name
Theatre
Address
City
State
Position
Wm. A. Johnston
Honorary Chairman

NEW

"Chick" Lewis
Chairman

JOIN NOW!!
Here's the Blank

but at the moment don't recall passing near
Wilson, but we have a hunch that Leslie is
going to put the town on the map via the
pages of the Managers' Round Table Club
through his stunts. Right, Leslie?
Wear
Your Club Pin!
t !
ALTON B. ANDERSON
manages the
Pontiac Theatre in Saranac Lake, N. Y. In
the Upstate Division of Fox, we know there
is a large number of up-to-the-minute showmen, and now that Mr. Anderson has signed
his name to one of our membership blanks
he no doubt will set to with a vengeance to
keep right up among the leaders both in
business getting and exploitation stunts.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
L. W. ORLOVE is the manager of tht
Uptown Theatre in Milwaukee, Wis., and
as he has been represented on our pages
before, this introduction is really not necessary, but in order that our later members
may know who he is, we would like them
to know that he is one of the most active
showmen in Milwaukee and his future work
will prove this more and more.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
CHARLES R. ORR is the assistant manager of the Strand Theatre in Waterloo, la.
As a good many showmen know, the Strand
is managed by Walter D. Fleck, himself an
active Club member, and such being the
case, it seems to us that Orr is going to
pick up enough knowledge of the game to be
running a house by himself in a little while.
Keep us posted on your activities, Charles,
so that we can keep tabs on your progress.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
D. MERRITT manages the Strand Theatre in Birmingham, Ala. In the past, our
pages have carried a number of accounts
of the doings of the Alabama live-wires, and
while we can't recall oflF-hand, we think that
Mr. Merritt's name has been mentioned in
connection with some of the stunts that
were called to our attention. Why don't you
drop usmore
a line
or two,
know
about
you? Mr. Merritt, and let's
Wear Your Club Pin!
! !
JACK JACKSON is the Publicity Director of the Saenger Theatre in New Orleans,
La., and whoever isn't aware of the rep that
this theatre has made for itself by the livewire stunts that have come from there
doesn't know his show business. We are
unacquainted, in a way, with Mr. Jackson,
but we know that he will remedy this by
shooting in a batch of his stuff so that we
can tell the rest of the bunch more about
him.
Wear
Your
Club Pin!
! !
MARSH A. FOWLER
is the assistant
manager of the Allerton Theatre in the
Bronx, N. Y., and he needs no other recommendation, for he is working at the house
managed by Syd Oshrin, who as a veteran
member of the Round Table has been represented on our pages ever since we started.
In fact, Marsh, you're going to learn a lot
about the business working with a showman
like Syd and we hope that you'll keep right
on going ahead.
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WALTER M. POWERS is the manager
of the LaRoy Theatre in Portsmouth, Ohio.
He has been in the show business a number of years and, from what he is doing out
in his town now, we know that he will prove
a very active member of the Club, and if
you'llhow
keephe your
on future
issuesWalter;
you'll
see
packseyethem
in. Oak,
glad to note that you are getting the real
Club spirit right off the bat. Keep it up.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
LOUIS SAIDENBERG
manages thv
Lyric Theatre in Jackson, Tenn. Mr. Saidenberg's membership boosts our Tennessee
enrollment up another notch and if he keeps
right in line with the rest of the group ol
showmen who make up the amusement
sellers of the state, we will know that wv
have added another active and up-to-date
merchandiser. By the way, Louis, why not
send us in a photo of yourself?
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
LOUIS LAMM
manages the Mirth
Theatre in Milwaukee, Wis., and as Louis
is probably aware we have a number of
live-wire showmen from his territory on our
rolls. We would like to see him step riglit
in with the group of hustlers and we feel that
by shooting us in some accounts of his stutt
we'll find that he is stepping along with them.
What do you think Louis?
Wear
Your Chtb Pin!
! !
MITCHELL SMITH is the manager of
the Paramount Theatre in Youngstown.
Ohio and now that he is a full lledtreJ
member of the Club we hope he is going
to continue the record breaking sUnits tiiat
have featured the merchandising of the
Paramount's attractions in the past. When
you send us in your first contribution, Mitchell, we'd like you to enclose your plioto
so that we can give vou a regular send-off.
Wear
Your Club Pin!
! !
GILBERT C. BROWN
manages the
Paramount Theatre in Wheaton, III., and
since he has been represented on our pages
before we felt that his work was sufTicient
introduction. However. Gilbert, just in case
there's some of your fellow members haven i
as yet gotten a line on your work. How
about some more?
Wear
Your
Club Pin! ! !
JOHN M. LEVITT is the manager of thPalace Theatre in New Britain, Conn. W«»
learn from him that Bill Evans is locatp<l
in his town and that leads us to conclude
that a spirit of friendly rivalry is sure to i»«r
aroused that will be productive of some jroon
angles. And by the way, John, we think
your application makes New Britain lOlhjk
Round Table. However, if we are a Iitti4.
wrong, why not tell us about it.

Photos of Members!
publish
is anxious
Club
raphs
THE
of everyto member
photog
and would, therefore, appreciate
receiving as many as possible for
use in future issues of the Club
columns. If you have not already
done so, PLEASE send us your own
Thank you.
photo at once.
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RELEASE

CHART

Productions are listed according to the names of distributors in order that the exhibitor may have
a short-cut toward such information as he may need, as well as information on pictures that are
coming. Features which are finished or are in work, but to which release dates have not been
assigned, are listed in "Coming
Attractions."
Running times on features and shorts are being
added as rapidly as the information becomes available.
AMKINO

•tfOrummlng
It la (A.T.)
•15Fat
Wives for Thio
(A.T.).
•ftFollow the
Swallow
••t'French
KIsies
(A.T.)(A. T.)

FEATURES
TItU
Cain
and
Artem
. ...E. star
Gall-N.
SImanev
.... baailal
Cait
Cniaa
fctprats
Nlkalal
Saltykov
Dtman
•! tha Staataa
.. . Nllkln-Samanara
Fraiaeit
at ai Emir*
Man
(ram
tha RaaUuraat . . . ...Thokhov-Mallonvikaya
....Martha Lapklna
Old and
Naw
Turksib
. . . Edueatlanal

Lantth Mini.
F»»t
Data
.. .Juna
Rel.
IS. ..7000. .78.. .Juna
Ravlawfd
14
B. ..S900.
.. Mar.
Mar.
II
6..
..85.
..(800.
... Jan.
i
. . 7000 . ..75. . Fak.
2.. ..•000
. .87.
4..
... ... Jan.
21.
.78. .Jaa.
II
..76.
...May
.6921.. .60..
....May
.. Ian.
24.. ..4900.
.May
10
.Juna
14

Coming Attractions
TIMa
Jimmy
HIgalna
Living
Carpsa,
Tha
Sail
Spring
Starm
Ovar AiU
Transport
at Fira
Tungas of Siberia

Star
A.
Buchma
W.
Pudovin
,,
S. Sva^hank*
.
Educational
V.
Inklthlnav
G. Kuinattav
Educational
..

COLUMBIA
(Available sound-on-film

and

tound-on-dise }

FEATURES
Title
Star
•tiArautt<
tha Cariar
Sidney-Murray
*t$Cali of the West (A. T.)
Revier-Matt
Maora
•tSGullty?
(A. T.)
Holland-Valll
*TiL*<<'e>
a' l-aliura
(A. T.). . . Stanwyck-Gravet-Sharman
•HMelady
Man.
Tha
(A. T.) ... Collier, Jr.-Oay-St
Palii
*fiMurder
on tha Real
(A. T.)
Revier-Livingston
VSPertonallty
(A. T.)
Starr-Arthur
*t§Prlnce of DIamandt (A.T.)...lan
Keith-Prlngia
'HRoyai
Romance.
A (A. T.) .. Collier-Starke
•<|Soldier«
and
WoraoD
(A. T.) Pringle-Withert
'tiVangaance (A. T.)
Halt-Ravlar-Stnaia

>ata
Ral. I
76
Apr.
May
3.
10.
Mar.
..Apr.
19.
...Jaa.
2.1..
18..
Jan.
5.
Feb.
17..
Mar.
Mar.
26.
Apr.
.30.
22..
Fab.

Length
Feet
..6358.
...6500.
.1371.
.9277.
..6386.
..5400.
..6304.
.6383.
..6359.
..6671.
..6160.

•tIArlzona

Star

(A.T.)

Ral. Data

t§8rolher»
(A.T.)
......'.
•t§Chariey's
Aunt
(A.T.)
•t§Crlminal
Code.
The
(A.T.)
•tSDIrigibie
(A.T.)
•tlFlfty
Fathoms
Deep
(A.T.)
•t« Flood.
The
(A.T.)
•t§For the Lave of Lll (A.T.)
•tiGood
Bad
Girl
(A.T.)
*t|Heirs
Island
(A.T.)
Sebastlan-Holt-Greves
•t§Ja«
Daughters
(A.T.)
•tSLadioa
Must
Play
(A.T.)
•fSLast
Parade.
The
(A.T.)
•tSLait at the Lane Welf (A.T.)
Bert
Lytell
•t§Llon and the Lamb. The (A.T.)
It^Madonna
of the Streets
(A.T.)
•t§Ma
-•
From
Hell's
River
(A.T.)
lt§Miracle
Woman,
The
(A.T.) .Barbara
Stanwyck
•tIParli
Nights
•ffRaIn or Shine (A. T.)
Jae
Cook
*t|Road
to Broadway,
Tha
•tISIsters
(A.
T.)
O'Day-O'Nall
•tfSouealer,
The
(A.
T.)
•tSSubway
Express.
The
(A.T.)
•t f Sweethearts on Purade (A. T.)
^STemptation
(A.T.)
Wllson-Gray-Perey
•t'Tolabie
David
(A.T.)
•tSUbangI
(A.T.)
*t§ Woman
Who Came
Back, Tha (A.T.)

SOUND
Title
'tAlaska
Knights
•t Autumn
•tCannibnl
Caper*
•teat's
Meow.
The
•tSContinental
Evenlaf,
A
•tDesert
Sunk
•t§0o
It Now
•tSFIddlln'
Around
•tGallopIng
Fish
•hHawallans
•tSMarioneltes
•told Flame, An
•T$Radla-Tors
•tSlow
Beau
•tSSoookeasy
•tSSpike
Speaks
•tSStage
Door
Knights
•{{Stage
Door
Pest
•tgSummor
•tSTalking
Screen
Snapshats

Langth

Mint.

Reviewed

June

15

6284

69... June 28

June

6

6279.

.70. ..June 28

SHORTS
Rel. Date
May
. Feb.
. Mar.
. Jan.
. Feb.
.Mar.
. Jan.
, . May

KraTy Kat Cartoon
Disney
Cartoon
Disney
Ccrtoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartooa
Fay
Marbo
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Clark A Bergman
Mickey Mouse
Disney
Cartoon

.Apr.
. Mar.
.Apr.
. Feb.
. Feb.
. Jan.
. Mar.
.Apr.
, Jan.
. Jan.

Tony Sarg
Krniy
Kat
Kartoon
Utica
Jubilee
Singers
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Krazy
Kat
Kartoon
Frank
Moulan
Buddy
Doyle
Boyce
Combe
Silly Symphony
Released
twice
a month

f Available

•tJCampus
Crushes
(A.T.) .
'tCavlar
•tSChumps.
The
(A.T.)....
•tlCedflsh
Balls
MiDad
Knows
Best
(A.T.).

'Means

score.

synchronized

sound-on-disc

it

22. . .2 reals

29

•...I raal
(...Apr. M
IS.... 2002
22... Fab. 12
...I raal
18. ...1585. ...17. ..Feb.
I
18 ...I860 ...18... May
10

16
Mar. 29(
9 . . I 1642
reel. ... 186. .. Apr,
4.... 1891... 21... Juna
M...I raal
•...Apr.
19
22. ..Jan.
23...
I 1961
raal

14
M
4

16.
21. ..Fab.
I......1932...
I rael

I

9 ...1527.
..17.
20
1661
20. ..Mar.
..Apr. 2t5

only)
Laagtk

itar
Title
Corlnne
Grimtb
•tSBaek
Pay
(A.T.)
•liBrlda af tha Raglaiant (A.T.). Segal-Pldgean
Barthelmess- Fairbanks,
•1§Dawn
Patrol.
The
(A.T.)...
Dorothy
Mackalll
•tiFlirting
Widow
(A.T.)
Warner- Wilson
•t§Furlei
(A.T.)
Muihall
•tSIa
the Neit
Ream
(A.T.)... Jack
Orlfflth
•tiLlliei
af
Field
(A.T.)
.... Carinne
Fairbanks.
Jr.-Yaung
•t«Laaia
Ankles
(A.T.)
Mulhall-Lee
•tiMurdor
Will
Out
(A.T.)
•tSNo,
Na.
Nanetta
(A. T.).... Claire-Gray
Billle
Dove
•t^Notorioui
Affair, A (A. T.)..
Blllla
Dove
•tSOther
Tomorrow
(A.T.)
White- Mnrrii
•t§Playlng
Around
(A.T.)
Young-Mulhall
•t§Road to Paradise, Tha (A.T.).
•t§Sally
(A.T.)
Marilyn
Millar
tiShow Girl in Hollywood (A.T.). . White-Mulhall
•t^Son of the Godi
(A.T.)
.Rich.
Barthelnas*
•t§Song ef the Flame (A.T.)... .Gray-Claire
, Claira-Gray
•tSSpring
Is Here
(A.T.)
. Darathv
Maekalll
•tIStrlctly
Modern
(A.T.)
Dave
*t§SweethearU and WIvst
(A.T.) .Blllla

Ral.

Jr..

Juna
June
July
May
Mar.
Jan.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Fab.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
Mar.
May
Apr.
Mar.
Juna

Fa«t..Mlat.
Data
IS..
.
II.

Revliwad
53. .June 7
.82..

..5672..
..7418..

.71.

. 6806..

2260..

.May
24
.Juna 7
.Apr. M

..Apr. 12
.6338..
Dae. 21
..5979.. .67.
2. ..6190.. .18.
.70. ..Mar. I
.69
S.
..Apr. 19
.6200.. .
.91(18
. .Jan.
. M ay il3
It..
101.
4.
69.
..6218
9. .■.666'4.'.'
.5«(in.. .
12..
19.... 1003... tt. .Jan. 4
May
SS
.80. .Apr.
5.
..9277.. 103. .Dee. 28

..7213.. 64. . Feb.
May
. . 8344 . . .72..
92.
.Apr.
t50l . ..
.May
.77.
..tstt.. .63.
.71.,
IS..
2. ..7000..
June
.5*32..

20..
9..
6...

tS
tt
It
7

15..

22.
13...

13...
2...
12...
27...
29....
9...
12...
24...
26...
27....
30...
26...
23...
15...
16...

i'.'.'.'.

Langth
. .1 reel.
. . I reel .
. . I reel.
. I reel .
, . I reel .
.1 rael.
I reel..
..I
, .1
, .I
.I
. .. II
..I
..I
. .1
. .I
.I

real.
reel.
reel .
reel.
reel
reel '.
.
reel.
reel.
reel.
reel .
rael.

Ravlavad

.June

.Fab.

I

.Mar.

I

. . Feb.
..Feb.

Title
Richard Barthelmess
Ral. Data
lt§Adios
(A.T.)
star
Huston-Revier
■|§Bad Man, The (A.T.).
Dorntnv
Mai-kaill
*t§Brlght Lights (A.T.)..
•tSBroadminded (A.T.) ...
Kohler-Rennie
• Young- Withers
•tSBrokcn Dishes (A.T.)..
•tlCaptain Blood (A.T.)..
•tICollege Lovers (A.T.).
•tSDeep Purple (A.T.) ...
Oova
....
•tJDfvll's Playground. The (A.T. ) Blllla
•§f Father's
Son
(A.T.)
Young- Fairbanks,
•tSFerever
After
(A.T.)
Harding-Rennia .
•t§Glrl
of Golden
Weit
(A.T.)
Joe E. Brown....
•tSGoing
Wild (AT.)
Joe Frisco
•t§Gorllla,
The
(A.T.)
Loretta
Young
•t|Heart of the North (A.T).
•tSHonor
of the
Family,
The
(A.T.)
Walter Huston
..
ItSHot
Helreis. The
(A.T.)
•tSKIsmet
(A.T.)
Otis
Skinner
•t§Lady
Who
Dared, The
(A.T. ) Dove-Tearie
MSLittle
Caesar
(AT.)
Edw.
G. Robinson
ItSMother's
Cry
(A.T.)
•1§Numbered
Men
(A.T.)
DoveFairbanks.
Jr
Nagel-Ctaire ''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'
SepL
7. .
•t§One
Night at Susie's
(A.T.) Oove-Rathbono-Thompian
Msotner
mens
wives
(A.T.I
Lee-Lyon
•tSQueen of Main Street (A.T.)
•t§Reckless Hour (A.T.)
Naget-Veiina
♦tSRIght of Way.
The
(A.T.) .
Ferguson- Niion
•tSScarlet Pages
(A.T.)
•tISunny
(A.T.)
Marilyn
Miller
IVIilltr-Pidgcon
•tSSwccthcarts
(A.T.)
•♦W<i*»»t
Mama
'AT)
Alice
Whlfo
it§Toast ef the Legion
(A.T.). Clare-Pldgeon
Brown-rialre-WhItIng
•t^Too
Soeed
(ATI
ItSTruth About Youth (A.T.).. Young-Tearle
Aug.
3..
Fairbanks.
Jr.-Revler
•t§Way of from
All Men.
The (A.T.)
•nwidow
Chleage
(A.T.). Ailee
White
•tSWoman
Hungry
(A.T.)
Lee-Kohler-Blaekmer

FOX
(After August all releases

(Available sound-on-ftim and sound-on-dise)
Lambert-McPhali
Star
Lambert- Keisev- Garvin
Poiiard-Ciyde-Beebe
...
Hamllton-Hliti
Ciydo-Beebo-Stuart
^
_
_
Terry. Toans
. Beebe-Clyda
. Terrytoon
....
. Holmes-Boltan

1684

25
l73S...I9...Juaa
14
II. ...1*71. ...IT
May 24
23....l8t3....2I...A»r.
12
IS..,.l97«....tt...A»r. M
29. . .2 raeli
l2....IS2S....I7...Jaa. II
4...I real

FEATURES

SHORTS

Title

15
27

FIRST NATIONAL
..May
ReviewedS
...71.
...72. ..May 31
...71. ..Apr. IS
.103.
19
..71. ..Apr.
.Feb. 15
..Feb.
1
..60.
1
..70. .Mar.
...71. ..May 17
..63. .May 31
..70. ..May 17
..68.
..Mar.
1

EDUCATIONAL

'tfBltter
Friends
(A. T.)
nBig
Jewel Case, Tha (A.T.).
tlBulls and
Bears
(A.T.)
framora
Shy
(A.T.)

21
itOO
18. . Jan. 2«
25
1980
22. . .May SI
27....l«M....lt...A»r. n

Coming Attractions

Star

SOUND

Jan.
May
Apr.
June
July

•tSGoodby
Legs (A.T.)
Llayd
Hamilton
May
•t^Uood
Morning.
Sheriff (A.T.) .Beley.
Collins
May
•tSHall
the Princeil
(A.T.)
Terrytoon
I real
*t Hawaiian
Pineapples
Mar.
•Hho
Trumped
Her Ace (A.T.) Burke-Beab*
Beebe-Pollard
Apr.
•flHoneymoon
Zeppelin
(A. T.)
Lloyd
Hamilton
Juna
•tSHonk
Yeur Hern (A.T.)
Goodwin.
Crane
Jaa.
•t«Het
aad
Ha«
(A.T.>
Terry-Toon
May
•tHot
Turkey
Barnei-Coilini-McPhall
June
•t^How's
My
Baby
(A.T.)
Terry-Tooni
Juaa
Terry.
Toon
Aar.
•t^Hungarian
Goulash
•tindun
Puddino
Hagaa-Olagal
Mar.
•{« Match ofPlavArt, (A.T.)
•Museum
A
Hodge-Podge
Feb.
Dover- MePhall-Pe«k
Feb.
•tSOh
Darling
(A.T.)
...May
*t§Poace and
Harmony
(A.T.)
. Lambert-Colilns-McPhall
•tSPolished
Ivory
(A.T.)
Llayd
Hamlltaa
Mar.
•tPretzoii
Terry-Toons
Mar.
•tSRadio
Kiises
(A.T.)
Beebe-Duryea-Carewe
May
•tRoman
Punch
Terry-Toon
Apr.
•HSeateh
(A.T.)
Clyde-Bevan-McPhall
Jan.
•tSpanlsh
Onloni
Terry-Toon
Mar.
Feb.
•nsugsr
Plum
Papa
(A.T.).. Clyda-Gribbeni
Tarryfawn
Juna
•tSSwIsi
Cheeia
•♦sTreuble
For Twa
(A.T.)
Raynand
McKa*
Mar.
•JlWastern
Knight (A.T.)
Lambert-St.
John- MePhall. .. Apr.

MIns.

Coming Attractions
Title

MeKaa-Smaiiey
Beebe-Barraud-Clyda
Lloyd
Hamilton
Coliini-Beyd
Poilard-Stuirt

Rel.
.Apr.
.Feb.
Feb.
Mar.
June
Feb.
....July
June
Mar.

Laagth
Data
Feet.. Mini.
.18.
1609.
27..
23.., 1480.. .16. ..Feb. 22
.16. .Feb .22
2... 11480
838 . . .20.
..Feb. 22
'.!F'eb.'22
IS. . .2 reels. .
".Apr.' 12
23. ..I reel...
6
15. . .1 reel. . .
30
1840...

•t§Arlzona
Kid. The (A.T.)...
•tSBIg
Party.
The
'A T.)
•nsorn
Reckless
(A.T.)
SfCamea
Kirbv
(A.T.)
•t«City
Girl
(P.T.)
•tfCrazy That Way
(A. T.) . . .
•tiDouble Cress Reads (A. T.).

Ravlawat

.74."
.75. ..Juna

21

72... June

7

.June

21

FILMS
sound-on-film

FEATURES
ntia

Laagtn

Baxter-Marls
star
Lee-Caral-Albertson
Edmund
Lowe
Terrii-Murray
Farrell- Duncan
Bennett- Mac Kenna
Amei-Lee

fHfeans sound effects. ^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

and
Rel.
...Ffb.
...May
...Juna
...Jan.
...
Mar.
...Apr.
...
Feb.

Mound-on-dite)
Data
25..
23 ..

6 ..
12
16.
SO..

Feet
Lan
..745«.
. 6200.
.7400..
..t700.
.8171.
..5«00.
..5800.

20..

A.T.

after

Reviewed
Mini.
...83.
.. 6t.
..•2..
...t9.
...64.
...74.

..May
. Mar.

17
1

.Mar

It

. . Mar.
Da*. 2t7
..Aar. »It
..Mar.

...64.

title
means
tth

."'

22.'

Motion

102

Picture

June

N e zv s

2 8,

19 2 0

.8100...
4... .7422..
29.... 6340...
.6552..
16.. .7526..
19... .6295..
2..
2... .6750..
30...
.6442..
.b»40..
9 ..
25... .7774..
.6500..
23... .5600..
15.. .4800..
2&.. .6»8ti..
8...
1930, .8300..
Issue)
9... .7400..
13...
.5200..
In Feb. 1.
Apr.
20... .8442..
Apr.
I... .7580..

•tSFex
Movlettne
FoIUm •1 I9S0
. , „ .
„ „
(AT)
Special
Catt
May
June
>Cjwe-Churchill
(A.T.)
Intentions
•t§Good
Mar.
l
Carol-Mulhall-Brende
(A.T.)
Calf
•tIGolden
•tlHappy
Oayi
(A.T.)
Special
c»«t„.
^,„
Mar.
Jan.
Sr..Churchlll
(A.T.) .... Collier.
at Heme
•tiHarmony
Mar.
(A.T.). . . Gaynor-Farrell
Bluei
Society
•tSHlgh
Feb.
Wag»tafl-L«ne
(A.T.)
Go Placet
•tll-ef.
J«n.
0 Brien
George
(A.T.)
Ranjer
Star
•tSLone
Feb
(A. T.). McKenna-MacOonalil
Without Women
•tSMen
May
Moran-Byron-Ames
(A.T.)
Damaged
•t§Not
Mar
McLaglen
Victor
(A.T.)
the Level
•f§On
Juno
ler
d
O'Brlon-Chan
(A.T.)
Romanco
•tSRough Hawk
Jan.
Garriek-Chandler
...
(AT)
•tsskv
June
Rogers
•t§So This I. London (A.T.)... . Will
Mar.
...............
•tISuch Men Are Dangerous i A.T.) Baxter-Owen

(Reviewed

under title of -Ma.!! of Lore"
McKenna-Day
Oretser-Patricola

(A.T.)
•t§Temple
• «» Qi.tjin Tower
(AT)

June

Everiwheri' "(A.T.) . . . Murray-Dorsay- Kellard

•tlwonlen

10
14
22
18
14
8
18
25

.86...
Jan. 414
.72. ..June
.62. ..June 14
..60. ..June 21
. /b. Dec. 14
.92. ..May 31
.82... Feb.
I
..58. ..May 17
.71... Apr. 26
,.83... June
14

Coming Feature Attractions
Star

• tsAinnn

.84... May
.70... Juno
..73. ..Feb.
..84. ..Jan.
.70. ..Dec.
.75. ..Mar.
..72. ..Jan.
..68...
Jan.

With

rvou
mIa
•tSMarcelona

You

(A.T.)

(A.T.)
Th,T.7
(AT.)

INTERNATIONAL

Title

Rel. Date

Gaynor- Garrick

Aug.

17.... 7961

.88... June 21

7

8243.... 92... Mar.

15

Star
Olea Tschechowa
Stewart
Rome
Rome-Doble

Length
.7Reels. Mint.
76 Reviewed

J»».
Fab.
Mar.

.7
.8

METRO-GOLDWYN-MA

I
I
I
2

Title
Star
•t§Anna
Chrlttle
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
•tIBlshop
Murder
Case
(A.T.) .. Basil
Rathbone
•tSCaught
Short
(A.T.)
Dressier- Moran-Page
•t§Chaslng
Rainbows
(A.T.) ... .Love- King
(Reviewed under title of "Road Show"
*t§Dey|l-May-Care
(A.T.)
Ramon
Novarro
•tlDlvoreee,
The
(A.T.)
Shearer- Morrit
*t§Free and Easy (A.T.)
Buster
Keaton
•ttFloradora
Girl. The
(A.T.).
.Davles-Gray
•t§Glrl
Said
No, The
(A.T.) . .. Halnos-Hyarat

score.

In

1
3

g
»
9
''
8
f
16
15
9
9
•• . -9
8
9
30

2

16

I
-2
2
I
I
I

YER

Date
Rel.
21.
Feb.
10..
Jan.
10 .
May
Jan.
1929,
5.
Nov. 2.
7.
Feb.
26.
Apr.
22.
Mar. 31.
May
15.
Mar.

Ler
Feet
Mine.
..6700. ...74, Reviewed
..7961. ...88. ..Dec.
.Nov. 21
16
...75.
..6873.
10
lesue) ...90. .May
.8100.
..Nov.
2
gth
...98.
..Dee. 28
..8782.
..7533. ...84.
..Apr.
19
..Feb. 22
..8413. ...93. ..Juna
7
..7260. ...81.
..Feb.
1
..8382. ...93.

.68... Apr.

19

.97..
.70. .Dec.
.71..
14
.May 24
.Doc.

Length

14

Revlewotf

.'.'..'.'.".■.'.■.■"
\\\\
Aug. 9

70. ..May

SHORTS

•tSHaywIre
(A.T.)
•t§Head
Guy, The
'ft Hot Dog
•tjoid Man Trouble (A.T.)
>t§Nlght Owls (A.T.)
tIReal
McCoy
(A.T.)

Laurel-Hardy
Harry
Langdon
Dogt
Davidson- NIehoU
Laurel-Hardy
Chase

Rel. Date
Apr.
19
May
17
Mar.
29
Feb.
8

Our Gang
Harry
Langdon
(A.T.)
Our
Gang
Laurel-Hardy
Our
Gang
Charlie
Chalo

3

15

Jan.
June
May
Feb.
Mar.
Jan.

25
28
24
22
I
18

May
Jan.

29
II

Length

Reviewed
20

2 reels
1881
1827
2654
2 raeli
2 reels
853
1866
1846
1877
2 reelt

Mar
Feb.
Jan.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.

1775
1878
2 raeli
2 reoli
1895
1899

Jiine

7

Fob.

IS

IS
5
29

May 24
Mar. 29
Dec. 14
Apr.
5

Jan.
Feb.

4
I

Dec.
Dec

14
14

Jan.
May

25
3

21870
reels

Feb.

IS

Juno

21

Mar. 29

Apr.
Mar.

5
8

2 reelt
2 raeli
I79S
1907

Mar. 29

PARAMOUNT
FEATURES

Length
R"'s- Mins. Reviewed
'^
2
,
.
[
J
'
I

FEATURES

synchronized

II
8

SUBJECTS

Star
Tl,lg
Treatment
•t§Ael- Dental
•tSAbble
Mitchell & Sizzle &
Blake
Song
Program
Marionettes
*tAllez-Op
•t§Clyde Doerr & Saxophone
Sextet
Jazz Program
Novelty
Animal
•tSFeed the Brute (A.T.)
•t§Hoak
(A.T.)
Frawley
& Smith
Cast
Special
(A.T.)
•t§Justlee
•t§Llttle
Journeys
In Songland. . Song Serlet
•tlMiser, The
(A.T.)
Bransby
Williams
•t§Mr. Smith Wakes
Up
(A.T.) . Marriott-Gott
♦HNIght
in Dixie,
A (A.T.) . . . Mitchell-Hudglns
nfNora
Blaney
No.
I
Song
Program
•t§Nora Blaney No. 2
Song
Program
•tSOperatic
Marionettes
♦tSRadio
Frank! & 4 Bachelors. Song
Program
•tSTeddy
Brown & His Band
Jazz
Program
•t§Unwrltten Law, The (A.T.)... Rosalind
Fuller
Feb.
•t§When the Clock Struck
Twelve
(A.T.)
Niles Welch

'Means

79. .Jan.
67. .Mar.

3

' ".

Star
Charley
Chase
Our
Gang
Harry
Langdon
Laurel-Hardy
Laurel-Hardy
Dogs
Biltmore Trio
Charlie
Chase
Charlie
Chase
Langdon
Our
Gang
Revue

%

DISTRIBUTORS

.May
Feb.

Novarro
Dressier

Title
't§AII
Teed
Up
'tS Bear Shooters
•t§Blg
Kick. Tha
■tSBIotto
•t§Brats
•tSCollege
Hounds
*t§College
Romeot
•tSFast Work
(A. T.)
•t§Fifty Million Husbands
tSFIghtIng
Parson
•T§Flrst
Seven
Yeart.
The
•Flower Garden
•t§Gems
of M-G-M
(A.T.)

"Shlv«rlng
.Shrimp. TheShakotpearo
•t§Song
Writer's
Revue.
The
•tSTough
Winter.
A
•tSVodevlIle
(A.T.)
•t§When
the Wind
Blowt
*t§Whlsperlng
Whoopeo

104.

.69.. .Jan.
55..

IIIII
Ramon
Marie

SOUND

...-■.
Sept.

.Nov.
2
.67., .May 10
.73.,
.Feb. I

June 28

't§ Doing O'clock
That Thing
(A.T.)
♦1§Five
Girl, The
(A.T.) Marlon
Davles
•t§Great Day, The (A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
•t§Great
Meadow,
The
(A.T.)
•tlHer Fortune (A.T.)
Joan
Crawford
•ffJenny
LInd
(A.T.)
Grace
Moore
•t§Let
Us Be Gay
(A.T.)
Shearer-La
Roque
...;
*t§Like
Kelly
Can
(A.T.)
Montgomery-Jardon
*tlMadame
Satan
(A.T.)
Reginald
Denny
♦t§March
of Time
(Tent.)
Weber
& Fields
•tSMerry
Widow.
The
(A.T.).
•t§Monsleur
Lo
Fox
(A.T.)
..Barbara
Leonard
•t§ Naughty
Marietta
(A.T.)
•t|New Moon. The (A.T.)
Lawrence
TIbbetl
*T§Our Blushing Brides (A.T.).. Joan Crawford
•t§Pas«lon
Flower,
The
(A.T.)
•tiRazzle-Dazzle
(A.T.)
Dressler-Moran
•t§Red
Dust
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
*t§Remote
Control
(A.T.)
Haines-Doran
*t§Revue of Revues (A. T.)
King-Love-Halnei-Crawtord
•tIRichest Man in the World.
The
(A.T.)
Mann-Nugent
*t§Romance
(A.T.)
Greta
Garbo
*t§Rosalie (A.T.)
Marion
Davies
•fSSInger of Seville, The (A.T.) . Novarro-Jordan-Adoree
•t§Song
of India
(A.T.)
♦t§Tampico
(A.T.)
•tlThose Three
Frenrh
Girls
(A.T.)
*t§Trader
Horn (A.T.)
Harry
Carey.
•t§ War
Nurse
(A.T.)
•t§Way for a Sailor (A.T.)
John
Gilbert
•t§Way
Out West
(A.T.)
Haines-Hyams
•t§World's
Illusion. The
(A.T.)

Aug.

PHOTOPLAY

SHORT

*t§Dance.
Fools,
Dance
(A.T.)
it§Daybreak
•tiDark
Star, (A.T.)
The
(A.T.)
•f§Dixie
(A.T.)

80..
.90. .Juno
Apr.
12
.80.
.May
317
.85..
.88.. .Feb. 8
.Jan. 25
,.88.
.85.. .Feb. 8

Ral. Date

•tIBallyhoo (A.T.)
Star
'ISUaliic ol the Ladles (A. T.).
Beery- Morrls-Hyams
•.§Blo
House.
The
(A.T.)
.John
Mack
. Lon
•t§Billy the Kid
(A.T.)
Caney Brown
't^Bugle Sounds. The (A.T.)...
•t§Crisis,
The
(A.T.)

FEATURES
Tltla
•t After
the
Vordlet
•t§Crlm«on CIreU, Tha
*t§Dark
Red
Reset
(A.T.)

Coming Feature Attractions

Length

Aug

LIllie.Garrick

Gaynor-Bogart
Wayne-Churchlll-Marshall
The (A.T.)
Trail.(AT)
•tlBli
•i^Rinniiie
Moran-Bogart- Ames
McLaglen
Victor
(A.f.)
• B^dmlnded
Rogeiv
Bill (A.T.) .... Will
tne way.
•tiBy
•ticheor Up and Smile (A.T.) .. Lee-Lake-Baclanova
Lowe-Baxter
The (A. T.)
Kid
•♦srisrn
... Bennett-Ayers-Marjhall
Cl.T ( A.T ) . .
•tSCommon
Rogers
•ticonnectlcut Yankee. A (A.T.).WIII
. . . Moran-MacKenna
(A.T.)
The
•t§Dancers.
(A.T.)... Farrell-Taylor
Women
With
•tSDevil
D'Brlen-Churehlll
(A.T.)
•tSFair Warning
O'Brien- Moran
(F & 0)
Oowniiairt
•fJGIrl
•t§Girls
Demand
Excitement
, Brendel-Whlte-Compton
(A.T)
iv;---. Brendel-White-Compton
•tfGolng
Nowhere
(A.T.)......
. „
•■ „
Bartlett
•tlneart Breaker, The (A.T.) ... Michael
•tSHer Kind of Man (A.T.)
Murray-Huntington
Lee-Compton-Corcoran
(A.T.)
•t§Hot Numbers
You
With
Alone
I was
•t§ll
(AT)
Gaynor-Farrell
Brendel-Linow
(A.T.)
Imagine
•tSJust
•tSLast of the Duanes, The (A.T.)O'Brien-Loy-Browne
•tSLiving
for Love
(A.T.)
Sills-Mackalll
*t§Luxury
(A.T.)
. . Garrlck-Huntington
*tSMad
S'ngor. Th» (A.T.)
•t§Man
Trouble
(A.T.)
Sills-Mackaill
•t§Man Who Came Back, The
..„.,.
(AT)
Farrell-Huntlngton
•t§Men
on Call (A.T.)
.Edmund
Lowe
•HMovietone
Follies of 1931
, _
(A.T)
Special
Cast
Wayne-Lee-Francis
t§ No Favors Asked (A.T.)
'--■
■•■'»
.Gaynor-Farrell
,§0h.
For
a Man! • (A.T.).
•tlOne
Night In Paris
(A.T.). . Gaynor-MacKenna
. . McLaalen-Dors^y
•t§On
the Make
(A.T.)..
.. Bich-Warner-Hackott
•tSOn
Your
Back
(A.T.).
..ben
Jose
MoJIca
•t§One
Mad
Kiss
(A.T).
•tSOregon
Trail,
The
(A. T.).
McLaglen-Dorsay
•tSPainted Woman, The (A.T.).
•tSPIaymates
(A.T.)
Gaynor-Farrell
•tIPrincess and the Plumber,
..
._ ,..
The (AT.)
Farrell-O Sullivan
Murray
J. Harold
•t§Rod Sky, The (A.T.)
•tSRenegades.
The
(A.T.)
Baxter-MacKenna-Harns
•t§Scotland
Yard
(A.T.)
Edmund
Lowe
•tISea
Wolf
(A.
T.)
slIls-Keith-MacKonna
•t§See America
First (A.T.)
Will
Rogers
•tlSez You, Sez Me (A.T.)
McLaolcn-Maris-Bogart
•tSShe's My Girl (A.T.)
Farrell-Compton
•tIShe Weara the Pants (A.T.) . Dorsay-MacKenna
Healy-Winniqer
(A.T.)
to NuU
•ffSoup
MlSeng
0' My
Heart (A.T.). .. John
McCormack
Baxter-Churchill
(A.T.)
The
•tSSpider.
•T§Spy, The
(A.T.)
Sills-Muni-Churchill
•t§This Modern World (A.T.) ... Baxter- Alcaniz
•t§Tlme
Out
(A.T.)
;•••„•■■:»•
•t§Uo
the River
(A.T.)
Huntington-Luco-Bogart
•tS White
Flame.
The
( A.T.) ... Paul
Page
._.
•t«Wlld
Company
(A.T.)
Albertson- Warner-Lynn
•tlWoman
Control
(AT.)
Murray-Maris-Luco
•tlWomen of All Nations (A.T.) McLaglen-Lowe
♦t5 Wyoming
Wonder
(A.T.)
Wayne-Clarke-Compton
•tSYoung
Sinners (A.T.)
Moran-Albertson

•t§Good
N6W$
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Not
Ramon
Novarro
May Set..
17. ..7654...
•tSin
Gay
Madrid
(A.T.).
Chatterton- Forbes- Rathbone
.May 24.. ..6858...
•t§Lady
r,f Scandal
(A.T.)
, Vilma
Banky
Mar. 8. ..8142...
•t§Lady
to
Love
(A.T.)
Kaley-Rubin
Jan. 28., ..7200...
•ISLord Byron of B'way (A.T.) . TerryJoan
Crawford
Mar. 29. ..7917...
.7650...
*t§Montana
Moon
(A.T.)
Davies-Nugent
Jan. 17
•t§Not So Dumb
(A.T.).
Reviewed
under title of "Dulcy"
in Nov. 2. 1929, issue
.9372..
•t§Redemption
(A.T.)
Gilbert-Nagel-Adoree
Apr. 5.. .6019..
•t§Rogue
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Lawrence
Tibbett
May 10.. .6570...
■t§Sea
Bat. The
(A.T.)
Bickford-Miljan-Torres
June 7...
*t^Ship
From
Shanghai,
The
.6225...
(A.T.)
Nagel-Johnson-Wolhelm
... Jan.
31
4970 ...
•tiStrictly
Unconventional
(A.T.) Alison
Skipworth
May
3
Reviewed under the title of "The Circle"
In Feb. 22, 1929,
•tIThls
Mad
World
(A.T.).
. Rathbone-Johnson
Apr.
19.
, issue
*t§They
Learned About Women
(A.T.)
Van
and
Schenck
Jan.
31
8773...
•tfUnholy
3. The
( haney-Lee-Linow
Aug.
2
•t§Woman
Racket (A.T.)
Moore-Sweet
Jan.
24
6387...

Title
Helen
Morgan
*t§Applesauce
(A.T.)
Skelly-Wray-Powell
*t§Behind
the Make-Up(A.T.) . . Powell-Pallette-Calvert
*t§Benson Murder Case The (A.T.)
Chevalier-Colbert
•t§Big
Pond.
The
(A.T.)
Arlen-Wray-Holt
*t§Border
Legion,
The
(A,T.)
Arlen-Brian
•t§Burning
Up
(A.T.)
Cooper-Collyer
•t§Civilian
Clothes
(A.T.)...
Helen
Kane
*t§Dangerous
Dan McGrew (A.T.)
"tlDangerous
Paradise
(A.T.).. Carroll- Arlen
Carroll
•t§Devil's
Holiday,
The
(A.T.). Nancy
Rogers-Carroll
•t§Follow
Thru
(A.T.)
•t§Honey
(A.T.)
Nancy
Carroll
Green-Brian-Hamilton
•t§Kibitzer
(A.T.)
(D.)
Bancroft
•tSLadles
Love
Brutes
(A.T.).. George
*t§Light of Western Stars (A.T.) Arlen-Brian-Green
*t§Love
Among
the Millionaires (A.T.).. Bow-Smith
•tSLove
Parade
(A.T.)
(D)... Chevalier- MacDonald
Skelly
•t§Men
Are
Like
That
(A.T.).. Hal
Gary
Cooper
•t§Only
the Brave
(A.T.)
Cast
•t§Paramount
on Parade
(A.T.) Soecial
•t§Return of Fu Manchu
(A.T.). OFand- Arthur
*t§Roadhouse
Nights Reviewed
(A.T.)
as Morgan-Ruggles
"River
Inn"
In
Dec.
Rogers
•tSSafety In Numbers (A.T.).. Charles
Oakie
•tISap
From
Syracuse
(A.T.).. Jack
Ruth Chatterton
•tISarah
and
Son
(A.T.)
Cooper
*t§Seven
Days'
Leave
(A.T.)... Gary
Reviewed
under
the title of
"Medal"
•tSShadow
of the Law
(A.T.).. Powell-Schilling
Evelyn
Brent
•t§Slightly
Scarlet
(A.T.)
•t^Soclal
Lion,
The
(A.T.)
Oakle-Brlan
Wm.
Powell
•t§Strcet
of
Chance
(A.T.)
•tITcxan.
The
(A.T.)
Gary
Cooper
Clara
Bow
•tSTrue
to the Navy
(A.T.)
•t§Vagabond
King.
The
(A.T.). King-MacDonald-Oland
♦With
Byrd at the South
Pole..
Charles Rogers
•t§Young
Eagles
(A.T.)
*t§Young
Man
of
Manhattan
Colbert- Ruggles
(A.T.)

Feet
Len MIns.
.7068.
...78.
...71.
1.. ..6364. ...65.
..5794. ...78.
5.. ..6984. ...58.
28..
22.. ..5251.
4..

star

Rel.

II..
Date
12..
3..

Jan.
Jan.
Apr.
May
June
Feb.
July 17
26...
24.. ..6571.
July
.6743. ...71.
26.. ..5244. ...75.
Feb.
...58.
May
.Not
set...74.
...
19..
July
29.. ..6701.
Mar.
18.. .7273.
Jan.
11
22..
..7177.
Apr.
.6312. ...70.
..81.
Apr.
...70.
gth
8..
July 78
28!J6..
..III.
Jan.
10061.
.5500. ...61.
...90.
Mar.
17.. .6024. ...67.
...73.
Mar.
7... .9125. ...74.
Apr.
15..
May
.6586.
Feb. 119...
Issue.7074.
.6700.
28,
1929
.6100.
22.. .6868. ...79.
June
25..
July
...77.
22..
Mar.
14..
...68.
Jan.
7 .. .6120.
In Nov. 23 , 10..
1929 Issue ...68.
June
Feb.
19.. .6402. ...71.
June
31..
..90.
Feb.
8.. .8100. ...68.
.7142. ...71.
May
5..
May
.6396.
.9412. ..lOS.
Apr.
.6405.
21. .
June
Apr.
...71.
...85.
May
17.. .7621.

fHIeans sound effects. %Means
voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Tallcer. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T . after

title

Reviewed
..Oct
..Oct.
..Apr.
..May
..Feb.

12
26
19
17
IS

..June 28
..Feb. 22
..May
17
.May
24
..Feb. 22
.Aug. 31
..May 31
..Apr.
19
..Oct
19
..Nov. 23
.Mar. IS
..Apr.
..Dec. 28
..May
105

..June
.Mar. 227
..Nov.

23

..June
7
..Jan.
2S
.Dec. 26
..May
17
..May
17
..Jan.
11
.Mar.
22
June 28
..Apr. 26

means

I

June

2 8.

19 3 0

Motion

Picture

Coming Feature Attractions
Till*
MarxStar
Brothers ..
•t§Anlm«l
Cmekari
(A .T.) . .
Moran & Mack..
•f^Anybody't
War
(A.T.)
Moran
&
Mack. .
•tlBicKilagt
Blun
(A. T.) . . .
Chatterton-Orook
•t^Botter
Wl(«.
The
(A.
T.)
Emll
Jannings
it§Bluo Angel, Th« (A.T.)
*MButin«>i
II PiMiurt
(A.T.I
.Geo.
Oancrolt
•tiCivt
Man,
The
(A.T.)
*t§Danclng
Mothers
(A.
T.).
. Harold
Lloyd
..
•flFeol
Flnt
(A.
T.)
•tiFlghtlno
Caravan.
Th«(A.T.). Cooper-Torrenct
Nancy
Carroll
•tiFleih ot Eve
(A. T.I
William
Powell
•t§For
the
D«ten>e
(A.T.)
Huston-Francis
•fSGenernl.
The
(A.
T.)
Cyril
Maude
.. .
•ti(irumpy
(A. T.)
Rogers- Kane
•t<lHfa(l»
Up
(A.
T.)
Eddie Oowllng
.
•t^ Honey moon Lane (A. T.).... Junior
Coghlan
•t|Huckleborr>
Finn
(A.
T.). Jack
Oakle
•jlKId
Boots
(A. T.)
William
Powell
•HLadlosMan
(A. T.)
Valdt-Evani
..
•tSI-aJt Company, The (A.T).
•tILaughIng
Lady.
The
(A.T.).. Chatterton-Brook
Nancy Carroll
. .
•t§Laughter
(A.
T.)
•tILoavo II to Lester
(A.T.)
MacOonald-Onkif
•t§Lef5
Go
Native
(A.T.)
Maurice
ChevalUr
....
•t^Llttlo
C»lo,
The
(A.
T.)..
Harvey-Batten
•tSLove
Walt;.
The
(A.T.)
Colbert-March
•tiManslaughter
(A.
T.)
Jack
Oakle
*tiMerton
ot (he Talkloe
(A.T.) Charles
Kogeri
•tSMollnott (A.T.)
Cooper- Dietrich
•t^Morocco
(A. T.)
Mac Donald -Buchanan
•t§Monte
Carlo
(A.
T.)
Chatterton-Brook
•t^New
Morals
(A.
T.)
Rugglcs- Rogers- Morgan
•tSQueen
High
(A.
T.)
Ruth Chatterton
•t<;Rlght
to Love.
The
(A.T.)..
Arlen-(^rroll
•tSRodoo
Roraonee
(A. T.)
Gary
Cooper
•tSRose o( the Ranchs (A. T.)..
Frederic
March
•flRoyal Family. The (A. T.).. William
Powell
•tSScarab Murder
Case
(A. T.) Arlen- Wray
•fisea
God.
The
(A. T.)
Indian
Cast
•f^Sllont
Enemy.
The
•tISkippy
(A. T.)
Gary Cooper
. .
•fISpollor,
The
(A. T.)
Clara
Bow
. . .
'tiSiatlon 8-E-X
(A. T.)
Jackie
Coogan
•t§Tom
Sawyer
(A.
T.)
Hersholt-Wray
•llVeuth
(A. T.)

SOUND

Rel. Date
Length
Revle«e>
'.".'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'»786..'..7S...Apr.
S

■ July 2S

.Auo.

. 6560.... es... May 31

8000.... 88... May

Jan.

Mar.
Feb.

I..
15

Mar.
Feb.
Jaa.

8
22
18

Mar.
Apr.
Aar.
Feb.
Apr.

17

Revlewow

.June

May

14

24

Mar. 22
Mar. 22
.Feb.

15

Apr.

19

Fab.

Jan.

15

25

May
July
Juno
July

II...,
19
14
5

Au8.

» ..

.75.... May

I

.Jan.

25

.994

Ireel.
reels
Ireel
I reel
2 reels
Ireel
I reel
I reel. .. ..
..738..
737

987..'".'
1634
1747
Ireel
.2 1760
reels. . .
IS
. I reel. . .
19.. .1 reel...
.1022...
5..
8.. . I reel. ..
26...

..Feb.

en

and

Shorts.

McNaughton-Knapp
Daphne
Pollard
Oawson-Ca^nev
Harry
Gribbon
Sportllght
bporlligntFables....
Aesop

aparsiimsta

Rel

21
13.'.
29..
4..
8
15
2.. .7607.... 84... Nov.
24.
23
.'6746.'!.'.'73.';.'n'ov'.'36
25..

Length

19.

Apr.

Every

27.
16.
29.
23.
9..
2..
20..
16.
16..
4.
30.
9.
19.
20..
16.
2.
26..

, . I reel . .
. .2 reels.
..2
. . I reels.
reel. .
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .1 reel..
. . I reel . .
. . I reel . .
. .2 reels.
. . I reel . .
. . .2I reels.
reel. .
.1 reel...
..I reel..
. . 1 reel. .
..I reel..
. . I reel . .
..I reel..
..1
.2 reel..
reels.

27..
12.. ..22 reels.
reels.. .
S«9..
S.. . 2 reels..
9... .2 reels. . .
23 . . I reel. . .
28.
It.
16.
12.

23..

.2 reels. .
. . I reel . .
..I
..I
..2
..I
. .I

reel..
reel..
reels.
reel..
reel. .

.. .2
. I reels.
reel . . .
. I reel
. I reel . . .
. I reel...

Week
Apr.
May

. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.

May

.2 reels.
.1 reel. .

May
April

•t§Royal
Flush.
A (A.T.)
•ttRubevllle
Nlpht
Cluk
(A.T.). H.
B.
Watsea
Aeaep
Fable
•tfShlp
Ahoy
(A.T.)
Aesopi
Fables
•nSinging
Saps
(A.T.)
*(hlte-McNauohtan
•t§Slxteen
Sweeties
(A.T.)
Aeiop
Fables
•tSSky
Skippers
(A.T.)
Song
Sketch
•t5Sonqs
of Mother
Sportllght
•tSSpiils and Thrills (A.T.)
Sportllght
•tSSoiashlng
Through
(AT.)..
•§tSportlng
Brothers (A.T.)
.Vagabond
Adventure
•StStreets
of Mystery
(A.T.)
.,
. Marcia
Manning
•tSSwell
People
(A.T.)
•tfTloht
Snueere
(AT.)
.LeMaire
...

..2 reels.
Jan. 26.. .2 reels,
reel.
Jan.
S. ..2
reels.
Feb. 2.. .2
. I reel . . <i5
Apr. 20..
.2 reel..
reels.
Feb. 16.. . .1
Feb. 2.. . I reel . .
Apr. 8.. .1 real..
Feb. 23.. .1 re^l..
. I reel...
. I reel . .

Series. June
.

.

Day...

of

rao.s

2S
10
10
II
II
I
10
7

Bla.
ala.
asla.
■!>.
«>i«
Mlft.
all.
■!•.

Rovlewad
. . Feb.

t

..Mar.
. June 22
21

...I
reel
reel..
.. II reel
.. .. ,

,. Jan.
Mar.

Feb.
. Jan. 19.
. May
4.
.Mar. 13..
9.
.Apr.

..Jaa.
.June 21II
.June
21
.Feb. IS
.Feb. 22
15
.Feb.
Feb.
.Mar.

8
15

Mar.

S

.May 31
.Mar.
Jan.
258
Apr.
May 31S
.May

I

Fab.
Jan.
.Mar.
.Fab.

4

.Jan. 18
.Jaa. It
.June
7
.June II7
..Jan.
.June 7
.'Nov] 7 18
June

.Apr.
S
.May 10
May 3
May 24
.Apr.

S

Jan.
. Feb.
Feb.
.Aar.

II
158
19

.May
.Apr. 10
12
.June
Feb. 1537
.May
Nev. 23

.2 reels.
.2 reels.
..1I reel
reel .. ..
. I reel . .

.June
May

7
3

F.,treel..
.1

Apr.

19

RKO
FEATURES

MIns.
20..
4 .

Title
. . Feb.

time

. .2 reels. .
.'..'.'.'.'. Mar'.' ' 30.', . .2 reels.
. .2 reels..

Nat Carr
Richard
Carle
White-Carney

Song sketch
.Song
Sketch
. Aesop Fables
. Teple* ef the

running

Date

Jan.

Feb.
Topics of the Day
Feb.
Reg.
Mervllie
Feb.
Buck
& Bubbles
Mar.
Song
Sketch
Apr.
Aesop
Fables
Mar.
Sportllght
Mar.
Mackenilo
Ward
Feb.
Sportllght
May
Soortligiit
Feb.
Watson Mervllie
Mar.
Sportllght
Apr.
Aesoo
Fable
Mar.
Vagabond
Adv.
Series
May
Vagabond
Adventure
Series. May
Aesop
Fable
Mar.
Sportllght
Jan.
Keele-Rico
Aesop
Fable
April
Noel Frances
Jan.
Geo.
LeMaire
Mar.
Herman-Green
Mar.
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
Feb.
Topics
of the Day
Mar.
"Buck
&
Bubbles"
Mar.
•t5Hooked
(A.T.)
Sportllght
Topics of the Day
Jan.
•tSIn the Park
(A.T.)
"Aesop
Fabloa"
Jan.
♦tllron
Man.
The
(A.T.)
Adv.
Series
•t§Lair
of Chang-How
(A.T.).. Vagabond
Song
Sketch
Feb.
•tSLove's
Memories
(A.T.)
•tSfln
the Air
(A.T)
Tepica a( the Day
Jan.
ItSMusical Beauty Shop (A.T.)
(t§Noah
Knew
His Ark
(A.T.).
Aesop
Fable
May
•tSOom
Pah
Pah
(AT.)
Released
Every Week

•tSTrying
Them
Out
(A.T.)..
•tSTrumpeteer.
The
(A.T.)
•♦5 Voice of the Sea (A.T.)...
•t?Western Whoopee (AT.)..
•tSWhat.
Ne
Balll
(A.T.)....

Revltwad

sound-on-disc)
The

Sportlight
Shean-Knapp

Released
Twice
Butler Mayo
Agnew-Geraghty

Length

' Not' ■Sat.'.'.'.'SW'o'.'.'.'.'W.'.'.'/tM ■ 14

Star

Title
•tSAII
Stuck Up
(A.T.)
't§America or Bust (A.T.)....
•t^Beauty
Spot.
The
(A.T.)...
•t§Big
Hearted
(A.T.)
•t§Blg
Top Champions
(A.T.)...
*ttBowi
and
Arrows.
•t^Bugvilic
Roman e (A.T.)
•t§Champion
Makers
(A.T.)
•t§Chills and Fever (A.T.)
•tfciothei Make the Man (A.T.)..
•tiCover
Charge
(A.T.)
•tfCrosby's
Corners
(A.T.)
•tlOarktown
Follies
(A.T.)
•jtOeep
South
(A.
T.)
•t§Dixi«
Days
(A.T.)
•tSDoggIng
It (AT.)
•t$Doing
Phil a Favor
(A T.).
•tSFalrway
Favorites
(A.T.)
•tlFeline
Fighter
(A.T.)
•tsrittyMlleslromBroadwaylA.T.).
•t§Flsh,
Fowl L Fun
(A.T.)....
•tSFoolish
Follies
(A.T.)
•IgGlacier's Secret. The (A. T.) .
•t§(3olden Pagoda. The (A.T.) .
•tGood O'd School Days (A.T.)..
•t§Happy
Goll
(AT.)
ItSHearts and
Hoofs (A.T.)
•tJHaunted
Ship
(A.T.)
•tSHer
Hired
Husband (A.T.) .. .
•t§Hlgh
and
Dliry
•t§Hls
Birthday
Suit
(A.T.)..
•tSHlgh
Toned
(AT.)
•fSHome.
Sweet
•»«Honest
Crooks Home
(A.T.)(A.T.)...

.Jan.
.Jan.

Length
Feat. .MIns. Ravlaved
June
July
June
May
Juna
Feb
Aof
Feb.
May

(Note:
Pathe
does
not Hit running
time
In the Important series, however, follow:
2 reel comedies
Patho
Sound
News
Pathe
Silent
News
Pathe
Audio
Review
Patho
Review
Aesop's
Fables
Grantland
Rice
Sportllghts
Talking
Topics
ot the Day

Rel Date

SHORTS

sound-on-film

•tfPathe Audio
(A.T.)...
•t^Pathe
Sound Review
News
•tfPorfect
Match.
The
(A.T.)...
•t§Pick
'Em
Young
(A.T)
'StRanchhouie
Blues
(A.T.)
...
♦*§Red
Heads
(A.T.)
•<§Rich
Uncles
(A.T.)
,
•tfRlde 'Em Cowboy

.'May "

Star

synchronized score.

II

2

FEATURES

'Means

Tills
Star
Adam and Eve (A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
All the Way
(A.T.)
ConsUnce
Bennett
Greater
Love.
The
(A.T.)..
.Ann
Harding
Her
Man
(A.T.)
Helen
Twelyetreei
....
Holiday
(A.T.)
Harding- Aslor- Horlon
.
In Deep
(AT.)
Constance
Bennett
....
I Take This Woman
(A.T.) .. Horry
Bannister
tiLast
Frontier,
The(A
.T.) ... William
Boyd
tiLa/y
Lady
(A.T.)
Constance
Bennett
t^Looklng lor Trouble (A.T.).
.Eddie
Quillan
t(Night
Work
(A. T.)
Eddie
Quillan
tiNorth ol the Yukon
(A.T.) ... William
Boyd
tiPardon
My
Gun
(A.T.)
tJPrlce ol a Party, The (A. T.). Helen
Twelvetreas
....
ttRawhIde
(A.T.)
William
Boyd
't§Romance
Harbor
(A.T.)
tlsiren
Song.
The
(A.T.)
Mary
Lewis
t^Taklng the Rap (A.T.)
Robert Armstrong
'tSThls
Marriage
Builness
(A.T.)
tSUp and Af Em (A. T.)(F)
t$War and Woman (A. T.) ( F) . . Boyd-Hardlng-Armstranf
tjWoman
Afraid. A (A.T.)(F)

SOUND

PATHE

•15Baeti«lor'i Seerot, A (A T.)(F) . Alaa
Hals
•tfBeyond
VIetery
(A.T.)
Boyd-Ceiiyer
•tlBIg
Shot.
The
(A. T.) (F)
•tSCIothes
(A
T.) (F)
Censtaneo Bennett
•tICrashina
Throuah
(A. T UFi
Wm.
Boyd
•♦SGrand
Parade
(A.T.)(D & F) . T«f.ivetro*s-Ssett
•♦^HM .nd |w>th«rod 'A T ) (F<
Eddie QuHlaa
•tSOffleer
O'Brien
(A.T.)
(F)..WIIIiaffl
Boyd
•tSNegligeo
(A. T.) (F)
Ina Claire

William
Boyd
Armstrong- Lorahar<
Eddie aullisn
Constance Bonnstt
Twslvelrees-Scott

(Available

Title
Star
Rel. Date
Length
ItfAccldents Will Happen (A.T.) Smith
and
Dale
2 reels..
•HArtlst's Reverie. The (A.T.).. Ash- Washington
I reel...
•t§At
Homo
(A.T.)
Lulu
McConnell
I reel
•t§Barnacie
Bill,
the
Sailor
(A.T.)
Talkartoon
I reel
*ttBearded
Lady (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
Mar.
I
1794
*T§Bedella
Screen Song
Jan.
4
604
•ISBelle of the NIflht
Feb.
15
2 reels
•fSChinatown
Fantasy. A
I reel
*t§Come
Take
a
Trip
IR
My
Airship
Screen Song
...
.
. ... Apr.
26
I reel
•tSConfounded
Interest (A.T.) . . . Haymond
&
Caverly
•tiDance,
You
Singers
(A.T.).. Puck
& White
..901
*f90<;ep
'C
Melodies
Frances
Williams
Jan.
25
.1832
•tlDesperate
Sam
Bert
Green
Mar.
29
. I reel
•tSOIzzy
Dishes
(A.T.)
Talkartoon
.1872
'T^Oon't
Believe
It (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
Feb.
8
.1660
•tSDown
With
Husbands
Arthur-Roach
Mar.
8
.1850
't^Ouke •( Dublin (A. T.)
Christie
Comedy
Feb.
I
.1381
•t<;Family
Ni-xl Door.
The
Charles
Ruoole*
Jan.
II
•tSFatal
Card.
The
(A.T.)
W.
& E. Howard
•t§Feelin' Blue (A.T.)
Ash- Washington
I reel
•tSFlrebugs
Talkartoon
May
10
704
•t§Flt to Be Tied (A.T.)
Burns
&
Allen
I reel
'tSFor
Love
*r Moan
i AT. >.. .Christie
Comadv
Jan.
4
1870
•t§Food for Thought
(A.T.)
Allen
4
Canfield
I reel
*ttQenln« a Ticket
Eddie
Cantor
Mar.
22
948
♦t§Glow Worm. The (A.T.)
Screen
Song
I reel
•fSGrand
Uproar
(A.T.)
Talkartoon
I reel
•t§Helplng
Hand.
The
(A.T.) .. Solly
Ward
I reel
•t§Ho Was Her
Man
(A.T.)
Gllda
Gray
2 reels
*t^His
Honor,
the Mayor
Christie
Comedy
Mar.
22
1665
•tSHot Dog
Talkartoon
Mar.
29. ...I reel
*t§Hot
Time
In the Old
Town
Tonight.
A (A.T.)
Screen
Song
I reel
•t5l
Came
First
. .Herman
Timberg
Apr.
12
814
•11 I'm a Wild Woman
(A.T.)... Boydell-Ash
I reel
•tSI m Afraid
to Come
Heme
In
the Dark
. Screen Song
Feb.
I
65 1
*t§l'm
Forever
Blowing
Bubbles Screen
Song
Mar.
15
I reel
*t$lB the Shade of ttie Old Apple
Tree
Screen Song
Jan.
18
752
•fSlntroduttion
of
Mrs.
Gibbs
(A.T.)
Lulu
McConnell
•t§Ja«
Preferred
(A.T.)
Zelaya
I reel . . .
•f§Kandy
Kabaret
(A.T.)
Children's
Ballet
I reel
..Apr.
12.
*tSLa
Paloma
Screen
Song
.574..
Smith
& Dale
•tSLa Schnapps.
Inc. (A.T.).
Perkins-Hillpot
..I
reel.
•tlLady.
You Slay Me (A.T.)...
...1870..
Christie
Comedy
.
.
•t$Lot Ms Eialaln (A. T.)
26
Arthur
&
Morton
Havel.
•tlLovers'
Lane
(A.T.)
..II reel
•t5Many
Moons
(A.T.)
reel . . . .
Barry
M§Meek
Mr.
Meek. The (A.T.). Jimmy
..964...
.Lee Morse
Apr.
•tfMllllon
Me's.
A
Indian
Band
Feb.
22.
.967.
•tiMoon
Bride's Wedding,
The. . U. S.

Title

•tiPalnted Desert (A. T.) (F).
'ttParaehute
(A. T.) (F)
•tipiay
Boy
(A. T.) (F>
•tisaratoga
(A.T.)
(F)
•tiSwIng
High
(A.T.)
'tITroasuro Girl (A. T.) (F)

Coming Feature .\ttraction.s

SHORTS

•♦IMounfaIn
Melodies
. .'.
•t§My
Gal Sal (AT.)
Screen
Song
•tSNeighborly
Neighbors
(A.T.) . Lulu
McConnell
•Hole
Man
Whoopee
(A.T.)
Art Frank
•t 8 Paramount
Acts
•t§ Paramount
Comedies
•t§Paramount
Pictorials
•tSParamount
Screen
Soma
•§tParamount
Sound
News
•1§Paramount
Talkartoona
•t«Pri8oner«
Song.
The
Screen
Song
•tSRsrti"
Riot
Talkartoon
•fSResolutlene
(A.T.)
Billy
House
•t^Salt
Watfr
Ballads
•tSScraopliy Married (A. T.)
Christie
Ceraedy
•♦«Sn This l« Paris GrMn
Fazenda
•t5Sfory
Book Parade. The (A.T.) Children's
Ballet
♦tesfronger
Sex.
The
(A.T)
Christie Comedy
•tSTwentleth
Amendment.
The
(A.T.).
•t? Voices o( Lonely
Men
•tlWsnderlutt
Brues Scealt
•tlWee Bit 0' Sseteh
•tsYss. We Have No Bananas. .. Screen
Song
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N c iu s

■t^Allas
French Gertie
(A.T.)...
♦♦§Beau
Bandit
(A.D.)
•♦SCase
of Sergeant
Qrlseha
•tSCufkoos.
The
(AT.)
•♦SFall
Guy.
The
(A.T.)
•tSFramed
(AT.)
•♦SOIrl
if Pert (A.T.)
•t5He
Knew
Women
(A.T.)
MSMit
tho Deck
(A T.)
•tKovin' Comes
the Ladles
•t$Lovs
Along
(A.T.)....

Daniels-Lyon
Nagei-Kenvon
Morris-Comosen-Hershelt
Wh»el«-.Wo«lsov
Mullhall-Clarke-Sparks
Brent. Tnomey
..

Star O'Nell
Sallv
Shermaniovce
Oakle- Walker
Daniels-Huohes
RUhard
nil
Compson-Trevor
•tIMIdnight
Mystery. The (A T.) Astor-Hughes
Mf Runaway
Rrlde.
The
(A .T.).
Loe-Carr-Nagol
•ttSeeead
Wife
(A.T.)
Oil
•tiSesfea Kays to Baldpats (A.T.) Richard
Title

•t;Babes
•tSBunker

Aar.
Mar.
Feb.
May
June
Mar.
Feb.
May
Feb.
Jan.
Apr.
June
May
Ftb.
Jan.

Coming Feature Attractions
In Teyland
(A.T.)..
Bean
(A. T.)

Ler

15..
6169..
2 .
.
23.. .. Rioi
R7n2
16.. .6175.
18.
. BI74.
.6136
2 . Rinn
. tici. .
1.. .9327

Review*
••
June
Aar. 21S
.69
.
.92.
..65.

4nr.
. Mar.
May
..Feb.

14
a
31
15

Feb. 22
Apr.
28
. .90
Do*.
II4
.70.
.Ion.
.68
.85 .
.. Rfl.
Do.. 21
May 31
gth
.70tR
.6138.
2 . ...6'63.
..72.
15
.. SB. ..Feb.
...69.
..May
74
245.. . ..6234.
9.. .6579. ...70. ..Jan.
4
.7(1.
12..
Feet ...80.
Mlas.
. RnSR

a.

Reviewed
Lonath

. Special
Star

iMeans sound effects. ^Means
voice (including dialoque and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

A.T.

ate

after

title

means

Motion

104

Picture

•flTako ths Heir (A.D.)
Edward Horton
Three
Outcasts,
Tha
Yakima
Canutt
Thunder
Ood
Cornelius
Koefa
Western
Honor
Bob Steeta
•t§West of Rockies
(A.T.)
(D)
Art
Mix
•tlWhIto
Cargo
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
•tlWhite
Devil
(P.T.)
(F
&
D)
Mosjukln-Dagover
Why Cry at Partlnt
Halm-Qralla
•tSWomaa
Who
W«a
Far.
gottaa
(A.O.)
Belle Beinatt
Wonderful
Lies of Nina

'tSCheck
«nd
Double
Chack
(A.T.)
Amos
'n' Andy
•tICimarron
(A.T.)
Richard
Dix
•tiConsplracy, The (A.T.)
Love-Trevor-Sparks
■TsDIilana
Btb« Oanltli
•t§Eicap«
(A. T.)
•tlHalf'shot at Sunrise (A. T.) . Wheeler- Woolsey
't§Heart o( the Rockiei (A. T.) ■ Marshall-Danielt
•t§HlBh
River
•t§Hunted
•<§iron
Trail.
The
(A.
T.)
■t§Ladles
ot the Past
Betty
Compson
•t§Lawful
Larceny
(A. T.)
•tSLeatherneckinB
(A.
T.)
Foy,
Jr.-Rubin
*t§Oid
Aceordian
Man,
The
(A
T.)
Joseph
Cawthorn
•tSPerfect Alibi.
The
(A. T.)
•TsReeord Run (A.T.)
Wolheim-Arnistrons-Arthur
'tSSensation
(A.T.)
•tishe's
My
Weakness
(A.T.) .. Lake-Carroll
•tIShooting
Straight
(A.T.)
Richard
Dix
•t§Sllver
Horde
(A. T.)
Brent- Wolholm
*t§Upperworld
(A.T.)

SOUND

Petrowna
Helm-Ward
•t§Would
You
Believe
It?.. Walter
Fordo
*t§Ylddlsh Mama. Tha (A.T.)Mae
Simon

SHORTS

1

SOM}- ART-WORLD
•r§BlB
Fight, Tha (A.T.)
•t§Cock 0' the Walk (A.T.)
*§tDude
Wrangler,
Tha
(A.T.).
•t§Flghting
For the Fatherland
•tSHello
Sister
(A.
T.)
♦tSOnce a Gentleman
(A.T.)
•tlReno
(A.T.)
'tSSambras do Gloria (Spanish) .
MSWhat a Man
(A.T.)

Length
. I reel

Reviewed

.2 reels. .
I reel...
..2 reels.
. .2 reels.
. .2 reels.
.2 reels. .
..I reel..
. .2 reels.
.2 reels.

..Feb. 22
.Apr.

19

.

. . I reel. .
..2
. .I
. .2
. .2
, .1

reels.
reel . .
reels.
reels.
reel..

.. .2
.2
. .2
. .2
..2

reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.
reels.

. .2 reels.
..2
..2 reels.
reels.
. .2 reels.
. . I reel. .
. I reel . . .
. .2 reels.
. 2 reels.
. .2 reels. ,
. . I reel . .
. ...22 reels.
reels.
2 reels.
..I raal.
.2 reels.

.Apr. 12

..May
, .June
. June
Dec.
..Jan.

.Dee.

24
14
14
14
25

»'

iiF'eb.'e
.May 24

WIDE

Star

Rel, Dal

Wllllams-Lane
J. Schlldkraut-Lay
Duryea-Basquetta

Sept.
May
June
Apr.
Feb.
.
.Aug.

L. Hughes-Borden
Horton-Wilson
Roland-Thomson-Love
Special
Cast
Denny-Segar

STATE

Fab.
Apr.

La
Feat
.MIns. Reviewed
ngth
...65. ..Apr. 19
...7200.
. . .5850 ...80. ..Apr. 19
. .MSy 24
...6200.
9500... 1 00... Apr.
5
Juna 21

. 9500 ...100.
.Feb.
22
..7000 ....79. ..Mar. 29

RIGHTS

FEATURES
ritia

Length
Feet
Mine,

star

Ravlawea
•tfAerast tha Warld (A.D.)
Talk. Pie. Eplei. Nat tal8860. ...98. ..Jan. 25
•t§After
the Verdict
(A.T.) Tschechowa-Ward
..Int.Dlit'r
Photoplay. .Jan.
I. 8900
73. .June 21
Ainhalt
Froallch-Amann
...Allied
Film. Mar.
15... 8 reels. .85. ..May
.Feb. 108
'tsBecauso I Leva Yau
Mady Christians
Amer. Gen. Film
Jan. 24 90UU. . . lUO ..Juna 7
•tiBeyond
the Rio Grande
(A.T.)
Jack
Porrln...Big 4
Apr. 15 5400
60
•tIBrlde 68 (P.T.)
Veidt-Brink
Amer.
Anglo
....Apr.
6
100. .Apr. 19
•tlBurning
Heart,
Tha
Christians-Froelich. . Harold Auten
May
ID 8372. ..88. . .May
24
•tSCall
of
Circus
(A.T.)
.Jan.
155466. ...61 .Jan. 18
(D.F.)
Bushman
Clayton
...Burr
.Feb.
15
Caught in Berlin Underworld. Fritz
Kastner
Chess
Player,
The
Jehanne-Blanchard
Unusual Pict.
•t§Clancy
In
Wall
Street
.Aristocrat
. Mar. I
(A.T.)
Murray- LIttlafleld
. Fab. 22
New
Era
Feb. 8
•fSCo-Ootimists
Special
cast
..May 24
.Cosmos
May Jan206516.
5400.
•tJDanger Man. The (P.T.).Chas.
Hutchinson
.76 .Dec. 14
*t§Darkened
Skiat
(A.T.) . . . Brentwood-MacDonaidBiltmora
Prod
*t§Escaped
from
Dartmoor. .. Barlng-Henning
..Harold Auten
.Apr.
19
.Jan.
18
.Apr.
7529.
Farmer's
Wile
Thoinas-Hall-Oavls. . Allied
Jan. II4.6845
•tSFlrebrand
Jordan
Lane
Chandler
Big
4
Dec.
Figaro
Franco- American Nat Sat. 6360
71
•t§Heart's
Melody
(A.
T.)
(F 4 D)
Fritsch-Pario
Ufa
Film
Her Unborn Child (F & D) . . Sooclal
Cast
Windsor
Jan.
107609
85
Hunted
Men
•
Bob Steele
Syndicate
Apr. .4853
•t§lmmortal
Vagabond (A.T.) Hald-Froeiich
Ufa
Film
In the South Seas with Mr. and Mrs.
Pinchot
Talk. Pict. Epics. Sept. 1.5538
..May 31
•tlntngl
African Hunt
Congo
Pict.
Ltd
7200. ...80. ..Air. 2S
Jadr
Casket.
Tha
French
Cast
Cosmos
5800.
•t§Ladles
in
Love
(A.T.) Day-Walker
Chesterfield
May
17 6217
..Mar.
.'.
May 29
' I3
Fpb.
Audible
Mar.
8.5825..
•tSLast
Dance, Tha
(A.T.). Reynolds- Robards
Dec. 21
Lest
Patrol
Pro
Patrla
...Not
Set. 5100..
Love at First Sight (A.T.). . Kaaner- Faster
Chesterfield
Feb.
15 BI60..
mins
Mystery at the Villa Rose. , Trevor-Baring
Harold
Auten
.May
31 9000...
Mar.
*t;Overland Bound (A.T.). . Perrln-Ray
Raytona
...Apr.
IS
5040..
Mar. 29
29
Custer
*t§Partlng of the Trails... . Bob
Syndicate
.. Mar.
I
4700..
Passion
Song,
The.
■
5080..
. Olmsted-N.
Beery. . Excellent
Peacock
Fan
Tha
Oorothv
Dwan
. . . Ch^sterfleid
5400..
Poor
Millionaire
Talmadge-Howard
. Biltmore
Apr.
7.... 5200..
.May 17
Ufa
Films
Pori
Special Cast
*tSRaranant
Aga
(A.T.)
(D F.)
•tSRIdIn'
Law
Sea
Fury
.
•t§Secret of the Pueblo
Smoke
Bellew
South
of Panama
Stampede
Strange
Case
of District
Attorney
"M**

•Means

synchronized

I!i5743
64.. Jan.
Murray- Kennedy
... Continental Jan.
Big 4
Mavl?5600
62. .June
Perrln-Canutt
Not Set 5200
58. .Dec.
Mildred
Harris... Tom White
Big
4
Juno 15
First
Dlvlllan
6605
73
Conway
Tearle
Carmellla Geraghty.
Chesterfield
6300
70
Harold
Auten. ..Apr. M 7540. .. .80. .May
Native
Cast
Unusual

score,

Big
4
Waca
Crescent
Syndicat«..Mar.
World
Harold

Art
Auten

Jan.
Mar.

Jan.

28,
15.5700
7. S reels
5917
4849

66
50..

18.6100

68

Cinema. ..Jan.

63.. Jan.
Oct
May

25
If
17

Mar.

I

7000

78. .Feb.

22

15.7560

65. .Jan.

25

..UFA
Film*
International
State

1930

Allied
Films. .May
80. .8 reels. .80. .June
Big 4
Mar.
15. ..6 reels. .60
Judea Films
4000

14

Coming Feature Attractions

Title
Stmr
Rel. Date
•t§Age of Innoeenee, The(A.T.(F). Paula Trueman
Jan. 5..
•tSBsfore
Breakfast
(A.T.)(F)
Mar. 9..
•t§Bobbed
Wire
(A. T.)
Dane-Arthur
•t^Bndogroom.
The
(AT.) (F) . . Mare
Connelly
Feb. 2
•tSBioken Wedding
Bells (A.T.) . Dane-Arthur
•tSCampus
Sweethearts
(A.
T.)(FiD)
:
Mar.
16.
•tiCash
and
Mtny
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooka-Sirgtit
Mar.
2.
•t§Dear Slayer
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooko
Mar.
13..
9.
•flEventually
But
Not
New
(A.T.)
(FAD)
Vaughn-Cooke. . Apr.
•tSFaIr
Deceiver.
The
(A.
T.)
(F&D)
Ja"13.
•tSGeneral GInsburf (A.T.)
(F).Nat
Carr
Apr. 12..
6.,
•t§Gunboat GIniburi (A.T.) (F).Nat
Carr
Jan.
•tSGuest,
The
(A. T.) (F4D)..Mare
Connelly
May
25..
•tSHot
Bridge (A. T.) (FAD)
May
9.
•tlJazz
(A.T.)
(F)
Duke
Ellington & Orchestra. Feb.
>t§Land of the Sky Blue Daughters Vaughn-Cooke
Mar.
30.
•t§Lost
and
Foundered
(A.
T.)
(F4D)
..Vaughn-Cooko
.. Jan. -n.
•tSMagnato.
The (A. T.) (F4D). Mare
Connolly
Mar. 30..
•flMen
Without
Skirts
(A. T.). . Dane- Arthur
•>«Mlckey'«
Champs
(A.
T.) (F4D)
Mickey
Yule
Feb. 2.
•tlMlekey's
Luck
(A.
T.) (F4D)
Mickey Yule
Mar. 30..
fMickey's Master Mind (A. T.) (F&O)
Mickey
Yule
Mar. 2.
iMIckey's
Merry
Men
(A. T.)(F&D)
Mickey
Yule
July 20.
iMIckey's
Strategy
(A.
T.)(F4D)
Mickey
Yule
Jan. 5.
SMIekey'e
Winners
(A.
T.)(F4D)
Mickey
Yule
Aug. 17.
.SMickey
the
Romeo
(A.
T.)(F&0)
Mickey
Yule
Juno 22.
•t§Mlckey
the Whirlwind
(A.T.)(F40)
Mickey Yule
Apr. 27.
•tiMlckey
the Wirrltr
Mlikey
Yult
May 25.
•tlMuseum.
The
Toby the Pup
•tiMusical
Moments
(A. T.)
Felix
Fernando
Orch
•§10ff to Peoria
(A.T.)
Nick & Tony
July 13.
•tSOId
Bill's Christmas
(A.T.)
Fab. 9.
•tloid Vamps for New (A. T.) . . Vaughn-Caoka
Feb. 2.
•tJPalooka
Flying
Seheot
(A.T.)
June 22.
•tlSettlng Son. The
(A.T.)
Vaughn-Cooke
Feb. 18.
*t§Sleeplng
Cutles
(A.T.)
Alberta
Vaughn
Jan. 5..
'tiSong
and
the Sergeant,
The
(A.T.)
May II
>t§Straige
Interview,
Tha
(A.T.)
(F)
Sherwin-Knowles
Mar. I.
•tSWhIlo Auto Walte (A.T.)(F)
Jan. 12.
*t§Who's Got the Body
(A.T.).. Nick & Tony
Aug. 3..

Title

June

News

Photoplay

.Mar. 6800

Mar.

18
28
7

S
22,

Rel. Data
Title
star
. . Liberty Prod. ...
•t§Ape. The (A.T.)
...Big 4
.'bmV, "jr. ^Wales'
•t§Bar
L Ranch
•fiSody,
Soul and
Dress.
rSBurnea
tvidence
if>
Continental
Buying
a Wife
Spatial
Cut
AfT. European
•t§Clown
The
( F)
.
Continental
*§tComeback,
Tha
(A.T.)
Majestie
•t§Dancing
Fathers
(A.T.)

Length

7reel«...
~

•f^Dangerous Trails
Big
4
....Sept.
•tlDavy
Jones
Locker (A.T.)
Liberty Prod
'tlOivorca
auattloo,
Tha
(A.T.)
Majestie
Duty to be Silent
Marit Albani
Aft. European
•t§East
Lynne
(A.T.)
Liberty
Prod
•t§East
of Asia
(A.T.)
Liberty
Prod
•tSEverybody's
Girl
(A.T.)
Liberty
Prod
Exodus to the New Wtrld, The Lyon-Provast
Pioneer
Full
Dressed
Thieves
Nils
Asthar
Aff. European
Gorman
Underworld
Special
Cast
AfT. European
Great
Unknown.
Tha
John
Lader
AfT
European
•StHail
tha Woman
(A.T.)
Majestic
Her
Viennese
Lover
Asthor-Nolan
Aft. European
*t§ln
Oklahoma
(A.T.)
"tSLady of the Lake. The.. Percy
Marmont
FitzPatrick
•t§Lile
For Sale,
A (F)
Continenul
•t§Lost
Gods
Educational
Talk,
Pict.
EpicJ
Milak of the Snowlands
Special
Cast
Allied
*t§IVIidnight Alarm,
The
(A.T.)
Liberty
Prod
*t§Mother's
Millions
(A.T.)
Liberty
Prod
•t§Night
Hawk.
The
Big 4
Aug. 15
Our
Daily Bread
Mary
Nolan
Aft. European
•tSPriee
Mark.
Tha
(A.T.)
Majestie
•t§Red
Kisses
(A.T.)
*t§Romantic
Scoundrel,
The
(A.T.)
*t§Second Honeymoon,
Tha (F)
Continental
•fSSentimental
Satan
(A.T.)
Malastio
•tISmart
Women
(A.T.).....
Majestie
•t§Thou
Shalt
Not
Squeal
(A.T.)
*t§Today
(A.T.)
Nagel-Owen
Majestic
•t§Trap, Tha
(A.T.)
Majestic
*t§Untorbldden Sin, Tha (F)
Continental
Unholy
Love
Wegener. Patravlteh.. AfT. European
When
Duty
Calls
Special
Cast
Allied
Wild
Men
of Kallharl
Denver
African
Exp. Talk.
Pict. Epics
■teworldly
Goods
(F)
... KIrkwood- Kennedy
.Continental
•tSWorst
Woman
in Paris
(A.T.)
Liberty
Prod

SOUND

15.!.....

6 reels...

7reel>...
7reels...
6reals...
Sraels...

7raalt...

S7I4 feat.

SHORTS

Tltla
SUr
Rel. Date
Length
*t§Anywhare
By Air
VIsuagraph
32 reels.
reels...
*t§At
the Photographers
I reel . . .
(A. T.) (F)
Harry
Delf
Elbee
•fBeethoven
Fitzpatrick
1 reel . .
■tBarn Dance
MIekay Mausa Cartaan Celebrity
Prad
2 reals..
I reel . .
•t§Bring
On the Brlda (A.T.)
Ellbea
>t§Broken
Doll, The (A.T.) . Sadie Banks
Judea Films
i raal..
'TChaIn
Gang. Tha
Mickey Mausa Cartoon Celebrity Prod
i
real . . .
'tConquest of the Cascades. . .Educational
Gen. Electric Ca
*t§Down
Hawaii
Way...
Color
Novelty
Castle
*t§Egypt,
Land
of Pyramids
FitzPatrick
1 reel . .
•t§Fourth of July
Fitzpatrick
2I reel...
reels..
•tSFrlend
Husband
(A.T.)
Burr
'tGalloptng
Gaucha
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prod.. ..Feb.
I 1 reel . . .
'tJungle
Rytha
Mickey Mouse CartoanCelebrity
Prad
'tJust
Mickey
Mickey Mausa CartoanCplebrlty Prod
2II reel
reals..
raal. . . . .
•§tKlddie Cabw^t
Mayfnir
'tKids and
Pets
Color
Novelty
castle
Lincoln's
Birthday
FitzPatrick
Feb. 12. 350 feat.
•Liszt,
Franz
Music Master Series. FItz
Patrick..., . I reel...
•t§Mai-Ko
Mashma-Lou
...
(A.T.)
Harry Fold
Judea
Films
•t§Mawas
(P.T.)
Capital
Prod
3'/2 reels.
•t§Meet the Family
(A.T.)
(F)
Harry
Delt
Elbee
2 reels.
'tMlckey's
Canccrt
Mickey MauSa Cartoon Celebrity
Prad
I raal..
raal.
•tSMonkey
Squawks
(A.T.)
Burr
*t§Oh
Doctor
(A.T.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
1806 ..
'tPlane
Crazy
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Calabrtty
Prod
Jan
*tPlow Bey
Mickey Mouse Cartoon Celebrity
Prad
I raal.
♦t§Shoemalier's
Romance
(AT.)
Special
Cast
Judea
Films
•t§Should
I
Charles
Lawraar
.. Advance Trailer
I real...
•tiSigned. Sealed & Delivered (A.T.)
Burr
*t§Slxty Minutes From
Broadway
Color Novelty
Castle
2000...
I reel . . .
•tSStyie and Class
(A.T.) ... Marty Barratz
Judea Films
II reel
reel . . . . .
*t§Summer
Harmonies
Song
Cartoon
Blophona
•tTee
Time
Felix
the
Cat
Copley
Films
•Thought for Mother's Day.. Fitzpatrick
350 feet
Washington's
Birthday
FItz
Patrick. .. Fob.
22. I raal . .
•t§When
My
Dreams
Come
I real.
True
Gene
& Glenn
Advance
Trailer
•tWhen the oat's Away
•tWlld
Wavas

Mickey Mouse CartoonCelebrlty
Mickey Mausa CartoanCelebrity

Prad
Prod

Reviewed
..May
17

.Apr.

19

.Apr.
.Juna

I*
21

.Jan.

It

.Apr.
.'.Atr.'
°M•
. .Juna

7

May

17

Oct. I
.Apr. S
..May
It
■.Jin.'ii
.Apr.

I

I raal. .

TIFFANY
FEATURES
(Available

18.
sound-on-film and soand-on-dise)
Rel. Data

Title
•t§Border
Romance
(A. T.)
MIHIgh
Treason
(A.T.)
•tSMamba
(A.T.)
•tSParty Slrl (A.T.)
Revlawad
•t§Peaeock
Alley
(A.T.)
•t§Sunny
Skies
•t§Swellhead
(A. T.)
•t§Trooners
Three
(A.T.)
Title

Armida-Terry
May
Hume-Gill
Not
Hersholt-Boardman-Forbes
..Mar.
Doug
Fairbanks.
Jr
Ian.
as "Dangerous
Business"
Issue Dos.
Star
Mae
Murray
Jan.
Benny
Rubin
May
Gleason-Shlllinii- Walker
Mar.
Leaso-Gulllver
Feb.

FeetLength
Mins.

...5974
65. Reviewed
.May 31
...6323.... 69
10. ...6183
69. Feb. M
. 6750
75. ..Mar.
IS
.June
..Doc. 217
1929
.Feb.
8
Set
10
12
6994.
.67.
6060.. ..78.
20
7040.... 78... Apr.
tt
15
7239.
May 24
.80.

Coming Feature Attractions

•tSCyolone
HIekay
.--j.-,-'
•tSEnchantIng
Melody
(A.T.).
•tEFaselnation
(AT )
•t§Headin'
North
(A.T.)

Rel. Date
. Mae
. Trem

Length

Murray
Carr

f Means sound effects. ^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.

A.T. after title means

J line

2 8.

•ISHIi
L«Jt
•tJJourn.yi
•tJK»thl..n

19 3 0

Riee
(A.T.)
G«riin-Birry
...
End
(A.T.)
Colin
Clly.
...
Mi»ourne.i
(A.T.) . ON«ll-0«liM»

•l|L«tci.

•ISLand of Mining
Men
•tlL«(t
Ovor
Ladiot
TSkVtt
Lttr.
Laughter
•t}Lo«e
Luiury
Olrl
•tlLuiii
Hartei-Mirl*
•t'SMediclne
Man.
Tho
•tlMy
Bruddtr
Svlveet
•tlOklahoma
Cyclone
•tJPaBor
Prodtt
H§Rainbowi
End.
The
•tiRidIn'
Fool.
Tho
•tlSatln
Btrapi
f§Sunrlso
Trail.
The
•tSThIrd
Alarm.
The

MITerreal
•t§Why

Motion

The

Marry

_

..ll4ll...l30...A»r.

12

Carr

(A.T.). . Benny-Bronion
Leo Carrlllo
(A.T.)
Trom
Carr
(A.T.).Treni
(A.T.)
Trom

Carr
Carr

(A.T.) ... Trom
(A.T.)

Carr

, ..JUB*

.
...

.69.

IS.

....

SUBJECTS
Rel. Data

Star
iymphony
Color Symphony
Color
Symphony
Colortene
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Symphony
Color
Symphony

Color

Clatile

....

Forbei
Randolph
Color
Symphony
Color Symphony
Color Symphony
Color
Color
Color
Color
Stadan

Symphony
Symphoiy
Symphony
Symphony
S-T-A-R

UNITED

Length
I reef
I reel
I reel
2 raala
I real
I reel
I reel
I *ael

Revla**
Feb.
M
May

2 reeli
I r«el
I reel
I reel
I real
I reel
I reel
I reel
I rt«l
I real

May

10

Daa.

1

Dae.

2*

Columbus

31

i r««l

Slagan

Sarlea

Jan.

4

ARTISTS

FEATURES
.1 ,
Rel. 0 A..
May
nta
Feb.
Mar. 22.
IB.
Jan.
Apr.
12.
Mar.
1..

Title
Star
•t§Bad
One.
The
(A. T.)
Del
Rio-Lowe
■5Bf
Yourjolf
(A.T.)
(F)
Fannie
Brice
•^IHell
Harbar
(A.T.)
Velei-Heraholt
•tSLummoi
(A.T.)
(F)
Wejtover-Lyon
•t§One
Romantic
Night A. T.) . . GIsh-N.igelLa
Rocque
•tIPuttIn'
ea the RIU
(A.T.).. Harry
Richman

COMING

SOUND

Reviewed
.Mar. 221
..Feb.
..Mar.
8
..Feb.
IS
.Mar.
.Feb.

29
22

Nov.
Oct.
Nov.

8
18
29

Aug.
July

16
26

July
SepL
Dee.

5
7
20

Reviewed

June

Real

Apprentle*

7

May

24.

Apr.

20.

Mar. Date
Rel.
July

'A\

Title
Big
Timber
(Re-lssua)
t§Burning
Trail
(Reissue)...
Captain of the Guard
(A.T.)
..Climax. The
(A. T.)
•ttCnhens and theK'lIvs InSestlaad.
*t§Conccntratin'
Kid
(A.T.)
*tSC2ar ef Braadway
(A.T.)
•t§Damfs
Ahoy
(A.T.)
MSDavire
Pit. The
Reviewed under title »1

Reviewed

FeetLength
MIns.
...43««
...4223
...7519. ...76.
...SfiiS. ..65.
...7401. ...82.

William
star Desmond
. Wm.
Desmond
May
La Plante-Boles
July
Mar.
Jan.
Apr.
Special
Caat
Sidney- Murray
Hoot Gibson
.'.'.'73I4.'...'8I '
Feb.
, Wray-Compson-Harron
...5933
66.
Glann Tryan
Mar.
...6268.. 69.
Special
Cast
27.
1929
Issue
In
AprI
"Under the Sauttiarv Cr»»t"
Feb. 2 ...5230. ...58.
Denny
'tfEmbarraesing
Mementa (A.T). Reginald
Apr.
.75..
8 ...6763.
Ken Maynard
Feb.
•tSFIghtIng
Lagiaa,
Tha
.43.
2 ...3852.
Jack Haile
Flying
Hoofs
.50.
5 ....6300
Special
Cast
Mar.
.Jan.
•ItHell's
Heroes
..70.
30. ...5299.
Murray-Crawford
.64.
Mar.
•tSHIde-Out
(A. T.)
2. ...5785.
4..
Krn
Maynard
June
•♦Lucky
Larkin
May
Feb.
John Boies
•itMoonlight
Madness
(A. T)...
16. ...5784. ...64.
Hoot
Gibson
•tlMouni'd
Stranger,
Tka
22.
12.
..75..
Ken
Maynard
19. ..6748.
•tIMeuntaIn
Juttlaa
Aug
...5609. ...62.
Jan.
Sehildkraut
•tjNIght
Ride
Jan.
. ..snno. ...67.
. . . 65 .
Ken
Maynard
MlParade ef tha Wait
II . ..
6094.
27.
Hoot
Gibson
•tjRoaring
Ranch
(A.T.)
Apr.
John Boles
•tSSong
of Passion
(A. T.)
June 29. .
Ken
Maynard
Aug.
•♦§Song of the Caballero
July
Ken
Maynard
Aug.
3.
(.1)
•tSSons of the Saddle
Hoot
Gibson
•tISpurs
(AT.)
. Special
Cast
Mar.
•♦§Storm.
The
(A. T.)
...6000
67.
Hoot Gibson
June
July
•tSTrallIng Traubla
...5462.... 57.
.Hoot
Gibson
. .
•t§Trigger
Tricks
(A.T.)
...5025.... 56.
.
NolanEller-Brawa
•t§Undertow
All Star
June
•tSWhat
Men Want
■.■.7727.'.'.'.'8d.'.
.Special
Cast
•tWhite
Hell ef PItz Pals
...4541
.May
Hoiie
White Outlaw, The (Reissue)... . Jack
.
Juna
Mary
Nolan
•tSYoung
Desire
(A.T.)

*Mean8

synchronized

.Apr. 6
.Mar. 29
.Mar. IS
.Fab.

8

29
].June
Apr. '26
.Dee. 21
.'.bee'ii
19
..Apr
Mar. 22
Feb. 15
Mar. 22
.Dec. 23
.Feb.

'

May 24

.Mar.
.June »21
.'May'io
.Jan.
4

Feature Attractions

Walhalm-Ayraa-Wr«»

Apr.

26

,
(A.T.)
Lupe
Velez
Gl««n
Tryaa
Boles-Velez-LofT
Whiteman'i
Band
Cast

score.

...

k

Ppaetal

Paia.

Nolan- Robinson
Boies-Veiez
Ayres- Wray
Heat
Qlbsoa

John

Boles

John
John

Boles
Boles

Laura

. , . .

May

La

Planta.

8724.... 97... Apr.

Rel.
17.

SUBJECTS

Length
Data
.2 reals
8..
raale
28... ..2I raal

&.

Isabella

May
Feb.
Juna
July
June
July
Aug.

(relsaue)

Juna

William

5

May
Mar.
Mar.

Ted

Jan.

Carso-

May

•tSRoval
Fourfluah
....
•T§Srhoolmates
•t§Seelng
Start
•tssister's
•t§Shes
a Pest
He
(A.T.).

...Sporting
...Sporting
. . . Sporting

•tSSpooks
•tssieepie^hase
(A. T.)
•t§Stop
That
Noise
•t§Strange As It Seems Novelties
•t§Talking
Newsreei
j'Tarzan the Tiger
(Sarlal) ....
•♦STerry of the Timet
(Serial) ..
•♦STrafHf Troubles
•t§Tramplng
Tramps
•tSUp
and
Downstaira
•tSVernan't
Aunt

Mar.
Mar.
Mar.
June
Mar.
Feb.
Fab.
July
Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Apr.
June
May
May
Jan.

,

Mar.
Feb.
June
Jan
. ■ Mar.
Apr,
. ...-luna
. .. June

Jim

(Available
Title

II
24
7

Mar. 29
Feb.
I
Fab.
IS
. OeL
II
Mar.
A»r.
Fab.

May
Oaa.

I

i

24
Dae.
Mar. 7
21
I
Jan.

a

Juna
7
Apr. M
Jan.

IS

Apr.
Oac.
Mar.
Mar.
Apr.
June

26
21
'
15
I
19
21

Ona.

Utf

"7

II

31.
Length
Revlewa*
17.. . .2I reels
reel
Apr.
I
3..
I reel
Feb. IS
Dee. 21
3.. • 2 reels
.2 reels
29
8.'. Mar.
reels 2
Dae. 14
25.. ..2
. I reel
Jan. II
28.. . .1 reel
3.
14., . I reel
- 2 reels
Mar. S
31.. -.2 reals
-. 2 raels
14.. .2
reels
Apr.

14.3. .
3.
19..,
2.
2..

20 .
24..
17.

..

Cartoon

Star

'tSCouraga
(A.T.)
Bennett-Nlxon
*t«numb«lls
In Ermine
(A. T.>. Armstrong-Gleason-Kant
•tSEvidence
(A.T.)
Pauline
Frederick
•tjGenerai
Crack
(A.T.)
John
Barrymara
•♦SGolden
Dawn
(AT.)
Woolf-Segal
•t$Green
Goddess. Tha (A. T.) .. George
Arlitt
•t§Hold
Everything
(A.T.)
Lightner-Brown-O'Nelll
••SIsle of Escape
(A. T.)
Blue-Loy
•tSMammy
(AT.)
...
Al Jolson
•tCMan from Blankley's. ThelA.T.). John
Barrvmore
•tfMan
Hunter (A. T.)
Rln-Tln-TIa
•♦^On the Border
Rln-Tln-Tln
•♦SRnuoh
Waters
fA. T.)
Rln-Tln-Tln
•♦SReyal Box (A.T.)
(Qaman) . . Molssl-Horn
•♦5S»rond Choice
(AT.)
Dolores Costolla
•ttSacand
Fleer Mystery (A. T ) Wither*. Young
•tSShe Couldn't Say Ne
Lightner-Merrls

iMeans sound effects. ^Means voice (including dialogue and incidental songs).
All-Talker. P.T. means Part-Talker.
D means disc. F means sound-on-film.

Jan.
Apr.
Feb.

Nar.

.12 Epieodes
- 10 episodes. .Feb.
u
. I real
Jan. 25
.. .2
reels
21
10 episodes. .April 12
Jan.
II
..2I reels
reel
It
Mar. 29
25
Mar.

I

0»e.

10
25
14

May

Jan.
Apr.

. 2 reels
..2
reels
reels
.1.2 reel

Mar.
May
Jan.

. .2 2 reals
reolt

D»f
June

I

14

, . in episnrf*«
. . 10
episodes. .June 21
2 raalt
Fak.
II
..I reel
Mar. 29
. . 2 reels
. .2 reels
Feb.
I

75

Rel. Date
Juna
May
Jan.
Jan.
June
Mar.
May
Mar.
May
May
May
Mar.
Juna

. ' raal

.. .. II reel
real

nee.
Dec.
Mar.
Mar.
Jan.
Feb.

»nly)

Apr.
Juna
Apr.
May

.2 reels
.. .2
reals

July
Jan.
July

BROTHERS
sound-on-dise

. I reel
..
reel
.2 Ireels
I reel

. .2 reels
20.
16..
■. 2realt
I reel
26.. . I real
30.
2 reels
.1 raal

...Feb.

Dent-Archer

WARNER

.2 reels

3.. .2 reels
8.. . 2 reels
1922.... i reels
30.

Apr.
Feb.
Apr.
Mar.

Frank
Merrill
Howes-Thomptai
Oswald

Jan.
May
Juna

5..
9...

23.

Youth
Youth
Youth

Oswald
Cartoon
Snorting
Youth
Sunny
Jim

.2 reals
.2 raalt
.1 reel
.2
reals
.2 reals
.2
reels
I raal

27.

Rel.

...Sunny Jim
Sunny

2..
232....

Date

SHORTS

Star

•ffArablan
Daze
*t$Bewery BImbaaa
Oswald
Cartaan
**(Breadway
Folllaa
Oswald
Cartoon
■tSBrother for Sate (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
•tIChinese
Blues
(A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
'tIChristmas Cheer (A. T.)
Sunny Jim
■tChile
Con
Carman
Oswald
Cartaan
•t§Cold
Feet
Oswald
Cartoon
Fanny tho Mule Cartoons
•t^Feliow
Students
Sid
Saylor
•fSrireburgs
(A
T.)
Areher-Dent
ItfFootllght Foltlea (A.T.)
Sporting
Youth
•tfHalnwe en
Sporting
Youth
•fSHash
Shop
,... Oswald
Cartoon
•tiHell'e
Heola
Oswald Carta*!
•t|His
Bachelor
Daddy
Sunny
Jim
•tlHot
for Hollywood
Oswald Cartoon
•Hurdy
Gurdv
.
Oswald Cartoon
*t§lndians
Are
Coming
(A.T.) .. McCoy- Roy
*t$Jada Box. The
Lorralna-Perrln
*t Kisses
and
Cursat
Oswald
Cartoon
•t§Leather
Pushers
Series
'tlLightning
Express,
The
(Serial)
..Lorralne-Chandlar
*t(Llve Ghosts
(F 4 0)..
.Ann
Christy
•tiMush
Again
Sunnv
Jim
•fSMy
Pal Paul
. Oswald
Cartaon
*t(Nelghbors
. Sunnv
Jim
•t§Not
So Quiet
Oswald
Cartoon
•tlOswald
Cartoons
...
*t§Outdoor
Sports
•♦Prison
Panic
...Sid
Saylor
...Oswald
Cartoon

14..

Revlawa*
Apr. It
May 24

II..
reals
July II... . 22 reels
Mar.
.2 reels
Apr.
■
2
reals
16.. ■ 2 reels
Apr.
Mar.
S.. . I reel
Juna
. 2 reels
6..
Jan.
2 reels
Jan.
.. 10
episodes
I reel
5.. . .. .2
Apr. 2S..
910.
reels
2..
June
IS..
12..
Feb.
reel
24.. .. II reel
Jan.
Mar. 21.. 2 reels
•2 "•••••
Feb.
.2 reels
July
IS.. ■ 2 reels
May
22. . .2 raels
Feb.
Apr.
12..
24.. , . I raal
Mar
. I reel
June
28.
7. . 2 reels
Mar.
Jan.
.2 reels
.
,
7
15..
July
..2
raals
May
reels
..2
. .2 reels
Jan.
19. . 2 reels
Apr.
.2 reels
Apr.
. .2 reels
May
reels
12. .. I2 reel
July
Feb.
I
..
.1
rea
I
IS..
7..
12..
Apr.
7.. . .2 reels
Jan.
. . I reel
•2
reels
May
15..
2. ..2 reels
Feb. 24..
10. . .2 reels
Feb.
Mar.
. . I reel
May
...2 reels-

Tell

Fangs

SOUND

'.".Van." ' "2*5'

FEATURES

Coming

Bales- Loll

Title

UNIVERSAL

•tSAII
Quiet
an Wattara
Fraat
(A. T.)
•tSBoudoir
Diolomat
(A.T.)
•t§Bullft
Proof
(A.T.)
•t§Cohens
4 Keileys
In Ireland
•t§East
Is West
(AT.)
Flirt
The
•tSGypsy
Love
Song
(A.T.)
•t§ King of Jazz Revue, Tha (A.T).

Jr.,

Crooked
Trails
Ted
Carson
Crimson
Courage
Tad
Carsen
Danger Claim. Tha
Bobbie
Nelson
Doing
His
Stuff.
Arthur
Laiie
Fighting
Terror
(Relsiue)
Billie
Sullivan
French Leave
Sid Saylar
Follow
Me
Arthur
Lake
Foul
Ball
Sid Saylor
Getting
the Air
Arthur
Laka
Her
Bashful
Beau
Arthur
Lake
Kounly
Fair
Oswald
Cartoon
Last Stand
Bobble
Nelsan
Law In the Saddle
Ted
Carson
Lightning
Express
(Sarltl)
Chandler- Lorralna
Make
It Snappy
Sid Saylor
Matter
of Policy
Edwards
Milky
Way
(Reissue)
Charlie
Puffy
One
Wet
Night
Roach-Edwarda
Plane
Crazy
Sid Saylor
Peekaboo
Arthur
Lake
"est ol Honor
Bobbie
Nelson
Pronto
Kid. The
(Raliiua)
Edmund
Cobb
(]ueen
of Roundup
(Reissue).... Josie
Sedgwick
Red Coat's Romance
Ted
Carson
Restless
Rest
(Re- Issue)
Nealy
Edwardi
nopin'
Venus
Josie Sedgwick
Should
Poker
Playon
Marry?
Sids
Long
Count
Sid Saylor
Sitting
Pretty
Arthur
Lake
Six
Gun
Justloa
Bobble
Nelson
Some
Show
Arthur
Lake
Step
Right
Up
Sid
Saylor
Son of Courage
Bobbie
Nelson
Storm
King
(Ra-lssug)
Edmund
Cobb
Speak
Easy
(Reissue)
Charlie
Pufty
Tr»ll of the Pack
Ted Carson
Under tho White Robe (Ro-lsSue)Neely
Edwards
Way of tho West
(Reissue)
Ncely
Edwards
Why
Walt
Slim Summervllla
Whip Hand, The (Reissue)
Billy
Sullivan
Wild
West
Wallop
(Relstua) ... Edmund
Cobb
Wolfs

!!'952!!
Length

.'.'
Watson' ' .'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'

Novelty

LengthMIns.
Feat

SHORTS

>ITIntypa«

*§tWlzard'a

Rel. C
Sept. )ate
28

Star

Bobby

Length
Feet
MIns.
. . 6fi73....74.
..5977.... 77.
..8354.... 84.
.7533.... 84.
..6592... 72.
..7883.... 88.

ATTRACTIONS

Title
Star
•tIAbraham
Lincoln
(A.
T.).
.Walter
Huston
•t«rity
Lights
IF)
Charlie
Chaplin
•tSDu Barry. Woman of Passion (A.
T.)
Norma
Talmadge
•llEyes
of the World
( A.T.) . . Merkel-Holland
•t§Forever
Yours
(A.T.)
Mary
Pickford
•tHell'i
Angels
(F).
Lyon-Hall-Harlow
•t§Lottery
Bride
(A.T.)
MacDonald-Garrick
t§Rafllai
(A
T.)
Ronald Colman
•♦^Reaching for the Moon (A.T.)Bebe
Daniels
•tSSmllln'
Through
(A.T.)
Joan Bennett
•tJWhat
a Widow
(A.T.)
Gloria
Swanson
ttWhnnpee
(A
T)
Eddie
Cnntor
•tSWhIspers
(A.T.)
Chester Morris
Title
•tiFall of the Bastllla, Tha
'TiGlorious Vamp
*t$Huskin'
Bee. The
■ttia a Russian Cabaret
•tSLeve Cup.
Tha
•tSMuslcal
Marioaettet
MSNIght
la Madrid. A
•USerond
Hungarian
Rhapsody
'fiTannhauser

Nalan

Fairbanks,

SHORT

SHORT
•t§Co«ieek'i
Bride.
The
•flEnchanled
Foreit. Th» (A.T.)
*t|ln Old Madrid
'ttJungle Onimi
•tSMelodle
•t^Mlnuerte
•fSModfrn
Cinderella,
A
•tlMountaln
King.
The
Ne
Women
AMewed
•t§On the Plantation
'tiPharoah'i
Daughter
•tjSaered
Hour.
The
*t>Song
of India,
A
•tSStatlon
STA-R
'tSSongs My Mother Taught Mt. .
•tITalej
of Araby
■tsTemple
Belle
•tSViennete
Melody
■tiVelM
ef Hellywead

105
Mary

Title
Star
Alias
the Bandit
Bobble
Nelson
All Wet
Sid Saylor
Anthony
& Cleopatra
(raluue)
dauor
of Bra>ory
Ted Caraoa
Battling
Kid.
The
Bobbie
Nelion
B<!auty
Parade.
The
Arthur
Lake
Benjamin
Franklin
(Reissue)
Boundary
Line.
The
( Reissue) .. Fred
Humee
Close
Call
(Reissue)
Edmund
Cobb

Hunter-Reynolds

TIIM

N e zv s

*ttLadlas
In Love
(A
T.)
•t'.L.idy
Surrindrrs.
The
(A.T.)
•tILIttIa
Aceldeat
(A.T.)
•i»Love
Cavalier.
Tha
(A.T.)...
•MOregon
Trail
(A.T.)
'tiOurang
•ttOutslde
the
Law
(A.T.),...
*t§Resurrectlon
(A.T.)
It^Salnt
Johnson
(A.T.)
•tiScrub Oak
(A.T.)
-Itberanaoa
(A.T)
'ttblgnal
rower
(A.T.)
■t(8lnging
Caballera (A.T.).
lt§Str(Mlv
Uishonoraole
(A.T.)
-ttvirgin
e) Slambeul
(A.T.i...
•tiWeek-End
Qlrl

■

(A.T.).Tr«ni

(A.T.)

Picture

Feet
Len

Mint.
Reviewed

7..
1. .6830
.6300.

10..
14. .
8..
25.
1
31..
24..
IS..
3..
4..
7..
26..

...74.
...79.
...70.
..7152
.7447.
. 9nn9.
.7513 ..83..
.6653. ..109.
...74.
...84.
...65.
.7570.
.5814 ...68.
..6167.
...84.
...49.
..4383 ...49.
.4280.
..4410.
...19.

..June
7
..Oct
II
May 31
June
21
Fob. 22
. Nov
in
..Apr. 12
..Apr.
5
..Mar. 29
..Apr. 121
..Feb.

..Apr.
..Dee.
.May
...8150.
.SnOO. ...91. ..Jan.
Feb.
15.. ..5268. ...59.
...71.
..6413.

A.T. after

title
jth

12
21
10
II
22

means

106
•tSSono
•t§Th05e
•t§Under
•tSWIde

Motion
of the Welt (A. T.)
Boles-Segal
Who
Dance
(A. T.) . . . . Monte Blue
a Texas
Moon (A. T.) . Fay-Torres-Loy-Beery
Open
(A. T.)
E. E. Horton

Picture

Mar.
15
7185
80... Mar.
8
Apr. 19. .. .6878. .. .76. ...... ..
Apr.
I
7498
83...Apr. H
Feb. I. .. .6341 . . . .71 . . .Mar. 29

Coming Feature Attractions
Title

Sia'

Rel. Date

•fiBartor John's Boy (A.T.) .... Grant
Withers
•tlBlB
Boy
<A.T.)
Al
JiHson
•t§Both
Were
Young
(A.T.)
•t§Captaln
Applejack
(A.T.)
John
Halliday
•tichildren of Dreams
(A.T.)
•§tDanelng
Sweeties
(A.T.) .... Carol-Withers
*t§Danube
Love Song
(A.T.)
•fSDivorce Among
Friends (A.T.)
•t§Egg Crate Wallop. The (A.T.)
•tlFifty
Million Frenchmen
(A.T.)
•t§Gay
Coballero. A (A.T.)
•t§H«ndful
of Clouds
(A.T.)
♦t§His
Brother's Wife
(A.T.)
•t§Just an Hour of Love
(A.T.)
•§tLife of the Party. The (A.T.) Winnie
Lightner
•t§Matrlmonial
Bed.
The
(A.T.) Lilyan
Tashman
*t§Maybe
It's Love
(A.T.)
Brown-Bennett
•t§Maytlme
(A.T.)
•t§Moby
Dick
(A.T.)
.John
Barrymore
•tSNancy
in Naples
(A.T.)
Delroy-King-Sherman
•nofnce
Wife.
The
(A.T.)
Mackaill-Stono
•t^Old
English
(A.T.)
George Arliss
•tlOutward
Bound
(A.T.)
Howard-Mercer
•tiPenny Arcade (A.T.)
•t§Red Hot Slnner« (A.T.)
Winnie
Liohfner
•t§Recaptured
Love
(A.T.)
Bennett- Halliday
•tlRiver's
End.
The
(A.T.)
Claudia
Dell
*t§Slt Tight
(A.T)
Winnie
Lightner
"tfSoldier's
Plaything,
A (A.T.) Lotti
Loder
•tISteel
Highway.
The
(A.T.) .. Hall-Withers-Nixon
•tSSweet
Kitty Bellairs
lA.T.). Claudia Dell
Bennett- Von
Stroheim
•t§Three
Faces
East (A.T.)
•tSUnder Cover (A.T.)
Gray-Segal-Hershelt
•§t Viennese
Nights
(A.T.)

VITAPHONE

Length

Reviewed

June

N e iv s

Fore
Frame, The
Getting
a Raise
Glee
Quartette,
The
Going
Places
Grand
Uproar
Gym
Jams
Head
Man. The
Heart
Breaker,
The
Heidt and His Californiatts
Her
Relatives

Ford- Lane
Boyd-Middleton
The
Potters
Jack
Buchanan

Holiday
In Storyland.
A
Idle Chatter
III Wind,
An
In the Good Old Summertime
Japanese
Bowl,
The
Jazz Rehearsal
Keeping
Company
Letters
Left
Elope
Lobo. Dog of Dogs
Lonely GIglo
Looney Tunes
Love Boat, The
Married
Master Sweeper. The
Mattel
of Ethics.
A
Matinee
Idle
McLallen,
Jack
Military Post. The
Money.
Money,
Money
Nagger.
The
Nay. Nay, Nero
New
Racket.
The
Nile
Green
No-Account.
The

Vitaphone
Kiddles
Lou
Holtz
Hibbard-Lorch-Graham
Lew
Fields

Office
On the Steps
Rancho
Only
the Girl
Operation.
The
Pagliacci
Pa Gets
a Vacation
Paper
Hanging
Paqulta
& Chlqulta

Will
&
Gladys
Ahern
Wattles- Mareh
Edgar
Bergen
John
Charles Thomas
The
Potters
Johnny
Arthur

Holland

:.• vi';
.;.""";
Not Set. .Not Set. . ..75. .June

\a
14

.■

■■••
6094

■.■.■■■;
68... June

•■■ .
June

VARIETIES

Title
Absent
Minded
Alda.
Frances
And
Wife
At
Home
At
Your
Service
Battery of Sonos. A
Believe It or Not
Benefit.
The
Bernie.
Ben
Big Money
Boys Will Be Girls
Bridal
Night
Broadways
Like
That
Bubble
Party, The
Bubbles
Cave
Club.
The
Celeste Alda
Cheer
Leader.
The
Christmas
Knight
CollBgiate Model, The
Contrary
Mary
Cry Baby
Danger
Desert Thrills
Devil's
Parade.
The
gone
in Oil
ucklng
Duty
Duel.
The
Eternal
Triangle,
The
Evolution
Evolution of the Dance
Faust
Feminine Typei
Fight.
The
Find Minutes
the Woman
Five
From the Station

Star
Perkins-Ford
Songs
Elliott-Davis
The
Potters
Landis-Halligan-Blackwood
Hoyt- Coots- Qui ntelle
Robert
L. Ripley
Joe
Frisco
Orchestra
The
Potters
Olive
Shea
Arthur-Mcrriam
RuthEttinq
Geo.
Sweet
Vitaphone
Kiddies
Leach, Merman-Picrlot
Giovanni
Mnrtinelli
Tom
Douglas
Washburn-Eddy-Mlddleton
Ona
Munson
Bobby
Watson
Mary
Louise Treen
LItel-Campeau-Merrlam
Edwin
Bartlett
Special
Cast
The
Potters
Conklln-Morgan
Fields-Teasdale
Rich-Standinq-K.iliz
Progress
of Motion
Pictures

Footnotes
For Sale

Page

Duet
1st Act
Jean
Barrios
Norman
Brokenshire
Hugh
O'Connell

21

(D)
L-ngth
882
52?' '
971..
1435..
(>33..
719..
2 reels
928
771 . . .
1 141 . . .
•.„•
865
629
688
793

10
Revlewrtf 8
.6.. Feb.
Apr.
12
.11. .Apr.
12
.16 .Mar.
15
.7
May
Feb.
10 ..May
..8.
. 9. . Apr.
. 12. .May

248
'^
19
24

826
696
2 reels
839

-.v • v.
<,
10. .Mar.
8
7
8
9
.■
9. .June 21
9
8
May
in
9.. June
7

744
725
888
1539
493

8. .May
8
10.. June
17. .June
5

24

1071
872

10. June
12. .Feb.
16. .Nov.

21
22
20

May

10

14
14

People
Versus,
The
Perfect
Understanding,
Pay
Off.
The
Poor Aubrey
Poor
Fish,
The
Reno
or Bust
Royal
Fourflusher,
The
Russian
Rhapsody, A
Shakespeare
Was
Right

519
523....

9
6
6. .June

I4Y

A

She
Who In Gets
Sinkin'
the Slapped
Bathtub
Slick
As Ever
Social
Lion. The
Song
Paintings
Song
Plugger
Sound
Effects
South
Sea
Pearl
Stand
Uo. The
Still Alarm. The
Strong
and
Willing
Strong
Arm,
The
Surprise
Suspicion
System
Taking Ways
Talking
It Over
Taxi
Talks
Temple
Belles
Tenement
Tangle,
A
23 Skiddo
Two

I reel
817

Sisters & Oscar Grogan

i
7

of

a

M ilfon

Ncely

Edward

Kane-Edwards
Eddie Buzzell
Pauline
Garon
Betty & Jerry
Lobe
Lotti Loder

Herman Timberg
Flint-Ridges-Foran
Chester Conklln
Earle-Oakland
Henry
Hull
Roberto
Guzman
Mason-Keeler
Mr. & Mrs.
Jack
Cameron- Watson
...
Broderick-Crawford
Special
Cast

733

8. .June

14

754
904
621
685
I reel
570
876
845

Nerworth

I reel
740
777
'

874
600
580
835
1213
I reel
832

9
10.. Apr.

7

19

8. .June
May
19. .May
9
9.. June
7.. mar.
9

14
10
10

S,.Mar.

I

14
8

10.. Mar.
7
8. .June
June
6. -Mar.
10
9. .June

14

Mar
8. .June

15
7

9

14
7
15

10.
7. .May
.Mar.
6
9

3115

14 .May

31

.May

10

548...
537.
1076
2 reels.

Tom
Dugan
H. J. Conley
Fox-Curtis
Ann
Seymour

"...'.'.'..'.'.'.'.'"
I reel..
May
10
2 reels
June
7
2 reels
I reel
June
7
1390
June
2 reels'.'.'.16..
...May
107
653
7. .May
10
19
685
8. .June
14
.1 reel
June
7

Lytell-Fant

C

10
15
7
31
19
19

Campeau-O'Malley
May-Oaks
H. B. Walthall
Franklin Pangborn
Cavanaugh-Ridqes-Schafcr
Pangborn-Elliott
Eddie
Buzzeil
Kuznetzoff & Nlcolina

Ougan- Leonard
Lyons- Ear'i-Morne
Clements- Knanp
Codee
&
Orth
Jack
Osterman
Tracy-Alexander
Green-Blackman
Ryan
&
Lee
Lew
Fields

Jill,

10
13. .May
6.. Feb.
June
8. .May
7.. Apr.
9. .Apr.
IS
June

694
I reel
1746
800
645
590
922

Browne

19 3 0

934
1136
552
660
702
635
796
1315

799
908
2 reels

1150
1556
704

Buddy
Traps
Gaston Glass
.
.
Watson-Cameron- Mack
Webb-Allen
Trixie
Friganza

Kind

Two Rounds of Love
Vengeance
Websterlan
Students
Wedding
Belles
Wedding
of
Jack and
What
a Life
Who
Pays?
Window Cleaners

Work.
amekraw

Jim
McWilllams
Lew
Mayer
O'Connell-Kelly

2 8.

Rennie- Dixon
Rlchmond-Moorhead
Ryan- Lee
Howard-Newton
Tho. . Vitaphone
Kiddies

.12.
13. .June
17. .June
8

7
14

.1038.... 12.

..

May
2 reels
739
1346...
1346
756
854
...'.'!!!!!!.

I reel

',

'.

Murray-Oakland
Briee-Edwards

, 8
15.
June
9. .June
10.. June
15. . Jun"
June

5g .June
..8.
7
g'lg
gni
q .June
a„.
II.
14
10.
.Mar. 15
'...'.'.'.'.■.'." tK'<
701 "'
.7. .Apr.
19
955
aio'
9.. Apr.
26
R■^^'

.'.'.■.'.'.'.'.'.'.' • • ■°^' ■
'.'.'.'-'-'.'- '85'7'

Motion Picture News
Leads The Field

IN T»0

JUNE

«ECllON%

28. 19)0

Reg. V. S. Patent

Office

KEEP AWAY FROM IT!
Don^t sign the dotted line for all your
playing time until the final important
entry is in and youVe checked the field*
Keep some time open — there's an announcement ofextraordinary importance
to every exhibitor on its way — in an early
issue of Motion Picture News*

HERE'S ONE TIME WHEN

TELLING WILL BE SELLING!

VOL. XtlT^O.
Published

/6

Rooxr:;'!!.

under act of March

ll'eckly $3.00 a Year

Lo« Aa2«le«
Hotel

«'-'-'
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New
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one bi
coined
nrovi'am
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SPICE OFTHE
^THE
»^/
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n Produecn

anii Duinbuiort

PROGRAM"

of America, Inc., WIU H. Hmjt, Preatdent

^)T^x^

NATIONAL
—

IN ALLTHETCHM

SERVICE
IMPLIES

f I N ER EQD 1 PA\tNT^ BETTER. SERVICE
GREATER ECONOMY AND SATISFACTION

^^ ARE

YOURS

NATIONAL

WHEN

YOU

THEATRE

DEAL

WITH

SUPPLY

>»^>^^

COMPANY

Branches in All FVincipal Cities^Gen*! Ofrices:624SMichi^n,Chica^a,lli

M^

The

ONE
Lamp
Having

AUTOMATIC

HIGH INTENSITY
Reflector Arc Lamp

A
Light
Producing
Reserve
Capable
Of
Delivering

ANY
Required
Screen
Brilliance

USED

BY THE

MAJORITY
OF THE
THEATRES

NATION'S

GREATEST

TO

obtain that "Snap" and "Pep" so necessary to a perfectly projected "Sound," "Silent" or a "Magnafilm" picture, it is absolutely
necessary
to deliver to the screen the utmost in "LPA" (Light Per
Ampere).

From an economy standpoint the utmost in "LPA" is also vital.
Peerless High Intensity Reflector Arc Lamps are a necessity for the
perfect projection of Sound Pictures. Its distinctive features are many,
their ability to deliver uncomplainingly is an inbuilt quality.
Correct engineering principles and precision standards employed in their
manufacturein have
personified in the name "PEERLESS" unapproachable
leadership
its field.
The first cost of Peerless High Intensity Reflector Arc Lamps is no
more less
thanthan
whatany.can be paid for less and as for maintenance expense? —
far

"LIGHT PUTS LIFE IN YOUR PICTURE"
MANUFACTURED

J. E. McAuLEY
552-554 W. A^ams Street

BY

Mfg. Co.
Chicago, 111.

June 28, 1930
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pays for
Western Electric Quality
few
more
aOnly
fiav aneeded
to pay patrons
for it.

The smallest theatre can equip profitably
with Western Electric.

giving 150,000
performances
weekly.
Prices now in effect cannot be lowered un-

New equipment — new plan — new prices —
starting as low as S2950, no down payment,

less quality is sacrificed —
be done.

average weekly rental S42.28, including service— bring the highest quality sound within
the reach of every theatre.

Don't be misled into waiting. Get your
share now of the increased attendance Western

Western Electric's new equipment upholds
the same standard for <{uality and uninterrupted programs, set in theatres
now

and this will not

Electric Sound Ecjuipment brings — as proved
dav after dav in 5S00 theatres.
For full information and survey — mail the
attached coupon.

Wester^

Wlectric

sou N D

/

SYSTEM.

y

y

Northern

EIrctric in Canada

y

Distr United bv

Electrical Research Products fnc.

y
A ddre%* .

6-30
Electrical |
TBS
I
Research I
Products, Inc. |

;5o w. 5:u> Str«-i, N. Y. |
Send

dctAil»

on

n«-w salrs plan.
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In the Aztec Theatre,
San Antonio, Texas

In the Studio
In the Fox Theatre,
St. Louis, Mo.

Section Two

MOTION
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NEWS

'Distributed by

Supply' H'ompany
f^ational'^eativ
. rV/ur. I- ull ■

^ specialized Art
IN the projection room, the costly achievements of experts — star
performers, directors and photographers — are at the tender
mercy of the projectionist and his equipment. To present the
carefully planned endeavors of the producers, it is essential that
exacting scientific treatment be given the film in its showing.
That every detail may be faithfully shown and every scene clearly
and distinctly reproduced, the projectionist requires a steady,
reliable flow of electric power.
hi

the

I ox

Theatre,

Dtlroit,

Mi o.

Westinghouse motor-generator equipment, designed and built
by specialists in the art of electrical equipment manufacturing,
gives the projectionist complete assurance of a source of direct
current making for the satisfactory presentation of pictures. Its
ample capacity permits changeovers without interrupting the
run of the picture.
This equipment is supplied complete with all necessary accessories, including starters, control panels and ballast rheostats.

In the

Fox Theatre, San Fratici^co. Calif.

Service, frompt and efficient, by a coast -to -coast chain of well- equipped shops

W^tinghouse
»

TUNE

■

IN THE WESTINGHOUSE

SALUTE

^9

OVTR

THE

N. B. C. NATIONWIDE

T 31347

NETWORK

EVERY

TUESDAY

EVENING.

THEATRE

SALES
OFFICES
Baltimore, Md.
Boston, Mass.
Buffalo, N. Y.
Chicago, 111.
Detroit, Mich.
Kansas City, Mo.
Los Angeles, Calif.
Minneapolis, Minn.
New York, N. Y.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Phila«lelphia, Pa.
Portland, Oregon
San Francisco,Calif .
Seattle, Wash.

C
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HE magnificent Brooklyn Paramount is but one of the
many Rapp and Rapp designed theatres in which you
will find Heywood-Wakefield theatre seating.

Specially designed seats for the Publix Oriental, and R K O
Palace-Orpheum in Chicago, the Publix Michigan in Detroit, and
several more exceptional showhouses were developed in co-operation with these outstanding architects. Rapp and Rapp have
confidence in Heywood-Wakefield seating, because they know
how comfortably and how well it is built, how attractively it is
designed and finished, and how it brings big dividends to the
box office.
May we tell you more about this world's largest selling line of
theatre chairs? A note to a Heywood-Wakefield sales office
will bring an experienced representative who will be glad to explain the box office appeal of Heywood-Wakefield theatre seating.

HEYWOOD '^VmKEFIELD
Theatre Seating Division

June 28, 1930
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These theatres, designed
by C W. & Geo. L.
Rapp, Architects, are
equipped with the

Spencer
Central
Cleaning
System
Most of them also use the

Spencer
Orgoblo
May we send you the
latest bulletins on these
subjects showing how
Spencer equipment is
reducing costs and improving the service in
hundreds
of theatres?

ORl'HtUM TULATRE
MEMPHIS, TENN.

PARAMOUNT
THl-ATRE
NEW
YORK,
N. Y.

The

Spencer
Turbine
Company
Hartford, Conn.
FOX

THEATRE.

ViASHINGTON.

D.

C.

AMBASSADOR
THEATRE
ST. LOUIS, MO.
3673
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BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

BUYERS
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Entrance to the Avalor*
Theater, ChicagOp Illinois,
The Pierce Electric Company, Chicago, tvere the
contractors and John Eierson tvas the architect*

Look to the Future
itxiii
:ig^^g|;|,J-;

ti^tii^i,'
"wm^^^

■'iH-ii
• J"!,.;:''.',?!. §"^^i|§iiM
; \vyy>'} ':■'

Your

Behina
Dimmerboard

THE dimmer plates behind the dimmerboard are the heart of your
lighting control. When you buy a board today be sure they meet
your requirements and operate with unchanged efi&ciency through
the years.
Cutler-Hammer "Simplicity" Dimmers, famous for their "velvetsmooth" control of all lighting effects, are extremely compact, permit double the number of circuits to be handled in a given space and
are easily adapted to every new requirement. They meet the needs
of a small show house as well as the largest.

C-H "Simplicity" Dimmer
Plates are supplied by leading
stvitchboard manufacturers
ivitli the hoard they install. Fit;.
I shows the front of a typical
board. Fig. 2 the rear vieiv shoti ing C-H plates and Fig. 3 the
complete plate. Dimmer plates
arethe heart of any lighting control board. Make sure the C-H
trade-mark is on your plates for
long life, smooth lighting control
and lotv maintenance.

C-H "Simplicity" Dimmers have many refinements not to be found
in the ordinary dimmer plate. The many contacts spaced in very
gradual steps assure smooth, flickerless control of all lighting eflfeas
from full brilliancy to black out. Direct rack and pinion operation
removes play or backlash.
For over thirty years — in show houses in every part of the country
— Cutler-Hammer Dimmers have been known and asked for by particular theater owners. Their installation on your
new dimmerboard will insure long, trouble-free life
from your dimmer plates — that important mechanism
that is the heart of your switchboard.
Your architect or electrician knows the best dimmer plates you can buy. Ask them about CutlerAsfc for a free copy
Hammer "Simplicity" Dimmers! Identify them by of "Illumination Conthe C-H trademark.
trol for the Modem
CUTLER-HAMMER,

Inc.

Pioneer Manufacturers of Electric Control Apparatus
1319 St. Paul Avenue
Milwaukee, Wis.

Theater". Shows
Hamn^ertypical
installatior\s
many
Cutler. . . describes CutlerHammer
"Simplicity" Dimmers.

CUTLER HAMMER
Perfect Illumination Confrol for the Modern

Theater

June 2S. 1030
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Peter Clark Stage Equipment
the preferred

for all theatres
. . . Complete Stage Equipment . . . Counterweight
Systems . . . Organ Lifts . . .
Orchestra Lifts . . . Asbestos
Curtains

W

PETER

I

CLARK

EQUIPMENT
Is installed in many
of the most notable
theatres designed by
C. W. & GEO. L. RAPP
Architects
Including the folio wing:
Paramount, Brooklyn
Paramount, New York
Paramount, Toledo
Loew's, Jersey City
Loew's Kings, Brooklyn
Fox, Washington, D. C.
Chicago Theatre, Chicago
Oriental Theatre, Chicago
Michigan Theatre, Detroit
Tivoli Theatre, Chicago
Uptown Theatre, Chicago

Peter Clark Equipment Is a Feature
Of The Following Lead ing Theatres
Metropolitan Opera
New York

House,

Roxy Theatre, New

York

Music

Box

Capitol

Theatre, New

Theatre,

Philadelphia

Fox Theatre, St. Louis

Hammerstein Theatre, New York

Ziegfeld Theatre, New
Fox Theatre, Detroit

Guild Theatre, New York

Fox Theatre, Atlanta

San

York

Convention

Hall, Atlantic

Mastbaum,

Philadelphia

City

Fisher Theatre, Detroit

Municipal Auditorium, Cleveland

York

Theatre,

New

Fox
York

Francisco

Fox

Theatre,

Winter Garden, New
Fox Theatre, Brooklyn

York

Grauman's Theatre, Los Angeles
Fox Academy of Music,
New York
Orpheum, San Francisco
State Theatre, Detroit

Peter Clark, Inc.
544 W. 30th Street

New York City
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I
fills the House on
Hot July Nights
pRE^COOLED, crisp, purified
air — people go miles to enjoy it
in hot, sultry summer weather! You
can turn on this refreshing comfort
instantly and control it as desired,
when you put in a Kooler-Aire,
Nature's Healthful Refrigeration.
It is a star summer attraction in
scores of prominent theatres — due
to efficient COOLING, SILENT op^
eration and low running expense.
This new book will

Pacific Coast Distributors:
B. F. Shearer Co.
Seattle

Portland

Los Angeles

KOOLER-AIRE

give you complete information. Don't wait
until the season is too
far advanced. Write
today for your copy.

ENGINEERING
1912 Paramount

CORPORATION
Bldg.

New York, N. Y.

*

X I-. W S
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when you need
THEATRE DIMMERS
ARC LAMP BALLASTS
ARC LAMP RHEOSTATS
PROJECTION LAMP BALLASTS
PROJECTION LAMP RHEOSTATS
SPOT LIGHT DIMMERS
VOLUME FADERS FOR SOUND EQUIPMENT
AND ANY SPECIAL EQUIPMENT USING
RESISTANCE FOR CONTROL

GET IN TOUCH WITH US EITHER AT THE
HOME OFFICE, MOUNT VERNON, NEW YORK,
OR AT ANY ONE OF THE FACTORY AGENCIES
LISTED BELOW.
WITH THE EXPERIENCE OF
39 YEARS IN THIS FIELD TO BACK US, WE
CAN GIVE YOU THE EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE
YOU NEED.

Ward Leonard Sales Agencies
Albany,

N. Y

Baltimore
Boston,

Schiefer

Md,

J.

E.

Perkins

Mass

W.

Buffalo, N. Y
Chicago,

Schiefer

III

Westburg
Ohio

Dayton,

Ohio

Detroit,

Mich.

Los
New

Angeles,
Orleans,

W.

P.

Electric Co.

WARD

Pa.

Rochester,

N. Y

St. Louis,

Mo

Salt

City,

Lake

William
W.

T.

Syracuse,

N.

Braisted

Montreal,

Que

Slimmon

Toronto,

Co.

Export

Inc.
Co.

Pieksen

Ackerman

Electric Material

Company

T. S. Wood

&
R.

Tompkins

Electric

Raymond

Wash.

Congleton

Engineering

Miller

Bittner Company,
G. W.

Utah

Seattle,

Company

A.

Schiefer

San Francisco, Cal.

A.
Electron

Pa

Pittsburgh,

Ray T. Congleton

Wise

La

Co.

Philadelphia,

Ambos
Ray

Cal

Inc.

E. Gaskill

Engineering

Cincinnati, Ohio
Cleveland,

Electric Co.

Company,

Y

Schiefer

Electric

Co.

Bishop Sales Corp.

Ont

D.
Ad.

M.

Auriema,

LEONA
RD ELECTR
IC
MOUNT VERNON,
N.Y.

Fraser,
Inc.

Ltd.
N.

Y.

CO.
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Paramount Theatre and Office Building,
New York. Theatre equipped throughout
with comfortable, acoustically correct
American Seating Company Chairs.
C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects.

Oo your patrons
may enjoy the
play or movie
infinitely more

il

...Reseat!

I/luslratmg Theatre Chair No. 7860
A chair of this t^pc was installed
in the famous Chicago Civic Opera
House. Full upholstered back,
spring edge seat and Moderne
Standards. A triumph in building
into theatre chairs maximum absorption vajues. Only one of the
many American Seating Company
types and styles of theatre seating.

"/^AME THE TALKIES". . . sound reproV-/ duction to synchronize with photography. Theatres dressed up . . . another era
dawned. Beauty, harmony, comfort and
acoustical perfection. That is what the
public asked of theatres.
Electricity had wrought another miracle.
Architects made contribution. Sound to
be understood, must carry without reverberation, without echo.
So, American Seating Company saw a
modern problem. They undertook acoustical research. They found that chairs of
certain types have greatest sound absorption. That seats could aid the ear — as well
as make for comfort and beauty.
And soon the motion picture industry
found that chairs meant more than physical comfort — more than beauty to harmonize with the design and decorative charm
of interiors. That to attract patrons — to
keep them coming to the theatre, new
sound equipment was not enough. New
chairs were needed . . . chairs whose
acoustical properties brought to their
audiences the speaking or singing voice
— clearly and undistorted.

To many, reseating — the replacing of
old chairs with new — corrected sound
distortions, and brought the bigger box
office receipts that new sound equipment
failed to bring. New, acoustically correct
chairs paid for themselves in attracting
capacity crowds.
Free. . . This Booklet — "Acoustics and its
"
That correct Relation
seating hasto aSeating
direct bearing
on the
number of people that patronize your theatre regularly is no longer disputed.
The facts are available. Just
use the coupon. It brings
you our interesting booklet,
"Acoustics and its Relation
to Seating" — and places our
Reseating Engineering Service at your free disposal.

AMERICAN
SEATING
CO.^"**-)
14 East Jackson
Blvd.
Chicago, Illinois
Please send me, without obligation, your Booklet,
""Acoustics and its Relation to Seating" and the facts
about your Reseating Engineering Service.
Name
Address
Theatre

'American Seating Company
Makers oj Fine Seating Jor Churches, Schools and Theatres

General Offices: 14 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois
Branch

Offices in All Principal Cities

June 28, 1930
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ADDED dividends in actual dollars are rewarding the users
of Arctic Nu-Air. From far and near folks come to enjoy
it. Regardless of the outside heat, Arctic Nu-Air keeps your
audience refreshed and contented.
With this system you get perfect results — avoiding both the
drafty discomforts of overcooling and the meager results from
insufficient cooling. It matches the daily ups and downs of
temperature. With its amazing flexibility of control you can
get exactly the results you require.
Only the exclusive remote hydraulic control of the Arctic NuAir blower and its multi-speed pulley could give such flexibility
and perfect results. With its infinite number of speeds and
with our exclusive Duo-Deflector you can increase or decrease
the speed and volume of cooling air currents in any part of the
auditorium to just the correct extent.

^r^^-^

I

Remote
Hydraulic
Control

Why pay more?
The right
ously ample capacity, costs
than you probably expect.
us today for this book and
tion.

ARCTIC

size for your theatre, with genera great deal less
Find out!
Write
complete informa-

NU-AIR CORP.

2103 Kennedy St. N. E., Minneapolis, Minn.
Pacific Coast Distributors
B. F. SHEARER CO.
Los Angeles
Portland

Seattle

Cooling and Ventilating System
Silent as the Sphinx
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Published Once A Month
As A Regular Feature of

Motion Picture News
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The Showman

'

Theatre Managers
Theatre Architects
Theatre Technicians
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Theatre Interiors
Executed by

RAMBUSCH
for

^

C. W. and GEO. L RAPP

he RAMBUSCH ORGANIZATION is pleased
to express its appreciation for the continued confidence shown in its craftsmanship
by the architects, C. W. and Geo. L. Rapp,
under whose direction the theatres illustrated
here were decorated . . . Rambusch operates thruout the United States and Canada.
Audituiium Balcony Arches, Parxinouiu Theatre,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

Mural — Lobby, Beacon Theatre, New York Ciry

RAMBUSCH
Theatre Painting
2 West 45th St.

RAMBUSCH

VOK

SUCCESSFUL

and Decorating
-^'

THEATRE

New York City

PAIHTIHG

A^D

DECORATIKG
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IN theatres today, as it has always
been, crowds conje where there is
light and life, color and music.
The successful showman builds his entertainment on these regardless of new
developments.
The ® Major System controls your
light making it a box office attraction.
More are in use than all other makes.
There is a type and size for every theatre. Send for catalog.

Sfank t^dam m
ELECTRIC
THE

COMPANY

ST. LOUIS

CONTROL
OF
LIGHTING
IN
THEATRES

7>^

^\yA.-

-^ — i
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The Major

System
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Breaks

with

the Past"

By Arthur Frederick Adams
COLOR

REPRODUCTIONS

Illustrating Variations Architects
Are Bringing to the Design of
"The Theatre of Tomorro\\"
C. W. & GEO.

L. RAPP

Architects

CONSOLIDATED
of

''Wide

Talking

Picture

Film and
Bv

CATALOGUE
Theatre

Larger

Equipment

Screens"

J. H. Kurlander

Published semi-annually
Part Two of Motion Picture N'eus. Publication, Editorial and General Offices 729 Seventk
Avenue, Xezv York City. as
IVilltam A. Johnston,
President and Publisher; E. J. Hudson. Vice-President Thomas C Kennedy
Manager
of
Equipment
Advertising.
Los Angeles Offices: Hotel Rooseielt, Hollywood, H'alter R. Greene 'Western Retreientative
Chicago Office: 910 So. Michigan Avenue.
Phone: Harrison 2431. Harry E. Holquist. Central West Representative Subscrit,li^»
Price:
$3.00 per year in United States, Mexico and U. S. Possessions.
Canada, |5.00; Foreign
$10 00
'
"•»'■' •>"■«"»
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THESE CARRIER CONDITIONED THEATRESl
AVOIDED HALF-WAY MEASURES
Follow this list, Ask the showman, ask the public, visit any of these theatres and Feel for yourself what an asset a Carrier designed and installed air conditioning system is to the theatre,
winter and summer. See what a contrast exists between this and halfway measures of ventilating and cooling.
The intimate cooperation of Carrier Engineers with the Architect, the Owner and the Builder,
and the acceptance of complete responsibility for results has meant the unqualified success
of every Carrier System.

ALLSTON,

MASS.
Capitol

ATLANTA,

DAYTON,

Howard

EAST LIBERTY, PA.

Enright

Warner

BEAUMONT,

EASTON, PA.

TEXAS

Jefferson

GREENSBORO,

St. Olympia

BROOKLYN,

HARTFORD,

Kenmore
Paramount

HAVANA,

BUFFALO, N. Y.

Lakes
Shea's Hippodrome

CAMBRIDGE,

HOBOKEN,

MASS.

Central Square

CHARLOTTE,

CHICAGO,

Iris

N. C.

Carolina

CHATTANOOGA,

TENN.

Tivoli

HOUSTON,

CLEVELAND,
COLUMBUS,

Broad

I
t i

Eastman

NEWARK,

ROCKVILLE

N. J.

Branford
Midland

JOLIET, ILL.
Rialto

LAKELAND,

OHIO

Granada
Stillman

LONDON,

FLA.

PATERSON,
Boyd

SAVANNAH,

GA.

SHAMOKIN,

PA.

Grand
Missouri

ST. LOUIS, MO.

N. J.

Ambassador"*

Fabian

PA.

PORTLAND,

TAMPA,

FLA.

TOLEDO,

OHIO

Franklin

Artists*

PLAINFIELD, N. Liberty
J.

Empire

TRENTON,

Broadway
ORE.

RICHMOND,

Pantages*

VA.

Lincoln

N. C.

WORCESTER, MASS.
Byrd

System

not

of

Carrier

Capitol

dtsign.

Here
Manuf actuf ed Weather
makes

Here is a permanent announcc■ menl, lo display tn lobby or
^'eathManufactured
/oyer,
er hasthatbeen
provided for
the
health and comfort of your
patrons. This tablet, beautifully
executed in bronze, will be presented to the owner of any Carrier
Conditioned Theatre upon request.

N. J.

Carolina

MEMPHIS, TENN.
Conditioning

Tampa

Paramount

WINSTON-SALEM,

Metropolitan

Refrigeration — Air

Missouri

ST. PETERSBURG, FLA.
Florida

Mastbaum

Penn-United

Lucas

ST. JOSEPH, MO.

PITTSBURGH, PA.
Loew's

CAL.

Capitol
STEUBENVILLE, OHIO

NEB.

Uptown

Rio

Texas

Fox California

Paramount

LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
Tower

Clinton
Eastern

CITY

PARIS, FRANCE

ENGLAND

Carlton

OHIO

YORK

PHILADELPHIA,
Square

TEXAS

SAN BERNARDINO,

Orpheum

Florida

ANTONIO,

Olympia

OMAHA,

Lyric

CALIF.
Senator

SAN

BEDFORD, MASS.

NEW

Texan

Piccadilly
Fantasy

CENTER, L. I.

SACRAMENTO,

OHIO

Coliseum
Colony
Franklin
Hamilton
Jefferson Loew's Fairmount
Palace
Paramount
Park Lane Proctor's 58th St.
Rialto
Rivoli
Roxy
Warner's Ziegfeld
Beacon

JERSEY CITY, N. Stanley
J.

Capitol
Palace

Centrifugal

TEXAS

FLA.

DALLAS, TEXASPalace
* Carrier

N. Stanley
J.

JACKSONVILLE,

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Allen
State

CUBA

El Encanto

IND.

Capitol'*
Paradise*

E. F. Albee
Lyric

CONN.Allyn

INDIANAPOLIS,

ILL.

Avalon*
Cohan's Opera

NEW

Carolina

N. Y.

Congress

Great

N. C.

Madison

ROCHESTER, N. Y

MOBILE, ALA.Saenger

NEWARK,

L. I.

Olympia

Easton

BOSTON, MASS.

Washington

Fairfax

Strand

Keith's

ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.

Fox

Keith's

DORCHESTER, MASS.

GA.

RIDGEWOOD,

MIAMI, FLA.

OHIO

Colonial

Theatre owners, architects and
en)^ineers are invited to investijiate the results accomplished by
this modern contribution lo health
and comfort. VCrite for the book
"Theatre Cooling and Conditioning," and ask for a visit
from one oj our engineers.

Gtiardint
Health day'"
day a good
Every
Assuring- Comfort
Augmeritirif Enjoyment

Carrier Fnqineering Corporation
NEWARK,
OFFICES:
CARRIER
LONDON,

NEW

YORK.

ENGINEERING

PARIS,

BOMBAY,

PHILADELPHIA.
COMPANY.

CALCUTTA,

LTD.

JOHANNESBURG

BOSTON.

CHICAGO,

NEW JERSEY
CLEVELAND.

DETROIT

WASHINGTON.

CARRIER

DALLAS.

LUFTTECHNISCHE
STUTTGART

LOS

ANGELES
GESELLSCHAFT

BERLIN

AIR CONDITIONING
DRVING
REFRIGERATION

-i
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Interesting study of an organ screen showing the
possibilities of modern art adapted to theatre
design.
C. W

6- GEO.

L. RAPP, Architects
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By ARTHUR

NEW
AND

Past
IDEAS TO
TREND

FREDERICK

IT is a far cry fruin the nickcloclcon of yesterday to
tlic palatial motion ])icture theatre of today — and yet
the period of transition covers relativelv a short span
of years.
has ix;en made in the last few
and decorative treatment of thethe exhibition of films and allied
at our successful motion picture

playhouses.
It is the belief of the author tliat the same progress
which has been made in the last few years in the building
of mammoth theatres will continue. And that it is but a
short time when an entirely different problem will jiresent
itself due to the desire of owners and architects to search
for a dift'erent and novel treatment of the theatres which
are yet to come.
Xo type of building has advanced more than the theatre building. No building other than the theatre ])resents to the architect such complex problems. As, for
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theatres must advance to keep up with the industry and
carry forward (ju an even greater scale that which has
been done in the past.
The firm with which I am associated, specialists in
theatre design, has been making a most extensive survey
of conditions throughout the countrv. and now is engaged
in formulating a i)rogram which in its linal development
will bring- forth new ideas, new arrangements, and unforeseen treatment for the type r)f motion picture theatre
that is to establish itself in the immediate future.
For with the introduction of sound or talking pictures,
together with the increased size of the picture screen,
two new and important extensions of the motion picture
art are developing at a rapid rate, and it will not be long
before these new features will be brought to a degree
which is certain to influence vastly the design of auditoriums— particularly the .stage and ijroscenium portions.

Audiences Theatre Conscious

example, the arrangement of horizontal and vertical circulation, provision for the handling of great crowds and
the handling of treatments of form and color that will

^\'e have noted that the introduction of the talking picture has made patrons more theatre-conscious than they
were in the days of the silent form of screen drama.

keep the theatre-going public interested and entertained.

Even our best legitimate theatres were far from being

The large screen with its many improvements in projection, together with the sound pictures and other improvements which are developing, cannot do other than
open up wide fields for many ideas and novel inventions
for artistic arrangements of the j^roscenium arch.
C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, in their forthcoming designs
for theatres, are developing the stage in such a way as
to bring forward the screen in order to have the presentation of the talking picture and its actors in more intimate
touch with the audience.

well-planned buildings, and the designing of interiors and
decorative treatments was at a very low ebb.

A great many changes are to be made to accommodate
these new inventions and theatres which have been built

The motion picture industry is today considered one
of the foremost enterprises of the country. At the start
this industry had an uphill grind in order to achieve a
reasonable recognition, but through its vast amount of
research work it has been enabled to do the most out-

but a short time ago will undergo vast changes in order
to be made suitable for changed methods of motion picture presentation.

It was but a comparatively few years ago that practically all theatres throughout this country were of a
mediocre type — 'Small, dingy, and rather make-shift buildings devoted to a form of entertainment still in the experimental stage.

Procjrcss In Ihcatvc Design

standing, seemingly impossible things in the way of building up this vast enterprise.
The problem of designing theatres of tomorrow — those
which are to be built in the immediate future — is one
which is now confronting the theatre architect. Inasmuch as the motion picture industry will continue to
:advance and make new improvements, the designing of
*In charge of the Det>att)iicnts of Dcsif/ii and Decoration of
the firm of C. JV. & Geo. L. Ra[>t>. Architects, and Sfccialist
i)i Motion Picture Theatre Design.

Many important refinements are now being made in the
projection rooms in order to give sufficient space and efficient operating conditions for new mechanism. Developments, these, which will necessitate increased size and
changed design of these particular units of the theatre.
The acoustical problem, the source of much trouble in
many houses built only a short time since, now is being
overcome, and with the introduction to the market of
many acoustical materials and the rearrangement and
changing of forms in the auditorium, this somewhat embarrassing problem is now being solved.
Many theatres that have been designed and constructed
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BROS. THKATRK. WEST CHESTER, PA.
C. W. & Geo.

ciuring the pa^l tew ycar.s have been successful as regards
acoustical conditions, but, aided by additional research
and e.xperience in this particular matter, the newer houses
will have many new features to accommodate and to 'improve the transmission of sound waves.
Plans have been made and many are now under construction, for the small type houses, ranging from 1,500
to 2,200 seats. These smaller houses, equipped with
sound and designed to accommodate the large screens,
are under construction in small towns and community
centers. They promise to stimulate a new interest and
enthusiasm for motion pictures in these particular locations.
The color plates illustrating this article have been specially prepared to show the variations and the scope of
thought the architects are bringing to the design of different types of mammoth picttire theatres, and they clearly
indicate the styles of architecture which C. \V. & Geo. L.
Rapp will incorporate in a great many of their future
work in the theatre field.

Xczc Influences Affecting Design
It is the belief of this organization that styles of architecture in this day will change just as have customs and
living conditions which influence them. Indeed, with the
rapidly changing scene characteristic of the mechanical
age, bringing a rapid procession of new and startling inventions, one must conclude that theatre building of the
near future will be entirely and totally different from that
of the immediate past.
While much of the past work of architects who have

I.. Rapp. Architects

won ])niniinencc as specialists in theatre design has been
very meritorious and undoubtedly has accomplished a
great deal toward uplifting and beautifying this particular
class of architecture, there is no doubt that work which
now is being planned is of a much different type — a type
which will meet the requirements of modern conditions
and the changed tendencies in the art of picture presentations.
Here are problems which involve not only the mechanics of showmanship but as well the changing tastes
of the ])icture-going pul)lic.

Borrozeing Features from Past
\\ hile the break with the past will he emphatic, nevertheless this reality of the present was not unforeseen
(luring late years, and it is only natural ,that the new
will adapt to its needs the best features of the old. Indeed, provisions have been made in several notable instances where a flexibility of design lends itself to seemingly radical alteration of style by means of changes
relatively simple to accomplish. It is not to say that this
is by any means the rule, but several theatres of fairly
recent date incorporate features which clearly reflect that
the changing present was not unforeseen in the comparatively near past.
One of the most interesting theatres in this country,
and one which the author believes is paving the way for
something quite new in theatre architecture, is the Brooklyn Paramount Theatre in Brooklyn, X. Y. This mammoth house, situated on a prominent corner in the heart
of the downtown district of the city, and seating 4.000,

Zi
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A GROUP OF FOUR STUDIES
FOR SMALL THEATRES EXPRESSING THE NEW NOTE AS APPLIED
TO
THE
PICTURE
PLAYHOUSE

Two

Study depicting modern art adapted to a large
proscenium arch and sho^A/ing possibilities of color
and decorative ornament.
C. W. & GEO. L. RAPP, Architects
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is ail adniirahlf treatment of l)()th the atmos|tluric tyjuand also of tlic typiral style of theatre <Iesi}^n.
A \a>t auciUdrium has been designed in inomiiiRiital
architecture, and hgliting efTects have heen gained hy
perforated detail ornament, surfaces and forms, which
I)ro(luce the effect of a vast composite scene. The (hlTeriiit motifs piercing the sky, and tin- atmospheric elTects
ha\e heen a(hniral)ly designed, 'ihis is the only house
of its kind so far produced and the architects regard it
as (juite a departure froju stylized notions, and one which

27
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ill use later can be changed to j/roduce an auditorium
with a semi-atmospheric elTect, or one which will feature
the ty])ical auditorium treatment with sky effect elimirated. .Since the auditorium is very high, the vast ceiling
li.is been so planned that a very ])leasing decorative treatiiient of the new art can be a])plied, and given unusual
effect through flood lighting— all of which ])romises to
achieve something strikingly original.

I '.w of Dcairatii'c l-caturcs
The drand Lobby of thi> particular theatre i.s very
interesting, inasmuch as its decorative treatment to a
great extent has been gained by the adroit use of nniral
])aintings, decorative treatment of colors and glass.

will liiu! its inrtuence exerted on many of the larger theatres that are to come.
Atmospheric eflfect has heen obtained hy the installation of two ceilings, one of which is used as a reflecting
surface for the sky effect and the other, which is a lower
ceiling, has been beautifully designed in interesting motifs.
Modern art has found its place in several of the minor

I.oew's Jer.sey City Theatre, jersey City, X. J., is another type of theatre f)f the i)eriod treatment and one
which has been so popular with the theatre-going public.

rooms, which liave been executed beautifully in decorations of silver, gold and brilliant colors.
The Paramount Theatre, Toledo. Ohio, one of the outstanding purely atmosjjheric theatres, offered an unusual
problem on account of the steep balconv which was absolutely necessary, making it somewhat un])leasing for this

Loews Kings Theatre, lirooklyn. X. ^'.. seating 4,2<^)0,
is a house of ])articular merit. Practically all seats are on
the main floor, with the exception of a certain number
located on a small mezzanine at the rear of the house.
This makes a vast area both in width and length, and
enables the architect to keeji a comparatively low ceiling

tv]K' of auditorium. Hut the architects have combined
two tyjies in one.
i he atni()S])heric ty])c which is now

height.
\\'itli thesi' conditions tht- architects were able to design

WOMK.XS

PARAMOUNT

RROOKLVX

LOLNGE

THEATRE.

BROOKLYN.

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

N. Y.
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C. \V. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects
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JOURNAL SQUARE
THEATRE, JERSEY
C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

an aiulitoriuni of mammoth scak-. introducing monumental motifs to support a very lar<je decorative dome, all of
which has been brilliantlv lighted hv a series of light coves
from wliich different tones can l)e jilayed upon the decorative treatment of this vast ceiling.
Although this particular house has been designed in the
style of Louis XI\'. yet it has manv features of modern
design, and the effort was made to bring into the design
of this particular theatre the modernized treatment of
a period style.
Its grand lobbies and foyers, which have been admirably
designed in walnut mirrors and marbles, can be classed
as among the finest examples executed in this country.

Large Auditorium Treatments
The theatres built for Paramount-Publix at Portland,
Oregon, and Seattle, Washington, also ofTer excellent examples of the treatment of large auditoriums. The scale
has been increased in order to give the effect of close
contact and to offset the feeling of large empty spaces
which is so common where large motifs have not been
taken into consideration.
It is the architects' belief that although an auditorium
may be very large in order to accommodate a given number of seats, the motifs, detail, etc., should be used in
such a way as not to accentuate or to make the spectator
conscious of the effect of its actual size, but rather to

CITY,

N. J.

reduce its size in (jrder to produce a feeling of more
intimacy.
Some years ago the building of a theatre in a suburban
section frequently met with a great deal of objection and
criticism from the more influential people of the particular
community. This presented a problem for the builder
which the architects have been very careful to take into
account in the effort to overcome resistance to the building of modern picture theatres. Architects have made- it
a point to initiate a comprehensive survey of the particular community in which a small house is to be built, and
so design their production as to make it harmonize as
much as possible with the architecture of the residential
or business buildings of the community.
Inasmuch as the theatre for a residential community
becomes more or less a community institution, care must
be taken to have certain features and personnel meet
with the approval and the satisfaction of the juiblic to
which it is to cater.
One mu.st bear in mind that a community house draws
])ractically the same crowd every week, and becomes more
or less a resort of the people of the communitv.
Likewise the theatre becomes a meeting place and a
l^lace of entertainment for children. Parents becoming
acquainted with the personnel and management of a small
community theatre feel safe in sending their children
to a house of this type, knowing that they will receive
every courtesy as well as every safeguard and comfort.
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Architect's study of detail for organ screen showing
a modernized treatment of an oriental style.
C. W. &- GEO. L. RAPP, Architects
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PARAMOUNT THEATRP:, TOLEDO, OHIO
C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects
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I Ik- aullior li;i> iiotiiid lliat in iiiaii\ nt thr small commuiiity houses special performances are arranjjed for
childriii only, and the whole event heeoines a i^ala day
about which children talk and to which they locjk forward
with i^reat eaijerness. At such performances children
are received by the manajj^ement and ushers who act as
hosts to them and see that thev are all projHirlv cared for.

rrlintinents of materials and apparatus are vastly aiding
them to obtain \ery umisual color effects.
Colored lighting ha^ been arranged very successfully
in some of the larger theatres, and cxjierience and re.search have brought forward othi-r ideas in the combination of colors which will be strikingly evident in architectural work forthcoming in the theatre field.

This is one ot tlu' important iirms which has made the
picture theatre very pojjuiar in residential sections, and
toj^ether with rchned architecture and decorative features

Till- changing of tones and the |)lacement of electrical
uints. under a system of design and decorative motifs,
will be governed solely ])y light effects. This will mean
the elimination of a great deal (jf cxjiensive plastic ornament and other features which before the development
of modern lighting facilities was C(jmmonly used, though
somewhat costly, due to its necessity in the scheme of
making a complete or unified architectural design.
In theatres designed for large cities where life is more
or less congested and only the few have opportunity of
seeing the great outdof^rs, the architects find that the
introduction of foliage, trees, fountains, water displays

has been responsible for overcoming much of the objection that was raised as^amst theatres of the community
t\pt' years aj^jo.

riw lira of Color
Although it is said that we now are living in an age
in which mechanical inventions increasingly are absorbing the public interest, it is at the same time true that
this same age fmds the American i)ul)lic very much interested in the so-called era of color. For today we ,lhid
color tloniinating many different types of buildings and
al.M) very much apparent in wearing apparel, costumes,
as well as in stage eft'ects and poster art. It is also most
prominently identified with the apj^liances produced by
the mechanical age, such as automobiles, pleasure boats,
etc.
This same desire for color is also meeting with favor
in the modern treatment of theatre interiors as well as
exteriors. Architects find that the mechanical age is
offering many opportunities and conveniences for furthering this desire for color, and that its invention^ and

SU)EWAI.L

LOEWS

and the like, have particular value in attracting the attention and winning the interest of its jjatrons. Also,
the introduction of wild life in the way of birds of unusual plumage attracts much attention and affords a
great deal of enjoyment to this theatre-going public.
Decorative furniture. car]:)ets and drai)eries always will
tnid an a])|M-o])riate place and an extreme value in theatres, both large and small, and too much thought in
regard to the design of i)leasing forms cannot
cised on these particular items. Furniture for
should be unusual and should bring forth new
stvle~;.
In other words it should
function as

TUEArMt.Nr
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KINGS THE.AlTRE. BROOKLYX.
C. \V. & Geo. L. Rapp. Architects
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or forerunner of innovations that are to come into general
use in niodi,fied forms in the future.
It is most noticeable that the furnishings and the color
schemes of theatres are influencing greatly the taste for
good surroundings in the homes of the masses, and the
author frequently has l)een told by officials of firms s])ecializing in decorative arts that a particular piece of furniture, or a particular color scheme of an interior (tf a
I)articular theatre, has served as the inspiration and the
model of furnishings in demand by customers.
However, the architect must bear in mind that the
furnishings of a theatre should be different than that
generally used in domestic work. It should, for one
important item, be larger in scale. It should be more
floridly decorative and .should be somewhat unusual.
Lighting fixtures are likewise changing with the modern trend of decorative art. which is bringing into use
the many variations of colored glass. Forms are being
made which combine very successfully different designs
which now are playing a more important part in lighting
fixtures than heretofore.
Many fixtures designed a few years ago were of the
period type, which involved a great deal of beaded work,
pendeloques. hangings, etc.. but with the modern trend
and with the wish for color paramount, the desire is for
simplified lighting fixtures of varied designs of pressed
glass w-ith the introduction of diflFerent tones.
An ever-increasing number of improvements are being
made for stage equipment, such as movable stage rigging
and ad instable mechanical
equipment
for stage floors.

OR I

Many clever inventions have been brought forward in
the last few years by the desire for something new and
novel with which to regale the theatre-goers. This desire
by the jniblic is ever-increasing and one cannot help but
feel that there are still greater improvements and even
more astonishing novelties awaiting sudden realization
as a result of newly designed stage ap])aratus.
The same can be said for the mechanical stage lighting
effects and also the different mechanical equipment which
is used throughout an entire theatre for the governing
and the manipulating of lighting units.
Xo theatre owner today would think of Iniilding a
theatre. regardles'S of size, without a modern ventilation
jilant. Many theatre owners years ago did not provide
this prime necessity, only later to find that the inclusif)n
of apparatus as original e(|iiipnieiit would have been an
economy and a means to increased box office returns.
Then the ventilation plant was not considered necessary.
Today it is, and for the reason that it has been proved
that the properly ventilated theatre, providing heated air
in winter and cooling in summer, is the theatre that continues to show profits in the face of such oi)posing forces
as the diseases common in winter, and the discomforts
of heat in summer.
Theatre builders can well afford to in>tall a very
modern system, for the increased patronage, proportional
to the quality of the atmospheric conditions provided
patrons, soon reduces the original costs involved in making the installation.
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listings printed en the following pages have been compiled for the purpose of providing theatre owners, architects, builders, studies, laboratories and the motion picture
industry in general with a reliable and complete reference for the purchase of all types
of equipment and supplies. Whether important equipment or infrequently used accessories are desired Buyers Guide will be found of invaluable aid to the purchaser. . . For
through the sources of purchase given in this book, all models, grades and priced apparatus and materials may be investigated with practically no effort on the part of the
buyer. ^ This issue of Theatre Building and Equipment Buyers Guide will serve an excellent purpose. fJ Through the advertising pages contained in Buyers Guide owners and
builders of theatres are given the opportunity of learning about the latest and most
up-to-date equipment available for modernizing theatres. *i The firms advertising in
Buyers Guide make a specialty of serving theatres, laboratories, studios, etc., and build
equipment and accessories best suited for the particular needs of the modern picture industry. ^ Write us for sources of purchase for any special apparatus that is not listed
in Buyers Guide.
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1. Before investing in sound equipment, investigate the NEW SAF-RAY
Method, the system that revolutionizes Sound-on-Film reproduction.
2. In the SAF-RAY System a beam of audible light banishes background noises, and the woes and worries, complications and expense
of intricate wiring systems.
3. SAF-RAY puts the photo cell where it belongs — in the sound rack
as an integral part of the amplifier and completely isolated
electrically and mechanically from the projector. Projector
vibration absolutely cannot get into the sound pickup.
4. SAF-RAY does not use the mechanical slit, but employs an improved
optical system which conveys 30% more light from the exciter lamp.
5. SAF-RAY

does not use any storage batteries.

6. lamp.
SAF-RAY

uses a motor generator to supply current to the exciter

7. SAF-RAY is as easy to install as to operate. Sound rack completely
assembled, wired and adjusted, delivered to you intact. Sets up centrally between two projectors. Plug into light socket, and installation is made. Sound heads entirely mechanical except for
exciter lamp.
8. SAF-RAY will deliver better quality reproduction than any machine
at any price, because SAF-RAY is the only machine using the
SAF-RAY TALKING LIGHT RAY METHOD.
9. We invite you to investigate these startling claims. Satisfy yourself
— as has every sound expert, theatre owner and projectionist who
has seen and heard SAF-RAY — that this marvel of the talkie age
brings sound-on-film reproduction to absolute perfection.
10.

We stand ready to prove the above statements or to refund your
money. Investigate.

President
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Future of Wide Film and Large Screen
To Be Determined by Public Reaction
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By J. H. KURLANDER
Ir

has been remarked oftcti that the
ultimate in reaUsm in the Motion Picture art will have been reached when
success has crowned the efforta to incorporate perfectly within each picture
the elements of :
1. Sound
2. Color
3. Stereoscopy
Sound pictures today are an accepted
fact and are rapidly coming to be considered as commonplace in the general
scheme of things associated with the theatre. Whether or not they have attained
a state of practical perfection is a matter
of individual opinion, hut it is sufficient
to remark that the research facilities now
devoted to this branch of the business
are so tremendous as to insure marked
improvements should such be at all
possible.
The element of color, also has achieved
a measurable degree of success by virtue
of the many years of effort which have
been devoted to this end of the work, .so
that motion picture art is in a fair way
toward realizing two-thirds of the requirements for a realistic duplication of
the scenes occurring in life.

CLOSE-UPS

Ihe bugaboo of stcreosco])y, however,
arises to confound even the most oi)timistic protagonists of the motion picture's
millenium. Largely by reason of the exaggerated claims which were advanced in
the early experimental days of the wide
film, stereosco])y, in the minds of most
persons, became almost inseparably associated with the showing of large ])ictures
through the medium of wide, or double
width film.
Whether or not wide film will later
prove to be the doorway through which
the three dimensional picture will be
brought into use or whether stcreo.scopy
will forever remain an impractical dream
under the conditions which now obtain
in the presentation of pictures need not
be considered at this time.
ft is sufficient to know that the search
for stereoscopic pictures has focused
attention on the possibilities of wide film
to such an extent that it is being most
seriously considered for general use in
the motion picture theatres.
.\side from any claims for stereoscopic
value, which to date have not been defiiiitclv establi'ihed, the use of wide film

OF GRANDEUR

PROJECTOR

may lead to certain advantages which
try.
may entirely justify the huge expen.se involved in "re-tooling" the entire indusIt is rather generally agreed among
sound specialists, for example, that the
HO mil. sound track presently used on 35
mm. film places certain obstacles in the
way of obtaining automatic sound control, besides preventing a more efficient
generation of volume.
At present much talk centers around
the use of a 250 mil. sound track should
wide film come into general use, and it
is claimed that this jjrovides ample leeway to permit of the adoption of automatic volume control methods as well as
making it possible to obtain greater volume for the same transmission. The
latter factor, carried to its logical conclusion might eventually lead to a reduction
in the amount of ec|ui[)ment required to
produce the .same sound levels as those
used at present.
Overshadowing such relatively unimportant improvements in .sound reproduction, however, are the wide angle views
which naturallv follow a widcniner of the

Photos show widi' fUm nuiihiucs. dcvciof^cd and built
by Intcniatiotutl Projector Corporation, and nmv installed at Rox\ Theatre. Xm- )'ork Cit\.
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film. This factor more than anything
else, is responsible for the present agitation in the new field of wide film. _
A broader field of action in many cases
seems desirable and often leads to effects
which can be obtained in no other manner. Some attempts have been made to
simulate these effects by extreme magnification of the scenes photographed on
standard 35 mm. film, and while the results, if not repeated too frequently,
offer startling contrasts, the achievement
represents merely an expansion in the
original scene of limited angular dimensions.
A certain element of novelty is certain
to attach to at least the first showings
of wide angle picture. It is beyond the
perception of anyone to say whether this
novelness will crystalize into a general
acceptance of the wide picture if it is
presented as a permanent innovation, or
whether it will languish to the point of
mere toleration for lack of a better offering.
It is not outside the realm of conjecture to assume that wide film, under certain conditions, may be used to show pictures of present standard size ; that is,
on screens from 18 to 24 feet in width.
If this is done, a general improvement in
picture quality will certainly result, because it will not be necessary to press
this wider film to such extremes of magnification as reveal the imperfections of
graininess and faulty definition.
The adoption of wide film generally
will not be without certain serious difficulties. In the first place, the cost of the
raw stock will be practically doubled.
Shipment of films to studios, to laboratories, to exchanges, and then to theatres
necessarily will involve more effort with
attendant increased costs. Transportation charges will be greater and on top of
all these items we find the matter of storage. Twice as much space will be required than that for the 35 mm. films.
Need for Neiv Techtiic
Indeed, it is easy to imagine how under
unskilled handling and direction a wide
film presentation might appear like a
three-ring circus where viewers must
forego two-third'S of the action in order
to concentrate their attention upon the
remaining third.
A certain lack of skill in this new art
is to be detected in the scenes of certain
wide film pictures shown to date, although itis safe to assume that the necessary experience will be rapidly acquired once this new tool is put to use.
It seems to be generally accepted that
the proper method of screening wide film
pictures is to have them fill the entire
proscenium ojiening. This is directly in
line with the new thought of making the
pictures exactly simulate the legitimate
stage showteristics,
in which
all include
of its es.s'ential
vision, characsound,
color, and wide field of action.
Considered in this light, the use of
wide pictures for all types of scenes does
not seem to be at all unreasonable, as it
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will merely entail a duplication of productions w-hich heretofore have been presented by characters in the life. There
are no close-ups on the legitimate stage,
nor, indeed, any degree of magnification
whatsoever.
This magnification, which is so easily
obtained in the projection of motion pictures, need not be altogether dispensed
with, although there seems to be no good
reason why it cannot be held constant at
a fixed level instead of causing it to vary
between the wide limits as was so frequently done in the past.
The introduction of sound has done
much to restrict these wide limits of magnification and it is not entirely unlikely
that wide-pictures will be the final means
whereby a fixed degree of magnification
will be maintained throughout the entire
picture.
Fitrther Magnification
Under extreme magnification such as
is today commonly encountered in theatres, imperfections in the film such as
graininess and surface scratches are all
too clearly revealed and the effect is, in
general, that observed when a printed
photograph is viewed at close range tmder
a high-power lens.
If the projected picture were maintained at its present size, the use of widefilm would result in a much more clearly
defined picture, superior in quality to
those now shown. This consideration
alone, however, would hardly justify the
expense of changmg to wide film.
It goes without saying that a general
change in equipment \vill be required
throughout the entire industry if wide
film finds a broad and general application. Probably for the reason that the
theatre always has been the final testing
ground for new ideas in the motion picture art; more publicity has been given,
for the present at least, to the technicalities of projection of wide pictured than
to any other equally important branch
of the work.
It still is too early to specify exactly
what changes the adoption of wide film
will bring to theatres which for long
years have been equipped to project a
uniform standard size of film. . Quite obviously, the first change is that of proAside from mechanical devices for
jectors.
handling such film there is the matter of
screen illumination, always a problem in
the large de luxe theatres. It seems certain that currents ranging frotn 150 to
250 amperes will be required to satisfactorily project the new pictures. High
intensity carbon electrodes of the type
commonly used for high power searchlight work are available for taking these
high currents so that as far as screen
illumination is concerned no special difficulty is expected to develop in connection with the adoption of wide film proIt is doubtful whether the general run
jection.
of theatres have sufficient reserve capac-
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ity in their generating equipment to satisfactorily supply projection currents of
the magnitude mentioned without seriously overloading the power plants, wiring systems and switching equipment.
Those large theatres, in which duplicate
installations of emergency generators
were wisely made may possible get by
with relatively minor changes in their
electrical systems, but the smaller houses
occupy the not enviable position of being
required to wholly reconstruct their projection rooms and thereafter re-equip
them throughout with new apparatus.
Reconstruction changes will not be exactly easy for these small houses where
a short-sighted policy of skimping was
followed at the time of planning and later
in building them. In such theatres space
for the housing of the necessary additional equipment is at a premium. In
many cases the installation of sound apparatus has utilized every square inch of
space which could be rendered available
by extensions so that elaborate alterations will be needed should additional
space be required.
On the stage the principal changes involved are those of larger screen surfaces
and additional, or larger, horns to maintain the directional effects which many
persons seem to think are so important
in sound pictures.
Large screens, covering the entire stage
opening already are in common use in
many theatres and the matter of additional horns, should such be requisite,
appears to offer no serious obstacle.
As frequently happens in the early development stages of a new work, independent research by several companies
has resulted in the establishment of private standards each designed to meet the
convenience of the particular company.
In the field of wide film, for example,
we find three widths of film which have
been experimentally used. These are 56
mm., 6.5 mm. and 70 mm. The first of
these appears to have been abandoned so
far as concerns the possibility of its being proposed as a imiversal standard.
Propose Compromise

Standard

There is some difficulty in reconciling
the various proponents of the remaining
two sizes, so it has been suggested to
arbitrarily create a neutral size in order
to satisfy by means of the ancient practice of compromise the parties now at
odds over the standard ultimately to be
adopted by all. Some persons even propose that both the 65 mm. and 70 mm.
sizes be retained by the respective companies whose experimental work has tem])orarily at least committed them to their
respective film width and then take up
the difference in the two sizes' ,by constructing a so-called "'flexibte ' projector
which would project both films with
equal
For ease.
the present, the establishment of
wide film standards is probably the most
important work yet to be achieved in this
new field of motion picture endeavor.
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Synchronuous
Reproducers
AMPLION
SOUND
REPRODUCER
AMPLION CORP. OF AMERICA
133 W. 23rd St., New York City
Disc only, or disc and film. 0 models.
Type
2S2.\. .\huUl 1(I7S. and Type 2S2.\. Model
1()0S, tor capacities up to 1000 seats.
Type
2h'2.\, Model
105S. capacities
up to 1500
seats.
Type
l-2.\. Model
104S, and Type
2V2.\, Model 103S, for capacities up to 2000
seats.
Type 2F2A, Model 102S, for capacities up to ,1000 seats.
Projectors: Disc and film both attachable
to all iiiake-> of projectors.
Main Amplifier: 50 watts. .\11 .\C operated.
Fader: .\nipliou Constant Impedance fader.
Speakers: Amplion Giant Dynamite units,
air mlumn horns. Two speakers for models
102S, 104S, 106S. Single speakers for other
models.
Turntables: 2 for each installation. Located
in front of projector at right. Synchronous
motor, supplied with installation, drives
projector and turntable. Pickups: 2 with
each installation. Amplion.
Sound Head: I'hono Kinema. l'"or full details see description that equipment in this
section.
Price Range: Disc only. Model 107S, capacities up to lOOO, double amplifier, single
speaker, $1550. Model lOo, capacities up to
1000, double amplifier, two speakers, $1725.
Model 105S, capacities up to 1500 double
amplifier, single speaker, $1650. Model 104S.
capacities 15()0 to 2000, single amplifier, two
speakers, $1850. Model 103S, capacities 1500
to 2000, double amplifier, single speaker,
$2075. Model 102S, capacities to 3000,
double amplifier, two speakers, $2250. For
dual system, disc and film, add $1750 to
prices quoted above for disc only. All
prices quoted F.O.B. factory. Installation
charges extra.
Terms: sold outright, convenient terms.
Service: by theatre.
Delivery: Five days.
BESTONE
BESTONE.
INC.
Davenport at 16th St., Omaha, Nebr.
Disc. 2 models,
for all type of theatres.
Sound on film also.
Priced under $1000.
Projectors:
.\ttachable to all makes.
Main Amplifier:
692 S. Marshall: 280, 250.
245. 229.
Single channel
with Model
2.'\.
double with B de luxe.
Operates from current.
Fader: Bestonc Special. Speakers: Wright
DeCoster, Jensen, Dynamic. Racon .-\ir Column (latter at additional cost) optional.
Turntables: 2 for each installation. Located to left side of projector, under lamp
house. Tables are driven bv special motor
supplied with unit, projector motor used
only when showing silent film. Pickups:
Audak Professional.
Features: Include a patented resynchronizer
device.
Price Range: Model L 2.\, $1100. Model B
luxe. Both units sold less tubes and installation.
Terms:
Sold outright, convenient terms.
Service:
Service
available
from
company,
;ill sections, when desired at extra cost.
Delivery:
Immediate.

NEWS
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.^ v.M( (((> 1.1 i/.i .// ./illy 1, \')M). . Ill eijiiipitu Hi 'Hi u'hiih the
rciinired information was ui'aihible up to the time of f/oinr/
to press is included. Manufacturers and distributors of
the products listed in this department invite thorou(/h in7'estif/ation of their Cijuipment by theatre ozcners.

DE FOREST
PHONOFILM
GENERAL
TALKIiMO
PICTURES
CORPORATION
218 W. 42nd St., New York City
Dual System: (> models.
3 models lor hou.ses
under 7511 seats capacity; 3 models for lu)uses
ahovi- that capacity.
Projectors:
Attachable
to
all
standard
m.ikes.
Main Amplifier: |)e lorest. Fader: Own
make. Speakers: ( )wii make.
Turntables: 2 with each installation. Located side of projector. Synchronous motor
driven, supplied with e(|uipment. Pickups:
Own make.
Sound Head:
De lorest
Head Amplifier:
De lorest.
Price Range:
,<25()() up.
Service:
h'rom manufacturer ui)on request.
Delivery:
Immediate.
ELEC-TRO FONE
(disc)
ELEC-TRO-FILM
(track)
ELEC-TRO-FONE
CORPORATION
2490 University Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
Systems:
lutlur ImIiii, Disc or Dual.
Models:
Junior, Senior and Deluxe.
Turntables:
High
or low models
to accommodate booth space.
Features 90 RPM
speed.
Spring suspension mechanical
filter
in gear box. S. K. F. ball bearings, no waver,
and noiseless operation.
Film Heads: Mechanical system: Threading
extremely simple. Optical system; small
and compact, no mechanical slit or mirrors
and produces about four times as much light
as other systems.
Main Amplifier: 7. 15 and 26 watt outputs.
3 stage pn>li pull with full wave rectification
and using 5-6 and 10 tubes respectively.
Pickup:
.\udak professional model.
Speakers:
Square
bell type with dynamic
cone and 8 and 12 foot air column
horns
with dynamic
speaker
unit.
Screen:
A beaded sound screen is standard
equipment with each installation.
Delivery:
10 to 30 days.
Service:
By
Elcc-Tro-Fone
or theatre —
optional.
Terms:
Leaded or sold outright.
Prices:
$1075 for Jr. Disc to $3475
for
Senior Dual.
FILM SPEAKER
FILM SPEAKER CO.
1305 N. Hudson St., Oklahoma
City, Okla.
Disc System:
1 model.
Standard type, projector driven, up to 2000 seats capacity.
.Also
I'niversal
.Sound on Film.
Exclusive
distributors for Oklahoma.
Projector: Attachable to all standard makes,
including old models.
Main Amplifier :_ Webster, employs 5 tubes:
two 227. two 245. one 280. Current operated.
Single channel. Fader: Use no fader on
switchboard.
Speakers:
Wright De Coster or Magnavox.
two speakers with each installation.
Turntables:
2 with each installation.
Located eitlier side of projector as desired.
Price Range:
S595.
Prices F.O.B. factory.
Terms:
Sold outright.
Service:
B>v agents when requested.
Delivery:
Immediate.
THE
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FOTO-VOICE SYNCHRONOUS
THE FOTO-VOICE
FOTO VOICE
COMPANY
817 Granby St., Norfolk, Va.
Disc Reproducer:
1 model, type 1-A synchronous motor driven turntables and projectors. Associate equipment
for theatres
up to 1200 seating capacity.

Projectors: Attachable to Simplex. Powers,
-Monograph anil all other stanclard makes.
Main Amplifier: Webster D-250, employs 7
lube.s. tu.. 2S1, two 250. three 227. Single
channel. ( urreiit operated. Fader: Own
make. Speakers: Jensen, concert and auditorium type Dynamic, on special baffles.
2 or .5 horns as required.
Turntables:
Two with each installation and
two synchronous motor units, located to left
o! i)roject<jrs.
Pickup:
.\udak.
Features:
I'ilter circuit for voice reproduction; instant change-over control.
Requires
minimum
space in booth.
Price
Range:
Model
1-A. $1000.
Model
1-.\I5.
iiu hiding
non-synchronoUs
console,
$1200.
Installation
costs
$75
to
$125.
I'rices F.O.B factory.
Terms:
Sold outright.
Service:
By owner.
Delivery within 5 days.
GENNETT SYNCHRONIZER
STAR PIANO CO. SALES
CORP.
Richmond, Ind.
Disc and Film System:
1 model.
Special
model lor capacities over 1500 seats.
Projectors:
Attachable to Simplex, Powers,
.\lotl(.j;rapli. Lrnemaim.
Main Ampjfier: Special Radio Receptor
Povverizer. Double Channel. Fader: Special design. Speakers: 2 supplied as regular
equipment. Wright De Coster. Operadio or
Racon— type and number used in accordance with requirements.
Turntables: 2 with each installation. Located at left of lamp housing. Driven by
synchronous motor supplied with equipment.
Pickups:
.\udak.
Price aRnge: S1875 and up, according to re(|uireincnts and size of theatres. F.O.B. factory. Does not include installation.
Terrns:
Sold outright.
Service:
On request at extra charge.
Delivery:
Immediate.
THE

GRIES
REPRODUCER
GRIES REPRODUCER
CORP.
485 E. 133rd St.. New York City
Dual System:
4 model.s.
Junior model for
capacities up to 900 seats.
Senior model for
capacities up to 5000 seats.
Units available
separately
or in combination
for dual system.
Projectors:
.\ttachable to Simplex and Motiograph.

Main Amplifier: Double channel. Operates
"11 1 1(1 volts .\.C. Fader: One, and dummy.
Speakers: Junior Model .A, 2 Dynamic
Speakers; Junior Model B, 2 Exponential
Horns: Senior Model, 2 Horns.
Turntables: 2 with each equipment. Located at driving side of projector. Junior
model, driven from main shaft of sound head
through vibration filters. Senior model, floating suction type, ground gears and ball bearings, driven from rear end of motor shaft,
through vibration filters. Pickups: Profes.sional. Sound Head: Located under projector head. Projector heads driven bv
silent gears from sound heads, powered by
100 volt A.C. or D.C. variable or constant
speed, or 2 synchronous motors AC. Sound
head lens system licensed bv Chouinard
Patent Holding Corp.
Price Range: Junior Model A, $2750. Junior
Model
B, $3150.
Senior Model
A, $3900;
Senior Model B (same as Model A but with
disc
Prices
F.O.B.re-synchro
factory.nizer device*, $4250.

Terms:
Sold outright.
Service:
By owner.
Delivery:
Immediate.
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GOOD-ALL
REPRODUCER
300D-ALL
ELECTRIC
MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

SYNCRODISK
TRUESOUND
EQU/PMENT

We don't offer a cure
for Halitosis, but we
do sell Sound Equipment

'"*' '"'""• A Full House . . .

SYNCRODISK

Check up carefully, critically, on the quality of your
sound. Get expert opinion.
It's likely the cause of your business slump.
Get in touch with some exhibitors using
all-Syncrodisk equipment and ask them,
"How's business?" Write us for a list of
users near you.
Many a man is "sitting on top of the
world" just because he gives his public
the best in films plus true sound quality.

RODISK— Massive, about
SYNC
180 lbs. This absorbs vibration. Spiral cut
gears — for smooth operation. Finest ball
bearings throughout. All working parts
submerged in oil — long life. Thirty pound
machined plate carries records. This, plus
Weber Spring Filters, insures smooth,
even motion.

TWO
TWO

SYNCRODISKS.
PICK-UPS AND
FADER

'^SOO

Complete For Only

SYNCRODISK
For
the small house thatJUNIOR—
SYNCRODISK
can't make a heavy investment insound equipJUNIOR
ment. Lighter than the
standard Syncrodisk but
^150
Pair
built with the same
Weber fidelity, quality
Complete with
Pick-ups and
and precision. Equipped
Fader
with the Weber Spring
Filter.

WEBER MACHINE CORP.
59 RUTTER

STREET

ROCHESTER,

Export Department: 15 height Street, New York City
Cable Address: ARLAB, New York

Section Two
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Ogallala, Nebr.
Both Disc and Film: Three models Nos. 6,
7 and 8.
Projectors:
Attachable to all makes.
Main
Amplifier:
Webster
type 250
P.P.
Single and double channel, cabinet types.
Fader:
Own make.
Monitor:
Dynamic.
Pickups:
Audak.
Tone Arms: Good-All self propelling and
non-repeating type.
Tone and Volume Controls: Downstairs volume and tone control operated by usher.
Power Units: Silent, ball bearing leak proof
gear boxes. Operated by constant speed
motors, which drive both projectors and
turntables.
Turntable Units: Direct drive from motor,
self oiling, flutter and weave proof. Absolutely free from any vibration.
Disc Features: Bronze Duriliun Drive eliminates every trace of vibration from turntable.
Installation requires only 12 inches on left
side of each projector. Cabinet construction, eliminates practically all wiring in the
booth. All batteries, pre and main amplifier, fader, booth, monitor, and one turntable
unit are inclosed in the right cabinet. Left
turntable unit is also a record cabinet.
Film Equipment: Includes two Goodall
sound heads, pre amplifiers, Tungar charger,
batteries, photo-cells, lens system, exciter
lamps, and all extras for complete installation.
Terms:
Sold outright or leased.
Service and Installation:
By factory representative or owner.
Delivery:
Immediate.
Machines in Use: 506.
Price Range: Film and Disc complete |1950.
Disc only or Film only complete, $1200,
$1300 and $1400 each.
KINOPLAY AND MULTIPHONE
MULTIPHONE
CORPORATION
1600 Broadway, New York City
Dual
System:
2 Models.
Small
unit for
capacities up to 900 seats. Large unit capacities over 900 seats.
Projectors: Both disc and film reproducers
attachable to Powers, .Simplex, Motiograph
and Superior projectors.
Main Amplifier: Built by Samson Electric
Co. Single channel. Operates direct from
current 110 V. 60 Cycle A.C. Fader: Combination fader and switch panel, equipped
with surface scratch filter. Speakers: Directional air column exponential horn with dynamic unit. Booth monitor is magnetic
speaker.
Turntables:
2 for each installation.
.Adjustabls as to height
and equipped
with adjustable guard railing.
Pickups:
2 supplied
as standard equipment.
Tone arms equipped
with ball bearings to allow free movement
in following motion of disc.
Sound Head:
2 for each installation.
Exciter lamp focus permanently
set.
Quartz
lens in combination
with chromium
nickel
and steel aperture plate in place of optical
system.
Head
Amplifier:
Contained
in
shielded
cabinet
and mounted
on rubber.
Price Range:
Dual
system,
$2500.
Disc
only.
|1500
complete.
Film
attachment,
$1250.
Installation by theatre.
Terms:
Sold outright.
Service: by theatre.
Delivery:
Immediate.
District representatives in all large cities.

\
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No Method of Making Friends
Equals the Method of Malting Good
There is often a wide difference between the opinion which a manufacturer entertains of his
product and that which is entertained of it by its users.
Most purchasers prefer the latter particularly those who desire to better their own product or
who are choosing a commodity for the first time.
Consequently we reproduce from time to time, voluntary letters received from users of

Wright-De Coster
Reproducers
and Horns
We believe that evidence of this kind is of the
most vital importance to every purchaser of
sound equipment.

ULTRAPHONE,
Manufacturers

Exterior

View of Green's
Theatre, Anoka, Minn. This attractive theatre is equipped with Vltraphone's latest equipment.

and

Sound Equipment

fBinnruta
Apuii

I

leth,

and Parts
March

28.

1930.

Gentlemen :
It was iust a year ago today that the first ULTRAPHONE
installation was completed and inasmuch as
every installation since that time included the Wright
DeCoster Reproducers we felt duty bound to write
and let you know how well satisfied we were with
your product.

Th< L.l,f> Rcl«»s O. T.ll..n« P.clurn
C B CLOSSON
M.»».

Annli3

of

Minneapolis, Minn.
Wright
DeCoster,
Inc..
2233 University Avenue,
St. Paul. Minn.

alip (Srrnt ahralrp

Inc.

Distributors

1930

ULTRAFriOOT, Inc.
36-Clenwood Ave.
Mi nneopol Is, Minnesota.
Centleraen:
We are pleased to »rlte end advise you
that your ULTRAPHOtJE Installation was satisfactory
in every respect.
Your Engineer was a very co.~.petent
men and took special pains to spend some tine teachinj
our Operator how to run the equipment.
Our patrons
like the sound very rauch, the dialogue Is clear and
distinct and the rauslo is very fine.
There was Just
sufficient roon in the rear of the screen to place
the Wright De Coster Speaker and Horn.
Should any Exhibitors want to hear a real
good sound Installation, you can tell then to listen
^o ours.
Very truly yours.

In going over our records, we find that your speakers and No. 9 Horns were used in every one of our
132 installations in theatres throughout this northwest territory and in addition, we have placed 42 of
your sneakers with theatres having other equipments
than ours, but who decided to improve the reproduction of their equipment by installing Wright DeCoster Speakers.
We might also add that during the past year we have
experimented with and tried out apDroximately 10 or
way.
12 other makes of speakers, some of them selling for
two or three times vour price, but after each test
we found vour Model 107 Speaker superior in every
We

take this means of thanking you for your splendid co-operation and sincerely trust that the use of
your Reproducers will always continue to give us
the same
satisfactory
results.
Yours very truly,
ULTRAPHONE.

INCORPORATED.
Signed:

T.

Karatz.

\i rite for full details and address
nearest sales office.

'

(^^^
^ ^.

Wright- DeCoster, Inc.
2205 UNIVERSITY

AVENUE,

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA

Export Dept. — >I, Simons & Son Co., 25 Warren Street, New York City
Cable Address: Simontrice, New York
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Price Range: Junior disc $1,000.00 complete.
Deuxe disc, $1,550.00 complete.
Film only:
Complete, $1,850.00. Disc and film complete,
$2,350.00. All prices include installation.
Delivery:
Two or three weeks.

Continued
LINCROPHONE
TALKING
PICTURE
EQUIPMENT
THE LINCROPHONE
CO., INC.,
127 Pleasant Ave., Utica, N. Y.
Dual
System:
4 Models;
low-priced
disc
unit without synchronous motor drive, DeLuxe
Disc, with synchronous motor drive,
sound on film unit complete.
Disc and film
combined.
Projectors: Towers, Simplex, Superior, Motiograpli.
Main Amplifier: A. C. operated. Six tubes
enclosed in steel cabinet. Fader: Special
constant impedance type. Pick-up: Audak
tuned Professional. Speakers: Racon exponential, giant dynamic unit, sound screen
furnished. Booth speaker, dynamic cone.
Turntables: Located on driving side of each
projector, independent of special synchronous motor and reduction unit. Special
bronze gears, hardened and ground steel
worms, spring filter, ball bearings, bronze
bushings, running in oil, integral guard.
Synchronous motor drives turntable and
projector.
Sound Head: Special optical system using no
slit. Curved gate eliminates weaving and
flutter. Non-microphonic photo cell. Head
amplifier, made under Vreeland patents,
mounted on sponge rubber.

Ki
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Reproducers
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M ELLA-PHONE
MELLAPHONE
CORP.
Rochester, N. Y.
Turntables:
Located
at side of projector.
Driven
by projector.
Resynchronizing
device.
Projectors:
.Attachable
to
all standard
makes.
Price Range:
$250 per unit, complete with
pickup and fader.
Price F.O.B. Rochester.
Delivery:
Immediate.
MOTIOGRAPH
DE LUXE
ENTERPRISE
OPTICAL CO.
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Dual System:
Designed as a unit with the
Model
H Motiograph
projector,
featuring
horizontal-cylindrical
shutter.
Sound-onfilm pickup, disc turn-tables, driving mechanism designed to make complete unit with
projector.
Main Amplifier: Rack and pan?l type.
Speakers: Bowl type, five feet in diameter
and of minimum depth allowing installation
behind
screen where space is limited.
Service: Installed under supervision of
company engineers, and serviced upon request.

MOTIOTONE
GATES RADIO & SUPPLY CO.
115 No. 4th St., Quincy, 111.
Disc and Film System: Made in four models
covering
range
of equipment
for any size
theatre.

Projector: .Attachable to any make.
Main Amplifier: Gates System, employs 4 to
7 tubes, types 227, 226, 245, 250, 280, 281.
Fader: Gates System. Speakers: Number
and type used according to installation requirements.
Price Range:
Disc, complete
installation,
§950 to $1575.
Sound on Film, complete installation, $1275 to $1860.
Dual
System,
complete installation, $2000 to $2600.
Terms: Sold outright or on lease.
MOVIE-PHONE
MOVIE-PHONE
CORPORATION
724 So. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Dual System:
nation or film or1 model.
disc only..Vvailable
. , . .,in combi.
Projectors:
Disc attachable to~ Powers,! Simplex, Motiograph and Superior.
Film to
Powers, Simplex and Superior.
Main Amplifier:
Built by General Amplifier
Co.
Operates
direct from
60 cycle A.C.
Fader:
Own make.
Speakers:
Directional
air column exponential horns with dynamic
unit or cone type dynamics, optional.
Turntable: 2 with each installation. Mounted
on machined gear box.
Pickups: Mounted
on nickeled arm and adjustable base.
Sound Head:
2 or 3 stages of amplification,
current
operated;
adaptable
to any power
amplifier in event attachment is desired to
attach to other disc equipment; film to disc
change-over switch mounted in head. Head
Amplifier:
Contained in cabinet mounted on
rubber;
special shielding
device, film runs
over idler roller when silent or disc prints
are projected.
Price Range:
Dual system complete, $1475;
disc only, $625; film only, $975.
Installation
by
manufacturer.
Terms:
Sold outright.
Service:
Delivery:

By manufacturer
Immediate.

when

requested.

Horn Towers For Any Size Theatre
TYPE

NOW

D-3

MADE

A VAIL ABLE BY GATES

TYPE

C-2

These two-horn towers are designed especially
for well known cone speakers such as Jensen,
Wright-DeCoster, Best, Rola, etc. Every modern
theatre demands that perfect distribution of
sound that can only be obtained with a correctly
constructed tower. Type C-2 is adjustable for any
type cone speaker and is easily masked. Baffles
are of l'/2 ' Celotex. The top baffle is for horizontal throw, and the bottom baffle for vertical
throw. Its narrow width makes it very satisfactory for a side screen installation as well as sound
screen. Type D-3 is for Wright-DeCoster No. 7 or
9 Horns. They are swung by chains and adjustable to any horizontal or vertical angle. It is constructed of heavy iron and finished in black. It
is exceptionally easy to mask.
Theatre Supply Dealers write about Gates Products
MANUFACTURED
P'or Wright-DeCoster
.similar type horn —
Size — 10' high, 4'
41" deep.
I'rite

or

GATES RADIO
QUINCY,

wide,

(less horns)
$49.00.
F.O.B. Quincy, 111.

Manufacturers

BY

& SUPPLY

CO,

ILLINOIS, U. S. A.

of — Talking Picture, Broadcast Station, Public Address
and Centralized Radio Equipments

For

any

standard theatre

29" —deep.
cone speaker
Size — 8' high. 29"

wide,

Price (less speakers) $67.50.
F.O.B. Quincy, 111.
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ORO-TONE SYSTEM
ORO-TONE
COMPANY
1008 George St.. ChicaRO, 111.
Disc System: 3 models.
Modt-I 1. for under 1000 scats capacity.
MoiUl 2, up to 1500
scats capacity.
Model 3, up to 2000 seats
capacity.
Price
J1250.

"Range:
xModel 3, Model
$1500.
stallation extra.
Terms:
Sold outriRht.

1,
$975. Factory.
Model
F.O.B.
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^ij. ;,, I.OIM) ,l.ll^ i.ipatit), .Senior model for
larger capacity. .Available as disc only or
sound-on-ftlm. I'ilm attachment also available to present users of any make disc now
installed.
Projectors: .Xttachahlc to Powers, Simplex,
.Motiograpb, Kaplan, Baird.
Price Range: Junior, disc only, $995.00
junior, liliii only. $1,295. (K); Junior combination, $1,595.00. Senior, disc only, $1,295.00:
film only, $1,895.00; Senior combination,

Terms: Sold outright, or leased for 5% cash
.iikI 10''! carrying charge.
Delivery:
10 days.

Terms:

PETTIFONE
NATIONAL
MOTION-AD
2448 Prairie Ave., Chicago, III.
CO.
Disc System:
1 model.
Projectors:
.\ttachablc
to
all
standard
makes.
Price
Range:
$150.00
per pair.
Fader,
SiO.Od e.xtra.
Prices F.O.B. Chicago.
Delivery:
Immediate.

PACENT REPRODUCER
PACENT REPRODUCER
CORP.
630 Ninth Ave., New York City
Dual System:
Standard e(|nipniciit 3 models,
furnished
tilm or disc only, or both, for
sintjie or double projector installations.
Price Range:
For capacities up to 500 seats,
discs only, $1395;
film only, $1995; dual,
$2395; for 1000 seats, disc only, $1495; f^lm
only, $2195; dual, $2595; for 2000 seats, disc
only, $2750; film only, $3250:
dual $3750:
for 4000 seats, disc only, $3750; film only.
$4250; dual, $4750; De Luxe equipment, dual
system only, for 2000 seats capacity, $8000:
for 4000 seats, $10,000; for 6000 seats, $12,500.
Terms:
Sold outriRht.
Delivery:
2 weeks.

Sold outright.

POWERS
CINEPHONE
POWERS
CINEPHONE
EQUIPMENT
$2,195.00.'
723 Seventh CORP.
Ave., New York City
Dual System:
3 models.
Projectors: .\ttacliablc to Simplex and Motiograpli.
Price Range: Disc only, $2,500. Sound on
film. $5,000. Dual equipment complete

THE

2,
In-

Ki

PKKFKCTONK
THE KAUTZ
PEKFECTONE, INC.
2115 Madison Ave, Norwood, O.
Dual System:
9 models,
.\vailablc as disc
.>iil\, lihn c'lily, or combination.
Price Range:
Special: Disc only, $1,175.00;
iilm only. $1,795.00; combination, $2,075.00.
junior: ' Disc
only
$1,575.00;
film
only,
$2,225.00;
combination,
$2,8(X).0O.
Senior:
Disc only, $1,775.00;
film only, $2,475.00;
tory.
combination, $3,100.00. All prices f.o.b. fac-

Terms:
$7,500.
Service:

PHONO
KINEMA
729 Seventh Ave., New York City
Dual System:
2 models,
standard
theatre,
and portable
equipment.
Projectors:
.\ttacliable to Simplex, Powers.
Price Range:
Dual
system,
$2850.
Film
onl\, with amplification, $2335.
Terms:
Sold outright.
Service:
.\t request of owner.
Delivery:
15 to 30 days.

Leased.
From

Cash or payment plan.
manufacturer upon request.

REINER
MFG. CO.
15 Michigan St., Milwaukee, Wise.
Turntables:
Located
at side of projector.
Driven from projector.
Projectors:
Attachable
to
all
standard
makes.
RCA PHOTOPHONE
RCA PHOTOPHONE,
INC.
411 Fifth Ave., New York City
Sound Equipment:
Film and disc, cither or
botii.
Price Range:
$2,995.00, and up.
Terms:
Leased.
Service:
At regular intervals.
Offices in all prinri[>al cities.

PHOTOTONE
TALKAFILM
DISC AND FILM
THE
PHOTOTONE
CORP.
OF
AMERICA
North Vernon, Indiana
Dual System:
2 models. Junior for houses

Deforest

SOUND EQUIPMENT
HOLLYWOOD
LATEST
MODELS
HOLLYWOOD

PHONOFILM
JUNIOR
STANDARD
PHONOFILM

Dedicated By

Dr. De Forest

THE

to the Industry

OUR
MOTTO
HAS ALWAYS BEEN

GENERAL
EXECUTIVE

TALKING

OFFICES

—

—

LAST WORD IN QUALITY SOUND
Disc Combination Where Desired

NO

COMPULSORY
SERVICE CHARGE

PICTURES
218 WEST

42nd ST.

CORPORATION
—

NEW

YORK.

N. Y
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ROYAL AMPLITONE
CORP.
109 West 64th Street, New York, N. Y.
Dual System: Sound-on-film or sound-ondisc may be had separately or the dual system. 2 models. Type 12S for theatres up
to 800 seats. Type 20S for theatres from
800 to 4,000 seats.
Projectors: Disc equipment may be had for
all makes. Film on Simplex only.
Amplifiers: All amplification units are designed and built by Royal Amplitone. Fader:
Designed by Royal Amplitone and built
specially for Royal Amplitone by Ward
Leonard
Electric Co.
Speakers: Racon Horns and Giant Dynamic Units used exclusively.
Sound Head: Manufactured and licensed
under Pulverman inventions. Structure conforms with all Fire Underwriter's requirements. Special exciting lamp, pre-focusing
sockets, ruggedly
at
built
and adjusted
factory.
Prices:
128 Film, $1975.00. 20S Film,
$2275.00
12S Disc, $1495.00. 20S Disc,
SI 795.00.
12S Dual, $2295.00. 20S Dual,
-^2595.00.
Where Exhibitor has disc equipment
of any kind, we will install Royal
Amplitone Film Equipment and make a dual
equipment out of it for the special price of
$1595.00. There is no additional charge for
any parts.
We furnish everything complete.

Terms:
Service:
cost.

BUYERS

CATALOGUE

Long terms if desired.
By manufacturer
on

request

at

SAF-RAY SOUND SYSTEM
SIMPLIMUS, INC.
67 Church St., Boston, Mass.
Sound-on-Film System: Two models. System employs only one photo cell for two
projectors. Photo cell and single head amplifier located in center of booth, between
two projectors. Light from sound track is
picked up by lens as.sembly and focused on
periscopic unit located in front of head.
Unit reflects light at 90 degree angle and
focuses beam on mirror facing photo cell.
Mirror is pivoted and may be set by means
of knob to divert light from either projector
into photo cells, an arrangement which
allows for noiseless change over from one
projector to another. No wires connect projector and amplifier rack, ray of light only
connection between these units.
Price Range: Model A: Complete system
including two heads with exciter lamps, optical units, light ray projection unit and
main sound rack, motor generator (no batteries are used), change-over mirror, photo
cell head amplifier and tubes, SAFFADER,
SAF 3 MIXER, 6-tube amplifier (less tubes)
mounted and ready for operation, list price,
$1,950. Model B: Complete system as
above, but not including rack, SAFFADER,
SAF 3 MIXER and power amplifier, list
price, $1,650.
SUPER MELLAPHONE
Mellaphone
Corporation
Rochester, N. Y.
Dual System:
1 mode.
Projectors:
Attachable to all makes.
Turntables:
Mellaphone.
Sound
Head:
Driven
bv steel and

fibre

The Foto- Voice
The
Unsurpassed
Theatre
"Sound"
Equipment
of
Reasonable
Price and
Proven Dependability
Direct
Synchronous
Motor
Drive
to Projectors
and
Turntables
Maintaining
',

Correct and Constant Speed under
All Conditions

Quiet and Vibrationless
in Operation — Insuring
Flawless Reproduction

:■*)!»»*

TYPE
Complete,

for Theatres

l-A
up to 1,200 Seats

$1000.00
"A

modern
sound
installation for modern theatres"

Write for
complete
information

Section Two

GUIDE

Valuable
distributors'
territory
available

The Foto-Voice Co., Inc.
817-19 GRANBY
NORFOLK,

STREET
VA.

*

a

gears.
Head Amplifier:
built by Samson
Electric Company,
Canton,
Mass.
Price Range:
Dual
system
complete,
$1500,00.
Does not include installation.
Prices
F.O.B. factory.
Terms:
Service:
Delivery:

Sold outright.
By branches at owner request.
Immediate.

SYNCRODISK
WEBER
MACHINE
CORP.
59 Rutter St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Turntables: Located at side of projector.
Driven by projector crank shaft. Not driven
ofif intermittant. Spring suspension (Syncrodisk patent). Separate synchronous motor, if desired, at additional cost.
Projectors: Attachable to all standard
makes.
Price Range:
DeLuxe Model, $500.00; JunModel, §150.00.
Complete with Pickups
and iorFader.
Delivery:

Immediate.

THEATRE SOUND EQUIPMENT
THEATRE SOUND EQUIPMENT CO.
Dual System: 3 models. Model 748 for 500
seats capacity. Model 1250 for 1000 seats
capacity. Model 295, disc only, for capacities under 500 seats.
Projectors: Attachable to all standard
makes.
Main
Amplifier:
Webster
and
Samson.
Model
748 uses 6 tubes; Model
1250, 12
tubes; Model 295, 6 tubes; Model 748, 295,
single channel; Model 1250, double channel.
Fader:
Own
make.
Speakers:
Various
makes according to installation.
Wright De
Coster, Peerless, Jensen,
Kernsten,
Racon.
Turntables:
2 with each installation.
High
model, located at side of projector.
Amplifier:
Located on wall in front of projector. Price Range:
Model 748, disc only,
$748.
Film added, flOOO extra.
Terms:
Sold outright.
Service:
By owner.
Delivery:
10 days.
UNIVERSAL
SOUND
SYSTEM
UNIVERSAL SOUND
SYSTEM, INC.
13tb and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sound-on-Film
System:
Models
standard
and take in range of theatres from 300 to
3,000 seating capacity.
Projectors: Heads attachable to Powers,
Simplex, Fulco, Alotiograph. Unit mounted
under projector
head.
Price Range: $1,290 per pair for Powers and
Simplex models.
Delivery: Immediate.
WESTERN

ELECTRIC SOUND
SYSTEM
ELECTRICAL
RESEARCH
PRODUCTS, 250 West 57th St., New York City.
Sound Equipment:
Film and disc (either or
both)
and
non-synchronous
reproducing
equipment, installed and serviced.
Price Range:
From $2950 up according to
needs as determined
through
a survey
by
the company's engineers.
Terms:
Equipment
leased for a long period of years.
Payment
(with or without
initial down payment) can be arranged over
a period of three years for $42.28 weekly up,
including service.
Supervision and Service: By ERPI as long
as the equipment continues in theatre operation.
Branches: In 40 principal cities. Resident
engineers in 200 cities and towns in U. S.
Hard of Hearing Equipment: Western
Electric Audiphones to be attached to individual seats for hard-of-hearing patrons.
Public Address System: Complete line of
stagetailsand
auditoriun;Research
amplifiers.
For dewrite Electrical
Products.

♦
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OUll LATEST

THE NE\\

ACllIEVEMKNT

PORTABLE

SOUNU-ON-FILM

EQUIPMENT FOR STANDARD
35 MM. FILM
SOLD IN SINGLE

AND

NO BATTERIES

DOUBLE

UNITS

REQUIRED

COMPLETE
EQUIPMENT
SINGLE UNIT CONSISTS OF
PROJECTOR
WITH
SOUND - ON - FILM
ATTACHMENT
AND

FIRST STAGE AMPLIFIED
CONTROL
PANEL
WITH AxMPLIFIER

A.C. POWER

UNIT

ONE EXPONENTIAL
HORN
PORTABLE

SCREEN

(Size 5'2'x7') WITH
COLLAPSIBLE
STAND

PORTABLE
PROJECTOR
WITH
LATEST
LMPROVED
SOUND ON-FILM
ATTACHMENT, PROTECTED LENS
SYSTEM
AND
FILTERED
DRIVE

COMPLETE
PORTAIJLE
UNIT CONTROL PANEL

SOIND-ON FILM
EQUIPMENT
WITH
DOUBLE
FOR TWO PROJECTORS AND POWER UNIT FOR
A.C. 110 V. 60 CYCLES

GRIES REPRODUCER
485 East 133rd Street

CORPORATION
New

York Citv
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AMPLION
CORP.
OF AMERICA
133 W. 21st St., New York City
Speaker Units— D YNAMIC
COXE
SPEAKER: two models, DC model uses
6-volt field supply, AC model uses 110-volt
60-cycles. Cone is 7 in. in diameter. Voice
coil held by two restraining springs attached
to each end, giving stability of position.
DYNAMIC AIR COLUMN
SPEAKER,
list price, |100; weight, 15 lbs. Field supply,
1.8 amperes at 6 volts, supplied either from
6-volt storage battery or 110-volt DC line
with 90 ohm resistance in series or by using
.•\mplion Exciter. Unit sold with or without transformer.
Horn — Air column, 2 models. M-10 has
10-foot air column; overall height, 57 in..
Bell 45 in. x 45 in. and depth 36 in. Weight
57 lbs. Smaller model, M-6, for restricted
space, similar to M-10 in design. List price,
$1.50.
BEST MANUFACTURHSTG CO.
1200 Grove St., Irvington, N. J.
Speaker Units— BEST THEATRE
DYNAMIC SPEAKER. Special magnetic steel
housing. Diaphragm 13 5/16 inch length,
17 15/32 inch width. 9 13/16 inch depth,
height overall, 14 13/32 inch. Total weight,
53 lbs. For operation on 105 to 120 volts
A.C. 50 to 60 cycles. List price $95, chassis
only. D.C. Dynamic, $75, chassis only.
Equipped with either 500 ohm or 4,000 ohm
impedance coupling transformer.
KERSTEN

RADIO EQUIPMENT, INC.
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Speaker Units — Electrodynamic Horn
Speaker: 2 models. No. K72, type A, operates from direct current, 90 to 120 volts,
takes 50 milliamperes. Weight, 11 lbs. List
price, $72. Type K68, operates from 6-volt
storage battery, taking 1.1 amperes. Weight,
11 lbs. List price, $68. Type K88, operates
from 6-volt storage battery taking 1^4 3"iperes. Weight, 20 lbs. List price, $88.
Type K92— 90 to 120 volts D.C.
Price, $92.
Horns — Air column, Model No. 5201 has
7-foot 8-inch air column; height, 30 in.:
width, 30 in.; depth, 27 in. List price, $55.
Model No. 5301 has 8-foot 4-inch air column; heigh't, 30 in.; width, 30 in.; depth, 27.
List price, $60. Both models are one-piece
construction, wMth supporting standards part
of the construction.
Also other models in

BUYERS
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air column horns; also bell type for dynamic
cone, and monitor horns.

Portable Horns — Model 1315, air column,
104 inches; Bell 18 by 24 inches; weight,

MACY MANUFACTURING
CORP.
1451 39th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Speaker U n i t s— ELECTRODYNAMIC
HORN UNIT; Alodel G.A.C., operates on
output of 10 to 30 watts, with field supply
of 134 amperes at 6 V D.C, specially designed for auditoriums and theatres. Weight,
19 lbs.; list price, $100.
Horns — Air Column, Model S, 120, air
column, 10 feet; Bell 40 by 40 inches; depth,
36 inches; weight, 58 lbs.; list price, $150.
Model S. 72, specially designed for sliallow
stages, suspended in frame with chain for
hanging; Air Column, 6 feet; weight, 47 lbs.;
list price, $65.00.

8 lbs.; depth, 13 inches.
'
RADIO RECEPTOR CO.
106 Seventh Ave., New York City
Speaker
Units— SK-1,
SUPER
DYNAHORNS AND SPEAKERS Dept.
MIC, 8 inch cone.
MK-1, magnetic speaker,
8 inch cone.
THE ROLA COMPANY
2570 Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
Speaker Units — R-.\C Model Electric Dynamic. Field is excited to magnetic density
of approximately 120,000 lines per square
inch by built-in rectifier using output of
type 280 rectifier-tube, operating from alternating current supply line. Height, llyi
inches; depth, 9% inches; width, 11 inches.
Distance from base to center line of cone,
6 inches. List price (less tube), $55. Model
R-AC Oxide Type Rectifier, for 25-60 cycle,
110 V-AC, model similar to R-AC excepting
that dry oxide type rectifier is used instead
of 280 tube. List price, $60. Model R-AC
225, identical with Model R-AC but is without tube rectifier equipment and is designed
for
with price,
separate
source of field exci-tation.use List
$37.50.

OPERADIO

MANUFACTURING
CO.
St. Charles, 111.
Speaker Units— OPERADIO
UNI-DIRECTIONAL BOWL TYPE SPEAKER.
Model IT-2306. Employs air-column principle, and designed especially for theatres
which are approximately square in floorplan, very little variation in intensity of volume through an arc of approximately 160
degrees in front of speaker, being claimed.
List price, $490. Operadio Uni-Directional
Electrodynamic-Air Column Model S-2306,
especially designed for long, narrow auditorium. List price, $300. Operadio Jack Horner Model 2306. 110 volt A.C. 50-60 cycle
electro-dynamic speaker designed to operate direct from the high impedance output
of standard amplifier. Transformer designed
to match output characteristics of type
171A, type 245 and type 250 tubes, used
singly or in push pull.
List price, $55.

WRIGHT-DE COSTER, INC.
St. Paul, Minn.
Speakers — Dynamic type speakers; 2 models—the Music and Talkie Model 107 and
the Talkie Model 107T. These speakers are
furnished in A.C. 25-50-60 cycle, and in different D.C. types. Dimensions: 12 in. wide;
9^ in. deep; 12^4 in. high; cone 10 in. diameter. Requires 10^ in. BafTle Hole. Weight,
52 lbs. Model No. 107 or No. 107T with
output transformer.
List price, $72.50.
No. 9 Theatre Horn — Designed to deliver
the sound directly to the audience and keep
it from the walls and ceiling as much as
possible. Dimensions: length over all, 48
in.; bell at opening 30 in. by 21 54 in.; weight
crated, 71 lbs. List price, $25.00, for use
with Model No. 107 or No. 107T speakers.

RACON ELECTRIC CO., INC.
18 Washington PL, New York City
Speaker Unit— D YNAMIC
HORN
SPEAKER, 2 models— Type "A" Giant Dynamic, operates on output up to 30 watts,
requires field supply of 1 ampere at 6 V DC,
specially designed for voice reproduction,
frequency response claimed is from 60 to
5,000 cycles. Weight, 20 lbs.; list price, $120.
Junior Dynamic, handles output of 25 watts,
with field consumption 1 ampere at 6 V.
Weight, 11 lbs.
List price, $50.
Horns — ^Air column. Model 4320, has 10foot air colunm; Bell 40 by 40 inches; depth,
34 inches; weight, 45 lbs.; list price, $175,
including framework. Air column. Model
O.B. 2320, air column 12i4 feet; Bell 30 by
45 inches; depth, 31 inches; weight, 29 lbs.;
list price, $120. Model 5325— Air Column—
slightly less than 10 feet. Bell 30 by 40
inches; depth, 30 inches; weight, 30 lbs.
Horn for theatre use.
Monitor Horns— Model 320, 1115 to be
used with new Baby Dvnamic Unit. Model
320 Bell 10 by 20 inches; depth, 13^ inches;
air column, 78 inches. Model 1115, Bell 14
by 17 inches; depth, 12 inches; air column,
72 inches.

fcfc

AUDIO

SILVER-MARSHALL, INC.
6041 W. 65th St., Chicago, 111.
S-M.
Electro-Dynamic
Speaker
Units —
860 Series of auditorium speakers. Voice
coil impedance of 12 ohms. 12" cone. Built
with input transformers. Where output of
amplifier having standard 4,000 ohm output
impedance is to be transmitted over some
distance to group of speakers, a transformer
similar to S-M 233U is recommended. 860
auditorium speaker designed for 110-volt,
60-cvcle operation with built-in transformer.
List price, $60.00. 861. same as 860, but for
D. C. operation, list price $48.50. 862, same
as 860, less input transformer, list price
$55.00. 863, same as 861, less input transformer, list price $43.50.

REELS

FOR PERFECT SOUND

^^

PROJECTION

AUDIO REELS BUILT IN ALL SIZES (11 inch— 14 inch— 15 inch)
ANY WIDTH FILM — 35 MM STANDARD
FILM
SPECIAL WIDE FILM — 70 MM — 65 MM — 60 MM — 56 MM
LIGHTWEIGHT
CADMIUM PLATE FINISH
RUST PROOF
No. 6 STEEL
WIRE
SPOKES and RIM

$300 EACH

AND

DURABLE
Distributed by

AMUSEMENT
AVE.

630 NINTH

SUPPLY
SUITE

510

ALL

PARTS

COMPANY,

REPLACEABLE

Inc.
NEW

YORK

1
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The last word in SOUND

SCHKKN

TNITS

STKKKT

LOS an(.i<:li:s, c alif.

'Ihc new ARTOXl-: SOUXD SeKl^l'lX L'Xl'l" ciial)ks llu()l)tain any size screen desired instantly by iris nioveim-nt.

to

MOVIETONE,

in Ix.oth, l.y presMiif,'
niaiuial ulceration.

I'ri.jcctioiiij^t
witliont any

BY EITHER
CONTROL
OR
ELECTRICIAN,
STAGE

COMPLETE
OR
IONIST
PROJECT
STANDARD

has been perfected b.\ the

STUDIOS, Inc.

ARMSTRONG
1717 CORDOVA
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vice-versa

or

or GRANDEUR,

MAGNASCOPE

ENTIRE

Designers

UNIT, WHICH

desired.

crder

at LOS
nr.r

BE C0UNTER\VEI(;HTED
IS ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION. CAN
HANDLED SAME AS ORDINARY CURTAIN
Sinety

IrJ

and Producers of Modern Stage Equipment
for the Better Tlieatre.s.

t,

l.iutoii,

1K)TII

in any

See
full sized
(cet hiKhnearl>y Sixty
(60 feet wide,
oi.rration
new ourstiulio
l..catr<lwurkiiiK
.me halfmo<lel,
block Tliirty-two
from
FILM(32') ROW,
WASHINGTON
and in\EKMOXT,
ANGKLES. CALIFORNIA.
Wc wfknnie
visits from all I*rojcctionists and Technical heads interested in this new device.

a

AND

per cent of all the I'acifiv (Dost equipped
us during tlie past four years.

by

AR)5fiiSmON£ SWDIOS
NCORPORATED
1717 CORDOVA

STREET

LOS ANGELES,

CALIF.

lOOXShniiougraphed

IMPORTANT

THE MOST
THING
IN

'' TALKIES

"

AppiovcJ Ity

Electrical Research Pnx/ucbAic.

Is the sound effect
^1'
on the ears of
your critical audience
Good Sound Is More Important Than Good Pictures

for tat luit/t

Today perfect tone repioiluctlon is of paramount importance and failure to maintain
your sound reproduction to the hlRhcst standard means actual loss of patronage tor llie
putiUc now i-o where tluv hoar the he^t "lalkit^."
If you have not a M.M'Y
M ft IIOHN
vicj h.i\c luil the best ■■lalkics "

A MACY HORN IMPROVES
INSTALLATION
100%

WH.BAGSHAW.

Especially

Recommended

If every motion

for

We

NOTE

STEEL
372

Street

Brooklyn,

N.

using it . . . get samples

BRILLIANTONE

Macy
Acoustic
Engineers
Are at Your Service.
Booklet on Request

1451— 39th

use for the "trouble shooter"
have furnished the right needle .
are you

Our smaller model
Horn, S-7Z (suspension type) is designed
especially for sniall
capacity.
Ask
about

CORPOR\TlO\

picture theatre were

equipped with these incomparable
needles
there would be little

RINKSSKATING
^P|^^%^ THEATRES— ICE
AUDITORIUMSLARGE
m
Jtm^
DANCE
HALLSSWIMMING
POOLSCHURCHES,
etc.

m.ACY MA.M'FACTIR/SG

CO.

ANY

It is a perfect sound reproducer and extremely easy to install. No loss
of pitch, no drumming tone, withstands all climatic conditif<ns because
made
of the finest acoustic properties.

^^^^^^^

Inspected^

Y.

NEEDLE

SEVENTH

COMPANY

AVENUE

OF AMERICA.
NEW

YORK

INC.
CITY
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BOSTON
ACOUSTICAL
ENGINEERING DIVISION OF HOUSING CO.
Acoustex — Supplied in tiles, colored to
specifications. Can be vacuum cleaned to
remove dust and redecorated by spray gun
painting. Tiles are applied to ceilings or
walls. Supplied in sizes 6 x 12 in., 12 x 12
in., 12 X 24 in., all sizes 1 inch thick. Also
supplied in large sheets 2 feet wide.
THE CELOTEX COMPANY
919 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
Acousti-Celotex: Felted cane fiber tiles,
made in three sizes, 6 in. x 12 in., 12 in. x
12 in., 12 in. x 24 in. Each tile is a rigid
unit, perforated with 441 holes per sq. ft.
May be applied upon single or double curved
surfaces in various patterns, as diamond,
square, ashlar, herringbone, etc., as well as
upon fiat walls and ceilings.
THE INSULITE CO.
Builders Exchange Bldg., Minneapolis
Insulite Acoustile — Special fibre fabricated
board of uniform thickness of approximately
J4 inch sanded on the exposed surface, beveled on four sides and ranging in size from
6 in. X 6 in. to 24 in. x 24 in.
JOHNS-MANVILLE
CORP.
292 Madison Ave., New York City
Nashkote A: J. M. Asbestos Acoustikos
Felt covered with membrane which may be
perforated after erection.
Nashcote C: White faced or jute faced
felt, applied without a membrane. Price
varies from 50c to 55c per sq. ft., depending on thickness.
Sanacoustic Tile: steel or aluminum tile
finished in baked enamel and perforated
with holes .068-inch in diameter, filled with
Rock Wool sound absorbent pads.
Nashtile: Composed of Akoustikos Felt
sized with a waterproof flexible size to form

%SJk^M^JLkMJJLUU^
BUY
NOW!

«150

PRICE DOWN

V I TA D I S C
Complete
with Pickups
and Faders.
I-ull size and
full weight, 150 lbs
Quiet
and
vibrationless. Spring
Suspended Mechanical Filter. Audak
Pickups.
Special
low
prices
on
Amplifiers,
Speakers
and Tubes
Write or wire at once.

ITADISC
ST.

COi

ROCHESTER,

UNION FIBRE CO., INC.
Winona, Minn.
Acoustifibroblock — Made in panels 18" x
48" X I'j/g" with beveled edges. If desired,
can be grooved to resemble tile in such
thicknesses as 6" x 6", 6" x 9", 9" x 12",
12" x 18" and 18" x 24".
Acoustimat — Made in thicknesses of 5-16",
^", H", and 1". In panels 32" and 36" bv
y 6", 9', 8' 6" and 8'.
Can be cemented or nailed to present
surfaces or nailing strips. Can be used in
natural color, which ofTers full surface reflection or tinted with water colors.
Acoustical Jacket — Machine felted fireproof
Rock Wool fibres, forming a uniform blanket, enclosed in fireproofed muslin and fastened between sheets of metal lath, wire netting or stucco steel. Made in thicknesses of
1", 1/4". 2", etc., up to 6" and in panels 2'
and 4' wide, in lengths of 4' and 8'.
KING STUDIOS
309 So. Harwood St., Dallas, Tex.
Acoustical correction work, materials, and
decorating.
NOTIONAL RUG MILLS
1001 Clyboum St., Milwaukee.
Auditec:
Furnished in six mellow colors;
also in decorated panels. Flame proof. Inquire for Correction Questionnaire.
WM.
SCHOLES
& SONS,
INC.
2nd St. and Indiana Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
"Penn" Acoustic Felt — 100 per cent pure
cattle hair, moth-proof, vermin-proof, odorless, and fire-resistant: interlocked on a
heavy burlap webbing, and made in any
width up to 9 feet x 60 feet seamless —
in thickness of % inch, yi inch and % inch
and ranging in price from 45c to $1.00 per
sq. yd.
Lining cannot be decorated. The usual
method for using material is, under drapes,
curtain-drops
and carpets.
WOOD

CONVERSION
CO.
Cloquet,
Minnesota
Acoustical
Blanket:
BALSAM-WOOL
.Acoustical Blanket. Is supplied in ^ inch
and 1 inch thickness, in rolls of 250 sq. ft.
and 125 sq. ft., respectively. Material is
odorless, vermin proof and fire-resistant.
May be mounted on walls, ceiling, etc., b>tacking or nailing, or by adhesive.
WESTERN FELT WORKS
402*9 Ogden Ave., Chicago
Phone— Crawford 8000

PER SET
OF
ORIGINAL

N. T.

^rrrfrrrr/'rrr^rnnh

Section Tivo

GUIDE

CATALOGUE

a semi-rigid tile cut in unit sizes and bevelled.
Ozite Carpet Liner: Cattle hair steamed
and pressed into sheets. Blast Hair Blanket
and Ozite cannot be decorated of themselves. Usual method is to cover them with
•draperies, etc.

Acoustical
Materials

92 MORTIMER

BUYERS

Acoustical Westfelt — Flame-proof.

Sound

a

*

deadening material. In rolls 54 inch wide x
75 ft. long J4 inch and Vi inch thicknesses.
Easy to apply on ceilings and walls, with
cement or nails. May be tinted or decorated
with colored
cretonne
or theatrical gauze.

Faders and
Pickups
OPERADIO

MANUFACTURING
St. Charles, 111.

CO.

Model 341-D — High impedance fader of approximately 2,700 ohms suitable for working between pick-ups of approximately 3,000
ohms.
«
WARD
LEONARD
ELECTRIC
CO.
31 South St., Mount Vernon, N. Y.
Vitrohm Faders. For volume and changeover control with disk and film. Attenuation pads for matching line impedance. Both
special built to order upon specifications.
WEBSTER ELECTRIC
Racine, Wise.

CO.

Theatre Type Pickup— Model 2-D (high
impedance) for 16-inch records. List price,
$25. Model 2-D-l (200 ohm impedance) for
16-inch records. List price, $30.00. Matching Transformer LIT-688 to match Model
2-D-l to amplifier.
List price, $30.
BEST
MANUFACTURING
CO.
1,200 Grove
St., Irvington, N. J.
De Luxe Theatre Pickup— ST.A.NDARD,
list price S20.
Long Arm, list price $25.

LITTLEFORD BROS.
504 E. Pearl St., Cincinnati, O.
Littleford Horn Tower — Constructed of
2 inch X 2 inch x 3/16 inch angle irons and
strongly gusseted at corners. Tower is rigid
and free from vibration. It is 77 inches
square with an adjustable height from 12 to
18 feet. List price. Tower, $76.50. Flaring
device, list price, $21.
GATES RADIO
& SUPPLY
CO.
115 No. 4th St., Quincy, 111.
Gates
Horn
Tower,
Type
C-2: For use
with cone speakers. Baffles adjustable to
any speaker. Unit easily masked to prevent
distribution of sound back stage. Type 3D:
Special design for Wright DeCoster No. 7
or No. 9 Horns. Finished in black and
easilv masked.

^Silver-Marshall

Sound

Engineers

Silver-Marshall Audio

Transformers

have been the standard of comparison in tone reproduction since 1925.
New Silver-Marshall Auditorium
Speakers are clearing up sound problems and building patronage in many
a modern theatre. Technical advice

to the Slirewfl

Showman

from our laboratories is free; important economies are resulting from
recent Silver-Marshall discoveries.
Describe fully your house and your
problem: Address the Chief Sound
Engineer, Silver-Marshall, Inc., 6401
West 65th Street, Chicago, III.

!i
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amp. hrs. at 8 hr. rate. Type 3 VMCiH 13-1;
assembled in 3 compartment glass container.
.Middle cell equipped with pilot balls. Length,
14 5/K) inches; width, 7 13/32 inches

CleancrSy
AC

SPARK PLUG CO.
Flint, Mich.
Film Speed Indicator .\(.: Film Speed
Indicator. Indicate> film speed in feet per
minute. I'iliTi spefd calculator gives speed
re(|uired to run specified footage in specified
lime.
I.i^t price, $30.

l\icasuring
Mac/lines

ESSANNAY ELECTRIC MFG. CO.
2809 Van Buren St.. Chicago. 111.

FILM

INSPECTION
MACHINE
CO.
630 Ninth Ave., New
York City
Film Inspection Machine — Special designs
tor tihii cxchaiiLics and projection rooms.
Rewinds, inspects and clean film simultaneously at average speed of 225 feet per minute. Machine can be set to stop automatically at every splice for purpose of examination. Prices not published; for quotations
apply to manufacturer.
DUPLEX M. P. INDUSTRIES
Film Measuring Machines — Duplex Standard, $.)5.(X): Duplex
Sound
Measuring
Machine, measures feet and frame
simultaneously, $45.00.
DUPLEX M. P. INDUSTRIES
74 Sherman Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
Rewinders — Duplex, Cut Gears, $9.50.
Duplex Jr., cast years, $3.00. Duplex Reel
Holders, $3.00. Duplex Jr., Reel Holders,
$2.75.

Film Indicator.
Sped Indicator
— llie Strong
I-'ilm
.Speed
Indicator
head shows
number of film feet per minute and minutes
consumed per l(KX) feet of film. List price,
$15.00. (In ordering, state make and model
of projector.)

ELECTRIC STORAGE BATTERY
COMPANY
Allegheny Ave. and 19th St., Philadelphia,
Penna.
Exide Batteries— Type
3 LXL
13-1; assembled in 3 compartment
one-piece
composition container. Length,
13J4
inches;
width, 6^4 inches; height, 9 inches; weight,
595^ lbs.
Capacity.
100 amp. hrs. at 8 hr.
rate.
Type 3 TMP
15-l:3-cells assembled
in rubber jars and hard wood cases. Length,
\%Vi inches;
width,
7 9/16 inches;
height,
11 5^ inches; weight, 97 lbs.
Capacity — 131

Pickup Needles
BRILLIANTONE STEEL NEEDLE CO.
OF AMERICA, INC.
370 Seventh Ave., New York City
Dynamotone
Needles — Specially
designed
for electrical reproduction
for theatre
installations using sound-on-disc
recordings.
100%
shadowgraphed
inspected;
approved
by Electrical
Research
Products,
Inc., for
use with Western Klectric .Sound Svstcm.
SILMAN DISTRIBUTING CO.
620 Grant St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Silman
Synchronous
Disc
Points:
For
electrical pick-up equipment for talking picture installations.

THE

Racon Horns & Units
are covered by U. S.

National Screen Service Corp., 126 W. 46th
St., Xew York City, (District offices: Chicago, Los .Vngeles, Oklahoma City. Kansas City, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit,
Omaha, Minneapolis, Buffalo, Boston, San
Francisco).

Innumerable Theatres are equipped with
RACON Speakers
Because

Patents Nos. 150771 1 I50I032-I57727073217-73218- 1722448-1711514.

Products are Leaders

in

the industry

.\inplitk\s a.s pcrlcclly as the parent horn, Xd. 4320. uii both .-peech
and music.
Yes, you'll find the same full, rich tones of musical reproduction
and the same clearness and distinctness of speech that is only possible
with RACOX Horns and Units.
Patented non-vibratory, non-porous material and construction, plus light
weight, which make for perfect results and maximum
convenience.
These outstanding features of R.'KCOX products have made imitation and
competition impossible.
Protect yourself against patent infringement suits by
using R.-\CbX Horns and RACOX Units as these are
fully protected by patents.
s Racon's latest development. This
Horn is especially adapted where there's
iradeqiiate space between screen and
wall Air Column sli»htlv less than 10 ft.
Depth 30 inches. Bell 30x40 inches.
Weight 30 pounds.

18

OUR

your

LATEST

Ele^tk:i\^

KAVAf<
Factories:

Improve

to

SppcialistH in Acoustic Chambers
24 Washington
Place, New
York

Souttd Equil^ment lath RACON
and Watch Results!

Speakers

CATALOG

ASKING

IS

YOURS

Va.

UPON

THE

in^.

SI.OTT.n, BT'CK.«. ENOLANP
MfTlAL ST., TOnONTO, CANAHA

Racon
Djnamic

Giant
Type

ElfctroHo'n
Unit
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Lens Mounts
Aperture Qates
CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
1752 N. Springfield Ave., Chicago
Proportional Aperture Gate — Device designed for Simplex projectors to use one
pair of lenses in maintaining same screen
proportions for both sound-track and silent,
or disc-recorded prints.
List price, $25.
CHICAGO CINEMA EQUIPMENT CO.
1752 N. Springfield Ave., Chicago, 111.
Adjustable Lens Holder — For Simplex.
Provides for lens change, side movement by
level control for centering image and focusing adjustment, for projecting normal image
from sound-track or silent prints.

BUYERS

CATALOGUE

WEBSTER
COMPANY
850 Blackhawk St., Chicago, 111.
Webster D-250 and UD-250-D, STEEL
BASE HORIZONTAL TYPE. UD, steel
base vertical type. Alethod of wiring, cable.
Type of interstage coupling, transformer.
Frequency response characteristic of coupling units, 2 D.B. (from 1000 cycles) from
60 to 8000. Amplifying stages, one 227 push
pull, 227 push pull 250. Power supply, two
281.
control.7 tubes— 227, 250, 281. No volume

WEBSTER ELECTRIC CO.
Racine, Wise.
Webster Power Amplifiers — MODEL A210, 2 stage with push pull stage of 210
tubes. For small theatres. List price, $105.
A-310, 3 stage with push pull stage of 210
tubes. List price, $115. A-37-45, 3 stage
with push pull sta-r^e of 245, for theatres up
to 600 seats. List price, $110. A-37-50, 3
stage with push pull stage of 250. For theatres of 1500 seats or more. Furnished
with switch to ci-ntrol high and low frequency response. Output iS watts, will supply 5 dynamic
speakers.
List price, $150.

CO.
MANUFACTURING
St. Charles, 111.
Operadio Model 252— UPRIGHT DESK
TYPE, method of wiring, cabled and lead
shielded. Type of interstage coupling, transOPERADIO

a

SAMSON
ELECTRIC
CO.
Canton, Mass.
PAM Amplifiers— PA M NO. 9, furnished
both vertical or panel and horizontal. Method
of wiring, point to point. Type of interstage coupling, transformer and resistance.
Frequency response characteristic of entire
amplifier, 2}^ D.B. variation between 50 and
6400 cycles. Power supply, D.C. and A.C,
110 volt 25-30-40-50-60 cycle. 5 tubes— 227,
281, 250. No volume control. List price,
$137.50. PAM No. 19, 6 tubes— 227.21-1,250.
List price, ?175.

consumption, 270 volts. Overall size, 20^4" x
16" X 7^". Furnished without tubes. 6-foot
table, attachment plug, switch and Samson
compensating plug, fuse cover.

Amplifiers

*

to operate into 3 to 125 ohm circuits, although it will operate into 900-7,200 ohm
circuits by using primary of output transformer as auto-transformer or choke. Tubes
ref|uired: One '24 first audio, one '45 second
audio, two '50 third audio and two '81s, giving full wave rectification. List price, $245.00.

60 cycles .per second. Overall size 14^" x
20"Pam
x 7^4".
29 Amplifier — Tubes required: Two
224. four 250, four 281. Two stages. Power

GOLD
E MANUFACTURING
CO.
2013 Le Moyne St., Chicago, 111.
Automatic Rewinder — Gold E. Cast in
one piece with bearings and legs oversized
and ribbed. Body bearings mounted at
angle to keep reel in mesh with driving-pin
and eliminate rotating springs and bearings.

Section Two

former. Frequency response characteristic
of coupling units 40 to 6OO0, flat response
with frequency control on both ends. Amplifying stages, 3-stage 250 push pull. Power
supply, 110 volts 60 cycle, A.C. 6 tubes —
226,
■l71A,
250, List
281. price,
"Potentiometer
type
volume
control.
$475.

Pam 19 Amplifier — Operates from output
of low value (.not to exceed .2 volts).
Equipped with fuse, 6-foot cable, switch and
line voltage compensating plug. Tubes required: Tv^o 227, two 281, two 250. Three
stages. Power supply 100 to 130 volts. 50 to

GOLDE MANUFACTURING
CO.
2013 Le Moyne St., Chicago, 111.
GoldE Unilens Method — For orojection
aperture size and single lens projection, provides full screen coverage with all types
film. Keeps both on same center line at
all times — allowing full screen coverage.
New standard aperture size i.e. .600 x .800
used and shifted one side to center.

GUIDE

SILVER
MARSHALL,
INC.
6041 W. 65th St., Chicago, 111.
S-M 692 Auditorium Amplifier — Designed

NORMAL IMAGES FROM
SOUND-ON-FILM

Sound Screens
BEADED SCREEN CORP.
438 W. 37th St., New York City
Vocalite Sound Screen — Special silk fabric
coated wi(h patented compound giving crystal glass beaded surface. Washable; may be
wiped with damp cloth. List price, $1.00 per
square foot.
THE DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY
2723 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, 111.
Da-Tone

X and Da-Tone Z Fireproof Perforated Sound Screens.
The
Da— Tone
X
and Da-Tone
Z beaded increases reflective
qualities many
times.
RAVEN SCREEN CORP.
1476 Broadway,
New York City
Transtone and Permatex Sound Screens —
Transtone has rubber impregnated cotton
surface, may - be washed with soap and
water.
List price, §1.25 per sq. foot.
Flameproof has. a cellulose coated finish
and is. fire resisting.. Washable. List price,
$1.00 per sq. ft. . ^
WALKER
SCREEN CO.
33 35th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Walker
Soundscreen:
Combines
projection, sound and Fireresisting qualities.

Proportional Aperture Gate
ARMSTRONG
STUDIOS, INC.
1717 Cordova St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Flexible Scf«vt>n Unit — Consists of an
all-steel frame b'l'.ilt to dimensions required.
Proper maskings. allows projectionist or
stage electrician or both to change size of
screen from standard to Movietone, Grandeur or Magnascope l)y remote control push
button. Maskings are of black velour operating on new type of slot and lift arrangement. Changes -ofi. screen proportions accomplished by cajitractors which are preset
to proporitions desired. Entire operation is
handled by chain drive over sprockets.
Frame braced to allow for installation of
new type shallow horns which fly with
screen.

Your projection
lenses now being
used will give you
the same size
Vitaphone, Movietone
and silent pictures
with the new
CHICAGO CINEMA
Proportional Aperture Gate for Simplex with one pair
of lenses.

ADJUSTABLE LENS HOLDER
OR CENTERING DEVICE
(For

Powers

—

Simplex

—

Motiograph)

Incorporates quick lens change, side movement
by simple lever control for centering the image,
and accurate
focusing adjustment.
Ask for Bulletins

CHICAGO

CINEMA

1752 N. Springfield Avenue

EQUIPMENT

VALLEN

CO.

Chicaga

ELECTRICAL CO.
Akron, Ohio
Automatic
Screen
Modifier — For
screen
surface
modification.
Embodies
metal
screen
frame,
modifying
equipment
and
curtains of flameproof black vemodifying
lour. Requires no space
beyond
size of
screen frame;
unit can be made
to "fly";
without change ready for use with Grandeur.

June 2S. 1030
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Theatre Ecjuipment Buyers Guide
A CCOUNT/NG S YSTEMS, Theatre
Automatic
iHkct
K c g is t 0 r
Corp., 723 Seventh Ave., N. N .
City.
Finch
& McCullouch,
80-82-84
S. l.a Salle St., Aurora. 111.
("ireeu.
P. A., Mass.
52 Rumford Ave,
Walthani,
Karde.x-Raud Co., Main St., N.
Tonawaiula. N. Y.
World
Ticket
^ Supply
Co.,
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

ADAPTERS,

Carbon

Best l)c\ices Co., Film Bldp.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Blue Seal Prod. Co., Inc.. 264
Wvcoff St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
I'ulton Co.. E. E., 1018 S. VVaiiash Ave.. ChicaRo, 111.
Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St.. N. Y. City.
.\ational Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

ADAPTERS, Incandescent Projection
Best Devices
Co., Film
Bldg.,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Fdison Lamp Works of General
Elec. Co., Nela Park. Cleveland. O.
I'.nterprise Optical Mfg. Co.. .564
W. Randolph St.. Chicago, 111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division. 90 Gold St..
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
National
Lamp
Works.
Nela
Park. Cleveland, Ohio.

ADAPTERS,

Kapid .Vddressing Machine Co.,
225 W. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Wallace .Addressing Machine
Co., Inc.. 116 W. Nth St..
N. Y. City.

ADMISSION

SIGNS

Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago,
III.
I'edcral Electric Co.. 7Z W.
Adams St.. Chicago, 111.
I"'lexlume Corp., 1100 Military
Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.
Hub Electric Co.. 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago.
111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St.. N. Y. City.
Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
.'\vc.. Chicago. III.
Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712
W'est Washington Blvd., Chicago. 111.
Strauss & Co.. Inc., 616 W. 43d
St.. N. Y. City.
Tablet & Ticket Co.. 1015 W.
.Adams St.. Chicago.
111.
X'iking Products Corp., 422 W.
42d St.. \. Y. Citv.

ADVERTISING
TIES

Coulter. ( . .\., l')58 Broadway.
N. V. ( ity.
Doty & Scrinigeour
Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duanc
St., N. Y.
City.
I'ibrc Toy Mfg. Co., So. Gardiner, Me.
Ilcnnegan Co.. The. 311 Genesee
St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
International
Souvenir
Import
Co.,
City. 151 W. 26th St.. N. V.
Irwin-Lee Co., 1018 S. Wabash
.\ve., Chicago, III.
lackson, Henry, 141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.
Kraus Mfg. Co., 220 W. 42d St.,
N. Y. City.
Mills Novelty Co., 221 S. Green
St., Chicago, III.
National
Automatic
Machines
Co., 2196-2206 University
Ave., St. Paul, Minn.
National Novelty Co.. 516 S. 3d
St., Minneapolis. Minn.
Old
Glory
Mfg.
Co.. 500 S.
Wells St., Chicago, 111.
Philadelphia
Badge
Co.,
942
Market
St.. Philadelphia.
Pa.
Tangley Co.. 100 Main St.. Muscatine, la.
Thompson-Thorne
Co.. 1018 S.
Wabash
.Ave.. Chicago.
111.

ADVERTISING
PROJECTORS

NOVEL-

Ay-Won Toy Novelty Co., 892
Broadway, N. Y. City.

Capitol Machine Co.. 100 E. 42d
St., N. Y. Citv.

ADDRESSING AND
MAILING MACHINES
Elliot Addressing Machine Co..
117 Leonard St.. N. Y. City.

ADVERTISING,

Theatre

.•\dvance Trailer Service, 111
Westchester
Sq., .\. Y. City.
.'\rkay Display Service, 409
Film E.xchango BLdg., Cleveland, Ohio.
I'ilniack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
City.
General
Outdoor Advertising
Co., 550 W. 57th St., N. Y.
(ircen, P. A.. 52 Rumford .\ve..
Waltham,
Mass.
Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co..
15th and Troost Sts., Kansas
Citv, Mp.
Morgan

Lithograph Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.
Motion Picture Bulletin. 4472
Broadway. Chicago. 111.
Strauss & Co.. Inc.. 616 W. 43d
St., N. Y. City.

AIRBRUSHES
Paasche Airbrush Co.. 1909-27
Diversey Pkway., Chicago, III.
Wald Air Brush Mfg. Co.. 2173
N. California Ave.. Chicago,

AIR CONDITIONING
EQUIPMENT
.\ir Condition P2ng. Co.. 1523

E.
9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
.\nierican Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit. Mich.
.\utovent
Fan
& Blower
Co..
1808-1826
No. Kastner
Ave..
Chicago,
III.
N.
J. Engineering
P>entz
Corp..
661
Frelinghuvsen
Ave.. Newark.
Brunswick-Kroeschell Co.. New
Brunswick. N. J.
• Carrier
Corp., 850
N. J. Engineering
Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark.

^^^^^^y Cool and Ventilate
NOW
11
1/ f f Your Theatre ISIoiselessly —
All- Year-Round Comfort —
All-Year-Round Profit trom
Continuous Satisfied Patronage

ADDING, CALCULATING MACHINES
Burroughs Adding Machine Co.,
1 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Monroe Calculating Machine
Co., 41 E. 42d St., N. Y. City.
Tabulating Machine Co.. 50
road St.. N. Y. City.

N'ational Studios,
Inc., 22H W.
5r)th St., N. Y. City.
Spencer i.ens Co., 19 I)(jat St..
Buffalo, N. Y.
Strauss & Co.. Inc.. 616 W. 4.1d
St.. N. Y. City.

111.

Lens

Brenkert
Light Projection
Co.,
7348 St. Aubin
Ave,
Detroit.
Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co.. 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago. /
111.
Enterprise
Optical
Mfg.
Co.,
564 W. Randolph St.. Chicago,
111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division. 90 Gold St.,
X. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp..
Simplex Division. 90 Gold St..
N. Y. City.
Mestrum,
Henry,
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
& Schimmel.
153 W. 23d St.. N. Y. City.
Universal
Camera
Co.. 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago. 111.

International
Projector
Powers
Uivi-iion,
90 (jold(,'orp.,
St.,
N. y. City.

Typhoon
Cooling
VerttnaOng
flfanng

for

particulars.

CW5Wc8t

.IS".'? Srrrrr

NVwYoi-k.N."^'.

Refrigeration

Gillespie
oit. W'isc.& Tinkham.
San Pedro St.. Los
Calif.
Sodemann
Heat
2306 Morgan

Co..

Bel-

3011 S.
.Angeles,

& Power Co.,
St., St. Louis.

Mo.

Woodlin?.
Miner
D.. 810 MidPa. land Bldg., Kansas City. Mo.

F^n Companv

Air Conditioning Engineers
and Manufacturers

General

Tvphoon Fan Co.. 345 W. .39th
St.. N. Y. City.
W'ittenmeier
Machinery
Co.. 750
111.
X. Spaulding
.^ve., Chicago.

Leading Chain and Independent Theatres, Prominent Hotels and Public Buildings have installed
The New Silent TYPHOON Cooling-VentiUting
System.
theatres. It is suitable for large, medium or small
H'riYc

Clarage Pan Co.. 619 Porter St ,
Kalamazoo.
Mich.
Cooling
&
Air
Conditioning
Corp.,
The.
11 W.
42d St.,
N.
Y. City.

^ ork
l*«rriger«rion

Ice

Machinery

Co..

^'nrk.

AISLE LIGHTS
Amusement Svjpply Co.. 630
Ninth .\ve.. New York Citv
Belson Mfg. Co.. 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago. Til.

THEATRE

04
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Brookins, Co., The, Carnegie and
E. 40th St., Clev£land. Ohio.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hub Electric Co.. 2219 W.
Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kausahte Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
VV. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullcrton Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

ALARM

ARCS, High Intensity
Ashcraft
Automatic
Arc
Co.,
4214 Santa Monica
Blvd., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111
General
Electric
Co., Schenec. tady, N. Y.
Hall
24 V'andam St.,
N. &Y. Connollv,
City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers
Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.

SIGNALS

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 552-554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.

ARCHITECTS,

CouCh
Co., Inc., S. H. Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.
Hanover
Electric
Co., Inc., 80
Beaver St., N. Y. City.
Knickerbocker Annunciator
Co.,
116 West St.. N. Y. Citv.
Patrick
& Wilkins
Co., 51 N.
7th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

STANDS

Bing
& Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
Ferdinand,
67 Irving
Place,
N. Y. City.
Fiske
Iron Works,
J. W., 78
Park PI., N. Y. City.
Mandel
Bros., Inc.. State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Metalarts
Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, III.
Mikado Goldfish
& Supply
Co.,
476
Third
Ave.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

FEEDS,

Theatre

Inwood, R. F., Heatwell Bldg.,
Long Beach, Calif.
Balche & Stanbery, Film, Ex.
Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
Boiler, Carl, 340 Douglas Bldg.,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Davis, H. S., San Diego, Calif.
Lansburgh. G. A., 140 Montgomery St., San Francisco, Calif.
Lee, Chares S., Petroleum Sec.
Bldg., Los Angeles. Calif.
Durfee, M. Eugene, Builders Ex.
Bldg., Santa
Monica, Calif.
Cutler. Howard W., 1800 E St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Ahlschlager, Inc., W. W., 65 E.
Huron St., Chicago, 111.
Graven, Inc., A. S.. 100 N. LaSalle St., Chicago. 111.
Hooper & Janusch, 879 N. State
St.. Chicago.
111.
Pridmore, J. E. O.. 38 S. Dearborn St., Chicago, III.
Rapp. Geo. L. & C. W., 190 N.
State St.. Chicago. 111.

ANNUNCIATORS,
Electric

ARC

& EQUIPMENT

McAuley Mfg. Co., J. E., 552-554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.

Cinema
Specialty
Co.,
Inc.,
Gary,
Ind.
E.-L
Electric
Installation
Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Hulett
Mfg.
Co.. E. W.
1772
Wilson Ave., Chicago,
111.

AQUARIUM

RUILDING

Callender.
H. C,
Central Nat'l
Bank
Bldg.,
Greencastle,
Ind.
Buckley, G. H., 1st Trust Bldg.,
Hammond, Ind.
Graham, D., 1126 Hume Mansur
Bldg., Indianapolis,
Ind.
Voigt, S. S., 518 S. Lawrence,
Wichita, Kans.
Weil. Inc.. Emile, Whitney Central Bank Bldg., New Orleans, La.

Automatic

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Fuhon Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hall & Connolly, 24 \'andam
St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, III.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division. 90 (]old St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.

Tuck, J. A.. 162 Lincoln St., Boston, Mass.
Crane, C. H., Michigan Theatre
Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Finkel, M. H., Detroit. Mich.,
local address from Showman
Arch, list)

MARQUEE

BUYERS

Trueman & Matinie, 429 N. Wall
St., Joplin, Mo.
Boiler Bros., 114 W.
10th St.,
Kansas
City, Mo.
Kennerly
&
Stiegmeyer,
Title
Guarantee
Bldg.,
St. Louis,
Mo.

Netschert, Inc., Frank, 61 Barclav St., N. Y. Citv.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 500 S. Wells
St.. Chicago,
111.
Randall Co., A. L.. 729 S. Wabash A\e., Chicago, III.

Henninger,
A.
A.,
Securities
Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Rosensohn,
H., 188 Market
St.,
Newark, N. J.
Eberson, John, 200 W. 57th St.,
N. Y. Citv.
Hall, Inc., R. E., 152 W. 54th St.,
N. Y. City.
Lamb,
Inc.,
Thomas
W.,
644
Eighth Ave.. N. Y. City.
Rigamount.
Victor
A..
1540
Broadway.
N. Y. City.
DeAngelis, M. J., 49 East Ave.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Lemport & Sons, Leon, Mercantile Bldg., Rochester, N. Y.
Henthorn, H. E., 128 E. 6th St.,
Cincinnati,
O.
Ferguson Co., W. S., 1900 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland. O.
Morris & Weinberg, 3602 Euclid
Ave., Cleveland,
O.
Grififith, H. C, Castle Hills Bldg..
Dayton, O.
Hulsken,
P. M.,
506
Savings
Bank Bldg., Lima, O.
Cutts,
Wm.,
Rivoli
Theatre
Bldg., Albany,
Ore.
Hofifman-Heuon
Co.,
Finance
Bldg., Philadelphia. Pa.
Hodgens & Hill, 130 S. 15th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Magaziner,
Eberhard
& Harris,
Pa.
1701 Walnut St.. Philadelphia,

Bce-Ko Art & Drafting Co., 445
Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.
Glaser & Son, JuHus, 806 Sixth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Kolesch
& Co., 1.38 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

Marks
& Kann,
541 Wood
St.,
Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Dunne,
W.
S., Melba
Theatre
Bldg., Dallas, Tex.
•Voorhees,
W.
H., 1007
Llovd
Bldg., Seattle, Wash.
Paris, T. F., 1117 Chapline
St.,
Wheeling, W. Va.
Oppenhamer
& Obel, 503 Bellin
Bldg., Green Bay, Wise.
Balch & Lippert, 16 N. Carroll
St., Madison, Wise.
Logemann,
Hugo,
685
Holton
St., Milwaukee,
Wise.
Peacock,
U. E., 445 Milwaukee
St., Milwaukee,
Wise.

Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Tension
Envelope
Co., 87 34th
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

ARTIFICIAL

FLOWERS

Bodine-Spanjer Co., 1160 Chatham St., Chicago, 111.
Decorative Novelty Co., 739 S.
Broadway, Los Angeles, Cal.
Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane St., N. Y. City.
General Flower Decorating Co.,
City.
Inc., 311 W. 50th St.. N. Y.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

Ideas

for Advertising and

^ HENRY
ST.
NO

ANSWER

MATERIALS

Erwin M. Riebe Co., 159 , East
60th St., N. Y. City.
Smith, A. & B. Co.. Smithfield
St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Stencil Novelty Co., 13 E. 14th
St., N. Y. City.
Weber Co., Inc., F.. 1220 Buttonwood St.. Philadelphia. Pa.

AUTOMATIC CHANGE.
OVER

Chicago
Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
111.
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
Ind.
Cinema
Specialty Co., Inc., Garv,
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Essanay Electric Mfg. Co., 2809
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. (irand
Ave., Chicago, III.
Hulett Mfg. Co., E. W., 1772
Wilson Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan
cago, 111.

BANDS,

Ave., Chi-

Reel

BANNERS,
Announcement

Anhalt
& Co., Inc., 23 E. 26th
St., N. Y. City.
Dryfhout.
H.. 736
S. Wabash
Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Grinnell
Lithographic
Co., Inc.,
406 W. 31st St.. N. Y. City.
Jackson,
Henrv,
141 Fulton
St.,
N. Y. City.
Koster Co., The C. H., 21 Park
PI., N. Y. Citv.
Metallite
Signs, 1007 Broad
St.,
Newark, N. J.
Old Glorv Mfg. Co., 500 S. Wells
St., Chicago. 111.

BASKETS,

Decorative

Doty & Scrimgeour Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane St.. N. Y. City.
Leistner, Oscar, 319 W^ Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Netschert,
Inc.,
61 Barclav St., N.
Y. Frank,
City.

1
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\ ertical Wall and Street Banners, Flajis
and Pennants — for Everv Purpose
SPECIALTY

IF

ARTISTS'

BANNERS
and VALENCES
FOR
TALKING
PICTURES,
FUTURE OR ADDED
ATTRACTIONS
AND FOR
REFRIGERATED
ANNOUNCEMENTS

141 FULTON
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CUIDE

CALL

Exploitation

JACKSON

MANUFACTURER
PHONE
GORTLANDT 9190
STUYVESANT
1500. NIGHTS-HOLIDAYS

■

ito

1

BUCKM

INSTER

5877

NEW

YORK

(i:^

June 2.V, /'^vy

MOTION'

Kamhill Co., A. I,.. 72» S. \Val>asli Ave, C'liicani), HI.
WorccstiT Artil'icial Dt-corativiI'lant
Co..
1^4
I'roiit
St.,

BLOWERS AM)
EXHAUSTERS
American Itluwcr L'i>., oUlM Kii.sscll St., lJctri)it. Midi.
.Arctic Nu-.\ir Corp.. JlOl Ken.Minn. nedy St.. X. I'... .Minneapoli.s,
Hlizzaril Sales Co., 1524 Davenport St., Omaha, Neb.
C larane
l'"an Co.,
619 I'orter St.,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
l-"i(lelily
l-'.lectric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.
Ciarden Citv l'"an Co.. .U2 So.
Michigan
.-\ve., Chicago.
HI.
lli{. Electric Ventilating Co.,
'2850 N. Crawford .Ave., Chicago, 111.
Lakeside Co., Hermans ville,
.Mich.
Kevnolds & Co., 15. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, HI.
.Seymour, Inc., James M., 51
Lawrence
St., Newark,
N. J.
Skinner Bros. Mfg. Co., Inc.,
1474 S. \aiuleventer .\ve., St.
Louis, Mo.
Sturtevant Co., B. F., Hyde
Park. Boston.
Mass.
Supreme Heater & Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Typhoon Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St.. N. Y. City.

BOARDS,

Program

Braxton
Frame
Co.. Inc.. 3 K
12th St., N. Y. City.
Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Orleans St., Chicago, 111.
Gorham
Co.,
Bronze
Division,
Providence,
R. L

I' I C'l U K I".

Lihnian - Spanjcr
Corp.,
IMHI
Broadway, X. V. City.
Newman
.\lfg. Co.. Clcncay Ave
and X. & W. R. K.. Cincinnati.
Oliio.
Tahlet
& Ticket
Co., 1015 \V.
\(laiiis

St., Chic.igo.

BOOTHS,

ill

Projection

.Nnnisenient Supply Co., Inc., (»30
Ninth .\vc., N. V. Citv.
l--ulton Co.. E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash .\ve., Chicago, 111.
Johns-Manville Co , 2S)2 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.
Keasbev
&
Mattison,
.Nmbler,
Pa.
.MoeschI- Edwards
Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Newman
Mfg. Co., Cleneay .'\vc.
and
Ohio. X. t>t W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Shearer Co., B. I-"., 2318
.\ve., Sialtle. \\'a>h.

BOOTHS,

Second

Ticket

.Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
I'.OO S. JefTerson St., Chicago,
III.
Froehlich Cabinet Works, Jacob
1041 Leggett Ave., N. Y. City,
(iorham
(Jo., Bronze
Division,
Providence, R. I.
Libman - Spanjer
Corp.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 630
9th Ave., N. Y. City.
MarkendorfF,
S., Sons, Inc., 159
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
Menger. Ring & Weinstein. Inc..
306 W. 42nd St., N. V. City.^
Mid- West Ticket & Supply Co.,
Inc., 910
S. Michigan
Ave.,
Chicago. 111.
MoeschI- Edwards
Corrugating
Co.. 411 E. 5th St.. Cincinnati.
Oliio.

N l-W

S

National Ticket Cast- Co.. 840 W.
3.m1i St.. C hicagij. III.
Newman
.Mfg. Co.. Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Price Brt>thers. 2614 Maplewood
.Ave.. Chicagt). ill.
Stanley Frame Co., Inc.. 7Z7 7th
A\e.', N. V. City.
Strauss
& Co., Inc., 616 West
43r(l St.. X. V. Citv.

BOX OFFICE
STATEMENTS
Arcus Ticket Co.. 34K X. Ashland .Ave., Chicago, III.
.Automatic Ticket Register Corp.,
72i Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Filmack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III.
Oreene, P. A., 52 Rumford .Ave.,
Waltham.
Mass.

BOXES,

Ticket

.Automatic
Ticket
Register
Corp., 72i Seventh Ave., N. Y.
Citv.
Clark. Inc.. Peter. 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. Citv.
l-ulton Co., E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago. 111.
International
Ticket
Co..
50
Grafton .Ave.. Newark, N. J.
Libman - Spanjer
Corp.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 72i
Seventh Ave.. N. Y. City.
MarkendorfT. S.. Sons. Inc., 159
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
Mid- West Ticket & Supply Co.,
910 S. Michigan Ave., (Ihicago,
111.
Newman
Mfg. Co., Cleneay .Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
.Stanley
Inc..
727
Si-vi-mh Frame
.Ave,. X.C'o..V. Citv.

Designers of
ATMOSPHERIC

BRASS

GRILLES

Daniel ()rnanu-nlal
44.55 W. Division

Iron WOrkN,
St., Chicago,

City.
III.
Ilungerfonl
Brass & Copper Co.,
I'. T.. 80 Lafayette St., N. V.
Libman - Spanjer
Corp.,
1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
S. .MarkendoriT
Sons. Inc., 1.59
West 2iri\ St., N. Y. City.
.McKenna-Horix
Mfg.
Co., UK)
Wood St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
.XewTuan Mfg. Co.. Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
I'alnienberg's
Sons, Inc., J. R.,
1412 Broadway. N. V. City.
Price lirothers. 2644 .Mai)lcwt)<"l
.Ave.. Chicago. III.
.Smith Wire
& Iron Works.
F.
P.. 2340 Claybourn
Ave.. Chicago.
111.
Triangle
Iron VYorks.
Inc.. 433
.\ustin PI., N. Y. Citv.
Tvler
Co.,
W.
S., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Williams,
Inc.. J no., 542
27th St., X. V. ( itv.

BRASS

RAILS

Central Brass Mfg. Co., Cleveland. Ohio.
Clow
& Sons, Ave.,
JamesChicago,
B., 201-299
N. Talman
III
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435
111. W. Division St., Chicago,
Liberty Mfg. Co.. 67-73 West
44th St., N. Y. Citv.
McKenna-Hori.x Mfg. Co., UHl
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mirigold Brass Co., 1891 Washington .Ave.. N. Y. City.
Mfg. Co.. Cleneay Ave.

Newman

and X. & W.
nati. ()llin

R. R.. Cincin-

THE AT RES

for years have preferred

Reisiiig's
TRUE ATsD
TO SHRUBS
NATURE
ART FLOWERS
'<- ■*"''',»' -i ,

The Paramount Theatre — Toledo, O., designed
by Rapp & Rapp, Architects, is decorated with
them.

Heisiiig's
TRUE TO NATURE
ART FLOWERS and SHRUBS
now combined with

FRANK
61 BARCLAY

NETSCHERT,
STREET

West

NEW

Inc.
YORK, N. Y.

Specialist in Flowers and Shrubs for Theatres
Let us estimate your needs.

66

THEATkl':

Price Brothers,
2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17
N. 10th St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Williams, Inc., Jno., 542 W. 27th
St., N. Y. City.

BRONZE AND
WORKS

IRON

Art Metal Construction Co.,
Jamestown, N. Y.
Chicago Architectural Bronze
Co., 4740 North Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Cornell Iron Studio, Inc., 4630
Paschall Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Empire Fire Proof Door Co.,
145th St. and Southern Blvd.,
N. Y. City.
Gorham Co., Bronze Division,
Providence, R. I.
Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 West
44th St., N. Y. City.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 118 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Smith Wire & Iron Works, F.
P., 2340 Claybourn Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sterling Bronze Co., 18 E. 40th
St., N. Y. City.
Werner, George F., 5th & Vine
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Williams, Inc., John, 542 West
27th St., N. Y. City.

BRUSHES,

Bill Poster

General Outdoor Advertising
Co., 550 W. 57th St., N. Y.
City.
Grumbacher, M., 160 5th Ave.,
N. Y. City.

BRUSHES,

Carbon

Hertner Electric Co., 12594 Elmwood Ave., Chicago, 111.
National Carbon Co., Carbon
Sales Division, P. O. Box 400,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Phellis & Co., Inc., Charles W.,
151 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.
Reisinger, Hugo, 25 Murray St.,
N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

BUBBLER

FOUNTAINS

■Xrchitectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.
Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mott
Iron
Works,
J. L., 118
Fifth Ave., N. Y. City.

BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

Kirschberger & Co., Inc., M.,
1425 37th St., Brooklvn, N. Y.
Mestnnn, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.

CABINETS,

Film

American
Film- Safe Corp., 1800
Washington
Blvd., Baltimore,
Md.
Amusement Supply Co., Inc., 630
Ninth Ave., N. Y. Citv.
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.
Duplex
M.
P. Industries,
74
Sherman Ave., L. I. City, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cieneral
Fireproofing
Co.. The,
1733 S. Los Angeles
St.,. Los
Angeles, Calif.
National Theatre Supply, Offices
in all principal cities.
Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., N. Y. Citv.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.

CABINETS,

Switchboard

Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144th St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mutual Electric & Machine Co.,
7610 Jos. Campau Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Wurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.,
4444 Clavton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

CABINETS,

Towel

Best Chemical
Co., 833 N. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.
Huntington
Labs., Inc., 913 E.
Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.
Rochester
Germicide
Co., Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
V. S. Sanitary Specialties Corp.,
435
111. So. Western Ave., Chicago,
West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Worrell
Mfg. Co.. 114 S. Main
St., St. Louis, Mo.

CABLE, Asbestos
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc.. 321
West 50th St., N. Y. City.
Rockbestos Products Corp., P.
O. Drawer 1102, New Haven,
Conn.

CABLE, Motion Picture
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St..
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,

BUYERS

Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Rockbestos
Products
Corp., P.
O. Drawer
1102, New Haven,
Conn.

Milwaukee Corrugating Co., 36th
Ave. and Burnham St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Ohio.
Co., 411 E, 5th St., Cincinnati,

Couch
Co., Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.
E. J. Electric
Installation
Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Knickerbocker
Annunciator
Co.,
116 West St., N. Y. City.

Nagler Bros., 38th and Poplar
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.,
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinati, Ohio.
Philadelphia Sign Co., 305 Brown
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 West
43d St., New York City.

CALL

SYSTEMS

CANS, Film

SCHOOLS
CAMERAMEN'S
New York Institute of PhoN. Y. City. tography, 10 W. 33rd St.,

CAMERAS,
Motion Picture
Akeley Camera, Inc., 175 Varick
St., N. Y. City.
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
De Vry Corp., The, 1111 Center
St., Chicago, 111.
Eastman
Kodak
Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 & 26 East
13th St., N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 East
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Jamieson
Film Lab., 2212 Live
Oak St., Dallas, Texas.
Mitchell
Camera
Corp., 665 N.
Robertson Blvd., West Hollywood, Calif.
N. Y. Institute of Photographv,
10 W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester,
N. Y.
Universal
Camera
Co., 361 W.
Ontario St., Chicago, 111.
Willoughbvs.
110 W. 32nd St.,
N. Y. City.

BURNERS,

Acetylene

Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Avie., Detroit, Midi.

GEM
CARBON
JAW

Moss
& Sons,
N. Y.
City. J., 630 Hudson

St.,

National Film Publicity Corp.,
311 S. Sarah St., St. Louis, Mo.
Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
N. J. St.. N. Y. City.
42nd
Pausin Engineering Co., 727
Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark,

CAPS, Color and Shade
Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Lu-Mi-Nus Signs, Inc., 2736
Wentworth
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Calcium

Architectural
Metal
Products,
Inc., Covington, Ky.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435
111. W. Division St., Chicago,
Edwards
Mfg. Co., 409 E. 5th
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Flashtric
Sign Works,
3910 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, 111.
Flexlume
Corp.,
1855
Military
Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 7th St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Best Devices Co., Film Bldg.,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Blue Seal Prod. Co., 264 Wyckoff St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

High Amperage Reflector Arc Lamp — composed of but two castings making no break
from the wire terminal to the point of carbon
contact.
Because
of the upper
"V" type contact
the
carbon jaw is compelled to ride parallel with
carbon thereby helping to keep positive crater
at focal point.
Constant
carbon
contact reduces pitting to a minimum.
frroHtable Write
item for
for dealers'
details. everywhere.

FOGELBERG
IZS S. Clinton

Fulton bash
Co.,
E. 1018111. S. WaAve., E.
Chicago,
Gotham Can Co., 57 Eagle St.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.

Air Reduction Sales Co., 342
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
National Carbide Sales Corp.,
342 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Union Carbide Sales Co., 30 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

^"^^^-7,, Carbon Contact Jaw for
Lp^
Peerless High Amperage Lamp
I Designed expressly for use with the Peerless

A

.'\merican Can Co., 120 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
F'ilm Metal Box Corp., 123 W.
22nd St., N. Y. City.

CARBIDE,

CANOPIES

BULLETIN BOARDS,
Changeable
Liberty Mfg. Co., 101 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman
Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.
Price Brothers,
2644 Maplewocu!
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Stanley Frame Co., 727 Seventh
Ave., N. Y. City.

Section Ttvo
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ENGINEERING

St.

Chicago,

CO.
III.

CARBON

SAVERS

CARBONS,

Projector

Amusement Supply Co., Inc., 630
Ninth Ave., N. Y. Citv.
Arco Electric Co., 112 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55
W. Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.
Felder Sales Co., M. G., 1560
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
National Carbon Co., Inc., Carbon Sales Division, P. O. Box
400 Cleveland, Ohio.
Phellis Co., Inc.. Chas. W., 151
W. 33rd St., N. Y. City.
Reisinger Hugo, Inc., 25 Murrav
St., N. Y. City.
Speer
Penn. Carbon

CARD

Co., St. Mary's,

SYSTEMS

.\cme Card System Co., 116 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.

67
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MOTION'

Liciicral I'iri'ijroofmn Cu., The,
1733 S. I.i>s AiiKclcs St.. Los
Angck-s, Calif.
Kardcx-Kaiul Co.. Inc., N. Tonawanda, N. \.

CARDBOARD.

Sign

Doty
& Scrimj^coiir
Sal^.•^ Cu.,
Inc., 148 Diiaiic St., N. Y. City.
NatiDiial Card, Mat & Hoard Co.,
4318-30 Carr.>ll Ave,
Chicago,
111.
I'acc Press, Inc., _W
\V. 25tli
.M., N. \ . City.
Runey
Sliovv Print I o., Runcy
Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Stafford
Co., X., % Pulton
St,,

X. Y. City.

CARPET CLEAMNG
VOMPOLi^DS
Best Chemical
Co., ^ii K. 17th
St., Allentown, Pa.
Brown & Bigelow, (Jualily Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.
Campbell
Carpel
Cleaning
Co.,
Inc., A. B., 012 K. 15th St.,
N. Y. City.
Electric
Rotary
Machine
Co.,
Grand Central Terminal, N. Y.
City.
1 iilton Co., K. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, ill.

CARPET

CUSHION

Brown & Bigelow, Quality Park
St., St. Paul, Minn.
Clinton Carpet Co., 130 X. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

CARPETS

AND

I'M

.\1 id -West Ticket & Supply Co..
yiO
111. S. Michigan .\ve., Chicago,
Iniversal Stamping & Mfg. Co.,
2839 N. Western Ave.. Chicago. 111.

CEMENT,

Film

Bans
l.'i>., 1/9111. W . .\Liilison Camera
St., Chicago,
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
111.
Duplex
M.
P.
Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave.,
Long
Island
City. N. Y.
Eastman
Kodak
Co.. Rochester.
N. Y.
Fulton Co.. E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III.
Grifim, F. B., Oshkosh, Wis.
Hewcs & Co., 1009 Myrtle Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Xeumade Products Corp.. 440 W.
42nd St., X. Y. City.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. V.

CHANDELIERS,

Crystal

Bailey-Reynolds
Chandelier
Mo.
1529 McGee St., Kansas

Co.,
City,

Guth
Co., Edwin
F., Jefferson
and
Washington
Aves.,
St.
Louis, Mo.
Pearlman,
Victor S., 533 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rialto Import Co., 135 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.
.Shapiro
&
Aronson,
Inc.,
20
Warren St.. X. Y. City.
Sterling Bronze Co., 18 F. 4()th
St.. X. Y. City.
Voigt
Co.,
1743
X.
12th
St..
Philadelphia, Pa.

CHANGE

MAKERS

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co..
515 1st St., Watertown. Wis.

N K W S

Hoefer Change- Maker Co., 3700
E. 12th St.. Kansas City, Mo.
Lightning Coin Change Co.. 844
Rush St., Chicago. III.
.Mid- West Ticket & Supply Co.,
910 S. Michigan Ave, Chicago.
III.
liiiversal Stamping & Mfg. Co.,
2839 N. Western Ave.. Chicago. III.

CHEWING-GUM
REMOVER
!• niton Co.. E. E.. 1018 S. Wa
bash Ave., Chicago, III.
Gelatine
Products Corp., 27 0th
.Ave.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
I'yrene Mfg. Co.. 560 Belmont
.\ve., Xewark. N. J.
Rochester
Germicide
Co.,
Inc.,
Rt)chester, X. Y.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn. X. Y.
Toch
Bros., 443
Fourth
Ave..
X. Y. City.
West Disinfectant Co.. Barn St..
Long Island City. N. Y.

CLAMPS,

Carbon

Best
Devices
Co.. Film
Bldg ,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin .'\ve., Detroit, Mich.
Mestrum,
Henry,
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Xewman
Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and X. & W. R. R.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

CLEANERS,

CASHIERS,

Automalic

Brandt Automatic Cashier Co.,
515 1st St., Watertown, Wis.
Hoefer Change- Maker Co., 3700
E. 12th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Lightning Coin Changer Co., 844
Rush St., Chicago. 111.

I'ilm Renovating Co. of America,
Inc., 630 9th Ave.. N. Y. City.
l-ulton Co.. E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III.
I.ochren Film & Slide Co., Wm.
A.. 706 Film Exchange Bldg..
Minneapolis, Minn.
.\euniade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., X. Y. City.
Stewart - Teitel Film Process,
1000 Broadway, X. Y. City.

CLEANING,

tlOVELTY

feme
BUILT

on

MERIT

Rigging
Draperies
Decorations
Magnascope Screens
Settings
Acoustical Treatments
Acoustical Banners

NOVELTY

SCENIC STUDIOS

340 W. 41st St.

New York City

Sand

lilasl

Superior Sand Blast & Waterproofing Co., 43 East Atc.
Rochester,
X. Y.

CLOCKS,

Advertising and
Screen

Scth Thomas
Clock Co., 19 W.
44th St., X. Y. City.
Sterling
Electric Clock
Co., 30
Irving Place, X. Y. City.
Western
Clock
Mfg.
Co..
107
Lafayette St., N. Y. City.

COIN
Assorting

COUNTING
and
Wrapping
Machines

.\bbott Coin Counter Co., 143rd
St. and Wales Ave., X. Y. City.
.Mid- West Ticket & Supply Co..
111. S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
910

COLOR

HOODS

Betts Co., H., 1397 Sedgwick
Ave., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. SOth St., X. Y. City.
Xewton, Chas. I., 244 West 14tli
St., X. Y. City.
Opalume Sign System, Bo.x 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 W. Congress St., Chicago. 111.
Rialto Stage Lighting Co., 304
W. 52nd St., X. Y. City.

COLOR

Film Shipping

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Film Metal Box Corp., 123 W.
22nd St., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Moeschl - Edwards Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Neumade Products Corp., 440 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y.
Willoughbvs, 110 W. 32n<l St.,
X. Y. City.

Dura I'ilm Protector Co.. Inc.,
220 W. 42nd St.. N. Y. City.
Dnograph
Co.. 130 W. 42nd St.,
X. Y. City.

Film

Hell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave.. Chicago,
111.
Bennett, Geo. H., .'\rgentine Sta.,
Kansas City. Kan.
Duplex
M.
P. Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave.,
Long
Island
City, N. Y.

RUGS

Bigtlow - Hartford Carpet Co.,
385 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
A. B. Campbell Carpet Cleaning
Co., Inc., 612-614 E. 15th St.,
N. Y. City.
Einck Co., Inc., S., 177 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Mohawk Carpet Mills, Inc., Amsterdam, N. Y.
Morton Bros., 330 Collinsville
Ave., E. St. Louis, 111.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.
Shearer Co., B. P., 2318 Second
Ave., Seattle, Wash.
.Smith & Sons Carpet Co.. .Mex..
285 Fifth Ave.. X. Y. City.

CASES,

IL'KIC

WHEELS

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. .Madison St., Chicago,
111.
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St..
Chicago, 111.
Brenkert Light Projection Co..
Mich. St. Aubin A\e., Detroit.
7348
Burke & James. 425 S. Wabash
.Ave., Chicago, III.
Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
X. Springfield Ave.. Chicago.
Chicago Stag« Lighting Co., 112
111. La Salle St., Chicago. 111.
X.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago. 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., X. Y. City.
.Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St.. N. Y. City.

COLORED LAMPS,
Etched
Crown Coloring & Chemical Co..
33 \V. 17th St., X. Y. City.
Gelatine
Products
Corp.. 27 6th
.Ave., Brooklyn, X. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage
Lighting Co., Inc.. 321
W. 50th St.. X. Y. City.
Opalume Sign .System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.

THEATRE

G8
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.
Teciiical Color & Cheni. Works,
523
Third
Ave.,
Brooklyn,
N. Y.

COLORED MOTION
PICTURES
Riverside
528
Gustave,
Brock,
Drive, N. Y. City.
Colorart Synchrotone Corp., 5360
Melrose Ave., Hollywood, Cal.
Colorcraft, 114 E. 27th St., N. Y.
City.
Cox Multi-Color Photo Co., 607
Neville St., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Dunning Process, 1616 Caheunga
Ave., Hollywood,
Cal.
Kelly
&
Handschiegel
Color
Corp., 1040 McCadProcess
den PI., Hollywood,
Cal. •
Multicolor
Films,
Inc., 201
N.
Occidental Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal.
I'athecrome
Color
Process,
3,i
W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
Patents Process, Inc., 6475 Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.
Photocolor Process, io50 Broadway, N. Y.
Technicolor. Inc., 17 E. 42nd St.,
N. Y. C.
United
Film Industries, 535 5th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Vitacolor, 11 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
City.
Williams Patented Process, 6475
Santa
Monica
Blvd.,
Holivwood. Cal.
LENSES
CONDENSER
Semon Bache & Co., 636 Greenwich St., New
York.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.,
653 St. Paul St., Rochester,
N. Y.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave, Detroit,
Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equipt. Co.,
1750 N. Springfield Ave., Chicago, 111.
l-'ish-Schurman Corp., 45 West
45th St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
KoUmorgen Optical Corp., 767
Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Selsi Co., Inc., 153 W. 23d St.,
New York City.
Sussfeld, Lorsch & Schimnu-l,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. Cily.

CONSTRUCTION
MATERIALS, Theatre
.American Building Maintenance
Co., Loew's State Bldg., Los
.•\ngelcs, Calif.
.American Terra Cotta & Ceramic Co., 228 N. UaSalle St.,
Chicago, 111.
Atlantic Terra Cotta Co., 25 W.
44th St., N. Y. City.
I'-Liicdict Stone Corp., 420 Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.
liitutect. Inc., 6924-7000 S. Stanford .A.ve., Los Angeles, Calif,
P.runn Mfg. Co., 801 E. 61st St.,
1 .OS Angeles, Calif.
Channon Corp., J. H., 223 West
Erie St., Chicago,
111.

BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

Coxjaneway Corp., 1610 Real
Estate Trust Bldg., PhiladelPa.
Federal phia,Seaboard
Terra Co., 10
E. 40th St., N. Y. City.
Van Sciver Corp., Parkwaj' at
24th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

CONSTRUCTION,
Theatre
Bcller Const. Co.. 6513 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Chanin Construction Corp.. 285
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
F.lvin Co.. R. C, 852 Plymouth
Bldg., Minneapolis, Minn.
Fuerst, Robert, Palace Theatre
B'dg., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Fnlh-r & Co.. G. A., Flatiron
P.ldg., N. Y. City.
Hall Co., Inc.. R. E., 152 W.
.54tb St., N. Y. City.
McWilliams, Inc.. Tames, 7
Knst 44th St., N. Y. Citv.
Pi-r.-e Elec. Co., 215 W. Randoluh St.. Chicago. Til.
Shauiro Ik S"n M., 1560 Broadway, N Y. City.
Theatr'=' RproMstru''t''on '^tudio,
'1? E. Suncrior St.. Chicago,
Til.
Thoninsnn-S'^p-'"ett Co., 250
l^ark .Ave.. N. Y. City.

CONTROLS. Automatic
Arc
C^ce Arc

Ferds, Automatic)

CONTROLS. Automatic
Curtain
rSee

Curtain

Auto-

I\Tacbines,
matic (

COOLING SYSTEMS,
Theatre
(See
.A''' Conditionine
Eauiiimeiit and Heating and Ventilating Equipment)

COOLING

TOWERS

(For Theatre Cooling
Svstems)
Coolin''- Tower,
The., 15 John
St., N. Y. Citv.
Marley
Co..
1737 Walnut
St.,
Kansas Citv. Mo.
Seymour
In'".. James.
51 T,awrt-nce St.. Newark,
N. J.

COSTUMES,

Theatrical

((See also Unifo'-ms)
Beck
& Sons Co., Wm.,
Highl;'nd St.. cor. Dorchester .'^♦e.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Brooks
Theatrical
Costumers.
1439 Broadway,
N. Y. Citv.
Chicago Costume Works, 116 N.
Franklin
St., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Theatrical Costume Co.,
108 West
Lake
St., Chicago,
111.
Dazian's,
Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
Miller
Costumier,
236 S. 11th
St. Philadelphia,
Pa.
Oriental Costume Co., 6223 Santa Monica Blvd., Los Angeles,
Cal.
City. 318 West 46th St., N. Y.
Tam's,
Western Costume Co., 935 South
Broadway,
Los .Angeles, Cal.

COVE

LIGHTS

Great Western Stage I'lquipment
Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Mo.

COSTUMES FOR HIRE

BUYERS

GUIDE

Hub
Electric
Co.,
2219
W.
Grand
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric &
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Reynolds
Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress St., Chicago,
111.

COVERS,

Program

Derby Press, 1799 Jerome Ave.,
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover
Sons
& Co., Jos., 49th
and
Market
Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

COVERS, Theatre
Seat
Albano
Co., The, 309 E. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Hexter
& Co., S. M., 2400 E.
Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Payne & Co., 841 E. Monument
Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
Windowcraft Drapery Co., 328 W.
Superior .St.. Cleveland, Ohio.

CURTAIN
MACHINES,
Automatic
Armstrong
Studios,
Inc.,
1717
Cordova
St.,
I-os
Angeles,
Calif.
.Automatic
Devices
Co.,
739
Hamilton
St., Allentown,
P*
Chicago
Stage
Equipt.
Co., 55
W.
Wacker
Drive,
Chicago,
111.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Econoquipment Mfg. Co., Akron,
Ohio.
Hug Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Richards - Wilcox
Mfg.,
Co.,
Third St., Aurora, 111.
Tiffin
Scenic
Studios,
Tiffin,
Ohio.
Vallen
Electrical
Co., Inc., 225
Bluff St., Akron, Ohio.

CURTAIN

TRACKS

(See alsoAutomatic)
Curtain Machines
Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton
St., Allentown,
Pa.
Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Econoquipment Mfg. Co., Akron,
Ohio.
Lee Lash Studios, 1818-38 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. City.
Tiffi'n Scenic Studios, Tiffin,
Ohio.
Twin City Scenic Co., 2819
Nicolett Ave., Minneapolis,
Minn.
Vallen Electrical Co., Inc., 225
Bluff St., Akron, Ohio.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass .Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

CURTAINS,

Fireproof

Beck & Sons Co., Wm., Highland and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Channon Corp., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.

PRODUCTIONS
EXPLOITATIONS
PRESENTATIONS

BROOKS

Scclioii T-n'o
Chicago Stage Equip. Co.. 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Fabric
Studios, 4030 Whiteside
.Ave., Los -Angeles, Calif.
Great Western Stage Equip. Co.,
Mo. Holmes St., Kansas City,
819
Haug, Inc., Henry, 512 W. 41st
St., N. Y. City.
Tohns-Manville Co., 292 Madison
.Ave., N. Y. City.
Kuhn
Studios,
Inc., Louis, 105
W. 63rd St., N. Y. Citv.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Noveltv
Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st 'St., N. Y. City.
Til'lin
Studios,
Tiffin,
Ohio. Scenic
Volland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc..
3737 Cass .Ave., St. Louis. Mo.

CURTAINS,
Velour and
Velvet
(See
Beck

also Curtains,
Fireproof)
& Sons Co., Wm.,
Highland and Dorchester
.Aves.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Great Western Stage Equipment
Co., 817 Holmes
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Haug, Inc., Henrv, 512 W. 41st
St., N. Y. City.
Hexter
& Co., S. M., 2400 E.
Superior St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Landish
Studios,
40 .Ames
St.,
Rutherford, N. J.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison
Sts., Chicago,
111.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Payne & Co., 841 E. Monument
Ave., Dayton, Ohio.
Reliable Decorative Co., Inc., 17
N. 10th St., Pniladelphia,
Pa.
Tiffin
Scenic
Studios,
Tiffin,
Ohio.
Volland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass -Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DAYLIGHT CAMERA
LOADERS
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

DECORATIONS,

Stage

(See also Decorations, Theatre
Interior)
Angelo Studios, Michel, 212 E.
Superior St., Chicago, 111.
Beck & Sons
W'm., .Aves.,
Dorchester and Co.,
Highland
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Great Western Stage Equipment
Co., 817 Holmes St., Kansas
City, Studios,
Mo.
Kuhn
Inc., 105 W. 63rd
St., N. Y. City.
Landish Studios, Inc., 40 .Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.
Noveltv Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Reiser & Sons, M. E., City Bank
Bldg., Kansas
City, Mo.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,
Ohio.

1439 Broadway
Tel. 5580 Penn.

]l[
ll.

V
1.

futic 2S, I'm
Tortcnson,
J. A. &
Cd., f>W)
I'letcluT St., Chicago, III.
Iwin
City
Scenic
Co.,
2819
N'icolctt
.Ave.,
Minneapolis,
Minn.
X'olland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc..
^7^7 C.Tss Ave, St. I.oiiis. Mo.

DECORATIONS,
Interior

Theatre

.\rihitfctiiral
IJccorating
Co.,
IfiOO S, IcfTerson St., Chicago,
111.
Armstrong
Studios,
(i51
Fairview .Ave., l.os Angeles, Calif.
Itiiiij & Co.'s Successors.
Inc.,
I'erdinand,
(>7 Irving
I'lace,
N. Y. City.
Rodinc-.Spanjer
Co., ll'>() Cliatliani Court, Chicago, 111.
Dotv
& Scrinigeour
Sales Co.,
148 Duane St.. N. Y. City,
(icncral
Decorating
Co.,
311 \V. I-'lower
50th St.,
N. Y. City.
Gibelli & Co.,
1321
Vine
St.,
Philadelphia. Pa.
Great Western Stage Etiuipnicnt
Co., S17 Holmes
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Hcinshergcr
Decorating
Civ,
7415 Beverly
Hlvd., Los .\ngeles, Calif.
Interior Decorating Co., Archer
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Knlm
Studios,
Inc., Louis, 105
W. h3rd St., N. Y. City.
Maiidcl
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Netschert,
Inc. Frank,
61 Barclay St., N. Y. City.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340
VV
41st St.. N. Y. City.
J'ower
Studios,
Robert
¥.., Z2
l-"ilm
Ex.
Rldg.,
1584
\V.
Washington,
l,os
Angeles,
Calif.
Reiser & Sons, M. E., City Bank
Bldg., Kansas Citv, Mo.
Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sagar, George C, 3274 W. 10th
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Shearer Co., B. F., 2318 Second
Ave., Seattle, Wash.
Torstenson,
J.
A.,
Co.,
8()0
Metcher St., Chicago, 111.
\ olland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
Mil Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mf>.

M ( )| I ( ) N I- I ( I (■ K !•- .\ !•- W .s
DISI\FE( TA NTS A ND
Doty
iS; .Scrimgcour
Sales Co.,
SPRA YS
148 Duane St., N. Y. City.

lUwes
& Co.,
Ave..
Broklyn,
N. 1069'Mvrtle
Y.
Ihmtington Laboratories, Inc.,
913 E. Tipton St., HuntingIon, Ind.

Shearer
Co., B.Wash.
F.' 2318 2n(l
.•\ve., Seattle,
Waldemar Pederson, 225 VN'estchcster .Ave.. Rochester, N". \'.

DEODORANTS,

DISPLAYS,

(See

Theatre

Fireproof

Scenic Lobby

Eni|)ire
I'ire Proof Door Co.,
N'. Y. City.
145th St.
and Southern Blvd.,

.\cmc
Scenic
Studios,
1507
N.
C:iark St., Chicago, 111.
.\rcliitectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600
111. S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
-Vrkay Display Service, 409 Film
Exchange
Bldg.,
Cleveland,
Ohio.
Bodine-Siianjer
Corp,
1160
Cliathatii Court, Chicago,
111.

Hamlin,
.\. ^■. Irving, 1500 Lincoln
St., Evanston. III.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th .Ave. and Burnham St..
Milwaukee. Wis.
-Missouri I'ire Door & Cornice
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Philadelphia
110 W 34thl-'irc
St.. Rctardant
N. Y. City.CO..
N'arietv
F'irc
Door
Co.,
295 <
Carp. 11 Avr.. Clii.ag... III. ()*}

DOORS,

Rolling Sleet

P.rodie Co., Wm.
IL, 19 P,,rk
PI., i\. Y. City.
Kinnear
Mfg. Co., 342 Madison
Ave., N. Y. City.
Moesclil- Ed wards
Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Obler Engineering Corp.. T). M.,
94 E.

Hlfh

St..

Lighting
Dimmers)

N',

Y.

DRAPERIES

City

(.See also Decoratirms)
.Acme Scenic .Studios, 1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, III.
.Armstrong Studios, 651 Fairview Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Beck & Sons Co.. Wm., Highland and Dorchester Aves.,
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Bcrnhard Co., Morris, 18 W.
18th St.. N. Y. City.

aulodrape
CLKTAIN

WHEN

CONTROL

USERS SAY

WITHOUT

AN EQUAL

IN

- - - ECONOMY
- - - SILENCE
- - - EASE OF INSTALLATION
RELIABILITY OF OPERATION

WHAT

MORE

AUTOMATIC
739 HAMILTON

CAN WE ADD

DEVICES
STREET

CO.

— ALLENTOWN,

I LENT
CI RTAIN

PA.

TEEL

Theatre

I .'^cc Di>infcctants I

DIMMERS,

DOORS,

.\ri iiiticliir.il
.Mct.i!
I'roducts,
Inc.. Covington, Ky.
.\rt
Metal
Construction
Co.,
Jamestown. N. Y.
I)ahlstrr)m
Metallic
Door
Co.,
4.^1 Buffalo
St., Jamestown,

Rochester (iermicide t"(>., Dowling Place, Rochester, N. Y.
Sanozonc Chemical Co., 1127
Roy St., Philadeli)hia,
Pa.
I'. .S. .Sanitary .Specialties Corp.,
435 .S. Western .Ave., Chicagn,

DECORATORS,
Theatre
Interior
.\ngelo Studios, Michel, 370 Livingston Ave., N. Y. City.
Battisti Studios, Inc., 226 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Heinsberger Decorating Co.,
7415 Beverly Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Murtagh & Pracy, 959 Lillian
Way, Los Angeles, Calif.
Robert E. Power Studios, 32
I'ilm Exchange Bldg., 1584 W.
Washington, Los .•\ngcles.
Calif.
Rambusch Decorating Co., 2 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.
Ran Co., Inc., Henry S., 2018
Sansoni
St., Philadelphia.
Pa.
Reiser & Sons. M. E., City Bank
Bldg.. Kansas City. Mo.
Schachne Studios Co., 106 Second St., West,
Davton, Ohio.

I'nlton
Co..
E. " E.,
1018
S.
Wabash
Ave., Chicago,
III.
Libman-.Spanjcr
Corp,
1066
I'.roadway. N. Y. City.
Mandel
Bros,
Inc., State and
Madison .Sts., Chicago,
111.
Noveltv Scenic Studios, .MO W.
41st St., X. Y. City.

Best Chemical Co., 8133-37
N'orth 17tli St., .Mlcntown, Pa.
lulton Co.. E. E., 1018 .S. Wabash .\ve., Chicago, III.

MocschI - lid ward
Corrugating
Ohio.
Co.. 411 ]•'. 5th St.. Cincinnati.

TRACK

THEATRE

70
Broadway
Decorating
Studios,
1966 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.
Dazian's, Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
Great
Western
Stage
Equipt.
Co., 817 Holmes
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Haug,
Inc., Henry,
512-16 W.
41st., N. Y. City.
Hexter & Co., Inc., S. M., 2400
E. Superior
Ave., Cleveland
Ohio.
Kuhn
Studios,
Inc., Louis,
105
W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.
Landish
Studios, Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford, N. J.
l.ee Lash
Studios
1818-38 Amsterdam Ave., N. Y. City.
Lit Bros., 8th and Market
Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, III.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St.. N. Y. City.
Payne & Co., 841 E. Monument
Ave., Dayton,
Ohio.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.
Power Studios, Robert E., Film
Ex. Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
Schachne
Studios
Co., 106 Second St., W., Dayton,
Ohio.
Shearer
Co., B. F., 2318 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.
Twin City Scenic Co., 2819 Nicollett Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.
Voliand
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

DRAWING

MATERIALS

Deling Co., H. M., 71 West 45th
St., N. Y. City.
Glaser & Son, Julius, 806 Sixtli
Ave., N. Y. City.
Kalesch & Co., 138 Fulton
St.,
N. Y. City.
Riebe & Co., Erwin M., 105 E.
59th St., N. Y. City.
Soltmann, Inc., E. G., 202 East
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Weber Co., P., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia, Pa.

DRINKING

BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

Multigraph Mfg. Co., 20 Vesey
St., N. Y. City.
Multistamp
Co. of N. Y., 105
W 40th St., N. . City.
Speedograph Duplicate Co., 476
Broadway, N. Y. Cfty.

DYES, Film
DuPont Pathe Film Mfg. Corp..
35 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. City.

EASELS, Picture
Braxton Frame Co., Inc., 3 E.
12th St., N. Y. City.
Markendorff, S., 159 W. 23rd St.,
N. Y. City.
McKenna-Horix Mfg. Co., 100
Wood St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.

EFFECT

PROJECTORS

Belson
Mfg.
Co.,
800
Sibley
St., Chicago, HI.
Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
West 50th St., N. Y. City.

ELECTRIC CIRCUIT
TESTING INSTRUMENTS

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hallberg, J. H.^ 2. W. 57th St.,
N. Y. City.
Square D. Co., 6060 Rivard St.,
Detroit, Mich.

BUYERS

Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,
Newark, N. J.

ELECTRIC

FANS

Autovent Fan & Blower Co.,
1808-1826 N Kastner Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
General Electric Co., .Schenectady, N. Y.
Ilg Electric Ventilating Co.,
2850 N. Crawford Ave., ChiRobbins cago,&111. Meyers Co., Springfield, Ohio.
Wagner Electric Corp, 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ELECTRIC

FLOWERS

Leistner, Oscar, 319 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 W. Van
Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Worcester Artificial Decorative
Plant Co., 194 Front St.,
Worcester, Mass.

ELECTRIC

SIGNS

Adsign, Inc., 845 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Brilliant Sign Co.. 3531 Washington Ave.. St. Louis, Mo.
California Electric Sign Co.,
3520 S. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Claude Neon Lights, Inc., 41 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Davenport Taylor Mfg. Co., 412
Orleans
St., Chicago,
111.
Flastric Sign Works, 3910 N.
Western Ave., Chicago, 111.
Flexlume
Corp.,
1100
Military

ANY
SIZE

FOUNTAINS

Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. leflferson St., Chicago,
111.
Century
Brass
Works,
Inc.,
Belleville, 111.
Clow
& Sons, James
B., 201297 N. Talman Ave., Chicago,
111.
Crane Co., 836 S. Michigan Ave.,
ChicagOj 111.
Mott
Iron
Works,
J. L., 369
Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.
Murdock
Mfg.
& Supply
Co.,
426
Plum
St.,
Cincinnati,
Ohio.
X'oigt Co.,
1743
N.
12fh
St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Wheeling
Sanitary
Mfg.
Co.,
Main and 5th .Sts., WheeHng,
\V. Va.

ANY
DEPTH
COMPLETE
FOR

SYSTEMS

THEATRES
INDUSTRIAL PLANTS
MUNICIPALITIES
PRIVATE ESTATES

Decorations,

DRUMS,

Stage)

Drying

Corcoran. Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

DUPLICATING
MACHINES
.^rgus Mfg. Co., 270 Lafavtito
St., N. Y. City.
Commercial
AppHance
Co.,
16
Hudson St., N. Y. City.
Dick Co.. A. B., 395 Broadway,
N. Y. City.

ARTESIAN WELL
& EQUIPMENT
30 CHURCH ST.
NEW YORK

CITY

Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, III.
Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 Seventh
St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc.. 321
W. 50th St., N". Y. City.
Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 W. 44th
St., New York.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, 111.
Lustrolite Corp., Davenport, Iowa.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Metal Products. Inc., 462 4th St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Milne Elec. Co., 614 Cherry St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Philadelphia
Sign
Co.,
305
Brown St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rawson
& Evans
Co., 710-712
Washington
Blvd.,
Chicago,

Shank Sign Co., E. A., 25 W.
43rd St., N. Y. Citv.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.
U. S. Electric Sign Co., 208 E.
27th St., N. Y. City.
Viking Products Corp., 422 West
42nd St., N. Y. City.

ELECTRICAL
CONTRACTORS
Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.
City.
Edwards
Electrical Construction Co., 70 E. 45th St., N. Y.

E-J Electric Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Electrical Lighting Supplies,
216 W. 3rd St., Los Angeles,

Calif. h &
Fischbac
Moore, Inc., 226 F
41st St., N. Y. City.
Fuller & Co., G. A., Flatiron
Bldg., N. Y. City.
Hoffman & Soons, 387 First
Ave., N. Y. City.
Listenwalter & Gough, 819 E.
1st St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Nelson Electric Co., W. J., Fort
Scott, Kans.
Nusbaum & Bro., Elias, 2023
Sansom
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Pierce Electric Co., 215 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Reiman Wholesale Electric Co..
218-228 E. 3rd St., Los Angeles, Calif.

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERS
Hoffman & Soons. 387
Ave., New York City.

First

ELEVATORS
Atlantic
Elevator
Co..
Liberty
Trust Bldg.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Hough.
Geo. B., 5820 Kcnmorc
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Otis Elevator Co., 11th Ave and
26th St.. N. Y. City.
Warsaw
Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

DROPS, Stage
(See

Section Two

GUIDE

CO-

EMERGENCY
LIGHTING PLANTS
-Alexander,
Inc., Harry,
20 \\ .
34th St., N. Y. City.
Crescent
Emergency
Safety
Light Corp., Berwick, Pa.
Delco Light Co., Toledo, Ohio.

1
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ISIew Development
for

Theatre Ventilation
and Air Conditioning
These new Clarage Type HSV Fans, built
in sizes to meet all requirements, are ideal
^■or alH types
tioning work. of ventilation and air condiOperating at higher speeds, the new HSV
Fans can be driven by standard, high speed
motors, saving a good share of the usual
motor cost. Also, having a full self-limiting
horsepower characteristic, they can often
be driven by motors one size smaller than
customary practice, thus another substantial saving in first cost. And they run absolutely quiet.
Before you make any decision in regard
to ventilation or air conditioning, write for
complete information on this new development. Clarage equipment is endorsed by
leading architects and engineers, used by
leading contractors. A great many theatres
designed by Rapp & Rapp are equipped
with Clarage systems.
Send for our new Catalog 57.

CLARAGE

FAN

COMPANY

Kalamazoo, INIichigan
Sales Engineering Offices in Principal Cities

CLARAGE
TYPE HSV FANS

AURORA

THEATRE,

AURORA,

ILL.

C. W. & Geo. L. Rapp, Architects

Theatre

Specialjsis
in

Plaster Ornament
Plain Plastering
Ticket Booths
Lobby Poster Frames
Cast Stone Lobby Furniture
Architectural Decorating Co.
Est.

1890

1600 So. Jefferson St.
CHICAGO

72

THEATRE

E-J

Electric
Installation
Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Enslen
Hydro
& Electric Co.,
Inc., 1600 Broadway,
N. Y.
City.
.
,
Koliler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Roth
Bros. & Co., 1400 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Universal
Motor
Co., 79 Har( rison St., Oshkosh, Wis.
VVestinghouse
Electric
& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh,
Pa.

ENGINEERS,

Lighting

Alexander, Inc., Harry, 20 West
34th St., N. Y. City.
Belson Mfg. Co., 8O0 Sibley St.,
Chicago, III.
Brenkert
Light Projection
Co.,
7348 St. Aubin
Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Curtis
Lighting,
Inc., 1123 W.
: Jackson
Blvd., Chicago,
111.
Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc.. 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
National
Lamp
Works,
Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

ENGINES, Gas and
Gasoline
Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Buffalo Gasoline Motor Co., 347
Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., 900 S.
Wabash
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Foos Gas Engine Co., 309 Linden Ave., Springfield, Ohio.

EXHAUST

& EQUIPMENT

FILM

FILM

FILM

FILM RACKS
Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas. Texas.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St., Los
Angeles. Calif.
Pacific Tank & Pine Co., Equi-

Herbert & Huesgen Co.. 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.

FERNERIES
Bing

&

Co.'s

Successors,

PRESERVATION

Cleveland
Film
Protector
Co.,
811 Prospect Ave., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Rex Film Renovator Co., 73 E.
Naghten St., Columbus, Ohio.
Stewart - Teitel
Film
Process,
1600 Broadway. N. Y. City.
Werner
Film
Protector
Mfg.,
Co.,
4630
Seibert
Rd.,
St.
Louis, Mo.

Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St.. Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gennert,
Inc., G., 24-26 13th St.,
N. Y. City.

E.

PACKERS

Lloyd's Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.
Massce & Co., Inc, 116 Broad
St, N. Y. City.

EXPOSURE
METERS,
Camera

309

CLEANING
FLUID

Bennett, Geo. H., Argentine Station, Kansas City, Kas.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.

Rawson
& Sons St.,Co.,'Chicago,
710-712 W.
Washington
111.
Strauss
& Co., Inc., 616 West
43rd St., N. Y. City.
Viking Products Corp., 422 West
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Voigt
Co., 1743 N.
12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Mfg
Co., E. Pittsburgh,
Pa.

46th
Inc..

SIGNS

Belson
Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, III.
I'renkert
Light Projection
Co.,
7348 St. Aubin
Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Flexlume
Corp.,
1100
Military
i Rd., Buffalo. N. Y.
'Fulton Co.. E. E.. 1018 S. Wa. bash Ave.. Chicago.
111.
Guth Co., Edwin F., Jefferson &

CORCORAN

Section 1 wo

GUIDE

Ferdinand, 67 Irving Hace,
N. Y. City.
General Flower Decorating Co.,
311 W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
Reising & Co., G., 227 W. Austin Ave., Chicago, 111.

Washington
Aves., St. Louis,
Mo.
Hub
Electric
Co., 2219
West
Grand
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Liberty Mfg. Co., 67-73 W. 44th
St., N. Y. City.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth .\ve., Chicago, III.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago. III.
Newman
Mfg.
Co..
Cleneav
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Price Brothers,
2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.

Albano
Co., The,
St., N. Y. City.

BUYERS

FANS

American Blower Co., 6004 Russell St., Detroit, Mich.
(Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 2101 Ken1 nedy St., N. E., Minneapolis,
Minn.
lAutovent
Fan
& Blower
Co.,
1808-1826 North Kostner Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Buffalo
Forge
Co., 490 Broadway, Buffalo, N. Y.
Clarage Fan Co., 619 Porter Si.,
Kalamazoo,
Mich.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster.
Pa.
Garden
City Fan
Co., 322 S.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Iig Elec. Ventilating
Co., 2850
N. Crawford
Ave.,
Chicago,
, 111.
jReynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago,
111.
.Seymour, Jas. M., 51 Lawrence
St., Newark, N. J.
Skinner
Bros.
Mfg.
Co.,
Inc.,
1474 S. Vandeventer Ave., Si
Louis, Mo.
Sturtevant
Co.,
B.
F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
Supreme
Heater
& Ventilating
Corp, 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Typhoon
Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
St., N. Y. City.

EXIT LIGHT

BUILDING

table

Bank
les, Calif.

Bldg.,

Los

Ange-

FILM, Raw, Negative and
Positive
Agfa
Film, 6368 Santa
Monica
Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif.
Ansco
Photoproducts
Co., Inc.,
Binghamton, N. Y.
DuPont Pathe Film Mfg. Corp.,
35 W. 45th St., N. Y. City.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
N. Y.
Jamieson
Film Lab., 2212 Live
Oak St., Dallas, Texas.
Powers
Film
Products,
Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
City.
Wafilms,
729 7th Ave., N. Y.

FILM SPLICING
MACHINES
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison -St.. Chfcago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex
M. P. Laboratories.
74
Sherman
Ave., Long
Island
City, N.Machine
Y.
General
Co., 820
E.
140th St., N. Y. City.
Gennert,
Inc., G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. City.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W.
N. J.42nd St., N. Y. City.
Pausin
Engineering
Co.,
727
Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark,
Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110

W.

32nd

St.,

FILM STORAGE
Duplex
M.
P.
Sherman
Ave.,

Industries,
74
Long
Island

City, Film
N. Y.Protector
Dura
Co., Inc.,
220 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Empire
Film
Vaults,
Inc., 723
7th Ave.. N. Y. City.
General
Fireproofing
Co.. The,
1733 St. Los Angeles St., Los
Angeles, Calif.
Lloyds
Film Storage Corp, 130
W.~46th St., N. Y. City.
Co.,
Storage
Fireproof
Premier
6372 Santa Monica Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif.

RACKS

For Sound Film Development

FILM WAXING
MACHINES
Eastman
N. Y.

^^^^^^MOVING

PICTMRE. RACK

Kodak

Magic Film Protector Co., P. O.
Box 251, Muncie, Ind.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Werner
Film-Protector
Mfg.
Co., 4630
Seibert
Road,
St.
Louis, Mo.
Willoughbys,
St.,
N. Y. City. 110 W. 32nd

1'

FILTER
lLimMMIBMaBMM!Mm«IWM—MMl.

We are Specialists in

TA NKS, DRUMS, WINDING STAN [DS
and PARAFFINING of RACKS

A .. J.

CORCORAN,
Manufacturers

753 Jersey Avenue
Telephone:

INC

and Patentees

Jersey City, T^.

Montgomery

238

Co., Rochester,

J.

LENS

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Corning Glass Works, Corning,
N. Y.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co.. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. r. City.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 767
Wythe Ave., Brooklyn,
N. Y.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
739 Clinton Ave. S., Rochester. N. Y.
Sussfeld. Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
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FIRE

.\l o'l" I n N

ALARMS

Automatic
hiri- Alarm
Co.. 416
Broatlway, N. V. City.
Croker
HIectric Co., 22 VV. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Garrison I'ire Detecting System,
Inc., 79 Madison Ave, N. Y.
City.
Globe
Automatic
Sprinkler
Co.,
I'M I'ark .Ave., N. Y. City.
Pettcs
& Randall,
LSO Nassau
St., N. Y. City.
Signal Engineering & Mfg. Co.,
1.S4 \V. 14th St., .\. Y. City.

FIRE
(See

FIRE

DOORS

Doors,

hireproof)

EXTINGUISHERS

.Aiiu-rican ClKinical Co., 11 j .\.
9th St., Lebanon, l^i.
American- l-aFrance I-'ire Engine Co., Inc., Elniira, N. Y.
Croker Co.. 22 West 40th St.,
N. Y. City.
Foamtte-Childs Corp., 1010 Turner St., Utica, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. £., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Globe .\utomatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Grinnell Co., Inc., 260 W. Exchange St., Providence.
R. I.
Philadelphia Fire Retardent
Co.. 1321 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pyrene Mfg. Co., 560 Belmont
Ave
Newark.
X. J.

FIRE GUARD,

Projection

Fire Guard Mfg. Co., Aurora,
111.
Prolectall Co.. The, 1324 E.
Front St., Ft. W'orth,
Texas.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
-Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sentry Safety Control Corp..
13th and Cherry Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.

FIRE

HOSE

American-La France Fire Engine Co., Inc., Elmira,
X. Y.
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Goodvear Rubber Co., Akron,
Ohio.
Quaker City Rubber Co., Wissinoming. Pa.
Safety Fire Extinguisher Co.,
291 Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
Woodhouse Mfg. Co., 156 Chambers St.. N. Y. Citv.

FIRE
(Sec

PREVENTION
Projector

Fire (iuard.

FIREPROOF
(See

Curtains,

Projection)

CURTAINS
Fireproof)

FIREPROOFING
MATERIALS
.American Insulator Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
Anchor Fireproofing Co., 1633
Dime Bank Bldg., Detroit.
Mich.
Beaver Products Co., Inc., Military Road, BufTalo, N. Y.
Chicago Stage Equip. (To., 55 W.
Wacker
Drive, Chicago.
111.
Consolidated Sheet Metal Works,
661 Hul)bard St.. :Mil\vaukee,
Wis.
(Windows
and Doors.)
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash -Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Fireproofing Co.. 1733
So. Los .Angeles St., Los Angeles. Calif.
Johns-Manville Co., 292 Madison .Ave., N. Y. City
David
Luptcn's
Sons
Co., Al-

I' I (1

legheny .Ave. and
1 nliji St ,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Moeschl - Edwards
CorrugatiiiK;

Co., 411
Ohio.

v.. 5tli St., Cincinnati,

and
Bros., 38th Pa.
Nagler
Sts., Philadeli>hia,
\olland
Scenic
Studios,
^737 I a-^ Ave . St

I'RK

1

N 1'. W S

7^

"UP"

IN

FRONT

l'oi>lar
Inc.,

l.oui-;. Mo.

Are the L i g li t i n g
Fixtures in your
Theatre, keeping

FIRST AID f;gr//M/AA'r

A. B. C. First Aid Kit Co., 498
Seventh Ave., N. Y. City.
American-La France l-ire Engine Co., Inc., I'.lmira, N. iDavis Emergency Efiuipment
Co., 67 Wall St.. N. Y. City.
on, New BrunsJ.
& N. Johns
Johnson wick,
Rochester Germicide Co., Inc.,
Rochester, N. Y.
Safety lirst Aid Co., 137 \> •
25th St., N. Y. City.
Universal Prescription Corp.,
N. Y. c:ity,
39 Broadway,

FIXTURES,

pace with Magnafihn
— Talkies — Technicolor? M a n y a
house has been given
a fresh start and
taken its place in
front of the procession by bringing its
Lighting Fixtures up
to date. While you
are remodeling, keep

Brass

i
t^Sec Brass bixturr- ing

FIXTURES,

Light

Chandeler Co.,i
Bailey- Revnolds
1529 McGee St., Kansas City,
Mo.
Chandelier
&
Brass
Benson
Ave.,
Agnes
1417
Works,
Kansas City, Mo.
Mfg. Co., 17 E.
Black & Boyd
47th St., N. Y. City.
Co., Inc., 1119
Curtis Lighting
Chicago,
Blvd.,
Jackson
W.
F., Jefferson
Co., Edwin
Guth
St.
Aves.,
Washington
&
Louis. Mo.
& Son, Inc., N. E..
Henderson
St., Philadelphia,
Race
1320
Pa.
Co., 427 N.
& Brannen
Horn
Broad St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Klieirel Bros. Universal Electric
Co., Inc.. 321
Stage50thLighting
n*.
St.. N. Y. City
MacBeth
- Evans
Glass
Co.,
Bldg.,
Chamber of Commerce
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Bros., Inc.. State and
Mandel
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
National
Theatre
Supply
Co.
Ave., Chi624 So. Michigan
cago, 111.
Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J.. 42 W
13th St., N. Y. Citv.
Pearlman,
Victor
S., 533
S.
Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Pierce Elec. Co., 215 W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
Rialto Import Co., 135 W. 44th
St., N. Y. Citv.
Schweitzer Bros.. Inc.. 2837 W.
Pico St.. Los .Angeles, Calif.
Shapiro
&
Aronson,
Inc., 20
Warren St., N. Y. Citv.
Sheaher
Co., B. F., 2318 2nd
-Ave.. Seattle, Wash.
Sterling Bronze Co., 18 E. 40th
St., N. Y. Citv.
A'oigt Co.. 1743
N.
12th
St.,
Pliiladeliihia. Pa.

FIXTURES,

Plumbing

Clow & Sons. Jame> B.. 201 -200
N. Talman Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Crane Co.. 836 S. Michigan .Ave..
Chicago, 111.
Economy Plumbing Co., 4646
Holly Blvd., Los .Angeles, Cal.
Koohler Co., Kohler, Wis.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 369 Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.
Pennsvlvania Plumbing & Heating Co., 351 W. 38th St.. N. Y.
City.
Standard Sanitarv Mfg. Co.,
Pa.
Mfrs. Bldg.. Pittsburgh.
Wheeling Sanitarv Mfg. Co
W
4th St., Wheeling, W. Va.

in mind

that your

Lighting Fixtures
are an important
tactor — seen at least
once by every patron
at every
ance.

perform-

We will be pleased
to consult with you
and to submit preliminary sketches of
Distinctive Lighting
Equipment for your
Theatre — entirely
without obligation
on your part.
Among

the outstanding Theatres
for which we have
furnished Lighting
Fixtures are:
Hollywood — New

Granada
Tivoli —
L^ptown
Midland

York

Loew's 175th St. — New
York
Warner Bros.
New York

Strand —

— Chicago
Chicago
— Chicago
— Kansas City

United Artists — Chicago
United Artists — Detroit
Fisher — Detroit
Chicago — Chicago

Paradise — Chicago
Marbro — Chicago

Victor S. T'caiiman £^ Qo.
DESIGNERS

DISTINCTIVE
ii)

South

Wabash

AND

MAKERS

LIGHTING
Avenue

OF

FIXTURES
CHICAGO

THEATRE
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FLAG

MAKERS

(See Advertising Novelties)
Annin
Co., 85 5th Ave., N. Y.
City.
Jackson, Henry,
141 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

FLASHERS,

Electric Sign

Betts Co., James H., Inc., 1391
Sedgwick Ave., N. Y. City.
Fulton
Co.,
E.
E.,
101a
S.
Wabash Ave,
Chicago, 111.
General
Appliance
Corp.,
170
Otis St., San Francisco, Cal.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Lu-Mi-Nus
Signs,
Inc.,
2736
Wentworth Ave., Chicago, HI.
Missouri
Electric
Sign Works,
3926
Washington
Blvd.,
St.
Louis, Mo.
Opalume Sign System, Box 288,
Battle Creek, Mich.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W^
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
Sundh
Electric
Co., 5 Avenue
C, Newark,
N. J.
Time-O-Stat Controls Co., Elkhart, Ind.

FLOOD

LIGHTING

Belson Mfg. Co., 80O Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting,
Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
E-J
Electric
Installation
Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros.
Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major
Equipment
Co.,
Inc.,
4603 FuUerton Ave., Chicago,
111.
Mestrum,
Henry,
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
National
Lamp
Works,
Nela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Reynolds Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress Ave., Chicago, 111.
Ward, Leonard, Electric Co., Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

FLOOR

BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

FLOOR
SCRUBBING
&
WAXING MACHINES

Herr Mfg. Co., John, 44 N. 4th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.

Mosaic

Howden Tile & Marble Co., 216
E. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Linomosaic Co., 15 E. 40th St.,
N. Y. City.
Mueller Mosaic Co., 160 E. 56th
St., N. Y. City.
Ravenna Mosaics, Inc., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

FLOORING,

Burning Coal
FURNACES,
Clow
& Sons, Ave.,
James Chicago,
B., 201-299
N. Talman
111.
Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Skinner Bros. & Co., Inc., 1474
South
Vandeventer
Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Supreme
Heater
& Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Tile

Armstrong
Cork
& Insulation
Co., 24th St. and Allegheny
River, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Associated
Tile
Mfrs.,
Beaver
Falls, Pa.
Bonded
Floors
Co., Inc., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Kennedv,
Inc.,
David
E., 16
E. 52nd St., N. Y. City.
National Floor Tile Co., Mobile,
Ala
Velvetile Floor Co., 231 S. Wells
St., Chicago, 111.

FLOWERS,
(See Artificial

FURNITURE,

Flowers)

FOOTLIGHTS
Lighting,ment) Stage

(See

FOUNTAINS,

Calif.
Bristol
N. Y. Co.,
City. 319

Equip-

Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. Jefiferson St., Chicago,
111.
Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Mott
Iron Works,
J. L., 369
Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.
Voigt
Co., '1743
N.
12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
(See

E.

62nd

Drinking

Drinking Fountains)

FRAMES,
Poster and
Lobby Display
Adsign,
Inc., 845
S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
-Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.

FUSES, Electric
Chicago Fuse Mfg. Co., Laflin
and 15th Sts., Chicago, III.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435
111. W. Division St., Chicago,
Kraus Mfg. Co., 34 W^ 33rd St.,
N. Y. City.

COVERINGS

Commercial Floors, Inc., 89
Warren St., N. Y. City.
Congoleum - Nairn, Inc., 1412
Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Dreadnought Flooring Co., Inc.,
177 Broadway, N. Y. City.
I'inck Co., Inc., S., 177 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Pepper, Inc., G. H., 279 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Philadelphia Tapestry Mills, Allegheny .'\ve. and l-ront St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Pick & Co., Albert, 1200 W. 35th
St., Chicago, 111.
Russelloid Co., 18th and Rudy
Sts., Harrisburg, Pa.
Sloane, W. & J., Fifth Ave. and
47th St., N. Y. City.

St.,

Bristol & Barber
Co., Inc., 3
East 14th St., N. Y. City.
Gimbel Bros., Philadelphia, Pa.
Lit Bros., 8th and Market Sts.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Morton
Bros.
Furniture
Co.,
Inc., 330 Collinsville Ave., E.
St. Louis, Mo.
National
Automatic
Machines
Co., 2196-2206 University Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Film
Ex. Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
Sagar, George C, 3274 W. 10th
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Shearer
Co., B. F., 2318 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.

Decorative

FOUNTAINS,

Theatre

(See also Seats, Theatre)
Albano
Co., The, 309 E. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Armstrong Studios, Washington
and
Vermont,
Los
Angeles,

Artificial

Section Two

GUIDE

Libman - Spanjer
Corp.,
160O
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 630
9th Ave., N. Y. City.
Markendorff, S., Sons, Inc., 159
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
Menger, Ring & Weinstein, Inc.,
306 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Price Brothers. 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Stanlev Frame Co., Inc., 727 7th
Ave.', N. Y. City.

Electric
Rotary
Machine
Co.,
Grand
Central Terminal, N. Y.
City.

FLOORING,

BUYERS

Westinghouse Electric &
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

GAZING

ILLUMINATED

DIRECTIONAL

SIGNS

SIGNS
BOX

Specified

by

Rapp

&

PRICE
Gen. Offices
SALES

OFFICE
Rapp

ADM'SSION

and

Used

i>y

SIGNS
All

Leading

AISLE
Theatre

BROTHERS,
Inc.
2$44 No. Maplewood
Ave.

and Factory:
OFFICE:
333

NO.

CHICAGO

MICHIGAN

AVE.

SIGNS
Chains

Lobby

Bache & Co., Semon, 636 Greenwich St., N. Y. City.
Architectural
Decorating Co.,
111.
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
Bing
vt Co.'s Successors, Inc.,
City.
Ferdinand, 67 Irving PI., N. Y.
Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712
W. Washington Blvd., ChiSussfeld,cago, 111.Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

GELATINES
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Central Import Co., 1565 S. Central Park Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N.
111. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1123 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Fish-Schurman Corp., 4S W.
45th St., N. Y. City.
Gelatine Products Co., Inc., 27
6th Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., Inc.,
4603 Fullerton Ave., Chicago,
111.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.
Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sussfield, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

GENERATORS,
Allis-Chalmers

Mfg.

Motor
Co., Mil-

Automaticwaukee,Devices
Co., 739
W^is.
Hamilton St., Allentown,
Pa.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.
Fulton Co., E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hallberg,
J. H., 29 W. 57th St.,
N. Y. City.
Hertner Electric Co., 12694
Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, O.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Northwestern
Electric Co., 408
S. Hoyne Ave., Chicago, 111.
Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 W.
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

GLASS

EXIT

BALLS,

Mfg.

SPECIALTIES

Bache
&
Co.,
Greenwich St.,
Fish-Schurman
45th St., N. Y.
Hopcroft-Pringle
1530
Grand

Semon,
636
N. Y. City.
Corp.,
45
W.
City.
Glass Works,
AvCv
K£^nsas

Krakovitz
& Son, M., 4th &
City. Mo.
"
'
'
Morris
St.';., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., 1618
Frick Bldg., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Rau
Co., Inc.. Henry S., 2018
Sanson St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Rawson
& Evans
Co., 710-712
111.
W. W^ashington St., Chicago,

f
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GOGGLES,

P I C T U R !•:

MOTION

Operators'

Aincricaii riuTiuowarc CO., Inc.,
16 Warren St.. N. Y. City.
Susteld, Lorscli & Schimmcl,
153 VV. 23rd St.. \. V. City.

GRANITE,

liuilding

Uoikl & Sons Granite Cu., Geo.,
I'crshinR Square Bldg., N. Y.
City.
Harrison Granite Co. , 4 E. 43r(l
St., N. Y. City.
liaskel & Sons, Inc.. S.. Harrison PI., Brooklyn, N. Y.
I'reshrey-Lcland Quarries Co.,
(kSI 5th Ave, N. Y. City.
Swcnson Granite Co., John, 101
Park Ave.. N. Y. City.

GRILLES, Brass

HEATERS,

Oryan

(See also Brass Grilles)
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works.
4435 W. Division St., Chicago.
111.
Gorliani
Co..
Bronze
Division,
Providence, R. I.
Aloeschl - Edwards
Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
Newman
Mfg.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Price Brothers,
2644 Maplewood
.'\ve., Chicago, 111.
Triangle
Iron Works,
Inc., 435
Austin PI., N. Y. City.
Tyler Co.. W. S., 3621 Superior
Ave., N. E., Cleveland, Ohio.
Williams.
Inc.. John,
542 W.
27th St., N. Y. City.

GUMMED

LABELS

Columbia Printing Co.. 1632 X.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
VValtham, Mass.
Metal
Specialties
Mfg. Co., 338
N. Kedzie
.-Kve., Chicago,
111.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Stafford Co., N., 96 Fulton St.,
N. Y. City.

HARDWARE,

Theatre

Armstrong Studios, Washington
& Vermont, Los .Angeles, Cal.
Wm. B. Bolles .Anti-Panic Door
Lock Co.. 120 Clinton St., P.
O. Bo.x 600, Milwaukee, Wis.
Channon
Mfg.
Co., James
H.,
223 W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.^
Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive. Chicago, 111.
Clancy,
Inc.,
J. R., Syracuse,
N. Y.
Fabric
Studios, 4030 Whiteside
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Great Western Stage Equipment
Co., 817 Holmes
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Henderson & Son, Inc., N. E.,
1320 Race
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
Solidhed Track Co., 39 Murray
St., N. Y. City.
Southern
California
Hardware
&
Mfg.
Co.,
Los
-Angeles.
Calif.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
\'olland
Studios,
3737 CassScenic
Ave., St.
Louis, Inc.,
Mo.
Welsh, J. H., 503 W. 43rd St.,
N. Y. City.

=

Prometheus Elec. Corp., 35<» W.
13th St., N. Y. City.
Tinie-O-Setat Controls Co.. Elkhart. Ind.
Ward Leonard Electric Co.. Mt.
Wrnon,

.\'. \.

HEATERS,

Ticket Booth

Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129
Rhodes -Xve., Chicago,
111. _
Prometheus Electric Corp., 336
W. 13tli St., N. Y. City.
Time-O-Stat Control Co., Elkhart, Ind.
Westinghousc Electric & MfgCo., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

HEATING
LATING

AND
VENT I.
EQUIPMENT

(See Brass Grilles)

GRILLES, Ticket
Window

75

X K W S

152.'i
Co., Calif.
Condition
.\irE. yth
St., Los Eng.
.\ngeles,
Rus6U04
Co.,
Blower
.\mcrican
sell St., Detroit, Mich.
American
Radiator
Co., 40 W .
40th St.. N. Y. City.
Arctic Nu-Air Corp., 2101 KenMinn. nedy St., X. E., Minneapolis,
Autovent
Fan
& Blower
Co.,
1808-1826
Xo. Kastner
.\ve.,
Chicago, 111.
Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 Davenport St., Omaha, Xeb.
Carrier
iMigineering
Corp., 850
N. J.
Frelinghuvsen
Ave., Xewark,
Clarage I'an Co., 619 Porter St.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
X. Talman -Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cooling
&
Air
Conditioning
Corp., The, 11 W. 42nd
St..
X. Y. City.
Lakeside
Company,
223
Main
St.. Hermanville. Mich.
Reynolds & Co.. B. F., 118 W.
Ohio St., Chicago. 111.
Shearer Co.. B. F., 2318 2nd -Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.
Sodemann
Heat
& Power
Co..
2306 Morgan
St., St. Louis.
Mo.
Sturtevant
Co.,
B. F.,
Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.
Supreme
Heater
& Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St.. St. Louis.
Mo.
Tvphoon
Fan Co., 345 W. 39th
;St., X. Y. City.
W'ittenmeier
Machinery
Co., 750
X. Spaulding .Ave., Chicago, 111.
Woodling.
Miner
D., 810 Midland Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

HEATING SYSTEMS,
Coal
(See
and

Furnaces,
Coal
Burning
Heating and \'entilating
Equipment)

HEATING

SYSTEMS,
Oil

(See Oil Burning Equipment)

HERALDS,

Novelty

I'ilmack
Co..
838
S. Wabash
.■\ve.. Chicago, 111.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pace
Press. Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., X. V. Citv.

HOLDERS,
(See

Reproduction

Equipment
Stage Switchboards
Footliy;hts

INCANDESCENT
LAMPS
Lamps, Mazda)

Exit Signs
Spotlights
Service Boards
Panelboards

Borderlights

Usher Signals
Directional Signs

Stage Pockets
Emergency and Exit
Lighting Units
Cove Lighting

Flood Lights
Mobile Flood Lighting
Equipment

Hub Electric Company
offers a complete, perfectly coordinated lighting
service for motion picture theatres or selective
service on the classifications listed above.
Because of our long^ experience in designing, engineering, and installing theatre lighting systems. Hub service is the most economical of all.
It will be a pleasure to show

you specifically

just what we can do for your theatre.

HubEhctricGonim
Complete Theatre Lighting Equipment
Factory and General Offices

2219-2225 West Grand Avenue
Telephone Seeiey 6110-I-2-.3

CHICAGO

Ticket

Ticket
Choppers
Holders)

(See

Sound

and

Branch Offices in \ew

York, Toledo, Milwaukee, Minneapolis

TJIEATRE
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INDUSTRIAL FILMS
Producers of
Alexander Film Co., Colorado
Springs, Colo.
Bray Prod., 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
City.
Capitol Projector & Fdm Co.,
612 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Carlson Studios, 3820 Broadway,
Chicago, 111.
Carpenter-Goldman, 161 Harris
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
Carter Cinema Producing Corp.,
551 5th Ave., N. Y. City.
Central Film, 729 7th Ave., N. Y.
City.
Arts, 1820 WyanChapel Cinema
dotte St., Kansas City, Mo.
Cine Art Prod., 6 E. 46th St., N.
Y. City.
Colorcratt Corp., 122 E. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.
Electrical Research Products,
Inc., 250 W. 57th St., N. Y.
City.
Ellis, Carlye, 130 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City.
Fox Film Corp., 850 10th Ave.,
N. Y. City.
Great Western Film Laboratories, Salt Lake City, Utah.
Harcol M. P. Industries, 610
Barfone St., New Orleans, La.
N. AshHolmes, Burton, 7510
land Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kodascope Editing & Titling
Service and Kodascope Libraries, 350 Madison Ave., N. Y.
City.
Long, S. C, Laboratories, 26
Golden Gate Ave., San Francisco, Calif.
Melkon M. P. Lab., 13 Stanhope
St., Boston, Mass.
Merdon Films, 1650 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Missouri Film Labs., 109 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.
McCurdy Films, 56th St. &
Woodland Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Olympic Film Studios, 2419 2nd
Ave., Seattle, Wash.
Paramount, Paramount Bldg.,
N. Y. City.
Pathe, 35 W. 45th St., N. Y.
City.
Pathescope Co., 35 W. 42nd St.,
N. Y. City.
Picture Service Corp., 74 Sherman Ave., Long Island City,
N. Y., and 217 W. Illinois St.,
Chicago, 111.
Pinkney Film, 1028 Forbes St.,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Ross, Herman, Enterprises, Inc.,
622 9th Ave., N. Y. City.
Spoor and Ahbe Film Corp.,
1345 Argyle St., Chicago, 111.
Standard M. P. Service, 1906 S.
\'ermont
Ave., Los Angeles,
Salif.
Stanley Adv. Co., 220 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Strickland Industrial Films, 163
Walton St., N. W., Atlanta,
Ga.
United Projectors Film Corp.,
228 Franklin St., Buffalo, N. Y.
Visuagraphic Pictures, 247 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.
Worldscope M. Pictures, 111 W.
18th St., Kansas City, Mo.

INK AND PENCIL
SLIDES
A. B. Slide Studios, StiUwell
Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif.
Bass Camera Co., 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

Kansas
City
Slide
Mfg.
Co.,
15th and Troost Sts., Kansas
City, Mo.
Radio
Mat
Slide Co., Inc., 167
W. 48th St., N. Y. City.
Standard
Slide
Corp., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.
Weber Co., F., 1220 Buttonwood
St., Philadelphia.
Pa.

INSPECTION

TABLES

Atlas Metal Works, 2601 Alamo
St., Dallas, Texas.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St, Los
Angeles, Calif.

INSURANCE,
LiabilityFire and
Hartford Accident & Indemnity
Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartford Fire Insurance Co.,
Hartford, Conn.
Massce & Co., Inc., 116 Broad
St., N. Y. City.
Stebbins, Leterman & Gates,
1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Theatre Inter-Insurance Exchange, Drexel Bldg., Philadelphia, Pa.

INSURANCE,

Rain

Massce Co., Inc., 116 Broad St.,
N. Y. City.
Stebbins,
Lterman
&
Gates,
1540 Broadway, N. Y. City.

IRON

WORK, Architectural and Ornamental

Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cornell Iron Studio, Inc., 4630
Paschall Ave., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435 W. Division St., Chicago, 111.
Hoffmann Ornamental Iron &
Art Metal Works, 1768 E.
43rd St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Llewellyn Iron Works, Los Angeles, Cal.
Moss Iron Works, J. E., Wheeling, W. Va.
Mott Iron Works, J. L., 369
Lexington Ave., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Perlman Iron Works, Inc., A..
1735 W. Farms Road, N. Y.
City.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Rogers Schmitt Wire & Iron
Works, 1815 23rd St., St.
Louis, Mo.
Wehmever, Edwin W., 1700
Walnut
St., Philadelphia.
Pa.
Williams, Inc., John, 542 W.
27th St., N. Y. City.

JANITORS'

SUPPLIES

Chicago Products Co., 104 Hopkins St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,
913 E. Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.
International Metal Polish Co.,
Quill St. & Belt Railway, Indianapolis, Ind.
Janitors' Supply Co., 301 Market St., Pittsburgh, Pa.

BUYERS

Sanzone Chemical Co., 1127
Roy St., Philadelphia, Pa.
West Disinfecting Co., Barn
St., Long Island City, N. Y.

KICK PLATES, Guards
and Door Pulls
Angert Mfg. Co., 137 W. Broadway, N. Y. City.
Brasco Mfg. Co., 5035 Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Corbin, P. & F., 323 W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.
Steffens Amberg Co., 260-268
Morris Ave., Newark, N. J.

LABELS,

Section Txvo

GUIDE

Film

Dennison
Mfg.
Co.,
F'ramingham, Mass.
Filmack
Co., 838 So. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Green, P. A., 52 Rumford Ave.,
Waltham, Mass.
Neumade
Products
Corp.,
440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

LABORATORIES
CALIFORNIA:
Bennett
Film,
6363
Santa
Monica Blvd., Hollywood.
Clunes,
5356
Melrose
Ave.,
Hollywood.
Consolidated
Film Industries,
Inc.,
5515
Melrose
Ave.,
Hollywood.
Davidge
Film
Laboratories,
Roy,
6701
Santa
Monica
Blvd., Hollywood.
Dawes,
Fred
C,
Negative
Film Lab., 1426 N. Beachwood Drive, Hollywood.
Handschiegl
Color
Process
Corp., 1040 McCadden
PI.,
Hollywood.
Horsley,
Wm.,
6060
Sunset
Blvd., Hollywood.
Little, 5874 Hollywood Blvd.,
Hollywood.
Technicolor
Motion
Picture
Corporation, 1006 Cole Ave.,
Hollywood.
CANADA:
Dominion
Film Co., Vancouver, B. C.
COLORADO:
Ford's, 1029 16th St., Denver.
CONNECTICUT:
Phelpsfilms. Inc., 126 Meadow
.St., New Haven.
FLORIDA:
Miami Studios, Miami.
GEORGIA:
Hamilton Beach Film Co., 141
Walton St., Atlanta.
ILLINOIS:
Holmes, Burton, 7510 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago.
Spoor and Abbe Film Corp.,
1345 Argyle St.. Chicago.
Atlas Educational Film Co.,
1111 So. Blvd., Oak Park.
M. P. A. Film
Laboratory,
The, Piano.
INDIANA:
Coburn Photo & Film Co.,
5.39 W. Meridian St., Indianapolis.
IOWA:
Parrot Films, 1700 Kesauqua Way, Des Moines.
MARYLAND:
Alpha
Film
Laboratories,

3437
Park
Baltimore.

Heights

Ave.,

Lewey,

Harry, Wizard Theatre Bldg., Baltimore.
MASSACHUSETTS:
Commonwealth Cinema Co.,
29 Middlesex St., Boston.
Melkon Motion Picture Laborton.
atory, 19 Stanhope St., BosTechnicolor Motion Picture
Corp., 120 Brookline Ave.,
Boston.
MICHIGAN:
H. troit.
N. Nelson. Film Bldg., DeMINNESOTA:
Lochern Film & Slide Co., W.
A., 706 Film Exchange
Bldg., Minneapolis.
Ray Bell Films, Inc., 817 University Ave., St. Paul.
MISSOURI:
National Film Publicity Co.,
Sara ' &Mo.Duncan
Louis,

Sts., St'.

NEW JERSEY:
Pathe, Bound Brook.
Paragon, John
Fort Lee.
Universal
Film St., Mfg.
Co.,
Fort Lee.
U. S. Laboratories,
Hudson
Heights.
Empire
Laboratories,
Inc.,.
West New York.
NEW YORK:
Craft Film Laboratories, Inc.,
Flushing, Long Island.
Consolidated
Film Industries,
203 W. 146th St., New York.
G.
M.
Laboratories,
Inc.»
Long Island City.
H. E. R. Lab., 457 W. 46tb
St., New York Citv.
Cromiday
Film Lab., 220 W.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Duart Film Lab., 245 W. 55tli
St., N. Y. City.
Empire
Film
Lab., 72i 7tK
Ave., N. Y. City.
Inter-Continental
Film
Laboratories, Inc., 74 Sherman
St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Malcolm
Laboratories,
244
W. 49th St., N. Y. City.
Metex
Lab.,
Jerome Film
Ave., Bronx,
N. 1942'
Y.
Pathescope
Co. of America,.
Inc.,Y. The,
N.
City. ZZ W. 42nd St.,.
Superlab
Corp., 2Z3
St., N. Y. City.
OHIO:

W.

42nd.

Alpha M. P. Co., 2340 Euclid.
Ave., Cleveland.
Pvraniid
Bldg.,
ton.

Film
Co., Pvramid'
121 E. 3rd St.] Day--

OREGON:
Kiser Studios, 77Z MelroseSt., Portland.
PENNSYLVANIA:
Derr Lab., Wm., 2250 N. 7th,
St.. Philadelphia, Pa.
Atlantic ImIiii Co.. 1105 Washington Blvd., Pittsburgh.
Howe
Film Lab.,
Lvman, 175'.
W. River
St., Wifkes-Barre..
Lvman H. Howe Films Co.,.
Inc., The, 175-177 W. River
St., Wilkes-Barre.
TEX.A.S:
Austin
Film
Library,
Inc..
Austin.
Jamieson
Film.Dallas.
Lab.,
221'
Live Oak St.,
WISCONSIN:
Badger Film Co., 326 GrandJ
Ave., Milwaukee.

.M < )

lalmf dip coloiusg
CliicaKu St;i«c l.inlitiuK Co.. 55
Drive. Chicago.
\V. Wackcr
S. VVal.-uhnu Co.. K. I-:.. lOl.S
hiisli Ave.. Chicago. III.
(iilalinc Jroducts Co. Inc.. -/
»)il\ .\vc., IJrooklyn, N. \.
s & Co.. U»(>'' Myrtle .\ve..
Hcwc
ItrooWlvn. N. Y.
KlRnl Bros. Universal Electric
Inc.. J-l
SlaKe LiRhting Co.,
W. iOth St.. N. V. City.
Inc., 4WM
Major Kciuipiiient Co., go.
111.
FuUcrton .\ve., Chica
Hud30/
es,
atori
Labor
o
Rosc
son .Vve.. Brooklyn. N. \.
Icclinical Color & Chemical
Works, 523 Third .Ave, Brooklyn, N. V.

SHADES

LAMP

& Co.. Inc.. t. I-.. 38
Caldwell
W. 15th St.. N. V. City.
& Co., 30 Irvinti 1 lCiidenian
X. Y. CitV.
Inc., State ana
Bros..
Mandel
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Studios, 451 E. Ohio
Mctalarts
St., Chicago, 111.
Pittsburnh Lamp, Brass & Class
Ave.,
i'enn
and
32nd
Co..
Pittslnirsh, Pa.

LAMPS,

Arc

Brenkerl Light Proj. Co., 734«
St. Aubin .Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 17^0
Ave., Chicago.
SprinRheld
N
I"
,,>
Chicago State Lighting Co., 11N. La Salle St., Chicago, HI.
Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,
1438 Bcachvvood Drive, Hollywood, Cal.
ICnterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
5(,4 \V. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.
tieneral Electric Co., Schenectady. N. Y.
(iennert. Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
McAulev Mfg. Co.. J. E.. 334
VV. Adams St.. Chicago. 111.
Strong Elec. Co.. 2501 Lagrange St.. Toledo. Ohio.

Incandescent

LAMPS,

(See Lamps, Mazdai

LAMPS,
(See Lamp

Lacquer

Dip Coloring)

LAMPS,

Mazda

Brenkcrt Light Proj. Co.. 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.
Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Xela Park. Cleveland, Ohio.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
VV. 50th St.. X. Y. City.
National Lamp Works. Xela
Park, Cleveland, Ohio.
Westinghouse Lamp Co., 150
Broadway, X. Y'. City.

LAMPS,

Mazda Projection

Edison Lamp Works of General
Electric Co., Xela Park, CleveJand, Ohio.
Gennert, Inc.. G., 24-26 E. 13th
St.. X. Y. City.

TIoX

'HI
onalN.Projector
Intiriiati
(inld St..
Y. City. Corp..
Electric
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Stage
Lighting
Co., Inc.. 321
W. 50th St., X. Y. City.
Xatioiial
Lamp
Works.
Xela
Park. Cleveland. Ohio.
Westinghouse
Lamp
Co.,
150
Broadway. N. Y. City.

i'
, Loir
LAMPSlie/lcc
lor Xmpcvaq
Arc
Brenkert
Light
Projection
Co.,
734X St. Aubin
St., Detroit,
Mich.
Kiiterpri>e
Optical
Mfg.
Co.,
564 \V. Randolph St.. Chicago,
III.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam St..
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
X. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
X. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., X. Y. City.
McAulcv
Mfg.
Co.. J. E.. 554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Perfection
Arc
Co.,
Inc., 711
Wells St., Milwaukee. Wis.
Strong Elec. Co., The, 2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.

LAMPS,

Ni:\\.s

I'KTrRF.

Portable and
Floor

Benson
Brass
&
Chandelier
Works,
1417
Agnes
Ave.,
Kansas City, Mo.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
HI.
Metalarts
Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago. 111.

77

i-ittsburgh l.aini). Braxs «; (ilass
Ave.,
Peiin
and
Co., .32nd
Pittsburgh. Pa.
X. 12th St.,
C..., 1743
Voigt
Philadelphia, Pa.
Co.,
Turning
Side Wood
West
227 lOth Ave., N. Y. City.

SLIDES

LANTERN

(>M> (iniiiBache,
wich Siiiioi
St.. X.i iS;
Y. Co.,
City.
I'.est Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
.•\ve., ClevelaiKl, Ohio.
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 734H
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit. Mich.
(ieneral Transparent Co.. Chicago, 111.
Ihrbert & Huesgen Co., 18 E.
42iid St.. N Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Lighting Co.. Inc., 321
Stage
W.
50th St., N. Y. City.
Xewton.
C. 1.. 244 W. 14th St.,
X. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co.. 19 Doat St.,
HufTalo. X. Y.

LAQUER,

Film

Rosco Laboratories, 367 Hudson
Ave., Brooklyn, X. Y.

LAVATORY
EQUIPMENT AND FIXTURES
Clow
& Sons, Ave..
JamesChicago.
B.. 201-299
N. Talman
111.
Crane Co., The, 836 E. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, III.
Mott

IroningtonW'orks,
J. L.,
369 LexAve., X. Y.
City.
Xational .-Vutomatic Machines
Co., 2196-2206 University Ave.,
St. Paul. Minn.
Vitrolite Co., The 133 W. Washington St., Chicago, III.

LEADERS,

Film

Xational Screen Service. Inc..
126 W\ 46th St.. N. Y. City:

111., and
also ChicaKo.
Calif.
Angeles,
Corp..
Products
Xeimiade

Los
44U

W. 42iid St , X. Y. Citv.

LENSES,
I Sn-

Condenser

( .iiidcii^i r

LENSES,

1 .iiiM's )

Made to Order

Hausch & l.omb Optical Co., Ij5i
St. Paul St., Rochester. N. Y.
Goerz .Xnicncan Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th M.. X. Y. City.
Jones- Hewett Optical Co., 2
Gordon St., l'.o>ton, Mass.
Kollmorgeii (Optical Corp.. 767
Wythe .\ve.. Urooklyn, N. Y.
Seebold Invisible Camera Corp.,
7i^) Clinton Ave. S., Rochester. X. Y.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
BuHalo, N. Y.
Wollinsak Optical Co.. 872 Hudson Ave., Rochester, X. "i .

LENSES,

Motion
Camera

Picture

Co., 179 W. MadiBass Camera
son St., Chicago, III.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 053
St. Paul M., Roclicster, N. 1Bell & Howell Co., 18.^/ Larchmont .Ave.. Chicago, HI.
Burke & James, 4^3 S. Wabash
Ave., Liiicago, III.
Gennert,
Inc.,City.
d.. 24-20 E. 13tlv
St., i\. V.
Herbert & liuesgen Co., 18 E.
42nd St.. X. Y. City.
Mitchell Camera Corp., 6025
banta Monica Blvd.. Los AnSussieid.geles, i.orsch
& Schimmel,
Calf.
153 W. 23rd St., X. Y. City.
Willoughbys,
X. 1. City. 110 W. 32nd St..

LENSES,

Projection

Bache

Pioneers — Both
in theatre

cooling

Wittcnnieier Machinery Company equipment, installed in the
first theatres in the country to adopt this modern means of
patron comfort, are still giving satisfaction and drawing crowds
at the Riviera and Central Park theatres, Chicago. It is no
coincidence that.Rapp & Rapp, pioneer designers of many of
the ct>untry's most beautiful and successful playhouses chose
Wittenmeier equipment in those pioneer days of theatre cooling.
We are proud of our continued association with Rapp & Rapp
in many of their theatres in all parts of the country.
Here are only a few of the many Wittenmeier air cooling
installations — totalling over 1(X) — that point the value of continuous satisfaction over a period of many years :
Capltnl
Theatre
(second
lamest).
New
York City. N. Y.
("entral I'ark Thcitre. ChlcaKO. 111.
Empire Theatre. Milwaukee.
Wis.
Fox The.itre. Hrooklyn. N. Y.
Vox Theatre. Detroit, Mich.
Kox Theatre. St. Louis. Mo.
Keith .\lbee Palace Theatre. Akron. Ohio.
Keith Memorial Tlieatre. Boston. Mass.
Keith
.\lbec
Palace Theatre.
Columbus.
Ohio.
Loeiv's State Theatre. I>os Anieles. Calif.
Loew's State Theatre. Memphis, Tenn.
I/oew's State Theatre. New Orleans. La.
I»e»'s Mclba Theatre. Pallas, Teias.
Main St. Theatre, Kansas City, Mo.
Majestic Theatre, Houston, Texas.
Maje.<tic Theatre, San Ajitonio, Texas.
Marbro
MarvlanilTlieatre,
tlieatre,("hlcago.
rhicaeo, III.HI.
Ml.liigan Theatre. Detroit. Mich.
Miinlriiial .Vuiliiorium. San Antonio. Texas.
New
Majeitir Theatre. San Antonio. Texas.
.Xcuman
Tlieatre. Kansas
t^ity. Mo.
Orplieum
Theatre.
(Hennepin)
Minneapolis,
Minn.
Orpheum
Palace Theatre, Chicago. Ill,
Klriera Theatre. Chicago, III.

WITTENMEIER
»S0

N.

SPAULD!NG

Sacncer
Canal St. Theatre,
New Orleans, La.
Annette Tlieatre, Cicero, III.
Helpark Tlieatre. Chicago. III.
Canal &. Ludlow
St. Theatre, New
York
City. .\. Y.
Capitol Theatre, Parenport,
Iowa.
Colonial Theatre, Richmond, Va.
Corpus
Christie Tlieatre, Corpus Christie.
Texas.
Davis Theatre. PlttsburKh,
Pa.
Krlanfter Theatre. Chicago. 111.
Fox nthOpera
St. Theatre.
.New Loui..^,
Y'ork City.
Grand
House. St.
Mo. N. Y'.
C.rand Theatre. PittshurKh. Pa.
Tones Theatre. Fort Worth. Texas.
Metropolitan Theatre, Houston. Texa.s.
Keith
.\lbee
Palace
Theatre.
Flushing,
Keith, B. F.. Theatre. Fordhara, X. Y.
KeithL. Albce
Theatre.
Rochester.
I., X. Palace
Y".
N. Y
Loew's
Gates
.\ve. Theatre,
New
York
City, N. Y.
Loew's Palace Theatre, Memphis, Tenn.
Loew's Palace Theatre. Washington. P. C.
I,oew*s State Theatre. Norfolk. Va.
Loew's Tlieatre. I.ouisTille. Ky.
Loew's Theatre. Richmond. Ta.
Loew's Theatre, Y'ookers, N. Y'

MACHINERY

AVE.
Wlttenineler Continuously Since

CO.
CHICAGO,

1897

ILL.

Co.,
(j3(i Greenwich St.. X.Seinoii,
Y. City.
Bausch <V Lomb Optical Co.. 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Brenkcrt Light I'rojection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
(ioerz .•\nierican Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., X. Y. City.
Grundlach Mfg. Corp., 739 Clinton .\ve.. South, Rochester,
X. Y.
Instruments, Ltd., 240 Spark
St., Ottawa, Can.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., X. Y. City.
Kollmorgeii Optical Corp., 767
Wythe Ave.. Brooklyn, X. Y.
Xational Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan

.Ave., Chi-

cago, 111. Inc., 153 W. 23rd
Selsi Co.,
St., N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, X. Y.
Sussfeld. Lorch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., X. Y. Citv.
Wolleiisak Optical Co., »72 Hudson .Ave, Rochester, Film
X. \'.
LIBRARIES,
Dawes, Fred C, 0115 De Longpre Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
General Film Librarv, 117 W.
General Fireproofing Co., The
46th
X. Y.Angeles
City'
1733 St.,
S. Los
St., Los
.Angeles, Calif.
Holmes Lectures, Inc., Burton.
7510 X. Ashland Ave., Chicago, III.
Kadascope Libraries, Inc., 33 W.
42d St.. X. Y. City.
Pathescope Co. of America, 35
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Wahlms.
Inc., 130 W. 40th St.,
X. Y. City.

7S

THEATRE

BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

BUYERS

LIGHTING,

THE

THEATRE

ENGINEERS

(See Engineers, Lighting)
( See

Fixtures,

FIXTURES
Lighting)

LIGHTING, Stage Equipment

Equipment

Supplies

Apparatus

WHATFA'ER your requirements may be — whether
a small spotlight, a complete stage lighting installation, or specially designed equipment — we are
prepared to supply your needs. We carry a large
stock of standard stage lighting specialties ready for
immediate delivery — our engineering and manufacturing facilities enable us to fulfill your special
requirements with dispatch. Leading Theatre Architects specify our products for their most prominent
theatres, as they are dependable, practical, and
embody the very latest developments in lighting
devices for the stage and theatre. Make use of the
Kliegl Catalog when ordering supplies, stage lamps,
etc. When planning the erection of a new playhouse,
refer your problems in stage lighting to our engineers
— their thirty years and more of experience in show^
lighting will be helpful in procuring the best results
at the least cost. The following is but a partial list
of the specialties we manufacture:
Footliahfi
Border Lights
Proscenium Lights
Cove Lights
Illuminated Signs
Act Announcers
Exit Signs
Aisle Lights
Step Lights
Dimmers
Panel Boards
Switchboards
Floor Pockets
Wall Pockets
Automobile Calls
Fire Logs
Coal Grates
Electric
Fountains
Crystal Reflectors

Connectors

Spotlights
Floodlights
Stage Lamps
Co'or Wheels
Color Frames
Scenic Effects

Plugging Boxes
Music Stands
Piano Lights
Organ
Lights
Leader Stands
Rheostats
Pipe Clamps
Stage Cable
Gelatine
Mediums
Color
Caps
Lamp Coloring
Cable Supports
Terminal Lugs
Slide Carriers
Shutters
Blinders
Lenses
Enclosed
Switches

Write for Illustrated Bulletins

Universal Electric Stage Lighting Co.. inc.
ESTABLISHED

THEATRICAL

IB96

• DECORATIVE

• SPECTACULAR

LI6HTIN€
321 West 50th
WEW

Street

YORK, N.Y.

LIGHTS, Border
(See

Lighting,

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Curtis Lighting, Inc., 1119 West
Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 12th St. &
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Duplex Stage Lighting Co., 334
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Great Western Stage Equip. Co.,
817 Holmes St., Kansas City,
Mo.
l.ub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
.A.ve., Chicago, 111.
kligel Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W; 50th St., N. Y. City.
Listenwalter
& Gough,
819 E.
1st St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mestrum,
Henrv,
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Modern Copper & Metal Works,
2671 S. Vermont,
Los Angeles, Calif.
Pollard Co., Wm., 2331 Kindred
St., Long Island City, N. Y.
Reynolds
Electric Co., 2628 W.
Congress Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Ward-Leonard
Electric
Co., 31
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTING
AND
POWER PLANTS

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Continental Electric Co., Inc.,
140 Liberty St.. N. Y. City.
Crane Co., The, 836 S. Michigan
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.
Enslen Hydro & Electric Co.,
Inc.. 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
City.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kohler Co., Kohler, Wise.
Roth Bros. Co., 1400 W. Adams
St.. Chicago, 111.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTING & POWER
PLANTS, Portable
Alexander,
Inc., Harry,
20 W.
34th St., N. Y. City.
Delco Light Co., 304 N. Taylor
St., Dayton, Ohio.
Enslen
Hvdro
& Electric
Co.,
City.
Inc., 1600 Broadway,
N. Y.
Homelite
Corp.. Grand
Central
Terminal. N. Y. City.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LIGHTS, Aisle
(See

Aisle

Lights)

Stage

LIGHTS,
(See

Cove

Equip-)

Cove
Lights)

LIGHTS, Exit
(See

LIGHTING
LIGHTING

Stage lighting

ment)

Acetylene

Commercial
.Acetylene
Supply
Co., Berkeley,
Calif.
Mestrum,
Henry,
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
National
Carbide
Sales
Corp.,
342 Madison Ave., N. Y. City.
Prest-O-Lite
Co.,
Indianapolis,
Ind.

FOR

Section Two

GUIDE

Exit

Light

Signs)

LIGHTS, Orchestra
BeLson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago
Cinema Equip. Co., 1759
111. Springfield
N.
Ave., Chicago,
Chicago
Electric Sign Co., 2219
W. Grand Ave., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting,
Inc., 1119 W.
Jackson Blvd., Chicago. 111.
Gallagher Orch. Equip., 616 W.
Elm St., Chicago, 111.
Kausalite Mfg. Co., 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, III.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

LIGHTS, Spot
(See

Spotlights)

LIGHTS, Studio
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Cinema Studios Supply Corp.,
1438 Beechwood Drive, Hollywood, Calf.
Cooper Hewitt Electric Co., 410
8th St., Hoboken, N. J.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hall & Connollj% 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Nestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh,
Pa.

LINKS, Fusible
Corbin, P. & F., 60 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Globe Automatic Sprinkler Co.,
250 Park Ave., N. Y. City.
Metropolitan
Elec.
Mfg.
Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Moeschl-Edwards
Corrugating
Co., 411 E. 5th St., Cincinnati,
Ohio.
W'estinghouse
Electric
& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.

LINOLEUM
(See Floor Coverings)

LIQUID SOAP & SOAP
CONTAINERS
Best Chemical Co., 832-37 N.
17th St., Allentown, Pa.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,
913 E. Tipton St., Huntington, Ind.
Rochester Germicide Co., Dowling Place., Rochester, N. Y.
West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,
Long Island City, N. Y.

LISTS, Mailing

(See

Mailing

Lists)

LITHOGRAPHERS
Artcraft Lithograph & Printing
Co., 110 7th Ave.. N. Y. City.
Forbes Lithographing Co., Boston, Mass.

June 28, 1930

MOTION

(iriiiiifll Lithographic Co., 406
'.V. .^Ist St., i\. Y. City.
Iktuuxan Co., Tlie, 311 Genesec St., Ciiicimiati. Ohio.
.Milwaukee Lithographing Co.,
2101 Sycamore St., Milwaukee, Wis.
MiirRan LithoRraph Co.. Cleveland. Ohio.

LOIiliY

DECORATIONS

Doty & Scrinibeour Sales Co.,
Inc., 14S Duaane St., N. Y.
City.
Lil)inan - Spanjer Corp., 1600
Broadway, N. Y. City.
McCalluin Decorative Corp., 135
7th St., I'ittshurgh,
Pa.
.\Iandel Bros.. Inc., State & Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Old Glory Mfg. Co., 210 VV. Van
Huren St., Chicago, HI.

LO/WY
DISPLAY
FRAMES
(See

Frames,

Poster and
Display)

LOBBY

Lobby

FURNITURE

I'.in;.; & Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
I'erdinand,
67
Irving
Place,
N. Y. City.
Dow Co.. The, 201 N. Buchanan
St., Louisville, Kv.
l- icks Reed Co., 424 Findlay St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Ileywood-Waketicld
Co.,
209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
J^Iandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Shearer Co., B. G., 2318 2nd Ave.,
Seattle, Wash.

LOBBY

SEATS, Stone

Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. Jefferson St., Chicago,
111.
Clow & Sons. James B., 201-299
N. Talman .Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

LOBBY

WALLS

(Sec Wall

CoviTin,L;si

LOCKS, BOLTS, Panic
Door
Holies
Anti-Panic
Door
Lock
Co., The Wm. B.. 120 Clinton
St.. P. O. Box 600, Milwaukee,
Wis.
Corbin, P. & P., 60 W. Lake St.,
Chicago, 111.
Russell & Erwin Mfg. Co., New
Britain, Conn.
Sargent
&
Co.,
New
Haven,
Conn.
Steffens-Aniberg
Co..
260-268
Morris Ave.. Newark, N. J.

LUBRICANTS,

Oil

Blue Stal Products Co., Inc.,
264 Wyckoff St., Brooklvn.
N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash .Ave., Chicago, III.
International Metal Polish Co.,
Quill St. and Belt R. R., Indianapolis. Ind.
International Projector Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. V. City.

LUMINOUS
(See

SIGNS,
Interior and Exterior

Electric

MAILING

Signs)

BAGS

Bovie & Co.. Inc.. John, 112
Duane St., N. Y. Citv.
Federal Bag Co.. 3500 S. Morgan St., Chicago, 111.

MAILING

!• I C T U R K

LISTS

Hovd's
Citv
Dispatch,
114
23rd St.. N. Y. City.
Motion
Picture
Directory
709 6th .'\ve., N. Y. City.
Polk
& Co.. Inc., R. L.,
Bruadwav,
N. Y. City.
Ross-GouUi Co.. 483 N. 10th
St. Louis, Mo.
Trade
Circular
Co.,
166
.\dams .St.. Chicago. III.

MAKE

K.
Co.,
524
St.,

UP, Theatrical

W.

46ih

MARBLE,

St.,

N.

Y.

Artificial

Chicago .\rt Marble Co., 2St!J
Hillock Ave., Chicago, III.
Coniolli & Co.. John. 85 5th Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Henry Marble Co., 3208 Shields
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Vitrolite Co., The, 133 W^ Washington St., Chicago. 111.

MARBLE,

Special Aiuwimccmcnt

W.

Emmelin.
Alfred.
49 W.
4«th
St., N. Y. City.
I'actor Co., Inc., Max, 1666 No.
Highland
.\ve.,
Hollywood,
Calf.
Shindhelm, G., 144 W. 46th St.,
N. Y. City.
City. 318
Tarn's.

X I-: W S

our
of
Nczv Orii^amzation

Gallagher Orchestra
Equipnient Company
616-618 W. VXm St.,

Natural

Chicago, J 11.

Appalachian
.\larl)le Co., Kiio.xville. Tenn.
Bing & Co.'s Successors,
Inc.,
F'erdinand,
Irving
Place,
N.
Y. City. 67
Clow & Sons, James B., 201-299
N. Talman Ave., Chicago, 111.
Concord
Slate, Marble
& Tile
Corp.. 229 Bowery. N. Y. City
United Marble Co., Rutland, Vt.
\'ermont
Marble
Co., Proctor,
Vt.

MARQUEES,

Theatre

(.See Canopies)

MAT
(See

MATS

Service,

AND

Mat)

RUNNERS

American
Standard
Mfg.
Co.,
2266 .-\rcher Ave., Chicago, 111.
Getman
Leather
Products
Co.,
109 Pearl St., Oshkosh, Wis.
Heywood-Wakefield
Co.,
209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
McCallum Decorative Corp., 135
7th St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Mat Co., F. A.. 230 Fifth Ave..
N. Y. City.
Pick & Co.. Albert,
1200 W.
35th St., Chicago, 111.
Quaker
Citv Rubber
Co., 629
Market St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

MAZDA
(See

LAMP
JECTION

Projection.

MAZDA
(See

Lamps.

METAL

Mfg. of

MUSIC
FOR

STANDS

STAGE

ORGAN
PIANO

SERVICE

7')

AND

MUSIC
MUSIC

ORCHESTRA

PIT

RACKS
RACKS
CHAIRS

MOBILE

STAGE
PLATFORM

ORGAN

LIFTS

ORGAN

SEATS

RESONATORS
FURNISHINGS

PRO-

Mazda

Lamp)

LAMPS
Mazda)

NUMBERS,
Letters

American Art Works, Coshocton, Ohio.
Arcus Ticket Co., 348 N. Ashland Ave., Chicago, 111.
Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee. Wis.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Sargent & Co., New Haven,
Conn.

Makers

of Any Special Equipment Required
Special Design and Finishes

CATALOGS— LAYOUTS— INFORMATION AND
PRICES FURNISHED ON REQUEST
R. P. 15EDORE, Pres.
J. J. KREMA.
CPIARS. MARKS. Sect.

Treas.

THEATRE

80
Price Brothers, 2644
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Smith Wire & Iron
P., 2340 Clybourn
cago, 111.
Stafford Co., N., 96
N. V. City.

METERS,

Maplewood
Works, F.
Ave., ChiFulton St.,

Film

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex
M.
P. Industries,
74
Sherman
Ave.,
Long
Island
City, N. Y.
Gennert.
Inc., G., 24 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.
Neumade
Products
Corp.,
440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbvs,
110 W. 32nd St.,
N. Y. City.

MIRRORS

(See

Disinfectants

and

Spravs)

Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Rockbestos
Products
Corp., P.
O. Drawer 1102, New Haven,
Conn.

MOTOR GENERATORS
(See

Generators,

MOTORS,

General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hertner Elec. Co., 12694 Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Howell Elec. Alotor Co., Howell,
Mich.
Reynolds Elec. Co., 2628 West
Congress St., Chicago, 111.
Roth Bros. & Co., 1400 West
Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Wagner Electric Corp., 6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Westinghouse Elec. &; Mfg. Co.,
E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Wiggington Co., 434 N. Church
St., Kalamazoo,
Mich.

Motor)

Electric

Allis-Chalmi-rs Mfg.
waukee, Wis.

Co., Mil-

Poster

Milwaukee Corrugating Co.,
35th Ave. and Burnham St.,
Milwaukee, Wis.
National Card, Mat & Board
Co., 4318 Carroll Ave., Chicago, 111.
Reliable Poster Mfg. Co., 449
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

MUSIC

STANDS,
chestra

Or-

Channon Mfg. Co., J. H., 223 W.
Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago.
111.
Gallagher Orch. Equip., 616 W.
Elm St., Chicago, 111.
Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash
Ave. Chicago,
111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Modern Copper & Metal Works,
2671
S. Vermont
St., Los
Angeles,
Calif.

OHMMETERS

SPRAY

MOT/ON PICTURE
CABLE

& EQUIPMENT

Automatic Devices Co., '739
Hamilton
St., Allentown,
Pa.
Fidelity Electric Co., Lancaster,
Pa.

MOUNTINGS,

Albano Co., The, 309 E. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Bache & Co., Semon, 636 Greenwich St., N. Y. City.
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin St., Detroit,
Mich.
Lobby Display Frame Corp., 723
7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Markendorff Sons, Inc., S., 159
W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
Metalarts Studios, 451 E. Ohio
St., Chicago, 111.
Newcomb Mfg. Co., F. J., 42 W.
13th St., N. Y. City.
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Rawson & Evans Co., 710-712
West Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Selso Co., Inc., 153 W. 23rd St.,
N. Y. City.
Voigt Co., 1743 North 12th St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

MOTH

BUILDING

(See

OIL

Volt

OPTICAL

EQUIP-

Anthony
Co., The,
138 West
Ave., Long Island City, N. Y.
Caloroil Burner Corp., 225 West
34th St., N. Y. City.
Fuel
Oil
Burner
Engineering
Corp.,
101 Park
Ave., N. Y.
City.
Gilbert & Barker
Mfg. Co., 26
Broadway, N. Y. City.
MacLeod
Co.. 2227 Bogen
St.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.
Reynolds & Co., B. F., 118 West
Ohio St., Chicago, 111.
Skinner
Bros.
Mfg.
Co.,
Inc.,
1474
Vandeventer
Ave.,
St.
Louis, Mo.
Sunreme
boater
& Ventilating
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,
Mo.

Section Two

GUIDE
ORGANS,

EQUIPMENT

Austin
Conn.
Cremora

Bruckner-Mitchell, 252 W. 22nd
St., N. Y. City.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Curtis
Pneumatic
Machinery
Co., 1944 Kienlert
Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Warsaw
Elevator
Co., Warsaw
N. Y.

Maxey-Bartola Organ Co., Oshkosh, Wis.
Moller Co., M. P., Hagerstown,
Md.
National
Theatre
Supply
Co.,

ORCHESTRA

ORGAN

LIFTS

BLOWERS

Kinetic
Engineering
Co., Lansdowne. Pa.
Page Organ Co., 519 N. Jackson
St., Lima, Ohio.
Spencer
Turbine
Co., Hartford,
Conn.
Zephyr
Electric
Organ
Blower
Co., Orrville, Ohio.

ORGAN

HEATERS

(See Heaters. Organ)

LIFTS

Bartola Musical Instrument Co.,
Oshkosh, Wis.
Bruckner-Mitchell, 532 W. 22nd
St., N. Y. City.
Clark, Inc., Peter, 544 W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Curtis.
Pneumatic
Machinery
Co., 1944 Kienlert
Ave., St.
Louis, Mo.
Gallagher Orchestra Equip
Co.,
616 W. Elm St., Chicago, 111.
Otis Elevator Co., 26th St. and
11th Ave., N. Y. City.
Warsaw
Elevator Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

ORGAN

SEATS

Howard
Organ
Seat
Co.,
De
Kalb, 111.
Kimball Co., W. W., 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Welte-Mignon
Corp., 665 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. Citv.

ALL
TELEPHOTO CELLS
GUARANTEED

Organ

Theatre

Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
l'"ish-Schurman Corp., 45 W.
45th St., N. Y. City.
Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Herbert & Huesgen Co., 18 F.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N.^ Y. City.
Kollmorgen Optical Corp., 767
Wythe Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Newton, Chas. I., 244 W. 14th
St., N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat Ct.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Susstield, Lorsch & Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.
WoUensak Optical Co., 872 Hudson Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

ORGAN

Meters)

BURNING
MENT

BUYERS

Organ

Co.,

Hartford,

Company,

Chi-

III.
E.
E. cago, Fulton
Co.,
1018
S.
Wabash, Chicago, 111.
Estev
Organ
Co.,
Estey
St.,
Brattleboro, Vt.
Gottfried Co., The A., 19th and
Myrtle Sts., Erie, Pa.
Hall Organ
Co., 680 Campbell
Ave., West Haven, Conn.
Hillgrecn
Lane & Co., Alliance,
Ohio.
Kilgen & Sons, Inc., Geo., 4024
Union Blvd., St. Louis, Mo.
Kiniliall Co., W. W., 306 South.
Wabash
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Leatherman, F. H., 150 Waltom
St., Atlanta, Ga.
Link Co., The, 183 Water
St.,
Binghamton,
N. Y.
Marr
& Colton
Co., Warsaw,
N. Y.

624 So. Michigan
Ave., Chi111.
Morton, cago,Robert,
Organ
Co., 29
Pine St., N. Y. Citv.
Seeburg Co., J. P., 1510 Dayton
St., Chicago, 111.
Ward-Leonard
Electric Co., 31
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.
Welte-Mignon
Corp., 665 Fifth
Ave., N. Y. City.
Wurlitzer Co., The Rudolph. 121
East 4th St., Cincinnati, O.

OZONE ELECTRIC
MACHINES
Bohn
Electric
Co.,
C. C, 55
West 46th St., N. Y. City.
N.
J.
Carrier
Engineering
Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark,
Reed
Engineering Company,
Church St., N. Y. Citv.

50

PAINT, Plastic
California Stucco Products Co.
of Mo.,
sas City,2039
Mo. E. 19th St., KanCraftex Co., The, 37 Antwerp
St., Boston, Mass.
Nephi Plaster & Mfg. Co., 907
Continental Bk. Bldg., Salt
Lake City, Utah.

PAINTINGS,play Lobby

Dis-

Doty
& Schimgeour
Sales Co.,
Inc., 148 Duane
St., N. Y.
Citv.
Geschcidt & Co.. Jacob, 142 East
43rd St., N. Y. (:ity.
McCallum Decorative Corp.. 135
Seventh St.. Pittsburgh, Pa.

Long
Noise

Life, High
Sensitivity,
Level
and Immediate

Light

Energy

of
Radio

Audio,
Ultra
Frequencies

Inappreciable
Response
to
Audio

and

A Superior Product Developed by Years of Research
in the
Field of Electrochemistry Relative to Photo Electric Substances
TELEPHOTO TYPE, S.R. 1-16
The Cell For
"Lifelike Speech Reproduction"

TELEPHOTO
l.«-;{.'') WEST

I9TU

CORPORATION,
STRKKT

NEW

YORK

Inc.
(ITY

Also Manufacturers of Cells
to Meet Your Individual
Requirements

HI
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M O T 1O N

PAINTS
Kuscli Co.. Ili'iiry. 525 So. \Vabasli .Xvi-., l^'liiiaK'"'. HI

PA/NTS, Poster and
Shoivcard

(iciu-ral Outdoor
Adv. Co.,
W. 57tli St.. X. V. City.

550

(iruinhaduT. i\l.. W)() l'"ifth .\vc.,
N'. V. Citv.
Kalfscli & Co.. 1.^8 Fulton
St.,
N. V. City.
Paasche
Airbrusli
Co.. 1909-27
Divorscv
I'kvvav. Chicago. 111.
FittshurK'li Plate Glass Co., U)18
IVick Bids.. IMttshurnh.
Pa.
Kicbo
Co., Erwin
i\l.. 159 E.
(>Otli St., N. V. City.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 610 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. Citv.

W urdack Lite. Mfg. Co., Win.,
4444 Clayton Ave, St. Louis,

Morgan Co., Chicago Civic
Opera Bldg., Chicago, 111.

PANEL HOARDS
Lighting
Adam
Electric
Co., Louis,
l-'rank,Mo.
3649
Windsor
PI.. St.
lUiIl Dog Sales. 1223 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago. 111.
General Electric Co., Schenectady. N. V.
Hub Electric Co.. 2219 West
Grand Ave.. Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co.. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Metropolitan Elec. Mfg. Co.,
14tli and Boulevard, Long
Island City, N. Y.
Mutual Elec. Machine Co., 7610
Jos. Compeau Ave., Detroit,
Mich.

CINCINNATI

Kuiuv Show Print Co.. Runey
I'.hlg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Wenger, Harrv. 30 Film Ex.

I'KAMT
liOASTKIiS &
POPCORN
MACHINES
Mm

Bldg..

-North Tonawanda Musical
Works, Payne Ave., North
Tonawanda. X. Y.
Seeburg Co.. L P.. 1510 Drayton
St.. Chicago. 111.

Slide

Hlaisdell Pencil Co.. 141 Berklev St., Philadelphia,
Pa.

PERFORATORS,

Film

Welte-Mignon
Corp.. 665 F'ifth
Ave., X. Y. City.
Wurlitzer Co.. The Rudoli)h, 12]
E. 4th St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchniont Ave., Chicago,
III.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries. 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City. X. Y.
Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester,
X. Y.

PLASTER

Arcturus Radio Tube Co., 720
X.
J.
Frclinghuystn
Ave., Xewark,
Telephoto Corp., Inc., 133 W. 19
St., X. Y. Citv.

POR-

Kraus Mfg. Co.. 220 West 42nd
St., N. Y. City.
Old Masters Studio, Inc., 135
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Photo Repro. Co., Inc., 68 Hunters Point Ave., Long Island
Citv. X. Y.

CHICAGO

The

ORNAMENTS

American
Sculpture
Co., 20 E.
42nd St., X. Y. City.
Architectural
Decorating
Co.,
1600 S. lefTerson St., Chicago,
111.
Best Chemical Co., 833-37 Xorfh
17th St., Allentown. Pa.
Caprom.
P. P.. & Bro., Inc..
1940 Washington
St., Boston.
Mass.
Holdsvvorth Bros., 256 W. 57th
St., N. Y. City.
Jennens. W. H., Mfg. Co., 1011
E. 23d St., Kansas City, Mo.
Xational Plastic Relief Mfg. Co.,
907
Evans
St.,
Cincinnati,

PHOTO-ELECTRIC
CELLS

PHOTOS AND
TRAITS

A'ngeles. Calif.

Bahlwin Piano Co., 2i.^ S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Capitol Piano &. (Jrgan Co., 331
W. 34th St.. N. Y. City.
Kimball Co.. W. W.. 306 South
Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Link Co., The, 183 Water St.,
Binghamton, X. Y.
Mar<|uette
Piano Co..111.2439 Wallace St., Chicago,

National
Sales
Mig.
Co., 527
Keoway, Dcs Moines,
la.
Star
AHg.
Co., 4569-71
Swan
St.. St. Louis. Mo.
Talb<jt Mfg. Co., 1213 Chestnut St.,
St. Liiuis. .MisMiitri.

PENCILS,

Lo>

PIANOS, Automatic

Cren>r> & d.. C. (>12 W. 22n(l
St., Chicago,
111.
Ilolcoml) & Hoke Mfg. Co., 1545
\'an
St., hulianapolis,
Ind. Huren

\Vel)cr
Co., St..
Inc.,Pliiladclpliia,
1".. 1220 Buttonwood
Pa.

PAIiXTS, Theatre Interior

P I C T U K !•: X !•: W S

Ohio.
Newman Mfg. Co.. Cleneav Ave.
and X. cS: \V. R. R., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Rickert
& Si>n. J. B., i2Z S.
Citrus
Ave.,
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
\oigt Co., 1743 Xorth
12th St.,
Philadelphia.
Pa.

PL A STERISa,
A R( 111TECTURAL
.'\rchitectural Decorating Co.,
U)00 Jefferson St., S., Chicago.
III.
Architectural Plastering Co., 624
I'irst Ave., N. Y. City.
Bullivant-I.ingg Co., 35 S. Dearborn .St., Chicago, III.
Continental Plastering Co., 1934
Cf)mmerce St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Jacobson
& Co., 241 E. 44th St..
N. Y. Citv.
Jennens, W. H., Mfg. Co., 101 1
E. 23d St., Kansas City, Mo.
Xeumann & Even, 329 E. 47th
St., N. Y. Citv.
Rickert & Son. j. B.. 322 S. Citrus Ave., Los Angeles,
Calif.

POSTER

SERVICE

i'oster Design Service, Inc., 729
Seventh Ave., N. Y. (City.

POSTER

LIGHTS

General Outdoor .Adv. Co., 550
\\'. 57th St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros., Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co.. Inc., 321
W. 50th St., X. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St..
BufTalo, N. Y.
Voigt Co.. 1743 Xorth 12th St..
Philadelphia. Pa.

POSTER

PASTE

General Outdoor .\dv. Vc, 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.

BOSTON

BUFFALO

ART

PHILADELPHIA

World* s Largest
Manufacturer
of Organs
extends

congratulations

to

RAPP & RAPP
and

wishes

them

success

THE RUDOLPH
Factory:

in

all

their

WURLITZER

North

Tonawanda,

120 West 42nd Street, New
SAN

FRANCISCO

LOS

enterprises

ANGELES

N.

CO.

Y.

York
AM)

PRINCIPAL

CITIES

82

THEATRE

POSTERS,

Advertising

Artcraft Lithograph & Printing
Co., 110 7th Ave., N. Y. City.
Edwards & Deiitsch Lithographing Co., 2330 S. Wabash Ave.,
Chicago, III.
Fihiiack Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
General Outdoor Adv. Co., 550
W. 57th St., N. Y. City.
Grinnell Lithographic Co., Inc.,
406 W^ 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegen Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Inter-City Press, 10 Ferry St.,
N. Y. City.
Morgan Lithograph Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
Runey Show Print Co , Runey
BIdg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Strauss & Co., Inc., 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.
U. S. Printing & Lithograpliing
Co., 85 N. Third St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

BUILDING

PROJECTORS,

& EQUIPMENT

Portable

Bass
Camera
Co.,
179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago,
111.
Capitol
Machine
Co.,
100
E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
De Vry Corp., The, 1111 Center
St., Chicago, 111.
Duplex
Motion
Picture
Induseries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Fish-Schurman
Corp.,
45
W.
45th St., N. Y. City.
Gennert,
Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.
Goerz
American
Optical
Co.,
C.
City.P.. 317 E. 34th St., N. Y.

Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.

Herbert
& Huesgen
Co., 18 E.
42nd St., N. Y. City.
Holmes
Projector
Co., 1639 N.
Halsted St., Chicago, 111.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Acme
Division,
90 Gold
St.,
N. Y. City.
Pathescope
Co., Aeolian
Bldg.,
35 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Spencer Lens Co., 19 Doat St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
Victor
Animatograph
Co., 527
W. 4th St., Davenport, Iowa.

PROGRAMS

PROJECTORS,

PRINTERS, Film
Machine

& COVERS

(See also Printing, Theatre)
Derby Press, The, 1799 Jerome
Ave., N. Y. City.
Exhibitors
Program
Co.,
10O6
Forbes St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Filmack
Co.,
838
S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Globe
Type
Foundry,
956-958
W. Harrison St., Chicago, 111.
Grinnell
Lithographic
Co., Inc.,
406 W. 31st St., N. Y. City.
Hennegan Co., The, 311 Genesee
St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Hoover
& Sons Co., Jos., 49th
and Market Sts., Philadelphia,
Pa.
Pace
Press, Inc., 207 W. 25th
St., N. Y. City.

PROJECTION
MACHINE PARTS
Baird Motion Picture Machine
Co., 31 Runyon St., Newark,
N. J.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International Projector Corp., 90
Gold St., N. Y. City.
Kaplan, Sam, 729 Seventh Ave.,
N. Y. City.

PROJECTION,
Lamp

Mazda

Edison Latnp Works of General
Electric Co., Nela Park, Cleveland, O.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, III.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
-Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
National Lamp Works, Nela
Park, Cleveland,
Ohio.
Wcstinghouse Lamp Co., 150
Broadway, N. Y.

Standard

Coxsackie Holding Corp., Coxsackie. N. Y.
Enterprise Optical Mfg. Co., 564
W. Randolph St., Chicago, 111.
Fulton Co., E. E,, 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
111.
International Projector Corp.,
Powers
Division, 90 Gold St.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago, 111.
Sheares Co., B. F., 2318 Second
Ave., Seattle, Washington.

PROJECTORS,

Wide Film

International Projection Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City.

RACKS,

Developing

Corcoran, Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey City, N. J.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.

RAILS, Rope
Ajax Rope Co., Inc., 117 Libertv
St., N. Y. City.
American
Mfg. Co., Noble and
West Sts., Brooklyn. N. Y.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Newman
Mig.
Co.,
Cleneay
Ave. and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Pick
& Co., Albert.
1200 W.
35th St.. Chicago. 111.
Price Brothers,
2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago,
111.

RECTIFIERS,
Alternating Current
Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton
St., Allentown,
Pa.
Forest Electric Corp., New and
Wilsey Sts., Newark, N. J.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hall & Connolly, 24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
Liberty Electric Corp., Stamford, Conn.
Strong Elec. Co.. The. 2501 Lagrange St., Toledo, Ohio.
Westinchouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh. Pa.

BUYERS

REELS, Film Shipping
Projection
Amusement Supply Co., 630 9th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Geometric Stamping Co., 221 E.
131st St., Cleveland, Ohio.
Globe Machine & Stamping Co.,
1250 West 76th St., Cleveland.
Ohio.
Goldberg
Bros., 1533-39
Blake
St., Denver, Col.
Lloyds Film Storage Corp., 130
W. 46th St., N. Y. City.
Neumade
Products
Corp., 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Sharlow Bros. Co., 442 W. 42nd
St., N. Y. City
Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110 W. 32nd St.,

REFLECTORS,

Section Tzvo

GUIDE

Light

Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
111.
N. Springfield
Ave., Chicago,
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. LaSalle St., Chicago, 111.
Curtis Lighting
Co., Inc., 1123
W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111
Frink,
N. Y.Inc.,
City.I. P., 239 10th Ave.,
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.

REFLECTORS,
Arc Lamp Mirror
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co., 653
St. Paul St., Rochester, N. Y.
Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Enterprise
Optical
Mfg.
Co.,
564 W. Randolph St., Chicago,
111.
Goerz American Optical Co., C.
P., 317 E. 34th St., N. Y. City.
Hall & Connolly,
24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
90 Gold St., N. Y. City.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
McAuley
Mfg.
Co., J. E., 554
W. Adams St., Chicago, 111.
Sussfeld,
Lorsch
& Schimmel,
153 W. 23rd St., N. Y. City.

REFRIGERATING
MACHINERY

American
Carbonic
Machinery
Co., Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Brunswick-Kroeschell
Co., New
Brunswick, N. J.
Carbondale
Machine
Co., Carbondale. Pa.
Carrier
Corp., 850
N. J. Engineering
Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark,
Cooling
&
Air
Conditioning
City.
Corp., 11 W. 42nd St., N. Y.
General
Refrigeration
Co., Beloit. Wis.
Gillespie
& Tinkham,
3011
S.
San Pedro
St., Los Angeles,
Calif.
Shipley Construction
& Supply
Co., 42nd St. and Second Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
Sodemann
Heat
& Power
Co.,
2306
Morgan
St., St. Louis,
Mo.
Wittenmeier
Machinery
Co., 30
Church St., N. Y. City.
W^oodling,
Miner
D., 810 Midland Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Pa.
York Ice Machiner]' Co., York,

RENOVATORS,

Film

Bennett
Film
Renovator
Kansas City, Kans.
Dworsky
Film
Mach.
61 48th
Ave.,
Long

Co.,
Corp.,
Island

City, N. Y.
FilmCity.Renovating Co. of America, Film Center Bldg., N. Y.
Rex Film Renovator Mfg. Co.,
73 E. Naghten St., Columbus,
Ohio.

REPLACERS,cent Lamp
IncandesMatthews & Bros., W. N., 3722
Mo.
Forest Park Blvd., St. Louis,
Morse, Frank W., 516 Atlantic
Ave., Boston, Mass.

RESONANT

BASES

Gallagher Orchestra Equipment
Co., 616 West Elm St., Chicago, 111.

REWINDERS,

Film

Bass Camera Co., 179 West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Bell & Howell Co., 1827 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.
Best Devices Co., 1514 Prospect
Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
111.
Duplex tries,
Motion
Picture
74 Sherman
Ave., IndusLong
Island City, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E.. 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
International Projector Corp.,
Simplex
Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Neumade Products Corp., 440
W^ 42nd St., N. Y. City.
Willoughbys,
N. Y. City. 110 W. 32nd St.,

RHEOSTATS
Brenkert Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc., The, l2th
St. and Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Hertner
Electric
Co.,
12694
Elmwood Ave., Cleveland, O.
Hoffmann
&
Sons,
?)%7 First
Ave., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Simplex
Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Mestrum,
Henry,
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Ward
Leonard
Electric Co., 31
South St., Mt. Vernon, N. Y.

RIGGING, Stage
Acme
Scenic
Studios,
1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Armstrong
Studios,
1717 Cardova St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Bruckner-Mitchell, 532 \N. 22nd
St., N. Y. City.
Channon
Mfg.
Co., J. H., 223
W. Erie St., Chicago, 111.
Chicago
Stage
Equipment
Co.,
111. W. Wacker
55
Drive, Chicago,
J. den
R. Clancy,
Inc., 1010N. W.
Ave., Syracuse,
Y. BelClark, Inc., Peter, 544 \W. 30th
St., N. Y. City.
Econoquipment Mfg. Co., Akron,
Ohio.
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Western StaKC Equipment Co., 817 Holmes St.,
Kansas City, Mo.
I.andisli Studios, Inc., 40 Ames
St., Rutherford. N. J.
Studios, 1818-38 AmLee Lash sterdam
-Vve., N. Y. City.
Martin Studios. J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hoilywood, Calif.
New \ ork Studios, 328 W. 39th

SCREE\S, Motion
Picture
Beaded Screen Corp.. 19 Dcbevoise Ave., Roosevelt, N. Y.
Da-Lite Screen Co.. 2723 N.
Crawford Ave.. Chicago. 111.
Diamond Screen Products Co.,
1222 (Ontario St., Cleveland,
Ohio.

St., N'. ^■. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Film
Ex. Bldx.. Los Angeles, Calif.
Tirtin Scenic Studios, Tiffin,
Ohio.
Voiland Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave.. St. Louis, Mo

ROOFING

PICTURE

MOTION

Great

MATERIALS

Anchor Corrugating Const. Co.,
145 W. 41st St., N. Y. City.
Co., 420 Le.xAsphalt
Barber
ington Ave., N. Y. City.
Beaver
Products Co.. Inc., 1440
Military Rd., Buffalo, N. Y.
Bitutect, Inc., 6924 S. Stanford
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Cons'..
Gypsum
Lathrop-Hogc
Co.. Neave
Bldg., Cincinnati.
Ohio.
Milwaukee
Corrugating
Co.,
36th Ave. and Burnham
St.,
Milwaukee. Wis.
Nagler
Bros., 38th &
Poplar
Sts., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sobel
& Kraus,
Inc., 517 E.
136th St., N. Y. City.

SAFES, Burglar proof
General Fireprooting Co., The,
1733 S. Los Angeles St., Los
Angeles, Calif.
York Safe & Lock Co., York. Pa.

Gardiner Co.. L. J., 1021 West
(Joodale Blvd., Columbus, O.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 SunCalif.
set Blvd.. Hollywood,
National Screen Co. 2100 Payne
Ave.. Cleveland. Ohio.
National Tiieatrc Supply Co..
624 So. Michigan Ave., Chicago. 111.
Raven Screen Corp., 1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Walker American Corp.. 236 6th
St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Wertsner & Son, C. S.. 221 N
13th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

SEAT
(See

COVERS

Covers, Theatre

SEAT

NEWS

Seat)

IXDICATORS,
Vacant

Acme Electric Const. Co., 407 S.
Dearborn St., Chicago. 111.
Automatic
Electric Co.. 1027 W.
Van Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Eastman Co., Inc., 401 Bienville
St., New Orleans. La.
Grand'
Co., 2219
Hub
Ave.,Electric
Chicago.
111. W.

SEATS. Theatre
.American Seating Co.. 14 East
Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. 111.
.\ndrews Co., A. H., 107 South
Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.

ng Co., ArlingSeati111.
Arlington
ton Heights,
Gallagher Orchestra Co., 616 W.
Elm St., Chicago, III.
Heywood - Wakelield Co., 209
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Illinois Theatre Seat Exchange
Co., 1029 S. Wabash Ave.. Chicago, III.
National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave.. Chicago, III.
Shearer Co.. B. P.. 231H 2nd
Ave.. Seattle. Wash.
Stafford Mfg. Co.. E. H., 367
W. Adams St., Chicago. III.
Steel Furniture
Co.,
1475
Bu
chanan
Ave.,
Grand
Rapids.
Mich.
Wisconsin Chair Co.. Pt. Washington, Wis.
Wooten-Gedge Co., 7310 Woodward Ave.. Detroit. Mich.

SERVICE,

Mat

Theatre Ad Mat Service, Inc.,
226 W. 42nd St., N. Y. City.

SHUTTERS,

Iris

Stage
Ligliiing to.. Inc.
W. 50th St.. N. Y. City.
Mestrum.
Henry.
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
321
SIGNS Changeable
St..\\
Ave., Chicago. HI.
.'<.1.-'
Inc..
Adbigii.
California
Electric
3520
S.
Main Signs

Los
Angeles, Calif.Sales
Flash-O-Lite
Co..
1102
Boylson St.. Boston, Mass.
Flexiume
Corp..
1100
Military
. Rd., Buffalo. N. Y.
Ideal Sign Co., Inc., 149 Seventh
St.. Brooklyn. N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage
Lighting
Co., Inc.. 321
W. 50th St.. N. Y. City.
Liberty
Co.. 67-73 W. 44th
St.. N. Mfg.
Y. City.
Milne
Electric Co.. 614 Cherry
St., Milwaukee, Wis.
Newman
Mfg.
Co..
Cleneay
Ave. and \. & W. R. R.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
Opalume Sign System. Box 288.
Battle Creek. Mich.
Strauss & Co., Inc.. 616 W. 43rd
St., N. Y. City.

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St..
Chicago, 111.
Co.,
Light Projection
Brenkert
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,

SIGNS, Electric

Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N.
111. Springfield Ave.. Chicago.

Aetna Roofing Co.. 240 W. 10th
St., N. Y. City.
American Three-W^ay Luxfer
Prism Co., 358 Webster Ave.,
Long Island City, N. Y.
Sobel & Kraus, Inc., 517 E.
136th St.. N. Y. City.

Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 112
N. La Salle St.. Chicago. 111.
E., 1018111.S. WaCo..Ave.,E.Chicago,
Fulton bash
Kliegl

Bros.

Universal

Electric

(See Electric Signs)

SKYLIGHTS

95 Webt Co.,
SuperiorsterSkyligh
Ave., Long
City,
Island
N. Y.

Hoffmann 4 Soons
/
.

..

-I

;fl|^^:1

M

Wherever you go — wherever you look — from famous
theatres to the small suburban movies — from Broadway to
Main Street — you will find Perfection Rheostats recognized as the highest standard in the motion picture world.
Leading managers, exhibitors, projectionists all unite
in according first place to this Union-Made rheostat, and
the only one so made — Perfection in name and performance.

HOFFMANN

m

^

Mfg. Division
387 FIRST AVENUE
NEW YORK

&

SOONS

PERP^CJIDN

Rheost/\ts
l^^p^^^^^^^^^

^^

\

ish
Co..

Contracting Electrical Engineers
Moling Picture Theatre Electrical Specialists
.uuiiiiy riiture i iieaire cieciricai jpeciatisis

-^

^
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THEATRE

SLIDE

MAKING
FITS

BUILDING
SLIDES,

OUT-

Bass
Camera
Co.,
179
West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.
National
Studios,
Inc., 228 W.
56th St., N. Y. City.
Radio
Mat
Slide Co., 167 W.
48th St., N. Y. City.

& EQUIPMENT

BUYERS

SPOTLIGHTS

Mat

Bass
Camera
Co.,
179
West
Madison St., Chicago, 111.
Kansas City Slide Mfg. Co., 15th
and
Mo. Troost Sts., Kansas City,

Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Best Devices
Co., Film
Bldg.,
light.)
Cleveland,
Ohio.
(Baby Spot-

Radio
Mat
Slide Co., 167
48th St., N. Y. City.
Tablet
& Ticket
Co., 1015
Adams St., Chicago, 111.

Brenkert
Light Proj. Co., 7348
St. Aubin Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Burke & James, 425 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Chicago Electric Sign Co., 2219
W^ Grand
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55
W.
Wacker
Drive,
Chicago.
111.
Duplex Stage Lighting Co., 334
W. 44th St., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co.. E. E., 1018 S WaIjash Ave., Chicago, 111.
Gennert, Inc., G., 24-26 E. 13th
St., N. Y. City.
Hall & Connolly,
24 Vandam
St., N. Y. City.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W.'50th St., N. Y. City.
Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Mestrum,
Henry,
514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
National
Theatre
Supply
Co..
624 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago,
, 111.
Pollard, Wm., 2331 Kindred St.,
Astoria, L. I. City, N. Y.

W.
W.

The Most

Powerful Publicity
Medium Yet Devised to
Interest Audiences in
Coming Again and Again
To Your Theatre.

STAGE

EFFECTS

Armstrong
Studios,
Inc.,
1717
Cordova
St.,
Los
Angeles,
Calif.
Belson Mfg. Co., 80O Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Brenkert
Light Projection
Co.,
7348
Ave., Detroit,
Alich. St. Aubin

^OBIM

SCHEEBi MHia[

Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springiield
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Chicago Stage
W.
111. Wacker

f*rt .mmmmietiiim.

mm .».o,"w*»A«s k^t.

Lighting Co., 55
Drive,
Chicago,

Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting
Co., Inc., 321
W. SOth St., xN. Y. City.

ROOFING

AND

SHEET
ON THE

BROOKLYN

METAL

WORK

(C.

PARAMOUNT

&

GEO.

L.

DONE

SOBEL

6?

Paramount

Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Power Studios, Robert E., Film
Ex. Bldg., Los Angeles, Calif.
Tiffin Scenic Studios, Tiffin, O.
Twin
City
Scenic
Co.,
2819
Minn.
Nicolett
Ave.,
Minneapolis,
United
Studios,
14 West
Lake
St., Chicago, 111.
Volland
Scenic
Studios,
Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

SWITCHBOARDS,
Theatre

Adam Electric Co., Frank, 3649
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.
Edwards Electrical Const. Co.,
70 E. 45th St., N. Y. City.
E.-J. Electrical Installation Co.,
155 E. 44th St., N. Y. City.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.

STARTS, VERSES
STOPS,
REAT ANY ORPOINT

Inc.

STREET

CITY

Detailed
Description
Upon
Request

Theatre, Portland
Theatre, Seattle
and other

Rapp & Rapp creations

XEFIIN^

gTcemcgt
odio —
^-.~. v^ s
,

^Vq^st

Scener\
Catalogue

Kequest

O

TIFFIH.OIU

Installed in
Paramount

Calif.
Beaumont
Studios, 443 W. 47th
St., N. Y. City.
Chicago Stage Equip. Co., 55 W.
Wacker Drive, Chicago, 111.
Fabric
Studios, 4030 Whiteside
Ave., Los Angeles, Calif.
Great
Western
Stage
Equip.
Co., 817 Holmes
St., Kansas
City, Mo.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
N. N.Y. Y.Studios,
City. 328 W. 39th St.,

CURTAIN-CONTROL

BY

136TH

YORK

SCENERY

Architects)

KRAUS,

525-527 EAST

NEW

RAPP,

STAGE

Acme
Scenic
Studios,
1507 N.
Clark St., Chicago, 111.
Armstrong
Studios,
Inc.,
1717
Cordova
St.,
Los
Angeles,

NEW-TIFFIN

KINGS THEATRES
W.

Major Equipment Co., Inc., 4603
Fullerton Ave., Chicago, 111.
Martin Studios, J. D., 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calf.
Mestrum, Henry, 514 W. 46th
St., N. Y. City.
Novelty Scenic Studios, 340 W.
41st St., N. Y. City.
Volland Scenic Studios, Inc.,
3737 Cass Ave., St. Louis. Mo.

IMPOSSIBLE-TO-STALL-OR-JAM

AND

LOEWS

Section Two

GUIDE

^mr

^^"m

W"M^^

Send for Bulletin

ICCO,
TR
EC
EL
^^
^^
!
Z
I
M
J
t
I
IUSH
TION
TRUC
CONS
fc!
ICT
EM
ST
SYK^S
407 SO. DEARBORN
CHICAGO

ST.

Jutie 2i^. J'^Jli

M () 1 I () X

Major
K(|uit)incnt
Co..
Inc.,
4()03 I'ullcrtoii Ave., Chicano,
III.
Metropolitiin
Mlictric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14Sth St., Long
Island City, N. V.
Mutual
Kkc.
& Machine
Co.,
7601 Jos. Campeau
Ave,
Detroit, Mich.
Strauss
& Co., Inc., 616 West
4.5rd St., N. Y. City.
Trunii)ull
Klec. Co., IMainville,
Conn.
Westiiinhouse
I'.lectric & Mfg.
Co., E. l'ittsi)ur«h. Pa.
Wurdack
Elec. Mtg. Co., Wm.
4444 Clavton Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

SWITCHES,

Automatic

Adam Elec. Co., I'Vank, 3(>4y
Windsor PI., St. Louis, Mo.
Cutler- Hammer, Inc., 12th St.,
St. Paul .\ve.. Milwaukee, Wis.
Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartnian Electric MfK. Co.,
1051 Hall PI., Mansfield, O.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W.Grand
Ave., Chicago,
111.
Metropolitan Electric Mfj?. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Sundh Electric Co., 5 Ave. C,
Newark, N. J.
Western Electric Co., 195 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., v.. Pittsburgh,
Pa.

SWITCHES,

Remote Control

■C'utlcr- Hammer,
Inc., 12th St.,
St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.
Hart Mfg. Co., Hartford, Conn.
Hartman
Elec. Mfg. Co., 1051
Hall PI., Mansfield, Ohio.
Hoffmann
& Soons,
387 First
Ave., N. Y. City.
Hub Elec. Co., 2219 W. Grand
Ave., Chicago, III.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Strauss & Co., 616 W. 43rd St.,
N. Y. City.
Ward
Leonard
Electric Co., 37
South St., Mt. \'ernon, X. Y.
\\ cstmghousc
Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh,
Pa.
^Vurdack Elec. Mfg. Co., Wm.
4444 Clavton
.\ve., St. Louis,
Mo.

TABLES, Film Rewinding, Inspection and
Cutting
American Film-Safe Corp., 1800
Washington Blvd., Baltimore,
Md.
Belson Mfg. Co., 800 Sibley St.,
Chicago, 111.
Chicago Cinema Equip. Co., 1750
N. Springfield Ave., Chicago,
III.
Columbia Metal Box Co., 226 E.
144 St., N. Y. City.
Duplex Motion Picture Industries. 74 Sherman Ave., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Fulton Co., E. E^ 1018 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago,
III.
General Fireproofing Co., The,
1733 S. Los .\ngeles St., Los
Angeles,
Calif.
Neumade Products Corp.. 440
W. 42nd St., N. Y. Citv.
Sharlow Bros. Co.. 442 W. 42nd
St.. X. Y. Citv.
The Country's Leading
Theatres Equip Their
Ushers, Doormen, etc.. With

TAXKS.

PIC

1 L K !•.

Film Developing

THEATRE

.■\cnic lank Co., 39 Cortlandt
St.. N. Y. City.
Corcoran, Inc., A. J., 753 Jersey
Ave., Jersey
Ave., N. J.
Duplex .Motion Picture Industries, 74 Sherman Ave, Long
Island, N. \ .

TAI'ESTIUES
Albano Co., The. 309 E. 46th
St., X. Y. City.

Major
Co., 4603
lerton E(iuipment
Ave., Chicago,
III. FulMetropolitan
F^llectric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, X. Y.
Ward
Leonard
Elec.
Co.,
31

Bing & Co.'s Successors, Inc.,
Ferdinand, 67 Irving Place,
X. Y. t itv.
Dazian's
Inc., 142 W. 44th St.,
N. Y. City.
F'amco Tapestry Mills, Inc., 130
W. 34th
St.,"N.
Hextcr
& Co..
Inc., Y.S. City.
M., 2400
East Superior Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Louis Kuhn Studios, Inc., 105
W. 63rd St., N. Y. City.
Martin Studios. J. D.. 4114 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood,
Calif.
Philadelphia Tapestry Mills,
Allegheny .\ve. and FVont St.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
Saubiac & Son. B., 116 F. 27th
St., N. Y. City.

South

Mt.

X'crnon,

X. Y.

FRONTS

(See Terra Cotta, Architectural,
and Iron Works, .Xrcliitcctural)

TICKET
(See

BOOTHS

Booths, Ticket)

TICKET CHOPPERS
AND RACKS
Arcus Ticket Co., 358 X. Ashland Ave., Chicago,
III.
Caille Bros., 6210 Second Blvd.,
Detroit, Mich.
Elliott Ticket Co., 12 Vestry
St., N. Y. City.
Fulton Co., E. E., 1018 S. Wabash .*\ve., Chicago,
III.
General Register Corp., 1704
Paramount BIdg., N. Y. City.
Globe Ticket Co., 116 X. 12th
St., Philadelphia,
Pa.
International Ticket Co.. 50
Grafton
Ave., Newark,
X. J.
Mid-West Ticket & Supply Co..
910 S. Michigan Ave., ChiXational cago, 111.
Ticket Case Co., 840
W. 35th St.. Chicago, HI.
U.Ark.
S. Ticket Co., Fort Smith,

Automatic F:iectric Co., 1027 W.
\'an Buren St., Chicago, 111.
Couch Co., Inc., S. H., Norfolk
Downs, Quincy, Mass.
Dictograph Products Corp., 220
W. 42nd St.. X. Y. City.
Federal Telephone Mfg. Corp.,
ButTalo, N. Y.
Pettes & Randall Co.. 150 Nassau St., X. Y. City.

TEMPERATURE
REGULATION SYSTEMS

Weldon, Williams J Lick, 701
X. A. St., Fort Smith, Ark.
World Ticket & Supply Co.,
1600 Broadway.
X. Y. City.

Carrier
Engineering
Corp., 850
Frelinghuysen
Ave., Newark,
N. I.
Kausalite Mfg. Co.. 8129 Rhodes
Ave., Chicago, III.
Johnson Service Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.

TICKET
(See

Ticket

REGISTERS
Selling

Machines)

THEATRES

W. & GEO.
L. RAFF,
Arch's
Hundreds
of Auditoriums
Where

KNOWLES MUSHROOM
AIR DIFFUSERS
Were

Used
Ask

in Connection

fur

SILENT
- NO.

MOC.-^E

the Ventilating

booklet
of complete
information
f\nowles
Ventilators

— SIMPLE

KNOWLES
41

with

—

RELIABLE

MUSHROOM
ST.

BROOKS UNIFORMS

Arcub Ticket Co., 348 X. Ashland Ave., Chicago,
111.
Elliott Ticket Co., 12 Vestry
St., X. Y. City.
(jeneral Register Corp., 1704
Paramount Bldg., X. Y. City.
Globe Ticket Co., 116 X. 12th
St., Philadelphia. Pa.
International Ticket Co.. 50
(jrafton Ave., Xewark,
N. J.
Mid- West Ticket & Supply Co.,
910 S. Michigan

Ave.. Chi-

111.
Xational cago, Elec.
Ticket Keg. Co..
1S06 Kienlen .\ve.. St. Louis.
Xational Theatre Supply Co.,
Mo.
624 So. Michigan Ave.. ChiIII.
.\ati<mal cago, Ticket
Case Co., 840
VV. 35th St.. Chicago, III.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc..
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.

TICKETS,

Admission

.\n,sell
Ticket
C(j., 730
lin St.,
Chicago,
III. .\'. IrankArcus Ticket Co.. 348 X. Ashland Ave.. Chicago, III.
Columbia Printing Co., 1632-36
X. Halsted St., Chicago, III.
Elliott
X. Y.Ticket
City. Co., 12 Vestry St.,
Globe Ticket Co., 116 X. 12th
St., Philadelphia, Pa.
International Ticket Co., 50
Grafton Ave., Xewark, X. J.
Mid- West Ticket & Supply Co.,
Rees Ticket Co., 406 S. 10th St.,
Omaha, Xebr.
910 S. Michigan
Ave., ChiIII.
Simplex cago,Ticket
Co., 3120 West
Weldon, Williams & Lick, 701
Grand .Ave., Chicago, III.
\. A. St., Fort Smith, Ark.
World Ticket & Supply Co., Inc.,
1600 Broadway, X. Y. City.

TRAILERS,

Film

Acme
X. Y.Film
City.Co., 1540 Broadway,
Ad- Vance Trailer Service Corp.,
Ill
Sq., Bron.x,
X. Y.Westchester
Alpha
I'ilm Laboratories,
3437
Park Heights Ave., Baltimore,
Md.
Cincinnati
Motion
Picture
Co.,
Runey Bldg., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Consolidated
Film
Industries,
City.
Inc., 203 W. 146th St., X. Y.

Jamieson Film Lab., 2212 Live
Oak go, St.,
III. Dallas, Texas.
Xational
Screen
Service,
Inc.,
126 West 46th St., X. Y. City;
1600

TRANSFORMERS, Alternating Current

on

YORK

MA

also Chicago, 111., and Los An-

— ORIGINAL
NEW

SELLING
CHINES

geles,
Cal.
Semler
Cinema
Service,
Broadwav. X. Y. Citv.

System

VENTILATOR

TICKET

Filmack
Co., 838 S. Wabash
Ave., Chicago, III.
Holmes
Lectures,
Inc., Burton,
7510 X. Ashland Ave., Chica-

PARAMOUNT

KING

DESIGNED
BY C.
Are Two
of the Many

St.,

THEATRE

TELEPHONES, InterCommunicating

BROOKLYN

DIMMERS

.\(|,iiii l-.leiiric t n., Iraiik, 3'»49
W in<lstir PI., St. Louis, Mo.
Brenkert
Light Projection
Co.,
734H St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
Chicago Stage Lighting Co., 55
W.
Wackcr
Drive,
Chicago,
III.
Cutler-Hammer,
Inc., 12th St.
and St. Paul Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.
Hub Electric Co., 2219 W. Grand
.•\ve., Chicago, III.
Kliegl Bros. Universal
Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., X. Y. City.

I'aglc Tank Co., 2426 N. Crawford .\ve., Chicago,
III.
Genncrt, Inc.. G., 24 E. 13th St.,
N. Y. Citv.

LOEWS

X F. W S

CO.
CITY

Allis-Chalmers Mfg. Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
.Automatic Devices Co., 739
Hamilton
St., Allentown,
Pa.
Cutler-Hammer, Inc., 1255 St.
Paul Ave., Milwaukee. W^is.

WRITE FOR
BOOKLET

1439 Broadway
NEW
YORK

86

THEATRE

BUILDING

& EQUIPMENT

BUYERS

General

GENERAL

REGISTER

ANNOUNCE
THE

OPENING

Electric
Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Hallberg, J. H., 29 West 57th
St., N. Y. City.
International
Projector
Corp.,
Powers Division, 90 Gold St.,
N. Y. City.
Wagner
Electric
Corp.,
6400
Plymouth Ave., St. Louis, Mo.
Westinghouse
Electric
& Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Elec. Instrument Corp.,
Waverly Park, N. J.

CORPORATION

TURNSTILES

OF THEIR

NEW

SALES OFFICES (SUITE 1704-5) IN
THE PARAMOUNT BUILDING,
TIMES SQUARE, NEW YORK
CITY.
THE GENERAL
REGISTER
CORPORATION WILL HANDLE
ALL TYPES OF TICKET
REGISTERS AND MECHANICAL
DEVICES
INCLUDING
THE

Automatic Gold Seal
Register
AND THE

Simplex Ticket

Damon-Chapman Co., 234
St., Rochester, N. Y.
Mid-West Ticket & Supply
910 S. Michigan Ave.,
111.
Newman cago, Mfg.
Co., Cleneay

UNIFORMS
(See also Costumes, Theatrical)
Brooks Clothing Co., Pershing
Square
Bldg., Los
Angeles,
Calif. Theatrical
Brooks
Costumers,
1439 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Browning King & Co., 260 4th
Ave., N. Y. City.
Chicago
Uniform
& Cap
Co.,
208 E. Monroe St., Chicago,
III.
Ford Uniform
Co., 55 W. 45th
St., N. Y. City.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison
Sts., Chicago,
111.
Meier & Co., A. G., 205 W. Monroe St., Chicago, 111.
National Uniform
Co., 12 John
St., N. Y. City.
Pettibone
Bros. Mfg. Co., 626632 Main St., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Russell
Uniform
Co.,
1600
Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Western
Uniform
Co., 101 S.
Wells St., Chicago, 111.

CLEANERS

Electric Appliance
Co.,
W. Taylor St., Chicago,

III.
Hoover
Co., North
Canton,
O.
Spencer Turbine Co., Hartford,
Conn.
Sturtevant
Co.,
B. F., Hyde
Park, Boston, Mass.

VAUDEVILLE,
SERVICE

STATIONS
THE UNITED

Co.,
Chi-

and N. & W.
nati, Ohio.
Percy Mfg. Co., Inc., 101 Park
Ave., N. Y. City.

Edison
5600

Register

Mill

Ave.
R. R., Cincin-

VACUUM

THROUGHOUT
STATES

Agencies

City.
Amalgamated
Vaudeville Agency, Inc., 1600 Broadway, N. Y.
Lewis & Gordon Producing Co.,
Inc., Times Bldg., N. Y. City.
Markus Pally Vaudeville Agency, 1531 Broadway, N. Y. City.

J. C. ENSLEN,
BRANCHES
PHILADELPHIA
BOSTON
LOS
ANGELES
CHICAGO
CLEVELAND
PITTSBURGH
ATLANTA
CINCINNATI
JACKSONVILLE

Gen. Sales Mgr.
FOREIGN

BRANCHES

LONDON
JOHANNESBURG
CAPE
TOWN
MELBOURNE
WARSAW
BARCELONA
ROME
RIO
DE
JANEIRO

BUENOS

AYRES

Section Tzvo

GUIDE

VENDING MACHINES,
Soap, Towels, Etc.
Best Chemical Co., 833 North
17th St., Allentown, Pa.
Huntington Laboratories, Inc.,
913
Ind. E. Tipton St., Huntington,
Mandel Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.
National Automatic Machines
Co., 2196-2206 University Ave.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Rochester Germicide Co., Rochester, N. Y.
West Disinfecting Co., Barn St.,
- Long Island City, N. Y.

VENTILATING
TEMS
(See

SYS-

Heating
and
Ventilating
Equipment)

VENTILATORS
Air Condition Eng. Co., 1523
E. 9th St., Los Angeles, Calif.
Arctic Nu-Air Corp.. 2101 KenMinn. nedy St., N. E., Minneapolis,
Blizzard Sales Co., 1514 DavenCity. port St., Omaha, Neb.
Knowles Alushroom Ventilator
Co., 41 North Moore St., N. Y.

National Theatre Supply Co.,
624 So. Michigan Ave., ChiLakeside cago, 111.Ventilating
Co., Hermansville, Mich.
Sobel
& Kraus^
Inc., 517 E.
136th St., N. Y. City.
Mo.
Supreme

Heater

&

Ventilating

Typhoon Fan Co., 345 West 39th
St., N. Y. Citv.
Corp., 1915 Pine St., St. Louis,

VOLT METERS
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Metropolitan Electric Mfg. Co.,
Boulevard and 14th St., Long
Island City, N. Y.
Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.
Co., E. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Weston Electric Inst. Corp.,
Waverly Park. Newark, N. J.

WALL

COVERINGS

Beaver Products Co., Inc., 1440
Military Road, Buffalo, N. Y.
Blank
&
Co.,
Frederick,
230
Park Ave., N. Y. City.
McCallum
Decorative
Co., 135
Seventh St., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mandel
Bros., Inc., State and
Madison Sts., Chicago, 111.

WAXING

MACHINES,
Film

(See Film Waxing

Machines)

WICKETS, Office
Cashier's Box
Daniel Ornamental Iron Works,
4435
111. W. Division St., Chicago,
Newman Mfg. Co., Cleneay Ave.
and N. & W. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Price Brothers, 2644 Maplewood
Ave., Chicago, 111.
Williams, Inc., Jno., 542 W. 27th
St., N. Y. City.

WIRE, Asbestos Covered
Brenkert Light Projection Co.,
7348 St. Aubin Ave., Detroit,
Mich.
General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
Kliegl Bros. Universal Electric
Stage Lighting Co., Inc., 321
W. 50th St., N. Y. City.
Rockbestos Products Corp., P.
O. Drawer. New Haven. Conn.

WORN
OUT
and DEFECTIVE
PROJECTORS
Cause Damage to Prints
Increase Fire Hazard
Handicap the Projectionist
Lessen tlie Enjoyment o£ Patrons
and

Greatly Reduce
Box Office Receipts

BETTER
PROJECTION
PAYS
TPftOE ►lARK *»ECC,

THE INTERNATIONAL

INTERNATIONAL
90 Gold Street
\

PROJECTOR

PROJECTOR

CORPORATION
New York, N. Y.

I

MOTIOG^APH
DE LUXE
SQUND
PROJECTOH
Built T'or The
Dual Purpose of
_?

-1

ProjVcting Mqtion

SV'i

Pictures

AN

OTIOGRApt
Del uxe
SOUND

Fteproducirig Sound

PROjeCTOR

Sound
Sound

on

Film

an

Disc

AMD

Motion

Pictare Projector
Combined

One

in

Co/iplete Unit:

No Attachments

QUALi;
REPRODUCTION

;SMPLETE
EQUIPMENT
SOUND
FOR

THE

SMALLEST
OR LARGEST
THEATRE
BACKED
30

BY

YEARS

OF

PROJECTOR
BUILDING
EXPERIENCE.

THE

ENTKITTKLsM

OI' I K'AL "TTFc;. CO.

oOl W. Hundolph Street

Chicajro.

III.

I

irilllUllliltllMlltlMllitlll!

